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•MISS ROBINSON CRUSOE"
2 reels, Tuesday. Oct. 8
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October

'FOR THE MIKADO"
1 reel, Friday, Oct. 18

reatures

. PUT yourself in his place

OF

2 reels, Tuesday. Oct. 29

Thanhouser Three-a-Week
The
begin with the two reel adventure-story and scenic-gem entitled

" Miss Robinson Crusoe "
(Tuesday, Oct. 8)

followed by the one reel Japanese production made timely by

closing with the splendid

and

two reel.adaptation of Charles

YOURSELF IN HIS PLACE"
Reade's novel "PUT (Tuesday
MIKADO"
the demise of Japan's ruler
Friday,"FOR
Oct. THE
18)
Oct. 29)
THE
NEXT
RELEASES
(Sunday,

Oct. 6)

"A Six-Cylinder Elopement"

A boy, a girl and a "red-devil" are speeding features of this mile-a-minute comedy
(Tuesday, Oct. 8)

"Miss Robinson Crusoe"

The wonderful adventures of a pretty girl shipwrecked in the tropics. Gorgeous tropical scenery and settings.
Issued in two reels with (last half of last reel) the novelty
a ONE and THREE SHEET.

Your exchange has

cal Park"
Tuesday
Zoologi
of preceding
of two-reeler
bi causeY.
the I Ith N.
release on from
"Speci
No Friday mens
Scene

from

"A

SIX-CYMNDER

ELOPEMENT'

Rochelle.N.Y.
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ESSANAY'S
THIS WEEK

BIG

SCOOP!

"!
Terrible Teddy !"THIS

WEEK

!

Released Tuesday, Oct. ist.
An extraordinary and unusual dramatic study, wonderfully unique and magnificently portrayed.
skill and unquestionably one of the month's greatest feature productions.
Released Wednesday, Oct. 2nd.

"XA/ell

Staged with infinite

Matched"

A sparkling comedy constructed about a plot that is the last word in real humor and frivolity.
Sec your favorite laugh-creators in screaming roles!
Released Thursday, Oct. 3rd.
Ct

A genuine funny one'.

dem

99

liv<

A forceful dramatic story, true to nature and grippingly portrayed.
The regeneration of a common
sweet influence of a simple country lass. Magnetic in its appeal to the finer senses.
Released Friday, Oct. 4th.
it.

rrible

Teddy

"

HERE IT IS! A BREEZY COMEDY ABOUNDING IN RIP-ROARINGLY FUNNY
PROVING THAT "TEDDY MOOSE" IS ALL THAT HE IS CRACKED UP TO BE! DON'T
THIS ON YOUR LAUGHING BILL!

thug under tke

ESCAPADES, AND
FAIL TO FEATURE

Released Saturday, Oct. 5th.

Luck

RanoH"

A humorous Western comedy production concerning the trials and tribulations of a young couple who elope, and the
annoyances that beset them before the knot is finally tied. Augustus Carney, famous for his "Alkali" Ike character-creation, featured in a corking comic role! Produced in the heart of the West by G. M. Anderson.

a

Coming!

THE FALL OF MONTEZUMA

Increase

Your

Box

Office

Receipts

with

Three-Sheet

11

Coming!

Posters

of all Essanay
Saturday
Releases, or
including
"LoveMorgan
on Tough
Luck Ranch,"
in full four
each.
Order from
your exchange
direct from
Lithograph
Co., Cleveland,
O. colors, beautifully lithographed, 35c.
PHOTOS OF ALL ESSANAY PLAYERS
size 8 x 10, price $3.00 per dozen, can be secured from the Players' Photo Co., 177 N. State St., Chicago, 111.

GIVE

THESE

ESSANAY

MATTERS

FILM

YOUR

IMMEDIATE

ATTENTION

MANUFACTURING

521 First National Bank Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Factory and Studio, 1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
Branch Offices in London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona
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QAUMOn

"Pictures for Memory's

>

c

2

Galleries

On Your Order Book Print

o

The Convict's Brand

// will indelibly impress

its merit

on your

patrons'

minds

Release Date Tuesday, October I

A revenge sinister in the days of the first Napoleon — Over precipitous prison walls to
liberty nine years deferred — On the wave-tossed raft, death by bullet above, death by
water below — Coals of fire heaped upon the head of the arch enemy saved from the
flames of his burning home.

Rescue

Zigoto to the

Release Date Thur %, October 3
Cinematographic

smiles which

will

rescue i*. hs imprisoned
countenance^

Sat., Oct. 5, Zigoto Drives a Locomotive, and fiar
vesting III beat in the northwest

in the most

serious

Churs., Oct. io, Che Cie Eternal
Sat., Oct. 12, Che Cotton Industry, and Special

Cues., Oct. $, Cove's Cest
Cues., Oct. 15, Beethoven
Churs., Oct. 17, Che Eegend of Cagliostro

o

D

Copyright protects all our films.

CAUMONT

<

FILM

QAUMOnt

SUPPLY

Infringements will be vigorously prosecuted.

CO.
COMPANY

I

OF AMERICA,

z

o

Flushing, N. Y.
SOLE

DISTRIBUTORS

QAUmon

<

o
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THE BIG "IT ANNOUNCES
MORE BIG NEWS FOR YOU

■:k:;::::::::;:;

. '■■■Ml

WITH
four of America's most experienced, energetic and
ambitious moving picture men directing the affairs of the
Universal, is it any wonder that we are continually making announcements of new achievements — big things which no
one man working alone could accomplish, but which the Universal can and docs accomplish? For example:

ITEM

No. 1 -Very shortly the Universal will release 28 master reels every week — four every day!
ITEM No. 2--Hereafter the world-famous Ambrosio film will be one of the Universale regular
Wednesday releases!
ITEM

No. 3-Hereafter Miss Pearl White, formerly with Pathe, will appear in Universal
(Crystal) films!
ITEM No. 4--Our next tremendous 101-Bison
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And Next Comes an Innovation:
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"The Universale Animated Daily !"
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Yes, an animated DAILY! This will not interfere with our
brilliant and wide-awake Animated Weekly. The Animated
Daily will show 200-feet-a-day of live, current events. It will
give Universal Exhibitors still another advantage over all others.
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"Demand That Universal Program"
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ARAB
INF
A One-Reel Ambrosio
Feature now the Big
Sensation in Europe.
Nothing like it has ever
been produced before.
The UNIVERSAL GOT
IT FOR YOU. SEE
THAT YOU GET IT!

Demand That Uni
Here's the List for the
IM P

101

BISON

101

"THE CRUEL STEPMOTHER."
Monday, September 30th.
One
of those
simple,
tender
love-of-mother
themes.
It will please the children, charm
the
mothers and delight the fathers.

"A WESTERN EPISODE."
Tuesday, October 1st.
Dash, vim and vigor. That sums it up. A thrilling
plot, exciting scenes and a wild dash through the
mountains after the culprit make it a real Western
sizzler for excitement.

"A COUNTRY GIRL."
Thursday, October 3rd.

"WHEN
UNCLE
SAM
WAS
YOUNG."
Two Reels
Saturday, October 5th.
Two Reels
Have you ever felt the delightful sensatio* erf turninglated
themwithaway.
Here'sfever.
a chance
become inocuthe S.R.O.
The to
immensity
of the
production beggars description. A marvelously
spectacular Revolutionary War pictorial masterpiece.

It's a Dream of a picture and it has a "dream" in it
that is soothingly beautiful. Elaborately staged.
Brilliantly directed.
"HE
"A DAY

HAD
BUT FIFTY
CENTS."
On the same reel:
IN AN INFANT ASYLUM."
Saturday, October 5th.

Once you've set your "peepers" on it you'll feel the
smiles slipping and the chuckles gurgling in spite
of yourself.
On the same reel— "Little Tots at
Study and at Play."
Really delightful.

CHAMPION
"HER WHOLE DUTY."
Monday, September 30th.
From opulence and fortune to the dregs o< poverty,
and misery.
A romance that appeals most strongly
to those of the workaday world and will lose none of
its charms for the exclusive patronage.

M I LANO
"AN ALPINE TRAGEDY."
Saturday, October 5th.
Thrilling, tense situations in every foot of it Staged amid the awesome splendor of the Swiss Alps. It is the height of excellence of
excitement.
An enchantingly
irresistible story.

1

N

THE

IAN
AMY

MOYIXO

I'll Tl'KK

Wi >RLD

Real Lions Attack The
Heroine. The whole ree
is a masterpiece and it
will literally coin money
for every exhibitor who
shows it. The Universal
got IT FOR YOU. RELEASE DATE LATER.

versal Program
Week of SEPT. 30th.
NESTOR
"THE OLD PROSPECTOR."
Monday, September 30th.
Vivid story of life in a mining camp. Intensely emotional. Staged with realistic
.splendor.

"THE BOOMERANG."
Wednesday, October 2nd.

Alive with sparkling comedy. How a
stingy ranchman was made the ludicrous
victim of his own practical joke. Its a how)
of laughter.

"HEARTS AND SKIRTS."
Friday, October 4th.
Flickers of joy. That's what you're goin'
to "dob" this mirth provoker as it is clicked
off. Goed story.
Brilliant comedy.

POWERS

"EARLY'S AWAKENING."
Wednesday, October 2nd.
This child comedy-drama will impress
your patrons as vividly as Early's dream
impressed
the lesson
of the An
equality
of God's
children upon
her mind.
exceptionally
cleverly acted, finely staged "kid's" release.
It'll make a big hit.

"TWO
WOMEN."
Friday, October 4th.
There's a sort of hypnotic influence that
yervades this highly dramatic offering. The
kind of picture that will delight the toilers
and give faod for thought for the "spoilers."

[ECLAIR
"BOB'S DECEPTION."
Thursday, October 3rd.
Pulling power. That's it.
about it that just touches the
One of those lovable stories
and entertain. Strikingly
handsomely dressed.

"THE

WINNINGS

Something
right spot.
that please
produced,

OF SILAS

Sunday, October 6th.

GG."
You'll smile, PE
then
you'll giggle a bit,
but before the reel is finished you'll be
laughing like a school boy. A titteringly funny comedy.

GEM
"THE

CONVICT'S RETURN."
Tuesday, October 1st.

The straight and narrow path
led both men to fortune. Yours
will be a more direct road to
fortune if you book this film
belore your competitors realize
its value as an attraction.

CRYSTAL

GIRL IN THE NEXT
ROOM."
"THE MAN
FROM THE
NORTH POLE."
Sunday, October 6th.
A split-comedy of the very kind that you've been yelling to your
exchange for. Here it is. But don"t forget to keep on yelling and
give your patrons a chance to yell with you.
Every one of them a
?rrc-fire laugh-getting
hit.
On

"THE
the same reel:

"THE

OLD

DOCTOR'S

Tuesday,ANI
October
TY." 1st.

HUMfor emotionalism. A picA top notcher
ture that will live forever. Superior cast,
superb staging and producing.

"THE LUCKY
LOSER."
Thursday,
October 3rd.

The humor of this rollicking comedy will
spread amongst your audience like wildfire.
A sure cure for the blues. Produced in tiptop style.

"A

LOCK
OF HAIR."
Sunday, October 6th.

Many a day's receipts have been doubled
by
picture.
Here'stimeonewiththata few
will ofbring
thema back
a second
the
neighbors. A military drama that the crowds
will enthuse about.

VICTOR

"TANGLED RELATIONS."
Friday, October 4th.
There's no excuse for a poor show when
you can demand such a sterling money-getter. This is the best story written around
Florence Lawrence since she's been posinT
for
the
camera. Most brilliantly enacted
and staged.
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OPERATING

Automatic Ticket Selling and Cash Register
BY THE SIMPLE
THE MACHINE

Every ticket is registered
THE CASHIER HANDLES

PRESSURE

OF A BUTTON

ISSUES i, 2, 3, 4, or 5 TICKETS

as soon as issued

and

IN ONE

tickets can

NO TICKETS, RECEIVING MONEY AND
—ASSURING RAPID SERVICE.

ACTION.

be sold

MAKING

only once.

CHANGE

ONLY

Register is under lock and key and you hold the key.

The Automatic insures rapid service in selling tickets.
Insures absolute accuracy in accounting for every dollar.
Insures a complete account of business transacted.
WE FURNISH SINGLE AND DOUBLE MACHINES AS REQUIRED.
3y the use of the double machine two different priced tickets or tickets of two different classes can be issued.

If you want to increase the rapid handling of your tickets and want absolute pro=
tection for your Box Office, you cannot afford to be without the
AUTOMATIC
TICKET
SELLING
AND
CASH
REGISTER.

Write for our Illustrated Catalogue
and terms. It will solve your ticket
selling problem and make you money.
Reliable agents wanted everywhere.
Liberal Agency
contracts offered.
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SELIQ
THE HOUSE

SELIG

OF

THE

FIVE-A-WEEK.

Oct.

HOW

THE

CAUSE

WAS

WON

AN

Oot. 8th.

MOTORCYCLE

ADVENTURE

The thrilling experience of a city man and his new motorcycle
upon the occasion of his visit to his sweetheart in the country. The
most daring motorcycle ride ever shown in pictures is witnessed in
this subject.
About 1,000 feet.
Oct.

10th.

EUCHERED,
INTERNATIONAL

EDITH

PLAYED

JUDGE

AND

SOON

SELIG

TO

BE

MONTE

CRISTO

KINGS

OF

THE

FOREST

The moat wonderful of all Selie wild animal
masterpieci s. In two reels.
Gripping, thrilling; daring story of the wild African jungles. TWO 1: 1,101..-

POLYSCOPE

20 East Randolph

RELEASED

The greatest three-reel melodramatic masterpiece thai the house of
has everTHREE
produced. REELS.
A thrilling, all-absorbing visualization ol Dumas' Lunoas
DOfel

JURY

A strong, virile, western story told in the western way. A tale that
depicts the love of an eastern girl for a squawman of the west and
her awakening to the social ostracism thus brought about. About
1,000 feet.

THE

ROMANCE

< tne of the Quaintest and most pid nreaque pictures <>f the ent fire mwiflu
The auditor is transplanted to far oil 'lurmany, v.t
I iurroundlncs he <>r she watches,
with true undeffstaadingi
th° court .-Jnp <»i
I^cna and hef tWO lovers.
About 1.000 ft.

9th.

WHEN

PROGRAM.

Another
Internal rerenue cuto
ad »
particular^ feature,
elusive band
oi Pacific Cowl
smugglers.
About l.'JUO It. An
excellent

The dramatic story of a form of patriotism that quelled great strike
riots. The story of a rich man's son and a steel worker's daughter.
Gripping and powerful.
About 1,000 feet.

A

INVINCIBLE

Street

COMPANY
SEND

IN YOUR

NAME

MAILING

CHICAGO,

ILL.

FOR

OUR

LIST

Weekly Bulletins Sent

Free

^

TUESDAY,

OCTOBERT8th

"ALL ON ACCOUN
AND T

OF A RING "

"SURPRISING

ELIZA"

Two gloom dispellers, or twenty minutes in Happy Land.
THURSDAY,

"A CHOICE

OCTOBER

10th

BY ACCIDENT"

A comedy-drama properly balanced, at times uproariously funny, then
tremendously dramatic.
SUNDAY,

"THE

OCTOBER

WHITE

13th

BONNET"

There is not a man so hardened, not a woman so cruel, nor a child so perverted,
but will give way to tears over this striking little Paris ECLAIR drama.

ECLAIR FILM CO., 225 West 42nd St., New York City

FlLMt1
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In This Age of Specialists
Anyone afflicted with defective vision will not call the nearest
doctor but rather an eye specialist, and the person suffering
a brainstorm will call in another of the medical profession especially experienced to prescribe for him; and so the thoughtful theatre managers wanting good, breezy Western films
will demand "Flying A" Western subjects, because they are
produced by specialists who devote their entire time and
energies to producing this particular line of films. Do not
fail to book the following subjects— they mean increased
:===
ticket office receipts for you Z^^==
Monday. October 7, 1912

Monday,

Wednesday, October 9, 1912

Wednesday,

Jack of Diamonds

A Sister's Devotion
Thursday, October 10, 1912

October 14, 1912

THE PROMISE
October 16, 1912

The Border Detective
Thursday, October 17, 1912

Reformation of
The New
Sierra Smith
Cowpuncher
THESE

SUBJECTS

COPYRIGHTED

BY AMERICAN

FILM

MFG.

CO.

If you are looking for something exceptionally good— something to tickle the mental palates of your audiences— do not fail to look for our announcement inthe next issue of this publication.

American Film Manufacturing Co. . SUPPLY
Ashland Block

CHICAGO Ws*
\

CO.

w
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Nothing to Beat It As An

EXCLUSIVE

TERRITORY

PROPOSITION
A FEW FERTILE
REEL, ALL-STAR

AND RICH STATES STILL OPEN FOR THE BIG THREEFEATURE PRODUCTION HEAVILY ADVERTISED FROM
COAST TO COAST.

DUBLIN DAN
BARNEY GILMORE

THE
IRISH
DETECTIVE

THE
THRILLING
AND
SENSATIONAL
MELODRAMA— A TENSE
STORY
OF CRIME, CONSPIRACY AND PUNISHMENT— AN EMPHATIC BOX-OFFICE
ATTRACTION WITH
WELL-KNOWN

ABUNDANCE OF ADVERTISING MATTER. TWO KINDS OF ONE-SHEETS,
THREE-SHEETS, HALF-SHEET LOBBY DISPLAYS IN THREE COLORS.
COLORED SLIDES AND ILLUSTRATED HERALDS.
WRITE FOR SAMPLES.

REGULAR

RELEASES through Film Supply Company

CANNED

HARMONY

RELEASED

WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

9th

This is one of those popular and inimitable Billy Quirk comedies. Billy is in love
with a musician's daughter. The musician, however, is set on it that only a lover of
harmony may be his accepted son-in-law. Billy gets a scheme to fool the old man by
means of canned music and a Paderewski wig.

A FOOL

AND

HIS

MONEY

(The New Title for Darktown Aristocrats)

RELEASED

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

Uth

James Russell, the Cakewalk King, is featured in this attraction. The story is a
satiric comedy dealing with the pretentions of colored folks. The way they try to ape
and imitate their white brothers forms the basis of the story. A negro laborer suddenly gets in possession of a lot of money and then goes the pace.

THE

RELEASED

GOLD

BRICK

WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

ir
pan
SoWComFORT
LEE, NEW

16th

JERSEY

n

THE

M( »\ ING

PICT U KM

\Y< »KMD

"Ztfr BISON HEADLINERS
II
THE SERGEANT'S
I

BOY
I

A cyclonic presentation of war and heroism
with scene upon scene of overwhelming spectacularism, unfolding a story of military life combining
thrilling sensationalism and peerless dramatic rendition.
ORPHANED BY THE SAVAGE ATTACK OF THE INDIANS, LITTLE TOM
IS SAVED FROM THE MAELSTROM OF DEATH AND ADOPTED BY THE
SERGEANT. An attachment springs up between Tom and the Colonel's
daughter, which embarrasses the parents when ten years later the Colonel wishes
her to marry Captain Palmer, The romance is ended by fate, when during a
disastrous battle, the rivals fight side by side and Tom is killed. The finish of
the picture is a solemn military funeral, witnessed by the heartbroken girl.

NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE CO.
150 EAST

14th STREET,

NEW

YORK

CITY

Mutual Film Corporation, 60 Wall Street, Sole Agent for U. S. and Canada

THE
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Exhibitors
Attention!

have the most attractive proposition inAmerica today on

F o u r ,he B i g g e s t

Box=Office
Winners
Ever Released
Sarah Bernhardt in "Camille"
Mme. Rejane in "Madame Sans Gene"
Paradise & Purgatory (Dante's)
A Trip to the Garden of Allah

2
3
4
3

Reels
Reels
Reels
Reels

URBAN
F*l eclipse
Q IhJ
PIMF
Ul
In HO
RELEASES FOR NEXT WEEK
Cines,

Saturday,

October

12th,

1912.

TRAILING the COUNTERFEITERS

Where can you find features or greater variety controlled by one concern?
Perfect publicity for every
feature.

Our proposition is for SIXTY DA YS
ONLY,
write,
wire, 'phone
orSo call
NOW
The Metropolitan Theatre Company
955-957

Rose Building,

LUX

Cleveland,

Ohio

FILMS

The Crown of Perfection

The thrilling adventures
of a brave detective.
powerful story well acted — splendid photography.
Eclipse, Wednesday,

Release for Friday,
October 4, 1912

THE
MEDALLION
Length 983 feet
An

Excellent

Drama

Oct. 9th, 1912.

A A ROMAN'S
CONVERSION
story laid in the days of ancient Rome.
THROUGH DERBYSHIRE DALES
(Scenic.)
Cines,

THE

Tuesday,

Oct. 8th,

1912.

WONDER
Comedy POWDERS

ARTISTIC

GLASS

WORK

(Industrial)

R. PRIEUR
10 EAST
15thi STREET
NEW
YORK
CITY
Telephone,

A GLIMPSE
OF SICILY
Travelogue
Advance Synopses Free.

Write to

3427 Stu\ cesant

Sold only through Film Supply
Company of America

166 North State St.

CHICAGO

Licensed by Motion Picture Patents Co.

A

u

THE

Released Tuesday, Oct. ist, 1912.

The AMATEUR

AHA

[NG

PH TURE

WoRI.I)

Length 1063 ft.

ICEMAN

Released

Friday.

Oct.

4th,

1912.

COLLECTION

Length

DAY

600

ft.

Julius Shut/, ami his wife li v<- happily, but business Is bad
and creditors are clamoring.
When
the landlord comes, the wife
is in bed sic-k: when the grocery mat
/>-... Bhutz plays the same
game. Hie nowsboj cornea fur iii- mono] and is promptly throws
out. He telle the others and Shutz is hauled Into court. There
the sympathetic Judge recognizes .Mrs. Bhutz a* au old -■ hooimate
and there is nothing doing.
Released

Friday.

Oct.

4th,

Length 400

1912.

SPOONY

ft.

SAM

Spoon; Sam and Sis Perkins think that they love each other well
enough to get married.
Bam buys the ring and hires a eiergymau.
but at the last moment be geta cold feet and skips with the ring
Another sweetheart
is on hand
anil in order that the guests
not be disappointed,
sis grabs the forlorn hope aini manii
1 law kins.

Released

Saturday.

Oct.

5th.

Length

1912.

HIS

about

1 COO

ft

LIFE

lames
Westcott's
son rich,
Roy determine
and John Baxter's
ter Betty,
both fairly
to work.daughThe
uirl dons a house maid's suit and the boy drives hi-father's ice wagon. They fall in love, but the parentcaunot approve of such incongruous attachments, until
they are caught and explanations being made the match
is admitted to be admirable.
Released Thurs., Oct. 3rd, 1912.

Length about 1,000 ft.

THE PHYSICIAN OF
SILVER GULCH
A dramatic story of the Gold Fields. Dr. Jones is
summoned by the Sheriff of Silver Basin to attend his
sick child. The Sheriff then has to go to guard a big
pay roll of gold at the banK. The Doctor being hard
pressed for money attemps to rob the bank and the
Sheriff, not knowing him fires upon him, wounding
him in the hand. Again the Doctor is called to wait
upon the child
saves
child'sof life.
The Sheriff
recognizes
his and
man. hebut
the the
mother
the child
pleads
for mercy and the Doctor is permitted to escape.
Released

Monday,

Oct.

7th,

"The man" leaves mother, sweetheart and home to seek fortune
in the big city, lb- promises not to forget his dear ones. He becomes
prosperous and lapses into a life of recklessness. Wine and women
become his passion. A little incident brings mother to his mind. He
quits heart
an meet
orgy
to the old home where mother and sweethim and
with tushes
open arms.

1912.

THE LAST ROSE OF SUMMER

Length

about

1.000

ft

A fearful and wonderful story picture in which two rival lovers wrestle for the possession of a white ruse, on the top of a cliff
overhanging the sea. with which each hope to win the favor of a pretty fisher maid of the cove. The one grasping the flower is thrown
over the cliff, but is caught on a ledge and finally rescued by the little maid, who gives him her prorois, .

NOTE:

The Lubin Pictures which have heretofore been released on Wednesday,
will on and after September 24th be released on Tuesday.

EXTREMELY BEAUTIFUL ONE and THREE SHEET POSTERS of our PHOTO-PLAYS,
printed in FIVE COLORS, can be obtained from the A. B. C. COMPANY, CLEVELAND,
OHIO.
These handsome bills will offer a GREAT ADVANTAGE to your Theatre.

LUBIN

MANUFACTURING

Chicago: 154 West Lake St.

COMPANY,

B. Nichols. 86 Wardour St., London, W., England.

MODEL NEW STUDIOS,
20th and Indiana Avenues,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Berlin, 35 Friedrich Str.

J
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General Superiority
Commands
the Army of
Exhibitors to demand that
their Exchange surrender
to them all

C. G. P. C.
FILMS
EVERY

WEEK

In addition to being the
acme of perfection these
pictures ^ive you

VARIETY
which is the spice of your
exhibition.

Interesting
Entertaining
Striking
Stirring and Satisfying
oUUli

EjJtI
,

i6
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THE
EDISON
KINETOSCOPE
UNDERWRITERS
TYPE B
An Unsurpassed Moving Picture Machine
From Every Point of View
"ONCE USED, ALWAYS

USED"

Don't let the crowd go past YOUR
show to the one around the corner.
Throw out the cheap machine that
gives the flickering, eye-tiring pictures
— that's always breaking down; you've
given it a chance and found that it
won't hold the people.
Replace it with an Kdison Kinetoscope, the machine that projects the
rock steady pictures, the one that is
simple to operate and is built to stand
the grind. You can't do it a day too
soon. Write now for catalog 500 and
a copy of the Edison Kinetogram.

Price, with Rheostat,
24-40 amperes, Price, with 110 volt,
Transformer,
-

CURRENT

EDISON

1 — "The Girl from the Country
feet.
Dramatic.
2 — "Olympic Games,
Pittsburgh
scriptive.

l Features
SpeThecia
only machine with hardened
steel shafts running in hardened bearings throtighout.

Adjustable Outside Revolving Shutter, Chain Take-Up, Extra Large
House, with square condenser holder,
Double Magazine Rollers, Heavy
Brass Terminals on connecting cords,
set of Heavy Extension Legs, four of
which are 1% inches in diameter. A
very substantial stand.

110 volt,
- - $225.00
60 Cycle
- - $245.00

FILMS

by Bannister Merwin.
Y.

M.

1,000

C.

A."

200

foet.

De-

L.

Graylord.

700

feet.

2 — Comedy.
"The Green-eyed

Monster."

4— "Cashmere,"
Descriptive.

Chief Health Resort of India.

1.000 feet.

5 — "The Usurer's Grip," by Theodore Huntington.
co-operation
with
the Russell
Sage
Foundation,
Remedial
Loans.
1.C00 feet.
Dramatic.

Produced in
Division of

the

by Wm.

7 — "A Curable Disease," a story of the Union Printers' Home,
Colorado Springs.
Colo.
1.000 feet.
Dramatic,
g — Dramatic.
"Under
False
Colors."
by Bannister
Merwin.
1.000 feet.
9 — "Uncle
Mun
and
the
Minister."
by Fred
Nankivel,
the
originator of "Uncle
Mun."
1,000 feet.
Comedy.
11 — "The Charge of the Light Brigade."
1,025 feet.
Dramatic.
12 — "A Fresh Air Romance."
1.000 feet,
Dramatic.
14 — Comedy.
"Outwitting
the Professor,"
by
C. R.
Cox.
1,000
feet.
15 — "Glimpses
of
15 — "The
Widow's

Bermuda."
350 feet.
Scenic,
Second
Marriage."
650 feet.

Comedy.

239 Lakeside Ave. , Orange, N. J.
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"HER

CHOICE"

A very
nice distinction.
her
heiress.

Two prettv girls.

"THE ADVENTURE

Afonrfay, Sepfem&er JO//.

A wealthy aunt shows good judgment in selecting one tor

OF THE SMELLING

Lambert Chase, the detective, with his keen penetration, scents a crime.
.ml catches the criminal with the goods.
Great work.

SALTS"
Tuesday, October 1st
Follows the clue across the

"BACHELOR
BUTTONS
"!
TTwo f
rt th
funny ones ,together
!J!_..T
,.w*w « «.t « ..r- . w-^T.
"DIANA'S LEGACY"
- w<dn*.day. October >„
Bunny is the bachelor and makes us hurst our buttons laughing.
Miss Finch as Diana bequeaths us
plenty

of fun

with

her baby elephant.

"SHE
CRIED"
Thursday, October
Her cry is a winner,
l'uts her in soft with a hard-hearted boss, and a life-partnership.

"HER

SPOILED

BOY"

Mother love
and for
indulgence
make her boy selfish and wayward.
ins mother
her kindness.

"THE

a

II,

Friday, October 4th
repents his ingratitude and re-

RED BARRIER"

In a duel, a Russian Count is killed.
who killed him and the Count's wife.

Saturday, October 5th
His haunting presence is a barrier betweer the love of the man

NEXT WEEK, SIX A WEEK
"NOTHING TO WEAR"— Something to see.
MONDAY,
"THE GODMOTHER"— A little faker.
TUESDAY
"WHEN PERSISTENCY AND OBSTINACY MEET"— Great
WEDNESDAY,
"AS FATE WOULD HAVE IT"— Ever thus. THURSDAY,
"HER FATHER'S HAT"
rnm M
"MAMMOTH LIFE-SAVERS"- ^omeaies as 1SFRIDAY,
"WHEN CALIFORNIA WAS YOUNG"— Days SATURDAY,
of old.
SPECIAL THREE-REEL
FEATURE, "AS YOU
THROUGH THE GENERAL FILM COMPANY,

- rr-J

iV<

3rd

OCTOBER 7th.
OCTOBER 8th.
combination.
OCTOBER 9th.
OCTOBER

10th.

OCTOBER

nth.

OCTOBER

12th.

LIKE
IT," RELEASED
MONDAY, OCTOBER 7th.

18
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Smith Weston, a diamond importer, makes a confidant and friend of his private secretary, Atland Harrison
Harrison steals the combination of the Special Safe. While memorizing the combination Harrison is heard
b> Weston's pit parrot. Harrison robs the Special Safe.
clue that causes Harrison's exposure and arrest.

i lie iiarrot repeating the combination furnishes the

ONE AND THREE SHEET 4 COLOR POSTERS
Released Monday, October 14//1.

Paying the Board Bill

The Plot That Failed

Genuine Comedy.
Three impecunious artists owe their landlady $15
for room rent. To raise the money they sell a picture for the exact amount of their debt. On the
way home they meet three pretty girls and the $15
is soon spent in a good dinner. That night they

Jack, a young inventor, completes the model of a
new machine and offers it for sale to Craig, a rich
manufacturer. Craig at once sees the value of
the invention but offers Jack a small price, which

are
their landlady
making
via detected
the tire by
escape.
The police
are their"g-etaway"
called in and
the boys are arrested. On the way to the station
the girls learn of their plight, and come to their
rescue by paying the amount necessary to return
them to the good graces of their landlady.
(On the same reel)

turess, to locate the model in Jack's house and report to him. When Jean tells Craig she has seen
the model, the rich manufacturer promises to marry
her if she will steal it and bring it to him. The
plotting of the two conspirators is overheard by

Central Park, New York

Jack's sweetheart, Bertha. Jlean fails and Craig is
forced to pay $25,000 for the invention.

A visit to the grandest natural park in America.
Released
Wednesday,
Oct. ibth.

is promptly refused. Craig induces Jean, an adven-

Released Friday, Oct.

iSth.

Rival Engineers
Thorn and Fletcher, engineers,
are rivals for the new engine.
Fletcher wins the prize, causing
Thorn to vow vengeance that
culminates in a sensational collision between two engines.
Released Saturday, Oct. \gtk

One and three sheet 4 color posters for this feature

JOUR A WEEK

u

N
J. P. Chalmers, Founder.

Telephone Call, 1343-1344 Gramercj
Published by
CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY,
125 E. 23rd Street (Beach Building), NEW YORK
J. P. Chalmers, Sr., Pres. ;E. J. Chalmers, Sec. and Treas.; John Wylie, Vice-Pres. and General Manager.
The office of the company

ii the address of the officers.

Entered at the General Post Office in New York City as Second Class Matter.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: $3.00 per year. Post free in
the United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and the
Philippine Islands. Canada, $3.50. Foreign Countries,
$4.00, Post Paid.

DISPLAY

WESTERN OFFICE: 169 W. Washington St. (Post Bldg.),
Chicago, 111. Phone, Main 3145. Automatic Phone 32732.

Address all correspondence "Moving Picture World, P. O.
Box 226, Madison Square, New York," and not to individuals.
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Facts and Comments
is the most effective way for the exhibitor
WHICH
to make his personality count for his own personal advantage as well as for the general benefit
of the motion pictures? A well-known exhibitor, who
operates a chain of motion picture houses in one of the
big Eastern states had a ready answer to this question.
He said that the best way for an exhibitor to show to
the public what he can do is in the choosing of his own
programs. For the present the exhibitor can do much
in the intelligent supervision of the music, the providing
of extra attractions, the maintenance of order, the personnel of his help, the matter of projection, the cleaning
and ventilating of his house and a scrupulous observance
of all laws and ordinances. His power and influence in
the community would however be ever so much greater,
were he to have a free hand in the choice of his programs. He could then consult his own judgment and the
needs and tastes of his audiences much better.
*
It is true that to some extent he may even now exercise his own discretion. It is also true that within the
last year or two some of the manufacturers, but by no
means all, have sought to put themselves in the position
of the exhibitor and to supply him with films that will
bring him money and prestige. We refer with sincere
pleasure to the efforts of one manufacturer who has provided the exhibitors with films illustrating the efforts for
social betterment. We recall no period in the history of
our country when the public conscience was more keenly
awake than now to the needs and claims of the unfortunate and the weak and the neglected. These pictures
have everywhere raised the motion picture in public
esteem. Other film productions of the same nature give
the public correct and wholesome views of such mighty
subjects as prison reform, the injustice and corroding
influences of the social evil, the reclaiming for better
lives of men and women whom the world and the newspapers complacently describe as outcasts. Another picture of the same kind demonstrating the effects of the
loan shark system is projected. We can see great possibilities inthese pictures for the intelligent exhibitor.
Nothing better could be chosen. Such topics interest
every human being. They enter into the lives of hundreds of thousands among the audiences who go to witness moving pictures. When they express the highest
aspirations of enlightened modern thought and suggest
a just and humane solution they not only emphasize the
power of the motion picture for good, but they make the
electric theater much more than a mere show house or
circus, or dime museum. In the handling of such pictures the exhibitor has a splendid chance of putting original ideas into practice and making his theater a rendezvous for the best people in the community. It appears
that these exceptionally meritorious films were all made
in cooperation with societies and institutes devoted to
various phases of social betterment.
Wise beyond the wisdom of his average competitor is
the manufacturer who on occasions forgets the dreadful
routine and solicits the cooperation of outside bodies and
thus provides something new, something original, something which throbs with life and is gladly and readily

understood by the great masses of the people. We cannot
repeat often enough that monotony is the most deadly
foe of the further progress and popularity of the moving
picture. Five or six years ago two theaters out of every
three were of small seating capacity, often hastily altered
from stores and generally besieged by hordes of unwashed boys, who clamored for the " Wild West " and
the cowboys. Then the seating capacity scarcely averaged more than three hundred and anything would do
for a quick five-cent thrill. We all know that these things
have changed. It is painful to note that the supply of
these " nickel-thrills " far
the present demand.
* exceeds
* *
IT IS curious to note the distinctly opposite views and
positions taken by churches and clergymen in their
treatment of the motion picture. One faction, modern, liberal and discriminating, gladly recognizes the usefulness of the cinematograph. Men and women of this
faction spend little time in bemoaning the occasional bad
picture and never lash themselves into a moral frenzy
howling for the police and demanding draconic laws. Instead of this they at once cast about for means of turning the picture to the advantage of the church. Instead
of impeding the wheels of progress they try to turn them
in the right direction. The other kind inveigh against
the picture and cry out in alarm against its use in church
or school. One clergyman recently said that the appeal
of the church is " to the heroic and noble in men and
women." Does the reverend gentleman imagine that no
other agency in modern civilization but the church is
making this appeal and making it in all earnestness and
sincerity ? We surely are not blind to the present faults
and shortcomings of the picture but we could name at
this moment scores of pictures that make this very appeal
and, we think, a bit more effectively than the average
Sunday sermon. A few years hence we will all be wondering why the churches have been so slow to take advantage of the motion picture.
*
A Catholic priest made some pointed remarks on this
subject, when he recently gave up several days of his
time in order to get enough pictures of a suitable character for the amusement of the children in his parochial
school. This particular clergyman had much fault to
find with the programs offered to the public by an exhibitor, who had his theater in the immediate neighborhood of the church. Instead of thundering " against the
horrid moving picture," this eminently practical pastor
put himself in communication with a film exchange and
started a theater of his own. "The children." he said,
" are bound to see the pictures. I think the good ones
are just what children ought to see and I like nothing
better than a funny picture. I am now providing that
kind of pictures for them and I know there can never be
anything in the films, which will offend or shock them.
I do not want to compete with the man around the corner
and the minute I have the assurance that his pictures will
be what they ought to be I am going to stop mine and
tell the children to go to his.*' What this priest is now
doing in a small and experimental way will soon be done
in a large and comprehensive way by all the churches.
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l'.v I. oris Reeves I Iakkison
IF Americans are not the greatest travelers in the world,
they run a close second to the English in a leadership that distances all other nations. Orient or Occident, North Pole or South Pole, Englishmen and Americans will be found traversing the highways and waterways, the byways and out-of-the-ways, pegging away up
unsealed mountain heights, delving into long-buried ruins,
always alive to what is new, interesting or of value from
artistic, mercantile or educational points of view. If
there is anything yet to be discovered they will never be
satisfied until they know all about it.
Most of us are stay-at-homes from necessity rather
than desire ; the restless wanderlust pervades the whole
nation ; that is what brought men here ; that is what sent
them west ; that is what spreads them out like overlapping
waves of a coming flood upon territory adjoining our
own. The cravings of a progressive spirit and the restlessness ofnervous vigor keeps our men pushing onward,
and they overcome resistance by superiority of intelligence
rather than crushing force of numbers, bringing into action the knowledge gained in world-wide exploration.
Some of us must keep house. We who do are merely
units of no particular individual importance in an enormous social and political organization, and our daily
journeys are down to business and home again, with occasional relief in surrounding territory. But the longing
to range seizes us powerfully at times and is never whollyabsent. We hunger to see other parts of the earth, possibly from keen curiosity, probably for the purpose of
making discoveries in general as to what is going on in
lives and conditions remote from our own.
Admitting that our own country is the best to be born
in, brought up in, educated in, work in, live in and die in,
I prefer pictures of travel in Europe as a pure source of
delight when they are properly taken, and we can not gain
too much knowledge of the many interesting varieties of
people who are gradually merging with our own population. Their history, their industries, their arts, their
monuments, their customs, their sports, their comedies
and their tragedies give charm and variety to screen presentations and offer a live stimulus to thought.
I will modify that statement. All that I have said in
praise of travel pictures relates to what they should do.
Those I have seen are far from satisfactory, most of them
being as primitive as the earliest examples of the photodrama. They look as though they had been taken by a
camera man who had about the same interest in touring
Europe we would expect to be evinced by the chauffeur
of a motor car "doing the continent." Each of them is
there to attend to a machine requiring some skill to run
and keep in repair, and the sum of their interest is what
they get for the job.
There may be camera men who know all about the composition of a picture, of balance and transition, of light
and shade, of breadth and detail, but such men are rarely
seen turning a handle or snapping a kodak, and composition isto the picture what a plot is to a play. It is the
brains of all photography that seeks to become allied with
art. I have met amateurs who could do better than the
average professional photographer because their interest
was heart-born, not commercialized. They were able to
produce exquisite effects at small cost of time and effort
because they felt pictures.
Not only are most of the Photoscenes of European

Travel lacking in that artistic skill which i> bound to
please the audience, but there is comparatively little judgment exercised in selecting what is most enjoyable, with
a little concomitant instruction added. There are a few
exceptions. I remember a fascinating Gaumont release,
affording a comprehensive view of Chateau Pierrefond
because it was taken from an air-ship, but we were told
nothing of the history of the huge castle built by the Duke
of Orleans in 1390 and given no glimpse of its interesting interiors.
There was plenty of room on the film to tell us all about
the glorious structure restored by Napoleon III. with a
glance at its extremely picturesque court and a moment
in its Florid Chapel. Its value would have then been enhanced hundred
a
fold as a means of culture. By the same
method we should have a view of what i- of me liaeval
interest or Renaissance importance at Carcassonne and its
fifty-four towers, at Tarascon, at Bourges, at Tours,
where Charles Martel defeated the Saracen invader- in
one of the world's decisive battles.
There are hundreds of living historical and legendary
objects crying for camera attention at Falaise of the Norman Conquerer, at fascinating Blois, with its royal palace
of wondrous beauty and extent, at Orleans, where

Caesar's forces were imperiled before Christ was born
and Joan of Arc saved France from the English. There
is a wealth of architectural delight and instruction at
Rouen, Amiens, Chartres,Rheims and Poitiers, with amazing revelations of Roman remains in all their grandeur
and tragedy at the old towns of Aries, Nimes. Orange
and Valence.
The audiences watching from in front should never be
kept in ignorance of the true meaning of what is thrown
on the screen. If subtitling of the highest skill fails to
take them beyond languid interest in the presentation, the
imagination must be subsidized by some such tribute as
a glowing scene or two from acute historical moments.
At least, they must be given enough stimulus and encouragement inwhat is shown to inspire a keen quest for
the remainder. If the inanimate objects and explanations
do not suffice, inject the animate.
A weakness in all photoscenes of travel is that of taking the pictures in the full glare of day. This might be
necessary where it was a matter of importance to clearlv
exhibit the expression of a human face at a critical moment of dramatic tension, but there is an indefinable charm
in the softened mystery of old historic structures, and the
vaporous quality of twilight effects powerfully stirs the
imagination. We have already seen some startling sunsets in the moving pictures. Use the light of that hour
to fasten an immortal scene to the imagination of the
spectator.
It is compulsory now and then to force the studio lights
upon a single character or object to give it prominence
through the relief it exhibits. That is possible in studio
interiors, but the use of half lights in an exterior can be
wonderfully true to nature when no one point of the picture isgiven prominence. People in the audience must be
made to feel that they are actually present when travel
photoscenes are shown — they are on the ground and partaking of the pleasure of an actual traveler, enjoying the
innumerable sources of human interest it contains.
"The form that it finds, is the fabric you wrought
"On the loom of the mind, with the fibre of thought."
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"The Usurer's Grip" (Edison)
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison

CONCEPTION of the highest order, pregnant
with Qdnsequence and intrinsic meaning, a social
phenomenon of deep interest presented in a way
that will reach human hearts hy the million, is this new
Edison photodrama. It is one of the tendrils now reaching nut from a vast accumulation of wealth to better the
lot of those who seem to struggle hard all their lives,
bare and flavorless lives, for mere existence, though they
doubtless form so many necessary threads in the universal plan.
The pity we all feel for men and women of scant
opportunity, who are not responsible for their ancestry
and environment, yet who appear to carry all the burden
of hardship, is impotent as a sentiment because the problem of labor and its reward is so overwhelming to the
individual of limited resources. However hateful to us
is the injustice of present social conditions, however
sickening the wrongs imposed upon those who deserve
the best the world can afford, we can not do better than
extend a feeble hand now and then to those within reach,
with a sense of shame that comparative poverty permits
us to do so little, and a deeper sense of shame for those
who use inherited millions for the degradation of themselves and their fellow-beings.
A

What can we do? The average wife and mother has
her mission clearly indicated at home. The average husband and father realizes the danger of sharing what he
has earned for the maintenance of himself and family
with outsiders whose condition stands as a perpetual
menace to his own little group. To whom but those of
vast wealth can we look to exercise a salutary influence
upon malignant forces operating in our social body that
its organization may be lifted a step higher towards
eventual enlightenment of the whole human race?
Very few of us looked to Russell Sage for active and
abundant helpfulness to those in sore need, lie was
skilled in financial operations and had the power of judging what were the best means of attaining his ends, but
this implied a marvelous ability to look carefully forward
and grasp the consequences of present situation-, an ability he proved in the wisest act of his life, that of selecting an intelligent and sympathetic woman, his own wife,
to dispose of his vast accumulations with combined good
will and good sense.
Sage in name and sagacious in action, the great financier laid the foundation of a noble beneficence named for
him and formulated by Airs. Sage and her advisors. A
branch of the Russell Sage Foundation is The Division

Scene from "The Usurer's Grip" (Edison).
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of Remedial Loans, an organization engaged in the removal of an evil which has destroyed working men by
tens of thousands as Well as the happiness of women and
children and the growth of pure home life in our midst.
Every inch a man is the working employe who tries to
maintain a normal standard of living for himself and
family on a pitiful wage that affords bare necessities, giving the best of his years and strength to labor that addto the value of his part of the world, always hoping and
sustained by faith in his eventual advancement to reasonable compensation for honest effort, but operating on too
slender a margin for unexpected contingencies. Accident
to himself, illness in his family, a lull in production, enforced idleness from other causes find him unprepared,
and he sinks down in despair or falls into the hands of a
" Loan Shark."
The " Loan Shark " does a business of legalized blackmail under a pretense of lending money without security. New York State, to its everlasting disgrace, has protected this cancerous individual by permitting a percentage of an employe's salary to be attached in the event of
judgment awarded, and a crooked lobby supported by
money lenders at Washington, has attempted to secure
the passage of a bill permitting extortions. Nearly every
court in the land is a legally constituted collection agency,
its tremendous power directed against the finest property any community can possess, the man who labors
honestly for small wage in the direct interest and for the
betterment of that community.
The " Loan Shark " is a sort of national institution of
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ours, a malignant growth on our body; for hi
any
such factor in other civilized countries, and his elimination is not probable by inactive public sentiment when
osed by organized political decadents, as rotten their
way as those who adventure a little money for purposes
of outrageous extortion, but The Sage Foundation is
and loan associations which place borsavings
organizing
rowers upon
their honor without attaching their wages
and will drive at the root of the evil that lit- in pernicious legislation, and they have the combined power of
wealth and brains to accomplish their exalted purposi
The Edison production is released in cooperation with
the Remedial Loan Division of the Russell Sage Foundation and should prove an effective publicity feature in
addition to the interest that will be aroused by its artistic merits alone. With such a theme — the noblest element in dramatic construction even though it may not be
a full measure of value the photodrama has it- educational usefulness assured, and as it gives us the interweaving culmination of two destinies it fulfills the best
ideals of what is dramatic. It deals with the vicissitudes
of hope and fear, presents its characters as those of flesh
and blood, and kindles a sympathetic flame in it- moments of suspense because we know that we are looking
into the warm and throbbing hearts of men and women
like ourselves. The play itself is of masterly quality
and has met with responsive handling by the producer.
THE STORY
Young Jenks is a clerk maintaining a small family including a frail wife and sick child.
A vital question

Scene from "The Usurer's Grip" (Edison).
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arises, that of the child's preservation at a time when
both parents have exhausted their financial resources.
They decide to borrow for the sake of the little one entrusted to their care, and fall into the hands of a " Loan
Shark " through an advertisement Jenks finds in one of
the daily papers.
Like most people in desperate straits for money, they
are in a weak position to investigate or negotiate. They
are lured by an attractive notice to the effect that quick
loans at 6% per annum will be made on furniture without
publicity and accept the terms offered without close
scrutiny of the documents they are called upon to sign.
These completely cover as security all the little attributes
of home collected with economy and careful selective taste
during years of married life.

Scene from "The Usurer's Grip"
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ployes butthe
is sounfortunate
insistent upon
Shylock'sfor pound
of
flesh that
clerkgetting
is dismissed
running
into debt. He is shadowed when he searches for a new
position until he secures employment, and the new office
marked for further indignities. Such methods are so
destructive of honorable ambition that they are as distinctly felonious as any threat for purposes of extorting
money — they constitute a vile form of malicious mischief.
Where the wife is engaged in her divine mission of
guiding the footsteps of a little human creature the
" Loan Shark " goes to extremes that can only be indicated with delicacy. It is a case of unequal conflict between an unsuspicious woman and a con man long trained
in obtaining money under false pretenses. Obtaining her
signature to written instruments with deliberate intent
to swindle constitutes a felony in all cases but his. and
that is one of many reasons why the great mass of people
are coming to regard our whole system of laws as farcical
if not a supporter of crime against the individual.
The scenes revealed in the Edison film are not in the
least exaggerated. The difficulty is to present a clear
view of crooked methods employed and their demoralizing
results in a drama whose first object is to enlist the interest of a mixed audience numbering many millions. Far
from being exaggerated, the story told is absolutely true
in every detail pictured and merely shows one of a thousand similar instances.
The " Bawler Out " follows the clerk into his second
place of employment but encounters a New Man, an employer enlightened enough to understand Christ's doc-

(Edison).

All the little self-denials and loving gifts to each other
are included in the comprehensive mortgage, and the sum
of twenty-five dollars is advanced by the " Loan Shark "
on this collateral in addition to a wage assignment and
notes for monthly payments aggregating double the principal. When at last the priceless cash is delivered into
the hands of the anxious father, and he and his wife have
complied with the unreasonable demands made upon
them, the Shark seizes twenty per cent, of the amount to
cover expenses of drawing up the papers.
Nourishment and medical attention are now provided
for their child, and its life is spared. The father returns
to his work, and the pictures of his home life show the
fearful exactions the mother puts upon herself to help
meet payments when they are due. Here is a life of
mental, physical and moral starvation in order that the
greed of the Shark and the majesty of the law that values
inanimate property above the human being may be satisfied. Every penny saved costs a tear. The smallest
error or accident now means degradation. They are as
much enslaved as the lowest beings on earth.
The marvel is that a man and woman struggling under
such unrelenting misery and humiliation preserve their
moral balance. The Loan Shark provides one of the
strongest incentives to crime in exhibiting the success of
crooked dealings and the futility of honest endeavor.
Erom his point of view and that of the average grafter
they are
mere " and
boobs."
he " true
is wise
the highest
game."
Roth
husband
wifewhile
remain
to to
their
ideals, through persecutions of an outrageous nature in
his office and within the sanctity of her home.
The " Trawler Out " visits the husband's place of business and not onlv humiliates him before the other em-

Scene from "The Usurer's Grip"
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trine of self-respect in the broad sense that accords respect to the honorable employe who is struggling to make
his wage equal his necessities. Interest and suspense has
been held up to this moment of relief so well that curiosity is now aroused as to how the ends of justice may
be attained where criminal action is impossible and civil
procedure of small value in the end.
The New Man understands that any soldier may return
from his campaign to find himself and family in debt
and be none the less brave and valuable to his country
on that account— those are the fortunes of the incessant
industrial war. He cheers the clerk by saying that there
is a clear way out of his difficulties along which no further humiliation nor anxiety will be encountered. He
may borrow according to his vital needs without mortgaging his little household accumulations, without assigning his salary and without giving other security than
his honestv of intention.
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The New Alan leads his clerk to where one of his
steady and straight purposes would not even be questioned nor subjected to secret investigation, the saving
and loan department of the Russell Sage Foundation.
There he does not have to pay 10% a month for the
trifling sum he needs, nor $5.00 for papers, nor $2.00 for
recording and acknowledgments before a notary. The
exposition of Saving and Loan Association methods at
this period of the photo-drama is of high general interest
while it at the same time affords publicity to a noble and
sensible enterprise of philanthropic design.
The Manager of the Association gives the New Man
and his clerk a note to the District Attorney, and they
proceed to the latter's office while the " Loan Shark " is
carrying out his final act of contemptible oppression.
Our farcical code enables any money-lending crook to
issue execution against a wage earner and have the
Sheriff's office operate as a collection agency to satisfy
the debt. This may be regarded as a slight improvement
on the methods of those good old days when an insolvent
person could be sold into slavery, but it amounts to the
same thing with an added incentive to crime.
The District Attorney accompanies the young man
who is being hounded into a hopeless condition of mean
ambition and doubtful progress to his home and finds the
" Loan Shark " at work removing
furniture, catching
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By J AS. S. McQUADE

LINCOLN BEACHEY, aeroplane comedian and demon
of the air, at the recent international meeting in Chicago,- played so many antics in his biplane on Sunday,
September 22nd, when he assumed the role of Mile. Lavaseur, that Miss Kathlyn Williams, Stan. H. Twist and a
whole bunch of other Selig celebrities were either immersed
in Lake Michigan or had all their plans turned topsy turvy.
As a Tribune reporter cleverlv puts it:
"Mam'selle flew. She flew in becoming feminine distress.
She flew high and low and wiggle-waggle. She flew with
such startling effect that the police report cases of watchers
toppling out of automobiles in the paddocks; also of seven
persons who tumbled out of a launch off Van Buren Street
when Beachey, as 'Mam'selle Clarice,' made a dive at them;
also the case of a hydroaeroplanist who, with a passenger,
gyrated upside down in water."
It is with the hydroaeroplanist and his passenger that we
have to do, and again we let the Tribune scribe wield his
fluent pen in describing the accident and the expose:
"Just five minutes before the launch tipped, Beckwith
Havens, with a moving picture actor as a passenger in his
hydroaeroplane, turned upside down in the water between
the officials' stand and the government pier.
"Havens, abstracted by the evolutions of 'Mam'selle
Clarice,' was driving his water-logged pontoon at too fast a
clip over the wavy lake. Of a sudden the tail of the airboat
was flung high in the air, where it rested a moment, then
tilted over backward. Stanley H. Twist was flung out of
his seat into the water.
Havens clung to the rigging.
"Capt.
George
De
Mar,
No. 2,anda spectator ashore, jumped into ofthepolice
swiftmotorboat
launch Kusie
sped
to the rescue. After lifting Twist, exhausted after a long
swim, into the boat, De Mar had the launch moved close to
the inverted airboat, where a rope was flung to Havens. .
"Fake Rescue" Fails.
"Havens left the launch, however, to cling to the pontoon
of the inverted airboat while it was being towed ashore by a
police motorboat.
"The entire mishap is registered on moving picture photographic films. Havens, the hero, was commissioned by 'Mr.
Hawkins,' the father, to go to the rescue of 'Belle.' heroine,
in a motorboat at sea. Havens was accompanied by 'Oliver,'
Hawkins' secretary, the villain, who loves 'Belle.'
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him in the act of removing the bed on which the l
child is lying. A dramatic scene follows with recover)
of tin- furniture and all money obtained under false pretenses, the only unsatisfactory part of it being that the
degenerate money lender is not put away where lie can
do no more harm.
The play is admirably constructed, deeply interesting,
broadly humanizing, exhibits a deplorable condition existing in our midst, offers a cheering and hopeful remedy
and unveils the antiquated support given by our co<!'
laws to those engaged in bleeding our working men and
women to exhaustion. Best of all, the play helps us to
understand what we owe to one another.
"
"
"
"

God. what a world, if men in street and mart
Felt the same kinship of the human heart
Which makes them, in the face of flame ana flood,
Rise to the meaning of true brotherhood."
CAST

OF CHARACTERS.

Thomas Jenks
Walter Edw in.
I lis Wife
Gertrude McCoy
Their Little Girl
Edna May W'eick.
The "Bawler-out"
Louise Sydmeth.
The Enlightened Employer
Robert B rower.
The Loan Shark
Porters and employes from the loan office.

"Miss Kathlyn Williams as 'Belle' was out beyond the
breakwater in a motor boat surrounded by launches containing all sorts of moving picture apparatus. Miss Williams had a quantity of flashlight powder on a pan in her
boat, ready to touch it off in imitation of an explosion. Then
she was to leap in the water and be picked up by Havens,
who was to come flying up.
"All was timed well, but with no reckoning on the influence Beachey would have on the scenario. The pantomime was abandoned for the day."
Chicago Moving Picture Union, Local No. 2, Rescinds Strike
Resolution.
In this recent unjust strike against Chicago newspapers the
Moving Picture Machine Operators' Union of Chicago took
side with the strikers. At a meeting held by the Union on
Thursday, September 19th, a resolution forbidding the members to read the daily papers was rescinded, the organization declaring that it had committed a great wrong in originally adopting it. The following letter from Secretary Hal
Johnstone to the Chicago publishers explains matters:
"This is to inform you that the Moving Picture Operators'
Union has rescinded a resolution adopted some time ago
providing for a fine of $25 upon any member found reading
a strike-bound newspaper. We also wish to make clear to
you that we were deceived as to the merits of the strike and
were led into the action taken by influences that we have
since discovered emanated from the enemies of the trade
union movement.
"The greatest of these was the Chicago World, a Socialist
paper. Its course in the whole strike situation has been
found to be not only vicious, but, to our minds, criminal, in
that it sought to incite workingmen to commit volence and
any other act that would injure the strike-bound newspapers
or their employees. The World also kept up a most vicious
campaign to instill class hatred into the minds of the honest
workingmen. It encouraged slugging by denouncing the
police and encouraged in every way assaults upon those selected to enforce the laws of our State and city. Our Union
does not believe in violence.
It is a Socialist weapon.
"It was no wonder that our members became inoculated
with this venomous, anarchistic poison and thought that bypassing ihe resolution mentioned they would help the men
they believed to be honest in their strike. But we found
since that it was not an honest strike. The rank and file of
the strikers are not to be blamed, however. They are simply the victims of incompetent, vicious and crooked outsiders employed on other newspapers.
"We also found that the American Federation of Labor
never indorsed the strike. We found that the World and a
West Side sheet manipulated the strike in order to build up
circulation for themselves. After learning these things
from an extensive investigation we brought the matter to the
attention of our Union to-day and the resolution referred to
was rescinded, and I was ordered to notify the Chicago pub-
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lishers of the fact. I also wish to state that we will try to
undo the wrong we have done and our new business agent,
Arthur Allison, has been so instructed. Mr. Allison is a
genuine trade unionist, and will not be misled as others
have been."
"Neptune's Daughter" a Fine Film.
I saw "Neptune's Daughter" run off at Nielsen's Parkway
Theater one evening last week and was much impressed by
the novelty and beauty of the production. The scenes are
laid in the Wisconsin Dells and form ideal surroundings' for
the quaint and classical little story.
I was much delighted by the acting of Francis X. Bushman
and Miss Martha Russell, the former in the roll of the artist,
(harks Fleming, and the latter as Undine, the mermaid.
Harry Cashman is imposing as Father Neptune and his rising ire ■m, and return to, the deep adds to the weirdness of the
scene showing his interview with Undine. The pathetic
ending lias a mysterious atmosphere that harmonzes well
with the mythical character of the story. The Essanay Company can plume itself on the fine photography revealed in
this film.
Chicago Film Brevities.
W. W. Watts, president of the Vaudette Amusement Company, Springfield, 111., writes that he has opened a picture
theater in Jerseyville, 111. P. L. Shepherd is the manager of
the new house, and Mr. Watts sent in a year's subscription
for the World, for Mr. Shepherd's special use.
The M. P. Machine Operators of the Chicago Theatrical
Protective Union, Local No. 2, are now making arrangements
for their regular annual ball to be given at the Coliseum
Annex, on December 4th. Work on the program for the
occasion has already begun. The program, in addition to
advertisements, will contain short biographies of the leading figures in the film business, in Chicago, the sketches to
be illustrated by cuts of the men under consideration. Jack
Miller, former business agent of Local No. 2, was succeeded
by A. G. Allison on September 5th. Mr. Miller is now operator of the U. S. Burlesque Theater, on South State and
Harrison.

* *

*

The official program of the first annual convention of the
Moving Picture Exhibitors' Association of California has
just been received at this office. It is quite a pretentious effort
and contains about twenty-four pages of advertising in addition to three pages of cover.

* *

*

Henry McRae left Tuesday evening for Los Angeles, Cal.,
where he will immediately enter on his duties as producer in
Selig's Western studio. Before leaving, Producer McRae
had just completed the Selig hydroaeroplane romance, in
which Miss Kathlvn Vvilliams figured prominently, an exciting
incident therein being treated of in the opening article of
this letter.

* *

*

A battery of camera men left for Kalamazoo, Mich., Tuesday, September 24th, to photograph a head-on collision of two
locomotives for the Selig Polyscope Company.

* *

*

W. D. Emmerson, formerly a producer for the American
Film Manufacturing Company, writes from St. Louis that he
is now producing feature films for the Atlas Company.
L. J. Edmunds, treasurer of Raton's Aerodome Theater,
Raton, N. M., writes that he has remodeled the Aerodome,
in order to play good road theatrical attractions for the season just entered upon. His theater has a stage 28 feet wide
and 25 feet deep. It will seat 500 people and is heated by
steam. The Coliseum, the theatrical house in Raton, was
burned down some time ago and since that time residents
have been obliged to go out of town to see anything good
in a theatrical line. Mr. Edmunds considers that Raton is
one of the best show towns on the road for its size.
WASHINGTON

VISITS

NEW

YORK.

Mr. Wm. Alvine, manager of the Virginia Theater. Washington, D. C, was a welcome caller at our New York office during
the week. He reports phenomenal business for the J. J. Noonan
enterprises, of which the "Virginia" is but one. Mr. Noonan has
the reputation of being very considerate of the welfare of his
employees. Mr. Alvine says that the Virginia employees, by
good treatment, are almost spoiled for working in any other
theater. The reason he gives is that Mr. Noonan owns the Stag
Hotel, just above the Virginia Theater, and that during the
heated season they all have the privilege of going upstairs and
yetting under a fine shower bath whenever there is a lull downstairs.

WORLD

THE SCREEN CLUB.
The third preliminary meeting of the Screen Club was
held at Bryant Hall on Thursday evening, September 19th.
The meeting adopted a constitution and by-laws, and the
committee that has had in charge the formulation of them
was authorized to make application for a charter. The next
meeting of the club will be held at Bryant Hall on Saturday
ling, September 28th, at which time the permanent
officers will be elected. The officers to be chosen will include a president, first, second and third vice-president, corresponding secretary, recording secretary, treasurer, four member- of the board of governors to serve one year and four
members of the board of governors to serve two years.
Among the recent additions to the roll are: Lloyd F.
Lonergan, George Ober, Harry A. Morey, E. B. Stockton,
A. D. Francis, Wm. Dunn, Frank Mason, Fred'k A. Thomson, Geo. Larkin. Wm. Quirk, Guy Hedlund, Geo. Siegman,
Wm. H. Sloane, Matt Ketcham, D. V. Wall, Frank Grandon,
Budd Ross, P. Phad Bolkman, A. F. Mayo, John G. Haas,
John Hopkins, L. G. Coover, Frank A. Grimmer, E. P.
Hirsh, Gus Pixley, Ed Shulter, Fred Armitage, W. X. Drolinger,
John I.Adolphi,
G. O.Hernandez
Nicholls,
O. A. Anthony
C. Lund, O'Sullivan,
Giles Warren,
V. Willets,
Mejai, Thos. W. Evans, Will E. Sherrer, T. Hayes Hunter,
Hopp Hadley, Wm. A. Humphries, Edwin Warren, John
Arnold, Chas. D. Herman, Frederick Beck, Howard Crampton, Harry Collier, Carl M. Leviness, Herbert Blache,
Worthy Butts, Roy Applegate, W. G. Slider, Stewart Holmes,
S. M. Spedon, G. G. Oliver, Ed. Wynard, H. C. Matthews,
Hughy Mack, George Magie, A. H. Moses, Jr., H. S. Mack,
Herbert Miles and Charles E. Wynard.
TROY "MAJESTIC" MANAGER DROPS IN.
Mr. J. A. Boyer, proprietor and manager of the Majestic
Theater, Troy, N. Y., was knocking about Gotham for a few
days recently. Object, business and pleasure, but no pleasure
on account of the nasty weather. Mr. Boyer reported that they
are having some difficulty in organizing the Troy exhibitors, owing to non compos mentis in several quarters. There is a movement on foot for Troy exhibitors to unite in raising their
admission price from five to ten cents on Saturday nights and
Sundays. Mr. Boyer thinks this cannot be accomplished unless
all the local exhibitors agree to it. The advice of the Moving
Picture World is for those who desire it to go ahead and raise
the price, regardless of those who do not. When the hold-outs
get a look at the soft money coming in on those nights they
will quickly follow suit. It has been done elsewhere; it can be
done in Troy.
BRONCHO

AND

KEYSTONE NOT
RELEASES.

FILM

SUPPLY

The Film Supply Company calls the Moving Picture
World's attention to an error in the listing of pictures under
the "Film Supply Company" heading in the Calendar of Independent Releases, explaining that the Broncho and Keystone brands are not Film Supply releases, but are being released by the Mutual Film Corporation independently of the
Film Supply. The World makes this explanation for the reason that exhibitors taking the exclusive Film Supply program will not be able to get Broncho and Keystone pictures from Film Supply exchanges.
The situation is rather complicated just at present, but
will probably be straightened out at an early date.
LUBIN

WILL

NOT

MAKE

RAW

STOCK.

Evidently the Lubin press agent over-reached himself when
he sent out the statement that a plant for the manufacture
of raw film stock would probably be erected upon the Betzwood Estate recently purchased by Mr. S. Lubin. He now
comes forward with a denial of that statement in an announcement from Mr. Lubin to the effect that he "had no
idea of building a factorv for manufacturing- raw material
like celluloid film." Mr. Lubin further states that he will devote Betzwood, with all its natural beauties and advantages,
to the production of pictures, and, while he will erect studios
and other necessary buildings en that property, he will not
abandon his big Philadelphia plant.
NICHOLAS POWER COMPANY
INCREASES
PLANT.
The Nicholas Power Company has added another floor to
its factory, increasing its area to 28.000 feet of floor space.
The company announces that it is ten days behind in delivery
of orders now and has been compelled to put on an extra
force of 00 men in an effoi t to catch up. More than 225 men
are regularly employed at the Power's factory.
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'The Queen
of Spades " (Eclipse.)
Reviewed by Jas. S. McQuade.
ng liis regular releases, in
KLEIN E h
GEORGE
tin' near future, a very interesting Bubject by Urban
"ThewhoQueen
This
reel BlmEclipse,
should entitled
please all
view ofit,Spade-."
because oi
the single
no\
elty of the st<>ry and excellent photography.
1 do not wish to
convey the impression that the story is original, because I
have read others of a similar type; but I do wish to sav that
it is the first time 1 have ever seen the Stor) told in moving

pictures.

The principal character is a young and enterprising -tar
irter, who make.-, up his mind to discover the secret- of a
suicide club in his city and thereby finds himself in imminent
peril of his lite. Indeed, he is saved, just in the nick of time,
liy his chief and other members of the editorial staff, who
force their way into the club and scatter the death watch
that has been stationed outside the room, where he has been
locked, to see that he carried out his compact with the club.
It is a keen psychological study to watch the change that
slowly comes over the young man as it dawns on him that his
fellow members are in deadly earnest, and that he must
either end his life or suffer death at the hands of the death
guard, the members of which arc muffled up in hideous costumes and standing outside the window, which commands a
clear view of every part of the death room. A grim humor
takes possession of us as the victim of fate squirms and
wriggles in the vain attempt to break the meshes of the
deadly net that entraps him. As he loses his self control and
finally gives up in despair, we find ourselves deeply concerned and nervously awaiting his rescue in some way or
other. It is with intense relief that we witness the sudden
entry of his friends, just as his brain has lost its poise and
he has seized a pistol to end his misery.
The characterization of Frank Pryor, the reporter, is
forceful and shows delicate shading. The president of the
club is another strongly drawn character. He is an epitome
of reserved force and unrelenting action.

I'll

rrkK

\V< iKI.D

The scenes are all interior views and fully sustain the reputation of Urban Eclipse for tine photographic effects.
Frank Prior, a bright reporter, nam- tin- sanction of the
editor-in-chief of the Daily Star to discover th<
of a
mysterious club, "The
Friends oi Plato," tin members of
which,
it is believed,
have hound
tin 1
Nmn
oath to commit suicide when fate determines so Young
Prior has planned to become a member of the club through
a friend, Mr. Davis, whom he knows has been initiated, lie,
of course, keep- the secret to himself that he intend- making
use of his exp
is a scoop for his paper.
Il<- treats the
whole matter lightly in his own mind, ami is inclined t" look
on the grave and stern-looking president of the club, to whom
he is introduced by Mr. Davis, with a jocose air. I
more serious, however, when he reads the declaration which
must be signed by him for admittance, and shows n< 1
ness as he glances from the page to the tlinty face of the
president, wdio has the imperturbability of the Sphinx,
The first meeting of the club, at which Prior is present,
shows the members seated around a large oak table, in a
well appointed room. The attendant brings in a deck of
playing cards with much solemnity, and place- them on the
table, in front of the president. As one scrutinizes the faces
of the men around the table, he is struck by the general air
of nervousness prevailing. The president 1- the only man
whose impassivity show- iron nerve. Pryor's countenance
betrays a half-concealed spirit of levity, akin to mockery of
the proceedings.
The deck of cards is cut and is passed around to each member for the drawing of a single card. The fatal card is the
queen of spades, for the man who draw- that must end his
life, that very night. We note the relief and the sigh of illconcealed satisfaction which take possession of every man
when he discovers that he has not drawn the black-visa^cd
queen. It now remains for two men, Pryor and another, to
complete the tempting of fate. Pryor draws the queen of
spades and is congratulated by his brother members on his
good luck. All file from the room except the president, who
remains with the doomed man. The reporter scorns the selection just made, and tells the president to his face that he

Scene from the Eclipse Film, "The Queen of Spades," a George Kleine Feature Release.
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does not intend to make a tragedy out of such a ridiculous
farce. The president remains calm and stern, and taking a
revolver from his pocket, places it on the table, beside
Pryor's right hand. Il<- then walk-, from the room, saying
d bye with a light-hearted wave ol his hand.
1'ryor thrusts the weapon away from him and rushes to
the door. It is locked. The only other chance of escape is
by the wide series of windows. He determines to find safety
in that direction. Before doing so he seats himself at the
table, and is evidently occupied in writing a message to his
young wife.
He is startled by a weird chorus of voices in deep bass, repeating the words, "We are waiting." Looking up he sees
four ghastly figures, enveloped in dark costumes, from head
to feet, guarding the windows. It is then despair seizes him,
and he is saved by the intervention of his friend. Davis, who
had notified the editorial force of the Star of his deadly peril.

Flickers.

T

TIE classic features of Joe
Rex Engel as here presented are equaled
only
by his literary ability, an attribute of which, by the way, Joe
Rex
is exceptionally
proud.
There are many achievements
in this line to his credit, notable among which
was
his
graphic description of the discovery of Europe and London
by the Rex Company.
As may
be easily conjectured the sketch
herewith
shows
our
friend
'hotfootingit" with a sheet of
copy which he has just prepared for the Moving Picture
World.
The
overwhelming
smile which
lights up his always benevolent countenance
indicates that he is at peace
with all mankind, including the
printer. Aside from these few
observations Joe Rex is an exemplary young man, abstemious
m his habits, of charming per-

sonality and one of the "Who's
Who" in the film game.
Your
acquaintance
will be enriched
through knowing him.
* * *
Joe Universal Brandt had his significant smile with him the
other day, as he announced that the Helen
Gardner
Players
will release through the Universal.
The initial appearance will
be in a two-reel subject.
* * *
Mark M. Dintenfass is most enthusiastic over the new home
of the Universal at Forty-sixth Street. He says the Universal
is spending $20,000 at the Mecca Building in the equipment of
the new offices, projecting room, etc.
* * *
JOE REX ENGEL,
(Universal Feature).

The Eclair company is making additions to its offices, two
rooms having been acquired on the same floor. New carpets,
rugs, etc., indicate that this company is making arrangements
to handle a larger business. Mr. Ofifeman, the general manager,
told me this week that he is expecting on the next boat two new
cameramen to augment the forces at the studio. Also, and especially, there are expected two stage directors. One, Mr. E.
Verneau, will be employed exclusively in the making of comedies
dealing with American subjects. The other, Mr. Cohl, is one
of the best-known animated cartoonists, and he will devote his
efforts to producing something that will not only be new to
Americans, but also will be as novel as it will be interesting.
Roth Mr. Verneau and Mr. Cohl speak English fluently. They
have been in Eclair employ for many years.
* * •*
The Universal Film Manufacturing Company has closed a
contract with the Democratic National Committee for the making of a thousand feet of film, in which Governor Wilson will
appear. The Democratic candidate will be the center of a campaign story which is expected to appeal in a forcible manner to
the voters. No. 1 Union Square is in a jubilant mood over the
selection by the Democratic committee of the Universal as the
medium for the dissemination of political doctrine. It is believed that this film will mark the first attempt on a large scale
to take advantage of the possibilities of the motion picture as
a factor in politics.
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Mr. Paul Hernaud, manager of the Lux Film Company in
New York, sailed Tuesday, Sept. 24, on the Kaiser Wilhelm II
[or Paris.
A short business * trip
* is
* the occasion of the voyage.
II. M. Warner, of Warner's Features, returned this week from
Pittsburgh, Pa., where he had gone on a hurry call. It now
appears that the occasion for the hasty visit was the release on
the 13th inst. of a twelve-pound feature. Harry says that the
assertion that the latest "Warner's Feature" is a howling success is an understatement of the fact. At last reports the
mother and daughter were doing finely.
* * *
Looked in on Mr. A. Warner this week ; he was some busy —
says things have certainly been coming fast for him. He is this
week opening offices in Dallas, Tex., Boston and Buffale, making
something like sixteen branches Mr. Warner now has booking
his features. Mr. Warner will shortly release a big military
drama, in which a thousand troops will take part. A dispatch
just received showed that the Indian scheutzenfest — or whatever
may be good redman's lingo for its equivalent — at Watonga,
Okla., has been successfully filmed, and that the result will be
a big picture. The government had granted to Mr. Warner's
agents
sole permission
to "take" the doings of these three
thousand Indians for the days
* *of *September 10, 11 and 12.
J. D. Tippett, of Universal Features, is looking for more
worlds to conquer. Just now he is adding to his activities in
the picture world by promoting the Film Publicity Company,
designed to handle big industrial and advertising work. Mr.
Tippett will utilize in this new departure some novel schemes in
lighting effects in order to secure
* * the* best of photographic effects.
Mr. E. Arnaud, Eclair director, is going to Paris for a short
visit. He will be accompanied on his return by Mrs. Arnaud,
who has been spending a few weeks in the French capital. It is
understood that the Eclair company will send a large force to
California this winter, under the supervision of one of the foreign directors.
* * *
Hal Reid, former scenario editor of the Universal Film Company, is now directing for the Champion. Arrangements have
been made that will bring the work formerly done by Mr. Reid
* * of
* the Universal.
under the general administration
The Comedy Theater, in Fourteenth Street, has changed its
service from Licensed to Universal Independent. The Savoy
Theater, in Thirty-fourth Street, has switched from Independent
to Licensed.
MAC.
ESSANAY

WILL

NOT MAKE BASEBALL PICTURES
THIS YEAR.
At the offices of the Essanay Film Manufacturing Company, Chicago, Mr. George K. Spoor, president of that company, stated that Essanay would not negotiate for the privilege of making pictures of the World's Championship Series
this year. He gave as his reason that the price asked for the
privilege was excessive and in his opinion baseball had been
very much overdone in picture theaters during the past summer. "There is nothing new to take in the baseball game,"
said Mr. Spoor, "and each season's picture is more or less a
repetition of the season before, and there is a doubt in my
mind that the pictures would be profitable to the exhibitors.
They certainly would not be to the manufacturer for the
cost necessary to their making."
DEAGAN'S BELLS ADVANCED
IN PRICE.
J. C. Deagan announces that his famous musical electrical
bells will, in future, be advanced one-third in price. This
extra cost is necessitated by reason of the new improvements
added to the bells. Among these are: a new style keyboard,
the same as on a piano, with a bracket to hold the keyboard
in any desired position, either on a wall or on a piano. The
keyboard is wired complete to a terminal and it has special
soft and loud attachments. The electric mechanism and the
bells have also been greatly improved.
The expense incurred in making the bells has necessarily
been greatly increased, and Mr. Deagan is confident that the
bells will be better value at the advanced price than at the
old.
PICTURES

FOR

THE

NATIONAL
CONSERVATION
CONGRESS.
Dr. Winthrop Talbot, in charge of the Exhibit for the Conservation of Vital Resources to be held in connection with
the National Conservation Congress, which meets at Indianapolis, Ind., beginning September 30, 1912, was in New
York City last week making a selection of motion pictures
bearing on the several subjects coming within the scope of
the Congress.
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"At the Sign of the Flaming Arcs."

By G. F. Blaisdell.
gathering at the photoplay dinner at Coney Island made
motion picture history. It marked the gathering of the
clans — all the clans. If in the past there have been differences, punctuated at times by strife, of these on this most
enjoyable occasion there was not a trace of evidence. Not only
did the dinner make for solidarity. It will be remembered as
being the initial attempt seriously to get together in a fraternal
spirit of those having deeply at heart the elevation of motion
pictures. That steps were taken to hold another dinner three
months hence is the best possible index as to the successful issue
of the first occasion. It is a fact not without significance that
the committee of three designated to arrange the details for the
next gathering is representative of the three chief groups in the
industry. It may be said that such combinations will not alter
the alignment of business units. Possibly this is true. They are
bound, however, in their influence to soften asperities and to
prove to the world that while men in this great industry may
differ on commercial details, they are as one on the vital question
of collective action on such measures as may be determined to
be best for the steady progression of pictured dramatic art, for
the permanence of the motion picture.
TIIL

* * *

In a recent chat credit was here given to other than Thomas
Santschi for the excellent interpretation of Padre Juan in "The
Little Indian Martyr." An accidental uncovering of the cast of
characters of this interesting picture pointed out the error.
Chiquito, the Martyr, was taken by Roy Clark, and his work
as well as that of Mr. Santschi was deserving of high praise.

* * *

New Orleans is now in the throes of a mild agitation on the
censorship question. Charles I. Denechaud, representing the
Federation of Catholic Societies, favors a censorship which prohibits the display of any pictures that refer to crime of any kind.
One bold man down there urges that any pictures passed by the
national board ought to be good enough. The inspector of police
opposes any ordinance that puts the censorship on him — he says
he has some troubles without the added burden of supervising all
the films. Just think that over — cut out all reference to crime
of
any kind
Let's we
try can
it first
speaking
success
there,! then
try on
it onthethe
screen. stage. If it is a

* * *

"Eddie"
August,
Biograph
player, for
with
Edison,
and along-time
few weeks
with Powers,
andseven
now months
at the
head of a Lubin company, received much attention at the photoplay dinner at Coney — and deservedly, too. Not only is he a good
* * *
actor ; he's a good fellow.
Two Wisconsin lads were recently arrested in Illinois. They
were reported to be in possession of much shooting stuff and to
have confessed to be on their way to the wild west to kill Indians,
inspired by moving pictures. Do you get that? Very likely the
story is as straight as their sense of direction.

* * *

It has been a pleasure as well as a revelation to watch John
Bunny at the meetings of the Screen Club. If there were any
of the "bunch" who were under the impression that he was just
an exceedingly clever comedian they have discovered that they
had seriously underrated him. He is a ready and entertaining
speaker. More than that, he has a peculiarly sharp and keen
intellect and an ability for getting at the root of a matter. He
is one of these natural leaders of men who will come to the top
of the heap at the outset. Mr. Runny is enthusiastic over the
general proposition of the Screen Club. The new organization is
indeed fortunate to have at its command his knowledge, ability,
and executive capacity.
* * *
The Des Moines News rises to make a prediction. The time
is coming, it says, when the moving picture apparatus will be as
common in the home as the phonograph, and that new films will
be supplied just as new phonographic records are supplied the
modern sound-producing machine.
Why doesn't the Xews go the limit ? Why doesn't it add that
in those days the films and phonographic records will he synchronous ?

* * *

The federal authorities in the Citv of Mexico are reported to
have established free picture shows for the benefit of the poorer
neople who could not afford to pay their way i>no the shows and
have enough money left to buy pulque. The Government hopes
to keep them away from the liquor by taking them into the shows.
This seems to be sane government. Why doesn't Madero try that
scheme on the insurrectos? Let him secure animated photographs of the insurgent groups — all in general's uniforms, if
necessary — and then, for the surrender of weapons, offer to ex-
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change admission tickets to houses m
i tilm^ are running.
Then on both sides of the Rio Grande there will be sounder
slumber.

* * *

J. M. Ridgeley and hi-* wife, Cleo Ridgeley, who is known to
picture followers through her work with the Kaltin and
Rex companies, who are touring, ahorseback, from Brooklj
the Pacific Coast in the interest of the Motion Picture SI
Magazine, report record houses at the theaters they hav<- visited
en route. Their method is to parade through the principal streets
of the town in which they arc to appear in the evening, hilling
the theater. They are now in Western Pennsylvania. Bordug.i
President
at
them. Steers started them off, and Pathe's Weekly took a shot

* * *

Bishop William Burt, addressing the Central District Confer
ence of Methodist ministers, in New York State, referred to the
tendency manifested in some quarters to introduce moving pictures in an effort to attract large evening congregations. "Let us
not turn the church of God into a place of amusement," he said.
"By so doing we are appealing to a sentiment opposite to the one
which we should cherish. We should not promise a good time, a
picnic, a jollification. Ministers are making a mistake in not
appealing rather to the heroic in the men and women of to-day."
After reading the foregoing, don't you think a man would he
justified in regarding an invitation by Bishop Hurt to come and
listen to him as an appeal to heroism?

* * *

A new use of moving pictures was referred to by a friend the
other day. He told a story of a man who had invented an appliance for battleships, which he was very anxious for certain
Washington officials to see. The appliance, weighing many tons,
was attached to a ship in the Brooklyn yard. The boat could not
he taken to Washington. The inventor was going to have taken
a motion picture of his scheme in operation and then take the
film to Washington and project it on a screen.

* * *

The London picture houses have dug so deeply into the receipts
of the regular houses that the actors' associations are taking
steps
Sunday.looking to the opening of theaters and music halls on

* * *

Mechanicsville, N. Y., has gone back to first principles for a
board of censorship. A couple of religious workers dropped into
town and threw on a screen some pictures that a crowd of a half
a thousand didn't like. Decayed vegetables formed a considerable
part of the inducements offered the visitors to leave town.

* * *

Marcus Loew during the summer entertained at his fifteen
theaters in New York City about 75.000 poor children. It would
be impossible even to approximate the amount of happiness this
one man has imparted to these thousands in one summer. It is
real civic service.

* * *

The Denver tax assessors have increased the assessment of the
licensed film exchange in that city from $1,200 to $112,750. The
independent company turned in its schedule at $880. The assessors
went it several better — $56,330.

* * *

The New York Sun in a recent editorial article admitted that
the picture theater has been notably improved in the last three
or four years. It takes the rather unusual position, though — and
gives its reasons — that an act which on the vaudeville or melodramatic stage would be permissible should on the screen be subject to elimination by the censor. The reason given is that while
in the former case the dialogue is high-pitched, ridiculous and
unhuman. its moralities are beyond question ; this foil, the paper
says, is lacking on the screen.
The Sun admits that the task of efficient censorship is made
exceedingly difficult because of the unusual nature of some of
the patrons of motion pictures — boys and girls of an impressionable age and women equally subject to morbid suggestion.
There is one fact of which many lose sight in discussing the
subject of censorship. That is, that the majority of those who
support motion pictures are normal adults. As such they are
entitled to some consideration.

* * *

New York City's Board of Education has granted the
Parents' Association of Public School No. 5, of Brooklyn,
permission to occupy the auditorium of that structure on the
evenings of November 8 and 29 and December 20. from 8
to 0:30 o'clock, for "a moving picture show" at which a fee
will be charged. The action makes a reversal of position on
the part of the board, and undoubtedly will be followed by
applications from the parents associations of other sChooK
The pictures will be educational and industrial.
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Meeting Held in Planters' Hotel, Thursday, September 19th.
Wm. J. Flynn Elected President.
By Jas. S. McQuade.
ABOUT fifty owners of motion picture theaters in and
about St. Louis met in the Planters' Hotel, Thursday
afternoon, September 19th, to organize St. Louis
Local No. 3, of the Missouri State Branch No. 9, of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America.
George H. Wiley, of Kansas City, president of the Missouri
branch, explained the nature and purposes of local and State
organization. The purpose is for better co-operation among
owners of moving picture shows, for protection from unwarranted interference on the part of the authorities and for the
settlement of disputes by arbitration.
Meetings of all members will be held monthly. The
executive committee will meet every week. By-laws were
adopted under which the following officers were elected:
President, William J. Flynn; vice-president, E. H. Pipe; secretary, James Tillman; treasurer, William Seevers; sergeantat-arms, Otto Lauman.
Jacob Warner, George T. Meyer, Louis Landau, Louis
Herman and Henry M. Brockstedt were named as members
of the executive committee. William J. Flynn was appointed
State vice-president. J. T. Fitzsimmons was made a member
of the State executive committee.
Downtown offices will be opened next week, when the first
general meeting will be announced. Membership in Local
No. 3 is open to all owners of motion picture theaters in St.
Louis and adjacent territory.
William J. Flynn, president, and J. T. Fitzsimmons, member of the State executive committee, control interests in
motion picture theaters in St. Louis valued at over $350,000.
William Seevers, treasurer of No. 3, is secretary-treasurer
of the Grand Central Amusement Company of St. Louis, and
is one of the most successful and best posted exhibitors in
America.
CINCINNATI EXHIBITORS BUSY.
Great preparations have been made for a big outing at the
Cincinnati Zoo by the members of the Cincinnati Exhibitors'
League. A dozen committees are hard at work on the arrangements and the outing promises to be the biggest thing
of the kind that has taken place in Cincinnati in some time.
The Zoo has been rented for the day by the Cincinnati exhibitors and special street car service has been arranged for
to carry the crowds. Members of the league and their
official guests and friends will make the trip to the Zoo in
motor cars. Members of the K. & C. League of Covington
and Newport, Ky., will attend in large numbers.
Among the principal guests will be Congressman J. J.
Cox, candidate for the governorship of Ohio, and Mayor
Henry Hunt, of Cincinnati.
During the week following the outing a series of motion
pictures will be taken of the city of Cincinnati and its principal interests. Many of the beautiful parks and drives of
the Queen City, together with the fire and police departments,
public schools and the University of Cincinnati. This will
be a notable picture, for few cities can boast of more beautiful parks and scenes than Cincinnati.
Members of the various committees who are working for
the success of this affair are F. L. Emmert, C. T. Beeching,
W. C. Kitt, G. F. Horning, Fred Shottmiller, F. A. Botts,
Charles Sternberger, A. C. Dingelstedt, J. S. Glassmeyer,
Theo. Bley. H. N. Brice, M. A. Neff, J. J. Huss, Otto Ludeking and Mr. Griffith.
N. Y. LICENSE COMMISSIONER TAKES
BRIDE.
Mr. James Garrett Wallace, Jr., Commissioner of the New
York License Bureau, was married Tuesday, September 24, to
Miss Anna Madeline Sullivan at the home of the bride, Far
Rockaway, New York. The wedding was a very quiet affair,
almost a secret, and was not generally known until announcements were sent out ; hence New York exhibitors had no chance
to throw any old shoes. The couple left at once upon a honeymoon trip to California.

CLEVELAND
EXHIBITORS'
PICNIC.
Cleveland
Local
No.
1,
M.
P.
E.
L.
of
America
"pulled
off"
their second picnic of the season on September 5th
at Luna
Park. The weather was ideal, good and hot and some "hot
stuff" was picturized by Pathe's camera man during the
progress of events; in fact, the reel is about two-thirds comedy and should prove a hit no matter where it is shown. The
reel starts with George Evans' "Honey Boy" minstrels leadopening
march
Luna'sadded
gateway
and toright
here ingitthe may
be said
thatthrough
this feature
greatly
the
interest in the affair, and several good comedy stunts are
interspersed throughout the reel.
The various athletic events were "took" and will serve a
good purpose in demonstrating that the Stockholm Olympic
committee missed a bunch of good entries when they passed
up Cleveland No. 1. The reel also shows very forcibly that
it is quite possible for men engaged in business where comto meet
in a why
socialthewayreelandshould
"forget
it."
There petition
areis"fierce"
numerous
reasons
be shown
all over the country, and Secretary Anthony w-ill attend to
anyone promptly if they desire to show "How Moving PicManagers
Enjoy Themselves."
It is a Pathe
"special"
from ture
which
Cleveland
Local No. 1 derives
a revenue,
and
that is why we give no further details of the day's doings in
this letter. As we say in our daily advertising, "See the
BIG MEETING PROMISED IN TEXAS.
pictures."
Letters are being received from many Texas exhibitors
stating that they will be at the convention to be held at
Dallas, Texas, on the 15th and 16th of October, the arrangement committee report that they will entertain the visiting
exhibitors with that splendid Southern hospitality. Automobles have already been arranged for and also arrangements
have been made to entertain the ladies and every exhibitor in
Texas is requested to bring as many of his family as he can.
This being State Fair week in Texas, it is confidently expected that there will be three or four hundred exhibitors
present. The three film exchanges in Dallas write that no
pains will be spared to make this one of the grandest State
conventions ever held.
HUDSON COUNTY (N. J.) EXHIBITORS MEET.
A highly successful meeting of the Hudson County Local
No. 1, M. P. E. L. of A., was held Thursday evening, September 19th, at G. A. Robinson's Colonial Theater, West
Hoboken, N. J. C. F. Haring proposed five new members
who were accepted. A committee of three consisting of L. F.
Blumenthal, chairman, G. A. Robinson and Leo Fisk was
appointed to consult with an attorney in regard to drawing
up bills to be presented to the next session of the State
legislature. C. F. Haring, A. Lichter and Wm. Daly were
appointed to make arrangements for an entertainment and
ball to be held the beginning of next year.
ALAMEDA
COUNTY
EXHIBITORS
ORGANIZING.
President Rothchild, Secretary Cory and five other league
members made up a committee who visited the exhibitors
in Oakland, Berkeley, Alameda, Calif., and other Alameda
County cities for the purpose of arousing the non-members
and inducing them to join the league before the convention
date. This visit was made on the nth, and since then they
have received the promise of eighteen of the managers to
make application in time to form an Alameda County Local
sometime during the convention. This will be known as
Local No. 3, the others being San Francisco and Los Angeles,
numbers
one and two respectively.
MEETING OF KENTUCKY EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
The executive committee of the Kentucky Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League will meet at Louisville on October 12-15,
according to an announcement by Vice-President Louis J.
Dittmar. Mr. Dittmar has all arrangements in hand and will
provide extensive entertainment for the executive body. The
meetings will be held at the Seelbach Hotel. The Louisville
Photoplay Association also will entertain the visitors.
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Tiu- photograph reproduced on this page was taken al the
Convention oi Minnesota Exhibitors hi
Paul, Minn.,
a
Sept. 4 and 5, ■1912.
Beginning at the left of the engraving,
those present
wi
Tne, Nat
Vice President,
St Paul, Mini,.; E. A. Nelson, Duluth, Minn.; E. J. McLane,
Virginia, Minn.; John lay, St Tames, Minn.; Nick Hagen,
Roseau, Minn.; Otto D. English, New Ulm, Minn.; Frank
Tames, Crookston, Minn.; C. M. Christcnson. Cleveland; John
'ings, Hopkins, Minn.; Frank Nolan, Anoka, Minn.; A. E.
( hristenson, Fergus Falls, Minn.; Chas, Edwai
cago,
111.; W. J. Sweeney, Chicago; A. I. Atkins, New
Pra
Minn.; B. E. Rothefeldt, Minneapolis, Minn.; M. Sherman,
Tir.iv, Minneapolis, Minn.; J. M. Purdy, Secretary, Minneapolis; Frank True, Brookings, S. D.; Thomas Furniss, \
i'res., Duluth,
Minn.;
Jack Smith,
Faribault,
Minn.;
Fred
Nemec, St. Cloud, Minn.; Mr. Guthmann, St. Cloud, Minn.;
Frank Nemec, St. Cloud, Mum.; Tames Bryline, Minneapolis;
J. Barnctt, Minneapolis; ( has. M. Gates, Minneapolis; '
Pabst, Hopkins,
Minn.;
Otto
Raths,
President,
St Paul;
James Cobelovaceh, Minneapolis; J. M. Durie, Little Falls;
Joliskee, St. Paul, Minn.;
Mrs. Frank, Sauk Center,
Minn.; Miss Taylor, St. Paul; Mrs. Durkee, St. Paul, Minn.;
J. V. Bryson, Minneapolis; Mrs. Hintz, Minneapolis.
MORE
FEATURES
FOR
N. Y. EXHIBITORS'
BALL.
Since the last announcement in these columns, Mr. A. Coleman, chairman of the
■2 Entertainment Committee of the M. P.
Exhibitors' League of Greater New York, has been busy rounding up more features for the coming reception and ball of the
league, to be held Thursday night, November 14, at Palm Garden,
58th Street and Lexington Avenue, New York. He is in a position to report great progress, and some of his new entries are
as follows :
The Kalem Company will send Miss Alice Joyce as their
honorary representative and in addition have reserved a box
for officials of the company who expect to be present. The entire Licensed division will be represented at the coming reception in much stronger numbers than they were at the last ball
of the New York exhibitors. They will all be represented this
time.
Mr. Coleman announces as an engagement extraordinary, the
New York Hippodrome Band, which will dispense the music for
the dancing. He couldn't have done much more in this respect
unless he had engaged Messrs. Sousa and band.
Sales of tickets by mail order from up the state and from
over in Jersey have already run up close to 500. A delegation
from Syracuse, under the leadership of Mr. F. B. Cornell, vice
president of the New York State Exhibitors' League, will leave
that city in a special car which will pick up State members along
the route to New York. The ball is to be given by the New
York city exhibitors, but they wish it to be understood that it is
"their treat" to the State exhibitors, and that the function should
be considered a State affair.
For the coming reception the entire Palm Garden will be used
— that is, the upstairs dance hall as well as the one on the ground
floor. It is now quite generally known that Maurice Costello and
Florence Lawrence will lead the Grand March. Essanay will send
their Chicago comedy company; S. Lubin with professional and
business staffs will come over from Philadelphia; Senator Jos.
B. Foraker, counsel for the M. P. E. L. of A., will be there, and
Mr. M. A Neff, president of the national organization will also
be on hand.
There is no mistaking that this event will be the largest and
most representative gathering of motion picture people ever held
in New York. The object, of course, is to raise a large sum
of money to defray the expenses of the national convention of
the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America, which will
be held in New York during July, 1913, at the Grand Central
Palace, in conjunction with a great industrial exposition of the
various branches of the motion picture business. Everyone
should join in assisting the enterprise of the New York exhibitors and subscribe for tickets. They will be on sale at all
local picture theaters from this time on, the price being Si. 00,
and 50 cents for additional lady.
A curious condition prevails in the film market in Germany. It appears that a number of American manufacturers
have for some time past been engaged in an effort to create
a monopoly there. A large number of manufacturers have
now actually united in an organization, which attempts to
control and monopolize the market in the entire country.
The attorney of the corporation has given the rules adopted
by the combine to the press. They provide for a system of
licensing the exhibitors who are required to subscribe to such
conditions as the combination sees fit to impose. A scale of
prices is set forth in great detail.
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Doings at Los Angeles
Vitagraph
Picture
Under
Way — Rumor
Selig Co. — More Big Bisons.

Regarding

HE

HAT" will probably be the title under which the
almost unique photoplay now being produced by Rollin
S. Sturgeon, director of the Western Vitagraph Co.,
will be released in the near future. It is to be a strong drama
full of human interest and occupying the full 1,000 feet. The
unusual feature about it is that the cast consists of only one
character, an anemic, half-starved little working girl who is
obsessed with the desire to own an expensive hat which she
has seen in the show window of a millinery establishment.
The story wm show what sacrifices she makes before she eventually obtains the coveted possession, only to die of starvation with
it clasped in her arms.
Other characters hover in the background during the play
and occasionally advance to positions of secondary importance,
but Mr. Sturgeon is so managing it that the attention of the
audience will be concentrated on the single pitifully pathetic
figure. There has been no definite announcement about the
woman who has been given the principal role, but inasmuch as
Miss Anne Schaefer, the company's leading woman, is in the
East on a vacation, I surmise that Miss Mary Charleson is the
person, particularly since her personality is well adapted to the
part. The writer of the photoplay is William E. Wing, of this
city, who had been turning out a considerable proportion of
the scripts which the Western Vitagraph Company has produced in the last year.
Miss Charleson, who is now doing leads for Mr. Sturgeon,
created such a sensation when she appeared on Broadway in
Los Angeles a few days ago wearing the first genuine pannier
skirt which has been seen in this vicinity that the daily newspapers commented on the occurrence. Nor was it a press
agent scheme. Miss Charleson was on her way to an afternoon
social affair and was much put out at the commotion she caused.
Selig Players Going Abroad?
Undoubtedly there is some big project back of the discovery
that James Magee, for the last two years manager of the Edendale plant of the Selig Polyscope Company, is preparing to go
abroad with a company of Selig players. The announcement
is a bit premature apparently, for. while the truth of the report
is admitted at the Edendale studio, no further information is
to be obtained at this time.
However, Thomas Nash arrived from Chicago September 18,
iii response to a telegram from Mr. Selig and at once assumed
full charge of the entire plant relieving Mr. Magee and leaving him free to make preparations for his departure. Where
the company is going, except that it is going outside the United
States, is not announced.
Hobart Bosworth's company has returned from Bear Valley,
where it spent most of the summer, but Director Bosworth
for some reason remained behind and will not return for a
couple of weeks. With the members of the company came six
full reels of negatives containing strong stories and immense
backgrounds. Scenically there are few places in the West
that offer better or more varied opportunities for motion pictures than Bear Valley.
Frank Selig. ''baby" brother of William N. Selig, owner of
the company, nearly lost his life on the Bear Valley expedition.
He was lost in the hills four days without food and with very
little water and was exposed to frosty nights without blankets.
He finally found his way to Redlands, where he was able to
take a train for Los Angeles.
More Big "Bison-101" Pictures.
The making of big virile two-reel western subjects of the kind
that Universal
made the combine
company's and
reputation
before the which
organization
of
the
the controversies
followed
has been resumed by the "Bison-101" Ranch Company (New
York Motion Picture Co.). Director Ince. who built up the
Bison releases to their present popularity, is again at work
on two-reel subjects at Santa Monica canyon and has turned
out five — ten reels in all — since the middle of August.
The old Bison plant at Edendale has now been turned over
to the Keystone company, which comprises among others Fred
Mace and Mabel Normantl, with Mack Sennett as director, and
split reel comedies are being turned out at a merry rate. The
company is working much faster than its schedule of releases so
as to pile up a surplus against possible accidents or other interruptions. Last week Sennett completed a 500-foot comedy
in a single day and claims a record on the feat. The Keystone
company is a distinct organization, having no official connection with any other motion picture company, although t
is owned by men who also own the New York Motion Picture
Company as well as other motion picture concerns.
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Director Ford, formerly with the New York Motion Picture
Co., is now making the dramatic pictures under the Broncho
brand. His company is at Santa Monica canyon, close to the
camp of Director Ince and the Bison players.
By the way, the Keystone company will have a weekly dramatic release on the market soon after October 1 according to
present plans. Preparations are now well under way for this
new undertaking.
It has been definitely decided to revive the famous comedy
characters, the two sleuths, created by Sennett and Mace in the
old days when they were with the Biograph company. Their
further adventures will appear under the Keystone brand.
Home Features "The Triangle."
There was one curious coincidence about the program which
the General Film Co. furnished Home's theater in the downtown section of Los Angeles this week, and W. T. Home, the
proprietor, pointed it out for the benefit of his patrons, thereb
creating a great deal of amusement for the general public. The
novel advertisements concerning his programs which appear
twice each week on the big bulletin boards in front of the
theater are attracting more and more attention each week.
This week the boards contained the following announcement :
"Blind Love" (Biograph) — "Again we have the eternal triangle. Let's see how they dish it up."
"Betty and the Roses" (Lubin) — "Another phase of the triangle, showing how it may be used as a comedy ''
"Love's Progress" (Pathe European) — "And lastly, we are
still at work on that triangle. What's the use. It will enter
into every blamed thing."
* * *
The infantile paralysis epidemic has disappeared from Los
Angeles, the health authorities have lifted the quarantine, the
motion picture theaters are again entertaining children, business
has picked up about twenty-five per cent, the Los Angeles Moving Picture Exhibitors' Association, which was organized as
one of the developments in the fight against the quarantine, is
prospering, and everything is now peaceful again in Los Angeles— and quiet.
"TWO

WOMEN"

(Powers).

The Powers Company, in its forthcoming release "Two
Women," October 4th, gives us one of the sharp contrasts of
this age, taking two women, one from the plethoric rich,
one from the over-burdened poor, and bringing them together in a conflict of will.
You really couldn't have expected one like Fritzi to do other
than she did. Pampered by society and her wealthy husband, the idol of the idle set, she shirked all responsibilities
of the workaday world and revelled in the torpor of the
social whirl. When the society cad presumed upon her indolence and offered the attention which her husband denied
her, she accepted with the nonchalance so typical of her
life. Even when the domestics left her household she was
but little concerned as to who succeeded in the routine of
the work. When the laundry maid left she delegated her
nurse to find another.
In contradistinction to the splendor of Fritzi's surroundings was the piteous and poverty stricken home of Mrs.
O'Hara. Though she made her living by going out washing
and her earnings were small indeed, she never lost faith in
her set purpose to save enough to pay for an operation which
would permit her baby to see the light of day. The child,
born blind, was the only source of consolation and joy to
the poor over-worked, over-tired woman. 'Twas purely a
coincidence that the nurse should have found Mrs. O'Hara
willing to do the wash for Fritzi's household, and probably
a trick of fate that the washer should discover in Fritzi's
shirtwaist a note telling of the clandestine meetings of
Fritzi and her lover, but it all happened that way.
The desperation of her position was the sole cause for
Mrs. O'Hara mastering her belter instincts and when she
insisted upon Fritzi making up the deficiency for the operation on her baby upon threat of exposure Fritzi readily
yielded rather than suffer for her indiscretion.
By a subterfuge in which she played upon her husband's
sympathies she secured the necessary sum. And so the
baby was successfully operated upon and the intrigue was
never mentioned.
SPOOR

VISITS

NILES

STUDIO.

Mr. George K. Spoor, president of the Essanay Film Manufacturing Company, is now in Niles, Cal., the home of Essanay's
Western
Company.
Business
the object of Mr. Spoor's trip,
and
he will
return within
the isweek.
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oMusic for the Picture
l!Y

CLARENCE

TIPS ON IMPROVISING.
IN addition to the relative keys, there are many others
which permit direct modulation without any intervening
(or connecting) chords to prepare the ear for the change.
You may proceed directly to any key whose tonic chord
contains a note which is also contained in the tonic chord
of the key in which you are playing. Using the key of C for
illustration, we notice that it is built as follows: C (the
fundamental note), E (the 3rd) and G (the 5th — always ought
upward in reckoning intervals). The first note (C) is also
found in the two relative keys A minor and the sub-dominant
chord.
("F.") e
C
C
a
a
f
(A minor.)
(sub-dominant.)
To make it more prominent I shall write the note under
discussion in capital letters.
This note may be also found in the chords of C minor, F
minor and A flat major:
g
C
e flat
e flat
a flat
C
C
f
a flat
(C minor.) (F minor.) (Ab major.)
A direct change may be made to any of these keys.
The next note in the chord of C is E. This note is also
found in the chords of A minor, A major, E minor and E
major:
E
Ebb
c
c sharp g
g sharp
a
a
E
E
(A minor.)
(A major.)
(E minor.)
(E major.)
and you may proceed directly from the key of C to any of
these.
The last note in the chord of C is "G." This note may also
be found in the chords of E minor, Eb major, G minor and
G major.
b
b flat
d
d
G
G
b flat
b
e
e flat
G
G
_(E minor.) (Eb major.)
(G minor.)
(G major.)
You may proceed from the key of C directly to any of the
above keys without any connecting chords.
There are other chords containing one or more of these
notes, C, E and G, and these will be spoken of at another
time. So far we have found that we can modulate directly
into thirteen different keys from the key of C by reason of
each of the thirteen having a note which is also found in the
chord of "C"; the key you are supposed to be playing in.
There really does not seem to be much reason to play a
whole picture in the same key when one can change so easily
into another, now does there? Of course, you don't necessarily have to begin in the key of C. The rules given above
hold good in modulating from any key; you can change directly into any key whose tonic chord contains a note which
is also found in the tonic chord of the key in which you are
playing.
As it will be necessary to speak frequently of "intervals,"
let it be understood that they are always reckoned upwards
from the note on which the chord is built. The scale of "C,"
for example, is lettered and numbered as follows:
CDEFGABC
12345678
and the tonic chord of C (being built on the note "C," which
note is also called the fundamental or bass) is reckoned like
this: "C is one; E, being the third note above, is the 3rd,
and G, being the fifth note above C is the 5th. Always count
both ends thus: one, two. three, four. five.
A chord may be built upon any note of the scale:
gabcdefg
efgabcde
CDEFGABC
and the note on which the chord is built is called the fundabass")
of the
chord.
The chords given above can
appear mental
in (ortwo
other
forms:

E

SINN

and :

e
1 g
a b
c d
e
(
I) E I'" G A
B C
gabcdefg

CDEFGABC
gabcdefg
efgabcde
these are called inversions and do not alter the name of the
chord. The fundamental note (which is here given in capital
letters) is always the same and the intervals of each chord
are reckoned in the same way; each chord contains a fundamental (the first or bass note) a third and a fifth.
The dominant chord of any key is built on the fifth note
above the tonic (or key note). Still taking the key of C as an
illustration, we find that the fifth note above C is "G." It is
upon this note the dominant chord is built and we proceed
as follows: G (the fundamental) is "one"; B is a third above
and D a fifth. This forms a perfect triad. Another note,
however, can be added to the dominant chord — a seventh
f
d
b
G
This chord is called the dominant seventh and plays an important part in modulation.
(To be continued.)
above "G."

TWO MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
At the National Convention of Exhibitors, held recently in
Chicago, there were two exhibits which were worthy of special mention. One was the magnificent "Foto-Player," the
other was J. C. Deagan's "Marvelous Vitaphone." Both are
in a class by themselves. The first mentioned — "The FotoPlayer," is a wonderful invention and consists of a piano
and organ combined in one instrument. The performer
can
play either piano or organ separately, or both together. It
can also be used as a mechanical instrument, no special skill
as a performer being required of the manipulator, and here
is where the genius of the inventor is displayed. Perforated
rolls such as are used on an ordinary "Player Piano" are inserted, there being arrangements made for two rolls to be
placed in the instrument at the same time. The performer
can begin at any part of the roll he desires and stop at any
place he wishes. He can change instantly from one roll to
another.
They had the overture from "William Tell" when
I heard the
instrument and switched to the famous storm
scene in that number; then without a perceptible break the
music was changed to "Hearts and Flowers." While this
was playing the demonstrator inserted another roll— a galop,
if I remember rightly, which was supposed to describe a
"fire scene." This was accompanied by various sound effects
(of which the "Foto-Player" contains a large assortment all
within easy reach of the hand.) The galop
was followed by
an organ number, the roll for which had just been placed.
Both hands are free to place' and remove the rolls as well as
to select them from a convenient
rack placed above. The
novelty of the "Foto-Player" lies in the double roll adjustment which permits you to change from one to another instantly, change one roll while playing another and, most important to my way of thinking, the ability to start from any
part of the roll. Many selections on these perforated rolls
contain one little bit which may be adapted to some particular scene. You don't have to play through
whole
to get it; just mark the spot you want to usetheand
windpiece
the
roll up to your mark while the other roll is playing — it takes
but a few seconds. The demonstrator assures me that any
one
can play
Anybody
can certainly
by" towith
the hands
of ait.skillful
musician
it should "get
be able
do it;
won-in
ders— and I believe any purchaser would be wise to depend
on a musician rather than "anybody"' if he wants to get the
results which the instrument
is really capable of.
The "Marvelous Vitaphone" is another invention of the
irrepressible J. C. Deagan, who has given us the musical
bells and the cathedral chimes. I am sorry I did not get a
description of this instrument from "J. C," so I could present
it in an easily understood manner.
Not being an expert I
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can onl) describe it in general terms. It is played from a S,'()wn she had been wearing, just to spend a happy hour
among the people of her tribe. She sat with them in the
keyboard the same as the electric bells (by the same comcircle around the boiling kettle and partook with them of
poser), the double hammers striking upon a nickel steel bar
their coarse fare, which was eaten without knives or forks.
instead of the regulation shaped bell. It is fitted with a
llie fascination for such a life very quickly overwhelmed her
"master vibrator," which is placed on the keyboard instead
judgment
of on the bells, thus being convenient of access at any time.
and
little and
boy. she went away with them, leaving her husband
The tone of this instrument is beautiful and must be heard
A few years later the gypsy band came back to the place.
be appreciated.
can't
be one
described.
The on
Vitaphone
With a longing in her heart, the gypsy girl stole by night to
ato brand
new idea. ItThe
first
was placed
exhibitionis
at the Western office of the Moving Picture World in Chiher husband's home and summoned courage enough to beg
at the doorway. A strange maid, not recognizing her, told
cago and was intended to be shown at the Convention, but
her to go away and not to play her tambourine, because a
the Orpheum Theater of this city grabbed it right off the bat
little boy within was very sick. The gypsy divined at once
and Mr. Deagan was forced to throw another one together
that her own child was dying. She stole around the porch
in double quick order to "exhibit to the exhibitors." This
was run by dry batteries, though they can be connected to
and
glimpse
the window
of She
the lad's
room back
and
theregotshea saw
him through
in his feverish
sleep.
hastened
the house current — he told me how, but I won't attempt to
to
the
gypsy
camp
and
there
began
to
brew
in
the
kettle
a
repeat it. Anyway, lie will be glad to tell you how it is done
concoction of herbs into some gypsy remedy. With the
and anything else you want to know. He told me so himmedicine she hastened back to her former home and watched
self. Both of these instruments— "The Photo-Player" and
again through the window. As the night wore on her hus"The Vitaphone"
are
advertised
in
these
pages
and
adband and doctor withdrew and the little lad and his nurse
dresses can be found therein.
fell asleep. The gypsy mother then entered the room and
poured out her mother's love upon the suffering child. She
"THE CALL
OF THE BLOOD"
(Majestic).
threw the doctor's medicine out of the window and gave the
The strong hold that the roving life of the gypsy fastens
child a dose of her own. All night she watched by the winupon those of that race is used as the theme of this Majestic
dow, and when morning came the little lad awoke, feeling
picture. The events as told in the story are not only probmuch better. The doctor coming pronounced the little fellow
able, but are entirely believable. It is illustrative of the grip
out of danger and the gypsy mother went back to the camp
that force of habit has upon human inclination among the
with gladness in her heart.
various peoples of the earth. As the Eskimo clings to his
The ending of the picture is especially artistic. With the
Arctic mode of life, or as the Indian or the Mongolian live
coming of morning the gypsy camp moved away. Slowly the
according to the customs of their race and, no matter how
procession of gaudy wagons passed by. Straggling sadly in
civilized, mutter their native prayers when they die, so does
the rear came the gypsy mother, casting fond, irresolute
the gypsy, according to all accounts, retain always in his
glances backward, until the sight of the last wagon disappearblood the wanderlust that is characteristic of his race.
ing beckoned her back to her tribe. It was the call of the
blood; stronger than love of home, husband or child.
"The ofCall
the Blood"
a picture
brings out
pathetic
aspect
suchof ties
of bloodas when,
segregated
from a its
own,
The part of the gypsy girl is exceptionally well rendered
it mingles with another strain. The heart of the gypsy girl
by Miss Anna Lehr, while the part of the husband is played
was wooed and won away from her nomadic life by a handby Mr. Herbert Prior, well known for his fine impersonations
some young civil engineer who was working on a railroad
in romantic leads.
close to where the gypsies made their camp. They were
married and the gypsy girl went with her civilized husband
FILM FAVORITE STOCK
STAR, "BY PERMISSION."
to live the life of a lady in a lovely home that he provided
Miss Carey L. Hastings, who plays character leads for
for her. The gypsy habits and mode of life she discarded,
and she did her best to wear the fine clothes and take on the
Thanhouser Company, recejved a call from the Prospect
manner of society. A little boy was born to this oddly asTheater in New York Cit3r to play the star role in "Mother,"
which
their stock company was to produce for a short run.
sorted pair and, for a couple ot years, everything pointed to
domestic happiness for them.
The fact of her film work didn't seem to matter with the

Scene from "The Call of the Blood" (Majestic).
But a change came one day when a band of gypsies made
their camp where it could be seen through the windows of
the
home.
The sight
of these
people,back
as
she gypsy
viewed girl's
them pretty
through
the parlor
windows,
brought
to her the memories of her childhood. They had the same
■effect upon her as they would have upon almost anybody
who might be strongly reminded of happy days gone by. In
fondness she brought forth her long discarded gypsy garments and fondled them, for which she was gently rebuked
by her husband, who had misgivings on account of the presence of the gypsy band. Yielding to impulse the unhappy
young wife went to the gypsy camp, attired in the evening

Miss Carey L. Hastings.
theaterplayers
management,
as picture
haveon"mattered"
with
in the past,
and theengagements
film company
the other
hand courteously agreed to release Miss Hastings for the
term of the theatrical engagement. Which is just some more
proof that the theatrical interests and the picture interests
have come to the realization that theirs is a common cause, in
which
slate. foolish bans and prohibitions have been wiped off the
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TEMPORARY injunction was granted recently to the
Natural Color Kinematograph Company, Ltd., against
two parties, Speer & Rodgers. The injunction is
to restrain the defendants from manufacturing, selling or
offering for sale, or hire, or supplying, or using in England
natural color Kinematograph film manufactured according
to or in the manner described in the specifications of the
plaintiff's letters patent, or in a manner only colorably differing therefrom and generally from infringing the plaintiff's letters patent. The injunction is to continue in force
until the trial of an action now pending between the plaintiffs and the defendants. The injunction was granted in
the Chancery Division of the High Court of Justice only
after a long and exhaustive argument between counsel of
the parties. The defendants claimed that under the rule of
law applicable in such cases no injunction could be obtained
unless the patent was at least six years old or had been
established in a prior action. Great stress was laid by
counsel for the defendants on the fact that the original FrieseGreene patents upon which the plaintiffs had seemed to rely
at least in part had lapsed. The revolving shutter, counsel
for defendant said, was originally invented by Friese-Greene.
This revolving shutter was one of the things which the plaintiffs claim to have invented. They put this forward as a
master patent covering all animated photography in colors.
Counsel for the defendant described the Kinemacolor method
of photographing alternately through red and green screens,
's
used the
that inIn Friese-Greene
said disc.
and
his
prism hebehind
he had ofa 1898
his 1905 patent patent
bisected
lens and split up the rays in two different pencils of color,
projecting them through two screens, one reel and one green.
Thus he obtained two pictures side by side on the film, getting
the same results apparently as the plaintiffs did. Mr. Underhay urged that there was such short use of the patent that
the plaintiffs could not obtain an injunction. In regard to
the question of infringement the plaintiffs merely said the
defendants must have used their process to obtain the results
they did. That was not satisfactory evidence to put before
the Court.
The order for a temporary injunction was finally granted
in the terms prayed for by the plaintiffs.
A

* * *

The committee of editors appointed by the German society
for fighting prejudice against the motion pictures has held
an important session in the city of Berlin. It was decided
to engage a number of well known speakers and authors
who will take part in this campaign of education. Arrangements have been made to hold meetings and demonstrations
in sixteen large cities. The public will be invited to attend
these meetings and listen to the arguments in favor of the
motion picture. It will be remembered that a number of
dramatic leagues and various organized groups of theatrical
managers had started a crusade against the motion picture.
The committee of editors was organized to repel these attacks and place their side of the question before the public.
The committee had charged one of the editors, Mr. Perlmann,
of Duesseldorf, to prepare a campaign text book. The text
book is now finished and copies of it have been sent to all
the daily papers in the empire as well as to representative
men in all walks of life. The next sten will be the distribution of folders and pamphlets among audiences of moving
picture theaters. The committee will go into a lively controversy with the enemies of the moving picture and if
necessary will hire space in the daily press to get their
side of the question before the public.

* * *

From reports in the Viennese moving picture journals it
would appear that Austria, which up to now has been lagging in the tail-end of the procession, will be heard from
as a manufacturing country in 1913. An old established
producing concern, which has in the past two years done
but little, has recently increased its capital by seventy-five
thousand dollars and has secured the services of an eminently capable man as director. In addition to this three
other new manufacturers
have come
out with announce-

ments of coming releases of merit. These manufacturers
intend for the present to devote themselves entirely to
their own domestic market.

* * *

Exhibitors in England seem to be even more uncertain
about their rights to open on Sunday than we are on this
side of the water. We quote the following from a recent
issue of the "Bioscope:"
We again return to the question of the Sunday
opening of picture theaters, which, by the way, is
rapidly developing into a demand for either the complete abolition of all forms of entertainment on the
Sabbath, or that all shall be allowed to open. What
with the arguments for and against — the dragging
in of the religious and labor side of the question,
and the fact that the daily press is now taking a
hand in the game — one grows heartily tired of the
whole matter, and inclined to cry, "A plague Mpon
It is perfectly obvious that there exists, among
the majority of people, a desire for some kind of
entertainment
on Sundays, and the picture theaters
you inall!"
are
a position to meet that demand in a much
more satisfactory manner than any other form of
amusement. This is no mere idle statement; it is
backed by solid fact. The amount of labor necessitated by the Sunday opening of picture theaters cannot be compared to the army of employees which
would
to be
engaged
variety
and "legitimate"
theatershave
were
open.
And ifthis
completely
answers
the argument that the latter places of amusement
have ingtheSunday
rightopening
to claimas thepicture
same theaters.
"privilege" regardAs the present situation remains, it is interesting
to note the divergence of opinion among those who
have been regarded as the opponents of Sunday
opening. The theatrical managers are by no means
united; some are against, while one or two "see no
harm in it." Turning to the music-hall side, Mr.
Stoll has, of course, already stated his views, but
other well-known directors have not been so explicit,
evidently preferring to "wait and see." The Variety
Artists' Federation is, we believe, strongly opposed
to Sunday opening as applied to variety theaters;
but opposition would not be directed against the
picture theaters.
The sequel has yet to come, and it would not be
wise to attempt a forecast. The agitation has not,
however, been sought by the Trade, and we trust
that the broader view of the question will at length
prevail.
In Italy a league has been formed for the avowed purpose
of fighting the cinematographic industry. The league is
composed of "dramatic artists" and a general meeting of
the league is soon to be held to discuss the best methods
of "combating the pernicious influence of the films." It is
pleasing to note that these enemies of the motion pictures
have been answered by a well known Italian artist. Signor
M. Cantinelli, who takes up the cudgels for the cinematograph in the
pages of He
an important
magazine
"L'Argante."
published
in Milano.
ridicules the
idea that
the cinematograph may dull the artistic instincts of the people. He
tells his fellow artists that they will follow the trend of
modern civilization and consult their own personal interests
by being the friends rather than enemies of the motion picture.
NEW THEATER FOR PLANT
CITY. FLA.
Mr. E. M. Tucker, manager Wonderland Theater. Plant
City, Fla., advises us that not later than November 1st, he
will open a new theater in that city to seat from 600 to 700.
and to be used for moving pictures and as an opera house.
He will spend $10,000 on the equipment of the house.
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c^dvertising- for Exhibitors
Conducted by EPES

Improving Raffles.
Till". Raffles stunt; the identification of a man more or less closely described, is a whiskered idea, but at this moment there is a man going around town offering hats to those who can place him and he has
been lesponsible for a couple of mobs that have taxed the police. Mr. S.
A. Arnold, of the Lyric Theater, Mena, Arkansas, who seems to be outgrowing the small town, has given a new twist to the old idea. It's the
same old Raffles, but if you want to win the reward you must hold a coupon
Here is Mr. Arnold's letter:
from the Lyric of the day before.
For the benefit of the Exhibitors' Advertising Department I present herewith an advertising stunt that I worked that certainly increased my receipts while it was running.
The scheme is an old one worked in a new way no other than
"Raffles." I first found a good local man that I thought no one
would suspect then advertised that "Raffles is coming to the Lyric,"
after using that line in the dailies for three days, with a write-up
in the paper I announced that "Raffles" would visit the Lyric that
night and try to get away without being caught, and that the following day he would announce through the paper where he had
been, who he had seen and talked to. To capture him it was necessary that he be addressed in these words: "I recognize you as
the Lyric Raffles, give me ten dollars," and at the same time show
by a coupon that you had attended the Lyric the night before. Unless he was addressed in those words and coupon shown, he would
not make himself known but would deny his identity.
Of course in the papers I gave a very meagre description of him
and how he would be dressed but added that he would try to fool
them, also challenged the police force to show their shrewdness,
in fact, bragged a little bit about going to try and get Chief of
Police Star.
You will be surprised at the number that will go into this with a
view of capturing him. It remained for a young lady to win the
reward and it ran about ten days before he was caught.
I am sorry that I haven't available some of the newspaper clippings. My next scheme will be "The Lyric Girls." I intend working it something on the order of "Raffles," only that I will select
three young ladies from town and have them to visit the different
homes. Same conditions will govern this as Raffles. They must
have coupon from the night before. I expect to have them go
into most of the homes in town and the next day will tell who they
visited, what was said, etc. After I get my printing I will send you
copies of it.

If You Want to Try.
In a small town it is essential that the man be some resident that he
may not be recognized because he is a stranger, but in the cities a couple
•f years ago there was a Raffles who worked the game as a flat swindle.
He never went out until he intended to be caught and it was planned to
have someone in the scheme catch him. Meantime reporters went through
the crowds where it was announced that he would appear and caught up
hits of chat to be repeated in the morning paper as a part of what Raffles
said he had overheard. This fake seheme is not a good one. It is better to keep the reward to a sum where you can afford to pay it and let
it become known that someone actually received the prize. You'll more
than get it back on the extra business you will do and if you pick out a
clever dodger the scheme can be kept up for a week or two.
We hope that Mr. Arnold will not forget to send in the printing as a
guide to others, for in the small town or community there is a chance
even now to work up the town to fever heat.

Some Other Schemes.
Some years ago the English papers worked a slightly different scheme.
They ran a serial story of buried treasure and described certain localities
where the treasure-seekers dug. In these localities brass tokens were deposited, each for a prize, generally about five dollars. In the serials the
story took the seekers all oyer England that each section of the country
might have a chance.
Other papers simply sent men to deposit tokens in unlikely places that
were more or less perfectly described. A token might be found, for example, under a certain beam in a pier; under a certain window of a particular house; nnder a park bench; in a street car, etc.
The planting schemes had to be stopped because wholly unlikely places
were dug up, to the despair of the owners, and men on fast motorcycles
hung around the offices for advance copies and raced for the localities
mentioned.
These tokens might he located about town and their positions hinted at
on the screen by means of a slide at the close of the performance. One
token might be placed in a certain street car, but the first and last numbers of the car being given; another might be placed on the gate post of a
certain house in a certain block, another on some window sill of a schoolhouse or public building. Be careful to place the markers where the search
for them will not cause damage to be done to private or public property
•r you will be liable for damages.
Properly worked up you can make a sensation in the town. The prizes
•an be m money or admissions, but the money prize is to be preferred.

WTNTHROP
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Take as few persons as possible into your confidence that there may be no
leakage.
You cannot afford to get your name connected with a fake scheme.

Side Talk.
Leon Brick, who manages the Garden Theater, Toronto, and manages it
very well indeed, sends some copy for slide material and writes:
We enclose "copy" of a few slides, the ideas of which originated
in this office. We see to it that the screen does a lot of talking for
us and not a week goes by but what several new slides are shown.
We never use the same material more than a week; many of the
slides run in series of 2 or 3's and some even 4. It is possible
that some future time, when your "stuff" may run short, you
would think the enclosed worthy of publication.
One or two of the slides might be regarded as a bit strong, but most are
decidedly clever and announcements can be made a feature of the house if
enough care is used in their preparation. By series of two or more Mr.
Brick means that the message is carried along from slide to slide. Take
this set about hats, for example.
The first runs:
Mme. Nevernue, the famous clairvoyant, maintains that good
luck cornes to the lady who removes her hat in the theater.
This will start a laugh. It will also start some of the hats, but after
a moment comes the second slide to explain:
Quite recently we noticed a certain young lady enter this theater,
who immediately removed her hat, even before taking her seat.
This rouses interest but does not have much effect upon the remaining
hat pins, but immediately there comes a third to say:

Would You Believe It?
Three days later that same young lady was married.
mere
man is isa happy.
There
laugh and the rest of the hats are in their owners' laps and
Here are some others in series:
(1) Prof. Fakur, The Great Beauty Specialist says: —
(2) If ladies would only get the habit of removing their hats
while indoors they would soon look ten years younger.
A little too strong is this lay of the peanut: —
(1) That the peanut has always been regarded as an extremely
dainty morsel of food no one will deny, but —
(2) The cracking of the shells is very annoying to some persons
and when thrown on the floor of this theater there comes a
vigorous kick from the charwoman se —
(3) As we do not carry a restaurant license, we suggest that
the nightly gastronomic exhibition with the toothsome nut be discontinued.
We think that something along these lines would have been better:
(1)
like theater
peanutsbecause
but we thedon't
—
(2) We
In the
noiseeat ofthem
cracking
shells annoys
others.
The first slide, admitting the common failing, gets manager and patron
on one level and the suggestion in the second slide comes with better
grace from a self-confessed slave to the edible.

Here's a Good Scheme.
Instead

of the conventional
Thus

ends

goodnight
our

231st

slide the Garden

uses

one

that

Exhibition.

Happy
Dreams.
May you sleep in peace.
With a changed wording for the matinees this slide could be made a
permanency and with the numbers well up in three figures it helps tocreate a suggestion of permanency that will impress the patron.
To catch the boor who sits sideways in his seat and drapes his feet all
over the aisle, this set makes special appeal:
(1) Gentlemen occupying end seats will please see to it that their
feet do not extend out into the aisle —
(2) Suppose that a lady were to trip and turn a somersault?
injury.
(3) It would indeed be embarrasing, to say nothing of possible
The Garden also makes free use of its screen for program purposes,
announcing special musical numbers, the next subject and similar matters
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Uses Music.
The (iarden also goes in strong fur music and employs an orchestra to
good purpose.
Recently there was a change in leaders and the new man
was introduced
to the audience
through ;i special program,
twelvi
being put into the orchestra for that performance.
The music shares the
program space with the reels. Music pays wherever it is properly handled.
but it's well to bear in mind the fact that three good players are worth
more to you than six poor ones.

Coming Edisons.
Among the early releases in October with the circle E is another contribution to the tuberculosis crusade in the shape of A Curable I I
leased October 7th. Parts of the picture were made in the Union Printers'
Home, Denver. The Charge of the Light Brigade, in which the battle scenes
are participated in by some 750 U. S. Regulars is dated for the eleventh
and a loan shark story is found on the fifth in The Usurer's drip. Thereare enough of these in the Licensed list to make a full program and it
might be interesting to offer a crusade program as a novelty. It might not
draw heavily, but the after talk would be worth while. The Nankeville
Uncle Mun series has gotten into photoplay, the first being shown on the
ninth and Cashmere is an unusually good scenic dated for the fourth.

A Poet's Excuse.
Hay and Nichols, of Fairmount, Minn., have compromised on Haynic
as a title for their theater. They send us some poetry, which we print,
and this apologetic explanation:
We submit some samples of the style of advertising which we are
using in our daily paper. It may not rank high from the standpoint of poetry, but it has one great virtue; it is read.
We got the idea of rhyming our advertising when our competitor
took the Rathbone lines relative to peaches and lemons from your
issue of August 31st and ran them in the local paper. We thought
if rhyming was a good stunt we would try it, and the first of the
enclosed was our maiden effort. We get top of column, first column local page for this stuff, running it under the caption, "Haynic Jingles, with apologies to the real poets," and underneath we
use from seven to ten inches of single column display.
We have only been in the business a month, and have used this
form of advertising a little over a week, and it certainly is letting
people know that we are here.
Speaking of peaches that come and go.
As they relate to a picture show,
You know 'tis true; you have seen them here;
And of your verdict we have no fear.
We show them just six nights each week.
And "peachier" pictures you need not seek.
Of course they are "peaches," every one;
Some are serious, but all good fun.
So "peaches" come and "peaches" go
At the Haynic Daylight Weekday Show,
Where the best pictures money can buy,
Pictures that please and satisfy.
Are shown each night by the lighted way,
With special Saturday matinee.
If we should sit all day and write
Up jingles for our show to-night,
We couldn't start to tell the half
Of thrilling feature, hearty laugh,
That will be yours if you but go
To see this dandy all-star show.
The Kalem film, "The Drummer Girl
Of Vicksburg," surely is a pearl.
"Vultures and Doves," a Vitagraph.
Shows how you always get the gaff
When you deal with the "get-rich-quick";
A timely warning that will stick.
"Cupid's Quartette." an Essanay;
You know the kind, and you will say
tor comedy like this a dime
You'd gladly pay at any time.
We give the best show possible,
We always have and always will,
Rut it affords us great delight
To offer shows like ours to-night

Not Good but Good.
We'll agree with the poets that it is not very good poetry, but it is
good advertising. Anything is good advertising that is out of the ordinary
and will attract attention and this should attract attention. Making a
regular feaure of the poem in a fixed position in the paper gets the people
turning to the page whether they are interested in the pictures or not.
There is a human tendency to see if they can keep it up and with the
interest in the poems there is gradually aroused an interest in the pictures.
If you can give any little oddity or kink in the advertising and do it regularly it will get the people looking for your stuff.
In passing this serves to illustrate what this department is intended to be.
A manager in Exeter, N. H., writes a jingling advertisement that is taken
up by another manager in Minnesota and this, in turn, gives another the
idea for some advertising that is infinitely to be preferred, as a business
getter to the straight announcement.
Don't be one of those who take all and give nothing. Send in your
ideas for the good of the craft and pay back your debt to your fellow
managers.
They've helped you.
Help them.

A Model Advertisement.

We reproduce
in cut an advertisement
that comes
from Wilmington,
Delaware.
It's pretty much just what a general advertisement of this sort
should be in the matter of copy, make-up and display.
There are four
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lines of heavy type, all in upper and lower case instead of all capitals, and
a ten-point argument lightly boxed with one-point rule. It would not have
the pull for a daily ■
••!, but for a special it would not be easy
to improve this. The manager, .Nicholas June*, writes:
I am using considerable newspaper advertising these days and
have been wondering whether my copy has been correctly written
and if, according to your view of it, it is of any great account.
I
1 clipping of an advertisement
I ran in the Labor
Day edition of a local paper.
This seemed to me to be good copy,
good type work, etc., and presented
a nice appearance.
I,
sonally think it is a good general advertisement.
What
do
think of it?
I would
greatly appreciate your criticism.
Don't
feel that you should be hurting my feelings if you told me it was
not up to the mark.
In the Sunday morning paper here, I run a regular advertiseiiu ut on the amusement page. I announce the show for Monday
and Tuesday therein. Th< -pace I take runs from five inches,
single column to 6 or 7 inches, double column. In some issues
I have had a short synopsis of each picture underneath the name
of the play — say fifteen or twenty words. I think this is the best
way of working the advertising. What do you think of it and
would you suggest a different way?
I am having as my patrons, some of the class of the town. It is
no common occurrence to sec a number of autos in front of the
Savoy. We try to give our patrons an A-i show and think that is
our best advertisement; but of course, it is necessary to let the
public know we are on the face of the map. That's where the
other advertising comes in.
Would appreciate your criticism of enclosed clipping for I take
great interest in your department.

Tell Them About It.
A special advertisement should make a general appeal, since it is supposed that the special issue is preserved and lasts longer than the daily
edition, but for daily work we like the advertisement that gives a brief
hint of the nature of the subject as well as the title and, when possible,
the names of some of the leading players. On the Licensed side the Edison, Vitagraph and Kalem Companies issue booklets and the Selig Company gives the program on the bulletin sheets, a scheme we think the Lubin
Company might profitably follow on their bulletins. Essanay and Pathe
do not issue this data, nor does Melies but the Essanay Company is very
courteous about giving out names, as is Lubin, and we think that the others
would give the desired information if asked. Personality counts more than
the play in many releases.
We would like to see some of Mr. Jones' regular advertising since this
This is the cut:
special is so good.
E.fc

Motion Pictures
As They Should Be
rrUjeCLeU— THEATRE
THE SAVOYWAY

PrnWr^H

The most comfortable and sanitary Photo-Play
theatre In the city. Pictures are shown with a clean,
pure and steady light that does not hurt your eyes.
Our operating room is equipped with three of the

I

latest improved "Underwriter's Model" machines
which maintain a continuous performance.
The program at the SAVOY changes daily. We
select our own program; we can therefore assure
our patrons of witnessing the BEST DJ MOVING PICTURES, projected right in a theatre that to second to
none in Wilmington.
The musical program at the SAVOY blends correctly with the photo-plays, giving the correct
action and adding quite a little class to it
Patne's Weekly is shown at the Savoy every
Monday and Tuesday. Rest of the program changes
dally.

I

The Savoy Theatre
Opposite City Hall
The advertisement

is two

WHmingtott, Del.

IP

3

columns wide

amd
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"Every good script will find a harbor." If a script is good, it
will sell, and if it isn't good, it stands to reason no one will buy.
I do not hold myself as a successful writer by any means, but I do
know that I have been far more successful than a great many older
and more experienced writers, and have received personal letters
from six different editors, stating their particular wants in the
scenario line and asking me to bend my efforts toward filling same.
It I can do it, why can't the rest? I have not found the field too
crowded, but instead have learned that there is a willing hand
extended towards the young writer whose work shows the least sign
of promise.

We PHOTOPLAYWRIGHT
Conducted by Epes Winthrop Sabgent

Bison Wants the Best.
Bison- 1 01- and that means the Broncho and the Keystone —
THE
wants the best work of the big writers, and announces a willingness
to pay a proper price for this product. This is not one of the periodical announcements of a press agent, but a statement of fact backed up by
letters. They have been getting a fair grade of photoplay script, but now
they want the best and announce a willingness to make it worth the while
of the star writers to send their scripts to 1707 Allesandro Street, Los
Angeles. Just before he left New York Richard V. Spencer received word
of the welcome change and asked that announcement be made.
It will be useless for the novice to expect to qualify for the work. All
scripts will be carefully considered, but unless the story has something
more than the commonplace plot, it will be useless to submit it to Bison.
They want really big one, two and three-reel Western features, and short,
snappy comedies told in comedy action.
.Mr. Spencer, who has been enjoying a semi-vacation in the East for the
past few weeks, left the seventeenth for home by way of Philadelphia, Washington and elsewhere, and expects to arrive in Los Angeles about the fifteenth of October. During his stay here he met the play writers at the big
dinner, made notes on the screen club and learned to eat spaghetti in true
Italian style. He made many friends during his short stay and we hope he
happens to be around here for the December dinner.

That's just the way it is. There is a place for every good script if only
you can find the place, and if you keep at it intelligently and with a stout
heart you will find the place. If you can write good scripts you can Bell
them, but it must be an idea sufficiently away from the ordinary to attract
attention. Don't think that it is a good script just because you wrote it.
If it's that sort of a good script the chances are that it is not a good script
at all. Think it is a good script because it is so much better, so much
stronger than the script you usually write. If it is that sort of a good
script the chances are that someone wants it, so keep it going until all
likely to take it have had their chance at it. But bear this in mind: you
are never going to do your best work so long as you stay content with
vour worst.

The Selig Studio.
The photoplay department of the Selig Polyscope Company in Chicago,
is said to be the most extensive attached to a single company. Many of
Selig productions are visualizations of stories and plays and in addition
most of the big animal stories are prepared by the permanent staff, but little of the work of outside authors being taken. The accompanying cut
shows the big photoplay room in the Chicago offices, with Editor Kenneth
Langley at his desk nearest the camera, and some of his assistants.
The

Prepay in Full to Eclair.
The Eclair Company has joined the list of those grown tired of spending a couple of dollars a week for underpaid postage on scripts. If you
want your script to stay at Eclair pay the postage in full. Most of the
companies now refuse to accept underpaid scripts and all of them will do
so in the course of time.

For
We append a letter received from
department.
He writes:

Editors.
Hal

Reid

of the Universal

Photoplay

This will notify you that Miss I. I. Runez. Feltz Mills, Jefferson
Co., New York, sent to the Universal Film Co., a scenario entitled
"The Way She Took," which was taken bodily from the Red
Book for July.
This is to notify all other manufacturers.
We believe that there are other instances of scripts offered by other persons based on copyrighted material. It would check the practice if the
names of these persons were published.

The Next Dinner.
We have had brief chats with two of the three members of the committee
on the next photoplay dinner and hope to see the third shortly. The two
are agreed that the first week in December will be about right. If you
have any suggestions to offer send them in now before the committee gets
to work in earnest. There were forty actual photoplaywriters at the last
dinner. We should be able to muster a hundred at the next, for the function will be held in town and it will not be a stag affair. Let's hear from
you.

View of Selig Editorial Department.
large reference library is a part of the equipment of the office, though fewdramatizations of standard literature are made, most of the arrangements
being done from the copyrighted works of modern writers, whose product
has been contracted for by the Selig company.
Cuts are something new in The Photoplaywright, but we hope to present
all of the Editors in the course of the next few months that the photoplaywriters may see the men they are dealing with. Will the editors please regard this as a personal invitation to send in their photographs?

Selling Tricks.

Be Direct.

A correspondent writes that there must be some knack in selling to a
certain company as he has sent them eighteen scripts without having made
a sale.
The company he mentions largely prepares its own scripts or takes the
work of a few writers known to the editors, but they do accept outside
work and the "knack" consists wholly in finding out just what they want.
It is not enough that you have a story to sell. You must have the sort of
story that the company wants to buy and this knowledge is not to be gained
from a casual survey of a few photoplays made by the company but from a
study of the entire product. It is almost impossible, even in the cities, to
locate all the work of any company, but The Stories of the Films in the
back part of this paper will supplement the study of the pictures that are
caught upon the screen.
Repeatedly we are assured that this and that company is not buying because they do not purchase the stories of the correspondent and perhaps in
the same mail another writer will announce the sale of several. He has
caught, consciously or otherwise, the idea of the editor and delivers the
goods that are wanted.
A study of exact wants will save dollars in stamps that are wasted in
sending to companies stories not at all in their line. Study your market
and study it closely.
It will save you money and permit you to make some.

If you are trying to get an effective handling of plot get straight to the
point you are aiming at. Do not run around in circles in the supposition
that you are making youi story more interesting. We saw a story the
other djy in which valuable time was lost in establishing the fact that the
heroine was a Southern girl. This, of course, was an interesting fact, but
it had no more to do with the story than did the fact that she came to New
York, and yet some two hundred feet of film were wasted in her sunny
Southern home and on the way up to where she could start in on the reil
story. So far as the plot went she might have been a New Yorker or a
recent arrival from Japan. It was net essential that she be a Southern
girl and so all this preliminary but served to complicate the plot and retard
the narrative. And after the story was once started there was about one
part plot to two parts of the same unnecessary action.
This sort of thing can be done in story writing where a line of type will
make her a Southerner and another bring her to New York, but a director
has to hustle out to get that Southern home and a railroad station if the
film is to be made and since it is not needed he cuts it out — which is what
the author should have done in the first place. Stick to the straight line
and you'll get there quicker in a double sense.

The Word of Hope.
Here's some sound sense from a photoplayw right who has been trying to
land scripts for about a year and a half and who, up to date, has landed
about half his product.
He writes:

Don't Mix.
About the time we advised a writer not to have his comedy character
suddenly turn tragedian we ran into Yitagraph's "The Cross Roads." Mainwill recall that in the last scene of this country drama a half-witted boy
moved by hatred for the villain throws him over the railing of a bridge,
being dragged over himself.
In the earlier scenes the boy had supplied a
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v| i|^lit comedy relief, bin in this scene his manner was tense and tragic and
the scene properly effective, but in a house patronized by women and children a laugh went up as the men fell into the water to their deaths. The
man had been playing comedy and a fall into the water is often part of a
comedy scene. The careful work of the producer went for naught in at
least one house and probably others.
The run of a reel is so short that it is best to hold to the simple classifications. If you want a hero keep him heroic. If you have a comedian
lit him be funny from title to tail piece, or you are apt to lose the effect
yflo have planned for in a majority of the houses.

Want to Get Together.
When we were getting up the photoplay dinner we received a suggestion
that we place next each other the authors who lived in the same territory,
and while the idea was not followed because the writers got together irrespective of street addresses, we noted that some of those who lived within a mile of each other (and that's being neighbors in New York), did not
know of the proximity of a congenial spirit.
If you live in a town that is likely to boast more than one photoplayWright and want to get in touch with other writers, send in your name and
address. These will not be published, but the fact that there has been a
request from that town will be stated and if there arc replies the writers
will be put in touch with each other. Two heads are better than one when
it comes to talking over photoplay and half a dozen getting together with
more or less regularity can each help the other in his work.

Getting the Theme.
Most editors comment on the fact that most Western stories come from
Eastern contributors while the Westerners vainly offer tales of the Atlantic
States. To the trained writer the answer is obvious, the writing of new
scenes is in itself an inspiration, but this is only for the trained writer and
the novice would do much better to stick to the themes with which he is
most familiar. The writer who makes a business of it can write of the
West or the Far East because he has read up on his subject, but the
novice writes of strange matters because it does not seem to him that stories
lie close to hand.
It is a good plan to pick themes with which you are familiar. If you
live in the country try to put the country on paper. If you are a dweller
in the cities seek the streets and city life for inspiration. An editor from
the West commented the other day on the splendid field lying fallow in Xcw
York's East Side and yet it is seldom that a story of the East Side is written that gets over, not because there are no photoplaywrights on the East
Side, but because these are all busy writing society plays and stories of
business life, passing unheeded the wonderful pathos of the section of the
town in which they live. With half the imagination they use in mapping
out a story of high society they could weave about the life they see the
tender veil of poetry and make the sordid almost sacred with tenderness of
touch. In the same way the girl who lives uptown wants to write about
settlement workers and Salvation Army lassies and the absence of convincing color sends the stories back.
Don't
try to
abouta lot.
what The
you properly
know nothing
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varietyknow
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by write
knowing
qualified
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something of law, of medicine, of commercial usage, of society. He should
have some idea of railroading, of handling a boat, of the stage and a hundred other topics. Then he can write with variety and yet write of what
he knows. The other day an author wrote in that he was in Bermuda, but
that he expected to go to South Africa the following week. He probably
hasn't been a hundred miles from his home town in all his life and yet he
knows more of strange lands than some of those who have traveled far,
for the library places at his disposal the results of the observations of hundreds of brainy men and women and he assimilates the information and
puts it to good use. Possibly if he traveled he would know less, but as it
is. local color as much as idea sold him a Philippine story the other day
lor a fancy price and brought a request for more.
Start modestly, writing about the things you know about but be an eager
seeker after knowledge and add to your store of information day by day
that the time may not come when you find yourself written out. Even if
you think you know it all you don't and you'll find that the more you
learn the less you think you'll know. After a while you'll be able to get a
story idea almost anywhere and you'll be able to write it out because you
have a general store of really useful information. Start with the simple
theme of the life about you, but do not be content until you have learned
so much from your reading that you can locate your story in China or
Chile and make it reasonably strong in color. But if you do not know
about China do not write about it until you have. read up.

In Handling Carbons.
Last month we saw in Popular Mechanics a wrinkle that we have been
using for so long that we thought everyone must know about it. It's simple, but efficient and it doesn't cost much, so we pass it along for the benefit of those who make carbon copies and find it not easy to handle the
carbon and the first and second sheet through the carriage of the machine.
Take a piece of typewriter paper and fold it top to bottom. Cut it into
halves and fold one of the pieces over. Slip this over the top of your
"pack" of carbon and sheets and slip the whole into the machine. Run it
through until you can pull the folded sheet off and you have your carbon
in proper position with regard to the other sheets since this simple guide
keeps the sheets from striking the pressure rollers and holding back.
Try it.

Selecting the Best.
One of the real secrets of establishing a selling connection is not to run
an editor off his feet at the first sale. We have seen writers utterly spoil
their chances of a market with a flood of second-class material following
the acceptance of a better script.
It is the habit with some to rush their entire product into every studio to
which they have made the sale of a good script and some editors do not
offer much encouragement to a new author for this very reason.
Nearly every writer has a few scripts that for one reason and another
have hung fire and these gradually accumulate.
A script finds a sale and
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the editor says he would like to sec more of the author's work. The request is responded to with a flood of indifferent material, the hopeful editor
regards the batch with dismay, concludes that the good script was an accitnd loses interest in the discovery.
If you have been trying to land one particular studio and at last sucdo not send in any script that is not at least as good as the script
that sold and if you can make a better script out of a fair one keep at it
until you do before you send it off. Ifecause the editor has bought one
Story it does not follow that be wants to buy your entire output. Keep
the dead ones in the morgue until you can work them over and let the
acceptance of a script be an incentive to do something even better, something that will justify the editor's faith in you.
And along the same lines do not send out everything you write. Send
only the best.
Mold the others until you can make them good.

Possible and Probable.
Here's a little rule for testing your idea that may be of value. Take it
as a requirement that a story must be possible and should be probable.
Even on the screen we find stories that are neither probable nor possible,
but we never said that the filming of a story was a certain proof of its
merit, To the contrary we now and then get hold of a film that makes
us want to kick the man who made it.
A story is probable if it is likely that such things happen. It is possible
if such a thing could happen. It is probable that day after to-morrow the
sun will rise. It is barely possible that in the interval of time the sun
may become extinct; possible, but not probable. Therefore a story based
on the failure of the sun to shine might be accepted, but a story based on
the rising of the sun would stand a better chance of being accepted.
When you get your plot and before you develop it, ask yourself if the
story is possible. Don't take it for granted that anything might happen.
In a limited sense you may be right, but it is better to accept the general
ruling that certain things arc impossible, the turning of night into day;
the drying up of the ocean beds overnight. Granting that such things are
impossible, accept a minor argument along the same lines. We saw a
script the other day in which two untrained girls became solo dancers overnight, though choreographic expertness comes only with years of practice.
It is no more possible to create an expert dancer overnight than it is to
vanish the waters from the face of the earth in the same space of time.
Stick to the possibilities and having decided that the story is possible, try
and make it probable.
You'll be surprised at the way you can twist and turn a plot about without
materially changing it. The story that is hopelessly impossible may be
made not only possible but probable; though the main facts, the essential
plot, remains the same. Before you put the story on paper make it possible. If you can't swing it immediately, let the idea kick around in your
brain until it becomes more tractable. Don't put it right down on paper
and send it off to some poor editor just because you've just thought of it.
Wait until you think it out properly and have it right. Then you'll find
that it will fairly spill itself on the paper and be a vastly better script than
it would have been had you ground it through your typewriter the moment you thought of it. Don't send your hero West and in the next scene
show him an expert shot, though the earlier scenes make it clear that he
has been a city man all his life and probably never handled a revolver before. You may need to have your hero shoot the head off a rattlesnake
and save the beautiful heroine from death or an overdose of medicinal
whiskey, but if you want some snakes shot up make your hero a Westerner
used to packing a gun from the time he was old enough to know which
was the business end. Make it probable and if you get on the screen
you'll find a warmer welcome than if you managed to hypnotize an editor
with an impossible idea.

Song Publishing.
It appears that some of the readers of this department write songs, too.
Two of them have had theirs published by companies which advertise to
set your words to music and give you half the profits — if there are any.
Some of these companies seem able to keep out of the grip of the
Office Inspectors, but it requires adroit dodging and a good lawyer, but
since there are some that do, we want to add a word of warning to the
pages of caution already published.
No company that advertises to set your words to music will do more
than that. These companies have stock melodies stereotyped and with lines
cut for the type words. If yours is a waltz song you get the same melody
that every other author of a waltz song gets, and it is the same way with
marches and other musical forms. One of these ingenious swindlers once
boasted to us that with eight sets of plates he could fix over anything from
Mary Had a Little Lamb to the Ten Commandments. The stock cover is
likewise mortised for a title and a couple of hundred copies are run off for
the author, a few being retained that they may be supplied friends of the
writer who send in for copies to test the promise of the publisher. The
whole thing does not cost $5, is not worth that and yet it costs the author
from $20 to $35 according to the company approached. For $35 you can
get 500 copies printed from your own plates if you can supply both words
and music, but these publishers do not advertise for business. They are
the reputable music printers who do the work for the big song publishers.
You'll probably lose most of the $35, but you will have had a run for
your money.
Keep away from the fakes.

Hal

Reid

Has

Wented.

Hal Reid is no longer connected with the photoplay reading room of
the Universal Film Company, and up to the present his successor as head
of the staff has not been appointed, though with B. P. Schulberg, Toe
Roach and C. B. Hoadlcy holding down desks within the four walls the
difficulty of a choice should resolve itself into a question as to which one.
In his brief career Mr. Reid originated the ten dollar script and the comedy
rejection slip, neither of which made many friends for the Universal.
How the department will be run in future, will depend upon the successor appointed. At the time of this writing, early in the week, there was
not even a definite rumor as to the appointment.
Mr. Reid is directing for the Champion.
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Comments on the Films
Licensed
"THE GOVERNOR" (Edison), Sept. 17.— Bannister Merwin has done
much stronger work in other pictures than in this, which is weak dramatically and very unconvincing, despite the fact that it is naturally acted.
We can't be persuaded that the governor of any state, intrusted with the
high office by the people, could possibly be weak in just this way. He is
shown as a ninny and we can't help feeling that he was only made so to
give a situation. Again, the withholding of the evidence of wrongdoing
until the climax was ready is in this picture so unconvincing that it fails
of becoming a true part of any story. Mary Fuller plays a hard part very
well indeed, as do Charles Ogle and Willis Secord, who take the roles of
two scamps. Walter Edwin had a mo."t ungrateful part as the weak-kneed
governor who has, by way of foil, a melodramatically strong son (Augustus
Phillips).
George Lessey plays the retiring governor.
"LAZY BILL HUDSON" (Edison), Sopt. 18.— A farce that affords
some fun and a good chance to two or three players to give amusing
characterizations. It isn't very fresh and as entertainment, doesn't come
up to Edison standard. Miss Alice Washburn, as Mrs. Hudson, isn't
strongly differentiated from other characters she has played nor can we
say that Edward O'Connor's Irish cop differs much from others we have
seen. William Wadsworth, as lazy Bill, plays the situation rather than a
character.
It is only fair.
'[NATIONAL SOLDIERS' HOME, VIRGINIA" (Edison), Sept. 18.— A
series of views of a comfortable-looking home for old volunteer veterans.
It deals with a subject that will widely interest Americans and is clearly
photographed.
"HEARTS AND DIAMONDS" (Edison), Sept. 20.— This picture recalled to the reviewer the distinct pleasure that the European and American pictures, with steamship scenes between, used to give him — that was
before he took up reviewing. Like this, they were Edison pictures. Three
or four years have improved the stories and greatly improved the technique
and he still likes pictures that carry across the water and much prefers
them to come from Europe to America. This excellent offering is of
Americans and its opening scenes are on the other side; it ends as the
ship reaches New York. Augustus Phillips plays the lead, as a U. S.
customs agent in London who has just been promoted and is coming back
home. Edna Flugrath plays the American girl visiting Europe with whom
he is in love and wh» with her aunt (Mrs. Wm. Bechtel) is also on her
way home. George Lessey plays a smuggler who is planning to bring in an
invoice of diamonds. Robert Brower plays a U. S. consul. The young
customs agent has been warned of the smuggler's intention. These two with
the girl and her aunt are on the same ship. The agent has to keep his eye
on the smuggler and make love to the girl at the same time. He gets both
the smuggler and the girl. Herbert E. Morgan has written a good story;
but the scenes add greatly to its interest. Those on the ship and in New
York harbor are fine. It makes a desirable offering

"CAPTAIN BARNACLE'S WAIF" (Vitagraph), Sept.
A touching
little heart story. As a well-made pump will always work 16.—
under the right
conditions, so, it seems, the old, old formulas for producing pathos will,
when skillfully put together, be effective time and again. There is nothing
new in this picture and it is plainly put together in a mechanical way; but
it is a good offering, it has the elements of the kind of popularity that
pays both maker and exhibitor and will be liked and liked very much. It is
a story of an uninstructed waif (Paul Kelly) who was kindly treated by
Capt. Barnacle (Van D. Brooke) and who later is caught stealing. The
captain had ordered him out of the house; but the little daughter (Norma
Talmadge) pleads for him and he is given another chance. He makes good
and becomes a hero. It was skillfully put together by W. A. Tremayne
and produced by Van Dyke Brooke, who has made a good commercial offering of it.

"ALKALI IKE'S PANTS" (Essanay), Sept. 21.— The funniest comedy
in a month and more. Alkali's pants are only the ordinary kind; it's his
lack of them that's a scream. He and a friend had played a mean trick
on "Coyote" and Coyote had lost his girl because of it. Ike was ironing
his pants to take Coyote's girl to a party. When his back is turned, Coyote
and the third man steals 'em. Ike is compelled to go in his chaps and
underdrawers. The rest is Ike; it wouldn't have been half so funny with
any other player.
But we give the exhibitor our word, it's a scream
"WHEN FATHER HAD
WAY" (Lubin),
.8.-A romance
played farcically to amuse. HIS
Dad had the gout and Sept.
the sweetheart of his
daughter had knocked against his sore foot. When later, Dad is shaking
hands with the young man, he recognizes his tormentor and insists on
breaking the engagement. A scheme is thought up to make Dad insist on
the marriage. He is made to believe that the man wants to back out. The
Lubin Company has done this thing very much better. The situation, at
best, is a bit stale by this time.
As an offering it is merely fair.
"IN PERIL OF THEIR LIVES" (Kalem), Sept. t8.— A very slight
plot is behind this picture, but it gives a chance for one or two thrills one
of which is also a shudder. The background is a very rocky shore. ' One
thrill is the rescue of three fishermen, whose boat has been cast on a rocky
spot and capsized. The tide is rising and the waves are breaking over thera
when two daughters of the oldest man pull them up the cliff. They are
helped by a man who had just been "bitten by a snake and who had placed
powder on the wound and set it off." As entertainment it is so so

"LIFE AND CUSTOMS OF THE WINNEBAGO INDIANS" (Selig),
Sept. 20. — An educational offering showing something of the industries,
dances, games, sports and other customs of a tribe of intelligent-looking
red men who live in the Black River Falls District of Wisconsin. It makes
a very interesting and highly commendable release; it is a distinct contribution. The camera work is excellent.
"THE BRAND BLOTTER" (Selig), Sept. 17.— A ranch love story. Pictures like this deal with nothing new either in situation or incident, but
manage to keep spectators interested merely because of the faculty in moving pictures of making things seem real. In this offering we are shown
a cattle baron's pretty daughter "blotting the brand" on her father's cattle,
and substituting that of the man she loves. Myrtle Stedman, who plays this
Western sweetheart, shows remarkable ability in branding; she makes a
good scene of it. Wm. Duncan, in the part opposite to her, makes, as usual,
a very acceptable hero. Also in the cast are Rex de Rosselli, Lester
Cunio, Shorty de Long, C. E. Reeves, C. S. Tipton, and B. Jacobs. The
story was written by Elizabeth Fraser and produced by Marshall Stedman.
"THE MIXED SAMPLE TRUNKS" (Essanay), Sept. 19.— A farce
comedy that audiences will find amusing. In it Mr. Missimer and Mr.
Steppling play two traveling salesmen; the former carrying ladies' suits;
the latter a line of store lay figures. Missimer is of nervous disposition and
reads in the papers of a brutal murder with the corpse taken from the
hotel in a trunk. The sample trunks get mixed. It is not wholly new, but it
gets over very well and is a good offering.
"THE DESPERADO" (Pathe), Sept. 19. — Perhaps a new comedy twist is
the surest way of making an old story serve once more as a fresh and acceptable offering. Il is such that relieves this picture, although the characters are only our old acquaintances, the desperado, the storekeeper, the
girl, and the cowboys, etc. The girl suspected that the bad man was going
to do a trick there that night, and substituted lemons for money in the
strong box. It is very well acted by one of the Pathe companies in the
East and makes a good offering.
"THE LOVE TEST" (Essanay), Sept. 20. — When this picture was
on the screen, we overheard some very enthusiastic comments from
elderly women near us. Charwojnen they seemed to be, and one said it
the best picture she had ever seen, while another remarked that it alone
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worth 25 cents. It is a good picture, although we didn't find anything new
or spontaneous in it. Surely the idea of a will requiring ten young people
to marry is not new, nor is the transposition of mistress and maid to fool
the man in the case a new twist. The players do a good deal to relieve
it and make it acceptable
"THE TURPENTINE INDUSTRY" (Lubin), Sept. 20.— A good many
things conspire to make this picture more interesting than the usual industrial film and they are always acceptable. In the first place, convict
labor is used and it has been reported that it has been inhumanly abused
in this business. The picture shows the prisoners at work, but it fails to
show any reason why they shouldn't prefer this kind of labor to breaking
stone, for instance. In the second place, the product is of great importance
to the world, and it is said to be diminishing. We don't wonder at this,
seeing the way the trees are treated. On its own count, we find it instructive and very much worth while.
"NO TRESPASSING" (Lubin), Sept. 20.— On the same reel is this
farce on a farm. It is plainly "put together" and is not a convincing story,
but it has a pretty heroine, some lovely scenes, a daisy meadow, and rural
views, and it has one or two amusing situations.
It is not very substantial.
"INTO THE GENUINE" (Selig), Sept. 19.— As shown here, we see
how a rich man's hard luck in speculation turned out as the best of good
fortune. It showed him how hollow the love of his fiancee's was and drove
him out West, where he *not only found "genuine" love, but a gold mine.
The backgrounds of the early scenes are a luxurious home in Chicago
and the Wheat Pit; then we have the gold fields and finally we come back
to the city. The story is conducted melodramatically with the villainess'
punishment in the last act, but the character of this fiancee who passes for
the villainess isn't interesting enough to make us care much whether she
is punished or not. This is the picture's chief weakness; it is part romance,
part melodrama. Carl Winterhoff plays the young broker and miner;
Adrienne Kroel is his first fiancee, and Winnifrcd Greenwood the genuine
sweetheart. Beside these we find in the cast Mrs. Mellville as the broker's
mother; Rose Evans, as the society girl's mother; John Lancaster as the
trapper; Joe Hazelton, the society girl's father, and others.
"THE BANDIT'S SPUR" (Pathe), Sept. 18.— A story of the Southwest.
As far as outline goes there is little in it that is new; but the filling-in is
fresh and wejl played, and makes it an effective, interesting picture, and
a good offering. Especially good is the drawing of the Mexican girl, who
is the pivotal character in the story and who attempts, because of jealousy,
to fasten her father's crime on an American she loves. A well-made plot
shows the attempt as not only frustrated, but as the means of revealing the
real criminal.
It is speedy in its action and will be liked.
"1 AT BILL'S WOOING" (Kalem), Sept. 23.— John E. Bennan, who is
both fat and frisky, piays with Ruth Roland, a slight situation that hasn't
been seen before in pictures, and it made sympathetic laughter. Virginia
Chester, who has been Ruth's friend in Kalems lately, and O. M. Gore, also
have roles.
It is acceptable.
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"ROOST THE KIDDER" (Kalem), Sept. 23.— On the same reel. We
have had several Roost pictures, and, as far as we have been able to find,
they have proved very acceptable. We have come on them for the second
time in the same house on Broadway, and in other parts of town. This
offering has a very interesting background, real darkey life in the South.
An old darkey's buggy, for instance, is a real asset, as are the glimpses of
cabin life. Stuart Holmes is still Roost; but the girl is Etta Miner, a sure
'nuff darkey belle. A. D. Byrd plays Roost's darkey friend and Ralph
Mitchell plays the deacon. The two on this reel make a very good offering.
"THE GRANDFATHER" (Edison), Sept. 21.— A very pleasing story of
sentiment, set in a country village and dealing with the fortunes of a very
kindly old man, the grandfather, played by Wm. West. At first he seems
a nuisance to his daughter-in-law, a weary farmer's wife. In the end, the
action has worked through an effective emotional climax and we find him
a loved and acceptable member of the family. The story is heightened by
making the old man a Civil War veteran. The work of William West, as
the grandfather, and of Bliss Milford, as the tired and overworked woman,
also add much to this fine picture. Augustus Phillips, Chas. Ogle, and Edna
Mammel also have good parts. It is a very safe picture to depend upon, a
desirable offering.
"PATHE'S WEEKLY" (Sept. 23).— Nothing that appears in these
weekly topical pictures is quite so important or so interesting as faces. The
people are likely to grow tired in time of railroad wrecks, except very
tragic ones, of fires, except when important buildings have been destroyed,
but of faces they never can grow tired. Important ceremonies are also important. This week we find some excellent portraits and it is a commendable
number.
"HIS PAIR OF PANTS" (Lubin), Sept. 21.— A rather slow moving
farce that has an old situation and nothing that is truly fresh. Excentric
camera work made a number of good laughs near the end of it.
"HIS TRADE" (Lubin), Sept. 21. — On the same reel, a shorter farce
quite fresh in its situation, but rather lacking in farcical atmosphere.
"FRIENDS" (Biograph), Sept. 23. — A dramatic little love story in the
costume of the 70's and which happens to be set in the West. The atmosphere is truly Western, but this is merely because the producer, having
chosen to set his situation in a gold diggings country, used backgrounds
of all kinds in perfect keeping. There are but three characters in the foreground— the daughter of the innkeeper and belle of the mining village
(Little Mary) ; a young blade, perhaps a gambler or a speculator, who is
dressed in a frock coat and topper (William Walthall), and a miner of a
rather rough but honest appearance. These two men are the "friends," and
the picture's chief object is to set forth the character of the young blade.
He holds women in more or less contempt; but for his friend he holds a
just respect. It is a realistic picture that appeals to the mind rather than
to the emotions. A commendable picture; it will interest all kinds of people.
The gallery will like the atmosphere; the critical will enjoy its matter.
"THE GRIT OF THE GIRL TELEGRAPHER" (Kalem), Sept. 21.—
A picture made good and interesting by the materials it uses rather than by
the way they are handled. It is a railroad, melodramatic picture, but the
plot, the form it takes, is haphazard. It features the grit of a girl telegrapher, which, as shown, is equal to that of the usual Western sheriff, and
it also features a chase in locomotives of a bad man by the girl. The bad
man had not done anything to hurt the girl; she landed on him chiefly because her lover, a detective, had been ordered to keep an eye out for him.
We are interested in the heroine solely because of her unusual grit, which
isn't likely to make many spectators fall in love with her. After all, the best
kind of heroine for wide popularity is Larrie Doone, a womanly, lovable
girl. Another remark we may safely make, apropos of this picture, is that
the well-made melodrama, even when it uses much that is trite with freshness in its characters and sets, is more likely to please than a picture like
this in which we find much freshness and good acting, but do not find the
old formulas that have been proved effective.
'|MAX'S
TRAGEDY"
(C. see
G. P.without
C.), Sept.
20.— Athat
veryaudience
amusing must
picture
which,
if any
audience can
laughing,
be
very peculiar. Its object is to shock the audience and then to get the
laugh on it. The means it uses are legitimate, but it does shock and the
"come back" is extremely laughable. The picture most surely gets across;
it is a live wire,
and it is fresh.
We commend it.
"THE EDMUND'S KLAMM RAVINE" (C. G. P. C.), Sept. 20.— The
views of this beautiful ravine are stereoscopic, but they lack atmosphere.
It is an interesting offering, but is not so good as some by this company
that we have seen.
"THE INDIAN MUTINY" (Vitagiaph), Sept. 20.— In nothing have the
pictures shown more progress during the last year than in the way crowds
are handled, especially at the moment of confusion and turmoil as in the
sack of a city, and in the making of such scenes the Vitagraph people are
in the very first rank. This picture tells a story of the beginning of the
Sepoy rebellion, but it is not meant to be historical. A native prince
(Harry Northrup), falls in love with an English girl (Lillian Walker),
sister of an officer (James Morrison), and, because he is refused, incites
the Sepoys to rise against the British. The town is sacked and the girl
is carried away under the eyes of her frantic brother. An unexpected explosion throws all into confusion and the brother and sister manage to
escape on one horse. The prince, with his men, give chase, but fall into
the arms, so to speak, of a regiment of Highlanders. The prince is captured. Messrs. George Ober and George Lambert play officers of the
regiment. The picture is full of good action throughout, and is a very good
offering. Miss Marguerite Bertsch wrote the scenario, which was produced
by Mr. Fred Thomson.
"THE BURNING OF THE MATCH FACTORY" (Vitagraph), Sept.
jo. — On the same reel is a fine view of flame and smoke. It is worth
seeing.
"ADVENTURE OF THE ITALIAN MODEL (Vitagraph), Sept. 21 —
Lambert Chase, the great detective (Maurice Costello), appears again to
unravel a very perplexing case of poisoning. Such a picture appeals exclusively to the intelligent. The situation is first presented blankly. The
spectator can see no possible solution. We then see the detective make small
discoveries. They are convincing as clews, but they don't lead us anywhere. The producer's skill is shown by the way he keeps every step that
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the detective makes from suggesting to the spectator what the next steps
will be up to the dramatic climax when we are permitted to see the trap
set for the murderer and breathlessly watch him fall into it. This offering
fulfills all these requirements very well and is deeply interesting. The
artist who was suspected of poisoning the model is Mr. James Morrison;
the model is Miss Leah Baird; the artist's mother is Miss Rose Tapley,
and Mr. George Cooper play the murderer. The author is Mr. B. R.
Brookes, the producer
is Mr. Van Dyke Brooke.
"TWO DAUGHTERS OF EVE" (Biograph), Sept. 19— There are persons in the picture industry and out of it who bewail the fact that the
personnel of the Biograph Company has undergone changes. So it has.
Good people have gone to other companies. Likewise, good people have
returned, and also good people have made their debut. In this picture it
may truly be said that Biograph has put over another Biograph. It is a
story with a wallop, to borrow a term from the bowlers. There is a
triangle, to be sure, but the third member was drawn into it through motives of revenge, and perhaps measurably justifiable.
A little child, left alone for a moment by its parents, gets out of a
machine and wanders into the wings of a theater. The mother in her
search for the little one, discovers her in the arms of an actress — extremely decollete, by the way — and denounces the stage girl for contaminating her child. The father remonstrates with the mother and apologizes to the actress. The next night the father has a front seat at the
show. There are effective scenes showing the theater and the audience,
and flashes of the stage and the dance; the father and the actress exchange
glances. The friendship is formed, the mother takes the child and goes out
for herself; the father meets with financial reverses, the girl throws him
over. The mother, as a last resort, seeks employment in the chorus. There
she comes face to face with the third corner. The manner of the actress,
scornful and sneering at first, changes to pity. She puts out her hands
to a sister in distress. The stage girl takes from her neck and arms the
jewels the husband had given her and forces them on the wife; she goes
to the wretched home of the mother with her. "Now may I kiss the baby?"
inquires the actress. Yes, she may. The stage woman does more. She
meets the husband, and sends him to his wife. There is a strong scene,
ending in reconciliation. The stage girl is new to the company. She is
an acquisition. The work of the mother is powerful; she has never been
seen to better advantage. Mr. Walthall took the role of the husband; he
also was at his best.
"CHIPS OF THE OLD BLOCK" (Kalem), Sept. 20.— Comedy
merges into the burlesque and hardly refined.
It will please some.

that

"TILLEY'S BIRD FARM" (Kalem), Sept. 20.— On the same reel as
the foregoing. There are many fine pictures of rare fowl, from Madagascar, Egypt, Australia, India, Germany, Japan, Africa, etc.
"THE CATTLE RUSTLERS" (Selig), Sept. 24.— Use is made of a
half hundred cattle in a so-called round-up. The story is ordinary. There
are good people in it, and they do their best to make it go. William Duncan and Myrtle Stedman have the leads.
"A CHILD'S DEVOTION" (Lubin), Sept. 19.— Another Arthur Johnson. It is high-class drama — sympathetically portrayed; it will make strong
appeal to thinking people. Miss Briscoe is doing fine work with Mr. Johnson. Young Raymond Hackett has much to do in this picture, and he
acquits himself in creditable style. Florence Hackett, as the mother of
the baby "borrowed" by the youngster as a substitute for the half-brother
who died, aids materially in the making of a most naturally told story. The
picture is worth featuring.
"A DETECTIVE'S STRATEGY" (Selig), Sept. 23.— Charles Clary and
Winnifred Greenwood have the leads in a well-acted story — a story, hownot thrill; it lacks somewhere the essential "punch" deeply
to moveever, which
an does
audience.
"A GAY TIME IN QUEBEC" (Lubin), Sept. 23.— A scenic with a comedy diversion. The scenic was interesting. The comedy strongly appealed
to the theater's charwoman seated near the writer. The police and fire departments showed considerable courtesy to the company, and they are
featured in the picture.
"HIS LORDSHIP THE VALET" (Vitagraph), Sept. 24— Fine comedy. The scenes are mostly laid on board of a steamship. The steamship
may not be under way, but it does not have to be. Harry Northrup, as
Lord Arthur Courcy, and E. K. Lincoln, as Jaspar Durbin, his valet, make
a lot of fun. It is the old story of the master and man, to borrow an unAmerican expression from our English cousins, changing places in order to
protect the lord from designing mammas. It worked so thoroughly to the
advantage of the valet, who was filling his position in order to win a
wager of a thousand dollars that he could cross the ocean without paying
his fare, that the lord cried quits and uncovered the bogus lord to Harriet Knowlton (Edith Storey), between whom and Durbin there had sprung
up a strong friendship.
It is all well done.
"THE RENEGADES" (Lubin), Sept. 24— Strong Western by the
Western company. It is well photographed and has an unusual conclusion.
"SWIMMING AND LIFE-SAVING" (Lubin), Sept. 26.— There are in
this film many tricks of the expert swimmer, interesting, but not necessarily valuable. There are, however, some excellent hints as to the handling of a drowning person, and the treatment to which he should be
subjected when taken from the water.
"BUSTER AND TH"E GYPSIES" (Lubin), Sept. 26.— On the same reel
as the foregoing is a storyette by the children's company. Some of the
juveniles have received insufficient training for the camera. Buster, however, takes care of his end of the job.
"ACROSS THE BROAD PACIFIC" (EssanayO. Sept. 24— An interesting scenic, containing views of Yokohama, Kobe, Manila, the Pasig River,
and China. One particularly unique picture is that of coaling ship at
Nagasaki, in which hundreds of coolies are employed.
"THE PITY OF IT" (Selig), Sept. 26. — Colin Campbell has written and
produced a strong drama, with a climax that will get to you. Thomas
Santschi, in the character of Tom Morton, a husband deserted by his wife,
does fine work. Sharing with him in the interest-making is Bessie Eyton,
win carries the role cf Sunshine, an Indian maid; the maid brings about
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the 42regeneration of Tom. through inducing him to quit the use of liquor.
Likewise she falls in love with him. When the erring and repentant wife
liarns Tom's whereabouts she goes to him, only to be spurned. The wife
drives away, the horse bolts, and the wife is killed. The Indian girl lays
on the body the ring Tom had given to her. Then Sunshine takes Young
her former lover, by the hand, and goes away. Eugenie Besserer and
Lillian Hayward play the parts of the wife and sister of Tom. They contribute to a good film.
"CYNTHIA'S AGREEMENT" (Edison), Sept. 25.— William H. Woodward and Gertrude McCoy have the leads in a most amusing comedy-drama,
written by Mabel McSween. Mr. Woodward as Walter Edwin, a lawyer,
loses patience with stenographers who resign to get married. He employs
one finally on the understanding that she is not to get married and is
not to resign her position. When the lawyer falls in love with her himself she quotes the agreement as a bar. The agreement is "lost." There
are incidents aplenty to keep the fun going.
"THE LITTLE GIRL NEXT DOOR" (Edison), Sept. 2-4.— Splendid
drama. Nina Khoades is the author; she has builded well; and she has
been especially fortunate in the assignments to the various characters. Of
heart interest in this story there is much — at times too much for outward
physical comfort. One could hardly wish for a stronger dramatic situation than that where Marc McDermott, as Mr. Hinsdale, takes into his
home Edna Hammel, portraying Joy, the blind girl, and there discovers
that it is his own granddaughter. In the awakening of the great public's
heart to the afflictions of humanity's less fortunate ones the Edison Company is doing an incalculable service. The others in the cast of this
drama, all of whom are deserving of mention, are Gertrude McCoy, Leonie
Flugrath, Elizabeth Miller and Augustus Phillips.
"PALS" (Pathe), Sept. 25. — This is a Western by the Eastern forces.
It is convincing enough except the absence of Mexican surroundings. The
scenes labeled Mexican are too plainly a couple of thousand miles from
there.
Crane Wilbur and Pearl White have the leads.

"BILL WILSON'S GAL" (Vitagraph), Sept. 25.— Mr. Sturgeon, the
Western director of the Vitagraph, has written and produced a drama
which holds all the way. Miss Mary Charleson is doing fine work in all
the parts for which she is cast, and this play is no exception. Robert Burns
has the role of the lawyer who shuts up the only saloon in town at the
behest of his client, Nellie Wilson, because the owner would insist on
selling liquor to her father. George C. Stanley is convincing as the saloonkeeper. As a practical temperance lesson the picture takes high rank, and
in this respect it may be said there are many attempts to do this very
same thing, but which fall far short of accomplishing it. Churches looking
for a virile story will find it right here.

Independent
"A SLY SERVANT" (Great Northern), Sept. 28. — Because it is acted
in the right spirit and carefully conducted, this amusing little sketch gives
It will make good laughter.
fine entertainment.

"HER AMBITION" (Powers), Sept. 27. — A very well acted character
study is the backbone of this picture. It deals with a charming but rather
lightheaded young woman whose ambition is to marry a man whom her
sister, a soberer girl, has already fallen in love with. She succeeds and
then, by her heedless extravagance, ruins him. It is not strongly dramatic,
chiefly because the contrasts were not brought out with the vivid sharpness
that was possible; but the smoothness with which it is told and the excellent acting of the whole cast make its progress deeply interesting. Beautifully set and perfectly photographed, it makes a good offering.
"THE ADVENT OF JANE" (Victor), Sept. 27.— The new doctor (of
course the people knew a medicus was coming) is Jane Bixby (Florence
Lawrence). The town is very rural and the doctor's adventures are now
laughable and again rather trying. There's a thread of fresh and acceptable sentiment as the story develops into a melodrama, turning on a moonshine whiskey still. Miss Lawrence is a master in subtilly portraying a
situation. Her work lifts the value of the offering above what the scenario
would have by itself without her.
It is a very fair offering.

"CURING HUBBY" (Imp), Sept. 28. — A speedy and very amusing
farce in which two people have the center of the stage — Mr. Cumpson and
a player who charmingly take the part of his wife. He will stay out late
at the club and she prepares a comical scare for him. It is a mirth-maker
and will be serviceable on the bill.
"LIE NOT TO YOUR WIFE" (Imp), Sept. 28.— On the same reel, this
picture, which is also a farce, has a quite different atmosphere. It is played
in bathing costume mostly and set at some Pacific seaside pleasure resort
and its beach. Mr. Fred Mace has the chief role as a beach masher. His
wife with the help of two other women, her friends, show him that they
"are on."
Together, the two make a very acceptable release.
"THE PLAN THAT FAILED" (Powers), Sept. 25.— The Power's producer has, in this picture, again made good use of the two kiddies who have
grown widely popular through their work in other pictures. It's a farm
life story with the usual delightful scenes, full of convincing truth and, as
usual, the kids are shown as little mischiefs. They get a three-ply spanking. They straightway get into some more amusing mischief and their
"scheme" is to defend themselves from another spanking. It fails. The
boards are in the wrong place, for their hands receive the whip. The picture will amuse and will be liked by most people in nearly every audience.
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"THE FIGHTING PARSON AND THE MOONSHINERS" (Imp),
Sept. 26. — King Baggot who, with Jane Fernley, plays this picture of the
mountains, lacks the opportunity of giving a sustained impression that he
had in his recent picture, "In Old Tennessee." The idea that this story
tries to present is good; but the scenario lacks strength. It hasn't been
worked out with the objectivity that is necessary in a very effective work
of art. Objectivity can be run to the ground; for, of course, every wholly
mechanical melodrama is wholly objective. But the story work of art
needs a formula, even though it always hides it, if it is to stretch us on
the rack of suspense. It is an offering that will get past; but will not be
likely to create much enthusiasm.
"OLD FORT DEARBORN" (Bison-Universal), Sept. 28.— The subtitle
is, "Or Chicago in 1812." This two reel picture tells an exciting story of
an Indian uprising at the time of the second war with England. It has
many beautifully pictured scenes, a clearly told story with a fair measure
of suspense; but the action falls rather flat in its most important scene,
the attack upon the retreating troops in the second reel, and what follows
is not very convincing. Audiences are apt to forgive such shortcomings
as this picture has when, as in this, there is much of the quality that is
popular.
It is a very fair offering.
"THE OLD ORGANIST" (Rex), Sept. 26.— A village story dramatically
presented. The chief characters are the old organist, his daughter and a
city man who has come to the country for "his health"; the police would
like to get him for burglary. This criminal, of good appearance, and the
girl fall in love. Her father distrusts him; but nevertheless, the man compels the girl to leave home with him by threatening to blow out his brains
if she doesn't (a rather weak scene) and then her misery begins. The old
organist's part is finely conceived and the girl's sad homecoming to find
him dead is certainly effective. The acting is highly commendable, being
simple and natural.
It is a good, substantial offering.
"GETTING MARY MARRIED" (Imp), Sept. 23.— This is a first rate
farce comedy, well acted and full of amusing situations. Mary's father,
wishing to avoid paying his daughter's marriage expenses, provokes her to
elope with her fiancee, and the various situations bringing about this happy
end are full of life and fun. A number of novel and unexpected incidents are introduced with splendid effect. Violet Horner plays effectively
the part of Mary.
"THE CONFLICT'S END" (Rex), Sept. 22.— A girl reporter runs
down a gang of Italian counterfeiters in this spirited melodrama and with
unusual ingenuity rescues herself from their toils. The various steps by
which she brings on the climax falter sometimes, but the story is interesting and moves quickly.
"THE OLD CLOCK ON THE STAIRS" (Eclair), Sept. 26.— In this is
visualized Henry Wadsworth Longfellow's famous poem and its spirit is
well preserved in the pictures. There is a strong suggestion conveyed in
one scene of children dancing the turkey trot. It is to be feared that
Longfellow did not picture them in just that occupation.
"THE CRIMINOLOGIST" (Nestor), Sept. 25.— An accident at the outset of this drama of self-sacrifice is as dramatically executed as its importance demands. By it, one of the rivals for the heroine's hand changes
his character for the worse. The .other rival, the criminologist, restores it,
after some exciting episodes in the West, by a surgical operation. The
scenes show a careful selection and the resulting terse action is pleasing.
"PERCY, THE BANDIT" (Nestor), Sept. 27.— This exceptionally good
and wholesome burlesque of the wild and wooly West draws its fun from
the transference of a ribbon counter clerk from his usual haunts to a
bad man's town on the frontier. That Percy acquits himself like a man
is a good part of the joke and not the least of it. The touch of extravagance necessary to this type of comedy is admirably added throughout and not overdone.
"THE SHERIFF'S REWARD" (Bison-Universal), Sept. 24.— A pistol
fight at a long cabin, the horse play ot cowboys as a comic relief and a
running fight with a desperado are the chief items of interest in this melodrama of the Far West. An anti-climax adds nothing to the strength of
the production.
Hard riding and much fighting characterize the action.
"THE LEGEND OF MONTMARTE" (Gem), Sept. 24.— Lovers of the
romantic will enjoy these scenes of gaudy Indians, swashbuckling cavaliers
and rough pioneers. The legend swings around a sacred tree of which
the capricious daughter of the governor general demands a branch as the
pricestory.
of her favor. The spectacular features of the film are stronger than
the
"THE WORD OF HONOR" (Eclair), Sept. 24.— A number of very
dramatic and well acted situations make this film intensely interesting. The
character of the villain is not clearly defined at the beginning, but, with
this exception, the logic is well carried forward.
"CARL VAN GORDON'S FAMILY"
which is somewhat marred by its length.

(Nestor), Sept. 23.— A comedy

"A FRIVOLOUS HEART" (Eclair), Sept. 22.— This delicious comedy,
in which a girl serves as a guide in man's clothing, is well done and deserves special mention for its picturesque setting, a lake country in Italy.
These backgrounds are often lovely.
"THROUGH CHINA" (Eclair), Sept. 22. — On the same film as the
above are these views of Pekin and its environs. A picture that will
make a wide appeal.

"THE MYSTERIOUS AUTO" (Milano), Sept. 28.— A farce picture
whose feature is a man-chase by a very farcical police force in an auto.
Trick photography makes the auto dodge around trees, etc. It is merely
light amusement, but it is a fair offering.

"THE BUTTERFLY" (Majestic), Sept. 24.— Mabel Trunnelle as Nina,
the butterfly, and Herbert Prior as Nina's husband carry the burden of
this drama across. The excellent acting throughout the entire caste is
largely responsible for its success. Nina, whose butterfly disposition is
rudely shaken when she is called from a dance to be told that her child
has the smallpox, is admirably depicted in the clash between her vanity
and the mother instinct, which alternately impel her to avoid her child's
bedside and to take up the watch there. That the smallpox turns out to be
only a case of measels, serves to round out the story with a pleasant surprise. The production is highly commendable.

"HONESTY PUNISHED" (Milano), Sept. 22.— A whimsical,
on
and amusing situation gives rise to a rough and tumble farce. Thebuttwofresh
this reel are commendable as a number to lighten a bill, but we think the
title of this last picture might have been made more descriptive.

"THE GERANIUM" (Reliance), Sept. 25.— Hector Dion plays well
the leading male part in this drama of sentimentality. Barring a slight
confusion in the latter part, the story is interesting and commands attention
from the very beginning.

"SWAT THE FLY'' (Powers), Sept. 25.— A picture of one swat the
fly brigade and its catch of dead pests. It is a good eye-opener, not entertainment; but highly commendable as necessary education.
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"BEDELIA ami HER NEIGHBOR" (Reliance), Sept 25.— On the same
film as the above appears this energetically presented
farce in which a
headlong
quarrel of tuo neighborly
but uncompromising
and very large
11 11 furnishes excitement
and fun.
of
its
are
the

I HE HEART OF THE RED MAN" (Gaumont), Sept. 29.— This drama
the aboriginal American loses much in its European setting, for while
story is convincing, the locale of its action detracts and the costumes
not always correct. Ardent Heart, a brave, who steals cattle to win
daughter of Sitting Bear, is well portrayed.

"PLEASE HELP THE PORE" (Thanhouser), Sept 39. Riley Chamberlain as Henry Snaith, a rapacious business man whose heart is softened
by the child of one of his creditors, gives his role a splendid character in
this very human little play. The film has an added interest in that it
presents a colorful May day celebration in Central Park, adroitly woven
into the plot. The story has a strong appeal.
It will be liked.
•BUT THE GREATEST OF THESE IS CHARITY" (Thanhouser),
Me her father is brutally uncharitable, his daughter who has
been educated in a convent returns there unknown to him and he is led
afterward to believe her dead. Thenceforth, devoting his life to charity,
he finally discovers her again at a school dedication. The scenes for this
were taken from an actual dedication in which appear some splendid views
of Cardinal Parley.
Mr. Cruze and Marguerite Snow play the leading parts.
"HIS BETTER SELF" (Broncho), Sept. 25.— This film is exceptional
for its splendid photography and its unusually clear presentation of character in the leading role, that of an Indian who, thoroughly civilized, reverts to the worst vices of his kind in a groundless fit of jealousy over a
white sweetheart. Always- a dangerous theme, the story is nevertheless so
well presented here that it nowhere offends and it unfolds through spirited,
logical action from start to nish. Some novel entrances and unusual composition of pictures are highly commendable. As a whole the production
ranks high.
"REAPING THE HARVEST" (Comet), Sept. 23.— This drama points
the folly of a girl's hasty marriage with her father's chauffeur. She is
happily rescued from her fate at the end by the suicide of her husband
whose character looms darkly after the marriage.
"THE FIRING LINE" (101-Bison, N. Y. M. P. Co.), Sept. 27.— A
drama of the Civil War in which a first rate battle is presented. It compensates much for a plot which is none too strong and sometimes haltingly
developed.
"COHEN COLLECTS A DEBT" (Keystone), Sept. 23.— Two rival clothing dealers manage to give Cohen an opportunity for some unusual and interesting ingenuity when they borrow a thousand dollars of him in this
rollicking comedy. The characterizations are good and in the lively antics
of the characters is much that is laughable.
"THE WATER NYMPH" (Keystone), Sept. 23.— This comedy of an
old and a young lover and a pretty girl divides the film with the foregoing.
Some excellent bathing scenes are shown.
"THE HIDDEN TRAIL" (101-Bison, N. Y. M. P. Co.), Sept. 24.— A
melodrama of the Wild West which leaves nothing to be desired for those
who enjoy bandits, bandit lore and bandit hunting. They kidnap a girl in
this case, a doctor leads a sheriff's posse to her rescue and some interesting
and novel adventures follow. The production has an admirable setting in
a rough mountain country and the photography is praiseworthy.
"A CHILD OF GENIUS" (Great Northern), Sept. 28.— A very good
situation is wasted in this film. It might have been produced to make a
good sentimental picture; but as a comedy, it is only so so. There are
amusing things in it. It doesn't amuse as a whole. It is on the same
reel with "A Sly Servant."
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«as Mi»s Glair McDowell,
in "An Indian siiinint-r," Bert
Handler was the lover, Miss Uae Marsh the slavey, and wmiani Christie
Miller and Miss Kate Urine the elderly eouple.
V. 8. — Harry ('. Myers bad the lead In UlMn'l "The ItB'-k Window.
Miss
May Buckley "as leading woman,
K. above
C. Y. —for
Wilfred
mograpb'H
See
other*.Local
We waa
ft Brnteforce
no Patbe In
western
easts."Man's
Olad Genesis."
you read
regularly, to profit by other answers.
E. w. — Miss Uyrtle Btedman was the woman lead In Bellg'i "Au Kqulne
Hero." she seems to be "the lady who rode so well," iu the same company's
"The Whiskey Banners," us sin- was the only woman east. lbs widow in
"As the Fates Decreed," wus Miss Kutlilyn Williams.
COPE — George 0. Stanley wus Iguaclo and M"Ihh Mary ObarlesOU Juaulto
In Vltagraph's
"The Itoad to Yesterday."
M. V. L. — If you read this department regularly you should know that
you are supposed to obtain the rights to a copyrighted poem from the holder
of the copyright. We do not know whether the two poems you mention are
still copyrighted or not, but If they are, you may depend upon it that the
Kalem and Kdlson Companies hold written permission. Kdlson, by the way,
pays more for copyrighted uttifT than any other producer, with Sellg a cloae
second.
F. B. R. — Mis. William Todd Is the only woman < ast in "Alkali Ike Plays
the Devil."
The other player was not identified by tie Company.
E. M. B. — Miss Blanche Sweet was the blonde girl in Biograph's "Blind
B. J. W. — The stories of the films published In this paper are from descriptions supplied by the companies In advance of the release. Sometimes
they are the synopses of the original author, but more generally are written
by press staffs of the various concerns. The dues of the Screen Club will be
$12
per year, with au initiation fee of $15. Minors are not eligible. You
Love."
must not only be 21, but have been in the business six months as player,
producer, editor, motion picture Journalist, cameraman or similar connection
with the producing end.
THAN FAN — Miss Marguerite Snow Is not with Kinemaeolor, nor has she
gone west to Join a California stoek company. She Is not dead nor Injured,
nor anything else. She Is playing for Thanhouser, has been playing for Thanhouser and will continue to play for Thanhouser. The fact that she has
in few of the recent Thanhouser releases has raised a flue crop of
rumors, none of which have any real foundation. She has been doing some
special work and has not been seen much of late, but may be seen in many
soon.
C. R. S. — The name of the mother in Lubin's "The Senorlta's Remorse" Is
not given.
Trovlo was M. Livingston.
RICHARD ROE — Ask sensible questions. Your first is very much out of
order. The motion picture Jay Hunt, is the theatrical Jay Hunt. Bison 101
is not advertised by Universal.
There are Bisons and Bisons these days.
E. R. — If that is not merely a bright and beautiful dream we are glad
that this department enabled you to identify and talk to William Mason.
P. L. N. — As we understand your proposition, you want to start a vision
in a corner of the screen and have It spread until it supplants the other picture. It can be done, but at a greater cost than the results would probably
warrant. To displace one scene with another (It is called "fading"). Is an
elementary trick easily accomplished. It is the enlarging the quarter size
vision to the full screen that makes the trouble. Can't you write the scene
in the simpler way, letting the second scene displace the first? It seems
that this could be done by simply replacing the scene of the present with the
scene from the past without any preliminary vision.
R. A. M. — You should be on the ground here in New York If yon want to
break into the business. The field is overcrowded, but If you are persistent
and can show experience you may be able to get work jobbing, playing when
you are needed and being paid when you play. If you know the front of
the house you might get a chance as local manager somewhere and eventually
start a place of your own. It seems to be the better chance for a man who
knows both.

"I'M THE

INQUIRIES.

With Apologies to G. M. Anderson.

NOTE — No questions can be replied to by mail. Look for your answers
here. A list of studio addresses, kept up-to-date, will be sent if a stamped
and addressed return envelope accompanies the request.
C. G. V. — We do not place the actress in Biograph's "Two Daughters of
Eve," but the husband and wife were Henry Walthall and Miss Clair McDowell. The leading woman in "Who Got the Reward," was Miss Vivian
Prsscott, now with Imp.
R. R. P. — Next time please invest in a sheet of paper, and do not send
your questions in on scraps. G. M. Anderson was the Deputy in Essanay's
"The Deputy's Love Affair." Henry Stanley was the Sheriff in Melles'
"Dodging the Sheriff." Frankie Wade was the child in Selig's "The Child
of the Wilderness."
Other answers are not available.
DOROTHY
D. — You are correct.
The reviewer's foot slipped.
MARBLEHEAD — "Zigoinnr" is a foreign production for which no cast is
available. We did not see the red and blue effects, but presume they are
due to toning the film. Blue is supposed to be moonlight and red sunset or
fire. It is done by soaking the films in one or more baths. Biograph's "The
Battle." ran 1048 feet— a one-reel subject slightly over length. The Famous
Players Company is an independent concern. "Queen Elizabeth" was released some time ago. Tell your friend to read this paper and keep posted.
C. D. B. — Miss Mabel Normand was the girl in Biograph's "A Dash
Through the Clouds." She went up in an aeroplane, but we cannot say bow
far, as the barograph was not submitted for our inspection.
FRED E. — Your letter has been passed along.
GEO. A. — We have your letter under advisement. We do not think the
person mentioned is in the same class with the others. We are looking up
the matter.
Meantime, don't fall for the traps.
B. F. S. — Many of the licensed and some of the independent companies are
reserving story rights to photoplays. If you do not wish to sell the story
rights, simply write across the face of yonr script. "Fietiou rights reserved."
If the release slip comes to yon unmarked by the reservation, mark that the
same way and send a letter to the company calling attention to the alteration.
It depends on the story whether this reservation will hurt your chances or not.
The reservation is made on account of the use of the script in Motion Picture
Story Magazine and kindred publications. At the same time we would point
out that the use of the same plot in story and photoplay is bad. Bannister
Merwln stopped doubling up because he found it better to sell a plot only once.
W, 0.— Wilfred Lucas, not Edwin August, was the King, in Biograph's
« hen Kings were the Law," and we have no information on "D." OtherThe artist's wife in "The
wise the lettered questions are properly stated.

GUY."

By

Clyde

Martin.

When
the "Movies"
are packed with youngsters
From the front row to the dome.
And they're watchin' some husky villain
Steal the ranch girl from her home;
And he hides her in an old hut
Where the poor thing's left to die
And some spartan hero saves her:
Just believe me, "I'm the Guy."
Then a way out in the mountains
Where some miners had hard luck
And would have lost all courage
Were it not for his daughter's pluck.
And some handsome cowboy comes along
As if he dropped down from the sky
And kills fifty or sixty claim jumpers:
Stop your kidding, "I'm the Guy."
When a notice has been posted
That the bandit is at large,
And the sheriff asks for deputies
To come over from Red Lodge;
Who is it steals out all alone,
Where beasts of the forest cry,
And brings Dick Dead Eye back to town:
Just ask me, "I'm the Guy."
When the show shop is full of ladies
Admiring a hero brave,
Who several times the week before
Went
nobly to his grave.
When
isn't
handsome
And they
watchmurmer
and wait
andhe sigh,
And wonder if the original is real:
Excuse me,

"I'm

the Guy."
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Projection Department
Edited

by

F.

The Voltage Question.
IN an excellent English publication, the Bioscope, one signing himself
"F. G. W." asks the following questions: "One obtains a shock from
touching the positive terminal of an arc lamp by virtue of there being
present a pressure of 45 volts. Why, then should one receive a shock by
touching the negative terminal, if at that terminal the pressure is not
there? My reasoning is that, if there is pressure at both terminals, how
can the current flow? Does a voltmeter show the pressure between earth
and the negative terminal when the switch is open?" The Bioscope replies to this very interesting question as follows, and inasmuch as it brings
up the old question upon which I have previously taken a stand in this
department, I quote it here in full:
Now, "F. G. W.," do you always get a shock from a negative
terminal? Certainly not if the negative of your supply is on the
neutral of a three-wire d. c. system of supply, or if it is the
negative of an ordinary two-wire d. c. supply, as in both of these
instances the wire is earthed. Now dealing directly with the first
part of your query, that of the arc lamp terminal, it is evident
that if you get a shock from the negative terminal of the arc
lamp that point is not the negative of the supply. Positive and
negative are strange terms. They are in fact relative and should
be used only in conjunction with one piece of apparatus. Any
one piece of apparatus on an electrical circuit has a positive and a
negative terminal. However, where items are connected in series,
the negative terminal of one becomes the positive of the other.
It follows then in such a case that when touching a negative
terminal one is also touching a positive. The positive simply indicates the direction of flow, and therefore the higher of two
pressures. In a staircase the bottom of one step is the top of
another; so the expression top or bottom must be used relative to
one particular step. So with electrical apparatus connected in
series. Now you will say, how does the current flow? You must
remember, "F. G. W.," that pressure alone does not cause a flow;
the condition of things must be such that a fall of pressure is
rendered possible. Only then does pressure have a direct signification.
Now electricians get into the habit of referring to pressure when
they mean "difference of pressure." In the arc lamp circuit there
is a difference of pressure across the arc terminals of about 45
volts, and it is this difference of pressure that causes a current to
flow. If the negative terminal is directly connected to the negative of the supply, you will get no shock, but if, on the other
hand, it is connected through a resistance to the negative of supply, then the negative of the arc lamp becomes the positive of the
resistance, and you will receive a shock to earth dependent upon
the voltage drop across the resistance. You see there is pressure
at both the positive and negative terminals of the arc lamp, but as
that of the former is about 45 volts above that of the latter,
a difference of pressure exists, and current flows across the gap
between the two carbons. Many operators wonder if it is essential
to have the resistance on the positive side of the arc lamp. It is
not so, but it is better practice so to have it.
On, say, a 200 volt arc supply the following is the condition
of things: voltage drop across arc lamp 45; across resistance 155.
In the event of the arc being connected direct to the positive
main, the positive terminal of lamp would have a pressure of
200 volts between it and earth, and the negative terminal 155
volts between it and earth. This is bad practice, as the operator is
subject to a shock of either of the above pressures when handling
the arc. The better practice is to connect the resistance to the
positive main, and the negative terminal of the arc lamp direct to
the negative main, and link up the free terminals of resistance
arc. Now when the arc is burning there is a pressure of only
45 volts between it and both the negative terminal and earth.
Risk of shock is therefore reduced to a minimum. Reference to
mechanical conditions frequently impresses upon one's mind the
difference between pressure and difference of pressure. At the
sea level there is a pressure of the atmosphere equal to nearly 15
lbs. per square inch. This is being exerted on our bodies
continuously. Now we know that whenever we have a pressure in
a closed vessel it can be put to useful purpose, and if connected
by means of a pipe to an engine, the pressure in the vessel,
whether of air or steam, will cause the engine to work. It is
possible, however, to have a steam boiler with a pressure of 15
lbs. per square inch, yet have no effect on the engine. The reason, of course, is, that the boiler is working against a back pressure of a similar amount in the atmosphere. Actually, of course,
at the moment of boiling in an open vessel, steam is always generated at atmospheric pressure.
Engineers' knowing that there is always that intial pressure of
15 lbs., ignore it on their pressure gauges. They, in fact, deal
with differences of pressure, and when one sees a boiler gauge
reading, say, 100 lbs. per inch, it signifies that the steam is that
particular pressure above atmosphere,
although it actually has a
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pressure of practically 115 lbs. This is taken advantage of, and
most modern engines exhaust into an artificially formed vacuum
caused by condensation of steam, and the engine works as if
the boiler pressure were 15 lbs. higher (with the engine exhausting into atmosphere). Now electricians are fortunate; they have
no back pressure in the earth to consider (if we may be pardoned
for putting it that way) ; the earth being our standard, and a pressure of 5 volts above is equally as efficacious as a difference of
pressure between 1,005 and 1,000. Do not let the magnitude of
pressure frighten you. A 100 volt lamp will burn just as nicely,
if desired, between two pressures, one of 10,000 volts and the other
of 9,900, as between 100 volts and earth potential. Certainly, as
we are in such close proximity to the earth, considerably more risk
is involved in handling apparatus connected to the first differenceof-pressure than to the second difference-of-pressure, simply because,
however, of the risk of a high voltage shock to earth.
In conclusion, "F. G. W.," volt-meters are generally connected,
not to earth, but between the positive and negative terminal. If,
however, one lead were connected with earth the volt-meter would
indicate the pressure between the positive terminal and earth. Remember that volt-meters record differences of pressure; the difference, in fact, between the two terminals. On a series system
a volt-meter may be used to measure the voltage drop across any
item connected, simply by attaching the terminals of the volt-meter
to those of the piece of apparatus whose voltage drop it is desired to determine.
A lengthy reply, "F. G. W.," but we know that many men are
in difficulty on the subject of the terms "positive" and "negative,"
and their relation to "pressure."
I started to comment on this proposition and then concluded not to, preferring to leave the matter for discussion by our readers. I have already,
on several occasions, expressed my views in this matter, and would be glad
to have our electrician-correspondents express their opinion. The subject is
one of much interest, though of perhaps not very large practical value. At
any rate, I imagine the comments will prove to be very interesting reading.

From Berlin.
Mr. Edward B. Kinsila, Nollendorf Theater, Berlin, Germany, writes:
I am building here what I hope will be the finest cimenatograph
theater in the world, and naturally I want to give the very best
picture. The auditorium will be lighted during the showing of the
picture, and the screen placed back on a thoroughly darkened stage
about 18 feet from the proscenium opening. The throw will be
made through the auditorium onto the screen, a distance of about
70 feet. It is my understanding that the best light effect is produced where the amperage is high and the voltage low, or the reverse. Will you be good enough to tell me just what voltage and
amperage of direct current will be the very best? I can use up to
220 volts, and any amperage I like. I have no desire to economize
on the light. I want the best effect, that is all. I peruse the Projection Department of your journal diligently each week and have
therein sought for this information, but, as yet, have failed to find
it. If you will be good enough to mail me a copy of your book
of instructions to operators, I shall be pleased to remit a moneyorder for the same upon receipt of bill. I would enclose the
order now, but I have no idea of the price, nor can I find it in
your magazine.
It, is, I believe, a feather in the cap of this Department that its advice
is sought from far off Germany, and by the manager of one of the finest
theaters of its capital city. In the first place, like many another manager,
our friend Kinsila has a rather hazy idea of the action of electric current
and of the electric arc. The direct current projection arc operates at approximately 48 volts — not sometimes, but all the time, that is to say, its
voltage is and must be somewhere between 45 and 55, according to the
number of amperes used, and other conditions. Regardless of what the line
voltage may be, this will be the arc voltage, and the line voltage must, in
some way, be reduced to the voltage of the arc. If this is done by rheostatic resistance, then there will be enormous waste, particularly if the
voltage be 220 or more. The waste is large enough when the line voltage
is no, but when it is 220 it increases as follows: energy used at the arc
will be (taking 48 volts as the average) 48 multiplied by the number of
amperes used; whereas the energy wasted in the rheostat will be the line
voltage minus 48, multiplied by the number of amperes used, the result, in
each case, being watts, thus: if the Kne voltage is 220 and the amperage
40, then there would be actually used in the production of light at the arc
48 X 40 = 1.920 watts; whereas the amount of energy wasted in the
rheostat would be 220 — 48 = 172, which multiplied by 40 (the number
of amperes) will equal 6,880 watts. You would therefore be wasting 6.880
watts and actually using 1,920 watts. If you are on metered service, you
must pay for the waste as well as the energy actually used, hence you will
see that rheostatic resistance is enormously wasteful on high voltage. If
you can get no volt pressure, or less, (but not less than 70 volts) the
waste will be Comparatively small, but if you must use 220 or more, then I
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would advise you to install some type of motor generator to reduce the
voltage. As to the amperage, I would advise that you use not less than
two-tenths of an ampere per square foot of screen, provided, however, you
use an ordinary screen. If you use a mirror screen or some effective type
of reflecting screen, then you will need less amperage. To sum this whole
matter up: your arc voltage is fixed and cannot be altered. The brilliancy of your illumination will depend upon: (a) the number of amperes
used; (b) the size of your picture; (c) the kind of screen used; (d) the
type of shutter used on your projector; (e) the kind and amount of auditorium lighting; (f) the kind of carbons and the way they are set. I
would suggest, friend Kinsila, that you box in the entire stage in black by
tunning black cloth from top and sides of the proscenium opening to the
top and sides of the screen, and that the floor be painted dead black. I would
also suggest that the picture itself be outlined with black, the same extending into the picture by two or three inches — that is to say, the picture
overlapping the black by that distance. As to the Handbook, the price of
the new book is $2.50, but it will not be ready for several weeks yet. The
entire edition of the old one is exhausted. The Projection Department
wishes the new theater every possible success.

Condenser Breakage.
Columbus,

Ohio, sends in the following:

Notice what Lawton, Okla., says about breaking lenses. I
went through a similar siege, only it amounted to more than one
pair a week. My ventilation is in the rear, over the machine, driving the hot air out, and of course, the cold air comes right up
through the lamphouse. In order to prevent the breaking of condensers, Iopen the door in the rear and the draught comes from
the basement. I shut off my fan before shutting off the arc. I
have broken but one condenser since, and that was when I failed
to shut off the fan first. Enclosed please find my $2.50 for that
new Handbook. I bought the old one from a friend and only paid
$1.00 for it. Did I sting him or not?
I think I did.

Letters of this kind are published as setting forth one possible cause of
condenser breakage. This particular phase of the matter has been dealt
with in the department many times, but its reiteration occasionally is good,
since there are constantly new men coming into the business, and moreover
the older ones are prone to forget. Yes, I guess you got your money's
worth in the Handbook all right, but you will, by comparison, get three
times the value in the new one.

Apprenticeship.
La Crosse, Wis., says he is deeply interested in the moving picture business. He asks what the average salary of a moving picture operator is,
and how the profession may be successfully mastered. He says: "I wish to
get started, so as to be able to take an active part in the future development of this important educator."
La Crosse is advised that, so far as entering the field of operating is concerned, his best method would be to enter some operating room and serve
an apprenticeship of from six months to two years, at the same time studying both the Handbook and the Projection Department of The Moving Picture World, and missing no opportunity to acquire knowledge concerning
the art of projection. This is the only way I know of in which operating
can be really mastered. As to the matter of La Crosse taking an active interest in what he rightly terms a "great educator," it is to be hoped his
interest will prove of benefit to the business, though any important accomplishment in that direction on his part must necessarily be quite a distance
away in the future.

Road-Man.
Monroe, Ga.t comes the following:
Have had about two years' experience, one year of which was
spent on the road, making three and six night stands. Of course,
you know in road work, a man is handicapped all around. I now
have two or three troubles with which I am coming to you and
the department, viz.: Am using an Edison Improved Exhibition
Model machine with a 45-foot throw. (1) About '/j of my picture
on the right hand side is out of focus. Have been trying all the
ways I know to get it right, but somehow cannot accomplish that
much to be desired result. My machine is straight with the screen.
Can this trouble be due to the fact that the aperture is not level,
or my lens not exactly straight? (2) Sometime since, I had trouble
with my arc flaming and sputtering. Don't think it is due to poor
ventilation because my vent holes are all open. Am using 33
amperes of no volt a. c. Have tried cutting down the space between my condensers and find it kills Mr. Ghost. Now a word
about condenser breakage: I had a lot of trouble for a while, but
find that by grinding down the edge of my lenses so that they will
be perfectly loose in the mount there is much less breakage. I
tried cheap lenses and high priced ones and find very little difference.

\Y< )RLD
Theater Opening.

Our old friend, William Herbat, President Circle Amusement
WaOungton,
D. C, w

Co., Inc.,

Inclosed find program of the Circle Theater. You will see by
it that w<- have enlarged our house to nearly double its former
capacity. We now scat 500, and can stand 150 more. Good pictures, good operator and seeing that everything is up to the standard is what compelled the enlargement of our theater in order to
take care of uur patrons. Mr. Eagan, our operator, is still with ui
and is making good. He sends his kind regards. The next time
you visit Washington, don't neglect to give us a call.
We are more than pleased to know that good projection and businesstike management has not only enabled, but has forced you to double your
capacity but to take care of increased business. There would be a great
deal of capacity-doubling if all managers would follow friend Herbst's prescription. The program speaks of the excellent ventilation, heating and indirect lighting system, and then says:
We wish to call your attention to the superior projection of our
picture, due to an expert operator, a Motiograph machine, and the
unsurpassed mirror screen — the only one in the city. You may
sec the same picture elsewhere, but to enjoy the ultra of perfection you must see them in the home of the mirror screen — the
Circle Theater.
1 am indeed glad to see friend Herbst lay stress upon
an expert operator; also I am glad to know that friend
good. I have no doubt but that he will continue to do
call at the "Circle" when in Washington, but the date
to the Capital City is uncertain.

the importance of
Eagan is making
so. 1 will surely
of my next visit

Feature Films Abused,

Sumpter,

Ore.,

writes:

Enclosed please find P. O. Order for $3.00, my subscription to
The Moving Picture World for the year beginning October 1,
1912. I assure you that I consider it the best investment I have
ever made. I have many times been overtaken by trouble, as have
most operators, but through the aid of the Handbook and the
Projection Department, I have invariably overcome and remedied
the same. I am anxiously waiting the new issue of the Handbook.
Some months ago you promised us some assistance in gaining the
requisite electrical knowledge for successful operating, and I, for
one, am anxiously awaiting the same. I am glad to note the
movement for organizing, and hope my State will soon get in line.
It is indeed badly needed, if only to check the exploitation of the
feature film. The manufacturers may be abusing it, but they are
not a marker to some of the exchanges. However, thanks to The
Moving Picture World, the poor devil who still has to buck
"commercial" with "alternating" in a store building, is at least
being kept well informed.
It is gratifying to know that the Projection Department and Handbook
have helped you, Sumpter, and I trust you will continue to find value in
the department, and added worth in the new Handbook. As to the abuse
of feature films: I would like to have more definite expression of your
views on that proposition, at your earliest convenience. If the feature film
business is being unduly exploited, to the detriment of the business as a
whole, then we should be informed of that fact. As to the assistance you
say I promised, I am obliged to admit that I don't know exactly what you
refer to. What, with the new Handbook and other things I have been
very, very busy, and may have made a promise and have forgotten it.
Please tell me Sumpter, just what it was I agreed to do, and, if possible,
I will do it.

From

(1) Be sure that your objective lens has not received a faint finger mark
somewhere. It may be invisible as you look through the lens, and still be
there. Try scheme suggested in the department recently by loosening the
screws which hold the mechanism to the wooden case and placing some
washers under one side or the other. You might also try loosening the
aperture plate and placing something under one of its edges to raise it
slightly. These remedies are only effective when the aperture does not set
square with the lens. I think that in one of these things you will find your
remedy. However, if you are projecting anything like a large picture, it
is possible the fault is inherent in the objective lens. Lenses of very short
focal length are notoriously bad. (2) Possibly due to poor carbons or
carbons having defective cores. Your arc should not act that way when
pulling 33 amperes and the above is the most likely cause. Glad, of course,
to know that you appreciate the work that we are trying to do in and
through the department

Nothing Doing.
Grove City, Pa., writes:
Some time ago I read an article, or comment of yours in the
Projection Department, relative to aluminum screens. I have forgotten the exact date upon which the article referred to appeared.
However, your statement was to the effect that an aluminum screen,
in order to be practical, had to have a matte or pebbled surface,
which would lead one to believe that good results could not be
had from any other sort of a metallic screen. I do not have the
article at hand and cannot quote your exact words, but if my
memory
me market
right the
There with
is on'.y
one screenserves
on the
thatforgoing
I know isof correct.
that is made
this
pebbled effect and your comments, while possibly not intended that
way. really put the stamp of approval on this particular screen;
and I also notice that the maker of the screen is using the article,
or a part of it, in his advertising. I have had considerable experience with metallic screens and, after experimenting for more
than a year, have finally produced a screen that is practically
perfect, having a smooth surface. I have placed samples of the
screen referred to above one of mine and cannot see that there
is any improvement in having the pebbled or matt surface; further than that I cannot find anything in any of the technical
works on light and reflection that would go to show that a matt
or pebbled surface would be an improvement. The manufacturer
of this screen also claims that his screen does not contain aluminum,
but that it is a certain composition. A chemical analysis of a
sample of this screen, by a competent chemist, showed absolutely
no trace of any other metallic substance at all, except aluminum
pure and simple. Neither were there any silicates present in the
piece analyzed here. I haven't any particular pick at the fellow
who is making the screen in question and I am not writing for
publication, unless it is your wish to publish the letter. I do have
a lot of respect for you as an authority on such matters, however, and think that you made the statement you did without making a careful investigation.
I notice that you are very careful
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it recommending any article through the columns of the department, and while I believe the screen referred to is very
factory, so far as a projecting surface is concerned, I don't
like to see any one cause exhibitor! to believe that plain, common
everyday aluminum is something else, and be able to get away
with it to the extent of having you give it your endorsement.
Grove City cannot be located on all maps, but if you ever happen to
be passing through Pittsburg or Erie and have a half-day to spare,
come out and I will show you a good aluminum screen, and see
that you get a good dinner as well.

I certainly did make the comment attributed to me in the foregoing
litter, but lit me say right here, now and most emphatically that it was
not designed nor intended as a recommendation of any particular screen.
Jf anybody has used my words in the manner set forth, then they have
taken an absolutely unwarranted liberty, except that they would be justified in saying that I recommend and do recommend a rough or matt surface for metallic screens. I made that recommendation, and, until I am
convinced that it was wrong, I shall stand by it. The trouble with the
smooth surface screens, or at least with those I have seen, is that they
have a tendency to "glare," and in some instances to form a sort of haze
and create an out-of-focus effect; also if the surface be very smooth there
is a tendency for one side of the picture to be darker than the other when
one sits a little to one side or the other of the screen. Now I don't profess to be infallible. I have no patience with those who "know it all,"
and I want it clearly understood that I make no pretence to infallibility in
anything. If I am in error in this matter, I will cheerfully acknowledge
that fact if it is proven to me, but frankly, Grove City, you will have to
show me on this particular proposition.
The advertising of things which are not true, however, is quite another
proposition. Still I would not care to accuse anyone of dishonesty without
being able to back up the accusation by personal knowledge of the facts.
If, however, any manufacturer is doing the thing you charge, then he deserves to be exposed, since his methods are decidedly questionable, regardless of whether the projection service produced is satisfactory or not. In
closing let me add that it is possible to so apply aluminum to a smooth
surface as to secure a slightly matte effect; and such a screen would meet
my requirement
in that respect.

PICTURE

nished by the National Exhibitors, spread on a plastered wall, and
I have never seen a better one. Our house seats 1,000 people and
we have them every night standing outside waiting to get in. • I
am well paid for my work and I get everything I want in the
way of supplies. The result is a picture which gets the business,
and will compare with any of them. Am now using ^ soft carbons above and below. Have been advised to use H above.
What do you think of it? We have ordered some; also some '/iinch hard for below. The best results can be obtained with }i
above and '/iinch below, but we have to trim so often, and you
know every time you start a rectifier it makes the meter hum. I
have every word that has ever been written in the old Operators'
Column, its successor the Trouble Department and in the Projection Department, and I don't have very many troubles that I cannot find a remedy for by looking through them.
While I don't like a metal-lined operating room, your walls are certainly
thoroughly fireproof, but it seems to me like a four-inch hollow tile wall
would have been just as good and less expensive. I think you must be
mistaken about the J^-inch asbestos board. Probably it is H- A 1^-inch
board would not only be unnecessary but very expensive indeed. An 18inch vent flue is very good, and is large enough if it is square. If, however, it is round, it might better have been a little larger, though ample
enough for ventilation purposes and possibly sufficient to carry off smoke
in case of fire. For a 22-foot picture you should have at least 80 amperes
a. c. and 90 would be better. Your illumination cannot be very strong on
that size picture with 25 amperes d. c. My judgment is that you should
have at least 45 amperes, though I am not familiar with the screen finish
you have named. Possibly that accounts for the good results at the low
amperage. You are indeed fortunate in having such liberal managers, or
rather in having managers with common sense and judgment enough to
know that it does not pay to skimp on supplies, or on operating room
equipment. No, you don't want $4 carbons above when using 25 amperes
of current. j£ should only be used where the d. c. amperage is more
than 45. For 25 amperes, J^-inch cored above and J^-inch cored below is
a good combination, though }i solid would be even better below. I don't
like cored carbons both above and below when working with d. c. The
solid (not "hard," but "solid") lower carbon is in my judgment much
better.

Electrical

Houses Unionized.
Indianapolis, Ind., writes, thanking me for having secured the placing
of union operators in two of the Indianapolis theaters, which had formerly been opposed to the union. The letter says: "I assure you your
work in this matter has been highly appreciated, and will not be forgotten
by Local Union, No. 194."
I am glad to have been of service to Local Union 194, though the matter was a simple one. I merely took the matter up by mail with the owner
of the theater, instead of with the manager. I explained things to him
and promptly secured his promise to straighten things up with the local.
I trust there will be no further trouble and that the Indianapolis local will
continue to prosper. Let me advise, however, that it is often much easier
to start trouble than it is to stop it, and that trouble is very seldom necessnry if things are gone about in the right way. When questions affecting
wages, working conditions, etc., arise, select the very best, conservative,
cool-headed men you have for your committee, and let this committee carefully remember the fact that many a manager who is abusive when the committee first goes in, is milk and honey before it leaves, provided the committee itself doesn't "fly off the handle." I have myself been on committees dealing with such matters, and have visited managers — on some
occasions general managers of railroads — who met us with abuse, loud talk
and even profane language. We paid no attention to this, but sat tight
until the storm was over. The personal inclination was to knock the man
down and argue with him afterwards. We were nit there in an individual
capacity, however, but representing a body of men, whose bread and
butter depended on what we did. We would let the man "blow off" —
for that is what it amounted to — and nine times in ten when the surplus
"steam" had escaped, we were able to talk business with him and to gain
our points, whereas, had we entered into an altercation, no good would
have been accomplished, but much damage might have been done. I am
writing this not altogether for the benefit of Indianapolis, but rather for
the good of all locals. I think you will be able to understand what I am
driving at, and let me assure you that if you do, and if you follow the
advice offeied you may find that many a fight can be avoided and everything be gained that a costly scrap might or might not have secured.

Kalamazoo,

Mich.,

writes:

Equipment.

W'c have just opened our new house, the Elite, owned by the
Elite Company. The description of our equipment may be interesting. Operating room is built somewhat after the style you advocate, being constructed entirely of metal, with an 18-inch vent
through to the roof. The frame is of heavy timber and is lined on
the inside with 26-inch sheeting, with J^-inch plaster board, V
inch asbestos board and two layers of cabots deadening felt, then
covered with No. 20 gauge iron. The outside has a layer of }$•
inch plaster board and a coating of cement plaster one inch thick.
The equipment consists of a Power's 6A and Mercury Arc Rectifier, a Chicago Stase Lighting Co. spot light, with B. and H.
transformer. Our picture is about 22 feet. At first we used the
transformer on the machine, but even on the 60 ampere contact
did not get good results, as we use a three wing shutter, and were
troubled with a flashing of the light. The managers, Messrs.
Waterman and Pohner, wanted the very best to be had and were
induced to try a rectifier, which has proven to be quite satisfactory. After installing the rectifier I made some tests with voltmeter and ammeter, and find that with 25 amperes our picture is
50 per cent, brighter, with no flicker or flashing at any speed. On
starting the machine the ammeter would show 40 amperes and
then settle down to about 25. I connected on what was supposed
to be 220 volts, but which proved, by voltmeter test, to be 240,
so you can see we are saving in current, and at the same time
getting fine pictures.
Our screen is made of the preparation fur-

WORLD

Books.

Santa Ana, Calif., writes:
In the Projection Department, issue of September 14th, I notice you say every man who is trying to become a good operator
ought to study electricity. I have been watching for some one to
ask for the names of books which would be of value to an operator— or would you advise a course through some correspondence
school. If you would advise a course through a correspondence
school, what school would you recommend an operator to take it
with? I read the Projection Department and think that every
good, live operator should [ead it, for it is a great help to every
one who wants to learn.
As to works on electricity. I wish I did know of some books I could
recommend. The trouble is that the knowledge of particular value to the
operator is of a peculiar kind and is scattered around through many different books. I have searched in vain for an electrical book which I
would recommend to operators, but up-to-date, have not been able to find
one. Some books contain one thing and some another, but usually the
operator would have to buy a whole book to get about three pages of the
information he needs. As to correspondence schools, I could not offer any
advice. The American School of Correspondence in Chicago gives an operator's course which you might investigate, but I cannot recommend it,
for I don't know what it consists of, nor how much the charge is. The
Scranton school gives courses on electricity, but as a general proposition,
I have my doubts about correspondence courses. I don't believe that more
than one out of every five who take correspondence courses ever complete them. I may be wrong in this, but I don't think I am.

Use a Hammer.
In the issue of September 14th, Council Grove, Ka is., tells of condenser
breakage — now what do you think of this from Chicago?
I am operating for an "economical" manager and owner. I have
a 50-foot throw, use 30 to 35 amperes d. c, through an adjustable
rheostat, with a Power's lamp and Selig lamphouse. With this
combination I have an old 6J4 condenser, which has been used so
long that there are holes in the flat side of the lens. The other
lens is a 9}4, which is improper I know, but a 6yi would put my
arc lamp feed wheel inside the lamphouse. I have a light-colored
ghost sometimes. My fan is at my left and back of me and blows
between me and the lamp. To try to break this feeble tottering old
excuse for a lens, I open the lamphouse door at intermissions; but
the fan will not break it, so I may have to use a hammer. I prize
your Handbook and the Projection Department very highly. I am
awaiting
for the arrival of the new book at the western branch
office.
That certainly is one swell combination, Chicago, and it ought to be
followed up by using an Edison table and a Vitoscope head with a Moticgraph seat, hitched on for good measure. The plant could still further be
improved if yeu use an Ingento slide carrier, a Simplex crank and a Lubin
shutter.
Your bother
managerwith
certainly
mustbusiness,
be some but
showman
right. Ia don't
think I would
that fan
give theallhammer
little
needed exercise right away. Better send in your $2.50 to the New York
office as orders for the new Handbook are coming in, even at this early
date, quite rapidly, and they will be filled in the order of their receipt as
soon as the book is ready.

Motor-Drive.
Mr.

R. M.

Farris, proprietor Lyric Theater, Genoa, Neb., writes:

Am sending picture of the motor drive I have attached to my
standard machine and, as far as I have been able to find out, it is
something new.
I have used it nearly three months and so far it
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■ i-i-llciit results.
I uii and regulate the speed by field resistance.
I have taken two small knuckles
.stencd one to the inside of the flywheel and the oth
to the stand and have fastened the two together with a teles-haft, so I have no up or down and do tide strain on the
flywheel, and there is no end strain on the flywheel; in fact, there
is no strain on the flywheel whatever.
I have the sla:id let in line

with the center of the up and down movement of the framing
carriage and when the framing lever is clear up or clear down
it is only about J4 inch out of line and the knuckles take care
of it fine.
If you have space in the department you can show the brother
operators what I have and let them offer their objections.
The drive certainly is unique, neighbor Farris, and it is also effective,
though I would suppose those knuckle joints would make considerable
noise as soon as they become worn. I should also think the shaft would be
in the way of the stereopticon lens. There would, of course, be some
lengthening and shortening of the shaft in framing but I see you have
taken care of that proposition. The arrangement, of course, gives all the
advantage of the flywheel drive, without having the objectionable feature
of which I have complained, and this is good, provided excessive noise
doesn't develop in the knuckles.

Resistance Problem.
Here is a little resistance problem which was presented to me recently
by an operator. It might be interesting for the brothers to figure on:
Rheostat No. i, contains one ohm resistance, rheostat No. 2. contains two
ohms resistance, and rheostat No. 3 has three ohms. The connection,
y>u can see for yourself. The current is d. c. and the voltage is 70.
What would be the result at the arc5
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VARIETY IN KLEINE'S PROGRAM.
Historical-drama,
comedy-drama,
and
three
travelogues describing the quaint island of Malta in the Mediterranean, a trip to the most important
the busy kingdom
of Belgium, and the life, dress and customs of the inhabitan
the picturesque old city of Laino in southern Italy, all go to form
one of the most interesting programs of releases this I
put out in some time.
In all that critical period of French history, during the me:
able wur> of the great Napoleon in his vain attempt I
his ambition and conquer the whole of Europe, to nil'
vast Empire, few figures stand out in bolder relief from ar:
his
division commanders and valuable aids than that of Joachim
Murat.
In the Cines photpdrama of the last fight of the gallant Murat.
one-time leader of Napoleon's cavalry forces, and later rewarded
by him with the Kingdom of Naples and Sicily. An-:
Novelli gives another of his splendid military characterizaa thrilling depiction under the title "How a Brave Man Died"
(released October 1st), of how this bold and valiant Napoleonic
warrior vainly strove to recover his lost throne with the aid of
his handful of brave and faithful followers — all that remained
of his splendid body of undaunted horsemen.
How he heroically fought against overwhelming odds, and.
finally, with hopeless defeat confronting him, refused to desert
the pitiful remnant of his undaunted band and take advantage of
the opportunity w hich presented to escape ; how he was captured, imprisoned, tried, sentenced and ultimately met his inglorious death are scenes which the film presents with enthralling
vividness.
Completing the real beautiful views of the historic and littleknown Island of Malta are shown with many interesting studies
of the natives and the way they dress and live.
An uledEclipse
farce-comedy
Foe tofurther
Race than
Suicide''
is schedfor October
2d, and to "A
describe
the title
this bright laugh-producer, full of lively action and fun, would
be to detract from the pleasure of those who may anticipate
viewing it. "A Trip Through Belgium" is the interesting travel
subject which completes the reel and after visiting the famous
-ind highly picturesque cities of Brussels, Bruges. Liege and
Ostend we are shown the remarkable and unusual manner in
which the native fishermen, on horseback, drag from the ocean
the toothsome delicacy, shrimp.
'Trifle Not With Love," the Cines comedy-drama to be released October 5th, is intended to be a good-natured warning to
the young folks not to- meddle frivolously or treat lightly the
mandates of the Love God. In this light little drama the popular
Cines players. Dorothy Ferreri and Alfred Bracci take the leading parts, ably supported by a selected company. The scenes
are laid mostly out of doors amid the beautiful foliage and
flowers of a picturesque old garden. Here it is that Belle learn?
to rue the idle moment in which she so rashly watered with
the girls at her house party that she would have the popular
and much-admired but notoriously fickle George worshipping at
her feet before the party was over A short scenic is added
to this reel and in Laino we are shown views of one of the
oldest, and at the same time, most quaintly beautiful and interesting towns in all ancient southern Italy.
THANHOUSER

Engine Size.
San

Antonio,

Tex.,

propounds

the

following:

I have a 7 k. w., d. c. generator, with which I propose to opcrate the following: Sixty 16 c. p. incandescents on the front of
my theater; fifty 16 c. p. incandescents inside; six 40 watt
tungstens and six 18-inch fan motors and the projection arc;
voltage no.
What size engine would you advise?
San Antonio's problem is easy of solution, always remembering that 746
watts equal 1 h. p. He has a total of (60 + 50) one hundred and ten 16
c. p. lamps, which would consume 51 watts to the lamp, or a total of 5,610
watts. He also must supply 6 X 40 = 240 watts for his tungstens. He
hasn't given the number of amperes he proposes to use at the arc, but assuming this to be 30, it would consume no X 30 = 3,300 watts. The fan
motors may be neglected, or at a guess we may put them down to 500
watts, which would give a total of 5.6:0 + 3.300 + 500 -+- 240 = 9.650
watts, or let us say, in round numbers, 9,700 watts. Now 9.700 watts
divided by 746 equals almost 13 h.p. ; therefore an engine of 13 brake
h.p. would do the work, running right up to capacity. But it is best to
figure on only 66J3 per cent, efficiency, on rated h. p., therefore you should
have an engine of almost 18 rated h. p. to pull that load and give a proper
reserve. Your dynamo is not large enough by . considerable, since it is
only 7 k. w. capacity. You will therefore have to cut down on your
lights very materially, or get a larger generator. If you are going to use
9^1 k. w.. you should have a generator of not less than 12 k. w. capacity,
and that represents practically 16 h. p. A 12 k. w. generator and an tS
h. p. engine would be a well balanced plant.

ADVOCATES
FILMS.

NATURAL-LENGTH

What will perhaps be the last trade statement ii Edwin
Thanhouser, who goes into retirement next month, has been
made in favor of the natural-length subject. A Thanhouser
story entitled "Miss Robinson Crusoe" is released Tuesday.
October 8. in 1500 feet instead of the regulation full thousand or
two thousand feet, and on it being volunteered that no Independent maker of film stories had ever stopped a story mid-way
in a reel, Mr. Thanhouser said :
'It was a matter of being artistic. The market is sup;
to want feature stories that occupy full reels. But the producer turned in a little over sixteen hundred feet, all "live"
stuff. With titles and 'padding' the picture could have been
stretched to cover two full reels, but I decided to use the 'live'
stuff as it stood. With 'cut-outs' there were fifteen hundred
feet of it. So we stopped the story there. Then we chopped a
thousand foot negative showing specimens from the N. Y.
Zoological Park, down to five hundred feet, added it to the
number two reel, and so supplied the missing length of film."
"It seems too bad that a producer must sell a story in a
given length. It seems too short films or too long filmmeans the padding evil. It would be splendid if the manufacturers would make up their minds to let a story just run
along naturally, to not only start right, but stop right. The
story-action would be helped a lot. and if good stories are
the salvation of the business we may all yet get around to
natural-length subjects."
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Among the Picture Theatres
News and Views of Houses Here and There.

AMERICAN THEATER, BUTTE, MONT.
THE public of Butte, Montana, was promised that within
ninety days from the day upon which the construction
work on the American Theater began, the Montana
Amusement Company of that city would have the theater
ready for occupancy. Work was rushed on the house, and
in exactly eighty-five days from the start, the American was
thrown open to the public.
The building is thoroughly fireproof. It is constructed of
steel and brick. The frame work is reinforced concrete with
concrete pillars and supporters at intervals of a few feet.
This framework is paneled with brick, which bears its own
weight and supports only the plaster. The balcony, which
affords one-half of the seating capacity of the house and
which is equipped in the same lavish manner as the lower
floor, is supported on huge steel beams, which rest on the
concrete pillars of the framework. More than eighty tons
of steel were used in the building. The height of the strucis three
stories and affords a "fly" loft over the stage
fifty ture
feet
in height.
The entire front of the building is studded with lights, and
the artistic plaster work gives it the appearance of marble.

one thousand people, and the seats are so arranged that
when a person comes in after the show is started, he can
go to his seat without disturbing those sitting. The lighting
throughout the house is perfect and, with the exception of
the large suspended dome in the foyer, there is no hanging
electrical fixture in the place.
The stage is so large that it will permit of the production
of dramas, vaudeville, etc. The proscenium arch, which is
draped in heavy green French tapestries, acts as a frame
for the picture screen. The singer's booth is also finely
draped in expensive tapestries. Sound effects and music
for the picture are produced by a pip^e organ which cost
The operating booth is made of concrete and is the only
$8,000.
one in Butte, Montana, that is made of this material. The
ventilating system consists of a large eight-foot suction fan,
which is said to be able to pump a supply of fresh air for
every part of the house in thirty seconds, and a three-foot
ventilating fan, acting as a supplementary supply to the large
suction fan. The boxes are set just below and in front of
the balcony. Each one is carpeted and equipped in a different color scheme.
The officers of the Montana Amusement Company, owners of the American Theater, are: President, Frank T.
Bailey; Secretary-Treasurer, George Grombacher, and General Manager, William Cutts. This company also owns and
operates a number of other large theaters throughout the
state of Montana.
ODD ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN.
As will be seen from the accompanying photograph of the
Isis Theater, Sioux City, Iowa, the place is decorated in the
Egyptian style. The Isis is the only Western theater that we

Isis Theater.
American Theater.
As will be seen from the photograph published herewith,
there is a mirrored canopy extending for some distance over
the sidewalk, which reflects the glow of a large number of
electric lights. The base of the box-office is of solid onyx.
One section of the onyx is illuminated to give an idea of
the variety and beauty of the coloring. The sidewalk in
front of the theater is tiled and the name "American" has
been worked into the tiling. Big illuminated programs on
either side of the lobby indicate to patrons the films which
form the current offering.
Upon entering the foyer one is immediately impressed with
the magnificence of the interior decorations. On either side
great wide stairways of concrete lead to the balcony. The
floor of the foyer is of concrete, but it is carpeted with the
same rich velvet which covers every aisle in the house. To
the
foyer room
is the where
ladies' mothers
retiring may
room,have
whiletheir
to
the right
left isofa the
carriage
babies and baby carriages checked. The color scheme of
the interior of the theater is green and gold, the walls being
tinted in green, which blend with the light ceiling. The
main floor is saucer shaped, giving a good view of the
picture from any part of the house, and there are no pillars
in the theater to obstruct the view.
The house will seat

recall designed in such a style, and it is surely a novelty.
Mr. Morris Fox, manager of the house, opened it to the
public of Sioux City on February 17th, 1912, and has been
doing a good business since that date by showing moving
pictures. The Isis has six exits, four wide aisles and ladies'
and gents' retiring rooms. The building is fifty feet by one
hundred feet and has a seating capacity of 400.
NEW
PICTURE
THEATER
OPENED.
Mr. Roy Morgan is the proprietor of a handsome moving
picture and vaudeville theater situated on La Bree Avenue,
Thief River Falls, Minn. The building, including the site,
cost $12,000.
It is constructed of brick, steel and concrete.
The interior of the theater is built with the floor sloping
toward thestage. It is 140 feet long, 25 feet wide and 24 feet
high, with- a seating capacity of 480 persons. The indirect
lighting system is used. The interior is entirely devoid of
pillars or posts, thereby giving a clear view of the stage or
screen from any part of the house.
The ventilating system, which consists of two large exhaust fans directly over the ends of the stage and six smaller
fans placed throughout the house, is capable of renewing the
air every seven minutes. At the rear of the balcony, which
can seat is
fifty
persons,
is thetheoperator's
machine
used
to project
pictures. booth. Power's Xo. 6
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THE TRIANON.
STARLAND THEATER, WINNIPEG, CANADA.
We print herewith an excellent reproduction oi the StarA Handsome Motion Picture Theater at New Orleans Built
land Theater. Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.
This house is
by Josiah Pearce & Sons.
one of Canada's finest motion picture theaters and has been
As the accompanying illustrations will show, the Trianon
in operation since May 3rd, iyu.
It lias always played to
during
the and
summer
months". admission
It has Theater
at New
Orleans, La.,
which M< is a very fin
acapacity
seating houses
capacity even
of 750
persons,
the general
& Sons are
the managers
and ofproprietors,
prices are ten and twenty five cents.
I In |
n room l'on picture theater.
The decorative plaster work on rile
is fitted with Motiograph machines.
The size of the screen
is sixteen feet by twenty-one and a hall feet.

The Trianon Theater.

Starland Theater.
The house is beautifully decorated in deep rose and bronze
with many hanging flower baskets, serving to give it a very
attractive appearance. A four-piece orchestra renders the
music. Mr. Chris. Graham is the manager of this house.
The officers of the Starland, Limited, are Mr. Paul LeMarquand, president; Adrian Le Marquand, secretary and treasurer. E. L. Ledoux is vice-president and W. Ledoux, general manager. The officers are also the directors of the
company.

walls and ceiling can easily be seen to be work done by! a
master hand, and the mural decorations in the lunates naar
the top of the side walls were painted by Drysdale, a local
artist, and are symbolic of various scenes in Louisiana. The
mural decorations over the screen were painted by Thomas
of The
New lobby
York, ofthethesubject
"Music.''indeed as trie
Trianonof which
is very is pretty
photograph
will attest.
It is well illuminated
by flhe

LYRIC THEATER, MOLINE, ILL.
Mr. Lee Woodyatt, manager of the Lyric Theater, 1510
Sixth Avenue, Moline, 111., states that he has been enjoying
good business ever since he opened the Lyric on October
1st, 1910. The house was built expressly for motion pictures and can accommodate
550 people.
The building is

Interior View

of Trianon

Theater.

many lights and the indirect lighting system is used
throughout. T-his house has a seating capacity of 494 persons. A five-piece orchestra furnishes the musical accompaniment to the three reels of first-run pictures which constitute ashow, and for which a price of ten cents is charged.
The Trianon opened on January 15th, 1912.

Lyric Theater.

fitted with all modern improvements and a spacious lobby,
as will be seen by the halftone which we print herewith. A
piano, a $1,400 Weltz organ and a $5,000 pipe organ furnish
the instrumental music. The operating room is made of
galvanized iron and the projection battery consists of a
Motiograph and Power's No. 6, with Mr. Derr as chief
operator and Mr. Magel as Mr. Derr's assistant. Mr. Woodyatt runs a continuous show from 1 a.m. to 11 p.m.

TO BUILD $22,000 PICTURE HOUSE.
F. E. Nemec, president of the Princess Theatre Circuit
Company, Inc.. St. Cloud Minn., has just completed plans
for a moving picture theatre costing $22,000. The house will
accommodate seven hundred and work has been started on
the building. This is the ninth theatre owned by the Princess
Theatre Circuit Company.
MORTON
PURCHASES
COLONIAL
THEATER.
__ Charles Morion, of Bloomington, 111., has purchased the
Colonial Theater
in North
Main Street, this city.
Guy
Stnckle,
who ahas
been position.
managing the house, will go' to Chicago to take
similar
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OLYMPIA
THEATER,
BOSTON.
Representing an Investment of One Million Dollars.

The Moving Picture- World is pleased to present to its
readers a review of the Olympia Theater, together with the
cut herewith, because this house is an excellent example of
the highest type of theater, especially built for the exploitation of motography and vaudeville. The house is the result
"l the success that the promoters have attained in Lynn and
Gloucester, Mass., where they operate theaters.
The Gordon's Olympia Company has as president Frank
J. Howard, known to the trade throughout the country as
the original moving picture man, who owned the Licensed
exchange in Boston, purchased by the General Film Co.
Nathan Gordon, of the Gordon Brothers Amusement Company, operating a chain of houses, is treasurer. The remaining members of the corporation are Arthur E. Lord
and Ernest Horstman, of the firm of Lord & Horstman, who
own houses in Massachusetts. The Olympia opened on the
afternoon of May 6, and is located on Washington Street
opposite Boylston, in the very heart of the hotel, business
and theatrical centre. In many respects the new playhouse
will be found one of the most novel in the country. It has
already been called the "House with the Moving Stairs,"
because fast moving escalators carry patrons to all parts
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building named Olympia, the dominating note is Grecian.
Vesper L. George, head of the department of design of the
State Normal Art School, is responsible for the splendid
and unusually artistic frescoes to be seen in the entrance.
On one side, Orpheus is shown playing to the muses, and
on the other, the Sun God, driving the chariot of the morning, with Mercury, the winged messenger, between earth
and heavens. There are many panels, and symbolic and
allegorical designs. The pagoda for the sale of tickets is of
Greek design, and in keeping with the general scheme of
ornamentation.
It must not be thought that Boston's latest amusement
place is a vaudeville theater. It is not. Gordon's Olympia
is presenting the strongest and very latest pictures from the
Licensed camp, and seven acts of the better class of vaudeville. With its ample resources and unusual facilities, Gordon's Olympia Company can afford to give good vaudeville,
and the writer was informed by the President, Mr. Howard,
that the public demand for the best will always be very
promptly met at the Olympia. It must be remembered that
the Olympia seats 2,500, and can afford to give excellent
shows on this account. Prices are: every seat in the house.
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., ten cents; from 5 p.m. to 10:30 p.m..
ten, fifteen and twenty-five cents.
A most excellent executive has been obtained to actively
manage this house, in the person of J. E. Comerford, well
known in theatrical circles of the East. Motiograph machines
have been projecting a high-class picture, and the light has
always been sharp and clear when the writer visited the
house.
Everyone who knows Mr. Frank Howard, or any other of
the owners of the house, in fact, also knows that the
Olympia is bound to be a winner. These men are all successful and appreciate the utmost importance of giving the
public the "goods." Since its opening, the Olympia has been
doing a quately
business
thatThe
needs
the believes
word "tremendous"
describe it.
writer
the Olympia to toadebe
the finest in the New England States, and exhibitors who
have journeyed to see this house have all agreed to this.
It almost sets up a new standard for a moving picture house.
It caused a revolution among playgoers, and is a revelation
to nearby exhibitors!
PASTIME THEATER, EUREKA, CAL.
We publish herewith a picture of the Pastime Theater,
Eureka, California, showing how the managers, Pettingill &
Pettingill, advertised the Selig picture, "The Two Orphans,"
when they ran it a couple of months ago. The managers
say that they showed this picture to four thousand people
inside of three days, and the Pastime Theater only seats
three hundred at every performance. From seven until nine
in the evening it was impossible to pass on the street out-

Gordon's Olympia Theater,
of the house. Mr. C. H. Blackall, the architect of the great
majority of Boston's finest public buildings and theaters,
feels that the Olympia is one of his best efforts. Beauty,
comfort and safety are the dominating notes so far as the
construction of the Olympia is concerned. It is of concrete
throughout, and in addition to the ordinary exits, has two
wide, passageways on both sides of the auditorium, one
known as Hersey Place, leading into Essex Street, and the
other into Harrison Avenue. The Olympia seats 2,500, part
of this in fourteen loges on either side of the auditorium, in
tiers of throe and four.
The color scheme throughout is red, gray and gold. The
tapestries and hangings are crimson velvet with gold embroidery. The stage is about the last word in perfection of
its detail. The proscenium opening is 32 by 34 feet, and the
height of the gridiron is 70 feet. In addition to the escalators the management has provided all possible conveniences for its patrons. The ladies' rooms, the smoking rooms,
the ''greeting"
rooms and
are found
to be admirably equipped,
artistically
decorated
finely furnished.
The magnificent entrance lobby gives one an excellent
idea of the beauty within.
As is most appropriate
for a

Pastime Theater.
side of the Pastime, so thick was the crowd to get into the
house. -Messrs. Pettingill & Pettingill claim to be the pioneer picture people of Humboldt County, Eureka, Cal., and
have been enjoying the fruits of a profitable business ever
since their entry into the exhibition business. The Pastime
Theater uses a four-piece orchestra and several days are
given to the preparation of special music for feature pictures.
The Pastime managers are great believers in advertising and
run a reader advertisement in both the morning and evening
papers of Eureka, using no display at all.
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Obrock Has Adventure.
Free-Lance

Cameraman
Films a Mexican
"Fort"
rowly Escapes Being Shot at Sunrise.

and

Nar-

M 1 . I lerman ( )brock,
Jr., well known as a
cameraman, has been
doing
some
work in
the "free-lance"
Southwest.

A

Herman

9<^A
j^ I

Ofcrock, Jr.

Writing from Los Angeles, Cal., under date
of September 14th, he
tells the Moving Pic
ture World of a bit of
adventure he had while
attempting to get some
pictures in Mexico.
Here is the, story in
Mr. O b r o c k ' s own
words:
"I intended to write
to the World before,
but traveling around
as I do, I always keep
putting everything off
lor a 111tjre convenient
time.
I have just returned from Mexico,
where I certainly had
an experience. I went
b y automobile, and
penetrated about one
hundred miles into the
interior, taking pictures
along the way of anything that looked interesting. The roads
were very bad, almost
impassable, but we kept
on as I hadn't taken a
thing to warrant the
journey and felt that I
must get a few feet of
something important.
"'Finally we came to
a small clearing which
boasted of about twenty
huts, so I got out and
placed my camera
where I could get a
panorama of the place.
L noticed two old barns
standing to one side,
which had earth works

thrown
up aaround
'them.stockade
The chauffeur
/that init case
was
meant for
protecting
for the guessed
inhabitants
of an attack from the insurgents. We laughed, as it was
pretty poor protection for any one.
"In the course of my panorama I took in the barns and
had just finished when I saw several men coming out of the
largest barn. They stood talking a moment and, as I was
through I went back to the machine, put my camera away,
when down the road came a 'greaser' running for dear life
toward us. He couldn't talk a word of English, but motioned to me to go up to the barn.
"I refused and there was some sort of a scramble, but the
chauffeur thought we must be in some sort of trouble, and
so I concluded to go and see just what was the matter. I
found I was under arrest as a spy, as I had photographed
their 'fort.' This being told me by an old villainous looking
fellow, who could talk a little English and who swaggered
and leered into my face in the most insulting manner, constantly asserting his opinion, first in English and then in
Spansh (or whatever they talk), that I was guilty. He
further assured me that they shot all spies at sunrise.
"The chauffeur suggested that I offer them my camera, but
even in such a position I was loth to give it up, but he
brought it from the car and for the next half hour I stood
there in the hot sun and tried to explain the mechanism of a
moving picture camera to a small crowd of 'savages.' That is
exactly what they are, for they are certainly far from
civilized.
"At this
wagon, and
the bunch)
in disguise,

juncture a 'greaser' drove up in a dilapidated
asked the 'General' (the worst looking savage of
what had happened. He proved to be an angel
for he had seen a moving picture camera before,
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when he lived in the southern part of i alifornia, and a
was a great friend of the 'General' he persuaded him to •
ftscate the film and let me k<> So I lost all 1 11 *- film I had
with me, about 800 feet, but I got away with my life and the
advice to «et out of Mexico quickly, which you may be sure
I followed to the letter.
It Burely was a pretty close shave, and I feel mighty gla<!
that 1 am here to tell the tale. Well, as then- 1- no mon
tell this time, I will close for now, hoping this finds you in
the lust of health."

Universal Wins a Point.
Justice Delany Declines to Grant Application of New York
Motion Picture Company for Injunction During
Pendency of Action.
• The Universal Film Manufacturing Company won a point
in the Xew York Supreme Court in a lengthy decision given
by Justice Delany on a motion made by the Xew York Motion
Picture Company. The suit between the parties is for the
purpose of compelling the Universal Company to deliver up
certain contracts and other papers given in May last when
negotiations were on for a merger of the Xew York Motion
Picture Company into the Universal Company. The motion
before Justice Delany was made by the Xew York Motion
Picture Company and is described in the text of the opinion
as "made with the intention of inducing the Court to restrain
and prohibit certain acts on the part of the defendant (Universal Company) during the pendency of the action which
would interfere with or impede the freedom of action of the
plaintiff (Xew York Motion Picture Company) in its business and rights as they were before the execution of the
several contracts referred to, the annulment of which is
asked
its complaint."
The for
courtin then
recites the probable effect of the granting
of the motion on either party to the suit and adds: "If the
plaintiff's ultimate success appears to be doubtful the court
is constrained to deny such a motion." Justice Delany then
reviews the history of the two contending parties prior to
the agreement to consolidate their business in order to improve the trade, prevent waste and generally solidify their
-tanding. which it is claimed were needed for profit and
interests,
After an exhaustive statement of the negotiations and
agreements entered into by the two parties, Justice Delany
concludes:
"The most striking feature of the moving papers and exhibits is that not a question, as it seems to me, can be raised as
to the sufficiency or the regularity of these transactions so
far as set forth in the documentary exhibits, and they of
themselves are ample to tell the entire story of the course
pursued by the parties. The only transactions which might
be considered as vitiating the contract depend on statements
of Bauman without the support of any writing incidental to
the matter. It must be observed, although it is not necessary
to enter into a discussion of it now. that there are several defendants who, it is claimed, were similarly with the plaintiff
interested in the undertaking, and who had invested their entire businesses in it, and I do not see that any action on the
part of the plaintiff has been taken to do the equities which
might be necessary to minimize their damage if the plaintiff
is The
entitled
to change
positionof inthethiscontention
transaction."
opinion
treats his
at length
of the Xew
York Motion Picture Company that the merger was in restraint of trade. "It is contended that the contracts are void
because their tendency is to monopolize and restrain trade,"
says Justice Delany. "The papers of the moving party referring to the defendant and these transactions frequently use the
terms 'combination,' 'scheme,' 'conspiracy.' fraudulent arrangement,' and the like, but I have searched for specific allegations which would justify the sinister meaning evidently intended to be given to them without avail."
Theto Justice
appears
be no
need
discuss concludes:
this motion."There
It is plain
to meto that
apartfurther
from
other considerations plaintiff has not shown in its moving
papers such a clear right to the relief sought pendente lite
as would warrant this court to intervene in behalf with injunctions, which would in all likelihood do irreparable injury
to the defendant.
Motion denied, with $10 costs."
On Manufacturing
the strength of Company
Justice Delany's
decision
Universal
Film
announces
that the
it will
make
application for an injunction restraining the Xew York Moton Picture Company from using the name "Bison" and
"Bison-101" and also from the use of property and plant at
Los Angeles, Cal.
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Manufacturers Advance Notes
"THE PARSON AND THE MOONSHINER"
(Imp).
King Baggot in the role of a parson is just as good as he is
as a blacksmith, which goes to show his fine versatility. The
picture tells the story of the Tennessee mountains, which
have always been a stronghold for moonshiners. Whoever
goes there must earn the good will of those illicit whiskey
distillers or life will become a burden to him. They are very
suspicious of strangers and can make it very unpleasant for
anyone who gives the remotest indication of being connected
with the "eternal" revenue department of the United States
government.
•
The parson comes to a small Tennessee mountain village.
He is a sort of circuit preacher, traveling from one town to
another, and he makes his presence known by posting notices
and circulating among the villagers. He comes to a cabin
where a brother and sister live with their old father. The
two men are engaged in the time-honored occupation of
moonshining and the girl, like most of their womankind, is
throughly
in sympathy with them.
The brother
is a for-

Scene from "The Parson and the Moonshiner"
(Imp).
bidding sort of personage and immediately takes a dislike to
the parson, but by the sister he is received with courtesy and
faith. Her brother suspects the parson of being a revenue
man and determines to drive him out of town. The stalwart
young moonshiner attends the parson's first meeting and
it up. The parson and the moonthere proceeds to break
shiner come to blows and the latter is skillfully knocked down
and subdued by the parson. His hate for the parson becomes
greater while his sister's admiration increases.
One clay the parson in roaming about comes across the
moonshiners working at their hidden still. But for the young
woman's interference the parson would have been shot dead
Nothing can change the moonshiner's conbrother.
by her viction
that the parson is a revenue officer. Some days later
to the still with the idea of persuading
goes
again
the parson
the men to give up their illegal practices, but the men have
fled, owing to the presence of revenue men in the vicinity.
The officers, finding the parson there, and the fire still burning, seize him and place him under arrest as a moonshiner.
Rather than tell on the moonshiners, he submits to arrest and
to a year's imprisonment. He
suffers himself toin bejailsentenced
and when it expires he returns to the
serves his time
free of the suspicion of
entirely
time
this
village;
mountain
being a government agent, and for the very pleasant purpose
of marrying the pretty sister of the moonshiner.
This is the first picture to be produced for the Imp Company by Mr. James Kirkwood. The acting is strong and
rugged, in conformity to the local conditions of a Tennessee
village. The characterization is very apt and the work of
Jane Fearnley as the moonshiner's sister is particularly
well
Miss done.

"LOVE ON TOUGH LUCK RANCH" (Essanay).
Here is a humorous Western comedy production, produced by
G. M. Anderson, and relating the trials and tribulations of a
young couple who elope, and the annoyances that beset them
before the knot is finally tied. Augustus Carney, world-famous
for his great comic role of Alkali Ike, is featured in another
big laugh portrayal.
Old Jim Parsons, a ranchman, desires that his pretty daughter, Ethel, shall marry old man Carney, a little dried up, weazened character, old enough to be her grandfather. Ethel refuses point blank to marry Carney, even at her father's pleading. One morning a young stranger, Horace Vinton, while
riding along the trail, is thrown from his horse and sustains a
broken arm. Ethel and her father find him and Ethel cares
for him at the ranchhouse until he recovers. Of course the
young people fall in love at sight, and old Carney finds them with
heads together one day, summons Parsons and young Vinton
is ordered away
from the ranch.
Ethel manages to smuggle

Scene from "Love

on Tough

Luck Trail"

(Essanay).

a note to him begging him to rescue her from Carney. Vinton
her that night. The elopereplies by saying he will elope with that
evening and the young
ment takes place as per schedule
people get a fine start of old Parsons and Carney, who attempt
to overtake them in Carney's "ottermobile." Quite naturally
the machine takes a notion to run over a few yards of rail
fence, lands in the ditch and sticks there. So while the marriage knot is being tied, the old men perspire and rave and
cuss each other deep and long as they tug and strain at getting
Newlythe machine back into the road. Of course the young thing
in
Weds run across them on the way back, the simplest
the world is to hitch the disabled machine to the back of the
rig and, after receiving parental blessing, the youngsters start
back slowly to the ranch in the moonlight dragging the auto
the'm in which the two old hornets buzz and threaten
behind
sting each other at every step.
to
There is hardlv a foot of film throughout this production
that does not absolutely reek with hearty laughter. The antics
of the two old men in the chase after the elopers are ludicrous
in the extreme, and the exciting dash of the young couple
down the road while the parson gallops between them reading
the marriage ceremony is fun personified.

in his accustomed
Augustus Carney plays "old man Carney"
equaling his Alkali Ike
laughable way, and comes very near Mackley
is old Parsons,
Arthur
character for real humor.
Mrs Todd is his wife and the young people who Portray the
elopers are splendid in their respective characters. The film is
booked for release October 5th.
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"GHOSTS"

(Essanay).
I Ins is one of the most beautiful and novel dramatic subjects
booked by the l.ssanay Company for the month of October.
It is magnificently portrayed and has been staged with infinite
care and attention to the slightest detail
The plot is unique.
Colonel de Valpeau, an aged French gentleman, Uvea alone
with his faithful negro servant, Zeno, in the wonderful old
mansion that has passed through generation after generation.
Being pressed for ready funds the Colonel is refused a loan on
the hereditary estate, and is threatened with eviction. Zeno now
hits upon a plan whereby Jiis master may remain in the great
house without his presence being discovered, and shows the
Colonel a sliding panel in the dining room wall that leads to a
small garret inside. The Dixons, wealthy social climbers, now
purchase the place, but firmly believe it is haunted
when
they

Scene from

"Ghosts"

(Essanay).

find the table has been used by a mysterious company during
the night, and catch sight of the sliding panel shutting behind
Zeno as he goes to his master. Therefore, they leave in a
fright and refuse to purchase the mansion, which is immediately
taken by Dr. Trueman, a wealthy physician.
One evening as the Doctor and his friends are chatting they
catch Zeno coming through the panel and force him to disclose
the secret. Upon learning of the Colonel's identity the Doctor
writes him a note saying the old estate is his as long as he lives
and that his presence is desired that evening. Finding the old
fashioned costume of one of his French ancestors in a trunk,
the Colonel dons it and is presented to the gentlemen in the
great dining room. However, the strain of proposing a toast
to his King is too much for the aged man, and he dies, while
the faithful Zeno sobs out his grief across the wasted body.
The production is replete with splendid scenic settings that are
extraordinary in quaint beauty. The exterior of the old mansion
is a masterpiece of architecture, the massive porch-columns rising in their white majesty as the wonderful moonlight floods the
scene revealing the old Colonel in consultation with his faithful
Zeno. A number of very fine light effects are introduced
throughout the film, and a rich toning makes it charming in high
lights and shadows.
Norman Macdonald portrays the character of Colonel de
Valpeau with a splendid depth of sincerity and the many little
touches that characterize the eccentricities of the aged. Joseph
Allen renders a fine study of Zeno, the old negro servant. Frank
Dayton plays Dr. Trueman.
Charles
Huntington and Eleanor
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Blanchard are the social climbers
E. II. Calvert is the real
estate broker and Howard
Missimer and William
Bailey are
The production
is Booked
for
I
rueman's
friends.
October
1st
REALISTIC
STAGE
FIGHT
SCENE.
writer ias seen many a stage tiKht of a sensational
but h has never Witnessed
a more
perfectly
r> .
or more
thrilling
struggle
scene
than
is shown
m
lerec
Fclair's "A Choice by Accident
1 1 is enacted by Geo. Larkin and Richard Sterling, both of
whom
have
belonged
to the acrobatic
stage before
tlu-ir
entry into the photoplay.
The
nature,

Scene from "A Choice by Accident" (Eclair).
Chairs are swung at one another, a magnificently set room
is completely demolished. The utter absence of any signs
of acting or saving one another gives one the impression that
the two boys are making a sort of grudge fight out of it.
The story is most entertaining and the film should be a
hot favorite with those who crave sensational excitement.
ANOTHER

BIG

UNIVERSAL

BISON.

Producer Frank E. Montgomery has turned out another big
two-reel subject, which will be released by the Universal Film
-Manufacturing Company on October 5. "When Uncle Sam Was
Young" is the title, and the story of the play takes in such
pre- Revolutionary incidents as the Boston Tea Party and the
agitation over the imposition of the tea tax. The battle of
Bunker Hill is another feature of the story. The picture will
make a hit with those who love rapidity of action and large
scenes. One of the finest bits put out in a month by anyone
is the portrayal of the Tea Party. Nearly the entire broadside
of a great ship is presented to the spectator, and the casks are
coming over the side in rapid succession, flashes showing the
work of destruction on shipboard. There is a stor) of love and
politics running through the two reels.
Another big two-reel subject will soon follow the "Uncle
Sam" picture. It is "Early Days in the West" Both of these
features are notable for the fine photography.
FIRST

AUSTRALIAN

PICTURE

STUDIO.

The first motion picture studio to be erected in Australia
was opened with imposing formalities at Rushcutter's Bay,
Sydney, X. S. \V.. on Friday. August 16. 1912. Spencer's
Pictures. Ltd., is the company which owns and will operate
the new studio and factory.
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"THE GIRL IN THE NEXT ROOM" (Crystal).
Pearl White, a photoplay favorite of long standing, appears
id very good advantage in this bright little comedy by the Crystal Company. Miss White has recently been acquired by the
tal Company and is perhaps better known as a Pathe player
of ingenue roles, daring a successful engagement of two years
with that company. In this picture she appears as a pajama
girl and is altogether fascinating and clever. The comedy hinges
upon a mix-up in thr interchange of letters from a sister to her
brother and from the brother to a male friend. Pearl writes
her brother, telling him that she expects to be in town over
night and for him to leave the key of his apartment with the
janitor in order that she may get in to sleep in his spare room.
About the same time her brother writes to a friend to come and
spend the night at his apartment in order that they may both
yet up early the next morning to go on a fishing trip that they
have planned.
The boy who took Pearl's letter to mail had a

Scene from "The Girl in the Next Room"

(Crystal).

hole
his pocket
the missive
was with
lost. theTheinformation
brother's
letter, inhowever,
was and
delivered
to his friend
that the key would be left with the janitor. Pearl arrives there
first and proceeds to make herself at home. In a short space
of time she is clad in her pajamas, ready to retire. She goes
to bed in the next room and presently a young man enters the
sitting room, somewhat the worse for wine. He prepares to
retire, but in looking for his pajamas he opens the wrong grip
and there finds a quantity of dainty feminine wearing apparel.
Meanwhile Pearl, peeping through the doorway, sees the
strange man and supposes him to be a burglar. For a weapon of
defense she resorts to that formidable feminine implement known
as a hatpin. She leads the intruder a merry dance, jabbing him
frequently with the hatpin until he beats a hasty retreat from
the flat and Pearl retires again in triumph.
The brother, returning home, finds his friend marooned in the
hallway clad only in his pajamas and hears a strange tale of a
female who ran him out, Of course the brother does not expect his sister, not having received her letter, and he enters the
apartment with his friend determined to find out what is what.
lie knocks upon Pearl's door with an air of considerable authority and the next moment receives a large pitcher full of water,
mostly in his countenance, the balance being distributed elsewhere about his person. The two friends are in a deep quandary until the young lady comes forth with further preparation
for offense and defense. Then the brother is obliged to explain
to his bewildered friend that the young lady is his sister. It is
a jolly little picture built for laughing purposes only and is
quite certain to succeed immensely along those lines.
On the same reel is another Crystal comedy entitled, "The
Man from the North Pole." It tells of an Arctic explorer and
bis friend. The friend decides to return to America from the
polar regions and bis companion thinks it a good idea to give
him a Utter of introduction to some of his friends in America,
letting them know that all is well with him. He explains in
the letter that they will find his friend a good fellow if they
-c to overlook bis eccentricities.
\bout the time the returned explorer is preparing to visit his
companion's friends, a lunatic makes his escape from an asylum
and is pursued by the guards. In his flight the madman comes
across a stalled automobile with a man underneath it. trying
to \~\x the mechanism. The man under the car happens to be the
returned Arctic voyager. In the car is a suit of polar bearskin
with a hood formed from the head of the animal.
The lunatic
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seizes this strange costume, runs to the bushes and hastily gets
inside of it. When the guards come upon him he emerges from
the bushes as a polar bear and they take to their heels. Being
hungry, and close to the house where the explorer is expected
for dinner, the madman goes there in search of food. The
host and his wife, expecting an eccentric explorer treat the
lunatic warmly when he appears in the polar bear garb, supposing, of course, that such a dress is only a part of his eccentric personality.

Scene from "The Man from the North Pole" (Crystal).
In a short time the lunatic is dining with the host and hostess.
While the visitor's table manners are awfully bad. the elderly
couple ascribe them also to his eccentricity. However, his eccentricity takes a dangerous turn when he develops a sudden
dislike for the butler and pursues him around the house and
yard with a large carving knife. The butler takes refuge in a
tree. The lunatic returns to the house and immediately forms a
dislike for the elderly host. Hence the elderly host is trotted a
lively heat by a polar bear with a long carving knife in his paw.
Having treed the old man, the insane guest takes a violent fancy
to the old lady and corners her in another part of the house.
But he is not violent with* her; he only insists upon the old lady
doing the "Turkey Trot" with him. They do the "Turkey Trot"
until the old lady is almost exhausted, when the butler and the
host rush in to her assistance. The crazy man then compels the
butler and the elderly gentleman to do the Turkey Trot together, which they do with more or less grace until the real
Arctic explorer bursts into the room with the two guards, who
hustle the lunatic back to the asylum.
There is no doubt that this comedy will he a roaring success.
The situations are extremely ludicrous, and, taken as a whole,
this first release of the Crystal Company, as a contributor to the
Universal program, will establish it as one of the best. The
pictures were produced under the direction of Mr. J. A. Golden,
who is long experienced in the picture making business. The
mechanical part of the work is well up to the mark and perhaps
a little better.
"A DAY
IN JERUSALEM"
(Kalem).
This film depicting life in the most interesting ancient city
of the world is very helpful. To the average reader Jerusalem is somewhat familiar, books and illustrated lectures have
made many of its scenes additionally familiar; but the Kalem
pictures have given life to all that was inanimate before.
"The Jews' Wailing Place" is an old picture in its cold
stillness, but as a living picture it becomes more than new.
The attitudes and movements of the devotees imparts a
thorough knowledge of how the orthodox worshippers still
continue in the manner of the devotions of their forefathers
for many
generations
The great
"Jews
Studying
the teachings
Talmud"
also
continues
to show how
a hold
ancestral
has on succeeding generations. The student of these pictures
cannot fail to be impressed with the non-progressiveness of
tradition (which may be truth bound up) as in contrast with
the advancing and progressive nature of truth free, unbound
and unchecked. The interesting picture of the aged man
and woman who give every evidence to the truth of the
statement. "We have always lived in Jerusalem." emphasizes
the fact that whatever of modernism may be changing, old
Jerusalem the inhabitants continue bound to the habits and
appearances of many generations.
"The Candle Maker" by the wayside is another link with
the past, both in appearance and commercially, and helps to
center an interest in the present-day Jerusalem.
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The procession of Mohammedans celebrating "The Feast
<>f Moses" i- a strange blending oi the traditional and fanati
cal in weird religious rues. While the sword dancers are
seen, the only lack to making the picture real is that we fail
to hear tin- "howling" or monotonous Bounds we know are
pouring forth in guttered tones. " \ Day in Jerusalem" brings
former things to life, and as if a real visit t<> the "city of the
great king" had been made in person one could scarcely be
mi »re repaid.
"HIS COUNTRY
BEFORE
ALL"
(C. G. P. C).
Have you ever invented anything? No? Well, if you invented a powerful explosive, the possession of which would
make a nation invincible in war, and your own government
offered you $5,000 for it, would you sell it to Germany for
This situation arises and the question is decided
in "His Country Before All," a C. G. P. C. film which will be
released ( )ctober uth.
Arthur Herbert, a young inventor, is dreaming of the time
when the government accents his formula for making a
deadly explosive and the fortune paid him for it will place
him in a position to ask the hand of Alice Nevin, the daugh-
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ter of a wealthy banker. One day a letter comes to him containing an offer of $5,000, which is much less than he had
hoped to receive. The young fellow is deeply disappointed
and his spirit at low ebb when an emissary from a foreign
government calls upon him with an offer of $50,000. The
possessor of the invention will, of course, have a telling advantage in war and Herbert is transfixed between his love
for Alice and tiis love for his country. Patriotism triumphs,
and he tells the foreigner that his (Herbert's) country must
have the secret of the invention no matter what they offer.
When this ultimatum is delivered, the stranger removes his
disguise and reveals himself — Alice's father. He congratulates Arthur upon his patriotic decision and declares himself
anxious to secure a man with such a loyal heart as his sonin-law.
GENERAL

FILM

COMPANY RELEASES
PER WEEK.

FORTY-TWO

Claiming a great demand for Licensed pictures, the General
Film Company announces an increase of six pictures weekly
to meet that demand, which brings its total release up to
forty-two pictures weekly. In addition to the regular releases
the General Film Company is releasing interesting educational and other features of unusual interest. Some of the
big multiple reel features are of extraordinary character.
Probably the theaters using the General Film Company's
service were never so popular as they are at the present time
because of the great variety of pictures the exhibitors are
enabled to flash on the screen.
It is said that two expert camera men will accompany a party
of scientists who will visit Crater Lake, Ore., in October. It is
said that sixty of the leading scientists of the world will make
the trip.

TO

THE

FORE!

'i niir balls Lawrence
D'Orsay,
English comedian, has
in I1I111 plays invariably dancing to the time of the bad m
11 for the edification of the cowboys gathered about Dynamite
Dan's l>ar. But not until now has he been given a sufficiently
serious part to enable bun to prove that he possesses brains
without going to the bother of exhibiting
same, b'jovel
In
the flying "A" release for Wednesday, October [6th, however,
the monocled individual with the weeping willow on hi* upper
lip turns the tables 111 an exciting sleuthing story entitled
I he
Border Detective."
He happens to know that in this day of
wheels within wheels the trail of the law breaker 1- likel) to bad

Scene from "The

Scene from "His Country Before All" (C. G. P. C.)
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Border

Detective"

(American).

to the door of the law maker, so when the border customs
officers call upon his detective talent to solve the opium smuggling mysteries he comes upon the trial of one of the very
customs officials, employed by the government to help prevent
smuggling.
Of course, the customs men have tried to track the culprit,
and one of them, whose sweetheart is his aid, bids fair to capture the smuggler. But just when success seems in his grasp
the crafty villain turns the tables and the customs man lands in
his toils. The cockney individual gets his grand opportunity
for a display of genuine nerve, when he utilizes the opportunity to rescue the honest official from a burning cabin. This
also leads to the capture of the smuggler, after which it is
definitely proven that the blooming deuced cut-up with the
broad accent is not at all a Londoner, but a border detective.
in disguise! Which might also explain how it comes that so
queer appearing a personage can have brains.
MOROCCO'S SULTAN IN PICTURES.
A most interesting account of how Moulay-Hafid. the Sultan of Morocco, was initiated into the mysteries of the cinematograph in the Vincennes studio of the Pathe Company
is rendered in the "Le Cinema" of recent date. The Sultan
was received by Mr. Charles Pathe and a corps of artists
and employees. In the directorial offices decorated in white
and gold the Sultan was introduced to all the notables of
the studio. In the course of his visit he was taken to a
moving picture machine and given a first lesson by an expert
operator. The Arabian monarch in his picturesque costume
setting off his swarthy but manly form made a striking spectacle, as he turned the crank of the machine. The Sultan
inspected every part of the vast plant. He left an autographic appreciation of his visit on the Pathe stationery1.
PICTURES POPULAR IN TURKEY.
In no-country has the motion picture gained more prestige
and popularity than in Italy. This is largely due to the war
between Italy and Turkey. The cinematograph has left the
newspaper far behind in giving the people at home quick and
authentic records of doings at the front, and reproducing the
principal points of interest made interesting in the course
of the war. It is announced that very fine views have been
taken of the passage of the Italian fleet through the Dardanelles. But little has been known of this romantic and historic spot, as the Turkish government has jealously guarded
all approaches to the famous passage for centuries. The
popularity of the motion picture in Italy is well attested by
the growth of trade journalism. There are now almost a
dozen journals devoted either wholly or in part to cinematography, while only two years ago there were but two or
three.
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"AMONGST
MANY
LOVES"
(C. G. P. C).
Comedy is the element of entertainment most in demand
and, with Wiffles, the noted fun-maker, playing the lead,
C. G. P. C. presents another farce of merit, which will be
released October 8th. Wiffles has secured a position as bookkeeper in a millinery establishment owned by two ladies, the
bright Sisters, who certainly look their name. They are
both possessed of a strong affection for Mr. Wiffles. The
shop is as busy as a bee hive with a swarm of pretty girls
busily engaged in constructing elaborate bonnets. Wiffles
finds it difficult to work in this atmosphere, preferring to sit
all day and gaze at one little maid with whom he has fallen
in love. He is continually interrupted in this dreaming by the
two proprietresses, both madly in love with him, who constitute a continuous parade to the bookkeeper's desk. He is
frightfully bored by their efforts to please him, continually
looking past them at the maid of his choice. Finally, the two
sisters quarrel over the peculiar prize and in the melee which
follows Witiles takes his girl away from her work and off
to the church. The story affords numerous opportunities for
a clever comedian to display his art and none of these situations are allowed to pass without yielding their limit of mirth.
The film can be had on October 8th.
On the same reel is shown "The Trianon — Versailles,"
being some beautifully colored views of the little palace in
which the famous Marie Antoinette made her home.

ROBERT

FRAZER

IN ECLAIR SUBJECT.

The accompanying illustration shows Robt. Frazer in the chief
role of the Eclair release for October 8th, "All on Account of a
Ring." It is understood that Mr. Frazer is leaving the photoplay to take the name part in "The Millionaire" which will soon
take to the road. Mr. Frazer has won a host of admirers during his connection with Eclair and there are many who will
be loath to see him leave the screen. But it is a case of a
previous contract for he had signed with Mr. Savage before going with Eclair.
EQUIPPED

TO

GIVE

SERVICE.

With buyers in Europe and (.(imp, lent men in authority in
America the Feature Film Company, of 108 East 14th Street,
New York, is properly equipped to serve its pitrons with the
best in its line. Every feature is carefully selected with the
needs of the market always uppermost in the minds of its managers. It is receiving large shipments every week and its business is steadily increasing. A weekly server is now possible
and includes a feature with the neccssury quantity of commercial subjects.

"BILLY"

GARWOOD,

MOTOR

MANIAC.

The latest
picture all
favorites
to buy
automobile Company,
is "Billy"
Garwood,
whoof served
last year
withanThanhouser
then quit them for a season in theatrical "stock" and came back
to New Rochelle a few months ago. Garwood tells the World
that he misses the applause at the footlights, but that they don't
buy automobiles "in stock." He says that players the country
over are awaking to the fact that picture performing can be
made an artistic as well as a financial success. Garwood has
, seen as many weeks of consecutive service with Thanhouser
Company as any of the many veterans in the production department of that organization.
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World's
Championship Base Ball Series
New York Giants vs. Boston Americans

GREATEST ATTRACTION OF 1912
Feature the Sensational Plays and Players
in each game while the series is in progress
CROWD

YOUR

THEATRE

INCREASE

BOX

OFFICE

RECEIPTS

Underwood,
news photographers,
will photograph the sensational plays and playersUnderwood
in each game &and
will furnishthe usworld's
exclusively,
slides and photographs.
Four slides of the leading plays and players in each game (with descriptive title), will be sent by special delivery mail, a few hours after each game. The winning team must win four games, so seven may be played.
PRICE— 4 slides of each game of
entire series,
2 color posters
furnished free.

/t> | j- /\/\
PHOTOS— 11 x 14 inch for lobby or
jk I y% (III
outside display — one photo of
•
*
each game, showing several
plays. Price for series

$7.00

Terms cash with order
Order today and secure advance posters
Live Theatres Use Our Current News Slide Service.
Write for Particulars

HUNTON-FELL-ELLIOTT,

Inc.

:: :: 1328 Broadway, New York

Will Roosevelt Appear
In YOUR Theatre?
HE HAS PACKED EVERY TOWN HE HAS SPOKEN IN. People travel hundreds of miles to
see and hear Roosevelt. We take Roosevelt to YOUR theatre. Regardless of your politics,
remember Roosevelt has a following of millions. Remember Roosevelt is the first American
statesman to recognize the right of American womanhood to help rule the country.

WOMEN
THIS

WANT

FILM

WILL

BE SHOWN

TO

IN EVERY

TOWN

SEE

IN THE

HIM

UNITED

STATES

This film shows the great citizen addressing enthusiastic crowds; with the cowboys
and the Indians ; walking amongst the roses spread by women
of
the western towns ; firing a locomotive on the Great Divide.
This film is one of ever changing and interesting scenery; it is a tour through
the United States with the leader of the Progressive Party.
SOLD OUTRIGHT
AT FIFTEEN
CENTS A FOOT
Pictorial Posters, Booklets, Slides and Lobby Display
Orders Filed in Turn as Received
Wire in Your Orders

GENERAL
H. A. SPANUTH,

FILM

PUBLICITY

&

SALES

Pres., Gen. Manager

145

WEST

45th

STREET,

NEW

J. W. STROUSE,

YORK

CO.
Treas.
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The Call of the Blood "
Beautifully

Intensely
Dramatic and
Wonderfully
Thrilling

Produced and
Splendidly
Acted

RELEASED
A Striking
Drama, in which
but secretly watches over her

TUESDAY,

OCT. 1st

the Gypsy Wife of an Engineer Returns to Her Own People,
sick baby during the long hours of the night, saving its life

MAJESTIC
"The Little Music Teacher "—" The Winner and the Spoils"

Box Office
Winners

RELEASED

SUNDAY,

RELEASED

OCT. 6th

A Delightful Comedy, in which a great musician
takes lessons from a poor young
girl until she discovers his identity, and Cupid works a miracle.

MAJESTIC

MOTION

TUESDAY,

A Beautiful 17th Century Costume
sister's love
a duel
to
brother.

forces her to fight
save her wayward

PICTURE

540 West 21st Street, New York

CO.

OCT. 8th
Play, in which a
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RELIANCE
PHOTOPLAYS
"HOLD

THE MIRROR
THE

UP TO

NATURE"

CUCKOO

CLOCK

Release Saturday, September 28

A fine story of plain seafaring people and their simple joys
and sorrows. i

The Fishers' Return

Brothers Under the Skin
Release

Wednesday, October 2nd

A gripping labor story showing
under which men live and fight.

the

strenuous

condition*
Loving Hearts and Hands

TIME

AVENGES

Release Saturday, October 5th
A realistic and picturesque sea coast
the odor of the sea to us.

The Man

from

photoplay.

It brings

the City

GUY

MANNERING

Release Wednesday,

A Big Two Reel Sensation

October 9th

— — — —
Scott's
Immortal

Tale

The Recognition

A RATTLING GOOD STORY OF SCOTCH SMUGGLERS,
GYPSIES,
A LOST
HEIR
AND
CHARMING
WOMEN

Put on as only the Reliance stage such Productions

Reliance Studio
540 West

21st St.,

New

York.
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Calendar of Independent Releases.
Releasing Through Universal Company
CURRENT

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1912.
REX— The Hidden Bonds (Drama)
ECLAIR — Love and Sacrifice (Comedy-Drama)
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30th, 1912.
IMP — A Cruel Stepmother (Drama)
NESTOR— The Old Prospector (Drama)
CHAMPION— Her Whole Duty (Drama)
TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

1st, 1912.

3rd, 1912.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4th, 1912.
POWERS— T„wo Women (Drama)
NESTOR— Hearts and Skirts (Comedy)
VICTOR— Tangled Relations (Drama)
BISON—
IMP— He
IMP — A
MILANO

ADVANCE RELEASES.
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6th, 1912.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5th, 1912.
When Uncle Sam Was Young (2 reels) (Hist. Dr.).
Had But Fifty Cents (Comedy)
Day in an Infant Asylum (Edu.)
— An Alpine Tragedy (Drama)

ADVANCE
SUNDAY,
REX — The Winnings
CRYSTAL— The Girl
CRYSTAL— The Man
ECLAIR— A Lock of

RELEASES.

OCTOBER

6th, 1912.

of Silas Pegg (Comedy)
in the Next Room (Comedy)
from the North Pole (Comedy) . .
Hair (Drama)

MONDAY, OCTOBER 7th, 1912.
IMP — The Wreckers (Drama)
NESTOR — Romance and Reality (Drama)
CHAMPION— To Err is Human (Drama)
GREAT
NORTHERN— The Black Chancellor
Reels — Drama)
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8th, 1912.
GEM — Orphans (Drama)
BISON— The Tattoo (Drama)
ECLAIR — All on Account of a Ring (Comedy)
ECLAIR — Surprising
Eliza (Comedy)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9th, 1912.
NESTOR— His Only Son (Drama)
POWERS— Good Snuff (Comedy)
AMBROSIO— (Title Not Reported)
UNIVERSAL— Animated Weekly (Topical)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10th, 1912.
IMP— The Bridal Room (Drama)
REX — If Dreams Came True (Drama)
ECLAIR — A Choice by Accident (Comedy-Drama)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER nth, 1912.
POWERS— On the Danger Line (Drama)
X ESTOR — Love and a Lemon (Comedy)
VI ( TOR— Betty's Nightmare (Comedy)
SATURDAY, OCTOBER
12th, 1912.
BISON— (Title Not Reported)
I MP — A Bronx Cocktail (Comedy)
IMP — A Bad Tangle (Comedv)
MILANO— (Title Not Reported)

1000

MAJESTIC— The Call of the Blood (Drama)
GAUMONT— The Convict's Brand (Drama
THANHOUSER— Letters of a Lifetime (Drama)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2nd, 1912.
AMERICAN — The Renegade (Drama)
jooo
GAUMONT— Gaumont's Weekly (Topical)
RELIANCE— Brothers Under the Skin (Drama)
SOLAX — Si's Surprise Party (Comedy)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3rd, 1912.
AMERICAN — Father's Favorite (Drama)
1000
GAUMONT — Zigoto to the Rescue (Comedy)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4th, 1912.
LUX— The Medallion
(Drama)
083
SOLAX — The Retreat from Eden (Drama)
THANHOUSER— The Warning (Drama)
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5th, 1912.
GREAT
NORTHERN— I Am Going Out For a Shave
(Comedy)
GREAT NORTHERN— The Tramp's Revenge (Comedy).
RELIANCE — Time Avenges
(Drama)
GAUMONT — Zigoto Drives a Locomotive (Comedy;
.

GEM — The Convict's Return (Urama)
BISON— A Western Episode (Drama)
ECLAIR — The Old Doctor's Humanity (Drama)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2nd, 1912.
NESTOR — The Boomerang ( Comedy)
POWERS — Early's Awakening (Drama)
AMBROSIO— The Bowstring
(Drama)
UNIVERSAL— Animated Weekly (Topical)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER
IMP— A Country Girl (Drama)
REX — Bob's Deception (Drama)
ECLAIR — The Lucky Lover (Comedy)

Releasing Through Film Supply Company

CURRENT RELEASES.
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 29th, 1912.
MAJESTIC — Belligerent Benjamin
(Comedy;
MAJESTIC — A Garrison Joke (Comedy)
THANHOUSER— Please Help the Pore (Drama)
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30th, 1912.
AMERICAN —TUESDAY,
Calamity Anne's
Ward 1st,
(Drama)
OCTOBER
1912.

RELEASES.

(Three

MAJESTIC — The Little Music Teacher (Comedy)
THANHOUSER— A Six-Cylinder Elopement (Com.-Dr.) . .
Monday, October 7th, 1912.
AMERICAN — Jack of Diamonds
(Drama)
iooo
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8th, 1912.
MAJESTIC— The Winner and the Spoils (Drama)
GAUMONT— Love's Test "(Drama)
THANHOUSER— Miss Robinson Crusoe (Drama)
WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER 9th, 1912.
AMERICAN — A Sister's Devotion (Drama)
1000
GAUMONT— Gaumont's Weekly No. 31 (Topical)
RELIANCE — Guy Mannering
(2 reels — Drama)
SOLAX — Canned Harmony
(Comedv)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10th, 1912.
AMERICAN — Reformation of Sierra Smith (Drama)
GAUMONT— The Tie Eternal (Drama)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER
nth, 1912.
LUX — Evading Justice (Drama)
SOLAX— A Fool and His Money (Comedv)
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12th, 1912.
GREAT NORTHERN— (Title Not Reported)
RELIANCE— The Peddler's Find (Drama)
GAUMONT— The Cotton Industry (Industrial)
MUTUAL FILM
CORPORATION.
CURRENT RELEASES.
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 29th, 1912.
IT ALA— His First Law Suit (Comedy)
ITALA— A Nail in the Shoe (Comedv)
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 30th, 1912.
KEYSTONE— Riley and Schultze (Comedv)
KEYSTONE— The New Neighbor (Comedv)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2nd, 1912.
BRONCHO— For the Honor of the 7th (Military Drama).
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4th, 1912.
"101" BISON
(N. Y. M. P. Co.)— Custer's Last Fight
(3 reels) (Drama)

ADVANCE RELEASES.
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6th, 1912.

ITALA— (Title Not Reported)
MONDAY, OCTOBER 7th, 1912.
KEYSTONE— The Beating He Needed (Comedv)
KEYSTONE— Pedro's Dilemma (Comedv)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9th, 1912.
BRONCHO— An Indian Legend ( Drama)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER nth, 1912.
"101" BISON
(X. Y. M. P. Co.)— The Sergeant's
(2 reels — Drama)
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GREAT NORTHERN
Release for Saturday, September 28th

A

Child

of

Genius

A Novel Comedy with a Laugh All the Way Through.

A

Sly

On the Same Reel:

Servant

A Clever Well-Acted Comedy

,0
S£ Going

Release for Saturday, October 5th

Outfor

A Ludicrous Comedy

3 Tramp's
A Snappy Little
SOLD ONLY

GREAT

THROUGH

FILM

NORTHERN
NORDISK

SUPPLY

CO.

a Shav<

Production — 726 feet.

On the Same Reel:

Roveng<

Comedy — 253 feet.

OF AMERICA

or
FILJVT
SUPPLY
CQ

FIIJVI CO., 7 f. 14th St.. N. Y.
FILM

CO.

OF

COPENHAGEN.-

FEATURE

^WONDERFUL

CAPRICES
FORTUNE
IN

WILL

BE RELEASED

UNIVERSAL

TWO

PARTS

OCTOBER

FILM

17th,

THROUGH

MANUFACTURING
BY

ECLAIR

CO.

THE
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Calendar of Licensed Releases.
Current
MONDAY,

Releases.

SEPTEMBER

Advance Releases.
MONDAY,

30th, 1912.

BIOGRAPH— So Near, Yet So Far (Drama)
EDISON— Calumet
"K" (Drama)
1000
KALEM — The Poacher's Pardon
(Drama)
1000
LUBIN — A Girl's Bravery (Drama)
1000
PATHE— Pathe's Weekly No. 40 (Topical)
PATHE — The Man Hunt — Special Release (Drama)...
SELIG — Bread Upon the Waters (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH — Her Choice (Comedy-Drama)
1000
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1st, 1912.
EDISON— The Girl from the Country (Drama)
ESSANAY— Ghosts (Drama)
1000
CINES — How a Brave Man Died (Drama)
540
CINES — The Island of Malta (Scenic)
460
C. G. P. C— A Well Washed House (Comedy)
C. G. P. C. — Evolution and Life of a Silk Worm (Edu.)
LUBIN — The Amateur Iceman
(Comedy-Drama)
1000
SfLLIG — Why Jim Reformed (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— The Adventure
of the Smelling
Salts
(Drama)
1000
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2nd, 1912.
EDISON— Olympic
Games— Pittsburg,
Y. M. C. A.
(Athletic)
200
EDISON — The Green-Eyed Monster
(Comedy)
700
ECLIPSE — A Foe to Race Suicide (Comedy)
500
ECLIPSE — A Trip Through Belgium (Scenic)
500
ESSANAY— Well Matched
(Comedy)
1000
KALEM — A Hospital Hoax
(Comedy)
KALEM — Ancient Temples of Egypt (Scenic)
PATHE — At the Burglar's Command (Comedy)
SELIG — The Pirate's Daughter
(Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Bachelor Buttons (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— Diana's Legacy (Comedy)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3rd, 1912.
BIOGRAPH— A Feud in the Kentucky Hills (Drama).
ESSANAY — The Redemption of Slivers (Drama)
1000
LUBIX — The Physician of Silver Gulch (Drama)
1000
MELIES — A Western Coquette (Comedy)
MELIES — Clearing
Land
for Farming
in the West
(Agricultural)
PATHE — Theodore Roosevelt
(Topical)
PATHE — Experiments with Liquid Air (Science) ....
SELIG — The Great Drought (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH — She Cried (Comedy-Drama)
1000
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 4th, 1912.
EDISON— "Cashmere," the Chief Health Resort of India
(Educational and Science)
1000
ESSANAY — Terrible Teddy
(Comedy)
1000
C. G. P. C— A Ship Boy's Grit (Drama)
._.
KALEM — The Village Vixen (Drama)
1000
LUBIN — Spoony Sam (Comedy)
LUBIN— Collection Day (Comedy)
SELIG — An Assisted Elopement (Comedy)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Her Spoiled Boy (Drama)
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5th, 1912.
EDISON — The Usurer's Grip (Drama)
1000
ESSANAY — Love on Tough Luck Ranch (Comedy) .. .1000
CINES— Trifle Not With Love (Drama)
700
CINES — Laino, Southern
Italy (Scenic)
300
KALEM — The Confederate Ironclad (Drama)
1000
LUBIN— His Life (Drama)
1000
PATHE— A Redman's Loyalty (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— The Red Barrier (Drama)
1000

Posters
Licensed
One Sheets
Three Shoets
Six Sheets

Releases

15c
35c
70c

All Brand New, as we handle
no Second
Hand
Posters.

POSTERS
One Sheet Size, 28 x 42
10 of the
most
popular
Licensed players
$1.50 Postage Prepaid
"If It's Anything

TUESDAY,

EXHIBITORS'

OCTOBER

WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

OCTOBER

OCTOBER

1000
1000
250
300
450
1000
1000
1000
1000
300
700
1000

1000
1000

10th, 1912.

BIOGRAPH— The Chief's Blanket (Drama)
ESSANAY— The End of the Feud (Drama)
LUBIN— The Players (Drama)
MELIES — Forgive Us Our Trespasses (Drama)
PATHE— The Horse Thieves
(Drama)
SELIG- — Euchred (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— As Fate Would Have It (Drama)
FRIDAY,

1000
1000
3000

9th, 1912.

EDISON — Uncle Mun and the Minister (Comedy)
ECLIPSE — Through
Derbyshire
Dales (Scenic)
ECLIPSE — A Roman's Conversion (Drama)
ESSANAY— The Rebellion of Mandy (Comedy)
KALEM— The Belle of the Beach (Drama)
KALEM — Election Day in California (Comedy)
PATHE — Passing Gypsies (,Comedy-Drama)
SELIG — When Edith Played Judge and Jury (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— When Persistency and Obstinacy Meet
(Drama)
THURSDAY,,

1000
1000
1000

8th, 1912.

EDISON — Under False Colors (Drama)
ESSANAY— Alkali Ike Stung (Comedy)
CINES — A Glimpse of Sicily (Scenic)
CINES — Artistic Glass Work
(Industrial)
CINES — The Wonder Powders
(Comedy)
C. G. P. C. — Amongst Many Loves (Comedy)
C. G. P. C. — ihe Trianon, Versailles, France (Scenic)..
LUBIX — The Moonshiner's
Daughter
(Drama;
SELIG — A Motorcycle Adventure
(Drama)
VITAGRAPH— The Godmother (Comedy)

1000
1000
1000
1000

nth, 1912.

EDISON — The Charge -of the Light Brigade (Drama") . . 1000
ESSANAY — Not on the Circus Program (Drama)
1000
C. G. P. C— His Countn- Before All (Drama)
KALEM — His Mother's Picture (Drama)
ioco
LUBIN— Mr. Fixit (Comedy)
LUBIN — The German Singers (Comedy)
SELIG — An International
Romance (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Her Father's Hat (Comedy)
700
VITAGRAPH — Mammoth Life Savers (Comedy)
300
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12th, 1912.
EDISON — A Fresh Air Romance (Drama)
ESSANAY — The Shotgun
Ranchman
(Drama)
CINES — Trailing the Counterfeiters (Drama)
KALEM — The Redskin
Raiders (Drama)
LUBIN — The Cringer (Drama) . .'
PATHE — Haughty Marietta (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— When California Was Young (Drama).

PH0T0PLAYERS

PHOTOGRAPHS
Complete Set of
Licensed
,—

POST-CARDS
25 Licensed Players
10 Independent Players

00

■ Postage
Players Prepaid^™
to Advertise

7th, 1912.

BIOGRAPH— The Line at Hogan's (Comedy;
BIOGRAPH— A Ten-Karat Hero (Comedy)
EDISON— A Curable Disease (Drama)
KALEM— When Youth Meets Youth
(Drama)
LUBIN — The Last Ruse ot Summer (Drama)
PATHE— Pathe's Weekly No. 41 (Topical)
SELIG — How the Cause Was Won (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— Nothing
to Wear
(Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— As You Like It (Special— Three Reels).

AMERICA'S POPULAR

Only

OCTOBER

a Picture

Theater,

iSS^Z^giTiZ^:

at
We

W 00 per 1.000
least 1C0 of each

Have

kind

It."

30 Union Square, N. Y.

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

POSTER
FRAMES
7

Differentwordings
designs

and

Fit 3 sheet
Boards
with
space in center for 1 sheets
10 for $1.20 assorted
Postage Prepaid

I HE

IT'S

MOVING

ALIVE

California Rodeo

PICTURE

Wl IRLD

MONEY FOR YOU
THE LAND

The Greatest of American Round-Ups

ofthe liohs

Ride

'em, Cowboy ; Ride 'em !"

The largest number of cowboys competing in the
most
dangerous, thrilling and comical "stunts" ever
devised.
See the perils of the California range rider.
They'll leave an indelible impression on your mind.
See the American cowboy in his glory, bulldogging wild steers that would daunt the bravest toreadors of Spain.
In fact, words cannot explain how intensely exciting and thrilling this picture is. It's alive.

3

G
„
U

A Film of F
E
STAT
BASIS

RIGHTS

OF 15 CENTS

G
A
U

M Rights For The Right
O
WIRE
NOW

REELS

Better than a Special Feature.
all classes

Sensational

It appeals to

Posters

-r
N Two Reels — Hand Colored
POSTERS

1, 3, 4 and 12 SHEET

Bids are coming fast. Exhibitors are clamoring.
Who has your territory?
Do not
envy Feature
the man andwho's
money
; get
this
Special
make making
some for
yourself.
STATE

RIGHTS

FOR

SALE

BY

Duhem & Harter Motion Picture Co.
652 Oak St.

San Francisco, Cal.

<<Ga(inion1>
^%r

Gaum
Co.ont
Flushing, N. Y.

fGaQnjorJtl
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A. L. Simpson

Song Slide Releases.

"What's the Use of Loving if You Can't Have What You
Love" — Pub. by The Globe Music Co.. X. Y.
"Your Lips Were Made for Kisses" — Pub. Globe Music
Co., N. Y.
"When It's Moonlight on the Meadow, Mollie, Dear" —
Pub. by the Cadillac Music Co., N. Y.
"Sailor Boy, My Sailor Boy" (The Great Sailor Song) —
Pub. by Simpson, N. Y.

Scott & Van Altena.
"All I can say is I Love You" — Smith & Brown.
"I'm the Lonesomest Girl in Town" — York.
"You're Going to Love Your Honey Boy" — Morris.
"Way Down South" — Tell Taylor.
"I'm Going to Write You a Letter" — Tell Taylor.
"Parisienne" — York Music Co.
Been Sweethearts, Mary, for Fifty Years" — Geo.
H."We've
Diamond.
"Ghost of the Goblin Man" — H. Von Tilzer.
"Take Me to the Cabaret" — Leo Feist.
"That Lovin' Gal of Mine" — E. F. Heberlein.
"String a King of Roses Round Your Rosie" — Jerome
Schwartz.

FILMS

10
The

Announcement

slides

lc.

No Binding
No Cover Glass Required —
Cheapest, Quickest, Surest and Best Slide for Announcements.

DEUEL'S

CRYSTAL

S L I DE CO M PO UN D

DOES THE WORK
Just coat your Glass Slide with the Compound, write or print your
announcement and you have a sharp clear slide that will not Crack,
Peel or Mar.
The slides are washable.

Complete outfit to make 2000 SLIDES

OF ALL KINDS!

S. HOYT

DEUEL

CO. (Not Inc.)

$2.00

No. 1 E. Huron St., Chicago

of oar new line of beautiful

ANNOUNCEMENT

SLIDES

SOMETHING

■acn elide Illustrated from life and moat exquisitely colored. The
Oaicago Song Slide Exchange, 0th floor. Powers Bldg., Chicago, Dl.,
hare the exclaalre agency for oar announcement elides In the states
of Wisconsin,
Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan
and Iowa.

THE UNBREAKABLE
AND WASHABLE mm

Advertising Slides at Reasonable Rates
NEW

YORK

BATTERSHALL

CITY

& OLESON,

'chica^/liT-

Dalton Boys"

Eastern Pennsylvania Exhibitors can book this threereel startling feature by writing me. Beat your competitor. Send for terms and date.

Windsor Cut-Out Slide Co.
::

make
S
ents
tNNOUNCEMENT
OWN announcem
VOI R own
MAKF. your

"The Last Stand Of The

GET ACQUAINTED

THai CHEAPEST
SLIDE
MAKERS
ON EARTH.
Our Non-Breakable
"Good Night" 5 Cents.
Sample Slide, "your own
wording." ABSOLUTELY
FREE.
Also
Catalog,
with full Information.
WEEKLY FILM TITLE SLIDES.

::

mm
■■

Made of Specially Prepared Mica That Can be Written on as Easily as Paper
PRICE 25 CENTS EACH

SCOTT & VAN ALTENA

STREET

NEW

E .7 BLANK MICA SLIDE

Oar Song Slide Catalogue of 600 different songs free to aayone for
the asking.

Emerson Tower Bldg.

SALE

The National Exclusive Film Exchange
1538 Columbus Road
Cleveland, Ohio

&

SLIDES

59 PEARL

FOR

194 Exclusive Reels with Posters, at $15.00 a Reel in
good condition.
Act quick. A bargain.

"Keep Away from the Fellow Who Owns an Automobile"
— Ted Snyder.
"I Wish To-Day Were Yesterday" — H. Weyman & Son.
"Good-Bye, Sal" — Theo. Morse.

Send for Catalogue "W"

WORLD

Baltimore, Md.

J.

W.

SWANSON,

McADOO,

PA.

MOTION PICTURE SUPPLIES
WHOLESALE

and RETAIL

THEATRE

SEATING

PHOTOGRAPHIC

SUPPLIES

EDISON
MOTIOGRAPH
POWERS
SIMPLEX
STANDARD

MACHINES is CARBONS

Ticket Hangers
Reels
Everything

Carrying Cases
Rewinders
for the Motion

PICTURE THEATRE

Machine Parts
Disinfectants

Asbestos Booths
Exit Signs

Picture Theatre except the Film

EQUIPMENT

Co., " kStgzJL £.City
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CRYSTAL

FILMS

PEARL WHITE
CRYSTAL FILMS
AMERICA'S

(£>

W< >RLD

LEADING
PHOTOPLAY
WILL APPEAR ONLY IN

ARTIST

'"^H^^

B

UJ
00

9
r&9
2lH|

p

O LU

^B^^^^^^^B

SPLIT
REEL
EVERY
SUNDAY

?*
! CD

Consisting
of Two
Roaring

c

Comedies
Rip-

<>

30

£<*

is

A
Miss Pearl White.

FIRST

5
"
ZmH30£

■

•■

<>

2

RELEASE

SUNDAY,

OCTOBER

SIXTH

si

THE GIRL IN THE NEXT ROOM
THE MAN FROM THE NORTH POLE
EXHIBITORS
SEND US THE
NAME
OF YOUR
THEATER
FOR
SPECIAL
ADVERTISING MATTER
THAT
WILL
INCREASE
YOUR
BUSINESS.

ADDRESS

r„.^4ni

CrySial

l?51»»«*«i

rllmS

Released by

Wendover and Park
wendover and fark

Avenues, New York

Universal Film Mfg. Co.

CRYSTAL

H

FILMS
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LICENSED
FILM STORIES

ESSANAY.
ALKALI IKE STUNG
(Oct. 8).— This time Alkali
Ike i- dissatisfied
with
his boarding
house
and,
the buxom Soffle, b two hundred-pound widow
in town, buys oul Tony's place and nails vt>
cards announcing that it will he opened on tl
day
as a Brst-clasi
boarding
house,
Alkali is the Brst i" Bee It, rushes back and begins
to lay plans for switching at ODCe. The following
Tuesday morning Alkali Is found hard at work stufBng everything be possesses Into a big barrel.
Clothes, chaps, ohl boots, the flour bin, buttles of
.../.(I and other thing- too numerous to mention
nrr piled into the barrel
while
the duet flies tn
.•I
Is. Meanwhile,
all the other
hoys
In town.
with their belongings on their backs, meet before
the floor of the new boarding bouse and clamor for
admission, One by one Soffle admits them, and
when Alkali finally takes leave of his irate landlady and arrives at the new place, he finds the rooms
all gone and Is refused shelter for the night. Mad
as a hornet he bangs aroupd and, after supper, sees
Soffle and the boys In the parlor singing and having
a hilarious time. Determined to win her with music.
Alkali secures his trusty banjo and serenades outslde he* window, but gets a pail of water deluged
over him for his pains. Wet and mad he tramps
back to his old place, but Is met by his former
landlady, who throws him out bodily and deposits
his belongings in the water barrel. Realizing that
the world is "agin" him, Alkali retreats to the
■ity of the stable and, with his saddle for a
pillow and a prayer in his heart that the horse
.hi I tramp on him, finds rest at last.
THE REBELLION OF MANDY
(Oct. 9).— Old
Joshua Hardman. a grouchy fanner, refuses to fit
up his place with any of the conveniences of life
despite his wealth. Consequently his wife and
daughter slave In the old-fashioned kitchen with
old-fashioned utensils and the food is none too good.
Joshua kicks and complains and. at last, a rebellion
is started by Mainly, his daughter. She proposes
to her mother that they move out and leave Joshua
to himself. Mrs. Hardinan. in desperation, agrees,
and they leave the old farm while Joshua is off to
church. Returning he is informed by the hands that
dinner Is not ready, stamps into the house to rage
and fume and discovers the note telling him how
matters stand. With bull-headed cussedness Joshua
tries to prepare the dinner himself, makes an awful
mess of things and causes a mutiny on the part of
the hired men, who refuse absolutely to work until
be gets his wife and daughter back. Realizing
bis predicament Joshua bitches up and locates them
at the Widow Bradley's farm. He finds them happy
and contented in a modern kitchen with modern
utensils, and they refuse to return with him until
he promises them a duplicate of the kitchen and
anything else they may desire. The following Sun
day morning it is a happy family indeed that grace
the festive board on the old (arm, for the kitchen is
bright and shining with everything new and peace
reigns supreme once D
THE END OF THE FEUD (Oct. 10).— Two feudal
clans, the Parkers and Simpsons, have been at war
for years in the Kentucky hills, but it is not until
Jim Parker, the eldest son, returns from college
with different Ideas that matters are brought to a
swift culmination Jim meets Rose Simpson and
it Is a case of love at Brst sight between the two.
The days go by .'11111 this love is ripened into true
affection. Dave Simpson discovers the lovers one
day and it is only the jamming of his gun that
prevents the instant murder of Jim. Dave informs
Ids father and the furious mountaineer hides Rose
in a lonely cave in the hills with Dave standing
guard over her. Just to prevent her marrying Jim.
Jim learns of her whereabouts, narrowl] escapes a
bullet
from
Dave's
gun.
gains
access
to the
through a secret passage, overpowers Dave and 1
away
with
Rose
to be married.
Years
later Jim
and Hose
live in the hills with
their pretty
baby
girl. Millie,
(me morning Millie wanders away from
her mother and accidentally
strays into the •.
clearing
in which
the Simpsons
and
Parkers are
battling
each
other
from
behind
trees.
Seeing
the
bajby ■ trace la called and the discovery is made
that Millie is their own
flesh and blood.
Fondling
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NOT ON THE CIRCUS PROGRAM (Oct. 11).—
I he big Circus arrives In town and Frank Mason
Ills little five-year-old boy, Billy, to see the
street parade. The passing of a little barebek rider
attracts Mason's attention and, that evening, he
makes it ■ point to have the owner Introduce him.
Charmed
With '■■
ilHt Mason
lavishes costly
presents upon her and showers her with attention.
Marcel, a clown, has loved the little rider, and begs
ler to give Mason up, but she refuses. Next afternoon little Billy is taken shopping by the maid
and
wanders
away
from
in trout
of the store.
Terror-stricken
at finding
Billy missing,
the maid
rushes home and a frantic search at once begins.
That night, after the performance, Marcel and
girl are talking in the dressing room when little
I'.illy wanders in. Koallzing he N lost they set out
to find his home. After a long search they are directed 10 the house and are brought face to face
with Mason, who has kept the fact that he is
married a secret. Without exposing the unprincipled scoundrel they return little Billy to Mrs.
Mas, in ami. when she has turned away, Ma
gilts an- thrown at bis feet by the heart-broken
little bare-back rider as Marcel leads her from the
room Once outside she realizes the depth of the
down's love and goes to bis arms as he gives thanks
for her salvation.
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the little I
in their arms
the two old
glare at each other, hut finally Parker declares his
willingness to tail the feud off and offers his hand.
Simpson agrees and hostilities are ended forever in
the sweet smile of Millie.

illllllll^liiillllliliillllilllllllllliillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliL1"
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THE SHOTGUN RANCHMAN
(Oct. 12).— Jake
Nixon, a flery old ranchman, is cheated out of his
dinner one day when the cook burns her hand severely and blatantly drives his cowboys from tbeir
meal, declaring that if he can't eat, no one else
can. The Widow Morgan now applies at the ranch
and endeavors to rent a deserted shack, but Nixon
declares the place is not for women and brats and
drives ber away. Finding that his cowboys take an
interest in the widow and child, Nixon discbarges
them all and endeavors to run things himself. His
attempts to get bis own meals are ludicrous and
he is drawing water from the well one morning when
the widow's little baby girl toddles on and the
ranchman's reformation begins. She makes him
take her in his arms and stiffens him witb amazement when she kisses him tenderly on the cbeek as

bleeding,
lying on a ledge half way
up the fa
fishermen asOne of the sturdy
ot the precipice
cends
tne cliff,
under hands
Harry's
and lowers
him ticinto a therope eager
below.shoulders
Left
alone
by Ethel.
Gunner,
in a frenzy
of fear, de
(■■
pulls aAt revolver
kill himself.
termines
his
pocket,to pla.es
it to bis He
temple.
that moment
lie sees tin- pally
returning
home,
where lie learns that

and rushes
to Harry's
lie is not fatally hurt.
when'
Later,
forgiveness.
his hand in
Harrv
Harry extends
is convalescent,
he carries the white roBe,
now 'faded,
to Ethel.
He claims her as bis wife
and this time the little maid accepts blm.

(Oct. 8).—
THE MOONSHINER'S DAUGHTER
Zeb Both a sprightly young Virginia beau of the
mal
between
time
his
divides
type,
countrv
-iiine whiskey and love to I.ucy, the pretty
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. P.lackwell. A letter is
received from a rich cousin of the Blackwells, inviting Lucy to pay them a visit in their city borne.
When Zeb hears of it be is opposed to bis sweetheart going, hut little attention is paid to him. and
the
Lucy departs. She has a splendid timeIn during
love with
visit and in addition, manages to fall
returns
She
artist.
Harold Noyes. a wealthy young
to her little country home engaged to Harold. The
day after Lucy's return Zeb comes to see ber, andIf
learns of her engagement. Zeb declares that
er conies within reach of bim be will kill
him. A week later. Harold does come to see
little country lassie and is seen by Zeb, who hastens
to the nearby still and tells the illicit operators that
a revenue officer has come to the country. Heading
the reckless band. Zeb comes upon Harold as hi
he is stopping, acreturning to the hotel where
companied bv I.u.v. who has walked part way home
with blm. Despite Lucy's wild protests, they tie
her to a tree and depart with Harold. The whistle
of an on-coming train suggests a fiendish means of
moonto the
supposed
getting riil
shiners.ofHaroldtheir
is bound
to theenemy
railroad
track
left to his fate.
By a mighty
effort Lucy
f
• •If, and rushing to Harold's rescue,
tears him
onrushing
the
of
wheels
the
underneath
from
At their quiet and simple wedding which
monster.
follows a week
later, there is one uninvited g
Zeb, who unexpectedly
and greatly to bis surpi
departs from the scene in the hands of a sheriff.

she runs away. From that moment Nixon's nature
changes, and two weeks later finds him waiting
anxiously for the appearance of t lie baby he
grown to love. She doesn't come and he goes to
the widow's shack, only to learn that the child is
dangerously ill. Dashing into town he returns with
the doctor and the little one is pulled through only
after a hard battle. Night after night finds Nixon
watching through the long hours at her bedside and,
on her complete recovery, he immediately moves the
widow into his ranchhouse. declaring the shack will
he good enough for an old bear like himself. That
evening he is musing to himself when the door >
and the little one enters. "My mamma says supper
is ready," she lisps and Nixon, with a prayer of
joy in his heart, takes her in his strong arms as
he starts for the ranchhouse. The reformation is
complete.

LUBIN.
THE LAST ROSE OF SUMMER (Oct. 7).— Wild
roses are the joy of Ethel Borsdon's life. She had
two suitors, Harry Myers and Charley Gunner. She
is a capricious miss teases them and laughs at
both. One day. Ethel, in her daily search, discovers a bush bearing two roses on the top of a
steep precipice that rises from the sea. On the
same day Harry and Charley sit beside her. Ethel
points out the cliff and declares that she will favor
the one who secures for ber one of the white roses
at the top. The men take her seriously. Gunner
reaches the top ahead of Harry. Just as bis arm
is
stretched
to grasp
the cliff,
rose. and
Harry's
hand
extends
over forth
the edge
of the
a moment
later he is facing bis rival on the brink. They
quarrel and a desperate struggle is precipitated.
Myers loses his foot-hold and plunges over the cliff.
his hand grasps one of the roses, and he takes it
down with him. Gunner, panic stricken at the
accident, yields to a cowardly instinct, leaves Harry
to Ids fate and returns to Ethel, lie presents the
rose to her and claims her love. Hut there is something in his look that strikes Ethel strangely. She
asks where Harry is. Gunner sns be •'<■:■< not
know. Then she catches sight of a splotch of blood,
staining the white petals of the (lower. Her suspicions are aroused. Gunner averts his gaze Ethel
forces the truth from him. and rushes wildly toward tin- village to find men io go to the rescue.
Site reaches a number of fishermen at work, and they
hasten
to Harry's
rescue.
They
find him
stunned,

SELLING

PRICE

1 Sheets, 15 cents
3 Sheets, 35 cents
6 Sheets, 70 cents

RENTAL
1 Sheets,
3 Sheets,
6-8 Shts.

PRICE
5 cents
25 cents
50 cents

THE PLAYERS (Oct. 10).— Orml Hawley, at an
artist's reception, meets Edwin August, a young
sr, and they fall in love. August induces Mr.
White, the manager of the company, to give
I law lev a part in the new play. She is engaged
and makes a big hit. She, however, soon discovers
that Jean Gale, one of the company, is In love with
Uigust and. quitting the organization, takesis anin
other engagement. Mr. Moore, a millionaire,
love with Miss Hawley. and begs her to marry him
and- she accepts. August reads the notice in the
papers. One night August becomes ill before going
be falls
on the stage and during the performance
in a faint and is taken home. The doctor, who is
summoned, gives out the report to the papers that
his case is serious. The millionaire's wife reads
it at the breakfast table and she persuades her
man's
sicktime
the in
to just
to go with
husband
last
for ahome.
arrive
and her
v go together
parting and the actor dies in his loved one's arms.

THE GERMAN SINGERS (Oct. 11V — IShutz. Bunleave their
garten and Sennits, with their families,
home town to visit the Saengerfcst. Thinking they
are excellent singers, they decide to enter the ball
and allow- the public to hear their golden voices
Ringing the songs of the fatherland. On entering
Saengerfcst.
members of theoutside,
confronted by voices
they are hearing
think
on the
their
who on
But
building.
the
differently and eject them from
Strata Bungarten and Sennits, thinking the public
should not miss the opportunity of hearing choice
singing, decide to start a Saengerfest of their own,
which ' thev do. The terrible noise arouses a neighborhood of peaceful citizens who. not being able to
stand it anv longer, drive them from the streets.
thev finding refuge in a park. They get renewed
inspiration through a German band playing national
airs and immediately proceed to emit golden notes.
but the German band becoming extremely annoyed,
seek the aid of two policemen who give chase, drive
them from the park into a freight yard, capture
them, lock them in a box car and ship them back
to their home town.
MR. FIXIT (Oct. 11).— Mr. Fixit has an idea
that the people In this world are not practical, that
instead of sending for a plumber or other mes. thev should fix it themselves. So Ills
their troubles
help others out
is to consequence,
Objecta.sin a life
always 1
he ot
natural
and
botch and gets the worst of It In the end. Some
men are blasting, the blast failing to go off. he runs
he will fix it. The charge explodes.
up and says
are
remains
The
air.
in the
high
him
blowing
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THE FOTOPLAYER
Plays Music for the Pictures
An Exclusive Musical
Instrument

The mechanism by which
the Fotoplayers are
operated is the simplest ever devised. The
specifications are planned with reference to
every shade and variety
of musical thought,

Built to Fit Your
Orchestra Pit

Operated

and they readily produce every effect, from

Automatically or by Hand

the majestic Fortissimo of the entire
Orchestra to the whisper of the muted violin.
The wind roaring

Uses ordinary Player
Piano Music Rolls

through the forest or
over the sea is wonderfully reproduced on
the FOTOPLAYER,
and adds realism to
the scene displayed.

FOTOPLAYERS
Are sold on easy
monthly payments
Mozart Grand Ave. Theatre
Los Angeles, Cal.

THE AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER SALES CO.
130 Kearney St.

General Distributors

CHICAGO :
J. P. Seeburg Piano Co., 209 So. State Street

San Francisco, Cal.
NEW YORK :
Jacob Doll © Sons, 98-116 So. Boulevard
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Interred In a small and quiet neighborhood and on
the slab which marks his last home Is the in
■crlptlon, "Here Ilea the body of our main Fixer."
THE CHINGER (Oct. 12). — A young sheep herder,
whom liis associates bad dubbed "The Crlnger."
because of his physical fear, was one day attending
to a sick kid out of his Bock, when some cowboys,
who are a sheep herder's natural enemy, came upon
blm. They make sport of hlin and rough blm up
a bit, leaving him cringing on the ground. They
then ride Into town and have a blow-out. Muck
Peters, tbe owner of the sheep, a renowned character for stinginess and brutality, happens to see
the crlnger nursing tbe goat and In his anger strikes
the crlnger to tbe ground. Tbe crlnger drags himself away from him back to his sheep, where he
tells Joe, a stole herder, of bis mishaps and Is
again knocked to the ground by his fellow herder.
HIb thoughts are not so much of himself as for the
poor little kid. When he thinks of the suffering
of the little goat his whole nature transforms Itself.
He determines to show them that he fears nothing.
He steals one of his employer's horses, rides Into
a mountain city, sets Are to a barn, so that the
citizens may be flrawn thereto by the conflagration,
enters n hank and holds It up, the cashier being
alone as the remainder of the clerks have gone to
the Are. He falls au easy prey to the cringer, but
presses a button to the Protective Service Office,
thereby giving the alarm that the bank Is In
danger. The crlnger gets away with a sack of
money, but through a daughter of the captain of the
Protective Service, who runs to the fire and warns
the cowpunchers that the bank has been robbed,
the crlnger Is soon compelled to take to cover in an
old abandoned log hut, where he makes his last
stand, and he compels the posse to shoot him, dying
with the words on his lips, "I wasn't afraid." '

BIOGRAPH.
THE LINE AT HOGAN'S (Oct. 7).— Hogan and
UcNabb are rivals for the hand of the Widow
O'Shaugbnessy, but Hogan Is the favored suitor and
the day of the wedding is set. However, a clothesline In Hogan's yard aids fate in conspiring against
Mrs. O'Shaughnessy becoming Mrs. Hogan. At first
Hogan curses the line, but later he is made to
realize that it was a blessing in disguise.
A TEN-KARAT HERO (Oct. 7),— The town bully
has everybody whipped without striking a blow. He
simply pulled a big bluff, and when Zeke Thompson
passed with his sweetheart they were both forced to
suffer an insult from the bully because Zeke was
afraid to ignore the bully's reputation and resent the
insult. Of course, his sweetheart stamps him a
coward and Jilts him, but Zeke makes good in a
most novel way and tbe bully's laurels lose their
verdure.
THE CHIEF'S BLANKET (Oct. 10).— When the
Great Chief's body is placed before tbe funeral pile
by bis mourning braves, his sacred blanket is covered over it and a sentinel left to watch that this,
his last resting place, is not desecrated. The tribe
has Just departed for their village when a mountain outlaw appears and succeeds in stealing the
blanket, having given the sentinel doctored whiskey.
When the Indians discover this they exile the unfaithful sentinel until he can recover the blanket.
About this time there comes to the mountains a
little family, which is forced into the location on
account of the 111 health of the old father. They
meet the outlaw, who Is stricken 111, and dying,
he presents the sacred blanket to the wife. Later
on, the blanket is seen In her possession by the exiled Indian and he vows to recover it. In his attempt he yields bis life, but the blanket is retained to the tribe through his sacrifice.

MELIES.
JUDGMENT OF THE SEA (Oct. 17).— Captain
Dixon, receiving a message from the custom office
that there is a band of smugglers operating on the
islands off the coast, bids bis wife good-bye and goes
on tbe assignment. At the island wharf he inquires
of an old sailor for the most quiet lodgings in the
place and is led to a hut where lives an elderly
man, supposedly s fisherman, and his pretty daughter, Bess. The old man does not at first want to
admit the stranger, but tbe sight of handsome board
money quickly changes his mind. Bess leads him
to bis room. That night Dixon is still unpacking
when a noise downstairs arouses his suspicions.
He goes down and discovers the old man leaving tbe
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house stealthily with several rough-looking strangers.
He follows them and learns that they are the smugfor whom
sentnurrylng
In quest,back
and toBess'
father glerstbe
leader beof waa
them,
the
house, tbe captain discovers Bess waving a red lantern In the window (the secret danger signal), for
she had heard him depart and suspected bis mission. She bad also learned through a photograph
in his room that be was married. Dixon attempts
to remove tbe light, but is forced by Bess at tbe
point of a revolver to wave it. The smuggler and
Bees' lover, heed the signal, and, returning,
put Dixon out of tbe bouse. Tbe latter, however
has formed a wild desire for Bess and, meeting her
on tbe beach, attempts to force bis love on her.
Falling In this he sends her a note to the purport
that If she does not meet him on the pier at once
be will expose her father. BeBs' love for ber aged
father Is stronger than anything else, so she sadly
decides to sacrifice herself to save his life. She
had not left the house long, however, when her
father and Ned find Dixon's vile note. They hurry
to the pier in time to frustrate the captain's designs, but In the melee, tbe officer falls Into tbe sea.

secures work at Porter's farm, the place under
suspicion. While tolling in tbe field, be is attracted
by Robcdeavors tothe
pretty
win farmer'a
her heart.
She daughter,
soon yieldsand
to enhis
attentions and they pledge eternal love. One day
tbe detective bears talk of a mysterious castle and
investigating
tbe location
coiner's
den. Althoughdiscovers
in love with
tbe girl ofandtbehesitating
to betray her family, Brlggs determines to do bis
duty and reports bis discovery at headquarters. Tbe
den
brotheris raided,
is slain.but In the ensuing struggle Rose's
Five years later, Brlggs and a companion happen
to be bunting in tbe district. Overtaken by darkness, they are forced to ask shelter at a farmhouse,
which, as fate wills It, Is tenanted by Rose and
her newly acquired husband. Rose recognizes
Brlggs and tells her husband, who decides that tbe
two travelers must die. After overpowering them,
the
farmer Looking
commands
to make
sure inoftheBrlggs'
identity.
the Rose
detective
straight
face,
she Is torn between tbe desire for revenge and the
old love; she hesitates, and then simply answers
that she has been mistaken, and tbe lives of tbe
two men are spared.

ECLIPSE.
A ROMAN'S CONVERSION (Oct. 9).— In tbe
days of ancient Rome, ber mighty armies were commanded by leaders brave and powerful, but also
cruel and relentless to the conquered. Titus, one
of these fearless generals, becomes Infatuated with
the beauty of Cecilia, a Christian slave, and endeavors in every way to win her love, but she steadfastly refuses him.
One day, a messenger informs Titus that the
Christians are holding secret meetings, nightly, in the
quarries situated east of the city. In great wrath,
he orders that they be arrested and brought before
him. When they enter his presence, he notices
Cecilia among them, and asks her to renounce her
faith, promising to spare her life. Upon her refusal, he orders them to be cast into a dungeon to
await execution. That night, however, the Roman
general has a terrible dream. In which he sees the
victims put to death by his order, and amongst
them Cecilia. Frantic at what he has done, he
awakes and orders that they again be bought before him. After testing their faith, and devotion
to their belief, he acknowledges that his proud
spirit is not equal to theirs, and is converted. He
then orders their release and they depart rejoicing.
THROUGH
are taken on
located in the
able to
rural
life.gain

DERBYSHIRE DALES (Oct.
a trip through this delightful
central part of England, and
many impressions of typical

9).— We
country,
are thus
English

CINES.
THE WONDER POWDERS (Oct. 8).— Alas! Leah
Is lazy. One day, her father sees a traveling quack
selling a wonderful powder guaranteed to put energy
into a log of wood. He buys a package, and goes
off confident that at last be has something to rouse
his daughter. Unfortunately, however, Leah sees
him make tbe purchase, and also buys a powder
that has the contrary effect. Upon reaching home
the clever girl manages to get possession of her
father's purchase, and places the contents in the
cups of ber father and mother.
The tea is poured and the innocent victims are
soon rushing about in an extraordinary manner.
At last Leah takes pity upon them and administers
a dose of the other powder which causes them to
sink down exhausted. It is sad to relate that
Leah is still lazy, but her parents let her entirely
alone.
ARTISTIC GLASS WORK (Oct. 8).— The process
of glass blowing is always very Interesting and
instructive to witness. In the film we are shown
expert workmen making some of the most delicate
and beautiful designs In vases, dishes, and ornaments of ail kinds.
A GLIMPSE OF SICILY (Oct. 8).— A beautiful
travelogue subject spreading before us some of the
desllghtful mountain scenery of Sicily. We are
taken on a trip up Mount Pellegrlno from where
'we
are city
able of
to Paleimo
get many and
entrancing
of the
the bay. panoramic views
TRAILING THE COUNTERFEITERS (Oct. 12).
— Informed that a gang of counterfeiters is operating in the neighborhood, Detective Brlggs starts
out to Investigate.
Disguised as a farmhand,
he

SELIG.
HOW THE CAUSE WAS WON (Oct. 7).— Major
Clarke is the president of a large steel works. His
son, Tom, returns from college with ideas of leisure
which do not coincide with the hardworking "governor," and the "governor" tells Tom that be must
get out and hustle for himself. Tom, who Is not
really a bad fellow at all, has heard much of the
hardships of employees in the steel works. He
conceals his identity and becomes a steel worker.
While here, Tom becomes engaged to Mabel, the
daughter of "Old Man" Moody, a Civil War veteran, and one of the oldest employees of the works.
This transpires Just at the time that the steel
workers plan a strike on .account of a notice of
reduction of wages, signed by Major Clarke. Mabel
learns of Tom's Identity, and, believing blm a spy,
working
in the interests of bis father, denounces
him.
At this Juncture a vote Is called for to decide
whether the men shall strike or not. There is considerable dissension in the ranks of the workers
themselves, and half hold out against the strike.
Tom Clarke casts the deciding vote in favor of the
strike,
are real.as he believes that the workers' grievances
The strikers are meeting around a stand erected
for their speakers, when Major Clarke pushes his
way through the hostile throng to demand a bearing
of the employer's side of the case. The strikers
start
against
whenbis"Old
Moodya demonstration
recognizes Clarke
as him,
one of
old Man"
Civil
War regimental mates. Moody Jumps up and quiets
tbe strikers. The appeal to the Americanism of all
present Js so strong that the turbulent men become
friendly and the "Big Boss" signs an agreement
granting all they ask.
Tom and Mabel are, of course, reconciled, and tbe
"governor" is convinced that his son Is the "real
A MOTORCYCLE ADVENTURE (Oct. 8).— Dave
Martin, who has lately become a motorcycle enthusiast, leaves his Denver home on his machine
for
a visit with his uncle and cousin who lire in the
thing."
Rockies. His uncle, William Martin, leaves his
daughter, Lillian, at the mountain cabin, while he
goes to bait his bear trap. While tramping through
the woods he accidently falls Into an old abandoned
mine and is unable to get out again. A half-breed,
in the meantime has stopped at the cabin door, and
after sults
begging
drink the
of water
he inher. Shea slams
door infrom
his Lillian,
face. Out
of
fear for her father, who he expects to return at
any moment, the half-breed postpones his revenge
until later. He finds tbe bat and gun of Martin
and discovers his accident. With the knowledge
that the old man is safely out of the way, he returns to the cabin and induces Lillian to go with
him up Into the mountains, on the explanation that
she will see her father. After be has her In his
possession be sgaln attempts bis assaults, bnt his
career as a bad man is short-lived. The unexpected entrnce of Dave at tbe cabin and his failure
to find his relatives there, starts that young man
upon a tour of investigation. After a most thrilling ride on his motorcycle along the sky-line drive
and an exchange of bullets he manages to recover
his cousin without Injury to her. Soon afterward
he discovers his uncle, and the little family are
once more reunited.
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FILMS
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"The Beating He Needed"
OCTOBER

7

An amusing story of an effeminate college boy who
was sent West to make a man of him. The plan failed
until his father gave him the^beating he needed.
I!

DPeidlreom'msa
OCTOBER

7

A clever icomedy of
Spanish Life, involving
an elopement. Papa
tries to prevent it and
folio w^s the wrong
couple, with comical
results. I

[150 E. 14th Street, New York City
COMPANY
6o WalllStreet
Sole Agents for U. S« and Canada_

FILM
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MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION,

An Indian Legend
Released Wednesday,

October 9
A beautifully photographed
subject, showing an Indian
legend in which the son of
an Indian agent carries on a

Motion P*^

courtship of a beautiful Indian girl. Later he transfers
his affections, and

the grief

of the Indian girl over his marriage to her white rival
leads the Indians to attack the whites, and wonderful
scenes of battle are shown.

The Indian girl's brother

kills the'man, and the Indian girl ends her life in the
water. Every day her spirit comes forth from the lake
and she^ weeps and wails, then disappears.

"AN
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A Stirring Western

Wednesday, October 9.
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7o EDITH PLAYED JUDGE AND JURY
WHEN
(Oct. •).— When Edith's mother died her mint and
uncle living on the Wyoming range, Invited her to
live wnii tin-in Boon aftei her arrival she rode out
alone and, becoming bewildered by the vaat rolling
expanse of country, became lort. To her delight,
und a small cabin and ■ man, whose gentlehi
with
manly mannera contraated itraagely
He gravely offered to sit- her hi
rounding*.
on her arrival under iii- escort, she was even more
rormallty with which Hi
■nrprised al
In each other grew, and
Their Internet
received
found it
her aunt Snally
that
he called so often
"'• IIorwas
i"thai
tell her
it.
with
him
taxed
sinheart-broken
riiiid mid
hcrmitalmost
reserved,
quiet,
the
last,
Now at
his
of
suspicion
and
coldness
the
llke man realized
treatment and told bet the story of bow, when a
student at Harvard a girl bad jilted him and be
came West to forget. How in a Navajo village, a
man bad cruelly beaten and lamed 'lis daughter, and
he had bought her. How she had been with him
ever since, the only one in whom be bad found
truth and fidelity. At the end he said, "Now you
your verdict .' '
are my Judge and Jury. What Is
she
was "Not Guilty." and saw
Of course ber verdict her
suspicions when she
realized the folly of
form
bent
and
maimed
terribly
the sweet face, but
of the little squaw.
InEUCHRED (Oct. 10). — Tom Saunders, of sthefrom
ternal Revenue Service, acting on Instruction
headquarters, is endeavoring to locate a band of
smugglers on a Pacific Coast Island. He is attracted bv the suspicious actions of a party of fishermen beaded by old Joe Devonne, but is unable
to obtain actual proof of their guilt. He meets the
old man's daughter, and for business purposes,
makes love to ber. By a trick be learns through
her, of the biding place of the smugglers and tbeir
hoard, and tackles the men single-banded. He is
is
overpowered in B struggle in which the old man
shot In the arm. He is bound and taken aboard
their sloop, and the supposition is that they will
make short work of the spy. The girl, to whom
the love-making has been a very serious matter,
struggles between love for the man and filial duty
and fears for his life. She swims out to the yawl
and releases Tom. Tom, released, still lias bis duty
to perform and tracks the old man to bis shack,
discovers him hiding under a stack of nets and is
about to make the arrest when the girl turns the
manner.
surprising
tables on hftn in a most
AN INTERNATIONAL ROMANCE
(Oct. ID —
The little town of I'loissongcn, in far off Germany, is
International
"The
for
chosen
locale
pleasant
the
Romance." The month is July. Fatigued by their
long tramp through the woods, Fritz and his party
Hiioti'n
Wal'l
at "Zur
pause
friends
of hunter
a typical mountain inn.
The Inn is conducted bj
Gottfriend who is the father of Lena. And Lena
Is the prepossessing sweetheart of Fritz. While
Lena goes for refreshing steins of beer, her rival.
"Tony," enters the room and coaxes Fritz to give
her a sprig of Edelweiss Which he is wearing in his
coat lapel. Unfortunately for Lena's peace of
mind, she turns just In time to witness Fritz's unconscious deceit. "Tony" escapes wltfi the coveted
flower. While Lena is left in tears. Soon afterward
a party of rich American tourists stop at the inn
for luncheon. Billy West, a handsome young fellow in the party Immediately becomes captivated
with Lena, and she. in a spirit of revenge, dirts
openly with him. Fritz is Immediately consumed
with an ungovernable passion and decides to have
It out with the young American. He does so, much
to the amazement and chagrin of the young American. When he understands t lie true BtatUS Ol a!
fairs, however,
he effects a reconciliation
between
the estranged
levers
and everything
is oner
In keeping with the tranquil peaebfulness of the
locality.

VITAGRAPH.
THE

GODMOTHER (Oct. 8).— Everything is arranged by DiCB and his college chums to have
their sweethearts from the city, with their chapeione, visit them to spend the day. At the 1 1 tli hour.
the boys receive a telephone message from the
girls Informing them that their chaperone has disappointed them, and they will not be able to come.
The boys are disconsolate. While they are deploring the matter, their tailor, the ninth part of a
man, enters. Struck with a sudden idea, they
seize llini and compel him tO impersonate Kick's
godmother. His protests are useless. Dick calls
up
the
girls
and
tells
them
his godmother
has
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the party and they
wlil.-h
dinner rascals
to the young
propriety,
perfect
[til
The
them.
they have prepared for
then Instinct the tailor to pretend lie is deaf and
dumb. The girls come at tin- expected hour, but
they see hick's funny
are very much surprised when
people
In order to give the young
lltle godmother.
:e to enjoy themselves,
the godmother begs
,,, De
Dl a few minutes.
The tailor goes
into nick's bedroom, takes off bli
filling
eaa with pillows, making a dummy
which be
D the ted.
lie then hides and waits results.
The girls grow
impatient
when
the godmother does
mi and thej all go to look for her.
Entering
Dick's
room,
they see ber. as they think,
sitting
,,,, the bed. On nearing the dummy, the girls discover the boya' deception and Indignantly leave
them and start for home. At the railroad station,
the girls begin to grasp the humor of the whole
affair, their hearts soften and they phone the boys
their forgiveness.
kindly consented

to chaperone

WHEN PERSISTENCY AND OBSTINACY MEET
(Oct. 9). — Henry Ford deeply loves Dorothy Ellis.
but be cannot abide ber poodle dog. She resents
ids reflections upon her pet. They quarrel and
Henry in a "peeve" leaves. Later, he repents his
hasty action and telephones Dorothy, who refuses
to answer the 'phone, telling her maid to do so.
This is a complete setback to Henry, but he still
persists, writing her a letter which she returns to
him unanswered. He is not discouraged. He sees
bis sweetheart in a millinery store making a purchase, which is later delivered to her home by the
expressman. Henry follows the man and induces
him to exchange costumes with blm and allow him
to deliver the package. He is admitted to Doroi his home. At first she docs not recognize him in
his disguise, but when she docs, she treats him as
she would any common carrier. He Is repulsed.
He keeps at it: this time following her to the
theater, masquerading as a woman. No use, she
Will have nothing to do with him. He tries again,
attending a reception to which be and Dorothy have
been invited. She arrives at the place d'affalr in
her limousine, and be in his conveyance, at the
same time. After the reception, lie tries to attract
Dorothy's attention and secure a dance with her,
but she obstinately resists him. He determines
upon a coup, lie gives the attendant who announces
the conveyances at the door, his limousine check
Col Dorothy's, which he found on the sidewalk.
Both their vehicles are alike. Henry gets in his
machine and hides under the lap robes. When
Dorothy comes out of the mansion to return home.
she enters his machine, supposing it to be her own.
After they have proceed some distance. Henry bobs
out from under the robes and reveals himself. Dorothy at lirst will not listen to his overtures for forgiveness, but finally she weakens and cannot help
but acknowledge bis persistency as proof positive
of his linn and lasting love for her.
AS FATE WOULD HAVE IT (Oct. 10).— While
working his way through college, George Reynolds
meets Edith Pond. Their acquaintance ripens into
love. At the end of his college days. George returns home, with a promise from Edith that she will
marry
blm.
Shortly after their parting. Edith's father is taken
suddenly
sick
and
on
bis death-bed,
he implores
Edith t
any Ralph Leslie.
To please her father,
she consents. She writes George, telling him of
her engagement and asking him to forgive and forget her. Heart broken, be suddenly makes' up bis
mind to leave his home town and establish himself
in a large city, where he will be forgotten and
engrossed With his profession. Just after he leaves
home, a telegram comes from Edith, in which she
states that he lias broken her engagement with
Leslie
and
requesting
George
to come
to ber at
oi
His parents, not knowing where be has gone.
put the telegram aside until his return, which is
live years later. His father and mother have almost
given him up as dead. They are overjoyed to see
him again, and to learn that he Is a successful
and prominent lawyer, In the metropolis. When bis
father hands him the telegram, which has been
awaiting him, George loses no time in calling upon
Edith. Imagine his surprise and delight In finding
ing. unmarried, like himself, still awaiting bis comher
HER FATHER'S HAT (Oct. 11).— .lust In time
to catch the train and Intent upon the fulfilment of
a business engagement. Harry Smith seats himself
and places his hat on the seat beside him. A
stout lady enters the car and sits directly down
upon his hat. She apologizes and gives Harry ber
card. She lives in the very city where be is
She tells him to buy himself
a new
hat and send

the bill to her.

Reaching

his destination, be enters

a restaurant
etning to eat, and
ing his hill, finds he has but 25 cents left
-laits and writes a note to
asking
her not
to lend
him $"■ 00Her
to gel
a new
Stone iv
at home.
daughter

after payHe Is in
Mrs. stone
hat.
opens Mrs.
the

not'-, takes sn Old high hat of ber father's and dee finds blm a very agreeable
fellow and invites him home, where be <»u wait for
her mother's return.
Harry feels that the bat which
is alle for hiui. looks diagracefad
and suggests
thai she walk
In front of blm as be
lb to make
her look ridiculous.
On the
way
Harry
is arrested.
Ab she Is entering
ber
house,
her father and mother come along in a earShe tells them of ber experience.
They
go ill search
of Harry
and find him at the
Station
House.
Mr. BtonC scores ins release. Harry
learns that Mr. Stone Is a member of the very firm

be came to the city to do business with,

H<

vited liome by Mr. and Mrs. Stone and placed in a
seat In tbeir carriage beside their daughter, very
much to bis delight. She grabs her father's hat
from Harry's hand and slams It on his bead. This
creates considerable merriment and when tbey reach
the Stone
is happy
and all are
the
best ofresidence
friends. everybody
MAMMOTH LIFE-SAVERS (Oct. 11).— The cirens
is in town and the keepers of the elephants decide
to take their charges to Coney Island and give them
a bath. They enter the water and some very ui<-«
and fastidious ladies complain to the officers In
charge of the beach that the elephants are interfer
ing with their baths and |>olluting the waters. One
fussy old girl is particularly emphatic In ber denunciation of the beasts. The circus men are Jnst
withdrawing With their elephants when a scream
of distress Is beard from the water. The fussy
old girl, who goes out beyond her depth, Is seized
with the cramps. She cries for help. The elephants immediately conn- to her rescue and one of
them saves her from a watery grave, thus returning
good for evil and heaping coals of fire upon her
bead.
WHEN CALIFORNIA WAS YOUNG (Oct. 12).—
In days of old. when California was young, it was
rife with Spanish chivalry and romance. No story
more beautiful and pathetic has ever been known
or conceived than the love of Roslta PerOBO and
.lose Martina. Rosita and Jose are of the peasantry.
poor and happy. The youth loves the girl most
dearly. She is beautiful and does not escape the
notice of the knights of the Spanish nobility, wbo
would fain make love to her. One. Don Sylvia, of
the Spanish Guards, passing through California,
charmed by Rositas beauty, makes love to ber,
hastily proposes and seals their betrothal with one
of his Jeweled decorations. Jose, wbo has heard of
Don Sylvia, and marks his attention to Rosita. jealousy warns her against him and angrily takes the
Jewel from ber and throws it away. The girl tells
her -parents of her promise to marry Don and they
arc pleased, giving no heed to Jose, when he tells
them that t lie Don is a profligate and libertine.
They are so elated with Hie match they drive Jose
from their presence and tell blm he must not see
their daughter again. She is to uiary a grand gentleman.
In despair and broken hearted. Jose makes bis
way to the neighboring monastery and take^ the
vow and becomes a member of the order of ascetics.
Itosita marries Don Sylvia and from that time he
Shows himself iii his true colors. Through an Insult to the Spanish governor? he loses bis position
uiauder of the Guard, throw himself recklessly into dissipation, abuses his wit,, and. while in
a beastly state of intoxication and a tit of rage
lead from heart failure. Rosita flees to the
monastery ami falls exhausted in the presence of
godly inoiik^. who administer to her a- she
i way. Jose, now- Brother Joseph, is a silent
witness of the sad ending of the woman, whom be
would
have given
his life to protect
and care for.
Jose, instructed by the abbe, sorrowfully ami
prayerfully tolls the monastery bell, sounding the
death knell of a departed son! entering the realms
of eternal ; ■

EDISON.
A CURABLE DISEASE (Oct. 7).— This story deals
with the 'White Plague," showing the conditions
that arise in the life of a young linotyper, who
contracts tuberculosis, while working on a New
York daily. We are shown bis deep love for a young
girl and eventually his engagement and preparations
for marriage. All goes merry as a marriage lieil
until within
few days of his wedding when he bears
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from72the doctor that he has become a victim of this
dread disease. He staggers blindly to the home of
his fiancee aud there Is eDacted that pitiable scene
where two young lives stand upon the brink of separation, forced apart by the cruel hands of the disease. Fond eyes look Into eyes for the last time
perhaps, aud dear band) Clasp dear bands and the
victim goes pathetically to his little hall bedroom to
16 black future with only one gleam of hope —
the Union Printers' Home,
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Me travel* westward and arrives at the Institution
founded for these sad victims of whom he has become
one. After a careful examination by the physician
he Is Introduced to his nurse and assigned to bis
tent. The strong willing bands of the hospital
nurse slowly but surely push back the Impending
doom and bring blm back from the edge of the grave
Into the bright future of happy, healthy life.
During these hours of patient watching something
■teals in unexpectedly and that something is the
love of a woman for a man. But the sad part of 11
all is that the eyes of the man never see the beauty
of the woman who saves his life, but look far from
the gray mountains towards the East, where waits
and watches the woman he loves and longs to marry.
The nobility of the woman who saved bis life Is
brought forth when sbe learns of the dear one far
away, writes to her and bids her come and claim
the man who loves her. And when the victim, no
longer a victim, steps forth Into the world again,
be Is clasped In the arms of the woman he loves.
UNDER FALSE COLORS (Oct. 8).— Mrs. Goodwin
bad nothing but money and social aspirations. Sbe
wanter her daughter, Marcla to marry a nobleman. Marcla coldly refused Jack Brookfleld, who la
only a rich man. Brookfleld, humiliated, determines
to be avenged. The same evening, strolling home
through the park, he chances to prevent a young
man from committing suicide. The man, Vonberg,
Is a young German of refined appearance, completely
discouraged and out of employment. Brookfleld
takes him to his apartment, where he makes this
proposal: Vonberg is to pose as a German count
and become engaged to Marcla Goodwin. He, Brookfleld, will then expose Vonberg and Marcia, he believes, In her humiliation, will return to him.
Vonberg signs a written agreement to do all tbla
for Ave thousand dollars.
Affairs progress until the unexpected happens.
Vonberg forgets to pretend and really falls in love
"with Marcla, and sbe, forgetting not to be sentimental, fallsItself
in love
him.Brookfleld
Vonberg'sthat
honor
now asserts
and with
be tells
he
cannot keep up the deception. Brookfleld Insists.
Vonberg is compelled to go on. He proposes to
Marcla and Is accepted. Now Brookfleld gives the
atory of the lmposter count to the newspapers.
That afternoon, and before the newspapers are out,
Vonberg comes to take Marcia out automobiling.
She suddenly gets an idea and naively suggests that
It would be a nice car to elope In. Vonberg la
tempted. Why not? He at least really lovea
Marcia, while Brookfield's only object in marrying
her is revenge. This last thought determines him
and they motor quietly to a country church and are
married.
They return to Mama's home only to be confronted by her parents, who point to the newspaper.
Vonberg humbly admits bis guilt and Brookfleld
auggests that it might be worse. Marcia silently
holds out her wedding ring. Brookfleld is b» tiled,
perplexed and furious. Marcia's father bids Vonberg to go. He starts, then stops and pours forth
the whole miserable story about his poverty, how
Brookfleld tempted him, his love, his weakness and
then ceasing, he turns to go, but Marcla stops 'him
and turning on her parents, denounces them for
bringing her up to satisfy their own selfish ambitions for which they are now paying the price.
Tbey are awvd and cowered by the strength and
truth of her denunciation and Marcla seemingly
possessed of a new strength, yearningly holds out
her arms to the one being who ever really loved her.
UNCLE MUN AND THE MINISTER (Oct. 9).—
The story begins in Mr. Nankivcl's country studio
where he and little Dot are sojourning during the
warm spell and incidentally doing some trick drawing for the edification of a country friend. Unable
to secure the services of a medel, be makes himself up to represent that eccentric and funny individual known as Uncle Mun and standing before
a large mirror he draws his life-sized reflection.
While thus engaged, the village minister enters and
excitingly describes the capsizing of a canoe on
the lake, precipitating a young man and bis sweetheart, the minister's daughter, to the bottom.
Uncle Mun new rushes to the rescue with a goodly
number of villagers following In bis wake. Arriving at the lake-side, he discovers, by the aid of a
tented at the bottom of the lake.
This discovery
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causes no end of excitement among the villagers,
who are at a loss to know how to bring the young
couple back among them, until Uncle Mun strikes
the brilliant idea of demolishing the dam with tbe
wonderful
spy-glass,
aid
of a huge
cannon. tbe young couple, quite con-

after some spectacular diving.

Tcrre Haute, Ind.— Former Vice-President Fairof a tablet commembanks speaks at the unveiling
Indians at Old Fort
Harrison, oratinginthe battle
181 LV with tbe

After firing Into the dam we see the water rush
out with great force until the lake is drained. The
young couple are now seen on the muddy bottom
of the lake making their way towards the bank,
wading through mud knee-deep. They are soon in
the embrace of their friends and are married there
and then by the minister, while Uncle Mun Is pronounced the hero of tbe hour and carried home on
tbe shoulders of the villagers.
THE CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE (Oct.
11). — There are eighteen short minutes in the
history of Great Britain that will live as long as
the war drum is sounded and the shrill trumpet
calls to arms. These historical moments are recorded in the annals of time on October 25th, In
the
year
1854,field
at tbe
of ten where
o'clock, England
on the
blood-stained
of hour
Balaklava,
strewed for over a mile the life-blood of heroes.
Over four hundred soldiers gave up their lives to
tbe everlasting
andwithin
honor this
of England's
tary discipline, glory
and all
short spacemiliof
time. Think of them, wonder at them, honor tbem,
all you who love the heroic and brave, for it was
only eighteen minutes from tbe moment Lord Cardigan gave the command, "Forward the Light
Brigade," and the brilliant band of England's best
blood made their never-to-be-forgotten cbarge, and
then this torn, bloody, battle-stained, broken and
shattered
of England's
came
back regiment,
from the the
valleypride
of death.
All thatarmy,
was
left of tbe six hundred, only one hundred and
ninety-nine answered
the roll call.
A FRESH AIR ROMANCE (Oct. 12).— There are
few of us who cannot remember the time our old
"family doctor," gray whiskered and spectacled,
came gravely Into the room, looked at our tongues,
felt our pulses, gave us eight grains of quinineadmonished our mothers to keep tbe doors and
wlndowB closed. This film tells the story of one
of these hard-headed old doctors — grown old In
his native village — snug and content with his
methods, refusing to accept the new and better
theories; bis patients believing in bim only because
he has gotten to be a habit.
Old Dr. Fogg takes his son into partnership In
his practice. The young doctor Is of the new school
and tries bard to teach his father the value of later
day methods, but without avail. While he is out
on a call one of the doctor's patients has a relapse and the son answers the call. He sees at
once the error in his father's treatment, and immediately throws open the windows, discards the oldfashioned nauseous doses and replaces tbem with a
light tonic. The patient, a pretty girl, takes on the
young doctor's cheerfulness at once and begins to
recover.

firemen's boae contest is
J. — The
Park,
wonAsbury
by tbe
fire N.laddies
from West End, making a
mile run and connecting bose to hydrant In
47
2-5 seconds.
quarter
New York, N. Y.— Murray scores In tbe seventh
Inning of tbe second game between the Giants and
New York, 7: Brooklyn, 2.
Score:
the Dodgers.

A plan is laid to save the old doctor's feelings
and
tbe same
time takeHis advantage
son's
more ateffective
treatment.
medicines ofarebis
brought
and the windows closed during his visits — only to
be changed again at his departure. The patient
waxes strong and a love story is developed between her and the young doctor. In a pathetic scene
tbe old doctor is told of the subterfuge, but Is
broad enough to see the error of the old way and
the story ends with his quiet retirement, leaving
the practice in bis son's hands.

THE HORSE THIEVES (Oct. 10). — Two men who
steal a rancher's horse, sell the animal to Black
Hawk. The original owner of the horse notifies
Captain Brandon, in charge of the government troops,
of the theft, and a squad Is sent out to find tbe
thief. Of course, they find the animal In Black
Hawk's possession, and bis vow that he purchased
it is not believed. Tbey take blm to the barracks,
where he is imprisoned to await trial. Black
Hawk's tribe Is determined to be revenged for the
outrage against one of their warriors, and they
kidnap Captain
Brandon's
girl ofout
nineteen. Tbe wbole
garrisondaughter,
Is then aturned
to
rescue the girl, which they do after a bitter fight.
When she learns the reason why the redmen carried
• horse.
her away she clears Black Hawk with the Information that sbe was a witness to the theft of tbe

PATHE.
PATHE'S WEEKLY No. 39—1912 (Sept. 23).—
Hot Springs, Wash. — Three trainmen are killed and
several other persons Injured when a Nothern Pacific passenger train collides with an East bound
freight.
London, England — Bonar Law speaks to 20,000
Unionists at Blenheim Park.
Fern Glen, Mo. — The locomotive of a Missouri
Pacific passenger train traveling at 70 miles an
hour leaves the rails and wrecks tbe train, killing
two trainmen.
Epernay, France — Several of the principal buildings of the famous Mercier champagne industry are
destroyed by fire.
Three people are killed.
Los Angeles, Cal. — Clarence Darrow, counsel for
the defense in tbe McNamara trials and famous
labor leader, addresses the crowds after the Labor
DayAtlantic
parade. City, N. J. — Governor Woodrow Wilson
reviews tbe Spanish War Veterans In reunion.
1. General Nelson A. Miles.
New York, N. Y. — In the Hudson River Yacht
Club Water Carnival Miss Ida Schnall wins a medal

PATHE'S WEEKLY No. 40—1912 (Sept. 30).—
London, England— General William Booth, the
founder of the Salvation Army, is buried in Abney
Park Cemetery, while 0,000 people of all creeds
cortege In respectful tribute to the man
thework.
join his
and

Y. — A tornado tears through this secSyracuse,
tion of the N.
country doing considerable damage.
London, England— Bonar Law speaks to 20,000
Unionists at Blenheim Park.
Fern Glen, Mo. — Tbe locomotive of a Missouri
Pacific passenger train traveling at 70 miles an
hour, leaves the rails and wrecks tbe train, killing
two trainmen.
Coney Island, N. Y. — The Mardl Gras parade la
gorgeous coats and many maskers In fanmade up
tasticofcostumes.
Muskogee,
rade In this Okla.
city. — The Woodmen

of tbe World pa-

"Persteamship
iron sinks,
The and
College
strikes on N.
seus," Point,
someY.—rocks
after being
docked at Astoria.
Los Angeles, Cal. — The National Encampment of
the Grand
Army of the Republic takes place In
this
city.
New York, N. Y. — The Giants and the Cubs supScore: ply some
New exciting
York, 3;moments
Chicago, at 5. tbe Polo Grounds.
Paris, France — The newest fall fashions are in
evidence at the Longcbamps race course.
PASSING GYPSIES (Oct. 9).— Wild though her
life may be, a gypsy girl baa the seed of mother love
In her heart. This la proven by the case of Mariola.
who refuses to marry one of her tribesmen, because
she Is in love with a young farmer. The farmer
is already married, but that makes no difference
to Mariola, and, nslng all the wiles of her romantic nature, she soon leads him to urge an elopement.
The following day, on her way to meet him, a babe
crosses her path. She pauses and her heart melts
as she watches his tiny hands clutching at tbe air.
Taking
bim In the
her man
arms with
she walks
until she meets
whom on
shewith
Is tohimelope.
Tbe .baby sbe holds Is bis son and when the farmer
sees bim
pale. Mariola
realizes
the situation and he
her grows
determination
to have
tbe father
for
a lover fades instantly. Sbe sends tbe father back
to bis wife with tbe baby in bis arms.

NAUGHTY MARIETTA (Oct. 12).— Marietta, out
for a lark, masquerades as a chauffeur, and. In ber
father's automobile, she drives to one of the principal avenues in town, banging a sign on tbe machine reading:
young man
appeara
and asks
to be "For
drivenHire."
to the Arailroad
station.
On
the road the Inexperienced chauffeur upsets a cart
and
tbe todamage.
Marietta's
fathertbeby passenger
this time pays
is ready
take a spin
In his
car and Is astounded when he cannot find tbe machine. Athat
motorcycle
policeman
called After
and In-a
formed
a thief has
been at Iswork.
brief search the officer discovers the car, but when
he orders the driver to bait tbe car shoots ahead
at terrific speed and the chase Is on. Luck is with
the
law. however, and the machine Is brought to a
'atber.
standstill. The policeman escorts the chauffeur
(and tbe
passenger),
to tbe tbe
girl's
When
Marietta
removes back
ber goggles
Joke fatber.
la on
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BLANCHE WALSH
RESURRECTION
IN

AM GETTING BOOKINGS
CANAN, INDIANA.

FASTER

THAN

I CAN

SEND

THEM

CONTRACTS

AND

PAPER.— R. H.

HAVE PLAYED TO THREE THOUSAND DOLLARS IN NINE DAYS AT MAJESTIC IN DETROIT.—
T. A. MILLER,
MICHIGAN.
THE PICTURES HAVE MET WITH COMPLETE AND UNALLOYABLE SUCCESS WHEREVER WE
HAVE

SHOWN

THEM.— PEOPLE'S

AMUSEMENT

CO., OREGON.

Can you afford to miss this opportunity to get the only real feature on the market?
SOME TERRITORY OPEN.
Illinois, Missouri, New York, Iowa, Minnesota
Louisiana, Arkansas, Georgia, Canada and Mexico.
WIRE, OF COURSE

MASKO

FILM COMPANY

145 West 45th Street
We buy, sell and exchange secondband FILMS and MOVING PIC•
TURE MACHINES.

WESTERN

FILM

|538 S. Dearborn St.,

NEW YORK
CLEAMNG

BROKERS
Chicago, 111.

DIRECT
TO YOU
Soap, Metal Polish, Theatre
Spray, Sweeping
Compound,
Y-Brush
Varnish.
Write today for Special Prices.
CENTRAL PETROLEUM
CO., CLEVELAND,
0.

<SE2y
stock
1^\M Advertising

High-class Work, Quickest Delivery, Original Stock
Slides Always on Hand.
Write for Our Prices.
THE
GRANT
CARDER
SLIDE
CO.,
512-13 Merchants'
Trust Bldg., Portland, Oregon

EXHIBITORS, ATTENTION I
Have Opened First Class Exchange, Handling th«

Best

Feature

Film

Repairs

Productions

Write, Wire or Phone for List and Opon
Dates on Large Growing List.
J. E. MOYER FEATURE FILM CO.,
420 Heed Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
Branch Office: Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Phone— BdtL

The most modern shop and best picture machine
repair men In the country guarantee you promptest
servicechinesand
complete
bought and
sold. satisfaction. Second-hand ma-

Obtainable.

—

Silver Your Curtain with Silverit

With SILVERIT it is possible to make the greatest
projecting surface known. It gives depth and richness
to the picture.
NOW LISTEN :
THE
MOTION
PICTURE
ACCESSORIES
CO.,
Manufacturers and Dealers, Improved Specialties.
23 Stevenson Bldg.,
Pittsburgh, Pa., Sept. 4. 1912.
Mr. A. G. Thomas, 1705 Fairacres Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Dear Sir: — We have shipped the last of your recent shipment of Silverit today, and ask that you rush the enclosed
order including a liberal supply of samples. For your Information, I will say that we are continually receiving expressions
of satisfaction from our customers. Many of them were doubtful,
when first approached, whether a product so cheap and so easily
applied could be so efficient, and afterwards expressed great
surprise.
This makes your product an excellent seller. Each customer Is a booster and each can sold brings several more
customers.
Yours truly,
A. E. IRONS, Sales Manager.

One pound covers a curtain 9 x 12.
i-lb. can, $3.00.
2-lb. can, $5.00.
A G. THOMAS, 1705 Fairacres 1Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

SLIDES

Commercial
Announcement

SUPPLIES

Full Line ol Supplies

Selling agents for all makes of machines.

Chicago Moving Picture Supply Co. ,07 ^icaco.'"!^*

Michigan Exhibitors, Attention?
We
have
Michigan

just purchased
for the TWO

DEADWOOD
HERO

THE

exclusive State Rights of
GREAT
PRODUCTIONS:

DICK

OF BLACK
AND
LAST STAND

HILLS,
OF

DALTON
AT

COFFEYVILLE,
THREE

REELS

BOYS
KANSAS.
EACH

Write or wire for bookings.
Don't let your competitors get these two big moneyMICHIGAN

FILM

COMPANY,
getters.

Chesaning,

Mich.
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Tom encounter! a railroad man. to whom Kitty
has shown the picture and learns her address. He
proceeds to the house. I, nt is driven away by the
cook, who believes him to be a prowling tramp.
In the meantime Kitty comes to her room and Is
aiiont to place the picture under a sofa pillow. The
sun plays upon ihe brilliants which bedeck the
small frame and the dashes of lij-'lit attract Tom,
Who stands in the roadway. Tom climbs up the
porch and reaches through the window to securS
his keepsake Kitty Is taken by surprise aDd not
Who the intruder
Is, she bite! the arm as It
comes through the window and Tom hastens awiy.
Tom hides in i box car overnight, and next
morning Kitty toils her sweetheart, a conductor.
of the strange appearance ol a robber. Later the
conductor
discovers
attending
bis arm SUS
an*"
knows that
he is Tom
the man.
Tomto hecomes

AMONGST
MANY LOVES (Oct. B).— Wlffles, the
noted comedian, ii employed h bookkeeper in a
milliner; shop owned by t ii« ■ Fright Bisters.
He
utely (alia In love with all t he pretty girls
in (in- ahop, bnt, alaa, be Is peatered almost to
deatb bj his two female employers, botb of wbom
idlj in l"v<- with blm, ami his efforts to avoid
their attentions make this tlini a real comedy.
THE
TRIANONS— VERSAILLES,
FRANCE
(Oct.
8 — ' Colored). — Beantlfnlly colored views of the
little palace bo which the famous Marie Antoinette
her home.
HIS COUNTRY BEFORE ALL (Oct. 11).— A]
tbongh representatives of a foreign power offer
Arthur Herberl Bto times more tor his invention
than his own government will give, he refuses the
better offer,
rhe father of the girl be loves has
• > n acting
as
the
foreign
government's
agent
and
the
younj.'
fellow's
patriotism
so
impresses
iin that he gives
liis consent
to bis daughter's
marrying
Herbert.

and flee*. There Is a spirited chase ll
Tom lowers blmseli from a high bridge b>
of a rope. One gripping scene follows sn
other
and
when
EClttJ
the
fugitive
SS
the man who rescued her. 1 novel climax is reached.
THE REDSKIN RAIDERS Oct. 12.— Dan and
Im~ wife, with a small company of pioneers, Journey over the western prairie searching for a new
home. Their approach is discovered by Lugo, an
Indian, who advises Anapa, chief of the Poncas,
and the tribe prepares to drive the settlers from
the hunting
grounds.
The pioneer- establish a camp, and. holding a
short council, the men go on an exploring expedition along the brook. Shortly after the departure
of Dan and his companions the Indians appear. Ret
which

KALEM.
WHEN
YOUTH
MEETS YOUTH
(Oct. 7).—
Will, tin- foreman of a stone quarry, loses his beari
i" Olga. The bappj man Introduces his sweetheart
to his brother, Bernard, and the inevitable happens.
Bernard is younger and therefore more attractive
to Olga, who soon forgets the older brother. The
two brothers, who have lived happily together for
many years, now separate. A terrible revenge occurs to Will. As foreman, he orders Bernard to
take a position directly over a section of the
quarry which is to be blasted.
The tie of blood cries out to Will and before the
explosion can take place he rushes to his brother's
side and tears Bernard from his precarious position.
But he Is obliged to sacrifice himself and he is
instantly covered by an avalanche of rocks. The
workmen, seeing the incident from afar, hasten to
Will's aid and finally extricate him. He is tenderly carried to the cottage and a doctor is summoned. Will's last hour comes and, calling Olga
and Bernard to his bedside, be bids them a last
farewell.
THE BELLE OF THE BEACH (Oct. 9).— Lizzie
Mooney, who presides at the underwear counter in
a department store, secures a week's vacation. Determined to make an impression at a seaside resort, she borrows the finery of a friend and pre:
pares to take the place by storm. To ber chagrin
she discovers that there is but one eligible man
to the resort, Claud, who is adored by all of the
girls.
Lizzie resorts to strategy and induces the editor
of the local paper to insert an item to the effect
that Miss Edith Krocker, heiress to the Krocker
millions, is spending a week at the Seashore Hotel,
incognito. Then, with the assistance of the porter,
she creates the impression that she is Miss Krocker.
The gnlHble Claud finds himself in the midst of
a violent love affair with the supposed heiress and
pledges of constancy are exchanged by the "sad sea
waves." Flowever, the time for parting arrives and
Lizzie hastens back to the underwear counter,
where she draws a vivid picture of her conquest.
But the Irony of Fate! Her first customer is
Claud and the ideals of many dreams are rudely
shattered.

SPLITS!
TWINS!

Xo film program I've ever handled has
heen half so well balanced as the Universal program. Half, full, double and
triple reels in just the right proportion
give the very variety that you have been
hoping for for years. Incidentally my
rental business hit the high water mark
of six years last week — -and it's still
gaining!
Come on in! The water's fine!
Write!

CARL

LAEMMLE
PRESIDENT

The Laemmle Film Service
204 West Lake St., Chicago, 111.
Sykes Block, Minneapolis, Minn.
1312 Farnum St., Omaha, Neb.
421 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa.

The Biggest and Best Film Renter in
the World.

fire to the wagons, capture I inn's wife, and ride
back to the Indian settlement. Arriving at the
Indian camp. Sarah is told she la to become the
wife of Anapa, the Indian chief. Dan and his
friends return to their camp and are overcome with
grief when
they
learn what
has
taken
place.
Rolfe. a trapper, explains to Dau and the settlers the us.
any attempt to free the captured woman from the Indian camp, with sneb inadequate forces, and he assures Dan that he will
assist him in the rescue of his wife by strategy.
Dan accompanies Rolfe to the trapper's hut, where
the two men form a plan for the rescue of Sarab.
The next day the two men journey to the Indian
camp, where they present themselves as peddlers
with a view of learning where Sarah is being held
prisoner. Ascertaining that Sarah is in the wigwam of the chief, the two white men are successful in communicating with the unhappy prisoner.
That night Dan and the trapper enter the camp,
overcome the guard at the chief's tent, and make
their successful escape. The Indians start in pursuit hut Dan. Sarah and the trapper succeed in
reaching a settlers' stockade before the Indians
can overtake them. A sharp fight takes place, but
the Indians are eventually driven off.

Make Your

Lobby Display
Attractive
Tl-rre is nothing more
fascinating to the public
than a bright brass frame
to display your photos or

POWER'S

ELECTION DAY IN CALIFORNIA (Oct. 9).—
Solomon Wise and Susan Smith arc devoted lovers
and therefore find themselves confronted by many
difficulties when they become rival candidates for
mayor of their town. The campaign opens with a
rush and Susan seems to be a sure winner. Solomon arranges for a coup to defeat Susan and, to
his horror, recei-es a message that if he is elei I
she will not marry him. Solomon, therefore, finds
himself between two fires and finally resolves to
defeat bimself. The fight goes on merrily and the
difficulties of the lovers are settled when it Is
found, after the votes are counted, that a "dark
horse" has won.
HIS MOTHER'S PICTURE (Oct. 11).— As loin
Wbitelaw, a wanderer, rests at the railroad bridge
and gazes at his one keepsake -a small framed
picture of his mother — he hear- a cry and notices
that a yonng woman has caught her foot in the
frog of the track. He hastens to the scene and
with his knife cuts away the shoe. Just in time
to remove the girl to a place of safety. The young
woman, who is Kitty, the daughter of the W. A
N. R. R. superintendent, starts back home and when
she reaches the bridge she finds the picture Which
Tom accidentally dropped. Later Tom discovers
his loss end returning to the scene he Is unable
to locate bis keepsake and begins to make Inquiries.

SINGLES!
TRIPLETS!

$60

posters.
We make Lobby snd
Theater Fixture! and
Brasi Raili of every
description.

Change your regular
Power's No. 6 to the
new model
6-A machine for only
$60.

Wrtit for Catalog.
Don't fail to viait our
complete
York Ave.
showroom, New
ioi-ioj 4th

Write us for full information. We carry
a large stock of these
machines and make
all shipments at once.
EDISON

"B"

THE NEWMAN
MFG. CO.
717-721
SycamoreO, St„
Cincinnati,
EttablUheJ

HEADS

furnished with the regular Power's No.
6-A equipment at $225 — old machines
taken in part payment.
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productions in \ this paper

SUPERVISIONo, MR.ANDERSON, ASSISTED BYACAREFULLY TRAINED COMPANY
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75

150 Miles

NOTICE
FILM

SERVICE

a five-reel service, guaranteed
never shown before, including a
feature of three reels, with posters, for as follows :
Including Feature

Superior Grade— Five-reel service, with posters
- $50.00
1st Grade — Five-reel service, with posters
- 35.00
2nd Grade — Five-reel service, with posters
- 25.00
Films guaranteed in perfect condition.
Be the first to secure an exclusive service in your locality.

KINETO
32 UNION
42

EXCHANGE

SQUARE

Licensed
A WEEK

FILM

Posters

FOR $2.00

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING CO.
Hobbs BIdg.

Chicago

NEW

COMPENSARG
That's the device that utci Mortal Picture men two-thirds on their electric light
bills, and yet gives better light. Did yon
•ee our ad last week? Well, don't look it
up. Just write for our

Booklet 15018
MAKE YOUR OWN
MOVING PICTURE CAMERA
WE
PARTS

FURNISH
VERY

Fort WavneFlectricWorks
Of

ALL
CHEAP

LAVEZZI
MACHINE
2940 Herndon St.

WORKS
Chicago

FORT

CINIIAL

tXBCTHC

COMPANY

1402 Broadway
WAYNE
INDIANA

YORK

Moving Picture Electric
Produce Flickerleas
Cheaper
Light Plants Current
than the Trust.

A portable or a stationary direct-connected plant
which saves you money on your currant
bills.
The very out/it for a tent or road
•how, (or (etee. theatre
projection and
illumination.
Plant* with capacities of 75
to 650 lS-candle power lamps at prices
from ill" upward for complete outfit.
Engine uses kerosene and supplies current
at a cost of 2 cents
per kilowatt.
Addrtas Electrical
Dept- for catalog

733

DETROIT
11"
201. CAR
No.
MOTOR
SUPPLY
CO.,
Detroit,

Exhibitors, don't think
when you book a film 2,000
feet long that you get a
feature. The length of the
film does not improve the
subject. Our features are
carefully selected, every
one of them is a real feature. Our posters and photographs are a show in
itself. Write today to the
House of Variety, the

SPECIAL FILM CO., Ltd.
5 West 14th Street, N.Y.

Midi.

1000 Reels

It Will Pay You

Second Hand Films

ENQUIRE
ABOUT
OUR WEEKLY

IN GOOD

CONDITION

At $7 .50 per reel
BIGGEST BARGAIN
EVER OFFERED

International Film Traders
5 West 14th St.,

New York

TO

Feature Program
Write,

PRICE $35 UP
Wire,
Phone

to

Feature Film Co.
108 East 12th St.,

New York
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men by the reception the respective mothers are
accorded.
George Is proud of his mother and her old white
bonnet, while Paul plainly shows bis shame of his
mother because she too wears one. Paul at once
sets about to make bis old-fashioned mother Into
a seeming aristocrat. But she cannot pretend to
be what she Is not, and Paul, ashamed to Introduce
her, writes that she Is detained at her country estate, but begs for the daughter's band in his behalf. How different did George act, for proudly did
he bring his mother to the borne of the publisher.
The old publisher read between the lines of Paul's
letter and was pleased by tbe pride George exhibited
In his mother. lie made his choice as he said, "He
who Is ashamed of his mother cannot make a good

INDEPENDENT
FILM STORIES

UNIVERSAL
ECLAIR.
ALL ON ACCOUNT OF A RING (Oct 8).— It is
the eveningto ofhave
Jack's
has loitered
downtown
the wedding.
customary Hefarewell
drink
with bachelor friends, and is late In getting dressed
for the big event of a fellow's life. He rips his
trousers and tries to mend them. All this is now
happening while the bride and guests are awaiting
his past due time for arrival. At last he appears
and the ceremony starts, then Jack misses the
necessary ring and, with a running explanation,
bolts out of the house to go to his quarters to get it.
Rut since lie left his room, a burglar has entered
It and found the ring. After many adventures with
the police, Janitor and Are escape, he discovers its
theft. He returns to his bride and sadly explains
bis predicament. It looks like no wedding till Mrs.
Jones insplredly thinks of loaning Jack her wedding
ring. So follows the ceremony and then happiness.
SURPRISING ELIZA (Oct. 8).— Silas Hobbs,
farmer, purchases a new suit, while at the same
time a woman customer is buying a bed spread.
In wrapping up the parcels the clerks get mixed
up and Silas gets the bed spread In the confusion.
He is riding home on horseback when the idea
strikes hira to put on his new suit and surprise
Eliza, so he pulls up behind a clump of bushes and
takes off his old suit, putting it over the saddle,
while he nntles his bundle, the old horse wanders
down to the stream for a drink and as he bends
over Silas' clothes fall in the stream and drift away.
Silas has now opened his package and discovered
the bed spread. His horse returns minus his clothes,
so he is forced to walk home wrapped in the bed
spread, and he does truthfully surprise Eliza.
A CHOICE BY ACCIDENT (Oct. 10).— Caleb
Jones, guardian to Tess and Trixie, discovers they
are being wooed by the two fortune hunters,
Clarence and Percy. So he writes a letter to his
country nephew to come on and woo one of them
and keep the money in the family. Tess and Trix
chance to see the letter he Is writing and to protect
themselves against their guardian's scheme they
write their grandmother to come to their assistance.
Both the grandmother and the country nephew
chance to arrive on the same train. They get their
suit-cases mixed in the depot and each sets off to
the home of Caleb Jones. The nephew comes to a
stream, and being hot and dusty, decides to have a
bath and swim. He does, and while in the water
a tramp steals his clothes, so in coming out of the
water the nephew Is forced to put on the suit he
thinks is in the suit-case. Opening it he discovers
It is filled with feminine articles, a dress from
which assortment he is forced to don in preference
to his state of nudity. Having to wear the dress,
he decides to affect the whole attire, bonnet, glasses
and all, and be is soon a perfect counterpart of
grandmama.
He arrives at his uncle's and is welcomed by the
girls
their grandmother,
they who
hadn't
her foras years.
Then the same for
tramp
stole seen
the
clothes enters the home and holds up the crowd.
The two fortune-hunters flee In fear, while the
supposed grandma turns In and captures and ropes
the bold-up tramp. Finally the real grandparent arrives and all is straightened out.
THE WHITE BONNET (Oct. 13).— George Hardy
and Paul Dawn, reporters for the "Dally News,"
are both In love with pretty Miss Walton, daughter
of the publisher. In order to decide between them,
the publisher determines to put the two suitors to a
test. "Let your mothers come and ask for my
daughter's hand for you," is his plan of selection.
Accordingly both yonng men write to their mothers.
George writes his mother an affectionate letter,
asking
her while
to come
attainsorthisof life's
happiness,
Pauland
penshelpa him
vfery to
formal
note
requesting his mother to visit him and help advance
him In certain Interests. Now both mothers are
but plain country women, so that when they arrive.
Immediately
Is shown
the difference in the two

husband."

MILANO.

AN ALPINE TRAGEDY (Oct. 5).— Before her
marriage to the wealthy stock broker, Olga was a
popular actress at tbe Folles Bergere, and much
sought after by the gallant Boulevardlers. But to
all she turned a deaf ear, until won by tbe earnest
and staid Mr. Bred. They open a cozy little chatelet
in the Swiss Alps and Invite a Jolly party of friends
to participate In the wild goat hunts.
Tired out, the gay hunters come across another
party and are invited to share the luncheon which
is being prepared. In one of the group Olga recognizes an old admirer, Count L'ery, an engineer in
charge of the great Alps tunnel. He attempts to
renew their acquaintance and during the afternoon
finds an opportunity to slip a note into her hand,
reading: "It is imperative that I speak to you
alone. Can I see you at my cabin this evening?"
Remembering that her husband had a business engagement in the nearby village last evening, Olga,
with ready zest for the adventure, hastily scribbled
her answer on the back: "Phone me at nine tonight; Mountain 26." That evening, after bidding
her husband farewell on his short Journey, Olga
awaits the telephone call. Mr. Bred however, cannot reach his destination through the breaking of
a bridge over the Alpine torrent and returns to the
chatelet. Finding his wife dressed to go outdoors,
he inquires her errand, and she, in her confusion,
arouses his suspicion that all Is not as it should
be. This to bim becomes a certainty when, as the
phone rings, she refuses to let him answer. He
forces her aside, securing the phone, hears a man's
voice, recognizes who it Is. Alone in his cabin,
L'ery Impatiently awaits the coming of Olga. A
heavy rumbling sound draws his attention. He
rushes to open the door, but at that Instant his
cabin is enveloped in a mass of snow and Ice — a
dreaded avalanche has come. It completely covers
the house, blocking tbe chimney and turning the
heavy smoke back Into the room. Stifling, the
terror-stricken man staggers to the phone and appeals to Olga for help; then, overcome, falls to the
floor.

IMP.
THE CRUEL STEPMOTHER (Sept. SO).— A
father Is greatly beloved by his two children and
It is a bitter blow to them when they learn from
their nurse that they are to have a stepmother.
They decide to run away, leaving an affectionate
note for their father, in which they explain that
they don't want a "stepmother," so they have
"runned away." They pack their toys together
and make their home in a huge piano packing box.
The father returning with his pretty young bride
finds the note, and Immediately starts a search for
them. Tbey come upon the packing box and the
children reading "The Story of the Cruel Stepmother." The stepmother asks her husband to
leave her alone with the children. They ask her
if she Is running away from a cruel stepmother
too,
"Yes."TheOf wife
course
theya
take toherwhich
into she
theiranswers
confidence.
finds
better story in the same book, entitled "The Story
of the Fairy Godmother," and It Is while reading
this to tbe little ones, that they fall asleep. The
husband now returns with some men, and they
carry the children asleep in tbe packing box, back
to the garden of their home. Here he awakens
them, after he has sent his wife to the house to be
ready to receive her stepchildren. They do not
like tbe idea of having to meet the stepmother, but
the father persuades them, and gently takes them
to the room. They are astonished to find It Is
the lady who read them the story of the "Fairy
THE COUNTRY GIRL (Oct. 3).— This is a story
Godmother."
of a country lass who is engaged to marry a young
fellow whom she has known since they were both
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children together. Tbe tempter enters Into tbe
scene. She consents to go away with him. The
mother finds It out Just In time to save her daughter. The country girl marries her lover of childhood days and everything is happy. One night
after supper the young wife goes to sleep and
dreams that she has eloped with the tempter and
he takes her to the city, and after living a gay life
be casts ber off. She awakens with a scream just
as her father, mother and husband enter tbe room,
and she tells them of her horrible dream.
HE HAD BUT FIFTY CENTS (Oct. 6).— Charlie
Hart, a young ribbon clerk earning about seven
dollars a week, Invites Helen Vaughn to luncheon.
He possesses just two dollars and as be Is about
to leave bis room, his laundry is delivered to him,
for which he has to pay one dollar and fifty
cents of bis total, leaving blm but fifty cents
with which to entertain his gnest. He Is compelled to carry out bis Invitations, however, so he
calls on Miss Vaugban, and she, In delightful anticipation of a pleasant afternoon, leaves with blm
for the luncheon. Knowing that his bankroll
amounts to but 50c. he tries to guide ber Into a
very cheap restaurant, where the prices range
from 5c to 35c. She absolutely refuses, and she
brings him to a real cafe. They enter, and Helen
Immediately orders a dinner that amounts to almost
$5.00. Charlie Is dumbfounded, and to add to hla
embarrassment, two young lady friends of Helen
enter and she Invites them to Join Charlie and herself at their table. They accept and at once order
two sumptuous repasts, which adds another $10.00
to Charlie's bill. An hour or two elapses and the
young ladles decide to have fruit, cake and wine
for a fitting climax to a splendid dinner. Poor
Charlie Is almost prostrated and at bis wits' end
bow to get out of bis predicament. He at last
decides his only chance Is to excuse himself, hustle
out and borrow the money from some friend. He
bits on a Dr. Sykes to help him ont. He calls at
his office, and after many funny Incidents, manages
to procure $20.00. In the meantime tbe ladles
are In a state of hysteria. The waiter had demanded the payment of the cheques, they have
bnt small change and are held In durance vile,
awaiting the arrival of the lost Charlie. After
moments of awful suspense Charlie comes on tbe
scene. The waiter gives him a bill amounting to
$20.50, which be pays, it taking every cent be
possesses. Tbe girls leave In anger. The waiter
demands a tip. Charlie hasn't It and runs ont.
The ladles leave In an auto with an obliging friend.
Charlie is sonndly thrashed by the waiter and a
patient from the dentist's wbom Charlie bad made
miserable during his visit to Dr. Sykes.

POWERS.
EARLY'S AWAKENING (Oct. 2).— Early Gorman, a spoiled child, looked with contempt npon
those less fortunate than herself. At the entrance
of the park, Bobby and Gertie, two poor little
foundlings, looked with awe at Early aa she left
the big automobile with her nurse and following,
ventured to admire her big doll. Incensed at what
she considered ber presumption, Early cruelly struck
Gertie, who told her story to the good sister at
tbe park playground.
The sister, accompanying the children, fonnd
Early and tried to impress her that rich and poor
were all God's children and that she some day
might feel the sting of poverty. Upon the sister
leaving. Early did not feel quite so well satisfied
with herself. Sitting by herself thinking, she fell
asleep and dreamed of herself, poor, mistreated
and alone — waking np In terror. Her dream bad
taught Its lesson and she tries to make amends.
TWO WOMEN (Oct, 4).— Fritz!, the spoiled wife
of a wealthy man, tires of her husband and carries
on an intrigue with an Idle fop. She Is suddenly
left without an aide, and as it is wash-day, she
sends tbe nurse to find ber a washwoman.
Mrs. O'Hara, a poor but good and righteous
woman has a baby which was born blind. .She has
struggled and saved to try and get enongb money
to have the baby's sight restored, bnt on visiting
a renowned specialist, he advises her that It Is
possible for him to restore the sight of the baby,
hut that It would cost $400. She has only a quarter
of this amount after months of hard labor, and Is
discouraged.
Tbe maid, In ber wanderings, finds her and she
accepts to do the family wash. While taking tbe
clothes from the basket, she finds In a pocket In
one
waists, a note making an appointaway.of mentFritzi's
for that evening, providing her husband is
It was necessary for the washwoman to bring
the blind baby with her to do the work, as she
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78 one to leave it wttb. The cHM cries and
had no
Is very peevish and Frltzl reprimand!
the woman
for the disturhai
,r the child.
Mis
PHara
fathoms the way in which Fritz! Is raining both
bar and bar husband's happiness, and goes to her
with the note and demands that she furnish the
tialanee of *.'HK> I
■ i sight Ol bar Child, or
•be will Rive Hie u.,|p to Frltzl's bnaband. Frltzl
Is panic stricken and promises to aeeure the money.
It Is necessary for her to offer some* good reason
to her husband for wanting this large sum of
money, and she describe! to him the suffering of
the child of the poor washwoman. The husband
gladly consents to stand the expense of the operation. n» be believes from the action* of his wife.
that she, is beginning to lake an Interest in something else m life than merely a butterfly est
The
baby's
is restored and the mother's
happiness
has eight
no bounds.
CHAMPION.
HER WHOLE DUTY (Sept. 30).— .Judge Kellcy Is
a good fellow, but is addicted to drinking to excess, lie is removed from the bench In consequence. A few years later the Kelley family Is
living In reduced circumstances Myra secures a
position as reporter on the "Times." Judge Kelley
promises bis wife and daughter never to take another drop of "booze." Myra is seated at her desk
In the "Times" office when Marvin receives a telephone message from the desk sergeant at a police
station that there is material for a good story down
there. lie Is buried with work and Irritated. He
goes to ttap reporters' room and finds Myra the only
occupant. He orders her to go to the police station
and get the story. She goes to the station and
discovers her father. She returns to the office and
tells Marvin rtiat she cennot write the story. He
Is petulant
ordersof her
to write
story
flulckly,
underand
a threat
dismissal
from the'
the staff.
6he writes the story and lays It on the desk of
Marvin and goes out. He reads the account of the
arrest of the once prominent man and then that
he Is the father of the woman he loves. Hastily
turning bis work over to an assistant he rushes from
the office without coat, bat and vest and reaches the
■treet, where he Inquires of a policeman if be has
Been Myra, describing her. The copper points in
the direction of the river front. Marvin rushes
to the dock Just in time to prevent Myra from
throwing herself into the river. He takes her in
bi.s arms and begs her to forgive him.
They clinch.

NESTOR.
THE OLD PROSPECTOR (Sept. 30).— Thomas
Boone, an old prospector, finds his later years emcontinued
failure.
His "wife blm,
and
daughter, bittered
Moll,through
endeavor
to humor
and encourage
but Without avail. Arthur Wilbur and Will Brown
are partners in Prospect 7". Both are in love with
Moll, but Will seeing that Moll Is more attracted
by his partner, keeps his love silent. The boys
make a strike of considerable value and Joyfully
take specimens and the news to the Boone family.
The strike is of such proportions that the partners
deem it necessary to guard the mine. Will takes
tbe first night watch.
Old Boone fondles the specimens and tbe feeling
that he has been robbed of his heart's desire works
blm Into a frenzy of hate and avarice. He silently
follows Will, attacks and kills him. He returns
stealthily.
Arthur is suspected, can give no account of his
actions that night beyond the fact that he was
asleep, and is arrested and taken to jail. The
day of the execution arrives and the awful fact Is
Impressed upon the old prospector's brain. He
confesses to bis wife and daughter, who assist
him to mount his horse and accompany him to tbe
Jail. Boone arrives In a dying condition, but in
time to prevent the young man being bung. Arthur
and Moll decide to take care of the bereaved
mother.
THE BOOMERANG (Oct. 2).— .lack Curtis sends
to his father, John Curtis, an old ranchman, half
of his outfit and the following note. "Dear Father:
— I am sending you half of my boys. Don't starve
them as you did tbe others. Your son. Jack."
The new outfit take possession, but although the
ranchman has full and plenty, the boys have only
dry bread and potatoes. As tbe boys are complaining of their food, the ranchman receives a
letter from his niece, stating that she and her husband are coming to pay blm a visit and will bring
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their children. They arrive and the extra expense
almost drives the old man frantic. Tbey break
his brie a-brae. Ills cowboys demand better food,
so when the ranchman sees a newspaper article
which reads: "Epidemic of strange •
■ambling smallpox. Physician! puzzled. Coi
spreading.
General
quarantine
may
be ordi
idea tb get rid of tbe "whole bunch." Going
to tbe wagon shed, he paints his face with small
red spots, and tbe next morning appears among
them. Tbe foreman hurries for a doctor, while the
boys and tbe visiting family start to pack at once.
However, before they can leave* the ranch, the
doctor arrives and places tbe entire outfit under
quarantine, and tbe old man In tbe smoke-bouse,
where be is fed on buttermilk. A wagon-load of
supplies Is ordered in the meanwhile, and the ranchman is forced to pay for it. At last his son, Jack,
arrives and together tbey succeed In convincing
the doctor that the ranchman Is not sick at all,
while Jack convinces the ranchman of tbe folly of
Ins stinginess.
HEARTS AND SKIRTS (Oct. 4).— Mabel Russell,
on her return from Kurope, Is Informed by James
Leonard, administrator of the itussell Estate, that
it was her father's dying wish that she should
marry Billy Jones, the son of William Jones, her
father's schoolmate
Mabel,
however,
has ideas ofand
her lifelong
own and friend.
rather resents
being disposed of like a parcel of goods, so when
Billy calls upon her, she takes advantage of the
fact that lie has not seen her since site was a
child, and induces her maid (a young woman who
has a good figure and passable manners, but Is
extremely homely), to Impersonate her, while she
dresses up as the maid.
Billy comes ready and willing to fulfill his part
of the program, but at first sight of the maid,
whom he supposes to be Mabel, be retreats hastily.
Some months later, Billy receives word that Mabel
will stop at his ranch enroute for California, and,
remembering the lady with tbe homely features
whom he met when he called, and hoping to head
her off, he sends word to his attorney (who Is.
Mabel's legal
that and
he was
before.
Mabeladviser),
is notified
she married
decided atomonth
offer
her congratulations in person and see what a real
ranch is like at the same time. She notifies Billy,
who Is panic stricken, for be realizes be will have
to find a wife on short notice and there is not a
woman within twenty miles of the ranch. Tbe cowboys come to his rescue and Joe is finally selected,
much to his disgust, to act the part of the bride.
When Mabel arrives with the maid and a ehaperone, Billy is made aware of the joke which has
been played upon hira when he called to see her In
New York. He is tempted to explain matters as
he finds himself getting really attached to the girl,
but he holds off.
The cowboys invite every one for miles round to
attend the ball to be given "To meet tbe new Mrs.
.Tones." During the hall, Joe, dressed as the wife,
gets into an argument with a cowboy owing to the
latter having stepped on his train, and acts in a
most unladylike manner, knocking his tormentor
down. A short fight is stopped by Billy, but Joe
lias lost his wig as well as Ills' dignity. Explanations follow and Mabel and Billy are ready and willing to carry out tbe wishes of their parents.

VICTOR.
TANGLED RELATIONS (Oct. 4).— Two old sweethearts, Henry Jones and Mrs. Mary Owen — he a
widower and she a widow — meet at a summer resort and, renewing their old love, get married. On
their way back to the city they send telegrams
home — he to his only daughter. Florence, and she to
her only son, Tom. The children receive the telegrams and are filled with disappointment. The old
folks arrive and go first to his home where he
proudly
to her the
new Introduction
"mamma."
Florence introduces
refuses toFlorence
acknowledge
and runs away from home, and becomes a governess. The newly mated couple then visit Mrs.
Jones' home and Tom is Introduced to his new
"papa." Tom, lnder the Influence of alcoholic beverages, preceeds to disown his new relation most
strenuously, and rushes out of the house In his
evening clothes and without a cent. Climbing on a
moving freight train, be lies down In a box car,
and goes to sleep. He awakens and finds the car
side-tracked at a little country station and sets out
In search of food. It happens that Florence Is living
in this same community, and is out giving an airing
to her charges, a girl and a boy.
The children
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run away from her, and In searching for tbem she
Climb! a fence and finds herself face to face with
I fact that the cow Is peacefully grazing
does not appeal to her. and she turns to fly only
to pass the weird apparition In a dress suit. Tom.
however, solves the difficulty by politely removing
his high bat and shoving tbe cow to one side, at
tbe same time "banding" ber a hearty laugh, which
naturally piques ber vanity. She goes borne hating
him. Tom, In bis search for refreshments, Invades
tbe property where Florence lives, and, meeting tbe
footman, asks for food. Then seeing a woodpile be
rushes for It and shows bis willingness to earn bis
meal by sawing wood. The footman, greatly amused,
tells Florence of tbe occurrence and she visits Tom
and superintends bis labors. Then when sandwiches
are brought, she compels him to do a little more
work before she allows him to eat. ne finally
finishes and refusing pecuniary assistance from her,
be takes bis departure In a most gallant manner.
She. however, has grown to like him and Induces the
family to employ him as a gardener. In a short
time an Intimacy springs up between them, which
soon ripens Into love. Finally Tom, endeavoring to
discipline the children Florence bas charge of. calls
down upon him the wrath of their mother and he
is summarily discharged.
Tbe young couple then decide to marry at once
and leave together, each believing tbe other to be
poor. Making arrangements for tbelr wedding, tbey
each, unknown to each other, send telegrams to their
respective parents, announcing the hour and place
of their nuptials, Florence stating that she Is going
to marry a gardener and Tom a governess.
The parents who have quarrelled and parted on
account of their children's actions, receive the telegrams and start off post haste In their automobiles
to prevent the ceremony at any cost.
Tbey arrive together, he coming from cne direction and she from another, and tear Into the bumble parsonage, only to find the marriage Just completed.

CRYSTAL.
THE GIRL IN THE NEXT ROOM (Oct. 6).—
Alice Brady writes her brother Will that she is
going to visit him. The letter is lost. Will writes
liis friend Jack Wilson to come over. Alice arrives
while Will Is away from tbe house and goes to her
room to sleep. Jack, who bas looked upon the wine
when it was much too red. comes to the bouse and
tries to get Into Alice's room. She chases him out
and Will comes home to find his friend shivering in
the hallway. Jack explains that some woman threw
him out of the room. Not knowing of Alice's presence, Will Is very much wrought up. He knocks on
the door of her room. Alice, thinking the inebriate, Jack, has returned, opens the door and
throws a .pitcher of water all over Will. Confusion
reigns, until matters are straightened out by proper
introductions and regrets.
THE MAN FROM THE NORTH POLE (Oct. 6).
— Lieut. Carter, on ills way home from the Arctic,
is entrusted with the skin of a polar bear that was
shot by his friend. Capt. Robins, and promises to
deliver it to the Walkers, friends of tbe Captain.
Tbe Captain also gives Carter a letter to mail to
the Walkers explaining tbat Carter, who Is an eccentric chap, will call on them with the skin. Carter,
on
to the Walkers',
compelled
to get bas
out
of his
his way
automobile,
and try tois fix
same, which
broken down. A lunatic, wbo bas escaped from bis
guards, comes upon tbe stalled auto in the middle of
the road with the bear skin resting on the rear seat.
He conceives the idea of stealing It, and thus effecting his escape. This be does and disappears while
the guards come running up to the lieutenant, who
has meanwhile discovered the theft, and they all get
intohisthewild
machine,
bunt tbe Infugitive.
on
rampageto encased
the bear The"
skin,lunatic,
comes
to the home of the Walkers and is mistaken by
them for Lieut. Carter. Tbey entertain him royally,
and, though somewhat shocked by his crude actions,
let them pass remembering that Capt. Robins had
written that he was eccentric. Tbe lunatic takes
a violent dislike to the butler and, after many
amusing incidents at the dinner table, be chase* the
butler out of the house and up a tree, his method
of attack being none other than the large carving
knife. He comes back to tbe house and when Mr.
Walker protests, tbe lunatic gives him the same
treatment as was accorded tbe butler, onlv Mr.
Walker's place of refuge Is tbe dog kennel. The
lunatic again returns to the house and compels Mrs.
Walker to be his partner In a real bear dance.
Mr.
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Walker and the butler return and, attempting to remonstrate With the lunatic, are compelled to dance,
and a sad state of affairs seem to be In store for
Diem when the timely arrival of the lieutenant and
the two guards put an end to the lunatic's wild
career, and be Is taken back to the asylum.

REX.
BOB'B
RECEPTION
(Oct. 8).— By the death of
IiIh wife, Bob Warren Is left a widower, with one
child, Helen.
He goes to the city to drown
his
grief In hard work, leaving little Helen with the
housekeeper,
Mrs. Hunt.
Five years pass.
Bob Is
now a successful business man, and woos and wins
Ills employer's daughter, Ethel Hastings.
Her father
warns Bob of one thing — not to arouse Ethel's Jealousy. Influenced by this warning, Bob does not tell
Ethel of Helen's existence.
One day, after their
marriage, Ethel reads a half-written letter from Bob
to Helen, and thinks be Is writing to another woman.
She Is madly Jealous and trouble follows.
Bob Is
called away for a few days on business, and Ethel
decides upon a separation.
At this time a telegram
comes from Mrs. Hunt, telling Bob to meet Helen
on a certain train.
Ethel reads the telegram and
goes to the station herself, but decides that "Helen"
did not come. Just then the conductor asks Ethel If
she will look after a child whose father did not meet
tier and Ethel consents.
While the child questions,
the latter shows Ethel a letter which contains the
address of her father.
It Is the note written by
Bob to Helen.
Astonished beyond measure,
Ethel
hurriedly takes the child heme, and there the whole
story comes out.
In her Joy and relief at finding
that "Helen" Is not another woman, Ethel forgives
BoIj's deception,follows
and when
he returns
reconciliation
and Helen
finds home,
a truea happy
home.
THE
WINNINGS
OF SILAS
PEGG
(Oct. 6).—
Silas Pegg Is rather close-fisted.
But so confident
Is he that Brown, who is a candidate for Governor
of the State, will be victorious in the coming election
that be wagers a member of his club $5,000 that
Brown will win over Smith.
After some discussion
he consents to bis friend putting in the hands of the
stakeholder a check for $5,000.
Shortly afterward
he becomes convinced that be has made a terrible
mistake
and that Brown's
opponent,
Smith, will
■carry the election.
He hastens back to the club
and plteousiy appeals to his friend to declare the
bet off, to the great enjoyment of the fellow members present. His friend positively refuses to call
the bet off, and poor Silas goes home utterly dejected and is brooding over his III luck when a newspaper Is thrust into his bands, giving the results
of the election, and upon scanning the headlines he
fairly jumps out of bis shoes when he spies the name
of Brown
as the successful candidate.
He calls
In the whole family to tell them the good news,
goes out and buys flowers and gifts galore, and insists upon telling everyone he meets whether friend
■or total stranger, of his having won $5,000 on the
election.
Then he goes to the club rooms and receives the check, insists upon buying wine and treating everyone, and finally hilariously and joyfully
takes his leave and hurries down to the bank to cash
bis check.
Then comes the awful shock, the bank
Is closed and a sign is on the door to the effect
that the bank has failed.
He holds in one hand the
worthless check — In the other what Is left of his
roll of good hard cash into which he has made such
Inroads on the strength of his having won his wager.

The District Attorney Influences Jim to turn state's
evidence and Downing Is sentenced to prison. Downing swears to get even when bis prison sentence is
op. Five years elapse. The District Attorney has
helped Redburn to a steady job. He has lived
straight and bas his wife and child In a nice home.
Bill Downing Is released from prison.
He returns
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to New York to look for Redburn. He goes to the
old thieves' haunts, but cannot find his man. He
meets Jordan, another thief, and Nance, who tell
him of Redburn's new address. Downing makes his
way
to Redburn's
bouse
in the
country.
tells
Redburn
that be Bas
come
to kill
him. He
Redbnrn
admits Downing Is justified, explains that he did
It for the sake of his wife and child. Redburn gets
up and writes a letter to Mary, telling her goodbye, and shows Downing that he is ready to take his
punishment.
Downing
la impressed
Redburn's
courage,
and asks
Redburn
If tbere is by
a chance
for
him to live straight. Redburn shows him a letter
from a man in the West who wants an electrician.
As Downing has no money Redburn gives him $100,
and he departs.

AMBROSIO.
THE BOWSTRING (Oct. 2).— Sitting on the terrace of his castle, the tyrant is listening to the
Jokes of bis jester. Suddenly be sees a beautiful
woman passing through the gardens and he conceives an uncontrollable passion for her. She Is the
wife of his best bowman and through the advice of
the perverse Jester, he orders his guards to bring
the woman to him. In the meanwhile only for
cruelty, he asks the bowman (the husband of the
beautiful woman), to Join his table, and, while they
are drinking wine, the woman is brought in. The
fury of the bowman is terrible. He takes his bow
and tries to kill the tyrant, but alas, the Jester had
stealthily cut the string of the bow and the arrow
falls down to his feet. The bowman is accused
of attempting his master's life and sentenced to be
confined to the forest. The jester, as a Joke, throws
to him the useless bow. His wife Joins him in the
forest and vengeance knaws at the heart of the man.
With the beautiful hair of his wife he makes a
new string for his bow and, when the tyrant, hunting, passes near their exile, an arrow pierces the
heart of the tyrant — vengeance is securer!

BISON.
A WESTERN EPISODE (Oct. 1).— Adele Wellington, of the Wellington ranch, is a very pretty girl,
and is a favorite with the boys for many miles
around. Senor Miguel, a fairly well-to-do Mexican,
is Adelo's most fervent suitor, much to the girl's
displeasure. He becomes so persistent and so annoying that the girl is finally obliged to snub him.
Miguel swears to have her at any cost.
Frank Darling, a rich young Easterner, goes West
to invest in lands. He arrives in time to frustrate
the plans of Miguel. With a well directed swing to
the Mexican's jaw, he drops him for the count, thus
saving Adele from the coward's clutches. Mr. Wellington is in straightened circumstances and unable to
meet some very urgent bills. Frank, who has fallen
in love with Adele, gets an inkling of the old man's
predicament and decides to help him. Miguel, on
the alert and yearning for revenge, finally has the
opportunity to get even with Frank, whom he shoots
from ambush. Adele rides In the direction of the
shot and finds her lover badly wounded. She then
rides for aid. The cowboys get on the trail and,
after a chase, the Mexican is cornered, iassooed,
and taken to the ranch-house. As Frank's recovery
is imminent, he pleads with the boys and the Mexican is allowed to leave the country. Frank buys
the Wellington ranch and marries the girl.

FILM

GEM.
THE CONVICT'S RETURN (Oct. 1).— Bill Downing and .Tim Redburn, two burglars, are In the hands
of
police.Attorney
Jim Kodliurn's
wife,forMary,
the the
District
end pleads
her comes
husband.to
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THANHOUSER.
A SIX CYLINDER ELOPEMENT (Oct. 6).— The
old man had political ambitions and a beautiful
daughter. He uttered no protest when a bright young
lawyer captured the latter, but when the same individual landed the congressional nomination upon
which the elder had confidently counted, there was
trouble. Enraged at his defeat, the old man summarily broke the engagement and sent his daughter
back to a boarding school.

The Congressman-to-be was resourceful. He located the school and smuggled in a note, informing
the girl that be would be waiting on the other
side of the wall during supper hour, and that she
should slip out then and Join blm. The school
teacher was as cunning as the young man was resourceful. She learned the details of the plot,
notified the
maliciously whenfather
he told by
her 'phone,
of a planand
thatlaughed
had popped
into his head.
At the appointed time the girl was in the garden
and saw the rope slide over the garden wall. By
Its aid she clamored to the top, and to her horror
discovered that a father, not a sweetheart, was
waiting for her. The old man put her In bis auto
and drove off triumphantly. The resourceful Congressman-to-be arrived with bis rope, but all be
found at the end of It, when he pulled It up, was
the school teacher. Then be departed. Perhaps the
old man didn't have the right kind of an auto, or
perhaps Cupid tampered with the engine. Anyhow,
there was a breakdown on the road and the father,
with many lamentations, did what many auto owners
have done, — crawled under the machine to try and
find why the wheels would not go around. The
resourceful young man drove up at this moment.
Softly he signalled to the girl, drove alongside and
she hopped from one tonneau into the other. Then
they proceeded on their way, and when the old man
reappeared, covered with mud and oil, they were
gaily spinning down the road. He gave chase,
vowing he would follow them anywhere or everywhere. Perhaps he would have done so, bad It not
been that the younger man had another card to play.
noticing a constable asleep by the roadside, be
aroused him and directed his attention to the approaching auto. "Exceeding the speed limit," the
young man gravely said. "Thank you," replied the
constable
gratefully,
paidfather.
by fees." Then
he waited and nabbed "I
the amangry
As the happy young couple were entering a wayside church, father drove by in bis auto. He would
have stopped but the constable urged him on and led
him to the presence of the representative of the
law he bad defied. He was still there when his new
son-in-law arrived, and remarked that he had called
to "pay father's fine." He did, and the old man
was too crushed to upbraid him. Furthermore, he
feared that if he struggled longer, be might be
worsted in a more humiliating way.
MISS
ROBINSON
CRUSOE
(Oct. 8) A society
woman who was traveling abroad, heard with deep
interest from her husband, that a nobleman was
deeply attentive to their only daughter. The mother,
knowing that propinquity often leads to love, arranged for her daughter to take a long ocean trip,
chaperoned
the and
youngthe nobleman's
this way thebycount
girl would mother.
have manyIn
hours of each other's society and the girl's mother
felt sure that she would not long refuse the honor
of becoming a countess.
The girl was also wooed by a wealthy young
American, of whom the family disapproved because
of his lack of ancestry. He grieved over their separation, and later was completely heartbroken when
news reached him that the ship had been lost and
the girl he loved was reported among the missing.
Still he could not believe that she was dead, and
dropping all business embarked on his yacht, vowing
that
would search the whole world If necessary
to findhe her.
The girl drifted to the shore of an island Inhabited
by a savage tribe. They would have killed her, but
her miraculous escape from the attack of a venomous snake convinced them that she bore a charmed
life and Instead of destroying her, they worshipped
her as a goddess.
The young American in the meantime had carried
his search into many strange lands and all on board
except himself were convinced that the hunt was a
fruitless one. He refused to turn back, however,
and finally his boat reached the little island where
his sweetheart was a queen and a prisoner. She
was rescued after a lively battle with the savages,
and the couple sailed away to their home In
America.
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WHY
NOT
BE
A Successful Exhibitor
HERE

IS ONE

Tom Moore, Garden Theatre
WASHINGTON,
BOOKED

PERIL
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D. C.

THE

PLAINS

Sunday, September 22nd. Broke All Records. Playing RETURN
Sunday, September 29th.
You Can Do as Well.
Book

DATE
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REGENERATION,
Released
Oct. 5rd
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BOOKED
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WARNER'S

FEATURE

NEW YORK: 145 West 45th Street.
CLEVELAND, O.: Columbia Building.
CHICAGO, ILL.: Marquette Building.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.: Heed Building.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.: Illinois and Maryland Streets.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.: 1149*4 Mission Street.
GAUMONT CO., TORONTO, CANADA.
FEATURE FILM & CALCIUM LIGHT CO.,
125 4th Avenue,
PITTSBURGH, PA.

HEADQUARTERS

145 WEST
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FILM
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ONLY

CO.

ST. LOUIS, MO.: Benoist Building.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.: Northwestern .Building.
OMAHA, NEB.: Brandeis Building.
DENVER, COL.: Railroad Building.
ATLANTA, GA.: Rhodes Building.
BUFFALO, N. Y.: 31 Church Street.
GAUMONT CO., WINNIPEG, MAN.
NATIONAL ED. & FEATURE FILM CO.,
Surety Building,
DETROIT, MICH.

Write nearest office for open dates

45th STREET
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YORK

SPOT and FLOOD LIGHT

POSTER FRAME.

Standard size 6 inches for regular
stage work; guaranteed to do perfect
work; built stronger than any spot light
ever produced. The arc lamp is of
heavy bronze, with steel worm gear
screw, and has quick motion slide for
instantaneous change of flood to spot;
has all the necessary adjustments for
lowering, raising and following the person on the stage.

Frame will attract attention and
give distinction to your lobby. The
only one of its kind to beautify the
front of your house. Easily accessible, made of metal and everlasting. Made with electric lights
and plain. Cheaper than the cheapest frame. Circulars and prices
upon request.

The Stern Manufacturing Company
,109 North 10th Street,

SUITE 806-807-808

Philadelphia, Pa.
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THE

ill. parents, In their Joy at their daughter's rci in ii. withdrew .their obectlons to the marriage, and
i] wedded
the man who had braved many
in rescue her from ber "Robinson CruBee"
.m Island lu the tropical seas.

SOLAX.
CANNED HARMONY (Oct. 9).— Evelyn brings
lack, ber troduces
iweetheart,
her father's
studioThe
and proinJack to the to
musical
pcofesBor.
long having cherished the plan to unite his
daughter with ■ celebrated musician, dissents to the
match. Although the father objects, the pair meet
clandestinely and have considerable trouble In keeping out of the old man's reach. One day the father
them together and he makes It plain In a
forcible way that Jack Is not wanted around the
house.
Jack goes home In a rather surly mood. lie enters
his room ami finds bis roommate. Dick, playing on
his violin, imitating a phonograph. He takes bis
roommate Into his confidence and Dick then proposes
a plan. lie urges Jack to disguise himself as
Slguor Tremelo and as that famous musician, pay
his respects to the girl's father. At the same time
they will
to Evelyn's
and
when
the take
Siguora phonograph
begins to give
a privatehome
concert
ou his violin, she sets off the phonograph. Evelyn
approves of the plan. With the aid of a friendly
newspaper man, the plan works out beautifully.
When the Slgnor offers his hand the old professor
gives his consent, he finds out the Joke only after
everything is over with.
A FOOL AND HIS MONEY (Oct. 11).— Sam Jones
Is a laborer — a wielder of the white-wash brush.
He Is in love with Lindy Williams. Having saved
u 1 > quite a little money, Sam buys some swell
second-hand clothes and goes to Lindy's Come.
I.iudy's people are quite prosperous, her father
having retired from his job as "Public Porter."
Lindy is a coquettish ebony beauty and trifles
with Sam's affections. She plays Sam against Bill
Johnson and finally in despair Sam retires from the
field. Walking along the road beaten and despondent, Sain tinds a I"! of money. Now, he vows, lie
will show them! He buys full dress clothes and
Other swell duds, an automobile and jewelry. Like
a peacock lie begins parading himself before Liudy
and liis rival, and, as ran be expected, coquettish
Lindy transfers her affections to him. Sam makes
bay while the sun shines and proposes to Lindy and
basks in her smiles. After his acceptance he sends
out invitations to a reception, on which occasion
he plans to announce his engagement.
During the reception Bill Johnson and his pal,
Slick Mr. Tigbe, concoct a scheme to break Sam.
They invite him to a poker game and by cleverly
stacking the cards and passing aces under the table
with their naked toes, Sam is relieved of his fortune.
When Lindy is apprised of this she gives Sam the
cold shoulder and offers her arm to Slick Mr. Tigbe,.
the possessor of all of Sam's wealth.

RELIANCE.
TIME AVENGES (Oct. 5).— Jim. a sturdy lifesaver, in love with Jane, daughter of the captain of
the life-savers, Is thrown over for Baxter, a summer
visitor who persuades Jane to elope. A mock marriage, a year's unhapplnesa, and Jane returns to her
father and Jim. She is forgiven. She sees the
error of her ways and realizes Jim's great love.
During a terrific storm off the coast, Baxter's yacht
goes ashore near the life-saving station, and Baxter
tries to reach the beach in a small boat. Jim, on
watch, through the glasses sees and recognizes
Baxter hanging to the upturned boat. The captain iraA Jane also look through the glass and recognize Baxter.
Jim refuses to go to the rescue. The captain
orders the lifc-ljoat out; Jim seizes a revolver
and threatens the captain and crew, preventing them
going. Jane pleads with Jim. Jim's true nature
asserts itself and he leads the rescue party. After
a hard fought battle Jim reaches the nearly drowned
man anil succeeds in bringing him to shore. Jane,
through the glass, watches the heroic light of Jim.
On the beach. Baxter lingers lung enough to ask
forgiveness, which is granted, and he expires in
lane's

arms.

GUY MANNERING (Oct. 9). — Guy Mannering is
present at the birth of Harrj Bertram, the heir
to the Bertram estate. Meg Merriles. queen of
the gypsies, living on the Bertram estate, is also
present, and by consulting with the stars they cast
the young
This during
shows bis
he life,
will
have
much heir's
trouble horoscope.
and misfortune
forth until he reaches his twenty first birthday. Several years pass. The older Bertram is
made Justice of the Peace. With this new authority he at once lakes acliun against the gypsies who
have lived for centuries on his estate. Meg Merriles,
who has long been a I'rieii.i oi the bouse of Eliangowan, takes this as B personal insult ami calls down
the purse of her race upon the home oi Bertram.
In

taking

action

againsl

the

smugglers

who

infest

the coast, Bertram
employs
Inspector Kennedy
to
rout them. Young Harry, now five years old, and
his tutor, are walking about the shore. They pass
Kennedy who places the child on his horse. The
smugglers in the meantime recognize Kennedy as
their enemy. They attack him and throw him over
the cliff. The boy being a witness to this is taken
away to their cave. Meg, who has seen this, begs
for the boy's release, but Lawyer Glossln, a silent
friend of the smugglers, prevails upon them to kid-
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nap the boy, for without an heir the house of BerUAJE8TIC.
tram, by bis clever manipulation, will easily pass
THE LITTLE MUSIC TEACHER (Oct. 6).— The
into his hands. Sixteen years later, young Bertram,
little music teacher has a hard time making enough
now known as Brown, becomes an officer In Col.
money to pay her bills. A month's rent Is due.
Mannering' I regiment lu India. He is very much
Biding on the car she discovers that she has forin love with Mannering's daughter, Julia, whose
gotten her pocket book, and is forced to borrow five
mother, fearing the colonel's anger, encourages the
trom a handsome man sitting next to ber.
young lovers In their secret meetings. This is misI lev exchange cards so that she can return the
interpreted by the colonel, who thinks that Brown
borrowed
nlckle. The man becomes Interested In
is paying attention to his wife. This situation
her and, although a great musician, pretends not
leads to a duel in which Bertram is shot and supto
know
the
first rudiments of music so that he
posed by Mannering to be dead. in reality he is
can take lessons from the little music teacher.
taken prisoner by the Sepoys and held captive till
After
she
has
given him several lessons, she dishe manages to escape. Learning that the colonel
covers a newspaper article about his wonderful
has returned to England, he follows, and finds him
piano
recital
given
before a large audience the night
living In Scotland, a widower, with his daughter,
following one of ber lessons in which she has had
near the Bertram estate. He sees his sweetheart
great
trouble
teaching
him some five finger exeragain. Old Meg recognizes him as the heir and the
i ises. Thoroughly angry and humiliated, she resmugglers also recognize him, and inform Glossln,
hlm again, and It Is only after he has
who, upon the death of the young man's father, ac■lei land his love and given It as the reason for
quires the estate at very small cost, leaving Miss
his deception that she puts a lighted lamp in her
Bertram, the daughter of his old master, penniless.
window as a signal that he is forgiven.
Glossln at once takes action with the smugglers,
THE WINNER AND THE SPOILS (Oct, 8).—
who, to protect himself from the charge of the
Gaspard, Count de Castany, In the French army, has
murder of Kennedy, is a willing tool of Glossin,
gambled away all obtainable money. He goes to
and agrees to get them young man out of the way.
his sister, Marie, and asks for aid. She refuses
This plot fortunately Is overheard by one of Meg's
and while imploring her brother to keep away
trusty men, who immediately informs her. Realizfrom liis fast friends, oue of them, the young
ing that she owes many a favor to the house of Ellangowan, she sends word to the colonel that if he
Marquis de Pornay, is announced. Marie receives
him
distantly, and after their departure, Marie calls
would like to see that the heir to the house of Berher maid, and they follow them. At the door of
tram is still alive, to come at once to the smugthe club the Marquis comes down as she draws near
glers' cave with help. She tells Bertram who he Is
to get the number. He recognizes her and offers
and bids him be at the smugglers' cave that she
to escort her home. She repulses him, and hurries
may prove what she says. She leads him into the
cave. Here she confronts Glossln and Hatterick
away with her maid. The Marquis re-enters the
club, joins the table where Gaspard Is playing, reand promises that her prophecy shall be fulfilled. A
fuses bis I. n U.'s, and so be is forced from the
struggle ensues, which by the timely arrival of Col.
game. The next day Gaspard again begs Marie
Mannering ami his help, terminates in the capture
lor money ami she refuses. He then takes the
of Glossln ami Hatterick. Meg has been shot during
family jewels and leaves. Marie thinks of a plan
the affray, and with her dying breath announces to
to circumvent him. She calls her maid. Nichette,
all that Bertram is the long lost heir to the house
of Ellangowan. The colonel recognizes in young
and semis her to Gaspard's valet, of whom she deBertram, Brown. His daughter Julia arrives aiid the
one of Gaspard's best suits. She dresses
her mistress and together they start out, making
lover-like attitude of the young couple explains to
Jean accompanj them. Marie enters the club and
him the error, and he consents to their speedy marcalls for Gaspard. He introduces her as his friend,
riage. Bertram meets for the first time his sister
the Count de Thirs. The Marquis recognizes her
Lucy, in whom Col. Mannering has shown an interest
at once, but says nothing. The playing is remure than brotherly. They all repair to the castle
sumed. Gaspard plays more recklessly than ever
where Bertram is formally proclaimed its master.
ami finally stakes the family jewels. The Marquis
THE PEDDLER'S FIND (Oct. 12).— A Jewish
plays hard to win and finally succeeds. As the
peddler finds a blind Gentile baby girl in the woods,
jewels are handed to him. Marie denounces bim
lie takes her home and brings her up with his own
as a thief and a card shark. The friends of the
children, though his wife at first protests. Jake,
Marquis insist that be challenge her at once.
his son, in time learns to love Jeuny, the waif.
Marie is horror-stricken and her brother insists
While she is dearly beloved by all, yet the matter of
upon fighting for liis young friend. The Marquis
religion prevents a union between a Jew and a
will not listen to this and insists upon fighting with
Gentile. Jenny overhears a family council, and
the count. He says "to the winner shall belong the
rather than come between father and son determines
spoils," and draws up a paper to this effect.
to run away. Jake is distracted and goes to find
is terribly frightened. But when the word is Marie
given
her. Learning her whereabouts from a friendly
she nerves herself and plunges again and again
at the Marquis, finally wounding him. His second
newsboy, he goes to the old trysting place and
hands Marie tlie jewels. Tbe uext day Gaspard
tinds Jenny kissing the rose he gave her years ago,
now dried and withered. Jake declares his love, and
asks for them again. As 3he refuses the Marquis
is announced. He says Gaspard can never have the
they plan to be married at once. Seeking a nearby justice the knot is tied and they begin housejewels
again and iwints to the "not transferable"
keeping and are happy. Later, father and mother,
clause in
the contract. The Marquis has brought
unable to longer endure the separation and heartorders Bending Gaspard out to Join a regiment in
Algeria. The Marquis then offers Marie the balance
hungry to see the young couple, and the baby, visit
Jake and Jeuny at their new home, and are joyof
"spoils," himself, and the estates of tbe
de the
Poi-nays.
ously received.

AMERICAN.
JACK OF DIAMONDS (Oct. 7).— Matrimony is an
all-absorbing topic and oue does not need to travel
any great distance but what this subject, or something akin to it, can be heard being discussed. The
two fairies in this story assure thmselves with the
warmest sincerity that tlu\v never will get married
and both reject their respective suitors. But circumstances alter cases and so when handsome "Jack
Of Diamonds" arrives at the gulch and in his silken
manner shows his interest ill the girls, each in turn
promptly falls In love with him, to the extreme
dissatisfaction of their erstwhile suitors. With
their hearts full of malice for the new-comer the
two men lay plans for the undoing of their adversary. Opportunity presents itself when in a game
Of cards he is caught cheating. After the smoke of
hat He has subsided one of the fairies has the chance
to reconsider,
but the other has lost her chance
forever.

A SISTER'S
DEVOTION
9).— ToAside
help from
one
another
is our devine
mission (Oct.
on earth.
the natural devotion, such as only a sister can display for a wayward brother, the heroine in this
human interest story, not only helps her brother
" h'ii he is in need of funds, but also displays a
marked
capability
guiding
destiny instinctively
in an 'hour
of
greatest
peril. ofHer
mind his
operates
and like a flash.
REFORMATION OF SIERRA SMITH (Oct. 10).—
Having secured his degree of M. D. he takes aflectnmate leave from his parents and together with
a now h acquired wile he starts for the West. Enroute the stage coach is held up by a lone highwayman, who relieves him of bis watch, a keep-sake
from his father. Soon after the voting doctor
hung up bis sign be received a call to attendhasa
stricken child. The little patient is found feverishly
holding a watch, which tile doctor is astonished to
recognise as the one stolen from him. Just how he,

tor, regained
cherished
Piece, ami
how the possesion
highwayma,,f
n bis
came
to leadtime'
an
honest life, is beautifully told and von will experistory.
• 'ti'-e most delightful sensation-, in following this
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New York Harmony Boys.

F)0PUUp
Now
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.

eciliaH

OINGERC3

Jong J*

singing
Oct. 14, BLOCH'S
EMPRESS THEATRE.
THEATRE. Selma,
Oklahoma City, Okla. (4 weeks).
Always
pleased to hear from MANAGERS.
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September Sixteenth,
Nineteen Hundred and Twelve.
Qarden Of Allah Film Co.,
145 West 45th Street,
Mew York City, N.Y.
GentleTr.en:In reference to your inquiry as to our satisfaction
regarding "The Qarden Of Allah" as a feature, would say that we
used Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, September 5,6 and 7 and was
perfectly satisfied with it in every way.
As for the box office end, they showed bigger returns
on less advertising expenditure than on any feature I have
ever shown.
It is certainly a wonderful picture, the photography
is splendid and taken altogether it is one of the best features
I have ever had the pleasure of showing.
Yours very truly,

jS

Gundlach Projection Lenses Guarantee You the Sharpest and Most
Brilliant Picture it is Possible to Produce.
If you want to improve your picture just order a lens for trial subject to approval and see the result with your
own eyes. If you give the height and width of the screen, the size of the picture wanted and the distance from
the machine to the centre of the screen we can furnish a lens of the exact focus for your operating conditions.
Many Exhibitors have found it .in advantage to ask our advice about lenses before
equipping new Theatres. Do not be afraid of a long throw. No matter what the distance
is to the screen we can supply lenses of suitable focus and great illuminating power. All
the best theatres in Rochester use our lenses and every customer has been satisfied of
their superiority to ordinary lenses. THE LENS MAKES THE PICTURE, and you
cannot get the best result out of the film unless you use Gundlach Lenses.
You can order through any Film Exchange or Dealer in Motion Picture Supplies.
Gundlach Projection Lenses will be furnished to order with the following machines subject to a little higher price
than ordinary lenses: Powers Cameragraph, The Motiograph, The Simplex, The American Standard, The Edison. Our
Lenses are used by the Kinemacolor Co. and a large number of the finest theatres in the United States and Canada.

GUNDLACH-MANHATTAN

OPTICAL

CO.,

808 Clinton Ave. So., Rochester, N. \;
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WANTED.

AT LIBERTY — Pianist — six years" experience
playing to vaudeville and pictures. Address <'■ s,
care of Moving
Picture World, Chicago, Illinois.
POSITION DESIRED — .Manager, Baritone Singer,
excellent
live aswire,
experience.
Permanent character,
position ouly,
I amyears'
married.
K. II.
R., care of Moving Picture World, New York City.
PIANIST — Union, desires position la picture bouse.
Can play pictures right. Thoroughly capable of
managing a small bouse In connection with playing.
Also furnlsb a good tenor soloist, If so desired.
Address M. W., care of Moving Picture World,
New York City.
HELP

WANTED.

WANTED — Propertyman for moving picture studio.
Experienced hustler who can dress scenes and get
props. CRYSTAL FILM CO., 428 Wendover Ave.,
New York City.
WANTED — Musicians for Western Canada, for
violin, drums, clarinet, cornet, cello and piano.
Salary $25 per week. When replying give references. Address CANADIAN FILM EXCHANGE,
Box 2038, Calgary, Alta., Canada.
WANTED AT ONCE — In aim factory, experienced
girls for assembling. Address C. F., care of Moving Picture World, New York City.
WANTED — A-l Pianist for first-class motion picture theatre. REX & CROWN THEATRES, Jackson, Michigan.
EQUIPMENT

FOR

SALE.

Brand new 6-A Powers. HUTCHENS, THE JEWELER, Yadkinvllle, North Carolina.
GALVANIZED IRON reel cabinets with space
for six reels, only $3.50.
Three reel carrying and

INTERNATIONAL
TRADERS

WORLD
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UNKNOWN MOTHEB— (Three reels).— A little
girl
to Leonla,theCount
The was
Countborndenounces
girl Robertl's
as his ownsweetheart.
daughter
of an unknown mother. Egle (the newly bom's
name) was taken away from Leonla and put into
an orphan asylum. Count Roberti and Leonla
separate, after the Count has provided for her,
and she leaves the city. Fifteen years have
lapsed. Egle returns to her father's bouse. Count
Roberti, who gives her a very loving reception.
After a few days, Egle makes ber debut into
society. Her grace and beauty attracted the admiration of all the guests, and particularly that
of
the Marquis'
son. bis
Luciano
Egle
loveLuciano,
each other.
Luciano tells
father and
he loves
Egle and Induces him to go to Count Roberti's
house and ask for Egle's band. The Count accepts
the request, but feels It his duty to reveal to
the Marquis that Egle is the daughter of an unknown mother. Hearing such unexpected news,
the Marquis compells Luciano to forget Egle and
leave the city. Egle cannot understand the reason of Luciano's sudden departure. She starts
to guess that in her life there is a mystery that
she cannot penetrate.
One day, Count Roberti receives a letter from
Milan. It is from Leonla, who asks money of him
In memory of the past and their daughter. Egle
surprises the Count reading that letter. But the
Count forbids her to look at It. One day. Egle
finds the key of a secret drawer and is tempted
by the desire of opening it in order to discover
the cause of so many mysteries. She finds several
love letters, among which are those of Leonla.
Egle has discovered that her mother is not dead,
but lives far away, unknown to her.
A few days later, Count Roberti happens to be
the victim of an automobile accident and Egle
having remained alene In the world, decides to
go in search of her mother to reveal her identity
and live with her. In the meantime Leonla, who
had been abandoned by the Count, had fallen in
other company. Her best friend now Is Mario.
Egle's visit was unexpected. Leonla Is more
pleased on hearing the invitation of Egle to live
in Count Roberti's house, than by Jhe meeting
with her daughter. Leonla follows Egle to Rome
accompanied by Mario. The latter starts to love
Egle, thus awakening the jealousy of Leonla. But
Egle, who bad learned of the return of Luciano,
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per

word,

cash with

order;

50

cents

shipping
iily $1.2.j. fire reel cases, only
The above are made of heavy galvanized
iron and workmanship equals the best. Ticket
boxes, 10 Inches square by 22 inches high, made of
heavy galvanized iron, only $2.50. Maxwell Film
Splicer only $1.50. Satisfaction guaranteed oj
money refunded. MAXWELL II. IIITE, Pioneer
Picture Man, Harrisburg, Pa.
MOVING PICTURE MACHINES bought, sold, exchanged and rented. Edison Model B, used two
weeks, complete, new tailor trunk — Price $175.
PHILIP
QDIGUDY,
117 W. Allen St., Pbila., Pa.
FOR SALE— 3 H.P. Detroit Electric Light Plant
complete, Including Voltmeter, wiring, switches,
etc., for small opera bouse. Practically new. Price
$150.00 cash. Powers No. 5 — good as new. Will
sell cheap. Address ED. GROSSWILLER, 2026
Borden St., Masslllon, Ohio.
FOR SALE— Black Tent 23 by 76. Edison onepin machine. 150 folding chairs. Galvanized booth.
Curtain with folding rack. Complete road photoplay outfit for sale cheap If sold at once. H. A.
HINDERER, Iuka, Illinois.
FOB SALE— Motiograph, 1910 model. General
Electric rectifier, operating room, equipment slightly
used and in good condition. Will sell for $350.00,
as I am going West. Address JAMES S. SEYBOULD, Blandinsvllle, Illinois.
THEATRES

WANTED.

Will buy whole or part Interest in moving picture theater in or around New York City. Address
MADAM
C. HENRY, 116 Bloomfleld Ave., Newark,
New Jersey.
WANTED — Location for moving picture theatre
in Illinois, Iowa or Minnesota. Give particulars.
G. SONNAMAN,
326 Archer Ave., Peoria, 111.
WE ARE IN THE MARKET TO PURCHASE
OUTRIGHT HIGH CLASS MOVING PICTURE THErejects all other proposals. Terrible circumstances
make Leonla believe that Egle Is ber rival and
full of disdain she brings against her daughter
the most vulgar and infamous accusation. Afraid
and horrified, Egle runs to Luciano for aid.
The old Marquis, learning of all the sorrows that
had fallen Egle, consents to the marriage. But
when the two lovers returned to Count Roberti's
house, they found that Leonia had been the victim of her lover's brutal anger.
A NOBLE LIE— (Three reels). —Celia (a sweet and
honest girl who works as governess in a good
family where she is very much loved, has the misfortune of having a drunken and brutal father,
who wastes all of her savings in the tavern and
in coarse company. One night, while Celia was
alone and in charge of the little girl, her father
with his companions force an entrance into the
house, where they rob a jewel case. Celia, suddenly hearing a noise, runs out of the room and
there finds before her, her father. Celia, who has
not the courage to raise an alarm, bars the entrance to the room where the little girl lies asleep.
At last, worn out by motion, she faints. The
ruffians would have liked to pass over her body,
but her father in a moment of repentance opposes
it, and they pass out.
When the masters return home they find Celia
still insensible and gather that they have been
visited by robbers. Fortunately, the little girl Is
safe and sound, and has not even been awakened.
The parents are grateful to Celia and question
her as to the robbers. The girl declares she does
not remember anything, and the other servants say
that they were not aware of what bad happened,
being in another part of the building. It happens
that while the police are visiting a tavern they
arrest a gang of rufilans, Celia's father being
among them. The magistrate summons Celia and
her master to his oflSee and has all the arrested
brought before them. Celia again meets her
father! "Do you recognize anybody amongst these?"
asks the judge. "No," answers the girl. As there
Is no proof against them, the arrested are set free.
Cella's father and his accomplices now being sure
of immunity have only one Idea, to sell the stolen
jewels. But while the bargain is being settled
Cella's father receives a letter from his daughter,
as follows: "To save you, I have sworn falselv.
I shut myself In a convent to repent my sin and
yours." The criminal drunkard and heartless
father Is touched. Remorse begins to work and
when his companions order him to quickly give the
jewels over to the broker. i>e refuses and chases
them away.
Still following tne good Impulse, be

YOUR

MEN

I
minimum;

postage

stamps

accepted

ATBES IKON! COAST TO COAST. STANDARD
MOTION PICTURE 'IMKATRE CO. OF AMERICA,
U) EXCHANGE PLACE & 27 WILLIAM ST.,
NEW YORK CITY. TELEPHONES, BROAD 3892
& BROAD 495.
THEATRES

FOR

SALE.

Must be sold at once. A town of 8,000 In population, good location. For information write FRED
R. GOSS, 1 Park St., Mlddlebury, Vermont.
FILMS

FOR

SALE.

FOB
SALE — "The Night Riders."
Two reels &
40 slides with Lecture.
"The Jesse James Boys,"
one reel. "The Great California Train R«'
one
reel. Plenty
of advertising
matter.
L. D.
BROWN,
Brown's Film Exchange, Texarkana, Tex.
FOR SALE — Moving Picture film with printed
matter. Biggest money getter on the road. 6450
Lexington Ave., Chicago, Illinois.
"WAR ON THE PLAINS," two reels. Excellent
condition, 300 posters. 8 Advance slides. Price
$120.00. FEATURE AMUSEMENT CO., Bock Island, Illinois.
MISCELLANEOUS.
1000 passes, programs, circulars, etc., 65c. prepaid. Write for samples. NEW IDEA CO., F., 2925
N. Ringgold St., Philadelphia, Pa.
LECTUBEB — Would bny slides and films of
PanamaZone,
Canal.
VAL'CHEB, Box 428, Cbrlstobal,
Canal
Panama.
CAPITAL

WANTED.

Have excellent, exclusive State Right propositions
on Feature Film subjects. Have outfit. Need cash
to manufacture. CAPITOL, care of Moving Picture
World, Chicago, Illinois.

takes
jewel
the isbouse
of Celia's
master,thecalls
the box,
littleruns
girl towho
playing
in the
garden, puts into her hands the precious case,
and goes off. His accomplices followed him, saw
what be did, and full of rage, get bold of him
in a lonely spot, call blm a traitor and beating him
terribly, leave bim as dead on the ground.
Celia's father, whose health had already been
ruined by his dissolute life, cannot withstand those
blows, but he has redeemed himself, and bis good
Celia comes to his bedside and comforts him during
that supreme
moment.

WE CAN HURRY
YOUR ORDER OUT.
STAFFORD Chairs
excell all others.

Heavy Five Ply

seats and backs.
The last-forever kind,
that you are using
long after you have
forgotten the price.

STEEL
CHAIRS TOO
We carry several lands
of good chairs in stock,
all guaranteed.
ASK
FOB
CATALOG
$06

B. H. STAPFORD
MPQ:
CHICAGO, ILL.
MOTION

PICTURE

CO.

MACHINES

Powers No. 5— $125. Edison Type B — as new
$140. Lubin 1909 as new. $125. Machines Repaired. Machines Wanted. Full line of Supplies. Send for Lists.

HARBACH

& CO.
809
Philadelphia

Filbert St.,

STATE STILL OPEN^~^^^^^=

s* CONVICT LIFE IN THE OHIO PENITENTIARY?
mr
The Only Moving Picture Ever Made Behind Prison Walls.
Write or Wire

AMERICA'S

FEATURE

FILM COMPANY,

Schiller BuildingMChicago, 111

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
"White
It is that wonderful, exquisite
sweetness "Kufoclic" draws out of
his fiddle that nukes his meal ticket
spell
per noise
hour. butA horse
fiddle $1000.00
makes
more

"What a Difference!"

EASTMAN
motion picture
film— the acknowledged standard the
world over.

It is thatit nuair
quaint "humanly
man" way "Whitcomb Riley'' puts
jingles together that makes him
loved and famous. Not such great
English but bis "beat on the heart-

"Makes a Difference."
It was the realism, fine arrangement of color and striking study of
strings"
light
and
shadow
that
immortalized
"Rembrandt."
A circus ONE
SHEET is sometimes even more striking
but

"Oh! How

Different I"

It is a Motion Picture when you only show "Flickering Shadows"
that are meaningless, dull, indistinct, without perspective, roundness huor
depth and almost without interest. But on a Mirror Screen" this
same picture "comes to life," shows clear, true and sharp. Every detail is visible and not a shade, gleam or shadow is lost and "Believe

"There IS a Difference."
It is a Motion Picture Theatre when your equipment and light U
poor and you have a bum curtain. But the "Mirror Screen" insures
you a great light so that an ordinary film shows like a FEATURE in
comparison. Every foot is so realistic and natural that folks are spellbound because pictures on a "Mirror Screen"

"Are Different."

It is the Extra Nickels over expenses that means
Profits, Bread and Meat and some of Life's
Luxuries. It is the "Mirror Screen" that will
create a sensation in your theatre, bring the
crowds, and it is the only way to get that Wonderful Light WITHOUT EYE-STRAIN. The old and
young come and the pictures on the MIRROR are
so delightful to look at that they won't miss a reel
and that "Keep Them Coming" is what makes, in
your bank balance,

Me"
Manufactured

EASTMAN

by

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

CO.,

"Such a Great Difference."

N. Y.

Please write us today and tell us WHY
don't order that MIRROR.

MIRROR

SCREEN

yon

COMPANY

Frank J. Rembuach, President.
SHELBYVILLE, IND, U. S. A.
Frank Manning, Sales Agtnt, 922 Sixth Ait., N. Y. City,
Phone 401 Plata.

GET ENOUGH 3 IN ONE FOR
A REAL GOOD TEST— FREE
Test 3 in One on your moving picture machine thoroughly. It won't cost you a cent
Send to-day for a generous free sample.
(Don't mix 3 in One with any old oil in oil
cans. Use nothing but 3 in One out of a
clean oil can.)
Ask any experienced operator. He knows 3
in One, and will tell you that it is the ideal
Moving Picture Machine oil. Lubricates perfectly star wheel, flywheel, shutter gear and
every other mechanism. 3 in One won't collect dirt or clog. Contains no acid or alkali.
Won't gum — won't run.
3 in One also cleans and polishes
all wood and metal surfaces, and
absolutely prevents rust in all cKmates, indoors and out Try out
this good oil right now at our expense. Send for free bottle and
free book to-day I
Sold everywhere at 10c, 25c, 50c
(The 50c l/2 pint size is the economical size for you.)
LIBRARY SLIPS

3 IN
HO.

42

ONE
BROADWAY,

OIL CO.
NEW

YORK

CITY

THINK

IT

Increase Your
Daily Receipts 50 Per
Your Current and Carbon Bill 30 Per

MIRROROIDE

g?£KI

Cent.
Reduce
Cent by Using

The World's
Greatest and Best Projection
Surface.
Over 60 Per Cent, of the Largest and Best Theaters in
the United States and Canada Use

MIRROROIDE
A Mercury Foil and Glass Filled Canvas.
Over 1,500 Testimonials the World Over Substantiate
Every Claim We Make. Some of Our Screens Have
Been in Use for Years. They Show No Indication of
Peeling or Deteriorating in Any Way. In Fact, They
Are Brighter than Ever.
That Is Why We Guarantee

MIRROROIDE
to Last a Lifetime — to Stand Any Weather, Any Climate,
Any Air.

MIRROROIDE

Is Not Aluminum.
Naturally No Glare, Eye Strain or
Haze.
If You Want Perfect Daylight Projection, You
Must Use

MIRROROIDE
Let Us Send You Our Large Free Samples. Prove It
Yourself. Test Against Any Curtain or Screen You
Ever Saw. Is This Not a Fair Test? It Is Possible
to Show Pictures in Daylight on the Streets with
MIRROROIDE. No Other Curtain or Screen Will
Do This. No Other Curtain or Screen Is Sold Under
a Life Guarantee.

THINK

IT

OVER

Notification from Patent Office Through Our Attorneys,
Mirroroide Patents and Claims All Allowed.

THE

J.

H.

CENTER

NEWBURCH,

N. Y.

CO,

THE
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THE
MAN
HUNT
COMING,

Shakespeare's AS

OCTOBER

YOU

PATHE
TWO
REELS

7, 19 12

Like

Presented by the Yitagraph Company, with ROSE

It

COGHLAN

3 Reels
as Rosalind.

Kilborne, a poacher, is loved by Rose, the daughter of an old charwoman, whose cabin in the midst of a dense
forest is Kilborne's rendezvous. Although Rose has often saved Kilborne from the hand of the law, brutal treatment is her only reward, for Kilborne is in love with a farmer's daughter. He is being tracked by the gendarmes,
and Rose, suspecting that he is at the farmer's house, hurries there to warn him of the impending danger. The police arrive at the farm immediately after her and surround the house. When Kilborne steps through the door he is
ordered to surrender. He refuses. An officer raises his gun and fires. Rose steps in front of Kilbourne as the shot
rings out and receives the bullet in her heart. As she breathes her last Kilbourne weeps for the first time in his life
and realizes the depth of the love he never recognized.

SEPTEMBER

cines

16, 1912

Daughter of the Spy

2 REELS

Romantic
Story of Revolutionary
Days Dramatically Portrayed in which
Daughter of Spy gives her life in vain attempt to save her
Nobleman Lover, betrayed by her father.
^.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

The Blighted Son
Pathe Release September 9, 1912.

Four Reels.

This is a story of a young man whose father is very wealthy. He leads
a life of reckless dissipation until the father, learning the use his son is
making of the money, refuses to furnish further funds. The young fellow
thereupon commits his first crime; the crime of theft. The shock of thU
disgrace brings an attack of apoplexy upon the father, which makes him
totally blind. From this time it is a rapid drop to bankruptcy for the
once honored familv When it is too late the young man realizes his error
and determines to begin life anew. He leaves his native country for South
Africa and. after fearful hardships, which develop the better side of his
character, he returns to his native land— a man.

Fire at Sea
Pathe Release August 26, 1912.

Two Reels.

An old sea captain, a slave to liquor, is hired to sail the schooner
"Joanna"
with aliim.
cargoagainst
of gunpowder
revolutionary
man
sails with
the adviceforofa his
sweetheart,project.
who hasA ayoung
premonition of evil. When a few days out to sea, and while the young sailor
is asleep, the skipj«r drinks until he is irresponsible. He goes into the
powder room smoking his pipe. Soon he falls asleep and the pipe, dropping
from his hand, ignites the powder. A deafening roar and the vessel is
a mass of names, leaving a wreck-strewn sea and a red flow in the aky
to tell a waiting sweetheart the story of her lover's fate.

Rip Van Winkle
Vitagraph Release August 19, 1912.

Two Reels.

This legend is written by Washington Irving, of the time of George III
of England, during the 'occupation of this country by the English in the
18th
The story
of Kip
Van Rip
Winkle,
happy-go-lucky
well, century.
is well known
to every
child.
Van the
Winkle
is portrayed ne'er-doby that
eminent actor. Mr. Robert McWade, St., who was associated for so long
with the famous Joe Jefferson. The splendid Vitagraph Company carry out
the other parts in their usual creditable way.

Rameses,

King of Egypt

Cines Release August 12, 1912.

Two Reels.

A production
unparalleled
depicting a thrilling romance, laid in the ofdays
of ancient magnificence,
Egypt.
King Rameses, hearing of the beauty of a young shepherdess, disguises
himself as a peasant and journeys to her home. She resents his ardent
advances and tells him of her devoted lover, a shepherd, tending his hocks
on the mountain slopes.
The King, angered, has her carried off by force to his palace. Although
rejected, he determines to win her with lavishness, but without avail.
The
hearingto ofstab
his him.
lover's abduction, vows vengeance on King
Rameses shepherd,
and attempts
Whenthe again
advances
to the
shepherdess
are rejected,
he
orders
two the
loversking's
before
him and,
in all
the magnificence
of the
Egyptian court, he magnanimously commands their marriage to take place.
The splendor of the Oriental Courts, wonderful processions and ceremonies are all shown in a story not soon forgotten.

Don Juan and Charles V
Pathe Release July 29, 1912.

Two Reels.

Charles V, abdicated the Spanish throne in favor of his son, who
became Philip II. Almost the first thing Philip did was to fall in
love with Lucinda. a beautiful Spanish maid, who was practically betrothed
to Don Juan, a young student. Don Juan insults the new king when he
finds him forcing his attentions upon Lucinda. Don is arrested and
Lucinda brought to the torture chamber to see him suffer in the hope
that in order to save him che will consent to marry the King. Charles
V is informed of the situation and, coming out of the monastery to which
he has retired, he astounds the younger men by acquainting them with the
fact that they are brothers. He makes them pledge their loyalty to one
another, asks Lucinda to choose between the two men and when she and
Don Joan embrace,, gives them his blessing.

Kalem

Siege of Petersburg

Release July 22,

1912.

Two

Reels,

A \isit of a Confederate officer to his betrothed and her family Is
Interrupted by a young man and his crippled su>ter who have been made
lumpers by the ravages of the war. The young pauper proclaims his love
for the young lady of the house, and In order to demonstrate his bravery
and loyalty, enlists in the Confederate cause. Some months later the
young soldier rescues his rival, the Confederate officer, from a burning
bridge. A year elapses, and the pauper has been promoted to a lieutenancy.
The Confederates are entrenched before Petersburg, and the Federals
succeed in mining a part of the Confederates' outer works, but their
batteries are discovered in time to frustrate their plans. The Confederates place a small detachment under command of the poor, young
lieutenant, to keep the nearby batteries working. The officer whose life
has been saved, realizes the danger to the young lieutenant, forges an
order, relieving him of that hazardous duty and takes command himself.
The mine is exploded and tha gallnnt officer and his men are killed.

The Money
Vitagraph

Kings

Release July 15. 1912.

Three Reels

This is a story of a conspiracy on the part of the Money Kings to Involve the United States in a war. A representative of the United States
Government starts for the peace conference at The Hague, with the Preslent's
signatureasontheir
an secret
agreement
of to
peace.
Money representative
Kings employanda
clever woman,
agent,
trap The
the young
steal
the precious
little dinnerremoves
"for two"
is arranged,from
during
the course
of whichdocument.
the womanA conspirator
the document
the
young
representative's
coat
and
replaces
it
with
one
that
resembles
the
original. The daughter of one of the Money Kings learns of the conspiracy
and
is inmessage
her father's
sale.
a pretense
she
opensthat
the the
safe,original
extractsdocument
the original
and, in
turn,On replaces
it with
one to resemble it. She sends a wjrejess message to the young representative
on
his
way
to
The
Hague.
tcluTTg^him
of
the
conspiracy
and
to
watch
for her cousin in his hydroplane, bearing the original message. The Money
Kings are foiled.

The Adopted Child

Pathe Release July 8, 1912.

Two

Reels.

A little child, whose father is lost in a foreign country seeking his
fortune, becomes bereft of her mother and is adopted by some kindhearted ragpickers. When she reaches budding womanhood she falls in
love with a young physician, who reciprocates her affection. This pnysician
is in turn loved by a young woman, married to an elderly man, and she
does her best to win his affection. She makes her advances so pronounced
that her husband discovers the situation and challenges the doctor to a
duel, latter
which recognizes
is fought in
by the
the outraged
flickering husband
light of aa passing
ragpicker's
lantern.to
The
remarkable
resemblance
his little ward's fathefs photograph, and, following up this clue, he succeeds in establishing the young girl's identity and she lives out her life
happily with the man of her choice under her father's roof.

Tragedy

of the Desert

Kalem Release July 1, 1912.

Two Reels.

This is a story of the wife of an English surgeon practicing in Egypt,
who falls in love with an Oriental diplomat. When the doctor learns of
his
leaves, half
crazed,
the him
desert;
becomes
lost
and wife's
is foundinfatuation,
by a younghe Egyptian
woman
who for
carries
to her
tribesmen
in a Mohammedan village. When the doctor recovers his health he embraces the Mohammedan faith and marries the young Egyptian woman
who rescued him. Some time after the doctor's former wife visits the
quaint village with a party of tourists and discovers her husband. The
Egyptian wife sees her husband and the strange woman and believes she
will be deserted. The doctor accompanies his former wife to the edge
of the village to bid her farewell, and when he returns to join his Egyptian
wife, finds, to his horror, that the heart-broken girl has killed herself.

A Nation's
Pathe Release
June 24,

PerilTwo
1912.

Reels

A foreign power, anxious to learn the location of the mines in New
York harbor, sends the Countess Mentenberg to gather the information.
At a naval ball the countess makes the acquaintance of a young officer.
He invites her to visit the mine chart room at Fort Wadsworth. The
countess comes to the fort accompanied by two accomplices and, after
the officer has shown them a diagram of the location of the mines in
the harbor they
the drawing.
theircruiser,
prize the
two
confederates
board steal
a launch
and make With
for their
whichcountess'
is anchored
off shore.
Through the window the woman watches them and suddenly she realizes
that she is in love with the young officer. He calls her attention to the
little
and says
thattheit boat
js nowwould
over abemine.
his atoms.
button The
is pressed,
he
says, craft
pointing
to it,
blownIf to
countess,
realizing the disgrace that would befall her lover when the fact of the theft
theft
lunch
bee.-.n
e
known,
presses
the
button
and
the
mine
explodes,
blowing
the
launch
and its occupants to fragments.
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AMERICAN.
Sept.
Oct.
OK.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

SO— Calamity Anne's Ward (Drama)
2— The Renegade (Drama)
3— Father's Favorite (Drama)
7— Jack of Diamonds
(Dr.)
9— A Sister's Devotion
(Dr. )
10— Reformation of Sierra Smith (Dr.)
14 — The Promise
(Dr.)
16 — The Border Detective (Dr.)
17— The New Cowpuneber
(Dr.)
AMSROSIO.

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
10U0
1000
1000

Sept. 18— Trail of Guilt (Dr.)
Sept. 25— Cook's
Mumps
and
Complications
(Com.)
Oct. 2 — Ashes of Memory
(Dr.)
Oct.
9— Getting In Strong (Com.)
Oct. 9 — Woman
Haters (Com.)
Oct. 16— Mission Maestro
(Dr. )

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

BISON

(N.

Y.

M.

P.

7—
10 —
14 —
17 —
21 —

Her Last Resort (Drama)
A White
Indian (Drama)
The Girl from Golden Ran (Drama)
The Ranchman's Awakening (Drama)
The Massacre
of Santa Fe Trail (2
reels) (Drama)
Sept. 34 — The Sheriff's Reward (Drama)
Sept. 28 — At Old Fort Dearborn
(Drama)
(2
reels)
Oct.
1— A Western
Episode (Dr.)
Oct.
6— When Uncle Sam Was Young
(2 reels) (Dr.)
BRONCHO.
Sept
Sept.
Sept.
6*fc
Oct.

18 — Sundered
Ties
(Drama)
26— His Better Self (Drama)
26— His Better Self (Drama)
2— For the Honor of the 7th (Military Dr.)
9 — An Indian Legend
(Dr. )
CHAMPION.

Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

26 — The
J— The
• — The
It — The
28 — Rose
30— Her

Aog.
Aag.
An*.
Aog.
Aog.
Sept.

IT —
10—
24 —
26 —
21 —
2—

Foundling
(Dr.)
Maid of the Rocks (Drama).....
Trystlng
Tree (Drama)
Dummy Director (Drama)
of the Islands (Drama)
Whole Duty (Dr.)
COMET.

Western
Chivalry
(Drama)
1000
House of "No Children"
(Com.)
1000
The Deputy's
Duty
(Drama)
1000
A Divided House
(Dr.)
The Moonshiner's Task (Dr.)
The Dentist's Dilemma
(Comedy)....
CRYSTAL.

•ct. 6— The Girl In the Next Room (Com.)...
Oct.
6— The Man From the North Pole (Com.)
ECLAIR.
Sept. 26— The Old Clock on the Stairs (Drama)
Sept. 20 — Love and Sacrifice (Com. -Dr.)
Oet.
1 — The Old Dootor's Humanity (Drama) . .

NATIONAL

Oct.
3 — The Lucky Loser (Comedy-Drama)....
Oet.
6 — The Lock of Hair (Drama)
Oct.
8— All on Account of a Ring (Com.)
Oct.
8— Surprlalng Eliza (Com.)
in— A Choice by Accident (Com. -Dr.)
Oct. 13— The While Bonnet
(Dr.)
OAUMONT.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.

Oct. 5 — Elgoto Drives a Locomotive (Comedy).
Oct. 5 — Harvesting
Wheat
In the Northwest
i Agriculture)
Oct.
8— Love's Test
(Dr.)
0 ' 9— Gaumont'p Weekly No. 31 (Top.)
Oct. 10— The Eternal (Dr.)
Oct. 12— The Cotton Industry
(Industrial)

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

11— The Men Within
(Drama)
13 — Those Love Sick Cowboys (Comedy)
16 —
— The
Horse Thief's
18
A Western
Vacation Daughter
(Comedy) (Drama)
20— Won By a Call (Comedy)
23 — Carl Van Gordon's Family
(Comady).
25 — The Criminologist
(Drama)
27— Percy, the Bandit (Comedy)
30 — The Old Prospector (Dr.)
2 — The Boomerang
(Com.)
4 — Hearts and Skirts (Com.)

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oet.

18 — All On Account of a Widow (Cooed/)
20— Fate's Way
(Drama)
25— The Plan that Failed (Oomedr}
25— Swat the Fly (Educational)......-....
27— Her Ambition
(Drama)
2 — Early's Awakening
(Dr.)
4 — Two Women
(Dr.)

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

18— Calek West (2 reels) (Drama*
21 — The Redemption
(Drama)
25 — The Geranium
(Drama)
25— Bedella and Her Neighbor (Ooanedqr)..
28— The Cuckoo Clock (Oomedy-Draaoo*. . .
2— Brothers Under the Skin (Droaaaf....
5 — Time Avenges (Drama)
9 — Guy Mannering
(2 reele) (Dr.)
12— The Peddler's Find (Dr.)

27 — Baby Fingers (Drama)
3— The Celebrated Case (2 reels) (Drama)
10— A Turn of Fate (Drama)
17 — Down By the Sounding Sea (Drama)
24 — The Legend of Montmartre (Dr.)
1 — The Convict's Return (Dr. )

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

7 — The Afflicted Governor (Comedy)
7— The Spring Lock (Comedy)
14 — Aunt Jane's Will (Comedy-Drama)...
21 — Benolt's Fortune (Comedy-Drama)....
28 — A Child of Genius (Comedy)
28— A Sly Servant
(Comedy)
5— I Am Going Out for a Shave (Com.)..
5 — The Tramp's
Revenge
(Com.)

16 — The Millionaire Cop (Comedy-Drama)
19 — Sweet Alice Ben Bolt (Drama)
21— The Blind Musician
(Drama)
21 — The Exchange of Labels (Comedy)...
23 — Getting Mary Married
(Comedy)
26 — The Parson and the Moonshiner (Dr.).
28— Lie Not to Your Wife (Comedy)
28 — Curing Hubby (Comedy)
30 — The Cruel Stepmother
(Dr. )
3— The Girl From the Country (Dr.)
5— He Had But Fifty Cents (Com.)
5— A Dayln anlnfantAsylum
(Edu.)..

8—
15 —
22 —
22 —
29—
29 —

RELIANCE.

1000
1000
1000

__

REPUBLIC.
July
July
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aog.
Aug.

The Solemn
Hour
(Drama)
A Woman's Duplicity (Drama)
Toto's Talisman
(Comedy)
A Naughty Boy (Comedy)
His Frst Law Suit (Comedy)
A Nail In the Shoe (Comedy)

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

23 — Cohen Collects a Debt (Comedy)
23 — The Water Nymph (Comedy)
30 — Riley and Scbultze (Comedy)
30 — The New Neighbor (Comedy)
7 — The Beating He Needed
(Com.)
7 — Pedro's Dilemma (Com.)

SOLAX.

744
289
990
990
980
963
970
883

THANHOUSER.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

Two
Souls (Drama)
At the Foot of the Ladder (Drama)...
Undine (Parts 1 and 2) (Drama)
And the Greatest of These Is Charity
(Drama)
Sept. 29 — Please Help the Pore (Drama)
Oct.
1 — Letters of a Lifetime
(Drama)
Oct.
4 — The Warning
(Drama)
Oct.
6— A Six Cylinder Elopement
(Com.-Dr)..
Oct. 8 — Miss Robinson Crusoe (Dr.)
Oct. 11 — (No Release this date)

MAJESTIC.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oet.

10 — Lola's Sacrifice (Drama)
15 — Cupid vs. Cigarettes
(Comedy)
17 — Thorns of Success (Drama)
22 — Mary's Chauffeur
(Comedy)
24 — The Butterfly (Drama)
29 — Belligerent Benjamin
(Comedy)
29 — A Garrison Joke (Comedy)
1— The Call of the Blood (Drama)
6— The Little Music Teacher (Com.)
8 — The Winner and the Spoils (Dr.)
MTXANO.

TICKETS
20,000

COMPANY

20 —
22 —
24—
27—

VICTOR.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.

Sept.
7 — Victims of Ingratitude (Drama)
Sept. 14 — The Wedding
Gift /Drama)

ROLL
$1.25

12— The Squatter's Rights (Drama,)
15 — Lost, a Husband
(Comedy)
19 — Faraway Fields (Drama)
22 — The Conflict's End (Drama)
26 — The Old Organist (Drama)
29 — The Hidden Bonds (Drama)
3— Bob's Deception
(Dr.)
"6 — The Winnings of Silas Pegg (Com.)..

Sept. 18 — The Spry Spinsters (Comedy)
Sept. 20 — The Life of a Rose (Drama).......
Sept. 26— The Love of the Flag (Comedy-Drama)
Sept. 27— The Fugitive (Drama)
Oct.
2 — Si's Surprise Party (Comedy)
Oct.
4 — The Retreat from Eden (Drama)
Oct. 9 — Canned
Harmony
(Com.)
Oct. 11 — A Fool and His Money
(Com.)

VOX,

Aug. 23 — Uncle's Favorite Pudding
(Com.)....
Aug. 23 — Views of the Llvran (Scenic)
Aug. 30 — The Modern Child (Drama)
Sept.
6 — A Cripple's Folly (Drama)
Sept. 13 — Tommy's
Playmate
(Drama)
Sept. 20— The Little Beggar Boy (Drama)
Sept. 27 — Only a Private (Drama)
Oct.
4 — The Medallion
(Drama)
Oct. 11— Evading Justice (Dr.)

15— The All-seeing Bye (Dr.)
22— Evil be to Him Who Bvll Thinks (D«v)
29 — A House-tep Romance
(Dr.)
29 — Evolution of a Duck Egg <Bdm.f
6— The Octoroon'a Sacrifice (Dr.)
12 — The Borrowing
Simp
(Comedy)......
19 — The Curse of Drink (Drama)
26 — The Pickaninnies and the Watermelons
(Comedy)
BEX.

KEYSTONE.

$2.50
25,000
GET THE SAMPLES

TICKET

POWERS.

ITAXA.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

21 — The Two Overcoats
(Comedy)
21— Bonifacio In Society (Comedy)
28 — The Mysterious
Auto (Comedy)
28 — Honesty Punished (Com. -Dr.)
5— An Alpine Tragedy
(Dr.)
NESTOR.

GEM.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

20 — The Doctor's Doable
(Drama)
24 — The Hidden Trail (Drama)
27 — On the Firing Line (Drama)
1 — (Title not reported.)
4— Caster's Last Raid (3 reels) (Dr.)...
8 — (Title not reported.)
11— The Sergeant's Boy (2 reels) (Dr.)..
BISON
(Universal).

5,000
10,000

WORLD

IMP.

00.)'

SPECIAL

PICTURE

GREAT * NORTHERN.

Sept. 25 — Arabian Infamy (Drama)
Oct. 2 — The Bowstring
(Dr.)
AMMEX.

"101"

MOVING

THE

30 — The Winning
Punch
(Dr.)
6— After All (Drama)
13 — All For Love (Drama)
20— Flo's Discipline (Comedy)
27 — The Advent of Jane (Drama)
4— Tangled
Relatives
(Dr.)

BIG

TICKET.
ANY
ANY COLORS

$4.60 50,000
$5.50 100,000
STOCK TICKETS, 6 CENTS

$7.50
$10.00

PRINTING

Shamokin,

Pa.

THE

MOVING

Every One a Winner

PICTURE

WORLD

"THEEXHIBITQR-BE-PLEA5ED

"Nanon,"
or
the
Fate
of Two
Brothers, 3 Reels.
Heroine
of Derna
(Turkish-Italian
War), _' Reels.
The Two Destinies, 3 R^els.
Dishonored,
or the Rotiance
of a
Hungarian Officer, 3 Reels.
Charlie Colmes
and the Knaves
of
Spades, 3 Reels.
Red Falcon, Hand Colored, 2 Reels.
Tale of Two Cities, 3 Reels.
Red Inn, or the False Friend, 2
Reels.

T U E S fjtfa, EUROPEAN
THU }\^M^:EUROPEAN
^^^ .SPL/T-flEEL \
5 AT

The Others' Sin, 4 Reels.
The Greatest Features Ever.
Plenty of other features just as good.
Ample supply of Original Posters
sent in advance for advertising your
coming attraction.
Wire your bookings at once.
Don't Wait.

FRI
cojiedy\
V/ED DmnA

WED lww
^EL ANCi

Royal Feature Film Co.
^N.~SMITH, Manager
S38 S. Dearborn St., Chi
cago, III.

IS AT

In and Three Reel Features
The BEST European Attractions for RENT OR
SALE at the LOWEST Bargain Prices. Ask for
our NEW LIST.

WRITE
FOR
NAME OF NEAREST

Northern Feature Film Exchange
405 Schiller Bldg.

Chicago

4-PAGE HERALDS FOR
CUSTER'S
LAST FIGHT
with
Imprint,
$2.26
per M.
Without
Imprint,
$1.75 per ^f. Cash
with order.
F. F. PUB.
CO., 2711 CHURCH
AVE.,
.
Cleveland, 0.

AUTHORIZED

POT

Headquarter* for
and PICTURE

44 tb St

NEW

YORK

BOOTHS

{g™
C.W.
Mfg. Mass.
Co.
booklet
39 PearlTrainer
St., 'Boston,
THE TOURNAMENT

AGENT/o^*

SUPPLy

J33-135 WEST

ASBESTOS
CURTAINS

CONEDf^

MOVING PICTURE ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT

FILM CO.

TOLEDO, OHIO.
Owmti
of the following;
feature Alrmj:
1911
Cheyenna
Cowboy
and
Indian
Fremttsr
Celeeratlon.
Fail Round-Up on the T-S Rasch.
State Rights for These Films for Bale.
Boekdnga Can Be Hade by Writing Us,

Used

BIGGEST

and

Highly

SENSATION

Can be operated
"Plant running
every day for our
as much as public

Endorsed

IN

THE

DETROIT

ENGINE

WORKS,

the

MOVING

United

States

PICTURE

Array.

WORLD

by a boy 10 years old. One customer writes:
like a top and delivering the 'Juice' right sleag
moving picture house. Coats ns about one-tenth
service. Also pumps water to all ear buildings,

2,000
gallons
Write
to-dayperforday."
Bulletin 101.

(163)

by

It Is a mighty

Dept. 102. DETROIT,

Interesting heekleC

MICH.. U. S. A.

CALIFORNIA FILM EXCHANGE
THE

HOUSE

WITH

A REPUTATION

Handling the* entire UNIVERSAL PROGRAM
|101 BISON and all other LEADING BRANDS
Write, Wire or Phone and Arrange for Your Film Service with the

Largest Independent Film Renters on the Pacific Coast
OFFICES

54 Seventh St.,
San Francisco, CaL

110 East Fourth St.,
Los Angeles, Cal.

Lewis Bldg.,
Phoenix, Ariz.

__

THE

9°
LICENSED
RELEASE

RELEASE

DATES

DAYS.

Monday — Biograph, Kalem, Lubln, Path*,
Tltagraph.
Tueaday— Edison, Esaanay, 0. G. P. 0.,
fellf,
Vitagraph.
W«dn««day — Edl»on, Eclipse, Kalem, Lubin,
VKagTaph.
Thuraday — Biograph, Esaanay, Lubln,
Pathe,
Belir.
Friday— Edison, Esianay, Kalem, Belir,
P. 0., Vitagraph.
Saturday — Edison, Essanay, Clnes, Lubln,
Yltagraph.

Selig,
Cinei,
Pathe,
Meliet,
0.

G.

Pathe,

BIOGBAPH.
Sept. 16 — Stem
Pnpa
(Comedy)
Sept. 16 — Love's
Messenger
(Comedy)
Sept. 19 — Two
Daughters
of Eve
(Drama)....
Sept. 23 — Friends (Drama)
Sept. 26 — A Disappointed Mamma
(Comedy)
Sept. 26— A Mixed Affair (Comedy)
Sept. 30 — So Near, Yet So Far (Drama)
Oct.
3 — A Feud In the Kentucky Hills (Drama)
Oct.
7 — The
Line
at Hogan's
(Com.)
Oct.
7 — A Ten-Karat
Hero
(Com.)
Oct. 10— The
Chief's
Blanket
(Dr.)
CINES.
(G. Klelne.)
Sept. 14 — Honors Divided
(Drama)
1076
Sept. 16 — The
Daughter
of the Spy
(Special)
(Drama)
1000
Sept. 17 — Amalfl,
Italy, and Surroundings
(Sc) 225
Sept. 17 — A Gun
Factory
(Industrial)
320
Sept. 17 — Traditional Customs In Southern Italy
(Topical)
430
Sept. 21 — Betrayed
For Love
(Hist. -Drama). . .1000
Sept. 24 — A Cavalier's Romance
(Drama)
667
Sept. 24 — Castrovlllari— Southern Italy (Scenic) 325
Sept. 28— Quaint Sights In Sardinia (Scenic)... 205
Sept. 28 — Reuben and the Boys
(Comedy)
975
Oct.
1 — How a Brave Man Died (Drama)
540
Oct.
1— The
Island of Malta
(Scenic)
460
Oct.
5— Trifle Not With Love (Drama)
700
Oct.
5 — Laino,
Southern
Italy (Scenic)
300
Oct.
8 — A Glimpse of Sicily (Sc.)
250
Oct.
8 — Artistic Glass Work
(Industrial)
300
Oct.
8 — The Wonder
Powders
(Com.)
450
Oct. 12— Trailing
the Counterfeiters
(Dr.)
1000
EDISON,
'Sept. 1# — The
Manufacture
of Paper,
Maine
(Industrial)
1000
Sept. 11— The Stranger and the Taxlcab (Com.). 1000
Sept. 13— The Dam Builder
(Drama)
1000
Sept. 14 — The
Rescue,
Cure
and
Edubatlon
of
Blind Babies (Educational)
1000
Sept. 17— The
Governor
(Drama)
1000
Sept. 18 — Lazy
Bill Hudson
(Comedy)
490
Sept, 18 — National
Soldiers'
Home,
Virginia
(Descriptive)
510
Sept. 20 — Hearts
and
Diamonds
(Dr.)
1000
Sept. 21— The
Grandfather
(Drama)
1000
Sept. 23 — How Bobby Joined the Circus (Com.) 650
Sept. 23 — Benares and Agra, India (Scenic) .... 350
Sept. 24— The Little Girl Next Door (Drama). . .1000
Sept. 25 — Cynthia's
Agreement
(Comedy)
1000
Sept; 27— Mary In Stage Land
(Drama)
1000
Sept. 28 — 'Ostler Joe (Drama)
1000
Sept. 30 — Calumet "K"
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 1 — The Girl from the Country (Drama) .. .1000
Oct.
2 — Olympic
Games— Pittsburgh Y. M. C.
A.
(Athletic)
200
Oct. 2 — The Green-eyed Monster (Comedy)... 700
Oct.
4 — "Cashmere"
the Chief Health Resort
of India
(Educational & Scenic) .. .1000
Oct.
5 — The Usurer's Grip (Drama)
1000
Oct.
7— A
Curable
Disease
(Dr.)
1000
Oct.
8— Under
False
Colors
(Dr.)
1000
Oct. 9 — Uncle Mtin and the Minister (Com.).. 1000
Oct. 11 — The
Charge
of
the
Light
Brigade
(Dr.)
1000
Oct. 12 — A Fresh
Air Romance
(Dr.)
1000
ESSANAY.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

3—
5—
6—
10 —
12 —
13—
14 —
17 —
19 —
20 —

Back
to the Old Farm
(Drama)
1000
The
Wildman
(Comedy)
1000
Twilight
(Drama)
1000
A Woman
of Arizona
(Drama)
1000
The
Listener's
Lesson
(Comedy)
1000
Billy McGrath's Love Letters (Com.) 1000
Broncho
Billy Outwitted
(Drama) .. .1000
Neptune's Daughter (Drama)
1000
The Mixed Sample Trunk (Comedy) . .1000
The Love Test (Comedy)
1000

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Sept. 21— Alkali Ike's Pants (Comedy)
1000
Sept. 24 — Across the Broad Pacific (Scenic)
Sept. 25 — The Adventure of the Button
(Com.Dr.)
1000
Sept. 26 — A Little Louder, Please (Comedy)
1000
Sept. 27— The Voice of Conscience (Drama)
1000
Sept. 28 — An Indian Sunbeam
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
1— Ghosts
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
2— Well Matched (Comedy)
1000
Oct
3— The Redemption of Silvers
(Drama) . .1000
Oct.
4 — Terrible Teddy
(Comedy)
1000
Oct.
5— Love On Tough Luck Ranch (Comedy) 1000
Oct.
8— Alkali
Ike
Stung
(Com.)
1000
Oct.
9— The Rebellion
of Mandy
(Com.)
1000
Oct. 10— The
End
of the Feud
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 11 — Not On the Circus Program
(Drama). 1000
Oct. 12 — The Shotgun
Ranchman
(Drama)
1000
KALEM.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

13—
14 —
16—
18—
20—
20—
21—

The Street Singer
(Drama) .7
1000
A Railroad Lochlnvar (Comedy-Drama) 1000
The
Parasite
(Drama)
1000
In Peril of Their Lives
(Drama)
1000
Chipps of the Old Block (Comedy)..
Tllley's Bird Farm (Educational)...
The
Grit
of
the
Girl
Telegrapher
(Drama)
1000
23— Fat Bill's Wooing
(Comedy)
23— Roost, the Kidder (Comedy)
25 — Queen of the Kitchen (Comedy)
25 — Along the River Nile (Scenic)
27— The Heart of John Grimm
(Drama). .1000
28 — The Apache Renegade
(Drama)
1000
30 — The
Poacher's
Pardon
(Drama)
1000
2 — A Hospital Hoax (Comedy)
2 — Ancient Temples of Egypt
(Scenic) . .
4— The Village Vixen
(Drama)
1000
5 — The Confederate Ironclad (Drama)
1000
7— When
Youth
Meets
Youth
(Dr.)
1000
9— The Belle of the Beach
(Dr.)
9 — Election
Day
in California
(Com.)...
11— His
Mother's
Picture
(Dr.)
1000
12— The
Redskin
Raiders
(Dr.)
1000
LUBIN.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

18—
19—
20 —
20 —
21—
21—
23—
24 —

When
Father
Had
His Way
(Com.)lOOO
A Child's
Devotion
(Drama)
1000
Turpentine
Industry
(Industrial)....
No
Trespassing
(Comedy)
His Pair of Pants
(Comedy)
600
His
Trade
(Comedy)
400
A Gay Time In Quebec (Comedy)
1000
The Renegades
(Drama)
,
1000

26 —
and and
the Life
Gypsies
(Comedy)'....
26
— Buster
Swimming
Saving
(Ind.)
27— Glued
(Comedy)
27— The Water Wagon
(Comedy)
28— The Doctor's Debt
(Drama)
30— A Girl's Bravery (Drama)
1— The
Amateur
Ice-Man
(Com. -Dr.)
3— The Physician of Silver Gulch (Drama).
4 — Spoony
Sam
(Comedy)
4 — Collection
Day
(Comedy)
5— His
Life
(Drama)
7— The Last Rose of Summer
(Dr.)
8 — The Moonshiner's Daughter
(Dr.)
10— The
Players
(Dr.)
11 — Mr. Fixit
(Com.)
11 — The
German
Singers
(Com.)
12— The
Cringer
(Dr.)
MELIES.

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

August 22 — The Moth and the Flam* (Drama ).. 1000
Aug. 29 — His Partner's Share
(Drama)
1000
Sept
5 — The Obsession
(Dr.)
1000
Sept. 12— The Unworthy
Son
(Drama)
1000
Sept. 19 — The Prisoner's Story (Drama)
1000
Sept. 26 — The
Beach
Combers
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
3 — A Western Coquette
(Drama)
Oct.
3 — Clearing
Land
For
Farming
In the
West
(Agricultural)
Oct.
10 — Forgive Us Our Trespasses (Drama) . .1000
ECLIPSE.
(G. Kleins.)
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

18— New
Plymouth
(Scenic)
18— A Country
Holiday
25— The
Sacrifice
(Drama)
2— A Foe to Race Suicide (Comedy)
2— A Trip Through Belgium
(Scenic)
9 — Through
Derbyshire
Dales
(Sc.)
9 — A Roman's
Conversion
(Dr.)
PATHE.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

2—
4—
5—
7—
9—
9—
11 —
12 —
14 —
16—
18 —
19 —
21 —
23—

Pathe's
Weekly
No. 36, 1912
Locked Out of Wedlock
(Comedy)....
The
Penalty
Paid
(Drama)
Gee!
My
Pants!
(Comedy)
Pathe's Weekly, No. 37 (Topical)
The Blighted Son (Special) (Drama)..
Black Beauty
(Drama)
Anqulsbed Hours (Drama)....,
Saved at the Altar (Drama)
Pathe's
Weekly
No. 38 (Topical)...
The
Bandit's
Spur
(Drama)
The
Desperado
(Drama)
Sliver
Moon's
Rescue
(Drama)
Pathe's
Weekly,
No. 39, 1912 (Top.)

250
730
1000
500
500
300
700

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

25— Pals
(Drama)
26— Glacier
National
Park
(Scenic)
26— The Andrew
(Acrobatic)
28— The Fllbuster's Ship (Drama)
30— Pathe's Weekly, No. 40, 1912 (Top.l
30— The Man Hunt (Special Release) (Dr.)
2 — At the Burglar's Command
(Comedy)
3 — Theodore
Roosevelt
(Topical)
3 — Experiments With Liquid Air (Science)
5 — A Redman's
Loyalty
(Drama)
7— Pathe's
Weeklv
No.
41
(Topical)...
9 — Passing
Gypsies
(Com. -Dr.)
10— The
Horse
Thieves
(Dr.)
12— Naughty
Marietta
(Com.)
C.

G.

P.

C.

Sept.
3 — Beatrix
d'Este
(Drama)
Sept. 6— Whiffles and the Magic Wand (Com.)
Sept.
6 — The
Bud,
the Leaf
and
the Flower
(Science)
Sept. 10 — Love's Progress
(Comedy-Drama)
Sept. 10— A Little Journey In Tunl* (Scenic)...
Sept. 13 — For Her
Lord
(Drama)
Sept. 13 — The Across
Late the Harriet
Flight
English Qulmby's
Channel
(Top.)
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

17 —
17 —
20 —
20 —
24 —
27 —
1—
1—

The
Elopement
(Comedy)
Gerone — the Venice
of Spain
(Sc.)..
Max's
Tragedy
(Comedy)
The Edmunds Klamm Ravine (Sc.)..
The Princess and the Merchant (Juv.l
The
Musketeer's Conscience
(Drama)
A Well Washed
House
(Comedy)
Evolution
and
Life of a Silk Worm
(Educational)
Oct.
4 — A Ship Boy's Grit (Drama)
Oct.
8 — Amongst
Many
Loves
(Com.)
Oct. 8 — The Trianons — Versailles — France (Sc.J
Oct. 11— His Country
Before
All (Dr.)
SELIG.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

2 — As the Fates Decree (Drama)
1000
3— An
Equine
Hero
(Drama)
1000
5— Sergeant Byrne of the N. W. M. P.
(Drama)
1000
Sept.
6 — Circumstantial
Evidence
(Drama)
1000
Sept.
9— The House of His Master (Drama) .. .1000
ept. 10 — The
Fighting
Instinct
(Drama)
1000
Sept. 12— The Indelible Stain
(Drama)
1000
Sept. 13— The Trade Gun Bullet
(Drama)
1000
Sept. 16 — The
Substitute
Model
(Drama)
1000
Sept. 17— The
Brand
Blotter
(Drama)
1000
Sept. 19 — Into the Genuine
(Drama)
1000
Sept. 20 — Life and Customs of the Winnebago
Indians
(Drama)
1000
Sept. 23— A Detective's Strategy (Drama)
1OO0
Sept. 24 — The Cattle Rustlers (Drama)
1000
Sept. 25 — Partners
(Drama ^
1000
Sept. 26— The Pity of It (Drama)
1000
Sept. 27 — The Borrowed Umbrella (Comedy)
Sept. 27 — Harvesting
Alfalfa
In New
Mexico
(Industrial)
Sept. 30— Bread Upon the Waters
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
1 — Why Jim Reformed
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
2 — The Pirate's Daughter
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
3— The Great
Drought
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
4 — An Assisted Elopement (Comedy)
1000
Oct.
7 — How
the Cause
Was
Won
(Dr.)
1000
Oct.
8 — A Motorcycle
Adventure
(Dr.)
1000
Oct.
9 — When
Edith
Played
Judge
and
Jury
(Dr. )
1000
Oct. 10— Euchred
(Dr.)
1000
Oct. 11 — An
International
Romance
(Dr.)
1000
VTTAGRAPH.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

14 —
14 —
16 —
17 —
18 —
20 —
20 —

Popular
Betty
(Comedy-Drama)
600
The Fortune in the Tea-cup (Comedy) 400
Captain
Barnacle's
Waif
(Drama) . .1000
The
Troubled
Trail
(Drama)
1000
A Vltagraph
Romance
(Drama)
1000
The
Indian
Mutiny
(Drama)
The
Burning
of the Match
Factory
(Topical)
Sept. 21— Adventure of the Italian Model (Dr.) 1000
Sept. 23— Bobby's Father
(Drama)
1000
Sept. 24 — His Lordship, the Valet
(Comedf) . . .1000
Sept. 25— Bill Wilson's
Gal (Drama)
1000
Sept. 26 — The Signal Fire (Drama)
1000
Sept. 27 — The
Counts
(Comedy)
60«
Sept. 27— Weary Starts Things in PumpklnvHle
(Comedy)
400
Sepr. 28 — The Irony of Fate (Drama)
1000
Sept. 30— Her Choice
(Com. -Dr.)
1000
Oct.
1 — The
Adventure of the Smelling Salts
(Drama) Buttons (Comedy)
1000
Oct.
2— Bachelor
Oct.
2 — Diana's
Legacy
(Comedy)
Oct.
3 — She Cried
(Comedy-Drama)
1000
Oct.
4 — Her Spoiled Boy
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
5 — The Red Barrier (Drama)
1000
Oct.
7— Nothing to Wear (Comedy)
1000
Oct.
7— As
You
Like
It
(Special)— 3
reel
Drama)
3000
Oct.
8— The
Godmother
(Com.)
1000
Oct.
9 — When
Persistency and Obstinacy Meet
(Dr.)
1000
Oct. 10— As Fate
Would
Have
It (Dr.)
1000
Oct. 11— Ilor Father's
Hat
(Com.)
700
Oct. 11 — Mammoth
Life-Savers
(Com.)
300
Oct. 12— When
California
Was Young
(Dr. ) . . . Knx>

POSTERS
^°r a" tfle arjove releases, also the most attractive brass and wood poster
_ 0 _ __ _ _
furnished by the
K AM
E S
AMERICAN SONG SLIDE & POSTER CO.,
First National Bank Building,

frames

made

CHICAGO. ILL

<>i

THE

M« >\ [\i.

iMCTl'UK

LIFE

Diamond
SHOWING

BANNERS

Photo-Play
Advertising & Specialty Co.
Main Offices: 121-123 Fourth Avenue
PITTSBURGH,

We have the following states left
On ZIGOMAR
Delaware
and Maryland
Tennessee
North and South Dakota
New Mexico and Arizona

On LOVE

$250
$225
$225
$225

THUNDERBOLT
and

ranch

Information concerning these $1.00 Banners

STATE RIGHT BARGAINS

Maine. New Hampshire
Georgia and Florida
Texas
Missouri
Iowa
Colorado and Wyoming
California

ON

A.ViW.i..

Our Banners Are Works of Art.
Lithographed
in Four Colors.
Eyelets in Corners.
Printed
on Heavy Muslin, 3 ft. wide by 12 ft. long.
Price: $1.00 Each.
Made foi all Releases, both Licensed and Independent. Always in Stock. Remit with Order.

Sin:
45x12x12 inches
Weight (boxed) 100 lbs.
PRICE:
Chopper
$50.00
Foot Lever (extra) 10.00
Nickel Trimmings (extra) 5.00

On THE

wusmmmBssmmm

LIFE AND SPOUTS IN WEST.

Photo-Play
Ticket Chopper
A Necessity Wherever Tickets Are Sold
Finish: Cabinet is of
finest, golden quartered oak, highly polished, and trimmings
are of metal, finished
in colored enamel,
baked by special process, which retains its
brilliancy, or if desired
all metal parts heavily
nickel plated. Glass is
best polished French
plate, quarter inch thick.

\V< »kl.l>

Vermont

$200
$200
$190
$190
$17°
$175
$180

& AVIATION

Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont
$200
Missouri
$195
Texas
$190
Colorado and Wyoming
$180
California
$185
Above prices include one set films and $30 worth of
advertising.

The F & E Film Co., Cleveland, 0.

PA.
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LIST

OF

FEATURES

FOR

New York and New Jersey Exhibitors
"Black Chancellor"
- - - 3 Reel
"Innocent Victim" - - "Through Trials to Victory"
"Zlgomar"
------3"
"Voice of the Tomb" - "Redemption" ----3 "
"Thunderbolt"
- - - - 3 "
"Old Wyoming Days" - "Ninth Commandment"
- 3 "
"Land of Darkness" - - The above FEATURES now ready for booking.

FEATURE

145 West 45th St.
Exchange Bldg.

PHOTOPLAY

}NEW YORK

COMPAMain
NYStreet

buffalo! „fp3p^ rome

Bldg.

I ! I 3 — First-Class FEATURES a Week — 3 ! I I
We
are the largest importers
of FEATURE
PICTURES and able to supply you with three REAL
MONEY-GETTERS a week.
Apply for list
KELLMANN'S
FEATURE
FILMS
665 Washington Street Boston, Mass.

EXCLUSIVE
SERVICE

Imp

3 Reel
"Last Lesson" ----2 Reel
3 "
"The Circus Girl" - - - - 2 "
3 "
"The Penalty"
2 "
2 "
"Outcast Child"
- - - - 2 "
2 "
"Rip Van Winkle"
- - - 2 "
Communicate with the

Nestor

Bison

Rex
Eclair
Animated Weekly
Gem
iPowers
Milano
Victor Champion
kTwo and Three Reel Features
Weekly
THE ONLY EXCHANGE IN NEW YORK CITY
PURCHASING THE A30VE BRANDS

Universal Film Exchange
of New York
111 E. 14th ST.
NEW YORK, N.Y.

Projector Carbon

"Biograph"
Brand

L. E. Frorup & Co.
232 Greenwich St., New York City

WANTED
Good men to manage Feature Film Offices. Must
be capable of handling men and large territory and
come well recommended.
United Feature Film Co., 412 Century Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

Theatre Managers
Why not KODAK
Local
Views; Have Slides Made
from Them and Show
on Your Screens? This
pleases your audiences
everywhere all the time.
Try it.
Ctmerutod AS Photo Suppfie*

Picture Theatre
Equipment
Co.
21 EAST 14th STREET
NEW

Use the Real

YORK

CITY

THE

Eye Comfort
System
OF
Indirect Illumination
So necessary to the success of erary
Motion
Picture
Theatre
that
wt
engineer 60 Theaters a month.
This is a free senrice to Motion
Picture Theatre
Managers.
National X-Ray Reflector Co.,
227 W. Jackson Blv<L, Chicago.
Distance, Screen to Rear of Auditorium
Ceiling Height
Width of House
Name

93

THE

SCENARIO
WRITERS !
If your scenarios do not sell
find out why. Perhaps your
manuscript can be rewritten and
made saleable, and your mistakes
may be corrected in future manuscripts. The author of "Technique of the Photoplay," etc., will
gire your manuscript personal
criticism for a fee of $2.

Exhibitors !
Submit your difficulties to the
author of "The Photoplay Theater," and other articles on management, for advice and suggestion, the result of twenty years'
experience in amusement enterprises. Simple questions $1 each.

Epes Winthrop

Sargent

Box 70, Madiaon Square Station

MOVING
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Ornamental
Theatres

[New York City

PLASTER

RELIEF

DECORATIONS

Theatres Designed Everywhere
Por Sale — Used

Machines

for
1 Stereo - Motiograph
Dissolving Stereo Views
and M. P. — A-i condition. $175.00
1 No. iA Motiograph — 1912
Model — A-i condition....
150.00
1 good
No. 5 condition
Power's, Complete — 125.00
1 Edison Exhibition Machine, One-Pin Movement
— first-class condition ... 115.00
1 1 10- Volt, 133-Cycle Current Saver
20.00
All of the above guaranteed in good condition. Will ship C. O. D. on deposit
with privilege of examination.
Largest Dealer* of Repair* and Supplies

Amusement Supply Company

107A North Dearborn St., Chicago. III. 4

Write for Illuitrated Theatre Catalog,
Send ua Size* of
Theatre for Special Design!

THE DECORATORS
2549 Archer

Avenue,

Theatre Pipe Organs.

CHICAGO,

CO.
ILL.

500 REELS
Hand Films, guaranteed
to be in Iritclass condition.
$12.50 FEB HEEL
POSTERS
AND
ADVERTISING
FREE
WITH
EACH REEL

Second

All sizes of Pipe Organs for Theatre purposes
built to order.
Write for catalogue and estimates.
THE WM.
SCUELKE
ORGAN
CO.
Milwaukee. Wis.

IMPERIAL FEATURE

121

FOR
TO FEATURE

SUPPLY

11

Fourth

FILM CO.

Ave.

Pittsburgh,

Pa.

SALE

EXCHANGES, CARNIVAL MEN AND
HANDLING FEATURE FILMS:

ANYONE

THE NIGHT RIDERS
UNDOUBTEDLY
THE
MOST
SENSATIONAL
EXCLUSIVE
FEATURE
FILM EVER PRODUCED.

TWO
WHICH

ARE

ADVERTISING
THE
SIMPSON SOLAR SCREEN
The only Metallic Screen without
seams,
patented.
Buy the real
thing.
Beware
of imitations
ALFRED L. SIMPSON, Inc.
No. 113 W. 132nd St., N. Y. City

REELS

POSITIVELY

GUARANTEED.

ONE AfJ£ BSS ^SSsLrrH08

Price $175.00

WILL SHIP C. O. D. SUBJECT TO EXAMINATION TO ANY
RESPONSIBLE
PARTIES.
I CONTROL
THE
NEGATIVE
AND CAN FURNISH
AS MANY
PRINTS
AS DESIRED.

W. H. LAWRANCE

406-7-8 Schiller Bldg.

CHICAGO

THE
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for EDISON'S

SPLENDID

SUBJECT

THE CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE
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Released October 11th
Do not fail to get both sizes for your lobby display.
The subject is so fine it demands them.
Send for a list of EDISON THREE SHEETS, we have a good stock on hand of back subjects.

A.

C.

COMPANY,

Listen to Reason, Exhibitors:
Your best friends are your patrons; cater to their
tastes and wishes. Show them pictures that are alive
and life-like, that seem to be real, soft, and full of
depth without that white and foggy cast.
Don't try and please yourself alone. If you would do
the above you must have a RADIUM GOLD FIBRE
SCREEN. When so many experienced exhibitors,
without promises or reward, praise it unreservedly.
Mr. Harry Bunkers was somewhat dubious. A gentleman high in one of the leading film companies had
sung its praise, so he thought he would take a chance.
Here's what he says:
Gilroy, Calif.
Gentlemen: — Tbe Radium
Gold Fibre Screen arrived on
Jnne 24tb, in line condition.
I bare just set it up, and It
certainly is a beauty.
I thought my Silver Screen was some
curtain, but I take my hat off to your screen.
I gave it a thorough test at 60 feet, I showed a picture
9'
i 12 up
on a15 fine,
amperes
by actual
test picture.
with Ampmeter and it
•bowed
brilliant,
and clear
If at any time anyone from the Coast wants to know about
tbe screen refer tbem to me, and I will give tbem a free
demonstration.
Am forwarding check for amount as per statement.
Yours very truly.
Signed
HARRY
BUNKERS.

Could we say more?
You have tried the rest.

American

Can't we show you?
Now buy the best.

Theatre
Curtain
Supply Co.

105 N. Main Street,

&

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Sole Manufacturers:
Pitser & Smith, 32 Union Square, New York City.
George Breck, 70 Turk Street, San Francisco, California.

CLEVELAND,

OHIO

SUCCESS
hadWeit. expected a Summer rush — and believe us, we
Ask any of our customers if they are satisfied.

Nothing Succeeds
Like Success
Your success means our success. Use the "Perfection" Concave Screen and you will succeed. The
one and only way to procure a perfect picture.
We are now in position to fill orders promptly.
Write for particulars.

Inventors Specialty Mfg. Co,
620 Ashland Block

Chicago, III.

Notice to Exhibitors
Ownig to an unexpected delay, we may not be able to release "The Battle for
the Conquest of Mergheb" until October 7th. Specialists in Italian-Turkish
War Pictures. Have 45 Italian War Pictures and many other features. All
Imported Films.

ITALIAN-TURKISH

Savoy Films Co.,

WAR

221 6th Avenue, New York City
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f\N OCTOBER FIRST, 1912, the price- of all
^^ Deagan Musical Electric Bell outfits will advance
33 1-3 per cent. This advance has become necessary
owing to the fact that we have added a great many
improvements to our Musical Electric Bell outfits, which
have greatly increased the cost of manufacturing, and
we can conscientiously state that our new improved
Musical Electric Bell outfits are greater value at the
advanced price than our old style Electric Bells are at
the old prices which we asked for same.
Inasmuch as we have a number of prospective customers who contemplate purchasing these Bells, and
who have been figuring with us, we will accept orders
for the new style outfits until October 10th at the old
list prices, namely $75.00, for our famous No. 310 outfit, consisting of twenty-five Bells mounted on quarter
sawed Oak backs, with resonators, complete with new
style keyboard, platinum point contact mechanisms,
soft and loud attachments, and many other improvements which have been incorporated in these Bells.
Should you be interested in a set of these Bells,
order now, as we will not accept orders at the old
prices after October 10th. Any of our various outfits
will be shipped C. O. D. with privilege of examination
and trial, on receipt of $5.00 to guarantee express charges.

J. C. DEAGAN
1770 Bertran Ave.

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS
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We have what others have
not. Every one a Winner

ATTENTION

St'indfga

AussteHune

I

SENSATIONAL Film but. slightly used and in perfect condition.
1500^*500 feet, for sale at 2# to
4 cents per foot.

"Nation," or The Fate of Two Brothers, 3 Reels.
Heroine of Derna (Turkish-Italian War) 2 Reels.
The Two Orphans, 3 Reels
Belig
The Two Destinies, 8 Reels
Vesuvto
Dishonored, or the Romance of a Hungarian Officer. 3 Reela
D. B.
Charlie Colmes and the Knaves of Spades, 3 Reels
Pathe
Red Falcon, hand colored, 2 Reels
'. _Pathe
Tale of Two Cities, 3 Reels
Vitarraph
Red Inn, or the False Friend, 2 Reels
Eclair
The Others' Sin, 4 Reels
Paaquaii
The Oreateat Features Ever
Lots of others Just as good.
Ample supply of Original Posters aent
In advance for advertising your coming attraction.

Write for List*

h^GeorgfKleinke
Berlin. Fnrdiriistr 235.

GEORGE

KLEINKE

235 Frederick Str.
BERLIN
GERMANY

Book

310 Central Avenue,
This Paper O. K.'m Our Reliability.

One,

CALEHUFF SUPPLY COMPANY
(Incorporated)

CO.
You will Buy

50 North Eighth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

Jobbers in Edison, Powers and
Motiograph Machines and Parts

Ten

Machine* repaired by Expert Mechanics.

r

EMBRACES THE FIRST NOTEWORTHY
IMPROVEMENTS
TO
REWINDING
MECHANISM
SINCE
REWINDING
BECAME
NECESSARY.
PRICE$S°°
OCT 0HE FROM
YOU/f l >(yiTu
rti
EXCHANGE
Of ADOtESS
L.fc.JPII I H \tM .
US raff LEAFLET
SCHEN ECTA0Y.N Y.

World's Largest Mf r»

Gentane Part* Only Used.

-SPECIALTIES-

THE LCSrllTH REWINDING SET

>

FILM CO.

EXHIBITORS' HEADQUARTERS

Jersey City, N. J.
Try

wait.

N. SMITH, Manager
538 S. Dearborn St.
CHICAGO, ILL

Improve your appearance. Nokdown Frames, Handsome Oalc Finish, for one sheet Posters, ONE DOLLAR EACH. Equal in appearance to any $2.50 or
;,. o ii.uiu- and more practical for Posters.
You need no tacks. You get your money back in
extra receipts with a neater front.
Order in lots of ten and we prepay charges. Only
orders accompanied with cash considered.
FRAME

Don't

ROYAL FEATURE

MR. EXHIBITOR

NOKDOWN

at once.

Condeniers
Ga* Making Outfit*
Edison Transformers
Lime* Film Cement
Ft. Wayne Compiensarc* Branch
General
DiainAsbestos State Booth* fectant Co.
Asbestos Wire
Scenery, Stage Effects
Switches
Theatres
Bought, Sold,
Special GunsUaca
Plugs
Spotlights Rented
CHAR, A. CiAT.F.HUre', Pre., and Osav. star.

Mirror Screen*
Ticket*
Chairs
Piano*
Bio & Electric Carbeoa
4

».v

'V/URUTZER

CELLULOID POSITIVE CELLULOID NEGATIVE
AND

NON-FLAM

POSITIVE

(Made Under License of the Patentee)

RAW

FILM SUPPLY CO.

15 EAST 26th STREET
Tel. Mad. Sq. 7876

American
Wurlitzer PianOrchestra in Healy Theater, Fort Worth, Tex.

Write

for

32-page

booklet,

Moving Picture Machine Co.
MATTtTFAC'rUKEBS

OF

THE

showing

Wurlitzer Automatic Musical Instruments
in the leading picture theatres of the country.
The Wurlitzer Instruments furnish better music than musicians
and reduce expenses.
60 different styles ; time payments ; big
catalog free. If you can't call, write to our nearest branch.

I

■
NEW YORK
Cable Rawfilm New York

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company

CINCINNATI NEW YORK
CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA
117-131 B. 4th 16-27 W. 82d 82fr-881 S. Wabash 1836 Chestnut
ST.LOUIS CLEVELAND BUFFALO LOUISVILLE COL*7MBUS.O
•U Pima It.
00 uaroa Roa«
701 Hals
424 W. Oroana
S7 B. Mala

I

S TAN

D A

R

D

Automatic Moving Picture Machine
101-102 Beekman Street,

New York
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List of Feature Films, with Posters, For Sale
EXCEPTIONAL

2460 ft.
1145 .00
2788
"
1 »0 N
2920 ■
160.00
2635 "
100.00
U'Viiu
2 reela
"
100.00
1200 ft.
75.00
llo.uo
1900
3 reeli
1 N 00
1300 ft.
85.00
2350
"
115.00
2400 "
135.00
"
7500
31300reel.
188
.00
2000 ft.
100 oo
3 reel.
1Z!>°9
2200 ft.
110.00
3 reel.
180.00
2 reel.
12!.. 00
100.00
3400"
ft.
175.00
2000 "
100 00
3 reel.
160.00
2700 ft.
135.00
2700 "
186.00
22500
reels
100.00
ft.
160.00
3 reel.
160.00
2
"
110.no
3
"
160.00

Mona
Lisa
Wreck
of the Aurora
Only
an Actress
For One Hundred Dollars
The
Margrave's
The Red
Falcon Daughter
■ Mystery of Notre Dame
It Was Written
In a Fit of Anger

LIST

OF

FEATURE

FILMS

ON

2 reels
2500 ft.
1800 "
2000 "
3000
"
"
22400
reels

120.00
150.00
100.00
150.00
150.00
125.00
100.00

A Glimpse Behind the Scenes
A
Strange
Bird
The
Great
Moment
Gray Auto Bandits
Wandering Nation
The
Last
House
The Devil's
Fury
Countess
Charlotte.:
Rose
of Thebes
Magdeline
The
Model
The Faith of an Orphan
Napoleon at St. Helena
The House of Falkenburg
The Power of Gold
Gypsy
Blood
Revenge
Sufferings of a Woman
Sapaloter
The Lost Address
The Ring that Bind.
Oliver
Twist
Miracle
Mystery of Monte Carlo

3000 ft.
3000
"
3800
"
2000 "
3000 "
2200 "
2100 "
1800 "
1800 "
3000 "
1800 "
2400 "
1800 "
1600 "
3000 "
3000 "
2200 "
2700 '*
IVi reel.
3 reel.
3
"
4
"
8
"
8
"

200.00
180.00
200.00
140.00
300.00
100.00
100.00
90.00
125.00
200.00
90.00
125.00
90.00
125.00
200.00
200.00
100.00
135.00
70.00
160.00
150.00
4O0.00
250.00
325.00

KINETO

FILM

And the Increased Demand for My
Services Has Forced Me to Add an
Architectural Department to Mr
Business. I am Prepared to Furnish
Detailed Building Plans and Specifications for Your New Theatre.
The "Hallberg Electric Economize™"
for all circuits, made only by Hallberg, "The Economizer Man," iaye
you the most money on your electric
bills and produce the best light po»sible on your screen.
Bar Harbor, Maine, Aug. 24, 1912.
Mr. J. H. Hallberg,
Dear Sir:
I am pleased to inform you that the
Standard Economizer shipped to me has proven very
satisfactory, and I Yours
am getting
truly, a fine light.

HAND

Suffering,
of a Mother
The Mystery of a Banker's Safe
Who
is Guilty 1
The Trap
Mademoiselle
Kitouche
The
Stage
The End

32 UNION

I Equip Theatres
Completely

VALUE*

The PoUon of Humanity
The
Whito
Domino
Ace of Heart.
Marianna
One
Other
The
Paiaion
Attacked by a Lion
In the Depthi of the Precipice
Going
Astray
Abialom
...
Ruy
Bla>
Slave, to Love
End
Anna ofof Robespierre.
the Ball RoomReign
A Drama of Florence
Romeo
4 Juliet
Ellen the Shop Girl
Fools
of Society
Mine Disa.ter
Labyrinths
of a Devil.
Great City
The
Four Dare

J. A. Emery, Mgr. Star Theatre,

For Sale— At A Bargain-Slightly [Used Machines

TRADERS

SQUARE

N. Y. CITY

1 No. 1 A Motiograph, 191 1 Model, first-class condition
$135
I No.
5 Powers,
remodeled
head,
balance
of
machine new No. 6 Equipment
125
l No. 5 Powers complete in good running order 100
1 Edison
Exhibition
Model
One-Pin
Movement,
with fire shutter, first-class condition
85
1 Powers No. 6, in good running order, complete
with lenses
100
1 No. 4 1912 Standard, never used; new and complete
162
1 No. 4 1912 Standard, with D. C motor
182
Second-Hand Current Savers for no volts, 60 cycles,
of all makes but Hallberg (which I have replaced with
my Standard Hallberg Economizers)
$20 and up
Any information to help you in your difficulties along
the above lines cheerfully furnished.

I am jobber of ALL MAKES
of Moving
Picture Machines

Wanted

Through my Exchange Department I am prepared to make liberal
allowance for your old machine in part payment on purch.it of
new M. P. machine of any make.

Feature Reel Managers, with
Small Capital, v bo understand
the feature film Rental game,
operating State Right offices.
We will furnish half the capital
necessary to open offices. We
want hustlers. Write for particulars.

Separate catalogues of different makes of machines,
supplies and economizers furnished free upon request,25c.
BUT Hallberg's Big Complete Catalogue
costs you

HALLBERG

A. C. TO D. C. AND

D. C. ECONOMIZER.

I carry the Largest Complete Stock of

United Feature Film Co.
411 Century Building,

St. Louis,

Mo.

Electra Pink Label Carbons

J. H. HALLBERG
36 E. 23rd St.

New

York City
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It pays

to discriminate

THEATRE
IAIDITC
fill I I L

when

you

buy

SEATING

TflfsAV
for Cat.
Picture Cbalra)
I UUA
I
and
Cat. V2
V8 (Mot.
(Upholstered
Chairs)
Floor Sketch for Free Beating Flan

Send
Widest

range of styles and

prices.

Large stocks.

American Seating Company
218

B.

Wabash

At*.,

CHICAGO

ELECTRIC
Generating Set
will forotah direct current for your show
and glre you better quality of light than
you can get from tbe beat Central Station
eerrlce. With a Fooa Engine you can ssre
60 to 75 per cent, of tbe money you hare to
pay for electric current and bate all tbe
light yon want wben you want It.
Send

The Foos Gas Engine Co.
809 Linden Ave.

VkBEWJEfT

A

for Bulletin F-$8.

34-36 E. 3rd Street
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Springfield, O.

Dirwjuon i D. Williams

OH!

MR.

EXHIBITOR!!

CHEAP

Think of the motherleaa, the fatherleaa, ud the
cblldleea home* aa the result of the
ater panlca.
Protect tbe IWes of your
patrons
by
Installing
our
"ANTI
PANIC"
THEATKlt
CHAIR.
29
Dead
at Canuonsbnrg,
178 at Boyertown.
675 at Iroqiila Theater.
Chicago. Make these horrors Impossible. Our chair la a friend
to
'the Public.
It ailrertlses your theater and
makes your business grow.
It Is a epace-earer, life-saver,
money-saver. Gives 25% more eeat!ng.
It will make your theater all alalcs. It la tbe
only sanitary chair. It is tbe world's greatest
theater chair, perfected to tbe highest degree.
Write to-day for Circular A.
THE HABDESTY KFO. CO., Canal Dover. Ohio.
U.S.A.

Suitable for small
Theatres and storing Picture Snows.
We
carry tbeae
chairsdiately.
In stock and

MOVING PICTUREMACHINES
St«reoptiooni,

Slides,

CHAS.

Mew

FURNITURE

Co.,

Grand

Crystal Palace Building.
George Street, Sydney,
New
South
Wales.
Melbourne,
Brisbane,
Perth
and Wellington,
New Zealand.
Send samples and communications to our purchasing offices as follows — J. A. Hayden, Dewar
House, 11 Haymarket. London, England. Louis
M. Noto,
146 W. 23rd Street, New
York
City
IMPORTANT:— When writing us direct nmemder
that letters with Insufficient poatag'
are
delayed

ship ImmeStcond
ChainHand
Also
seating
W.
use. Out-of-door
for
Address Dent.
Rapids. Mich.

York:
160 6th Ave. Pittsburgh: 318 Biases
Blk.
Philadelphia: 610 Flanders Bid*.

"EVERYONE'S USING"
Our Developing System

AooeNHoriea

M.STEBBINS

1028 Main St.
KANSAS
GITT. MO
Large Line ol hdisoo Goods
Established 1899

In answering advertisements kindly mention the Moving

PICTURES

Capital,
£200,000.
The World's largest dealers In Motion Picture
Films, machines and accessories. We are on the
market for everything Biographic. No MoTioa
Picture Film and equipment proposition to^
large for cnnalderatlon. Our Specialty — Eidosl»e Australasian Rights on the best long feature
•objects produced, and the latest successful
supply novelties.
PRINCIPAL
EXCHANGES.

ABSOLUTELY
NON-BREAKABLE

STEEL

by

The Greater J. D. Williams Amusement Company, Ltd

STEEL FRAME
THEATRE CHAIRS

can

Maxuxsniant Wm. U. B«U

INTERNATIONAL
Controlled

A. J. CORCORAN,
I I John

Picture World.

Inc.

Street.

New

York

When Your Picture Machine Needs Repairing

Orchestra

Music

FOR

MOVING PICTURES
Violin, Cornet and Drum parts have
been auded to the popular "Orpheum
Collection" of piano music (dramatic
and descriptive) for Moving Pictures.
Practical for piano alone or any number ef above instruments. Issued in
two parts: No. I and No. 2.
Piano, 58
Violin, 40
Cornet, 3$
Drums, 30
Send

cents each; both No.'s $1.15
cents each; both "
75c
cents each; both "
65c
cents each; both "
55c
for free sample pages.

CLARENCE
1501 Sedgwick

E. SINN
St., Chicago,

III.

Why

don't you send

it to us ?

We have the best equipped machine shop in the country and can re
pair any make of machine. Write us and get acquainted.
We buy second hand machines.

GEO. M. HOKE

SUPPLY CO., 176 N. State St., tU^U

CHAIRS

OPERA
FOR

EVERY

ESTABLISHED

PURPOSE

WRITE

1,000 STYLES?

115-117 So. Wabash

Chicago, HI.
New

York Oflloe,

At*..

TL,

1166 Broadway.

1 lie

Chicago, I1L

a

A.

14

rt.

Ar,J^,.,c

AndreWS

San Francisco Office.

FOR

C*

L,0.

Seattle
Offloe,
72$ Mission St.

1865
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A KIND

NEIGHBOR.

*

Forgive Us Our Trespasses.
Little Danny, living alone with his father, is taught to say the Lord's Prayer every night
and to live accordingly. Father and son become acquainted with their pretty neighbor,
Mary, towards whom the father is inclined to show more than a friendly interest. Mary
takes the lad to town on the day a theatrical troupe arrives, and one of the actresses recognizes in Danny her son. Years back she had gone astray, and husband and wife were
estranged.
Mary nobly puts her own feelings aside to effect a reconciliation, but without
avail.

•
*
•
*
•
*
*
•
•

Danny's father is stern, and not till the child repeats the prayer "Forgive
as we Forgive" is he softened and the home completed.
G. MELIES, 204 EAST 38th St., NEW
Approx. length 1000 feet

<•»»»»»»»„ »»»»»»»»»»»»»» »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»^^
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Right

The signboard to success is

POWER'S

Cameragraph No. 6A
Your machine points the way
to prosperity or failure.
It
must be the best to meet competition
you on the easy road to success.

and

start

POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH has
for fifteen years expressed the best
in moving picture machines. We
are too old to go backward, so we
have advanced a few strides in our
new equipment No. 6A as follows :
ARC

LAMP : 100 amp. capacity, 14 adjustments, will take 3-4" carbon, 6" lower, 12"
upper.
LAMP HOUSE : Excellent ventilation, large,
roomy, door each side; lamp more accessible.
STAND

: All iron, 14" magazine built in.

This mentions a few improvements which make
for greater efficiency.

Power's now better than ever
Let us send you catalogue G with full details.

NICHOLAS

POWER
90 GOLD

For

Fifteen

Years

the

STREET,

Leading

Makers

COMPANY
NEW
of

YORK
Motion

Picture

Machines

CAREY

PRESS.

N.

Y.

October

iol. 14. No. 2

Price. 10c

12. 1912
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The Kiss of Judas — Scene from Kalem's "The Life of Christ."
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Released Tuesday, Oct. 8th.

((

Ikali"

Ike

S

-bung: !

Augustus Carney, famous the world over for his character-creation of "Alkali" Ike, has never appeared to funnier
advantage than in this clever Western comedy riot of mirth. One of those rapid-fire, sure winners, in the best of
company!
Released Wednesday, Oct. 9th.
£ £

Rebellion

of

Mandy"

A pleasing summer pastoral comedy concerning the trials of a grouchy old farmer who tries to run his own household.
Sufficient to say he quickly has a mutiny on his hands until conditions are restored to normal. Briskly animated and
thoroughly enjoyable.
9 9
Released Thursday, Oct. 10th.
tt

nd

of

th

ud

A powerful drama of the Kentucky hills. The bitterness of a feud between two clans is wi Jed out forever in the
strangest of ways. Staged amidst rugged and beautiful natural scenery. Martha Russell and J<fancis X. Bushman in
;1
feature roles!
Released Friday, Oct. nth.

<(

IM

n

th

99

gram

An enthralling dramatic story of life "under the great white top." The romance of a little bareback rider, and her
salvation from a terrible fate through the intervention of Providence. Master Billy Calvert, Evebelle Prout, Howard
Missimer and Frank Dayton in the leading roles.
Released Saturday, Oct. 12th.

un

tt

Ranch

A splendid Western drama staged in the very heart of the hill-country.
the influence of a little child. Teems with heart-appeal arid simple beauty.

WATCH

FOR

THE

RELEASE-DATE

The regeneration of a surly ranchman under

ANNOUNCEMENT!

IVIOIM

tt

Increase

99

Your

Box

Office

Receipts

with

Those

99

UIV1A
Fine

Three-Sheet

Posters

of Essanay's Saturday Releases, beautifully lithographed in full four colors.
Price, 35c. Order from your exchange or direct
from Morgan Lithograph Co., Cleveland, O.
PHOTOS OF ALL ESSANAY PLAYERS
size 8x10, price $3.00 per dozen, can be secured from the Players' Photo Co., 177 N. State St., Chicago, 111.

ARE

YOU

GETTING

THAT

THESE

ESSANAY

BIG

MATTERS

FIVE-A-WEEK
DEMAND

FILM

YOUR

ESSANAY
IMMEDIATE

PROGRAM

EACH

ATTENTION

MANUFACTURING

521 First National Bank Bldg., Chicago,
Factory and Studio, 1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
Branch Offices in London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona

111.

CO.

WEEK?
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OF FULFILLMENT

LOVE'S TEST

Its Popularity Will Test the Seating Capacity of Your Theatre

WHEN

YOU SEE A GOOD

THING— GO FOR IT!

o
(ft

till.

O

o

Seeking a Cupid without cupidity — A Dolly Dollars who wants to be
loved for herself — Finding- a Nature's nobleman while disguised — Loyalty
that vruld endure a life of bread and cheese and kisses — Love laughs
f
at locksmiths in the form of a shrewd father

c

H
C

(ft

IT LASSOES

THE

TIE

THE INTEREST

ETERNAL9'

An agreeable variation of the " Eternal Triangle" — Showing the indivisibility of the marital unit — The child versus divorce
Saturday, October 5— Launching of the Imperator and Harvesting in the Northwest

Tuesday, October 15— Beethoven
Thursday, October 17— The Legend of Cagliostro

Saturday, October 12— Reunion Week in Eli
Town and The Cotton Industry

Saturday, October 19— The
and Special

^%

CAUMONT

^fam^Film

COMPANY

NEW YORK
FLUSHING,of America,
Sole Distributors

Supply Company

Panama

Canal

<Gauniont}

h
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UNIVERSAL
AGAIN

WINS

AND

AGAIN!

Supreme
Court of New York State
Denies Injunction Sought by
C. O. Baumann!

The

Close on the heels of the almost innumerable
other victories won by the hustling Universal
came the decision rendered by Justice Delany,
of the New York State Supreme Court, refusing
flat-footedly to grant an injunction against the
Universal
sought
by Charles
O. Baumann" of
the New York
Motion
Picture Co.

The Democratic Committee after looking over the
whole field of moving pictures has decided that the
hustling Universal is best fitted to make a special campaign picture of Woodrow Wilson, democratic nominee for president of these United States. This is one
of the highest compliments ever paid to any moving
picture concern!
The scenario for the Woodrow Wilson picture was
especially written for the purpose so that even aside
from its political effect it will be of nation wide interest. This big victory and the many other things we
have accomplished ought to convince you that the Universal has got more hustle, more ability, more red
blood and more determination to do big things for you
than anybody else in the business.

Mr. Baumann sold the "Bison" and the New
York Motion Picture Co. to the Universal.
After the deal was all closed, he became dissatisfied. He went to the courts with the result
noted above. The court denied Mr. Baumann's
plea.

REMEMBER

!

REMEMBER

The world-famous Ambrosio films are now a regular part of the already powerful Universal program.
See that you get them J
WATCH
FOR
THOSE
BIG LION
PICTURES.

REMEMBER

Democratic
Committee
Picks
Universal to Make Film of
Woodrow Wilson!

Crystal films, with Miss Pearl White, formerly of
Pathe in the leading roles, are now a regular part of
the Universal program !
A SPLIT COMEDY EVERY SUNDAY.

!

REMEMBER

THAT KING BAGGOT IS DOING BETTER
WORK AND APPEARING IN BIGGER IMPS THAN EVER

!

THAT

!

FLORENCE
LAWRENCE
IS THE
BIGGEST DRAWING CARD
YOU EVER HAD

REMEMBER !
TO ALWAYS

"DEMAND

THAT

UNIVERSAL

PROGRAM"

Universal Film Manufacturing
1 Union Square

Co.

New York City
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Brightest Lights in
Illuminate
the
Famous Broadway Stars Pose for the
Universale
Wide-awake
Animated
Weekly!

IT'S ALIVE!

IM P

N ESTOR

"THE WRECKERS."
Monday, October 7th.

"EMPLOYER'S LIABILITY."
Monday, October 7th.
There isn't a person in your house that
A soul-stirring marine story depicted with
worrt relish this fascinating dramatic offerstartling realism. Superb scenic effects, superior acting and brilliant production.
ing. You'll feel the cry of humanity down
deep in your heart.
"HIS ONLY SON."
'THE BRIDAL ROOM."
Wednesday, October gth.
Thursday, October 10th.
It's a real good Western.
Just enough
It's exquisite.
A King Baggot
Imp that
will make your heart go pit-a-pat.
King
romance and enough of the "chase" to put
Baggot
plays the greatest emotional role
it in the "worth while class."
that he has ever been afforded an opportunity to portray.
"LOVE AND A LEMON."
It's a pulsating, living drama.
Friday, October nth.
"A BRONX COCKTAIL."
On the Same Reel:
A refreshing little comedy with heaps of joviality and good
"A BAD TANGLE."
cheer in it. They'll be delighted when
they see this
Saturday, October 12th.
sprightly production.
Western atmosphere and plenty of it.
This isn't an ordinary smirk-getter, or a snigger-producing
split-comedy.
a genuine
the whole houseIt'sroaring
withchuckle.
laughter.The kind that will set
"THE DRESSMAKER'S
BILLS."
On the Same Reel:
"THE INDIAN RAIDERS."
"McGUIRK THE SLEUTH."
Tuesday, October 8th.
Sunday, October 13th.

C7R Y S T A L
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a z.-t in Hi.-,• product]
producing of this Western drama that will leave a
lingering Impression,
Snappy,
Bpirited action,
beautiful scenery and a
splendid cast.

"THE TATTOO."
Saturday, October 12th.

\i
lit Ian Cowboy
drama
that will warm the cookies of
your heart. Replete with
thrills. Two thousand feet ot
excite
hi crowded
Into one
reel.
,,

Hubby's practical joke in giving away his wife's clothes
works as a boomerang.
His own went with them.
Really
delightful comedy.
On the same reel — a diverting comic
that will chase away dull cares.

GEM

'THE ORPHANS."
Tuesday, October 8th.
There's
a pathetic
runs- through
it, but it's not by any means sombre.
a sublimity
about itvein
that that
surpasses
description.

"Demand

That

Universal

There's

Program"
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the Theatrical Firmament
Universal Program
See One of Them Each Week in "Who's
Who
in Stageland " in the Animated
Weekly!
"IT'S ALIVE!"

ECLAI

(POWERS
"GOOD SNUFF."
Wednesday, October 9th.
A crackerjack kid's comedy.
You'll dance
for joy when you see the antics of the children. It's simply immense.
"ON THE DANGER LINE."
Friday, October nth.
You will sit back in your chair and admire
with pride this drama.
The earnestness of
production is only surpassed by the elegance
and spirit of the story.

R

Tuesday, October 8th.
"SURPRIZING ELIZA."
On the Same Reel:
"ALL ON ACCOUNT OF A RING.
After you've shown these two genial comedies they will all be as merry as a cricket.
They will chirp with glee as this funny split
is projected.

REX

"A CHOICE
BY ACCIDENT."
Thursday, October 10th.

It won't be as hard for the audience to raise a smile as it
was for the nephew to raise a suit of clothes when the
tramp stole his at the swimming-hole. It's a frisky comedy
that will please even the dyspeptic skeptic.

"IF DREAMS CAME TRUE."
Thursday, October 10th.
There's something
sympathetic
about this picture that
makes it so totally different from the average dream picture. One thousand feet of pleasure-giving diversion.
"WHEN

TWENTY
IS IN LOVE."
Sunday, October 13th.
One of those "happy as a lark" kind of comedies.
jollity; alive with exhilaration.
A "Jim Dandy"
Sunday program.

Full of
for the

"THE WHITE BONNET."
Sunday, October 13th.
It will touch a chord that will vibrate with emotionalism.
He wasn't ashamed of his old-fashioned mother with her
"white cap," but the other fellow was. It was a real test
to show which man's heart was in the right place.

VICTOR

CHAMPION

"TO ERR IS HUMAN."
Monday, October 7th.
A very pretty Colonial picture with a very pretty story.
Some beautiful locations topped off by some brilliant acting.

MILANO

"BETTY'S

NIGHTMARE.
Friday, October nth.

The histrionic
rations of the aspicook
(Florence Lawrence)
and the mad infatuation
of the hired man cause
no end of merriment.

"THE

GYPSY SPY"— TWO REELS.
Saturday, October 12th.
A profound drama enacted with the utmost zeal of a superior Milano cast.
will thump before you get to the gripping finale.

"Demand

That! 'Universal

Your heart

Program"

State

Rights

Now

Selling

A Coming Release

"FATALITY"
OR
NEW

"A PARISIAN STAGE TRAGEDY"

MExrcc

In Two Parts.

A Melo-Photo-Drama of Tremendous Human Appeal

'COLORADO

A plot of "Woman against Woman" which has forever caused
the most sinister conflict in human affairs. Filled with that
most fascinating atmosphere of life on the stage and ending in
an ultra-sensational theatre fire which is a veritable holocaust.
OTOMING

Ask for Descriptive Matter

"UNIVERSAL
J. D. TIPPETT,

FEATURES"
Manager

225 West 42nd St.,

MONTANA

J

bfBRASKA

New York City

THE
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Rights
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Selling

Released October 5th

SARAH

BERNHARDT
IN

"LA

TOSCA"

No celebrity in the history of the stage has been nearly as widely
or highly advertised. Every one of every tongue knows of Her.
All this past and accumulated advertising is going to make this
release practically as safe an investment as GOVERNMENT 4'S.
The subject is in two parts and produced by " LE FILM
D'ART," which alone is sufficient guarantee of its artistic
superiority. It is surrounded by every bit of necessary advertising matter.
The first SARAH BERNHARDT subject to be sold within a
degree of business reason— priced so that a buyer has a certain
chance to make a just profit. Selling price quoted by letter or
wire.
Get it.

"UNIVERSAL

FEATURES "

J. D. TIPPETT, Manager

225 West 42nd St,

New York City.
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Announcement
Extraordinary
The American Film Manufacturing
Company is privileged to announce
that it has secured the exclusive movstoryingof
picture rights to the very popular

THE
MR. OPIE READ

STARBUCKS

and further has the honor to announce
that the author, Mr. Opie Read, will
impersonate the character of Jasper
Starbuck.

Mr. Read is a true Southern type and possesses the characteristics which
make it possible for him to portray the emotions of the character he created
to the best possible advantage.
It is conceded that Mr. Read's popularity as an orator, journalist and dramatist will assure this production the warmest reception on the part of the general
public. There is scarcely a nook in the country where the fame of Opie Read
has not permeated. It is established that the dramatic performances on the legitimate stage were exceedingly popular and that the sale of the book proved one
of the biggest on record.
The expense of this production has not entered into consideration, as the
American Film Manufacturing Company is desirous of presenting to its patrons
and friends a real and rare offering — a study in expression, manners and customs which will stimulate the intellect and prove to be a mental treat.
THE STARBUCKS will be released in two reels on Saturday, November
p, 1912, and will mark the change of release date from Wednesday to Saturday
in all succeeding weeks.
.
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DUBLIN DAN

in

FOR

THE
IRISH
DETECTIVE

INCLUDES
TWO
KINDS
OF
ONE-SHEETS,
THREE-SHEETS,
COLORED
ANNOUNCEMENT
SLIDES, ILLUSTRATED
HERALDS
AND
HALF-SHEET
LOBBY DISPLAYS IN THREE COLORS, SHOWING A LARGE
REPRODUCTION OF THE POPULAR

BARNEY GILMORE
WHO

IS FEATURED
IN THE
TITLE
ROLE
OF THIS THRILLING
AND
SENSATIONAL
MELODRAMATIC
MASTERPIECE.
SAMPLE
COPIES OF EXCELLENT LITERATURE FREE TO EXHIBITORS
AND
STATE
RIGHT
BUYERS.
FERTILE,
EXCLUSIVE
TERRITORY
STILL OPEN.

REGULAR RELEASES through Film Supply Company

THE

COLD

BRICK

(Comedy)
RELEASED

WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

There is nothing so easy as putting "one over" on the wise
sition, comes to town, corrals the crooks and confidence
an excellent proposition. Gerry would have gotten away
hadn't interfered. By one of those tricks of fate, a Rube
who profits by Gerry's get-rich-quick scheme.

THE

16th

guys. Gerry, a slick propomen and "lets them in on"
with the game if the police
from the country is the one

MAVERICK
(Melodrama)

RELEASED

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

18th

A young girl, friendless, accepts the protection of two men of questionable respectability, who pose as decent citizens. She unwittingly invites a wealthy Westerner,
whom
she
meets unwillingly,
to her With
boarding
house.
"friends"
break in isandablehold
up the Westerner
lor his money.
the aid
of theHergirl,
the Westerner
to
turn the tables on the hold-up men.

THE HIGH COST
RELEASED

WEDNESDAY,

OF LIVING
OCTOBER

23rd

Sola* Company
FORT

LEE, NEW

JERSEY
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THE GREATEST COMEDY EVER SEEN
"STOLEN GLORY"
OCTOBER

14

Introducing sensational battle scenes and a topical
subject into a coined)' that will cause screams of laughter. An old veteran and a farmer love a widow. The
warrior tells of his prowess, and the battles are shown
in the picture. The farmer lies about what he has done
and his story is shown. The climax comes during the
great G. A. R parade at Los Angeles, when the veteran
unmasks his rival. This is without question one of the
greatest films ever produced.

FOUR
MACK
MABEL

FAMOUS

ACTORS

SENNETT
NORMAND

FRED MACE
FORD STERLING

Supported by a Strong Company

KEYSTONE

FILM

150 E. 14th STREET,
mutual; FILM CORPORATION,

MACK

NEW

SENNETT

COMPANY
YORK

60 wall street, sole agents

CITY
for united states and canada

01"
"1
E
N
I
U
N
E
G
BISON
HEADLINED

'■

"THE VENGEANCE
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OF FATE"

Released Friday, October 18th

j^ yy^

Ifeifa

' mm

Another Big, Two Reel Thriller. Exhibitors
should follow up "Custer's Last Fight"
with this splendid feature subject

%
m

wk

VK« •..**'.'

m

■

k"*~

Jmm

N. Y. MOTION

JHLm

^Bi^^B^

We are in the market for scenarios.
The minimum
price paid will be $50.00.
We want stirring Frontier,
Pioneer, Military Stories in one and two reels. If your
story is not worth at least $50.00, don't send it in.

PICTURE

CO.

150

EAST
14th
NEW
YORK

Mutual Film Corporation, 60 Wall St., Sole Agent for U. S. and Canada

STREET
CITY
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THE SHERIFF'S
ADOPTED CHILD
Released Wednesday,

STIRRING

Oct.

0*c/*Mo

tmV^

16

WESTERN

STORY

THRILLING PURSUIT
AND CAPTURE
THE ESCAPE FROM JAIL
MARVELOUS ACTING
BY A BOY
BEAUTIFUL, WILD,
CALIFORNIA SCENERY
WE ARE IN THE MARKET FOR SCENARIOS.
THE MINIMUM PRICE PAID WILL BE $50.
WE WANT STIRRING FRONTIER, PIONEER, MILITARY STORIES
IN ONE AND TWO
REELS.
IF YOUR STORY IS NOT WORTH AT LEAST $50.00, DON'T SEND IT IN.

BRONCHO

MOTION

PICTURE

150 East 14th Street, New
Mutual Film Corporation, 60 Wall Street,

CO.

York City

Sole Agents for U. S. and Canada

ll4

THE

Released Tues., Oct. 8th, 1912.

MOVING

PICTURE

Length about 1000 ft.
Beleased

SHINER'S
MOONHTER
THE DAUG
A melodramatic story of the moonshiners of Virginia.
Zeb Roth is in love with Lucy Blackwell, but she engages herself to a rich artist. Zeb with the assistance
of several of his operators waylays the couple and
binds the artist to the railroad track. Lucy rescues her
lover and marries him as the Fiend is turned over to
the tender mercy of the Law.
Released Thurs., Oct. 10th, 1912.

WORLD

Length about 1,000 ft.

THE PLAYERS

Friday,

Oct.

11th,

1912.

THE GERMAN

Length about 600 ft.

SINGERS

Shutz, Bungarten and Scbnltz with their families, visit the
Saengi-rfest.
think they
sing, and, for
entering
burst
forth intoI'liey
a refrain
of thecanFatherland,
which the
they hall,
are
promptly ejected. Tbey next exercise their voices on the streets
and in the park, finally intruding upon a German band. The
police chase them to a freight yard, lock them in a box car and
ship them back to their home town.
Beleased Friday, Oct. 11th, 1912.

MR. FIXIT

Length about 400 ft.

Mr. Flxit will butt In to flx other people's troubles. At last
he tackles a dynamite charge which refuses to go off. Be succeeds and Is separated into many pieces, which being Interred, the
spot Is duly marked:
"Here lies our main Fixer."
Beleased Saturday,

Oct. 12th, 1912.

Length

about

1000

ft.

THE CRINGER

Ormi Hawley, an amateur actress, falls in love with
Edwin August, an actor. In the production the amateur makes a big hit, but soon discovering that the leading lady of the company is in love with August, she
leaves the organization and marries a millionaire. One
night August is taken sick on the stage and is carried
home. The millionaire's wife reads the news in the
paper and persuades her husband to accompany her
to the sick man's home. They arrive just in time for
a last parting and the actor dies in his loved one's arms.
Beleased Monday,

A young sheep and goat herder is a moral coward, one day attending a sick kid he is attacked by a band of cowboys and beaten.
Then the owner of the flock strikes him and still later he Is struck
by a fellow herder. Sympathy for the kid arouses his fierce nature.
He steals a horse, rides Into the mountain town, holds up the cashier
of the bank and secures a bag of gold. He Is pursued by a posse
and takes refuge in a log cabin. Being shot, he dies exclaiming, "I
was not afraid."
Length about 1000 ft.

Oct. 14th, 1912.

THE UPRISING
An Indian uprising threatens Arizona Dells, where reside Ryan, his wife and daughters. Mary, one of the girls. Implores Bob Roquet,
her sweetheart, to go up Into the hills and save her married sister. Bob goes and finds the sister and her husband massacred. He snatches
the baby and starts homeward.
The settlers and trappers vow to exterminate the red skins which they do, and Bob wins bis sweetheart.

NOTE:

The Lubin Pictures which have heretofore been released on Wednesday,
will on and after September 24th be released on Tuesday.

EXTREMELY BEAUTIFUL ONE and THREE SHEET POSTERS of our PHOTO-PLAYS,
printed in FIVE COLORS, can be obtained from the A. B. C. COMPANY, CLEVELAND,
OHIO.
These handsome bills will offer a GREAT ADVANTAGE to your Theatre.

LUBIN MANUFACTURING

Chicago: 154 West Lake St

COMPANY,

B. Nichols, 86 Wardour St., London, W., England.

MODEL NEW STUDIOS,
aoth and Indiana Avenues,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Berlin, 35 Friedrich Str.
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C. C. P. c.
STANDS

FOR

Cinematography Guaranteed Perfectly

Correct;

Costumed

Gorgeously; Properly

Colored.

Corking

Good

Photoplays Containing

Compelling,

Gripping,

Powerful

Climaxes.

Convulsive

Glee

Provoking

Comedy

Casts

Giving

Productions Cleverly.

Change

Guarantees Profits

Colossal!

Consequently,

Gentlemen, Provide

Change!

C. G. P. C. Films change a poor
program to a good one— Book 'em

(
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THE
EDISON
KINETOSCOPE
UNDERWRITERS
TYPE R
An Unsurpassed Moving Picture Machine
From Every Point of View
"ONCE USED, ALWAYS

USED"

Don't let the crowd go past YOUR
show to the one around the corner.
Throw out the cheap machine that
gives the flickering, eye-tiring pictures
— that's always breaking down; you've
given it a chance and found that it
won't hold the people.
Replace it with an Edison Kinetoscope, the machine that projects the
rock steady pictures, the one that is
simple to operate and is built to stand
the grind. You can't do it a day too
soon. Write now for catalog 500 and
a copy of the Edison Kinetogram.

Price, with Rheostat,
24-40 amperes, Price, with 110 volt,
Transformer,
-

CURRENT

l Features
SpeThecia
only machine with hardened
steel shafts running in hardened bearings throughout.

Adjustable Outside Revolving Shutter, Chain Take-Up, Extra Large
House, with square condenser holder,
Double Magazine Rollers, Heavy
Brass Terminals on connecting cords,
set of Heavy Extension Legs, four of
which are \% inches in diameter. A
very substantial stand.

Oct.
"
"

11 —
18 —
14 —

"
"

15—
15—
16 —
16 —
18 —

110 volt,
- - $225.00
60 Cycle
- - $245.00

EDISON

FILMS

"The Charge of the Light Brigade."
"A Fresh Air Romance."
1.000 feet.
Comedy,
"Outwitting
the Professor,"
by C.

1,025 feet.
Dramatic.
Dramatic.
E. Cox.
1,000 feet.

"

"Glimpses of Bermuda."
350 feet. Scenic.
"The Widow's
Second Marriage."
650 feet. Comedy.
"Removing Sunken Vessels."
350 feet.
Descriptive.
"Like Knights of Old."
650 feet.
Comedy.
"The Foundling,"
by Harry Furniss (produced in England).
1.000 feet.
Dramatic.
19 — "ADramatic.
Soldier's
Duty,"
by Chas.
H. Brabin,
1,000
feet.

"

21 — "Kitty at Boarding School."
Comedy. Goose in a Sixteenth
21 — "Mother

"

22 — "AtDramatic.
the Masquerade

"

23 — 'AtG. H.
HomeCorsan,
in thecelebrated
Water," instructor.
a swimming400 demonstration,
by
feet. Descriptive.

"
"

23 — "The

Boy

Rangers."

Ball,"

600

650 feet.
Comedy.
Century Theatre."
by

M.

feet.

B.

Havey.

350 feet.
1.000

Comedy.
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NOTHING

TO WEAR"

That's
what
she said.
said
>meThat's
swell what
dame. she
Some

"THE

With
With aa lam
lamp

shade and a portiere, she togs herself out in great style.

GODMOTHER"

Marshall P. Wilder isn't very handsome.
Made up as the college boy's godmother, he fools the
girls. The joke all comes out and the boys get in wrong.

ft

"WHEN

PERSISTENCY

and OBSTINACY

MEET"

in. Her
beau persists.
to allThe
sortsgirlof won't
tricks give
to square
himself.

Finally she makes up with him.

"AS FATE WOULD

IT"

HAVE

**dnue8ti

October 9th
He has to resort

After promising to marry him, her father induces her to consent to marry another fellow.
gives up the second one and waits for her first love.
They are married.

V

"HER FATHER'S HAT"
"MAMMOTH LIFE-SAVERS"

Two

Comedies
Friday, October

She

11th

A stout lady sits on a man's hat. Her daughter loans him her father's.
Through the hat everybody gets acquainted.
Flora Finch is saved from drowning by elephants.
Some fun. some life-savers.

"WHEN

CALIFORNIA

WAS YOUNG'

In days of old when Knights were bold, California was young in romance and chivalry.
more entrancing has ever been depicted than this uortrayal.

Nothing

NEXT WEEK, SIX A WEEK
"EVERY INCH A MAN"— Up to the mark.
MONDAY, OCTOBER 14th.
"MRS. LIRRIPER'S LODGERS"— From Dickens' novel.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15th.
"AN ELEPHANT ON THEIR HANDS"— Big thing.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16th.
"FATHFRS HOT TODDY"
1
"EVENING PARADE AND BIG-GUN
^iiRsnAY^rTORFR"^^
inuKblJAY, UtlUBiiK 17th.
J
HAMILTON"
CE ATIN FORT
PRACTI
"A
MISTAKE
SPELLING"— No Mistake in This.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18th.

= lift

"BUNNY

;;

ALL

AT SEA"— Funny doings.

SATURDAY,

SPECIAL THREE-REEL FEATURE, "AS
YOU
THROUGH THE GENERAL FILM COMPANY,

THEY

•:.,
7SS£,y';-SS.

Y?fA

STTTZ

WONT

BE

HAPPY

TILL

THEY

GET

OCTOBER

19th.

LIKE
IT," RELEASED
MONDAY, OCTOBER 7th.

ThEM

—

SIX

A WEEK
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Mary, a pretty country girl, dazzled by flattery and promises of fine clothes, agrees to
elope with a side showman at the fair. The side showman's sweetheart, Lazelle, tells of the
scheme
the
train.and aids Mary's father in stopping the elopement just as the runaways were about to board
This
is a Genuine
Novelty
Released Monday, Oct. 21st.
One and Three Sheet 4 Color Posters.

The Girl in the Caboose

The Peril of the Cliffs

The Drummer tries to flirt with the Caboose Girl
but is repulsed. His persistence results in a good
ducking at the water plug.
A few days later the Drummer plans to revenge
himself on the Caboose Girl. The failure of his
plot is cleverly portrayed by the Kalem players.
(On the same reel.)

Dr. Boswell rescues Rhoda from drowning and
they become fast friends.
While the doctor and Rhoda are out walking, the
doctor, in an effort to secure wild flowers for Rhoda,
falls over a cliff. Rhoda runs for help, but when the
rescuers arrive they find the doctor has disappeared.
See the solution in the film.

^"""l

Released Wednesday, Oct. 23d.

■k

se^

New York Public School Drills and
Dances

'
. v.

This is an exceptionally interesting subject.
Released Friday, Oct. 25th.

■m,

,

HI

Death IValley
Mine
otty's
Sc
thrilling Western drama

SSSt

)

A
with
"Death Valley Scotty," (Walter
Scotl i. portraying the principal character in the story.
1 his is the only and original
"Scotty," whose .services for this
sensational Western mining story
were secured at a big expense.

•' Released Saturday, Oct. 26th.
*

41

0f"

One, Three and Six Sheet Posters for This Feature

POUR A WEEK

N

to

J. P. Chalmers, Founder.
Published by
Telephone Call, I343-I344 Gramercy
CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY,
125 E. 23rd Street (Beach Building), NEW YORK
J. P. Chalmers, Sr., Pres. ;E. J. Chalmers, Sec. and Treas.; John Wylie, Vice-Pres. and General Manager.
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Entered at the General Post Office in New York City as Second Class Matter.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: $3.00 per year. Post free in
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$4.00, Post Paid.
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IF Cotton Mather and the rest of the New England
witch-hangers were to return to earth they would be
found in the forefront of the men fighting the motion
picture. Men of that calibre are by no means extinct even
to-day, and once in a while a peculiarly offensive specimen
is discovered. In Mobile, Ala., a doctor of divinity has
drawn the attention of the whole state to him for his
fierce denunciation of the Sunday exhibitions. He has
set up the amiable motto : "If the people will not come to
the churches we must drive them in." The reverend
gentleman has by at least two centuries survived the age
in which he should have been born. The day of forcing
people into church and cutting the noses off the "reclusants" will not return again. In matters of belief
argument, appeal to reason and example count more than
all threats of ecclesiastical wrath. The leading newspaper in Mobile, the Tribune, voiced the public sentiment of the city in an article in which the fanatical
preacher was gently but firmly rebuked for his narrowmindedness and bigotry. We are very sure the exhibitors of Mobile know their business and have so conducted their shows that they have gained the favor of
their patrons. If this were not so the Tribune would not
have come to the rescue of the Sunday entertainment.
The Moving Picture World, which has been a persistent and earnest advocate of a decent Sunday entertainment, isdeeply gratified to read and quote the following paragraph on the subject, taken from an editorial
in the columns of the paper mentioned :
Since the inauguration of the moving picture
shows, the Sundays have been much more quiet and
orderly than formerly, and there are not as many
arrests by reason of the clean, wholesome shows
which are put on at the picture shows, as it gives the
people a chance to put in a quiet Sunday in a well
ventilated, cool place, removed from the noise, dust
and turmoil of the outside world. No other method
of amusement has been started in the past twenty
years which has been so productive of good as the
very shows which the reverend doctor is trying so
hard to eliminate.

When the reverend doctor read the article he immediately discontinued his subscription to the paper, a most
conclusive and suitable argument to the type of mind
represented by this divine. Sometimes we cannot help
feeling proud of the motion picture just because of the
enemies it makes.
* * *
A

FRIEND and reader of The Moving Picture
World writes from Portland, Oregon, to call our
attention to an editorial in a local newspaper,
which attempts to deal with the value of the motion picture as a recorder of history. The writer doubts the
value of the motion picture as a chronicler of history
because "passion and prejudice will sway the man with
the camera as much as the man with the pen." Here
we have a wrong conception of the mission of the motion
picture as a teacher of history. To film all the great
events of the age would of course be an utter impossibility, because the happenings of importance are not
always scheduled in advance, and even the camera cannot
catch up with the flight of time. In showing, however,
to future generations the manners and costumes of the
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present day, its views of life, its institution- and customs
the value of the cinematograph is simply inestimable. In
the history of descriptive literature there are few finer
efforts than the pictures Pliny gives us of the destruction
of Herculaneum, but we would willingly trade his description for a reel or two of motion pictures showing
the eruption of Vesuvius and the tremendous catastrophe
which followed it.
* * *
WE

hope that lecturers will, during the present
season, come to form a more regular part of
the motion picture program.
Two facts will
contribute to the growth of the lecture.
The notable increase of feature films and the general improvement of
the average production constitute the one reason, while
the other must be found in the growing intelligence and
broadening
experience
of the exhibitor.
Exhibitors
everywhere have taken a decided stand against cheap
vaudeville and, thanks to their persistent efforts, aided
at all times by The Moving Picture World, cheap
vaudeville is practically a thing of the past. Let us remember that it owed its origin entirely to the very natural desire for the human voice as an essential part of
any entertainment intended to attract and delight human
beings.
The lecture supplies this indispensable factor
of the motion picture program.
It is the right kind of
an added attraction because it grows directly out of the
picture and helps to make it more enjoyable.
It runs
with the picture. .Intelligently used it gives to the dramatic subject a living force which creates the impression
of a play rather than a dumb show.
It emphasizes and
makes perfect the value of the educational film. We all
readily recognize the need of a lecture for such features
as the "Passion
Play" or "Dante's Inferno" or the
"Odyssey" ; but there are hundreds of reels, not necessarily features, which can be made ten times more attractive to an audience by means of a good lecture.
Not
even the keenest intelligence will understand all the nice
and fine points in a picture on witnessing it the first time.
A lecturer who has thoroughly studied and analyzed a
dramatic, historic, classic or literary subject and will then
patiently and conscientiously prepare a lecture, making
his words run with the action on the screen, emphasizing
here and explaining there, will always be listened to with
grateful
interest
by any
of an'
be
composed
of men
and kind
women
fromaudience,
the millswhether
and fac-it
tories or of a more cultured clientele.
Indeed, we have
the enthusiastic testimony of scores of exhibitors and
hundreds of spectators that a picture which they had
before seen without a lecture seemed like a new revelation
when they saw it later and heard it properlv explained :
on the other hand, they characterized as "dead and flat"
a fine picture which they saw without a lecture after
having seen it once with a lecture. While in some cities,
especially Boston, Chicago and Philadelphia, the lecture
has made a distinct progress, it is but little used in other
sections.
Here is an opportunity
for the wide-awake
exhibitor.
Let him try to introduce the lecture in his
theatre, at first once or twice a week with proper advance
advertising.
If the experience of the past counts for
anything, the box-office receipts will furnish the one unfailing test of the merit and value of the lecture.
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"The Life of Christ" (Kaiem)
Revu wi d b^ Rev. W. II. JA< kson
TINS

masterpiece of Cinematography is at last realized. During tin- preparation of this subject frequent references have been made to
owth,
as word came from the Hoi) I. ami, where it was being
prepared amid the original surroundings. The great and
first importance of the subject, ami the immensit) of the
project, gave occasion for much wonder as to the outcome.
With, nu doubl the world holds no greater suhject; for
nearl) eighteen centuries the greatest users of pen, pencil
and chisel, have made their names great and immortal,
onl) a- the) have succeeded in depicting if hut occasional scenes, oi the most marvelous life ever lived among
men. These occasional scenes have enriched the libraries
and art galleries of the world, until to-day a fortune is
spent to secure a record of hut an incident.
In the closing years of the last century, an eminent
French artist. Louis Tissot, made the world richer by a
most elaborate and painstaking series of pictures of the
Bible lands and of the life of Christ. These pictures were
the first attempt to link together those great occasions
which earlier artists had only depicted separately, as their
admiration for any particular occasion inspired them. The
greatest honor, however, remained, as if waiting for the

advenl of the wonders of the Cinematograph. Thanks
to the -real and enlightening possibilities "i" cinematography, together with the ambition and enterprise of the
kalem Company, the historj and art of the- centuries
have been linked together in one chain, and with the true
groundwork of original location and familiar surroundings, coupled with a reasonable chronological arrange
ment, a picture live thousand feet in length illustrates that
marvelous life, in which the whole world is interested
from the ".Manger to the Cross."
Beginning with Mary in her home in the true character
of the saintly maiden, the Annunciation is the first familiar scene and is emphasized by tin- gentle and modest
bearing of the young woman who is here taking so delicate a pari; Joseph, in his work-shop busy, vet contemplative, ashe looks upon Mary, pondering over that which
has been revealed to him. The arrival at the "Inn," where
accommodation is refused, is, to this point, the best scene
(the Kalem Company seem to have been singularly successful intheir groupings, every large group of people is
most commendable) ; here Joseph, leading the as. upon
which Mary is seated, moves away from the crowd and
seeks the shelter of the stable. The manger scene is very
beautiful and becomes instructive as one realizes that it

Pilate Washing His Hands-Scene from the Kalem Feature Production "The Life
of Christ."
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is identical with the original conditions of the "manger
cradle." The midnight shepherd scene upon the very hillof Judah is most realistic, the coming of the Wise Men
from the East, and joining with the shepherds in the
"adoration" is well balanced, and, although broadened a
little from the original scene, is a reasonable digression
and make>

a good picture; the presentation of gold,

frankincense ami myrrh by the Wise Men is very clear.
Passing from the childhood to the youth of Jesus, tradition- as to His boy life have been drawn upon legitimately. The picture of the youth working with his father
and carrying a piece of wood over his shoulder in the
direct sunlight, causing to fall upon the floor "The
Shadow of the Cross," is prophetically sympathetic. The
first visit to Jerusalem is a natural caravan scene, and the
search for the missing boy portrays many anxious moments. The temple scene, where Jesus is found with
the doctors, "both hearing them and asking them questions," isbased upon familiar drawings and is very real,
when discovered by His anxious parents, so perfect is the
reproduction that it is easy to read 11 is lip movements
as with uplifted hand he says, "Wist ye not that I must
be about my Father's business?"
The Ministry of Jesus is described in the next series.
Beginning with John the Baptist as "The voice of one
crying in the wilderness," we have what is perhaps the
best single figure picture. John, dressed in "earners hair"
in the actual wilderness of Judea, is crying his warning,
how fittingly nature suits .the divine purpose, is here

PICTURE
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proven from the fact that the human voice carries several
miles. Again John is seen addressing the multitude while
Jesu
in the distance, whereupon John points Him
out as the coming Messiah.
•
The Calling of the Him lples is among the most perfect of the pictures, on the very shores of Galilee. "Simon and Andrew, his brother, casting a net into the sea,
for they were fishers," are seen to respond to the "Master's" call ; a little further on James and John with their
father, Zebedee, are "in the ship mending their nets,"
when they, too, respond to the "call." and go forth with
Him as the first of that little yet wonderful band, that was
destined to influence the world.
The Marriage in Cana of Galilee, the healing of the
blind, the lame and "all that were diseased" form a continuous series of strong scenes, which are depicted without undue emphasis being placed upon any event. The
healing of the "man sick of the palsy" is especially detailed as a valuable subject, the exact kind of house in
which the miracle took place being used. Lifting the palsied man to the roof, letting him down among those assembled within, the indignation of the Pharisees as they
hear Jesus' words, and the final command "take up thy
bed and walk," are all thoroughly and correctly shown,
making a valuable picture in itself. The raising of Lazarus from the tomb which tradition holds to-day as
"Lazarus' tomb," is produced with a care that does no
violence, to what is perhaps the most difficult subject in
the series.

Scene on the Via Doloroso from the Kalem Feature Production "The Life of Christ."
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Scenes from the Kalem Feature Production "The Life of Christ" (In Five Parts).
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The last year of Christ's ministry is crowded with
strongly portrayed events, leading up to the- "Last Supper," and the attendant incidents. Events attending the
especial relationship of Judas are given full consideration; beginning with his protest when Mary "wastes" the
box of precious ointment, and wipes the Master's feet
with her hair, arc most carefully and thoroughly enacted.
■MM

m
"A Voice Crying in the Wilderness."
The covenanting with the Chief Priests for thirty pieces
of silver and finally the betrayal. Of the betrayal it must
be said that careful and unostentatious work has been
done; incidents which might be easily exaggerated have
been kept within moderate bounds.
In the "upper room" a careful representation of Christ
"washing the disciples' feet,'' is given, Peter's protest is
plain, followed by his desire for complete cleansing. Of
the "Last Supper" it is evident great care has been taken

WORLD

After the arrest the several appearances before Pilate
lead up to the masterpieces of the whole. The groupings
here avor
arc of
best,Him
"Christ
before Pilate."
and pictures.
Pilate's
to the
release
are exceedingly
strong
The "Ecce Homo" is a graphic reproduction ending with
Pilate washing his hands and giving sentence "see ye
to it." The mocking, scourging, the crown of thorns, the
casting lots for Christ's garments are all shown in unexaggerated yet sad detail.
The procession to Calvary following the presumed
route originally taken is a strange scene, which, while
true, arouses a conflict of thoughts as to how thoroughly
these scenes should be reproduced ; suffice it to say that
the written record has not been violated, cruel as is that
record, so likewise is the portrayal. The crucifixion follows with the numerous details, the reed and sponge, the
repentant thief, the faithful women, the darkness, the
loud cry: "It is finished" and "yielding up the Ghost."
He dies, making redemption complete, and the world's
greatest tragedy is over.
What shall we say of this production? Simply this, if
it had never occurred the picture need never exist, but
having occurred, and being the one incident vital to the
highest intercuts of humanity, rooted in the hearts and
minds of men, the theme of all languages, the inspiration
of all art, the fulfilment of all history and prophesy, its
reproduction is legitimate. The greatest fear the writer
had was lest the great character of the Christ might be.
even unwittingly, abused. To the credit of all concerned,
it must be said there is no "acting" ; all seem impressed
with the solemn dignity of the occasion equal to that
shown by the players at Ober-Amergau in the Passion
Play, and the impersonator of the Christ carried himself
with solemn, humble yet becoming dignity throughout.
As this is the world's greatest theme, it only follows that
this is the greatest picture, and the Kalem Company must
receive due commendation for placing before the world
this wonderful film which places the highest and best
uses of the moving picture in its most exalted place.
BRITISH
In commenting

PICTURES

BACKWARD.

on the notorious backwardness

of British

film some
production,
our esteemed
"Bioscope."
has
interesting
things tocontemporary,
say. We arethequoting
from
the article:
"The fact which has militated, perhaps more than any other,
against the English picture play's chance of reaching its fullest development, is the prejudice which unquestionably existed, at any rate until recently, on the part of the average
professional actor against the rather contemptuously regarded
■photograph play.' It is the story of the music-halls over
again. Tn the early days of the modern variety house, the
actor — carefully distinguished from the mere twice-nightly
'artiste' — despised and rejected such offers as may have been
made
to him his
to appear
the 'halls.'
such a method
of revealing
talent on
to the
public believing
to be hopelessly
vulgar,

Christ Washing

the Feet of His Disciples.

to follow the record, as also to depict the occasion as seen
by artists of earlier times. Reverence and due solemnity
are apparent, the gravity of the dipping and presenting
the -'si>p" to Judas are answers to the question of Peter
and John. "Master, is it I?" The scene in the Garden is
full a\ detail, which is only seen by careful observation.
Peter's assaull on the servant of the High Priest, whose
ear he cuts off, and Christ's immediate healing of the
same are important. The "falling back" of the soldiers
at Christ's declaration "I am ITe" is well shown.

inartistic and altogether unworthy of his calling- Nowadays,
however, the variety boards are recognized, even in the most
exclusive and cautious circles, as being a perfectly legitimate
field for the exercise of art. and. indeed, as an improvement in
sonic respects upon the ordinary drama houses.
"It is this evolution of opinion which is now being gone
through in regard to the Cinematograph drama. Actors are
learning that, far from being beneatli their notice, the picture
theater has called into being an entirely new art with new
conditions and new possibilities. They are commencing to
realize that the business of acting for pictures demands a perfection of technique and a quality of talent no lower and no
less exacting than those of the ordinary stage. The picture
play has artistic possibilities as wide as those of the spoken
drama; it is simply a question of difference of conditions — and
these dfferent conditions must be understood by the actor
who ventures his art on the screen, no matter what his experiences in the older methods oi dramatic expression.
Speaking or silent, the players of both schools are brother
mummers all, and to say that the art of one is higher than
the art of the other is to attempt an impossible comparison."
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Successful Meeting
Held in San Francisco— Picture Men
Transact Much Business and Have Good Time, Too.
the firsts convention ofin Calir 17,Exhibitor
Tuesday,
OX
Motion Picture
the
was held
fornia Septembe
Kohler and Chase Hall, San Francisco. The first ses1 of the convention was called to order by President
Rothchild, of the San Francisco Local, at 10:30 o'clock Tuesday morning. Prayer was offered by the Rev. Dr. Rider,
alter which Mayor Rolph, of San Francisco, was introduced,
ami. in the name of the city, welcomed the exhibitors to
their • r-i California convention, offering to co-operate with
them in an effort to secure the National convention for
1915. In conclusion he slid: "A great responsibility rests
upon the shoulders of you gentlemen. You have it in your
power to do agreat amount of good in this world. The motion picture is just in its infancy and it will depend to a
great extent upon the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
whether it will continue as a blessing. In the past the newspapers have been the greatest disseminators of intelligence,
but the motion picture is rapidly coming to the front as an
educator and means of entertainment. I live out here in the
Mi-<ion and visit the motion picture theaters every once in a
while, and 1 want to tell you I am astonished at the strides
that the motion picture has taken in the past few years." The
Mayor then handed "the Keys of the City" to the exhibitors
during their stay, and said good-bye.
President Rothchild then addressed the convention as follows: "Mr. Mayor, on behalf of the M. P. E. L. of California. Iextend to you, the heartfelt thanks of this convention
and to assure you of the sincere appreciation of this organization for your many kind sentiments and to express a hope
that, although this has been your first welcome to us, that it
will not be your last; thank you. Gentlemen, we will now
proceed with the regular business of this, our first convention. But before doing so I desire to express sincere gratification at the goodly attendance. The earnestness manifested and the many expressions of good feeling that have
reached my ears. We are all to be congratulated upon the
splendid snowing that is being made here to-day. This has
been made possible by the earnest, arduous, and unselfish
labors of the enthusiastic and faithful members of the San
Francisco Local and by your loyal co-operation. The various
committees appointed by the chair about two months ago
have been working strenuously to make this convention a
success and our organization all we could expect it to be.
A short time ago the exhibitors in San Francisco were
strangers to each other and strangers to each others' methods and policies. To-day we are all acquainted, thanks to
our meetings. We are all acquainted and have a neighborly
feeling even though near competitors. This is as it should
be and best results can be attained by the frequent exchanges
of ideas and improved methods.
"It is the desire of this convention that every exhibitor
whether a member or not, be permitted to freely air his
views, to give his ideas as to what could or should be done
to improve and elevate our business.
"it is an undisputable
factwill
thatbe through
consultation
much can and
done to organization
elevate and and
improve the business. It is also an undisputable fact that the
combined investments of the exhibitors are greater than the
combined investments of the manufacturers and exchanges.
They, through organization, control the business, while the
control should be with us.
" The National and State Leagues in time will correct many
of the glaring evils and differences that now exist; we must,
in order to succeed, work shoulder to shoulder, put aside
petty differences and labor for the general good. The ultimate result, the success or failure of our mission rests entirely with us. By proper management and devotion to our
cause we cannot fail. Every member of our association from
Siskiyou to San Diego shall and will be benefited.
"We must
be patient
and not
abuse
builttoinbea
was not
Rome every
thatexpect
Remember
at once.
corrected
day. When we build we must do it right and upon a solid
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foundation. And after we be.uin our structure, to proceed
along correct lines. That we will not have to undo what
we have done.
Eventually success must crown our efl
changes
be made in methods
our"Many
business
from must
the manufacturing
down toofthetransacting
handling
of the public in our theaters. We should transact our business with the public in a dignified and business-like manner
and not permit them to leave our places with the idea that
we have taken their money and given them nothing in
return.
''Our competitive ideas and desire to obtain from the public the ultimate nickle is to blame for much of our unpopularity. We should refrain from misleading, sensational and
vulgar advertising. We should put our business upon a
higher plane by refusing to exhibit indecent, sensational, or
criminal subjects. If we proceed along these lines and labor
for the perpetuation of our business, it will not be long before the guns of our enemies will be effectually spiked. And
we will have the unanimous support and approval of all right
thinking people.
" \nd now, gentlemen, and ladies, I will call upon you to
place
in nomination
President
Rothchilda temporary
was chosenchairman."
temporary chairman and
W. O. Cory, secretary of the San Francisco Local, temporary
secretary. Chairman Rothchild appointed the following gentlemen on By-Laws and Constitution: Messrs. Oberly, Cory,
Connare, Martin, Bunkers, Hanlon and Tugwell. The committee retired for consultation and the exhibitors present
signed the roll of membership and engaged in an informal
discussion of the convention until 12:30 o'clock, when an adjournment was taken to enable the Committee on Constitution to prepare its report. Pictures were taken for the animated weeklies as the exhibitors left the hall. After luncheon at the Portola Louvre, the party boarded automobiles
and visited the show places of the city.
Tuesday Evening Session.
The evening session was called to order at 7:30 o'clock
when the report of the Committee on Constitution and ByLaws was heard. It developed that a unanimous decision
could not be reached for the reason that one of the
clauses submitted prohibited exhibitors who were engaged in
the exchange or supply business from becoming members
of the League. This clause affected several exhibitors from
Los Angeles and San Francisco. The delegates from Los
Angeles held out for a compromise, but the other members
of the committee opposed the plan on the ground that the
National League constitution contained such a provision
which must be complied with by every branch thereof.
While the exhibitors from Los Angeles remained during
the convention their organization, as at present constituted,
could not become affiliated with the California League, for
the reason that its president and secretary are interested in
the exchange business. It is believed that a reorganization
of the Los Angeles local will take place before the next state
convention. The San Francisco local squared its membership
list with the constitutional requirements before the expiration of the session, those not entitled to membership under
the rule handing in their resignations.
Wednesday's Session.
The greater part of Wednesday was taken up with an excursion to the Niles Studio of the Essanay Company, where
the exhibitors were royally received by Mr. G. M. Anderson
and his company of players. After witnessing the taking of
a sceneto from
one of Park,
the "Broncho
pictures,
party
went
Fernbrook
where theBilly"
delegates
werethefurther
entertained by the Essanay folks with an elaborate luncheon.
A picture of the party was also taken.
In the evening but few assembled in the convention hall.
The question of the regulation of traveling shows was taken
up and a committee consisting of Messrs. Martin. Bunkerand Schmidt appointed to devise a plan to eliminate the
evil. On the question of restricting the number of picture
theaters in the smaller towns. Messrs. Bunkers, Meyers.
Greenwood, and Von Emmell were appointed as a committee
to frame up a plan to meet that emergency.
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Thursday's Session.
Thursday's morning session was called to order at 10:30
o'clock. A motion to exclude all members of the press from
the room was defeated by an almost unanimous vote. Questions regarding "state rights" men and the number of reels
that shall constitute a show at a five cent admission price
were discussed. The first question was referred to the officers of the National League. Regarding the number of
reels for a show it was decided that the limit of a five-cent
show should be three; more than that with singing acts
should call for a 10-ccnt admission.
An adjournment was taken at 12:30 o'clock to give the
members a chance to prepare for the election. This order
of business
was executive
taken up session.
at 2:30 The
o'clock
whenof the
tion went into
result
the convenelection
was:
President — Charles Rothchild, San Francisco.
Secretary — M. E. Cory, San Francisco.
Treasurer — H. L. Hilts, San Diego.
Sergeant-at-Arms — Mr. Beach, Berkeley.
The president of each local will be a vice-president of the
state organization.
Delegates to the National Convention — Ben. Michles, A.
R. Oberly, and William Woober.
San Diego was selected as the place for the next state convention to be held during the month of September.
Standing committees were appointed on legislation, adjustment of labor difficulties, publicity, auditing, grievances,
and investigation.
Votes of thanks were accorded the San Francisco local for
its efforts to entertain the members of the convention, and
to Kohler & Chase for the use of the hall. '
All business of the convention being concluded at 5:30
o'clock an adjournment was taken.
Convention Banquet.
At 8 o'clock Thursday evening the delegates to the convention and their friends assembled at Swan's Cafe, where
250 covers were laid. During the banquet an interesting program of entertainment was furnished by an orchestra, and
singer, supplemented by a good picture show, including the
motion pictures of the convention party taken during the
two previous days.
While the diners were still at table a flashlight photograph
taken early in the evening was passed around. The picture
was taken by Mr. Sciaroni, of Miles Brothers, and completed in less than an hour.
Under the direction of N. K. Herzog, as toastmaster, remarks were made by President Rothchild, Supervisor Ralph
McClarion, G. M. Anderson, Arthur Mackley, Judge Tugwell,
Ben Michles, W. A. Cory, George Chase, Sol Lesser, Mr.
Lobe and H. L. Hilts.
Among others the following were present at the farewell
banquet: G. M. Anderson, Arthur Mackley, Mrs. Arthur
Mackley, Fred Church, Victor Potel, Pat Rooney, Frank
Pimentel, M. H. Breslreur, H. Todd, Mrs. H. Todd, Wm.
Erans, Jesse Robbins, Mrs. Jesse Robbins, Augustus Carney,
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Jay Hanna, Mrs. Macauley, Edna Sharp, Miss Selvy, Miss
t ollins, members of the Essanay Company. The following
were from Los Angeles: F. S. Gullinford, \Y. T. Home, H.
Jl. Willenbreck, Mr. and Mrs. Sutz, T. C. Jensen, Mr. Survooilly.
Country at large:
F. J. Chapman, J. F. Carr, F.
E. Smith, J. A. Iwurg, A. M. Boudes, C. H. Douglass, P. J.
Hanlon, C. C. Shearen, T. E. Barrcon, J. Ray Williams, Harry
Sightkacose, Ed. Dauronn, S. J. Greenwood, Gibber & Horton, W. J. Godley, R. N. Berryhill, J. B. Hobson, Jos. J.
Wood, B. L. Waite, H. Bunker, Perry Ewers, F. G. Meismer,
T. F. Brerdwood, P. A. Tackerv, 1. A. Date, H. R. Restano,
Fual Coounty, F. S. Gulliford, H. P. Wells, J. G. Haitarian,
W. A. Rattenbury, O. J. L. Bevers, Chas. Foreman, Hoon
Ewnel, John Patto, W. H. Hilts, F. L. Compsen, W. R. Cox,
A. K. West, E. K. Robins, Thos. Gibson, C. E. Howard,
Mr. Cunnigham, Wm. Gardner, Nic. Gurner, R. Koehnake,
B. A. Pryor, Wm. Walker, Wm. L. Wethered, F. N. Wade,
Walter Fraer, C. L. Mehress, Ed. Kuhnle. Chas. A. Hart,
Mark Hanna. W. N. Englehart, Henry Torner, G. K. O.
Hary, Cam. Whitthome, John Casanag. Wm. Hant, W. M. H.
Rapp, S. N. Spangh, L. V. Bridges, Elmer Tomkins, H. C
Schmidt, C. C. Kaufman, J. N. Gibbs, G. D. Gibbs, J. F.
Caaz, W. E. McFaul, W. E. McFael, J. Reuquest, J. Weisman, E. B. Whitney, T. A. Smith, L. L. Price, H. B. Smith,
F. L. Pittell, Geo. Rog, A. Esdeilondr, S. D. Bromley, W. R.
Wing, A. A. Theil, J. P. Schalser. From San Francisco: F.
R. Macauley, J. A. Patington, Mr. Narser. John Howard, J.
Opperman, Harry Froman, A. Marsko, Mr. Michelsel, A.
Goldberg, Otto Roehder, S. Arendt, F. Levy, Dan W. Reardon, Frank Carpenter, Max Shirpser, Alfred Kahn, G. F.
Lanphear, A. O. T. Kaumter, W. C. Smith. G. A. Stillman,
S. H. Levin, Mr. Gorden, Peter Hogg, W. P. Wobber, Ed.
H. Wobber, H. Wobber, Chas. R. Greenfield and Chas. F.
Maio.
Manufacturers and supply men were well represented.
H. E. Coles, general sales manager for the Nicholas Power
Company, demonstrated the Power's machine. Ed. Kemp,
of the Enterprise Optical Companv, produced the 1913 style
Motiograph. Ihe Pacific States Electric Co. had a working
model stage with several circuits of lights connected through
dimmers. Their Mr, Bernhard Badrian also demonstrated
the G. E. Rectifier, Ozonators and Spot Lights. The Pacific
Home Motion Picture Co. were projecting pictures in their
display room; the manager, Mr. M. E. Cory, being in charge.
Hancock Bros, had a display of their "Made in California"
tickets and coupons. The Art Slide Co. had several hundred
of their advertising and announcement slides on display,
showing the varied designs they carry in stock. The Tarn
Slide Co. had a number of their unique slides in their display, they making a specialty of original designs. Mr. Tarn
was formerly cartoonist on an evening paper, but is now devoting his time to the slide business. Bio Carbons were well
demonstrated, a complete line of that product being shown.
The A. H. Andrews Co. had a complete line of their theater
chairs on the floor, and they called especial attention to r eir
"Spreckles" chair, which is the same as is being installed i
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the million dollar theater now being erected in San Diego.
The wonderful success of the convention is due mainly
to the efforts of the following chairmen of committees and
their associates: Wm. P. Wobber, Arrangements; Chas.
Maio, Hotel and Transportation; Sol Lesser, Entertainment;
\\ . A. Cory, Concession; Joseph HofT, Publicity. Everyone
remarked on the truly remarkable smoothness with which
the business was attended to and the Moving Picture World
hereby congratulates M. P. E. L. of California upon the
really astonishing success of their initial convention.
GREAT
ENTHUSIASM
IN TEXAS.
Reports from the office of the National President of the
Motion Picture League indicate that there will be a record
breaking convention of exhibitors in Dallas, Tex., on the
ISth and 16th of October. President Neff writes that he
has received eighty-six letters from Texas exhibitors, all of
which speak of the coming convention in most enthusiastic
terms, the writers promising to be in Dallas when the meeting opens.
Dallas exhibitors are making extensive preparations to
take care of the visitors. At a recent meeting they appointed
T. P. Finnegan, manager of the Hippodrome Amusement
Company, as chairman of the entertainment committee. He
will have charge of all arrangements and has taken hold of
the task in a way that promises a splendid reception for the
delegates. E. T. Peter, of the Mutual Film Exchange, has
secured the use of the Chamber of Commerce hall for the
meetings of the convention. Ned Depinet of the Texas Film
Exchange, Dallas, is also on the job, planning an entertainment.
President Neff writes that he expects to leave Cincinnati
for Dallas about October 12, and hopes to arrive in that city
on the 14th. He is looking forward to a very successful
meeting.
PLANS

FOR

A WORLD'S MOTION PICTURE
EXPOSITION.
President S. H. Trigger, of the New York City Exhibitors' Association, has been working on the details of a plan
for a World's Exposition for the motion picture industry, to
be held in New York in conjunction with the National Convention of Motion Picture Exhibitors in July, 1913. A preliminary canvas of the situation reveals that such an exposition can be held at an expense not to exceed $30,000. A very
fair proposition has been made by the World's National Exposition Company, of which Richard G. Holloman is vice-president. This proposition contemplates the use of Grand Central Palace, New York, for both exposition and convention.
In view of the progress made, President Trigger has appointed the following Exposition Committee: Frank Tichenor, chairman; M. Needles, F. E. Samuels, L. Rosenthal, M.
Blumenthal, and Mr. King, with and additional advisory
committee to act in conjunction with them consisting of Sidney Ascher, R. L. McNabb, Edward Valensi, A. Baurenfreund, Grant Anson, Goldfarb and Fleischman.
These committees will make a further canvas of the proposition.
NEW YORK CITY LOCAL REDUCES DUES.
Desiring to increase its membership the New York City
Exhibitors' Association has reduced its annual dues from
$40 to $20, beginning October 1st, 1912. The initiation fee
has also been waived for the current quarter, so that those
paying $5 will be admitted to full membership. The officers
of the organization explain this action on the ground that
the financial condition of the local is such that a large membership fee is no longer needed to create a fund, while there
are many exhibitors who have been holding out on account
of the cost who ought to be members. Exhibitors of Greater
New York should take advantage of this liberal offer and
enroll themselves on the membership list at once.
LOOK OUT FOR POLITICAL SLIDES.
Mr. A. Baurenfreund, chairman of the political slide committee of the New York Exhibitors' Association, has sent out
a warning to members of the Association cautioning them
not to accept slides handed them for political purposes until the claims of the candidate have been passed upon by
the committee. Exhibitors are requested to refer all such
propositions to the Association Headquarters, 136 Third
Avenue, New York.
NEW
LOCALS
ORGANIZED.
Local organizations
of exhibitors have been
Charleston, W. Va., and Springfield, Ohio.

formed
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By .ias. s. McQUADE
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IT is nowtr^ being
developed thai a number of sharpers are
—
taking advantage of unsophisticated men and women
throughout the country, who have a desire to become
attached to the producing forces of the manufacturers of
films. These unwary people, whose chief purpose in life is
to get before the camera in a photoplay, are so intent on
tluir purple that they become an easy prey to designing
and unprincipled men, whose one object is to get money at
all hazards.
About two weeks ago an intelligent looking man and his
wife called at the city office of the Essanay Film Manufacturing Company, in the First National Bank Building, this
city. Manager Day listened to their tale of woe with a sympathetic ear, for they had been promised lucrative positions
with the Essanay by an oily tongued rascal in Kansas City,
who had an office in the Missouri Building there. This fellow, so they said, had a class of twenty-two aspirants for
photoplay honors as actors, and each of them had paid a
stiff price for the course that was to fit them for the positions, which he assured them, it was in his power to secure.
This gentleman and his good wife began to grow suspicious
of the "professor" as time passed, and, without advising him
of their intention, they came on to Chicago to investigate.
When Manager Day explained that every film manufacturer
in the business had a special department for the engagement
of talent and that their "professor" had no right to claim that
he could place any member of his class with any manufacturer, they were greatly surprised, and were evidently pleased
that the swindler had not got his aching palm on more of
their good money.
Mr. Day advised them to call at the Chicago office of the
World and give particulars. This they promised to do; but,
being likely ashamed of their having been played for "fall
guys," they never did. I do not even know their names, as
they were careful not to reveal them to Mr. Day, but that
fact will not prevent the matter being aired.
That the Kansas City shark is not the only one engaged
in such "professional" duties, I submit the following excerpt
from the Los Angeles Examiner, bearing the date of September 22:
"Offering to plead guilty, if given a suspended sentence,
Fred Osborne, proprietor of the New York School of Acting,
with quarters in the Canadian Building, attempted to have
his case disposed of yesterday morning before Justice Williams in police court. Objections, however, were entered
by Inspector J. J. Egan, of the State Labor Commission,
who effected the arrest of Osborne on the ground that Osborne had accepted money for positions he did not have to
offer.
"Egan agreed, however, to drop prosecution and permit a
suspended sentence for Osborne, only on the ground that
the school make complete restitution to all of the pupils who
have paid money for motion picture experience.
"Osborne claimed that he was not responsible and that
H. J. Brand, supposed to be the head of the Brand's Advanced Motion Picture Company, should pay back the money,
as he has about $15,000, Osborne says, derived from the
scheme.
"Justice Williams refused to take action in the case, and
refused to enter into any agreement, saying that the case
would be passed on according to its legal merits. Inspector
Egan claims that only a conviction in the case will be warranted in the light of the facts and refused to treat with
counsel for Osborne. Osborne will appear in court October 30, for a jury trial, when he will be confronted with the
statements of many of his alleged 'disgruntled pupils.' who
claim that after they had paid him sums ranging from $20 to
$45.
did exchange
not see a men
position
in sight." of Kansas City will
Thehe film
and exhibitors
render motion picture business good service by drawing the
attention of the local press to the swindle. It is hoped that
the swindler may yet be caught and forced to disgorge the
money obtained from his too gullible victims; or, if not,
that he may be compelled to earn the full amount, at $1 per
day, on the rock pile.
William

Improvements at Selig's Edendale Plant.
X. Selig returned last week from his California
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trip.
He tells me that additions are now being made t<>
tin- Edendale plant, which will extend it SO as to cover the
entire block. The Mission walls will be earned out to the
boundary lines, and the five entrances, will be exact duplicates of California Missions, The two additional entrancewill represent the Santa Barbara and .Mount Carmel entrance-. The improvements will include new dressing rooms,
a developing room, etc.
Among the prominent feature films now under way at the
Selig Studios are: "The Servant in the House, Mi/pah" (by
Ella Wheeler Wilcox), "The Crisis" (by Winston Churchill),
and "The Cherry Pickers." These will be two and three-reel
subjects.
Chicago Screen Club Under Way.
< >n \\ ednesday, September 25, about eighteen men, connected with various branches of the film industry in Chicago, met and formed themselves into a temporary general
committee for the formation of a Screen Club, similar to that
recently formed in New York. Organization plans were discussed and arrangements made for a general meeting of all
interested at an early date.
In a few days from the time of writing a call will be issued
to all who are eligible. At the first regular meeting of those
who make answer, the temporary committee will be dissolved and a permanent organization effected. It is expected that the movement will have the hearty endorsement
of all Chicago motion picture men, and that the club will be
typical, and worthy, of Chicago.
Picture Business Booms in the Southland.
R. W. Home, traveling representative of the Kleine Optical Co., has returned after a trip of seven weeks in the
interests of his firm.
During his absence, Mr. Home visited New York City,
Jersey City, Newark, N. J.; Montclair, N. J.; Savannah, Ga.;
Macon, Yaldosta, Ga.; Jacksonville, Fla. ; Tampa, Pensacola, Mobile, Montgomery, Birmingham, Atlanta, and Nashville. Motion picture theaters are doing fine business all
along the line. Mr. Home was struck by the attractive and
modern picture houses in the South, and by the fine projection and good programs offered. Music is made an important feature.
The houses in Mobile, especially, lay considerable stress
on musical accompaniment. Most of the Southern houses
charge 10 cents for a program of two or three reels. Mobile
is the only city among those visited where five cents admission is charged.
Cines films are in big demand in the Southern States, more
especially in Louisiana and Alabama.
Mr. Home states that the Lubin Company will open a
studio in Jacksonville this fall.
Beverley B. Dobbs' Arctic Pictures.
After a run at the Whitney Theater, this city, during
which 330 presentations of his famous Arctic films were
given — breaking all previous records here — Beverley B.
Dobbs, arctic explorer and expert camera man, has departed
for New York City. There he will present his absorbing
views of the polar regions for a long run, in one of the
leading first-class theaters.
The collection of pictures exploited by Mr. Dobbs is especially interesting to Americans, because it deals chiefly
with life in Alaska, that great possession, teeming with
natural wealth and scenic wond<rs.
The programs offered by Mr. Dobbs are highly educational, and the eye is aided by lectures, delivered in simple,
conversational style, by Mr. Dobbs himself. The ear also
is enabled to assist in making the scenes realistic; for that
really wonderful Arctic-sound-effect man, Sidney Davies,
works with such magical effect behind the screen that one
hears the bellowing of the walrus, and all the other sounds
heard in that strange land, on mountain, river, lake and
ocean.
Among the pictures is a fine travelogue, which shows a
trip beginning at the Seattle docks and ending at St. Michael
and Nome. One travels to Skagway; out over the White
Pass, through Skagway Valley, along the trail of '98, on
which so many met disaster; up to the Summit, where the
Union Jack and the Stars and Stripes float together at the
boundary line: down to Lake Bennet, through Miles Canyon, past the forty Mile Landmark, on to Caribou, Dawson,
Circle City, and the land of the midnight sun.
One the most exciting scenes among the lot is that showing the walrus hunt, with many thousands of the bulky
creature- thrashing the sea into foam. Then there is a
polar bear hunt, a scene showing native seal hunters, another giving the most definite particulars of an all-Alaska
dog team race.
We pass through an ice pack on our voyage through Ber-
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ing Sea into the Arctic, visit the miners at work in the
goldfields, Bee living pictures of the Eskimo at
Northern
.
work and at play, and take a cruise along the rugged coast
of Siberia and learn the customs and means of livelihood of
the Siberian natives.
Mr. Dobbs, indeed, deserves not only liberal support, but
.sarin praise, tor tlie entertainment, education and positivi enjoyment afforded by these pictures — the result of ten
long years of hardships and peril in the far North.
Miss Marth Russell's Lecture Tour.
Mi,s Marth Russell, whose special season with the Essanav Film Manufacturing Company as leading lady, has exoffice last week and inthe World
vi-itor
pire.1, was
leave the city in a day or two
would
she at
formed meathat
on a lecturing tour.
Mi-- Russell will appear in all the leading picture theaters
of tin South, and will give interesting talks on the production of moving pictures, these talks being illustrated by
film subjects in which she has appeared for the Essanay
Company. About 20 films are listed in her repertory, in
each of which she has acted the leading part.
Among these are several fine films taken during the season just closed, including "The Return of William Marr,"
"Signal Lights," "Her Hour of Triumph," "Adamless Eden,"
•Twilight.'' "Neptune's Daughter," "The End of the Feud,"
"The Call of the Sea," and "Romance of the Dells."
Miss Russell will first appear in several Missouri cities,
and will thence proceed to Shreveport, La., and thence to
Texas, where she has been booked for 24 nights in leading
picture theaters at a high guaranteed salary. She will be in
Dallas during the approaching State Convention of Exhibitors.
Chicago Film Brevities.
The Sanitary Bureau of the Health Department of Chicago has just turned in a report covering the past summer
months. Out of a grand total of inspections, numbering
14,805, for the month of August alone, including all kinds
of cases, there has not been a single adverse report against
picture theaters, nor has there been one during the entire
summer. This is a standing rebuke to all who would class
such places of amusement among public nuisances.

* * *

Fred W. Young, manager of the United Amusement and
Supply Co., of Cedar Rapias, Iowa, writes that "Convict
Life in an Ohio Penitentiary," one of their leading feature
pictures, is being presented to fine audiences. "It is one of
the biggest money getters on the road to-day, and we carry
Mr. best
Young.
the
display front of any feature now showing," writes

* * *

Frank L. Hough, Jr., and wife, arrived in Chicago, Monday, September 30th. Mr. Hough called at Buffalo, Toledo
and Detroit, on his way out in the interest of the Kinetoscope department of Thomas A. Edison, Inc. Mr. Hough
will make Chicago his headquarters for several weeks and
will then visit Minneapolis,
St. Paul and Winnipeg.
The
Pacific Coast is his ultimate destination.
* * *
"Kings
of the on
Forest,"
Selig's nth.
great special feature subject,
will
be released
November

* * *

C. A. W'illat, superintendent of the New York Motion Picture Co., New York City, was in the city, Thursday, September 26th, as a guest of *his * brother-in-law.
latin R. Rock.
*
The Milwaukee Film Exchange was incorporated last
week under the laws of the State of Wisconsin, and a charter
applied for. The main office is in the Engineering Building,
133 Second Street, Milwaukee. The Universal program will
be handled. The incorporators are: Joseph Hopp, president
of the Standard Film Exchange, Chicago and Louisville; C.
R. Plough, owner of the Anti-Trust Film Co.. Chicago, and
Maurice Fleckles. manager of the Laemmle Film Exchange,
Chicago. F. J. Murphy, former manager of the Sioux Falls
branch of the Standard Film Exchange, is the manager.

* * *

A. F. Beck, formerly manager of the Central Film Service, Indianapolis, has accepted the position of manager of
the Universal Film Exchange, St. Louis, at 804 Pine Street.
Charles Olson, part owner of the Central Film Exchange,
has taken over the management of that concern.

* * *

Charles O. Baumann, Ad. Kessel and Fred Balshofer, all
of the New York Motion Picture Co., stopped over in Chicago, for a few hours on Thursday, September 26th, on
their way from Los Angeles to New York City. It is understood that these members of the New York Motion Picture Co. have formulated new plans regarding their future
output and its distribution.
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Fichtenberg, of St. Louis, interested in the < on
Film Exchanges ol the South, was a guest at the
During hi!
man House, for several days last week,
Btaj he visited relatives and transacted business connected
i, tor
He left on Tuesday, October
with his companies

Doings at Los Angeles

Herman

lii- home.

* *

*

*

The Nobby Theater, 14th Street and Ashland Avenue,
tin- city, will be opened October 5. The Nobby 1- owned by
1'icture
corporation, The Chicago Motion
a theater
Win. building
Rohe, one of the officers of the corporation, will
ige tin' house, which is well equipped and thoroughly
modern.
Service will be furnished
by the Standard
Film
inge rhe Chicago Motion 1'icture Co. has purchased
the M"/.ut Theater, on West Van Buren Street.
The manW
Beecroft,
is a stockholder of the company.
This
company lias also closed a contract for the construction 01 a new theater at doth Street and Wcntworth Avenue.
Tins house, which has not yet beeri named, will be finished
in about 60 days. Like the Nobby, it will seat 300 people.
Film service will be furnished by the Standard Film Exchange
*

Guy X

*

-1.

Colgate, of Chicago, an experienced exhibitor, has

purchased the state rights of Illinois for "The
Allah." from J. Parker Read,
* * Jr.*

Garden

of

E. J. Barrett, assistant manager of the Banner Theater,
this city, was seen last week and reported fair business. This
theater
is now
taking its service from
the Standard
Film
Exchange.

* *

*

Frank O. Casiday, of Benson, Neb., has sold the Gem to
Korthrup & Nilson, of South Omaha. The new owners took
possession
on Monday,
September
23.

* *

*

Max Schwartz and S. Stone, this city, are erecting a fine
new picture theater at Halsted and 55th Streets. The house
will seat 1,000 people and will cost $60,000. The front and
interior decorations will be put in by the Decorators' Supply
Co. A. H. Andrews will furnish the seats, and two Simplex
machines will be used. The house will be completed about
January 1st. A large pipe organ will be used, also spotlight
singers.

* *

*

Mis- Marie S. Clark, manager of the Lyric Theater, Elgin,
111., was a caller at the World office recently. Miss Clark
re-opened the theater Saturday night, September 21, after it
had been closed for the summer. Service is supplied by the
Anti-Trust Film Company. Miss Clark is the only lady
manager of a photoplay house in Elgin.

* *

Stirring
"rp\KK

A M. Kennedy passed through Chicago on Friday, Sep
tember 27th, on his way west to Los Angeles, to take supervising cluir.^o of Bison productions for the Universal Film

* *

\V< >RLD

*

F. L. Lane, of Andalusia, Ala., arrived in Chicago several
days ago after disposing of his three Southern photoplay
houses at a very satisfactory price. They were the three
Iris theaters of Andalusia, Florida and Greenville, Ala. Mr.
Lane at one time owned The Dixie at Andalusia, which was
devoted exclusively to the colored race, but which he was
compelled to close shortly after its opening, on account of
the natural prejudice existing and the effect upon the patronage of hi- other playhouses. Mr. Lane expects to take a trip
to Milwaukee and from there to New York to look over
the field, with the intention of erecting a modern moving
picture theater. His nine years' experience in the South
prompts him to say that this section of the country offers
great opportunity for the exhibitor who is willing to give
the right sort of service. He personally has expressed his
highest appreciation of the splendid patronage given him.
READY TO RESUME.
Phillips Smalley and his wife (Lois \Yeber) who severed their
long connection with the Rex company a couple of months ago,
have returned to the city from an extended walking tour in the
Catskills. Mrs. Smalley not only played leads but wrote many
of the Rex plays and assisted in their direction and their retirement from the company was largely due to her need
of mental and physical rest. This they found in the
haunts of the heroes of Irving and Cooper and now they
are back home ready to resume work when it offers, which
should not be long.

Up

Schools— Selig
Actor's
Much Good Gossip.

the
all

or

none

Manager

Injured-

was
the ultimatum
which the
Loa
' •■■
ui<
wnitu
ultimatum
tne
was

Angeles delegation to the -tat. convention delivers
-*- to the motion picture men'- -tat.- organization dur
According to
the Inn meeting in San Francisco last week
the report which the Los Angeles exhibitor- brought back
the convention accepted the latter portion ol the prop
tion and the consequence 1- that the Loa Angeles exhibit
a- at present organized, will not join the state organization.
In the last analysis the situation resolved itsell into the
A. I'. Tugwell, of Loa Angeles,
whether for Fudge
questionbe of
should
accepted
membership in the state body.
Judge
Tugwell 1- president of the Los Angeles organization and
one of the pioneer exhibitors in the business. The by-laws
of the state organization bar all per>ons connected with exchange.- and manufacturer-, and the Judge recently organized the Sunset Film Exchange of this city, which he is now
conducting. There were other members of the Los Am
organization who are connected with the proscribed branch
of the business and they, too, would have been excluded had
the local body
joined the state body.
This, in the end, was the ground upon which the Los Angeles delegation based its action in failing to join, but ther<
were, of course, other minor considerations. For one thing,
the San Francisco men, it was said, are seeking a daily
do not conchange of programs. The Los Angeles brethren twice-weekly
sider this desirable and are all satisfied with the

change.

"We are getting along pretty well as we are, one ot the
returned delegates said. Apparently what we want, the
San Francisco exhibitors either do not want, or are indifferent about, and vice versa. We have a strong, healthy organization in Los Angeles now, our only battle- are local issues
which our organization is able to handle, and since we saw
so little to gain through joining, and so much to lose in having to drop some of our most influential members, there
seemed only one wise course to be followed."
Actors' School Promoters In Bad.
Fred Osborne, director of the New York School of Acting,
of this city, was arrested September 19 by J. J. Egan, deputy
commissioner of the state labor bureau, charged with violating the state employment law. The specific charge was that
Osborne had obtained fees from pupils on the promise that
he would obtain positions for them, when the promised positions did not exist.
Two days after Osborne's arrest the name of H. J. Brand,
president of Brand's Advanced Motion Picture Co., was
brought into the case and he, too, was arrested as an accessory to the violation.
Eagan charges that Osborne and Brand had an arrangement between them whereby the head of the motion picture
company advertised for actors for motion picture work, and
that applicants for the positions were told that it would be
necessary for them to obtain certain experience before they
could be employed, being then referred to Osborne, who
charged them $5 a week or more for schooling. Some of the
applicants who had been paying tuition for upwards of six
week- were unable to get any satisfactory statement about
when they would begin to collect salary, and thereupon
filed complaint with the state labor bureau.
Both Osborne and Brand have stated that the violation of
" the law was only technical and that they acted in good faith:
that the pupils were given bona fide instruction, designed to
fit them for motion picture work, and that it was the intention to give them employment as soon as they became proficient.
Both were arraigned in the police court. Osborne's case
will be heard before a jury October 30. and the Brand case
will be disposed of later.
Cameraman
Loses Life.
Maxwell S. Bruzzel. who lost his life in Arizona last week
under tragic circumstances, which themselves -uggest a
photoplay situation, was well known in Los Angeles, where
he was formerly employed as cameraman for the S
Polyscope Co., and later for the Bison-101 Company. Bruzzel,"who was barely 22 year- old. had just married a 17-yearold bride after a romantic courtship of two year-. They
went to Arizona on their wedding journey to visit a mining
prospect which Bruzzel owned. Robert Hunt, father of the
bride, accompanied them, the three traveling with a wagon
and team. They camped one night seventy miles from any
habitation and. during the night. Bruzzel awoke and went
around to the front of the wagon to get a drink of water from
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the canteen. Hunt was aroused but only half awake. He
seized a rilk- and mistaking Bruzzel for some wild animal,
fired and mortally wounded him. Then began a race across
the deserl for the nearest doctor. Bruzzcl lived out the sevjourney, but died soon after receiving medical atenty miletention.
His widow ha> returned to Los Angeles. The dead
man came to Los Angeles a little more than two years ago
from New York City.
Magee
Injured.
James L. Magee, general manager of the Selig Polyscope
Co. plant, at Edendale, was painfully but not seriously injured September 21, when he was the victim of a brutal attack made upon him by E. H. Philbrook, a discharged employe. Philbrook, who had served as cameraman, actor and
bookkeeper, had been discharged by William Selig, after
Magee had turned over the management of the plant to
Thomas S. Nash, his successor, preparatory to making a trip
to Japan with a Selig Company. The discharged employe
went to Magee's office, where the two men were alone.
There was no altercation and Magee says that they had just
shaken hands when Philbrook, who is a large, well built individual, struck him suddenly and knocked him down. Magee was left unconscious on the floor while Philbrook left
the plant and from another place telephoned Mr. Selig that
he had just knocked Magee out. Some person about the
same time telephoned to Mr. Magee's mother in another
part of the city, telling her that her son had been assaulted.
This message was not sent from the Selig plant. ,
Brevities.
The appearance of Director Griffith, of the Biograph, as an
actor in one of his own films, created a great deal of professional interest among exhibitors in Los Angeles. The film
was "Two Daughters of Eve," released last week. Griffith
appears only in one scene, the last one at the stage door,
where he walks slowly into the picture from the spectator's
left and crosses the screen. He is the tall man in the light
suit and Panama hat. Griffith has spent a great deal of
time here with his company and is known personally to most
of the exhibitors. Extreme shyness of the camera is one of
his personal peculiarities, hence the amazement of his friends
when they found him walking into a picture. So far as
they know this is the first time he has ever been photographed— barring, possibly, baby pictures, which he couldn't
help.

* * *

Frank C. Egan, head of the Egan Dramatic School, and
business associate of John Cort, Oliver Morosco, and other
theatrical magnates, has announced that he is going into the
motion picture business at once. The announcement wasnot a willing one, but was dragged out of him after advertisements had appeared in the local newspapers under his
name, asking for cameramen, a director, and other employes
necessary to the mechanical side of motion picture manufacturing.
The details of his project are not ready to be announced,
he says. He has concluded negotiations with New York interests to begin work with one company immediately producing photoplays, which will be remarkable for their artistic merit, but which will not be educational in the technical
sense, except only as beauty and perfection are always educational.

* * *

An Information Department for the benefit of its patrons
is the innovation which has just been instituted by the Liberty Theater, a Licensed house at Third and Main Streets.
At every performance a slide is shown bearing the inscription "Any information desired by our patrons about the
films or the actors will be furnished by the Liberty management." The experience of the management has been that
most of the queries can be satisfied with the assistance of
the data furnished by the manufacturers and exchanges and
the Moving Picture World, but whenever a difficult question
is asked the patron is requested to leave his name and address and the information is hunted up and sent to him. The
plan promises to stimulate * interest
* * in the motion pictures.
Miss Edna Levi, of San Antonio, Tex., and Rollin S.
Sturgeon, director and general manager of the Western
Vitagraph Company's studios at Santa Monica. Cal., were
married in Los Angeles September 26. Miss Levi, whose
stage name is Edna Fisher, was formerly leading woman
with the Santa Monica Vitagraph Company. Sturgeon kept
his approaching marriage a profound secret from his friends
and associates and the first information they received
reached them after the ceremony
* * * had been performed.
Col. Theodore Roosevelt, on his campaign tour of the
West for the Progressive
Party, visited Los Angeles, Sep-
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tember 23. With him, occupying a portion of the private
car at the rear of the train came two cameramen of the
General Film Publicity and Sales Co., who have been photographing the colonel daily on his trip. In California, the
reception he received was something extraordinary, and it
kept the operators busy climbing off the train at each station between San Francisco and Los Angeles, taking pictures of crowds that increased in size each time he spoke.
The biggest crowd of all was in Los Angeles, where, according to one of the operators, the best crowd picture he ever
saw was obtained.

* * *

The Paul Rainey African pictures are now in their third
week at the Majestic Theater, where they have been playing
to increased business nightly. The last few nights have witnessed capacity business and attempts are now being made
to arrange for the extension of the run another week.
POWELL.

At the Sign of the Flaming Arcs.
By G. F. Blaisdell.
Joe Welch, the famous character actor, has closed a contract with the Universal Film Manufacturing Company to
appear in a two or three reel production, to be entitled "The
Peddler." Mr. Welch will have the lead. The picture will be
made under the supervision of Edwin Porter here in New
York City. The Universal announces that it will spend all
the money necessary to make this a real feature, and in
order that there may be no question as to local color has
obtained special privileges from the United States Bureau
of Immigration.

* * *

Albert Smith, of the Vitagraph, so I am informed, is to
"raise" Frank Bunny, the son of the man everyone knows.
Young Bunny started in this week at the Vitagraph plant,
and
will be sent through every department. Here's the
best he
of luck!

* * *

Mrs. Mathilde Baring and her daughter, Isabel Lamon,
have parted company
with the Eclair forces and joined
the Lubin stock.

* * *

Harry Warner has gone to St. Louis, where he will make
his headquarters and have general charge of the agencies
of his brother's "Features." Also he will be closely in touch
with the St. Louis Motion Picture Company, with which
concern "Warner's Features" have intimate business relations. A. Warner will devote his attention to general affairs.
Mr. Warner announces that his two-reel feature "Regeneration," is now ready for shipment. This is a strong domestic
drama, vividly depicting the temptations of a man with an
appetite for strong drink and how he surmounted them with
the aid of a wife who stuck to him. Following "Regeneration" will be a big military drama, which will be ready for
booking by the middle of *the* month.
Mr. Warner says it
*.
will be a "crackerjack."
Charles E. Insley, who in the old days played with James
A. Hearne and with David Belasco, a.nd later was Director
Griffith's first leading man in Biograph plays, will make his
Universal debut in Otis Turner's
* * * "Tracked in the Desert."
The Kalem Company has made a picture in which is featured "Death Valley Scotty," not unknown to fame as a
transcontinental record-maker. The title will be "Death Valley Scotty's Mine." In the course of the picture a trip is
made across the desert to Scotty's mine. In one scene it was
scheduled that Scotty should be tied. To this he made strenuous objections, saying that all his life he had made it a
point never to allow himself to be placed in such a position
that he could not defend himself. It is said that the eccentric
Westerner proved a "find," and that with his aid it was possible to put over a genuine Western — one with a real thrill.

* * *

Dropped in on Abe Rothschild, the genial manager of the
Herald Square, on Monday. He was busy counting money.
Asked if that particular feature of his w-ork was the hardest
task he had, he replied: "Well, I'll admit we are counting
about 75 per cent, more than we were last year this time.
And we were going some then." The Herald Square certainly deserves all the success it gets. It puts up a fine
show, the house is carefully managed, and every attention
is paid to the comfort of the patrons of the house. The front
of the Herald Square and the lobby as well are undergoing improvement, getting ready for the big winter busi-
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Mr Rothschild is assisted in the management of the
ness
'Square" by Abe Kalman, who also is alert in promoting t s
comfort of the patrons. On Tuesday, October I. Bernhard
"Queen Elizabeth" was at the -Square." Four thousand nine
hundred and sixty-one persons paid on this one day to see
for a photoplay
the Divine Sarah. This may not be a record
ve.
in New York, but the figures
* *are * impressi
detective, has colWilliam J. Burns, the well-known
laborated with the Kalem Company in the production of a
be ' Detective
multiple reel picture, the title of which will
Land Swindlers.
William J. Burns in the Exposure of the the
and in
South,
in
frauds
land
on
The scenario is based
d knowledge
the writing of it use was made of the first-han
of Mr Burns in a similar case. Mr. Burns is said to have
proved an excellent actor. The play will cover a wide range
laid in the South, and
of country, many of the scenes being
others in Washington and * New
* * York.

WORLD
ITALA

TO
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RELEASE

LONG

FILMS.

The Itala Film Co. ol America, ol which Harry R. B
is the head, will soon issue for the American trade a
of long films composed of two and three reels each,
l"r
these special productions
a coterie of noted artists have
been engaged, prominent
among
whom are Gina Maran-

goni, Giuseppina Amici, Berta Nelson and Lydia Quaranta,

all of whom
are well and favorably known
throughout
the
largest theaters in all Europe. Commendatore Ermete Zacconi, conceded t>> be the greatest living Italian actor, and
perhaps the most prominent in Europe, will be seen in these
forthcoming
Itala multiple films.

to New York on WednesWilliam H. Swanson returned
of Chicago.
from the coast* by* way
day, coming
"
*
Producer Frank E. Montgomery, of the Universal Company, will shortly produce a straight Indian drama— not a
white man or woman in it— with little Mona DarUfeather 111
the lead. This sterling actress should bring out something
worth while. She will be supported bv Chiefs Phillippi and
Harvey, of the Chimallo tribe. The title as announced will
be "Star Eye's Strategy." A feature will be in the introduction of several vivid Indian dances. It is believed this production will be one of the first, if not the first, straight Indian drama to be made on *the* screen.
*
David McGowan. cashier of the Eclair Company, showed
the writer a remarkable bookkeeping coincidence this week.
Recently two plays with a political touch were released within
a few weeks of each other — "Running for Congress" and
"The Governor's Daughter." In no item of expense were
the figures the same; in one there were sixteen entries; in the
other twelve. The total in each case was identical to a
penny — and if an equal amount should be expended on films
by all manufacturers the average quality of pictures would
be materially raised.
* * *
from the Royal War Governors'
Under a commission
Conference,
H. J. Cugnet, cameraman for Eclair, filmed the
semi-centennial of this body at Altoona, Pa., September 2426. The pictures are for preservation in the archives of the
society,a picture
and will for
not the
be screen.
publicly displayed. Pathe's Weekly
made
* * *
The Kalem Company that made the "Life of Christ" pictures in Jerusalem left Liverpool for New York on October 3, after having been abroad nearly a year. Recently this
group has made a number of multiple-reel plays based on
old-time Irish subjects, notably Boucicault's "Shaughran"
and Joe
Gow,"
besides
a number had
of been
onereel
IrishMurphy's
subjects."Kerry
This past
week
the company
working in Scotland on a historical
production.
* * *
Kenean Buel, director of the Southern company for Kalem, started south a week ago, stopping off at various historical points on the way to Jacksonville. Mr. Buel is working
on various scenes in Bronson Howard's "Shenandoah," a
military play, the rights of which have been purchased from
the widow of the playwright. It is intended to make the picture in historical locations in the South, taking in Winchester, Va., the location of the well-known
Sheridan's ride;
Fort Sumter, and various other
* * places.
*
Ganes' Manhattan Theater, at Thirty-first Street and
Broadway, of which W. D. Yager is manager, on Monday,
September 30, changed to a Universal Independent program.
Mr. Yager announces that he will put on each day four first
runs and a feature. Alterations are being made to the front
of the house. This shift means that within four blocks on
Broadway one may now see representative programs of
Licensed and Independent films.
GLADYS HULETTE IN LEGITIMATE.'
Gladys Hulette. who has appeared in many of the pictures
produced by the Edison and Vitagraph Companies, is now
■filling the role of Beth fri a dramatization of Louisa M. Al•cott's popular novel, "Little Women." The play opened for
a week at the Alvin Theater, Pittsburg, Pa., on Monday,
September 30th. After a few dress rehearsals at the Playhouse Theater, New York City, the company will begin
playing for the public.

Mile. Gina Marangoni, Leading Itala Artiste.
The policy of the Itala Company will be confirmed to the
appointment of exclusive agents in the United States, these
agents to control certain territory. The first of the new
Itala releases is called "Souls in Torture," and consists of
two reels. As the title infers, the subject deals with heart
throbs and the bitter problems of life. Several elaborate
scenes are unfolded as the story proceeds. A very large
cast of players is used. A reproduction of a fox hunt with
blooded horses and a fine pack of hounds adds to the exciting features
of the
in Torture"
be sold
to exclusive
state
rightstory.
buyers"Souls
through
the Film will
Supply
Co.
of America. The headquarters of the company is at 805
Columbia Theater Building, New York.
SCREEN

CLUB

ELECTS

OFFICERS.

On Saturday evening, September 28, the Screen Club
elected permanent officers. John Bunny placed in nomination for president, King Baggot, who had been acting as temporary presiding officer. Mr. Baggot was elected by acclamation. He was given a hearty reception. Mr. Baggot returned the compliment by nominating Mr. Bunny for first
vice-president, and he also was elected by acclamation amid
applause. The others elected were: Second vice-president,
G. M. Anderson; third vice-president, Arthur Johnson; corresponding secretary, Calder Johnstone; recording secretary,
Harry Raver; treasurer, A. C. Willat; two-year governors,
William Robert Daly, Lawrence McGill, Herbert Brenon and
A. Victor Smith; one-year governors, TefFt Johnson, Pierce
Kingsley, Oscar C. Apfel, and C. Jay Williams.
The next meeting will be held on Saturday evening, October 26, at which time it is probable the charter will close.
MAJESTIC
THEATER
CHANGES
POLICY.
The New^ Majestic Theater at 818-824 South Broad Street,
Trenton, N. J., has changed its policy from Licensed to Independent pictures. Messrs. Papier Brothers, managers of
the Majestic, are making a feature of running all the two
and three reel features of the Independent market.
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"The Little Minister"
A Two-Part Vitagraph Feature
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
photoplay i- made delightful from beginnin
THIS
end by the engaging charm of .Mi^- Clara Kimball
ifoung. 1 1 < r acting has the winning spontaneity that
Mis- Lawrence first injected into the picture comedies, and
her character revelations bring her swiftly to the front rank
of young actresses who have to depend entirely upon the
of a'
and attributes
the sentiment-express
appeal
visual
portrayals
before in Vitagraph
tini work
has todone
role. She
— the sympathetic intelligence of a woman far above the
average in character and training has been visible in minor
opportunities — but the part of Lady Babbie seems to let out
what is in her. I am sure that I'arrie would have found
her just what his imagination pictured, or satisfying enough
to have replaced his own ideal.
It is not an easy matter for the most appreciative of
critics to closely define what is especially pleasing in the
personality of an attractive young actress. Youth and beauty
count, and Miss Kimball has both. She has expressive eyes
.mil keeps them very busy. She has a smile that is fascinating, and it is as girlish as her joyous movements. She has
variety in swift changes from tragic resentment to tender affection, she is distinctly feminine in her moods, and all these
combine to attract and hold the eye from the moment she
inter- a scene until she leaves it, but 1 am inclined to think
that what goes over is what lies deep in herself, undiscovered by theatrical artifice. She has an unconscious manner
of showing us a true-hearted young woman of brains and
broad sympathies.
.Miss Young is extremely fortunate in having James Young
play opposite
her in the title role.
I am reasonably sure
that lie could have drawn more attention to himself — his big
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chance ha- yet to come — but he exhibits great delicacy in
obtruding upon the antics of Lady Babbie. His performi- the more creditable f'»r it- responsiveness without
enforcement of his prominence. He probably follows the
-tage play rather than Barrie's story in this re-pect. tilling
the impersonation without distracting interest from the real
centre figure, her characterization being the more important
Minister''thati^
"Thean Little
more interesting.
decidedly
aandrather
simplethegentleman
thrown into
environment
calls for patient toleration rather than any striking traits, his
congregation being made up of dull, stubborn and Puritanical Scotch farmers of a generation that gave forth sturdy
blood, but was extremely narrow-minded in its generation.
With these two star- lighting the way, the whole company
plays well up to the requirements of the piece, William Shea
and \Y. V. Ranous especially distinguishing themselves —
even the elders of the church adding powerfully to the only
purpose 1 can see in the -lory — a humanizing character contract—and some well-known name- will be found among
those taking minor parts.
CAST OF CHARACTERS:
The Little Minister
Mr. Jame> Young
Mrs. Dishart, his mother
Mrs. Kimball
Jeanne, their servant
Miss Flora Finch
Lord Rintoul
Mr. Herbert L. liarry
Lady Babbie, his ward (the Gypsy),
Mi-s Clara Kimball Young
McKenzie, friend of Rintoul
Mr. Richard Leslie
Rob Dow
Mr. W. V. RanouSanders
Webster
Mr. Charles
Eldridge
Captain
Halliwell
Mr. William
Shea
Wearywold, the policeman
Mr. Robert Gaillord
Old Sexton
Mr. George Ober
Gypsy King
Mr. J. Trevor
Elders of the Church — Messrs. Edward See, Edward
Kimball, Frank Currier and Hal Wilson.

Vitagraph Feature, "The Little Minister."
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The screen story deals less with the Little Minister than
with the Gypsj uirl. who falls out of a wagon unnoticed
when she is a child and is picked up and subsequently
■- war<l by Lord Rintoul. The self-constituted guardian falls in love with the yirl when she bursts
into full bloom of youthful loveliness she is now called Lady
Babbie — wink- she becomes slowly attracted by her obvious
ity, tin- g
1 Little Minister.
Her sympathetic
and
democratic character is shown during a strike of the wea\
in the dull little town, for it is she who warns them that
the soldiers are coming to disperse the mob and arrest the
leadi
I in strike of the weavers affords some fine ensembles in
the photoplay, as do the scenes before the church where the
Little Minister holds forth to a pious and attentive, if not
.1 wholly aooreciative congregation.
In this 1
ition
are some hard handed and hard-faced old deacons. Perhaps
the "brither Scot" of Mr. Barrie is purelj local a Scotch
critic complains that his countrymen arc not all ministers,
elders, precenters and howlers of tuneless hymns — but the
types shown in the picture play arc not unknown in our own
enlightened body. They represent the old religious element
that was cruelly vindictive in condemning human frailty,
however illogical their attitude in pretending to follow
Christ's gentle and merciful teachings.
Whether Barrie depicted what was rather a phase of human
nature as a Scottish characteristic is of no moment He
found in these rigid and bigoted old people the materials
for a contrast to the Bohemian and unconventional Lady
Babbie and set up his marionettes to be bowled over by the
sprightly, changeable and altogether delightful girl of Gypsy
descent. Barrie conformed to the good old idea that a girl
could not exhibit independence of spirit and be at the same
time a proper young lady — so much for not living in America. He is compelled to bring the girl and the young clergyman into rather intimate relations, and resorts to the timeworn expedients of making her a Gypsy by natural tendency
and involving her and the Little Minister in a Scotch marriage. He works up an emergency where the young clergy-

Miss Clara Kimball Young
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man is forced to declare Ladj Babbie to be hi- wife in order

to save her from arrest for warning the stril
From a modern story telling point "i viiw this 1- all very
-trained. The elder- are duly horrified at the reported intimacy between their pa-tor and the wicked ward oi Lord I'intoul
all good
play wicked
pan 'Babbie
The
Little how
Minister
i- in women
all kind-loveof totrouble
when
Lady
runs away from the ceremony to be performed between her
and the Lord and enters his house to hide, but she braces him
up and they have a ceremony performed m a convenient
camp ol Gypsies,
\ villain cat
; the bride; everybody
•_:ets lost in the woods; Lord Rintoul falls over a cliff; Little
Minister jumps down
a mere
hundred
feet or SO and
him. A dummy doe- the falling and jumping, but the cliff
and the raging water are real. When the moist Lord t
to his senses in the home of the Little Minister, and the
diminutive clergyman comes to his own in the darling person of Lady Babbie, the noble Lord generously gives up his
claim and tell- her that the Little Minister is more worthy
of her than he is. He approves of their union just as the
peskj elder- come in to make things characteristically and
religiously disagreeable. Now they ^ct theirs, for they dare
not dispute the iron will of the noble Lord. Their heathenish faces wrinkle in artificial smiles, and all ends well with
an "Auld licht Kirk" wedding. When it is all over we feel
mighty glad that it was dominated by the gay and buoyant
spirit of lovely and charming Lady Babbie.
NEW

PICTURE

HOUSE

AT

CHELSEA,

MASS.

The Empire Theater Company, recently organized under
the laws of the city of Boston, is building a new motion picture and vaudeville theater at Chelsea, Mass. The house
will have a frontage of fifty-two feet and a depth of one
hundred and twenty-two feet. It will have a seating capacity
of about fourteen hundred persons. The incorporator- are
Dr. F. S. Raddin, James Bloomberg, president, and William
O. Johnson, treasurer and manager, each owning one-third
of the stock of the company.

as Lady Babbie in "The Little

Minister"

(Vitagraph).
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"The Charge of the Light Brigade."
Tennyson's
Poem
Pictured by Edison.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

is a film to be highly praised because of the distinct advance it exhibits over those attempting to depict great military movements with a handful of men,
and it is also remarkable in perpetuating the one poem
Tennyson ever wrote that entirely escaped criticism. The
brilliant ballad has been sung by thousands, and the photoportrayal in action will be enjoyed by millions, but the incident was really of minor importance. The light cavalry
charge at Balaklava is only to be recorded in prosaic history
as a stupid blunder.
When Napoleon made a stupid blunder in the Moscow campaign he went out with 400,000 able-bodied soldiers and came
back with 20,000 cripples, but no poet of Tennyson's lofty
patriotism immortalized the human slaughter. There was
bravery enough shown at the great battle that was fought at
the Moskowa, where sixty thousand Russians lay dead or
wounded on the field, among them the elite of the Muscovite
officers, but the Russians had no singer like Lord Alfred.
It was the wonderful trumpet call of verse that made the
death of four hundred soldiers immortal together with the
sympathy men the world over feel for those who fall bravely
in the discharge of their duty.
THIS

"When can their glory fade?
"Oh! the wild charge they made!
"All the world wondered.
"Honor the charge they made!
"Honor the Light Brigade,
"Noble six hundred."
Honor the poet's name! He gave enduring fame to the
six hundred. The Edison Company could not have selected
from Tennyson's splendid performances a finer character
representation. He was patriotic in a very noble sense — he
believed in liberty for those qualified to use it intelligently.
He was English for justice and enlightenment; yet he was
broad enough to sympathize deeply with the American spirit
as evinced in his poem, "England and America in 1792."
His splendor of brain and heart touched all that he wrote
and gave his creations unusual dignity and charm.
The poem which the Edison production attractively illustrates appeared in "The Examiner," during the year 1854,
and set all England aflame with martial spirit. It galloped
into favor, stormed the hearts of men and over-rode criticism. The demand in the army for it was so great that the
poet had a thousand copies printed at his own expense and
sent them to the men before Sebastopol. With characteristic
modesty he said that no writing of his could add to the glory
the soldiers had acquired in the Crimea.
One of the few of the Light Brigade who survived the
fatal order and its results was a cavalryman who fell in another action and was kicked in the chest by a horse. While
lying in the hospital he became so depressed in spirits that
he was unable to throw off a diseased condition engendered
by the blow. The doctor in charge remarked that he wished
the soldier could be roused as he was a fine fellow, well
worth saving by extraordinary means. Some one suggested
that was
Tennyson's
poemmanbe awoke
read tofrom
the his
drooping
and
this
done. The
torpor warrior,
and listened
with kindling eyes to the finish.

He begged that it be read
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again, then he recovered so rapidly that he was soon on his
feet again, ready for service.
The Edison production deserves commendation for many
details, and not the least of these lie in the admirably chosen
exteriors. The ground selected responds to the account of
the scene so well that it might easily have been the actual
territory. The soldiers number hundreds and ride like cavalrymen to the saddle born. The horses seem to be accustomed to the explosion of bombs and form in themselves an
interesting sight. The costumes are accurate, having been
made to order from authorized designs furnished by London
military authorities.
The charge is justly a subject of admiration as an exhibition of courage among those re-enacting the scenes — many
are seen falling from their mounts during action — ;and the
real charge at Balaklava was brilliant enough even if it was
a mistake. The French and Russian officers exhibited astonishment when it was made, and it became the the subject
of unpleasant controversy among British officers on the
field. The order was wrongly given or misinterpreted with
dreadful consequences.
The troops rode to almost certain death without murmuring at the order, leaving the responsibility to be placed on
the shoulders of those who gave it. Practically a few hundred horsemen attacked a complete army drawn up in position. There had been some criticism of this particular body.
It had been whispered that the Light Brigade had been
favored in previous battles, and this created an indignant
feeling among the men. They were determined to show
what they could do if an opportunity was offered them, and
it now appears that their onslaught might have been followed
by a general attack to advantage, so staggered were the
Russians by the ferocity of the little fight.
If the command was a grave error, the motive of the men
was open to criticism — it was within their power to retreat —
as one of the first objects of war is to overcome the enemy
with a small loss of life. Six hundred and seventy officers
and men rode down a gentle descent into a storm of shell.
Volley after volley burst forth from well-placed batteries —
cannon to the right of them, cannon to the left of them —
and a deadly fire was poured in by Russian riflemen as the
Light Brigade advanced until they were within fifty yards of
a battery they expected to take.
Encircled by a blaze of fire, they rode on, every officer
but one killed, wounded or his horse shot under him, until
they cut down men serving the guns and literally galloped
through the Russian lines including a body of cavalry estimated to number over five thousand. They reached the rear
of the enemy's lines only to find that they must return as
they came — they had been unsupported. Now they were a
mark for all the deadly weapons that could be brought to
bear upon them.
So rode the six hundred before the eyes of many thousands
in a thrilling exhibition of courage. Canrobert remarked that
it was very fine, but not war. The Russian general, Gortchakoff, witnessed the charge until it was all over, then sent
a message under flag of truce that could be variously interpreted. He wound up by declaring, "The charge was very
fine,
but
permit
me to say
it was The
alsoarmy
very was
stupid."
Such
is the common opinion
to that
this day.
not there
to slaughter brave men in spectacular charges.
There is a little story woven into the Edison release, but
it is not made obtrusne in this case, to the betterment of
the film. The military crime is depicted in a spirited manner
throughout and constitutes another advance in the rising
Edison productions.

Scenes from "The Charge of the Light Brigade"

(Edison).
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"How the
Cause Was Won" (Selig).
Reviewed by James S. McQuade.
THE Selig Western company has turned out a regular
release under the title "How the Cause Was Won" for
which I predict a strong demand and hearty welcome
from photoplay lovers. Sentiment and loyal friendship aret
ed*
prominent
story, and ofthese
supplement
by patrioticelements
spirit, a offinetheobservance
the arc
Golden
Rule and
a happy illustration of the maxim that there is good in every
man if he has only the opportunity and the conditions to
prove it.
The acting of the principals in this film subject is worthy
of hearty mention. Miss Betty Harte again wins the spectator by the ease and convincing sincerity of her impersonation of Mabel Moody. The tender little love scenes between
her and Tom Clarke (Wheeler Oakman) reveal unaffected
shyness and sweet maidenly reserve. Altogether, her Mabel
Moody is about as sweet and charming a sweetheart as the
heart of man could desire. Major Clarke (George Hernandez) and the Civil War veteran, Mr. Moody (Frank Clarke),
are fine character studies; and the young lover and the college ne'er-do-well,
by
Mr. Oakman.
In a Tom
word, Clarke,
I have isno snappily
fear of portrayed
the reception
that awaits "How the Cause Was Won," from the standpoints of good photography, talented acting and an appealing storv.
THE
PRINCIPAL
CHARACTERS:
Mabel Moody
Miss Betty Harte
Tom Clarke
Wheeler Oakman
MajorMoody
Clarke(a(Tom's
GeorgeFrank
Hernandez
Mr.
veteran)father)
Clarke
Tom Clarke, like many young collegians, didn't give a
bow-wow for books or class standing. College for him
meant having a good time, and he must have given many
a heartache to the dons during his stay, as the story tells
us he was not only rusticated but dismissed. We are not
surprised, therefore, to see choleric Major Clarke, during
an
interview announcing
after Tom'sthat
return,
reading
act and
vehemently
he must
shift the
for riot
himself
and

Scene from "How
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expect ii" further dolea from the parental pocket. Tom is

just as spirited a> bit father il dictatorial, and he walks from
the room with the air of a conqueror, who feels that the
world is his.
But good luck is on Tom's side. Hit retiring footsteps
have scarcely died in the Major's ears when a messenger
boy arrives with a telegram conveying the news that the
men employed by the Llarksville Steel Co. will not renew
their old contract. The Major's temper is raised to fever
heat by the intelligence, and it is only by a strong effort
that he is able to bring himself to sober thought and reflection. It turns out that his extremity is Tom's opportunity,
lor he decides to send his son to investigate the conditions
at the works. Tom jumps at the offer and, with hearty handshakes, father and son say good-bye.
While not possessed of a love for book lore, Tom has a
ready fund of mother wit and good business judgment; and,
with an independence inherited from his father, he decides
to solve the problem confronting him in his own way. Without his father's knowledge and being unknown at the works,
lie applies for a position there, in order to get in better touch
with the men. He is successful. He meets old man Moody,
an old employe and a veteran of the Civil War, and becomes
acquainted with Mabel, his daughter. The young people are
mutually attracted from the outset, and the old soldier looks
on approvingly.
True love did never run smooth and clouds soon lower
over its course in this case. The superintendent of the plant
posts a notice that on a certain date the wages of the men
will be reduced. Amidst the angry remarks of the crowd
gathered in front of the board, Moody pulls down the hated
placard and is immediately discharged by the superintendent.
I om, seeing trouble ahead, telegraphs his father that the conditions at the works are bad and suggests that he come to
the scene and meet a delegation of the workers. Major
Clarke replies immediately that the Company will receive
no delegation.
On the day that this message is received, Tom calls at the
Moody home and drops the telegram unconsciously. Mr.
Moody discovers it and shows it to his daughter. Both look
on Tom
as a spy and informer.
The following morning

the Cause Was Won"

(Selig).
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J om is on hia way to make another call, when he meets Mr.
Moody. To hia surprise, the old soldier treats him coldly
and after handing him a letter passes on. Tom opens the
Utter and reads the following, signed by Mabel: "When I
accepted your proposal last evening, I did not know you were
.a spy, an informer. Until you can prove otherwise, I do not
w isli to sec you."
The next day a meeting of the workers is held, and a tie
vote is cast on the resolution that a strike be called. Tom
enters at the moment, and is called upon to decide the action
to be taken. He brings them to their feet by casting his
vote in favor of a strike.
Major Clarke immediately comes to the works and meets
his bookkeeper. While engaged in conversation, an office
boy brings in word that the president of the local desires
to see the proprietor. Major Clarke is surprised to find that
his own son, Tom, is the president. He refuses to treat with
him, and Tom, with a smile on his face, retires.
Mr. Moody
aftermen,
hearing
of the Major's
a meeting
of the
explaining
why he decision
had liftedaddresses
his hat
to Major Clarke on his arrival at the works. He explained
that when President Lincoln called for volunteers, he and
Mr. Clarke had enlisted together. He described the scenes
of carnage through which he and the Major had passed during the fratricidal strife. These scenes are shown in realistic
dissolving views. Before finishing his story, Major Clarke
entered the room. He is seen wiping his eyes at the close
and walks toward the platform. On ascending it, he grasps
the hand of his old brother soldier and then, asking for the
written demand made by the men for higher wages, he signs it.
The closing scene shows the interior of the Moody home
where Major Clarke is introduced to Mabel. He kisses her
cheek and turning around quizzically introduces her to Tom.
Both smile and the Major seeing how the land lies smiles
significantly at his old companion in arms, Mr. Moody. They
both shake hands in token of satisfaction felt at the happy
ending of the trouble.
This film will be released October 7.
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servant is requested to inform the maid that her friend of
the morning wishes to speak to her. The servant gazes
with much interest <>n the bouquet carried by the iceman,
still in the same garb he wore earlier in the day. However,
she sees the fun in the situation and goes to the front of the
house to inform Betty. To her mistress, seated at the piano,
entertaining her father, the servant breaks the news. Betty
puts on a cap and apron, primps her hair — after excusing
herself to her father — and goes to the kitchen. The servant,
as she witnesses the apparent attachment between the two,
no longer sees any fun in the rapid developments of the
day and is properly shocked. A romance, however, has been
begun, and it moves swimmingly along.
Westcott, Sr., and Baxter, have offices in the same building; in fact, they adjoin. Also, the men are personal friends.
We see them sitting on the piazza of the Baxter home on an
extremely hot day. The daughter of the house brings to
them each a fan. There is a sudden demand for ice-water.
A search of the ice-box reveals the fact that the ice is nil.
The daughter is commissioned to get some.
She sees in the

'The Amateur
Iceman" (Lubin)
By G. F. Blaisdell.
THOSE lovers of Arthur Johnson's pictures will have a
treat in store in "The Amateur Iceman." It is a rarity
to see him in comedy. Here we not only see him in
comedy. We see him in a crackerjack. It is the fortunate
combination of a good story and good people to put it on.
The picture emphasizes the judgment displayed by the Lubin
management in making Miss Lottie Briscoe the leading
woman in Mr. Johnson's company. She has done good
work in previous pictures. She will add to her reputation
in this one. Mr. Johnson brings to bear in the making of
"The Amateur Iceman" and in the portrayal of the leading
character a wide experience. The lovers of motion pictures,
and the lovers of the best in motion pictures, will reap the
benefit of this wide experience. Mr. Johnson is popular. The
reason for it is plain. Speaking again of combinations, it is
in this case the union of a most pleasing personality and
unusual ability to convey to those watching the screen the
very things he wants most to convey.
The story opens in the home of Betty Baxter. Mr. Baxter
is upbraiding her for her indolent habits. Betty goes to
work. She dusts with a vim. The following scene is the
entrance into the luxuriously furnished home of the Westcotts
of the midnight
He has
"out"that
— that
more
than evident.
A butlerson.
enters,
and,been
in fear
the ismaster
of the house will discover the condition of his son, extinguishes the lights and hurries the young man off to bed. In
the morning the son lingers fondly over the water bottle. He
is handed a note by his friend the butler wherein his father
stipulates that when sober he wants to interview him at his
office. The father there informs the young man that he has
got to go to work on one of the family ice-wagons. The son
smiles. He puts on old duds as befits his new occupation
and sets immediately at work.
In the course of the day he delivers ice at the Baxter home.
Betty, the now industrious daughter of the household, is at
work in the kitchen. Young Westcott, the amateur iceman,
shows in the handling of the ice his inexperience. The cake
slips from the tongs and falls to the floor. Possibly the
lack of skill in handling the ice may be due to the discovery
of the charming daughter of the household. However, Westcott smilingly apologizes and makes one more effort to land
the ice in the top of the box. Again he fails and likewise
again he apologizes. The third effort is successful. By this
time the iceman and the girl he believes to be the maid are
acquainted.
Young Westcott bows himself out of the kitchen. In the
evening he returns to the rear of the house and the amazed

Scene from "The Amateur Iceman"
(Lubin).
near distance her new friend. He brings a large piece of ice.
It rests on the back steps. The iceman and the maid sit
down for a chat. The two thirsty men at the front of the
house are fuming and fretting and perspiring. Finally they
get tired of waiting for the ice and Baxter institutes an inquiry. He discovers the two on the back steps. They are
close together. The ice has almost melted. There is a scene
that is quite natural and to be expected. The iceman retires,
the daughter is pulled into the house and the remnants of
the ice are employed in the making of ice-water.
In a few moments the iceman returns to the back of the
house. He enters the kitchen and implores the daughter to
elope with him. She consents and the two hurry to the icewagon. The fellow-worker of young Baxter is pulled off of
the seat and Betty takes his place. Young Westcott gives
the horses a clip as he gets in and the team is away. The
maid, who has witnessed the unusual occurrence, hurries to
the father and tells him what has occurred. The father of
young Westcott, learning that it is one of his men, also is
interested in the proceedings. The two fathers rush into the
street and commandeer the first automobile passing. The
chase is- short, but certainly exciting. The machine is driven
to the front of the madly galloping horses and the ice-wagon
is forced to halt. When Baxter learns that the man with
whom his daughter is eloping is none other than the son
of his friend Westcott, his anger disappears; in fact, he is
delighted. There is a laugh all around. Possibly Betty is
the most happily surprised of all.
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On the Firing Line.
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GEOR(iK KLEINE will release on November i->th one of
those thrilling war dramas for which the dins Company
has become so well known. The struggle between the
Italian and Turkish forces is still being carried on with no immediate signs of abatement notwithstanding the attitude of the
world to arrange a settlement. As can readily be understood a
struggle of this kind is replete with incidents which make exLine"
as "On theandFiring
such interesting
for dramas
cellent plots
the
by and
realistic
still more
rendered
which are

the excitement during the disembarkment of the troops, the erection of tents, and the general preparation for active campaigning.
Although proving a brave and efficient orderly the faithful
Louis becomes the butt of the regiment for his constant
reading of a letter which Claretta has given him, with the
instructions "to take care of fathei and see thai the lurks
do not hurt him." This letter with a medallion which his little mistress presented to him before leaving home, are his
most sacred possessions to be kept from any eyes but his own.
It is not long before the regiment is in the heat of combat.
Tlu- I urks first assume the offensive and, approaching under
r, furiously attack the Italian camp, pouring in volley after
voile) which create a veritable hailstorm of bullets falling in
among
Italians.
This, with
the enemy's
of
numbers the
appears
somewhat
disastrous
for the superior
regiment force
at first

tact that many of the scenes in the film are actual happenings,
ung real soldiers in active warfare.
The story begins in the home of Colonel Sandor, an officer
in the Italian Army, spending a pleasant leave of absence in the
bosom of his family, which consists of his wife and little daughter Claretta. His visit is short lived, however, for almost immediately he is ordered to make preparation to join his regiment in Tripoli. With his usual promptness he instructs his
faithful servant, Louis, to get everything in readiness for his
departure.
Louis begs to accompany the Colonel and his earnest pleading
soon wins the officer's consent. The faithful servant is delighted; his only regret being to part from little Claretta, of
whom he is very fond. The child comforts him, however, by
commissioning him to look after her father and to bring him
back safely.
After bidding a fond farewell to the family the Colonel and
Louis start on their journey. We are treated to many inspiring
sights of huge crowds of people cheering the soldiers as they
march through the streets to the wharves where they are to be
loaded into great transports which, under the protection of several war ships, are to carry them to Tripoli. The sight of these
immense vessels with their funnels belching forth huge streams
■ of smoke and their general menacing appearance is very impressive indeed and indicates the serious aspect of the conflict
which is now going on.
The next scenes show the arrival at the camp in Tripoli, with

and the Colonel is in grave doubt as to the outcome but, fortunately the timely arrival of reinforcements alters the situation.
The regiment soon recovers from its surprise, and, obeying the
orders of its brave Colonel repels the Turkish forces with great
slaughter and breaking their line puts the foremost of them to
rout, and then, forming themselves, make a valiant charge across
the fields carrying all before them, resulting in a glorious
victory.
After the battle Colonel Sandor is highly congratulated upon
his able generalship and in turn rewards Louis with a medal of
honor, for he realizes the fellow showed remarkable bravery and
even saved his life in one instance.
Soon afterward the Colonel and his servant return home and
receive a warm welcome from the family. Claretta has a
special welcome for Louis who so bravely carried out her instructions and brought her father back safely and the tw"
"chums'' have a happy reunion. Louis proudly displays before
her admiring eyes the medal bestowed upon him for bravery
but gallantly asserts that he does not prize it half so much a~
the medal given him by Claretta.
The many battle scenes in the film arc very thrilling indi
the charges 01 the infantry and cavalry across the fields will
literally bring people to their feet. Newspaper reports indicatethat the war will last but about two months longer ; but the
fighting between armies of the two opposing countries as shown
in the him does not lend much encouragement toward the belief that an amicable settlement will be reached soon.

A Cines Military

Drama Containing Real Incidents
Italian-Turkish War.

of the

Scene from "On the Firing Line" — Kleine-Cines Release.
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cAdvertising for Exhibitors
Conducted by

EPES

WINTHROP

SARGENT

m
Post Cards for Pullers.
TCARDS as business getters for dull nights have been advocated
by some of the companies and a number supply these cards to exhibitors, but the idea of centralizing the business and making
the bfferings uniform the Exhibitors' Advertising and Supply Company, of
30 Union Square, has arranged for a long list of popular favorites in uniform finish. Their circular lists twenty-seven licensed photoplayers, but this
list is being constantly added to and eventually will cover the entire catalogue of players. Unlike the cards issued by the manufacturers, these do
not carry the company title and the sudden shifts in companies do not
affect the value of the cards.
Under the plan advised by Arthur D. Jacobs, these cards are to be used
in series, one night of each week being devoted to a certain player, each
person attending receiving a portrait of this favorite, the following week
another is selected and so in turn until the list is exhausted — if it should be.
It naturally suggests itself that the dull night is the best selection for tlii-.
distribution.
P^

Miss Mary Fuller's recent departure to join the Edison field company in
England. The Mary series seems to be holding interest uncommonly well.
A purpose story is A Fresh Air Romance, released October izth, dealing
with the curative properties of fresh air as opposed to nostrums, and A
Soldier's Duty, to be released October 19th, is announced to present some
unusual features.
It pays to keep tabs on the Edisons.

JoeoldSteed's
House.
Manager Joe Steed is an
reader of
this column and he sends in a
picture of bis theater at Ensley, Alabama.
It's a snappy looking little
house with plenty of paper to catch the eye and a good show inside.
Mr.

A Lantern Slide.
A lantern slide is supplied at a moderate price reading:

FREE

PATRONS

A handsome photograph of one of
the leading Photoplayers given to
each patron.
Blank space for inserting Date
and Name of Player given away
on that date.
Come
Regularly and Secure Entire
Set on Exhibition in the lobby.
With the blank filled in, the slide is started the day after the last distribution or even that night and so the card announcement is made to work
for the entire week. The scheme was used with decided success by the
Franklin theater, Brooklyn, last season, and a number of New York houses
are running it this season and finding that it brings business on the weak
night and also aids in establishing patrons in the habit of regularity, since
the desire is to obtain the complete set.
Although it is suggested that the distribution be confined to one player
each occasion, the cards may be had assorted to suit in lots of one hundred
of a name. Either way the price is $4 a thousand or $2. so for 500. The
cards are uniform with the two sets of large cards for lobby display, the
new set being, if anything, better than the first.

Other Jacobs Novelties.
Other Jacobs publications are a very useful set of strips with dates and
varied reading matter that are put out at thirty-five cents a hundred assorted as desired. There are forty-four numbers in this assortment with
twelve numbers in a six by six size designed for use where fire arms must
be covered up. These latter are almost as cheap as white paper and help
attract attention to the poster.
Another item is a three sheet poster frame to take the usual A. B. C.
poster and raise it to a three sheet with varied reading matter, and the
one sheet posters of the photoplayers have been reduced to fifteen cents a
sheet. With paper of this sort to hand the use of "stock" paper from old
melodramatic shows is inexcusable. The lurid stuff displayed in front of
some New York houses is a crime against the business in general.

Will You Be There?
The Blanchard Amusement company, which runs the People's Theater,
Sunbury, Pa., has been trying some mystery advertising. The town was
flooded with small cards asking merely "Will you be there?" They were
done in the blackest kind of type on white card and naturally attracted
attention . This was followed by a second card and posters announcing the
opening of the People's theater and adding the same inquiry, catching up
the earlier advertising.
Mystery advertising is excellent where the mystification is not continued
too long and where the line is not stolen by someone else. In New York
some $50,000 worth of this sort of advertising was appropriated by another
concern just as the originators were preparing to realize on their outlay,
but for a day or so the plan works well and with a catchy line it may be
made a local slang phrase overnight.
The Peoples does not hold to any particular line of advertising, but sends
in two pieces of paper, the first a weekly bill with a type page about 8yi
inches square giving the offering by days. Another bill advertises Martin
Chuzzlewit at a special matinee (a scheme E. M. Blanchard tried out last
season), with a tag for When She Was About Sixteen. Both hold the
interest and should get business.

The Fourth of Mary.
The fourth story of What Happened to Mary will be released by the
Edison Company, October 25th.
In this Mary gains the confidence of her
employer and is sent on an important mission to England, which explains

Steed has contributed many novel ideas to this department, though we have
not heard from him latejy. He first came to notice as the man who made
his features pay for themselves before they came into the bouse. We note
that he has added a five piece union orchestra to his program. Good
music and the pictures seems to be replacing the hackneyed vaudeville.

Curing an Invalid.
F. H. Maybury, of the Savoy theater, New Orleans, sends in some samples
of his paper and writes:
The Savoy is one of the best equipped suburban houses in the
city of New Orleans, having a seating capacity of 398. It is
thoroughly modern in every respect, and from what I can learn,
cost the owner nearly $12,000.00 to build, less than two years ago.
It has, however, been a "sick" house almost from the start, due
principally to the fact that it is situated on a side street just off
from two of the principal residential thoroughfares.
In taking charge of same last June, I secured a term lease at a
very reasonable figure, but the fact that the theater had remained
closed nearly five months prior to my re-opening It. has made it
extremely hard for me to regain the patronage which has been
shifted to another house nearby. However, I have managed
fairly well considering the difficulties which had to be overcome.
Any suggestions which you might be able to offer either direct
or through the Moving Picture World would be duly appreciated.

Getting Them Coming.

Bringing back the patronage that has been diverted to another theater
is not an easy task, but it can be done, the method depending largely upon
the class of residents nearby. A residential district argues schools and if
the teachers can be interested in the educational features they may send the
children there and these, in turn, will recommend it in the homes. Treat
the kiddies right and they are apt to bring their elders. Find out the pet '
schemes of the churches and get up a series of special days for the benefit
of whatever interests the congregation. One church may want a recessed
chancel. Arrange with the pastor or the guild, if there Is one, to give half
the receipts on a certain day to the fund. Be particularly careful of your
program for that day. Give the church people a couple of weeks in which
to work up the enthusiasm. Let some well-known member of the guild
watch the door. This will not only assure them there is no drawback, but
the presence of the checker will belp make the newcomers feel at home,
and the presence inside of the other mmbers of the church will give them a
feeling-' of familiarity that will count for much on return visits when the
atmosphere is lacking but still suggested. Take each church in turn and do
your best with special advertising to help the church work up the feature.

Contests.
Give prizes to the children for compositions.
They will ask the aid of
their parents and gain their interest, too.
Have as many prizes as you
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can afford that there ma> I* man) winners to ipread your name abroad.
The postcard scheme referred to above should help. Get a reliable list
of addresses, get the cards of some well-known player and send them out
In mail. On the address side print the brief legend that one of these will
be given each Thursday or Friday night, the subject being changed weekly.
It will cost about eighteen dollars all told to send out a thousand cards,
but we think that if the addresses are carefully obtained it will be money
will spent. The house to house distribution will not prove effective as a
rule with the cards as they should be made to reach the persons intended
and coming by mail they are given more respect than a card shoved under
the door.
Put plenty of Unlit outside the house. A couple of flaming arcs will be
noticed where an incandescent display will not. You must pull them down
a side street by making it lighter than the main street, and the flaming are
will make its presence felt.
\liove ail be around the house to make your patrons welcome. In the
local'ty theater the manager should be something more than the man who
runs the house. He should make friends through his quiet courtesy. Give
a greeting to the people as they enter whether you know them or not, and
if you can remember the regulars drop a hint of the coming special. Don't
brag about it, just a quiet "Don't forget that we'll have that big Edison
feature Friday. I'd like to have you see it." It sends the patron into
the house with the feeling that you are personally interested in his coming
and they'll come if only not to disappoint you. If you can remember
when tbey do not come it will be better yet.

The Circulars.
The locally printed circular for The Coming of Columbus is a good piece
of work save for the front page cut. This should have been made ready
more carefully or a coarser screen should have been employed. The text is
borrowed matter, but well selected, better printed and a credit to the house.
The other is a 4^ by 12 throwaway on cheap yellow paper. The display
is good and the press work in the same class, but we think the name of
the brand could have been played up to greater advantage and the title of
the subject given a larger type. The circular is good of its class, but not
very good for a house trying to win back patronage. The cheap dodger is
all right where the clientele is established, but for a starter more pretentious
paper should be used.
Impressions count for much at the start.
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It is our policy to offer for your approval the very best amusement it is possible to procure and to make you feel that at all time*
it is our object to cater t.i y
comfort, pleasure and general
satisfaction, in this way soliciting your patronage
and co-operation. The Oueen

A Little Late, But—
Now and then a letter will hide out for a couple of weeks and we have
just exhumed a letter from Albert W. Hardy, assistant manager and operator, of the Idle Hour Theater, Hyannis, Mass. The theater re-opened
for the season August -• with a special performance including "The Coming
of Columbus," and 1 long written by a local poetess and sung to the tune
of Maryland. It was dedicated to Matthew dishing, the manager, who also
got a silver loving cup from his friends. We add the chorus of the song
to our poetical collection:
The Picture Show, the Motion ShowThat Mr. Cushing runs just so.
It is a place to rest awhile.
Drop your cares and smile and smile.

Street Display.

The Skydome Company.
Springfield, Mo., sends this picture of a float
they had in the Labor Day parade.
The photograph is not very clear, but
it can be seen that a projection machine is mounted on a float and a screen
set up, presumably
with a painted picture to suggest the scene projected.

Newspapers Alone.
C. T. Smithers, of the Idle Hour Circuit, with the home office in Aberdeen,
S. D., writes that he worked up Robin Hood solely through the newspapers
without any poster or other work and played to capacity. An ad the following morning tells the story.
It runs:
PACKED
LAST
NIGHT?
WELL
RATHE Rl
But You Can See
ROBIN
HOOD
this- afternoon
at 2:30 and tonight
at 7:30 at the
IDLE
HOUR
and
it's your last chance
too
There is a punch in an advertisement like that that will round up those
who did not see the film the first night.

Other Schemes.
The film was advertised in advance both in straight advertising and write
ups. There is about half a column in the morning paper and something in
the evening edition, and there is a criticism by the office boy in the morning
issue that will make talk, though we do not think that the office boy wrote
it.
We like one line in the advertising that runs: "Three thousand feet of
the finest picture ever brought before the public." Lines like that read alluringly and Robin Hood made good for it.
Newspaper advertising tells where it can be afforded, but we think the
better scheme combines newspapers and poster work. Each has a field of
its own and supplements the other. The newspaper work appeals to those
who read, but the poster reaches the eye with quick appeal and gives the
whole thing in a glance if it is the right sort of poster. Trouble is that the
right sort of cut copy is not always supplied the poster maker. Dozens of
times we've seen an indifferent poster when the film showed some scene that
if put on the paper would have drawn the crowds in. From personal experience we know how difficult it is to get good copy from the camera men
and directors, but it is most important that the best possible scene should
ke used.
It is a matter that is not given sufficient attention.

More About Subject Photographs.
A Sa« Franciscan writes that he would like to try to supply the Coast
demand for photographs of subjects for lobby display if he can get in
touch with the manufacturers and prospective clients.
We do not think that it would pay to cater to a local demand. There is
no profit in handling small lots for the patrons of one or two exchanges.
since the demand would be limited and much of the material would lie
dead 00 the maker's hands. To be a success the production must be made
for the entire country and the subjects must be so cheap that the exhibitor
may take all against the coming of those he will run. With forty-two
licensed releases a week, as will shortly be the schedule, a house would
have to run six a day to use up all the subjects.

Done in Good Form.
The Queea Theater, Galveston, Texas, owned by the Texas Amusement
Company, of which E. H. Hulsey is president, sends one of the invitations
they issued for the opening of the house September 15th. The invitation
is ou heavy cloth finish paper, a double sheet though but the first page is
used. The text is surmounted by the monogram Q-T enclosed in a crown,
the name of the theater and the city falling below. This is embossed in
blue instead of gold and presents a more striking appearance, more in harmony with present good usage. It strikes the note of good form and makes
its appeal to those who will appreciate the sort of performance that the
printing smggests.
The text follows:

\bovethink
the that
picture
the display
list of such
brandsas ofthis,
the talk
1'niversal
Company.
We
for appears
a general
about the
house
would have carried more weight. The object of such a street display is to
make fans rather than to appeal to those already made.

A New Program.

The Circle Theater, Washington, D. C, offers a new program and a
special cover design for the formal opening of the remodeled house. The
design works in all of the Licensed trade marks and a headpiece showing
a youth operating a projection machine that throws a picture of the globe
upon a screen circled by the name of the theater. Within there is a space
for greeting and explanation and the program for the week, giving from
two to four of the titles of the four-reel show. For the opening week the
management goes in heavily for specials. Just a line or two is used for
each reel, but the subject is attractively presented and well displayed and
the advertising shows a generous patronage. We should like to see future
numbers.
It looks promising.

From the Tenth Street.

The Tenth
Street Theater, Kansas
City, in its program
discusses the
musical question in connection with other matters in its greeting for the
season.
We like the tone of the entire article, but can reproduce onlyparts.
It says:
The Tenth Street Theater was opened on Thanksgiving Day.
1910, since which time it has been the constant endeavor of the
management to display to its patrons high class Moving Pictures,
accompanied by an orchestra of the best musicians obtainable. At
various times, when able to secure them, we have spared no expense
to obtain singers whom we thought to have sufficient ability to please
the class of patrons who have come to our theater. We may have
bored our audiences at times with some mediocre singing, but we
have never inflicted upon them poor vaudeville, and we never expect
to. Our policy regarding singers is rather unsettled at this time,
as a great number of our regular patrons have stated that they come
to a picture show to see pictures, and prefer that singing be eliminated; on the other hand. g*od singing has been warmly received.
We believe that all agree that poor singing is a bore. In the future
whenever possible to secure high class singers we may do so. It will
be our intention to strengthen our orchestra whenever this can be
done, and conditions so justify. Whatever can be done to make this
the "Theater de Luxe" photoplay bouse will be done, and the management is ever alert for any new idea that tends to that end.
We have visited numerous large cities, and, without wishing to be
egotistical, can safely say that we have not seen the equal of the
Tenth Street Theater in all its appointments. Very few theaters
in this country show "first run" pictures exclusively, as does this
house, and our patrons are assured that they see pictures here on
the same day that the same pictures are shown in all the large
cities of the country. New York City has no advantage over Kansas
City as regards moving picture first performances.
Kansas City seems to have the advantage over New York in the matter
of first runs. The best house we know runs one and two day stuff and one
independent house runs six reels of old timers to two new ones.
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A Club Suggestion.
SIN( E the photoplay dinner there baa been mor< 01 lest talk of a
club of some sort for the photoplaywritcrs. We had hoped that
the Screen Club might serve this purpose, but it does not appear
that that club will make much appeal to the play writer who is not connected with a company, and we think that perhaps a special club would be
better. We have such a club in mind, a club without entrance fee or
dues, without constitution, charter or by-laws, with no officers save a
chairman, and no permanent place of abode. This may sound like an odd
club, but we think it will serve its purpose, and if you are interested you
are invited to send in your name.
In brief the idea i- to get together one night a week or twice a month,
visit the same photoplay theater, and afterward talk over the films and
other matters of common interest over a sandwich. We think that such
a club will be helpful alike to the advanced writer and the novice, and
we would like to hear from those in Greater New York who would care
to belong to such a club. The idea is not a new one, save in its application to photoplaywriters, but more than one club has found in such a
start a foundation on which to build a more permanent organization. In
writing suggest what night, would suit you best, naming a second and
third choice. Several photoplay editors have already expressed a willingness
to help the idea along, for most editors seek opportunities for getting in
touch with the man v, ho may be taught to deliver the goods.

Lawrence S. McCloskey.
We make you acquainted with Lawrence S. McCloskey, the man who
either sends you a check or a rejection slip when you send a story to
Lubin's. Mr. McCloskey is one of us, for he got his position on the
strength of some of the stories he sold the company. They were looking
for an assistant in the photoplay room, and the merit of his work and the
fact that he was a Philadelphian, influenced his appointment as assistant
to the then editress. On her retirement he was advanced to the editorship,
since when he has made a host of friends for himself and the Lubin Company. On his accession to the editorial desk Mr. McCloskey caused some
comment from the fact that he promptly abolished the rejection slip on
which appeared a variety of reasons for rejection, but it soon appeared that
these explanations were being replaced by real reasons more directly appli-
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cable to the particular script in question, and dozens of promising photoplay u rights have been helped toward success by his keen and competent
comment. He not only knows why he doesn't want a story, but he can
tell the writer why in a way that enables him to avoid the same mistake
in future and in cases where budding genius seems to warrant it, he supplements the slips with letters of helpful suggestion. During his incumbency he has not only materially raised the standard of Lubin itories, but
bat improved the general standard of output as appears from many letter*
we have received from those who have been helped. Apart from his position as editor, Mr. McCloskey has another claim to fame in that he is the
proud dad of Rrooks McCloskey, the desperately daring villain of the
Buster series.

We Stand Corrected.
Some weeks ago we announced that copyright had been provided for
photoplays, but it appears from correspondence with Mr. Thorvald Solberg, Register of Copyrights, that this was a mistaken reading of the law.
A provision was made in the Townsend Bill, but thrown out in committee,
and only the registration of produced photoplays provided for. We take
the liberty of quoting Mr. Solberg's letter in this matter.
We cannot, of course make legislation by taking any action not
justified by express provision of law. We are making no registration for any articles not directly named in the copyright act as
subject matter of copyright, and are proceeding just as we have
consistently done from the first as regards scenarios of motion
pictures. Such scenarios, when printed and published as required
for a book, are registered without any question. If they are submitted in manuscript or typewritten they are not registered and the
action of Congress of course strengthens that attitude. It having
been at first proposed definitely to exclude them from copyright
protection by express provision of law in one of the bills submitted, and the attention of the committee having been called to
the demands for registration of scenarios for motion pictures uy the
Register of Copyrights, the committee taking the ground that they
did not believe that Congress should authorize registration, the
matter is, for the time being, practically settled.
We can only take such cold satisfaction as wc can get from the fact that
the Hon. Edward Townsend, who once wrote several scenarios and
who engineered
billso tobadly
simplify
for some
the limited
manufacturers, got the the
thing
balled copyright
up that while
he didof gain
liability for innocent copyright infringement, he did not gain the copyright
privilege without the deposit of^wo full copies of each subject as was
sought.

Scripts Wanted.

Frank E. Woods (Spectator) asks that mention be made of the fact
that Kinemacolor, Mecca Building, New York City, is in the market for
good grade scripts. Several directors are now at work and there is a brisk
demand for really good stories.
It will be useless to offer the hackneyed.
Kinemacolor has been advertising for scripts for some time, but has been
doing little with them, but now the production staff is well organized with
David Miles, formerly of Majestic, and Mr. Woods, in charge, and scripts
will be handled promptly and courteously. We can't imagine a better
combination than these "two veterans.
Get your scripts in quickly.

Get Inside.
This is the time of year when the demand from those companies remaining in the north is for stuff to be made mostly in the studio or in the
city streets, with the majority of the scenes inside. A. Van Buren
Powell writes that a company advised him that they had stopped making
summer
stuff.
Others are doing the same thing.
Of course where companies are maintained in the South the stuff should
be mostly outdoors. Lubin, Selig, Kalem, Imp, Bison, Nestor, and others,
work under cloudless skies, but with the exception of Bison and Nestor the
companies also want stuff for studio work.

Joe Roach to Comet.
Monday Joe Roach, until last Saturday with the Universal Film Company's Photoplay Department, will take charge of the scripts for the
( omet company. Until now the Comet has practically had no photoplay
script department and there have been complaints innumerable as to lost
scripts and ignored letters, but this promises to be changed. Mr. Roach
is not only a thoroughly competent photoplay editor but a good executive
and he may be counted upon to bring order where order has not been
before. It is possible that some of the scripts that have been away from
home for many months will be headed in the proper direction, and it is
certain that scripts sent in now will be properly handled. Since leaving
the Universal Mr. Roach has been spending a brief vacation in St. Louis.

That

Book on Plots.

In response to a number of requests, we have arranged with the publishers of Phillips' The Plot of the Short Story to handle that publication
and the books may be had at $i per copy by addressing the New York office
of The Moving Picture World.
The book is not designed to replace Technique of the Photoplay, but
admirably supplements that work, devoting an entire volume to the rules
for developing the idea into a plot, treating the subject exhaustively. It is
a work that is useful alike to the novice and the advanced author.

Complained

Lawrence

S. McCloskey.

of Speed.

Phil Lang, of the Kalem Company, received a letter of complaint the
other day in which the writer declared that it was not possible that the
script could have been read and returned in so short a space of time. It
didn't happen to be the Kalem style of script as a glance at the synopsis
showed, and so instead of letting it kick around the office for a couple of
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weeks Mr. Lang shoved it right hack Moal pi. pie appreciate his promptness
in handling Miipts, but this writer teemed to think that he was ent/Hed to
have his script pay a longei visit ami actually made complaint.
No script comes from the kalcm company that has not been read to a
point where its unavailabilit) 1^ certain, but even if the scripts were not read
the author has no moral right to have his wares read.
That may sound strange, hut it is none the less true. You have something- to sell and arc trying to sell it. You send it to a certain company
in the hope of making a sale. You send it to them because you believe
that they want scripts, possibly because they have advertised for them, but
if you advertised that you wanted a pound of butter would you consider
that your request required you to sample every stale and rancid offering
that came in along with the good, or even give your time to the sweet
butter that was offered after your wants had been supplied? It is the same
v..t\ with the script. You send it in because you hope to sell it, but you
have no more right to demand that your script be read than the dry goods
man has to compel people to come into his store and examine his stock.
Wi know of no company more courteous in its reading than the Kalem,
but we fail to see why the Kalem or any other company should be required
to read scripts just because it happens to be in the film business.

Don't Believe in Signs.

line is a good suggestion that Phil Lang, of the Kalem company, is making his authors.
Don't use signs to get your idea over.
Suppose that you want to show that scene twelve is the office of the Alta
Mining Company. You write in the script that the name of the company
appears on the door and dismiss the matter. The sign has saved a leader.
Some scripts are almost wholly dependent upon signs for explanation of
their location. It is all right for the American and English markets, but
of the films are sent around the world and the London agents of
the American films maintain film printing plants where the leaders and
letters are done into French, German, Spanish, Italian, Russian and perhaps other languages. At one time a certain company was making translations in a dozen tongues. That works very well for leaders and inserted
matter, but it is not possible to translate the signs and many of these may
be as important as the leaders. If you'll bear in mind that your story, if
it is good, will be sold on five continents and that editors must pick stories
that are reasonably intelligible to all races, you'll understand why some of
your pet scripts come back. As stories they may be all you think them, but
the editors know that the. run of the story will not be intelligible to the
Frenchman or the Russian, and manufacturers keep an eagle eye on
the European market, for these sales represent the bulk of the real profit.
In London the first prints are run at the agency for the benefit of the
buyers, the bulk of the buying being done by some eighteen or twenty representatives of the large users throughout the world. These men see each
week the output of every company and make their selections from- fifty or
sixty brands. American films are most strongly in favor, but the too
purely local story does not find purchasers. It may make a difference
of several thousand dollars to a manufacturer, for five prints may be
ordered of one subject and one or two hundred of another. Both prints
cost the same to make, both represent the same profit per copy, but one
pays a return of a couple of hundred dollars and the other perhaps two
thousand. Keep this fact in mind when you write your story, keep slang
and colloquialisms out of your leaders and do not trust to signs to help
you get your ideas over.

Take a Tip.
We were talking with an editor the other day and running over the
names of some of the people we thought might be able to give him the
work he wanted.
At one name he checked us.
"That man gave us one story," he said, "but since then he has sent us
half a dozen which were wholly unsuitable. We took the trouble with our
acceptance to write him a long letter telling what we wanted and why we
wanted only that, and yet he sends us anything he happens to write
whether it is in accordance with that request or not. I've stopped reading
his stuff because we have to have a certain type of play and if he cannot
take the trouble to heed our suggestions, I think it is better to give my
attention to those who can."
Think of that, you who have not yet reached the point where you can
write plays that sell. Here is a man who can sell plays if he will write
for a certain market, but instead of shaping his plays around to fit certain
requirements he merely sends in all he writes and leaves the editor to
make the selection.
If an editor takes the trouble to write and tell you that he wants only
strong Western stories don't flood him with airship stories or try to make
him take stories of shipwrecks. If you can't write Western stories do
not bother him until you see the style of the company has changed to the
style of stuff you can write. It is not enough to have written a good story.
-s means even more the knowledge of where to sell, and where a
market is clearly defined for you, be courteous enough to appreciate the
favor and send what is wanted or make no submission.

Read

Over

Our

Shoulder.

Look over our shoulder and read these comments from Hugh King Harris.
He writes:
I've been pretty busy "putting 'em over" lately. Coming along
nicely, thank you. Was over at Selig's Chicago plant the other day
and had a nice visit — but honest to goodness, you don't realize the
editor's troubles near so much as when you get a good chance to
size up the junk that is tumbled onto his desk.
1 have been trying even harder to make 'em better since I came
back to the grind, and I had been doing pretty well, at least the acceptances would seem to make me think so.
Had letter from an editor the other day — friendly sort of a cuss
he is, too; I used to think differently, but it is all in getting in
touch. He wrote, returning a couple of scripts, and made the explanation that they w— re "Too far ahead of the times." — gee. it hurts
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to liave to put on the brakes as we read your preachments to adordinary.vance, and as we strive to excel in getting something ahead of the
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There's a limit, I guess, and the elaborate stuff had better he left
to the occasional special orders that come along.
I like the way
Closkey is swinging the big stick for Lubin, he is mighty prompt and
it helps to have his friendly comments.
A little different than before he took charge.
Heard a good one over at Selig's. Editor asked a "lady" writer
why she would put as much as twelve cents postage on the letter to
carry the script TO the office — and only two cents on her return envelope. She replied "Why, it only takes two cents to bring back
the check." Some optimist that, eh?
Mr. Harris is the advertising manager for a big manufacturing company
up around the great lakes, but he finds time to write a lot of scripts He
sells many of them to Selig and the visit seems to have been intended as
an educational trip. Now keep on reading and listen to a New York w
who meat
was of
going
to bepage
a photoplaywritcr,
but who changed her mind. Here's
the
a four
letter:
I do not know of any person who ever sold a photoplay, and if
you will tell me of any you have written and sold I will give you
one dollar just to see them on the screen.
If she'll buy the lot we'll make a special price of seventy five a
title. gem:
After you've had that laugh, look over our shoulder again and
this

get

I am going to tell you my reason for not sending you a play to
criticise, hoping that the reason will affect you as it does some •
ers in the trade papers. I'm not complaining, merely stating fact*.
I have sent out twelve plays; the four of them that I really liked
and intended to send you are worthless because what shred of
originality was in them has been seen in plays this summer, immediately, in fact, after they were returned. You see I cannot rewrite them in that case. One concerned a bugle, one a small boy
advertising for his dog; one the dressing in old time clothes for a
joke and making a hit.
Mr. Harris -writes new ideas and sells them. He thinks the editors are
all right. The second would write but she knows they will steal her ideas.
She is foredoomed to failure starting work in that frame of mind. The third
has had her ideas stolen — so she thinks. We don't know the story about
a bugle, but the dressing in old-time clothes was done long before last
summer and probably without inspiration from her. It's all in the point
of view.
We refuse to share her indignation.
We know better.

How

Do You Think?

How

do you think? Do you go into a room apart and laboriously construct your idea, or do you pull up suggestions in your idle moments? Find
out the way you can do your best thinking. We know one man who used to
sit down in front of his machine and glare at it until an idea came and
then he would pound it out, glad to get away from the sight of the keyboard. Then he found that by going to the theater and taking a rear seat
he could think better than at home. He picks out the vaudeville houses
where there is apt to be plenty of music, but he does not look at or listen
to the show, he just thinks. We do most of our plotting on the street
cars. Figure out your best way, and make use of it. You may not think
you have a best way, but you have.

Got

His

Dander

Up.

Here's a line from Montreal that indicates the right spirit.
game the same way yourself.
The writer says:

Go

at :he

I read in your last issue that some one < wonder which one. Ed.)
had been kicking because he or she has had their manuscript returned. Iam not kicking, thought I am in the same boat. I have
written dozens and have had them returned, but my mind is made
up to sell one before I quit. Rex Beach and others never sold
their first nor their second nor third venture.

Tools of Trade.
We cannot understand why some authors place so much stress on the cost
of paper, envelopes and stamps. We think that an author should take the
same pride in his tools as a carpenter or machinist and no carpenter will
tool when he can afford the best make. It's
or edged
cheap hammer
buy aeconomy
poor
to cut costs
below a certain point.
The average script runs from five to ten pages. What difference does it
make whether the paper costs one or two cents? The more expensive paper
creates a better impression on the mind of the editor and somewhere along
the line some editor will be moved to add a five or ten dollar boost to a
script because it looks professional and the smaller price will pay for two
thousand sheets of good paper. In such a case is it economy to buy your
paper for thirty-five cents a box? Another point that will suggest itself is
that a script that does not sell will stand the rounds better if done on good

The heavier paper may cost four cents to send out instead of two, but
cents to mail
here, again, the saving is not really a saving. It costs us four
five sheets of paper because our cloth envelopes are so heavy (and they
themselves cost a cent and four-fifths each), but if the script arrives at
the studio in better condition we regard the thiee and a half cents as a
profitable investment. You stand a better chance in a bank in a frock coat
hat than in corduroys and a sweater. Don't put a sweater on
and silk
your
script.
Send it out looking right.
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Comments on the Films
Licensed
"THE DOCTOR'S DEBT" (Lubin), Sept. 28.— A romantic melodrama
tet mostly in and around a fisherman's cabin near the beach. The story is
very acceptable. Of two lovers of the fisherman's daughter, the jealous
one does some heavy villain work with a view to making it impossible for
the doctor to reach the other lover in time to save his life. The heroine
makes a long swim to the coast. It is played by the same company that
made "A Romance of the Coast," recently released, and the two pictures
compare very favorably. Miss Ethel Clayton is the girl. Harry Myers,
the hero; Charles Arthur, the villain. Mrs. Geo. B. Walters and Mr.
Mitchell also have roles.
It is a picture that will please.
"A GIRL'S BRAVERY" (Lubin), Sept. 30.— A melodramatic picture
that seems fabricated largely to permit a struggle on a foot bridge over a
swirling rush of waters in a canal lock. The story wasn't built to be very
effective and the picture seems artificial. It has, nevertheless, a few
thrilling scenes that get over. The girl's bravery is shown by her diving
off the lock to aid her lover whom her much bigger brother had hurled into
the stream. The danger is very well suggested, and these scenes make it a
fair offering.
"THE VOICE OF CONSCIENCE" (Essanay), Sept. 27.— Just ordinary,
natural happenings are shown as giving "the third degree" to a manslaughterer. Not daring to confess, he lets an innocent man (played by
Francis Bushman) be suspected. The trial lasts three days and he (Harry
Mainhall) looks on in torments that finally make him confess. Such a
situation is perennially fresh and Mr. Mainhall's interpretation of it here
makes a good offering. His acting shows a good measure of restrained
imagination until the last few feet where the action becomes a little hysterical. One of the lesser roles, that of the conscience-stricken man's friend,
weakened the effect somewhat by being too much like Mephistopheles, too
much like a conscious torturer. He was made to appear to us more, as
he must have appeared to his friend, and should have been more objective.
In the last scene all the actors forgot art for a moment and began to feel
the action as themselves — lost all objectivity. It is a very interesting picture
as a whole and one worth while.
Strong feeling, in moments of stress, is apt to kill the effect. We, ourselves, saw a tragedy the other morning. What we observed would have
been ridiculous on the stage or in a picture; it wouldn't have been believed.
It didn't move us to pity; it stunned us. A curly-headed tot was run over
by a trolley car and its mother saw it happen. There was no expression in
her face; it was blue like lead and her eyes were dry; they didn't seem to
see anything. Men had picked up the little inert bundle and she grabbed
it from them and started to run away from the place crazily. Her limbs
acted like the wooden legs of a jumping-jack. Tragedy, feeling, pity, resentment at the motorman, etc., came only as the slum crowd gather and
after the mother and child had been led in the house. Art doesn't copy life
exactly. It works with a purpose which it never forgets; it seems to copy
life.
:^„|
"QUEEN OF THE
It gives Ruth Roland
in the cooking. The
played; but there are

KITCHEN"
a chance to
role doesn't
some funny

(Kalem), Sept. 25.— A rather slight farce.
make comedy while she spoils a dinner
fit her so well as many others she has
situations.

"ALONG THE RIVER NILE" (Kalem), Sept. 25.— Fills not quite half
the film and gives a very interesting set of intimate views of ordinary
things, sugar came reaping, house building, etc., as they are in Egypt.
It i-, not a picture of tombs or temples, but of common people.
"A LITTLE LOUDER, PLEASE" (Essanay), Sept. 26.— There is fine
quality and freshness in this farce comedy and it is a sure success; but the
primary assumption is far fetched. It is a much better offering than its
first part promises and, where we saw it, a large audience was clearly
pleased with it. Essanay players (Missimer, Cassinelli, Branscombe, Steppling and'
others)
delightful in pictures like this, that depend on character. Itis
a goodareoffering.

"THE BEACHCOMBERS" (Melies), Sept. 26.— There's a pleasing
wholesomeness in this picture of Santa Catalina. It is set mostly along
the sandy beach, broken by boulders, and deals with humble people, the
beachcombers, who make their living from what they gather of driftwood,
etc., on the sand. The story is not very convincing, but has something of
the quality that people like.
"GLACIER NATIONAL PARK" (Pathe), Sept. 26.— We heartily commend the Pathe Company's apparent purpose of making a series of "See
America First" pictures. This offering shows some homemade Alpine
scenery that is very beautiful. Of course, there is no dawn or sunset
color on these glaciers. The traveler must go to them to get that. Everything that clearness can give seems to be in the picture.

"THE
acrobats.

ANDREU" (Pathe), Sept. 26.— On the same reel, a picture of
The whole is a good offering.

"THE CUCKOO CLOCK" (Reliance), Sept. 28.— A simple, but vital
and dramatic picture of substantial merit. It reveals two lowly human
hearts, an old fisherman and his wife, with sincerest sympathy for their
little foibles and almost ridiculous pleasure in small things. The things that
the picture's story deals with are ordinary and seemingly insignificant, and
yet, because they are so truthful, are very effective.
This sets the picture

among works of art. It is insight that makes it what it is. If these childlike things that it pictures had occurred to the average hack scenario writer,
they would probably have been discarded at once as childish; but they never
become so in this picture. The scenario maker may have had a touch of
genius; but the interpretation that it gets (T. T. Sullivan and Mrs. Hurley
play the two leads) helps it greatly.
It is a most desirable reltase.
"THE MUSKETEER'S CONSCIENCE" (C. G. P. C), Sept 27.—
A not very dramatic picture in courtly costume whose object is to create
a feeling of dread. It fails of being very effective, because of its artificiality. The backgrounds and sets have unusual interest. It probably was
photographed near some fine old chateau with its gardens.
"THE APACHE RENEGADE" (Kalem), Sept. 28.— Indians attack a
long wagon train and are dispersed by cowboys. Wm. West plays a white
renegade who incites the Apaches to come out against the train. Carlyle
Blackwell plays a young Westerner who loves the usual girl, played by
Kate Winston. Knute Rahmn plays an Apache and C. Rhys Pryce the
train captain. The construction of the story is fairly dramatic and the
backgrounds, a wild mountain country, the real Apache land, are extremely
good.
It is a fair offering, with plenty of smoke.
"WHY JIM REFORMED" (Selig), Oct. 1. — A situation that offers a
chance to build dramatically and one used a number of times his in this
picture, a new interpretation. Jim, stupid from drink, lies down beside a
man he accidentally shot and in the morning thinks that it was he who has
killed him. He doesn't fly from justice, as usual when this situation is
taken, and the picture's chief concern is to show the man's fear and
horror. It is a good, well-acted picture, but doesn't rank with the best.
William Duncan is both author and producer. He also plays Jim, the
leading role. Supporting him are Myrtle Stedman, as his wife, with C. E.
Reeves, Rex de Rosselli and Lester Cunio.
"THE IRONY OF FATE" (Vitagraph), Sept. 28.— There is a widelyknown poem telling of two who were made for each other and who came
very near meeting, but never did. It is extremely sentimental and furnishes the idea used in this picture. Florence Turner plays the lead and
the picture's quality comes not from the idea, which, after all, is not very
deep or true, but from the handling. It was a poor choice of subject, for
its very essence is a negation of action and, at every change in the situation, the action is quickly completed and ended. What is more, we don't
believe that fatalism will appeal strongly to action-loving Americans. That
it is finely acted and has well-made scenes is certain, but it is not dramatic.
It was written by Hettie Gray Baker and produced by Albert W. Hale.
Beside Florence Turner, E. K. Lincoln, Roger Lytton, James Young and
Clara Kimball Young are in the cast.
"AN INDIAN SUNBEAM" (Essanay), Sept. 27.— A white girl brought
up from infancy by Indians has been named Sunbeam. The climax of the
picture comes when the tribe, jealous of her love for a cowboy, straps her
on the back of a wild horse and sends her out, Mazeppa like, to die on
the prairie waste. A well-conducted story and wide views of a billowy
land, with the white horse and its human burden seen against the skyline,
are found in this picture. The action never rises to emotional heights,
but its interest doesn't drag, and it will be widely acceptable.
"THE COUNTS" (Vitagraph), Sept. 27. — Almost a dozen of 'em and a
very pretty girl make a dandy little farce, a sure winner. The one real
count (Jack Braun) writes to the parents (E. R. Phillips and Rose Tapley)
of Gladys (Dorothy Kelly) that he has seen their daughter and fallen in
love with her. Gladys's pretty nose goes way up in the air and her beau
(Harry T. Morey) is in despair until his friends dress up as Counts.
The atmosphere of a nightmare in which the situation is worked out is
very funny.
Ralph Ince is both author and producer.
"WEARY STARTS THINGS IN PUMPKINYILLE" I Vitagraph). Sept.
27. — A tame elephant who does just what the producer wants him to,
gives a very convincing atmosphere to this rural laugh maker. The two
on one reel make a very desirable offering.
"THE HEART OF JOHN GRIMM" (Essanay), Sept. 27.— A picture
with some remarkably beautiful scenes. Its idea is excellent, but the
working out has too many unconvincing moments, and it never gets a very
strong hold on the spectators. Ralph Mitchell plays a hard farmer who
dislikes children. His wife (played by Hazel Mason) has had no children
herself, but tender hearted, she adopts, surreptitiously, a little girt (Adelaide Laurence) whom she hides from her husband. The child finds a
way to the heart of the farmer. It is a good offering, but we believe the
situation was worthy of more thought and pains; it shows hurry.
"A DISAPPOINTED MAMMA" (Biograph). Sept. 26.— A very farcical
situation played in a lively way that compels laughter. It is well acted
as a whole, but Mamma, who is disappointed in the bogus count, is
delightful.
"A MIXED AFFAIR" (Biograph), Sept. 26.— A set of false teeth for
wifey. a -new gold buckle for the stenographer's birthday present and a
bracelet; the last is bought by a cop for his best girl. For one moment
all three lie on the jeweler's counter and then the mix-up begins. It
doesn't drag even for a minute and a large audience found it very funny.
Dell Henderson and others have good roles in it. The two on »ne reel
make an excelletit offering.
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0 NEAR, \ I. 1 SO I KR" (Biograph), Sept. 30. — A comedy love
story thai ii exciting, amusing ami tull of Biograph atmosphere; it has
in. Biograph peculiarities, one of which is the two crooks who come
tu ihe house as delivery hoys to steal. These pictures by this maker, good
and bad, too, show imagination, more imagination than other makes of
pictures show. It seems, at times, just a kind of audacity. Take, for
Instance, an incident in this picture. There was nothing startling in making
tin Klr' (Little Mary) hook the "frat" pin the boy had dropped. She
hadn't met him; she stole it only because she wanted to meet him. Yet
»ho would think, of making her do such a thing merely for that reason, that
is who would until after he had seen her do it. We have a sure proof
that imagination suggested it and not observation nor fancy. It is this:
neither the producer, nor you, nor I would give just the same explanation
of her motive. Better still, the girl herself never could have explained it.
It grew out of the mystery of personality and is of those things, never
mechanically understood, of which imagination alone can deal. The picture
is a good offering.
"PATHE'S WEEKLY NO. 40" (Sept. 30).— The topical this week is well
balanced. Its best item, perhaps, is a good view of Bunar Law, the English
onist leader, addressing an immense gathering.
"HER CHOICE" (Vitagraph), Sept. 30. — A pleasant picture, giving a
moditied interpretation of Cinderella and set in a modern boarding school
for girls. It is a fairy tale, not a picture of life; but it gives a chance
for human acting and many pretty scenes. Zena Kiefe plays a poor girl
who helps all she can and makes the best of everything. Anne Stewart,
her cousin, is also at the school and also poor; but is outrageously selfish
and snobbish. Julia Swayne Gordon is the aunt of both, is rich and is
watching them to choose her heiress. Mrs. Mary Maurice and Rose Tapley
play the two mothers. It is a light but commendable offering, written by
Mis. Breuil and produced by Ralph Ince.
■ HARVESTING ALFALFA IN NEW MEXICO" (Selig), Sept. 27.— An
interesting industrial, in which is included a picture of many mountain
goats.
"THE BORROWED UMBRELLA" (Selig), Sept. 27.— This is a comedy
based on the supposed inclination on the part of mankind generally to
"borrow" umbrellas and forget to return them. The picture is on the same
reel as the foregoing.
There are some laughs.
"GLUED" (Lubin), Sept. 27. — The poet in desperation drinks a bottle
of glue. It does not kill him, but he discovers that he has what perhaps
ma> be described as a sticky breath. lie therefore travels around the
neighborhood sticking people up — not in the sense in which that term may
be interpreted by some, but gluing them to walls and to pavements.
"THE WATER WAGON" (Lubin), Sept. 27.— On the same reel as the
foregoing is this picture which opens with a young man whose head is
mapped in a towel, suggestive of the night before. He goes on the water
wagon literally, and like so many who have figuratively ascended that more
or less imaginary vehicle he falls off — and gets wet during the process,
inside and out. Also he wets up several others, including the man who
invited him to have "just one."
MARY IN STAGELAND" (Edison), Sept. 27.— This is the third of
the scries of "What Happened to Mary," and it is in keeping with the high
standard established by its predecessors. In this picture Mary, through the
illness of her roommate, appears for two nights on the stage and makes a
success. We leave her working in a public stenographer's office, her short
stage career having been sufficiently long. Miss Bliss Milford has the part
of the roommate. Miss Fuller is most interesting as the stage girl, and
there is every reason to believe that she would have made good in the
reality.
"'OSTLER JOE" (Edison), Sept. 28. — Laura Sawyer and James Gordon,
assisted by Benjamin Wilson, give a most sympathetic portrayal of the
well-known poem by George R. Sims. The picture will renew to memory
a dramatic work made famous by the recital of Mrs. James Brown Potter a
quarter century ago, which scandalized some and highly entertained more;
it will also effectually serve to bring to the attention of the younger
generation this wholesome lesson. The beauty of the poem may be said
to be enhanced by the careful treatment of the Edison forces.
"THE PHYSICIAN OF SILVER GULCH" (Lubin), Oct. 3.— This is
fine western stuff. It is a strong drama and there is a new twist given
to the combination of the doctor, the sheriff and the sheriff's sick child.
The scene wherein the doctor tries to break through the door of the room
containing the gold, unaware that the sheriff is in the room, is unusually
strong.
The picture makes a first class release.
"AN AMATEUR ICEMAN," (Lubin), Oct. r.— Arthur Johnson departs
from the drama and, assisted by Lottie Briscoe, gives us a full reel of
sparkling comedy. It is a reminder of earlier Johnson days in that we see
him in the garb of an iceman and not in the conventional raiment of the
man of fashion. To be sure, there is one scene in which he appears in
evening dress. This is where he is shown as the "midnight son," and he
is v< rv much under the weather. The unfolding of the story, where his
father in wrath puts him at work on one of the paternal ice-wagons; his
meeting with Miss Baxter, portrayed by Lottie Briscoe; the falling in love
and the elopment on the ice-wagon pursued by the two fathers in an automobile will make many laughs.
It is all well done.
THE FILIBUSTER'S SHIP"
the sea — an explosion and rescue.

(Pathe), Sept. 28.— This is a story of
The gallery will enjoy it.

"A WELL WASHED HOUSE" (C. G. P. C), Oct. 1.— A good picture
of a kind well known. People seem to like a cascade down the front stairs.
This seemed to please.
"EVOLUTION AND LIFE OF A SILK WORM" (C. G. P. C), Oct. 1.
— A very valuable educational film made in Cambodia.
"REUBEN AND THE BOYS" (Cines), Sept. 28.— An Italian countryman comes to town and meets two slick crooks. It is well acted and makes
laughter. The only trouble with it is that neither the countryman nor the
police gets back at the crooks; but it is very funny.
"BREAD UPON THE WATERS" (Selig), Sept. 30.— An ex-convict
story of hard luck. Starving, the ex-convict is given a loaf of bread and
finds a ring in it. After a struggle, he returns the ring, and because of
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thll gets I |ob, It takes a rather hard, relentless tituation, but there is
very hill, ih.it i» sentimental in It. It is not a love story. It makes a
lair offering without being a convincing or very strong one. J.
trd Hungerford is the author. Oscar Eagle produces it. I he ex-con\i< t is played by W. P. Poote; Ins wife, by Vera Hamilton. The detective is
M. M. Berne*.
Also in the cast are I. S. McKry, Lillian Lr
rancis
Annan, Lewrice Wbodburn,
1 nnby Shechau, Julia Griffin, Julius Frankenburg and Walter Roberts.
"OLYMPIC GAMES, III I 5BURG Y. M. C. A"
very well photographed, interesting offering.

(Edison), Oct. a.— A

"THE GREEN-EYED MONSTER" (Edison), Oct. 2.— A farcical laughmaker with a slight situation. Win. West and Edward O'Connor play two
tramps who make use of the jealousy of a young married couple (Wm.
Bechtel and Louise Crolius) to get both out of the home so that they can
help themselves from the larder.
Wm. L. Gaylord is the author.

Independent
"THE FUGITIVE" (Solax), Sept. 27.— This is the second "Fugitive"
we have seen this month, the N. Y. M. P. Co. having also had a reel by
this name. Among so many releases it is perhaps not possible to keep from
duplicating titles, but it is somewhat confusing, none the less. As for this
picture, the story is clearly told, but is not new nor is it one of those
convincing, human stories that can be used again and again and still keep
fresh. The acting is as good as the situation permitted. Miss lilanche
Cornwall plays the heroine; Darwin Karr, the hero who, net very fortunately
for the picture, is also a fugitive from the just law.
"FOR THE LOVE OF THE FLAG" (Solax), Sept. 25 —A melodrama
whose object is to picture the struggle in a man's heart between love for
his country and love for his wife and children. To bring this out, he is
first shown as discharged, unjustly, from the drafting room of a government
fort and then, while he is out of* work and his family starving, accepting,
111 his desperation, money from a foreign spy to draw plans of the new fort.
Patriotism wins in the end and he is made happy. The early scenes are
very well acted indeed, and arc fine; but the later scenes, in which the
man's little boy comes in with the flag, are artificial; they show lack of
thought. Darwin Karr plays the draftsman; Lee Beggs, the foreign agent;
Blanche Cornwall is the wife, and the Solax Kid is t?ie boy. As a whole,
it makes an acceptable offering.
"THE RENEGADE" (American), Oct. 2. — Pictures with a sheriff
have one great advantage; there is one character who is always > asy to
recognize. In this case, the story is clear enough as to its main drift;
but it suffers a good deal in its early scenes from confusion due to the
number of characters. This is partly due to poor photography; although
some of the scenes are so well pictured and so natural that they seem
almost intimate. There is nothing in the story that will make it take high
rank
among pictures; but it has freshness enough to interest and makes a
fair offering.
"JACK OI' DIAMONDS" (American), Oct. 7.— It is interesting, but
some will question the advisability of making a villain out of Kerrigan.
If he had done it poorly, it would have been another matter; but here the
matinee idol has fallen and is as villainous as even Richardson. The latter
is also in the picture, but he doesn't do any heroic work. If we could
see him do some soft, moonlight swinging on the farm gate now, that
would be worth while. The story is much slighter than usual with Flying
A pictures, but what there is of it is well acted and gets over. It makes a
very fair offering.
"INTERNATIONAL AVIATION MEET" (Gaumont), Sept. 28.— Excellent photography and interesting scenes mark this offering. It was taken
at Chicago recently and includes views of several peculiar types of
aeroplanes.
"LIFE IN THE MOUNTAINS OF CAUCASIA" (Gaumontl. Sept. 28.—
A short, but interesting offering. It is well photographed, but is better as
an educational than as a scenic.
"A GARRISON JOKE" (Majestic), Sept. 29.— The story behind this
picture is of the slightest; it is the kind one might tell another while chatting on a corner. It deals with an April fool letter and shows how it
was received. Herbert Prior and Mabel Trunnelle play the leads and
some good views of a garrison (Ft. Slocum, N. Y.) are included.
"BELLIGERENT BENJAMIN" (Majestic), Sept. jo.— On the same
reel, but slighter than the first. There is almost no story at all to it.
Mr. Scardon and Anna Lehr play the leads and there is a fine bulldog in it.
The photography is poor. The two make an offering that is very slight
indeed.
"QUAINT SEATS IN SARDINIA" (Cines), Sept. 28.— A partly handcolored travelog, only fairly well photographed. It gives quaint costumes,
old buildings and streets and some grand views.
"EARLY'S AWAKENING" (Powers), Oct. 2.— A story ef children and
perhaps for children.
In it is featured a precocious child.
"NEW YORK FIRE FIGHTERS" (Powers), Oct. 2. — On the same reel
as the foregoing are some stirring scenes picturing the fire drill at headquarters in Sixty-seventh Street. Exhibitions are gives on the scaling
ladder, shooting the life rope and descending, and other daring feats of the
firemen.
The picture might well have been extended.
"HE HAD BUT FIFTY CENTS" (Imp), Oct. 5.— This is a rattling
good comedy.
'A DAY IN AN INFANT ASYLUM" (Imp), Oct. 5.— On the same reel
are many interesting pictures ef children in a large institution. It is well
photographed and will make a streng appeal to humaa sympathies.
•AN ALPINE TRAGEDY" (Milano), Oct. 5.— Strang drama. The
scenes are laid above the snow line in the mountains. There are good
situations and they are competently handled.
"A COUNTRY GIRL" (Imp), Oct. 3.— A weirdly conceived story of a
country girl lured from her neighborhood sweetheart by a devil-man or
manderil from the city. The picture is well put on and will hold the
interest.
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"TWO WOMEN" (Powers), Oct. 4— Florence Barker has the role of
a widow struggling to support a child and Fritzi Brunette that of a woman
with a husband and accepting attentions from another man. The work of
both is good; that of the latter once or twice inclines to the melodramatic.
Still, 11 i- an emotional part and the question may easily be a matter of
opinion
"BOB'S DECEPTION" (Rex), Oct. '3.— A story that grows on you as
the reel unwinds.
It is carefully thought out and intelligently executed.
"ZIGOTO
and amusing.

KD THE RESCUE" (Gaumont), Oct. 3.— Fantastic comedy
It is a burlesque on a well-known sleuth of modern fiction.

"THE WARNING" (Thanhouser), Oct. 4.— A pretty story, in which the
chief characters are a father and son, the latter of whom is portrayed by
the Thanhouser kid. There is a fishing scene in which a fish drawn from
the water l>y the youngster seems to be hardly "animated." There is one
particularly effective picture, however, where the father, dreaming, sees on
the dark face of the water the figure of his son and his wife. It Is a fine
bit of brief double exposure.
"A SIXCYLINDER ELOPEMENT" (Thanhouser), Oct. 6.— Good
comedy. Kilcy Chamberlain has the part of the daddy who interrupts the
elopement, only to be beaten out in an ingenious situation.
"LOVE WILL FIND A WAY" (Comet), Oct. 5.— While the settings
were carefully arranged and the photography is good, the plot is not strong;
it is hackneyed.
The work of the mother of the young man was good.
"THE LAUNCHING OF THE
the title indicates, these pictures
of the greatest ship in the world.
stages of construction.
It all will

IMPERATOR" (Gaumont), Oct. 5.— As
were taken at the time of the launching
There are supplementary scenes showing
interest.

"TIME AVENGES" (Reliance), Oct. 5. — There is nothing particularly
new in this story either in plot or situation. The only feature that will
attract attention is a launching of the lifeboat, but the crew of this were so
unconscionably slow in getting it away that the villain might well have
'
drowned.
"THE CRUEL STEPMOTHER" (Imp.), Sept. 30.— Two little children,
playing the principal roles in this sentimental drama, are excited by reading a fairy story of a cruel stepmother and run away when they hear that
such a person is coming into their home. But in the end they find out that
their stepmother is not at all like the one in the book. The story is
clearly set forth and has a particularly strong appeal for women.
"THE CONVICT'S RETURN" (Gem), Oct. 1.— The convict in this
pleasing drama makes an attempt to take vengeance on a faithless pal
when the latter's child interferes at the critical moment. The story has a
good dramatic quality, is quick to catch the attention from vigorous action
at the beginning and the interest is uniformly sustained. The characters
are clear cut and the acting is good throughout.
"WHEN UNCLE SAM WAS YOUNG" (101-Bison, N. Y. M. P. Co.),
Oct. 5. — This two-reel drama of the Revolution, covering the period from
the protest against "taxation without representation" to the signing of
the Declaration of Independence, affords an intensely interesting succession
of brilliant scenes, including the Indian troubles of the time, the universal
protest against English oppression, the drilling of the Minute Men, the
Boston Tea Party, the Battle of Bunker Hill, the signing of the Declaration of Independence and the making and unfurling of the first American
flag. In this background is woven an exciting story of a British officer's
double dealing with a loyal Colonial girl and an Indian maid. The destruction of the tea in Boston harbor is particularly well done, as is the Battle
of Bunker Hill. Much care has obviously been exercised to make all settings true in their details and the effort has had praiseworthy results.
There is no doubt that the film will have a cordial reception in any
playhouse.
"THE LUCKY LOSER" (Eclair), Oct. 3. — Some amusing situations in
this domestic comedy grow out of a girl's whim in promising that the
one of her lovers who wins a certain race will win "a wife." The "lucky
loser," losing the race through the foul play of one of the rivals, nevertheless wins the girl. Lovers of the quiet smile will enjoy this film.
"HER WHOLE DUTY" (Champion), Sept. 30.— A girl reporter's father,
an ex-judge, is, in this drama, locked up for drunkenness and her city
editor unwittingly compels her to get the story of her father's disgrace.
The girl's struggle between a desire to shield her father and her duty to
the paper is well depicted. Docks on the Hudson at New York give an
added touch of interest to the film.
"HEARTS AND SKIRTS" (Nestor), Oct. 4.— This is a good comedy
of two young people who, to begin with, have no desire whatever to comply
with the conditions of a will by marrying. The ruses of each to cure
the other of the notion of marriage bring about several genuinely funny
situations. The humor is broad and will be widely appreciated. The scenes
in which Billy, a cowpuncher, the pal of the reluctant bridegroom, appears
disguised as the latter's wife, are extremely laughable and deserve special
commendation. The story begins in a drawing room in New York and
winds up on a ranch in the West.
"THE BOOMERANG" (Nestor), Oct. 2.— Howard Davies, as the employer of an outfit of cowboys whom he starves on bread and water while
he himself eats like an epicure, is well rendered and the theme of this
comedy which he sustains is very refreshing in that it proves the gunmen
of the West to be eating as well as fighting human beings. The boss comes
to grief through his meanness in trying to get rid of some guests by
feigning smallpox. Out of this ruse grow a succession of laughable
incidents.
"LOVE AND SCIENCE" (Eclair), Sept. 29.— This presents a strictly
motion picture story, dealing with a scientist whose interest in perfecting
a seeing telephone grows so great that he neglects his sweetheart. He succeeds, but while receiving his first call his girl plays a trick on him, which,
innocent though it is, unseats his mind. In order to restore it the scene
of the prank must be reproduced and for this purpose the services of a
motion picture company are employed. The novelty of the plot and the
mechanical properties used in this film recommend it highly.
"THE HIDDEN BONOS" (Rex), Sept 29.— In this melodrama, through
some clever manipulations in Wall Street, a girl's guardian
is compelled
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to deliver up some bonds which he has hidden in order to prove that her
lover has stolen them. The unmasking of the rascally guardian and the
exoneration of the hero are finally accomplished. The acting does muck
to compensate for a none too strong plot.
"THE OLD PROSPECTOR" (Nestor), Sept. 30 —This drama portraya
the character of an old prospector who, in a fit of gold-madness, murders
a young friend. The pal of the murdered man is convicted of the crime
on circumstantial evidence and is about to be hanged when the old man
confesses. He plays a difficult part and plays it well. The settings are
very picturesque and the suspense at the finish is well sustained.
"THE CALL OF THE BLOOD" (Majestic), Oct. 1.— Herbert Prior aa
John Ford, a civil engineer, and Annie Lehr as a gypsy, his wife, play
the leading parts in this well-acted drama. The gypsy wife, after some
years of married life, leaves her husband to resume her wanderings with
her people, and though she appears secretly in her home to see her sick
child, she finally returns to her own people. Her wavering between the
"call of the blood" and ber duty to her husband is admirably depicted.
Scenes of the gypsy camp are interesting and interest in the story is well
sustained.
"THE MEDALLION" (Lux), Oct. 4.— This drama has for its theme the
overshadowing love of a son for his mother. She is a very old lady and
an invalid and her one pleasure in life consists in contemplating a very
valuable medallion. The son losing a sum of money by accident is threatened with arrest and is tempted to pawn his mother's keepsake to save
himself. But he decides to face prison rather than cause her sorrow.
Meanwhile the money is found. This story is clearly and interestingly
presented and the interest is maintained to the last.
"LETTERS OF A LIFETIME" (Thanhouser), Oct. 1.— In this drama an
old man, with only a month of life promised by his doctors, rereads a number of letters and they remind him of his wasted years. The scenes which
depict his retrospections have been well chosen and show the most dramatic
incidents of his life. People of a reflective turn of mind will like this
film.
"BROTHERS UNDER THE SKIN" (Reliance), Oct. 2.— Hector Dion
handles the leading male part in this drama to good effect. It serves to
prove the truth that, when all is said and done, the capitalist and the laboring man are "brothers under the skin." The action proceeds vigorously
with some admirable touches of pathos and tense feeling. The scenes in
which Adams, a starving striker, seeks revenge on his onetime employer
are particularly commendable.
"THE WORTH' WHILE WEDDING" (Comet), Sept. 30.— A spirited
comedy in which three hoboes rob a bridegroom of his clothes, thereby
compelling him to get married in a barrel. This will be viewed with a
smile.
"THE EIGHTH WONDER OF THE WORLD" (Comet), Sept. 30.— On
the same film as the above appear these views of. Waldorf Miller, who has
been living for the last two years with a broken neck. He was injured while
diving at New Rochelle, N. Y.
We found the picture very interesting.
"RILEY AND SCHULTZ" (Keystone), Sept. 30.— This is a short, laughable farce comedy of three policemen and an escaped convict. The film
is intended for friends of the burlesque.
"THE NEW NEIGHBOR" (Keystone), Sept. 30.— Following the above
on the same film is this comedy of errors in which a young husband is
obsessed with much groundless jealousy of his wife and comes to amusing
grief for his folly. The Tun is extremely lively.
"FOR THE HONOR OF THE 7TH" (Broncho), Oct. 2.— This drama of
Indian troubles on the frontier gives two well-presented battles between a
stockade garrison and the red skins. The story is that of two officers,
rivals in love and honor, and both officers of the Seventh, which boasts a
high record for honor. The action is vigorous and occurs in a picturesque
mountain country. Considerable care has been taken to make the fighting
convincing and the film lacks nothing in that respect. As the whole, the
production is highly commendable.
"I'M GOING OUT FOR A SHAVE" (Great Northern), Oct. 5.- Five
or six men go on a spree together and do many things that will make people
laugh in spite of themselves. It is well done and, for this sort thing, is
astonishingly funny.

INQUIRIES.
NOTE — No questions ran be replied to by mall.
Look for your answeli
here.
A list of studio addresses, kept up-to-date, will be sent if a sta
and addressed
return envelope accompanies
the request.
A. D. — The question of theft of another's idea Is too delicate to be
broadly decided. If you take the main plot it is a theft. If yon take some
situation and make another and entirely different story It Is not. If you
get a suggestion from the work of another it is not dishonest. If you get
a B.
plotC. itW. Is.
— Blogrnph and Keystone films have no business connection. \\ hen
the Biograph company eame east last summer most of the comedy company
remained In Los Angeles. They went to the Bison and now appear In
Keystone brand films. Biograph photography Is so clear because they have
their laboratory force so well organized. We do not know what their idea
is In trving to run one foot scenes. "The Fatal Chocolate" was released
February nineteenth of this year. The Biograph players are still In New
York.
W. I. G. — Several companies have made 'Tnele Tom's Cabin," but you
probnblv have reference to the Vitagraph production of about three years ago.
Republi.- released "A New Lease On Life" last Spring. We cannot search
for a play
the story of which Is given. It might take an entire day to
locate
it.
J. S. N. — If you cannot get your stories back or get any reply from the
companies, notify them by registered letter that you withdraw the script,
copy
the but
( nrbon*
andhassend
again.
This To
doessave
not trouble
apply to
storyto
you sold,
which
not Ityetoutbeen
paid for.
sendtheonly
those companies having an outlet for their releases.
A. W. — We have not the names of the characters In that Biograph. but
Kdwln August and Miss Blanche Sweet had the leads In "The Lesser Evil."
In Nestor's "When the Heart Calls." Lee Moran was the city man, Russell
Bassett the rancher, Miss Louise Glaum was his daughter and Miss Victoria
Forde Lee's fiancee.
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HIC JACET.— Wilfred Lncai
was Qreat
Brother In "A
Pueblo Legend "
Gladys Rgan »ih ii
hlld In ''The Cblld'i Remorse"
end "In the North
Wood*," Edna Potter wai Bobby In "Ah in n Looking Qlass." Soinx does
no) give names and the Reliance did not cant that Bcdclla. That script
should be ander the Den
dlepeneatlon.
I*ook for a local letter.
J. H. R.— Irvine White bad the lead In Lnbln'i "itetty of the Botes " The
daughter In Basanay'i "The Ranchman'! Trust" is not known to the company; that is to the home od
Pa the releaaed on .inly nist "Max's Dl
Case" and "Elephant Hon tins In Victoria Nyanza." "An Indian's Pride"
was the release for Julj 6th. I'alhe's Weekly was right as yon have It
The wife in "Two Daughter* of Bve" was Identlfled last week. The player
of the actress
was
Miss Qeneva.
It was her only part.
M. B. — The Blion player is not an Indian,
They have no Indian stars.
J. T. P. — Carlyle Blackwell is with the Kalem Qlendaie lection and playing each week.
s
playeri
semi autographs
and some do not.
We
do
uui know
which
are which.
BARBARA.. — If you'll
semi
n stamped
and
addressed
envelope
to the
Lubin i
pany they win let you tune a form sheet that tells of photoplay
form,
if you want more Information s.-nd to this paper for Technique of
the Photoplay, which Is sent postpaid for one dollar. John Halllday had
the lead with
Miss Orml
Ilawley
In I.uliln's ••The Shepherd's
Plate."
N. A. M. — Your American attention Is too broadly framed. Be specific.
Who plays the father, mother and villain In what play? They have two companies We bave no cast for the play you ask for.
O. M. — Whether you gel the paper more ipiickly through the mall than on
the stand depends entirely upon the postofflve. Millions of pieces of second
class matter are dumped into the office Thursday and Friday of each week,
if we get an early handling you get the paper earlier by mall, when we are
not so fortunate we do not get around until Monday. Charles Malles was
the father In "The Sands o' Doe." Willis Secord and Sydney Booth are not
the same
We
have
not seen
"Tom
Moore"
cast lately.
M. E. H. — William Haunian was Bertie Cecil's brother In Thanhouser's
"Under Two Klags." It Isn't too much trouble to answer questions or we
would
not have
this department.
HELEN H. — Make complaint to the postofflee Inspectors through your local
office. If the money order was cashed there should be no difficulty In getting
action.
J. H. — We don't think that Arthur Johnson would turn to comedies Just
because you wrote and asked him to, but if the company received a whole
lot of similar letters, and there seem to be hundreds who feel as you do
about it, they might ask him to Increase the number of comedies he makes,
though
he does appear
In comedy
frequently.
M. L. P. — Mrs. Julia Swayne Gordon was the star actress in Vltagraph's
"The
Diamond
Brooch."
T. B. — Our data does not give the name of the girl In "Willie Becomes
An Artist." It is doubtful if you could get hold of "iii,- Resurrection" again
It Is an old film and probably
worn
out.
MARBLEHEAD. — It is understood that Nat Goodwin has a financial interest In his pictured "Oliver Twist." He has also appeared in "Nathan
Hale." Billy Quirk was Fra Diavolo in the Solax production of that opera.
It is not the province of this department to say that one film Is better
than another. There is not a sufficient demand for colored films to warrant
the American companies taking up thin end It is left almost wholly to
C. G. P. C. and Gaumont. The Eclair company was never licensed and
no other company ever used its trademark. Y,,u both seem to be wrong.
Edison and Pathe made "Great Train Robbery" pictures and there were
others (more than four), but we do not place them just now. The Edison
of that title was
practically
the first of the real photoplays.
A, J. — Wilfred Lucas was the lead in "The Primal Call." Edwin August
was the father
in "A Child's
Remorse."
A. B. H. — See answer above for Betty. Robert Tabor was Miss Orml
Hawleys opposite in Lubin's "When Father Had His Way." Earle Williams
was the Prince
in Vltagraph's
"The Prince and the Pumps."
B. G. V. — We are on the trail of the player and hope to answer next
week.
that Tom Powers
not
ask Don't
him. know
No Information
on the ever
Lubin.was in stock in your town. Why
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For instance, last night I witm
-ire entitled "Two Battle*." The
actors did their part well enough, hut the uniforms, tactics, weapons, etc ,
even the scenery, were entirely incorrect I will mention a few discrepIn the first place, the British ■■•. •
ling gun, a
weapon which has been obsolete in thcil -ervice since 1885. They use the
Maxim and Vkkars Maxim
machine
gu
The officers were dressed in khaki, or ohvr drab uniforms which were
realistic enough, lot were huh, I with bright scabbarded twordl Our officers on active service use icabbardl made of brown leather which docs not
litter in the sun.
lh.11 again
the picturei
\. sword-

$

Thc scenery was of a lightly treed forest, whereas it should have been a
sandy plain, well bespattered with rocks, with rocky hills in the background.
The men were shown in square formation, which is used in European warfare to receive cavalry: all South African warfare takes place in very extended order, taking all the rover possible The Boers were shown as
wearing military uniform! (they fought in their ordinary clothes) and
charging in military style up to the trendies As a matter of fact, the only
part of a r
in warfare, is the little spatter of filmy nothingness
that comes from a modern
ritle using smokeless cartridges,
m behind a rock or am heap. Last, but not least, a flag was used, which would
be the last thing in modern warfare, showing the enemy the exact location
of the
I being a great help to them in locating the i.ingc.
I am not writing this in a critical spirit, but merely to .|mw these glaring
discrepancies.
war ideas
pictures
'65 are nation
so splendid,
to
portray such The
wrong
of a offriendly
at the thai
present
day. 1 pity
I believe it was a "Vitagraph" picture, and perhaps you would be so
kind as to convey my suggestions to them: I do not know their address
personally.
I 1 epeel to take a party for Mr W. N. Selig f 1 0111 the Cape to Cairo in
the mar future, am] when these films are released, you will see that my
statements above are correct.
Yours faithfully,
I' 1 »mmi»
s Palaeologus
(Major).

EDWIN

August is with the Lubin
company and has been
located at the Philadelphia studios for some
time. When the Biograph company returned
from Los Angeles last
June

Mr.
August h arranged to transfer
is
services from that com-

D. M. — We do not give addresses in this column and we do not list coin
panies not having an outlet for their production. The Plot of the Short
Story may be had of the publishers of this paper for one dollar, postpaid.
ANXIOUS. — Read the news columns for information as to the ball. We
publish
all the facts as they develop.
H. M. S. — Miss Clair McDowell was the wife In "Two Daughters of Eve."
The actress was a tryout and her name is given above. Eddie Dillon was
the faithful
suitor
in "Blind
Love."

pany to the tablishment
Powers
esand he appeared in several photoplays
in companyBarker,
with
Florence
but the Lubin company
seemed to offer a wider
tield and the same adment and vantage
soof Mr.advertiseAugust

Situation in Sacramento.
Sacramento,
Editor Moving

Picture

Cal.,

World.

Dear Sir:— Sacramento is the most prosperous little city in the West, for
the motion picture business. In five years of my ownership of moving picture theaters I find the business of the same has been improving each year.
Five years ago I owned the Empire Theater which was at 423 K Street,
at that time there were only three motion picture theaters here. Now I
am owner of the Lyric Theater, and there are nine motion picture theaters in this city and we arc all doing well. I can say better than any city
in the West.
Of the nine houses there are five of them using Trust Films and the other
four are using Independent Films. I can not tell you the difference in the
business which the houses are doing as they are all doing well.
I am now having a new house built which will be in the heart of Sacramento, located at 918 K Street, and will seat 550 people. This will be one
of the best ventilated and equipped houses here in Sacramento. It will
cost about $25,000.
In giving the place a name, I gave a name contest and the one sending
the best name would win a prize of $25.00. Each person was entitled to
two names, and out of over 2,000 names the one selected was Actograph,
sent by Mrs. C. W. L. Ennis, of San Francisco. This name was selected by
a committee of three citizens who acted as judges.
The Actograph will open on or about August 20th. and I will use the
Independent
pictures.
Yours respectfully.
J. W.
Di Stasio,
Gen. Mgr.. Lyric and Actograph Theaters.

2836
Moving

Picture World,

New

W.

Pico

Street.

made a second change of
location and found himself in I' h i 1 a d e 1 phia
w lie re he now appears
in a weekly Lubin release, although there are
a number of recent Biographs that also show
the player as well as
Edwin August.
several Powers photoOriginally Mr.
August was an Edison player and a couple of plays.
years ago won
popularity
the with
circled
"E,"forbuta he was released to Biograph
and under
remained
them
year and a half, making
a change when he decided that it would be advanatgeous to be
advertised in connection with his work, which is contrary to
the Biograph rule. He is a clean cut, forceful actor with a
strong
film personality
and the
rare ability
to "get
from
the screen.
He has scored
particular
success
in theover"
Biograph
costume plays and may be seen in similar Lubin productions.

Points for Directors.
Editor

AUGUST.

Judging
from the questions received there seems to be some
<>n fusion as i<> what company
Edwill August is now playing
with, for he maj be seen in the releases of the Biograph,
Powers and Lubin
companies and the sudden shifts tend to
confuse those who know
that the same player
cannot be with two
Licensed and one Independent companies at
1 li e same time. Asa
matter of record Mr.

Los

Angeles,

Cal.,

A

CORRECTION.

York.

Dear Sir: — Will you allow me to make a suggestion for the benefit of
moving picture directors? I am a British officer of many years African and
Indian service, and have lately been passing a vacation in Southern California. Whilst here I have attended many motion picture theaters, and
5L?ve be*n very pleased with the many pictures exhibited referring to your
Uvil War. Occasionally, however, pictures have been exhibited supposed
«p represent the British in Egypt, South Africa, etc., and I am sorry to say
rnat I cannot commend them at all

In our issue dated September 28th. under "New England
Notes," we stated that Mr. G. A. Goldthrop, 49 Pleasant
Street, Xewburyport, Mass., was contemplating building a
moving picture and vaudeville house in Ipswich, Mass. This
is an error as Mr. Goldthrop started to build his house quite
some time ago, and he now expects to open it by the 7th of
I )ctober.
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Projection Department
Edited

"Man About Town"

by

F. H.

Slapped on the Wrist.

Town" makes certain
"Man About
issue, ourparticularly
August 3rd
page 439,
ON remarks
as to his ability to judge
the operator
concerning
the popularity or non-popularity of a film with the audience. His conclusion is that the managers are in a much better position to judge of what
pleases the audience or displeases them, than is the operator, and this conclusion is, I believe, entirely correct. Several of the department writers have
mentioned this article and have been displeased with it, but I think they
have misunderstood the meaning of "Man About Town," and have construed his words as a criticism of the operator. Man About Town was
perhaps a little bit unfortunate in the wording of one or two sentences,
and it is this which has given rise to the idea that he was condemning
operators, when in reality he was not.
In dealing with this matter I shall take as my text this sentence from
his article:
He admitted paying for the service (film service) almost a third
less than he pays his operator.
Also:
This, in effect, was that an operator was not the show, and few of
them can qualify as good managers. He is an essential part of a
good show so long as he is qualified and sticks to his end of the
business. No matter how good a man may be in that respect, he
cannot pull a show through single handed. No good operator will
say he can do so. Such men will invariably say: "You give me
the goods and I will be responsible for the rest." The selection
of the film service is up to the manager. He is the one closer
to the patrons than is the operator, and if he gives his end of the
business attention, he can readily learn what his patrons want and
what he should give them to hold the trade. Too much reliance and
responsibility should not be placed upon the "man behind the
machine." Many of them are intelligent fellows with sound judgment, and many are not. Most of them are solely adapted for the
mechanical end, and many of them have more time on their
hands than is required to keep their outfit in proper condition and
be ready at all times to do their part in giving a good show.
This matter involves several very important propositions. In the first
place the remark is made that the manager was paying almost a third less
for his film service than he was for his operator. This might or might not
mean something. In the city it is quite possible to secure, let us say, three
reels of film, changed every other day, for one-half of the salary a good
operator should command, and to have it of excellent quality too. To put
this into figures I will say that it is possible for the city manager to get
three reels of film, changed every other day, the service to be of very good
quality, for $17 50 a week, whereas a good operator (I am talking about high
class, really competent men), should have a salary of $35.00 per week. Now,
I want to draw this comparison, and it is the right comparison too: "Man
About Town" says that the operator cannot put on a good show single
handed. By this he undoubtedly means that no operator can put on a good
show without having good films and good equipment to do it with, and in
this he is absolutely correct. But let me say right here that the high class,
thoroughly competent operator can take poor equipment and poor films and
put on as good or a better show than can the incompetent operator with
good equipment and good films. I don't, of course, mean by this that even
the best operator in the world could transform a "rain storm" into a
creditable result on the screen. After films have become badly scratched,
and the scratches are filled with dirt, no operator on earth can better that
condition, but the competent operator can so handle his light that the field
will be absolutely even and clear at all times. He can so adjust his machine
that the picture will be practically, perfectly steady on the screen, except
that he has poor perforations to contend with, and he can so gauge his speed
that the play will be properly enacted and be neither a jumping jack performance or a float-along farce.
To put the matter in a different way, it is possible to have a very creditable
show with a high class operator and comparatively poor film service; whereas
it is practically impossible to have a good show with the best of film service
and an incompetent operator; or, rather, an operator who is not thoroughly
competent.
As to the statement that but very few operators would make successful
managers, ] believe, that Man About Town made a statement which he
cannot back up with proof. There are, of course, a great many operators
who would not make successful managers because they have not the business
ability, just as there are a great many managers who would never make
successful operators because they have not the peculiar ability mechanical
and otherwise, required. However, it may be conceded that Man About
Town had, in support of his statement, the fact that the man of natural
executive ability would be more apt to gravitate towards the managerial
end of things in the first place. The statement that many operators are
intelligent men (he puts it fellows) with sound judgment and that many
are not, is, of course, correct; but the same statement could be applied with
equal truth to the managers, taking them as a class. I heartily agree that
the selection of film service should be left entirely to the manager. It is
no part of the operators' duty and Man About Town is, in my judgment,
perfectly correct when he says that the manager is in a better position to
judge as to the taste of his audience than is the operator. The operator has
his proper field of activity and so has the manager; but let me shoot this
wad at Man About Town:
A good show could be put on with a poor man-

RICHARDSON

ager or no manager at all, but a good show c&jld not be put on without a
good operator.
Them 'ere's my sentiments, Mr. Man About Town.

The Other Side.

Jacob Cohen, Liberty, N. Y., writes:
I was honestly surprised to read your views and to see your
endorsement of the so-called reorganization of New York operators,
in September 7th issue. That a man with your experience in the
labor movement, your experience with the New York operators, and
mainly your experience as a member of the Arbitration Committee,
representing the former Auxiliary should express such views and
endorse this so-called branch No. 2 of Local 35, compels me to
wonder whether you have been humbugged and led to believe such
a plan of reorganization would help and benefit the moving picture
operator, or whether you have put into print an endorsement before you have viewed the question at stake and the position the
moving picture operators will occupy in branch No. 2 of Local 35.
You have said that the Auxiliary meetings were a riot, but you
have neglected to say why and what caused them to be a riot.
Hardly do I remember any riots at the Auxiliary meetings except
when the question of independent charter was brought to the surface (and that meant the opening of an old wound), and those
excitable (what you term riots) meetings came after waiting for
years for what was promised and justly due the operators of New
York (an independent charter) by the Executive Board of Local
35 at the time they reorganized the Auxiliary. Do you remember
the time when the delegates, elected by Local 35 to represent them
and the Auxiliary at the Springfield Convention, went to the
convention with intention, as one of the delegates explained to
the members of the Auxiliary, to bring back a separate charter for
the Auxiliary? Do you remember his statement on his return
from the convention in regard to a separate charter for the Auxiliary? If my memory does not fail me it was: "We had all the
trouble in the world to hold our own charter," meaning 35's, and
then, later on, it was discovered that they never brought the subject of an independent charter for the Auxiliary before the convention. There are other numerous instances showing unfairness
on the part of Local 35 to the Auxiliary and it is a safe bet that
Local 35 will never consent to grant the moving picture operators
of New York a separate charter and the sooner the entire matter
is brought before the A. F: of L. the better it will be for all parties
concerned. I, for one, see no hope of betterment or protection for
the operators in this so-called branch No. 2 of Local 35 and I
certainly congratulate the operators who had the courage to maintain the independent organization now known as the Moving
Picture Operators' Union No. 1. You, Mr. Richardson, who are
an American, with, no doubt, the spirit of " '76" flowing in your
veins, believe that for taxation we should have full representation,
and this is what the New York operator wants and needs. A man
of your position should help the operators instead of working
against them. I trust you will not think I have taken up too
much space in your valuable department.
I have given the foregoing letter space for two reasons, viz.: (a) the
writer has set forth his views frankly and fairly without resorting to
abuse or vilification. He has presented his argument cleanly and clearly
and has put matters just as he sees them, (b) He has raised certain questions which I desire to answer openly, to the end that all may understand
my views on this very important subject.
In the first place let me take up the matter of the disorderly meetings.
I said the meetings of the old Auxiliary were a riot. This, perhaps, was
too strong a term to apply to all the meetings, but in all the time I was
a member of the Auxiliary I did not see one meeting which could, by any
stretch of the imagination, be termed orderly throughout the session. The
meetings were of such nature (so disorderly) that it was a practical impos ibility to properly conduct the business of the organization, and very
frequently it was practically impossible to transact any business at all, nor
was this disorderliness by any manner of means confined to the times when
the independent charter question was before the house. The independent
charter I did not regard as of any large value since if the Auxiliary could
not conduct its affairs decently and in order, or at least could not hold
an orderly business meeting, then could it be expected to succeed merely
through the fact that independence from Local Union No. 35 was secured?
However, unless the present arrangement is carried out fairly and Branch
No. 2 is allowed to conduct its own business, without undue interference
by Branch No. 1 of Local Union No. 35, then I shall, before the next
convention comes, set that fact forth openly, so that every operator in the
United States may know the conditions and insist, at the next convention,
on fair treatment for the New York men. I am not in favor of an independent New York union, for the reason that it cuts them off from alt
affiliation with the operators of the United States, and renders their cards
of no value whatever outside of the city of New York. President Goldblatt, of the independent organization has requested me to place two important questions before the department No. 2 of Local Union No. 35, and
this I intend to do, and will communicate the answer to your President.
If the answers are favorable, then I believe the last objection to the present
arrangement is removed. It would hardly, I think, be fair to publish the
questions
before
they
had been presented to the organization.
I have
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taken the position I have, simply because I hate had a wide experience in
the labor movement, and that experience prompted me tj side with the new
organization. And now let me tell you, brother, that I have no other desire
than to accomplish the greatest good for New York epcrators as a whole.
I believe the stand I have taken in this matter is the right stand, and that
the operators all over the country have the right to know what my views are,
since I am right here on the ground and am presumed to be informed. My
present understanding is, and it will be confirmed or not confirmed by the
two questions to be asked, that branch No. 1 and branch No. 2 now constitute Local Union No. 35, and that each branch has equal authority and
the right to govern its own affairs, absolutely. If this is true, then in my
judgment, all objection to the present arrangement is removed.
And now, just a word regarding one or two sentences of your letter: You
say the Executive Board of Local No. 35 promised you an independent
charter. My dear sir if you were well posted in the methods of organized
labor yoii would know that the Executive Board of Local 35 could not posaibly keep such a promise if they made it; this by reason of the fact that
such matters are entirely out of their jurisdiction, and in the hands of the
International officers. As to bringing this matter before the A. F. of L.,
you plainly are not very well acquainted with the methods of procedure followed by that body. You would have just about as much show of accomplishing your end by taking this matter directly to the A. F. of L., as an aeroplainist would have of flying to Heaven. The A. F. of L. might listen to
you — in fact it probably would do that. It might even make a recommendation to the International; but after that recommendation was made the
International would do just exactly as it pleased, nor, from the practical
standpoint, could the A. F. of L. compel the International to do otherwise.
The only thing the A. 1". of L. could do to enforce its recommendation
would be to revoke the International charter, and you have got a poor
chance of anything of that kind being done.
I was amused at a bundle of "advice to operators" published in a certain
publication recently. Its writer displayed such dense ignorance of the power
of the A. 1*. of L., and the methods pursued by it, that it was really laughable. The A. F. of L., is of large value as an organizing body. It also
wields a very considerable moral influence in the settlement of strikes, etc.,
and acts as a sort of financial clearing house between the various organizations under certain conditions, but its power in matters of this kind amounts
to practically nothing at all. As I told friend Goldblatt, I regard the taking
of such a matter to the A. F. of L., as to all intents and purposes, a
waste of labor. More than a year ago the matter of a separate operators'
international was taken up in this department and was recommended to
the serious consideration of the operators. Whether or not this will ever
come about remains to be seen, though personally I believe it will. However,
the time does not seem yet to be ripe for such action. Such a thing could
enly be accomplished by the calling of a convention, the organizing of an
international, and the demanding, by the new body, of recognition by the
A. F. of L., which would most likely only be accomplished after a strenuous
Sght.
And now, so far as this department is concerned, this ends the matter.
Controversies of this kind are unfortunate, to say the least, and I do not see
any benefit in keeping the matter in print. I will inform Mr. Goldblatt of the
reply to the questions by mail. It is hardly a matter to be made public
property.

Effect of Condenser Discoloration.
The cheaper grades of condenser lenses placed on the market of late,
contain about every fault in the catalogue. In many instances they are
exceedingly rough and their surface contains lines, hollows and ridges galore.
Aside from these various mechanical flaws, however, there is a great deal of
discoloration, some of which is present in the lens when it reaches the
operator, and some of which only shows up after use. The prevalent colors
are green amber and purple. The green is not ordinarily produced in the
process of use, but is present in the lens when it is made. This also is
largely true of the amber, but the purple is a fault developed by use and is
caused by an excess of some ingredient contained in the glass.
The claim has been made, both by manufacturers and by supposed-to-be
experts, that these colors have little or no effect on screen illumination. One
man, who claims to be an optician of standing and an authority oa projection lenses, recently made the flat statement that green in condensers did
not injure the illumination in any way, but was, in fact, advantageous. This
statement brought the matter finally to a crisis, and experiments were instituted to determine the truth or falsity of his claim. Two halves of broken
condensers, one of pure, white glass and the other a green tint, were
mounted in front in a condenser cell and the light projected to the screen.
The amount of difference was astonishing. The light in the lower righthand half of the screen came through the green condenser and was many
shades darker and more dirty looking than the light upon the other half,
which was projected through the white condenser.
It is unnecessary for me to proceed further with this argument, since
it is a matter easily susceptible of experiment by the operator. You can
break two lenses, one a white and one a tinted lens, or you can use portions
of lenses already broken, projecting through the stereopticon lens. Focus
the light sharply on the screen and note the difference in the illumination
on the two halves of the screen. But in order to make such an experiment
you should have one of the half lenses absolutely clear white; in other words,
an optically perfect glass so far as color is concerned.

Ail-Night Theater.

Chicago, 111., writes:
As one of the department readers, I would like to ask a little
help. I have a 1010 Motiograph. My trouble is excessive noise.
I keep the mechanism well oiled, using one-drop oil, and tried bees
wax as you suggested to one brother a few weeks ago. Another
difficulty I experience is that the vaseline runs out of my intermittent casing. In three days time there is not a drop left. This
forces me to fill the oil well every two days, which is very disagreeable, since the vaseline flies all over the intermittent sprocket and
I have to wipe it off after each reel. I think it will be of interest
to you to know that there is now a theater, the Lyric, on State and
Van Buren Streets, which keeps open all night. They employ three
shifts, but the shift from twelve to eight A. M. consists of only the
operator and cashier, the latter also acting as door man.
In addi-
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tion there are two 1
< clean up
The report is that this
theater make*
all of its < Kpcnatl for the day at night, so that
everything taken in during the day is clear profit, and this mast
he very large as the theater occupies one of the liveliest cornet I
tin- my.
1 am patiently waiting for that new handbook.
The trouble with your Motiograph mechanism is probably due to the
fact that connecting rod 055 plate 6, page 143, July 13th issue, has become
worn; also the Intermittent caring bushing, which carries the cam shaft,
is most likely worn so badly that the vaseline works out around the shaft.
You will probably need a new connecting shaft, 055, page 6, a new geneva
shaft and socket 056, page 4, a new socket for the other end of the connecting shaft and a new bushing in the intermittent casing I would suggest that you remove the mechanism from its stand, take it to the Knterprise Optical Co., 564 West Randolph St., Chicago, III., and secure the
loan of another mechanism while these parts arc being installed. Neither
yourself nor your manager must expect that moving picture mechanism
parts will last forever. You must understand that the Motiograph connecting rod and sockets must be renewed when they become worn, since
the worn part will develop considerable noise. The all night theater is
interesting, and I would be glad to know the amount of patronage such
a house enjoys between the hours of mid-night and nine A. M. The corner
at State and Van Buren Streets is a lively one all right still I would suppose there would not be any patronage to speak of from two A. M until
pretty well along in the morning. I very much doubt if this bouse would
make all of its expenses at night. The rental must be enormous, and run
into the thousands of dollars per month. If I recollect right, the Orpheum
pays approximately $4,000 a month rental, and I should not suppose the
same amount of space could be had at State and Van Buren Streets for
any less money. I would suggest that you cease using patent oils and
get a pint of good grade of light dynamo oil from some reliable oil dealer.
The hand-book is being rushed as fast as possible.

Light Trouble.

Rochester,
N. Y., writes:
I am in receipt of the Worlds from January, 1912, except March
2nd issue. They are certainly chock full of everything thai
good. I am using a Standard machine and 40 amperes of 110 volt
a. c, through a rheostat. Have two (t'/i condensers and a bluish
spot in the center of the screen, which changes to a yellow cast
on both sides. The spot reaches nearly from top to bottom. I
have tried two 7l/2 lenses and while the screen looks clear there is
not a strong light. The picture is dim. One 6}4 and one t1/i is
not as good as my two 6}4s. Have tried them with the 7*A in
front and behind. Have also adjusted carbons all ways; H
Electra. Don't you think the power has something to do with the
dim or cloudy pictures at times? Sometimes they almost jump at
me and then again they are hazy. Perhaps it is in the film. It
the brothers will buy a china painter's pencil (ten cents) such as
they mark china with, they can write on plain glass and make a
quick temporary slide.
My picture is 12 feet, throw 56 feet.
Inasmuch as you have tried the various lens combinations without result,
presumably your trouble doesn't lie in the condenser. You have said nothing about moving your lamphouse, and I would suggest that you move it
backward and forward, watching the result. Your 12 foot picture at 56
feet would mean about a 4'/i e. f. objective lens, and this should eal
either one hVi, or one 7J4 or two 7l/i condensers. I believe with your
lamphouse properly located, one of these combinations would eliminate the
trouble. There would, of course, be a big difference in the screen illumination when a dense film and a film of less density is used, but surely
this would not account for your light trouble. I would suggest that you
get the light company to test your line voltage. Very likely the street
mains which feed your house are overloaded, thus causing a drop in
voltage at certain times when a great many lamps are being used in that
section. Many thanks for the china painter's brush hint. The same thing
can be accomplished with a pen and white ink. But why monkey with
those things when a typewriter and gelatine makes a much better slide5

Salt Brine Again.

Claude E. Linstruth, Hippodrome Theater, Carthage,
N. Y., writes
follows:
I wish to add my bit to the department in regards to the brine
treated carbons. I think I must have gone after my carbons the
way a woman puts down her pickles, as I got results similar to
Manhattan, Kan., in issue of Sept. 21. The following is precisely
what I did: I made a brine, using ordinary table salt. First I
put about six quarts of water in a kettle on the stove (I did this
at home), and as it came up to boiling I stirred in the salt. Kept
adding same and stirring until an egg would float on it with half its
surface above water. I used five pounds of salt. I noticed this
amount of water would not hold all of the salt in solution, but as
it held up the egg properly I poured the brine in a pan hot and
put in a half dozen carbons, $i Electra six inches; set pan in the
cellar. When they had soaked four days I took out two and
baked them in the oven five hours, then scraped them to get good
contact, put one in top holder and struck the arc. It smoked a
little (carbon was hot when put in holder), burned quietly; spot
orange red, and had no definite outline. Seemed to spread all
over the gate nearly; light soft but not brilliant; arc sputtered,
carbons penciled or needled. Put this carbon in bottom holder
with new, soaked carbon in the top; results the same. Then used
soaked carbons in top and bottom with same results. After soaking the other four carbons twelve days, made same tests with same
results. These last four I baked three days, as I figured that the
arc sputtering was little particles of carbon chipping off as the
carbon was wet or damp in near the core. Arc travel was a great
deal more than when using untreated carbons. The lamphouse was
rusted some. The rust spots were small as though the particles of
carbon from the arc struck the walls and made a mark about the
size of a pea. There were more than one hundred of these rust
spots. I got them nearly all off by using kerosene. Carbon contacts were corroded.
Now I wish that some brother who has been
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successful with the brine would set forth in <l<tail just how the
trick 16 done. I might add that 1 use Power's No. Six machine on
60 cycle, 110 volts, through a Hallberg Economizer. In making
tests I tried the three different amperages the economizer will give.
1 expect my card from the new branch No. 2, of No. 35, and
hope to see much good come from the new order of things. This
is my first outburst of ignorance in the department since it has
been opened to us, not because I know it all, but because I have
personally bought or selected all the apparatus I have used since
the opening of the department, and we older ones seem to know
what to use to avoid trouble. I wish that, nine years ago, when I
started in the game, I could have bad a reference library such as
the department. We sure did need it then. The new men entering
the field of optical projection should take every advantage of it.
We older ones do not have to be told to do so, as we can fully
appreciate its value. I also wish to say that I didn't like the way
"The Man About Town" treated the subject found on page 439, issue of August 3rd. He cited a few instances wherein the operator
failed to make good, and concludes by putting us all in the same
category. Now those of us, and there are many that can, and are making good, get but little satisfaction out of the article in question. I
have watched the issues since the August 3rd number thinking
someone would take issue, or at least add something in defence
of the underdog, without finding it, and I wish to say that, in a
very friendly way, I will advance an argument that will just
knock the horns off the theory advanced if you will give it space.
I had rather you would use my name than not, as I don't approve of this hidden identity business. I shall be pleased when
all concerned in the department will use their name and address.
No harm will come of it and we might get better acquainted.
This is the first report of this kind I have had, although one other
brother reported damage to his lamphouse and carbon arms. Of all the
hundreds who have tried the salt brine stunt, you two are the only ones
who have reported any kind of damage, and no one else has reported an
experience similar to yours; therefore a question immediately arises as to
the why and wherefore. Has anyone else had a similar trouble? If so
let them stand forth and be heard. I thoroughly and heartily agree with
you that it would be much better if I could publish the names of the
various correspondents. There arc, of course, times when a brother is
perfectly justified in asking that his name be suppress*ed. Those requests
very frequently come from managers who don't wish to let rival houses
know of a trouble they are having, and for this I can not blame them.
But it does seem as though the "please suppress my name" proposition is
carried to unnecessary lengths. As to what the "Alan About Town" said
you will find it answered in another part of the department this week. I
shall be glad to have the argument you mention and look it over. If it
appears good, I will certainly give it space.

Towanda

Answered.

Texas writes:
I notice in the department Towanda has trouble which corresponds with one I had several years ago, and for which I discovered the remedy. His carbon clamp screws burn off, and I will
side with you that he is using more than the forty amperes
he claims to be using. I took the contact screws out and with a
smooth file (I call it a smooth file because that is what such files
are called by metal pattern makers, which was my former trade),
but to be more explicit, it is a very fine file. With this tool I
smoothed the sharp edge off the contact screw threads, and then
with a small three corner file, also fine, I ran it around in the
thread itself to take the burr off. I then covered the screws with
graphite and put them back in, and my, how much nicer they do
work. I did this every once in a while, and instead of burning off
they lasted for a long time. I cleaned the points of the screw
every day with a file. Let Towanda follow this plan and I
think he will have no more trouble. Now this little stunt not only
applies to Edison lamps but to all others as well, and it is better to
do it when you put screws in new. I am sorry to hear you would
not answer that wall shutter stunt of yours. I was going to ask
you for it myself as I will have my operating room in our new
theater all finished long before the new "Bible" is ready and
would like to fix things your way. But if there is no difference
in the drop shutter itself, but only in the fastening of them up,
then I guess I can wait for the book. I have a drop shutter
designed by myself which is there with the goods, and when they
are cut loose, believe me they come down. Now if I can fasten
them so as to cut away as per your instructions afterward — all
well and good. I don't blame you for not putting it all in the
department. But I sure want one of those new books. I would
not take a five dollar bill for my copy of the first edition, now that
they are all gone.
Many thanks for your answer to Towanda, Texas. What you did simply
amounts to thoroughly cleaning the screw so that it made better electrical
contact with the lamp arm. Also you greased it with graphite, as I have
time and again advised, so that it works easily at all times, and will clamp
the wire down perfectly tight. As to the shutter proposition, the whole
thing consists of the method of fastening the shutters up, but in order to
give the shutter matter any value, you must also have a vent flue of
ample size to the open air. I would not care to publish so important a
part of the handbook in the department when the book is so nearly ready
for the press. In fact it is all in type and the galley proofs have been
read. That would not be fair either to myself or to the publishers. I
think no one can complain in this respect, as I published the machine
instructions in the department in full, though they are an important part
of the new book. What I meant was that I would send these instructions
by mail to any one wanting them, but the response was so prompt and so
exceedingly large that I was obliged to rcnig on that proposition. Any
one who is in a hurry for these shutter instructions may have the same
by remitting one dollar, but it will all be in the new book and I would
rather you wait for it. You asked me to suppress not only your name but
the name of the town as well. Now old man what in thunder is there
in this letter which would call for the suppression not only of your name
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but of the name of the town also? Your name has been published in the
department before and I believe you lived through it all right. Why so
bashful all of a sudden?

Isolated Plant.
Mr. D. M. Sachter, Mgr., Utopian Theatorium, Sheffield, Pa., contribute*
the following data concerning his electric light plant:
In responding to the call for information in regards to isolated
plants, I first wish to say that as a manager I am as much inter'1 in projection as any live-wire operator, and can do a creditable job when our operator needs relief. Now as to the isolated
plant: The principal objections to isolated plants are the complicated devices which necessitate the services of an engineer. This
makes it almost prohibitive to install such a plant, no matter how
much more desirable the isolated may be. We installed an eighteen
h.p. gas engine, and a io}4 k.w. generator; not of choice but of
necessity, since there was no light company then furnishing power.
To-day the local light company is furnishing 25 cycle current and
you can be sure that we are glad we own our own plant, both
from an economic as well as better service point of view. Our
plant averages about four hours use daily, except Sundays, running
four fans, about sixty lights and the arc, and we have loads of
power for more. Enclosed gas bill will show that we have used,
during the current month, 24,000 cubic feet of gas at twenty-eight
cents per thousand, costing us about six cents per hour, and that
could be considerably reduced by putting on a spark plug instead
of a hot tube, and the cutting out of the gas light which is
constantly used in the auditorium for emergency lights. Our
engine oil bill is $1.25 for every four months. Our outfit requires
no attention. Once started she is on the go until we are ready
to shut down. Our light is steady and we can assure you that
the screen shows the results. I have asked the manufacturers of
our outfit to submit some data of their different sizes and makes
to the Projection Department, and have interested them sufficiently
to cause them to use the advertising columns of the Moving
Picture World. This has been probably a long letter, but if you
need any further information about our outfit I will gladly furnish
same.
Many thanks for your appreciation of our work, neighbor Sachter. You
say the principal objection to isolated plants is the complicated devices
which necessitate the services of an engineer. We should like to have a
statement of just exactly what your comment refers to. If some of the
manufacturers are putting out the complicated devices which require the
service of an expert to run them, then we would all like to be informed
of that fact, because such devices are not practical from the theater point
of view. The data you supply is very complete. It seems almost impossible that you could generate current for your entire theater at six cents
per hour. Hut this is due to the fact that you are only paying thirty
cents per 1,000 cubic feet of gas. In Brooklyn, it would cost you three and a
third times that sum for gas, and in New York City, proper, it would cost
you two and two-thirds times that amount, but even then the cost of
operation would be quite reasonable. We shall be glad to receive data from
the manufacturers in question, but up to date it has not been supplied.
Why did you not tell us what kind of an outfit yours is?

Los Angeles Conditions.
Los Angeles contributes the following remarks concerning the situation
in that city:
I just received my last World
and after reading the article
entitled "Los Angeles" in the Projection Department will say that
whoever
the responsible parties are they certainly set forth the
truth as regards Los Angeles operators, and the conditions in the
city electrician's office, so far as they pertain to examination and
licensing of operators.
I believe these parties, whoever they are,
deserve great credit for finally waking up and letting you know
of the disgraceful state of affairs as pertains to the examination
of operators here.
For this condition, however, no one is to blame
but the Los Angeles
operators themselves.
It is entirely their
fault that such a disgraceful farce has been allowed to exist for so
long a time, the practical result being to reduce their own salaries,
and to fill the city up with incompetents.
There are altogether too
many operators in this city who were doormen
or janitors, and
after spending a few hours in the operating
room went to the
city hall to "see" somebody, slip in their five dollars and get a
license,
after which
they working
promptlytwelve
secured
a position
at ten dollars
a week,
hours
a day. asIf"operator"
the good
men were to quit, or go on a strike, you can imagine how effective
it would be if, out of the five hundred licensed operators, probably
fifty per cent, will work ten and twelve hours a day, seven days
a week, for ten dollars.
You therefore see that the really good
men are afraid to make a kick for fear of losing their jobs or
getting their salaries cut.
The union scale is twenty-one dollars
per week, with thirty-seven and a half cents per hour for relief,
but I only know personally of three men getting the scale, and
as for the thirty-seven and a half cents an hour for relief — why
it is a joke.
My opinion is that the Los Angeles
Union
could
frame up a good strong complaint as regards the slipshod methods
of examining operators, the same to be presented to the city council
or mayor with a petition asking relief, even if they have to pay
for a machine and equipment and make the city a present of it.
It seems to me it would be a good investment, provided Mr. City
Electrician
Monahan
can be compelled
to, or will of his own
volition, arrange
for a really effective, legitimate examination,
granting license only to really competent
operators.
We
would
then have good positions, good hours, good pay and a decent city
for operators to work in.
I myself would cheerfully donate five
dollars to the city for the purchase of a machine, and will send the
money promptly at any time there is enough subscribed to get an
outfit; or if Local Union
150 wants the five dollars as a starter,
should they write to Mr. Jack Davis, care of the Projection Department, I will at once send the money
to Local 150.
Jack
Davis is not mv name, but I don't care to be known
in the
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matter. The license certificate now has a space printed for the
I operator's
would not signature.
by any manner of means approve of Los Angeles operators
presenting a machine to the city. It is a sufficient outrage to be held up
five dollars for an examination. I have no criticism to make on a city
exacting an examination fee sufficient to cover the actual expenses of examination, but anything beyond that is simply taking something for nothing. The city has the undoubted right to determine the competency of
moving picture operators, but it has no right to tax any man for the
privelege of earning his daily bread by following his chosen calling. Chicago at one time charged, if I recollect rightly, ten dollars for a license.
Chicago might as well have sent its chief of police out with a gun to hold
up every operator in the city for a ten dollar bill. It was nothing more
or less than highway robbery under another name. If the conditions in
Lee Angeles are as set forth, they most emphatically do not reflect credit
on the theater managers of that beautiful city. Certainly no man of intelligence can expect to put on a creditable show with a ten dollar a week
operator. It is indeed a strange thing that any man will invest money
in a theater, the income of which depends wholly upon from what comes
from the operating room, and then put a ten dollar a week man, or even
a fifteen dollar a week man in charge of projection. The intimation in the
letters is that this man "Monahan" is pursuing very questionable methods
in the examination of operators — in fact is willing to pass anybody who
has the 'necessary five dollars. Surely Los Angeles cannot officially countenance any such little cheap skin game as this. Such a proposition would
be about as respectable as our old friend, the "Shell Game" or as the
"Three Card Monte," except that with those games only the victim gets
bitten; whereas the licensing of incompetents injures everybody, the patrons
in I.os Angeles theater included. "Jack Davis" sends his real name. He
is not a new man in Los Angeles and he undoubtedly knows the conditions
in that city.

More Light Trouble.

Princeton, III., writes:
Have
1 to volts, 60 cycle current here.
Project a 13 foot
picture at
94 feet, on gold fibre screen.
Have
two machines
hitched to one compensarc
(Ft. Wayne).
N'ow on my old exhibition model one pin Edison machine, I use a Gundlach half size
moving
picture lens, but on the Motiograph
I use the lens
furnished with the machine
and stamped
Enterprise
Optical Co.
Both lenses are marked 6'/i e. f., yet I cannot interchange them,
as they will not focus; for obvious reasons I cannot change the
position of the machines.
There is no comparison of results.
The
Edison with the Gundlach
lens gives a much better picture, but
I cannot make myself believe it all lies in the lens.
I use only 7}^
and one oj4 condenser with the 9% in front.
There is very little,
if any ghost.
I cannot imagine
why my Motiograph
machine
gives such a dark picture, and the other such a bright one.
The
condensers and lenses are cleaned daily and lugs changed often;
connections O. K.
It is up to you; as it has gotten my goat.
Both machines
have inside shutters.
I don't tuiite understand what you mean by not being able to "exchange
j, as they will not focus," and that it is obviously impossible to change
the position of the machines.
Why. should you wish to do either one of
these things? Like yourself, I don't know why the condition you describe
esent, since the Motiograph inside shutter cuts a somewhat less percentage of light than does the Edison Exhibition Model shutter.
You can
readily test this matter by removing both lenses and the front plate of the
craph machine.
Open the machine
gate and, without any film in,
hold first one lens and then the other in position with your hand, so that
the light is foctfsed sharply on the screen.
You can thus determine whether
the half size lens is or is not giving you more light than the Motiograph
quarter size. If you find there really is a perceptible difference, I would
surely like to be informed of that fact, but I think you will not.
It is
possible that the asbestos leads to your Motiograph
machine
are old, or
are No. 8, the Edison leads being No. 6, or in better condition.
This would
account for a considerable cutting down of the light.
It is also possible
that the carbons of your Motiograph lamp are not making good electrical
contact with the metal, both lenses being 6'/2, clean and in good condition.
I see no other reason for such a condition, except possibly differences in
the quality of condensers.
You might have perfectly clear white condenser
lenses on the Edison, and a badly discolored lens (green, amber or purple)
in the Motiograph, which would account for a considerable difference in
light effect. I assume that the Motiograph has the regulation Motiograph
inside shutter.
A wider shutter would cut more light.

CINES

AND

ECLIPSE

PHOTOPLAYS.

George Kleine's schedule of releases this week makes a program of interesting and pleasing variety. Two absorbing dramas
of widely divergent theme and character and both splendidly
staged and grippingly portrayed.
The first, "A Roman's Conversion," by the Eclipse Company,
as the title suggests, is laid in the period of the early days of
Christianity and depicts with vividness and realism the sufferings of the early martyrs and their oppression by the luxurious
pleasure-loving and mythological god-worshipping Romans.
The second, "Trailing the Counterfeiters," by the Cines Company, isin the nature of a melodrama and is replete with exciting scenes and thrilling situations with Anthony Novelli and
Miss Cattaneo in the leading roles, supported by a specially selected company of Cines players.
.A comedy is also on the list and in the Cines farce, "The
\>onder Powders," the Cines funny man, George Gambard.
Mr Stout, unfortunate papa of Leah, the lazy girl, portrays as
in
highly laughable fashion the hard luck which befalls a loving
father,
aziness. who vainly attempts to cure his willful daughter of
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An industrial subject by Cines and two sccnics round out a
very complete and admirable program to select from. 'Artistic
Glass esses
Work"
us clearly
andinto
verythe
entertainingly
the procinvolvedshows
in blowing
glass
various delicate
and
beautiful vases and objects of art with which we delight to
ornament our homes.
Magnificent panoramic views of Palermo, Sicily, its bay and
surroundings as seen from the top of Mount Pcllegrino, are
shown in the Cines travel subject, "A Glimpse of Sicily."
Eclipse also shows on the same reel with "A Roman's Conversion," a picturesque and delightful series of views, typical of
English rural life and of what may be seen on a jaunt through
the romantic and historic "Derbyshire Dales" of England.
DO YOU

The

KNOW

THESE

MEN?

. . .

Silver- Voiced
Tenor

™ED

WALLACE and DOUGLAS arthur
flDonarcbs of TRefineo Comeop
Address:

NEW

YORK

CLIPPER.

Theantedates
above cuttheis motion
a reproduction
of a "professional
card"of
that
picture business
by a couple
years. It was still the Edison Kinetoscope, the nickel-in-theslot machine, when the promising young team of Wallace and
Douglas was formed up. Wallace thought he could sing and
Douglas knew he could do as good cartoon work as some of
the others who later on got into the motion picture game and
went clear to the top. It looked like an easy proposition.
Wallace would chant the dulcet lay while Douglas would
make quick charcoal sketches and at the end of the week a
sizable piece of coin would result. At that time the best
houses were paying as high as "$75 double" and that meant
$37-50 apiece less the agent's commission and railroad expenses. Then the team split. Douglas got a chance to manage one of the new touring moving picture shows, The
Eidoloscope, and Wallace decided to turn to musical comedy.
He found those who were willing to aid and abet him, and
in due course he got his name in large letters on the show
bills and established a name for himself as a comedian.
Now they are at opposite ends of the continent and they
are both in pictures. Douglas is doing comedy direction for
Lubin and Wallace is directing comedies for the Keystone.
But
know cognomens.
them rightly On
you the
mustleft,
addFred
theirWallace
"real"
namesin order
to theirto stage
Mace, of Keystone and Los Angeles. On the right Arthur
Douglas Hotaling, of Lubin's and Philadelphia. "Both members of this club."
SPANUTH
SECURES
JAPANESE
PICTURES.
H. A. Spanuth, of the General Film Publicity and Sales Company, has secured the American agency for the Mikado and
Y-0 pictures made by the famous Japanese Film Company.
These pictures are made in Japan with Japanese actors playing
the parts in plays written by Japanese photoplaywrights. The
first picture to be shown will, in all probability, be the picturesque
ceremonial funeral of the late Mikado.
Mr. Spanuth has also secured for his company the American
agency for Aquilla, Welt, Empire and B. & C. pictures. Release dates for these pictures will be announced later.
CORBETT DOUBLES UP.
Bernard M. Corbett, traveling salesman for the Edison machine, announces that he has become tired of a bachelor's life
of single blessedness and will take unto himself a wife. October
30 is the date set for the wedding and Barney is correspondingly happy. The young woman who has condescended to accept Mr. Corbett for better or worse is Miss Violet Chapman,
of Rowley, Mass., who has been connected with the General
Film Company since the Boston Branch was installed. She is
well known and highly respected by everyone connected with
the picture trade in New England.
The Moving Picture World extends congratulations to Mr.
Corbett upon his wise decision and joins his many friends in
hoping that nothing may happen to thwart his plans between
now and October 30.
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CHILDREN Society agents were spending money again on
picture shows in Brooklyn the past week and arrests
were made at three different places on charges of admitting children ranging from eleven to fourteen years of age.
The owners of two places paid a line of $50 each and a young
woman who sold tickets at the third place was fined $25. In the
same court the proprietor of a bowling alley was fined $10 for
allowing small boys to play in his place. From this it would
seem the court considered the picture exhibitors guilty of the
graver offense and gave them the worst end of the penalizing.
It is gratifying to know, however, that the sentiments against
the pictures which formerly aroused so many justifiable protests on the part of those engaged in the picture business are
rapidly diminishing and also that arrests of proprietors and
employes of the houses are less frequent. For the interest of
the business in general the exhibitors should abide strictly with
all regulations made by the authorities. It must be conceded that
in some cases the theater managers become unconscious offenders by reason of connivance of adults on the outside, but it
is also true that, for the sake of getting a few stray dimes or
half dimes, some exhibitors will take a chance. They get away
with it quite frequently, too, but not often enough to counterbalance afine of twenty-five or fifty dollars.

* * *

An exhibitor who was penalized recently complained bitterly of
what he thought was a great injustice, because when he admitted the children involved in his case they were accompanied
by guardians who subsequently left the children in the theater,
lie declared that his questions to the accompanying adults as
to guardianship were answered in the affirmative and he had upheld the law. Under such circumstances it does seem a hardship, but responsibility does not end when the children enter
the place. Vigilance is required on the inside as well. I have
heard many exhibitors say it is impossible to keep track of the
children after they get inside. Nevertheless, it appears that in
the majority of cases the officers making arrests pick up the unaccompanied children in the theaters. It is the duty of the
ushers and other inside employes to watch for such cases and
if they fail the proprietors must take the consequences when
society agents walk in and find
* * violations.
*
The appeal to exhibitors to try and make arrests a thing of
the past is not a new one, nor is it as necessary as it has been,
but it should nevertheless receive strict attention in order that
ammunition for argument may be taken from the inveterate
enemies of the picture business who are ever on the alert for
material to renew their harangues about the pictures being a
menace to the morality of children. Most of these people have
never been in a picture theater and are so narrow minded that
they cannot be induced to enter one. They are immovable in
their views and will neither admit nor concede anything. Every
period of a few months they go over the public records and
prepare a list of statistics showing the number of arrests made
and use them to bolster their arguments in newspaper articles
and addresses before their respective organizations. If they
were just and honest in these operations complaint could not be
made. They are not. They ingeniously take some isolated case
in which a grave charge has been made and present their arguments in such a manner as to convey to the public mind an impression that children arc unsafe in picture shows. The arguments being general they naturally and most unjustly reflect on
the motion picture business as
* a* whole.
*
So. Mr. Exhibitor, steer clear of arrests, no matter how trivial
the character of the complaint, and do not make your fellow exhibitors innocent victims of these adroit falsifiers.

* »

*

In a small town not many miles from this city, one day last
week, a church worker
1 a member of his congregation
and. in effect, took her to task for having taken her children to a
picture theater the night before. He intimated that the parent
could do better by inculcating upon the minds of the children
the thought of how much better it would be to give the nickel
or dime to church work than wasting it on worldly entertainment. The woman had some decided opinions on the matter and
it was agreed by those who heard the argument that she more
than held her own. The writer was one of the listeners. Her
argument, briefly, was that, her husband being a railroader, she
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was left alone at nights with the children. Her domestic duties
kept her busy during the day, but at night there were hours of
lonesomeness and she selected the pictures to relieve herself and
her children of the monotony. "You get our regular contributions," she said to the church man," so the shows do not deprive
you of them, and you have no complaint on that score. I find
the entertainments clean and wholesome, and I cannot be rightfully censured for taking my children there. Now, why do you
chide me? I sincerely hope you do not wish I should give all
my spare money to your work, even to depriving the children
and myself of the pleasure I get from the innocent pastime for
an insignificant outlay. I cannot frequently visit friends, nor
can they always visit me. Our town is small and affords but few
attractions to help take away the awful sting in the realization
of being alone. I admire you and your work; but at the same
time I must say that the moving pictures have brought both
pleasure and instruction to me and mine, so you will please
consider the question decided between us, for the present at

* * *
It has often been said that even in places where motion picture
shows are numerous there were many people who had never
seen an exhibition of the pictures. The assertion was more
"
least.well
than
founded up to a few years ago, since which time thousands of the better class of people have become enthusiastic converts to the popular entertainment. This conversion has become
so pronounced one is disposed to doubt that the assertion still
holds good, but it does, nevertheless. A striking confirmation
was found the other day. A salesman in a large house in this
city was selling goods to a man whom he knew was engaged in
the moving picture business, and to the astonishment of the latter
the salesman asked. "What are these moving pictures, anyway?"
The customer answered the question. "Well," said the salesman,
"would you believe it? I have never seen an exhibition. I have
never seen one picture, although I have lived here since they
first ing
came
out. Why
not? always
I'll tellhad
you.
never that
bothered
about them
and have
the Inotion
they readwere
simply the old style of stationary' picture looked at through magnifying glasses fixed in a cabinet, only on a very large scale. I
must take a look at them and
* *be *in the swim."
So, Mr. Pictureman, you were mistaken when you thought that
only those who will not go to see your exhibitions had been enrolled as enthusiastic patrons. There are thousands outside the
box office awaiting education, as it were. They have never become interested. False ideas as to what the pictures are have
made them indifferent. Some still think that picture shows are
only for children and the only reason adults attend them is to
escort the little one. An old man was heard saying the other
day that he wouldn't'see anything new in them because he saw
the same thing years ago. "Yes." he said, "I know what they
are. Pictures on a canvas — moving pictures. Yes, I know.
Why, bless your soul, they're as old as the hills. They used to
have the great Chicago fire like that. We used to call it a panorama." Get away, Mr. Exhibitor, there are many outside the
fence. Advertise and gather in the dimes that await information
and a coaxing.
HOMESTEAD
MILLS IN ECLAIR PICTURE.
The two reel feature habit can well be said to have arrived!
For the Eclair Company announce another for October 17th en|
titled "Caprices of Fortune." This is another fruit of Mr.
Arnaud's extended trip with the Eclair stock, company and contains many scenes from various parts of the East. The sted
mills of Homestead play an important part in the development
of the story'- Variety of locale is abundant for the story moves
throughout the entire United States and into Mexico with
suggestion of Honduras by way of a prize winning lotte:
ticket.
More will be told in later issue.
AMERICAN

FILM

COMPANY
INSTALLS
SYSTEM.

LIGHTING

The laboratories and studios of the American Film Company
are being equipped with what is known as the best light equipment extant. The studio has a series of lights furnishing an
aggregate of one hundred thousand candle power. This is particularly designed to enable them to produce special lighting
effects, which will be noticed in some of the forthcoming releases. They employ a large motor generator to convert the
alternating current into a direct current and the feed terminals
outside of the building together with the accoutrements inside
the premises give the appearance of quite a power plant The
laboratories are equipped with lighting system for general requirements, of course, but in addition the printing room is
furnished with a series of storage batteries furnishing a steady
and unwavering light that is largely accountable for the even
lighting so noticeable in their work. These storage batteries
are automatically recharged so that no time is lost nor the
regular process of work interfered with.
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"The Bridal
Room" (Imp).
By G. F. Blaisdell.
IN this strong drama King Baggot has great opportunity.
He accepts it. Violet Horner lends efficient support.
There are demands aplenty for emotional acting on
the part of both these leaders of the Imp forces. The manner in which they acquit themselves will gratify the many
friends they now possess and will create for them new ones,
A half-dozen characters compose the cast of "The Bridal
Room." There is in this limited number a distinct advantage
in so far that it tends to the avoidance of confusion and fastens the interest of the spectator on a small group.
As the writer saw tins picture thrown on the Bcreen the
thought occurred to him how easily the film could have
been extended to a double reel. Speaking of this later to
William Robert Daly, the producer, he was informed that
650 feet of good stuff had been cut out of the picture to keep
it within the orthodox length. Mr. Daly has a role in this
drama — a short one — that of a teamster, but nevertheless
he
the action
realism
to
the lends
piece.''ginger''
James to
Kirkwood
has and
the contributes
unpopular role
of the
successful rival who becomes the dissolute husband. The
mother of Tom Walsh, the character taken by Mr. Baggot,
is Mrs. Ellen Walker. The work of the entire cast is uniformly excellent.
Tom Walsh is in love with Violet, a girl employed in an
office. As the story opens Tom meets her and escorts her
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empl
lli< wife is bending Over
blooi
ith is gone.
Violet understand* the lignific
of the empty bottle and r jcs to the shelf, takes her few pen
in. - and put! them in her waist. The husband in a ra^c goes
As the fortunes of James have declined those
have increased.
He is a prosperous
quarryman.
He still
lues in the old I.
Walking throlarry, he
detects a teamster abusing a horse. He reprimand! the man,
and an argument ensues. The employe is discharged. The
teamster draws a knife and assails Tom, who grapples with
him and takes away the knife.
Violet, standing in the doorway of a tumbledown tenement,
sees the teamster enter.
The wrath plainly indicated in his
ea her to follow him. She sees the di
ploye borrow from her husband a pistol and overhears him
threatening the life of Tom.
As the teamster goes out
let slip-, out after him.
She goes straight t" the old home1. Weakened by privation, she cannot move fast, i
eral times she nearly falls, but struggles on. As she ncars
the Rate she sees Tom just about to enter. A Hash shows
the
in theto bushes
back fall.
of Tom's
home.herTom
hearsteamster
a shot hiding
and turns
see Violet
He picks
up
and carries her into the house. As he lays her down he
recognizes her in spite of the Kreat change. He is horrified
and shocked at the transformation and bv the surrounding
circumstances. He sends for a doctor and leans over Violet
and pats her hands.
Slowly Tom rises to his feet and goes to the door of the
bridal room. He reaches up and takes down the key and unlocks the door. Violet has returned at last. Tom goes to
the window and throws ba<-k the shutters. He takes the
great framed photograph of Violet from the wall and props
it against the footboard of the bed. He shakes irom the
shams and spread the accumulated dust of five years. Tenderly he lifts Violet and brings her into the bridal room and
places her on the bed. The death pallor is on Violet's face.
Tom stands by the side of the bed and gazes in dumb, mystified fashion at the woman who had so cruelly jilted him.
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Scene from "The Bridal Room" (Imp).
to her home. At the gate he puts a ring on the engagement
finger, and seals the compact with a kiss. Tom goes home
and, with his mother, takes up the work the two have oeen
secretly pursuing — the preparation of two rooms against
the day when the bride shall be brought to her new home.
The living room is ornamented with statuary, with pictures,
and with new furniture. The bridal room adjoining also is
decorated. One of the chief features is a large portrait of
Tom's fiancee, conspicuously placed. A friend calls on Tom
and notes the changes in the household arrangements. Tom
produces a bottle of wine, the friend is informed of the impending event, and the three drink to the happiness of the
couple.
Tom, unknown, has a rival. The rival is better situated
in a worldly way. Violet is impressed and perhaps dazzled
by the possibilities of luxury in a union with James. Following an automobile ride she writes a note to Tom. James
has won.
A messenger brings Tom a letter. He recognizes the writing of Violet and nervously opens the envelope. In horror he
hands the note to his mother, who with the visiting friend,
makes feeble efforts at consolation. As the latter depaits
the grief of Tom turns to rage. He seizes a chair and swings
it on the statuary. He smashes the centre table and chairs.
He takes from the wall the photograph of Violet and is about
to break it when his mother is at last able to stop him. He
is bent on destroying the furniture in the bridal room, but
finally relents. Instead he takes the photograph and hangs
it on the wall of the chamber no longer the bride's. Then he
declares he will not open the room until Violet returns to
him. He falls on the bed and sobs. Relieved, he goes to
the window and closes the shutters. He locks the window
and then the room, and places the key over the door.
Five years elapse. James has not prospered. He has gone
down hill fast — and now is at the foot. We see him as he

Scene from "The Bridal Room"

(Imp).

He is all pity for tlu- unforof anger.
no feeling
He betrays
tunate woman
who chose
so unwisely. Violet shows signs
of consciousness. Tom kneels by the bed and takes her head
in his arms. He talks to her. She recognizes him and for a
moment faintly responds. The mother is standing by, weeping. Violet passes away.
The murderer is arrested.
GEORGE NICHOLLS LEAVES GEM CO.
Producer George Xicholls has tendered his resignation to
the Gem Moving Picture Company, of New York. Mr.
Xicholls has been connected with the motion picture business for the past five years. He began with the original
Biograph stock company as an actor. Two years ago he
went to the Thanhouser Co., as producer, where he continued
until the spring of this year, when he was engaged by the
Gem Company. Mr. Xicholl's specialty is military pictures
on a large scale. For the Thanhouser Company he produced
a number of two and three-reel pictures, including "She."
"David Copperfield." "Xicholas Xickelby." "East Lynne,"
etc. "Under Two Flags," recently done by the Gem Company, was also produced by him. At the present time there
are several large picture-making firms flirting with George
for his services.
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"WHEN
UNCLE SAM
WAS
YOUNG"
(Universal Bison).
Tin- Universal Film Manufacturing Company will release
■ •II i »r i< >l»«.r 5, a two reel Bison that will rank with it- immediate predecessor — "At < >1<1 Fort Dearborn"— in the series
of historical pictures being produced l>y Frank E. Montgomery. There is one scene alone thai for dramatic quality,
vividness and tor realism will easily carry the picture.
The film, however, has many good scenes, some of them big
ones. The really great picture is the representation of the
Boston tea party, the incident prior to the Revolution thai
so inflamed the partisans of George III, and so roused the
spirit of rebellion in the Colonists. One of the notable feature- of this scene is the employment of Indians for the
looting of the ship. As a matter of historical fact, the destruction of the tea was accomplished by Colonists disguised
a- Mohawk
Indian-.
We have seen on the screen only too

"MAX FIGHTS A DUEL" (C. G. P. C).
\\ lien the name Max appears on the screen the audience
a sigh of delight, expecting something good. They
will not be disappointed in "Max Fights a Duel," the C. G.
P, C release of October 15th, for the celebrated comedian is
at his best in a story of this kind. Calling upon his bride-tobe one day, Max is staggered by her demand that he prove
In- bravery by lighting a duel. Max starts, rather fearfully,
on a quest for an opponent Of course, he wants one whom
he can defeat, a- it would not do for him to meet an adversary more accomplished with the foils.
His adventures are
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Scene from "Max

Scene

from

"When

Uncle Bison).
Sam
Was

Young"

(Universal-

many times the use of white men thinly disguised as original
Americans. It is a peculiarly appropriate turning of the
tanks that here the genuine son of the forest should be employed to represent the disguised white men who on that
mber night of i77.? -tatted a tempest, but certainly not
in a small teapot.
A threat -hip. one of the fast fading type of full-riggers, is
employed, and the representation of the raid is made from
three angles. One is from the wharf, where the assault begins with the Indians climbing aboard. Another i- on the
deck of tin- ureat vessel, showing the confusion and turmoil
a- the invader- wrought destruction on the cargo. The third
and notable i- of the broadside of the ship, showing the
boxes coming over the side and the crew diving to the wa
of the harbor from the high freeboard.
Another picture thai is a- unique a- it is effective i- where
Virginia Chester, a- Constance
Delemere, watches through
a telescope ili< Battle of Bunker Hill.
The field of the glass
covers
but a -mall part of the battleground,
but the illu1- well carried out.
Mona Darkfeather has much to do in the role of Osano,
the wife of a British spy. The little Indian woman brings to
the portrayal of her part the high intelligence she displays in
all o! her work. She ha- a keen dramatic instinct Undoubtedly the knowledge thai she really i- what sue portrays — the
Indian— greatly
heightens
interest
in watching her.
There are many line -cene- and incidents in the two
reels and some excellent outdoor photography. One of the
historical events that perhaps will make strong appeal to
an audience is the presentation of Betsy Ross making the
first American flag. Another is the announcement that the
Declaration of Independence has been signed.
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(C. G. P. C.)

side-splitting for the persons he meets whom he has reason
to believe he can defeat refuses to be insulted. Finally he
secures a match and his intended bride and her family are
on the ground to p-witness the encounter. Max ea-ily vanquishes his opponent to the delight of the witnesses and receives akiss from his fiancee. His popularity is short lived,
however, for the defeated contestant insists that Max keep
to his contract and pay him the regular rate for a fencing
master's lesson.
On the same reel. "The Valley of C'hevreuse and the Vaux
de Cerney." A tastefully colored travel film showing the
charming scenes in one of the environs of Paris.
MORE
LIGHT ON NEW
YORK-UNIVERSAL
FIGHT.
Considerable publicity has been turned loose on the exhibitor on the strength of the decision by Justice Delany.
dismissing a petition for an injunction presented by the
New York Motion Picture Company asking that the Universal Film Manufacturing Company be restrained from obstructing the business of the petitioner. Concerning tin
the Xcw York Motion Picture Company mak<
icplanation :
"An injunction has been in force against the Universal
Company for upward- of six weeks, and the decision of the
curt was to the effect that it did not feel reasonably certain that the New York Motion Picture Company had asked
for the proper relief in that action, and could not continue
the injunction BEFORE THE FINAL HEARING. This
decision constitute- the opinion of one judge, and the New
York Motion Picture Company will promptly appeal to the
Appellate Division, where it will seek to have the higher
court reverse the decision of the lower court.
"This action has no direct bearing upon the general merits
o\ the question whether or not the Universal Company can
interfere with the business of the .Yew York Motion Picture
Company, but only whether or not the Xew York Motion
Picture Company can restrain the Universal Company from
commencing any further law suits."
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(Eclair).

\ two-reel feature picture with the above title is for
l>\ the Eclair people on October 17. It is .1 dran
love story of Easl and West, and full of good action. It
.Ic.tU with the adventures of a young Easterner in search
of fortune and love. He finds both, but not as he expected.
Mi Lamar Johnstone plays the lead with his usual imagination and intelligence, and is ably supported by Miss Goodstadt. Her lace 1- new to the writer, but her work in thi-*
picture makes him want to see more of it. The story is
clear and interesting throughout. The sets, photography
and all the mechanical work are of very high order.

Scene from "Caprices of Fortune"

(Eclair).

The first episode open- on a piazza of wealthy people in
the East. Mr-. Stewart plays the mother; Barbara Tennant,
the daughter; Mr. Johnstone, the daughter's lover, and Mi-Goodstadt, the mother's paid companion, secretly in love
with the young man. The characters are quickly moved so
as to state the situation and we watch the man. starting out
to -eek his fortune. He -till hopes to win the girl, but we.
the spectator-, know that he wont. A -cries of tine, interesting -cm,- follow. The first are in Pittsburg, where the
hern applies for work, and is refused. He is soon in the
same status with tramp- and i< bound for the Southwest,
where he becomes a luckless gold-seeker. His experiem
not without it- temptation- and the influences of the girl,
who doesn't love him. i- cleverly suggested by a very wellmade
substitution
instant,
she just
standskissed.
in place"
the
Mexican
dance hall For
girl, anwhom
he had
We ofthen
follow him through the exciting scene- of an Indian raid to
his homecoming. This i- brought about dramatically, directly through the love of the other girl, who has found a
lottery ticket left by the man and has merely written to
notify him of his fortune. The coming together of these
two inghuman
hearts scene.
make the picture's climax and happy endin a beautiful
As artistic picture-, several of the scenes stand out from
the other-, even though all are above the average. Perhaps
the most notable is the Mexican cabaret scene, in which we
nnd several graceful and very ^leasing dances. In this scene,
appear a number of especially engaged dancers, led by Mile.
Lilly Lenore, the famous European premiere.
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This
is "in ••!
famous Western 1

IKK

STUNG"

(Euanay).

thi

ever Indue
popularforrole
oi " Vlkali'
is!
yourself.

'■

This time "Alkali"
lk< 1- dissatisfied
with l
house, an<l, wli.-n the buxom Soffie, .1 two hundn
widow, arrive- in town, buys out Tony's place, and nan
cards announcing
thai it will be opened on th< folio
daj as a first class boarding house, " Ukali
to see it, rushes back and begins to lay plans I
ling
at once.
The following Tuesday morning "Alkali" 1- found

Scene frcm

"Alkali

Ike

Stung"

(Essanay).

hard at work Stuffing everything he possesses into a big
barrel. Clothes, chaps, "Id boots, the flour bin. bottl<
good booze and other things too numerous to mention are
piled int<> the barrel while the dust die- in clouds. Meanwhile, all the other buy- in town, with their belongings OH
their backs, meet before the door of the new boarding house
and clamor for admission. One by one Soffie admit- them,
and. when "Alkali" finally take- leave <<i hi- irate landlady
and arrive- at the new place, he rinds the rooms all gone and
is refused shelter for the night. Mad a- a hornet he hangs
around
and. after -upper.
and the boys in the
parlor singing and having a hilarious time. Determined to
win her with music. "Alkali"
secures
1 i- tl
and
serenades
outside
her window,
but get- a pad
deluged
over him for hi- pain-.
Wet
and ma
back to his old place, but i- met by hi- former
wdio throw- him out bodily and deposits
the water barrel.
Realizing
that the worl
him(
Alkali retreatto the sanctity of the stable and. with his
saddle for a pillow and a prayer in his heart that the 1
won't
tramp
on him. finds re-t at 1.
Bully, isn't it? And the manner in which
it
yed
throughout leaves nothing to be desired in the way of good
old-fashioned laugh-. Margaret Joslin, in her popular role
of the buxoi
funnier
than ever, an
urse
Augustus Carney will make you hold your aching ribs while
the tears of merriment course down your cheek-. Forget not
the relea-e date — Tuesday,
1 8th.
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PICTURES.
In the pasl two years exhibitors and tin- public have been
demand feature films oi exceptional merit — feataughtture-,i"
that would have more than extra length to their credit.
L*o supply tin- demand is the purpose of the Famous Players' Film Co., who, in the short time that they have been in
existence, have established an enviable reputation with their
initial release of "Queen Elizabeth," with Sarah Bernhardt
in the leading role.
This wonderful production, which was reviewed in a previous issue of the Moving Picture World, has met with unprecedented success wherever it has been exhibited. However, one picture i- not sufficient to satisfy the cravings of
the public foi extraordinary films, therefore the Famous
Players' Film Co., of which Mr. Daniel Frohman is the
managing director, has made arrangements to produce in
their spacious modern studio, located on ~ 1 11 Avenue, in the
heart of the theatrical district, some of the largest subjects
ever attempted in motion picture-, with the world's greatest
stars portraying the leading roles. These subjects will be
handled on the state right plan. The people who buy terriElizabeth"
shall have
first tory
callfor the
on Bernhardt
the future "Queen
productions
of this films
company.
"ALKALI IKE" IN CHICAGO.
A lone, diminutive figure, garbed in Western "chaps," a
Western sombrero and general Western air, was standing
on Michigan Avenue. Chicago, gazing with puzzled face at
the enormous skyscrapers towering above him.
"Jumpin' ring-tailed galoots!" muttered the lone figure,
"but this air town has sure changed marvelous since I was
here last. Gosh, look at that shack! Must be mor'n uh mile
high!"
Yes, you've
guessed
the identity
of the
It was
Augustus
Carney,
famous
the world,
overlone
for figure.
his character
of "Alkali Ike" in tlu- popular Western comedies of the Essanay Western Stock Company.
"Alkali" had come back to

PICTURE

WORLD

the screen so long, fought for a chance to wring his hand
and express their admiration. Down under the elevated
structure on Lake Street, "Alkali" stood bewildered by the
aroundof
surge ofbytraffic
and the'
thundering
him.
Three roar
yearsoverhead
in the wilds,
surrounded
the quiet
amazeof
a wave
the rolling plains and rugged hills, caused the
riot of sound
ment, almost fear, to sweep over him at
and noise all about. At State and Madison Streets, "Alkali"
found a staunch friend and admirer in one of Chicago's
"finest," a mounted policeman, who saw that he was well
taken care of. Messenger boys, merchants and people of all
trades knew and welcomed him. Aboard one of the big
sight-seeing autos "Alkali" viewed the growth of the Windy
City, and made new friends all along the route.
"Alkali" was
Picked up
Street, where he
Argyle car
studio on touring
big Essanay's
the by
out atto last
conveyed
is now being featured in a series of comedies that are funny
— we need say no more. 'Nuff sed! "Alkali" in a picture
guarantees its worth in real humor.
THANHOUSER'S
FIRST
CHARLES
READE
STORY.
Edwin Thanhouser and C. J. Hite announce that they
have viewed a satisfactory first print of "Put Yourself in His
Place," istheir
first Charles
Reade'
story, andTuesday,
that the October
subject,
which
in two
reels, will
be released
29th. In the cast are William Garwood as Henry Little,
Marguerite Snow as Grace Garden, William Russell as
as Edith, the squire's sister, and
Darnell
Raby, Jean as
Squire
David Thompson,
the villainous Coventry. The film is
reported to closely follow the story, which mainly dealt with
the efforts of Coventry to cheat Henry Little of Grace Garden's love. Coventry adopts various devious means to
accomplish this, including the intercepting of letters from
Henry to his sweetheart, but Grace, Henry and Dan Cupid
slowly but surely put them to rout. While his plans prove
successful, though he complicates the love affair so effectively that the film is always interesting — and Coventry always well hated.
There are some scenes in the subject that reach the high
tide mark in human interest. There is the storm episode —
and the storm is well taken — wherein Grace and Coventry
are driven to seek refuge in Henry's forge in the woods.
This forge is in a deserted church and is Henry's chiefest
secret — as he is plying his trade in defiance of a union whose
members harassed him. Were they to know his hiding place,
they would demolish it— and Coventry knows this. And as
you watch his features, you know he will tell the workingmen
instinctively
fear for
Henry.
then everything.
the jealous So"
workmen
come.you They
break
down And
the
door and proceed to "rush" the old church. But Henry, single-handed, isequal to the emergency. He flings the red-hot
forge coals at the invaders and holds them off until help
arrives.

"Alkali Ike" Meets an Old Friend in Chicago.
Chicago, after an absence of three years, and his amazement
at the growth of the city was genuine. His experiences began the moment he got aboard the train away out in California, Hardly had he found a comfortable seat to enjoy a
quiet smoke and magazine when a heavy hand fell upon his
shoulder and a deep, jovial voice boomed out: "Well, well,
well! If it isn't 'Alkali Ike!'" A San Francisco business man
and photoplay fan had recognized his favorite comedian.
With the
was him.
a real He"bit."
of them
through
the girls
train "Alkali"
recognized
was Scores
kept busy
with
introductions, and was forced to eat so much sweet stuflf
with them that a doctor vva- necessary. "Alkali" found that
he even could not stretch hi- cramped pedal extremities at
various stops. Invariably he was discovered by some 61m
bug and had to escape back to his compartment to avoid being surrounded and overwhelmed.
Arriving in Chicago be was making bis way through the
crowded entrance of the immense station when an old friend,
accompanied by her daughter, rushed up and gave him a
royal welcome. Admiring throngs followed him up State
Street. Arriving at the Orpheum Theater, one of the biggest photoplay
houses
Chicago,to "Alkali"
a public
reception.
Doffing
hi- in
sombrero
the big held
framed
lithographed poster- or <i M. Anderson, world famous as "Broncho Billy," and bis director in the Essanay Western Com"Alkali"women,
mountedanda children,
stand andwho
addressed
the cheering
crowd. pany,Men.
had watched
him on

But Henry is not always on the defensive, striving hard to
ward
off Coventry's
attacks.
playsand"ingreat
hard strength
luck" just
long enough
to give zest
to theHestory
to
the
"twist"
that
comes
in
it
later.
After
aforesaid
twist,
happy.
Henry and Grace win handily and the audience goes home
O'SULLIVAN

AGAIN

PRODUCING

"BEDELIA."

Director Anthony O'Sullivan has again taken up the "Bedelia" series of comedies, which were very popular among
the Reliance Company's list of regular releases. When Mr.
O'Sullivan was made a director he was obliged to drop "Bedelia" to attend to the regular dramatic productions. He has
now made arrangements to revive the former comedy series,
both directing the production and appearing in them in his
original character of "Bedelia." Tony is one of the best
portrayers of Irish servant girl characters in America. For
years he toured the United States and Great Britain, playing
the name part in the musical comedy, "Mrs. B. O'Shaughnessey." He later scored heavily in "The Doings of Mrs.
Dooley." -The first installment of the new "Bedelia" series
will be a scream entitled "Bedelia and the Newlyweds."
PAPIERS

BUILDING

HANDSOME

THEATER.

The new George Street Theater at George and Patterson
Streets. New Brunswick, X. J., which is being built by
Messrs. Papier Brothers, of Trenton, X. J., is nearing completion. It is said that this house will be the finest exclusive
moving picture theater in the state of New Jersey. Messrs.
Papier Brothers are also the managers and proprietors of
six other moving picture theaters throughout the state of
New Jersey.
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Calendar of Independent Releases.
Releasing Through Film Supply Company
Current Releases.

Releasing Through Universal Company
Current Releases.
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6th, 1912.
REX — The Winnings of Silas Pegs (Comedy)
CRYSTAL— The Girl in the Next Room (Comedy)
CRYSTAL— The Man from the North Pole (Comedy) ..
ECLAI R— A Lock of Hair (Drama)
MONDAY,
OCTOBER 7th, 1912.
1 M 1'— The Wreckers (Drama)
NESTOR— Employer's
Liability (Drama)
CHAMPION— To Err is Human (Drama)
GREAT
NORTHERN— The Black Chancellor
Reels — Drama)

(Three

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8th, 1912.
GEM— Orphans (Drama)
BISON — The Indian Raiders
(Drama)
ECLAIR — All on Account of a Ring (Comedy)
ECLAI R — Surprising Eliza (Comedy)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9th, 1912.
NESTOR— His Only Son (Drama)
POWERS— Good Snuff (Comedy)
UNI VERSAL— Animated Weekly (Topical)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10th, 1912.
IMP— The Bridal Room (Drama)
REX — If Dreams Came True (Drama)
ECLAIR — A Choice by Accident (Comedy-Drama)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER nth, 1912.
POWERS— On the Danger Line (Drama)
NESTOR — Love and a Lemon (Comedy)
VICTOR— Betty's Nightmare (Comedy)
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12th, 1912.
BISON— The Tattoo (Drama)
1 M P — A Bronx Cocktail (Comedy)
IMP— A Bad Tangle (Comedy)
MILANO — The Gypsy Spy (Drama)

Advance Releases.
SUNDAY,
OCTOBER 13th, 1912.
REX — When Twenty Is In Love (Comedy-Drama)
CRYSTAL — Her Dressmaker's Bills (Comedy)
CRYSTAL— McQuirk, the Sleuth (Comedy)
ECLAIR— The White Bonnet (Drama)
MONDAY, OCTOBER 14th, 1912.
IMP — The Old Sweetheart
(Drama)
X ESTOR— I Owe You $10.00 (Comedy)
CHAMPION— The Girl in the Gingham Gown (Drama)
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15th, 1912.
GEM— What the Bell Told (Drama)
BISON — Star Eye's Strategem
(Drama)
ECLAIR— The Hoodoo Letter (Comedy)
ECLAIR — One on Jones (Comedy)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16th, 1912.
NESTOR— Patsv's Mistake
(Comedy)
POWERS— The Golden Rule (Comedy-Drama)
POWERS— Does It Pay? (Comedy)
UNIVERSAL— Animated Weekly
(Topical)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17th, 1912.
I M P — The Fugitives ( Drama)
REX— The Wedding March (Drama)
ECLAIR — Caprices of Fortune (2 reels) (Drama)
FRIDAY,
OCTOBER
18th, 1912.
POWERS— The Sealed Envelope (Drama)
XI STOR— Her Friend, the Doctor (Comedy)
VICTORIA-The
Cross-Roads (Drama)
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19th, 1912.
?w^P^Ear,y
Da>'s in the West (2 reels) (Drama) . . .
IMP— The Postma
n
IMP— Eventful Bargain Dav (Comedy)
!
MILANO— The Blind Man's Dog (Drama)

•

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 6th, 1912.
MAJESTIC— Tin- Little Music Teacher (Comedy)
THANHOUSER— A Six-Cylinder Elopement (Com.-Dr.)..
MONDAY,
OCTOBER
7th, 1912.
AMERICAN— Jack of Diamonds
(Drama)
.1000
COMET— (Title not reported.)
TUESDAY,
OCTOBER 8th, 1912.
MAJESTIC — The Winner and the Spoils (Drama)
GAUMONT— Love's Test ( Drama)
THANHOUSER- -Miss Robinson Crusoi (2 reels) (Dr.)
WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER 9th, 1912.
AMERICAN — A Sister's Devotion 1 Drama 1
1000
GAUMONT — Gaumont's Weekly Xo. 31 (Topical)
RELIANCE — Guy Mannering
(2 reels — Drama)
SOLAX — Canned Harmony
(Comedy)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER
10th, 1912.
AMERICAN — Reformation of Sierra Smith (Drama)
GAUMONT— The Tie Eternal (Drama)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER
nth, 1912.
LUX — Evading Justice ( Drama )
SOLAX — A Fool and His Money (Comedy)
THANHOUSER— (No release this date.)
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12th, 1912.
COMET— (Title not reported.)
GREAT
NORTH ERX— (Title not reported.)
RELIANCE— The Peddler's Find (Drama)
GAUMONT— The Cotton Industry (Industrial)

Advance Releases.
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 13th, 1912.
MAJESTIC— The Simple Life (Com.-DrO
THANHOUSER— Dotty, the Dane
.-Dr.)
MONDAY,
OCTOBER
14th, 1912.
AMERICAN— The Promise
(Dr.)
COMET— (Title not reported.)
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15th, 1912.
MAJESTIC— All for Jim (Dr.)
GAUMONT— Beethoven
(Dr.)
THANHOUSER— When Mercy Tempers Justice (Dr.).
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16th, 1912.
AMERICAN' — The Border
Detective
(Dr.)
GAUMONT — Gaumont's Weekly No. 32 (Topical)
RELIANCE — The Bug and the Count ( Com 1
RELIANCE— On Account of a Handkerchief (Com. -Dr.)
SOLAX— The Gold Brick (Com.)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17th, 1912.
AMERICAN — The New Cowpuncher (Dr.)
GAUMONT— The Legend of Cagliostro (Dr.)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18th, 1912.
LUX— His Nurse (Dr.)
SOLAX— The Maverick
(Dr.)
THANHOUSER— For the Mikado (Dr.)
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19th, 1912.
GREAT NORTHERN— (Title not reportRELIANCE— The Organ Grinder's Ward (Dr.)
GAUMONT— The Panama Canal ( Tonical)

Mutual Film Corporation,
Current Releases.
MONDAY, OCTOBER 7th, 1912.
KEYSTONE— The Beating He Needed (Comedy)
KEY'STONE— Pedro's Dilemma (Comedy I....
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9th, 1912.
BRONCHO— An Indian Legend (Drama)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER nth, 1912.
"101" BISON
(N. Y. M P. Co.)— The Sergeant's
(2 reels — Drama)

Boy

Advance Releases.

MONDAY,
OCTOBER
14th, 1912.
KEYSTONE— Stolen Glory (Comedy)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16th, 1912.
BRONCHO— The Sheriff's Adopted
Child (Drama)...
FRIDAY. OCTOBER 18th, 1912.
"101" BISON (N. Y. M. P. Co.)— The Vengeance of Fate
(2 reels — Drama)

1000
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1000
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business
The Gaiety Theater. Springfield, Mass.. is now
L. Michael .v Company. This
by
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program of pictures.
LawMr. A. A. Kcllmann of the Victoria Theater. where
rence Mass.. is to open an office in Boston,
Blm productions. Mr. Kcllhe will rent feature rights
to several features and
mann owns the state
ha- .lone mi
well with them.
Mr. M. II. Ooodbue opened his Bijou Theater.
Fall River, Mass.. on Lahor Day. and is offering
pictures.
of vaudeville
programs
I he Gorman
Theater, and
Floating
Bridge Park, near
I. Mm. Mass., has a new manager In the person of
Mr. M. Donohue, president of the I.ynn Lodge of
the Theatrical Mechanics'
Association.
Now Pavilion Theater, Portland. Me., had
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comes
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in Worcester.
Mass.
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in Norfolk,
a house

A new theater, to be devoted to vaudeville and
pictures, is promised shortly for Bridgeport. Conn.,
as Mr A B. JellfJt has had plans made for a
A. II Sawyer, well known to the trade through
Mr. the.
new
Mae, -tion with the Klnemacolor Co., has been
visiting
the New
England states,
with
a view
to
introducing his product
in thai section.
Mr. Sawyer
spent quite some
time in Boston,
and declared him-ati-tied With the results of Ids trip.
Messrs.
McCarthy
and
Hayes
intend
to build a
moving picture theater in Greenfield, Mass.. and have
first-class
a
location,
the
as
theater Chapman
is to be Street
erected.
chosen
Manager Harry Kosendorf will reopen the Somersworth
Theater.
Somersworth,
N. II . as soon
as
Some
needed
improvements
are made.

HENRY.

LOUISVILLE.

it. BOTHACKER,
general manage!
w • \iof ii.kson
the Industrial
Moving
Picture
Company
of
Chicago,
was
e.-ntlv. when

turned.

Mr.

painfully
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badly
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rbls Is ■ i s ' ^i"1""""

re-

while

,kle also was twisted. Alfred V. Oldman.
the moving picture manager, also
who
was accompanied
injured. The pair at once made a raid on a
earn- establishment and managed to hot.hle around,
Mr. Hotha.ker. who was
painfully,forhowever.
very
In Louisville
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parade of the American
Federation of Catholic Sole, mad,- bj ilis company, cut ids
-here returning to Chicago to recuperate.
films of the parade of the American
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was
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Orpheum
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"
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an audience
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of exhibitors
anil others directly interested.
Tbe pictures showed
up remarkably
well and have been
pronoun
be far above the average by experts.
So clear are
they that fa,e< In the crowd were rccognlT.ed without
the slightest difficulty. One of the prominent characters portrayed In the two reels is Charlie White-
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aon They
same company.
new Ideal' Theater, operated by tbe some
time ago.
ordered
Wurlitzer inorgan,
\n js.imki
■
,, installed
the
East
Broadway
and Is
needs of audiences at that house
Idling the musical
The

ted Theaters Company has begun
ntral
work on tbe erection ol a new house al I •
Citv Kv The theater will est about $0.<KX> and
have' a Seating capacity of about 400. It will
theater of this
ready for business this month. isThe
progressingto nicely
Ky..
le, shortly,
al Shelbyvll
and also will
I..- opened
according
pi
compam

Consolida
WithTheslice--

"Manager Schrader, of the Central Film Exchange
days with Louisville
spenl a few.
of Indianapolis,
held
for his con
, .
exhibitors recently. He is covering the Southern
\lf V. Oldham of Louisville, has secured from
the Mammoth Cave estate moving picture rights
on the natural wonder, covering the next two years.
will In the near future make arrangeMr Oldham
ments to photograph the cave and show tbe pier
through the country. Tbe lighting arrangeue
but tb importance,
some
present■difficulties
jusv
B, Itof iS believed.

providing for the erection of a two-story
building, with a spacious dance-ball above, are now
being made by a syndicate which holds a long
h-ase mi property at Fourth Street and Broadway,
This proposal replaces one to build a
moving picture
one-story arcade building. inI-ouisville
the project, and Louis
men are much interested
j. Dlttmar of the Majestic Theater, is said to be
anxious to secure a lease on the dance-hall, which
will be used only for select social affairs. The
at Fourth and Broadway is one of the
property
most valuable spots in Louisville, being in the
heart of the city. A new theater, now being
erected in Lexington. Ky.. will be ready for the
public not later than February 1, according to a
recent announcement by C. II lterryman. representative of Janus B. Haggin, the New York millionaire, who is largely interested. The work baa I
been delayed because of difficulties in blasting out
a heavy stratum of rock. Construction will no
pushed rapidly. The theater will be one of the
t In Kentucky, expense being ignored in
handsomes
A feature will be a gallery for neg
its erection.
block.
„
ly. The
theater
will
occupy
an „ entire
MIlwaln'E Bed Moon rheater. at Bardwell, Ky..
has been equipped with a lighting plant, which will
provide exceptionally good illumination for the
ater. Matinees will be feature- of tbe house in the
future. Night performances have been the only
ones rendered In the past.
Anderson, lnd . has followed the lead of Nashville. Teiin.. and Superintendent Pearey, of tbe
pul
- of that
city,
has
announced
that
term one of the innovaschool
omlng
during
tions will be moving pictures for the high school
classes. The lilnis will be used to supplement the
regular course of instruction and are expected to
prove
a valuable
addition
to the usual
methods.
The Air.lonie Theater has been opened at Fulton,
Kv.. by the Temple Brothers. The house has a
capacit] Of 250 persons and will operate
only at night. The usual prices of ten cents for
adults and half that amount for children will be
In fori
The Novelty Theater. Louisville, has hit upon the
lots
live onsmall
of ' giving
novel plan
truly Knoxvillo.
near
Tciin..
daily. away
A chance
the land
is given with each admission ticket, announcement
of the winning numbers being made the day followEach of the lost is worth $50. However.
m.T is forced to pay $7.50 to cover certain
transfer expenses, and this fact has been responsible
ably.
for a little complaint from patrons. The plan, however, has affected attendance at the Novelty favorThe Ideal Theater, Louisville's new $75,000 moving ville,
picture
house,
Gomes
vaude-a
two acts
beingis now
shown using
daily, thewith
a twice
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Calendar of Licensed Releases.
Current Releases.
MONDAY,

OCTOBER

Advance Releases.

7th, 1912.

BIOGRAPH— The Line at Hogan's (Comedy)
BIOGRARH— A Ten-Karat
Hero
(Comedy)
[SON — A Curable Disease (Drama)
KALI M — When
Youth
Meets
Youth
(Drama)
LUBIN — The Last Rose of Summer (Drama)
PATHE— Pathe's Weekly No. 41
SELIG — How the Cause Was Won (Topical)
(Drama)
VITAGRAPH— Nothing to Wear
(Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— As You Like It (Special— Three Reels).
TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

OCTOBER

OCTOBER

KI; 1\HSC
I.EM »\
I he
I on bination
•■; thi
>UI .'.:•■■:-■
:':.■
LUBIN
I he I pi ising 1 Drama I
P \ I II E Monti
Pathe'sCristo
V\
SELIG

1000
1000
3000

VTTAGR Mi
\l'll <.' Ev( rj
SELIG
TUESDAY,

1000
IOoo
250
300
450
1000
1000
IOoo

9th, 1912.

EDISON — Uncle Mun and the Minister (Comedy)
ECLIPSE— Through
Derbyshire
Dales
(Scenic)
ECLIPSE — A Roman's Conversion (Drama)
ESSANAY— The Rebellion of Mandy (Comedy)
KALEM— The Belle of the Beach (Drama)
KALEM — Election Day in California (Comedy)
PATHE — Passing Gypsies (Comedy-Drama)
SELIG — When Edith Played Judge and Jury (Drama).
VITAGRAPH— When
Persistency and Obstinacy Meet
(Drama)
THURSDAY,

1000
1000
1000

8th, 1912.

EDISON— Under False Colors (Drama)
ESSANAY— Alkali Ike Stung
(Comedy)
CINES— A Glimpse of Sicily (Scenic)
CINES — Artistic Glass Work
(Industrial)
CINES — The Wonder
Powders
(Comedy)
C. G. P. C. — Amongst Many Loves (Comedy)
C. G. P. C. — The Trianon, Versailles, France (Scenic)..
LUBIN — The Moonshiner's Daughter
(Drama)
SELIG — A Motorcycle Adventure (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— The Godmother (Comedy)
WEDNESDAY,

MONDAY,
OCTOBER
KM m,:: w\.

1000
300
700
1000

1000
1000

10th, 1912.

BIOGRAPH— The Chief's Blanket (Drama)
ESSANAY— The End of the Feud (Drama)
LUBIN— The Players (Drama)
MELIES — Forgive Us Our Trespasses (Drama)
PATHE— The Horse Thieves
(Drama)
SELIG — Euchred (Drama)

1000
1000
1000
1000

VITAGRAPH— As Fate Would Have It (Drama)....!.'
FRIDAY, OCTOBER nth, 1912.

EDISON— The Charge of the Light Brigade (Drama) .. 1000
ESSANAY — Not on the Circus Program (Drama)
1000
C. G. P. C— His Country Before All (Drama)
KALEM — His Mother's Picture
(Drama)
1000
LUBIN— Mr. Fixit (Comedy)
LUBIN — The German
Singers
(Comedy)
SELIG — An International
Romance
(Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Her
Father's
Hat
(Comedy)
;oo
VITAGRAPH— Mammoth Life Savers (Comedy)
300
SATURDAY,

OCTOBER

12th, 1912.

EDISOX— A Fresh Air Romance (Drama)
ESSANAY— The
Shotgun
Ranchman
(Drama)
CINES — Trailing the Counterfeiters (Drama)
KALEM— The Redskin
Raiders
(Drama)
LUBIN — The Cringer
(Drama)
PATHE— Xaughtv Marietta (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— When California Was Young (Drama).

Posters
All of the
Licensed Releases
One Sheets
Three
Sheets
Six Sheets

1000
1000
1000
1000
IOOO

1000

AMERICA'S POPULAR

Only
15c
35c
70c

All Brand New, as we handle
no
Secoad
Hand
Posters.

[1
OCTOBER

15th,

.912.

EDISON
Glii psi
"i Bermuda
EDISON — The Widow's Second V
ESS WAY
A Mistaken < allin
( I N ESI he A'U enture ..1 tl
1 G. P. I
Max 1
its a Dui
C. G. P. I
rhe Vail
l
• ■ ■■
I iernay 1 Scenic > ...
LUB1 N
I .<11tlein.u1 Joe < Drama 1
' . -The < >pium Smu
VITAGRAPH
Mr-.
Lirnper's
I.
WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER
16th. 1912.
EDISOX — Removing Sunken Vessels
EDIS< )\— Like nights of 1
ECLIPSE — The Missing Locket (Drai
ESSANAY — The Grassville Girls (1
KALEM
Paying the Board Bill
KALEM — Central Park, New Y..rk (Scei
PATHE— The Lass of Glouster (Drama)
SELIG — The Shuttle of Fate (Drama)
VITAGRAPH
An Elephant "n Their Han
THURSDAY. OCTOBER
17th. 1912.
BIOGRAl'II— A Limited
II rRAPH— Like the Cat, Tl
- WW Y — Tlu
LUBINKiel Saunders' Sacrifice (Drai
MELIES- The Judgment
PATHE— The Striped Bathing P \ THE — •Submarine Fauna ( Educational)
SELIG — Where Love Is, God I- Mso (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— Father's Hoi
!
VITAGRAPH — Evening
1'arade and Gun
Pn
Fort Hamilton 1 Military 1 ....
FRIDAY. OCTOBER
18th, 1912.
EDISON— The Foundling 1 Drama
ESSANAY — Ths
Warning
Hand
1 Dr
C. G. P. C. — The
Rubber
Industry in Malaysia
'In
P. 1 . — The ( Convertible Aul
KALEM— The Plot that Railed (Drama
LUBIN— Rube's Mistake 1 1 om< dj
LUBIN
Meeting Mamie's Mothei
IG—— Subterfug
SELH 1- The Geis
VITAGRAPH
\ Mistake in Spelling
SATURDAY.
OCTOBER
19th. 1912.
EDISOX— A SoldierDuty
(Drai
\ NAY
The < Outlaw's
r n
CINES — Among
the Mountains of 1 a)
CINES — An Abbreviated Hob
KALEM — The Rival Engineers (Drama
LUB1
X — The Sportin LUBINRATH E — Misleading Evidenci
VITAGR \R1I — R.nn-n
V

PH0T0PLAYERS

POSTERS
PHOTOGRAPHS
POST-CARDS
25 Licensed Players
One Sheet
Size. 28 x 42
Complete Set of
10 Independent
Players
10
of
the
most
popular
g ^~
Licensed
»-, oo
$4 00 per 1.000
Licensed
players
' ~™
Players
^"
$1.50 Postage Prepaid
Postage Prepaid
100 of eaeh player in a package
Write for free Catalogue
and advertising
matter.
"If It's Anything to Advertise a Picture Theater.
We
Have
It."

EXHIBITORS'

14th. 1912.
u |M , |,.

%X?n%**l™?SZ&

30 Union Square, N. Y.

1000
1000
1000

1000

tooo

..1000
tooo
1000
1000

IOOO

POSTER
FRAMES
7

wordings
Different
designs

and

•beet
Boards
with
space in center for 1 sheets
10 for 11.20 aaaorted
Pottage Prepaid

THE

158
week change. The East Broadway, Crown ami PrM
ton theater*,
which
heretofore have sivni
patrons
straight moving picture*, WtU In the future add
vaudeville.
L. L. Sanders, of t'rnli Orchard, Ky., has leased
the Gem Theater, In Stanford, Ky., and "111 open
the house ibortl]
ted in to* manag
win be v i Bander* and 0, L, Smith. Daily
change* lu picture* "Hi he made, with an admission
price of live and ten cents.
Otto Brown, owner of the Amuiu Theater at
kflddJaebOTO, Ky., has extended his Interests hy
opening a new house lu Corbln,
Ky.
Edgar W. Hule, formerly an advertising man on
the staff of the Nashville, Tenn., Democrat, has
resigned to enter the moving picture business. Mr
Bole will manage the Bonlta Theater, In that city.
The Itoulta Is In the heart of the shopping dlatrlct
and Is one of the most popular In the Tennessee
capital.
The management- of the nippodrome Theater,
Louisville, Is contemplating the addition of a balcony to that house. The extreme height of the
Hippodrome will ullow the propoHed gallery without difficulty. The cost will he about $3,000. It Is
estimated. The Hippodrome now has a seating capacity of 450. nud the gallery, If Installed, will
Increase this by 200.
The Executive Committee of the Kentucky Motion Picture Exhibitors' League will meet at Louisville on October 12-15, according to nn announcement by Vice-President Louis J. Dlttmar. Mr. Dlttmar has all arrangements in band and will provide
extensive entertainment for the executive body.
The meetings will be held at the Seelbacb Hotel.
The Louisville Photoplay Association also will entertain the visitors.
The Kentucky Electric Company of Louisville,
now uses moving pictures as a stimulant for Its
biisim-s. Beginning on October 1, tbe top floor
of the company's plant was converted Into a
picture theater. Views of various plants around
the country which are using electricity In preference to other power were shown, and the company
hopes by this method to greatly increase Its business. The concern Is one of many which In the
past year have taken up moving pictures as a commercial proposition.
W. A. Moore, who a year ago was the darling
of many feminine hearts lu Louisville as tickettaker at the Novelty Theater, has returned to that
house after a long absence. Moore has been resting up on tbe farm and returned to work a little
overweight, but asserts that a little work will
suffice to get hlin down to weight. .Moore's partner,
A. J. Wagner, who is nearly seven feet tall, will
return shortly, according to the little fellow, who
la exactly four feet tall.
G. D. CRAIN.

SAN

FRANCISCO.

MR.

B. MICHLES has Just returned home after
a hurried trip to New York and other Eastern
points following the National Convention. He attended the Chicago Convention as the delegate of
the California State Branch, and Officiated at the
San Francisco Convention held Sept. 17-18-19. Mr.
Mlchles reports fair motion picture business throughout the East, where he has found the admission
prices to be much higher than those charged In
California.
The Jackson Theater was opened at Madera by
the owner and manager, Mr. Jas. A. Jackson, on
Sunday, Sept. 8th, with Independent service. Four
reels
of I'nlversal
releases with
dally change,
supplied
by the California
Film a Exchange,
whichIs
concern also supplies a Power's 6-A and a spot light.
It Is understood that a singing act will occasionally
vary the pictorial program.
President Rothchlld, Secretary Cory and five other
League members made up a committee who visited
tbe exhibitors located In Ookland, Berkeley, Alameda
and other Alameda county cities for the purpose
of arousing the non-members and Inducing them to

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Join the League
before
the convention
date.
This
visit wai made on the nth.
and alncc then they
bar* received the promise- of eighteen ol the mant.. make
application
In time
to form
an
Alameda
County
Local
sometime
during
the convention This will be known
as Local
No
.'!, the
other* being Ban Fraaciaeo and Los Angeles, numone
and
two
respectively.
Citizens. Improvement clubs and dally papers have
been prosecuting u "City Beautiful" campaign In
thlB city for the past few weeks, one of the more
prominent newspapers having offered prizes In that
n.n One of Ihe progressive Improvement
associations, The Golden Gate Valley Improvement
Club, has been making use of the motion picture as
a means of arousing Interest among tbelr neighbors.
From all reports they have found that method the
i several they tried In their efforts to bring
out a large attendance at tbe meetings. Film*
made specially for the purpose have been used,
although a few scenic releases have also been shown;
but the reels were carefully chosen with the Idea
In mind that tbey were to be used for Instruction
and education. Instead of merely to amuse. Tbe
Becond occasion when moving pictures were UBed,
brought out even a larger attendance tban tbe first,
as films were shown which were taken right in the
heart of the district. These were views of tbe
Bay-front at the foot of Van Ness Avenue, which
ground It has been expected the city would buy for
the purpose of establishing a municipal aquatic
park to he used hy several yacht clubs and rented
by them from the city government, Instead of those
clubs having to go across the bay to secure suitable
quarters. It is understood that the Improvement
Club has received a very considerable amount of aid
houses where it has been shown comment favorably
uiMin It.
The Garden Theater. San Josei which was showing pictures exclusively, closed Sept. 10th for the
summer season.
Mr. Ed. H. Kemp Is enlarging his floor space
to accommodate his increasing Motlograph business,
and will soon have available about double the room
he formerly occupied. He recently Installed two
Motlographs and a double stereopticon In the beautiful Cory Theater, and also Installed two Monographs in the Peerless Theater. The Hawiian Promotion Committee instructed their Mr. Walter
Glfferd Smith to procure the very best motion picture
and stereopticon equipment possible, and be made
a trip to the States for that purpose. Mr. Smith
secured from Mr. Kemp a Motlograph complete with
all current control devices, etc., and an elaborate
stero outfit. This equipment will be used by tbe
Promotion Committee in their advertising campaign
and in conjunction with films and slides made
specially for them. Mr. Kemp will have a full line
of projection equipment on display at the State
Convention. He expects to entertain tbe visiting
exhibitors, who will also have the opportunity of
meeting General Manager A. L. Woodward of the
Enterprise Optical Company, manufacturers of the
Motlographs.
Turner & Dahnken signed a contract recently with
a local supply house for 3,004 opera chairs, to be
upholstered with "Pan Plush," and will be. beyond
doubt the most expensive chairs placed in any photoplay theater in the United States. These (hairs
will be about evenly divided between their "New
Alameda" and "San Jose" theaters, which bouses
are located in the towns bearing their names. The
"New Alameda" will be under the management of
C. L. Langley, while the "San Jose" will be looked
after by Mr. Kruellne. Both bouses will be opened
before January 1st. 1913.
The Golden Gate Film Exchange has added an
auto to their delivery system, and the reason for
this addition can be appreciated by anyone knowing
the number and size of their present shipments of
Power's equipment. For Instance, the Farrigate
Theater at Vallejo, has Just been opened by Mr.
L. R. Greenfield, and two Power's 8-A machines
were Installed. Four reels of Film Supply of America service, with daily change wil be shown. The
Market
Street
theater,
showing
licensed
pictures

at an admission price of ten cents, replaced It*
Power's 5 macblnes with two Power's 6-As. The
Coast Theaters
took
Its Power's
6 machines out of Its Company
II
t Theater
and installed
those machines in ItWashington Square
house, putting two new Power's 6-As In the Hayes.
That company will also open Its new $80,000 Modesto house about Oct loth, tut Its Power's ft-As
are already on the ground and will he ready before
the balance of tbe house i,. finished. The Lyric,
managed by Smith & Grow, at Marysvllle, seating
400 people, has Just re equipped tbelr operating
room with two Powers 6-As. Mr. Albert Kline, who
Is Just opening a new house In one of the suburban
districts
of this city, has started with one Power*
No. g machine.
Mr. Werner is Just back from his Eastern trip,
during which he demonstrated the Fotoplayer at the
National Convention, where tbe Instrument created
quite a sensation. Besides placing several large
orders direct with the Chicago exhibitors, Mr.
Werner arranged for a permanent Chicago representative, and also placed agencies in several other
Eastern cities. The San I'ranisco exhibitor* who
Installed instruments when they were first placed
on tbe market are satisfied with them.
Mr. B. Mlchles is having built by Kohler & Chase,
an organ-piano, which when fitted with the proper
keys, will be a very complete sound effect cabinet.
The effects will be, however, at a distance from the
organ proper, In fact, being mounted back of the
screen entirely. With this musical instrument. Mr.
Michles'presentatlon of the filmed drama will be
even more perfect tban it Is at the present
time.
"ANDY."

IN THE

SOUTHWEST.

THE

new
theater
at Teague,
Tex.,
erected
by
J. H. Talt and Company opened about tbe middle of September.
W. D. Nevllls, of Dallas, Tex., has secured a
permit
buildin a tbat
$20,000
15 Elm to
Street
city. theater building at 1613-

Moving pictures dealing with sanitation, home
decoration, school yard planting and the physical
examination of children were shown by the Department of Extension of the University of Texas, at
tbe State
Fair at Dallas.
The Metropolitan Theater, of Oklahoma City has
been Incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000.
The incorporators are: Charles H. Garnett, M. E.
Garnett and Joseph 0. More,
of Oklahoma City.
F. B. People, a banker, of McKenney, Texas, will
erect a new opera house
there. F. H. MADISON.

IN THE

MISSISSIPPI

VALLEY.

STEPHEN
I1KNNIS has disposed of bis Interest
In tbe Empire Theater, at Lincoln, and will roof
and improve the Alrdome
for winter
use.
The Unit Amusement Company has purchased the
lot at Easton and Aubert Avenues, in St. Louis, and
contemplates the erection of a moving picture and
vaudeville house. The company has been occupying
the site with the Aubert Alrdome.
The Joliet Theater, at Joliet. will run moving pictures when there are no other engagements, giving
three reels for five cents.
Miss Laura Hoefer, who has been cashier at the
Columbia Theater at Peoria, 111., has gone to Denver, Col., where she will make her home.
Manager Frohsln has resumed the management of
the Princess Theater, at Peoria, 111., after successfully conducting Al Fresco Park In that city all
summer.
Moving pictures of the county fair, the business
and residence streets, and the Soldiers' Home at
Marshalltown, lowa, were takeu and exhibited at
the Lyric Theater. September 21.
Joseph Fansler has disposed ol his Interest in the
Avenue Theater, at Bast St. Louis, 111., to his partner, Mrs. Joseph Urbert.
F. H. MADISON.
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York. very Day in the Year'

Song Slide Releases.
Scott & Van Altena.
"Parisienne" — York Music Co.
"We've Been Sweethearts, Mary, for Fifty Years" — Geo.
H. Diamond.
"Ghost of the Goblin Man"— H. Von Tilzer.
"Take Me to the Cabaret" — Leo Feist.
"That Lovin* Gal of Mine"— E. F. Heberlein.
"String a Ring of Roses Round Your Rosie"— Jerome &
Schwartz.
'KeepSnyder.
Away from the Fellow Who Owns an Automobile"
—Ted
.ood-Bye, Sal" — Theo. Morse.
"Find Me a Girl" — Geo. Meyer Music Co.
"The Story the Pansy Told"— Theo. Morse.
"Some Day You'll Remember" — Sumner-Ohming.
"Wish To-Day Were Yesterday" — H. A. Weyman.
A. L. Simpson.
"What's the Use of Loving if You Can't Have What You
Love"— Pub. by The Globe Music Co., N. Y.
"Your Lips Were Made for Kisses"— Pub. Globe Music
Co., N. Y.
"When It's Moonlight on the Meadow, Mollie, Dear"—
Pub. by the Cadillac Music Co., N. Y.
"Sailor Boy, My Sailor Boy" (The Great Sailor Song)—
Pub. by Simpson, N. Y.

are acknowledged authorities on
SONG SLIDE SERVICE, and the
pioneer slide renters of the United
States. Our six years of existence proves
that we have a tremendous following and
that all smart exhibitors are still using the
ILLUSTRATED SONGS to lend variety
to their programmes. There is no substitute.
List and prices promptly mailed.
CHICAGO SONG SLIDE EXCHANGE
6th floor Powers Bldg.
37 S. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, 111.
Dept. 1.

Pub. by Pen II

New

"Good-Bye, Rose" — Pub. by Shapiro M
New
York.
"A Song That Reaches Iri^li II. trtfl II
the
Green)" — Pub. by the York M
New vi
"As Deep as the Deep Blue Sea" — Pub. by I . B. 1 l.iviland
Pub. Co., New York.
"I'm Dreaming of You" — Pub. by I . B. Havilaii'l Pub.
Co., New York.
"Bring Me Your Message of Love, White Dove' Tub. by
J. Fred Helf Pub. ( o„ New York.
"Oh, You Little Rasi
b, by George VY. Meyen Music
Co., New York.

Bioscope

Yearly subscription,

The leading Journal
of the Moving Picture
business in Europe,
largest circulation
and best Advertising
Medium, bar none.
Sample copy Mailed Free.

S2.00.

85 Shaftesbury Avenue,

LONDON,

SOLILOQUY

OF

A

W.. ENGLAND.

MANAGER

who realized bis Hen-Scratched. Homo Made looking Slides were ten* punk
1 have 1 .ri 11 1 .-. i tin-in in rubber type,
Save penned them In Ink, tiotb hlack and white,
And mi iny sciui thiv are a sli;iit to gee.
I ir.v to 1 > 1 u (T myself tbst thejr an- up to date,
lint cannot Muff the public, so before it Is too lste
It certainly will be the Cut Out BUdet f»r me.
Save jii-t recelred free sample, my own
wording.
Unbreakable
"Good-night" for Be ami Catalog from
Windsor
Cut-Out Slide Co., Emerson r heTower
Baltimore,
Md.
same. Bldg.,

WE

/^S&S.

Commercial
Announcement
Advertising

>.•£' Stock

SLIDES

High-class Work, Quickest Delivery, Original Stock
Slides Always on Hand.
Write for Our Prices.
THE
GRANT
CAEDEH
SLIDE
CO.,
612-13 Merchants'
Trust Bldg., Portland, Oregon

We make a specialty of announcement and advertising slides in
these lines. We have the best goods, for the least money of any slide
manufacturer on earth. If you don't believe it write for sample, and
we will quote prices.
Catalog free.

NIAGARA

SLIDE COMPANY,

Lockport, N. Y.

SOMETHING
THE UNBREAKABLE
AND WASHABLE

NEW
S^sal MAKE

VOfR

25 CENTS

EACH

OWN

4NNOI Nf F.MF NTS

E ,7 BLANK MICA SLIDE
Prepared Mica That Can be Written on as Casilj as Paper

Made'of Specially

PRICE

BATTERSHALL

& OLESON,

3cmcAQuM.iLST-

THE TOURNAMENT

THE
SIMPSON SOLAR SCREEN
The only Metallic Screen without
seams,
patented.
Buy
the real
thing.
Beware
of imitations
ALFRED L. SIMPSON, Inc.
No. 113 W. 132nd St., N. Y. City

FILM CO.

TOLEDO. OHIO.
Owners of th e following feature Alias:
1911
Cheyenne Cowboy
and
Indian
Frontier
Celebration,
rail Round-Up on the T 6 Ranch.
State Righu for These Films for Bale.
Bookings Can Be Hade by Writing Us.

S L I D E S

SLIDES

OF ALL KINDS!
Grand Prix and Vanderbilt Cup Races

Send

Also Pabst Blue* Ribbon Trophy
Ten beautifully colored slides of each
race. Three sets, thirty slides in all, for
only $15.00. Any one set $5.00. Cash
with order or C. O. D.
NORTHWESTERN

ADVERTISING

410 Merrill Building

MILWAUKEE,

of our new Une of beautiful

ANNOUNCEMENT

SLIDES

■ach slide lllastrated from Ufe and most exquisitely colored. T%a
Chicago Song Slide Exchange, 8th floor, Pcwera Bldg.. Chicago, 111.,
hare the exelaslre agency for oar announcement slide* In the states
of Wisconsin,
Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan
and Iowa.

Advertising Slides at Reasonable Rates
Oar
Song Slide
the asking.

CO.
WIS.

for Catalogue "W"

Catalogue

SCOTT
59 PEARL

of 600 different

& VAN

STREET

songs

free to anyone

for

ALTENA
NEW

YORK

CITY

THE

i6o

i

M< )VING

PICTURE
"Just

in errand,
..r
it

LICENSED
FILM STORIES

adventures,
limis blmsell
happens
that tic- regular

the

at l
conductor or

no
nsmay,
House
the or-

professor
presents
his card, and is rebaton fur the evening,
lie
a triumph, and receives a large ovation.
After being blgblj congratulated by the manager

II

lili
ich work,
entertainment

upon the way back to his
return
until the following
morning
When
be n
room,
be flndB
nothing
but a note, which reads:
"Sir: I am leaving yon forever,
to return to mj

ECLIPSE.

"Your

THE MISSING LOCKET (Oct. 16).— As a birthda)
Perkins
'
bean
f I fulpresent,
locket Walter
containing
her flret
picture, which
Mrs
Perklna after admiring it In eompanj with her little
daughter, Susie, placei In a drawer for safekeeping
The child cannol gel her mind on* the locket, and
the nest morning
ir.nu the drawer, and
ea cries it oB to ichool
There ihe ibowi the Jewel
!•• Mary
Kurton,
her chum,
who
no
ind Immedlatel) propose* a trade.
When
Max) retnrni
ibowi thi
in in r mother, and the latter not being
able to gain a aatJafactorj answer us to how it
w.i* obtained, confides the fact to her husband
and gives the Jewel Into bli keeping.
in the dtj the next morning the husband
a cafe fur a congenial glass with a friend, and
Incidentally shows him the locket, as rate would
nave It, Walter Perklna happens to be itandlng
directly behind, and recognising the locket demands an explanation, to which the owner Jokingly
n piles that ii belongs t.. his best girl, Had
with rage, Perkins hurries onl of the room
Pnaaled at his behavior the two men consult the
Innkeeper,
who looking at the picture exclaims,
"G
i Heavens! thai is Perklna1 wife."
Realising
wliui might be the result of their fun, they hurry
in tin Perkins home, and arrive just In time to
prevent a terrible crime.

Ox-Wife."

AMONG
THE
MOUNTAINS
OF CALABRIA
'Oct. 19 1. — A phasing travelogue subject showing
the life ami customs of the people living among
the
ii
tains
oi Calabria They
are a quaint
folk,
breathing
the
pure
air of the mountains,
living to ag
I old age. ami whose only amusements
are the natl
and dance.

LUBIN.
THE UPRISING (Oct. 14).— An Indian uprising
threatens Arizona Iiells. where reside the Kyans —
lather, mother and three daughter*. .Mary It .ran
ask* Bob, her sweetheart, to go and save her married sister. A bloodthirsty
horde of Apaches wound
• 1 elcs
until
he reaches
tin
of Marx's -ister, where he finds her and her bushand massacred. Bob snatches their baby from Its
cradle and starts homeward. Settlers, trappers
ami sciiis surround Bob on his return and, hearing
tory, deli inline to exterminate the redskins.
Tills is done only wnh ln-s but brings a victory
in tin- whites
Bob is rewarded.
GENTLEMAN JOE (Oct. 16).— Tom Gordon, who
has been spending some weeks as the guest of Mr.
ami Mr* Blake, parents of Alice, to whom be is
engaged,
is about
to return
home.
Bidding Alice
g
Ibye, he notices that her bracelet is not fast
1 she tells him tin- clasp is broken and asks him
ti. take it to the city for repairs. The night of
Tom's return, "Gentleman Joe." burglar of the
Raffles type, starts upon an expedition and happens
Into Tom's apartments. Tom. hearing the noise,
determines to investigate and. entering the room,
confronts
tin- burglar.
Holding
the latter at bay
with a revolver,
Tom
Claris to telephone for the
police, Just a* in- gcis Hi,- uncage tiimugh, "Gentleman .Tim" hurls a large stein at Tom, which
strikes him a stunning blow on the head. The
two men clinch, when much to the burglar's surprise. Tom releases his hold and. with vacant
star.-, laughs. Joe is quick to realize that tin- blow
np.iii lom's head has affected his reason and loses
DO inn.
in exchanging coats with him.
When the police rush Into the room. Joe hands
Tom over as the burglar while he coolly watches
them take him away. Tom is locked In a ell to
await
trial, unable to explain who he is or where
1
a me front.
In the meantime,
Alice concludes
that Tom has proven false to her. A friend invites
her to \isit her in the city and Alice n.
tine night after her arrival, she meets "Gentleman
.liie" who. as one of the invited guests, is looking
for plunder. Joe is much Impressed with the fair
young woman and determines to give her a present.
In looking over his miscellaneous plunder, he selects
tin- bracelet he had secured the night of the fight.
Winn he gives it to Alice, she recognizes at once
the bracelet she had given to Tom and hurriedly

CINES.
THE
ADVENTURE
OF THE
SCARECROW
(Oct. 15). — Parmer Martin is Journeying b
ward
with a well-fllled purse In his p
en smi, huh he is waylaid by a pair of rogues, who, after
Ing themselves
of the money,
cast their
victim Into the river.
Quickly scrambling out. lie
the police, who Immediately start in pursuit of -sflll.
the men be has described, but the search is
Wet and dispirited the farmer proceeds on hl3
way, but Boon meets a blend who, seeing him In
this condition, offers him a coat from a scarecrow
standing in a nearbj Held.
Placing his hands in the pockets of the coat
what is his surprise when he discovers the missing
wallet. Again he informs the police, who, believing
that the thieves will return for their booty, make
their plans accordingly.
Later, the ruffians cautiously approach the scarecrow, but suddenly the figure throws its arms
tightly around one of the thieves, for the captain
has
tak.ri
the place
of the dummy.
Ati.r witnessing the capture of the other rogue
the farmer carefully replaces the coat upon the
s. an. row and then goes 00 his way
In high spirits.
AN
ABBREVIATED
HONEYMOON
(Oct.
19).—
a bappj
pair of newlywede,
Mr. stout,
leader of
the Catawanler
B
I, and his wife, arrive at the
hotel, where the] have planned to spend the happiest momenta of their lives.
During
the day.

of what has happened A visit to the police sia.
Hon results in a clearance •■' 'In- mystery. Tom's
memory
Is restored
him hands
and of
"Ceutleman
at
last finds
himself in
In the
the police. Joe"
RED

SAUNDERS'
SACRIFICE
(Oct. 17).— Saunders Is an outlaw,
but
he has a hear!
•...man's,
and
when
he- looked
down
1n
mountain
retreat
ami
-aw
the
burnlug
cal
the Warrens,
he ru-hed to their rescue
and
them
his
but
until
they
could
obtain
u
bome
Mrs
Warnn
was
very
ill and
a
must
be gotten
ai oi
Mary
told Saunders.
Realizing
that
there
is a price on hi- bead,
he
i,.re starting
for 1 in- town,
wbi
sheriff lives and the reward
is posted,
but I
of the trip urges him mi.
I'.ut before
Hid the doctor
readied
Warren's
home.
Mrs.
Warren di.ii.
Saunders
agnized whii.
through
the town,
and the sheriff struck
out upon
his trail
The returning doctor directed the
In the outlaw's
retreat,
where
he caught
him sad
mad.- him a prison) r. Mary pleaded for his I
but the sheriff
walirm
Mary
finally p. rhim In see her mother,
the wninaii fnr Whom
ders risked
his liberty.
Glancing at the «
the sheriff
recognized
one
whom
he bad
in love, tin sweetheart of his lioyhood days.
Pilled with emotion ami gratitude for the pr
he removes the handcuffs and tells him to go H»
went. Just to the door, where he hesitated Hthought of the girl he now loved What w.,uld
become of her alone in the world? Won id for him if he "took his medicine like a man?" Yes,
-in- promised,
only a year
was
the seiiieij.c be
sheriff
looked
after
Mar\
Saunders
him with

OF EVERY

was
open away,
arms. ami
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SMALL

PHOTOS

$1.50^2.50
large photos
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PHOTOGRAPH MATS
MADE TO ORDER
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Durable
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DESCRIPTION

SELLING PRICES:
i-SHEET POSTERS
3-

PHOTOGRAPHS

Mounted on
Beautiful
Ornamental
Heavy Mats

POST CARDS,
25 LICENSED
STARS.

5c
25c
50c

his return

MEETING
MAMIE'S
MOTHER
(Oct. 18).— Josh
Bentham
is married
to a pretty little doll, but she
is shrewish.
Josh is henpecked
aud altogetl
life is far from a happy
one.
No matter
how attentive and kind be is, Mamie responds
win
of appreciation.
When
Maude
informs
Josh
that her mother
i' to visit for a whflH
be makes up his mind that life will be unbearable.
Mamma
arrives
and much
to the surprise
of Bee*
thum she is all right, alright.
She quickly regulate!
her angel
child and
transforms
the shrew
consistent
and well behaved
little woman.
^^^H
is broken
of her habit of nagging
and me,
husband with due affectimi and appreciation.
Haw3
ing accomplished
the beautiful
change
in the atmosphere of the home.
Mamma
prepares
to leaisB
the now happy couple
Josh nails her trunk to the
Hoor In hopes
that he can keep her there :
CAUGHT BLUFFING (Oct. 19).— Mr.
and his son Billy call on Mrs. Mortimer and ber
daughter. Dorothy. The young people, who are
sweethearts, have a quarrel because Billy will not
give up smoking cigarettes. The parents hear tbs
quarrel and attempt
to square matters.
The young
I pie drive
them
from
the
room.
The
;
feign insanity.
The
young
people
telephone
to i
specialist
and.
returning
to the
room,
find
the

A. B. C. POSTERS

SNIPES OF
ALL KINDS.
LARGE
ASSORTMENT.

on

RUBE'S
MISTAKE
(Oct.
18).— Ian
tingale
is told by on,- of his Is.ys that a tr
loitering
about
tin- farm.
Cy
loadhis bird gua
with
a moderate
amount
of powder
and a li'iersl
quantity
Of
rock
salt
and
starts
for
the
l'resenilv
lie espies a form
in the distance
none
loo g
I. but the form
pi
him
to lire at tin- trespasser,
who
happens
a city boy who Is \isiting at a farm close by.
The
salt
bespatters
the
upper
part
of the city DOTS
trousers
ami.
on
explanation,
farmer
I'ettinfJ^H
realizes
that lie has made
a mistake.

; the burglar, she hastens to" advise her friend
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MADE TO
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35c
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Photoplayers.
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FILM

COLOR
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PICTURES;

SERVICE
PROGRAMME

AMERICAN

Acted Dramas and Comedies
ALSO

Travel
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Educational
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Tropical
Nature
Studies

ONE A HEADLINER
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THE

MOVING

PICTURE

IMPORTANT
HEAVY

WORLD

NOTICE

PENALTIES for INFRINGERS of COPYRIGHTS
and SMUGGLERS of FILMS

The New York Sun, under date of September u,
1912, publishes an account of the arrest by Federal
Officers in New York City of six men charged with
smuggling two Moving Picture Films into this
country.
One of the films seized was an URBANEC LIPS E FEATURE.
After giving an account of this case of smuggling
in which a number of the crew of the American
Liner "New York" and a representative of a Philadelphia Motion Picture concern are alleged to have
been the principals, the Sun says :
"This is the second charge of smuggling
brought against employees of the American
Line within two years. \Ym. Rind, formerly
first officer on board the Steamship St. Paul,
is now serving a year's sentence for smuggling."

The sequel is given in The Moving Picture News,
of September 28, 1912, as follows :
"George B. Graff, exchange man of Philadelphia; Sidney Reddington, chief steward of
the American Liner New York; Burt Lainson,
James Odell, Ernest Piatt and James Crocker,
members of the liner's crew, pleaded guilty
September 23, 1912, before Judge Hough in
the criminal branch of the Federal Court to
conspiring to smuggle into this country two
moving picture films. Graff and Reddington
were sentenced to three months' imprisonment
in the Blackwell's Island Penitentiary." . . .

I am the exclusive distributor of CINES and
URBAN-ECLIPSE films within the United States,
its dependencies and possessions, and Canada. I
own and control American and Canadian copyrights
on the URBAN-ECLIPSE and CINES product.
Infringements and clandestine importations will be
prosecuted to the full extent of the Law and immediate steps will be taken to seize all films that are
infringements or that have been brought into this
country through illicit agencies.
The following is existing Law in the matter of
Copyright. From the Copyright Law in force
July 1, 1909:
Sec. 30. That the imoortation into the
United States ... of any piratical copies
of any work copyrighted in the United States,
is prohibited.
Sec 32. That any and all articles prohibited importation by this Act which are
brought into the United "States from any foreign country . . . shall be seized and forfeited bylike proceedings as those provided by
law for the seizure and condemnation of property imported into the United States in violation of the customs revenue laws.

The United States Government imposes additional
penalties for infringement of copyright in the
United States, its territories, dependencies and possessions, including the District of Columbia, Alaska,
Hawaii, Porto Rico, the Philippine Islands. Guam,

Tutuila Group-Samoa
and the Isthmian
Canal
Zone, as follows :
Amended copyright law in force July 1, 1909:
Sec 28. Any person who wilfully and for
profit shall infringe any copyright secured by
this Act or who shall knowingly and wilfully
aid or abet such infringement shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be punished by imprisonment for
not exceeding one year or by a fine of not
less than $100.00 nor more than $1,000.00, or
both, in the discretion of the Court.
. . .

In addition to the penalties imposed by the Government of the United States for infringement there
is provided indemnity to the copyright owner as
follows :
Sec 25. Amended Copyright Act of August 24, 1912:
(a) The Courts will issue injunctions
against all parties using an infringing film.
(6) The Courts will grant damages in
favor of the copyright owner of $100.00 for
the first performance and $50.00 for each subsequent performance.

The injunction will hold against the owner,
renter, or exhibitor. An exhibitor showing an infringing film, say ten times in one day, becomes
liable for $550.00 to the owner of the copyright.
The great popularity of CINES and URBANECLIPSE films may tempt dishonest men to break
the Law, but their activities will be checked by
prompt and effective action under the Laws of the
United States. Our agents in the Philippines, Porto
Rico, Alaska, and other distant places, are instructed
to take immediate action locally in case infringements of our films appear.
The purpose of this advertisement is to make it
impossible for any one to plead ignorance of the
Law or the facts.
CINES and URBAN-ECLIPSE films are licensed bythe Motion Picture Patents Company and
may be obtained from licensed film exchanges
throughout the United States and Canada.

166 North State Street, Chicago
Sole owner of American Copyrights on CINES

and

URBAN-ECLIPSE
covering and
the possesUnited
States, its territories, films'
dependencies,
sions, including the District of Columbia, Alaska,
Hawaii, Porto Rico, Philippine Islands, Guam,
Tutuila
Group-Samoa, and the Isthmian Canal
Zone.

THE

MOVING

PI( I URE
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Thrilling CINES-KLEINE

Special!

THE

LioRn Tamer's
evenge
COPYRIGHT,

1912, by GEORGE

KLEINE

( IN TWO

REELS)

Licensed by Motion Picture Patent, Co.

A gripping story of the love, jealous}' and fiendish revenge of a lion tamer.

TWENTY

LIONS IN THE TRAGEDY

See the hero, an army officer, in a desperate struggle for his life
in the cage with the lions.

RELEASED

OCTOBER

21st, 1912

COPYRIGHT: THE LION TAMER'S REVENGE was Copyrighted
by me September 21st, 1912. It is therefore protected in the United States,
its territories, dependencies, and possessions, including the District of
Columbia, Alaska, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Philippine Islands, Guam,
Tutuila Group, Samoa, and the Isthmian Canal Zone.
A REWARD of FIFTY DOLLARS ($50.00) will be paid for the first
bona fide information by wire, or letter, of any print of THE LION
TAMER'S REVENGE not bearing my name and Copyright mark,
which appears either in a Film Exchange or Theatre in the United States;
informant must state where it is being shown or stored.
FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS ($500.00) will be paid for information
which will lead to an injunction and confiscation of the first infringing
film, and the successful prosecution of the party, or parties, in whose
possession it is found; and the informant will receive one-half of the
damages that may be assessed in my favor by the Courts against the
infringer.

166 North State Street

::

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS

l'l.J

THE

parenta
bugelj
enjoying
the J..k.
eel th*
•peclallal and bribe blm to take t »• • • parent! to «
>-n ill t !■ rlu in ami put them among tome mildly In
■ana
people
The
lovers
watch
tbem
from
the
■ pr
urn
nd the
young |
tbera borne, irbere tbej row never
to Muff.
THE
SPORTING
EDITOR
(Oct. 19).— "Thi
mug star
wishing
to featun
iportlng new
\iiii. .11 Burbank a- its iportlng editor
Milton
flnda thai hi cannol
work t.. good advantagi
amid
nd baal le ..t i bi ri porter'a
room
and
i. ii- the managing editor thai be
bare more
qalet
qaarti
editor
of
the
Woman'i Page, has a alec big r.»,in all to herself,
rlu- managing editor Informi ber that -in- mnal
r snare the room win, the iportlng editor.
Angry in baring ber comfortable room dlaarranged,
Gloria proceda to give real to ber teellngi bj being
a- diaagreeabla ai poaslble t.. Milton. Although a
mt> good oatnred fellow, Hilton after rain attempta
to i" agreeable! al laai somea back ami there I*
open warfare between the iportlng department
ami Hi.- woman'! department
The managing editor,
knowing the ral
f barmonj in a newipaper office,
si i'k> tor him in. ans ..r bringing Gloria and Milton
to an amicable
understanding.
One day Gloria received orden to go to thi
ball game and write an account of It, She pr..
tested thai ihe didn't know the game, but the editor
-ai. i iiiai was just wiiy he wanted the articli n
would be a norelt] f..r tin- iportlng page. Bo Gloria
bad i.. l-'.. ami \v..rst .,i" all. Milton bad t.. h.- there
bealde bei in the press box. Gloria began to
raguelj underatand ttiat when Colllni was ,,n third
base If Baker alammed the ball over somebody'!
bead, it would mean runs for the home team.
The game waxed hoi and hotter. Everybodj waa
on their toea, Inclndlng Gloria.
When Baker cracked
nee with a three-bagger, Milton ilapped Gloria
on the back,
Gloria iqt
led Miit..ns arm.
Long
after the L'randstanii was emptied the sporting editor
and the lady editor sat in the press box writing
the itorj of the game, and as the shadows began
to grow real iiark. each realised that their own
■tor; was
just commencing.

VITAGRAPH.
EVERY INCH A MAN (Oct. 14).— Itoliert Chapman, who works on his father's ranch, is perfectly
•■ii home,
on.- day a desperado,
pursued
b) the
sheriff, st.als one of Mr .Chapman's horses Rob
.rl. wilh lasso in band, loses no time In mounting
his pony ami giving Cha8e. lie soon has the fugitive within the loop of his rope ami turns him ..\.-r
to the sberlfl
Robert
tir.-s of ranching
it ami
decides
to go
t.. the .in t,, become a detective.
His father gives
him a letter to an old Mend,
who is chief of a
Detective Bureau, asking him to discourage Robert,
ii Ii.- can possil.h do SO, as his mother ami himself
cannol
bear
to have
the
hoy
away
from
them,
nlei welcomes the inn. but does nol le! him
know
Hi.- contents of his father's letter.
Be then
arranges with two of his detectives,
who disguise
Ives as burglars, to scare Robert out of bis
ambition
and send
him
home.
ii.- assigns Robert
to the case.
He goes forth
with his lasso, feeling that In it he has a trusty
friend. He discovers the two burglars about to
break Into a house,
Thej give light, but In- quickly
throws the rope over their beads ami soon has them
bound
hand
and
foot,
taking
them
Lack
to head
quarters in a wheelbarrow.
When
the Identity of
the prisoners
is made
known.
Robert
demand!
an
explanation.
Tin- chief
hands. Robert
the letter
which
In- had
brought
from
his parents.
When
in- reads, "We fan never be happy when Robert
is away,"
tears
come
Into the hi.\s
eyes,
Be
lakes the first train horn.-, where he receives :i happy
welcome.
MRS. LIRRIPER'S LODGERS (Oct. 15).— Mrs.
llrrlper keeps a boarding house. Major Jnckman. dissatisfied with Mrs. Wocenham'a, further down the
sir.-.-!, comes to live at Mrs. Llrrlper's ami bi
the "star'
hoarder.
Mr. K.lson and his young
wife
take rooms at Mrs
Llrrlper's.
They are a young
not
long
married,
ami
appear
to he devoted t" each other, though
the Major
has a s,„-t of
lined prejudice against
K.lson.
one da
the midst
,,f their happiness,
F.dson is called suddenly away on Important
business
ii,. tal
affectionate farewell of his wife, hut the da
come weeks and the w.-ks months, and nothing is
heard from him Mrs Bdson grows pale and snxlous. ai last on.- day a letter comes. The Major
ami
Mrs
Llrrlper,
who have long suspected
that
something is wrong, leave the letter at h.-r door.
•' reads it. II tells her that she has I, , i,
ed and deserted: that her marriage was a
sham on.- She falls in a faint, and is revived by
Mr- Llrrlper, That night, driven t.. despair, MrBdson
goes out
and
wanders
down
to the river.
Intending to drown herself.
Bhe is prevented by
Mrs. Llrrlper, who comforts her with motherly love.
A baby boy is born to Mrs. Bdson,
but ber strength
has been overtaxed ami she .ii,- with her last
breath,
sh. commends
the child to Mrs
Llrrlper
and the Major,
who
take it from
her BJ a
charge, and with a smile on her lips, she dies.
AN ELEPHANT ON THEIR HANDS (Oct. 16).—
The circus gets out of town, with everything but
Its elephant,
which
Is seized for debt by tl
constable. To realise on the asset, it i- auctioned
off and
purchased
by Mr. Qoodsport
while
he is
Intoxicated. He takes It home, something that be
io\er
could have done
In his sober -.

M< IVING

I'll TIKI-.

WORLD

II. take! II upslairs
lo bed with him
Ills wif.
and daughter,
when thi
tin- pros.-n
,t
in.- beast
an frightened to death, ami a little later
when
G
(sport wak.-s up to a realisation
of what
he has d
-. he Is a In... -I frantic with terror. In bis
efforts to g.-i rid of bli purchased tolly, the i
phani ink.- possession of tin- kitchen, terrifies the
ikes a .lean sweep of everything in it.
suitable ami his assistant, who are called
on f..r h.ip cannol budge tin- brute. Final!) (;..... i
sport is obliged
ttrd t.. tin- circus manager
ami pa]
him to lake his elephant
back and oil |
handFATHER S HOT TODDY (Oct. 17).— Tired of llv
lug alone with ins two motberlt
-nes
:• s

I.,

take

llllto

hllnself

a

Wile

She

is

a

charming
woman
and his daughters
readily
accept
h.-r as their stepmother,
A few months
later he
lelsed
with
a vioi.-nt attack
of grippe
Bi
brings home a bottle of whiskey anil asks his wife
to prepare a hot toddy for him. She is a |..
tolah-r and advises him to take ehamomile tea and
a foot bath He does not want to make known
his fondness f,,r to.l.ly and agrees to take her
remedies
Bhe makes the tea and gets read]
the
boiling water. His daughter, knowing his liking
tor his toddy, empties tin- tea out of the Jug and
tills it with whiskey. Their stepmother, not knowing what has been done, gives h.-r <
lib
era I potion, which he drinks with a great deal of
r.lish. following It with one or two more. After a
while, he feels quite hilarious and acts so funny
lis wife does not know what to make of It. The
girls, lo shield their daddy, say he is delirious
put to bed and Is soon lost in ilumberland.
Next day, he feels so much improved that he
goes to business and in the evening on his return
home, brings a beautiful bouquet of flowers for his
wife and a box of candies for the girls, in appreciation for the kind services tiny have rendered
and the cure they have effect..!.
EVENING PARADE AND BIG GUN PRACTICE
AT FORT HAMILTON (Oct. 17).— A complete demonstration of how our coast defense would be carried
out iii case of war. This practice bas become
such an important part of our coast artillery work,
a knowledge of the expert marksmanship of our
military protectors inspires us with an assurance
and confidence of security that we have nothing to
fear in case of foreign attack. With such efficient
service as our forts maintain, entrance to our harbors is impenetrable and almost impossible.
BUNNY ALL AT SEA (Oct. 19).— On his trip to
F.urope, Bunny is very much disturb..! because he
fails to make his usual impression with the ladies
H. noli.es Hint Hie captain of the steamer is the
real tiling with the fair sex and decides it is the
uniform that attracts them and that it is the only
thing lacking to make him as popular in their
estimation as the commander of the ship. He visits
the
captain's
and borrows,
without
his
knowledge,
one Stateroom
of his uniforms.
He swells
around
among the passengers, carries things with a high
band and authority, trying to impress everybody
With a sens.- of his own
importance.
The captain, learning of Bunny's doings, carries
the joke a little further by putting one over on him.
He orders bis boatswain to arrest Runny. At the
suggestion of Bunny's friend, the captain sentences
him to menial servitude, making him assist the
cook, peeling onions and potatoes and doing all
sorts ..f culinary work. Afterward he is set to
work sweeping the lower deck, very much to the
amusement of his friends, who view bis humiliation
from the nppei deck. When the joke has been carried far enough.
Bunny is pardoned and lie resumes
liis place ai
g his friends
and they all have
a
jolly time talking it over. In the midst of the
conversation, one after another is obliged to seek
communion With the mighty deep, very much to
the satisfaction of Bunny, who tells them that they
are not g
1 sailors. Laughing at their discomfiture.
In is suddenly seized with a violent attack of headache, as those who have gone before, and he hastily
seeks
feelings the side of the ship to relieve his inward
FOUR DAYS A WIDOW (Oct. 21).— "I will have
to
Chicago
on business
for wife.
a fewMarjorie.
days."
Thisgois towhat
Jim Caylor
tells his
she has heard the same story before. Jim has
trumped it UP to have a good time with his old
friend. Harry Morton, whose wife is in the country.
After .lliu lias gone. Marjorie visits her friend
Helen, in Spring.lale. leaving a note, telling Jim
where she has gone. In Springdalc she arr.i
Willi Marjorie to introduce her as a young widow.
determined to have a good time herself while her
husband is "away." Jim goes to Harry's be
whenthey have
everything
their own
way
during
Mrs. Morton's absence.
Unexpectedly, Barry's wife
returns home and Jim thinks it is about time to
"return from Chicago." Be goes home and finds his
wife's not.-, lie is greatly surprised and decides to
go to Spring.lale to see ber. Arriving there, he
finds her attending a reception, which Helen Is
holding in honor of the "young widow." who Is
surrounded by a galaxy of young beaux anxious
to win her smiles and get the privilege of the n.\t
dance. Jim approaches his wife. Sin- ignores him,
accepting the escort of a young swell, going into
the conservatory, where she Is again surrounded by
several attentive young fellows. Jim follows and is
aniaze.l and almost paralyzed when he hears a couple
of them propose to her.

Ill distress.
Jilll begs
Helen s a s-ist ail.e. u:
thinking
that In- ha- suffered
quite enough
for his
little game,
plead!
wilh
Marjorie
in his behalf,
to a reconciliation under sne condition:
that he
will giveto up
-- trips " and pay
more
attention
her. .

ESSANAY.
A MISTAKEN
CALLING
(Oct.
16).— Maggie,
a
cook, feels thai sh.
i- born to write poetr]
i
alts a phrenologist
Among
the many knobs
- dome of Intelligence he discovers on<
reveals
sh.- will startle the world with her scribbling Therefore. Maggie resigns ber job and start*
int., poetry.
AI-., -h. caste ..it her policeman
other
444
One morning
she invades
the office of
a publishing house ami. in the course of a few moments, has the editor on the lloor by the hair whlli
she pours h.-r slush into his tortured
ear.
Offl.
Ill i- summoned
to arrest her. and the recognll
i- mutual.
Be geti her out on the street to the
patrol
box,
bin
-oon puts
him
to slei p
by reading
her poetr
leaving one ol Hovers,- attach. -1 to Iii- uniform.
Reduced to poverty
and starvation.
Maggie
applies
at an employm.
bureau and lu.-klly Is re-engaged by ber former mine-- oii taking a pledge
never
to scribble
again,
on
the way
home
Maggie
runs
across
Profen
I'hr.iio. tie- bunk
phrenologist who put ber on the
wrong
tra.k.
What
she
does
to him
with
Bsts and umbrella
is pl.-nty. and Is only sul*J
by the inevitable Officer 444. wbo sends her on I
way.
In
nnd "Phreno" humped over
• hart, feeling the lump on his forehead and wondering over the fact that its location on the chart is
signed
"casualty."
THE GRASSVILLE GIRLS
(Oct. 16).— Aft-r -v.
eral yeais'
absence
Tom
Carver,
a city chap,
returns to the little town of Grassvllle with a group
of chums.
He tells bis friends
of Itose. his
sweetheart,
and, having
met
ber and
ber cbui
the boys now
plan to fool tbem
by writing
let!
to ail, proposing marriage and signing Toms uai
it is not until the girls meet
that Tom's
perl
is discovered
and the girls plan revenge.
Masquerading as simp!,
country
maids,
they
catch
Tom
in an awkward
position at the river bank and gl
him
a thorough
ducking.
He
is rescued
by bis
pals, who
take him borne.
A few
moments
later
a note is delivered
to Tom from
the girls, saying
they
decline
his proposal
and
that ducking
is a
line cure for deceit.
In a buff Tom and bis ]
go fishing,
but their lines are entangled
by I
girls, who
pass in a rowboat
and give them
the
laugh.
A moment
later their boat upsets and the
girls are seen
struggling
in the water.
Quickly
the boys plunge in and bear tbein safely to shore.
Out
of gratitude
the girls arrange
a tea partyat Rose's house, the romance of ten hearts beg
A few days later the village pastor makes the ten
hearts
five, and
the happy
couples
are spooning;
contentedly
when
they suddenly
discover a crowd
of the town people coming for them with old sb.
and rice.
A hasty dash up the railroad track lands
them
on
the observation
platform
of the
train
pulling out and. seeing Hay are cheated out of their
fun. the Grassvllle folk give tbem a rousing send-off.
THE SNARE (Oct. 17). — Tom Ransom, a fugitivefrom justice, is pursued to the cottage of his ag.-d
mother and arrested. Pleading with his mother
to believe in bis Innocence Hansom is led away. He
Tonnages to escape from bis captors and the matter
is laid before Dayton, captain of police. Among
the articles taken from Ransom Is a letter from his
sweetheart saying she has never seen his mother,
and a small photograph. Deciding on a plan Dayton
s.ii.l for Mary Clement, a clever girl detective,
s h.-r the details of the case and orders her to>
trap Ransom by gaining access to his mother's cottage through
as with
Tom's thesweetheart.
Mary
do.-s so.
and isposing
charmed
sweet simplicity
of the old lady, whom she learns to love dearly.
Learning from a letter that Tom Is expected that
.veiling. Mary is disgusted with her trickery and
resolves to give him a fair chance to escape. Before her plan is put in action Tom enters and discovers Mary's deception. Furiously he Is denouncing
her when his mother enters, and be is forced to>
keep the truth from her. A few moments later the-tation agent enters with a telegram for Mary.
It is from Dayton, saying the real culprit has been
ptured and to drop th.- Ransom case. With at
pray.-r of thanksgiving Mary explains she must return to the city at once on an urgent matter, kisses
Tom's mother goodbye, gives her hand to bim, he
presses it with a look of deep understanding, then
she fades
from
their lives forever.
THE WARNING HAND (Oct. 18).— Jack VI
a dissolute young fellow, staggers into his home
one evening in a state of intoxication, to find his
father on his death-bed. Before the aged man dies
be warns Jack to beware of the hand of evil, and
points to a shrouded painting on the wall depleting:
a jeweled hand holding a sword by a chain. Jack
is dazed at the sight of the painting and hurries
from the room. After the death of his father young
Wayne loses heavily at cards and one evening Is
about
appropriate
funds from
private tosafe
when he some
is startled
to seebisthemother's
shroud
fade from the painting and the band of evil points
directly at him. Frightened, be watches the shroud
return into place, then staggers from tbe room in
a panic of fear. Several months afterward be calls
one evening upon his sweetheart. Grace, only to discover his rival. Morrell,
seated
close beside
her.
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In t frenzy of Jealous rage Wayne whips out a
gun and la al>out to uiurd.r Morrcll when suddenly
a ghostly baud appears in tin- air before- him.
holding a liangmn
Una/ from tbe spparltluu.
Way lit- r.-allz.-« the folly of such I
ra bis composure, enters the room and buds
Mornll extending an aiwlogy to Grace- fot ii<>t
having in. ti. i
igemenl ring upon ber linger.
Five years
later Wayne
has married
and lwltti business dlrtl. ultl.-s.
lie alt.
ure a
loan from a banker, but bis securities ar.- worthless. Seising upon uu opportunity be take* u blank
aback
fr..iii Hi.- banker ■ deed
ami
thai nijtbt la
about to forge It when tbe warning liuml again
■ppsara to nun and drop* ghostly handcuffs upon
hi* en
i'lng up Wildly
Wii>i
tbey aru vanished as quickly aa tln-y appeared. A
moment
later be
latter offaraa
blm a
fortnna for soma mine holdings, Tns warning band
ka* proved bla salvation.
THE OUTLAWS
SACRIFICE (Oct. 19).— Jim
Barton la elected t.. the offlee of county sheriff,
takes tbe oath of offlee, ..btalna bla star and rides
back to bis shuck highly elated. Later word re-aches
llurton that Hud l.a\ b.11. the noted outlaw, has
tbe bounder* line Into his country and to
watch out. Securing a posse Barton starts out to
trail law. .n. Meanwhile l.ayton lias camped near
the Kurt. .11 aback and, thinking his Identity unknown, rides lulu town and secures groceries. lie
ejnlaad bj I eOWDor, however, and Hart. .n
la aoou hot In pursuit with the posse. Harton's
little baby girl. Audrey, now wanders off from
tbe shack. A ten momenta later a cowardly M.wl
can peon tin. Is Mrs. Barton al..ue and attempts to
ent.r She w.niii.ls him and. out of revenge, he
fins the shack. Meanwhile, little Audrey Is found
by Layton, who, gun In hand. Is lleelng from the
posse. Picking the baby up In his arms be carries her with Dim and suddenly discovers tbe blazing Bback, with the ktxelcan c muchlng nearby over
the lighted straw. Whipping out bis guu Layton
kills the scoundrel, leaves Audrey on tbe ground,
- through tbe tlames and, after n terrible
battle with the smoke and lire, rescues Mrs Barton,
who has fallen unconscious. Barton and bis posse
arrive Just as Layton, terribly burned, has dragged
Mr- Barton to safety. "Too late, sheriff," be
gasps, "I've paid my debt." A moment later he
falls back dead. With uncovered beads tbe posse
kneel beside the Western hero with the realization
that be bad not died in vain.

MELIES.
A SON'S EXAMPLE (Oct. 24).— John Miller Is
cashier of a bank and bis son Kay a trusti-d employee. The latter Is In love with Edith, the
president's daughter. Miller loses heavily on the
bone races, and not wishing to mortgage bis borne,
falls to enter a deposit In tbe bank records, using
tbe money for a final plunge on tbe races, boping
to recuperate all his former losses, but be loses
again. Hay discovers the shortage and to spare bis
father and mother humiliation, leaves a note at
the bank, saying tbat be took tbe money, and goes
West. All believe Kay took the money excepting
F.ditb, whose faith in him proves stronger than
was expected. Knowing Mr. Miller to be a gambler, she suspects blm, accuses him, and finally
wrings from blm a confession of tbe truth. Miller
,
a mortgage
on bis home to cover the loss,
and Edith starts West In search of her noble lover.
In tbe West Ray baa turned cowboy. A handsome
reward Is offered for tbe capture of a dangerous
bandit. Kay gets on his trail and "covers" blm
Just as tbe bandit Is holding up the stage coach.
On tbat coach Is Edith. Ray gets his reward;
then the happy lovers return, pay off the mortgage,
and receive the blessings of all.

BIOGRAPH.
IN THE AISLES OF THE WORLD (Oct. 14).—
A widower and his two daughters live In the wilds
of the North woods. Tbey form tbe acquaintance
of two trappers, Bob Cole and Jim Watson, who
hunt In the neighborhood. As fate will have It,
both trappers love the same girl — the elder sister,
but she loves Bob. while the younger girl Is attracted by Jim. The elder girl, however, through a
woman's whim, pays marked attention to Jim simply to arouse Jealousy In Bob. He, In temper, cannot reason her motive and leaves, so through pique
she accepts and marries Jim. Later Bob revisits
the place, feeling that tbe girl loves blm best, and
trl.s to induce her to go away wltb him. He finally
Is and, as you may Imagine, fate brings
about Justice.
A LIMITED DIVORCE (Oct. 17).— Mr. and Mri.
Peck have cultivated the habit of quarreling incesand during
one He
of their
quarrels
Peck'a
brother santly,
visits
tbem.
realizes
what Mrs.
the trouble
la.
It Is simply a case of p
and so suggests a remedy — that Is. to agree to a "time-limit"
divorce. This plan strikes them favorably. Hence
tbey sign an agreement to an absolute separation
for five weeks. Pack Immediately starts In to enJoy bis bachelorhood at a nearby seaside resort, but
his "Joys" are soon vanquished by the "glooma"
for l.rotherln law plays a trick which teaches Peck
an Indelible lesson.
LIKE THE CAT, THEY CAME BACK (Oct. 17).
—The commissioner of Police discovers that some
one has been helping himself to his cigars and. to
catch the .ulprlt. lie placet some loaded cigars In
the box In lieu of the good ones. The maid, following her usual
custom,
give*
a
handful
of
tbe

MOVING
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WORLD

h. r sw. . tbeart, tbe Copper. The Copper meets the Lieutenant, who takes the cigars
from him, but as neither of tbem has bad a chance
tu try tbem, the nature of tbe ' near Havanas" la
still a secret.
On the Lieutenant's arrival at tbe
i
Station a
etlug of tbe Pollen Board
Is In
- gives tbe Lieutenant a
dollar
i
no to go out and get a dollar's
worth of good cigars, and — but why
tell more'/

SELIQ.
MONTE
CRISTO
(Oct. 14).— FIR8T
REEL.— The
lirst re.l
opens
wltb
the
departure
of the
ship
. from Mars, libs, with Dantes and Danglars,
the mail who lat.r Incomes his deadly rival, aa BUDurlng
the voyage tbe captain dies.
At
No-nt of bis death he gives the charge of tbe
ship to Dantes,
and also entrusts to blm the secret
.-.- to Napoleon,
with tbe Imperial ring which
will admit
him to private audience
with the Illustrious exile.
Hani'
- In bis mission to Napoleon, and
Mill back i" Prance with a communication from
Napoleon to Kolrtler, who dispatched tbe original
On arrival at Marseilles, Danglars tries to
gel the command of the I'haraon away from Dantes,
but Morrel, the shipowner, Is well satisfied with
Dantes,
gives
his captain's
Dantes,andafter
an him
affectionate
reunionpapers.
with his old
father, visits ids sweetheart, M.-r. .-.!■ s remand, a
flery young Bsherman, who has been trying to win
her for himself, Is much Incensed at Dantes' return.
He- discovers Danglars' enmity for Dantes, and conwltb hi in and several babltues of the Ite■erve Inn to bring trumped up cbarges against
Their nefarious Bcheme succeeds so well
that Dant.s is torn from a Jolly prenuptlal feast by
tbe magistrate's guards and bustled from tbe distracted Mercedes' side to a dungeon In tbe Chateau
D'lf, in Marseilles harbor.
SECOND REEL. — The second reel depicts tbe awful years spent In the dungeon by Dantes. He
growl grizzled, ragged and unkempt In the solitude,
lie manages dually to get Into communication,
through a secret passage, with a fellow prisoner, an
old Abbe, who is being persecuted by political and
religious enemies. The Abbe Is an eccentric person, whose one thought In life Is tbe recovery of
immense burled riches, tbe key to tbe finding of
which be holds in tbe form of an old chart. Finally
the
Abbe comes to die, and entrusts the chart to
Dantes.
After the discovery of the Abbe's corpse by the
guards, and while the latter have gone out to fetch
shots with which to weight the sack In which they
have wrapped the Abbe preparatory to casting blm
Into the sea, Dantes manages to drag tbe corpse
into his own cell and substitute himself for tbe remains. He Is cast from the parapet of the castle
In tbe sack which Is supposed to contain the dead
body. He has supplied himself with a knife beforehand, and as tbe sack sinks Dantes rips it open and
swims to an isolated rock, from tbe top of which
be shouts, in bis exultation over the escape: "Tbe
World
is Mine!"
THIRD REEL.— The third reel opens with the
rescue of Dantes from the rock by a smuggler's
schooner. During the cmise of the schooner, Dantes
Induces the captain to put him ashore on tbe Isle of
Monte Crlsto, tbe spot named in tbe Abbe's chart
as the depository of the bidden treasure. He discovers the exact cave and unearths the treasure.
He makes bis way to the mainland and lives in
luxury among the Arabs, falling In love with the
beautiful slave girl, Haldee. Captain Albert, of
tbe French army, gets Into difficulties during an attack upon his troops by the Arabs and Dantes, by
bis daring, saves his life. Albert, on taking kls
departure from Dantes' tent, thanks him profusely
and invites him in Paris. Dantes, who has seen
something familiar in the captain's face, starts
when he reads bis card, but promises, without comment, to attend tbe reception at Albert's.
Dantes, In disguise, and known as tbe Count of
Monte Crlsto, visits Paris with Haldee. There be
comes face to face wltb bis old sweetheart, Mercedes, who has married bis enemy, Fernand. Mercedes informs blm tbat the young captain, Albert,
is his own son. The final scene Is a desperate duel
between Dantes and Fernand, In which Fernand Is
killed.
MY WIFE'S BONNET (Oct. 14).— Mrs. Topknot
and her friends, Mrs. Cutwater and Mrs. Appleby,
buy bats alike. Mrs. Topknot goes to tbe theater
witb her cousin, Alfred Jones, whom ber husband
has never seen. While preparing to watcb tbe performance, she accidentally drops her hat from tbe
box where she is sitting to tbe pit below. In
glancing over tbe railing of tbe box ahe Is astonished to see tbat the bat has fallen Into tbe lap of
ber husband, whom she thought was busy at his
offlee, she and Alfred, not wishing to be seen by
Mr. Topknot, hurriedly leave tbe theater. Mr. Topknot recognises his wife's bat and Immediately
causes an uproar In the theater, thinking that bis
spouse is spending the evening with another man.
Mrs. Appleby, who chances to be In the theater and
tbe bat drop Into Mr. Topknot's lap, decides
to help her friend. She hurries away from tbe theater and leaves ber hat at Mrs. Topknot's apartment.
Alfred Jones also borroWB Mrs. Cutwater's hat, so
wh.n the Indignant Mr. Topknot returns home be
finds bis wife in possession of two hats absolutely
alike. The one he carries makes the third. After
many humorous Incidents Alfred Is Introduced to Mr
ends happily.
Topknot,
the hat tangle Is straightened out and a'i

THE OPIUM SMUGGLERS (Oct. 16).— This film
Is a story dealing wltb tbe line riders of tbe NorthI be line riders are a body of men whose duties are similar to those of tbe famous Texas rangers along the Mexican line. Their range la tbe
wildest portion of tbe great Northwest country and
they ride the imaginary line tbat separates tbe
Inlted States from tbe Dominion of Canada. In
tin- discharge of tbelr duties tbey are brought Into
active contact wltb tbe most desperate criminals.
'1 he particular incident upon which this Btory li
i.ascd. deals with opium smuggling, and shows bow
Captain Bob MacDonald, after having run tbe smugglers down, falls a victim to a carefully laid plot
to pat blm out of the way. He Is accused by one
of his captives of having deliberately murdered bli
partner Kitty Wells, a young homesteader, whom
Bob is deeply Interested in, sends for him with tbe
Intention of turning bim over to the Canadian anthorltles. Bob comes to ber and she relieves blm
of his guu. She, however, Is convinced tbat Bob
Is not a cowardly murderer when he sbows her tbe
wounds tbat be bad received in tbe gun fight. Aa
she Is about to return bis gun, one of tbe smugglers
who bad escaped and bad been following Bob, entera tbe room and tries to kill blm. After a desperate struggle. Bob manages to disarm and arrest
bim. After a series of peculiar circumstances they
r that the evidence against Bob had been

t
I
J
'

I

trumpted
up by the
smuggler.
Kitty's
con-a •
fldence is restored
and dead
she gives
Bob her
hand in
good strong grip of friendship.
THE
SHUTTLE
OF
FATE
(Oct.
16).— Frank ,
K.-e-ne. roughened
by years
spent
in tbe Alaskan
goldflelds. Is returning to San Francisco on a steamct that also carries
tbe DeLongs
and tbelr little
daughter,
Lois.
Keene's lonely heart is attracted '
to the child's sweet ways, and the tot takes a nat- 1
ural liking to blm.
One night tbe steamer meets •
wltb a disastrous collision, and terrible scenes ensue. As the vessel sinks the passengers and crew
are seen fighting for vantage points.
Gradually all
are forced to leap overboard.
Keene flghta bis way I
to Lois, grabs her In his arms, leaps Into tbe ocean ]
and swims.
The child's parents are lost, but Keens I
and the child are saved.
Keene takes Lois inland wltb blm.
In tbe city
be falls into gambling ways.
Lois, In a very touch- |
lug scene,
Invades
the barroom
in her nightgown .
and
by her sweet
Innocence
causes
him
to fore- 1
swear gambling and drinking forever.
Keene bays 1
a ranch
and settles down
to bring Lois up to the
best of bis ability.
The child develops into a beautiful girl. Keene idolizes ber and sbe Is perfectly 1
happy
with
bim.
One night,
as they are sitting
about the lamp together, Keene Is struck dumb by J
an ad In tbe paper, asking for Information concern- I
Ing the DeLong child, supposedly lost In the wreck.
Keene has a silent struggle wltb himself, but con- ]
quers bis desire to keep Lois bidden from ber past,
and sends ber to ber aunt in the East.
Thereafter
Keene's life Is one of pathetic loneliness.
The lovsl
which he thought
was only fatherly he reeognli.es
now as more.
In tbe East, Lois is loved by an ardent young admirer,
but her heart
has stayed on
tbe Western ranch with Keene.
Unable to bear the
separation
longer,
sbe flees to the old borne, and I
she and Keene are married.
WHERE LOVE IS, THERE GOD IS ALSO (Oct
17). — This story is adapted from Tolstoi's story of
Russian peasant life, the principal scenes of which
are laid In the basement home of an old Russian
shoemaker. Having recently lost his wife and child,
Jie Is wailing and cursing at God for having deprives '
him of his dear ones. His friend Ivan comes along
and consoles blm. telling blm that it Is all for tbe
best and that wherever love Is there God Is also.
When be leaves, Martuln, the shoemaker. Is In a
better state of mind and he thinks constantly of the
lesson that bis friend Ivan has taught blm. Hs
begins life anew and does good to everybody whom
he meets. He has been told tbat some day "The
Stranger" will visit him. He prepares for "The
Stranger," little realizing that "The Stranger"
means God, and that He will come not in tbe flesh
but rather in tbe spirit. A poor exhausted street
sboveler falls at his door and Is brought in and fed
on
the for
meal
thatyears,
lies prepared
"Tbe Stranger."
So on
many
this kind for
treatment
to others
Is administered by the old shoemaker. Finally, one
day, be hears a voice saying, "Put your house la
order, for to-morrow I shall visit thee." He spends
many nights thereafter waiting, watching, praying
for the appearance of "The Stranger." Finally It
dawns upon him that "The Stranger" Is God, and
that God comes not In tbe flesh but in the spirit.
He falls on his knees and thanks God that at last
he bas seen tbe light and understands.
SUBTERFUGE (Oct. 18).— Frank Lang and Billy
Snow are rivals for the hand of Ethel Gordon. Ons
day, while tbe rivals are on a fishing trip near the
summer resort at which they are guests, they come
across Ethel busily engaged w-lth paints and canvas
at the edge of the stream. The rivals Immediately
forsake their fishing and propose to Ethel. Ethel
is very much Interested in the picture which sbe ll
painting and does not care to be bothered by tbe
boys. Finally, after both boys have proposed to ber,
she bits on a scheme to rid herself of them. She
tells tbem that she will marry the one that catches
the largest fish by three o'clock. This works Ilka
magic on the boys, and both hurry away to fish.
Evidently thinking that "All is fair in love and
fishing." Frank goes to the State Fish Hatchery and
buys a large fish from tbe keeper. Billy apparently
reasons the same way for he buys a large fish from
a boy whom he runs across on the stream. At three
o'clock, Frank calls upon Ethel at ber cottage and
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SCOTT'S IMMORTAL
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Two Reels.
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Release Saturday, October
A poor Jewish

Peddler finds a baby by the roadside, brings

12

FIND

it home and adopts it with a very happy outcome.

I) On Account of a Handkerchief and out.
The
A Lunatic Bug
and a and
French
A Handkerchief separates, and, after unusual
adventures, finally unites a Loving Pair.
SPLIT

REEL.

RELEASE

The Organ Grinder's Ward - Sat., Oct. 19

through

an accident — with

WEDNESDAY,

OCTOBER

Tie Count

Count
change
places
one big laugh through-

16

Johnny on the Spot and How Jack Won Out - Wed., Oct. 23 /?

RELIANCE FILMS- Studio 540 W. 21st St., New York

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

The Marquis dc Fornay (Herbert Prior) Witnesses the Quarrel Between Marie (Mabel Trunnelle) and Her Brother.

"THE WINNER

RELEASED

Sunday, Oct. 13th.

AND

TUESDAY,

"ALL

" THE
SIMPLE Comedy.
LIFE "
An Up-to-the-Minute
COMING
Oct. 20.— "Capt. Ben's Yarn."

THE SPOILS"

OCTOBER

8th

Tuesday, October 15th.

FOR

A Powerful Modern

Oct. 22.— "Love and War." Oct. 27.— "The Tree Imp."
Nov. 3rd. — "The Scarecrow's Secret."

The Majestic Motion Picture Co.

JIM
Drama.

Oct. 29.

9 J

"A Woman

newyork

Alone."

\yo

THE

t |g tir.ii 10 her
Why ,.,ir>.« in a moment later
Ethel with u Bali
Both boy» buri. t.. change their clothes, Ethel tailing then
to return ii null- lat.r to see the n-h weighed.
Now
it la rery apparent that Frank's ti»h i* thi
..f the two, rat Ethel who really prefer* Billy, daetdea thai BlUjr ihall win.
1
Bab weighs BV pounds, and Billy's, which l* much
■mailer, Up* the
nowc\ ,r. i
He congratulal
I
his ancceaa then make* his exit
Billy turni
our and oyer In nil hands, wondering now it ever
weighed aq much
Then, when ■ tiandful of shot
roils out ,.r the iish be nnderatanda.
Ethel ihyly
. s to her lubterfoge and Hilly taken bar in
bis anna.

PATHE.
PATHE S WEEKLY
NO.
41—1912
(Oct.
7).—
Seattle.
Wash
The
leading
scientists
and
edunow
touring
America,
an
to s, attic bj President
Kent, of the im
of Washington.
Berlin,
Qermanj
The
Kaiser,
Kaiaerin,
Crown
Prince and Crown
Prlnceaa
witness
the two
hunSophie.
Bt.
of
Church
the
of
dredth annlveraary
from
T«
President
Mass
Worcester,
the steps ol the City
Mall
while
on his v.
of some of his Aunt Delia's famous pies on
partake
bla
."...Hi blrthdaj
Seattle,
Wash.
The
Anierican
Association
or
this
leave
Agents
Ticket
and
Passenger
General
D the
"Prlnceaa
Alice"
for Vancouver
and
v i torla.
Cowes, Kngland --The Kcgatta here brings out
manv speedy craft to compete In the races.
s.w Haven, Conn Thla city celebrates New
on its usual elaborate scale.
Uav
Haven
Seattle Waah The Great Northern steamship
the Orient,
Company's ship "Minnesota." sailing forinto
a ships
the largest cargo ever loaded
carries
hold
— lll.ooo tons dead
weight.
New York N. V The Hamburg- American motor
*hit>. "Christian X." the lirst transatlantic motor
liner puts into this port for 1.000 tons of oil for
fuel This amount of fuel Will carry the ship at
knots for 110 days, or completely around the
13
world.
THE LASS OF GLOUSTER (Oct. 16).— With a
kiss. Betty lane, a fisherman's daughter,
parting
and John Monroe, promise to meet later lu the day
I the seashore. Hetty reat their tryatlng plac
turn- to keep the appointment and is waiting out
a moment when a wealthy young yachtsman comes
ashore for provisions. He Blrts with Hetty and
Ills sweetBetty's heart is last. .Tohn arrives to find
heart in the stranger's aims. Betty Ignores John s
that
proposal
s
newcomer'
the
protests and agrees to
she pack her things, meet hlin In half an hour ana
elope John hides and awaits their return. The
to arrive. He has his proyachtsman is the first
visions and has not forgotten a bottle of stimulant,
most of which he lias already consumed. John
thrashes hi. n lor stealing his girl, throws h,m Into
his rowboat, and orders him to get aboard his yacht
intoxiand not to return. On board the yacht the
cated yachtsman drops a match near the oil tank.
ItettN arrives on the scene in time to see the vessel
Betty
in flames and the owner dive Into the wat.r.
John takes to the water
looks appeaUngly at John.
drowning
the
reaches
stokes
and with a few strong
man In the meantime, Hetty has been doing some
heavv thinking, it appears, and has come to the
al[on that a man as brave as John is.
though poor, is better for her than a wealthy sailor
who cannot swim.
AfTHE STRIPED BATHING SUIT (Oct. 17).—
bathter making his wife a present of a new striped suit
in
the
see
lo
d
astonishe
is
Peters
Mr.
ing suit
the sea in the arms of a strange gentleman. Peters
on the sand, storms and rages at the couple out in
the water, but they do not seem to sec him. The
gentleman bestows a kiss and this is the last straw.
Peters wade- out In his best suit of clothes to get
When the water reaches his chin the
at the r.iiow
ladv faces him and to Peters' surprise it is not his
purw|fe :,| ;iii but another young holy who has store.
chased a striped bathing suit at a department
Interesting
An
SUBMARINE FAUNA (Oct. 17).—
of the plants and anlinals inhabiting
atudy of I
tin- bottom of tii. sea
MISLEADING EVIDENCE (Oct. 19).— Joe Man
town
to a mountain
a revenue oilier, rones
poring
to trap tie m
shiners.
He '
its and
loves a
voting woman who is also loved by the county
sheriff, although she prefers Joe. A hollowed oak
tree Is a trading station for the moonshiners and
in order to secure evidence against them,
Maiinering
the tree in such a manner
facing
■eta a camera
that when anyone looks Into the hollow they will be
when he finds the girl
sheriff,
The
graphed.
ha- no use for him. sends her an anonymous note
Later he and Mantr.e.
the
t"
go
t,.
her
a-kmg
and to Joe's surprise the
develop
luring
Woman
he
lovesthe Ispicture
revealed. However.
le
has
sworn to do his dnlv and he goes to her home to
arrest her. When he and the sheriff reach there
they hud her father dying and with his last
strength he confesses that lie is the moonshiner.
The girl shows Mannerlng the note, asking her to
come lo the tree and Informs him that It was
brought to her bv the sheriff's servant. When Joe
learns this he Is with difficulty restrained from taking the sheriff's life.

PICTURE

WORLD

C. G. P. C.

i

THE
GEISHA
GIRL8
OF JAPAN
(Oct. 18).— A
remarkable educational picture, taken In mnny
Japan
abowlng the life mid cnatoma of the G
Girls.

MOVING

MAX

FIGHTS
A DUEL
(Oot.
16).— Max,
the
i.i] fun maker,
Is shown
In another of his
i- lets.
Ills llan.ee, ere she marries him,
that he prove
himself a hero by fighting a
duel
Max
has difficulty
In finding
an opponent
Whom he can defeat and tils adventures constitute a
ly which Is a -• r.am from start to finish.
THE VALLET OF CHEVBEUSE
AND THE
VAUX DE CERNAY (Oct. 16).— A tastefully colored travel film showing the charming scenes In
one of the environs of Paris.
THE RUBBER INDUSTRY IN MALAYSIA (Oot.
lg), — Arm In arm with electricity, rubber has taken
it- place Inpi
the foremost
world'BInterest
great
Industrial
i his rank
film of
Is the
of wide
It shows the manner In which the greater
part of the world's supply of tills article is secured.
No proceeding, from the time the rubber trees are
planted until the finished product Is sent to Europe
and America, Is omit:
THE CONVERTIBLE AUTO (Oct. 18).— A comedy, featuring an automobile which Is equally serviceable on laud or on sea.

EDISON.
OUTWITTING THE PROFESSOR (Oct. 14).—
Dora and Frank arc sweethearts, but they came
very mar having their dream of love shattered
bv the interference of an eccentric Individual by
the name of Professor Barton, who is also a suitor
for Dora's hand. It seems that Professor Barton
is
chumwith
of Dora's
father
he Is therelorea lifelong
looked upon
favor by
Mr. and
Wlnslow.
Dora,
however, does not care for him, and loves only
her Frank,
to whom The
she lovers
Imparts then
her plan
father's
lie wishes.
to unget
of tii. persistent old Barton.
Thej take the maid and butler Into their confidence and when
Professor Barton
calls to pay bis
ie-|
ts and
renew
his offer
of marriage
Dora
seems more than cheerful and induces the professor
to drink a glass of lemonade, Into which the maid
has previously put a sleeping powder. He soon
succumbs to its influence and falls asleep. While
in this condition the lovers bribe the maid to sit
ml

close
sleeping
professor's
head
to restto onhim,
her allowing
shoulder.theDora
then seeks
her father
Inattentlveof the professor's
bitterly
and
ness complains
to her and
the seeming
attraction the maid
has for him.
Mr. Wlnslow hardly believes It, but goes to the
conservatory to investigate, where to his surprise
and horror, he finds the professor and maid In
what appears to him a most compromising position.
This so angers Mr. Wlnslow that he proceeds to
handle the professor somewhat rudely. Poor drowsy
old Barton in trying to explain only makes matters
worse, as Mr. Wlnslow seems convinced that the
man is intoxicated and forthwith has him ejected
by the butler. With old Barton safely out of the
way, Frank makes his appearance and succeeds
in getting Mr. Wlnslow's consent to marry his
daughter Dora.

GLIMPSES OF BERMUDA (Oct. 15).— First we
catch a glimpse of Hamilton Harbor and here and
th.ie a man-of-war; then a glorious lily field,
with thousands and thousands of Easter Lilies In
hundred and sixtyof the
a panorama
bloom;
ii\c Islands
that make
up three
the land of the illy and
ti,,. rose; then our attention is held by a deep sea
diver coming out of the depths from under a sunken
wreck. We also get a glimpse of the ocean bottom
and some of the fish that live there.
THE WIDOW'S SECOND MARRIAGE (Oct. 15).—
The wily deacon In this bucolic story is very much
attracted by a charming widow. One morning as
be is about to pay her a call, the village lawyer
is there before him with a bad bit of news about
her mortgage. The deacon overhears this and he Is
not so attentive a lover after his eavesdropping.
A few days later the deacon, while passing
along the village street, sees a messenger boy drop
a telegram and when he picks it up he finds to his
surprise,
that it is addressed
to the widow.
His
uriosiiv is aroused and as the message is only
partly sealed he cannot resist the temptation to
news
open II and learn its contents. It bears good
to the widow her Utianclal straits are now over.
hastens
and
enevlope
the
seals
Hurriedly the deacon
after the boy who dropped the telegram. Then
[vantage of the opportunity to admonish
id for his carelessness. He hurries to the
Widow's home by a different route from that of
the Ikiv so as to get there and congratulate her
after be hears the news from her. He is, however,
too late. While he was .hanging his mind 80
manv
times
another
suitor won
her hand.

KALEM.
THE COMBINATION OF THE SAFE (Oct. 14).—
Smith Weston a diamond importer, trusts implicitly
in his companion and secretary, Attend Harrison,
,- been in his employ for over twenty years.
glgnment of diamonds has Just been received and is placed in a special safe, the combination of which is known only to Weston
Harrison having occasion to procure some papers
from a private box of his employer, accidentally
comes upon the combination of the special safe.
but realizes that
he finds his fears are groundless,

in his room, but at the office be becomes uneasy.
He finally
feigns isillness
hurries
to -.-.•
filiation
where and
he left
it. home
Arriving
home,if
he finds his fears arc groundless, but realizes that
he will never be able to trust the i-ombiaation to
a hiding-place again. He therefore decide- to
memorize It. Having committed the combination
to memory, he destroys all possible evidence of his
knowledge and burns the Blip.
At a late hour Harrison makes a trip downtown,
ures the diamonds with little difficulty and
returns home. The following day consternation
reigns in the office of Weston when it is dis.
that the contents of the special safe are missing.
Detectives are called lu and a search Is inaugurated.
A week later as Weston, prostrated from his Iobs,
Bits propped up in a chair, his pet parrot repeats
the combination of the special safe. Startled. Weston sends for the detectives. The detectives declare
at once that the combination of the special safe
ii repeated in the hearing of the parrot.
Learning that Harrison occupies a room adjoining
that of W, -ti.i . the detectives are convino d of
the secretary's guilt. Harrison decides to leave
the country, but the detectives follow by various
clues and finally capture him aboard an ocean liner.
PAYING THE BOARD BILL (Oct. 16).— Bob,
Wilbur, and Horace, a trio of embryo artists, are
Invited by their landlady to pay up or get out. To
realize money the boys offer for sale a picture that
really Is a work of art and on which they realize
only fifteen dollars, the amount of the board bill.
Their good resolutions vanish, however, and the
money Is Boon spent on three pretty girls whom
they chance to meet. They are up against it now
and decide to leave their boarding house via the
ape. The landlady learns of their daring
plan and. calling in the police, has them ar
While being marched off by the' officers they are
seen by the girls whom they have recently treated
to a good dinner. The girls prove to be good sports
when they hear the boys' hard luck story and quickly pay the landlady the fifteen dollars necessary
to make the boys solid once more.
CENTRAL PARK, NEW YORK (Oct. 16).— Thla
magnificent park, in the center of Manhattan Island,
is the Mecca of all visitors to New York City. In
our Journey through the park we visit the worldfamous Metropolitan Museum. Nearby we are attracted by Cleopatra's Needle, a gift from the
Egyptian Government to New York City. We see
the keepers feeding the hippopotami; children
feeding the swans in the bautiful lake; the
Columbus Monument at the Fifty-ninth Street and
Eighth Avenue entrance; the Sherman Statue at
the Fifty-ninth Street and Fifth Aenue entrance; the Casino; the picturesque lake; a lady
visitor feeding the squirrels; the crowds on The
Mall; Webster's Monument; the Cave: the Pilgrim
Fathers'
Monument:
the Playground;
McGown'e
Pass Taveru;
the Old Stone
Fort; the donkey
ride;
the trick elephant going through his paces under
the instruction of a keeper; a Saturday concert;
and many other interesting
sights greet our eyes.
THE PLOT THAT FAILED (Oct. 18) — Jack complete- his invention and takes the model to Craig,
a wealthy manufacturer, wh© offers the young man
an unreasonable low figure. Jack refuses to accept
the offer and leaves, quite discouraged.
Craig, who recognizee the value of the invention,
determines to secure possession of the model and
calls ob Jean, an adventuress, who is deeply in love
with- the manufacturer. He advises Jean of his
andJean
next locates
day shetheenters
Jack's
aplans
ruse.
model,
but house
being through
unable
to get it out of the house, She goes to Craig and
tells him of the situation. Craig plays upon the
affection of the adventuress and tells her that he
will marry her if she secures the model. He hands
her his revolver to be used as a last resort and
the
not awarethe that
Jack's sweetheart.
Bertha,couple
has Isoverheard
conference.
Bertha hastens to Jack's workshop and arrives
before Jean. The girl hides behind the work bench
and frustrates
the plans of the adventuress.
When Jack barns of the plot to rob him of his
invention he again takes the model to Craig and
exclaims: "If you want this so badly, I will take
$25,000 for it." Craig sees that he can do nothing else draws
but accept
Jack's
therefore
his check
for proposition
that amount. and he
THE RIVAL ENGINEERS (Oct. 19).— Fletcher
and Thorn, two engineers on the M. .V- M. Kailroad,
admire the new engine recently purchased by the
company and each applies to the superintendent
for permission to run it. Fletcher is successful In
securing the prize, which arouses the anger of
Thorn.
Arriving
that at
night.
finds Fletcher's
son.
Robert,home
standing
the Thorn
gate talking
with his
daughter. Jenny Thorn roughly orders Jenny into
the house and. turning to Robert, forbids him to
speak to Jenuy again. An argument ensues and
in the struggle Robert is thrown down.
Robert informs his father of the trouble with
Thorn and Fletcher tells him to wait until morning when he will settle with Thorn at the railroad
vard. The next day when the engineers meet a
quarrel
place and Fletcher gets very much
the worst takes
of It.
A few davs later the engineers gather and discuss the question of a strike. Thorn makes a
speech, begging the men to remain with the company. His speech is having its desired effect when
Fletcher, who has shown all along his enmity
toward
Thorn.
Jumps
up and induces
the men
to

THE
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MOYINV,
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Film like wine improves with age
when properly stored. For eight (8)
years we have been storing the World's
Greatest Photoplays and blending the
Mintage with Late Features.
Over (1500) fifteen hundred varities served at one dollar ($1.00) to
five dollars ($500) per day, with
three (3) sheets and banners on the
side as a stimulant for box office blues.
One (1) sample sent free for trial.
Everybody everywhere write (or list.

NOTION
PICTURES

PICTURE

THE

1913

PEER

MACHINE
READY

OF ANY

W< >RLD

MODEL

MOTIOCRAPH

PICTURE

ON
EARTH— IS NOW
FOR SHIPMENT

23-E14l.hSt.
/New York

FOR SALE
Notre Dome de Paris, 2 reels, hand colored, $00.00, 12
sheets and other ndiertisinK matter.
Marianna,
or The Mother, 3 reels, $100.00, lot paper, all
kinds
2 reels
40.00
20.00
Coronation
of Kinp Oeorire
1 reel
Titnnir Before Sailing
400 ft.
McXnmara
slides
5.00
Beattie Murder Case slides
hum
5.00
10.00
Austin
Flood slides
20.00
Oapt. Fox and the Chinese Rebels. 1 reel
75.00
wine.
Women
and Song
3 reels
Bowery
After
Dark
in
2 reels
60.00 bi? front
A: I>h0t08
65.00 big front
Montana Cowpunchers
3 reels
& photos
Hearts of the West, or
60.00 big front
The Dnnirers of the Early Settlers.3 reels
60.00 big front
I*ast of the Sioit*
3 reels
65.00 big front
Moonshiners of Kentucky
3 reels
60.00 big front
The Kvil Eye
3 reels
50.00 big front
Saved from a Turkish Harem.... 2 reels
65.00 big front
Lights & Shadows of New York. 3 reels
Sinennir Girl of KiUarney
3 reels 60.00 big front
60.00 big front
i Bandits
3 reels
65.00 big front
Count v Fair
3 reels
Turkish-Italian War.
No. 1,
50.00 each
No. 2 and No. 3. as new
Creat Rink Robbery
36.00
25.00
Great Train Robbery
Blood is Thicker than Water.... 3 reels 100.00 lot of

Any of these will be forwarded 0. O. D., privilege of
examination on receipt of 25 per cent, deposit.

ECONOMY

314 Fulton Building

FILM

CO.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

24.000 roll tickets. |L»; 50
% cored carbon* ILli;
sUreoptiooo objectives. Be
to HOH; atarsoptieons. fU;
rheostats, B to 16 ; are
lamp*. $lrt. B and (LB;
i3^j
idoMn, K*. exddmB
UK; acetylene Jeta,
~i ffu sjeueisliin S3 50
■Mftafl ntetare objective*. BTJ; Jackets. B. Liat ef
aaortnaj pSetore repair parta at fair prices. Sprocket
wnaala, Be; fflma la a foot Catalans,
•f Baorlng pasture
picture machine*
repaired
machines
repair*! mat
L HETZ, M Eaat a*M St, Naw Tark dty

PRICES

— COMPLETE

AND

PACKED

FOR

SHIPMENT:

1250.00 without motor, switchboard or teat.
$285.00 with motor
(any voltage),
switchboard
and teat.
$300.00 tpecial Massachusetts, with motor, switchboard and teat.

THE PRICE HAS GONE UP FOR THREE REASONS:

1st: Because of the advance in Material and Labor Cott.
2nd:
Because
we furnish
a complete
metal
equipment.
3rd: Because the introduction of the Motiograph it complete.
OUR
CUARANTEE
FREE UPKEEP FOR ONE YEAR COVERING PARTS of the 1913 model Motlofraph
mechanism THAT MAY BECOME WORN OUT IN SERVICE, or WHICH MAT SHOW DEFECT
IN MATERIAL OR WORKMANSHIP, with the understanding that the part be sent to ua.
charges prepaid, for examination,

Mr

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MANUFACTURING
br L.t» Deileri

Exhibitors, don't think
when you book a film 2,000
feet long that you get a
feature. The length of the
film does not improve the
subject. Our features are
carefully selected, e\ery
one of them is a real feature. Our posters and photographs are a show in
itself. Write today to the
House of Variety, the

SPECIAL FILM CO., Ltd.
5 West 14th Street, N.Y.

COMPANY

CHICAGO.

564-572 W. Randolph Street
For Sale

ILL.

ET-»r7Trh*-r£

THE ENTERPRISE (Portable)
CALCIUM GAS OUTFIT
Price,

with

carrying

case,

$35-00.

Is the only Substitute for Electricity
projecting
Motion
Viewsforand
is the

ONLY

SATISFACTORY

PORTABLE

Picture or Stereoptieoo

OUTFIT

because it operates by WATER
PRESSURE, IS CONSTANT, REGULAR AND
RELIABLE and has no complicated spring valve to corrode, choke mp sad atlerwise
get out of order.
Is patented.
••OXONE"
a SQUARE
CAKES
is most
satisfactory
for the productJea
af
oxygen gas.
For Sale by Dealers Everywhere.

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co, 5^72'wrRandTiprstreeRt"cHicAco,iLL.
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Advertisements,
SITUATIONS

three

WORLD

I

DV

IFI
Classified

PICTURE

cents

WANTED.

per

word,

cash with
HELP

ATTENTION THEATRE OWNEHSi Theatre Mauaper in Chicago loop tbeatrei for the past four yearn
wlili excellent record now open fur engagement with
Dtopet Inducement
THBATfiB IIOB., c/o
Morlng Picture World, Chicago, 111.
AT LIBERTY — Camera Han — Assistant U superintendent of riim Factory. Experienced in all deputmrata;
tea jrean
with
some of the largest
manufacturers.
World.
N. I I Addreae ('•. <i.. c/o Moving Picture
SITUATION WANTED— A-l NcgaUve Developer
wants position as foreman with established (Inn.
Rxpert In developing, printing, tinting and toning.
Address A. 11. C, care Moving Picture World,
N. V. C.
LADY PIANIST— Kxperleucetl, wants iwsltlon.
Not Vaudeville. Evenings only preferred. Address
TILLOTSON,
391 Myrtle Ave., Hrooklyn,
N. X.
ADVERTISING MAN— Capable handling any big
line of publicity. Scenario writer; conl* edit. References. Long experience. Age, 32. East preferred,
$1800. Write KINO, 822 James Ave., S. E.. Grand
Rapids,
Mich.
AT LIBERTY — A-l Pianist and Trap Drummer.
Experienced In all lines. Together or singly. Address A. F., c/o M. P. World. N. Y. C.

order;

50

cents

FILMS

WANTED.

FOR SALE — Cameras, tripods and lenses, new and
used.
Guaranteed
perfect
condition.
Address
940
M. P. World, 169 W. Wash. St.. Chicago, I1L
THEATRES
FOR
SALE.

EQUIPMENT
WANTED.
WANTED— Asbestos
Booth,
Standard size.
complete plans and prices.
GEM
THEATRE,
Berlin,
N. Y.
FILMS

FOR

ITALIAN-TURKISH
WAB
REELS— Two genuine
(Cines)
War Reels and the "Searchlight."
All good
condition.
Price reasonable.
TUPPACK & ROSENTHAL, 368 E. 149th St., New York City.

Two and Three Reel Features
The BEST European Attractions for BENT OB
SALE at the LOWEST Bargain Prices. Ask for
our NEW LIST.

Northern Feature Film

FILMS

MISCELLANEOUS.
LECTURER — Would buy
Panama Canal. VAUCHER,
Canal Zone, Panama.

old established

AGENCY WANTED— In Atlantic City, N. J., for
placing films with moving picture theatres, on a
commission basis. Would establish ability and responsibility without reserve. B. W. ADAMS, 221
South Vermont Ave., Atlantic City, N. J.
Instantaneous and satisfactory results guaranteed.
Our new polishing cloth works wonders on brass and
nickel trimmings. Unexcelled for gold and silverware. No paste or powder required. Sample Free.
Address R-M CO., Box 202, Denver, Colorado.
FOR RENT IN TOLEDO — 10 by 175 foot building,
two floors running from Summit to Water St.; main
floor opening on Summit St. ; lower floor opens on
Water St.; excellent location. Approved by building;
Inspector for picture show; room for balcony; 12
feet drop from Summit to Water Street. Write or
inquire. NELSON W. GOUGEON, 402 Summit St.,
Toledo, Ohio.
Moving Picture Theatres, NOTICE ! Something
new; big money-maker. Write NATIONAL THEATRICAL A. A., 916 World
Bldg., N. Y. C.
WANTED — Address at present of parties owning
"Redemption" for W. Va., Va., Maryland and Dist.
Columbia. Address MOVING PICTURE MAN, 107
West Union St., Punxsutawney,
Pa.
WILL TRADE, for Moving Picture Theatre, 98acre farm near Indianapolis; 5 miles from county
seat.
Address W. L. M , 221 E. Stb St., Peru, Ind.

125 V.S. WARSHIPS
28000
SAILORS
ALL

WATER

and

LAND

PARADES

Positive. 12 cents per foot
Release Oct. 25th
FILMS MADE
TO ORDER

firm with

Baader,

125 E. 13th St., New

CABLE

a new

ADDRESS

York

" HAKILU

"

name

" DIXIELAND' S PRIDE "

Untten American iftlm Company
HARRY

Theatres

K. LUCAS, Gen. Mgr.

Equipped

Throughout

Write for our big list of One, Two, Three and Four Reel Features.
A gigantic selection. We buy, sell, rent and exchange reels of every
description. Investigate! THE LARGEST CONCERN OF ITS
KIND IN THE ENTIRE SOUTH.

to

New York

slides and films of
Box 428, Chrlstobal,

105 Magic Tricks 25c. Also free Catalogue Magic
and Novelties. Address NATIONAL MAGIC SCHOOL,
Room 24, 1193 Broadway, N. Y.

CONNECTIONS

An

SALE.

ON THE PLAINS"— Two reels, A-l condition; 3, 6, 9-sheets; $60. SPANUTH, 622 West
St., New York City.

Hans

TELEPHONE

FOB

"WAR

Importers and Distributers of

Feature Film Co.
108 East 12th St.,

Chicago
Exchange

105 Schiller Bldg.

ENQUIRE
ABOUT
OUR WEEKLY
PRICE $35 UP
Wire,
Phone

Send
New

SALE.

TO

Write,

WANTED.

174th

FOR SALE— Automatic Standard Machine. Two
Excello Arc Lamps, 10 hours. Upright piano, all In
good condition; no mall answered. Call after 2
P. M.
525 Grand Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
FOR SALE — 200 chairs suitable for moving picture house or dance hall. Inquire of M. La Lone,
Hudson Falls, N. Y.
FOR SALE — Ft. Wayne compensarc, 110 volt, 60
cycle A. C; good as new; $35. Good Piano, $90.
Piano Player. $70. EDW BARNELL, 3745 Main
Ave., Norwood, Ohio.

Feature Program

accepted

THEATRE
WANTED.
WB ARE IN THE MARKET TO PURCHASE
OUTRIGHT HIGH CLASS MOVING PICTURE THEATRES FROM COAST TO COAST. STANDARD
MOTION PICTURE THEATRE CO. OF AMERICA,
INC., 40 EXCHANGE PLACE & 27 WILLIAM ST
NEW YORK CITY. TELEPHONES, BROAD 3892
& BROAD 495.

DRUMMER — Desires position in picture house.
Best references, married, sober, experienced. All
traps and effects. No Bells. A. F. of M. Address
WELLS, BOO E. Morrell St., Streator, 111.
AT LIBERTY— A-l Experienced State Right and
Exchange Man — Highest credentials. Address
C. W. S ., 522 West 174th St.. N. Y. O.
STUDENT OPERATOR wishes position as assistant. Address A. Ludeke, 608 Spring St., West Hoboken, N. J.
CAMERAS
FOR
SALE.

It Will Pay You

stamps

I Am in the Market for a lot of educational,
travel, scientific films. Address J. BARKEY, 133
Vs est BOtta St., c/o Groff, New
York City.
WANTED— To buy 100 Independent films abont
nine months old, with posters. Address L. W., 69,
care Moving Picture World,
New York City.
We Wish to Buy for Cash Feature Films in good
condition, with Posters. Address "FEATURB
FILM
121,"
c/o Moving Picture World,
N. Y. 0.

YOUNG MAN — Desires evening position In theatre
showing pictures. Must be located In greater New
York. Object, experience leading to advancement.
Best of references. Address K. N. W., Box 1, Madison Sq. P. O., N. Y. City.

strike.
Thorn refuses to follow the other men out.
Consternation reigns In the superintendent's office
when he learns of the strike. Immediate delivery
of valuable freight on a siding in the railroad yard
is demanded by a consignee and a claim for large
damages Is imminent unless delivery Is effected
at once. The superintendent asks Thorn If he
will move the freight. Thorn agrees, and a clerk
is supplied him as a fireman. Fletcher discovers
Thorn's intention and decides to thwart him. He
tells a group of strikers of Thorn's plan and a mob
starts to stone Thorn's engine as he passes. Being
unable to stop Thorn, Fletcher leaves the crowd
and, calling to a fireman. Jumps on his own engine
and starts on a parallel track to intercept Thorn.
A wonderful race between the two engines takes
place.
The mad race over the rails, the collision that
finally occurs, the rescue of the engineers, and the
final adjustment of all difficulties, makes this one
of the most thrilling and interesting railroad stories.

postage

WANTED — Musicians for Western Canada, for
violin, drums, clarinet, cornet, cello and piano.
Salary $20 per week When replying give references. Address CANADIAN FILM EXCHANGE,
88, Calgary, Alta., Canada.
WANTED— Heal picture pianist who can teach.
Right parly can make dandy salary. Playing evenings only; no Sundays; teaching on side. Amateurs,
save stamps Glre full I xperienee and information
llrst letter.
IIAltitY Q. WALDRON. Lnngdon, N. D.
WANTED — A No. 1 singer for first-class picture
theatre. state all first letter. Address REX
THEATRE,
Jackson,
Mich.

WANTED — To buy or lease picture theater In
Florida. Give seating capacity, population of towns.
Price must be right. Name your lowest, no time
to dicker. Address HARRY BULLARD, 623 Richmond St., Winchester,
lad.
EQUIPMENT
FOB SALE.
EDISON KINET0SC0PE — Type B, Asbestos
Booth, Johns Manville, both practically new, cheap.
Address V. W. DAVIS, 26 West 42nd St., N. Y. C.

FOR SALE— One of the prettiest little photoplay
houses between New York and Albany. Located
within 70 miles of New l'ork. Up-to-date equipment. A bargain. Owner has all his attention
occupied In manufacturing business. Address
J. M. H., c/o Moving Picture World,
N. Y. O.
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ATLANTA,

CA.

LOUISVILLE,

KY.

Offices, 205 to 238 Brown-Randolph

ATLANTA, GA.

Building
TAMPA, FLA.
FAYETTEVILLE,

N. C.
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ITALA

rEATURES

After months of preparation a series of large and important Two and Three Reel Productions are now ready for America

SOULS

First Big
Release

IN TORTURE

A Sensation
in Two Parts

With Marangoni, Amici, Nelson, Quaranta and other popular artists supported by a cast of one hundred players
SPECIAL

ONE

AND

THREE

NOTICE

SHEETS

IN SIX

HERALDS,

PHOTOGRAPHS,

CUTS

^ Itala Films will be sold to exclusive,
authorized agents.
_ Applications for territory must be accompanied by references.
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TERMS,

ADVERTISING

ITALA

MATTER,

ETC

FILM. CO.
OF

MHARRY

ITALAFILH
•TORINO-

COLORS,

AMERICA

R. RAVER.

Director General

SUITE'805, COLUMBIA THEATRE1 BUILDING, NEW
Film Supply Co. of America,
Distributors

fORKi

TALA

FILfl

•TORINO-

Subscribers, Please Note
BINDERS
For each three
months' volume
of the

Moving

Picture
World
Can be furnished as follows,
express charges
additional:
75c each.
$2.60 for four.
$7.25 per doz.
By prepaid mail
$1.00 each.
Simple and Secure
Single Copies

easily removed

id
125

East 23d Street
New York City

Exclusive Service
Something you have always wanted, but have never been able to get
before. The following makes |are
ours exclusively for New York and
surrounding territory:
Rex— Bison—Champion-- Victor
Great Northern Features
Milano-Powers-Gem-Eclair
Imp-Animated Weekly-Nestor
All
Features
in
Regular
Service

Universal Film

Exchange

OF NEW YORK
111 East 14th St., New York

Phone, Stuyv. 1000
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THE

BUG
AND
THE COUNT
(Oct. 16).— Slmpbug, who ini-i been in jail all his life, u
n victim of wonderful dreams.
One day 1
from prison. Id the meantime Count Derinsky, who
It traveling in America,, Incognito, takes a tail In
willed the hug had secreted himself. The count
bee several letters of Introduction to different clubs
which the bug relieves him of; also changes clothes
With him, The count Is arrested as an escaped
COOTiet, while the bug takes advantage of the
count's cards and letters and proceeds to enjoy
himself until caught cheating at cards. He Is
thrown out the window. He wanders down the
street and some mischievous boys place roller skates
• >n his feet. The bug finds that he cannot control
the skates, and the skates take him back to Jail.
He awakes to find It all was a dream.
ON ACCOUNT OF A HANDKERCHIEF (Oct. 16).
— Jack and Kitty, newlyweds, take an apartment
uptown. Soon after they meet In front of their
lions, . Miss Inwood, who Is an old friend of Jack's.
A day or two later Miss Inwood, putting her initials on her handkerchief by the window, leaves
the room and the handkerchief blows out into the
ourt and into Jack and Kitty's apartment. Kitty
cornea home and tinds the handkerchief and, thinking her husband has had Miss Inwood In the apartment, starts trouble. Kitty licenses Jack and Miss
Inwood, but everything Is explained In the eDd
by Nora, a servant girl, who saw the handkerchief
blown out of one window Into the other.
THE ORGAN GRINDER'S WARD
(Oct. 19).—
An old Italian organ grinder Is attracted to Betty.
a beautiful kind-hearted little girl of twelve. She
brings him a glass of water on a hot day and
later, when she finds him overcome on her doorstep, has her chums help him home with his organ.
Pletro, an Italian nobleman, has adopted the organ grinder's disguise In order to find a villainous
Italian count who has ruined his home. Pletro
has Betty taught music. Later, showing promise.
In Bends her and her mother to Paris to complete
her music. There she meets an Italian count, an
old roue, who tilings she is an American heiress.
.and makes love to her. Betty returns to America.
The count follows. At a Bohemian restaurant,
where IMetro is giving a supper In honor of Betty.
Pletro and the man he seeks come face to face.
The
count
escapes.
The count falling in his money making schemes.
plans to rob Pletro and escape the country. Tom,
Betty's lover, is on hand to foil the count. The
officers arrive In time to prevent murder and the
count is led off to his fate.

THANHOUSER.
DOTTY THE DANCER (Oct. 13).— A young singer
In a musical comedy company attended a reception
at a rich man's bouse as one of the "talent" and
fell deeply In love with the daughter of the house.
His affection was reciprocated, but the girl's father
firmly opposed any alliance between his daughter
and the actor.
The star of the young man's company, a celebrated
dancer, was a creature of moods. She became
violently angry when the young singer mimicked her
■tens, and left the theater in a rage Just as the

NEGATIVE

PICTURE

WORLD

opening performance was about to begin. The manager was In despair, but the young man volunteered
as a substitute ami won approval by his excellent
dancing
and superb
makeup.
Among those favorably Impressed with his talent
was the father of the girl he loved. He witnessed
the performance from the orchestra and later sent
his card to tin- dancer. The latter Invited him to
call, carried out the Joke, assisted by several of
his friends, and soon the foolish old man was convinced be was ilc ply In It

INDEPENDENT
FILM STORIES

FILM

MOVING

So he wrote to the "Divine Cleo," saying, "I am
determined that you must become a member of my
family Mm I bone?" To which the dancer coyly
r.pll.d that she was willing to be married If the
old man's daughter consented. When the father
arrived with the minister and his daughter there
was a wedding, but he only figured as spectator.
He his
couldn't
on
note. object, for he didn't dare to go back
WHEN MERCY TEMPERS JUSTICE (Oct. 16).—
The Judge had a long calendar, he was weary and
Inclined to be short In his answers to those who
came before him. He brightened up for a moment when a well-known banker was brought before him. This man was an old clubmate, and the
charge of crooked dealing, brought by gome ragged
depositors, seemed to the court ridiculous. He said
so and fixed the bail at a trilling figure, and at
that almost apologized
to the dignified
prisoner.
The next In line was a wretched-looking man
who had stolen a bottle of milk from a dairy wagon.
He did not deny his guilt, but stated that his wife
and children were starving. Many times before
had the Judge heard that excuse, and it only wearled him now. Impatiently he ordered the wife
to cease pleading for the man, and he sent the selfconfessed
thief to Blackwell's
Island.
That night the Judge sat in his well furnished
dining-room, smoking a cigar after dinner. Idly his
thoughts went to the courtroom, and he lightly
remembered the statue of Justice which adorned
the chamber.
"I wonder," he mused, "I wonder what that figure thinks of my decisions, and what It would
do Then
In myit place."
seemed that the courtroom was right
there in front of him, and that the figure of
Justice was alive. It came down from Its pedestal, and in a moment was hi the dining-room
opposite him,
Justice did NOT like his court rulings. That
was clear at once, and the Judge found that Justice
was a most unpleasant companion, who insisted on
taking the Jurist out to see the victims of his
decisions.
It was a most uncomfortable night. The Judge
was not interested and politely hinted so. Then the
anger of Justice was aroused and the unfortunate
Judge found himself alone in the streets, his fine
clothing rags, and he himself as friendless as many
of the unfortunates who had appeared before him.
When he tried to re-enter his house he was urdely
turned away. After wandering around for many
hours the pangs of hunger assailed him, and he
stole some rolls which he saw left at an areaway.
He was promptly arrested, taken before a Judge
who looked and acted as he had done himself
on the bench, and despite his pleas for mercy, was
sent to Blackwell's
Island.
In misfortune he learned humility, and fonnd
one friend, the poor man he had sent away for
stealing for his starving family. Soon the Judge
realized that strict unswerving Justice Is sometimes
as bad as injustice, and that only when Justice Is
tempered with mercy can it be rightly entitled to
that name. Then — he found himself back In his
dining-room again, a kinder, better, less arrogant
judge, one who had learned the lesson all Judges
should know. He secured a pardon for the man
who had stolen food, and from that time was more
careful in his decisions, more thoughtful of the
unfortunates who came before him. That was why,
in the course of years, he won the title of "The
Poor career
Man's onJudge."
and bore it with honor during
his
the bench.
FOR

THE

MIKADO

(Oct. 18).— A Japanese noble-

man waa highly honored by the Mikado by being
sent on a secret mission to obtain Information
concerning the plans of a foreign foe. Accompanied by bis pretty young wife, he went to the
enemy's country, where he hired a residence,
and expressed bis intention of making his home
there. The Information he Bought was to be secured from a soldier of the enemy, who for a large
sum of money bad agreed to furnish data and
papers which the Mikado desired. The envoy met
with unexpected success at the outset, and flushed
with his victory, began to dissipate, despite the
remonstrances of bis meek little wife.
An appointment bad been made for him to meet
the traitor outside the fort at midnight, when the
Japanese was to exchange a bag of gold for the
papers. The Jap was not able to be there at tinappointed time, being sodden with drink, and his
wife, who found him helpless in the library of
their home, realized that the Mikado's mission was
in danger of becoming a failure at the last moment.
The woman, although usually meek and timid,
determined to take his place. She disguised herself in a suit of ber husband's clothes, and kept
the appointment. Unfortunately for her they were
discovered, and as *e escaped, she was shot and
mortally wounded by a sentry. The importance of
her mission nerved her on, however, and she managed to elude her pursuers and reached her home.
There she aroused ber drunken husband, told
him she had been successful, but that the Bearebers were close on ber track, and urged him to flee
while she would remain and delay the enemy.
The man. startled into sobriety, did as she suggested, while the woman, discarding her disguise,
arrayed herself in her native garb, and calmly
waited
for the soldiers to appear.
Tbey questioned her without result, although they
knew the man they sought lived there, for tbe
traitor bad made full confession. She laughingly
told
them know
that when
her husband
"wasreturn.
out," and
she
did not
he would
Finally,
the officer In charge, enraged because a search of
the house bad revealed nothing, seized her roughly
by the shoulder and threatened to lock her up.
He felt something warm and sticky on his hand.
He looked at It and saw It was blood. Then he
realized that the person he sought stood before
him.
The woman made no effort now to conceal the
truth. She knew that death was only a matter
of a few minutes, but she did not regret it. Her
last moments were made happy by a realization
that the mission had ben a success, and she died)
happy because she bad been able to lay down
her life for the Mikado.

SOLAX.
THE GOLD BRICK (Oct. 16). — Snakey Snodgrass
conceives a scheme with which to defraud the crooks
of New York. He purchases enough gold to make a
brick worth about fifteen thousand dollars. With
this he comes to New York City, opens an office as
a "Gold Expert" and sends out word to the crooks
and swindlers that he has discovered a new metal
which will pass as gold. He uses the real gold brick
with which to make all the Jeweler's tests, with
chemicals, etc. Then he has an assistant in a different place gilding bricks and preparing them for
sale to the swindlers. The police learn of his activity and tbey raid his office. He grabs up a
brick, which he believes to be the one of pure gold,
and is a victim of his trickery, leaving the real one
lying on the floor. After Snakey leaves in the custody of the officers, his assistant looks with disgust
at tbe bricks and starts dumping tbem out of the
window. Small boys amuse themselves by throwing the bricks around. Then they decide to put one
which happens to be the genuine one under a silk
hat, leaving It on a pavement. Various people kick
tbe hat, and hurt their toes, and then laugh when
they see the gold brick.
At last a broken down, ragged looking swindler
comes out of a saloon door and discovers the gold)
brick. He takes up a position on a street corner
to wait for some greenhorn or rube. . Silas Perkins,
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SELIQ
THE

SELIG
Oct.

IIOUSB

OF

THE

FIVE-A-WEEK.

Hih.

Oct.

MY

WIFE'S

WHERE

BONNET

Adapted from the original farce comedy that met with such whirlwind success when produced at the Olympic Theater, London in
Lyllian Leigliton and John Lancaster play the principal parts.
1,000 feet,
. .

1864.
About

Oct. 16th.

THE

OPIUM

SMUGGLERS

SHUTTLE

OF

FATE

A thrilling story of a wreck at sea and the romance that grew out
of a rescue connected with it. Very dramatic scenes of the wreck
and escape of the passengers make this an excellent production.
About 1,000 feet.

THE

SELIG

20 East Randolph

LOVE

PROGRAM.
IS THERE

Oct,

SUBTERFUGE
One of the moat rl.nrlv told llghl
t month*.
Adapted
from the short ntury of l'uih|> Vt-mll Michala.
On the aama reel wiLU

THE

GEISHAS

OF JAPAN

A remarkable educational picture taken in ninny Japan— the land whereia
cameras are forbidden Bbourins the much-read "I Geiana irixla and their cuatnuis and life. Combined U-iikUi about 1.UU0 feeU
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A dramatic story of the government line riders of the northwest
and an incident in their handling of opium smugglers. Win. Duncan
and Myrtle Stedman play the principal parts.
About 1,000 feet.
Oct. 16th.
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j HE

ij'1
Of Pumpkin i inter, who baa sold bis farm for a
thousand dollar* eoun-s Into town to live with his
dauglil, r and tier husband, wbo Is a young CpamUt.
Silas In aecosti-d by the swindler, wbo eventually
Mlbl blm tin- r.nl gold brick for a tbouaand dollurH.
SIIuh process to IiIb daughter's house, where he
tella tueru of his pnrehUt They are heartbroken,
and wbeti be learns tliut be bus fallen victim to a
simple fraud, the old man Ib ho overcome by the lOH
of bis money tbut be takes to bis bed. Ill) son-lnliiw rail- lb>' doctor,
Who orders
tbem
to tell blm
that the brick is rati gold. In order to pnonr him op
and brink' lilm buck to bealtb.
Tbe nun In Inw geta some of his chemicals, brines
tbem to tbe table by tin- bedside and starts on bis
tests, planning to "Jolly" tbe old man. His eyes
bulge, and be discovers that It Is real gold. The
i,bi fellow sits up and dons bis clotbes In a Jiffy
wben be learns tluit It Is true — and tbe son-in-law,
the daughter and tbe old man hastily call a taxicab and hustle for the office of the U. S. metal assayer. There they sell the brick for Its true value.
and the hist view Is that of tbe old farmer telling
the story of Its purchase to the official chemist,
while tbe son and daughter Join tbem In merry
laughter.
THE MAVERICK (Oct. 18).— Bessie Vale la a
poor, homeless girl. She Is about to be arrested for
vagrancy when two confidence man step up and Intercede for her, by telling the policeman that she
Is a sister of theirs. The confidence men take her
to their boarding bouse and contlde her to the mercy
of a not over-scrupulous boarding-bouse mistress.
Tbe girl suspects nothing wrong until tbe two conBdettce men take her to a cabaret show, and then
Introduce her to Billy Taylor, a wealthy Western
cattle man on a visit. I'rged by the menacing
glances of the confidence men. the girl encourages
tbe Westerner, and In compliance with tbelr silent
urging Invites him to her home. He is listening to
ber play tbe piano, wben the two swindlers break
Into the room, waving revolvers. One of the men
declares that the girl is bla wife and he will have
BUI arrested unless be pays a thousand dollars to
blm. Bessie begins to cry and Bill decides to give
up his money to save her from publicity. He gives
all be has. Bessie confesses that poverty bad
forced her Into the trap of the rascals. He at first
■tarts to call a policeman, then he relents and forgives. He asks where the men can be found, and
■he tells blm at a saloon where the gang meets.
She takes him there. Bill draws his revolver In
triumph. BUI draws out bis return ticket and then
he has an idea. He turns to ber, saying, "Little
girl, you are a maverick, as I was. We're both in
the wrong herd of cattle. Come out and share my
ranch — In God's country."

UAJE8TIC.
THE SIMPLE LIFE (Oct. 18),— To escape the
snares of matchmaking mothers with marriageable
daughters, Jack Vincent, a young millionaire, decides to "disappear" for a few weeks. For a few
days he Uves the life of a tramp. His wanderings
bring him Into tbe village of Blngtovm, and on the
road he comes upon "Oy" Smith, proprietor of the
village grocery store, a victim of "speed mania."
His wagon had just been upset, and his fresh market goods distributed along the road. Jack, seeing
the old man's plight offers his aid. Together they
set to work and wben the task Is completed. Smith,
Impressed by Jack's frank and engaging manner,
offers him a position as clerk, $8.00 a week and
board. Jack accepts the position.
Jack Is Introduced to Marie, Smith's daughter.
She falls In love with Jack. Not only does she keep
her love secret, but from her actions Jack decides
she dislikes him. This pains him for he has come
to love the village and its inhabitants. In a village
such as Blngtown, "house parties" are considered
quite the proper thing and two weeks after entering the employ of Smith, Jack receives an invitation
t» attend one. He tries to beg off saying he has
no "party suit." His excuse is overheard by Marie
and it troubles ber. She wants blm t* attend tbe
party.
While trying to devise ways and means to get
Jack to the party, an advertisement catches ber eye
"Suits $10.00, will Include shoes, hat, shirt, collar and tie." Marie hurries to her room and finds
It will take every penny of ber savings, but she
does not hesitate. By a ruse she secures Jack's
measurements and sends off for the suit. Wben It
arrives she examines it eagerly and then Joyfully
places It on Jack's bed. When Jack discovers the
"creation" he Is almost overcome. He knows Instinctively that Marie Is the guilty party and rather
than offend her he decides to attend the party arrayed In his new suit. He dons It and as he suspected. It Is a glorious misfit.
While the merriment Is at Its height. It Is discovered that Jack is the missing millionaire for
whom his friends had Instituted a thorough search.
Marie Is heartbroken but Jack convinces her that
money Is not everything In this little world of ours.
ALL FOR JIM (Oet. II). — Jim Goodman Is a hard
working fireman In a factory. One day, the chief
engineer Is discharged for drunkeness and Jim applies to the boss for his position, telling him he has
the strength. The boss replies it Is brains, not
muscle that Is required. Jim goes home that night
discouraged and tells bis wife that he doesn't see
any
chance for
advancement
as and
he hasn't
an education.
Sheanhits
upon an Idea
plans
for til tn tn attend olgbt school and learn a
trade. So Jim starts to school and is progressing
favorably, but l'.ess. his wife, finds the expense too
taiav.i s,, decides,
unknown to Jim, to take In sew-
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NOTICE To Importers
oi Feature Subjects,
Dupers, and Otherwise,
Infringers ot U.S. Copyrighted Photoplays.
seemost
forve
d from
ed ha
ignthe
ers
THE undcure
copyright law authority in
this country a legal interpretation of the new copyright law,
as pertains to motion picture
plays, which was passed August
24, 1912.
He states, without a single
qualification, that any importer
of a feature which has been duly
copyrighted in the United States
under the provisions of the new
law, is as guilty of violation and
consequent conviction therefor,
as though he had actually duped
the copyrighted material.
There are no limitations as to
where the film is made. It can
only be made for sale or vended
in the United States by the
holders of the United States
copyright.
So this new copyright law
gives absolute protection to the
holder thereof. There are no
loopholes through which the foxily-inclined may crawl or profit.
Quite the contrary, they assume
a heavy and expensive risk.
Upon the basis of our legal
advice we will immediately
seize any and every reported or
found infringement against our
copyrights. This in a word
means that only such purchases
as are made from the American
sales agency, "UNIVERSAL
FEATURES," who hold all
United States Copyrights, are
secured against injunction or
seizure.
So be cautious what you buy,
book or exhibit.
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Ch. JOURJON, President
PARIS
and
NEW YORK

lng.
answers working
an "ad" early
and and
takes latehometo earn
shirts a
from She
a factory,
little extra money
for Jim.
In tbe meantime, Jim becomes Infatuated with a
silly, but pretty girl at the night school and as he
cornea home only to Bud Hess worn out, he naturally
finds more pleasure In the other girl's society. At
last Bess' eyes give out from overwork and she is
brought home temporarily blind by the foreman.
Jim enters unexpectedly, and seeing tbe strange
man bending over his wife, rushes to strike him,
when be Bees his wife Is blind. He opens her hand
and sees the pay envelope, and realises It has all
bean for blm. He drops on his knees in shame, but
woman like, forgives blm.

GAUMONT.

~GAUM0NT WEEKLY
NO 29 Sept. 86).— Herding the Moose. Thousands of the Order meet In
Harrisburgb, Pa., and parade.
Tornado In New York State. Vicinity of Syracuse swept by disastrous
wind
storm.
Big on Steamer
English Channel boat
lands
rocks Off Wrecked.
coast of France.
Fifty Years After. Civil War survivors meet in
many places to revive old memories. All that Is
left of Cole's famous Maryland Cavalry meet at
Harper's Ferry, W. Va. 20th N. Y. Keg. meet*
on Antletam Battle Field. Miss Othlla Gertb, who
gave regiment a flag 51 years ago, speaks. Director of Public Safety Porter, of Philadelphia, unveils monument to memory of Gen. W. E. Starke,
C. S. A. Bloody Lane and tbe Antletam Battlefield.
where 25,000 men died In a day. The Grand Army
parade
In Los Angeles,
Calif.
Fashions for Home Wear. What Paris Is sending
us in the way of fancy household gowns.
America's Oldest Woman. Gertrude Alto, Chlppewawa Indian, aged 123 years, talking to ber
great, great, great grandson at San Oiego. Calif.
A Week with the Aviators. Audemars, winner
of the Paris-Berlin flight, does some sky-larking
for French military authorities. Audemars and tbe
reception tendered him at St. Cloud. International
hydroplane meeting at St. Malo, France.
Garden of Allah Moves. Big special train takes
famous play from New York to Chicago.
Peru Celebrates Birthday. South American republic's president and congress go to church tn
Lima.
The
president lifts his hat.
Can You Eat Pie this Way? — Contest at Baltimore picnic shows hands are not absolutely necessary. The winner still eating.
Speedy Pacific Boats. Everett, Wash., "puttputts" make a notable showing.
ZIGOTO TO THE EESCTJE (Oct. 3).— The daughter of a wealthy banker, on the eve of her marriage.
Is abducted and held for ransom. Zigoto Is employed to rescue her. He traces the kidnappers
and scales the wall of their stronghold only to
roll into the chimney and thence into their very
presence. After a band-to-hand combat, Zigoto Is
bound. He liberates himself, however, and overpowering a woman member of the band, he takes
her clothing and gains entrance to tbe weeping
girl. • She escapes by an improvised rope to a
horse which waits in the grounds bolow. Zigoto
follows her and vanquishes the the chauffeur of
bandits' automobile. Acting as their driver, he pursues tbe fleeing girl, who deserting her mount,
launches forth upon a river in a rowboat. Zigoto
and the two kidnappers follow In a motor boat.
They overtake tbe girl and drag her to their craft.
Then Zigoto shows bis master band. He throws
the two kidnappers Into tbe water and batters tbem
with an oar. Zigoto restores the girl to her father
and
Is properly
rewarded.
ZIGOTO DBIVES A LOCOMOTIVE (Oct. 5).—
Tbe employees of a railroad go on strike and the
distracted station master, unable to run bis train,
engages Zigoto. Zigoto's many arts do not contain that of an engineer, but be goes ahead valiantly. Taking liberties with the lever, he starts at
express speed and the locomotive leaves the straight
and narrow path of Its rails and ruas through tbe
village, toppling over various Impediments In its
path, leaving a wake of destmction. After doing
a good day's damage, Zigoto Is finally confronted
by the station master and the repentant employees,
wbo then resume their labors, after having vented
their anger upon
Zigoto.
LOVES TEST (Oct. 8).— Elsie's wealthy father
is ever picking candidates for the lucrative position
of Elsie's husband. Elsie views them as fortune
hunters and hands them all the mitten. In the
search for the husband who will love Elsie for
Elsie's sake, without the trimmings of riches, she
tn the city in the guise of a poor girl and
obtains a position in a banking house. A fellow
employee shows admiration for ber. which Is reciprocated. As a test she has her father write the
lover a letter, telling him of a bequest of $100,000.
Unmoved by this flash of fortune, he still wooes her.
She then presents the lover to her father, who repudiates him as a candidate for son-in-law honors
and tells Elsie that if she marries him, he will
disinherit her. Elsie stieks to her lover and the
father finally comes to see her and her beloved
and tells her that his attitude was merely a teat
of her affection and that she will continue te be
his h,

GAUMONT.
Gaumont
Weekly No. 30 — (Oct. 2).
THE
GIRL
FROM
WYOMING. — A
vaudeville
artist makes a trip ou mustang from Cheyenne
to
N,w York.
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ROOSEVELT
SWEEPS

THE

Making Money

Wonderful

COUNTRY
for the Theatres

Personality
of the Great
In 2000 Feet of Film

ORDER NOW.

History-Maker

Posters, Cards, Everything You Need

COMING!!
THE
BLACK CAT,Wonderful
or, Dramatic
IN A WOMAN'S
CRIP
Vitascope Co. ol Berlin.
Feature of Underworld Life
THE

MIKADO'S

FUNERAL

THE

A Gorgeous Spectacle

FATAL

SHOT

(3 reels)
Sensational Vitascope Feature

General Film Publicity and Sales Co.
H. A. SPANUTH, Pres.

145 West

45th St., New

York

H. W. EBANN, Secy-Treas.

M
ATTENTION,

. Bfi'AI

EXHIBITORS

We wish to announce we have opened an exchange
in Chicago
to rent EXCLUSIVE
COPYRIGHTED
FEATURE FILMS.
We submit below our first 6 productions, and will release an additional 3-REEL FEATURE every 2 weeks.
"THE BOHEMIAN
GIRL,'' 8,000 feet long, with an entire score of
music to accompanj same.
"LIFE'S GAMBLE."
3.ihk> feel long.
"MEMORY'S
TRAGIC LEAP."
3.000 feet long. (Semi-Military).
' BLACK SHEEP'S WOOL," 3.000 feet long, (Semi Western).
"THE VAGABOND."
8,000 feel long.
"KID McCOY
GREAT JEWEL
MYSTERY,"
3,000 feet,
(Detective
Drama).AND THE

We will be pleased to mail synopsis on any or all of
our features upon request.
If interested drop us a line.
INTERNATIONAL
Telephone Randolph 5799

By W. STEPHEN
How to Put On the Passion Play
World Renowned Rroduction)

Blanche

Resurrection

BUSH
| Rathe

Freres'

4 Parts
$1.00

to Put On "The Crusaders,
or Jerusalem
Delivered"
(World's
Best Film Co.)
1.00
Key and Complete Lecture for "Dante's Inferno"
(Milano Film Co.; Five Reels)
i.oo
of Moses"
( Yitagraph
Five-Reel)
$5.00 per Hundred to Exchanges for This One.
Copyrighted and For Sale Only by

10

Chalmers Publishing Co.
226 Madison

Square

P. O.

N.

Y.

Walsh
IN

How

Box

is what Earl Booth, the Eastern
Pennsylvania man said to us the other
day in speaking of

FEATURE FILM CO.
348 Marquette Building, Chicago.

FILM LECTURES

"Life

"They are Fighting on
Market Street for It"

City

S-tsar-t
Some-tHing:
in Illinois, New
York,
Missouri,
Iowa,
Minnesota,
Colorado
and
Canada.

Masko Film Co. '«■.&«"

THE

i78
AVIATOR IN AERIAL MASQUERADE. Lincoln
Bejacney garbed as u woman doe* mum atrial fiui<

Id

Chicago.

MILITARY REVIEW AT DRE8DEN .— King of
Saxony
In
iplendld nrmv
A FRENCH FREIGHT WRECK
Merchandise
train goat down
embankment
near Paris.

SOLDIERING IN THE ALPS. Franco ■fountain
troop* anon <i t tti. ii 1 1 1. - <.f Alplna ■arrlca.

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

CAPRICES
OF FORTUNE— 2 Keel*
(Oct. 17).—
Will Steadman, a hopeful bat s lueagerly endowed
madly
In love with
bis wealthy
in Bertha Bteadnan.
He has asked her
mother for lor band and she reminds him that his
it Ion fori. ids such a union.
Thereupon be
"Auntie.
If I make my fortune,
may
I hope
to marry
Bertha?"
Auntie
makes
a very
noncommltal
reply;
but
with
that,
Will
starts
out to
seek his fortune,

AEROHYDROPLANES.
Inl, r. -ling
exhibit!..1, ol baby machine* in Parli park.
WATER
CHAMPIONS EXHIBITION. -Interna
tlunal convention of iwlmineri hold interesting con
in Paris.

Clara, a maid at the Stcadman's, has long been
secretly in love with Will. She is nearby and cannot help but hear Will as he ask* for the hand of
Bertha. Her hope of months turns to havoc in her
aunt
heart, reply.
desire is mastered by fear till she bears the

TEMPEST
ON
FRENCH
COAST— A disastrous
atormcity.photographed al it- balgbt at F.ngiish channel

Will Is away now and Clara steals to the room
which
i is, to fon. lie the things
he had
touched and gather little souvenirs he had left
behind. It was thus she came to find a bit of
a torn up portrait of Will and an old lottery ticket
Which lie had forgotten.
Will goe* first to Homestead in Pennsylvania,
hoping to find something there where millionaires
have l>een made in a day. But nothing of so
fabulous a happening meets his arrival there. Quite
to the contrary of his hopes, he meets an affable
stranger who garners In every penny the poor
fellow possesses. He leaves the land of Bteel and
journeys South among the Knights of the Road.
Then be heads West, where after one of his ejections from the freight he was riding, he meets with
a rra/.v old prospector, who interests him with his
talk of gold that Is going to rot. But the truth is
soon ha rued and visions of the girl he can't forget push him on into Mexico.
He turns cowboy and his adventures are many,
till one day a letter is handed him from home.
It is from Clara, telling him a lottery ticket which
she had found in his room has won the capital
prize To Will tills means he has now the fortune
by which he can sue again for the hand of Bertha.
But In his absence she has married.
He arrives back home eager to see his aunt and
tell of his fortune. Then he Is told that she
now- belongs to another. Then he comes to Clara
to receive bis lottery fortune and she unable to
withhold her feelings, breaks down In tears. So
Dan Cupid lifts the veil which bad hnng before
his eyes, and shames him. Dame Fortune presents
him with what she had already left at his door.
One man takes one little true-hearted girl In his
arms, nothing Is said, but everything Is realized.
And the greatest little god and the funniest old
dame go marching off to continue their eternal
labors.

TOY

MOROCCOS
RULER
AT
MARSEILLES.—
of Africa state toon France.
AN

ANTWERP

ANNIVERSARY.

-Belgium

Sulla,.
c.ty

celebrate* centenar) ..r the writer "Conaelem
GOWNS
FOR
AUTUMN
HUNTS. — Fashions
adopted by Parisian women for the chase.
DEEPENING
A RUSSIAN
HARBOR.— Dynamite
successfully
clean
dangeroni
ledge* at windau,
Itusala

A SCHOOLBOY strike.
Baltimore ronton dlssatistltleiid with icbool condition* carry their grievances to Mayor Preaton.
TEARING DOWN SANTA MONICA.— Ruing of
big Bre razed bj rope* ami dynamite.
PITTSBURG AUTO RACE. -Iliirman breaks track
record
l..r one mile.

JAPS SELECT SITE.— Lund of the rising nun
ihoos.-, location i-i Ita buildlug at Panaiua Expoattton, San Francisco.
THE LATEST IN TRAINS— Kdlsou Beach storage battery applied to three-car trains for Cuba is
given a successful try- out in New York.

UNIVERSAL
CRYSTAL.
HER DRESSMAKERS
BILLS (Oct. 13).— Mrs.
Owing is fond of dress, but she cannot pay her
bills. The dressmakers. Calling to collect from her
annoy Mr. Owing at Ids office. Determining to
teach his wife a lesson. Mr. Owing disguises himself as a constable and hires two toughs to impersonate bailiffs. Meanwhile a boy lias delivered
Mr. Owing's new dress suit to his' bouse.
, Mr. Owing enters with his fake bailiffs, scares
his wife, takes away her clothes, and exits, laughing. Later, wlfcy penitent promises to he less
extravagant, and bubby forgives her. Then he
learns that he has given away not only her dresses,
The joke is on him.
but his own dress suit.
McGUIRK, THE SLEUTH (Oct. 13).— McGuirk
Joins a fake detective agency and starts out to detect a crime. Percj Gay loves livrdle May, whose
angry father says him "nay." McGuirk, finding
Percy swearing vengeance, follows him, believing
he Is on a track of an awful criminal. Percy gives
McGuirk an awful throw-down from his automobile.
That nigtit. when Percy brings a ladder with
which to carry away the imprisoned Byrdie, McGuirk la on. He follows Percy up the ladder to
Byrdie's room and is promptly knocked unconscious
by Percy, who escapes with the girl. Papa May
hears
the whom
rumpus,lieand
revolver
hand capture's
McGuirk.
accuses
of in
abduction
of his
daughter. Marching McGuirk through the streets
at the point of a pistol, angry papa confronts
Byrdie and Percy, who have Just been married.
They are forgiven
and McGuirk
gets his.

ECLAIR.
THE
HOODOO
LETTER
(Oct. 15).— Weary
Willie, noting the ease of a crippled street beggar In obtaining alms of passers-by, by the aid of
a letter, decides that he too shall secure one of
these "sesames" to fortune without work. He
chances to pass an office window, where inside he
eees a man busily writing. He enters the office
and asks the mao to write him a note, for Weary
Is what is called an illiterate. Now, the man at
the desk is none other than the Health Officer of
the town and a bit of an absent-minded man is he.
When Weary makes his strange rcqpest, lie
laughs and proceeds with his work at hand. This
finished, he in his absent-mindedness hands it to
Weary, though he had meant It for another person.
Weary reaches the street, and In kenest anticipation of a silver shower, he bands bis letter to the
first passer-by. The man reads it, fear Mashes
into his face as he Shove* the letter back into
Weary's hand and runs down the Btreei yelling
fpr the police. As the cry of 'p. dire" lias ever
been
the cue for Weary
to disappear,
he 6
F.veryone he displays the letter to either runs
from him or pounds htm and chases tiliu out of
sight. All this is most mysterious to him till at
last he is cornered hy the village braves and driven
ahead to the Village Peal Mouse. The letter he
had received read as follows: "Admit bearer to
Pest
House
as smallpox
suspect.
"Henry
Saxe.
M. 1").,
"Dept. of infectious Disease* "
ONE ON JONES (Oct. IS).— Here is another corking little comedy of snappy action which puts over
a screaming story.

THE OLD PROFESSOR (Oct. 20).— George Dervil. a young medical student, rescues the granddaughter of an old professor of his college from
the patb of a runaway team. Being most modest.
tie does not wait to be congratulated or Identified
by any of the crowd which gathers around. A few
days later he chances to meet the old professor
in a book store. There is Just one left of a certain book which each desires to buy and their
rivalry
ends
in mean
words.
The days of George's final examination are at
hand and a friend gives him a letter to the professor, which asks that the old gentleman extend
George such favors as he can. The old professor
recognizes George as the young man with whom
he had the altercation In the bookstore and answers
that he may
expect
fairness,
but no favors.
Dejectedly, the young fellow prepares to leave
when the little granddaughter happens to enter the
room and recognizes George as her rescuer. She
tells her grandfather of his heroic act and the heart
of the professor softens. The day of final examination arrives. George is seated before the old
teacher, who assumes an air of severity which
seems to signify to the student that hard impossible
questions are ahead. Though discouraged he does
not lose hope.
That evening the granddaughter and her governness visit him. He thinks they mean to thank him
for his stopping the runaway, but the child hands
htm a letter, a notice that he passed his examination with honors. And then the old professor pays
him a visit, to both thank and congratulate him.
THE SULPHUR INDUSTRY IN SICILY (Oct.
20). — Shows how these richest of all sulphur mines
are worked and by the still primitive means it is
done. Illustrates how it Is run Into trenches, then
burned to a liquid state, which takes weeks of
time. It Is then run Into molds and in that shape
is carried by mule-packs to the steamship docks.

REX.
IF DREAMS CAME TRUE (Oct. 10).— Ruth Alden.
the daughter of a millionaire, makes up her mind
10 go on the stage. Her parents object. She
answers an advertisement which offers unlimited
money
popularity.
Afterthat
her she
parents'
she
fallsandasleep
and dreams
appliesrefusel,
for a
position. She is treated like a queen, and is engaged at an enormous salary. She travels In a
private pnllman. The landlords, clerks, bellboys of
the finest hotels bow down to her. She dines in
lier own private dining room with several waiters
in attendance on her. They even refuse her tips.
At tin- great theater she is playing at. her name is
over the door. She has even her own private entrance, with her name on It. Then she awakens.
She makes up her mind to go and answer the advertisement. She Is shown Into a dingy office and
•lie signs a contract for $20 per week. She leaves
her luxurious home and meets all the trials and
tribulations

of

being

a

member

of

a

"bum"

re-

pertoire show. They

get no

money.

They

are

treated like dogs in the "tank towns." The manI the show skips out and leaves them stranded. They start to walk the ties back to New York
and 1:11th is taken dangerously ill. The leading
man of the company, who has fallen in love with
Ituth, sends a message, through a doctor, to her
parents. They arrive with their family physician
and take Roth home. There she convalesces, tears
up her theatrical contract, and with a marriage
with Hector looming In the Dear future, glvea np
all ideas of a theatrical career.
WHEN TWENTY IS IN LOVE (Oct. 13).— Mable
is exasperated and weary of the too close attention
of her sweetheart, Tom. He and Mable's chum
decide to play a Joke on her by feigning that they
are spooning. She takes the joke seriously and
declares that she will bave nothing more to do with
him. The family sympathizes witb him, when suddenly the father suggests that the young man disguise himself as an outcast and try to win her
back. Complications ensue; Tom has an altercation
with three hoboes and is getting decidedly tbe worst
of It when the sheriff appears on tbe scene and arrests Tom, the hoboes having run from the scene.
Tbe sheriff takes him up to a nearby farm bouse
when lo, his sweetheart Mable rushes out and
throws herself Into bis arms. She then takes the
handcuffs from the sheriff and herself puts them
on her sweetheart, who is thus made her captive
for life.

IMP.
THE BRIDAL ROOM (Oct. 10).— Tom Walsh
loves an office girl and Is engaged to marry her.
Unknown to her he furnishes two rooms in the
old homestead, intending to surprise her after
the marriage. But she jilts him, and on the day
set for their wedding she runs away with another
man, whom she marries. Tom is almost Insane
with rage and grief and in bis terrible agony he
demolishes the furnishings of one room and rushes
into the bridal chamber to destroy that also, but
bis old mother calms blm and he locks tbe room
witb a resolve that it shall never be opened unless
his bride who was to be returns. Time passes and
be becomes wealthy and she almost a beggar.
Ruined in health she returns to ber borne town
and by a strange freak of fate happens to overhear
an Italian, whom Tom has discharged from one
of the quarries which he now owns, threaten his
life. Weary and In poor health she struggles to
the scene of the attempted murder and saves her
former sweetheart's life, but in so doing she is
badly wounded. Tom carries her Into his home,
unlocks the bridal chamber which for five years had
been closed. A reconciliation is effected and the
oil of peace and joy bas calmed tbe sea of their
turbulent lives.
THE WRECKERS (Oct. 7).— The scene is laid in
a little fishing village located on a rocky coast and
just around a point from tbe lighthouse. For
several years past a number of vessels bave been
wrecked in a mysterious manner between the village and the lighthouse. There were several wellknown fishermen in tbe place, who could have told
why If they wished, and could have told of the
beacon fire on a ledge of rock, between tbe two
projecting cliffs beyond tbe town, which stood at
the edge of the sea and whose top commanded a
view far and near. The fire was only visible from
the ocean side of the cliffs. These men were
secretly wreckers and one of them had a young
and innocent daughter, who never dreamed of her
father's business. She had two lovers, the favored
one a young sailor: the other was a young man
above tbe village people in birth and education, and
was an assistant to the old doctor there. He and
his rival had been tbe best of friends until tbe girl
made choice between them, when a quarrel leading
to blows, followed. They were reconciled, however,
through the girl's efforts, and one day went up to
the top of the big cliff to see if they conld discover
any trace of a strange light that a sailor swore he
saw the night before when coming in from sea.
The young doctor came back alone, greatly agitated,
and said his friend had stumbled and fallen over
the edge of the cliff, and that he had called him,
and descended to the water and searched, but could
find no trace of him. They organized a rescue
party, but the result was the same, and they decided the body had been washed out to sea. The
girl still refused to believe her lover dead: but in
a day or two tbe doctor was arrested, charged with
throwing him over the cliff. He protested his inin vain,twoandmenat struggling
the trial tbe
father
swore henocencesaw
on girl's
tbe cliff
top
the fatal afternoon. That evidence settled it, and
he was convicted. He was sentenced to be bung
in one week from that day. The county seat was
50 miles Inland, and no railroad of course. At the
very last moment he was saved by the arrival of
the supposed dead man. whose fall had landed him
in the secret cave of the wreckers, and from which
he was rescued by means of a dream which came
to his sweetheart twice in one night. He was to
be killed, the girl's father reluctantly consenting,
but he escaped in time to prevent legal murder.
A BAD TANGLE (Oct. 12).— At the end of a tennis game. George and Ben, tired with their exertions
decide to go in bathing. The girls desire them to
continue playing. They refuse and manage to steal
away, secure their bathing costumes and off to the
river. The girls discover them and for a lark,
Jessie steals George's suit, dons it and substitutes
her own clothes, which much to his discomfiture,
George is obliged to wear. It happens that at tbe
time the change of clothing is made, the police have
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One on Jones"

A twenty-minute "split" perpetuity of that greatest human tonic — laughter.
THURSDAY,
OCTOBER
17TH.

The Feature of the Month

"Caprices
of Fortune"
in two supremely interesting parts
The eternal desires for love and fortune, with their many persistent disappointments,
swing this drama from city to factory to Western plains — and at last — success.
SUNDAY,
OCTOBER 20TH.

"The
Old Professor"
which is sufficient endorsement for any release.

A Paris ECLAIR,

, Eclair Film Company OSSX.W
Attention, Mr. Exhibitor
ONLY

THE BEST

EASTMAN

FEATURE

motion picture
film— the acknowledged standard the
world over.

State Right men, we have several good Features- for sale
and for rent.
Get in touch with us.
FOR

RENT

FILMS

AND

FOR

SALE

"CONVICT LIFE IN THE OHIO PENITENTIARY"
Iowa, Minnesota, Mijiouri, Nebraska, Kansas,
North and South Dakota
"LIFE OF BUFFALO

For

BILL" For the State of Iowa

"FRISCO'S CHINATOWN," This is a Big Money Getter
We Al»o Have Many Other Two and Three Reel Subject*
Send For List and Price*
WE

EQUIP THEATRES

COMPLETELY

In our Supply Department we carry all kinds of Machines. Repairs. Supplies. Will take your old machine in trade.

A Few
Manufactured by

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

CO.,

of Our Specials:

Roll Tickets, Stock
$6.50 100,000
Special ...$9.50 100,000
Carbons; any make 5'8-12 $4.00 100

Beat FUm Cement. 3 for
Domestic Condensers, best
Imported

.$0.50
75
1.00

United Atmtsrtnwt & Suppli? (Cn.
319-320 Security Bank Bldg.
FRED

W. YOUNG,

:

Cedar Rapids,

Mtni(cr

la.

I

180

THK

reoelv.-d instructions to »»• »■ the lo.ke.ut for so
escaped woman luimtie dlagnUeSd us k BMB, anda
as
disguised
a burglar
If «wn,
to arrest
■JM
woman wbo has escaped the sneers
After may
couple
disguised
tinof
funny adventures ou (he port
they are- arrested and, what promised to be a most
serious affair f..r both, ends In a hilarious Incident
In tbe police station.

VICTOR.
t» the
(Oct. 11).— Betty
NIGHTMARE
BETTY'8
but she longs for the
family
for a farmer's
maid
Sim lm* uu ardent lover Id the
life of an actress.
of John the hired man. but while really fond
hi-r from
of lit in. her histrionic aspirations. prevent
fully reciprocating his affsctioiis
The India* Oure-AJJ Medicine Company visits tbe
nearest town and John and Betty drive over and attend it performance. During the "entertainment
the manager of the show while going bis rounds
selling his medicine, sees Betty and John and taken
by her pretty face, Qt gives her a bottle. Betty
la strongly Impressed by the striking personality
of this "great" man and returns home tilled with
a strange wonder at her good fortune.
She tries to Induce tbe family to take some of
the "cure-all," but as they one and all refuse, she
takes several large doses herself. Then sitting
down to peel potatoes for the evening meal she
falls asleep and dreams. All of the tales of
romance, adventure and bloodshed she had ever read
went flying through her brain and she lived the
most exciting, dramatic and weird life an actress
by seeing her faithever experienced, finishinga up
railroad bridge with a
ful John hanging from
train rusjilng over his head at the same moment
that she herself Is driven to a watery grave by her
fiendish pursuers.
She awakens to find John splashing water In her
When she
face from a bucket of fresh well water.
she
realizes that It has all been a horrible dream,
, in convincing John of her unconditional
things
all
for
hatred
complete
or him and her
theatrical.

CHAMPION.
TO ERR IS HUMAN (Oct. 7).— Mr. Howard, a
planter receives a letter from his son Ralph, who
trip.
has Journeyed to New Orleans on a business
The letter states that his son Is about to return
Blair
Mr.
neighbors,
his
home The father Informs
of his son's intended reand his daughter Dorothy,
turn They welcome the news, specially Dorothy
Ralph takes the MissisRalph.
with
love
in
who Is
sippi River Steamer and while aboard he makes the
gambler, James Balal
acquaintance of a profession
lard who has all the appearance of a gentleman
Join In a game of
to
Ralph
persuades
soon
and
cards Ralph Is unlucky and loses all his money
and Is forced to give Ballard an I. 0. U. for the
him.
from
money borrowed
a hearty welHalph arrives home and Isup given
with his love affair
come Ho Is so much taken
Is drawing
time
the
forgets
he
that
with Dorothy
near when he must make good the payment of the
letter from
a
receives
He
Ballard.
to
given
I O. U.
Ballard, stating that he will pay Ralph a visit and
Ralph
him.
due
money
the
collect
time
at the same
Is at a loss as to what to do, he realizes that he
dare not ask his father for the money.
Ballard arrives and Ralph is forced to be civil
to him. Ballard gives him a little more time to
get tbe money. Ballard is introduced to Dorothy
and taken by her good looks proceeds at once to
make a conquest. Of this Ralph disapproves which
causes a quarrel. Ballard threatens Ralph, and
declares that he will wait till evening for the
If he don't get It he will Inform Ralph's
father and try to collect It from him.
Ralph who has seen his father get some money
from a planter decides to take some of It and pay
r.allnrd. that evening the announcement of the engagement between Dorothy and Ralph Is about to
take place. While the guests are in the reception
his father's desk and secures
goes to He
room, ofRalph
some
the money.
Is seen by Remus, an old
servant who realizes that Ralph is committing an
theft. Ralph goes to his room, nervous and
ted; the old servant goes there to summon
Ralph, at his father's wish, sees the money In
the drawer of Ralph's bureau where Ralph has
hastily placed it. After Ralph leaves the room the
old servant. In order to save Ralph, takes the
■none] with the intention of returning it to the
library desk. Remus goes to the library and as
I,,. Ii abonl to place the money in the desk Mr.
Howard enters the library. Remus surprised puts
tbe money in his own pocket, Intending to place it
mi the desk
as soon
as the opportunity
prevails.
Mr. Howard
.lis, overs
the absence of the money
and as suspicion points to Remus, he is questioned
and tearing that Ids young master will be found
out. takes the blame on himself,
confesses In order
t,> gave Ralph, bands over tbe m
y to Mr. Howard
bocked at his old servant's action is lenient
with htm, hut tells Remus
he will bare to leave
nuse at once
Ralph
learns of Remus'
conr guilt and fools remorseful.
He confesses
to Ills father who. learning of Ills son's motive for
his
him.is Mr
Howard
son's
i o act,
i forgives
and Ballard
Informed
thaipays
his his
presence
Is not desired in the house. Both father and son
appreciate Remus' generous act.
of the- engagement
takes place.

The annoiin

uent
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NESTOR.
EMPLOYER'S

LIABILITY

(Oct.

7).— Lawrence

Hulbert Is an ambitious young lawyer An accident
ocean ut one of the mines of the rich Western
Mines Development Company, and Lawrence is entrusted with the mission of securing the signature
Of the- Injnred man. John Strand, to a document releasing the- company from actions for damages.
Despite- the- poor wife's appeal, John, In his sickness signs the document and, leaving one copy of
the precious document with Mrs. Strand, Lawrence
tak.s the- other to the President, who is delighted
at
bis success and appoints him attorney for the
company.
Lawrence advances rapluly, and John goes down
correspondingly quickly. Driven to desperstlon,
John resolves to take Lawrence's life and goes to
his home at night to fulfill his Intentions. He
forces an entrance, and, while waiting for Lawrene-e to appear, he Is faced by Mrs. Hulbert. She
offers him money, which he refuseH, and finally gets
his tale from him. John details her husband's Infamies and give* her a list of families Lawrence
Iped to poverty and despair. Mrs. Hulbert
is astounded and crushed and believes It all against
her will.
Lawrence enters and Mrs. Hulbert prevents John
from killing him. She forces her husband to
acknowledge the. truth. She tells him her love Is
dead and that her future will be devoted to those
whose lives Lawrence, has helpejd to make barren.
HIS ONLY SON (Oct. 9). — Bob Madden returns
home slightly Intoxicated and his father angrily
commands him to leave the place and shift for
himself The- next morning be goes, leaving his
father a note: "Dear Dad: — I am going out West
and try to make a man of myself. I hope some
day
you will
be proud
me.tracing
Your him
son. to
Bob."
His father
relents
and, of
after
the
station,
buys a ticket for the same place.
In the
anwhile.
Rob has arrived, and reading a notice
that cowboys with outfits are wanted on the Carter
ranch,tion and
be starts
buys for
an outfit
from ranch.
a man near
the stathe Carter
However,
the
foreman will not have him, as he confesses that he
cannot rope, so Bob rides on until he comeB upon
an Outlaw's Camp, and Is glad to accept their
rough hospitality.
In the meanwhile, the ranchman, Joseph Carter,
receives his new automobile, but being unable to
take his daughter, Jessie, sends her with the foreman for a ride. The machine breaks down and the
chauffeur returns for parts, while tbe foreman takes
his opportunity to force bis attentions upon Jessie,
her cries bring Bob and the outlaws to the scene.
The foreman recognizes the outlaw chief and returning to the ranch, starts out at the head of the
cowboys to capture the band. Bob has loaned Jessie
his horse to return home), and tbe outlaws have Just
broke camp, so when the foreman and the boys
return they only succeed In capturing Bob and
bustle him off as an outlaw. Jessie arrives at tbe
ranch, learns where the boys have gone, so together with her father, rides to the rescue, arriving Just as his father comes along. The two fathers
learn that they are old friends. The man at tbe
station recognizes Bob, and general rejoicing takes
place.
LOVE AND A LEMON (Oct. 11).— John Hobbs Is
a candidate for sheriff, so Is Sam Barton. John Is
a favorite in the vicinity, but Barton has the
political pull. Things look none too well for John,
when Mary Lemon arrives to visit her brother's
ranch. Mary Is a suffragette. Having come to the
country leer a rest from men and work, she promptly forms an attachment for John and starts right
in to turn a probable defeat Into a sure victory.
Mary calls a meeting and the boys attend antlclnting some amusement. They leave enthusiastic
about Clary's charming personality and many of
them lukewarm in their adherence to Barton. Mary
is not satisfied, election day is at hand and the fight
is not won. Mary being a suffragette and a lady,
has a large stock of quotations at her command.
She remembers one: "Tbe way to a man's heart
is through his stomach." Mary buys up all tbe
lemons on the market and prays for high temperature on election day. Her prayer is answered and
the day brings forth many violent thirsts and no
saloons open. Mary opens a lemonade booth near
the- polls, free drinks for the adherents of John
Hobbs. The temperature and the thirsts rise, men
are tempted and fall, they procure free and barmless drinks and a badge bearing the caption: "Vote
for John Hobbs." The election is won by lemonade
and John is duly grateful, aad when the last
spectator Is gone shows it in tbe usual manner
Of a man want ins; a girl for life, and things do
not look rosy for Mary's future career as an active
suffragette.

GEM.
ORPHANS (Oct. 8).— Lilly and Ned Thomas are
orphans and live in a garret. They are very poor.
Ned is 111 and Lilly, to get food for him. takes
tli.- last thing of value' the] possess — a locket with
their mother's picture in it to pawn. Lilly enters
the pawnshop, but the clerk refuses to take the
locket. Lilly on her way home finds a white bull
terrier, which she brings to Ned. She tells him
that she was unable to (.awn the locket, but brought
the dog she found, so that he mav amuse himself
with It.
While she Is preparing milk and bread for the
three. Mrs Murphy, a neighbor, looks In. She sees
their poverty and brings them some fruit and a
newspaper.
In looking
over
the paper,
Ned
sees

the advertlse-me-nt for the kest dog Lilly taken It
to the address, lent the' owner refuttes to give her
the- re-ward offered. When Lilly arrives borne. Mrs.
Murphy tells tier that a lady by the name of Mrs.
\an Dvk lias been Inquiring for her and Ned, and
that she- will re-turn In a sh'crt while. In due time,
Mrs Van Dyk appears She shows the advertisement to the- young people and says that she has
come to give them tbe reward offered for the return
of the- dog S.-elng that Ned Is ill, she sends Mrs.
Murphy for food and medicine-. Mrs. Van Dyk
Lilly's locket ou tbe table and, looking Inside
of it. sees a portrait of a lady. Upon asking Lilly
tbe
name Mrs.
she learns
that shows
It Is the
young
people's
mother
Van Dyk
great
delight
at
bearing this and tells Ned and Lily that she Is
their aunt. Tbey are taken away In Mrs. Vaa
Dyk's automobile, leaving Mrs. Murphy on the doorstep waving a fond adieu.

BISON.
WHEN
UNCLE 8AM WAS YOUNG (Oct. 8) —
Gervala Delemere and Sydney Arcbdale, Sr . are
lifelong stance
friends.
son, Sydney,
Delemere Arcbdale's
are affianced.
One dayandas Conthe
friends are playing chess, an Indian runner brings
a message bearing tbe Information that King Goorge
III has directed that a tax of three pence per pound
be put upon tea. Tbe message virtually presages
a call to arms. The men argue violently, Arcbdale
asserting tbe tax an outrage and Delemere advancing strong Royalist principles. The men part enemies and the young people are forbidden to see
each other.
Hostilities start and Archdale shows his partisanship by drilling recruits. Delemere watches his
daughter Constance carefully, be introduces her to
Captain Devereaux and Intimates to ber tbst it will
please him If she will show him attention.
Delemere and Constance are out riding, when they
hear a child crying. They Investigate and find a
six-year-old boy apparently deserted. Constance Insists upon taking tbe child home with her. He Is
the son of Captain Devereaux, wbo has deserted
little Phillip after be has struck down his Indian
wife, Osano, leaving her apparently dead. Osana recovers and vows vengeance after her kind. Constance
is unaware of the child's Identity. Delemere accompanies Capt. Devereaux East In answer to the call
for men to serve the King. Devereaux presents Constance with a charm from bis chain as a remembrance. Constance accepts It to please her father.
Constance cannot face the loneliness, and accompanied by her servants she starts for Boston, accompanied by the boy, to Join ber father.
Arriving at a blockhouse, Constance requests accommodations for the night. It is acceded to. The
blockhouse Is attacked and after a bitter fight the
survivors are taken prisoners by the Indians. One
man escapes and. arriving at Boston, he .seeks out
Delemere, who receives a message from General
Gage to the Mohawk chief, Main Rouge, asking
him to deliver up his daughter. Delemere is on his
way to Connecticut, when he Is arrested for a
spy by American soldiers and put into Jail.
In the meantime Constance Is taken to the tepee
of Chief Main Rouge, where she Is found by Osano,
the deserted wife of Devereaux. Osano recognize*
the charm, and Is about to kill Constance, but
fearing detection and death, she conducts the white
girl to the woods and leaves her to her fate. Constance wanders about snd is found In an exhausted
condition by a Quaker family and is taken by them
to Boston. The Archdales, father and son. are
very active In the Interests of the cause. Arcbdale,
Junior, leads the Boston tea party, overpowers the
English crew and throws the tea chests overboard.
He is also In command at tbe battle of Bunker Hill,
from which he retreats fighting hard.
Constance visits her father In prison and secures
an interview with General Washington. She obtains an order for Delemere's release.
Tbe Declaration of Independence Is signed. Delemere, Constance and the boy Phillip settle down
happily In a cottage and the lad Is devoted to his
protectress. One afternoon Constance snd the boy
are seen by Osano, who attacks Constance with a
knife. Phillip tries to defend her and thwarts her
long enough to allow of her rescue by Sydney Archdale and his father. The squaw falls and the knife
■ liters her side. They carry the woman to Delemere's
cottage, where they find Devereaux, who has Just
returned from England. Osano recognizes Devereaux
and denounces him as the husband who deserted ber.
In a fit of rage Devereaux draws his sword and
lunges at Sydney, to whom Constance has run.
Archdale. Sr. . kills Devereaux. Osano sees the tribal
mark on Phillip's arm and tells Constance he Is her
son. The boy runs to his protectress. Tbe old men
are reconciled and the way Is open for tbe marriage
instance and Sydney.
THE INDIAN RAIDERS (Oct. 8).— Tbe Thomas
family are the owners of a large horse ranch, on
the borders of New Mexico. A neighboring band
of Apaches, under the famous Geronimo, bad for sevreal years been at peace, consequently the Thomas
ranch was in a flourishing condition. Tom. the
foreman, and Jerry, one of his trusted lieutenants,
are rivals for the hand of Jess, the ranch owner's
daughter. The dainty little miss shows a preference
for Tom .Terry being of a naturally sullen and
morose disposition, takes this preference with ill
Tom and Jess go for a ride, followed by Jerry.
The evening meal is the scene of the announcement
grace.
of
Tom's happiness. But the next morning, Jerry,
Unable to restrain his disappointment.
in an Insulting manner, whereupon Tom, coming up
unexpectedly knocks him down.
Further squabbles
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New Jersey and Delaware Exhibitors

CLEAN
YOUR
FILMS

We have secured the above State Rights for

II Four
Reels

Blanche Walsh inAND"Resurrection
Lights and Shadows of Chinatown

FOR
The oleaner sets between the rewinds and doe*
the work as the film is rewound.
Removes oil and dust.
Guaranteed not to injure film.
Prevents rain.
No trouble to operator. Write for free literature.
Price $10.00.

Pads $1.00 per hundred

One Cent
Each
If your Exchange
caaoot supply you ordar
from
us.

Mortimer Film Cleaner Company
703 Fidelity Bid*., Portland, Me.

The Two Biggest Money
GET BUSY
NOW
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FEATURE

FILM

COMPANY

126 Market Street, Silk City Bank Building, PATERSON,

N. J.

WANTED
500 or IOOO
Reeis

REV1STA
QUINCENAL
INTERNACIONAL
ILL'STRADA
DE LA INDUSTR1A CINEMATOGRAFICA V FOTOGRAfICA

PRtClOs

JERSEY

Making Features on the Market
WRITE FOR BOOKINGS

PV8LICIUAD

COLD COPY AND
POSTERS.
SEND

3 - p«a nuiCIM

WV-S

COMMERCIAL - ALL MUST HAVE
US YOUR LISTS, WE PAY CASH

Sunset Film Exchange, 612 So. Olive St., Los Angeles, Cal.

Repairs

MOVING PICTURE MACHINES
& LANTERNS
^

BRIGHTLY

The most modern sbop and best picture machine
repair men In the country guarantee 70a promptest
servicechinesand
complete
bought and
sold. satisfaction. Second-hand ma-

™^L«lT
■ >%
M.I l"^
THAN CALCIU

Full Line of Supplies

SPSc^L

Moore

Selling agents for ail makes of machines.

SHOES

HubbellcV.Co.

Chicago Moving Picture Supply Co,

34N.fr inKlin St Chicane 111 -Send for Catalogue

Cranks on First Class Repairing, Come To Us

THE LC.SMITH REWINDING SET
■
EMBRACES THE FIRST NOTEWORTHY
- IMPROVEMENTS
TO REWINDING
REWINDING
SINCE
I. MECHANISM
PRICE SS.oe^
NECESSARY.
_ BECAME
HT.momc

EXCHAHCE Ot AAOIESS^
us Fttt LCArfCi
SCHCNECTAOY.N.Y.

We furntxh
you
can't

improved parts and aupplie* that
obtain
anywhere
outaide
of The

Lavezzi Machine

Works. 2940 Hemdon

Street, Chicago

»« „r*.H«wt

FEATURE FILM
For Sale or Rent

rCATURC PHOTOPLAY (011PM
145 West 45th St.
NEW YORK
Exchange Bldg.

IOT N. Dearborn Street
CHICAGO,
ILL.

BUH-ALO , Hippodrome
Bldg

Stl
ailFMIfii 263 Main

Ton

Duprin Sclf-Rclcaatng fire 6xit Latches

"Made on Honor."
Absolutely Reliable
Disasters. Against rankSafeguard
Approved
New York
Board of by
Underwriters.
City reauofof Buildings.
New York BuApplied on thousands
of Buililings In more
than 500 Cities In the
U. S. A. and Canada.
Send
for
No. 10 D.

C it itosrtu

WABE
VONNEGUT

CO.,
H A R D-

■IF

General Distributors.
Indianapolis, Ind., U.S.A.
Can

you afford to
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How Tom and Jerry settle their
rlctortoui
■ to play a
deterin
Jerry
irrl.Miu. . -. an. I bow
man's
parr and go away,
taring
Tom
to
final scenes
tbe
In
told
vividly
arc
reward,
served
Of Mil* photoplay.
sells his
THE TATTOO (Oct. 12).— Joe Carlisle
< '" ""'T
rtattt his Wendy,
and
ressel
trading
eldesl
the
Mark.,
Bd.
that
Badf
He
family
that be
is sick and when the doctor recommend*
Join him
o we«t, Jo, parades the family to
Mrs. Marks Ed
They agree and Joe together withchildren
Dick and
and his sister Jess, and the two
On tne
wagon.
Gertie start In a covered camp
them
beat
but
Indiana,
way they are attacked by
on Joe *
off The children admire the tattoo mark
the
In
arma
their
tattoo
to
him
arm and persuade
down to Western
"TheTKild a log cabin and settle
surrounding
life keeping on good terms with the
Moon Face
Indians, 'until «e day Joe surprises
place.
stealing a hatchet and orders him off the swoops
day
one
and
Moon Face treasures a grudge
play and
down upon the children while they are at with the
carries off little Gertie. Dick run* home
Is pursued, but without sucnews and the Indian
mourn the loss of Gertie.
cess The family
Dick grows into a handand
Ten years pass by
hunting with hi. .chum
somt youth. PHe goes anout
eamp and are both
Indian
on
happen
Cv The*
daughter
smitten with the charms of the Chiefs
d and Dick
repeate
are
visits
Their
Star Eyes.
place
first
the
notes with regret that Cy possesses
for the
in the girl's affections. Cy asks the Chief
Eyes
Star
hand of Star Eyes and Is ordered away. discovered
a
runs away and Joins Cy. The escape in a running
and several Indians follow them and,
Eyes, from
fight Cy Is wounded in the arm. Star
at
their stand point of vantage, keeps the Indiana
and Joe
Dick
by
led
,
bay until a posse of cowboys
Star Eyes Is
appears and tbe Indians are routed.
her sleeve
wounded in tbe arm, and when Joe splits
la no
he discovers the tattoo mark and Star Eves
family
the
and
place
ber
But Gertrude takes
more,
rejoice.

MILANO.
of
THE GYPSY SPY COct. 12).— Two members
ent are commisthe French secret service departm
boat
ne
submari
a
sioned to procure the plans of
on of
invented by and known to be in the possessi
cruiser.
the Commander of the Hornet, a foreign
is
cruiser
the
which
at
port
the
to
way
On tbe
of
stationed, their attention Is attracted by a bind
beauty
the
by
d
Impresse
greatly
are
they
and
evpsles
approach
of one of the gypsy girls. They stop and
told.
her under the pretext of having their fortunes men
the
and
She manifests a rare Intelligence
them
to
be
could
woman
a
such
value
the
g
realizin
at
In their work, gain her consent to meet them
an appointed
place that night.
„«_.____
to leave
Zulema, gypsy girl, elated at being able
, and
her old life, bids her companions good-bye
ber old mother presents her with an amulet, placing
:
daughter
ber
ng
informi
and
neck,
It about ber
••This amulet contains a deadly poison. In time
Under
you
protect
may
it
danger
or
of trouble
the skillful guidance of the trained political spies,
Zulema proves herself an apt pupil, and In a short
time is transformed Into a distinguished looking
receive informasocial leader. The secret agents
tion from their chief, that the Commander would
plan to have
and
embassy
the
at
attend the ball
Zulema fascinate him.
anticipate,
they
than
Their plan works better
sight with the Comfor It Is a case of love at first
Identity,
their
guessing
from
far
then,
And
mander.
the Commander Inquires of the secret agents about
wealthy
very
a
is
she
that
Informed
Is
Zulema He
widow of excellent family. After being introduced
to take
her
invites
to the "charming widow," be
a boat ride with him the following afternoon and
day finds the Comshe accepts. The following
mander on his trip over the tranquil waters of
tbe bay with Zulema at his side. On landing from
the boat, Zulema by design, steps into the shallow
water and nnder the pretext of drying her gown,
to tne Commander's apartment.
gain- admission
Left alone. Zulema searches for the plans wanted
by the secret agents, but her search Is fruitless.
Taking leave of the Commander, the girl returns
her failure.
reports
and
to her companions
Hut titer have not counted on the Commander,
for the brave sailor, braver In her absence, immediately dispatches an ardent proposal of marriage to his enchantress. Zulema accepts the Commander and soon developes a deep love for her
husband, which makes ber forget the odlOBS agree
ment she lias signed. But the agents do not forget
Htul thev lose no time in calling and reminding ber
Of her promise. They allow her no alternative
than to deliver the plans to them on pain of destroying her happiness by revealing her origin ami position In despair, she carefully searches her husband's desk and In the drawers of the bureau, while
nt service agents wait outside in an automobile.
Her husband returns unexpectedly, catches her
in the act of searching through hla papers and Is
qui. k ta apprehend
what
she Is looking
for and,
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while

he looks through his desk to make sure his
plans
have
not
been
made
uway
with.
Zulema.
realizing her disloyalty,
seeks refuge from
her shame
by attempting
to take the contents
of
the amulet
which
she has constantly
worn
ll.r actions attract hex husband's attention, who
■ desperate woman
from taking ber life
ju-t In the nl.k of time.
Zulema confesses all to
the man she loves and was almost forced to betray:
but realizing
that her action
was forced
upon her
he readily
forgives
her and promises
to take ber
where sin- will be safe from the secret service agents
for all time.

MUTUAL

FILM CORPORATION.

KEYSTONE

STOLEN GLOHY (Oct. 14).— Warner Is an old
in love wltli tlie widow Simpson. His rival
1.1 farmer, named Burns. Warner stands In
front of the old soldiers' home, telling a crowd of
old veterans of the battles be took part In, and
as he unfolds the tales the sceneB are depicted In
the film.
Hums, with rake in his band, listens doubtfully.
makes a few sarcastic remarks and walks away.
Meeting tbe widow Simpson he dallies awhile, and
she shows blm an article In tbe newspaper regarding the coming arrangements for tbe big G. A. I:
parade. Burns tells ber he Is an old veteran, and
relates the thrilling experiences he had in the army,
which are shown on the screen. Warner comes up
and drives Burns away.
The day of the parade arrives. Warner, arrayed
in all the splendor of a faded uniform exhibits
upon his breast a dozen medals. Meeting Mrs.
Simpson be takes bis coat off and lays It on top
of a cannon while he points to each medal and
explains how he won it. He discovers that one of
the medals Is missing, and runs pell-mell back to
the home to look for it, leaving his coat behind.
Mrs Simpson saunters off and Burns comes on. The
coat gives him an idea, and quickly donning it be
secures a cap and goes to the parade.
Warner comes back with the missing medal, and
Is enraged to learn that his coat has been stolen.
The street parade is then shown, with the soldiers,
bands, zonaves, etc., and the old veterans, cheered
by thousands of spectators along the line of march.
Hums takes his place in the ranks, with his chest
thrown out and carrying two small nags in his
hands. Mrs. Simpson occupies a conspicuous position in the grand stand and cheers the supposed
veteran as he struts by.
Warner suspects that Burns has his coat and
looks for blm at the parade. He interrupts tbe
marchers and becomes Involved with the marshals,
but he finally spies Burns and makes a dive for
him. Burns sees him and dodges In and out of the
parade, with Warner hot on his trail. He finally
runs back to the soldiers' home, where he divests
himself of the coat, when Warner comes panting
up with his heavy cane in bis band. He attempts
to strike Burns, who heroically protects himself by
placing the flag on his chest. Mrs. Simpson comes
along and by clever coquetry manages to subdue
the two angry old men and to make them shake
bands.

BRONCHO
THE SHERIFFS ADOPTED CHILD (Oct. 16).—
The sheriff lives with his sister, and Is engaged
in running down an unknown bandit who has been
quite active In tbe district. It develops that Jim
Brown, a poor miner, wbo has lost bis wife and
is in straitened circumstances, has become embittered at tbe world and is tbe bandit, living alone with
his little boy, Tom. Exciting scenes are shown as
the sheriff finally trails his man to the cabin. Brown
sees tbe posse coming and gets away, but is
captured later.
Touched by the grief of the little boy, the sheriff
takes Tom borne nnd gives him a home. Tbe boy
tosses In his bed. unable to sleep as he thinks of
his father in Jail. He cautiously gets up and,
securing makes
a rope,
file to
and the
bisbarred
father's
belt and
pistols,
hisa way
window
and
manages to hand them to his father.
Securing his horse he gallops away, ridingbard
all night. The devotion of his boy, and the blgh.artedness of tbe sheriff have shamed him beyond
measure, and he writes the sheriff a letter telling
him that henceforth he will follow the right path,
and when he bas redeemed himself he will send for
Tom.

BISON.

IN. Y. M. P. C).
THE VENGEANCE OF FATE (2 reels— Oct. 18).
— Hazel Phillips, a young girl, is courted by two
young men, Evans and Porter, in a western town.
She favors l'orter, and the two are married. Evans
is his chagrin and Jealousy, and continues as
a friend of the young couple. One day a prospector
comes into town with a bag of gold dust and nuggets, and tells an Interested crowd of the big strike
made in tin- southwest. Evans decides to seek his
fortune there, and persuades Porter to accompany
him. Hazel consents, and bids her husband an
affectionate
farewell.
The two men strike through the desert, and after
months of hardship and privation Porter finally finds

gold. His extreme Jealousy has made Evans content
to have l'orter with him, as be gloated to himself
that he was keeping blm away from Hazel. When
l'orter runs in with tbe glad news, Evans becomes
madly angered, as he realizes that Porter will go
buck to his wife with a fortune. An insane rage,
»ei-ze* blm as he- realizes how happy they will be.
the astonished Porter can defend himself,
Brans leaps upon him and strikes him to tbe earth
with the butt of his pistol. Tbe Injured man staghls feet, but Is no match for the infuriated
Brans, l'orter
who rains blow after blow upon his partner's
head.
him
for dead. sinks to the ground, and Evans leaves
Evans goes to Hazel and tells ber a false story
or how l'orter died of Illness; bow he nursed blm
through It all, and how he had come to convey ber
husband's dying message to ber. Porter Is found
by a tribe of Indians and nursed back to life. He
recovers bis health and strength bnt bis memory
is a blank, and be Is adopted Into tbe tribe. Evans
Lck to tbe gold mine and works It. Knowing
that Hazel will soon be in want, having lost her
parents and with a baby to support, he lays bis
trap cunningly. When be goes back to ask her to
marry blm he finally wins ber consent by persuading
her it Is for tbe good of her baby, and she accompanies bim back to tbe wild, western country,
where
he has built a cabin.
A few days after ber arrival, the baby wanders
off Into the woods and is playing on the banks of
a brook when it is taken by Indians. As tbey
are hurrying away with the child Porter appears,
and the sight of tbe innocent baby arouses bim.
Not knowing tbat it Is bis own child, he makes
them set ber free, and she runs home with a tale
whi.h ber mother believes is only childish Imagination. Silently and noiselessly, Porter watches tbe
woman through tbe window, and the sight of ber
face touches his slumbering memory, but does not
awaken It. Troubled, be goes back to the camp,
unable to untangle the confused thoughts which
crowd upon his brain.
At this time the government agent, accompanied
by an escort of soldiers, calls upon tbe Indians and
serves notice on them to vacate tbe land and move
to a reservation. Tbe Indians resent the order,
and wild disorder prevails in tbe village. Somebody
strikes a blow, ready weapons spring forth, and in
a moment an avalanche of redskins throw themselves npon the soldiers. Porter is struck on the
head with tbe butt of a rifle, and the shock Instantly
clears his mind. The face of the woman in the
cabin comes before him, and be knows It is Hazel.
The soldiers put up a futile resistance, and are
soon despatched. Porter knows that it is but the
beginning, that tbe Indians will go on tbe warpath,
that tbey will hurl themselves upon the emigrants
and settlers, leaving a trail of death and destruction In their wake — and he thinks of Hazel and tbe
baby. He rushes away, hoping to reach the cabin
before the rest of the tribe arrive, and succeeds.
With the lapse of years, In his paint and feathers,
he is not recognized by Hazel at first. From tbe
window they se the long line of Indians thundering
toward them. There is no time to be lost, so Porter
throws a table behind the door, crowds Hasel and
the baby behind It, and stands there unconcernedly.
Tbe Indians rush In and demolish and steal everywoman thing,
andbut are
child.adroitly kept from discovering tbe
Brans comes home. The Indians hide, and as he
approaches the cabin he is attacked and killed, his
body stripped of his clothes, and tbe Indians go on.
rn tbe meantime the soldiers have been rushed to
the scene of warfare, and corner the redskins engaging them in a terrific fight, In which the Indians
are badly defeated. Porter, with the cunning
learned from tbe Indians, has managed to bring bis
wife and child to a place of safetv, and the reunion is splendidly acted. The last scene shows tbe
venegance of fate— the dilapidated cabin, with the
bones
of
Evans lying In front, around which coyotes
are sniffing.

MISCELLANEOUS
"UNIVERSAL

FEATURES."

CONVICTED BY HYPNOTISM.— Dr. George Lan
dal and his wife. Blanche, were newlv wedded
He was a young physician with brilliant
and splendid social connections. Blanche prospects
was tbe
only
wealth.daughter of Mr. Ravenne, a man of great
One evening, as George is leaving for tbe club,
he takes Blanche In his arms to kiss her goodnight. Her eyes, rapt with love, look into bis
and he In mock seriousness tells ber he can read
her very thoughts. She makes no reply; he has
hypnotized
her.
it was a power he had mastered In his medical
student days and now as an experiment he leaves
her there while he runs off for a few hours at his
club. Later In the evening be returns and arouses
her from her hypnotic state by a mere snap of
his finger. She awakes as though naught bad hapXight after night he would repeat this, then go
to his club. He was losing heavily these days at
pened.
the club. Things were at a desperate pass: he
must have money. Blanche's father had refused
to help him out. Disgrace faced him that night
at the club if he could not pay. Like those who
are weak be determines on suicide. He gets his
revolver, ne wants to live, yet his next thought
is of the disgrace to face if he does.
Then comes
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THAT WE WERE GOING TO SHOW YOU WHAT
REALLY GOOD FEATURE FILMS WE WOULD MAKE

OUR
THE

PROOF

FOLLOWING

RECENT

RELEASES

REDEMPTION

COFFIN

REGENERATION

PLAINS

&

PERIL

CLASS

OUR MUCH TALKED ABOUT TRULY WONDERFUL MILITARY FEATURE
Coming This Month. WE HAVE 1 sheets, 5 sheets, 6 sheets, booklets and
photos with all our features. Write quick. Everybody is booking our features.

Warner's Features
NOW

BEING

BOOKED BY THE FOLLOWING OFFICES
WARNER'STEATURE FILM CO.

ONLY

ST. LOUIS, MO.: Benoist Building.
NEW YORK: 145 West 45th Street.
CLEVELAND, O.: Columbia Building.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.: Northwestern Building.
OMAHA, NEB.: Brandeis Building.
CHICAGO, ILL.: Marquette Building.
DENVER, COL.: Railroad Building.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.: Heed Building.
ATLANTA, GA.: Rhodes Building.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.: Illinois and Maryland Streets.
BUFFALO, N. Y.: 31 Church Street.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.: 1149^ Mission Street.
GAUMONT CO., WINNIPEG, MAN.
GAUMONT CO., TORONTO, CANADA.
NATIONAL ED. & FEATURE FILM CO.,
FEATURE FILM & CALCIUM LIGHT CO.,
Surety Building,
125 4th Avenue,
DETROIT, MICH.
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Write nearest office for open dates

HEADQUARTERS

145 WEST

MOTION

45th STREET

NEW

PICTURE MACHINES

Powers N». 6, $113. Edison Exhibition. $125.
Lubin 19U9 Nickel Plated Head, as NEW, $125.
Gas Making Outfits.
Machines Repaired.
Parts
for all Machines.
Supplies of all kinds.
Send fer Catalogues and Lists.
Machines wanted.

HARBACH
809 Filbert St.,

& CO.
Philadelphia

YORK
e:

tt

The"Music"Fotoplayer
for the Pictures"

FOR

LIFE
OF
2000 FEET

4th

CITY

R£S
AT
ENTORU

R
GET

Federal

130 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal.

SOCIETY

SUITE 806-807-808

OUR

Feature

Film

floor, Hartford

PARIS

sSi AL.K

LISTS

Chicago

Bldg.

pply Co.

or the Yellow Peril
Lights and Shadows of Chinatown
3000 FEET
Manv

styles of lithographs, photos, postals, newspaper cuts and heralds

NEW

12 Union Square East

YORK
.

FILM

-

CO.

-

NEW

YORK
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THE

the Infernal Inspiration ; Blanche aball get the money
he needs.
He calla to her bedroom.
She appears and It la but a look from him and
the spell la on; her will la nil; bla will la all.
Now she la but a thing to command. He tedlf
ber to drees. She does. He tells ber to go to
her father's home and up to his bedroom. There
ahe Is to take the keys from under his pillow, then
go down to the library and unlock the safe, take
out a sum of money
and return with
It to blm.
She reachea her father's and the keys are Boon
secured. The safe Is opened and most mechanically .
■he Is counting out the money he has told her to
obtain. She has turned to go when her father appearx, baring heard her come down the stalra.
Tbe father attempts to bar her path and she,
whom a mere Bcboolboy could otherwise have toyed
with, IIIiiks her powerful father aside with the ease
which accrues to abnormal strength. As he falls
he strikes tbe heavy carved table leg with his head
and
she passes out of tbe room.
Landal receives her as she returns, takes the
money and leads her to her room. When she Is
back In bed he revives her from her state of hypnotic coma and soon she Is ag.aln In a state of natural sleep.
Early In the morning there comes an urgent message from tbe doctor at her father's home. Her
father Is dead. She hurries over to the home
long and with only that love which grief
looks
and
can prove, on the face that she had loved so well.
he had died during. an apoThe doctors decidedic
spell
„
plect
Landal left her alone In her sorrow upon the
pretense of attending a Medical Congress. Bet
health commenced to fall and she Bent for the old
doctor who bad brought her Into the world. He
found her muttering lncoherencles and her actions
were strange. There Is but one way to learn
what caused her babble and that Is to hypnotize
her. He did and he heard her relate the horrible,
truth.
terrifying
Landal returns and his actions toward Blanche
spur the old doctor Into a decision. All are attendthe old doctor proing an evening function when be
a subject for a
poses that Blanche consent to
hypnotic test. Landal objects, though when pressed
is brought
Blanche
It.
give
not
for his reason, dare
under the spell and recounts the Incidents which
to esattempts
caused her father's death. Landal
ly had a decape, but the doctor behasis thoughtful
arrested.
and
tective at hand

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

boata, we glide out from the docks, and approach
i ha War College with Its magnificent grounds and
buildings. Sailing further down tbe River, we view
i>U Fort Washington. As tbe steamer slowly approaches Mount Vernon, we clearly recognize the
home of the drat President of tbe United States.
Ou tbe way to the great falls, tbe camera catcbea
a glimpse of some little plckannlnles stealthily playing the much forbidden game of "craps," while
sheltered in tbe green branches of a near-by tree,
a little outcast wltb bis brother Is devouring a huge
red watermelon. The picture closes with tbe
wonderfull falls of tbe Potomac.

Among the Exhibitors.
Newark, N. Y. — Goercke & Co. will erect a moving picture theater on the north Bide of Central
Avenue and Ninth Street, this city. It baa been
to Essex Amusement Co. by Lowy, Benger
& Finger Co.
Denver, Colo. — The question of a new opera house
In this city will be considered.
New York, N. Y.— W. E. D. Stokea baa leased
the property at 2G31 Broadway to tbe Qulncy
Amusement Co., which will erect a moving picture
and vaudeville theater.
Dallas City, 111. — C. A. Scbultz has taken charge
of tbe opera bouse.
He will run moving pictures.
Eatonville, Wash. — A new picture ebow will be
Installed in tbe new ball here.
Racine, Wis. — C. M. Chrlstanson, formerly manager of the Gem Theater, this city, has Bold the
house to C. J. Schmidt of Elgin, 111.
Chicago, 111. — Bids are being taken on a theater
building on Fullerton Avenue near Kedzle, for C.
Rollandsen, owner.
Helena, Mont. — The Orpheum Theater has changed
hands and is now the property of Julius Mltchke.
Dallas, Tex. — Mutual Film Corporation, capital
stock
Peter. $5,000. Incorporators: J. D. Wbelan, E. T.

KINEMACOLOR
OTHER PEOPLE'S CHILDREN (Sept. 28).— A
confirmed bachelor driven to distraction by the
neighbor's children, receives the news that his
brother has left for Europe, and Is sending his twins
and their governess to him on a visit, during his
absence. Upon arrival, tbe governess proves to be
his Ideal, but oh, the twins His patience is tried
beyond endurance. Their pranks lead them to a
home quarantined for scarlet fever, and soon after
they, too, take tbe fever. During the quarantine
he and the governess learn to love one another
through their anxiety for the welfare of the children. After the recovery, the twins, while playing church, marry their uncle and governess, thus
breaking the Ice, and relieving the bashful bachelor.
BEE CULTURE (Sept. 28).— An entertaining, as
well as Instructive film, depleting the handling and
care of honeybees. Thousands of bees swarm In
the picture. The eggs and larvae are shown, as
well as the section of the comb where the bees are
hatching from the larvae out of the sealed cells.
The queen bee, being fed by the workers, Is an
Interesting sight, as well as thousands of bees
working on the comb, and storing up honey. Men
shown gathering the honey from the hives, with
unprotected hands, Is a revelation to the majority.
PICTURESQUE SCENES ON THE POTOMAC
RIVER (Oct. 6). — The beautiful green banks of
the Potomac River, with its many interesting and
historical locations, and quaint old red brick buildings, are introduced in this picture. Leaving Washington, on the famous old Potomac River excursion

URE

Caairllle, Wis.— Geo. Sedlmayr and W. P. Ortscheld are owners of a picture bouse he*e.
Davenport, la. — I. B. Balluff will opea a new
picture show at East Davenport.
Topeka, Kan. — Tbe Gem will be opened at 912
Kansas
Avenue,
this city.
Chester, Pa. — Progress on the construct!©* of tbe
big stone addition to tbe William Penn Theater,
8th and Edgmout Avenue, Is rapid.
Bloomfleld, Neb. — John F. Bruhn has purchased a
moving picture show In this city.
Chicago, 111.— U. I. Dalsey, architect, 1122 Throop
Street, la taking bids on a theater to be built on
Irving Pk. Blvd. and Robey Street, thla city.
Rolfe,A la.
— Ceo. Cook sold tbe Scenic Theater to
Gotcb
Kay.

42 Licensed
Posters
A WEEK FOR $2.0

l

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING CO,
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Hobba

BIdg.

Chicago

Theatre Pipe Organs.
All sizes of Pipe

Organs for Theatre
built to order.

purposes

Write for catalogue and estimates.
THE

F-|I_!V1S

WM.

SCUELKE
ORGAN
Milwaukee, Wis.

FOR

CO.

SAI—E

Name.
Length.
Make.
Price.
Advertising Matter.
Poor Jenny
2800 Asta Nielsen $200.00 3 sheets and banner
Romeo and Juliet
3200 Pathe
180.00 12 sheets— 3 sheets and hanner
i e Deceased
2200 Biograph
100.00
6 sheets and banners
In a Siren's Power
2000 Deu. Bios.
120,00
6 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
An, i I larkness— Light
3000 Itala
260.00
6 sheets— 3 sheets and banner
\
lid's Daughter (4 Dare Devils No. 2).... 3300 Deu. Bios.
300.00
6 sheets— 3 sheets and banner
Ship of Lions
1500 Ambrosio
125.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
i efoot Dancer
2200 Monopol
125.00
4 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
The Weed
2200 Ambrosio
130.00
6 sheets — > sheets and banner
Blackmail
2300 Cines
160.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
Written in Blood
3000 Gaumont
90.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
Attacked by a Lion
1400 Gaumont
90.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
Their Lives for Gold
1500 Gaumont
90.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
The Outcast
3000 Asta Nielsen 150.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
Wreck of the Aurora
2500 Deu.
Bios.
100.00
4 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
■ 'lie Hundred Dollars
2500 Messter
150.00
6 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
ii Two Hearts
2700 Muller
160.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
Disillusioned
2000 Cines
75.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
Zigomai vs. Nick Carter
3600 Eclair
200.00
8 sheets— 3 sheets and banner
Lore's Combat
3600 Monopol
200.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
The Trap
2000 Kunstfllm
150.00
6 sheets and banner
The Bells of Notre Dame
1700 Gaumont
75.00
3 sheets and banner
Dark Ways
3000 Germania
250.00
6 sheets— 3 sheets and banner
Inventor's Secret (Power of Destruction)
2125 Eclair
I I 90
6 sheets and banner
Who Was Guilty t
1800 Pasquali
16.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
St. Iti we ami Hidden Treasure
1450 Clarendon
75.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
Great
Mine
Disaster
2200 Eclair
80.00
6 sheets— 1 sheet and banners
Flower of Mormon City
2800 Western
160.00
3 sheets— I sheet and banners
Battle of the Red Men
2000 Bison
II
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banners
The Deserter
2000 Bison
100.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banners
Indian Massacre
2000 Bison
75.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banners
Blazing the Trail
2000 Bison
100.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and Banners
War on the Plains
2000 Bison
75.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banners
Lieut.
's Last
2000
Bison
1SE.00
31 sheet
sheets—and
1 sheet
and banners
A Merry
Night Fight
1600 Germania
75.00
banners
Golden
Wadding
1500 Ambrosio
75.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner :
Telegraphic orders must be confirmed by next mail.
Terms Ten Per Cent cash, rest C. O. D., privilege oj
examination.
•
Write for list of "star" films for rent.
Asta Nielsen films our specialty.

G. W. BRADENBURGH.

Use the Real

Projector Carbon

"Biograph"
Brand

L. E. Frorup & Co.
232 Greenwich St., New York City

231-233 N. 8th St.,

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

THE

Eye Comfort
System
OF
Indirect Illumination
So necessary to the success of every
Motion
Picture
Theatre
that
w
engineer 6o Theaters a month.
This is a free service to Motion
Picture Theatre
Managers.
National X-Ray Reflector Co.,
aa7 W. Jackson BlvcL, Chicago.
Distance, Screen to Rear of Auditorium
Ceiling Height
Width of House
Name
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II it that wonderful, ezquiait*
iwftliiru "Kubchc" rlraws out of
bit fiddle that oukrt kit meal tickvt
tpell fiooo.oo per kour. A a*r»*
fiddle makea
more
nuitc but

MR- EXHIBITOR:— Won't
you let us demonstrate
to your entire satisfaction why our Flexible Glass Screen

MIRROROIDE

"What a Difference!"

is conceded to be the world's best projection surface?
Why every claim we make is clearly substantiated?
It costs you nothing. We will gladly send you deni'm
stration samples of both A and B grades at our expense.
Test, compare with any other curtain or screen you
ever heard of.

MIRROROIDE
Is the only metallic projection surface that produces a
clear-cut picture, free from that hazy, out-of-focus
effect. Free from glare and eye-strain.
Pictures 500 per cent brighter.

MIRROROIDE
is sold under

a positive

guarantee to last a lifetime.

MIRROROIDE
Is a pure mercury-glass and foil combination applied
to canvas. It's silver white. It requires no re-coating
as in the case of aluminum. It won't crack, peel, or
turn black. It will reduce your carbon and juice bill
fully one-third.
Do it now!

MIRROROIDE
Is price
Won't
you let
us show you?
All
ordersright.
shipped
in three
days.

THE

J.

H.

CENTER

NEWBURCH,
Manufactured

under

"There IS a Difference."
It is a Motion Picture Theatre when your equipment and light ia
poor and you have a bum curtain. But the "Mirror Screen" insure*
you a great light so that an ordinary film shows like a FEATURE in
comparison. Every foot is so realistic and natural that folks are spellbound because pictures on a "Mirror Screen"

"Are Different."

Me"

It is the Extra Nickels over expenses that mearna
Profits, Bread and Meat and some of Life's
Luxuries. It is the "Mirror Screen" that will
create a sensation in your theatre, bring the
crowds, and it is the only way to get that Wonderful Light WITHOUT EYE-STRAIN. The old and
young come and the pictures on the MIRROR art
so delightful to look at that they won't miss a red
and that "Keep Them Coming" is what makes, la
your bank balance,

MIRROR

Patent*

Everywhere business is improving; be ready to reap
yours. The RADIUM GOLD FIBRE SCREEN will
help you do it. Let us take your curtain troubles on
our shoulders, and we promise faithfully we'll not
disappoint you.
Listen to a letter as true and genuine as anyone written:
Benton, 111., 9, 17, '12.
Gentlemen:
Glad to say after using your Radium Gold fibre Screen for
two days I would not do without one for twice the money,
have it perfectly installed and get one of the smoothest,
prettiest pictures I have ever seen.
Enclosed find check for balance due, and many thanks for
your courteous treatment.
Yours very truly,
Signed F. D. WHITTINGTON.

tell

us WHY

yoa

SCREEN COMPANY

"Perfection Concave Screen"
is the only answer to
the question of "How
to secure an absolutely

We
and
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

claim for the RADIUM GOLD FIBRE SCREEN
can prove,
Pictures shown are full of life and action.
Total lack of glare and eye-strain.
Absence of ghostly white veil.
Pictures instead are soft and natural.
Large reduction in amperage, saving juice, carbons,
and avoiding fire ri>ks.
(6) Pictures in lighted houses, safe and moral.
You
have tried the rest— N'ow buy the best.

&

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Pitzer & Smith, 32 Union Square. : w York City.
Gaorse Breck, 70 Turk Street. San Fraj isco, California.
Distributors

Different!"

Frank J. RemSusch, Present
SHELBYVILLE, INT)., U S. A.
Frank Manning, Sales Agent, 92a Sixth Ave.. N. Y. City,
Phone 401 Piaia.

Now for a Golden Harvest

105 N. Main Street,

"Oh! How

It is a Motion Picture when you only ahow "Flickering Shadowi"
that are meaningless, dull, indistinct, without perspective, roundness ar
depth and almost without interest. But on a ''Mirror Screen" tkat
same picture "comes to life," shows clear, true and sharp. Every datail is visible and not a shade, gleam or shadow ia lost and "Believe

"Such a Great Difference."

CO.

American Theatre Curtain
Supply
Company
So!e Manuiacti rers

"Makea a Difference."
It waa the realitm, fine arrangement of color and striking ttudy »i
•trinft"
light
and
ahadow
that
imrnortaliird
"Rembrandt."
A circua ONE
S11KKT is sometimea even more striking
but

Please write us today and
dorr't order that MIRROR.

N. Y.
7 pending

It la tbat auaint "humanly ka
man" way "Whitcomk Riley naa
jingle*
aiaa
lovrd andtogether
famout.that
Not makea
auck freat
Knglitb hut hit "beat 00 the hearV

Picture.'
Perfect for
Write
testimonials
from people ^ho are
using the Perfection. For
prices, mention size of
picture.
Inventors Specialty Mfg. Co.
620 Ashland Block

Chicago, III.

i86
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THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO

SELIG
3 REELS

Adapted from Alexander Dumas' famous and romantic novel.
The wonderful and tragic story of Edmond Dantes, a young Frenchman, who is entrusted with a message to
the exiled Napoleon on the Isle of Elba, forms one of the greatest themes ever written upon. The full reproduction
of this masterpiece by Selig is unequalled by any stage production. There are over 300 people in the cast and
shows the wonderful scene, gorgeous costumes and elaborate stage setting. This is one of the most fascinating
pictures ever produced.

SHAKESPEARE'S

AS
YOU LIKE
IT
Presented by the Vitagraph Company, with ROSE

"SB?

THREE
REELS

COGHLAN

THE MAN HUNT

as Rosalind.

™p0atrheeels

Kilbome, a poacher, is loved by Rose, the daughter of an old charwoman, whose cabin in the midst of a dense
forest is Kilborne's rendezvous. Although Rose has often saved Kilborne from the hand of the law, brutal treatment isher only reward, for Kilborne is in love with a farmer's daughter. He is being tracked by the gendarmes,
and Rose, suspecting that he is at the farmer's house, hurries there to warn him of the impending danger. The police arrive at the farm immediately after her and surround the house. When Kilborne steps through the door
is
ordered to surrender. He refuses. An officer raises his gun and fires. Rose steps in front of Kilbourne as the he
shot
rings out and receives the bullet in her heart. As she breathes her last Kilborne weeps for the first time in his life
and realizes the depth of the love he never recognized.

I III.

Daughter

M< >\ tNG

of the Spy

Cines Release September 16, 1912.

Two Reels

This is a story of a spy who gives shelter In his own home to a nobleman fleeing from the soldiers. The nobleman informs his host, and his
beautiful daughter of his identity and shortly after a die of soldiers enters
the house ami places him under arrest. Itefore going to prison, he denounces father and daughter for their duplicity. Heart-broken, at the fate of the
nobleman, the daughter determines to make a desjierato effort to release
him. On a pretext she enters the prison and is shown about, noting carefully the location of the prisoner's cell. By a ruse, she procures the keys to
the cell directly above that of the nobleman and with a crow-bar breaks a
bole in the flooring, lowers a rope and helps the prisoner to liberty. The
two make a perilous descent down the castle wall to the casement below.
Meanwhile, the
thefigures
girl's offather,
the spy, seizes
is on athe
and
discerning
the fugitives,
riflewall
and with
fixes.theTo sentry,
bis horror
bt finds be has taken the life of his owu daughter.

Four Reels.

This Is a story of a young man whose father is Tery wealthy. He leads
a life of reckless dissipation until the father, learning the use bis son is
making of the money, refuses to furnish further funds. The young fellow
thereupon commits his first crime- the crime of theft. The shock of this
disgrace brings an attack of apoplexy upon the father, which makes him
totally blind. From this time it is a rapid drop to bankruptcy for the
once honored family. When it is too late the young man realizes his error
and determines to begin life anew. He leaves his native country for South
Africa and. after fearful hardships, which develop the better aide of his
character, he returns to his native land— a man.

Fire at Sea
Pathe Release August 26, 1912.

Two Reels.

An old sea caj tain, a slave to liquor, is hired to sail the schooner
"Joanna"
with ahim,
cargo
of gunpowder
revolutionary
man
sails with
against
the adviceforofa his
sweetheart,project.
who hasA ayoung
premonition of evil. When a few days out to sea, and while the young sailor
is asleep, the skipi«r drinks until he is irresponsible. He goes into the
powder room smoking his pipe. Soon he falls asleep and the pipe, dropping
from his hand, ignites the powder. A deafening roar and the vessel Is
a mass of flames, leaving a wreck-strewn sea and a red glow in the iky
to tell a waiting sweetheart the story of her lover's fate.

Rip Van Winkle
Vitagraph Release August 19, 1912.

Two Reels.

This legend Is written by Washington Irving, of the time of George III
of England, during the occupation of this country bv the English in the
18th century. The story of Rip Van Winkle, the happy-go-lucky ne'er-dowell, is well known to every child. Hip Van Winkle is portrayed by that
eminent actor, Mr. Robert McWade, St.. who was associated for so long
with the famous Joe Jefferson. The splendid Vitagraph Company carry out
the other parts in their usual creditable way.

Rameses,

King of Egypt

Cines Release August 12, 1912.

\V« >Ul.l>

Don Juan and Charles V
Pathe Release July 29, 1912.

Two Reels.

A

production of unparalleled magnificence, depicting a thrilling romance, laid in the days of ancient Egypt.
King Rameses, hearing of the beauty of a young shepherdess, disguises
himself as a peasant and journeys to her home. She resents his ardent
advances and tells him of her devoted lover, a shepherd, tending his fiocks
on the mountain slopes.
The King, angered, has her carried off by force to his palace. Although
rejected, he determines to win her with lavishness, but without avail.
The shepherd,
hearing
his him.
lover's abduction, tows vengeance on King
Rameses
and attempts
to ef
stab
When again the king's advances to the shepherdess are rejected, he
orders the two lovers before him and, in all the magnificence of the
Egyptian court, he magnanimously commands their marriage to take place.
The splendor of the Oriental Courts, wonderful processions and ceremonies axe all shown in a story not soon forgotten.

Two Reels.

Charles V, abdicated the Spanish throne in favor of his son. whs
became Philip II. Almost the first thing Philip did was to fall In
love with Luclnda. a beautiful .S|«ni»h maid, who was practically betrothed
to Don Juan, a young stu.!
s ion intuits the new king when ne
finds him forcing his attentions upon Luclnda- Don Is arrested and
I.unnda brought to the torture chamlier to see him suffer In the nope
that in order to save him rhe will consent to marry the King. Uharlee
V is informed of the situation and, coming out of the monastery to which
he has retired, he astounds the younger men by acquainting them with the
fact that they are brothers. He makes them pledge their loyalty to one
another, asks Luclnda to choose between the two men and when she ana
Don Juan embrace, gives them his blessing.

Siege of Petersburg
Kalem

The Blighted Son
Pathe Release September 9, 1912.

I'M I URE

Release July 22,

1912.

Two

Reels.

A visit of a Confederate officer to his betrothed and her family U
interrupted by a young man and his crippled sister who have been made
iwupers by the ravages of the war. The young pauper proclaims his lore
for the young lady of the house, and In order to demonstrate his braver/
and loyalty, enlists in the Confederate cause. Some months later the
young soldier rescues his rival, the Confederate officer, from a burning
bridge. A year elapses, and the pau|>er has been promoted to a lieutenancy.
The Confederates are entrenched before Petersburg, and the Ke<lerale
sueceed in mining a part of the Confederates' outer works, but their
batteries are discovered in time to frustrate their plana. The 'Jonfederates place a small detachment under command of the poor, young
lieutenant, to keep the nearby batteries working. The officer whose Ufa
has been saved, realizes the danger to the young lieutenant, forges an
order, relieving him of that hazardous duty and takes command himself.
The mine is exploded and tha gallant officer and his men are killed.

The Money
Vitagraph Release July

Kings

15. 1912.

Three Reels

This volve
isthe aUnited
story States
of a conspiracy
part of the ofMoney
Kings to
inin a war.on A the
representative
the United
State*
government starts for the peace conference at The Hague, with the President's signature on an agreement of peace. The Money Kings employ a
clever woman, as their secret agent, to trap the young representative and
steal
the precious
little dinnerremoves
"for two"
is arranged,from
during
the course
of whichdocument.
the womanA conspirator
the document
the
young representative's
with one
resembles
the
original.
The daughter coat
of oneandof replaces
the Moneyit Kings
learnsthat
of the
conspiracy
and
is inmessage
her father's
safe.
On replaces
a pretense
she
opensthat
the the
safe,original
extractsdocument
the original
and, in
turn,
it with
one to resemble it. She sends a wireless message to the young representative on cousin
his wayin tohisThehydroplane,
Hague. telunT^him
the conspiracy
watch
for her
bearing theof original
message.andTheto Moner
Kings axe foiled.
-..

The Adopted Child
Pathe Release July 8, 1912.

Two Reels.

A little child, whose father is lost in a foreign country seeking his
fortune, becomes bereft of her mother and is adopted by some kindhearted ragpickers. When she reaches budding womanhood she falls in
love with a young physician, who reciprocates her affection. This physician
is in turn loved by a young woman, married to an elderly man, and she
does her best to win his affection. She makes her advances so pronounced
that her husband discovers the situation and challenges the doctor to a
duel, latter
which recognizes
is fought in
by the
the outraged
flickering husband
light of aa passing
ragpicker's
lantern.to
The
remarkable
resemblance
his little ward's father's photograph, and, following up this clue, he succeeds in establishing the young girl's identity ana she lives out her life
happily with the man of her choice under her father's roof.

Tragedy of the Desert
Kalem

Release July I, 1912.

Two Reels.

TTiis is a story of the wife of an English surgeon practicing in Egypt,
who falls in lore with an Oriental diplomat. When the doctor learns of
his
leaves, half
crazed,
the him
desert;
becomes
lost
and wife's
is foundinfstuation,
by a younghe Egyptian
woman
who for
carries
to her
tribesmen
in a Mohammedan village. When the doctor recovers his health he embraces the Mohammedan faith and marries the young Egyptian woman
who rescued him. Some time after the doctor's former wife visits the
quaint village with a party of tourists and discovers her husband. Tne
Egyptian wife sees her husband and the strange woman and believes she
wiil be deserted. The doctor accompanies his former wife to the edge
of the village to bid her farewell, and when he returns to join his EgyptUa
wife, finds, to his horror, that the heart-broken girl has killed herself.
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THE

INDEPENDENT

1000
1000
1000
10O0
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

GREAT

AMMEX.
Asbes of Memory
(Dr.)
Getting In Strong (Com.)
Woman
Haters (Com.)
Mission Maestro
(Dr.)
Y.

M.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

00.).

Sept. 27 — On the Firing Line (Drama)
Oct. 1— (Title not reported.)
Oct. 4 — Caster's Last Raid (3 reels) (Dr.)...
Oct.
8— (Title not reported.)
Oct. 11— The Sergeant's Boy (2 reels) (Dr.)..
Oct. 16— (Title Not Reported)
Oct. 18 — The Venegance
of Fate — (2 reels) —
(Drama)
BISON

ITAT.A.
(2
(2

Oct.
Oct.

)"......'..' .'.'.'
01 —— AWhenWestern
Uncle Episode
Sam Was(Dr.Young
(2 reels) (Dr.)
Oct. 8 — The Indian Raiders — (Drama)
Oct. 12— The Tattoo— (Drama)

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.

25— His Better Self (Drama)
26— His Better Self (Drama)
2— For the Honor of the 7th (Military Dr.)
0 — An Indian Legend
(Dr.)
18— The Sheriff's Adopted Child— (Drama)
CHAMPION.

8—
15—
22 —
22 —
29 —
20—

1000

ECLAIR.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

918

22 — Mary's Chauffeur
(Comedy)
24 — The Butterfly (Drama)
29 — Belligerent Benjamin
(Comedy)
29 — A Garrison Joke (Comedy)
1— The Call of the Blood (Drama)
6 — The Little Music Teacher tCom.)
8— The Winner and the Spoils (Dr.)
13. — The Simple Life — (Comedy-Drama)
15 — All For Jim— (Drama)

Sept. 29 — Please Help the Pore (Drama)
Oct.
1 — Letters of a Lifetime
(Drama)
Oct
4 — The Warning
(Drama)
Oct. 6 — A Six Cylinder Elopement
(Com.-Dr)..
Oct
8 — Miss Robinson Crusoe (Dr. )
Oct. 11 — (No Release this date)
Oct. 13— Dotty the Dancer— (Com.-Dr.)
Oct. 16 — When Mercy Tempers Justice — i Drama i
Oct. 18— For the Mikado— i Drama)
VICTOn.
Aug.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

SO — The Winning
Pun. h • l>r 1
6 — After All (Drams i
13 — All For Love
(Dranim
20 — Flo's Discipline MV
Ivi .
27 — The Advent of Jane i Drama)
4— Tangled
Relativei|ir. I
11 — Betty's Nightman' — iComedy)
MISCELLANEOUS.
KINEMACOLOR.

14 — The Wedding
Gift (Drama)
21 — The Two Overcoats
(Comedy)
21— Bonifacio In Society (Comedy)
28 — The Mysterious
Auto (Comedy)
28 — Honesty Punished (Com.-Dr.)
5 — An Alpine Tragedy
(Dr.)
12— The Gyps; Spy— (2 reels) (Drama)....

ROLL

5,000
$1.25 20,000 10,000
$2.50 25,000
- FOR RESERVED SEAT THEATRE

TICKET

THANHOUSER.
MO
990
980
903
970
988

MILANO.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

All on Account of a Ring (Com.)
Surprising Eliza (Com.)
A Choice by Accident (Com. -Dr.)
The White Bonnet
(Dr.)
The Hoodoo Letter— (Comedy)

NATIONAL

REX.
19 — Faraway Fields (Drama)
22— The Conflict's End (Drama)
26 — The Old Organist (Drama)
29 — The Hidden Bonds (Drama)
8 — Bob's Deception
(Dr.)
6 — Tbe Winnings of Silas Pegg (Com.)..
10 — If Dreams Come True — (Drama)
13 — When Twenty is in Love — (Com.-Dr.)
SOLAX.

MAJESTIC.

The Girl In the Next Room
(Com.)...
The Man From the North Pole (Com.)
Her Dressmaker's Bills — (Comedy)
McGulrk the Sleuth— (Comedy)

SPECIAL

15— The All-seeing Bye (Dr.)
...
22— Evil be to Him Who Evil Tblaks (Dr.)
29 — A House-top Romance
(Dr.)
29 — Evolution of s Duck Egg < Edit, t
6 — The Octoroon'a Sacrifice (Dr.)
12 — The Borrowing
Simp
(Comedy)
19 — The Curse of Drink (Drama)
26— The Pickaninnies and tbe Watermelons
(Comedy)

Sept. 27 — The Fugitive (Drama)
Oct.
2 — Si's Surprise Party (Comedy i
Oct.
4 — The Retreat from Eden (Drama)
Oct. 9 — Canned
Harmony
(Com.)
Oct. 11 — A Fool and His Money
(Com.)
Oct. 16. — The Gold Brick— (Comedy)
Oct. 18.— The Maverick— (Drama)

28 — The Water Nymph (Comedy)
30 — Riley and Schultze (Comedy)
30 — The New Neighbor (Comedy)
7 — The Beating He Needed
(Com.)
7 — Pedro's Dilemma
(Com.)
14 — Stolen Glory— (Comedy)

Aug. 30 — The Modern Child (Drama)
Sept.
8— A Cripple's Folly (Drama)
Sept. 13 — Tommy's
Playmate
(Drama)
Sept. 20— The Little Beggar Boy (Drama)
Sept. 27 — Only a Private (Drama)
Oct.
4 — The Medallion
(Drama)
Oct. 11— Evading Justice (Dr.)
Oct. 18 — His Nurse — (Drama)

CRYSTAL

Oct. 8 —
Oct. 8—
Oct. 10 —
Oct. 13—
Oct. 16 —

Sept.
Sept.
Seat
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

The Solemn
Hour
(Drama)..
A Woman's
Duplicity (Drama)
Toto's Talisman
(Comedy)
A Naughty Boy (Comedy)
His Frst Law Suit (Comedy)
A Nail In the Shoe (Comedy)

COMET.

•ct.
6—
Oct. 6 —
Oct. 18 —
Oct. IS—

Jniy
July
July
Juhr
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

LUX.

2— The Maid of the Rocks (Drama)
0 — The Trysting
Tree (Drama)
1« — The Dnmmy Director (Drama)
23 — Rose of the Islands (Drama)
80— Her Whole Duty (Dr.)
7 — To Err Is Human — (Drama)

Aug. 24 — The Deputy's
Duty (Drama)
Aug. 2«— A Divided House
(Dr.)
Aug. 81 — The Moonshiner's Task (Dr. )
Sept.
2 — The Dentist's Dilemma
(Comedy)

28 — The Cuckoo Clock (Comedy-Drama)..
2— Brothers Under the Skin (Drama)...
5 — Time Avengea (Drama)
9 — Guy Mannerlng
(2 reels) (Dr.)
12— The Peddler's Find (Dr. )
16 — The Bug and the Count— (Comedy) .
16 — On
Account
of a
Handkerchtet(Com.-Dr. )
Oct. 19 — The Organ Grinder's Ward— (Drama) .
REPUBLIC.

KEYSTONE.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

BRONCHO.
Sept.
Sept.
•et.
Oct.
Oct.

Sept.
Sept
Sept.
Sept.
Sept
Sept.

25— The Plan that Failed (Comedy)
25 — Swat the Fly (Educational)
27— Her Ambition
(Drama)
2 — Early's Awakening
(Dr.)
4 — Two Women
( Dr. )
9 — Good Snuff— (Comedy)
11 — On the Danger
Line — (Drama)
RELIANCE.

23 — Getting Mary Married
(Comedy)
1009
26 — The Parson and the Moonshiner (Dr.).lOOO
28— Lie Not to Your Wife (Comedy)
28 — Curing Hubby (Comedy)
30 — The Cruel Stepmother
(Dr.)
8 — The Girl From the Country (Dr.)
5— He Had But Fifty Cents (Com.)
6 — A Day In an Infant Asylum
(Edu.)..
7 — The Wreckers — (Drama)
10— The Bridal Room— (Drama)
12 — A Bronx Cocktail— (Comedy)
12— A Bad Tangle— (Comedy)

(Universal.

8ept. 21— The Massacre
of Santa Fe Trail
reels) (Drama)
Sept. 24 — The Sheriff's Reward (Drama)
Sept. 28— At Old Fort Dearborn
(Drama)

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

8ept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

IMP.

P.

18 — A Westers Vacation (Comedy)
20— Won By a Call (Comedy)
23 — Carl Van Gordon's Family (Comedy).
25 — The Criminologist
(Drama)
27 — Percy, the Bandit (Comedy)
30— The Old Prospector
( Dr. )
2 — The Boomerang
(Com.)
4 — Hearts and Skirts (Com.)
7 — Employer's Liability — (Drama)
9 — His Only Son— (Drama)
11 — Love and a Lemon — (Comedy)

NORTHERN.

Sept. 28— A Child of Genius (Comedy)
Sept. 28 — A Sly Servant
(Comedy)
Oct.
5— I Am Going Out for a Shave (Com.)..
Oct.
5 — The Tramp's
Revenge
(Com.)
Oct. 7— The
Black
Chancellor— (8
reels)
(Drama)

Sept. 28 — Arablai Infamy (Drama)
Oct.
2 — Tbe Bowstring
(Dr.)

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

POWERS.

OEM.
3 — The Celebrated Case (2 reels) (Drama)
in— A Turn of Fate (Drama)
17— Down
Ity the Sounding
Sea (Drama)
24— The Legend of Montmartre (Dr.)
1— The Convict's Return (Dr.)...,
{■— Orphans — (Drama)

AMBH0BI0.

(N.

(Edu.)

in -The Tic Eternal (Dr.)
12— The
Cotton
ludustry
(Industrial)....
-Reunion
Week
In Eli Town
(Topical)
" t i
P.. • ihoven (Drama)
-Gaumont's
Weekly
No. 82— (Topical)
Oct 17
i ■ Legend of Cagllostro (Drama)
Oct. 19 -The l'anuma Canal— (Topical)

Sept. 90— Calamity Anne's Ward (Drama)
•et
2— Tbe Renegade (Drama)
•ct.
8— Father's Favorite (Drama)
Oct.
7— Jack of Diamonds
(Dr.)
Oct. 0— A Slater's Devotion
(Dr.)
Oct. 10 — Reformation of Sierra Sniltu (Dr.)
Oct. 14— The Promise
(Dr.)
Oct. 1»— The Border Detective (Dr.)
Oct. 17— The New Cowpuncher (Dr.)

BISON

NE6T0R.

reels)

Oel
Oct

AMERICAN.

"101"

WORLD

CAUMONT.

DATES

iUMmnmnniiii

Oct. 2 —
Oct.
8—
©ct
9—
Oct. IS—

PICTURE

Oct. IB -Ooe uu Jones — (Comedy)
ii. i 17 Caprices
of
Fortune — (2
I Drama i
0 ii..- Old
Pmfraaor
(Drama)
Oc( -'" II.. Sulphur Industry ill Sicily

E
RELEASE

MOVING

TICKETS

Sept. 28 — Other People's Children— i Com. -Dr.)..
Sept. 28— Bee Culture — i Scientific)
Sept. 28— Tulip Studies— i Scientific)
Oct. 5— An American
Invasion — (Drama)
Oct. 5— American Fashions — .Fashion)
Oct. 5— Picturesque
Scenes
on
the Potomac
River — (Scenic)

THE

BIG

TICKET.
ANY
ANY COLORS

PRINTING

$4.60 50,000
$7.50
GET THE SAMPLES
$5.50 100,000
- $10.00
STOCK TICKETS, 6 CENTS
COUPON TICKETS, SERIAL OR DATED, SEND
DIAGRAM

COMPANY

....

Shamokin,

Pa.

THE

\\<>\ [NG

I'M i! RE

W( IRLD

Every One a Winner
"Nanon,"
or
the
Fate
of Two
Brothers, 3 Reels.
Heroine
of Derna
(Turkish- Italian
War), 2 Reels.
The Two Destinies, 3 Reels.
Dishonored,
or the Romance
of a
Hungarian Officer, 3 Reels.
Charlie Colmes
and the Knaves
of
Spades, 3 Reels.
Red Falcon, Hand Colored, 2 Reels.
Tale of Two Cities, 3 Reels.
Red Inn, or the False Friend, 2
Reels.
The Others' Sin, 4 Reels.
The Greatest Features Ever.
Plenty of other features just as good.
Ample supply of Original Posters
sent in advance for advertising your
coming attraction.
Wire your bookings at once.
Don't Wait.

Royal Feature Film Co.
N. SMITH, Manager
538 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.

America's Feature Film Co.

406-7-8 Schiller Building, Chicago,

111.

4-PAOE HERALDS FOR
CTJ6TERS LAST FIGHT
with Imprint, J2.26 per M.
Without
Imprint,
11.75 per M. Cash with order.
F. F. PUB. CO., 2711 CHURCH
AVE.,
Cleveland. 0.

F-iLnoopA
zwm
r^sufplv
AneRiCA
v^ ^^^
neRiCA

Hake Tour Own Films of Special Events !
Bny the Junior Professional Film making
••tilt comprising the World's Greatest Camera,
Printer and developing outfit — yon would not
hesitate for a minute If yon would know how
geoa It Is— or — bny the camera only and let me
4* the finishing work — better films as what
some manufacturera turn oat. Everything of
•uprerae quality for the projecting room and the
laboratory. Mirror Vltae Projector, the best
machine la the werld from which all others
have been duped — with single arc slide dlseolvers, something others cannot offer yon ape«lal leases for any else picture — film atoek,
elides, repairing catalogues to your service.

J33-I
13s

vpst

v <tth st

j\/f;u yo/iU

usa

When .Your Picture Machine Needs Repairing
Why

don't you tend it to ut ?

We have the best equipped machine shop in the country and can repair any make of machine.
Write us and get acquainted.
We buy second hand

EBERHARD
SCHNEIDER,
tit Second Are., near 14th St., Hew York.

GEO. M. HOKE

SUPPLY

machine*.

CO., 176 N. State St., ?L£lU

Chicago, IH

CALIFORNIA FILM EXCHANGE
THE

HOUSE

WITH

A

REPUTATION

Handling the entire UNIVERSAL PROGRAM
101 BISON and all other LEADING BRANDS
Write, Wire or Phone and Arrange for Yonr Film Service with the

Renters on the Pacific Coast
Largest Independent FilmOFFICES
54 Seventh St.,
San Francisco, Cal.

no East Fourth St.,
Los Angeles, Cal.

Lewis Bldg.,
Phcenix, Arix.

THE
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KgLICENSED
RELEASE

RELEASE

DATES

DAYS.

Monday — Biograph, Edison, Kalem, Lubin, Pathe,
Sells, Vitagraph.
Tuesday— Ediaon, Essanay, C. G. P. C, Cines,
Lubin,
8elig, Vitagraph.
Wednesday — Edison, Eclipse, Essanay, Kalem,
Belig, Pathe,
Vitagraph.
Thursday — Biograph, Essanay, Lubin, Helies,
Pathe, Selig, Vitagraph.
Friday — Edison, Essanay, Kalem, Belig, C, G. P.
C. , Lubin, Vitagraph.
Saturday — Edison, Essanay, Cines, Kalem, Lubin,
Pathe, Vitagraph.
BIOGBAPH.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

28 — Friends (Drama)
26 — A Disappointed Mamma
(Comedy)....
26— A Mixed
Affair (Comedy)
30 — So Near,
Yet So Far (Drama)
3— A Feud In the Kentucky Bills (Drama)
7 — The
Line
at Hogan's
(Com.)
7 — A Ten-Karat
Hero (Com.)
10— The
Chiefs
Blanket
(Dr.)
14— In the Aisles of the Wild
(Drama^. . .1000
17 — A Limited
Divorce
(Comedy)
17— Like the Cat, They Came Back (Com.)
CINES.

(G. Kleine.)
Sept. 17— Amalfl,
Italy, ami Surroundings
(Sc) 225
Sept. 17— A Gun
Factory
(Industrial)
820
Sept. 17 — Traditional Customs In Southern Italy
(Topical)
480
Sept. 21— Betrayed
For Love
(Hlst.-Drama). . .1000
Sept. 24 — A Cavalier's Romance
(Drama)
667
Sept. 24 — Castrovlllarl— Southern
Italy (Scenic) 323
Sept. 2S— Quaint Sights In Sardinia
(Scenic)... 205
Sept. 28— Reuben and the Boys (Comedy)
975
Oct.
1— Hon- a Brave Man Died (Drama)
540
Oct.
1— The
Island of Malta
(Scenic)
460
Oct.
5— Trifle Not With Love
(Drama)
700
Oct.
5— Lalno,
Southern
Italy (Scenic)
300
Oct.
8— A Glimpse of Sicily (Sc.)
250
Oct.
8— Artistic Glass Work
(Industrial)
300
Oct.
8— The Wonder
Powders
(Com.)
450
Oct. 12— Trailing
the Counterfeiters
(Dr.)
KM*)
Oct. 15 — The Adventure of the Scarecrow (Dr.). 1000
Oct. 19 — Among
the
Mountains
of
Calabria
(Scenic)
350
Oct. 19 — An
Abbreviated
Honeymoon
(Com.).. 650
EDISON.
Sept. 18 — Lazy
Bill Hudson
(Comedy)
490
Sept. 18 — National
Soldiers'
Home,
Virginia
(Descriptive)
610
Sept. 20— Hearts
and
Diamonds
(Dr.)
1000
Sept. 21— The
Grandfather
(Drama)
1000
Sept. 23 — How
Bobby Joined the Circus
(Com.) 650
Sept. 23 — Benares and Agra, India (Scenic)
850
Sept. 24— The Little Girl Next Door (Drama) .. .1000
Sept. 25 — Cynthia's
Agreement
(Comedy)
1000
Sept. 27 — Mary In Stage Land (Drama)
1000
Sept. 28— 'Ostler Joe (Drama)
1000
Sept. 30 — Calumet "K" (Drama)
1000
Oct.
1— The Girl from the Country (Drama) .. .1000
Oct.
2— Olympic Games— Pittsburgh Y. M. C.
A.
(Athletic)
200
Oct.
2 — The Green-eyed
Monster
(Comedy)... 700
Oct.
4 — "Cashmere"
the Chief Health
Resort
of India
(Educational & Scenic) .. .1000
Oct.
5 — The Usurer's Grip (Drama)
1000
Oct.
7— A
Curable
Disease
(Dr.)
1000
Oct.
8 — Under
False
Colors
(Dr.)
1000
Oct.
9— Uncle Mun and the Minister
(Com.).. 1000
Oct. 11— The
Charge
of
the
Light
Brigade
(Dr.)
1000
Oct. 12 — A Fresh
Air Romance
(Dr.)
1000
Oct. 14 — Outwitting
the Professor
(Com.)
1000
Oct. 15 — Glimpses
of Bermuda
(Scenic)
350
Oct. 15 — The Widow's Second Marriage (Com.) 650
Oct. 16 — Removing
Sunken
Vessels
(Top.-Sce.) 850
Oct. 16— Like
Knights of Old
(Comedy)
C50
Oct. 18 — The
Foundling
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 19 — A Soldier's
Duty
(Drama)
1000
ESSANAY.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

13—
14 —
17 —
19—
20—
21—
24 —
25 —

Billy McGrath's Love Letters
(Oom.)lOOO
Broncho
Billy Outwitted
(Drama) .. .1000
Neptune's Daughter (Drama)
1000
The Mixed Sample Trunk
(Comedy) . .1000
The I-ove Test (Comedy)
1000
Alkali Ike's Pants (Comedy)
1000
Across the Broad Pacific (Scenic)
The Adventure of the Button
(Com.Dr.)
1000
Sept. 26— A Little Louder, Please (Comedy)
1000

TO'
NOTICE
rYUIDITADC
I UKb
bAnlDl

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Sept. 27— The Voles) of Conscience
(Drama)
1000
Sept. 28— An Indian Sunbeam
(Drama)
1000
Oct
1— tihoBts
(Drama)
1U00
Oct
-'- Well Hatched (Comedy)
1000
Oct
8 -The Redemption of Silvers (Drama). .1000
4— Terrible Teddy
1 Comedy)
1000
Oct.
5— lx>\e On Tough Luck
Ranch
(Comedy)lOOO
H— Alkali
Ike
stunk(Com.)
1000
Q -The Rebellion
of Mandy
(Com.)
1000
Oct
"'1 <>t the Fend
1 Drama)
1000
Oct 11 — Not On the Ctrcoi
Program
(Drama). 1000
o<t. 12— TOM
Shotgun
Ranchman
(Drama)
1000
IB A
Mistaken
Calling
(Comedy)
1000
16 — The
Qraseville
Girls (Comedy)
1000
Oct 17— The
Snare
(Drama)
1000
Oct
is -The
Warning
Hand
(Drama)
1000
IS
The outlaw's Sacrifice
(Drama)
1000
KALEM.
Sept. 21— The
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Grit
of
the
Girl
Telegrapher
(Drama)
1000
23 — Fat Bill's Wooing
(Comedy)
23 — Roost, the Kidder (Comedy)
25 — Queen of the Kitchen (Comedy)
25 — Along the River Nile (Scenic)
27— The Heart of John Grimm
(Drama). .1000
28 — The Apache
Renegade
(Drama)
1000
302—
— ATheHospital
Poacher's
Pardon
(Drama)
1000
Hoax (Comedy)
2 — Ancient Temples of Egypt
(Scenic)..
4 — The Village Vixen
(Drama)
1000
0 — The Confederate Ironclad (Drama)
1000
7— When
Youth
Meets
Youth
(Dr.)
1000
9 — The
Belle of the Beach
(Dr.)
9 — Election
Day
In California
(Com.)...
11— His
Mother's
Picture
(Dr.)
1000
12— The
Redskin
Raiders
(Dr.)
1000
14 — The Combination of the Safe (Dr.). 1000
16 — Paying
the Board
Bill (Comedy)....
16 — Central Park,
New York
(Scenic)
18— The
Plot That
Failed
(Drama)
1000
19— The
Rival
Engineers
(Drama)
1000
LUBIN.

tept. 24— The Renegades (Drama)
ept. 26 — Buster and the Gypsies (Comedy)....
Sept. 26 — Swimming and Life Saving (Ind.)
Sept. 27— Glued
(Comedy)
Sept. 27— The Water Wagon
(Comedy)
Sept. 28— The Doctor's Debt
(Drama)
Sept. 30 — A Girl's Bravery (Drama)
Oct.
1— The
Amateur
Ice-Man
(Com. -Dr.)
Oct.
3— The Physician of Silver Gulch (Drama).
Oct.
4 — Spoony
Sam
(Comedy)
Oct.
4 — Collection
Day
(Comedy)
Oct.
5— His
Life
(Drama)
Oct.
7—Tbe Last Rose of Summer
(Dr.)
Oct.
8 — The Moonshiner's Daughter
(Dr.)
Oct. 10— The
Players
(Dr.)
Oct. 11— Mr. Flxlt
(Com.)
Oct. 11 — The German
Singers
(Com.)
Oct. 12— The
Cringer
(Dr.)
Oct. 14 — The
Uprising
(Drama)
Oct. 15— Gentleman
Joe (Drama)
Oct. 17 — Red
Saunder's
Sacrifice
(Drama)
Oct. 18— Rube's
Mistake
(Comedy)
Oct. 18 — Meeting
Mamie's
Mother
(Comedy) .
Oct. 19 — Caught
Bluffing
(Comedy)
Oct. 19— The Sporting
Editor
(Com. -Dr.)
MELIES.

1000

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
.

Aug.
Sept
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

29 — His Partner's Share
(Drama)
1000
5 — The Obsession
(Dr.)
1000
12— The
Unworthy
Son
(Drama)
1000
19 — The Prisoner's Story (Drama)
1000
26 — The
Beach
Combers
(Drama)
1000
3 — A Western Coquette (Drama)
3 — Clearing
Land
For
Farming
In the
West
(Agricultural)
Oct. 10 — Forgive Us Our Trespasses (Drama). .1000
Oct. 17 — The Judgment of the Sea (Drama) . .1000
Oct. 24— A Son's Extfmple (Drama)
1000
ECLIPSE.
(O. Kleine.)
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

18— A Country
Holiday
25— The
Sacrifice
(Drama)
2— A Foe to Race Suicide (Comedy)
2— A Trip Through Belgium
(Scenic)
9— Through
Derbyshire
Dales
(Sc.)
9 — A Roman's
Conversion
(Dr.)
16— The
Missing
Locket
(Drama)
PATHE.
11 —
12 —
14 —
16 —
18 —
19 —
21 —
23 —
25 —
26—
26 —
28 —
30—
30—
2—
3—

Black Beauty (Drama)
Anqulshed Hours (Drama)
a
Saved at the Altar (Drama)
,
Patbe's
Weekly
No. 38 (Topical)...
The Bandit's
Spur
(Drama)
The
Desperado
(Drama)
Silver
Moon's
Rescue
(Drama)
Patbe's Weekly,
No. 39, 1912 (Hop.)
Pals
(Drama)
Glacier
National
Park
(Scenlo)
The Andrew
(Acrobatic)
The Fllbuster's Ship (Drama)
Patbe's Weekly, No. 40, 1912 (Top.)
The Man Hunt (Special Release) (Dr.)
At the Burglar's Command (Comedy)
Theodore
Roosevelt
(Topical)

730
1000
500
500
800
700
1000

Oct.
Oct
Oct.
(let.
Oet
Ocl
Oct.

3— Experiments With I.l.juld Air (Science)
5— A Redman's
Loyalty
(Drama)
7— Patbe's
Weekly
No,
41
(Topical)...
9 — Passing
Gypsies
(Com. -Dr.)
10—1 I
t.)
12 — Naughty
Marietta
(Com.)
1 Pathe's
Weekly
No. tf 'Topical)
16
Phi 1 ikb of Glouster (Drama)
17— The
Striped
Bathing
Suit (Comedy)..
bmarine Fauna (Bda.)
19— Mi-leuiling Evidence (Drama)

C. G. P. C.
S«pt
13 — For Her
Lord
(Drama)
Sept. 13— The Across
Late the Harriet
Flight
English Qulmby's
Channel
(Top.)
Sept. 17 — The
Elopement
(Comedy)
Sept. 17 — Gerone — the Venice
of Spain
(Sc.)..
Sept. 20 — Max's
Tragedy
(Comedy)
Sept. 20— The Edmunds K latum Ravine (Sc.)..
Sept. 24 — The Princess snd the Merchant (Juv.)
Sept. 27 — The
Musketeer's
Conscience
(Drama)
Oct
1— A Well
Washed
House
(Comedy)
Oct.
1— Evolution
and
Life of a Silk Worm
(Educational)
Oct.
4— A Ship Boy's Grit (Drama)
Oct.
8 — Amongst
Many
Loves
(Com.)
Oct.
8 — The TManons — Versailles — France (S*j.)
Oct. 11— His Country
Before
All (Dr.)
Oct. 15— Max
Fights a Duel
(Comedy)
Oct. 15— The Valley of Cbevreuse and the Vaui
de Cernay
(Scenic)
Oct. 18 — The Rubber Industry In Malaysia (lad.)
Oct. 18 — The
Convertible
Auto
(Comedy)
SELIG.
The Fighting Instinct
(Drama
1000
The Indelible Stain
(Drama)
1000
The Trade Gun
Bullet
(Drama)
1000
The
Substitute
Model
(Drama)
1000
The
Brand
Blotter
(Drama)
1000
Into the Genuine
(Drama)
1000
Life and Customs
of the Winnebago
Indians
(Drama)
1000
Sept. 23— A Detective's Strategy (Drama)
1000
Sept. 24 — The Cattle Bustlers (Drama)
1000
Sept. 25 — Partners
(DramaL.
1000
Sept. 26— The Pity of It (Drama)
1000
Sept. 27 — The Borrowed Umbrella (Comedy}
Sept. 27— Harvesting
Alfalfa
In New
Mexico
(Industrial)
Sept. 30 — Bread Upon the Waters
(Drama*
1000
Oct.
1 — Why Jim Reformed
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
2 — The Pirate's
Daughter
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
3 — The
Great
Drought
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
4 — An Assisted Elopement (Comedy!
1000
Oct.
7 — How
the Cause
Was
Won
(Dr.!
1000
Oct.
8 — A Motorcycle
Adventure
(Dr.)
1000
Oct.
9 — When
Edith
Played
Judge
and
fairy
(Dr.)
1000
Oct. 10— Euchred
(Dr.)
1000
Oct. 11 — An
International
Romance
(Dr.)
1000
Oct. 14— Monte Cristo
(3 reels)
(Dr.) <Spe.!..3O00
Oct. 14— My Wife's Bonnet (Comedy)
1000
Oct. 15 — The
Opium
Smugglers
(Drama!
1000
Oct. 16 — The Shuttle of Fate (Drama)
..IjoO
Oct. 17— Where
Love
Is, There
God
Is Also
(Dr.)
10O0
Oct. 18 — Subterfuge
(Comedy)
Oct. 18— The Geisha
Girls of Japan
(Baa.)...

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

10—
12—
13 —
16 —
17—
19 —
20 —

VITAGRAPH.
Sept. 20 — The

Burning
of the Match
Factory
(Topical)
Sept 21— Adventure of the Italian Model
(Dr.) 1000
Sept. 23— Bobby's Father
(Drama)
.1000
Sept. 24— His Lordship, the Valet
(Comedy). . .1000
Sept. 25— Bill Wilson's
Gal (Drama)
1000
Sept. 26— The Signal
Fire (Drama)
1000
Sept. 27 — The
Counts
(Comedy)
600
Sept. 27 — Weary
Starts Things In PumpldnvlUe
(Comedy)
400
Sepr. 28— The Irony of Fate (Drama)
1000
Sept. 30— Her Choice
(Com. -Dr.)
1000
Oct.
1 — The
Adventure of the Smelling Salts
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
2 — Bachelor Buttons (Comedy)
Oct.
2 — Diana's
Legacy
(Comedy)
Oct.
3 — She Cried
(Comedy. Drama)
1000
Oct.
4 — Her Spoiled Boy
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
5 — The Red Barrier (Drama)
1000
Oct.
7— Nothing to Wear (Comedy)
1000
Oct.
7 — As
You
Like
It
(Special)— 8 reel
Drama)
3000
Oct.
8— The
Godmother
(Com.)
1000
Oct.
9 — When
Persistency and Obstinacy Meet
(Dr. )
1000
Oct. 10 — As Fate
Would
Have
It (Dr.)
1000
Oct. 11— Her
Father's
Hat
(Com.)
700
Oct. 11— Mammoth
Life-Savers
(Com.)
300
Oct. 12— When
California
Was
Young
(Dr.)... 1000
Oct. 14 — Every
Inch a Man
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 15— Mrs. Llrrlper's Lodgers
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 16 — An Elephant On Their Hands (Com.). 1000
Oct. 17— Father's Hot Toddy
(Comedy)
Oct. 17 — Evening
Parade and Gun Practice at
Fort
Hamilton
(Military)
Oct. 18 — Bunny
at Sea
(Comedy)
1000
Oct. 19 — Four Days a Widow
(Comedy)
1000
Oct
is— A Mistake ill Spelling
(Com.-Dr.)
1006
Oct. 19— Bunny at Sea (Comedy)
1000

is the time to put on the best song slide service in America.
Now
I ; rf >*<?! "TTB
in advance.
in one shipment
supplySLIDF&lPOSTE
week's SONG
AAMERICAN
RlCO./ First National Bank Building, CHICAGO, ILL

II Ik
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Diamond" ° ranch
SHOWING

LIFE AND SPORTS IN WEST.
Information

Photo-Play
Ticket Chopper
A Necessity Wherever Tickets Are Sold
Finish: Cabinet is of
finest, golden quartered oak, highly polished, and trimmings
are of metal, finished
in colored enamel,
baked by special process, which retains its
brilliancy, or if desired
all metal parts heavily
mickel plated. Glass is
best polished French
plate, quarter inch thick.

Photo-Play
Advertising & Specialty Co.
Main Offices: 121-123 Fourth Avenue

$50.00

Foot Lever (extra) 10.00
Nickel Trimmings (extra) 5.00

PITTSBURGH,

STATE RIGHT BARGAINS
We have the following states left
On ZIGOMAR
Delaware
and Maryland
Tennessee
North and South Dakota
New Mexico and Arizona

On THE

L.

$250
$225
$225
$225

THUNDERBOLT

Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont
Georgia and Florida
Texas
Missouri
Iowa
Colorado and Wyoming
California

BANNERS

Our Banners Are Works of Art.
Lithographed
in Four Colors.
Eyelets in Corners.
Printed
on Heavy Muslin, 3 ft. wide by 12 ft. long.
Price: $1.00 Each.
Made foi all Releases, both Licensed and Independent. Always in Stock. Remit with Order.

Size:
45x12x12 inches
Weight (boxed) 100 lbs.
PRICE.

Chopper

concerning these $1.00 Banners

.

$200
$200
$190
$190
.$170
$175
$180

On LOVE & AVIATION
Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont..
$200
Missouri
$195
Texas
.$190
Colorado and Wyoming
$180
California
$185
Above prices include one set films and $30 worth of
advertising.

The F & E Film Co., Cleveland, 0.

PA.
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EXHIBITORS WITHIN 150 MILES TAKE NOTICE
WE

OFFER

A FEATURE
FILM
SERVICE.
A complete program consisting of five reels
including a feature of three reels, with posters for as follows :—

Superior Grade Five-reel service, including three-reel feature changed every day, $50.00 per week
1st Grade Five-reel service, including three-reel feature every day, $35.00 per week
2nd Grade
Five-reel service, including three-reel feature every day, $25.00 per week
WRITE

KINETO

FOR

IN PERFECT CONDITION
FILMS GUARANTEED
WRITE
1-3-8 SHEET POSTERS FREE
A LIST

FILM

EXCHANGE,

FOR

A LIST

32 Union Sq., Suite 314-15-16-17-18, New York

A Big Help To Success
with the "Movies"
A high-grade lens outfit will help your films to show

up brilliantly and clearly on the screen.
Such pictures
will interest your patrons — increase the size of your
audience — pile up your profits.

tyausclTlomD

ses
[erxclean-cut,
on
ti
ec
oj
Pr
project
—
films
in
is
bring out all there

brilliant
pictures.
Moving picture men who judge by actual results have
proved that our lenses and condensers soon pay for
themselves out of increased profits.
The Edison and Nicholas Power machines are regularly equipped with our lenses. They can be procured
also through any film exchange.
Free Booklet 62D explains interestingly things of
value to owners and operators.
Write for it TO-DAY.
The Superior Quality of Bausch & Lomb lenses, microscopes,
field glasses, projection apparatus, engineering and other scientific
instruments is the product of nearly Sixty Years of Experience.

Bausch & Ipmb Optical <o
«CW

rOOK

WASHINGTON

CHICAGO

london p_OCHESTEiI, NY

SAN

rttANCISr>

rnANKro,lT'
•~*99

U

A Great Joint

and then some more joints is in this
tank, making it watertight. No loss of
liquid — no damage to property where
"Corcoran" tanks are installed. See
for yourself.
Send for Price List No. S
For roiuieme us 10 Uuamy consult the following: The Vitagraph Co. of America, The
Independence Moving Pictures Co. of America, The Powers Picture Plays Co. , Nestor Co.,
Thanhouaor Co., Rex, Champion, Holies. Oaumont, St. Louis Motion Picture Co., Kinemacolor Co. of America, N. Y. Motion Picture Co.. Bison, Crystal Film Co., Majestic,
Solax, Eclair, Kalem, T. A. Edison Co., British-Am.
Mfg. Co.

A.

J.

1 1 JOHN

CORCORAN,
STREET,

NEW

Ino.
YORK

CITY
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ATTENTION! fill
FINAL NOTICE
OCTOBER FIRST, 1912, the price of all
Deagan Musical Electric Bell outfits advanced 2>V/i Per cent. This advance has become
necessary owing to the fact that we have added a great
many improvements to our Musical Electric Bell outfits, which have greatly increased the cost of manufacturing, and we can conscientiously state that our
new improved Musical Electric Bell outfits are greater
value at the advanced price than our old style Electric
Bells are at the old prices which we asked for same.
Inasmuch as we have a number of prospective customers who contemplate purchasing these Bells, and
who have been figuring with us, we will accept orders
for the new style outfits until October 10th at the old
list prices, namely, $75.00 for our famous No. 310
outfit, consisting of twenty-five Bells mounted on
quarter-sawed Oak backs, with resonators, complete
with new style keyboard, platinum point contact mechanisms, soft and loud attachments, and many other
improvements which have been incorporated in these
Bells.
Should you be interested in a set of these Bells, order
now, as we will not accept orders at the old prices
after October 10th. Any of our various outfits will
be shipped C. O. D. with privilege of examination and
trial, on receipt of $5.00 to guarantee express charges.
ON

MORE LUCK?
I never knew exhibitors to be quite so
enthusiastic over anything as they are
over the Universal program. Their
shows are no longer half-good-?.nd-halfbum, or two-thirds-good-and-one-third
punk. They are ALL good, not one or
two days in the week but EVERY day!
Any of my offices will give you the complete Universal program!
Write!

CARL

LAEMMLE
PRESIDENT

The Laemmle Film Service
204 West Lake St., Chicago, 111.
Sykes Block, Minneapolis, Minn.
1312 Farnum St., Omaha, Neb.
421 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa.

The Biggest and Best Film Renter in
the World.

SONG
SLIDES
NORTH
AMERICAN
CO.
Phila., Pa.
L 23 N. Ninth Street SLIDE
I TO Of 1 TIM
D 20 Colored Slides .
Slides
. $12.00
VT*
E 30 Colored
Cash with order
**
SONG
SLIDES

=

Everything! for the Motion Picture Theatre Except the Film
WE CAN

SUPPLY

Machines. Booths. Screens, Chairs, Lobby Frames, Etc.
All the leading makes.
Expert advice and estimates cheerfully furnished.
A few second-hand machine
heads.
A full line of repair parts in stock and prompt shipments on all orders.
Repairing.
Prices right.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

PICTURE
21 East 14th St.,

THEATRE

EQUIPMENT

Telephone
StuyveMnt, 247S

CO

New YorK City
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From the
atronsView
Point

MOVING PICTURE MACHINES
Powera — Edison — Motiograph

We are in a position to make
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

FULL LINE OF
GENUINE REPAIRS
Have a few used
machines on hand.

What Causes People

Get Our Special Prices

lo continually patronize one Picture Theatre in preference to another?^
Of course, location, appearances, films, etc. have a great deal to do with it,
but quality of the picture is what builds up a steady patronage that makes the

on Carbons — Tickets — Oil
— Cement
State quantity you can use.

business profitable.
This depends largely on your light and if you are using any other device than a

CHICACO PROJECTING COMPANY107A No. Dearborn St., Chicago

FORT

WAYNE

COMPENSARC

to step down your current you are not getting best results.
With our machine you can produce a clear, white, steady light

Headquarters for

your "house" by continuous flickering and will surprise you with the
with the films.

ASBESTOS
BOOTHS

It is the only device that can be changed instantly to any
of the three intensities without breaking the circuit between

C. W. Trainer Mfg. Co.

adjustments.
But this is not all. We will guarantee that our Compensarc

CURTAINS

£*£D

and PICTURE

booklet 39 Pearl St., 'Boston, Mass.

Changeable
WRITE

the reasons why

SIGN

FOR CATALOGUE

ZENITH

MFC.

CO.

Box 262

won t worry

difference

it makes

Bill"
and we'llCut
send657o
you onefrom
on 30 Your
days' freeLight
trial to prove
it.
Will
We have a little 22 page booklet that explains all

Illuminated

PROGRAM

that

C 5

If you want a better light at %

your present cost, send for it today.
It's free.
FT WAYNE ELECTRIC WORKS
•r GENEBAL 1401
ELECTKIC
COMPANY
Broadway
Port Wayne, Ind.

Cincinnati, Ohio

INJIELSEHN

EATULRES
"GYPSY

BLOOD"
Our

"GERMAN
a.

MR
mill

THE

Next

"THE TRAITRESS"
Release Featuring the

BERNHARDT"
IN

COURSE
OF TRUE
Will Be Ready OCTOBER 15.

LC YKJIQITnDCAnllDI I Uri,

LOVE"

,F Y0UR NEAREST feature exchange cannot furnish
you'the~faimous~asta nielsen features, write us.

The United Feature Film Company

559 Spitzer Bldg.
TOLEDO,

OHIO
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Make Your Lobby Display
Attractive
T>-;re it nothing mora
fascinating to the public
than a bright bras* frame
to display your photo* or
potter*.

We make Lobby and
Theater 1-ixture* and
Bras* K»il» of erery
description.
Writt for Catalog.
Don't fail to Tiait our
complete New York showroom. 101-103 4th Ave.

THE NEWMAN
MFG. CO.
717-721 Sycamor* St.,
Cincinnati, O,
EttabHihcd 1881

FILMS RENOVATED
WE

TAKE

OUT

THE

RAINSTORMS

Removing all dirt and scratches from
both sides of the him. A Sample
Reel will prove this to your satisfaction. Send one to

H.D.H. ENGINEERING CO.
16 KIRK ALLEY

NEWARK,

N. J.

We buy, sell and exchange
secondband FILMS
and MOVING
PICTURE MACHINES.

WESTERN

FILM BROKERS

fcU S. Dearborn St.,

Chicago, III*

muixtnnM

I®

^1 —

I

i

35

f
BRASS
RAILINGS
EASELS
GRILLES
CUSPIDORS
KICK
PLATES
POSTER
FRAMES

}

fe
Writ*
Catala*.
for

DON'T

L

/^

■cKenna Bros. Brass Co.
—

WAIT

ANOTHER

MINUTE

Sit right down and drop us a line. You need our new
catalogue, wc need your patronage. Send 40c tor a
slide like cut, postage paid. Get our prices on machines,
carbons, tickets, gas making chemicals and everything
pertaining to the M. P. business.
ERKER'S,
606 OLIVE
ST., ST. LOUIS,
MO

F MTTSBURG

ATTENTION,

EVERYBODY

Do yon know yon can secure THREE SHEET POSTERS for from TEN to TWELVE Licensed Releases Each Week?
WE MAKE THREE SHEETS FOR ALL RELEASES OF LUBIN and BIOGRAPH
AS WELL AS ONE OR MORE FOR KALEM and EDISOX, each week.
We shall be pleased to place you on our mailing list and advise you each week of the
new subjects issued.
WRITE

FOR OUR CATALOGUE

A. B. C. COMPANY

AND PRICES-

Cleveland, Ohio
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American Moving Picture Machine Co.
MAJTuTACTURER8

SENSATIONAL Film but slightly used and in perfect condition.
1500^4500 feet, for sale at 2^ to
4 cents per foot.

GEORGE

eorg Kleinke

KLEINKE

255 Frederick Str.
BERLIN
GERMANY

„• .^iuvj

MAKE

{Automatic Moving Picture Machine
: r
101-102 Beekman Street,

'EM
YOURSELF SLIDES

Make- them yourself. Written with pen and ink
or typewriter. Three minutes to make a slide. Used
for advertising slides, to announce future or feature
programmes, for chorus slides when chorus slide is
missing. We send four colors of gelatin. The slides
look well and anyone can make them. They are
handy also for announcing vaudeville acts. In fact
they may be readily used for anything you may wish
to say to your audience.
For the sum of three dollars ($3) cash with order,
we will send by express, charges not prepaid, or
$3.50 by registered mail, prepaid (Canadian orders by
registered mail only), the following:
24 cover glass, 1 package binder strips, 1 dozen
mats, 1 instruction sheet, 1 form sheet and 50 strips
assorted colors gelatin — enough for from 300 to 400
slides. Order now.
Address:

UTILITY

TRANSPARENCY

1733 West 9th St.,

r

World's Largest Mfrs

New fork

IT WILL PAY YOU

TO BOOK

"LIFE
OF BUFFALO
BILL"
"ST. GEORGE
AND
THE
DRAGON"
"REDEMPTION"
"GLASS
COFFIN"
"THE
WEED"
•RED
FALCON"
"WHITE
DOMINO"...
"AFTER
DARKNESS
LIGHT"
"FOUR
DARE
DEVILS"
"THE
VAMPIRE
DANCER"
"FALL
OF BLACKHAWK"
"HEROINE
OF DERNA"
"THE
PENALTY"
"THE
CIRCUS
GIRL"
"VENUS"
"THE
INVENTOR'S
SECRET"
BIG ADVERTISING FREE WITH ALL OUR FEATURE8.
PRICES.
Write for lists.

CO.

3 HEELS
"
"
"
"
2 REELB
"
"
"
"
LOWEST

"The House of a Thousand Features"

Brooklyn, N. Y.

•WuRLjlZEIt

THE

STANDARD

Write for Littt

Bf rtw. rrwdtidiuf 235.

OF

BstabUabcd 18M

IMPERIAL

1

FEATURE

FILM CO,

EXHIBITORS'

121 Fourth Anaut, Pittaburgb, Pa.

HEADQUARTERS

CALEHUFF SUPPLY COMPANY
(Incorporated)

50 North Eighth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

Jobbers in Edison, Powers and
Motiograph Machines and Parts
Machines repaired by Expert Mechanrcs.
Mirror S
TickeU
Chairs
Plaaaa
Bio
at
Lenses
Special

Wurlitxer PianOrchestra and

Write

for

Mandolin Sextet in Royal Theatre,

32-page

booklet,

Lima,

Genua* Part* Onh/ Uaad

SPECIALTIES
Condensers
Gai Matanf Outfit*
Edison Transformers
Lime* Film Cement
Ft
Wayne
Compsensarcs
Branch
Disin■*■• ■■■« **•*) £**UM
lisassat General
Ca.
A<M*ta* */tr«
Scenery, Stsaja Marts
Switchea
Theatres Bouffct, Soli,
Plugs
SpoHifhU
Rented
CHAS, A. CALEHuTT, Praa. aad Oaa. Mar-

O.

showing

Wurlitzer Automatic Musical Instruments
in the leading picture theatres of the country.

Ibe Wur'Uzer Instruments furnish better music than musicians
ltd
reduce expenses.
60 different styles;
time
payments:
big
catalog free.
T' you can't call, write to our nearest branch.

I

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company

CINCINNATI
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA
1836 Chestnut
If IS E. 4th
16-27 W. 82d
820-881 S. Wabash
H LOUIS
CLEVELAND
BUFFALO
LOdSVILLE
COLUMBUS O
•11 n»« »t. Wo Haroa Roaa
T01 lain
4M W. Oman*
67 B. M.I.

I

CELLULOID POSITIVE

CELLULOID NEGATIVE

NON-FLAMAND POSITIVE
(Made Under License of the Patentee)

RAW

FILM SUPPLY CO.

15 EAST 26th STREET
Tel. Mad. Sq. 7876

NEW
YORK
Cable Rawfilm New York
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List of Feature Films, with Posters, For Sale
The Poiion of Humanity
Deraino
The White
Ace of Hearts
Marianna
The
Other
One
Passion
Attacked by » Lion
Depth, of the Preciploe
the Astray
In
Going;
Absalom
.
Hu,
Slave,Bias
to Love
End of Robespierre's Reign
Anna of the Bail Eoom
A Drama of Florence
Romeo & Juliet
Ellen the Shop Qlrl
Tools
of Society
Mine
Disaster
City
Great
of a Devils
Labyrinths
The Four Dare
Mona
Lisa
Wreck
of the Aurora
Only
an Actress
For One Hundred Dollars
The Margrave's
Daughter
The
Red
Falcon
Mystery
of Notro
Dame
It Was
Written
In a Fit of Anger
Suft'erings
of a Mother
The Mystery of a Banker's Safe
Who Is Guilty?
The Trap
Mademoiselle
Nitouche
The Stage
The End
A Glimpse Behind the Scenes
A Strange
Bird
The
Great
Moment
Gray Auto Bandits
Wandering
Nation
The
Last
House
The
Devil's
Fury
Countess Charlotte
Rose of Thebes
Magdeline
The Model
The Faith of an Orphan
Napoleon at St. Helena
The House of Falkenburg
The Power of Gold
Gypsy Blood
Revenge
Sufferings of a Woman
Sapaloter
The Lost Address
The Ring That Binds

KINETO FILM TRADERS,

32 UNION

M«0 ft.
*}"°°
1&0.00
2788
2920
£0.00
2885 "
100.00
2 reels
•!';
1 _
^,u
1200 ft.
76.00
110. 00
1900 "
3 reel*
1M N
1300 ft.
8S.00
llh.OO
"
2360
2400
ISi M
1300
[J.OJ
3 reels
"5'SS
2000 ft.
LOO N
3 reels
186.00
2200 ft.
110.00
3 reels
100.00
2 "
}X5°°
1(H), oo
2 "
3400 ft.
178.00
2000 "
100.00
3 reels
100.00
2700 ft.
135.00
2700 "
186.00
2 reels
100.00
2600 ft.
160.00
3 reels
160.00
2
"
110.00
3
"
UiO.oo
2 "
180.00
2500 ft.
1 .0 00
1800 "
100.00
2000 "
150.00
3000 "
150.00
2400 "
125.00
2 reels
100,00
3600 ft.
200.00
3000 "
180.00
3800 "
200.00
2000 "
140.00
3000 "
300.00
2200 "
100.00
2100 "
100.00
1800 "
90.00
1800 "
125.00
3000 "
200.00
1800 "
90.00
2400 "
125.00
1800 "
90.00
1600 "
125.00
3000 "
200.00
3000 "
200.00
2200 "
100.00
2700 "
135.00
l'/2 reels
70.00
3 reels
160.00
8
"
160.00

SQUARE.

NEW

YORK

And the Increased Demand for My
Services Hal I nrced Me to Add an
Architectural Department to My
Business. I am Prepared to b'urniih
Detailed fications
Buildini
and Specifor Your New Theatre.
The "Hallberg Electric Economizers"
for all circuits, made only by Hallberg,the"The
Man,"electric
lave
you
most Economizer
money on your
bills and produce the best light potsible on your screen.
New

J. II. Hallberg,

York, Sept.

Dear Sir:— 1 am ii^in^ your Hallberg
ami must say that I can find nothing to
satisfaction in light and money saving on
Sincerely yours,
M.

25th,

1912.

Economizer
equal it for
electric bills.
SMITH,

Formerly with Ohio Theater.

For Sale—At A BargainSlightly Used Machines

CITY

Educate Your Patrons
It will pay you well to teach your patrons
all about Moving Pictures.
The more they know about the picture
players, their likes and personalities, and the
more they know about the stories of the films
the more frequently they will come to your
theatre.
The Purpose of the Motion Picture Story
Magazine is to educate people in regard to
Motion Pictures, and it is doing its work well.
Its increases of circulation for the month of
October on orders already received is 20,000
and we expect a further equal increase for the
month of November.
Why not send $1.00 for trial order of ten
copies? We will take back unsold copies and
refund their cost. All we ask is a trial. You
will be surprised at the result.
Remember,
your profit
is 5c. per copy.

The Motion Picture Story Magazine
26 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

I Equip Theatres
Completely

1 Pathe Professional
M. P. Machine,
complete,
brand new
$160
1 No. iA Motiograph, 1911 Model, first-class condition
135
1 No. S Powers,
remodeled
head,
balance
of
machine new No. 6 Equipment
125
1 No. 5 Powers complete in good running order.. 100
1 No. 4 1912 Standard, never used; new and complete
162
1 No. 4 1912 Standard, with D. C. Motor
182
Second-Hand Current Savers for no volts, 60 cycles,
of all makes but Hallberg (which I have replaced with
my Standard Hallberg Economizers)
$20 and up
Any information to help you in your difficulties along
the above lines cheerfully furnished.

I am jobber of ALL MAKES
of Moving
Picture Machines
Through my Exchange Department I am prepared to make
allowance
for your
old machine
in part payment
on purchase
new M. P. machine of any make.

mi

Separate catalogues of different makes of machines,
supplies and economizers furnished free upon request, BUT Hallberg's Big Complete Catalogue
costs you 25c.

HALLBERG

A. C. TO

D. C. AND

D. C. ECONOMIZER.

I carry the Largest Complete Stock of

Electra Pink Label Carbons

J. H. HALLBERG
36 E. 23rd St.

New

York City
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(HAIRS
FOR EVERY

ESTABLISHED

PURPOSE

WRITE

1,000 STYLES

c1hVc1i7o8?iiw*b"hAve The A. H. Andrews

ELECTRIC

New

York

Office,

Generating Set

First

Ave.,

Springfield, O.

EXHIBITOR!!

THEATRE
Picture Chair

STEEL FRAME
THEATRE CHAIRS

ABSOLUTELY
NON-BREAKABLE

ha yoar theater all aisles. It Is tk«
eaxly saattorr chair. It Is the world's greatest
the star chair, perfected to the highest degree.
WMto to-day for Circular A.
THS HAKTVFBTT UFO. CO., Canal Dover, Ohio.
U.8.A.

Suitable for small
Theatres and Moting Picture Shows.
We
carry these
chairsdiately.
In stock and
can

SCENARIO
WRITERS !
If your scenarios do not sell
find out why. Perhaps your
manuscript can be rewritten and
■made saleable, and your mistakes
may be corrected in future manuscripts. The author of "Technique of the Photoplay," etc, will
give your manuscript personal
criticism for a fee of $2.

Exhibitors !
Submit your difficulties to th«
author of "The Photoplay Theater," and other articles on management, for advice and suggestion, the result of twenty years'
experience in amusement enterprises. Simple questions $1 each.

Winthrop

Sargent

Box 70, Madison Square Station

New York City

34-36 E. 3rd Street
CINCINNATI, OHIO,

Wisconsin, U.S.A.

CHEAP

STEEL
New

FURNITURE

Co..

Grand

ship Immea—rod
Claws11**4
Also
seating
for
use. Out-of-door
Address Dept,

Rapids. Mich.

York:
150 5th Ave. Pittsburgh.
318 Biaael
Blk.
Philadelphia: 610 Flanders Bid,-.

1000 Reels
Second Hand Films
IN GOOD

CONDITION

At $7.50 per reel
BIGGEST BARGAIN
EVER OFFERED

International Film Traders
5 West 14th St.,

New York

cH
So.

A
I
R
S

Wisconsin
CompanySeating

Think «i tha moefcerleea, tie fatherUas. ami the
childless homes aa tbe result of theater panics. Protect the lWea of year
petrous
by
Installing
oar
"ANOT
PANIC"
THEATER
OHAIR.
M
Dead at Cannonaburg,
17< at Boxestown,
676 st Iroqafs
Theater.
Otaleago.
Make theae honors lavs—
sible.
Our chair Is a friend to
the Public.
It
adrertlses
your
theater
aa4
makes your bnslnees grow.
It Is a space-earer. Hfe-tarea,
money-saTer. aires 25% mere seating.

Epes

508-10-12

*W

New London,

MR.

NO. 31

Branches
in all
Leading Cities

Ik

The Foos Gas Engine Co.
OH!

CAT.

Get Our Prices
Before You Buy

for Bulletin F-$8.

•09 Linden Ave.

Co.

1165 Broadway.
Seattle Office,
San Francisco Office, 728 Mission St.

will furnish direct current for your ihow
and (It* 700 better quality of light than
yon caa get from the beat Central Station
svrrlee. Wltb a Foos Engine yon can sere
M to 75 per cent, of tbe money yon bare to
pay far electric current and hare all tae
light yon want wben yon want It.
Send

FOR

1865

S E A T I NC— Send for Mooint
Cat. " V4." Upholstered Chair

AMERICAN
SEATING
COMPANY
Chicago
Boston
Philadelphia
Cat. "VS." New York
Direction 1. D. WUliama

Muuiaiuut

INTERNATIONAL
Controlled

by

Wm. H. Bail

PICTURES

The Greater J. D. Williams Amusement Company, Ltd
Capital.
£200,000.
Tbe World's largest dealers la Motion Ptetave
Films, machines and accessories. We are on the
market for ererythlng Biographic. No Mortafl
Picture Film and equipment proposition tee
large for consideration. Oar Specialty — Bxrier
sire Australasian Rights on the best long fee Care
subjects produced, and the latest successful
PRINCIPAL EXCHANGES.
supply noreltles.
Crystal Palace Building.
George Street, Sydney,
New
South
Wales.
Melbourne,
Brisbane,
Perth
and Wellington, New Zealand.
Send samples and communications to ear paa*
ohaaing offices as follows — J. A Hayden, Dewar
House, 11 Haymarket, London, England. Leans
M. Noto,
146 W. 23rd Street, New York Oity.
IMPORTANT:— When writing as direct remember that Utters with insufficient postage
are delayed.

Orchestra
FOR

Music

MOVING PICTURES
Violin, Cornet and Drum parts have
been added to the popular "Orpheum
Collection'' of piano music (dramatic
and descriptive) for Moving Pictures.
Practical for piano alone or any number of above instruments. Issued in
two parts: No. i and No. 2.
Piano, 58
Violin, 4*
Cornet, 3$
Drums,Sendjo

cents each; both No. 's $1.15
cents each; both " 75c
cents each; both " 65c
cents
; bothpages.
" 55c
for
freeeach
sample

CLARENCE
1501

Sedgwick

E. SINN
St., Chicago,

III.
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DIXON'S

PLOT FRUSTRATED

The Judgment of the Sea
Captain Dixon, detailed to discover a band of smugglers, obtains
at their house, where he becomes enamored of Bess, the daughter.
his evidence against the smugglers as a club to force his love on
willing Bess, who is really engaged to another. But in order to
father's life she obeys Dixon's order for a clandestine meeting
pier. Father and lover discover the plot in time to frustrate Dixon's
and in evading their blows he falls into the Deep,
never to return.
It is the Judgment of the Sea.
G. MELIES,

204 EAST 38th St., NEW

YORK

lodging
He uses
the unsave her
on the
designs,

*
•
•
*
*
*
*
*
*

*

CITY

1000 feet approx length

(•»»»»»»»* »»»»»»»»»»»»»)+ »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»
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MAKE
GROW

$
PUT

IN A

POWER'S

Cameragraph No. 6A
This is a subject of great importance — how to add to the pile which
you have acquired through years of hard labor — that your declining
days may be passed in comfort.
You are in the moving picture business,
competition is keen, you must have
the best or you won't hold your trade.

The Success of Your Business
Centers in Your Machine
It must project
be easy of
with parts
needed, and

flickcrless, clear, sharp pictures,
operation, noiseless in motion
exposed and get-at-able when
built to stand wear and tear.

POWER'S

CAMERAGRAPH NO. 6 A possesses all these features. It is the product of
15 years' scientific knowledge and research.
It is in most of the houses of America and
Europe. Put it in yours and see it make
the $ grow.
Catalogue G gives full details.

NICHOLAS

POWER
90 GOLD

For

Fifteen

Years

the

COMPANY

STREET, NEW

Leading

Makers

of

YORK
Motion

Picture

Machines

CAREY

PRESS,

]».

October

r0\. 14. No. 3
r^rf

Price. 10c

19. 1912

ir^vyvjAjttJLvy^^gAjaaRy^

'&Mmsuw.m www-ww

w^j.w,wx>mj.%>%'

yjm»»»;»» )>)))) ) n nwm m\\\\^^^^^^^_
Scene

from "The Black

Chancellor''

'/////////Ill III
iMimmmwz&zwsttomamy^^

(Great

Northern).

WWW wwwwxww
a

MmnmMMmMWM*M<MimmK)imyMmKiiKm

125 East 23rd Street

NeW

YOfR— CWcagO
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169 W. Washington St.
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"Perfect

The Coming

the
rwoREELER
OF
TUESDAY.
OCT. 29

Feature

Put
Yourself
In His
Place

Put
Yourself

Publicity"

In His
Place

A human interest film in
the
"EAST

Two one-sheet* and
a three -sheet from
lustrated her* Id*
your exchange.
Ilfrom Hennegan &
nati. Ohio. Cut*
for
Company.
Cincinlar advertising (2
newspaper and circucolumn) 50 cent*
apiece from Company.
Standard
Engraving

YNNE"
class. LAdapted
from the book
by CHARLES
READE.

560 Seventh Avenue.
New York City.
Slide* 30 cent* apiece
from Novelty Slide
Company.
20 New
Eait
14th City.
Street.
York

NEXT
Sunday, October 20

THANHOUSER

FEATURE

The Woman In White

IN TWO REELS

Wilkie Collins' weirdest novel as an all-star Thanhouser Mystery Masterpiece.
See the " Woman, " Hartright, Count
Lady Clyde, Sir Percival Clyde and the other world-famous characters as presented by the world-famous "Thanhouser Stock."

Friday, October 25

Fosco,

IN A GARDEN

You wouldn't think so prosaic a person as an old gardener could spin a most unusual love story, but there was one who did, and this
is the story. He sees the sweethearts grow up together, quarrel, separate, and then years later meet again in the garden and — marry !
AND
THEN
THESE
TWO-REEL
FEATURES:
"PUT YOURSELF IN HIS PLACE." a human interest film in the "East Lynr.e" class. Adapted from the book of CHARLES
"THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM," a Thanhouser masterpiece— that's all.
"FOREST ROSE," a realistic filmatization of EMERSON BENNETT'S thrilling story of pioneer days in the West.

THANHOUSER

FILM CORPORATION
The Film Supply Company,

American

and Canadian

NEW

READE.

ROCHELLE, N. Y.

Agents.

^"M"'
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His

FRANCIS
IN A

PICTURE

MAGNIFICENT

\A/

U !

X. BUSHMAN

DRAMATIC

STUDY— Startling!

Unusual!

Enthralling!

Released Tuesday, Oct. 15th.

u

staken

Calling"

Maggie, the cook, discovers the Muse of Poetry lurking in her eyes. Maggie quits her job, writes reams of slush,
and the exciting experiences that ensue make a real comedy hit. Eleanor Blanchard, John Steppling and Howard Missimer in screamingly funny roles!
Released Wednesday, Oct. 16th.

((

irl

Orassville

99

A humorous summer escapade proving that all things come to he who waits. The adventures of a bunch of city boys
back in their old home towns with their rural sweethearts. Picturesque in scenic beauty. "Billy" Mason and Beverly Bayne
in captivating portrayals.
Released Thursday, Oct. 17th.
A gripping, dramatic story entwined about the experiences of a girl detective. Forced by duty to trap a supposed
crook through posing as his sweetheart, she endures agonies of conscience until Fate intervenes and the tangled meshes
Beverly Bayne and W'm. Bailey featured!
are straightened out in an unusual way.
Released Friday, Oct. 18th.

((

nine

Hand

99

One of the month's most extraordinary features. A wonderful and startling dramatic subject, enthralling in plotstrength and portrayed with gripping intensity. The salvation of a dissolute son through the medium of an old family
painting.
Francis X. Bushman featured in a great study!
Released Saturday, Oct. 19th.
t c

THe

Outlaw

A sensational and spectacular Western drama, showing the sacrifice made by a hunted outlaw in saving the loved ones
of the Sheriff who pursues him.
A story that strikes deep and true. Staged in the heart of the hill-country.

WATCH

FOR

ITS

rifioo"

IVIOIM

C«

W/am-t

COMING

-to Increase

Your

Box

UIV1

Office

99

Receipts?

Then Get Those Beautifully Lithographed 3-Sheet Posters of All Essanay Saturday Releases, in Full Four Colors, Price 35c
Order from Your Exchange or Direct from Morgan Lithograph Co., Cleveland, O.
Each.
PHOTOS OF ALL ESSANAY PLAYERS
be secured from the Players' Photo Co., 177 N. State St., Chicago, I1L
can
dozen,
per
$3.00
price
10,
sue 8 x

FOR

THESE

YOUR

MATTERS

ESSANAY

LOBBY

DEMAND

FILM

DISPLAY

YOUR

DE LUXE !

IMMEDIATE

ATTENTION

MANUFACTURING

521 First National Bank Bldg., Chicago, HI.
i

Factory and Studio, 1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
Branch Offices in London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona

CO.
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CAUMONT

VENGEAN

QUA

IL.M

INC

STATE

■

OPPORTUNITY

KNOCKS!

Three Reels—

A dynasty of death extending more than a century — The
fell consequences of a bold act — A Nemesis relentless that
followed the symbol of sorrow — A spirit pursuant that, having
deserted its earthly Temple 2,000 years before, seemed possessed of the power of Satan — A pathway of tears that only
Fate could close.
Copyright

Protects All Our Films

USHING,

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

GAUMONT

ITY

CE

OF

EGYPT

DM

RIGHTS
DO

YOU

HEAR?

»

Heralds,

Posters, 1, 3 and 6 Sheets

Grim kisses of Kismet that discriminated not between innocent and
guilty — Catastrophe that lurked in the germs of the plague, the strangled strength, the secret poison, the rival's bullet, and the agency of
deviltry that sent the occupants of aeroplane and automobile to their
doom. A story that for cumulative power and mesmerism of interest
lies beyond description and superlative.
Infringements Will Be Vigorously Prosecuted

OOIVIRAIMY
fMENA/

YORK

2o6
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The LATEST FILM on the BIGGEST SUBJECT in the World

PANAMA

THE

GAUMONT

G
A
U
M
0

CANAL

CO.

Saturday, October 19

C AU MONT
ANNOUNCEMENT
Sat., Oct. 12 —The Cotton Industry and Special
Tues., Oct. 15— Beethoven
Thurs., Oct. 17— The Legend of Cagliostro
Sat., Oct. 19— The Panama Canal and The Naval
Review at New York
Tues., Oct. 22— A Country Scandal
Thurs., Oct. 24— Love and Calino Marries a Suffragette
These releases will

not release you from
the moral obligation of obtaining
in motion pictures

Copyright

protects all our films.

Infringements

will

the

best

G
A
U
M
0

be vigorousl

prosecuted

33aumoD0 GAUMONT

CO., Flushing, N.Y. jGaamopf?

Film*Supply|Co. of America, JSole|Distributors

T
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Too Bad We Can't Let You in on
the Secret Yet
#

#

tf

But It's So Good That
You Will Relish It All
the More When We
Spread the Glad Tidings
the next ten days we are going to
WITHIN
make an announcement that will set you
wild with enthusiasm and will convince
you that Universal means fearless, progressive and
EXCLUSIVE service. You never had such a
chance for complete exclusiveness of program in
your career. Make the most of it. All you have
to do is to

Demand
&

ft

#

G

#

That Universal
Program

DON'T

#

FORGET

— That the OFFICIAL
moving picture of
Woodrow Wilson is to be part of the Universal
program by special arrangement with the Democratic Committee!
— That Ambrosio and Crystal films are now
regular part of the Universal program!

a

— That our powerful "Animated Weekly" is soon
to have a daily supplement, about 200 feet in
length, called the "Animated Daily!"

ir

"I OWE YOU $10."
Monday, October 14th.

"THE
On the
"EVENTFUL
Saturday,
Fifteen minutes of cheering
for the week-end.

101

POSTMAN."
Same Reel:
BARGAIN
DAY."
October 19th.
diversion.
A refreshing offering

"BELLA'S BEAU."
On the Same Reel:
"THE

A novelty — a sensation. An all-Indian cast enacts an all-Indian
story.
Not a white man or woman plays a part in the story.
Thrilling, soul-stirring situations.
Realistic staging and acting.
IN THE WEST"— TWO REELS.
Saturday, October 19th.
The trials and tribulations of the early pioneers in the West are
most
vividly portrayed.
Innumerable
electrifying, daredevil,
heroic scenes. Big cast. Big production.
Big picture.

DAYS

A Peep Into the Future
WOMAN

PELEASED

IN WHITE
OCTOBER

(Gem)-TWO

22nd

REELS

Picturization of Wilkie Collins' greatest Novel

THE DEBT (Rex)-TWO REELS
TRAPPER BILL (Bison)— TWO REELS
THE LONG STRIKE (Imp)-TWO REELS
MANY

CRYSTAL

BISON

"STAR EYES STRATEGY."
Tuesday, October 15th.

"EARLY

You'll bask in the sunA lively farce-comedy.
shine of hilarity as the story is unfolded.
"PATSY'S MISTAKE."
Wednesday, October 16th.
The situations are uproariously funny.
The jollity of Patsy's befuddled condition is a spasm of
laughter.
"HER FRIEND THE DOCTOR."
Friday, October 18th.
The original melancholy-chaser.
The rollicking
practical jokes of the sweetheart
of the boys
keeps the laughs bubbling over all the time.

OTHERS

IN PREPARATION

ONLY
WOMAN
IN TOWN.".
Sunday," October 20th.
You'll think Pearl White was tickling your ribs.
The laughs will gurgle out in spite of ^ourse!
This is one of the best laugh-producing
splitreel? you ever booked.

CHAMPION
"THE

GIRL IN THE GINGHAM
Monday, October 14th.

GOWN."

A prettily enacted, story of a wealthy young man
who wooed and won a country lass. The numerous
obstacles that he overcame and the extreme jealousy and brutality of his rival are vividly depicted.
Splendid staging and acting.

"THE BLIf)
IVI
I I.
SaturcV.
You won't have to ask what's it all about. Tc
logically that you'll grasp every situation, and c
urday program.

THE
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GOLDEN ROD" and "DOES IT PAY?"
Wednesday, October 16th.

An emotional offering ^hat affords a peep into
the past of two loving old souls; on the same
reel, an exhilaratingly hilarious comedy. You'll
laugh till your sides ache at this true-to-life mirthprovoker.
"THE

SEALED ENVELOPE,
Friday, October 18th.

You simply can't loosen your grip on this picture
once it has started. The theme is gigantic in its
conception; the fervency of the players will keep
your eyes glued to the screen. Tense breathing
dramatic finale.

GEM
"WHAT THE BELL TOLD."
Tuesday, October 15th.
Something sublime and profound about this release that will enrapture both the old folks and
the little fellows. Produced with unqualified
realism.

VICTOR
"THE CROSSROADS."
Friday, October 18th.

To see it is but to adore it. The most exquisite
love-of-mother theme conceived of and produced
with a zeal and passion that will make you live
over again the story as it is enacted.

AIM O
MAN'S DOG."

October 19th.

nost forcibly impressed.
A stunner for the Sat*ory is unfolded so naturally, so strongly, and so

Take
the
provide.
two-reel
you ever
effectively

good that the gods of the film industry
It's here.
A means to an S. R. O. house.
A
production
that unravels as pretty a story as
cast eyes upon.
Handsomely
staged and most
acted.
"THE OLD PROFESSOR."
On the Same Reel:

"THE

SULPHUR INDUSTRY IN SICILY."
Sunday, October 20th.

If you've ever taken any kind of an examination and felt
that lump in your throat and the tremor of uncertainty, you'll
appreciate this picture.
Along with it an interesting topical.

REX
"THE WEDDING MARCH."
Thursday, October 17th.
It will rivet the attention from the moment the old composer
leaves for fields anew until he denounces the man who stole his
composition
as he brilliantly
was about produced.
to wed the old man's daughter.
Pathetically just
beautiful;
"LEAVES IN THE STORM."
Sunday, October 20th.
The triangle situation, always acceptable, is most
most pathetically interwoven into a pretty drama.
ively staged and directed.

A
LEAH

adroitly and
Most effect-

Peep Into the Future
THE

FORSAKEN

(Imp)-Three Reels

RELEASED NOVEMBER
7 th
A Vivid Conception of a Noted Play

THE BLACK CHANCELLOR (Great Northern
Feature)— Three Reels.
GREAT CIRCUS
ATTRACTION (Great Northern)— Three
Reels.
Every One of Them a Great Big
Universal Success.

m^SSM^i^^^^S
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DO IT NOW!
Ask your exchange for an early
booking on the great emotional
subject -THE STARBUCKS in which the author himself,
Mr. Opie Read, impersonates
Jasper Starbuck.
Your patrons have probably read the book or heard
him lecture — an oratorical genius — and they will appreciate seeing him in pictures — an expert actor. The
production marks a new era — a study in facial expression — like a series of masterpieces — an abundance of
action and heart throbs.
You will be amazed with the results !
Remember the release date— Saturday, Nov. 9, 1912.
MR. OPIE READ

RELEASE, MONDAY,

Just a line from a man who knows: "I am well satisfied with the American
subjects."
Signed LEON L. KAHN.
Mr. Kahn is the proprietor of the Pastime, Progress and Hausseler's Theaters, San Francisco, California.

OCT. 21, 1912

THE BEST MAN
A THRILLING

RELEASE, WEDNESDAY,

DRAMA

ENACTED

IN BEAUTIFUL

OF THE TRANSGRESSOR

FOR GENUINE

EXCITEMENT

OF THE UNUSUAL

ORDER, THIS SUBJECT

IS UNEXCELLED

OCT. 24, 1912

THE WOOERS

OF MOUNTAIN
THREE

SUITORS AND

ONE MAIDEN

KATE
IN ONE BIG

BATTLE

If you are not receiving our bulletins write for them.
Many other surprises in store for you — Watch our advertisements.

AMERICAN

CALIFORNIA

OCT. 23, 1912

THE WAY
RELEASE, THURSDAY,

WINS

FILM

ASHLAND

MANUFACTURING
BLOCK,

CHICAGO,

COMPANY

ILLINOIS

OF LOVE

I HK

M< .\ INC

I'll ' I URE

211

\V» 'Kl.l)

Secure Bookings for the Big Production

H
S
R
E
H
T
N
A
DUBLIN D
DETECTIVE

BY

COMMUNICATING

WITH

US

FOR

NAMES

OF

EXCLUSIVE

UYERS

Feature buyers can purchase some good states not as yet sold. Wire quick for terms
and information. Abundance of advertising matter in circulation. Three sheets, two
kinds of one sheets, announcement slides, heralds and half-sheets, lobby displays with
large reproduction of the popular idol —

BARNEY GILMORE
THE

KING

OF MELODRAMA— PLAYING

THE

TITLE

ROLE.

A Big Educational Subject

Another Big Feature Coming

Making an American Citizen

Regular release of Friday, November i. A powerful story of compelling forcefulness.
A great American theme — throbbing with human interest.

RELEASED

WEDNESDAY,

THE HIGH COST

OCTOBER

23rd

OF LIVING

The story deals with the struggle between the classes. A poor old Ironworker wavers
between his allegiance to his employer and his support of his fellow-workingmen who
want higher wages. The deportment of his associates disgusts him and, when he informs
them that his reduced circumstances force him back to the forge, they call him coward.
He kills his insulter — the result is interesting.

RELEASED

THE

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

25th

IDOL WORSHIPER

Young girls have their prejudices. They admire and worship men with broad shoulders,
blue eyes, and heroes otherwise. The girl in this story finds that a Chinaman is a hero
— more of a hero than her suitor. Her friends complicate things for her until she almost
marries the Chinese laundryman — but — Jack comes to the rescue and gives her the laugh!
A regular Solax funny one.

SoWCompany
FORT

LEE, NEW

JERSEY

212

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WIDE AWAKE

ILLINOIS,

MISSOURI,

SHOW

MEN

COLORADO,
AND A FEW OTHER

WORLD

IN

LOUISIANA,

MINNESOTA

STATES

Have the Opportunity of Their Career Offered To Them In

BLANCHE

WALSH

IN

RESURRECTION

It Is Now Playing to 3000 People Daily at the Manhattan Theatre, Broadway and 31st St.

MASKO

FILM

COMPANY,

145 W. 45th STREET, NEW

YORK

Here Is An Opportunity
Why Not Grasp It?
Warner's Features

Will Boost Your Business

Peril of the Plains
Redemption
The Greatest

Military

Regeneration
Glass Coffin

Feature Production of the Age, in 3 Reels,
WRITE NEAREST OFFICE.
Do it now.

Released This Month.

Warner's Features
NOW

BEING

BOOKED BY THE FOLLOWING OFFICES
WARNER'S FEATURE FILM CO.

ONLY

NEW YORK: 145 West 45th Street.
ST. LOUIS, MO.: Benoist Building.
CLEVELAND, O.: Columbia Building.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.: Northwestern Building.
CHICAGO, ILL.: Marquette Building.
OMAHA, NEB.: Brandeis Building.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.: Heed Building.
DENVER, COL.: Railroad Building.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.: Illinois and Maryland Streets.
ATLANTA, GA.: Rhodes Building.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.: 1149^ Mission Street.
BUFFALO, N. Y.: 31 Church Street.
KANSAS
CITY, 702 Shubert Bldg.
GAUMONT CO., TORONTO, CANADA.
GAUMONT CO., WINNIPEG, MAN.
FEATURE FILM & CALCIUM LIGHT CO.,
NATIONAL ED. & FEATURE FILM CO,
125 4th Avenue,
Surety Building,
PITTSBURGH, PA.
DETROIT, MICH.

Write nearest office for open dates

HEADQUARTERS

145 WEST

45th STREET

NEW

SUITE 806-807-808

YORK

CITY

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

SELIQ
THE HOUSE

SELIG

THE

FIVE-A-WEEK.

A SAD

THE

DEVIL

A comedy of college boys and college days. It 11 1> I■1 In action, alluring
In its unique
incidents
and breathing
the ttmoiphsra
of rumpus
life.
this breezy picture should prove oue of the season's heal. About 1,000
ft.
Oct 22nd.

PROGRAM.

SO-JUN-WAH

AND

THE

TRIBAL

TEMPTED

LAW

BY NECESSITY

20 East Randolph
CHICAGO,

GETTING

ATMOSPHERE

THE BIWA

CANAL

and SHOOTING
THE
KATSURACWA, JAPAN

RAPIDS

AT

A very unusual educational picture of travel in far off Japan. The famous
Blwa Canal is one of the triumphs of Oriental engineering. Combined
length about 1,000 ft.

An Incident from tbe dangirs that sometimes confront railroad em1 he story Is full of thrilling action and Is most capably
in excellent cast.
See the oiirushlng
train almost
derailed
in the sensational climax scene.
About 1,000 ft.

SELIG

AWAKENING

A dr."
1 ;< to I wife, their lore, battles, sacrifice, sudden
acquisition of wealth, separation and n ••
Very true to life and
excellently portrayed. A strong moral lesson la taught by this picture.
About I.060 ft.
Oct. 26th.
One of those very unique comedies for winch B*Ug is justly famous. The
laughable story depicts the trials of a motion picture producer who Is attempting to stage a photoplay.
On the same reel with

An exciting mid at the same time picturesque story of Indian and
•restorn lire. The queer folk lore of the red men has furnished a
plot of unusual Interest.
About 1,000 ft.

THE

INVINCIBLE

Oct. 24th.

Oct. 21st.

Oct. 23rd.

OF

'MONTI-; CH1STO," IN THREE RBELS, HEhEASED LNDEH EX0LU8IVE CONTROL OP GENERAL EILM CO., ON OCT, 14TI1.
LITHOGRAPHS,
TWO
COLOR
NOW
READY
FOR HERALDS,
SHIPMENT. 01 T8, ETO.
'KINGS

OF

THE

EMREST."

POLYSCOPE
Street

SOON

TO

HE

RELEASED.

COMPANY
SEND

ILL.

IN YOUR NAME FOR
MAILING LIST

Weekly Bulletins Sent

TUESDAY,

OCTOEER

OUR

Free

22nd.

"The Homecoming"

An intensely interesting drama which develops one of
the strongest dramatic situations ever seen in a photoplay.
The sort or scene they try to encore.
THURSDAY,

"Making

OCTOBER

Uncle

Featuring the inimitable Alec B. Francis as "Uncle."
able humor of his own incomparable creating.
6UNDAY,

OCTOBER

24th.

Jealous"
Full of deep, lasting, comfort27th.

"Gontran's Love Stratagem"
Another of that funny Paris artist's exploits. On the same reel
"Brusia"
A journey via cinematograph through an Asiatic Turkey town of renown.

Eclair Film Company KStt

< STAndarDI

2I4

THE

ICE]

MOVING

Woki.D

LUBIN FILMS

Released Tuesday,

Oct.

GENTLEMAN

15th. 1912

Alice Blake, Baneee of Tom Gordon, entrusts him with a
IiIh vacation, Qentieman Joe. « burglar, enten bU apartmenti
and !<>r i time rendered Insane.
Later the crook falls
»» her own,
Gentleman Joe is arrested and eventually Tom

Released

PICTURE

Thursday,

Oct.

17th,

1912
Length

about

1,000 ft.

Red Saunders, an outlaw who had never killed a
man, makes a dash to town to get a doctor for the
mother (if Mary Warren, the girl he loves. A reward
is on his head and Sheriff Weston tracks the outlaw,
arriving at Saunders' hut in the mountains. Mrs. Warren is dead and the Sheriff makes the outlaw his prisoner. He, however, recognizes in the dead woman,
the body of an old sweetheart and offers Saunders
liberty, which is refused. He serves his sentence
and returns to claim his sweetheart.
MEETING

MAMIE'S

Length

1066

ft.

Released Saturday,

Oct.

19th.

1912

Length about

600 ft.

THE SPORTING EDITOR

An excellent story of how two antagonistic spirits were brought
together. The Managing Editor of the Evening Star details Milton
Burbank, the Sporting Editor, and Gloria Driscoll of the woman's
page to go to a baseball game and write It up from their own
viewpoint. For a while there is an icy coolness between the
two. hut finally both got enthused ovir the game and the article
was a hlg success. Also the association which commenced that
evening.
Released Saturday,

Oct.

19th,

1912

Length

CAUGHT BLUFFING

about 400 ft.

Mr. Travers and his son Billy call on Mrs. Mortimer and her
daughter Dorothy. The young peoplt who are sweethearts have a
quarrel and the old folks try to square matters but are driven
from the rooms. To frighten the youngsters TraTers and Mrs.
lockul
up. feign insanity, but Billy calls the bluff and has tbem
Mortimer

Length about 600 ft.

MOTHER

.losli Bentnam
la married to a pretty little shrew, who makes
Ills quickly
life a misery.
however,
comes herto trunk
visit
and
rigiilntes Mamie's
her angel Mother,
child, and
Joan nails
to the fio»r hoping to keep ins Mother inlaw forever.
Released Friday. Oct. 18th, 1912
Length about 400 ft.

RUBE'S MISTAKE
Pettlngale
is told
by one ofloads
his bis
hoys bird
that gun
a tramp
Is Farmer
loafing t'y
abonl
the farm.
Pettlngalt
with
a moderate amount of powder and I liberal charge of rock salt.
He sees a form In the field and lets go. On Investigation he
discovers that hi has spoiled the trousers of a city chap who
itlng a nearby farm.

NOTE:

JOE

valuable bracelet •rhlcb aeeda repalra.
The night that Tom gets home from
and being discovered h tight tabes place In which Gordon i* knocked over the
in lore with Miss Blake and presents her with a bracelet, which she recognizes
Gordon recovers his reason.

RED SAUNDERS' SACRIFICE

Released Friday. Oct. 18th, 1912

wiz.

Released

Monday.

Oct. 21st,

1912

Length about 1.000 ft.

JUST MAINE FOLKS

Squire Lang and Bart Cullum arc both sparking the Widow Walters.
It is a merry war and the Widow shows little favor. At a husking
bee, howevtr, the Squire gets a red ear sf corn and secures the usual
forfeit. Bart to get even maneuvers to see the Lady borne. On the
way the Squire covers himself wltb a sheet and frightens Bart away
as
the Walters
Widow flops
the lively
Squire's
Harry
Lang inanda
Ethel
make into
things
by arms.
courtingYoung
and it
all ends
four cornered wedding.

The Lubin Pictures which have heretofore been released on Wednesday,
will on and after September 24th be released on Tuesday.

EXTREMELY BEAUTIFUL ONE and THREE SHEET POSTERS of our PHOTO-PLAYS,
printed in FIVE COLORS, can be obtained from the A. B. C. COMPANY, CLEVELAND,
OHIO.
These handsome bills will offer a GREAT ADVANTAGE to your Theatre.

LUBIN MANUFACTURING
Chicago: 154 West Lake St.

COMPANY,

B. Nichols, 86 Wardour St., London, W., England.

MODEL NEW STUDIOS,
aoth and Indiana Avenuei,
Philadelphia. Pa.
Berlin, 35 Friedrich Str.

NIK

MOYIXi;

I'H

I URE

W< 'KU>

BETTER BUSINESS — BIGGER PROFITS with

THE
EDISON
KINETOSCOPE

UNDERWRITERS' TYPE B
An Unsurpassed Moving Picture Machine From Every Point of View
"ONCE USED, ALWAYS USED"

1 1 you make your show better your business
will be better and your profits bigger. The
one sure way to make your show better and

keep the money "jingling in the till" is to install the Edison Kinetoscope. The moving
picture machine that projects the clear, sharp,
rlickerless pictures that delight the eye and
bring the crowd back for more night after
night.
The Edison Kinetoscope is endorsed by the
Board of Fire Underwriters ; it is a simple
machine to operate and is built to stand the
steady grind. Get machine-wise — write to-day
for full particulars and a copy of the Edison
Kinetogram.

Price, with Rheostat,
24-40 amperes, Price, with 110 volt,
Transformer,
-

CURRENT
Oct.

19 — "ADramatic
Soldier's

EDISON
Duty,

by

Chas.

21 — "Kitty at Boarding School."
Comedy.
21 — "Mother Goose in a Sixteenth

Special Features
The only machine with hardened
steel shafts running in hard'
ened bearings throughout.

Adjustable Outside Revolving Shutter, Chain Take-Up, Extra Large
House, with square condenser holder,
Double Magazine Rollers, Heavy
Brass^Terminals on connecting cords,
set of Heavy Extension Legs, four of
whlclfare 1% inches in diameter. A
very substantial stand.

110 volt,
- - $225.00
60 Cycle
- - $245.00

Dramatic.
22 — "At
the Masquerade

Ball,"

H.

FILMS
Brabin.

1.000

650 feet.
Comedy.
Century Theatre."
by

M.

B.

Havey.

350
1.000

feet.

feet.
feet.

23 — "At
Home
in the Water."
a swimming
demonstration,
by
G. H. Corsan, celebrated instructor.
400 feet.
Descriptive.
23 — "The Boy Bangers."
600 feet.
Comedy.
25 — "The Affair at Kaynor's," being the fourth story of "What
Happened
to Mary."
produced
in collaboration
with
"The
Ladies'
World."
1.000 feet.
Dramatic.
26 — Dramatic.
"Young
Mrs.
Eaton,"
by
H.
P.
Janette.
1,000
feet.
28 — "The Land Beyond the Sunset," by Dorothy G. Shore.
feet.
Dramatic.
29 — "Burmah,
Rangoon.
India."
350 feet.
Descriptive.
Comedy.
29 — "Bringing
Home
the
Pup."
by
Tod
Carton.
650

1,000
feet.

30 — "Copper
Mines
at Bingham.
Utah."
400 feet.
Scenic.
30 — "A Suffragette in Spite of Himself."
by Bannister Merwin.
Produced in England.)
600 feet.
Comedy.

239 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J.
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MOVING

PICTURE

MILLIONS

WORLD

HAVE

READ
THE
GREATEST
BOOK
EVER
WRITTEN
EXCEPT
THE
BIBLE

BUNYAN'S
S
GGRRIEMS'S
L
I
P
PRO
Now Reproduced in MOTION

PICTURES

(AMBROSIO VERSION)
MANUFACTURED BY THE AMBROSIO CO. OF TURIN, ITALY
The acknowledged leaders of Feature Films off the World

4 UNSURPASSED
3,500

REELS

FEET
•

•

•

50 STARTLING
SCENES
UNEXCELLED
PHOTOGRAPHY
100 BEST
MOTION
PICTURE
ACTORS
EUROPE
OF
•

EVERY SCENE A GLOWING
Double

WORLD'S

Exposures,Dissolves
duction
the

GREATEST

and

•

•

TRIBUTE TO ART
other

MOTION

sensational

effects

PICTURE

make

this

pro-

FEATURE

The journey of Christian from his home to Heaven, his trials and triumphs,
make this subject one that

APPEALS

TO EVERY MAN, WOMAN
AND
SPECTIVE OF RACE OR CREED

CHILD

IRRE-

Full Line of Posters — Printed Lecture — Press Matter

DON'T
STATE

WAIT
RIGHTS

PRICE

TOISC PER WRITE
FOOT.

BUYERS

ABSOLUTELY

— WIRE
PROTECTED

World's Best Film Co., 145 w. 45th St., n. y. City
*

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
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MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

The Power of a Hymn
; Mother teaches her boys a hymn that in after years averts a tragedy.
Released Monday, Oct. 28th.

One and Three Sheet, 4 Color Litho' Posters.

The Strange Story of
Elsie Mason

Pat, the Soothsayer

Presenting Alice Joyce in a strong dramatic
production that offers splendid opportunity for
this charming artist to display her exceptional
talents.
Released Wednesday, Oct. 7,0th.

A rollicking(Qncomedy
with novel situations
a-plenty.
the same
reel)

The American
(Hudson River)
Showing picturesque scenes and places of
historical
tiful river. interest along America's most beauReleased Friday, Nov. 1st.

The

Skinflint

The miser hoards his
money,1 but when the
Grim Reaper overtakes
him he realizes his life
has been a failure.
Released Saturday, Nov. 2d.

mMm,

One and

Three Sheet 4 Color Litho Posters

POUR A WEEK

M

N
Chalmers, Founder.

Published by
J. P.
Telephone Call, 1343-1344 Gramercy
CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY,
125 E. 23rd Street (Beach Building), NEW YORK
J. P. Chalmers, Sr., Pres. ;E. J. Chalmers, Sec and Treas.; John Wylie, Vice-Pres. and General Manager.
Tke office of the company ii the address of the officer!.
Entered at the General Post Office in New York City as Second Class Matter.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: $3.00 per year. Post free in
the United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and the
Philippine Islands. Canada, $3.50. Foreign Countries,
$400, Post Paid.

DISPLAY

WESTERN OFFICE: 169 W. Washington St. (Post Bldg.),
Chicago, 111. Phone, Main 3145. Automatic Phone 32732.

Address all correspondence "Moving Picture World, P. O.
Box 226, Madison Square, New York," and not to individuals.
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TO
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FILM STORIES
RELEASE
DATES

BERNHARDT
IN "LA
TOSCA"
CALENDAR
OF INDEPENDENT
RELEASES
CALENDAR
OF LICENSED
RELEASES
CHII AGO
LETTER
COMMENTS
ON THE
FILMS
DOINGS
AT LOS
ANGELES
EFFICIENCY
PLAN
OP SALESMANSHIP,
l,v B. It. NehlS

230
260
256
232
242
234

KINEMACOI.OR

CO.

I'm is AND
HANDLING

220
233

COMMENTS
THE
KM. KM

237

RELEASE

279
294
287

ELECTRICAL & MECHANICAL
EQUIPMENT.
CALEHUFF,
CHAS.
L
296
CHICAGO
M. P. SUPPLY
CO
279
DETROIT
ENGINE
WORKS
289
DETROIT
MOTOR
CAR CO
271
ENTERPRISE
OPTICAL
CO
292
rOOS GAS
ENGINE
CO
298
FORT
WAYNE
ELECTRIC
WORKS
298
HALLBERG,
J. H
297
BARBACH
& CO
271
LAVEZZI
MACHINE
CO
283
LYRIC
FILM
.V SUPPLY
CO
298
IMC 11 RE THEATRE
EQUIPMENT
CO
2S5-294
SCHNEIDER.
E
298
SMITH.
1. C
283
STERN
MANUFACTURING
CO
293
FILM IMPORTERS
A DEALERS.
INTERNAL
FILM
TRADERS...
WESTERN
FILM
BROKERS

. .296
. . 29fi

FIREPROOF
APPARATUS.
TRAINER,
C. W
FILM EXCHANGES.
BRADENIURG.
GEO
CALIFORNIA
FILM
EXCHANGE
LAEMMLE
FILM SERVICE
NEW
ENGLAND
UNIVERSAL
FILM
CHANCE
NORTHERN
FEATURE FILM EXCHANGE.
UNI FED
AMERICAN
FILM
CO
UNIVERSAL
FILM EXCHANGE
MANUFACTURERS.
(Miscellaneous.)
AMMEX
MOTION
PICTURE
CO
\ V MOTION
PICTURE CO
BRONCHO FILM CO
KF\ STONE FILM CO
KINEMACOLOR
CO. OF AMERICA..
STARLANI)
LIMITED

.274
292
283
293
EX...

2S1
271
292
297

FILM

. . . .268
275
269
264 286
278

INDEPENDENT FILM MANUFACTURERS.
(Film Supply Co.)
AMERICAN
21o
FILM
SUPPLY
CO
289
GAUM0NT
206-207-208
1TAI A
•.
275
LUX
2T!>
SOLAX
211
tHANHOUSER
202
INDEPENDENT
FILM MANUFACTURERS.
(Universal.)
ECLAIR
213
UNIVERSAL FILM MANUFACTURERS.
207-208-209

1912

NOW

278
288

RF.I. EASING

281

II I VOl BSELF IN HIS PLACE" iTIionliouscr).
I: tewed bj Louis Reeves Harrison.
■SAVED." In Looll Beeve* Harrison
SONG
SLIDE
BELBASES
264

2G6
290
222

TEDDY

MANUFACTURERS'
MOTION
PICTURE
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252
229
235

"VENGEANCE
VIEWS
AND
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PICTURE
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FILM
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RELEASE
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"LION TAMER'S REVENGE, THE"
(Cines),
Reviewed by .Tas. S. McQuade

PROJECTION

STOBIES

OF

THE

FILMS

(Licensed)

STORIES

OF

THE

FILMS

(Independent...

BOOSEVELT

IN

266

PICTURES

OF EGYPT,
THE,"
INTERVIEWS,

876
251

IGaumout) . .251

l.y Hugh King Harris
WOMAN
IV WHITE,
THE."
iGem),
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison..

230

ADVERTISERS.
MUSICAL

MANUFACTURERS.
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203
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214
299
257
213
21.

MANUFACTURERS.

GFUNDLACH

ON APPLICATION.
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FOR
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PICTURE THEATERS

RATES

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS (No Display), Thret
Cents per Word; Minimum Charge, 50c.

23S
24S

ADVERTISING
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THE

ADVERTISING

MANHATTAN

OPTICAL

CO

294

MISCELLANEOUS.
A. B. C. CO
ACME
FILM
CO., INC
AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPH
CO
AMERICAN
SONG SLIDE & POSTER
AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY
CO
BIOSCOPE
BRADY,
A
CENTRAL
PETROLEUM
CO
CLAPIIAM,
A. J
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
CORCORAN.
A. J

CO

DE m i:r
EASTMAN
KODAK
CO
EL
MUNDO
CINEMATOGRAPHICO
EXHIBITORS'
ADVERTISING
CO
EXHIBITORS'
ADV.
& SPECIALTY
CO
FILM CHEMICAL CO
GREATER J. B. WILLIAMS AMDS.
CO., LTD..
HENNEGAN & CO
H-ETZ.
I
HOKE,
GEO.
M
GEO
KLEINKE.
M.KENNA
BROS.
BRASS
CO
CLEANER
FILM
MORTIMER
MOVING
PICTURE
WORLD
(Binders!
NATIONAL TICKET
CO
NATIONAL
X-RAY
REFLECTOR
CO
NEWMAN
CO
PHOTOPLAY
ADV.
& SPECIALTY
00
RAW
FILM
SUPPLY
CO
E. W
SARGENT,
STEBBINS,
C. M
BROS
STELZER
THEATRE
BROKERAGE
EXCHANGE
THBEE
IN ONE
OIL
CO
TRADE
CIRCULAR
ADDRESSING
CO
UTILITY
TRANSPARENCY
CO
A. G
THOMAS,
MACHINE
PICTURE
MOVING
AMERICAN
EDISON
ENTERPRISE
OPTICAL
CO
POWER'S
CAMERAGRAPH
SIMPLEX

295
274
264
290
289
279
266
271
264
286
274
- '-'
286
264
271
286
289
271
291
-•'
295
296
295
296

INSTRUMENTS.

CLOUGH
& WABREN
CO.
DEAGAN,
J. C
SINN.
SCI FI.KEC. E.
ORGAN"
Co.
. ..
WI RI.ITZER,
RUDOLPH

296
293
286
271
296

OPERA CHAIR MANUFACTURERS.
AMERICAN
SEATING
CO
ANDREWS.
A. II
BENN FIT.
GEO
HARDEST!
(HAIR
CO
STAFFORD.
E. II
STBBL
M RNITURE
CO
WISCONSIN
LUMBER
CO

298
298
298
298
298
29S
298

PROJECTION
SCREENS.
AMERICAN
THEATRE
CI RTAIN
MIRROROIDH
CO
MIRROR
SCREEN
CO
SIMPSON.
A. L

CO

294
281
287
271

SONG AND ADVERTISING SLIDES.
i:\IIF.RSHALL
A OLESON
CHICAGO
SONG
SLIDE
EXCHANGE
GRANT
CARDER
SLIDE
CO
KANSAS
CITY
SLIDE CO
NIAGARA
SLIDE
CO
,\: VAN
ALTENA
WINDSOR
CUT-OUT
SLIDE
CO
FEATURE

FILMS

264
264
264
264
264
264
264

(Released by).

AMERDAS
FEATURE
FILM
CO
\TI AS MANUFACTURING
CO
BUFFALO
BILL
& PAWNEE
BILL
B
BEVEBLY
DOBBS,
FEATURE
ft EDUCATIONAL
FILM
CO
FEATURE
FILM
CO
28S FEATUBE
PHOTOPLAY
CO
279 FEDERAL
FEATURE
FILM
SUPPLY
CO
2.1 GRAND
AMUSEMENT
CO
GENERAL
FILM
CO
GLOBE
FEATURE
FILM
CO
298 IMPERIAL
FEATURE
FILM
CO
CO
-' ' KINOGBAPH
2!>:i
CO
FILM
274 MASK0
MONOPOL
FILM
CO
NEW
YORK
FILM
CO
ROYAL
FEATURE
FILM
CO
277 STAB
FHATUBE
FILM
BEN PEBS
279
CO
FILM
TOUBNAMENT
00
FILM
FEATURE
I SITED
MANUFACTURERS.
CO. .Toledo.
FILM
FEATUBE
UNITED
FEATURES
WARNERS
00
FILM
fl6 WORLD'S
REST
286
ARCHITECTS.
900 THEATRICAL
255 DECORATORS'
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Facts and Comments

Moving Pi< ruRE World has on more than one
THE
occasion pointed out the evils of cheap vaudeville
and has particularly deplored the vulgarity of some
so-called illustrated songs. We have every reason to believe
that we have helped in no small measure to abate these
two dangerous nuisances. The offence- against common
e and common decency which often hide themselves
in the guise of "popular vaudeville'' have sensibly diminished in the moving picture houses of the country. They
have almost wholly disappeared from the smaller cities,
where but a few years ago they threatened to overshadow
the pictures and ruin the exhibitors. They still maintain
a sort of fitful existence in some of the larger cities, but
they are on the wane everywhere and do no longer constitute a peril to the sound prosperity of the motion picture.
The cheap little "vaudeville circuits," that three and four
years ago dotted almost the entire country, are gone,
never to return.
*
The so-called illustrated song seems to be holding out
more strongly and is still in vogue in many houses which
are in other respects conducted with great care and
efficiency. The greatest trouble the exhibitor experiences
in the matter of illustrated songs lies in the lack of suitable material. Granting for the sake of argument that
songs, illustrated by proper slides, may form a legitimate
part of the moving picture entertainment, it must be admitted that the supply of songs and slides is too quickly
exhausted. It may be doubted whether even a genius could
furnish a lasting supply, and there are no geniuses in the
business of providing illustrated songs. The result is always disastrous. Either the song becomes of the hackneyed
and tiresome variety or else it degenerates in its eager
haste for novelty into the vulgar and often indecent. The
limit in the latter respect seems to have been reached recently in the what is described as "that tabasco ditty.'*
The "song" is freely advertised in the theatrical journals which pretend to appeal to the exhibitor of motion
pictures, and we are informed by the composer of this
piece of obscenity that "this is the kind they want."
We cannot soil the pages of The Moving Picture
World with any quotations from the degenerate ravings of the author nor will we mention the name of the
firm which is willing to be publicly known as the sponsor of such malodorous filth. We mention the subject because such stuff constitutes a positive danger to the exhibitor. .Many exhibitors are busy men. interested in a
dozen or more places, and they are not always able to look
after every detail in person. A careless or ignorant manager might allow a -ong of this character to go before
an audience which is composed of sane and decent people.
A manager might get such a vile song with slides to correspond inthe regular service and he might even be justified in assuming that hi- slide exchange would not dare
to -end such a thing. He might not discover the. atrocious nature of the thing until it showed it- nastiness on
the screen. The result would be harmful in the extreme.
Xot only would the decent people be disgusted and stay
away, but the enemies of the motion picture would have
a dangerous weapon against the exhibitor unfortunate
enough to have such a song perpetrated in his house.

_i^a

The exhibitor would of course be held responsible by
his patrons and by the authorities.
* * *
XE of the biggest daily newspapers in the country,
in reporting a murder case a few days ago, showed

o

on its front page an illustration of how "Mrs.
was strangled to death." The picture purported to demonstrate the anatomy of the throat and the various deadly
grips of the strangler. This same paper has on various
occasions called for "a stricter censorship of moving
picture films." What would be said if a manufacturer
of motion pictures were to submit such a gruesome exhibition to a board of censorship for approval? What
would the public think, if any board of censorship were
to allow such a picture to be exhibited? The ethics of the
motion picture compare very favorably indeed with the
ethics of a great portion of what is called modern journalism. If there is a more stringent need of regulation
and of safeguarding public morals, the yellow newspaper,
much more than the motion picture, is entitled to the
speedy attention of the legislature. The yellow press has
wrought untold harm in stupefying the intellect and
debauching the morals of the population of our big cities,
and its outcry against the evils of the cinematograph is
one of the grim humors of the situation.
# * #
WE

are apt, in our advertising of films, to lay too
great a stress on the question of cost. This is not,
to be sure, original with manufacturers of motion
pictures ; it characterizes all theatrical advertising. Impresarios and managers urge the public to see a certain play or hear a" certain singer because the play or
the singer cost the ''unprecedented sum of so many
thousands of dollars." It is a style of advertising
that was much affected by the late Phineas T. Barnum and based upon the frivolous assumption that
the American public delighted in being fooled. It
is quite certain that this style of advertising is no
longer effective with the intelligent portion of our
public. In the last quarter of a century people have become more discriminating and exacting. They suspect
all styles of flamboyant and bombastic advertising and are
especially skeptical about the alleged cost of "superior
and supreme productions." As a matter of fact, the cost
of a production is by no means an unfailing proof of its
superiority. It is the judicious and discriminating use of
the money rather than the mere spending of it which secures results. There is no royal road to cinematographic
fame and perfection which is paved with dollars. Art
and
coins experience
and bills. are things that cannot be bought with
It would seem therefore that in advertising great features more stress might be laid on other points than the
simple expenditure of money. The skill and the experience of actors or directors or manufacturers, the advantage- n\ tine technical equipment and a hundred other
things carry more conviction than the statement of the
amount of money alleged to have been spent on a production. People will know that there cannot be any thing
cheap in connection with a film which aspires to be
classed as a great feature. Plain and simple words are
still the most emphatic and convincing.
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By Louis Reeves Harrison

THERE arc certain manufacturers whom I refuse to
name who have the temerity to turn out original
photoplays now and then, hut the sooner we f*et
down to a dead level of monotony in production, with
no variety whatever, the easier it will he for all concerned,
including the hard-worked critics who have to chase like
cowboys over the vocabulary of the English language to
brighten up their stories. After the people in front see
the same situation portrayed on the screen four or five
thousand times they will get so used to it that they will
not mind in the least.
Let us all center upon the edifying spectacle of a crime
ascribed to a pure and innocent cowboy hero because of
a clue, his undershirt button or some other sure means
of identification. Have a lot of leather-legged men
and fresh horses waiting at the village store — you can
even introduce a sheriff with a tin star — and start them
in a chase over any old territory that comes handy, with
the guiltless hero riding only a few yards in front. Then
comes the lynching party. By way of perfectly thrilling
suspense have a noose put over his neck. Now we can
have the real villain shot in a brawl — a bar-room scrap
is instructive — and suffer pangs of remorse. He confesses. Rescue can be varied, as follows — these ideas
are not copyrighted:
Mother drives to rescue. Hero Saved.
Girl rides "
"
Chum
runs " "
Child taken " "
If we had all four in one evening we could have a
voting contest as to which was best.
In case such a strain on the nerves be too great, the
advantage of keeping a racing stable under stress of circumstances may be set forth in a milder drama of farwest high-tension. The opening scene can discover a
miner with a pick and a pan — these essential properties
may be procured without great cost. He may be the
spiritless caretaker of a family — slam in a child or two
to stir the audience up to the highest sympathetic pitch —
or he may be a young hero seeking his fortune for the
girl he left behind him to be snapped up by a common
ordinary Wall Street broker of taxicab tendencies. At
the very last despairing moment an accident occurs —
perhaps he shifts his chewing gum and changes the whole
course of his life — and lo ! there is enough gold in sight
to buy a breakfast at the Saint Regis. He stakes his
claim and wastes time telling about it. Enter villain
through the bushes. He rolls his eyes to the four cardinal points of the compass and jumps the claim. Struggle, race, breakdown, race, — the whole audience is now
breathless with expectation that is not unmingled with
doubt, for nobody knows how the play is going to end —
then it all ends well. The caretaker embraces his family,
or the hero his prospective one, and the villain slinks
away, or the Wall Street broker goes back broken-hearted
to his hot bird, cold bottle and Lobster-Square soubrette.
It is said that a baby dies somewhere in the so-called
civilized world every 10 seconds, or, to be more impressively accurate, 360 every hour. 8.640 every day. .3. 153,600
every year, though one half of this deplorable loss is
preventable. Watch the screen and see how many are
saved by the specialist. He saves mother, too. after a
lingering illness by bringing in some other babv to replace the one she inadvertentlv lost. This has' been a

favorite method of restoring her mental balance -nice
die night"Mother hove" appeared ^ome yeai
gown child in prayer has awakened the joinl • nee
of mori' crooks than pass civil service examination in
our police department, and I go a Ion- ways in saying
that Lady and Burglar, telephone and police station, have
preserved for posterity with [rugal cue more jewels than
undeclared in the false-botYorkfamih
New best
of our
enter the
tomed port
trunks of
When two men and one woman get busy on the screen,
we may confidently look for a killing. There may be a
duel in winch the life of the loved one is spared at the
last moment by the interposition of the heroine, though
she die in the attempt. Or the hero may be misled and
take poison, while the antidote limps along m such a provoking way that we wish it would hurry up. If the villain happens to be a Count — we are supposed to hate
these titled foreigners who marry our richest heires
es-es — the man with the turned-up mustache and Hatbrimmed plug usually steal- the silver and enlightens misto ring. informed stern pa-pah just as the wedding bells are about
The mortgage on the farm is still in stock, though
there
werethan
morecould
automobiles
at a on
recent
in Iowa
be counted
Fifthfarmer's
Avenuepicnic
any
bright October afternoon. Chin-whiskers in cowhide
boots is the jay-director's idea of the man who owns and
works the sweeping acres of our fair land, a liner type
than the English country gentleman of idle aims and
oppresive methods. So the manliest man our society has
produced is still theatrically presented as a straw-chewing
imbecile who has to be helped out of difficulties, though
he won his conquering way, his own employer, by individual effort of the cleanest and most wholesome kind.
The Girl-Reporter saves the situation and makes a
scoop at the same time. The Railroad-Operator saves
the train from destruction, or the innocent heroine tied on
the track. • The Faithful-Servant saves his master in time
of stress at the cost of all he values, even life itself. Men
plunge over cliffs, down into gullies, through raging
waters, into houses where the smoke pot is working overtime, and all for the love of her, while the number of
blind men whose sight is miraculously saved should attract the attention of the International Congress of Scientists.
The number of kidnapped children is alarmingly on
the increase, and the bomb is still burning where it will
do most harm while we sit in front and watch the fu><
sputter its deadly way towards the explosive projectile
unmoved because it has been delicately indicated to us
that the one who really ought to be blown up will get
his or the hero will surely be on time. It is so exciting !
Then think of the high quality of imagination required t< «
conccii'e of such astounding expedients.
When all these themes have been worked threadbare
and relegated to the theatrical lumber room with the
mechanical devices of long ago, when what is obviouly
irrational and stupidly silly has gone to the film scrap
heap, when feuds and shooting on sight that do not belong to the normal life that most of us recognize appear
only as frayed relics of the past or of some remote phase
of our being, when directors are weary of trying to
revive stale stories or deconventionalize what lacks the
intrinsic quality to entertain modern audiences, we may
get some plays with a punch, in which characters evolve
their own destiny instead of being saved.
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"The Lion Tamer's Revenge" (Cines)
Reviewed by James S. McQuade

ng unction"
lay "the
ran having
peoplethat,
Cines souls
THE to their
onceflatteri
put their brains
and hands to the doing of a big thing in the producing field, they always do it well. One recalls to mind
"Brutus," "Rameses, King of Egypt," "Richard, the
Lion Hearted," "The Daughter of the Spy," and others
among the number of their great productions, and in
none of them could disappointment find a resting place.
There have been weak spots, of course, in some of them,
as in all films, but these minor defects have been lost
sight of in the admiration created by the tine ensemble
of each.
In the feature subject under review (the title of which
alone gives one a thrill), "The Lion Tamer's Revenge,"
the Cines people have a two-reel release that i^ found to
create for their product a still greater demand in America. In this country, where there are so many circus
fans, everyone is familiar with the constant dangers surrounding alion tamer and his assistants Now and
again, during the circus season, the newspapers convey
the intelligence of narrow escapes or of a fearful death
from the attack of vicious lions; and the risks are considered so great by circus owners that lions are now carried chiefly for exhibitions in the circus annex and are
very seldom seen performing in the ring. The circus
scenes in "A Lion Tamer's Revenge" will, therefore,
form a series of thrilling spectacles, apart from the culminating tragedy, for the lion Tamer is seen dominating

fully twenty Barbary lions in the arena, being assisted
by a lady equally as fearless as he.
The acting of this lion tamer, by stage name Herman,
in real life Alfred Schneider, will rather astonish everyone who views these films. A man of fierce personality
and proof against fear, he can yet be tortured and utterly
cast down by the knowledge that his affianced loves
another. The only tenderness he has ever known is consumed by his savage desire for revenge, and he attempts
to sacrifice her and her lover at the same moment by
placing them helpless in the arena into which he drives
a score of maddened, hungry lions. If one watches this
man carefully, all through the exciting and absorbing
scenes, there will not be found a single moment during
which he has failed to live his part — not act it. mark you.
His final struggle with the officers over the mangled
body of his rival, to get at the woman who has betrayed
him and escaped his vengeance, is a fitting climax to
the brute ferocity of his nature.
Cleo, betrothed to Herman, has been given talented
delineation by Miss Marcella Meier. The portrayal
rightly shows that Cleo is dominated by Herman and
that no real love can exist where fear has entered.
Anthony Novelli makes a devoted lover and a gallant
officer in the role of Lieutenant Alexander. His stand
against the lions in the final scene is a despairing effort
for the salvation of Cleo and himself.
The circus clown becomes a miniature Iago in the

Scene from the Cines Special Feature, "The Lion Tamer's Revenge."
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capable care of i harles Maestro. He does not attract
us greatly by his ring grotesques, but he verj emphatically impresses us by his diabolical cunning and cruelty
in prompting Herman, in his pursuit of vengeance.
The staging and settings arc in nice keeping with the
story. The interior, showing the great amphitheater, in
which the big cage for the lion act is placed and the audience ni attendance, adds a fine touch of realism, t '
dressing-room and her interview with Lieutenanl Alexander, followed bv the stormy meeting with Herman,
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lie has brought a thrill to her heart that has been hiti.
unknown to her; and. moved b) sympath) and att r.i
by hi^ fine appearance, she i
the shoulder and bj musical words that i
the
man.
Ardent lover that he is, it is onl) aft)
dearing words that he takes her in hi> arms and ki
her. Herman opens the door almost at the moment and
the lovers just escape being discovered.
Here we I
a fine displa) of clever acting b) Mis
tnd Am:
Novelli. The latter especially, as the lieutenant, tin
the lion tamer off the scent bj his quickly assumed

nonchalance.
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Scene from the Cines
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Special Feature, "The
Revenge."

■ i

Lion Tamer's

The Lieutenant departs. Herman's jealousy being
aroused, he turn- ferociously on t leo and gives her
much the same rough usage a- lie woul
: his refractory animals. She is thoroughly cowed and mute
before him and he leaves her with a threat should -hedare tit love another man.
The lion tamer grows more jealous as he think- of
the attention- of the Lieutenant, and lie arranges with
the clown of the circus to spy on her movements. Cleo
receive- a clandestine letter from Lieutenant Alexander,
and joins him on an autoing trip. She i- followed by the
clown, who succeeds in gaining a place on the hack
springs of the auto as it -peed- away.
Cleo is late for dinner that day, and on being reprimanded by Herman, gives an evasive explanation. At
this juncture the clown comes into the dinner table, and
makes sign- to Herman to follow him out of doors.
There he tells him of the meeting and of the tender w
that have passed between the lover-. Returning to the
room, Herman accuses Cleo of her duplicity before the

afford impressive atmosphere
and stirring situations.
Good photography is evident throughout the two reels.
THE

Herman, a lion tamer
Cleo. his affianced
Lieutenant
Alexander
The Clown

CAST.

Alfred Schneider
Miss Marcella Meier
\nthony
Xovelli
Charles Maestro

The incidents of the story are laid in Rome. Herman.
a lion tamer, and Cleo, his assistant, are the leading figures of a circus that is showing in one of the great
Roman amphitheaters. Cleo is betrothed to Herman and
he loves her with a love that is intense. This love begets
in him none of the tenderness that endears a man to a
woman
is ratherforthewhich
similitude
of battle
a lion'sto rights
over
his
mate; it; rights
he will
the death
against an intruder and, if needs be, include her in the
slaughter.
It is only to be expected that Cleo's nature has never
been stirred by such devotion. Her lover is her master.
a task master at that, and she pines in secret for a something that will transform the galling chains into links of
sunshine. This something is introduced into her life
one day, when Lieutenant Alexander, of the Roman
army, presents her with a bouquet of beautiful flowers,
ostensibly as a token of his admiration for her grace
and skill in an equestrienne act. but really as an expression oi his sincere admiration of herself as a woman.
Herman, whose eyes overlook nothing in which Cleo is
concerned, observes the act. and we see a snarl on his
lips as he questions her in the ring. Her easy, candid
reply reassures him, and the snarl is succeeded by a smile
as he learns that the gracious little gift is' from a
stranger.
But the Lieutenant, in his blind infatuation, bundles
things, and takes the first step in what is destined to become a tragedy. He follows Cleo to her dressing-room
and. on being rebuffed, shows such deep disconsolation
that the warm heart of the woman is touched.
Beside?.

Scene

from the Cines

Special

Feature, "The

Lion Tamer's

entire circti- force, and Revenge."
forbids her to leave the circus
premises in the future.
But the lovers meet again, and a fiendish plan i^ suggested to Herman by the clown to entrap them. He calls
on Cleo and good naturedly offer- to carry a note from
her to Alexander. Deceived by his manner, she writes
the note and delivers it to him. The clown carries it direct to Herman, who open> it carefully and reads it.
Then it is re-sealed, and the clown takes it to the
Lieutenant, who is overjoyed to receive it.
This note fixes a meeting-place for the lover-, the
following nitdit. The Lieutenant tells the clown, verbally, that he will be at the rendezvous and reque-t- him
to advise Cleo accordingly. This is done and I lerman is
informed of the particulars.
The fateful night arrives. The clown calls on Cleo
and notifies her that Lieutenant Alexander awaits her
outside.
He then joins Herman, who is waiting in a
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concealed spot near the door, through which Cleo must
pass. As she cautiously emerges, Cleo is seized from
behind by the conspirators, and is gagged and bound.
They then carry her to the caged arena in which the
lions perforin, and tie her to the bars.
The clown meets the Lieutenant at the appointed spot
and asks him to follow him to the place where Cleo
awaits him. Suspecting nothing, Alexander is led into
the arena. He begins to feel that he has been entrapped,
just as the clown rushes from him through the gate and
locks it. Now the plot unfolds itself to him, and, like a
brave man, he determines to die gamely. Seizing a
platform leaning up against the cage bars, he pulls it
aside, thinking it may lead to safety. With horror, he
discovers Cleo behind it in a fainting condition, upheld
by the thongs which bind her to the bars. Then the
whole truth flashes on him.
Now the thunderous roars of the lions which are being
turned into the arena by Herman fall on his ears. He
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again places the platform in front of Cleo and gets behind it himself, hoping to be able to keep the brutes
from reaching her. All in vain. The infuriated animals
crowd around the spot with such fierce determination
that he rushes out into the center of the arena to distract
their attention from his beloved. He wrestles with them
desperately, and we see him go down. After that there
is a merciful hiatus, during which Cleo makes her escape,
just how the producer has failed to show us.
The final scene shows the arrival of the police in
the arena next morning. A white sheet hides the ghastly
remains of what had once been a gallant soldier.
Herman explains to the police that the tragedy is due
to an accident; but Cleo, with avenging finger, points to
him as the man who had lured the Lieutenant to the spot.
He springs at her like a wild animal, but is seized by
the officers.
The films will be released by the General Film Company on October 21st.
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Scenes from the Cines Special Feature, "The Lion Tamer's Revenge."
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TRADE.

Fifteen thousand miles of motion-picture films were exported from the United States in the last fiscal year, while
nearly 3,000 miles were impoited, is the summary of U. S.
Consular reports. The exact length of the motion-picture
films exported in the year ending June 30, 1912, according
to the Division of Statistics of Consular Bureau, was 80,035,302
feet, valued at $6,815,060; the exact length of the motion-picture films imported was 14,274,768 feet of "positives," valued
at $825,083, exclusive of other films and plates valued at
$179,130, of which the quantity is not stated. A comparison
of the exports in 1912 with those of preceding years is impracticable, since 1912 was the first fiscal year in which the
quantity of motion-picture films exported (measured in feet)
was recorded in the statistical returns to the Department
of Commerce and Labor. The fact, however, that photographic goods, of which motion-picture films form apparently
about 7^ per cent of the total, amounted to nearly 10 million
dollars' value in the exports of 1912, against a little over 7
million in 191 1 and 4)4 million in 1910, suggests a very rapid
growth in the exportation of motion-picture films. On the
import side the growth is much less strongly marked, the
figures
being fnfor 191
"positives''
14'/; million feet in 1912, against
n)4 million
1.
A large proportion of the motion-picture films now used in the
various parts of the world are manufactured in the United
States. About two-thirds of those exported go in the "unexposed" form, ready for use in taking pictures in those
parts of the world to which sent. The other one-third is in
the completed state, having been utilized in the United States
in making finished motion-picture films ready for use in
placing illustrations upon the screen. Of the importations,
practically
all for
are use
"exposed"
taken in other parts
of
the world
in the films,
Unitedviews
States.
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SCIENCE.
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By Leonard Donaldson.
The main part of this book deals with the achievements
and possibilities of cinematography as an aid to scientific
research. It is not claimed that the work is in any sense
of the word exhaustive. The application of the motion
picture to science is at present in a purely experimental and
inchoate stage. The book clearly reflects this fact. It contains however a quantity of valuable data. It is practical
throughout and carefully avoids the ranting rhetoric to which
we have to listen whenever a "reformer" attempts to descant
on the educational value of the motion picture. Some of
the chapters are exceedingly interesting, notably chapters
IV, V and VIII. The last named chapter gives us a glimpse
of what the motion picture will do for the teaching of
natural history. It deals in a brief manner with "Life in
an Ant Hill," "Life and Habits of the Wasp," "The Evolution
of the Frog," "Life and Habits of Fresh Water Fish." No
friend of the motion picture can fail to be delighted and
instructed by means of this little book. It is written in a
clear and popular style and abounds in the narration of interesting adventures and experiments. There is a supplement
entitled "Sidelights on Scientific Cinematography." This
supplement consists of a series of articles which the author
had contributed to the "Bioscope," the well known English
periodical. The supplement makes just as interesting reading as the main part of the book.
JACKSON MANAGES ATLANTA HOUSES.
Mr. James F. Jackson is the new manager of the Alcazar
and Savoy theaters in Atlanta, Georgia. Mr. Jackson recently
resigned the management of the Trenton Theater in Lynchburg, Ya., to accept the position he now holds.
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"Woman
In White"
A Gem-Universal Feature.
Reviewed

by Louis Reeves Harrison.

EAT sensation was made l>y the novel of t li i -» name
when it was released From the publisher's hands, and
much doubt was expressed about the conect presentation of the legal points incidental to the story, l>ut the author
spared himself no pains to lead hi- readers aright, employing
licitor of great experience to guide his own steps where
thej led him into the intricate labyrinth of the law. All
doubtful questions were submitted to eminent authority, even
to correction of the proof sheets, and events proved that these
precautions were not taken in vain.
The types in the photodrama are admirably chosen, and
tie characterization made as clear as possible \\ itliin the
limitations of a two-reel presentation that covers the tremendous action of a great two-volume novel and is compelled
to devote a great deal of space to explanatory sub-titles.
iit Fosco," "Laura" and "Walter Hartwright" are all
impersonated very close to the author's ideals, and are what
he would have liked to have seen if he had been able to witness his entertaining story exhibited in picture form.
A'

Scene from "Woman

in White"

to the peculiar charai
in.M traveled and sojourned in near)} ill pari
ol I
was favorably impressed bj the
tlu> subject in a consi
i hum- pit
manner.
After
a disi riminating
ch
esthetic judgment
fi illi 'V. ed at ci irdino t< i dramatii

I lat
indie

irlj mystery chosen bj the author in his \\"tk ■
CAST
;V",u:,n ia W1,ue

01

CHARAt

Laura

Percival Glyde
I i iunt I i isco
Pesca
Walter
Hartwright

i"l ' lam
\'

Charles Cra
Mec Frank
Lyman
Rab
Charles Perley

"The "Woman in White" i- the story of a bold substitution
made because a young wife refused to transfer her pro; j
to her scheming husband, Laura being the wife and Sir Perci■"in
■"
val Glyde being the husband. The Woman
White
of the
■■I
story is a girl of about Laura's general age and personal ap-

(Gem).

Wilkie Collins, like all men of fine selective taste, believed
strongly in characterization and expressed himself on this
subject so ably that his words are worth quoting for the sake
of those- who are really interested in moving pictures and
aspire to elevate them to a rank with the fine arts. Beginning With a statement that he has always held the old-fashioned opinion that the primary object of a work of fiction
was to tell a good story, he modifies it to the extent of saying that the first condition to be observed is that of character
delineation.
He says:
"The first eflfect produced by any narrative of events is
essentially dependent, not on the events themselves, but on
the human interest which is directly connected with them.
It may be possible in novel writing" — and this is true of
photodrama production — "to present characters successfully
without telling a story; but it is not possible to tell a story
successfully without presenting the characters; their existence as recognizable realities being the sole condition on
which the story can be told."
If that clear statement could be cut out and pasted up in
every studio in America it might have an effect that critics
have been aiming at for the past two or three years. If it
had that effect, the photoplays would gradually rise in character and value to a point now occupied by the few that have
been written and set forth by men who are thoroughly conversant with their respective branches of the business. The
general average might be raised to the quality of our few
rare masterpieces.
I must compliment the director of the Gem production
upon the care and taste shown in much of the interior furnishing and certain important exteriors, such as the church

Scene from "Woman

in White" (Gem).

pearance. who has exhibited mental peculiarities from childhood. They were harmless in a way. one of the principal eccentricities being that of always dressing in white. When
she finally became a source of distress to her own mother,
the latter preferred to have her placed in a private establishment rather than a pauper asylum, and the mother thus
played a part in the strange deception which was practiced
by Sir Percival Glyde and Count Fosco.
In order to obtain an enormous estate which would descend to Sir Percival in case of Laura's death without i<
the feeble minded and feeble bodied Woman in White was
drilled to impersonate Laura while the latter was incarcerated in a private madhouse. Such is the plot of the story
with Count Fosco as the principal con-pirator and a little
Italian named Professor Pesca as the real instrument O!
tice, tive
although
Laura's lover, Walter Hartwright. was an acagent.
The photodrama opens with a revelation of the existence
of one of those brotherhoods organized in Latin countries
for political or criminal purpses. The members of the secret
society are all gathered when Count Fosco betrays them bysignaling to the police. A raid and terrific struggle follow:
but little Professor Pesca escapes to the consternation of the
Judas who has betrayed his fellow-members of the society.
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.r\ of Walter Hartwright follows.
He is the
drawing master a( the home of Laura and falls deeply in love
with her. His love is reciprocated hy the charming young girl,
but the usual obstacle interposes that make- stories oi this kind
interesting. Laura's husband has already been selected for
her and tin- discovery of her affection for the drawing master
results in his discharge. An end being made to the intimate
relations she enjoyed with Walter Hartwright, and the young
girl being completely under the dominance of her English
father, she is compelled to marry the baronet that he has
ii, Sir Percival Glyde.
Sir Fercival Glyde is one of the decadent gentlemen of title
who come to this country every year in search of some weakminded heiress; and as his main purpose in matrimony is that
of obtaining property he falls into the scheme of substitution
suggested by bold Count Fosco. He has borrowed money
from Fosco, and is such a moral idiot himself that he consents
to have his wife drugged and incarcerated in a madhouse
when she refuses to transfer her inheritance to him.
It is almost unbelievable at this stage of our civilization
that such a scheme could be carried out without immediate
discovery because of the large number of people involved in
transferring the young wife from her home to the private
asylum and in the acceptance as a substitute of the half-witted
woman who is nearly at the point of death. There could be
no intelligent and honest acceptance of the sickly idiot in
the place of the bright and charming girl she resembled, but
as a matter of fact, the use of private asylums in England for
the purpose of incarcerating peonle who are in the way was
so common at that time that the great novels of Wilkie
Collins and Charles Reade on that subject stirred up a political and moral revolution such as may accompany the revelations in our own police scandal.
Laura manages to escape from the private asylum after her
substitute has died and been buried and she visits the graveyard where a stone has been raised sacred to her memory.
Walter Hartwright meets her there. Believing her to be dead
he visits her tomb as a matter of sentiment and finds a
woman in black who is none other than the one supposed to
be lying beneath the sod.
The story now turns to the re-establishment of Laura's
identity and this is brought about by the intuitive steps taken
by Hartwright to follow up the associations of Sir Percival
Glyde. He finds him in company with Count Fosco, then
shadows the latter persistently, but without result, until he
describes the arch villain to his particular friend and associate, little Professor Pesca.
Pesca has not forgotten the treachery of Count Fosco and
might be excused for writing the latter's death warrant on
the spot. Instead, he gives Walter a communication to deliver which warns Fosco that he will meet his death by secret
violence unless he re-establishes the right of the living Laura
to her inheritance and to her place in societv. Armed with
this letter Walter extorts a written confession from the arch
conspirator, the consideration being that Count Fosco shall
be the
permitted
two days' time to escape vengeance at the hands
of
Brotherhood.
The interesting and impressive Count Fosco, one of the
boldest villains ever delineated in the social drama, removes
the hirsute ornaments on his face and otherwise disguises
himself to escape what should be coming to him. We feel
that he is well out of the way, but what about the drunken
decadent of attractive title, Sir Percival Glyde, who has
slipped into matrimony and a tremendous inheritance with a
conscienceless lack of scruples peculiar to his kind?
A visitation of God causes the death of Sir' Percival Glyde
in a highly dramatic fire scene. He is partially destroyed
when rescued by Walter Hartwright and carried into the
open to perish miserably. His dying confession completes
the chain of evidence necessary to prove his own infamy and
the true identity of the young wife he had placed in a private
madhouse. The play ends with the final terror of Count
Fosco. He has been detected by members of the Brotherhood in spite of his disguise and is shadowed from point to
point in some very effective scenes until we see him in the
last one lying dead at the heads of those he betrayed, alone
in a humiliating end of a long life of degraded ability.
MILWAUKEE
The

CUP

RACE

PICTURES.

Feature and Educational Film Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, has secured excellent pictures of the Vanderbilt
Cup automobile races at Milwaukee, Wis., and is prepared
to book or sell prints for each large city. These pictures
are especially sensational, as all speed records were shattered
and Bruce Brown was killed during one of the events.
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"Put Yourself
In His Place"
Two-Reel Thanhouser Adaptation.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
THE

Thanhouser productions are growing more interesting because of the progressive spirit that is plainly perceived by those who look beyond the screen into the
studio and its methods and into the directive minds and selective taste evinced in what is materialized from an author's
ideals. Xo one in the business is better aware than .Mr. Thanhouser himself that there is a certain amount of convention in
all drama, that pictorial representation on the stage is necessarily artificial, that painted scenery and footlights make realism
in the legitimate performance theoretically impossible, yet no
one has been quicker to recognize that moving pictures offer
opportunity such as the artist enjoys of getting out into the
light of day, into an entirely new and clear atmosphere of artistic influence, where it is possible to reduce visual convention to a minimum and make it a source of half-conscious delight.
It is rather remarkable that a man long trained in the traditions of the stage should be divesting himself of its tawdry old
trappings at the very moment so many are engaged in trying to
vest the old fundemental conventions with the jarring inconsistencies of modern interpretation. Here is a man who has
been in the show business long enough to settle down in the wellknown rut of artificiality, yet who is in the front rank of those

Scene from "Put Yourself in His Place" (Thanhouser).
who realize that there is a pictorial phase as well as a dramatic
one in the New Art. The trend of his production is to make
each scene a veritable picture by itself, with instinctive attention to composition, placing and balance.
The non-critical spectator in front is suffused with an undefined pleasure when the best of the Thanhouser photodramas
are flashed on the screen for a reason — love of the beautiful
is so universal, even among those of humble circumstances,
that the ability to sense a picture might be called common property. Aiming always towards finer presentation of a subject
in hand it seems to me that we may look to Mr. Thanhouser for
some splendid achievements when he takes hold of photodramas
of modern construction and purpose, for he is engaged in the
most difficult branch of the art, that of making old lamps shine
like modern electric illumination. He has been preserving standard plays and illustrating works of fiction that were not intended
for all ages.
The convenience of this method alone recommends it. The
characters are accurately delineated in print, the scenes well described by the author, and only few alterations in construction
are really necessary, difficult as they may be in some instances.
The delicacy shown in his selection of types, the care exhibited in
costuming, pains taken to choose appropriate settings, these all
lead to a masterly quality of production, but are greatly nullified in attempts to vitalize works of fiction written under other
conditions than those existing today, because frequent use is
required of that most disturbing of all anachronisms, the explanatory subtitle.
Like many another scenario writer I have found it easy to set
forth a play without an explanatory, and therefore disturbing
subtitle from beginning to end. injecting a few to cover lapses
of time or to sharpen a certain point to be made to its keenest
edge.
We have found that the most delicate character analysis
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can be made without such aid, and n becomes a matter of pride
the self-respecting photodramatist to bo manipulate his material that the audience will n- • i be required to wrestle with it
mentally. The difference is thai between a masterl) painting
that speaks for itself and a picture in which
represented with a bubble of information projecting from their
mouths. I he grand problem oi the photoplaywright is to indicate such characterizations as permit the people of the story
to la\ bare the inmost workings of their minds in preparation
for the action to follow and during that action.
The twi
(tractive characters
in "I'm Yourself in His
Place" in Grace Carden and Jael Dence. They are such inter
esting personalities in the work of fiction and so equally interesting in the photoplay that criticism is somewhat disarmed in
the latter instance, but my own idea as an impressionist is that
the> should have been shown in sharper contrast, the author intending present one as the result of superior culture and the other
mntry maiden of rare physical charm, their gentle rivalry in
being that of refined intelligence as opposed to innocent
simpb
CAST OF ("II \KACTERS.
Grace Carden
Marguerite Snow.
Jael Dence
Ann Drew.
I lenry Little
Wm. Garwood.
Squire Raby
Wm. Russell.
Coventry
David
Thompson.
Iith Raby, the squire's sister
Jeanne Darnell.
Edith's husband
Jas. Cruze.
There is really no complaint to be made of any of these performers— they all act well up to their opportunities, while it
genuine source of delight to watch Miss Snow and Miss
Drew every moment they are to be seen. The interior settings
are as correct as those we have come to expect in Thanhouser
productions and the exteriors are beyond improvement from our
present standard of comparison. The story itself largely concerns the love of Henry Little for Grace Carden and its reciprocal sentiment, with the timehonored interference of those
who attempt to arrange the affairs of Cupid to suit social exigencies. There is a complexity of kinship involved — Edith Raby
has married a man beneath her station and lost her husband at
a time her brother might have helped her, and she accuses the
Squire of being the direct cause of her widowhood— this presents us with a hero in Henrv
Little of noble descent and
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far mon
noble i Kara t< i
And
tl
between Henrj
Little as a -killed workman,
and a forg< r of
. and the- tin, k headed mi
a union ; then the [ate ol the prim ipal
such a trivial incident that the plol
element of chance.
d motif is the triumph of a thoroughlj
modern and
■ nt young
man when lie is at first opp
vironment of inefficiency among
irkmen ai
be is
afterwards opposed by the equally inefficient
which he is descended.
Henrj
highly honored in America, the one wl
innate quality,
lie is supporting his mother, because ih<
fuses to permit any relations with her wealthy and a:
brother, Squire Raby, when f.r
es him I
struct her in the art of wood carving.
Grace is the godchild
of Squire Raby, and the Squire favors the Buit
gentleman of leisure named Coventry.
Henry has BUi
independent
forge of hisjnfc
own
in a deserted
reaching the sympathetic
and' ha-churcl
•
domain of Squire Raby when he b<
sick with jeali
over the interposition of a man he knows I
to himself or to the world.
As it is not p
r him to
earn his living where organized
labor has become organized
persecution he has been compelled to pursue his work in s<
and he is aided in this by his former employer.
The church is one long deserted by reason of a shifting of
population and is on the road to decay, but is not a ruin.
It
has been protected
from complete destruction by Squire Raby,
but it is so far out of the way as to be rarely vi
curious tourists. Into this romantic setting are projected a I
anvil, bellows, tools and lathes of steel, and amid these solemn
surroundings
the young
mechanic
pursues
bis
strange flares of light within it at night awakening uncomfortable suspicions among the nearest night watchers,
some
shepherds on neighboring hills.
After discovering that the pretensions of Coventry are dangerous ones, Henry loses heart and tries to work away the
misery from which he suffers, spending nearly all of his time,
night and day, in a feverish attempt to conquer unfavorable
circumstances by determination and unremitting labor.
One day, when Coventry and Grace are exploring the neighborhood of the church, they are overtaken by a storm.
They

Scene from "Put Yourself in His Place"

(Thanhouser).
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become exhausted in a vain struggle to reach shelter and are
on the verge of collapse when they note a light in the windows
of the deserted church. They make a last desperate attempt and
hing the church door. Henry takes them into his
liar workshop and revives them. After explaining the
strange necessity which forced him to pursue his honorable
calling in such a place, he extracts an oath of secrecy from both,
and hi due lime they rejoin their friends.
I rom all accounts it seems about as easy for an English
gentleman to turn villain as it is for a New York politician to
turn crook. Grace keeps her word, but Coventry has
enough to excite his jealousy and he visits a resort of factory
workmen with the news, lie leads them to the deserted
church, they break in and a desperate fight ensues, Henry
using In- tools and hot cinders as weapons until he is nearly
overpowered. Squire Raby arrives and effects a rescue only
to find that the young workman is his own nephew.
linns is now set up in business for himself, with a factory of
Ins own, but the villain's villainies grow more and more villainous. Henry's factory is blown up at a time he is supposed
to be within it, though he is in reality on his way to America.
Grace mourns him as dead for a while, but finally consents to
who have nearly marmarry Coventry. The number of ladies
ried villains is only exceeded by those who really have. Coventry
has succeeded in intercepting all communications from Henry except the very last one, a telegram received on the eve of her
marriage.
Now Miss Sweet Simplicity, Jael Dence, no longer deserving
her name, gets her pretty fingers on the despatch and it reaches
with happy consequences better shown in the picture than
Grace
I can describe them.
While adaptations do' not compare with original plays in
live interest, I give great credit to those who succeed in connearly-forgotten works of
fiction. densing and making of interest these
BRIBING THE
KIDDIES.
Mr. V. T. Gilliam of St. Louis, Mo., has just sent us a
letter to announce that the Dr. Fry Methodist Episcopal
Church South of that city has enlisted the services of the
is
announcement
The
work.
moving picture in its church

WORLD

preceded by four long paragraphs in yellow journalistic style
on the "misguided individuals who every now and then
rise up and give forth a yell regarding the harm resulting
from the motion picture," and then conclude-, apparently in
Order to show that be and his fellow church members must
be classed with the enlightened, as follows:
The Dr. Frv ML E. Church South of St. Louis has been operating a machine of its own for the past year and the result has
been most gratifying- The pictures are shown every Friday evening, the admission is free to all. the young people are given ticl
each Sunday in return for Sunday-school attendance, it being
understood that admission to the pictures can be gained by their
the Sunday-school. Three reels of film are shown and
tiding
before
running the la-t one the machine is stopped long enough
for an offering to be taken and the pastor makes a short talk to an
attentive audience. As a result of this departure the church memthe Sunday-school
number and
a goodly
bership has been inincreased
almost doubled
attendance
and everybody
is happy.

Frankly, Mr. Gilliam, we do not like the way you use the
pictures, and even at the risk of being classed with the misguided yellers we must voice a warning to the effect that
your plan will result in more harm than good. If you wish
to use the pictures for amusement, all right; if you wish
to use them as money getters, all right; if you wish to use
them for educational or religious purposes, all right; but
if you wish to use them as a bribe, NO. In our time we have
seen the boys and girls we taught in Sunday-school go out
into life as grown men and women, and we have also seen
coals and blankets and picture cards and all sorts of other
things used in the very same way you are using the photoplays. Almost invariably the children who go to church and
Sunday-school for what they can get out of it have become
the men and women who are now taking bribes for doing
or winking at the doing of illicit things. This is inevitably
so because you are preaching the word of God and practising the works of the devil. The children are quite intelligent
enough to distinguish the difference and every time they will
laugh at your precept and follow your example. Use your
admission tickets as rewards for faithful work on the lessons
them as
school, but don't employ are
or for good conduct in the If
injuryou do this last, you
bribes to win attendance.
all, the
of
worst
and,
pictures
the
of
cause
the
yourself,
ing
E. B. S.
souls of God's little ones.
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Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
CINCINNATI LOCAL OUTING.
first outing given by the Cincinnati Local Branch
No. 2 of the Motion Picture Exhibitors League of
America, held October 5, was a grand success. The
o'clock
early asl eight
and warm
bright pouring
opened began
clay people
By
Garden.
the asZoologica
intoand
the
one o'clock there were ten thousand people in the park.
G. W. Peters, representing the Gaumont Company, and
Freeman Owens, representing the Universal Animated
Weekly, were early on hand taking pictures of scenes and
animals at the Zoological Garden. There was a terrific
scuftle of the animals at the Zoo Saturday morning, and
Superintendent Sol Stephan was amazed to find lions, bears,
monkeys, fowl and serpents in a very undignified struggle
to gain possession of a oiece of looking-glass that had been
the property of one of the little monkeys.
'How unmannerly! What doth this mean?" quoth
Stephan.
"We are going to have our pictures 'took' to-day and I
wanted to see if my hat was on straight," answered a shy
dove with a top-knot.
"I wanted to get my mustache curled right," added the
sea-lion.
"I wanted to see if my tail feathers were just so," interjected the proud peacock.
Even clumsy Zekoe, the hippopotamus, and Brutus, the
lion, wanted to fix up their complexions, and the polar bear
was anxious to see that his new white fur coat fitted properly.
Soon M. A. Neff, president of the National Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League, arrived, with a corps of moving picture
experts and a crowd of delegates to the outing of the picture
men at the Zoo. The animals posed their best as the moving
film was reeled off. The Zoo pictures wili be a part of a
series of Cincinnati moving pictures taken to exploit to the
world Cincinnati's good things.
At one o'clock Mr. Neff. chairman of the committee, with
Mr. John J. Huss, Mr. J. B. Glassmeyer, Mr. Otto Lightner,
Dr. Kolb, Mr. F. A. Botts, Mr. Henry Levy, Mr. Herman
Eggers, Mr. Lehman. Mr. N. B. Rogers, Mr. F. L. Emmert,
met Hon. Henry T. Hunt, mayor of Cincinnati; Hon. James
M. Cox, Democratic candidate for governor of Ohio; A. L.
Garford, Bull Moose gubernatorial candidate; Mayor Geo. E.
Phillips, of Covington, Ky., and Attorney-General Hogan, at
the Sinton Hotel, and escorted them to the Zoological Garden
in automobiles with banners flying.
Upon arrival at the Zoological Garden pictures of Mayor
Hunt, Mayor Phillips, Hon. Jas. M. Cox and A. L. Garford
were taken, then a parade was formed, led by Cincinnati Local
No. 2, followed by the representatives of the Boosters League
of Cincinnati (which also represented the Chamber of Commerce), the Boy Scouts and animal parade at the Zoo. After
the parade was over. Mr. M. A. Neff, president of the Exhibitors League, called the meeting to order, and introduced
Mayor Hunt, who extended the keys of the city to the visiting exhibitors and friends. While Mayor Hunt's address
was very short, it was right to the point and was loudly
applauded by the exhibitors, as he touched upon some points
that were vital to their interest, and his attitude was friendly
all the way through.
The next speaker, Mr. A. L. Garford, talked on the high
standard of pictures and the educational benefits to be derived from motion pictures. His remarks were well received
and he made many friends. The last speaker, Hon. James
M. Cox, was enthusiastically received, as he has attended
several conventions of the Motion Picture Exhibitors, is
well known, and most of the boys call him "Jimmy" Cox.
Everything went off nicely. G. W. Peters and Freeman
Owens, of Gaumont and Universal Weekly, report that the
pictures are fine and it will only be a short time until they
are released. All exhibitors are anxiously waiting to run
the films.
Mr. Otto Luedeking, local treasurer, was on the job early
in the morning, as he had charge of the gate receipts. Mrs.
Shakespeare, his official stenographer, acted as ticket agent.
Mr. August Carbin was official ticket taker.
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Alter the big outing was over, and the tickets counted, it
was found that over ten thousand people had attended the
first outing. Messrs. 1 has, I Beecnino and W. C Kitt had
charge of the electrical department. 1-. A. Botts was very
prominent; Harry Brice, who had charge of the program,
was very active. Carl Tarvin, who was on the film and
slide committee, was the right man in the right place.
Those who furnished automobiles were J. S. Gla
F. L. Emmert, N. B. Rogers, J. J. Uitchen and M. A Neff.
J. J. Huss, president of the Cincinnati Local, furnished the
badges and banners for the outing.
Mr. J. H. Broomhall, second vice-president of the state
organization, was present and a large number of exhibitors
from surrounding towns.
The headliner of the cabaret in the evening was Miss
Francis St. Clair, of Detroit. Mich., and ten other high-class
vaudevilleTheacts;
Alexander's
Ragtimethrough
picturethecaught
the
people.
pvthon
crawled around
grass, not
only for the entertainment of the people, but caused great
amusement while Mr. W. G. Peters and Mr. Freeman Owens
took moving pictures of it. This was certainly a thriller.
Many went home still shaking after seeing this wonderful
reptile, which is the largest snake in captivity — 25 feet long —
and v»wed never to take another drink.
Mr. Neff is having 2,100 feet of municipal film made for
the city of Cincinnati, also 1.000 feet made for the Zoological
Garden. These pictures will show every important scene in
Cincinnati and the Zoological Garden in full.
NEWARK
EXHIBITORS
ORGANIZE.
At a meeting of exhibitors of the city of Newark, N. J.,
called for Thursday, October 3rd, by State Organizer W. S.
Martin, resulted in an organization for that city. Thirty
exhibitors were present and, assisted by President G. A.
Robinson and National Vice-President L. F. Blumenthal, a
permanent organization was perfected. Officers were elected
as follows: F. C. Young, president; Joseph Stern, vice-president; W. H. Meier, treasurer; C. J. Hausenauer, secretary.
A committee was appointed to draw up the constitution
and by-laws consisting of I. Boyland, chairman; Joseph
Stern, H. Eckstein.
A buffet lunch was served and the prospects for a strong
organization are very bright.
HOUSTON
EXHIBITORS
BUSY.
On Sunday, September 20th, a meeting of moving picture
exhibitors of Houston, Texas, was held, the object of which
was to take up the matter of attending in a body and making
preparations for the forthcoming Moving Picture Exhibit
League Convention in Dallas, October 15th and 16th. Mr.
Anthony J. Xydias. vice-president, presided and the following exhibitors were present: Messrs. Maurice Wolf. Move
Wicks. Jr., W. Peters, W. Byron Billings. Moe Goodman,
John J. Solan, A. Linczer, M. George Brown and Anthony
J. Xydias. Mr. Wicks was elected temporary secretary and
Mr. Wolf, captain. Every Houston exhibitor has signified
his intention to be present at the convention.
CONNECTICUT
EXHIBITORS
ORGANIZING.
A strong, concerted movement is on foot in the State of
Connecticut for an organization of motion picture exhibitors.
The immediate object of the present movement is to make a
strong stand before election and force the various candidates to show their hands and declare where they stand in
the matter of Sunday opening.
On Thursday, Oct. 3rd, the exhibitors of New Haven got
together and formed an association to be known as the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of New Haven. The
officers elected were: John Gentile, president; James J. Cannon, vice-president, and Mr. Fahy, treasurer. It is the intention of the newly formed New Haven Association to
interest the exhibitor's of other Connecticut cities in organizing a State League to affiliate with the national bod}-. The
New
Haven
men have made a good beginning and their
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etary, Mr. I annon, has already given evidence that he
ia a live wire. The Connecticut exhibitors should use the
New Haven League as a nucleus for a State organization.
Election is coming. The Connecticut exhibitors are an
unorganized
ma
The politicians or candidates will give
them mighty little consideration unless they make a m
Now is their time to make use of that powerful possession,
The Screen, which belongs to them. It is in their hands
— this power that is as great as that of the daily press. Let
them use it to smoke out every local candidate and every candidate tor the State Legislature and make him tell where he
Stands on the Sunday opening question; then let them put it
up to the voters on the moving picture screen.
All this should be done in a systematic manner. There
should be a headquarters from which the State campaign
should be directed. Every Connecticut exhibitor should at
once get into communication with Mr. James J. Cannon,
Secretary, M. P. E. L. ot New Haven, care of the St. Elmo
Theater, _>o6 Grand Avenue, New Haven. Perhaps a State
League can be formed before election, and the men can put
one over on the candidates. Meanwhile we pause to see what
will happen; bearing in mind that excellent proverb: "God
helps those who help themselves."
UTICA
EXHIBITORS
SEEING
NEW
YORK.
( aspar \Y. Shultz and J. E. Reardon, of Utica and Little
Falls, N. Y., proprietors of "The Gem," "The City," and
"The Star" theaters of Little Falls, were New Yorking for
several days during the current week under the personal direction of Mr. Sam Trigger, president of the M. P. E. L. of
Xew York City and State. Messrs. Reardon. and Shultz are
members of Local No. _\ M. P. E. L. of N. Y., of Utica,
and are" both militant hustlers for the cause. Mr.
Trigger escorted them to the World office for a brief visit
and then escorted them around the town. Sam is one of our
best escorters. He never escorts anyone into any place that
he isn't perfectly able to escort anyone out of again; with
assistance if necessary, but he never needs any himself. Mr.
Trigger would not permit the Utica gentlemen to return to
their homes until he had recorded their solemn pledge to be
present witli their wives at the Second Annual Reception and
Ball of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of New York,
Thursday evening, November 14th, at Palm Garden, 58th
Street and Lexington Avenue, New York City.
Tickets, $1.00; extra lady, 50 cents (selling very fast).
Music by Xew York Hippodrome Band. Grand Olio composed of photoplay stars from the leading producing compenies — Essanay, Lubin, Imp, Thanhouser, Vitagraph, Reliance, Rex, etc. Grand March to be led by Maurice Costello and Florence Lawrence. Big event. Biggest gathering
of the motion picture clan in New York (or anywhere else)
this year.
LEAGUE NOTES.
The meeting which will be held in Dallas. Tex., on the
15th and 16th, promises to be a record one. M. A. Neff will
leave Cincinnati on Friday, Oct. II, stop over in St. Louis
on the 12th and 13th for the purpose of meeting with the
Insurance Committee: will leave St. Louis the evening of
the 13th, arriving in Dallas, Tex., the evening of the 14th.
Mr. Neff expects to return by way of Shreveport, La.
Mr. M. M. Wear, president of the state of West Virginia,
visited the National president at his offices for two days on
state matters pertaining to West Virginia.
Mr. B. H. Karnes, president of Local No. 1, of Huntington,
W.
\"a., visited Mr. NefF's office on important business on
the 6th.
PROGRESS REPORTED IN KENTUCKY.
The Executive Committee of the Kentucky Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League met in Louisville on October 15th and
planned for the annual meeting of the organization to be
held in Louisville early in IQ13. President J. H. Stamper
Lexington, Ky., presided at the gathering, which took
place at ciation
theactedSeelbach
Louisville
Photoplay
a< hosts Hotel.
to the 'The
visitors,
entertaining
them Assoat a
banquet at the Seelbach. Conditions of moment to the
members of the organization were discussed. The Kentucky
Exhibitors'
League
rapidly
aMotion
rathei Picture
slow start.
Exhibitors
of is
thegrowing
Bluegrass
Stateafter
did
nol take kindly to the organization primarily, but after
learning its object they became enthused and those who do
not now belong are in the minority Officers of the League
are enthusiastic over prospects of its being one of the leading State organizations of the country.
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Bernhardt
in "La
Tosca."
(Universal Features
Release).
By G. F. Blaisdell.
II" was a quarter century ago that the great dramatist
Yictorien Sardou gave La Tosca" to the theatergoers
of the world. The tragedy, perhaps, was brought to
public attention as much through the interpretation of the
famous Bernhardt as by reason of the fact that its author
had then been a member of the French Academy for ten
years. It may be of interest to note that three days after
this issue of the World sees the light the actress, who on
her mother's side is of Jewish descent, will be sixty-nine
years old, her birthday having been October 22, 1844.
Bernhardt has been on the stage for over half a century,
and in this film we see her in one of her most succes-iul
plays. It may even be classed as one of her favorite plays —
the fact that she appears in it is sufficient to indicate that;
it is well known that Mme. Sarah bears the reputation of
doing just those things that suit her own fancy and of
looking with impatience on opinions that conflict with her
own. If aught need be said in extenuation of this attitude
her pre-eminence as an exponent of the dramatic art will be
ample justification.
In transferring this play to the screen, Mme. Bernhardt
took pains to secure adequate support. M. De Max has the
role of Scarpia, M. Deneubourg is Mario Cavaradossi, and
M. Maury is Angelotti. Without question the one scene
that stands out above all others is that where Scarpia, the
chief of police, is besought by La Tosca to save from death
Mario, her lover, and Scarpia, on condition that La To^ca
will sacrifice her honor, agrees to do so. Scarpia sends to
the commandant of the castle an open order to use only
powder in the muskets at the execution. Secretly he orders
the captain to proceed as originally directed. La Tosca, believing Mario secure and having seen the passport prepared
by
Scarpia,
to agree
Scarpia's
condition,
but
unseen picks pretends
up a dagger.
As theto chief
of police
approaches
her and puts out his arms to embrace her La Tosca drives
the knife into his breast. The passport is torn from the
stiffening fingers; two great candlcsticjks are placed at the
head of the body, and a large crucifix is taken from the wall
and laid on the breast of the man who stood between La
Tosca and happiness.
The action is fast. That it is interesting is proved by the
fact that the two reels seem unusually short. There is no
sterner test than this of the holding quality, or, to use a
much abused word, the gripping quality, of a film. To compress into forty minutes the essentials of this great story
necessarily involve^ the elimination of minor factors. So
we have preserved the really vital scenes. If there is an
absence of perfect clarity in one or two of the opening
scenes the path of the drama is rapidly smoothed as the
plot proceeds.
The story is of Rome of 1800. Baron Scarpia, the chief
of police, is a persistent suitor for the hand of La Tosca,
a celebrated singer. In Mario Cavaradossi, a famous artist,
Scarpia has a rival; but the painter is the favored suitor of
the singer. The opening scene is of the court entrance of
the Argentina Theater, where La Tosca is appearing. Scarpia has ordered removed from a niche in a wall a bust emblematic of the Roman republic. Also he has ordered obliterated from a dead wall adjoining a few decorations of
an irreverent populace- — such, for instance, as "Scarpia,
Tyrant."
smashed on the pavement. In its
place
is putThe
one bust
of theis King.
Angelotti is an irreconcilable, a man still true to a lost
cause. He has seen the destruction of the bust typifying
the republic. In anger he climbs to the bust of the King
and dashes it to the ground. Scarpia arrests the revolutionary. La Tosca, in sympathy with the cause so openly
poused by Angelotti. conveys word to the man in prison by
a trusted keeper that he will be assisted to escape by means
of a workman's disguise. He is then to proceed to the
church of St. Andrea, where Mario has a commission. The
painter will take him in woman's apparel to his villa on
the outskirts of the Roman capital. The ruse works and
Angelotti safely passes out the prison gate.
In the church Mario is busily at work. La Tosca enters
and criticises playfully the canvas of her lover. Then she
unfolds her plan for the escape of Angelotti and departs.
Shortly after the revolutionist enters. Mario hears footsteps
and hastily conceals the fugitive. Scarpia appears, having
followed the prisoner to this point. He and his men begin
ircli of the edifice. Mario brings out a dress and Angelotti jumps into it. The two men hastily depart. La Tosca
comes
back to the church.
As Scarpia returns from his
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(scovers a Ian.
He inquires of La rosea if it ia hers.
\t
ays 11 i- not; then hastily Bhe Bays it is.
arpia is not in doubi as to the whereabouts of tagelotti.
II, is nut far behind the two men as they reach the paintilli Mario hears the pursuers. The revolutionist has
discarded his disguise; it is » ■ 1 1 the ground outside the house,
Marin lets Angelotti down into the well. Scarpia enters
the villa and demands of Mario the location of the refugee.
rosea enters and the chief questions her.
She shr
her shoulders.
Men enter bearing the dress in which. \
lotti escaped.
Scarpia moves fast.
A screen is put in <>ne
corner of the room;
behind it Mario is bound
and on his
head
1 the brutal screw.
As the band tightens Mario
utters no sound. La Tosca, discovering the situation, reveals
the hiding place to save her lover's life. Angelotti is brought
in, dead. Mario is arn ted. Scarpia decrees that the painter
shall be shot at sunrise.
La Tosca goes to Scarpia to plead for Mario's life. She
for a passport for the two, saying they will leave the
country. Scarpia orders the captain of the prison to use
only powder in the muskets and then secretly nullifies the
direction. He otters the passports, but at the price of
the singer's honor. La Tosca declines the proposal. The
chief pursues her about the room, around chairs and table.
La Tosca, apparently changing her mind, agrees to the conditions of the chief. As she parleys she takes from the desk
a dagger. The chief writes the safe conduct, and with it in
his hand he comes to embrace the singer. She strikes, and
he falls at her feet. La Tosca seizes a cloth, wets it and
cleanses the blood from her hands and dress. Then she
searches the desk for the all-important passport. She discovers itin the dead hand of Scarpia. She loosens the fingers
and removes the paper; then she places the candlesticks
and the crucifix.
Cautiously La Tosca peers out the door. She goes directly
to the courtyard, just in time to see Mario brought out. She
requests the privilege of saying good-bye. As she embraces
her lover she tells him of the plan to save his life and of
their departure and for him to fall and pretend death. The
soldiers are lined up. the guns are discharged, and Mario
falls. The soldiers file out. A surgeon comes in, touches
the body and departs. The watch passes through, but does
not stop. Soldiers enter with a stretcher. La Tosca asks
them to leave the body to her, and they go away. The singer
leans over her lover.
"Mario, dear, you may speak now." A moment later she
asks
terror:the"Why
don't
you to
answer
Shein turns
face of
Mario
hers. mer"
She screams and
rushes to the wall. The curtain falls. La Tosca has flung
herself to the pavement far below.

Kinemacolor Company Now Releasing.
Fine Quarters at Broadway and Forty-eighth Street a Busy
Place— American Dramatic Subject Shown in Superb
Exhibition Room.
THE

Kinemacolor Company of America announces that
it is now ready to enter the motion picture field. It
is declared that as a result of its work it has completed
311 subjects: these are all ready for the market. The company is now thoroughly settled in its spacious and elegant
quarters at 1600 Broadway, having an entire floor. The feature of the equipment is the exhibition room. This room, approximately 20by 60 feet, is a marvel of luxury and appointments. Two projecting machines are used, insuring rapid service. There is a regulation safe deposit vault, with a storage
capacity for 20.000 reels
Several months ago President Henry J. Brock engaged
David Miles, a successful producer, as the head of the dramatic departments. For four months Mr. Miles has had three
companies at work. These companies have added to the large
Kinemacolor stock of foreign subjects the necessary complement of American-acted dramas and comedies.
The company announces that as a result of last week's
advertising they have received 416 applications for film service. Many of these applications were by wire. Contracts
are being closed rapidly.
Pursuing the company's policy of extension, Mr. Miles
recently has established three more dramatic companies to
work at the Whitestone (Long Island) studios and generally
through the Eastern States, while he has personally taken
the three original companies, comprising seventy members,
on a Western tour. Two of these companies are to proceed
at once to the new Kinemacolor studios at Hollywood, Los
Angeles, where they will be permanently established. The
third will create productions which have been prepared
for
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paradise on earth, and tin
arc said to be tremendou
later take side trips 1
and Arizona,
where
useful "I
\nita Hendries Mile
will iccompany tin v

this
will
V

ario editor.
\ii( 1 \li Mil.- has stai ted tin- 1 ■
-v- ill
leav< them
in charge ol Frank
\\
Is and J
,int,
both well known directors, and he will return to make up
new companies
in th< I isl
Being
the only compan
luce iii< colors ol nature, it will be necessary to n
as many productions
companies
0 imbined. as half a do/en of the "black and wl
Among
the artists who went
West
with Mr
M
many i iniiliar name-, including the Mi--rMabel Yanl'uren,
Stella Bazeto,
( lara Bracy,
Ruby
!<•
and
Linda
V Griffeth; Messrs. Gaston
Bell, I barbFlemming,
lack Brammall, Charles Haydon, William Brown, Gu
Cecil Magnus,
Robert
Broderick,
Murdock
McQuarrie and
Maylon Hamilton.
On
Wednesday
morning
an American
dramatic
subject
was shown
at the projection
r
1 for the benefit of tintrade pre--.
It was entitled "East
ami West,"
a two
subject produced
by Mr. Miles.
The
story is of a young
man in the Last who i- ordered West on a mining inspection
trip.
lie bids good-bye
to his sweetheart
ami duly an
at his destination.
I'ine Creek.
As he leaves the train be
hires a horse and sets out for the mine.
A drunken pedestrian bent on robbery hits him on the head with a s;
and Loy-d falls from his horse.
An Indian girl is shown in
her canoe
as she paddles
down
a shaded
creek.
Coming
ashore,
she discovers
the unconscious
figure.
She bathes
Loyd's head.
Then she constructs
of rope she has in the
canoe and three poles which she fells, an Indian travoy, or
drag.
On this she places Loyd.
Then attaching the 1
she starts out for the Indian camp.
In two weeks Loyd is
convalescent, but his memory
is blank.
Four months later
Loyd asks the chief for the hand of his daughter and gets it.
Four years later Earl, an old friend, at the solicitation of
Loyd's old sweetheart, goes West to learn what he can of
the mysterious disappearance. He finds Loyd, but is not
recognized. There is an argument, to which the Indian wife
in the next room listens in terror. She embraces her little
giil and awaits the outcome. The war of words ends in a
scuitle. Loyd is thrown heavily to the floor, landing on his
head. The blow restores his memory. Loyd realizes then
his situation. The wife, still listening in fear, sends out into
the room the little child. The daughter goes to her father.
At first there is no sign of recognition. Then father love
asserts itself. The child is taken to his arms. Loyd calls
his wife and introduces her to F.arl. It is agreed between
the two men that the old sweetheart back F.a-t shall be allowed to think that Loyd is dead.
The picture is well staged. The production of the drama
in colors naturally
will enhance
the charm
of the film.
Other subjects shown were "Spanish Dull bight at Madrid."
"International Yacht Race at Kiel.'- "Great Storm at Teneriflfe" and "The lave Dwellers at Atalaya. Canary Islands."
The bull fight was a close view of the Spanish national sport.
An effort had been made to eliminate some of the more revolting features of the spectacle. Enough were retained,
however, to give the spectator an accurate idea of the game.
It will thrill.
The yacht race gave a splendid view not only of many big
racing boats, but also of the various war craft and the
Zeppelin airship in flight. Best of all. however, was the picture of the great storm. There was a near view of the
wreck of the ship Titlis. which had been piled up on the
rocks. In spite of the fact that many of the scenes were
taken with a leaden sky the photography was remarkablyclear. It is a rare picture of the ocean in its angriest moods,
and will arouse much interest.
On Monday, Oct. 14. there was a Kinemacolor display on
board the Mayflower for the benefit of President Taft and
his guests.
NEW MAJESTIC DIRECTOR.
Albert W. Hale, director with Thanbouser Company, leaves
that concern Saturday to take up the same line of work with
the Majestic Company. Mr. Hale was responsible for such
notable Thanbouser productions as "Letters of a Lifetime"
and "The Birth of the Lotus Blossom" and takes with him
the best wishes of Mr. Thanbouser. Mr. Hite and the entire
Thanhouser organization.
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Peoples Theaters Company,

CHICAGO
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By J as. s. McQUADE

THE

board of directors of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company issued a general call to exchange men
using
that
company's
meet in to
Chicago
on Saturday, October
5. Theprograms
call was toresponded
from
all parts of the country and the first session was held in
Club Room 12, of the Sherman House, at 3 o'clock in the
afternoon.
It developed that the object of the meeting was to ascertain from the exchange men if they would support an increased program — from 22 to 28 reels per week — the increase
to include some well-known makes, in addition to the brands
already marketed each week. It was also sought by the
directors to ascertain if the exchange men would feel disposed to add two and three-reel features to the increased
weekly program, such features being well-known European
brands, and the complete weekly program to number 32
reels. Both these propositions were heartily welcomed by
the exchange men. and those whose means made it possible
for them to do so, immediately placed their orders for the
increased weekly output and for the European feature
subjects.
The gathering had sessions Saturday afternoon and evening
and on Sunday, in the morning and evening. The utmost
harmony prevailed, and every exchange in the country affiliated with the Universal Company was represented personally, with the exception of the Wichita Film Supply Company, of Wichita. Kan., and the United Motion Picture Company, of Oklahoma, both of which were represented by
proxy.
Fourteen of the most prominent exchange owners present,
who are unconnected with manufacturing interests, were
assured by the board of directors that no attempt will be
made in the future to increase the number of exchanges now
existing, and that the manufacturers will not acquire any
more.
The proceedings terminated in a banquet, held in the
Crystal Room of the Sherman House, on Sunday evening.
Joe Engel, sales manager of the Universal, was toastmaster,
and after a most enjoyable time the banquet was resolved into
a business meeting, during which several important topics
were discussed.
On the board of directors of the Universal there were
present: Joe Engel, sales manager; David Horsley, P. A.
Powers
and Carl Laemmle.
The exchange men present were: Mr. Crombacher, Portland, Ore.; Mr. Bailev. Butte, Mont.; Mr. Kaufman, Montreal,
Canada; Messrs. Drew and Blackmyer, Detroit; C. Olson,
Indianapolis; A. F. Beck, St. Louis; J. W. Morgan, Kansas
City; J. Bryson, Minneapolis; Mr. Fitzjarrell, Baltimore;
\Ym. Oldknow, Atlanta; V. Cafrick, Philadelphia; Messrs.
McMahon and Jackson, Cincinnati: Mr. Van Husen, Omaha;
J. Singer, Des Moines; M. Markovitz, San Francisco; Earl
Miles, San Francisco: J. Schnitzer, Toledo; A. Schmidt, Buffalo; X. Thompson, Cleveland; J. Xolan, Denver; H. Fichtenberg. New Orleans; Al Davis. Pittsburgh, and Messrs. M.
Fleckles, C. R. Plough and Joseph Hopp, Chicago.
The following were also present: Messrs. Spellmire and
Scliroeder., Indianapolis; Brimmer. Stein. Walker, Chatkin and
Edgar Hopp, Chicago; Oscar Jacobs, Milwaukee, and C. L.
Fuller, special representative of the Universal Company,
New York.
Carl Laemmle Interviewed.
Carl Laemmle was seen on Monday. October 7th, at his
office, and in reply to a query as to his impression of the
meeting of exchange men said in part: "We had very pleasant meetings and exchange nun seemed to be pleased with
business conditions. They are doing better business now,
considerably SO, than when under the regime of the old Sales
Company, They themselves admit that they are making
more money. My own exchanges are all doing better business and our patrons appear to be well satisfied."
On being asked about the Western product of the Universal. Mr. Laemmle stated with emphasis: "The Universal is
producing out West, at the present time, some of the best
Western films yet turned out."

Los Angeles, Incorporated.

Carl Ray, of Muskegon, Mich., writes from Los Angeles,
where lie has been visiting for a month, that the Peoples
Theaters Company has been incorporated there with a capital
of $100,000. The object of the formation of the company
is to build a new moving picture theater in Los Angeles,
at Seventh and Hill Street". It is proposed to make this
theater one of the best modern structures for amusement in
the country. A fine pipe organ will be installed in the new
house, which will seat from 1,000 to 1,200 people.
The officers of the Peoples Theaters Company are: Carl
Ray, president and general manager; Lou Somers, vicepresident and resident manager; and Dr. C. J. Dove, secretary and treasurer.
Mr. Ray is one of the most enterprising exhibitors in
Michigan, owning in that state, in the city of Muskegon,
the Lyric, Amuse, Elite, Majestic and Orpheum theaters.
All his houses are good paying business propositions, due
to his skillful management. At the State convention of Michigan exhibitors, held in Muskegon last July, Mr. Ray was
unanimously chosen as president.
Chicago Film Brevities.
Mr. Peters,
attached
to the camera
of Gaumont's
Animated
Weekly,
is requested
to sendsquad
his address
to the
Chicago office of the Moving Picture World.
* * *
K. W. Linn will arrive in New York about November 1st,
after a tour of Europe, which has lasted over three months.

* * *

Frank C. Cook, owner of the Airdome Theater, Manhattan
Avenue and West 109th Street, New York City, spent a few
days in the city last week. Mr. Cook visited the Selig and
Essanay plants and made a thorough investigation of moving picture theaters in the city.

* * *

Charles P. Woolf, operator at the Premier Theater, 366
So. State Street, called at the World office last week and
subscribed for that paper. The Premier, which is owned
by Jones, Linick & Shaefer, offers good vaudeville and moving pictures. Business is pretty fair, Mr. Woolf stated.

* * *

Roy Cummings was a visitor at the World office last week.
Mr. Cummings owns the following houses: The Amuse. Madison, Wis.; The Amuse and Majestic, Racine, Wis.; The
Henry Boyle and Royal, in- Fond du Lac, Wis.; The Amuse
and Royal, Dubuque, Iowa, and the Majestic, Oshkosh, Wis.
The last named theater has just been acquired by Mr. Cummings, being formerly known as the Bijou and owned by
Timm & Beglingerr who ran it as a vaudeville house. Business is very good in all these houses, Mr. Cummings informed
me. Indeed, he stated that picture houses were doing excellent business all over his section of the country. Western
pictures of all makes are in high demand, Mr. Cummings
said. Mr. Cummings was one of the pioneer exhibitors of
Michigan and contrasted the present picture theater programs with those of the early days, when he offered 500 feet
of film on Saturdays and Sundays at five cents admission.
Mr. Cummings stated that hispatrons would go away highly
pleased at that. The Moving Picture World is carefully
read in every house of the * Cummings'
circuit.
* *
Miss Kathlyn Williams, the well known leading lady of
Selig's Eastern studio, left for Edendale, Cal., on Monday,
October 7th. Miss Williams will take the leading parts in
several big productions, in which wild animals will figure
prominently, at the Western studio. Few people have forgotten the "Survival of the Fittest," '"'Captain Kate" and
"Lost
in Miss
the Jungle."
thrillingtheanimal
pictures, in Many
each
of
which
Williams theassumed
chief character.
for a time believed that Miss. Williams was an animal trainer,
so fearlessly did she intermingle with fierce leopards, lions
and other wild beasts. This conviction, however, was soon
dispelled when she appeared later in many leading roles that
displayed her talent and versatility as an actress. Miss
Williams is as fearless as she is beautiful, and picture lovers
will await with much interest the new thrillers in which
she will appear, under the direction of Producer Campbell.

* * *

The American Song Slide & Poster Company, 549 First
National Bank Building, Chicago, has purchased the Hennegan stock of posters in Chicago and also has the exclusive
agency in Chicago. The company will carry a full line of
Stock posters and heralds. Exhibitors are pleased with this
move, as everything now will be more convenient for them,
as they can secure all of their supplies at one place.
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Handling the Kalem Release.
A Few

Suggestions as to the Method of Advertising
"From the Manger to the Cross."

By Epea Winthrop Sargent.
to the belief expressed in some quarters
CONTRARY
that the hostile attitude of certain clergymen toward
the Manger to
live part release, "From
the Kalem
the ( ross," this writer is of the opinion that this hostility,
the fact of the release,
upon the mere statement of
valuable advertisement that
will, in the end. prove the most
this unusual subject will command.
the clergyman unacquainted with the modern trend
of pictures or familiar, perhaps, with certain European subjects m which biblical personages and angels from the ()|>era
ballet are commingled in trick work and a garbled story,
the idea of making the central figure of their religion the
leading character in a photoplay seems sacrilegious if not
blasphemous, and he is scarcely to be blamed if he give.-,
vehement voice to his disapproval in his pulpit and perhaps
through the press. But his indignation will lead him to
early investigation of this picture in the hope of more material upon which to base fresh onslaughts and once he sees
the production he will become an advocate in the same degree of emphasis as marked his attacks.
His censures will react to help the release and his warm
advocacy will do more good than his attack has done harm.
But for the general interest of motion pictures, without
regard to the Kalem release in particular, the tendency to
denounce the unseen should be checked and each manager
should in quiet fashion constitute himself a committee of
one to reply to these attacks, not through the papers but
direct. See the clergyman who attacks the subject. Ask
him to withhold judgment until he has seen the reels and
explain courteously that no matter how repellant the idea
may seem, the production itself is reverent in tone and
treatment and such as cannot give the slightest degree of
offense to any creed or sect. The keynote of the entire production is reverent repression, and the utter absence of rant
and striving for theatrical effect make this portrayal one
of the most remarkable film productions ever made.
The attitude of every exhibitor whether he expects to make
early use of these reels or not should be one of courteous
defense, and this applies as strongly to the independent as
to the licensed exhibitor. The Kalem company has done
something for pictures that is beyond the partisan lines of
affiliation and every manager should uphold its efforts.
Much of the success of this picture is dependent upon
the manner in which it is advertised by the men who present
it. The life of Christ is not a subject to be "circuscd" in
the usual fashion. It should be widely advertised, but not
blatantly. Every word of statement should be carefully
weighed, each piece of paper thoughtfully prepared. Most
of the paper will be supplied by the Kalem company and
be done in proper spirit; the same spirit that marked the
production of the script, but there will be newspaper advertisements, small bills and other matters that will fall
to the exhibitors and these should be prepared in a style
that will be in harmony with the larger printing.
The great point will be the avoidance of statements that
tend to shock the sensibilities of the community. In the
breast of every man there is an inherent sense of decency
no matter what his religion or lack of it. He will resent,
consciously or otherwise, the irreverent and the crude, be he
Christian or Atheist. It will be well to adhere strictly to
the selected title in the announcements. "Christ in five
reels" may appeal to some as a compact and comprehensive
announcement, but it will do untold damage in arousing the
spirit of hostility that will keep from the theater those most
apt to appreciate the production.
If you expect to handle this picture make your first campaign among the ministers and the church workers. Tell
them that you have the reels coming; interest them in the
advertising photographs that will be supplied, assure them
that the reels in no way give offense and, if possible, arrange
with them to attend the performance prior to the public
showing of the subject.
Approach the editors directly or through the business office
as may be the custom. Impress upon them the vast educational possibilities of the production, explain that the scenes
were made in so far as possible in the exact locations, that
the governments in control of Palestine lent their efforts to
a perfect production and that these films represent a mighty
step in advance of the ordinary photoplay. Arrange for
write ups. giving the press matter supplied by the company,
but do not give the same notice to more than one paper unless you explicitly state that the matter has been duplicated
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'(her papers.
erous in supplying cuts 01 pr<
■11 and arrange t" have someone sent to the pr<
ing to which the ministers have been invited.
'Ibis ihould
preferablj
occur on the morning
ol tin- opening day and
will be in the nature of a die-- rehearsal, but see to it that
your music ami effects have been fully rehearsed before then.
The effects should be few and simple 11, indeed, any should
he llxd.
1 1 you have properly
interested
the ministers
it is not
unlikely that you will be able to obtain from them the ad
dresses
of tile congregation.
It is probably,
though,
that
many
pastors will object
to supplying these addresses to
the manager, fearing that other and later use may be D
ol tin- names

SO obtained.

To

meet

this objection

ask if

it cannot be arranged to have some member of the church
address the envelopes under the direction of the minister.
In such a case the management will supply the envelopes
properly tilled and stamped and the addressing and mailing
will be done from the rectory.
Make these an iiouncements severely plain, a good quality
bristol card of fashionable size with envelope, to match.
Have them sealed and Stamped with a two sent stamp. Because this i, an appeal to churchmen do not suppose that
you must use < Md English type, though it is permissibli
print the name of the title in Cloister lilack. Flemish Black
or Chaucer Text. Do not use the modernized Old English
such as the Engravers or Shaw Text, but hold to the church
laces. For the body of the announcement use preferably
a gothic or some good oldstyle. The former will more
nearly convey the suggestion of engraving, particularly if
COpp'erplate
Thepurple.
card should
be in
black or blackgothic
with be
the employed.
title in church
The wording
should

be dignified and

simple, something like this, perhaps:

Messrs. Smith and Brown beg to announce that commencing Monday, January sixth, Nineteen Hundred and Thirteen,
and continuing for the entire week, they will present at the
Grand Theater, Broad St/eet, Corner of Main,

"from tfjc ganger to tdc Cross,"
as produced by the Kalem Company in Egypt and Palestine
in the actual locations in which these august events occurred,
with organ and choir. This subject will be presented each
afternoon at half after two and each evening at half after
eight.
Admittance may be had one-half hour earlier.

There is nothing "pulling" to such an announcement, but
pulling ads would be as much out of place as using the
twelve apostles for a ballyhoo. Preserve in every feature
the note of dignity and this, of itself, will be your best
advertisement.
If possible arrange with the Sunday and day schools for
special performances between the school session and dinner
time. Give the superintendents and teachers tickets and, if
thought desirable, issue half rate tickets to be given the
pupils. Get the children in early in the week and their talk
will be one of your best advertisements.
Use the billboards as well as the papers if you can afford
it, but do not have recourse to perambulating advertisements
whether by sandwich boards or wagon.
Let the advertising continue within the house in the same
spirit of reverence. Repress any tendency to laughter or
loud talk. If at all possible have an organ and keep it going
from the time the doors are opened even if you have to use
two organists. Nothing will hold down the crowd better
than the soft tone- of the organ. Have the house well
but not brilliantly lighted and the slightest suggestion of
incense will not offend; but do not use more than half an
ounce of powder burned fully fifteen minutes before the
doors are opened and do not burn incense or offer any other
suggestion of the church once the house is in.
If possible to get a minister to lecture the film do so, but
be certain that he will not preach a sermon instead of lecturing the subject. The leaders are full and explanatory and
the remarks supplementing these should be brief and to the
point. An organ and quartette will be better than an orchestra, the orchestra playing the picture, but the quartette to
be used only during the changing of the reels except, perhaps, that some selections from the various Stabat Maters
may be very softly sung during the last reel, though it should
be seriously impressed upon the singers that they are accompanying the film and are not rendering a number.
Avoid such jarring notes as surpliced ushers and the display of religious emblems. Despite the sacredness of the
subject you are conducting a theatre; not a church. Plan
each move with the utmost care to be in keeping with
the film and you will find this release not only the most
notable but the most profitable you ever ran.
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Doings at Los Angeles
Studios in Demand at Los Angeles — New Universal Company
at Work — Other Good News Notes.

only two idle motion picture studios in Los An
at the iirc^ent time are soon to have occupants according to reports which were current this week.
The Kinemacolor Company, as announced in this column
several weeks ago, has decided to establish a company in
Los Angeles and lias been seeking a location. tt is now
said that arrangements have been made to take possession
of the property at 4500 Sunset Boulevard, formerly occuby the Revicr Laboratories. There is a well-equipped
studio on the ground an office, a couple of ample stag'
large building which has been used as a warehouse and
scenery room, dark rooms and a group of smaller structures
built to serve the double purpose of backgrounds and dressingrooms. The report that the Kinemacolor Company will
take over this property still lacks definite confirmation,
owing to the fact that the owner of the property is out of
the city and the Kinemacolor representatives are not on the
ground.
The other idle studio is the one at 1425 Fleming Street
in Hollywood, formerly occupied by the Western Lubin
company. It has been unoccupied ever since the Lubin
people gave it up and discontinued their local company several months ago. Last week two strangers, who said they
were from New York, visited the owner of the property and
agreed with him on a price. A tentative agreement was
entered into for the purchase of the land# and improvements,
which consist of two stages and a group' of other buildings.
Afterward the same two men looked up the owner of adjoining vacant property and made a similar agreement with him.
The only detail of their plan they divulged, other than to
say that they intended to use the property as headquarters
for a new motion picture company, was that they expected
to make extensive improvements between now and January
1, when they intend to begin operations.
The identity of the mysterious strangers has been a puzzle
to motion picture people in this city ever since their negotiations became known.
Till

Another Unusual Company.
The Universal Company has added another company at
its Hollywood and Oak Crest studios and now has five direcconstantly who
at work.
The with
director
of the new' for
company
is OtistorsTurner,
has been
the organization
some
time and has already demonstrated his ability to make good
in the new position. His company for the present is producing two-reel Bison subjects along big, broad, virile Western themes. This is the work which Director Frank Montgomery has been doing so successfully with his company.
The addition of the new company does not mean that Montgomery will give up the production of Bison releases but
merely that the output will be increased in response to a
popular demand.
Charles E. Inslee is playing leads with Turner's company.
Jack Conway, who was leading man in the company directed
by Milton H. Fahrney, has left and William C. Dowlan has
taken his place, playing opposite to Dorothy Davenport.
Louis Fitzroy is a new character man with Fahrney's company. The only change in Director Thomas Ricketts' company is the addition of a new juvenile, Robert H. Grey, and
there have been no recent changes in the company which is
working under A. E. Christie, the comedy director.
Keystone Pictures Out.
The first reel of a series which will be put out by the new
Keystone company, reviving the popular characters of "The
Two Sleuths,"
at the
Edendale
studio this
week
and sent was
on tocompleted
New York.
In it
Mack Sennett
and
Fred Mace appear once again in the roles which they created
and made so popular when they were both with the Biograph company more than a year ago — Sennett as director
and Mace as principal comedian of the Biograph
company.
A new series of stories relating the further adventures of
these twoto blundering
is now
Sennett's
—
enough
insure thatdetectives
the releases
will inappear
for ahands
dozen
weeks or more in case they prove to be still as popular as
they were before.
Two releases a week will be Sennett's regular stunt from
now on until further notice — a detective comedy and a farce.
Outside the supernumeraries the company consists of Sennett, Mace, Mabel Xormand, Ford Sterling and Henry
ithe) Lehrman.
Director Ford with his company is now turning out reg-
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ular Broncho releases at the old New York Motion
Company's plant in Santa Monica Canyon.
Brevities.

Picture

Local exhibitors have been shifting about with their programs this week. Two of the leading downtown houses have
abandoned the General Film Company and have taken on
Independent programs, and it is reported that this chang
to be followed by the reappearance of Licensed pictures at
the Garrick and the Banner, both operated by the Quinn
Brothers.
the "Q"
has made up its
quarrel
withEvidently
the General
Film management
Company.
The two houses which have jumped out of the Licensed
into the Independent ranks are Rolfes and Huntoon's Picture Theater on South Main Street and Tally's College Theater on South Hill Street. The reason assigned by the managements of both houses for the change is that they were
not able to meet the opposition of four-reel programs and
occasional features against three-reel programs and no features. The inability of the Licensed exhibitors to get features
is causing a great deal of uneasiness and dissatisfaction and
a feeling that the General Film Company will have to meet
this condition or suffer.

* * *

Exhibitors in other cities who consider themselves fortunate if they can keep their houses well filled when they show
first-run pictures, charging only ten cents, or second-run
pictures for five cents, will no doubt be interested in the case
of Clune's Theater at Pasadena. This is a house which si
upwards of 1,000 persons. It is somewhat remote from the
main business section. The management uses no pictures
newer than third run and these apparently are only technically so, because there are occasional reels shown not more
than thirty days after the release date. Every film in the
house is exhibited previously in at least two houses in Los
Angeles only ten miles away in distance and thirty minutes
in going time by street car. Despite this fact the management
charges 10, 15, 20 and 30 cents and has crowded houses
nearly every night. Another picture house half a block away,
which nearly every patron of Clune's has to pass, runs second-run programs and charges only ten cents, but does
not get the business. Both houses use Licensed films. As
the advertisement says, "There's a reason." But what iI can't figure it out.

* * *

James K. Hackett made what was said to be his first
appearance in front of a motion picture camera October 3rd
while playing an engagement in this city in "The Grain of
Dust." Frank Egan took advantage of his presence in the
city
use him
in" the first
venture
of theTheEgan
Dramatic
Schoolto into
the motion
picture
business.
contract
was
signed up one day and the next Egan took Hackett and a
company of actors to one of the local motion picture studios
and produced a photoplay adaptation of the one-act play, "The
Bishop's Candlesticks," based on Victor Hugo's famous story
of
Valjean.
little
is one of Hackett's
andJean
although
it hasThebeen
in play
his repertoire
for a long favorites
time he
does not often have an opportunity to present it because it
is too long for a curtain raiser and too short for an evening's
entertainment. Egan's new company, which was referred to
last week, is now ready for work, although he is still unprepared to announce what arrangement he has made for disposing of his productions.

* * *

The traveling company of the U. S. A. Film Co., bound
from New York to the City of Mexico, and traveling by a
slow and circuitous route, reached Los Angeles this week.
There are 36 members in the company and they are being
guided, chaperoned and entertained by Charles G. Husted,
secretary of the company. Their plan seems to be to go
where they please, stop as long as they like and photograph
everything worth photographing that comes in their way.
They stopped three days at Redlands in the heart of the
orange grove country while Husted and J. C. Ebling came
into Los Angeles to look after business affairs. The company left New- York August 18th and expects to reach the
City of Mexico — when it gets there. Meanwhile they are
turning out two releases a week with the regularity of clockwork. Everyone is reported* well
* * and having a good time.
Major J. A. McGuire, one of the veterans in the motion
pictureas business
— although
thisengaged
doesn't asmean
that he
is as
it sounds
— has been
assistant
director
of the Western Yitagraph company at Santa Monica. When
he is not helping out Rollin S. Sturgeon he will occasionally
appear in the pictures.
POWELL.
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oMusic for the Picture
BY

AN

OPINION

ON

CUE

CLARENCE

MUSIC.

interesting letter received From "E. .1. I.. Brooklyn,
AN
X. Y." Lack "I space alone forbids printing it in full.
He says in part: 'My viewpoint of picture playing is
entirely adverse to what appears under tin- heading of
'Music for the Picture,' in the Moving Picture W orld of
September 14th. There is no universal method of playin
the uicture — no practical or suggestive help, and most of all,
the very apparent lack of interest on the part of the film
manufacturers. You agree anu have admitted there is no
method; you give no help to the aspirant when you allow
him to believe he must, 'be born to it'; or be a thorough
bass and harmony student to 'day the pictures. The 'lack of
interest' 1 will take uo first.
"In the Vitagraph booklet we find musical suggestions for
'The Adventures of an Army Colonel' (released July 31st).
Light music is suggested for the opening scenes while the
picture opens with a burglary- — a long and stealthy scene requiring music dramatic 'pizzicato' music. They close their
estions by saying there are no especially appropriate
Cues, yet there is a second burglary more lengthy than the
first, opening with a leader 'In Action.' Why uo they say
there are no appropriate cues and invite the loss of dramatic
effects?
"Take their release of August 17th, 'Two Battles.' Allowing their opening suggestions to stand we are supposed to
play march songs from the 'Balkan Princess.' Why march
songs when immediately after Gordon leaves his sweetheart
we find him in mortal battle and should play dramatic 'battle music' to add to the realism. The second battle suggestion is 'Radium Dance.' softening into 'Traumerei.' Why
not, after playing military marches between the two battles,
play dramatic music for the battle which is short, softening
into a dirge as Gordon wanders among the dead on the battlefield, in search oi his dead friend, softening into 'Traumerei' a- he lays the flag over his friend, continue this
through ensuing scenes, crescendoing as you see his sweetheart playing the piano and running into a dreamy waltz
when you see 'Army Club' scene, continuing this to end. By
'crescendoing,' I don't mean 'faking,' but playing the same
number louder, giving the impression that the piano on the
screen lends to the volume of music.
Kalem
more as,
sincere
interest,
but"The
I have
beenCompany's
unable to idea
find shows
it practical,
should
it be
universally used, it would mean the outlay of a great deal
of money per week— and lengthy rehearsals necessary for
proper rendition. This brings us to the fact that we dare
not interfere with the musician's repertoire (with which he
is familiar 1. as this gives him a free hand to watch for cue .
"Now we come to the big scene 'Method,' which I desire
to discuss:
To ob
Method we must first know that the
whole picture is made up of parts leading to a central point
— the big scene, then relaxing into the result. These
parts in my method are: 1st. Introduction of characters.
2nd. Incidents showing formation of plot. 3rd, Incidents showing running down of the plot or plotters. 4th,
The unmasking — what is it all about— the big scene. 5th,
The punishment of the perpetrators. 6th, The result or reward, moral or otherwise. In addition to this there are situations dramatic or humorous to be dealt with separately. In
pictures similar to the Kalem Arabian pictures, music characteristic of the country should predominate. Dramas of
court intrigue or ancient classics must be treated with
•classics.
"I sing the above 6 incidents for my ground work I proceed as follows: X'o. 1 and the introduction of characters I
use a waltz where it is apparent that the influence of a
female character or child is necessary to the formation of
the plot. Should a male character predominate I use a twostep, saying my 'rags' for comedy pictures. Should the scene
open with a sick room, death scene, fight, etc., 1 deal with it
as a situation, going right back to the above rule. For No.
2 you will find that 3 reverie, tone-poem, novelette or similar number will create the proper interest unless the introduction of characters and plot run hand in hand, in which
•case I continue through 2 as in 1. Now in No. 3 is where you
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must create interest, as it had- usually to the big scene. In
pictures ol a child or female interest I u
the
predominating movement
being <.i a legato nature, which
gives the number a -on effect
1 or ti,, male I
of entire staccato effect.
I use a caprice for th<
that
it is pleasing and unusual ami allow- tor the widest latitude
in tempo;
you can -tart it slowly and as you near the big
increase the tempo without marring the composition
In 'westerns this might call for a gallop; the only way I have
been able to cope with them 1- to keep on marching and
galloping until I see a petticoat on the screen not on h
back, when
1 go into a wait/, of rollicking tempo.
"For No. |. The Big Scene,' it is impossible to say what
to play without seeing the picture. I<>r example, in the
'Army Colonel,' the big scene is where the Colonel suddenly
turns on the light. At this point I make a strong crescendo
and abrupt pause of about 10 seconds.
"Try action
this where
a situation
by taki
unexpected and
abrupt
or when
a shot isi- created
tired that

1^,

membering that the tiring of the shot must have some bearing on the pbu, No. ;. like 4, depends on the situation as to
appropriate music. No. 6 I usually treat as Xo. 1. unless
something is particularly suggested by the epicure. I do not
contend that the foregoing are fixed rules, that the incidents
occur in rotation as numbered, that they are all shown in one
picture, or that the musical suggestions as given are conclusive, but I have obtained excellent results with them and
in my house the music is talked about. Why can we not
expect, demand and receive from the manufacturers a musical plot for all pictures prior to their release? To illustrate
Itures,
submitusing
whatthree
I would
call aofpractical
plotstyle
for pic
pictures
entirely m'usical
different
and
temperament.

"THE ADVENTURES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

OF A RETIRED
ARMY
MUSIC
PLOT.
(Set-up.)

COLONEL"

(Vitagraph).

Pizzicato dramatic — Soft "sneaky" music.
Intermezzo two-step — Not characteristic.
Caprice — Staccato temperament.
Pizzicato dramatic — Same as 1.
Intermezzo
or 6-8 Char. ("Rain Drops" or "Ghost Dance,"
Rossiter,2-4 appropriate.)

(Min.
(
(
(
pub.

)
)
)
)
by

CUES.

Play No. 1 until Policeman comes from house after burglary.
Play No. 2 until Detective well on in R. R. station scene.
Play No. 3 until Leader "In Action."
Play No. 4 until Army Colonel turns on electric light.
Play No. 5 until End. (You will tind it effective to make an abrupt pause
of about 10 seconds between 4 and 5.)
"TWO

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

BATTLES"
(Vitagraph).
MUSIC
PLOT.
(Set-up.)

Slow waltz — Very legato.
Dramatic — Battle music.
Military march — Any Von Blon march appropriate.
Dramatic — Battle music.
Dirge — Funeral chant by Ilauptman appropriate.
Sentimental — "Traumerei."
Waltz.
CUES.

(Min. )
(
)
(
)
(
)
(
)

Play
Play
Play
Play

No. 1 untir Leader "In Africa."
No. 2 until Leader "Two Letters."
No. 3 until Soldiers go to front.
No. 4 until Gordon walks among dead on battlefield; begin softly,
crescendo
at battle.
Play No. 5 until Gordon covers friend with flag.
Play No. 6 until Army Club scene — crescendo while fiancee
plays piano.
Play No. 7 until End. Crescendo as they embrace. (Note: Any "Goodbye" song can be used for No. 1. No. 4 can be accentuated by
bugle call after 3d officer gives orders to Gordon.)
"THE

BRIDE

OF

LAMMERMOOR"
PLOT.
(Set-up.)

(Cines).

MUSIC

Min.
Mysterioso — Bass solo, tremolo
Hurry — Duel Music.

for right hand.

(

)

THE
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irf Dance."

"L< ve'a Dream After the Ball
Standard No, li
propi
J
"Le Secret," by Gautier.
pizzicato
Concert
nmiHc from "Lucia," very essential.
(
by TachaikowBarcarolle
mytterioui effect
,,t number,
(
."
from "Jocelyn
>ki or Uerceust
Play No.

Play
Play
Play
Play

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

i until
until
j until
4 until
5 until
6 until
- until

apHght.
•
Coniliat i« i
Lucia and Edward on garden scene of subdued light.
I ady Aabley introduces Arthur.
scene.
Lucia seated in "Marriage Contract
Once through.
End.

"1 separate the 'set-up' and cues for the reason that the
set up can be made as soon as you have the program, which
can be had 2 or 3 days before their release, then in the playing there will be nothing to confuse you in catching of cues.
The parentheses for minutes at the end of the lines will help
in selecting music, giving an idea of how long the number
will run; can be determined by number of feet of film used
figuring 60 feet to the minute."

Views and Interviews.
By Hugh
King Harris.
these days. By that I mean
swift
surely
is
pace
THE
the writing of Photoplays — what passed muster only
a few months ago to-day goes into the discard. I
me a letter from Mr. H. J. Brand, of Brand's
before
have
Advanced Motion Picture Co., Los Angeles, Cal. In it he
asks for some high grade, heavy educational scripts, and
states he is having a great deal of trouble finding what he
wants. We see on the screens to-day so many of the purely
dramatic and comical, that it is evident the educational of
interest is difficult to produce.
A careful review of the situation will clearly reveal the fact
that many educationals are in reality re-writes of magazine
articles and adaptations of historical stories, etc., the educational with an original twist is a scarcity.
the
Perhaps one rea-son why we have so many "Westerns"l ishalffact that they are more easily written, the conventiona
sorts
all
of
susceptible
are
chase
and
breed, sheriff, cowboy
of twists and turns, and the writer who is onto the game can
readily find it possible to produce salable scripts along this
line.
But in talking with the managers of several theaters
through the middle west recently there seems to be another
side to the "Western," it is the love of the public for action,
the out-door pictures, with horses and chases are never
monotonous. Interiors are apt to pall on one; to sit for
twenty or thirty minutes and simply see the leads play with
words makes an audience restless; action is imperative, the
railroad stories and war pictures prove strong favorites for
this very reason, they have lite.
reOf many stories I have sold recently I have found on life,
viewing them that they are carrying more and more
more special scenic effects, more vigor and the climaxes are
vivid and there is real life in all of them.
The motion picture game is in the ascendancy surely. I
have just completed a trip during which I devoted most of
the time to investigating motion picture conditions. The
outlook was never brighter.
Over in Chicago there was one thing I hated to see and
that was the class of "vaudeville" permitted by the^authorihouses. "Hoochee Coochees," "Girls in
ties in the picture
Blue," snake dancers and Salomes, it is a direct slap at the
business and even if these rotten stunts are pulled off in the
her district it makes no difference, motion picture houses
should be properly conducted or not at all. One place I
went into was as dark as a pocket and things were in a bad
condition all around. I found several cities overdoing the
sensational end in the way of advertising; a»western show
with scalps hanging on the box office is rather the limit.
1 find, however, a tendency for much better lighting, ventilation, advertising ami conduct in the theaters as a rule everywhere, the Cleveland, Detroit. Grand Rapids, Toledo. Indianapolis and other theaters visited were practically all run
in a fine condition and the class of people attending gave
evidence of the headway the pictures are making with the
best character of playgoers.
VJmost without exception the larger vaudeville houses are
featuring the photoplays, some run the Animated Weeklies
only— Others run up to three and four reels, but the picture
end is of decided importance all along the line.
The new releases bv the various companies is an indication of the increased demand— but as stated in the opening
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paragraph, "the pace is swift"— the writer has to keep right
up to the line and a little beyond. In this connection an
amusing occurrence came up while I was in the Selig office a while ago. I met a very pretty little girl at the informaEditor" was
"the IScenario
inquiry
tion desk,heand
stated I had written
busyforman.
was ona very
informed
f.-r them— and still she insisted that if there was any information I wanted she would give it to me. We talked for some
time and she volunteered the information that every day a
number of would be scribes blew in and if they were allowed
to see the "Editor" he would have mighty little time to read
the scripts, "And say maybe we don't get a bundle of them
hair.
too," she remarked as she pushed back a wisp of wayward

Of course I met Mr. Selig and we had a nice visit, although
the "Editor" was really out of town, and by the way in spite
west
of the fact that Selig's have sent most of their animals
they have a plentitude of dogs, steers, turkeys, and other
animals out at the plant to make it mighty interesting.
In one of the offices the editor kindly allowed me to go
over a big bundle of scripts submitted, out of some fifty
there were half a dozen written in lead pencil — others with
pen, some on dirty paper and rolled and creased in a way
that would bring tears to your eyes.
Surely the editors have their troubles and don't forget it
receive the "live ones" than the authors
happier
—arethey
the tochecks.
receive
to are
I met a great many theater managers who had a whole
lot of good things to say of the World, and its many departments, ithas done a great big lot of good in the field
and is looked upon as an educator of the right sort; its
advertising, music, projection departments and reviews, all
came in for their share of praise.
As for the Photoplaywright Department, Epes knows that
we pen pushers think of that end without saying anything
more about it.
The entire trip was a pleasant one and gave me many fine
ideas and an insight into many phases of the game I would
not have missed. I know it would be a splendid thing if
there could be more intermingling of those interested in the
work and the business, every town has something a little
different, the various manufacturers and managers all have
good ideas they are glad to talk over and it would pay one
to make even a short run to gather in some of the good things
that await one along the route.
Suffice it to say, the one big noise in the amusement field
to-day is the photoplay and it is not "coming into its own";
it has decidedly "arrived."

An Essanay Idyl.
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Efficiency Plan of Film
Salesmanship.

Bj R. I\ Nehls, Manager American

Film iiig. Co. of I hieago.

IT interest
is not to
the here
writer's
nor would
it be "t" general
inter intention
into a discourse
on salesmanship,
but
perhaps it would prove of value to better appreciate in
what respect salesmanship, as applied to moving picture films,
differs from it ^ application to general merchandise
"That fellow Smith never heard of Radio and he gobbled up like
a Turk telling
in famine."
It was
the asalesmen
Hunk
and
Company,
the boss
how onehe ofsold
big orderof of
an
inferior article where the mere knowledge of a certain com
peting brand would have squeezed him out. ["his is not extraordinary— it happens every day. It does not prove that it
pays to make an inferior line of goods, bul it does prove the
value of a standard. Again, a factory is probably making the
best, bul tin- selling force is not efficient and a really meritorious
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trying to correct what h« maj consider an erroneous mipr<
perhaps, or smooth out the lurbulcir
sentiment
and he knows that he cannot sell him film unit
is successful in sikh an effort
Surely, that cannol he found in
the curriculum of salesmanship.
But the condition
. and
have Keen known
to forcibly bear on the prosperity of a film
manufacturing concern.

Now, the question naturally suggests itself; "What is the
1 he answer is that no such
selling system of a brand of film."
thing exists— films are sold by a selling }<■>■,.-, not a salesmanship system. So the cleverest man in the world could not
a '"Flying
\" film if the brand were not up to the standard
in photographic quality, dramatic cast and technical 1
And when, on the other hand, it is in the quality class — why,
it is its own salesman!
Quality is its selling foi
<lvertisement to the man who buys, and its only and complete argument. No man on the road, carrying prints which ma.
d, can
qualityman
intomay
the agree
product
branch'
It must
exisl
I In' talk
exchange
thatasthea films
shown
him
by the representative are of good quality, but he will not order
on that alone. What he will most likely do is say, Yes, these
are pretty good, better than your concern has been making, but
how do I know I'm going to get films as good as this right
along? I'll watch them, Mr. Man, and if the releases of the
next few weeks are as good, I'll wire my order." And no
amount of argument is going to relieve him of the impn
that the two sample releases shown him are special efforts made
to catch his order.
Simmering the issue down to its actual merits, it will be
found that the employes in the studio and laboratories are the
key to the situation. '1 hey are the real salespeople. Let us see
why. The camera man must 'ossess a thorough know led..
the operation of the camera and the comparative value of light
or the prospect of sales is decreased. The dramatic possibilities must be worked out to the fullest extent and not handled
in a •'hurry this scene, I've got a date" manner, or the production loses much of its selling power. Good judgment must be
exercised in the selection of proper settings or the sales will be
impaired. The technical work at the laboratories, first of all,
the development of the negative, timing the printing and subsequent development of the positive, the toning and tinting, and
the assembling of the completed print, must be given the most
careful consideration, because here the efforts of all other departments mentioned can be put to naught and the prospct of sales
reduced to a minimum.
If the releases possess the selling force I have mentioned,
you will see who are responsible for it, and if the film does
not sell, then, you know where the trouble lies. The acting and
photography, the settings and the story (and the last is by no
means least) are the complete elements of the film. The raw
film stock is not taken into consideration as it is presumed to
be perfect, although this is not always the case. A chain is
only as strong as its weakest link. Let any one of these departments weaken and even the doubled strength of the remaining links will fail utterly to hold up the selling force of the

Mr.

R. R. Nehls.

article fails to find a ready market, and it is true in the line of
every day business that extravagant advertising has created a
demand for a product which would fail on a "try-it-before-youbuy"
selling
plan.
These,
in short, are the general conditions to
be found
in the
selling
world.
But the film selling story supplies conditions in a class of its
own. very likely unparalleled in the commercial world. The
actual "film drummer" does not exist. Of course, now and then,
the representative of a film manufacturing concern will go out
across the country with a couple of prints in his grip, but he
knows before he says "Good Morning" to the exchange man just
why the exchange is not buying his film. If it is because the
subjects are of poor quality, Mr. Salesman, if you please, will
not dare talk quality unless he is pretty sure that his line has
improved since that exchange last handled it. But he knows
full well that if such he the case, that film man knows it for he
has been watching the product, if for nothing more than to substantiate his own judgment in excluding it from his program.
In the recent strategic upheavals, sad to say. film has not sold
on an absolute standard of quality. Your film salesman, therefore, will probably talk to his prospect along trade politic lines,

product.
It may he argued that the standing order system of film
purchase gives market to occasionally unworthy productions.
That is true, but while it applies to a print here and there, it
has never proven of substantial advantage. For a poor production from a favorably known studio often indicates a change of
regime, a mistaken notion of economy or some kindred error
in management. Then it does not take long for the manager to
receive emphatic expressions of opinion from customers. If
he fails to read the signs and act accordingly, the cancellations
follow, usually in sufficient number to prove to him that another
change of regime is imperative or that his notion of economy
is affecting the worth of his product. Then, when he has got
his productions back to their former degree of quality, he is
confronted with the task of bringing this fact to the attention
of his customers forcibly enough to win back the reinstatement
of orders, so that in the long run, the week or two that the
standing order extended over the poor quality period was more
than equalized before the order came back and the manufacturer
finds his false economy rather expensive.
But was it argument that brought that order back? Was it
a promise that the brand would improve in lieu of actual improvement? No. It was fulfillment, execution. Salesmanship
availed nothing, but backed up by the selling force of a meritorious product, the personal representative was reduced to a
commercial expedient. Of course, that quality will win is a
platitude, but in no commercial pursuit is there a parallel to the
relation between the visiting representative and his product in
the film business. Here quality alone sells. The exchangeman
must be shown, and the best he can see is the best that the
studio and laboratories are capable of — that's the standard of
efficiency, the selling force.
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^Advertising for Exhibitors
conducted by

EPES

More About Photographs.
Film Exchange, of Boston, is interested in our disS. J.cussion ofFry
THE
the distribution of photographs of scenes from the releases,
but contemplate! issuing only one frame of photographs of each subject, obtaining these from the manufacturers and renting the frame to the
exhibitor by the day, the same as a banner.
The idea is a good one in a sense, but we think that it is too purely
local in scope to win the approval of the manufacturers. They might be
willing to supply a set of prints to cover the entire country, but the majority of them will not be willing to supply each locality with prints.
These photographs, known as "stills" or "flats," are made for the use
of the press departments as cut copy, and they are more or less of a
nuisance at best, since the handling of th« negatives interrupts the larger
photographic operations. It would be practicable to duplicate the sets, but
it would not be convenient to make a dozen or fifty to supply isolated exchanges. At the same time if the Fry Company will make inquiry of the
•ompanies direct, they may be able to obtain the desired prints.

That Telephonograph.
Perhaps you've shared our curiosity OS to the Telephonograph that the
Pastime Theater, Brooklyn, uses. Mr. Wunderle has told us about it. He
says "The Telephonograph" is a simple, but effective, device for a lecturer. A large wooden phonograph horn is suspended by an iron piping
stand about eight feet from the floor. To this is connected a length of oneinch flexible metal*tubing terminating in a cup shaped mouthpiece, the
whole being well to one side of the screen. The lecturer is seated at one
side of the screen and talks into the mouthpiece in his natural voice, the
sound being amplified by the resonant qualities of the phonograph horn,
which acts as a sound magnifier and makes it possible to fill the hall while
speaking in ordinary tones, which not only saves the strain on the throat,
but gives a more natural delivery. Another advantage is that the tubing
being flexible the lecturer may face the screen and watch the picture without his tones becoming muffled. The 'lYlephonographical part is used to excite attention, but the scheme itself is a capital one, and we are obliged
to Mr. Wunderle for the information. We have sent the address of the
firm making the stencil cutting machine he uses to several who made inquiry
■for it, and will be glad to send it to any who will enclose a return envelope
with their request. The price of the machine — $100 — puts it beyond the
reach of many, but at that it is no more costly than a typewriter.

From China.
The Arcade Theater, Tientsin, sends in two samples for this week. One
of these is the best piece of work they have yet shown us, a four-page
folder in red and black on heavy cream paper. It advertises "An Evil
Fascination," a Milano subject in two reels. Inside it is just a straight
run story of the film with a few words of introduction. Typographically
it is above the average. Another sheet shows a shadow cut with the suggestion that "Coming events cast their shadows before," an idea that may
be worked out in several ways. This sheet advertises the Olympic Games
of 1912 and the Oxford-Cambridge boat races, two films that emphasize the
value of the pictures. Europeans living in China hunger for the news of
home and the Arcade brings to their very doors all the sporting events
that the Briton, in particular, longs for. Outside of the imprint of the
Tientsin Press on most of the paper, the printing might have been done
in any good American shop, though now and then a folder on native paper
gives the hint of the Orient. We like the Olympic line: "Nations fighting
for supremacy in the realm of sport." It is the Olympic games in a nutshell.

By the Month.
J, S. Thomas, manager of the Palace Theater. Scranton, Pa., and other
houses in nearby towns, sends in a program of the Scranton house for the
month of October.
He writes:
I have been in the habit of usinR printers' ink in advertising
my bouses, anil am enclosing a copy of the program I am using for
the Palace Theater.
I find this method
of advertising pays very
well, but this is the first that I have used giving more than one
week.
This one was gotten up in a hurry, and 1 am planning some
improvements for the next issue, including the use of a few cuts.
The booklet is 3S4 by $$i, sixteen pages, with cover in heavy tinted paper.
The title page is well displayed, the type being clean and well set. There ap
pears only the name and address of the theater, the legend "The House
of Licensed
and Censored
Photoplays,"
ami "Program
of Features
for
October, 1912," the latter being played up to get the attention.
Inside the use of a cheap news ink gives some of the pages a rather
smeary look, which no doubt will be improved with the next issue. Too
much grease in the ink is apt to make for bad press work, and the work
here is susceptible of improvement. A better ink will have to be used if
cuts are run. On the grade of paper employed the 50 or 60 screen cuts will
give better results than the finer screens. Four reels are used to each
. show, though but two are advertised, the foot notes keeping that fact in
mind.
These run:
We show two additional reels every day, making four of the
best reels that money can buy.
Please bear in mind that this is only a partial list of our pictures.
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In addition to the subjects listed herein we show every day two
other reels.
For titles watCjh, the posters.

Some Small Points.
We think that a ten-point full face for titles throughout wou
belter than the alternate light and bold twelve-point that is used. The two
faces do not match and the impression of hurried work is conveyed that
does not aid the appeal. We think, too, that six instead of eight point
type and a more equal distribution of the space would help some. Where
a subject is dismissed with a line, possibly because the information is not at
hand, the impression created is that the reels so slighted are not the
equals of the others. Toward the end of the month the subjects are not
more than hinted at since the printed matter supplied by the companies is
not at hand and Mr. Thomas uses six-day stuff. We think that the monthly
program is gaining favor since it works well where the scheme hatried, and in due course it may be possible to interest the companies in
giving advance information further ahead.
The value of a booklet of this sort depends upon the effect created on
the minds of the readers and the best impression will not be made unless
the arrangement is orderly and business like. It is not always plain to
the reader why he does not like the issue, but the subconscious feeling is
present that the advertisement is not what it should be. Mr. Thomas has
taken better care of his end than has the printer.

Tips from Tally.
Seymour Tally, assistant manager of the Broadway Theater, Los Angeles,
sends some programs and this letter:
I enclose herewith a few of our late programs, assuming that
you may be interested in them. We have found them a very satisfactory medium for advertising. We get out about seven thousand
per week; half in the theater and the other half about town; they
cost $18.00 for the printing and I get up the written matter myself. We believe that the stories of the photoplays given in advance
in this manner bring us many patrons.
We noticed an article in the last number of the World wherein
your correspondent in this city stated that Quinn Brothers were
possessed of's lease which we had -given them on this house. We
would like you to contradict lhatjiptatement. as we are the sole
owners of this theater and have giVeri'no lease to them and do not
expect to ch» so.

Snappy Talks.
We find thjd' Tallygrams, as they are Vailed, decidedly good. They are
four-page folders on heavy paper in light shades of cream and yellow.
Each issue has a front page differing from the others, the value of which
is matter for debate. Our own belief is that the best way is to have a
front that can be recognized at a glance rather than a constant change.
The page is four inches wide by nine long and carries the double change
for the week, there being five reels to each program in addition to soloists.
Page two is reserved for editorial chat changed each week, the changes
being shown on the third and fourth pages. We think the most effective
display for the subjects is the marginal title here shown; a new and effective idea:
Dr.
Skinnem's
Wonderful
Invention
— Kalcm
The Ancient
Port of Jaffa
— Kalem

Dr. Skinnem is flat broke and greatly distressed.
Doctor falls asleep and dreams of a wonderful invention that enriches him and causes the departure
of all his troubles. What the invention accomplishes and its final results are laughably depicted.
A splendid view of Jaffa from the sea greets our
eyes and, going ashore, we marvel at the wonderful
street scene near the Custom
House.
We journey
on to the auction market and then visit the public
fountain on the Jaffa road.

The Editorial matter is good enough to reprint. Take this, for instance:
A great many people claim that Motion Pictures are injurious
to the c
WE claim that a visit to our theater is not only a pleasure but a
positive rest to the optic nerves.
The decorations and floor coverings are of a cool, pleasant green;
the hangings on the stage are of the same shade and serve to frame
the picture to the best advantage.
The picture screen is not of the type which forms a glaring reflection of all white lights thrown upon it.
FiRTHKRMORK, by the aid of a new feature installed this past
week, the blank screen is never shown, a heavy velvet curtain being drawn aside as the picture starts and drawn together as the
picture ends, a momentary pause being given between pictures to
allow for relaxation, for the reading of programs and for the exit
of patrons.
The curtain scheme is good.
Here is another:
-Do vol- know that TALLY'S has the only disappearing orchestra in America and. so far as we know, in the world. An orchestra
that always "rises to the occasion." During the opening overture
they arc up where you can see them play; upon finishing, piano and
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all. they sink down out of sight where the glare of the orchestra
lights wn't bother your eyes.
Spei iking of our orchestra, in their choice of selections ind in
their rendition, they arc unsurpassed anil the fact that they "play
the pictures," that is, play Such inu-.it' as liest Miih ih.
picture, adds greatly to the attractiveness of the show.
Tally's TheatIR is closed to patrons between five and six P M
and is thoroughly swept and cleaned and the air becomes purified
before the evening crowd takes possession,
This feature is nol found in the "continuous
run" houses,

Keeping in Touch.
It'- a splendid thi n n to keep in touch with your audience by means of
and programs. Tell them what you have done for their comfort and
what you are going to do. Make them feel that you constantly have theii
best interests at heart and that you arc running the show to give them
pleasure as well as to make money for yourself. Get the matter up in a
breezy fashion and you'll find that your chat is as helpful in creating busiyour announcement of films. To a certain extent the play's the
thing, but given precisely the same program in the same condition and one
bouse will make money where the other loses. One man puts his personality into the house, the other does not, and the personality of the house
counts as strongly as the personality of the player on the sr
There are some theaters in New York given over to vaudeville that have
changed hands recently.
The former manager stamped the houses with hinality and he sold the dollar seats first.
The new owner has left his
imprint on the house and the seventy-five cent seats mostly sell after tincheaper seats are gone.
Everything you do and say helps or hurts your
See to it that your words and actions are helpful.

A Montgomery Tribute.
Down South, Frank Montgomery has left his imprint on his chain of
houses and the other day he was accorded the unusual honor of being given
the editorial page cartoon in the Jacksonville Metropolis, the cut showing
the manager sitting on a bench tightly clasping Miss Jacksonville while the
more attractive Miss New York tries to coax him away. The caption indicates that he is going to stay South, but for all that we should like to see
New York made one of the feeders of the "Jax" circuit. Mr. Montgomery
would give us a style of performance that is not to be found in these parts
just now. It counts for something when you can make yourself such a
factpr in local affairs that your plans provide inspiration for the cartoonist.

Ticket Books.
The Cameraphone theaters, Pittsburg, are selling books of twenty-four
tickets for one dollar. Apart from the appeal to the bargain instinct and
the saving of money, the tickets are a convenience and help to clinch
business by making regulars. The Cameraphone Bulletin seems to keep
straight up to the mark week in and week out. They are using this form
which may be useful to others:
ARE YOU ON THE MAILING LIST?
Of late we have received many requests from patrons to place
their names on our "Weekly Bulletin" mailing list. To give all an
opportunity, we invite those interested to fill in the form below and
mail same to us, and each Saturday we will mail the "Bulletin"
announcing stories for the following week.
Cameraphone Theater, 347-349 Fifth Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Please mail "Weekly Bulletin"
To

Believes in the Papers.
Lee D. Balsly, manager of the Aladdin Theater, Springfield, Mo., and
treasurer of the Missouri Exhibitor's League, sends a well displayed ad
and expresses his belief that in towns of from 10,000 to 15,000 inhabitants
the newspaper offers the best advertising. It does when ads look like his.
At the same time we think that posters should back up the work of the
papers. Mr. Balsly writes that he finds it necessary to drop around and
see the compositors once in a while to keep them in touch with his ideas
and that is probably the reason why he gets an excellent display. Printers
are like others in that they like a word of appreciation now and then
and they will work harder for a man they know than for one who merely
sends his copy over to the office and never comes himself. We think that
the compositor can suggest the composition, though we cannot preserve the
proportions of the advertisement.
Here it is:
"HOUSE COZY"
ALADDIN
ALOXE IN NEW YORK
being the second story of
'WHAT
HAPPENED
TO MARY."
The story is absorbing, splendidly acted and will increase the
interest in Mary's character
which was begun in the film "An
Escape from Bondage." released a month ago.
TO-DAY AND MONDAY.
FINE FILM.
Watch the Daily Papers for Program.
Biograph every Wednesday
and Thursday.
Pathe Weekly every Saturday and Sunday.

Mr. Smithers "Opens."

C. T. Smithers, of the Idle Hour circuit has been keeping his Aberdeen
house open all summer through various schemes including an orchestra
strike because the house was kept too cool, but he has a formal opening
which enables him to get out an announcement and the announcement is
good enough to make us overlook the opening of an already opened house.
Mr. Smithers writes that he has issued these opening announcements for
several seasons and finds that it pays him. There is no reason why it should
not, for he spreads himself on this annual.
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one tn hand is in dark green ink on light green paper and tl
■ matches exsctly,
All of the circulars wn<- smt out sealed and with
letter postage, and the sheet is two fold, though but" one page is uted.
It
tlionablc demand
and is quite the brut thing Mr
Smithers
ent us — and he is a regular and w> li
r, at that.
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September 28, 191 2.
Dear Friend and Patron:
Monday. September 30th, and Tuesday. October ut. are the
d.ili s let foi OUI formal annual opening for the season o{ 1 01 2
and 1913, We have given you the best procurable in motion photography and music during the past year, but at this year's opening
•re have made an unusual effort and obtained features far in advance of even our own expectations.
the musical line we are stepping forward. We have secured for leader in the five piece orchestra, Mr. Vernon Alger.
This means the best possible in musical selections.
We have installed the very latest model machine, Power's Cameragraph No. 6 A, the highest price machine on the market and the
first shipped into South Dakota. This new 1913 model is fire-proof
and the pictures will be absolutely without flicker. The machine has
larger magazines, which enables us to add another 1,000 feet of film
to our program, making a total of 4.000 feet of pictures instead of
3,000, which we have been running. Intermissions can be cut down
to a very small margin.
Just to call your attention to the improvement we have made in
our programs, would say that a year ago one big two-reel subject
once a month was all that could be procured. Now, by the selection of big features from the famous Universal Film Manufacturing Co., we? are showing one and two every week, all that it is
possible to obtain. We have secured for our opening, Monday and
Tuesday, the fine two-reel subject, "Maud Muller." and for Wednesday and Thursday, "The Outcast Child." These will be followed by other two-reel subjects, "The Celebrated Case," "Rip
Van Winkle," "Massacre of the Sante Fe Trail," "Filial Love,"
"At Old Fort Dearborn" and others.
Every effort will be put forth this coming season to make "those
idle hours" spent in the Idle Hour very happy ones.
We wish to thank you sincerely for your patronage in the past
and hope to see you in attendance at our opening days, September
30th and October 1st. IYours
remain.very truly,
C. T. SMITHERS.
Probably even Mr. Richardson will be interested in learning that the
larger magazine of the Power's 6A will permit four instead of three thousand feet to be run. There's a house in town that is running 8,000 feet on
an old machine, but it is allowable to cheat a little when you write an
advertisement and no statement like this will harm, while it does help to
emphasize the facts of the new machines and the longer show.

But Not This Way.
Quite different is the statement that is made by the Royal Theater, at
St. Joseph, Mo., in regard to the Queen Elizabeth pictures shown September
23-26.
It says in part:
____
This is the first time MADAME
SARAH
BERNHARDT
has
ever appeared in motion pictures.
The ROYAL THEATER is the
first motion picture house in the United States to show this picture.
The admission will remain the same — 10 Cents.
This sort of thing is foolish, so foolish that a friend who has no interest
in the exhibition end sent in the advertisement for our delectation.
On
the face of it, it is absurd to suppose that this important film should be
shown first in the Missouri city and no one will believe it. If they did believe it it would not heighten the importance of the reels in any way and in
an effort to be impressive the management has made itself ridiculous. More
still, it overlooks Camille, which was widely boomed.
Otherwise the advertisement is effective, dropping six inches across three
columns, the advertisement itself being 3 x 3^, the announcement being
framed in eight point full face alternations of Sarah Bernhardt and Queen
Elizabeth in this fashion:

HARDT
HARDT
H\RDT
H\RDT
HARDT
H\RDT
H\RDT
H\RDT
HARDT

SARAH BERNHARDT
SARAH BERNHARDT
SARAH BERNHARDT
SARAH BERNHARDT
SARAH BERNHARDT
SARAH BERNHARDT
SARAH BERNHARDT
SARAH BERNHARDT
SARAH BERNHARDT
QUEEN ELIZABETH
QUEEN ELIZABETH
QUEEN ELIZABETH
QUEEN ELIZABETH
QUEEN ELIZABETH
(AD COPY HERE) QUEEN ELIZABETH
QUEEN ELIZABETH
QUEEN ELIZABETH
QUEEN ELIZABETH
QUEEN ELIZABETH
QUEEN ELIZABETH
QUEEN
ELIZABETH
If You Run That Film.
SARAH
SARAH
SARAH
SARAH
SARAH
SARAH
SARAH
SARAH
SARAH

BERNHARDT
BERNHARDT
BERNHARDT
BERNHARDT
BERNHARDT
BERNHARDT
BERNHARDT
BERNHARDT
BERNHARDT

And by the way. if you run Queen Elizabeth, stop with the scene before
the last, cutting out that absurd death flop into the pile of cushions placed
before the throne for no other reason than to save the Bernhardt bones.
It gives a comedy finish that is hurtful.
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At the

Universal.

ACCORDING lo the latest announcement the Universal will retain its
script reading room, but will supply each studio with one or more
photoplay writers on salary. These writers will edit the scripts purchased on tin outside and write stories of their own to make up the number required by the directors.
The reading room will be at i Union Square until the change is made
to new quarters, and will be under the direction of C. B. ("Pop") Hoadley,
a thoroughly practical and experienced photoplay writer, and a man who
has made hosts of friends through his editorial connections with Imp,
Champion, Powers, and others.
It is too early to announce a scale of prices, but we do not think that the
ten dollar script will last long under the Hoadley regime, for no experienced editor expects to get scripts of proper quality for that price, and
Mr. Hoadley wants to see the best. We think that the announcement of
his appointment will be sufficient to raise the curse that has hung over the
reading office, at least to those who know.
It may interest some to know that the offered free criticism of scripts
was a scheme that died a-borning.
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If a man coming down the street meets a woman whom he knows he
raises his hat in salutation. That is the conventional greeting. He follows
the conventions; the accepted usage. Millions of men daily greet millions
of ladies with t lit- conventional raising of the hat. There is nothing novel
or exciting in the action.
But suppose that a man met a woman and instead of raising his hat to
her grabbed her by the neck and demanded the return of the false- teeth shi
has not yet paid him for. That action would be most unconventional and
therefore exciting. It is not well to have- such strenuous dentists as heroes
for your stories, but you want to come closer to the dentist than to the
"lid" lifter in forming up your plots.
"Obvious"
merely means
that when
your story starts everyone
lei
just how it is going to end because stories that start that way end in a
certain way.
When
you fool them by using an entirely unsuspected
line
of development you have ceased to be obvious.

Horace G. Plimpton.
We are not running a picture of Horaci G. Plimpton in our photoplay
editor series because he is the Edison editor, but because he is not. This
is to correct the popular belief that he is. His official title is Manager of
Negative Production and he has full responsibility for all departments of
1

In Sending to Eclair.
The Kclair Company asks that scripts offered them be addressed to the
photoplay department of that company, and not to an individual. Numerous
scripts arc received intended for Eclair, but addressed to Eustace Hale
Ball, although Mr. Ball has not been connected with the Eclair Company for
several months.
And having delivered their message to you, we want to add the remark
that the same process should be followed in all cases unless you enjoy
such closely personal relations with the editor as to warrant the direct address. It does not in any way assist you to sell your script more quickly
or to better advantage, and sometimes it does retard the handling of your
work promptly should the person addressed be ill, absent from town or no
longer with the company. If you want to sell scripts to a company address
them to that company, and not to an individual, and get over the crass
foolishness of the belief that if you can learn the editor's name and address them to him direct, you can get the inside track. We have even
seen scripts come in addressed to initials because those initials were signed
to a letter. The initials happened to be those of the stenographer who had
written the letter.
Don't do it.

These Your Sons?
Emily Ward Schott, Canajoharie, N. Y., has received in one of her own
return envelopes a script entitled "Two Sons of Wealth." As the company
did not enclose a rejection slip, she has no knowledge of the sender, and
the script itself bears neither name nor address. The letter is postmarked
Station O, which is the postal district in which the Universal office is
situated, and probably the script came from there. The owner of the script
can have the same on application with identification and stamped and adDo not send to us. Send to her.
dressed return envelope.

Change at the Comet.
We have received a number of letters from authors who complain that
they arc unable to obtain the return of their scripts from the Comet Company. These complaints are well founded, but we believe that there will
be no cause for complaint with Joe Roach on the desk. Comet has had no
photoplay editor and has treated scripts with scant courtesy. Some have
gone back and others have hung around. Mr. Roach promises a new condition and we think that some of the long lost scripts will presently come
home, while more recent arrivals will be handled with celerity and due
courtesy.

Not Enough Action.
A correspondent writes that he received a script back the other dav with
the remark that there was not enough action, but he thought he put in
all the action that was essential for the player.
Not enough action, in the studio, docs not mean that the author has
not told the player fully what he should do, but means that there is not
enough action (or movement) to the plot There is not enough happening
to make a good story. A plot may contain the germ of a good idea and
yet be so badly developed that there is nothing to the story as it appears
on the screen save the start and finish of the play with some more or less
germane action in between. Such a plot lacks action. The actors act, but
their actions do not interest because the action is unmeaning. There are
actions and actions. See to it that your action interests because it rouses
speculation while it advances the story.

"Too Conventional."
From Fond du Lac comes an inquiry as to what "too conventional" means,
the writer stating that many of his stories come back
so marked
There arc two words
that the novice will encounter— "obvious"
and
conventional." The conventional
story
the old beaten path
It
acks novelty.
It adheres too closely to follows
established form
In a word it
lacks newness and so, interest.

Mr. Horace G. Plimpton.
the production end. He supervises those who do select the stories just as
he supervises the production of the plays, selects the companies, plans their
field work and looks after the other innumerable details that make him one
of the busiest men in the photoplay world. When Mr. Plimpton took hold
of the Edison studio the product was uncommonly bad even for several
years ago. but he has brought the production to the front rank and has
held it there — which is an even more difficult attainment. He was the first
to use copyrighted stories as such, one of the first to credit the author
on the film, and seemingly has solved the cast problem by announcing each
important player immediately before appearance.

An Ungallant Author.
Steve Talbot offers a funny proposition in a recent letter.

He writes in

What is the matter with a man who writes a photoplay a week,
and never by any chance introduces a female lead, and hardly a
part: female character in any of them?
I suppose I work along the same lines as other writers. A single
idea comes to me — usually while watching a play on the screen —
I turn it over in my mind for a day or two. At the end of the
second day I have the plot evolved in my mind. I then write a four
or five hundred word synopsis which includes every incident which
will strengthen the plot. Let that cool off for a day, then make
a rough draft of the scenario, scene by scene. Next I write a
two hundred word synopsis, and after going over the scene plot
with a blue pencil, copy the whole and mail it.
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Wh.it perplexes mc, and inspires this query, is the fact that after
my photoplay is finished, and ready for mailing, / u»i surprised to
find on reading that I have no female part of any imi.nrt.nur and
usually none at all, If this omission wire premeditated, I should
not mention it, or bother you with a letter; hut the very fact
tliat / .1111 surprised to find that my script is not suitable fur the
Victor or other company, which features a woman, shows tli.it the
omission is the result of something in my make up which is— well,
to say the least — not conducive to an alarming lucceu is a photoplaywright, now that most of the producing companies are depending for their success upon the beauty or ability of 1 Pickford,
Lawrence, or a Fuller,
The first photoplay I ever wrote that is worthy of an editor's
attention did have a prominent part for a woman, and with its rejection by the Victor Company came a letter from C. II. van
Buskirk, saying that a similar theme had been used by the Imp
Company, and requesting the pleasure of seeing more of my work.
Somewhat elated. I immediately went over in my mind my other
productions, and was amazed to discover that out of a dozen (the
ind total), none had a female character, or an excuse for one,
so I am without the means of affording Miss van Uuskiik the requested pleasure.
Now. after reading the above, which I hope makes my distressing position plain to you, what's the matter with me?
And do you
suppose I am alone in my peculiarity?
We think that Mr. Talbot makes his discovery too late. He works in a
methodical and businesslike fashion, hut he doesn't seem to size up his plot
correctly in its early form.
He should take that synopsis and ask himself
where the lady is, and if she is not to be found the only thing to do is to
force her into her proper place.
There is, of course, a distinction between
female lead and leading woman,
and we take it that Mr. Talbot has his
leading woman. ■ The thing, then, to do is to twist the plot in such a
fashion that the woman has the stronger part.
It will not only be good
mental discipline, but it will be a revelation in the matter of flexibility
of the plot. Almost any story can be thrown to the man or woman at will,
and since Mr. Talbot now knows his fault and the remedy we hope soon
to have report that he is out of his difficulties.
If we ran a correspondence school (which Heaven forbWl), we should
tequire our pupils to write a story for a leading man and then turn it
over to the woman. It can be done 'with seven stories out of ten and
sometimes with decided advantage to the plot.
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It is not generally known thai
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has mam capital productions t.. hrr CI
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for the following '■i'ii
iggestions:
"In writing i"r the motion picture held, I have in mind that fiv<shelf nf books made
t.mioiis by President
ly books may not be
Identical with his, but the ihelf wrvi as an illustration.
"My ideal picture entertainiclf of books come
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etry, would
more begooda bit
prose,
^^^■^^^fc^ I geography,
some
philosophy,
history,
religion and even
a few character sketches. Variety would indeed be the
spice of life in the world of
motion pictures.
"But the idea has taken
firm root that the ideal photoplay is one in which excitement issustained throughout to some novel climax,

Miss Lois Weber.

same
when

and presumably for that reason most of the playwrights
and editors and directors
strive to attain that ideal.
"Well
directed,
such
a

play does indeed make a good
picture, but equally good pictures can be made of climaxless plays.
Don't let us all cut out after the
pattern and feel that the height of originality has been reached
we find a new climax.

"The effort will only bring discouragement to the writers who lack subtlety or original imaginations, but who may have ideas just as attractive
in their way if they adopt the pattern best suited to them. They might
be the philosophers, historians or poets necessary to the book shelf where
there appears to me to be a great deal of room for them.
"I have read hundreds of photoplays by ambitious writers, and, with
few exceptions, writers most lacking in imagination strove most for the
murder, theft, suicide or illegal elopement that represented climax to them.
I do not say that all the unsuccessful writers would succeed by remembering
that such crimes are too common to be interesting, but I think more would
meet with encouragement than do at present, and the atmosphere would be
purified considerably.
"If only more directors (and most of all, directors of directors!) would
realize the value of simple themes in pictures and give them a place. They
are harder to direct, it is true, but how refreshing when well done. It may
be that these directors are not over burdened with simple theme plays. That
the public likes them, I know from personal experience. Take for illustrasimple.tion a picture made this year, "The Price of Peace." The story was most

How easy it is to pick flaws. Everybody's doing it. The incongruity of a costly bracelet on the arm of a tattered heroine returning to the old homestead is readily seen; and other inconsistencies
occasionally shown on the screen. But why so many willing to
throw the hooks into the director? Pause, put yourself in his
place, consider the mass of detail on his overburdened shoulders,
the whirl of events in his maelstrom of duties, and cease to wonder
that some little detail sometimes escapes his notice.
Away with the hammers!
Out with the helping hands, and let's
all get together with suggestions for the betterment of the script
itself.
If a good idea strikes you send it in and let it redound
to the benefit of all. There is. I fear, too much of this jealous
hugging to the breast of many little tips which might be helpful
to our fellow writers.
It is a struthious absurdity; the obsession of
Number One.
The selfish man never attains to the pinnacle point
of success.
The student of metopomancy
will tell you that the
over-development of the bump of selfishness retards, seriously, the
growth of the bump of genius.

"A man married a woman whom he loved devotedly. She died and he
was beside himself with grief. He sought relief in every worldly thing
without avail and learned the lesson of life at last, that the "Price of Peace
Is Holiness." The action moved simply and with dignity. There were
no terrific scenes and no evil accomplishment. It was a series of beautiful
and convincing illustrations. That photoplay further sinned against accepted
traditions by having a subtitle before every scene where no subtitle was
required for mere understanding of the action.

We were a bit doubtful about that "struthious," but Mr. Carroll says
it means to hide your head under the sand like an ostrich, so we'll take
his word for it, though we do not approve of words that are to be found
only in dictionaries costing ten dollars and upward.
But there is meat to what he says. If you've been helped, help others.
Tell what you've found out that others may be helped. You can't write all
the scripts. Help those who are trying to write those you cannot handle.
Send in your suggestions, rather than your kicks, and help make this department an exchange of ideas. If you are up it is because someone has
given you a helping hand.
Pay back your debt by helping others.
Mr. Carroll also suggests the reading of the entire paper even to the
Projection Department, which at first glance might not interest the author.
It is a good tip. It is ostensibly for operators, but Mr. Richardson has
much that should interest authors. The more you know about any phase
of the business the better qualified you become to succeed in your own line.

"Where illustrating a poem on the screen, a verse is placed before each
scene. In the case of "The Price of Peace," a short story written in
twenty sub-titles was illuminated by twenty scenes. Of course that method
must always remain the exception rather than the rule, but it must be taken
into account when arguing against or for the sub-litle.
"Many good photoplays require no sub-titles at all for effect or understanding, but often the right words in a sub-title or other insertion are
the means of creating an atmosphere that will heighten the effect of a
scene, just as tearful conversation or soliloquy at a stage death bed will
move the audience to tears where the same scene enacted in silence would
leave it dry eyed.
"Naturally the wrong words may have the opposite effect, but that is no
argument against the subtitle; it only argues that the wrong person
wrote it.

Points of View.
A well-known woman writer wants to know why it is that her estimate
of a story is not accepted by the editor.
She says:
Why do not authors and editors agree as
I wrote a poor story in about a day, sent
came back so often I was about to throw
when I tried it once more and received
enough.

to what is a good story?
it out several times. It
it into the waste basket,
$15 for it — which was

There is not a man or woman living who can get the perspective on his
own work. We took $8 for one of the best fiction stories we thought we
ever wrote. When it came out in print we were almost ashamed of it,
yet for three months we thought things about a well meaning and hardworked editor who saw with clearer vision than our own.
This is even more to the point in photoplay where few writers have
the precious gift of being able to visualize their action. The story that
may seem best to the writer may be dull and uninteresting on the screen,
and the bald recital of bare action may make a feature. Don't make up
your mind that this is a good and that a poor story. Find out what the
tditor thinks and give him credit for knowing.

As to the Subtitle.

My own experience has been that the photoplaywright need worry little
or not at all about sub-titles, and not a great deal about form and scenes,
for most directors base their acceptance or rejection of a play on its main
idea as set forth in the synopsis, and by the time they have rearranged the
scenes of an accepted script to their liking, the original sub-titles are of no
value.
Some few well-known writers have the pleasure of seeing their ideas carried out in full, but unless one is such a character, one's ideas will appear
"as is" on the screen, which, after all, is better than not having them appear
at And
all. those writers who have not yet had the latter half loaf can have
little help given them
columns, for no one
idea that counts. All
in their favor, for an

other than has been offered
can teach ideas as ha* often
should have neatness in their
editor has no expectations of

heretofore through these
been said, and it is the
rrlanuscripts as one point
finding a neat idea in a

dirty, much corrected and misspelled manuscript. Don't give him more call
for prejudice than he already justly has.
"In the meantime we will all go on writing more plays that can be read
and many that shouldn't be. and the editors will continue to imperil their
epicurean powers by enforced tasting of many badly seasoned samples, and
we should all be in a bad way indeed if we were not sure that things must
always come right if enough of us work toward that end."
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Comments on the Films
Licensed

"EXPERIMENTS WITH LIQUID AIR" (Pathe), Oct. 3.— A short, but
clear and very entertaining scientific picture.

WELL MATCHED (Essanay), Oct. 2.— A comedy freshly amusing and
well acted. John Steppling and Mary Might play an engaged couple who
haven't seen each other for five years. Both have grown fat, both have
written that they dislike fat people. Neither of these players are really fat,
b«t bath are well filled enough to suggest the situation and both are good
comedy players. They make their reducing exercises and fasting very convincing. We saw it with an East Side crowd up in the gallery. The audience plainly was enjoying it and, after the laughable climax, when the two
go out for a good lunch together one hungry spectator began to shout out
the order that the two were going to give to the waiter. Howard Missimer
plays Doctor Thin; Lily Branscombe, the lady attendant; Chas. Hitchcock,
the man attendant. Beverly Bayne, Mildred Weston and Evebelle Prout are
the lady orchestra while Dolores Cassinelli is the cabaret singer.
"AT THE BURGLAR'S COMMAND" (Pathe), Oct. 2.— A burglar comes
on a pretty girl (Gwendolin Pates) about to commit suicide on account of a
tiff with her sweetheart. He makes her call up the man, who is eager
enough to make up, and when the man comes, he makes him call up a minister and they have the wedding, to which he is witness. Perhaps something
like this has been done before; but here it is especially well done. The
burglar furnishes excellent comedy and two or three good laughs. The best
reason why the picture is good is because it is human. It is in the groove
of a very natural dream. Any one in love would be very thankful to a
burglar who brought about a longed-for marriage; indeed, some romantic
souls might even pray for the burglar. Miss Pates is not only a good actress,
but she is very personable also. The burglar also adds much to the picture.
A good offering.
"THE VILLAGE VIXEN" (Kalem), Oct. 4. —
does good work in this drama — in fact, it may be
of the vixen that saved the picture from falling
on the otheis in the cast; they did their part, but

Jane Wolf in the title role
said it was her delineation
flat. This is no reflection
the story was not there.

"CASHMERE, THE CHIEF HEALTH RESORT OF INDIA" (Edison),
Oct. 4. — The charm and interest of this splendid scenic are enhanced by
superb photography. There are views of swiftly running rivers, tumbling
cascades and primitive bridges; one marvelous picture is a panorama of the
Vale of Cashmere, with the snow-capped Himalayas in the distance, their
reflection showing in the glassy water as plainly as do the mountains themselves in the background. Another scene giving a view of the return of the
Maharajah from his winter sojourn in the plains will be of great interest.
"SHE CRIED" (Vitagraph), Oct. 3. — Miss Florence Turner gives us a
bit of old-time Turner comedy. It just happens that she also wrote this skit
as well as taking the chief role. There are many in the cast, the chief of
whom is Harry Morey, who makes a lot of fun on his own account by his
delineation of the "tough" of the factory. It is a case of more or less
laughter all the way through the thousand feet. Miss Turner takes the part
of Mame, "the boss weeper," and she leaves a trail of tears in every department in which she is successively tried. E. R. Phillips, Charles Eldridge,
Robert Gaillord, Charles Edwards and Richard Rosson all do good work.
"THE GREAT DROUGHT" (Selig), Oct. 3.— There are two very interesting character portrayals in this dramatic story of a western farming country.
It is an unusual picture with a mystical thread in it, for those who want to
Santschi) is a hardfind it. Its principal character, Jim Harker (Thomas
hearted, scornful man. The object of the picture is to show the breaking down
The means it uses,
knees.
his
of this man's pride and the bringing of him to
and for this wc most commend it, are not mere hard luck nor, as it seems
natural forces, but all that is most evil in the man unites with all that is
good in a dramatic struggle which grows tenser and tenser, until just at the
close of a famine-making drought, he prays. This struggle is the center of
the picture and every other character in it is used solely to bring out its
human qualities. Our first view of Harker shows him a hard landlord, but
one who will face a mob. Next we see him a hard father to his daughter,
who loves a poor man. Next he is shown as scornfully rebuking his wife for
teaching his little son to pray. There is now introduced an old hag, very
worthily presented, who acts as the caller down of vengeance. The author,
Lanier Bartlett, deserves high praise, as also does the producer, Colin Camphell. Mrs. llarkner is Anna Dodge; the daughter, Bessie Eyton; her poor
lover W. Oakman; his mother, Lillian Hayward; his sister, Lillian Clark;
Domingucz, A. E. Garcia. Others who appear are Geo. Hernandez, Frank
Richardson and Rob. Chandler. We wish we could tell who played the
old hag.
She is a very praiseworthy figure.
"A HOSPITAL HOAX" (Kalem), Oct. 2. — A farcical picture with a situa
tion exaggerated with the purpose of making fun. It has a sporting man for
its hero, and makes him fall in love with a pretty hospital nurse. She is
"tipped off" and when he arrives as a sick man she. with the doctor and
other nurses, have fun with him. It pleased the sport loving members of
the audience.
"ANCIENT TEMPLES OF EGYPT" (Kalem), Oct. 2.— Excellent views
of Luxor, Karnac and Thebes. It is like other Egyptian pictures made by
the Kalem people, very good indeed. Any of these pictures on a split reel
adds much to its value.
"THEODORE ROOSEVELT" (Pathe), Oct. 3.— A very well photographed
topical, taken at Sagamore Hill, Oyster Bay.

"A FEUD IN THE KENTUCKY HILLS" (Biograph), Oct. 3.— An unusually tense picture, even for a Biograph. In it, after a few scenes that
introduce excellently suggested types of mountaineers and give a few
glimpses of mountain life, the action becomes like a whirlwind. It is a oneact picture of the almost complete annihilation of a mountain family. A love
story softens it some; but it is a hard picture, almost brutal. It is for tkose
who like their pictures fiery. It will surely please the gallery and also, we
think, many who arc not in the gallery; but, while we feel sure it will be
a success, we cannot commend it wholly; it is likely to offend very sensitive
minds, because it is a blood-thirsty picture.
"THE REDEMPTION OF SLIVERS" (Essanay), Oct. 3.— A picture with
a situation to please a large number of patrons, in that it shows a man
wholly submerged breaking through all difficulties and making a man of
himself. It is not convincingly shown and fails to get the grip that persuades us that the story is truthful. The story is clear and in part well
acted. The leading role, "Slivers," fits E. H. Calvert very well. A younger
man would have been better; but he shows a regeneration of a tough character very well. Wm. Bailey's farmer is decidedly weak. Beverly Bayne
as the farmer's daughter and Eleanor Blanchard do excellently as do Howard Missimer and John Steppling as rural characters. Frank Dayton is a policeman; Chas. ifitchcock, a braKeman, and Dolores Cassinelli, Evebelle
Prout and Mildred Weston have small parts.
"THE RED BARRIER" (Vitagraph), October 5.— Harry Morey, as •
Russian diplomat, takes a strong part in this drama. Leah Baird, as
Isabel, daughter of Professor Bain (Charles Eldridge), is courted by
Lieutenant Bruce (Earle Williams) as well as the count. The count,
through the destruction of a note written by the lieutenant, wins out. He
proves to be a brute. A chance meeting at a diplomatic ball leads to 3
duel between the Russian and the lieutenant. The Russian is killed. The
blood shed by the husband proves to be the barrier to a marriage between
the lieutenant and the widow.
It is a good release.
"THE LINE AT HOGAN'S" (Biograph), October 7. — Most amusing
comedy. Hogan, a hod-carrier, wins the widow O'Shaughnessy, beating
out McNabb, a fat man. Hogan is always having trouble with a clothesline
which runs in his back yard. On the afternoon before the wedding night
he again collides with the line; it just happens that the wedding clothes
are hanging out, placed there by Hogan's daughter. Hogan in his rage
denudes the line and jumps on the clothes. Of course, they cannot be
worn and the hod-carrier goes to his wedding in makeshift clothing. He
is rejected and McNabb accepted. A few days later when Hogan witnesses
the brooming which the "unlucky McNabb is getting at the hands of the
husky bride he gets his revenge. Hogan is so happy he goes home, hangi
up the line, suspends a horseshoe on it, and underrreath puts a chair, in
which he sits, with his daughter on his lap. .
"A TEN-KARAT HERO" (Biograph), October *.— On the same reel as
the foregoing is another laughmaker. It is a reminder, in a measure, of
"One-Round Hogan." The town bully comes to grief when one of his
victims, catching him asleep, removes the belt which sustains the tough's
trousers. Then, gathering a crowd, the victim awakes the sleeper. The
bully gets to his feet. As he does so the victim hits him. The bully goes
to strike in return, but discovers that his trousers need attention. He gets
another punch. Every time the bully starts a blow the trousers begin to
fall, and the division of his attention results in disaster. The victim wins
back the girl he had lost through his supposed cowardice.
PATHE'S WEEKLY NO. 41.— There is no more inspiring sight in
motion pictures than the view of racing yachts. In this number there
is a splendid scene, with the camera close at hand, of two great racing
machines, under full sail, the water pouring over their rails by the ton.
There are other fine views of the Cowes regatta. Other notable pictures
are of the New Haven celebration and the conference at Altoona, Pa.
There is also given a short glimpse of the late General Nogi of Japan,
the last picture of him taken before the motion camera.
"A REDMAN'S LOYALTY" (Pathe), October 5.— In a film replete
with excellent photography and marked by fine camera work, George Gebhart puts over a real Western. Mr. Gebharl takes the part of an Indian
to whose care have been confided two girls on their way across country.
The picture is most carefully and intelligently staged, and there is a dramatic finish. Mr. Gebhart's work was of his best, and he was well
supported.
"AN ASSISTED ELOPEMENT" (Selig), October 4.— With a plot that
cannot by any means be said to be new, Selig makes laughs in a picture
in which Frank Clark, Elmer Clifton and Betty Harte have the leads.
"HER SPOILED BOY" (Vitagraph), October 4.— Miss Anne Schaefer
does excellent work as the mother of a pampered son in this production of
the Western company.
Robert Thornby well portrays the son.
"THE CONFEDERATE IRONCLAD" (Kalem), October 5.— This is a
good Civil War picture in which the Kalem company plainly spared no expense to make an interesting and a thrilling production. Many men are
employed in the making of this film; also several large craft and a train
of fiat cars are used. A remarkable scene is the portrayal of the ironclad
going into action. Marion Cooper, Anna Nilsson, Guy Coombs and Hal
Clements have the leads.
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••III> I II I•_" (Lubin), October 5. — Edwin August make* his debut with
Lubin company
in this pict>:
will tell.
It tells in this porof the young man of the country who goes to the city and has his
head so turned by the allurements of the metropolis that he forgets the
crippled mother and the sweetheart hack borne. Mr August brings to bear
in the making of this film an experience on the stage and on the screen.
II. ii supported by the Lubin management in elaborate settings and artistic
camera work. There are many effective dissolving views. Again we see
use made of the curtain, which enhances the impressiveness of the drama.
Vugusl is supported by Miss Hawley. She does good work, as also
does the woman who takes the part of the mother.
the

"THE USURER'S GRIP" (Edison), October 5.— This strong production, which is bound to be a great power for good wherever it is shown
on the screen, has been reviewed at length in the World.
•A SHIP
a story of a
tain. When
1 it so
protector.

BOY'S GRIT" (C. G. P. C),
boy who suffered abuse at the
the time came he did the thing
well that the captain admitted

October 4.— Good drama.
It is
hands of a tyrannical sea capa man might have failed to do.
his fault and became the boy's

II RRIBLE TEDDY"
(Essanay), October 4. — A comedy based on the
suit of three nun for the hand of a woman, who says she will favor the
man performing some act of bravery.
There are two frame-ups which are
is considerable fun in the piece.
"LOVE ON rOUGH LUCK RANCH" (Essanay), October 5.— A comedy seriously marred by wretched photography. Some of the scenes portraying darkness were only too successful. The eloping young man in the
afternoon had an arm in a sling. In the evening it was very much in use.
Augustus Carney and Arthur Mackley make some fun.
"THE LAST ROSE OF SUMMER" (Lubin), October 7.— Angry old
ocean piling in over great rocks and tumbling through canyons dominates
this film. It is a picture that will appeal to all men from the Northern
New England coast and to all lovers of fine natural scenery. There is a
good drama running through the reel; but the water is the feature.
A I URABLE DISEASE" (Edison), October 7.— This a story of the
Union Printers Home at Colorado Springs. It begins in the East, and
among the opening scenes is perhaps the finest picture of a linotype room
ever thrown on a screen. It is too bad it could not have been extended a
little. The film is designed to show the beneficial effects of proper treatment of incipient tuberculosis. There are some good views of the home in
Colorado, one showing great mountains in the background being particularly effective. A pretty love story runs through the picture.
"HOW THE CAUSE WAS WON" (Selig), October 7.— This drama
containing a labor situation moves slowly perhaps at first, but it moves
steadily. When the old labor leader is explaining to his comrades why he
removed his hat to the owner and is telling the men of the days when the
two were together in the army, the scenes being shown on the screen, and
the owner is suddenly shown standing at the back of the hall listening to
the speech, there is created a situation which strikes with a wallop. It is
genuine drama.
"ALKALI IKE STUNG" (Essanay), October 8.— Another of the series
of Western comedy, which is not quite up to the standard of some of its
predecessors.
'
"WHEN YOUTH MEETS YOUTH" (Kalem), October 7.— A drama the
chief feature of which is an explosion in a quarry. It is well done and
makes a good situation.
"THE PIRATE'S DAUGHTER" (Selig), October 2.— Hobart Bosworth
makes a brief appearance in this drama which was written and produced
by himself. There are scenes afloat and ashore. It will make a fair
release.
"AMONG MANY LOVES" (C. G. P. C), October 8.— Good comedy.
A noted comedian is employed as a bookkeeper in a millinery shop. He
falls in love with all the girl employees; the two proprietors fall in love
with him — and their love is not reciprocated.
"THE TRIANONS-VERSAILLES, FRANCE" (C. G. P. C), October
8. — On the same reel as the foregoing are marvellous colored views of the
palaces and buildings erected by Louis XIV.
The pictures are rare.
"UNCLE MUN AND THE MINISTER" (Edison), Oct. 9.— A fantasy
with good laughs, and gives us one of Fred Nankivel's stories of Uncle Mun,
who, by the way, is only the devil in a jolly and helpful mood. The author
plays Mun, an artist whose pictures cut up capers on their own account.
The love story, which is played by Edna Flugrath and Harry Beaumont, is
merely a peg to hang a comic rescue from drowning by Uncle Mun. The
girl's father is the minister iWm. Wadsworth) who sees the canoe upset and,
with the villagers, gets Mun's help. He changes the scene from love among
the fishes to love in the mud, for he empties the lake. U'ncle Mun pictures
have been appearing in the "N. Y. Herald." The offering is fresh and
pleasing.
"THE GODMOTHER" (Vitagraph), Oct. 8.— Marshall P. Wilder plays a
"godmother" under compulsion. Four boys needed a chaperone. They had
found that the aunt of four girls, who had planned a visit to the college
dormitory, had fallen sick. The tailor came with clothing he had been pressing and they saw a possibility in him, so impressed him into service, dressing
him up as an old woman. He gets his revenge. There are laughs in it due
to Mr. Wilder's presence. The situation is very slight. As entertainment
the offering is fair. The four youths (one can't call them boys) arc Hughie
Mack, H. L. Barry, R. Richmond and E. Thomas. The girls are Lucy Lee,
Anna Stewart and Rosemary Theby. The authoress is Mrs. Breuil. It was
produced by Ralph Ince.
"WHEN PERSISTENCY AND OBSTINACY MEET" (Vitagraph), Oct.
9. — It seems like harking back to good old days to find Miss Florence Turner
and Mr. Maurice Costello playing a good romance together. The peculiarities of this situation, though, do not give much chance to either to portray
any of those subtler shades of character which they have given us in the
past. Those finer things, especially in Miss Turner's work, are marvelously
pleasing.
We are always expecting them, and every picture by the players
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without them, even in a case like this, w
'Irring hai substantial
merit, is somewhat disappoin
Ho plays I
lover suing for the hand an
;rner.
ill nt it is strongly convincing, the Ii
mg as a woman, for
instance, rn.r is all of it fresh
I hr lover's paring the expressman
to let
him deliver the package in the cap and jump*
speak
In the girl who is in a pet and won't Id hnn a|
r.ot fresh,
id in a natural, straightforward
way, has a happy ending, has well
trimmed sets ami i-> clearly photographed.

"UNDER
iRS" (Edison), Oct. 8. 'Ihr situation was made
f,,r "''
story and not taken from life. Such iIhuks as it deals with
are not impossible, at least in part; hut the normal mil
improbability and feels that the figuri
luman; they are plotndd«l.
As a story, we find it well planned ami smooth in the way it is
I forward,
Bannister sferwin'i techn
lie has not
n his originality in it. Miss Gertrude McCoy plays the heroine's partner personal grace is part of a very fortunate equipment for a motion picture player. She adds mm h to thi
beautiful seen' •
Brower and Louise Sydmetb play her parents, the newly rich people.
George Lcsscy has a most ungrateful part as her suitor whose cleverness
overshoots itself. It is a half-villain part and, in such a story, is not
effective.
Augustus Phillips, as the picture's hero, is acceptable.
"NOTHING TO WEAR" (Vitagraph), Oct. ;.— A rattling mirth-maker,
featuring Kate Price as Nora, a cook. She finds, at the last minute, that she
has nothing to wear to the butchers' ball. The mistress is out and Nora
thinks first of appropriating an evening gown. The difference in waist measure keeps her from doing so. The parlor, however, furnishes all that is
needed. The portieres are made of plush. One-half, if pinned on skillfully,
will do for the gown; and a curtain is fine for trimmings. A lamp shade is
the basis for a good basket hat, and, when trimmed with an embroidered
table doily and a bunch of fresh roses, becomes her very well. The making of this costume, in Kate Price's hands, is a scream and a scream that
starts little and grows big. It is a well-made picture, fresh and very funny
throughout. It makes a desirable release. Even sentimental music couldn't
kill it; but it would have been much better without music. Comedies seldom
need music and it's a harsh nuisance with most of them. Miss Marguerite
Bertsch is the clever author.
Wm. Humphrey produced it.

Independent
"HIS ONLY SON" (Nestor), Oct. 9.— This is a genuinely interesting
drama of the West, commendable for the naturalness of its story and some
novel touches of humor. The principal roles, those of the father and the
only son, are vigorously handled from the time of their dispute until the
end, when they are reconciled through some exciting experiences with a
band of outlaws.
The setting, in a rough mountain country, is picturesque.
"THE INDIAN RAIDERS" (Bison. N. Y. M. P. Co.), Oct. 12— The
principal event in this western drama consists of a well presented Indian
raid in the course of which two cowboys, rivals for the love of a rancher's
daughter, settle their quarrel and leave the spectator to admire both of them.
Harw riding and swift movement characterize this film which will appeal to
those who like outdoor men and episodes.
"THE WRECKERS" (Imp), Oct. 7.— Glen White and Jeanie Macpherson
play the leading parts in this drama, full of deep sea flavor and showing the
ways
the find
wrecker.
The story,
deals with
castaway's
disastrous
attemptof to
the location
of a which
false beacon
light,a is
not as clear
as it
might be. The setting, a rocky sea coast, makes the scenic features of the
film unusually strong.
"THE WINNINGS OF SILAS PEGG" (Rex). Oct. 6 —Silas, who is
close-fisted, is induced in this comedy to lay a bet of five thousand dollars
on the outcome of an election. His frantic fears before the issue is decided, his wild joy and reckless prodigality when he discovers that he has
won and his terrible disappointment when, on account of a bank failure, he
loses his earnings afford some amusing situations and give us a good glimpse
of Silas' character. Picture goers who enjoy broad humor will find an amusing friend in him.
"A CHOICE BY ACCIDENT" (Eclair), Oct. 10.— Uncle Caleb, who
wants to marry his nephew to either one of two pretty wards, fails to
reckon with grandma who unwittingly rejects his plans in this comedy of
many opportune incidents. A rough and tumble fight of rather long duration enlivens the climax. That the nephew, after all is said and done,
marries Uncle Caleb's maid lends a touch of novelty to the finish. The film
is characterized by many events.
"EMPLOYER'S LIABILITY" (Nestor), Oct. 7.— The story depicted on
this film handles the vexatious theme suggested by the title. A lawyer is
made to shoulder the responsibility of some mine owners in Colorado for
inducing an injured miner to sign away his claims on the company for
for the swindle.
damages. In the end. the lawyer's wife makes restitution
The subject matter will particularly entertain those who are interested in the
relations between capital and labor. The outcome as pictured here lends a
pleasing human touch.

"ALL ON ACCOUNT OF A RING" (Eclair), Oct. 8— The good fellow
by waitin this rippling little comedy begins an amusing chapter of accidents his
dress
ing until the eleventh hour to dress for his wedding, and by tearing
and
guests
the
parents,
her
bride,
The
ring.
wedding
the
losing
trousers and
the nervous minister who wait while the groom comes out of his difficulties,
are rendered in an amusing manner.

"SURPRISING ELIZA" (Eclair), Oct. 8.— Sharing the fun with the above
on the same reel this comedy presents Silas Hobbs. a farmer, who sets out
to surprise his wife. Eliza, by buying a new suit of clothes. The greater part
of the surprise was to consist in his wearing them home and the accident by
which this plan failed will provoke a wide smile.
"GOOD SNUFF" (Powers), Oct. 9- — This is a commendable comedy beginning with two old gentlemen taking snuff and ending with an epidemic
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of sneezing, which two little children mischievously spread by making away
with the snuff. The various characters are Dutch and appear in the picturesque costumes of their land. Few people will resist the appeal of this well
presented fun.
"THE ORPHANS" (Gem), Oct. 8.— This drama, in which two children
play the leading roles, concerns itself with their misfortunes after a dishonest and extremely ogerish guardian turns them out of their rightful
home and compels Hum to seek a living in a great city. Through the
agency of ■ lost bull terrier they are finally restored to their own. Some
admirably selected settings in crowded streets capture the interest.
"THE GIRL I\ THE NEXT ROOM" (Crystal), Oct. 6.— This comedy,
which revolves about a girl and a stranger who unwittingly stumble across
each other in the 'ame flat, is commendable for its photography and vigorous presentation.

"Tl.i-; MAN FROM THE NORTH POLE" (Crystal), Oct. 6.— Dividing
the film with the foregoing appears this farce which contains
views of the
north pnle, the antics of an escaped lunatic and two very much frightened
old people and their butler.
The fun is energetically thrust forward.
"THE LOCK OF HAIR" (Eclair), Oct. 6.— This drama is woven out of
a Napoleonic soldier's sentiment over a lock of hair which his sweetheart
has given him. Killed in a duel, an old comrade assumes the difficult task
of breaking the news of her lover's death and does it by returning the lock
of hair. The scene in which this transpires is an exceptional one, well set,
well acted and with a strong appeal. The characterization of the old soldier is very commendable. The striking costumes of the soldiers of those
times make for good pictures and the production, as a whole, will be generally liked.
"A MOSLEM LADY'S DAY" (Eclair), Oct. 6.— Following the above on
the same film is this succession of colored scenes from Oriental domestic
life. We found them of much interest.
"EVADING JUSTICE" (Lux). Oct. n.— A drama in which human
hearts prove more powerful than the course of justice. The actors handle
their parts convincingly and the interest is caught at the beginning by an
exciting chase of an escaped convict. He makes good his aecape, but in
taking refuge in a rich man's house he is seen and held at the point of a
revolver while a servant is sent to bring the gendarmes. When they arrive, the child of the rich man plays with the revolver and accidentally
shoots himself. The convict, who has been a doctor, saves the little oni 's
life, anil in return for this service he is given his liberty. The story is
rather simple, but it is well presented and is nowhere confusing. No one
■could miss its point.
"THE TRAMP'S REVENGE" (Great Northern), Oct. 5.— This halflength film shows the short, amusing comedy of a tramp taking revenge on
a spinster, because she has refused to give him a hand-out. He succeeds
by substituting his feet for hers while an old beau is making love to her
on a park bench. Much care has been exercised to work out details and
the production will win a quiet smile anywhere.
"DOTTIE, THE DANCER" (Thanhouser), Oct. 13.— The fun in this
comedy grows out of a young actor's assumption of the leading lady's role
in a musical comedy. He plays his part so well that his girl's father, who
had objected previously to him as a son-in-law, falls in love with ttm.
Riley Chamberlain plays the part of the deceived old man with his usual
success and the acting throughout is commendable. The humor is broad and
will get over in any playhouse.
"GUY MANNERING" (Reliance), Oct. 9.— These two reels of film present a dramatization of Sir Walter Scott's novel "Guy Mannering." As a
child the hero appears as Harry Bertram; later he appears as "Brown,"
then as' Bertram again. These changes of name are co- fusing, although
necessary. But it must not be understood that this has ttterly befogged
the story. Much care has been used to make it clear and the effort has
been largely successful. The smugglers who kidnap the boy, Harry Bertram, thus allowing his estate, Ellengowan, to fall in'o the hands of a
rascally lawyer, are colorful characters and the scene in which they desert
their ship is exceptionally interesting. Mrs. Hurley who plays Meg Merrilies is deserving of much praise. Hector Dion plays the role of Guy
Mannering. As a whole the production is commendable and will appeal
particularly to those who have read the novel.
"A SISTER'S DEVOTION" (American), Oct. 9.— The photography of
this picture is clear; but it lacks atmosphere and the faces are not always
brought out well. There is much in the picture and in the story too that
suggests that it was made several months ago and put by till now. In it, a
sister saves a thoroughly worthless brother from his just deserts. At the
end there is a good, thrilling moment.
It isn't up to Flying A standard.
"THE REFORMATION OF SIERRA SMITH" (American), Oct. 10.— A
bad man's conversion is given in this picture with a bit more power than the
average picture of such; but the situation is not one that makes our love of
the characters easy. Sierra Smith is Richardson and the sad face of poor
Mrs. Smith ( bUu P Bush) makes it very hard to sympathize with him
«ven though we see that he loves his little daughter. Mr. Kerrigan and
Miss Von Trump have less important roles that don't give much chance for
acting. The picture is very well acted and produced and makes a serviceable offering.
"'OSTLER JOE" (Comet), Oct. 7. — There have been two other pictures
illustrating this well-known ballad. One of these, by the Edison Company,
appeared within the fortnight. It is interesting to note the marked differences in atmosphere that different producers give this story. It makes a
good scenario and all the pictures of it we have seen have been excellent
offerings.
"THE PROMISE" (American), Oct. 14.— The young fisherman (Kerrigan) had given his promise to marry a fishergirl (Miss Yon Trump). When
he met the cowgirl (Miss Bush) he was sorry. It is a torrential story of
passion, set on the beach and in places near by. Four of the chief players
are fisher folk who live near the sea; the others are ranch people. These
cowboys, with Miss Bush and Richardson, come for a few days at the beach.
The cowboy and the fisher girl meet, and the cowgirl and the young fisherman meet. The storm quickly is in full swing. The story takes the very
effective path of solution by elimination and deaths comes as quickly as in
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the last act of Hamlet. The old man is killed, then the cowboy who kills
him dies, then the second young fisherman is shot for shooting him and the
girl sees her lover kissing the hair of the cowgirl; she drowns herself.
'•LITTLE MUSIC TEACHER" (Majestic). Oct. 6.— A pleasantly sentimental picture giving a love story, clearly told and fairly effective. The
producer perhaps depended too much on its very romantic atmosphere to
cover the rather mechanical means he uses to carry the story along. It is
not convincing; but it is romantic and therefore makes a fair offering.
Herbert Prior and Miss Anna Lehr play the leads.
"MISS ROBINSON CRUSOE" (Thanhouser). Oct. 8.— A very delightful and romantic story of the sea. Mi*-*, Flo LaBadie and Mr. Cruze play
the bads. M two young people of great wealth. The girl is shipwrecked
and cast upon an island inhabited by cannibals who think her a goddess and
worship her. They have reason to think so. Her handling of a huge rattlesnake makes a most startling scene. The simple islanders, as well as the
audience, see this and the audience is sure to sympathize with them in their
opinion of her. She is rescued by the man who, in his big yacht, seeks her
out and saves her in a well-conducted battle scene — five white men against
a horde of cannibals. In many of its scenes, it is a highly artistic picture
and, where it fails to be so, it is nevertheless effective, and makes a very
desirable offering.
"THE WINNER AND THE SPOILS (Majestic). Oct. 8— Marion
Brooks, the author of this picture, have given us a very graceful, pretty
story in costume. It is set in France at the time of Louis XV and the
backgrounds are beautiful palace rooms and park-like exteriors. It is a love
story, but only secondarily so; for it deals chiefly with the heroic means a
young girl takes to save her brother from wasting his substance at play.
There is no villain in the story; it is thoroughly romantic, a kind of fairy
tale. The producer has made his picture in keeping with the atmosphere of
such a story and, aided by Herbert Prior with Mabel Trunnelle in the Lads,
and with Roy Prosser as the brother, and Ben Lodge and Virginia We*tbrook as servants, has supplied a highly commendable offering.
"GAUMONT WEEKLY NO. 30."— A very well balanced and very interesting number. These topical pictures don't need our praise.
"THE GYPSY SPY" (Milano), Oct. 12. — A sensational story of diplomatic intrigue in two reels. A gypsy girl is employed in the national secret
from its comservice. She is detailed to get plans of a foreign submarine
mander. He falls in love with her and she marries him to get the secret,
departservice
secret
the
of
head
but herself falls in love with him. The
her husband's plans under
ment now acts as villain to force her to give him The
ending is more happy
penalty of having her husband told her secret.
than convincing. This part is not very effective as a melodrama nor does
beautifully, with
made
is
picture
The
its working out show much thought.
lovely scenes and much grace. It features Mme. Eugenie Tettoni in the
leading role as the gypsy. Because of its backgrounds and beautiful photography itwill make good entertainment.
"THE BRIDAL ROOM" (Imp), Oct. 10.— The girl (Violet Horner) is
engaged to one man (King Baggot) who has furnished a house. She elopes
with someone else and word is brought to him in the house. He demolishes
grinding, hard life with her
The girl's
but theis bridal
every
drunkenroom
husband
shown chamber.
and it contrasts
with the prosperity of the man
she left. The action works up to a well planned and executed melodramatic climax. The production was very carefully made, and is a good substantial melodrama.
"BETTY'S NIGHTMARE" (Victor), Oct. 11.— Betty, who is employed
as cook in a farmhouse, but wants to act, sees the "great aggregation of
talent" that goes with the patent medicine man and dreams a good old
melodrama, an excellent and very amusing take-off. Miss Florence Lawrence puts some of her most energetic acting info the picture and keeps it
going at marvelous speed. Mr. Owen Moore is her leading man in the
hired man on the farm.
It makes a good offering, light and breezy.
"LOVE AND A LEMON" (Nestor), Oct. n.— A picture for election
time. One sheriff who is running for office is rich and can treat; but his
opponent is fortunate. He has a suffragette friend, Mary Lemon, who
works for his cause. He is elected and also gets a lemon. It is lively and
also there is some good comedy in it.
"ON THE DANGER LINE'' (Powers), Oct. 11.— A pretty picture on the
love triangle formula. It is fairly dramatic; but is not wholly free, in its
delineation of passion, from what is or may be to some, suggestive. The
danger line is the line across which it is not safe to go in a flirtation.
Florence Barker plays the role of interloper between the first girl, Fritzi
Brunette, and the man, Glen White.
The backgrounds are as fine as can be.
"IF DREAMS COME TRUE" (Rex), Oct. 10.— The girl had read an
advertisement for a beautiful young lady to play a leading role. Her parents object to her answering it and she dreams a glorious dream of a world
which she, the great star, has at her feet. Then she wakes and tries the
reality. It isn't quite like the dream; but for a while she still hopes. It
comes to rail walking homeward", she gets a lift on a hand car. This gives
us a sad contrast, but it has a happy ending. The picture has an interesting atmosphere, is well acted and pretty.
It will make a fair offering.

HEADED SOUTH.
The comedy section of the Lubin Manufacturing Company,
under the direction of Arthur D. Hotaling. will leave for
Jacksonville to-day to take up quarters in their permanent
glass studio at that place. Included in the company are Miss
Mae Hotely, Misses Frances and Marguerite Xe Moyer, Miss
Leola May, Mrs. Calhoun, Robert Burns. Walter Stull,
George Reehm, Gus Kohler. Roy McKee, Charles Ridgeway,
William Hopkins, Garry Hotaling and others. A special
car will be moved, carrying some eighty pieces of scenery
and a heavy list of properties. Mr. Hotaling returned last
week from Jacksonville and the East Coast. There was
some idea of settling at Miami for the winter, but Jacksonville seemed to offer greater advantages. Unlike most field
companies the players will not occupy a house together, but
will seek such quarters as suit them best.
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Projection Department
Edited by

An

English

Hand-Book.

in receipt of a copy of "The Modern Bioscope Operator,"
Wire
published by Ganes. Limited, London, England, It is a somewhat
pretentious book of 185 pages, neatly bound and printed on heavy
paper. A careful examination of its contents, however, fails to reveal any
large amount of really practical help to the operator. The matter contained in "The Modern Bioscope Operator" may be considered excellent in
England, but it would hardly pass muster in this country, where we want
genuinely practical instruction, instead of generalities. The book was apparently written by one who was not himself a practical moving picture
operator, and that tells the whole story. I don't find within its pages any
mi, statements, but the things that are told are not told as the practical
operator would tell them, and there are too many exceedingly important
points which are overlooked entirely. However, it does not need all these
remarks to say that the subject of operating could not be possibly treated
thoroughly in 185 pages of rather large type. Our own new book will run
almost four hundred pages, each page containing as much or more matter
than a page of the English book, and still we feel that fully as much more
space could be easily filled, without anywhere near exhausting the subject.

Selig*! "Coming of Columbus"
are being printed, why not hand them
.1 ii w roasts on the iprocket holes showing'
I noticed a letter i-.
1 OUncil drove,
Kan., a few weeks ago. and in
'em
surprised
to know
that
I town
ol
iple would
support
!:
houses.
Let me tell you, friend
Richardson,
there arc towns of only
three to five hundred people, out here in Kansas,
which
not only can
but do support a show much better than the average rity house puts up.
The projection in the smaller towns in tins part of the COIWtr]
much
better than
in most
of the city house*.
Wages,
however,
are
poor, one house
paying
$13 for matinee
and night, One Ionise ?:■
for matinee and night and one $15.00 for night only; no Sunday work.
I am glad to say that I am the one getting the $16.50,
1 would
like
your
opinion
of the shutter,
especially
when
used
for 60 cycle a. c.
A very good ink for writing on glass may be made by dissolving aniline
colors in wood
alcohol.
This ink will write perfectly
on plain gla
but the glass must be thoroughly dry 01 it will ipr< ad.
As for the shutter, friend May, I could not express an opinion without
it in actual operation. However, this much I will say: I would consider anything of this sort coming from brother May to be worth at least
a trial, by operators using an Edison inside shutter machine. Brother May's
letters to the department so far have been sensible, and he has advanced
some valuable ideas. However, if you arc using anything like a bright

Three Wing Inside Shutter.
From our old friend, J. T. May,
Bartlesville, Okla., who,
seems to be an exceedingly live wire, comes the following:

M

1'. 11. BICHABDSON

by

the

way,

Enclosed find pattern of a three wing inside shutter for use on an
Edison machine. You will find that this shutter will cut a scant 50 per
cent, of the light, which is, I believe, a little better than most three
wing shutters. My main wing is a little wider than the two wing shutter blade, but I get better results that way. The shutter, as shown,
will not balance. To remedy this, put a large drop of solder on both
interrupters (small wings) and use a small drill on them until you get
the correct weight. I use the shutter on 60 cycle a. c, and have no
trouble whatever with it. I can run a reel as slow as twenty-seven
minutes without flicker, and can (but don't make a practice of doing
so), run
one
in eleven
minutes.
While
all those
compliments
on

light, I don't think you could run as slow as twenty-seven minutes to a reel
without flicker, with that shutter or any other shutter. I see no reason
why this shutter should not get into synchronism with 60 cycle a. c. the
same as Power's shutter does. But without going further into the matter
I would recommend a trial of the pattern submitted, and I have made it
full size with this end in view, so that the brothers can sketch the outline
as follows: Lay a piece of paper under the sketch, and on top of the paper lay a piece of carbon paper, face downward, then trace the outlines of
the sketch, and you will have the thing transferred to the paper. You can
then cut it out of the white paper and use it as a pattern in cutting out
the metal shutter. In this way. it will be but a comparatively small job to
try out the proposition and I should like to have reports. As to the town
of three to five hundred people supporting a show, I cannot credit that
unless the prices are pretty stiff. It might be done if ten or fifteen cents
admission be charged and the people are willing to pay it in sufficient numbers and often
enough to produce the revenue. As to the aniline dyes and wood alcohol, I believe, that proposition would work all right, but the glass would
certainly have to be clean and dry.

Window
Ontario

contributes

Glass.
the

following:

It is a long time since I wrote you — over
a year I believe, but I have been reading the
department carefully and hope I have benefited by it. I should like to know why there
is so little Canadian news in The V
We arc not dead up here and most of us
are World readers. I noticed a few weeks
ago a letter concerning the putting of glass
in the operating room openings, and that
you commented unfavorably on that pi
tion. I think, however, you missed the main
point. I have used glass in my operating
room ports for about two years and believe
I have saved my eyesight by so doing. In a
great many theaters there is a strong draught
between the exhaust fan and any ventilator
in the theater, especially when there are
open exits near the screen. I found this
made my eyes burn and I got the best possible grade of ordinary window glass and put
it in the observation and lens ports. I noticed no difference in the projection. Of
course, it is important to have the glass
good where the light beam passes through,
but this is easy since the space is so small.
It also deadens the sound of the machine
a great deal and, worse luck, we cannot all
have noiseless machines, as all managers do
not see the need of new parts, especially
when they have an operator who keeps his
machine adjusted and projects a fairly
steady picture. I notice you gave a knock
to operators in small towns in your answer
to Massachusetts, but some of us have not
always worked in small towns, and sometimes
are glad to get a position where we only
have to work two or three hours a day and
get the same
money
we received for eight
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hours in the city.
I have been in Ontario for about three months
and find that projection, taken as « whole, is a little better than in
the United States.
I think thi> is largely accounted for by the fact
that the films arc kept in better condition.
Most of those I use are
six months' old and I very rarely get a misframe or break.
I have
used three and four week film service in Massachusetts and Connecticut, which was almost impossible to put in decent condition.
Other conditions here are not so good.
The union scale (Local
173) is only $15, although we hope to get twenty this year.
The
operating rooms, or "boxes," as they call them here (box is nearer
the truth) are mostly very small — about 4x6
feel — just room for
the operator to squeeze into. The operator has to rewind by motor
while he is running the machine by hand (no motor allowed on machine). Operating rooms are made of metal, and this doesn't tend
to keep down
the temperature
in summer.
The license fee for
operators is five dollars a year and every machine has to be licensed
at seventy-five dollars a year, consequently managers will use only
one machine.
They expect us to work eight hours a day (in
Toronto)
and as there is no vaudeville to give us relief; it is a
hard grind.
All union operators use the union slide and in addition we hang a framed card in the ticket office, stating that the
theater employs a union operator.
There will be plenty of Canadian news in the paper just as soon as the
Canadian boys wake up and send it in. There is lots of news from the
United States for the very simple reason that it is sent in. That matter is
entirely up to Canada, my dear sir. As to glass in operating room ports,
I am willing to admit that I have never seen the thing actually tried out,
but it does seem to me, that glass in the look-out port would be a very decided detriment in several ways, the main thing being that, owing to the reflection from its inner surface, it would obstruct the view.
However, if
glass can be used without any objection, it would in many cases be an advantage in that it would shut off the direct draught through the port. Will
be glad to hear from others who have tried the glass port scheme.
Your
remark about the manager not getting repairs for the operator who manages
to get along with old parts hits my funny bone.
There is a good deal of
truth in that too, but oh! how foolish such "managers" are.
I don't remember having knocked the small town operator, except that I may have
intimated that he, as a rule, is not a high class operator, which is only
natural, since he has very few opportunities to learn, as compared to his city
brother.
I did not mean what I said as a knock, you may rest assured of
that. When one considers the difference in opportunity for the acquisition
of knowledge presented to the city operator and the country operator, one
is surprised at the relative efficiency of the latter.
It is to be hoped that
Local 173 will be able to raise the scale to twenty dollars in the immediate
future, and that you will get some operating rooms in place of those iron
lined dry goods boxes.
We again see how the representatives (?????) of the
people insure the public at large by exacting an outrageous fee, for the imposition of which there can be no possible excuse.
We readily concede the
justice of a reasonable tax on a theater, since the legitimate expenses of
government must be collected, but there is no authority on earth who can
convince me that it is right or just to impose a tax of seventy-five dollars a
year, or any other sum for that matter, on the ownership and use of a moving picture machine.
They might as well impose a tax of seventy-five dollars
on each suit of clothes the operator owns, or on each chair in the theater,
or on each piano or each stick of gum the cashier chews.
In cases of this
kind, it^ is not a matter of justice, it is simply a matter of "we need the
money," and in this instance it is the public and the operator who gets it in
the neck, since the operator's work is made much harder and the public does
not get as good a show as it otherwise would.
If the Ontario authorities are
so hard up for money, we would respectfully suggest that instead of working a holdup of this kind, they get a good revolver or bludgeon and go out
and get it in the regularly accepted holdup style.
These are rather strong
words I know, but imposing a seventy-five dollar tax on a projection machine is nothing but good, old-fashioned
highway
robbery, masquerading
under the name of "tax."

Department File.

Bartlesville, Okla., writes:

Glad you called my attention to the apparent error I made in my
letter, published on page 1282, September 28th issue. The vent
holes in the top of the Iamphousc are over four inches above the
condensers, and this distance allows very little immediate ventilation to the lenses; that is to say, they are too far away from the
condenser to bring the current of cool air right up past the condensers in the proper way to be effective. Since I put those holes
around the mount I have not broken a lens, and that was three
months ago. whereas, before, I broke on an average of two to three
Opto C condensers every week. In the cone there is probably sufficient ventilation provided, so that the holes do not help greatly,
though they do a little good I think, and certainly do no harm.
In regard to Mr. Stewart's letter in the
issue, concerning
rectifiers and motor generators versus the same
compensarc, I want to
say that operators here who have worked for three years in their
respective houses, thus demonstrating their ability, have 35 ampere rectifiers held in reserve, and are using their compensarcs.
Our own house put in a 40 ampere, 60 volt Robbins & Myers generator and find that it would not hold the arc unless the carbons were almost froze. We had two electricians working on it and
finally, the first day the city plant cut off the d. c, this generator
burned oul on a 3a ampere load. The generator was compound
WOUrd. My own experience with the compensarc is that, properly
handled, it will give results equal to d. c. I have a scheme for filing the department. It is as follows: We get two copies of The
World and file one complete. We take the department put of the
other one and bind it separately, numbering the pages with a pen.
I have been looking over each individual letter and writing the various points in it on the margin. I next take a small note hook and
index each subject, giving the page where it is to he found. You
will readily gee what I benefit this is to me. And now a kick on our
exchange, and incidentally on some operators, too. For nearly a
month almost every program (three reels) has had one, and often
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two reels covered with oil. I cannot see how any operator can possibly get films thus smeared with oil if he takes any care at all of
his machine. Neither can I understand how any self-respecting exchange can send out films in such a miserable condition.
I am obliged to admit, Bartlesville, that there seems to be something in
the holes-over-the-condenser-mount stunt, since several operators have reported similar experiences, though I do not think the holes in the cone are
at all necessary. As to the rectifier-compensarc proposition, I am sure the
difference is due entirely to the lack of capacity in the rectifier. I have repeatedly told the General Electric people that 35 amperes is not sufficient
maximum capacity for their rectifiers, and they have finally recognized this
fact by constructing a 45 ampere machine. I cannot agree with you that
a. c. is equal to d. c. under any conditions, provided sufficient d. c. is
available to make equal illumination with the a. c. There is a harsh appearance to light projected from an a. c. arc not present with the d. c.
Do not ask me why this is. It simply is; at least that has been my experience. Iwill concede this much however, that there is a big difference
in the softness of the light, emanating from arcs controlled by different
kinds of reducing apparatus, for instance: While I don't say it holds good
always, yet I have never seen projection light emanating from an arc controlled by a choke coil which did not have a harsh, bluish color. I have
found that even with d. c. there is a big difference. Connect on to a set
of lines from one generator and you will have a smooth-working arc and a
soft, beautiful illumination. Connect on to another set of d. c. lines and
the arc doesn't seem to act the same at all. I think all operators who have
had road experience have noticed this. Exactly what the answer is I cannot say. Your scheme for filing the department is most excellent. I am
myself working at indexing the department, but it is a slow job. As to the
generator which burned out, there certainly must have been something wrong
with it, and it should have been returned to the manufacturers, at their
expense, for repairs. The oil on films is largely, I believe, due to the use
of very thin oils. An operator wrote recently saying that he liked a certain
advertised oil very much, and that his machine had run for a year without
repairs. Said he oiled it seven times a day. This simply meant that he was
flooding his machine with oil, and it naturally followed that the films which
went through that machine would receive the "benefit." Do not use thin
oils is my advice. Go to an oil dealer and get a pint of a good grade of
light dynamo oil. Oil for projection mechanisms must have a body, and
very thin oils, such as are suitable for typewriters, etc., must either be used
in excessive quantity or else there will be excessive wear of the mechanism,
due to lack of proper lubrication. I have, in my possession right now, letters
from all the leading machine manufacturers condemning the use of a certain much advertised oil on their mechanisms. I am thoroughly convinced
that the use of this oil is causing at least a thousand dollars' worth of damage to projection machinery of this country every day in the year.

Edison Stunt.
Sault Ste Marie, Ont., comes across the line with the following:
I have noticed in different issues of the department quite a few
operators have trouble losing their lower loop on Edison Model B
machine.
The cause of this lies in the spring on the lower sprocket
idler, same not being properly adjusted at the factory.
When a
heavy splice comes along, it raises the idler up, the spring not being
tight enough to force it back, it remains up, thus leaving the film
free to climb the sprocket teeth.
This matter is easily remedied
as follows:
On the hub of the casting which holds the bracket, a
screw will be seen (2801, plate 2, page 822, June 1st. 1912), which
holds the tension roller bracket shaft (18041, same plate).
By examination you will find that the lower roller bracket spring fits in
a flat place in this shaft, and by grasping the end of shaft 18041
with a gas plier and loosening screw 2801, and turning the shaft
slightly so that the top of the shaft moves towards the sprocket,
you will supply more tension to the bracket.
You must of course
set up screw 2801 very tightly when you get through, since it is
this screw which holds the tension on the spring.
I had lots of
trouble with losing the lower loop myself, until I discovered what
the trouble was, as above set forth; since then everything has been
O. K. Another trouble often met with is the buckling of the film
as it passes the aperture.
I find that the ordinary Edison gate will
not allow the tension springs to come as close together as they
should.
In pulling down the film the intermittent sprocket has a
tendency to bulge the film in its center on account of the tension
springs being too close to the edge of the film.
To remedy this,
take a small three cornered file or any file which is narrow enough
to fit in the hole where the tension springs come through, and
file out from 1/32 to 1/16 of an inch of the end of the square hole
next the aperture.
Put in the tension springs and keep moving
them closer until the film stops buckling, after which set up the
holding screws tightly.
It is to be understood that all four holes
must be filled.
Many
thanks to you Sault Ste Marie, for your suggestions.
These
matters have been spoken
of before by several correspondents
and we
would respectfully suggest to the Edison Co., that the matter be looked
into, and, if a fault exists, that it be remedied.
Most certainly the lower
tension roller is not always properly adjusted when
the machines
leave
the factory.
There have been too many complaints of that kind to allow
of any other conclusion.
As to the other matter, I cannot say.
I think
it has been spoken of two or three times before, but I am not sure.

Unfair Treatment.
Jackson. Mich., writes at some length, setting forth the fact that a
certain theater of that city offered him a position as operator, the hours
to be from 1:30 to 5:15, and from 6:30 to 10:15. but when he arrived in
Jackson he found he had to go to the express office in the morning, hang
around for a couple of hours, and then lug a big box up to the show and
put up posters. He then could go home, grab a lunch and rush off to
open the show, and after the evening show he had to lock up the house
and lug the stuff back to the express office again. He asks me if I think
this is fair or honest treatment, when the agreement was to begin work
at 1:30 and quit at 10:15.
The manager also made a promise to give two
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weeks ii. .no should lie discharge the operator and the brother agrei
do the same if he intended to quit, but instead of doing this, the man
came u|) in the middle of the week recently and
him the money
for three <ia\s and .lischarged him without a moment'l
notice.
II.
i called him a thief ;
put a sheet ..)
in the shipment
on one occasion, ami ap
oeroua he
was not to have had him (the operate
line.
I really didn't know whether to laugh or swear when
I read the foregoing. If the brother is relating the facts as they were, then
I have
not .my large amount
..I" respect for him for having worked
foi »Ui
man for a matter of sixteen months.
That manager
didn't
want an
r; he wanted
a combination
operator — janitor— bill postei — errand
It is a \v,.n. I. i he didn't make you grow win I
so he
use your face for a door mat when
yon were not doing anything
r maybe
for a pen wiper if he didn't need a door mat.
I am
5ur|,,
thing however,
I believe they burn
wood
mostly in
n, and 1 should have supposed he would have had you put in your
ig hours, say from 5 A. M. to 9 A. M., chopping wood
for his
(the manager's)
cook stove.
It is a pity that you were not a good cook
it you could relieve his wife sometimes
in the kitchen work.
And
after having you do all that extra work for nothing he had the nerve
to talk about arresting you for stealing a twenty-live cent piece of music
it probably was a professional copy and didn't cost anything.
He
have put up a great howl if you had quit in the middle of the
without any notice.
You would have been held up as a horrible
example
and he would
have been talking yet, about how irresponsible
operators are.
I am saying all this on the assumption
that the fa
ill in the
is letter are true.
The letter reads that way.
Manageis
of this
lo not deserve the title of manager at all. They are a rank imitation,

Small Town.
L. C. Ross,

Cotulla, Tex., writes:

After reading Brother George A. Bleich's letter, "Kind Words,"
page 978, September 7th i*sue, I thought possibly he or some other
brother might be able to give me the information
I have been
seeking for the past year.
Brother
B. speaks of being warned
against attempting to start a picture show in Hopkinsville, a town
of less than 10,000 population.
This is not very definite, but if
it is less than 10,000 it must be more than 9.000 or he would
have so staled, and he thinks he has done well to make a show
pay in a town of that size. Now the information I am after is:
can anyone tell me of a town in these United States of less than
8,000 and more than 6,000 population, which has not one or more
picture shows?
I am looking for such a place.
I am now located
in a town of 1,880 people, and have been showing for almost a year,
making my living expenses.
My family consists of myself, wife
and three children.
I hire an operator besides, who has a position
in a store and works from 7:30 P. M. to 9:30 P. M., six nights a
week.
My plant consists of a brush lighting set, 10 h.p. gasoline
engine, direct connected
to a 4 k. w. dynamo.
I was told by
several exchanges that there was not a town in Texas, of 3,000 or
more, without a picture show, and that in the larger towns and
cities the number of shows would average one to every 3,000 or
3,500 population.
I know that these figures hold good in S. W.
Texas. Foulerton has 1,000 pop., Dilly 800, Pearsall 2.500, Asherton
1,200; each has a picture show; so I think brother Bleich is
fortunate in finding a city of 10,000 which has only from two to
three shows.
The plant I am using is larger than any L have seen
mentioned
in the department.
I consume
2% gallons of store
gasoline on a two hour run, for which I am paying the exorbitant
price of 17 cents per gallon in barrel" lots — less than barrel lots
twenty-five cents per gallon.
This is high^rvthan it sold^or in the
North a year ago.
The only way I can aei^iint for the raise is the
fact that the state of Texas put a heavy fine on the Standard Oil
Company and that company is compelling the consumer to pay the
fine.
We are right in the oil producing territory and have refineries at our very doors.
In the first place let me say that when an. article in the department is
referred to, if the brothers would give the page or the date of issue, it
would save me a lot of trouble in looking the matter up.
I have received
letters referring to something quite far back, and it has taken me sometimes
fully half an hour to dig it up, whereas they knew exactly where it was
and could have set forth that information without trouble.
I think you
have entirely misunderstood Brother
Bleich.
'I don't rehd his letter the
way you do at all. What he meant was that there waSpriot any lack of
people there to support his show, but that the previous failures had been
on account of poor management, lack of good projection and proper advertising. You will not in all these United States find a town of 6,000
people without it has a picture show — or at least if you can you can sell
the information at a good price, since there are a good many people looking for such a location.
The statement that the cities will average
one
picture show to each 3,500 population doesn't hold good, since, according
to that, Greater New York would
have considerably
over 1,000 moving
picture shows, whereas there are only between five and six hundred licensed
places.
The same figures would
give Chicago
between
eight and nine
hundred M. P. shows, where it has but five hundred.
I think you will
find' that your exchange
men are a little too strong on that point.
It
would, however,
be interesting to know
just how the thing does even
up, and I believe myself that in the smaller cities there is possibly one
picture show to possibly each 4,000 population, but in the large cities it
doesn't run so high.
In Greater New York it will run about one show to
between seven and eight thousand
population
as there are many
other
theaters and counter attractions.
In Chicago I think it runs a little lower than that — that is to say. one
show to probably between five and six thousand population. As to the
price of gasoline, while there is no doubt at all but what the public will
pay the fine of the Standard Oil Company, still one cent a gallon would
do that in about a month's time. The raise in the price of gasoline, friend
Ross, is due to the enormously growing use of that commodity for power
purposes, particularly for automobiles, and it is not at all unlikely this
price will mount even higher in the not distant future.
In closing let
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The
■ list of officer! wen
Willard Martin, Pret ; R
.ran,
Rec. Sec; C. A. Lorter, I in. Se< .*. 1 •
Erobree, B
ness Agent, and W. A. Ford, Sergeant at Arms.
The boys are all
coming our way now.
We all appreciate the department very much,
and wish both it and its editor good things for the future.
Glad to know
the Salt Lake men have organized
u will be
able to accomplish much good work in the improvemi nt of conditions of
Salt Lake operators.
But don't 011
to tip the
world over tomorrow — you cannot do it. Get thoroughly organized first
and then spend a little time thinking over what you really want most
and take up the matter of getting it in a business like way. Proceed
cautiously and deliberately just as you would in any other business proposition, remembering always that the strength of an organization does not
depend so much on its numerical strength as 011 1

South America.
Philadelphia,
Pa., propounds the following:
Please advise me, through the department, as to whether or not
there arc any moving picture shows in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, S. A.
If there are any, do they use vaudeville?
Is the English language
used?
Are there any film exchanges near there, or would films
have to be shipped from the United States?
Yes, there are moving picture shows in Rio dc Janeiro— several of them,
but I could not advise you as to whether or not they use vaudeville. The
language of Brazil is Portugese and I presume any performance would
have to be in that tongue, although Spanish is creeping in there considerably. Some English is spoken of course, as is the case practically all over
the world, but I doubt if you could give performances in English. I am
not sure, but my recollection is that the shows in Rio de Janeiro, and all
the country thereabouts, are owned by one company, and that it purchases
its own films. There is an exchange in Havana, Cuba. I would suggest
that you address an inquiry to the United States Consul, Rio de Janeiro.
enclosing Brazilian return postage. He will, I believe, give you the desired
information, and it will be official. Brazilian postage may be obtained from
the nearest Brazilian Consul to your city. There may be one in Philadelphia.

Lining The Machine — Slide Coating.

Kansas
City, Mo., writes:
Having gained a mass of information through the department, I
feel that I should make known my method of lining up a machine,
since I believe it would be a great help to many.
Begin by removing all lenses and cut cardboards to fit in their place.
Punch
a small hole in the exact center of the cardboards.
Cover the
aperture the same way, then looking through
the projection lens
tube, line the condenser cardboard to suit. This I find gives better
results than any other method I know, and I believe many will
find their outfits to be badly out of line if they make the test.
I
make
my own scratch slides, twelve to fifteen ahead, so I can
write on one on short notice.
The slide coating is made
as
follows: one tablespoon of Spanish whiting, about one good drop
of Le Pages Glue, and sufficient water to make
a thin . paste.
This will make a thin, even coating on glass, and with a little experimenting --ou can make an excellent slide which needs no cover
glass and will not readily break from the heat.
Apply the coating
with a soft brush and write with a sharp pointed instrument.
Used
slides can be washed and recoated.
Five cents worth of whiting,
to be had of any druggist or paint store, and a to cent bottle of
glue would
coat enough
slides almost for a lifetime.
In conclusion let me report that Local Union 170, I. A. T. S. E., is in
flourishing condition.
Kansas City didn't make his method of lining the machine quite clear.
As I understand him, he removes the two factors of the objective lens from
the lens barrel, or if a tube is used he removes the tube from the jacket
and substitutes, at each end of the barrel or jacket, a pasteboard, cut to
fit the tube, in the exact center of which he punches a small hole, possibly
1/16 of an inch in diameter
(one could hardly look through
anything
smaller); he also fits a piece of pasteboard in the aperture and makes a
similar hole in its exact center.
He then removes
the condensers and
proceeds likewise with it. Then either by looking through, or stretching a
fine cord through, he lines the whole combination.
This is a variation of
a method
previously described in the department, and it is undoubtedly
effective.
Kansas City sends a sample slide, coated after his method, and
I find the coating to be excellent.
It doesn't chip, and is opaque enough
for all purposes.
Many thanks, Kansas City.
If all those who have reaped
benefit through the department would take the same course you have, and
describe any valuable process they may have discovered, the department
would quickly become
of even greater value than it is at present.
The
trouble is however, there are too many who read the department, absorb
every word in it and profit by and through it, but nevef contribute any
of their own ideas to its pages.
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Among the Picture Theatres
News and Views of Houses Here and There.
MAJESTIC

THEATER.

Nu

moving picture theater erected recently in the South
has been more demonstrative of the growth of the business than the Majestic Theater of Louisville, Ky. In
beauty, comfort and other respects, this house surpasses the
big majority of legitimate theaters in the South, and com■ favorably with any in the country.
The Majestic Theater Company, which operates this showhouse, was formed in 1908, with a capital of $15,000, and
in December of that year the old Majestic was opened to
the public. The original officers of the company are still
serving. They are as follows: George G. Fetter, president;
Charles H. I'ohmer, vice-president; A. P. Bernard, treasurer,
and Louis J. Dittmar, secretary and general manager. Mr.
Dittmar supervises the new playhouse, as he did the old,
and to him is due a large share of the credit for the erection
of the new house and its popularity with the public.
In November, 1911, the Majestic was closed, and six weeks
later it was reopened, marvelously improved in every regard.
The cost of the theater was above $50,000, the capital stock
of the company having been increased to $30,000. The old
Majestic was probably the largest in Louisville in seating
capacity, but the new house extended that reputation to
cover the entire South. No photoplay theater south of the
Ohio River is larger, and few can rank with it in other
respects. The theater now has a seating capacity of about
\JOO.
The house is 68 by [25 feet, its height being 40 feet.
Although the construction of the place is out of the ordinary in more than one respect, the feature is perhaps the
splendid illuminating system in force. Joseph & Joseph,
Louisville architects, designed the building with various important ideas in view, among them the indirect system of
lighting. In this respect the theater is without a parallel in
Louisville. By means of the indirect illumination, a soft,
even glow is diffused throughout the building.
The fixtures

Interior

View

of

Majestic

utilized are inverted, the light being thrown against the
ceiling. It is reflected back from this point, the rays being
mellowed and diffused in returning. The illumination is
restful to the eyes.
The style of architecture in the interior is Louis XIV.
This is pursued in every appointment and detail, and the
effect is remarkably satisfactory and exquisite. The 1
scheme involved is largely responsible for the beauty of the
interior, being cream, pink and gold, a combination so rare
and warm that the most blase connoisseur could not fail to
be startled out of his lethargy. At all events, Louisville
theatergoers have pronounced it perfect.
The stage is another feature of the theater deserving of
more than passing comment. In size, it is one of the la:
in the Bluegrass metropolis, the dimensions being thirty
feet in depth, fifty in width, with a proscenium arch of thirty
feet. This is sufficiently large to accommodate any vaudeville or other acts, and if the -Majestic Theater Company
ever decided to convert its house into a legitimate theater,
few changes would be necessary.
An elaborate foyer is one of the successful efforts of the
designers. This is suitably decorated, the floor being marble
and the walls in keeping. The floor of the theater is covered with the best linoleum, copper bound. The seats range
in size from eighteen to twenty and twenty-two inches. They
are so arranged as to give an excellent view from the rear,
the incline being sufficiently marked to give all a good vision
of the screen.
The outside of the theater was not changed with the transformation of the interior. No particular style of architecture was used, a large arch liberally studded with electric
lights being the feature. More than 300 lights are used on
the exterior, exclusive of the big electric sign which beckons
to pedestrians on Fourth Avenue in the evening. Electricity
is, of course, plentifully used in the interior, the indirect

Theater,

Louisville,

Ky.
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lighting system necessitating almost twice the normal
of current.
The new Majestic Theater is absolutely fireproof,
and floors being of concrete, with masonry walls.
erating room is unusually large and well protected
proof booths.
The throw from the operating room

stage i^ no less than 105 feet
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Vocal and orchestral music have done their share toward '
making the Majestic a resort for discriminating theatergoers.
The arrangements for the orchestral music are similar to
tlu >se in effect in the best theaters throughout the country.
Those pertaining to the singing, however, are distinctly
Unique. Instead of appearing on the Stage in the regulation
fashion, the soloist is seen in a box to the right of the
stage. From this point of vantage, sweet tones seem even
clearer, and this method has met much favor. Other practiees at Louisville's newest theater are in keeping.
The orchestra numbers ten musicians, all of known ability
ami of long experience. This feature has increased the
popularity of the house with its patrons. The orchestra
remlers not only a daily musical program, but also numbers
by request, and lovers ol music are able to satisfy their desire to the utmost. The employees of the Majestic number
twenty two. Besides the ten piece orchestra, there are three
operators. There is one soloist, two cashiers and several
ushers.
The ventilating and heating systems in use at the Majestic
conclude the arrangement of the high-class theater. Ventilators are installed both in the floor, the walls and ceilings,
and the house is as cool in summertime as some grotto in
the country. The heating is all that could be desired, lowpressure steam providing a comfortable temperature regardless of the conditions in the open. These important features
are ideal and are largely responsible for the splendid attendance.
The admission price is ten cents. The usual program calls
for about a dozen daily performances, but on holidays this
number is often increased to fourteen or fifteen, while in
dull or extremely cold weather it may be decreased to suit
the management. As a rule, however, the machines are
run steadily. The Majestic follows the policy of having no
interruptions, and taboos advertising slides of all descriptions.
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PURITAN

THEATER,

BOSTON.

The Puritan 'I heater opt ned on Washington Street, Boston,
on October 30, ton, and immediately found favor with the
by the
hou
The
patrons
theater
photoplay
South End Amusement I ompany, til. Ballard being president and treasurer, and !•. \. Hawes, lecrel
1 general
manager. The Puritan has a total seating capacity of 790,
the balcony
too of
people
["he accompanying
photograph give, aholding
good idea
the exterior
ol the Puritan,
and
the interior decorations are red and gold, the colors being
blended m most attractive style.
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This theater shows a remarably clear and well-defined
picture,
and finish
uses two
Power's
No. effect
6 machines.
Tile workof
and
stucco
is used
to good
in the exterior
the house, the appearance being striking. The Puritan
boasts of an efficient four-piece orchestra and uses Licensed
service;
also eight acts of vaudeville.
The success of this house, opening as it did in a location
having a good share of motion picture theaters must be laid
at the door of Mr. "Charlie" E. Heath, who has built up a
very profitable trade for his house. Manager Heath has had
plenty of experience, as he was connected with the Pastime
and Beacon theaters, Boston, before taking over the Puritan.
Mr. Heath believes in good, clean programs, and always
makes a point of seeing every picture before he books it for
his house* The Puritan caters to a good class of trade, and
is getting it. judging from the audiences. All in all. the
Puritan may be called one of Boston's representative photoplay theaters.
BEAUTIFUL

THEATER

REMODELED

AT

A

COST

OF

$6,000.

Herewith
is
d photograph
of Arson
& Browne's
theater,
at The
Raleigh,
which wasof remodeled at a the
cost"Alamo."
of $6,oco.
front N.is C.
constructed
marble
and plastic work. The "Alamo" has a seating capacity of
400 persons and the music emanates from a Wurlitzer orchestrelle costing Si. 500. The proprietors state that they
are doing a very profitable business.
Mr. C. L. Preston, of Heuvelton, X. Y., is building a moving picture theater in the Preston Block to seat 300. The
dimensions of the structure are 21 feet by 04 feet. The best
of equipment will be installed, among which will be Power's
No. 6 projection machine. The admission price will be live
cents.

LITTLE

SOUTHERN

THEATER.

M. L. Hofheimer, proprietor and manager of the "Empire," a vaudeville theater of Richmond, Va., has recently
opened in Broad Street, that city. "The Little Theater." a
first-class moving picture house. Both houses are adjoining
each other and Mr. Hofheimer states that he is receiving
a goodly share of profitable business. The house is fitted
with all the latest improvements and the appointments are
in order. An attraction of the house is the large pipe-organ,
which Mr. Hofheimer finds of great value in providing
able musical accompaniment to the films. The admission
prices are five cents for matinees and ten cents after 7 P. M.
A contract has been let for the erection of a new theater
in Des Moines. Iowa. The structure will be built at the
X. E. corner of Fifth and Walnut streets.
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Anyone looking at the cut which we print herewith of
the Princess Theater, Provo, Utah, will remark that it has a
very pretty exterior app<
Although
we have not
seen a photograph of the interior of this house, we have
every reason to believe that it is just as nice in the inside.
The size of the building is fifty feet by eighty feet and it
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MONTGOMERY'S
NEW
COLUMBIA
HOUSE.
The Montgomery
Amusement
Company
has opened
its
t id house in Columbia, S. C. The name of this theater
is the 'ideal" and both Columbia
houses will be managed
by Mr. George Warner.
The decorations are most pleasing, being done in several
lints of red with all fixtures of bronze. All the exits and
the entrance are draped in rich tapestries. The seating
capacity is 600, and the chairs are from twenty to twentytwo inches wide and are set thirty-four inches apart, giving
ample room for patrons to pass without disturbing those
seated. The seats are arranged in a semi-circle and, with the
lloor being sloped, a person, no matter where he sits, can
the picture with just as good a view as though he were
sitting directly in the middle. The first row of seats is
twenty-three feet from the curtain, which does away with
the objection to patrons to taking that row of seats.

Princess Theater.

Ideal Theater.

seats 550 persons. It was completed at a cost of $25,000. It
was opened to the population of Provo, which is about 10,000, on the first day of January. 1912, and has been doing
a capacity business ever since. The operating room of the
Princess is fitted with Power's No. 6, an Edison Model B
and an Enterprise spotlight. Four reels of Licensed pictures, changed three timts each week, and a four-piece orchestra constitute the performance, for which admission
prices of ten and twenty cents are charged. Mr. John B.
Ashton is the manager of the house.

There is also a commodious stage with dressing rooms on
each side, which makes it possible to convert the house so
that it can play to vaudeville on very short notice. The
acoustics of the house are excellent. The orchestra pit is
eight by thirty feet.
Contrary to the usual custom, the exhaust fans are located
in the rear of the house at the floor level. The ceiling has
numerous ventilator and it is claimed that the air of the
auditorium is renewed every ten minutes. Numerous wall
and ceiling fans keep the air in circulation. The house is
situated well back from the street and is approached through
a well-lighted arcade, the floor of which is tiled and the
walls are decorated with beautiful panels of embedded glass.
The architect's plans were drawn throughout from the suggestions of Mr. George C. Warner. President Frank T.
Montgomery and Vice-President Henry C. Dorsey were
present at the opening. E. Dorman will be the assistant
manager and Roy Koler is chief operator. This is the ninth
house of this company.

% L*L m?. yi
Elite Theater.
KALAMAZOO

HAS
NEW
PHOTOPLAY
HOUSE.
We reproduce herewith a photograph of the Elite Theater,
Kalamazoo, Michigan, the newest and largest motionfeetpicin
ture house in that city. It is sixty by one hundred
dimensions and will seat 700 persons. The front is most
attractive, being of terracotta and Italian marble. The doors
and windows are fitted with French plate glass. The building and ground represent an investment of $40,000. The
owners and managers are Harry Waterman and Charles
Palmer. Mr. Waterman also conducts successful photoplav houses in Renton Harbor. Mich., and Waukegon, 111.
Universal Film Company productions will be exhibited at
this new picture theater.

Dixie Theater.
FINE

PICTURE

HOUSE

AT GALVESTON.

Above we publish a view of the Dixie Theater, 2120
Market Street, Galveston, Texas. Mr. A. Martin, the manager "of the
Dixie,in claims
that it and
is thehe finest
equipped
motion
picture
theater
the South,
exhibits
nothing
but
first-run Licensed pictures.
It seats 565 persons.
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"The
Vengeance of EgyptSpecial.
"
New
Kind of Horror in a Three-Reel Gaumont

••/"r*HEirab
\ cngeance
of Egypt"
a tale
The
was a sacred
beetleis in
the of
Nile.1 scarab
Valley ring.
ana, 2,000
•*■ years ago, rings cut to represent it were worn by people
of rank. A few are being dug up, and to people with imaginations, they seem uncanny. The story covers over a hundred
ister, brought about by a vindictive mummy from
whom, in the first scene, the ring is stolen. Her ever hungry
vengeance falls again and again on the posessor of the trinket
until, in the end. it is restored to her withered hands.
to hold the ring to invite the catastrophe.
Only the first two victims were guilty, or even remotely connected with the thief. The picture's unity depends largely, and
1:1 -iin parts solely, on the scarab. Yet such a relic carries its
of mystery with it: it is always distinctly Egyptian, always
in ,i sense, horrible. If some scenes seem loosely connected,
others ring right in the center with the impression desired ami
build up .1 horror that grips in the strongest way. Also the
producer has not depended wholly upon the ring; but, by means
of a strange dream of an Egyptian charnel house, in one place,
and by using museum scenes full of old Egyptian relics, in
others, he keeps in the right atmosphere.
The story is in the Maupassant school; its object is horror,
always a new horror and, in many of its scenes, it is astonishinglj effective.
Words can describe and make the mind see, but
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it, we fear for bun
Quicklj our dr<
• in an awful
way. for tin poison works up hi
inting hideous bloi
The ring is now auctioned to a young dand) who also intet
it for his sweetheart
1 1 1 ^ rival shoots bun
beautiful, quiet stream and the 1
with him
N
and two lovers, picking water lilies, find it lb'
lovely. But ill luck stillhaunts the holdei "i therii
an aeroplane is wrecked and both lo
in a
very realistic scene
The mother of the girl putt the rtnj
her linger as she sits by the death-bed "i her onl> ch
day or so later, is killed by the running awaj
which dashes over a high cliff into
The automobile accident is fair, but it i
tit in
the picture, "let immediately afterward, the atmosphen
more strongly suggested.
A fisherman finds tin- rin
it to an Egyptologist who know-, by it- inscription, tb.n il
longs on the linger of the withered princess whose mumn
Iso knows, in the national museum.
With impressivi
nity it is placed again on the linger that had worn
it f
many thousand years.
Night comes.
In the deserted, g'
museum,
we see, by the satisfied gleam
in the eyes of
mummy, that the vengeance has been accomplished, and that the
tale is done.
The picture is likely to discourage
scarab rings from mummied princesses.

Teddy Roosevelt in Pictures
Pictures

of

Roosevelt's
Transcontinental
Tour
Bring
Enthusiastic Cheers at Carnegie Hall.

Out

The two-reel
series of Roosevelt pictures, made
and
leased by the General
Film Publicity
and Sale- Co.,
shown for the first time at Carnegie Hall in New York City
on Saturday
night, Oct. 5.
The
audience
greeted
them
warmly.
It saw Teady on his "way to the White
Hou
laughed with him in his humorous
moments; worked it-elf
up into fervor when he was plainly in earnest: and laughed
delightedly when, as occasionally happens, something comical peeps out of the surging throngs.
One of these happy
moments shows a suffragette in an unconscious gum-chewing
contest with herself.
The series takes up two full-length reel-. The first reel
picks him up at Eargo, X. D., and carries him on through
Billings, Mont., where we are shown a large crowd in motion.
It was after leaving Billings that Roosevelt drove the loco
motive across the Continental Divide. He is seen leaning
from the cab window on the lookout for danger. This group
of pictures tickled the audience greatly. Shout- were sent to
him from the gallery. "Good boy. Teddy, on your wa
Washington," or something like: "Going to the White House,

Scene from "The Vengeance

of Egypt"

(Gaumont).

the seeing of the thing transpiring before one is far stronger in
its effect. Maupassant might have told us how a dread plague
painted its sp6ts on the arm of a man who had put on the ring.
But when a good actor holds out his arm in consternation, and
we see the blotches grow, we surely feel that it is real.
In the first scene, we see Napoleon at the foot of the pyramids.
A mummy case has been dug up and the great general has it
opened so that he and the savants with him can look upon it.
Lieutenant Birard is much interested. That night he comes for
a second view of it and, when none is looking, quietly slips from
one of its dried fingers a fascinating ring. This he sends to his
fiancee in France. The scene now changes from the sandy Egyptian land to France and to a beautifully furnished home of a
pretty girl. She has received the ring and her lover's note in
which he says that it is to be their engagement ring. A terrible
dream comes to frighten her in the middle of the night. She
sees a hideous collection of Egyptian mummy coffins. They are
standing in a row and blink at her with strange eyes, full of
baleful white gleam, like a cat's eyes. The dream is brushed
aside with difficulty, but when morning comes, the girl is happy
again and is writing to her sweetheart, the lieutenant. Her
parents enter and we see at once that something is wrong. This
is skillfully suggested and we are prepared for the news that
the sweetheart is dead.
Time passes, and we find the unwed widow, grey-haired.
Other characters are introduced. Her nephew and ward takes
the mummy's ring without her knowing it. This young man
gives it to his sweetheart who, that night, is murdered by a
burglar. The ring is now carried to an antiquary and left with
him. The scene that follows is very strong. The atmosphere of
the antiquary's museum is in perfect accord with the story and,
when the old man slips the ring on his finger and is pricked by

Teddy,
hurry up!"
The pictures
indicate that when he reached Spokane, Washington, a vast and enthusiastic crowd was on hand to give
him welcome. There was an automobile parade through the
-treets of the city to the Masonic Temple. From the balcony of this Roosevelt spoke. It was in Spokane that a
big committee of suffragists greeted him. At Seattle, the
next stop, in a parade that followed his motor car, we remember one good sign carried on a pole. It had a moosehead on the left, and on the right it read. "The Woods of
Watconic
full of
lot of
Unclewhen
Sam's
Tars
were
in thearecrowd
and'em."
gave Athree
cheers
the Jack
candidate
stopped to laugh with them and shake hands. The rest of
this fir-t reel shows the stops and the speeches and the
enthusiasm in Oregon. The cities where he stopped are
Huntington, La Grand and Portland.
The second reel begins with Roosevelt in Southern California, at Los Angles, and carries him along the eastward
trip. At Laguna, X. M.. he makes a speech to cowboys. Indians and men and women in Mexican costume. There is
a good bit of humor at one of the Texan stopping places.
He stands talking with some of his old comrades of the
Rough Riders and, as he turns, he notices the camera
man and mimics the constant grind. The scenes that close
the film were taken over a year ago. They show Col. Roosevelt's reception in Berlin on his way home from the African
hunt with natural history specimens. We see Emperor
William and his court meeting him in state at the railroad
station.
It was a flash of genius that prompted the filming of this
tour. Its great value comes from the manifest enthusiasm
shown by the crowds that greet their chosen candidate. An
editorial may say that he can't carry California. These pictures show a warm-hearted attitude toward him there and
their truthfulness can not be gainsaid. The series can be
shown anywhere and everywhere, what it shows must be
believed.
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"THE WARNING HAND" (Essanay).
A wonderful and startling dramatic subject is this production by the Essanay Eastern Dramatic Stock players, and is
unquestionably one of the month's most extraordinary features. The plot is the last word in novelty, and the interpreby Essanay's well-known artists is worthy of the
highest tation
praise.
Jack Wayne, a dissolute young fellow, staggers into his
home one evening in a state of intoxication, to find his father
on his deathbed. Before the aged man dies he warns Jack
to beware the hand of evil, and points to a shrouded painting
on the wall depicting a jeweled hand suspended
from a
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cover his rival, Morrell, seated close beside her. In a frenzy
of jealous rage, Wayne whips out a gun and is about to
murder Morrell, when suddenly a ghostly hand appears in
the air before him holding a hangman's noose. Recoiling
from the apparition, Wayne realizes the folly of such a step,
recovers his composure, enters the room and finds Morrell
extending an apology to Grace for not having noticed the
engagement ring upon her finger. Five years later Wayne
has married and is beset with business difficulties. He attempts to secure a loan from a banker, but his securities are
worthless. Seizing upon an opportunity, he takes a blank
check from the banker's desk and that night is about to forge
it when the warning hand again appears to him and drops
ghostly handcuffs upon his wrists. Leaping up wildly, Wayne
discovers they are vanished as quickly as they appeared. A
moment later he receives a letter offering him a fortune for
some mine holdings. The warning hand has proved his
salvation.
It will at once be seen that this is a most unusual and enthralling story. Francis X. Bushman does splendid emotional
work in the role of the dissolute Wayne; Helen Dunbar and
Frank Dayton are his parents; Lily Branscombe is his sweetheart; Harry Mainhall portrays the rival; Harry Cashman
gives an excellent study of the banker, and Wm. Walters is
the doctor. The double-exposure scenes are wonderfully
effective throughout, and the entire production is a distinct
feature.
It is booked for release October 18th.
A

CANADIAN

FILM

MANUFACTURER.

The accompanying illustration is a scene from the Parade
of the Sovereign Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows' Convention,
which was held in Winnipeg, week of September 16th, 1912.
A 1,000-foot reel of the convention, parade, etc., was taken by
the Starland Limited and they are marketing the picture on
a state right basis or selling outright.

ZO0i*i U k\

Scene from "The Warning Hand" (Essanay).
sword by a chain. Jack is dazed at the sight of the painting
and hurries from the room. After the death of his father,
young Wayne loses heavily at cards and one evening is
about
to appropriate
some tofunds
fromshroud
his mother's
private
safe, when
he is startled
see the
fade from
the
painting and the hand of evil points directly at him. Frightened, he watches the shroud return into place, then staggers
from the room in a panic of fear. Several months afterward,
he calls one evening upon his sweetheart, Grace, only to dis-

The Starland Limited are also advertising- in this week's
paper was
a still
more
film. "The 2nd
Calgary
Stampede."
This
held
at interesting
Calgary September
to 7th,
and was
undoubtedly one of the greatest gatherings and contests of
cowboy and Western sports ever held.
The Starland Limited are confining their efforts at present
to Western Canadian topicals, but they expect to make regular releases in the near future. Their productions will be
of special interest to the rapidly increasing number of moving picture exhibitors throughout the Provinces.
POWER'S

CAMERAGRAPH

IN

THE

SCHOOLS.

A Power's
Xo. 6A
has been
installed
by Williams,Brown & Earle, of Philadelphia, in the New Jersey School
for the Deaf, and a Xo. 6 in the Venice Union High School,
Venice, California.

THE

MOVING

"THE HIGH COST OF LIVING"
(Solax).
For men must work and women must weep
And there's little to earn and many — toKingsley.
keep.
If the tariff had been revised ownward — if instead of protecting by an Oilequalizing
such "infant"
industlies
like
the Standard
Company, tariff
the American
Tobacco
Company,
American Woolen Company, the Armour's Beef, and U. S.
Steel Corporations anil such other "weak little" combinations,
the poor man would perhaps be contented and be able
to look the landlord, butcher, the grocer and the baker
square in the face. As it is, within the last few years prices
on the necessities of life have been soaring while the scale of
wages has not kept pace with the increased cost of living.
This condition of affairs is the thesis of the Solax production. "The High Cost of Living," the release of October
23rd. Joel Smith, an ironworker, has given the best years
of his life — almost a half a century — to his employer. He
rises to be foreman
of the foundry but because of mental
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"MAKING

UNCLE

JEALOUS"

There 1- a great deal of the human

(Eclair).

element

underlying

this release so it all rings ttue through if
sibility.
The action moves with a spirited gu to thereby
supplying the ever dependable
\l<< B 1 rancis with ju-t the
sort of part he fairly revels in The mi
hit work
the more we are forced to acknowledge him
most of straight comedians.
He is always diversified, never
clownish and lie "puts it over."

Scene from "Making Uncle Jealous" (Eclair).
The work of Geo. Larkin, Sheerer, Isabel Lamon, and
Muriel Ostriche is of their usual faithful order. Not to forget

Scene from "The High Cost of Living" (Solax).
limitations does not reach an influential or remunerative
position. He works steadily and while rents go up and
the cost of foods advance old Joel is in a rut. For ten
years he hasn't had an increase in salary. Nor have the
men who work alongside of him been more fortunate. Joel
would have continued in the rut but for the active dissatisfaction of the younger men in the foundry.
They decide to rebel against existing conditions, to strike,
if their employer does not meet their demands f<5ra general
increase in wages. Because of his age and influence with
the head of the firm, Old Joel is sent to the boss. While
Joel is received with cordiality the boss is firm. He asserts
he cannot meet the demands of the men, and the strike is on.
Poor several
Joel, although
can littlehe aft'ord
joins thestraits.
men.
After
weeks ofhe idleness
is in it,
desperate
He either has the alternative of starving or else beg — something he is too proud to do. As a last resort, when he sees his
suffering widowed daughter and her children before him,
he decides to go back to the forge.
Serious consequences develop and*- Joel finds himself, an
object of pity, before a judge and jury. The story is full
of heart interest, of poignant suffering, of truth and of
wisdom.

AJO one had ever heard him
* * speak a word, so they dubbed
him "Silent Jim." Then one
day he told his story just as
Eclair will re- tell it to you in a
forthcoming
Feature
Release.

ainto
mention
of the
pretty, lovable little "Eclair Kid" who flits
a couple
of scenes.
The story concerns the schemes and devious ruses by
which two nephews of the old maid aided by the nieces of
the old bachelor uncle (Francis) succeed in pairing each of
the concerned old bashful lovers off with a new suitor. True
to their premises, this awakening of jealousy on the part of
uncle causes him to hunt up his sweetheart of years and years
and propose and win her gladsome "Yes!" in answer.
The photography is of the usual fascinating Eclair variety,
abundant in nretty tints and artistic settings.
KLEINE'S CINES AND ECLIPSE FILMS.
Two first-class dramas and a split reel containing a comedy
and scenic
subject
up October
George Kleine's
program
of releases for the
week make
ending
19th. For
the regular
Tuesday release "The Adventure of the Scarecrow" furnishes
a unique story which offers excellent opportunity for a successful photoplay. As the title suggests, a scarecrow figures
very prominently. The film is replete with exciting dramatic
situations describing the waylaying of a farmer by two bold
highwaymen and the final capture of the culprits on the part
of the police by a clever ruse involving the scarecrow. The
principal roles are taken by Chas. Cattaneo, Maurice Anverso
and Carlo Moltini, the latter does especially tine work as the
chief of police.
ottering "The Missing Locket" makes
Wednesday
For the
film. It shows clearly how a trifling caprice
acceptable
a very
upon the part of a child can lead to grave consequences if not
prevented in time. The gradual development of the story
to the "near tragedy" is very
harmless
perfectly
from thebrought
as is also the change in the character
about
cleverlv
of the husband from the loving, kindly father to the revengeful, infuriated demon.
The Saturday split reel, comprising "An Abbreviated
Honeymoon" and "Among the Mountains of Calabria" furnishes a diverting and interesting subject. The comedy is
full of action and is filled with many humorous situation-.
weds" who are anticia pair of "newly
deals withhoneymoon;
The story
but sad to relate, their trip
pating a delightful
The character
disastrously.
ends
proves decidedly brief and
of the groom is taken by the well known Cines comedian,
Mr. George Gambardelli. who. as usual, gets into all sorts of
trouble, but comes out triumphantly after all. The film is a
good one and will provoke many laughs.
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CALLING"

(Essanay).
from Essanay's
subject
comedy
sparkling
bright,
Here is a
.i-ii comedy company
that fairly bubbles with joy and
the '■'
discovers
cook, Maggie
itive laughter,
.,1 Poetrj
lurking inMaggie,
tier darktheeyes.
quits her job,
write- reams of slush, and the exciting experiences that ensue
make a real comic liit.
Maggie, a cook, feels thai she is born to write poetry and
consults a phrenologist. Among the many knobs on Magintelligence, he discovers one that reveals she
will startle the world with lu-r scribbling. Therefore, Maggie
resigns her job and -tart- in to poet. Also she cast off her
policeman lover. Officer 444.
One morning she invades the
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The production is unique in a number of ways, and the
-lush that Maggie writes, when thrown on the screen, will
make the mo-i blase photoplay critics forget their troubles
and laugh in the good old-fashioned way. The film is
In >okcd for r<
•< kober 15th.
OPIE READ S FRIENDS WATCH HIM WORK.
Many friends of Opie Read, the novelist, who is playing
the lead in the motion picture dramatization of his famous
work. "The Starbucks," called up at the office of the American Film Mfg. I o. to a-k permission to see the distinguished
wrinr in his interpretation
of Jasper Starbuck.
Permission was given Friday, and a party including Dr.
rge F. Butler, head physician of Cook County; Frank D.
Comerford, former police attorney
for Chicago, and a poli-

Scene from "The Starbucks" (American).

tician of note, Harry Irving Greene, the novelist, and Clement Yore, a special' writer for the Hearst papers, visited the
American studio. They spent a delightful afternoon and
abilities.
were loud in their praise of Mr. Read's remarkable histrionic
Handling so notable a character as Opie Read proved a
considerable task. The American, like all other manufacturers, is in constant receipt of requests by person and
phone for permission to visit its plant. The fact that Opie
Read could be seen in his most splendid work proved a
that drew the many curious that knew him by reputamagnet
tion as well as his intimate friends.

■

*

m

Scene from "A Mistaken Calling" (Essanay).
office of a publishing house and in the course of a few moments has tin editor on the floor by the hair while she pours
her slush into his tortured ear. Officer 444 >S summoned to
arrest her. and the recognition is mutual. lie gets her out
on the street to the patrol box, but Maggie soon puts him to
sl< ep by reading her poetry and rlees, leaving one of the
verses attached to his uniform. Reduced to poverty and
starvation. Maggie applies at an employment bureau and
luckily is re-engaged by her former mistress on taking a
pledge never to scribble again. On the way home Maggie
runs across Professor Phreno, the bunk phrenologist who
put her on the wrong track. What she does to him with her
fists and umbrella is plenty, and is only subdued by the inevitable Officer 444. who sends her on her way. In closing
we find Phreno humped over his chart, feeling the lump on
his forehead and wondering over the fact that its location on
theEleanor
chart is Blanchard
signed "casualty."
has never been
funnier than in the
role of Maggie; John Steppling has a character to his liking
:i4; Howard
Missimer
i< humorous
as Prof.
Phreno; Wm. Walters is the besieged editor, and Lily Branscombe and Frank Dayton are Maggie's employers.

"PROP."
VALUABLE
SECURES
AMERICAN
the run from
in making
used
formerly
A stagecoach,
Lompoc to Los Alamos in the early days of California, was
the properties of the American Film Manrecently added toCompany
Barbara, California.
at Santa
ufacturing
NOTICE TO RELATIVES OF E. V. O'NEILL.
The relatives of E. V. O'Neill, a cameraman and oper
known in New York and Chicago, are requested to communicate with F. B. Yon Teuber. official photographer of the
Madeira-Mamore Railroad, for information concerning him.
Mr Yon Teuber may be addressed, Box 304, Manaos,
Brazil, S. A.
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Scenes
"SOULS

IN TORTURE"

from

"Souls

(Itala).

The Itala Company's coming two-reel special, "Souls in
Torture," is a feature worth seeing. It is an elaborate society melodrama and would be notable if its lovely scenes
were the only good quality to commend it; but we also find
in it a strongly developed and effective story. It is set in
the atmosphere of pleasure loving high life and its backgrounds are, for the most part, in and around a beautiful
country home.
We arc shown in the first scene a young and pretty girl
and her mother. They have good standing, but have come
to the end of their financial resources. An elderly marquis
has fallen in love with the girl and wants her to marry
him, but she refuses. The marquis buys up her mother's
debts and, in a clandestine way, uses them to make the girl
willing to marry him for his money. Later, in their beautiful home, she meets her husband's secretary. They fall in
love, but she is an honorable woman and will not accept his
attentions except as a friend. The villain of the picture, a
young blade and friend of the marquis; because the woman
spurns his attentions, plays a trick on the old man, who is
thereby made to become very suspicious of his wife and
his secretary. She had been dictating a drama, the story
of their souls. This the old man reads and seeing the truth
spread out before him, kills himself.
The plot is carefully made and the interest, which is caught
by the first scenes, is held through the entire length of both
reels. Almost all of the scenes are full of beautv; but there
is what may be called one act, devoted to a hunt on horseback.
The action is dramatic: but the backgrounds are lovely.
These scenes will excite enthusiasm.

THE

AITKENS

IN EUROPE.

Messrs. H. E. and Roy Aitken, of the Mutual-MajesticReliance companies, are now in Europe making arrangements
for feature subject-.
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in Torture"

(Itala).

MOTIOGRAPH

MODEL

1912

DISCONTINUED.

The Enterprise Optical Company, appreciating the wide
circulation of The Moving Picture World, desires the announcement made that it has discontinued the manufacture
of its Model 1912 machines. This action was taken with the
appearance of the Model 1913 machine on August 17. 1912.
It is also desired that all those interested should know that
with the appearance of the Advance. Supplement of the 1913
Model all previous price lists and catalogs became invalid.
In making this announcement the Enterprise Company wish
it understood that they will continue to furni-h repair parts
for all previous Motiograph Models on short notice. Serial
numbeis should always be given when drdering.
BACK IN LUBINVILLE.
The Lubin Company under the management of General
Director Barry O'Neil, has returned to the home plant in
Philadelphia. They report a most glorious summer up at
Cape Elizabeth, Portland, Maine, and did excellent work on
seacoast pictures. There were 31 people in the organization,
who were housed in cottage- in the fi-hing village tor thirteen weeks.

^rO one had ever heard him
speak a word, so they dubbed
him "Silent Jim.' Then one
day he told his story just as
Eclair will re- tell it to you in a
forthcoming
Feature
Release.
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Calendar of Licensed Releases,
Current Releases.

Advance Releases.

MONDAY,
OCTOBER
14th, 1912.
BIOGRAPH— In the Aisles of the Wild (Drama)
EDISON— Outwitting the Professor (Comedy)
1000
KALEM— The Combination of the Safe (Drama)
1000
LUBIN— The Uprising (Drama)
1000
I IE— Pathe'j Weekly No. 42 (Topical)
SELIC— Monte Cristo (Special, 3 Reels, .Drama)
3000
SELIG— My Wife's Bonnet (Comedy)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Every Inch a Man (Drama)
1000
TUESDAY,
OCTOBER
15th, 1912.
EDISON— Glimpses of Bermuda (Scenic)
35°
EDISON— The Widow's Second Marriage (Comedy)... 650
ESSANAY— A Mistaken Calling (Comedy)
1000
CINES— The Adventure of the Scarecrow
(Drama) ... 1000
C. G. P. C— Max Fights a Duel (Comedy)
C. G. P. C— The Valley of Chevreuse and the Vaux de
Cernay
(Scenic)
LUBIN— Gentleman Joe (Drama)
1000
SELIG— The Opium Smugglers (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Mrs. Lirriper's Lodgers
(Drama)
1000
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16th, 1912.
EDISON— Removing Sunken Vessels (Topical)
35°
EDISON— Like Knights of Old (Comedy)
ECLIPSE— The Missing Locket (Drama)
1000
ESSANAY— The Grassville Girls (Comedy)
1000
KALEM— Paying the Board Bill (Comedy)
KALEM— Central Park, New York (Scenic)
PATHE— The Lass of Glouster (Drama)
SELIG— The Shuttle of Fate (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— An Elephant on Their Hands (Comedy) 1000
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17th, 1912.
BIOGRAPH— A Limited Divorce (Comedy)
BIOGRAPH— Like the Cat, They Came Back (Comedy)
ESSANAY— The Snare (Drama)
1000
LUBIN— Red Saunders' Sacrifice (Drama)
1000
MELIES — The Judgment of the Sea (Diama)
1000
PATHE— The Striped Bathing Suit (Comedy)
PATHE — Submarine Fauna (Educational)
SELIG— Where Love Is, God Is Also (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Father's Hot Toddy (Comedy)
*.
VITAGRAPH — Evening
Parade
and Gun Practice at
Fort Hamilton (Military)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18th, 1912.
EDISON— The Foundling (Drama)
1000
ESSANAY— The Warning Hand (Drama)
1000
C. G. P. C— The Rubber
Industry in Malaysia
(Indus.)
C. G. P. C— The Convertible Auto (Comedy)
KALEM— The Plot that Failed (Drama)
1000
LUBIN— Rube's Mistake (Comedy)
LUBIN — Meeting Mamie's Mother (Comedy)
SELIG— Subterfuge
(Comedy)
SELIG — The Geisha Girls of Japan (Educational)
VITAGRAPH— A Mistake in Spelling (Com.-Dr.)
1000
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19th, 1912.
EDISON— A Soldier's Duty (Drama)
1000
ESSANAY— The Outlaw's Sacrifice (Drama)
1000
CINES — Among the Mountains of Calabria (Scenic)... 350
CINES — An Abbreviated Honeymoon
(Comedy)
650
KALfiM — The Rival Engineers (Drama)
1000
l.i r. IN— Caught Bluffing (Comedy)
LUBIN — The Sporting Editor (Comedy-Drama)
P \TI IK— Misleading Evidence
(Drama)
VITAGRAPH— Bonny All at Sea (Comedy)

MONDAY, OCTOBER 21st, 1912.
BIOGRAPH— The One She Loved
(Drama)
CINES— The Lion Tamer's Revenge (Dr. 2-reel special)
EDISON— Kitty at Boarding School (Comedy)
600
EDISON — Mother Goose in a Sixteenth Century Theater (Comedy)
350
KALEM— The County Fair (Drama)
1000
LUBIN — Just Maine Folks (Drama)
1000
PATHE— Pathe's Weekly No. 43 (Topical)
SELIG— A Sad Devil (Comedy)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Four Days a Widow
(Comedy-Drama) 1000
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22nd, 1912.
EDISON— At the Masquerade Ball (Drama)
1000
ESSANAY— The Tomboy of "Bar Z" (Drama)
1000
CINES— Ascoli Piceno, South Italy (Scenic)
260
CINES— The Invited Guest (Comedy)
740
C. G. P. C— The End of Louis XI (Hist. Dr.)
C. G. P. C— Old Toledo
(Scenic)
LUBIN— In the Service of the State (Drama)
1000
SELIG— So-Tun-Wah and the Tribal Law (Drama)
...1000
VITAGRAPH— The Spirit of the Range (Drama)
1000
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23rd, 1912.
EDISON— At Home in the Water (Sports)
400
EDISON— The Boy Rangers
(Comedy)
600
ECLIPSE— In the Ossan Valley, Pyrenees, France (Sc.) 3/0
ECLIPSE— Making Briar Pipes (Industrial)
330
ECLIPSE— A Persistent Fly Swatter (Comedy)
300
ESSANAY— Bringing Father Around (Comedy)
1000
KALEM— The Peril of the Cliffs (Drama)
1000
PATHE— The Simple Life (Comedy)
SELIG— Tempted by Necessity (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Scenes of Irish Life at Dublin (Edu.)
VITAGRAPH— An Expensive Shine (Comedy)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24th, 1912.
BIOGRAPH— The Painted Lady (Drama)
ESSANAY— The Thrifty Parson
(Comedy)
1000
LUBIN— The Old Chess Players (Comedy-Drama)
...1000
MELIES— A Son's Example
(Drama)
1000
PATHE— Little Raven's Sweetheart (Drama)
1000
SELIG— The Awakening (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— The Toymaker
(Drama)
1000
FRIDAY,
OCTOBER
25th, 1912.
EDISON— The Affair at Raynor's (Fourth Story of the
Series of "What Happened to Mary")
(Drama)
1000
ESSANAY— Sunshine
(Drama)
1000
C. G. P. C— Tom
Thumb
(Trick)
C. G. P. C. — The Hermit Crab (Science)
KALEM — The Girl in the Caboose (Drama)
KALEM — New York Public School Drills and Dances
(Edu.)
LUBIN— The Noodle Industry (Industrial)
LUBIN — Down with the Men (Comedy)
SELIG — Getting Atmosphere
(Comedy)
SELIG — The Biwa Canal and Shooting the Rapids at
Katsuragwa. Japan (Edu.)
VITAGRAPH— Faithful Unto Death (Drama)
1000
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26th, 1912.
EDISON — Young Mrs. Eaton (Drama)
1000
ESSANAY— The Ranch Girl's Trial (Drama)
1000
CINES — A Turn of Fortune (Drama)
1005
KALEM — Death Valley Scotty's Mine (Drama)
1000
LUBIN — The Forest Ranger (Drama)
1000
PATHE— The Light that Failed (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— In the Furnace Fire (Drama)
1000

12— NEW PHOTOPLAYERS— 12
Just Out in Handsome Photos (11x14 1. $_'. 00 for the Set,
Hobart Bosworth, Kathlyn Williams, Marc Macdermott,
Edwin August, Blanche Sweet, Carlyle Blackwell. Martha
cis X. Bushman, Ormi Hawley, Henry Walthall and Anna
Companion Set to Our First Edition of America's Popular
JUST THE THING FOR YOUR LOBBY !
Write for free Catalogue and
"If It's Anything- to Advertise a Picture

Postage Paid.
Ruth Roland.
Russell, FranNielson.
Photoplavers.

advertising matter.
Theater. We Have It."

EXHIBITORS' ^g*^g?2gZ&.

30 Union Square, N. Y.
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VARIETY IN YOUR
EXHIBITION
CAN
ONLY BE
SECURED BY SHOWING

P.C
FILMS
THE CREAM OF THE
EUROPEAN OUTPUT
Insist on 'em
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2 REELS

THE LION TAMER'S REVENGE

A sensational story in which lions play an important part and cause many a thrill. Love, jealousy and
revenge are, of course, the principal ingredients in this splendid drama, the closing scene being wonderful. A
jealous lover, with the assistance of a clown — the play being enacted in a circus — lures his rival and his
partner, the girl, into the den of lions, and hinds them to a post. The woman manages to escape, later to
accuse the murderer, hut the lover is maneded to death by the infuriated lions.

Selig Production

THE COUNT
OF MONTE
CRISTO-

THREE
REELS

Adapted from Alexander Dumas' famous and romantic novel.
The wonderful and tragic story of Edmond Dantes, a young Frenchman, who is entrusted with a message to
the exiled Napoleon on the Isle of Elba, forms one of the greatest themes ever written upon. The full reproduction
of this masterpiece by Selig is unequalled by any stage production. There are over 300 people in the cast and
shows the wonderful scene, gorgeous costumes and elaborate stage setting. This is one of the most fascinating
pictures ever produced.

OCTOBER
7, 1912

SHAKESPEARE'S

AS YOU LIKE IT

Presented by the Yitagraph Company,
^

with ROSE

COGHLAN

VITAGRAPH
THREE REELS
as Rosalind.

I HE

The

Man

Ml »\ tNG

PI< rURE

Hunt

Rameses,

Pathe Release September 30, 1912.

Two Reels.

Kilborne, 11 poacher is loved by Rose, the daughter of an old charwoman,
whose cabin in the midst of .1 dense forest is Kilborne's rendezvous. Al
jh 1{'~.- has oft,n saved Kilborne from the hand of the law. bmtal
treatment 1- her only reward, for Kilborne is in love with a fanner's daughter. He is iiein^ tracked by the gendarme: and Row 1 peering that he is
It the farm.
hurries there to warn him of the imi*>nding danger.
The ;
at the farm immediately after her and surround ''
rdered to surrender.
He repc in front of Kill
as the shot ring's out and receives the Indict in her heart.
As she breathes
her last KHbomi
wee |is for the first time in his life and realizes the depth
of the love he never recognized.

Daughter of the Spy
Cines Release September 16, 1912.

Two Reels

This is a story of a spv who gives shelter in his own home to a nobleman fleeing from the soldiers. The nobleman informs his host and his
beautiful daughter of his identity and shortly after a file of soldiers enters
the house ana places him under arrest Before going to prison, he denounces father and daughter for their duplicity. Heart-broken, at the fate of the
nobleman, the daughter determines to make a desperate effort to release
him. On a pretext she enters the prison and is shown about, noting carefully thedirectly
location above
of thethat
prisoner's
By a and
nise, with
she procures
keys toa
the cell
of the cell.
nobleman
a crow-barthebreaks
hole in the flooring, lowers a rope and helps the prisoner to liberty. The
two make a perilous descent down the castle wall to the easement below.
Meanwhile, the
thefigures
girl's offather,
the spy. seizes
is on athe
and
discerning
the fugitives,
riflewall
and with
fires.theTo sentry,
his horror
he finds he has taken the life of his own daughter.

The Blighted Son
Pathe Release September 9, 1912.

Four Reels.

Thia is a story of a youDg man whose father is very wealthy. He leads
a life of reckless dissipation until the father, learning the use hia son is
making of the money, refuses to furnish further funds. The young fellow
thereupon commits his first crime; the crime of theft. The shock of this
disgrace brings an attack of apoplexy upon the father, which makes him
totally blind. From this time it is a rapid drop to bankruptcy for tha
oace honored famdv. When it is too late the young man realizes his error
and determines to begin life anew. He leaves his native country for South
Africa and, after fearful hardships, which develop the better aide of his
eharacter. he returns to his native land— a man.

Two Reels.

An old sea captain, a alave to liquor, is hired to sail the schooner
Joanna with a cargo of gunpowder for a revolutionary project. A young
man sails with him, against the advice of his sweetheart, who has a premonition of evil. When a few days out to sea, and while the young sailor
la asleep, the skipper drinks until he is irresponsible. He goes into the
ff^der rooni smoking his pipe. Soon he falls asleep and the pipe, dropping
from his hand, ignites the powder. A deafening roar and the vessel is
a mass of flames, leaving a wreck-strewn sea and a red glow in the sky
to tell a waiting sweetheart the story of her lover's fate.

Two Reels.

A

production
unparalleled
depleting a thrilling romance, laid in the ofdays
of aneient magnificence,
Egypt.
King Kameses. hearing of the beauty of a young shepherdess, dlsguisea
himself as a peasant and journeys to her home. She resents his ardent
advances and tells him of her devoted lover, a shepherd, tending hia nocks
on the mountain slopes.
The King, angered, has her carried off by force to his palace. Although
rejected, he determines to win her with lavishness, but without avail.
The shepherd,
hearing
his him.
lover's abduction, vows vengeance on King
Rameses
and attempts
to of
stab
When again the king's advances to the shepherdess are rejected, be
orders the two lovers before him and, in all the magnificence of the
Egyptian court, be magnanimously commands their marriage to take place.
The monies
splendor
of the
wonderful processions and cereare all shown
in aOriental
story notCourts,
soon forgotten.

Don Juan and Charles V
Pathe Release July 29, 1912.

Two Reels.

Charles V, abdicated the Spanish throne In favor of hia son, who
became Philip II. Almost the first thing Philip did was to fall in
love with Lucinda, a beautiful Spanish maid, who was practically betrothed
to Don Juan, a young student. Don Juan insults the new king when he
finds him forcing his attentions upon Lucinda. Don is arrested and
Lucinda brought to the torture chamber to see him suffer In the hope
that in order to save him che will consent to marry the King. Cnarlee
V is informed of the situation and, coming out of the monastery to which
he has retired, he astounds the younger men by acquainting them with the
fact that they are brothers. He makes them pledge their loyalty to one
another, asks Lucinda to choose between the two men and when she and
Don Juan embrace, gives them his blessing.

Kalem

Siege of Petersburg

Release July 22, 1912.

Two

The Money

Kings

15, 1912.

Three Reels

This is a story of a conspiracy on the part of the Money Kings to Involve the United States in a war. A representative of the United States
government starts for tie peace conference at The Hague, with the President's signatureasontheir
an secret
agreement
of to
peace.
The young
Money representative
Kings employanda
clever woman,
agent,
trap the
steal the precious document. A little dinner "for two" is arranged, during
the course of which the woman conspirator removes the document from the
young
representative's
with one
resembles
the
original.
The daughter coat
of oneandof replaces
the Moneyit Kings
learnsthat
of the
conspiracy
and
is inmessage
her father's
safe.
On replaces
a pretense
she
opensthat
the the
safe,original
extractsdocument
the original
and, in
turn,
it with
one to resemble it. She sends a wireless message to the young representative on his way to The Hague, telfiny him of the conspiracy and to watch
for her cousin in his hydroplane, bearing the original message. The Money
Kings are foiled.

Pathe Release July 8, 1912.

Two Reels.

TWa legend is written by Washington Irving, of the time of George 111
of England, during the occupation of thia country by the English in the
*5 century. The story of Rip Van Winkle, the happy-go-lucky ne'er-dowau, is well known to every child. Kip Van Winkle is portrayed by that
eminent actor, Mr. Robert McWade. St., who was associated for so long
with the famous Joe Jefferson. The splendid Vitagraph Company carry out
tha other parts in their usual creditable way.

Reels.

A visit of a Confederate officer to bis betrothed and her family la
Interrupted by a young man and hia crippled siiter who have been made
paupers by the ravages of the war. The young pauper proclaims his love
for the young lady of the house, and in order to demonstrate his bravery
and loyalty, enlists in the Confederate cause. Some months later the
young soldier rescues his rival, the Confederate officer, from a burning
bridge. A year elapses, and the pauper has been promoted to a lieutenancy.
The Confederates are entrenched before Petersburg, and the Federals
succeed in mining a part of the Confederates' outer works, but their
batteries are discovered in time to frustrate their plana. The Confederates place a small detachment under command of the poor, young
lieutenant, to keep the nearby batteries working. The officer whose life
has been saved, realizes the danger to the young lieutenant, forges an
order, relieving him of that hazardous duty and takes command himself.
The mine is exploded and tha gallant officer and his men are killed.

The Adopted Child

Rip Van Winkle
Vitagraph Release August 19, 1912.

King of Egypt

Cines Release August 12, 1912.

Vitagraph Release July

Fire at Sea
Pathe Release August 26, 1912.

\\ « ikl.D

Two

Reels.

A little child, whose father is lost in a foreign country seeking hie
fortune, becomes bereft of her mother snd is adopted by some kindhearted ragpickers. When she reaches budding womanhood she falls in
love with a yonng physician, who reciprocates her affection. This physician
is in turn loved by a young woman married to an elderly man, and aha
does her best to win his affection. She mikes her advances so pronounced
that her husband discovers the situation and challenges the doctor to a
duel, latter
which recognizes
is fought in
by the
the outraged
nickering husband
light of aa passing
ragpicker's
lantern.to
The
remarkable
resemblance
e suehia little ward's father's photograph, and, following up thia clue, hea life
ceeda in establishing the young girl's identity ana she lives out her
happily with the man of her choice under her father'! roof.
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Calendar of Independent Releases.
Releasing Through Film Supply CompanyCurrent Releases.

Universal CompanyReleasing Through
Current Releases.
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 13th, 1912.
REX— When Twenty Is In Love (Comedy-Drama)
CRYSTAL— Her Dressmaker's Bills (Comedy)
CRYSTAL— McQuirk, the Sleuth (Comedy)
ECLAIR— The White Bonnet (Drama)
MONDAY, OCTOBER 14th, 1912.
IMP— The Old Sweetheart
(Drama)
NESTOR— I Owe You $10.00 (Comedy)
CHAMPION— The Girl in the Gingham Gown (Drama)
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15th, 1912.
GEM— What the Bell Told (Drama)
BISON— Star Eye's Strategem
(Drama)
ECLAIR— The Hoodoo Letter (Comedy)
ECLAIR— One on Jones (Comedy)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16th, 1912.
NESTOR— Patsy's Mistake
(Comedy)
POWERS— The Golden Rule (Comedy-Drama)
POWERS— Does It Pay? (Comedy)
UNIVERSAL— Animated Weekly
(Topical)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17th, 1912.
IMP — The Fugitives (Drama)
REX— The Wedding March (Drama)
ECLAIR — Caprices of Fortune (2 reels) (Drama)
FRIDAY,
OCTOBER
18th, 1912.
POWERS— The Sealed Envelope (Drama)
NESTOR— Her Friend, the Doctor (Comedy)
VICTORI— The Cross-Roads
(Drama)
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19th, 1912.
BISON— Early Days in the West (2 reels)
IMP— The Postman
IMP — Eventful Bargain Day (Comedy)
MILANO— The Blind Man's Dog (Drama)

-

(Drama)...

Advance Releases.
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1912.
REX — Leaves in the Storm (Drama)
CRYSTAL— Bella's Beans (Comedy)
CRYSTAL— The Only Woman In (Comedy)
ECLAIR— The Old Professor (Drama)
ECLAIR — The Sulphur Industry in Sicily (Edu.)
MONDAY,
OCTOBER 21st, 1912.
IMP — The Pickaninnies and the Watermelon (Comedy)
NESTOR— Betty's Bandit (Drama)
CHAMPION— Thy Will Be Done (Drama)
TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

22nd,

1912.

GEM — The' Woman in White (Two Reels) (Drama)
..
BISON— Hunted Down
(Drama)
ECLAIR — The Homecoming
(Drama)
WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER
23rd, 1912.
POWERS— The Skeleton
POWERS— New Messina
NESTOR— The Border Parson (Drama)
UNIVERSAL— The Animated Weekly (Topical)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24th, 1912.
R EX— A Kentucky Feud (Drama)
IMP — King, the Detective, and the Smugglers (Drama)
ECLAIR — Making Uncle Jealous (Comedy)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25^,1912.
VICTOR— The Angel of the Studio (Drama)
POWERS— Just a Woman
(Drama)
NESTOR — The Lady Barber of Roaring Gulch (Com.)
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26th, 1912.
KISON— Trapper Bill, King of Scouts (2 Reels) (Dr.)
1 M P — Toe, the Pirate
IMP — Earlv in the Morning (Comedv)
MILANO— Kelly Goes to War (Comedy)
MILANO — A Three-Cornered Wedding Journey (Com.)

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 13th, 1912.
MAJESTIC— The Simple Life (Com.-Dr.)
THANHOUSER— Dotty, the Dancer (Com.-Dr.)
MONDAY, OCTOBER 14th, 1912.
AMERICAN— The Promise
(Dr.)
TUESDAY, OCTOBER
15th, 1912.
MAJESTIC— All for Jim (Dr.)
GAUMONT— Beethoven
(Dr.)
THANHOUSER— When Mercy Tempers Justice (Dr.).
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16th, 1912.
AMERICAN— The Border
Detective
(Dr.)
GAUMONT — Gaumont's Weekly No. 32 (Topical)
RELIANCE— The Bug and the Count (Com.)
RELIANCE— On Account of a Handkerchief (Com.-Dr.)
SOLAX— The Gold Brick (Com.)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17th, 1912.
AMERICAN— The New Cowpuncher (Dr.)
GAUMONT— The Legend of Cagliostro (Dr.)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18th, 1912.
LUX— His Nurse (Dr.)
SOLAX— The Maverick
(Dr.)
THANHOUSER— For the Mikado (Dr.)
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19th, 1912.
GREAT NORTHERN— Title not reported.
RELIANCE— The Organ Grinder's Ward (Dr.)
GAUMONT— The Panama Canal (Tonical)
GAUMONT— The Naval Review at New York (Topical)

1000

1000

1000
918

Advance Releases
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20th, 1912.
MAJESTIC — Captain Ben's Yarn (Drama)
THANHOUSER— Petticoat Camp
(Comedy)
MONDAY, OCTOBER 21st, 1912.
AMERICAN — The Best Man Wins (Drama)
1000
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22nd, 1912.
MAJESTIC— Love and War (Drama)...
GAUMONT — A Countrv Scandal (Comedy-Drama)....
THANHOUSER— Through
the Flames
(Drama)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23rd, 1912.
AMERICAN — The W:ay of the Transgressor (Drama)..
GAUMONT — Gaumont's Weeklv No. 33 (Topical)
RELIANCE— Johnny On the Spot (Comedy)
RELIANCE— How Jack Won Out (Comedy)
SOLAX— The High Cost of Living (Drama)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24th, 1912.
AMERICAN — The Wooers of Mountain Kate (Drama).
GAUMONT — Love and Calino Marries
a Suffragette
(Comedy)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25th, 1912.
LUX — Stick It, John (Comedy)
445
LUX — All Through a Five Pound Note (Comedy)
524
SOLAX — The Idol Worshipper
(Comedy)
THANHOUSER— In a Garden (Drama)
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26th, 1912.
GREAT NORTHERN— Title not reported.
RELIANCE— The Wireless
Miracle (Drama)
GAUMONT— Title not reported.

Mutual Film Corporation,
Current Releases.
MONDAY,
OCTOBER
14th, 1912.
KEYSTONE— Stolen Glory (Comedy)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 16th, 1912.
BRONCHO— The Sheriff's Adopted
Child (Drama)...
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18th, 1912.
"101" BISON (N. Y. M. P. Co.)— The Vengeance of Fate
(2 reels) (Drama)

Advance Releases.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 21st, 1912.
KEYSTONE— The Ambitious
Butler (Comedv)
KEYSTONE— The Flirting Husband (Comedv)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23rd, 1912.
BRONCHO— The Story of the Savage
Modoc
Mine
(Drama)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25th, 1912.
"101"( two
BISON
Y. M. P. Co.)— The Colonel's Ward—
reel-) (N.
< Drama)
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Gripping Cines-Kleine Feature!
TWO

REEL

SPECIAL

THE

LIORNEVTEANMGEER'S
Copyright, 1912, by George

Kleine

Released October 21, 1912

A Master of Twenty Ferocious Lions.

Imprisoned in the Lion's Cage.

The Most Startling and Spell-binding Film Ever Produced, Portraying a Thrilling
Story of Love, Jealousy, and the Fiendish Vengeance of a Lion Tamer.
Special ONE, THREE AND SIX-SHEET Posters.
See our advertisement on pages 162 and 163 of the Moving Picture World issue of October 12, 1912
COPYRIGHT:
THE
LION
TAMER'S
REVENGE was copyrighted by me September _'i~t. 1912. It is therefore protected in the United States, its territories, depend encies, and possessions, including the District of Columbia,
Alaska, Hawaii, Porto Rico, Philippine Islands, Guam, Tu tuila Group — Samoa, and the Isthmian Canal Zone,
A REWARD OF FIFTY DOLLARS ($50.00) will be p aid for the first bona fide information by wire, or letter, of
my name and copyright mark, which appears either in
any
print
of THE or LION
REVENGE
not bea ring
t must state where it is being shown or stored,
a Film
Exchange
TheaterTAMER'S
in the United
States; informan
FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS ($500.00) will be paid f or information which will lead to an injunction and confiscation and imprisonment of the party, or parties, in whose
tion of the first infringing film, and the successful prosecu
possession it is found; and the informant will receive one- half of the damages that may be assessed in my favor by
the Courts against the infringer.
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Ml. W ofi
WHO

THE

WILL BE THE WINNER

NEXT NOVEMBER?

WE DO KNOW THAT YOU, MR, STATE RIGHT
IF YOU
PURCHASE
THIS
LIVE
FEATURE

WAGE

BUYER,
JUST

WILL
BE
RELEASED

EARNERS

A Story of

LABOR
3000

vs.

FEET

CAPITAL

100 SCENES

3

REELS

Everybody will want to see

The

Wage

Earners.

They will all want to see
this great picture of Labor
and Capital. Many thrilling
and exciting scenes, such as
the big train wreck, auto
wreck, the wild ride on the
handcar, the flying leap
onto a moving train, the
big walk-out, the mob scene
and many others. This feature will be a fast seller, so
better get in touch with us
at once regarding territory
wanted, as waiting has cost
many a state right buyer
very dearly.
Elegant
Always

line of Paper, Banners, Heralds, etc.
watch for our next release.
Out soon,

SECRET

SERVICE

STORY OF THE SMUGGLING

ALONG THE CANADIAN BORDER

coming out sooN-MiHnight
WATCH

\*/ITM

FOR

YOU

THIS

ONE

SOON

STEVE

QUO

Ride

of

Paul

Revere

VAOIS

ATLAS MFG. CO., 411 Century Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

THE

Mi >\ [NG

I'M tiki'.

\\< >RLD

They All Wonder Why We Always Lead
in Features
Here Is the Answer

"SECRET SERVICE STEVE'
A Story of Smuggling Along the Canadian Border

3 REELS— OVER 100 SCENES— 3,000 FEET
of the most sensational and exciting scenes ever made in the history of
Motion Photography. This is a feature that will keep the audience
at highest pitch. State rights men should figure at once on this one.
THE PHOTOGRAPHY
IN THIS PICTURE IS
EXCELLENT.
THE
ACTION IS GREAT.
WE HAVE A SWELL
LINE OF PICTORIAL
PAPER
THAT HAS
NEVER
BEEN SEEN

Some of the many and
exciting scenes in this
picture: the upsetting of
the canoe and narrow escape from drowning; kidnapping of Nance and the
abduction in fast motor
boat which the smugglers
used in their attempt to
defraud the Government;
the wild ride along the
riverside trying to overtake the motor boat; they
get a powerful locomotive
and start upon a mad
chase after the motor boat,
finally overtaking boat.

OR
HEARD
OF
WITH ANY OTHER
FEATURE
WRITE

BEFORE.
US

FOR

A

SYNOPSIS OF THIS
GREAT STORY
OF
THE

SMUGGLERS.

Don't Wait Until Your State Is Sold, Act NOW
Next Release

"MIDNIGHT

RIDE OF PAUL

REVERE"

Coming Out Soon, Watch for It

"QUO

VADIS"

ATLAS MFG. CO., 411 Century BIdg.,ST. LOUIS, MO.
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"As Deep as the Deep Blue Sea"— Pub. by F. B. Haviland Pub.
Co., New York.
"I'm Dreaming of You" — Pub. by F. B. Haviland Pub. Co., New
York.

Scott & Van Altcna.
"Take Me to the Cabaret" — Leo Feist.
"That Lovin' Gal of Mine" — E. F. Heberlein.
"String
Schwartz. a Ring of Roses Round Your Rosie" — Jerome

&

Away from the Fellow Who Owns an Automobile"
— "Keep
Ted Snyder.
"Good-Bye, Sal" — Theo. Morse.
"Find Me a Girl" — Geo. Meyer Music Co.
"The Story the Pansy Told" — Theo. Morse.
"Some Day You'll Remember" — Sumner-Ohming.
"Wish To-Day Were Yesterday" — H. A. Weyman.
"I Want My Man" — Leo Feist.
"Let's Buzz" — Morse.
When She Was Sweet Sixteen" — Jeff T. Branen.
"Jtiht a Little Lovin' When You're Lonely'' — Weyman.
A. L. Simpson, Inc.
"Every Day in the Year"— Pub. by Penn Music Co., New York.
"Good-Bye, Rose"— Pub. by Shapiro Music Pub. Co., New York.
"A Song That Reaches Irish Hearts (The Wearing of the
Green)"— Pub. by the York Music Co., New York.

"Bring
Fred
Helf Me
Pub.Your
Co., Message
New York.of Love, White Dove" — Pub. by J.
"Oh, You Little Rascal" — Pub. by George W. Meyers Music
Co., New York.
"I Love
You York
Just Because
I Do" — Pub. by Sidnie Gill
Music
Co., New
City.
"When I Am Away" — Pub. by Robert B. Thompson, Chicago, 111.
"Memories
of You" — Pub. by Rossiter.
it Looks Like the Good Old Summer Time" — Pub. by
Rossiter.
"My Girl of the Golden Days"— Pub. by J. H. Austerheide.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Now Ready

TX • 1

•

*

T-fc

Bunyans rilgrim s rrogress
One sheet b'thos and excellent lecture. Send for circulars and prices.

A. J. CLAPHAM, 130 West 37th St., New York

SLIDES

Commercial
Announcement
Advertising
Stock

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS
We manufacture all
necest&ry apparatus
for making motion picture film. Cameras, triloping outfits,
scenery
pods,
printers,
deveand films. Write for
prices and
catalogue.Co.
American
Cinematograph

High-class Work, Quickest Delivery, Original Stock
Slides Always on Hand.
Write for Our Prices.
THE
GRANT
CARDER
SLIDE
CO.,
612-13
Merchants'
Trust
Bldg.,
Portland,
Oregon

MOVING

2415 Congress St.

PICTURE

THEATRE

Chicago, III,

LIST

for sale, containing 11,305 throughout United States; guaranteed 08% correct mailed under a two-cent
stamp.
Price $20.00 for the list or $3.00 per
thousand for certain States.
Trade Circular Addressing Cerupary, IC6 West kizmt

SOMETHING
THE UNBREAKABLE
AND WASHABLE
Made

St- Chicago.

s l_ i d ec

NEW'

E
SLID
NTS
ANNOUNCEME
NK OWNMICA
BLAYOUR
Em7•»™ MAKE

of Specially Prepared Mica That Can be Written on as Easily as Paper
PRICE 25 CENTS EACH

of any Presidential Candidate, beautifully colored, 25c.
Announcement and Advertising Slides, in any quantity,
our specialty.
Send for catalog.
NIAGARA

SLIDE COMPANY
-No. 2— From

BATTERSHALL & OLESON, "chicaqoK1"MOTION
PICTURE
SCENARIOS

\A/ A

NTEO

Special Attention

Given

COMEDIES

KINEMACOLOR

CO.

To

-

the Same

Lockport, N. Y.
MANACER-

I told you my intentions.
In tbe issue of last week
And after placing an order for Slides
Find arethey
can't Cheap
be beat.and do not break,
They
Sightly.
And your Patrons will not bore.
Am alluding to the Col-Oats,
The Windsor Co. make
At the Knierson Tower,
Baltimore.
The above Manager received one of our sample slides free,
wording.
Our Unbreakable
"Good
Night"
for 5 cents
and
The same opportunity is open to YOU.

his own
Catalog.

OF AMERICA.
MECCA

DeP*'

Est. 1££0. Phcres Frarklin llc2. 1183

BUILDING

S-

<NEW

YORK,

SLIDES of All Kinds*

N. Y

Send

for Catalogue

"W"

of our new line of beautiful

ANNOUNCEMENT

SLIDES

E:o'h slide
Our

We are the original

PROGRESSIVE

PARTY
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VITAGRAPH.
A MISTAKE IK SPELLING (Oct. 18). — 1 red
Manning, the European buyer for a large
unlit store, li engaged to Mabel Moon
Od the
r Europe, be take* Mabel to see
the Hat be baa rented and partly furnished for
ipj on bis return, when they are to be
married.
Bi
i the kej to keep.
He leaves
fur Europe
ork.
Al the Br«1 station out.
In' telegraphs Mabel, "1 lovi you." Later on at
another
be wtree,
"I love you foreTer."
l'r
New Fork be wires again the same mi
but the operator, a near man. gi ts things mixed
and Bends to Mabel "1 leave you forever." She
faints at the shock, while poor, unconscious ITred
sails for Europe.
Be Is ml
auae lie has
rtcelved no letter. Two months pass. Mabel has
been very ill and is recuperating al ■ health resort.
When it is time for Fred to return, abe sends all
his letters, ring, k<\v of bouse, etc., back, rare of
the arm. Prtd arrive* and Bnds them. He gets
her address starts off to the health
resort,
sees
Mabel, tl"' mistake Is explained and everything
ends happily.
THE. SPRIT OF THE RANGE (Oct. 22).— Hatty
Dorian lias always looked upon the head of the
family with whom sh( lias lived, as her father.
One day, be acquaints her that he is only her
guardian, and that Bhe has Inherited from her
father, the "liar /" ranch in Wyoming, also that
her only relative living is her brother, whose whereabouts Is unknown. The young woman gots to
Wyoming,
and runs the ranch.
Dick Owens, the young foreman of her ranch. Is
a fellow of excellent qualities, but she, wishing to
Impress upon him the dignity of her control, refuses
to eat at the same table with him. Riding horsebach over her possessions, she loses control of her
The young foreman saves her life, and she
Is forced to acknowledge bis favor. A bunch of
her cowboys are attacked by the "Circle C"
ran. hers, but following her orders not to use firearms, they ride away with the insult unresented.
Matty Is looking at the picture of her father when
she overhears the foreman say he is going to make
an examination of the dividing fence, the "Circle
C" ranchers, her neighbors, broke. She appreciates
his peril and Is about to call him hack but hesitates
lest sbfc encourage
ber
interest
In him.
On the
range
is attacked
the "Circle
C" outfit
and
lu the heencounter
Is by
wounded
He hastily
writes
a note, asking Matty to bring him a ritle. She
fastens It in the bridle of his horse and the faithful
bfeaat brings it to her. Jumping upon her horse,
she rides to bis rescue. Together they tight the
fciiemy and when the foreman falls exhausted, she
steps from rover and (aces her opponents, who
cease their attack and retire
.V few days later, the foreman of the "Circle C"
ranch
calls to apologise
for encroaching
upon
her
res,
llis eyes
light on the photograph
on

odd,

when

we

take

the

tram

(Oct. 23)—
ear

which

AN EXPENSIVE SHINE (Oct. 23)— Being the
happy p08SesS0l of a handsome diamond necklace,
a rich young widow, living at a fashionable hotel
with ler sister, is always anxious about its safety.
She places It in the toe of her shoe for the night,
thinking It a very safe place. According to the
of tin' Hotel, the maid, seeing the shoes
on the Boor, places them outside of the door to
be shined. Bill Scbenck, a sport, living at the same
hotel, places Ins shoes outside bis door. Tom, Bill's
friend, comes along, and as a joke, changes Hill's
shoes
the door
youngandwidow's.
findswhat
the to
widow's
shoes for
at his
does not Bill
know
make
of it. He takes them in and finds the diamond
necklace. He confiscates it. to present to his girl,
Sadie. The widow and her sister report the loss to
the elerk, who tells the hotel detective. Tom,
standing near, overhears their complaint, and rushes
after Bill, catching him just as he is presenting
the necklace to his girl. He grabs it and returns
it to the widow, who gives him five hundred dollars
reward,
which be gratefully accepts.
THE TOYMAKER (Oct.24)— An old German toymaker. Hans Greylmrg, living in a little flat on
the east side of New York, whilt engaged one day
making and dressing dolls, is visited by Dot Avery,
the little girl from the tint shore. He is fond of
children and makes Mends with her and gives ber
an old doll. Dot is the child of Bert Avery, a
crook
his wife,
approve
of
her and*
husbands
mode Nell.
of lifeNell
and does
lives not
in constant
fear of bis arrest. Avery returns from making a
haul, his pockets full of stolen money, but has
to get out of town for fear of detection. He wishes
to leave the sloh n money with his wife, hut she
refuses to take it. He leaves her and flees the
country. She drags on a life of hardship until
her health, never too good, gives out and she dies.
Finding her cold and motionless, the child goes"
to her old friend, the toy-maker and when Hans
rinds what has occurred, he adopts Dot as bis own
child. Shortly after, he has a Itgacy left him. He
his work, invests his money and goes to
live In a little country place, where be prospers and
is looked up to by everyone
Avery returns to tbe country ami passing through
the country place, hears exaggerated rumors of
Hans's wealth.
He breaks into tbe bouse Intent on

*Doz.
3

POST CARDS,
25 LICENSED
STARS.

FAITHFUL
UNTO
DEATH
(Oct.
25)— Asslgasl
to duty in India. Culonel Maxim is living there wK
iiiily.
Obliged
to take a short journey, oC
<ian. his native
servant,
Is taken
etel
l dismounts
from
bis elephant
and
msfJa
Gurlab
take his l a
II - is hurried
home wfcflb
the si and
rvant daughter.
is . arefully
nurse,)
by the Cohatgk
A rebellion
breaks out among
the Sepoys iu tat
Ilerut District,
and all tininmates of the ^^^H
e,l.
Some
of the natives
BS^K
Maxim'slory headquarters
•!..they attained and
over notif-.
tbe BrttsK
tell Gurlah and be pretends to be In syni
pathy with them, telling them be will rob tbe
family
and Wilson,
join The
Is escaped
as soon the
as ma«ucre
|K>sa*aK
Lieutenant
whorebihas
Maxim
the uprising.
Gurlah Kban, ' in
of
the ofEnglish
garrison.
.irn gs^^^H
^**^**H
f«r their kindness to him. tells the family to *j
ms be instructs and he will save them Be tasB
their jewels and places tbem in a small bag :o>
then tells them to escape to the attic. He J«S«
tbe sepoys, who insist upon entering the hetjL^^H
killing its inmates. They enter and find It esajE.
They then set tire to It. notwithstanding GUTJBjfc
protest. In order to carry out the plot, the g^K
ful servant flees with tbe two rascals. I^Bf
the house is in flames, the elephants go to Csttgat
Maxim's rescue and lift tbe family one a"
other from the attic. Lieutenant Wilson w^^^H
note to the Commanding General of the Knglish
troops at another garrison and attaches It • tli>ear of one of the elephants, and sends bit
it to notify the English soldiers of their da
In the meantime, Gurlah Khan returns aa^^^H
Colonel Maxim to escape to the Sacred Tera*j*k
where they will be safe. He leads tbem Into tinhouse, closing the door, and places his arm throegt
the large staples, thus barring entrance to tk*
clamoring
on thelapses
outside.
to hoi'
out longer. pursuers
Gurlah Khan
Into 1'nahle
unconciousness,
just as the British,
who have re
--;.
supports
from
by the elephant, el
enterMaxim
the door,
after Gurlah
repeUJ*^*^H
' the door and tenderly places him on the tl
Maxim and ber daughters kneelinz at his side.
Hollands them the bag of jewels which he has SSsBi
and with a parting word of gratitude, expir
IN THE FURNACE FIRE' (Oct. 26 >— 1
a chance meeting, John Penell and Mary Nelson
become acquainted. He is very courteous and she
Invites him to call to see her at her hou
meets Mary's sister. Kate, and falls In lo\
her. After this. Kate and John meet fregjejJ^H
and one day when Kate calls to see John at the
express office, where he Is employed as a drl^L
he introduces her to Frank Johnson, tbe shlldjB
clerk, who is very much taken with her and BBSST
manages to meet her. He tells her that Join.
Is a thief and so poisons her mind against bin, that
she throws John over for Johnson. Kate tells Mary
about John's dishonesty, but she does not believe
it and does not rest uutil slit tells John of the S»perslon which Jobnson has cast upon him.
He
gives up bis position
and
takes
Job on sa
ocean liner as a stoker.
Johnson marries K
they do not live happily together.
Mary feels cetaft
of John's innocence, and she determines to i
She employs
a detective,
who takes a position In
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. while trying to Intimidat- Hans. U
brought face to face with his own child. flesS
what Hans has done for her and repentant, siftjK
to lead a better life, leaving Dot to the
her adopted father until he shall have proved hla>
self more
worthy
<>f her.
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but

's one of the institutions of that city, being built
rely different
In
Host
railway
COBveymnci
torj affair, and ride to the outskirts, w. gel an
ide
inOIlg the
tenants
of the metropolis.
We tee thi
they
live 0D llieir small
estates,
and
the
reently
built tens
nts. with many of the modern Improvement* and advantages An occasional interview wl of the older i iihal.it ants are very
Interesting studies. On our way, we stop at the
Glondalkln Inn. the oldest In Ireland, and meet
the prettiest barmaid In all Ireland, who inter
tains us with ber Winning smile and her Irish wit.
All the Inhabitants seem i
I with good
health and happy hearts, and while their manners
and customs are a little different from our own,
they me certainly a treat to heboid and a pleasure
to meet.
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lh- tells her It Is a picture of his father.
she then learns thai be I* her long-lost brother,
and throw- her arms about his neck. At this moment, her young foreman enters the room, she
Introduce! him to her brother, confiding to blm
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Keystone Films
COMEDIES

"The AMBITIOUS

"THE FLIRTING
HUSBAND"

SPLIT REEL, MONDAY, OCTOBER 21
The flirty husband is not discriminating, and
is led Into a trap by women friends of his wife.
After the husband of the woman and his own
wife get through with him he is very meek Indeed and has learned a good lesson.

FILM

150 EAST 14th STREET,

CORPORATION,

60 Wall Street

REEL,

MONDAY.

OCTOBER

21

BUTLER"

The butler takes advantage of his master's
absence to represent himself as a Count and to
endeavor to win the hand of an heiress. Many
amusing Incidents take place, and the plot Is
spoiled by the unexpected return of the master.

KEYSTONE
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NEW

YORK

CO.
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Sole Agent for the U. S. and Canada
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Production
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A Military Execution
The Tragic Death of the Indian Girl
The Plot to Save the Doomed Chief
The Indian Uprising
An Impressive Court Martial
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Mutual

MOTION

Blood-Stirring Battles
Superb Dramatic Renditions
Thrilling Situations
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Film Corporation, 60 Wall Street, Sole Agent for U. S. and Canada
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BRONCHO
FILMS
Sensational Productions
WESTERN
FRONTIER

- PIONEER
and MILITARY

Produced by a Great Aggregation of Foremost Rough Riders of the World, Scores
of Indians, Herds of Trained Horses and a Great Stock Company of Star Actors

M

"THE STORY Released
OF THE
SAVAGE
MINE
Wednesday,
Oct.
23MODOC
Vi

9 +r
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SCENARIOS

w

■

WANTED

We are in the market for scenarios. The minimum price paid will be $50.00. We want stirring Frontier,
Pioneer, Military stories in one and two reels. If your scenario is not worth at least $50.00, don't send it in.
Mail to T. H. Ince, director, 1719 Allesandro St., Los Angeles, Cal.

BRONCHO

MOTION

PICTURE

CO.

150 East 14th Street, New York City
Mutual Film Corporation, 60 Wall Street,

Sole Agents for U. S. and Canada
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the exi
md tben discovers
that Johnson Is the thief, and be, t" escape detection, hiis accused John of the thefts.
Mary,him uficr
Johnson's
writes John borne
and
tells
all about
It and arrest,
says bi
without
fear, a> bit
baa been proven.
Uary calli on Kate and offers bet a borne with
her, which she refuses, Losing her temper, she
roiimiiy denounce! Mary and accnaea bet of spying
on bl t bnSband
for a man who docs not
rap for her,
says lids. John enter11.
looks at Kate and tells bet thai she is mistaken
•nd to prove his statement, he clasps Mary In his
arms and lakes her from the room.

ESSANAY.
THE
TOMBOY
ON BAR
Z (Oct. 82).— Pretty
i.etty King Is the tomboy on Bar '/. ranch,
she
Oils the washing pans full of salt and when the
boys come In from the corral at noon to wash, an
awful time follows when they get their eyes and
noses full of the smarting substance. Then Letty
ties a lariat to the tablc-eloth, attaches the other
end to a moving buggy and the boys' dinner is
deposited on the floor. One morning, in the town
■tore Letty meets Arthur Springer, an Easterner,
ami the 1 1 of affection springs up between them.
Letty is also loved by Jim Dtmn, a cowboy, and it
gOSS bard With him when Letty returns his ring
and announces
bez engagement
to Springer,
Two
months later the Stage drives up and Springer prepares to depart to the city with Letty to be mar
rled. The assembled cowboys give them a cheery
departure, ami Hiiiin watches the stage disappear
down the long trail with dull agony written on his
tirown lace. About this time Bob Blake, county
sheriff, receives a notice from the Chief of Police
of Cheyenne advising him to arrest Arthur Springer,
wanted for wile abandonment. -Meeting Dunn and
the boys en tile trail Blake Informs them and a wild
ride begins alter the stage. Overtaking it the boys
force Springer '" clamber out and confess his guilt
while Letty looks on in horror. Springer is Led off
under arrest ami the lioys conduct Letty back to
the ramh hOOSe where she sobs out her misery until
a touch on her shoulder causes her to look up into
the kindly face of Dunn. Mutely he holds out the
old engagement ring ami a moment later the repentant tomboy is clasped in his arms.
BRINGING FATHER AROUND (Oct. 23).— Harry
Brisk, a healthy young chap, loves pretty Minerva
Ornmpley. Old Grumpley her father, emphatically
declares, however, that Harry cannot marry his
daughter until lie has a bank account of $10,000.
Now Harry has little over $2,000 and begins to
plan how he can get the much needed masiima.
hounding a corner he sees a merry-go-round whirling
away at lull blast on a vacant lot. Also he sees
that the and
two conceives
lots next a togreat
old Crumploy's
home are
vacant,
scheme to bring
the
old man around. Hastening to the real estate dealer's office he purchases the lots for his $2,000, then
gets the merry-go-round owner to move his concession over on the newly acquired property for free
rent Next morning old Grumpley is discovered
raging in his palatial library with the gout and
Hinds ••( pandemonium coming in through the
window from the crowds on the merry-go-round.
Unable to stand the racket he rushes dowu and receive, no satisfaction from the merry-go-round own<r who shows his permit all perfectly straight. In
desperation Grumpley goes to the real estate dealer
and attempts to buy the lots, but finds the price
asked is $10,000. This lie refuses to paj and is
forced to spend another night of torture with the
awful racket. Next morning he changes his mind,
buys the lets tor the exorbitant price and restores
peace and quiet to his home. An hour later Harry
enter-. s|,,,ws old Grumpley a bank account of $10,000 and asks for Minerva's hand in marriage. Old
Grhmplej 1- amazed, hut is entirely knocked out
when he finds that Harry owned the lots. However,
at this moment the representative of the syndicate
calls and purchases the lots for a big price, consequently the delighted old man gives his consent willingly an, I happiness reigns once more.
THE THRIFTY PARSON (Oct. 24).— Rev. Jimson, pastor of the Little Flock In Cragvllle, loves
Bamanthy Sprlgglna, the village spinster, and the
two are engaged to be married. One morning old
farmer Tightwad
misses some wood from his pile
and eat
t account for It. That night the cause
of the shrinkage Is revealed In the person of old
uncle Bphralm, an old darky.
Next night Tightwad
loads
■ ,.i the pieces of wood with gun powder
thinking to catch the thief when the explosion oc\s iii luck weind bave it Uncle Epbriam
sorts out this very stick a- bad wood and throws It
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in Jlmson'a back yard. Good parson linds It and, of
course puts It In the grate and starts a fire. The
powder explodeB and the room Is wrecked, likewise
Jliiison. lie Is found by the terrified neighbors and
■even] days later Is barely able to bobble around
on crutches because of bis Injuries. Meanwhile Old
Tightwad suspects Jlinson of having stolen the wood
and, being chairman of the church committee, draws
up a petition demanding his resignation. Dctertulncatch the real thief and save bis Job. the
thrifty parson and Samanthy guard old Tightwad's
wood pile that night and succeed In capturing Uncle
Bphralm. The old darky confesses to the thieving
and is lodged in Jail. Some time later the thrifty
parson and Samanthy, now man and wife, return
home from their wedding ceremony and are beselged
by the neighbors who fill the room with presents.
Among these Is a big chocolate cake and the kind
parson feels certain It would be relished by the
poor old darky languishing In Jail. So the whole
wedding tralu flocks down to the Jail and delight
the old fellow's heart with the big cake, then
start back up the road toward borne while Ephralm
eats away contentedly.
SUNSHINE (Oct. 25).— In his library Father
O'Brien is reading the morning paper which states
that Joe Roberts, a condemned murdered is still
silent 11s to the motive for his crime. The old
priest searches the pages of his baptismal record
and smiles as he finds that he took Joe and his
pretty sister Sunshine Into the church when tbey
were little babies. Visiting Joe in his cell Father
O'Brien finally prevails upon him to tell the story
of his crime. Joe recounts his life's story, and we
s,c him as a young lad promising to care always
lor Sunshine upon the death of their mother. As
the years go by lie toils bravely for her and she
comes to meet him at the close of each day, while
his fellow workers watch with envious eyes. Then
one evening Sunshine does not come and Joe hastens
Home in an anguish of fear, only to find a note on
the table from Sunshine saying she has gone away
to be married and bave fine diamonds and clothes.
Joe sets out on search for his lost sister. The
months go by and still he haunts the dives and
saloons but without success. Then one day he Is
crossing a bridge when he sees a ragged desolate
girl about to plunge into the black waters. It is
Sunshine. In the quiet of their little sitting room
ill' poor girl reveals the cause of her misery — a
photograph of her betrayer. Crazed by the thoughts
of nvenge Joe watches for the man and one day
hi in to his apartments, and when they lead
Joe away to Jail he exults over the fact that the
dead scoundrel will never steal another girl's smile.
Returning home next day Father O'Brien sorrowfully enters these two facts in his record: "Joe
Roberts died August 15th, 1912. Sunshine Roberts,
entered convent August 13th, 1912."
THE RANCH GIRL'S TRIAL (Oct. 26).— Pepita,
proprietress of the town dance hall, is loved by
Big Moos,, an Indian. Jake Harding, a worthless
cowpuncher, also pretends lore for Pepita in order
to get an occassional drink of free whiskey. Big
Moose swears to kill Harding, and Is only prevented
from carrying out his treat by Pepita. A dance is
now scheduled for the town hall and pretty Millie
Farnum, of the Three 6 ranch, is invited to go by
her sweetheart, Dave Price. That afternoon Harding finds Millie alone, asks her to be his partner
for the dance and, when she refuses, attempts to
steal a kiss. Breaking from his arms the infuriated
girl secures a revolver from the ranch house, but
is seen by Dave who questions her and learns the
truth. That night. In the crowded dance hall, the
edd Virgins reel is in full progress when Pepita goes
to the barroom for refreshments. A moment later
.lake Harding enters and has Pepita in his arms
when they are discovered by Big Moose who kills
Harding with Millie's revolver which is lying on
the bar. Pepita assists Big Moose to escape and
places Millie's revolver on the floor beside the body.
Determined to save himself Big Moose summons the
sheriff, who arrives In time to find Millie standing
over the dead body with the gun In her hand. The
Innocent girl is accused of the crime, is brought to
trial and is about to be convicted when Pepita. unable to endure the tortures of her guilty conscience,
springs forward and confesses Big Moose' guilt. The
■ dd judge is just about to dismiss court when Dave,
with Millie in his arms, declares that tbey wish to
be married. The ceremony is performed and all ends
happily.

CINES.
THE INVITED GUEST (Oct. 22)— Mr. Stout is
highly flattered by an invitation to dine at a
friend's
house.
After
arraying
himself
In his

"wry best" and procuring a huge bouquet, he arrives, receiving a most cordial
welcome
fn
boat
and hostess
and
their
two
children.
The
children take It upon themset that not
one dull moment
shall break into the pleasure of
their honored guest and by all manner of
make life miserable for him.
Afttr endurlug it as lout- as possible, be stark
to make bis departure, but rinds that the you
have smashed
his hat and filled the pock,
his coat with water.
Upon reaching home Mr. Stout takes solonm
oath to "regret" all family dinners thereafter.
And Incidentally the children receive a hearty
thrashing and a long lecture upon the proper conduct of children when company Is being entertained.
ASCOLI PICENO (Southern Italy)— (Oct. 22)—
An extremely Interesting travelogue subject showing the Aqueduct,
the Cemetery,
the Bri
De Vseo'liin and
a series of views of the famous
lime quarries
operation.

ECLIPSE.
A PERSISTENT FLY-SWATTER (Oct. 23). —
Charlie, like a good many other bald-beaded men,
tly botbertd by the flies. One of the pesky
creatures so annoys him that after attenij 1
capture It in every possible way,
and begins to lay about him. wreaking destruction
to nearly everything but Mister Fly.
lie even pursues the pes: run of the windterm ined to kill it and after a series of adventures,
too many to enumerate, he Is successful.
Tito be no flies on Charlie.
MAKING BRIAR PIPES
(Oct. 23).— The briar is
cut from the stumps in Corsica and shipped
Claude,
France,
to l„- manufactured.
The entxN
-, including weighing,
cutting, sorting, turning of the bowl and stem, scraping out the
polishing and [lacking is shown.
IN THE 0SSAU VALLEY (Oct. 23).— A fascinating travelogue film spreading before us many
beautiful landscapes and places of Interest .11 this
valley of the Pyrenees
f France) and severa
11 a bull ring where the fierct animals
are being trained for fighting.

MELIES.
WRONGLY
ACCUSED
(Oc:. 31).— When
voung
Baird arrives in tin- West he meets and 1
lov, with Mary Jennings, but unfortunately Mary's
father, the sheriff, takes a dislike to the young
man and orders him to keep away.
Baird duva good friend, a former sweetheart,
in Dr.
James'
wife and reveals his predicament
to her.
She plans to help the young couple out by arranging an elopement.
The
doctor,
however,
misconstrues his wife'sjealous.
friendliness
for
love and becomes
On one toward
occasionBaird
tl
are seen quarreling publicly.
Returning
ho
doctor discovers a dope fiend robbing
cabinet.
The two men grapple, the fiend pulls his
gun and the doctor is shot
Baird is the I
arrive at the house and gives the alarm.
Circumstantial evidence is against
l'.aird. for he had
-en quarreling with the do-tor only .
time before.
He
is taken
int.. custody
sheriff. ance and Jake,
wantsShi vengeby a the
forgeddoctor's
letter brother
decoys the
a distant ranch, in order that he and his
might lynch Baird.
Rut Mary keeps guard
prison door, and when the mob descends ■
place,
siie threatens
to kill herself
If they apHer father,
after learning
returns proachin her. time
to preserve
the law. .lake's
The trick,
fiend forced
by his craze
for drugs comes
to the doctor's house and this time Is can-

\TO one had ever heard him
T speak a word, so they
dubbed him "SILENT JIM."
Then one day he told his
story just as Eclair will re-tell
it to you in a forthcoming
Feature Release.
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SPEED RECORDS SHATTERED
and AUTO KING KILLED
At the Milwaukee

Cup Races

Held October 3, 4 and 5, 1912

Greatest Auto Races in History Filmed by Us Now
Ready— Wire Quick While You Can Get the
BIG MONEY
Will Sell a Print In Each Large City or Will Book
Length—Approximately One Reel.

Wire— Wire— Wire— Wire.

The FEATURE

& EDUCATIONAL
CLEVELAND,

Make Your Lobby Display
Attractive
T>*re it nothing more
fascinating to the public
than a bright brass frame
to display your photos or
potters.
We make Lobby and
Theater Fixtures and
Brass Rails of every
description.
Writt for Catalog.
Don't fail to visit our
complete New York showro m, ioi- 1 03 4th Ave.

THE NEWMAN
MFG. CO.

One and Eight sheets, Photos, Etc.

OHIO

JO.OOO roll tickets. 11-20. SO
\ cored carbons, fl-lft;
stereopUeon objectives. Wc
to W.M; itereopttcons. J15.
rheostats. 13 to K>; are
lamps. rLTI. C and O-ffi;
condensers. We; calcium
Jots t2.K>; acetylene >t».
$2. 50; ga* generators, S3. 5",
■xivtng picture objectives, E TV jackets. C List of
moving picture repair parts at fair prices. Sprocket
wheels, 85o; Sims lc a foot. Catalogue. All makes
•f moving picture machines repaired at reasonable
prices.
L HETZ, 302 East 23rd Si., New York City

MOTION

PICTURE

FILM CO.

Moving- Picture Electric
Light Plants

Produce
Flickerless
urrent
Cheaper
than the Trust.
A portable or a stationary direct-connected pleat
whicb aavea you money on your currant
bills.
The very outfit for • lent or roed
show, for fetee, theatre
projection and
illumination.
Plants with capacities oi 76
to OoO 16-candle power lamps at pncea
from fit" upward for complete outfit.
£nf ine ueee kerosene and supplies current
at a coat of 2 cents

MACHINES

par kilowatt.
Addreee
Dept- forElectrical
catalot
No 201.
117
DETROIT
MOTOR CAS
6TJPPLY CO.,

Powers No. 5— $125. Edison Type B — as new
$140. Lubin 1909 as new, $125. Machines Repaired. Machines Wanted. Full line of Supplies. Send for Lists.

HARBACH

& CO.
809
Philadelphia

Filbert St.,

Detroit,

Mioh.

717-721
Sycamoro
St»
Cincinnati, O,
EttablUhed

42 Licensed
A WEEK

1882

500 REELS
to be in firstguaranteed
Films,
Hand
Second class
condition.
$12.50 PER REEL
WITH
FREE
ADVERTISING
AND
POSTERS
EACH REEL

Posters

L FEATURE
IMPERIA
Fourth Ave.

FOR $2.00

121

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING CO.
Hobba Bldg.

Chicago

GREATER J. O.WILLIAMS AMUSEMENT CO,. LTD.
OF AUSTRALIA.

L M. NOTO, 146
W. 23rd
ST. N. Y. CITY
CHELSEA
3194

CLEANING

FILM CO
Pittsburgh,

Pa.

THE
SIMPSON SOLAR SCREEN
The only Metallic Screen without
the real
Buy
patented.
seams,
thing.
Beware
of imitations
ALFRED L. SIMPSON, Inc.
No. 113 W. 132nd St., N. Y. City

Two and Three Reel Features

SUPPLIES

DIRECT
TO
YOTJ
Soap.
Metal
Polish.
Theatre
Spray,
Sweeping
Compound.
Y-Bnish
Varnish.
Write today for Special Prices.

The BEST European Attractions for RENT OR
SALE «t the LOWEST Bargain Prices. Ask for
our NEW LIST.

CENTRAL

405 Schiller

PETROLEUM

CO.,

CLEVELAND,

0.

Northern Feature Film
Bldg.

Exchange
Chicago

Orchestra

Music

FOR

MOVING PICTURES
Violin, Cornet and Drum parts have
been added to the popular "Orpheum
Collection" of piano music (dramatic
and descriptive) for Moving Pictures
Practical for piano alone or any number sf above instruments. Issued in
two parts: No. i and No. 2.
Piano,
Violin, 5!
40
Cornet, 35
Drums,Send30

cents
No. 's $1.15
cents each;
each; both
both
75c
cents each; both
65c
cents
both pages.
"
55c
for
freeeach;
sample

CLARENCE

E. SINN

1S01 Sedgwick St., Chicago, III.

THE
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Nealon

.ill..- ;im.i Mm tbarlfl He ronfesset lo having killed
the doctoi The boyi i u-.ii to the Jail, Cm Baird,
and the therlfl gives bit bleating! to Mary ami
in -r '.-.
Lover.

1h summoned from his office and be considers it n good Joke. After hia daughter's frlenda
released they Journey back to the Nealon
on where, to their surprise, they find that
1 gypsies have been enjoying the simple life
Hiid Ctl
.1 with
enough
of the expensive
houee-f'n nlshlngs
to enable
them
to continue
It
for a w b i
are

BIOGRAPH.
THE
ONE
SHE
LOVED
(Oct.
21 K— Hoy
Norri>. ii young author,
propoiei
m pretty
little Mary
Cord
and
is accepted.
Tins
i> the golden
dawn
of their life, while
the lir>l .war (ir more
of their
narrled life la the aweel Doon-tlme. made all the
tweeter by the arrival of llieir first horn. The
little trio — father, mother, baby — are hound together by t tie tics of that most holy love, until
■eaaonable
Jealooay
poaeassei
the young couple.
While
at uork
lii Ills studio,
the yoang
author
is
rlslted by his wife Jnsl as be is <■
piimenting Ua
stenographer on bet valuable aid, and from this
the wife sees grounds tor suspicion. <>n the other
band, the young husband, teeing his wife talking
to a stranger, is a bit auaplclona, although the
Stranger is simply returning t bottle of smelllugta hie wife bad borrowed, Later on, the young
Wife
thinks
she has further
grounds
for ber suspl.-i
mil
so when
tlie author
returns
home
he
tlmls the house deterted anil a letter addressed
to lilm from his wife. It simply reada: "I have
left lure fin-ever with the one I love." Both are
Innocent Of any wrong, but a tragedy Is narrowly
averted
THE
PAINTED LADY (Oct. 24).— The elder
daughter has alwaya been her father's favorite
. because of her strlet adherence to his rigid precepta. The younger daughter is rather gay and
frivolous, though Innocently so, anil horrifies her
elder sister when the latter eatehes her In the
aet of powdering and painting her face. To the
mild reprimand of the elder daughter the younger
exclaims, "Well, you have to do It If you want
to he attractive." The strength of the assertion
is proven at the church lawn festival, the younger
'er being surrounded by a host of friends while
the elder passes the time In almost absolute ostracism, nowever, a stranger appears at the festival
who pretends to be attracted by the elder daughter,
she. In turn, being surprised and flattered. This
Is for a sinister purpose, however, for the stranger
is a crook. Under the pretense of affection for
the girl he gains her confidence regarding her
father's business affairs, and with the knowledge
In- has acquired, he attempts to rob the house.
This attempt works disaster for himself and the
girl.

MOVING

PATHE.

PATHE'S
WEEKLY
No.
42—1912
(Oct.
14).—
Morenl, Roumanta — A burning oil well explodes
and
kills fifteen people,
Injuring
many
more.
Lancaster, England — The Duke of Lancaster, who
is also King of England, visits this city. It is
SI years since a reigning monarch made a similar
visit.
Sydney, Australia — The Director of the Zoological
Gardens has succeeded in the almost Impossible
task of making playfellows of a Kangaroo and a
Fox Terrier. These terriers have always been
considered
Implacable
enemies
to the
Kangaroo.
New York. N. Y. — The last game of the season.
In the National League, at the Polo Grounds, is
poorly attended but supplies some Interesting
thrills.
Score, New York 4; Philadelphia 2.
Herlln, Germany — The Imperial family witnesses
i. ill manoeuvres
Quiney, Mass. — The foreign delegates to the
Intel-national Congress of Chambers of Commerce
inspect
the Fore River Shlpyarda.
Omaha. Neb. — The annual Ak-Sar-Ben Floral fete
craws crowds from all this section of the country.
Baltimore, Md. — The steamer Nantucket, which
recently caught fire and was sunk to prevent total
.lest ruction,
la successfully
raised.
Helena, Mont. — Gov. Edwin L. Norrls, with Louis
\V. Hill leaves the State Capitol to attend the
siat. Fair where he leads the procession of prize
live stock.
THE
SIMPLE LIFE (Oct. 23).— Gwendoline
Nealon, daughter of the well-known millionaire,
purchases a gypsy camp with all Ita paraphernalia
and Invites her friends to live the simple life for
a week as her guests. The simple life la not so
<iuiet after all for the sheriff has received Instructions to arrest for horse stealing a band of
gypsies which Is moving In bis direction. He, of
course, coining to perform his duty finds Miss
Nealon and her friends In full possession of the
camp. He does not recognize them in their disguise
and refuses to believe that they are disguised.
The whole party Is lodged in the county Jail.
Mr.

LITTLE RAVENS SWEETHEART
(Oct. 24).—
Little Raven, an Indian boy, is in love with the
bab] daughter of a white settler. An Indian woman
Menially killed while passing a saloon In
which a light is in progress and the Kedskins
swear vengeance and lay an ambuscade for the
caravan
which
conveys
the wives of the 'white men
rket. The party Is massacred, with i
ceptlon of the driver, who escapes to the army
post, ami tin- Utile gill who is taken prisoner by
I he Indiana. At dawn, after laying awake all
through the night. Little Raven steals to the
wigwam where his little lady is confined and
eacapet with her. The little couple is pursued by
ilie Savagea and they are about to be recaptured
by them, when the s.liliers Intervene and the Indians are rooted.
THE LIGHT THAT FAILED (Oct. 26).— Mclvin
i
i i, first officer of an ocean liner, falls in
love with Betty, the daughter of ..lohn Sterling.
an aged lighthouse keeper, who is opposed to
Betty't getting married, reasoning that siie should
stay with him for. the few years of his life remaining.
M.iviii's steamer is ready to sail and at their
trygtlng place near the lighthouse be meets Betty
to say farewell. The old man from his conning
tower seea them embrace and flies Into a rage
that verges upon insanity. He vows to be revenged
upon the man who is trying to take his daughter
away. Knowing Melvin's steamer depends upon
his light to guide It safely past the reef, he shati. is ii,, |, ns with a blow. Betty tries to save the
steamer, hut ber efforts are unavailing. Hurrying to the station she warns the life savers, who
rig up their breeches buoy and save all bands in
a scene which is very realistic and extremely exciting. Brooks is the last one _to leave the sinking steamer and when he reaches the land he falls
exhausted
Into the arms
of Betty.

C. G. P. C.
THE

END OF LOUIS XI (Oct. 22).— A nobleman, the victim of a king's power, when on his
deathbed, charges his young son with the duty
of avenging him. When the boy has grown to
manhood he sets about fulfilling his mission and
his adventures in completing bis task make a
powerful
drama.
OLD TOLEDO (Oct. 22).— A beautifully colored
cinematograph showing various points of interest
in this old. old town, including the prison of the
Inquisition.
TOM THUMB (Oct. 25).— The fabled adventures
of a very small man are herein presented. Although' this film Is essentially a children's story,
the older folks will have an interesting time trying to determine how the remarkable effects are
obtained. One scene worthy of special note is
Tom Thumb at the age of two years, comfortably
seated in a walnut shell.
THE HERMIT CRAB (Oct. 25).— An entertaining and educating study of the life and habits of
least known
member
of the Crab
family.

the

LUBIN.
JUST MAINE FOLKS (Oct. 21).— Out in the
farm-lands near Portland, the Widow Walters Uvea
with her daughter Ethel. As far as affections are
concerned, those of the widow are confined to her
daughter, until Squire Lang, a fat. old widower,
with his son, moves onto the adjoining farm. Harry
and Ethel prove mutually attractive. One day
Harry leaves his plowing, when he catches sight of
Ethel. They rush to the gate to exchange felicities; but the squire Wants Harry to return to his
plowing, and the widow desires Ethel to resume
her housework. With the squire, ii is a
love at first sight. But hardly bad his affections
reached the budding stage when he discovers that
he has a rival. Bart Cullum. a prosperous farmer.
The squire sees Bart give signs of affection. Meanwhile Cornelia Bloodgood, a spinster, tries for the
hand of Bart. But the uses an ear trumpet, and
is homely, so Bart directs his energy towards the
widow. There follows a period of rivalry between
the squire and Bart to gain the widow's favor. Bart
wins a point at an old-fashioned moonlight husking
bee given
by Uncle
Dick,
a fiddler.
There
Bart

finds a red ear of corn, and promptly claims a kits
from the widow, then triumphantly select* In r for
hia partner in the dame. The squire, completely
outdone. Is forced to dance with Cornelia. After
the dance Uncle Dick gathers the guests about him
and tells stories of ghosts. The widow expresses
fear to go home alone? Bart offers to escort her.
The squire determines to teat his rlval'a bravery.
Uncle Dick hurriedly produces a sheet and the
squire hikes for a dismal lane. Beaching there
ahead of Bart and the widow he throws the sheet
over his shoulders, steps behind a large oak tree.
and at the proper moment, steps out. Bart, terrorstricken, breaks all records in a mad flight, while
the squire, delighted reached the widow J
time to have her faint In bla arms. Next day to*
quire, quick to take advantage of Bart's display of
cowardice, proposes to the widow and Is accepted.
At the same time Harry proposes to Ethel ami as
they pass through the gate, they come suddenly
npon the old folks. They startle tbem with a loud
whoop, and the squire, much abashed, explains his
engagement. Harry then breaks the news betbrotbal
to Etbel, and a Joyful, four-cornered reunion
followa.
IN THE SERVICE
OF THE STATE
(Oct. 22)
Joseph Vance, a prospector, has built a home near
the mountain regions of Southern California for the
reception of his mother, father and sister, whom be
expects. Upon going to the railroad station to meet
tbem, be learns that a wreck has occurred on the
line and that his parents and little sister were
among the killed. He loses interest In life until
one day volunteers are called to form a po
hunt down a desperado who killed the sheriff of
the county. He is sworn in as a deputy and receives his badge. Determining to bring the desperado to town dead or alive, he leaves on hie man
bunt. Burt Hawkins is hiding in the hills In a
l.serted log bouse. Every day his daughter s,
brings him food. It was on one of these trips that
an accident befell her while Vance was In the vicinity. He assists her to ber cabin and his admiration for the pretty girl is shattered when be learnt
that she Is the daughter of the man he has sworn
to capture. He tells her why he came Into the hills
and Molly Is called upon to choose between the
lives of the two men. Vance decides to do his
duty. He trails Hawkins to his hiding place and
Molly follows, rifle in hand to protect her father.
A desperate battle takes place. Hawkins tries to
kill his opponent, but In the effort the gun is discharged and Hawkins falls with a bullet from hit
own gun. Molly believing Vance has killed her
father, fires at him wounding bim in the shoulder,
but when she learns that Vance had not fired a
shot from his revolver her heart goes out to him.
she hurries away to obtain assistance and
the posse, who went out to heip and protect Vance.
They find Hawkins beyond human aid and
wounded. They assist him to Molly's cabin where
Molli tenderly nurses him back to health. Vance
lias fallen deeply in love with the little angel who
daily ministers to his wants.
THE
OLD CHESS PLAYERS
(Oct. 24).— Two old
men,
a German
cobbler and a Jewish
pawnbroker,
iiav. I n friends since youth.
The pawnbroker, a
widower, has a boy twenty years of age. The
cobbler and his wife have a daughter. Their places
of business are near one another and after their
day's work. Brand and Stern spend their evenings
in their favorite game of chess. Three years elapse
when Brand's wife dies. This incident binds the
friendship of the two old men stronger and likewise
their children become inseparable. A little biter,
while the two old men are at a game of chess, the
boy and girl come in and tell of their engagement,
which overjoy the old men. After kisses and congratulations have been passed, the game Is resumed.
S.H.n. however, an argument ensues over a move
and finishes in a bitter quarrel. The children try
to soothe their respective lathers, but fail and after

\TO one had ever heard him
■* " speak a word, so they
dubbed
himday
"SILENT
JIM.''
Then one
he told
his
story just as Eclair will re-tell
it to you in a forthcoming
Feature Release.
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THE CALGARY STAMPEDE
Held at Calgary, Alberta, Canada, Sept. 2nd to 7th, 1912
Positively the Greatest Cowboy and Indian Celebration ever held. The Management of the Stampede spent $I00,(KX)
putting this big show together.
I REEL, 1000 feet sold outright at 15c per foot.
WRITE

SOVEREIGN

OR

GRAND

WIRE

FOR

STATE

LODGE

RIGHTS

PROPOSITION

A k k I

A I
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I liL

odd fellows ANNUAL rAKAUL
15,000 Strong. Held at Winnipeg,
Man., Canada, Sept. 16th to 21st, 1912
1 REEL. 1000 feet at 10c per foot.
Sold Outright or on State Rights Basis.

Starland (Limited) Motion Picture Photographers
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada

~
"GYPSY

~

AT

NIEZL-SEHNl

U RES

BLOOD"
Our

"GERMAN

Next

"THE TRAITRESS"
Release

Featuring the

BERNHARDT"
IN

"THE COURSE
OF TRUE
Will Be Ready OCTOBER 15.
MR. EXHIBITOR:

LOVE"

IF YOUR NEAREST FEATURE EXCHANGE CANNOT FURNISH
YOU:THEEFAMOUS2ASTA
NIELSEN
FEATURES, WRITE
US.

The United Feature Film Company

559 Spitzer Bldg.
TOLEDO,

OHIO
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mon bitter words, the pawnbroker taken his son and
rushes borne — entrancing the two famlUei and breaking iii.- fomiB people'! engagement, a short time
luti-r tin- t'iri. worrying orer tin- loss of her lover,
lick. The cobbler Is at ber bedside and bis
money Is gone. He lias parted with many little
treaiarea whlcb bare been aenl to the pawn shop.
Needing a few (linos, be betnlnka of the chess set,
which for weeks has now been out of commission.
His pride will not permit him to take It to Stern
blmaelf, hence be toUclta tbe aid of a young friend.
The pawnbroker recognizee tin- iii-i glvee
eaaenger some
money,
refnalng
to take the
game.
Be then calle his son, and together they go
to tin- cobbler'!
home,
where
reconciliation
Is affected and all are happy once more.
THE NOODLE INDUSTRY (Oct. 26).— Everybody
eats noodles and probably few know bow the little
flakes are made, for they do not grow. Tbe picture
shows the process In a big bread-making plant
where all Is done by machinery, Very Interesting
Is the enormous mixer which makes the dough; next
is the rolling process, slicing and cutting into
Hakes;
drying and packing for tbe market.
DOWN
WITH THE MEN
Mor.lant Is a militant suffragette
wont let the agitators hold their
the get» real mad. Determining
she secures
a detective's
ence school of
detectives. badge
She

(Oct. 25).— Mabel
and when the men
meetings In peace,
to lij;lit the issue,
from a auniform
correspondhas
suit

made and when Paul Arthur, one of her tormentors.
gets gay she pinches him. Tbe police guy her and
the Justice tries to flirt and gets sore when Mabel
refuses to res|K>nd. As a last resort she tries a
Justice of Peace to listen to the ridiculous complaint. To end the farce, Paul proposes marriage
and persuades her that It Is a much better game
than trying to be a man. Mabel Is won over and
gives up the fad much to the disgust of her
associates.
THE FOREST RANGER
(Oct. 26).— Mary, a
mountain maid, is courted by Jim Black, a wood
contractor, and a forest ranger named Rob Miller.
She prefers the ranger as Is easily seen by the
manner in which she leaves Jim to go for a ride to
lookout Point with Bob. who is on duty. Part of
the ranger's duty is to measure up the wood belonging to Black. Black attempts to bribe the
ranger, but Bob cannot be bribed. The contractor
Insinuates that he will take Mary away from him,
as she can be easily had by anyone. Bob promptly
knocks Black down. Black, desiring to be revenged.
seta in" to the forest. Bob sees the lire, and reports
same to headquarters. lie calls his fire -fighters and
goes to battle with tbe flames. Mary, who has remained behind, looks through the glasses and sees
t»o men in tbe flames. One falls and cannot get
up. She Immediately hastens home, gets a horse
and rides to the fire In time to leant that Bob has
gone Into the flames after one of the men who Is
severely Injured and unable to help himself. A
Mexican wood-chopper, who has been persecuted by
Black, has witnessed Black setting the fire and goes
to the supervisor and reports. After Bob and Mary
have rescued the injured man the supervisor tells
Bob what the Mexican reports. Bob asks for permission to arrest Black and the supervisor grants It.
The ranger runs Black down and after a struggle
captures him. The general Inspector of the Forest
Service, who has returned, takes Information and
after hearing all witnesses, recommends Bob for
promotion to the position of supervisor. Mafy and
Bob are much elated and forgetting themselves go
Into each others arms much to the amusement of
the supervisor aud general Inspector.

KALEM.
THE COUNTY FAIR (Oct. 21).— Jim Burke, a
side showman, is attracted by the pretty face of
Mary, a country girl who has come to visit the fair.
11. Bends ber a Bote proposing a meeting. The Inexperienced country girl, flattered by the attention
of the showman. Joins him and they arrange to
Slope. I.azelle. the swothcart of Burke, overhears
iiversation and tells John, Mary's suitor, of
the proposed elopement. John goes to warn Mary's
parents but Bnda they have gone to the fair. Running down the road. John meets Mary's father and
mother on the way back from the fair. He tells
them of Marys proposed elopement and states that
I arrange buggy bas Just driven down the road toward the depot.
A woild ride toward the railroad station takes
place and Mary's parents arrive Just as the young
girl Is about to board the train.
Tbe error she Is
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about to make Is Impressed upon Mary and she
agree! to return home. Just as the train la pulling
out, Burke arrives and seeing his plana have been
frustrated, be boardl the last car. Realizing her
fortunate escape, Mary concludes John Is a safer
companion than a travelling showman.
THE PERIL OF THE CLIFFS (Oct. 23).— Rhoda
arrives at the wayside Inn to spend her summer vacation. The next day while out walking Khoda falla
Into thi
by Dr. BoswelL
The
doctor and Khoda Income fast friends. A few days
later while s! . end the doctor are out walking,
he
reaches oyer a eiifr to obtain some wild Bowers for
nil rolling down the hill, lies
unconscious antoiig the rocks. Rhoda calls for help
but getting i,n response she runs back to the luu and
telli of the ai eldest.
In the meantime a tramp, who has been tent out
l.\ a party of hoboes to secure a pall of water, discovers the doctor. He carries the Insensible man to
tin- but where the tramps are located and all of the
doctor's valuables are removed and divided among
tbe hoboes. Rhoda and a rescue party arrive at the
cliff and find tbe doctor has disappeared.
That afterno»n one of the tramps comes to the Inn
and offers to sell Rhoda a locket and chain. She
recognizes the locket as a memento she has given
the doctor. Informing the tramp she will go to ber
room and get her purse, she runs Into the hotel and
tells the story to the guests. Money is given to
Rhoda and she is Instructed to complete the purchase, which she does. The tramp is followed by the
guests of the Inn and tbe entire band of ruffians
is captured and the doctor released.
Dr. Boswell, realizing his prompt rescue Is due to
Khoda, tells her of his gratitude and asks her hand
in marriage.
THE GIRL IN THE CABOOSE (Oct. 25).— A
travelling salesman attempts the conquest of Eve,
daughter of the railroad construction boss, who Is
known as The Caboose Girl. She offers him no encouragement and the persistent drummer sends her
a note, asking ber to meet him. Eve shows the note
to some of tbe trainmen who declare that the drummer should be taught a lesson. The drummer Is
therefore advised by Eve that she will meet him
near the water tank and when be arrives the girl
induces blm to stand under the spout. Eve steps
back as the trainmen turn on the water and the
drummer Is given a severe ducking.
Next day while walking down the track, the drummer discovers the caboose at the top of a steep
grade and he determines to be revenged. He releases the caboose, expecting to alight but It gains
headway and dashes down the grade. The trainmen
seeing the runaway car, uncouple the engine and
dash In pursuit. After a thrilling chase the runaway caboose is overtaken and proper punishment
is meted out to the drummer.
NEW
YORK PUBLIC SCHOOL DRILLS AND
DANCES (Oct. 25). — These unique and entertaining
exercises take place In the East Side New York
Public Schools. The children who take part are
eleven and twelve years of age and the nationalitiesrepresented are Italians, Russians and Roumanians.
The free-hand drills and the dances of the Boys'
Dancing Club are highly Interesting to the visitor.
DEATH VALLEY SCOTTY'S MINE (Oct. 26).—
Scotty, the hero, reaches Blind Canyon in time to
save his old friend Pedro from a bunch of frolicsome cowboys. Scotty has previously advised Pedro
that he bas blown In his last thousand dollars and
Instructs him to get the pack train ready for another trip to tbe mine.
Tbe vlllalness and her bad bunch appear on the
scene. Scotty Is grub-staked by Nell, the "chuck
house" girl, (the heroine). The vlllalness and the
bad men plot to silence the heroine forever. Nell Is
kidnapped, taken out on the plain and tied to a
stake. A fuse Is placed in a barrel of powder and
tbe barrel Is set beside Nell. The villains light the
fuse and ride away. The heroine works around to
tbe lighted fuse, which 6he utilizes to burn the rope
that binds her arms.
Nell having liberated herself makes a wild ride
across the desert to warn Scotty. In the meantime
Scotty reaches the mine, secures a bag of gold, and
prepares to start back to town. The vlllalness and
her bad men appear and Scotty and Pedro are made
prisoners. Nell reaches the mine after the departure of the bad men and quickly realizes the situation. Taking up the trail, she follows to the place
Where Scotty and Pedro are bound. Nell releases
the two miners and all three ride for tbe sheriff's
.tlic, . This fearless officer and his brave posse come
to the robbers' rendezvous, where the bad men and
the vlllalness are quickly overpowered and placed
under arrest.
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Emotional Drama in Two Reels
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Superb acting, wonderful photography, exquisite tinting and toning, large cast of noted players, intensely interesting story, steady as a rock.

Liberal Territory to Responsible Buyers
Full line of high grade puplicity material.
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IN CASE
THE
PRESENT SITUATION warrants your adding other new
films to the strong program with which you are now supplying your patrons I trust
I you will not overlook these facts4

THE AMMEX MOTION PICTURE
MFG. COMPANY
is now selling to a number of the leading Exchanges throughout the United States^and Canada,
and in every case their film is giving entire Satisfaction. ^£*<3S%
THE AMMEX COMPANY is now in a position to furnish all Exchanges handling^ Independent
Film with one or more reels of each of their weekly releases at 9 CENTS PER'FOOT.
LITHOGRAPHS (4 colored one sheet) are furnished you FREE.

f Wednesday, October 16th, MISSION MAESTRO (One reel)
A few of the ammex
company's future \ Wednesday, October 23rd, A REDEEMED REPUTATION (|0ne reel )
reuses are as follows: ^ Wednesday, October 30th, BRAND OF CAIN i One Reel)! CM?
REMEMBER in handling AMMEX films you are not introducing an entirely new brand.
AMMEX films are now recognized in all iparts
of the United States and Canada.

ROBERT

Thanks to our Buying Exchanges.

M. FOOT, New York Representative

AMMEX MOTION PICTURE MFG. CO. 18-20WS%hRsKTREET
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JOHNNY ON THE SPOT (Oct, 23).— Jolmny Weeton Is a young Englishman In love with Lady BOM
Tilda. The father forbids Johnny admittance to his
house ami decide* to take tils daughter to America.
rites and tell! Johnny that they are leaving
for America. Johnny makes up Ms mind that he
will go. too. By bribing a sailor he becomes a
sailor on the boat on which they are traveling,
and through the guise of a custom ollicer he Is constantly by the aide of his lady love. They visit
the Navy Yard ami other placet of Interest, finally
returning home. He disguises himself as a baggage
man and wins her heart and hand and father'!
consent.
HOW JACK WON OUT (Oct. 23)
Jack Is verymuch in love with Nettie. Hie danghter of a banker
who does not approve of Jack's attentions to his
danghter and orders Jack from the house. The
banker goes to bis office, finds his stenographer
has left and advertises for one. Jack sees the
"Ad" and decides to masquerade as a girl and
takes the position. The banker falls in love with
Jack, thinking blm a girl and gives a hall in his
honor. There, in a little love scene, Nettie removes
the wig from Jack's head. The fattier sees he has
been fooled and Jack tells him that if he will let
blm marry the girl nobody will ever know what an
old fool he has been.
A WIRELESS MIRACLE (Oct. 26).— Old John
Deane. with bis daughter and her husband and
their little daughter, Lucy lives a secluded life on
an Island where the old man bas charge of the
lighthouse. One day he hears that a wireless station is to be erected on the island. He does not
believe in new inventions anil feels a great antagonism toward the young operator Johnstone, and
bis assistant. Hogan. lint the little girl becomes
a great
friend
of the young
man.
line day
she
drops grandpa's telescope over the rorks. much to
the old man's dismay. She runs to her new friends,
and to help her out they give her a copy of their
chart of passing vessels. Later on little Lucy becomes i|ulte 111. Johnstone visiting her. discovers
she has diplit herla . There is no doetor on the
Island ami all are at a loss :is to how the child
can be saved. Johnstone knowing that a famous
child specialist is on board a passing liner, gets an
Idea. lie has the child carried to his wireless
cabin, ami from there lie gets into communication
with the doctor who is in inidorean. From tin
Steamship the doctor gives the young wireless man
full directions. Finally he bids him to prepare to
operate upon the child, and. with his rude tools —
under Instructions coining from miles away — Johustone op< rates successfully. A tube is Inserted i"
her throat, the baby is once more able to breathe
and her life is saved.

THANHOUSER.
PETTICOAT CAMP (Oct. 20).— Several young
married couples, all intimate friends, decide that It
would be fun to have a camp of their own for tinsummer. One of the party discovered an Ideal little
Island, they lease It. and Joyfully proceed there.
The nun were thoroughly happy. They arose early,
ste enormous breakfasts, and then went fishing and
bunting. Finally the wives began to ask themselves
where they tame In.
"It is a picnic for the boys." remarked one
woman, addressing the others. "We do the cooking, the washing and the general
housework."
Finally they agreed Hat the best thing for them
to do was to Institute a lock out. That evening
when the husbands returned, there were no wives
or supper to greet them, Just a note Informing them
that their "eX-slavee" had taken up a camp for
themselves on the next island
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THROUGH THE FLAMES (Oct. 22).— The farmer's daughter was ambitious but unhappy, because
she thoroughly believed that she was destined to
shine upon the stage. This opinion of her was
strengthened when a "celebrated" actor appeared
farm. The actor charmed the young woman
by tellmg her that he thought with training she
could easily discount Maude Adams and promised
city.
to look up a good Job for her when he got to the
in course of time the girl beard from the actor.
He had found the place for her, and all she needed
was to appear and claim it, bringing bis fee ($50)
with her. The girl hastened to the city, paid over
the money and hastened to the theater. Not until
then did she find that she had been tricked by an
adventurer, and there was no chance for her to
lead the life sbe bad hoped to lead.
She hunted for work, but foiled to find It. At
last her money was gone and she was threatened
from her hotel room with eviction. Penniless, the
girl determined not to return to her old home, and
was In a frame of mind where she would gladly
have welcomed death. Consequently when the hotel
caught fire that evening she said to herself that
it was a good solution of her problem ond quietly
sat down waiting for the end. probably sbe would
have been burned to death, had it not been for
a drummer In the next room, who, while about to
go down the fire escape happened to look into her
room and saw the girl kneeling in prayer, waiting
for death. Being a brave man he forced his way
in through the window and In spite of the girl's
entreaties to be allowed to die he dragged her to
the fire escape. The delay almost proved fatal to
them, for just as they reached the fire escape it
collapsed. Only the reek less daring of the fire department saved them with many others from the
fire-trapped
building.
Her champion found the man wlio had swindled
her and forced him to return his Ill-gotten money.
On the midnight train that evening there returned
to her country home a girl who had learned wisdom
in a bitter school, and on the platform in the city
as the train pulled out stood a young drummer who
hoped that It would uot be long before he could
claim the country girl as his bride.
IN A GARDEN (Oct. 25).— This Is the story of
a gardener whose whole lifetime had been spent In
the one place. He loved the flowers, petted them,
and gave them the detail of the only romance he
had ever witnessed.
"You see, little pansy." he said, "when I came
hero, many years ago. Miss May was a little girl.
There was a nice little boy who lived right over
there, and they were greet chums. They played
together, day after day. an I were childhood sweet
hearts.
'Well, they grew up, and oue afternoon I saw
them talking earnestly over on the old bench there.
She nodded her head, when he kissed her, and
taking a ring, put it on her finger.
"For a time they were happy, then they quarrelled It was a silly dispute, and In my opinion,
both were to blame. I hoped they would make up
but they didn't. He weut to the city, sbe remained lure. Other suitors came, but sbe would
not have tlieiu Her heart was with the man she
had loved when
tiny were children.
"Ton know, little pansy, how Miss May has
thrown her garden open to the poor children. Well,
to-day 1 was standing out under the big sign that
says all children are welcome, when an auto came
up. 1 looked at the man in it. and recognized the
chap Miss Baa] loved, l called a greeting to him,
lie stopped
and we shook
hands.
"It bad 1 n many years since the boy had played
about
lure, and
I had to be careful.
If he bad
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It struck
the husbands as a good Joke — that is,
it did until they sat down to a frightfully j>r
■upper
then tiny saw
the sorrow
of It.
One
of
bands
had an Idea and the others
i
as they adopted it.
Late
that
evening,
while
the wives
were
supping, two ■'vl.ious
tramps'crept Into
'petticoat lamp."
They expected that the women
would
shriek
witii terror
but
they didn't.
Later
when the "tramps" wire puked up far from shore.
"When we screamed," they said, "all those girls
got up at once, polled revolvers and fired at us.
They didn't know us, and we had to run for our
lives. Winn we took to Hie water, they stood on
the beach
firing at us."
Their plot having failed and starvation staring
them In the face the husbands waved the white
Hag which was graciously received, and terms of
capitulation arranged. All the wives wanted was a
share of fun, and the transfer of some of the work
to the broad shoulders of the husbands.

\N\TH

known Miss May was here, I doubt If he would
have come In. So I talked about the children, and
he stepped In to see them. Then, before he realised
It, I had bd him to the old bench.
"It must have called back recollections, for It was
there that as a boy he bad wooed his tiny sweetheart: It was there that as a man be bad won her
promise ti, be bis bride. Ki-tter than all, she was
sitting there now, all alone and forlorn. I Joit lei
him up to the bench, and left blm. I knew that
my work was successful when I saw the glad light
in their eyes. It was only siubbomess that had
kept them apart all these years. The Job was to
bring them together and 1 did It."

LUX.
HIS NURSE (Oct. 18).— In this drama we are
Introduced to a young lady who is nursing the
UBcle of the man she loves. The nephew gen lute
debt and his uncle is so enraged upon discovering
this that be disinherits tbe nephew and transfers
his fortune to his devoted nurse. As the young
nurse fears that tbe nepbew will not return her
affection now that she is wealthy and he Is poor,
she hides the will and the money would still go to
tbe nepbew who, thinking that be is still a rick
man, proposes t,, the young nurse, and th'
both inherit the fortune to their mutual satisfaction.

GAUMONT.
THE TIE ETERNAL (Oct. 10).— Another woman,
beautiful, seductive, has tempted tbe husband sad
father from the path of constancy. Tbe wife learns
of this liaison through an anonymous letter. She
traces her husband's \i>its to tbe home of tbe
temptress where, as womsn against woman, the
scene ends with the adventuress ordering the wlf*
fro mthe house. In despair at the violation of
the love troths, she takes her child and goes to
her mother's home, leaving a note telling of bar
grief and the cause of her action. A divorce follows and the wife is given the custody of the
child, tbe father being permitted to see the little
one, one day every
month.
Several years have pased and the father Is preparing to visit his estranged baby, marshalling
bis many tokens of love in the form of to;,
lie is arranging them a letter arrives saying that
the child is critically ill and that be cannot see
her this day. In his frenzy of apprehension be
implores bis one-time wife to allow him to set
the little sufferer. Although feeling the deepness
of the wound of bis act in the years gone by, aad
In the tolls of a new passion for a suitor whom
she is soon to wed, she permits him to come. Tfce
other man happens upon the scene as tbe fitter
stands by the sick-bed. and the little one responds
to his caresses. With jealousy and fear be watches
the child brighteu under the warmth of her ftiber'i
presence and with a sinking heart the rival sees
the little bands reach out and bring together the
beads and hearts and lives of those who bad parted.
The bridegroom-elect, although feeling that Us
bride-to-be would honor her promise to marry hbn,
steals away leaving a note behind telling of Us
sacrifice and the renunciation of bis own joys la
compliance with the principle regarding those of
whom 'twas said. "Whom God Hath Joined. Let
No

Man Put Asunder."
BEETHOVEN
(Oct. 15).— Episodes vital in the
life of the great symphonist in the heyday of hli
powers, when master creation after master creation
flowed from his pen, a perfect river of inspiration,
glory si
upon him.
Love as well as art engages
his mighty powers. There is another man, younger
than he. with more of the gallantries dear to tbe
feminine heart. He surprises tbe rival and tbe
girl in a love tete-a-tete
aud the door shuts upon

\TO one had ever heard him
** speak a word, so they
dubbed him "SILENT JIM."
Then one day he told his
story just as Eclair will re-tell
it to you in a forthcoming
Feature Release.
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Just Listen To Reason

Feature Reel Managers, with
Small Capital, who understand
the feature film Rental game,
operating State Right offices.
We will furnish half the capital
necessary to open offices. We
want hustlers. Write for particulars.

YOU MUST HAVE THE GOODS
TO GET THE MONEY

One

Sure- Fire

It's the Cleanup Picture.

Winner!
Ask Anybody

The Life of
Buffalo Bill
It Leads the Popularity Pace

United Feature Film Co.
411 Century

Building,

St. Louis,

Mo.

The following States are sold, and we refer
you to the purchasers of same as to quality
and money-making possibilities of same.
Wire or write any or all of them.
Louisiana
Mississippi
Arkansas

FEATURE FILMS
For Sale or Rent

W. I. Swain Show Co., Swain Bldg.,
New Orleans, La.

Ohio
Indiana

1 Phil Bova. 515 Mithoff St., ColumJ
bus, Ohio.
Froney & Bogard, Scott, Ohio.

New York

J J. S. Burnham, Gouverneur, N. Y.
I United Amuse. Co., Cedar Rapids,
J
la.
"1 Jos. (londos, Gen. Del., Kansas

Iowa
Kansas
Missouri

FHM PHOTOPLAY COHPAHT
145 West 45th St.
DEW YORK
Exchange Bldg.

BUFFALOt Hippodrome Bldg.
RiiFFiin/ 2B3 Main St"

In answering advertisements kindly mention
The Moving Picture World

MAKE

'EM
YOURSELF SLIDES

Make them yourself. Written with pen and ink
or typewriter. Three minutes to make a slide. Used
for advertising slides, to announce future or feature
programmes, for chorus slides when chorus slide is
missing. We send four colors of gelatin. The slides
look well and anyone can, make them. They are
handy also for announcing vaudeville acts. In fact
they may be readily used for anything you may wish
to say to your audience.
For the sum of three dollars ($3) cash with order,
we will send by express, charges not prepaid, or
$3-5.0 by registered mail, prepaid (Canadian orders by
registered mail only), the following:
24 cover glass, 1 package binder strips, 1 dozen
mats, 1 instruction sheet, 1 form sheet and 50 strips
assorted colors gelatin — enough for from 300 to 400
slides. Order now. Address:

UTILITY TRANSPARENCY
1733 West 9th St.,

CO.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

J

City, Mo.

Amuse. Co., 425 South St.,
Pa.
} ModelPhiladelphia,
F. F. Co., 121 Fourth Ave.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
} Imperial
} G. W.Wis. McLaughlin, Eau Claire,

Eastern
Pennsylvania
Western
Pennsylvania
Wisconsin
Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Mass.
R. I.
Conn.
Tennessee

S. J. Potter, Somerville, Tenn.

Washington

C. F. Perkins, Pasco, Wash.

Texas
Oklahoma
California
Arizona

United F. F. Co., 597 Washington
St., Boston, Mass.

} A.

Raschio, Enterprise Film Exch.,
San Antonio, Texas.

1 O. V. Traggard, 360 Pacific ElecJ
trie Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

If your territory is not in the above list
wire us your offer for States wanted
A Complete Line of Pictorial Printing

Buffalo

Bill & Pawnee
Bill Film Co.

145 W. 45th Street, flew York City
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Complications arose ami th.- flsbermalden soon found
her heart too full for utter
THE
BORDER
DETECTIVE
(Oct.
16).— Tuole
Sam ha- many representatlvea in various vocations,
paid
to guard ofhisauint.olllelal
rests, In
'this
deals office.
with
the intrigue
thestory
customs

hi- happiness, The grief of his unrequited passion
preys
upon
bli mind,
wblcb
In turn
affect
strength <>f his ImmIv.
Thci
dim tbe :i til i<-clon of
fearful
lest Hi.- world
Icdj
ii. i- i ii ii riii 11 \ mill in- gnardi the secret
ii i- hi in st dlacoTcred.
in iplte of his dei
hi- genius win nc! down mill although unable to
!••-:• r the in. -in. ii. - ivblcb
surged
t.i bla soil, ba
wrote them down in tin' great ■Hani
though)
timi th. world might happily bear whit wai denied
i" hi- ears \- the kngel ..r in-nth hovers near,
ii rlalon ••< tba cbarscten and scenes portrayed in hi- opuaea, the "Paatoral" ami "Joy."
atortalltj i- accomplished upon a body who
ami «..iks knew naugbt imt Immortality.
THE
LEGEND
OF
CAGLIOSTRO
(Oct.
17)—
Oaglloal
routb of great
mental
promlae,
recelvea tbe Divine Afflatus, aa with his aweetbeart,
li.- atandi before :. painting of the Cbrlat, whoae
lo look "I him wlih a light
mystic. Thrilled, be Me. s into th.- .link with tbe
maid ..I' hitniiiii his great destiny,
at
iii.- roadside
inn they pause
for refreshment.
As
there they stand, garbed aa
nks. ;l blind gentle
man,
ltd by his son, enters,
i
aong -.I appeallnglj
effective tbal
g dried
In the sightless eyea, gnafa forth and furry with
iiii-ni the obscuring
films.
Onward
on his career
of healing
and
w
ler-worklng
be goes
bringing
strength to the withered limb ami driving disease
in-fore iiim
Mini.- Antoinette,
tbe Austrian Prln■ i to be [he consort of flic fated Louis xvi
to him
tO 'est his powers
;is n
.seer and
clairvoyant.
As
she desires
to behold
lu-r future, and in spit,- ,,f his warnings that it
will appall lier. she looks into the vision of her
i ad by tbe keen blade of the guillotine.
in an alcove is tbe Cardinal Rohan, who
struggles agalnsl ins desire to then ami there declare his love for her.
Cagllostro, grieved by the subsequent ricatii of
his beloved mute, attracts such attention that he Is
brought as ii prisoner before tbe Inquisition of the
Church to defend himself agalnsl charges of sorcery, lie laughs ill their intimations of death
at th. ir bands and before them conjures the vision
of Cagllostro
Inn
tnl. whom
ilcath cannot
touch,
whom walls cannot confine. To refresh the sanctuary of his soul, be permits himself to be imprisoned, awaiting tie resurrection of tin- spirit of
his loved and lost Lorenza. Through hours of
meditation, there he remains until tin- simile of
his departed love passes through his cell and as
by magic the walla part to grant him entrance
Into IPs world of significant works. The shade
bad summoned blm to his great activities.
GAUMONTS
WEEKLY. NO. 31 (Oct. 9).— Hygiene Congress in Washington. Boy Scouts give
demonstration before delegates of first aid to the
Injured.
B icb Balling. Novel wind-propelled wheeled
boats appear on French coast.
Roosevelt in Colorado. Third-term candidate
talks io Immense crowds in the West and South.
\ Week in tin- Northwest. Rainbow Falls at
Croat lulls. Montana, which furnish electric power
for 2" towns.
A High Bel
1 Horse.
This Pennsylvania animal
can i
>si everything hut talk.
Bed fern Fashions, Famous French dressmaker
shows exquisite
gowns.
r ton Express wrecked. Passenger train leaves
the rails at Weatport, Conn. Debris burns and
nearly
a dozen
lives are lost.
Savages
to Soldiers.
Natives
of West
African Coast produce splendid trooper-.
Baaing a Chimney. Paris factory devises quick
method
of demolishing
useless
smokestack.

The Ingennlt] of a lecrel service man In apprchendIng tie- gul iy culprit and his confederates Is as
I to t In story as It Is amusing. Lore also
enters and plays an important part In the unravelling of the perplexing mysteries. Just how tbe
chapters Indicated dovetail can be better witnessed
than explained in the space available.
THE NEW COWPUNCHER (Oct. 17).— A stranger in a si range laud does not always experience
rilgbtful sensations and in this Instance
tin- principal character finds himself the adored
one of ii charming maiden and the 'most despicable
of men on the plains — a horsethlef. Fortunately
for him, he is unjustly accused and Dame Fortune
comes
to his aid In disclosing
the real culprit.
THE
BEST
MAN
WINS
(Oct.
21).— All
the
world
loves a lover,
and
in following
tills story
mIii, .i-i Inclined
to wish
young
Neilan
luck
in making
love
to the
heiress
of the ranch
on
wblcb
Ii'- i- an employe,
wishing
that lie were not
the tool in tbe hands of an unscrupulous companion
who
desires
to enrich
himself.
Possibly the scheme might have worked, but the
arrival of an old schoolmate revives a smoldering
love in the heart of the heiress and tbe cowboy
lo-.- nil interest fur her. Our friends do not
submit without a struggle nor does the heiress
calmly accept the old-time love. The excitement,
.in. p, changed conditions and disappointments,
furnishes material for one of the most delightful
productions.
THE WAY OF THE TRANSGRESSOR (Oct. 23).
— George Stanford, a ranchman, has occasion to
experience how It feels to "marry in haste and
repent at leisure" and is exceedingly anxious to
break the ties that bind him to his Indian wife.
He is infatuated with a Gypsy girl who is suspected
as being the sweetheart of a suave young ranchman in love with tbe daughter of the owner of
the ranch. For a time tbe plot thickens and every
convenient nook seems to adapt itself to a love
affair. The sheriff interests himself in behalf of
the Indian woman and soon her husband pays the
penalty
for bis crimes.
THE WOOERS OF MOUNTAIN KATE (Oct. 24).
— An odd character, this Mountain Kate; living In
the hills, rather unkempt but strikingly attractive
to three suitors who live in habitations identically
Hi. same as Hie object of their adoration. Kate
selects the man of her choice, but one of his rivals
soon manages to secure her for himself. A triangular struggle ensues, and after the excitement has
subsided, Mountain Kate is again left to lead the
lonesome
life of a hermit.

MAJESTIC.
CAPTAIN
BEN'S
YARN
(Oct.
20)
Captain
Ben BobStay, a retired mariner, is fishing from
the dock of a seaside resort. Mrs. Brownlow sends
her two little children Tommy and Molly, down
to have him spin a yarn to them. Captain Ben
begins and recounts the story of his early love
(in the same village) for beautiful Mehitabel Lee.
He tells of her father's opposition to his love, and
the Intention of forcing Mehitabel to marry a rich

AMERICAN.
THE
PROMISE
(Oct. 14).— How often has life's
cup i.een filled with bitterness because of a promise
that should
never
have
been
asked
DOr given.
In
this touching
drama,
the central
figures
are an
aged
fisherman
ami
his daughter.
Naturally
thc«
thought
uppermo-t
in the old man's
heart
is the
future
welfare
of his , laughter,
and
111- OUWiSI
chooses as a husband
for her the man
he bell.
will be the best provider,
regardless
of the heart
int. r.-ts or the two
most
vitally concerned,
The
.1
ii young
fisherman
promises
the old man
to
marry the daughter and the fishermal.len calmly
tells her lover that -he i- io many another. Pos
stbly the two yonng people would have learned to
love one another and all would have been well
bad not the tales willed it otherwise. As it was
tin- beauties of the coast attracted others, and
Dan
Cupid
shut
his darts
in diverse
directions.

man. ningThe
salthisthen
spins thewith
tale the
of 'his
runoff to old
sea.
adventures
Hottentots, alter a ship wreck, where he is about to
wed the princess who saved him when the vision
of Mehitabel Lee comes to him and makes him
remain true to his love. Then be escapes by a
daring ruse. He is captured by pirates, and they
are about to slay him when the chief's daughter
offers to marry blm. and make him a partner with
her father. Again Meliltabel's image appears, and
lie stays steadfast. He tllngs himself into the
sea where he sw Ims for hours, and is rescued by
a I'.ritish Admiral who has a beautiful daughter.
This damsel falls a victim to the salt's fatal gift
inty, and her father is persuaded to offer
her to Ben. Mebitabel's linage Intrudes once more.
and Ben refuses. At last he lands safe and sound
buck In tbe quaint village, and lie g.^-s to Me
Intnl. el's house lo find that she lias indeed martied the rich man, and he Is taunted by her cruel
father.
.V,s he is finishing his romance, tbe mother of
the two children walks down the dock, and observes the portrait of Mehitabel which is In
old Captain Ben's watch. She shows him a
duplicate of the picture in an old fashinoed minia-

ture in h.-r locket, about ber neck.
The old captain
Is dumbfounded
but she laughs and insists that be
come up with her to tin veranda of their summer
cottage.
He
follows
ber, and as be gets
veranda
a big limousine
whizzes
up, out po
helping a quaint little old lady
from it, with bam] imxes and be leads her up the
-t'P- "It i- Grandma." cry the children, and
tin- daughter kisses the little old lady rapturously.
Then she leads ber to old Captain Ben. It !•
Mehitabel l.ee. Tbe old man rubs hie eyes, and
the two wipe their eyes. Captain Ben gallantly
her to a seat on the veranda, and the daughter whispering takes tbe children inside, and
be.kons her husband to follow. The old one-time
sweethearts are left alone to tell each other the
tales of their past. "Where have you been!**
asks
grandmother
Mehitabel.
LOVE AND
WAR
(Oct. 22).— Robert Carlisle
and Nell Stark are southern sweethearts and be
asks her father for her hand, which be gives. On
this occasion Nell presents him with six linea
handkerchiefs In which she has embroidered tbe
letter "H."
reminding
him that it is bis birthday.
The civil war is declared and when Robert announces bis intention to Join the Northern forces,
he is ordered off tbe Stark premises and Nell,
prompted by ber southern heroism tells him to go
never to see ber again. He leaves and In bat
tears she remembers bis ring and tearing it from
ber finger, throws it in the direction taken by blm.
Her anger cools, however, an. I regretting her hasty
act, searches in vain for the ting. Nell's brother
Will arrives home from Richmond and before joining the confederate forces, Nell gives him a photo
of herself.
Will is assigned
as a spy and is about
to enter
tbe Federal
lines when
he is discovered,
p
and wounded.
He eludes
his pursuers by crawling
in a thicket,
but crawling
onward
he connRobert,
who
has
been
assigned
to picket
duty.
Weak
from
the loss of blood Will resignIns fate
to the Union
soldier,
who
Is atiout to give tbe
alarm,
when
he spies the picture projecting
from
Will's
coat.
He
extracts
it and
is sho.i
find
Nell's
photo.
At once
thinking
lie Is her
sweetheart he Is tempted to kill him. but fortunately drops the photo which alights back
side up and
bis
gaze
rests
on
the
words
written
thereon
"From
Sister."
Tbe
truth
now
dawns
upo
and
binding
upcarries
the wounded
man'sa short
arm
with
bis
handkerchief,
him
within
d
from
tbe Stark
home and succeeds in return
bis post without being detected.
Will crawls home and Nell on removing tbe
bandages recognizes the handkerchief and on inquiring, ber brother tells ber tbe story. She at
once
decides
to enter
the army
as a nur-.- lo
of being of some assistance ttins capacity and later on after a battle finds
Robert badly wounded. She prevails oi tbe i onfederate soldiers to take Robert to tie hospital
and she nurses him back to health. The war ii
ended and Robert comes to the Stark home where
he is given a warm reception and the lovers renewing their troth under the old tree find tbe die
ring in the grass, which is replaced on her

SOLAX.
THE HIGH COST OF LIVING (Oct. 23 .— <>ld
Joel Smith Is charged with murder In the first
degree. At the trial he pleads in opposition t" bis
own lawyers. He explains that be is now t.-> old
to be of any assistance to his widowed .
and bis grand-children who are dependent on him
for support. He says he prefers death to a life of
poverty and wretchedness. In tellii _
and jury his pathetic story (which is shown on
the screen) — old Joel betrays a love for bis grand
children
and
his fellow
laborers
that is | .

\[0 one had ever heard him
1 ™ speak a word, so they
dubbed him "SILENT JIM."
Then one day he told his
story just as Eclair will re- tell
it to you in a forthcoming
Feature Release,
ffi 33 gj

Indisputable originators** cowboy Films, i
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WE CONTINUE TO OFFER EACH WEEK MR.G.M. ANDERSON,
KNOWN
AS "BRONCHO
STORIES
[•l(POPULARLY
J?'': »I> -iKl
Lsn7i*lH:i
i l\ aiiBILLY")IN
»:VV;«a>lITHRILLING
>J3;il «:*4M!iAiS

productions

in this paper

5UPERVI5I0N<*M R.ANDERSON, ASSISTED BY A CAREFULLY TRAINED COMPANY

THE
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Dobbs Coming to New York
Direct from Whitney Opera House. Chicago, playing 330 times, breaking all
rds for feature films in America. Willi HIS TOUR" >GRAPH< >LOG IX
I EM REELS 1 »F \i 'I'M )N PICTURES— depicting the wonders of our prolific
North Land, ALASKA, as well as frigid Eastern SIBERIA. Others are tryin- to imitate his work by publishing his pictures and trying to unload State Rights
with a few diq.es before he reaches New York. BEWARE 1 >F [MPI >STORS
claiming I'.KA ERLY B. D< >BBS, I'lONEER ALASKAN PICTURES. All so
claiming are frauds.
Further announcement later.

BEVERLY
VICTORIA

B. DOBBS
NEW

HOTEL

-^Silver Your Curtain with Silverit"^
With SILVERIT it is possible to make the greatest
projecting surface known. It gives depth and richness
to the picture.
NOW LISTEN :
TIIK MOTION
PICTURE
ACCESSORIES
CO.,
Manufacturers and Dealers, Improved Specialties.
23 Stevenson Bldg.,
Pittsburgh, Pa., Sept. 4, 1912.
Mr. A. G. Thomas, 1705 Falracres Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Dear Sir: — We have shipped the last of your recent shipment of Silverlt today, and ask that you rush the enclosed
order including a liberal supply of samples. For your Information, I will say that we are continually receiving expressions
of satisfaction from our customers. Many of them were doubtful,
wbeB first approached, whether a product so cheap and so easily
applied could be so efficient, and afterwards expressed great
surprise.
This makes your product an excellent seller. Each customer Is a booster and each can sold brings several more
customers.
Yours trulv,
A. E. IRONS, Sales Manager.

One pound covers a curtain 9 x 12.
i-lb. can, $3.00.
2-lb. can, $5.00.
A G. THOMAS, 1705 Fairacres Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
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WORK
Advertis
ement
Read Th!s
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If your time is worth money, don't waste it by losing
time getting in touch with us. It will pay you to let
us do your repair work. We know how to make your
machine new again. We handle a complete line of
supplies and buy and sell all makes of second-hand machines. SATISFACTION guaranteed. When anything
goes wrong think of

The Chicago Moving Picture Supply Co.107 ^.caEo^l. St"

p Bioscope
Yeariy subscription, $2.00.

85 Shaftesbury Avenue,

The leading Journal
of the Moving Picture
business in Europe,
largest circulation
and best Advertising
Medium, bar none.

Sample copy Mailed Free.

LONDON,

YORK

LUX

CITY

FILMS

The Crown of Perfection
Released

Friday,

October 18, 1912

HIS

NURSE
A Charming

Lux Drama

Length

918 feet

R. PRIEUR
10 EAST
15th
NEW
YORK
Telephone,

STREET
CITY

3427 Sluycesant

Sold only through Film Supply
Company of America

W., ENGLAND.

Use the Real

Projector Carbon

"Biograph"
Brand

L. E. Frorup & Co.
232 Greenwich St., New York City

THE

Eye Comfort
System
OF
Indirect Illumination
So necessary to the success of every
Motion
Picture
Theatre
that
w«
engineer 60 Theaters a month.
This is a free service to Motion
Picture Theatre
Managers.
National X-Ray Reflector Co„
227 W. Jackson BlvrL, Chicago.
Distance, Screen to Rear of Auditorium
Ceiling Height
Width of House
Name

THE
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.Mill pathos. Hi' tells liow he had been scin by
the mt-ii to tall ii" bou 1 11 ;» t iiii-y wen- diaaatia*
Hid. Al t IioiikIi loi'l m
a favorite with the bogg.
his representations while listened to "Itu '
■vera productive of nothing Hli employer simply
■aid, that If In- raised
meet
the present
"high
eoal of living"
ha would
be compelled
to
close
up
shop.
Whan they receive the answer from the boas,
the men vole lo strike — much against Joel's advice, and although ba liked bis boss, Joel Is with
the majority nod walks out with his fellows. A
long period
lean days
ensue.
Joel's grandchildren andof
widowed
daughter
are starving.
He
is too proud to beg. Be goes to the headquarters
of the strikers and finds them nil drinking and
carousing. This is too much for Joel. He an
nounces his Intention of going back to work One
of the Ironworkers call him a coward. All o(
the old man's pent-up anger comes to the surface,
and before he knows It, he has killed the lusulter.
The Jury weeps at the old man's pathetic story —
ithey cannot And heart to convict him.
THE IDOL WORSHIPPER (Oct. 25).— Maud Mer•rlwell Is a charming girl, but fond of romantic
■novels. She disgusts her father with her sentimentality, especially when the old gentleman has
Ids ankle broken and Is forced to remain home in
One afternoon as he is Bitting by
chair.
a wheeled
his library window, Maud and Tom Harland. think
the old gentleman Is aBleep, and Tom proposes to
Maud for the hundreth time. She refuses him.
again declaring that "No man but a hero can
win my band."
Tom is disgusted, and walks away, but gets B
inside. He
signal from the old gentleman to comeplan
to make
does so, and the father proposes a
six eoal
about
All
to
is
This
him.
of
out
a hero
buckets with leaves and set Are to them— right
there In the library. Then Tom can rush in and
save his life. Tom agrees, thinking It will be
to play on Maud. The old gentleman
good Joke
a
out the plan.
follows
enterMeanwhile, Tom walks outside, sees Maudinto
the
taining a crowd of girls, and so goes
signal.
the
await
and
pipe
his
smoke
garden to
The smoke is now rushing out of the window, the
Maud and
glris see it and scream with fright.
the rest of them are transfixed to the spot with
and
attitude
romantic
a
strikes
horror. Maud
cries out: "I swear that I will marry the man
life!"
father's
my
saves
who
She naturally expects Tom to be on the job,
but it happens that the Chinese laundryman is
coming up the walk with a bundle of wash on
bis back. The girls see him. but Maud has
fainted. Tom rushes up, and sees his sweetheart
fainting. This frightens him more than the smoke,
which he knows is a fake flre. So he stays with
her chafing ber wrists and kissing her. The girls
Chinaman Into the window of the smokforceing the
room.
The next scene shows the Chinaman trying to
rescue old Mr. Merrlwell who resolutely resists
all attempts to rescue him. He is in his wheeled
the Chinachair and be has a great combat wltb
man. At last the Chinaman pulls him out on the
porch. Maud has revived and the girls tease her
about ber vow. Tom hears it and tells his father,
and they secretly determine to teach her a lesson.
Tom goes to the Chinaman, gives him five dollars
and offers him five more, if he will obey orders.
Then Maud's father tells her that to save the
family's name and honor she must marry the
Chinaman. The girls have been tipped off, and
they all back him up. Tom pretends to be a
heroic martyr. Maud is frantic, but the girls
hurry upstairs and make her pack her suit case.
Tom sends for a minister, in bis automobile, and
the man
arrives
shortly,
very mystified.
Tom and Mr. Merrlwell dress the Chinaman In
an old frock coat, with silk hat. etc., Tom sits
down at the piano In the library to play the wedding march in rag time, while the girls bring
Maud in. weeping and sobbing. The poor chink
is led In (by the chauffeur)
frightened
to death.
At the last instant Mr. Merrlwell rolls in on
his wheeled chair leading the minister. This, too
much for Maud throws herself on Tom's bosom.
That young man slips the Chink his final live,
and the laundryman dives out of the window, to
from the white devils. The minister bewildered at the fuss, has sense enough to marry
the two.

UNIVERSAL
CRYSTAL.
HEIX'A'S BEATJS (Oct. 20).— Beautiful Bella has
two beaus, John whom she likes and Percy whom
she tolerates. John Is bashful and Bella plays
'Percy to wake John Into a declaration. But Percy
becomes a nuisance, ne also scares John away.
Percy takes Bella for a walk In the park. Then
Bella, dressed In her prettiest, Jumps Into the
lake and takes Percy with her. Despite this treatment, Percy sticks. So Bella hires "Kid" Long, a
tongh nut. to scare Percy. John overhears the girl's
plot. Then John pays "Kid" a big prize to let
him pose as a hero. "Kid" throws a big scare Into
Percy who runs away. John gets In a fake "knockout" on the "Kid" and thereby wins Bella who
believes him to be a hero.
THE ONLY WOMAN
IN TOWN (Oct. 20).—
Hiram Scroggs sells his restaurant in Silver City,
■ Colo., to the Widow
Chase.
Bill and
Jack
are
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rivals tor the widow's hand. Jack buys a beautiful
lace shawl for the widow and leaves Sam bold It
while be goes In for a drink. Bill meets Sam who
tells him of the shawl and Jack's Intentions. Jack
Induces Sum to give him the shawl and to fill the
bos with straw. .lack then give* the shawl to the
widow Mill than calls on the widow and gives
her the boi filled with the straw. The widow,
Indignant, throws Jack out and BUI who Is enJoying Jack's discomfiture, proposes and is accepted by the widow. They are married and BUI
pr.pnres to take life easy, but the widow compels
him to do his share of the work In the restaurant
making him waiter as well as porter, much to the
amusement of Hill's friends, who bad always known
him as a hard customer.

ECLAIR.
THE HOMECOMING (Oct. 22).— A prologue sets
forth how Langdon, Junior member of a brokerage
firm, shifts the blame of a criminal offense on
to the shoulders of the senior partner, Tllford.
Tllford Is found guilty and sentenced to a ten
year term. The treachery of the Junior partner
Mils Tllford with a deep-rooted hatred. He refuses to see bis wife when she comes to ask his
permission to the marriage of Langdon to their
daughter. lie tears up his mall unread. Thus be
never knows that the man who was responsible
for his disgrace and his deprived liberty finally
married
b.irn to his
them.own daughter and that a child was
The sentence expiree and he is released, being
given the customary suit of clothes and sum of
money. With Hie money be buys a revolver; then
writes Langdon a letter warning that he is coming to kill him. Langdon is fear stricken when
lie reads it. .lust then his wife and daughter
chance to enter the office and Mrs. Langdon, notIng his pallor and nervousness, persuades him to
step out to see a doctor. They go leaving the
child to play with her dolly. Tllford enters. The
child appeals to him and be talks to her. The
doll falls and breaks. Her sorrow over its breakage so touches Tllford that he promises to go get
her a new one. He leaves and then comes the
return
of Langdon
and his wife.
The child wants to wait for her new doll, but
ber mother insists on her leaving. They exit leaving Langdon alone. Tllford now returns with the
doll, which by the way. the child has seen him
return with. Tilford sees Langdon and his hatred
and revenge is revived Instantly. Bfe makes
little waste of denunciatory words before he alms
the revolver at Langdon's heart and about to pull.
Now the child rushes in asking for her new dolly
and followed by her mother, Tilford's own daughter.
So is a murder averted and revenge throttled by
paternal
love.
MAKING
UNCLE
JEALOUS
(Oct.
24)
For
twenty years Hiram Tyler has courted Salina
Huutlngdou but has lacked the courage to propose.
Will Huntingdon, Salina's nephew, returns from
college for his vacation, bringing with blm his
chum Geo. Lamon. Will is In love with Hiram's
niece Judith Huges, and George falls In love with
her sister Muriel. They are very anxious to bring
about a match between Aunt Salina and Uncle
Hiram and Will makes up his mind that the only
way to do this Is to make Hiram Jealous. In his
trunk he has two costumes which he and George
wore at a college masquerade, so dressing in these
they persuade Aunt Salina to go for a walk with
them, having arranged with Judith to have Hiram
at the crossroads at a certain time. To do this
Judith, who Is busy with a dressmaker complains
• f a headache and asks T'ncle Hiram to drive Miss
Osg
1 to the
dressmakers
home.
They
arrive
at the crossroads Just in time to see Aunt Salina
in the embrace of the supposed Mexican. Hiram's
Jealousy is aroused, likewise Salina's when she discovers Miss Osgood riding with Hiram. To add
fuel re the Haines will describes Aunt Salina's
friend to Judith
In the presence of Hiram.
The next day In order to get Hiram where he
can see Salina with another man Judith puts Clara
Into a canoe and pushes it out Into the river and
then rushes wildly and tells him of Clara's predicament. Hiram rushes out dives Into the river.
rescues Clara and as be Is starting for home and
dry clothing, sees Salina and a minister friend
ride by in an auto. The next day Hiram gets bis
courage in both hands and proposes to Salina much
to her Joy and the Joy of the young
people.
GONTRANS
LOVE STRATAGEM
(Oct. 27).—
Gontron woos Susie, the chemist's daughter, who
loves him. The chemist discovers a certain lotion
which Infallibly grows hair on the baldest head
and advertises for bald-headed men who will allow
an experiment As a reward, he offers his daughter Susie's hand after using the lotion. Gontran'
who has plenty of hair, does not lost hope but
schemes.
A crowd of men come to answer the advertisement but none are eligible, except Mr. Cooke. Bnt
another bead appears, smoother than Ivory. A
quarrel ensues between the two rivals. So the
chemist hands each a few bottles of the lotion and
says that the first to come to him within a week
and has the most hair shall have bis daughter.
Mr. Cooke is In despair. He uses all of the lotion
but his head Is still bald. Well, he will trick the
druggist by using a wig. The time arrives and
the rivals look upon each other with distrust. The
chemist and Susie are surprised to see that both
poaaeaa a rich and thick mass of hair.
The chemist

Is about to reward Mr took" but Susie is
be tricked and she pulls off Mr. Cooke's wig. The
latter takes hold of Gontran by the hair but It
does not come off. Gontran has tricked the chemist
by wearing a bald scalp, which be has removed
and
now
has
his
natural
head
of
hair
K puis Mr. Cooke out and gladly giveto happy
(Jontiaui.
BRUSIA— Asiatic Turkey (Oct. 27).— This film
shows the beauties of Murnd, a town dating from
1420; a calm
cemeterj
irious streets
and
the old bridge. After a travel through thla
picturesque town we are shown the way oxen are
shod. These oxen are used for transportation and
finally they are exported.

REX.
THE WEDDING MARCH (Oct. 17).— Alfred Sol.
man, a poor composer, has his musical compositions rejected and be makes up his mind, to try
a new tield of endeavor In London. Leaving hi*
wife and daughter, be meets in London a brother
violinist, Oscar Blanche, who shares his bumble
garret with him. Oscar steals the old composer's
works and passes them off as his own and receives the money for same. The loss of the
manuscripts sends the old composer insane and he
Is carried away to a lunatic asylum. In the meantime his wife and daughter become wealthy
through the sale of one of his operas and failing
to hear of the husband and father, they lea
old home and enter society. Oscar meets the composer's daughter and falls in love with ber and
the wedding Is about to take place. Oscar's "Wedding March" is to be played at the ceremony. The
old composer Is released from the asylum and
wanders Into the church, where he becomi
gauist. A wedding is about to take place and to
his
amazement
he finds
his own
composition,
which"The
was Wedding
stolen by March"
Oscar,
on the organ. Over the organ balcony he sees the
thief about to be married to his daughter. Alfred
stops the wedding and the little family are once
more reunited.
LEAVES IN THE STORM (Oct. 201.— The busband is a grouch and continually nagging his wife.
A friend who is visiting them, through admiration
and sympathy allows himself to become infatuated
with her. He tells her of his love for ber, but
she, true to her husband, commands him to leave
the house. Shortly afterwards, the husband becomes so unbearable that she decides to leave him
and cast her lot with the other. She leaves ber
little child with her husband. The other, though
he is always kind, proves unfaithful. The child
dies. Her maternal love leads her back home.
Her husband
takesmourning
her to the
grave girl.
and
leaves
her there
for child's
her little
Presently along comes the grave digger and he
almost stumbles over the inanimate form of the
poor broken-hearted mother who has expired qn
the grave of her little one.

IMP.
THE OLD SWEETHEART
(Oct. 14).^Jack. a
hardworking young man of good impulses, is loved
by Mary. Their future happiness seems assured.
Suddenly she is made very unhappy by her discovery of Jack's Intemperance. She reasons «itb
him and he promises to reform and tries hard to
keep bis promise, but bad company leads him
astray
and
the engagement
is broken.
Jack wanders away and becomes a tramp, while
Mary learns to love Jim a rising young contractor
and they marry. Time passes and Jim is awarded
a large contract out of town and goes away bringing Mary with
him.
Jack, the dissipated and rejected lover while
resting with some of his tramp companions In a
shanty, overhears the husband, whom he has never
seen, tell an assistant that he Is going to the
bank for a large payroll. This arouses the greed
of Jack and the tramps and they arrange to waylay Jim and get the payroll. Jim gets the money
and leaves the bank for the works. Jack places
the tramps In ambush and scouts off to give the
signal for Jim's approach. While be Is making
a detour
of to
the rob
holeit.
he While
comes so
upon
Jim's he
cabinla
and
decides
engaged
Interrupted by Jim's wife. He is about to silence
her when he recognizes her as his former sweetheart and learns she Is the wife of the contractor
his gang are waiting to rob.
He decides to save him and by a clever scheme
he frightens away the thugs, and wins the gratitude of the husband who gives him a good position.

\TO one had ever heard him
™ speak a word, so they
dubbed him "SILENT JIM."
Then one day he told his
story just as Eclair will re- tell
it to you in a forthcoming
Feature Release.
53 53 gJ
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UNIVERSALLY SATISFIED—
There must be some good
reason why our customers
are such enthusiastic and
consistent boosters. Briefly
it's because 'THE UNIVERSAL PROGRAM" is
the best that money and
brains can make it, and because we are honest in our
representations and give our
customers service — not
promises. If you are interested in making a change
let us hear from you.

Lri1 MF
In LO
URBAN
F~*| eclipse
Q i*-J
RELEASES FOR NEXT WEEK
Cines, Saturday,

Oct.

26, 1912.

A TURN of FORTUNE

BUY SERVICE— NOT PROMISES
New Eigland Universal Film Exchange,
Incorporated

228-230 Tremont Street,

Boston, Mass.

MR. EXHIBITOR:— Won't
you let us demonstrate
to your entire satisfaction why our Flexible Glass Screen

MIRROROIDE
is conceded to be the world's best projection surface?
Why every claim we make is clearly substantiated?
It costs you nothing. We will gladly send you demonstration samples of both A and B grades at our expense.
Test, compare with any other curtain or screen you
ever heard of.

MIRROROIDE

An ageabsorbing
drama in
describing
man's courand perseverance
the face a ofyoung
difficulties.
Eclipse Wednesday, Oct. 23, 1912.

A PERSISTENT
FLY-SWATTER
(Comedy)
MAKING BRIAR PIPES
(Industrial)

Is the only metallic projection surface that produces a
clear-cut picture, free from that hazy, out-of-focus
effect. Free from glare and eye-strain.
Pictures 500 per cent brighter.

IN THE OSSAU VALLEY
(Scenic)

MIRROROIDE
is sold under a positive

guarantee to last a lifetime.

MIRROROIDE

THE INVITED
GUEST
Comedy

Is a pure mercury-glass and foil combination applied
to canvas. It's silver white. It requires no re-coating
as in the case of aluminum. It won't crack, peel, or
turn black. It will reduce your carbon and juice bill
fully one-third.
Do it now!

MIRROROIDE
J.

H. CENTER
NEWBURCH,

Manufactured

Ascoli Piceno, Southern Italy
(Scenic.)

Advance Synopses Free.

Is price right. Won't you let us show you?
All orders shipped in three days.

THE

Cines, Tuesday, October 22nd, 1912.

CO.

N. Y.

under 7 pending Patentt

GEORGE

Write to

KLEIME

166 North State St.

CHICAGO

Licensed by Motion Picture Patent* Co.
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AN EVENTFUL BARGAIN DAY (Oct. 19).—
Josephine, ■ young wife, plans to go to a bargain
• ale ami, as her baby's nurse Is away and ber
husband at work, iha decide* to take the baby
with her.
Bnt leave* tie baby aBieep in his peramhulator
and
hurries
In the
store.
Sinltbera,
a
r paaalng
bean the babj crying
no one In sight picks up the child to
comfort it and absentmlndedly strolls away still
with the baby in Ills arms. Kate a spinster happens along with her ilog and seeing a sign "No
Dogs Allowed'' ami wanting to enter the bargain
sale, places ber dog In the carriage belonging to
Josephine.
Josephine
come*
out
of
the
store,
places
her bundles
in the carriage
and wlo I
dog
borne
where
to her
consternation
sic
covers
ber baby
Is gone
and the dog in Its place.
She phones
to her husband
who
rushes
from
his
office to the house
and his wife and himself
Idke
to the nearest
station
bouse,
wheeling
thi
where
they
report
their loss.
In the meantime
the spinster
enters
from
the store and
finds the
cnrrlage
pone
and
with
it her dog, which
-iish madly off In search of It. A stranger
whom she questions directs ber to the police station to which she Immediately goes, meeting
Josephine and her husband with the dog, which
they refuse to give up until their baby is restored
to them. While all this Is happening, old Smithers
has returned to the store; finding the perambulator
gone he enters and Inquire* of all the women buyers if the baby Is theirs. Tbey leave In a huff
and old Smithers not knowing what to do takes
the baby to his home. Becoming alarmed he decides to take It to a police station, but is stopped
on the street by a policeman who has been sent
out in search for the baby and taken by him to
the same station that holds Josephine, her busband, Kate and the dog. Explanations .follow.
Josephine clasps her baby to her breast as does
Kate her dog. Old Smithers apologizes and the
"Bargain
Day"
ends
happily
for all.

GEM.
WHAT THE BELL TOLLED (Oct. 15).— During
bis mother's severe Illness Bobble Brown reads in
a fairy legend, that rust taken from a churchbell after midnight will restor a sick person to
bealtb. At midnight he goes to the church and
while taking rust from the bell, rings it accidentally. The town is aroused and the villagers
swarm to the church. The minister finds Bobble
■who explains. They return to Bobble's home and
find the mother has passed the crisis In ber fever
and is out of danger.

NESTOR.
PATSY'S MISTAKE (Oct. 16).— The prologue
shows Cyrus returning from his club with some of
the members, and the next morning, he finds the
following note on the table: "Cyrus: I have endured your Intemperance for the last time. I
am taking the twins and going where you will
never see me again. Matilda." Little Alma, his
favorite twin, entered as her father was reading
the note, her mother having returned to get the
other twin's hat, and so Cyrus hurried her to the
train with him and they were soon on their way
out West. Matilda searched diligently for Alma,
but hearing nothing from either Cyrus or the
child, decided that they were both dead. Many
years later, Cyrus and Alma, now "full grown"
are seen in the West, while Elma, the other twin
(also full grown) now married, starts West on a
visit with ber husband and mother. Chance brings
them to the same town and trouble begins. Alma's
friends mistake Elma for her sister, while Patsy,
Elma's husband, after quarrelling with his wife
on this account, follows Alma home, and enters
her abode to beg forgiveness. Her screams bring
Cyrus to the scene, who throws Patsy out and
turns him over to an officer. The next morning
the twins and their father and mother arrive at
court
and
a general
reunion
takes
place.
HER FRIEND, THE DOCTOR (Oct. 18).— Jane
Carston was to return to-morrow from Ohio, where
she had been for the past three years In school,
and the ranch was all agog with expectancy and
cleanliness. Bob Evans, head cowboy, was most
eager and most anxious of the lot. To-morrow
finally became to-day and Pa had gone to the
station In bis best linen duster and the buckboard
to meet Jane. Finally, In a cloud of dust. Bob
discerns them on the brow of the hill. Arriving
at the bonse
Jane
greets
mother
with
a rousing
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smack. She was effusive and kind to all the boys,
until Boh. Then— »as it possible Jane could be
shy? Anyway her greeting was different from

avenge

theThings
r
progress nicely until Bob Is asked to
mall a latter for Jane to Dr. J. C. Bronner, to
whom Jane refers as "ber darling old school friend
Jack." Jealousy on Bob's part makes him very
miserable, but Is Intensely amnslng to Jane. Jane
to clean
up that
"l
t old Bunk
bouse." She discovers a caricature of Dr. Jay
Bronner on Bob's bunk and It Incites ber to further
Increase his jealousy. Jane flirts with Dick,
another
cowboy, and be promptly falls In love with
her.

EARLY DAYS IN THE WEST (Oct. 19;.— Tb*
period is lb7« — trains of settlers are moving Westward. It Is the time of pioneers and prairie
schooners. Dan Is leading one wagon train and
his party fall In with another led by a stlggggggn
Indian,
Mabomena.
Tbey
proceed
ta^L^L^|
. it the latter party
is a youug
girl, KudIcs

The crowning blow come* to these boys when
Jane tells them that Jack, ber doctor, Is coming
out on a visit and shows them a letter from him
in whlcb It Is inferred that Jane and the doctor
would
take * little tour of the world.
Desperation makes these rivals Join forces against
iiiinon foe. and they determine by "black
band" mean* bo make him leave the country. The
day the doctor Is to arrive, all tbc boys are to
go to tin- round up and branding, and Bob and
Dick both promptly refuse to go to town for the
doctor, but all the boys leave the ranch.
Jane goes herself and meets a charming young
girl — Dr. Jacque Bronner. The girls are convulsed
over the anger of the cowboys, but Jane secretly
admits to Jacque ber love fer Bob. Returning
from the branding, tbey are told the doctor has
a headache and Jane was serving tea to the doctor
In "his"
room.
This
is too much
for the boys.
That night they enter the doctor's room, masked,
with the purpose of "blue-checking'' him out of
the country. In the surprise which follows their
discovery of the doctor's sex. they miscalculate
her determination, and Dick receives a painful but
not severe flesh wound from the doctors silver derringer. Doc keeps them covered and yells lustily
for help. Discovery and confusion not unmixed
with mirth, follows. During convalescence under
the Doc's attention, Dick heals bis arm and breaks
his heart. Bob sees silence may be golden, but
learns that a speech In time saves many heartaches. Dick's heart and arm are healed simultaneously.

BISON.
STAR EYES' STRATEGY (Oct. 15).— Star Eyes,
a Sioux maiden, is in love with and loved by Eagle
Feather, a Cheyenne Brave. They have clandestine
meetings. Crow Face, a Sioux warrior, brings
presents to the Sioux Chief and asks for Star
Eyes as his squaw. The Chief consents but Star
Eyes fights the proposal. She Is delivered over to
a squaw,
who
Is instructed
to guard
her closely.
At dusk Eagle Feather awaits her at their meeting place, and
and creeps
when she
come camp.
be tetheres
his borse
Intodoesn't
the Sioux
Star
Eyes

peeps out of the tepee and sees the guarding squaw Is asleep. She also sees Eagle Feather
and motions him back. Star Eyes chokes the
squaw Into Insensibility and joins Eagle Feather.
They run to the horse, mount and ride away.
Crow Face sees her going in the dusk and follows, detects Eagle Feather, returns and rouses
the camp and the couple are pursued to the Cheyenne camp. The Sioux are not in sufficient numbers
to attack
the Cheyennes,
so they
retreat.
The Sioux declare war and surprise the Cheyennes when they are going through the wedding dance
to celebrate the joining together of Eagle Feather
and Star Eyes. F.agle Feather persuaded Star
to escape. She does this and Is joined by
the fleeing Cheyennes, but Eagle Feather and others
are captured and taken to the Sioux camp, where
Eagle Feather is bound and Insulted by his Sioux
rival. Crow lace, and ordered to be burned at the
stake.
star Eyes and Cheyennes steal up to the Sioux
camp in the dark In an effort to rescue Eagle
Feather, and the other captives. Star Eyes sees
the preparations for the burning of Eagle Feather.
She chooses an open space between two clumps of
trees and has a hole hastily dug there. It is
finished just as the Sioux Chief is about to order
the fuel heaped around Eagle Feather to be lit.
Star Eyes Bend* a message to Crow Face, the
Sioux Brave, stating she will submit to him If
Eagle Feather Is spared. She then orders the
Cheyennes to conceal themselves In the trees.
Crow Face peers through the darkness and distinguishes the form of Star Eyes with her arms outstretched. He goes to her, and lured by her smile
and opeu arms he falls Into the trap, tbc grave
prepared
for him.
The
Cheyennes
sweep
out to

LAST

their
wrongs,
and
awares, put tbem
to ront.
up
out the fire just
Feather.

taking
the Sioux
unStar Eyes
is in time
Ignited
and to rescn*

and
she
and
Dan
are Immediately
attraceach other,
a proceeding
viewed
with
dlsfm
Mabomena.
Eunice
Is Independent
and
fearless
and Dan
sees tier go off alone on her horse.
He
the
Indian
follow,
and
being
su
follows.
Mabomena
overtakes
Eunice
and
tells ber that
she must
be his squaw,
and
when
si
across
the face with
her whip,
he hinds ber ind
Is leading her horse off, when Dan steals ui
the leading lines and drives
the Indian into camp
at gun
point.
Mabomena
is bound
and ^^^^H
near a camp
fire.
He manages
to release SgggggH
by holding
the thongs
over
burning
embers
H«
escapes and bis absence Ls
><ut ^Lbbbbbbi
they follow
him, he Is not caught.
He Jo
Sioux.
The immigrant
trains arrive at a sa^^^H
post and depart.
Soon after a scout brings neeft
to the Fort that the Indians are on tin- war path,
Mabomena
watches
the Immigrant
from
po.
vantage and keeps the Sioux acquainted with tbebr
movements.
Dan,
on scout
duty,
discovers
signs
of Indians, and finding one of Mabomen's feathers,
warns the immigrants to move with caution.
The wagon trains are attacked and the situation
is critical when Dan rides through the Indian lines.
He is followed, but climbs a tree until the Indians
pass, wben be resumes his ride to tbe Fort,
help and rides back with the troop in time
Eunice
and the pioneers fr
Indians. from Mabomena

VICTOR.
THE

CROSS ROADS (Oct. 18'.— A baby is discovered in a basket banging to a tree at tbe cross
roads. Mary Spauldlng. a washerwoman, passes
tbe spot.
She
takes
tbe infant
to
her
bone.
Fourteen
years
later, Annabel
has
a bright
winsom
creature.
Mary
has sent
public school and she has therefore not grown op
in ignorance.
The love between Mary and Annabel
is true,
both
of them
seeking
only
the welfare
and happiness of the other.
One day Anna
livers a basket of clothes at tbe home of a but childless
couple
named
Austin,
who
1.
ways
admired
and petted
Annabel
en the occae^H
of her visits.
They
desire
to adopt
her.
Tbey
meet
with
the most
strenuous
resistence
on the
part
of Mary
and
Annabel,
who
refuse
to be
separated.
Finally
Mr. Austin
succeeds
In l^^^H
ing Mary's consent.
Two
years
go by and
Annabel
has besociety
girl.
She has two
admirers,
Harry
owes
and
ISert Matthews,
both
of whom
love her devotedly hut between whom
she is unable to deea^H
Bert one day invited
tbe entire party to go on at
automobile
tour.
They
suddenly
meet
old Mary,
now helpless and feeble, a miserable human •:
Maty
falls helplessly
in front of the machine and
Bert jumps out and scolds her for her awkwardness.
Annabel not recognizing Mary
at first comes to bet
rescue only to discover her long lost foster ;
Bert is filled with
repulsion
and draws
aside, bat
Harry
rushes
forward
ai
Mary
most
cordially. Annabel now- knows whom she loves tb*
better. Room is made for Mary in the automobile,
but* this deprives Annabel of her seat and she sad
Harry decide to go on foot to the next stop, and
the journey they begin together promises to continue through life.

\TO one had ever heard him
™ speak a word, so they
dubbed
himday
'SILENT
JIM.''
Then one
he told
his
story just as Eclair will re-tell
it to you in a forthcoming
Feature Release.
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,We are obliged, under contract, to return the negative to our European manufacturer.
All orders for
"LIGHTS AND SHADOWS OF CHINATOWN " must be placed before November 1st.
If your state is closed for this money-making feature, don't miss your opportunity to Buy "SOCIETY LIFE
OF PARIS," 2000 feet.
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Look at These

Bargains

r r/ I ' 1 Tip top features at a sacrifice, rock bottorrfprices for sure-fire money makers]Vr |
CET JLL. Efeti. t^L£ii^^t on the Ba»d Wagon while the Music is playing £ * ■nunSTA

TWO

OF. THE

GREATEST

EUROPEAN

IMPORTATIONS

Homer's Odyssey Helios "Dante's Inferno"
(Three Reels) Ci^,j
Nevada
Arizona
v $800
New Mexico
Nebraska
North Dakota
South Dakota
Alberta
Saskatchewan

(Two Reels)

$800

Colorado
Texas
Oklahoma

1
I} $1,000
$700

Kentucky
Chicago
Greater N. Y.

Del.

$300
$300

$250

Nebraska
North Dakota
South Dakota

$700
$550
$900

$300

Oregon
Idaho
Montana

$300

Oklahoma
New Mexico
Kansas

S300

Maritime Prov.
Quebec
Ontario

Wisconsin
Minnesota
Michigan

$300

One set of films and 50 eight sheet lithographs

and D. C. open for Milano "Dante's Inferno"
Motion Picture Patents Company

MONOPOL

Included with each sale at above prices

(five

reels) licensed

by

FILM CO., 145 West 45th St., New York City
IMPROVE

THE LCSMITH REWINDING SET,

So

EMBRACES THE FIRST NOTEWORTHY
IMPROVEMENTS
TO REWINDING
MECHANISM
SINCE
REWINDING
BECAME
NECESSARY.
PRICE55.
■ eer out from you*
•

msmw.i

$300

$300

One complete s«t of film, one »et of slides,
lectuie, press matter, etc., and two thousand
sheets of assorted lithographic printing included with each of above.

Md.,

Pennsylvania
Delaware

Utah
Arizona
Nevada
Texas

$700

Maine
NeM Hampshire
Vermont

Eastern

Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut

SCHENECTADY.N

That

They

YOUR
Will

PICTURES
Stay

Improved

HARD cam, webbed star, sprocket and shaft for Powers No. 5.. 112.00
|For Edison
one-pin
12.00
(Very best equipment
for repairing.
Send your machines
to us. 3wing shutters for above machines $4.00.

LAVEZZI

Y

MACHINE

WORKS,

2940 Herndon St., Chicago

CALIFORNIA FILM EXCHANGE
THE

HOUSE

WITH

A

REPUTATION

:Handling the entire UNIVERSAL PROGRAM
101 BISON and all other LEADING BRANDS
*

Write, Wire or Phone and Arrange for Your Film Service with the

Renters on the Pacific Coast
Largest Independent FilmOFFICES
54 Seventh St.,
San Francisco, CaL

no East Fourth St.,
Los Angeles, CaL

Lewis Bldg.,

Phoenix, Ariz.
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THE
MILANO.

ber

THE BLIND MANS
DOG (Oct. 19).— Victor
Berti Is a young blind man, who lives with his slater Rosa In the Italian city of Milan. They are
happy and contented with their lot, even though
they are quite |>»or and have been orphans for many
tor ha Ten' 1 they ■ friend m Don, their faithful dogt who
can
guide
Victor
through
the gay
tnd boulevards, while be playi on his violin.
But there Is one care which clouds their complete
happiness and that Is the Infatuation of Rlceo, the
Apache chief, for the pretty Rosa. One day while
Victor and Don are off on their rounds, Rosa receives ■ visit from the handlt Rlceo. who boldly
hit suit. She repulses his advances and
hearing the approach of the returning brother, he
slinks out with threats of vengeance. Rosa bravely
bides her trouble from her blind brother, but he
Instinctively notes her agitation and resolves never
to leave ber alone again.
itlau Is not to be so easily put off. howvver. and calling together some members of his
band, be plans to seize the girl and carry ber off
by force. A tew days later the men waylay the
couple, seize and gag Rosa and spirit her off. Poor
Victor, helpless to follow the villains aryl deserted
even by Don. gropes his way homeward and there
fives way to his grief. But there was reason In
Dons desertion, for with almost human sagacity,
he silently shadows the band of Apaches until they
disappear Into an abandoned house. Soon they return, having secreted Rosa within. Don circles the
den and In the rear finds a way to climb to the
shed roof and gains access Into the room In which
Rosa is confined. She manages to scribble a few
Mies on an old envelope, places the message in
Don's mouth and bids the faithful dog carry it to
the master. He gives the paper to Victor, whose
friend reads the message of distress. With the aid
of help, Victor's
friend soon liberates Rosa.

CHAMPION.
THE GIRL IN THE GINGHAM GOWN (Oct. 14).
— .Taek Bartllng and his mother are people of
wealth and take up summer quarters at their home
in the country. One day while looking over their
vast estate. Jack meets Mary, the daughter of a
farmer whose land adjoins the Bartllngs. One day
the young people are brought to a reolizatlon of
their love for each other, when Mary attends to
Jack, who has fallen from his horse. Dave, one
of Mary's country admirers, had witnessed her
kindly attitude towards Jack and scolds her for receiving listen
the attentions
a rich
refuses to
to Daveof and
leaveman's
him. son. Mary
Some days later a house party is given at the
Bartllng home. Among the guests Invited is Muriel
Van Osten, who, It is rumored, is about to become
engaged to Jack, although he has shown very little
attention to her. Muriel learns of the love affair
between Jack and Mary and shows her the newspaper announcement of her rumored engagement to
Jack. Mary decides to have nothing to do with him
thereafter, and when he pays her a visit he Is
treated coldly. Jack, who Is greatly annoyed at
Mary's indifferent attitude, takes her In his arms
and tries to reason with her. Dave, seeing Jack
forcibly take Mary to him, and thinking that he Is
insulting her, Intervenes, and a quarrel Is averted
by Mary who explains ond leaves the two men.
Jack, not wishing to have any trouble with Dave,
leaves, but Dave, whose anger Is not so easily appeased, follows. The two men met on a boat landing and a fight ensues. Jack is hit on the head by
Dave and he falls unconscious Into the river. Dave
runs home and tells Mary that he thinks he has
killed Jack, who, In the meantime had been rescued
by
a passing
boat.
to Jack's
home
and tells
his Mary
mothergoes
of Immediately
his death, where
she
comes face to face with the supposed dead man. A
short while after, they meet Dave, who Is forgiven
by Jack and Mory. The young people's parents
consent to their marriage and the wedding day la
set.

MISCELLANEOUS
"UNIVERSAL

FEATURES."

LA TOSCA (Oct. — )— The scene Is laid In Rome
In the year 1800. Angelottl aided by his sister
has escaped from prison. Scarpla, the chief of
poll.,., who Is in charge of the search for blm, Is
madly Infatuated with Iji Tosca, a celebrated songstress. But It Is an Infatuation not reciprocated
by her, for she Is as desperately In love with
Mario
Cavardossl,
an artist of note.
Mario aids Angelottl in bis attempt to escape.
Scarpla is pursuing them. Angelottl hides In the
well. Scarpla arrives and In bis search of the
residence discovers both La Tosca and Mario, placing him under arrest and holding La Tosca to
witness the scene of his diabolical plot. Before
ber, Scarpla tortures Mario to compel him to tell
of Angelotti's hiding place but be refuses to
speak, though he writhes In pain. La Tosca Is
forced to look upon bis agony as the torture screws
are tightened and tightened, until at last she cries
out the hiding place of Angelottl. In further
revenge Scarpla arrests Mario and orders him to be
:>hot at next sunrise, bopping to bring La Tosca
to bis brutal desires ber love for Mario.
She beseeches him not to fulfill his order. He
tells her his bestial
Insulting
price of liberty for
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lover. She prays ond then consents to do
as he asks. She asks first for transports for ber
lover and herself that they may safely leave the
country. Scarpla leads her to believe lie has ordered
a mock execution of Mario so that she may reach
him as he pretends to fall, then as the soldiers
leave they are to escape with the transport he
Is now writing out for ber. But secretly be
had sent orders to kill Mario as ordered, for then
his own foul designs will have been accomplished.
a thinks of her word as be Is seated writing; her virtue absolutely rebels. She will not do
It. She will kill him first. He rises and attempts
to take her In his arms. She runs from him and
be pursues her about the room. He catches her:
meekly she seems to permit his beast-like embrace.
Her arms art round blm; now swiftly she drives
her hand in his back. It contains a dagger: she
has killed blm.
Taking the transport from his dead and tightClutched lingers she steals away to the tower where
Mario Is to be shot. He Is brought forth and
she whispers to him to pretend to fall; that the
execution is a mock one and they will leave the
country for a land of happiness . The order Is given;
the soldiers fire. Her lover falls and the solditrs
leave. La Tosca rushes to the spot expecting to
meet a Bmlle. He does not reply as she speaks.
She turns him and looks In his face. He Is dead.
With a wild ery to the heavens, where Into the
spirit Mario has but passed, she flings herself
over the citadel wall to the stony courtyard below.
Such Is the end.

KINEMACOLOR
AN AMERICAN INVASION.— It was not a foreign
army which invaded this Kingdom of Sustanla but
a beautiful American Girl, with her mother, her
maid and a supply of American flags. Into this
musty law bound kingdom she brought the breath
of youth and freedom. The heir to the throne has
grown tired of the musty castle and is leading the
simple life in a cottage in the woods. His constant
companion is a small book, no more nor less than
the Declaration of Independence of America.
Into this wild wood wanders the American girl,
is followed by the villain, by name General Wornser.
A stone in her slipper causes this fair American
girl much pain, and she removes the offender, only
to see the general at her side. Frightened, she
runs away, bumping into the Prince. It is a case
of love at first sight and together they read that
Declaration of Independence, the Prince accepting
a beautiful flag of the land of the free. The villain
sees this and hastens to the pompous King with his
news. Furious, the ruler of Sustanla signs orders
for the arrest of the Prince and the expulsion of
the Americans
from his Kingdom.
The Prince escapes, Is stowed away in a trunk
ond put Into the stateroom de luxe of the Americans,
and there, while the General fumes at his Inability
to find his royal charge, the ships' chaplain marries the fair invader to the heir to a throne, and
the ship bears away these young lovers, while the
old king has to seek another heir for his Kingdom.

ATLAS.
SECRET SERVICE STEVE (3 reels).— John Steven
Clifford, known to his friends as Jack, and to the
criminals who fear him as "Secret Service Steve,"
while visiting his college chum Edward Kerrigan, a
Lieutenant In the 16th U. S. Cavalry stationed at
Fort Erie on the Canadian Border, falls In love
with Kerrigan's sister Nance, who returns his afFitzhugh. fection, but Is continually annoyed by Frankiyn
While canoeing with Fitzhugh one day, Nance Is
thrown into the water by the upsetting of the
canoe, and narrowly escapes drowning, being left
to her fate by the cowardice of Fitzhugh who
deserts her and saves himself by clinging to the
upturned canoe. Jack, being In the neighborhood
and bearing her screams, rescues ber and Is rewarded by her promise to become his wife.
Upon his return to the army post he is handed a
letter from his superior in Washington stating that
"recent disclosures lead to the belief that much of
the smuggling of opium and diamonds over the
Canadian frontier Is carried on in the vicinity
where he Is spending his vacation." A series of
Incidents leads him to become suspicious of Fltzhugb, and he decides to follow him to his Canadian
home. There while in hiding he learns all that he
has snsplcloned
Is true.
While hidden near their meeting place he learns
to his horror that members of the band, acting
under direction of Fitzhugh, their leader, have
kidnapped his sweetheart Nance, and have carried
her to one of their secret hiding places. In an
ingenous manner be manufactures a disguise and
manages to have himself engaged as a cook for
the very camp where his sweetheart Is held a
captive. He contrives to effect their escape, but
unfortunately Is overtaken and made a captive, and
condemned to be bound and thrown Into the waters
of the river.
In the meantime Edward has become uneasy at
the unaccounted absence of Nance and Jack and
asks permission to take a small escort and search
for the missing ones. Permission being granted,
he searches the neighborhood, and while scanning
the surrounding country with his field glasses, he
witnesses the attempt of the smugglers to do away
with their enemy and abduct Nance In a fast motor
boat.
The
small detachment
succeed
In rescuing

Jack and from blm learn that Nance Is a captive in
Fltzhugb's hands.
Riding very quickly along the riverside they try
to overtake the motor boat, but their horses prove
unequal to the task and they are about to give up
In despair when they see a locomotive on a side
track n.-ar the river. Paying no attention to the
protests of the engineer they board the locomotive
and start upon a chase after the motor boat. As
the engine rapidly overtakes the boat, and as the
soldiers are preparing to fire upon the smugglers,
Fltzhugb holds the Inert body of Nance, between
bis pursuers and the boat and has the engineer run
the boat to the opposite shore.
Jaek and his party bring the engine to a stop
and hasten to the riverside when- they find a leaky
old skiff with which they manage to reach the
other side and continue to chase the fugitives.
Fltzhugb leaves the main party and with Nance
In his arms starts for the hills unseen by any but
Jack who follows. On the edge of a great cliff
they engage In a combat, but, unfortunately Jack
is overcome and Fitzhugh is about to brain him
with a huge bowlder when one of the pursuing
soldiers who is standing at the bottom of the ellff
and has witnessed the fight, fires and kill- Fit*
hugh who topples over the cliff to the waters below
.lack is complimented and congratulated for his
daring and success, and though rewarded by promotion In the government service found his greatest
reward when shortly after he led bis sweetheart.
Nance, to the altar.

MUTUAL

FILM CORPORATION.
KEYSTONE

THE AMBITIOUS BUTLER (Oct. 21).— Old man
Harding has a palatial residence, keeping a number
of servants, including a French butler and chef.
He is called away one day. expecting to be gone for
several weeks, and the amb'ltlous butler unfolds a
plan to the chef by which he hopes to marry a
wealthy girl. A widow and her daughter have Just
taken a house nearby, and the butler sends the chef
with a note Inviting them to dinner, signed with
the name of a fictitious count. The women accept
the Invitation, and the butler arrays himself in the
frock coat of his master and prepares to receive
them. He secures the co-operation of the other servants, whom he has promised to reward handsomely
If he wins the rich girl's band. Everything goes
well until the bogus count begins to think he is
really a great man. and his arrogance toward- the
chef arouses that worthy's ire. and he decides to
spoil
the butler's
He gets
the servants
to attire
himself plan.
in another
suitoneofoftheir
master,
and he comes upon the scene. Much comedy results
and a duel is fought with table knives. Into the
midst of this melee Harding comes home, and the
crest-fallen servants are discharged.
THE FLIRTING HUSBAND
(Oct. 21).— Mrs.
Smith is married to a man who is such an Inveterate
flirt that he not only causes continual annoyance to
his wife, but is in danger of being beaten by the
husbands and sweethearts of the women he annoys.
After Smith has made himself obnoxious to a couple
of his wife's friends, whom he has not met before,
they decide to lay a trap for him and teach him a
lesson. They flirt with him deliberately, and go to
the park with him. Here one manages to make
her escape, and runs back to Mrs. Smith. The
other makes a fool out of him. and ftua'ly gets him
to play "Blind Man's Buff" and ties a handkerchief
over his eyes. As he Is groping about for bis fair
companion, Mrs. Smith slips into his arms He
tears
music. the handkerchief from bis eyes and faces the

"ioi"-BISON.

THE COLONEL'S WARD (Oct. 25)— (2 Reels).—
The Indians are on the warpath, and their depredations have reached snch a kngth that the government has massed Its troops and after much difficulty
surrounded them. The Indians are defeated. In
one of the tepees Col. Ward finds a little girl about
ten years old, grief-stricken over the loss of her
parents. He brings her back to the fort, and he
and his wife adopt her.
The Indians lay down their arms, and at a peace
conference a treaty is solemnly signed by which the
Indians agree not to venture beyond certain boundaries, which the government agrees to protect from

one had
ever heard
him
**\TO
* speak
a word,
so they
JIM.''
"SILENT
him day
dubbed
Then one
he told
his
story just as Eclair will re-teU
it to you in a forthcoming
Feature Release.
§3 5*3 m
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KINEMACOLOR
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SERVICE
EXCLUSIVE SERVICE FOR YOUR TOWN
ONE
SERVICE
TO EACH
TOWN
Special Supply Topical, Educational, Travel, Fashions

AMERICAN

ACTED

EVERY

DRAMAS

ONE

Write or wire for our

AND

A HEAD

COMEDIES

LINER

Exclusive Proposition

CO. of AMERICA

KINEMACOLOR

ADWAY
1600 BR0YORK

NEW

Our Prices are Right

EASTMAN
motion picture
film— the acknowledged standard the
world over.

EDISON
MOTIOGRAPH
POWERS
SIMPLEX
STANDARD

Machines
and all repair parti

Our Stock is Complete
ARCO
BIO
ELECT R A
EXCELLO
SIEMENS

Carbons
and all operators' supplies

Everything
Manufactured by

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

CO.,

We are HEADQUARTERS for
for the Motion
Picture Theatre
the Film.

Manufacturers'
Jobbers, Wholesale
and Retail.
Order Too Small, None Too Large.

Except
No

Picture Theatre Equipment Co.
21 East 14th St. »*££?•»

NEW YORK CITY

THE
further Intrusion and settlement,
Mary, the
child, 1- sent to an Eastern boarding one morning the Indiana gel excited over the ;■ i> pearanci of a long wagon train which wends its way
Into t N'lr terrltorj
migrants prepare t" set
tie down. Wild consternation prevails among the
Indians. A delegation is appointed to calj at the
furt in protest against the invasion of their banting
ground! Colonel Ward sees the Justice of the InMinns' protest, and receives them kindly. He promises i" take the matter up with the Washington officials. The Indians iti<i-.t upon the emigrants being removed) and tu this the Colonel turns a deaf
car. Mary has Just come home from college. The
iniiians meet her in tin yard, and the attraction of
ivercomes tie Mars of education and civilization, These an- ber people her brothers, and she
listens to their Impassioned recital <>r their wrongs,
ami then Mils them wall while she Intercedi
them. Mary eloqnentl] pleads tin cause of the iniiians to tin' Colonel, tin t in- is helpless in tin- premises and can only promise t" do ins beat, it is tiio
first time Mary has ever asked anything which was
rated her by ber doting foster-parent, ami Btae
feels it keenly .
Tin- Indians appeal tu tin- goven
nt agent, ami
as they become excited in- orders them from in^ office. They refuse tu move. Angered, he draws his
revolver ami in the scuffle 'hat ensues the weapon
la discharged ami be falls to the Boor mortally
wounded. Tin- Indian police and soldiers rush in and
arrest tin chlel a court-martial Is field and tfiu
Indian is sentenced to be shot. Mary lias overheard
the trial and determines to save tfie cfiief. She -•
inns permission to visit him in his cell and unfolds
tu him ber plan, which is to remove the bullets from
the guns and replace them with blank: cartridges.
When t.n- soldi its tin- be is to fall and feign death,
and. when his body is turned over to his tribe, to
continue the deception until he is safely away.
that day at midnight, Mary makes her way to the
library and extracts the bullets, replacing them with
blank cartridges. In ber excitement she drops one
of the (.-nils. It awakens the Colonel, who starts to
Investigate. Mary listens a moment, and hearing
nothing goes mi with her work. The Colonel sees
irk form moving in the room and fires. Hastily
lighting
a candle
In1 picks; up the dead
body
and
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WORLD

Sees Who H la. Mrs. Ward Lj lrantle with grief, and
the Colonel with difficulty controls himself, a glance
at the guns explains
the situation,
and he re]
tin- bullets and decides to conceal
Mary's death
'iutil after the execution. The next morning the fort
is surrounded by bordi
The Chief, confident that Mary baa carried "'it her plan, boldly
takes hi- place facing tin- firing squad. With a
dosen bullets in his bod; he drops like a log. The
Indians
laugh
merrily
at R
onslder
his
clever acting, lb- is placed on a stretcher and given
to his tribe. When they think they have reached a
-at.- distance from tin- soldiers they draw back the
blanket which covers their chief, and then, for the
Ime, tiny learn that be is dead.
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the Exhibitors

Cincinnati, Ohio. — A contract has been awarded
for the neu theater of M. Marcus & Co., to be
located
on Walnut
Stic t.
Omaha. Neb. — A contract has been let for a new

theater

in

tins

city.

Chicago, 111. — Llnderotb & Co., architects, have
awarded the contracts for a theater for Mrs. m. m.
Peache,
owner,
Location -.".M4 Elizabeth Btreet
Chicago, 111. — A contract has been let for a new
theater fur Wile Bros. Location — Morse Avenue,
near N. I Hark Stu •■'
Jeffersonville, Ind. — Advance Film Mfg. Co., Incorporated, capital (5,000, Incorporators Michael
Swltow, Simon Swltow, Ernest Carpenter,
Farmington, Iowa. — II. I". Dunn opened a motion
theater here.

Theatre Pipe Organs.
All sizes of Pipe

Organs for Theatre
built to order.

purposes

Write for catalogue and estimates.
TT1F.

kddress

ville.

mil:

noiR

theatre.

\VM.

THEATRES WANTED.
WE ARE IN THE MARKET TO PURCHASE
OTTRIQHT HIGH CLASS MOVING PICTURE TI1E\ I'RES FORM COAST TO COAST. STANDARD
MOTION PICTURE THEATRE CO. OF AMERICA,
INC., i" IM HANOE place A 27 WILLIAM ST..
NEW STORK CITY. TELEPHONES, BROAD, 3692
\ BROAD
105.
WANTED— To rent, picture theatre In Mo.. Illinois or Kansas. Must have full equipments and
ready to open. State opposition, location and particulars. Address CHARLES
K1IESS1G. 314S South
ComptOn,
St. Louis,
Mo.
FOR
M.

P.

FOR

word,

SCUELKE
Milwaukee,

ORGAN
Wis.

CO.

SALE.

SALE — Cameras,
tripods and lenses, new and
Guaranteed
perfect
condition.
Address
946
World, leu W. Wash. St., Chicago,
111.

cash with

order;

50

A

Frost

"ill

open

a motion

plctun
Janesville,
Wis. -re.
— Ford,
Boos
& Sherer
were
awarded tin- contract
fur tin- new
Apollo Theater.
Des Moines,
Iowa. — A contract
Las been let for
■ection of a new
theater in this city, to be
located at the N. E. ' "I'Y
cornerOF
of Fifth and Walnut

SITUATIONS

AT
LIBERTY — Mass.
License. Instructor
of
Operators.
7
years'
experience. Thorough
in
all branches.
Will
go
anywhere. Salary
or per
cut.
EXPERT,
canof Moving Picture
World.
New
Y'ork City.
SHOW

MAN

DESIRES

CHANGE— Had

live years' experience both as operator and manager. Can handle any machine. Electrician and
Show-card and Sign-writer. Do not use cigarettes
or strong drinks. Can furnish the best of reference. Address W. H. GREENE,
Cuero, Texas.
SITUATION WANTED — At present employed as
manager of Moving Picture and Vaudeville. I am
desirous of making a change to an out-of-town
house. Address I.. J., care of Moving Picture
World.
New
Yolk
City.
MOVING
RINCHEY,

PICTURE
OPERATOR— 3 years'
exec; all machines.
Licensed.
EDWARD
10S Mb Ave.. New York City.
FILMS

FOR

SALE.

FOR SALE— HiiiO feet new "Fall Round Up,"
with Michigan State Rights. Others. 530 Dlx
Ave., Detroit.
Michigan.
JOHNSON-JEFFRIES FIGHT PICTURES — Six
reels in A l condition, with a full line of advertising. Cheap for cash. BOX 246, New Orleans,
La.
FILMS
WANTED.
I
Weal

Publisher,
Chalmers
Publishing
Company,
[John
Wylle
'-' K- 23rd
St., New
Street.

Neu

York.

New
York
corporation, i
Owner:
Chalmers
Publishing
Company,
23rd St., New
York,
the stockholders
of which
Estate of .laims P. Chalmers. Eliza J. Chain:.

Am

in the Market
for a lot of educational,
scientific
films.
Address
J. BARKEY,
133
BOth St, C 0 droff, New York City.

WANTED— To buy 100 Independent
films, about
nine months old, with posters.
Address L. W., 69,
of Moving Picture World, New York City.
We Wish to Buy for Cash Feature Films In good
condition. With Posters. Address "FEATURE
FILM 121," care of Moving Picture World, N. Y. C.

York.

(a

are

JohnKnownWylle, bondholders,
all at 12.", mortgagees,
E. 23rd Street.and New
otb< York.
curity holders, holding 1 per cent, or more of total
amount
mortgages,
or other
securities:
None: of bonds,
JOHN
WYLIE.
(Business manau
Sworn to and subscribed before me this first day
of October, 1012.
WILLIAM
P. JEFFEUY.
(Seal) Westchester
Notary Public,
County,
Certificate filed iu N. Y. County.
iMv commission expires March 31. 191

LVIEIM

minimum;

postage
EQUIPMENT

M., care of Moving
Picture World,
N". Y. City.
ADVERTISING MAN— Capable handling any big
line of publicity. Scenario writer: could edit. References. Long experience. Age, 32. East preferred,
$1800. Write KING, .122 James Ave., S. E., Grand
Rapids,
Mich.
YOUNG MAN — Desires evening position in theater
showing pictures. Must be located in greater New
York. Object, experience leading to advancement.
Pest
of references.
Address
K. N. W.,
Box
1,
Madison
S,|. p. o., N. Y. City.

LIVE

NAME
OF
POST OFFICE
ADDRESS
Business Msii itor. John Wylle, 12.~ E. 23rd St.. N Y.
j Eliza J. Chalmers /
.„_ ., „

WANTED.

II.

A

STATEMENT MENT,
OF CIB<
THE ULATION,
OWNERSHIP."
MAN'AflE
I
tiled pursue I
■■!! L'iIT'. Act of Au;
1912,
of MOVING
LK I IKE
WOULD,
pu
ust 24. at
1012.
weekly
New
York City, required by Act of Aug-

I
cents

YOUNG MAN wishes to learn to be Moving Picture Cameraman, in position to buy own camera
ami pay well for lessons. Correspondence strictly
confidential. Only expert cameraman need answer.

Steuben-

Ohio.

CAMERAS

per

SALE.

FOR tion.
SALE
— Theatre
."40.town,
Populauo.tKKi.
only two seating
picturecapacity
bouses in
big
business. Can give good reason for .selling. We show
seven days a week. Best of reference. The prettiest moving picture theater in Connecticut. Address BIJOl . care of Moving Picture World, N.Y.c.
FOR SALE —
if the most up-to-date photoplay theatres between New Y'ork and Albany.
Seating capacity 350 scats. Power's No. 6 machine and other late equipment. Theatre situated
7<i miles from New
York.
Population 30,000.
Front
and Interior lavishly equipped. Owner has extensive manufacturing interests which require all his
time and attention. Address MANUFACTURER,
Moving Picture World,
New York City.
FOR SALE— i;
1 up-to-date Motion Picture
The
ater in live town. Good location. Equipment firstclass. A tine chance for some live wire. Selling
account of sickness. Address B, care of Moving
Picture
World,
New
York City.
FOR SALE — Tun up-to-date moving picture theatres. Plaster par Is decorating inside and out.
One equipped for vaudeville. New chairs, new
Standard
machine,
new
curtains,
(loud
town
of
ll.1""!
i pic
it. it. shops
ami
manufacturing
town in Indiana. Business Interest in Ohio demands
my
time.
First class opportunity
for some
one.
Do
net
answer
unless
you
mean
business.
Act quick for a bargain.
F. I..
WALKER,
Huntington, Indiana.
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY— For
sale,
trade
on
Itnte or lea^c
moving
picture
theater
within
lilt >
miles
of
Indianapolis.
Classiest
and
best
d house
in State.
Population
12.<X)ti.
Seatpacity
850,
Immediate
capital
required.
$1,200.
Balance on easy
payments.
Address BOX
12, Bedford,
Indiana.
FOR
SALE— Nick, loillnn.
Good
reason
for sell-

Iowa. — Fogel

Manson,
Iowa. — A. C. Johnson
sold bis
picture inon
in Norman It )
Perry lows. — Moonhead
ic Falrchlld have opened
tin- Bex Theater inn-.
Story City, Iowa. — Iv<
I the IirutDland Theater ol Yorktown, Iowa. — Luke Mace will open a moving

Streets.

Among

DV
Classified

Fonda,

picture theater

stamps
FOR

accepted

SALE.

FOR SALE—." IIP. Detroit Electric Light Plant
complete, including Voltmeter, wiring, switches.
etc., t'T small Opera House. Practically new.
Price $150.00
W. GEDDES,
Painter,
Putnam, Russell Co., Va.
FOR SALE — Dandy new electric light plant, guaranteed by Detroit Engine Works. New moving
picture camera. Films $4.00 to $15.»0, posters.
K. C. BARNARD,
404 Morris.
Portland,
Oregon.
FOR SALE — Complete motion picture theater
outfit and electric light plant at your own price.
Must vacate and cannot release reason for selling.
Address S. M., care of Moving Picture World,
New
York
City.
FOR SALE — Powers 5 outfit complete. Excellent
condition. Write for particulars. H. L. BROE2N
ING,
230 St. Paul St.. Baltimore,
Md.
MISCELLANEOUS.
TO
TRADE — 1000 reels
(P
We
can use
your reels. Y'ou can use ours. Write for our ExChange proposition. SILVER STATE FILM EXCHANGB,
Pueblo.
Colorado.
TO EXCHANGE— Pcrfecto Calcium Light Outfit,
only used twice, for new Ex Model Edison 1-pin
mechanism in good condition. C. 11. ESTES, Brooklyn. Michigan.
FOR SALE— "Around the World." lecture. 80
slides.

60

colored.

$15.00.

St Paul St.. Baltimore, Md.

II.

L.

BROEXINl

FOR RENT IN TOLEDO — 10 by 175 foot building,
two Doors running from Summit to Water St.: main
floor opening on Summit St. ; lower floor oi
Water St.: excellent location. Approved by building
inspector for picture show; room for balcony: 12
feet drop from Summit to Water Street. Write or
inquire. NELSON W. GOCGEON, 402 Sum:
Toledo, Ohio.
FOR SALE — Pathe camera, four magazines and
carrying case. Brand new. Price S2S5. Will ship
with privilege of examination for 2V> cash down.
Address A. A., 31 West 40th St.. New
York
City.
HELP

WANTED.

MUSICIANS WANTED — A good trap drummer
and a pianist to play the picture. Easy hours.
Address
EMPRESS
THEATRE,
Montgomery,
Ala.
WANTED— Operator with machine and films, to
work on show boat in the South during v* inter.
Must have an up-to-date outfit and be thoroughly
competent. Address H. E. WINTERS, Davenport,
Iowa.
WANTED— Musicians for Western Canada, for
violin, drums, clarinet, cornet, cello and piano.
Salary S2o per week. When replying give references. Address CANADIAN FILM EXCHANGE,
Box 203S, Calgary, Alta., Canada.
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PINK

LABEL

CARBONS
BRING

OUT THE DETAILS AND PRODUCE CLEAR, WELL DEFINED PICTURES; GIVE STEADY, BRILLIANT ARC, AND REQUIRE LEAST ADJUSTMENT. FOR CONVENIENCE OF OPERATORS, ALL 12" "ELECTRA"
CARBONS
ARE
DOUBLE-POINTED.

HUGO

REISINGER
SOLE

IMPORTER

11 BROADWAY
NEW YORK
TRADE

MARK•TRADE

If The

MAKE 50c DO THE WORK OF 80c

"MIRROR"
| SCREEN
Will Not Do What We
Claim, I Will Forfeit

$1000-00 TO YOU!
MY BET IS
100 Per Cent More Light
More Perspective
More Clear and Natural
Than Any Other Curtain or Screen in the World
Furthermore, The Only Curtain That

Absolutely Prevents
Eye -Strain
Write for Catalogue
of Improved
Snow- White Screen
Better Than Ever at Lower Prices

MIRROR
F. J. Rembusch,

MARK-

SCREEN
President

CO.

Shelbyville, Ind.

Always buy the regular M. P. Machine size 3 in One
— y2 pint for 50c. You'll save 30c, for you get 8 time*
as much oil as if you bought the small bottles.
And remember, 3 in One never deteriorates nor
turns rancid. The last drop is just as good as the
first.
3 in One is so clear and pure that the finest
watchmakers use it. It lubricates perfectly every
working part of every moving picture machine,
star wheel, flywheel, shutter gear, rewinder and
everything else that requires oiling. Makes every
part run smoothly and much easier.
Repair bills and bills for new parts are chiefly
caused by thick, greasy oils which collect dirt,
gum and clog the delicate mechanisms, thus causing them to wear. 3 in One is absolutely free from
grease — never collects dirt. Instead, it cuts away
all dirt and gum and saves wear, tear and expense.
3 in One cleans and polishes all wood and metal
surfaces around a theater. Positively prevents
rust, indoors and out.
FREE

OIL

FOR

YOU

A postal will bring you a generous free
sample.
Get yours todayl
ioc, 25c, 50c (the economical y2 pint size)
for sale everywhere.

A

3 IN ONE OIL CO.
42 NF Broadway

New York City
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1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Sept. 25— Arabian Infamy (Drama)
Oct. 2— The Bowstring
(Dr.)
AMMEX.

BISON

(N.

T.

M.

GEM.
Sept. 10— A Turn of Fate (Drama)
Sept. 17— Down By the Sonndlng Sea (Drama)
Sept. 24 — The Legend of Montmartre (Dr.)
Oct.
1— The Convict's Return (Dr.)
Oct. b — Orphans — (Drama)
Oct. 15— What the Bell Told (Drama)

Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

P.

CO.).

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Sept. 24 — The Sheriff's Reward (Drama)
Sept. 28— At reele)
Old Fort Dearborn
(Drama)
1 — A Western
Episode (Dr.)
5— When(2 Uncle Sam Was Young
reels) (Dr.)
8 — The Indian Raiders— (Drama)
12— The Tattoo— (Drama)
15 — Star- Eye's Strategy
(Drama)
19 — Early(Drama)
Days In the West
(2

NORTHERN.

28— A Child of Genius (Comedy)
28— A Sly Servant
(Comedy)
5 — I Am Going Out for a Shave (Com.)..
5 — The Tramp's
Revenge
(Com.)
7— The
Black
Chancellor— (8
reels)
(Drama)

7—
10 —
12—
12—
14 —
17—
19—
19—

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct

2—
4—
9—
11 —
16 —
16 —
18 —

Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

28— The Cuckoo Clock (Comedy-Drama)...
2 — Brothers Under the Skin (Drama*
5— Time Avenges (Drama)
9— Guy Hannerlng
(2 reels) (Dr.)
12— The Peddler's Find
(Dr.)
16— The Bug and the Count— (Comedy) . .
1(3 — (Com.
On
Account
of a Handkerchief —
-Dr.)

Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Oct.

19 —
23 —
23 —
26—

The Wreckers — (Drama)
The Bridal Room— (Drama)
A Bronx Cocktail— (Comedy)
A Bad Tangle— (Comedy)
The
Old Sweetheart
(Drama)
The Fugitives
(Drama)
Tbe Postman
Eventful
Bargain
Day (Comedy)

July
July
July
Jnly
Aug.
Aug.
Ang.
Aug.

16— The All-seeing Ere (Dr.)
22— Evil be to Him Who Evil Thinks (D*. )
29 — A House-top
Romance
(Dr.)
29 — Evolution of a Duck Egg (Edn.)
5— Tbe Octoroon's Sacrifice (Dr.)
12 — Tbe Borrowing
Simp (Comedy)
19 — Tbe Curse of Drink (Drama)
26 — Tbe Pickaninnies and tbe Watermelons
(Comedy)

IT AT. A,
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept
Sept.

(2

8—
15 —
22 —
22 —
29—
29—

Sept. 26 — The Old Organist (Drama)
Sept. 29 — The Hidden Bonds (Drama)
Oct. 3— Bob's Deception
(Dr.)
Oct.
6— Tbe Winnings of Silas Pegg (Com.)..
Oct. 10 — If Dreams Come True — (Drama)
Oct. 13 — When Twenty is in Love — (Com. -Dr.)
Oct. 17— The Wedding
March
(Drama)
Oct. 20 — Leaves In the Storm (Drama)

Sept. 23— The Water Nymph (Comedy)
Sept. 30 — Riley and Scbultze (Comedy)
Sept. 30 — Tbe New Neighbor (Comedy)
Oct.
7— The Beating He Needed
(Com.)
Oct.
7 — Pedro's Dilemma
(Com.)
Oct. 14 — Stolen Glory — (Comedy)
Oct. 21— Tbe Ambitious
Butler (Comedy)
Oct. 21— The Flirting Husband
(Comedy)

BRONCHO.

•ct. 2— For the Honor of the 7th (Military Dr.)
Oct. 0 — An Indian Legend
(Dr.)
Oct. 16— The Sheriff's Adopted
(Drama)
Oct. 23— The Story of the SavageChild—
Modoc Mine
(Drama)

SOLAX.

LUX

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

4 — The Retreat from Eden (Drama)
9 — Canned
Harmony
(Com.)
11 — A Fool and His Money
(Com.)
16.— The Gold Brick— (Comedy)
18. — The Maverick — (Drama)
23— Tbe High Cost of Living (Drama)
25 — Tbe Idol Worshiper
(Comedy)

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

6—
8—
11—
13 —
15—
18 —
2(i —
22—
25 —

CHAMPION.

THANHOUSER.

8ept.
0 — The Trystlng
Tree (Drama)
8e*>t. 16 — The Dnmmy Director (Drama)
Sept. ffl — Rose of tbe Islands (Drama)...
8ept. 80 — Her Whole Duty (Dr.)
Oct. 7 — To Err le Human — (Drama)
Oct. 14— The Girl In the Gingham Gown
COMET.

6—
6—
18 —
18 —
20 —
2o—

Sept. 13 — Tommy's Playmate
(Drama)
Sept. 20— The Little Beggar Boy (Drama)
Sept. 27— Only a Private (Drama)
Oct.
4 — The Medallion
(Drama)
Oct. 11 — Evading Justice (Dr.)
Oct. 18 — His Nurse — (Drama)
Oct. 25— Stick It John (Comedy)
Oct. 25 — All Through a Five-Pound Note (Com.)
MAJESTIC.

(Dr.)

Aug. 24 — Tto Deputy's
Doty (Drama)
Aug. 26— A Divided House
(Dr.)
Ang. 81 — The Moonshiner's Task (Dr.)
Sept.
2— Tbe Dentist's Dilemma
(Comedy)
CRYSTAL

•ct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
<>'-t.
Oct.

1000

The Girl In the Next Room (Com.)...
The Man From the North Pole (Com.)
Her Dressmaker's Rills— (Comedy) . .
McGulrk the Sleuth— (Comedy)
Bella's Beau
(Comedy)
The only Woman
In Town
(Comedy)
ECLAIR.

Oct. 15 — The Hoodoo Letter— (Comedv)
Oct IS One on Tones— (Comedy)
Oct 17— iCaprices
of
Fortune — (2
Drama )

SPECIAL
5,000
10,000

reels)

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

918
445
524

TICKETS

A Six Cylinder Elopement
(Com.-Dr)..
Mies Robinson Crusoe (Dr.)
(No Release this date)
Dotty the Dancer — (Com.-Dr.)
When Mercy Tempers Justice — (Drama)
For the Mikado — (Drama)
Petticoat
Camp
(Comedy)
Through
the Flames
(Drama)
In a Garden
(Drama)
VICTOR.

Sept.
6— After All (Drama)
Sept. 13 — All For Love (Drama)
Sept. 20 — Flo's Discipline (Comedy)
Sept. 27— Tbe Advent of Jane (Drama)
Oct. 4 — Tangled
Relatives
0)r. )
Oct. 11— Betty's Nightmare — (Comedy)
Oct. IS— The
Cross-Roads
(Drama)
MISCELLANEOUS.
KINEMACOLOR.

21 — The Two Overcoats
(Comedy)
21 — Bonifacio In Society (Comedy)
28 — The Mysterious
Auto (Comedy)
28 — Honesty Punished (Com. -Dr.)
5 — An Alpine Tragedy
(Dr.)
12— The Gypsy Spy— (2 reels) (Drama)....
19— The Blind Man's Dog (Drama)

ROLL
TICKET

980
963
970
988

Sept. 29 — Belligerent Benjamin
(Comedy)
Sept. 29 — A Garrison Joke (Comedy)
Oct.
1— The Cell of the Blood (Drama)
Oct. 6 — The Little Music Teacher (Com.)
Oct. 8 — The Winner and tbe Spoils (Dr.)
Oct. 13. — The Simple Life — (Comedy-Drama)
Oct. 15 — All For Jim — (Drama)
Oct. 20 — Captain Ben's Yarn (Drama)
Oct. 22 — Love and War
(Drama)
MILANO.

- $1.25 20,000
$2.50 25,000
- FOR RESERVED SEAT THEATRE

NATIONAL

The Organ Grinder's Ward— (Drama) . .
Johnny on tbe Spot (Comedy;
How
Jack Won
Out (Comedv;
The Wireless Miracle (Drama)
REPUBLIC.

REX.

Tbe Solemn
Hour
(Drama).
A Woman's Duplicity (Drama)
Toto's Talisman
(Comedy)
A Naughty Boy (Comedy)
His Frst Law Suit (Comedy)
A Nail In the Shoe (Comedy)
KEYSTONE.

reels)

Early's Awakening
(Dr.)
Two Women
( Dr. )
Good Snuff— (Comedy)
On the Danger
Line — (Drama)
Tbe Golden
Rod
(Comedy)
Does It Pay? (Comedy)
The Sealed Envelope
(Drama)
RELIANCE.

IMP.

Oct. 4 — Custer's Last Raid (3 reels) (Dr.)...
Oct.
8— (Title not reported.)
Oct. 11— The Sergeant's Bov (2 reels) (Dr.)..
Oct. 15 — (Title Not Reported)
Oct. 18 — The
Venegance
of Fate — (2 reels) —
(Drama)
Oct. 25— The Colonel's Ward
(2 reels) (Dr.)..
BISON
(Universal).

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Sept. 25 — Tbe Criminologist
(Drama)
Sept. 27 — Percy, the Bandit (Comedy)
Old Prospector
(Dr.)
Oct
2 — The Boomerang
(Com.)
4— Hearts and Skirts (Com.)
7 — Employer's Liability — (Drama)
Oct. 9— His Only Sou— (Drama)
Oct. 11 — Love and a Lemon — (Comedy)
Oct 14—1 Owe Y..11 $10. (Xi (Comedy)
Oct. 10 — P
medy)
Oct IS — Her Friend, the Doctor (Comedy)
POWERS.

lii-Gaumont'B Weekly No. 32— (Topical)
17 — The Legend of Cagllostro (Drama)....
19— The Panama Canal— (Topical)
19 — The Naval Review at New Y'ork (Top.)
22 A Country Scandal (Com. -Dr.)
■SA— Gaumont's
Weekly,
No. 23 (Topical)
Oct. 24 — Love and Callno MarrleB a Suffragette
(Comedy )

GREAT

Oct. 2 — As1m-m of Memory
(Dr.)
Oct. 0 — Getting in Strong (Com.)
Oct. 0 — Woman
Haters (Com.)
Oct. 16— Mission Maestro
(Dr.)
Oct. 23 — A Redeemed
Reputation
(Drama)
Oct. 30-=-Brand of Cain (Drama)

Oct.
Oct.

NESTOR.

GAUMONT.

Jack of Diamonds
( Dr. )
A Sister's Devotion
(Dr.)
Reformation of Sierra Smith (Dr.)
Tue Promise
(Dr.)
The Border Detective (Dr.)
The New Cowpuncber (Dr.)
Ti
, v7lM .Drama)
The Way of I
nssor I Drama)
The Wi
fountain
Kate (Dr.)
AMBROSIO.

"101"

WORLD

Oct
Oct
Oct
0
AMERICAN.

7—
0—
10—
14 —
16—
17—
21—
23 —
24 —

PICTURE

20— Tbe
Old
Professor— (Drama)
20— The Sulphur Industry In Sicily (Edu.)
-'-' Tin- Homecoming
(Drama)
24 -Making
i ncle jealous (Comedy)
27 Gontran'l
Lore Stratagem
(Comedy)..
Brnala— Asiatic Turkey
(Edu.)

DATES

SUHHJIKIIIHiniUHUHIlinrtli:

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct

(it.
Oct
Oct.
Oct
Oct.

MOVING

Sept. 28— Bee Culture— (Scientific)
Sept. 28— Tulip Studies— (Scientific)
Oct. 5 — An American
Invasiou — (Drama)
Oct. 5 — American Fashions — (Fashion)
River — (Scenic)
Oct. 5 — Picturesque
Seems
on the Potomac

THE

BIG

TICKET.
ANY
ANY COLORS

PRINTING

$4.60 50,000
$7.50
GET THE SAMPLES
$5.50 100,000
- $10.00
STOCK TICKETS, 6 CENTS
COUPON TICKETS, SERIAL OR DATED, SEND DIAGRAM

COMPANY

Shamokin,

Pa.

Till'.

Ml i\ [NG

PICTURE

Wl >RLD

It Will Pay You
TO

ENQUIRE
ABOUT
OUR

WEEKLY

Feature Program
PRICE $35 UP
Write,

Wire,

Phone

to

Feature Film Co.
108 East 12th St.,

New York

FILMO CEMENT
For repairing all makes of Moving
Picture Films. Contains no ether.
X < > n -i' v a p o r a t i n g . Uniform
strength until last drop is used.
Fills a longfelt want. Put up in
one oz. and one pint bottles, also
gallon cans. Sold to Wholesalers,
Manufacturers and Jobbers.
TRADE

MARK

FILMO CHEMICAL
CO. Inc.
55-57-59 Chrystie St.
N. Y.

Supplies and Repairs!
LARGEST SUPPLY IN CENTRAL WEST

Prompt, Careful Shipments
We Equip Theaters Complete.
Powers, Motiograph, Edison,
Standard Machines and Genuine
Repairs.
A FEW SUPPLY SPECIALS
Soil-Tickets,
Special
$9.50
Roll-Tickets,
Stock
7.00
Carbons ', x 12 Cored
4.50
Carbons », x
6 Cored
2,50
Best Imported Condensers for.. 1.00
Special M. P. Oil
25
Best Film Cement
3 for .50
Send your order now.

Amusement
107-A

No.

MOVING PICTURE ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT

100.000
100,000
per 100
per 100
each
% Pint

Used

Supply Company

Dearborn

Street,

Chicago.

EXHIBITORS
IN

Greater New York
Kentucky
Maryland
Washington, D. C.

and

Highly

Endorsed

by

the

United

States

Army.

BIGGEST
SENSATION
IN THE
MOVING
PICTURE
WORLD
Can be operated by a boy 10 years old. One customer
writes:
"Plant running like a top and delivering toe 'Juice' rtfkt aleag
every day for our moving picture bouse.
Costs us about ouetenca
as much as public service.
Also pumps water to all esr buildings,
(163)

DETROIT

BLANCHE

2,000
Writegallons
to-dayperforday."
Bulletin 101. It Is a mighty Interesting beoklet.
ENQ1NE WORKS, Dept. 102. DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.

WALSH

in Tolstoy's

RESURRECTION
IS NOW

MANHATTAN

WHEN

Broadway

PACKING

THEATRE

and 31st St.

DO YOU WANT
STAR FEATURE
145 W. 45th St.

n

TO SHOW

FILM RENTERS
z

New York

IT?

THE

290

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
Oct.
Oct.

LICENSED
RELEASE
DATES

RELEASE

DAYS.

Monday — Biograph, Edison, Kalom, Lubin, Pathe,
Selir, Vitagraph.
Tuesday — Edison, Essanay, C. G. P. C, Cines,
Lubin,
Selig, Vitagraph.
Wednesday — Edison, Eclipse, Essanay, Kalem,
Selig, Pathe, Vitagraph.
Thursday — Biograph, Essanay, Lubin, Melies,
Pathe,
Selig, Vitagraph.
Friday — Edison, Essanay, Kalem, Selig, C. G. P.
C, Lubin, Vitagraph.
Saturday — Edison, Essanay, Cines, Kalem, Lubin,
Pathe, Vitagraph.
BIOGRAPH.
Sept
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Sept
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

30 — So Near, Yet So Far (Drama)
3 — A Feud In the Kentucky Hills (Drama)
7 — The
Line
at Hogan's
(Com.)
7 — A Ten-Karat
Hero
(Com.)
10— The
Chiefs
Blanket
(Dr.)
14— In the Aisles of the Wild (Drama) .. .1000
17 — A Limited Divorce
(Comedy)
17— Like the Cat, They Came Back (Com.)
21— The
One
She Loved
(Dr.)
24— TLe
Tainted
Lady
(Drama)
CINES.
(O. Kleine.)
21 — Betrayed
For Love
(Hlst.-Drama) . . .1000
24 — A Cavalier's Romance
(Drama)
667
. 24 — Castrovlllarl— Southern
Italy
(Scenic) 325
. 28— Quaint Sights In Sardinia (Scenic)... 206
. 28 — Reuben and the Boys
(Comedy)
975
1 — How a Brave Man Died (Drama)
640
1— The
Island of Malta
(Scenic)
460
6 — Trifle Not With Love (Drama)
700
5— Laino,
Southern
Italy (Scenic)
300
8 — A Glimpse of Sicily (Sc.)
250
8 — Artistic Glass Work
(Industrial)
300
8 — The Wonder
Powders
(Com.)
450
12 — Trailing
the Counterfeiters
(Dr.)
1000
15— The Adventure of the Scarecrow (Dr.). 1000
19 — Among
the
Mountains
of
Calabria
(Scenic)
350
19 — An
Abbreviated
Honeymoon
(Com.).. 650
22 — Ascoli
Plceno,
South
Italy
(Sceuic) . . 260
22 — The
Invited
Guest
(Comedy)
740
26 — A Turn of Fortune
(Drama)
1005
EDISON.

Sept . 30— Calumet "K"
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
1— The Girl from the Country (Drama) .. .1000
Oct.
2— Olympic Games — Pittsburgh Y. M. C.
A.
(Athletic)
200
Bet.
2 — The Green-eyed
Monster
(Comedy)... 700
Oct.
4 — "Cashmere"
the Chief Health Resort
of India
(Educational & Scenic) .. .1000
Oct.
5
—
The
Usurer's
Grip (Drama)
1000
Oct.
7— A
Curable
Disease
(Dr.)
1000
Oct.
8 — Under
False
Colors
(Dr.)
1000
Oct.
9 — Uncle Mun and the Minister
(Com.).. 1000
Oct. 11— The
Charge
of
the
Light
Brigade
(Dr.)
10OO
Oct.
12 — A Fresh
Air Romance
(Dr.)
1000
Oct. 14 — Outwitting
the
Professor
(Com.)
...
.1000
Oct.
of Bermuda
(Scenic)
350
Oct. 15 — Glimpses
15 — The Widow's Second Marriage
(Com.) 650
Oct. 16
—
Removing
Sunken
Vessels
(Top.-Sce.)
350
Oct.
16— Like
Knights
of Old
(Comedy)
650
Oct. 18
— The
Foundling
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
Duty
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 19— A Soldier's
21— Kitty
at Boarding
School
(Comedy).. 600
Oct.
21 — Mother
Goose
In a Sixteenth
Century
Theater
(Comedy)
S50
Oct. 22 — At the Masquerade
Hall
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
23—
At
Home
in
the
Water
(Sports)
400
Oct. 23 — The
Boy
Rangers
(Comedy)
600
Oct. 23 — The Affair at Raynors
(Fourth
Story
of tin' Series of "What
Happened
to Mary")
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
26 — Young 'Mrs.
Eaton
(Drama)
1000
ESSANAY.
Sept
21— Alkali Ike's Pants
(Comedy)
1000
Sept 24 — Across the Broad Pacific (Scenic)
Sept 25 — The Adventure of the Button
(Com.Dr.)
1000
Sept
. 26— A Little Louder, Please (Comedy)
1000
Sept . 27 — The Voice of Conscience (Drama)
1000
Sept
. 28 — An Indian Sunbeam
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
1 — Ghosts
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
2— Well Matched
(Comedy)
1000
Oct.
3— The Redemption of Slivers (Drama) . .1000
Oct.
4 — Terrible Teddy
(Comedy)
1000
Oct.
5 — Love On Tough Luck Ranch (Comedy) 1000
Oct.
8 — Alkali
Ike Stung
(Com.)
1000
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Oct,
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

B— The
Rebellion of Mandy
(Com.)
li
10— The
End of the Feud
(Drama)
10<X>
11— Not On the Circus
Program
(Drama). 1000
12 — The
Shotgun
Ranchman
(Drama)
1000
15— A
Mistaken
Calling
(Comedy)
1000
16— The
Grassvllle Girls
(Comedy)
1000
17— Tin; Snare
(Drama)
1000
18 — The
Warning
Hand
(Drama)
1000
U
li"' Outlaw's Sacrifice
(Drama)
1000
22— The Tomboy
of "Bar
Z"
(Drama)... 1000
28 -Bringing
Father
Around
(Comedy) .. .1000
24
The
Thrifty
Parson
(Comedy)-*,
10nn
26— Sunshine
1 Drama;
•/
l'Mrfj
26— The
Ranch
Girl's Trial
(Drama)
1000
KALEM.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

27— The neart of John Grimm
(Drama). .1000
28 — The
Apache
Renegade
(Drama)
1000
30 — The
Poacher's Pardon
(Drama)
1000
2 — A Hospital Hoar (Comedy)
2 — Ancient Temples of Egypt
(Scenic)..
4— The
Village
Vixen
(Drama)
1000
5— The Confederate Ironclad (Drama)
1000
7— When
Youth
Meets
Youth
(Dr.)
1000
9 — The Belle of the Beach
(Dr.)
9 — Election
Day
In California
(Com.)...
11— His
Mother's
Picture
(Dr.)
1000
12— The
Redskin
Raiders
(Dr.)
1000
14— The
Combination
of the Safe
(Dr.). 1000
16— Paying
the Board
BUI
(Comedy)
16 — Central Park,
New York
(Scenic)....
18— The
Plot That
Failed
(Drama)
1000
19— The
Rival
Engineers
(Drama)
1000
21— The
County
Fair
(Drama)
1000
23— The
Peril of the Cliffs (Drama)
1000
25 — The Girl in the Caboose
(Drama)
25 — New
Y'ork
Public
School
Drills
and
Dances
(Educational)

Oct. 26— Death
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Valley

Scotty's
LUBIN.

Mine

(Drama). 1000

28— The Doctor's Debt
(Drama)
1000
30 — A Girl's Bravery (Drama)
1000
1— The
Amateur
Ice-Man
(Com. -Dr.)
1000
3— The Physician of Sliver Gulcb (Drama). 1000
4 — Spoony
Sam
(Comedy)
4— Collection
Day
(Comedy)
5— His
Life
(Drama)
1000
7 — The Last Rose of Summer
(Dr.)
1000
8 — The
Moonshiner's
Daughter
(Dr.)
1000
10— The
Players
(Dr.)
1000
11— Mr.
Fixit
(Com.)
11 — The
German
Singers
(Com.)
12— The
Cringer
(Dr.)
1000
14 — The
Uprising
(Drama)
1000
15 — Gentleman
Joe (Drama)
1000
17 — Red
Saunder's
Sacrifice
(Drama)
1000
18— Rube's
Mistake
(Comedy)
18 — Meeting
Mamie's
Mother
(Comedy) . .
19 — Caught
Bluffing
(Comedy)
19— The Sporting
Editor
(Com.-Dr.)
21— Just
Maine
Folk
(Drama)
1000
22 — In the Service of the State
(Drama) . .1000
24 — The
Old Chess Players
(Com. -Dr.). ..1000
25 — The
Noodle
Industry
(Industrial)
25— Down
With
the Men
(Comedy)
26— The
Forest
Ranger
(Drama)
1000
MELIES.

Sept
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

5— The Obsession
(Dr.)
1000
12— The
Unworthy
Son
(Drama)
10O0
19 — The Prisoner's Story
(Drama)
1000
26 — The
Beach
Combers
(Drama)
1000
3 — A Western Coquette
(Drama)
3 — Clearing
Land
For
Farming
In the
West
(Agricultural)
Oct.
10 — Forgive Us Our Trespasses
(Drama) . .1000
Oct. 17— The Judgment
of the Sea (Drama) . .1000
Oct. 24 — A Son's Example
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 31— Wrongly
Accused
(Drama)
1000
ECLIPSE.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct,
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

(G. Kleine.)
25— The
Sacrifice
(Drama)
1000
2— A Foe to Race Suicide (Comedy)
500
2— A Trip Through Belgium
(Scenic)
500
9— Through
Derbyshire
Dales
(Sc.)
300
!( — A Roman's
Conversion
(Dr.)
700
10— The
Missing
Locket
(Drama)
1000
-'■' in the Ossan Valley. Pyrenees, France
(Scenic)
370
23— Making
Briar
Pipes
(Industrial)
330
28— A Persistent
Fly Swatter
(Comedy).. 300
PATHE.
18— The
Bandit's
Spur
(Drama)
19 — The
Desperado
(Drama)
21 — Silver
Moon's
Rescue
(Drama)
23— Pathe's
Weekly,
No. 39, 1912 (Top.)
25 — Pals
(Drama)
26 — Glacier
National
Park
(Scenic)
26 — The
Andrew
(Acrobatic)
2S— The Filbuster's Ship (Drama)
30— Pathe's
Weekly,
No. 40, 1912 (Top.)
30— The Man Hunt (Special Release)
(Dr.)
2 — At the Burglar's Command
(Comedy)
3 — Theodore
Roosevelt
(Topical)
3 — Experiments With Liquid Air (Science)
5— A Redman's
Loyalty
(Drama)
7 — Pathe's
Weekly
No.
41
(Topical)...

9—
10—
12—
14—
16 —
17—
Oct 17 —
19 —
Oct
Oct. 21—
23
—
Oct
Oct 24 —
Oct.
Sept 20—
Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Oct

Sept
Sept
Sept
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Sept
Sept
Sept

20 —
20 —
24 —
27 —
1—
1—

Passing
Gypsies
(Com.-Dr.)
The
Horse
Thieves
(Dr.)
Naughty
Marietta
(Com.)
Pathe's
Weekly
No. 42 (Topical)
The Lass of Glouster (Drama)
The
Striped
Bathing Suit (Comedy)..
Submarine Fauna (Edu.)
Misleading Evidence
(Drama)
Pathe's
Weekly,
No. 48, 1^12 (Top.)
The
Simple
Life
(Comedy)
Little Raven's
Sweetheart
(Drama)...
The
Light
that Failed
(Drama)
C. G. P. C.
Max's
Tragedy
(Comedy)
The Edmunds Klamm Ravine (Sc.)..
The Princess and the Merchant (Jut.)
The
Musketeer's
Conscience
(Drama)
A Well
Washed
House
(Comedy)
Evolution
and
Life of a Silk Worm
( Kducational )

4— A Ship Boy's Grit (Drama)
8 — Amongst
Many
Loves
(Com.)
8 — The Trlanons — Versailles — /tance (Sc.)
11— His Country
Before
All (Tr.)
15 — Max
Fights
a Duel
(Comedy)
15 — The Valley of Chevreuse and the Vaux
de Cernay
(Scenic)
18 — The Rubber Industry In Malaysia (Ind.)
18 — The
Convertible
Auto
(Comedy)
22— The End of I-ouis XI ( Hist. -Dr. 1
22— Old
Toledo
(Scenic)
28— Tom
Thumb
(Trick)
25 — The
Hermit
Crab
(Scenic)

SELIG.
23 — A Detective's Strategy (Drama)
1000
. 24— The Cattle Rustlers (Drama)
1000
(DramaL
1000
Sept . 25 — Partners
26— The Pity of It (Drama)
1000
27 — The Borrowed
Umbrella
(Comedy)....
Sept . 27 — Harvesting
Alfalfa
In New
Mexico
(Industrial)
. 30 — Bread Upon the Waters
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
1 — Why Jim Reformed
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
2
—
The
Pirate's
Daughter
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
3 — The
Great
Drought
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
4 — An Assisted Elopement (Comedy)
1000
Oct.
7 — How
the Cause
Was
Won
(Dr.)
1000
Oct.
8 — A Motorcycle
Adventure
(Dr.)
1000
Oct.
9 — When
Edith
Played
Judge
and
Jury
(Dr.)
1000
Oct. 10— Euchred
(Dr.)
1000
Oct. 11 — An
International
Romance
(Dr.)
1000
Oct. 14— Monte Cristo (3 reels) (Dr.)
(Spe.)..30O0
Oct. 14 — My Wife's Bonnet (Comedy)
1000
Oct. 15 — The
Opium
Smugglers
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 16— The Shuttle of Fate (Drama)
1000
Oct. 17 — Where
Love
Is, There
God
Is Also
Oct.
(Dr.)
1000
(Comedy)
Oct. 18 — Subterfuge
IS — The Geisha
Girls of Japan
(Edu.)...
Oct.
Devil
(Comedy 1
1000
Oct. 21— A Sad
22— Sn-.Tun-Wah and the Tribal
Law
(Dr.)lOOO
Oct. 23— Tempted
By Necessity
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 24 — The
Awakening
(Drama)
1000
Oct 25 — Genius
Atmosphere
(Comedy)
Oct. '25— The Blwa Canal and Shooting the
Rapids at Katsuragwa, Japan
(Edu.)
VITAGRAPH.
Sept
Counts
(Comedy)
600
Sept . 27— The
. 27— Weary Starts Things In Pumpklnvllle
(Comedy)
400
Sept
Sepr . 28 — The Irony of Fate (Drama)
1000
. 30— Her Choice
(Com.-Dr.)
1000
1 — The
Adventure of the Smelling Salts
Oct.
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
2 — Bachelor Buttons (Comedy)
Oct.
2 — Diana's
Legacy
(Comedy)
Oct.
3— She Cried
(Comedy-Drama)
1000
Oct.
4— Her Spoiled Boy
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
5 — The Red Barrier (Drama)
1000
Oct.
7— Nothing to Wear (Comedy)
1000
Oct.
Oct
7 — As
You
Like
It
(Special) — 3 reel
Drama)
3000
Oct.
S — The
Godmother
(Com.)
1000
l>
—
When
Persistency
and
Obstinacy
Meet
Oct.
1000
Oct. (Dr. )
1(1 — As Fate
Would
nave
It (Dr.)
1OO0
11—
Her
Father's
Hat
(Com.)
700
Oct.
II— Mammoth
Life-Savers
(Com.)
300
12— When
California
Was
Young
(Dr.) . . .li)'"'
(Drama)
1000
Oct 14 — Every Inch a Man
Oct 15 — Mrs.
Lirrlper's
Lodgers
(Drama)
1000
16 — An Elephant On Their Hands
(Com.). 1000
Hot Toddy
(Comedy)
Oct 17 — Father's
Oct 17 — Evening
Parade
and
Gun
Practice at
Fort
Hamilton
(Military)
Oct IS — Bunny
at Sea
(Comedy)
1000
Oct 19— Four Days a Widow
(Comedy)
1000
Oct 18 — A Mistake in Spelling
(Com.-Dr.)
1000
Oct. 19— Bunny at Sea (Comedy)
1000
Oct. 21— Four
Days
a Widow
(Com.-Dr.)
1000
Oct 22— The
Spirit of the Range
(Dr.)
1000
Oct. 23— Scenes of Irish Life at Dublin (Edu.)
Oct.
\n Expensive
Shine
(Comedy)
Oct
Toymaker
( Drama 1
100t
Oct. 24 — The
25— Faithful
Into
Death
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 26 — In the Furnace
Fire
(Drama)
1000

Attractive posters of all kinds with different sayings fine for lobby display in ),'z, 1 and 3 sheets

SONG SLIDE © POSTER CO., 1st National
by the AMERICAN
are furnished
Bldg. at 10c a sheet.
For one dollar enclosed with letter will send you sample line of 10.

Bank

Till-:

^s.^

iWMwnnm

M< >\ [NG

l'H ruRE

\V< iKI.I)

UtSU&to

LIFE

• M\k\\U)tMmh n)»*

ON

Diamonds ranch
SHOWING

LIFE AND SPORTS IN WEST.
Information

Photo-Play
Ticket Chopper
A Necessity Wherever Tickets Are Sold
Finish: Cabinet is of
finest, golden quartered oak, highly polished, and trimmings
are of metal, finished
in colored enamel,
baked by special process, which retains its
brilliancy, or if desired
all metal parts heavily
nickel plated. Glass is
best polished French
plate, quarter inch thick.

concerning these $1.00 Banners

BANNERS

Our Banners Are Works of Art.
Lithographed
in Four Colors.
Eyelets in Corners.
Printed
on Heavy Muslin, 3 ft. wide by 12 ft. long.
Price: $1.00 Each.
Made foi all Releases, both Licensed and Independent. Always in Stock. Remit with Order.

Size:
45x12x12 inches
Weight (boxed) 100 lbs.
PRICE:
Chopper
$50.00
Foot Lever (extra) 10.00
NickelTrimmings(extra) 5.00

Photo-Play
Advertising & Specialty Co.
Main Offices: 121-123 Fourth Avenue
PITTSBURGH,

Subscribers, Please Note

BINDERS

Hennegans Money Getters
9

For each three
months' volume
of the

Essential Advertising for
Moving Picture Theaters

Moving

Picture
World
Can be furnished as follows,
express charges
additional:
75c each.
$2.60 for four.
$7.25 per doz.
By prepaid mail
$1.00 each.
Simple and Secure
Single Copies

easily removed

125

East 23d Street
New York City

PA.

100
50
10
10

Styles
Styles
Styles
Styles

of
of
of
of

One Sheets
Three Sheets
Eight Sheets
Banners

1,000 &1
for Association, Independent and
Special Features

Also Day Strips, Dates,
Folders, Novelties, Window Cards, Spotters, etc.

First 1000 dates
First 1000 blank

Additional 1000 $2.00
Additional 1000 1.50

$2.50
2.00

0
Something thai ecery Theater can use. Gel on
our nailing list. Circulars and sample Heralds

9

HENNEGAN & CO.
Genesee Boulevard,

Cincinnati, Ohio
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EXPERIENCE

We personally recommend and
guarantee the following features:
"Nanon,"
or
the
Fate
of
Two
Brothers, 3 Reels. "Excellent"
Heroine
of Derna
(Turkish- Italian
War), _■ Reels. "Sensational."
The
Two Destinies,
Reels. "Great.''
Dishonored,
or the 3 Romance
of a
Hungarian Officer, 3 Reels. "Very
Charlie C"olmes
and the Knaves
of
good.
Spades,
3 Reels.
"Every
inch
Red exciting."
Falcon, Hand Colored, 2 Reels.
"Fair."
Tale of Two Cities, 3 Reels. "Wonderful spectacle."
The Others' Sin, 4 Reels.
"None
."
er
The
Greatest
Features
Ever.
tt
be
Plenty
of other splendid
features.
Ample
supply of Original Posters
sent in advance for advertising your
coming attraction.
Wire your bookings at once.
Don't Wait.

Royal Feature Film Co.

TELEPHONE

CONNECTIONS

CABLE ADDRESS

An old established firm with a new

" HAKILU "

name

" DIXIELAND' S PRIDE "

lintteh Ammran iFtfm Company
HARRY

Theatres

K. LUCAS, Gen. Mgr.

Equipped
Throughout

Importers and Distributers of

Write for our big list of One, Two, Three and Four Reel Features.
A gigantic selection. We buy, sell, rent and exchange reels of every
description. Investigate! THE LARGEST CONCERN OF ITS
KIND IN THE ENTIRE SOUTH.
General Offices, 205 to 238 Brown-Randolph
ATLANTA, GA.
LOUISVILLE, KY.

Building
TAMPA, FLA.
FAYETTEVILLE,

ATLANTA, GA.

N. C

N. SMITH, Manager
538 S. Dearborn St.
Chicago, III.
THL TOUNAMENT

FILM

CO.

TOLEDO,
OHIO.
Owibi
of the foUowin*
feature lloi:
1*11 Cheyenne
Cowboy
and Indian rrwtUr
Celebration.
Fail Round-Up
on the Y-6 Ranch.
BUt«
Hl»ht« for Thee. Mima
far Bala.
Booking*
Oao Ba Hade
by Writing
Us.

WANTED
A well known

dealer in

Moving Picture Machines
(all makes)
and
supplies,
located in a large Western City,
needs the services of an experienced man capable of handling sales either by correspondence or personal contact.
Must be competent to organize efficient working force. First
letter should state age, experience and by whom employed at
present and in past. Correspondence will be held strictly
confidential. Salary to begin,
$30.22 per week. Advancement
for right man.
Addreaa "DEALER"

Care

Moving

F-EATURE

F'lL.IVIS

Name.
Length,
Make.
Price.
Advertising Matter.
Poor Jenny
2800 Asta Nielsen 1200.00 3 sheets and banner
Romeo and Juliet
3200 Pathe
180.00 12 sheets— 3 sheets and banner
Addressee Deceased
2200 Biograph
100.00 6 sheets and banners
In a Siren's Power
2000 Deu. Bios.
120.00 6 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
After Darkness— Light
3000 Itala
8SO.O0 6 sheets— 3 sheets and banner
Acrobat's
Daughter (4 Dare Devils No. 2).... 3300
Bios.
J0O.O0
sheets— 31 sheet
sheets and
and banner
banner
Ship of Lions
1500 Deu.
Ambrosio
12.00 36 sheets—
The Barefoot Dancer
2200 Monopol
125.00 I sheets— 1 sheet and banner
The Weed
2200 Ambrosio
130.00 6 sheets— 1 sheets and banner
Blackmail
2300 Cines
150.00 3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
Written in Blood
3000 Gaumont
90.00 3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
Attacked by a Lion
1400 Gaumont
90.00 3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
Their Lives for Gold
1500 Gaumont
90.00 3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
The Outcast
3000 Asta Nielsen 150.00 3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
Wreck of the Aurora
2500 Deu. Bios.
lon.oo 4 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
For One Hundred Dollars
2500 Messter
150. 0
6 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
Between Two Hearts
2700 Muller
150.00 3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
Disillusioned
2000 Cines
75.00 3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
Zigomar vs. Nick Carter
3600 Eclair
100.00 8 sheets— 3 sheets and banner
Love's Combat
3600 Monopol
200.00 3 sheets — 1 sheet and banner
The Trap
2000 Kunstfllm 150.00 6 sheets and banner
The Bells of Notre Dame
1700 Gaumont
75.00 3 sheets and banner
Dark Ways
3000 Oermania
250.00 6 sheets— 3 sheets and banner
Inventor's Secret (Power of Destruction)
2125 Eclair
100.00 6 sheets and banner
Who Was Guilty?
1800 Pasquali
75.00 3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
St. Rose and Hidden Treasure
1450 Clarendon
75.00 3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
(Jreat Mine Disaster
2200 Eclair
80.00 6 sheets— 1 sheet and banners
Flower of Mormon City
2800 Western
IV >i
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banners
Hattle of the Red Men
2000 Bison
100.00 3 sheets— 1 sheet and banners
The Deserter
2000 Bison
I" "
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banners
Indian Massacre
2000 Bison
15.00 3 sheets— 1 sheet and banners
Blazing the Trail
2000 Bison
100.00 3 sheets— 1 sheet and banners
War on the Plains
2000 Bison
75.00 3 sheets— 1 sheet and banners
2000
Bison
125.00
sheets—and1 sheet
and banners
ALieut's
Merry Last
NightFight
1600 Germania
75.00 13 sheet
banners
Golden Wedding
1500 Ambrosio
75.00 3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
Telegraphic orders must be confirmed by next mail.
Terms Ten Per Cent cash, rest C. O. D., privilege el
examination.
Write for list of "star" films for rent. Asta Nielsen films our specialty.

G. W. BRADENBURGH,

231-233 N. 8th St.,

PA.

THE ENTERPRISE (Portable)
CALCIUM GAS OUTFIT
Price, with carrying case, $35.00.
Is the only Substitute for Electricity
Viewsforandprojecting
is the Motion Pictmre or StereopticoB

ONLY

SATISFACTORY

PORTABLE

OUTFIT

became it operates by WATER PRESSURE, IS CONSTANT REGULAR AND
RELIABLE and baa no complicated spring valve to corrode, choke «p aad etherwise get out of order.
It patented.
"OXONE"
oxygen gas.

in

SQUARE

CAKES

is most

satisfactory

for

the

production

at

For Sal* by Dealers Everywhere.

Picture World

Box 226, Madison Sq. P. 0., N. Y. Gty

PHILADELPHIA,

UptlCSl

Ml£i

UOi

564-572 W. Randolph

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

THE

MOVING

I'lCTURE

WuUl.h

M ga pa ijpgl

ATTENTION!
FINAL NOTICE
OCTOBER FIRST, 1912, the price of all
Deagan Musical Electric Bell outfits advanced 33J/3 per cent. This advance has become
necessary owing to the fact that we have added a great
many improvements to our Musical Electric Bell outfits, which have, greatly increased the cost of manufacturing, and we can conscientiously state that our
new improved Musical Electric Bell outfits are greater
value at the advanced price than our old style Electric
Bells are at the old prices which we asked for same.
Inasmuch as we have a number of prospective customers who contemplate purchasing these Bells, and
who have been figuring with us, we will accept orders
for the new style outfits until October 10th at the old
list prices, namely, $75.00 for our famous No. 310
outfit, consisting of twenty-five Bells mounted on
quarter-sawed Oak backs, with resonators, complete
with new style keyboard, platinum point contact mechanisms, soft and loud attachments, and many other
improvements which have been incorporated in these
Bells.
Should you be interested in a set of these Bells, order
now, as we will not accept orders at the old prices
after October 10th. Any of our various outfits will
be shipped C. O. D. with privilege of examination and
trial, on receipt of $5.00 to guarantee express charges.
ON

MAKE MORE MONEY !
Universal theatres are MAKING MORE
MONEY THAN YOU ARE! Their
programs are BETTER BALANCED.
Their FEATURE FILMS are better.
Their patrons stick to them better than
yours do to you because UNIVERSAL
FILMS ire giving UNIVERSAL SATISFACTION. Why worry about the
business you're losing when you can get
it all back — and more — by hooking up
with Universal films and with me?
Write this day!

CARL

LAEMMLE
PRESIDENT

The Laemmle Film Service
204 West Lake St., Chicago, 111.

!¥]

Sykes Block, Minneapolis, Minn.
1312 Farnum St., Omaha, Neb.
421 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa.

The Biggest and Best Film Renter in
the World.

m

J. C. DEAGAN

POWER'S No. 6-A
$60
Exchange your old Power's six
for new 0 -A cost you $60 difference. Edison "B" machines
with Power's 6-A stand and
lamp house complete. $22>>. We
sell all makes machines, new
and second hand,
cheap.
STELZER
BEOTHEHS,
Lincoln,
111.,
417
Broadway.

Moving

Picture

Exhibitor, Attention

We

have for sale for a short time only the following articles at very inviting prices. The goods are perfect, guaranteed to be absolutely same as
represented. Any part of these goods herein mentioned will be shipped
upon receipt of money order to prepay express charges with the privilege
of examination and the balance C. O. D.
One SIMPLEX machine complete,
brand new, $215.00.
One POWERS NO. 6, complete, new, slightlv shop-worn, never used, $150.00.
One never
EDISON
TYPE
B,
I'nderwriters'
Model,
complete,
slightly
shop-worn,
used. $150.00.
One EDISON TYPE B. mechanism only, with take-up attachment, slightly
si. op-worn, new. $90.00.
One EDISON
TYPE
B. Underwriters'
Model,
used only 3 weeks,
good as
new. complete, ready for use, $120.00.
One EDISON
EXHIBITION
MODEL,
2nd hand,
guaranteed in perfect condition, complete. $80.00.
ODe POWERS NO. 5, 2mi hand, with New York approved lamp house, complete with all equipments,
perfect, $78.00.
POWERS
NO. 5, complete equipment,
with regular lamp house, 2nd hand,
in working order, with lenses, a bargain.
$70.00.

STERN MANUFACTURING

One POWERS NO. 5, complete, slightly used, good as new. $110.00.
one POWERS NO. 5, mechanism only, almost new. $60.00.
One 2nd hand 6" SPOT LIGHT,
in good workini order, $22.00.
In
EXIT lotsLIGHT
Approved
of six BOXES,
or more, with
$1.50ground
each. ruby glass. Underwriters'
SIX-REEL CABINET BOXES for booths. $5.00 each.
FOUR-REEL CABINET BOXES
(with in$4.00.
STERN WINDER NO. 3, with solid end, $2.50 each, the strongest and best
of Its kind.
STERN
REWTNDER
NO. 2. with enclosed gears and dummy.
$3.50.
PEARL WHITE CONDENSERS, guaranteed not to turn. 65 cents each. $7.20
per dozen.
CONDENSERS,
strictly imported,
pure white,
absolutely the best. 85 cents
each. $9.50 per dozen.
BIO CARBONS,
% x 6, $19.00 per It
We
handle
all parts
and
supplies.
Fort
Wayne
Compensates.
Rheostats
and other articles pertaininc to the liuLet
us
know
your
wants.
14
years
in
the
business
should
guarantee
confidence.

CO., 109 N. 10th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Gundlach Projection Lenses Guarantee You the Sharpest and Most
Brilliant Picture it is Possible to Produce.
If you want to improve your picture just order a lens for trial subject to approval and see the result with your
own eyes. If you give the height and width of the screen, the size of the picture wanted and the distance from
the machine to the centre of the screen we can furnish a lens of the exact focus for your operating conditions.
Many Exhibitors have found it an advantage to ask our advice about lenses before
equipping new Theatres. Do not be afraid of a long throw. No matter what the distance
is to the screen we can supply lenses of suitable focus and great illuminating power. All
the best theatres in Rochester use our lenses and every customer has been satisfied of
their superiority to ordinary lenses. THE LENS MAKES THE PICTURE, and you
cannot get the best result out of the film unless you use Gundlach Lenses.
You can order through any Film Exchange or Dealer in Motion Picture Supplies.
Gundlach Projection Lenses will be furnished to order with the following machines subject to a little higher price
than ordinary lenses: Powers Cameragraph, The Motiograph, The Simplex, The American Standard, The Edison. Our
Lenses are used by the Kinemacolor Co. and a large number of the finest theatres in the United States and Canada,

GUNDLACH-MANHATTAN

OPTICAL

CO.,

808 Clinton Ave. So., Rochester, N. Y;

Now for a Golden Harvest
Everywhere business is improving; be ready to reap
yours. The RADIUM GOLD FIBRE SCREEN will
help you do it. Let us take your curtain troubles on
our
shoulders,
disappoint
you. and we promise faithfully we'll not
Listen to a letter as true and genuine as anyone written:
Gentlemen:
Benton, 111., 9, 17, '12.
Glad to say after using your Radium Gold Fibre Screen for
two days I would not do without one for twice the money,
have it perfectly installed and get one of the smoothest,
prettiest pictures I have ever seen.
Enclosed find check for balance due, and many thanks for
your courteous treatment.
Yours very truly,
Signed F. D. WHITTINGTON.

We claim for the RADIUM
and can prove,

GOLD

FIBRE

SCREEN

(i)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Pictures shown are full of life and action.
Total lack of glare and eye-strain.
Absence of ghostly white veil.
Pictures instead are soft and natural.
Large reduction in amperage, saving juice, carbons,
and avoiding fire risks.
(6) Pictures in lighted houses, safe and moral.
You
have tried the rest — Now buy the best.

American Theatre
Curtain
Supply
Company
Sole Manufacturers
105 N. Main Street,

&

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Pitzer & Smith, 32 Union Square, New York City.
George Breck, 70 Turk Street, San Francisco, California.
Distributors

Everything' for the Motion Picture Theatre Except the Film
WE CAN

SUPPLY

Machines, Booths, Screens, Chairs, Lobby Frames, Etc.
All the leading makes.
Expert advice and estimates cheerfully furnished.
A few second-hand machine
heads.
A full line of repair parts in stock and prompt shipments on all orders.
Repairing.
Prices right.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

PICTURE
21 East 14th St.,

THEATRE

EQUIPMENT

Telephone
Stuyveaant, 2478

CO.

New YorK City

THE

M< >VI\G

I'll 11 k I . Wl )UI.D

We offer at 3 ' j cents a foot

A Bio Lot
of

Educational Films
in first-class condition

WRITE

FOR

LIST

International Film Traders
Largest Dealer of Films
in the U. S.

5 West 14th Street, New York

Globe
Feature
Boo°h«Zreton
THE FOUR
DARE Film
DEVILS,Co.
a circus
drama iu
(ferae reels. THE

ACROBAT'S

Ornamental
Theatres

DAUGHTER.

Mane) to Four l>are Devils, In four reels BLACKMAIL, a very flne drama, In three reels. NURSING A VIPER, flne drama, in three reels. DICK
TURPIN, story of the famous king of hlguwavinen. Iu two reels. U. S. ARMY AND NAVY,
military and naval picture ever produced,
3 reels. Write for special feature list and numerous other good features. Attractive paper forward.d one week In advance.
100 THIRD

AVENUE

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

PLASTER

We buy, sell and exchange secondhand FILMS and MOVING
PICTURE MACHINES.

WESTERN

Theatres Designed Everywhere
Write for Illustrated Theatre Catalog. Send ua Size* of
Theatre for Special Design.

FILM BROKERS

538 S. Dearborn St.,

Chicago, 111.

THE DECORATORS

McKENNA

2549 Archer Avenue,

BRASS
RAILINGS
EASELS
GRILLES
CUSPIDORS
KICK
PLATES
POSTER
FRAMES

When

CHICAGO,

CO.
ILL.

Your Picture Machine Needs Repairing
Why don't you send it to us ?

We buy second hand machines.

GEO. M. HOKE

PITTSBURGH

BEAUTIFUL

ONE
NOW

ti

SUPPLY

ti

We have the best equipped machine shop in the country and can repair any make of machine. Write us and get acquainted.

McKenna Bros. Brass Co.
—

RELIEF DECORATIONS

PATHE'S

RENZI

SUPPLY CO., 176 N. State St., tiJmU Chicago, IIL

and THREE
READY

SPECIAL

SHEETS

FOR

THREE-REEL

SUBJECT

fNANCE

59

Released October 28th by the General Film Co.

A. B. C. COMPANY
N. B.— Owing to the heavy demand for THREE
are printing a second edition, and now have

-:-

CLEVELAND,

OHIO

SHEETS for Kalem's " Siege of Petersburg," we
both THREE
AND SIX SHEETS
for this release

_"/)

THE

St'tndigc

Si
YOUR

GEORGE

KLEINKE

FOR

ONE

CENT

HEADQUARTERS

CALEHUFF SUPPLY COMPANY
(Incorporated)

50 North Eighth Street. Philadelphia, Pa.

Jobbers in Edison, Powers and
Motiograph Machines and Parts
Madams repaired by Expert Mechanic*.

235 Frederick StT.
BERLIN
GERMANY

FILMS

WORLD
EXHIBITORS'

SENSATIONAL Film but slightly used and in perfect condition.
1500-4500 feet, for sale at 2]/2 to
4 cents per foot.
Write for Littt

'*>Georg Kleinke \

CLEAN

PICTURE

ATTENTION

»

(~Ktno-AussteHung~)

Btlin. Fi.fdi«Jiit< 235.

MOVING

Gemane Putt Only Uaed.

—
Gas Making nei
Out6u
Condenser*
Limes r ilm Cement
Edison Transformers
:^eta*a General
£*.
Ft Wayne1 an!*
Comptensarc* Branch
DisinScenery, Star: KCacts
Baaaa
Bio
k Kiectrk
Switche*
Theatres
Bought, Soli,
Lenses
Special
Plug*
Spotlighu Rented
CHAB. A. OAT.K.HUrir, Pre*, aad 0*n. Mar.
Mirror Screen

SPECIALTIES

Chair*
Ticket*

EACH

American .Moving Picture Machine Co.
MANTJFACTtraZEB

THE

STANDARD

It removes every particle of oil and dust, prevents rain and is guaranteed not to injure the film. Does its work as the film U rewound
without inconvenience to operator. Cost of operation but one cent
per film. Shipped anywhere on receipt of price, or C. 0. D. to reliable parties. Cleaner $10.00.
100 Fads $1.00.
MORTIMER FILM CLEANER CO.
740 Fidelity Bldg.,
Portland, Maine.

r

OT

Automatic Movin? Picture Machine
World's Largest Mfrs

■WURUTZER*

BaUbliabcd 186*

101-102 Beekman Street,

New York

Grand Combination Organ
Harmonium Pipe Tone
For Theatres and Music Halls
supplied with Auxiliary Pipes, Qualifying Tubes, and
Enlarged Scale of Reeds, by means of which the quantity or volume of tone is very largely increased, and
the quality rendered equal to that of Pipe Organs.
Just the instrument for your Theatre. Further information furnished by addressing factory.

Clough & Warren Company

ADRIAN
MICH IGAN

A Wurlltzcr Piano Orchestra Is used Inside this theatre

Write

for

32-page

booklet,

showing

Wurlitzer Automatic Musical Instruments
in the leading picture theatres of the country.
The Wurlitzer Instruments furnish better music than musician*
*x.d reduce wxpenses.
60 different styles ; time payments ; big
catalog free. If you can't call, write to our nearest branch.

I

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company

CINCINNATI
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA
JU7-1S1 E. 4th
J6-27 W. Sid
82W-881 S. Wabash
1885 Clirstm".
STLOUIS
CLEVELAND
BDFPALO
LOCISVILLE
COL*7MBCS.O
■toe 9L
800 HmroB Road
701 ttaln
424 W. Gr**oe
07

I

CELLULOID POSITIVE CELLULOID NEGATIVE
AND

NON-FLAM

POSITIVE

(Made Under License of the Patentee)

RAW

FILM SUPPLY CO.

IS EAST 36th STREET
Tel. Mad. Sq. 7876

NEW YORK
Cable Rawfilm New York

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Startling
New
Development

Exclusive Service
Something you have always wanted, but have never been able to get
before. The following makes are
ours exclusively for New York and
surrounding territory:

Rex-Bison-Champion~ Victor
Great Northern Features
Milano--Powers~Gem~Eclair
Imp-Animated Weekly-Nestor
All
Features
in
Regular
Service

Universal Film Exchange
OF NEW YORK

111 East 14th St, New York

Phone, Stuyv. 1000

FEATURED
*

FOR

!-WE

RENT

RELEASE
WATCH

NOW

ADD

EVERY
EVERY

PHOTO
AND

Write

or

LOBBY
Us

Before

Separate catalogues of different makes of machines,
supplies and economizers furnished free upon request,25c.
BUT Hallberg's Big Complete Catalogue
costs you

3 reels

3
2

"

"

DISPLAY
Booking

FREE

Elsewhere

Federal Feature Film Supply Co.
Fourth Floor,

Hartford

PHONE

CENTRAL

i

CHANGES ALTERNATING to Direct
Current WITHOUT A SINGLE MOVING PART. NO MERCURY BULBS
TO BURN OUT OR BREAK. NO RENEWAL EXPENSES. GUARANTEED
FOR ONE YEAR. Adjustable from 25
to 55 amperes D. C. at the arc. Allowance made in trade for your old current
saver.
Write for prices today.

Through my Exchange Department I am prepared t« make liberal
allowance for your old machine in part payment on purchase of
new M. P. machine of any make.

BOOKING

A GOOD SUPPLY OF POSTERS
WITH ALL FEATURES

See

WEEK-:

WEEK

Saved from the Sea (Sensa. drama)
Dangerous
Play (Military drama)
Charley Colms vs. The Spades Gang
(Sensational detective)
Last Hour
(Society drama)
The Torment
(Sensational drama)
Celebratwd Case (Military Drama)
Flight to Death (Sensational)
Charley Colms and The Dancer's
Necklace
(Sensational Detective)
And Many
Others

ECONOMIZER

I am jobber of ALL MAKES
of Moving
Picture Machines

OR 'SALE V^

TWO
OUR

'S
G
R
E
B
L
L
A
H
RECTIFIER-

Bldg.,

CHICAGO

4547

CHICAGO EXHIBITORS
It will PAY you to PAY us a visit

HALLBERG

A. C. TO D. C. AND

D. C. ECONOMIZER.

I carry the Largest Complete Stock of

Electra Pink Label Carbons

J. H. HALLBERG
36 E. 23rd St.

New

York City

THE
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It pay* to discriminate when you buy

THEATRE
IAJDITC
Iff If I I L

SEATING

for Cat. V3 (Mot. Picture Chairs)
T flfs IV
and Cat. V8 (Upholstered Chairs)
I UUfll
Bend rioor Sketoh for Free Beating Plan

Widest range of styles and prices.

Large stock*.

American Seating Company
SIS

8. Wabaah

Ave.,

CHICAGO

II E. 32ca

Generating Set

Wisconsin Stalin;

Send for Bulletin F-98.

New London,

The Foos Gas Engine Co.

Wisconsin,
(0 U.S.A.

MR.

Springfield, O.

EXHIBITOR!!

Think of the motherless, the fatherless, oad the
chlldleai bomea as tbe result of theater panics. Protect the Urea of your
?atrona
by THEATER
Installing CHAIR.
our
"ANTI98
ANIC"
Dead at Cannonsbnrg,
176 at Boyertown,
B76 at Iroqnls Theater
Chlthese ishorrors
lmpos-t»
, csgo.
slble. Make
Our chair
a friend
'the Public.
It advertises your theater aad
makes your business grow.
It Is a space-saver, life-saver,
ing.
money-saver. Gives 26% more BoatIt will make your theater all alslee. It Ls tbe
only sanitary chair. It ls tbe world's greatest
theater chair, perfected to the highest degree.
Write to-day for Circular A.
THE HARDESTY MTO. 00., Oanal Dover, Ohio.
X7.&A.

SCENARIO
WRITERS !
If jour scenarios do not sell
find out why. Perhaps your
manuscript can be rewritten and
Made saleable, and your mistakes
may be corrected in future manuscripts. The author of "Technique of the Photoplay," etc., will
give your manuscript personal
criticism for a fee of $2.

34-36 E. 3rd Street

Box 70, Madison

WE CAN HURRY

STEEL FRAME
THEATRE CHAIRS

YOUR ORDER OUT.
STAFFORD Chairs
excell all others.

Heavy Five Ply

seats and backs.
The last-forever kind,
that you are using
long after you have
forgotten
the price.

Suitable for small
Theatres and Mot
lng
We Picture
carry Shows.
tbese
chairsdiately.
In stock and
can

ship

STEEL
CHAIRS TOO

Imme-

We carry several kinds
of good chairs in stock,
806
all guaranteed.
ASS
FOB
CATALOG

Also Chair,
seating
use.
for Ont-of -door
Address Dept.

B. H. STAFFORD

STEEL FURNITURE Co.. Grand Rapids. Mich.
New York: 150 6th Ave. Pittsburgh: 318 Bisael
Blk.
Philadelphia: 610 Flanders Bid*.

Square Station

MFQ.

CHICAGO,

CO.

ILL.

Your Own Film Camera

COMPENSARG

BUY THE JUNIOR PROFESSIONAL.
GUARANTEED FILM MAKING OUTFIT
YOU NEED IT, SOONER OR LATER, ALL
SUPPLY,
MACHINES,
LENSES.
Eberhard Schneider,
219 Second Ave., N. Y.

That's the de-rice that saves Moving Picture men two-thirds on their electric light
bills, and yet gives better light Did you
see our ad last week? Well, don't look it
up. Just write for our

Booklet 15018

MOVING PICTURE MACHINES. W, make a
specialty of equipping theatres complete and are in a
position to offer you a better price on Powers 6 A.
Motiograph. Edison and Standard machines than
your regular exchange.
Get in communication.
Drop us a line.
LYRIC
FILM
& SUPPLY
CO.
27 S. 6th St., Terre Haute. Indiana.

Fort Wavne Flectric Works
OF

FORT

GENEEAL

ELECTRIC

COMEAKT

1402 Broadway

WAYNE

INDIANA

733

(MS
FOR EVERY

PURPOSE

ESTABLISHED
WRITE

1,000 STYLES

Sargent

New York City

*■-*

CHEAP
ABSOLUTELY
NON-BREAKABLE

Submit your difficulties to the
author of "The Photoplay Theater," and other articles on management, for advice and suggestion, the result of twenty years'
experience in amusement enterprises. Simple questions $1 each.

Winthrop

^»*%

OHIO.

CINCINNATI,

Exhibitors !

Epes

YORK

The

will furnish direct current for your show
and give 700 better quality of light than
you can get from tbe beat Central Station
service. Wltb a Foos Engine you can nave
80 to 76 per cent, of the money you hare to
pay for electric current and hare all the
light you want when you want It.

OH!

HIW

Get Our Prices
Before You Buy

ELECTRIC

809 Linden Ave.

St.,

115117

So. Wabash

Chicago, 111.

New

York

Office.

Ave.. TLa

l ne

1165 Broadway.

A

A.

t_J

ri.

San Francisco

A », J _„,..-

Andrews
Office.

FOR

C^

L,o.

Seattle Office, 503-10-12
728 Mission St.

1865

CAT.

NO. 31

Branches

in all

Leading cities

First

Ave.,

So.
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G.MELIES
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¥
¥

¥
¥
¥

¥
¥

¥
"YOUR

A SONS
¥

¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

SON

STOLE

A

DEPOSIT"

EXAMPLE

Miller, cashier of the bank, misappropriates funds to gamble. Ray, his
son, also in the bank, discovers the shortage, and though in love with Edith,
daughter of the president, nobly puts the blame on himself and disappears.
But Edith knowing Miller to be a gambler, wrings from him a confession of
the truth, and goes in search of Ray. Fate has played Ray lucky in the West
and the happy couple return, square up the debt, and
receive the blessings of all.
G. MELIES,
1000 feet approi. length

204 EAST 38th St., NEW

YORK

CITY
10-24-12
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3 OF A KIND
WHICH MAKE
POWER'S 6A
FAMOUS
They accomplish the greatest virtue of all:— clear, steady, flickerless pictures.
developed projection to absolute
perfection and "POWER"
thrown into has
the discard forever,
the mechanical
drawbacks of the past.
Exhibitor ! With it you will draw
to a full house, AND KEEP IT
FULL, TOO.
A word about lenses. We have given
this subject years of study, and are
convinced that our machines are
equipped with the very best the
market affords; -they are subjected to
the most rigid test before leaving
factory. All users of our machines
should insist on these lenses which
bear our name.
A world-wide public knows and trusts
POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH.
The result is big business; which is
keeping the largest factory of its kind
in the world working day and night.
The trade and big users have "got us
right." Let us put YOU right, with
a POWER'S 6A.
Catalogue G gives full details.

There's the hand for you, Mr

1

HlH

.iv-

— t-i- !

-•;

SjMb
i

J

1

NICHOLAS

POWER
90 GOLD

For

Fifteen

Years

the

COMPANY

STREET, NEW

Leading

Makers

of

YORK
Motion

Picture

Machines

CAREY

PRESS,

K.

Y.

October

Vol. 14. No. 4

26. 1912

Price. 10c

3JL All AiUkilT

THE, PII/M
IND&X

euiDE,
BITORS'
EXHI

m

h

\m
kJ
aftiv^*&K»ft£Z

Scene from "The Non-Commissioned

Officer"

(Edison).
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125 East 23rd Street
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SUNDAY,

TAKING

OCTOBER

CARE OF BABY

27

MARY'S GOAT

mid

Positively the bc»t comedy split-reel of the month. From the moment Baby proceeds to take care of herstlf to where, in the second story. Miry's
Goat gets the storekeeper's, you scream I scream I scream 1

7 ucsday,
October
29

Put Yourself in His Place
A human interest film in the "EAST LYNNE" class. Adapted from the book by CHARLES
Booking "solid" at every Film Supply Exchange.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

THE

LITTLE

GIRL

IN TWO
REELS

READE.

I

NEXT

DOOR

Showing the world-famous "Thanhouser Twins" at their best in a story from every- day life.
Learn.with John Foster of Wall Street, that forgiveness has its sweets.

HAVE

Sunday,
October 20

You Booked —

The Woman in White

IN TWO
REELS

Wilkie Collins* weirdest novel as an"all-star Thanhouser Mystery Masterpiece.
See the "Woman." Hartright. Lady Glyde. Sir Percival Glyde
and the other world-famous characters as presented by the world-famous "Thanhouser Stock."

WILL You Book

P

THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM
The Most Impressive Biblical Subject Ever Issued.

Thanhouser Film Corporation
SCENE

FROM

"PUT

YOUR-

DATE

THLl^^cl\iLSnA^uY

SHORTLY.

New Rochelle, N. Y.
SELF IN* HIS PLACE."

%.

'

V
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SUNSHIN

cc

ESS AN AY'S

POWERFUL

FEATURE

DRAMA

RELEASED

Greater

Than

A

MASTERPIECE

OF

THIS

" O <J T

OF"

99
PHOTOPLAY

CRAFT

WEEK!

THE

l>J I ©

!

M T

Released Tuesday, Oct. 22nd.

**

mboy

On

99

Portrays ranch life in the Far West and presents a lovable little tomboy in the feature role. A vigorous, powerful
drama constructed for long remembrance and staged by the world's acknowledged master of film craft, G. M. Anderson.
Released Wednesday, Oct. 23rd.
it

rinsing:

Father

unci

-

99

An original comedy replete with novelties.
A young man increases his bank account by keeping both eyes open,
and wins the girl of his heart in the bargain.
John Steppling, Lily Branscombe and Joseph Allen in big laughing roles.
99
Released Thursday, Oct. 24th.

hri-rty

((

A wholesome rural comedy containing innumerable roaringly funny situations. The trials and tribulations of a
country
clearing himself of a 'heinous crime.' Eleanor Blanchard, Howard Missimer and Charles Hitchcock
have the parson
leading inroles.
Released Friday, Oct. 25th.

" Sunshine

"

Greater than Essanay's famous nroduction, "OUT OF THE NIGHT," this powerful feature drama is a masterpiece
of film achievement and sets a standard unequaled for the month. Gripping in plot, enthralling in portrayal. Ruth Stonehouse, Harry Mainhall and Harry Cashman in feature studies.
Released Saturday, Oct. 26th.

((

rial

Girl'

anch

99

A Western dramatic gem, brimlul of border country excitement, with Mr. G. M. Anderson.
Teems with thrills, and
presents a story of cowboy life unusual in its gripping tensity.
A distinct feature for the best of bills!

WATCH

((

FOR

THE

RELEASE-DATE!

OF"

99

UIVIA

IVIOIM

ARE
YOU
INCREASING
YOUR
BOX
OFFICE
RECEIPTS
WITH
THOSE
BEAUTIFULLY
GRAPHED
3-SHEET
POSTERS
OF
ALL
ESSANAY SATURDAY
RELEASES ?
DONE IN FULL
FOUR
COLORS,
PRICE 35c EACH.
ORDER
FROM
YOUR
EXCHANGE
OR
FROM
MORGAN
LITHOGRAPH
CO., CLEVELAND, O.
PHOTOS OF ALL ESSANAY PLAYERS

LITHODIRECT

size 8x10, price $3.00 per dozen, can be secured from the Players' Photo Co., 177 N. State St., Chicago

ARE

YOU

GETTING

THESE

THAT

MATTERS

ESSANAY

GREAT

DEMAND

FILM

ESSANAY

YOUR

FIVE-A-WEEK

IMMEDIATE

PROGRAM

?

ATTENTION

MANUFACTURING

521 First National Bank Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Factory and Studio, 1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
Branch Offices in London. Paris, Perlin, Barcelona

CO.

, I1L

"
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THE VENGEAN
The PERFECTION of the

A

HERALDS
STATE
3 REELS avA"
a
HIGHLY
I1
Is Really a Feature
Has the Crowd-Bringing Title"
Substantiates Qaumont Standards
of Excellence as to Photography,
Story and Acting,
Provides an Investment Safe as
Putting Money in the Bank.

I
T

Do you want a Repuiaiion
The theme is that of a spirit of an Egyptian Princess, dead 2,000 years,
outraged
insatiable,
weird and
the wrath

5

by the stealing of a ring from a mummy's finger. A revenge
leaving a wake of woe extending over a century. An atmosphere
interest compelling. A background of Oriental occultism wreaking
of a wraith through human passions.

ALL OUR FILMS ARE COPYRIGHTED.

£2

INFRIG

G A L M O N 1

%$K

FLUSHING,

^/«MWWAMMMMMMM*MMMMMMNfl

TIIK
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fiftfttt^»f^ttfiftt«rtt^^,tgg,tt^V,twr^

CE OF EGYPT i
Type of Rim That Makes
DlflUTC

K

IU

M

I O

E
tODTAIsBLWorth

I
T

Has

SE

J&

♦

POSTERS

♦

♦♦.

3 and 6 SHEET

^3,EELS

i

Advertising

Audience-Pleasing Merit

Will "make" money for us, the Ex=
change^ and for the Exhibitor.
Will bring "come back" business to
those so discerning as to handle it.

lor Ability in Picking Winners?
Portraying a diabolism demoniac operating through a mortality manifold.
Death and disaster that overtake the inheritors of the curse. The grim
reaper's baleful beckon to young and old, innocent and guilty, through
agencies of plague, the str angler' s strength, poison, bullet and the wrecking
of aeroplane and automobile. The malevolent eye of a damning deity which
upon its career of cruelty closes never.

fAENTS WILL BE VIGOROUSLY

PROSECUTED

Y
PAN
COM
NEW
YORK

^y

M
M3#
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The Improvement of Quality in Universal Fi
Determination, Hard Work, Brains and a L
IM P
"THE

It opens with
watermelon feast.
cordance with t lie
meeting,
(ice, but

a devout camp meeting, and It ends with a
But the melons weren't secured In strict acdoctrine of honesty as preached at the camp
it's funny.

~4

"KING THE
SMUGGLERS."

DETECTIVE AND THE
Thursday, October 24th.

Of all the hair-raising adventures in which King Baggot has
figured, the ones in this picture are the most exciting. From
1 he moment King sets out to catch the smugglers until he is
rescued from drowning, the picture teems with thrills. Produced
in the usual efficient King Baggot style.

ft*

OW

NESTOR

PICKANINNIES
AND
THE
WATERMELON." Monday, October 21st.

V - ■■.•■v"s:"fc :

"JOE THE PIRATE" and "EARLY IN THE
Saturday,
October
26th.proceed
The MORNING."
kids get a wild woolly
West book,
and they

to
carry out the daredevil adventures of the bad men. Most ludikid's picture
in a good while. Along with It a merry
Johnny crous
Cumpson
comedy.

101

BISON

When Dayton left for the plains of the West he hadn't expected that Burton, the famous detective, would be assigned to
trap him. The novel method adopted by the police official to
bag his man is both novel and exciting. Pretty scenery; splendid
interpretation.

DAUGHTER

OF THE October
RED SKINS."
26th.

Two

much to make Nlehla an American
ursed through her veins, and when
back to her people; only to sacrifice
the end.
Big cast, sensational

Peeps Into The Future
Part of our regular program
"JOHN STERLING, ALDERMAN" (Imp)
—Two-Reels.
A King Baggot
Masterpiece. Released October 31st.
"TRAPPER BILL, KING OF SCOUTS"
("ioi"-Bison) — Two-Reels.
A Western
Sizzler for Excitement. Released Nov. 2nd.

msi

■'■-. ■'.:

"THE
SHIP OF LIONS"
(Ambrosio)—
One-Reel.
The Greatest Animal Picture
Ever Made.
Released Nov. 6th.

. »ix,'-v:

Sj •:* . • .-'

Jack when
was ahetenderfoot,
but the
he Mexican
had courage,
and
counted
encountered
bandit.
dagger mystified Betty and she really believed that
bandit. Of course It all ended happily. Plenty
atmosphere.

that'sjeweled
what
The
Jack wn a
of Western

"THE BORDER PARSON."
Wednesday, October 23rd.
The good Samaritan would have been driven out of town if 1
hadn't been that May's father arrived in time to make proper
explanations.
The type of Western picture that both edifies and
entertains.

"THE

LADY

BARBER OF ROARING
Friday, October 25th.

GULCH."

When Violet hung out her shingle the male contingency of
Roaring marriages
Gulch made
cyclonic trip husbands
to Violet's
»bop.
Belated
were a consummated,
and barber
wives swore
eternal love, all because of Violet'a flirting proclivities. Screamingly funny.

CRYSTAL

"HUNTED DOWN."
Tuesday, October 22nd.

"A

"BETTY'S BANDIT."
Monday, October 21st.

'THE

"A PAIR OF FOOLS" and
BLONDE LADY."
Sunday, October 27th.

The two cow-punchers were determined to win Pearl, but the
city drummer was the favored one. See the comical antics of the
Western boys to oust the city fellow, and their crest-fallen
countenances when the city fellow won ont. Admirably acted.
On the same reel is a comedy replete with good, hearty laughs.
Both of them finely staged and effectively interpreted.

CHAMPION
"THY WILL BE DONE."
Monday, October 21st.
Though
her guardianandloved
her,married
he didn't
choose
her life-partner,
so she
the deny
other her
man.right
Timeto
proved the other fellow to be a scamp and a brute and when be
had brought bis career to an untimely end she readily grasped for
acted.
the protection and love of her guardian. Effectively staged and

Mil

"KELLY

GOI

"A THREE-CORNERE
Of all the funny adventures of a man who went to war thla
See
Kelly got to the seat of war and what he brought b*.
Worryhow chaser.

Saturd;.

DON'T

FORGET

TO

BOOK

THA\
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ms is a Remarkable Proof of What Keen
vish Expenditure of Money Can Accomplish!
ECLAIR

POWERS

"THE HOMECOMING."
Tuesday, October 22nd.

"THE SKELETON."
Wednesday, •October 23rd.
Matty and Early use ttie doctor's skeleton to carry out one
of their many funny prinks. Tlie Incidents leading to tlie final
downfall of both the skeleton and the kids, cause no end of

,,u""er- On the Sam
e Reel
"THE NEW
MESSINA."

Showing the wonderful strides that have been made in rebuilding and the general restoration of the country that was
devastated by the earthquake.

"JUST A WOMAN."
Friday, October 25th.
Until Detective White came Into her life Mamie was steeped
in crime. She never had a chance and she never knew what a
better life meant until White almost got her with the goods.
That she cared for him was proven by sacrificing herself when hla
life was in danger.
An intensely dramatic subject.

GEM
"THE

"MAKING UNCLE
JEALOUS."
Thursday, October 24th.

He was so dog-gorn bashful and she was so shy that it took a
good deal of scheming to get the old folks together. But Hiram
finally got up sufficient courage to propose, and Snllna forgot her
bashfulness long enough to accept. A great many exceptionally
funny situations.

"GONTRAN'S LOVE STRATAGEM."
Sunday, October 27th.
Susie'sGontran
father and
was Susie
willing determined
to sacrificeotherwise.
her In theThe
Interest
science.
methodof
that Gontran used to fool "papa" is most amusing.

On This
the partSame
"BRUSIA"
of the Reel,
world will
soon become (Asiatic
the centre Turkey).
of military
activities in the war now being waged in the Balkans. Especially
interesting and most clearly photographed.

REX

WOMAN IN WHITE."
Two Reels.
Tuesday, October 22nd.

At last you've got
money-getting two-reel
terpretation of Wilkie
read it; thousands will

the opportunity of getting this wonderful
attraction. An exceptionally vivid inCollins' greatest novel. Thousands have
want to see it. Book it early.

"THE

Antonio loved his Mexican sweetheart, but the American adventuress fascinated him. He married the American girl, but her
acting.
treachery
sent him to bis doom. Good photography, excellent

ANGEL OF THE STUDIO."
Friday, October 25th.

Here's a picture in which Florence Lawrence has an opportunity to bring to light every single emotional and humor-getting
qualification she is capable of. and she certainly makes the most of
it. A pretty story, still prettier actress and prettiest of all staging

ANO

Peeps Into The Future
Part of our regular program

"LEAH THE FORSAKEN" (Imp)— Three
Reels.
De Luxe.
A Pulsating, living
Drama.
Released Nov. 7th.

TO WAR" and
WEDDING
October 26th. JOURNEY."
he funniest.
Kelly had to be a veteran and he had to have trophies,
unnleit comedy you ever looked at. Ou the same reel another good

WEEKLY

"A KENTUCKY FEUD."
Thursday, October 24th.

The rivalry would have gone on forever between the two clans
if it hadn't
Preachin'capably
Dan and
little Honey Bee McCall.
Staged
amid been
rural for
splendors;
produced.

"THROUGH
A HIGHER
POWER."
Sunday, October 27th.

VICTOR

ANIMATED

the wronged
little child
hadn't
dropped
dollhe and
broken
Just
whenIf the
partner
entered
the the
office
might
have ittaken
the life he threatened to. Paternal love won over the hatred
of
and it all ended happily. A pretty drama.
Wellyears'
stagedbrooding,
and directed.

EVERY

WEEK

"SILENT JIM" (Eclair)— Two-Reels. Simply Wonderful.
Released Nov. 5th.
"THE

DEBT"
(Rex) —Two-Reels.
Perfectly sublime. Released Nov. 21st.

• -. -: •'A • • ■ <•
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THE

STARBUCKS
The author, Mr. Opie

Ag and, sublime,
masterful presentation; on a par
with the best the

Read, as JASPER
STARBUCK, is
supported by a
remarkably efficient
cast.

legitimate stage
has ever offered.

#

<Kf> #

#

<3B> <St) <0> <$> <0>

<$

Capacity Business is a Foregone Conclusion
Do not fail to book and advertise it heavily. One and three sheet posters furnished by your
exchange at regular prices.
Four page heralds will be supplied at a nominal cost.
GET YOUR ORDERS IN EARLY
RELEASE DATE SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1912

FLYING

A

RELEASE

CALENDAR

Monday, October 28, 1912.

ONE,
TWO,
or, THE STORY

Monday, November

THREE,

MAIDEN

OF A WAGER

Wednesday, October 30, 1912.

CHIQUITA,

THE

Thursday, November

DANCER

AMERICAN

FOR

FILM

ASHLAND

7, 1912.

Saturday, November 9, 1912.

WANDERER
WATCH

MEN

GOD'S UNFORTUNATE

Thursday, October 31, 1912.

THE

AND

4, 1912.

THE
THE

NEXT

BIG

STARBUCKS

SENSATION

MANUFACTURING
BLOCK,

CHICAGO,

COMPANY

ILLINOIS

THE

M< >\'l.\<;

1'ICTl'KK

WORLD

A TWO REEL "MYSTERY-SENSATION"

FLESH

and BLOOD

OR THE GREAT JEWEL
"FRA DIAVOLO."

MYSTERY.

RELEASED

Staged by Madame

Blache, the producer of

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

15th

A powerful detective story, dealing with the exploits of a Secret Service man,
who trails a crime to the very door of his own home. He finds that his son had
stolen valuable jewels, and had concealed them in an old violin. The detective in a
sensational and realistic pursuit across housetops, shoots his son, who drops from
a height of four stories.

A
including the Solax perfect photography, perfect staging, and well-known and unequalled advertising matter, which includes one-sheets, three sheets, heralds, slides and
other miscellaneous material.
Write for samples.

OTHER

REGULAR

FEATURES

Making an American
RELEASED

WEDNESDAY,

Citizen

OCTOBER

30th

An educational drama, dealing with a Russian peasant who comes to this country
and tries to live in the same way he had lived when in Russia. He soon learns that
he must work and not depend on his wife. He is taught a few lessons in a forcible
way, and then he is willing to assume the same burdens as any other good American.

At the Phone
RELEASED

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

1st

Full of suspense and compelling force is this story of a man who hears over the
phone of a plot to rob his home and kill his children, while his wife is on the
operating table.

SeWCompwy
FORT

LEE, NEW

JERSEY
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NEW
CONTRACT
WITH MILLER

MADE
BROS.

Baumann and Kessel get Wild West Show and will continue
releasing
the name
of cowboys
"Kay-Bee"
Films
using Miller Feature
Bros, entireSubjects
equipment under
and aggregation
of 300
and cowgirls,
200 Indians, 600 horses, steers, bison, etc., which they have used in the past year
in
making
producing
Famous
"101"
Bison
Films,andwhich
name the
has World's
been given
to theFeatures
Universalunder
Co.,the
andname
whichof we
will
discontinue after the release of Friday, October 25, and begin with the new trademark, under
the newFilms
namefor ofthe"Kay-Bee"
Films forPicture
the New
Motion and
Picture
Co., and
Broncho
Broncho Motion
Co.,York
exclusively,
for
no other concern, produced under the direction of Thos. H. Ince, the greatest
Motion Picture Director in the World. Remember, the last release of "101"
Bison Films by us is on Friday, October 25.

"THE COLONEL'S WARD"
In Two Reels.
A Stupendous Pioneer and Military Production.
Blood Stirring Battles.
Superb Dramatic Rendition.
Thrilling Situations.
Hordes of Indians.
Troops of Soldiers.

A HUNDRED
A Military Execution.

SCENES, INCLUDING

The Tragic Death of the Indian Girl. The Plot to Save the Doomed Chief.
The Indian Uprising.
An Impressive Court-Martial.

SCENARIOS

WANTED

fl2 ^/^ flfl ^e are m me mar^et ^or scenarios. The minimum price paid will be
M^*-JV/«VrVJ $50.00. We want stirring Frontier, Pioneer, Military stories in one and
two reels. If your scenario is not worth at least $50.00, don't send it in. Mail to T. H. Ince,
director, 1719 Allesandro St., Los Angeles, Cal.

WHO
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BISON - UNIVERSAL
LITIGATION ENDED
Baumann and Kessel Retain All Properties, Including California
Studios, Actors and Equipment — Universal Gets TradeMark We Have Decided to Discontinue.
New York Motion Picture Co. now presents Spectacular, Historical and Dramatic Military, Frontier
and Pioneer Subjects in Two Reel Features. Released every Friday under the name of

"Kay-Bee" Films
"Kay-Bee" stands for Kessel and Baumann, and
Kessel and Baumann stands for Quality.
NEW YORK MOTION PICTURE COMPANY
has settled its litigation with Universal Film
Manufacturing Company, the terms of which
are a matter of great satisfaction to New York
Motion Picture Company.
Owing to the fact that the Universal Company
persisted in selling films under the name of "Bison"
and threatened to sell films under the name "101
Bison" which were not made by the New York
Motion Picture Company, confusion resulted, and the
New York Motion Picture Company had decided to
discontinue the use of that name, and to make films
of the well-known Kessel and Baumann quality
under the name "Kay-Bee" films, in order that the
public might again know that our trademark was
a guarantee of super quality, and free from imitation.
At this psychological moment the Universal Company made the startling offer to cease all litigation
and further complications if we would give to that
company our right to use the name of "Bison" and
"ioi-Bison," and would also pay to them a sum of
money in liquidation of a cash indebtedness that
they claimed.
The New York Motion Picture Company never
doubted for a moment that it would obtain a complete victory over the Universal Company in all
litigation commenced by that company, as, in fact,
it has so far done.
The Universal Company in all litigation claimed
title to all of the valuable properties of the New

WHO
:-"«$3S£

York Motion Picture Company, and sought to obtain them, and also to restrain Messrs. Kessel and
Baumann and their associates from employing their
abilities in the motion picture field in competition
with the Universal Company.
The the
settlement,
therefore,
reduces
itself-Company
to this:
That
New York
Motion
Picture
GIVES THE UNIVERSAL COMPANY SOMETHING THAT IT DID NOT WANT— the "Bison"
trade name.
In addition to this, the cash paid by the New
York Motion Picture Company to the Universal
Company is less than the cost of litigation would be.
The New York Motion Picture Company RECEIVES IN RETURN the termination of all litigation and annoyances of the Universal Company,
ALL OF ITS VAST PROPERTIES IN CALIFORNIA AND IN NEW YORK CITY, and the
undisputed right TO EMPLOY THE TALENTS
OF MESSRS. A. KESSEL, JR., CHAS. O. BAUMANN, FRED J. BALSHOFER, THOS. H. INCE,
Director;
KESSEL
C. A.
WTLLAT, CHAS.
and their
complete and
staff"DOC"
of artists,
in
turning out the best pictures in the world, UNDER
THE NAME OF "KAY-BEE" FILMS.
The New York Motion Picture Company presents
to the Universal Company ten feet of title, and continues to release nine hundred and ninety feet of
Kessel and Baumann combination quality.

WINS?
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Released Tuesday, Oct. 22, 1912.

MOVING

Length, about 1061 ft.

In the Service of the State
Joseph Vance, who has lost his mother, father and
sister by a railroad wreck, swears himself in as a deputy
marshal and is sent to capture an outlaw who is in hiding in the mountains. He locates his man but falls in
love with the daughter. He struggles between love for
the girl and his duty toward the state. Vance finally
determines to capture the outlaw. In a struggle
Hawkins is killed by a shot from his own gun. Molly,
the girl, fires at Vance and wounds him, after which
she nurses him back to life and love.
Released Thursday, Oct., 24, 1912.

Length, 1066 ft.

The Old Chess Players

Released

WORLD

Friday,

Oct. 25th,

DOWN

Length

1912.

WITH

THE

590 feet.

MEN

Mabel Mordant
la a meetings
suffragette,
and when
menreal
won't-let
the
agitators
hold their
in peace,
she the
gets
mad. She
secures
a detective's
badge
and arrests
Paul Sergeant
Arthur,
one of the
tormentors.
She and
takesuniform
him before
the police
and the men guy the life out of her and try to flirt. Finally
Paul proposes marriage, and tells her It Is a better game and
Mabel thinks the same.
Released Friday,

THE

Oct. 25th, 1912

NOODLE

Length 450 feet.

INDUSTRY

An Interesting Industrial picture, showing the process of making
noodles. The scenes are taken In one of the largest baking plants
In the world, and located in Philadelphia. The clean atmosphere
of the factory is a very agreeable information, and will please
the millions who enjoy the American Macaroni.

Released Saturday, Oct. 26, 1912.

Length about 1,000 ft.

The Forest Ranger

Brand, a cobbler, and Julius Stern, a pawn broker,
are dear friends, and every evening enjoy a game of
chess. Stern's boy is courting Dora Brand and all goes
well until one evening the two old men fall out over
a move on the board and quarrel, and the sweethearts
are separated. Dora falls sick and the cobbler becomes
very poor. One day he sends a f iend out to pawn the
chess set. Stern recognizes the set and immediately
goes with his son to the old cobbler's relief.
Released Monday,

PICTURE

A very dramatic story picturing a forest fire with the
horrors of men surrounded. Mary, a mountain maid,
has two lovers. The rivals meet and quarrel. Jim
Black is knocked out by the favored suitor and in revenge fires the woods. He is, however, duly captured
and turned over to the law, while Bob Miller and Mary
are turned over to the parson.

Oct. 28th, 1912.

Length about 1,000 feet.

AN

IRISH GIRL'S LOVE

Kathleen, n fisher maiden, Is In love with Brian,
Much coerced, Kathleen gives a rlnp to each of the men
passed. Brian goes on a voyage, The night before the
drag's
the dead
body of lur lover from the sea. Around
that lirian
has returned.

but
and
day
his

her stepmother opposes the match in favor of Miles Rorke. a rich farmer.
promises to marry the one who shall first place It on her finger after a year has
agreed upon, there is a fearful storm. Kathleen goes down to the beach and
neck she finds the ring, and placing It on her finger, she sends word to Miles

EXTREMELY BEAUTIFUL ONE and THREE SHEET POSTERS of our PHOTO-PLAYS,
printed in FIVE COLORS, can be obtained from the A. B. C. COMPANY, CLEVELAND,
OHIO.
These handsome bills will offer a GREAT ADVANTAGE to your Theatre.

LUBIN

MANUFACTURING

Chicago: 154 West Lake St.

COMPANY,

B. Nichols, 86 Wardour St, London, W., England.

MODEL NEW STUDIOS,
aoth and Indiana Avenuea,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Berlin, 35 Friedrich Str.
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r BETTER BUSINESS — BIGGER PROFITS with

THE
EDISON
KINETOSCOPE

UNDERWRITERS' TYPE B
An Unsurpassed Moving Picture Machine From Every Point of View
"ONCE USED, ALWAYS

USED"

If you make your show better your business
will be better and your profits bigger. The
one sure way to make your show better and

keep the money "jingling in the till" is to install the Edison Kinetoscope. The moving
picture machine that projects the clear, sharp,
flickerless pictures that delight the eye and
bring the crowd back for more night after
night.
The Edison Kinetoscope is endorsed by the
Board of Fire Underwriters ; it is a simple
machine to operate and is built to stand the
steady grind. Get machine-wise — write to-day
for full particulars and a copy of the Edison
Kinetogram.

Price, with Rheostat,
24-40 amperes, Price, with 110 volt,
Transformer,
-

CURRENT
19 — "ADramatic.
Soldier's

EDISON
Duty,"

by

Chas.

21— "Kitty at Boarding School."
Comedy.
21 — "Mother Goose in a Sixteenth

Special Features
The only machine with hardened
steel shafts running in hardened bearings throughout.

Adjustable Outside Revolving Shutter, Chain Take-Up, Extra Large
House, with square condenser holder,
Double Magazine Rollers, Heavy
Brass Terminals on connecting cords,
set of Heavy Extension Legs, four of
which are 1% inches in diameter. A
very substantial stand.

110 volt,
- - $225.00
60 Cycle
- - $245.00

22 — "AtDramatic.
the Masquerade

Ball,"

H.

FILMS
Brabin.

1,000

650 feet.
Comedy.
Century Theatre."
by

M

B.

Havey.

feet.

350 feet.
1,000

feet.

23 — "At Home
in the Water,"
a swimming
demonstration,
by
G. H. Corsan, celebrated instructor.
400 feet. Descriptive.
23 — "The Boy Rangers."
600 feet.
Comedy.
25— "The Affair at Raynor's," being the fourth story of "What
Happened
to Mary,"
produced in collaboration with "The
Ladies' World."
1,000 feet. Dramatic.
26— "Young
Mrs.
Eaton,"
by R. P. Janette,
1,000
feet.
Dramatic
28 — "The Land Beyond the Sunset," by Dorothy G. Shore.
1,000
feet. Dramatic.
29 — "Burmah,
Rangoon,
India."
350 feet. Descriptive.
Comedy.
29 — "Bringing
Home
the Pup,"
by Tod
Carson.
650 feet.
30 — "Copper
Mines at Bingham,
Utah,"
400 feet. Scenic.
30 — "A
Suffragette
In Spite 600
of Himself."
by Bannister Merwin.
Produced
in England.)
feet. Comedy.

no»u
,co«POa*Tio

239 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J.
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COMEDY!!
RELEASES FOR NEXT WEEK
Cines, Saturday, Nov. 2, 1912.

A HEAD FOR A HEAD

Sunday, October 20th

"Captain

Ben's

A Revelation in PhotoplayComedy Productions

Yarn"

DRAMA!!

" Love
T

Tuesday,

An absorbing drama of the days of the French
Revolution.

October

22nd

and

Eclipse, Wednesday, Oct. 30, 1912.

A RACE FOR HONOR
Showing a girl's wild ride in a motor car for the
sake of her sweetheart.
Cines, Tuesday, Oct. 29th, 1912.

Mosques and Turkish Palaces

A

Wonderful
Combination
of
Desperate Strife and Tender
Heart-Interest

(Travelogue)

StraW

HatS

Oct. 27

(Industrial)

Venetian Lace Workers
Advance Synopses Free.

TREE

CHICAGO

Licensed by Motion Picture Patents Co.

War"
—

Nov. 3

"WEARY'S

Nob.
"CUPID

Write to

KLEIN E

166 North State St.

THE

'A Oct.
WOMAN
29

(Industrial)

GEORGE

— COMING

Florence.Ytaly

5

ON

"HIS
DRESS
REVENGE"
and

THE JOB"

IMP"
ALONE"

The Majestic Motion Picture Go,
540 West 21st Street,

New York
SUIT"
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Tired of domesticity, hubby starts a "business trip."
His. wife gets busy
her own.
She poses as a young widow.
Then hubby gets wise.

and starts one of

October 22nd
Tuesday,
RANGE"
THE
OF
SPIRIT
"THE
Taking charge of a Western Ranch, a young girl shows pluck and nerve.
Her young foreman
fights for her. She falls in love with him and he is now her partner, for life.

"AN EXPENSIVE
"SCENES
The first

SHINE" and

Of IRISH

LIFE

Split Reel

at DUBLIN" } Wednesday, October 23rd

suggests a very high polish.
A diamond finish.
It fairly flashes with action and fun.
The second takes us among the Irish peasantry round about Dublin.

TOYMAKER"
"THE
He adopts a motherless child whose father is a thief.
maker, finds his child and learns the toymaker is her protector.

"FAITHFUL

UNTO

Thursday. October 24th
Fr iday,
The scoundrel
comes to rob the ToyAshamed, he goes away and reforms.

DEATH"

A Sepoy servant sacrifices his life for his employer's family to save them from massacre during a rebellion in India.
It is a debt of gratitude and he dies a martyr.

"IN THE FURNACE

FIRE"

Jilted by a flirt, falsely accused of theft by her husband, drives a young man to despair.
sister is his champion and he marries her.

Her

NEXT WEEK, SIX A WEEK
"NONE

I

■

/•V ;

BUT

THE

BRAVE

DESERVE

THE

FAIR."— Quite true.
MONDAY, OCTOBER

"BUNNY
AT THE DERBY"?
„. _
tttttc^av
TUESDAY,
l — Two at once.
"JUST LUCK"
"POET AND PEASANT"— Romance of Normandy and Paris.
WEDNESDAY,
"ON THE LINE OF PERIL"— Civil war drama.
THURSDAY,
■>'.

28th.

nrrnnro
OCTOBER

.u
29th.

OCTOBER

30th.

OCTOBER

31st.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1st.
' "bIIt^NA'S^U^tFtUTE" " ITwo comedies.
"IN THE GARDEN FAIR."— Blooming good!
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2nd.

i

Special Three-Reel Feature "THE MILLS OF THE GODS" Released Through
the General Film Company, Monday, November 4th.
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Mountain Dew1
A Story of the Moonshine Country
The
g

revenue officer resigns his position rather than arrest the father of the
girl he loves, and becomes the center of many exciting situations.

Released Monday, Nov. 4th

One and Three Sheet Posters.

The Mystery of
Grandfather's Clock
The

The Pony Express Girl
The girl pony express rider covers the
route under conditions that make this picture
especially thrilling. (On the same reel:)

Brave Old Bill

deed to a farm is lost, and

twenty-five years later is found in the
old clock.

Bill boasts of his courage, but at the final
test he is found only human.

Released Wednesday, November 6th.

Released Friday, November 8th.

The Fraud at the
Hope Mine
Ore is stolen from the
mine until the directors,
becoming suspicious, send
out an agent to investigate.
The agent's mission is resented, and a sensational
attempt on his life is made.
Released

jyflto^.

One and Three Sheet

Saturday,

Nov.

Posters

YO\M AWEEK

gth.
Hi7^j

jfflHEE

M

H

up

J. P. Chalmers, Founder.

Published by
Telephone Call, i343-'344 Gramercy
CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY,
125 E. 23rd Street (Beach Building), NEW YORK
J. P. Chalmers, Sr., Pres. ;E. J Chalmers, Sec. and Treas.; John Wylie, Vice-Pres. and General Manager.
Tke office of the company

it the address of the officer*.

Entered at the General Post Office in New York City as Second Class Matter.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: $3.00 per year. Post free in
the United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and the
Philippine Islands. Canada, $3.50. Foreign Countries,
$4.00, Post Paid.
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helper and spokesman for the exGREAT hibitorfriend,
isthe screen in his theater. Advertising
experts in all lines are well aware of the power of
the screen, and are willing to pay for a little space on it.
The screen is likewise a weapon both of offense and defense. Just now we are passing through all kinds of
political campaigns from President down to pound-keeper
and constable. The three principal candidates for President are all friends of the motion picture, but there are
scattered all through the country candidates for smaller
offices, whose stand on moving pictures will be important
to the exhibitors in their respective sections. Some of
these candidates are friends of the motion pictures, others
are indifferent and others, again, are its enemies. Here,
then, the screen should get into action. Help the friends
of the picture all you can by advising your patrons in a
nice, diplomatic way to vote for them. It is not necessary
to get tangled up in politics in order to help these friends.
Simply proclaim on your slides the fact that Candidate
Jones or Smith has always been a friend of the motion
picture and is in favor of proper Sunday entertainments.
Let that fact speak for itself with the voters in your
theater. If a man has been really obnoxious in his opposition to exbibitors of motion pictures then refuse to
announce his candidacy to your patrons and work in some
slides cartooning enemies of the motion picture generally
without mentioning any names. The screen, like the page
of a newspaper, is more effective in denouncing than in
praising. Few candidates have been lauded into office,
but many have been kept out of it by adverse criticism.
* * *
A

THE

evils of overdone effects are deplored wherever
moving pictures are seen and enjoyed. An esteemed contemporary relates that in a fine pathetic
play recently a parrot walked across the floor. The
"effect-man" behind the screen made a noise like the
heavy tread of a truck-horse, and the effect of the scene
was of course completely spoiled, "it is true." says the
writer, "that the snowman who wishes to be up-to-date
awakened to the fact that, generally speaking, his effects
are not true, and nine times out of ten give dissatisfaction and jar upon the theme of a good plot, distracting
the audiences' attention and making one feel that you
want to shout, no matter how rudely, 'Shut up, while I
look at the pictures.' I think as matters are at present
in this line, if votes were taken by the audiences to abolish the effects-man and his appliances, the proposition
would be carried unanimously." The "effects," as
"worked" by an overzealous trap-drummer, often vulgarize and degrade the picture. Here in New York,
where vulgarity and lack of manners seem to be a distinct local characteristic, the trap-drummer and the
"effect-man" are at their worst. They develop a perfect talent for spoiling pictures. Where the piano-player
alone furnishes the accompaniment to the pictures, he or
she, too, try to imitate "effects." The piano is tortured
to produce the worst discords possible, and this always
wakens the sympathetic echo from a few vacant-minded
humans, greatly to the disgust and annoyance of the
sane part of the audience.
There are theaters in small

towns not far from New York where the management
would not tolerate such a nuisance for a minute. Music
is used to give atmosphere and to help the picture, not
to ridicule and debase it. The worst offenders are some
of the big show-houses on Broadway.
*

*

*

of
voluntary
Hamburg,
IN teachers
shown in that
releases association
at all the afilm
looks Germany,
city. The object is not censorship, but the selection
of reels of educational value. The teachers communicate
their selections to the police and the press. Not only the
motion picture journals but the daily press as well prints
the lists of commendable films sent out by the teachers'
committee. We have before us the last list published, and
it appears that out of a total of four and fifty reels specially commended by the teachers as being suitable for
children only four are of purely European origin. The
rest come either from American manufacturers or from
producers who maintain a studio or market in America
and who are consequently much influenced by American
taste and sentiment. We think this fact is quite significant. It bears out what The Moving Picture World
has often pointed out — the better morale of the Americanmade picture. Some of our esteemed European contemporaries took us to task wdien we ventured to draw attention to this fact some little time ago, but in view of the
decisions of teachers who are certainly not prejudiced in
favor of American films, it does appear as if we knew
what we were talking about. In the list of recommended
films Pathe leads, closely followed by Vitagraph and Edison, while the remainder of the "honor" films is distributed among Lubin, Cines, Selig, Rex, Solax. Eclair,
Gaumont, Itala and Biograph.
*
An analysis of the films as to subjects shows that the
teachers' committee believes in clean comedy as an essential part of a special children's program. Out of the fiftyfour reels specially recommended, twenty are purely
comic pictures, twenty-five are either scenic, industrial or
topical and the rest are pathetic or mildly dramatic, with
two or three fairy tales to complete the variety. We believe that the work of these teachers is of benefit to every
exhibitor in the city of Hamburg and to the industry generally. Would it not be well to have such a committee
of teachers in every American city? The interest of the
teachers would stimulate the interest not only of children, but of the parents, too. and the latters' attitude
toward the motion picture would surely become favorable.
If lists of these recommended films were hung up in the
classrooms and printed by the press it would be bound to
increase both the quantity and quality of the audiences in
the electric theaters. What a splendid chance for building up Saturday matinees and adding to the prestige of
the theater generally. There could scarcely be a much more
effective and inexpensive way of advertising both the
motion picture and the electric theater. In the meantime
exhibitors might take a hint from the composition of children's programs by studying the kind and the proportion
of the pictures selected by this teacher's committee.
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and How

Many?

By W. Stephen Bush

as an educonsideration of the motion picture
cative force must deal with this very important
question: "Whom and how many does the motion
whom the
picture educate?" It teaches the very people
stage cannot reach, to whom the library remains a sealed
temple and whom the church cannot interest. I have
never sought any statistics on the subject, but such personal knowledge as comes unbidden to every dweller in
a large city convinces me that a large percentage of
pupils never graduate from the public schools and that
the percentage of pupils who pass from the common
schools into higher educational institutions is exceedingly
small. A regular academic training is still the privilege
of the few. The struggle for the winning of the daily
bread is too intense. Commonly at the age of twelve to
fourteen years the regular and methodical training of the
mind has to be given up and boys and girls must enter
the pitiless school of the world with Bitter Experience
as its chief teacher.

ANY

"But knowledge to their eyes her ample page,
Richpenury
with the
spoils of
time,
did rage
ne'er unroll.
Chill
repressed
their
noble
And froze the genial current of their soul."

There are night schools, to be sure, and popular courses
of lectures and all kinds of settlement work. All these
things, however, impose a greater or lesser burden on
the brains, and through the brain, of course, upon the
whole body. A boy or girl, a man or woman, who has
gone through a severe grind of eight or more hours of
work, feels little inclination to attend night schools or
lecture courses. Even the visit to the library or the reading of a book entails mental work which, coming at the
end of a laborious day, would depress rather than stimulate.
The vast armies of boys and girls, of men and women,
trooping home after the day's toil is done crave relief
and relaxation. They are tired and cannot bear any further strain on mind or body. To such we know the
motion picture is school and church and theater and library all in one. The moment they enter the electric
theater "knowledge's ample page, rich with the spoils of
time," is again unfolded before them, now speaking to
them in pictures that move along the screen. The picture imposes no burden and bestows its delights and
benefits freely and without conditions. Not alone scenes
from distant lands and glimpses of the past broaden and
enrich the millions of minds, but any picture which addresses itself to the normal human heart and the average
full-grown human intelligence carries a pleasing and instructive message to our vast audiences. Shut up in mill
or factory or office during the day, with little or no
chance to give the mind its play and pleasure, the great
masses of the people look to the motion picture theater
for recreation. Note the word "Recreation." It means
a rebuilding of the forces of the mind and body. If, in
this process of rebuilding, new images and ideas flow
into the mind, we may truly speak of a triumph of the
motion picture as an educator of the people.
To sum up, the motion picture teaches the great masses
of the people, who are most in need of harmless diversion
and entertainment. The picture is a topic of interest and
discussion in millions of homes. It arouses curiosity
about a thousand things, and makes people think. It is
in the motion picture theatre that many who had besrun
to lose interest in the finer things of life pluck up courage

to go to the library or ask questions of an educated
friend or neighbor. The pictures not only teach but they
arouse a desire for knowledge and develop an apprecia- 321
tion of what is beautiful and good. It is a common
experience of librarians, within the personal knowledge
of the writer, that whenever a great historic or classic
feature film is shown, new and strange faces are seen in
the libraries and inquiries are made for books on the subject of the film.
The most important educational function of the motion
picture is its strengthening of the imagination. Therein
lies the foundation not only 01 ^.. mental but of all moral
progress as well. It is safe to say mat one picture out
of three has the effect of strengthening the imagination.
Now, the healthier and stronger your imagination the
greater will be your understanding of life and your sympathy with mankind. Ignorance, stupidity, prejudice,
narrow-mindedness, are almost invariably the result of
a feeble or deadened imagination. When Macbeth does
not know whether the figure looming up before him at
the banquet is a real man or merely an apparition, he seeks
to assure himself by looking at Banquo's eyes. Then he
feels sure that he sees but a phantom: "for there is no
speculation in those eyes." Speculation here is but a
fine poetic variant of the word "imagination." The
motion picture keeps alive this "speculation." The process is exactly the same in every human mind. If we are
able to imagine well, if this precious faculty is kept on
edge, we naturally strengthen our powers to realize. In
his "History of European Morals," W. E. H. Lecky says
that the power of realization forms "the chief tie between
our moral and intellectual natures."
Let us see how this philosophy would work out in a
practical, concrete case. Take two communities equal in
every respect except that the one has a good electric
theater and the other has not. The members of the one
community have seen cinematographic productions for
years, while to the other the motion picture is wholly unknown. Xow a great social problem or some project
for the common good is put before the members of each
community. Who can doubt that the community whose,
intelligence and sympathy have been quickened and highly
developed through steady attendance at the exhibition of
good motion pictures will be better prepared to deal with
problem or project than the community which has entirely missed these wholesome aids and influences?
Thus when we speak of the "educational influence" of
the motion picture we want it understood that this influence reaches every man, woman and child who sees
the pictures. It is not an obscure or occult influence, but
it acts directly and with lasting effect. So great and profound isour faith and confidence in this educational influence that we would very much like to take all the
enemies of the motion picture through a selected course
of films. Then we think only those unhappy specimens
who struggle willfully against the light would remain to
scold and scoff.
KALEM
COMPANY
AGAIN
IN JACKSONVILLE.
Mr. Kenean Buell and his company of Kalem players
reached Jacksonville, Florida, on the 3rd, and are again
located at the Dense Mansion, their former home. The
members arriving with Mr. Buell are: Margaret Coutount,
Mrs. Coutount. Anna Nielsen, Miriam Cooper, Hal Clements,
Guy Coombs, Henry Hallam. Strome Boyd, Jr.. Jesse Falano.
Sam
Stilhvell, Lynn Dowling, and Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Bradbury.
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by James

MOVING

(Essanay)
S. McQuade.

ADMIRERS of Essanay picture are assured of a strong,
heart stirring drama m "Sunshine," a regular release
that will be given its first public presentation on October 25th. It has been produced by one of the Eastern companies, under the direction of T. VV. \\ harton, and the scenes
have been excellently staged and finely photographed.
THE
PRINCIPALS OF THE
CAST:
Joe Roberts
Harry
Mainhall
"Sunshine," sister of Joe ....Mis-, Ruth Stonehouse
Father O'Brien
Harry Cashman
This film requires a succession of dissolving pictures, which
run concurrently with those of the main story for several
hundred feet, the dissolving scenes showing the characters
and the environment on as large a scale as they appear in
the scenes of the main story. There is absolutely no confusion, although the tw -' nf scenes are running side by
side, one to the right a:.-- ihe other to the left of the curtain.
i understand that the Bell-Howell camera has been used for
these dissolving views.
Harry Mainhall, who just won prominence with the Essanay
forces in the role of Jack Tenney, in "The Vroice of Conscience," makes another hit in the part of Joe Roberts. The
scene in which Joe makes confession to the good priest, of
his reason for committing homicide, is a most convincing
illustration of the power of the photoplay to reveal clearly
a complex story to the spectator. Mr. Mainhall's face serves
as a mirror to convey his varying emotions and, in connection with his gestures, almost enables one to follow the
confession without the aid of the dissolving views.
Father O'Brien, as enacted by Harry
Cashman, is a fine
characterization.
It possesses
venerable
dignity,
saintly
charity and affecting sympathy.
The sketch of "Sunshine,"
the erring sister, is well outlined by Miss Stonehouse.
THE STORY.
Joe Roberts and his tiny sister, Carrie, are cared for by
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a devoted mother, who was widowed early in her happy
married life. Joe centered his affection on Carrie before she
was able to leave her mother's knee. Her first smile of
gnition affected him so pleasantly that lie told his mother
it was like sunshine, 50 "Sunshine," thereafter, wa- her name.
"Sunshine" had not reached her teens when
-he and
were left orphans.
Before her death, the mother called joe
to her bedside and requested him to care for his sister. Joe
promised, though
there wa- little need for that, as his life
was bound
up in her welfare.
Jn his own words, as given in the subtitle-, he proved how
stanchly he kept his vow:
"As the years passed, gee, 1.
worked tor her.
She USter come to meet me every day, and
how all the boy- envied
me!
One day she didn't come to
meet me, and I went home alone, but couldn't find her."
On that eventful day, alter searching every nook in their
humble home, thinking she might be playing a joke to tease
hint, he discovered a note on the table, in her handwriting,
which read: "Brother dear, 1 am going to be married, and
have diamonds and wear fine clothes."
A- we watch Joe, after reading that note, we feel that the
blood freezes in his veins for a time. During these awful
minutes, we understand that he fears the worst, and that his
innocent, unsuspecting sister has fallen victim to the wiles
of some heartless lecherous scoundrel. "Something seemed
to snap inside, after I found the note," Joe said in confession
to his good friend, the priest.
Then weary, despairing months were spent in searching
for her, without avail. He lost his reason during these darK
days, but still he continued the search, believing that his love
would lie rewarded in the end. His friends and neighbors
called him "Crazy Joe," when they referred to him.
One evening, while crossing a bridge in the city, he spied
a woman, feeble and poorly clad, trying to climb the parapet,
so that she might throw herself into the river. Rushing up,
he arrived just in time to prevent the suicidal act. To his
horror, and yet delight, he discovered in the forlorn creature
his own sister, "Sunshine." "I took her home, but she didn't
smile no more," he tells the priest in his pathetic narrative.
Weary
of soul and weak
in body, "Sunshine"
longingly

Scene from "Sunshine," by the Essanay Company.

I HE
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waits for death,
foe's deep anguish and unfaltering devotion make hei feeble life still more intolerable.
All his coaxtender questioning fail to make her reveal the name
trayer,
But chance brings the secret, so persistently
kept hidden from him.
He finds the photogiaph ol a young
man at her feet, one day, when she had fallen into a faint,
from weakness.
When she regains consciousness, he shows
her the photograph, and knows from the fear in her eyes —
tear for his own life and future- that he holds the key to
s'coverj ol the man who had wrought her ruin.
And now the fierce search for her betrayer is begun,
One
da\ he discovers him.
With the smile on his tare ol a man
who has found his heart's desire, Joe follow- the stranger
to his home.
Stealthily
he follow- him through the door,
when
he emerges, after a time, the smile has given
place to a look of placid content and satisfaction.
\ police
officer and another man chance to -land near the entrance.
ipproaches them, and, displaying a bloodstained knife,
tells them what he has done.
They look on him unbelief
ingly, but the man in plain clothes enters the building and
• i return-, confirming the truth ol Joe'« statement.
The confession finishes here, but the end of Joe is known,
when it i- revealed that this confession was made the day
before his execution for murder.
Poor Joe, and still poorer
"Sunshine"!

''The Ship With the Lions" (Ambrosio)

By G. F. Blaisdell.
IT seems to be an accepted fact among film men that lions
are the rage — and the more the lions, and the more in
turn they rage, the better they are liked. Among the
many lion pictures which the public lias recentlv been privileged to see, probably none has had more thrilling situation- than are contained in this latest production of the
Ambrosio. Adding to the effectiveness of the film is the
superb photography. Good photography these days is a
common thing. Poor photography is the unusual thing. So
when we see picture- that strike us forcibly, pictures that
strike us in such unquestioned manner as to make us sit up
in our chairs, we know we have something out of the ordinary. In "The Ship with the Lions" there are many good
scenes — and great discretion has been used in tne tinting
of them. There is one picture that, particularly stands out.
Thi- is when the man at the masthead sights San Bias Bay.
The sailor, with flag in hand, is shown
It is a night scene.
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to be somewhat playful.
On<
paw and la-ten- a claw into the skirt
pulled
in time, but not before t
has
tornawaj
the ju-t
garment.
Alter the golddust is shipped at St
stored, Johnson m
h to him
do not look like bad.
lie think- thc\
gold.
Hi- manner
plainly indicates
that he will m
the matter further.
As Jeanette
i- feeding
the lions m the bold, the ( aptam
speaks to her.
He i- very much interested in the lion tamer,
and m (very way possible trie- to win lu-r attention.
He
gives her a dower.
The act i- observed by John
at the first opportunity
remonstrates
with J<
I he
lion tamer i- a eb\er woman.
She laugh- at the impresario,
and the lion man 1- in love With Jeanette more than ■
["here is an interesting picture enacted on the deck of the
ship. It is bright moonlight, Jeamtte i- lying by the side of
the vessel propped up on cushions. The captain is bending
over her and very evidently making love to her
The two
leave the romantic
Sppt and retire to a cabin.
The captain
pour- out two glasses of wine, which they drink.
Johnson
peer- through the window and see- the lover-. A nscene show- the face of Jeanette through the bar- against
the window. Johnson retires in rage and goes to the hold.
Il< take- a gimlet and bore- into one of the casks. As the
yellow metal flows into hi- hand he is confirmed in his previous opinion that it is nothing other than gold.
Johnson goes on deck. The crew is grouped about tin
ward part of the ship, at rest after the work of the day. They
are drinking their grog, The impresario goes among them.
"Mates." he says, "on board tin- ship i- a b>i of gold. Let
us get rid of the captain, and each of you can roll in gold."
The men pay close attention to what Johnson has to tell them,
and evidently fall in with his plan-. The captain leave- the
cabin. He scents trouble and goes straight to the men on
deck. There is a short colloquy, but the captain is sat
that the crew is bent on serious mi-chief..
Captain Stormfield retire-, and taking Jeanette with him
goes below, fastening down the hatches behind him. He
opens one of the portholes and draws alongside one of the
ship's small boats. Then he throw- his lighted lantern in
among a mass of inflammable stuff. Jeanette opens the lion
cage. The beasts come tumbling out. The captain and the
lion tamer retreat to the porthole and lower themselves into
the small boat.
On deck the crew discover the smoke, and immediately
open the hatch in order to get into the hold to extinguish the
blaze. As the cover is removed the lions bound to the deck.
The crew in terror jump into the rigging. The lions roam
about the deck. The captain and Jeanette in their boat watch
from a distance the burning vessel. The sea is calm, and the
rays of the moon are reflecting in the water. The closing scene
is of the crew, but a few moments before bent on the destruction of the captain, suffocating in the rigging.
CONCRETE

PICTURE

THEATER

AT

OSWEGO,

N. Y.

X. A. Tifft. of Oswego, X. Y.. is building in that city a
concrete picture theater with a seating capacity of 400. It
will have the requisite number of exits and the appointments
will be in order. Power- Xo. 6 machine will be installed
and the indirect lighting system is to be used.

Scene from "The Ship with the Lions" (Ambrosio).
in the masthead signaling the shore. It is close camera work,
and the man and the mast are most effectively silhouetted
against the sky. Also it is a thrilling scene where Jeanette.
in love with the captain of the ship, and determined to cast
in her lot with him, goes to the cage of lions and throws
up the bars, releasing the six lions into the hold.
The story
openstamer.
with Johnson,
Jeanette
as lion
The lionsthe
are"impresario.''
to be shippedengaging
on the
Audacious, a three-masted brig. Captain Stormfield is in
command. The lions are re-trained in great cages, which
are lowered into the hold of the ship. The captain receives
instructions that at San Bias Bay he will receive on board
tour barrels of golddust. but the crew is to he told that
the barrels contain lead.
In the hold the lions are inclined

HARRY
REIFF'S
LYRIC
THEATER.
Big Little Spot at Mt. Washington, Pittsburgh,
Reiff on the Right.

Pa.

Mr.
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"From the Manger to the Cross" (Kaiem)
By \V. Stephen Bush.
THE

titles of this production to be classed as the greatest
achievement in cinematography are many, but chief
among them is the realism of it all. It is not a Passion
J'lay; it is the very story of the Passion and of many incidents
recorded by the evangelists. It is indeed a cinematographic
gospel. Because of this sublime work it will be easier than it
was before to "go forth and teach all nations."
There are only two standards of comparison which I can
find: The Passion Play of Oberammergau and the Pathes'
Life of Christ. The Passion Play in the Bavarian mountains
lasts an entire summer's day, it has behind it the pious endeavors
■of more than seven generations and it has had the benefit of
expert biblical study in even the minutest points. Its dramatic
machinery is complete in every detail. The work of its actors
is world-famous for its sincerity and its compelling power. In
spite of this, if I had to choose between the loss of these films
and the abolition of the Passion Play I would with little hesitation decide in favor of the films.
The Oberammergau Play is in the main nothing more than
a dramatic recital, while the films reverently avoid any distinctly
dramatic display; the Oberammergau exhibition seeks to portray
events which happened in places thousands of miles away from
Bavaria and which occurred in an environment, which no skill
or art of man could re-create, while the films bring before our
eyes not only the events and characters of the sacred records,
but show them to us in the very places where they occurred.
The reels show us the real Lake of Tiberias and the very type
of nets in which Peter and the other fishermen of Galilee pursued
their ancient calling; they show us the very road on which
Joseph, Mary and the boy Jesus returned out of Egypt into
their own beloved Nazareth; they show us some glimpses at
least of the glorious temple of Solomon, as reconstructed by
archeologists ; they make the tragedy of the crucifixion stand
out in plain but rigidly historic relief, using as far as this is
humanly possible, the very ground on which it was enacted ;
they follow in the journey to Golgotha, the Way of Sorrows
(Via Dolorosa), trodden by Christian pilgrims even to this day
in honor of a very old and authentic tradition; they show us as it
existed nineteen centuries ago the barren and desolate regions
about the Dead Sea, where The Voice in the Wilderness was
heard ; we see the real Bethany, parts of the ancient road that
led north out of Jerusalem in the direction of Galilee and
along which Mary and Joseph had been travelling, when they
became alarmed about the absence of their child ; we are led to
the very spot where the shepherds tended their flocks and
where the first glad tidings were heard.
It would far exceed the limits of this article to enumerate
more instances. I can only pause to commend the fine
reverent spirit of the master hand which directed this production. In this respect the producers have consciously or
unconsciously followed the Oberammergau school. A chaste
decorum characterizes every scene. Treading on ground
which was full of pitfalls they have not made one single
misstep. The treatment of the "Childhood of Jesus" is typical of this rare judgment and perfect discrimination. The
records of the childhood of Christ, as they are now accepted
by the Christian churches, are very meagre. There are, however, a number of apocryphal or pseudo-gospel, which attempt to elaborate the plain and concise details of the authentic writers. In the miracle plays of the past some of
the crude and improbable stories of Christ's childhood were
often portrayed. The films show four exquisite scenes, one
taken from the recorded events and the others either taken
from old traditions or constructed out of the probabilities
of the known events. The scenes in and about the home at
Nazareth are beautifully conceived and full of a sweet and
pathetic naturalness. In taking into the films an ancient
Christian belief, thai Joseph. Mary and the Divine Child were
during part of their sojourn in Egypt near Babylon, the producers have added a charming a;id instructive scene, which
will be new and most interesting to many audience In selecting the actors and the costumes the producers
have followed the best Christian traditions, as they have in
the course of the centuries become embodied in a thousand
paintings and statues. To conclude the comparison with the
rathe production it must be said that while there is more of
a dramatic sequence in the Pathe pictures, the Kalem reels
have the infinite advantage of giving us the real scenes and
the real people of the east
The exhibition in Wanamaker's Auditorium was attended by
many clergymen. This expression was frequently heard at the
end of the performance: "We hope they won't put this in the
picture houses." With all due respect to these ladies and gentlemen we hope it will be put in every motion picture theater in
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this and every other country of the world. What story is
fitter for human eyes to sec than the story of Jesus of Nazareth?
To whom did He address Himself more often than to the plain
people? To whom did He preach on the shores of Gennesaret?
Very much to the same people, who gather nightly by the millions in the motion picture theaters. His religion was for all
the people at all times. Where is the missionary spirit of our
Christian ministers and priests and churches? These men are
indeed hard to please. When the motion picture gave stories
of life, not failing to show the seamy side, these good people
denounced it for being sensational and corrupting and what
not. Now when the noble art of cinematography has produced
its greatest triumph and has put itself to the loftiest possible
use, there are ministers and pious ladies who raise their hands
in horror at the thought of such "glorious pictures being shown
in common
pictureshould
houses."
To someforit money.
seemed Is
"shocking"
that
these pictures
be exhibited
this any
more shocking than the payment of money to ministers for their
services? An extreme willingness to take money for good
and pious purposes has always struck me as a characteristic of
most churches. If there are any benevolent and wealthy persons
who cannot bear the thought of seeing people pay for witnessing
these reels I suppose there is nothing to hinder them to rent a
set and exhibit it free of charge. If their religious convictions
take shape in that manner they are entitled to respect, otherwise
their ideas are purely ornamental.
When five years ago the Pathes brought out their Passion
Play conditions in the industry were chaotic and the personnel of the exhibitors was by no means imposing. In spite of
this the Passion Play was treated with the utmost reverence
everywhere and I cannot recollect any instance where the religious sensibilities of the audiences were outraged or offended.
Conditions have vastly improved since that time and the personnel of the American exhibitor to-day compares favorably with
that of men in any walk of either commercial or professional
life. It may be assumed for a certainty that exhibitors will rise
to the occasion and give these wonderful reels a worthy and
appropriate setting. A musical program has been compiled
which has some merit. It is, however, by no means the last
word in musical accompaniment A little Gregorian chant and
music interspersed with classic music of a religious tinge would
seem to be at least as fully effective as the singing of a number
of hymns. The works of Gounod, Haendel and Bach will be
found full of good popular suitable music. The pictures tell
their own story and a lecture is scarcely needed. All the
quotations from Holy Writ that are used in connection with the
titles on the screen have been selected with great judgment and
sufficiently elucidate every single scene.
The character of the subject will evoke reverence in every
human
reverence.mind. The work of the producers will increase this

EXHIBITION AT WANAMAKER'S
AUDITORIUM.
By special arrangement with Mr. John Wanamaker, a
private exhibition of the Kalem production, "From the
Manger to the Cross," was given in the Auditorium of the
Wanamaker Stores, New York, on Monday afternoon,
October 14th. The exhibition was arranged especially for
the clergy of New York and vicinity, and the big hall was
fairly filled with ministers and their friends. The members
of the Kalem players who took part in the making of the
picture and who returned from their long tour abroad the
preceding Saturday, were also present to see the effect of
their labors for the first time.
There had been considerable preparation by the Kalem
Company, in order to give the production a proper presentation before so distinguished an audience. The Schubert
Quartette was engaged and. with Mr. Alexander Russell, organist at the Auditorium, held several rehearsals of vocal
and instrumental selections of appropriate character. The
Schuberl Quartette is composed of these accomplished vocalists: George Warren Reardon. barytone; Forrest Robert
Lamont, tenor; Mildred Graham Reardon, soprano; Marie
Bosse Morrisev. contralto.
A brief word of introduction and explanation was spoken
by the Rev. \Y II. Jackson, and the presentation of the picture commenced accompanied bv an organ selection, continuing without interruption. Suitable vocal and instrumental music was rendered as the various parts and scenes
were unfolded, producing a most profound effect upon the
audience. Before the second part had been shown there was
scarcely a dry eye to be found in the assemblage. Intense
interest was manifest throughout the entire production and
many were the expressions of praise at the close of the exhibition.
The Kalem Company are to be congratulated upon so successful a presentation of so remarkable a production.

THE
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Officer" (Edison).

Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.

REMARKABLE
progress has characterized the Edison releases this year — this fact is a matter of general comment
among those who view hundreds of pictures from a
critical standpoint — and in fascinating evidence are the scenes
of beauty and grand ensembles of photodramas like "The NonCommissioned Officer." The interiors are all charming and in
some of them the harmonious arrangement and grouping of
characters displays a knowledge of composition so fiiu' that it
appears to be intuitive. The agreeable presentation of a subject is much slighted by producers, and is so important to the
success of moving pictures that it is editorially urged in this
issue.
"Picture sense" is badly needed in most photodramas. What
is placed on the screen before our eyes night after night is often
so lacking in balance and placing of the various parts that it
jars the audience instead of producing the agreeable effect we
all enjoy in nature or art. Sensation explains sentiment. The
more beautiful an object, or the more harmonious the arrangement of detail in a picture, the more enjoyment is felt by those
watching it.
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to better things when Lieutenant de Berg appears ami
the relation, i»<- Berg is openlj a gentleman, outranking < )aklc>
in service and socially, but he is democratic enough to tight
in the open, man t>> man.
In the rivalry that follows, de Berg waivei all questions of
rank and challenges Oakley to a duel, tin- survivor t" continue
his suit without interruption Oaklej accepts tin types ire
tine looking fellows— and chances upon
ins old friend B
at a gay cafe. Black consent! t.. ad ta hi
ad, and a duel
with pistols follows.
Every possible precaution has been taken to preserve secrecy
because Oakley's act would be construed as a crime under the
French military code. In spite of this, two soldiers chance upon
the scene of the duel and sec Lieutenant de Berg fall badly
wounded at the hands ol i non commissioned officer. Oakley
is arrested and cast into prison.
A court martial follows, a scene less brilliant than those of
the ball-room and the cafe, but as admirably composed. The
balance in these scenes is so perfect that it would make a
much inferior release worth seeing. The court martial is conducted by the Colonel, but neither he nor the other officers can
extract information from the chivalrous contestants.
A recommendation is made by the court of officers that Oakley
be sentenced to five years of imprisonment for his breach of
discipline in fighting a duel with a superior officer. Oakley's
situation is a perilous one until a powerful combination of elements is made to preserve him from lasting disgrace. His friend
Black comes upon an English attorney who is searching for
Oakley with a notification that he is heir to a very large estate.
Pressure is brought to bear upon the gallant old Colonel by
his daughter in behalf of the man she loves, and Lieutenant de
Berg contributes heavily to the result by a written statement
to the effect that he alone was responsible for the duel. He
testifies in writing, over his own signature, that the affair was
brought about at his own instigation, though he is aware that
this confession will lose him the girl he loves.

Scene from "The Non-Commissioned

Officer" (Edison).

The ball-room scene is masterly, and, throughout the drama,
the eye feasts on a succession of delights that address themselves
to the soul through the eye. I cannot too highly praise such
careful and delicately adjusted work, because it marks the
dawn of an art that exceeds the drama in its limitless variety
of charm.
The story of this release is one of manly chivalry. The men
opposed in the clash it presents both exhibit high courage,
dignity of soul and the generosity which forms a part of great
hearts. The characterization is that of men we love to meet
and call friends, those who are incapable of doing what is low
and mean. Oakley, an English guardsman, and Lieutenant de
Berg of the French army are real men.
CAST OF CHARACTERS.
Oakley
Walter Edwin
Black, his friend
Charles Ogle
Colonel de Bellechasse
Robert Brower
The Colonel's Daughter
Gertrude McCoy
Lieutenant de Berg
Augustus Phillips
Members of the Regiment, Guests at the Military Ball, etc.
The photodrama opens in the cardroom of a London club.
Oakley is engaged in a game and finds that one of the players
is creating. He leaves the table indignantly, not deigning to
give his reasons, but is followed by the cheat, in a deep scene,
up a staircase, and a swift struggle ensues, with a tragic result.
Oakley is advised by his friend Black to leave England at once.
We next see him serving as a non-commissioned officer in the
French army. He is in company with his Colonel when the
latter is attacked by a gang of ruffians and pitches in with
such
life. vigor that he scatters them, saving his superior officer's

The Colonel is a fine old fellow with a pretty daughter and
few French prejudices. Oakley is rewarded by being made the
private secretary of Colonel Bellechasse with a result to be
expected— he falls in love with the daughter. Notwithstanding
the fact that he is compelled to keep his antecedents and "past"
a secret, he makes swift progress as a lover and is on his way

Scene from "The Non-Commissioned

Officer" (Edison).

Very largely on account of the nobility of Lieutenant de Berg
Oakley is released from imprisonment and given a free field of
action by his magnanimous rival, de Berg causing himself to
be transferred to another post.
The been
simpleovercome.
story ends The
happily
afterofthetheoldstory
Colonel's
prejudices
have
telling
is what
counts
heavily from beginning to end. The military costumes are not
only brilliant but are accurate down to the most minute details :
the fortress shown is a fortress, and the exteriors of military
life are as near perfect as any I have ever seen in this character
of picture. All the pains and care shown in selecting types and
scenes contribute to make this photodrama a distinct advance
over many others of its kind from an artistic point of view. It
is very encouraging to see such splendid work done, as it promises
much for an art that is becoming one of the most popular on
earth.
A PHILADELPHIA

WEEKLY.

The Avesta Film Company makes an announcement of interest to Philadelphia and Eastern Pennsylvania exhibitors.
Beginning October 23, it will release every Wednesday the
Philadelphia Weekly, which is designed to show on the
screen all events of topical interest to Eastern Pennsylvanians. J. E. Moyer. well known to Pennsylvania exhibitors, is giving the bookings his personal attention,
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THIRD of the fall season has passed and a scanning
of the photoplay field finds everybody happy. Weather
conditions have been very favorable to the picture
houses in spite of occasional heavy rainfalls. The tinge of
chilliness has worked to their interests and the majority of
the box-ot'iicc reports have been very gratifying. Some of
the rainy nights have also worked likewise, I learned from
personal observation, especially where the promenading was
quite heavy and the change of weather sudden. Many nickels and dimes went over the little board in front of the boxoffice window from the hands of those who sought entertainment while waiting for the rain to stop, rather than seek
shelter in vestibules, hallways, cafes or restaurants. This
shows one big advantage the photoplay houses have over
the regular theaters. Unless the attraction is a strong one
and the advance sale is big, the latter houses have little or
no chance against wet weather. I was in the neighborhood
of Fox's photoplay house on Upper Broadway one evening
when rain suddenly fell and the rush for shelter soon put
standing room at a premium. In former days there was a
crowding under awnings, or into vestibules until a surface car
would come along, or a rush down convenient subway steps,
or up the steps of elevated roads; but now the picture houses
afford a shelter that is far more comfortable with an entertainment thrown in; and all at practically the same cost as
a car-ride in former days. * * *
A

Here is. a suggestion that every well-equipped picture
house should follow: Why not have a parcel and umbrella
rental place in each house, especially in shopping districts.
and in speaking of such districts those embracing the department stores are not alone thought. In the residential districts the conveniences suggested would attract many patrons and make visits more comfortable for other patrons
unfortunate enough to get seats alongside of bundle carriers.
This recalls a complaint I heard recently about managers
allowing wet umbrellas and raincoats to be carried into the
seats.

* *

*

In many places these suggestions may be frowned upon
because they will involve a checking and deposit system, but
it must be remembered that the photoplay house of to-day
is the temple of family amusement, and every convenience
that will add to the comfort of the patrons and create in
them a desire to repeat their visits must be provided. The
managers who inaugurated the baby-carriage checking system set the pace and it is surprising that so many of them
did not go further and provide conveniences for those who
have no baby carriages to push.

* *

*

manager to
whomthisthe
suggestions
made the
said,next
"I
am A wondering
where
thing
will end. were
I suppose
call will be for a lunch counter. All the available space we
have now is taken up by the requirements of the building,
fire, health and, the Lord knows how many other departments, and it takes room for storing umbrellas, coats and
packages." This is quite true, but it does not diminish the
value of the suggestions from a business point of view. There
is a good revenue to be had from people who would cheerfully pay the price of admission to have the use of a package
room, or secure the temporary use of an umbrella, not speaking of the advantage gained by the management in drawing
to the place the attention of people who might otherwise
not have visited it. The lunch counter idea is perhaps a
lit tie far-fetched, but on cold, wintry nights it might be just
as convenient to have the ushers distribute, at a nominal
price, cups of hot coffee or tea as ice water is served in the
good old summertime.
* * *
The cheaper stock company campaign to draw from the
photoplay houses is in full blast, but the latter have not as
yet sent out any C.Q.D. appeals. Most of the stock houses
are running photoplays between the acts, although they do
not advertise them.

* *

*

The higher-priced theaters along the White Way are hangdistress,
but along
studiously
admitting
that ingtheout signals
several ofpicture
houses
their avoid'
line have
hurt
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them. They attach the blame to the building through keen
rivalry of an unnecessary number of theaters. A well-known
theatrical critic says that the prospects for the future have
caused many managers sleepless nights and already there are
symptoms that the box-uiiice receipts are not sufficient to
make the theaters profitable. Meanwhile no complaint is
heard from the old line houses that have gone over to the
pictures, nor do the critics make mention of the drift of
affairs that are taking the Frohmans, Shuberts and others
into the photoplay field; all of which would seem to indicate
that the mute drama
and comedy productions
fit in as a
factor somewhere.
* * *
I have been following up the photoplay production of
"Queen Elizabeth" (Sarah Bernhardt in the title role) in
this city and vicinity and the results justify the conclusion
that it is a matter of a short time when productions on a
similar scale will be in the Broadway houses for runs. The
pictures have done big business on the Loew circuit. Standing room the rule, and not *the* exception.
*
As I understand it, the Frohman idea on entering the picture field is to have entire reproductions in motion pictures
made of their successful plays and produce the pictures
throughout the country. To many minds such an undertaking would be a mistake, on the supposition that the reproduction would kill the original. An old-time manager takes
a different view. He thinks photo productions will be an
incentive to the public to see the play itself and hear the
lines. "People will go to see a dramatization of a book they
have read, or vice versa. The photoplay will be a self-paying
advertisement created without the cost attending the engagement of a specal posing company, or the maintenance
of studios. Of course, there is a big problem involved, and
a costly one — the artificial illumination of a theater to get
not plays in their entirety become failures through
the"Would
pictures."
"Of course. Eliminations will be made. What I mean by
monotony?"
entire production is completely covering all action and not
eliminating parts for the sake of restricting the reproduction
to a given number of reels. The proposition is the same that
has been adopted by many of the present photoplay producers. Iwell remember when I closed my vaudeville bill
with a one-reel production of stories and plays that are now
being produced as two and three-reel subjects. The old productions were curtailed for economical reasons and not because the subjects did not afford material for greater length.
The demand for lengthy photoplays is increasing in this
country as it has already increased in foreign countries and
when such productions become more common than they are
now the complexion of the film manufacturing field will
change completely. It will be a case of the 'survival of the
fittest' both as to the manufacturer and exhibitor, and also
to the exhibitor. Those who have the big money to invest
will be in the lead. Big productions take a lot of money,
and there is a lot of it waiting for the arrangement of plans
for the handling of big things."
* * *
He Found It.
A manufacturer furnishes the following as an exact copy
of a letter he received from an Italian motion picture house
"Dear in Fren:
manager
a New Jersey town:
"i get the picher machine witch i by from you alrite
but why you doan send me no handel. Wats the use
the machine wen she doan have no handel? i loose
to me my custmers sure ting you doan treet me rite,
is my money not so good to you as the otha fella?
i wate 10 days and my custmer he holler and the
wind he no work the machine, you doan send me the
handel pretty queek i sen her back and i order otha
fella. Goodby.
vour fren
"DOMIXICK SYLYF.STURA.
"Since I rite I find the
handel in the box.
excuse me."
INTERNATIONAL
CINEMATOGRAPH
EXHIBITION
IN LONDON.
A Cinematograph Exhibition will be held at Olympia, London, in March, 1913. Among those actively interested in this
exhibition, and assisting in its arrangements, are representatives of the British War Office, the Canadian Government and the Queensland Government, the head master of
Westminster, and the head master of Eton. It is the intention oi the promotors to make the exhibition international in
its scope, and manufacturers of every sort of apparatus connected with cinematograph throughout the world will be
invited to exhibit their products.
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"How Mr.
Bullington Ran the House"
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
THIS is one of the most delightful, if not the most, of
Vitagraph comedies, and a work of art, besides, in
character revelation. With Florence Turner, Flora
Finch, Lillian Walker ami Rati Price grouped around a
jolly newcomer by the name oi Hughie Mack — he will be
very much of a comer if he does not get the balloon head —
almost any kind of shaking \i i« oi the dice box is liable to
bring a throw of live sixes, and the tight box into which
Mr. Bullington undisguised Mr. Mack -gets himself, oiur^
an abundance of humorous opportunity
without horseplay.
Mr. Bullington i> burdened with flesh and a weeping wife.
Hi is the adipose head of a small family consisting principally
of himself. Though he has an emotional wife, with headaches, tears and nerves, so have other men — that is a mere
matter of form. Bullington has something more important
than a wife in these strenuous days — he has an appetite—
and when it comes to pass that the principal things he comes
home to yet air not cooked and served to meet his inner craving- lu- rises from the table and demands a new deck of cards.
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"There's

littl<

i him do all the talkn
" Hut the time to gel the i
when
he trii
k."
Bullington's mi
tween In- egotism and i
with Florence watching closelj and respon
rcai hes the heights of farce c
no violent action, no Straining lor effect, but 1 am sure the
result will go oyer and reach the \
ing picture audiences.
It is pure humor.
Thi
kind
of photocomedy the little theaters need, indulgii
adth
of drollery
through
refinement
oi characterization,
going
deep into human nature as we recognize it and brii
tlie surface
its amusing
phases.
Pure
humor
pl<
es and offends o<
Lillie Walker as the new cook is decidedly funny when
-he
is serious.
Nearly
all pretty girl-, in mo
perpetual
smilers.
They
can not divest themselvi
winning
expression
they have
practiced
before
the
.
for other — and let us hope higher — purposes than augmenting
the enormous
salaries they arc supposed
to receive.
Lillie
has a laugh that is all her own, but she does not use it at
all.
She does not have to. She blows up the kitchen
and
appears in the dining room the very last word
in frights,
her frozen fad- a- streaked
as a six-months-old film.
It is said that women never have any sense of personal
guilt, and, on this account, are unable to reason logically.
I do not know that such is the ca^c, but the "it-was-not-myfault" expression on the face- of the trembling wife and the
stolid servant when they accompany the angrv Bullin;
to hi.-, wrecked kitchen strongly tends to confirm the imj
sion. 'i'he whole piece h replete with unvoiced truth about
common human weakness, and right there lies its subtle
merit. As the raw critics say in their first disquisitions,
"it is true to life."
After Lillian what? When she is sent on her way, Bullington and his wife are in desperate -traits. They try living
on Uneeda biscuits and a bottle of milk, but these are prop-

Scene from "How

Mr. Bullington
(Vitagraph).

Ran the House"

Florence Turner as Mrs. Bullington enacts the clinging
vine, the frail creature of alternating tears ami smiles, who
leans heavily on sex privilege and her authorized provider
during a wedded career largely characterized by genteel inefficiency and delicate evasion of responsibility. Her wifely
duties are summed up in deluging her husband's coat sleeve
with salt water from the unfailing fonts of her lachrymal
glands, or in making a ghastly effort to laugh at his funny
stories. The mobile face of the charming young actress,
changing quickly in response to her varied emotions, is a
veritable study in this new opportunity, and I could not help
thinking, as I watched her, that a series of domestic comedies
like this one would admirably suit her accomplishments and
spice the Vitagraph program with a decidedly snappy flavor.
She is sent down to the kitchen to discharge the cook, to
discharge Kate Price. Think of it! All the resolution delicate
and refined Florence can summon is destroyed in one blow
of Kate's mighty fist — on the kitchen table. The house
jumps and weeping wifey flees to hubby. It is now his turn,
and the scene that follows is highly amusing without breaking any crockery — for which let us all be thankful. Kate
starts Lillian Walker on her way. Lillie's make-up is a
triumph in converting her character to one very foreign
to her nature, yet giving truth to the representation, making
an exaggeration seem a personality from real life.
W hile she is pursuing her devious way, the funniest dowd
that ever walked the streets, Bullington decides that he will
do the cooking, and he does. Fat and fussy, he sweats and
swelters, scorches himself and scalds himself, seasons retail
soup with wholesale condiments, but he sticks to it, and
again we are spared any tiresome smashing of china. He
and Florence sit down to a self-prepared meal, and the rest
is told by facial expression such as moving pictures seldom
bring out. Just watching them I thought of the jingle:
"Accept
this sage
conclusion,
"Man is subject to illusion
"On subjects great and small,
"Say naught — he knows it all.

Scene from "How

Mr. Bullington
(Vitagraph).

Ran the House"

erties
regulation
motion-picture
room," where
mother ofisthe
fading
away from
the effects "poor
of a racking
cough
when the landlord comes to collect the rent. They learn
over the phone that they can get a good cook, but she is an
English woman with three children. In spite of these manifest disadvantages, they take her, and she appears before
them, three tit-tat-toe children and all, in the austere person
of Flora F'inch.
Xow follows an entirely new line of comedy of the clean
and wholesome kind. The new cook's methods are startling
in the extreme, but they are effective in the end. The
wrecked kitchen resumes its normal cheer, and the dinner
most formally served is without fault or flaw, hence the
delightful comedy ends in what might be termed a "reaction
of character," after a series of crucial experiences calculated
to draw character strongly to the surface. The man, the
ladies and the children are all human beings, not actors;
the story is one of every-day experience in modern life, with
only those slight exaggerations necessary to put the case
strongly in a brief period of time. It is all sufficient that
their amusing peculiarities are skilfully brought within (he
scope of our understanding and our sympathy
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, president of the Essanay Film
GEORGE K. SPOOR
Manufacturing Company, has returned to the city after
spending nearly a fortnight with the Western company
purat Niles, Cal. The main object of his visit was for the ent
pose of completing arrangements for building a perman
plant in Niles. A tract of property, suitable for the purpose,
was purchased, and the erection of the studio, developing
rooms, carpenter shop, office, stables and garages has already
begun. Six 6-room bungalows for the acting and working
forces have been completed for some time. Negatives will be
printed and developed at the Niles plant.
The production work of the Western company has grown
to such proportions that a movable studio would no longer
meet the requirements. Niles will be the headquarters for
all operations of the Western company, although the entire
Pacific Coast and the far Southwest will be drawn upon for
scenic backgrounds and environment. The Western aggregation at present includes three producers — including G. M.
Anderson, who has entire charge of all Western operations —
nineteen actors and actresses, the camera squad, carpenters,
etc., making a force of about forty people in all.
Mr. Anderson will always make headquarters at the new
plant, and the other producers will be sent out to other sections of the Western country, as occasion may demand. The
picturesque canyons adjacent to Niles will be utilized by
Mr. Anderson in many of his forthcoming productions.
The output of the Western company, in the immediate
future, will consist of Western comedies, of the Broncho Bill
and the Alkali Ike type. Several fine scenics have now been
made and quite a number are under way. Among these is an
educational film giving an excellent pictorial description of
the redwood industry, showing the method of handling
enormous logs and their conversion into lumber. An expert
cameraman is at present in the famous Yosemite Park, and
is being assisted in every way, in securing a valuable scenic
of Nature's wonders there, by the United States officers in
charge of the park, and by Santa Fe Railway officials.
The Eastern companies, during the fall and winter, will
engage in the production of dramas, comedies, problem
plays, detective stories and melodramas. Mr. Spoor is much
gratified over the steadily growing demand for his Eastern
product, and is daily encouraged by letters from exhibitors
complimenting him on their fine quality and photography.
Pittsburg Company to Build Studio in McKeesport, Pa. (?)
The Daily News of McKeesport, Pa., congratulates that
city on the prospect of having films manufactured there, in
the near future. The following excerpt from that paper gives
particulars, but omits the names of the companies — one in
Pittsburg and one in the East — concerned:
"Within a short time the motion picture fans of this city
will have the opportunity of seeing moving pictures produced
at home, a company now being formed in Pittsburg to open
a studio in this section and produce pictures in the Youghiogheny and Monangahela river valleys.
"For some time this product has been under way, and at
the present time the plans of the company are being completed. The stockholders include business and professional
men of Pittsburg and several of this city, who have become
interested, and in a short time the actual production of the
pictures will be started.
"From a reliable source it has been learned that this city is
being considered as the location for the studio, inasmuch as
a studio could be erected just outside of the city limits, along
either of the two rivers, and maintained at considerable less
cost than one could be erected in Pittsburg.
"Connected with the company is one of the best directors
of picture plays in the country. Over 150 persons will make
up the company, including the actors, stage hands and others
necessary to the production of a picture.
"The idea of a film company was first brought up when a
society drama was produced this summer in Panther Hollow,
Schenley Park, Pittsburg, and plans have been in progress
since that time.
"Dramas. Western stories, etc., could be produced in this
section with better scenery than can be secured in many
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other places, it is claimed by picture men who have visited
this section.
"With the installing of a studio in this city, the coal mines,
mills and the river valleys will be included in the picture
productions.
"One of the largest Eastern film manufacturing companies
has also considered bringing a company to this section for a
short time to produce special features, and, should they come,
it is likely they will locate permanently in this vicinity."
Minneapolis in Moving Pictures.
Plans were made recently by Chas. F. Stark, commercial
agent of the Essanay Film Manufacturing Company, for a
complete motion picture record of Minneapolis, including its
industries, business center, pleasure spots and residential districts. These views will be presented at the Lyric Theater
in
that
"Made all
in Minneapolis"
week,where
and will
then be city,
shownduring
in theaters
over the country
the
Essanay films are featured. A copy of all the films will be
given to the Minneapolis Civic and Commerce Association
to be utilized by its convention bureau and for general publicity work.
Nearly every activity of the city will be presented in the
films. The larger factories will be pictured in operation;
factory workmen and girl employees will be shown in
groups. The university grounds and the students leaving
chapel will be taken; the three leading newspaper offices will
be invaded by the camera men, and motion pictures will be
taken of the processes of producing daily news sheets. The
governor and mayor will be posed at the entrance to the
municipal building, a fast run of the fire department will be
included; views of Nicollet Avenue and other downtown
business streets with their crowds will go into the record, as
well as busy interior scenes of some of the larger stores, and
the series will be completed with pictures of the boulevards
and the city's lakes, with sailboats and canoes moving on
them.
By this means Minneapolis will gain the credit for being
the most photographed city in the United States. Nothing
that is characteristic or interesting will be omitted.
Chicago Film Brevities.
In my
review,
in stating
this issue,
the by
Dancer,"
made
a pen
slip by
that ofit "Chiquita,
was produced
the newI
Western company. It should have read, "the new Eastern

* * *

company."
"The Charge of the Light Brigade" has made a tremendous
hit in Chicago theaters. Great applause has greeted its presentation at all houses where it has been shown.

* * *

Mrs. R. Streeter, owner and manager of the Washington
Theater, 22 and 24 North 40th Avenue, this city, was a caller
at the World office last week. Mrs. Streeter is a careful and
intelligent exhibitor and is doing good business. She has
suffered several times recently by the careless booking of
her program. She takes service from the General Film Company's branch at 117 North * Dearborn
Street.
* *
Omer F. Doud, chief of the American scenario department, states that there is just now a dearth of good comedy
manuscripts, and that there
chance for worthy
* * *isThe*a good
scenarios of the comedy type.
American is ready to pay
good prices for good comedy scenarios.
The American Meat Packers' Association held their annual convention in this city for three days last week. They
visited the Selig plant, 500 strong, in autos, on Wednesday,
October 16th, and were delighted with the sights and doings
there.
A motion picture of the visitors was taken as they
*
passed a given point, while * en * route.
A private exhibition of "Starbucks," a two-reel feature subject by the American, was given at the Chicago Press Club,
Tuesday evening, October 15th. Opie Read, who took the
leading part, Jasper Starbuck, in the production, delivered a
humorous lecture, "The Scarecrows," before the reels were
run off, which was hugely enjoyed by all. Following the
and before
presentation
"Starbucks."'
gave
alecture,
description
of histheexperience
as aof motion
picturehe actor.
The droll humor of his remarks kept the audience in a roar.
"Starbucks" will be reviewed* in
* the
* next issue of the World.
Geo. H. Hines, of the Lyda Theater, on West Lake Street,
reports a record breaking business for Essanay night, last
week. Over 3,200 people attended. "Alkali Ike's Pants"
made the hit of the evening.
One old ladv who could not
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control her laughter went home,
merriment at the farcical scenes.

still giving

MOVING
voice

Manager Nehls, of the American, showed me a handsome
set of photos of the "Flying A" stock company one day last
week, which he has just gotten out. They will form an attractive display for any theater
the "Flying A" output.
* * using
*
Louis Freedman, president of the Freedman Amusement
Company, Minneapolis, has purchased ground on Sixth
Avenue North, near his Milo Theater, for the erection of a
new vaudeville house, which will cost $26,000. The seating
capacity will be 800. The Freedman Amusement Company
owns two of the finest motion picture houses in the Twin

* *

*

Edward Deussen has purchased the Arcadia Theater, 430
60th Street, this city, from Mrs. A. M. Cheshier. He took
charge on Monday, October 14th. He reports good business.

* * *

L. Warner,
is in Phil
Chicago,
and
willS. remain
about of
ten Warner's
days. He Features,
has appointed
Soloman
as manager of the Chicago office, which is located in suite
307, 167 West Washington Street. The new office was taken
possession of October nth. The Chicago office will attend
to the distribution of films in eastern Illinois and in Wisconsin. The Warner's Features are now handled in 20
offices, which thoroughly cover the United States. The
Gaumont people handle Warner's Features in Canada. Mr.
Warner informs me that a big military production, three
reels in length, is coming and that it will be released in about
ten days.

* * *

The M. & F. Feature Film Service has secured temporary
headquarters in room 1005, 167 West Washington Street.
Their permanent office will be located in suite 805-06, at the
same address. These quarters will be ready shortly. D.
Mundstuk and H. B. Fitzpatrick are the owners. Both men
are experienced and well known exhibitors. They have entered the exchange business believing that they know what
will best suit their customers in the line of money getters.
"Sentenced to Siberia" is the title of a three-reel subject
soon to be produced by this company. The story will be
filmed as told by an eye witness, Mr. Mundstuk, himself,
being that man.
* * *
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When

PLAYERS

the big ship "Adriatic"

RETURN.

docked

329

Saturda>

at its pier in New York, after a tedious hold-up in the lower
bay of 24 hours it landed, among others, tiie now fan
company
photoplayers
as theIn O'Kalem's
•> Mr.
but
happy ofhunch
of pictureknown
nomad*.
the party were
Sidney Olcott, the manager and director 01 the player-. Mi Gene Gauntier, his assistant; Mr. I
man, and Miss Alice Hollister, with the two Eiollister children; Miss Helen Lindroth, Mr. Jack Clark, Mr. J 1'. McGowan, Mr. Robert Vignola, and Mr. Allan larnum, all
veterans of the silent drama.
A host of friends were at the pier waiting for the boat t"
make its landing, and they fairly received the homecomers in
open arms. After the usual formalities attending the return
of an American citizen to his own country had been performed the little company dispersed to prepare for further
exploits in the picture field.
elapsed since the O'Kalems were sudyear has
Nearly
denlya summoned
from Florida and started upon the tour
which has taken them through Egypt and the Holy Land, to
England and again to Ireland, the scene of their first efforts
on foreign shores. In their absence they have accomplished
an enormous amount of work, the crowning effort being the
production of the story of Jesus of Nazareth, known by the
title "From the Manger to the Cross." Many of this company's Egyptian pictures have already been seen. To these
they have added some more Irish classics which will appear
later.
Extensive plans for the future employment of this most
capable company* of players have already been made and they
will soon be as busy as bees.

William Ham, of Linton, Ind., who formerly owned and
managed the Nicklo and Gem theaters there, is now in Chicago, in company with Aldadore Stewart, booking "Gypsy
Blood" on
statewith
right
Both treatment
of these gentlemen arethe
wellIllinois
pleased
thebasis.
courteous
received at the hands of Chicago exhibitors and state that their
feature is in demand owing to the splendid success exhibitors are having wherever it is shown. Messrs. Ham
and Stewart are surprised at the beautiful moving picture
theaters in this section and at the vast sums of money invested. Mr. Ham advises any exhibitor from the smaller
towns to take a trip to Chicago and get some ideas, stating
that, "it is certainly worth *a man's
* * time and money."
Deputy Commissioner Knight, of Chicago, in a recent interview, stated that he is at present besieged with plans for
moving picture theaters awaiting his examination. He remarked that it seems as if every alternate paper he turns
over is a plan for a moving picture house. He said that people seem to have the moving picture theater craze and that,
if the rush continues, it will be necessary to keep his force
working nights in order to catch up. According to the list
in Deputy Commissioner Knight's office, there are 732 exhibitors inChicago, of which number 650 are exclusive moving picture houses.

* * *

The Famous Players Film Company of Xew York has
established a Western branch, with offices at 800-810 Morton
Building, Chicago. Mr. Frank Mover was sent on from
New York to take charge. Mr. Meyer will be more readily
remembered, when his name is mentioned, as being connected
with the Western Film Exchange, St. Louis. It will be the
duty of the Western branch to handle all central state bookdren; Miss Helen Lindroth, Mr. Jack Clark, Mr. J. P. McMeyer has met with remarkable success, especially in the
case of the Sarah Bernhardt
"Queen Elizabeth,"
which had an unprecedented run feature,
of seven consecutive weeks
at the Powers Theater, this city, during the summer months.
At the Drexel Theater, where it was shown last week, the
management showed t<> capacity houses. It
booked for one. two and tl.ree-night stands. is now being

EDGAR

JONES.

Edgar Jones, one of the Liebler & Company players, is
now a photoplay actor. His past experience has included
responsible engagements with Harry Miller, Viola Allen,
Kyrle Bellew, The Holy City, and other high-class companies, in many of which he has been assigned leading roles.
He
is
good with
roughthe rider
master >o'
horses. anHe exceptionally
is now engaged
LubinandCompany,
Philadelphia, and making his mark in the silent drama.
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COMING EDUCATIONALS.
newest releases of educational film,
the
AMONG
"Through China," Eclair, should prove interesting.
as "awakenin
spoken ofhorticultur
is nowattractive,
ally,g."
other
anyflowery
thanThe
is more
kingdomChina
land. If America is famous for the fruits of the earth, China
is also for its flowers. Its primitive people are also a natural
wonder. Its political transition is at this time more widespread than its religious changes; these together, however,
are shaping a new China. As it is to-day, will be a splendid
film of record as of beauty — may this film reach our expectation.
"The Evolution and Life of a Silk Worm," C. G. P. C, is
of double importance. The evolution of the silk worm is one
distinct lesson — its silk producing power is another distinct
lesson, each of great value. Biology has nowhere bound up
two-fold secret powers more wonderfully than in the silk
worm.
This film, therefore, possesses intrinsic value.
"The Manufacture of Paoer," Edison, illustrates a mechanical metamorphosis. An article in daily varied use, such
as paper is, often loses its value through its common familiarity. To show its method of production will in itself
please; to show much of its origin will be a lesson in the
value of that which is often wasted.
"Life in Caucasia," Gaumont, introduces another of those
unknown fields of human existence with which cinematography isnow making us familiar; truly its explorative
and revealing powers are one of its strongest educational
aids. "The Eclipse of the Sun," by the same firm, is a combined astronomical and geographical lesson which will enlarge the power of the class-room, as much as it aids the
scientist.
WHAT IS THE PROPER RELATIVE POSITION OF
A PICTURE
SHOW
TO A PUBLIC
SCHOOL?
In New York City recently a license for a moving picture
show was refused because the building to be used was in too
close proximity to a public school. Let it not be supposed
that the refusal to grant the license was based upon any
objection to the moving picture, but only because of the
le/cation; it was felt on all sides by those interested (except
perhaps the exhibitor), that a sort of rivalry or tempting
allurement would cause a degree of detractive power from
the full value of the school work. There is no doubt this is
true and wise, if there is any relationship between the school
and the picture, their objective must be identical. When
the schools and the moving pictures have any interests in
common, the picture machine must be in the school; when
the school and the picture have not one common interest the
school building and the picture house must be a reasonable
distance apart.
This incident is only another revelation of the growing
proof of the need of combining the advantages of the moving picture with the every-day appliances of the school. Only
recently did we advocate a "moving picture machine in
every school," with the hope that the day is not far distant
when, by the production of a suitable machine, this will be
possible even in the country school-house.
Moving pictures and public schools must combine and not
compete; their work must be friendly and not antagonistic.
No two powers were ever made more necessary for each other
than cinematography and education; the former is the great
illustrator of the latter. Without the cinematograph education has made great strides; with its aid it will increase its
power manifold. It is not simply "making two grow where
one has grown before"; it is causing results to come forth
"thirty-fold, sixty-fold or a hundred-fold."
A LEAP
FORWARD.
From an educational standpoint, the new Kalem series of
the "Life of Christ" is not only an advance in practical cinematography; itis a distinct leap forward.
To those to whom
educational
cinematography
is painfully and tantalizingly
low, this series will come with great encouragement, show' that progress is not herein slow and methodical;
but
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spasmodic, and by leaps and bounds. It would be impossible
to find a better subject to secure thorough and widespread
advancement than the "Life of Christ"; it will be everywhere
welcome and carry with it the proof (which some are slow
to realize) of the adaptability of the moving picture; it will
also, at the same time, remove the stain of the former stigma,
which many allow their minds still to retain, against the early
misuses of the moving picture. As an educator and purifier,
therefore, it will do much good.
It will also, without doubt, open the door to other similar
and stupendous undertakings; showing that cost, time and
labor are equally repaid. The merits of the picture are not
to be considered here, the writer's sole desire at this time is
to draw attention to the value of the fact that this great picture accentuates the educational strength of moving pictures,
as none of its predecessors have done.
When full consideiation is given to the great difficulties
met and overcome in this famous land of the Nile and the
Jordan, the geographical and historical importance, the great
moral and religious teaching imparted, it surely will cause
other seemingly stupendous enterprises to lose many of their
obstacles, and make the way easy for anything and everything else; if "The Life of Christ" can be extracted from the
necessary combining conditions of to-day, nothing can be
impossible that is of necessary and educational value. The
Kalem tional
"Lifecinematography.
of Christ" is a triumph of the highest educa-
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MORAL AND EDUCATIONAL VALUE
KALEM'S "LIFE OF CHRIST."

OF

The art of cinematography is exalted by the Kalem picture,
"From the Manger to the Cross." The moving picture is
lifted from the depths to which it has often been cast down.
Whatever abuses inferior minds may cause the moving picture to depict, it can never be forgotten that this film exists
to rebuke them. The rapidly decreasing ranks of critics will
be entirely silenced *when they realize the value of its capabilities. The whole moral standard of the moving picture
finds its climax in this work. As an educator every church,
institution and school (Sunday and day) is given an elaboration of that of which only parts were known, and of which
much left to the imagination is now made plain. To the
world at large, the unschooled, the unchurched, and the "submerged tenth," all of whom were neglected, yet all of whom
see the pictures, this film story will be a great evangelizer.
We noted some time ago that people were reading the
books that gave the subjects of the pictures; this being so,
the pictured Life of Christ will lead to more Bible reading,
and a greater familiarity with that knowledge most valuable
to all men everywhere. Furthermore, the example set by
this work will lead to many similar ones of kindred value,
and the whole realm of educational moving pictures will be
increased.
EDUCATIONAL
PICTURES
IN GERMANY.
[From Consul General A. M. Thackara, Berlin.]
The German Ministry of Education is considering the feasibility of using the cinematograph in certain courses in the
curricula of higher educational institutions. During the present vacation period the large manufacturers of cinematograph
films were given an opportunity to show to the designated
educational authorities films adapted to such purposes.
A well-known philanthropist has donated to the schools of
Berlin two fully equipped moving-picture machines. One of
these machines is to be used in the Fortbilduno>-Institute
fur Oberlehrer (Continuation Institutes for Higher Teachers)
and the other in the high schools of greater Berlin. Cinematograph films are now available for anatomical, biological,
and bacteriological courses.
Many schools in Germain- are equipped with stereoscopes
and also lanterns for stereopticon slides. Pictures for such
machines are used in connection with courses in the following
studies: geography, mineralogy, zoology, technics, art. and
certain courses in literature where pictures of poets and
authors are desired.
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Doings at Los Angeles
New Picture Company at Los Angeles — Sennet and Mace in
Bear Hunt — Briefs.

completed, represent the first week's work
reels,Egan
lull new
TWOof the
motion picture company which has just
Egan
of the
Egan head
by Frank
u established
school oi this city, The company is occupying the
Dramatii
plant of the Pacific Motion Picture Co. on Temple street opposite
Park for the present and will probably remain there until
a suitable location can be found and a plant constructed.
i man MacGregor, an actor and stage manager of many
years' experience, has been engaged as director of the company
and will have the responsibility of getting out two IOOO-foOt reels
a week. He formerly lived in Los Angeles, but has been away
for several years. Past season he was on the road with "The
Barrier" company. As soon as the right sort of a man can be
found he is to have an assistant.
In one respect Egan will have a big advantage over other
motion picture companies, for instead of having a big actors'
salary roll to pay out every week he will have monej coming in
from this direction. A large proportion of the members of
his company are dramatic students who are glad to pay from
$50 a month up for the experience they obtain from working
in the pictures under a competent director. The old fashioned
stock company plan is to be tried out with this company. That
is, the subordinate parts will be taken by the pupils of the school
and the leading parts will be taken by actors and actresses of
established reputation who will be brought to Los Angeles from
time to time to appear in the pictures. Arrangements have been
made with David Belasco, John Cort and Oliver Morosco to
obtain the services of the several stars who are under their
management. James K. Hackett, who worked in the new company's premier picture last week, established the precedent.
Egan is still unprepared, he says, to disclose the channel
through which his productions will be released. It has been
definitely announced, however, that the first two reels were not
up to the standard demanded by Egan and will not be marketed.
Strong dramatic photoplays just now are the greatest need
of the new company and Mr. Egan is planning to hold a photoplay contest in which big prizes will be offered.
Home Causes Comment.
"Pop" Home's unique line of advertising for his Spring street
theater is still the talk of the town. His chatty, good natured,
brutally frank comments on the films he exhibits from week to
week have attracted more attention than any kind of an advertising scheme that has been tried in connection with any other
motion picture house in Los Angeles. He finds that it pays, occasionally to anticipate unfavorable comments which his patrons
might make about the programs the General Film Company
sends him. and certainly he has no critic more severe than himself. On the other hand he doesn't hesitate to sound the praises
of a good program, as he did this week. Here is the message
people stopped to read on the big bulletin boards in front of his
house this week: "Three Comedies That Are Not Sad. No. 1-^
A Selig Comedy. 'An Assisted Elopement.' To the habitual
grouch: Do not see this unless you wish your habitual temperament to have a rude shock. If you come out laughing don't
say you had no warning. No. 2 — A Biograph Comedy. 'The
Line At Hogan's.' I'm still warning the grouches to keep out.
Perhaps you can find a Broncho Billy picture somewhere. No.
3 — Another Biograph Comedy. 'A Ten Karat Hero.' I'm again
warning all you grouches not to see these comedies. Please
don't come, I beg of you. A Vitagraph Drama. 'Her spoiled
Boy.' A well told Western story. Regards to Broncho Billy.
Goat Man please write."
Sennett and Mace Meet a Bear.
Mack Sennett. director of the Keystone company, tells a thrilling story about a hair raising adventure that occurred to him
and Fred Mace this week. The Keystone company was engaged
in making a comedy in Griffith Park, which, by the way, is not
a park in the sense ordinarily understood by the term, but a
4,000 acre tract of mountainous territory located on the outskirts of the city limits and maintained by the municipality, to
which it belongs, in its original natural state. The services of
a bear were required in the picture and Sennett had engaged one
from a menagerie. According to his version the bear had a
mean disposition and refused to be a motion picture actor. Instead ittook after Mace and Sennett who started toward the top
of the mountain. At length our heroes reached the summit.
The bear was so close behind that they could feel his hot breath.
They ran out along a point and then discovered that they were
on the brink of a precipice 1000 feet high. Behind them was
the on-rushing bear. Ahead of them yawned the chasm. There
were only two things to do, and either one was certain death.
Mace says that they turned back and were devoured by the
bear, but Sennett insists that they leaped. The reader will recall
that in the opening sentence of this paragraph it was stated
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that tin-, adventure
h.nl OCCUrn
unit and Ma
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when th<
figure "in something
for the pi'
Duress for School Promoters.
II j. Brand, president oi thi n »n existenl
Motion Pictun
d bred < (sborn, din toi oi
School "i Acting, are still in the count) jail waiting trial on
and
Charges of having violated the stale labor lav.
iting ices for obtaining, for would be motion pictu
positions winch
did nol exist.
Osborn
will be h
.1 30 and the disposal of the charges against Brand will
await the outcome Oi the first case.
Meanwhile
I
School of Acting has apparent!)
gone OUt of bu
' the
s in the Canadian building are closed and the sign has been
taken off the windows
The two men
were arrested by J. J
Eagan, deputy state labor commissioner, who alleged thai Brand
be
picture 'company
for actors tor a motion
advertised
"going to" start and that applicants for the position wen
which
acting
m
lessons
tor
them
charged
ferred to Osborn who
None of them bad ever bi
were to make them proficient.
proficient up to the time the arrests were made.
Brevities.
D. P. Shull, of Long Beach, an enterprising photographer, is
cleaning up a bunch of money on the presidential campaign by
selling sets of slides to motion picture exhibitors all over the
were over Shull comAs soon as the conventions
country.
municated with the headquarters of the several political parties
the latest photographs of the respectivecopies of
and obtained He
has made them into a set of four slides, one
candidates.
of Roosevelt and Johnson, another of Wilson and Marshall,
a third of Taft and Sherman and the fourth of Debs and Seidel.
An advertisement in the Moving Picture World brought a flood
Many
of orders and he was obliged to work nights to fill them.
exhibitors bought the slides solely for use on election night.
For that matter, one of the four is certain to be useful occasionally for four years.

* *

*

Field work of the various motion picture companies in this
vicinity was interrupted one day this week for the first time
since last May. The occasion was the first rain of the season.
The advent of the rainy season means, according to the experience of other years, that there will be a couple of weeks
of rain between now and Thanksgiving and then a couple of
months of good weather with the usual Spring rains to follow.
However, the possibility of getting five or six months at a
stretch each year without a single interruption on account of
weather is one of the things that makes Los Angeles the greatest
motion picture producing center in the world.

* *

*

Improvements at the monster motion picture plant of the
Universal company at Oak Crest in the San Fernando valley
are going forward rapidly. There are now four big stages completed besides a Western town which has been built for the
double purpose of backgrounds and utilitarian use. The fixed
population at Oak Crest, including the Indians now numbers
about 300. The company has about 20.000 acres of land with a
sure enough mountain range on the ranch and by the first of
the vear will have the largest motion picture plant in the world.

* *

*

Indications are that between now and the first of the year
eight high schools in Los Angeles county will be showing motion
pictures regularly in connection with the school work. Two
high schools already have adopted them. At Long Beach and
at Venice moving picture machines have been purchased and
installed and arrangements have been made for a regular film
service of educational subjects. Six other high schools are at
the present time negotiating with the local branch of the General
Film Company and if satisfactory arrangements can be made for
film service will also install machines.

* *

*

It is reported here that the Western Lubin company which
is now working somewhere in Arizona is to move in about a
month and will be located permanently in this city. There is
no one connected with the company in Los Angeles to confirm
or deny the story but the report is said to have come in letters
passing between motion picture actors.
The Novelty theater on Main street displays a large sign in
front this week bearing the message "Ice Water Furnished Our

* *

*

Nearly
rons." all of the downtown picture houses this week have
Pat
arranged with one of the telegraph companies for bulletins and
are furnishing their patrons with the returns, inning by inning,
Clune's
Red Socks.
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better
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diamond and pictured the plays as they were made.
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Pursuing the Pirates

George Kleine Gives Timely Interview on the Copyrighting
of Films.
By Janus S. McQuade.
GREAT deal of interest has been aroused in film
A
covercircles by the advertisements of George Kleine,
ing copyrighted films, in the trade papers of last week.
es,
Several free-lanc
who have, without regard to the rights
of others, handled duped films, or originals picked up at
second hand in Europe, against the rights of exclusive agents
in this country, have been made nervous by the evident
determination of legitimate importers to prosecute infringers.
In order to secure a further expression of his views in this
matter, 1 called on Mr. Kleine, who was kind enough, in
the midst of other pressing business, to favor me with an
interview. His attention was drawn to the unusual interest
taken by the trade in his advertisements in the trade papers
of last week, which warned smugglers and infringers against
any prints of the films he conthis country
into Reference
bringing trolled.
was also made to an advertisement by
Eclair, on the same subject, in the Moving Picture World,
in the same issue in which his advertisements appeared, and
on being asked to assign a particular reason why such action
should be taken at the present time, Mr. Kleine replied at
length, as follows:
"There are two reasons which make it particularly timely.
First — The passage of the amendments to the copyright
law, of August 24, 1912. For the first time in the history
of the trade, moving pictures are specifically mentioned in a
copyright law; reasonable and particular methods of obtaining copyrights are provided, and the nebulous conditions of
olden days are no more. The film being a latter day invention, we had a difficult time of it, as did the customs division
of the Treasury Department, trying to fit antiquated schedules, both in the tariff and in the copyright laws, to a new
product which was practically unknown to the law-makers
when the laws were passed.
"Before the tariff of 1909 became law, the government
insisted upon classifying films for duty as manufactures of
celluloid, at 25% of the foreign value plus 65c. per pound
weight, in spite of the tariff provision that specifically covered
photographs at 25% only. The government officials maintained that a photograph was not a photograph when it
was a moving picture. Mr. Berst, of Pathe Freres, and myself fought these cases before the Board of Appraisers and
through the courts for years, and finally received decisions
in our favor, admitting that a moving picture is a photograph. Copyrights covering motion pictures were more
involved; they were not specifically mentioned in any amendment to the law, prior to August 24, 1912, and public officials were compelled to use their judgment in classifying
them. In the rules and regulations for the registration of
copyrights, issued by the copyright office in 1910 (page 8,
paragraph 15), the copyright office ruled that moving picture
films were photographs under the law. This classification
was decided by the courts to be in error, and that a moving
picture was a dramatic work, under the copyright law. In
continuing uncertainty and doubt, many film manufacturers
decided to drop the copyrighting of their films and, instead,
embodied their trade mark in one or more scenes of each
film, so that any duper in copying the film would be compelled also to copy the trade-mark and become liable to a
penitentiary sentence — Uncle Sam being much more precise
and insistent in protecting trade-marks than copyrights in
the past.
"In the fall of 1907, at which, time duping had become
flagrant, dupers, utterly regardless of appearances or the
rights of others, operated almost openly. A number of manufacturers and importers applied to Judge Kohlsaat, at Chicago, for an injunction against a Chicago duper. The law
was so clear in the matter and the fact so well established
that it did not require ten minutes for the issuance of a
temporary injunction, which was later made permanent. This
put an effectual check to the duping of films.
"Second — The free lance in the business — sometimes an
innocent party, but usually one of those plastic moralities
that square their consciences with any act that would not
land them in jail — being estopped from duping, succeeded
occasionally in picking up, in the European market, a second
hand print of some feature subject. These could not be
obtained from manufacturers such as Cines, Eclipse, Pathe,
Gaumont, Eclair, Great Northern, etc., for this country, each
of the manufacturers having important contracts covering
exports to the United States, so they were picked up, here
and there, at second hand and shipped to the United States.
"As these were few in number
they did not interefere
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seriously with the business except to annoy exhibitors, here
and there, who obtained their films legitimately. With the
increasing use of special feature subjects, the temptation to
smuggle foreign features into the United States became
greater; efforts were made to obtain prints for the United
States from European agents or manufacturers, and from
film exchanges or exhibitors. While every effort was made
to protect the American market, an occasional print was
brought into this country, in violation of existing contracts.
"The passage of the amendment to the copyright laws of
August 24, 1912, removes all doubt as to the proper method
of copyrighting moving picture films, and an effectual check
is placed upon illicit importations. The penalties are severe,
and those who are disposed to treat them lightly may require a lesson such as the man from Philadelphia received,
who is now serving a three-months sentence for attempting
to smuggle two films into the United States.
"I have contracts with the Urban-Eclipse and Cines companies granting me the exclusive American rights to their
films; and, to double-rivet them, although not essential, I
have further specific contracts giving me the right to copyright and assume the ownership of all American copyrights,
covering their entire productions, contracts carefully drawn
by American attorneys, with a view to active prosecution
of any violation.
"I am copyrighting every feature I import, and then preparing to follow up any illegal print (that is brought to my
notice) of films that I control. That means either dupes
or originals picked up in other countries and shipped to
America. If the latter pass the custom houses of our
principal ports — and I shall keep them all posted from Portland, Maine, to New Orleans, and from Portland, Oregon, to
Key West — I think that the reward which I offer for information of the existence of any print in the United States, except my own issues, will bring me the information wanted.
"To remove any doubts, I will state in our advertisements
in the Moving Picture World the subjects for which the
reward will be paid. I do not want to be swamped with
a lot of notifications of the appearance of our subjects which
do not bear the copyright mark, as almost all of our previous
releases remain uncopyrighted, nor will the reward apply to
any copyrighted films that are not specifically advertised as
being included in the list for which a reward is offered.
"For instance, our advertisement of "The Lion Tamer's
Revenge," which appeared in the Moving Picture World
dated October 12th, states that I will pay for certain information giving the location of any prints of this film, in the
United
notice. States, which do not bear my name and copyright
"Similar advertisements will be printed to cover future subjects in the same manner. Whenever the reward notice is
not printed in connection with a definite film, the reward
is not offered.
"Do you grasp the effect? Any sweeper, janitor, officeboy, booking-clerk, correspondent, manager, exhibitor,
operator or man in the audience, who notifies me of any
illegal print, receives $50 regardless of any further action.
All I want from him is a report by wire or letter that such
a print can be found in some certain place and to locate tl»e
print. Then he gets the fifty.
"Next, and in addition, if this information enables me to
seize the print, to get the injunction provided by law, to
put the infringer in jail, and to sue for damages, the informant gets $500 and one-half of all money damages I may
collect under court decisions. I figure this will make it
worth while for thousands to watch for infringements. The
reward goes once for each print; that is, if more than one
print should make its appearance, the first man, woman or
child that sends me the information about each print will get
the reward as outlined. The offer holds good in every case,
for six months after release date.
"You have had a private view of 'The Lion Tamer's Revenge,' and need no comments from me. Other strong
features are coming, and particularly one which has been in
the making nearly one year past and is now finished. It is
six reels in length, but will probably be reduced to four
reels to suit the American market, although the necessity of
cutting away even one foot is regrettable. You know it is
not my habit to exaggerate, but no superlative used to
chracterize this coming feature can be excessive or beyond its
"What is the subject?" I asked.
"Pardon me, but I do not w-ant to make it public at this
deserts."
date,. the
as we
will probably not release it before the holidays,"
was
reply.
"My manufacturers are co-operating with enthusiasm in
the matter of copyright protection," continued Mr. Kleine.
"I have been laying the foundation conservatively, for some
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time, consulting counsel and the copyright office, and familiarizing myself with the law. 1 am now prepared to take
action, anil to prove to the unholy band of infringers that
law is law and that, though sometimes slow, it is based on
equity and fair dealin
If any man doubt its efficacy, let him give me an opportunity to make a test case and establish a needed precedent for the chastening of dupers and infringers generally
and for the benefit of the decent element in the business."

For the Saturday subject, "A Turn of Fortune," is the title
of a first class drama which describe! the perseverance and
pluck of a young man, in the face of overwhelming difficulties.
Mr. Alfred Bracci, as the unfortunate but worthy young
fellow, looks the part, acts it well and with the hell
ral others makes the release a very praiseworthy el

A STRONG WEEK FOR KLEINE.
A program of three excellent releases is offered by George
Kleine for the week ending October 26th. "The Invited
Guest" is the title of the Tuesday subject; the 61m describes
in vivid fashion the warm reception tendered to a gentleman who is united to take dinner at the residence of a
friend. He accepts most eagerly, but is totally unprepared
to meet the vociferous manner in which he is received by the
children of his host; the youngsters take it upon themselves
to see that not one dull moment shall mar his pleasure, and
they certainly make life miserable for the poor fellow in
every possible way. He stands it as long as he can and
then departs
vowing
to "regret"
all family
invitations
to

DR. oneSLOCUM,
a live
wirein inthe
moving
picturedom
of the old
timers
theatrical
businessandin also
the
Northwest, has been very ill in a New York hospital, but
is now well on his way to recovery. For the present he is located
at --40 West 52nd Street, New York, and accorded a representative of The Moving Picture World an interview. He is a man
of middle life and has the cordial, warm-hearted manner usually
found in those who have grown up and expanded with the great
West.
Dr. Slocum was coming to New York on a visit when he was
injured internally by being thrown against the seat of a Pullman
car. This happened on August 2. He paid little attention to
it for a day or so, but it grew worse. He became so sick that
he was barely alive when he reached the city and was taken
to a hospital where he was, at once, put upon an operating table.
He attributes the fact that he is now nearly recovered solely to
the skillful attention and careful nursing he received. Our representative found him still very weak, but in cheerful frame of
mind and full of plans for extended work in the near future.
Born here in New York City, he has not yet had a chance to
see the completed Brooklyn Bridge. It was still building when,
as a lad, he went to Utah in 1872 to live with his uncle. High
Bridge he has seen and a day or so ago, he was able to walk out
far enough to see an elevated train pass. Up till now, his illness
has kept him from seeing any more of the city, except the faces
of his friends of whom he has many.
For almost two hours Dr. Slocum talked, recalling old days
here in the city and early times in the West while it was still
woolly. He is a most delightful mimic. Now and again, some
one else spoke through his voice with characteristic inflexion.
This voice, so different from Dr. Slocum's own and so true in
the different forms it takes, brings a very vivid impression of
personality and pictures the one he mimics far more clearly
than any description.
The first moving picture that he ever saw was in Spokane,
Wash., in 1895. He was then managing the Spokane Fruit Fair
under Herbert Bolster and, as a show, they got a musical program, with one moving picture. It was a comedy called "The
Lone Fisherman" and was very funny, but it was very weak on
steadiness. The flicker was very annoying. Because of this.
it wasn't very popular. "Flicker," said he, "was our one great
obstacle in those early days. People got so they'd stay away
from any show at all, just because there was a moving picture
in it." He would hear them exclaim, "Say there's a moving
picture in this. Let's not go in. They make my head ache."
A year ago last April, W. H. Harbeck, who was drowned in
the Titanic disaster, asked him to manage his motion picture
enterprises for him. For these, he traveled extensively in
Alaska and the wilder parts of the Northwest, taking those wonderful scenic of
pictures,
such asdown
that a ofcliff
Child's
Glacier,
showing
great masses
ice crashing
,300 feet
deep into
the

MR.

GEORGE
Appearing

GAMBARDELLI.
in Kleine-Cines.

dinner in the future. Mr. George Gambardelli, the well-known
Cines comedian, does excellent work as the "guest." The
film will cause a great deal of amusement.
To complete the reel an artistic travelogue subject "Ascoli
Piceno" displays before our eyes many beautiful views of
this interesting town in southern Italy.
The Eclipse offering is a three subject reel, made up of a
good lively comedy, an industrial and a charming travelogue
subject. "A Persistent Fly-Swatter" describes the antics of
an extremely energetic enemy of "Mr. Fly." He finally accomplishes his purpose but at what a cost! It will provoke
many laughs. "Making Briar Pipes," industrial, is very
interesting and instructive; the film depicts the entire process
of manufacture, from the cutting of the rough briar to the
final fashioning and polishing of the finished product. "In
the Ossau Valley," is a first class scenic picture which includes the additional attraction of containing several exciting
scenes in an arena where fierce bulls are being trained for
hghting.

Dr. L. M. Slocum, Picture Pioneer.

water and splashing up waves twenty feet high. He also lectured with these films, calling one of his talks, "Alaska, the Land
of Speaking
a Million ofMarvels."
the present status of the motion picture business
in the West, Dr. Slocum predicted a big future for it and said
that many men were making money at it. He admitted that
some were failing, but attributed it to lack of knowing how to
present
pictures.
"It way
doesn't
added, in
"tothe
show
pictures
in the West
in the
that pay."
makeshe profits
East.
The
West still wants vaudeville."
His opinion of the usual shows found on the screen to-day
was not wholly favorable. He doesn't think that the ordinary
dramatic stories and farce comedies of the present will hold
well much longer. "Too often," said he. "they are trivial and
trashy." He sees that the people are looking more and more for
information and that the topicals and industrials are drawing
more strongly. When asked to forecast the popular kind of
picture for the immediate future, he said that the simple story
used to humanize some kind of industrial work, such as one of
another kind of farming or industry would be acceptable, as
would pictures of great plays by famous actors and good topicals and scenics. The simple stories would be truthful and informing they
;
would exist to show how the farmer or the manufacturer and his family really live. No tense dramatic climax
would be tried for in such pictures, nor. at first, any high-flying
art; they would be truthful, convincing stories to show us what
our neighbor's life was

like.
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— 1 11 chord of any key is so called because it
dominant
THEis -aid
to dominate that key; it points out or indicates
the tonic chord, to which it must resolve. That is, when
a dominant 7th chord 1- heard, the ear expects the tonic
chord to follow. The following illustration will make this
more clear.
x
. *
x

The dominant chord of the three keys shown above is indicated by a cross. The first is in the key of C. The dominant
7th of this key is made up of the notes "G, B, D and F."
(The bass is indicated by a small note below.) This chord
resolves to C — the tonic chord of the key of C. The next
measure shows the key of D (two sharps) and the dominant
7th
is composed
of the ofnotes
"A, C chord
sharp,ofE the
and key
G."of This
resolves
to the chord
D (tonic
D).
The third measure shows the key of F (one flat), whose
dominant 7th is composed of the notes "C, E, G and B flat."
This chord resolves into the chord of F — the tonic chord of
the key of F. And so forth; a table of the 12 principal keys
with their tonic and dominant 7th chords is here given:
Key
Key
Key
Key
Key
Key
Key
Key
Key
Key
Key
Key

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

C; tonic chord is C. Dominant 7th is built on G.
G; tonic chord is G.
Dominant 7th is built on D.
Dj tonic chord is D.
Dominant 7th is built on A.
A; tonic chord is A.
Dominant 7th is built on E.
E; tonic chord is E.
Dominant 7th is built on B.
li; tonic chord is B. Dominant 7th is built on F sharp.
F sharp; tonic chord is F sharp. Dominant 7th is built on
F. ; tonic chord is F. Dominant 7th is built on C.
BE flat;
flat; tonic
tonic chord
chord is
is BE flat.
flat. Dominant
Dominant 7th
7th is
is built
built on
on I".
B
A flat; tonic chord is A flat. Dominant 7th is built on E
D flat; tonic chord is D flat. Dominant 7th is built on A

C sharp.
flat.
flat.
flat.

You will notice that in each case the dominant is built (or
founded) on a note five notes higher (a 5th) than the tonic.
A glance at the illustration above will explain the expression
"built on." The first chord is "built on" G; that is, G is the
foundation of the chord — the other notes being respectively
a 3rd, a 5th and a 7th above G. All simple chords are built
up in this way. Those not perfectly familiar with the tonic
and dominant 7th chords in all the keys would do well to
make a table of them on a sheet of music paper, first writing
the signature, then the tonic chord (built on the keynote, of
course), then counting up five notes, beginning on the tonic
or keynote and ending on the 5th note, which is vour dominant. Write a note on the 3rd above this, another a 5th
above and the last a 7th above. After you are familiar with
the notes contained in a chord, you may change their positions in any way and still recognize them as forming the
same chord. The different positions of the same chord are
called "inversions" (see Moving Picture World of Sept. 28th).
In modulating to a foreign key it is always safe to aim for
the dominant 7th chord rather than to the tonic of the key
in which you wish to modulate. I do not mean that this is
obligatory, but that it is an easy and pleasing path of modulation. A common chord has three notes— the fundamental,
its third and fifth. Whatever part of the composition you
may be playing in, you are striking a chord of this character
or within easy reaching distance of it. Any one of these
notes will form any one of the four notes going to make up
some dominant 7th chord. For example you may be playing
on the chord of E. flat. This is formed of the notes "E flat,
G and B flat." Its note, "G," is found in each of the three
dominant 7th chords given in the illustration above. Wishing
to modulate from E flat to either C, D, or F, by way of the
dominant 7th chord, an ordinary way would be to strike the
note G (which forms your pivot) several times to isolate it
from the preceding chord — thus bringing it into prominence,
then give the same note a prominent place in the dominant
7th chord chosen; usually let it be the top note as in the
second measure — key of D.
The following illustration will exemplify this, showing a
modulation from a 6/8 lively movement in the key of C to a
4/4 movement in the key of A flat.

PICTURE
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G is here used as the pivot note, it being found in both
the tonic chord of C and the dominant 7th chord of A flat,
this last being made of the notes E flat, G, B flat and

is
D flat. The chord as here shown is an inversion — that i-. it
in a different position than the original E flat, G, B flat
d D flat, though its identity is the same.
(To be Continued.)
an
Suggestions
for First
Selig's
Cristo."
Reel. "Monte
Short moderato for one scene (Love scene).
Rather lively, one scene (ship about to leave port).. Slow
up a little for "good-bye," then:
Long
(death scene).
Theo. continue
Bendix's till
"Longing"
(pub.pathetic
by Witmark)
will answer;
title:
"Dantes Incurs the Hatred," etc.
Neutral
(moderato);
Theo. Bendix's "Meeting"
(same
pub.) will do. Continue till title:
"Dantes Delivers the Letter."
light intermezzo
may run through
this (Napoleon
scene), or you may touch lightly on the Marseillaise,
with "Partant pour la Syrie," both of which
5- A following
are title:
in Carl Fischer's collection of National
Airs.
Till
"Dantes' Return Home."
Lively music for 2 scenes, moderate 1 scene, then lively
till:
"Dantes' Father."
"Passion" (pub. by Hess & Hager), till:
"Dantes Incurs Fernand's Hatred."
Soft semi-myst&rious till:
"The Betrothal Feast."
Lively Waltz. — one scene forte, then subdue one scene,
back to forte 1 scene, then subdue again 1 scene.
(The scene alternates from the feast to an exterior
with soldiers).
Semi-mysterious similar to No. 8; till:
The softly
Dungeons
of Chateau
Agitato. "ToBegin
and work
up with d'If."
action.
Second Reel.
Mysterious "gloomy"
(watch for knock at door); continue till: "Dr. Yillefort The Royal Inspector."
Short semi-military (one scene), then:
Theo. Bendix's "Parting"
(for long story), till guard
enters cell.
Mysterious till:
"Dying, similar
the Oldto Man
the Treasure."
Plaintive:
No. Bequeaths
3 in first reel,
till guard seen.
Long mysterious; crescendo when body is cast in water
(or change
cue:• scene,
"The World
is Mine."a
Heavy
maestosoto —agitato).
forte for At first
then subdue
little and work up Third
to double
f
at
finish.
Reel.
Oriental

music (long) till:
"Xoirtier's Persistent Inquiries."
Semi-mysterious
(similar
to introduction
"Pique Dame" overture).
N. B.: Watch for knock at
door; continue music till title:
of Suppe's
"To Further His Own Ends."
Agitato.
Begin soft and work up with action. Till title:
"The Reception."
Gavotte till: "Edmond Reveals His Identity."
"Parting" (from Theo. Bendix's suite of four), till:
"Mercedes' Son Assumes The Quarrel."
His
Agitato till: "Having
LearncJ
The Truth From
Moderato (neutral) for two scenes.
Agitato.
Begin softly work with action; forte for
dual
an
."le f at finish of picture.
erub
Modthdo
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Daniel Frohman and the Photoplay
Well-Known

Theatrical
to

Magnate
and
the
Progress
By

Practical
Idealist
Credits
of Mechanical
Invention.
Hugh

GOING to see Daniel Frohman is like |
mid, and
im.hu with
doctor. There is an outer
olorcd boy in uniform who takes your card in. Then
wait, and while you wait voices can be heard from
within, l>ut what they are saying is not understandable, which
rv annoying. Finally the voices come near the door. After
mure suspense it is opened by a tall studious looking gentleman,
with Van Dyke beard and nose glasses, who looks for all the
world like the family physician. There are parting words between him and the departing visitor, and as the latter steps
toward the elevator you can almost swear you hear a box of
pills rattle in his pocket. Then the tall bearded gentleman looks
over over his spectacles in a benign way at the waiting callers. On
his countenance is written a question
that seems to ask :
"Now
who's the next patient?"
In the days of old Daniel went to
the
lion's idols
den, but
these come
days of
matinee
the inlions
to
Daniel's den. It is a comfortable
den occupying the top floor front of
the New York Lyceum Theater, and
as large as a regulation city flat, but
with larger rooms. It is the den
of an artist. On the walls are many
paintings and large autographed photographs. There are tapestries,
queer carpets, and old fashioned
tables and chairs with fat spiral legs.
"Do you know," he began, "I
never knew there was such a publication as the Moving Picture World
until about two months ago. Now
I read it every week from cover to

Histrionic

Evolution

Hoffman.
"When kerosene oil ;
thc
was built .shorter.
When
ed much further and t!
Another
Style of plays
came
into demand
and
playwriting
changi
rdingly.
Playa with strong dramati
planted those having long light made it possible to tlood the theater wnb so much light
that the actor could convey his inner thoughts
i
pression instead of making them known by a 1
>quy.
The 'apron' disappeared entirely, and most stages now are llat
in front, as you know.
"The electric arc light makes the moving picture a practical
institution. The tremendous success of animated photography i> an
indication to me that the drama is
about to undergo another of those
radical changes, all of which were
brought about by some great mechanical invention embodying light
as an underlying principle. My
doubts as to the photodrama not
being feasible on a big scale, owing
to the absence of the spoken word,
have been set at rest. Playwriting
will change. Great playwrights
will develop, who will not depend
upon the spoken word, but will create masterpieces in pantomime. As
a matter of fact, the spoken word
will be a handicap. The coming
dramatist will have the entire world
as an audience and his language
must be a universal one; the language of motion.
"It was not my intention at first
to do more than furnish famous
players for the camera and to lend
my name to certain feature film
projects, but now I am into it body
and soul. Where the drama goes,
there I go, but I want to be a
leader, not a follower. 1 believe
the public has been fed upon babyfood long enough, and that it is
ready for something big and substantial in motion pictures. That
is why myself and several other
gentlemen are now building a fine
large studio and factory for the
making of moving pictures in which
FROHMAN.
many of America's famous players

cover."
"Does that mean that you are a
it to the motion picture?"
"I am," he replied. "You may put
me down as a 'fan,' or a 'bug,' or
anything you like that expresses
faith in motion pictures."
"How long have you been a 'fan,'
Mr. Frohman?"
"I should say it was last spring
that I became thoroughly imbued
with the subject. I have been
studying motion pictures for about a
year trying to figure out how a regular theatrical manager could make it
DANIEL
worth his while to include them in
his line of work. To me the business
(Sketch from life by Hugh Hoffman)
"What is the attitude. Mr. Frohseemed more trivial than it really is.
appear."
man, of the most successfulwillstars
in regard to the motion
The subjects were mostly commonplace and the way they were
exhibited was far from being ideal. Then, having been associated all my lite with the spoken play, I could not see how the
"They are thinking about it. Most of them are trying to figure
silent drama could succeed on a big scale, being shorn of the
out how they can become photo-players with the most possible
lines that have made most of the famous plays what they are.
grace
and with the least possible loss of dignity. But they will
picture?"
soon come to it. The idea of having their work handed down
'I went back into the history of the theater and noted carefully all the great changes that had taken place in theatricals,
to posterity and exhibited fifteen hundred years from now is a
and the causes thereof. The causes may all be summed up in
one word — light. The drama, in its earliest days, was acted,
little too tempting to hold out against very long."
"There is much curiosity in many quarters to know the attiusually out of doors, in daylight. That was because the people
of those times spent their evenings by the light of fagots. The
tude of your brother, Charles Frohman. in regard to motion picbard or minstrel was the only entertainer after dark. When
tures. What does he think of them?"
candles came into vogue there were indoor theatricals, but no
"He is thinking about them. We talk about them often, but,
of course, I am not at liberty to divulge any of his plans. You
scenery because the light was so dim that scenery could scarcely
be seen. Shakespeare made a demand for scenery, by writing
may say, however, that Charles is sitting up and taking very
the burlesque performance of Thisbe, in 'Mid-summer Night's
decided'
notice. business.
They are They
all thinking;
all of
the biggest
men
in
the theatrical
are not only
thinking
of moving
Dream.' as a satire to show the absurdity of plays without any
settii
pictures, but they are talking and getting ready to act.
"Every successful theatrical manager to-day owes whatever
"The poor lighting of theaters had its effect upon playwriting
he has achieved to mechanical invention. These men cannot
as well. It was responsible for the long soliloquy, that even
Shakespeare was obliged to write into his plays to make them
afford to ignore this wonderful new invention — the motion picture. We are living in what will in centuries hence be known
properly understandable. Facial expression in the early theater was not feasible and it never was thoroughly practical until
as 'The Inventive Age.' Most of us do not realize that we are
living in such a period.
the invention of the incandescent electric light. The old stages
"It's funny, too. when you think of it," he remarked in closing,
were built with a sweeping circular 'apron' that extended far out
"that all these wonderful things have happened because people
into the auditorium. The actors worked out upon this extended
platform so that the audience could see and hear them better.
get hungry and have to eat."
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The Picture in the Pulpit
By the Rev. Boudinot Stockton, S. T. B.
A

l l \\ weeks ago in an article on the Picture and the
Church we called attention to the fact tli.it during
the past year another educational use of the m<
inn pictures had come into existence and that clergmen and
other religious workers had begun to experiment with t he
films in connection with religious and devotional services
as distinct from their employment as means of sacred and
semi-sacred amusement and recreation suitable for Sunday.
Now, there comes along a letter from the Rev, Edgar Fay
Daugherty, V M., I!. IX. minister of the First Christian
Church of Vincennes, Indiana, who has been working along
these line- i"i" tlic past summer, that is well worth tin- consideration of those who arc interested in this kind of work.
First of all Mr. Daugherty says:
Thus I
"i the moving pictures baa been more purely religious than educational. Last June- 1 installed a Power's No. 6 and
since then have used it in tin Sunday evening services, my aim
being to compete in a friendly way with tin Sunday evening entertainments which were drawing tin- crowds in my town. As a result
1 havt secured quadrupled attendance at my evening -crvico. and
while l propose hereafter to make such educational use of my equipi maj ad\ ise "i command in time p.
e .in. . my tii m belief at present is that I have only just begun to
realize on the la
al uses "t the moving picture .-.nil that m\ best efforts should lie directed towards developing
these to my own satisfaction ami that of my people, In this respect,
thing that I would lay the greatest stress upon is the eljmination from moving picture services of everything that either interyen fails to intensify that sense of worship ami devotion that is essential to a church service. I h
"1 IS
especially on Sundays a place of worship ami I seek to emphasize
that idea.
So far I have hail no difficulty in doing this.
As an illustration of the method

pursued

by -\lr. Daugherty

the program <>i his service for tin evening of Sunday, September 22, may he cited. After an organ voluntary, the choir
of the Cross" which
"The Way
sacred
thesame
rendered
was
at the'
timesong,
illustrated
by lantern slide pictures
thrown on the screen. Then, after a responsive reading and
a prayer, the choir and congregation sang the hymn "Work
for tlie Night is Coming" illustrated by twelve slides. This
was followed by the exhibition of Vitagraph's "An Innocent
Theft" tin' collection of the offerings of the congregation and
a short address on the moral taught by the moving picture.
Then came another song, "Throw out the Life Line'' illustrated by five slides, and the service concluded with the benediction and an organ postlude. Other photoplays used with
marked success by Mr. Daugherty have been the "Passion
Play," "The Greatest Thing in the World" (Vitagraph), the
"Church Across the Way" by the same company and Selig's
"The Vagabonds" while in the near future he intends to use
a series Mich as "The Infancy of Moses': (C. G. P. C), "A
Prince of Israel" (C. G. P. C), etc, accompanying these with
Stereopticon view- of a historical and geographical character
as illustration and explanation, reserving these exhibitions for
the Sunday after he has preached upon the Biblical character
portrayed.
Mr. Daugherty is to be congratulated on having solved his
problem in such a simple and satisfactory way. The above
service schedule is one that can easily be used by nearly if
not every 1'rotestant congregation with little or no change
and for this reason we have- given it in full. Another thing,
the principles upon which the schedule has been formed are
universal in character and are' also easily adaptable to such
set forms of service as the vespers of the Roman Catholic
Church or the evensong of the Church of England and the
Protestant Episcopal Church in this country. For mission1
services and in place's or on occasions where it is impracticable or inconvenient to provide in sufficient quantities,
hymnbooks, prayer honks. Bibles, etc.. a variation of the ibe
of the stereopticon slides may also be advantageously cmployed; in fact, such use- was successfully made of the stereopticon by two churches this last summer. Instead of
pictures the' lantern threw on the screen the words of the
hymn or psalm or portion of Scripture wished and the minister and congregation sang or read from the screen. On two
occasions the music as well as the words of unknown hyi
were projected and the children were taught to sinff. The
evolution of the scheme was due to the fact that the two
churches in question wished to hold open air evening serduring the hot weather and were obliged to do without
lights,
In another part of his letter

Mr.

Daugherty

say-

The greatest desideratum at present is f,,r films that emphasize
along In nail luu- tlu great moral ami religious truths, strong dramatic photoplays that Illustrate the fundamentals of life ami character or are- of historic interest religiously.
At present the- num-
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ber of these films is so limited a- t" he embarrassing, and the few
notably acceptable onei have such a Roman Catholic bias in garb
and action as to make them undesirable for presentation to a Protestant congregation.

We must
say that we cannot altogether agree with the
Reverend gentleman in the above remarks.
Strong dramatic
photoplays that illustrate the great moral and religious truths
of life and character along broad and universal rather than
along denominational
and sectarian
lines are by no means
uncommon,
altho Mr. Daugherty is quite ri<;ht in saying
that there are by no means enough.
We can recall at least
a dozen
in September
and ten in August
last.
Mori
we do not remember any film that has a "Roman
Catholic
bias in garb and action.'
Mr. Daugherty probably refers to
the use of the cassock and biretta (the boxlike cap worn by
priest-), ami to the employment
of the -i^n of the cross
a- an act of devotion
Neither of these things are confined
to the Roman church.
They are both used by the Church
of England
and the Protestant
Episcopal
church
and we
know of ai least one Presbyterian church that employs them
and have been told that several Methodist
churches <ii
too.
Rut even granting that they are essentially typical of
the Roman
church, in every photoplay in which they have
been used to our knowledge the Roman Catholic setting for
the religious element of the drama has been called
for by
the story itself.
The scene of Edison's "Necklace of Crushed
Ro-e Leave-" for instance is laid in Italy.
Outside of Italy
the story would have been improbable: in Italy a Protestant
''garb and action" would have been ridiculous.
A Protestant
Episcopal
for Edison's
"Little as Bride
of Heaven"
would
have setting
been technically
as correct
the Roman
setting
used, but the atmosphere of the miraculous in the minds of
the little girl and her mother
was much
more
easily and
effectively conveyed to the audience by the play as actually
put forth.
In neither of these plays wa- there any distinctly
Roman Catholic doctrine taught.
Both of them emphasized
d moral truths of universal application: the first being
a powerful sermon on the second commandent and the latter
an excellent illustration of the reward of trust in God and
filial devotion and the observance of the fifth commandment.
We
cannot
think that Mr. Daugherty's
congregation or
any other congregation
for that matter,
be it Catholic
or
Protestant, is going to be so easily swayed from its denominational allegiance as his words would imply any more than
they are influenced by the descriptions of such things that
they come across in the novels and short stories they read.
As a matter of fact the manufacturers are to be congratulated on the way in which
they have steered clear of the
rocks of denominationalism
and sectarianism in their handling of religious subjects and things, and on the high degree
of artistic and literary intelligence they have shown in adapting to the photoplay the literary cation that the religious costuming and action of a story should conform to the places,
characters and incidents in the story itself.
So far as criticism on this point is concerned, there seems at present only
one thing that needs calling attention
to. and that is that
a little more care should be given to making the settings
of the sceneconform
consistently
to the character of the
minister or clergman
portrayed.
It is rather annoying and
provocative of ribald comment when in an otherwise excellent
photoplay we find an ultra Protestant meeting house whose
minister is fully vested as a Roman
priest, or a Protestant
Episcopal chancel in which the clergyman dressed in a frock
coat and a black tie. is conducting
service before an altar.
We have seen both and not SO long ago at that.
In conclusion we would suggest to those who wish to
use the films for the avowed purpose of propagandizing distinctly denominational tenets that they adopt the policy and
practise of the business and scientific men who wish to
use moving pictures for advertising and other snecial teaching
ami have made at their own expense negatives that are
their own property and that they can have produced and
can u-c as they see lit. Photoplays for general release should
not cater to any of these objects and we would gently intimate to all those who object to a bias of any kind in the ordinary photoplays that as the persons they wish to influence
against such things see the obnoxious garb and actions
every day in the regular theatres and places of amusement,
the deleterious effects can be most easily and effectively
counteracted by showing the same films in their own serv i
pointing out the defects and teaching their people to lo,>k for
the underlying
truths The
of which
the
bad expression.
way
dress and act may be all wrong,
plea-e God and some didn't and
SO there's
after all for
far
enough aforlesson
it.

thosecharacters
"wrong actions"
are
the
in the play
but some of them tried to
all got what they deserved,
everybody, if we only look
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"Chiquita,
the Dancer" (American)
Reviewed by James S. McQuade
THE

new

Western company of the American Film Manufacturing Co. has turned
out "Chiquita,
the Dancer,"
which \\ill be released October 30th.
["his drama of min
ing life in the Southwest has the atmosphere of photoplays of this
type, hut is somewhat different from the usual run in several respects. The customary
bad men take their parts in the StOrj and
meet their customarj
deserts; hut there is a girl in the pint, a
very unusual girl, and "demnition pretty."
In the story she is
Chiquita, in stage life she is Miss Geraldine Gill, and it being my
first introduction to her on the screen or elsewhere, I doff my
with profound sweep in deference i" her vivacious acl
and girlish beauty.
Eugene Bonner, the leading man of the new company, makes a
very tine impression in the character of Jim Qlcott, the sturdj
young miner who is pressed hard by the bad nun of the camp,
but who conies out victorious through the loyal assistance of the
charming Chiquita, whom he has learned to love. William Morse
res himself a capable "heavy," in the role of the had man
r; Walter [rying gives a capital character sketch of the old
Justice of the Peace, and (.' De Vere simulates the halfwitted
brother of Chiquita creditabl
The photography of the film has the stamp of merit throughout.
The onescenes
the storj
"Chiquita,
the and
Dancer."
are laid
near
oi theof border
townsof near
American
Old Mexican
territory, where Americans and .Mexicans fraternize, Jim Olcott,
a tine type of the American miner, discovers rich ore a short distance from San Pablo, Old Mexico,
lie stakes his claim, which
lies in American territory, and hurriedly departs for Washington
to raise monej to work it.
Jim Olcott is well known in the neighborhood and has been an
sional visitor at the saloon, where Chiquita, a pretty .Mexican
girl dances to amuse the patrons.
Jim had never given her more
than a passing look on his calls, hut that look had always in it
courtesy and kindness.
Chiquita had learned to admire the stalwart American, and during his trip to Washington misled him
and wondered at his absence.
One evening, whil
behind a large palm in the drinking
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place, she overheard
a conversation
hetween
tWO
iiracters, Jake foster and Ike Watson.
These men talked ■■! jumping
Jim OlcOtfs Claim, which they actually did. the following do. On
Jim's return, soon afterwards, Chiquita told hi
I he
miner immediately got his guns in order and -taited 1 •! his aim.
where he surprised the jumpers and drov< them from th< lo ality.
But Foster and Wats, ,n were old hands at claim
and
resolved to dispOSSCS Jim under the guise of the law.
on an unscrupulous Justice of the Peace and s,
: for
Jim's arrest
\n officer is at once dispatched
to serve the
rant, hut is ignored bj Jim, who marches inn
• lunda nt
the pi nut of a pist> '1
\ force of i.ii
ompanied by Foster and \\
1 go
out to bring Jim in. lie luckily spj,-^ them coming and. that resistance would mean death, and vvi-lumj ;
| t, he
flees
scent.

to the home
the officers
arrive, ofandChiquita.
when

She cine
hides uphimthrows
in t' ■ them
thev

"if the

Seeing that his case is desperate. Jim .
,t a
letter to his attorne) in \\
. asking him
i the
services of a deputy (J. S. marshal and come immediately to his
rescue. Arriving at San Pablo, they go at
f the
crooked
Justice of the Peace and arrest him and In
server.
They then march
thi
aere
things are rapidly growing serious tor it- mistress
foster, for some time, had casl his eves on the pre"
and had resolved to marry her will} ni
which turns his admiration and desire into bitter hatred.
On the dav in question, Foster and Ghiqu I
arrive at her home.
She had barely escaped being letected on a
visit to the barn, where Jim lay hidden.
Fosti
her with
great brutality and kisses her. She escapes from his grasp and
attempts to llee from the spot, hut is caught bj her idi itlC brother
and returned to the arms of foster. At tins juncture, the attorney and
S. handcuffed.
marshal, with their prisoners arrive, and
foster
is deputy
arrestedl'.and
Released [rom the fad grasp of foster. Chiquita gives a scream
and rushes to the barn, from which smoke is issuing. Jim. alter
lighting a cigarette, had unconsciously thrown the lighted match
on the floor, where hay laj scattered. The fire Spread rapidly
and he made frantic efforts to break down thi
iut failed.
Just as Chiquita opens it he falls unconscious on the threshold.

Scene from "Chiquita, the Dancer," by the American

Film Company.
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(^Advertising- for Exhibitors
Conducted by EPES WTNTHROP

HE,

Chaney's Tags.

I II WKV
has I
g lag- with the county fair attendants.
IK tagged the lot and now I
igging him back and he is
• pleas< d. This is w bal
g herewith late programs and also a card showing
a stunt that I pulled off during the County Fair Week. I took a
friend of mine (an advertiser on my program) in on the deal. We
attai
I thousand of these to the vehicles and automobiles
that were on the grounds and in the city that week. They were
carried all over the county and of course it was pretty generally
known at the end of the week that there was an "Orpheum
Theater*' in Hillsboro. I figured this to help build up a Saturday
Matinee trade for out of town folks and made the cards good for
an admission within a limited time if accompanied by paid ticket.
There was at li
y ten that went to the home of
tin owner of the vehicle and of course they would be read by some
member of the household.
This stunt will work all right for fellows
living in small places where the County people congregate at least
once or twice in a yrar.
It brought me many new matinee customers. If you think anything of the stunt you may pass it on. Don't
publish this liter as I am before the advertisers too often as it is.

We are disobeying Mr. Chaney's request not to publish his letter, because
he writes of what he knows and when he comes "before the advertisers"
bringing ideas we think he is entitled to full credit.
He is one of the
earliest contributors to this department and one of the most valued and
he can get his name in the paper every week if he can think of an idea.

A Useful Card.
Being north of the Ohio, Mr. Chaney is used to the country fair, but
further south we know of towns' where there is a weekly fair with prize
contests and all sorts of trimmings and here the card will be of weekly
service.
The reverse offers a rebate of fifty cents on any dyeing or cleaning
job amounting to a dollar and a half or more.
The Chaney side reads:
ORPHEUM— SPECIAL
FREE
OFFER— ORPHEUM
Best equipped
theater in county.
Latest and most improved
projection machinery.
Pictures steady as a rock and clear as a
bell. Free from eye strain and flicker.' Latest and best personally
selected films.
Music in harmony with pictures.
Clean, cool and
comfortable.
Matinee
every Saturday
and legal holidays.
This
card good for admission
to any matinee
if accompanied by paid
ticket BEFORE NOVEMBER i, 1912.
Good only for patrons out
of town.
THE ORPHEUM.
Stabler-Muntz Block, Hillsboro, Ohio.
It is printed on the usual baggage tag with a string through the eye hole
and may be tied to any part of the vehicle.

Color Programs.
The late programs arc some printed on lithographed fronts supplied by
a jobbing house. These fronts are printed in million lots and sold to
printers everywhere and enable the alert manager to have a colored cover
for almost what the plain print costs. The results to house and advertisers
are so vastly better that sometimes we wonder why the scheme is not more
generally employed. The sheet is the same size as the old and carries the
same clean-cut film announcements, but the effect is vastly better and the
coven are putty enough to be carried home (with all their advertising)
for their own sakes.
We hope soon to be able to announce that Mr. Chaney has put his price
up to ten cents. We feel certain that a man who can advertise as he does
is giving a ten cent show at the very least.

From the Haynic.
The Haynic theater, Fairmount, Minn., echo our own thoughts when they
write:
As a matter of permanent advertising, we believe that a good
trade name is of value. When we started we adopted the cut which
appears above, and which is featured on every herald, hand bill,
piece of stationery or newspaper ad. that we put out. We have
electros of it in four sizes, ranging from double colum to one-half
column.
We use Ilenncgan
heralds with our features once each week,
mailing them to our patrons with a circular letter, sample of which
we enclose.
Here is the letter that goes with the herald:
Dear Friend:
For next Wednesday and Thursday evenings it is our good
fortune to be able to offer you a rare treat in moving pictures — one
of the really big achievements of the picture art — Vitagrafh's
splendid three reel feature. THE LADY QF THE LAKE, dramatized from Sir Walter Scott's immortal poem of that name. Magnificently staged, elaborately costumed and portrayed by the best
actors now upon the stage, this great picture offers an hour of
entertainment
which we feel sure you will not want to miss.
This is one of a scries of big pictures — the kind that are worth
coming miles to see — which we are offering weekly for your entertainment. They are the very best that can be obtained in moving
pictures, and we hope that you will be able to see them all.
It is our aim all the time to offer the very best pictures the
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market affords, and you can rest assured that whenever you
visit us you will see a dandy good show. On Mondays. Wednesdays
and Fridays the Haynic Five Piece Orchestra will be a regular
feature on our program.
Hoping that you will be able to avail yourself of the opportunity
we are here presenting, and Sincerely,
assuring you that your patronage will
be apreciatcd, we remain,
HAY & NICHOLAS.
As a literary effort we have seen better material, but this is straightforward, honest and gives the patron the hint that there is something
worth while to be seen at the theater. We think that between polished
phrase and this argument we would rather have a letter like this that
says something and means what it says.

About the Trademark.
We confess to a weakness for the trade mark cut. It pays and it pays
a big premium. Get something that is really distinctive and then hold to
that even though you may later find something that seems to you to be
even better. Put it on everything you have, over the door, on your slides,
your letter heads, your lithographs, your employees and your patrons.
Several years ago we took hold of a theatrical office where the doors were
ornamented by a cypher that suggested a ferry gate or part of a pair of
lazy tongs. It was simply W. M. crossed; the initials of the chief's name,
affixed by the signpainter. No one seemed to think much of the design,
but when we took it up three years later a letter addressed to that monogram
with merely the addition New York City was promptly delivered and it
appeared on every piece of paper that went out from the office through the
mails or on the boards.
If nation wide advertisers can spend hundreds of thousands to establish
a trade mark, can't you spare a couple of dollars for cuts? Think what the
circled A. B. or the Lubin Bell means outside your house. Do it for yourself. Have one really good drawing made. Get one original cut in each
size and then use this to have duplicates made from.

We

Suggest.

The Globe theater, San Francisco, asks for suggestions on a four page
three-change program they send. The Globe is a part of the Turner and
Dahnken circuit and we think that if this extensive chain of theaters would
have a central publicity bureau it would be able to get better results for
the same outlay, not that the Globe program is not a pretty good piece of
advertising, but because we have in mind other chain advertising that is
so very much better for "the same probable outlay. With a central office
to prepare copy, an attractive booklet might be had with just enough
foreign advertising to balance the cost. They have twelve theaters in eight
cities. With an eight or twelve page folder or even a sixteen, with twelve
changes of copy and advertising for the towns, the changes coming on onehalf of the form, much could be done almost as cheaply as one house can
prepare copy for a smaller folder.
For the paper at hand we cannot suggest much improvement. An effort is made at uniform display which keeps the sheets clean and if the
cuts (one to a page) were captioned — and the dates made more prominent
we could offer small criticism. The casts are used where they are available.
The use of an even type for all titles may seem to be a finicality, but it
makes for evenness of display and the occasional use of a heavier face
throws the special feature into prominence. We think the suggestion lies
in the larger possibility rather than in the greater possibilities of this small
sheet, which very evidently is the result of a combination of a good pressman and a good printer.

Not Well Balanced.
The People's theater, Sunbury, Pa., sends a special sheet for the Vitagraph release The Money Kings. We note that Mr. Blanchard has a new
device for the head type spelling "Peoples Theater" in two lines, the middle
Setters rising to form a complete circle. This is effective, but it is very
badly balanced by an oval cut of Leo Delaney on one side and a square
trade mark cut on the other. The rest of the sheet is well displayed and
makes this contrast all the greater. We do not suppose that people will
stay away from the theater because the side cuts do not match, but we
think that another oval in place of the trade mark would have made a
more attractive sheet. We think, too. that the text might have been improved upon, even if smaller type had been used. The Money Kings was
a big spectacle, but all the printing says is:
A story of Wall Street and a daring Aviator.
He carries a
message far out over the sea to a young diplomat on his way to
The Hague.
This is a very sensational picture, but comes to us
very highly recommended.
The idea of advertising is to present facts in so attractive a fashion that
you feel that you simply cannot possibly lose the sight of the feature and
if this was all we knew of the Vitagraph feature we do not think it would
coax our money from us. though the full description of the picture would
get us- into the house.
A hydroplane actually delivered a message aboard
an ocean steamer and it would be curious to see something that was so really
unique in the history of aviation.
If Mr. Blanchard had read this paper as
carefully as he should have done, he would have had more facts to work
upon.
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Keep Posted.
Ii' we were running ■ house instead of this department we would regard
The Moving Picture World and the "advertising of the various manufacturers
as of next importance to the lease of the house, We would have a catalogue
card for every release of the service we were using and on that wc would
enter the page number of every item oi the slightest importance; a reference
to the company matter and anything else we could get hold of. If we had
a large house wc would have envelopes for each release that in any way
might be regarded as out of the ordinary and into this would go every clip
we could get hold of, even though it entailed a couple of extra subscriptions
to the World. Then we would have each matter right to hand when we
were ready to get copy up in a hurry and we would not have to trust to
memory. In proper and systematic advertising is to be found the reason
for the success of every house of any size in the country; to the lack of it
may be attributed a full 95% of the failures.

Be Good All Round..
But mind you we do not regard the newspaper and special printed
matter alone as advertising. Everything you do is advertising from adding
$10 to your exchange price to dressing your ushers in uniforms. The
front of your house may be all you need in the way of outside advertisement. We stopped this evening in front of a house that has at times been
touted as a marvel though wc confess that we do not like the managerial
methods. It took us all of ten minutes to figure out the three releases for
the day from the mass of stuff the lobby carried — so we went away from
there and looked at another show that said "Today" and gave the list of
films. We like the projection at the house in questions, but we decline to
enter into a guessing contest as to the day's bill. It was only ten cents
to the house, but we think there were others with ten cent pieces who
felt the same way wc did about it. The house is on a well traveled thoroughfare, one of the busiest in the city, not even excluding Broadway, and
the house is supported by a small regular patronage and the transients who
do not care what they sec, but money is being lost through failure to paper
the front definitely. We have tried a dozen times to figure things out
without success, so we know they have lost at least a dollar and twenty
cents.
Iinn't list all of the releases you ever heard of, just because you have
heard of them. Tell what you have so that it may be understood and then,
if you have space, tell what you have coming.

Doing Things Well.
Sometimes we wonder why it is that New York managers are so slow
even if they are in a town too big to be circularized. The other day we
went to a Broadway house to see As You Like It. Over in one corner were
some cheap circulars in blue on the cheapest sort of news stock. The next
morning we got from Los Angeles the sheet given out by Tally's New
Broadway Theater. This was a four page folder, well printed. The first
page is the announcement, the second a brief condensation of Louis Reeves
Harrison's story, the third the cast and special musical program and the
fourth a resume of facts. We might, have expected the Broadway sheet
from Los Angeles and vice versa. The scale of prices was slightly in favor
of New York and the New York house had the greater need of style.
Sometimes we are almost ashamed of the New York City exhibitors. And
for the use of others with other attractions, here is the Tally back page.
It can be used for any special:

REMEMBER THE DATE
ONE WEEK ONLY

Beginning Monday,

Between
Evenings,

October yth

THE PI.
Tally's New Broddzeny Theater
833 *So. Broadzvay
Hambergers and the Majestic

10 and

15

PRICES
cents.
Loges 20 cents
Children 5 cents

Theater
Matinees

10

cents

time
Two Performances each Afternoon and Evening
2 and 3:30 P. M.
7:15 and 9 P. M.
Starting earlier on Saturday and Sunday nights
Blocks of seats reserved for parties.
Telephone B'way 4501

Better.

John B. Ashton, of the Princess and Ellen Theaters, Provo, Utah, sends
another copy of the daily paper with a story from the Motion Picture Story
Magazine and a half-page advertisement. The last time credit was not
given the magazine and we are glad to see that Mr. Ashton has taken our
hint that the credit should be given. The story this time is Edison's "The
Relief of Lucknow," and Mr. Ashton writes that the subject was well
worth the special mention.
The story runs pretty close to a full page and is probably as welcome to
the editor as it is to the general reader, though it is almost impossible to
write a good story from some one else's theme The combination of a large
advertisement and the story is decidedly good though we think that even
more might have been made from it had there been inserted in the text, after
the story turned the page, some two or three full face announcements that
the subject was to be seen at the Princess on certain dates.

That Letter Scheme Again.
H. R. Weber, of the Star Theater, Chambersburg, Pa., gives a new and
very practical twist to the idea of special lettered cards for build-up work.
Instead of a special card he makes the admission ticket do, but we will let
him tell about that and a new slide wrinkle he has picked up. Just get
the meat of his letter, though. "Don't be afraid of a few free admissions"
if you can make them bring paid business as Mr. Weber does.
He writes:
I have a scheme that I worked at two different times to good
success, if you think it of any use to other exhibitors pass it along.
I had 55,000 coupon tickets printed by the National Ticket Co., in
lots of 5.obo for each letter spelling STAR THEATER; on Monday

wc would give out an S to all comers who paid admission; on Tuesday we gave out a T and so on, each ticket had a large lett<
the one end like lampli enclosed!/ when any one had a set spelling
Star Theater they were good for 01
n. I advertised that
they could be traded to make the set and no matter where they got
them a set was the same as money, and believe me the kids Iri
tickets during school hours, and the men traded tickets in the cigar
stores and in the shops, and the ladies were just as anxious to get
a set. On one occasion we tore the roll tickets apart and mixed
them up but this is some bother ami I think the first way worked
the best. It certainly kept them talking Star Theater and kept themcoming. Of course, it is like everything else it gets old after 1
you work it once or twice. Don't be afraid of a few free admissions, it has them all working and it is worth it. The cheap way
to make announcement slides is to coat the glass with any color
water paint mixed with mucilage and thinned with vinegar,
after they are dry you can write or print with any pointed instrument. If you wish to have them colored slides, this is easily
accomplished, nearly every theater has a very old set of song
slides, take one apart and bind the glass with the picture over
the one that you have just written on the various colors of the
song slide will color your letters without showing the picture, and
you have a permanent slide.
The ticket looks something like this:

KEEP THIS COUPON
When you have tickets
with
the large
letters
spelling
167
STAR 01THEATER

they

are good for one
free admission.

And for a tag here is a mighty good reading notice from one of the local
papers: Several enthusiastic parties on coming out of the Star Theater
Saturday cvning remarked that the Star would make more money if
they quit charging admission and took up a collection after each
show as all the patrons would be willing to give a quarter after
seeing the show and some a great deal more; another patron remarked that it surely is worth a quarter but all it cost him was a
nickel and he was satisfied with the present system. The Star is a
good place to spend these warm summer evenings.

Ever Stop to Think?
Did you ever stop to think just how some apparent piece of enterprise
affected your audience. Here is a letter from a correspondent in Lancaster,
who noted a recent synopsis of a fake Titanic disaster.
He writes:
I read with interest the letter published several weeks ago,
analyzing the film entitled "The Titanic Disaster."
A few days ago a theater in this city exhibited a three-part picture of "The Johnstown Flood." As I knew this would be a
"fake," I went prepared to note the make-up of the picture.
This is the way it went:
FIRST PART:—
Photographs of old woodcuts of flood scenes.
Scenes of Paris during flood season.
Posed scene of rider warning people.
Still picture of fire scene with colored flames.
Wreck scene, probably from one of the weekly news films.
More woodcuts.
The Conemaugh River.
SECOND
PART:
Woodcuts.
Clearing ruins (at Austin).
Another railroad wreck.
Buildings in the present Johnstown, represented as left standing
by the flood.
Site of the dam as it is at present.
THIRD
PART:
Scenes of modern Johnstown, and, on the end of the film, this:
"Thanking you one and all for your kind attention and let us
hope and pray to God that wc may be spared from such a
calamity as the Johnstown flood."
With this picture as the attraction, they did a fine business, the
attendance being about double the average. With so many people
seeing a picture of this kind, what will be the effect on the house?

Don't Fake.

It was all very well for Rarnum to advertise a cherry-colored cat and
then explain that he had reference to black cherries, but unless you have
the Barnum gift for humbugging, make your efforts along safer lines, un
less you do not expect to remain in the film business very long. Such
things hurt not only your house but every house in your town and perhaps in surrounding towns. The time is not very far back of us when the
picture show was a thing abhorrent and thousands of persons who might
now be tempted to become fans are staying away because of the stuff they
saw when they were tempted into the houses by the novelty of the idea.
Don't fake. Take a pride in your work. Try to run your house on the
best and squarest lines, leave humbuggery to the cheap road shows that are
birds of passage. Week after week you'll be in the same location. Take a
pride in the business you are establishing. Take a pride in your work and
your accomplishment. Build broad and strong, for the business will not
always be a ten-cent proposition and you want to be prepared against the
time when the pictures truly come into their own, and perhaps you can
advance that time.
But if you cannot or will not help — DON'T HURT.
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Ws PHOTOPLAYWRIGHT
Conducted by Epeb Wimthhop Saeoknt

Still

Eager.

Till

other day
lod bye to Frank
E. Woods, who used to be
"Deal
Spec," but who now
is one of the directors fur Kinemacolor.
ol tin last things he said to us was that the company wanted
good corned
hat the;
to work out West they will re<iiut<
bi played in California settings and mostly out of
dooi^
Light effects and
dissolves and things like that are not yet for
Kim n
3, it must be remembered, are taken behind
colored screens and at double the normal speed, thirty-two instead of sixteen I" each second, SO that only the brightest sunlight is a good
light and t!
I
an impossibility. Up to now Kinemacolor
has done little and released less, but now the stock formalities are about
completed

and

tiny are going to work three directors -mostly on comedy.
David Miles, formerlj of Majestic, you are certain of

Between "Spec" and
courteous
treatment.

He's Reformed.
I. vnn C. Ilamill, who was the person meant when recently we spoke of a
new instruction sheet that was being sold from Spokane, writes us that he
has come to the conclusion that it takes something more than the possession of letters of advice and instruction sheets to make out a good course
and that he lias dropped this enterprise and will devote his time to learning
how to write scripts himself. Mr. Ilamill was by no means the only vendor
of instruction who could not get his own scripts accepted, but as we said
before, we think he has a conscience.

It Had to Come.
A Cleveland paper advertises prizes for the ten best photoplay scripts
and announces that those accepted will be locally produced and presented in
certain theaters. To help the contestants the lesson sheets of a local school
arc being run serially — which is a pretty good advertisement for the school.
We do not believe that it will do outsiders any good to compete, so the
name of the paper is withheld. The winning scripts will probably be in the
nature of advertisements for the town, but meantime another few hundred
incompetents will be tempted to waste time and postage trying to sell
scripts elsewhere.

Giving

Out

I'M TURK

Wokl.l)

I have written and sent in about ten scripts in the past year and
a half, and none of thc.Ti have been accepted. Still I have no kick
to utter against an editor. They have all treated rat very courteously, going so far at times as to write personal advice. I think that
when I write the kind they want they will buy and no sooner. If
the energy expended in lamentations were spent in writing and the
stamps used to send the script! around, there would be less fault
finding and more congenial reading in your department. We have
our pictures twice a week even r| ,wn here, anil many a lonesome
houi they pass away for us boys of the navy. Miss Lawrence is
our favorite among the actresses, and King Baggot, Owen Moore
and G. M. Anderson
are the favorite actors.
That's the right sort of spirit for success. He thinks his scripts do not
sell because he does not write what the companies want, and he is saving
his stamps
to find out what
is wanted.
The writer who works in this spirit will succeed in the long run if he has
it in him at all.
The greatest clog to success is the belief that the stories an stolen in
the studios. No one who suffers from that belief is going to turn out
really good work. There is always the constant undercurrent of thought
that it is not worth while to exert oneself to do the best since it is merely
being done for the benefit of some unknown thief. No artist can put his
soul on the canvas knowing that another's name will be signed to the
picture, no sculptor can work with loving care for the profit of a rival.
it stands to reason that you are not going to send out your best work to
i«
so you can'i write your best story until you come
framestolen,
of mind.

Here's Another.
We were mildly surprised at the number of person who spoke of the
wrinkle for slipping the carbon back into the machine intact. It is one of
those very little things that count. One correspondent improved upon it
by using the lower half of a No. 9 envelope.
Here's another little wrinkle that you are less likely to find out for yourself since you arc at the wrong end of the mail route.
When you send a return envelope, put it into the going cover with the
flap downward. The blade of the letter opener is less liable to cut through
both outside and inside tlaps in that way.
envelope — that makes the editor say things.

Here's

Hopp

Don't tuck the flap inside the
Put it in top down.

Hadley.

IIopp Hadley and Fop Hoadley are continually getting mixed up in the
minds of photoplay people because their names sound so much alike. This
is Hopp Hadley who lately became a Benedict and photoplay editor for the
Majestic Company; not that the two events have any intimate connection,
but because they both happened about the same time. Mr. Hadley is a
graduate of the class of '01 New York University and holds the degree of
Fh.B. He studied for the law in the New York Law School but went immediately to the stage,
playing
for several
seasons
with
the Henry
W.

Laughs.

Did you ever write for the literature of the correspondence schools? If
you have not you have several laughs coming. A Boston correspondent
turns up a new form sheet from one of the schools which contains a number of questions, the answers to which are optional. Some of these seem
framed to get some idea of the education of the prospective pupil but two
ef them deserve a wider circulation.
They ask:
Would
you ever care to accept a position as reader or critic of
pictun
plays?
I ould you live in New York City if guaranteed a lucrative salary?
This is all well within the postal regulations. The school does not promise
you will be given a position as reader or critic nor yet a lucrative salary,
but think of the appeal these suggestive questions must make to the country
boy or girl. To be given a lucrative salary to live in New York and read
plays: It is easily worth the eight dollars cut rate that the school now
makes if you do not hold out answering long enough to get the still further reduction to two dollars for the complete course.
And to top that the letter states that "The only requisites are suitable
ideas and a knowledge of the technical secrets." Even so. But how many
of these instructors possess the ideas and knowledge themselves? But get
some of the circulars and get all the laughs yourselves.

Prize Contests.
It develops that the contestants in a Brooklyn prize play scheme have
begun to wonder what has become of their scripts. Several persons who
were notified that their scripts were among the twenty-five most likely to
win have begun to ask for action without being able to gain information.
The contest was to have closed July first but was extended to September
fifteenth.
No contest conducted by other than a reputable company with an outlet
for its product through one of the four distributing agencies can be other
than a scheme to obtain addresses and clients, and such schemes are not
worthy the attention of writers of any grade. In one instance the scripts
were retained for nine months and then returned only because of threatened
trouble with the post office department and we have not yet seen any announcement oi the prize winners. If you can write good scripts write them
and sell them to reputable manufacturers. Do nol speculate with more or
less mythical priai

A Cuban Contributor.
Irving lames Doerr, a musician on the U. S. S. Newark, at Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba, sends us a photograph of himself in his quarters with his
trusty typewriter close to hand and a bunch of bananas overhead. He
writes:

to a rational

Mr.

Hopp

Hadley.

THE

.M< IVING

gradually working OVCI to tin- mi
nd
Latel
ii general managei of the II. I>. Carey attractions for five years, but
lw money in thi photoplay and built a theater in City (aland,
\ .. , k suburb, which he itill owna.
Thii brought htm into touch with the
production end eventually and bia cloae knowledge of the buainei
point ..i view particularl) well qualifies bim foi the position ol
Mr. Hadley'a family ia inclined more to the church than the stage
Co II II Hadley, the evangelist, and three of his brothers
: Holy Orders
Mi Hadley knows ■ g 1 story when he sees it and
knows wh<
story should be when he does not see it; a more
valuable trait in an Editor.
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any old thing will do
His mind runs back ii I
he'll ii.
up something in which, in the la
you may accuse mi
if murder, but who can pi
. tin- hero strides in and
taj
"I i
ire the
Mo
ii.tl writers asaumi
thai the "villain
who
ing." the tbouaand i" ■ cenl hero and the angelii

will force the photoplay pro''lie demand
t thai he will be compelled to enliat the
scenarios of Inch
of the day in procuring

across the screen.
They don't seem <•■ know that all the i ■'
I. They -rem to think thai all tbej
plot
.m\ old pli
ip in anj shape which a ralnut<
them will do, ship il to s film producei
ami thai the film producer will send
mail.
They don
. thai

withdrawing

their

widel]

with ■ remindei
a check and
man)
pi

m old

as to ■■■

place tin- photoplay on any highei
plane than
We shall
need
their assistance
in advancing
tin- new
art, bit before
thi
of any us- to us as contribl
'■• toll up I
gei to work.
Their i aal ofl m
will ii
i 'ii- '.vli.it i- not wanted
They will
have to worry some aboul teel
iui and bj absorption come to know that
then tile is photoplay.
.1 psychology
of

are

d the dooi
bab)

artistic quality and all 'round merit, th
A- a matt
i it will take the be Si
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By Lawrence S. McCloskey.
It has been predict
ducer to such I
services of the ablest writers
quality.
Already film manufacturers

rn

I ads

write a photoplay."
winch assured the public at large that "anybody can dramatis!
to construct
supposition was that while it may take an able
,
: storj writer to write a successful hook, anyone
style
literary
who had "an idea" could write a photoplay because dialogue,
rrammar
were
unnecessary
in its construction.
The
only
essential thing, they thought, was the idea.
that while only an artist can produce a
as truly be argued
It might
all
because
anyone at all can he a successful cartoonist
oil painting,
one has to do is draw a few crude outlines and have ideas— IDEAS!
e realization is upon us that Mr. Average Man can no more supply
the kind of scenarios thai are going to be demanded than he can paint pictures or write books.
Very well then, we shall have to look to the Professional Dramatist,
1st and Short
Story
Writer
for our scenarios and wc shall have
to
,„akc it i
them.
A few I t these already
have
a number
of
photoplays
to their credit, but comparing
their contributions
to the miniing released, they are-a mere drop in the bucket.
The great
army ol professional writers is still standing off.
Their reason for not coming in seems to be that they do not consider
worth while. Some of them have "tried it out."
the photoplay
and
have been generally
disappointed.
(in the other hand. Scenario Editors have said that the average professional writer is almost hopeless as a photoplaywright.
Every once in a while a Scenario Editor gets a letter something like this:
Film Manufacturer.
Dear Sir: Learning that there is a movement on foot to improve
moving
picture plays, I have
decided
to enter
the field, and am
sending
you herewith
my
first contribution
which
you
will find
somewhat
different
from the kind of scenarios you have been getting. My work as a Short
Story Writer
is perhaps known to you,
and. of course, you will appreciate the fact that my work is worth
a higher price than you have been paying for your
ordinary stuff.
Understand
that you
are not to make
use of any
part of this
manuscript
until I notify
you that it is your
property,
which
I
shall do upon
receipt of a satisfactory offer.
If your prices and
methods suit me I shall no doubt in the future devote some spare
time to writing photoplays,
and shall give you the benefit
of my
work.
Awaiting your immediate reply. I remain, etc.
The above is a fair sample of the manner in which "professional" writers
(there are exceptions).' attempt or condescend to "enter the photoplay field."
After being put in a properly humble (?) and hopeful (?) frame of mind
by the letter, the editor examines
the script.
Sometimes
it is "A one-act
comedy"
or "A
drama
in I-'our Scenes."
Invariably
it is a story absolutely unsuited to photoplay.
\- he reads, the editor's hardened soul is torn twixt conflicting emotions— surprise, anger, insulted intelligence rise within him. Then contempt
comes to the rescue, he laughs a hitter, mocking laugh, and ties the can
on the Scenario Extraordinary, remarking that it is "inferior to even the
work of .m amateur who has graduated from three or four "correspondence
schools."
Upon return of his script. Professional Writer may do any of several
things. He may he peeved to think that a manuscript bearing his hallowed
name has been rejected, "and by a moving picture company." He may
decide that there's no use in trying to help people who refuse to be helped,
and vow never to give us another chance. Or he may write the editor a
-tie letter, questioning his ability, holding forth on his own success,
and close by sneeringly inquiring what kind of stuff the company wants.
Whereat the editor may basket the letter, remarking that be "should worry."
Rut if he's a good editor and is working for the best interests of the photoplay, he will know that one who can write good stories or plays also has
it in him to write good photoplays, and he will, therefore, pocket his pride
and go after the Eminent Author. If the erring brother is amenable to
reason, he will in a few weeks be thanking the editor for having opened
his eyes, and the photoplay will have gained a new and valuable friend.
It seems to be a fact that writers of the better class are surprisingly
ignorant regarding the modern photoplay. It must be that years ago they
-aw- a picture or two, formed their opinions of the silent drama from the
crude productions than being exhibited, and have steered clear of photoplays ever since: for with his very first letter to a film producer he makeit clear that he considers the photoplay beneath him. and is only forwarding
his script by way of doing a little "uplifting." so that reputable authors
will be able to lend their names to screen stories without blushing.
As a matter of fact he is simply after a check. His story has been turned
down by the magazines or "Mr. Belasco has spoken well" of his play, or
perhaps some dramatist in need of a little change to tide him over a fewweeks will he seized with the idea to extract it from the "picture people."
nay be a really good dramatist with a number of successful plavs to his
credit, but when he sits down to write a photoplay it is with the idea that

To

those

writers

ol" tllOUghl
who

argue

that

it

pceullai

does

not

•

pay

to

w

tures it may

be answered
thai they have tried to pull big cheiks by their
rather than by offering something worth the mi
Those
of them
who
have
contributed
successfully
have
found
the film
manufacturei
properlj
appreciative, theii continued
Iributions being
dence of the fact.

Inquiries,
NOTE. — No questions ran be replied to by mail Look for your answers
lure. A list of studio addresses, kepi up-to-date, »in be sen) if a stamped
and addressed return envelope accompanies the request
C. G. S. — li. If. Anderson is most certainly alive. lie baa appeared in few
photoplays lately, but this does not argue his demise. He lias other and more
Important
matters of business.
B. R. — Miss Lillian Walker
is a graduate
of the Qua Edwards
COmpi
but is not now
under
his management.
She beads
her own
offering.
The
blonde typist of the present act is most assuredly not Miss Walker.
H. G. R. — See just above lor the elder sons. The younger were Robert Her
ron and .link Smith. Your first question was answered lately and we have
not the full east of Friends
F. H. H. — if Comet advises yon that they are overstocked send your script
elsewhere. We do not know whether it is a hint or a threat. Th.- comedy
rejection slip was not the way the slip was checked but some added matter,
mostly to the effect that the idea dated to the time of Noah. We did not
sidestep your earlier question. We just yawned and threw it into the wast.basket. Mellea doesn't want photoplays because the company is now in the
South Seas. It is a waste of time to write costume plays as we have said
very many times. Scripts approved by the editors are frequently rejected by
the producers. The exact relative Importance of editor and producer varies
with the studio.
W. K. P. — No company is under obligation to comment on a script. Th.
that it is returned is sufficient to show that it cannot be used by them As
you gain in experience you will be glad to get the script back. The free
criticism department of the t'liivers.-il was stillborn. The announcement was
made in good faith but Hal Reid did not lust long enough to put the scheme
in operation.
PHYLLIS. — See last week
for Croat
Brother.
The trapper in In the North
V
Is was Charles West.
Do not ask questions about matrimony.
How do
yon know the player lias a wife?
F. M. T. — During the winter
outdoor scripts will not sell if sent to companies not working
in the South
or Southwest,
but the California
eonij
make summer stuff the year round.
J. A. C. — Wm. Ooerner was the minister in Kssanay's The Moonshiner's
ID-art Mary in The Sands o' Dee was Miss Mae Marsh, who has lately returned to the Blograph. We have Mr. Johnson's authority for the statements
that he was never a physician or a resident of Pittsburgh.
R.

R.

P. — Vou

would

be just

as popular

with

the

Answers

Man

if vou

did

not write with a lead pencil. The home office does not know the Kaaanaj
player vou refer to. This was made by the Western company. The next
three Inquiries refer to films too old to be identified now. Burton T. King
was the Hanger in Rubin's The Hanger's Reward. Arthur Mackby was the
moonshiner In Essanay's The Moonshiner's Heart, and the late Miss
Bertram the girl in The Smuggler's Daughter.
D. J. M. — Query Joe
soon and
it ispast.
probable
those
in the

Roach

of the

Comet

if your

script does

not

get back

that your letter will be mere courteously treated than

T. Y. R. 0. — Vou have your first Blograph question stated correctly, but
Texas Gorman was Jack Mason in A Temporary Truce. Charles West was
the lead in The Rattle.
L. M. M. — We think Miss Pearl White was formerly with Powers and
I.ubln.
We cannot answer that Hiograph and never beard of the Giant family.
V. A. — The identifier did not get Mr Grouch. Robert Herron was MiSw.et s brother In Man's I. list for Gold.
A. B. A. — Dell Henderson had the lead in Tragedy of a Press Suit. Your
other questions were
wry
recently answered.
R. C. M.— Miss Tiekford was the girl and Henry Walthall Dandv Jack In

Friends.

C. B. — The pictures were made by the Paris Eclair and the name is not
known on this side nor may the player's photograph be had. It would be use
less to address
the New- York office.
G. A. C. — Miss Martha Russell was the mermaid in Neptune's Daughter.
Undine was made near New Rocheiic. where the Tbanhouser studio is loi
See

last

week

for

the

other

answer

if

you

have

not

already

seen

it.

J. G. H. — We
think
the company
will have
the damaged
script n
pied
if you get after them in a nice way.
The other matter should
also be taken
tip with the company.
Not particularly interested in more kicks, thanks
are getting a trifle blase on kicks.

BEVERLEY

B. DOBBS

IN TOWN.

Mr. Beverley B. Dobbs. who has just scored a triumph with
liis Alaska pictures in Chicago and other cities in the \Ve~t.
arrived in New York last week.
It is Mr. Dobbs' intention
to arrange for an exhibition of his pictures here.
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Licensed
"THE MOONSHINER'S DAUGHTER" (Lubin), October 8.— The early
scenes of this picture, elaborate and careful, promise better things than
so rawly melodramatic a story can possible provide. The heroine rescues
the hero from in front of a fast moving train and this could not have
been better done. Yet such scenes, at this date, appeal almost solely to the
gallery. Besides, the acting here, though excellent through much of the
picture, is often theatrical and artificial. The mob looks as though it were
rehearsing, not acting. The gallery seldom notices small faults like this.
So, for the gallery it is a good offering. Where we saw it, a Broadway
audience laughed.
"THE CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE" (Edison), October n.—
A stirring picture of one of the most thrilling incidents of modern war.
It has been reviewed by us at length and we add again that it is a desirable
release.
"A FRESH AIR ROMANCE" (Edison), October 12.— Some time ago,
William West played in an Edison picture an old country doctor. In this
offering, he has a very similar role and gives a finely human portrayal.
The story fails to convince strongly as life; but it is simple and gives the
Edison players a good chance for artistic work. Supporting Mr. West are
George Lessey, as the young doctor, his son; Gertrude McCoy, as the sick
girl, heroine of the story; Mrs. Wm. Bechtel, as her mother; John Sturgeon,
as her father; and Leonie Flugrath, as her little sister. It is a very pretty
picture, sweet and wholesome.
People will like it.
"THROUGH DERBYSHIRE DALES" (Eclipse), October 9.— By the
showing of this picture the Derbyshire
dales are lovely.
It is short.
"A ROMAN'S CONVERSION" (Eclipse), October 9.— A gracefully
pictured incident; it is hardly more than that. But it is an offering that
is particularly good for Sunday schools, churches, etc.; also, because of its
beauty, it will entertain any kind of audience.
"PASSING GYPSIES" (Pathe), October 9.— A love potion figures
prominently in this picture, which deals chiefly with the woman's heart
of one passionate girl. A man of her tribe loved her; but, it seems, her
marrying him wouldn't make enough disturbance to suit her. She comes
between a fisherman and his wife; but the fisherman's baby makes too
strong an appeal and she relinquishes the pursuit. It is naturally acted and
convincing within limits.
As an offering, it is commendable.
•WHEN EDITH PLAYED JUDGE AND JURY" (Selig), October 9.—
A very large audience received this fine, human picture with that undemonstrative but most emphatic applause, a slight rumbling of feet. It is, in
truth, a tip-top offering and one that we can heartily commend for audiences
everywhere. The setting gives us little glimpses of a ranch home and also
some broad, sweeping views of a rolling cattle range country, wild and
lonely. The action, though it is typical of Western life, has nothing rough;
there is no crime, no shooting, no cowboys even in it, except in the distance.
It concerns itself wholly with quiet human things and its interest, at every
turn, comes from character and not from accident. Marked feeling for
character is shown by the acting, and the wider backgrounds show that
sense of locality that makes them seem contiguous in the picture, makes the
backgrounds in the different scenes hook on to each other. Edith, the
Eastern girl and heroine, is Phyllis Gordon, who ideally fills the part. Herbert Rawlinson plays opposite to her a manly young Westerner who has
been misunderstood. Harry Ennis and Mrs. Shaw play Edith's parents.
Mrs. Shaw has a good part and does very fine work. Camille Astor, Bessie
Eyton and Fcrnandes Galvcs also have parts. Marie Evans is the authoress
and Hobart Bosworth produced it!
"THE HORSE THIEVES" (rathe), October 10.— A story of Indians
and soldiers. Such offerings exist for the sake of action. The more Indians and soldiers there arc and the quicker the movement, the better.
Some recent pictures of this kind have been thrillers and have put the
standards higher. This picture doesn't come up to the best; but it also
is a long way from the worst.
"Till: BELLE OF THE. BEACH" (Kalem), October 9-— It is not
surprising to find Miss Ruth Roland playing this summer girl comedy as
the saleslady who, at the beach, is an heiress. The situation still pleases
the audience, and this presentation of it made some hearty laughs. Ed.
Coxen
plays the man's role.
"ELECTION DAY IN CALIFORNIA" (Kalem), October 9.— A topical
on the same reel with the above.
"THE END OF THE FEUD" (Essanay), October 10.— A love story of
the mountains with an exceptionally pleasing ending. Francis X. Bushman plays a mountaineer just home from college. In his absence a feud
has sprung up. He falls in love with the daughter of his family's enemy,
played by Martha Russell. The story works out to a poetical climax in
which the child of these two comes in between the feudists just as they
are about to open fire on each other and unconsciously brings the trouble
to an end. The story is well filled-in by good acting and freshness of
treatment. There is some confusion of characters (the two girls) that obscures the story for a moment or so. Opposite to Miss Russell there should
have been a dark haired girl, to make a distinction instantaneous and
certain. Playing the Parker family are Bushman; Win. Walters, the
father; Harry Mainhall, brother; Helen Dunbar, mother, and Ruth Stone-

house, sister. Playing the Simpsons, beside Miss Russell, are Harry Cashman, father, and Bryant Washburn, brother.
Fred Wulf has a minor part.
"EUCHRED" (Selig), October 10. — A love stoiy set on a rocky shore.
Skillfully made it is and keeps one wondering whether the revenue man
will be euchred or the smugglers. It's a three handed game; for the
smuggler's daughter has fallen in love with the revenue man and, as the
cards fall, we find her helping first one and then the other. The climax,
not wholly unexpected, has freshness and the offering, as a whole, gives
good entertainment. Bessie Eyton plays the girl in a charming way. Her
swimming is one of the features of the picture. The revenue man is Thomas
Santschi; the girl's father is I' rank Richardson; Long Pete is Herbert
Rawlinson; Fatty is George Hermandez; Anna Dodge plays Bessie's mother.
"HIS MOTHER'S PICTURE" (Kalem), Oct. 11.— This motion picture
asks us to sympathize with a "wanderer," because he shows a fondness
for his mother's picture, set in a small metal frame and his only treasure.
He also saves a girl whose shoe was fast in a frog between the rails, and
does it at some risk. But when he loses his picture and learns that the
girl has found it, he does a skillfully accomplished "second story job"
like an old hand at that business. The girl, finding a burglar climbing in
her window, bites him in the arm so hard that, next morning, the mark
serves as identification (this was neatly done and helps the action) and a
novel chase ensues. Someone had thought up the new chase and the
picture was plainly made to accommodate it. To get it over, the leading
player had to put himself in considerable danger; but none the less,
it was artificial and thin. There are several conversations in the picture
that add nothing, even stall the action for a moment. There is some
good in it for everyone and the uncritical may like it as a whole.
"AN INTERNATIONAL ROMANCE" (Selig), Oct. 11.— A picture
markedly in holiday mood. The setting is at a German summer resort
near the mountains. Many pretty girls in peasant costume wait on guests
at the beer garden. In the first scene, a baker's dozen German students
are at the place and Lena, the host's daughter, is in love with Fritz. Poor
photography keeps us from seeing who he is and one gets a blurred impression of the situation in consequence. When the American tourists
come and Lena, to make Fritz jealous, flirts with one of them, the story
becomes clear. The best of the picture is its fresh and jolly atmosphere.
The German peasant dance is very well done and worth seeing. Because
of its good qualities, not because of its story, it furnishes excellent entertainment. The author and producer is George L. Cox. In the cast
are Winifred Greenwod, as Lena; Frank Weed, as Fritz; Wrm. Stowcll, as
the American. The German characters are Mac M. Barnes, Josie Schmidt,
Barbara Swager and John Lancaster. The Americans in the automobile
are Thos. J. Commerford, Lyllian Leighton and others.
"THE CHIEF'S BLANKET" (Biograph), Oct. 10.— Good drama. There
are fine natural settings and backgrounds, one especially where the camera
is placed on a high hill, showing an extensive range of country, of winding
road and farm land.
"THE PLAYERS" (Lubin), Oct. 10.— This is the second of the Edwin
August pictures. It will be liked. There is a realistic picture of the back
of a stage. A novelty is introduced in the setting of the balcony scene
in "Romeo and Juliet." Instead of being portrayed on a stage, as the
scenes leading up to it would apparently indicate, the action takes place
in the open, on extensive grounds, the balcony being situated on a great
mansion. Mr. August has several opportunities for effective acting in
the course of the drama. He rises to them. The death of the actor is
especially well depicted. He collapses during the balcony scene and is
carried behind the stage. In the morning the woman with whom he was
in love, but who has married wealth, reads of his illness and goes to his
bedside, accompanied by her husband. The actor puts an arm about her
neck, but it suddenly stiffens and slowly drops; the tell-tale stare settles
in the eyes. The work of the woman who carried the role of Juliet is
worthy of praise.
"NOT ON THE CIRCUS PROGRAM" (Essanay). Oct. 11.— There is
a realtistic picture of a circus parade, which, of course, is the real thing.
It serves as a background for the drama, which is well put on. There is
one point, however, where the desire for dramatic effect led to the commission of a fault. This is where the clown and the bareback rider in
returning the strayed child travel the highways in their ring garb.
"HIS COUNTRY BEFORE ALL" (C. G. P. C), Oct. n.— Good drama.
There is one mighty effective scene wherein a monoplane is shown in
flight, with a background of cloud — all effectively tinted. Another good
picture is where the two lovers leave the group in the room and retire
to a corner, out of sight of the camera, but are shown reflected in a large
mirror.
The disguise of the father was hardly impenetrable.
"THE REDSKIN RAIDERS" (Kalem), Oct. 12.— A picture of Indians
and shooting and burning, relieved by good natural scenery, of tall grass,
and one particularly effective bit of acting — that in the tent of the Indian
when the emigrant, pretending insanity, informs the captive she is to be
rescued that night. Still further libels on American and Indian marksmanship are perpetrated in the shooting go
"THE SHOTGUN RANCHMAN" (Essanay), Oct. 12.— Good comedydrama in which Arthur Macklcy plays the woman-hating and child-hating
"old bach." The little one is carefully trained and is more than interesting.
There were two or three points which brought out hearty laughter; and to
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■THE COMBINATION
OF THE SAFE"
(Kalem), Oct. 14.— A new
view of the workings of the human ccTi-.i-i.iur is given in this picture by
Earlc Foxe in tin- part of a trusted employee who robs his fatherly b
factor, who i< played by Geo. W. Middleton.
There is much more than
this in it; for it also portrays the inl
ire to find
a path, sooner or later, leading to the criminal.
It is in this instance found
in the
mi a pet parrot of the figures of the "combination of the
safe."
The thief bail learned them by heart, out loud, and the parrot re1 them at a critical moment.
It interests deeply ami instructs in a
ire; but it leaves the spectator's heart cold.
It is, in truth, a very
piece "I work,
Stewart Holmes plays the detective,
A safe offering.
"MY WIFE'S BON1
lig), Oct. 14
V clever, laughable comedy
situation conies when Mr. Topn.it sees his wife's bonnet rolling down the
of a theater.
It happens that not only Mrs. Topnot, but two of her
friends have hats just alike and w lieu Topnot demands an explanation, the
three hats, after much amu!
lie, help a little perjury in Straightening 'hings out.
It tickled a large audience; is fresh and commendable.
It
has been adapted from J, II. Morton's one act comedy and was produced by
1 Herbert.
Lyllian Leighton plays Mis. Topnot; John Lancaster, Mr.
I1
fohnson, the cousin with Mis. T. at the theater; C. D. Herbert, Frances Baylace, Rose Evans and John Larkin also have parts.
"A MISTAKEN
t All IV
, 5.— She was the best cook
in the city until she called on Prof. Phreno, the phrenologist, who told her
to be a poetess. Some of the stmt' she writes is put on the screen
and it is good, just the poetry the c it \ " - best cook would write. The truth
is that it is so funny that some of it would have been printed. The poetess
has a hard time though until her memory looks back at the good things she
used to have when she bossed a kitchen. Her adventures and the way they
affect, d her friends and others are truly amusing.
It is a good ott
"THE WIDOWS SECOND MARRIAGE" (Edison), Oct. 15.— On the
reel is this farce in which a widow has two suitors. One of thi
1 by Win. Bechtel, the other by Edward Boulden. The widow is
played by Bliss Milford. There are three pleasing little girls in it. 1 hi
picture is weakened by the unfortunate casting of Mr. Boulden as the
deacon
not verywho
new.doesn't fit the part very well. It is a slight, pleasant offering,
"MAX FIGHTS A DUEL" (C. G. P. C.), Oct. 15.— Max Linder makes
this picture as he has made many another. His acting is widely popular
and deservedly so. Because of him, it is a good offering.
"THE VALLEY OF ( HEVREUSE" (C. G. P. C), Oct. 15.— A handpainted scenic giving many delightful glimpses of old buildings and scenes
of natural beauty.
It is worth while.
"IN THE AISLES OF THE WILD" (Biograph), Oct. 14.— The Biograph
Company's
work shows
preeminently
construction;
the choice
of incident
in its picture
is good.
The actionartistic
is nearly
always significant
of
human things and nearly always it is carried forward with a sweep. Biograph weakness shows itself in the relief. When the picture is nearly all
tragic we are not moved deeply. It gets a strong hold when some contrast
deepens the picture by relieving the tragic cloud as against the eternal calm,
the blue sky of life. There are psychological reasons for this. The picture
before us was taken in a lovely forest country and the camera has caught
tome perfect views of it. The main thread is played by Claire McDowell
and Henry Walthall with a second man, a very competent player. The
Mary story, whose purpose was solely relief, is carried by a young
player who wasn't quite up to it. As a whole, it makes a striking picture;
but it deals almost wholly with passion and never reaches the deeper human
interest. The worst that can be said of it is that it wasn't a very happy
choice for a silent drama.
It will astonish more than please.
"THE CRINGER" (Lubin). Oct. 12. — He is an old acquaintance, this
cringer. Everyone maltreats him in the first act, and in the third he does
;hing desperate "to prove" he isn't afraid. The character is interesting and fairly convincing; but the sketch gives us but a shallow view of
unman life; it is not a picture of courage. Courage has its foundation in
lom and there is no wisdom and nothing that is commendable in this
deed of the cringer. It convinces because of this very fact; the man is a
cringer even to the bitter end. The picture has value as a side light on
life and it suggests thoughts. In this case, the backgrounds are very interesting and the portrayal of the central character by Romaine Fielding is
extremely competent.
"WHEN CALIFORNIA WAS YOUNG" (Vitagraph), Oct. 12.— A tragic
love story, not new in either background or in outline; but filled in skillfully by intelligent actors whom we have never seen play this situation before. The author is Robert T. Thornby and the producer, Rollin S. Sturgeon. Earle Willions plays the poor Spanish lover whose sweetheart is stolen
from him by a better dressed man, a wealthy official and who becomes a
monk. The girl is played by Mary Charleson and Robert Thornby plays the
man who marries and then maltreats the girl. It has good historical .atmosphere; but gives us very little that is new.
"EVERY INCH A MAN'' (Vitagraph), Oct. 14.— Wm. Wallace Reid has
given us a good, fresh comedy in this little sketch. It shows a raw youth
from the West who wants to be a detective. The city sleuths to scare him
put up a game on him; but reckon without knowing their man. He brings
them in tied up and the laugh is not on the boy. Hal Reid plays the boy's
father; Rose Taplcy, his mother. Robert Gaillord. Morris McGVe and Frank
Mason also have parts. It was produced by Wm. Humphrey. A good
offering.
,
"MRS. LIRRIPER'S LODGERS" (Vitagraph), Oct. 15.— Mr. Van Dyke
Brooke, who produced this picture, an adaptation of a chapter from Dickens
by W. A. Trcmayne, and who also plays an important role in it, has made a
thoroughly delightful offering, full of the real Dickens' atmosphere and
full of old time courtliness. Mrs. Mary Maurice plays Mrs. Lirriper'and
her work and her kindly face are too well known to need further comment.
She fills the part of this very human boarding house keeper in a very
pleasing way. Clara K. Young plays Mr. Edson, whom her worthless husband (Courtney Foote) abandons at Mrs. Lirriper's.
Van D. Brooke plays
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."EARLY DAYS IN THE WEST" (Bison-Universal), Oct. 19.— A tworeel picture of action.
sly that subtitles are
not needed. This is parti]
the action is along familiar lines and
the spectator already knows all that is needed about the characters. There
is a good Indian portrayal in it. The redskin himself is far from good;
he is very much alive and is the real hero of the story.
other
very attractive things will be found in the picture that will help i
popular appeal. In a wide country, a large immigrant train is attacked
by as numerous a band of Indians. One of the white men breaks through
and warns the soldiers at the fort, who effect a rescue at the critical moment. This messenger puts the Indians who are following him on the
wrong trail by one of the cleverest ruses in pictures. It is absolutely
convincing as shown, and in it his well trained horse has a prominent
part. high.
Where pictures of the early West are popular, tl.is offering will
rank
"THE HOODOO LETTER" (Eclair), Oct. 15.— The idea of this pictureis not wholly new; but there is much freshness in the way it is used and'
it gives good entertainment and laughter. The ending chase is weak; but
all the rest of it is fine. The tramp, who can't read and brashly steals a.
letter saying that he can't work (it says be has smallpox I goes
out to beg, is very well pictured.
"ONE OX TONES" (Eclair), Oct. 15. — On the same reel. Jones is
1 by a good comedian and that means much in picturing an old situation. Let us hasten to add that, although the situation is old, it is worked'
out in a very fresh and a very laughable way and makes good fun. The
two on the same reel go very well.
"TAMING A BACHELOR" (Comet), October 14.— A picture that is
made pleasing by the players who act it. The situation is good; it has
some dramatic quality; but it is not deeply significant, nor is it convincing
as a bit of real lite. It has value as a lightcner on a program.
"A SECTION OF NEW YORK CITY'S NEW WATER TUNNEL"
(Comet), October 14. — On the same reel is this very short filler. To New
York audience it will be especially acceptable.
"THE DOUBLE DEBT" (Comet), October 12.— In many ways this is
a beautiful picture; but it is confused by many characters and the main
incident has been used in almost the same way at least once before. It
is only possible to unravel the story by the closest attention to its faces;
and without that attention, one is likely to lose it altogether. On thisaccount we fear to commend it highly as entertainment.
"WHEN MERCY TEMPERS JUSTICE" (Thanhouser), October 15.—
A fantasy presented as the dream of a judge. It has the fine qualities
happily often found in offerings by Thanhouser. Containing, as it does,
a plea for an equal justice to poor and to rich alike, and being presented
in a wholesome, even-tempered way that never irritates, we commend it as
a thoroughly worthy picture. Besides this, it will rank high as entertainment; for it is a well acted and gracefully conducted picture. Miss Anderson plays the wife and mother in the poverty-stricken family. One of her
two little girls is the Thanhouser kid. The father, who snatches a bottle
of milk to keep his kiddies from starvation, is Mr. Cruze, while Mr. Russell is the judge who has favored a rich thief and condemned a poor man.
Miss Flo La Badie plays, with her usual grace, the Spirit of Justice, who
comes to rebuke the Judge in his dream.
"FOR THE MIKADO" (Thanhouser), October 18.— Miss Taku Takagi,
the graceful Japanese player, takes the lead in this heroic melodrama, as a.
girl who sacrifices her life that the Mikado's army may get plans of a Russian fort. Her husband had been detailed to get the plans; but at the
critical moment he was intoxicated and she had to take his place. She is
wounded by a sentry; but manages, not only to escape, but to delay the
search long enough for her husband to get away with the papers. The
early scenes, set in Japan, are marvelously like the real thing not only in
backgrounds but in atmosphere including acting and conduct of the story.
The Russian scenes are small, narrow views; but are very suggestive of
Russia. It is a commendable offering, out of the ordinary in atmosphere,
clear and thrilling in its story, and very pretty. Wm. Bowman plays theMikado. The Russian traitor is played by Wm. Russell and the Russian
secret service agent by Virginia Nardon.
"THE SIMPLER LIFE" (Majestic). October 13.— A romance in a village grocery. There are other sets and backgrounds; but the story centers
mostly around the cans and the boxes. The idea, and most of the filling-in,
too, is delightfully fresh and it makes a worthy, wholesome picture that can
be highly commended. Its author, T. Russell O'Leary, is to be congratulated.
Indeed, it is one of the most interesting pictures that we have seen this
week. Anna Lehr plays an engaging part as the village grocer's daughter.
Mr. Scardon plays the tired millionaire who, as a poor man, gets a job in
the grocery.
Mr. Wm.
Lemp plays a rural comedy part.
"ALL FOR TIM" (Majestic), October 15.— A picture by Herbert Prior
who plays the lead in it (an ambitious
workman)
with Mabel Trunnelle
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•llll BORDER HI Mi riVE" (American), October 16.— A picture
whose climax i- the capture of opium smugglers on the border.
It is a
very i rlj conducted picture, complicated an. I obscure.
There is no clearly
told storj ami the incidents an- apt to show amateurishness; some of them
«ill provok< .1 laugh,
hi
. we feel sure, to
uch,
"THE NEW COWPUNCHER" (American), October 17.— The ranch
and villain appear again in this offering in ways that have a slight
Inii significant difference ami furnish much freshness to an old story. It
is an offering, in quality lik. Others by tin Flying A premier company.
Richardson is the villain. Miss Pauline Mush the ranch owner's daughter
and Kerrigan the new cowpuncber. It will furnish entertainment to
tors, and it 1- safl ti
d it.
' 1 ill < OTTON (NDUSTRY" (Gaumont), October 12.— A picture taken
New England.
It is very well photographed and shows the care anil
1 udi
ill. .11 and its spinning.
We see the kind of work that
11 the fact. .ins have t.. .1.1 and we see the different processes in the
making
I and cloth.
It is a very instructive and interesting picture,
(haling with a subject that nearly everyone has heard much about.
in

"REUNION
DAYS
IX ELI TOWN"
(Gaumont), October ....-On the
reel is an extensive picture of the military and civic parade recently
held in New Haven:
All Yale men. and everyone else for that, will find it
interesting,
"BEETHOVEN" (Gaumont), October [5, A dignified picture full of
much that is beautiful and ilhis is the best thing in it) the leading role is
reverently and effectively acted by a first rate player. A grandly tragic
story ..1 tin .leaf composer lias been grandly portrayed. It is a picture
for cultivated spectators. The dream scenes that illustrate the symphonies
are very inadequate, of coins.. They will probably displease true music
lovers; but the scenes that suggest the closing-in of deafness, and the last
scenes, especially that in which is symbolically shown the glory of his last
great symphony, that his mortal ears never heard, are strong and emotional.
We like this picture very much and a good sized audience that saw it with
11- seemed to be impressed by it.
"GAUMONT
ing number.
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NO. 31." A well balanced and vitally interest-

•A FOOL AM) II IS MONEY" (Solax), October 11.— A picture of
I people played by real colored actors. It features lames Russell, tin
cake walk king of America, as Sam Jones, who finds a purse and is rich for
a time. It's a love story with good darky comedy, human and fresh. Thereis a darky evening reception and dance that is something quite new. We
think that it will please everywhere where any picture of darkies would
he acceptable- and commend it as a first rate offering.
"CANNED HARMONY" (Solax), October 9. — A farcical romance. The
musician (Lee Beggs) dislikes the lover (Billy Quirk) of his daughter
1 Blanche Cornwall) because be lacks musical skill and Paderewski curls.
After a few painful adventures, some of which were cleverly adapted from
the works of William Shakespeare, Billy, with the help of Darwin Karr.
his friend, gets the curls, a wig of 'cm. and the skill, as much as a phonograph can give him. lie wins his bride with her happy father's consent.
lb. ., iliring is lively, it will be found amusing and will he acceptable on
a bill with more substantial offerings.
"T1IK PEDDLER'S FIND" (Reliance), October 12.— A picture showing
the rise in life of a very poor Jewish peddler who has rescued a blind baby
and brought her to his already overcrowded home. She brings good luck.
The picture does not grow dramatic until near the end. when the peddler.
now rich, doesn't like to have his son. now a doctor, marry the girl, and
merely because she is not a Jewess. This end is pretty; hut it doesn't convince. The theme, especially that of the first part of the picture, is fine;
but poor photography mars it. It lacks strength; but has some of the qualities of popularity.
A fair offering; many uncritical people will like it.
"THE SERGEANT'S
BOY" (Bison 10.. X. V. M. P. Co.), October n.
A two reel picture, opening with a rush of Indians on a cabin. The
capture "f the boy. his rescue by the troops and adoption by the sergeant
ari stated in a skillfully pictured whirl of turmoil, dust and battle. A few
years are now skipped and we find the lad grown up, a private soldier.
III. picture tells a garrison love story, new in films, and its climax fittingly
is also a whirl of dust and war. The sergeant's boy has proved himself
a hero and is buried, after a very emotional scene, with the honors of a
Soldier. Some will weep over it and it will be liked everywhere. A very
.li-sii able reli
"AN IXMAX LEGEND" 1 Broncho), October 9.— A story told to tourists
by an Indian guide ami giving tin- reason why "Ghost Lake" is haunted
by the wraith of an Indian girl. Such stories are more effectively pictured
when the 11,111. tor is kept in view. This is troublesome to do; but it has
biit. .bun. It has a good story for a picture: but the fact that it was told
to tourists weakens it just a little with a sense of unreality. In the legend
a white man turns from an Indian girl with whom he had flirted ami marries a white girl, a new-comer to tin settlement. The Indian girl disappears
and her tribe attack and wipe out the settlement. The Indian girl comes
into tin picl
in; ki-sis tin lifeless body of her white lover and then
walks into the lake. As an offering, the picture ranks well, it having
much prettiness and plenty of action.
"PEDRO'S DILEMMA" (Keystone), October 7.— A split reel. Pedro
is played by Mack Sennett, who makes a very comical Mexican low
ugh. but nervous and eccentric.
His chosen sweetheart (Mabel
Normand)
m
a n.'te proposing
an elopement.
Mabel's
friend
(Virginia Forde) under a veil marries him. Mabel's father follows and
makes Mack glad that it's Virginia and not Mabel, It is a sure laughmaker, and. with the following, the film makes an excellent light offering.
•T1IK
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we find it so cleverly handled here that we believe it the best picture of its
kind. It is very amusing; there is nothing offensive in it, and it ought to
be generally acceptable.

"TIIK Ol. I) SWEETHEART' (Imp), October 14. Jan. l-earnley plays
the lead in this drama which has for its prime motive a jilted suitor's
nci for an old sweetheart. Both the rivals arc well depicted. lack,
who has bcdi rejected for drinking, and who goes from bad to worse, afterward is admirably presented in his scheming for revenge on a quarrym
who refuses him a job. The humor in the final situation leaves a pleasant
flavor. The scene In which Jack finds his old sweetheart has a splendid
dramatic quality.
As a whole the film gets over in good shape.
"PATSY'S MISTAKE" (Nestor), October if,. This comedy was produced from the idea that twins, even when they mature into extremely
large women, look very much alike and may be mistaken for one an
when, after a separation as children, they meet again by chance
Upa in the same town. The basic idea is an old one. but it has been
with an original viewpoint and some novel turns which
make the story refreshingly new and interesting. Patsy, who has the good
fortune of marrying one of the twins and tin bad fortune of mistaking
the other for his wife, is a good comic character. The probabilities are
n.t -trained in the succeeding entanglements, and little byplays skillfully
introduced from time to time are very successful. The production will
win a laugh in any playhouse,
"GOLDEN
ROD'' (Powers), October 16. — A fiftieth wedding anniverserves as the beginning of t hi- sines of pictures from the love affa •
the old couple.
The scenes, taken together, tell a sweet story in which
goldenrods
flourish throughout.
Those who enjoy a quiet story well and
clearly presented will enjoy this film.
"DOES IT PAY?" (Powers), October 16.— On the same reel as the
foregoing appears this slight comedy, picturing in a highly amusing manner
the troubles of a mild, shy little man who finds a pocketbook and barely
escapes with his lifc in trying to find its owner. II is misadventures are
laughable from first to last.
"CAPRICES OF FORTUNE" (Kclair), October 17.— This is a strong
two-reel production. It deals with a young man's pursuing of the will-o'-thewisp, fortune, and of his finding it one day while he is asleep. His undercurrent of philosophy throughout is very pleasing, and the love story adroitly
woven into the main thread will win much sympathy. The fortune hunter's
first hunting ground is Homestead; a smoky, lurid city of steel, catches the
fancy in particular. Failing here, he searches successively in the southland, in the far West, in a Mexican cabaret and in the gold country, but
fails in all of these to find wealth. How be finally succeeds and is made
to distinguish the good in a girl whose love he scorns to begin with make
a very praiseworthy drama. It would be unusually commendable as a
scenic aione. More than that, it has the strength of a worth-while idea
and commands attention for its able presentation.
"WHEN KELLEY WENT TO WAR" (Milano). October 26— This halfreel farce comedy introduces Kelley, a soldier without a peer, who fights
an.l vanquishes a foreign foe singlehanded and alone. He returns to a
prospective father-in-law, who has sent him to war, with one of the enemy
in a suit case and many other trophies of war. thereby winning the esteem
of father-in law-to-be and the greater love of the daughter. There is a
good laugh in this.
"STAR EYES' STRATEGEM" (Bison). October 15.— No white character
appears in this Indian drama, telling of the great love a Cheyenne brave
bore for a daughter of the Sioux. The love for torture, the treachery, the
savagery and primitive emotions of the original Americans are admirably
expressed in a strong, well-molded plot. The capture of Crow-face, the Sioux
lover of Star Eye, the heroine, is very commendable. A war dance following the capture of the Cheyenne is extraordinarily colorful. One can almost
hear the drums. The whole is full of life and vigor and spirited action
and is bound to win strong approbation among those fond of Indian lore.
The production
compares well with the best of one-reel subjects.
"I. ( >. I". $10" iXestor), October 14. — Barring the improbable conditions
of a girl promising to marry that one of two rivals who has the most
money at the end of three months and of a strange will which gives one of
its beneficiaries a million dollars "when he is debt free." this comedy is
highly commendable and will get a laugh anywhere. Once the main situation is developed, it grows very amusing. The efforts of Jones, who tries
to pay Brown a debt of $10 which Brown does not want to see discharged,
tremely laughable at times. The finish must satify everybody because
while one fellow gets the girl the other gets the million. The action is '
lively and clear.
"TIIK GIRL IX Till". GINGHAM GOWN" (Champion). October 14—
Very good and altogether sound is this clean-cut drama handling the clash
between the loves of a rich man and a simple country fellow for the "girl
in the gingham gown." An heiress jealous of the country sweetheart
causes the rivals to come to blows and almost murder. The quarrel is
ted convincingly and its finish is full of snappy, unexpected surprise.
Interest is steadily maintained throughout by good acting and a plot which
is never thin and doubtful. Xo one could miss the story and all will
follow it with interest to the end. As a whole, the film will meet with
universal approval.
'TIIK WHITE BONNET" (Kclair). October 13.— The idea back of this
drama is very original and of a strong European flavor. The shrewd father
of the heroine asks the two rivals for her hand to send for their mothers.
One of the young men proves ashamed of his mother and he is told that
he is not a fit son-in-law. This is a simple story, but it is admirably
presented. The acting is splendid, there is never any doubt about the
meaning
and the characters are all clear-cut.
"WHEN
TWENTY
IS IN LOVE"
(Rex). October
13.— This comedy
portrays the amusing adventures of a very young man who makes an out1 himself for the love of a very young girl who takes lifc very seriously.
Tiie fun is wholesome and will have a wide appeal.
"HER
DRESSMAKERS'
BILLS"
(Crystal). October
13.— Pearl White
as the extravagant wife and Chester Barnett as the husband who pays the »
bills play the principal roles in this light comedy.
The latter decides to
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cure his wife of bet extravagance md disguises himself a-. ■ detective to
arrest her foi not paying her bills. The resulting situations furnish considerable amusement,
"McGUIRK,
i I'll"
October i.;.-of On McGuirk,
the same anBinamateur
ns the
above
is depictedSI i tins
brief,idisaatro
sleuth, who lias nothing but a badge to justify him In being in the profession, lie comes to grief by interfering with an elopement and throws
his badge away in the end.
The humor is broad and will miss fire nowhere.
"WHAT mi BEL] TOLD" (Gem), October 15.— Interest in this
eredital
ers about a child who ventures to scrape rust from a
church bell at midnight because an old negro mammy tells him that such
a proceei ill cure bis mother
who is dangerously
ill with a fever.
The town is roused bj the clanging of the bell and the general gathering
church has been handled .1- a comic relief.
The film will
have a widi
VCCOl \i OF \ HANDKERCHIEF" (Reliance), October 16.—
A handkerchief blowing from one apartment into another causes the misunderstandings and troubles which characterize this comedy. It makes its
point interestingly and vigorously.
II BUG
Wl>
THE
COUNT"
(Reliance),
October
16.— Following
the Foregoing on the same film' appears this comedy in which an escaped
lunatic confiscates the clothing and identity of the Count Derinsky.
The
arc speedy and furnish good food for laughter.
"HIS NURSE" (Lux), October 18.— The foreign flavor of this well
presented drama is very pleasing. A sick old man, a prodigal nephew and
a pretty but verx poor nurse are the principal characters. They are clearly
delineated and the situations are all very natural. The film will meet with
general approval.
■•Till. BLIND MAN'S DOG" (Milano), Oct. 19.— Typically Continental
is this drama, in which is featured a very intelligent animal. A blind man
earns his living by his violin. He is aided by bis sister. The sister is
abducteil by an Apache and concealed in a shed. The animal climbs a ladder ami locates the missing woman. He conveys a note describing the location. With the aid of a friend the brother rescues the sister. It may
seem to some that if the dog could reach the sister, the sister should have
been able to reach the ground and to escape. Nevertheless, the reel will hold.
"THE POSTMAN"
(Imp), Oct. 19. — Fred Mace appears in this skit, and
contributes
to a bit of fun.
"THE EVENTFUL BARGAIN DAY" (Imp), Oct. 19.— On the same reel
as the foregoing is an amusing comedy in which Violet Horner, as the
woman who would a bargain-hunting go, takes the part of the distressed
mother in search of a babe which had been taken from its carriage by a
sympathetic old man. A poodle-loving woman, also bargain hunting, had
deposir
in the carriage.
Mother discovered the substitution when
she got home.
There'll be no complaint about this film.
FRIEND, THE DOCTOR" (Nestor), Oct. 18.— This will make a
fair"HER
release.
'THE WEDDING MARCH" (Rex), Oct. 17.— A variant of the stolen
score story. In this drama by a strange combination of circumstances the
thief leads to the altar the daughter of the man who wrote the successful
music; the composer is asked to preside at the organ for the ceremony and
is given to play his own music. He recognizes the composition in spite of
his recent loss of memory, and precipitates a scene, during which the old
musician takes his laughter out of the church — unmarried.
It will hold.
"THE FUGITIVES" (Imp), Oct. 17.— This is a well-made picture. Herbert Brenon produced it. There are several scenes in which the stone walls
of Sing Sing appear. William E. Shay has the role of the Governor and
Vivien 1'reseott is the Governor's wife.
"KING. THE DETECTIVE, AND THE OPIUM SMUGGLERS" (Imp),
Oct. 24. — King Baggot has in this melodrama the leading role. Jane Fearnley has the part of the girl. Fred Kelsey is the bully. All are good. There
is action aplenty and the interest is sharp.
"THE SHERIFF'S ADOPTED CHILD" (Broncho), Oct. 16.— Fair
W -tern. There is in this picture another case of using a girl to portray
the part of a boy, though it is difficult to understand why this is done. It is
transparent; therefore it is unconvincing. There are some large scenes and
views of fine country.
"THE GOLD BRICK" (Solax), Oct. 16.— A comedy based on the combined stupidity and avanciousness of mankind. Lee Beggs makes fun as
the farmer who hy a combination of circumstances is permitted to buy a
genuine gold brick.
"THE ORGAN GRINDER'S WARD" (Reliance), Oct. 19.— A melodramatic story of a girl who befriended an organ grinder and who repaid
the debt by furnishing her a musical education.
"THE BEST MAN WINS" (American), Oct. 21.— This picture is notable
for the excellent photography of some charming country views. There is a
new stunt in rough-and-tumble fighting. The hero draws the other man's
pistol
hold. and shoots the man coming to his opponent's aid. The picture will

FORSYTHE

OPENS

FEATURE

EXCHANGE.

J. J. Forsythe, of Shamokin, Pa., has gone to Pittsburgh,
where he will open an exchange for the Feature Film Co., of
New York City. This firm is the largest importer of
strictly feature films in the United States. Mr. Forsythe
while manager of the Empire purchased all of his feature
films of the above firm and owing to his splendid business
ability and reputation for honest dealings he was selected
from quite a number of applicants as special manager for
the Pittsburgh branch; in fact, the office is being opened
with $50,000 worth, of films for Mr. Forsythe, who has had
vast experience in the feature film business, formerly owner
of the state rights for the "Frontier Celebration" pictures
of Roosevelt at Cheyenne, Wyoming, which picture was
very popular.

WORLD
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EMPHASIZE VALUE
CERTIFICATES.

OF

BIRTH

The Essanay Company lias just completed a full-length photoplay that should arouse the tardy innegligent parents
in registering can-fulls the birth certificates oi their < inldren.
I his film is booked for release in the immediate future The
photoplay was produced al the bus
re B.
Young, the well known Chicago health commissioner, and is the
starting of a campaign of education involving the important use
of the motion picture. Dr. C. St. Clair Drake, of the Chicago
health hoard, arranged the scenario, and the film will be put out
as a regular release by the Essanay Company. It will also be
shown in connection with the traveling exhibit of the Woman's
City Club. The story of the photoplay illustrate, in a most
startling way the lax methods of physicians and parents in not
registering the birth certificates of their children and, in direct
contrast, portrays the immediate registering of dogs and the
rushing business done at this office. The result of parents'
negligence is vividly depicted when the boy, whose birth certificate has carelessly been unrecorded, is refused permission
to attend school, fails to find office employment, cannot obtain
a marriage license and seeks in vain to establish his right to
an inheritance, all because of the lack of a birth certificate The
film will undoubtedly go a long way toward arousing public
interest in such vital matters.
"ALKALI

IKE"

IN

DEMAND.

world famous "Alkali Ike," is
Carney, Essanay's
Augustus
having
the reception
of his life in Chicago at present. Ever
since Carney appeared in person at the Orpheum Theater two
weeks ago and addressed the enormous crowds, Chicago photoplay theater managers arc clamoring for his services. Carney
addressed the audiences of the Lyda Theater, 38th Ave., and
Lake St., during the past week, and met personally every man,
woman and child in the neighborhood. The Lyda was packed
to the doors throughout the evening shows and the appearance
of "Alkali,'5 in his Western garb, was the signal for wild
demonstrations on the part of his admirers. George H. Hines;
manager of the Lyda, was only too proud to escort "Alkali"
steak that "Alkali"
the sirloin
to his homewas for
demolished
not dinner,
at all inand
keeping
with his diminutive stature.
"Alkali Ike's Pants" was the film shown that caused the greatest
laughing demonstration ever seen in the theater. Mr. Hines
declared he never saw a film "go so big," and is preparing to
hold a carnival of "Alkali" pictures for the perpetuation of
"Alkali" is being featured
patrons. Meanwhile,
hilarity
in
some among
comic his
masterpieces
at the Essanay Chicago studio that
are booked for November release.

THE

ARMY

AND

NAVY STRONG
CAMERAGRAPH.

FOR POWER'S

Instruction given by the aid of the eye has been fully
educators and the world's greatleading
by the
recognized
est scientists.
A great*
and very important field, to which
the motion pictures could be applied with beneficial results,
is the instruction of the recruits of the National Guard with
the aid of the cameragraph.
Films could be produced of a company of "regulars" going
through the various facings, foot movements, company movements and the manual of arms, which would show clearly
and distinctly the correct positions, attitudes and foot movements in the most minute details. Instruction in this manner
would prove a great aid to the di ill sergeant in the practical
training of the soldier recruit.
The success of such instruction would depend a great deal
on the film and the machine which projects it. We recommend the installation of a Power's cameragraph at all armories for instructional purposes. These machines are now
in use and have given splendid results at the U. S. Naval
Academy. Annapolis, Md.: the V. S. Military Academy. West
Point, X. Y.; Fort Sill, Oklahoma; Fort Scriven, Georgia;
Fort Monroe, Virginia; Fort Ethan Allen. Vermont: Fort
Totten, X. Y. ; League Island Navy Yard. Philadelphia. Pa.;
the Navy Y. M. C. A., Brooklyn. X. Y.: the Army Y. M. C. A.,
Boston, Mass.; and also have been installed aboard the
U. S. S. Florida. Utah and Panther.— The Xational Military
and Naval Review.
POWER BACK FROM EUROPE.
Xicholas Power, whose name is known to practically every
moving picture man in the country, has just returned from an
extended tour of Europe. Mr. Power was away about six
months. He returns looking hale and hearty and has already
buckled down to hard work at the factory. We may look for
something
of Power's
before long, new
now in
thatthetheway
presiding
genius projecting
is again at machinery
the helm.
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From Los Angeles.
LOS

ANGELES,
Cal., Mr. J. G. MacLean,
operator of the Tcatro
Igo, which is, according to the letter head, the only theater in
California showing Spanish vaudeville direct from Spain and Mexico
City, contributes the following:
A few words from the "city of Angels" to inform you that the
exhibiting business
is good here.
Mr. Bierhaus
(manager
and
owner, I take it. — Ed.) and myself are constant
readers of The
World
and we both derive much
benefit therefrom.
This house
was opened on September 14th, and we are playing to S. R. O.
most of the time.
Mr. Bierhaus imported a stock company, composed of ten people, direct from old Mexico and we are catering
exclusively to the Mexican population of the city. We show four
reels of fourteen-day
independent
pictures.
I have as good an
operating room (not a "dog-house," "coop" or "box") as there is
in the city.
We have the first and only Simplex
projector in
town and my projection is considered
the acme of that article.
I also have a spot and dissolver, which makes a very complete
equipment.
The operating room is 20 feet long, o feet wide, and 8
feet from floor to ceiling.
It has two large outside vents.
I
am a member of the I. A. T. S. E., Local 150, and can report
very favorably upon conditions generally, with the exception of the
license proposition, which we are trying to remedy, and are leaving
no stone unturned in the endeavor to bring about a change.
It is not a pleasant thing to have to publish such a report concerning
the city of Los Angeles as the one printed recently.
I would suggest to
Brother MacLean, and to Local 150, that it probably would
not do any
barm
to send a committee
up to the Mayor
and show him what we
have said about the Los Angeles examination, and call his attention to the
fact that that report has gone all over the civilized world, asking him if
it is not about time such a disgraceful thing was remedied.

Power's "Five" Outside Shutter.

Wilkie, Sask., Canada,
writes:
In looking over back numbers of The World,
I ran across a
letter headed "Flicker."
In this communication it was stated that
Power's
hive should be made
flickerless by the use of a threewing outside shutter.
I would appreciate information as to where
an
Five.outside three-wing shutter attachment could be had for Power's
So far as I know, Wilkie, it cannot be "had."
You have to make it
yourself.
If you go back far enough in your back numbers, you will find
two or three photographs of Power's Fives, for which the operators have
themselves
made
three-wing
outside shutter attachment.
It works
very
good.
You might, however, first try Mr. Lavezzi's three-wing inside shutter. Icannot say whether it is valuable or not, as I have never seen or
tried one, but you might purchase
one, provided
Mr. Lavezzi will give
you a proper guarantee.
Let him do one of two things, viz.: either send
a shutter to the department to be tested and reported on through
these
columns, or else let him send you one on agreement to return the money
within twenty-four hours of your receiving the shutter if it is not satisfactory. Twenty-four hours will give you ample time to test the shutter
and decide whether it is all right or not.

Simple

H.

RICHARDSON

J*j

steady light than the 30 cycle, since with 30 cycle current the alternations
are so far apart that there is likely to be a perceptible flickering of the
illumination. Multiple and series you will find set forth fully in either
the old hand-book or the new one. If you have not a copy of the old book,
you should have, and I would advise by all means that you send in $2.50
for the new hand-book — a book of about 400 pages, in which all these
things will be thoroughly and completely explained. We hope to have it
ready for delivery about November the first.

Address Wanted.
Mr. L. H. Chapman, Prop., New Gem Theater, 2:1 Bieecker St., Utica,
N. Y., writes:
In reading a recent issue of the Projection Department, I notice
an item from our friend in Kalamazoo, Mich., in which he says he
used a preparation
which is furnished by the International
Exhibitors on his plastered-wall screen.
Now, as the writer wants to
keep up-to-date and is always on the lookout for any improvement
which will better the service in his house and give greater satisfaction to his patrons, he takes the liberty of asking you to furnish
the address of the International Exhibitors, as referred to in the
Kalamazoo letter.
I am as much in the dark as you are, friend Chapman, and have given
your address so that Kalamazoo can supply you with the necessary data
by mail, thus avoiding any delay.
I would however, request that he also
supply the department with the address and further information about the
coating, if he will be so kind.

Great Heavens!
Erie,

Pa., propounds the following:
(1) What is that shutter between the lamphouse, lens and slide
opening for?
(2) What
is the correct way to set the fan on
Power's 6A machine?
(3) Why does a rheostat have to be connected with a picture machine?
(4) Does it make any difference
what way a film is patched?
(5) How should my rheostat be connected to get the best light?
(6) Let me know where I can get
an operator's license, as we have no license here in Erie.
I have
trouble with setting my carbon and get a blue spot in the center
of the picture. "What can I do to overcome this?
Man,
I don't think you need to hunt up any licensing authority, because you could not come within a hundred miles of getting a license.
My advice to you is to proceed
to serve an apprenticeship
under some
competent operator.
I believe I cannot
be accused by anyone of refusing
to answer elementary questions, but there is a limit to everything and it
is plain to be seen, Erie, that you have absolutely no knowledge whatever
of operating, therefore I could not consistently kill the space necessary to
answer your questions.
This department is designed and intended to aid
and assist operators — not to make
operators.
I fully understand
and
realize that the small town man is likely to propound some very simple
questions, and I am willing to answer them too, but where he displays
an absolutely total lack of knowledge — that is something else again, since
he cannot possibly put on a creditable show, and I would merely be assisting in imposing inferior projection on audiences that pay their money
to see a show.
Go somewhere and serve an apprenticeship,
Erie.
That
is all the advice I can give.

Questions.

Washington, propounds the following questions:
Why is it that, on a. c, when you run too fast or too slow the
picture flickers; more especially when you run too fast?
We are
using a two wing shutter, two SYi condensers,
12 foot picture.
Use 50 amperes and are not able to get a white light.
It seems
to be blurry and yet not out-of-focus.
Am using a rheostat.
What
is the difference between 30 and 60 cycle no volt current, and
what difference does it make
in the light?
What
is the difference between a multiple and series rheostat; which is best and
why?
I hope to have an early reply, and to meet you at the
1913 convention, to be held in Seattle.
Some of your questions are very elementary, though the first two are
somewhat puzzling.
You will of course, get a flicker when you run too
slow.
The reason therefor has been explained
and re-explained
many
times in this department and in the hand-book.
But why you should get
a flicker when you run too fast, using a two wing shutter, I am unable to
understand, unless it is that you are using 30 cycle current and the two
wing shutter gets in synchronism with one side of the alternations.
This
would produce a flashing of the light, the same as we have when using
a three wing shutter on 60 cycle current and overspeeding the machine.
If you arc using 50 amperes of no volt current, you are wasting more
than 3,700 watts, and I would suggest that you get a transformer, mercury
arc rectifier, or motor-generator
set right away.
I don't know
exactly
whit the result would be using 30 cycle current through a rheostat (neither
do I know you are using 30 cycle or only guessing at it), therefore will
not try to answer
your question about light until I have more definite
information.
The difference between
30 and 60 cycle current is that
with 30 cycle there are 60 alternations per second and with 60 cycle there
are 120 alternations
per second.
The 60 cycle would produce
a more

New

Impossible.

York City, writes:
Will you kindly supply some
information
in regard to the
relative merits of Arco B, and Bio carbons.
This will settle a dispute between a carbon dealer and myself.
The dealer contends that
the quality is the same, only they have two brands.
I have used
both and think one is better than the other.
It is out of the question, New York, to supply such information as that
through the department.
Also there is no necessity for it. If you think
the Bio are the best, buy them.
If you think the Arco B are the best,
buy them.
Whichever one you may wish to purchase is your business, and
not the business of the dealer.
As for me, I would purchase
whichever
one gave me the best results, and the dealer could talk himself black in
the face before I would change that determination.

In Error.
Princeton, 111., propounds the following:
Believe I have something of interest to my fellow exhibitors. You
will note by the attached light bills that the rate for one week was
8 k. w. at six cents, or a total of forty-eight cents, for the week;
whereas, the succeeding week, the bill was thirty-six cents, this
being the bill for thi Eagle Theater, where I used a compensarc
on the 60 ampere notch, running six nights from 7 P. M. until
10:30 P. M. This is of course, for the machine only, it being on
a separate circuit. However, do you not consider it as being very,
very low? I use a.c, no volt, 60 cycle, but the current saving
device (compensarc) alone would account for it, as I use the same
kind of outfit at the Stevens Theater, using the compensarc on the
40 ampere notch, and the attached bill shows $9.34 for one month.
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In the Stevens, we used No. 6 wire for the machine, of which there
li but one.
In the Eagle, ho
the
meter to the I
6 from the 1 1- to the ni.i.ln;
of which there are two.
My theory is that exhibitor! can save
money
by using large wire; aN.) by having two machines, used
rnately.
The wins
from compensarc
to lamp do not get SO

the compi

1 appears to be

>f an inch and in »V ■
I

h all the

time at the Eagle.
Princeton
is in error in attrilmting the low rate to the large wires.
Xhere
wire itself so long as there is no
m its tempi
it it the wire ot^ hot, then there is
well as injury to the illumination.
However,
No. 6
wire ii
dition would be far more than ample to carry the primary
current
ampere arc attached to a transformer secondary.
As a
matter of fact, Princeton has got thin.
If No. 4 wire
is to be used, then it should have been used between the compensarc and
the lamps, instead of between the switch and the compensarc, where the
amperage is much lower. Sixty amperes at the arc would mean only
about 25 amperes between the switch and the compensarc, and a No. 6
wne is rated at 46 amperes. Of course, if your switch were located a
long distance from the compensarc. that would be something else again,
but it would have to be a good way off to cause any heating. If your
No. 6 wire at the Stevens gets hot there is something wrong with it, and
you had better rip it out and put in a new wire. The charge of thirty-six
cents is ridiculous for the amount of current used. The only explanation
I see is that there is something wrong with the meter.

Not Correct.
Helena, Ark., writes:
I would like to have you advise me as to what time you expect to
have your new Operators' Hand-Book on the market for sale, as I
wish to obtain one as soon as possible. I would also like to have
you give me the address of some firms in your city tha$ are in a
position to furnish countershafts and various motor connections to
put on the different machines and supply three wheel grooved
pulleys of various diameters of say 8, 12 and 16 inches to fit shafts
of about 5/8 inch. Do you think it a good idea to install a shaft
about 10 inches long with the cog, sprocket and grooved pulley in
the same position as the upper sprocket wheel now is, to permit
the use of a drive from this point, i. e., to take out the shaft
which the cog wheel and sprocket are attached to, and put in a
longer shaft with the addition of a grooved pulley about 3 inch
diameter?
In conection with the Edison Model
"B."
In a recent argument with a supposed to be Operator, he claimed
that the longer the throw of the motion
picture lens, the less
the picture was apt to jump, but I looked at the matter entirely
different, that is to say — that the shorter the throw the less apt it
was to jump, for the simple reason that on the long throws the
least lost motion in the intermittent, which results in a jumping
of the film, will multiply in proportion to the length of the throw,
whereas, with the short throw, the same defect in the intermittent
will not multiply so rapidly owing to the shorter radius.
Why
was the Pathe machine taken from the American market?
When
can I obtain a list of all the M. P. shows in Arkansas?
As before stated, we expect to have the hand-book
ready for delivery
by November the first. We do not guarantee this, but expect to accomplish
it. As to the address, I would suggest that you secure one in St. Louis,
or Chicago.
Write the Enterprise
Optical Co., 564 West Randolph
St.,
Chicago, 111., mentioning my name, and I belive they will supply you with
the name
of a Chicago firm who can furnish the articles you need.
I
see no reason why the Edison Model B should not be driven in the way
you suggest.
You are in error about the magnification of movement with
an increased length of throw.
Your sketch shows plainly where you fell
down in your calculations.
Of course, if you increase the throw and the
size of the picture, or if you increase the size of the picture without increasing the throw, then you would increase what movement there might
be, in proportion.
Added length of throw increases any movement which
is due to vibration of the machine itself, but vibration of the film in the
machine — that is to say, jumping
or side movement,
is only increased
when size of the picture is made greater.
I cannot tell you why the Pathe machine was taken off the market:
Most likely it was because the sales were not large enough to justify the
selling expense. I presume any one of the Little Rock film exchanges can
supply a list of Arkansas picture theaters.

Camera

sketch
mount

Movement.

Louisville, Ky , propounds the following:
I would like very much to have information as follows:
What
movements
are generally used in moving
picture cameras?
If
the Star Wheel movement is not used, why not?
The movement most commonly used in M. P. cameras is what is known
as the claw movement, colloquially termed by operators the "finger feed."
The star and geneva is not usually used.
Cameramen claim that the claw
movement is more decisive; meaning that the film travels downward with
a more snappy jerk than can be had with a star and geneva movement,
which is more or less rotary in action.

Condenser Mount Suggestion.
Minnesota, sends the following valuable contribution:
For the benefit of those who still use the old style Iamphouse
with round condenser casing, and are troubled with condenser
breakage, let me suggest a remedy as shown by accompanying
sketch. The mount is to be set so it will not extend into the
Iamphouse nor even touch it. This can be accomplished by using
washers as shown. I was troubled with chronic condenser breakage,
even though back of Iamphouse was entirely removed. Condensers
fitted very loosely, and I was not pulling more than 25 amperes d.c
Set my condensers as per sketch, about a year ago, and since
then have not broken one lens.
You will note that air space in
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an article in last week's issue, and another illustrated some time ago
where practically the same results were accomplished by punching
holes around the mount in Iamphouse.
But why punch holes when
there is a simpler method?
The proposed change is a radical one indeed, and I am not at all prepared to say what the result might be; still after all, I am not at all sure
that the introduction of an open air draught would not work all right.
I
would suggest to machine manufacturers
with this
5 that they experiment
*s«i»opening would, of course, have to
idea and see if it is not of value.
The
be covered with wire gauze in order to satisfy the authorities.
I am inclined to advise operators to test this scheme out, where they can do it
without injuring their lamphouscs.
I had an idea of my own several years
ago as follows:
Set the condenser half an inch ahead of its normal position and make the Iamphouse
with two front walls, with an air space,
open top and bottom, between; the hole in the back wall to be closed with
sheet of annealed glass.
The trouble was, however, that I could not get
annealed
glass which could be depended upon.
One piece would be all
right and the next would break very quickly.
Your sketch has been reduced, so the exaggeration is not so very noticeable.
The 1/16 inch space
is marked plainly enough to give the idea.

Calcium Light.
Urbana, Va., writes:
We are traveling exhibitors using calcium light, and while we
are constant readers of the Projection Department, we have seen
very little concerning this illuminant.
We use an Enterprise Model
B gas making outfit, but have a good deal of trouble with it as the
flow of gas is uneven; also there is boiling over.
Could you tell
us the cause and how to remedy it? We also have an Edison gas
making outfit which gives an even flow of gas, but which consumes
sixteen cakes of ozone in half an hour — about three times more
than the Enterprise.
This of course, is prohibitive.
Should the
Edison use that much?
If not, what is the cause of the excessive
consumption?
We get a good sharp picture at 20 feet; Iamphouse
back 14 inches; small spot, and lens in close, but when we have
over 20 feet throw, our picture is not sharp or clear.
We have
tried moving our lens and Iamphouse nearer without results.
20
feet gives a 6 x 7 picture.
We are having articles on gas making outfits prepared, or at least we
have requested that they be prepared both by the Enterprise Optical Company and the Edison Company.
They will doubtless appear shortly.
The
reason you have not seen much about gas is that there is not much gas
used nowadays.
We shall be glad indeed to have articles from gas users
giving complete instruction in the use of gas and of its making; in fact
all the points that might be of value to gas users.
As to your Enterprise
Model B, there is something wrong with it. The combination of uneven
flow of gas and boiling over would indicate an uneven pressure in the gas
chamber, but I am not familiar enough with this device to say what would
be the probable cause of such a condition.
As to the Edison, I think
there is no doubt but that there is a bad leakage of gas somewhere.
That
is what the condition you describe would indicate.
It is also possible that
you are using a very large tip on your burner.
If so would suggest that
you get a smaller one.
As to the out-of-focus
effect when
you throw
more than 20 feet; when distance from lens to screen is altered, distance of
lens from film must also be altered by means of adjustment screws.
Very
likely your lens has not enough adjustment to take care of the added throw.

Alternating Current Pressure.
Denver,
Colo., writes:
The statement
was made to me recently that the current we
commonly term no volt or 220 volt a.c, is not that at all. In
other words, the pressure of a.c, as indicated by the voltmeter
is not the real pressure.
Now is this correct?
If it is not correct
please explain the matter.
The voltmeter
pressure, Denver,
is the correct pressure — that is to
say, it is the correct effective pressure, but it is not the extreme pressure.
Alternating current starts at zero voltage at the beginning of each alternation, and mounts upward until the peak of pressure is reached.
We thus
have two extremes.
During the first part of the alternation the pressure
is low, and during the last part it is very high, the mtan 1
uurt
being about 70% of the extreme. The peak pressure of 220 volt alternating
current is really over 300 volts, and the 220 represents the effective pressure. This U, however, a question of no particular interest to the operator.
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If you talc- the peak pressure (I have manufactured the term "peak pressure" myself to suit my own convenience) of a.c, it would only hav«
about jo'/l of effectiveness as compared to a similar pressure of d.c.

Light Trouble.
South

Iicrwick, Me., writes as follows:
Trust I will be welcomed to the department.
I would like to
ask a few questions, and know
of no better place to go for
information.
Am using Power's 6A and the manager says my li^ht
is O. K-, but it doesn't suit me.
Am projecting a 14^ foot picture
at 47J4 feet, using from 25 to 60 amperes
of no volt current;
two 6'/, condensers.
My light is unsteady
and am compelled
to
keep changing
from 25 to 35 and 45 and sometimes even to 60
amperes.
This is not due to loose connections, as I have examined
everything
carefully.
Do you suppose it could be in the transformer? I worked
in the same place last year with Power's
5
and it was the sum- Story.
The arc sometimes makes more noise
than a saw-mill, and the next instant I can hardly hear it, and
batin! the light goes yellow.
Have already broken two condensers.
If I use one 7j4 and one 6!4 could I pull the arc back farther
from the lenses, and thus avoid breaking
them?
Am
using a
transare,
I used the same Power's Five last winter at the beach,
and the current was Bteady as a rock.
We arc running five reels
of licensed pictures, with the opposition running the same.
The conditions, as you describe them, seem to indicate fluctuating pressure. I would suggest that you have the light company test the voltage
ef your feed wins on the primary side of the transare.
Oct them to put
in a voltmeter and leave it there for one day.
Just what the cause of the
fluctuation is I could not say, but from your description, that is undoubtedly
what happens.
It is possible that your street mains are feeding some
big hall, or a theater in winch large numbers of lights are switched on
and off occasionally, and that the street mains are overloaded
when
all
these lights are on.
1 don't know that tins is the fact, but it is the most
likely explanation
of your trouble.
If you find this is not the case, then
there must be something wrong with that transare.
The projection machine
itself has nothing to do with the matter.
Yes. one 6}4 and one 7j4 lens
would bring your arc farther back, but it might cause a ghost.
You can
try it and sec.
As to jroui being "welcome to the department," my dear
fir, the department is open to any and every operator and manager in the
United
States. Canada
or any other country.
The only requirement
is
that they be in need of information or have something interesting and of
Talue to contribute.

Various Things.
Conneaut,
Ohio, contributes the following interesting letter:
It has been some time since you heard from this town but I assure you we are still on the map. We now have four moving picture shows and one vaudeville house. There are seven of Power's
"Six" machines and one Edison in operation in the city; six of the
former being run by motor, belted to the fly-wheel (.which is mechanically bad). Of tins.. Eoui are under my own care. Two
have been run for a yeai and nine months, and we have yet to pay
out one cent for repairs. Aperture plat, shows some wear; so do
the sprockets. I knew of four other Power's "Sixes" and one
"Five" run by motor belted to the fly-wheel. The five was
run four years by hand and the last two years by motor, and has
nevei been back to the factory. James Chambless, Evansville,
Ind., makel a motor drive attachment which looks good to me.
I enclose two photo- of my switchboard on the back wall of the op-
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board will be seer, house light dimmer, marked :, which is used to
dim, eight 40 watt tungstens in green glass shades.
Three houses
use this system.
Now just a word about those ground detectors concerning which you asked information:
They do burn in series
but a ground on the positive wire, negative lamp, burns brightly.
The sliding switch, marked 2, is used in connection with Power's
rheostat and a Sterling coil.
With lever as shown, it i- for a. c.
through the Sterling.
If moved to the next point we have eight
coils, and on the next point five coils of the rheostat.
And now a
word or two about our power plant:
We have a y''i k. w. dynamo,
twelve h.p. engine, and use 50 amperes of no volt current.
We
don't use a.c. when the plant is running.
We use no volts because
we have to use a.c. sometimes in the forenoon, as we only run five
hours a day.
Now do not think because I have not asked you a lot
of questions that I don't have any trouble, for I do.
But with
good oil and horse sense I get along in fine shape.
We just could
not manage without the Moving Picture World, and hope that, for
ever and ever, you will keep the good work up.
I am waiting for
that new hand-book to come off the press.
Please excuse mistak
I am a better mechanic than writer.
The record of Power's "Sixes," in Conneaut, shows that they have had the
right kind of usage and have been properly lubricated.
If those machines
had been grinding film through at the rate of ten minutes to a thousand
feet, and had been lubricated with a mixture of one drop of oil and seven
drops of advertising, then would have been a different story to tell. I would
suggest that this man Chambless either send one of his motor drives or
else an adequate description of it, so that we can set forth its points in
the department.
Your
switchboard
is excellent, the only objection there
could be is that in some cities it is required that all switches and
be enclosed in metal cabinets, but with a rightly constructed
board, 9uch
as yours seems to be, there is no especial reason for this, other than the
vagaries of the authorities.
I thoroughly agree with you that the field
regulator should be within reach of the operator when
he is seated in
operating position.
I am decidedly of the opinion that the operator should
have his eye on the picture all the time, and I claim it to be a fact that
unless he docs watch the picture every second it is on the screen, he 1
properly project it. This does not mean, however,
that he watches the
picture in the same way that the audience watches it. I have run a picture
half a dozen times, watched
it every instant it was on the could not then have told you what the picture was about, except in a very,
very general way.
I was watching
for faults in the light and to gauge
proper speed of projection — not to follow the story of the film. The opwho watches the picture will learn to read his lamp adjustments through
the fault appearing on the screen, and will know exactly what should be
done to remedy it; and the doing of the thing becomes an automatic action,
so far as his hands are concerned.
I maintain that this is the only •
method for the operator to pursue if he wants to produce really high class
projection.
Your explanation about the ground detector does'
What I want to know is this:
If two lamps are connected in scries be!
the two positive and negative wires, what in Sam Hill prevents those lamps
from burning at about a half c.p. all the time, regardless of whether there
is a ground or there is not a ground?
There is some .*>oint there that I
haven't caught, and it is that particular point I am after.
Kindly come
forward
with the explanation.

Altering Lens.
Nevada, writes:
Have been inforrrfed that an ordinary projection lens may be
made
to vary the size of the picture somewhat
by varying the
distance between the separate elements which go to make up the
lens.
Is this true?
If so, how -is it done?
What
condenser
combination do you regard as best when using a 5 or -,'/• inch e. f.
projection lens on a 68 foot throw?
What can you say as to the
adaptability of the so called adjustable lens for projection?
Am
not supplied with a hand-book,
but want to get one when
the
new issue comes out.
It is quite true that the varying of the distance between the two factors
of a projection lens will vary the size of the picture, but it is also likely
to injure the definition, and I would not advise anyone to attempt any
such stunt as this. The distance between the two factors may be shortened
by cutting off a portion of the lens barrel and re-threading.
It may he
lengthened
by adding an extension
ring, which any competent
machinist
can make.
Two
7'/} condensing lenses should be O. K.
I hav<
adjustable lenses which
gave excellent results, but it has not yet been
proven to me that these lenses may be uniformly relied upon for the best
work.
We
arc bending
every effort to get the new hand-book
out by
November
that
date. the first, and expect to fill the orders already in the office on

Advice Wanted.
|

Ottawa.

m

11. You will notice i hav( my a. C service switch and meter and d. c. meter pilot lights; field regular ground detectors; five
double branch cutouts (only three showing); house light dimmer;
double pole, double throw switch, and three point sliding switch for
rheostat, all where I can reach them. 1 expect this kind of an arrangement would ioM pass in
6S, but 1 built the whole thing
myself and would not have it any other way. Some men kick about
Id regulator being in the operating room, but after working in
one house lor two years with the field rheostat down cellar and no
way to git at it. should the voltage raise or drop, without stopping
the show. I most emphatically do not agree with the regulator being
anywhere else than within reach of the operator. One man
says fhe operator has all he can do if he watches the picture, wdlich
is all very true with some nun. but I know of one who would not
sit looking at the picture and let his light go out.
On tin switch-

KKf^

Canada, writes:
ild lik. to ask a few questions concerning an invention I
have been working on for a long time, ami which I believe I can
get to work satisfactorily.
It is an automatic
fire shutter which
uposed to close down when the film stops passing through the
gati . ..' if the film breaks the shutter will drop and shut off the
light.
I have not seen any machine equipped with this kind of a
shutter, and would like to know if it is worth while patenting such
a device.
Would you kindly advise me before I go any further
in this matter?
I am afraid it would not be wise to patent such a shutter.
I could not
speak with authority without first having examined
the device, but I
much
doubt your reaping any financial reward.
In the first place, there
have In en a number of such shutters invented and some of them v
quite well too, but they didn't seem to meet with favor.
There is no man
on earth who could say positively that it would not pay you to patent
such " a shutter, but my own opinion, based on such knowledge
of the
matter as I possess, leads me to believe it would not.
I am sorry to
have to tell you this, but it is better to drop the matter now than lose

money.
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"At the SignBj ofG. the
Flaming Arcs."
F. Blaisdell.
nol before seen Ins work on tin- screen.
In 1 11 -. I ij
Mr
Uigusl has a good opportunit)
to show what he can do in
drama "i to-daj
I
ne scene, that of the masked hall, we
him in Roman costume a garb between which and Mr.
August there is much like
in common.
Lubin's
leading man
iaki
a veteran of
the "himwtil
As
a matter of fact, lu- has had training in this department
under stage veterans of standing.
Those who were privili
Mr. Vugust in "1110 Blot in tin- Scutcheon" know
what
la- can do in costume before tin- camera.
It is to be hoped he
will give us more of this kind of drama.
Unquestionably there
et for it: and there seems to be no attempl to produce
time plays on the part of American manufacturers, the field
i all\ being left clear for tin- foreign makers

In "Mis

Life" we see not only good drama,
carefullybrought
Portland painstakingly staged.
We see most effectivelj
the refinements
of the screen
the use of an initial
iin. which, being parted, reveals the title of the plaj and
nnounccment of the stars; these, in turn, fade into an animated photograph, introducing
Miss Havvley and Mr. August,
which is all very prettily done, the two shaking
hands
and
ng and smiling; the photograph dissolves into the opening
of the pla\
Mr. August caressing the hand of his crippled
mother and kissing he; good b) as he starts tor the city to
i the battle of life. Throughout the play much use is made
he dissolving picture — the scene changing
from the city to
the country.
On the one hand there is the successful man, stirrounded
by metropolitan
allurements,
his mother
and sweetheart forgotten; on the other, the sweetheart
paying devoted
attention to the helpless mother, now wheeling her out into the
sunlight, again changing her over in front of the fireplace, and
in the -low of the coals sitting at her knee and reading to her.

*

As

Edwin
starts for the city lie asks Ormi. his sweetheart,
ire for his mother,
lie leaves home in a -oft hat and soft
shirt. We do not see him for a year.
Ormi has written him
note
telling
him
he
is
breaking
his mother's
that if he has any love for her he must come
home at heart
once.
The letter is torn up. Just at the time he is under the spell of
another, with whom he frequents the gilded restaurants.
At the
dl Edwin, in Roman costume, dances with the ultracharmer.
A scrubwoman,
discharged
by a drunken
r. in desperation goes to the dance when she learns her
employer is there and asks for reinstatement.
Reluctantly Edwin
- the dance.
lie listens to the woman, sends to the wardfor money and then gives it to her. As she reaches for the
• Edwin
gets a glance at the calloused
and twisted old
rs. He looks down at his strange garb.
The curtain shows
the scene that conies to his mind — that of the good-by
to his
mother and his sweetheart.
Under sudden impulse he returns
to the dance.
He tears through the throng of revelers, creating consternation and commotion,
lie gets into his street clothes
and hoards an automobile.
lie sits alongside
the chauffeur.
I he machine travels fast.
Edwin takes off his hat.
Now we
are at the side of his car. again in front.
Finally the machine
- at the old gate anil Edwin goes into the house.
He enters
I lis mother's hack is to the door.
She cannot see her
son, neither can she hear him.
She feels his presence.
Wonshe turns her head : eves meet.
The son is in his
arms.
Edwin reaches out an arm to Ormi.
The scene
The

* * *
Kin- Baggot is scheduled for three releases shortly — "King
the Detective and the Opium smugglers." "John Smith, \lderman," and "The Necklace." Mr. Baggot recently received a
newspaper clipping from the Philadelphia Press, in which a
r on that paper spoke of him in glowing terms referring
he tine work Mr. Baggot is doing. Mr. Baggot was also
interviewed by the Buffalo Courier a week ago, and by two other
periodicals not strictly devoted to the moving picture art.

* *

*

rence Barker, one of the Universal
leading women,
will
head a company of Universal players, so it is reported, gothe cast for several months.

* *

Goebel, • f the St. I .• 'in - Ml itil 'ii I'n 1 111 1 1 1 .111a little matter
of bu
on

pany,
is 111 town
baseball?

Till''to l.iil'in
debul as"i' ilEdwin
August
will to
afford
his friends,
will give
pleasure
man] gratification
who have

- and we see in bold letters ''His Life's Story Told."
curtain falls. It is real drama — artistic, finished.
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*

W< ire promised a real ship situation in "The Long Strike."
a two-reel production soon to he put out by Herbert Brenon.
In order to be assured of just the scene he wanted he was
compelled to use many hundreds of feet of film. The result
was two reels out of 4000 feet to select from.

The
Ei laii
tt 225 ^ est I ort)
1 1 ond Sti
undergoing
alterations
\ new
and unusually
lai
jecting room is one of the features ol the <i
["he
former projecting room is being turned into
l 1staffGunning,
ol Chillicothe,
Ohio, a recent additiot
the
oi 1 fntversal
Featui
* * *
George II. Wiley, president of the Missouri branch ol the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' Lei
America, has ..p.
an op,,,
for "Warner's
Building, Kansas
City, Mofeatures" in Room 305, Shi

* *

*

'flu- Kinemacolor
Company
had
on review
hoard
the
presidential
yacht
Mayflower
duringa camera
the naval
in
New
York
harbor.
Also the company
had three cuttei
its disposal for use as might he needed.
These privili
seemed directly through the President at Beverly,
VVedi
day night a Kinemacolor show was given to the officers and
men of the Connecticut.
It is safe to say that several miles
of film were used by the various manufacturers in the taki:
fleet pictures.
* * *

'flu- Universal
film Manufacturing ny annunces that
the California studio will soon release "The I 1 -1 of tin- Blood,"
a strong problem play with a racial situation; "Wit and Will,"
and "The Birthmark," a problem story. Otis Turner will
produce what is promised to he a very sensational picture.
"The Outlaw's Horse." the scenario having been written around
a trick animal.

* *

*

Mis- Florence Geneva, whose work a- the actress in Biograph's "Two Daughters of Eve" received so much favorable
comment and a- to who-c- identity there was so much speculation, is appearing at the Knickerbocker Theater as one of
the six models in the scene "Venus rising from the sea" in
"< Mi! Oh! Delphine."
* * *
William Leith, who for some time has been assistant manager of the Comedy Theater, in fourteenth Street, is receiving
the congratulations of his friends on his promotion to manager, succeeding A. A. Kaufman, who i- now managing the
Sarah Bernhardt "Queen Elizabeth" picture-. One of the
features at the Comedy is the music, 'flu- i- furnished by
Miss Alice Meyers and Miss Madeline Blauvelt, whose work
at the piano is the subject of much favorable comment.

* *

*

Herbert Brenon, one of the three directors of Imp Films,
slipped over a good one on a recent night when he pi
graphed the railroad wreck on the New Haven Road, heating
out every other photographer by several hours. Herbert left
the meeting of the Board of Governors of the Screen Club,
took one of the Imp automobiles, scurried around town until
nearly two o'clock picking up his camera nun. his leading man.
heavy man. and leading woman, and then started to the scene
of the wreck, arriving there just before dawn. He took a long
scene in a photoplay which he had been working on and followed
this up by securing 200 feet of film showing the wreck before
the wrecking crew had removed the damaged cars or the debris
from the tracks.

* *

*

Archibald flicker- M.u Arthur, sometimes affectionately
alluded to a- "Watso" — never, however, with his acknowledgment or consent — has departed this shore — temporarily. He
is at this moment looking over Chicago; and those who know
him best are keenly aware that it is through no eye of ordinary perception that he is gazing on the beauties of the V.
em metropolis. If you who inhabit other portions of this
wide country than is contained in the boundaries of 1
County perceive an unusual smile ,,n the face of Chicago you
will understand the reason, for i- not Archie there!' And
New York' Sad indeed are we. The sun has retired behind
dreary-looking clouds; the bells in the adjacent Metropolitan
tower by their subdued tone plainly indicate the all-pervading
gloom: and a myriad of disconsolate damosels bear mute if
unwitting testimony to the pall that hovers over G t'lam.
We await the return, confident it will be that of a conquerer.
fearing only that in the triumphal procession our comrade
may be relegated to a subordinate position — say, second place.
The corps of bachelor- in this establishment has suffered
three onslaughts during the summer. Now. Mac. please be

good !
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Manufacturers Advance Notes
A

STIRRING

KING

BAGGOT

MELODRAMA.

< )n Oi obei - i [mp
will reli another
King
Baggot
which will interest hi- admirers. It is entitled "King the
Detective and the Opium Smugglers."
JamFearnley has
the part of tin- girl ami Fred Kelsey that of the bully. King
is sent to uncover a band of smugglers,
lie goes in the
guise of a fisherman.
Through stopping a quarrel between
ill brother and sister he meets the girl.
As the two
get better acquainted the- detective is invited t<> the house
of the girl, lie meets Jane's father — and the bully, in love
with lane. The bully does not like the detective — and takes
pains to reveal the fact. The smugglers are shown carrying
their stuff: ashore in bags and depositing it in a shed.
King attends a dance at which also is the father of Jane.
The old man has been imbibing a little too freely and King
offer- to take him home. The bully starts a fight, however,
before the party can get out of the hall.
He does not get the

Another
picture ju^t finished at the laboratory
is "Men
Who Dare," which deals with the prison labor contract
tern.
The story is by Forrest llal-ey, a writer on then,
vital. present-day interest.
Mr. Jlal-ey is to work exclufor the Majestic and Reliance companies.
"From Cow to Consumer" i- a big subject soon to be announced. The film will interestingly depict just what the
title indicates. It is said that, entirely independent of its
educational and other features, the production will be notable
for its fine photography.
Producer Tony O'Sullivan had some interesting stories to
tell of the making of the picture. "The Peddler's Find.'' Mr.
O'Sullivan wanted to change the title to "The Great Heart of
a Jew, ".a name that would better indicate the nature of the
film, but the work of the printers had proceeded too far.
Many of the scenes in the drama are laid on Xew York's
East Side, with which Mr. O'Sullivan is thoroughly familiar.
The camera was carried in a covered wagon, with just a slit
for the lens. Gertrude Robinson, taking the part of a blind
girl, had one or two experiences. As she was picking her
way along under the Williamsburg Bridge, a benevolent
elderly woman took her by the arm and said, "Can I help
you, child?" As she started across the Bowery at the busy
junction of Delancey Street several men jumped from the
sidewalk to escort her.
"Both retakes," said Mr. O'Sullivan.
"The Peddler's Find" is making a hit on the East Side, and
well it may. Scenario writers and manufacturers have overlooked a most interesting field in the East Side. There
should be plenty of room for good strong stories of a people
comprising a fifth of the population of the metropolis — of a
race the history of which is rich in dramatic stories of selfsacrifice, of battles fought against great odds — and won.
NOVEL

Scene from "King the Detective."
best of it. Jane thanks King. The bully waits his chance
and when it come- he put- King out by a blow on the head
with a club. Then lie binds the detective and throws him
into the -heel where is stored the smuggled stuff. Then the
bully goes to get the band to assist him in getting King out
of the way. The little brother of Jane has been a witness
of the assault, however, and runs to tell Jane. She loses no

1w

ITALA

POSTERS.

The Itala Irilm Company of America is introducing a novel
and attractive line of pictorial printing with their long films.
Posters are lithographed in six colors showing exact scenes
from the film. On the larger styles of paper at least three
scenes are shown 'on each poster. Manager Raver, of the
Itala Company, personally superintends the designing of
his posters and takes particular pains to select such scenes
as will attract and draw patronage to the theater.
Agnes Egan Cobb, who is personal representative for
Harry R. Raver, manager of the Itala Film Company of
America, reports flattering returns from the first announceof the company's
initial Picture
release,World.
"Souls Letters
in Torture."'
which ment
appeared
in the Moving
came
pouring in from nearly every state in the Union, while
Canada was also much in evidence.

time in going to King's aid and removing the bonds. King
see- the .-tuff in the shed and sets out in a rowboat for assistance. The bulls discovers the escape and starts in pursuit.
lie overtake- King and, getting into his boat, chops a hole
in the bottom of his boat, leaving the exhausted detective to
drown.
Jane and her brother, fearing to go home after liberating
King, watch the bully. The boy. following him, overhears
the story a- to what happened to the boat. He tells his sister,
and the girl goes down to the waterfront and jumps into a
motor boat. King i- rescued just in time. The bully and his
crowd are shortly afterward arrested. King does not arrest
Jane; but he captured her. nevertheless.
THINGS

DOING

AT THE

CARLTON

SHOP.

Announcement
is made
at the Reliance
Motion
Picture
Studio, 540 West Twenty-first Street, that C Lang Cobb is
to have full charge of the advertising and publicity departments of the Reliance and Majestic Motion Picture
1 ompanies.
Producer O-car P. Appel has in preparation for a Maj<
release
two
reel- of Steele
Mackaye's
"Ha/el
Kirke,"' a
drama well known to theatergoers of a quarter century ago.
The film will feature Mabel Trunnelle and Herbert Prior.

ECLAIR
President

and

DIRECTOR
Mrs.

Jourjon
Arnaud

SAILS

FOR

PARIS.

Bidding
(on
Left). Good-Bye

to

Mr.

E.

I Hi:

MOVING

"JOHN STERLING, ALDERMAN" (Imp).
A very timely two-reel picture, dealing with municipal politics, is to be released by the Imp Company on October 31st.
It is called "John Stirling, Alderman," and gives us a truthful and vivid insight into the practices of franchise-grabbing
corporations. A very dramatic situation develops when John
Sterling, who has worked his way up from the people and
from the lowest rungs of the ladder, shows as alderman a disposition to give the people a square deal. For when the franchise grabbers find that he, and he alone, is blocking their
scheme, they try to bribe him and, failing in this, rake up his
unfortunate youth with a view to scaring him into complacence. In his very early days, he had been a "crook"; but
had married and made a man of himself. The struggle is
tense; it most decidedly keeps us in suspense; but works out
to a very pleasing denouement. This bare outline of the
story gives very little of its quality. King Baggot knows
how to produce a picture and, when lie h.i^ so good a scenario
as this, lu- 111. ike- a sure success of it. This one is a big success; it i- human, wholesome and beautiful; a desirable
feature.

PICTURE

WORLD

"THE SIMPLE LIFE" (Pathe American).
Miss Gwendoline Pates plays the leading role in an original
comedy, entitled "The Simple Life," which i- based upon
the efforts of the enormously rich to find diversion The
production is up to the usual Pathe Freres standard and with
this fact there is no question of its good quality. It will be
released October 23d. This is the story:
Miss Gwendoline Ncalon, daughter of a well-known millionaire, is besieged by suitors of all descriptions who dog her
every movement and are boring her almost to death. A
gypsy
girlTaking
who calls
to read
MissandNealon'a
palm give!
an idea.
all her
friends
her servants
with her
her
Miss Ncalon goes to the chief of the gypsy band and pays
him a goodly sum to go away and leave the camp with all
its properties to the new owners. The party of young society folk are enjoying the simple life and the freedom of

Scene from "The Simple Life" (Pathe).

Jane Fearnley and King Baggot in a Scene from
"John Sterling, Alderman" (Imp).
In the early scenes we find John Sterling at the turning of
the ways. He is an Ishmaelite of the slums, but is in love and
feels a longing for better things. His awakening comes dramatically while he is robbing a house. The owner of the
house helps him and he makes good. We see him now as a
storekeeper and we find him a good citizen. He is elected
alderman and, as the closing scene of the first reel, we have
a very capably made picture of the aldermanic chamber at
the moment when the question of the franchise first comes
up. Sterling stands one against all; but an unanimous vote
is needed and the meeting breaks up with passions still at
high tension.
The producer has used for the picture's brighter contrasts
the
Miss with
Jane aFearnley
wife.alderman's
She and home
King life.
Baggot,
girl of plays
about Sterling's
six who
plays their child, give a most engaging atmosphere to this
part of the picture. All the latter scenes are affected by it;
it lifts up and brightens the whole production. The wife has
an especially fine moment when her almost distracted husband spreads out before her the whole situation, telling her
what his youth had been and what hold upon him the grafting
corporations have. It gives her a chance to show her mettle
and, as Miss Fearnley pictures her, she rises nobly to the need.
She is true blue; she will stand beside him and fight it out,
and it is she who persuades him to put the whole business in
the hands of the District Attorney, by whom the bribe-givers
are finally brought to justice.
If the leading players who acted this picture had done the
only good work, it would probably have seemed cheap.
Nothing has been slighted and no part is weakly presented.
The producer has given the same care to his least scenes as
to his climax and has made a worthy picture.

gypsy camp life when the county sheriff and his deputies descend upon them with a warrant which calls for the arrest
of a band of gypsies charged with horse stealing. The
haughty ladies and their escorts try their best to convince
the official that they are not real gypsies, but their efforts are
in vain and the party is lodged in the county jail. Mabel
Nealon, the millionaire's five-year-old daughter, is recognized by one of the deputies, but the officers believe that she
has been kidnapped by the band, and accordingly send for
Mr. Nealon. When the millionaire arrives from his office
in his motor car the party is set free and Mr. Nealon has a
good laugh on them all the way back to the Nealon mansion,
but when he opens the door there is a surprise awaiting
him, for the gypsies have been trying to lead the simple life
and have taken all the food in the place and nearly stripped
the house of its expensive furnishings.
This film is a laugh-getter and no exhibitor should miss
booking it. It will be released October 23d.
NICHOLS FORM CORPORATION.
Messrs. George C, Fred D. and William S. Nichols have
formed a corporation for the conduct of their moving picture
theaters in Grand Rapids and Flint, Michigan, under the name
of the Superba Amusement Co. The company owns the
Superba and Apollo moving picture theater in Grand Rapids,
their home city, and also a picture house in Flint. The concern is capitalized at $10,000, of which $1,000 has been paid in
cash and the balance of $9,000 is represented in property.
George C. Nichols is president; Fred Nichols is secretary and
treasurer. The incorporators of the company also constitute
the board of directors.
SPRING

THEATER, WEST
SHORTLY TO

HOBOKEN,
OPEN.

N. J.,

Mr. J. H. Hallberg, "The Economizer Man," reports that
the West Hobbken Amusement Company will soon open
their new Spring Theater in West Hoboken, N. J. They
purchased from him two Power's No. 6A Motor Driven Machines, two Hallberg A. C. Economizers, and a full line of
supplies. Mr. Hallberg also reports the sale of a Simplex
M. P. machine to S. Cirrination, South Bethlehem, Pa., together with 260 opera chairs and full line of supplies; Hallberg A. C. Economizer, etc. Also an Edison Model B, M. P.
machine, with Hallberg A. C. Economizer, to the Edisonia
Theater, Durham. X. C.
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Scene from Lubin Comedy,
"THE

SUBSTITUTE

HEIRESS"

(Lubin).

Arthur Johnson, the Lubin favorite leading man, has just completed a comedy picture, that will induce a laugh with one eye
and a tear from the other. The idea is unique and the moral
extremely truthful, it is a case of love without conditions and
must compel admiration. James Stillman is invited to spend a
few days at the country home of his broker, the broker's
daughter to be the intended hostess, but unfortunately the young
lady is booked for an automobile tour with a party of friends
which will occupy several duys. The matter is discussed by the
party and in a spirit of jest they advise that Miss Winchester
shall instruct her pretty maid Ruth to dress up and do the
honors as the presiding Mistress of the house. Young Stillman arrives and Ruth receives him ; she plays her role so well
that James is cornered and falls desperately in love. The
deception is kept very quiet and Stillman nurses his infatuation
until
one day
receives
an invitation
to to
Emily
Winchester's
wedding.
Half hebroken
hearted
he resolves
attend.
He sees
the bride, but it is not the ti ir I he loves He is introduced and
his surprise is not greater than others of the party who have
never dreamed of the romance. Explanations, however, are in
order and when Janus learns that the little maid is fancy free
he rushes to the Manor house filled with joy and a proposition
to marry. Ruth though love struck, had never dreamed that
she could secure so charming a young gentleman. But love
levels all conditions and the day was quickly fixed.

The Essanay Company

are arranging to -end a company

of

players to Ithaca. X. S'.. for the purpose of securing some
corking good football pictures at Cornell University. Theodore
Wharton, director of the company, returned the past week from
the East, after completing arrangements for the trip. Mr.
Wharton has a number of excellent football scenarios on hand
that will make splendid films with the hearty co-operation of the
Cornell team.

"The Substitute Heiress."
THEY
APPEAR
IN "THE
STARBUCKS."
A Notable Cast Supports Opie Read in the Picture Version
of His Popular Story.
In its production
of Opie Read's
novel,has"The
Starbucks,"
the
American
Film Manufacturing
Company
assembled
a notable
company of players to support Mr. Read, who appears in the
role of "Jasper Starbuck." It is not on record that Mr. Read
has attained the position of a star in the theatrical firmament,
but we have the word of the American directors that he has
proved to be an actor of no mean ability in the silent drama
Others in the cast are: Clara Reynolds Smith, who has had
a long experience in stock, plays "Mrs. Jasper Starbuck." William Lee impersonates the "Rev. Jim Starbuck." a lanky backC. N. years
Devereof takes
the part
of "Ligeappearing
Peters."
He haswoods
hadpreacher.
fourteen
dramatic
experience,
in a number of the great successes of recent years.
Eugene Bonner displays excellent dramatic ability in his rendition of the part of "Judge Elliot." William A Morse, juvenile lead, plays "Tom Elliott," the Judge's son. Lillian Logan
plays the part of "Lou Starbuck.' Maynon Steward is the
"Mrs. Maylield" of the story, the sister of Judge Elliot. All
of these players are well known in the dramatic held and have
main
successful seasons to their credit.
"CRYSTAL" GETS ANOTHER WELL-KNOWN
ACTOR.
Another sterling actor who lias made a name for himself
in the theater, has joined the ranks of the Photoplayers.
He is none other than Chester Barnett, and will appear exclusively in Crystal films. Mr. Barnett has appeared under
the personal direction of Mr. David Belasco, supporting -Miss
Frances Starr, in the "Rose of the Rancho." He was also a
member of Ben Greet's famous Company portraying leading
Shakespearian roles. For two years he disported as the highly
temperamental
bov -musician
in "The
Climax."
Mr. 1'arnctt's handsome face and figure and pleasing
personality make him a great acquisition to the growing roll
of clever actors in Crystal films.

THE
PHILADELPHIA

LEAGUE

MOVING

SMOKER.

The regular meeting oi the Philadelphia Exhibitors' League
was held at the headquarters, 142 N. 8th St. on Friday, I 1
ber nth, at which a smoker was held, attended by most of
the exhibitors of the city in addition to a number of the
exhibitors throughout the State of Pennsylvania. A large
and varied program was rendered, in which a number of tinmembers took part in addition to professional talent.

^4

Chas.

Segall and A. Spins in Their Great
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"MAKING AN AMERICAN CITIZEN"
(Solax).
A husband and wife, belonging to the most ignorant and lowclass "i peasantry, where the husband 1- lord and master
and the wife Ins servile slave, emigrate t<> the United Si
On landing in New Y<>rk, the husband loadi a huge bundle on
the back "t Ins wife, and, carrying nothing bul a rough) wall
stiek himself, starts in pass through the Battery, walking behind
wife, who is lieni near!) double with the weight stick Soon a
crowd gathers around them, some laughing, jeering, others indignant and threatening, until, Buddenly, a huge American pushes
Ins waj through crowd, steps wife, takes bundle ofl her back,
lays huge band on shoulder of husband, bending him marly
double, picks up bundle, place- "ii bis hack, and orders him to
march on.

Act.

At the meeting a resolution was passed to vacate the present headquarters owing to lack of space and a large and more
suitable place was selected at 13th and Vine streets, and all
accommodations including phone service, at which the headquarters would be open from eight o'clock in the morning
until 12 o'clock at night, during which time someone will
always be in attendance, anu in addition thereto, facilities
will be provided for correspondence by the members, for
which a stenographer will be available without charge.
EXCELLENT BASEBALL VIEWS.
An excellent set of slides covering the Championship Baseball Series between the Boston and New \ork teams has
been produced by A. J. Clapham, whose advertisement relative to this subject appears in this issue. Mr. Clapham has
selected the most interesting subjects for the set. The slides
are produced with an interesting lecture or with full description on the slide. Attractive special one-sheet lithographs in colors are furnished free with each set. The slides
are produced from genuine photographs and will prove a
timely feature for exhibitors.
PURELY PERSONAL.
Sol. L. Lesser, of the Golden Gate Film Exchange, has
been in town in consultation with the officials of the Film
Supply Company of America.
George O. Nicholls. formerly of the Biograph, Thanhouser
and Gem companies, has hooked up with Lubin as director.
He began work on October 14.
Harry Harvey has resigned his position as director of
Solax. In his sixteen years in the picture game, Mr. Harvev
has had experience in all departments. It is understood he
has several propositions under consideration.
The many friends and admirers of Earle Williams, of the
Vitagraph Company, were interested in his appearance with
the California company as the monk in -When California
Was Young."

IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT
OF
CHANGE.
The Olympic Games at Stockholm, a three-reel Pathe feature, will be released by the General Film Company on
October 24th. Pathe Freres had the exclusive motion picture
privilege for these world-renowned events and allowed nothing of importance to escape the camera's eye.
The finish of each event is shown, as well as foregrounds
of all the winners, foregrounds of the contending teams, the
Farade of Nations, scenes along the course and the finish of
the classic marathon, and the King of Sweden awarding the
01>'mP'c Games demonstrated the superior
Pk-feS'
ability ofrThe
the American
athlete, and as this touches the chord
ot patriotism in every American heart, it will draw the
people in hordes to the theaters where it is exhibited

Scene from "Making

an American

Citizen"

(Solax).

This is the husband's first lesson in Americanism. Other lessons follow, in which the husband is taught, with an emphasis
he cannot doubt, American ways and manners, until after he has
been arrested and sent to jail for beating his wife, he becomes
thoroughly convinced that old world methods will not do in this
strange
new world and decides to become an American in spirit
and
in manners.
. .
A transformation is also worked in the character and spirits
of the wife. Her animal-like patience and servile docility gradually gave place to a spirit of independence, until, at last, she
vigorously resents the brutality of her husband, and asserts her
rights as an American woman.
The scenario closes with husband and wife working harmoniously together, each doing his or her proper share of the work.

THE NAVAL

REVIEW

IN NEW

YORK.

On October 26th. in place of "The Light that Failed,"
Pathe Freres will release "The United States Armada," in
one reel. Each of the one hundred and twenty-three war
vessels is shown in this film in clear, sharp contrast against
a background of the mountainous Palisades, which form
the Western shore of the beautiful Hudson.
President Taft and Secretary of the Navy Meyer reviewing
the greatest fleet of fighting craft ever assembled is also
shown, the Pathe Freres camera having a point of vantage
on the Mayflower, the President's yacht, during the ceremony.
THE GIANTS VS. THE RED SOX.
Pathe Freres secured the exclusive privilege of taking:
motion pictures of the World'- Series. Tin- year the -truggle for the than
World's
Championship
more
bitterly
contested
ever Baseball
before, and
the interest was
in the
games
has
accordingly increased until there is not a man. woman, or
child in the country who will not seize the opportunity to
see the series on the screen. The film will be one reel in
length
issue. and the release date will be announced

in next week's

CALL— ESSEX COUNTY. N. J.. EXHIBITORS.
A meeting of Local No. 4. M. P. E. L. of X J . which
include- all exhibitors of Essex County, is called to take
place at the Court Theater, corner of Market and High
streets. Newark. X. J., Sunday. October 20. at 1:30 p.m.
This will be an important meeting and step- to force political candidates to show their hands will be taken. The
combined influence of the screens of the members will '. e
intelligently brought to bear upon non-committal office
seekers.
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Kinemacolor In Travel Field
Expeditions

Under Lawrence
Grant Searching World's
Beauty Spots — Some
New
Films.
ANOTHER
field of competition recently entered into by
President Henry J. Brock, of the Kinemacolor Company, isthat of the illustrated travel talk. The general
name ol the new venture is "Travel by Kinemacolor," and
the beauty spots of the world will be searched by the corps
of experts maintained by the company, as well as by special
expeditions directed by Lawrence Grant, who will be the
star speaker in the travel department. Mr. Brock feels that
he is the equal of any man in the field, and with perfect continence enters him in the lists to bid for popular favor. On
Monday evening, October 21st, in Tremont Temple, Boston,
Mr. Grant will have his premier performance on the topic of
"Yellowstone National Park and Crow Indian Celebrations."
Mr. Grant is well known in England as a speaker on topics
pertaining to travel, and it was while in the United States
making up a scries of talk- to be called "America Through

Mr. Grant at the Hymen

Terraces, Yellowstone

PICTURE

WORLD

paid to the settings and to the costumes. The storj if
coherent and smooth. There are strong dramatic situations,
and they are carefully directed — there is an entire absence of
melodrama. The play opens with the wife and husband at
breakfast on the lawn. After the husband has gone to business a friend appears. The two stroll to a bench by the side
of a river. There is no question of the attachment between
the two. They return to the house and the wife goes to her
room to prepare for a walk. As the two start out the husband returns unexpectedly. He joins them and suggests a
visit to the "mysterious house."
The trio go to the ruins of a mansion and clamber among
the debris. The husband seats himself between the wife and
the friend and tells the story of the crumbling ruin. The
scene dissolves and we are in a period of other days. In the
absence of a husband his wife has entertained a male friend.
On the unexpected return of the husband the friend takes
refuge in a closet. The husband has an idea there is someone there, but the wife on a crucifix swears there is not. The
husband sends for bricklayers and directs them to close the
closet — to wall it up. Flashes show the consternation on
the faces of the wife of the story teller and the friend as the
story proceeds. The end of the tale is of the death of the
man in the closet and the collapse and death of the wife.
The friend who has listened to the recital retires from the
little group.
The husband and wife embrace.
A "Peep Into Nature — Ostrich Farm" is a picture taken
at Cawston, Cal., showing the incubator, the breaking of the

Park.

My Monocle" that arrangements were made for several
Kinemacolor experts to accompany him on his tour of the
wonderlands of the West. Heretofore Mr. Grant has relied
simply on his brilliancy of word painting and ability to
visualize far off lands to his audience without any such accessory as pictures. • He was never satisfied with painted
slides or the black-and-white pictures, but in Kinemacolor
lie saw his opportunity.
Tlie Yellowstone, according to announcements, has never
before been treated with such attention — it took Mr. Grant
and the experts three months to make the series. The remainder of the past summer has been devoted to the Grand
Canyon of Colorado and Glacier National Park, which will
be shown in later presentations.
Mr. Grant was made a member of one of the chief tribes
of the Crow Indians, and when this honor was bestowed on
him, he was christened "Striped Elk" by the council of
chiefs. This was not the name they called him. By common consent, on account of the little gold-rimmed monocle
that seems inseparable from his left eye. he was called "One
Eye the
in Eye."
The primitive
Americans
so delighted
with
bit of glass
that he sent
through were
a hurried
order to
an optician in Salt Lake City, and so was able to present a
monocle to each of the high chiefs who had so well aided
him in making up the pictures of Indian life and who had
arranged many ancient ceremonials in full costume to be
perpetuated in the color camera.
Some New Kinemacolor Films.
The company is showing a new two-reel subject. "The
Husband's Story," a drama with a moral. The story is of a
husband who discovers the growing attachment between his
wife and a mutual friend and takes a novel method of awaken ng the wife to her peril by relating a story of what hap'! many years before on the very spot he selects for the
tell.ng.
The work has been well done.
Hue regard has been

Scene from

the

Grand

Canyon

of the

Colorado

River.

shell and "the birth of an ostrich." Other pictures show the
chick a day old. three weeks old and the full-grown bird;
the capture of the ostrich and the clipping of the feathers.
Also there is a view of the finished plumes, in all colors, and
this is a picture that will especially appeal to the feminine
portion of any audience.
"The Haunts of an Otter" shows these sleek animals both
above and below the surface, how they catch fish and fight
over them.
"Cairo. Egypt," is a fine scenic. One view is a panoramic
picture, showing the pyramids in the distance. There are
street scenes, views <^i parks and of the tombs of the kaliffs,
of a great bridge and of the Kritish horse artillery on parade.
There is a flash of a sunset over the city. Old Sol shining
faintly 01: one of the pyramids.
It is a splendid scene.
"Bathing at Ostend" and "Scenes at Mauley Beach. New
South. Wales. Australia." give line views at these famous resorts They are particularly interesting in one aspect —
showing the difference in the standards of bathing costumes
between these places and the more famous American watering places

THE
BIGGEST

THING

IN BIG

It Will Be the Grand Annual

NEW

PICTURK

MOVING
YORK.

Reception Given by the

New

York Exhibitors' Association.
The Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of New York are giving their Second Animal Entertainment and Hall on November
14, 1912, at Palm Garden, 58th Street, between Lexington and
Third Avenues.
The New York exhibitors are a strong, healthy organization
and are desirous of celebrating their success by entertaining
themselves and their friends and the trade in general at a splendid function which will tax the capacity of Palm Garden. They
have a twofold object in giving this function. One reason is
the sociability amongst themselves and the other reason is their
desire to be correctly understood, as to their moral and business
integrity which has been unjustly assailed, principally on the
outside, by would-be reformers.
Much praise is due Mr. A. Coleman and members of the entertainment committee for the excellence of the preparations which
are practically complete. Financially, the affair is already a
success as exhibitors has disposed of a great number of tickets
and the trade have been surprisingly liberal in patronizing the
expensive souvenir program, ten thousand of which will be
given out to exhibitors throughout the United States. Preceding the dancing there will be a high-class vaudeville entertainment ;"big time'' entertainment of the most refined class have
been engaged. A number of pre-released pictures will be shown.
The music for the occasion will be furnished by a band of
twenty pieces : prominent members of civic societies and wellknown public officials, representing all state and city departments, have been invited. Nearly all photoplay stars have signified their intention of being present.
Mr. Maurice Costello and Miss Florence Lawrence have
promised to lead the grand march. In moving picture circles
there is no doubt that the exhibitors' reception is the event of
the year. All the eastern film manufacturers have already secured boxes and will be present in person and many notable
men in the trade, representing both Licensed and Independent
interests, will mingle that evening for the first time since our
ball of last year. The reception will eclipse anything for size
and general eclat for some time to come. It is going to be a
great success and any motion picture man who misses it will
surely regret having done so.
All exhibitors throughout
the

Scene at the Banquet of the M. P. E. L. of California.
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Mate and those on the Jersey ride of the Hudson and quite a
number from Pennsylvania are coming in lar«e numb
naThe national president, Mr Netf, and Mr ChriStenSOn, an.
I
tional secretary, will be in New York on November loth
stay until after the ball.
ALL

SUITS

ARE

OFF.

Amicable
Settlement
of the Litigation
Between
the New
York Motion Picture Company and the Universal
Company
Effected.
Announcement is made in the advertising pages of this
issue of the Moving Picture World by both parties to the
litigation that all suits between the New York Motion
ture Company and the Universal Film Manufacturing Company have been settled and discontinued. These actions
arose out of the withdrawal of the New York interests from
the Universal Company.
Both sides are claiming a victory, which would indicate
that all parties are fully satisfied with the termination of
the contest and the terms of settlement. It is reported
that Messrs. Baumann and Kessell made a cash payment of
$17,500, relinquished their right to the trade-mark "Bison"
and " 'ioi'-Bison" and returned some $400,000 worth of securities which represented the price paid for the New York
Company's interests when it was purchased by the Universal.
The New York Company retains its right and title to the
several properties in litigation which it was supposed to have
turned in to the Universal when the consolidation was made.
As regards the Universal Company, it will now proceed
as though the New York Company had never been a party
to its formation, with the exception that it now owns the
"Bison" trade maik. The New York Company will introduce a new brand to be known as "K-B," and all future pictures made by that company will be so marked. New contracts have been made with Miller Brothers for the use of
their ranch and wild-west outfit and the work of making pictures will be resumed without further interference or recourse to law.
This settlement is one that will be hailed with joy by all
exhibitors.

First Convention, Held Sept. 17-18-19, 1912, at San Francisco.
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SUGGESTIONS
FORTUNE"
By Walter C.
TART

MOVING

FOR "CAPRICES
(Eclair).
Simon.
I.

OF

Lively waltz until "Auntie, I have an avowal to make to
you," then play "She Is Only a Cousin of Mine" until "Hope
Is born in tin heart of the lady's companion." Then play
"Can't You Sic I'm Lonesome" until "En route." Then
play "Railroad Kay" until "Awaiting the return of the one
Mien play "Bring Hack My Loving Man" until
"Near Homestead, the city of steel." Then play "Anvil
Chorus" until "Your hands are too white to work here."
Then play a few measures from " A Waltz" and "Ain't That
a Shame?" until "You are seeking for work? Come with me."
Then play "I'm All In, Down and Out" until "Nine o'clock
to-night."
Chorus"
a rumbling
sound with Then
ba-s play
notes "Anvil
to imitate
millsand
as make
he looks
out the
window until "The train for the penniless"; then play an
imitation of a train by striking G C E with the right hand
and making a rumbling sound with the left hand until
"Towards the South." Then play a slow 2/4 movement
where castanets are used for garden scene, until "William
acquires the craze of the prospectors." Then play a "Tremolo" until end of reel.
PART II.
Play a tremolo until "At the Mexican Cabaret." Then play
"Spanish Walt/'' and lively 2/4 dances until man starts to
kiss woman, then play a "Dramatic Hurry ' until "Out West
William becomes a cowboy." Then play "Pony Boy" until
"He experiences the thrills of an adventurous life. Then
play Indian music and a galop until "Fortune still refuses
to come." Then play "All I Want Is Fifty Million Dollars"
until "Six months later, while he was sleeping." Then play
"Please Go AVay and Let Me Sleep" until letter appears,
then play "I'll Be Welcome in My Home Town" until
"William comes to remind his aunt of her promise." Then
play "It's Somebody Else" until "I leave to-morrow." Then
play a few measures of "Good-Bye, Little Girl, Good-Bye,"
'.'Give My Regards to Broadway" and "I Won't Be Back
'Til August-' until "My ticket, please." Then play "My
Heart Has Learned to Love You, So Do Not Say GoodBye" until "The heart breaks; truth must out." Then play
"Any Little Girl That's a Nice Little Girl Is the Right Little
Girl for Me." and "Sweetest Story Ever Told" until "And
together they took the road to happiness." Then play "It's
a Long Lane That Has No Turning" until end of picture.
NOVEL

SETTING

"A Fight for
tion of Thomas
which over 300
tunnel is one of
in the extreme.

IN UNIVERSAL

SUBJECT.

Friendship," recently produced under the direcRicketts, is a. "feature" one-reel production in
men appear. The setting for the transportation
the biggest things ever attempted and is realistic

Mr. George K. Spoor, president of the Essanay Company, returned from Philadelphia the past week. Two days spent in
the
Quaker
were all
plenty,
to Mr.
reports,
and he slept city
soundly
the according
while. Great
placeSpoor's
for insomnia,
that.
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MAKE

GOVERNORS.

Evident of the part the Gaumont Weekly takes in the
moulding of public opinion and of its value in foretelling
the future is the fact that in its issue No. 5, released April
5th, was published a picture of William Sulzer, naming him
as a probable candidate for the governorship of New York
State on the Democratic ticket. That these pictures, viewed
by thousands in the Empire state and elsewhere did much
to form opinion and influence minds toward the selection of
Congressman Sulzer for gubernatorial honors, is indubitable.
It illustrates the power of a new press. It also exemplifies
modernity in prophecy. In earlier days prophecy could only
be heralded orally. With the advent of the printing press,
it crept into cold type. Now we have the face of the man
and fragments of his life seen, weighed and decided upon
by the people who have power to make him.
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The Back Baj Theater, corner of Darthmouth
and Colombut Avenue. h;iv been renamed tbe Colnm
bus Theater.
Considerable money has i p q
beautify
tin bouse, and tbe lobby and auditorium
now
present
■
il attractive
appearance.
Pic"in the Mutual Corporation teem to hit the
mark
In g
I fashion,
and business
I- QOlti brisk.

Manager Thompson, of the Bmmetl Man Theater,

NEW

ENGLAND.

IT

has been
rumored of late thai exhibitions
o(
moving plotnrei are Boon to be given in tbe old
Warren
Avenue
Baptlal
Church,
at the corner of
Warren
kvenue
and
Clarendon
Street.
Nothing
definite has been given out, but It is known that
moving
picture Interests are willing
to pay
■ stiff price tor the o at
, which is in u thickly
settled ih>i i ion or tbe
The
Witch
Theater,
Salem,
Mass.,
William
new
theater,
had Its opening
performance
itember 7, and big bualneaa was tbe rule.
The Witch, which is a brand new house from cellar
to roof, la playing
to vaudeville
and first run pics are given daily. A complete
change of program Is offered twice each week, and
there Is every reason to believe that the bouse
should prosper.
It Is announced that Mr. Julius Cahn, the New
England theatrical manager, has secured the exclusive rights for the moving pictures of "Queen
Elizabeth."
for the New
England States.
Manager Arthur E. Lord, of the Olypmpla Theater. Lynn, Mas- . is having a most encouraging
run of trade. The regular winter programs of
vaudeville and pictures have met with ready response, and seats are often at a premium, even
though the Olympic has a seating capacity in excess of 3.000.
On Monday, September 16, the Lynn Theater,
Lynn, Mass., opened for the season, and found
business good. Mr. Jeff Callan Is again at his
duties as manager, and offers vaudeville and pictures. Mr. Callan pulled his house through last
I as a winner, aud may be expected to do
the same this
Mr. J. F. Boylen is pushing the work nlong on
his new theater. Taunton. Mass., which he hopes
to have completely finished by December 1. Seating
well over oue thousand. Mr. Boylen lntendes to
own a first-class theater, to play vaudeville and
pictures, and he is not sparing expense to secure It.
Mr. M. C. Blnmenberg, manager of the Casco
Theater, Portland, Me., states that he is finding
business excellent, and had a word of praise for
John Myers, a soloist of marked ability. Licensed
pictures are shown at the Casco.
Another
Portland
house,
the Big
Niekle,
manly William Reeves,
is experiencing
a nice
fall trade.
The four-reel
feature
production,
"The
Resurrection."
featuring
Blanche
Walsh,
made
a
big hit with the patrons of this house.
The end of this month saw the Toll Theater, of
Springfield, Mass., playing to vaudeville and photoplays.
Mr. R. T. Smith has opened bis new Mirror Theafter. Springfield. Mass. The house is well located
on Wilbraham Road, and Is an up-to-date theater
in every respect. Slni e its opening, September 2,
llr. Smith
has found
business
brisk.
The Bijou Theater. Fall River, Mass., has been
opened to the public, after most extensive alterations were made. The entire foyer and auditorium have been improved, and the house now presents a most attractive appearance. Newly decorated and painted, the Bijou has been playing to
big audiences, thai evidently approve of the programs of vaudeville and pictures. The Bijou is under new- management this year, and tbe change
teems to have been a good one. Manager If. H.
Goodhue is determined to make his house a winner.
The Academy aud Premier Theaters, both of
Fall River, and both managed by Mr. Louis M.
Boas, are doing very well.
The Majestic Theater, of Keene, N. H.. is now
out of the ranks of vaudeville and pictures, after
a stay of nearly three years. This bouse is now
giving stock company
attractions.
The Bijou Realty Trust Company, of Springfield,
Mass . has finally secured permission to enlarge its
Bijou Theater. It Is stated that approximately $100,000 will be spent in the enlargement, and general
Improvement of the theater, which is to be a model
house.
Mr. Sam
Messing,
who
formerly
was
associated
with a New
York
vaudeville agent.
Is now assist
ant manager of Loew's
Orpheum
Theater.
Boston.
Sam
is a Boston
hoy.
and
has a reputation
of
being a hustler.
It is understood that the Goldstein Brothers
Amusement Company, of Springfield. Mass., are intending to build a theater in that city to seat
1.000 people. The plans call for an outlay of
$".'.000.
for a theater to be devoted to vaudeville
and photoplays.
It Is rumored that Nathan Gordon, of the Gordon
Brothers'
will soon erect a
new
theaterAmusement
in Mllford. Company,
M
A new incorporation is the Empire Theater Company, of Chelsea, Mass. This corporation intends
to build a theater in that city, to be devoted to
vaudeville and pictures. Plans are uow being
prepared.

Jamaica Plains. Mass , has reopened his house uiul
reports
ihnt
bntlni
mnil\
good
with
lain.
The Bmmetl
Theater
uses
i
trice, from
tbe Bt
of the General Film Company,
no Buperb Theater, Boxbnrj Cr — Ing, Hoston,
has twitched from Licensed service to tbe Mutual's
product, and seems to be well satisfied with tbe
change.
The supreme Theater, of Jamaica Plains,
Mass., which Is owned by the MO
irporatlon that
controls tbe Superb Tbeater, is it 111 using Licensed
pictures.
The Washington
and Old South
*1 I, of Boston,
both
owned
bj
<
corporation)
were
using
Independent
service,
until tbe owners
- in switch one of them over to the Lii
side.
They
were
informed
thai
they
must
l urn
both houses over to the Licensed camp, or neither,
Tbe result was that the theaters remained
Independent.
Mr. Charlie Shcafe. well known throughout the
New England trade, as a moving picture man, has
left that territory to open a theater In Stamford.
Conn. Mr. Sheafe made good in New Hampshire
and Massachusetts^, and no doubt will pull out a
winner
In his new
location.
The Washington Tbeater, Boston, reduced its admission price to five cents the other week, hut
only for a couple of days. This was noted in these
columns, so that it Is only fair to say that the
price is back again at its regular amouut.
Mr. Rueksteln, formerly with tbe Great Eastern
Film Company, of New York, bas succeeded Ralph
Plnkham, as booking manager of tbe Mutual tor
us Bostou offices, 32 Boylston Street. Mr.
Bncksteln has jumped into popularity with the managers. Mr. Plnkham is now In charge of the Mutual's shipping department.
The Jolliette Theater, Bowdoin Square, Boston,
which has been closed for some time, due to poor
business, reopened Monday, September 30, under
the control of Hodgson and Cardlos. Licensed service Is used. Tbe bouse bas been renamed tha
"Empire."
Manager Louts Goldburg, of the Gem Theater,
East Boston, finds it impossible to open on scheduled time. Tbe new- bouse will present a fine appearance when It Is completed and sbould do a
Manager Joe Mack, of the Hub Theater, Boston,
good
business'
Is back
on the job, after a vacation spent in the
Provinces. Mr. Mack is looking finely, and says
he Is ready for the game. Vaudevile has been
added to the programs again, and business Is good.
This house cut vaudeville from its programs during
the summer.
A new theater is to be erected on Bridge Street,
Westbrook, Me. The theater will be a moving picture house, and Is being promoted by the I'ortlaud
Amusement
Company.
Tbe Lyric Theater, Dover, N. H., found it well
worth Its while to have featured tbe three-reel subject, "Redemption." as tbe increased business easily made up for the advance in price asked for this
feature.
September 16 was tbe anniversary date of the
National Theater, Boston, tbe bouse being one year
old. The theater offered a special bill during that
week. The National is doing very nicely and Manager Haley stated that the one-year-old "baby' was
doing "great." Tbe National seats 4.000, and Is a
B. F. Keith theater, playing vaudeville and pictures.
Novumbega Park. Atiburndnle, Mass., was closed
by Manager Alherte on September IS, after one of
the most prosperous seasons in the historv of the
Park.
A Massachusetts State Inspector says that Needham. Mass . will soon have a theater, to be devoted
to vaudeville and pictures. This is of more than
ordinary interest, due to the fact that Needham
has always been distinctly opposed to moving pictures, and invariably refused to grant licenses for
this purpose.
"Kid" Harris is a great favorite with tbe managers using the service of the Mutual Corporation of
Boston, and is counted as being one of the best
operators in New England. The "Kid" was for
merly with the General Film Company's Boston of
flee. All tbe advance showings of pictures at the
Mutual office are run off by "Kid." who is always
ready to go out of his way to help the mat
out.
A gang of film pirates are operating in New- England, and are duping reels very frequently. The
titles of feature pictures are changed and then
the reels are offered to managers at low prices.
It is understood that New York detectives arc
looking into the matter and exhibitors are berebj
warned against booking pictures from unknown
parties.
The first Rroncho release. "Sundered Ties." made
good with New England managers, many of whom
grabbed the picture Mr. George Appleby, manager
of the Star Theater, of Boston, featured the reel
to good results. Keystone films also attracted
much attention, as the members of the Keystone
Film Company are all well known to local managers.
Mr. William Rradstreet has arranged with O. F.
Atkinson to present a series of travel talks, with
illustrated slides and moving pictures. In his chain
of Scenic Temple Theaters throughout New England,
Including
Roston.
Cambridge,
Waltbam,
Lowell,

Maiden and Providence
Tb<
ik» an- the
ones prepi
Mil
led NlblO,
"- Mr
At!
has purchased
tie- entire entertainment
from
Mr.
NlblO, when
the latter departed
for Australia
llr.
i. i..ued to one Mr. Nlblo'i name
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rertlalng the talks, which n of great iMr. NlblO Is well known
In tics,- paris.
'I he en
gagement
started
on Septembei
80, at Mr
Brad
Auditorium
i beatei in Maiden,
writer
understands
ihat
the "Sine
Travel
I Slks,"
as they wen- billed bj Mr, Nlblo, Includes
feet of moving pictures, ami 1,000 illustrated illdee.
Mr. Atkinson
will cut tbe talks down to »li, giving
i day.
II
i DCtly
an
on bl
ove.
bould
he complin
Col.
Wlllard
i;
BtantOO
report!
that
the
Audi
torluin Theater,
Fltchburg,
Mass.,
Is doing
d
Manager Btanton
is managing
He
Harry
oi Lj no
indevllle and
pictures
are offered,
I bnslni
■ od.
The "Durbar" in Klnemacolor came to an end at
Tremont Temple, September 28,
This brought to i
close the most remarkable run moving pictun
enjoyed
In this city, as the DttTbar
was on exhibition for live months,
at admission
prices ranging
up to To cents
The
coronation
pictures,
which
were

so

sic

.

weie

shown

as

soon
as tin"Durbar"
closed.
Boston
is very
Strong for Klnemacolor.
The Municipal Theater, of Northampton, Mass.,
in. "Academy of Music," win soon change mana^-ers, as Miss Charlotte I'.annon, of Portsmouth,
Ohio. Is due to take up the reins, as Manager Potter
has accepted
another
position.
The Cambridge Theater, Cambridge, Mass., was
opened September 28, under tbe management of
Harold R. Chase, who succeeds Mr. William I. audio,
whose death came last summer, Mr. Chase has
secured control of the theater, hut this will bis
tirst
as
manager.
Manager
Chase
Is a
n.
nue attempt
of Cambridge.
The Queen Theater. Manchester, N. H.. which
opened early in September, is doing very well, accordlng to Manager W. I.. Noyea, Manager Noyes
has a good reputation as a show man, and sbould
make i winner out of the Queen, which is a cozy
theater,
playing a straight
picture shew,
Massabeslc Park, near Manchester, N. II., closed
recently
after a good season.
Mr. Stephen J. Breen has been transferred to
Poll's New Tbeater, Bridgeport. Conn. Manager
Breen had been In charge of the Poll Theater,
Springfield. Mass., for three years before the transfer. Mr. Gordon Wrlghter is now in charge of the
Springfield house. Manager Wrlghter comes from
Wllkee-Barre,
Pa., where he managed tbe local
1'oli
house.
It has been definitely announced that Mr. S. Z.
Poli is to start work imediately on a large theater
in Springfield, Mass, The location chosen is Main
and Wortblngton Streets, just opposite the postoffice. No further information has as yet been
given out.
Manager W. D. Ascough, of tbe Poll Theater,
Hartford, Conn., discontinued his stock-company attractions on September 28, and replaced them with
vaudeville and pictures
Tbe Educational Film and Exhibition Company
staged a photoplay in Waterbury, Conn., recently,
in which Miss Annie
Hart was injured.
Lake Nlpmnc Park. Mllford, Mass.. was closed
this week by Manager Dan J. Sprague, after an
unusually good summer season, devoted to moving
pictures ami vaudeville.
Manager Thomas il. Cullen finds that good pictures and illustrated s.,ni:s are amply sufficient to
pack his Dream Theater, ( "liftondale. Mass., and
has
decided
not
to use
any
vaudeville
in his
pl'ngl
all s
Manager
Ralph Ward, of the Opera House, of
Lowell. Mass . i- giving shows of vaudeville and
pictures on Sunda.v evenings, although the Opera
lb. use plays high e|.. ss road attractions
during
the
week good
TheIndeed
attendance at these Sunday concerts is
very
Miss Nellie llurd has purchased the Alhamhra
Theater. Lowell. Mass.. and will play picture programs, after making
some alterations
in the bouse.
I'nivorsal
films w.-i
bosen
by Miss Hurd
for the
Alhambra.
Mr. W. S. Walare.
manager
of Riverside
Park,
mar
Springfield,
Mass..
brought
a most
prot
season
t,, a close, and was
presented
with
a gold
watch by tbe employes of the Park.
The Kdisonia Theater, Springfield, Mass., is doing
very well, and Mr. A. F. Smith, the proprietor,
il-,, reports tlat his new Mirror Theater, of Springfield, is a money maker. Mr A. W. Atkins is
managing both houses The Mirror Tbeater was
named
from
the
fact
that
a "Mirror"
screen
Is
used, ami Manager Atkins is much pleased with it
The Kdisonia
I heater also boasts of a mirror screen.
Another
handsome theater is to he added
to Boston's list. It is to lie known
as the Huntington
Avenue
Theater
and < upies the property
at 177
Huntington Avenue, formerly known as the Cen
tury Building. The new house threw open its doors
on Monday afternoon. September 23, On Sunday afternoon, the 22nd. there was ;, private Ins]
Which many prominent city officials and business
men were invited to attend. Tie theater which Is
unique in design, and fireproof In every detail, presents a striking ap- earan e The foyer Is of marble, and makes an iTiposIng entrance. The manage.
meat of this theater is under tbe control of the H.
E. Jones Amusement Company. Mr. Jones has bad
much experience iu the theatrical line, both in Bos-
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ton and elsewhere, and It Is his Intention to present only tlie bent of photoplays and vaudeville.
The general .(.lor scheme Is soft and attractive; the
wall decoration giving the effect of old Spanish
leather, with Its beautifully blended browns and
greens. One of the must remarkable features
new theater is t lit- tad thai an absolutely eyrooi
building has been built within the four walls and
roof of another structure, during which all the
business in the other portions of the building has
been carried out without Interruption. Work was
started on the theater early In July, and It was
only by rushing that the theater was ready so
early. This house Is the outcome of a very much
smaller
by Mr. theater
"Jones, was
In the
same
location.house,
Whenoperated
the original
opened,
failure was predicted, because of the fact that the
location was In the residential section. However,
good shows of Licensed service made good, which
explains the large theater now built.
A novel use for moving picture theaters has been
fonnd by Kepresentatlve Mclnerney, of Boston, who
la contesting Senator Tlmllty, for the latter's seat
In the Senate. Mr. Mclnerney Is not conducting
any rallies, but relies on the photoplay theaters to
present his cause to the public. Kepresentatlve
Mclnerney takes the part of a lecturer, at free
moving picture shows, the expense for which he
bears. A series of pictures taken by Mr. Mclnerney
In Ireland, and lectured on by him, regular reels,
and vaudeville, make up a very good show, and one
which is invariably packed. Mr. Mclnerney presents slides stating that be Is a candidate for
Senator and also gives the spectators handbills that
are expected to help his case along. Mr. Mclnerney
feels that his campaign Is very effective, and far
superior to the usual campaign methods.
Kellmann's Feature Films are well on their way
to becoming general favorites in the New England
territory. Headquarters are at 665 Washington
Street, Boston, where three features weekly have
caught on In good shape.
The Gem Theater, formerly Commonwealth Hall,
East Boston, Mass., Is the latest theater In that
city, and was opened on Monday, September 38, at
7 P. M. The Gem Theater Intends to offer a high
grade of moving pictures, vaudeville and Illustrated songs. Matinee performances are to be
given dally at 3 o'clock. Admission la five cents.
Evening performances will be continuous from 7 to
10:30, with admission at ten cents. Programs
will be changed on Monday and Tuesday. This
bouse has been renovated and greatly improved,
and should do a nice business.
The Bowdoin Square Theater, Boston, has Instituted a gliis' popularity contest, to run until
November 23. The prizes are to consist of a diamond ring, a gold watch, and a five-dollar gold
piece. Business is expected to be stimulated by
this contest
Gane's Witch Theater of Salem, Mass., has had
a most satisfactory opening, and is using service
from the Mutual Corporation's Boston office. Programs are changed on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays. Mr. Harry M. Livingstone Is business
manager of the Witch.
Newspaper advertising Is being used very extensively by the Salem Mass., moving picture and
vaudeville houses. For Instance, in the Salem
News of September 27, the writer noted that the
Witch Theater used a five-inch triple column advertisement. The Salem Theater, which shows pictures and vaudeville, used a similar amount of
space. The Comlque Theater of Salem, and the
Olympic of Peahody, Mass., also were represented,
although the space was much smaller. As this
course has been pursued regularly by these houses,
It is obvious
that the thing is successful.
Mr. p. L. MJcMahon, manager of the Empire
Theater. Hartford, Conn., reports that his house is
doing very we'] with a daily change of films.
Mr. G. E Moore has leased the Town Hall, at
Holllston, Mass., and Intends to run performances
of moving pictures and illustrated songs during the
coming season Mr. Moore also will operate the
Town
Hall nt Hopklnton,
Mass.
The new Boj len Theater Taunton, Mass., is now
very nearly completed, and the finishing work Is
being hurried ;>s much as possible, in order that
the theater may benefit by the fall trade.
A new incorporation is the Bijou Amusement
Company of Gardner, Mass. The concern is incorporated f..r .<."i,o00, and Its members are: Herbert S. Davis, Frank H. Wotton and Herbert S.
Davis. 1r.
Owing to the steady growth in membership, the
Boston Theatrical Stage Employees Union has voted
to secure heailipiarters In a more central location.
Several ushers employed In various theaters conferred with the officers of the Union as to the
possibility of in ushers' Union, affiliated with the
International
Stage
Employees'
Union.
Manager Huffman of Poll's Theater, Bridgeport,
Conn., lias resigned his position in order to associate himself with the William
Morris
enterprises.
"The Coronation," in Klnemacolor, with Mr
Harold Mead as lecturer, was revived at Tremont
Temple, itoston. on Monday afternoon, September
SO. Last year these pictures attained great popularity here and ran for six months at the same
house. The management claims that they will be
Letter than ever now, because a motor-driven machine has been substituted for the hand-driven one.
Mr. Louis If. Boas Is about the busiest manager
in these parts, as be is managing the Premier,
Savoy
and Academy
theaters
of Fall River,
Mass.
Monday evening, September 30 saw the Initial
performance
at the new
Poll Theater,
Worcester,
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Mass. This bouse is called the one million dollar
tin liter, and It certainly is the last word In theater construction. Mr. S. '/.. Toll hai, employed
Mr. Joseph c. (riddle as resident manager. Vauoeville and photoplays are to constitute the programs.
This Ik the second Poll theater In Worcester, but
luc old house plays to stock-company attractions.
Mr. William Fox Is making good the announcement of his Intention to Invade the New England
field with bis brand of vaudeville and picture theaters. Mr. Fox evidently Intends to camp right
along side of the Poll and I-oew theaters. Having
secured theaters in Hartford, Conn., and Springfield, Mass., Mr. Fox now states that Waterbury,
Conn., Is next on his list as he has leased a new
theater In that city Just built by Mr. J. A. O'Neill.
This house has a seating capacity of about 2,000,
and Is centrally located on the main thoroughfare.
Mr. Poll owns the Jacques Theater in Waterbury.
Vaudeville and pictures will hold forth at the new
Fox Theater.
Mr. Frank H. Blgelow, owner of White City
Park, Lake Qulnslgamond, near Worcester, Mssb.,
Intends to build a new summer theater on the
site of the present White City Casino. This bouse
will be built during the winter.
Mr. B. F. Keith's new theater at St. John, N. B.,
is now nearly completed, and bas been named the
Imperial.
Manager "Nate" Brown of the Broadway Theater, Everett, Mass., caused O. J. Matthews to be
arrested because the young man was In a way
breaking up the show at the Broadway, due to
his loud laughter, and general loud conduct. Matthews was tried by Judge Bruce in the Maldden
District Court and was ordered to pay a fine of
$25, or to stay away from all theaters for a month.
Manager Brown added a balcony to bis hsuse,
and greatly improved the lobby. The house is one
of tbe best appointed bouses In its class In New
England.
Boston is now having an electrical show that
Is quite the largest thing of its kind that has
ever been attempted here. As is fitting, the moving picture is well to tbe front, and one of the
most Interesting things at tbe show at the Mechanics' Building, is a reel of pictures showing
the making of a metropolitan daily newspaper.
These pictures were taken in the several departments of the Boston American. Reporters are
shown coming in with their "Btorles," writing them
out and turning them In to the editor. Telegraph
machines, copy readers, etc., are shown. The composing, the stereotyping and art rooms are in the
reel, and also a vivid picture of the big presses In
action. When the writer visited the show, these
pictures
were
the center
of Interest.
HENRY.

LOUISVILLE.
THE with
RESURRECTION,'
masterpiece,
Blanche Walsh In Tolstoi's
tbe leading
role, ran
Into slight trouble at Lexington, Ky., recently, when
County Judge J. Percy Scott announced that he would
not permit the presentation of the film. After a consultation, and witnessing the exhibition. Judge
Scott and other officials decided to permit the showing of the film, provided that children and girls
under 18, unaccompanied by their parents, be barred
from attending. The exhibitors of Lexington complied with the conditions and tbe performances ran
off smoothly. The film was shown In Louisville
recently and aroused only favorable comment. The
famous actress appeared at her best In "The Resurrection," according to critics, and the film was
one of the heaviest business-pullers seen in the
Kentucky metropolis for some time. Lexington officials seem to be unnecessarily stirred up, due to
the fact that one or two pictures, which have never
been reviewed by the National Board of Censorship,
have been shown in the Fayette city.
Joseph Shrader, now manager of the Central Film
Exchange of Indianapolis, was a recent visitor in
Louisville. He announced the departure of L. Beck,
formerly manager of the Central, to a position
with the Universal, with quarters in St. Louis.
William H, Wassman, owner of the Crystal and
Rex motion picture theaters in Nashville, Tenn.,
has taken over the lease on the Grand Theater, In
that city. The Grand has been In disuse for several months, the lease being held by Jake Wells.
The latter bad Intended to stage vaudeville at tbe
Grand, but tbe venture fell through. Mr. Wassman
has not yet decided what disposition be will make
of bis new house, though he is contemplating using
the theater for musical offerings at low prices.
Mr Wassman is one of the first to enter the moving picture field In tbe Tennessee capital, and is a
pioneer of the business.
Max Simons, owner of the Hippodrome Theater,
Louisville, has announced that contemplated Improvements In that house will be held In abeyance
until the turn of the year, at which time they
will be rushed through. The seating capacity will
be increased by tbe installation of a balcony, according to present plans.
C. B. Hampson, formerly manager of the Novelty Theater, Louisville, Is experiencing gratifying
success as an exhibitor in his own Interest. Mr.
Hampson is now owner of the Victoria, in New
Albany, Ind. Mr. Hampson recently installed a
Beck piano-player In his house.
The Broadway Amusement Company, of Louisville, is planning Improvements in the West Broadway Theater at Eighteenth and Broadway. It has
been
found
that
the present
conditions
will not

■ i. lout of the installation of the new Wurlttzer
Orchestrion, which bas been ordered. The theater
will be altered to admit of tbe new Instrument,
while tbe seating capacity also will be Increased.
The West Broadway is one of the most popular of
the theaters In that section of the city. Tbe advertising of tbe theater Is a bit out of tbe ordinary.
The electric sign which stands In front of tbe
bouse Is one of tbe largest in Kentucky, and may
be seen for blocks.
No decision baa yet been reached by the lessees
of the property at Fourth Street and Broadway,
Louisville, as to the nature bf the structure to be
erected. Various plans have been announced, but
later statements always annulled all previous ones.
It Is believed, however, tbat some kind of an
amusement
building
will be constructed.
Judge Allen Kinney, secretary and treasurer of
the Princess Amusement Company of LoulBville, Is
again at work after undergoing an operation at the
Jewish Hospital recently. Judge Kinney was taken
ill suddenly and rushed to tbe Jewish Hospital,
where an abdominal operation was performed. The
well-known moving picture magnate went through
tbe ordeal in good shape, and made a rapid recovery.
Michael Swltow, Simon Swltow and Ernest Carpenter, are the incorporators of tbe Advance Film
Manufacturing Company, which baa been formed
with a capitalization of $5,000. The company will
manufacture industrial and educational films, operating chiefly
in Kentucky.
Spectacles'
various
neighboring
cities
will be covered.
Tbein Advance
Company will have offices at 211 West Market
Street, above the Crystal Theater.
A. F. Mayer bas been appointed Southern representative of the Central Film Exchange of Indianapolis. Mr. Mayer will cater to numerous
Louisville houses, Including tbe Novelty. Westonla,
Empire and Grand, of New Albany, besides supplying Michael Swltow with eight reels dslly. The
Swanson-Crawford Film Exchange of St. Louis,
formerly represented by Mr. Mayer, bas withdrawn
from Louisville. Mr. Mayer will maintain offices
in the Tyler Building.
Tbe Consolidated Theatres Company has opened
tbe Princess Tbester in Earlington, Ky. The new
house has a seating capacity of about 400. C. B.
Carsens is resident mauager. Work on the new
house in Central City, to lie known as tbe Empire,
Is progressing rapidly and will be put Into operation some time this month. Thomas Murphy will
manage the Empire. R. E. Hollis Is field representative for the Consolidated, and v.;:i spend his
time in attending to the company's affairs in Kentucky and elsewhere.
"Tom Butler" wss the most recent sensation in
Louisville, the three-reel Eclair feature being presented by the Majestic Theater. Tbe subject
aroused much favorable discussion. Tbe film was
gripping from start to finish and beld its audience
from the beginning.
Moving picture houses of Jeffersonvllle, Ind.,
have been ordered to bar children from attending
until the end of the present diphtheria epidemic.
The Executive Committee of the Kentucky Motion Picture Exhibitors' League met In Louisville
on October 15 and planned for tbe annual meeting
of the organization to be beld In Louisville early
In 1913. President J. H. Stamper, of Lexington,
Ky., presided at the gathering, which took place at
the Seelbach Hotel. The Louisville Photoplay Association acted as hosts to tbe visitors, entertaining tbem at a banquet at tbe Seelbach. Conditions of moment to tbe members of the organization were discussed. The Kentucky Motion Picture Exhibitors' League is growing rapidly, after
a rather slow start. Exhibitors of the Bloegrass
State did not take kindly to tbe organization primarily, but after learning its objects they became
enthused and those who do not now belong are In
the minority. Officers of the League are enthusiastic over prospects of its being one of the leading
State organizations of the country.
Miss Grace Lear, probably the most popular vocalist In Louisville moving picture circles, bas left
Louisville for a short vacation. Miss Lear's place
at the Majestic is being temporarily filled by Mrs.
Olive D.singers.
Scbarf and Joseph C. Ramser, two wellknown
A. J. Wagner, formerly ticket man at the Novelty Theater, has returned to Louisville after a
summer's vacation. Mr. Wagner is something over
seven feet In helgbt, and gazes benignly down from
an elevation unoccupied by ordinary folk. Mr.
Wagner has not yet decided to resume his former
connection.
The Buckingham Theater of Louisville, hitherto
the home of burlesque, exclusively, has made a
concession to moving pictures by utilizing a reel at
each performance. The animated pictures will be
a feature through the entire winter. Whallen
Brothers, considered among the most astute bualness men of the Kentucky city, are the owners of
tbe Buckingham.
The strike of musicians employed by Louisville
exhibitors is still on, though the casual observer Is
probably Ignorant of the fact. The musicians have
not yet asked for their positions, while the exhibitors are using automatic pianos with success.
Houses which cling to vaudeville are employing
amateur players who sre expert enough at the
io provide suitable accompaniment for the
various acts. The majority, however, are giving
their patrons straight moving pictures, and are
filling the houses with the films without the frills.
Tbe Majestic Theater has resumed the use of
advertising slides. Manager Louis J. Dittmar discontinued tbe slides during tbe early summer,
be-
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Having iimi tbej were distasteful to patront Pnli
opinion has linn changed, however, and advertiser!
arc paying fancy prices for tbe privilege of bavlng
tinir names and llnei appear on tin- screen,
air.
Dlttmiir,
it si
Id be added,
oaes only a limited
uuiiiIht.
G. D. CKAIN. JK.

IN THE

MISSISSIPPI

VALLEY.

Till

policy or the New Klmmell Theater, at Cairo,
111.. has been announced, it »in be notion pictures and vaudeville, four and the rMl foatUPOa.
Independent service will be used. Kyle Ent will be
organ
John Q. Fredericks, manager <>f Dreamland Theater, at Belleville, 111 . gave a continuous moving
picture show at tin- St. Clair County Fair. At night
ii vaudeville performance Inside of the race
tra<k. the spectators being seated In the grand
•11.nl

The city of Clinton. 111., has appealed from the
Oeclslon of the Dewltt County Circuit Court, which
tonnd Joaquin Wilkinson not guilty of violating the
law in conducting a moving picture show on Sunday.
Miss Mary Douglas Is the new singer at tbe Princess Theater In Waterloo,
Iowa.
The Chautauqua I'tllltles Company of Chautauqua,
111., has been Incorporated with a capital stock of
13.000, to operate hotels, water works, electric
plants and amusement enterprises. The Incorporators
ire
Nelson Levis, 1). W. Caugblan, L. C. Haynes.
The Hlrseh Amusement Company of Chicago has
been Incorporated with a capital stock of $6,000, to
conduct amusement enterprises. The Incorporators
•re Walter J. Spengler, David Levlnson and Eugene
F. Kline.
Bert Wlnans, of Rutland, Is now the drummer at
the Orpheum Theater,
In Peoria.
i: \l\ llenle, proprietor of the A-Muse-U Theater,
• t Clinton, Iowa, has secured an option on the
Grady property, on Sixth Avenue, Clinton, Iowa,
with a view
to erecting
a new
vaudeville
l'n"<">
The Eagle Theater on Main Street Princeton,
has opened.
A pipe organ
will he instated
in
October.
Elmore S. Kapz has leased the Buck Building at
llattoon. III., and will o;x'o u picture show as soon
a* tbe bul'.diug is completed.
Gcst Cocke, former owner of the Star Theater, in
St. Cbarles, 111., has purchased a moving picture and
vaudeville house In St. Joseph, Mich.
Emll Seng, of Roberts, 111., gave moving pictures
at the annual Harvert Home Festival in that city.
Moving picture theaters at Athens, 111., have re•pened, after an epidemic of Infantile paralysis.
Manager Joseph Qulnn, of the Majestic Theater,
at Kock
Is'.snd,
trial pictures
in 111.,
that made
city. arrangements for IndusWilliam Deswondi has resigned his position as
singer at the Lyric Theater in Champaign, III., and
M. P. Harvey will return to his old position.
The American Amusement Company of Cedar RapIds, Iowa, in an action against I. D. Hendrix, asked
that a receiver be appointed for the business. Tbe
bill states that a co-partnership was formed *>y tbe
two. to establish moving picture theaters, in Mt.
Vernon and Mechanlcsvllle. Hendrix was placed 1
eharge of the one at Mt. Vernon, and the pie t
alleges that the business has not been prop.-r y
conducted.
No license will he Issued to the Barrymore, at
Mollne, for some time, or until improvements have
been made, according to Building Inspector Wood.
It is said that tbe Family Theater has been notified
to discontinue the practice of selling standing room
la the aisles.
long A: McManus, of Dixon, has leased the Opera
at Mendota, 111., and will include it with
Savannah, Sterling and Polo, giving two days each
week of vaudeville and pictures in the new acquisition. The house will be re-decorated and other improvements made.
Harry A. DeWolf and A. G. Blomgren, proprietors of a Mollne, 111., clothing house, filed a bill
for an Injunction against H. A. Sodlni, manager
of a moving picture theater In that city to restrain
him from exhibiting the heads of certain clothing
houses at a theater. They claim to have a conheads. tract for the exclusive exhibition of clothing
C. B. Burkhardt, who has been running a series
of moving picture shows in Homer, Illinois, has
purchased all the stock in the opera house and
will remodel the place.
Charles Morton, of Bloomlngton, Illinois, has
purchased the theater on North Main Street in that
city from the Colonial Company. Guy Strickle,
who has been managing the house, will go to
Chicago.
Joe E. Tabor, of Belvidere, 111., was recently
granted a permit by the city council to operate
a picture show In the new Majestic Theater, 309
South State Street.
W. W. Watts, manager of the Vaudette Theater,
Springfield, III., denies that he will lease a new
vaudevile theater on South Fourth Street, although
ne discussed with Frank McGowan, owner of the
building.
Miss Ethel Pierce, of Elgin, Illinois, who has
been pianist at the Colonade Theater, at Quincy,
Illinois, has returned to her borne at Elgin, where
•he has a position at the Lyric Theater.
Miss Marie S. Clark, for the last two years
ticket seller for the Lyric Theater on Grove Avenue at Elgin, Illinois, has been made manager of
the place.

Oral and lleloy Woods, of Avon, Illinois, will
open a moving
picture show.
I'cter
Wales
will
gi\e
u all reel
picture
allow
everj Batnrdaj
night at Chad wick, III.
Nathan ithoads ami Albert Bader have purchased
the picture show of S. A. BtOvenaon at (apron,
Illinois, and will give Wednesday and Saturday
night ibowa.
Open dates at the Chattertoll Opera House, Boring
Held, III., will be tilled hy pictures. four Nell
will he given
afternoon
and night
for live cents,
Howard Ttmpla has leased the Madison Theater
at Tuscola.
III.
Fred Nash, of (ioshen, Ind., Is the new operator
at the Dixon
Opera
House
In Dixon,
111.
The Victoria Theater Corporation, of Chicago,
has Increased Its capital stock from (20,000 10

1100,000.
II
license

Ity council at Hlllsboro,
fee for the opera bouse

III., has raised the
from 130 to $60 a

Business men of Story City, Iowa, are raising a
year.
fund to build a $30,000 combination hotel and
opera bOOSS
Mayor Kaulstleh, of Alton, formally opened W. M.
Sauvage's now Hippodrome, in that city. The new
bouse Is using Licensed service.
K. O. Leidel has opened a new picture show at
Troy, 111.
A petition was circulated among the voters of
Champaign, 111., to decide whether they want tbe
ordinance prohibiting tbe opening of theaters on
Sunday repealed. Religious and civic organizations
have entered the fight.
Moving pictures of road building In Colorado
were shown by Prison Warden T. J. Titian, of
Colorado, before the Illinois State Highway Commissioners at Peoria, 111.
The DfeW Majestic Theater at Belvidere, 111., was
opened September 23, with a benefit performance
for the Commercial Club. Joe Tabor Is manager;
Charles Bell, trap drummer, and Mrs. C. B. Morris, pianist.
Licensed pictures will bt> used.
The Bijou, at Decatur, 111., Is Installing 250
additional seats.
The charter of the Delmar Garden Amusement
Company, St. Louis, has been revoked for failure
to make a report as provided hy tbe anti-trust law.
The Rlcblyn Amusement and Realty Company,
of Kansas City, has been Incorporated with a capital stock of $5,000, for twenty-five years. The incorporators are E. E. Richard, N. J. Flynn and
I. F. Scanlon.
The Normandy Amusement and Investment Company, of Wellston, St. Louis County, Mo., has been
Incorporated for fifty years to conduct a place of
amusement, etc. The incorporators are Victor
Massa, James Cafferata and Louis Mazzoni.
The Hamilton Amusement Company, of Indianapolis, Ind., has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $10,000 to operate theaters. The Incorporators are C. A. Allen, W. E. and A. E.
Denoe.
H. W. Meytrs, who has been operating a moving
picture show and skating rink at Crelghton, Mo.,
will open a picture house at Neoga, 111., it Is reported.
Ed. Fellls is preparing to build a combined moving picture theater and bowling alley or dancing
hall on Main Street Hlllsboro,
111.
The Casino Tbeattr, East Washington Street.
Springfield, III., was another bouse that found it
profitable to feature the fact that It would install
Power's No. 6a Cameragraph and place it on exhixition.
A charter has been Issued by Secretary of State
Doyle to the National Moving Picture Manufacturing Company, of Chicago, with a capital stock
of $5,000 to manufacture and deal in moving pictures, machinery and accessories. The incorporators are Archibald McKellar, Henry Eckhardt and
Frederick
H. Kay.
Orvilie Rhoads, of Bloomlngton, 111., is the operator at the Rex at Chenoa, 111., which has opened
for the winter season. Mrs. Rhoads is pianist and
Warren Scherer, of Benton,
111., violinist.
Mrs. Reese will open a moving picture show In
the McGurty Building at Charleston. 111. She has
also purchased the Alrdome and will operate It
next year.
Kinemacolor pictures, and slides of beautiful
cities were shown at tbe St. Louis Pure Food Show,
September 30 to October 5.
General Secretary John H. Felllngham, of the
Y. M. C. A., at Des Nfalnes, Iowa, has purchased
a moving picture machint and will give a picture
show on Saturday evenings to worklngmen and
their families. A small admission fee will be
charged. Religious films will be exhibited on
Sunday.
Earl Halberg, of Lincoln, 111., who, in partnership with Paul Hill, gives picture shows In the
small towns near Lincoln, had a narrow tscape
from death at New Holland, 111. He rides about
In a tricycle and while crossing the main street of
the village was struck by an automobile and thrown
high in the air, but escaped with a bruised arm.
The tricycle was almost demollshtd.
The Scenic Theater at Bradley, 111., was ordered
closed by the town board becanse of an epidemic
of diphtheria.
The Marquette Amustment Company, of Chicago,
has been Incorporated with a capital stock of
$2,500, to do a general theatrical and moving picture business. The incorporators are Zahler, Morris
Schwartz and Arthur Rosenthal.
The Triangle Theater Company, of Chicago, has
been
incorporated with
a capital
stock
of $7,000,

to opt rata photoplay
i tea and
',"' '"
■ell ■ igiirs ami confections.
1 io Incorporator! are
II P
Wnvman.
c. 1: \|.,re and W. M. Doherty.
The
Lyric
Urdomi
al Boblnaon
HI
closed
and tbe Boblnaon
Boom
Building
Is beim
hi ted Dp tor thi- 00 up. m. 1 ..1 1
Harry
K. Downet
Will speak
1 obriiary 94, before
til.- \\ .,11, .11,' , Club, or Hio>
or "What
is tbi
>i Vain'- of Historical Pageants and Moving Picture Shi
William
Horse
will reopen
tbe star Theater
la
the Hunt
Block, Last Main
Street, St. Charles.
III.
p, Allison, owner of the new star, haa aUo leased
the Iruln
(ipera Bouse
tor vaudeville
and moving
1,. Bo] Hathewi or Uootlcello, End., former
pictures.
owner of tbe Crystal Phestei al Champaign, 111.,
Is di ad. Despite hla Illness he retained hli Interne
int. lest 111 moving picture events ami Intended 'o
re engage In business as soon as his health permitted
it.
r. II. HADISOW
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theater, which has hitherto made
I'lli:noRepnblic
special effort to advertise the pictorial end
Of Its program, began showing on Sunday. Sept.
29th,
the four
feature
"Resurrectio
and The
has
advertised
that reel
picture
In every
possiblen"way.
house manager, M. Lebobltz, states that 72 eight
Sheets and 800 three sheets have been placed. In
addition to the unusual newspaper advertising. Tbe
"Resurrection" was booked for tbe entire week,
although the vaudeville acts were changed on
Wednesday. This would seem to Indicate that the
"small time" vaudeville circuits In the West are
awakening to the fact that real feature motion
pictures are a better drawing card than the nverage
vaudeville attraction. It will be remembered that
other local vaudeville houses have featured a photodrama at their several houses within the past month,
they being: the Empress, the two Pantages booses
and the American. Manager Grauman of the Empress states that "Queen Elizabeth," with Mme.
Bernhardt in the title role, exceeded all bis expectations, although that picture was on during
one of the recent record breaking weeks of warm
weather. The Pantages exhibited a film with an
explanatory lecture, showing the Indianapolis auto
races, which were conducted last May. That picture was "headlined" during the week's run at
both the San Francisco and the Oakland Pantages
houses. Tbe American Theater Immediately after
Its reopening by C.oov Bros, featured the "Abernathy Kids." Another nopular priced vaudeville
house, which advertises umvlne. pictures In conjunction with vaudeville, Is the Portola. That theater
does not specialize any particular picture as a
feature, but places the regular ABC
Company
posters In the same frames that the photos of the
acts are contained In. This friendly attitude toward
the moving picture on the part of the theaters
avowedly In the vaudeville game, Is growing aud
the managers thereof are to be congratulated upon
their change of spirit.
Mr. Hurry Steele, who was manager of the
Kinemacolor California interests, met with his
death by poison in this city on the night of Sept.
2Sth. Mr. Steele was well known by theatrical
people both here and In Los Angeles, he having
had at one time an Interest In a motion picture
house In the Southern City before becoming connected with the Kinemacolor Company. He was
unmarried and was the son of Dr. A. J. Steele of
St. Louis, where the young man attended school
before going to the Chicago University. He took
charge of the Kinemacolor affairs last November
and continued until the time of his death. The
body was sent to the parents home for Interment
In St. Louis.
Mr. Metcalf Just received a large shipment of
parts
the Edison
and Power's
machines.
Six
millionfortickets
were also
stacked on
his shelves.
O. Chrlstensen's Auburn, Cal., theater has Just
been supplied by Mr. Metcalf with a 1913 MotloAt last
meeting the directors of the Movgrapb
and week's
a "Formastat."
ing Picture Exhibitors League of San Francisco,
a report of the Convention Committee was given,
the figures showing that that meeting was practically self-supporting. The total expense was about
$1,600.00, the largest single expense being for a
special train and Incidental expenses on the day
of the trip to the Essanay studio at Nlles Canyon,
which ran up beyond the five hundred dollar mark.
As a whole the convention paid for Itself, considerable revenue being derived from the advertising
inserted In the official program and also from tbe
floor space occupied in the Hall by the different
supply houses. The subject of a special rate of
Insurance for moving picture houses was also
brought up at this meeting and the secretary wa«
instructed to communicate with Eastern officials
to secure forms, rates, etc., so that members of
tbe Moving Picture Exhibitors League of California might derive still further benefit from their
association
with
that League.
Wobber Bros, report the unprecedented success
of their "Queen Elizabeth" feature which has been
shown at the Empress theater. San Francisco, the
Victory theater. San Jose, and the Yosemlte theatre.
Stockton, where It Is now playing. A booking of
twelve days has been secured at the Macdonongh
theater in Oakland, where an advanced price of
admission will prevail. Requests for dates are
being received
from exhibitors all over the State,
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and from all Indications It will be several weeks
before a return engagement Id San Francisco can
be secured.
In order that tliey may change their pictures
every d u y , the management of the Powell Street
IMIs'on theater began Monday, Bept 30th. taking
Universal service from the California Kllm Exchange. Thia bonae baa practically no transient
11,1 not receive tbe attendance it should
i.ii days following change days. Hence the switch
from
ii' • ii-< <i to Independent
Tin' moving picture iimii of tbe Slate of California
are puzzled regarding tbe present status of tbe
Mutual Film Corporation In regard to the dletrltra
tlon of Its product In California. Just at present
the situation i- extremely basj or rather tangled.
As repo
ago, one of the local
[ndi pendent ezebangea secured tbe output of tbe
Mutual and baa Blnce been booking same. This
lettera were received from anotber exchange
by the exhibitors which stated this second exchange had secured the exclusive right to distribute
the Mutual releasee in this Btate. Then a third
exchange makes tbe assertion that
Independent
hical
they, too, are In a position to book the several
brands produced by tbe Mutual. By next week all
i his will likely I" straightened out and the Independent exhibitors will know Just where they are
at. It really Is an important matter to them as
the Mutual program Is an acknowledgedly excellent
one.
The Heldelburg theater, Oakland; C. A. Douglass,
Merced; Breen's theater, San Bruno, and Geo. J.
Boy, at Burllngame, have each Installed In their
past week one or more Power's
within the
houses
OA
machines,
supplied by the Golden Gate Film
Exchange.
Mr. P. K. Rlcksecker left this city on Sept. 25th
for an extended trip through the East in the interests of the Photo Player Company, of which concern
he Is the vice-president. He started off with a
railway ticket several feet In length, a suit case
full of data regarding their Instrument and a
supply of unbounded enthusiasm. He expects It
will require three or more months' time to exhaust
that trio "stock in trade," and that In the meantime he will visit several thousand of the many
motion picture theaters which abound In the country.
The Board of Health cf San Francisco has offered to cooperate with the Moving Picture Exhibitors League to eliminate unsanitary conditions
in the motion picture theaters, their especial attention to be directed toward the absolute discontinuance of the habitual nuisance of spitting on the
floor in such places of amusement. A slide will be
made up and distributed among all theaters, which,
will call Die attention of the patrons to the law
prohibiting such tilthy habits. It is expected a
clause will alsi be incorporated requesting (or demanding) that "no dogs be brought into this
theater." If that last section is enforced it will
be a great aid to the manager who Is really trying to keep his house clean, as the present dog
patronage of several San Francisco motion picture
theaters is entirely too great for the comfort of
tin human
patrons.
Kohler & Chase announce that they are taking
careful measurements of the manual-controlled instrument they are now building for a prominent
local motion picture theater, and will send complete
drawings and general data to the home office of the
Rudolph Wurlltzer Company so that the factory
will be enabled to duplicate this magnificent doubletracker instrument in their main factory. The
Initial organ of this type will be finished within
the next couple of weeks, when engraved invitations
will be mailed to all interested by the manager of
that department, Mr. deAvenough, who will officiate at the opening performance.
"ANDY."

OREGON.
THE

Globe Theater, one of the handsomest and
most up-to-date photoplay houses, was opened
for the first time In Portland on Saturday evening,
September 14th. A great crowd had gathered before the hour announced for the opening and it was
with some difficulty that the aisles and passage ways
were kept clear with such an onrush of people
eager to be on hand at the opening. Many beautiful
floral pieces denoting the wishes of success, amongsl
them being a "floral globe" to represent the theater, were given the management. I. Lesser O hi a,
manager nnd secretary of the Globe Theater Company announced that the purpose of the company
in erecting the house was not only to offer to the
Portland people the most beautiful theater in the
country, but to meet the very highest requirements
of tills attractive form of moving picture entertainment and education. Special attention is to be
given to films of an educational value, historical ,
geographical, scientific and Industrial. The music
to the patrons that Is to be offered at this theater
will be of pronoun
1 merit.
The company
Im- In
stalled an organ of exceptional quality, costing about
$7,000, which was manufactured especially to its
order and carefully adapted to the acoustic properties of the house. This organ was It, course of construction for six months, and is remarkable in many
of Its characteristics. There is probably no Instrument to equal it In any public entertainment
house on the Coast. It Is supplemented by an echo
organ and chimes, and lovers of high-class music
can be always certain Of gratification. The building Is absolutely fireproof, the seats and aisles
commodious,
plenty
of exits and built to a style

that

Is

pleasing
In architectural
work.
First run
1 lllms will be shown.
A. L. Levy
is the
president
of the company.
The quickest piece of work ever gotten out In the
film line was that of the Peoples Amusement Co.'s
cameraman, who had taken tbe pictures of Theodore
Roosevelt w ho arrived in Portland at 12 noon, one
day, and whirled around the city until 2 o'clock.
Over .'JOT feet were taken and at 5 o'clock that same
evening
they were exhibited at the company's
Arcade 3 hi
The General Passenger Agent of the Ore|
trie Railway Company, has Invited tlie Peoples
Amusement Company to participate in the dedication
of their electric line from Portland to Eugene, soma
12.'! miles south. The Peoples' cameraman "ill take
a reel of pictures of this historical event, which
will be made with impressive ceremonies.
One thousand feet of the salmon Industry were
taken by the cameraman of the Peoples amusement
Co. at Astoria, Oregon. This is one of the 1"
catlonal pictures yet taken on the Coast that will
soon be booked throughout the country with tb«
Independent exchanges.
The Oregon Motion Picture Company has contracted to take the Pendleton Bound-Up pictures
at the annual round-up to be held in Pendleton
soon. Ten thousand feet of film wll be used and
4,000 feet of the best will be clipped to be cold
on tbe states right plan.
G. A. Metzger, general manager of the Oregon
Independent F'ilm Exchange, has just returned from
a trip through Southern Oregon, where he has acquired some new business
Melvln G. Winstock, of the proposed new film company, has purchased thirty-two acres at Beaverton,
Oreg., where he Intends to make the home of tbe
company and plant a studio. The price paid is $500
per acre or (100,000 for the entire trad. Tinscenery is such that cannot be beat anywhere along
the coast. It has hills and several streams running
through the tract, timber that Is several hundred
feel tall, and brush is plenty throughout the tract
for the production of Wild West pictures. Paraphernalia is being bought daily for the new
studio.
The People's Amusement Company has approved
the Corvallis,
plans forOreg.
building a photoplay house ,",ii x 100
at
Melvln G. Winstock, general manager of the People's Amusement Company, left for Pendleton,
Oreg.,
September
to witness
the "Round-Up,"
and while
there 27th,
concluded
arrangements
for the
building of a theater in that city.
The Star Theater in Portland is being redecorated
throughout.
Mr. Arthur Philips Is the new manager.
At tbe Rotary Club's weekly luncheon M. G.
Winstock was chairman of the day and spoke
on the subject of "Motion Pictures and their Making;" also dwelling upon the history and educational
knowledge that can be derived from the films that
are exhibited in the different theaters. Hon. A.
Burustine also spoke upon the subject of the art
of making pictures. Covers were laid for 200. A special exhibition for the benefit of the Rotary Club
members was given of Blanche Walsh in "Resurrection." E. N. WEINBAUM.

GRAND

ing a host of friends and the Original is pleasing
the crowds.
The Patbe feature, entitled, "Blighted Son," w«s
shown at tbe Idle Hour recently. The house opened
early and at 10 o'clock In the morning was turning away the crowds. Tbe crowds kept up all day
and the film proved a huge success. Owing to bookLog arrangements, the Original can show the features only one day, which is uofortunate, as they
could often be given several days to good
advani
Improvements are being contemplated
at the Superba. There will be a spacious balcony
added and the theater will re re-decorated. Nichols
Bros., who operate the Apollo and tbe Superba, as
well as a theater In Flint, are optimistic concerning tbe outlook for the Immediate future,
are featuring as many , feature films as possible
and have made a specialty of good music with tbe
best results.
The Clnes picture, "Daughter of the Spy," showed
to well crowded houses at tbe Original Vaudette.
It was well advertised.
A nice business Is reported at tbe Freeport, 111.,
Superba Theater, which Is controlled by Nichols
Bros., of this city. The Superba is under tbe able
management
of Mr. Martin Wagner.
It scats 300.
Mr. A. J. Gillingham comes to Grand Rapids frequently, from Detroit, where he has very large
motion picture interests, to look over his local
it ions in the United Theaters. Gillingham It
Smith dominate tbe licensed field here and are handling their theaters in a manner which makes them
more
popular
every day.
Work is going on In the building occupied by tbe
Superba. under the management of Geo. C. Nichols.
The building is owned by the Superba Amusement
Co., Inc., Geo. C. Nichols, president and general
manager; F. D. Nichols, secretary and treasurer.
The entire two stories will be made Into a theater
with balcony. The seating capacity will t
and high grade vaudeville will be run in addition
to pictures. The front will be a very attractive
one, of staff and brick with splendid illuminating
effects. Tbe entrance will be of marble and tbe
-•at- all upholstered. The film service at tbe
Superba is tbe Universal, furnished by Universal
Exchange,
Detroit,
tion machine
is used.Mich. A Power's No. 6 projecMr. Frank J. O.'Donnell. manager of the Columbia,
Intends to maintain the high standard set for that
house, as evidenced by his action the first week of
this month in promptly canceling two acts which
did not come up to the standard. Mr. O'Donnell is
on the job every minute and bis work is showing
big Emmet
results.Poland, manager of the Superba. at Flint.
Mich.,
reports
business
as
exceptionally
good.
Vaudeville is given and the admission price
cents.
Capacity of house Is 400 and it is a
trolled by the Superba Amusement
Co.. of Grand
The Lyric of Grand Rapids is featuring Indepeav
Rapids.
ent
films and Mr. Davis,
tbe manager,
has a big
business, i ated.
capacity bouses at night performances be^ng the regular rule.
The bouse is being thoroughly

RAPIDS.

PERHAPS the busiest man In the city to-day Is
Mr. J. M. Breen, the genial general manager of
the I'nlted Theaters Company. Mr. Breen has been
In the moving picture game since its inception in
Orand Rapids, and his duties as manager of the
large number of United Theaters, including the Monroe, Idle Hour, Original. Idea and Orpheum, with
the getting out of the various programs, payrolls,
looking after t lie employment Of help. etc.. all
make a position which means being on t lie job a
good many hours a day. Mr. Breen lias certainly
made good as evinced by the largely increased
patronage of tbe various houses under his general
managership, and lie surely deserves all that is
coming to him in the way of good luck.
Mr. It. S. Davis, manager of the Lyric Theater.
is running a dandy universal program furnished by
the Anti-Film Company, of 12S Lake Street, Chlcago. His house is always well tilled and though
lie has discontinued the use of souvenirs at matinees, the business steps along in the same old
lively fashion.
Mr. Henri Kellar, formerly a favorite member of
the IUs|hi|i stork Company, is now door man at the
Idle Hour. He has many friends In the city and
his smile has a magnetism
that is all its own.
Mr. V. .1 0'Donnell, manager of the Orphenm and
Columbia Theaters, reports a tine business. The recent Improvements at the Columbia are fine and
dandy, the new lighting System being highly spoken
of. Many night crowds have been turned away
from the Columbia. The Orpheum offers excellent
10c vaudeville and
I of Sim; business
DOt be better.
The Lyric Theater "f Grand Rapids Is always
on the lookout for big features. So features are
too big t.. handle and it will pay the feature folks
to "get In tuch"
with Mr. Davis, the manager.
Mr. C. N". Williams Is now- In charge of affairs
at the Monroe- Vaudette. He ha- taken charge
since Mr. B. S. Deaaey went to the Orpheum as
house manager. Mr. Williams has a long experience and knows bis work thoroughly. Mr. Deazey
has his hands full at the Orpheum, as It Is doing a
big business, and the vaudeville end is a departure
from
his old duties.
Mr. M.isterman, who came from Boston to look
after the affairs of the Orlginal-Vaudette,
Is mak-
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PHILADELPHIA.
'run Bijou Dream theatre. No. 12r>5 Market street.
1
under the management of Frank Buhler. is undergoing a course of alterations.
A new solid plate
:ront has made
the outside
very
attractive,
and with new
seats and the inside newly
(r
the theatre now
Is one of the finest in the ,-ity.
Announcement has just been made of tbe proposed en- tion of two more theatres In West
Philadelphia. Recently the West End Realt
pany took title to the property at 23 to 87 North
Fifty-second street, which will be the site of one
of the theatres, costing $75,000. The other theatre
will be built at Sixty-first street and Woodland
avenue.
Moving picture houses having vaudeville features
pay a State Tax license of $500 a year, in
addition to taking out a city license, according to
a decision of the Supreme Court. The court refused the petition for an appeal from tie .1, cislon
of
the
Superior
Court,
which
held
thsl
come
within
the
provision
of an
set of
the legislature,
fixing the annual
tax of s
places
of amusement
that
had
"theatrical"
and
Btlc entertainment-.
To insure the rigid enforcement of the recent
act Of Congri ss prohibiting the importation of moving picture Alms of prize fights. The S
the Treasury In a letter Instructed Collector of Customs Hill to see thai a most careful examination of
films be made by the Inspectors. All ins
have been requested to make affidavits declaring
to their best knowledge and belief whether films
inspected
by them
are those of prize fi^-i
President Arch Johnston of the Bethlehem
Sieel Company is now in South American countries
with several thousand felt of moving picture film
showing tbe different departments of their plant,
which is to prove to the high officials of
countries the vast facilities that his company has
for the manufacturing
of weapons
of war
George II. Chapman will erect a one story biotins picture theatre. 44.9 by 85 feet on the -mitb
si,!, of Orthodox street, west of Paul street. Frankford, at a cost of $5000.
Boyertowo,

Pa.

Is

to have

an up-to-date

theatre
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WANTED.

THEATRE
OWNERS
ATTENTION— Manager
of
I loop Hi. .up.
wants
to make
a change.
If TOO
WIDt h i
iter, pet busy ind address B. 11..
csrc of Moving Picture World, lo'J W. Washington
Icagi
SITUATION WANTED— By sober, reliable, cxparleoced, licensed moving picture operator In <>r
out of Chicago Address 11. 1)., care of Moving Plctnre Wi
111.
FRENCH MECHANICAL ENGINEER— .lust from
of
■■■ins In nil kinds
n II
IBroad
moving picture macbines, wishes Interview with
ronparties
sponsible
i
Interested
dn-ss II. I II MM IT. --'10 W.
I6tb St.,
1 ork City.
go

EXPERIENCED
anvwbere
In

WORLD

I

ADV

IFI
Classilied

IMCTl'KH

OPERATOR— Inferences.
Will
the 1 nlted
Slates.
Address
Q.
ive., Cleveland, Oblo.
HELP
WANTED.

EXTRAORDINARY CHANCES for solicitors knowIn* the moving picture trade In New York City and
experience and acOnly with exceptional
vicinity.
SOI.HTTAddress
quaintances i i the line wanted.
re of Moving I' lure World. New York City.
WANTED — Men to manage and book moving picture attractions on the road.
Most have experience
and be aide to furnish bonds.
Slate all particulars
FEATURE
AMERICA'S
Address
In first letter.
FILM
CO., 40« 7-8 Schiller Bldg., Chicago,
111.
WANTED—
ss Press Agent who understands tlo advertising and picture business. State
lowest salary. Address 0. G. MURRAY, Richmond,
Indiana.
WANTED — A REAL PICTURE MAN, to take onehalf Interest and manage the classiest and best
■quipped picture theatres, within 50 miles of Indianapolis. Spl.i. did proposition to right party.
Population 12,000. Capacity 350. Immediate capital required Jl.'-iOO. Address BOX 42, Bedford, Ind.
THEATRES FOR SALE.
FOR SALE— An all-day five-cent theatre positively clearing $3,500 yearly. Will sacrifice for
13,500 if taken at once. Will rent with privilege
of l. uylng. Location, business section of Chicago.
Address R. M. P., care of Moving Picture World,
Chicago,
111.
FOR SALE — \ ■ nns Theatre, best location, fully
•quipped. Bargain. Reason for selling, partners
filagree.
Address
11 16th Ave., Newark,
N. J.
FOR SALE — Moving Picture Theatre in Boom
town. Fully equipped and doing fair. Good chance
for live partv : taken ;it once. Reasonable. Address J. 11. HORNAFIUS,
Elizabetbtown,
Pa.

bolldlng. which will be owned by the Lyric Amuse*
ment Company, of which William J. Sehaeffer, of
Boyertown is manager The new theatre is to
be a building of the most approved type and work
on Its construction
will be started
soon.
Suit has been started by Nathan Appell, of Readlog, pa., tbrongh Counsel Dunn & Sehaeffer, against
Solomon K. Colin Hurry J. I.nken, Jacob G. Wolf
ami Cornelius G Keeney for the recovery of $2.TSO
alleged due rent if the Grand Opcru House from
September 14. 1911 to June 30. 1912. The lease
called for an annual
rental of $3,500.
Charles Redfern. thirty-five years old, of No.
564T Appletree street, was arraigned before Magistrate Harris recently, on the charge of taking
$55 from his former employer, Prank Haley and
was held under $.">(K> bail for court. Redfern was
■Rested in a moving picture bouse where be was employed as a piano player.
The foundation tor the new theatre building now
being erected at Harrishurg Is about completed,
and the work on the upper portions of the place
will be pushed to the limit so as to give the
people of that city another amusement place for
the tall season.
The Eclair Film Company, had a cameraman
in Altoona, Pa., making pictures of the celebration
which has just ended In that city. The events
.vlU be exhibited ill over the country.
Samuel Germanski, proprietor of moving picture
shows in Bridesburg and Manayunk, was convicted in Qnarier Stssions Court yesterday of operating an illegal lottery. Judge Martin allowed the
defendant to enter $600 bail pending disposition of
s motion for a new trial. Germanskl's scheme was
to give out prize cheeks with admission tickets,
entitling the bearer to a chance on a lot at Pine
Beach, N. J. Witnesses to the number of a dozen
aaid that they had been notified that tbty each
won a prize lot and they paid Germanski $7.50 as
expenses for conveyan. ing. According to the witnesses they have been unable to locate their newlyacquired
properties
What the manufacturers claim Is the largest
piece of plate glass in the State is being installed
at the Empire Moving Picture Theatre In Reading,
Pa., to be used as a screen. The dimensions are
12H feet by 16 feet eight Inches. The glass is
more than two and a half Inches thick. Its weight
Is 3.500 pounds, and Its cost, Including Installation,
li $1,000. The Motion Picture Screen Company
of Shelbyvllle, Ind., is verv much pleased with the
glass.
E. Allen Wilson is making plans for a theatre to
be used for motion pictures and vaudeville for
McCartney
& Redmond,
which
will be located
at
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for sale — One of the finest picture bouses I"
\.-w England, seating capacity four hundred, population twelve thousand,
i p-to-date equipment.
A
Season
for selling, too many
pat
Men York.
Don'l write unless you mean business. Address •'■ FAEPIQN, M

Hill St., Now
Haven.
Conn.
FOR
SALE — Nickeiodion.
viii...
Oblo.
log,
Address
IDLE
HOUB

Good
reason
THBATBB,

for
Bteuben-

SALE — tine of the in. .si up to date photoplay theatres between Now York and Albany,
880 equipment.
seats. Tower's
No. situated
6 machine capacity
mid other late
Theatre
To miles from New York. Population 80,000.
and
interior
lavishly
equipped.
Owner
has ezten
alve manufacturing
interests which require »n his
time
and
attention.
Address
MANUFACTURER,
storing Picture World,
New York City.
THEATRES WANTED.

rs/i E1INJ

minimum;

postage

stamps

accepted

EQUIPMENT
WANTED.
WANTED — l ..r travel show,
a second band
booth
tor Powers
No
S double
lantern
mi

Iron

Write particulars.
Address v BAYBB,
\\. , Madison, N. J.
CAMERAS
FOR SALE.
FOR

SALE — C;

ras,

tniN.ds

and

tenSSS,

new

,ii..i used.
Guaranteed
mdltlon.
Address
046, Moving
Pli ture World,
100 W.
Was]

FOR

WANTED — Will buy another picture show. What
kind of show have you. State everything first letter
t.. A I.. BOWDISH,
Marlon, Ohio.
$1800 — Buys
Moving
Picture Theater making
not
i.ss than 950.00 clear profit a week.
Address 0. K-,
f Moving Picture
World,
New
York
City.
WE AKE IN THE MARKET TO PURCHASE
OUTRIGHT HIGB CLASS moving picturk Tin
ATBBS FORM COAST TO COAST. STANHMtO
MOTION PICTURE THEATRE CO. OF AMERICA.
INC., -10 EXCHANGE PLACE & 27 WILLIAM ST.,
NEW YORK CITY. TELEPHONES, BROAD, 3692
& BROAD 405.
EQUIPMENT
FOR
SALE.
NOTICE! — Studio Managers. For sale, at an attractive figure, fifteen Arlsto Lamps, five Kllegel
Lamps, very similar to Aristos. All are In guaranteed working order. Very slightly used. -Inspection solicited. Apply ECLAIR FILM CO., 225
W. 42nd St., New York City.
FOR SALE — No. 6 Power's Machine, used three
months. Bell Howell reducer. Complete outfit at a
bargain. Address L. H. THOMPSON, Bedford,
Iowa.
FOR

SALE — Dandy new electric light plant, guaranteed by Detroit Engine Works. .New moving
picture camera. Films $4.00 to $15.00, posters.
R. C. BARNARD,
404 Morris,
Portland,
Oregon.
Edison Exhibition Moving rieture Machine, like
new.
Make
offer.
W.
A.
HUTCHBNS,
Yadklnvllle,
N. C.
FILMS

FOR

SALE.

Big bargain list of films for sale. $2.00 to $12.00.
Address PALMERS MOTION PICTURE SUPPLIES,
229 Third Ave. N., Nashville,
Tenn.

Richmond
and Clearfield
area of 72 feet by 190

streets,
feet.
CLEMENT

and
H.

will

cover

an

CONGDON

INDIANAPOLIS.
UDGB

BBMSTBB, of the circuit court has overruled a demurrer to the affidavit filed against J.
M. Rhodes, owner of a moving picture theater,
charging that he violated the ordinance prohibiting
any child under fourteen years old from attending a
moving picture theater unless accompanied by a parent or guardian, or by an adult having written content for the child's attendance. The case is on appeal from police court, where the ordinance was
held Invalid, the city taking an appeal to the higher
court. Judge Remster's decision. In effect, holds the
ordinance
valid, but the case will be .tried on Its
merits.
The new Lyric Theater in North Illinois Street
wis opened October 15. It has been built by B. B.
Barton and Charles Olsen. pioneers In the moving
picture theater business in this city. The theater
building is 150 feet by 200 feet, built of fireproof
brick and will have a seating capacity of 1400. The
lobby is being finished in marble and the furnishings,
although elaborate, will be in excellent taste. Girls
in uniform will serve as nshers and there will be
maids in attendance in the women's checkroom.
Moving pictures, with a few vaudeville attractions
will be given. Barton and Olsen also conduct the
Crystal moving picture theater and expect to open
another house in Illinois street within a few weeks.
A new moving picture theater is being built by
the Hamilton Amusement Company at 2110 East
Tenth street. In the residence district. It will be
a one story, concrete block structure. 40 feet by
75 feet, with a stone front. There will be a seating capacity of six hundred. The company was
recently incorporated with an authorized capitalization of $10,000, and those interested in it are W.
A. Denoe, formerly Interested in moving picture
theaters in eastern cities; W. C. Allen and Charles
A. Allen.
Moving picture theater managers of the city are
preparing to go to the state legislature next January
and ask a repeal of the law forbidding theatrical
or other similar amusements on Sunday. An attack
is also being made In the local courts against an
ordinance forbidding theatrical performances on Sunday. All of the theaters and moving picture theaters
of the city are behind the movement.
Indianapolis local No. 1 of the Motion Picture Exhibitors League, has opened
headquarters
at 410

FOR SALE— PATHE CAMERA, FOUR MAGAZINES AND CARRYING CASE. BRAND NEW.
PRICE $285. WILL SHIP WITH PRIVILEGE OF
o, III. FOR 25', CASH DOWN. ADEXAMINATION
DRESS A. A. 31 WEST 46TH ST., NEW YORH
CITY.
PARTNER
AN
A-l
CAMERAMAN
wanted
as partner
In
To u good man a half
PARTNER,
Care
Chicago, III.
FILMS

WANTED.
and
dark
roe
a well-estsbllsbed
bo
Interest
will be sold,
I of Moving
Picture
World,
WANTED.

TO

RENT — Per
week,
for sun-rental,
<dghteen
Mm n iih posters,
Keels not to >
months from release date.
Address
WATEBTOWN
FILM
EXCHANGE,
Watertown,
N. Y.
WANTED — To buy, ::" second-hand r<-eis of
Western
subjects. Musi be In good condition, AdCity,
dress FRED MBYEB, 280 West 26tb si.. Ken York
I Am in the Market for a lot of educational.
travel, scientific films. Address J. BARKEY, 133
West 00th St., c/o Groff, New York City.
WANTED — To buy 100 Independent films, abont
nine months old, with posters. Address L. W., 69,
care of Moving Picture World, New York City.
We Wish to Buy for Cash Feature Films In go<,d
condition.
with
Posters.
Address
"FEATURE
FILM 121." care of Moving Picture World, N. Y. C.
MISCELLANEOUS.
See adv't for Moving Picture Theatre for sale
In Florida. Address PALMERS MOTION PICTUBE
SUPPLIES,
229 Third Ave.
N\, Nashville, Tenn.
FOR SALE — Ellison Concert Phonograph. Cost
$65.00. 90 records, cost 35c each; with Cabinet,
cost $12.00. Bought Player. No use for shove.
$:!.">. 00 takes this hargain. Address T. K. THRASHES, Confluence, Pa.
TO TRADE — 1000 reels (Posters). We can nse
your reels. Y'ou can use ours. Write for our Exchange proposition. SILVER STATE FILM EXCHANGE, Pueblo, Colorado.

Saks Building. There are thirty-two moving picture
theaters represented in the local. AH umateurs appearing in the motion picture houses, are being
booked
htrough
the local's office.
Harry H Tutewiler, city playground commissioner,
has had films made showing the city playgrounds
and bathing benches during the last summer. These
films were exhibited at the fifteenth International
Congress of Hygiene and Dermograpby held in Washington. I). ('.. in September, and at the fourth National Conservation Congress held in Indianapolis
There has been installed In the new Albambra
Oct.
1-4. the largest pipe organ ever placed In any
theater,
motion picture theater in America. The organ and
all of Its accessories, occupies more than 1000 square
feet of space. The organ Is of tbe two manual
type, has thirty-seven registers and in all 72
series. An e.lio organ with cathedral chimes has
been placed in a loft In the front of tbe theater.
The
theater contains two new Power's projection
machines.
Moving pictures have been adopt, d in connection
with the high school work at Anderson, by the board
of school commissioners of that city. Motion
pictures are to be used In illustrating history and
other subjects.
li P. Wyaor, B. II. Whltely ami c B Andrews
have organized the Home Motion Picture Company
at Muncie. to conduct motion picture theaters. The
company has been Incorporated with an authorized
capitalization
of $30.<«»i
Daniel P. Roberts, who has conducted motion
picture theaters in this city for some time, has organized the Iroquois Amusement Company, which
en Incorporated with an authorize,] capitalization of $50,000. Others Interested in the company,
which will operate several motion picture houses,
are John
Wohner
and Jessie Wohner.
C. L. CUMMINS.

IN THE

NORTHWEST.

"TlIE MluneaiMills Public Schools will use moving
-l pictures tills year In teaching history and
geography. More than half of the schools in th»
city now have their own stereoptlcon machines, and
with a circulating library of slides, hut It is planned
to improve the service. Phonographs are to be Installed as well.
Moving pictures of the children of President Taft.
watching the dances of tbe Blackfoot Indians, at
Glacier
Park,
were
recently
made.
The Rivers-Wolgast fight pictures were stopped
at the Star Theater, St. Paul, by the United States
District
Attorney.
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Calendar of Licensed Releases.
Current

Releases.

Advance Releasee.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 21st, 1912
BIOGRAPH— The One She Loved
(Drama)
I INKS — The Lion Tamer's Revenge (Dr. 2-reel special)
EDISON— Kitty at Boarding School (Comedy).. L.
600
EDISON — Mother Goose in a Sixteenth Century Theater (Comedy)
350
KALEM — The County Fair (Drama)
1000
LUBIN — Just Maine
Folks (Drama)
1000
PATHE— Pathe's Weekly No. 43 (Topical)
SELIG — A Sad Devil (Comedy)
1000
VITAGRAPH — Four Days a Widow
(Comedy-Drama) 1000
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22nd, 1912.
EDISON — At the Masquerade Ball (Drama)
1000
ESSANAY— The Tomboy of "Bar Z" (Drama)
1000
CINES — Ascoli Piceno, South Italy (Scenic)
260
ONES — The Invited Guest (Comedy)
740
C. G. P. C— The End of Louis XI (Hist. Dr.)
C. G. P. C— Old Toledo
(Scenic)
LUBIN — In the Service of the State (Drama)
1000
SELIG — So-Jui.-Wah and the Tribal Law (Drama)
...1000
VITAGRAPH— The Spirit of the Range (Drama)
1000
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23rd, 1912.
EDISON— At Home in the Water (Sports)
400
EDISON— The Boy Rangers
(Comedy)
600
ECLIPSE— In the Ossan Valley, Pyrenees, France (Sc.) 370
ECLIPSE— Making Briar Pipes (Industrial)
330
ECLIPSE— A Persistent Fly Swatter (Comedy)
300
ESSANAY— Bringing Father Around (Comedy)
1000
KALEM— The Peril of the Cliffs (Drama)
1000
PATHE— The Simple Life (Comedy)
SELIC- — Tempted by Necessity
(Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Scenes of Irish Life at Dublin (Edu.)
VITAGRAPH — An Expensive Shine (Comedy)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24th, 1912.
BIOGRAPH— The Painted Lady (Drama)
ESSANAY— Th. Thrifty Parson
(Comedy)
1000
LUBIN— The Old Chess Players (Comedy-Drama)
...1000
MELIES — A Son's Example
(Drama)
1000
PATHE— Little Raven's Sweetheart (Drama)
1000
PATHE — Olympic Games (3-reel special) (Athletic)...
SELIG — The Awakening (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— The Toymaker
(Drama1)
1000
FRIDAY,
OCTOBER 25th, 1912.
EDISON— The -Affair at Raynor's (Fourth Story of the
Series of "What Happened to Mary")
(Drama)
1000
ESSANAY— Sunshine
(Drama)
1000
C. G. P. C— Tom
Thumb
(Trick)
C. G. P. C. — The Hermit Crab (Science)
KALEM — The Girl in the Caboose (Drama)
KALEM— New York Public School Drills and Dare (Edu.)
LUBIN— The Noodle Industry (Industrial)
LUBIN — Down with the Men (Comedy)
SELIC- — Getting Atmosphere
(Comedy)
SELIC- — The Biwa Canal and Shooting the Rapids at
Katsuragwa, Japan (Edu.)
VITAGRAPH— Faithful Unto Death (Drama)
1000
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26th, 1912.
EDISON — Young Mrs. Eaton (Drama)
1000
ESSANAY— The Ranch Girl's Trial (Drama)
1000
CINES — A Turn of Fortune (Drama)
1005
KALEM — Death Valley Scotty's Mine (Drama)
1000
LUBIN — The Forest Ranger (Drama)
1000
PATHE— The United States Armada (Topical)
VITAGRAPH— In the Furnace Fire (Drama)
1000

MONDAY, OCTOBER 28th, 1912.
BIOGRAPH— At the Basket Picnic (Comedy)
BIOGRAPH— A Real Estate Deal (Comedy)
PATHE — Frenzied linance — Special Release (Drama)..
EDISON — The Land Beyond the Sunset (Drama)
KALEM — The Power of a Hymn ( Drama)
LUBIN — An Irish Girl's Love (Drama)
PATHE— Pathe's Weekly No. 44, 1912 (Topical)
SELIG — The Eisherboy's Faith (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— None But the Brave Deserve the Fair
(Comedy)

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29th, 1912.
EDISON — Burmah, Rangoon,
India (Scenic)
350
EDISON — Bringing Home the Pup (Comedy)
650
ESSANAY — Miss Simpkins' Summer Boarder (Comedy) 1000
CINES — Straw Hats Made in Florence, Italy (Indj . . . . 340
CINES — Mosques and Turkish Places (Scenic)
460
CINES — Venetian Lace Workers (Ind.)
200
C. G. P. C— Whiffles, Cubic Artist (Comedy)
C. G. P. C. — In the Tyrol, the Arlberg Valley (Scenic)..
LUBIN — Parson James (Drama)
1000
SELIG — Jim's Vindication (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Bunny at the Derby (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— Just Luck (Comedy-Drama)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30th, 1912.
EDISON — Copper Mines at Bingham, Utah (Ind.)....
EDISON — A Suffragette in Spite of Himself (Comedy).
ECLIPSE — A Race for Honor (Drama)
ESSANAY— The Letter (Drama)
KALEM — The Strange Story of Elsie Mason (Ind.) ....
PATHE— A Mamma Wanted (Comedy)
SELIG — A Heart in Rags (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— Poet and Peasant (Drama)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31st, 1912.
BIOGRAPH— The Musketeers of Pig Alley (Drama)..
ESSANAY — The Fisherman's Luck (Comedy)
LUBIN — The Heavenly Voice (Comedy)
MELIES — Wrongly Accused (Drama)
PATHE — Jim's Partner (Drama)
SELIG — Her Bitter Lesson
(Drama)
VITAGRAPH— On'the Line of Peril (Drama)
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1st, 1912.

"If It's Anything

for

free

Catalogue

to Advertise

400
600
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

EDISON— A Baby's Shoe (Drama)
1000
ESSANAY — The Moving Finger (Drama)
1000
C. G. P. C. — Tragedy at the Court of Milan (Drama) ....
KALEM — Pat, the Soothsayer (Comedy)
KALEM — The American Rhine (Scenic)
LUBIN — Fixing a Flirt (Comedy)
1000
SELIG — His Wedding Eve (Comedy)
1000
VITAGRAPH — Lessons in Courtship (Comedy)
.TTAGRAPH— Bettina's Substitute (Comedy)
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2nd, 1912.
EDISON— Bobby's Dream (Comedy)
375
EDISON — For Professional Services (Comedy)
625
ESSANAY— The Mother of the Ranch (Drama)
1000
CINES— A Head for a Head (Drama)
io;S
KALEM— The Skinflint (Drama)
1000
LUBIN— The Family Next Door
PATHE— Wifey's Investment (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— In the Garden Fair (Comedy-Drama). .1000

SET No. 2
Hobart Bosworth. Kathlyn Williams. Marc
Macdermott, Ruth Roland, Edwin Aug-ust,
Blanche Sweet. Carlyle Blackwell, Martha
Russell, Francis X. Bushman. Ormi Hawley,
Henry
Walthall
and Anna
Nielson.

Post Cards of any of above and others. $4.00 per 1,000.
We also have posters of 10 of the most popular for $1.50.
Write

1000
1000

$ America's
Photoplayers
Handsome Photos (11Popular
x 14) $2.00 for either
set. Postage Prepaid
oET No. 1
Maurice Costello, Lillian Walker, John
Bunny, Florence Turner. Crane Wilbur,
Alice Joyce, Marshall P. Wilder, Gene
Gauntier. G. M. Anderson, Arthur Johnson,
Mary
Fuller,
Mary
Pickford.

1000
1000
1000

and

advertising

a Picture Theater.
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A Performance Worthy of Your Attention!!
THE AUTOMATIC TICKET SELLING
& CASH REGISTER
DOES AWAY WITH SELLIXG TICKETS BY HAND, JUST AS THE TYPEWPRITER
PERFORMS
ITS DEFT SERVICE TO MEET MODERN
BUSINESS
REQUIREMENTS.
ANTIQUATED METHOD OF EXPOSING ROLL TICKETS ON OR OVER THE COUNTER REPLACED; THE AUTOMATIC IS IMBEDDED IN COUNTER AND TICKETS ARE
EJECTED OXLY AT MOMENT OF PURCHASE, CUSTOMERS TAKING TICKETS DIRECT
FROM MACHINE.
EVERY TICKET REGISTERS AUTOMATICALLY AS IT APPEARS ON THE COUNTER.
AND EVERY DOLLARS WORTH OF BUSINESS MEANS JUST ONE HUNDRED CENTS IN
YOUR POCKET.
RE-SALE OF TICKETS IMPOSSIBLE.
WITH ONE PRESSURE OF FOOT PEDAL. 1. 2, 3, 4 OR 5 TICKETS CAN BE ISSUED
(IN A FLASH), AXD CASHIER SIMPLY PRESSES BUTTON CALLING FOR DESIRED
NUMBER AXD CANNOT MAKE AXY MISTAKE AS THE MACHINE IS ABSOLUTELY
CORRECT— BOTH HANDS ARE FREE TO MAKE CHANGE.
THE AUTOMATIC TICKET SELLING & CASH REGISTER HANDLES THE CROWDS
WITH MECHANICAL PRECISION— IN THIS SPEED AGE IT MEANS A GREAT DEAL TO
SUPPLY CUSTOMERS WITH TICKETS IN A FRACTION OF THE PRESENT TIME REQUIRED. THE AUTOMATIC DOES IT. AXD BOX OFFICE CONGESTION BECOMES A
THING OF THE PAST.
TO
DON'T
SUBJECT
TO TEMPTATIONANNY
LONGER—
GET EMPLOYEES
AN AUTOMATIC
— WITH THE
KEY TO THE REGISTER YOU HAVE THE KEY
THE SITUATION.

Illustrated catalog and terms upon request.
W rite nearest office.

Automatic ©rMSrilitm anil Cash faiafrr do.

PIT
TTSQURGH
FARMER'S
BANK BLPC
ERS
BANK

MEW
1493-J 505

YQRK
BROADWAY

(.
"•* SAINT
LOUIS
THIRDNATL.BANK
BLDG.
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Calendar of Independent Releases.
Releasing Through Universal CompanyCurrent Releases
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1912.
R IX — Leaves in the Storm (Drama)
CRYSTAL— Bella's Beaus (Comedy)
I RYSTAL— The Only Woman In Town (Comedy)
ECLAIR— The Old Professor (Drama)
\IR — The Sulphur Industry in Sicily (Edu.)
MONDAY, OCTOBER 21st, 1912.
IMP — The Pickaninnies and the Watermelon (Comedy)
NESTOR— Betty's Bandit (Drama)
CHAMPION— Thy Will Be Done (Drama)
TUESDAY,
OCTOBER 22nd, 1912.
GEM — The Woman in White (Two Reels) (Drama)
..
BISON— Hunted Down
(Drama)
ECLAIR — The Homecoming
(Drama)
WEDNESDAY,
OCTOBER
23rd, 1912.
POWERS— The Skeleton (Comedy)
POWERS — New Messina (Scenic)
NESTOR— The Border Parson (Drama)
UNIVERSAL— The Animated Weekly No. 33 (Topical)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24th, 1912.
REX— A Kentucky Feud (Drama)
IMP — King, the Detective, and the Opium
Smugglers
ECLAIR — Making Uncle Jealous (Comedy)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25^,1912.
VICTOR— The Angel of the Studio (Drama)
POWERS— Just a Woman
(Drama)
NESTOR— The Lady Barber of Roaring Gulch (Com.)
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26th, 1912.
BISON— Trapper Bill, King of Scouts (2 Reels) (Dr.)
IMP — Joe, the Pirate (Comedy)
,
IMP — Early in the Morning (Comedy)
MI LANO— Kelly Goes to War (Comedy)
MILANO — A Three-Cornered Wedding Journey (Com.)

ADVANCE
SUNDAY,

RELEASES.

OCTOBER

27th, 1912.

REX — Through a Higher Power (Drama)
CRYSTAL— A Pair of Fools (Comedy)
CRYSTAL— The Blonde Lady (Comedy)
ECLAIR — Gontran's Love Stratagem (Comedy)
ECLAIR — Brusia— Asiatic Turkey (Eduational)
MONDAY, OCTOBER 28th, 1912.
IMP — Yvonne, the Foreign Spy (Drama)
NESTOR— The Call of the Desert (Western Drama)..
CHAMPION— Sue (Drama)
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29th, 1012.
GEM— The Old Dollmaker (Drama)
BISON — The Cowboy Guardians
(Drama)
ECLAIR — Rosie (Comedy-Drama)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30th, 1912.
POWERS— The Collaborators
(Comedy)
NESTOR— Fattv's Big Mix-up (Comedy)
UNIVERSAL— The Animated Weekly No. 34 (Topical)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31st, 1912.
REX — Careful Nursing
(Comedy)
IMP
John Sterling, Alderman
(Two-Reel
Drama)
ECLAIR — The Transgression of Deacon Jones (Com.)
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1st, 1912.
VICTOR — The Redemption of Riverton (Drama)
POWERS— A Dreamland Tragedy
(Drama)
NESTOR
Making a Man of Her (Comedy)
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2nd, 1912.
BISON— Trapper Bill, King of Scouts (.Two Reels)
IMP- Ferdie, Be Brave (Comedy)
IMP— President Taft at the County Fair (Topical)
MILANO
A Tragic Wedding (Drama).

Releasing Through Film Supply Company
Current Releases
SUNDAY,

OCTOBER

20th, 1912.

MAJESTIC — Captain Ben's Yarn (Drama)
THANHOUSER— Petticoat Camp
(Comedy.
1 I1ANHOUSER— The Woman
in White
- (2
Reels) (Special)
MONDAY, OCTOBER 21st, 1912.
AMERICAN— The Best Man Wins (Drama'
1000
-TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22nd, 1912.
MAJESTIC— Love and War (Drama)
GAUMONT— A Country Scandal (Comedy-Drama)
THANHOUSER— Through the Flames
(Drama)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23rd, 1912.
AMERICAN— The Way of the Transgressor I Drair.
GAUMONT— Gaumont's Weekly No. 33 (Topical)
RELIANCE— Johnny On the Spot (Comedv)
RELIANCE— How Jack Won Out (Comedv)
SOLAX— The High Cost of Living (Drama)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24th, 1912.
AMERICAN— The Wooers of Mountain Kate 1 Drama).
GAUMONT— Love (Comedy)
GAUMONT — Calino Marries a Suffragette (Comedy)..
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25th, 1912.
LUX— Stick It, John (Comedy)
445
LUX— All Through a Five Pound Note (Comedy)
524
SOLAX— The Idol Worshipper
(Comedy)
THANHOUSER— In a Garden (Drama)
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26th, 1912.
GREAT NORTHERN— Angling Widow (Comedy)
...
RELIANCE— The Wireless
Miracle (Drama)
GAUMONT— Zigoto Has a Good Heart (Comedy)
ADVANCE RELEASES.
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27th, 1912.
MAJESTIC— The Tree Imp (Drama)
THANHOUSER— Taking Caie of Baby (Comedy)
THANHOUSER— Mary's Goat (Comedy)
MONDAY, OCTOBER 28th, 191 2.
AMERICAN— One, Two, Three (Drama)
TUESDAY,
OCTOBER
29th.
MAJESTIC— A Woman Alone (Drama)
GAUMONT — A Domestic Treasure (Comedy 1
GAUMONT — The Gorges of Albuquerque (Scenic) ...
THANHOUSER— Put Yourself in His Place (2 Reels)
(Drama)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30th, 1912.
AMERICAN — Chiquita, the Dancer (Drama 1
1000
GAUMONT — Gaumont's Weeklv Xo. 34 (Topical) ....
RELIANCE— Men Who Dare (2 Reels 1 (Drama)
SOLAX — Making an American Citizen (Drama)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31st, 1912.
AMERICAN — The Wanderer (Drama)
1000
GAUMONT — Zoological Specimens of the Pond (Edu.)
GAUMONT — Bruges, the Venice of the North I Scenic)
FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER
1st, 1912.
LUX— Oh, My Pipe (Comedy)
: . . . 331
LUX — Henpeck Bids for Freedom (Comedv.
652
SOLAX— At the Phone (Drama)
I"H AXHOUSER— The Little Girl Next Door (Drama)..
SATURDAY, The
NOVEMBER
2nd",.Comedy
1912.
GREAT NORTHERN—
Lotterj Prize
GREAT
NORTHERN— Unsuccssful
Flirtation (Com.)
RELIANCE— Trials of Faith (Drama)
GAUMONT— (Title Not Reported)

Mutual Film Corporation,
Advance Releases.
MONDAY,

OCTOBER

28th, 1912.

KEYSTONE— The Grocery Clerk's Romance (Comedy).
KEYSTONE— At Coney Island (Comedv)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30th, 1912.
BRONCHO— How Shorty Kept His Word
(D
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I NO!
WE'VE

UL-L-

REACHED

OF"

OUR

AIM!

ENTHUSIASM!

It was INEVITABLE. It was as certain as MERIT
itself! It was bound to be — and it happened!
Prosperity
doesn't
need advertising — Success doesn't
need
a Press
Agent.

SARAH BERNHARDT IS TOURING THE COUNTRY
IN THE GREATEST PHOTOPLAY EVER PRODUCED.
Exhibitors of "QUEEN ELIZABETH" are floating
to Prosperity on a Wave of Enthusiasm!
IT ALL HAPPENED IN ONE EVENTFUL WEEK:
Messrs. Josiah Pearce & Sons,- 814 Canal St., New Orleans, La., purchased the State
Rights for TEXAS, LOUISIANA, MISSISSIPPI, ALABAMA, TENNESSE, KENTUCKY, GEORGIA and FLORIDA.
The Famous Players Film Co., of Kansas Citv, Mo., has arranged to book the theatres
in DAKOTA,
ARIZONA, S. MONTANA,
WYOMIMG',
MINNESOTA,
OREGON.
N.
DAKOTA, UTAH,
IDAHO, N.
MEXICO andNEVADA,
WASHINGTON.
The Kansas Citv Feature Film Co., 813 Walnut St., Kansas Citv, Mo., has joined the
prosperity line and are booking ARKANSAS, NEBRASKA, MISSOURI, OKLAHOMA.
IOWA and KANSAS.
The Famous Plavers Film Co., Grand Opera House Bldg., Atlanta, Ga., will heed the
clamoring demands of exhibitors in N. CAROLINA, S. CAROLINA, VIRGINIA and
W. VIRGINIA.
The eight thousand nine hundred plus exhibitors who have repeatedly requested the
information respecting booking for "QUEEN ELIZABETH" need only get in touch
with the concerns mentioned above to book the film in the various territories — but thev
need do that NOW— IMMEDIATELY, IF NOT SOONER.

THE FAMOUS

PLAYERS

FILM CO.,

Times Building, Broadway and 42d St., New York City
A. ZUKOR,

President

LICENSED

BY THE

MOTION

DANIEL

PICTURE

FROHMAN,

Managing

PATENTS

CO.

Director
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Song ScottSlide
Releases.
& Van Altcna.

"Bring Back My Golden Dreams" — Pub. by F. B. Haviland
Pub. Co., New York.
"Some
land Pub.Day
Co., You'll
New Know
York. I Loved You" — Pub. by F. B. Havi-

''Ragtime Eyes" — Jerome & Schwartz.
"You'll Miss Your Lovin' Baby Bye and Bye" — Crown Music
Company.
"I Know You're Somewhere Loving Me" — Jos. W. Stern.
"Land of Golden Dreams" —
"As Deep as the Deep Blue Sea" — Pub. by F. B. Haviland Pub.
Co., New York.
"I'm Dreaming of You" — Pub. by F. B. Haviland Pub. Co., New
York.
"Bring Me Your Message of Love, White Dove" — Pub. by J.
Fred Helf Pub. Co., New York.
"Oh. You Little Rascal" — Pub. by George W. Meyers Music
Co., New York.
"I Love You Just Because I Do" — Pub. by Sidnie Gill
Music Co., New York City.
"When I Am Away" — Pub. by Robert B. Thompson, Chicago, 111.
"Memories of You" — Pub. by Rossiter.
"It Looks Like the Good Old Summer Time" — Pub. by
Rossiter.
"My Girl of the Golden Days" — Pub. by J. H. Austerheide,
Indianapolis, Ind.
"Give Me a Shove, I'm Falling in Love" — Pub. by J. Fred
Helf, New York.

SLIDES

Commercial
Announcement
Advertising
Stock

-O'^

WORLD

"I Will Love
by J. Fred Helf,
"Seems Lyons,
to Me
Edmund

You Always Just for Auld Lang Syne" — Pub.
New York.
the World
Singing, Marguerite" — Pub. by
Peace
Dale, RIs I.

this
World's Championship Baseball Series
Produced from genuine photographs, copyrighted by the
National Press Syndicate.
Photography perfect.
21 Slides Plain . . .$ 5.00 35 Slides Plain
...$ 8.75
21 Slides Colored.
10.00 35 Slides Colored . 17.50
Produced
with
interesting
lecture
or description
on
slides.
Specify
which
style desired.
Handsome one-sheet lithos in colors furnished free with
each set.
Send your order quick to

A. J. CLAPHAM,

FREE! FREE! FREE!
Colored Announcement

Takito, Ogawa & Co., 156 W.Lake Street, Chicago

Street,

St.

Louis,

SOMETHING
AND

WASHABLE

Made

of Specially Prepared Mica That Can be Written on as Easily as Paper
PRICE 25 CENTS EACH

EMEN
OETS
SH
■■
ANNO
OWN
VOIR
MAKE
^™ make
*^m
A l'Nf
MIC
announce
ments
NK own
BLAyour
J
EJ

& OLESON,

■SLIDES
Send

Our

Song

SCOTT

for Catalogue

3'cl&Aaof ill.1"*

of All Kinds1
"W"

of our new line of beautiful

ANNOUNCEMENT

SLIDES

Illustrated from life and most exquisitely colored.
Advertising Slides at Reasonable Rates
Slide Catalogue of 500 different
songs free to anyone
the asking.

THE

ALTENA,

SLIDES

THAT

CO.
Cincinnati, Ohio

WITHOUT

59 Pearl St., New

HAVE

SET

A

%JT_#^

■ ■

AID OF PHOTOGRAPHY

can fool some of your patrons some

of
all by
time,
the fool
you ofcan't
time, but all
of the patrons,
^f ^J ^J your
using junk song slides.
They may not complain, but they'll stay away.
Our slide service will go a long ways toward making your show a winner.
Catalogue M and prices promptly mailed.

Chicago

slide

& VAN

MFC.

252

NEW

UNBREAKABLE

Each

ZENITH
Box

SIGN

FOR CATALOGUE

From Newspaper Cuts, PojI Cardi. Etc. Announcement Slides. Advertising Slides. Slides from Political
Office Seekers' Cards, just the thing for elections. Slides
can be made in a few minutes, plain or in colors. Where
colored picture is used, colors will appear on slide same as
in original. Complete outfit and directions, $1 .00.
MIDLAND TRANSPARENCY
CO.
313 RamgeBldg.
Dept. W
Omaha. Neb.

Mo.

THE

BATTERSHALL

WRITE

MAKE YOUR OWN SLIDES

trial order will convince you that the ERKO slide is
superior to all and the price remains the same. Stock
announcement slide like cut 35c postage 5c additional.
Write for complete catalogues. Machines and supplies
in stock at all times.
Olive

NEW YORK

Illuminated

PROGRAM

*Udes

A

606

Changeable

Write for Particulars

High-class Work, Quickest Delivery,
Original Stock
Slides Always on Hand.
Write for Our Prices.
THE
GRANT
CABDEB
SLIDE
CO.,
512-13
Merchants'
Trust
Bldg.,
Portland,
Oregon

ERKER'S,

130 W. 37th St.,

Other big features:
Becker Murder Case, Life In Sing
Sing Prison, Pilgrim's
Progress, Big Naval Review
SEND FOR CATALOGUES

Song Slide Exchange
6th Floor Powers

for

37 S. Wabash

Ave.,

•

-

DEPT.

York City

Bldg.

-

Chicago, III.

I

STANDARD

ANNOUNCEMENT

!

We beg to announce that the Speigel Motion Slide
Company, Incorporated, purchased the exclusive patent
rights for the United States, Canada and Mexico of the

SLIDES

Speigel Motion Slide

Grand Prix and Vanderbilt Cup Races

the most wonderful advertising medium known.
We spent thousands of dollars to bring this wonderful
article to present perfection. Each slide is an attraction
in itself.
\\ e have pictures for every trade.
Be the lir>t one in your own town to show the new
Speigel Motion Slide.
Send for illustrated catalogue.

Also Pabst Blue Ribbon TrophyTen beautifully
colored slider of each
race.
Three
sets, thirty slides in all, for
only $15.00.
Any one set $5.00.
Cash
with order or C. O. D.

SPEIGEL
526 13th St.
Washington,

D.C.

MOTION

SLIDE CO., Inc.

160 N. Fifth Ave.
Chicago.

III.

1025 Mutual
Richmond,

Bldg.
Va.

NORTHWESTERN

ADVERTISING

4IO Merrill Building

MILWAUKEL,

CO.
WIS.
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Beginning Four Releases a Week
TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

"ROSIE"

29th.

An animated pictorial ndjvel of love and its jealousies.
Cupid maroons the pair on an island.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31st.

"THE

TRANSGRESSION
OF DEACON JONES"
which proves that the advance of science must eventually

A comedy object lesson

eradicate sin and crime.
FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER 1st.
The Best Split Reel Released

"THE
A

wonderful

HOUSE

FLY"

showing of humankind's
most deadly menace.
As a preachment
Swats the Fly" all right. And on the same reel —

"THE

MENDER,

THE PIPE AND

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER

"AUNT

3rd,

THE

"It

VASE"

BRIDGET"

A little masterpiece of one-reel production.

Every element perfect.

Eclair Film Company SlfiM

,u

inside, personal opinions are my own. Salary or bribe
couldn't influence them. If I think one of our productions
falls short I simply say nothing, thus preserving my loyalty
to ECLAIR. But I will go on record as to my film judgment and commit myself to saying that the ECLAIR'S two reel
release of " SILENT JIM," date November 5th, is going to be
one of the big, big hits of the year. Alec B. Francis has never
done a better thing in all his splendid career. Miss Tennant stands
forth in eminent fashion and Robert Frazer is huge in his success.
The story has real red blood to pump into the hearts of its characters. It rings true from the silence of Jim to the completion of
the wonderful tale he tells. Just the sort of story which could never
happen anywhere else but in that wild, lonesome, Canadian NorthWest. The Exhibitor who does not or can not show it is the
MY

It is a "return booking" Feature.
loser.
ME,
PUBLICITY

ECLAIR'S

MAN.

THE
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EDISON.
REMOVING SUNKEN VESSELS (Oct. 16).— Who
1b aware tbat the New England Coast Is tbe graveyard of many snips, wblcb are not only a menace
to navigation, but wblcb contain mucb tbat Ib worth
saving? Wrecking companies are organized for the
purpose of buying up these vessels, sending divers
down to get exact locations, blasting when necessary, and Anally bringing up fantastic shapes,
covered with barnacles and sea-weed. And yet
from all this comes mnch that Is valuable. Copper,
wood and other material have a commercial value
after their long soaking, wblcb Is considerable.
LIKE KNIGHTS OF OLD (Oot. 16).— A young
girl, whose time Is spent In reading historical
novels, has an ancestor whose life-sized portrait
hangs In her library. He Is her Ideal type of
man and she has no use for modern young men.
Fred Norton, a young stock broker, Is In love with
her, but she holds bis manner of living In scorn.
telling him to emulate tbe heroes of the Sixteenth
Century. She falls asleep and we see the life-sized
portrait of ber ancestor become animated and ber
Ideal steps from the frame and approaches her In
a most gallant manner. The scene now changes,
disclosing her dream of the Sixteenth Century and
the life led by women of tbat period. The commands of her lord and master are unreasonable
In tbe extreme, and for disobeying him he strangles
ber almost to death. When the exciting scene
reaches its highest pitch she suddenly awakens, to
find It was but a dream. Although It was only a
dream, it makes a profound Impression on her, so
much so tbat when Fred calls again be finds her
views concerning tbe Knlgbts of Old quite cbanged
and a modern man Is preferable to her after all.
THE FOUNDLING (Oct. 18). — We are Introduced
to a young man, Frank, who is supposed to be tbe
son of a celebrated artist. Frank and another
young man are rivals for the presidency of a wellknown club. Shortly before the election the rival
discovers tbat Frank Is not really tbe artist's son.
He causes this Information to be published in a
newspaper, and upon being confronted with It, the
artist la forced to admit the truth. He took Frank
when a small boy from tbe Old Foundlings and
brought him up as his own eon. With Frank the
artist visits tbe foundlings and there finds, as the
only clue to the former's parentage, a very curious
drawing of a chicken sitting on a large weight,
with a hammer on one side and a pair of shears on
the other. From this the artist Is able to guess tbe
place of his birth, and even the suggestion of bis
name. Following up tbe clue Frank visits tbe town of
Dorking, where
he meets
vicar's charming
danghter.
Her Interest
is the
Immediately
enlisted.
The first name tbey find leads tbem the wrong way,
and this fact Is taken advantage of by the rival,
who, by bribery, makes It appear that the village
toper la Frank's father. However, the real facts,
which sbow him to be the son of a worthy couple

ADVERTISING
SNIPES OF
ALL KINDS.
LARGE
ASSORTMENT.

i/Doz.
POST CARDS,
as LICENSED
STARS.

for $4.00.

ARTHUR

WORLD

OF EVERY

King gives the Knave a fearful beating and the
tarts are restored, mucb to the Queen's happiness.
And little Miss MufBt sits on tbe tuffet and a terrible big spider comes and places himself beside
her and Miss MufBt gets an awful fright and
scampers away to safety.
AT THE MASOUERADE BALL (Oct. 22).— Margaret's salary as a stenographer gave ber little leeway for pleasure. Sbe knew of society events only
from her morning paper, and when she read of the
grand masquerade Mrs. Van Rensellaer was to give
she fervently wished tbst she could go, and when
she saw handsome Jack Van Rensellaer at ber employer's office she wanted to go more than ever,
jack, too, was Interested: he called more than oace
at the office, ostensibly to see his friend, but in
reality to see the little stenographer, whose modest
demeanor appealed to blm.
Miss Wlnslow, one of tbe invited guests, lost
her Invitation and Margaret found It. Here was her
chance! After what seemed an age to Margaret,
the night of the ball came. Her Invitation passed
her by the butler without question.
Jack Van Rensellaer. dressed as Romeo, recognized
ber. In tbe conservatory be laughingly proclaimed
her as his Juliette. Later, as tbey danced together,
Miss Wlnslow, who bad made herself known to her
hostess, after explaining the loss of the invitation,
lost a valuable Jewel In tbe ball-room.
Tbe hostess explained the loss to all and requested
that her guests unmask. Poor little Margaret! Her
only escape lay In Jack's help. She quickly begged
blm to take ber to the conservatory where sbe could
explain. Sbe told blm of finding tbe lost Invitation
and her desire to have one gala night to relieve the
monotony of her bum-drum life at the office. Then
sbe lifted ber mask for Jack. He believed her and
would see her through, and soon tbe occasion came,
for Miss Wlnslow, In her search for the Jewel, came
upon tbem and Immediately went to tell Mrs. Van
Rensellaer of the one masked guest, but meanwhile the Jewel was found upon the ball-room floor.
Apologies were made and Jack's Indulgent mother
was satisfied to accept Margaret upon ber son's
acknowledgment of bis friendship for her.
AT HOME IN THE WATER (Oct. 23).— Here we
have a demonstration by one of the world's greatest
exponents of swimming, M. G. H. Corsan. And
this demonstration is not in the confines of a tank,
but on the shore of Lake George. Mr. Corsan shows
us the most approved methods of life-saving, and
after marveling at bis own work, we are left to
admire some of tbe feats of two of bis most advanced pupils — a young man and a girl. How these
two paddle safely off in an apparently submerged
canoe Is a sight worth going a long way to see.
THE BOY RANGERS (Oct. 23). — A doxen young
Americans all go camping, for it Is summer. They
call themselves "The Boy Rangers." They happen
to pitch
near an eccentric
farmer's
estate. Hetheir
bas tents
been bothered
with tramps
to such
an extent tbat be bas posted a notice to tbe effect
that he will pay a reward for tbe capture of anyone trespassing on his grounds.
Tbe boys see the notice and the peculiar actions
of the owner of the property cause tbem to think
he Is a tramp. The detective department gets to
work. The boys are as earnest as the great Gahor>au, and to their chagrin tbey soon find that
they have arrested a man for stealing his own
fishing pole. As they go up the road with their
quarry, a country constable Identifies tbelr prisoner
and the boys try to quietly sneak away. The eonstable and the property owner soon appreciate tbe
joke and the boys are called back. They receive a
reward for their diligence and they leave delighted.

DESCRIPTION
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whose marriage was kept a secret, are disclosed
Just In time and we know that he will not only
get the club's presidency, but tbe more valuable
prize of tbe vicar's daughter.
A SOLDIER'S DUTY (Oct. 19).— The Lieutenant
John Miller, D, S. A., receives a note from bis
Southern sweetheart chiding blm for not getting
through the enemy's lines to visit her. His pride
nes 11 11 1 1 . and going to bis general be asked
leave of absence, The general tells Wilier tbat
leave of absence will be given blm on condition
tbat he
purposely
gets captured
his fiancee's
with
n decoy
despatch
on blm. inMiller
refuses, home
then
the general reminds blm that his first duty Is to tbe
flag. His patriotic appeal decides Miller and be
consents.
How Miller by a trick gets through the enemy's
lines and arrives at his sweetheart's house; how he
Is tempted; bow, by a superhuman effort, be masters
himself and Bends crashing to tbe floor a large
marble bust which causes his capture; how the
decoy note works and the enemy Is utterly routed;
how tbe remnant return to avenge themselves on
Miller, and are only prevented from shooting him
by the strategy of Grace; all these scenes must be
witnessed to be appreciated.
The closing scene, five years- later, Is something
to be remembered. Picture In -your mind a stately
colonial mansion, now utterly ruined. Grace's
father slumbers by tbe door. To this scene returns
Jack Miller, and he Is confronted by Grace, who
tells him tbat however mucb she may have loved
blm, sbe can never forget tbe suffering be bas
brought on her and hers.
Jack turns to go. lie Is recalled by '
father, who tells him tbat after all be did his
duty as a soldier and tbe lovers are reunited.
KITTY AT BOARDING SCHOOL (Oct. 21).— In
this film story you will find an Idyll of school days.
Kitty Is a popular girl and when some of the boys
from the university across the way happen ( ?) along
where the girls are having a little picnic all alone,
she Is the center of attraction. Naturally the other
girls are jealous and they give Kitty the laugh
when the chaperon admonishes ber for her actions.
When tbey get back to the boarding school Kitty is
a little snubbed by tbe rest of the girls. They go
for their fun without her and she Is left severely
alone. While sitting musing, a half-witted fellow,
who delivered for the tailor to the boys' university,
made tbe mistake to come to the girls' school with
one of the boy's suits. Kitty kept tbe clothes and
moreover, put them on. The consequences were
rather beyond what she foresaw.
MOTHER GOOSE IN A 16TH CENTURY THEATER (Oct. 21)— In this film we see Mother Goose
catering to the Joy and happiness of young folks
as well as old. She gives us a real taste of what
things were In the past when good Queen Bess ruled
and Mr. William Shakespeare was tbe power In the
theatrical way. He had no scenery In bis day and
when they wanted to change a set for the next act
a stage hand brought out a placard bearing the
legend, "paddock" for a stable yard and. when the
same scene was to be changed to a banquet ball
they would simply change the card to one bearing
the words "banquet hall."
Charley goes to the baker's shop and steals a
bag of barley and as be comes out he is surprised
by the baker and gets, tbat famous clout that makes
blm bop, hop, bop. Little Jack Horner sits in his
corner and we see him do that which made him
famous and all to the delectation of the little audience that sits on the stage Just as they did in
William
Shakespeare's time.
The Queen of Hearts makes some tarts and the
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MOT/OGRAPH
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YOU
Want
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QUALITY

QUESTIONED

To compare THE MOTIOGRAPH
selling near the same price.

with any machine

You To learn that we use no composition metal
We
www* Want
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Q{JR CONSTRUCTION - IT IS NOT GOOD
ENOUGH to match up to the HIGH STANDARD QUALITY which has so firmly
established the reputation of this machine.

YOU
CAN
BUY
DIRECT FROM US
OR F R O M YOUR
NEAREST EXCHANGE

Three Distinct Equipments
Three Distinct Prices
BUT Only ONE Quality of
Material and Workmanship

EQUIPMENT

PRICES

No. 1002-A Without Motor and Seat, $250.00
No. 1002-D Complete with Motor and Seat, $285.00
No. 1002- M Complete Massachusetts Special With Motor and Seat and Enclosed Mechanism, $300.00

The Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Co.
564-572

WEST

RANDOLPH

STREET,

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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AGREEHENT
the NATIONAL BASEBALL COMMISSION has
WHEREAS
organized and is about to conduct a series of baseball games
between the New York Giants and the Boston Red Sox, said
games to be played alternately in the city of New York and the city of
Boston at the home grounds of the New York and Boston teams, and
WHEREAS PATHE FRERES are desirous of obtaining the exclusive right to take motion pictures of the said games and of the individual
players upon said grounds, and
WHEREAS the NATIONAL BASEBALL COMMISSION represents and guarantees that it has the right to sell said exclusive privilege
of motion pictures of said post-series games, and
WHEREAS, the said NATIONAL BASEBALL COMMISSION
sets forth that the baseball players are within its control, and will not,
by strikes or mutiny, refuse to allow their pictures to be taken.
NOW, therefore, it is agreed that in consideration of the sum of
Thirty-five hundred dollars (3500) paid to the NATIONAL BASEBALL COMMISSION by PATHE FRERES, the said sum to be paid
before the fourth (4th) of October, Nineteen hundred twelve, the said
NATIONAL BASEBALL COMMISSION will allow PATHE
FRERES the exclusive right and privilege to take motion pictures of
the baseball games in said series at New York and Boston, and will allow
no other motion pictures on said grounds, and
IT IS FURTHER AGREED that the said NATIONAL BASEBALL COMMISSION will allow the admittance of two motion picture
cameras and two operators and three assistants, and will provide said
PATHE FRERES with one box immediately in a line drawn from the
home plate to the first base, from which said motion picture camera may
be placed.

(Signed) PATHE

FRERES

(Signed) THE NATIONAL

BASEBALL

By August Herrmann,
Chairman.

WITNESS AS TO THE SIGNATURE
OF PATHE FRERES.
(Signed) John P. Robertson.
ATTEST

SEAL

OF NATIONAL

(Signed) Louise Raver.

BASEBALL

COMMISSION

COMMISSION
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WARNING!
the opposite page is reproduced
the contract giving and guaranteethe
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did (bey do with i
• g laugh
to gee, for do Dot the spoils belong to the victor?
THE AFFAIE AT EAYNOR'S (Oct. 25).— When
Mary walked Into the office of Itaynor & Jones she
what might b* termed a magnetic disturbance. Ilaynor Deeded a stenographer very badly
and welcomed Mary, while Wilson, Itaynor's trusted
clerk, Instinctively disliked her.
Wilson had been losing steadily at the stock
game until he was almost wined out, and his last
hope lay in somehow securing enough money to
carry his margin. He knew that It was customary
for the collector to allow himself half an hour to
get to the bank, so, watching his chance, be steals
over to the collector's coat and Sets back bis watch
thirty minutes. As a consequence, the collector arrives at the bank after hours and la compelled to
return with the money. Mr. Ilaynor Is forced to
put the money Into the safe, and, watched by Wilson, he now proceeds to put the safe combination
memorandum in his pocket, which hangs on the
rack. Later, Wilson, In helping Itaynor on with
bis coat, drops it. Wilson apologizes, takes the
coat to the outer office to brush It and Incidentally
to steal the memorandum, which he hurriedly
places behind the washstand. Later, after Mr.
Itaynor has gone and Mary Is preparing to go borne,
•be chances to see the stolen memorandum, and like
a flash Wilson's intention dawns upon her. Quickly
she makes another memorandum, and changing the
figures, replaces. Wilson unsuspectingly gets
the changed slip and asks Mary If she is going
borne. She makes an excuse about working late,
and Wilson leaves. Mary now prepares for her
vigil by procuring a revolver and switching off the
lights. Hour after hour drags by and Mary begins
to get weary. Suddenly she hears a key In the
door and seelnw Wilson's shadow, starts up and darts
behind the screen. Wilson stealthily enters and Mary,
tensely grasping the revolver, breathlessly waits.
Swiftly he gets to wark; back and forth the combination knob turns and now be tries the handle. Locked!
Again and again he tries, the while feverishly consulting the false memorandum. He Is beginning to
despair. Suddenly he gets up and rushes into Raynor's private office. He must get that combination.
This Is Mary's opportunity. Stealthily she reaches
the telephone and calls up Raynor's club. Explaining hurriedly the situation, she gets back behind
the screen Just In time to avoid Wilson, who rushes
In like an Infuriated beast. Again be tries the
safe and again he Is unsuccessful, and ripping out
an oath, clinches his fists. This so startles Mary
that she Inadvertently makes a noise, which Wilson
bears. Quickly turning, he rushes to the screen,
only to find a revolver poked In bis face. Nonplused for the moment, now he begins arduously
to plead, but the revolver never wavers. Becoming
frantic, he beseeches and Implores. Mary feels that
•he cannot hold out much longer. She throws the
screen toward Wilson and the fight Is on. Suddenly
the door Is thrown open and Mr. Raynor, his brother
and an officer rush In. Mary collapses — Wilson la
arrested and the next morning Mr. Raynor's brother,
whose admiration for Mary Is unbounded because of
her pluck the night before, succeeds In getting Mr.
Raynor's consent to her going to Europe on a private diplomatic mission for him. (This is the
fourth story on "What Happened to Mary.")
YOUNG
MRS. EATON (Oct. 26).— The most
paltry of all reasons decides Mrs. Eaton. The
stock market has been very unsettled of late and
Eaton has neglected her shamefully. Could she not
understand he was busy, very busy, playing the
game. She was lonely and eventually found companionship In Mrs. Van Zandt, a veritable female
Mcphlsto who inveigled the lamblike Mrs. Eaton
Into her clutches.
And now comes that part of the film which may
be really termed "unique," a life-like reproduction
of the "gambling bouses" In society. One may
see the very denomination of the cards and how
Mrs. Baton steadily lost until all her money was
gone. And what then? The suave, purring, smiling Mrs. Van Zandt can always suggest some easy
expediency.
"Why, of course. Its very easy dear. Buy
Jewelry
In your husband's name and pawn It."
Mrs. Raton at first recoils at the suggestion but
Is finally persuaded. Once started, it becomes a
fixed habit until one day Eaton, In need of ready
money to carry on his transactions awakes to find
himself accused of the promiscuous squandering of
money. He la amazed when, on making application for a loan, be Is refused. His credit Is gone!
Now Mis Van Zandt discloses her real nature
and when Mrs Baton cannot pay her I. 0. U.'s
she shows her a newspaper predicting her husband's
bankruptcy. On Mrs. Eaton dawns the realization
that she alone Is responsible for her husband's
ruin. Slowly she comes t" a decision. She will go
to ber uncle who is the president of the bank that
has refused to loan and Intercede for her husband.
She Is next seen entering the board room of the
bank whose directors are In session and summoning
all her strength, she discloses her responsibility
for her husband's financial condition and makes a
magnificent appeal for the continuance of his credit.
How she won the consent of the directors, particularly one who was reluctant Is best appreciated
by seeing the picture.
THE LAND BEYOND THE SUNSET (Oct. 28).—
Little Joe's grandmother, a drnnken old bag, beat*
and abuses him when he falls to bring her sufficient money with which to replenish ber supply
of liquor.
A settlement worker has given Joe a free ticket

to a seaside excursion and picnic given by the
\lr Fund. What a day it was! Joe actually
walked upon the grass without being driven off.
He romped and played with the hundred other
waifs until they were called to lunch. And then
the fairy story — the first he bad ever beard.
soft voice of his pretty chaperon added
greatly to the story and Joe's Imagination began
to work. But alas! The setting sun proclaimed it
time to return to the city; the glorious day was at
an end but not for little Joe. Ills chaperon bad
laid the book down at his very feet and now
bustled about getting her charges ready for departure. Joe picked it up — the story all came back.
He walked along the beach toward the setting
sun. He found a boat without oars and not a
soul In sight. A look at the book and the thought
of his hovel called "home" helped him to make
up his mind. His fairies had guided him to tbe
shore and sent him a boat Into which be climbed;
he needed no oars because his fairy friends guided
the boat and so he sailed out — out to sea, along
the path of shining light to the land beyond the
■onset.
BURMA, RANGOON, INDIA (Oct. 29).— In some
scenes we are taken through an oriental market
place congested here and there In the flurry of
business activities while on either side of the
streets, Burma flower girls line tbe way, peddling
their goods and bargaining with the shrewdness
of a prosperous merchant. Turning from here to
the lumber region we see the tremendous strength
of the elephant (a beast of burden) applying Its
bulk and brawn in moving such timber as would
require mechanical
force In a modern
country.
BRINGING HOME THE PUP (Oct. 29 .—Mr. and
Mrs. Plpp and their small son Willie are spending
their vacation in tbe country. Willie Pipp acquires
s pup by trading his watch for it very much
against the wishes of his disgruntled father who
dislikes dogs, but Mrs. Plpp, who runs things, declares ber baby boy shall have the pup st any
cost and trouble begins to brew. The first real
trouble begins when they miss their train to the
city on account of the dog. This starts a quarrel
which the angry Mr. Plpp seeks to terminate by
throwing the pup Into the river. Willie Pipp
jumps In to rescue his pup. Old Plpp dives In to
rescue bis little Plpp and Mrs. Plpp screams for
help. They are finally dried out and ready to
start again for home. They succeed in bringing the
dog to the city were more trouble awaits tbem.
No dogs are allowed on the street cars and consequently they have to walk home. In trudging
through the park they get into an argument with
a policeman on account of the pup and finally,
upon reaching home tbe Janitor refuses to allow
them to enter with the dog but Mrs. Plpp soon
overrules his objections by crossing bis palm with
silver.
COPPER MINES AT BINGHAM, UTAH (Oct.
30). — You haven't seen tbe real West until you
have visited Bingham, Utah, where the largest
copper mine In the world Is. Never been to the
city of Bingham which has the proud distinction
of being six miles long and sixty feet wide? Then
just keep your eyes on the motion picture screen
and see how they tear down the mountain and
also tear it up, digging and blasting It and carrying
It away In cars. Next to the Panama Canal this
is the largest engineering operation in the world.
Witness twenty-two railroad tracks, one above the
other, view the aerial tram carrying hundreds of
buckets of gold, silver and copper up over your
heads.
Blast after blast rock the mountain -at high
noon. Men hurry for shelter when the shrill
whistles send forth their warning from mountain
peak to rocky pit. Huge steam shovels grasp gold
and copper besprinkled Mother Earth within their
iron Jaws and lift her roughly into little cars which
rush and rock around the mountain sides and then
lay their precious burden down at the smoke dimmed, roaring furnace month. Night and day this
gigantic
toil goes on.
A SUFFRAGETTE IN SPITE OF HIMSELF (Oct.
30). — How a thoroughly respectable British householder, bitterly opposed to woman's suffrage, becomes apparently a violent advocate of the cause,
the difficulties this gets him Into finally leading to
Ms arrest, his forcible rescue by a band of suffragettes who helleve him their champion, his final
arrival home in n torn and dilapidated condition
before bis astonished wife and, above all, how tbe
fatal "votes for women" confronts him at the end
-all these
make
the fnn fast and
furious.

SELIG.
A SAD DEVIL (Oct. 21).— Tom. Dick and Harry,
a trio of college chums, spend their leisure time
In framing up Jokes upon each other. Dick and
Tom have been reprimanded by the head of the
Institution for tardiness, so they buy an extra
large alarm clock. In order to prevent and repetition of a trouble that may lead to their expulsion.
In order to see them move three hours earlier than
their scheduled time, Harry sets the alarm and lies
abed, laughing as the other boys scramble Into
their clothes and rush hastily out Into tbe wee
hours of the morning to get breakfast that will
not materialize
for a long time.
They soon determine that Harry Is the responsible
party for their early discomfiture and retaliate by
sending him a letter from his sweetheart, enclosing
an Invitation to a masquerade
ball and Instructing

him to dress as Mephlstopheles. * Harry takes the
invitation In .earnest and at the cbosen hour and
place finds himself face to face with the president
of the college who emphatically disapproves of his
devil's disguise. He beats a hasty retreat and on
his way hack to his room has a series of desperate
and
embarrassing
experlcn
SO-JUN-WAH AND THE TRIBAL LAW (Oct.
22). — lied Reagan, and two companions, Brooks
and Matbls, lose their way while on a prospecting
trip in the mountains. Fortunately they come to
an Indian camp where they get food and water,
and So-Jun-Wah a beauteous Indian maid, shows
them the trail to tbe settlement. Reagan and
So-Jun-Wah fall In love at sight, but be goes on
ills way. Later she meets him with ber mother is
tbey are out berrying. The old Indian woman
covets two kettleB banging over their camp fire,
hut Iteagan declines to sell tbem. The old squaw
Insists and pushes Jun-wah Into tbe arms of
Reagan, remarking, "You take girl, me take
kettles." Tbe mother takes tbe kettles and leaves
her daughter with Reagan. The next day So-JunWah returns to her home to get her pony and la
returning to Reagan when Me-Ha Jab a brave who
has failed to win ber love catches ber, ties her
to a tree and then rides on to the waiting Reagan
and tells him that the Indian girl cares for him
no longer. The revengeful Indian then returns to
his captive and takes her to the chief of the tribe
who condemns her to be stoned to death for having
broken the tribal law. Reagan and his friends
happen along and rescue the girl just ss tbe cruel
sentence
is about
to be executed.
TEMPTED
BY
NECESSITY (Oct. 28).— Jim
Rogers, a clerk In a real estate office, has been
sent to the bank to make tbe dally deposit. On
his way be overhears a quarrel between a man
and bis wife and goes Into their back yard to act
as mediator. During his rather strenuous labor,
be hangs bis coat on tbe fence and Smooth Dan
Tracy happens along, who abstracts tbe bank book
and money. Rogers merely gets a beating for bis
interference and then finds be bas lost tbe money.
His employer promptly discbarges him. His efforts to obtain work are unavailing and be Is on
the verge of starvation when Dan Tracy happens
along and suggest that he assist him In wrecking
tbe pay train. Rogers is so weak and hungry,
that be assents to the scheme. The protestations
of his wife against bis associations with Tracy
have so much weight that when that desperado
attacks the station operator, Rogers interferes and
again gets tbe worst of It, being knocked Into a
state of unconsciousness by tbe maddened Tracy.
The latter gets the switch-key and rushes sway to
wreck the oncoming pay train. The faithful wife
escapes from her room, rushes to the station, revives ber husband and tbe operator and they all
rush to the switch that has opened. They overpower Tracy and close the switch as the psy train
thunders by to safety.
THE AWAKENING
(Oct. 24).— Bill Williams, s
pSbr Inventor with a large family, suddenly comes
Into great wealth through tbe sale of an Invention.
Sudden affluence turns his hesd, and he changes at
once from the plodding mechanic of the dingy
shop into an ultra-fashionable man of tbe town.
His wife, dazed with her new surroundings, stops
at home ministering to ber family as of old, while
her husband soon finds congenial feminine companions, who flatter blm into forgetfnlness of his
worthy but modest and retiring wife. Strangely
enough Mrs. Coleman, the woman of fashion, takes
a fancy to the neglected wife and persuades her to
follow the example of her husband, in order to
win him back. This eventually brings the
husband to a sense of his obligations and he becomes reconciled to bis wife.
THE FD3HERBOYS FAITH (Oct. 28).— Ferdinand loves Amanda of the island, but the offer
of a well-to-do relation of hers to educate her,
takes her to the main land. The new vistas of
life enchant her. and her letters to him continue
less frequent until they stop entirely. Ferdinand,
reading glowing accounts of life in the navy,
enlists In the service and Amanda, who has become
engaged to a city man, visits her modest old borne
on the Island. Ferdinand happens to pay one last
visit to the island at the same time and saves
from drowning the fiance of Amanda. When he
learns of her engagement, he bids them both goodbye forever.
JIM'S VINDICATION (Oct. 29).— Many thrilling
adventures of the wild West cling about the daring doings of the pony express riders, who cover
the territory between the East and the West on
ack. One of these daring riders, exhausted
after a long ride, is doped by a dose of morphine
and robbed. A jury at trial convicts him of robbery and he is sentenced to serve time. His friends
enable blm to escape, having a number of faithful
horses at command. During this wild flight for
freedom, he encounters the real criminal and runs
blm
down.
A HEART IN RAGS (Oct. SO).— A little girl
playing hide and seek with her playmates near a
railway switch, child-like climbs Into a box car to
hide. Before she Is aware of it, the train pulls
out and carries her away a helpless and unwilling
prisoner. Her playmates report her loss and ber
agonized
to Pittsburgh
bunt for tbeBill,
missing
little one. parents
In tbe begin
Interim,
a happy
hobo, who Is stealing a ride in the same car, discovers the little girl, Rosle, and proceeds to entertain her by playing
hoptoad and going through
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FIVE-A-WEEK.

INVINCIBLE

Oct. 31st.

Oct. 28th.

A FISHERBOY'S

HER

FAITH

A picturesque Incident of the romance and gallantry displayed
ofteutlnies by simple Islanders. 1'roduced on the beautiful Island of
Catallna. llobart Kosworth, Thomas Santschl, Herbert Rawlluson,
Bettv llarto, Bessl* lOvton and others, portray the principal characters.
About 1,000 ft.

LESSON

HIS WEDDING
JIM'S VINDICATION

Depicting the thrilling experiences of a pony express rider. A
"bully" story of the West, and one of its oldest and most famous
Institutions. William Duncan, Lester Cunlo, Rex de Rosselll, • and
other Sellg favorites, are seen In the excellent cast.
About 1,000 ft.

A HEART

IN RAGS

The story of how a good-natured tramp revealed his better self.
It Is a sensational and dramatic story of an adventure on a railroad.
Cleverly enacted and told in a thrilling manner.
About 1,000 ft.

THE

BITTER

The story of how an Impulsive marriage led to most regrettable
results.
Adaptedandfrom
M. E.Clary
Hraddon's
"Aurora parts.
Floyd."About
Adrlenne Kroell
Charles
play novel,
the principal
1,000 1st.
ft.
Nov.

Oct. 29th.

Oct. 30th.

PROGRAM.

SELIG

20 East Randolph

EVE

A laughable comedy, showing the experiences that befell a nervous
philanthropist who almost missed an all-important engagement. Thomas
Santschl. Frank Clark and Misses Betty Harte, Eugenie Besserer and
Phyllis Gordon.
About 1,000 ft.
"KINGS

OF THE FOREST"
"KINGS OF THE FOREST"
"KINGS OF THE FOREST"
IN TWO REELS
IN" TWO BEBL8
IN TWO REELS
ABSOLUTELY THE MOST THRILLING.
SENSATIONAL,
GRIPPING,
DRAMATIC
MOTION
PICTURE
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WILD
ANIMAL
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all suits of foolish performances to allay ber fears
until be eao put her off the tralu or restore ber
to her parents. When the train comes to a standstill tin' pair fall Into a bobo camp and one of
the dlarepntablea attempt! to steal Itosle from Bill
and bold ber for ransom. This starts a fight and
results la the town constable and a posse raiding
the ramp. Finding Hill fleeing with tbe child In
bis arms, they assume be Is a kidnapper and shoot
Mm. He falls, fatally wounded by the railway
track Just as an auto bearing Itosle's parents comes
upon tbe scene and she Is restored to tbelr arms.
Sbe Is duly grateful and not forgetful and clears
the faithful Hill of any stigma and he dies happy.
HER BITTEE LESSON (Oct. 31).— Aurora Floyd
elopes from boarding school with John Conyers, but
bardly a week baa elapsed before she discovers that
sbe bas married a worthless libertine. Sbe appeals to her father for aid and advice and be finally
I 'onyers
leave a the
country
year, of
bo
that she
can to
secure
divorce
on for
the aground
desertion. Sbe returns to her borne town, and
realizes that her girlhood sweetheart, John Melltsh,
Is tbe man sbe really loves. Upon bearing tbe report of Conyers' death, sbe promises to become tbe
wife of Melllsb. Just as tbe marriage Is about to
be consummated, Conyers appears life-size and
proceeds to blackmail ber, until death relieves tbe
earth of his presence.
HIS WEDDING EVE (Nov. 1).— Thomas Ellis,
on the eve of his wedding, In a very nervous state
Is paring tbe street two hours before the ceremony,
when lie bumps Into a nurse girl carrying a child;
tbe girl falling, sprains ber ankle. Tbe man finds
be not only bas a baby, but a girl on band and
relieves himself of tbe former by calling an ambulance. In bis effort to dispose of the baby, bowever, lie becomes an object of suspicion and Is run
Into the police station. He Is extricated from his
dilemma after a most anxious hour, and arrives in
church Just In time to save his prospective bride
from nervous
prostration.

MELIES.
THE SMUGGLER'S PRISONER (Nov. 7).—
Making an exceptionally good haul early In the
morning, Jim and John, partners in a fishing smack,
declare a holiday. Jims wife, Annie, prepares
luncheon and, leaving the children In care of the
obliging John, goes for a long promised row to
sea with Jim. Returning that night tbe boat
springs a leak, then sinks, and husband and wife
are thrown Into the water far from shore. Jim
places the oars under his wife's arms for support
and swims for help. Ann is washed ashore safe,
though exhausted, and is revived by John, who,
worried by their long absence, was at the shore
searching for them with a sea glass. Jim is
picked up by a smuggler's boat, and when well, Is
forced to become one of them. He attempts to
escape when In port by instigating a mutiny, but
is overpowered and threatened with death should
be try It again. He Is put under close surveillance.
Five years have passed and Ann is still waiting
and watching for Jim. Not once but many times,
John, as Jim's best friend asks her hand in marriage, but she refuses. When tbe smugglers' vessel nears Jim's own port the temptation is too
strong for him. He risks his life to Jump overboard. On the shore are little Mary and Jim, Jr.,
his children, but they do not know him. They
rescue blm as he reaches shore exhausted and then
call their mother. Ann recognizes him at once
and the happy family are reunited once more after
years of love and belief.

KALEM.
THE POWER OF A HYMN (Oct. 28).— The
mother teaches the hymn to her sons, George and
Tom, who are adopted by Judge Reynolds after tbe
good woman's death. George proves a tractable and
studious boy, but Tom is given to bmd associates.
One afternoon the judge finds him gambling with a
number of boys of his own age, In a vacant lot.
He takes the young boy home, talks to him and
tries to Influence him to keep away from evil companions. That night Tom
runs away
from home.
Twenty-five years roll by. George has never
heard from Tom and is now a criminal court Judge.
Tom, on the downward path, is arrested for forgery and Is held for trial before his brother.
George, not knowing the forger Is his brother,
•entences him to prison.
Tom. after serving his time, swears vengeance
against the Judge. He learns of his home address and at night goes to the bouse with the intention of squaring his debt. Crawling through a
window In search of his brother, he suddenly hears
tbe tones of the hymn which he learned In his
childhood. An Inadvertent movement on the part
of Tom draws the attention of George, who is
seated at the piano. The Judge takes a revolver
from a nearby desk and starts after the Intruder.
Tom tells Mm who he Is and the purpose of his
visit. He explain! that Providence has prevented
him from becoming a murderer by permitting bim
to hear the hymn. The Judge's three-year-old child,
who has been a witness of the entire scene, leads
the outcast to a chair. The Judge places his band
on bis shoulder and calls him brother.
THE STRANGE STORY OF ELSIE MASON (Oct.
80). — Little Klsle, scarcely two years of age, awaken! one morning and crawls out of the house, drag-
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ging her doll. The little tot creeps to tbe nearby
railroad station and resumes ber nap In one of
the (lower bad*.
Mrs. Hastings, a wealthy widow, is taking an
early morning train, after having spent several
weeks at an eastern summer resort. Sbe reaches
tbe station before train time and while strolling
about, sbe discovers little Elsie. While sbe Is
fondling the little one, the train arrives and Mra.
Hastings, wbo bas no child of ber own, cannot
master tbe temptation to take tills baby with her.
Upon arriving in tbe west, Mrs. Hastings learns
from a newspaper of the strange disappearance of
Elsie Mason. Her first Impulse Is to communicate
with the Masons, but sbe destroys her letter and
preserves tbe news Item.
Twenty years later we see that Elsie has grown
to young womanhood and now bears tbe name of
Christine Hastings. She leads a happy life with
her foster mother, wbo all these years bas kept
her secret. During an afternoon tea, Mrs. Hastings'love
nephew,with
Jack,thearrives
on tbe
and soon
falls In
charming
youngscene
woman.
Mrs. Hastings Is taken seriously HI and her secret
prays upon ber mind. Sbe calls Christine to ber
bedside and shows her the old news Item. Soon
afterward sbe dies and Christine, believing her
place Is with ber parents, leaves a note for Jack
and returns to her eastern home, where she takes
up the simple life on the farm. But Jack cannot
forget. When be finds tbe note he Journeys to the
east and gains Christine's promise.
PAT THE SOOTHSAYER (Nov. 1).— Pat, a
knight of the bod, goes borne to bis faultfinding
wife, with the usual results. It is pay day and
Pat having spent a dime for refreshments, is severely taken to account by his helpmate. The row
becomes so strenuous that Pat decides to leave
his home forever. In a nearby rendezvous where
he is accustomed to meet some old cronies, Pat
learns of a fortune teller who needs an assistant.
Our hero, believing he Is particularly equipped for
this line of business, makes application for the
position and is engaged.
day teller
Pat's wife
reads the convinced
advertisement
ofThe
the next
fortune
and becomes
that
no questions are too deep for Professor Bunko, and
that he can solve tbe mystery of Pat's disappearance. Arriving at the fortune teller's, she Is
shown Into a dimly lighted room and Pat, the assistant, Is detailed to tell her fortune. This Is
the chance of a lifetime and Pat, embracing the
opportunity, vividly describes bis tragic death(?)
and the conduct of the wife, which Incited the
unfortunate man's self destruction. Pat's wife,
full of remorse, is about to become hysterical when
she penetrates her husband's disguise. Then she
has her inning and Pat is glad to return to the hod.
THE AMERICAN RHINE (Nov. 1).— By steamer
we take a trip up the Hudson River, "The American Rhine." Grant's Tomb, Spuyten Duyvll, Indian
Head, the highest point of the Palisades, Tarrytown Lighthouse, the stone house on Treason Hill
where Major Andre and Benedict Arnold met, the
walnut tree at Stony Point where Washington paid
off bis troops, Stony Point Hill, captured by "Mad"
Anthony Wayne in 1778, Washington's sun dial at
Newburg, New York, the Tower of Victory at
Newburg, and the Otis Incline in the Catsklll Mountains, are eye.
some of the many picturesque sights tha.t
meet our
THE SKINFLINT (Nov. 2).— Tobias Imsler
threatens to foreclose on the Widow Rix's note
and carry off her cow. The widow resolves to appeal to her wealthy brother for assistance. Arriving at the home of the Skinflint, she makes
known her plight, but ber miserly brother tells ber
he is a poor man and cannot help her. The constable takes the widow's cow, but Osborn, the
sweetheart of the widow's daughter, takes the
money he has been saving np for his marriage and
pays the note.
A few days later, while out riding, the horse
driven by the Skinflint takes fright and runs away.
When the wreckage is cleared the miser, braised and
unconscious,
Is hediscovered
and the
physicians'
ination proves
has received
a mortal
injury.examThe
skinflint Is taken to his home, and his only near relative, his sister, Is summoned to his death bed. As
death draws near the old fellow realizes his many
mean actions have brought him no happiness and
his money cannot help him at this, his last hour.
Calling his slater to the bedside, he begs her to
forgive hlra and gives ber the money he has accumulated.

ECLIPSE.
A RACE FOR HONOR (Oct. 30).— Charles Burgess, tbe proprietor of a large garage, receives a
letter from a patron claiming to have left a purse
containing $8,000 in one of the cars the evening
before. The next day Mr. Gordon, the unfortunate
customer, calls for his wallet, but the money cannot be found. Finger prints and the testimony of
the watchman throw suspicion upon Frank, an engineer employed in the establishment, and matters
look very grave for the young man, much to the
grief
of
Lucy Burgess, who Is secretly In love with
him.
Suddenly she remembers that she' saw her father
enter the garage the night before and search several of the cars. Her suspicions are Immediately
aroused, much as she dislikes to direct them against
her parent. Later, seeing her father ride out of
the yard In great baste, she feels certain that he
Is seeking to escape Justice.
Without
hesitation.

tbe courageous girl quickly explains tbe situation
to ber sweetheart, and together tbey start in parsuit in another and swifter car.
The two cars race along at a tremendous speed
for many miles, until finally, when the fugitive
is obliged to stop for repairs, tbe pursuers easily
overtake him.
Although furious at first, tbe older Burgess finally
yields to his daughter's earnest pleading, and
agrees to return tbe money, thereby saving them
all from disgrace.

CINES.
MOSQUES AND TURKISH PALACES (Oct. 29)
Many beautiful edifices of tbe church and palatial
homes of tbe rich In tbe cities of northern Africa
are spread before us in an unusually attractive
manner. We are shown In turn tbe "Palace of the
Bey," the "Palace of the Padro." tbe "Lion"!
Staircase," the "Kuba," the "Mosque of Padro
Bey" and several other interesting buildings. Cloaa
views of tbe mosaic walls and columns are Indeed
remarkable and cause us to marvel at the design!
and workmanship of these master builders of tbe
east.
STRAW HATS (Oct. 29).— An interesting subject showing tbe selection of straw, plaiting of the
straw by band or machine, drying tbe hats, shaping and Ironing, and tbe last finishing touches to
place them In readiness for tbe market. This la
an industry of Florence, Italy.
VENETIAN LACE WORKERS (Oct. 29).— Every
woman knows tbe beauty and value of hand-made
Venetian lace, and will be delighted with this opportunity to .witness tbe various processes of It!
manufacture. We are shown close views of tbe
lace In actual making— every movement of tbe
workers' hands can be followed In bringing the
patterns to completion under tbelr deft fingers.
A HEAD FOR A HEAD (Nov. 2).— Beatrice, tbe
beautiful daughter of tbe rich Marquis Besler, is
loved by Vlgot, a humble gardener. Sbe proudly
repulses bis attentions and later even advlsea ber
estate.
father to discbarge the Insolent fellow from tbe
Filled with Indignation, Vigot departs tor Paris
vowing vengeance against these aristocrats wbo
despise him. Is be, a Democrat, not their equal?
During the reign of terror Vigot becomes a cloae
follower of Robespierre and tbe two are known aa
the Tiger and tbe Hyena.
The prosecution of the aristocrats is Vlgot'!
opportunity.
of thecondemnation.
Marquis' whereabout!
be
orders hisInformed
arrest and
On tbe
way to tbe guillotine in the fatal cart, the Marqula
is recognized by Beatrice, his daughter. Her
screams attract tbe notice of the crowd, who demand that she, an aristocrat, die also, and sbe
is thrown Into prison.
After pleading in vain in her behalf, Vlgot finally
determines to rescue Beatrice at any cost. By
bribery he achieves his purpose, but Beatrice, although filled with gratitude, cannot love blm. and
the two part, never to meet again.
Her escape soon becomes known and Vigot. after
a short trial, is condemned to die at the guillotine.
'Alas: he has sacrificed his life on tbe altar of love.

LUBIN.
AN IRISH GIRL'S LOVE (Oct. 28: .—Kathleen
loves Brian. Miles Rorke, a middle-aged farmer
who
by Kathleen's
stepmother
on One
ac-*
count Isoffavored
his prosperity,
is another
suitor.
night
a neighbor,
gives toa
dance at
her cottagetbeandwidow
Miles O'Keefe,
begs Kathleen
go with him. Tbe stepmother urges and finally
tbe girl consents. Brian appears at the dance
and Kathleen favors him with the dances. Tbe
next day
Kathleen's
cottageforanda
urges
his Miles
suit. goes
Brian,to who
Is preparing
voyage which will last for nearly a year, comes In.
The question of Kathleen's hand is discussed, and
she goes to her room, returning with two old rings.
She gives one to each of the men and declare!
that she will in a year from that day marry the
man who will first place It on her finger.
The year Is almost passed and there Is no newa
from Brian. Miles Is making preparations for tbe
wedding on tbe morrow. A fearful storm Is raging on the coast and Kathleen goes to Mlles'a
house and pleads that be shall give ber until
twelve noon before claiming ber. On the fearful
morning she goes down to the shore to search
the wreckage. Two men watch her as she plunges
Into the sea and drag a body from the water.
Thrusting her hand down the dead man's breast
she finds the ring on a string around his neck.
She bids the men to go and tell Miles that Brian
has come back and tbe ring Is on ber finger.
PARSON JAMES (Oct. 29).— Richard James, better known among tbe boys of Barston as Parson
James, was a minister of the gospel, but as bis
profession was not remunerative, he took up I
claim on the mountain side that brought blm a
profitable sum. While working the claim Cummlngs,
a gambler, and his wife, "Frisco Nell," were requested to leave town. Cummlngs was caught
cheating at cards. "Frisco Nell" bad a beautiful
baby about a year old and fearing that a forced
tramp over the mountains would kill the little one,
she decided to leave It In the parson's care.
When
James
returned after bis day's work, he
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found tbe tot cuddled up on tbe sofa and a note
told him that he had become a foster father. The
camp were soon notified of tbe arrival
of tbe parson'a baby and each one wanted to contributethatto the
cblld'atake
support,
parson
believed
he could
care ofbuttbe tbe
chili]
himself.
When she grew older, sbe was sent to a convent
and In a few years returned to tbe parson, a beautiful woman. Now that she bad reached an age
of understanding the parson told bet of her father
and his miserable life and bow be bad died.
Also of her mother, who returned to sec her child,
but died In his arms before her wish could be
granted. It all seemed like a strange dream to
Nellie, as the parson was the only father she had
ever known. Soon there came a letter to Parson
James from sn old friend, asking blm to take
charge of a new church many miles away. The
friend suggested a match between little Nellie
and bis son, hut sbe wanted no one bnt her
"daddy." She now fully realized that sbe loved
blm with a deeper love than the love of a daughter.
Tbe parson told her that be could never part with
bis little girl after all those years of care, so
they agreed that nothing would separate them as
long as life lasts.
THE HEAVENLY VOICE (Oct. 31).— Mrs. Smith,
a widow, and her daughter, Mary, live alone. The
widow has an admirer In the person of Major Lee,
a wealthy bachelor. He does not make much progress In his suit, however, until he discovers tbe
widow's passionate love of music. One day while
passing the village blacksmith sbop, he hears the
young blacksmith singing. The Major bribes blm
to serenade the widow every evening, after which
the Major goes In and reaps the laurels. After this
bis progress Is rapid. Mary discovers the deception,
but does not betray tbe Major. Sbe meets the
musical blacksmith, however, and they fall In
love. The conspiracy Is almost successful, but
disaster overtakes them on the nlgbt that the
Major Is to propose. He Instructs John, the
blacksmith, to be on band promptly at eight that
nlgbt, but John, In the company of his sweetheart,
forgets, and Is late. Meanwhile the Major has
arrived, and after fuming awhile at John's delinquency, decides to trust to past performances
and goes In to propose. John and Mary arrive
Immediately afterward and John, thinking he has
beaten the Major after all, and expecting him
any moment, begins to sing. The Major, however.
Is on his knees pouring out his love for the widow.
He starts up In consternation and horror. The
widow comprehends the deception, rushes out and
captures John, who is Innocently singing with
Mary in his arms. Sbe upbraids them all and
breaks down and weeps. They soothe her and
the Major explains that it was his great love
for her which led to the deception. She finally becomes mollified, weeps on his shoulder, and everyone is happy.
FIXING A FLIKT (Nov. 1).— Bill Brace is an
Imitation of "a man about town." He starts a
flirtation with Bess Bradley, a stenographer, who
has little use for a "make believe." He, however,
invites her to dinner. Bess tells the head clerk,
who outlines a scheme. Tbe Invitation is accepted
and Bess and Bill are seated at a table In a rather
pretentious cafe. Presently two other girls "blow
In" and Bess greets them cordially. Of course, It
Is up to Bruce to ask them to sit down, which
they do and commence to study the bill of fare.
In a few minutes two more "drift In" and the
other girls are delighted; the newcomers are Invited by Bess to Join tbe party. Before the orders are given three more turn up, and Bill finds
that he has eight girls to feed. The dinner Is
most enjoyable until Bruce calls for the bill,
which Is much higher than his money roll will
stand. He excuses himself for a few minutes and
interviews the cashier, who will hear of no compromise except the money. BUI has to strip himself of bis watch and other ornaments, and Is
carfefully watched by tbe eight girls. Finally be
makes his escape and upon reaching his home Is
taclcled by his landlady, who talks money and
nothing else. She Is so hard-hearted that poor
Bruce has to sleep on the doorsteps.
THE FAMILY NEXT DOOE (Nov. 2).— The
Hoffman Bar Is a notorious place mostly noted ,for
tbe old referees, who settle disputes. Neighbors
Ford and Heap have a dispute which Is settled In
favor of the former, much to the chagrin of the latter r.oth exit swearing eternal war. Bob Ford
Is In rival
lovehome with
Mary Heap
upon Heap's
arhe discovers
them and
kissing.
He orders
young Bob away from tbe premises. Bob returns
home and tells his brother Roy his troubles. Roy
tells him to go after the girl, never minding the
old folks, and Bob decides to do so. Hop Heap
locks his daughter Mary In her room. Bob gets
some cow girls to assist him, and the girls hold
up Hop Heap while Bob gets Mary to leave her
room through a window and elope with blm. Roy
In the meantime has made up his mind to assist
bis brother. He starts out to do so. Meeting
another bunch of girls and boys, he tells them
his plans and asks If they will Join him. They
all agree to do so. Finally they catch up with
Bob and the girls and start off for the parsonage.
En route Bob and Mary send word to their respective fathers that tbey are going to get married. The fathers Immediately start out In pursuit. Roy coming out of the church sees the
fathers coming; he holds them up. The cowboy*
and cowgirls take the newly married couple to
the station.
The train Is Just pulling out.
Tbe
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friends returning get a glimpse of Roy tnd the
neighbors going Into tbe Hoffman Bar again.
Tbey follow them, and while Inside the girls coddle tbe old men Into signing a telegram recalling
tbe children.
All is forgiven.

VITAGRAPH.
NONE BUT THE BRAVE DESERVE THE FAIR
(Oct. 28). — Mr. Hardy takes bis daughter Flora
and her beau, Jim, to see tbe circus when he gets
an order to deliver molk. Professor Bluff, tbe
elephant trainer, charms Flora by his pretended
bravery. He becomes the Idol of her dreams, and
her love for Jim grows cold. A few days later
Flora Is In tbe barn collecting eggs, when she suddenly finds herself surrounded by four elephants who
bave escaped from the circus. Sbe Is at first
alarmed, but tbe elephants are so friendly, sbe
gradually learns that they arc very docile and affectionate. Professor Bluff comes upon tbe scene.
He tells ber not to be afraid as he Is their master!
With an air of bravado, he drives them from the
barn and poses as a hero. Flora sees through bis
false pretenses, and disgustedly expresses her opinion about "bunk" heroes In red coats and gold
trimmings. The fallen hero can scarcely recover
from his chagrin. When he does, he seeks a
reconciliation with Flora. He finds her walking
with her first and true love, Jim Hardy. The professor pleads with her, but tbe two lovers pay
no beed to him.
BUNNY AT THE DERBY (Oct. 29).— In his little
donkey cart, with bis "Old Dutch," John Bunny,
the costermonger, starts to the Derby, an annual
national event in England. He Is the observed of
all observers and the envy of bis neighbors when
tbey cop the style In which he is doing things. As
be proceeds along the post road to Sutton, and stops
at the "Cock" Hotel, he Is IT. From Sutton to
Howell,
and thence
to makes
the Spread
tbe
whole cheese.
As be
tbe Eagle,
journey he's
of the
hill from Howell to the downs, It Is a sight long to
be remembered. There are finer equipages, but
none more noticeable.
At the Derby he is the center of attraction and
spends his money like a drunken sailor In treating
his "loldy" to 'arf and 'arf and other refreshments.
Topping off the expedition by having tbelr fortunes
told by one of the gypsies. Incidentally, Bunny
has some very funny experiences, but he Is a good
sport, gets out of them gracefully, and quite satisfied with his day's outing. If you have ever
attended the Derby, follow John Bunny In this
picture and you will have the time of your life
and see things that will surprise and amuse you.
JUST LUCK (Oct. 29). — Unemployed and despondent. Hank Fuller decides t» Invest his few
remaining dollars In an Accident Insurance Policy,
calculating to place himself In the way of danger
In the hope of meeting with an accident and securing the weekly Indemnity or the compensation
for the loss of a limb or an eye. He lies down
In front of a trolley car which stops within a few
feet of blm. He does tbe same thing in tbe path
of an automobile, and it never touches him. He
falls from tbe top of a bouse and lands In a
load of hay. He explodes a stick of dynamite,
with no Injurious consequences. Disgusted, he
goes to tbe Insurance company and demands tbe
return of his money, which is given. On his way
down the steps of the building, he slips on a banana
peel, falling down the full flight and rolling Into
the street with a broken leg and arm. In the
hospital, reclining on his little cot, he sorrowfully
exclaims, "Just my luck."
POET AND PEASANT (Oct. 30).— Louis La
Salle, a young poet, tired of tbe dissipations of
Paris, resolves to quit Paris for a summer holiday
and go for a walking tour In Normandy. Mr.
Savard lives on his small farm with his daughter
Tolnette. Baptlste, a deformed farmhand, worships
Tolnette from a distance, but never dreams she
can return his affection. Louis meets Tolnette,
and aBks where he can obtain a night's lodging.
She Invites him to her father's house. Tolnette
learns to love him, but no one sees the danger
but Baptlste, who Is powerless to Interfere. For
aLonls
whileis Tolnette
In aand
fool's
recalled lives
to Paris
soonparadise,
forgets then
her.
She is broken-hearted and gradually fades away.
On her death-bed she gives Baptlste a trinket
Louis had given ber, to give hlra If he ever returns. Two years pass, and I.ouls. with some
friends, comes back to the village. He suddenly
recalls Tolnette and visits her old home to find It
deserted. In tbe churchyard he meets Baptlste.
Tbe latter, first In a passion, seizes blm by the
throat, upbraiding him with his treachery to the
dead. Then the memory of Tolnette comes to blm.
He releases Ixrals, gives him the token and bids
him go, and Louis, bowing bis head In shame, leaves
Baptlste alone with bis dead love.
ON THE LINE OF PERIL (Oct. 31).— A young
Northern soldier is chosen to find out, if possible,
the plans of the Southern army, ne goes to the
Southern
general's
home. officer
While making
hiding advances
In the
barn,
he sees
a Southern
to the General's pretty daughter. She repulses
him and he attacks her. Tbe young spy Impetuously rushes senseless.
to tbe girl's
asslstsnee.
her assailant
When
sbe sees He
him knocks
In his
Northern uniform, she accuses him of being a
spy, but when she hears someone approaching, an
uncontrollable feeling Is awakened In ber and she
persuades him to hide himself In the loft of the

barn, Her father and other soldiers appear and
she tells them the
the officer
spy has who
gone.
I.'pon regaining
consciousness,
attacked
tbe girl
tells bis men to make a thorough search of the
barn for the spy. The girl, who has brought food
to her protector, bears tbe men coming, drags blm
out of tbe barn Into tbe house and bides blm In
the fireplace of the library. In which the General
and bis officers bave left the maps and plans of
their Intended attack upon tbe Northern
forces.
After the girl has left the room, he comes from
his hiding-place, takes tbe plans and places them
In tbe bosom of bis shirt: stepping back Into tbe
fireplace again. The girl brings blm a Confederate's
uniform, which be dons and makes bis escape.
After tbe war, when peace Is declared, the
Northern soldier goes South to visit the General's
daughter and declare his love. Sbe receive* him
wltb Joy and tells him that her love has ever
been his, but her father will never forgive blm
for what he did during the war. Her father,
overbearing tbe conversation, and feeling that the
young man had only done his duty and waa brave
enough to perform it, holds out bis hands to the
young man, which the latter grasps. Then the
old General passes Into the house, leaving the
young people to themselves and the happiness of
their reunion.
BETTINA'S SUBSTITUTE (Nov. 1).— Bettlna waa
justified In being Indignant because her employer,
a married man, makes love to her. She telle her
beau, Raymond, about It and he vows to get square
with the old masher and teach blm a lesson. He
tells Bettlna to send word to her boss that she It
sick and obliged to remain at home for a few daya,
but she will send a substitute. Raymond makes up
as
a youngsubstitute.
woman and reports at Babb's office as
Bettina's
Tbe boss receives "her" very gracefully and very
sweetly and kindly asks "ber" to go to lunch with
him. Raymond encourages him and later, at the
office. In the presence of the boss's wife, he becomes
so effusive in bis familiarity with him Mrs. Babb
tartly expresses her opinion.
The nesrt morning Bettlna and Billy go to tbe
office and tell Mr. Babb they are engaged to be
married. Bettlna says sbe Is glad that he liked ber
substitute. Raymond cannot restrain his laughter
and says, "yes, you ought to see him make love to
me!" Babb looks up In astonishment to see tbe
young man
place
the thus
wig revealing
he wore ashisBettina's
stitute on his
head,
identity suband
the Joke played on him. Babb collapses and the
young couple smilingly say, "Good morning."
LESSONS IN COURTSHIP (Nov. 1).— It Is one
thing to be In love and It Is two things to be In
love and too bashful to propose. This Is Dick Warren's position. He confides in bis friend, Billy Henson. "Leave It to me!" says Billy, "and after I
have given you a few lessons In first sld to the
lovesick and bashful, there will be nothing to It!"
Billy arranges to dress himself In his sister's
clothes and let Dick make love to him, coaching
him In what be should do and say. They go to
Billy's room and Instructions begin. Dick Is getting along famously, saying all sorts of sweet
things to Billy; only calling him Alice, which Is
the name of tbe girl with whom he la In love.
In the midst of the performance, Billy's sister,
with Alice, hide behind tbe portieres and overhear
everything that Is said. They are convulsed with
laughter and pull down the portieres. Dick is so
chagrined he can scarcely speak, bnt It Is not
necessary for him to say anything. What Alice has
seen and heard has explained everything and the
rest is easy for Dick.
IN THE
GARDEN
FATR
(Nov. 2) The house
next door to Mr. Cobb Is rented by a widow named
Mrs. Rose, who moves in with ber little girl,
Helen. Mr. Cobb Is a widower with a little boy
named Phil. Through tbe acquaintance of their
two children. Mr. Cobb and Mrs. Rose are not very
long strangers. Tbelr nelgbborllness ripens Into
love and shortly they are engaged to be married.
Unfortunately, an unforeseeen circumstance arises
when Mrs. Rose accidentally discovers that Mr.
Cobb very often admires the photograph which he
has recently received of a very pretty lady.
They become estranged and she will not condescend
to ask for an explanation. Cobb has about given
up in despair. The children arrange to take an
excursion on a lake some distance from their bouses.
Sometime after they have gone, Mrs. Rose cannot
find her daughter, and Mr. Cobb goes In search of
his son. They go together in search of the children. They find them in a boat on the lake. They
have lost the oars and cannot get ashore. Mr. Cobb
gallantly Jump* In the water and goes out to the
boat and pulls It ashore. Mrs. Rose Is so delighted
over the rescue of her daughter that she cannot
thank
friendly.Mr. Cobb too much and they become more

ESSANAY.
MISS SIMKINS' SUMMER BOARDER (Oct. 29).—
■Toe Mason, a bashful country boy. tries In vain to
propose to Marian Foster, his sweetheart. But his
hashfulness always always gets the best of him,
and tbe proposal Is Just as far off as ever when
Jack Richards, a brisk city chap, comes to board
out the summer at the home of Miss Slmklns, a
spinster. In the course of his wandering around,
Richards Is Introduced to Marian and Immediately
falls In love with her, much to Joe's discomfiture.
Marian does not return Jack's love, bnt Is fascinated by his dashing manner and carries on a mild
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A Progressive Platform !
Plank One — No doubt as the oivner and
manager of a theatre it is your desire to give
your patrons the very best that you can in
picture service. The RADIUM GOLD FIBRE
SCREEN will produce a clearer and more beautiful picture than any other curtain nozv on the
market. It gives pictures that actually look as if
they -were alive. There is a total absence of the
glare and veil so common to most screens. It
es fully 35% increase in illumination above
the other makes, which means that you can use
less electric current and still get better results
with a saving in the cort of electricity, breaking
of condensers, flaming of carbons, liability of
fire, and other incidentals accompanying the use
of heavy current in projecting arcs.
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Just as the "Proof of the Pudding is
in
the
Eating,"
So
the
Value
of

MIRROROIDE
(PATENTS

PENDING)

May Be Determined by What Purchasers Think of It.
Also by a Fair, Honest Test. We Will Gladly Send
a Large Free Sample of A and B Grades to Any
Exhibitor, "at Our Own Expense."
Pin! Attach! to Any Other Screen or Curtain.
The
Evidence of Your Own
Eyes Is Convincing.

MIRROROIDE
Has Been on the Market for Years. We Have as Yet
to Hear of It Deteriorating or Turning Black. We
Have Thousands of Testimonials the World Over.
MIRROROIDE Produces a Perfect Picture, Free from
Haze, Glare and Eye Strain.

MIRROROIDE
You Have Tried the Rett— Now Buy the Best

American Theatre
Curtain
Supply Company

&

Sole Manufacturers

105 N. Main Street

ST. LOUIS, MO.

Is a Canvas Coated Cloth, Water Proof. Coating
Consists of a Perfect Amalgamation of Foil-Mercury
and Glass, Covered with a Transparent Lacquer that
Will Forever Prevent Peeling, Turning Black and
Resisting Deterioration and Any Climatic Conditions.
-MANUFACTURED

J. H. GENTER

Fitzar & Smith, 32 Union Sauare, New York City.
t?»orr» Breck, 70 Turk Street, San Francisco, California.
Distributors

A FEW GOOD STATES
ARE STILL OPEN

FOR

BLANCHE WALSH
IN TOLSTOY'S

RESURRECTION
FOUR

PARTS

The Most Successful Film of the Year
Rights to Canada
and Mexico For Sale

FILM CO.

145 W. 45th St

New

York

Seven

THE-

COMPANY

NEWBURGH,
Under

Pending

N. Y.
Patents

UNIVERSAL
FILMS
The product of the best American arid European Manufacturers, thus insuring a service
that embraces every essential
quality and which means success to the Exhibitor, A service
that satisfies the "appetite" of
your patrons. Get in touch with
us and state your requirements.
NEW

MASKO

BY

ENGLAND
UNIVERSAL
FILM EXCHANGE

228 Tremont

Street

Boston, Mass.
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rrTSU

OLYMPIC

GAMES

THREE
REELS

Pathe Shows World's Wonderful Athletes in Action at Stockholm Meet

OCTOBER

21, 1912

The Lion Tamers
Revenge
CINES, 2 REELS
A sensational story in which lions play an important part and cause many a thrill. Love, jealousy and
revenge are, of course, the principal ingredients in this splendid drama, 'the closing scene being wonderful. A
jealous lover, with the assistance of a clown — the play being enacted in a circus — lures his rival and his
partner, the girl, into the den of lions, and binds them to a post. The woman manages to escape, later to
accuse the murderer, but the lover is mangled to death by the infuriated lions.

Selig Production

°,ST<K THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO ffi

u^

Adapted from Alexander Dumas' famous and romantic novel.
The wonderful and tragic story of Edmond Dantes, a young Frenchman, who is entrusted with a message to
the exiled Napoleon on the Isle of Elba, forms one of the greatest themes ever written upon. The full reproduction
of this masterpiece by Selig is unequalled by any stage production. There are over 300 people in the cast and
shows the wonderful scene, gorgeous costumes and elaborate stage setting. This is one of the most fascinating
pictures ever produced.
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Shakespeare's As You Like It

Vitagraph Release October 7. 1912.

Three Reels.

Presented by the Vitagraph Company, with ROSE COG ULAN

The

Man

as Rosalind.

Hunt

Pathe Release September 30, 1912.

Two Reels.

Kilborne, a poacher, is loved by Rose the daughter of an old charwoman,
whose cabin
midstsaved
of a Kilborne
dense forest
Although Roso inhastheoften
from istheKilborne's
hand of rendezvous.
the law, brutal
treatment
her only
reward,
for gendarmes,
Kilborne isand
in love
a farmer's
ter. He isisbeing
tracked
by the
Rose,with
susoecting
thatdaughhe is
at thepolice
farmer's
there to warn
the surround
impending
The
arrive nouse.
at the hurries
farm immediately
afterhimher ofand
the danger.
house.
When Kilborne steps through the door he is ordered to surrender. He refuses. An officer raises bis gun and fires. Rose step* in front of Kilborne
as the shot rings out and receives the bullet in her neart. As she breathes
her last Kilborne weeps for the first time in his life and realizes the depth
of the lor* he never recognized.

Daughter

of the Spy

Cines Release September 16, 1912.

Two Reels

This is a story of a spy who gives shelter in bis own home to a nobleman fleeing from the soldiers. The nobleman informs his host, and his
beautiful daughter of his identity and shortly after a file of soldiers enters
the house and places him under arrest. Before going to prison, he denounces father and daughter for their duplicity. Heart-broken, at the fat* of the
nobleman, the daughter determines to make a desperate effort to release
him. On a pretext she enters the prison and is shown about, noting carefully thedirectly
location above
of thethat
prisoner's
By a and
ruse, with
she procures
keys toa
the cell
of the cell.
nobleman
a crow-barthebreaks
hole in the flooring, lowers a rope and helps the prisoner to liberty. The
two make a perilous descent down the castle wall to the casement below.
Meanwhile, thethefigures
girl's offather,
the spy, seizes
is on athe
and
discerning
the fugitives,
riflewall
and with
fires.theTo sentry,
his horror
he finds he has taken the life of his own daughter.
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Rip Van Winkle

Vitagraph Release August 19, 1912.

The Blighted Son
Four Reels.

This is a story of a young man whose father is very wealthy. He leads
a life of reckless dissipation until the father, learning the use his son is
Baking of the money, refuses to furnish further funds. The young fellow
thereupon oommits his first crime; the crime of theft. The shock of thii
disgrace brings an attack of apoplexy upon the father, which makes him
totally blind. From this time it is a rapid drop to bankruptcy for the
aace honored family. When it is too late the young man realize* his error
and determines to begin life anew. He leaves his native country for South
Africa and, after fearful hardships, which develop the better aid* of hi*
character, be return* to his native land— a man.

Rameses,

Pathe Release August 26, 1912.

Two Reels.

Ji old *ea captain, a slave to liquor, is hired to sail the schooner
cargoagainst
of gunpowder
revolutionary
■tan una"
sails with
with ahim,
the adviceforofa his
sweetheart,project.
who ha*A ayoung
preaaoniUcm ef evil. When * few day* out to sea, and while the young sailor
1* asleep, the skipper drinks until he is irresponsible. He goes into the
powder room smoking hi* pipe. Soon he falls asleep and the pipe, dropping
Dam hi* hand, ignites the powder. A deafening roar and the vessel ii
• sua* of flames, leaving a wreck-strewn sea and a red glow in the sky
te tell a waiting sweetheart the story of her lortr's fat*.

^

King of Egypt

Cines Release August 12, 1912.

Two Reels.

A production
unparalleled
depleting a thrilling romance, laid in theofdays
of ancient magnificence,
Egypt.
King Rameses, hearing of the beauty of a young shepherdess, disguises
himself as a peasant ana journeys to ber home. She resents his ardent
advances and tells him of her devoted lover, a shepherd, tending hi* hocks
on the mountain slopes.
The King, angered, has her carried off by force to hi* palace. Although
rejected, he determines to win her with lavishness, but without avail.
The shepherd,
hearing
lover's abduction, vow* vengeance on King
Rameses
and attempts
to of
stabhis him.
Whenthe again
to the
shepherdess
»re rejected,
he
orders
two the
loversking's
beforeadvances
him and,
in all
the magnificence
of the
Egyptian court, he magnanimously commands their marriage to take place.
The monies
splendor
of the
wonderful processions and cereare ail shown
in aOriental
story notCourts,
soon forgotten.

Don Juan and Charles V
Pathe Release July 29, 1912.

Two Reels.

Charles V, abdicated the Spanish throne in favor of bis son, whs
became Philip II. Almost the first thing Philip did was to fall in
love with Lucinda, a beautiful Spanish maid, who was practically betrothed
to Don Juan, a young student. Don Juan insults the new king when he
finds him forcing his attentions upon Lucinda. Don is arrested and
Lucinda brought to the torture chamber to see him suffer in the hope
that in order to save him rhe will consent to marry the King. Charles
V is informed of the situation and, coming out of the monastery to which
he has retired, he astounds the younger men by acquainting them with the
fact that they are brothers. He makes them pledge their loyalty to one
another, asks Lucinda to choose between the two men and when she and
Don Juan embrace, gives them his blessing.

Siege of Petersburg
Release July 22, 1912.

Two

Reels.

A visit of a Confederate officer to bis betrothed and her family la
interrupted by a young man and his crippled sister who have been made
paupers by the ravages of the war. The young pauper proclaims his love
for the young lady of the house, and in order to demonstrate hi* bravery
and loyalty, enlists in the Confederate cause. Some months later the
young soldier rescues his rival, the Confederate officer, from a burning
bridge. A year elapses, and the pauper has been promoted to a lieutenancy.
The Confederates are entrenched before Petersburg, and the federals
succeed in mining a part of the Confederates' outer works, but their
batteries are discovered in time to frustrate their plans. The Costfederates place a small detachment under command of the poor, young
lieutenant, to keep the nearby batteries working. The officer whose life
has been saved, realizes the danger to the young lieutenant, forges an
order, relieving him of that hazardous duty and takes command himself.
The mine is exploded and the gallant officer and his men are killed.

The Money

Kings

Vitagraph Release July 15, 1912.

Fire at Sea

Two Reel

This legend is written by Washington Irving, of the time of George 111
of England, during the occupation of this country by the English in the
18th century. The story of Rip Van Winkle, the happy-go-lucky, ne er-dowell, is well known to every child. Rip Van Winkle is portrayed by that
eminent actor, Mr. Robert McWade, St., who was associated for so long
with
the famous
Jefferson.
The splendid
the other
parts inJoetheir
usual creditable
way. Vitagraph Company carry out

Kalem

Pathe Release September 9, 1912.

383

Three Reels

This is a story of a conspiracy on the part of the Money King* to involve the United States in a war. A representative of the United States
government starts for the peace conference at The Hague, with the President's signatureasontheir
an secret
agreement
peace.
The young
Money representative
King* employanda
clever woman,
agent,of to
trap the
steal the precious document. A little dinner "for two" Is arranged, during
the course of which the woman conspirator removes the document from the
young representative's
with one
resembles
the
original.
The daughter coat
of oneandof replaces
the Moneyit Kings
learnsthat
of the
conspiracy
and
is inmessage
her father's
safe.
a pretense
she
opensthat
the the
safe,original
extractsdocument
the original
and, in
turn,On replaces
it with
one to resemble it. She sends a wireless message to the young representarati
tive
on
bis
way
to
The
Hague.
telKT*
him
of
the
conspiracy
and
to
watch
for her cousin in his hydroplane, bearing the original message. The nfoner
Kings are foiled.
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tllrtallou Ju«t to tuiilalize Joe. A Sunday school
picnic In DOW plumed and a rather novel scheme
U decided upon. The Dame of Mcb girl and boy la
placed Inslilc the lunch boxes, and then these boxea
are to be drawn and the couples are paired off
according to the Dames, ltlcliards Is right In his
glory and, discovering the lunch box In which
Harlan has placed her name, publicly announces
that he will marry the girl be lunches with.
Marian's Bister, Florence, overhears him, substitutes
MIsh Blmktn'l name for Marian's and, arriving at
the picnic grounds, auctions off the lunch boxes.
Richards eagerly outbids Joe, gets tbe lunch box,
hunts out Marian, opens the box triumphantly and
Is badly stung to llnd the name of Miss Slmklns
Inside. Florence takes care to let tbe spinster
know, and the boarding house lady Immediately
starts off In pursuit of the discomfited city chap
while Joe, with Marian clasped In his arms, roars
with laughter at the funny sight.
THE LETTEE (Oct. 30).— Carleton Klrby, a
thieving politician, offers Senator Denton ten thousand dollars to vote for his bill In the Senate.
Denton refuses and angrily dismisses Klrby from the
house. Later In the day, however, Denton changes
bis mind and writes Klrby a letter agreeing to
vote (or tbe bill of the offer still holds good. This
letter be neglects to mall and leaves It In his desk.
Called out of town, Denton la seated in tbe railway
station when his disorganized brain conjures up a
vision of himself on the floor of the Senate, congratulated first by his colleagues for putting tbe
bill through and then, as tbe price of bis vote is
discovered, surrounded by a cursing, angry mob,
who threaten bis very life. Hastening to a telegraph office Denton wires his daughter, Renee, to
destroy tbe letter In his desk addressed to Klrby.
Winslow, a friend of Klrby's, discovers the contents
of tbe wire, hastens to Denton's borne, secures the
incriminating letter, substitutes a blank in its place
and takes It at once to Klrby who conceals it Id
the top of his hollow walking-stick for safety. Tbe
theft is discovered and Denton realizes be is trapped.
A detective is employed, but falls to find tbe letter
In Klrby's house. To save her father, Renee now
adopts a disguise of a lady agent, hires a tough
to shoot and scream under Kirby's window and,
Id the excitement secures tbe letter from the hollow cane. Returning borne she restores it to her
father, and with a prayer of thanksgiving In his
heart be takes her in his arms and gives thanks
for his salvation.
THE FISHERMAN'S LUCK (Oct. 31).— Flsbley
and his daughter arrive at the summer resort, and
Dolores is introduced to Mr. Steppling, who plays
at the summer theater. Flsbley discovers them together one morning and angrily orders Steppling
to cease bis attentions. Steppling tells his
troubles to his friend Calvert, and waits an opportunity to get even with Flshley. It comes when
tbe old man dons his fishing togs and hikes down
to tbe brook to catch a few live ones. Tacking
a sign lettered "No Fishing Allowed" to a nearby
tree, Steppling disguises as a constable and Calvert
rigs up as a tramp. Each now secures a string
of fish, then Steppling Interrupts old Flshley In his
fishing and starts to place him under arrest. In
tbe exlctement Flshley falls in the brook, scrambles
out and takes wildly to bis heels. Removing bis
disguise Steppling hastens after him and finds him
buying Calvert's string of fish. Old Flshley is now
given the surprise of bis life when Calvert removes
bis disguise, but Steppling agrees to keep It a secret If Flshley will allow him to court Dolores.
Flshley agrees; they present him with both strings
of fish and he is telling the greatest fish story on
record at the hotel when Steppling's former sweetheart exposes tbe whole scheme by telling she saw
the' boys
parties
are giving
stung. Flsbley

the fish. Therefore

all

THE MOVING FINGER (Nov. 1).— Stumbling into
the squalor of her miserable tenement room tbe
woman, a wretched victim of drink and dissipation,
■inks down at the table and lights tbe half-burned
candle. Slowly the memories of other days return
and we see uer happy with her husband In their
humble cottage. Then one morning a motor car
stops at the gate and the man' enters for a drink
of water. Their eyes meet, and the man goes
away with a smile 'of satisfaction. Returning next
day be finds her atone, points out her humble surroundings, paints a glowing picture of the gay
city life and begs her to come with Mm. She hesitates— and Is lost. Tbat evening her husband returns and finds • a note' on the table ' saying she
could stand the poverty no longer and has gone with
one who can give her tbe luxuries she craves. In
the mad swirl of the city the woman Is very happy,
then one night the man enters and she discovers
tbe gloves of tbe other woman In his pocket. Furiously she denounces bis perfidy and he leaves her.
Repentance has come and tbe woman writes her
husband, begging forgiveness and asking blm to
take her back. "You have made your bed; lie
In It," Is tbe answer that Is returned her and the
scene slowly fades to the misery of tbe tenement
room. With every hope crushed the wretched
woman slowly shreds the letter, smiles bitterly
■miffs out tbe sputtering caudle and sinks down
upon her cot as the light fades Into blackness.
THE MOTHER OF THE RANCH (Nov. 2).— Dan
Hart, a ranchman on the Mexican border, starts
for a distant town with a load of cattle, leaving
bis wife and daughters alone in the house. Several hours later one of the girls Is getting water
at tbe creek when she hears the sounds of battle
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and discovers the Mexicans and rebels are lighting
ugaln. Hastening to the ranch house she tells her
mother and tbe woman prepares for any emergency.
Tbat night four of tbe rebels cross tbe border line,
discover the flag flying In the ranch bouse yard
and are hauling It down when one of tbe girls
flres from the window and wounds one of their
number. Prcteiidiug friendship the rebels gain entrance to the house, overpower the girls and imprison Mrs. Hart In an upstairs bedroom. The
brave woman manages to free ber hands, lowers
herself from tbe window, swims across the creek to
tlic barn, saddles a horse and rides madly for the
sheriff. Meanwhile, the rebels find some liquor In
the house and become boisterous. Watching their
opportunity tbe girls manage to escape and take
refuge In tbe barn. Galloping into town Mrs.
Hart rereads tbe news and starts back on a wild
ride wrth the sheriff and posse. Discovering the
flight of the girls the rebels are reeling out of
tbe house when tbe posse dasb up. Tbe ruffians attempt to escape to the woods, but are shot down
by the enraged cowboys. Returning to the ranch
house tbe boys find Mrs. Hart and ber daughters
clasped

in

ber

husband's

f MONEY
For You

Drinking Cups

In Your Theatre
Install our Health Cup,
penny - in Please
- the - your
slot
machine.
patrons and gather in
their pennies. Children
like to operate it. Will
you to put in water
or this purpose. Do

arms.

BIOGRAPH.
AT THE BASKET PICNIC (Oct. 28).— Dave is
Invited to the Sunday-school basket picnic and calls
for his girl on tbe way out, but In tbe schoolyard
be meets bis bated rival, a well-dressed chap, who
is quite attractive to the village maidens. Dave
excels in one thing over the well dressed chap —
pugilistic qualifications, which he makes use of in
whipping bis rival, but by so doing be disgraces
himself before the pastor and pupils of the school.
Later on, however, Dave Is given a chance to prove
himself
a hero In the eyes of all.
A REAL ESTATE DEAL (Oct. 28).— Two clerks,
who are In love with their employer's daughter,
are given a chance to prove their mettle by the
father. The plan is as follows: The clerk who disposes of a certain piece of property which has been
on their books for a long time, will be considered
tbe daughter's accepted suitor. Off they start, vying with each other in their alluring persuasions to
the several customers who go In search of real
estate. Their strenuous endeavors are the source
of extremely comic situations.
THE MUSKETEERS OF PIG ALLEY (Oct. 31).—
Much is printed from time to time in the newspapers of the workings of the gangsters, but the
public gains but a vague Idea of the actual facts.
Hence this picture production, which does not run
very strong as to plot, is simply intended to show
vividly the doings of the gangster type of people.
Much has been done, and Is still being done, to
wipe out this evil which has long been a menace
to the respectable citizen and this picture shows
the situation as it Is, and the extreme necessity for
radical action on the part of the authorities. While
the theme of the story is decidedly Interesting, it
also serves as a consistent vehicle to present tbe
facts.

Among

the Exhibitors

Fargo, N. D. — A. J. Cavanaugb Is contempatlng
the erection of a picture theater htre.
Annville, Pa. — A theater will be opened In this
city, according to John A. Kramer.
Jacksonvile,
Tex
John F. Morris is constructing
a brick building on Main Street, to be used as a
theatrical and picture show building.
Corsicana, Tex. — M. L. Levine has let the contract to build a structure for a moving picture
house, which will be located on West Fifth Avenue,
near the buisness center of the town.
Cincinnati, Ohio. — The New Liberty Amusement
Company, Cincinnati: operating theaters and moving picture exhibitions; capital, $13,000. Incorporators, Philip Scbmitt, George W. Hill, W. H.
Ford, Fred A. Lamping and Robert Franken.
Nowata, Kan. — The Rex Theater, Nowata. Capital. $2,000. Incorporators. A. A. Sblklett. Metta
Shlklett and George B. Schwabe, all of Nowata.
Chicago, 111. — Triangle Theater Company, Chicago;
$7,000; operote photoplay bouses and theaters and
to sell cigars and confections: H, P. Wavman,
C. E. More.
W. M. Doherty.

ARTHUR
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October
"

Man

V. JOHNSON
and

Director, Lubin

Co.

ist — The Amateur
Iceman
19th — The Sporting Editor
31st— The Heavenly Voice

«\r,s DANTE'S INFERNO

Like new with 250 one sheet lithoa in 5

colors. Devils' costumes. 100 slides
ACME FILM CO. Inc.,130 W. 37th St.,New York
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Special

INDIVIDUAL DRINKINGChicago
CUP CO.
New York City:
226 W. 19th St.

WE RELEASE

904
TWO

Mich.

EVERY

Ave.

WEEK

i, 2, 3, 6 Sheet Posters and Banner
FREE with all Features. See or
write us before booking elsewhere.
TITLE
AND
STYLE
EEELS
Golden Belt — Sensa
2
Blackmail — Drama
3
Saved From the Sea — Sensa... 3
Dangerous Play — Military
3
Charley tive
Colms Spades — Detec- 3
The Torment — Drama
2
Great Mine Disaster — Sensa
2
Flight to Death — Sensa
2
Celebrated Case — Military
2
Last Hour — Drama
2
Scientist's Secret — Drama
2
Charley
Colms
Neck'ace — De- 2
tective
PHOTO

MANY
OTHERS.
LOBBY
DISPLAY

Federal Feature Fihn Supply Co.
4th Floor, Hartford

Bldg.

CHICAGO

POWER'S

No. 6-A

Exchange
your
old you
Power's
six
for new 6-A
cost
$60 dif$60
ference. Edison6-A
"B" stand
machines
with Tower's
and
lamp house complete, $220. We
sell all makes machines, new
and second band,
cheap.
STELZER
BROTHERS.
Lincoln,

MOVING
THEATRE

IU.,

417

Broadway.

PICTURE

FOR SALE IN FLORIDA

Sixty miles from Jacksonville. Owner
can clear from $100.00 to $200.00 per
month. Price $800.00. Only M. P.
theatre there. Population about 7,000.
Biggest bargain possible and genuine.

Palmer's Motion Picture Supplies
229 Third Ave, N.
Nashville, Term.
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Just Listen To Reason
YOU

One

MUST HAVE THE GOODS
TO GET THE MONEY

Sure- Fire

It's the Cleanup Picture.

Winner!
Ask Anybody

The Life of
Buffalo Bill
It Leads the Popularity Pace

The following States are sold, and we refer
you to the purchasers of same as to quality
and money-making possibilities of same.
Wire or write any or all of them.
Louisiana
Arkansas
Mississippi

}

Ohio

1 Phil Bova, 515 Mithoff St., ColumJ
bus, Ohio.
Froney & Bogard, Scott, Ohio.

Indiana
New York

W. I. Swain Show Co., Swain Bldg.,
New Orleans, La.

J J. S. Burnham, Gouverneur, N. Y.
I United Amuse. Co., Cedar Rapids,
J
la.
1 Jos. Gondos,
Gen.
Del., Kansas
City, Mo.

Iowa
Kansas
Missouri
Eastern
Pennsylvania

Amuse. Co., 425 South St.,
Pa.
} ModelPhiladelphia,
F. F. Co., 121 Fourth Ave.,
} Imperial
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Western
Pennsylvania
Wisconsin

G.

Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Mass.
R. I.
Conn.

United F. F. Co., 597 Washington
St., Boston, Mass.

Tennessee

S. T. Potter, Somerville, Tenn.

Washington

W.
McLaughlin,
Wis.

Eau

Claire,

Texas
Oklahoma

") C. F. Perkins, Pasco, Wash.
A. Raschio, Enterprise Film Exch.,
San Antonio, Texas.

California
Arizona

1 O. V. Traggard, 360 Pacific ElecJ
trie Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.

WILL BUY
COMPLETE

YOU
ONE
PRINT OF

Pilgrims Progress
(3500

feet in lour master
and in addition
we will give you

STATE RIGHTS
FREE!
You never heard of such a film bargain in all
your life. Scour Europe and scour America and
you won't find a film to compare with it in staging, in acting, in the hordes of people appearing
in the various scenes, in the fidelity with which
Bunyan's famous book has been reproduced.
There are dozens of so-called " feature films " now
on the market at two to five times what "Pilgrim's Progress " will cost you and not one of them
is in its class! Our price of 15c a foot is absolutely
absurd. You can get your money back in one or
two weeks if you know anything at all about how
to book a master feature ! Even the greenest
man in the business can earn his purchase price
back inside of a month ! Don't wait to write.
We're making the price 15c a foot to make quick
sales. There wont be a state left inside of thirty days!
Wire this instant and
we'll wire you our answer! Remember the
15c a foot includes not
only the complete set
of four reels but absolute protection of your

}

righbaswell! Now

If your territory is not in the above list
wire us your offer for States wanted
A Complete Line of Pictorial Printing

Buffalo
Bill & Pawnee
Bill Film Co.
145 W

45th Street, New

York City

reels)

"Fe*xt ure Films fir Nothing Else"

wire!

145 Wesf45th Street
NEW YORK
CITY
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gressive nominee for governor of the State of New
York.
Review ol tiie Peruvian Troops, The president
of Pem, AagUStO ,: I-'Mnito, reviews the Peruvian
Army from the Government Palace, founded lu
1535 A. U., by Plzarro.
Athletic Meet In London. W. R. Applegartb
breaks the record for the 200-yard dash at the
meeting of the South London Clubs.
Bessie McCoy, The "Varna Y'ama Girl," and
her husband. Richard Harding Davis, at their summer home, Mt. Klsco, New York.

INDEPENDENT
FILM STORIES
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii! iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiii;'

REX.

UNIVERSAL
CRYSTAL.
A PAIR OF FOOLS (Oct. 87).— Pearl Is stopping
at the only hotel In a western town. Jack and
Joe meet her and she dirts with first one and then
the other. Each tries to hide the fact of his
flirtation from the other. Accidentally they both
call on Pearl at the same time, only to find her
very much taken up with Chester, a city drummer.
Jack and Joe throw Chester out of the hotel, and
then leave Pearl, vowing never to see her again,
but each tries to steal a march on the other, and
visits her again, but she will have none of tbem,
having again taken up -with the smart dry
drummer.
THE BLONDE LADY (Oct. 27).— George and
Mabel are In love. Mabel's father Is opposed
to George and his suit. George writes Mabel a
letter, asking her to meet blm at Darling's restaurant. Father gets hold of the letter, and decides to meet George himself, taking with him a
large club. Mabel warns George. George disguises himself as a blonde lady and keeps the appointment. George flirts with father and they dine
together. Father Is very much smitten, and George
steals
father's
Georgewhat
then toruns
father, who doeshat.
not know
makeoutof onit
until he arrives at home, only to find George and
Mabel planning their wedding day. Father raises
a row until George threatens to expose his wild
actions and career In the restaurant, and father
has no other course left open to him than the
giving of the parental blessing.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED WEEKLY, NO. 31 (Oct. 9).— Doings on the Campus. The Sophomores and Freshmen open the season at Columbia College with
their annual Campus Parade and Tug of War, in
which the Freshmen were victors.
Grand Army Parade at Los Angeles. Ten thousand veterans march through the city In honor of
those who fought In the Civil War.
The Ebor Handicap. The Ebor Handicap, with a
purse of $50,000, Is won by an American-bred horse,
"Election."
Terrible Railroad Wreck. Ten persons killed
and more than fifty Injured when the Boston-New
York Express leaves the tracks at Westport, Connecticut.
Bowing Races. The Four-Oar Race of two miles
on the Hudson, is won by the Union Boat Club of
New York.
San Francisco — 1915. The Japanese Commissioners secure site and break ground at San Francisco
for the Pacific-Panama
Exposition.
Balloon Races at Hurllngham. Fifteen balloons
start In the Point to Point Race for the Delnvllle
Cup.
Championship Revolver Shoot. Crack marksmen
meet at Cypress Hills to decide the Pistol Championship of the United States.
Willie Collier, the great American comedian, at
his summer borne, St. James, Long Island.
ANIMATED WEEKLY, NO 32 (Oct. 16).— The
Great Naval Review. Scenes aboard the United
States Battleship Connecticut, during the great
Naval Review — held at New
York, October, 1912.
Archery Contests at New Milden. Interesting
competition at New Milden, England, to decide
the Archery Championship.
Up-in-the-alr with Beatty. Mr. Cornelius Vanderbllt enjoys his first flight In an aeroplane at the
Hempstead Plains Aviation Field, Garden City,
Long Island.
Flower Carnival at Rome. The last flower parade
of the season.
An unusual Procession.
The St. Leger Stakes. The last classic of the
season, won by Mr. August Belmont's "Tracery."
A Bull Moose Candidate.
Oscar Straus, the Pro-

A KENTUCKY FEUD (Oct. 24).— Buck and Jeff,
cousins, are the last two males left In the McCall
clan to continue the feud between the McCalls and
the Buokners. Jeff falls In love with Almyry Buckner, daughter of old Simon Buckner. Buck McCall,
having been In hiding from the sheriff before young
Jeff met Almyry, finally returns to the old home
and learns of Jeff's marriage. He meets a pretty
little child, who says she Is Honey Bee McCall.
He takes a ^rcat liking to her. Through the untiring efforts of I'reachin' Dan, the fend is dropped
and a general reconciliation follows.
THROUGH A HIGHER POWER (Oct. 27).— Antonio, a handsome Mexican, is In love with Estella,
a Mexican maiden, but an attractive American girl
arrives and fickle Antonio Immediately falls In
love with her. Upon learning of this the Mexican
maiden attempts to stab her lover. He overpowers
her and sneerlngly dismisses her. Then In order
to rid himself of her altogether, and to further
lis ends, be steals the money from the strong-box
and accuses her of the theft. She Is sent to prison
for a term of years. He marries the American girl,
who is an adventuress, and one day shortly after
runs away with her American lover, taking all the
money with her. The Mexican maiden, while crossing the prison corridor, beholds Antonio being led
to confinement for a crime committed by him as a
result of his American wife's treachery.

POWERS.
JUST A WOMAN (Oct, 25).— Mamie, a girl of
the underworld, whose only education has been that
of crime, becomes a daring house-breaker and sneceeds In looting many of the apartment houses and
private residences in the suburbs. Completely nonplused, the police are obliged to call in special detectlve service, and a noted sleuth Is assigned to
the ease.
Detective White frequents the haunts of the girl,
finally meeting and ingratiating himself In the role
of a lover. Disguised as one of the habitues of the
dive, he tries for some time to secure damaging
evidence, but Is unsuccessful. In his attentions to
Mamie he arouses the Jealousy of big "Bill," a
notorious crook, whose suspicions are aroused as to
the detective's true calling. Through persistent
shadowing, he finds his suspicions correct and just
as the detective had planned to make a clean haul,
denounces him before the gang and in the hearing of
the girl.
Although thoroughly disillusioned, the girl cannot
forget the one good influence that entered her life,
and as the gang Is about to wreak Its vengeance,
she throws herself upon the gun in the hands of
"Big Bill" and In the struggle, receives the shot
Intended for the detective.
THE SKELETON (Oct. 23).— Doctor TilTon, a
well known professor, orders a skeleton, so that he
can better demonstrate to his students the various
parts of the human anatomy. When the same Is
delivered by the express company, his two children,
Matty and Early, are with him when he unpacks It,
and again the scheming minds of the youngsters devise new plans to further test the patience of their
elders. The incidents leading to the final downfall
of both the skeleton and the children cause many
a hearty laugh, as this time the children suffer
more than the patience of the grown-ups.
THE NEW MESSINA (Oct. 23).— This film shows
the views of this world-famed city and the wonderful strides which the inhabitants have made In
rebuilding the territory which was entirely wiped
out by the great catastrophe of some time ago.
Although mankiud Is weaker than the elements, the
energy and perseverance shown by the people of
this territory Is well worth thinking of.

IMP.
KING,
THE
SMUGGLERS

DETECTIVE,
AND
THE
OPIUM
(Oct. 24).— King, the detective, Is

SHIPWRECKED

sent
are
tl.e
and

to try and capture some opium smugglers that
operating In a seaport town. He arrives at
place and disguises himself in rough clothes
mixes with the fishermen. One day while walking along the shore, King sees two children (a boy
and a girl), fighting. He rushes to separate them
and reaches the children just as a young lady does,
who turns out to be the children's sister. He accompanieswho
tbem home
Jane's
and the bully
is veryand
muchmeets
in love
with father
Jane.
The bully Is jealous of King on first sight and
when King and bully meet at the saloon and dance
hall, the bully starts a fight, but they are separated
by One
the night
crowd. King Is followed by the bully, who
attacks him and knocks him there. The bully
goes after bis gang with the Intention of getting
them to help him do away with King. The boy.
In the meantime has seen the bully run home and
tells his sister. They run to the abed and nnblnd
King and get blm in a row boat and he starts to
row away. In the meantime, the bully and bis
gang discover that King has been released. The
bully's gang desert him and he goes looking for
King alone. He sees him In the row boat, weak
and exhausted, and gets Into another row boat,
catches King and chops a bole In bis boat.
Jane and her brother and sister are afraid to go
home after the liberating of King and see the bully
as be Is on his way to their home. Jane sends the
boy to follow him. The boy bears the bully tell
the father what be bas done to King. The boy
rushes to tell his sister, tbey get a motor boat and
rescue King just as bis boat is about to sink. The
bully and his gang are afterwards arrested as the
opium smugglers, and all ends happily with Jane
in love with King.

NESTOR.
BETTY'S BANDIT (Oct. 21).— Jack Parsons obtains a job with rancher Cole. He tumbles across
Betty one day when she Is being annoye<!
mean Mexican. He punisbes tbe man and takes
Betty
borne.
Later upon
Jack Mexican
is out hunting
when he
stumbles
Pete. forHe "strays"
springs
at tbe
gun
fromastonished
him, but Jack,
is not who
quickwrests
enongbtbeto Mexican's
avoid an
ugly wound from a dagger.
Pete escapes.
Jack picks up the Jeweled handle dagger which
Pete bas dropped, hurries to the nearest habitation,
which is the farmhouse owned by Betty's father.
Betty is taking In the washing, but waits for the
handsome, tired looking boy with a smile on bis
face. He asks for water and she notices the bloody
handkerchief on his arm, makes blm dismount and
assists him to a bench. She ministers to him and
binds protests,
his arm,heand
despite
mother's
her
own
Insists
upon her
going.
Bettyandwalks
with him to his horse and admires the pretty dagger. Jack begs her to accept it and 6be <:■
Not wanting ber mother to think she is forward
she secretes it In her room.
The following day her father brings in a proclamation offering a reward for the capture of tbe
hold-up and mentioning the fact that tbe bandit
had a Jeweled dagger stuck in his belt. Betty feels
the world slipping away from her feet and steals
upstairs to her room. She tan hardly believe tbe
handsome cowboy can be such a bad character,
but bow about the Jeweled dagger? The worthy
farmer, with two assistants, rides out Intent upon
earning the reward. Tbey are successful and come
across the exhausted Mexican, whom they secure
after a short struggle. The farmer takes his prise
to the farm In triumph, sending one of bis men
for the sheriff.
Betty cannot find Jack at the ranch and Is returning disconsolate and In tears, when Jack overtakes her. She begs him to fly, but be cannot see
why be should. She thinks he is hardened and
ungrateful, and rides away; but he follows ber to
the farm, where she Is mystified upon seeing tbe
sheriff, the Mexican and tbe dagger. Jack clears
up the mystery and persuades Betty to show blm
the farmyard, when he contrives to tell ber something Interesting.
THE BORDER PARSON (Oct. 23).— John Meldon
keeps a western
hoteltooandfreely
despite
wifeboysMary's
pleadings,
be drinks
withbistbe
wbo
frequent the hotel. At last she falls sick, and
the new parson, acting upon the doctor's advice,
writes May, their daughter, who Is away at school.
Tbe parson next takes John to task and backed
up by May, who hurries home, succeeds In convincing John that It was his conduct which led to
Mary's nines. The ntgbt of tbe crisis, tbe minister
and doctor are watching beside Mary, while father
and daughter
wait in May's room.
Mary passes

IN ICEBERGS-

3000 FEET

Our latest feature will be ready for shipment in a few days. Only fifteen prints will be distributed to Stateright buyers.
Some good territory still remains open for our great money-getter, "Lights and Shadows of Chinatown."
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RAIDERS £ MEXICAN
BORDER
is the name of our much

talked about

Military Feature

Over 1,000 soldiers. Cavalry.
Artillery and field guns.
The most remarkable feature ever produced.
RELEASED WEEK OF OCT. 20th.
You
are losing money by not booking our feature successes.
SOME OF OUR FEATURES :
"Raiders of the Mexican Border"
"Peril of the Plains"
" Regeneration M
" Redemption "
" Glass Coffin "
=====
ALL 3 REELS =======

Warner's Features
NOW

BEING BOOKED BY THE FOLLOWING OFFICES ONLY
WARNER'S FEATURE FILM CO.

NEW YORK: 145 West 45th Street.
CLEVELAND, O.: Columbia Building.
CHICAGO, ILL.: Dapples Bldg., 167 W. Washington St.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.: Heed Building.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.: Illinois and Maryland Streets.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.: 1149^ Mission Street.
KANSAS CITY, 702 Shubert Bldg.
GAUMONT CO., TORONTO, CANADA.
FEATURE FILM & CALCIUM LIGHT CO.,
125 4th Avenue,
PITTSBURGH, PA.

HEADQUARTERS

145 WEST

ST. LOUIS, MO.: Benoist Building.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.: Northwestern Building.
OMAHA, NEB.: Brandeis Building.
DENVER, COL.: Railroad Building.
ATLANTA, GA.: Rhodes Building.
BUFFALO, N. Y.: 31 Church Street.
GAUMONT CO., WINNIPEG, MAN.
NATIONAL ED. & FEATURE FILM CO.,
Surety Building,
DETROIT, MICH.

Write nearest office for open dates
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A Great Joint

and then some more joints is in this
tank, making it watertight. No loss of
liquid — no damage to -property where
"Corcoran" tanks are installed. See
for yourself.
Send for Price List No. S
For relerence as to Quality consult the following: The Vitagraph Co. of America, The
Independence Moving Pictures Co. of America, The Powers Picture Plays Co., Nestor Co.,
Thanhouser Co., Hex, Champion, Melies, Gaumont, St. Louis Motion Picture Co., Kinemacolor Co. of America, N. Y. Motion Picture Co., Bison, Crystal Film Co., Majestic,
Bolaz, Eclair, Kalem, T. A. Edison Co., British-Am.
Mfg. Co.

A.

J.
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CORCORAN,
STREET,
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the crisis and tbe minister hastens to May's room
to tell father and daughter. As be enters, Jim,
the leader of tbe boys, and an unsuccessful suitor,
comes up tbe stairs to his room. He looks at his
watch and finds it past midnight. The next morning, be tells the boys of the parson entering May's
room early that morning und excites them to drive
tbt parson out of town, but before this can be
i Mud, John appears and makes the necessary explanation, sends Jim to bis business, and
bands May over to the parson, thanking him for
making
blm see the error of his ways.
THE LADY BARBER OF ROARING GULCH
(Oct. 25). — Violet De Ray opens up a barber shop
at Roaring Gulch. Violet not only does a ripping
good business, but she unconsciously has a band
In hurrying along several matrimonial affairs which
have hung fire. This Is notably the case with Si,
who has loved bashfully and at a respectable distance for years.
Is luredhave
Intobeen
Violet's
shop,
and after
bis cbln Hewhiskers
clipped
be

■Ad na tells her she Is a daughter of tbe
Sioux.
Colonel Graham treats with the tribe, offering
to release Gray Eagle If tbey will return to the
reservation. The Indians refuse. As the troops
ride out, Neehla steals to tbe window of Gray
Eagle's cell. He commands ber to go and tell the
braves to fight. He gives her a feather from bis
hair. Neehla obeys. She reaches the Indian camp
In time to prevent their making peace terms, tears
off her riding costume, disclosing ber Indian garb
underneath. She is henceforth all Sioux. Tbe
braves attack the officers and kill a number of
them. The Indians, led by Neehla, attack tbe fort,
capture It and release Gray Eagle. As reinforcements ride up Neehla stands beside Gray Eagle.
Stark comes up and not understanding the situation
runs to Necbla. Gray Eagle fires as Neehla throws
herself between them, and she dies in Stark's arms.

emerges
elated;himandfrom
thissuch
coupled
with M'andy's
desire to protect
evil Influences,
cements
a long drawn out romance.
Marcla Allen Is a flirt. Her pa takes her to
the window, so that she may see her Jack being
patted and petted, after which Marcla is not so coy.
Pa's desire to get Into the lady barber's shop never
consummates, owing to Ma's vigilance, and when
I'll, with malice aforethought, Injures his hand so
that be cannot shave himself. Ma officiates with
disastrous results as far as Pa's beauty and comfort are concerned.
The ladles of Roaring Gulch eventually meet and
decide to oust this Interloper and Innovator. They
swoop down upon her In a body; they look through
the widow and see the minx kissing a gentleman of
Italian extraction. They enter and make themselves very unpleasant and discover that the man
is Violet's husband. Violet is persuaded to leave
and does so In good financial circumstances, and
Bill, the barber's smile returns and he does his
customary
business as of yore.

ROSIE (Oct. 29).— Mary one day finds In ber
fiance's possession a postcard from bis friend Tim
concerning his "Rosie," whom the writer declares
to be a "beaut." In a fit of jealousy Mary gives
her John his engagement ring, and flounces off to a
summer resort to nurse her wounded pride in
solitude.
She finds little of the desired privacy In the gay
hotel, and she seeks it on the ocean waves in a
light canoe. Not being a graduate In navigation,
she comes to grief, and crawls up, wet and much
annoyed, upon an uninhabited island. Tbe first
object she comes upon, lying under an oak tree like
a dropped acorn, Is her John. Mary's annoyance Is
considerably increased when she learns from him
that tbey two are marooned there as hopelessly as
Crusoe. She spurns his offer of his own dry clothing, and tbey agree to meet as little as tbey can.
As night comes on, the cold becomes stronger
than her pride, and she Is glad to creep out from
behind her rock and beg for the comfort of the rejected coat. By morning the aching void wbere her
breakfast should be puts another crimp In her
spirit. Mary gets an object lesson in the high price
of food. They breakfast on a microscopic fish, the
best specimen that the incomplete angler, John,
can lure to bis hook; but not until the mischievous
lover has first secured his payment In kisses from
the famished and exasperated Mary. In view of
the dimensions of the meal the cost of living seems
to Mary unreasonably high.
In short, John Improves the advantage of his
position so thoroughly that by tbe time they are
rescued by a passing doryman and taken back to
the hotel Mary has all but forgotten her rage
against that mean horrid "Rosle." John shows
her to Mary through his spy glasses, dancing Innocently on the waves, her name written in beautiful
giltTHE
lettersTRANSGRESSION
about her stern, OF"ROSIE!"
DEACON JONES

MILANO.
KELLY GOES TO WAR (Oct. 26),— Kelly loved
bis sweetheart and the girl loved Kelly, but her
father wouldn't consent to his daughter marrying
a namby-pamby sort of gentleman. He was a veteran and his son-in-law must bear the scars of
battle and have trophies galore. Kelly went to
enlist, but tbe army didn't want him. Undaunted,
he went to a collector of war junk and be bought
enough equipment to outfit a whole battalion. He
chartered a boat and placing bis formidable armament aboard with the cannon well in front of his
rowlioat started out to win the laurels of the carnage of battle and come home triumphant. But
even a brave soldier must eat, and so when Kelly
started to cook he forgot all about the ammunition
around him. Up went the ammunition and up
went Kelly. But he was wearing tbe talisman of
love and he landed right in the midst of a big
battle. With a whirl that sent the enemy flying
he grabbed a flag. Before tbe routed warriors knew
what he xvas about he made a dash for the ocean,
for Kelly was in a hurry to get back and claim tbe
girl. With as large a collection of trophies as any
militant warrior ever could conceive of, he presented himself
at as
hisa prospective
and claimed
honor
veteran and fatber-ln-law's
his girl. He
won both.

BISON.
HUNTED DOWN (Oct. 22). — John Dayton Is shot
by George Willis In a saloon quarrel. The deed
Is seen by Arllne Marsdon, who gives Willis money
and a marked time table, whereby he escapes and
goes further West. Mrs. Dayton Is determined
to bring the murderer to Justice and engages tbe
services of Craig Burton, a detective. Burton collects the evidence and by means of a pierced ace
of spades, a handkerchief and the marked time
table, he tracks Willis to the edge of tbe desert.
Willishits
is made
aware trail.
of the Hedetective's
presence
and
the desert
Is followed
and
shot by Burton, who revives blm and brings him
back to Justice.
A DAUGHTER
OF THE REDSKINS
(Oct. 26)
A regiment of cavalry surprises tbe Sioux and puts
them to flight. Colonel Graham and others personally attend to tbe wants of the wounded, and
tbe Colonel finds a wounded squaw In one of the
tepees, with a little girl crouched In terror by her
side. The Colonel sends for a canteen, gives the
squaw water and promises to look after the child
after the mother dies. The Colonel takes the child
home, where she is raised. Fifteen years pass
and Neehla. the Indian girl, Is educated at Carlisle,
where slie purchases some beautiful Indian dresses.
She returns to the Colonel's .home and soon becomes
the object of admiration to tbe Lieutenants Stark
ami Lee.
Stark later proposes and is accepted.
Old Chief Gray Eagle, of the Sioux warriors,
lamps the reservation and commits outrages. Colonel
Graham receives orders to ride against tbe Indians
and to punish them. Neehla learns for the first
time that Gray Eagle la her grandfather and blood
begins to tell and ber sympathies turn to her native race.
The Indians attack a small settlement, which is
rescued by the timely arrival of cavalry. Many
Indians are taken prisoners, Including the Implacable
Gray Eagle.
At the fort he comes face to face with

ECLAIR.

(Oct. 31). — Deacon Hiram Jones Is tendered tbe
nomination for Mayor of his town on tbe Purity
League ticket, which has for its platform the establishment of a curfew law and the abolition of
the moving
business.
The deacon's
daughter, Mollie, picture
Is In love
with Dave
Baker, but
the
deacon will not allow her to have anything to do
xvlth him on account of his being In tbe bated
moving
picture business.
A few months before the election, tbe deacon
attends the County Fair, and unknown to blm, a
moving picture concern is taking views In the
Fair grounds. The deacon is attracted by a threeshell game, and getting the fever, places a few beta
on the elusive pea. He is arrested for gambling,
but buys the officer off.
Just before tbe election for Mayor takes place,
Dave, In his service, gets the reel showing the
County Fair scenes. He runs the picture off before
the show commences and sees the good deacon playing the three-shell game. Dave realizes that he
has the deacon where he wants him and sends for
him to come to tbe theater. Tbe deacon does so
and Is horrified on being shown the picture. He
begs Dave not to show it, but without success until
at last Dave offers to compromise with Mollie as
the basis. It Is a bitter pill for tbe deacon to
swallow, hut rather than face the results of the
picture being shown, finally consents, much to the
delight of his daughter and future son-in-law.
A STUDY OF THE FLY (Nov. 1).— This film
discovers the dangerous little Insects swarming
about tbe dead and decomposing body of a bog.
There the fly Is seen feasting on foul flesh and
then crawling under this carrion body to lay Its
eggs. We are shown the generation of Its larvae
into life and the peculiar phenomena which it has
of decaying flesh that It may obtain Its nourishment. Then, as maggots, which Is their common
term, they are shown crawling into the decayed
recesses of the flesh, there to remain till they
break their shell and Issue forth as flies.
THE MENDER, THE PIPE AND THE VASE
(Nov. 1). — Gontran has a model wife. His wishes
are hers and her wishes are his. "Ah! If I only
bad a good pipe." "Oh! If I only had a pretty
vase." She loves flowers and he likes to smoke a
good
The pipe.
following day Mr. Gontran surprises bis wife
by giving her a vase, while she gives blm a pipe.
Later Mrs. Gontran complains that he Is trying to
smoke her out and she throws the- pipe out of the
window. Mr. Gontran finds that his wife Is trying
to crowd him out with her flower mania and throws
tbe vase out of the window.
Pipe and vase come

crashing at the feet of a porcelain mender, who la
passing on the street. He mends the broken articles. Mr. and Mrs. Gontran regret, however, their
hasty action. The mender brings tbe mended pipe
and vase up and becomes a medium for reconciliation. Mr. Gontran presents bis wife with the vaae
and Mrs. Gontran offers ber husband the pipe, and
the mender has mended their shattered Joys.

CHAMPION.
THY WILL BE DONE (Oct. 21).— Bob Shirley,
who is in want, Is befriended by Joe Morgan and
his eleven-year-old daughter, Gertie. Bob later becomes Morgan's partner, and one day while they
are out prospecting, Morgan Is killed. His dying
words to Bob were to take care of his little girl.
Bob strikes a rlcb claim and senda Gertie to an
Eastern school.
Five years later Bob goes to live with his ward
In the East. He Is secretly in love with her, but
upon reaching the city be finds that she la In love
with a young man named Foster. Bob gives hit
consent to the marriage.
After three years of married life, Foster pays
attention to a designing woman. Bob reprimand!
him for bis actions, and one night be arrives at
Foster's borne just in time to prevent blm from
doing bodily barm to bis wife. In bis endeavor to
escape be falls down tbe fire-escape and la killed.
Gertie Is filled with grief and again turns to ber
guardian for protection.

GEM.

WOMAN IN WHITE (Oct. 22).— This two-reel
subject by tbe Gem Company was given an extended review by Mr. Louis Reeves Harrison on
page 225 of our last week's issue.

VICTOR.
THE ANGEL OF THE STUDIO (Oct. 25).— Little
Roxle Is a worshiper of artists, and la particularly
Interested In two of them occupying offices In the
building, one by the name of Duncan Andrews, because be Is successful, tbe other Charles Moss, because he is unfortunate, due to bis dissipation.
When Moss apprises Roxle of tbe fact that his
rich uncle Is going to pay him a visit the following afternoon and that he Is dejected because be
can only show a poorly equipped studio, she tells
bim that she will manage to have Andrews out at
the time his uncle is due and that be can show
him Andrews' lavishly furnished studio. Tbe Idea
appeals to Moss, and he receives his avuncular
relative In Andrews' studio.
While Moss Is entertaining bis uncle. Roxle meets
Andrews, who has returned to get at the bottom
of things.
She where
takes him
Moss' everything
miserably furnished studio,
she Into
explains
to
him. He agrees to aid ber in anything and goes
to the perturbed Moss and shakes bis band as
though he were a dear friend.
When Moss' uncle asks to let him see how ha
works, Roxle again helps blm out by posing for
him. While she Is arraying herself one of Andrews'
models appears. Moss and the model become faacl«nated at once, and while she is away donning a
Grecian costume, Roxle appears and mounts the
dais. Her appearance mortifies Moss, wbo orders
ber off and places the model thereon.
The uncle takes his departure and tells his
nephew that as be is going very nicely, be needs
no help. Moss gets furiously angry at Roxle, but
his madness is soon cooled down by tbe check for
$5,000 which tbe avuncular relative bad given to
Roxle with Instructions to give It to Moss as soon
as he bad gone. This pacifies Moss, who gains
Andrews' permission to take the model down to
his own studio to paint her portrait. And poor
Roxle's reward for ber kindness Is to watch the
two go Into tbe studio and shut the door In ber
face.

FILM

SUPPLY

COMPANY

RELIANCE.
THE TRIALS OF FAITH (Nov. 2).— Tbe Aliens
have a pretty daughter, Prlscllla, whom they are
very anxious to see married to John Wlnthrop,
tbe finest lad in old Plymouth town. The parents
of the young people arrange for the match, and
all would have gone well, but on the day that the
papers were to have been signed and tbe engagement entered Into, Faith, a poor relation of tbe
Aliens, arrived from England. John loses bis heart
to Faith and she returns bis affection.
This does not make Faith any too much of a
favorite at the Aliens and Prlscllla's treatment
of tbe stranger Is particularly harsh. One day
In tbe woods, Faith Is kind to an Indian. In turn
he teaches her the value of the herbs and the healing qualities of the various plants. A little child
is taken ill in Plymouth town and Faith, with her
knowledge of woodland remedies, cures blm. She
Is called upon to attend others and she doea
everything so well that Prlscllla sees a chance
for her revenge. She spreads the Information
throughout the town that Faith must be a witch,
else how Is she able to affect such marvellous
cures. The governor has Faith arrested and tbe
girl Is condemned to be hung. John, In despair,
goes to the Indians and secures their help.
At tbe
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last minute — Just as tlie Are Ib about to be npplled — be dashes In with bis Indian followers and
snatches
the girl from the very arm
of death.
MEN WHO DARE (Oct. 30).— Ceorge Mortimer
steals money from the bank In which be Is employed, Is arrested and sentenced to ten years' Imprisonment. Ruth, his wife, pays him frequent
visits. At the prison factory, under the old dortor's regime, whether a convict Is well or not, be
Is pat to work. Ceorge, who Is not very strong,
Is examined by Dr. Randolph, the new prison doctor,
and Is found to lie untlt for the labor. He Is scut
to the prison hospital. This move on the part of
the new doctor Invokes the animosity of the warden
In charge of Mortimer, and be writes Ruth that
she will not be permitted to see her husband again.
The girl cornea at once to the prison and asks the
warden how ber husband la. lie replies that be is
well and happy. Bill just at this mom
Is brought In from the hospital. She hears her
husband speak In very favorable terms of the new
doctor and she determines to follow him home that
ulght.
lie' prison factory foreman sees ber with the
doctor and brings the news to the warden. They
plan to have the doctor removed and to get a sworn
statement from Ruth to the effect that she had
been at the doctor's home. This she at first refuses to do. but seeing how cruelly they treat a
dying convict, and fearing that her husband will
promises, A host of
reporters are brought in to hear the woman's story.
As she Is beginning to tell It George comes out
just in time to hear how his wife accuses the
doctor. He denounces ber accusations and tells the
lage how good the doctor has been to him.
After bis passionate defence of the doctor, George
falls dead. The reporters force the warden to resign, showing him no mercy for his fiendish act,
wlille the doctor gently leads the prostrated widow
a way.

GAUMONT.
GAUMONT WEEKLY NO. 32 (Oct. 16).— Racing
Around Paris. Annual foot race brings out many
contestants.
Raising the Nantucket. Steamer which recently
met disaster at Baltimore Is brought to the surface.
High School 12:. Years Old. Emerson Institution
In Brooklyn, celebrates century and a quarter of
progress.
The Czar and Imperial Family. They appear at
the centennary celebration of the Battle of Borodino
at Moscow.
Annette Kellerinan up a Tree. Views of the
famous (living venus at her country home, near
Baltimore.
A Texas Smash-up. Twenty-two cars go over an
embankment
at Calvert,
that state.
N. V. hire Department Gives Exhibition. Rapid
and efficient work by Maine lighters In metropolis.
Building emptied of 2000 employees in four minutes,
lire drill at U. S. Naval Academy.
Annapolis,
Ml
La Promenade des Toilettes. French modistes
give us first examples of coats and front sheathed
gowns.
The Army hat and how Paris is adopting it.
Governor's
Day at Governor
the Brockton
New annual
England city receives
FossFair.
at Its
agricultural exposition.
1 his is not Roosevelt. But John M. Keyes giving
a moving picture cartoon of third term candidate.
A COUNTRY SCANDAL (Oct. 22).— The happy
Parisian household of an officer in the treasury department is more or less deranged by his promotion
to the governorship of a small country province.
He and bis wife, although pleased at the advance,
dislike very much the isolation from their good
boulevards. His wife, beautiful and vivacious, creates a decided Impression upon the gentlemen in
the town of their new residence. The Parlsienne,
while without any Intention of flirting, cannot help
it, because of the fact of her charms making a
very good eye-full for the beauty lovers among the
rurals. The matrons are much scandalized and all
almost gossip their middle-aged lives away over the
entirely Innocent doings of the governor's lady.
In desperation at the continued thralldom of their
husbands, they write a letter to the head of the
treasury department in Paris, telling him that a
great scandal Is disturbing the peace of their city,
and ask that he Investigate. An Inspector is sent,
who himself BUCCUmbS to the charms of the Parlsienne. The Inspector has a tendency to inspect too
minutely and he gives a very striking Imitation of
a man making love to another man's wife. The
Parlsienne angrily repudiates his advances and be
Is more or less orally ejected from the house. He
Is not a bad fellow at heart, however, and not resenting his discomfiture, be decides to do the exiles
a good turn. He realizes that they are uncomfortable in their suburban situation and pine for their
gayer city. He recommends the regime of the
governor to his employer so highly that the latter
Is recalled to Paris to a position superior.
LOVE (Oct. 24). — I.ove shows the harrowing experience of a literary -gentleman when one of bis
productions tells those who have "passed 16" to
cheer up. that the sun of love Is about to rise for
tbers. It takes three letter carriers to carry the
mash-notes he receives. He keeps an appointment
with a lady who signs herself "past si
When he gets there, there are about thirty ladles
of the maiden state who look as though they had
passed sixteen at a dead gallop and look ns though
they had left it twenty years behind.
The
dlsap

[minted author seeks to lose bis admirers, who, with
pertinacity worthy of the love of angels, pursue him
In a merry chOM of the usual French destruetlveness and hilarity. He Anally escapes them and resolves henceforth he will devote his literary talents
to writing booklets for a dill pickle factory, and
essays on the frankfurter.
CALINO MARRIES A SUFFRAGETTE (Oct. 24).
— i liis story tells of a gentleman struck by the

The finder knew to whom the pocketbook belonged,
but decided not to return it until after the note was
due, for he wanted tbe girl to marry blm and he
knew It was the only way to win her.
But
he reckoned
without
Mary's
goat.
The
Intelligent animal delivered
Mary
from
ber trying
n and sent tbe wicked old storekeeper from
the little home.
PUT YOURSELF
IN HIS PLACE
(2 reels) (Oct.

strong
which bad Inspired
a woman's
rights
article mind
In a newspaper.
He Is married
to ber,
or
she Is married to blm, according to the way you
look at It, and thereupon he enters upon a domestic reign of terror. She puts him through a
course of sprouts, Including physical training,
wrestling with kitchen utensils, booking friend
wife up the back. etc. He finally turns like the
proverbial worm, and shows that It Is man's place In
the universe to wear trousers, and in tbe last scenes
be bas friend wife eating out of bis band and
giving the paw.
A DOMESTIC TREASURE (Oct. 29).— A professional pianist Is beloved by a young man whose
- believe that a wife should be of tbe good,
old fashioned variety, who can prepare Hungarian
goulash or make a featber bed, and are strongly
opinionated against women who live by art alone.
To prove that bis choice is a housekeeper of tbe
first water, lie Induces her to accept a position of
slavey In his parents home. Here, by catering to
their stomachs and comforts generally, she endears herself completely to the hearts of the old
folks. Tbe plot Is finally revealed with blessings
all around. The couple have so many children who
are so musical that tbe family becomes a veritable
domestic symphony.

29). — On page 226 of our Usue dsted
Octoi ■
a full and descriptive story of this subject, as reviewed by Louis
Reeves
Harrison,
can be found.
THE LITTLE GIRL NEXT DOOR (Nov. 1 —
Randall and Ruth Foster were little tots.
The two children lived side by side on one of the
fashionable streets in New York City. One day
Helen and ber parents were starting for the park
when tbe little one suggested that tbey Invite Ruth
to go with them. Tbe idea pleased tbem all, and
as for Ruth, sbe was In an ecstacy of delight. She

THE GORGES OF ALBUQUERQUE (Oct. 29).—
This is a scenic picture of nature in her wilder
moods.
ZOOLOGICAL SPECIMENS OF THE POND (Oct.
31). — This is a scientific exposition of how the
under-water world lives, showing the family affairs
of tbe denizens of tbe aquatic world. It shows how
they have to fight their way through legions of
hungry enemies, bow they make and wear armor
that will render them teeth-proof, how these watery
deeps are even more lawless than tbe streets of
New York.
BRUGES, THE VENICE OF THE NORTH (Oct.
31). — This film treats of the Island city whose
pretty canals and deep azure of its skies, rival tbe
queen of the Mediterranean.

THANHOUSER.
THE WOMAN IN WHITE (Oct. 20).— A full and
descriptive review, dealing with this two-reel subissue. ject can be found In another part of this week's
TAKING CARE OF BABY (Oct. 27).— The small
boy was sneaking out of his home when halted by
the familiar cry. "I want you to take care of tbe
baby." The boy and tbe girl went down the street
together and into the park. Some hours later they
returned, and tbe brother was loud in his praise
of the goodness of little sister.
Luckily for mama, she never knew what really
happened in the park. The boy never knew either,
and tbe baby didn't tell. Tbe boy wheeled the
baby sedately enougji until he met some of his
chums playing marbles. He accepted an Invitation
to Join them in the game, shoved the goeart to one
side, and boylike, never thought of the baby again
until it was time to go home. Then, as she was
asleep in tbe goeart, he simply started off with her.
While his attention was distracted the baby
crawled out of her carriage, and this is what sbe
did. She crossed a road, and was nearly run down
by a whizzing auto; she robbed some birds of a
dirty crust of bread and ate it, although mother
had a hatred of germs and watched ber diet carefully; sbe was just falling into a lake when a woman saved her; was nearly mashed flat by a piano
that fell from a high window into which it was
being hauled, and ended her adventures with a
thrilling dynamite explosion of which sbe was the
star. Then weary and frightened, she went back
to ber goeart, and It was not a bit surprising that
she slept calmly.
MARYS GOAT (Oct. 27).— John Green's fortune
little by little ebbed away until at last he was
forced to mortgage his home. Times did not get
better for him. and finally be was told by tbe
bolder of the mortgage that unless be paid tbe
principal at once be would lose bis home.
The town's banker would not advance blm money,
neither would any of his friends. Despair had already seized bim when be stepped Into tbe little
country store owned by William Warren, a crusty
old bachelor, who was the last person in tbe
world he would have asked to help him. But the
old store-keeper actually volunteered to loan tbe
amount needed, but be exacted one condition, which
was that unless the note was paid at a "certain
time John Green's daughter would have to marry
blm. The pretty young girl did not view this
condition with favor, but sbe and her father
both felt confident that they could meet the note
at maturity, so this curious condition was embodied In the note and the girl signed it.
The day the note was due, John Green went to
the bank and drew out the amount necessary to
pay the storekeeper. But on his way home be lost
lii> pocketbook
aud
the old storekeeper
fouud
it.

skipped mobile,
down
steps(a into
tbe Randall's
autoand hertbe
father
widower),
watch!
as the machine whizzed off, realized more than ever
the little treasure be possessed.
At the park the two children got into a boat unobserved by tbeir elders and drifted into the lake.
In total ignorance of tbeir peril they frolicked
about the flimsy craft until it suddenly capsized
and two little figures were hanging to tbe gunwale.
Randall swam out to tbe boat. Even bis love for
bis child made him hesitate to take ber to the shore
first until the little Ruth assured him sbe wsa
safe, that sbe would stay on tbe boat until be returned.
But when he returned, and with him her
frightened father, the little form that they brought
to land was still, tbe child bad slipped from the
safety.
boat and drowned while he brought his own child to
The loss of his little girl made Foster almost
frantic, and he became as vindicative an enemy to
Randall as be had been a friend. A power in Wall
Street, step by step he smashed the latter back in
tbe merciless warfare of tbe street, until Randall,
innocent of wrong though be was, stood on tbe brink
of ruin.
But when all hope was gone, when he had
brought himself to looking upon a life of poverty
with tbe resignation born of necessity, his daughter
took the matter into her own hands and Jobn
Foster, wealthy financier and lonely man, learned
the lesson of forgiveness.

SOLAX.
MAKING AN AMERICAN CITIZEN (Oct. 30).—
usband and wife, belonging to the most ignorant and lowest class of peasantry, emigrate to
tbe United States. On landing in New York, the
husband loads a huge bundle on back of bis wife,
and carrying nothing but a rough walking-stick
himself, starts to pass through the Battery, walking behind bis wife. Soon a crowd gathers around
tbem, some laughing. Jeering, others Indignant and
threatening, until suddenly a huge American pusbea
his way through the crowd, stops the wife, takes
tbe bundle off her back, lays his hand on the shoulder of tbe husband, bending him nearly double,
jilcks up the bundle, places it on bis back, and
orders him to march on.
This is the husband's first lesson In Americanism.
Other lessons follow. In which the husband is
taught, with an emphasis he cannot doubt, Amerl-«,
can ways and manners, until after be has been srrested and sent to jail for beating his wife, be
becomes thoroughly convinced that old world methods will not do in this strange new world and
decides to become an American in spirit and in
manners.
AT THE PHONE (Nov. 1).— Mr. Dean, a wealthy
broker, at the hospital awaits with nervous expectancy the results of an operation on his wife.
With impatience he paces up and down the wardroom, and finally In order to fill In the untenable
space he decides to call up his "kiddles" and gain
solace in a few moments' talk with them. When
central gives him tbe connection he hears first to
his bewilderment, and then to his utter dismay
and unrestraiuable excitement, two strange voices
saying, "Well. If the kids make a holler, we'll
shut 'em up for good, eh?
This safe will be easy."
Dean doesn't know whether to stay at the hospital and wait to bear the result of the operation,
or run to the rescue of bis little ones. He is abont
to rush out of tbe ward, when the doctors come
ba.k bearing his wife. Tbey notice his wild excitement, and by force keep him out of her way.
Tbe strain is too great for Dean. He falls in a
dead
faint.
At the house before Mr. Dean bad called, the
nurse, in a rush to receive and burry away with
her beau, forgets about hanging up the receiver,
after talking to the butcher. The burglars enter,
go through the house and decide that tbey will not
hurt the sleeping children, so long as they slept —
but in discussing their plans in the library near
the safe and open 'phone — which central vainly tried
to have closed — tbey are overheard by tbe anxious
Mr. Dean.
Tbe burglars are surprised at tbeir work by a
wideawake policeman and the children are saved
and brought to the side of their mother. When Mr.
Dean is revived he starts for the 'phone to telephone the police to save his children, but to bis
amazement and delight, be sees tbem in tbe arms
Of his dear wife.
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MAJESTIC.

THE THEE IMP (Oct. 27).— Hex, a rich young
man, grows sick unto death of being ran after, ami
escapes to the woods, where be comfortably settles
under a big tree. An Irresistible Imp In the
branches above mischievously tosses an apple Into
his lap. lie Invites her down, and scorning liis
proffered band she Jumps lightly to the ground,
bugging her book and apples. They become great
friends. The next day he chances to con*
the farm cottage where she lives alone with her
grandmother, and the delighted Imp Invites him
for a glass of lemonade. The two are surprised
by Miss (Jay (one of the many determined to
catch him) who looks the Imp over jealously and
carries the reluctant Ilex away. Jealousy springs
Dp In from
the Imp's
heart.OneAs day
for the
Rex,imphe rescues
cannot keep
away
the imp.
Miss
Gay, who has toppled Into the water, liut when
Rex carries Miss Gay back to the hotel the other
ladles stare so scornfully at the Imp's meager
apparel and her glorious hair which hangs about her
shoulders like a balo, that she runs abruptly away,
dropping Miss Gay's hat. Rex hastens after and
finds her mournfully holding out her skirts. He
takes her hand, but seeing something in bis eyes
she runs away frightened. She begs grandma to
buy her a pretty dress and when grandma flatly
refuses she drops in a sobbing heap. Then seized
with an inspiration she rushes to the attic and
fishes an old fashioned evening dress of her mother's
from a trunk. Gleefully donning it and doing her
hair up In Imitation of the hotel style, she strolls
down before the hotel. Miss Gay and several
others poke fun at her. She whirls upon them and
in blldlng rage lays them low, declaring that at
least her hair is ber own. Rex has overheard,
gives the ladles a withering glance and pursues
the imp, finding her sobbing against a tree. He
tells her that he loves her "In any old clothes."
Later, the hotel boy gives the ladles a note, saying
"The imp and I are to be married — Rex."
A WOMAN ALONE (Oct. 29).— Mabel Weston
falls in love with a dashing young stock broker, to
whom her father takes a dislike. She marries him
in spite of her father, who tells her to choose between her father and her lover. A constant gambler on the stock market, her husband finally loses
his last dollar and commands Mabel to go to ber
father and borrow some money. She goes, and Is
refused the loan. She tells ber husband that her
father will not help them, and he rushes from the
room In despair. Meanwhile, the father reconsiders
his act and goes to bis daughter's home with the
money. Just as he is handing it to her a shot
is heard and they discover that the husband has
committed suicide.
Mabel starts out to support herself as a stenographer and leads a very lonely and miserable
existence, due to the rude advances made by ber
employer. A young lawyer In an adjoining office
makes her acquaintance by means of a bunch of
violets. He watches Mabel constantly from his
office window and one day sees her employer forcing his attentions on her. He arrives upon the
scene just in time to administer a good thrashing
to the employer and persuades Mabel that she need
no longer be a woman alone.

MUTUAL

FILM CORPORATION.
BRONCHO

THE STORY OF THE SAVAGE MODOC MINE
(Oct. 23). — After-dinner speeches are being made,
and the toastmaster calls upon a man named Allen,
who, while apparently young in years, has snowwhite hair, and he tells how his hair turned white
In one night. As he speaks the scenes he describes
are shown in the film.
John Allen, bis father, joined the gold rash with
a partner. After many hardships they finally located a good claim and worked it, securing gold
beyond their wildest dreams. The partner went
hunting one day and was killed by Indians, and
Allen received the news from a trapper who found
the body. Saddened, he resolved to come home, and
sent a letter to his wife and son that he would join
them In a few months. The mine caved in and
burled him alive. Allen heard no further word
from his father, and as time elapsed his mother
died. Alone In the world he went West to search
for his father, and one night as he sat alone at
bis camp fire a vision of the dead man appeared.
The next day his hair had turned white. The
spirit of his father guided him to the mine, where
be secured assistance and dug out the dead man.
This scene is very cleverly shown taken from the
interior, and showing the picks and shovels breaking through, permitting ever widening rays of light
to lighten up the Inside of the mine.
HOW SHORTY KEPT HIS WORD (Oct. 30).—
Jim Burns, a young lawyer, defends "Shorty," ascused of moonshlniug. In a great courtroom scene
he secures the acquittal of bis client, and wins his
gratitude.
Burns' sweetheart,
visit to a neighboring
town and Ktbel,
comes goes
back on
in aa
stage coach. Burns goes to meet her, and on the
way his horse shies at a rattle-snake. Jim draws
his revolver and shoots the reptile, continuing on
the way.
Powers, a government
detective, Is sent to the
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district to secure evidence against the moonshiners,
and rides In the same coach with BtbeL His unwelcome attentions are resented by Ethel, and when
she meets Jim she tells him of the Insults. Jim
promptly kuoeks the detective down, and friends
prevent any
"Shorty"
seeskilled
the
detective
and further
recognizestrouble.
bim as the
man who
his brother
In trying to
arrest
him, her
andhands
"Shorty"
has
sworn vengeance.
Ethel
washes
at a
well and Jim goes to bring her a towel. In his
absence the detective appears and tries to apologize. "Shorty," concealed by a bush, fires and
kills
detective,
whoasfalls
at Ethel's
feet.
rushestheback
as well
others
attracted
by Jim
the
shot, and all, Including the girl, believe that Jim
has done the shooting. He Is arrested and tried for
murder.
"Shorty" in making his escape is dangerously Injured by his horse falling upon him. His partner
carries bim to his cabin and sends for a doctor,
who calls frequently on his patient. One day the
doctor lays down a newspaper, which contains glaring headlines condition,
of the murder
trial.to "Shorty"
his weakened
determines
save Burns,in
and fighting back tbe doctor who seeks to detain
him, be leaps on a horse and gallops to the courthouse, where be absolves Jim.

KEYSTONE
THE GROCERY CLERKS ROMANCE (Oct. 28).—
The grocery clerk's sympathies are aroused by the
sight of hard-working Mrs. Brown, whose shiftless
husband sits around and smokes, and spends his
time at the saloon. The clerk wins Mrs. Brown's
gratitude by doing tbe washing for her, and taking
care of tbe chores around the house. Brown saunters out to the woods and comes upon three conspirators, who accuse him of being a spy and decide to kill him. Brown is tied to a tree stump,
a charge of dynamite is placed under him, a fuse
attached and lit, and Brown is saying bis prayers
when his little son finds him. The boy rushes home
with the news, and the clerk does all In his power
to prevent the rescue party reaching Brown in time.
In bis frantic struggles Brown frees himself and
makes his escape just as the explosion takes place
and the rescuers arrive. All believe bim dead, and
the grocery clerk Immediately proposes to Mrs.
Brown and she accepts him. They lose no time
In getting a minister and the ceremony is about
to proceed when Brown, who has gone to tbe village saloon to steady his shattered nerves, is Informed that his wife Is marrying the grocery clerk.
He dashes to the scene and prevents the wedding,
chases the clerk away and takes his unwilling
spouse borne — to work — again.
AT CONEY ISLAND (Oct. 28).— The Boob takes
his girl to Coney Island, where she Arts with a
married man and eludes the Boob. They visit all
the amusement devices, and many comical scenes
are shown as the Boob tries to get his sweetheart
back again. Tbey finally land in a ballroom, where
the clumsy and heavy-footed Boob is pushed aside
for the light-footed rival. His little son, however,
has been on bis trail and brings bis mother to the
scene, where she asserts herself In a positive manner and leads her erring husband away by the
ear. The girl, weeping and regretful, throws herself into the arms of tbe happy Boob.

AMONG

THE

EXHIBITORS.

OAKLAND, CAL.— The New Alamda Theatre is
rapidly approaching completion. It is being built
for the California Amusement Company.
PITTSBURG, KAN. — A deal was consummated recently whereby the management of tbe Palace and
Electric Theaters was changed. Hal Horton disposed of his interest in the Electric Theater to
W. H. Daly and Ed. Frazier, and sold an interest
In the Palace to his brother Ernest, wbo now runs
one-half of the show. W. H. Daly has assumed
the management of tbe Electric.
BOYERTOWN, PA. — A new moving picture theater will be erected by Wm. J. Schaeffer here and
Its dimensions will be 45 by 100 feet.
TOLEDO, OHIO.— The Exclusive Film Co., of Toledo, capital stock $10,000, has been Incorporated
by Rupert Holland, J. F. Stepp and others.
CINCINNATI, OHIO. — A contract has been let
for a motion picture theater at the northeast corner of Main and Webster Streets.
CINCINNATI, OHIO.— A contract has been let for
a new theater on the west side of Walnut Street,
south of Sixth Avenue.
RIDGEWOOD, N. Y. — A contract has been let
for a new theater In this city. Located at the corner of Green Street and Covert Avenue, by the
Ridgewood
Amusement Company.
SHENANDOAH, PA.— The contract has been let.
for the Arcade Theater, a new theater in this city.
BINGHAMTON, N. Y.— The contract has been let
for a new moving picture theater to cost $15,000.
BUFFALO, N. Y. — A contract has been let for a
new moving picture theater on Main Street and
Fillmore Avenue.
ALTOONA, PA. — A contract has been let for extensive alterations on the Pastime Theater on
Eleventh Avenue, near Fifteenth Street.
DAVENPORT,
IOWA
J. B. Balluff will open a
picture theater.
WEST ALLIS, WIS. — The Allls Amusement Company, Incorporated, capital $4,000. Incorporators,
Ray Anderson, A. E. Bateson, E. E. Cotancb.

Chicago. 111. — A contract lias been let for a theater building for the Metropolitan Amusement Co.
Avenue.
it will be erected on Madison, near I'orty-fourtb
Grand Rapids, Wis. — A contract has been let for
tbe new Ideal Theater, A. F. Blllmeyer, ar<
Moline, 111 — A contract has been let for the erection of a new theater for Itufus Walker. Location
1(111 Fifth Avenue.
Cost $12,000.
La Salle, 111. — A new moving picture theater will
be opened on First Street, between Jollet and Marquette Streets. Peter Mackiney and Tbos. Whitfield, managers.
Cincinnati, 0. — A contract baa been let for the
erection of a new moving picture theater at 20 E.
McMlcken Avenue.
Sterling, 111.— Earl Scott will open a new theater
In the city of Moline.
Chicago, 111. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a new theater. Cost $16,000. D. S. Psnteeost. architect.
Chicago, 111. — Bids are being received for a new
theater building to be erected on Western Avenue
and Berlin Street
Cincinnati, Ohio. — Dr. Edward Bebymer is building, at 3848 Eastern Avenue, a concrete and brick
picture theater.
The cost will run up to $7,000.
Green Bay, Wis. — A contract has been let for the
construction of a new theater for Henry Goldman,
on Washington Street.
Los Angeles, Cal. — A contract has been let for
the erection of a new moving picture theater at toe
corner of No. Broadway and Workman Streets, for
tbe Globe Amusement Co.
Greenwood, Miss. — A contract has been let tor
the erection of an opera bouse In this city, costing
Chicago, 111. — Bids are being received for a new
$20,000.
theater building for tbe No. Shore Investment Co.
C. W. and Geo. L. Rapp, architects.
Menominee, Mich. — A contract has been let for
the erection of a new motion picture house here.
Harry Cobodas of Houghton, manager.
Newark, N. J. — A contract has been let for aa
addition to the moving picture theater at 990 So.
Orangement Co.Avenue, which Is owned by the Hope AmusePhiladelphia, Pa. — A contract has been let for a
large vaudeville and moving picture bouse at Richmond & Clearfield Streets, McCartney & Redmond
owners.
Cost $50,000.
city.
Chattanooga, Tenn. — T. C. Thompson aad F. B.
Holt will open a new moving picture house in this
Manson, la. — Amos Johnson sold his motion picture theater here to Frank Pool and W. A Norman.
Silver City, la. — E. B. DeWolf will conduct a
motion picture theater here.
Vail, la. — Magll & Maloney will conduct a motion picture theater here.
Nickerson, Kan. — John Beck bought a motion picture theater.
Bogalusa, La. — R. Blanchard will erect a $4,000
motion picture theater.
Finley, No. Dak. — Ball & Long have opened a
motion picture theater.
Milwaukee, Wis. — The Milwaukee Film Exchange
Incorporated, capital $15,000; Incorporators: RootWhite, Oscar H Jacobs, Fred J. Murpble.
New York, N. Y. — A contract has been let for
the erection of the John Cott's new Boston theater,
to be located on Columbus Avenue
Montclair, N. J. — A contract has been let for tbe
erection of a new theater In this city. It will be
erected at tbe corner of Bloomfield Avenue and
Valley Road.
Cincinnati, 0. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a moving picture theater In Hyde Park.
Will be located on the No. side of Erie Avenue.
Brooklyn, N. Y. — Jno. Mason Is to erect a moving
picture theater on the S. E. corner of Flatbnsh and
Bedford Avennes.
Indianapolis, Ind. — Tbe Hamilton Amusement Co.
will build a new moving picture theater at 2116 B.
Tenth Street.
New London, la. — Leonard Wallar will have a
new moving plcutre theater in this city.
Chicago, Til. — National Moving Picture Manufacturing Company, Chicago: capital $5,000; manufacturing and dealing In moving pictures, machinery,
and accessories; incorporators: Archibald McEellar,
Henry Eckhardt, Frederick H. Kay.
Racine, Wis
Tbe Gem
Moving Picture Theater
became tbe property of C. W. Christlanson. who
purchased
from for
C. J.repairs.
Smith recently. The theater is now It closed
Cincinnati. 0. — A motion picture theater, to contain about 50 seast, will be built at 18 and 20 East
McMicken Avenue. Tbe owners of the property,
being anxious to lose very little time in getting tbe
work started, commenced securing estimates through
Architects Rapp, Zettel & Rapp before tbe specifications were actually finished. The improvement will
he 41.5 by 120 feet, and will be of fireproof construction. Peter Schorr Is one of the Interested
persons.
LOS ANGELES, CAL. — Plans are drawn for a twostory nue,brick
building to
be erected
on Moneta Avenear Slxtv-first
Street,
for J. Hadnet.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.— Tbe Globe Amusement
Company will open the doors of tbe Globe Theater,
No. 3 Sunset Boulevard, near Echo Park, to cost
ASTORIA,
ILL.— Jesse
Mercer& has
sold his pic$30,000.
ture theater business
to Klegg
Shlpman.
WAHRENSBURG, MO.— Mr. Bruce, owner of the
Snow
White Picture
Show, has sold out to the
Yale Amusement
Company.
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Look at These

Bargains

Tip top features at a sacrifice, rock bottom prices for sure-fire money makers
Get on the Band Wagon while the Music is playing

TWO

OF

THE

GREATEST

EUROPEAN

IMPORTATIONS

Homer's Odyssey Helios "Dante's Inferno"
(Three Reels)

Nevada
Arizona
New Mexico
Nebraska
North Dakota
South Dakota
Alberta
Saskatchewan

$800

I} $1,000
$700
$700
$550
$900
ut of slides.
two thousand
printing
in

One

of film

$300

V

$300

Quebec
Maritime Prov.
Ontario

V

$300

Included with each sale

(five

above prices

reels) licensed

Two and Three Reel Features
Northern Feature Film Exchange
405 Schiller Bldg.

HIGH
CLASS
FEATURE
PICTURES WANTED
for first class theatre seating fifteen hundred.
Write for open dates to Will H. Bryant.
GRAND
OPERA
HOUSE, Terra Haute,
Ind.

Chicaro

exclusive:

For bookings Gypsy Blood, The
Traitress, The Course of True Love,
and all Asta Nielsen Features write
The United Feature Film Company
559 SPITZER

BUILDING

TOLEDO,

FEATURES

The RED ROSE of the APACHE

The FUGITIVE

In Three Reels

In Three

The GOLD EN

In Two Reels

Reels, Beautifully Hand colored

BELT

Other^big features which will triple your recc ipts. Get them ahead of your competitor
Send for List
Complete Lobby Display with All of Our Features

&

by

FILM CO., 145 West 45th St., New York City

The BEST European Attractions for KENT OB
SALE at the LOWEST Bargain Prices. Ask for
our NEW LIST.

M.

Oklahoma
New Mexico
Kansas

$300

lithograph

Del. < and D. C. open for Milano ''Dante's Inferno"
Motion Picture Patents Company

MONOPOL

- $300

$300
Wisconsin
Minnesota i
Michigan

and 50 eight sheet

$300

Idaho

Montana

$250

Nebraska
North Dakota
South Dakota

>

Oregon

$300

Utah
Arizona
Nevada
Texas

$700

One complete
set of film, one
lectuie, press matter, etc., and
sheets of assorted
lithographic
eluded with each of above.

Eastern
Pennsylvania
Delaware

Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut

$800

Colorado
Texas
Oklahoma
Maine
NeM Hampshire
Vermont
Kentucky
Chicago
Greater N. Y.

Md.,

(Two Reels)

F.

FEATUR E,

167-9 W. Washington

Street

FILM

Suite 805-6

SERVICE

CHICAGO,

ILL.

OHIO

THE
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Nov.
Nov.

DATES

AMERICAN.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Not.
Not.

16 — The Border Detective (Dr.)
17— The New Cowpuncber (Dr.)
21— The Best Man Wins (Drams)
23 — The Way of the Transgressor (Drama)
24 — The Wooers
of Mountain
Kate (Dr.)
28— One, Two, Three
(Drama)
30 — Cblqulta, the Dancer
(Drama)
31— The Wanderer
(Drama)
4 — Maiden
and Men
(Drama)
7 — God's Unfortunate
(Drama)
9 — The Starbucks
(Drama)
AMBR0BI0.

1000
1000

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Sept. 25 — Arabian Infamy (Drama)
Oct.
2— The Bowstring
(Dr.)
AMMEX.

BISON

(N.

T.

M.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Oct. 9 — An Indian Legend
(Dr.)
Oct. 16— The Sheriff's Adopted Child— (Drama)
Oct. 23— The Story of the SaTage Modoc Mine
(Drama)
Oct. 80— How Shorty Kept His Word
(Drama)
CHAMPION.
Sept. 18— The Dummy Director (Drama)
Sept. 23— Rose of the Islands (Drama)
Sept. 80— Her Whole Duty (Dr.)
Oct. 7— To Err Is Human— (Drama)
Oct. 14— The Girl In the Gingham Gown
Oct. 21— Thy Will Be Done (Drama)
CRYSTAL

(Dr.)

Her Dressmaker's Bills — (Comedy)....
McGulrk the Sleuth— (Comedy)
Bella's Beans
(Comedy)
The Only Woman
In Town
(Comedy)
A Pair of Fools (Comedy)
The Blonde Lady (Comedy)
ECLAIR.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

20— The
Old
Professor— (Drama)
20— The Sulphur Industry in Sicily (Edu.)
22 — The Homecoming
(Drama)
24 — Making
Uncle Jealous
(Comedy)
27 — Gontran's LoTe Stratagem (Comedy)..
27 — Brusla — Asiatic Turkey
(Edu.)
(Comedy)
Oct. 29 — Rosie
(Drama)
Oct. 31 — The
Transgression
of Deacon
Jones
(Comedy)

SPECIAL
5,000
10,000

The Panama Canal— (Topical)
The Naval Review at New York (Top.)
A Country Scandal (Com. -Dr.;
Gaumont's
Weekly,
No. 88 (Topical)
Love
(Comedy)
Callno Marries a Suffragette (Com.)
Zlgoto Has a Good Heart (Comedy)..
A Domestic
Treasure
(Comedy)
The Gorges of Albuquerque (Scenic)..
Gaumont's Weekly No. 34— (Topical)
Zoological
Specimens
of
the
Pond
(Educational)
Oct. 81 — Bruges,
the
Venice
of the
North
(Scenic)
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

OEM.
17 — Down By the Sounding Sea (Drama)
24 — The Legend of Montmartre (Dr.)
1— The Convlcfa Return (Dr.)
b — Orphans — (Drama)
15 — What the Bell Tolled (Drama)
22— The
Woman
In White
(2 reels)
(Drama)

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

On the Danger
Line — (Drama)
The Golden
Rod
| Comedy )
Does It Pay? (Comedy)
The Sealed Envelope
(Drama)
The
Skeleton
(Comedy)
New Messina
(Scenic)
Just
a Woman
(Drama)
RELIANCE.

15— The All-seeing Eye (Dr.)
22— Evil be to Him Who Evil Thinks
29 — A House-top
Romance
(Dr.)
29 — Evolution of a Dnck Egg <Bdu.)
(Dr.)
125 —— The
The Octoroon's
Borrowing Sacrifice
Simp (Comedy)

„...
(Dt\)

REX.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
i Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

LUX
970
983
918
445
524
331
652

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

3—
6—
10 —
13 —
17 —
20 —
24 —
27 —

Bob's Deception
(Dr.)
The Winnings of Silas Pegg (Com.)..
If Dreams Come True — (Drama)
When Twenty
is in Love— (Com. -Dr.)
Tne Wedding
March
(Drama)
Leaves In the Storm (Drama)
A Kentucky
Feud
(Drama)
Through
a Higher
Power
(Drama)..

SOLAX.
11— A Fool and His Money
(Com.)
16.— The Gold Brick— (Comedy)
18.— The Maverick— (Drama)
23— The High Cost of Living (Drama)
25 — The Idol Worshiper
(Comedy)
30 — Making An American Citizen (Drama)
1 — At the Phone
(Drama)
THANHOUSEB.
15—
18 —
20—
20—
22—
25 —
27—
27—
29—

Nov.

When Mercy Tempers Justice — (Drama)
For the Mikado — (Drama)
Petticoat
Camp
( Comedy )
The Woman in White (2 reel special)
Through
the Flames
(Drama)
In a Garden
(Drama)
Taking Care of Baby (Comedy)
Mary's
Goat
(Comedy)
Put Yourself In His Place (2 reels)
(Drama)
1— The Little Girl Next Door (Drama)..
VICTOR.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

1— The Call of the Blood (Drama)
6— The Little Music Teacher (Com.)
8 — The Winner and the Spoils (Dr.)
18. — The Simple Life — (Comedy -Drama)
15 — All For Jim— (Drama)
20 — Captain Ben's Yarn (Drama)
22 — Love and War
(Drama)
27 — The Tree Imp (Drama)
29 — A Woman
Alone
(Drama)
MILANO.

Sept.
6— After All (Drama)
Sept. 13 — All For Love (Drama)
Sept. 20— Flo's Discipline (Comedy)
Sept. 27 — The Advent of Jane (Drama)
Oct.
4— Tangled
Relatives
Dr.)
Oct. 11— Betty's Nightmare— (Comedy)
Oct. 18 — The
Cross-Roads
(Drama)
Oct. 25— The Angel of the Studio (Drama)..
(Drama)
MISCELLANEOUS.
KINEMACOLOR.

Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

28 — Honesty Punished (Com. -Dr.)
5 — An Alpine Tragedy
(Dr.)
12 — Tha Gypsy Spy — (2 reels) (Drama)
19 — The Blind Man's Dog (Drama)
26— Kelly Goes To War
(Comedy)
26 — A Three-Cornered
Wedding
Journey
(Comedy)

Sept. 28 — Bee Culture — (Scientific)
Sept. 28 — Tulip Studies— (Scientific)
Oct. 5— An American Invasion — (Drama)
Oct. 5— American Fashions — (Fashion)
Oct. 5— Picturesque
Scenes
on the Potomac
River— (Scenic)

ROLL
TICKET

11 —
16—
16—
18—
23 —
23 —
25 —

Aug. 19 — The Corse of Drink (Drama)
Aug. 26 — The Pickaninnies and the Watermelons
(Comedy)

The Solemn
Hour
(Drama)
A Woman's
Duplicity (Drama)
Toto's Talisman
(Comedy)
A Naughty Boy (Comedy)
His Frst Law Suit (Comedy)
A Nail In the Shoe (Comedy)

Sept. 27— Only a Private (Drama)
Oct.
4 — The Medallion
(Drama)
Oct. 11— Evading Justice (Dr.)
Oct. 18 — His Nurse — (Drama)
Oct. 25— Stick
It John
(Comedy)
Oct. 25— All Through a Five-Pound Note (Com.)
Not. 1— Oh! My Pipe (Comedy)
Not.
1 — Henpeck
Bids for Freedom
(Com.).
MAJESTIC.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

July
July
July
July
Aug.
Aug.

KEYSTONE,
Sept. 80 — The New Neighbor (Comedy)
Oct. 7— The Beating He Needed
(Com.)
Oct. 7 — Pedro's Dilemma
(Com.)
Oct. 14 — Stolen Glory — (Comedy)
Oct. 21— The Ambitious Butler (Comedy)
Oct. 21 — The Flirting Husband
(Comedy)
Oct. 28 — The Grocery Clerk's Romance (Com.)..
Oct. 28 — At Coney Island (Comedy)

$1.25 20,000
- $2.50 25,000
- FOR RESERVED SEAT THEATRE

NATIONAL

NORTHERN.

14 —
17—
19 —
19 —
21 —

8—
15—
22 —
22 —
29 —
29—

NESTOR.
2 — The Boomerang
(Com.)
4— Hearts and Skirts (Com.)
7— Employer's
Liability— (Drama)
9— His Only Son— (Drama)
11 — Love and a Lemon — (Comedy)
14 — I Owe You $10.00 (Comedy)
16 — Patsy's
Mistake
(Comedy)
18 — Her Friend, the Doctor (Comedy)
21 — Betty's
Bandit
i Drama)
23 — The
Border
Parson
(Drama)
25 — The (Comedy)
Lady
Barber of Roaring
Gulch

Oct.
6 — Time Avengea (Drama)
Oct. 9 — Gny Mannerlng
(2 reels) (Dr.)
Oct. 12— The Peddler's Find (Dr. )
Oct. 16— The Bug and the Count— (Comedy). .
Oct. 16 — On
Account
of a
Handkerchief
(Com. -Dr.)
i
Oct. 23
19 —— Johnny
The Organ
Oct.
on Grinder's
the Spot Ward—
(Comedy)(Drama). .
Oct. 23 — How
Jack Won Out (Comedy)
Oct. 26 — The Wireless
Miracle (Drama)
Oct. 30— Men Who
Dare (2 reels)
(Drama)..
Nov.
2— Trials of Faith
(Drama)
REPUBLIC.

The
Old Sweetheart
(Drama)
The Fugitives
(Drama)
The Postman
Eventful
Bargain
Day (Comedy)
The Pickaninnies and the Watermelon
(Comedy)
Oct. 24 — King, the Detective, and the Opium
Smugglers
(Drama)
Oct. 26 — Joe, the Pirate
(Comedy)
Oct. 26 — Early
In the Morning
(Comedy)....
IT ALA,

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

POWERS.

IMP.

1 — A Western
Episode (Dr. )
C— When Uncle Sam Was Young
(2 reels) (Dr.)
8 — The Indian Raiders — (Drama)
12— The Tattoo— (Drama)
15 — Star-Eye's
Strategy
(Drama)
19 — Early
Days In the West
(2 reel*)
(Drama)
22— Hunted
Down
(Drama)
26— Trapper Bill, King of Scouts (2 reels)
(Drama)

13 —
13—
20 —
20 —
27—
27—

19 —
19—
22—
23—
24 —
24 —
26—
29 —
29 —
30 —
81 —

00.).

BRONCHO.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Vaie

28— A Child or Genius (Comedy)
28— A Sly Servant
(Comedy)
5— I Am Going Out for a Shave (Com.)..
5 — The Tramp's
Revenge
(Com.)
7— The
Black
Chancellor— (8
reela)
(Drama)
Oct. 26 — The Angling
Widow
(Comedy)
Nov.
2 — The Lottery Prize (Comedy)
Nov.
2— Unsuccessful
Flirtation
(Comedy) . . .

Oct. 4 — Custer's Last Raid (3 reeli) (Dr.)...
Oct.
8— (Title not reported.)
Oct. 11— The Sergeant's Boy (2 reels) (Dr.)..
Oct. 18— (Title Not Reported)
Oct. 18 — The Venegance
of Fate — (2 reels) —
(Drama)
Oct. 26— The Colonel's Ward
(2 reels) (Dr.)..
BISON
(Universal).
Oct.
Oct.

(Educational)
Pipe and the

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

GREAT

P.

Fly
the

Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Oct. 2 — Ashes of Memory
(Dr.)
Oct.
9 — Getting In Strong (Com.)
Oct. 9 — Woman
Haters (Com. )
Oct. 16— Mission Maestro
(Dr.)
Oct. 23 — A Redeemed Reputation (Drama)....
Oct. 30-^B rand of Cain (Drama)
'•101"

1— The
House
1— The Mender,
(Comedy)

WORLD

GAUMONT.

INDEPENDENT
RELEASE

PICTURE

TICKETS

TICKET.
ANY
PRINTING
ANY COLORS
$4.60 50,000
- $7.50
GET THE SAMPLES
$5.50 100,000
- $10.00
STOCK TICKETS, 6 CENTS
COUPON TICKETS, SERIAL OR DATED, SEND DIAGRAM

COMPANY

THE

....

BIG

Shamokin,

Pa.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

SCENARIOS

HELLO
TOLEDO !

HEADLINERS WANTED
HIGHEST COMEDIES
PRICES
SPECIALLY
PAID
DESIRED
KINEMACOLOR CO.
1600 Broadway

New

3700 SEATS and
S. R. O.

York

21.000 roll UokeU. 11.0); «i
% sored carbon* H.16,
stereopUcon objecting. SOc
to 13.00; iteneuytlcooji. |1S;
rheoetata, P to 15; arc
Umpa. $1.T6. SOc
J£ ;andcalcium
CX;
condenaera,
iota. aXK; acetylene Jeta,
fciav ca* generator* (STSO:
■orlng picture objective*. $Z.T»; Jacket*. & List of
■wring picture repair parts at fair price*. Sproefcat
wheel*. 8S0; fllmo lc a foot. Catalogue. All makes
af moring picture machines repaired at reasonable
L HETZ, M Eart Urd St, New Terk Csy

\ TOUNAMENT
TOLEDO,

purpose*

Write for catalogue and estimates.
SCUELKE
ORGAN
Milwaukee, Wis.

C».

We buy, sell and exchange secondhand FILMS and MOVING
PICTURE MACHINES.

FILM BROKERS

538 S. Dearborn St.,

CLEANING

Chicago, 111-

SUPPLIES

DIRECT
TO
YOU
Soap,
Metal
Polish,
Theatre
Spray,
Sweeping
Compound.
Y-Brush
Varnish.
Write today for Special Prices.
CENTRAL

PETROLEUM

READ

THIS

NEW

LETTER

COLISEUM

FILM CO.

All sizes of Pipe Organs for Theatre
built to order.

WESTERN

HAVE ANY DOUBT ABOUT THE DRAWING POWER OF FILM SUPPLY CO. FILMS

THEATRE
AVE.

Toledo, O.

OHIO.

Thleatre Pipe Organs.
WM.

IF YOU

ASHLAND

Own ere *f
the
followingfeature
lias:
1911 Cheyenne
Cowboy
and
Indian
Frontier
Celebration.
Fall Round-Up
on the Y-6 Ranch.
■tot*
Klfhts
for Thaw*
Film*
far •*!«.
Rookinr*
Can
Be Made
by Writing
Vs.

THE

395

WORLD

CO.,

CLEVELAND,

0.

Dear Sirs :—
I wish to compliment you on the service you are
furnishing the Coliseum, which is the largest Picture
Theatre in the U. S., seating 3700. There are thirty to
sixty autos in front of the house each night. We show
moving pictures only.
Can assure you the Film Supply Co.'s program
is the strongest aggregation of manufacturers ever
offered an exhibitor.
Signed, W. FOSTER, Mgr.
New Coliseum Theatre.
LET

10

US

HOOK

YOU

UP

WE HAVE

AGENTS

IN EVERY

REPUTED
COMPANIES

TO

yl WEEKLY
r> I REELS

A

LIVE

OFFICE

LOCALITY

r» g* RENTING
iJtJ AGENTS

Film Supply Co. of America
133-135 West 44th St.

THE

CARBON

FOR PERFECT

HUGO

REISINGER,

11 Broadway

NEW YORK

PROJECTION

NEW

YORK

THE
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LICENSED
RELEASE

RELEASE

DATES

DAY8.

Monday — Biograph, Edison, Kalem, Lubin, Fathe,
Selig, Vitagraph.
Tuesday — Edison, Essanay, C. 6. F. C, Cines,
Lubin,
Selig, Vitagraph,
Wednesday — Edison, Eclipse, Essanay, Kalem,
Selig, Fathe, Vitagraph.
Thursday — Biograph, Essanay, Lubin, Melies,
Pathe,
Selig, Vitagraph.
Friday — Edison, Essanay, Kalem, Selig, C. G. F.
C, Lubin, Vitagraph.
Saturday — Edison, Essanay, Cines, Kalem, Lubin,
Fathe, Vitagraph.
BIOGRAPH.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

10— The
Chiefs
Blanket
(Dr.)
14 — In the Aisles of the Wild (Drama). . .1000
17— A Limited Divorce
(Comedy)
17— Like the Cat, They Came Back (Com.)
21— The One She Loved
(Dr.)
24 — The Painted Lady
(Drama)
28— At the Basket
Picnic
(Comedy)
28 — A Real
Estate Deal
(Comedy)
81 — The Musketeers of Pig Alley
(Drama)

MOVING

16— The
Grassvllle Girls
(Comedy)
1000
17— The
Snare
(Drama)
1000
18— The Warning
Hand
(Drama)
1000
19— The
Outlaw'a SacrlO.ee
(Drama)
1000
22— The
Tomboy
of "Bar
Z"
(Drama) .. .1000
23 — Bringing
Father
Around
(Comedy). . .1000
24 — The
Thrifty
Parson
(Comedy)
1000
25— Sunshine
(Drama)
1000
26— The
Bancb
QltTl
Trial
(Drama)
1000
29— Miss Sinikins' Summer Boarder
(Com.)lOOO
30— The
Letter
(Drama)
1000
:n— The
Fisherman's
Luck
(Comedy)
1000
1— The
Moving
Finger
(Drama)
1000
2— The
Mother of the Ranch
(Drama) . .1000
KALEM.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

1000
1000
1000

4— The Village Vixen
(Drama)
6 — The Confederate Ironclad (Drama)
7— When
Youth
Meets
Youth
(Dr.)
9 — The Belle of the Beach
(Dr.)
9 — Election
Day
In California
(Com.)...
11— Ills
Mother"!
Picture
(Dr.)
12— The
Redskin
Raiders
(Dr.)
14 — The
Combination
of the Safe
(Dr.).
16— Paying
the Board
Bill (Comedy)....
16 — Central Park,
New York
(Scenic)
18— The Plot That
Failed
(Drama)
19— The
Rival
Engineers
(Drama)
21— The County
Fair (Drama)
23— The
Peril of the Cliffs (Drama)
25 — The Girl in the Caboose (Drama)
25 — New
York
Public
School
Drills
and
Dances
(Educational)
Oct. 26— Death
Valley Scotty's Mine
(Drama).
Oct. 28 — The Power of a Hymn
(Drama)
Oct. 30— The Strange Story of Elsie Mason (Dr.)
Nov.
1 — Pat
the Soothsayer
(Comedy)
Nov.
1 — The
American
Rhine
(Scenic)
Nov.
2— The
Skinflint
(Drama)

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Uncle Mun and the Minister
The
Charge
of
the
Light

(Com.).. 1000
Brigade
1000
A Fresh
Air Romance
(Dr.)
1000
Outwitting
the Professor
(Com.)
1000
Glimpses
of Bermuda
(Scenic)
850
The Widow's Second Marriage
(Com.) 650
Removing
Sunken
Vessels
(Top. -See.) 850
Like
Knights of Old
(Comedy)
650
The
Foundling
(Drama)
1000
A Soldier's
Duty
(Drama)
1000
Kitty
at Boarding School
(Comedy) . . 600
Mother Goose
In a Sixteenth Century
Theater
(Comedy)
350
22 — At the Masquerade
Ball
(Drama)
1000
23— At Home
in the Water
(Sports)
400
23 — The Boy
Rangers
(Comedy)
600
25— The Affair at Raynor's
(Fourth
Story
of the Series of "What
Happened
to Mary")
(Drama)
1000
26 — Young
Mrs.
Eaton
(Drama)
1000
28 — The Land Beyond the Sunset (Drama). 1000
29 — Burmah,
Rangoon,
India
(Scenic)
850
29 — Bringing Home
the Pup
(Comedy)
650
30— Copper
Mines
at
Bingham,
Utah
(Ind.)
400
30— A
Suffragette
In Spite
of Himself
(Comedy)
600
1 — A Baby's
Shoe
(Drama)
1000
2 — Bobby's
Dream
(Comedy)
875
2 — For
Professional
Services
(Comedy).. 625
ESSANAY.
27— The Voice of Conscience (Drama)
1000
28 — An Indian Sunbeam
(Drama)
1000
1— Ghosts
(Drama)
1000
2— Well Matched (Comedy)
1000
3 — The Redemption of Silvers (Drama) . .1000
4 — Terrible Teddy
(Comedy)
1000
6 — Love On Tongh Luck Ranch (Comedy) 1000
8— Alkali
Ike Stung
(Com.)
1000
9 — The
Rebellion of Mandy
(Com.)
1000
10— The End of the Feud
(Drama)
1000
11— Not On the Circus Program
(Drama). 1000
12 — The Shotgun
Ranchman
(Drama)
1000
15— A
Mistaken
Calling
(Comedy)
1000

POSTERS

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

1000
1000
1000
1000

LUBIN.

(O. Klsine.)
Oct.
1 — How a Brave Man Died (Drama)
MO
Oct.
1— The
Island of Malta
(Scenic)
460
«ct.
6— Trifle Not With Love (Drama)
700
Oct.
6 — Lalno,
Southern
Italy (Scenic)
300
Oct.
8— A Glimpse of Sicily (Sc.)
250
Oct.
8— Artistic Glass Work
(Industrial)
300
Oct.
8 — The Wonder Powders
(Com.)
460
Oct. 12 — Trailing
the Counterfeiters
(Dr.)
1000
Oct. 15 — The Adventure of the Scarecrow (Dr.). 1000
Oct. 10 — Among
the
Mountains
of
Calabria
(Scenic)
850
Oct. 19 — An
Abbreviated
Honeymoon
(Com.).. 650
Oct. 22 — Ascoli
Plceno,
South
Italy
(Scenic) . . 260
Oct. 22— The
Invited
Guest
(Comedy)
740
Oct. 26 — A Turn of Fortune
(Drama)
1005
Oct. 29 — Straw
Hats
Made
in Florence,
Italy
(Industrial)
340
Oct. 29 — Mosques and Turkish
Palaces
(Scenic) 460
Oct. 29 — Venetian Lace Workers
(Ind.)
200
Nov.
2— A Head For a Head
(Drama)
1075
EDISON.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

WORLD

Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Nov.
Nov.

dNES.

Oct.
9—
Oct. 11 —
(Dr.)
Oct. 12—
Oct. 14 —
Oct. 15 —
Oct. 15 —
Oct. 16 —
Oct. 16—
Oct. 18—
Oct. 19 —
Oct. 21—
Oct. 21 —

PICTURE

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

5— His
Life
(Drama)
1000
7— -The Last Rose of Summer
(Dr.)
1000
8 — The Moonshiner's Daughter
(Dr.)
1000
10— The
Players
(Dr.)
1000
11— Mr. Flxit
(Com.)
11 — The
German
Singers
(Com.)
12— The
Crlnger
(Dr.)
1000
14 — The
Uprising
(Drama)
1000
15 — Gentleman
Joe (Drama)
1000
17— Red
Saunder'a
Sacrifice
(Drama)
1000
18 — Rube's
Mistake
(Comedy)
18 — Meeting
Mamie's
Mother
(Comedy)..
19 — Caught
Rlufflng
(Comedy)
19 — The Sporting
Editor
(Com.-Dr.)
21— Just
Maine
Folk
(Drama)
1000
22— In the Service of the State (Drama) . .1000
24— The
Old Chess
Players
(Com. -Dr.) .. .1000
25 — The Noodle
Industry
(Industrial)
25 — Down
With
the Men
(Comedy)
26 — The
Forest
Ranger
(Drama)
1000
28— An
Irish Girl's Love
(Drama)
1000
29 — Parson
James
(Drama)
1000
31 — The
Heavenly
Voice
(Comedy)
1000
1— Fixing a Flirt (Comedy)
1000
2 — The Family
Next
Door
(Drama)
1000
MELIES.

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

12— The
Unworthy
Son
(Drama)
1000
19 — The Prisoner's Story (Drama)
1000
26— The
Beach
Combers
(Drama)
1000
3 — A Western Coquette (Drama)
3 — Clearing
Land
For
Farming
In the
West
(Agricultural)
Oct.
10 — Forgive Us Our Trespasses (Drama) . .1000
Oct. 17— The Judgment
of the Sea (Drama).. 1000
Oct. 24— A Son's Example
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 31 — Wrongly
Accused
(Drama)
1000
Nov.
7— The Smuggler's Prisoner
(Dr.)
1000
ECLIPSE.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

(O. Kleins.)
2 — A Foe to Race Suicide (Comedy)
600
2 — A Trip Through Belgium
(Scenic)
500
9— Through
Derbyshire
Dales
(Sc.)
300
9— A Roman's
Conversion
(Dr.)
700
16— The
Missing
Locket
(Drama)
1000
23 — In the Ossan Valley, Pyrenees, France
(Scenic)
370
23 — Making
Briar
Pipes
(Industrial)
830
23— A Persistent
Fly Swatter
(Comedy).. 300
30— A Race
for Honor
(Drama)
1000

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

26 — Glacier National
Park
(Scenic)
26 — The Andrew
(Acrobatic)
28 — The FUbuster'a Ship (Drama)
30— Pathe' a Weekly, No. 40, 1912 (Tap.)
30— The Man Hunt (Special Release) (Dr.)
2 — At the Burglar's Command
(Comedy)
8 — Theodore
Roosevelt
(Topical)
8 — Experiments With Liquid Air (Science)
6 — A Redman's
Loyalty
(Drama)
7— Pathe's
Weekly
No.
41
(Topical)...
9 — Passing
Gypales
(Com.-Dr.)
10 — The
Horse
Thieves
(Dr. )
12— Naughty
Marietta
(Com.)
14— Pathe's
Weekly
No. 42 (Topical*
16 — The Lass of Glouster (Drama)

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

PATHE.

17—
17 —
19 —
21—
Oct. 23—
Oct. 24 —
24 —
Oct 26 —

'1'be Striped
Bathing
Suit (Comedy)..
Submarine Fauna ( Edu. )
Misleading Evidence (Drama)
Pathe's
Weekly,
No. 43, 1912 (Top.)
The
Simple
Life
(Comedy)
Little Raven's Sweetheart
(Drama)...
Olympic Games (3 reels) (Athletic)
The United States Armada
(Topical)..
the'i Weekly No. 44. 1912 (Topical)
Oct 28 — Frenzied
Finance
(Special
Release)
I Drama )
30 — A Mamma
Wanted
(Comedy)
Sept
Oct 31 — Jim's Partner (Drama)
2 — Wlfey's
Investment
(Comedy)
Nov.
Oct.
Oct
Oct

C. G. P. C.
, 27 — The
Musketeer's
Conscience
♦Drama)
1 — A Well Washed
House
(Comedy)
Oct.
Oct.
1— Evolution
and
Life of a Bilk Worm
Oct.
(Educational )
Oct.
4 — A Ship Boy's Grit (Drama)
8 — Amongst
Many
Loves
(Cam.)
Oct.
8 — The Trlanons — Versailles — Trance (9a.)
Oct. 11— Ills Country
Before
All iDr.)
Oct.
15— Max Fights a Duel
(Comedy)
Oct. 15 — The Valley of Chevreuse and the Vaux
de Cernay
(Scenic)
Oct. 18 — The Rubber Industry in Malaysia (Ind.)
Oct.
Oct. 18 — The
Convertible
Auto
(Comedy)
Oct.
22— The End of Louis XI (Hist. -Dr.)
22— Old
Toledo
(Scenic)
25 — Tom
Thumb
(Trick )
(Scenic)
Oct. 25 — The Hermit Crab
29— Whiffles,
Cubic
Artist
(Comedy)
Oct.
Oct.
Oct. 29 — In the Tyrol, the Arlberg Valley (Sc.)
1 — Tragedy at the Court of Milan (Dr.).
8ELIO.
Nor.
.
30
—
Bread
Upon
the Watera
(Dramav
10M
Sept
Oct.
1 — Why Jim Reformed
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
2— The Pirate's Daughter
(Drama)
1000
Oct
3— The Great
Drought
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
4— An Assisted Elopement (Comedy)
1000
Oct. 7 — How
the Cause
Was
Won
(Dr.)
WOO
Oct.
8— A Motorcycle
Adventure
(Dr.)
1000
9 — When
Edith
Played
Judge
and Jary
Oct.
(Dr.)
1000
10— Euchred
(Dr.)
1000
Oct.
Oct. 11— An
International
Romance
(Dr.)
1000
Oct. 14— Monte Crlsto (3 reels) (Dr.) (Spe.)..8000
Oct. 14 — My Wlfe'B Bonnet (Comedy)
1000
15 — The Opium
Smugglers
(Drama-)
1000
Oct.
Oct. 16— The Shuttle of Fate (Drama)
1000
Oct. 17 — Where
Love
Is, There
God
la Also
(Dr.)
1000
Oct. 18 — Subterfuge
(Comedy)
Oct. 18 — The Geisha
Girls of Japan
(Edu.)...
Oct. 21— A Sad
Devil
(Comedy)
1000
Oct.
and the Tribal Law
(Dr.) 1000
Oct. 22 — So-Jun-Wah
Oct. 23 — Tempted
By Necessity
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 24 — The
Awakening
(Drama)
1000
25 — Getting
Atmosphere
(Comedy)
25 — The
Blwa
Canal
and
Shooting
the
Oct.
Rapids
at
Katsuragwa,
Japan
Oct.
(Edu.)
Oct.
2S — The Fisherboy's Faith
(Drama)
1000
29-^Jim's
Vindication
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 30 — A Heart In Rags
(Drama)
1000
Oct
Bitter
Lesson
(Drama)
1000
fJov, 31 — Her
1— His Wedding
Eve
(Comedy)
1000
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

VITAGB.APH.
3— She Cried
(Comedy-Drama)
1800
4— Her Spoiled Boy
(Drama)
1000
5— The Red Barrier (Drama)
1000
7 — Nothing to Wear (Comedy)
1000
7— As
You
Like
It
(Special)— 8 reel
Drama)
3000
8 — The
Godmother
(Com.)
1000
9 — When
Persistency and Obstinacy Meet
(Dr. )
1000
10— As Fate
Would
Have
It (Dr.)
1000
11— Her
Father's
Hat
(Com.)
700
11— Mammoth
Life-Savers
(Com.)
800
12— When
California
Was Young
(Dr.)... 1000
14 — Every Inch a Man
(Drama)
1000
15 — Mrs. Llrrlper's Lodgers
(Drama)
1000
16 — An Elephant On Their Hands
(Com.). 1000
17 — Father's Hot Toddy
(Comedy)
17 — Evening
Parade
and Gun Practice at
Fort
Hamilton
(Military)
18 — Bunny
at Sea
(Comedy)
1000
19 — Four Days a Widow
(Comedy)
1000
18 — A Mistake in Spelling (Com.-Dr.)
1000
19 — Bunny at Sea (Comedy )
1000
21 — Four Days a Widow
(Com.-Dr.)
1000
22— The
Spirit of the Range
(Dr.)
1000
23 — Scenes of Irish Life at Dublin
(Edu.)
23 — An
Expensive
Shine
(Comedy)
24 — The
Toymaker
(Drama)
1000
25— Faithful
Unto
Death
(Drama)
1000
26 — In the Furnace
Fire
(Drama)
1000
28 — None but the Brave Deserve the Fair
(Comedy)
1000
29 — Bunny
at the Derby
(Comedy)
29 — Just
Luck
(Comedy-Drama)
30 — Poet and Peasant
(Drama)
1000
31— On the Line of Peril (Drama)
1000
1 — Lessons
In Courtship
(Comedy)
1 — Bettlna's
Substitute
(Comedy )
2— In the Garden
Fair
(Com. -Dr.)
1000

for all the latest releases supplied by the AMERICAN
AND

slide

POSTER

service

SONG

SLIDE

CO., First National Bank Building, Chicago. Also the best song

in Amerioa.

Posters

for all the above

releases.
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SHOW

TO

CROWDED

By Advertising Souvenir Night and Give Away to EVERY

A HANDSOME

PHOTO

HOUSES
Patron Visiting Your Theatre

OR SOUVENIR

POST CARD

Size slA * ZV-t of One of

AMERICA'S

POPULAR

MAURICE
COSTELLO
FLORENCE
TURNER
JOHN
BUNNY
LILLIAN
WALKER
MARY
PICKF0RD
6. M.
ANDERSON
GENE
GAUNTIER
CRANE
WILBUR
ARTHUR
JOHNSON

PHOTOPLAYERS

ALICE
JOYCE
MARSHALL
P. WILDER
MARY
FULLER
FRANCIS
X.
BUSHMAN
KATHLYN
WILLIAMS
HOBART
B0SW0RTH
RUTH
ROLAND
BLANCHE
SWEET
MARTHA
RUSSELL

ANNA
NILLSON
ORMI
HAWLLY
MARC MACDERMOTT
OARLYLE
BLACKWELL
HENRY
WALTHALL
HARRY
MYERS
EDWIN
AUGUST
JEROLD
T.
HEVENER
MAE
HOTELY

27 — Stars of the Film Firmament — 27
EVERY ONE AN ESTABLISHED FAVORITE
PRICES

$4.00

per 1,000 any assort- An
r* £\ in 500 lots any asment, at least 100 \ / jll sortment, at least
of each player. <J/fcrfeW
100 of each player.

Samples of the entire 27 will be sent postage prepaid for 25 cents

ORDER

DON'T DELAY

PHOTO

NOW

SUPPLYMJMITED

PLAY ADVERTISING
MAIN

OFFICES, 121-123 FOURTH

Branch Offices: 1022 Superior Ave., Cleveland, O.

AVENUE,

& SPECIALTY
PITTSBURGH,

26 W. Naghten St., Columbus, O.

CO.

PA.

Equity Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

"// it's anything to advertise a Picture Theatre, we have it."

Our Prices are Right

EASTMAN
motion
picture
film— the acknowledged standard the
world over.

EDISON
MOTIOGRAPH
POWERS
SIMPLEX
STANDARD

Machines
and all repair parts

Our Stock is Complete
ARCO
BIO
ELECTRA
EXCELLO
SIEMENS

Carbons
and all operators' supplies

We arc HEADQUARTERS for
for the Motion
Picture Theatre
Except
the Film.
Manufacturers'
Jobbers, Wholesale
and Retail.
No
Order Too Small, None Too Large.
Everything

Manufactured by

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

CO.,

Picture Theatre Equipment Co.
21 East 14th St. sJiSte*. NEW YORK CITY
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PROFIT BY OUR

EXPERIENCE

We personally recommend and
guarantee the following features:
"Nanon,"
or
the
Fate
of
Two
Brothers, 3 Keels.
"Excellent."
Heroine
of Derna
(Turkish-Italian
War), 2 Reels.
"Sensational."
The Two Destinies, 3 Reels. "Great."
Dishonored,
or the
Romance
of a
Hungarian Officer, 3 Reels. "Very
of
the Knaves
and
Colmes
Charlie
"
.
d
o
o
g
Spades,
3 Reels.
"Every
inch
Red exciting."
Falcon, Hand Colored, 2 Reels.
"Fair."
Tale of Two Cities, 3 Reels.
derful spectacle."
The
Others'
Sin, 4 Reels.

TELEPHONE

CONNECTIONS
CABLE ADDRESS
An old established firm with a new
name
" DIXIELAND' S PRIDE"

Unit? b American iFtlm Company
Theatres
Select
Film

HARRY

"None

Royal Feature Film Co.

K. LUCAS,

Gen. Mgr.

Equipped
Throughout

Importers and Distributers of

Service

Special and Exclusive Features

"Won-

The
Greatest Features Ever.
better."
Plenty
of other
splendid
features.
Ample
supply
of Original
Posters
sent in advance for advertising your
coming attraction.
Wire your bookings at once.
Don't Wait.

" HAKILU "

Write for our big list of One, Two, Three and Four Reel Features.
A gigantic selection. We buy, sell, rent and exchange reels of every
description. Investigate! THE LARGEST CONCERN OF ITS
KIND IN THE ENTIRE SOUTH.
General Offices, 205 to 238 Brown-Randolph
ATLANTA, GA.
LOUISVILLE, KY.

ATLANTA, GA.

Building
TAMPA, FLA.
FAYETTEVILLE,

N. C

N. SMITH, Manager
538 S. Dearborn St.
Chicago, III.
URE

FILM SALE
200 Reels at $3.50, $5, $7 and
$10 per reel. All Independent.

POSTERS
Supplied at 5c. each. Standing
orders solicited.

Central Film Brokers
443 S . Dearborn St .

Chicago, III.

DEALERS, WRITE

Orchestra
Music
FOR

MOVING PICTURES
Violin, Cornet and Dram parts have
bean added to the popular "Orpheum
Collection'' of piano music (dramatic
and descriptive) for Moving Pictures.
Practical for piano alone or any number af above instruments. Issued in
two parts: No. 1 and No. 2.
Piano, 58
Violin, 40
Cornet, it
Drums, jo
Send

cents each; both No. 's $1.15
cents each; both "
75c
cents each; both "
65c
cents each; both "
55c
for free sample pages.

CLARENCE
1501 Sedgwick

E. SINN
St., Chicago, III.

F-||_IVIS

Name.
Length.
Make.
Price.
Advertising Matter.
Poor Jenny
2800 Asta Nielsen $200.00 3 sheets and banner
Romeo and Juliet
3200 Pathe
180.00 12 sheets— 3 sheets and banner
Addressee Deceased
2200 Biograph
U0.0Q
$ sheets and banners
In a Siren's Power
2000 Deu. Bios.
120.00
6 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
After Darkness— Light
3000 Itala
260.00
6 sheets— 3 sheets and banner
Acrobat's Daughter (4 Dare Devils No. 2).... 3300 Deu. Biog.
900.00
6 sheet*— 3 sheets and banner
Ship of Lions
1500 Ambrosio
125.00
3 sheets— 1 bheet and banner
The Barefoot Dancer
2200 Monopol
125.00
4 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
The Weed
2200 Ambrosio
130.00
6 sheets— 4 sheets and banner
Blackmail
2300 Cines
150.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
Written in Blood
3000 Gaumont
90.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
Attacked by a Lion
1400 Gaumont
90.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
Their Lives for Gold
1500 Gaumont
90.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
The Outcast
3000 Asta Nielsen 150,08
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
Wreck of the Aurora
2500 Deu. Bios.
100.00
4 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
For One Hundred Dollars
2500 Messter
150.00
6 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
Between Two Hearts
2700 Muller
150.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
Disillusioned
2000 Cines
75.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
Zigomar vs. Nick Carter
3600 Eclair
800.00
8 sheets— 3 sheets and banner
Love's Combat
3600 Monopol
200.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
The Trap
2000 Kunstfllm
150.00
6 sheets and banner
The Bells of Notre Dame
1700 Gaumont
75.00
3 sheets and banner
Dark Ways
3000 Germania
250.00
6 sheets— 3 sheets and banner
Inventor's Secret (Power of Destruction)
2125 Eclair
100.00
6 sheets and banner
Who Was Guilty?
1800 Pasquali
75.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
St. Bose and Hidden Treasure
1450 Claiendon
75.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
Great
Mine
Disaster
2200 Eclair
B0.00
6 sheets— 1 sheet and banner)
Flower of Mormon City
2800 Western
150.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banners
Battle of the Red Men
2000 Bison
100.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banners
The Deserter
2000 Bison
100.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banners
Indian Massacre
2000 Bison
75.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banners
Blazing the Trail
2000 Bison
100.06
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banners
War on the Plains
2000 Bison
75.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banners
Lieut. 's Last Fight
2000 Bison
125.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banners
A Merry Night
1600 Germania
75.00
1 sheet and banners
Golden
Wedding
1500 Ambrosio
75.00
3 sheets— 1 sheet and banner
Telegraphic orders must be confirmed by next mail.
Terms Ten Per Cent cash, rest C. O. D.. privilege el
examination.
Write for list of "star" films for rent.
Asta Nielsen films our specialty.

G. W. BRADENBURGH.

231-233 N. 8th St.,

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

THE ENTERPRISE (Portable)
CALCIUM GAS OUTFIT
Price, with carrying case, $35.00.
Is tht only Substitute for Electricity
projecting
Viewsforand
is the Motion Picture or Stereopticom

ONLY

SATISFACTORY

PORTABLE

OUTFIT

because it operates by WATER PRESSURE, IS* CONSTANT. REGULAR ANT
RELIABLE and baa no complicated spring valve to corrode, choke up and otherwise get out of order.
Is patented.
"OXONE"
in SQUARE
CAKES
is most satisfactory for the production of
oxygen gas.
For Sale by Dealers Everywhere.
MANUFACTURERS

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.

564-572 W.

Randolph

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

THE

MOVING

riCTURE

WORLD
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IT'S ALIVE

California Rodeo
The Greatest of American Round-Ups

No Extra Charge
For Features ! !
This is tremendously important! The
Laetnmk- offices do not charge an extra
penny for features. The Universal program is bristling with magnificent,
stunning features every week — one-reel,
two reel and three-reel features that are
actually liner than the so-called "state
rights features."
They're
all ifyours
without
an extra cent
of cost
you
hook up with any Laemmle Film Service office. It's the greatest program
on God's green footstool and you're
overlooking a marvelous opportunity if
you
don't grab it! NOW WRITE THIS
MINUTE!

CARL

LAEMMLE
PRESIDENT

The Laemmle Film Service
204 West Lake St., Chicago, 111.
Sykes Block, Minneapolis, Minn.
1312 Farnum St., Omaha, Neb.
421 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa.

The Biggest and Best Film Renter in
the World.

The largest number of cowboys competing in the most dangerous, thrilling
and comical "stunts" ever devised.
See the onperils
the California range rider. They'll leave an indelible
impression
your ofmind.
See the American cowboy in his glory, bulldogging wild steers that would
daunt the bravest toreadors of Spain.
In fact, words cannot explain how intensely exciting and thrilling this
picture is. It's alive.

3 Reels

BETTER THAN
IT APPEALS

A SPECIAL FEATURE
TO ALL CLASSES

Sensational Posters

Bids are coming fast. Exhibitors are clamoring.
Who has your territory?
Do not envy the man who's making money; get this Special Feature and
make some for yourself.

STATE

RIGHTS

FOR

SALE

BY

DUHEM & HARTER MOTION PICTURE CO.
In answering advertisements kindly mention the Moving Picture World.

652 OAK ST., SAN FRANCISCO,

Use the Real

Projector Carbon

"Biograph"
Brand

L. E. Frorup & Co.
232 Greenwich St., New York City

CAL.

THE

Eye Comfort
System
OF
Indirect Illumination
So necessary to the success of erery
Motion
Picture
Theatre
that
wt
engineer 60 Theaters a month.
This is a free service to Motion
Picture Theatre
Managers.
National X-Ray Reflector Co.,
227 W. Jackson BlvcL, Chicago.
Distance, Screen to Rear of Auditorium
Ceiling Height
Width of House
Name

•
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PICTURE

WORLD
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CALIFORNIA FILM EXCHANGE
THE

HOUSE

WITH

A

REPUTATION

Handling the entire UNIVERSAL PROGRAM
101 BISON and all other LEADING BRANDS
Write, Wire or Phone and Arrange for Your Film Service with the

Largest Independent FilmOFFICES
Renters on the Pacific Coast
no East Fourth St.,
Los Angeles, Cal.

54 Seventh St.,
San Francisco, Cal.

Lewis Bldg.,

Phoenix, Ariz.

Up -To -Date Picture Men
Know the Value of
the Right Lens
No matter how good your films may be — the success
of your pictures depends upon your lens equipment.
Progressive picture men are realizing more every day
that the use of

tyauscir(omb
[eixses
ectionbrilliancy
ojclearness
Pr
in the picture on
and
of
maximum

the
mean the
are quick to patscreen Audiences know good pictures— and &they
and
objectives
Lomb
ronize the show that has the best. Bausch
condensers are standard— their use will insure you sharp, clear
pictures — the sort of pictures that bring the crowds back.
The Edison and Nicholas Power machines are regularly equipped
with our lenses. They can be procured also through any film
exchange.
It will pay you, whether owner or operator, to read our free
Booklet 62-D, which contains information of value. Write for it
TO-DAY.
The Superior Quality of Bausch & Lomb lenses, microscopes, field
glasses, projection apparatus, engineering and other scientific instruments is the product of nearly Sixty Years of Experience.

Bausch
& Ipmb Optical (o
■<IW YORK WASHINGTON CHICACO SAM TRANCISCC
london

ROCHESTER

NY

rB*NKr<>"

Everything for the Motion Picture Theatre Except the Film
WE CAN SUPPLY

Machines, Booths, Screens, Chairs, Lobby Frames, Etc.
All the leading makes.
Expert advice and estimates cheerfully furnished.
A few second-hand machine
A full line of repair parts in stock and prompt shipments on all orders.
Repairing.
Prices right.

PICTURE

Satisfaction guaranteed.

THEATRETelephoneEQUIPMENT
Stuyvesant, 2478

CO
New YorK City
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PICTURE

WORLD

We offer at V/2 cents a foot

A Big Lot
of

401

Educational Films
in first-class condition

WRITE

FOR

LIST

International Film Traders
Largest Dealer of Films
in the U. S.

5 West Nth Street, New York

Headquarters for

Ornamental
Theatres

ASBESTOS
and PICTURE BOOTHS

CURTAINS

fg*gD
C. W. Trainer Mfg. Co.
booklet 39 Pearl St.,iBo8ton,Ma88.

ZIGOMAR
THE FIRST PRODUCTION

PLASTER

THE

GREATEST AND MOST ELABORATE DETECTIVE PLAY EVER
PRESENTED
IN MOTION PICTURES.
THREE
SENSATIONAL
REELS,
50 SCENES.
FOR BOOKINGS
ADDRESS
GRAND
AMUSEMENT
COMPANY,
JOHNSTOWN,
PA.
OWNERS
ENTIRE
PENNSYLVANIA
STATE
RIGHTS.

THE DECORATORS
2549 Archer Avenue,

PITTSBURGH

When

SUPPLY
CHICAGO,

CO.
ILL.

Your Picture Machine Needs Repairing
Why don't you send

it to us ?

We have the best equipped machine shop in the country and can repair any make of machine. Write us and get acquainted.
We buy second hand machines.

GEO. M. HOKE

—

SUPPLY CO., 176 N. State St., tiJ&U Chicago, IIL

Order your ONE and THREE
FOR

THE OLYMPIC

it

Writ*
for
CaUlcg.

IcKenna Bros. Brass Co.
—

DECORATIONS

Write for Illu.trated Theatre Cat&log. Send u. Size* of
Theatre for Special Design.

McKENNA
BRASS
RAILINGS
EASELS
GRILLES
CUSPIDORS
KICK
PLATES
POSTER
FRAMES

RELIEF

Theatres Designed Everywhere

SHEET

POSTERS

PATHE'S
BIG SPECIALS
AT STOCKHOLM

GAMES

now

In Three Reels

RELEASED OCT. 24th
AND

THE
THE

DEMAND

WILL

WORLD'S
SERIES
BASEBALL
RELEASED ABOUT
THE SAME TIME
BE HEAVY

for these posters, so get your order in today.

A. B. C. COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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ATTENTION

Stindige

Ausstellung

nm

( Ktno-

?

SENSATIONAL Film but slightly used and in perfect condition.
1500—4500 feet, for sale at 2y3 to
4 cents per foot.
Write for Lists

GEORGE

Georg Kleinke

KLEINKE

235 Frederick Str.
BERLIN
GERMANY

firrlcv. Prifditdistr 235.

In answering advertisements kindly mention
The Moving Picture World

EXHIBITORS'

CALEHUFF

HEADQUARTERS

SUPPLY COMPANY
(Incorporated)

50 North Eighth Street,

Philadelphia. Pa.

Jobbers in Edison, Powers and
Motiograph Machines and Parts
Machine* repaired by Expert Mechanics.

Genuine Parts Only Used.

SPECIALTIES.
Condensers
Gas Making Outfits
Edison Transformers Limes
Film Cement
Ft. Wayne Compensarcs Branch
General
DisinAsbestos State Booths
fectant Co.
Asbestos Wire
Scenery, Stage Effects
Switches
Theatres Bought, Sold.
Plugs
Spotlights
Rented
CALEHUFF,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

Mirror Screens
Chairs
Tickets
Pianos
Bio & Electra Carbons
Special Gundlach
Lenses
CHAS. A.

Yon Duprin Self -Releasing fire 6xit Latches

American Moving Picture Machine Co.

"Made on Honor."
Absolutely Reliable
Safeguard Against Panic
Disasters.

MANUFACTURERS

Approved by New York
Board of Underwriters,
City reauofof Buildings.
New York Bu-

:

Send for Catalogue
No. 10 D.

Automatic Movin? Picture Machine

V0NNEGUT
H A R DWABE CO.,
General Distributors.
Indianapolis, Ind., U.S.A.
you afford to
without theml

THE

STANDARD

Applied on thousands
of Buildings in more
(ban 500 Cities In tbe
U. S. A. and Canada.

Can

OF

101-102 Beekman Street,

New York

be
Safe Exit Is a Universal Demand

IT WILL PAY YOU TO BOOK

If The

"LIFE
OF BUFFALO
BILL"
"ST. GEORGE
AND . . .'THE
DRAGON"
"REDEMPTION".
"GLASS
COFFIN"
"THE
WEED"
"RED
FALCON"

"MIRROR"
SCREEN
Will Not Do What We
Claim, I Will Forfeit

TO YOU!
$1000.00
MY BET 15
100 Per Cent More Light
More Perspective
More Clear and Natural

3 EEEL8
"
"

"AFTER
DARKNESS
LIGHT"
"FOUR
DARE
DEVILS"
"THE
VAMPIRE
DANCER"
"FALL
OF BLACKHAWK"
"HEROINE
OF DERNA"
"THE
PENALTY"
"THE
CIRCUS
GIRL"

2 REELS
"
"
"
"

"THE
INVENTOR'S
BIG ADVERTISING

LOWEST

SECRET"
FREE WITH ALL OUR FEATURES.
PRICES.
Write for Usts.

"The House of a Thousand Features"
IMPERIAL

FEATURE

FILM CO,

121 Fourth Avenue,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Than Any Other Curtain or Screen in the World
Furthermore, The Only Curtain That

Absolutely Prevents
Eye -Strain
Write for Catalogue of Improved
Snow- White Screen

Better Than Ever at Lower Prices

MIRROR

SCREEN

F. J. Rembusch, President

CO.

Shelbyville, Ind.

CELLULOID

POSITIVE
AND

NON-FLAM

CELLULOID

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

(Made Under License of the Patentee)

RAW

FILM SUPPLY CO.

IS EAST a6th STREET
Tel. Mad. Sq. 7876

NEW YORK
Cable Rawfilm New York

THE

FILMO CEMENT
For repairing all makes of Moving
Picture Films. ( ontaina do ether.
Non-evaporating. Put up in one-oz.
and one-pint bottles, also gallon cans.
Sold to Wholesalers, Manufacturers
and Jobbers. One-oz. bottle, 25 cent-..
iku.i MARK If y,,ur dealer does not
carry it we will supply
same.
Filmo Chemical Co.
55-57-59 Chrysbe Street, N. Y.

FEATURES

FOR

SALE

CHARLEY
COLMS vs. KNAVE
OF SPADES
3 Rerls- $150.00
FLIGHT
TO DEATH
2 Reels— $80.00
LAST
HOUR
2 Reels — $125.00
These Prices Include All Posters.

FEOERAL FEATURE FILM SUPPLY CO
Fourth Floo-, Hartford Bldg ,
Chicago

BIG BARGAIN
OF

FILMS

FOR

LIST
SALE

Either singly or in quantities. Prices
range from $2.00 to $12.00. Enough to
Start a Big Commercial Film Exchange
List Free. Song slides at your own
price. M. P. machines at lowest prices.

Palmer's Motion Picture Supplies

229 Third Ave. N.

Nashville, Term.

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
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CONIPENSARC
This Machine cuts
2) Jronvybur Mr.
(u Light
Manager

Bills

If you are on a 110 or 220
volt circuit and you are using a
rheostat to reduce the voltage to 35
at the arc in your lamp, you are pay-

ing for 2/3 more "juice" than you ate
Can you afford to waste
actually using.
ill this energy supplied trom the line, over
and above what you really need?

The Fort Wa^he Compensarc
saves all this waste by reducing the voltage without losing any:
light, and eliminates all danger of fires caused
vhiter.
rheostats.steadier

a clearer,^
makes
by overheated

we
have a little 22 page booklet "Compensarc vs. Rheostat" that
I We
It will tell you plainly how you can make a_big j y
[want to send you.
saving and a better light. Send us your name and address.

RIC WORKS
FORT WAYNE ELECT
of GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
1408 Broadway

/(ompensarcl
r

Fort Wayne, Indiana

SOLD

Send TODAY Jor out*
FREE descriptive booklet

OUT

First Edition of Richardson's Hand Book for Managers and Operators. Kindly do not send anymore remittances for $1.50 for same. See future issues for publication date and price of Second
Edition, now in hands of printer.

Chalmers Publishing Company
Box 226, Madison Square P. O.
M

New York City

THE
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OHIO EXHIBITORS
We are now Booking 10 of the Biggest Money
Getters on the Market

DUBLIN DAN SS

FEATURING BARNEY GILMORE
And The Solax Co. Prominent
and Actresses.

Actors

In 3 Reels.

WRITE OR WIRE FOR DATES AT ONCE.
We Release One New Feature Each Week.

U. S. Feature
Room

Square Bldg.

737 Prospect Ave., S. E.

REEL

RELIABLE
•

Read This

f

T OAK

WORK
Advertisement

If your
time in
is touch
worth with
money,us.don't
waste
by to
losing
time
getting
It will
pay ityou
let
us do your repair work. We know how to make your
machine new again, We handle a complete line of
supplies and buy and sell all makes of second-hand machines. SATISFACTION guaranteed. When anything
goes wrong think of

TheChicago Moving Picture Supply Co. 107cH^Go,rlnT. St

FEATURE

FILMS

For Sale or Rent
PHOTOPLAY

145 Wesl 45th Sl.\|ftf -„„„
Exchange Bldg. |"tw I0RK

COMPANY

„..„.,„ r 263 Main St.
BUPhftLDt Hippodrome Bldg

Bioscope

The

Yearly subscription, $2.00.

The leading Journal
of the Moving Picture
business in Europe,
largest circulation
and best Advertising
Medium, bar none.

Sample copy Mailed Free.

LONDON, W., ENGLAND.

85 Shaftesbury Avenue,

1 THE LCSNITH REWINDING SET,

EMBRACES THE FIRST NOTEWORTHY
IMPROVEMENTS
TO
REWINDING
MECHANISM
SINCE
REWINDING
BECAME
NECESSARY.
PRICE $5.°°
!

0£ T OME FROM
YOUR
i r ryivu
r*
— ■*EXCHANGE OR HBORESS
L.U.J Ml ID
VV.
US FOR LCAFfZ T.'
SCHCNECTAOY.N Y.
T« ,

tL

[
REVISTA
QUINCENAL
INTERNACIOXAL
ILUSTRADA
DE LA INDUSTRLA CJNEMATOGRAFICA V FOTOCRAFICA

PRECIOS

DE

PRhCIOS

M.*SCRlPCItiN

u« a;*

e.p.;<

...

Pi*^ 1-

•

RmpuuiUmu

• ii-

•

N0s«M Lwifa

...

•

i>.2»

JOSt SOLA
SALS

V CUABDIOI-A
II

i

• Di-ftcr»<

V .. iir- C *

■« !••

-*

DE
Cm

Moore

c

""■'■^Jten
&Co.
Hubbell
Chicasx:
111 Send for Catalogue

34-N.Ftar^nnSt

If you do not yet know what The
Motion Picture Story Magazine will
do for you and your theater, you can
hardly be blamed for not placing it
on sale.
It is doing so much for other exhibitors, that you owe it to yourself
to give it a test.
We do not ask you to take our
word for this. Many letters are coming to us each day, from exhibitors
who are now selling The A lotion Picture Story Magazine at their theaters.
All of these letters are enthusiastic
of the interest the magazine arouses
in their patrons, the new people it
brings to their theaters, the increase
of gate receipts it creates, and the
good
ness. it does the motion picture busiWhat .better proof could you ask,
than the word of those who are now
selling the magazine ?
Drop us a card and we will send
you further particulars, and duplicate
of some of these letters, or better
still why not place a trial order now
and test it yourself ?
Rate to exhibitors, ten cents, retail price, fifteen cents. Your profit,
five cents.

PL'BLICIDAD
3 - PC* uu»a6»

ffiSW«ilGHT
THAHCALCIUM.

- -~vta

STORY MAGAZINE

Don't delay until you forget, but
to-day.
send in your order and remittance

r

MOVING PICTURE MACHINES
& LANTERNS

SPECIAL SLIDES «.
TO ORDER MU-

MOTION PICTURE

Cleveland, Ohio

*JVP\J*m

FEATURE

THE

Is Published For You

Film Service

203 Huron

WORLD

The MOTION PICTURE
STORY MAGAZINE
26 Court Street
BROOKLYN,

NEW

YORK

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

ALLBERG'S
HRECTIFIER

Excl usive Ser vice

ECONOMIZER

Something you have always wanted, but have never been able to get
before. The following makes are
ours exclusively for New York and
surrounding territory:

GIVES

55 Amperes

Rex~Bison-Champion- Victor
Great Northern Features
Milano--Powers~Gem~Eclair
Imp-Animated Weekly-Nestor
All Features
in
Regular
Service

Universal Film
OF NEW

Direct Current at the Arc
with Any Alternating
Current Line Supply
No moving parts — no mercury bulbs to break or
renew — no relays or tripping coils.
Absolutely guaranteed for one year.
Can be installed in a few minutes and connected to
your old wires without special wiring.
I take your small 25 to 30 amp. mercury arc rectifier or other current-savers in part payment for
my LARGE 55-amp. Rectifier Economizer.

Exchange
YORK

111 East 14th St., New York

4f>5

WORLD

Phone, Stuyv. 1000

■■ WURUTZER

I am jobber of ALL MAKES
of Moving
Picture
Machines
Through my Exchange Department I am prepared to make liberal
allowance for your old machine in part payment on purchase of
new M. P. machine of any make.

Separate catalogues of different makes of machines,
supplies and economizers furnished free upon request, BUT
costs you 25c.Hallberg's Big Complete Catalogue

Wurlitxer

Write

Piano

for

Orchestra

in Ptttimc

32-page

Theatre,

Birmingham, Aim.

booklet,

showing

rVurlitzer Automatic Musical Instruments
in the leading picture theatres of the country.

The Wttrlitzer Instruments furnish better music than musician?
«xd reduce expenses.
60 different styles ; time payments ; big
catalog free.
I? you can't call, write to our nearest branch.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company

[

CINCINNATI NEW YORK
CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA
117-1*1 E. 4th 16-27 W. 82d 826-881 S. Wabash 1 886 C h e s t ■ a t
8T.LOUIS CLEVELAND BUFFALO LOUISVILLE COLUMBUS O
UJ Pin* St
800 Haroa Raid
TOl kUin
496 W. Greene
ST 1. Mala

1

HALLBERG

A. C. TO D. C. AND

D. C. ECONOMIZER.

I carry the Largest Complete Stock of

Electra Pink Label Carbons

J. H. HALLBERG
36 E. 23rd St.

New

York City

THE
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«S
ESTABLISHED 1865
WRITE FOR CAT. NO. 31

FOR EVERY PURPOSE
1,000 STYLES
115-117

Wabash
Ave., TL«
A
Chicago, So.111.
1 ne A.

ELECTRIC

New

York

Office,

1165

MR.

for Bulletin F-$8.

Springfield, O.

New London,

Think of the motherless, the fatherless, and the
childless homes as the result of theater panics. Protect the lives of your
patrons
by
Installing
our
"ANTI
PANIC"
THEATER
CHAIR.
28
Dead at Cannonsburg,
176 at Boyer
town.
678 at Iroquts
Theater,
Chi
cago.
Make these horrors lmpos1 sible.
Our chair Is a friend
to
' the Public.
It advertises your theater and
makes your business grow.
It Is a epace-eaver, life-saver,
money-saver. Gives 25% more seat
lug.

CHEAP
STEEL FRAME
THEATRE CHAIRS
ABSOLUTELY
NON-BREAKABLE

Exhibitors !
Submit your difficulties to the
author of "The Photoplay Theater," and other articles on man
agement, for advice and suggestion, the result of twenty years'
experience in amusement enterprises. Simple questions $1 each.

Epes

Winthrop

Box 70, Madison

New

York

STEEL
Mew

FURNITURE

Grand

OHIO.

>-*

Tr*^re is nothing more
fascinating to the public
than a bright brass frame
to display your photos or
posters.
We make Lobby and
Theater Fixtures and
Brass Rails of every
description.
Writt for Catalog.
Don't fail to visit our
complete New York show
room, 101-103 4th Ave.

THE NEWMAN
MFG. CO.

Rapids. Mick.
818 Biaael
Bid*.

717-721
SycamoreO, St„
Cincinnati,
EttaUimhed

Your Own Film Camera

42

BUY
THE
JUNIOR
PROFESSIONAL,
GUARANTEED
FILM MAKING
OUTFIT
YOU NEED IT, SOONER OR LATER, ALL
SUPPLY,
MACHINES,
LENSES.
Eberhard Schneider,

219 Second Ave., N. Y.

LYRIC
FILM
& SUPPLY
CO.
27 S. 6th St.. Terre Haute, Indiana.

It pays

UfDITC
Wlf I I C

Posters

A WEEK FOR $2.00

Hobba

Bldg.

CHELSEA

L

S1S4

M. NOTO, 146 *W. "23r*d ST. N. Y. CITY
when

you

buy

SEATING

TflRIV
for Cat. V2 (Mov. Picture Cbalra)
and Cat. VS (Upholstered Chairs)
I UUAT
Floor Sketch for Free Seating Plan

Send

Widest

range of styles and

prices.

Large stocks.

American Seating Company
218

8.

Waba*h

Ava.,

CHICAeO

Chicago

REATER J, D.WILLIAMS AMUSEMENT CO,. LTD.

to discriminate

THEATRE

Licensed

1883

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING CO.

MOVING PICTURE MACHINES. Wt make a
specialty of equipping theatres complete and are in a
position to offer you a better price on Powers 6 A,
Motiograph, Edison and Standard machines than
your regular exchange.
Get in communication.
Drop us a line.

Station

City

Co..

York: 150 6th Ave. Pittsburgh:
Blk.
Philadelphia: 610 Flanderi

^%

Make Your Lobby Display
Attractive

Suitable for small

Sargent

Square

CINCINNATI,

Theatres
andShows.
Moving Picture
We
carry these
chairs In stock and
diately.
can ship ImmeStatmt B wad
Also Chair,
seating
W.
use.
for Out-of-door
Addresa Dent

It will make your theater all aisles. It U the
only sanitary chair. It Is the world's greatest
theater chair, perfected to the highest degree.
Write to-day for Circular A.
THE HARDESTY MTO. CO., Oanal Dover, Ohio.
U.S. A.

If your scenarios do not sell
find out why. Perhaps your
manuscript can be rewritten and
Made saleable, and your mistakes
may be corrected in future manuscripts. The author of "Technique of the Photoplay," etc., will
give your manuscript personal
criticism for a fee of $2.

>rv^BEH^TT

C
M
A
I
R

34-36 E. 3rd Street

Wisconsin, U.S.A.

EXHIBITOR!!

SCENARIO
WRITERS !

508-10-12

Branches
in all
Leading Cities
First Ave., So.

The
Wisconsin Statin;
(o

The Foos Gas Engine Co.
OH!

L.O.

Get Our Prices
Before You Buy

will furnish direct current for your show
and give yon better quality of light than
you can get from the best Central Station
service. With a Foos Engine you can Bave
SO to 75 per cent, of the money you have to
pay for electric current and bare all the
light you want when you want it.

809 Linden Ave.

#"*_

Broadway.
Seattle Office.
San Francisco Office, 728 Mission St.

Generating Set

Send

U
A
1
rl.
Andrews

II K.

SSnd

St.,

NEW

YORK
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THE

REAL

MURDERER

WRONGLY

APPREHENDED

ACCUSED

¥
*
¥
¥
¥
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Baird is loved by Mary, but disliked by her father, the sheriff. So they plan
to elope, and an old sweetheart of Baird's, now married, agrees to aid them.
Her husband misconstrues and becomes jealous. He quarrels with Baird, and
when, later, he is found mortally shot, Baird is held for the crime. Only by
the unwavering courage of Mary is he saved from being lynched, and when
the real murderer is apprehended, the bars between the
lovers are shattered. Then the sheriff relents — and consents.
G. MELIES,

204 EAST 38th St., NEW

YORK

1000 feet approx. length

^»»»»»»»4 »»»»»»»»»»»»»» »»»»»»»»»»aM>»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»>M-»^^
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Cause and Effect

POWER'S 6A
Gels the Money

N96 A.
power:
s

AGRAPH
CAMER
S power
C|
•* POWER'
has staying
— and satisfies
both operators and patrons alike. Where
this is accomplished success is assured,
and a full cash drawer results.

CAMERAtRAPH

^] In our new equipment No. 6A we
have added the following improvements:
ARC LAMP : 100 amp. capacity, 14 adjustments,
takes 3-4" carbons, 6" lower, 12" upper.
LAMP HOUSE : excellent ventilation, large and
roomy with door each side, lamp more accessible.
STAND : made of iron, 14" lower magazine built in.

*J| Our new patented Loop
Setter, costing but $10.00 -additional, resets the lower loop
automatically, doing away with
the dark screen and interrupted
pictures.
<I
ThesethanCAUSES
POWER'Sis
better
ever, and make
the EFFECT
a perfect machine in every particular.
<I It means good money to you, Mr.
Showman. Let us send you catalogue
G, giving full details.

NICHOLAS
COMPANY

POWER
90

GOLD

NEW

STREET

YORK

For fifteen years the leading makers of motion
picture machines

trn
s
CAREY

PRES

Vol. 14. No. 5

November

Price. 10c.

2. 1912

t^y\S^i^SA»»3^

P

^H|I^
TH& PII/M
IND&X

euiD&

EXHIBITORS'

(I

^J

8

^^■f^a>8S^&fc^^
'iijj|,|!'|jiiiijrnniw^^w^k-^^
Scene from "Silent Jim" (Eclair).

^/^///////nn) n \\\\ \ w wvwwwwxn^

iMtowM^^^a^da^g^agM^

1

125 East 23rd Street
fMHiMcH.KKMK.M.HittMTOMH.iitti^

Watey««ttrtaM^^

Ne W YOfK — Chicago

169 W. Washington St.
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Three -a-Week

Sunday, November 3

Petticoat

Camp

l ii *■ J<i"y par.ty °' voun8 married couples lease a little island and set up a camp of their very own. But the running of it
tails entirely on the wives, while the hubbys
stirt their own camp, with humorous resultshave a fine time hunting and fishing. The b.-tter hilves promptly d-sert and

Tuesday, November 5

1.

The Ladder of Life
One man goes up the ladder, another down.
They meet midway, then the story swings you to the top rung with the
one and to the bottom with the other.
It it a great life lesson.
It will dignify your show, and silence the "picture knoikers.' '

Friday, November 8

Through the Flames
.,_.
The "big moments" in this very thrilling Thanhouser story, surpiss in realisti even sj-'i fire s--ts as tin- in "fes "
™
and Fortune." or "The Railroad
A solid plot
brickis hnjie
J. an er.ir; fi.-;
and there arc great leaps into life nets. Builder."
The remarkable
itself is
an dimlish:
educator.
' (hpirtmsit oil- 1 out

Coming 1 he btar OI Bethlehem

The Most Impressive Biblical Subject Ever Issued

_C^!_

^3

TWO F^ELS°SE'
a real'$tiC filmatization of EMERSON BENNETT'S thrilling story of 'pioneer days in the West.
IN
MISS TAKU OF TOKIO," another feature in the Japanese series that will lend novelty toany bill.
IN ONE REEL

Thanhouser Film Corporation ^"^Tc^ST

Nem Rocbelle, N.Y.
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The QUALITY of ESSANAY

"The

EXCELLENCE!

Letter"
"The Moving Finger"
" The Mother of the Ranch "

FEATURES
<(

PHOTOPLAY

OF

THIS

WEEK'S

PROGRAM

DE

LUXE!

Released Tuesday, Oct. 29th

IVIi

kins'

rd

S

A delightful pastoral comedy, chuckfull of the snappiest sort of breezy fun and real, ringing
Blanchard, Mildred Weston, Evebelle Prout, John Steppling and Whitney Raymond in dandy roles.
Released Wednesday, Oct. 30th.

((

fhe

Lettei

laughter.

99

Eleanor

99

A gripping, powerful political drama of the present day, showing the sordidness of the great modern "machine."
Points out a moral that cannot fail to impress deeply. Lily Branscombe, Harry Cashman, Frank Dayton and Bryant
Washburn in feature roles.
Released Thursday, October 31st.
£ £
99

uck

Unquestionably the fishiest fish story on record. The amusing adventures of a biaggart in losing both the biggest
fish and his daughter in the bargain. Howard Missimer, John Steppling, E. H. Calvert and Dolores Cassinelli in feature
laugh portrayals.
Released Friday, Nov. 1st.
£ £
99

IVI

A dramatic masterpiece. One of the most powerful subjects booked for the new month. The first wrong step ofi
a good woman — and the bitterness of repentance as she gazes dumbly into blackest despair. Lily Branscombe, Frank
Dayton and Harry Cashman featured.
Released Saturday, Nov. 2nd.

IVI

£ £

^r

of

A sensational Western dramatic subject, replete with
in old Mexico.
A 1,000 feet of nerve-tingling excitement.

WATCH

FOR

th

Ranch

IT'S

COMING

!

£ £

.L-

"

thrilling situations and the turmoil of the present-day strife

OF"
IVIOIM
WHY?

UIVI

99

NOT A DAY PASSES BUT WHAT EXHIBITORS TELL US THAT EbSANAY'S "BRONCHO BILLY" FILMS WITH
G. M. ANDERSON, THE WORLD'S MOST POPULAR PHOTOPLAY STAR, AND THE "ALKALI" IKE WESTERN
COMEDIES
ANY LIGHT WITH
DAY! AUGUSTUS CARNEY, INCREASE THEIR BOX OFFICE RECEIPTS FROM 25'i TO 50^ ON

FIND

OUT

FOR

YOURSELF!

Get Those Beautiful 3-Sheet Posters of All Essanay Saturday Releases, in Full Four Colors, Price 35c. Each.
Order Direct
from Your Exchange or from Morgan Lithograph Co., Cleveland
O.
Order Photos of all Essanay Players, Size 8 x 10,
Price $3.00 per Dozen, from The Players' Photo Co., 177 N. Stat, St., Chicago, 111.
THESE MATTERS DEMAND YOUR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION!

ESSANAY

FILM

MANUFACTURING

521 First National Bank BIdg., Chicago, 111.
Factory and Studio, 1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
Branch Offices in London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona

CO.
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BEWARE!
OF MISSING

THIS

OPPORTUNITY

"THE
VENGEANCE
OF
EGYPT"
A STATE RIGHTS
A
3 REELS
HERALDS

A

LOBBY

Feature

3 REELS
DISPLAY

POSTERS

Meriting

REEL REASON

i

1, 2 and 6 SHEET

the

Name

FILM FACTS

For the Careful Investor
Incontestably it has been proved that State Rights business is highly profitable to the purchaser. For the man already in the film business or to he who seeks lucrative investment there
are few superior propositions — when he chooses the right product. The investor in THE
VENGEANCE OF EGYPT has for assurance these affirmatives — the sterling name of
Gaumont, and their sane principles, their logical viewpoint.
Uniformly above mere praise are the regular Gaumont releases. Beyond witchery of
words is the result when in the instance of State Rights business, special effort is made. The
Gaumont Company, realizing the colossal possibilities of feature film operations, feel keenly the
necessity of producing a product commensurate with the extraordinary requirements — that
there must be no variation in grade and that that grade must be premier. And upon the
Gaumont principle that the interests of producer and exhibitor must be identical, is THE
VENGEANCE OF EGYPT offered.

£

A Story Having the Potency of Poe
The theme is that of an Egyptian Princess, dead 2000 years, whose spirit is outraged
by the stealing of a ring from the mummy' s finger. A revenge insatiable, leaving
a wake of woe extending a century's length. An atmosphere weird and interest
compelling. A background of Oriental occultism wreaking the wrath of a wraith
through
passions.
J
♦T'human
v

<Gaamonf>

AH Our Films are Copyrighted:
Infringements Will- ^*^^h^L
be Vigorously Prosecuted
{^r
t^T?

i^r GAUMONT COMPANY IjS
»^Vt^

FLUSHING.

NEW YORK

W\*4J%J%

^ilMVAWUWMMMVK^fWWUWWnW^
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THE LANDSLIDE
HAS BEGUN!
Hundreds of Exhibitors, Hitherto in Doubt
About the Film Situation, Now Convinced That the UNIVERSAL
PROGRAM is Supreme!
The TTniversal's complete, sweeping and sensational victory in the "Bison"
and "101-Bison" settlement has given all Universal exchanges a greater
impetus than any one thing that has happened heretofore. We were not
aware that so many exhibitors were awaiting the outcome of this big fight
before they would decide to "demand that Universal program." We did
not realize how many had been misled by false claims as to the real ownership of "Bison" .and "101-Bison" films. Universal exchanges, however,
have been telegraphing us all week, saying in effect :— "Hammer away on
that Bison victory until every exhibitor knows the -truth about it. Let
them know that the Bison is the property of the Universal and that they
cannot get it anywhere else!" So we say again, in order that there may
be no misunderstanding:

THE UNIVERSAL OWNS THE "BISON"
THE UNIVERSAL OWNS THE "101-BISON"
THE
UNIVERSAL
ALWAYS
WILL
OWN
THEM!
By the terms of the settlement, Mr. Baumann and his associates pay thousands of dollars to the Universal; surrender all their stocks and bonds
in the Universal Co.; surrender the "Bison" and "101-Bison" trade-marks
forever.

THE UNIVERSAL Has Always Played Fair With You !
THE UNIVERSAL Has Always Told You the Truth!
THE UNIVERSAL Will Always Continue To Do So!
. You know now where you stand, where the Universal stands and where
you can get the best film program in the whole wide world. Once more
we sav :

a

Demand

That Universal Program"

and get the kind of Quality that you've got to have to prosper.

UNIVERSAL FILM
MANUFACTURING CO.
"W?

Union

Square, * New

York^NTY.
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"YVONNE THE FOREIGN SPY."
Monday, October 28th.

Ben was a lover of nature. He had determined to make the pay
ore yield gold. Marion loved Ben, but she wanted the city life and
its mad-cap existence. Ben went with her, but when they quarreled
he went back to the West. Bill's little ruse succeeded in bringing
them together again. It ended just like the fairy tale. They were
happy ever after.

"FATTY'S
BIG MIX-UP."
Wednesday, October 30th.
In the first
want
job, and
he didn't
dressThe
as
a woman.
But place,
the payFatty
was didn't
good, so
he the
accepted
the one
and didwant
the to
other.
number of comical situations which developed are too numerous to mention.
A good, breezy Western comedy.

"MAKING A MAN
OF HER."
Friday, November 1st.
As fast as the rancher got a new cook one of the cow-punchers married her.
Emily needed a job bad and she took a chance in putting boy's clothes on and applying. Of course she was accepted. Scream after scream follows the reception of Emily at the ranch.
Full of rollicking, mirth-provoking scenes.

101
"THE

BISON

COWBOY
GUARDIANS."
Tuesday, October
29th.

A good, strong Western, in which a good part is devoted to comedy. In
fact there's more comedy in it than dramatic. A good, strong comedy-drama
for the first part of the week.

"TRAPPER BILL, KING OF SCOUTS."
Saturday, November 2nd.
From the time that Trapper Bill has the first quarrel with Shunan until
the big battle scene in which the Americans triumph over the Mexicans, the
picture is replete with thrills. Staged with wonderful realism in the hills and
dales of beautiful California.

PeepsPart Into
The Future
of our regular program

In which an American diplomat falls under the charms of
a vivacious foreign spy. Though she uses her beauty to
goed advantage, and her schemes at first meet with success,
her mission to secure important papers of state fails. Brilliantly produced.

"JOHN

STERLING,
2 Reels.
Thursday, ALDERMAN"—
October 31st.

An up-to-the-minute political drama. It tells how a man.
once a burglar, became an honest man, lived down his past and
became an important member of the Board of Aldermen.
It
abounds
the exposure
of graft
Is unfolded.'
King
Baggotwith
and thrills
a veryas superior
supporting
company
make
it a particularly worth-while release.

"FERDIE, BE BRAVE!" and "TAFT'S
AT Saturday,
THE
BROCKTON
FAIR."
November 2nd.

A very funny comic on the same reel with an especially
interesting educational topic.

CRYSTAL

"OH, SUCH A NIGHT !"
Sunday, November 3rd.
Pearl White, that vivacious little comedienne shows what
a wife in a temper can do. Of course the husband went
the limit when she crossed him. The funniest domestic entanglement you've seen in a good while.

On the Same Reel:
"MARRIAGE A LA CARTE."

George wanted a cool thousand from his Uncle and he used
that gag "about to be married." He got the money, hot
Le got more than he reckoned for. The Uncle insisted on the
marriage and George got the thousand, but he got a wife
with it. Exceptionally funny.

CHAMPION
"SUE."
Monday, October 28th.

A strong story
You'll
with
wonderment
when of
yon the
see Kentucky
the child hills.
handling
the stare
big snake,
the snake biting Virginia and the sacrifice made by the
plucky mountain girl in savins Virginia's life because she
wanted to "save her for Dave." Photographically beautiful, thrlllingly emotional.

«A TRAGIC

"THE
TRIBAL
LAW"Date("ioi"-Bison)—
Two Reels.
a Whale!
Release
Later.
"LEAH. THE FORSAKEN"
(Imp)— Three Reels.
Luxe.
Simply Magnificent.
Released Nov. 7th.
"THE
TRIBAL
LAW"
("ioi"-Bison)—
It's
Never Had Such a Chance
in Your Two
Life. Reels.
Released
Nov. 6th.

DAY

Renata married Guy because she considered it her filial
Saturd.
learned that her heart and love were given to another,
he
disappointment, he deliberately sent the automobile over the
Tragically beautiful.

THAT

ANIMATED

WEEKLY

THE

M< »\ ING

l'l« TIKI'.

415
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"THE COLLABORATORS."
Wednesday, October 30th.
Dick was a poet, and like all poets, be was long on the poetry
and short on cash. The inevitable happened. Dick had to
look for a new hoarding house. Molly was In love with him
and when he went away he left her his poem. The success
that followed that poeiu is as funny as It is Invigorating.
Book It now.

"A
With
tragedy
exciting
kind of

DREAMLAND
TRAGEDY."
Friday, November 1st.

her awakening came the realization that ber terrible
had happened only In dreamland,
but the dream Is
enough to make you sit up and take notice.
A new
dream picture, well acted, well staged.

GEM
"THE OLD
Tuesday,

DOLL MAKER."
October 29th.

VICTOR
REDEMPTION
OF
Friday, November

REX

"CAREFUL NURSING."
Thursday, October 31st.
Markham was the only sick man in the house when the nurse arrived, but
within half an hour the four sons took sick. It would have been a long siege of
sickness
the taught
pugilistthem
husband
the lesson.
pretty nurse hadn't arrived on the scene
of
action ifand
all a of
good

"AN

RIVERTON."
1st.

When the Rev. John Gibson arrived in Riverton he knew
be had a big Job on his hands. The town was noted for Its
scandal mongers and its drunkards. Gibson determined to
clean it up. The way be did it and the result is most
pleasing. See bow Florence Lawrence, as June kfartin,
helped him.

ANO
'veraber 2nd.
WEDDING."
Jlnty to do so.

"AUNT
BRIDGET."
Sunday, November 3rd.
The Aunt's "fictitious" legacy scheme worked fine until the young people
went to look into the matter, and then they saw how they had been tricked.
They ousted the old lady before she had a chance to tell them she won a lot of
money.
Alive with fun from start to finish.

When Lucille eloped with Villon she little realized the
hardships she would encounter. Years passed and though
her father had forbid ber to return, he relented. A most
gripping climax Is portrayed when, Lucille and her family
destitute, they discover a sum of money In a doll the father
bad sent. Pleasingly pathetic.

"THE

The Deacon liked Dave well enough, but he didn't like the "moving picture
business" that Dave was interested in. When they caught Deacon Hiram playing the "Shell game" at the county fair with the camera, Dave made the most
of his opportunity when he got the reel.
Plenty of fun.

OLD-FASHIONED MOTHER."
Sunday, November 3rd.

The doctor knew his business, and the nurse was about as good as a nurse
could be, but the child kept failing and the chances for its recovery were slight.
Clandestinely the old-fashioned mother administers some of the kind of homemade medicine she used in years gone by and the child was saved. A beautiful
theme, most prettily handled.

PeepsPart Into
The Future
of our regular program
"THE
TRIBAL
LAW" Date("ioi"-Bison)—
Two
a Whale
! Release
Later.

Guy

thought

she

loved

him

IS YOUR ONE BEST BET

and

when

he

Reels.

"THE
DEBT"
(Rex)— Two
Reels.
A Divine Theme
Beautifully Produced.
Released November 21st.
INSIST UPON HAVING
"THE

SHIP OF LIONS"

(Ambrosio)— Released Nov. 6th.
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Will be recognized as AN ABSOLUTE

NECESSITY

By Theatrical Managers who want to conduct their box office business

EXPEDITIOUSLY,
BECAUSE
BECAUSE

ACCURATELY

AND SAFELY

You can sell INSTANTLY i, 2, 3, 4 or 5 tickets, by simply pressing a button and foot
pedal— THIS SPELLS RAPID SERVICE.
All tickets are sold through our automatic machine — your cashier will handle no tickets,
only the cash — any possible collusion between cashier and doorkeeper will be a thing of
the past. Every dollar's worth of business will mean ONE HUNDRED CENTS in
your pocket THIS SPELLS SAFETY.

BECAUSE

Every ticket sold through the machine IS AUTOMATICALLY REGISTERED— the
register is accurate and can make no mistakes. The register is locked, and YOU HOLD
THE KEY, and the register acts as your bookkeeper— THIS SPELLS ACCURACY
AND EFFICIENCY.

BECAUSE

The AUTOMATIC TICKET SELLING AND CASH REGISTER handles the crowds
with mechanical precision — in this speed age it means a great deal to supply customers
with tickets in a fraction of the present time required. The AUTOMATIC does it, and
box-office congestion is eliminated.

THEREFORE
DONT

SUBJECT YOUR EMPLOYEES TO TEMPTATION
ANY LONGER— GET AN AUTOMATIC— WITH THE KEY TO
THE REGISTER, YOU HAVE
THE KEY TO THE SITUATION.
Illustrated descriptive catalogue and
terms upon request.
Write
nearest office.

u

Reliable agents wanted
everywhere— liberal contracts

3D

D^utomatir f irkftSf-llitm anil €ash toistpr do.
RGH II493-I5Q5
NEW
-J-Q.^I ROS

PITTSBU
FARMER'S
BANK
BLOC.

Y'0 F3 K.
BROADWAY
BROADWAY

**
U THIRD

SAINT
NATLBANKLOUI E
BLDG.
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In S
Two
ION
ATB\rts
^EN
Special
Release for
Monday, Nov. 11,1912
AND

BOOK

PUBLICITY

THIS FILM TO-DAY!

£„^f££RKABLE'
ALL-ENTHRALLING
STORY
OF LIFE IN THE
lR^VA£h
r^NGLES'THRILLING,
WITHOUTHAIR DOUBT
MOST
DBA
MATTiCkWDARING'
RAISING, THE SPECTACULAR
P„|A1E
OF WILD ANIMALS
AND HUMANS
EVER
PRODUCED
ANY
YJSSS' MASTERPIECE.
,AT<,ANY TIMZ- THAT'S
BY ANY GUARANTEE
MAKER.
SELIGS
GREATEST
WILD
ANIMAL
ENOUGH
FOR ANYONE
THE
MONEY-MAKER
OF THE
CENTURY.
FINEST
LINE
OF PAPER
AboutFEATURE
1,800 feet
AIDS
EVER
OFFERED
ARE
BEING
PREPARED
FOR THIS

SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE!

AT ONCE!

Program

For Week

Nov. 4th.

Of Nov, 4th

The Voice Of Warning

The appealing and dramatic story of a child of the tenement districts, and her temptation and regeneration.
Teaching a strong moral lesson.
About 1,000 feet.

Nov. 5th.

Nov. 7th.

The Dynamiters

An exceptionally exciting story of the West.
One sensational scene shows the blowing up
of a surveying
shack Good
by the
dynamiters. About party's
1,000 feet.
Western
feature.

Nov. 6th.

1^

Her Education

The story of an orphan girl of the Western
range and her ambition to secure an education. Containing an excellent element of
comedy and some exciting dramatic scenes.
Written by Marjorie Benton Cooke. Good
feature.
About 1,000 feet.

Of The Isles

Nov. 8th. The Legend of the Lost Arrow
A beautiful tale of Indian romance and sacrifice.
Adapted from the original Yosemite Indian folk lore
stories and myths. Cleverly portrayed. On the same
reel with "Enchanting Japan," anotli.r remarkable
Selig educational subject depicting the beauties of the
Oriental land.
About 1,000 feet.

SELIG
y,

Carmen

A romance of the South Sea Islands. A
clever story told in a fascinating manner.
Filled with the hot, amorous atmosphere of
the Southlands. Picturesque in its backgrounds. About i.ooo feet.

Polyscope
COMPANY

20 E. Randolph St.

CHICAGO

kn
TRADE ^BARr
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A" FILMS

Enjoy an Undisputed Reputation of Superiority — It took a long time to acquire and
was possible only because of our untiring efforts to produce the best possible.
We mean to retain this reputation regardless of the physical exertion or monetary consideration involved.
Watch us !
A WEEK'S
MONDAY,

"FLYING

NOVEMBER

MAIDEN

A"

RELEASE

4, 1912

AND

MEN

A Western drama of love and disappointment.

SATURDAY,

TWO REELS
AN

ORDER

ONE

AND

THE

SHEET

NOVEMBER

7, 19 J 2

GOD'S UNFORTUNATE
A thrilling struggle for supremacy over a troublesome career.

NOVEMBER

DRAMA

POSTERS

SAVOY

THURSDAY,

9, 1912

STARBUCKS

EMOTIONAL

THREE

CALENDAR

— ALSO

THEATRE,

OF

FOUR

PAGE

AMERICUS,

THE

TWO REELS

SOUTH

HERALDS

FROM

YOUR

EXCHANGE

GA.

We are running every American film released and are going to open another place here
about the first of November and would like to have more Americans.
Keep up the good work.
(Signed) Carl G. Wall.

WATCH FOR ANNOUNCEMENT ON

AMERICAN

FILM

ASHLAND

THE

IDYLL

MANUFACTURING
BLOCK,

CHICAGO,

OF

HAWAII

COMPANY

ILLINOIS
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A

PUNCH!

and BLOOD

A Secret Service Sensation — Staged by the
Producers of FRA DIAVOLO

TWO

REELS

RELEASED

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

15

An old detective sacrifices twenty-five years of honest effort for the sake of his wife and
erring son. The son does not permit the sacrifice.
Romance, thrills, tears and heart-throbs permeate the story.
Stolen jewels are hidden in an old violin case. There is a spectacular chase across
house-tops.
ashamed
himself, tries to evade his father and drops
from a heightTheof detective's
four stories,son,almost
to hisof death.

ADVERTISING

MATTER

INCLUDES

one sheet, three sheets, heralds, slides and other miscellaneous material.

OTHER

The New

Write for samples.

FEATURES

Love and the Old

RELEASED

WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER

S

This is a study in human nature with many original situations. His snobbish fiancee
turns up her nose when he introduces her to his old mother The Boy's success had not
weaned him from his "old love" and when he sees his unhappy mother suffering under
the glances of his fiancee, he decided that the old love is good enough for him. He takes
his mother in his arms and turns his back on his erstwhile sweetheart.

Just Hats
RELEASED

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

8

Billy is pursued by bad luck in the shape of hats. Everywhere he turns hats with a
combination of circumstances conspire to effect his ruin. This is a Billy Quirk comedy
with the entire Solax Comedy Cast.
j

S©WCompan>
FORT

LEE, NEW

JERSEY
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BRONCHO FILMS
$50.00

FOR SCENARIOS. THE MINIMUM PRICE
PAID WILL BE $50.00 WE WANT STIRRING FRONTIER, PIONEER, MILITARY
STORIES IN TWO REELS.

4*

0*
£ M "
Motion P*^

Address: T. H. INCE, Director, 1712 Allesandro Street, Los Angeles. Cal.

Li

The Man They scorned
TWO

Released

n

REELS

Wednesday,

November

6

He was a Jew — and a
Soldier. Scorned

and

ridi-

culed, hazed and insulted, his poor
heart nearly failed him, borne up
only by the childish sympathy and affection of
the Colonel's little girl. The crisis in his life is
reached when, in a disastrous fight with the Indians, the soldiers are compelled to fly for their
lives before the advancing hordes of Indians, and
the Colonel's horse is. shot under him. The Jew
lifts his commander to the saddle and attempts to
save both, but the load is too heavy and he leaps
from the horse and forces the Colonel to ride on.
Entrenched behind rocks on a hilltop he fights
for his life, and when reinforcements arrive and rescue him he is terribly wounded.
Through the
tender care of the Colonel's family he is restored to health and is promoted for his bravery. The happiest moment in his life is when the troop gathers under his window and cheers him.

BRONCHO

MOTION

PICTURE

CO.

150 East 14th Street, New York City
Mutual

Film Corporation,

60 Wall Street,

Sole Agents for U. S. and Canada

Till''.

M< )\ [NG

l'l« l URE

\V< >KI.D

KEYSTONE NLMS
421

COMEDY

REEL

EVERY

MONDAY

The Keystone Stock Company comprises the largest aggregation of
famous comedians in the world, the principals being Mack Sennett, Fred
Mace, Mabel Normand, Ford Sterling, and Alice Davenport. It is an
All-Star Company.

KEYSTONE FILM CO.

A SPLIT REEL ON
MONDAY,
NOV.
4

Mabel's

Lovers'

Mabel arrives at the summer resort and
has many lovers. Possessed of a beautiful
figure, she decides to put the men to a
test, and when donning her bathing suit
fills her stockings with numerous bumps.
When she discards her coat at the beach
all the men beat a hasty retreat with the
exception of one who "peeped" when
Mabel was fixing up. Her next appearance in her bathing suit, minus the ungainly protuberances causes consternation among the men who have been
fooled.

AT IT AGAIN
This picture revives the travesty on Sherlock
Holmes, in which Mack Sennett and Fred Mace
won unbounded popularity. A woman receives
an anonymous letter advising her that her husband is rlirting, and engages the detectives.
They track the wrong man and spy on him,
arresting him in his own home while making
love to his own wife. It develops that the man
is a police
captain,
ished for their
error. and the "sleuths" are pun-

KEYSTONE
MUTUAL

FILM

CORPORATION,

60

FILM CO.
Wall

Street

Sole

150 East 14th St.
NEW

Agent for the

YORK

U. S. and

CITY

Canada
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ULUBIN F LMS
Length 1043 ft.

Released Tuesday, Oct. 29th, 1912.

PARSON

Released Friday, Nov.

1st, 1912.

Length

FIXING A FLIRT

JAMES

1,000 ft.
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Richard James, an ex-minister, took up a claim in Barston and did fairly well. Cal Cummings, a gambler, and
his wife, Frisco Nell, were requested to leave town and,
Nell, fearing that the tramp across the mountains would
kill the little baby, left it in charge of the parson. He
accepted the charge and when old enough sent little Nellie
to a convent for education. A friend offered James the
charge of a church some miles away and wanted Nell to
marry his son, but the parson and his ward agreed that
nothing should part them.

Bill Bruce, an imitation of "a man about town," flirts
with Bess Bradley, a stenographer, and invites her to dinner: she puts up a job on him, and when they are seated
at the table of a swell cafe, two other girls blow in; of
course they have to be invited to sit down ; still later
others arrive until Bill finds he has eight girls to feed.
The check is much too *big for Bill's roll and he has to
part with his watch and other ornaments, much to the
amusement of the girls.

Released Thursday,

Released Sat., Nov. 2nd, 1912.

Oct. 31st, 1912.

Length

The Heavenly Voice

1059 ft.

Major Lee, who is much in love with the Widow Smith, enhances
his suit by getting the young village blacksmith to sing under her
window just before he visits her. The ruse works to perfection until one night the singer is late, and as the Major is proposing, the
welcome notes are heard on the outside. The widow investigates and
finds the handsome blacksmith singing a love song to her daughter.

Length about 1000 ft.

The Family Next Door

Young Bob Ford and Marv Heap resolve to get married, despite
their parents, who have had a difficulty. Bob and his brother Roy
gather a posse of cowboys and girls, who protect an elopement. The
couple get married as the old men are held up and they escape on a
train.
Finally the friends coddle the old men into forgiveness.

Released Monday, Nov. 4th, 1912.

JUAN AND JUANITA

Length about 1,000 ft.

Juan, with
a Mexican
loses
his he
job loses
on the
and asOne
Juanita's
mother will
not permit
the girl
keep
company
a man peon,
who is
broke,
hisrailroad,
sweetheart.
day. looking
for work,
he finds
the to
station
agent badly wounded in the depot and sees Tony, a discharged employee, flying along the track with a consignment of stolen gold on a drill-engine. He and the station agent board a handcar and secure the robber. Juan
is reinstated on the road and deeded a homestead.
That night there is a joyful wedding.

EXTREMELY BEAUTIFUL ONE and THREE SHEET POSTERS of our PHOTO-PLAYS,
printed in FIVE COLORS, can be obtained from the A. B. C. COMPANY, CLEVELAND,
OHIO.
These handsome bills will offer a GREAT ADVANTAGE to your Theatre.

LUBIN MANUFACTURING
Chicago: 154 West Lake St.

COMPANY,

B. Nichols, 86 Wardour St, London, W., England.

MODEL NEW STUDIOS,
aoth and Indiana Avenues,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Berlin, 35 Friedrich Str.
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BETTER BUSINESS — BIGGER PROFITS with

THE
EDISON
KINETOSCOPE

UNDERWRITERS' TYPE B
An Unsurpassed Moving Picture Machine From Every Point of View
"ONCE USED, ALWAYS

USED"

If you make your show better your business
will be better and your profits bigger. The
one sure way to make your show better and

keep the money "jingling in the till" is to install the Edison Kinetoscope. The moving
picture machine that projects the clear, sharp,
rlickerless pictures that delight the eye and
bring the crowd back for more night after
night.
The Edison Kinetoscope is endorsed by the
Board of Fire Underwriters ; it is a simple
machine to operate and is built to stand the
steady grind. Get machine-wise — write to-day
for full particulars and a copy of the Edison
Kinetogram.

110 volt,
Price, with Rheostat,
24-40 amperes,
- - - $225.00
Price, with 110 volt, 60 Cycle
- - $245.00
Transformer,

CURRENT
Nov.
"
"

Special Features
The only machine with hardened
steel shafts running in hardened bearings throughout.

Adjustable Outside Revolving Shutter, Chain Take-Up, Extra Large
House, with square condenser holder,
Double Magazine Rollers, Heavy
Brass Terminals on connecting cords,
set of Heavy Extension Legs, four of
which are 1% inches in diameter. A
very substantial stand.

EDISON

1 — "A Baby's Shoe," by Robert E. Coffey.
2 — "Bobby's Dream.
375 feet.
Comedy.
Comedy.
2 — "For
Professional
Services,"
by
H.

1,000 feet.
M.

Dramatic,

King.

"

5— "A
Romance
of
feet.
Dramatic.

"

6 — "A Queen for a Day," by Mark Swan.
1,000 feet.
Comedy.
8— "Yellowstone
National
Park,
Wyoming,
U.
S. A."
1,000
feet.
Scenic.
Comedy.
9— "A
Doctor for an Hour," by Bannister Merwin.
1,000 feet.

"
"
"
"
"

Rails,"

by

Hugh

King

by

feet.

4 — "The
New
Member
E. Morgan.
1,000
the

Crew,"

625

"

•'

of the Life-Saving
feet.
Dramatic.

FILMS

Harris.

Herbert
1,000

11 — -"The
Non-Commissioned
Officer,
Tales
from
Blackwood's."
1,000 feet.
Dramatic.
12 — "Salt
Lake
City, Utah,
and its Surroundings."
500 feet.
Scenic.
12 — "Linked Together," by Abagail Marshall.
500 feet.
Comedy.
13 — "A Thrilling Rescue by 'Uncle Mun.' " by Fred E. Nankivel.
the originator
of "Uncle
Mun."
1,000 feet.
Comedy.
15 — "The
by E. J. Montague.
1,000 feet.
Dramatic. Old Reporter,"

460IU*
*,COM»OBATeO

239 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J.
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15c.
RELEASES FOR NEXT WEEK
Eclipse, Wednesday,

Nov.

6, 1912.

per foot and

STATE RIGHTS
GUARANTEED

Here's

Big
Money For

YOU

THE QUEEN OF SPADES

S
'
M
I
R
G
L
I
P
S
PROGRES
Ambrosio

Version

(Four

Reels)

Made by the Ambrosio Co., Turin. Italy

WAITING

A

remarkable

FOE

HER

HUSBAND

story filled with mystery
excitement.
A thrill in every foot!

and

Cines, Tuesday, Nov. 5, 1912.

LOVE vs. GRATITUDE
Drama.

The Golden Shell of Palermo
Scenic.

You've been looking for something with which to
make a pot of money on the side. HERE IT IS!
Here is a film that will never die out. The very
name itself is so well known to millions and millions of people that it will require but the very
minimum of advertising. Its production absolutely surpasses any so-called " feature film " on
the market. Its double exposure scenes, its dissolving effects and its other sensational features
are positively masterly! It is 3,500 feet long and
the price is only 15c. a foot, INCLUDING ABSOLUTE PROTECTION OF d»
YOUR RIGHTS. You there- *P
fore get a complete print and
territorial rights for the sum of
Beautiful one three and eight sheet lithos.
Also
a printed lecture.
Feature this feature.

525

Cines, Saturday, Nov. 9, 1912.

NOT A STATE WILL
BE LEFT AFTER 30

No Fool Like An Old Fool
An

excellent comedy drama telling how
old fellow gets left in the lurch.

DAYS. We've given you
your opportunity. If you

a silly
Feixt ure Films €r Nothing Else*

Advance Synopses Free.

GEORGE

Write to

KLEIN E

166 North State St.

CHICAGO

Licensed by Motion Picture Patents Co.

want it you'll have to
WIRE IMMEDIATELY.

145 West 45th Street, New York City
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"NONE
BUT THE BRAVE
DESERVE
He look? and acts like a hero.
Developments prove him

y

goes back to her first love.

"BUNNY AT THE DERBY"
"JUST LUCK"

v|

W(iKI.I)

4-' 5

THE HeFAIR"
"°"ni'h
loses the girl and ^ht

a faker.

A Double Treat

Bunny is there with his "Lize." It's a great day at the Derby and we don't want to miss it.
"Just Luck" is the right kind for a laugh.

y,.,

"POET

AND PEASANT"

Seeking inspiration and rest in Normandy, a young Parisian poet meets a young girl to whom
makes ardent love and then jilts. She dies and he lives to realize his hcartlcssness.

hi

"ON THE LINE OF PERIL"
Acting as a spy, a young Northern soldier protects a Southern girl from insult.
discovered and he narrowly escapes with his life. Full of thrilling moments.

"LESSONS
"BETTINA'S

\

f
I

IN COURTSHIP"
SUBSTITUTE"

1 Two Refined r

J

One is full of pointers in the art of making love.
caught in his fondness for "Chickens."

:■'■■

Comedies

The

other

shows how

Friday,

November nt

an

old masher

got

Saturday, November 2nd
FAIR"
GARDEN
THE
Widow and widower, both susceptible.
They love, quarrel and then get married.
Their children
help each other get a new papa and mama.

NEXT WEEK, SIX A WEEK
"AN OFFICIAL

APPOINTMENT"— A realization.
MONDAY,

NOVEMBER

4th.

NOVEMBER

5th.

NOVEMBER

6th.

"OUT OF THE SHADOWS"— Western. THURSDAY, NOVEMBER
"A MODERN ATLANTA"— A fine run.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER
"ARABIAN
SPORTS" ^1 —Comedy and sport. SATURDAY, NOVEMBER
"THE HAND BAG"

7th.
8th.

"THE FACE OF THE VOICE"— Very choice. TUESDAY,
"MICHAEL McSHANE, MATCHMAKER"—WEDNESDAY,
Irish gem.

:;

is

"IN

I
::

His identity

I

Special three-reel

feature, "THE

MILLS

OF

THE

Released Through the General Film
Company, Monday,
November 4th

gth.

GODS"

THE
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Days of '49

A powerful story of eary days in the gold fields of the West.
A bandjof
genuine Indians and a company of real cowboys give the correct touch of
realism in this sensational drama.
Released Monday, November nth.

The Young

One,

Millionaire

Three and Six Sheet Posters.

I Saw Him First
Presenting- Ruth Roland and Marin Sais as

1
•
it
,
AAstory orfmodern
lite
in
the
tenethe gay flirts.
ment and in the palace.
Showing
(On the same reel:)

the home of the rich, and typical

New York

tenement

scenes.

jfa Bachelor's Bride

Presenting Ed Coxen as "'The Bachelor."

Released Wednesday, November 13th.

Two Roaring Comedies.
Released Friday, Nov. 151/1.

Battle in the
Virginia Hills
The true story of a feud
taineers.
among the Virginia mounPhotographed in authentic
locations.
One,

Three

and Six
Posters.

Sheet

Released Saturday, Nov. 16th.

Coming— The Kerry Gow
The Popular Irish Drama by Joe Murphy.,

AUllLs///

Released Monday,
One,

Three

and

Produced in three reels by Kalem Company in Ireland
November
Six jSheet

18th

ty'lfflf EPIl

Posters

POUR A WEEK

a

M

J. P. Chalmers, Founder.
Published by
Telephone Call, I343-I344 Gramercy
CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY,
125 E. 23rd Street (Beach Building), NEW YORK
J. P. Chalmers, Sr., Pres. ; E. J. Chalmers, Sec. and Treas.; John Wylie, Vice-Pkks. and General Manager.
Tke office of tke company

ii the address of the ofhceri.

Entered at the General Post Office in New York City as Second Class Matter.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: $3.00 per year. Post free in
the United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and the
Philippine Islands. Canada, $3.50. Foreign Countries,
l4-oo, Post Paid.

DISPLAY

WESTERN OFFICE: 169 W. Washington St. (Post Bldg.),
Chicago, 111. Phone, Main 3145. Automatic Phone 32732.

Address all correspondence "Moving Picture World, P. O.
Box 226, Madison Square, New York," and not to individuals.
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Moving Picture World feels that it is performing a service to the cinematographic industry
and especially to the exhibitors of the country by
warning them of an insidious attempt on the part of a
tobacco company to promote the sale of its cigarettes
through the agency of the motion picture theaters. The
tobacco company is sending out circulars telling exhibitors of motion pictures that they propose to "spend
$500,000 a year for the benefit of moving picture theaters." The whole thing amounts to nothing more nor less
than a premium scheme. The "prize" consists of "coupons" that are to be found in the packages of cigarettes.
These coupons may either be cashed or used as admissions to a motion picture theater, provided of course the
exhibitor is willing to enter into this bargain. We
earnestly hope that no self-respecting exhibitor will lend
himself to any such nefarious scheme. The proposal is
really in the nature of an insult to exhibitors, for this
tobacco company would never dare to offer such propositions to the theaters, or in fact to any decent amusement
enterprise. The company evidently does not realize that
the average exhibitor and manager of an electric theater
is just as anxious to conduct his place in a clean and respectable manner as any other theatrical manager in the
country. We have no doubt that the offer of the tobacco
company will be rejected and resented, and that, if necessary, every exhibitor will place above the door of his
box-office a card reading "No cigarette coupons accepted
here."
THE

It is scarcely necessary to point out the many reasons
for declining the offer of the tobacco company. For
years The Moving Picture Wtorld and every friend of
the motion picture have struggled to give to the new invention ahigh, useful and honorable place in our modern
life. After these years of unremitting efforts we are
just beginning to see the signs of a harvest. The motion
picture is distinctly advancing in public esteem. Manufacturers and exhibitors more than ever realize their responsibilities toward the public. They must share very
largely in the credit for the uplift of the motion picture.
The industry is in a prosperous condition. The honest
enemies of the motion picture have been changed into
friends and the hopeless fanatics are making but little
noise. Even the newspapers have begun to dissociate
the motion picture from small and unwashed boys and
from silly farces and dime-novel versions of the "Wild
West." Everything points to greater progress and continued prosperity. If the proposition of the tobacco company were to be accepted by any considerable number of
exhibitors a violent reaction of public sentiment against
the motion picture will be sure to follow. The sale of
cigarettes is, of course, biggest among boys. The legislature of pretty nearly every State in the Union has attempted tobreak up this sale or to keep it within bounds.
In many States the sale of cigarettes to minors is a misdemeanor. It is reasonable to assume that this anticigarette legislation has hurt and hampered the sale of
this particular kind of tobacco. Perhaps the tobacco
company hopes to stimulate this sale by making the mo-

PICTURE

WORLD

tion picture houses distributing centers for their wares.
However that may be, there is every reason in the world
for the exhibitors to refuse the part assigned to them by
the management of this company.
*
The "cigarette coupon" would bring the kind of patronage which every sensible and responsible exhibitor
wants to keep away from his house. It would bring the
noisy rowdies, which to our own certain knowledge have
ruined more than one motion picture house. The decent
and orderly people of the community would shun the
house where the cigarette coupon is honored. We may
be very sure that the newspapers and the enemies of the
motion picture generally would seek to make capital out
of such a situation. They would go to the legislatures
and demand further hostile legislation against the motion
picture and against the exhibitor. What answer could
be made to them by the friends of the motion picture?
"He is thrice armed who hath his quarrel just," but no
amount of eloquence can help a bad cause. Not a word
can be said in defence of such a proposed alliance between the cigarette and the motion picture.
This is a subject calling, it seems to us, for action by
the organized exhibitors. Unfortunately it is in the
power of one man to injure his betters in the same calling
by descending to the low level where the tobacco company has placed him. To neutralize as much as possible
the action of the black sheep it is well to have the organized exhibitors take a decided and public stand against
the proposition and make their position known through
notices in the press or in any other legitimate manner.
If there is an odd exhibitor here and there who cannot
see through the scheme of the tobacco company, the
action of the organized exhibitors will make it plain to
the public that he stands alone and is not representative
of his vocation.
*
The Moving Picture World is not trying to set up a
premature kingdom of the saints. We are only pleading
for good and clean business methods. We think it is
the worst kind of business to imperil the good standing
of the motion picture for the sake of a few extra pennies that may come through the cigarette coupons. Xo
kind of amusement can long endure if it does not in
some measure enjoy the respect and confidence of the
public. The motion picture does not want to be classed
with anything verging on the borders of the illegal. The
industry can be built up only if the foundations are solid
and sure and sound. The motion picture has come to
stay. If it is to be a permanent institution, if investors,
whether in the manufacturing or the exhibiting branch
expect a safe and lasting return on their caital, we must
have public sentiment with us and not against us. We
surely know by this time how much harm can be done
by a hostile public sentiment. The motion picture has
nobler and more profitable missions to fulfill than to help
the sale of cigarettes. Sound business principles demand
an emphatic rejection of this "prize package" offer.
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The Picture and the Voice
By W. Stephen Bush

moving picture enterperfect
think
I CANNOT tainment
withoutofthea aid
of the human voice. Here
is a practical question, deserving the earnest and immediate study of every cxhihitor who is anxious to improve the quality of his entertainment. I am not dealing
with an experiment or with a theory. Wherever and
whenever the human voice has been made an adjunct to
an exhibition of moving pictures the result has been a
gain in the receipts and a most desirable increase in
prestige. Of course, the human voice must be enlisted in
a proper and intelligent manner ; some thought and care
must be devoted to the subject. Whenever this is done
I know from an actual experience of several years that it
means a sure profit for the exhibitor.
The need of the human voice was felt from the very
beginning of the motion picture. It was felt at once
that music alone was not sufficient. All sorts of attempts
were made to supply the aid of the human voice. The
'illustrated song" and the cheap vaudeville owed their
existence and their passing popularity to the fact that
they varied the cinematographic program to the extent
of bringing the human voice into play. All the efforts
to produce the sound of the human voice by means of mechanical contrivances were occasioned by this same desire
to supply the element of sound to the motion picture
entertainment. We know why the "illustrated song" and
the cheap vaudeville have failed ; we know that the public
has passed judgment on both, and no words need be
wasted on that phase of the subject. Are the attempts
to introduce the human voice by means of synchronizing
devices into the motion picture theater likely to be more
successful? A more perfect and satisfactory method of
synchronization may and probably will be invented in the
future, but will this solve the problem? We remember
the furore made less than five years ago by the cameraphone, and the vogue which later the so-called "talking
pictures" enjoyed. Parts of comic operas and entire
acts of vaudeville had been "cameraphoned." People
who cannot look below the surface thought that the
"talking picture," whether produced by the synchronizer
or by the man behind the screen, was going to have a
great future. Fabulous sums were asked and great sums
were paid for "cameraphone rights" in the cities and
States of the country, and "talking-picture companies"
were organized and traveled about from place to place.
To-day the cameraphone and the "talking picture" are
forgotten and discarded, just as the "illustrated song" and
the cheap vaudeville, but the need of the human voice in
the moving picture program remains and must be supplied.
Slowly but surely the best and most pleasing method
of supplying the human voice has progressed in the last
five years. There is no doubt that the proper lecture with
the right subject has come to stay and that it is the only
welcome and feasible method of connecting the motion
picture with the human voice. It is not, like the "illustrated song" or the cheap vaudeville, foreign to the
motion picture; on the contrary, it grows out of the
motion picture and is a part of or a natural addition to the
picture itself. It relates directly to the picture. The mechanical reproduction of the voice seeks to create a double
illusion ; an illusion of the eye and of the ear as well, and
spoils both illusions. The lecture, properly selected and
handled, delivered by a competent speaker, adds directly
to the enjoyment of certain pictures, because we all enjov
just in the degree in which we understand.
Who enjovs

Italian opera best: the man who can only hear the music
or the man who can understand the singers as well as he
can hear the orchestra? There are at least three pictures in ten which are difficult to understand without some
sort of explanation, and there are even more pictures
which are greatly improved and can be enjoyed much
better with a lecture. We all can readily understand that
the great feature films must be accompanied by lectures,
but there are hundreds of pictures, just ordinary releases,
which stand fully as much in need of proper running
comment while they are traversing the screen. Every
exhibitor and most patrons of motion picture theaters
realize this fact.
Pick out almost any great dramatic, classic, literary,
historic or religious or travel film. Look at it the first
time and pay close attention while it is being run. Then
look at it again and you will be surprised how much more
you can discover in it than on your first witnessing it.
This is quite natural. The manufacturer of the picture
devoted days, perhaps weeks to it, and no matter how
hard he may have tried to make it perfectly plain and
simple there are always some points which are brought
out more forcibly by an explanation. Now, if a man of
fair education and quick wit and some gift of speech will
look at a picture and exhaust all its possibilities and then
prepare an explanation and deliver it while the picture is
in progress, it will seem like a new revelation to the members of an audience in the motion picture theater. The
exhibitor who is able to appreciate this fact and to secure
a competent lecturer will soon discover this to be fact,
both to his pleasure and to his profit. It is, of course,
important to select the right kind of pictures. In nine
cases out of ten the exhibitor himself is quite able to
make the right choice. The rest must be left to the
lecturer.
Five years ago lectures on motion pictures, except on
big features, were uncommon. To-day there are theaters
with regular attendant lecturers in almost every big city
and in many of the smaller towns in the country. In
Chicago. Boston and Philadelphia the patrons of motion
picture theaters are well used to lectures as part of the
night's entertainment. To-day there are five lecturers to
every two of five years ago. The progress would have
been much greater had it not been for the lack of proper
material in the field of lecturers. Much as the public
enjoy and appreciate a capable man, just as much they
reject and resent the other kind. It is the task of the
exhibitor to look about him and seek after good .material.
It is the exhibitor who must agitate the subject of lectures to the utmost of his power, for he will be the gainer
thereby. The exhibitor has it in his power to create the
necessary demand, and that will surely result in the
coming of the necessary supply.

Practical steps toward introducing the moving picture in
the schools have been taken by the authorities of Berlin,
Germany. For some time past a teacher has been devoting
his attention to the subject under instructions from the government. Learning of the government's interest in the matter, two big manufacturers of machines have offered to install a perfect cinematographic apparatus on trial. The government has accepted the offer and both machines have been
placed in centrally located schools. Another agent of the
government has in the meantime put himself in communication with two film manufacturers who have turned out good
educational films in the past.
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Pictured Action, or Acted Pictures?
By Loujs Reeves Harrison

as
entertainment of growing popularity, so far
«,ur country is concerned, whose value and possibilities have been known for many years in Eng'J he
land iscomprised in what is known as "Pageantry."
Pageants are so varied that they include costume processions cavalcades, decorated floats, outdoor performr presenances in celebration of anniversaries, and indoo
tations of historical scenes by schools and colleges, some
of the latter having high artistic and educational quality.
Pageantry is increasing so rapidly in favor among the
most intelligent of our people, and the interest to which
it appeals is so universal among men, women and children,
that it almost constitutes a growing little cloud on the
is
sky of moving picture production and exhibition. It
ulpowerf
appeals
which
on
educati
of
not only a new form
ly to the play instinct, but it is attracting the attention of
in the photoplay busithe very people now being trained
ness, including musicians and actors as well as artists and
dramatists.
AX

The process of Pageantry, as well as its aims andg general nature is so delightfully constructive, allowin people to live 'in the scenes they are depicting or studying,
that it has taken as swift and strong a grip on widespread public favor as did moving pictures during the
highest wave of their development. Pageants may be
the scene
given in the open, enjoyed by all participating;
mav extend as far back as the eye can reach, and they
have traditions that go back to the times of Egyptian
festivals. They are merely pictured action in the long
procession, but they rise in dignity when they represent
important historical events or express in dramatic form
some of the activities and aspirations of the human mind.
As illustrated in the article entitled "Saved," moving
theatrical
pictures are seriously hampered by too much
effect. As a further illustration, characters are shown in
exterior scenes with exactly the same make-up used under
the glare of studio lamps. A mountain maid, who should
he as brown as a hazelnut, appears with deeply blackened
•eves peering forth from a ghastly daub of grease paint
while depicting life in the open. Indoors or outdoors, the
actors are decked out in the stale old trappings of wardrobe-room absurdity and asked to perform in comedies
that are nauseatingly cheap, in a mockery of melodrama
that is terribly overstrained, or in those tedious adaptations which may be convenient to the producer but which
have to be so smothered in explanatory subtitles that the
audience turns cold before the presentation is half
through.
I do not suppose that we will be able to turn out moving pictures in this primitive stage of the game without
those stock properties, the automobile, the telephone and
the revolver, but there is too much frenzied heroism exhibited on the screen to suit any but a small and noisy
class in the audience and those ranters who have suddenly
come up from the scum and residuum of our population.
A man has to rise above low tastes before he can get any
breadth of view on this or on any other subject. Mr.
M. P. Lowbrow is our old friend, the clam, who does
not know that ships sail on the sea.
When stories are told on the screen there is necessarily
pictured action, just as there is picturesque action in the
processions of pageantry, or in the movement of a train
of cars, but the finest effects will come when we not only
give broad and sympathetic consideration to the dramatic
side of the acted picture, but to each scene as a picture

in itself. We must rid the art of what is theatrically
superfluous, give living dramas that stand for something,
consider the composition of each scene presented, and use
that artistic taste which beautifies and glorifies any work
intended to make a visual appeal.
The elemental basis of interest to be found in the
pageant is its stimulus to the imagination through the
eye. This is the aim of any great spectacle and of any
great picture. The pageant, however, has no limitation-of space — it may be impressive as pictured action alone —
but I know of no other form of dramatic presentation in
which superfluous motion can be dispensed with to greater
advantage than in what we have come to call the "photoplay." See how the painter makes a marvelous appeal
with his still picture in small scope! That is what we
must study in the acted picture of small scope.
There is a great deal that is wholesome and invigorating in pageantry that may be shown on the screen, but
no frenzied heroism and no monotony of action, such as
getting on and off trains, going up or down the steps of
the house, and that wearisome form of chase in which
characters fall over each other and upset the apple-carts
should mar the presentation. Pictured action is the most
primitive form of moving pictures, and when it is not
absolutely necessary to the telling of a screen story it
represents just so much film and time thrown away. It
often injects a comedy element where none was intended,
for it must be remembered that the operator of a projector can make such action very amusing in a strained
situation by increasing or slackening speed.
Put yourself in the place of the audience. Consider a
mass of people who have come into the theater to get
relief from what is stale and tiresome. Sit with them in
the rapt silence of the place, in the semi-darkness that
forces attention on the lighted screen. Remember that
they read and think as much as you do and possibly more.
Reason it out for yourself how the working people of
factory towns — according to Mary Shaw — came to be the
most appreciative patrons of the Ibsen drama. Do not
forget that love of the beautiful is as universal as the love
of sweet voices and good music.
Present people that we recognize as akin to ourselves
in their thoughts and conduct. Show them in some such
struggle as all manly men and womanly women are making. Keep in mind that conduct is the key to character
and lay bare the hidden purposes of actors in the drama
by quiet and subtle methods — their faces are very close to
ours — that our minds may enjoy our own discernment,
and, for Heaven's sake, give us something to discern.
Center your attention upon the characterization, or your
story is a mere waste of your time and ours.
The artist who paints a still picture tells the whole
story of a character at a glance. A\ 'here you are weak is
in not giving us an inside view of the characters before
they mingle and clash in the acted picture. We in the
audience must depend upon elements that are purely
pictorial in those whose story you "are trying to tell. J. C.
Van Dyke says, "A picture is a biographical statement;
it is the man and not the facts that awaken our admiration ;unless we feel his presence and know his genius the
picture
is nothing
collection
incidents."
When
this becomes
fixed but
in thea mind
of theof producer
the future
of moving pictures is assured.
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"The Starbucks" (American)
Reviewed bv James S. McQuade

ic drama, "The Starbucks,"
S romant
READ'
OPIE
has been
enacted
in pictures for the first time, by
one of the American Eastern stock companies.
'The scenario, winch is based on the play, has been written by ( hner F. Doud, who is in charge of the American's
scenario department. Mr. Doud has displayed line constructive skill in his treatment of the story, the incidents
being well connected and interest sustained with increasing intensity until the climax is reached. Idle scenes
have been selected with nice judgment, and their pictorial
representations are marked by excellent studio and outof-door work. Producer Wm. J. Bauman is to be congratulated on these interior and exterior scenic effects
and for his able direction of the acting force.
It required a careful study of the characters and much
painstaking rehearsal to present to us correct types of
the men and women who lived in the secluded Tennessee
region, where the story is placed. Most likely, Mr. Read,
who is familiar with these types, and who appears in
the impressive role of Jasper Starbuck, rendered valuable
aid in determining the manner of their portrayal and in
the selection of costumes and properties that contribute
atmosphere to the production.
The play made a big hit about fifteen years ago. It
had successful
runs in Street
the oldTheater
Daly's Theater,
York,
and
in the Dearborn
(now theNew
Garrick).
in Chicago.

Mr. Read afterwards wrote the book from

the drama, and its sales I
million mark.
( inly
larity.
another work of his, "The Jucklings," had greater popu- 43i
Opie Read's impersonation of Jasper Starbuck in this
fine two-reel American subject will rather astonish many
of his friends, who had not even dreamt of his DOS
ing latent histrionic taKnt. They have known him, and
remember him delight full}-, a^ novelist, playwright, newspaper man and lecturer; now to discover that he has
scored a distinctive hit in the leading part of a strong
photoplay will arouse all the pleasing emotions called
forth by a valuable find. No man knows better than he
the inner working of the mind of Jasper Starbuck or
the outward manifestations of such working. We ran
therefore accept Mr. Read's impersonation not only as
the nearest but also as the truest yet given of the stalwart old mountaineer.
ddie big frame, the strong features, the easy, quiet
poses of the old man are all there. We enjoy his whimsical, purling humor when his good wife is made the
object of his genial shafts, and we fear the outbreak of
the smouldering volcano in his breast when Lije Peters
is around. His goodness of heart, as shown by his protection of the weak, affects us strangely when we remember the lightning swiftness of his vengeance. And the
pride of his race and the conscious innocence of wrong
fill us with admiration as he stands before the United

"Jim Starbuck Meets Mrs. Mayfield," from "The Starbucks"

(Copyrighted by American Film Mfg. Co.).
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States Judge, in chambers, at Nashville. The ferocity
of his nature, when aroused, is revealed only once. That
is when he confronts Lije Peters in the Judge's chambers
and nearly chokes him to death. It is a thrilling scene,
and Mr. Read has realized all its possibilities without
going beyond them.
The Lije Peters of C. M. Devere is a powerful characterization. The make-up alone is sufficient to stamp him
a villainthe; but
supplemented
by Mr.TheDevere's
forceful
acting,
villain
becomes a devil.
brutal face,
the
cruel snarl of the lips, the ruffianly courage and the persistent deviltry of the man are all caught in the pictures.
Another strong characterization is given by William
Lee, in the role of Jim Starbuck. In this figure is concentrated the comedy of the drama as revealed in pictures. In the play, the "lazy niggah," Kintchin, was a
droll, amusing character ; but in the photoplay it is impossible tobring out the pith of the humor. Mr. Lee in
dress, gait, mannerisms and action gives a quaint and
amusing depiction of the gawky young mountain
preacher.
Lou Starbuck has an excellent double in Miss Logan ;
Mrs. C. R. Smith gives fine character shading to the
part of Mrs. Jasper Starbuck ; Eugene Bonner is impressive and dignified as Judge Elliot ; Tom Elliot is
capably sustained by William Morse, and Miss Maynon
Steward takes the role of Mrs. Mayfield acceptably.
The camera, photographic and technical work are in
full keeping with the uniform merit of the production.
Chief Characters in the Cast
Jasper Starbuck
Opie Read
Mrs. Jasper Starbuck
Mrs. C. R. Smith
Lou Starbuck, their daughter
Miss Logan

WORLD

Jim Starbuck, their nephew
Wm. Lee
Judge Elliot
Eugene Bonner
Tom Elliot, son of Judge Elliot
Wm. Morse
Mrs. Mayfield, sister of Judge Elliot. .Maynon Steward
Lije Peters
CM. Devere
Mrs. Mayfield, sister of Judge Elliot, of Nashville, dispirited over the dissolution of an unfortunate marriage,
sits moodily in the Elliot home and broods. Judge Elliot,
one-armed and a stern old veteran, finds it impossible to
control her.
The Judge's son, Tom, intensely fond of his aunt,
suggests that they go forth in search of adventure into
the Tennessee mountains. Mrs. Mayfield eagerly seizes
the chance of escape from fashionable boredom. Straightway they make arrangements, and a few days later arrive
in the heart of the hills and in the midst of a civilization
so primeval
and natural that Mrs. Mayfield's delight
knows
no bounds.
They arrive at the home of Jasper Starbuck, a giant
mountaineer, whose strong but simple nature, quaint
philosophy and fearless courage charm the city folk and
furnish a needed balm for the gentle, wounded nature
of Mrs. Mayfield.
In the days that follow, Tom and Lou Starbuck, Jasper's daughter, learn to love each other. ' Jim Starbuck,
a country preacher and nephew of Jasper, pays a visit to
the Starbucks at this time. Long-legged, awkward and
extremely diffident, but possessed of a soul that revels in
the beauties of Nature, and also possessing a quaint backwoods eloquence and dauntless physical courage, Jim
Starbuck appeals strongly to the imagination of Mrs.
Mayfield. They are thrown much together, and love
comes before either realizes it. Only big Jasper Star-

"The Arrest," from "The Starbucks" (Copyrighted by American Film Mfg. Co.).
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buck, with his keen eye and whimsical humor, discovers
the secrets of both couples.
Adjoining the Starbuck property is the home of Lije
Peters, a bully but not a coward. He is also passionate,
unscrupulous and murderous in his likes and dislikes. He
loves Lou Starbuck, but the girl spurns him, and his
smouldering anger quickens into revengeful Late.
Near the Starbuck home, old Jasper has made moonshine whisky without a Government license, just as his
father and grandfather had done before him, and just
as many of the residents in the neighborhood did. It
was no secret, and the United States officers had long
ceased to penetrate the deadly hills for offenders. Eager
for revenge on the Starbucks, Lije Peters applies for
the position of Deputy United States Marshal. In the
meantime he makes many trips to the Starbuck home,
and threatens old Jasper, demanding the hand of his
daughter and loans of money.
One day Lije's appointment came. Soon afterward
he and two deputy marshals from Nashville wreck the
Starbuck still. Jasper Starbuck, who had many notches
to his credit on the stock of his Winchester, oils that
weapon and goes out after his enemies. Twice he had a
bead on them and twice he lowers his rifle, remembering
that his daughter Lou is now the wife of Tom Elliot and
that his nephew Jim has married Mrs. Mayfield. He hurls
the rifle from him and then goes down to meet the officers.
He is taken to the jail at Nashville, where he awaits trial
with all the fortitude he can summon.
Tom Elliot had telegraphed his father acquainting him
with his own marriage and that of his aunt, but failed
to give the maiden name of his wife. In reply, Judge
Elliot writes his son a good-natured letter of congratulation. Incidentally he mentions that he is about to try an
old soldier named Starbuck for moonshining, and that
the prospect was anything but pleasant. The news
brought the honeymoon couples post haste to Nashville.
Mrs. Jasper Starbuck, who had become lonesome in her
mountain home, also came to the prison to see her husband at this time.
Out of respect for Jasper Starbuck, as a veteran, Judge
Elliot decides to try the case in his chambers and not
before a jury. The old soldier's plea is so eloquent that
the Judge pardons him. At this moment Tom and Lou
and Mrs. Mayfield and Mrs. Starbuck arrive on the
scene. The Judge learns for the first time that Jasper
Starbuck is the father of his son's wife, and inquires why
the old soldier had not acquainted him with the fact.
"Jedge," he replied, "it would have looked like I was
a-cringin'. I know how to bleed for my country, but I
don't know how to beg for myse'f."
"The Starbucks" will be released on Saturday, November 9th. It will be treated as a regular release and not
as a special.
SCREEN

CLUB

NOTES.

The charter of the Screen Club has been received during
the past week.
Carpenters, decorators and plumbers are at work on the
new clubhouse, in West Forty-Fifth Street near Broadway.
It is expected that the new home of the film men will be
ready for occupancy within the next thirty days.
J. V. Ritchey, of the Carlton Motion Picture Company,
this week mailed to Secretary Calder Johnstone his check
for life membership.
The next meeting of the club will be held at Bryant Hall,
Sixth Avenue, just south of Forty-Second Street, on Saturday evening. October 26, at 8:30 o'clock. At this time the
final payment on initiation fee and the dues for the first six
months will be collectible.
The board of governors are holding weekly meetings, much
of the time being devoted to matters connected with the
new quarters.
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Silent Jim" (Eclair).
By G. F. Blaisdcll.
in tl
ami abounds
through
bounds
RBD It BLOOD
wi
I the equally
North
the Great
is a talc of
great Northwest
Mounted
Police.
Thi
erful
constabulary has been the theme of many strong stories —
for the pages of fiction and for the screen. Well it may
have been. It has had a 11 i^ t • • r >■ which has been the pride
of the English-speaking race. Policing thousands of square
miles of wild country, the troopers have stood as the bol of that civilization at the edges of the great country
which through these widely scattered human instruments
imposed the law of the British Empire upon white man and
red man.
"Silent Jim" is portrayed by Alec Francis. This splendid
actor finds here a real opportunity to display his talent.
We who have followed him — in the Eclair company and
before that in Vitagraph stock — know that he has ability
of high order. Perhaps in no picture in which he has appeared has this been more plainly apparent. Adding to the
attractiveness and effectiveness of his work is the fine supassigned him.
MissportBarbara
Tennant is always charming. She is one of
the fortunate few screen artists who, blessed with her full
share of fair face and supple figure, joins to these most desirable endowments real ability in character portrayal. As
Jacqueline she has the role of a backwoods coquette, pleased
alike with the attentions of the polished soendthrift son of
an English family and the handsome, smiling Baptiste, the

Scene from "Silent Jim" (Eclair).
half-breed trapper, who showers her with presents of rich
fur. But when the test comes she is a real woman. Besides these, there is the sergeant of the mounted police — a
rugged figure, topped with strong face. Mr. Johnstone is
peculiarly fitted for the portrayal of the sergeant. He brings
to the film an experience gained as a member of one of
Uncle Sam's crack cavalry troops. Mr. Frazer plays Baptiste. The work of the entire company is uniform — convincing; the illusion is present from the start.
Just a word as to the settings. With a few exceptions,
"Silent Jim" is a story of outdoors — of forest and crag and
mire. The exceptions are the interior of the trading post
and the home of Jacqueline. The photography is excellent.
As to situations, the resume of the story will show that
there are tense moments, but the action is rapid — snappy,
speedy.
"Silent Jim" was a trapper of the Northwest. Periodically
he sought out a trading post, that he might exchange his
furs for supplies. He never talked. On one of these visits
the men sitting about the post chaffed him on his silence.
He had refused liquor. Suddenly the trapper faced the men
around the long wooden tables — police, trappers and idlers.
"I came here from England to become a man," he told his
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hearers.
"I. too, wore the uniform; they said I d
it— linn took it away.
I lost n because I loved a girl
I love her still."
The scene dissolves. Jim is shown as a young man in the
garb of the city. He meets Jacqueline and falls in I
rhere is a rival, a handsome half-breed, with a winning
smile
and apresents
"way with
the women."
to
Jacqueline
of handsome
furs. Baptiste
There isbrings
no misunderstanding between the men; there is a very definite
understanding. Jim receives his appointment to the Mounted
and is congratulated by Ins friend-. Scarcely lias he received his equipment than he is ordered to bring in a murderer. He has seen two iin n struggling on a cliff. He
finds the body of one at the base. Also he catches a glimpse
of a fugitive. It is Baptiste. Jim follows the half-breed,
right to the cabin of Jacqueline. The mounted man wastes
no word-. He takes Jacqueline from in front of a closet
door and shoots through it. lie pulls back the door. His
quarry is not there. Baptiste lias escaped as the door was
opened. The closet had no wall on one side. |im goes in
pursuit. He is lured to quicksands, in which he sinks to
his waist.
Baptiste comes back to him and taunts him and
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shows him a scar on his hand. It is the sergeant. They shake
hands. Quietly Jim takes up his gun and departs. The eyes
oi all follow him. As we bid good-bye to Jim he is kneeling
on a hillside. Jie reaches into his kit and draws ,,ut a bit
of hair-ribbon— a relic he had found in Jacqueline's deserted
cabin
which he had preserved for twenty yeai
COMING

KLEINE

FILM

RELEASES.

An excellent historical production, a thrilling drama, and
an interesting three-subject reel containing two industrials
and a travelogue will be released by George Kleine this
coming week.
For Tuesday "Mosques and Turkish Palaces in Northern
Africa" spreads before us many beautiful edifices of the
Church and palatial homes of the nobility in the cities of
Northern Africa. After seeing these gorgeous buildings
with their marvelous inlaid walls we are strongly impressed
with the beauty of the architecture of that region. "Straw
Hats Made in Florence, Italv," shows the entire nrocess —
the selecting of the straw, plaiting of the straw by hand or
machine, drying the hats, shaping and ironing, and, indeed,
every step up to the final finishing.
To complete the reel, another industrial entitled "VeneLace the
Workers"
will We
be are
especially
womentian in
audiences.
shown interesting
close views to
of the
the
lace under the deft fingeis of the expert workers. It is a
most interesting film throughout.
For Wednesdav the Eclipse offering, "A Race for Honor,"
describes in a highly dramatic manner how a courageous
girl saves the reputation of her father and sweetheart which
the former so thoughtlessly risked, from a terrible disgrace.
Her presence of mind and forethought, when a quick deci-

it
Scene from "Silent Jim" (Eclair).
invites him to shoot. Jim throws his pistol at him. Baptiste
picks up the weapon and leaves Jim to his fate.
Night falls. Jacqueline is asleep. The rays of the moon
strike through the window and fall on her face. Baptiste
has worried over the mounted man caught in the mire and
determines to save him. With the aid of a pole he pulls
the now unconscious Jim from the water, puts him on his
back and starts for the cabin of Jacqueline. In the meantime the troopers have received instructions to bring in
Baptiste, dead or alive, the daughter of the half-breed's
Indian victim having brought in word of her father's murder. Baptiste takes Jim to the girl's cabin. Jacqueline is
aroused and Jim is thrown on the bed under the window.
Baptiste hears the approach of the troops and steps out. As
he is making his escape he is discovered by the sergeant.
The officer follows and is just about to shoot the fugitive,
when Jacqueline picks up a gun and rushes to the window.
Jim is now conscious and sits up. He sees the girl taking
aim at his sergeant. He sees the sergeant aiming at the
man who had drawn him from the mire. Jim takes the
weapon from the girl. As the sergeant raises his pistol
his arm drops. He has been shot in the hand. Other
officers rush into the house. The rifle is in Jim's hand. The
sergeant enters wounded.
Jim is stripped of his equipment.
Baptiste escapes. He returns for Jacqueline. Jim finds
her ready to depart; he knows with whom she is going.
There is a strong scene as the unsuccessful rival takes
Jacqueline in his arms and kisses her. The girl is in doubt
She does not resist. It is love for one, pity for the other
who saved "the" one — saved him for her. There is a twilight picture on a rocky summit. By the side of a campfire
the outlaw stands with the girl he has won.
The scene dissolves. "That's my story, boys," says Jim,
simply.
A gray-mustached
trooper goes over to him and

"

Scene from "A Head for a Head" (Cines).
sion is absolutely necessary, and her fearlessness when duty
demands that she make the perilous ride in the motor car,
stamp her as a true heroine. The race between the fugitive
and pursuing car is certainly a "thriller" and holds one
breathless to the very end. This release will prove a credit
to any program.
"A Head for a Head" is the Saturday Cines. Laid in the
days of the French Revolution, the film certainly reflects the
horrors and terrors of that awful period in history. The
story
dealsbecomes
with thean experiences
of Vigot,
a poor
son, who
ardent follower
of the
great gardener's
leader of
the revolutionary party, Robespierre. On account of his
untiring devotion and tremendous energy in the cause of the
"terrorists," Vigot becomes a prominent leader of the revolutionary party. But as so many of those peasants did when
endowed with great power, he wreaks a frightful vengeance
upon the aristocrats who despised and abused him in former
days. However, another side of his character is shown;
he loves the daughter of his former employer, a proud
nobleman who has just been guillotined, and later, when
she herself is thrown into prison to await a similar fate, the
devoted fellow obtains her release by bribery. But the matter is soon brought to the ears of Robespierre, who signs
Vigot's death warrant. Even his former deeds and zeal in
behalf of the new government cannot save him; his head
must be taken in place of hers. The principal roles are
very well taken throughout and this fact, together with the
great scenes showing crowds of people in the characteristic
costumes of the day, render a film deserving of the highest
praise as a historical production.
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"The Bj Deb
t" (Rex)
G. 1. Blaisdell.
HIS

i- a strong story.
More than that, it is Btroi
d. It i- a story abounding in dramatic situations.
The interest is established in the initial Bcenes, and it
holds all the waj through the two reels. Adding to the realism of one part of the picture is a \n-\\ of a tram wreck. Pro
ducer Vail lias builded well; he also has been fortunate in the
men ami women who composed the cast.
It must be said, frankly, that "The Debt" is a picture for
adult audiences. The young children will not comprehend it;
to them it- significance will be lost. Older children, perhaps,
should nol see it. It is a matter for each exhibitor, knowing
his clientele, to determine
for himself.
Very likely also the
drama, virile as it is, will have to be guardedly handled below
Mason and Dixon's line. There is a racial as well as a moral
situation.
Jack Warren, the son of well-to-do parents, has been
carrying on a flirtation— and a flirtation which cannot be
described as of the harmless sort — with Zeina, an octoroon
in the employ of his parents. As the story opens, Zema is
begging Jack to do that which the ordinary conventions of
society demand a man shall do when he has won the affections of a woman — fulfill his obligations — take her to the
altar. Zema is on her knees. There is no question as to
her love for Jack. But her lover has no intention of publicly acknowledging the love he has so ardently if privately
professed. He spurns the woman at his feet. In the first
place, actually he is in love with Beatrice Blake, with whom
also his brother
Paul is in love.
Jack goes
straight
to
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iii brothei
debt.
'I he follow ■■
-how- Zema going "into the night and nowhei
figure silhouetted against a k) from which the sun i
A year later, I 'aul at hi cabin in the v.
faint and weary, approaching with a babe in her arm!
dissolving scene shov
and Beatrice, happy; then
a baby hi
The flash fad*
Paul ■
id ol
Zema.
It is a dramatic situation,
Toil and trouble have
done their work.
Zema is buried mar the cabin.
Paul p
up little Minna, i
her, clos<
up 1m i abin
further u
Twenty years later Minna start- east to Study mil i' Paul
puts her on the train and kisses her good by<
' >n the
train Minna is seated in front ol a young man who immediately shows his interest in her in tile waySO well known
to travelers, lie hands her In- card. "Bert Warren" l- the
name it hears. "Why," says Minna "my name i- Warren,
too." Their conversation terminates abruptly. They are
both thrown to the floor. There has been an accident. We
see the cars overturned, the locomotive, broken up, on its
side. Bert is dragging Minna through a window of a burningBack
car. in the West Paul receives a letter from Minna telling
him that she is desperately in love, adding:
"We are g
to be married.
Isn't it strange?
His name is just like ours.
Warren; and he has an uncle named
Paul."
The two are

Scene from "The Debt" (Rex).
Beatrice. Zema watches the two as they stroll out into the
fields. She sees Jack kiss Beatrice. She realizes then the
full significance of the disaster — of the tragedy — that has
come into her life.
Paul also has been a close follower of the action of Jack
and Beatrice. He goes the way of the wanderer — and he
goes a long way from home, off by himself. Zema has not
given up hope of winning Jack. In an appeal to him, she
exclaims, "God Almighty never intended one law for the
white and one for the black." She throws to the ground
the money Jack offers her.
Zema has a brother, Jim. His brotherly eye has noted
the distress of Zema. He has also wondered at the sudden
departure of Paul. He jumps at conclusions. Zema,
anxious to shield Jack, tells her brother that Paul is the
one guilty. There is a distressing scene. The brother has
no knowledge of Paul's whereabouts. In three months,
however, Jim sees Paul enter his home, having been summoned back on account of the illness of his mother. He
follows him. Zema is watching the two. Now she is in
terror that her brother may do harm to Paul before she
can tell him of Paul's innocence. Zema enters the house,
Paul, coming into the same room, discovers Zema kissing
Jack's photograph. "Jack promised to marry me," she explains to Paul. Zema's brother, Jim, entering the window
from the piazza, draws a pistol. Zema grapples with him,
secures the pistol and throws it through the window. In
self-abnegation Paul assumes his brother's guilt.
A little later, as Paul is by the window, a note is passed
through by an unseen hand. It is from Zema. She tells
him she is going away — she cannot bear to have him sacri-

Scene

from "The Debt"

(Rex).

on their
way atohorse
Bert'sinhome.
of the
house
and
mounts
haste. Paul
He goes
goes out
to the
telegraph
office and sends a message.
At Jack's home all is in readiness for a wedding ceremony.
The
clergyman
hasceremony
arrived. isBeatrice
happyJack
in is
herhanded
son's
happiness.
As the
about toisbegin
a telegram. He reads it and collapses. "Stop wedding." it
saj -. "Minna is the daughter of yourself. She is Bert's
sister. Am coming." It is signed Paul. To the distrt
inquiries of Beatrice, of P>crt and of Minna, the broken
father, whose -in ha- found him out after all these years, can
only say: "She is my child." Beatrice puts her arms about
Minna and leads her away.
Bert upbraids his father. Jack reaches in a drawer, takes
out a pistol and goes into an adjoining room. Bert keeps
a hand on the knob, but he makes no move to prevent what
only too plainly is going to happen. Paul rushes into the
room as the pistol is fired. Minna goes out into the night.
She, also, is paying the debt. In the window, in the light
reflected from the moon, stand mother and son. The son
puts
his handlaterin Minna
his mother's.
A month
has reached the grave of her mother,
out in the forest. We leave her. standing as did her mother
many years before, outlined against the sky — and doomed
to follow her mother's weary footsteps.
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"Gar El Hama"

Three-Reel Great Northern Release.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
THIS is the story of a daring criminal. It is not a record
of his crimes, but a glimpse of his marvelous activities in
escaping pursuit after a large reward has been offered for
his apprehension. Gar el Hama belongs to the essentially egotistical group of those who live for themselves alone and in opposition to organized society. Such men are not always criminals —
they may rise high in business or politics — but their desires and
motives are primitive enough to center on "self" as a creature
existing wholly apart from all others.
Self-motives actuate all individuals of the male sex; they
are the mainspring of effort ; but they are more acutely conscious among the unthinking, being modified by training and
worldly experience and under complete subjection the moment
a man realizes that he must be of use to his fellows in the
finest sort of way to command their interest and respect. Gar
el Hama is a true type. He is only impelled by elementary
instincts. For him life is competition between man and man,
with all advantage on the side of the crook if he can keep out
of jail. One reason that such a character is of interest to us is
that the moral and intellectual development which has made us
segregate those who expect to survive by acts of violence has
not wholly eliminated their instincts from us. On this account
we often feel a sneaking sympathy for the fellow we know to
be in the wrong.

Scene from

"Gar el Hama"

(Great

Northern).

Sympathy is enlisted for Gar el Hama at the outset by his
very helplessness. He is lying unconscious in a field, not far
from a railroad track. He is noticed by some workmen riding
on a handcar and they stop from those kindly motives which
play no part in the makeup of outcasts. They carry him on their
car to a crossing where there is a workman's cottage and make
an effort to revive him. The cottager goes on his bicycle for
Doctor Watson, an intelligent young practitioner, and the latter
visits the scene in his motor car. Motion, motion, motion.
The story begins when Watson recognizes in his patient the
noted criminal, Gar el Hama, for whom the police are searching.
In proof, Watson shows the cottager a newspaper in which a
picture and description of the very man lying unconscious in the
house. The doctor goes to inform the police and the cottager
takes the paper to his wife — being a married man, he must tell
her all about it— and their indiscreet conversation is overheard
by the patient. Gar has recovered consciousness during the medical examination, but has been cunning enough to sham until he
learns whether or not he has been identified. He overhears the
communicative cottager and lays a plan of action.
It is now hammer and anvil between Watson and Gar el Hama.
The latter asks the cottager to bring him a glass of water. He
thus gets the man within reach. He rises suddenly from the
couch and overpowers the teller of secrets and ties him securely.
He then runs out to where the handcar is standing and compels
one
of Watson
the workmen
pistol's
to drive
speed.
rouses atthethe
police
and point
they secure
the ituseat offulla
locomotive. In the chase that follows are some of the best pictures of the kind ever shown.
We are given a very even view of the handcar in motion, the
pictures being taken from a car preceding it at the same speed,
and the dramatic action is enhanced by this near view of the
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criminal under exciting circumstances. All the fear and hate
in his composition are shown under very unusual conditions.
The acting of the man who assumes the title role is magnificent
at
to times,
escape. especially when it is a matter of life and death for him
In the pursuit we are given a still more interesting view of the
track from an entirely new point of observation. We are looking through the cab window of the locomotive with the engineer;
we can see far ahead on the curves — the criminal is there — and
the pursuit begins to have a sense of peril for us when it is discovered that on this single track there is a train coming the
other way. Between the engine of the police and Doctor Watson
and a far-distant train dashing forward to collision is the criminal on the handcar. He makes a flying leap from it, as he had
already done from a train when found lying unconscious in the
field, but lands safely and disappears. The engines are brought
to a standstill in time to prevent a head-on collision, with the
hand-car between them and the police discomfited.
We now follow the criminal through a most extraordinary
series of solitary adventures. He completely disguises himself
and finds his way to wharves. He slips into some moored boats
like a river rat. He pulls these by main strength to what appears
to be a sewer opening and enters it with as much confidence as a
gentleman would the rear door of his mansion. It is the rear
entrance of his mansion. There is a trapdoor from the sewer
to a pipe-room, a chamber filled with water mains and other
conduits. From this pipe-room he ascends to a secret door in
his own house and enters a dark chamber completely equipped

Scene from "Gar el Hama"

(Great

Northern).

with ture
a theatrical
wardrobe, almost enough to start a moving picbusiness.
The arch criminal completely divests himself of one personality and assumes a character that is in startling contrast to his
natural one. It seems that he leads a Doctor Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde sort of an existence. Converted to an eminently respectable and benevolent-looking gentleman he reassumes his social
place as the president of a society for the prevention of crime.
In this role he is visited by Doctor Watson in relation to a
threatening letter received from the notorious Gar el Hama.
Watson gives up the letter and is about to depart when he is
pushed through one of the many secret contraptions of the place
and thrown into the pipe-room. He manages to find the trap door,
but it lets in a flood of water — the tide has risen — and the doctor
is nearly drowned.
His wife goes in search of him and, having more sense than
the police, directs their suspicions to the unsuspected president
of the crime-prevention society. It is through her that the villain
is finally trapped, but while this is going on we are kept in dire
suspense about the fate of brave Doctor Watson. Every now
and then we are given glimpses of him struggling in the pipe
chamber, the water rising higher and higher each time, till we
wonder how in the world he is to escape. After all of our
anxiety on his account, it is a very simple matter — he swims out.
Friendly hands bear him to where his plucky little wife is
directing the arrest of the highly accomplished villain. The doctor and his wife embrace, and we think it is all over, but it is
not. Gar el Hama has another picturesque and interesting adventure on his way to prison, effecting another marvelous escape,
but he is finally captured and the play has a consistent and
artistic ending.
It is a thriller.
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"A Head for a Head."

A Thrilling Cines Historical Drama Released November 2nd,
by George Kleine.
This story is laid in the days of the French revolution, that
terrible period in history known as the "reign of terror" when
oppression, poverty and injustice drove the people of France
to rise up in rebellion, to seize the government and when
they had the power in their own hands to wreak BUCh a
terrible vengeance upon the aristocracy who had ruled them
so mercilessly. In this tide of popular uprising, men lost
their reason, they became beasts and wildly shouted for
blood, the blood of their former oppressors.
The c ines Company has put out a number of subjects of
this French revolutionary period, •'Madame Roland," "Josephine." and others which depict the life in those dread times
most realistically. The costuming of the characters, the
settings, backgrounds and acting in the productions are
worthy of the highest praise.
"A Head For A Head" deals with the experiences of
Armond Vigot, a humble gardener in the employ of the rich
Marquis Besler. The fellow is madly in love with Beatrice,
the daughter of his proud master, and seeks every opportunity
to be near her. vVhen she walks in the beautiful gardens he
follows her at a respectful distance, but at the same time
he sees no incongruity in the idea of the Marquis' daughter
marrying a humble gardener. "Is he, a democrat, not the
equal of anyone and has he not a perfect right to marry
even a member of the aristocracy if he so desires?"
One day Vigot discovers Beatrice asleep on the parapet
encircling the lagoon in the garden, and sinking upon his
knees, takes her hand and fervently kisses it. At this,
Beatrice awakes and seeing Vigot at her feet and realizing,
what he has done is filled with indignation and rushes off
to her father to tell him of the insult that has been offered.
Her father and brother immediately go in search of Vigot
and after angrily reprimanding him for his audacity, discharge
him from the estate.
Vigot defends his actions protesting
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that he is as good as Beatrice and meant no offense, but he
is forced to leave, vowing vengeance upon these aristocrats
for their mistreatment
\ igot journe) to Paris, where he soon becomes one of the
most violent oJ the revolutionists and is extremely active in
dealing frightful vencgeame upon all aristocrats. He becomes
the right hand man of Robespierre and the two are known
to their followers as the Tiger and the Hyena on account
of their terrible ferocity. VlgOt receives information a-> to
his old employer's whereabouts, and remembering the former
insult, soon brings an indictment against him, with the result
that the Marquis is arrested and cast into prison.
At the trial Vigot strongly supports the accusation and
the Marquis is condemned to the guillotine. A few days later
the prisoner with other victims of Robespierre's tyrann;
carried through the crowded streets amid the execrations of
the populace to the guillotine. As it happens Beatrice recognizes her father in the fatal cart and unfortunately her
screams are heard by the crowd, who demand that she also
be placed under arrest.
At the trial she is identified as an aristocrat and is condemned to death in spite of the vigorous defense of Vigot,
who uses all his influence to save her from the awful fate,
but in vain: she is carried back to prison to await her execution. Then
commences
terriblepower
struggle
Vigot's mind;
shall he
sacrifice
all hisa great
and inambitions
upon
the altar of love, and rescue Beatrice, or permit her to meet
her fate.
In the end, love conquers and Vigot determines to use all
his influence in securing the escape of the object of his
affections. By bribery he attains his purpose and Beatrice
is once more free. She is full of gratitude to her humble
admirer, but cannot leve him and the two part never to
meet
again.soon
The become
discovery
of Beatrice's
and Vigot's
treachery
known.
He is escape
summoned
before
Robespierre and there confesses what he has done. The
officers are called in and Vigot is carried to the place of
execution, where he meets his doom for the sake of the one
he loves better than life.

Scene from the Cines Film, "A Head for a Head" — Released Nov. 2, 1912, by George Kleine.
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Hunting the Game of a Large City.
Three Reel Kinograph Feature.
By G. r. blaisdell.
He is Fred llcnius,
THERE is a new film man in town.
formerly of Pittsburgh.
For the past ten years Mr.
Henius lias been known
in the Smoky
City as a
technical photographer.
In that time he has handled with
marked success many large contracts in industrial and commercial photography — advertising large projects has been
his .specialty, among these being a three-reel subject lor
one of the great electrical companies and a three-reel review
for one of the large steel companies. In the course of his
work he has had much' experience in what is tantamount to
stage settings — the designing of model salesrooms, drawing rooms, kitchens, workrooms — in fact, presenting by
means of the camera the best and strongest features of a
given subject. In tins work naturally one of the greatest
difficulties has been the artificial lighting of interiors so as
to bring superior results. As much of his work has been
with the motion picture camera Mr. Henius has acquired
a knowledge of the film K<ime that has sharpened his interest in motion pictures of the public variety.
This summer Mr. Henius took a two months' vacation
and visited for the first time in fifteen years his native city,
Copenhagen. In the course of his stay he met socially the
heads of the Kinograph Company of Copenhagen. He was
urged to visit their plant and accepted the invitation. Mr.
Henius was enthusiastic over the high quality of the photography and the good judgment and skill displayed in the
settings and also in the ability shown by the artists — Mr.
Henius has been a close follower of the stage. When the
suggestion was made to him that he accept the American
agency he agreed without hesitation. On his return Mr.
Henius organized the Kinograph Company of America, of
which he is the president and general manager. His associates are substantial Pittsburghers.
The Kinograph Company of Copenhagen maintains no
stock company. The players who interpret Kinograph subjects— and only two and three reel features will be produced— are selected with great care from the leading theaters
of Copenhagen. It is intended for the present to market two
reels a month. The first film of the Kinograph Companyr
to reach the United States is "Hunting the Game of a Large
City," which is being shown to prospective State-right buyers at Mr. Henius' offices in 145 West Forty-fifth Street,
where he has installed the latest model Simplex projector.
The picture easily bears out Mr. Henius' preliminary statement as to the grade of the photography and the high technique. It is strong also from a dramatic standpoint, especially in the third "act," as the sub-title so aptly describes it.
The film will be released the latter part of November.
The story is written and staged by Einar Zangenberg, who
also plays the principal part. It is a tale touching two grades
of society — the well-to-do and the less fortunate. Perhaps
the more notable characteristic of the film is its action —
sharp, quick. There is literally something doing every minute. The escape of the thief in the third act, where he utilizes the telephone wires running from one house to another,
climbing over and on them, is something new in motion pictures, and is as thrilling as it is novel. The capture of the
thief on the great cantilever bridge as it swings wide of its
moorings, the culprit breaking away from his captors a
moment later and plunging into the stream, is another sensational incident. In fact, there are many points in the
action of this picture which sets up in an observer's mind
a comparison with the work of one of the most famous
American
producers.
The story
opensMr.in Kaer,
a broker's
office.
broker
in
financial
straits.
a trustee
of anThe
estate,
aboutis to
start on a journey, enters and borrows from the broker
$2,000, leaving as security papers greatly exceeding in value
the amount of the loan. The broker in turn hypothecates
the securities with a usurer, the bonds to be returned only
on presentation of the receipt. The broker takes the money
and goes to visit his friend, Ann, a woman as unscrupulous
as she is handsome, with whom he is in love. Ann is entertaining at the time one of her friends, also of questionable
character. Handsome Charles retires. The broker is affectionately greeted. Ann tells him her creditors are pressing her. The broker takes out his pocketbook and gives
her several notes.
Charles goes to the Doll's House, a saloon of unpretentious
type. There he meets his companion, the Corkscrew, a big
man with strong face. Charles reads in a newspaper that
he is suspected of burglary. He tells the saloonkeeper. The
barmaid overhears the talk and goes to inform the police.
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The broker bids Ann goodbye and starts home. On the
way he is taken ill. The Corkscrew, who has left the Doll's
House, helps the broker into the saloon. When the broker
is revived he discovers the loss of his pocketbook. Charles
had just left the Doll's House, the saloonkeeper having given
him money to escape. On his way to the railroad station
lie findsherthehispurse.
He recognizes
goes straight
to Ann's
shows
find. She
it and
demandshome
that and
he
return it to the owner. She Iooks at the papers, sees the
usurer's receipt, and realizes the contents are of greater
value than is represented by the banknotes.
The police already are on the hunt for the missing pocketbook. A detective in disguise goes to the home of the
Corkscrew. That wily person penetrates the make-up of
the representative of the law and pulls from his chin the
false whiskers. He invites the detective to depart. The
officer pretends to do so, but instead goes to the floor above,
takes from his pocket an auger and starts to bore through
the floor. The Corkscrew, who has been joined by Charles,
hears him and runs upstairs. Charles escapes. The detective climbs through the skylight, lets himself through a
window on the floor below, and also escapes to the street.
At the close of business in the office of the broker that
distressed individual receives a note from Mr. Kaer announcing his return and stating that he will call for his
securities
evening.
When thethepocketbook.
broker is at
wits'
end
Charlesthat
enters
and returns
Thehisbroker,
telling Charles there can be no question as to the honesty
of a man who would return that amount of money, asks
him if he will go to the usurer's and bring back some papers.
Charles agrees and the broker writes a bogus draft.
In the home of the usurer there is a pretty domestic scene.
The daughter is sitting by the side of the money lender,
whose face has lost its habitual aspect of cupidity and assumed a benevolent look. As Charles comes the two go
to the office. The usurer throws back the door of the safe.
Charles sees the banknotes inside, but he dares not touch
them. The money lender takes out a bundle of notes and
papers. The securities are among them. As the old usurer
turns to put back in the safe the papers unconnected with
the transaction he slips on the floor, his head strikes the
door of the safe and he falls, trnconscious. Charles tries to
open the safe, but the money lender in falling has closed
and locked it. The thief gathers all the papers in sight,
including the forged draft, and goes to the home of the
Corkscrew and then to the broker's office. There Charles
is given money and hurriedly departs. Mr. Kaer calls for
his securities and gets them.
The Corkscrew agrees with Charles that he must immediately get out of the city, the usurer never having recovered
consciousness. He disguises the thief with a false beard.
With the money the broker has given him new clothes are
purchased by Charles. The thief enters the railroad station, but the train gates are shut in his face. The detective
standing close by has recognized him. Charles goes to
visit Ann. He is joined by the Corkscrew. The detective
follows the pair. They find the broker in Ann's home.
The detective, as have many plain-clothes men. has friends
in the same grade of society as contains those he most frequently hunts. He visits a woman friend and she displays
an invitation to attend a party Ann is to hold that evening.
He is asked to go as escort and consents. He arranges with
policemen to enter the house on signal. In-the-Jjome of Ann
there is revelry. At the order of the plain-clothes man the
police enter. The Corkscrew turns out the lights and his
great bulk bars the door. Charles escapes. He is followed
to the roof by a policeman. Through the skylight Charles
climbs to the apex of the roof. There are telephone wires
strung to the next house. Over these the fugitive climbs,
slipping from one to another and looking every moment
as if he would fall to the ground. He reaches the next house
while the policeman looks on. helpless. He enters the window and goes to the street. There he finds his way barred
by other policemen. He returns to the roof, crawls again
through a skylight, lets himself to the edge of the roof and
jumps into the stream.
The police pursue; .in a rowboat. Charles swims to the
shore and-runs a1or1g"t,he waterfront. He reaches the great
cantilever bridge just as it swings free from its moorings.
The police jump and just make the rapidly moving structure.
They get their hands on their quarry for a moment, but he
breaks away and jumps into the water. Charles reaches
the landing platform, but his weakness overcomes him.
The police find him face down in the water, unconscious.
As he is dragged ashore Ann rushes to the landing place,
but to her entreaties there is no response from the fugitive.
His account with the law has been settled.
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Motion. Picture Exhibitors' League
ENTHUSIASTIC TEXAS CONVENTION.
Exhibitors of the Lone Star State Organize League, Elect
Officers and Select Houston for Next Convention.
MORE than one hundred motion picture exhibitors from
marly every city in the state gathered at Dallas,
Texas, on October 15 and 16, and participated in
of the most enthusiastic state conventions of exhibitors
that has been held in some time. Interest in the convention
was increased by the presence of President M. A. Neff, of
the National League and the state league of Texas was
nixed with a whoop.
Meetings were held in the hall of the Dallas Chamber of
Commerce, the first session being called at 2 o'clock Tuesday.
It was an open session and President Neff ad-tressed the
exhibitors assembled upon the importance of organization,
telling them what had already been accomplished by the
National and State Leagues now in existence. When Mr.
Neff concluded the convention adjourned until 1:30 o'clock
\\ ednesday afternoon. Immediately after the adjournment
Gaumont and Universal cameramen took motion pictures of
the exhibitors.
In the evening at the Oriental Hotel there was a banquet
given which was attended by almost all of the exhibitors,
and this was a great success. There were talks made by
Messrs. Morris Wolf of Houston, Anthony Xydias of
Houston, Mr. Fairman of Bryan, Tex., Mr. M. A. Neff, and as
a surprise, Miss Martha Russell, leading lady of the Essanay
Film Company of Chicago, was called upon to make a short
talk — and told the exhibitors how moving pictures are made.
The business session of the league on Wednesday was
most enthusiastic, and the election of the coming officers
and the selection for the next state meeting was warmly
contested. Houston was selected as the place for the 1913
meeting, and the race was between Houston, Ft. Worth, and
Beaumont, and was entered into with much spirit by the
delegates from these respective cities. However, Houston
won it and certainly deserved to win, as they were the bright
lights during this convention. They came in a special car,
special costumes, and you could not move without seeing
or hearing the Houston delegates.
Next was the election of officers. Morris Wolf, of Houston, was elected president; Clyde M. Blanchard, of Beaumont, 1st vice-president; L. J. Locke, El Paso, 2nd vicepresident; John C. Penn, of McKinney, treasurer; Moye
Wicks, of Houston, secretary; T. P. Finnegan, national vicepresident.
After the convention had adjourned, the Houston delegates announced that they would give a banquet to their
members in honor of getting the 1913 convention.
Mr. Neff, the president, certainly accomplished wonders
during this convention, and it was the decision of everyone
who attended that he was the right man for the place.
Too much credit cannot be given Mr. T. P. Finnegan,
who had charge of the convention, and who almost single
handed made every arrangement. If all the exhibitors in
Texas were as alive as Mr. Finnegan, this state would be
further advanced than it is at the present time in the moving picture industry. The film exchanges took an active
part in the convention and also deserve credit.
Manufacturers represented were the Exhibitors' Advertising Company, of Chicago; the Simplex Moving Picture
Machine Company, of New York, and the National Cash
Register Company, of Dayton, Ohio.
The following exhibitors were present:
C. M. Crawford, Waco; Dave Goodlett, Georgetown; H. F.
Groene, Merkel; G. Birchwald, Winters: E. N. Moorman,
Denton; Jno. C. Penn, McKinney; Tim R. Wilson, Sherman;
E. S. Little. Denison; Maurice Wolf, Princess; B. J. Parker,
Dixie; M. H. Goodman, Isis; Moyo Wicks, Gem-Vaudette,
Houston. L. S. Trammell, Paul Burraco, Geo. P. Brown, lr.,
Wm. Geibitj. 1. J. Solan, C. E. Merris, Anthony Xydias.' B.
W.- Billings, J. H. Fisher. Wyndham Robertson, Houston.
Philip Rich. Richmond; A. Y. Clayton. Rosenberg; E. J.
Lamkin, Grcenvalley; Oscar Adwan, Hubbard; Ed Besserer,

Austin; G. W. Crawford, Post City; I. A. M
A. Handy. Utile Rock, Ark.: G. K.
0, Galveston,
on, Dallas; E. E. Belcia, Dallas and
East Texas.
J. C. Clemmons,
B
t; Beatrice Fairchild, Sherman; John I. Pithman, Beaumont and Port Arthur; Theo. E. riemmons, Beaumont; John Morris, Jr., Jack'
sonville; II. Mulkey, Clarendon; J. N. Byrd, ; lyde
N.
Blanchette,
J. ('.Uvalde;
Couch, M.
Jr.,C. Beaumont;
C. VV. N.Halley,
Uvalde;
Lon Bacon,
Witcher, Dublin;
Luis,
Wolf City; Nat S. Luis, Farmersville, Tex.; Hob Bryan,
1 1< >ney Grove; J. L. McKinney, Weatherford; E. O. Kirkland, Weatherford; W. T. Boie, Honey Grove; R. I
McKinney; Henry Put/., Dallas; L. J. Locke, El Paso;
W. G. Wood, Cleburne; W. A. Fairman, Bryan; D. Orville
Reese, Bryan; E. R. Russell, Dixie; G. 11. Judin, Cisco; Jno.
Cole, Bcerville; Jno. Cole, Golir.d; II. B. Robb, Big Springs;
H. B. Robb, Sweetwater; H. A. Shaw, Dallas; Don E.
Lewis, Cooper; U. R. Oliver, Dallas; Thos. 1 >. Garner,
sicana; M. L. Levine, Corsicana; J. M. Duncan, Clarke ille;
Jas. A. Woodall, Carthage; B. C. Bell, Palestine; O. A.
Engelbrecht, Palestine; R. A. Cunningham, Gainesville;
R. A. Carter, Dallas; W. F. Comes, McKinney; Chas. E.
Hodkins, Chicago; J. M. Robb. Big Springs; J. D. Shelton,
Cameron; E. H. Phillips, Ft. Worth; G. E. Fussell, Eagle
Lake; L. V. Fussell, Eagle Lake; W. D. Nevills, Dallas;
N. Lewis, Tyler; M. D. Singleton, Dallas; E. C. Robinson,
Winnsboro;
Chas. Kimball, McKinney.
One of the features of the convention was the publishing
of a "Universal Convention Daily" by James B. Kelly, of the
Consolidated Film & Supply Company, of Dallas. The "daily"
was a pretentious affair chock full of good stuff concerning
the meeting and the people who attended it, and must have
made a great hit.
CALL

FOR

PENNSYLVANIA
MEETING.

EXHIBITORS'

Secretary George H. Roth of the Pennsylvania State
League announces that a meeting of exhibitors of that state
will be held in Harrisburg, Pa., Monday, Nov. 11, 1912, for
the transaction of business of importance. It is the intention
to enter at once upon the task of thoroughly organizing the
Exhibitors of the State and a large attendance at this meeting is desired.
•NEW HAVEN EXHIBITORS BUSY.
Mr. C. K. Kazanjian and F. M. Hill, motion picture theater
men of New Haven, Conn., were in New York last week
getting points for a constitution and by-laws for the New
Haven exhibitors' association, of which they are active members. They announced that Mr. John Gentile, first elected
president of the New Haven organization, had resigned and
that Mr. Samuel Eskin had been chosen to nil the vacancy.
PRESIDENT NEFF
It is rumored that President
hibitors' League, will visit New
a trip among the exhibitors in
states.

COMING EAST.
Neff, of the National ExYork early in November for
this and the New England

MAJESTIC SUIT AGAINST OLD SALES COMPANY.
The Majestic Motion Picture Company is conducting two
suits for conspiracy against the Motion Picture Distributing
& Sales Company and the individuals and manufacturers who
were interested and active therein. In the United States
Court the defendants attacked the complaint of the Majestic
Company, but the complaint has been sustained bv Judge
Lacombe. In the suit in the New York Supreme Court,
Judge Bishoff has sustained a demurrer to the complaint,
which i< to that extent a victory for the defendants. The
attorneys for the Majestic Company, however, state they
will either promptly take an appeal or perhaps procure leave
to amend the complaint. This action arose out of the refusal
of the Sales Company, about a year ago, to grant the Majestic
Company equal privileges with its members.
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By J AS. 8. McQUADi:
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IF appears that there still exists among certain exhibitors
of moving pictures the tendency to employ unfair and
reprehensible means to swell their business. One of
the most despicable, because it misleads and disappoints the
public, and works loss and hardship to honest competitors,
as well as great evil to the manufacturers of films, is the
practice of billing, by posters and banners in front of a
theater, the titles of film subjects which are not shown on
the screen within. This is worse than downright theft, because it is malicious, and works greater injury.
In justice to exhibitors, it is gladly acknowledged that the
practice is now rare. The formation of the Moving Picture
Exhibitors' League of America has been a great force in
stamping out this and other evils, but the men who persist
in the practice will find they can be reached and punished
by legal procedure, in cases where a city ordinance does not
cover the fraud. In Cleveland such an ordinance is in effect,
and the exhibitor who is guilty of such an offense is punished
by fine or imprisonment or both. It would be well if the
M. P. E. L. of America pushed the nassage of such an
ordinance in cities throughout the country.
During a conversation with George Kleine, after his return
from a recent visit to New York, he chanced to mention a
case of this kind, in which he is very much concerned at
the present time. He kindly gave me the following interview
on the subject which, I believe, will be read with interest
by exhibitors and manufacturers:
"When passing the Crystal Hall theater building of the
Automatic Vaudeville Company on Fourteenth Street, near
Broadway, New York, Tuesday, October 15th, I saw a large
banner strung across the front announcing 'The Lion Tamer's
Revenge.' Displayed above the banner was a large poster
showing a sensational lion scene, which did not remotely
resemble the genuine film cf this title, nor the film on exhibition, and other posters of various exciting designs were
spread in front of the building.
"This is our special feature release of October 21st, and
as no prints had as yet been delivered in New York, and
in no case were they to be exhibited before October 21st,
I came to the conclusion that the banner was shown to
mislead the public and that our copyrighted film of that
title could not possibly be seen in the theater.
"I telephoned my New York attorneys, who told me that
they had already received information from two different
parties interested in the reward offered for notice of copyright infringements, to the effect that this subject was announced by this theater, and that the film being shown was
a Selig animal release of many months ago.
"This brought up the question which has been discussed
more or less for some years past, of the use of misleading
announcements in posters, which are usually very sensational,
and do not illustrate the film that is being shown. The
city of Cleveland has already paid attention to this question,
and I understand that it imposes a penalty for misleading
the public in this manner.
"As a title, either of a book or play, cannot be copyrighted
apart from the book or play, under the present construction
of the copyright law, this offense will have to be reached
under other laws.
"My attorneys expressed the opinion that an action would
hold against an exhibitor who displays in front of his theater
the title of a moving picture film, but who does not exhibit
the genuine film advertised under this title, particularly when
the original subject had been well advertised, and when it
seems palpable that the intention of the exhibitor is to
cause the public to believe that the advertised film is being
shown in the theater.
"Laying structions
the whenfoundation
for legal
action, toI obtain
have given
innext a similar
case arises
evidence
by making a photograph of the front of the theater, including the posters, and to procure two or more credible
witnesses who have seen the misfit film exhibited in the
theater that shows the false poster or banner, and who can
testify that it is not the original film advertised under that
title.
"All right thinking exhibitors and others interested in the
business will agree with me that it is not only a fraud upon
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the public to induce them to enter a theater expecting to
see an advertised film, and then to show them something
else that does not follow the poster in any way, but that
it is also a rank injustice to the maker of the film that is
being shown under a false title, as well as the owner of the
advertised subject."
Kewanee, 111., People See Themselves in Pictures.
W. J. West, manager of the Grand and Majestic Theaters,
Kewanee, 111., writes that he has had big success with a
film, made under his direction and at his own expense, showing views of his home town.
"I have crowded my theater for four days and have made
a handsome profit out of the venture," he writes. The accompanying paragraphs from a Kewanee paper describe the
nature of the film and the interest with which the presentation of the pictures was awaited:
"There is almost an entire reel of pictures including the
automobile parade, a run of the fire department, march of
the G. A. R. Veterans, shop and street scenes, motorcycle
races, and our winning football team in action. In addition
to this very interesting and amusing picture the management
of the theater will put on two more reels making a 50 minute
show.
"Many inquiries have been made at the box office of the
theater as to when the pictures would be shown. Local
interest in the attraction is keen, and for this reason the
pictures will be exhibited four days which will give all a
chance to witness them."
"When Wilderness Was King."
Selig's great historical, three-reel subject, "When Wilderness Was King," has kept the interest of the older generation in Chicago on keen edge, ever since it was learned that
the Selig producing forces were engaged on it. Over a year
has been consumed in preparations and, with the exception
of a few changes to be made in certain scenes, the negative
is completed.
Members of the Chicago Historical Society have been
especially interested in the production, and have watched its
progress with eager eyes and hearty enthusiasm. The following letter to Wm. N. Selig from O. L. Schmidt, a
prominent member of the Society, will convey some idea of
the successful accomplishment of the big task undertaken:
"Permit me to thank you for your courtesy in permitting
a partial, preliminary demonstration of your moving picture,
'When Wilderness Was King,' at the Chicago Historical
Society.
"Jt was a most wonderful demonstration of the massacre
history of Fort Dearborn^ remarkable in its truthfulness
and instructive to even those who were well versed in the
subject. I, of course, know that romantic and taking picture
effects must be worked into such a show, but I am still
marveling at the faithfulness with which the actual historic
data stand forth.
"I am not alone in this opinion but others, better versed
than myself in these affairs, were equally impressed. For
instance, Colonel Eastman, an old local historian and writer
on these subjects, at present at the head of the Statistical
Department of the City of Chicago, expressed his admiration to me. I could mention many others. I write this
letter so as to express my esteem to you for putting this
historical tragedy on the stage in such a manner.
"We may possibly take the liberty of asking for another
representation of the drama when completed at the Chicago
Historical Society, but the terms of this would be arranged
with you. We would then make an endeavor to secure a
very representative audience so that in every way we could
make a memorable evening of the affair."
Mammoth M. P. Palace For Minneapolis.
I had the pleasure of a call, at The World office, one day
last week, by William L. Harris, president of the New England Furniture and Carpet Co.. Minneapolis, the largest
house furnishing establis'-ment in the Northwest. Mr.
Harris was accompanied by Ceceil Bayless Chapman, a leading architect of Minneapolis, and J. M. Loughlin, Chicago
representative of the Minneapolis firm.
Mr. Harris informed me that his firm has decided to build
a mammoth palace for moving pictures, on property of the
firm bounded by 7th and 8th Streets and First and Second
Avenues, in the home city. The block is 330 feet square,
but only one-half of it will be used in the scheme decided
upon. The half block is 330 feet by 165 feet, and it is planned
to build modern stores of one story, facing on Second Ave.,
8th Street and First Ave. A private street, 30 feet wide,
will be opened in the center of the block, running from
First to Second Ave.
The plans afford numerous entrances and exits, combining
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perfect safely with striking modern conveniences. Among
the latter are refreshment sections, Oil the right and left
of the auditorium. These sections will be raised two feet
or so above the level of the floor of the auditorium proper,
and will afford a view "f the screen while patrons are partaking refreshments. The ground Boor o\ the amusement
palace will seat 1300 people and the balcony Ooo. An added
feature of the structure will be a summer garden extending
Over the roofs of the stores already referred t>>, ami affording
.1 promenade about one-eighth of a mile in length.
Excavations for the building have already been started
and construction will be rushed, so as to have everything
completed as soon as possible after the first of the New
Year.
Chicago Film Brevities.
Miss Kathlyn Williams stopped over in El Paso, at her
father's home, on her journey to the Edendale studio. Miss
Williams was given several impromptu receptions during
her stay in the Texas border town. On her way to El Paso
she was recognized on the train by several passengers, who
introduced themselves and made her journey very pleasant.

* * *

Mr. and Mrs. P. \Y. Alexander of Nampa, Idaho, were
visitors at the World office last week. Mr. Alexander is
part
of the Orpheum
in his home
here owner"
they visited
the SeligTheater
and Essanay
plantscity.
and While
were
much delighted with their experience. They left for home
Sunday, October 20th. Mr. Alexander stated that he had
changed his service from the Salt Lake branch of the G. F.
Co. to the Portland branch. Mr. Tschumy, Mr. Alexander's
partner, will take an automobile trip through California,
Arizona and New Mexico *on * Mr.* Alexander's arrival.
Augustus Carney has joined the Essanay's Eastern forces
and will propably remain throughout the winter. He will
be engaged in comedy work.

* * *

C. M. Christenson, national secretary of the M. P. E. L.
of America, stopped over in Chicago on Friday for a fewhours on his way to St. Louis. Win. J. Sweeney accompanied
him. While in St. Louis they transacted business with the
new insurance company connected with motion picture
theaters.

* * *

Up to, and including, the last week in October, American
releases will be made on Monday, Wednesday and Thursday. Beginning with the first week in November, and subsequently. American releases will be made on Mondays,
Thursdays and Saturdays.

* * *

The Animated Weekly representative took moving pictures
showing the departure of Theodore Roosevelt, from Mercy
Hospital to the railroad station. Wratterson Rothacker was
in charge of the camera squad. Mr. Rothacker left for
Portland. Oregon, on Monday evening, October 21st, on a
business trip. He will remain one day in Portland and will
thence proceed direct to New York City.
E. S. PORTER RESIGNS FROM UNIVERSAL.
Announcement was made on October 19th by Mr. Edwin
S. Porter, of his resignation from the Universal Film Manufacturing Co., to take effect at once. Mr. Porter has also
disposed of all his holdings and financial interest in the corporation. This leaves him free to devote all his time to his
favorite project. The Famous Players Film Co., in which he
is interested with Mr. Daniel Frohman and Mr. Adolph
Zucker.
For a long time Mr. Porter has been planning to get away
from the weekly release routine and devote his expert ability
to the making of bigger and better productions unhampered
by time limitations. In his new surroundings he will be
fancy free and will have carte blanche, plus all the time he
wants to do things right. Mr. Porter is a wealthy man and
money will be a secondary consideration in comparison with
the pleasure he can obtain from his art.
Temporarily Mr. James Carleton will be Mr. Porter's successor as technical director of the Universal until the permanent man is decided upon.

BIG MIRROR SCREEN FOR NEWARK, N. J.
A new theater is being built by Tohn C. Eisele at No. 80
Belleville
Newark,
J., instate,
"which
is being
the
biggestAve..
mirror
screen N.
in the
at the
cost ofinstalled
$1,200.
It was sold by the Mirror Screen Co. of Shelbyville. Ind.,
through their New York representative, G. A. Manning.
The size of this mirror screen is 13 ft. 6 in. by 18 ft.
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AS TO THE EXHIBITORS* BALL.
President Sam Trigger of the New York State Exhibit
called at tlie World office during the week.
Asked about
the
Exhibitors'
liall.
he
remarked
there
were
thing!
doing.
Some of these are:
William Sulzer, Democratic candidate for Governor of
New York, will l>c present
membersshow,
of the
will asgive
a "first part"
of The
a minstrel
withScreen
King Club
Baggot
interlocutor
and
John Bunny as one of the end men. The Screen Club will
have two lioxes and also two special tables. A hundred 441
tickets will be sent to the club tor the use of the members
A letter has been received from "Pop" I.ubin stating that
he will be present, with as many of his actors and actresses
as he can bring with him.
Maurice Costello and Miss Florence Lawrence and King
Baggot and Miss Alice Joyce will be at the head of the
grand march.
General Sales Manager Wright of the Kalem Company
has given assurances that he will be present with the whole
force of Kalem players, and has engaged a box for their
accommodation.
A letter has been received from "Pop" Rock asking for
the reservation of two boxes for the Vitagraph players and
also two tables.
John Bunny has been very insistent on the setting aside
of a table for himself, in order that he may adequately take
care of some of his many
friends.
Joe Engel, of the Universal, has engaged four automobiles
and a private band for his party.
Harry Raver has engaged two uoxes for the use of himself and his friends.
Three bands have been engaged for the great event, and
they are under contract until 5 A. M.
Orders have been received for more than 700 tickets from
up the state. Vice-President Cornell of Syracuse has engaged a special car, which will be attached to a train making stops at the principal stations. Anyone desiring to
take advantage of this car may obtain information from
Mr. Cornell.
A. B. Coleman, chairman of the Ball Committee, has
disposed of more than 500 tickets among Jersey exhibitors.
James Wallace, chief of the Bureau of Licenses, who has
just returned from his honeymoon, will be present at the
ball with Mrs. Wallace.
Mr. Trigger
sent a ofspecial
invitation has
to W'oodrow
Wilson,
and thehas
president
the exhibitors
reason to
believe Mr. Wilson will be present.
"And don't forget to state," concluded Mr. Trigger, "that
the date is November 14; the place Palm Garden, Lexington
Ave., and 58th St. And also that we are going to have a
regular time."

PURELY

PERSONAL.

Thomas H. Ince, general western manager of the NewYork Motion Picture Company for their Coast studios, is
now vice-president of the Broncho Film Company, producers
of the Broncho brand, which are made by the same producer
and associates as formerly made the Bison 101 pictures.
Richard Spencer, editor of scenarios for the New York
Motion Picture Company, is back at work in California following his recent vacation trip in the East, which included
a stay in New York. While here Mr. Spencer greeted manyold friends — and made many new ones.
Edwin B. Hesser of the home office of Kinemacolor left
New York Wednesday for a week's trip to Chicago.
Miss Evelyn Francis, who for a long time has been playing leads in Champion films, was cast in Vitagraph's "Four
Days a Widow," taking the part of Helen, Marjorie's friend.
Miss Francis, while young in years, has talent and a good
personality, and has made a distinct success on the screen.
Mr. Warner, the "features" man, announces that Mr.
Thrash, formerly connected with the Consolidated Exchange
of New Orleans, has taken charge of the Warner's Features" office at Dallas, Texas. The Feature Film Company
of New Orleans, has taken the agency for "Warner's Features,"ductionsandin Louisiana,
will have exclusive
of Mr. Warner's proAlabama control
and Mississippi.
SARAH BERNHARDT'S "LA TOSCA."
The sole rights for New York State for the above money
making feature has been secured by Messrs. Weinberg &
Samwick, of 32 Union Square. New York City. Some of
the managers that have already booked this classic report
record receipts.
Exhibitors should be careful in booking these various
features and do business only with the State Right owners,
otherwise they may be liable for damages.
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Dobbs'
Alaska Pictures
Motion Views of Scenes and Life Amid Ice

Marvelous

Eskimo following his daily vocations and taking part in dances
and other amusements.
and

Snow.
Ml

(II has been said about the wonders of Alaska.
There
have even been motion pictures showing something of
those wonders.
But it remained for Beverly I'.. Dobbs,
cxplorci and cinematographer, to bring Alaska to our firesides.
_
.Mr. Dobbs is almost
a resident of
Alaska, having lived
there for the past
fourteen years and
taken an active part
in the development
of that wonderful
country. Beini
photographer a n d
familiar with the
moving picture
camera, he made
the most of his opportunity td record
upon the films in
Alaska as it is lived
by the natives and
the people who have
gone to that region
in search of wealth
and adventure.
A fter all those years
of exploiting and
picture making, Mr.
Dobbs decided to
d »me to the greater
centers of civilization and show the
wonderful scenes he
had taken.
It will be impossible for us here to
describe at length
the interesting pict u r e s which Mr.
Dobbs has brought
with him He has
some 20,000 feet of
truly fine pictures —
fine in a photographic sense and
highly instructive in
an educational way.
At a recent private
exhibition in the
auditorium of the
American Museum
Beverly B. Dobbs.
.if Natural History,
New York City, a
representative of the^Moving Picture World had the pleasure of
viewing a number of Mr. Dobbs' subjects. There were shown
at that time "The Ice Packs in the Arctic." showing a great
stream of ice which Hows through Bering Straits with irresistible force in the spring of each year. Native sea hunters on
their expeditions in search of game; dog teams; the pursuit and
capture of a polar bear. All is vividly depicted as though seen
by one's own eye instead of that of the camera.
There
were
"Living
Picture
in the Arctic."

showing

Wnkl.D

the

1 here was a cruise to Siberia in the trading schooner "Sea
Wolf," showing the rugged coasts of Siberia; trading with
the natives
by the light of the midnight sun with pictures of
nan natives.
Another

series

show

the

Eskimo

"United

Seal

States

Mail

Dog

Team,"

Dance.

and the method of carrying the mails over the ice and snow; an
Eskimo boy with a reindeer; an Eskimo mission.
The most interesting series is entitled "The Walrus Hunt," in
which Mr. Dobbs engaged. Walrus are shown in their native
haunts, basking in the warmth of an ice floe : the method of
killing and securing the skins and tusks. The final scene in this
series was taken from the deck of the schooner and shows
hundreds upon hundreds of walrus floundering about in the
water with elephantine grace. For they weigh as much as 5,000

Sceneseach.
were also shown of the mining operations at Nome,
pounds
with the miners sluicing the gold from great heaps of pay dirt;

Sluicing

Pay Dirt at Nome,

Alaska.

dredging it from the beds of rivers and from the ocean beaches,
or washing it out of the hills by the hydraulic process. Xo better pictures of this phase of life in Alaska have ever been shown.
In many
respects
Mr. Dobbs'
series of motion
been
equaled.
Clearness
of photography
is the views
finest has
thatnever
has
ever come from Alaska, and the subjects are enlivened by scenes
of iireat interest throughout. This is the first time Mr. Dobbs
has brought his films to New York, but they were on exhibition
for 350 nights at Chicago, where they eclipsed all other exhibitions in point of attendance. It is Mr. Dobbs' intention to give
public exhibitions of his pictures in Xew York and to market
them throughout the United States and foreign countries by the
State rights plan as outlined by his advertisement in another
page of this issue of the Moving Picture World.
A MONTGOMERY

Eskimo

Boy with Reindeer.

BOOSTER

IN TOWN.

The Moving Ficture World wishes to acknowledge a
pleasant call from Mr. C E. Buchanan, of Atlanta. Ga., who
is a member of the Hoard of Directors of the Montgomery
Amusement Company and one of the Montgomery Boosters.
Mr. Buchanan is a very prominent business man of Atlanta
and is largely interested in the Montgomery enterprises.
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"The Miracle"
(Four Reels — Continental Kunstfilm
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when the life and the vei
Co.).

Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.
**/ ■ \HE MIRACLE," aa produced by the "Cbntinental Kunstfilm Company'1 of Berlin, Germany, cornea very near to
the excellence
best productions
oi cinematography.
a work of
rare■*■
artistic
and should
please all kindsIt ofis audiei
It is distinctly spectacular, "adapted to excite wonder and admiration by a display of pomp and scenic effects." "The Miracle," inI, is far more than that. It possesses in a high degree that
accuracy in settings ami costumes, which is but too rarely found
in purely spectacular productions. Its story, though old and simple, is rich in dramatic incidents, all of which are natural, Striking
and full of life and action. The work of some master hand, heretofore unknown on this side of the water, is plainly discernible in
every inch of the four reels. The gifted artist .shows nis talent
and his skill in many ways, often too subtle almost for analysis,
but never failing in their effects upon the audience. There can be
no question, that much time was spent on this production and that
every detail was carefully considered.
"The Miracle" is based on an old legend, well-known in all
Catholic countries. In the sanctuary of a convent — thus runs the
story — there was a miraculous statue of the Holy Virgin, the
object of the special veneration of the nuns and the faithful generally. One of the nuns yielding to the entreaties of a young
knight deserted the sisterhood and forgetting her solemn vows
off with her lover. The Holy Virgin, not wishing disgrace to

than

a mere vchu li
Of "The M ir.i

have been told in perh ip

then have missed a 1 1 • Me and I \<
We could never have un

- i be
(uld
1 the

as we enjo) it in these films, 1 [ere l
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Scene from "The Miracle" (Continental Kunstfilm Co.).
fall upon her convent, descends from her pedestal in the sanctuary
and takes the place of the faithless nun. The latter is soon afterwards discarded by her lover and she enters upon a life of sin,
shame, sorrow and suffering. In the end she comes back to the
convent, where she learns from the Madonna herself, how her
absence had been hidden from the other nuns and pouring out her
grateful prayers before the altar, upon which the Virgin resumes
her place as a statue, she returns once more to the peace of the
cloistered shades.
This plot, essentially the same as that of Maeterlinck's famous
play which had such a successful run in one of the Broadway
theaters during the last season is in the films much amplified and
elaborated. Various incidents and episodes, more or less closely
connected with the main story are introduced. Beatrice's stay
among the robbers is strongly reminiscent of "Ingomar." I must
add. that every one of the additions and elaborations was cleverly
conceived and splendidly executed. They afforded a grand chance
for superb scenic displays and the dramatic movements of large
groups of men and women. Of this chance the makers of' these
films have made the best possible use. They have re-created a b:t
of medieval Europe with such skilled realism and lifelikeness as
is rarely found even in the best of pictures. We see the ancient
cast'es of the feudal barons ; the turreted bastions, in which the
look o-t held his steady vigil; the roomy chambers with their
rounded panes of leaded glass and their triumps of the woodcarver's
art the
in the
and and
handsome
and tables;
we admire
richshape
and of
yet solid
chaste
elegant chairs
costumes,
setting
off the human figure to such advantage: we get a glimpse of how
the men and women of those days thought and lived and acted,
what manners they had and how great the power was of lord over
serf and vassal. Often we are pleasantly reminded by what we
see of many a tale told by the author of "Ivanhoe."
No picture has furnished better proof than "The Miracle" of
how far the motion picture leaves behind the novel and the stage

Scene from "The Miracle" (Continental Kunstfilm Co.).
to have selected some of the best.
The interiormed
all to be genuine and were evidently rooms and halls in
medieval castles, that may have been standing for many
centuries. While this feature is epic rather than dramatic
in its construction it must not be thought that the dramatic
parts have in any way been neglected. On the contrary
the acting all the Way from the beginning to the end is
above criticism with only a few slight exceptions. I think
the allegorical figures representing Virtue and Vice were not
happily conceived, though the idea of creating such allegorical
figures was very good in itself. As these figures appear brt three
or four times the defect is indeed but a minor one and in no way
detracts from the general merits of this remarkable feature
No picture that I have seen affords greater opportunities for
effective and impressive music than "The Miracle." Every
person looking at the pictures must feel a bulging for the
sound of music. The owners of the American ri.ghts have
recognized the musical opportunities of the play and have
provided a complete musical score, said to have been composed by a competent musician. It is claimed that the
music
is thoroughly
appropriate
to the subject.
It might
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be well t" have the picture explained in certain parts, but
this i> not nearly as necessarj to the complete success of
the picture as the musical accompaniment. If 1 may venture
another suggestion to the exhioitor I would recommend
to rim the picture with a moderate degree of speed and to have
cither no intermissions al all or very short ones only. Of course
the last recommendation applies I i all feature films consisting of
two or more reels, but it seems to me to apply with special force
to
a play Thai
like interest
"The Miracle"
the interest
so quickly
roused.
should forwhere
the benefit
of the isspectator
be
maintained without any breaks.

Scene from "The Miracle" (Continental Kunstfilm Co.).
In conclusion it seems just to make mention of the fact, that
this feature is the first of its kind to come from the hands of
German manufacturers. So far the German producers have always brought up the rear of the procession. If they are capable
of producing more such features as "The Miracle" they will soon
have to be reckoned with as important factors in the film markets
of the world.

POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH

IN THE CHURCH.

A Power'sin No.
A has been
installed
by the NewFathers,
York Film
Exchange
the 6 Church
of The
Redemptorist
59th
^Street and 6th Avenue. Brooklyn.
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WILL

MAKE

REGULAR

RELEASES.

Beginning November 25, the Itala Film Co. of America
will make regular releases ot the popular Itala brand of
films, as officially stated by the American head of the comto-day. of the American company will provide comedy
The pany
policy
subjects in vast variety, these to be selected with care from
large consignments ot samples and released after "Americanizing" all titles and sub-titles. The Itala brand of films is
noted for the excellence of its comedies particularly as no
expense is spared to make them really laughable. In an
interview some time ago, Mr. Sciemenga of the Torino
studios stated that if it were necessary to tear down a block
of buildings to create a laugh the Itala company would not
hesitate to incur the expense. The trade remembers many
Itala subjects that bear out the above statement in a sense.
Shops were demolished, statuary, brie a brae and even buildings were smashed to bits that a comedy scene might be
made effective.
The Itala company's first release, however, will consist of
a feature subject originally made in two short reels, but
since reduced to a single thousand feet of spirited action.
The title, "Horror of Sin," gives but a faint idea of the
value of the subject as a sermon film, but the story is
unusual in its treatment of the social evil in that it carefully avoids sensationalism even though it holds the attention
of the spectator from the first scene to the last. Following
the initial release the Itala company will issue two-subject
comedies regularly each Monday. No single subject reels
will be included in the output.
An innovation in posters will be introduced by Mr. Raver,
the American head of the company. Each split reel will
be accompanied by a two-subject litho in colors, a scene
from each subject being shown in an appropriate panel with
the title attached. Shipments will be made through the
Film Supply Co. of America.
THE

PRESS

AGENT

SAYS.

The box office drawing power of Essanay's "Broncho Billy"
films with Mr. G. M. Anderson, and the "Alkali" Ike comedies
with Augustus Carney, is fully realized by exhibitors throughout the entire country, who declare that the running of these
pictures, on their dullest days, increases receipts from twentyfive to fifty per cent. This is not to be wondered at when it is
realized that no other company in the present day film game has
two such popular favorites as the character-creations of "Broncho
Billy" and "Alkali" Ike. And then there is Francis X. Bushman with Essanay's Eastern stock. Some popularity trio, this
— Anderson. Carnev and Bushman !

Group of Eclair Players Bidding "Bon

Voyage"

to M.

Etienne

Arnaud.
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T\KK a look ;u these two cut*
They picture the from of the Comedy
Theater, Fourteenth Street near Broadway, in New York City.
And
t lie funny part of it is that the photograph!
have been sent in by
the manager as samples of his enterprise.
For months we have been promising ourselves to come over with our
camera some Sunday and make a photograph of this lurid front and the
one next door, but hustling a big camera fifteen miles is more or lesg like
hard work and — all things come to him who waits
and these pictures were
supplied by the management

deliberate misstatement of fact, and tins large ;
backed up by a
lot of smaller sheets showing crimes of all sorts and descriptions, Indian
battle! and every form of violence, most of which are on exhibition every
day in the year, being mounted on cloth and put out day after day until
they become worn when tbej are replaced by others of the same sort. Not
one was applicable to the film and on Thursday of last week the Comedy
had only five sheets bearing titles and trade marks and the Crystal Hall
did not have a single sheet of paper that was in the slightest degree descriptive of the lilins on view.

Influence Is Bad.
And yet thousands of men and women pass these gory displays day after
day. barely glancing at the display and wondering what there i- in the
moving pictures to arouse such enthusiasm. They judge the performance
entirely by the front and gain only a confused idea of a 11
sorted
murders, thefts, assaults and jail deliveries that almost completely obscure
the entrances. They are not to blame that they do not know thai the average motion picture of to-day is as refined and uplifting as the drama should
be. Even when they go to their home town and Bee the modi -1 and
truthful displays of their locality house they arc not attracted. They merely
argue that the manager of a house in the home section dare- not be as
frank as the New York man, but they suppose that if they entei they will
see the same rivers of blood as flow from the shrieking sheets in fi'nt of
these Fourteenth Street houses and in their minds the pictures are inseparably connected with the vile stuff that is shown on Hum two prominent fronts.
In Mexico there exists a pleasant law that any announcement shown on
the bill boards must be in the show or the proprietors must go to jail. If
this law was current in Xcw
York and strictly enforced.
lea as
these could not last, but there is no such law arid as a result the picturea
within a radius of fifty miles are damned in the minds of many would-be
patrons because a couple of short-sighted managers have the entirely
erroneous idea that sensation pays r*nd find their buckets of blood on the
shelves of stock paper since it does not exist in the films themselves to any
such degree. If such matters merely affected the houses in question we
would have no complaint
to make, but for every peron attracted by this

To understand the matter, the out-of-town reader must know that this
house and the Crystal Hall next door are situated on the south side of
Union Square — which itself is a part of Fourteenth Street. Probably more
persons pass these two theaters than any other houses in town, not even
excepting the Herald Square Theater, at Broadway and Thirty-fifth Street.
Pretty close to half a million persons pass these two fronts every day and
get the idea that the pictures are on the same dime museum level that they
were ten years ago solely and entirely because these two managers think that
they must appeal with the sensational. These two pictures both show the
Comedy Theater front. The Crystal Hall is worse in that it seldom uses
any regular paper while the Comedy does mix the regular paper with the
lurid stuff that they get from the lithograph houses; the dead issues of a
still more defunct day of gory melodrama.
We believe that we are entirely within the facts when we state our belief that these two managements do more to hurt the motion picture business in the eves and minds of the general public than AXY TEN HOUSES
IN THE ENTIRE
COUNTRY.
This is a pretty broad statement, but it is a fact. More persons see
these poster displays than see any other one house. More persons see these
displays than notice any other hundred houses. More persons stay away
because they believe that the pictures are still blood and thunder stuff
than are influenced by any ether fifty houses, because there is nothing here
but scarltt sensation and bloodthirsty misstatement.

The Same as the Others.
The films run here are the same as are run at any other house in town.
They are the regular releases, most of which are passed by the Board of
Censorship and none of which live up to the lurid paper on the outside of
the house. Could the public be coaxed within, the result of the paper would
not be so harmful, but most of the people who look at the signs pass on
without investigation and THEY CLASS THEIR OWN NEIGHBORHOOD ROUSES WITH
THESE.
As we came past the theaters to-day the Comedy had a 28-sheet poster
showing a mob of convicts in their striped suits of shame. One man was
down and another was about to kill him, while a third man intervened with
the captioned statement that "His life belongs to me." At the upper end
of Union Square, more than 600 feet away this poster stood out strong and
distinct. It was the keynote to the situation. It gave a decent man mental
nausea that such things should be filmed and he did not investigate further.
But the paper was the paper of an extinct melodrama. It had absolutely
no bearing on the films on exhibition inside.
It was simply a lying lure, a

shrieking appeal, perhaps hundreds are driven away from other li."i-cs and
these two establishments hurt the business of probably every house in
Greater New York, with no profit to themselves.
And yet the manager of the Comedy is so proud of his accomplishments
that he has special photographs of his displays made. It may not be polite
to use them as the inspiration for this discussion and yet we can do
the manager no greater favor than to point out that he is hurting himself,
as well as his brother exhibitors throughout the city.

What Might Be Done.
These two locations are among the highest priced in the city and probably in the country. We know that several years ago the two lower floors
of the building next door, the ground and first story anil basement were held
at $20,000 yearly rental, though the frontage is something less than twentyfive feet, but with a depth of about 175 feet. It is one of the most traveled
sections of New York and we believe that if the sensational should be thrown
over greater gain would be possible through a straieht show and honest
announcement. They must make money or they could not keep open, but
they could make even more if they would make their appeal to the better
class of trade.
Thousands of cloak and suit makers from lower Fifth Avenue pass the
door twice daily.
Thousands of others, shop girls and clerks make their
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way home past the entrances, but it is a mistake to suppose that even these
white slaves of trade are wholly interested in blood and thunder and the
unclean and Illegal.
For every man attracted by a murder there are a scoie who will be attracted by decent films. As long as three years ago when Keith's, on the
block east, was tilled with Interested patro
ould come out of the
Keith house and drop into the Comedy to find the house half full, and yet
the house has but a quarter the capacity of the then Keith and l'roctor
bouse. They could till with the Keith overflow if they advertised properly
and decently.
There is not an honest exhibitor in New York who does not wish the
abolishment of the stock paper and the lurid advertisement. Go down the
Bowery and Park Row, through Dclancey and Grand streets, anywhere on
the East Side, where murder might bi
I to appeal if it appeals at
all, and you will find only the paper of the films. Tour Third and Second
avenues from their start to the Harlem River and you will find little, if
any, stock paper. It all belongs to the film. The Comedy and Crystal Hall
stand almost alone in the old, timeworn tradition, and yet, of the thousands
who pass the houses they draw a percentage, small, but enough to pay a
profit, and so these two places remain a stench in the nostrils, excrescences
on the new order of things.
they are proud of it. That's the part that would be funny were it
notAnd
so serious.

On the other hand.

Turning to more pleasant things we have the late Edison releases to
consider. There is a real kiddie story, October 28th, in the story of a
Fresh Air Fund youngster who seeks "The Land Beyond the Sunset," in
which the practical is mingled with the fanciful in the adroit fashion of
which Mr. Plimpton is a master. Young Mrs. Eaton (Nov. 1st) touches a
new theme; the wife who raises money for bridge debts by buying things
and pawning them, a scheme not altogether unknown to New York women
of fashion, but which is new in films. A Romance of the Rails (Nov. 5th)
is an Edison railroad story with some thrilling developments. They have
not given us a railroad story lately, but they know how to make them;
made the very first one, in fact. A Queen For a Day (Nov. 5th) is the
story of a colored maid who becomes queen of a cannibal tribe and rescues
her employers, and there is a Yellowstone Park scenic on November 8th
that is worth while. All of these are worth a little extra booming and the
comedy is more than ordinarily good. The bridge story will permit an
argument to be started on the evils of society gambling that can be driven
home and the Fresh Air story will hit almost any town of any size. Look
for them.

From Fresno.
The Fresno Photo Theater, Fresno, Cal., unhandsomely throws bricks at
a recent General Film advertisement that had the stories mixed. It shows
a front page for As You Like It that is mighty clever, but since they
started the rock throwing we want to heave one back. They have copied
the Motion Picture Story Magazine title to their story of the film in which
the writing of the story is credited to Edwin M. La Roche, who had nothing whatever to do with the Vitagraph production other than he heroically
rewrote Shakespeare for the magazine. Mr. La Roche had nothing to do
with the preparation of the scenario or film and this should have been noted.
The Fresno offering is an eight-page folder with four scene and one
portrait cuts and is very well done, the front page being printed in early
spelling. Perhaps some others may find it helpful, in this or another run.
It reads:

Done into an houre's entertainment by ye stars of
ye Vitagraph Companye. This playe is fromme one
by William Shakespeare, Bard of Avon, and it is now
about to be plaide for ye firste tyme in ye silent
dramatiques.
^^
Rose Coghlan (Ye
Maurice
Costello
Playe Actor)
Robert McWade
Van Winkle)

Famous Actress) - Rosalynde
(Greatest
Photo
Orlando
(Who
Plaide Rip
....
Touchstone

And Ye Other Star Players are
Rosemary Theby, Charles Kent, Rose Tapley, James
Morrison, Kate Price, Tefft Johnson, Robert Gaillord
and Harry Morey
Ye Director
Mr. Kent
And a most delightfulle musical program will be
charminglie rendered
Ye Playe Will Be Presented
Sunday, Monday, & Tuesday, October 13, 14, 15
They also send a good four-page folder for the first three Edison,
What Happened to Mary, series. They ran the first three stories in one
evening and then told the whole town what would happen. The Mary
stories arc doubly useful in that they can be run singly or in series. If
you have not had any of them yet -or but one of the first four, get the first
three in one evening — Escape from Bondage, Alone in New York and Mary
in Stageland, and see what happens when you run the others as they appear.

Driving it home.
The T-rcsno recently took a half page in red and black ink with five
large cuts telling all about the ventilating apparatus of the house. They
force washed air into the house and they seemed to find it a matter of
sufficient importance to take a half page in the telling. And they are right.
A pure air supply that stays right on the job all season is worth a deal more
booming than a film that stays two or three nights. Lots of managers fail
to realize that pure air is as important as a good film, and yet at times it is
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more important than the picture. If your housa smells like the inside of a
jail about an hour after a tramps' camp has been raided and the campers
imprisoned, get a fan and some flues and then start out to brag about it.
It is something worth bragging about. Don't get an atomizer, get a fan.
It will a great deal more than pay for itself if it is properly installed. And
don't be content with merely mentioning the fact. Keep on talking abo ■■• it.

Mechanical music.

The Crystal Theater, Houston, Texas, sends a mailing card booming a
mechanical orchestra recently installed. Five thousand cards v.ere sent out
by mail, the device belonging to that class wherein electrical devices set the
strings in vibration. They want our opinion on the subject. Our opinion is
that unless the manufacturers of the instrument paid the entire cost of
printing and mailing the theater gets too little from the card, which is the
size of the double "return mailing card," three parts being used for advertisement and one for the address. Of the three-quarter^ one is wholly
given over to a picture and boom of the instrument. The other quarters
give one mention of the Crystal to each section and at a first glance it
seems to be the advertisement of the device and not the theater. One mention is in twelve point caps and the other a twelve point bold. We would
have gotten more out of it for our house if we had one or there would
have been no advertisement even if the makers of the instrument paid all
the costs. There are times when modesty in an advertisement pays, but too
much modesty is worse than none at all. The point is that there is a new
device at the Crystal Theater. Of the two the theater is more important
than the device. The advertisement should be so worded and at least a
chance allusion should be made to the fact that it is a place where photoplays are shown. There is not one single, solitary blessed word about
photoplays in the whole advertisement. Boom your musical feature, but if
you have a photoplay theater talk about photoplays every time you open your
mouth.
Why?
W. L. Jennings sends in a circular that is put out in behalf of his Lyceum
Theater, Monroe, La., which offers a cash prize of $5 each night except
Saturday and Sunday. He says he does not approve of the cash prize,
but that it was forced on him by the opposition. The idea is the usual
thing. You must be in the house at the time of the drawing, and if the
Federal authorities find it out there will be something said about the Lottery
Law that will not make pleasant listening.
But we think if we had a house it would take something more than a
competitor to make us do a thing we did not approve of. If someone
else came into our town we would make him trail us until his feet got so
sore he found it more pleasant to walk somewhere else. The house that
adopts a competitor's ideas acknowledges the competitor as the leader and
itself as a trailer. If the other fellow starts something, do something else;
not just what he does. Let him copy you and keep him busy copying. The
cash prize is one of the most elementary devices and it is illegal to boot.
Do something else and get inside the law in doing it. One of the new
schemes here in town is the Country Store, which is so successful that all
of the burlesque theaters in the Western Wheel are using it. It can be
modified to suit the smaller houses, since the prizes run to about a hundred
dollars' worth of goods the way it is worked here.
In brief, there is a special setting showing a general store. When you
get your ticket for the specified night you receive a card. After the performance certain of these cards, all of which have been filled in with the
name and address of the ticket holder, are read from the stage and each of
the persons called receives a prize running from a half ton of coal to a
live chicken.
But the management is careful to state that the idea of the store is
to get the names and addresses of the regular patrons that a mail list may
be compiled and emphasis is laid upon the fact that the cards are not
drawn, but are "selected" by the management. Note the distinction and
keep clear of the law.
Five dollars' worth of groceries broken up into bulky parcels looks a lot
more than five dollars to one person.

Splits with the ladies.
Mr. Jennings is secretary of the local fair and recently he got up a
combination ticket good for his Lyceum and Maze theaters on a certain
night. The combination ticket admitted to both houses for the regular admission (20 cents) and half the money went to the ladies for their section
of the fair, prize money, etc. They divided Si 20 between them and at the
same time new patrons were made for the two houses.
This sort of scheme is a lot better than following someone else's lead in
prize contests. If you have opposition and it will not stay quiet do not
follow the lead, but set a pace of your own and the fastest pace is more
apt to call for brains than more money.

Wants Some Facts.
R. G. Peltier, of Mt. Clemens, sends in a copy of his eight-page Bijou
Bulletin and asks for facts or other matter that he can run in the sheet.
If Mr. Peltier will read The Moving Picture World each week he will find
an abundance of material, so much, indeed, that this department does not
attempt to compete with the run of the paper in this direction. In the Los
Angeles letter there is always plenty of gossip of the players, there are
other personal notes scattered through the pages and every page almost carries something that can be used. The stuff is not labeled nor is it always
in just the right form, but the material is there in all sorts of shapes merely
waiting to be picked up.
The Bulletin is going in strong for advertising. It seems to fellow the
Tenth Street Theater program in choice of type and display, but there is
one-third program and two-thirds advertising. It would pay to play up the
program part more strongly by the use of heavy rule or some similar device. There are numerous small paragraphs that look much like the program matter and we think that the advertising value to the house is lost.
The idea is good, but the real material is not thrown into sufficient prominence. Boxing in the program part would not hurt the value of the rest
and bring the house into its own. The numbered bulletin scheme is used to
"make it stick," the prize being a dollar's worth of tickets.
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inies, with fourteen p
'-ction and
blank space f<>r remarks.
Mr. Lowe says I
ently the suggr >
have enabled liim to make
I original part of the
system is an elaborate red
ie with all of the companies
printed
on the face as well as spaces foi
and return date and the reason
for rejection.
There are also lines for the title, date written, disposition
of script and [.rice received.
All data
- ri[<t is placed in this
envelope and the complete history 01
kept together.
It will not pay the average writer to have these printed up, but the idea
is distinctly good and may be ,v.

The Catechism.
Our Club and Others.
THAI little club of photoplay wright* \vc spoke of in a recent issue is
hung up for a few week* because of an impending absence from
town. We hoped to have it framed up and self-running before we
left, but pressure of other matters prevents and so we are going to let it
drop until some time in November when the weekly meetings will commence. We have had numerous letters of acceptance and think we shall
st;i • off with a sufficient number to make things interesting and not too
many to he awkward at the start.
Meantime we have the address of a Chicago writer who is desirous of
getting in touch with others of the craft and forming a talk-over circle in
that city. If you are in Chicago, and have written a script that has gone
through, send us your name and address and it will be sent to the organizer. We hope that others will come forward to form circles that in
time will become chapters of the parent club when we get ready to organize— which will not be for some time yet, wc think.

Terwilliger Not Lubin, Editor.
A theatrical publication in a late issue stated that George W. Terwilliger
was the editor for the Lubin company, which does not happen to be the
fact. Mr. Terwilliger has become a regular contributor to the Lubin company, hut he is not a member of the staff and has not replaced Lawrence
S. McCloskey as editor.

The

October

William Wright, Jr., in speaking »f
on that you be your
own best fault finder, advances this v t of
tnself
when his own scripts come back.
Is it logical?
Is it the desired material?
Ts the' plot really n.>
Is the plot strong enough?
We would suggest that these be addi d.
Does the company make that style of story Does the plot suit the time of year?
Are the points properly brought out that others may see them as I do?
Can I make it better by changing it around?
Send in your suggestions and some day we'll run the full catechism.

Fred

Mace.

In the Inquiry department several correspondents have sought to establish
the theatrical record of Fred Mace, so we wrote Mr. Mace asking that he
supply us with some material of an autobiographical nature and a picture
to go with it.
The picture came with the remark that while it might not

Issue.

Printed in its own plant for the first time, the October Photoplay Author
comes from the press a trifle late, but with plenty of good material including articles by William Lord Wright, A. Van Buren Powell, R. D. Armstrong and the editor. We do not at all agree with Mr. Armstrong's suggestion that the script should be sold in synopsis form alone, but there is
much else that is of value to the writers and each issue is an improvement
over the last. The address has been changed to Holyoke, Mass., instead of
Chicopee, since the change to the new plant brought them into the Holyoke
postal district, though they remain in Chicopee.

Adding to the list.
Benjamin Barondess offers the suggestion that to the list of books the
photoplay writer should read should be added "How I wrote and sold my
first book." The book is in most libraries, but we do not think it would pay
the beginner to purchase a copy, though the experiences of prominent
writers in getting their starts is cheering to the man who cannot yet sell
his stuff. It simply goes to show that if you have the right stuff in you
and keep plugging away you ate going to meet success some time, even
though it may be a long and wearying wait.

A Suggestion.
A Pittsburg writer gives a new angle to the discussion on credit to the
author on the film. He writes that he is the author of a recent Kalem
and that when the local manager found that the play was by a neighbor
he made a special feature of the production on a certain evening, booming
it in advance. At one time the Lubin company used to write the managements of houses near an author when a play was produced, but we have
not heard of this being done lately. There is no good reason why you
should not tell the house manager that you wrote a certain story to the
end that it may be locally boomed, but we think that that is as far as
the matter is ready to go yet save in the use of names of authors and
dramatists more widely known. Wc are not disposed to hurry this matter
because we think that there is still too small a percentage of writers who
are really entitled to full credit for their filmed idea, since almost every
script has to be changed to suit the camera conditions and possibly to build
up the dramatic interest. We think the Edison attitude the most sane.
Mr. Plimpton uses the author's name if he thinks that the story warrants
it. That's as much as any author has a right to ask.

Got It Wrong.
One of the script critics has a rather strenuous follow-up system for
new business, but he got in wrong the other day when he wrote Captain
Charles Kiener that the reason he could not sell his scripts was because
he would not part with a dollar, and all this about the time that the Kalem
company released three of his stories in eight days. Three years ago Captain
Kiener was writing an excellent script and he has made consistent improvement ever since and the suggestion that he needs a criticism at this late
day suggests that someone's mailing list stands in need of revision. 1 1 is
scripts are all taken by Kalem, since he seldom writes more than one a
week, and so a newcomer is not as familiar with the name as we who sat
on desks three years ago.

Has a System.
Edward T. Lowe, Jr., sends in a set of his printing that is of interest.
He has a going envelope with the printed line "Editor of Scenarios" and
a smaller self addressed one for return. Both of these are printed on the
ends:
Postmaster
Do not bend or break
Each going script also carries the post card acknowledgement
in the
form suggested some time ago and a rejection slip not unlike those used

Mr. Fred Mace.
be as beautiful as that on the cut of Wallace and Douglas recently published in these columns it looked more as he does at the present day.
This is what he told us:
"In 1899 I graduated in Medicine and in 189? in Dentistry in Philadelphia, practiced dentistry in Erie, Pa., for about thirteen months, then
joined Wilbur Opera Co. I was with them about six months then joined
Florodora in which I played Twccdlepunch; the Chinese Honeymoon, following Tom Seabrooke as Mr. Pineapple; then Piff Paff Pouf, following
ICddie Foy as the Sandman; then The Umpire, playing the Umpire; then
Johnny Hicks in The Time, the Place and the Girl. I went to London for
little over a year, playing in the big production of Sands O'Dee at the
Hippodrome for fifteen weeks. Lawson Butt, who this year is playing
Lewis Wallers part in Garden of Allah was in Sands O'Dee production
playing the heavy. Came back here, went to Frisco and played thirty-one
weeks in stock. Joined Chocolate Soldier and played Col. Popoff the father
during the Chicago engagement of twenty-two weeks. Joined Biograph
in May, 191 1, played with them until their return East from here (Los
Angeles), in May, 19 12, then joined the Bis
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Testimony.
Here's ■ letter from a new chum as the Australians have it. He hails
from Chicago, though
nk that he cannot see films suggests some
western fastness.
Here is his writing record:
I have been a regular reader of the MOVING PlCTUBE WORLD for
four issues now — since the Mirror lost the Spectator — and am kicking myself because I did not start sooner. Anyway, I write to
avail myself of your offer of a correct list of addressee, and to unload a few scattering comments. This lath r I may repeat from time
to time and trust that you will advise me when I have entered the
nuisance class.
I started out last October; wrote three scenarios; had all three
rejected; became discouraged; and quit. In January I picked up a
little courage and sent out No. 3 again. When it didn't come back
after a couple of weeks I swelled out my chest and wrote five
more. No. 3 was accepted but the other five were all turned down
and again I became discouraged and quit. Then last July, I visited
the Essanay plant while on my vacation and got the fever again.
Since then I have been sticking at it, and a few nights ago I mailed
out No. 17. Now I have had one produce ("Twilight," Essanay,
Sept. 6th), another accepted, and have seven out for consideration,
two of which are being held for decision. Incidentally, of my seventeen scenarios, I have rewritten seven once and one twice, while
I am holding four now for rewrite. I figure my first year as very
profitable, and think that at the end of another year I will be able
to qualify as a photoplaywrig'at.
I am writing on the paper I use. With it I find that I never go
over two cents postage, even on the big original envelope. I use
stamped envelopes, a white No. 8 and a buff No. 7 for the enclosure. The idea of the buff is to keep me from getting heart
disease every time the postman approaches with a long white envelope. My scenario form is my own, and I think it is as clear as
any, and much clearer than some. I am indebted to your book on
technique, which I purchased several weeks ago, for some mighty
good pointers, and have added a scene plot to my scenarios.
To a chance duplication of plot I am indebted for an acquaintanceship with a young writer in New Orleans and we find it very profitable to mail all our scenarios to the other for criticism. I think my
criticisms of his efforts help me as much as his notes on mine.
I am handicapped in a way by being so situated that I do not see
a moving picture once in a month, and am compelled to draw on my
recollections of several years ago when I used to see practically all
the licensed releases. That was when Pathe (French) and Biograph
divided the honors. For a while I attempted to read the reviews,
but now I trust to luck that I do not step on someone's toes, and so
far have had no trouble, other than in determining what companies
to send a scenario to.
We think the correspondent will be interested in the statement made
elsewhere that Kinemacolor wants photoplay scripts. With "Spectator" helping David Miles read the script, authors should get first class treatment.
We do not like the idea of white or buff envelopes. These sevens and
eights are post office sizes and correspond to the nines and tens of the stationer. The post office issues a good grade of stock, but not good enough
to carry a heavy script. Strong manila stock is cheaper and better in
every way.
We don't see how an author is going to sell to advantage if he does not
keep in touch with the market. He should see some photoplays each week
and keep in touch with the trend of the companies through the special
articles and the Stories of the Films.
The exchange of criticism is a capital scheme, in line with our own
•uggestion last week that authors get together to talk over ideas. A study
of the other fellow's mistakes is sometimes more helpful than a study of
your own — because you are more apt to note the other chap's breaks.

Doing things right.
Some correspondents have suggested that we are riding our hobby too
hard when we urge that things be done properly, but we are insistent on
this point because we know we are right. It pays to send scripts out with
all the small points looked after. The editor feels that the script that is
physically perfect; that gives evidence of proper care in preparation must
be above the slovenly story on thin paper crammed into an envelope a size
too small. In our own practice we use ready printed addressed envelopes
for those we submit too frequently and this is what one editor said:
If I'm ever a free lance I'm going to use printed envelopes, for
no matter how many scripts are piled on an editor's desk and no
matter how cold blooded the editor is, he's bound to feel there's
a difference between the scripts in the printed envelope and "the
other stuff" and he will unconsciously give them special attention.
We're all human.
Of course this doesn't mean that if you address your scripts to the
editor on a printing press instead of in longhand you will sell your story,
but it does mean that if you do things right your story will have a shade
the best of it over the stuff equally good but not so well displayed. It
pays to be careful and correct. It pays both in money and increased acceptance. BUT first you must have the stuff to sell.

Timing the films
A Denver correspondent wants to know how long it will take to act out
a photoplay of given length. He does not state what that given length is,
but the answer is simple. A film should run as many seconds as there are
feet, but, as a rule, there are marked variations from this standard. In
the studio the normal speed is a foot a second, but given any particular
scene it all depends upon the director how long a scene will run. One
man may make thirty feet and another sixty from the same scene because
one works
quickly and the other with deliberation.
Unless
you know
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intimately the methods of the particular director who will make your script
it is better to ait youi story over and leave the time to him. Some directors
work with stop watches and others merely gu( St at it. but given a script,
no two directors will produce a picture "f a stated length scene for scene,
though all will get it to about a thousand feet if there is that much subject there — and sometimes when there is more or less.
As a rule, a subject will run in from sixteen to eighteen minutes for each
thousand feet. Leadi r- will run about a foot a word and letters about
twenty-five to forty feet according to length. There is ten feet allowed
for the title and about eight for the censorship tag.

Inquiries.

NOTE — No questions can be replied to by mail.
Look for your ai
here.
A list of studio addresses, kept up-to-date, will be sent If a stamped
and addressed return envelope aeenmpanles the request.
CYNTHIA — Our Biograph Identifier thinks it was the Fairbanks sisters
In "An Unseen Enemy," but Is not prepared to swear to it. Tbe auto owner
in the same, ami who was robbed In the park in "A Chance of Spirit," was
Walter C. Miller, lately of Reliance. The other question was answered
lately. We think William Mason Is still with Essanay. We find him cast.
Miss Mary Plckford is under contract to Belasco, but we do not know what
will be her first play. Someone told someone, who told someone, who told us,
that she was to get $3.">0 a week on a long-term contract.
J. M. P. — In Biograph's "The Inner Circle." George Lestinl was the widower
and J. Jiipiel Lance the rich Italian. We have answered the seeond question.
Dupray, in "The Curtain Pole," was Maek Sennet. The others the Identifier
C. S. — Charles West Was the poor husband in "One is Business, &c." You
passed.
have
Mr. August correctly placed.
D. K. N. — We believe that Lubln Is the only company now supplying a
form sheet for a return envelope, though Vitagraph and Essanay may be
H. B. — Solax casts are more or less a secret. Reliance and Majestic are
queried.
two companies,
though they occupy studios in the same building.
R. R. P., Stamford. — We must decline to handle your questions until you
stop using a lead pencil and using the first newspaper that comes to hand
for stationery. We have paid six cents postage due 011 your last three communications, but it is the lead pencil and your practise of using up the contents of the waste basket that we most object to. Use ink, decent paper,
write
plainly
and pay
postage
in full.
please
don't
the willing
idea that
you are compelled
to ask
questions
every And
week.
There
are get
others
to
help you out in the task of filling this column.
F. M. N. — Numerous eompanies follow the reprehensible practise of marking someone else's script with the studio record number instead of following
the Munsey practise of marking the envelope. Fool them by barking your
script with a blank sheet and masking the front with a title page that may
be replaced quickly.
M. P. BUG — This department Is for tbe man who wants to know a name
now and then, not for those who ask for full casts.
MRS. J. R. D. — Do not send pictures for Identification. Ask "Who "played
such
suchthea number
production."
M, aA. part
B. — In
From
of complaints we have received of late regarding
the enterprise you mention, we think your best, plan would be to interest tbe
Post Office Inspectors through your local postmaster, ami after this, when
you
readus.in The
thislast
paper
such alleged
schemes magazine
are unreliable,
believe
issuethat
of their
has not you'll
shown probably
up and
vertising.
the "Motion Picture Story Magazine" seems to have diseontinued their adORIENT. — We do not see where yon offend In asking questions. Ask all
you want, In reason. Miss Ethel Clayton was the lead in Lubin's "The Last
Rose of Summer." In Kalem's '"When Youth Meets Youth." Miss Lillian
Christy was the girl and Carlyle Blaekwell the elder brother. In "So Near
and
Yet and
So Far,"
Reliance
Rex. the male lead was Walter C. Miller, who comes from
W. B. I. — Sounds as though you were trying to have fun with tbe Answers
Man.
That's not nice.
Your identification is not correct.
T. R. — Harry Benbam and Miss Mignon Anderson had the leads In Thanhouser's "When a Count Counted." Miss Alice Weeks and Irvine Cummlngs
led in Reliance's "Thelma." We do not find that other title on our
cards.
Try again.
R. S. — As a general thing you can get a chance to learn the camera only
through some friend who knows. There is no average salary for cameraman
or apprentice.
There are no definite apprentices, for that matter.
H. H. A. — The Powers Prize Winners were published some time ago.
Their pictures have not been published by us. Mr. Can-oil was pictured In
the last Photoplay Author, and we believe that Mr. Anderson is next on tbe
list.
ONE WHO LIKES — This publication Is the only one giving Biograph names.
In "Big Sister" the society woman was Miss Florence La Badle. Daphne
Wayne is merely the English name for Miss Blanche Sweet, which is the real
name of the "Biograph Blonde." Wallace Reld seems to be with BisonUniversal.
Our subscription price Is three dollars yearly.
G. S. — Miss Madge Orlamond was tbe aunt In "A Little Family Affair,' and
the mother in "A Husband's Awakening." The Lubln company seems "long"
on clever character women.
J. F. — We know of no American company purchasing costume plays from
outside contributors.
E. J. G. — Alice In "A Temporary Truce" was Miss Blanche Sweet. We
do not are:
place wife,
the man
for. In sister.
"The Female
of the
Species,"
the
women
Miss you
Clairask
McDowell:
Miss Mary
Plckford.
and the
suspected girl Miss Dot Bernard. In "Swords and Hearts" the fiancee was
Miss Claire McDowell and the poor man's daughter Miss Pet West.
L. E. 8. — Your first Identifications are correct. Miss Normand frequently
played with Fred Mace and Mack Sennet In the Biograph comedies, and
now appears with them In the Keystone. There seems to be no reason for
confounding Miss Normand with Miss Sweet.
You are most assuredly correct.
INTERESTED — Cannot answer the Pathe. See above for "Thelma." A
"commercial" film Is one that is more than thirty days old: one that Is no
longer a "dated" run, but one of the general stock. Some very old licensed
reels and some newer Independents can be had for ten dollars a reel upward, according to condition. Licensed pictures may not now be sold, as
they are merely leased to the exchanges.
L. M. — We lack the Biograph character your first question asks for. Miss
Sweet Is still with Biograph. Misses Bernard and Plckford are not. Send
an address for' the third question.
We believe Mr. Hyde has wented.
M. P. W. READER — Do better than that for a signature. Mr. Johnson
played opposite Miss Leonard In Biograph and Reliance. Charles West was
the successful suitor In "A Disappointed Mamma." Keystone films are made
In Los Angeles. Camera lenses are variously priced. You can get one for
$25 or pay $100.
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"THE FOUNDLING"
(1 lisoi I, October 18.— This story was written by
Harry Furniss and taken in England.
Mr. Furniss, who seems in tal
photoplay
acting like a duck to water, has a prominent
part in the play,
the leads of which are taken by Marc Macdermott and Miss Xesbitt. There
are some fine sc.
illy English backgrounds, among them a coai
nip: another is of a church.
The cast, with the exception of the two
i leaders. i> obviously English; they arc all good.
The picture is a
most interesting release.
"RED SAUNDERS' SACRIFICE" (Lubin), October 17.— A Western
picture above the average Western. It is a story of an outlaw who by going for a doctor for a sick woman is revealed to the sheriff. There is a
fine view where the bandit, looking from his cabin on the hill across the
valley, discovers the blazing home of the mother and daughter. Also there
is a dramatic moment when the sheriff, come to arrest the outlaw, discovers in the dead woman the sweetheart of his youth.
It is all well done.
"A LIMITED DIVORCE" (Biograph), October 17.— Charles Mailes, as
the husband who cannot get along with his wife, makes a lot of fun in this
half reel. There is an agreement to separate for five weeks, and the husband goes out to celebrate. The wife's brother, portrayed by Ed Dillon,
makes up as a foreigner and takes along the wife to follow the husband.
They discover the very gay man buried in sand to his neck and being
entertained by a quartet of summer bathing girls, one of whom, by the way,
is Mabel Normand.
The wife contributes her share to the comedy.
"LIKE THE CAT, THEY CAME HACK" (Biograph), October 17.—
On the same reel is this other good laughmaker. Trick cigars of the explosive variety are much in evidence. Also the fondness of some policemen
for cooks and good things I > eat and drink — and smoke — is amusingly
portrayed.
•THE JUDGMENT OI- THE SEA" (Melies), Oct. 7.— A picture of the
seaside. Its heroine is a smuggler's daughter who, through her father's unlawful calling, is left vulnerable to the schemes of a dastardly police officer
who, to make things worse, is married. She is saved from him. The scenemaking and photography of the offering are lovely and the acting is very
natural. There is also a good picture of a man diving from a rowboat into
the sea to find the body of the drowned officer.
"THE STRIPED BATHING SUIT" (Pathe). Oct. 17.— Miss Gwendoline Pates and Charles Arling play this laugh-making farce which was very
acceptable to a large Broadway audience. The situation comes from the
husband's seeing a bathing suit just like his wife's and his comic run along
the beach and his ducking, in his endeavor to make sure tickled the audience. Perhaps the last few feet, by accident in questionable taste, might
have been as well left out. They can easily be cut off as it is and the rest of
the farce is very good.
" \N ELEPHANT ON THEIR HANDS" (Vitagraph), Oct. 16.— The
rest of us may be descended from monkeys; but surely this ripping comic is
a "Bunnygraph" His elephantship, the leader of the film, is so truly on to
the game and so serious in his part that he reminds us of our old friend
and, in such a picture, nothing could be better. Mr. Goodsport, played as
George Ober can play, is in that whoop-la, mellow frame of mind that leads
a man to buy an elephant, and Goodsport then takes it home. They go
to bed together; but the elephant occupies all the bed and wants all the
covers. Goodsport would have been content; but his wife (Kate Price).
who with some friends had taken refuge in the garret objects and, through
the window, rouses the neighborhood. But even when the sheriff had been
called and the elephant had been got downstairs, he wouldn't go out, not
while the kitchen smelt so good. Gene Mullin wrote the sketch and has
given us something good for the blues. Frederick Thomson has ably produced it. Flora Finch, Lillian Walker, Robert Gaillard and Charles
Eldridge add their part to the happy, general result.
"MISSING LOCKET" (Eclipse), Oct. 16.— It was two little children
who mixed the lockets. The suspicious husband notices his wife's locket in
the hands of a stranger, the father of the other little girl. A great deal of
trouble ensues with a last act that suggests Othello's jealousy. It makes a
good offering, for it is well acted and there are some very prettily photographed scenes.
THE
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to this old
- 50 human
anyway that it
to grow stale; t",, many bohemian
nd ir>
tme kind of a pickle for thai
■ n picture is a good, light
ing,
It made the audi
. h and kept it in good humor.
• 1 I \ I K \ I. I' A RK"
■■ imints in the city's pleasure ground. Central Park has been called1
"the emerald on tin fingei of Manhattan." No general view of it, takrn
from one of the tall buildings near '
1 been shown.
:
likely

"Till; PLOT
["HAT
FAILED"
(Kalem
Wolfe as
the adventuress bears
in thi-. strong drama,
li ia a story of
th,e attempt of an unscrupulous manufacture! to gel possession of an invention of a young man. Unwilling to pay a fail price for the model, hi
employs the adventuress, who is in love with him, to gel the coveted article,
promising to marry her in case she succeeds. The -lory is weak in one respect--ami thai is where the adventuress rocs to the young inventor and
draws a revolver with the intention of taking the model by force. Even
had she been successful in getting the invention out of the house and intu
the possession of the manufacturer, tin re was no chance of her "getting
away with it." Also, where the sweetheart of the inventor overhears the
two plotters she is so palpably and plainly in view of the two that the
scene loses all effect. With these two exceptions the story is excellently
put on and holds all the way. Carlyle Blackwell, William 11. West, Lillian Christy and Mrs. Dunlop all do good work.

"PAYING

I'll I IK' I

Oct.

16.— A

new

landlady

"WHERE LOVE IS Cud i- ALSO
Oct. 17.— Tolstoy ha1 ral of his short
dramatically, pictures 1
at work in human consciousness.
He takes for his situatii
- that help some simple l<
ant to grasp a Gospel truth sostiongly that he lives up to it and makes the result of this into a It
This picture attempts the same thing with much success.
It isn't a drama;,
it is nothing more not less than a sermon; but, by whatever name wi
it. it is effective.
It might have
more effective; for occasionally
what we see i- merely acting, the illusion that it is life passes. Thi
shoemaker is well played by Frank Weed; but it would take raarvc'
subtile art to satisfy the part.
Joseph Rai - his old friend; 'I J.
t oramerford, the fainting man he helps. Winnifred Greenwood plays thepoor woman;
Lyllian Lcighton, the apple woman
and Timmy
Shecan, theHattie Gray B
Oscar Eagle.
"REMOVING SUNKEN VESSELS"
Edison). Oct. 16.— Shows thi
erations of a wrecking company whose business it is to remove old hulks.
An interesting offering, photographed on the New England Coast.
•LIKE KNIGHTS OF OLD" (Edison), Oct. 16.— A little dream fantasy
of light texture but very well 'lone. In Edna Flugrath's dream an old
painting conns to life and in old time
I settings she finds herself
his lady. His treatment of her is so tyrannous that it quite spoils her romantic ideal of knighthood. Charles Ogle plays the knight and Augustus
Phillips her present-day lover and in the dream the headsman. It gets
across on its cleverness, which keeps one interested, and on its prcttiness.
■THE OPIUM SMUGGLERS" (Selig), Oct. 15.— Many producers get
"fresh" backgrounds by taking different views of the same general locality.
In this picture's setting there is a distinct note of freshness. It tells a,
story of the border between Montana and Canada and was apparently taken
on the spot; we don't see the everlasting beach with the fishermen and the
fisher lass. William Duncan plays the lead as one of the U. S. border
riders, and his capture of the opium smugglers and the peculiar tangle that
it gets him in makes the picture. The love story is secondary and ias relief. Myrtle Stedman plays the woman, just an ordinary, but plucky
woman who lives on the Canadian side. We were glad to meet her. There venue man loves her and so does the leading smuggler (Lester Cunio) and
when, after the plan to get the opium across has been cleverly discovered,
ami the smuggler, after wounding the revenue man, is killed, the second
Sler (Rex de Rosselli) makes the girl think that the officer has murdered him. She gets him across the line with a view to having him arI by the mounted police and this brings the story to a dramatic climax.
It is a very good picture and will make an excellent offering. The author
and producer has done a worthy piece of work.
"GENTLEMAN TOE" (Lubin), Oct. 1?. — A burglar story with enough
freshness to make a fair commercial offering. It fails to convince strongly; but is pretty well presented.
"THE LASS OF GLOUCESTER"
1
t. 16.— The fisher folk who
appear in this picture get over very well and the love story, though not new
at all. is acceptable. The fact that the hero was played- by a man too old
for the part markedly weakens the impression. The ways he takes to
his love would have been fine in a lad of eighteen; but were rather displeasing in the older character. There was a woman somewhere back in the
house who seemed to want to "pan" ti
j, and the producer wc must
admit gave her one or two chances. The audience, as a whole, seemed to
like the picture, ignoring the scornful laughter. This was because of the
heroine's part, which was pleasingly filled and carried it over. It is dangerous for a producer to let any one at all have any chance to make fun
of his serious work. Where the picture is weak throughout, one person
can set a big audience guying it; we have enjoyed unintended corned:
this kind.
This isn't one though.
•THE CONVERTIBLE AUTO" (C. G. P. C), Oct. 18.— Trick pictures,
drawn by an artist, in series. They will amuse the younger portion of anaudience especially.
"THE RUBBER INDUSTRY IN MALAYSIA" <C. G. P. C), Oct. 18.—
An interesting educational and scenic picture, showing the razing of the
forest, the planting of the trees, and the gathering of the sap and the shipping of the raw product.
•THE RIVAL ENGINEERS" fKalemV Oct. 19.— Another Kalem railroad story, containing some situations that may be described as exciting.
One particularly is the race between two engines for a switch. There is a
supposed collision, the only part the audience seeing, of course, being a
flash of steam.
"THE WARNING" (Essanay), Oct. iS. — This is not a pleasant picture.
Mr. Bushman, who has the lead, is re]
- the owning as traveling
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i .is sinister

l Ik y are unreal.
" \ >"l DIE R'S DUTY"
0
[9
\ story of the Civil War.
Ii is no( up 1.. ilt, usual 1
mdard.
It is said thai ".-ill's 1
en will In- 1
w ho must feel that a
comn
icer who will compel a subordinati
to visit di- sweet
the daughti
carry false information ami
take 1
on that < annot l"- described
as conduct
becoming
Neither would a Confederate commandet
•
ops through a v.
try, without Hank,
guard, and invite an inevitable ambush.
The acting 1- of th<- best, as u i- sun- to be when Mr. Lessey and Miss Moire in tin- c ast
inluis mIi,, ,| , good work are Augustus
Phillips,
\\ adsw "i']i Harris and I tarrj
"A MIS! \KI'. l.\ SP1 LLING
io. Pretty comedy: in which Mi. 1
d Miss Young have the Kails.
Mr. Costello,
Btarting on a bu ines
trip to 1
telegrams en route to New
York
of his love.
In the city just before boarding
thi
1 makes read "I leave you
Ij comes .- 1
sengei hoy wakes Kate Price am!
gets her out of bed at i. 30 A. M., in order thai the fiancee bi assured that
the man snii loves her. of eon
much depressed at the
receipt of the w
ge, but all i- happily straightened out at the end
of the

trip.

"MISLEADING
EVID1
19.— The Western
Pathe
'any does
I worl 111 this picture.
The story well may bavt
written around an idea
that wherein the camera is concealed in the bushes,
dei to reveal ihmt it
is b i n well done. George Geb
bart has the part of a sheriff who i- in love with the girl who has won the
affections of thi agent rert to catch the illicit distillers.
Through jealousy
sends til
covered by the camera, and of course
she steps on the bulb and appears in thi photograph.
His part is of course
ie. but he does his work well and convincingly.
The young
'
ami makes a distinct success.
The father
nl and the agent make the most ,,f their roles.
"THE GEISHA GIRLS
pictui

OF JAPAN" (Selig), Oct. t8.— A series of pretty
.1 dancing girls, canals, flower gardens; one particular! 1 children dancing.
The sub-title said they
11 years old.
There was one, about half that age, who acted like a
in The children were imitating older people engaged in a rustic dance.
They creal d much amusement,
"SI BTERFUGE" (Selig), Oct. [8. We have been surfeited with all
sorts of silly contests for tin hand of "the girl," but this one seems to have
leached the limit. The "heroine" tells the two young men, "I will marry
the one who catches tin largest trout before 3 o'clock." She didn't. She
weighted the smaller fish so as to make the scales proclaim it the larger.
Perhaps the Japanese scenes on the other haif of the iilm will carry this socalled comedy.
"Till'. OUTLAW'S SACRIFICE" (Essanay), Oct. 18.— Good Western.
There is a sheriff, a Mexican and an outlaw. Arthur Mackley portrays the
first. William Todd the second ami Tin, P.oardman the last. Julia Mackley
plays tiie sheriff's wife. The outlaw -hoots the marauding Mexican and
saves the life of the sheriff's wife when the cabin burns.
"BUNNY ALL AT SEA" (Vitagraph), Oct. 19.— The writer has awaited
the appearance of this picture with much interest, stimulated, he will conby listening to a rental of the history of the picture — from the lips of
the comedian, The lilm is the first of the Bunny abroad pictures, taken
when the jovial funny man was on his way to England to secure the Pickwick series. It will make much laughter — there's no doubt of that.
One feature of this picture which is novel and unusual is the fact that
but one professional actor appears in it. This does not militate against the
-t of the film. Understanding it, it distinctly adds to the interest.
The work of some of the cast will bear comparison with the acting of the
real article. Especially i- tliis the case with the three friends. Likewise one
or two of the women. In the cast appears the captain of the B rlin. the
boatswain, tin
ship's
of the
some ofof the
threientire
of the
men band,
cabin passengers
and crew,
a quartette
the steerage
women
passengers.
A- the comedy opens Bunny appears on the deck of the ship, disconsolate
as he observes the attention that is bestowed by the women on the captain
and the unconcern with which they gaze over his own head. lie surreptitioi res a uniform
coat and cap from the captain's cabin and
dons them.
His fortu
He strolls up the deck with a woman on
each aim. I hi 1 aptain from Ids cabin window calls the boatswain, and
Bunii-.
under arrest.
Then he i- made to swab the deck, to peel
onions md potatoes, and other menial work.
He is finally released and restored to good standing.
The last scene is on the deck, where Bunny is surrounded bj a do/in of his friends.
The best of the comedy comes
here.
One bj one they hastily depart.
Mai de mer is responsible.
Bunny
is the last lo succumb;
he fights hard, but it is no use.
"THE SPORTING EDITOR" (Lubin), Oct. 10.— There is truly a something 111 has, ball that is like nature, it makes kin of everybody on the
bleachers, and the Lub
have cleverly used this to make a picture.
Arthur Johnson and Lottil Briscoe play the leads in the nominally newspaper story in which all the good scenes are at the game. The first is a
newspaper sporting editor, hater of all women, but especially of the second, the editor of the women's page. He has to take her to a baseball
game
mantic comedy bi gins.
This part of the picture seemed to
be thoroughly enjoyed.
"CA1 GHT I'd 11 I IXC" (Lubin), Oct. 19.— On the same reel this farcical picture gave a g
1 deal of amusement.
There is little to be said for
ination; but much
for the way it was handled.
It is a good comic
Offering and a laugh-maker.
"FOUR
DAYS A WIDOW"
(Vitagraph), Oct. 21. — A married-life comedy in which a young wife leads her husband, who has planned to have
time on a business (?) trip, a pretty dance.
Lillian Walker and Rover Lytton play the leads with Evelyn Francis in an important role as the wife's
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"THE ONE SHE LOVED" (Biograph), Oct. 21.. A very pleasant pichire to review, becausi of its substantial humanity and it- great beauty. In
knows j5 Mr. Grif! icer. whom everybody
it, once again li
fith, has succeeded in picturing something tl
-mer and sweeter
than words.
Thi
1 it are also a great personal triumph
for
Little Mary.
She plays the part of a young wife and mother with II
Walthall in the part of the husband, and with a very good-natured, healthy
baby as their child.
The Situation comes when the wife, from her
point, has cause to be jealous of her husband's stenographer,
a contrasting
character which subtilly effects the impression.
The first touch
which only needs an explanation and is brushed away, gives this talented
a chance to -how conjugal affection which shines through her pretty
like May sunlight.
Her personal beauty and charm are to her, in this
scene, as a Stradivarius to a master violinist: for she too makes music with
A little later, that goosie, the stenographer, again makes her jealous.
This aNo only needs an explanation; but the young wife doesn't know that
and doesn't wait for it. For a few hours, tragedy ho
the family:
ibut
i lease.
it is all cleared in the end. A lovely picture and a most desirable
"THE SPIRIT
Oh THE RANGE"
(Vitagrap
I
Western drama. Miss Mary Charlescn
upholds hei
n in this picture
and does s m of hei usual good work. Robert Burns has the part of the
foreman of a ranch; he is snubbed by the young woman, but after he has
saved her life
prominent
part. -he is forced to change her attitude. I'red Burns also has a
"THE LION
special is a tale
people. This of
be expected that
is a situation of

TAMER'S REVENGE" (Cines). Oct. 21.— This two-reel
of the circus, and the principal parts are taken by show
course add- to the sensational possibilities, but it cannot
a tam?r of lions will rise to dramatic heights. The climax
horror, made so not through the real action, but through

suggestion.
"ASCOLI PICEXO. SOUTH ITALY" (Tines). Oct. 22. A very interesting scenic, containing pictures of an old town; also views of lime
quarries and scenes descriptive of the marketing of the product.
"THE INVITED GUEST" (Cines), Oct. 22. — On the same reel as the
foregoing is this comedy featuring Mr. Oambardelli. The comedian is all
right, but he is unfortunate in the part he is given to portray. That is
as a guest in a house in which two mischievous children are given full
swing. There are many parents who believe it is a serious mistake to
lionize youngsters who put water cones in the coat pockets of a guest, to
tie his leg to a chair, and to do other equally foolish things.
"THE SNARE" (Essanay), October 17.— The part that a spy plays in
war and the part that a detective plays in the closely analogous situation in
social life have much in common. The work that both do is necessary and
worthy of high praise when done in the right spirit; but the means used,
under other circumstances, would seem contemptible. When one sees, in
any picture, a pretty lady detective brazenly winning the confidence of a
criminal's old mother solely to betraV it, he has to do some deep thinking in
a hurry before he can wholly sympathize with it; he has greatly to despise
the criminal before the sympathy will come. If he doesn't sympathize with
it, he has to condone the criminal, which is revolting to the normal mind.
To picture the lady detective at work compels the normal mind to sympathize
with her. If the producer's object is to picture the turmoil in a young
detective's heart, doing her harsh work for the first time, he can safely
picture her as revolting at the means she uses and whatever comes of it,
we. at least, have a wholesome picture. The producer of "The Snare"
hasn't centered his interest in the detective's heart nor does he permit us
to sympathize with the criminal, for we don't know that he is not guilty
and surely the detective thinks him guilty since he is in hiding. He makes
the lady revolt from her business and help the criminal and then begs the
question by proving the man innocent. It is a picture that asks our sympathy, but leaves us no one to sympathize with, and though well produced
and cleverly acted it is not a strong offering. Lily Branscombe plays the old
mother; Wm. Bailey, her son; Beverly Bayne, the lady on the case; Frank
Dayton. E. H. Calvert, Chas. Hitchcock and Wm. Mason are detectives.
Howard Missimer is the telegraph operator who brings the news that the
man is not guilty, and Whitney Raymond is the boy in the detective
agency.

Independent
"THE MAVERICK" (Solax), October iS.— The story deals with a young
woman who fell into the clutches of two sharpers and who was used as a
decoy to trap a Westerner. The girl escaped and sought out the man who
had been robbed and helped him to regain his money. The two fell in
love and decided that the West was the best place to live.
rill'. WOMAN IX WHITE" (Thanhouser), October 20.— These two
from the novel by Wilkie Collins are well done. They are handled
in the careful manner so characteristic of Thanhouser specials. There arc
many fine scenes, both interiors and exteriors, revealing artistic selection.
The acting is well directed and executed. There are strong situations
aplenty.
In fact, it is a good picture all the way.
"GAUMON3" WEEKLY," October 16. — An unusually interesting numSome ot" tin- best views arc of the celebration of the one hundred and
twenty ffth anniversary of Erasmus Hall. Brooklyn, now a mixed high
school; the recent demonstration by those interested in fire prevention in
Xew York City, including a drill by the Eire Department and the emptying
of a building of two thousand employees in four minutes; the fire drill at
Annapolis; some new toilettes; a tinted picture; a novel motorcycle band,
and an impersonation by John M. Keyes of Colonel Roosevelt.
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iod Civil Wat iml'i(American), October 23.—
coherent,
(American), October .•.(.— A
the four principal characters
There are some fine view! of

"IN A GARDEN"
(Thanhouser), Octobei \ simple story, but a
charming story,
It again demonstrate) hov
may be the slightest
ni themes it effective)]
"brainily"
handled,
Riley Chamberlain
as
gardenei
tells the story he hat seen unfolded within the precincts of a
beautiful spot — of the beginning of affection between two, the quarrel, and
the reconciliation years afterward.
"ONE, TWO, THREE" (American), October 28.— This is a good comedy. The story i- of four men who create a pot for the last
man of the quartet. The money is surrendered when the third man is
down. As the winner starts for other scenes to enjoy his sudden income
the three losers experience a desire to join him. Each is restrained in most
effective fashion. The picture will interest admirers of Jack Richardson as
showing him without makeup
reveali:
that is pleasant and altogether good to look upon.
"THE LOTTERY PRIZE" (Great Northern), Nov. 2.— A very clever picture that also is well made. A set \ ant wins a lottery prize. She is given
only one tenth of it; goes shopping (.tine views of the shops in a Danish
city); is suspected and attested.
The swindling lottery clerk is fright
ing the police officer come in with the girl and gives up the rest of
what was due Iter. It is a good picture. The comedies on this split-reel
make it a good offering.
"AN

1 NS1 CCESSFUL
FLIRTATION"
(Great Northern), Nov. 2.—
each a trouncing which is tridy deserved.
It has sono
ly well photographed, pretty and interesting city scenes.
As a whole,
it is not a first class production, yet will give fair entertainment.
"A

KENTUCKY
FEUD"
(Rex), Oct. 24.— One of the distinct advanpictures have over writing in drawing life is that, no matter what the
rio is. if a different actor plays the situation, a different character is
portrayed, true at least, whenever the portrayal is true enough
to he human. Different sets and backgrounds also help to make an old situation
fresh.
The center of fresh interest in this picture is the minister whose
earnest desire it is to end the feud in which two brothers are important factors on opposite sides.
The value of this preacher's work is not emotionally pictured, it might have been much stronger; but it is a fresh interest.
The part a child plays in stopping a feud is always acceptable, the more
of general worth or fitness makes it easy to believe.
The
little player in this picture is very sweet and pleasing.
The whole seems a
bit artificial; it will not stir emotions in many; but there is much in it that
entertains.
"JUST A WOMAN" (Powers), Oct. 25.— One of the first things that
will be noticed in this picture is the care and thought shown in its handling. It deals with criminals and detectives and the maker of the scenario
knew what he wanted and knew the materials he needed to work with. The
object of tlu story doesn't rise to the plane of Sheldon's "Salvation Nell";
but its realism suggests that play's best scene. The producer has done his
part well and the result is remarkable for the atmosphere of underworld life
in New York City. That picture of a dive could hardly have been made
better. It is an offering out of the ordinary run and very commendable.
Miss Florence Barker plays the lead.
"A DAUGHTER OF THE RED SKINS" (Bison-Universal), Oct. 25.—
A soldier and Indian picture in two reels, with the interest centered in an
Indian girl, captured as a baby and brought up in the fort as the colonel's
ward, down to young womanhood she sees her grandfather, a warlike
chief, brought, a captive, into the fort and is told who he is. She steals
away from the fort with a message from her grandfather to the tribesmen
that means the death of her white friends, for they were that, and the
annihilation of the tribe. While the story, or to be more accurate, much in
tuation doesn't seem strongly probable, there are several very sure
thrills in it and many fine views, some of them artistic to a degree. The
interi
ncd through both reels and it makes an excellent offering.
"BELLA'S BEAUS" (Crystal). Oct. 20.— Pearl White has a large following among picture fans and she deserves to have. This brisk little comedy gets across delightfully on her charm and skill, but she is well supported by four or five men, two of whom, strongly contrasted, are her
It is very humanly played and without artificiality. Surely it is
good entertainment.
"ONLY WOMAN IN TOWN" (Crystal), Oct. 20.— There 'is good
laughter in this. too. on the same reel. It's a cowboy boarding-house farce.
The proprietor. Widow Chase, is the only woman in town and she can cook.
It isn't so human as the foregoing; but, although the scenario made some
artificial passages necessary, the producer plainly knows his business and
the leading lady, let us quickly add, knows how to act. We don't know
her name yet.
"THE ANGEL OF THE STUDIO" (Victor), Oct. 25.— A comedy of
character set in a studio building with fashionable apartments for successful artists and garret rooms for others. The daughter of the woman who
keeps the house is played by Florence Lawrence; she is the angel, a harumscarum creature with a woman's heart under her queer costume. She likes
very much the shiftless garret artist, played by Owen Moore, and does her
best, very successfully, to make things easy for him only to see him fall in
love with a swan-like model. The "angel" is one of those parts that Miss
Lawrence has created and its value comes from the subtle way that she
makes the womanly feelings of the character shine through the awkward
exterior of the goosie. It made a good offering, one that will stir sympathies and make laughter.
"I \PT.\TN BEX'S YARN" (Majestic). Oct. 20.— Herbert Prior and
Mabel Trundle play the leads in this excellent drama. Captain Ben tells
two youngsters, who sit beside him while he is fishing, a remarkable story
of deep sea adventure. He loves a girl whose father has chosen another
suitor for her; he puts to sea, is captured by pirates, swims three weeks.
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"VICOLLULA

FALLS"

(Gaumont),

0

on the same reel are these admirable views of the Vicollula Falls at Gadsden,
Ala.
Some of the scenes arc wonderfully beautiful.
"THE

OLD

PROFESSOR"
(Eclair), Oct. so.— This comedy, full of a
trays the character of an old professor who holds an examination of a candidate for a profession in whom he develops an ulterior
-t
Tin- sly manner in which the old scholar examines the young man
and leaves him in doubt of the issue is unusually
will done.
Those who
enjoy quiet humor will enjoy this sketch immensely.
"THE SULPHUR INDUSTRY IN SICILY" (Eclair), Oct. 20.— These
scenes of the sulphur mines and the reduction of sulphur from the ore follow the above on the same reel and will meet with approval among spectators who like educational subjects.
"LEAVES IX THE STORM" (Rex), Oct. 20.— The acting in this drama
of the eternal triangle of husband, wife and "friend of the family" is of
excellent quality and the story depends entirely on it for success. The
nagging husband, who literally drives his wife out of her home, is an unusually good characterization. The climax is skillfully handled and the
pense well Sustained, The wife returning to her husband and finding that
their child has died, is herself killed by the shock of the discovery and is
found on the child's grave. People with a discriminating taste will appreciate this film. It is a very commendable piece of work.
"BETTY'S BANDIT" (Nestor), Oct. 21.— A drama of the West in which
from the circumstantial evidence in finding a jeweled daggCr among her admirer's possessions, Betty and her mother are almost convinced that the
sweetheart is a dangerous bandit on whose head is set a price of $500. But
the suspicions are finally set to rest by the capture of the real bandit and
"Betty's Bandit" comes out of the tangle a hero and a fiance. The film
IS characterized by manly fighting, some gun play and much hard riding.
It will meet with strong favor where the Wild West stories have a home.
"HIE WOMAN IN WHITE" (Gem), Oct. 22.— Herein is admirably
visualized Wilkie Collins' masterpiece of the same title. Sir Percival Olyde,
Count Fosco, Laura, the young artist and the mysterious woman in white
are well presented, the story is nowhere confusing and lends itself with unusually good effect to the motion picture art. Full justice has been done
the weird quality of the story and its most thrilling passages lose none of
their strength. Count Fosco's betrayal of his friends, the ghostly appearances of the Woman in White, the uncanny substitution of the latter for
Laura, the meeting of Laura and Walter in the cemetery and the death of
Clyde after his confession are all faithfully and carefully portrayed. To the
thousands who have counted the novel among their favorites, these two
reels will be quite a treat. Those who have not read the book will have no
trouble in getting the story.
The production has feature quality.
"THE SKELETON" (Powers), Oct. 23. — A papier mache skeleton which
is very life-like or death-like, perhaps, is the fun maker in this comedy.
The "Powers' Kids" use the skeleton to frighten a succession of people including ahobo, two lovers in a canoe, a chicken-stealing negro and a fisherman with much too much "bait." A laugh will go up in any play house
where this film is exhibited.
"THE NEW MESSINA" (Powers), Oct. 23.— Following the above on
the same reel are these views of the city of Messina in Southern Italy,
which was destroyed a few years ago by earthquake and volcanic eruption.
We found these views very interesting. They were taken from a moving
train.
"THE HOMECOMING" (Eclair), Oct. 22.— This well presented drama
of love, sorrow and vengeance throws into the limelight the characters of
two men, Tilford and Langdon. the latter suffering for a crime of the
former and vowing revenge for the injustice dealt him. After serving ten
years in prison opportunity comes for vengeance. But, meanwhile, Langdon has married Tilford's daughter and their child, a girl of five, prevents
the tragedy. The scene in which this occurs will command attention, and
while the theme is not altogether new it has many novel turns to recommend it. The photography is praiseworthy.
"HUNTED DOWN" (Bison-Universal), Oct. 22.— This drama, which
swings around a detective's pursuit of a criminal and his accomplice, a
woman, has a sensational opening. It begins with a view of the murdered
man at a card table and his murderers hastening to make a "get away"
to the West, where the man turns cowboy. He is traced and finally captured by the detective, who then easily arrests the woman. The scene of the
capture and the detective's pretense of being shot which marks it is one of
strong interest and good dramatic quaiity. The film merits approval particularly among those fond of detective lore.
"THE BORDER PARSON" (Nestor), Oct. 23. — There is a virile, gripping interest in this high-tension drama of the Far West. It pictures a
parson from the effete East intervening to save a drunken hotel keeper from
bringing destruction on his family.
An admirably portrayed bad man enters
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"MAKING I'M u; JEALOl 5" (Eclair), Oct. 24.— Uncle in this light,
amusing
co
properly grows
violently jealous
Minus
Mexican.
He baa 1"loo many years a proposal to a very
■I'l lady IIm- Mexican is only a masquerade assumed by a young
man in love with one of Uncle's putty nieces. A second young man, in
love with anothei of I'm!. 's nieces, is his accomplice. In the end, three
happj
the whole escapadi and all who view them will
with them.
Mil'. LADY
BARBER <H
ROARING
GULCH"
(Nestor), Oct. 25.—
1 a pretty woman shaving the male population of a small town has
1 inherently funny.
In this comedy it has been worked out to
idvantage, tin- tonsorial artiste in question makes
all the ladies of
rulch jealous and thereby unconsciously
promotes
many
matches
which have been hanging lire.
Tin- climax, when the lady's husband
appears, will meet with much
laughter, as will the waiting line before the
barber shop.
The fun throughout is actively presented.
"THY WILL BE DONE" (Champion), Oct. 21.— Two spectacular accidents, one of a bank
Lving in and the other of the collapse of a
porch railing, punctuate this drama with two startling surprises and give
added spice to a good Story. By the first accident the junior of two partners, gold seekers, becomes the girl's guardian and finds a fortune both for
himself and her. After some years in a seminary in the East she marries
a man who afterwards develops criminal traits. The guardian, who secretly
loves her, stands between her and the worst results of her mis-marriage.
finally, by the second accident, she is freed of the encumbrance and marries her guardian. The film is characterized by interesting settings
throughout and holds the interest,
I UK PICKANINNIES AND THE WATERMELON" (Imp), Oct. 21.—
are only two whites and very many colored folks in this comedy of
watermelons. It furnishes some unusually good humor when, after much
longing and plotting, an old parson and sundry numbers of his flock manage to get the pick of a load of watermelons by the clever ruse of putting a
pickaninny in a sack and gaining a place for him on the watermelon wagon.
The picture of a great crowd of the negroes ravenously devouring the stolen
fruit is a happy final touch. The homely atmosphere and sly humor running through the whole arc sure to win many friends for this film.
"CHIQUITA, THE DANCER" (American), Oct. 30.— A typical Western
melodrama dealing with rather rough people and their rough doings, but
fairlj
because it wastes no time in getting down to business.
It
is played by one of the ~ir.mil Flying A companies.
"A DOMESTIC TREASURE" (Gaumont), Oct. 29.— A hand-colored film
giving a pretty romantic comedy of about 1830. The sets are tastefully
made interiors, rooms in the home of country folk of some means, kitchen
and dining, room for the most part. It is amusing in a quiet way, not a
laugh-maker until the closing sc< 1
"GORGES

OF ALBUQUERQUE" (Gaumont), Oct. 29.— This very short
cud-colored.
It shows a stream of water in its rocky glen.
"THE IDOL WORSHIPER" (Solax), Oct. 25.— The Solax producer
knows the value of pretty girls in a picture. For this picture, he has conceived of a girl so wrapped up in the idols of her story books that she can
ithing attractive in live men. Blanche Cornwall plays this miss and
Darwin Karr is the man suing for her hand. The comedy takes a fresher
path than usual in the working out of the scheme it employs to bring the
girl to sensible terms. It is the girl's dad, Lee ISeggs, who proposes the
scheme, and when she has promised to marry the man who will save her
invalid father from the fake house-afire, a Chinaman,
Hilly Quirk, is the

WORLD

\<i even for a farce it is unconvincing in the
that though it will make some laughs, they will
the best comedies.
"A WIRELESS MIRACLE" (Reliance), Oct. 25. — An interesting romance
with a fresh situation. It is set on a light-house island in the Great Lakes.
A wirekss telegraph has be< n installed and the old light keeper dislikes
having it then lint the keeper's little girl gets sick with diphtheria and nodoctor is at hand. The wireless operator gets into conversation with a
famous specialist on board a passing ship and this physician dictates treatment to the folk isolated on the island. This treatment necessitates an
operation on the child's throat which is done with a razor which will make
any physician's flesh creep.
"THE

MULE RAN'CII MYSTERY" (Comet), Oct. 26.— Excellent photographs of a large and very lively mule market with some lovely vie
rural scenes help this picture, which tells its story speedily and with a
good deal of naturalness. The situation in which the badman on the ranch
steals from the owner and fixes things so that the trusted foreman, in
love with the ranch girl, will seem guiity, is old. Still, this can be said for
it, that it is full of the quality proved to be popular many times.
"TAKING (ARE OE THE BABY" (Thanhouser), Oct. 27.— A thoroughly delightful comedy. Turning out dandy pictures is a rule with Thanhouser, not an exception; but this one is an exceptionally good picture.
In its way it is a wonder. But the humor in experiences of that marvelously lucky baby will without any doubt fetch the truest and best kind of
laughter. It's the kind of offering that will get many recalls. We believe
that every human being who sees it will want to see it again.
"THE WANDERER" (American), Oct. 3.— The Flying A premier company plays another ranch story with a good deal of outward difference from
and a good deal of inward similarity to el
rade mark.
Richardson is in his usual role of trouble-maker; Kerrigan is the wanderer
who is given a job on the farm. There is good, substantial humanity in
it, very well acted by these competent players and. if it has a groundwork
like other offerings, the building on this is new and seems worth while.
It is a good entertainer, a commendable release.
"THE TREE [MP" (Majestic), Oct. 27— Mabel Trunnelle plays the "tree
imp" a strange girl whom the city artist (Herbert Prior), out sketching
comes across and falls in love with. The city man's friends make fun
of her and this gives Miss Trunnelle a good chance to put an effective
human touch into the character that makes a convincing lo
Anna
Lehr plays the role of city girl who also loves, but vainly, the artist.
The backgrounds are very pretty indeed.
"PUT YOURSELF IN HIS PLACE" (Thanhouser), Oct. 20.— R.
"Put Y'ourself in His Place" has action, the kind that is tempting to film
makers, and has been done before in pictures, but never so well done as
this. The Moving Picture World has already reviewer it at length. We have
pointed out its beauty and need, at this time, only remind our readers
that it is a very desirable offering.
That Thanhouser Kid is a player.
"MEN WHO DARE" (Reliance), Oct. 30.— The hero of this picture,
a physician, dared to try to "break the system" and bring some humanity
into the handling of convicts, in a prison under his medical care. Yet
he is not
the picture's
center
interest,
perhaps,
the scenario
writer
intended
him to be.
The ofheroine,
wifealthough,
of one of
the convicts,
whom
in the first reel we had seen as a man of refinement, is played by Miss
Gertrude Robinson. She has a very emotional part, just the role that fits
her and she puts so much convincing art into her portrayal that the picture's real interest begins and ends with her. The scenes that show the
brutality of the prison are also very strong and we sympathize with the
doctor who puts his position in jeopardy to bring about better conditions
Halsey.
there. It's a well rounded picture that reflects credit on its author, Forrest

Director Jim Turner and His Company of Universal Players Preparing to Make a Bison-"ioi" Picture.
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Australia.

Australia, conWestern
Kalgoovlie,
PRESTON,
FULTON
tributes the following very interesting letter.
I have given it space,
though very lung, because I believe the words of a brother operator
in a far-oS land will prove both interesting and agreeable to our readers.
The letter runs thus:
Out in this corner of our planet we gel The Moving Picture
World, and right off I want to know whether or not you can supply
back copies to complete our Eles? I find The World most useful,
instructive, and, at times, amusing. Perhaps a few particulars of
my own operating room and apparatus may be of interest.
We recently installed Power's "Six" projector in place of an
English model Patbe. We are now showing an indoor 23-foot picture at 03 feet; current 30 to 35 amperes at about 65 volts d.c,
through Westinghoiwe M.C>. set, 440 volt to 80 volt; capacity 80
amperes. Speaking of motor-generator sets, and more especially of
commutators, I am an K. E. and have had considerable experience
with these latter, under widely varying conditions. I find that
most grades of carbon brushes cause a deposit on the commutator,
which is productive of heavy sparking, good brushes being extremely rare — out lute at any rate. A good commutator cleaning compound, which I have had in use for years, and which has no effect
on the insulation, may be made as follows: Sulphuric Ether 20
fluid ounces, dissolve yi oz. stearin and add 20 ozs. "Vacuum Light
Machine Oil," then add 2 ozs. wood alcohol and 4 ozs. gasoline.
Lastly add about J/j oz. turpentine. Apply this on a piece of thick
piano felt while motor or dynamo, as case may be, is running.
Give it the merest dampening only and then polish commutator
with a ball of paper, changing the latter as it becomes dirty. There
is absolutely nothing to equal paper for the purpose. Clean the
felt occasionally with benzine.
Should it become necessary to true up the commutator of the
motor of a d.c. motor-generator set (and occasionally, say every
six months, this should be done, even though it may feel and look
all right), it may be done with a suitable, broad, single-cut fine
file. Lift motor brushes entirely clear of commutator and wedge
an oily rag in contact with commutator underneath, same to bear
only lightly. If you use a d'uble-throw switch, as I think every
operator should, to switch to direct resistance off the mains in case
of accident to M.G. set, join up, by strips of metal, the generator
contact, or switch, with center arc contacts. Put a small resistance;
say one which will pass 20 amperes on your line voltage, in circuit. Separate your carbons so they do not touch. Make sure
your generator field is excited and then throw switch over to resistance contacts and the generator will run as a motor, thus enabling you to true up the motor commutator. This is my own
procedure every little while. It is quite satisfactory. I have even
rigged a tool clamp and rest and turned up the motor commutator
when very badly burned. With, say, 20 amperes switched from
220 v. mains to an 80 v. generator it is possible to bring the armature to rest merely by friction of the hand on the smooth coupling.
It is therefore apparent that even though the armatures speed up
pretty high there need be no alarm felt. However, racing may
be avoided by a helper applying friction to the coupling or manipulating the switch.
And now I wish to say a word in praise of Power's "Six" projector. Using precisely the same lenses, arc., etc., as with the old
machine, merely changing one mechanism for the other, I find for
the same lighting results on the screen I can reduce from 50 amperes on Pathe to 30 on Power's, both machines lined up to a hair
and in perfect order. The shutter 0.1 Power's accounts for some
of this no doubt, the constant optical axis probably contributing
also. Can you suggest any other reasonable cause for this? I
have mounted the Power's on a "Kinemacolor" stand which we
cannot use otherwise. This part of our universe is, I think, absolutely without exception, the worst I have struck with regard to
the high standard of perfection of projection demanded by the
public. They are, in a word, hypercritical; but give ear and interpretation ofwhat I now have to tell ye wise men of all nations.
Kinemacolor, the right for which our house acquired at a stiff figure, ran as a novelty only five weeks. It isn't good enough for
them yet; they object to the brilliant coloring and to the constant
recurrence of the scarlet of the British army uniform. With the
exception of some of the best of scenic subjects they were positively disliked by anything up to 80 or 90 per cent, of the audiences. Many complained of eye trouble. There was nothing
wrong with the light. We were using anything from 90 to 130
amperes for an 18-foot picture. The colors were perfect and the
filters accurately adjusted; in fact, everything was about O. K. In
Perth and Fremantle the same result. Had to take it off. Is there
MR.

II. RICHARDSON

POWERS

P.

any accounting for taste? Reverting to Power's again, ours is evidently one of the early models as it is not fitted for motor drive,
and as I do not believe in driving from the flywheel when situated
as it is in Power's, I had to cast around for something better.
The enclosed sketch will explain.
Belt must be as slack as possible.

SIX

Even with an enormous amount of slack the slip on machine, motor
and pulley is hardly noticeable. I use a variable scries resistance
in armature circuit of motor. With this I can string i.ooo feet out
to 24 minutes if necessary or run it at any faster speed up to danger point. In short it works real fine,
the take up,
winding quite light and even.
In regard to motor drive in general: It is nearly fourteen years
sine I first handled bio work, and for the last eight of these I
have always used motor drives. My first was fitted to an old
Lumiere and, in turn, to an Edison, Lubin, Empire, French Gaumont, Bond (an Australian make), Paul, Cinematograph, Pathe
and now Power's, I have heard it complained of, especially when
using heavy motors, by others who have even comparatively lately
tried motor drive out here, that they cannot stop anything like
quickly enough in case of a break or other accident. My own
method may interest, as by it no trouble can arise, either to burn
out the motor or in its regulation. The motor is, say. to be used on
220 volts. [ wind it for about 130 to, say, 150, and mount with a
switch and fuse in sciics with each of the two circuits, armature
and field (separate circuits in parallel). I arrange a small lamp
resistance in •■eries with each circuit; say three lamps in parallel
for field, containing one each, 32, 16 and 8 carbon filament lamps,
and four in parallel for armature taking one each. 32, 16 and
8 lamps, 220 volts, each on switch holder for selection of lamps
and thus regulation of current; small resistance (variable sliding
contact) being included in the armature circuit of No. 26 S.W.G.
wire. A third switch is arranged to short circuit the armature
through the lamps, in series with it outside the fuse, and by the
use of this as an emergency switch, the machine may be stopped
in about 4 to 6 pictures easily, with no harmful strain on the motor. My own is thus arranged and has done about 3,000 hours'
running. It is still as good as ever, and has only had one new pair
of brushes and one pair of new bearings. It originally drove a 12inch desk fan and was rewound for this work.
(Continued next week)

Aluminum

Screens.

Grove City, Pa., writes:
In a recent issue of The World I notice your comments on my
letter regarding aluminum screens, and I would now like to say
a word further. I am not able to locate the issue of The World
referred to, but I see now that I misconstrued the sense in which
you described a curtain as having a matt or pebbled surface, and
supposed of course you referred to a certain curtain, a sample of
which I am sending and which you will note has a peculiar surface,
evidently produced in the same -manner as the surface of artificial
leather. Aluminum screens, to be practical for projection purposes,
must be free from all glaring effect and must have what you would
call a dead flat surface instead of a shiny surface. Aluminum paint
applied to most any surface will, when illuminated with light projected from a single source, as in the case of a moving picture machine, show defects or irregularities of illumination, which in turn
are responsible for the seeming haze and the glare so common to
many screens. The aluminum itself is not to blame for this. The
fault lies in the medium or oil with which it is applied. Certain
oils, commonly used, will dry unevenly, and with a slight gloss in
spots. Apply a coat of gloss paint on a board which has been unevenly primed, or filled, and you will notice that in spots the
paint will dry with a perfectly dead finish, while in other places
there is a gloss. Aluminum itself does not oxidize or tarnish
easily, and a properly made screen should last a long time without
deteriorating in any way. I don't have screens, formulas or any
other sort of curtain dope for sale and don't intend to go into
the business. I believe the Projection Department is maintained
for the purpose of an exchange of ideas among the fraternity and
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nent. and
I for one would like u
ment cut loose
I have taken up the matter because I
am myself getting good results from an aluminum
een.
while all the Department writers seem to have more or less of a
ten.!
n the alun
may
EJ
• seen the r
re been th<

*or
out -

y exhibife- :f which is not:
I note that you say you ■
t blame you for that.
I enclose a
- my last letter and as soon as
ake a good sized sample of the one
I am u-ing a:
piece, a few inches
sonai
lrge a screen :. -.veniently mount and ex-

-You pre. are per:'
in saying that an alum
screen with a :".
-iust have a dead, dull surface.
Such a screen
would have the same effici'
- with a matte surface, or near
though I believe the matte or pebbled surface is best and most prBy matte I mean a slightly rough or broken surface.
The perfectly smooth,
ed surface is not practical for a screen, for rea
set fi
The sample submitted seems to be an excellent pro■jectie:.
:re and simple, and I
ything else; therefore if it is aluminum and is
advertised
ug else, the ad\ ■.
:hat
ire correct in assuming the Probe a forum for the exchange of ideas.
That i
;.- and all kinds are ■
vided they
seem to be 'of value to the business as a whole.
I hard!■ ould
be worth while to go to the expense of sending me a large sample
-nded to be placed on sale, though of course, we shall
• is forward-, tl] be glad to have screen discussion but ir.
te facts they know or
reason to believe to be true.
I sha'.:
m the
en Compi
:n and I c
deal with the whole
screen question
.
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Ideas.

. the folio

I have some ideas to submit which may interest others.
Have
an 8 c,p. lamp on a swinging wall bracket directly
front of the objective lens of my Motiograph.
It swings to a po-. between the two lenses when
. ced up.
B
also scratched the enamel
off of the machine
head next to the
aperture plate and find it works well, though not quite as satisThe makers
:
: uld
:-. gold and it would be a useful feature. There
• - little room between the lens and wall of my machine that it
-ther inconvenient to swing the wall bracket, so I am now in:ng a small 4 c.p. lamp, on battery
mae head: the same being operated by switch on machine base.
I us
.> same could be ea;
Med on aSpeaking ::
shutters, I took ;
advice and sent for one. Its wide blade proved to be too narrow,
but adding pieces to each edge overcame the travel ghost effect,
though it did not overcome the flicker. I worked a week on this
problem.
• ded in getting
h produced an
abs-'
I won't paI rmation along
I expect to make some money out of it. Will you kindly give
me •
: makes of machines?
;e a film cleaning block by using two pieces of 214, with
a spike fastened to side of upper block.
hiding up and
down in staples driven into the lower block, the surfaces being
covered a
I acked to the block at one end.
.red for each film. I put a roller at end of the
block, the whole thing t.
d on a piece of plank so arranged that it can be taken out during the afternoon for filrr.
spection.
-: enough wood alcohol to moisten film surface
ligh-1
; through
this block does lots of good—
onct
^d alcohol dries the ;
n the emulsion
I only use it on films which are quite c
now one more
stunt:
There is no day current here, so I have no chance tc
the films :gh and repair them before the show.
I thererun therr.
I e old Edison during the lens poir: the window.
This makes
it easy to c
king ■
:.
sprocketed pla.
firm seems to be
ckcted th:
zh .the Edison I
• where it would tear on tl
:h.
We therefore Vims on the Motiograph.
kets hold
once
probably hold again.
I throw in a piece of paper
and in rewinding I find the patch near the vaper.
1 I have a design I never leard of
befoi
can be adjusted to suit d::~
Can
be readily used as outside shutter, and a?
::er fairly well
too.
Would you advise me
to mi
2nd sell direct, outright to manufacturers, or sell the directions for making it? It
is 1
per cent, better than the common three wing outside shutter and lighter too.
I have published this letter ; -vas written to show
you what the editor has to contend with.
This brother is an exhibitor and
has contributed to the Department a number c :
: 0 impress upon him and upon my oth
I have to do a great deal of
guessing unless things are set £01
v I am going to coirment on this letter and I don't want Langdon to feel very' angry or hurt.
I am doing it not only for his benefit, but for the he
-rned.
Langdon says that he
c an 8 c.p. lam;
racket
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saying that
that out this wa;
allow him to look through the objective lens, from tlrate side,
when
and that, after the tl
e the lamp
n between the objective lens and the ■ e way.
Langdon says he has also scratched the
enamel off the machine head next to the aperture plate, and find; it -vorks
well, though no:
ictory as the lamp.
Now exactly what Lmeans by this I cannot eren jr:
d connection
there would be between scratching the enamel off the machine head beside the aperture
and a lamp ou«cc
Therefore
ease come acr
- data.
Li
< the
different -es with gold be a useful feature."
What lines ai
king about. Langdon?
The
f the small lamp inside the machine head is clear a
that new shutter but
I
cann

I

■> without knowing exactly what manner of shutI was a little bit amused, Langdon. at your saying
you had worked a week at the problem and evolved a behas been dii
e worked on that particular puzzle for
have disc
ing of value, but, frankly. La
mprobable.
ine manufacturers have been studying the shutter problem
for many
;gh almost everything on the face of the earth
has already been tried out.
If you have something of value, you had better patent it Having done so. you can send me a model and then I will
:u had better peu
\m cleaning
block sounds all right, but you should be careful with the alcohol end of it,
alcohol has a tendency to cause the film to curl badly. I presume
what Langdon means by "spikes on the block" is that he staples four large
round spikes tightly to the side of the upper block, two on either sic
•he ends, and then drives staples in the lower block to receive them so as
to hold the two blocks together, the top one being readily lifted away ■
the lower one.
I hardly see the nee
g the films thrc . 1
-e to inspect them, though it would, of course, be somewhat q
1 n way of inspecting films is to unwind them into a tank, one at a
and then rewind slowly, holding the edge of the film between
the
thumb and finger so as to detect loose patches, broken sprocket holes, etc.
I do:.
- you mean by the film being "sprocketed."
I at :
: meant where the film had climbed the sprocket and
t teeth showed in the body of the film, but I presume yon
refer to split sprocket holes.
Now Langdon, don't get offended
comments.
You must remember that you have to describe
very 1
:r else I have got to do a lot of guessing.
Your lea
easy compared to some of those I have to dope out.
Come again, but be a
more careful in describing I

Aluminum

Screen Defended.

proprietor Dittmann Theater, Brownsville, Tex., contribute*
the folio-.' . _
I have :
it disapproval of various kinds of the silver or
aluminun:
I will give you my personal experience with one
of these - :' over two years ago. and wish
to say it is not turning black.
If anything it has improved with age,
that I get a better picture today than when it was new.
Two
years
. : to tell the tale. I don't see why it should
more than gold or silver lettered signs which are exposed
to all kinds 'of weather.
But even if it did deteriorate, it is bed
tie trouble to renew
the finish, which makes it as good as new
again.
V.
cago, over a year ago. I saw aluminum screens,
c on cloth and some on walls, all giving better
than
whitewash or plain sheet,
I was back there again last month
and saw the same screens doing business at the old stands and
• ever. One screen made in New York and has been in at
It is ndarl-:
On page :.September
r "More
Foci
>tate you will g
r aid where loch laws
about to he
rise here I wish you
would give us the m :. ■
: to be written.
I take it
you have the whole law as it's giveState Fire Board
of the State of Texas
- to copy after.
Give
of the whole please.
Why deeri, who has a 3 h.p. 1
-e, also get his generator there. He can also find out. by
giving the kind and style of engine he has, whether or not it is one
-Me to produce steady electric current. Not all gasoline engines.
even of the above make, are good for producing steady current
pressure. Gasoline engines for dynamo running must be equipped
with a throttling governor and heavier fly-wheels than ordir
From all reports the F. M. Co. put out a thoroughly reliable isolated plant for projection purposes.
rs have not deroon• so well.
I suggested to Pathe
Freres recently
place their titles following the Censor
BoaIc first, I make this
-. as the end of a film ah
away, which means
the title, as it now is. If the censor announcement were first its
wearing away would injure no one and it would protect the
title. It is more convenient for the mar
r exchange to
hook on another censor announcement than to make a new title.
The curtain matter Is
Brother Dittmann, except
to say I have never issued a sweep:- ,
m screens,
are said that s
•
tl the
average man could not make a good
I see the idea
was rapidly gaining c
at was necessary was to get a bucket
■d two or three
e kind of a
surface, and, presto! there was an ideal screen. The making of a really
good aluminum curtain is an exceedingly difficult proposition, and I would
not advise any
k job.
If they want to try
— ell and good.
That is up to them, but they will be very likely to run
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into trouble.
No, I have
one in, I shall be glad t"
We will be glad to
the benefit oi yo
nti at any time, brother Dittmann, tho
mass of ma
I that it is not alwayi possible to publish '
in full. We try to pick out tboae which we believe i" be the moat inter'
esting or helpful
If the ITi
' bin referred to i> the one evolved
by a committer
tional Fin
(Jnderwriti
of
nientcd on in this I'
it is ■ bun
. unworthy of serious co
i.niiciits oil title .in. I censor announcement

Fort Worth,
i
mits the following solution to the problem a]
inn on pagi
0 tober 5th issue :
In this problem, 1, offering one ohm, is in scries with 2, two
ohms, and 3. three ohms, in parallel or multiple,
We get the total

ice as follows: 1 equals one olim. 2 plus 3 jointly equals
product, divided by the sum, equals six-fifths, equals one and onefifth ohms, and one ohm plus one and one-fifth ohms equals two
and one -fifth ohms, the total resistance. Now 2 1-5 = 1 1-5 and 5-1 1 x
70 = 330 or 31.81 amperes at the arc.

I will not comment on this problem until all those who have desired to
figure on it have done so.

Another Solution.
Cincinnati, Ohio, writes:
Here is my guess on the resistance problem, page 47, October
5th issue: Allowing 55 volts for the arc, leaves 15 volts for the
resistance. The resistance is 1 X (2X3-7-2 + 3) = !, plus 6-5
= 2.2. According to Ohm's law, the amperage is 15 -7- 2.2 = 7
amperes, which will give a feeble light only. Inasmuch as the 55
volts arc pressure varies, there will consequently be a variation in
the voltage available for the resistance; therefore in the amperage
passed; but these variations will be inconsiderable.
As I remarked before, I will not comment on these replies until they
are all in. However, it seems as though very few of the men have the
nerve to tackle this problem, since the replies to date are limited to
these two.

???????
York City takes

our breath away

uitter

with the following:

I herewith present something new to occupy the operator
during the long, long hours which embrace his days' work in this
foremost city of our land. Also enterprising managers might profit
by this discovery. By the term "enterprising" I mean those managers who compel the operator to repair seats, sweep the theater,
trim the arc lamps, get the reels and return them and then grind
from 1 to 1 : P. M. As to whether the thing will work in every
theater is an open question, and now here I am — and don't laugh I
While I twist the crank of my Power's Six and watch carefully my
well illuminated picture, I am receiving wireless messages from all
over the world. The messages are heard in the form of a long
and short buzz and are in the Continental Code. These messages
come across the arc. Where are they from, or rather how do they
get there? I don't know, but I get them just the same. October
the second I received the following: "A. M. P. H. New York,
October 2nd. Ship off. Report later. Exp. Ajax. Soon. Follow ord. Sig. N. Y. S. N. 9 — 33-" I usually get the messages
bet.veen one and four, or seven to ten P. M. and they come very
clear. I neglected to say that I was once a wireless operator. I
should be pleased if you would stop here sometime and verify this
for yourself. Am using 25 amperes, d.c, no volts through a rheostat. Can you explain the phenomenon?
No indeed, neighbor, I cannot undertake the contract of explaining any
such thing as that, but I am not going to dispute its possibility, because just
a few days ago 1 was holding to my ear the receiver of one of the telephones in the office of The Moving Picture World, waiting response to
a call, and I heard wireless messages very distinctly. There could be no
mistake about it. I have listened to wireless messages (to the uninitiated, I
will say that wireless messages are received through a telephone receiver
which is held over the ear by a spring arrangement passing over the head
of the operator) many times, and know the peculiar sound of them, therefore I was not mistaken. Now, just how the messages got on the telephone
wire in a way to be reproduced on the receiver, I cannot say; but they
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Florida.

Plant t it v, Florida, wri'.
Am using I
Six" .,ThI II.iIIIm
60 cycle current.
Have a plastered wall

Problem.

New

"lily,
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with

whil

r a

throw.
Have 1.1 [-16 h.p. motor to
f,,r
a little moie ih.ui three years.
A)
hson
projector with the motor connected
• haft
At
the end of two
mt in Power's "Six," which I now have.
The bearing on th(
rdly worn at all, nor is the
bearing on mj
^:x worn at all,
in see.
I
cannot understand why any operator should wish
his
fly-wheel when it is sin h ;i simple matter to use the I
' ket
shaft and have everything on the off side of the machine out of
the way. As soon as I get in my new operating room I will send
a photograph of my machine, so that other operators who are interested can see how easy it is to do it. I am icing to have a new
operating room soon, and it is to be 10 x 22 with an 8-foot ceiling;
windows io open to the outside of tjie house for ventil.it
It is to have a 30-inch ventilator in the top, which will reach at least
four feet above the roof. I think that will be large enough, but
if you don't think so, I will have it made larger, if you will let me
know before ten days from date.
Thirty inches is large enough. Plant City, both for ventilation and for
the more important office of carrying away the smoke in case of a film fire.
I would suggest that you install a damper in that pipe, weighted so as to
stand normally open, and only to be held shut by a cord attached to the
master-cord which holds your operating room shutters, so that in case of
fire when the master-cord is released the damper in the vent pipe will drop
open instantly. This is a very important matter. Without it your operating room cannot properly be said to be fireproof no matter what its walls may
be made of, or how efficient its wall shutters may be. In order to have a
truly fireproof operating room, absolutely automatic positive provision must
be made for the carrying away of all smoke in case of fire. It is not the
fire itself which, ordinarily, injures an audience, but the alarm caused by
the sight of smoke or flame and I will say again and again that it is a
childlishly simple matter to so construct an operating room so that a film
fire may occur, half a doen reels of film be burned, and the audience absolutely not know there is a fire in the theater. What you say about motor
drives
ready. is correct, though an even better scheme is to get the regular motor
drive attachment. We shall be glad to have the photograph when it if

Expert
Nebraska writes:

(with a small "e") Advice.

Is it customary to use a hard carbon (14-inch) above, and a soft
carbon (^-inch) below on alternating current? Does a transformer change alternating current into direct current at the arc;
that is, does it make a "direct current arc?" Would a voltmeter
placed where the operator could watch it, make it unnecessary for
the operator to watch anything else but this voltmeter in order to
get the best results in adjusting the carbons and in getting a good
light? My reason for asking such apparently foolish questions is
that an electrician and moving picture man of fourteen years' experience, at present traveling as representative for some electrical
house, and drawing $120 per month, came to the proprietor the
other day with all this advice and information. He also came to
the writer with the same information later. The proprietor is
rather inclined to think well of this fellow's advice, by weight of
the fourteen years' experience and the $120, probably; but the
writer is of the opinion that the man is more or less full of prunes.
He thinks that if two hard carbons would make the light yellow,
one hard carbon would have the same effect though probably not
so much. The gentleman makes the assertion, however, that our
theater is the only one he was ever in that didn't use one hard and
one soft carbon on alternating. The writer has always thought also
that alternating current was alternating current at the arc just as
well as anywhere else; but the gentleman tells us that the transformer makes alternating current direct at the arc. This kind
man also tells us that the voltmeter, in addition to making it unnecessary for the operator to watch the picture in adjusting the
light, would make a big saving in the electric bill. Would you
be kind enough to tell me wherein it would save?
I very much doubt if this exceedingly efficient expert is drawing $120 per
month, at least on account of what he knows about electricity. His statements are of no value whatever. Up to 60 amperes, use two &/fj cored carbons. From 60 to 80 amperes use two H cored carbons. Never use a solid
carbon with alternating current. His statement that a !4-inch hard carbon
is used above with a.c. is positively grotesque. Try it once and watch the
results on the screen. As to the transformer changing a.c. to d.c, I am
glad to be informed of that fact. I believe this will be news to even Mr.
Edison himself. The expert in question is the only man, so far as I
know, who has ever discovered these very wonderful thing.s I presume
very likely he was thinking of the Mercury Arc Rectifier, which does change
alternating current to direct. A transformer does nothing of the kind.
As to the voltmeter, it would have no effect on your current bills at all.
A good ammeter placed where the operator can see it all the time might
effect a saving, since it would enable him to handle his arc more economically.
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Among the Picture Theaters
News and Views of Houses Here and There.

BIJOU-GRAND— WALLA
WALLA,
WASH.
MR. A. WESLEY EILER is the proprietor and manager
of the Bijou-Grand
Theater, a half-tone of which
we publish herewith.
The building is 40 feet wide,
thoroughly fireproof, and is two and a half stories in height.

HAS BEEN IN ONE LOCATION EIGHT YEARS.
The Casino Theater, in Federal Street, Pittsburgh, Pa., a
picture of which is herewith printed, has been in Federal
Street on its original location for eight years. That speaks
very well for a moving picture house.
The lettering on top

Bijou-Grand Theater.

Casino Theater.

The auditorium contains five hundred large, roomy opera
chairs, one hundred of which are in the balcony; the boxes
are decorated in red and gold and seat five persons each. The
house is fitted with beautiful lighting fixtures, and all the
wiring is done through conduits. In cold weather the place
is heated with a hot water system; in the summer it is kept
cool by a good ventilating system and a large number of
fans.
No. The
6 machine,
a steel
booth, is usedof
as Power's
projector.
throw isinfifty
feet.operating
The measurements
the stage are twenty feet by forty feet, and there are copious
dressing rooms in the basement. Pictures only are exhibited.
Mr. A. W. Eiler claims to be the pioneer picture man of
Walla Walla.
LYRIC THEATER,
INDEPENDENCE,
KANSAS.
We reproduce herewith a picture of the Lyric Theater.
Independence, Kansas, of which Mr. McBride is the proprietor. As will be seen by the halftone, Mr. McBride has

can be seen for many blocks away when it is lighted in
the evening. Both the exterior and interior of the house is
very pretty and the indirect lighting system is employed.
In the chines
projecting
room there
are two
Power's
No. moving
6 mawhich are handled
by expert
men.
Straight
pictures are shown three nights a week, for an admission of
five cents, while the other three nights are devoted to vaudeville.
A $35,000 PICTURE HOUSE AT GLENS FALLS, N. Y.
The Park Theater, in Park Street, Glens Falls, New York,
has been doing an excellent business since it opened on
December 23rd, 191 1. The seating capacity is 800, of which
650 seats are on the main floor and the remainder,
150. in

Park Theater.
Lyric Theater.

some very good ideas in advertising a feature picture, which
counts for much of his success as an exhibitor. He does
extensive newspaper advertising, and whenever he gets a
good feature picture, he advertises it with an electric sign
that stretches across the street outside of his house. Mr.
McBride has been enjoying a favorable amount of business
since he entered the picture exhibiting line.

the balcony. Mr. Joseph Miller, the manager of the Park,
says that the house is one of the most up-to-date and commodious little playhouses in Northern New York. The
theater is owned by the Park Amusement Company, of
which Mr. Fred T. Bellen is president; Isaac Ginsberg, vicepresident; James W. Bellen, treasurer, and Joseph Miller,
secretary and manager. Moving pictures and vaudeville constitute the programme.
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VAUDEVILLE AND PICTURE
DUBOIS, PA.
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HOUSE

I'll l URE
AT

There are not very many small towns of the Bize of Dubois, Pa., that can boast of expensive and handsome pictur*
and vaudeville theaters as that town can. We print herewith a halftone of "The Carlton," a vaudeville and picture
house at Dubois.
Although
we were nol told the cosl

Wl >RLD
WESLEY

SAYS

SO.

\V. \ inWesley,
whosewith
"Wesley
Saya So"
has made
him
famous
connection
the Gardner
Theater,
Gardner.
Mass., has branched out, and this is a picture of the second
venture of Henocksburg
Brothers and Weslej
The li"U->e

Globe Theater.

Carlton Theater.
<>t t hi - hi use, one can easily conjecture that it runs away
up into the thousands. It is built of dark red "tapestry"
brick with a half-inch of gray mortar joint, raked out between each brick, giving it a very pleasing appearance. The
admission prices are hve and ten cents for children and
adults, respectively.

is located at White River Junction, Vermont. The house
was recently opened and Junctionites are taking very kindly
to pictures. In addition to pictures there are employed a
double vaudeville act and a local trio, the " Wesley-Says-So
Trio," with a two-piece orchestra. Three reels of Licensed
pictures are run. Wesley says he is the somewhat largish
person under the X, which is an X and not the sign of a
"ten spot." The ten spot is in his pocket along with some
others.
Wesley says so.
HOLDS RECORD FOR CHANGING REELS.
Mr. E. C. Pearce, proprietor and manager of the Amuzu
Theater, in West
Fourth
Street, Winston-Salem,
X. C,

OLDEST
THEATER
IN OLDEST
CITY.
The above cut is a likeness of the first motion picture
theater in the oldest town in California.
The name of the

,%iL:

Amuzu Theater.
Don Theater.
house is the Don Theater in Xapa Street, Sonoma, Cal.
Messrs. Collins and Mohr are the proprietors. Licensed
films constitute the programme.

says that his theater holds the record for changing reels. He
uses an Edison machine and his operator can change a reel
in nineteen seconds. If there is any other picture theater
that can do better than this, we should like to hear from
them. The Amuzu plays to moving pictures and illustrated
songs.
The admission price is five cents.

THE
REMODELED
Central

THEATER

COST

Amusement
Company
Now
Photoplay and Vaudeville

Ml l . ING

$18,000.

Has
a
House.

Magnificent

A- iln
mying halftones of the < lumbia Theater,
hi. \ a., w 11 attest,
the
propr et rs, M 1
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lough and MoT6e certainly have a very fine moving picture- and vaudeville house. It is modern in every detail and
has :t seating capacity of eight hundred persons. The aisles
.in' I exits me» t every requirement of the law, there being
two Eour-f 'it aisles in the orchestra and four exits. The
twelve boxes are nicely arranged and are draped 111 a very
artistic manner. Each box will comfortably seat -ix persons.
hundred <>! the* eight hundred seats are in the balcony,
which has two four-foot aisles and four exit-.
The stage has a twenty-six foot opening, is twenty-eight
deep and forty feet high. It is equipped with the finest
of fireproof scenery, painted by the Lee-Lash studios of New
York.
The electrical apparatus of the stage can hardly be
excelled, there being two set- of white border-, two sets of
blue, two -its of green and two sets of red. The switchboard
is of the improved type, there being eight floor plugs which
are capable of handling any production.
Ti.ere are a number 01 aressing-rooms, which are large
and well ventilated. The women'- retiring room has an
ndanl and is elaborately furnished. Carved plaster designs decorate the interior of the theater. Mural paintings
and all sculpture work were done by a French arti-t.
The auditorium is well lighted, there bein^ four hundred
twenty-five watt lamps throughout the interior of the theater
and a similar number illuminating the front. The spacious
lobby is neatly tiled and the entire front i- of plaster work.
It is said that the theater can be heated or cooled, as the
case may be, within fifteen minutes. The Columbia was
opened on the 25th of last Mas' and has been doing a "landoflice" business since that date.
FORT
DODGE, IOWA, HAS
NEW
PICTURE HOUSE.
The Majestic Theater, in the Carter Building, on upper
Central Avenue, Fort Dodge. Iowa, is the name 1 t the new
motion picture theater to be opened by the United Amusement Company. First run Independent picture- are shown
and the admission price, except on feature days, is live cents.
Power's No. 6 machine i- used. The theater seats live hundred. Mr. Russell Forbes is the manager.

Columbia

Theater.

Allgair & Armstrong, proprietors of the Star theater, at
South River, N. J., are erecting another moving picture
theater in their town. It will be an up-to-date house, with
a seating capacity of about 1000.

Interior View of Columbia

Theater.

Till

w

\K >\ \\C,
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Manufacturers Advance Notes

"JUAN AND JUANITA" (Lubin).
Juan and Juanita, a photo story made by Wilbert Melville, a Lubin Director, is very romantic and bristles with
the atmosphere of the land of the cactus and palm tree.
The types are Mexican, but the story is told in our own
country, on the border. Juan and Juanita are a humble but
loving couple, but the girl's mother will not agree to a
wedding until the boy lias a little bank roll. Juan is working on the railroad when an order is issued to discharge all
Mexican employees. This blocks the course of true love,
but accident comes t" his aid.
One day Juan still hanging

M

nun ol this class have been shut up in jail immediately upon
commission of their crimes and have not been taken into
the streets again. In the Schrank case, however, the prisoner
was led from the county jail to the courthouse, securely
handcuffed to two guards. Camera operators had been
tioncd along several possible lines of travel between the
jail and the courthouse for four days, and one of these
operators happened to be <>n the unfrequented street ch
for the trip, Schrank and the guards walked into the camera
practically without knowing it. These were the only motion
pictures made of this would-be murderer who i-. probably
as sincerely despised as any creature on earth. This scene
will appear in the Gaumont
Weekly No. 33.
ONLY AN "AUTO
Oh, it all looks very simple
of fact, it wasn't such an easy
supposed to take place inside

INTERIOR"— BUT
in the picture but, as a matter
thing to film. Take the scene
an automobile in Thanhor

"Little Girl Next Door," released Friday, Nov. 1. You witness the "action" in the auto and either surmise it's a
genuine auto "interior" — or isn't. At any rate, you take what
you see for granted, since there are so many tilnis these days,
and so -many realistic effects in them, that all thinu-

Scene from "The Little Girl Next Door"

Scene from "Juan and

Juanita"

(Lubin).

around in hopes of an odd job finds the agent of the road
in the depot badly done up and a drill engine is vanishing
down the line. In quick order it is realized that some outlaws are pursuing a train which has a big consignment of
gold. Juan and the agent give chase on a hand car and
reach the point of attack in time to put up a fight, capture
the robbers and save the gold. When Juan is brought back
with his prisoners he is cheered by the crowd and reinstated
with a big reward which wins the careful mother's consent,
and Juan is enabled to offer Juanita a comfortable and happy
home. This story will appeal to the railroad men of the
west.
PICTURES

OF

ROOSEVELT

SHOOTING.

The Gaumont camera-men succeeded in getting some
close-up views of John Schrank, the would-be assassin of
Colonel Roosevelt. No similar pictures were ever taken
before, as it has nearly always
happened
in the past that

(Thanhouser).

easy to the picture producer. The particular scene in "The
Little Girl Xext Door" was photographed inside a very real
A car with a certain special "body"
cut shows.
thesecured
auto, toas be
had
from an automobile manufactory, transported to New Rochelle, dissembled so that the photographer
could focus his machine properly "ii the interior, reassembled
and then shipped back to the maker. Oh, the finished film
as you see it in the theater, to the tune of easy-going music,
makes it all appear most simple, but if you say "simple" to
the producers of the scene, you'll lose your life!
"MISS

SIMKINS'

SUMMER

BOARDER"

(Essanay).

Here is a snappy pastoral comedy from Essanay 's Eastern
>tudio
that fairly
joy and' good
humor.
The plot
1- vivacious,
novel "radiates
and thoroughly
enjoyable.
foe Mason, a bashful country boy, tries in vain to propose
to Marian Foster, his sweetheart But his bash fulness always gets the best of him. and the proposal is just as far off
as ever when Jack Richards, a brisk city chap, comes to
board out the summer at the home of Miss Simkin^. a
spinster. In the course of his wandering around, Richards
is introduced to Marian and immediately falls in love with
her, much to Joe's discomfiture. Marian does not return
Jack's love, but is fascinated
by his dashing
manner
and

THE
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carries on a mild flirtation just to tantalize Joe. A Sunday
School picnic is now planned, and a rather novel scheme is
decided upon. The name of each girl and boy is placed inside
the lunch boxes, and, these boxes are to be drawn and
the couples paired off according to the names. Richards is
right in his glory and, discovering the lunch box in which
Marian has placed her name, publicly announces that he
will marry the girl he lunches with. Marian's sister, Florence,
overhears him, substitutes Miss Simkins' name for Marian's
and, arriving at the picnic grounds, auctions off the lunch
boxes.
Richards eagerly outbids Joe, gets the lunch box,

PICTURE

WORLD

returning by way of the Hawaiian Islands and San Francisco.
The product of his camera will be seen on future numbers
of the Weekly and on the Gaumont popular new release,
the Saturday "Great Events" film.
Another Gaumont cameraman will leave Galveston, November 9th, with the Galveston Chamber of Commerce on
a trip through Central America, occupying five or six weeks.
He will visit practically all the countries north of Panama
and south of Mexico. This trip will be made by the United
Fruit Company's new line which has recently been established
between Galveston and Central American points.
THANHOUSER'S "STAR OF BETHLEHEM."
What is described as an impressive biblical subject is soon
to be released on the state right plan by the Thanhouser
Company under the title of "The Star of Bethlehem," a
multiple reel subject. The Thanhouser Company has spared
no expense to give this subject a proper setting and has
assembled a notable cast of players and suitable costumes
for the production. The story harks back to the Prophet
Micah, who was one of the first to focus the hope of Israel

? *»*SlONAf^.
MISii
r^^ $
BY 7HEQW Of THE
Scene from "The Star of Bethlehem" (Thanhouser)
upon a great Redeemer. His prediction set forth in the
Bible, is believed to date from Sennacherib's campaign
against Judah in 701 B. C. The prophet sees the possibility
of
capitulation,
'but declared
that was
the the
people
should
findZion's
deliverance
elsewhere.
Bethlehem
birthplace
of David and from that place Micah declared the Deliverer
and King should emerge.
The Thanhouser pictures the events leading up to the
birth of Christ and the discovery of the child in the manger
by the three wise men and the shepherds. An extended
review of this subject will appear in these columns later.

®&**w

Scene from "Miss Simpkins'

Summer

Boarder"

(Essanay).

hunts out Marian, opens the box triumphantly and is badly
stung to find the name of Miss Simkins inside. Florence
takes care to let the spinster know, and the boarding house
lady immediately starts off in pursuit of the discomfited city
chap while Joe, with Marian clasped in his arms, roars with
laughter at the funny sight.
John Steppling is right in his element as the brisk young
Richards from the city, and makes things lively enough until
he is so cruelly squelched. Eleanor Blanchard portrays the
prim Miss Simkins in a way that leaves nothing to be desired,
Mildred Weston and Evebelle Prout are charming as the
Foster sisters and Whitney Raymond is well cast as the
bashful country lover. The production is enhanced with
many charming pastoral scenes of natural beauty, and the
atmosphere throughout is splendid in rustic simplicity.
The film is booked for release Tuesday, Oct. 29th.
FOR THE GAUMONT WEEKLY.
On Saturday, October 19th, the Gaumont Weekly dispatched
one of its operators, J. Roy Hunt, on a trip around the
world.
He sailed on the Hamburg-American
liner Cleveland and will spend about three months in China and Japan,

NEW PICTURE HOUSE BUILDING.
George Henry Dieringer, an architect and superintendent
of construction, with offices at Wheeling, W. Va., is building
in that city a modern high class motion picture theater. It
will be properly equipped throughout, including stage,
balcony, etc., and will be used as a' vaudeville and motion
picture house. The entire building will be of fireproof material. The projection room will be equipped with two
machines complete, one spot and a special machine for
mechanical effects. The structure will have a seating capacity
of exactly 1,200 and will be under the direct management of
Mr. Dieringer. Without equipment the building will cost
around $25,000. The outside dimensions are fifty-five feet
front and one hundred feet long.
Some theater
of the erected
theatersat toBellaire,
Mr. Dieringer's
credit
are was
the
Roma
Ohio. This
house
built by the Bellaire Amusement Company and cost $23,000.
It is fireproof throughout and seats 500. Three thousand
dollars alone has been expended for tapestry and freehand
decorative work, which places this picture house in a class
by itself for luxurious appointments. The Rex motion
picture theater erected at Martins Ferry, Ohio, was another
house built under Mr. Dieringer's supervision and design.
This house was built by the Athenian Amusement Company
of Wheeling, W. Va., and is meeting with success. It has
a seating capacity of eight hundred. There are many other
picture houses designed by Mr. Dieringer, too numerous to
mention.
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"SUE"

"THE TRANSGRESSION OF DEACON JONES" (Eclair).
The writer has always had .1 great appreciation and liking
for the work of Alec B Frani 1-. who assumes tin- title role in
"The Transgression of Deacon Jones." He is an actor of a
dominant personality, yet has that sufficient mastery of his profession that he does not allow it to exceed his characterizations.
It is rather a blend and so when properly cast his performance
is a delight to see. Miss lYmiaui as usual makes the most of
a light role and Geo. Larkin, as the owner of the picture theater,
gives his customary < >. K. performance.
Especial praise must be accorded a bit of double exposing
wherein is shown a moving picture screen projection. The
register of action is absolutely perfect, under very difficult
conditions.
The county fair atmosphere is refreshing and novel.

Scene from "The Transgression of Deacon Jones" (Eclair).
The story deals particularly with the little duplicities which
deacons are fictitiously supposed to be heir to. Deacon Jones
is running for Mayor on a Purity League ticket which has for
its particular platform the abolition of moving picture theaters.
Miss Tennant, his daughter, is in love with Larkin, who owns
the town's leading nicklelodeon. But Deacon Jones has put his
foot down on their union as long as Larkin sticks to the theater.
Well the Deacon visits the county fair and a capper for the
three shell game persuades him how easily it is to pick out the
elusive little pea. So the Deacon bets his head off. During all
this action an Eclair camera man has been grinding off some
topical views of the fair.
Larkin several days later receives the film in his program
and at a private showing sees his future father-in-law enact
his moral lapse in trying to get rich quick. So he uses this
evidence of the Deacon's transgression as a whip to force his
consent. It is 'either consent to our marriage or I show the
picture
the whole
town." and the film is never shown..
Larkinto wins
his consent
MOVING

PICTURES

STOLEN.

The Washington Film Exchange of Washington, District of Columbia, report that on September 25th, S. A. Watt, of Farmville, N. C, ordered four commercial reels, which consignment
went forward C O. D. and was lifted but not returned. We
understand that Mr. C. O. Moss, of Petersburg, Va., received
an order from the same party for eight commercial reels which,
like the above, have not been returned. The reels belonging to
the parties mentioned are as follows :
Washington Film Exchange. — I Wish I had a Girl (Imp.) ;
Taming Mrs. Shrew (Rex) ; Rollicking Red Big Lark (Nestor) ;
Flying to Fortune (Thanhauser).
Mr. C. O. Moss. — His Brother Willie (Powers) : Indian's Bride
(Pathe) : Fatty of E Z Ranch (Nestor) ; The Convert (Imp.) ;
Three Million Dollars (Amer.) : Uncle's Visit to Washington
(Reliance); The Voyager (Selig) ; Unexpected Santa Claus
(Solax).
Any information which will lead to the return of these reels
and the conviction of the party withholding same will be greatly
appreciated by the Washington Film Exchange.

GENTER

TO ENLARGE

PLANT.

We understand the J. H. Genter Co., manufacturers of
the "Mirroroide" scree'n, have just received official notice
that all their patents will be allowed. They are awaiting
receipt of final papers before enlarging their plant considerably to take care of their rapidly increasing business.

(Champion).

There is a tine situation in tl
ue," filmed from
melodrama oi th< lame name,
ll
itory
of Kentucky love and of a DOble hearted woman
who
her life to save her rival. Th<
hudder making rattlesnake scene with tense dramatic
action
dies, not
directly from its bite; but gets the poison through a bruised
lip. She bad fallen and knew that, the cut would cause her
death when she sucked the arm of her already unconscious
rival who had been stung; yet, after a dramatic struggle,
she does just that.

II. il Reid's

Scene from "Sue" (Champion).
The man she loves is a widower. She has been foster
mother to his little girl, a part that is taken by a charming
little player. The other girl is an authoress, in the mountains to find from
local her
color.
Sue newcomer
sees that and
the man's
have turned
to the
she is affections
resentful.
This is heightened by the fear that in case the man marries
the authoress, she will also lose the little girl who is as
a daughter to her. When she finds the interloper stung, a
wave
joy realizes
passes over
"Letwill
her mean
die," toshethecries.
quicklyof she
what her.
the loss
man But
she
loves and, returning, draws out the venom with her bruised
lip and dies. A picture that will entertain and please. It
will be released on October 28.
"BROKEN HEARTS" (Pathe).
Jim Brooks, the owner of a promising copper mine, is
overjoyed one day upon receiving a letter offering to purchase
the mine for $100,000. With the letter in his pocket he hurries home, but on the threshold, born of his delight, an idea
strikes him and he decides to keep silent for the time being
and later surprise his wife with the glad tidings. His wife
discovers him reading the purchaser's letter and asks to
see it. Jim refuses and Mrs. Brooks grows suspicious. When
Jim fails to return home that evening the woman is heartbroken. She turns her back upon her old home, leaving
a note of rebuke to her husband. She is followed by an
Indian man servant who is just in time to foil her attempted
suicide, dragging her from a railroad tracK just as the G. L.
H. express thunders past.
Jim returns in the meantime loaded down with all sorts
of expensive finery with which to delight his good wife. He
soon discovers the note. As he reads it his high-borne hopes
are dashed to the ground. After an exceptionally fine piece
of emotional acting Jim Brooks leaves the house and wanders
aimlessly about the woods. The Indian persuades the unhappy woman to return to her home. Her tears are quickly
changed to smiles as she sees the array of pretty clothes,
and the meaning of Jim's secrecy is disclosed. The Indian
slips out and returns with the distracted Jim. A word of
explanation from each straightens out the tangle and a fond
embrace leads the way to a happier and more prosperous
future.
The acting and the photogranhy in this film are of the best
and as it has an appeal to every human emotion it is sure to
score success.
It will be released November 6th.
NEW ROOMS FOR ST. LOUIS LOCAL.
Local Number 3 of the Motion Picture Exhibitors League
has fitted up rooms 405 and 406 at 806 Chestnut Street,
St. Louis, for the benefit of members and as a sort of general
"get-to-gether" headquarters. A committee has been appointed to look after state and municipal topics, and John
T. Fitzsimmons was appointed attorney for the local.
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"A DREAMLAND

TRAGEDY"

(Powers).

"A Dreamland Tragedy" i- a -lory of everyday life; but it
is dreamed and happily turn- out to be not real. A few reallife scenes introduce it and the same setting appears in the
dream seine-.. One of the remarkable things about it is the
natural way in which the two hook together. We who watch
get tlie same imp]
.n though we dreamed; we are not
-ure that it isn't rial. The relief at the end is, therefore.
very pleasing. The impression also i- novel, something
that spectators are not accustomed to and will be pleased
with.
The sets are mostly interior- with just enough other
scenes to carry the story, ami they -how a workingman's
home.
It is the workingman'- daughter (Miss Barker), who

a.
'••y.T^i

r-:

Scene from "A

Dreamland

Tragedy"

(Powers).

dream- and the players of her dream are her father, her
brother and her lover, the paymaster, whom she knows has

"Baby" Lillian is the exceedingly popular and talented
child actress that plays the most important part in the
late-t and greatest of the Selig wild animal subjects. "Baby"
Lillian is well known to all picture audiences through her
remarkable talents as portrayed in former Selig and Biograph pictures. Her work in "Kings of the Forest" is said
to be the best she has yet done.

with him a large sum of his employer'- money and whom
she nervously fears is careless with it. This part is played
by Gale White.
The form the girl's dream take- is a tragedy. She sees
her father "doping" the paymaster's drink, sees him bring the
limp, unconscious man to the home and search him for the
money. At the end, the thr^'e men come home to supper find
her sleeping and waken her.
It is a picture that strangely convinces. Dreams are
naturally somewhat loose in construction; but the illusion
always holds us even when in our dreams we say to ourselves
that we are only dreaming. The story holds in that same
way.
It is for release November
l-t.

The authorities of Pretoria (Transvaal) have decided to
take measures of promoting emigration to South Africa by
subsidizing and favoring in every possible way such film
companies as print scenes of the Transvaal and Transvaal
life calculated to bring emigrants.

In Valencia, Spain, the military authorities had films made
of great cavalry maneuvers held in the vicinity. It is said
that the Spanish government intends to exhibit these films in
tvery barracks in the kingdom in order to prepare the recruits for the greatest possible efficiency.

SNAPPED ON SELIG'S WILD ANIMAL FARM, "BABY"
LILLIAN
WADE
AND
MISS
BETTY
HARTE
PLAYING WITH
LION CUBS.
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Calendar of Licensed Releases.
Current

Advance Releases.

Releases.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 28th, 1912.
BIOGKAl'll
At the Basket Picnic (Comedy)
BIOGKAl'll
A Real Estate Deal (Comedy)
Drama)..
PATHE— Frenzied Finance— Special Rel
MM SON— The Land Beyond the Sunset (Drama)
KALEM— The Power ..1 a Hymn (Drama)
LUBIN— An Irish Girl's Love (Drama)
I A 1 HE— Bathe's Weekly No. 44. 1912 (Topical)
SELIG
M" Fisherboy's Faith (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— None But the Brave Deserve the Fair
(Comedy)
TUESDAY. OCTOBER 29th, 1912.
EDISON— Burmah, Rangoon, India (Scenic)
I.I) I SON— Bringing Home the Pup (Comedy)
ESSANAY— Miss Simpkins' Summer Boarder (Comedy)
KS— Straw Hats Made in Florence, Italy (Ind.)
CINES— Mosques and Turkish Places (Scenic)
CINES— Venetian Lace Workers (Ind.)
C. G. P. C— Whiffles, Cubic Artist (Comedy)
C. G. P. C— In the Tyrol, the Arlberg Valley (Scenic)..
LUBIN— Parson James (Drama)
[G— Jim's Vindication (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— Bunny at the Derby (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— Just Luck (Comedy-Drama)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30th, 1912.
1 1 1 1 SON— Copper Mines at Bingham, Utah (Ind.)
I MISON— A Suffragette in Spite of Himself (Comedy).
ECLIPSE— A Race for Honor (Drama)
ESSANAY— The Letter (Drama)
K A I. 1I'M—
StrangeWanted
Story of
Elsie Mason (Ind.)
1 E — ATheMamma
(Comedy)
SELIG— A Heart in Rags (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— Poet and Peasant (Drama)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31st, 1912.
BIOGRAPH— The Musketeers of Pig Alley (Drama)..
ESSANAY — The Fisherman's Luck (Comedy)
LUBIN— The Heavenly Voice (Comedy)
MELIES— Wrongly Accused (Drama)
PATHE— Jim's Partner (Drama)
SELIG— Her Bitter Lesson
(Drama)
VITAGRAPH— On the Line of Peril (Drama)
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1st, 1912.
EDISOX— A Baby's Shoe (Drama)
ESSAXAY — The Moving Finger (Drama)
C. G. P. C. — Tragedy at the Court of Milan (Drama)....
KALEM — Pat, the Soothsayer (Comedy)
KALFM — The American Rhine (Scenic)
LUB1X — Fixing a Flirt (Comedy)
SELIG — His Wedding Eve (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH — Lessons in Courtship
(Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— Bettina's Substitute (Comedy)
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2nd, 1912.

1000
1000
1000

1000
1000
350
650
1000
34©
460
200
1000
1000

400
600
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

1000
1000

EDISOX— Bobby's Dream (Comedy)
375
EDISOX — For Professional Services (Comedy)
625
ESSAXAY — The Mother of the Ranch (Drama)
1000
CINES— A Head for a Head (Drama)
1075
KALEM— The Skinflint (Drama)
1000
LUBIN— The Family Next Door
PATFIE — Wifey's Investment (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH — In the Garden Fair (Comedy-Drama) . .1000

MONDAY,
NOVEMBER 4th, 1912.
BIOGRAPH
Heredil
PATHE ON Pathe's
X- of1- the
1 I opical)
-The NewW eekly
Member
Life Savii
1 Drama)
K M.I.M
Mountain Dew 1 Drama)
LUB1 N Juan ami I u.nma (< omedjl 1
I
SELIG
The Voice "i Warning (Drama)
i"">
.GRAPH
I li. Mills of the (.o.ls (.? Reels) (Spe< ial)
1 Drama)
VITAGRAPHUnofficial
Appointment 1 Drama)
1000
TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER
5th, 1912.
EDISOX— A Romance of the Rails (Drama)
ESS WAY— Chain-, 1 Drama)
1000
CINES
The Golden Shell of Palermo (Scenic)
35»
1 1.1 S I. "vi' vs. Gratitude (Drama)
C. G. P. (.-Anne
Boleyn (Drama)
1 1 BIN
The Substitute Heiress (Drama)
ioco
SI 1. 1 (.--Tin- Dynamiters (Drama)
1000
\ I I \(.K \l'll— Tin- Face <>r the Voice (< om.-Drama) . 1000
WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER
6th, 1912.
I DISON— A Queen for a Day (Comedy)
1000
I < LIPSE — The Omen of Spades (Drama)
t'^l
ESSAXAY— A Money? (Comedy)
1000
KALEM
The Mystery
Grandfather's Clock
PATHE
Broken
Hearts 01(Drama)
SELIG — Her Education (Comedy-Drama)
1000
\ [TAGRAPH
Michael McShane, Matchmaker iDrmj.iooo
THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER
7th, 1912.
BIOGRAPH— His Auto's Maiden Trip (Comedy)
BIOGKAl'll
The Club Man and the Crook (Comedy)
ESSANAY — The Ranchman's
Anniversary
(Com.-Dr.) . IOOO
LUBIN— The Sheriff's Mistake I Drama)
1000
MELIES — The Smuggler's
Prisoner (Drama)
1000
PATHE— Victims of Fate (Drama)
PATHE— Dinan, France (Scenic)
SEL1D
( armen of the Isles (Drama)
t
1000
VITAGRAPH— Out of the Shadows (Drama)
1000
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8th, 1912.
EDISOX — Yellowstone Xational Park, Wyoming, I
(Scenic)
1000
ESSAXAY— When
Wealth
Torments
(Comedy)
1000
C. G. P. C— Half A Pint of Milk (Comedy)
C. G. P. C. — The Scarab (Educational)
C. G. P. C— A Trip Up the Elbe (Scenic)
KALEM — The Pony Express Girl (Drama)
K \LKM— Brave Old Bill (Drama)
LUBIN— Felix at the Ball (Comedy)
LUBIN — An Accidental Millionaire (Comedy)
SELIG — The Legend of the Lost Arrow
t Drama 1
SELIG — Enchanting Japan (Scenic)
VITAGRAPH— A Modern Atalanta (Drama)
1000
SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER
9th, 1912.
EDISON — A Doctor For an Hour (Comedy)
1000
ESSAXAY — An Indian's Friendship (Drama)
1000
CINES— No Fool Like an Old Fool ( Comedy")
1000
KALEM— The Fraud at the Hope Mine (Drama)
1000
LUBIN— The Water Rats (Drama)
1000
PATHE — Custer to the Rescue (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— The Hand Bag (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— Arabian Sport- 1 Sport- 1

America's Popular Photoplayers
Handsome

Photos (11 x 14) $2.00 for either set.
Postage Prepaid
SET No. 1
SET No. 2
Maurice Costello, Lillian Walker. John
Hobart Bosworth. Kathlyn Williams. Marc
Macdermott. Ruth Roland. Edwin August,
Bunny, Florence Turner, Crane Wilbur,
Blanche Sweet. Carlyle Blackwell. Martha
Alice Joyce, Marshall P. Wilder, Gene
Russell, Francis X. Bushman. Ormi Hawley,
Gauntier. G. M. Anderson, Arthur Johnson,
Henry Walthall and Anna Nielson.
Mary Fuller, Mary Pickford.

Postcards of above, also Kenneth Casey, Adele DeGarde, Edith Story,
Clara Young, Leah Baird and Julia Gordon. Classiest postcards ever
made.
$4.00 per 1,000, any assortment.
At least 100 of each player.
Write for free Catalogue and
"If It's Anything to Advertise a Picture

EXHIBITORS'

advertising matter.
Theater. We Have It."

tDt^rRJ,!:^.&PSrLEC^AcI;T„YMCg0r- 30 Union Square, N. Y.
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Calendar of Independent Releases.
Releasing Through Universal Company
Current Releases.

^ Releasing Through Film Supply Company
Current Releases.
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27th, 1912.
MAJESTIC— The Tree Imp (Drama)
THANHOUSER— Taking Caie of Baby (Comedy)
THANHOUSER— Mary's Goat (Comedy)
MONDAY, OCTOBER 28th, 1912.
AMERICAN— One, Two, Three (Drama)
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29th, 1912.
MAJESTIC— A Woman Alone (Drama)
GAUMONT — A Domestic Treasure (Comedy)
GAUMONT — The Gorges of Albuquerque (Scenic) ...
THANHOUSER— Put Yourself in His Place (2 Reels)
(Drama)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30th, 1912.
AMERICAN — Chiquita, the Dancer (Drama)
GAUMONT — Gaumont's Weekly No. 34 (Topical)
RELIANCE— Men Who Dare (2 Reels; (Drama)
SOLAX — Making an American Citizen (Drama)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31st, 1912.
AMERICAN — The Wanderer (Drama)
GAUMONT — Zoological Specimens of the Pond (Edu.)
GAUMONT — Bruges, the Venice of the North (Scenic)
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER
1st, 1912.
LUX— Oh, My Pipe (Comedy)
LUX — Henpeck Bids for Freedom (Comedy)
SOLAX— At the Phone (Drama)
THANHOUSER— The Little Girl Next Door (Drama)..
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2nd, 1912.
GREAT NORTHERN— The Lottery Prize (Comedy) ..
GREAT
NORTHERN— Unsuccssful
Flirtation (Com.)
RELIANCE— Trials of Faith (Drama)
GAUMONT— The Castles of Bavaria (Scenic)

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 27th, 1912.
REX— Through a Higher Power (Drama)
CRYSTAL— A Pair of Fools (Comedy)
CRYSTAL— The Blonde Lady (Comedy)
ECLAIR — Gontran's Love Stratagem (Comedy)
ECLAIR — Brusia — Asiatic Turkey (Educational)
MONDAY, OCTOBER 28th, 1912.
IMP — Yvonne, the Foreign Spy (Drama)
NESTOR— The Call of the Desert (Western Drama)..
CHAMPION— Sue (Drama)
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29th, 1912.
GEM— The Old Dollmaker (Drama)
BISON— The Cowboy Guardians
(Drama)
ECLAIR — Rosie (Comedy-Drama)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30th, 1912.
POWERS— The Collaborators
(Comedy)
NESTOR— Fatty's Big Mix-up (Comedy)
UNIVERSAL— The Animated Weekly No. 34 (Topical)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31st, 1912.
REX — Careful Nursing
(Comedy)
IMP — John Steiling, Alderman
(Two-Reel
Drama)
ECLAIR — The Transgression of Deacon Jones (Com.)
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1st, 1912.
VICTOR— The Redemption of Riverton (Drama)
POWERS— A Dreamland Tragedy
(Drama)
NESTOR— Making a Man of Her (Comedy)
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 2nd, 1912.
BISON— Trapper Bill, King of Scouts (Two Reels)
IMP — Ferdie, Be Brave (Comedy)
IMP— President Taft at Brockton Fair (Topical)
MILANO— A Tragic Wedding (Drama)
..,

BISON — A Red Man's Love (Drama)
GEM— The Better Part (Drama)
ECLAIR— Silent Jim (Drama— 2-Reel)
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6th, 1912.
POWERS— The Railroad and the Widow (Drama)
...
NESTOR— His Little Partner (Drama)
AMBROSIO— The Ship of Lions (Drama)
UNIVERSAL— The Animated Weekly No. 35 (Topical)
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7th, 1912.
REX — Honor of the Family (Drama)
IMP — Leah the Forsaken
(Drama — 3-Reel)
ECLAIR — Foiling a Fortune Hunter (Comedy)
ECLAIR— What Father Did (Comedy)
FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER 8th. 1912.
NESTOR— Sharps & Chaps (Comedy)
POWERS— The First Glass (Drama)
VICTOR— Sisters (Drama)
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9th, 1912.
IMP— Half Shot (Comedy)
IMP — How Ned Got the Raise (Comedy)
BISON— An Indian Ishmael (Drama)
MILANO — Her Masterpiece (Drama — 2-Reel)

1000

331
652

Advance Releases.

Advance Releases.
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 3rd, 1912.
REX— An Old-Fashioned Mother (Drama)
CRYSTAL— Oh, Such a Night! (Comedy)
CRYSTAL— Marriage a la Carte (Comedy)
ECLAIR— Aunt Bridget (Com.-Dr.)
MONDAY,
NOVEMBER 4th, 1912.
IMP— A Strange Case (Drama)
NESTOR— United We Stand (Drama)
CHAMPION— A Tramp's Strategy (Com.-Dr.)
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 5th, 1912.

1000

,

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 3rd, 1912.
MAJESTIC — Weary's Revenge (Drama)
THANHOUSER— Petticoat Camp (Comedy)
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4th, 1912.
AMERICAN — Maiden and Men (Drama)
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 5th, 1912.
MAJESTIC — Cupid on the Job .Comedy)
MAJESTIC— His Dress Suit (Comedy)
GAUMONT— Cupid's
THANHOUSER—
The Lottery
Ladder (Comedy)
of Life (Drama)

1000

.'...

WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER 6th, 1912.
GAUMONT— Gaumont's Weekly No. 35 (Topical)
RELIANCE— A Brother's Requital (Drama)
SOLAX— The Old Love and the New (Drama)
THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER
7th, 1912.
AMERICAN — God's Unfortunate
(Drama)
1000
GAUMONT — The Emperor's Message (Drama)
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8th, 1912.
LUX — A Magnetic Personality (Comedy)
455
LUX — Spiffkins Eats Frogs (Comedy)
475
SOLAX— Just Hats (Comedy)
THANHOUSER— Through the Flames
(Drama)
SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER
9th, 1912.
GREAT NORTHERN— (Title Not Reported)
RELIANCE— Bedelia and the Newlyweds (Comedy)...
AMERICAN— The Starbucks (2 Reels) (Drama)
GAUMONT— Giving the Blind the Light (Drama)....

Mutual Film Corporation.
ADVANCE
RELEASES.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4th, 1912.
KEYSTONE— Mabel's Lovers (Comedv)
KEYSTONE—
At It Again NOVEMBER
(Comedy) .". 6th, 1912.
WEDNESDAY,
BRONCHO— The Man they Scorned (2 Reels) (Drama)
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YOU book the new films as they come
out so that your program won't be
always the same. That's why you should

BOOK

C. 0. P. c
flLMS
You have a select clientele who are interested only in good stories, acted with
real ability. If you would hold their
patronage you must

BOOK

C. G. P. C
flLMS
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FRENZIED FINANCE

OCTOBER
28, 1912

PATHE
3 REELS

Claude Rodgers, a reckless gambler, falls heir to a banking business through the will of his fatherin-law. The bank, when he receives it, is staple and secure, but Rodgers immediately launches a "Getrich-quick" scheme and starts a campaign to get depositors by promises of fabulous interest. The bank
soon becomes the largest, although not the safest, in the East. But good things cannot last foreve., and
with his wife's sickness Rodgers' luck turns. A run on the bank is the next misfortune, and because of
Rodgers' extravagance it cannot stand the strain. Amidst a scene of wild disorder at the Stock Exchange,
the bank's stock collapses. A mob of ruined depositors storms the home of the banker, pursuing him
through the rooms until they find that a bullet from his revolver has brought his reckless career to a close.

OCTOBER

24, 1912.

THREE

REELS

OLYMPIC GAMES
Pathe

OCTOBER
21, 1912

Shows World's Greatest Athletes in Action at
Stockholm Meet

The Lion Tamers Revenge

Cines-KIeine
Two Reels

A sensational story in which lions play an important part and cause many a thrill. Love, jealousy and revenge
are, of course, the principal ingredients in this splendid drama, the closing scene being wonderful. A jealous lover,
with the assistance of a clown — the play being enacted in a circus — lures his rival and his partner, the. girl, into the
den of lions, and binds them to a post. The woman manages to escape, later to accuse the murderer, but the
lover is mangled to death by the infuriated lions.

kV

'ov

THE
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The Count of Monte Cristo
Selig Release October 14, 1912.

Three Reels

The wonderful and tragic story of Bdmond Dantoa, ■ young Frem b
niHii. who la entrusted with ■ message to the exiled Napoleon on the
tale of Elba, forms one of the greatest themes ever written upon.
The full reproduction of this masterpiece bj Sellg is oneqnalled bj any
stage prodnctlon. There are over BOO people In t ii « • rust and shows the
wonderfol
scene,
gorgeous
costumes
and
elalx
setting,
This is one of tue most fascinating pictures ever produced,

Shakespeare's As You Like It
Vitagraph Release October 7. 1912.
Presented by the Vitagraph Company,

The

Man

with ROSE

Three Reels.
COG ULAN

as Rosalind.

Hunt

Pathe Release September 30, 1912.

When Kilborne steps through the door he is ordered to surrender. He refuses. An officer raises his gun and fires. Rose steps in front of Kilborne
as the shot rings out and receives the bullet in her heart. As she breathes,
her the
lastlove
Kilborne
for the first time in his life and realizes the depth"
of
he neverweeps
recognized.

Daughter of the Spy
Cines-KIeine Release September 16, 1912.

Two Reels

This is a story of a spy who gives shelter in his own home to a nobleman fleeing from the soldiers. The nobleman informs his host, and his
beautiful daughter of his identity and shortly alter a file of soldiers enters
the bouse and places him under arrest. Before going to prison, he denounces father and daughter for their duplicity. Heart-broken, at the fate of the
nobleman, the daughter determines to make a desperate effort to release
him. On a pretext she enters the prison and is shown about, noting carefully the location of the prisoner's cell. By a ruse, she procures the kefs to
the cell directly above that of the nobleman and with a crow-bar breaks a
hole in the flooring, lowers a rope and helps the prisoner to liberty. The
two make a perilous descent down the castle wall to the casement below.
Meanwhile, the
thefigures
girl's of
father,
the spy, seizes
is on athe
and
discerning
the fugitives,
riflewall
andwith
flies.theTosentry,
his horror
he finds he has taken the life of his own daughter.

Two Reels.

An old sea captain, a slave to liquor, la hired to sail the schooner
"Joanna" with a cargo of gunpowder for a revolutionary project. A young
man sails with him. against the advice of his sweetheart, who has a premonition of evil. When a few days out to sea. and while the young sailor
la asleep, the skipper drinks until he is irresponsible. He goes into the
powder room smoking his pipe. Soon be falls asleep and the pipe, dropping
from his hand, ignites the powder. A deafening roar and the vessel is
• mass of flames, leaving a wreck-strewn sea and a red glow in the sky
to tell a waiting sweetheart the story of ber lover's fate.

Rip Van Winkle

Vitagraph Release August 19, 1912.

Two Reels.

This legend is written by Washington Irving, of the time of George III
of England, during the occupation of this country by the English in the
18th ceutury.
The story
of Rip
Van Rip
Winkle,
happy-go-lucky.
well.
is well known
to every
child.
Van the
Wmkle
ia iwrtrayed ne'er-duby that
eminent actor, Mr. Robert McWade, Sr., who was associated for so long
with the famous Joe Jellersou. The splendid Vitagraph Company carry out
the other parts in their usual creditable
way

Rameses, King of Egypt
Cines-Kleine Release August 12, 1912.

Two Reels.

A

production of unparalleled magn i tlceuce, depicting a thrilling romance, laid in the days of ancient Egypt.
King Rameses. hearing of the beauty of a young shepherdess, disguises
himself as a peasant and journeys to her home, she resents his ardent
advances and tells him of her devoted lover, a shepherd, tending his Hocks
on the mountain slopes.
The King, angered, has her carried off by force to his palace. Although
rejected, he determines to win her with lavishness, but without avail.
The shepherd,
hearing
his him.
lover's abduction, vows vengeance on King
Rameses
and attempts
to of
stab
Whenthe again
advances
to the
shepherdess
are rejected,
he
orders
two the
ioversking's
before
him and.
in all
the magnificence
ul the
Egyptian court, he magnanimously commands their marriage to take
The splendor of the Oriental Courts, wonderful processions and ceremonies are all shown in a story not soon forgotten.

Don Juan and Charles V
Pathe Release July 29. 1912.

Two Reels.

Charles V, abdicated the Spanish throne in favor of bis son. who
became Philip II. Almost the first thing Philip did was to fall in
love with Lucinda, a beautiful Spanish maid, who was practically betrothoi
to Don Juan, a young student. Don Juan insults the new king when hHnds him forcing his attentions upon Luciuda. Don is arrested sr '
l.ucinda brought to the torture chamber to see him suffer in the hope
that in order to save him che will consent to marry the King. Charles
V is informed of the situation and. coming out of the monastery to which
he has retired, he astounds the younger men by acquainting them with the
fact that they aie btnthers. He makes them pledge tbeir loyalty to one
another, asks l.ucinda to choose between the two men und when she and
Don Juan embrace,
gives them his blessing.

Siege of Petersburg

The Blighted Son
Pathe Release September 9, 1912.

Fire at Sea
Pathe Release August 26, 1912.

Two Reels.

Kilborne, a poacher, is loved by Rose, the daiiRhter of an old charwoman,
whose cabin in the midst of a dense forest is KUborne's rendezvous. Although Rose has often saved Kilborne from the hand of the law, brutal
treatment is her only reward, for Kilborne is in love with a farmer's daughter. He is being tracked by the gendarmes, and Rose, suspecting thnt he is
at the
farmer's
there to warn
the surround
impending
The
police
arrivehouse,
at the hurries
farm immediately
afterhimher ofand
the danger.
house.

4"7

\\ l >RLD

Kalem
Four Rtels.

This is a story of a young man whose father is very wealthy. He leads
a life of reckless dissipation until the father, learning the use his son Is
making of the money, refuses to furnish further funds The young fellow
thereupon commits his first crime; the crime of theft. The shock of this
disgrace brings an attack of apoplexy upon the father, which makes him
totally blind. From this time it is a rapid drop to bankruptcy for the
once honored family. When it is too late the young man realizes his error
and determines to begin life anew. He leaves bis native country for South
Africa and, after fearful hardships, which develop the better side of bis
character, he returns to his native land— a man.

Release July 22, 1912.

Two

Reels.

A visit of a Confederate officer to his betrothed and her family Is
interrupted by a young man and his crippled sister who have been mule
paupers by tbe ravages of the war. The young pauper proclaims his love
for tbe young lady of the house, and in order to demonstrate his bravery
and loyalty, enlists in the Confederate cause. Some months later the
voung soldier rescues his rival, the Confederate officer, from a burning
bridge. A year elapses, and the pauper has been promoted to a lieutenancy.
The Confederates ate entrenched before Petersburg, and the Kederal*
succeed
mining
a partinof time
the Confederates'
outer works,
but tbeir
batteriesinare
discovered
to frustrate their
plans. The
Confederates place a small detachment under command of the poor, young
lieutenant, to keep the nearby batteries working. The officer whose tile
tenant,
forges
an
I has been saved, realizes the danger to the young lieutenant.
command
himself
order, relieving him of that hazardous duty and takes c
The mine is exploded and ths gallant officer and his men

■
m m
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HUNTING THE GAM
OUR FIRST THREE

Length 2811 feet. Relea
Future Releases Every
SVNO
A Stockbroker in financial difficulties
curities entrusted to him by a wealthy client,
doubtful company amongst whom is "Hand
pocket-book which is picked up by the latter,
tective overhears an incriminating conversa
however escapes.
The broker is in despair, the client having
some Charlie," urged by his lady friend, also
pocket-book. He is persuaded by the broker
spurious draft in exchange, which he does,
and in defending his property the money len
in horror runs away, hands the broker the
his way to the Railway Station. Losing the
female friend. .A merry scene is enacted here,
having a gay time. The place is raided but
once more gets away. The police are now
escapes are witnessed when he leaps from a
wires and plunges into the sea from a moving
earth and the city is ridded of one of its big
This film is of unusual interest throughout, acting, stage
will want it, because it is different, in a class for itself. Seeing is
asking to have our demonstrator show it to you. He is on the
have a chance. Better wire at once. Our advertising matter
and descriptive folders, photographs for lobby displays. All of

KINOGRAPH
IMPORTERS

KINOGRAPH
See Page 438 for Further Details

Note New Address

PRODUCERS

C

OF FEAT

CO. Of CO

OF TWO AND THREE

145 W. 45th ST.,

THE

MOVING

I'M II RE

\\' >RLD

E IN A LARGE CITY
REEL FEATURE

FILM

scd November 29, 1912
Two Weeks Thereafter
SIS

aises a loan through a money lender on se.Vith the proceeds he leads a gay life in
>ome Charlie" a police suspect. He loses his
The police are notified of the loss and a dewho
to arrest Charlie,
He is about
ion.

demanded the return of the securities. "Handin acquaintance of the broker's, restores the
to obtain the pledged securities by handing a
out he is tempted by the contents of the safe,
ier is fatally injured. "Handsome Charlie"
locumentsand after disguising himself makes
ast train, he seeks refuge at the house of his
vhere a mixed kind of men and women are
he lights are extinguished. The hunted man
lose on his track and the most hairbreadth
oof into the water, crawls along the telephone
antilever bridge. He is finally run to
ame.
;ffects, details and photography perfect. When you see it you
relieving, and we shall be most pleased to have you write us
oad now, and if your territory is not already assigned you will
.onsists of one, three and six sheet four color posters, illustrated
i superior quality consistent w ith our product.

0. of AMERICA
IRE FILMS

MADE

PENHAGEN,
REEL

BY

DENMARK

FEATURE]

\EW YORK

FILMS

CITY

ONLY

See Page

438 for Further

Details

Note New Address
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Every Dollar Spent In Advertising an
Interior Article is morse than masted

3n aDfcmieing €f)c ^liraclc uic aim
■
to tell not one tuljit more rrjan the
plain trutrj. Wt ask pou to eonsiDer tljese factg:
I. — The Miracle is a superb spectacular
production in four reels (4200 feet).
II. — ( )ne year lias been spent in its preparation.
III. — A grand and impressive musical score,
c imposed by a musician of note, goes with
the picture and helps to make it a unique
exhibition.
IV. — Xo part of this picture has been taken
in studios. The interiors and exteriors of the
churches, castles and monasteries have beei
specially selected, and make a marvelous and
unrivaled frame for the story.
Y. — The Miracle is easily understood and
needs no lecture.
It possesses all the art of

tlie best features ever made, but its appeal is
made to all mankind at all time--. It is in
season at Easter and at Christmas and on every
day of the year. It will be weleome to any
and every audience anywhere in the world.
VI. — It is a high-class production and will
be sold accordingly.
VII. — Fine paper in all size-;, designed by
masterly hands, will go with the reels.
VIII. — We will furnish all advertising and
a most complete set of literature, pamphlets,
heralds, photos, etc.. etc.
IX. — We have done everything possible
under the law to prevent the p >ssibility of infringement.

The Miracle will be the Greatest Money Getter Ever Produced
To every buyer of State Rights from any part of the United States and
Canada we will allow full fare and expenses of trip in case of purchase

WE

WANT

YOU

TO SEE THIS FEATURE

iSeto gorfe Jf tint Company
Address all Inquiries to 12 UNION

SQUARE,

NEW

YORK

CITY

INI-

EXTRAORDINARY

Mi >\ [NG

PICTURE
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SENSATIONAL

FEATURE

FILM

DR. GAR EL HAMA
OR

3 REELS

THE

SEQUEL

DAREDEVIL
TO "THE

DEAD

CRIMINAL
MAN'S

47»

3 REELS

CHILD"

A feature film in every sense of the word.
A concentration of successful sensational and
startling events never before attempted. Every
inch a thrill. The intensely interesting plot, the
faultless photography which characterizes all
our productions, and the perfect and realistic acting of the participants in this drama,
all combine to insure for it an enthusiastic
reception unprecedented in the annals of
the Great Northern Film Company.
ELABORATE 6 SHEET, 3 SHEET
Dr. Gar el Hama as President
AND ONE SHEET LITHOof the Anti - Criminal League
GRAPHS. HIGH-CLASS LOBBY
DISPLAY PHOTOGRAPHS, DESCRIPTIVE BOOKLETS, Etc.
Territorial Rights now selling at attractive prices. Be quick to seize this opportunity
of securing aj real feature that will be the talk of the trade. First come first served.
Our films are copyrighted.
Infringements will be vigorously prosecuted.

Dr. Gar el Hama
as a convict

GREAT

NORTHERN

7 East 14th Street

FILM CO.
NEW

YORK

CITY

The
Discovery of
Gar El Hama
by
Railroad
ployees

Em-
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STATE

RIGHTS

SELLING

FOR

THE FILM SCOOP OF HISTORY
His Holiness

POPE

PIUS

X

AND

THE

VATICAN

Every Foot has been photographed by especial permission.
is absolutely genuine.
.

Every inch

Buye

, # Think not alone of the Theatres, but of the Churches,
* ** • Societies, and Halls.
It is the first and most probably
the last personal glimpse of the Pope ever to be given to worldly man.
THE

SUBJECT EMBRACES THE FOLLOWING DIVINELY BEAUTIFUL, PROFOUNDLY REVERENT AND SOUL INSPIRING SCENES IN ENSEMBLE. U THE PERMIT FOR TAKING CINEMATOGRAPHS IN THE VATICAN. 8 FRONT VIEW OF THE CHURCH OF ST. PETER. » ON
THE TERRACE. U LOOKING DOWN FROM THE TERRACE. U ST. PETER'S DOME. » PONTIFICAL GENDARME. 8 SWISS GUARD. U THE GARDENS OF THE VATICAN. 8 REPLICA OF THE
GROTTO AND OF THE BASILICA OF LOURDES. 8 THE COURT OF THE PIGNA, 8 UPON WHICH
OPEN THE OF
WINDOWS
POPE'S
ROOM. IV.
8 PINE
CONE, TO
ORIGINALLY
MADECLIMAX
FOR THE
CHATEAU
ST. ANGE.OF 8 THE
CASINO
OF PAUL
8 COMING
A VERITABLE
OF

INFINITE

INTEREST

AS WE

VIEW,

8 HIS HOLINESS

POPE

PIUS X.

The subject contains an almost equally wonderful filming of the last great

EUCHARISTIC

CONGRESS

a gathering of interest to all and of Important Interest to the Entire Catholic Church.
Surrounded by every bit, of necessary advertising, with exceptionally magnificent lithos in six, three and one
sheets of His Holiness.

he Power Behind this Subject will not permit of anything but a Magnitude of Homage
THAT

SIMPLY

MEANS

ATTENDANCE

UNION

UNPARALLELED.

WRITE

OR WIRE.

FEATURES
FORMERLY

"UNIVERSAL

FEATURES"

225 West 42nd Street,

New York City

Note
KENTUCKY— KANSAS— OKLAHOMA
BERNHARDT— "LA TOSCA."

AND

A SPECIAL

NEBRASKA
LOW

PRICE

ARE
WILL

STILL

OPEN

FOR

BE QUOTED— ASK

THE

SARAH

FOR

IT.

THE

$50.00

MOVING

PICTURE

FOR SCENARIOS. THE MINIMUM PRICE PAID WILL BE $50.00. WE
WANT STIRRING FRONTIER, PIONEER, MILITARY STORIES IN TWO
REELS.
Address:
T. H. INCE,
Director, 1712 Allesandro Street, Los Angeles.

KAY-BEE
Baumann
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& Kessel launch the first release with the new trade-mark
by presenting a marvelous film depicting

A WONDERFUL

STORY
AMAZING

OF THE CIVIL WAR

BATTLE

SCENES

Booming Cannon, Bursting Shells, Terrific Explosions, Realistic Battles,
ENTITLED

"ON SECRET

SERVICE"
IN TWO

BIG REELS

Scenes of Melting Tenderness and Self-Sacrifice, Superbly Acted
Scenes of Carnage and Death, With Hundreds
of Men Engaged in Conflict
Scenes of Sensationalism, With Madly Galloping Horses in Lightning Charges

RELEASED

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

See the Ride for Life by the Southern Girl
(Anna Little) Who Saves Her Brother and
Sacrifices the Northern Spy, Whom She Loves.
See the Cannon Blown Up With Dynamite —
the Horses Shot in Full Gallop and the Sensational Falls — the Capture of the Spy and His
Execution, and

100 Other Big

Scenes

New York Motion Picture Co,
150 EAST

14th STREET,

NEW

YORK

CITY

1
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tnlatlng

him.
rjuletl]
Ble out
of i|„. room,
leaving
him
a
pistol to do the ■'■
flair now
appear\-,r
serious but be cannot escape.
His consternation is
Increased by the appearance of four masked
who
peer In at him
through
the barred
windows.
When
be
has
alioul
given
up
all
hope.
Mr.
friends come and rescue him from
his terrible plight.

LICENSED
FILM STORIES

MELIES.
CINES.
LOVE
VS.
GRATITUDE
(Nov.
5).— Grace
Is an
actress of great beaut; and charming personality.
Qeorge is her moal devoted admirer. She likes
George as a comrade, hut cannot make up her mind
to regard
)■ i m in any Other way.
One day Qrace receives a .visii from a dear friend
Irene
Ferrl,
who
aaka
her aaalatance,
explaining
that her father
Is i
hie to meet
a note and
Is
threatened with bankruptcy.
Qrace is sympathetic, but helpless. Suddenly a
happy t bought occurs to her: she will send for
George and ask bis opinion. Without hesitation the
generons-heared fellow agrees to take up the note
and thus gave Irene's parents from disgrace.
\
Iless t<> say, be is overwhelmed with expressions of
gratitude from the two girls.
Senin afterwards, taking courage again, be deClares his love for Grace, and she, remembering his
generosity,
accepts
him.
Seeing
her motive,
be,
in turn refuses, saying that be loves her too well
to accept
gratitude
in place of affection.
They part In silence. But Beveral weeks later
George receives a note from Grace requesting him
to call. When he asks what sbe has to say to him.
she says nothing, but a reply Is uot necessary; he
can read the answer in her eyes.
THE GOLDEN SHELL OF PALERMO (Sicily),
(Nov. 5). — We are taken on a delightful trip along
the poetical Palermo Shores, during which we arc
able I" view many of the most beautiful sights of
the island, culminating with a glorious sunset scene
in the "Golden
Shell"
on a summer
evening,
NO FOOL LIKE AN OLD FOOL (Nov. 9).— Skinem. a rich old money lender, insists upou the Immediate payment of a note which his proud, but poor
neighbor. Lang, Is unable to meet. Skinem then
proposes to cancel the deft If Lang will give to bim
in marriage
his pretty daughter,
Marie.
The father indignantly refuses the proposal, but
Marie happens to overbear the conversation, and
sees a way out of their difficulties. She mischievously tells the old man that if her father doesn't
wish the marriage sbe does, and consents to be bis
bride.
Now, Marie is secretly engaged to Paul, the
nephew of the old miser, aud easily enlists his
assistance in a plot against bis uncle. Paul gathers
together a number of the villagers, and tells them of
the plan of action. When the hated Skinem takes
the girl to bis cottage and then goes to look for
the squire to "tie the knot," his fellow townsmen
pelt him with potatoes.
To cap the climax of bis discomfiture, he returns
borne to find that bis nephew has married Marie.
At this the old man goes Into a terrible rage, but
h.s he had previously cancelled the debt, and arranged a marriage settlement, he is helpless. Seeing nothing else to do, he soon joins the bappy
throng In making merry at the wedding.
THE LION TAMER'S REVENGE (Oct. 21).— An
eWomlcd review of this film, by James S. MeQuade,
was published In our Issue dated October 19, 1912.

ECLIPSE.
THE QUEEN OF SPADES (Nov. 6).— Frank Pryor,
an ambitious young reporter is assigned to Invest!
gate a mysterious suicide club called the "Friends
of Plato."
He "gets
suades bis friend
Mr. busy"
Davis immediately
to introduce and
bim perto
the club.
The president of the organization places before
him a set of rules which declare that each member
shall agree to put an end to his life when it
shall lie so decided by lot. Pryor willingly affixes
his signature to an application for membership.
It happens that a meeting Is just about to be
held to decide who Is to be the "fortunate one."
Pryor and the others group themselves around a
table while the president proceeds slowly to deal
out a deck of cards to the members, who, with
bated breath, hesitate to examine them for fear
tiny shall draw the fatal Queen of Spades Round
and round
go the cards
until finally Frank
draws

S
Y'S
ADER
BRST
PO
124 E. 14th St., N. Y.

VALUE RECEIVED (Nov. 14;.— Sheriff Johnson
"grub stakes" Wbltridge In a gold piospectlng
proposition and puts up the money necessary, with
the understanding that should the expedition be success the profits would be divided equally. Soon
after Wbltrldge's departure the sheriff is shot and
mortally wounded In rounding up a gang of desperate bandits. Ills dying act Is to turn over fhe
grul. slake agreement to his lltle son. Jack, that he
might derive the profits. Jack Is adopted by the
doctor, but soon runs away and becomes a cowboy.
Wbltridge makes a rich strike, but bearing of the
sheriff's death decides to ignore the grub-stake.
Fifteen years later finds Jack foreman of a ranch.
Whit ridge, having made a sufficient fortune, has just
purchased the ranch west of that on which Jack la
employed and settles down with his wife and daughter Ethel, a girl of seventeen. Sbe soon meets
Jack in a romantic way, for he proves himself a
hero when his horse runs away. Ethel introduces
Jack to her father, who, though he does not recognize Jack, is not favorable to the match. Hut lovers
are not to be outdone and their meetings continue
in clandestine. Soon after. Jack goes over his
dead father's papers, and discovers the agreement
with Wbltridge, which be decides to present to the
father to further bis suit. While Jack Is employed,
however, Wbltridge aecldently comes across bis coat,
Buds the agreement, and learns Jack's identity.
Taking a further dislike he tears the papers up. In
doing this he is perceived by Ethel, who gathers the
small pieces, realizes the truth, and hurries to give
I hem to Jack. Togther they go to Wbltridge and
ask permission to marry only to be sternly refused.
Then they confront bim with the agreement. Wbltridge is nonplussed, but Jack, perceiving bis discomforture, lights a match and smilingly offers to
burn the agreement up in return for bis daughter
and
happy.bis blessing. Wbltridge agrees and all are

LUBIN.
JUAN AND JUANITA (Nov. 4).-^Tuanita moves
to Saltillo, and Juan follows her to find work and
make a borne for her. Work is scarce, aud Juanlta'S mother has no use for a penniless peon.
Luckily, Juan strikes a job. Tony, Tom Darby's
fireman on the drill engine, has just been dischargedfor knifing Darby, and Juan Is hired to take his
place. The new job makes a new man of the peon.
It also brings bim into favor with Juanita's
mother, who allows Juan to take Juanita for a
walk. They pass a consignment of gold en route
from the mine to the express office. Juan returns
to work, but not for long. The Division Master
has stolen the gold consignment, held up the stationon the road, and the order includes Juan. So be
is out of a job, and when Juanita's mother hears
the news,
he is out of a sweetheart
also.
He goes to the depot next morning, hoping to
find the order cancelled. Instead, be finds the station agent lying on the platform badly wounded,
and the drill engine vanishing in the distance. Tony
has stolen the gold consignment, held by the stationagent, and compelled Tom Darby to run the engine
off with the loot. Juan helps the agent to bis
feet, and they pursue the locomotive on a band-car.
Tony has stopped at a road crossing, and has bribed
a muleteer to help bim escape with the gold. His
accomplice is In the cab, with a revolver at the
engineer's head. Juan boards the engine aud overpowers Tom's assailant. With the station agent's
help, be binds and gags him, and then captures
Tony. By the Time they are back In Saltillo. the
news reaches the townspeople, who give them a
noisy reception. Even Tony is forgotten when Darby
and the agent tell of Juan's good work. "And the
boss fired him!" Not for long, however, A message clicks in on the wire. "Reinstate fireman
on double pay. We join with mining company in
forwarding deed for homestead as reward." Juan
forgets the crowd on bearing the good news, and
be hurries to tell Juanita. There is a wedding
that night ou the hill above Saltillo.
THE SUBSTITUTE HEIRESS (Nov. 8).— James
Slillman. a youug Western millionaire, calls upon
bis New York broker. Arnold Winchester, who invites him to his country home.
Winchester,
how-
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ever,
i telegram
which prevents bim from
going, l/ut he -ends Btillman and also sends a telegram to Ids daughter Emily, to entertain bim. Emily
receives the telegram .)•
., leave
ou an automobile
trip
with
her fiance,
William
and a cou|de of friends.
They are all greatly
disappointed
unti
dressing
Emily's
maid
Itiitb in hi,
- and letting her play
during
Emilys
absence. The
plan
la
adopted
and Ruth is left to entertain Stlllmau.
Stilliiiai, arrives and ltiith acts as hostess. They
are greatly Impressed with each other and before
Btillman leave- they fall in love. Rutb Is left
very unhappy because she believes her love for
Btillman
1- hope
i of her station,
and
Stillinaii is brought to earth with a thud soon after
when I,
a invitation to Emily Winchester's
wedding. He goes to the church and Is astonished
to Snd a strange young lady being married as
Emily Winchester. Be follow- the bridal party
out of the church. Emily's father sees him and,
noticing that there is no recognition between him
and Kmily, a-k- her if -lie dee* not remember Mr.
Stlllmau, wl.om she entertained at the country home.
Emily comprehends and confe--es the deception.
Btillman learns that the girl he wants is at the
country home and goes there Immediately. He finds
Ruth and explains the situation to her.
dreams come true and they are married.

Ruth's

THE SHERIFFS MISTAKE (Nov. 7).— Nellie, the
daughter of Thos. liassett, * ranchman, Is sent to
the village postolilee to get the mail. On her way
she crosses a creek and comes face to face with a
handsome stranger who baa just finished watering
bis horse. He asks her to direct him to Village
View. After receiving the desired information he
thanks her and rides away. Nellie proceeds to the
postoffice and learns that tbe stage coach has been
held up by a bandit. The description tallies with
that of the stranger, Sbe gives tbe matter no further thought until arriving at borne with a letter
for her father, which tells him that foreclosure proceedings are about to he instituted against tbe
property for the sum of $K50. Quickly her thoughts
revert to the stranger. If a reward is offered she
might be able to capture bim, receive the reward,
and the mortgage could be paid. She tells her
father of her plan, and botb ride to tbe village In
time to see tbe sheriff and posse start in search
of the bandit, and to see tbe reward of $1,000
posted. Sbe persuades her father to go with her
and together they begin a search of the valley. They
follow tbe trail taken by tbe supposed outlaw and
finally come upon him, as tbe sheriff's im.--c is
passing on a nearby trail. Two shots fired by Nellie
bring them to tbe scene and the supposed outlaw Is
locked testsup
in the village
The stranger's
of Innocence
struck Jail.
the breast
of Nellie. proShe
determined to sacrifice the reward and help the
stranger escape; she rides back to the Jail. He
tells her of his lost credentials, a letter that will
clear him In the eyes of all. She goes over the
trail again in search of the missing document and
finds it. Sbe also finds tbe cave of tbe much
wanted bandit. The letter proves to tbe sheriff
that the, stranger Is a U. S. Secret Service Agent.
Nellie leads them all to the cave of the bandit. He
is captured and placed In tbe hands of tbe posse.
Nellie is assured of the reward and the stranger
puts terbis
handcuffs
the prettyforranchman's
and makes
her on
a prisoner
life.

daugh-

FELIX AT THE BALL (Nov. 8).— Felix Is a
"stay-at-home" man, but bis wife is a social cyclone. Felix and his wife are invited to a ball In
the town ball. The husband doesn't want to go,
but bis wife insists. His excuse that he hasn't any
dress suit Is scorned by Mrs. Felix, who goes to a
second-band merchant and hires one for bim. Sbe
doesn't care about the size and fit. The suit proves
several sizes too small for Felix, but his wife Insists that It will have to do and sbe bauls bim off
to the ball.
Poor Felix Is in misery, nis coat talis are not
long enough to cover tbe rip in his pants; so, much
embarrassed, he backs out of the ball room, and
succeed in finding bis wife In tbe hallway. When
she learns of tbe accident sbe sends Felix Into an
ante-room and secures a needle and thread from the
janltress. Felix removes bis trousers and dons a
rug, and bis wife la mending the rip when the
door opens and a couple of young ladies enter the
room. Poor Felix immediately goes o«t In the air
and prances about, trying to bide. There Is a small
door at the other end of tbe room. Toward this
door Felix Is pulled by his wife. Sbe opens the
door
and shoves
Felix through.
WOW! but
He's
In the
ballroom!
Frantically
he turns back,
finds
the
door locked. Felix goes wild and prances about the
ballroom. Ladies faint and men cuss, bnt Felix
tights his way to I window out of which be Jumps
and runs through the town.
After eluding pursuers,
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THE ONLY TRUE TEST
THE TEST OF SERVICE
Run twelve hours per day for one year without one repair

Falls Cities Amusement Company
NOVELTY

THEATRE

Louisville, Ky., Oct. 9th, 191 2.
The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.
Dear Sirs: One year ago today, I made a statement
that I could run the MOTIOGRAPH machine in the Noveltyj Theatre a year, without any repairs, which I think is
a good record.
This I did, and they were run on an average of 12 hours
every day in the year.
Yours very truly,
ERNEST CARPENTER.

Don't strain your imagination and buy a machine only
on the advertising value.
Value that can't be shown and proven, value which is
imagined, is a delusion.
You need not stretch your imagination to realize that
solid steel "gig made" gears will outwear a cheap "type"
metal gear with a highly polished nickel-plated face.
The

Guarantee

on the

1913

Model

the

Most

Liberal

of All

You can buy direct from the factory or from
reliable dealers everywhere

The Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company
564-572 West Randolph Street

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS

THE
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be arrives borne about 4 A. M., sees bis wife waiting
with a baseball bat, bo be goes to tbe backyard
and Bleeps wltb tbe dog.

AN ACCIDENTAL MILLIONAIRE (Nov. 8 .—
Mlcbael Duggan, an ordinary laborer, receives word
from a lirm of lawyers tbat an uncle In
South Africa has died without any near
relatives, and tbat be bus Inherited bin
entire estate valued at a million. His wife and
daughters Immediately want to enter society, but
Duggan doesn't care for style. Tbe newspapers
bear of Uuggan's fortune and Interview Mrs. Dug
gan and (laughters. When it appears In tbe papers
a real estate man Immediately offers tbem a furnished mansion one month rent free, while they
are besieged with Invitations and offers of credit.
Tbey take the new house and Mrs. Duggan tries
to teach Dnggan manners much to bis disgust. Tbey .
go to a swell reception. Dnggan Introduces bis
dangbters to tbe supposed noblemen, and tbe daughters Invite tbem to dinner. The guests, fearing
they may not behave Just so, decide to watch
Duggan and Imitate him. Mrs. Duggan tells Duggan to watch the Lord and Duke and imitate tbem.
At tbe dinner there Is a general mix-up, at the
end of which the bntler brings In a note saying tbat
tbe fortune will have to go to Mr. Daniel Duggan's
son, who was supposed to have been drowned at sea,
bat who has returned. The creditors make a fuss
without avail. Wife and daughter are overcome
with grief. Duggan is happy to get away from it
all, and back to his overalls and corned beef and
cabbage.
THE WATER EATS (Nov. 9).— Bill Graw is the
leader of the Water Rats, a gang of thieves Infesting tbe water front. He is kicked out by the
gang when he Is 111. He attempts to steal a locket
from Elsie, daughter of Dane, a tug boat captain.
He la caught, but befriended by Elsie. Bill, restored to health and tbe chlefshlp of his gang,
saves Elsie from tbe thugs.
Tom Williams, Elsie's sweetheart. Is a young police officer. He determines to break up the Water
Bats gang. He opens Are, but his fire Is returned,
and tbe thieves are about to escape when assistance,
brought by Elsie, arrives. The Water Rats seize
a motorboat and flee. The police give chase in
Dane's tug, with Elsie at the wheel.
Bill Jumps from the motorboat and swims ashore.
Williams follows him, the tug continuing the pursuit of the motorboat. On shore Bill and Williams
grapple. Bill Is victorious, und Is choking Williams
to death when the locket which Bill attempted to
steal, and which Elsie gave Williams, Identifies the
officer as Elsie's sweetheart. Bill sees that escape
Is impossible. He shows his gratitude to Elsie by
doing Williams a good turn, and clasps handcuffs
on his ownl wrists. Meanwhile the tug has overtaken and captured tbe motorboat, and now returns for Williams. Williams, still unconscious
when found, Is supposed to have handcuffed his
man before giving out. Williams Is promoted and
receives a handsome reward. Captain Dane gets
over an original dislike for Williams and tbe love
affair ends happily.

VITAGRAPH.
AN OFFICIAL APPOINTMENT (Nov. 4).— Colonel
Armlstead, accompanied by his faithful servant
Amber, travels to Washington, where the colonel
has made application for an appointment In tbe
State Department. Arriving in Washington, tbe
colonel sets out for tbe State Department office. He
finds little encouragement there. Time goes on
until, with no money to pay rent or for food, tbe
old man Is threatened with starvation. His faithful old servant Amber, takes his fiddle to a street
corner and plays, thereby collecting enough to pay
the landlady. In the meantime, the clerks fake up
an official appointment, and send it to the colonel.
The colonel Is overjoyed and on tbe way to the office
be stops a runaway horse, ignorant of tbe fact that
the frightened young lady in the vehicle Is the
daughter of the Secretary of State. She thanks him
kindly and drives off. He goes on to tbe office and
there learns of the Joke played upon him.
Soon after, the secretary's daughter calls at her
father's office to tell him of her deliverance from
certain death. There she discovers the bunch of
violets which her father had that morning purchased
for her, and which she had In turn, given the old
gentleman wbo bad stopped ber horse. He had
dropped them In the office on learning of the hoax.
She coaxes ber father to write her deliverer another
and legitimate appointment, which the latter does.
She arrives wltb the genuine paper, Just too late.
The colonel has gone to fill an appointment in the
service of bis Creator.
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THE FACE OR THE VOICE (Nov. 5).— Beauty
Is only skin deep, but It certainly attracts people,
and tbat Is tbe reason Undine Borden always secures
the attention of others. Her sister Myim. is not so
fair to look upon, but she nimiHHfil a cultivated
voice. Robert Hale, passing their home, hears
Myna singing. He listens attentively, and after she
has finished, Undine happens to coma to the window.
He bows to her and through this Incident, tbey become acquainted. He woos ber and every time be
calls to see her, asks her to sing, but she always
evades bis request. Finally, she arranges wltb
Myna to deceive Mr. Hale. She tells him tbat she
will sing for him in the cbolr-loft of tbe village
church and her sister Myna will play the organ for
her while he sits In one of the pews below. This
plan Is carried out. While she stands at tbe choirrail In tbe cbolr-loft. Myna not only plays, but sings.
M. Hale Is so Impressed by Undine's accomplishment, bis admiration Is unbounded. Myna wanders
away by herself Into tbe woods and alone she sings
the song.
Hale is passing through the woods and bears the
sweet notes of Myna's song. He hastens to ber
side and there learns for himself the deception perpetrated upon him. He Is not long In rejecting
Undine and declaring bis Intention of marrying ber
sister, Myna.
MICHAEL McSHANE, MATCHMAKER (Nov. 6).
— Dan O'Toole is a man bordering on 40, much older
than Colleen O'Brien, with whom he 1b very much
In love. Her parents consider him an overgrown
booby and through their denunciations, she Is led
to believe he lacks courage and manliness in
affairs of tbe heart.
Discouraged and disheartened, Dan applies to
Michael McShane, tbe Itinerant peddler. He advises
him to assert himself and show Colleen who's wbo.
The two men concoct a little scheme. Dan presents
Colleen with a little pig. which she refuses to accept, but Dan insists upon her keeping It, finds
fault with her and Is so pronounced in having his
own way that the girl is greatly surprised. To cap
the climax, he tells her they are going to be married,
and she will be his wife. She tells him she likes
his Impudence, and refuses to consent. As preMichael McShane's
donkey,
the
little cart arranged,
Is standing
nearby.
Dan hitched
brings itto Into
commission, grasps Colleen around the waist, places
the pig In her arms, and they are on their way to
the priest's before she knows It,, very much to the
delight of tbe good-natued and resourceful Michael
McShane, matchmaker.
OUT OF THE SHADOWS (Nov. 7).— For years,
Cara has waited for the return of the man she
loves, Herbert Fowler. Living alone, she has busied
herself in deeds of charity and acts of kindness
among her neighbors, and Is beloved by all. At the
death of one of the Inhabitants of the town, she
adopts his orphaned daughter, and makes her a
companion. Tbe child is now grown to young womanhood and is a source of much happiness to
Cara, who rejoices when the girl is courted by one
of the village swains. Cara has almost given up
when, unexpectedly, Herbert comes back. She welcomes him gladly.
Virginia, her adopted charge, is engaged to
Donald Wilson. In her ecstacy, she meets Herbert,
and tells him of It. He tenderly clasps her in his
arms, and klses her. Cara sees him and at once
comes to the conclusion that he is making love to
Virginia, forgetting his vows to ber. When Virginia
appears and shows her "aunt" her engagement ring
and tells her that "Uncle" Herbert was the first
to congratulate her with a kiss, Cara feels abashed
and apologizes to Herbert for her undue Jealousy
and promises never to distrust him again.
A MODERN ATALANTA (Nov. 8).— Fresh from
her college matriculation. Ruth Grantland returns
to her country home. She is courted by two of
tbe village beaux, who propose marriage. She likes
the boys, but not sufficiently to marry them. Her
preference is for Jack Hall, a young man of extreme
culture and refinement. She tells the two boys that
she will consent to marry them if they can heat
her in a foot-race, taking each one on separately.
They agree, and she, being fleet of foot, runs away
from tbem, crossing the line far in tbe lead. Jack,
riding horseback, happens along and takes in tbe
fun. Later, he proposes to Ruth. She makes the
same proposition she made to the boys. This is
agreeable to Jack, although he Is a little bit afraid
of Ruth's showing in her previous contests He
plans with the boys, who know they are out of the
running for Ruth's hand, to drive tbelr cow across
Ruth's pathway during tbe race. They do it. and
Jack wins easily. When the boys put in an appearance, Ruth suspects their trickery, but does not
find any fault because she has lost to tbe man who
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is anxious to win ber and she is only too happy
to have for a husband. The boys congratulate the
happy pair and wish tbem all sorts of good luck.
THE HANDBAG fNov. 9).— For a society lady,
visiting cards are quite essential. Accordingly, Miss
De
Rosvllle,
to tbe stationer's
to secure
tbe unencumbered,
cards which Bherepairs
bad previously
ordered.
She puts tbem Into ber band bag and on her way
home, loses It. A young girl finds tbe bag and
goes on her way rejoicing. She boards a street-car
and notices a young man looking at ber very intently. His glances are embarraslng, and wben
she leaves tbe car, she forgets to take tbe handbag from the seat beside ber. Tbe young man examines the contents of the bag and finds in It
Amanda DeRosville's cards. Hurriedly going to bis
home, be dresses himself In bis classiest raiment,
balls a taxi and calls at the address given on tbe
cards. He Is ushered into tbe reception room of a
very elegant home and asks for Miss DeRosvtlle.
Wben tbe maid tells Amanda tbat a young man Is
awaiting ber, she hastens to tbe parlor, all a-flutter.
The young man Is so shocked at not meeting the
fair one of the street car, and Is so upset by tbe
coquettish grimaces of the old spinster, he can
scarcely listen to ber explanations of bow she lost
her handbag. He loses no time In getting out of
the house.
ARABIAN SPORTS (Nov. 9).— People of this
section of the country are apt to associate Arabia
wltb Borne far-distant point with customs and
manners past finding out. Whatever our ideas have
been, we are thoroughly enlightened In regard to
the sports and pastimes of tbe Arabian people in
this particularly interesting and Instructive film.
We are brought right Into contact with the people
in the midst of tbelr life and pleasures and tbey
are wonderful to behold. Tbe Arabs are remarkable
athletes, and create no end of surprise at their astonishing performances.

ESSANAY.
"CHAINS" (Nov, 5) — The story concerns the
love of Ruth Keene, a beautiful young girl, for
Harry Madden, a handsome and presumably upright and conscientious fellow. On the ere of
their engagement Madden becomes entangled In a
card game with some dissolute companions In the
loft of a barn, detects one of their number In the
act of cheating, a quarrel ensues and Madden, in
the struggle, kills the man with his own revolver.
Crazed with fear he attempts to escape and is
captured tection.
in TheRuth's
home,
whereIs be
seeks proresult of
the trial
a sentence
of
flften now
yearscauses
in the
Ruth's
Innocent
love
her penitentiary.
to do a strange
thing.
She
marries Madden in the Jail, in spite of the protests of friends and the clergyman, and swears to
be ever faithful until he comes back to her. Securing a position in the office of Robert King, a
wealthy young lawyer, Ruth finds that King loves
her dearly and desires to make ber his wife.
Gradually a kindred love springs up within her — a
love tbat she battles against desperately, but in
vain. King reveals his love, and the wretched girl
is forced to confess her marriage and the fact that
her husband is a convict serving time for murder.
King begs her to divorce Madden. With a new
hope for freedom, Roth Journeys to tbe penitentiary and is shocked to find Madden now a degenerate, brutal creature who coarsely refuses to
consent to a divorce under any conditions and
becomes so violent tbat tbe guard has difficulty in
removing tbe girl from the cell. Returning to
King she hysterically tells him the hopelessness of
tbelr love and he heartbrokenly allows ber to
go. Chained to the degenerate who languishes in his
cell, Ruth stumbles from the room and, with the
awful truth ringing in her ears; "Until death do
us part,"
her way
blindly
Into her.
the unknown
future
thatgropes
stretches
blackly
before
A MONEY? (Nov. 6).— Cal and Billy, two young
chaps, turn over their money to tbelr friend Steppling for safe keeping, and he promises to allow them
a certain amount each day. Next day the two
boys meet some charming girls and, not having
enough money to entertain them, hurry home and
beg Steppling to let tbem have some on account.
He refuses and goes to sleep while they rave.
Seeing his clothes on the chair tbey hit on a
scheme, hurry to a pawn shop and pawn tbe clothes
for a couple of dollars. Steppling awakens, finds
bis clothes gone, and is horrified. Securing a suit
much too small for him, he takes some old suits of
clothes belonging to tbe boys and pawns them to
get money. Tbis, in bis excitement, be drops on
the sidewalk.
Reaching
home he meets the boys.
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ngblngly
tell him aliout pawning bis clotbes,
then are dumbfounded when steppllng frantically
explains I lut t their money whs sewed In the lining
of his coat. Immediately the boys rush to tbe
pawn shop, hut iliul the salt has been purchased
by an unknown party. Returning home tbey are
further knocked out to find that Steppllng bas also
UBt I he money be got for the pawned clothes.
Meanwhile, the man wbo bought Steppllng's eult
discards It on reaching home, and It la thrown out
on the aab heap. A tramp mills It, puts It on, and
I at the house, where Cal, Billy and Steppllng
are doing menial house work to get some money.
Tbey Instantly recognize tbe clotbes, and tbe poor
tramp la put through a strenuoua ordeal as they
pull the togs from him and triumphantly wave tbe
recovered monej
aa they kick him out the door.
THE RANCHMAN'S ANNIVERSARY (Nov. 7).—
Jake Simpson, a ranchman, Is celebrating bis
wedding anniversary. Through the ranch house
window I lie boys see him fondly kiss bis good wife
and Kill Todd hits on a corking good scheme to
fool the old man and make him Jealous. BUI takes
Edith Simpson Into bis confidence, and she promises
to help blm fool her father. That evening she persuades ber mother to visit a neighboring ranch, and
thus K>ts her out of the way. Bill now dons a
feminine disguise as near like Mrs. Simpson aa
possible, then gets one of tbe cowboys to make
lore to him, and stands with his back to the ranch
house window, Edith and one of tbe boys now slip
Into the house where old Simpson Is asleep, substitute blank cartridges In bis revolver, then send
another of tbe boys in to tell the old man that his
wife Is false to blm. Gazing tbrough tbe window
be sees the disguised Todd In the cowboy's arms,
grabs his gun, rushes out, fires, and tbe cowboy
falls. In a panic of fear Simpson burrles back to
the ranch house, leaves a note for bis wife, mounts
his horse and gallops to catch the first train East.
The note is found by Edith and tbe boys, just as
Mrs. Simpson returns, and a wild ride ensues to
bead off the old man and explain the Joke. Simpson
boards the train and the cowboys, not to be outdone,
race with the train and beat It to the next station.
Uustling Simpson out of the coach they take him
back to the ranch house, where the joke Is explained. Promising to never suspect his good wife
again, Simpson takes ber in his arms while the
boys give them a rousing cheer.
WHEN
WEALTH
TORMENTS (Nov. 8).— Mrs.
Mabouey has a charming daughter, Maggie, who is
loved by Jim O'Brien, a stalwart young chap. Mrs.
Maboney is only too glad to accept Jim's attentions
to Maggie until one day she receives a telegram
stating that a deceased uncle has left ber a fortune
of half a million. Immediately Jim is ordered to
keep away from tbe house and Mrs. Mahoney
moves both herself and Maggie into a fashionable
hotel. Maggie is heartbroken at the loss of Jim,
and secretly manages to so him on several occasions,
but always to be found out by her watchful mother,
who drives poor Jim away. A friend now proposes
a scheme to Jim to cure Mrs. Maboney of ber airs.
Jim has heard her declare that Maggie shall marry
a foreign title, so be sends his friend to ber as a
matrimonial agent representing a French count and
a German baron, both of whom Mrs. Maboney is
eager to see. Thereupon, Jim disguises first as the
count and calls. Maggie is disgusted witb his actions until he reveals his identity, then she aids
him In carrying out his plan. Jim's manners are
shocking, and Mrs. Mahoney finally orders him out.
Rigging himself out as the baron, Jim calls an
hour later and proceeds to still further disgust the
frantic Mrs. Mahoney with his actions until she
drives him away and bemoans the fact that poor
Jim is now lost to Maggie forever. Removing his
disguise in the hall, Jim quickly returns in his true
character and Mrs. Maboney is so thoroughly cured
of desiring foreign titles that she readily consents
to a renewal of the engagement, entirely unsusplclous of the trickery that bas been played on her.
AN INDIAN'S FRIENDSHIP (Nov. 9).— Broncho
la Instrumental in saving Yellow Wolf, an Indian,
from the wrath of Dan Iiunnion, a surly cowpuncber,
and Runnlon swears revenge. His chance cornea
when he sees a notice from tbe county sheriff advising that cattle rustlers are at work and for
ranchmen to watch tbelr stock. Finding one of
Broncho's shirts out on the clothesline, Runnlon
places an incriminating note in the pocket and steals
away. Getting the ranchman, he returns to Broncho's snack and accuses blm of being one of tbe
matters. Tbe ranchman finds the note In the pocket
of Broncho's shirt advising Broncho to come and
get his share at the proceeds from tbe stolen cattle,
in a rage he summons his cowboys and Broncho is
led away to be hanged.
Meanwhile, Yellow Wolf,
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who lias witnessed Runnlon writing the lncrlmlnatlng note and beard bis threat to get even with
Broncho, rides madly to town, summons the sheriff,
and they arrive In time to prevent the hanging of
Broncho, Yellow Wolf tells the story and the
guilty Uunnlon tries to escape, but la captured and
meets his Just deserts, while tbe boys gladly congratulate Broncho on bis narrow
escape.

EDISON.
A BABY'S SHOE (Nov. 1).— When Dr. Wilton
bad waited for his buggy ten minutes, be became
Impatient. A moment later, when Forest drove up
the curb, Dr. Wilton Informed him that to be late
again would mean dismissal. Dr. Wilton determined
to buy an automobile. The next week one was
Installed,
and, of course,
Forest lost his Job.
Months go by. The fruitless search for work
has discouraged Forest, wbo determines to rob the
doctors bouse. Ills thoughts are interrupted by
bis child, sin- wants blm to play with her. She
consents to hide her face while be bides her shoe
In his pocket. Tbe game Is Interrupted by his wife,
who Informs blm that tbe rent collector baa called
several times.
That night Forest gains access to the doctor's
bouse and proceeds to fill his pockets with tbe doctor's silverware. While cleaning out bis pocket be
pulls out his baby's shoe. Slowly he realizes what
he Is ahout to do. He sees In a vision his wife
questioning the child about tbe missing sboe. Dr.
Wilton, who has heard a noise, enters. He Is dumbfounded at what he sees, but appearing to understand tbe situation, he silently withdraws. Forest
returns home to find his wife waiting for him. She
feels instinctively what he has done and searches
his pockets, only to find the babys sboe. Slowly
she understands, and raising her arms in supplication above, thanks God for the talisman that
saved her husband. It is a great surprise to Forest
and his wife, when the doctor visits tbem the next
day and offers his ex-coachman the Job of driving
his car.
BOBBY'S
DREAM
(Nov.
2)
Bobby
and
bis
folks are at the seashore. He finishes a yarn of
the sea and falls asleep soon after. In bis dreams
he Is with the acquaintances of his finished book.
Tirates seem to rise out of the sea, dash up the
lieacli and kidnap his family, but by dint of strategy
on Bobby's part, be manages to make his escape
from the crew. Soon we see him come alone in
a dory, rowing and looking for the black ship flying
the pirate flag. He sights it and directly he appears over tbe side of the sombre gunwale, ne sees
his mother, sister and little brother all huddled In
fear and the crew asleep with but one man on guard.
He snatches the cutlass from the outlaw and then
throws him overboard. All is done so quietly that
none of the others are awakened. When the captain and crew awake tbey give chase only to be
foiled by Bobby, as tbey try to come after him on
the beach. With his revolvers he soon has them
tumbling one after another in the sand, and then,
in a last desperate conflict — he wakes np.
FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICES (Nov. 2).— A
college town, as a rule, is the home of practical
jokers and It was a college town where Miss Alice
Morse, M.D., starts her practice. One day four
college students out for a lark see her sign and
look upon the idea of a woman doctor as a huge
joke. Later on they see some boys playing with a
discarded clotbiiig store dummy and decide to play
a trick on the female doctor.
Removing the wooden arm from the dummy tbey
repair to their room where Tom has it fastened
to hi9 shoulder while the others send Dr. Alice
Morse a hurry call to set Tom's broken arm. She
arrives In due time, makes a hasty examination
and proves herself equal to the occasion by gravely
announcing the case to be a serious one; she quickly
departs to bring her "surgical Instruments," and at
the same time requests ber brother, a powerful athlete, to accompany ber. Tbe college boys gleefully
chuckle over the success of tbeir practical joke, bat
when they see the female doctor upon her return
calmly
mending
broken
arm
with a and
saw,deliberately
hammer and
nails, Tom's
they are
at first
amazed and then nonplussed. The climax is reached
when she presents her bill for professional services
rendered. The astounded students now try to explain it was only a Joke, but she cannot see It In
that light. Her big brother takes a hand and by a
most convincing argument compels them to pay the
bill In good, hard cash.
THE NEW MEMBER OF THE LIFE SAVING
CREW
(Nov. 4).— Ruth Harding, the daughter
of Captain Harding,
of the Life Saving Station,
is

imed by George Thompson, the village postmaster.
Ills affections are not returned as Ruth lovea Henry
M 1 1 son. a young
fisherman.
Henry realizes
Joins the
Ituth's
fatherlleury
and
George
that crew
unlessunder
lie can
discredit
In some way all bope of bis ever winning Ruth is
gone. Tbe opportunity soon comes In tbe person of
his sister, who is visiting the village for tbe first
time, and wbo Is unknown to both Ruth and Henry.
She Is Induced to go wltb her brother to tbe Life
Saving Station as a visitor, and Is introduced as
such with a request that she be shown over the
station. The captain delegates Henry to be her
guide. Meantime, George has gone up tbe beach
to tbe end of tbe surfman's patrol, and stationed
himself with a kodak at a point wblcb be and hla
sister bad pre-arranged.
After being shown over tbe station tbe slater
requests Henry to abow ber the patrol. Arriving
at the appointed spot her brother gives a signal
and she falls Into Henry's arms In a pretended
faint. George quickly snaps his kodak and tbe damage Is done. The girl quickly recovers and Henry
soon
forgets
tbe Incident.
Tbe following morning George puts tbe picture
Into an envelope and gives it to Rath when she
calls at the post office for tbe mall. He follows
ber and sees that It has the desired effect, 1. e., a
quarrel between the lovers.
Henry, on duty In tbe watch tower, sees a figure
clinging to an upturned boat at sea, and, having
Been George last in oilskins, thinks it is be, but
knowing of his treachery, be Is tempted to rid himself of him by allowing him to drown. His manhood
quickly asserts Itself, however, and be gives the
alarm.
The life boat Is launched and a rescue Is made
when Henry dives just as tbe figure sinks. Instead
of his rival Henry has saved his sweetheart, wbo
bad gone rowing after their quarrel. The lovers are
again united and when George's treachery is discovered he receives a good ducking at tbe bands of
the crew.
A ROMANCE OF THE RAILS (Nov. 5).— Old Silas
Barton bas lived many years in a cottage owned
by the Central and Southern Railroad. Having had
no use for the property the company bas paid no
attention to it, but wben a new spur is contemplated
Barton is ordered to vacate. He refuses, and tbe
legal department of the road threatens to eject him.
Frank Denning, assistant to the superintendent. Is
sent as the company's representative. He meets
Barton's niece, and tells her of bis mission. Denning
and Alice, in time, learn to love each other and
he Is a steady caller, but always unknown to the
uncle. When Barton is handed the notice of ejectment lie foolishly connects the aiient Denning with
the order and threatens revenge on him. B
beard Denning tell Alice that be has huslnet
ther up tbe road, but will return on his velocipede
later. The old man locks the doors and nails the
windows down — takes bis revolver and starts out
to revenge himself upon the young man by shooting
him from under the bridge. Alice breaks through
the window and follows. As Barton crosses tbe high
trestle his foot goes through the ties and his leg is
broken, just as the express is due. Denning, returning from up the track, sees his plight from a
distance, races to blm and carries bim to safety
just as the train rushes by. The shock is fatal
to Barton and he succumbs, but not before realizing
his unfairness toward Denning, and giving Alice
bis boarded wealth as be joins ber hand to that
of tbe man
sbe loves.
A O.UEEN FOR A DAY (Nov. 6).— The black savages in the wilds of Africa should be taught a religion so Deacon .Tones claims, and, being a missionary, he starts for Africa with his daughter and
her fat. colored maid. On tbe same ship is a party
of young men bound for tbe same s|»ot on a bunting
expedition. One of the young men falls in love
with the missionary's daughter, and she with him,
but their courtship is broken nlT abruptly when they
reach
tbe shines
of their destination.
In a lonely pass tbe missionary, his daughter, and
maid are captured by a band of Zulus, and are taken
to the camp before tbeir chief. The latter falls in
love wltb the colored maid and compels her to become Queen of the Zulus. While the ceremonies are
In progress the young suitor is brought In a captive.
After a brief council the Zulus determine to put the
white captive to death. The new Queen signifies
her desire to be executioner. This is granted by
the chief. She manages by a clever ruse to lead the
captives uninjured to freedom. Their escape is soon
discovered by the Zulus, who pursue them and almost recapture them. After several hair-breadth escapes, they arrive safely
at the mission,
where
a
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miniature battle occurs and the Zulus are put to
flight.
YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK, WYOMING,
U. B. A. (Nor. 8). — "For the beneflt and enjoyment
of the people" are the words engraved In stone over
the huge archway that la the entrance to our National I'ark. These words sprung from the lips of
Cornelius Hedges on the night of September 19th,
1870.
Jn viewing the pictures one Is taken through the
regular route going through the park today, from
the entrance at Gurdner, Mont., through the "Golden Gate," to the grandeur of the Grand Canyon.
Hell's Half Acre, the Flrehole and Old Faithful,
Riverside, and the Castle Geyser are all shown in
action. Views of the park hotels, such as Old
Faithful Inn, the largest log structure In the world,
and one of the most unique hotels In existence are
also shown. But all these marvels of Interest are
dwarfed In comparison with the Grand Canyon, the
Upper and Lower Falls, the awe-Inspiring view from
Artist Point, and the spot on tjuj edge of the
yawning chasm with the river trickling below.
A DOCTOR FOR AN HOUR (Nov. 9).— !n Totvllle
the Invalids are much disturbed because, since the
death of Dr. Fairthorn there has been no doctor In
the village, but upon learning from the Widow Fairthorn that a Dr. Martin will arrive they brighten
up somewhat.
Dr. Martin arrives In due time, but misses the
omnibus that runs from the railroad station to Totvllle. As there are no other vehicles at hand, he
sets out to walk, carrying his medicine case. On
the way he passes a stream of water, and decides to
take a swim. While be is enjoying his cool bath
a tramp steals his clothes and medicine case. The
doctor envelopes himself in an old empty barrel
and gives chase. The fleet-footed tramp, however,
Is soon out of sight, leaving the poor doctor to
wander about In his wooden bathrobe. The tramp
In the doctor's outfit arrives In Totvllle, and Is welcomed by the Widow Fairthorn, who mistakes him
for Dr. Martin. He is installed in her late husband's
office, and is almost immediately besieged by the
Invalids of the village. He keeps up the deception
and has a series of ludicrous adventures with the
patients. Dr. Martin Is finally rescued by a farmer,
who provides him with an ill-fitting suit of clothes.
He manages to reach the widow's home in time to
denounce the tramp as an Impostor.

KALEM.
MOUNTAIN DEW (Nov. 4).— Old Man Hardy
persists In conducting an illicit still in the mountains. The United States Revenue Department
knows Hardy Is at work, but finds It difficult to
trap the wily moonshiner. Officer Lane Is sent out
to obtain the necessary evidence and to capture
Hardy and his men. Arriving on the ground, the
officer soon detects the trail, but is seen by a lookout and promptly shot. Hardy's daughter, Mary,
while on an errand, discovers the wounded revenue
officer and brings him to ber home. As Lane convalesces, he falls In love with his rescuer, but is
■hocked to learn that the man he has been hunting
Is Mary's father.
Having failed in his mission, Lane Is discharged
by his chief when he returns and another officer
Is sent to round up the lawbreakers. Smarting under the disgrace, Lane hastens to the mountains
and Induces the moonshiners to destroy their still
and give up their illegal operations. When the
officer arrives he concludes from the dismantled
■till that the moonshiners have left the country
■nd carries that information to his superior. Lane
determines to cast his lot with the mountaineers
and wins the hand of Mary.
THE MYSTERY OF GRANDFATHER'S CLOCK
(Nov. 6). — George Morse pays the last Instalment
on his farm and receives his deed. Thirty years
later we And that the old farmer has passed away
and his son has become a successful business man
in the city. Merse, Jr., has furnished his house
with several articles which belonged to his father,
including an old clock, in which be takes a great
deal of pride.
The clock becomes out of order and Morse instructs a young clockmaker to attend to the necessary repairs. When the young man calls be establishes abond of friendship with Morse's daughter, Nellie. In the succeeding weeks Nellie stops
the clock on several occasions, In order that the
young man may call.
Morse, however, has other plans for Nellie and
wishes her to marry one of his business acquaintances, James Cleveland, an attorney. Cleveland
learns of the frequent stopping of the clock and
becomes suspicious when he oversees the pleasant
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relations between Nellie anil Weatrott, the young
repair man. He, therefore, Induces Morse to engage
an old clockmaker to make the repairs.
Morse wishes to dlBpose of the old farm, but Is
unable to locate the deed. Cleveland Informs him
that the papers must be found without delay, but
their search Is fruitless.
One evening Nellie gives a party and Wescott,
who has not been invited because of Morse's prejuappears has
on the
scene.
father's
voice, dice,
Nellie
Wescott
hideHearing
In the her
clock.
The
affair Is seen by Wescott who informs Morse.
Wescott holds the door of the clock and when Morse
endeavors to extricate the young man, the old
clock falls over. The long lost deed falls out of
a little hidden drawer at the top of the clock.
Delighted at the recovery of the valuable papers,
Morse consents
to Nellie's marriage
to Wescott.
THE PONY EXPRESS GIRL (Nov. 8).— Two desperadoes plan to rob the pony express and their plot
Is overheard by May, the girl at the station. May
rides after her sweetheart, the express rider, and
overtakes him Just as he is assaulted by the robbers. Holding the two desperadoes at bay, she
picks up the express bag and dashes away to deliver It. At the relay station she warns the officials, who ride back to apprehend the robbers, while
she continues her Journey. Upon the completion of
her mission, May returns to the wounded messenger, and when be recovers a happy wedding
takes place.
STENOGRAPHER WANTED (Nov. 8).— Smith &
Smith (father and son) advertise for a stenographer.
A pretty young girl, bearing the name of Minnie,
applies for the position and secures it. Father and
son both are impressed with the new stenographer,
and In consequence business Is neglected.
At borne that night both father and son send,
independently, identical notes to Miss Minnie, asking if they may call that evening, and merely
signing the name, Smith. When the notes arrive
Minnie concludes they are from the same person,
who is over-anxious to make an appointment, and
she writes on the back of each, "Sure. Come right
along, Mr. Smith." As a result both father and
son arrive at nearly the same time and it is a case
of "two is company, three a crowd."
Shortly after their arrival, a fine-looking young
man carrying a suitcase enters the rooms and Miss
Minnie proceeds to throw herself into his arms.
The newcomer announces, "I'm back from the
Polar expedition, wlfey, and you wont have to work
any more." It is needless to say father and son
beat a hasty retreat.
THE FRAUD AT THE HOPE MINE (Nov. 9). —
The directors of the company operating the Hope
Mine suspect a leakage In ore and send young
Gause to Investigate. Arriving on the scene, Gause
and Merry, the pretty stenographer at the office,
become friends. In looking over the property Gause
determines to explore an old shaft.
A week later Gause learns that ore Is being
shipped away at night, but while he Is securing
evidence the investigator is over-powered in the
dark shaft and left unconscious.
In an endeavor to Imprison Gause. the mine foreman explodes a section of the mine, causing a
cave-In. Merry, in the meantime, has suspected that
all is not well with her sweetheart and organizes a
rescue party. Gause is liberated, the dishonest
superintendent is exposed and the mystery of the
Hope Mine Is cleared up.

BIOGRAPH.
HEREDITY (Nov. 4).— At the edge of the Indian
village, where the renegade white man Is occupied
with trading, he meets the Indian maid, who later
becomes his purchased bride. A son is born. Playing with his kind the child, who inherits his
mother's Indian character, passes on to boyhood.
Then the racial difference between the father and
son is felt. At length the father, angered at the
reluctance of the youth to leave his people and
accompany him on a trading trip, compels the boy
to do so by threats and violence, but later during
the Journey he becomes ashamed of his Indian wife
and child. Broken guns and bad whisky, sold to
the Indians by the trader, inflame their desire for
vengeance. In the coming attack the war-cry of his
ancestors
stirshistheown
young
Indian's blod.
father's
crimes prove
destruction,
while The
the boy
and
his mother are claimed by their own.
HIS AUTO'S MAIDEN TRIP (Nov. 7)
Jinx buys
a runabout and takes his wife out for a trial spin.
Further down the road are two tramps, who, considering that living by their wits is better than
working, scheme to make it appear that the auto

has disabled one of them. The auto is stopped, and,
assisting the apparently Injured man Into it, Jinx
and his wife drive him to their bouse, considering that taking care of him there will be cheaper
than sending him to the hospital This proves a
Paradise for the tramp, but the clouds soon gather
in the shape of the Copper on the beat who has had
a past acquaintance with him.
THE CLUB MAN AND THE CROOK (Nov. 7).—
Mr. Billings wants to go to the club. Mrs. Billings
says "nay," and stations herself in a chair at the
door that her husband may not escape. Later in the
evening Bleep overtakes ber and Billings sneaks out.
Indulges in a quiet game and, returning home, manages to turn a sinister condition into one of beatific
sunshine.

PATHE.
PATHE'S WEEKLY NO. 48—1912 (Oct. 21).—
Cleveland, Ohio — Bishop Farrelly is accorded a warm
reception on his return from the Vatican.
Poplar, Mont. — The Sioux Indians exhibit their
produce at an agricultural fair.
Berne, Switzerland — The German Kaiser visits
Switzerland to witness the Swiss military tactics.
The Kaiser dressed In the modest uniform of a
Swiss colonel.
Atchison, Kan. — A beautiful flower parade is a
feature of the Atchison Corn Carnival.
Albany, N. Y. — Governor Dlx attends the unveiling
of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Monument.
Lancaster. England — The Duke of Lancaster, who
is also King of England, visits this city. It is 51
years since a reigning monarch made a similar visit.
Hempstead,
Island
— Col.
bilt
visits the Long
aviation
field
and Cornelius
flies with VanderGeorge
Beatty.
Fort Peck Indian Reservation, Mont. — The Sioux
Indian Celebration brings out the entire tribe.
New York, N. Y. — Admiral Osterhaus, commanding the fleet mobilized In the Hudson, calls on Mayor
Gaynor at the City Hall.
PATHE'S WEEKLY NO. 44—1912 (Oct. 28).—
Bayonne, N. J. — An exploding boiler in the Steamship
Dunholm, loaded with 90,000 barrels of gasoline,
results in a long series of tremendous explosions
which completely destroys the Dunholm. another
steamship,
a large bark and the piers of the Standard Oil Company.
New York. N. Y. — The Freshmen, for the first
time in the history of the College of the City of
New York, win the annual flag rush.
Chicago Junction, Ohio — Two are dead and a score
injured as a result of the rear end collision between
a Baltimore and Ohio passenger train and a string
of freight cars.
Spokane, Wash. — "Miss Spokane," representing
the city, assisted by Mayor Cottrlll, opens the Spokane Fair and Dog Show.
New York, N. Y. — Thousands of people swarm
the piers looking at and visiting the great fleet
in the Hudson.
St. Louis. Mo.— The Veiled Prophets' night parade
is a gorgeous pageant of light and color.
New York, X. Y. — One feature of Fire Prevention
Day is the sensational drill work of the Fire Department.
A MAMMA WANTED (Oct. 30).— Two little,
motherless children have an advertisement Inserted
in a dally paper, announcing a vacancy in their
home for a woman to take the place of their own
mother. George Moran, the father of the children,
is surprised when he comes home one evening to
find his little parlor crowded with a variety of
womenkind. He waves them all aside with laugh
and tells the children that there is only one girl
whom he could accept as their stepmother, and he
shows them her picture. The children recognize the
picture and In a moment they return escorting the
young
hi* father
desire.holds
Great
desigbt lady
when oftheir
the Is
girlthein children's
his arms.
JIM'S PARTNER (Oct. 31).^im Fuller, a mining
prospector, takes a stranger into partnership with
him, and shelters him under his roof. Like many
hnshands, Jim had completely forgotten that bis
wife is still in love with him and he shows her no
particular attention. The stranger, however, sees
that something is wrong and it Is not long until the
weak wife is completely under tils Influence and has
consented to elope with him. She leaves behind her
a note to Jim explaining that his inattention to her
has driven her from home. The trail away from
home Includes many dangerous passes. At one of
these the burro bearing the woman makes a misstep. She is plunged to the bottom of a gully and
badly Injured. The stranger proves his worth by
hurrying away from the helpless woman,
knowing
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SHENANDOAH
I N

The Greatest K—^—^^—m
War ■ mPicture Ever Produced
Our last two releases.

State Rights are selling fast.
Big Money Makers.

Both have proven!

THE WAGE EARNERS
A Story of LABOR
3 Reels

vs. CAPITAL

100 Scenes

URE

WINNER

3000 Feet.

!

SECRET SERVICE STEVE
A Story of Smuggling Along the Canadian Border
A Picture Full of Sensation from Start to Finish
WRITE

3000 Feet

OR WIRE

3 Reels

Our Next. Watch for It!— MIDNIGHT RIDE OF PAUL REVERE
Wait for this one. Out Soon — QUO VADIS

ATLAS
414

Century

MFG. CO.
Building,

St. Louis, Mo.
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that Jim will soon be hot on the trail. Jim arrives
i'ii the scene with murder
In his heart, hut the
light of andhU Jim
wife'srealizes
suffering
an
that makes
he is, tooIn eloquent
a measure,
ilile for It.
WIFEY'B INVESTMENT
(Nov. 2).— To show her
hatband ber ability ax » business woman, Mrs. Robertson purchases a seashore lot on which 10 build
.1 summer camp. That the captivating personalities
of the two rial estate men overbalanced her judgment Is apparent to her husband. He says nothing,
hut awaits developments. He has not long to wait,
f..r the rising tide wakes him at dawn, and he
and his good wife flounder around In four feet of
water.
Mrs. Robertson weeps In disappointment, but
thlngly he tells her that the property has one
advantage in that it will keep them cool all summer,
If they stay.
BROKEN HEARTS (Nov, 6).— The sale of his
copper mine, although the happiest event In the
life of Jim Brooks, came near to proving the saddett His attempt to surprise his wife arouses
her suspicion and becoming heart-broken over what
she considered her husband's faithlessness she attempted suicide. Jim's Indian man servant drags
her from the railroad track Just as the train thunders past. Brooks returns from the city loaded
down with presents for his wife, only to find a
note of rebuke from her. All his dreams of happiness are shattered In a moment, but the Indian
succeeds In bringing the estranged couple together, and, after a word of explanation, they settle down to enjoy their good fortune.
VICTIMS OF FATE (Nov. 7).— Lieut. Somers,
military attache to the American Embassy, at Japan, marries a Japanese girl and they live happily until the lieutenant Is ordered back to America. His wife, of course, expects to return with
him, but he Informs her that their marriage must
terminate In the regular course, provided for by
Japanese custom. The girl is broken-hearted. Her
brother, Count Nldsuka, calls at her home after the
lieutenant has gone to the United States, but
finds only her body and a note explaining that her
husband has forsaken her. The Japanese vows
vengeance.
When Somera returns to Washington he renews his acquaintance with the pretty daughter of
General Meeker and they are soon to be marrled. Count Nldsuka, who has followed the lieutenant from Japan, presents his card to General
Meeker, and tells him of the lieutenant's action and
the tragedy which It caused. The General is
furious, for Somers has been courting his daughter,
and he calls Somers before him. The lieutenant,
confronted by the Japanese, confesses his duplicity and surrenders
his sword.
DINAN— FRANCE
(Nov.
7)
The
beautiful
scenes in this quaint old town are conveyed to the
audience In an excellent manner by artistic coloring
and superb photography.
BUSTER TO THE RESCUE (Nov. 9).— Mrs.
Morton, a widow, Is in charge of the Postofflce in
Bllssville, Arizona. The office is visited one day
by two desperadoes who bind and gag Mrs. Morton
and her baby daughter, but her young son, Buster, gets away and hurries to summon the sheriff.
In order that the crime will be covered, the bandits set fire to the house, but, with Buster in the
lfad, the sheriff and his posse return, rescue Mrs.
Morton and the little girl, extinguish the blaze,
and, with the assistance of a faithful dog, trace
and capture the two desperadoes.

C. G. P. C.
WHIFFLES, CUBIC ARTIST (Oct. 29).— Whiffles,
the popular comedian, in the role of an artist,
fosters the theory that beauty lies in sharp angles
rather than in delicate contours. His efforts to
convince his prospective father-in-law that he has
the right Idea are highly amusing.
DINAN, FRANCE (Colored) (Oct. 29).— The beautiful scenes In this quaint old town are conveyed
to the audience In an excellent manner by artistic
coloring and superb photography.
A TRAGEDY AT THE COURT OF MILAN (Nov.
1). — A tragedy based upon a happening in Italian
history In which a young and beautiful widow marries the faithless Duke of Milan. To save a friendly
chevalier, the duchess makes a false confession, but
her sacrifice fails in its purpose, and after the
young fellow has paid the death penalty, the returning executioners find that the shock has caused
her death also.
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ANNE BOLEYN (Nov. 6).— An epoch making
occurrence and one of the most Important In all
history Is herein recounted with a faithfulness to
iletull which makes It tense, dramatic and entertaining. The perfect coloring gives the atmosphere of grandeur which is prevalent in the palaces of Kings. It Is the Btory of King Henry
VIII, of England, and bis infatuation for Anne
lloleyn, which resulted in the founding of a new
religion.
HALF A PINT OF MILK (Nov. 8).— The adventures of an awkward husband In securing a pint
of milk for the baby as shown In this film, are
highly amusing and the leading role Is well played
by a clever comedian,
THE SCARAB (Nov. 8).— An Interesting study of
a very useful Insect at its work.
A TRIP UP THE ELBE (Nov. 8).— A little journey up the beautiful Kibe, which Is the rendezvous
for the pleasure seekers of Central Germany.

SELIG.
THE FISHERBOY'S FAITH (Oct. 28).— Ferdinand
loves Amanda of the Island, but the offer of a wellto-do relation of hers, to educate her, takes her
to the mainland. The new vistas of life enchant
her and her letters to him continue less frequent
until they stop entirely. Ferdinand enlists In the
navy and Amanda, who has become engaged to a
city man, visits her modest old home and expresses
herself as bored. Ferdinand happens to pay one
last visit to the Island at the same time, and saves
from drowning the fiance of Amanda. When he
learns of her engagement, he bids them both goodbye forever.
JIM'S VINDICATION (Oct. 29).— Many adventures of the West cling about the doings of the
pony express riders. One of these riders is doped by
a dose of morphine and robbed. A jury at trial convicts him of robbery and he is sentenced to serve
time. His friends enable him to escape, having a
string of faithful horses at command. During this
flight for freedom, he encounters the real criminal
and runs him down.
A HEART IN RAGS (Oct. 30).— A little girl playing hide and seek with her playmates near a railway switch, climbs into a box-car to hide. The
train pulls out and carries her away. Her playmates report her loss and her parents begin to
hunt for her. In the Interim, Pittsburg Bill, a
happy hobo, who is stealing a ride in the same car,
discovers the little girl, Rosie, and proceeds to
entertain her by going through all sorts of foolish
performances. When the train comes to a standstill the pair fall Into a hobo camp and one of the
disreputables attempts to steal Rosie from Bill and
hold her for ransom. This starts a fight and results in the town constables and a posse raiding
the camp. Finding Bill fleeing with the child in
his arms, they assume he Is a kldnappper and shoot
him. He falls, fatally wounded by the railway
track, upon
just the
as an
auto,
Rosie's parents,
comes
scene
and bearing
she Is restored
to their
arms. She is duly grateful and not forgetful, and
clears
the
faithful
Bill
of
any
stigma,
and
he dies
happy.
HER BITTER LESSON (Oct. 81).— Aurora Floyd
elopes from boarding school with John Conyers, but
hardly a week has elapsed before she discovers that
she has married a worthless libertine. She appeals
to her father for aid and advice, and he finally
pays Conyers to leave the country for a year, so
that she can secure a divorce on the ground of
desertion. She returns to her home town and realizes that her girlhood sweetheart, John Mellish, is
the man she really loves. Upon hearing the report
of Conyer's death, she promises to become the wife
of Mellish. Just as the marriage Is about to be
consummated. Conyers appears and proceeds to
blackmail her, until death relieves the earth of his
presence.
HIS WEDDING EVE (Nov. 1).— Thomas Ellis, on
the eve of his wedding, In a very nervous state, is
pacing the street two hours before the ceremony,
when he bumps into a nurse carrying a child, the
girl falling, sprains her ankle. The man finds he
not only has a baby, but a girl on band, and relieves himself of the former by calling an ambulance. In his effort to dispose of the baby, however, he becomes an object of suspicion and Is run
Into the police station. He is extricated from his
dilemma after a most anxious hour, and arrives in
church just in time to save his prospective bride
from nervous prostration.
THE VOICE OF WARNING (Nov. 4).— Mrs.
Ryan is one of those hard-working mothers of the
city tenement districts, who work for their more
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fortunate slsteis of the upper or monled class. Mrs.
Ityan Is employed in the home of Mrs. Martin.
sin- Is discharged by Mrs. Martin because of an
accident In which a rug is Injured. After a vain
struggle to secure other employment by which she
can rapport her little daughter and herself, she Is
taken sick and both mother and daughter face
starvation. Myra, the child, starts out In a final
effort to secure food. She tries every method that
occurs to her little mind, but all of them fall to
secure the necessary food. At last, she, In her
necessity, yields to a strong temptation and appropriates abox of groceries Intended for Mrs. Martin.
On her way home with the stolen property she stops
to listen to the exbortlons of a street preacher,
who has chosen for his sermon on that particular
occasion,
commandment,
shalt notthat
steal."
The talk the
of the
minister is "Thou
so convincing
the
child repcntB her action, and returns the box of
eatables to the borne of Mrs. Martin. That lady,
on hearing the child's story, Is also repentant and
having beard the voice of warning, she accompanies
Myra to the tenement building and after providing
for Mrs. Ryan, assures her that her old position
will be waiting for her when she is able to return.
EDUCATION
6).— "The
Kid."
by HER
no other
name, Is (Nov.
a daughter
of the
rangeknown
and
pal of the rough, big hearted men that ride It.
Her father meets his death in an attempt to protect
ber from the insults of a repulsive saloonkeeper.
Before his death "The Kid's" father insists, to her
utter horror, that she secure above all other things,
an
the killingand"The
Kid"absolutely
follows
and education.
shoots theAfter
saloonkeeper
then,
alone, with only a few dollars, she sets out on
horseback to fulfill her father's dying wish by gaining entrance to the State University. While riding
along a precipice ber horse stumbles and she Is
thrown to the ledge below, where she lies unconscious until Joe Emory, a young Irish sheep herder,
finds her and nurses her back to life. Two happy
weeks are spent together by the young couple, so
strangely introduced, and sad are their hearts when
the time for parting comes, for "The Kid" Is determined to carry out her father's last desire.
She arrives at the University finally, and in company with a new found cowboy friend she applies
for admission to the "learnin' factory." The faculty refuse her request, and her cowboy friend
proceeds to lick the whole bunch of "wisdom pilots"
one by one. "The Kid" and her pal are arrested,
but are later set free and she loses no time in
getting back to the range and Joe Emory.
CARMEN OF THE ISLES (Nov. 7).— Like the
Carmen of story, the girl was seductively attractive,
and as heartless in her coquetry. She was wooed
and loved by a young fisherman, whose frequent
trips to the fishing grounds gave her ample opportunity to use her wiles on whomever was Inclined to succumb. Returning from one trip unexpectedly, his eyes were opened to her perfidy.
He first vented his righteous rage on her lover —
a man whom be bad befriended; and then upon ber.
Their final quarrel took place on the summit of a
high cliff, over whicli she accidentally fell and was
dashed to death on the rocks below.
THE LEGEND OF THE LOST ARROW (Nov. 8).
— This story is one of the picturesque and ever
sad Indian legends that survive, even at this date,
in the valley of Yosemite. Yosemite — the valley
in which the young brave Kos-Su-Kah and bis
beautiful sweetheart, Tee-Hee-Nay. met their
strange fate, and straightway became part of tbe.
appealing mythology of that wonderful valley. The
Indians of Yosemite believe that the spirits of this
couple still wander over tbe meadows of the "Lost
Upon their betrothal day, Kos-Su-Kah resolved to
go hunting on the heights nearby, in order to supply game for the wedding feast. The young brave
promised bis wife to be that be would shoot an
Arrow."
arrow
from the cliff as a token of his success with
the deer hunt, a feather was to be bound to the
arrow for each buck that he had brought down.
But the
in shooting
Su-Kah's
slipped
on
ledge andthebearrow
was Kos
dashed
to tbefootledge
far
below. Tee-Hee-Nay, becoming Impatient, climbed
up, and discovering his body, summoned his young
companions and bad them lower her by means of a
rope of tamarack boughs to the body of ber loved
one. She was able to bring the body to tbe top,
but when she saw that her lover was dead she
threw herself weeping upon his breast and died.
The awestruck Indians, realizing the great love and
oerfect one between the two, made them honored
among memories.
ENCHANTING JAPAN (Nov. 8).— Another of
those popular educational subjects showing tbe
beauties of Japan.
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5th.

JIM"

Parts.

Equal to any feature release of the year and far better than most. Advertise it as such.
Get an announcement slide, newspaper cuts and the three and one sheets we have prepared. Special musical suggestions ready for the asking.

THURSDAY,

NOVEMBER

SPLIT

"what

"Foiling a Fortune Hunter"
This

is a Comedy

Drama

FRIDAY,

"THE
Scientific,

BUSY

educational

most

SPLIT

this

father
is

a

Screaming

did»

Farce

8th.

REEL

"Funnicus' Hunting Exploits"
Introduces
sensational

interesting

SUNDAY,

"GOLDEN

And

NOVEMBER

BEE"

and

7th.

REEL

NOVEMBER
SPLIT
REEL

HAIR"

A drama from deep down in the heart and superbly produced.

the wild
comedy.

beasts

of

the

jungle

in

a

10th.

"CONSTANTINOPLE"
Another ECLAIR travel picture, than which there
are none finer nor nearly as interesting.

Eclair Film Company g^SE&W

FEZ
VrU
RJLFLLM§
—
For 5ale or Rent=

IOWA

and

MISSOURI

1 —

FEATURE

PHOTOPLAY

145 West 45th S\.\
Exchange Bldg.

,

Bioscope
Yearly subscription, JS2. 00.

85 Shaftesbury Avenue,

COMPANY

bUhhALDt Hippodrome Bldg.
in S,<
BIIFFAin/ 263 Ma
The leading Journal
of the Moving Picture
business in Europe,
largest circulation
and best Advertising
Medium, bar none.

Sample'copy Mailed Free.

LONDON,

W.. ENGLAND.

Exhibitors SHOOT

THE

LAND

OF

your request for

THE

LIONS

to Dwight B. Baker, Otturawa, Iowa, Owner of states rights. The
biggest flash and money getter in the field — A Knockout — Every foot
of film a thrill — You have been reading about it.

REEL

RELIABLE
LOOK !

WORK

Read
Thin
Advertisement
If your time is worth money, don't waste it by losing
time getting in touch with us. It will pay you to let
us do your repair work. We know how to make your
machine new again. We handle a complete line of
supplies and buy and sell all makes of second-hand machines. SATISFACTION guaranteed. When anything
goes wrong
think of

TheChicagoMoving Picture Supply (W^&gj&^Z
THE LCSMITH REWINDING SET

EXHIBITORS

EMBRACES THE FIRST NOTEWORTHY
IMPROVEMENTS
TO
REWINDING
MECHANISM
SINCE
REWINDING
BECAME
NECESSARY.
PRICE 5 5°°
OCT 0.1 T FROM
YOUH

limit bin*

SCHENECTADY.N

The
small
house
as
well as the large house
can show
this feature
at our prices.

PBECIOS

Y

PStCIOS

D6

ftiliti
JOS* »OL* Y CU4ID10U
:: SALE

D.MV3

a P.—*

■ p.*-'.

DR CADA

MRS

:

DE
Vtm

PVeUClDAP
3-

ENGLAND

Sarah Bernhardt

AT

A

YOU

PRICE

CAN

AFFORD
TO
PAY
We
handle
other
features,
like
"AUTO
BANDITS
OF
PARIS"
and
TOM
BUTLER."
Write, wire or call for low prices.
EASTERN
FEATURE
FILM CO.
230 Tremont St., Boston,
Mass.
H. Rifkin, Mgr.

REVISTA
QUINCEKAL
INTERACTIONAL
ILCSTRADA
DE LA INDUSTRIA CINEMATOGRAFICA V FOTOCRAFICA

UiAta

NEW
BOOK

"LA andTOSCA"
IN all Universal
features

T

EL

OF

Su

n* nno

GREAT
BIG
SNAPS ! ! !
LESS
THAN
ONE
CENT
A FOOT I t I
Right Feature Film Company playing larger houses. All are In splendid
condition, with titles: reels go free with 800 feet film. These are all famously funny comedies and never fall to bring screams of laughter from the
auillen
'•10 Wives to One Husband," Pathe. 200 feet, $1.75: "Lucky Jim." Lubin,
500 feet, $4.25; "After the Ball," Lubin, 750 feet, $5.25; The Baby Elephant," Vitagraph, 400 feet. $3.75; "When Cats Away," Pathe, 350 feet,
$300; "Muggy's First Sweetheart," Biograph, 750 feet, 16.00; "Wrong
Flat," Pathe,
500 feet, $4.25; "Bust Man," Pathe,
500 feet. $4.25.
Send at least $2.00 with order, balance C. 0. D.. privilege examination.
DANTE'S
INFERNO
COMPANT,
76 THIRD
ST.. SAX
FRANCISCO.
CAL.
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three

cents

WANTED.

ELECTRICIAN — German, wltn 8 .yours' experience In iiny Una of Cinematographic, can bundle

■aj machine. Addreai .\. BZBLIGA, n \v. 112th

Street,

New

York

City.

CAMERAMAN and darkroom man, German, 13
years' experience In every line of Cinematographic
wishes to Change Ills position. Address T. P., 9 w.
112th Street, care of Janitor, New York City.
AT LIBERTY — A-l operator; five years' experlMtMr and reliable;
can furnish references.
Address W. K. KICIIAKDS, 807 Cherry St., Flndlay,
Ohio.
OPERATOR — At liberty November first. Mass.
License Ave years. Connecticut License, wants
steady position, salary eighteen. Experienced on all
machines; work guaranteed; sober, reliable. Will
work either state. Write or wire, FRANK R. COLBERT, operator Photoplay Theater, Pittsfleld, Mass.
CAMERAMAN — Experienced cameraman with A-l
Camera. Can give references. Desires position
near New York City. Address L. D. WIEDER,
Coytesvllle, N. J.
MUSICAL

INSTRUMENTS

FOR

SALE.

A Wurlltzer flute piano with automatic roll
changer and 20 rolls of music, cost, 5 months ago,
11,350; will take $900. Also a Lyon & Healy organ
with motor; $450.00 takes organ and motor. Used
5 months. Address T. S. SCOTT, Jacksonville
Lodge No. 682, B. P. O. E., Jacksonville, II.
FILMS

FOR

SALE.

"The Vampire Dancer," two reels, the "Lnre of
Paris," two reels, "Sinking of the Helvetia," also
two good blograpbs. Fine condition. Address C. D.
BUSS, Neumeyer Theater, Easton, Pa.
THEATRES

WORLD

WANTED.

Will buy whole or part interest In moving picture
theatre In or around New York City. Address
MADAM C. HENRY, 116 Bloomneld Ave., Newark, N. J.

Among the Exhibitors
So. Bend, Ind. — A new moving picture theater
will be opened by Jno. G. Berschiet, of Aurora, 111.
Pasadena, Cal. — A moving picture house will be
opened in the Strifler Bldg.
Muncie, corporated,
Ind. —capitalHome
Motion
Picture Harry
ColT" In$30,000.
Incorporators,
R.
Wyson, Burt H. Whlteley and C. Roy Andrews.
Charles City,- la.— B. F. Wright sold the Gem
Theater to Misses Ella & Maud Spensley.
Washington, la. — J. O. Canfield sold his motion
picture theater to Coldren & Marshall.
Birmingham, Mich. — LaVerne Lavanseler, of
Royal Oak, is building a moving picture show on
the Poppleton property.
Syracuse, N. Y. — A contract has been let for
the erection of a moving picture theater on the
corner of Lexington Avenue and Cherry Street,
for A. E. Wheeler.
Syracuse, N. Y. — A contract has been let for
the erection of a moving picture theater on No.
Geddes Street near Richmond Avenue, for Thos.
Benson.
Cincinnati, O. — A new moving picture house has
been formed here by Lehman, Melss & Co., in the
Gerke Building.
Charles City, la. — Manager B. F. Wright sold the
Gem Theater to Misses Ella and Maud Spensley of
Independence.
New York, N. Y.— W. E. D. Stokes will erect a
motion picture theater In this city on the west side
of Broadway, south of 100th Street.
Granger, Wash. — Irene Gordon will reopen the
Lois Theater in Grandvlew.
Hot Springs, Ark. — The New Lyric Theater will
soon open in this city.
Pomono, Cal. — A contract has been let for the
erection of an open-air theater for Ganesha Park.
Cost. $40,000.
Appleton, Wis. — The Bijou Theater of this city,
which has undergone extensive alterations, opened
recently. It has been playing to good business ever
since.
Aurora, 111. — Wm. Morse will reopen the old Star
Theater In the Hunt Block In East Main Street.
Muskegon, Mich. — Harry L. Johnson* Antlgo, Wis.,
has purchased the Princess Theater and will remodel same.
Chicago, III. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a new moving picture theater for Perclval
W. Jones, owner.
Cost, $50,000.
6pooner, Wis. — A new motion picture theater
named the Rex, opened recently In this town.
Madison, Wis. — A new moving picture theater will
be opened by Mr. B. T. Oftelle.
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. — A contract has been
let for the erection of a new moving picture theater

per

word,

cash

with

order j

BO

cents

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE.
FOR SALE— (i H.P. Detroit engine, 100-llght dynamo. Oomptetje. Guaranteed, almost new. Address CHAS. BTABKWBATHBR,
St. Paul, Neb.
FOR BALE — Cameraphone talking picture outfit,
consisting of two loud Cameraphone talking machines, two large horns, electric motor, 3,000 •■
film (talking, singing and musical acts). Records,
etc. Price complete, $150.00. Address G. E.
EMERSON,
Newark, N. J.
FOR SALE — Schug moving picture electric light
plant, almost new, capacity sixty lamps, six horsepower. Address J. II., care of Moving Picture
World, New York City.
FOR SALE — Powers No. 6, practically new, used
only 55 nights. Will sell for $135.00 cash. Complete. Can only be seen between the hours of 12
and 1 noon. I also have one Powers No. 5. Will sell
same for $70.00 cash. ARTHUR J. HIRSCHLER,
31 East 27th Street, New York City.
FOR SALE — One No. 5 Powers Moving Picture
Machine complete. With extra head. Nearly new.
Sacrifice for $135.00. Will ship C. O. D., on rerelpt of $20.00. Address HAROLD, 241 Franklin
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
FOR SALE — Dandy new electric light plant, guaranteed by Detroit Engine Works. New moving
picture camera. Films $4.00 to $15.00, posters.
R. C. BARNARD,
404 Morris, Portland, Oregon.
BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITY.

An Incorporated Company now owning and operating a first-class theatre, is going to increase its
Capital Stock, for the purpose of securing another
Paying Theatre, and will offer for sale a limited
number of shares at $100 each. If Interested, address "OPPORTUNITY," care of Moving Picture
World, N. Y. C. All the references you want.
EQUIPMENT WANTED.
WANTED — 175 opera chairs, A 1 condition.
Address FRED H. HABLE,
National Hotel, Washington, D. C.
HELP WANTED.
WANTED — Experienced
girls for film splicing
In New York City factory.
Address A. B. C, care
of Moving Picture World, New York City.
on Logan Avenue, in Weston, for M. Kaplan.
Dodge City, Kans. — This city is considering a new
theatre building.
Philadelphia, Pa. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a moving picture theater. West End
Realty Co. awarded contract to W. E. Dotts &
Co. Cost, $40,000.
Aberdeen, S. D. — A contract has been let for the
remodeling of the Cosy Theater, which will be known
as the Princess Theater.
N. Hoilien, Mgr.

WANTED
Superintendent for factory. Onlymen who have qualified with
Black and White firms will be
considered. Exceptional opportunity for right man. Applications treated confidentially.
KINEMACOLOR COMPANY OF AMERICA
Broadway
Mecca

and 48th Street

Bldg.

IVIEIM

I

ADV

IFI
Classified

PICTURE

New

York City

minimum;

postage

stamps

accepted

MISCELLANEOUS.
FOR BALE— Chickerlng Piano, 33 B. Concert
Grand, excellent condition. In N. Y. City. Cost
$1,500. No reasonable offer refused. Address
PIANO, care of Moving Picture World, N. Y. City.
WANTED — Camera for Moving Pictures. Will
sell or exchange Mllano's Dante's Inferno ."reel
famous picture in good condition for an outfit. Address DANTE INFERNO
CO., Newport.
Ky.
FILMS
WANTED.
WANT — Circus fllmB, Menageries, Trains unloading, Circus acts, etc. Must be in good condition and shipped subject to screen examination.
Address MARPLE THEATRE COMPANY. INC.,
Wichita, Kansas.
WANTED — To buy, 30 second-hand reels of
Western subjects. Must be in good condition. AdCity. dress FRED MEYER, 235 West 26th St., New York
WE

I Am in the Market for a lot of educational,
travel, scientific films. Address J. BARKEY, 133
West 90th 6t., c/o Groff, New York City.
WANTED — To buy 100 Independent films, aboat
nine months old, with posters. Address L. W., 68,
care of Moving Picture World, New York City.
We Wish to Buy for Cash Feature Films in gc*^
condition, with Posters. Address "FEATUBB
FILM 121," care of Moving Picture World. N. Y. C.
"CAMERA FOR BALE.
$35.00 buys our Junior M. P. Camera, F. 3.6 Lens
act quick.
Address
530 Dlx Ave., Detroit, Mich.
FOR SALE — Cameras, tripods and lenses, new
and used. Guaranteed perfect condition. Address
946, Moving Picture World, 169 W. Washington
St., Chicago, 111.
THEATRES FOR BALE.
FOR SALE — One of the most up-to-date photoplay theatres between New York and Albany.
Seatingchine capacity
350 equipment.
seats. Power's
No. situated
6 maand other late
Theatre
70 miles from New York. Population 30,000. Front
and Interior lavishly equipped. Owner has extensive manufacturing interests which require all bis
time and attention. Address MANUFACTURER,
Moving Picture World, New York City.
Kirk wood, HI. — Good Hope is to have a new opera
house.
Kalamazoo, Mich. — Plans have been prepared for
the erection of a new $100,000 theater here.
Philadelphia, Pa. — A contract has been let for
the erection of a new moving picture theater at the
northeast corner of Locust and 60th Street, on ground
sold by Jno. C. Knox.
Philadelphia, 'Fa. — B. Bornstein Is estimating on
a moving picture theater at Sixty-fourth Street and
Woodland Avenue, for M. A. Benn.
Wheeling, W. Va.— C. D. Thompson of this city,
will start a picture show bouse in Warwood.
Eapwai, Idaho. — J. W. Chittenden will erect a
new moving picture house.
Sherman, Tex. — A new moving picture house will
be opened here, known as the "King," and Installed
in the building vacated by the Sherman Vehicle Co.
Heuvelton, N. Y. — C. L. Preston is building a
moving picture theater in the Preston Block to
seat 300. The dimensions of the structure are 21
feet by 94 feet. The best equipment will be installed, among which is a Power's No. 6 projection
machine.
The admission price will be five cents.
Brooklyn, N. Y.— A contract has been let for
the erection of a moving picture theater for John
Mason, of Flatbnsh.
Carroilton, Ga,— Work on the $35,000 city auditorium is being pushed rapidly. It will be used
as a moving picture theater when traveling showi
are not the attraction.
Mt. Clemens, Mich. — R. G. Peltier, manager of
the Bijou Theater, this city, is Just about completing a$50,000 theater.
Wilmington, Del. — B. Jordan, representing The
Empire Amusement Company, signed a five-year
lease on the Avenue Theater at Delaware Avenue
and Tatnall Street.
Reading, Pa. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a new picture bouse at Boyertown.
Bloomington, m. — C. B. Burkhardt will convert
the old opera house at Homer, into a modern
playhouse.
Independence, Mo. — A contract has been let to
John
Lewis for the erection of a new opera bouse
in thisE. city.
For Sale— Enoch Arden, two reels, $25. White
Slave,
three$75.reels,
$60. Uncle
Tom's
three reels,
Celebrated
Case, two
reels.Cabin,
$40.
and 100 others.
Any make films $2.50 to $5
per reel. Used machines $40. New Powers,
Lnbin, ducersEdison,
$15 to $35.Motiographs $100. Light reFor Rent — 12000 feet film $12 weekly, one shipment,
songs H.free.
Wlli
buy machines,posters
films andandtents.
Davis,
Watertown,
Wisconsin.
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Letters ot a Self Made Motion Picture Exhibitor
United States,
Ootober 26th, 1912
Film Supply Co. of America,
133 West 44th Street,
New York City.
Gentlemen:
I herewith comfirm my telegram of even date ordering all
Gaumont Releases.
I order them because they are in order with my
audiences.
They want them!
With pleasure

I anticipate

THE GAUMONT WEEKLY

receiving:
Saturday, Noy. 9th— GIVING THE BUND THE LIGHT OP

Saturday, Nov. 2nd— CASTLES OF BAVARIA and Topical

KNOWLEDGE and Topical

Tuesday, Nov. 5th— CUPID'S LOTTERY

Tnesday, Nov. 12th— AN ADVENTUROUS ADOPTION

Thursday, Nov., 7th— THE EMPEROR'S MESSAGE

Thursday, Nov. 14th— THE PRICE OF PARADISE

Very

truly,
THE

EXHIBITOR

WHO

KNOWS.

Every One of our Features
a New Copy
Exhibitors!

It will pay you
the following:

A DANGEROUS PLAY

to

....

FLAMES IN THE SHADOWS
THROUGH TROUBLED WATERS
CHAS. COLMES AND THE KNAVE OF SPADES
NIHILIST CONSPIRACY, OR A FLIGHT TO DEATH
NIGHT RIDERS OF KENTUCKY and TENNESSEE
CONQUERED AT LAST
....
THE RIGHT OF YOUTH
....
A PRINCE IN ISRAEL
....
AFTER DARKNESS LIGHT
WHAT A WOMAN WILL DO AND MANY OTHERS

book
3 Reel
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
3
2

■
"
"
■
M
"
"
"
■

Original One and Three Sheet Posters
and Lobby Display Free at Lowest Prices'

Northern Feature Film Exchange
Suite 405, Schiller Building, Chicago

THE
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EVENTS
RELATING
TO THE
SASSINATION OF COLONEL ROOSEVELT.
OF
HIS
ASSAILANT.

AS-

a new clay pipe and, even after being flattened out
by a massive steam roller, hla first thoughts are
for the safety
of his pipe.

The Gllpatrlck Hotel, In front of which Roosevelt was shot.
Main entrance to auditorium where Roosevelt
made his speech Immediately after shooting.

HENPECKEDS BID FOR FREEDOM (Nov. 1).—
Henpecked decides to escape from the tyranny of
woman's rule. At first he contemplates suicide,
but after casting off bis bat and coat he comes to
the conclusion that it would be unwise to ruin a
life so precious. He, therefore, decides to go and

PICTURES

INDEPENDENT
FILM STORIES
FILM

SUPPLY

COMPANY

RELIANCE.
A BROTHER'S REQUITAL (Nov. 6).— Hector
Gray promises bis dying mother that he will always
be good to her favorite son, Jim. Jim Is Inclined to
tber wild, but despite this fact. Hector takes
him Into business and they become partners. Jim
Is encaged to Edith. Hector meets her and immediately loses bis heart to her. Knowing she is Jim's
fiance, he loyally conceals his feelings. He gives
Jim the company's funds bidding him deposit them,
(in tils way to the vaults Jim meets some of his old
companions, and loses the entire amount. Returning borne be confesses this to Hector, who Instead
of turning upon the penitent boy, forgives him. He
tells Jim that Edith must never know that It was
be who lost the money, and Hector shoulders the
blame. When Jim sees Edith he breaks down and
tells her the whole story. He soon realizes that
Edith loves Hector just as Hector loves her. Realizing ills own unwortliiness he brings them together
and Insists upon taking all the blame.
BEDELIA AND THE NEWLYWEDS
(Nov. 9).—
'Anna and Jim, a newly married couple, engage Bedelia to cook for them In their new home. She
promises to arrive bright and early, and they get
everything ready for her. Rut she does not put in an
appearance until late. When she does arrive she
Insists upon ln-inir shown to her room and given time
to change her gown. Returning to the kitchen she
refuses to do any work except bossing, and she
makes Anuna and Jim wait upon her. She gives Anna
a dish of onions to peel and this makes the pretty
little bride cry. When they do not work quickly
enough to suit her she covers them with flour and
dough, and chases them out of the kitchen. They
change their clothes and sit down in the dining room
expecting a nice meal. Rut Redellas sweetheart, the
policeman, has called and she forgets all about her
cooking. She entertains him lavishly to the best In
the house, while the newlyweds are almost fainting with hunger in the next room. Finally she remembers them and loading an Immense tray with
food she starts to the dining room. She is greeted
with great joy. but as she crosses the threshold she
catches her foot in the carpet and the whole dinner
Is flung at the feet of the hungry pair. Jim grabs
bis hat and taking his wife by the arm goes off to
have their first dinner at a restaurant.

GAUMONT.
GAUMONTS
WEEKLY
NO. 33 (Oct. 23).— A
WEEK WITH THE WARSHIPS. THE D. S. BATTl i: FLEET
VISITS
NKW
YORK
HARROR.
LIMA'S GALA RACES. South American capital
celebrates inauguration of Peru's new President,
William
E. Billingburst.
THE KAISER REVIEWS HIS ARMY. The German troops return
from
the autumn
maneuvers.
WONDERFUL BARIES. California product competes for a prize at Los Angeles.
OH. LOOK,
Aren't those pust the
•weetest
hats youLADIES.
over saw?
INTERNATIONAL
FOOTBALL. The visiting
Australians play California in first American game.
SCHRANK. Scenes In Milwaukee connected with
the attempt on Colonel Roosevelt's life, together
with close views of the would-be assassin.
A CINCINNATI PLAYGROUND. How the Queen
City provides
recreation
for Its children.
OHIO SITE SELECTED. Gov. Harmon dedicates
the home of State Exhibit at Panama Exposition,
San Francisco, Cal.
CANNING CORN IN KANSAS. Millions of tins
of
nature's
Mower
State. most valuable product preserved In sunSCOTTISH RITE COUNCIL.
1b conclave in Washington.

High

Masons

meet

Emergencyand Hospital,
wasThe examined
treated. where Roosevelt's wound
Argyle Hotel, where John Scbrank roomed from
the time he arrived In Milwaukee from Sunday,
the 13th, until the shooting.
Mr. Clinton Urbugees, who claims the distinction
of being the first man to tacsie Schrank after the
shooting.
The County Jail, where Schrank will be held
until his trial In December.
Schrank being taken b ice to Jail after preliminary
trial.
Two scenes of this part.
Leaving the Jail for the cmrthouse with Schrank.
CHILD'S LOTTERY (Nov. 6).— A young department store clerk, successful in booking winners,
gains a prize of five thousand dollars from a lottery
contest. He obtains a ten-day leave of absence from
his employer in order to spend bis bonanza with a
view to seeing, hearing and feeling high life In all
its highness. In the course of his prodigality he
meets, enamours and becomes enamoured with the
daughter of a wealthy manufacturer. His natural
graces of deportment enable him to carry on his
rade successfully. When he discovers that
his money is exhausted be writes to his new love and
tells her that be cannot call upon her any more, but
that If she wishes to know the reason, he can be
found in a certain store between the conventional
hours. Accompanied by her father, she goes to the
store to unravel the mystery where they find our
hero handling the yardstick in the most approved
style. They do not hold any grudge against him
for his erstwhile disguise and later invite him to
their home as though he were still a Prince of
Pilsen. The girl's father has a liking for the young
fellow and wishing to Indulge bis daughter's weakness for blm,
accepts
him
as a son-in-law.
THE EMPEROR'S MESSAGE (Nov. 7).— Napoleon
en route to one of his campaigns stops at the castle of a marchioness. Disregarding for the moment
the lures of war, he disports himself with the lady
and her retinue, in the course of which developing
a very friendly feeling for the marchioness. As he
goes away to join his command she asks that in the
hour of battle he send her a message. As the
carnage is about to begin, Napoleon delivers the
promised message to a gunner boy and tells him to
take It to the haven of his happiness. The gunnerboy Is reluctant to leave on the eve of battle. On
his way to the marchioness' castle, he is ambushed
by the enemy, but faithful to the Emperor, he drags
himself wounded, with the love message safe In his
bosom. As he delivers it he falls unconscious. The
battle won, Napoleou returns to the scene of his
pleasures. He finds his lady somewhat cool in her
reception. The answer is found in her depression because of the serious illness of the bearer of the
Emperor's message, who, to bring pleasure to her
had endangered his life. She parts the curtains unveiling the wounded hero as he lies on the bed
convalescent. The Emperor signalizes his appreciation by pinning the cross of the Legion of Honor
upon the breast of the faithful.

LUX.
ALL THROUGH A BANK NOTE (Oct. 25).— Two
friends endeavor to exchange a five-pound note
whilst passing one another in the street. As one
is on a tramcar and the other is in an auto they
manage to tear the note between them. Jones
therefore goes to his house and writes his friend
telling him to meet him in the park next day
when he will return the other half of the note.
Smith finally sends his son to keep the appointment
and Jones sends his daughter. The young couple
have never met before, hence their meeting is
highly
Interesting.
STICK IT JOHN (Oct. 25).— John purchase a new
suit and sallies forth to promenade the Strandway.
He has purchased a three-penny cigar and, in order
to impress upon the passing public that he. John,
Is smoking a cigar he lights it with mnch ceremony and omits to see the cauldron of tar which
is gaping at his feet, and consequently be falls in.
When be emerges, he hastens home, but the Journey Is fraught with many adventures, for John
has become a very tenacious young man and
sticks to everything that comes his way.
OH! MY PIPE (Nov. 1).— These few comical
scenes only go to prove how dearly every smoker
cherishes his beloved pipe.
Smithson is taking home

make

a night of It with the R'hoys, who
lighted to see blm.

are de-

SOLAX.
THE OLD LOVE AND THE NEW (Nov. 6).— The
boy Is a bachelor of thirty who by diligence and
perseverence la on the road to success. He cornea
of a poor but hardworking family, his mother being
a plain, old-fashioned home-loving body. The boy's
success gains blm introduction into fashionable and
aristocratic circles. He meets the girl and falls In
lore with her, She Is selfish, proud, snobbish, and
has a great contempt for ber social inferiors. The
boy presents ber with an engagement ring, and
tells her that he wants her to meet bis old love, bis
mother. After many excuses, she finally consents
and accompanies him to his mother's cottage. There
she views with haughty disdain the bumble surroundings and the plain and simple mother who
does everything In her power to win her future
daughter-ln-law's affection. The girl treats the
mother like a servant, and rebukes her severely
when she accidentally spills some sugar on her
dress. The old mother bursts into tears. The boy
resents his fiancee's treatment of his mother. She
Is furious that he should take sides against her, and
In a rage demands that he choose between them. He
hesitates a moment betwen the old love and the
new. and then folds his old mother in bis arms.
JUST HATS (Nov. 8).— Billy is a boy who is long
In imagination, and short on sense. Billy, on a certain evening, incurs the displeasure of the household, by ruining the hat of his sister's beau. The
next evening, idiotic Hilly puts the family In a turmoil. He comes rushing in from the yard, upseta
two buckets of water, and sends things flying
around the room just because he happens to see a
strange-looking hat on the scarecrow. His parents
are disgusted with Billy and turn him out of doors.
Billy goes to the city and has a series of ludicrous adventures, and each of his misfortunes are
brought about by troublesome hats. Finally, Billy
gets a Job In the store of a long-lost cousin. Hla
cousin is a retail hatter, and Billy's Importance
depends In his ability to deliver hats to customers.
Billy sets out, carrying about ten boxes. He has
quite a time trying to make connections with cars,
ferry-boats, and omnibuses. Then Billy gets an
idea. Having seen his cousin fold up some opera
hats, Billy decides that all hats could be telescoped. He Immediately proceeds to dispense with
the boxes, and crushes derbys, silk hats Into pancake
shape, and puts them all In one box. Billy then finds
fault with himself because be hadn't thought of
the Idea before. Later Billy Is at a loss to understand why folks don't take their bats and why they
kick him downstairs.

THANHOUSER.
A NOISE LIKE A FORTUNE (Nov. 10).— He was
an energetic young farmer, and he realized why he
couldn't pay expenses. He needed up-to-date farming Implements. He didn't have them, he didn't
have the money to buy them, and he had absolutely
no credit. It was particularly unfortunate because
lu was in love with the daughter of the magnate,
and the said magnate declined to welcome him as a
member of the famih .
In desperation the young farmer wrote to a distant cousin, earnestly requesting a loan of $200. In
reply tors
he informing
receivedhim
a letter
from old
the man
cousin's
that the
was execudead,
and "had left him not one cent." It was also
explained the estate of the deceased was valued at
The farmer threw the letter from him in despair,
$20,000.
and decided to go to the city to make a last final
hunt for funds. His aged and shrew farmhand
came along, saw the letter, picked it up and read it.
He suddenly conceived a way to help him. He
took the letter, carefully erased the words "not a"
and substituted the one Important "every." Then he
managed to drop the letter Just outside the rural
railway station, and, as had hoped, the news that
the young farmer had inherited $20,000 was soon
known by every one in the village. When the farmer
returned from the city, disappointed at not having
raised the loan, he was surprised and touched by
the warmth of bis reception.
Everyone greeted him
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SUPERVISION o^ M R. AN PERSON, ASSISTED BYACAREFULLY TRAINED COMPANY

THE
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You can increase
If you are open

2 reels of real Western action

Red Rose of the Apache
Strong dramatic masterpiece in 3 reels

The Fugitive
I land-colored drama, 3 reels

Fools of Society
Strong drama with sensational horse-race, 3 reels

's Sake
Father
for HerDramatic
romance in 3 reels
Rose of Ihebe

The M. & F. Feature Film Service Co.

££J™&

Motion Picture Supplies

& JAMES,

NEW

YORK

-

-

STATE

-

CHICAGO,

ILL.

EXHIBITORS

The greatest money getter of the year

SARAH

BERNHARDT

in La Tosca — 2,000 Feet — Eclair Film de Art
(Copyrighted)
and Other Good Features Strive to Bring You
Crowded Houses
WARNING. — We own the exclusive right for Sarah
Bernhardt in La Tosca for New York State.
If you
book from any other concern you are liable for damages
under the copyright law.
For Bookings and Rates Apply

WEINBERG
32 UNION

NEW ENGLAND
UNIVERSAL'FILM
EXCHANGE
INC.
228 Tremont

St., Boston, Mass.

LUX

FILMS

The Crown of Perfection
Release
of Friday,
November 1, 1912

A riot of laughter and
surprises

Incorporated

WHOLESALE
AGENTS
Manufacturers of Projecting Apparatus

240-258 E. Ontario St.

The manager who is alive
to conditions and will cater
to the wants of his patrons
has success at his finger tips.
There is but one conclusion

Chicago, 111.

contains money-saving prices on the following apparatus:
Motion Picture Projecting Machines
Portable Stereopticons
Double Dissolving Stereopticons
Highest Grade Lenses for Taking Motion Pictures
Cinematograph Projecting Lenses
Projecting Lenses for Stereopticons
Arc Lamps, Rheostats, Etc.
Standard
Condensing
Lenses
Everything Needed for Lantern Slide Making
We have a money-making proposition for every dealer
ii motion picture supplies. Write for the Bulletin to-day.

BURKE

your business
to conviction

Install the "Universal" Program

Egyptian drama in 3 reels
WE HAVE .MANY OTHER SENSATIONAL
FEATURES. EVERY ONE IS A WINNER.
WRITE FOR LISTS AND FULL LOBBY
DISPLAY.

St.
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Mr. Exhibitor:

The Golden Belt

167 W. Washington

PICTURE

SM
BIDHEfor
D'DO
KEEE
NPECFR
Comedy.

AH!
Comedy.

Length 652 feet

MY

PIPE

Length 331 feet

R. PRIEUR
10 EAST
15th
NEW
YORK
Telephone,

STREET
CITY

3427 Stuyoewant

& SAMWICK

With Kineto Film Traders
SQUARE
NEW
Telephone, 2957 Stuyvesant

YORK

CITY

Sold only through Film Supply
Company of America
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cordially, while bis father Inlaw be hoped for was
especially affectionate. The magnate Insisted upon
loaning him money, and with this cash the young
man waa enabled to put his farm In good order and
, have a very profitable year. The magnate grew
more and more proud of him and was delighted to
1 find that the young man was Btlll willing to marry
the Tillage girl.
As the young farmer was thrifty and uniformly
Buecessful, bis father Inlaw never knew that the
$20,000 fortune was simply the result of a farmband's
told theskilled
secret.use of a pen. Tbe farmhand never
THE COUNTY'S PHIZE BABY (Nov. 12).— The
wife was happy, for her husband was well-to-do, and
! was
she' liked
living and
on tbe
a farm.
The man,
ambitious,
first quarrel
of thehowever,
couple
waa directly due to the fact that he was sent to
> tbe State legislature. At tbe capital the man met
numerous natty officials, and he learned from them
how to dresB and carry himself In good society. The
wife saw the wives of these men, but seemingly
had no ambition to be stylishly groomed as these
were. In fact. Tbe husband entertained a number
of society people one night and was shocked and
vexed at the appearance his wife presented. When
the guests had departed he scolded her. The woman
left her husband's roof an hour later, taking her
baby with her, and vowed she would never return
to him again. The husband accepted her decision.
Three years later the husband was a Congressman, with his eye on a seat In the United States
Senate. In the course of bis campaign he attended
a country fair. The officials asked him to be Judge
at tbe baby show, and he promptly consented.
All sorts of babies were tbere, and tbe task of
picking out tbe finest one bad elements of difficulty.
The Congressman, however, made up his mind very
promptly. His eyes lighted on one child and from
that moment none of the others could compare with
her.
gothertbeInblue
mother,
who badShelost
the ribbon.
crowds onTbethechild's
fair grounds,
came rushing In at this point and clasped tbe child
In her arms. 8he then turned to the Congressman,
and bnsband and wife looked into each other's eyes.
During the years of separation each had been convinced that the blame was not all on one side, and
their beautiful little daughter furnishes an additional
reason for reconciliation.
IN TIME OF PEHIL (Nov. 15.)— The railroad
foreman had a young daughter, and one of their
neighbors, a young farmer, fell In love with her.
She accepted his attentions, and the course of love
seemed smooth until a young civil engineer arrived
from the city to take charge of the section of the
work on which the girl's father was employed. The
engineer was a handsome chap, and he took a fancy
to the country girl. She was flattered by his suit,
and was gradually weaned away from her country
sweetheart.
The girl had a little brother. With him she went
one day to where the railroaders were at work and
was shyly happy when the engineer proposed that
they take a walk so that he could point out what
was being accomplished. The boy accompanied
them, but soon strolled away, and wandered out on
the high trestle which spanned the valley. His departure waa unnoticed, and he had nearly reached
the middle of the structure before be noticed that a
train was rapidly approaching. In an effort to escape he stumbled and fell, and was unable to get
out of the way of the engine. The girl saw her
brother's terror, and tried to go to bis assistance, but
was held back by the cowardly engineer, who told
her the train was so near that it meant certain
death to venture upon the trestle.
In the meantime the young farmer was driving
along the road on his way home and was just about
to pass under the trestle when be beard the cries
from above and realized the child's peril. He
climbed up one of the poles of the structure, reaching the top of the trestle when the train was only
a few feet away. He seized the helpless boy with
one arm, grasped one of the ties with tbe other,
and hung in space while the train crashed along
above tbem.
Luter when the boy was returned to his sister,
the engineer attempted to explain, but the girl
drove away with her country sweetheart.

MAJESTIC.
CUPID ON THE JOB (Nov. 5).— "Tbe Woman
Hater's Club" is composed of seven dashing young
fellows who have been disappointed In love. "Tbe
Man Hater's Club," composed of seven beautiful
ladles, versal
hirehatreda ofhouse
next to sex
the Isman's
club. until
Unithe opposite
cultivated
sweet little Cupid wakes up one fine morning, and
goes forth from his leafy bed In tbe woods, bent
upon mischief. Ethel starts from a nearby city
to visit tbe Woman's Club, but misses her train,
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. and arrives late at night. Cupid arranges tblnga
so that she gets Into tbe cellar of the men's club
by mistake. She Is discovered by the butler and
escorted by the horrid men to tbe woman's club.
Cupid Bees his chance and works like a beaver.
He succeeds In aranglng the couples to bis liking,
and, after four days of bard work, drives tbem
all off to church In a body, where they are married.
HIS DRESS 8UIT (Nov. 5).— Handsome Harry Is
deeply In love with Mabel, who la very fond of
Doners. He buys ber presents and spends money
so freely that he finds himself financially embarrassed, hut Mabel must have flowers, 80 Harry takes
bis dress suit and pawns It. With the proceeds
he buys a bunch of flowers and takes them to
Mabel's house. She Is delighted and Harry is very
self-satisfied until be learns that he cannot attend
her party that evening unless be bas a dress suit.
Harry Is visited by Joy and gloom so often that
the little fellows become quite friendly with him.
WEAEY'8 REVENGE (Nov. 3).— Frank Davis desires Amos Kearton as a son-in-law, but Davis's
daughter, Llndy, loves Frank Reed. Llndy one day
provokes Amos to such an extent that be vents bis
fury upon a poor farm lad. A tramp, seeing the
whipping Amos la giving the boy, Intercepts and
is
bested.
few adays
later, Amos
visits Davis's
home
to payA him
mortgage
due. Davis,
In bis
hurry to get to town, drops his keys, which Amos
picks up and extracts the money from the draw.
In escaping he is brought face to face with the
tramp, who takes from him his coat and bat, containing the stolen money.
During bis rambles the tramp comes across three
pies on the window sill of the Davis home. The
cook sees him trying to steal them and lets out a
yell that bring two farm hands, who chase the
tramp. He manages, however, to elude his pursuers, and coming upon an old scarecrow, puts the
coat he is wearing on It and takes the old ragged
one.
Davis, who has discovered the loss of his keys, returns, only to find the draw open and the money
gone. The blame is placed upon Frank, who happens to be visiting Llndy at tbe time. It looks
prettyon bad
Frank, with
until the
Lindy
discovers
Amos'in
coat
the for
scarecrow
mortgage
money
it. Mr. Davis goes at once to Amos' farm, where
he hears a full confession of the theft. This removes all suspicion from Frank, and Davis gives
bis consent to their wedding.

AMERICAN.
ONE, TWO, THREE (Oct. 28).— How three out of
four men betting that they would never marry fell
victims to the darts of Cupid in the first skirmish.
If It hadn't
been man
a Western
town fallen
with a and
scarcity
of
women
the last
would have
the bet
called a draw. As It was he nursed a broken heart,
and the wager serves only as a balm.
CHIQUTTA, THE DANCER (Oct. 30).— A mining
story in which a young Mexican girl plays a very
important part frustrating the plans of several villainous claim Jumpers. A crooked Justice of the
peace also takes a hand In the game, but only succeeds In landing himself Into the bands of the U. S.
Marshal. A realistic fire scene affords opportunity
for Chlqulta to distinguish herself and supplies tbe
setting for a grand love tableau.
THE WANDERER (Oct. 31). — A ranchman is
beset by a bully whose unwelcome attentions are
resented by the ranchman's daughter. Everything
seems to be in favor of the bully until the hero
makes his appearance, when the tide changes and
one defeat after another is the lot of the vicious
bully until her Is driven away in disgrace. In the
sequel of this story we see the hero endeavoring to
extricate himself from the meshes of a promising
love affair, but the outcome is Just as you expect it
should be.
MAIDEN AND MEN (Nov. 4).— Tbe mind of the
child comes to us as a blank and upon it may be indelibly engraved the outline of a character for good
or bad. It Is incumbent upon us to guard our minds
that no influences be brought to bear that might
misshapen the character lines or tend to obliterate
those so carefully drawn by tbe foresight of those
whose duty it was to guard over us. Ofttlmes we
are misguided In our conduct because of improper
sentiment, born from Influences that tend to destruct rather than construct. The principles in this
story illustrate this theme admirably.
THE STARBUCKS (2 reels) (Nov. 9).— A descriptive review of this two-reel subject is printed
In another part of this Issue, by Mr. James S.
McQuade.

COMMERCIAL

FILM

UNIVERSAL
VICTOR.
THE REDEMPTION OF RIVERTON (Not. 1).—
Rlverton was the average wicked little town, given
over to drunkenness, gossip and hypocrisy. Then tbe
new minister, tbe Rev. John Gibson, arrives, and
soon becomes aware of tbe condition of affairs. On
tbe day of bis arrival, he meets June Martin, and
Is told that she Is the granddaughter of Billy Martin, the principal saloon-keeper of the town. The
Rev. Gibson, having had an athletic training, proceeds to extreme measures to reform the village
drunkards. On one occasion he carries home, bodily,
from a saloon, tbe town drunkard.
Then the liquor clique, headed by the deacon In
Gibson's chlurch, start a counter movement against
Gibson and endeavor to discredit him before tbe
community, by making it appear that Gibson is a
whiskey drinker himself. This is where June Martin comes before
to his rescue
by proving
Gibson'sandentire
innocence
the church
committee,
not
satisfied with that she also makes public the fact
that the deacon, who Is Gibson's principal accuser,
is the owner of her grandfather's saloon.
Tbe end of Gibson's crusade shows tbe entire
town converted to sobriety and true religion, with
the exception of tbe wicked deacon who Is left
friendless and alone upon the doorstep of his saloon,
which and
bearsbertbehusband,
sign "To the
Let"Rev.
uponGibson,
its front
June
aredoor.
the
most popular people in the town.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED WEEKLY NO. 33 (Oct. 23).— Red
Sox vs. Giants — A glimpse of tbe Second Game of
the
Mass.World's Championship Baseball Series at Boston,
King George and His Troops — King George attends
tbe Annual Autumn Maneuvres at East Angella,
England.
Thrilling Aeroplane Flight — George Beatty, America's foremost aviator, thrills the crowds with bis
daring flight at Oakwood Heights, Staten Island.
Theodore Roosevelt — The "Bull Moose" is welcomed by a large and enthusiastic crowd upon his
arrival In Chicago.
Sailors' Land Parade — Twenty thousand sailors
march in Columbus Day Parade, at New York City.
A Million Dollar Fire — A spectacular fire destroys
Jersey.
the Standard Oil Company's tanks at Bayonne, New
Votes for Women — A large gathering attend the
Suffragette demonstration on Tower Hill, London,
England.
Departure of the Fleet — President Taft reviews
the fleet from the deck of the "Mayflower."
Bryan at Goshen — William Jennings Bryan attends
a meeting of party leaders at Goshen, Ind.
Who's Who In Stageland — Jeffersot De Angells,
late star In "Tbe Beauty Spot," at his summer
home, Supnyslde Drive, Yonkers, N. Y.

CRYSTAL.
"0, SUCH A NIGHT" (Nov. 3).— Pearl has an
awful temper. So has her hubby. Hubby Invites
some friends to tbe bouse. They play poker, leaving Pearl to her own amusements. At 12:30 they
are still at It, and Pearl In an outburst breaks up
the game, Just when Hubby is about to regain
bis losses. Hubby thinks to frighten Pearl out
of her temper by writing that he will shoot himself. Pearl also writes a suicidal note, saying she
will drown herself in the bathtub. Hubby goes out
but returns only "half shot." Meanwhile the cook
has taken a bath and Pearl Is unable to carry out
her threat. Hubby finds Pearl's note and rushes
to the bath room, expecting to find Pearl's dead
body. He opens the door very hurriedly and throws
the cook into the tub, giving her another bath.
The cook throws hubby Into the tub, clothes and
all. Pearl enters at this moment and they explain
that their suicide notes were mere Jests to cure
each other's tempers.
MARRIAGE A LA CARTE (Nov. 3).— George
Jones "touches" his Uncle Josh for a thousand
dollar loan, explaining that he Is engaged to be
married. Uncle comes from Cohoes to meet the
girl. George persuades his typist Nellie (who
adores him) to pretend to be his intended. Uncle
likes Nellie and insists that the young couple marry
Instantly. George arranges with his friend, Ned,
to play a fake parson. Ned meets with a funny
accident and uncle secures a real minister. George
caught In his own trap and Nellie wins a husband.

SERVICE

Best In the United 'States, not the cheapest.
12 reels weekly, $15.00.
Additional films at $1.00 per reel. Customer pays exnressage
both ways.
We furnish sign service at no extra charge as long as
you take good care of them.
Western Penna. STATE RIGHT FEATURES.
West Virginia.
The peer
of all,
BERNHARDT
In "La Tosca," now booking.
The best In the market only and at moderate prices.
Send
for our
list SARAH
of unrestricted
features:
UNRESTRICTED
Red Rose of the Apaches, 3_reels, $15.00; 8,000 _heralds free. White Slavery,
daily.
Life of Washington, 3 reels, $12.50 dally. Battle of Mergheb, TurkishItalian War, 2 reels. $12.50 daily. 2 new reproductions of Turkish-Italian
3 reels, $15.00 daily. The Ballroom Queen, or Road to Ruin, 3 reels, $15.00
daily. Only an Actress, 3 reels, $15.00 daily. Nursing a Viper, 3 reels, $15.00
War,
2
reels, The
$10 Civil
& $15.
Hugo's
Miserables, 3 reels, $15.00 daily.
Reproduction
War, Victor
3 reels,
$15.00Les
daily.
daily.
4 Daredevils, 3 reels, $10.00 daily.
The Night Riders, 2 reels, $7.50
LIBERTY FILM RENTINC CO., IOS 4ih Avenue, Pittsburgh. Pa.
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MILITARY FEATURE!
RAIDERS £ MEXICAN
BORDER
The Greatest Feature Sensation Ever Released
Wide-awake Exhibitors Have Shown

WARNER'S

FEATURES

"The Raiders of the Mexican Border"
-Peril of the Plains"
" Redemption "
" Glass Coffin "
" Regeneration "
======

ALL

3 REELS

HAVE

==========

YOU

Warner's Features
NOW

BEING

BOOKED BY THE FOLLOWING OFFICES
WARNER'S FEATURE FILM CO.

ONLY

NEW YORK: 145 West 45th Street.
ST. LOUIS, MO.: Benoist Building.
CLEVELAND, O.: Columbia Building.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.: Northwestern Building.
OMAHA, NEB.: Brandeis Building.
CHICAGO, ILL.: Dapples Bldg., 167 W. Washington St.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.: Heed Building.
DENVER, COL.: Railroad Building.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.: Illinois and Maryland Streets.
ATLANTA, GA.: Rhodes Building.
BUFFALO, N. Y.: 31 Church Street.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.: 1149J4 Mission Street.
KANSAS CITY, 70a Shubert Bldg.
GAUMONT CO., TORONTO, CANADA.
GAUMONT CO., WINNIPEG, MAN.
FEATURE FILM & CALCIUM LIGHT CO.,
NATIONAL ED. & FEATURE FILM CO,
125 4th Avenue,
Surety Building,
PITTSBURGH, PA.
DETROIT, MICH.

Write nearest office for open dates

HEADQUARTERS

145 WEST

BRADENBURCH'S

FILMS

FOB

NEW

45th STREET

SALE.

FEATURES
FILMS

FOR

RENT.

TiUe Dealers — Come and Compare.
Never mind about the so-called
"Largest" Film
Title
Length Price
Length Price
vs. Nick
Carter.. 3600 $150.00
The Ring that Binds
3000 $180.00 Zigomar
Written in Blood
3000
125.00
The
Airman's
Secret
1800 100.00
100.00
2000
The Lure
of Paris
2000 100.00 Society Life of Paris
2000
100.00
125.00
if ter Darkness— Light
3000 150.00 Power of Destruction
Deceased
2800
Oliver Twist.
1800 100.00 Addressee
90.00
1800
Out of the Slums
2200 100.00 Who Was Guilty?
75.00
1500
Tony, the Simpleton
1500 90.00 Their Lives for Gold
75.00
The Weed
2200 100.00 Attacked by a Lion
1400
2700
Miranda
1840 100.00 Blackmail
125.00
75.00
Dice of Life
3000 150.00 The Bells of Notre Dame.. 1600
75.00
75.00
In a Siren's Power
2500 150.00 Lieutenant's
Last Fight. . .2000
Massacre
2000
The Barefoot Dancer
2200 125.00 Indian
75.00
2000
For One Hundred Dollars. .2800 150.00 On the War Path
75.00
2000
Divorce
2700 140.00 War on the Plains
100.00
The Mysterious Automobile. 2800
Romeo
and
Juliet
(Col125.00
ored)
3000
Let us quote you prices on regular service
features included.

C, W. BRADENBURGH

231-233

N.

EIGHTH

ST.,

PHILADELPHIA.

PA.

SUITE 806-807-808

YORK

GET IT FROM

CITY

WHITE

We carry a full line of supplies for photoplay houses.
Moving
Picture Machines,
parts.
New
and
slightly used flaming arc lamps of all makes carried
in stock.
Complete line of sizes in Pink Label, Bio and
Arco B and Flaming Arc Carbons.
Announcement slides. Slides made to order for
advertisement
purposes.
Brass poster frames.
Send for our Illustrated Catalogue
Our

Specialty

Imported
denser*, FrenchCon"
$1.50 Pair

WHITE SPECIALTY CO.
124 EAST!14th STREET
NEW YORK CITY
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CHAMPION.
BITE (Oct. 28).— DHTe Bailey's wife dying, gives
her child to the keeping of Soe Barksdale. A year
later Sue Ib in love with Dave, the widower. He
is aliout to declare his love for her when Virginia
Dale, a young authoress, comes on the scene and be
Is at once smitten by her beauty. She, In turn,
falls In lore wl tli him, and before long declare*
his love for her In Sue's presence.
child, In wandering through the woods, Is
Just aboat to pet a huge snake, when she Is res■ in.t by Virginia, who Is bitten by the snake. Her
screams are heard by Sue. who, In running to aid
her, falls and cuts her lip. She sucks the snake
bite, thus Inoculating herself through the bleeding
lip with the poison. Dave comes with a Jug of
whiskey. Virginia Is saved and Sue dies a martyr
to the love of Dave.

REX.
CAREFUL NURSING (Oct. 31).— Mr. Markham
get! ill. A hospital nurse is brought to nurse him.
He likes t»•• intc nursed. His four sons all fall In
love «ith the nurse. They all pretend to be sick
and take to their beds. Mrs. Markham is dlsThe butler also falls In love with the
nurse. The nurse's husband, a pugilist, from whom
she has run away on account of his drinking habits,
catches the butler kissing his wife'B photograph
outside the house. He Is delighted to have located
Ins wife at last and plots to win her back. He
l. Mins from the bntler what is going on Inside the
house He dresses up as a hospital nurse and applies for the position to assist his wife. Mrs.
Markham is delighted at his ngly appearance and
him He tries drastic treatment on the
patients anil quickly cures them. The butler forces
his unwelcome attentions on the wife. The pugilist
, and
thrashes
the butler and earns his wife's gratitude
forglvenes.
AN OLD-FASHIONED MOTHER (Nov. 3).— Silas
and Aunt Chloe reside In a fishing hamlet. They
receive a letter from their son. inviting them to
come and reside with them, announcing that he
has been married several years. They make preparations for the journey and Aunt Chloe goes to
the garret and takes from the rafters herbs that
are hanging there which she uses for medical purposes, and packs them in her grip. Silas takes an
affecting leave of his old fishing cronies, returns
home, and the old couple go to the city. They
are met by the son, who gives them a royal welcome, but their country airs and homespun clothes
cannot be tolerated by his aristocratic wife. Arriving at the home of Charles, the old couple unpack their grips, and, among other things, Aunt
Chloe produces the roots and herbs and explains
they are for medical purposes, much to the anger
of Louise. The young wife makes it unpleasant
f,.r the parents of her husband, much to their sorrow and the humiliation of Charles. Dorothy becomes seriously 111, and Aunt Chloe wishes to administer her home remedies, but Louise is disgusted and forbids It. The child grows worse and
Aunt Chloe takes her roots and herbs to the
kitchen, and prepares the medicine. She goes to
the sick room and finds the nurse sleeping. Aunt
Chloe has her medicine in a fruit Jar and keeps
vigil with the child and administers the medicine
during the night, while the nurse sleeps. This Is
repeated the following night when the nurse is
pleased to be relieved, and the next morning the
child is much better and is discovered with her
grandmother asleep. Charles comes in and notices
the Jar of medicine, awakens his mother, and she
tells him she has cured his child by her humble
medicine. They leave and the mother enters and
discovers the Jar. and the child tells her she has
taken medicine out of the jar and is almost cured.
In their room Silas and Aunt Chloe have decided
tbey are not wanted by Louise, and they are packing their grips to return home. Louise enters,
grateful that the life of her child has been saved
by Aunt Chloe, and places her arms around the
neck of her mother-in-law and bids them to stay
on forever
with
her.
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ist — The Amateur
Iceman
19th— The Sporting Editor
31st— The Heavenly Voice

SCENARIOS
HEADLINERS WANTED
HIGHEST COMEDIES
PRICES SPECIALLY
PAID
DESIRED
KINEMACOLOR CO.
1600 Broadway

New York

21.000 roll tickets. U-flJ; 60
H cored carbons, ILLS;
Btereopticon objectives, 50c
to 13.00; stereopticons. $14;
rheostats, S3 to $5; arc
lamp*, li.76. t- and S2.2S;
conden&era, 50c; calcium
jets, $2.80; acetylene lets,
$2.50; gas cenerators, $3.50,
moving picture objectives, $2.75; jackets, $2. List or
moTins picture repair parts at fair prices. Sprocket
wheels, 860; films lc a foot. Catalogue. Ail makes
«f moving picture machines repaired at reasonable
prices.
L HETZ, 302 East 23rd St., New York City

TOUNAMENT

FILM CO.

TOLEDO,
OHIO.
Owners
of the following
feature
Urns:
1911
Cheyenne
Cowboy
and
Indian
Frontier
Celebration.
Fall Round-Up
on the Y-6 Ranoh.
State
Rights
for These
Films
far tale.
Bookings
Can
Be Made
by Writing
Us.

FILMO CEMENT
For repairing all makes of Moving
Picture Films. Contains no ether.
Non-evaporating. Put up in one-oz.
and one-pint bottles, also gallon cans.
Sold to Wholesalers, Manufacturers
and Jobbers. One-oz. bottle, 25 cents.
trademark]
if your dealer does not
carry it we will supply
same.

Filmo Chemical Co.
55-57-59 Chrystie Street,' N. Y.

GEM.
THE OLD DOLL MAKER (Oct. 24).— Claude Petreaux Is an old doll maker, who lives with his
daughter, Lucille. He has an apprentice, Villon,
by name, a worthless man who loves Lucille. The
young folks wish to marry, but Claude denies his
permission. Villon persuades Lucille to elope.
The old man Is broken down with grief and swears
that she will never darken his door again. Five
yean pass. In a distant city the young people are
struggling to make a living. As a doll maker, Villon has not achieved success and he has already
began to descend the steep roads of dissipation.
A little girl, four years, has been born to tbem.
One day the little girl brings home a dog to the
already half-starved household. Villon, In drunken
anger, at having another mouth to feed, kicks the
dog brutally, and would put him out of doors, but
the little girl takes the dog in her arms and pleads
that It may he kept. In this she receives the
support of her mother. In rage he vows that he
will never feed them and leaves them to shift
for themselves.
The old man, In the meantime, feels that death
Is near, which increases his longing for Lucille,
who paints a miniature of her baby and sends It
to her father. He receives the miniature and calls
In a notary.
He disposes of his stock, and, using

42 Licensed
A WEEK

Posters

FOR $2.00

the miniature as a model,
he fashions a doll and
dispatches
it to them.
The wolf of starvation has made its appearance
to Lucille and ber child. She Is anxiously awaiting a return to her letter. The packet with the
doll arrives. The little girl la delighted with It,
but the mother Is keenly disappointed that no
tangible help has been vouchsafed, and gives way
to despair. At this time Villon returns deeply
repentant with promises of reformation which
woman-like, she accepts. The father takes the
doll away from bis child and throws It out of the
window. The dog runB after It and the little
girl Bobs for her new toy. The father scolds her
and the mother tries In vain to give ber comfort.
In the meantime the dog has found the doll in
the yard and proceeds to tear it apart. The child
seeing this, sobs even more piteousl.v than ever
at the destruction of her plaything. The mother'a
heart relents and she bids Villon go and rescue
money.
it.
II<- brings it In. in a mangled condition when
to their surprise and delight tbey And the concealed

ECLAIR.
AUNT BBIDGET (Nov. 3). — The summer Is very
hot and Aunt Bridget would like to spend it in tbe
country, but her nephew and niece, Joseph and Irene,
have not invited her. But if Aunt Bridget is poor
in money, she Is rich in ideas. She will outwit
them. Knowing tbe attorney, Ducarneau, she asks
him to write ber a letter as follows: You have lnberlted $50,000. Let me have your Instructions."
A dialer in cardboard money will deliver the Inheritance In real money bags and it will be placed
in the cupboard. The letter will remain on the
table so that Joseph and Irene will not fail to see It.
Tbe nephew and niece pay her a visit, but are
very anxious to get back to the country, it is so hot
in Parts, Of course, they do not fall to "bite at
the bail," and insist that Aunt Bridget come with
them. In the country she leads a very fine life,
well taken care of by Joseph and Irene. In the autumn, she complains of the cold and wants to return to Paris, but they insist tbat she remain. They
even go to Paris to get her warmer clothing. This
journey bad a purpose. They want to see the
famous fortune which they hope will be theirs some
day. While they are absent. Aunt Bridget reads
in the paper that by a lottery ticket she has won
$100,000. Aha, she will laugh heartily when Joseph
and Irene return. But they are greatly surprised
when turnthey
the out.
moneyThey
is "fake"
reto put find
Aunt that
Bridget
do it so and
quickly
and make her take the first train for Paris In such
haste, that she cannot find time to tell tbem the
good news. It is only when the train has left that
they find out their mistake. They regret very much
tbat
aunt.

they
But

have
misunderstood
it Is too
late.

BIdg.

Chicago

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS
We manufacture all
necessary apparatus
for making motion picture film. Cameras, tripods, printers, developing outfits, scenery
and films. Write for
prices and catalogue.

American Cinematograph Co.
2415 Congress St.

Chicago, III.

"precious"

an

are expecting their sweethearts and don't wish to
have tbe odor of the pipe in tbe room. Father
makes room for bis daughters' young men, but when
the cook's sweetheart objects to his being in the
kitchen that is the last straw and father goes on
the war path and at the end is comfortably seated
in the parlor, very contentedly smoking his pipe.

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING CO.
Hobbs

so

SILENT JIM (Nov. 5).— An extended review of
this subject is published elsewhere In this number.
FOILING A FORTUNE HUNTER
(Nov. 7).—
Charles Highby discovers that his daughter Is
about to elope with a strange young man, who has
been meeting her in secret. Highby has planned
for her to wed Jack Spencer, the Junior partner
in bis business, but instead of becoming immediately angry, he takes things in his usual calm way
and sets about an investigation of the new lover,
Count Frizelll. Finding him to be a criminal and
a fortune hunter, Highby decides that the best way
to cure bis daughter of the infatuation would be
to show her his desperate manner, and give ber a
glimpse of bis true character at the same time.
Taking Jack Spencer into bis confidence, he arranges for him to take the chauffeur's place during
the elopement. Spencer contrives to make DeForrest
angry and he shows his true nature throughout most
of the ride. The girl is to be brought to the altar
by threatening her with a pistol. At the church
Highby confronts them, the frightened girl falls
Into his arms seeking to be taken home. Frizelll
tries to shoot but Spencer disarms him. The evidence against bim is produced and the bogus count,
thoroughly frightened, runs away.
WHAT DAD DID! (Nov. 7).— Father desires to
smoke his pipe, but his daughters object, as they

MILANO.
A TRAGIC WEDDING (Nov. 2).— Guy Firming Is
sent by his rich nncle to South America to look after
his business Interests there. Renata, the uncle's
daughter, with whom Guy is in love. Is to become
bis wife If be proves himself a worthy young business man. This Is a secret between Guy and his
uncle, and Renata, knowing nothing about It, places
her affections in tbe keeping of Jules, a clerk.
Guy, having been successful In his business negotiations, returns home to become the husband of
Renata, who, npon being told of ber father's
wishes, sobs ont tbat she is in love with Jules. Her
father Is steadfast in his promises to Guy, and
Renata reluctantly acquiesces with his wishes.
Tbe wedding takes place, and In the confusion
of the guests to congratulate the pair, Jnles manages
to

slip a note

into

Renata's

bands,

telling ber

he
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OUR PLATFORM

— What

SHOW

YOU

Other
Manufacturer
liar.- Do — Let
Send You Our Lar|
DEMONSTRATION
SAMPLES
ProviiiK tn You What All the Largest
Exhibitors and

Plank Two — The moving picture theatre
owners and managers realize that they have
been grossly deceived in the past by unscrupu
Ions agents who come from NOWHERE and REPRESENT nothing. These parties cannot guarantee, even if they so desire, anything they sell.
Their only stock- in trade is something just as
good at a lesser price. By all means look out
for them, for once your screen is paid for your
chance to recover is decidedly small.
The American Theatre Curtain & Supply Co. will

No

Film Exchanges Gaim to be the Peer of All Projection
Surfaces— Screen

or Curtain —

MIRROROIDE
1 1 'atents Pending )

Three Grades to Select From: A
Silver Satin linish
Meslium
Grain;
B. — Heavy-Grained
Surface.
The
Screen that Will Not Lose the Picture at a Close or
Angle View.
C. — Pale Gold-Satin finish; Our Latest;
the New
1913
Product — Intersecting
Lined
Surface
Eliminates
the Rain Marks in Film;
Making ThreeMonths -<)ld Reds
Look
Like First Run.
WHAT MIRROROIDE IS.

act as your personal supply house. Should any injury
occur to screen after installing. We co-operate with
purchaser to replace same as good as new with no

A Canvas Filled Cloth Containing a 30 Per Cent. Filling of Ground Glass; a Perfect Amalgam
of Metallic
Foil Dissolved in Pure Mercury.
MIRROROIDE

additional
to him.
Isn't it fworth something
to buy fromexpense
one who
is responsible
The RADIUM GOLD FIBRE SCREE.V is made
only by the American Theatre Curtain & Supply Co. at
their factory in St. Louis, each and every screen being
shipped direct from their own tea re ho use. We have
adopted this policy to protect purchasers from deception on the Part of unscrupulous salesmen who represent something, something ''just as good." In the
future look out for our trade-mark.
Sole Manufacturers

Carries Our Bona Fide Guarantee to "Last a Lifetime."
It Cannot Crack, Peel, Blister or Turn
Black.
It is
Absolutely Waterproof.

American

Theatre
Curtain
& Supply
Company,
105 N. Main St., St. Louis.
Agencies :
Pitzer & Smith, 32 Union Square, New York City
George Breck, 70 Turk Street, San Francisco, Calif.

2400

MIRROROIDE Screens Now in Use. Thousands of
Testimonials on File. MIRROROIDE is Sold at a
Price Within the Reach of the Smallest Exhibitor.
Get MIRROROIDE and Show Perfect Projection Free
from Haze, Glare, Eye-Strain and 1 hat Out-of-Focus
Effect.
Pictures 500 Per Cent. Brighter at a x/$ Saving
in Your Juice and Carbon
Bill.
We Originated the Rough or Mat Surface.
Protected
by Pending Patents.

The J. H. Genter Company
NEWBURGH,

N. Y.

HENNEGANS

If The'11

"MIRROR"
SCREEN

^oney Getter;

Will Not Do What We
Claim, I Will Forfeit

$1000.00
DTO YOU!
MY BET IS
100 Per Cent More Light
More Perspective
More Clear and Natural
Than Any Other Curtain or Screen in the World
Furthermore, The Only Curtain That

Absolutely Prevents
Eye -Strain
Write for Catalogue of Improved
Snow- White Screen

Essential Advertising for Moving Picture Theatres

100
50
10
10

Styles
Styles
Styles
Styles

of
of
of
of

One Sheets
Three Sheets
Eight Sheets
Bsnners

Also, Day Strips, Date;..
Folders, Novelties,
Window Cards, Spotter*,
Etc , Etc.

1,000 Heralds
Association, Independent,
and Special Feature*
First 1.000 dated.
Additional 1,000
First 1,000 blank.
Additional 1.000

Something That Every Theatre Can Use
Get on Our Mailing List.

Circulars and Sample Heralds Free

Better Than Ever at Lower Prices

MIRROR

SCREEN

CO.

F. J. Rembusch,

President

Shelbyville, Ind.

Eastern

-Frank
Manning,
922
Phone 401 Plaza.

6th

Representative

Ave.,

N.

7.

City.

HENNEGAN
Genesee

Boulevard

& CO.
CINCINNATI
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appreciates tbe sacrifice she la making and to destroy his letters.
In leaving the reception-room with her husband,
Renata drops the note. It Is picked up by Guy,
who goes at once to his wife's desk and finds the
letters referred to In the note. Although they ure
Innocent eplstlea of love, they make Guy Insane
with jealousy. lie determines to he avengc.l and
an opportunity comes when be dismisses the chauffeur of the car In which he and bis wife are riding.
Be takes the wheel and races tbe machine at full
apeed. lie does not pay attention to his wife's
appeals to stop, and be runs tbe car over a cliff,
where they both meet death, Benata a victim to
filial duty.

POWERS.
THE COLLABORATORS (Oct. 80).— Dick Lemon,
a poet la writing his masterpiece, which be reads
to Molly Dripping, tbe servant. Mrs. Beans, tbe
landlady, comes In and orders Molly out, and asks
tbe poet for tbe rent. He turns out bis empty
pockets but points hopefully to tbe poem. Mrs.
Beans orders blm to get out.
He proceeds to pack up. Molly remembers that
be has had nothing to eat. She takes some food
from tbe cupboard and takes It to blm. He Is
overcome wltb gratitude and makes her a present
of the poem. She returns to the kitchen where
she comes across the rest of the paper she had
wrapped the poet's food In. Her eyes happen to
glance on an advertisement offering "$1,000 for
four lines of poetry advertising Rlllem's Potted
Meat." She reads It again, then takes out the
poem given to her. She looks at It, gets an Idea,
cuts off the first verse, alters it, then hurriedly
posts It.
In tbe meanwhile tbe poet Is seen wandering on
tbe railroad ties. Molly gets a letter from "Tbe
Rlllem Potted Meat Co.," sending her $1,000 for
her poem, and offers ber position as head of their
advertising staff. She Instantly throws up her
situation and Is Installed In the offices of The
Potted Meat Co., but alas she cannot write poetry.
so she cuts off another verse of the poem and altars it, much to the delight of tbe manager. Tbe
poet is now seen near tbe city reading a newspaper when he Is astounded to see his poem advertising "Potted Meat" and vowing vengeance, he
proceeds straight to their offices. Here he Hnd-s
Molly now In deep disgrace, because the manager
wants more poetry and she can't think of any.
Tbe poet enters and indignantly asks for tbe manager. To his utter astonishment he meets Molly
there, who explains things and to help her be gets
behind tbe screen and when tbe manager returns
again he gets all tbe poetry he wants.
A DREAMLAND TRAGEDY (Nov. 1) A family quarrel and tbe sight of a large roll of money.
the pay roll, so Influences the mind of the laborer's daughter that she dreams of terrible things
happening to her father, brother and sweetheart —
the paymaster. In dreamland she sees ber father
drug her sweetheart's liquor and taking him home,
proceeds to rob him of the pay roll. Coming upon
them unawares, the girl manages to get the father
out of the way, then summoning all ber strength
literally carries the young paymaster out of the
house. Id the meantime, her brother, a shiftless
character, returns home and resolving to take
things easy, falls asleep on tbe bed where the old
man had placed tbe paymaster.
On returning from bis errand, the father sees
that the coast is clear, steals to the bed, still intent upon securing the pay roll and unaware of the
fact that the figure on tbe bed is bis own son instead of the Intended victim. A struggle ensues in
which the father chokes the son to insensibility
and Is discovered by the girl. At this juncture
the men return from work and find the girl moaulng In her sleep. With ber awakening comes the
realization that her terrible tragedy happened only
In dreamland.

NESTOR.
THE
CALL
OF THE DESERT
(Oct. 28)
Ben
Crawford and bis wife, Marlon, live In a cabin
near Ben's gold prospect. Marlon longs for the
city. Tbe opportunity arrives when she receives a
telegram telling her that her uncle has left her
bis fortune, provided she lives In his old home.
They depart for the city. Bill Is left behind in
charge of the prospect, with Instructions to keep
Ben posted.
Marlon plunges into the pleasures of society and
Indulges In a flirtation with Captain Everett, a
society man. Ben gradually becomes conscious of
the fact that tbe Captain Is causing unnecessary
gossip, and seeing him bending over Marlon aud
talking in too affectionate manner to ber, he asserts himself and orders the Captain to go. Ben
goes back to bis mine and his freedom.
Upon his arrival be finds that be possesses valuable property, but he grieves over tbe separation.
Old Billy sees bis Ustlessness and sends a telegram
to Marlon stating that Ben is seriously ill. Marlon
receives the telegram — It is the call she has been
awaiting and she hurries to Ben. She arrives at
the cabin and their old differences go Into tbe land
of forgetfulness as tbey hold each other tightly.
FATTY'S BIG MIX-UP (Oot. 30).— Pete, the
cook. Is thrown out of the cook-house.
The boys
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declare that they will quit, but are pacified when
I lie foreman writes an agency to send them a good
female cook. The foreman goes to the station but
no cook. In despair be hurries to a nearby ranch,
but tbe ranchman will not part with Mandy, his
female cook. He, however, offers Fatty, the assistant cook. Tbe foreman must have a woman.
Then Mandy gets the idea of dressing Fatty up In
her clothes. After tipping him liberally Fatty
agrees, be and the foreman arrive at the ranch and
are agreeably received by the boys until Brown
decides that he will go in and kiss the cook. He
is kicked out, so the foreman, to show how he
stands with tbe cook, starts for tbe door, his back
Is turned to the door, so Fatty helps him out with
bis boot. The boys, however, see his trousers under the female dress and drag him out and send
him down tbe road In baste. In the meanwhile the
real cook arrives, and gives the boys such an excellent dinner that they are in fine spirits. As
soon as night falls Fatty returns for his clothes.
He enters his former room, but hears someone
coming, hides under the bed. The cook enters,
sees the bed move, calls for help. The boys enter, drag Fatty out, and about to help him from
the place more strenuously than before, when the
foreman arrives and confesses.
MAKING A MAN OF HER (Nov. 1).— The "Bar
B"
is up against
goodand
andeach
hard.
cooksranch
in succession
have itleft
cookThree
has
taken a susceptible cowboy home with her. The
ranchman puts down his foot, saying no more women cooks for "Bar B." Emily is young and sweet
and awfully hard up. She applies but is informed
that her sex Is against her. Passing a second-hand
store she resolves that a little thing like that shall
not Interfere, so she buys a perfectly charming cowboy outfit, returns to the agency and gets tbe job.
The boss Is so pleased that he insists upon Emily
Joining him with one of his best and blackest cigars.
She does so and experiences the worst symptoms
of sea-sickness.
The rancher's daughter and her chum come to the
ranch and all the boys fall In love with them. The
girls fall In love with that "pretty boy cook," and
when they Insist upon visiting the kitchen with the
untruthful assertion that they want to make candy,
the boys look black and when they take a peep
through the kitchen door aud sees the cook in the
arms of the two girls their wrath breaks loose.
They do not know that she has cut her finger and
that the sight of blood has caused her to faint, or
that the girls have sought to give her air and that
it has been necessary for Emily to confess to the
Emily runs the gauntlet and is finally forced to
girls.
don the boxing gloves. The boys are astonished
when the cook weeps on the daughter's shoulder
when she receives a tap on the nose. When she
takes her cap off and her hair falls down, she gives
them a brief but sufficient idea of bow she regards
them. Jim with a horror for boy-baiting has held
aloof, and he and Emily keep up the old ranch
traditions and get married.

BISON.
THE COWBOY GUARDIANS (Oct. 29).— A
pioneer caravan is attacked by Indians, who greatly
outnumber the pale faces. The whole party are
massacred, with the exception of a year-and-onehalf-old baby, who being hidden by Its mother, escapes detection. Whltey Is a big, bashful cowpuncher, who secretly worships at the shrine of the
only eligible woman In camp, a buxom widow. She,
in ber turn, has made up her mind to overcome
Whitey's bashfulness.
Whltey Is among the cowboys who find the baby.
They take it back to camp and resolve to adopt it.
The experiment is not altogether successful, for all
the boys want to monopolize the babe's attention.
They draw lots as to who shall be the child's
father and Whltey wins.
So far so good, but the other boys come to the
conclusion that the baby should have a mother, and
they bring the widow and Whltey together and congratulate themselves npon a marvelous stroke of
diplomacy. The marriage takes place and all is
merry as a marriage bell, when the smiling babe
is placed In Mrs. Whitey's arms. She is Interested
and asks whose it is. The cowboys tactfully tell
her it is Whitey's and therefore hers. Three hundred and thirty pounds of grief-stricken and horrified avoirdupois falls in a faint, which turns a
joy when the situation is properly explained.
TRAPPER BILL, KING OF SCOUTS (Nov. 2).—
Trapper Bill, a scout, gets Into a quarrel with a
drunken trader named Shunan, and worsts him in a
fight. Shunan covets Sliver Heels, an Indian maid,
and the Chief barters her for presents. Shunan carries her off in triumph. She slips from bis horse
and runs into the woods. Shunan follows her and
catches up with her near the edge of a cliff. She
wounds him with her knife, bat is disarmed and is
about to be thrown over the cliff when Trapper Bill
appears and forces Shunan over the cliff. He saves
himself on the way down, and refusing help limps
away. BUI takes Silver Heels to the Mission
Church where they are married.
Shunan drinks heavily and forces another fight
upon Trapper BUI and is wounded In the shoulder by
Silver Heels. Shunan thereupon rides to the Indian
camp and joins the tribe. He persuades the Indians to raid the white man's corral and steal a number of their horses. The trappers bunt the Indians
down, put them to rout and burn their tepees as a
lesion.
Shunan escapes.

Some years pass and Silver Heels Is called to the
Happy Hunting Grounds leaving BUI to mourn ber
loss. The Mexicans are getting unbearable and a
menace. Trapper BUI Joins a regiment of trappers
and scouts, and their services are gladly accepted by
General Kearney at headquarters.
Shunan offers his services as a spy to the Mexicans and is cheerfully received. Shunan gets useful Information and leads an attack upon the American camp. Tbey are besieged and suffer from the
want of water and food. Trapper Bill offers to ride
for relief and reinforcements. He successfully negotiates tbe Mexican lines and reaches the main
camp In an exhausted condition. The reinforcements reach the hard pressed American camp just
In time to save it from being annihilated; the Mexicans are chased and many killed and captured. The
prisoners are Bet free and Bill finds ultimate happiness and peace with one of the released girls.

MUTUAL

FILM CORPORATION.
KEYSTONE

MABEL'S LOVERS (Nov. 4).— Mabel has many
admirers, and when she arrives at tbe summer resort she receives a number of proposals of marriage. Unable to decide, she determine* to put
the men to a test, so, before going batbing she
fills ber stockings with ugly bumps. When she
discards ber coat ber unsightly limbs cause the
men to beat a hasty retreat, wltb tbe exception
of Black, who peeped when she made herself up.
The next day when Mabel appears minus ber ugly
protuberances, Black is the envied of all, while
the men who deserted ber try to get Into her good
graces again, but without success.
AT IT AGAIN (Nov. 4).— Mrs. Smith receives
an anonymous letter stating that her husband is
untrue to ber, and she calls upon the detectives
to shadow him. Smith comes home and, finding
his wife away, goes out to look for her, In his
shirt sleeves. Mrs. Smith points blm out to the
detectives, and they start on his trail.
In the meantime Larklns, a police captain, Is at
home with his wife, and goes out to buy some
ice cream, also in his shirt sleeves. As Smith enters a house Larkin comes out, Just as the detectives turn the corner, and they, thinking Larkin
is Smith, follow him. When Larkin returns home
his fond wife makes much of him, all of which Is
noted by the detectives at the window. They
finally decide to arrest him, and a furious scene
is raised by the indignant Larkin and his wife,
but to no avail, for Larkin is dragged off. In the
meantime they nave notified Mrs. Smith and she
is on the way to meet them wltb three policemen,
and Smith himself comes np at the same time.
When Larkin and Smith get through with the detectives they have learned the painful lesson that
it does not pay for a detective to make a mistake.

BRONCHO
THE MAN THEY SCORNED (2 reels— Nov. 6).—
Stein enUsted in the army. As a raw recruit he
was made the victim of rude pranks. The only ray
of sunshine in bis life was the sympathy of little
Dollle, the Colonel's daughter, whose childish heart
was touched by the abuse of tbe man. One day
he turned upon his tormentors and surprised aU by
the fury of his attack. Though fighting a score
of men, he held his own until the Colonel, hearing
the fracas, rushed onto the scene. Everybody accused Stein of being the aggressor, and he was sent
to the guardhouse.
His imprisonment was ended by an outbreak of
Indians, who in tremendous numbers were attacking the emigrants and settlers. The soldiers went
gallantly to tbe fray, but were overwhelmed by the
Indians, and were compelled to retreat. The
Colonel's borse was shot down and he was pinned
underneath the animal when Stein came thundering
by. With a Jerk of the reins that threw his horse
back on Its haunches he wheeled around, and came
to the Colonel, whom he puUed up and mounted on
his horse, and leaping behind him tried to escape.
But the load was too heavy for the animal, and tbe
Indians drew closer and closer. Only one man
could escape on tbe horse, and Stein begged his
Colonel to go on alone. Coming to a rocky hill
Stein leaped off the horse and crawled to the top,
while the Colonel, giving Stein bis pistols, galloped
on.
Entrenched behind the rocks, Stein fought like a
lion. The narrow pass made it impossible for tbe
Iudians to rush him and he held bis own, picking
off the leaders. The bullets are seen striking about
him, and finally be Is struck. Again and again
tbe bullets hit him, and he is in a dying condition
when tbe soldiers, reinforced by additional troops,
charge tbe redskins and defeat them.
Unconscious, Stein Is carried back to the fort
and to the Colonel's quarters. Doctors and Dorses
fight with death for his life, and finally torn the
tide in their favor, and Stein is slowly brought
out of danger. The Colonel had recommended his
promotion for bravery, and the official commission
as sergeant Is received.

*
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REPAIRS-SUPPLIES
FEW

SUPPLY

SPECIALS

Carbon* % x 12 Core, 1000 loti
$37.50
In lots of 500, $21.25; in lots of 100
4.50
Carbons % i 0 Core, 1000 lots
20.70
In lots of 500, SU.70; In lots of 100
S.50
Roll TickoU, stock, 100,000
7.00
50,000, |3.75; 30,000. 12.50; 10,000
1.00
Imported Condaaser, best make
1.00
Best Film Cement, 3 bottles
50
"No Burn Off" Terminals (100 Amp.) each
.25
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Style
Reels
. SENSA.
3
BED KOBE APACHE
.DETECTIVE
3
BLACKMAIL
3
SAVED FROM
THE SEA. .SENSA.
. MILITARY
3
DANGEROUS PLAY
DETECTIVE
3
COT.MR
RPAPFS
.SENSA.
2
TORMENT
.SENSA.
2
MINE
DISASTER
MILITARY
2
CELEBRATED CASE
DRAMA
2
LAST HOUR
. SENSA.
2
FLIGHT TO DEATH
GOLDEN
BELT
T1RAMA
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. SENSA.
2
SCIENTISTS SECRET
OTHERS
FREE
POSTERS
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PHOTO DISPLAY
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CO.
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WANTED

CRYSTAL FILM COMPANY
430 Wendover

Ave.

New York City

For bookings Gypsy Blood, The
Traitress, The Course of True Love,
and all Asta Nielsen Features write
The United Feature Film Company

559 SPITZER

BUILDING

TOLEDO,

MOVING PICTURES
Violin, Cornet and Dram parts have
been added to the popular "Orpheum
Collection" of piano music (dramatic
and descriptive) for Moving Pictures.
Practical lor piano alone or any number af above instruments. Issued in
two parts: No. i and No. 2.
cents each; both No.'s $1.15
cents each; both " ' 75c
cents each; both "
65c
cents each; both "
55c
for free sample pages.

CLARENCE
15$1 Sedgwick

E. SINN
St., Chicago, III.
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Can be operated by a boy 10 years old. One easterner writes:
"Plant running like a top and dehYering the Juice' rigkt aleng
erery day for our morlng picture boose.
Costs as sboat one-tent*
as much ss public sendee.
Also pomps wster to all ear buildings,
2,000
gallons
Write
to-dayperfordsy."
Bulletin 101. It is s mighty Interesting booklet.
ENO.INE WORKS, Dept. 102, DETROIT, MICH.. U. S. A.

THE ENTERPRISE (Portable)
CALCIUM GAS OUTFIT
Price, with carrying case, $35.00.
It tht only Substitute for Eltctricity
projecting
Viewsforand
is the Motion Picture or Stereopticoa

ONLY

SATISFACTORY

PORTABLE

OUTFIT

because it operates by WATER PRESSURE, IS CONSTANT, REGULAR AND
RELIABLE and has no complicated spring valve to corrode, choke up and etherwise get out of order.
Is patented.
"OXONE"
oxygen
gas.

In
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it most
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For Salt by Dtaltrt Evtryvohtrt.
MANUFACTURERS

Optical Mfg. Go.

564-572 W. Randolph
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Song Slides.
A. L. SIMPSON,

Inc.

N."Give
Y. me a Shove I'm Falling in Love," Pub. by Fred Helf,
"Bring
Pub.
Co., Back
N. Y.my Golden Dreams," Pub. by F. B. Haviland
"Some Pub.
Day You'll
Haviland
Co., N. Know
Y.

I Loved You," Pub. by F. B.

"I Will Love You Always Just for Auld Lang Syne," Pub.
by J. Fred Helf, N. Y.
"Seems to me the World is Singing, Marguerite," Pub. by
Edmund Lyons, Peace Dale, R. I.
Scott & Van Altena.
"Seems to Me the World Is Singing, Marguerite" — Pub. by
Edmund Lyons, Peace Dale, R. I.
Commercial
Announcement
Advertising
Stock

SLIDES

Hlgh-cltss Work, Quickest Delivery,
Original Stock
Slides Always on Hand.
Write for Oar Price*.
THE
GEANT
OAEDEE
SLIDE
CO.,
612-13
Merchants'
Trust
Bldg.,
Portland,
Oregon

SOMETHING
THE UNBREAKABLE
AND WASHABLE i^b

Caribou
Bill's Outfit
14 Siberian Wolf Sledge Dogs, with harnesses;

2
Alaskan Mail Dog Sledges, 5 Log-cabin s, 20 Dog
Kennels. Year's Lease on four acres surrounding
Camp. Mountain Scenery excellent for Arctic pictures. Arctic and Indian costumes. Enclosed
Studio, drying racks, etc. Situated at Saranac
Lake, N. Y. Will Lease or dispose immediately of
complete outfit for less than half actual cost. Act
quickly. Call or Address till October 30th, Room
428,
York Grand
City. Union Hotel, Forty-second Street, New-

FREE! FREE! FREE!
Colored Announcement

Takito, Ogawa & Co., 156 W.Lake Street, Chicago

Mad

ANNOUNCEMENTS

■SLIDES

& OLESON, ^c^cFl*'!of All Kind*

Send for Catalogue "W"

of our new

ANNOUNCEMENT

Each
Song

SCOTT

line of beautiful

SLIDES

Illustrated from life and most exquisitely colored.
Advertising Slides at Reasonable Rates
Slide Catalogue of 500 different songs
free to anyone
the asking.

slide

& VAN ALTENA,
59 Pearl
THE
SLIDES
THAT
HAVE
SET

St., New York
A STANDAED

'EM
YOURSELF SLIDES

Make them yourself. Written with pen and ink
or typewriter. Three minutes to make a slide. Used
for advertising slides, to announce future or feature
programmes, for chorus slides when chorus slide is
missing. We send four colors of gelatin. The slides
look well and anyone can make them. They are
handy also for announcing vaudeville acts. In fact
they may be readily used for anything you may wish
to say to your audience.
For the sum of three dollars ($3) cash with order,
we will send by express, charges not prepaid, or
$3.50 by registered mail, prepaid (Canadian orders by
registered mail only), the, following:
24 cover glass, 1 package binder strips, 1 dozen
mats, 1 instruction sheet, 1 form sheet and 50 strips
assorted colors gelatin — enough for from 300 to 400
slides.
Order now.
Address:

en on as Easily as.Pa
per
ire fl M ica That Can be Writt
[of Specially Prepare
Written
as.Paper
S EACH
PRICE 25 CENT
PRICE
CENTS

BATTERSHALL

Our

YOUR OWN

"WE AEE PUEE AIB SPECIALISTS," Not
Hot Air Merchants. Send as seating capacity
of your Theatre, and we will send you full particulars, regarding the cleverest little device on
the market today. It will transform the 111smelllug, obnoxious air of your Theatre into >
Healthy, Sweet-scented Atmosphere. Write today for full particulars and Prices.
MIDLAND
TBANSPAEENCT CO.
314 Eamge Bldg., Omaha,
Neb.

MAKE

DE
A SLIents
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BLAyour
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MAKE

Slides

Write for Particulars

NEW
*^"

WORLD

for

City

OUR LECTURES STIMULATE BUSINESS
CHAMPIONSHIP BASEBALL GAMES.
L'l Slides, Plain, $5.00; Colored,
$10.00; 35 Slides, Plain, $8.75; Colored,
.$17.50.
With
lecture or self-explaining,
specify which desired.
Handsome
one
sheets free with each set.
ATTEMPTED
ASSASSINATION
OF
ROOSEVELT.
21
Slides,
Plain,
$5.00; 21 Slides, Colored, ¥10.00.
With lecture or self-explaining.
NEW YORK POLICE SCANDAL AND BECKER TRIAL.
21 Slides, Plain,
$0.(K): Colored, $10.00; 40 Slides, Plain, $10.00;
Colored,
$20.00.
With
lecture
or self-explaining.
Advance
slide
and
handsome
one
sheet posters free with ea<-h set.
BALKAN
STATES
WAR
AGAINST
TURKEY.
21 Slides, Plain, $5.00;
21 Slides, Colored.
$10.00.
With
lecture or self-explaining.
SPECIAL
OFFER. for Political
Slides.75c. Three 'slides,
Taft,
Wilson
and
Roosevelt.
Plain,
50c; Colored,
Many new
subjects that will interest
vou.
THE
POPE
AND
VATICAN
PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
OUR
ARMY
LIFE
OF ROOSEVELT
PANAMA
CANAL
OUR
NAVY
TRIP TO HOLY
LAND
SING SING PRISON
GREAT NAVAL REVIEW
A. J. CLAPHAM,
130 WEST
87TH
ST., NEW
YORK.

UTILITY

TRANSPARENCY

1733 West 9th St.,

MONOTONY

CO.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

drives away patronage.
When you omit the
Illustrated Song from

your
you'rewhorunning
a monotonous
show.programme
You exhibitors
use a low
grade film
service should use a high grade slide service to
balance your programme.
Our slide service helps out wonderfully.
Catalog and prices upon request.

"Silver Your Curtain With Silverit"

Silverit it a silver paste. It it rubbed on tie curtain with • rag
and can be polished like a mirror. No lap* or streaks. A child can
apply it. Increases your picture ioo% over aluminum ot silver applied with a brush.
Makes your curtala a pearl white.

Chicago

Song Slide Exchange
6th Floor Powers

i Lb. covers a curtain 9 z ia.
1 Lb. can, $3.00; 2 Lb. can, $5.00.

37 S. Wabash

Ave.,

•
DEPT.

-

Bldg.

•

Chicago, III.

1

A. G. Thomas, 1705 Fairacres Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

FILM

EXCHANGES

AND

FEATURE

FILM

BUYERS

"LIEUTENANT ROSE" and "THE TRAIN WRECKERS," the Greatest one-reel features
ever produced.
1000 feet, 10 cents a foot, original.
One sheets, ten three sheets — thirty cents

LIBERTY

FILM RENTING

COMPANY

PITTSBURG,

PA.
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No Extra Charge
For Features ! !

Ornamented
Theatres

IT'S A STAMPEDE
Exhibitors who formerly turned up
their noses at independent films are
now joyously using and booming the

PLASTER

Universal program because they've
discovered it is just exactly what

RELIEF DECORATIONS

Theatres

they've been hoping and longing for.
They are swamping the Laemmle Film
Service offices with new business. It's
a stampede.
Get in! Get in! Write!

Designed

Everywhere

Write (or Illustrated Theatre Catalog.
Send ut Sizes of
Theatre for Special Designs

CARL PRESIDENT
LAEMMLE

THE DECORATORS
2549 Archer Avenue,

The Laemmle Film Service

SUPPLY CO.

11

CHICAGO,

ILL.

204 West Lake St., Chicago, 111.
Sykes Block, Minneapolis, Minn.
1312 Farnum St., Omaha, Neb.
421 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa.
The Biggest and Best Film Renter in
the World.

When Your Picture Machine Needs Repairing
We

Why don't you tend it to us ?
have the best equipped machine shop in the country and can repair any make of machine.
Write us and get acquainted.
We buy tecond hand

In answering advertisements kindly mention the Moving Picture World.

Make Your Lobby Display
Attractive
T>ere it nothing more
fascinating to the public
than a bright braaa frame
to display ysur photos or
potters.
We make Lobby and
Theater Fixtures and
Brass Rails of eTery
description.
Writt for Catalog.
Don't fail to yisit oar
complete New York showroom, 101-103 4th Are.

THE NEWMAN
MFO. CO.
717-721 Sycamore St„
Cincinnati, O,
Eitablithtd 1SS2

GEO.

M. HOKE

SUPPLY

THE
SIMPSON SOLAR SCREEN
The only Metallic Screen without
seams,
patented.
Buy the real
thineBeware
of imitations
ALFRED L. SIMPSON, Inc.
No. 113 W. 132nd St, N. Y. City
DO YOU WANT
A FILM
PRODUCED J
Let u» show you how.
Local Pictures made or
taken.
Camera
and Cameraman
Rented.
Motion picture Cameras for sale.
SPECIAL
EVENT
FILM
MFO'8
Co.,
INC.
248 West 35th St., New York City.

MOVING

machines.

CO., 176 N. State St., afa^

PICTURE

Chicago, IB.

America's Feature Film Co.
406-7-8 Schiller Building. Chicago,

III.

We buy and sell Moving Picture
Machines, Opera
CE- and Films.
NOTIChairs
Theater Brokerage Exchange,
508 South Dearborn St.,
Chicago, 111.

THEATRE

LIST

for sale, containing 11.305 throughout United States; guaranteed 98% correct mailed under a two-cent stamp. Price $20.00 for the list or $300 per
thousand for certain States.
'
Trade Ocular Addressing Company, 166 West Adams St, Chicago. Est 1880. Phones FranUn 1182, 1183
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GAUMONT.
Oct
Oct
<p,t.
Oct
Oct
Oct

INDEPENDENT
RELEASE

DATES

Oct.

AMERICAN.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Not.
Not.
Not.

16— Tbe Bonier Detective
(Dr.)
17— The New Cowpuncher
(Dr.)
21 — Tbe Best Man Winn (Drama)
23 — Tlie Way of tbe Transgressor (Drama)
24— Tbe
Wooers
of Mountain
Kate
(Dr.)
28 — One,
Two,
Three
(Drama)
30 — Cblqolta,
the Dancer
(Drama)
21— The
Wanderer
(Drama)
4 — Maiden
and
Men
(Drama)
7 — God's
Unfortunate
(Drama)
8— The
Starbucks
(Drama)

1000
1000

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Callno MarrlcB a Suffragette (Com.)
Zlgoto Has a Good
Heart
(Comedy)..
A
Domestic
Treasure
(Comedy)
Tbe GorgeB of Albuquerque (Scenic)..
Gaumont's Weekly No. «4— (Topical)
Zoological
Specimens
of
the
Pond
( Educational)
81— Bruges,
the
Venice
of
the
North
(Scenic)
2 — Tbe Castles of Bavaria
(Scenic)
5 — Cupid's
Lottery
(Comedy)
6 — Gaumont's
Weekly,
No. 35 (Topical)
7 — The Emperor's Message (Drama)
9— Giving tbe Blind tbe Light (Drama)..

Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

24 — The Legend of Mont mart re (Dr.)
1— Tbe Convict's Return
(Dr.)
b— Orphans — (Drama)
15 — What tbe Bell Tolled
(Drama)
22 — The
Woman
In
White
(2
reels)
(Drama)
Oct. 29— The
Old Doll Maker
(Drama)
GREAT
Sept.
Sept
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

AMMZX.
Oct.
2 — Ashes
of Memory
(Dr.)
Oct.
9 — Getting
In Strong
(Com.)
Oct.
0— Woman
Haters
(Com.)
Oct. 16— Mission
Maestro
(Dr.)
Oct. 23 — A Redeemed
Reputation
(Drama)....
Oct. 30-^Brand
of Cain
(Drama)
"181"

BISON

(N.

T.

M.

P.

OO,).

Not.

Custer's Last
Raid
(3 reels) (Dr.)...
(Title not reported.)
The
Sergeant's
Boy
(2 reels)
(Dr.)..
(Title Not Reported)
Tbe
Venegance
of Fate — (2 reels)—
(Drama)
Oct. 26— The Colonel's Ward
(2 reels)
(Dr.)..
(Universal).

Oct.
8— The Indian Raiders— (Drama)
Oct. 12— The Tattoo— (Drama)
Oct. 15— Star- Bye's
Strategy
(Drama)
Oct 19— Early
Days
In the West
(2 reels)
(Drama)
Oct. 22 — Hunted
Down
(Drama)
Oct. 26— Trapper Bill, King of Scouts (2 reels)
(Drama)
Oct 29 — Tbe Cowboy Guardians (Drama)
Nov.
2 — Trapper Bill, King of Scouts (Drama)
BRONCHO.
Oct. 16— The Sheriff's Adopted Child— (Drama)
Oct. 23— Tbe Story of the Savage Modoc
Mine
(Drama)
Oct. 30— How
Shorty
Kept His Word
(Drsma)
Nov.
6 — The Man They Scorned (2 reels) (Dr.)
CHAMPION.

(Dr.)

CRYSTAL.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Not.

20— Bella's
Beaus
(Comedy)
20— The Only
Woman
In Town
(Comedy)
27— A Pair of Fools
(Comedy)
27 — The
Blonde
Lady
(Comedy)
8 — Oh, 6ush a Nlghtl (Comedy)
3 — Marriage a la Carte (Comedy)

NORTHERN,

Widow
(Comedy)
Prize
(Comedy)
Flirtation
(Comedy) . . .

REPUBLIC.

1 — On Secret Service (2 reels)
LMP.

(Drama) . .

Oct. 21 — The Pickaninnies and tbe Watermelon
(Comedy)
Oct. 24 — King, the Detective, and the Opium
Smugglers
(Drama)
Oct. 26— Joe, tbe
Pirate
(Comedy)
Oct. 26 — Early
In the
Morning
(Comedy)....
Oct. 28 — Yvonnes, the Foreign Spy (Drama)....
Oct. 31 — John Sterling, Alderman (2 reels) (Dr.)
Nov.
2 — Ferdle Be Brave
(Comedy)
Nov.
2— Taft's Day at Brockton Fair (Topical)
ITALA.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

8—
15 —
22 —
22—
29—
29—

The
Solemn
Hour
(Drama)
A Woman's
Duplicity
(Drama)
Toto's Talisman
(Comedy)
A Naughty Boy
(Comedy)
H4s Frst Law Suit (Comedy)
A Nail In the Shoe
(Comedy)

ECLAIR.

5,000
10,000

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

14 —
21 —
21 —
28 —
28—
4—
4—

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

LUX.
4 — Tbe
Medallion
(Drama)
11 — Evading Justice
(Dr.)
18 — His Nurse — (Drama)
25 — Stick
It John
(Comedy)
25 — All Through a Five- Pound Note (Com.)
1 — Ob ! My
Pipe
(Comedy)
1 — Henpeck
Bids
for Freedom
(Com.).
8 — A Magnetic Personality
(Comedy)
8 — Spiff kins Eats Frogs
(Comedy)
13. — The Simple Life — (Comedy-Drama)....
15 — All For Jim — (Drama)
20 — Captain Ben's
Yarn
(Drama)
22 — Love and War
(Drama)
27 — The Tree Imp
(Drama)
29 — A
Woman
Alone
(Drama)
3 — Weary's
Revenge
(Drama)
5 — Cupid on the Job (Comedy)
5 — His Dress Suit (Comedy)
MILANO.

Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

5—
12—
19 —
26—
26 —

Nov.

ROLL

- - $1.25 20,000
- $2.50 25,000
- FOR RESERVED SEAT THEATRE

NATIONAL

TICKET

Stolen Glory — (Comedy)
The Ambitious Butler
(Comedy)
The Flirting Husband
(Comedy)
The Grocery Clerk's Romance (Com.)..
At Coney Island (Comedy)
Mabel's Lovers
(Comedy)
At It Again (Comedy)

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

15—
22—
19 —
29 —
5—
12 —
19 —
26 —

The All-Seeing Eye (Dr.)
Evil be to Him Wbo Evil Thinks (Dr.)
A House-top
Romance
(Dr.)
Evolution of a Duck Egg (Edu.)
The Octoroon's
Sacrifice
(Dr.)
The
Borrowing
Simp
(Comedy)
The Course
of Drink
(Drama)
Tbe Pickaninnies and tbe Watermelons
(Comedy)

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

10 —
18 —
17 —
20 —
24 —
27 —
31 —
3—

If Dreams Come True — (Drama)
When
Twenty
is In Love — (Com. -Dr.)
The
Wedding
Msrch
(Drama)
Leaves In tbe Storm
(Drama)
A
Kentucky
Feud
(Drama)
Through
a Higher
Power
(Drama)..
Careful
Nursing
(Drama)
An
Old-fashioned
Mother
(Drama)...
SOLAX.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

18. — The
Maverick — (Drama)
23 — The High Cost of Living
(Drams)
25 — Tbe
Idol Worshiper
(Comedy)
30 — Making An American
Citizen
(Drama)
1 — At the Phone
(Drama)
6 — The Old Love and the New
(Drama)..
8 — Just Hats
(Comedy)
THANHOUSER.

988
918
445
524
331
652
455
455

Oct. 27 — Taking
Care
of Baby
(Comedy)
Oct. 27 — Mary's
Goat
(Comedy )
Oct 29 — Put Yourself
In His Place
(2 reels)
(Drama)
Nov.
1 — The Little Girl Next Door
(Drama)..
Nov.
3 — Petticoat
Camp
(Comedy)
Nov.
5 — The Ladder of Life (Drama)
Nov.
8 — Through the Flames
(Drama)
Nov. 10 — A Noise Like a Fortune (Drama)
Nov. 12 — The Country's Prize Baby (Drama)....
Nov. 15 — In Time of Peril (Drama)
VICTOR.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

13 — All For Love
(Drams)
20 — Flo's Discipline (Comedy i
27 — The Advent of Jane (Drama)
4— Tangled
Relatives
;Dr. )
11 — Betty's
Nightmare — (Comedy)
18 — The
Cross-Roads
(Drama)
25 — The
Angel
of the Studio
(Drama)..
(Drama)
1 — The Redemption of Riverton
(Drama)
MISCELLANEOUS.
KINEMACOLOR.

An
Alpine
Tragedy
(Dr.)
Tha Gypsy Spy— (2 reels) (Drama)
The Blind Man's Dog
(Drama)
Kelly
Goes
To
War
(Comedy)
A
Three-Cornered
Wedding
Journey
(.Comedy)
2— A Tragic Wedding
(Drama)

TICKETS

July
July
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

REX.

MAJESTIC.

Oct. 31 — The Transgression of Deacon Jones
(Comedy)
Not.
1— Tbe
House
Fly
(Edncatlonsl)
Not. 1 — Tbe Mender, the Pipe and the Vase
(Comedy)
,
Not.
8 — Aunt
Bridget
(Comedy-Drama)
Not.
6 — Silent Jim
(Dramn)
Nov.
7 — Foiling a Fortune Hunter (Com. -Dr.)..
Nov.
7— What Dad Did (Comedy)
Nov.
8— Tbe Busy Bee
(Scientific)
Not.
8 — Funnicus'
Hunting
Exploits
(Comedy)
Not. 10 — Golden
Hair
(Comedy-Drama)
Not. 10 — Constantinople
(Scenic & Educational)

SPECIAL

16— Does
It Pay?
(Comedy)
18 — The
Sealed
Envelope
(Drams)
23— The
Skeleton
(Comedy)
2.1 — New
Messina
(Scenic)
25 — Just
a Woman
(Drama)
30 — The Collaborators (Drama)
1 — A Dreamland Tragedy (Comedy)
RELIANCE.

KEYSTONE.

Sept. 16— The Dummy Director (Drama)
Sept 23 — Rosa of the Islands (Drama)
Sept. 80— Her Whole Duty
(Dr.)
Oct. 7 — To Err Is Human — (Drama)
Oct. 14 — Tbe Girl In the Glngbam
Gown
Oct. 21 — Thy
Will
Be Done
(Drama)
Oct. 28— Sue (Drama)

Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

KAY-BEE.

Oct.
4—
Oct.
8—
Oct. 11 —
Oct. 16—
Oct. IS—

BISON

9—
11 —
14 —
16 —
18 —
21—
23 —
25 —

Oct. 12— Tbe
Peddler's
Find
( Dr. )
Oct. 16 — Tbe
Bug
and
the Count— (Comedy) . .
Oct. 16 — On
Account
of
a
Handkerchief —
(Com. -Dr.)
Oct. 19 — The Organ Grinder's Ward— (Drama). .
Oct. 23 — Johnny on tbe Spot
(Comedy)
Oct. 23 — How
Jack
Won
Out
(Comedy)
Oct. 26 — The
Wireless
Miracle
(Drama)
Oct. 30 — Men
Who
Dare
(2 reels/
(Drama)..
Nov.
2 — Trials
of Faitb
(Drama)
Nov.
6 — A Brother's Requital
(Drama)
Nov.
9 — Bedella and tbe Newlyweds
(Comedy)

28— A Child of Genius
(Comedy)
28 — A Sly Servant
(Comedy)
5— I Am Going Out for u Shave (Com.)..
6— The
Tramp's
Revenge
(Com.)
7— The
Black
Chancellor— (3
reels)
(Drama)

Oct. 26 — The
Angling
Nov.
2 — Tbe
Lottery
Nov.
2 — Unsuccessful

Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
(lot.
Oct.

POWERS.

OEM.

AMBEOBIO.
Sept. 25 — Arabian Infamy (Drams)
Oct.
2— The
Bowstring
(Dr.)

NESTOR.
His Only
Son— (Drama)
Love
and
a Lemon — (Comedy)
I Owe
You $10.00
(Comedy)
Patsy's
Mistake
(Comedy)
Her
Friend,
the Doctor
(Comedy)
Betty's
Bandit
(Drama)
The
Border
Parson
(Drama)
Tbe
Lady
Barber
of Roaring
Gulch
(Comedy)
Oct. 28 — Call of the Desert (Drama)
:;0— Fatty's
Big Mix up (Comedy)
Nov.
1 — Making a Man of Her (Comedy)

-'4 —
20 —
20 —
'-"J —
BO —
31 —

Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

TICKET.
ANY
PRINTING
ANY COLORS
$4.60 50,000
- $7.50
GET THE SAMPLES
$5.50 100,000
- $10.00
STOCK TICKETS, 6 CENTS
COUPON TICKETS, SERIAL OR DATED, SEND DIAGRAM

COMPANY

THE

28 — Bee Culture — (Scientific)
28 — Tulip Studies — (Scientific)
6— An American
Invasion — (Drama)
B — American Fashions — (Fashion)
5 — Picturesque
Scenes
on
the
Potomac
River — (Scenic)

....

BIG

Shamokin,

Pa.
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VVoKI-D

MAJESTIC
1

A
Novel
Modern
Drama
Released
Tuesday
Oct.
29th

am

»'

i— ^j i

^■^am

'^a

■

^^^M
■ ..

TIJ

a^H

f^^^

^

lM

i

THE

MAJESTIC

^*V

Sunday

¥

^^*\

Nov. 3rd
" Weary 's

—

^I^^^Rr

"A WOMAN
f>
•
VxOming

tfv.

Sunday
"The Tree
Oct. 27th

"^BHI

Imp"

99

ALONE

Revenge ' '

Nov. 5th "Cupid on the Job" and "His Dress Suit"
Nov. 10th "The Deacon's Shoes" and "His Cook Lady"

MOTION

PICTURE

CO.

HARK YE !

HARK YE !

Here it is in Two

MEN

540 West 21st St., New York

Reels

WHO

DAR

Released Wednesday, October 30th, 1912

9
Events are moving
rapidly these days.
This picture shows
the trend.

M^li^feS^^
\«3Scrf"-"?aK?

silf ' *
2^111

Wm*

This Feature shows
the new order of
things instituted by
MEN WHO DARE

■rf"^^J

Special 3 and 1 Sheet Posters

• on't

-Fail

to

book

"WIRELES

IVII

Released Saturday, October 26th

RELIANCE

540 West 21st Street
New York

(reliance^
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RELEASE

DATES

DATS.

21— The One
She Loved
(Dr.)
24 — The Painted Lady
(Drama)
28— At the Basket
Picnic
(Comedy)
28— A Real
Estate
Deal
(Comedy)
31 — The Musketeers of Pig Alley
(Drama)
4 — Heredity
(Drama)
7 — His Auto's
Maiden
Trip
(Comedy)..
7 — The Clubman and the Crook (Comedy)
CINES.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

(G. Kleins.)
Oct.
8— A Glimpse
of Sicily (Sc.)
250
Oct.
8 — Artistic
Glass Work
(Industrial)
800
Oct.
8 — The
Wonder
Powders
(Com.)
450
Oct. 12 — Trailing
the Counterfeiters
(Dr.)
1000
Oct. 16 — The Adventure of the Scarecrow (Dr.). 1000
Oct. 19 — Among
the
Mountains
of
Calabria
(Scenic)
350
Oct. 19 — An
Abbreviated
Honeymoon
(Com.).. 650
Oct. 22— Ascoll
Plceno,
South
Italy
(Scenic).. 260
Oct. 22 — The
Invited
Guest
(Comedy)
740
Oct. 26 — A Turn of Fortune
(Drama)
1005
Oct. 29 — Straw
Hats
Made
In Florence,
Italy
(Industrial)
340
Oct. 29 — Mosqnes and Turkish
Palaces
(Scenic) 460
Oct. 29 — Venetian Lace Workers
(Ind.)
200
Not.
2 — A Head For a Head
(Drama)
1075
Nov.
5— The Golden Shell of Palermo (Scenic) 250
Nov.
5— Love
vs.
Gratitude
(Drama)
760
Nov.
9 — No Fool Like An Old Fool (Comedy) .1000
EDISON.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
„
Nov.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct,
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

16 — Removing
Sunken
Vessels
(Top.-Sce.) 350
16— Like
Knights
of Old
(Comedy
650
18 — The
Foundling
(Drama)
1000
19 — A Soldier's Duty
(Drama)
1000
21— Kitty at Boarding
School
(Comedy).. 600
21— Mother Goose
In a Sixteenth Century
Theater
(Comedy)
350
22— At the Masquerade
Ball (Drama)
1000
23— At Home in the Water
(Sports)
400
23— The
Boy
Rangers
(Comedy)
600
2.",— The
Affair at Raynor's
(Fourth
Story
of the Series of "What
Happened
to Mary")
(Drama)
1000
26 — Young
Mrs.
Eaton
(Drama)
1000
28— The Land Beyond the Sunset (Drama). 1000
29— Burmah,
Rangoon,
India
(Scenic)
350
29— Bringing Home the Pup
(Comedy)
650
30 — Copper
Mines
at Bingham,
Utah
(Ind.)
400
30— A
Suffragette
in
Spite
of
Himself
(Comedy)
600
1 — A Baby's Shoe
(Drama)
... . !l000
2— Bobby's
Dream
(Comedy)
, 375
2 — For Professional
Services
(Comedv)
625
4— The New Member of the Life Saving
Crew
(Drama)
1000
5 — A Romance
of the Ralls
(Drama) . .1000
6 — A Queen
For a Day
(Comedy)
1000
8 — Yellowstone National Park,
Wyoming,
S.
9— A U.Doctor

(Scenic)
For An Hour
ESSANAY.

(Comedy)

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

BIOGEAPH.

Oct.
Octfl
Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Oct.

WORLD

24 — The
Thrifty
Parson
(Comedy)
1000
25 — Sunshine
(Drama)
LOOO
26— The
Ranch
Girl's Trial
(Drama)
1000
29 — Miss Slmklns' Summer Boarder
(Com.)1000
30— The
Letter
(Drama)
1000
31— The
Fisherman's
Luck
(Comedy)
1000
1— The
Moving
Finger
(Drama)
1000
2— The Mother of the Ranch
(Drama) . .1000
5 — Chains
(Drama)
1000
6— A Money?
(Comedy)
1000
7 — The Ranchman's Anniversary (ComedyDrama)
1000
Nov.
8— When
Wealth
Torments
(Comedy) .. 1000
Nov.
9 — An
Indian's
Friendship
(Drama)
1000
KALEH.

Monday — Biograph, Edison, Kalem, Lubin, Fathe,
Belle, VitagTapb.
Tuesday — Edison, Essanay, C. G. F. 0., Glues,
Lubln,
Selig, VitagTaph.
Wednesday — Edison, Eclipse, Essanay, Kalem,
Selig, Fathe,
Vitagraph.
Thursday — Biograph, Essanay, Lubin, Melies,
Fathe,
Selig, Vitagraph.
Friday — Edison, Essanay, Kalem, Sella;, C. G. F.
C, Lubin, Vitagraph.
Saturday — Edison, Essanay, Cinei, Kalem, Lubin,
Pathe, VitagTaph.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

PICTURE

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

LICENSED
RELEASE

MOVING

.'lOOO
1000

5— Love On Tough Luck Ranch (Comedy) 1000
s— Alkali
Ike Stung
(Com.)
lOOO
9— The Rebellion of Mandy
(Com.)
1000
10— The End of the Feud
(Drama)
10O0
11— Not On the Circus
Program
(Drama). 1000
12 — The Shotgun Ranchman
(Drama)
1000
15— A Mistaken
Calling
(Comedy)
1000
16— The
Grassvllle Girls
(Comedy)
1000
17— The
Snare
(Drama)
lOOO
18— The Warning
Hand
(Drama)
1000
19— The Outlawa Sacrifice
(Drama)
1000
22— The Tomboy
of "Bar Z"
(Drama) .. .1000
23 — Bringing
Father
Around
(Comedy). . .1000

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

12— The
Redskin
Raiders
(Dr.)
1000
14— The
Combination
of the Safe
(Dr.). 1000
16 — Paying
the Board
Bill (Comedy)
16 — Central Park,
New York
(Scenic)....
18— The
Plot That
Failed
(Drama)
1000
19 — The
Rival
Engineers
(Drama)
1000
21— The County
Fair (Drama)
1000
23— The Peril of the Cliffs (Drama)
1000
25 — The Girl in the Caboose (Drama)
25 — New
York
Public
School
Drills
and
Dances
(Educational)
26 — Death
Valley Scotty's Mine
(Drama). 1000
28 — The Power of a Hymn
(Drama)
1000
30 — The Strange Story of Elsie Mason (Dr.)lOOO
1 — Pat
the Soothsayer
(Comedy)
1 — The
American
Rhine
(Scenic)
2— The
Skinflint
(Drama)
1000
4 — Mountain
Dew
(Drama)
. . 1000
6 — The
Mystery
of Grandfather's
Clock
(Drama)
1000
8 — The
Pony
Express
Girl (Drama) ....
8 — Brave
Old Bill (Drama)
9 — The Fraud At the Hope Mine (Drama) .1000
LTJBlx*.
12— The
Crlnger
(Dr.)
14 — The
Uprising
(Drama)
15 — Gentleman
Joe (Drama)
17— Red
Saunder's
Sacrifice
(Drama)
18— Rube's
Mistake
(Comedy)
18 — Meeting
Mamie's
Mother
(Comedy)
19— Caught
Blufllng
(Comedy)
19— The Sporting
Editor
(Com.-Dr.)
21— Just
Maine
Folk
(Drama)
22— In the Service of the State (Drama)
24— The
Old Chess
Players
(Com. -Dr.).
25— The Noodle
Industry
(Industrial)
25 — Down
With
the Men
(Comedy)
26— The
Forest
Ranger
(Drama)
28— An
Irish Girl's Love
(Drama)
29— Parson
James
(Drama)
31— The
Heavenly
Voice
(Comedy)
1— Fixing a Flirt (Comedy)
2 — The Family Next Door (Drama)
4 — Juan and Juanita
(Comedy)
5 — The Substitute Heiress (Drama)
7 — The
Sheriff's
Mistake
(Drama)
8— Felix at the Ball
(Comedy)
8 — An Accidental Millionaire (Comedy) .
9— The Water Rats
(Drama)
MELIES.

1000
1000
1000
1000
..
1000
. .1000
. .1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
. .
1000

Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.

19 — The
Prisoner's
Story
(Drama)
1000
26— The
Beach Combers
(Drama)
1000
3 — A Western Coquette
(Drama)
3 — Clearing
Land
For
Farming
In
the
West
(Agricultural)
Oct. 10 — Forgive Us Our Trespasses
(Drama) . .1000
Oct. 17 — The Judgment of the Sea (Drama)
1000
Oct. 24 — A Son's
Example
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 31 — Wrongly
Accused
(Drama)
1000
Nov.
7 — The Smuggler's Prisoner
(Dr.)
1000
Nov.
14 — Value
Received
(Drama)
1000
ECLIPSE.
(G. Kleine.)
Oct.
9 — Through Derbyshire Dales
(Sc.)
300
Oct.
9 — A Roman's
Conversion
(Dr. )
700
Oct. 16— The Missing Locket (Drama)
1000
Oct. 23 — In the Ossan Valley, Pyrenees, France
(Scenic)
370
Oct. 23— Making Briar Pipes
(Industrial)
330
Oct. 23— A Persistent Fly Swatter (Comedy) ... 300
Oct. 30 — A Race
for onor
(Drama)
1000
Nov.
6 — The Queen of Spades
(Drama)
1005
FATHE.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

2 — At the Burglar's
Command
(Comedy)
3 — Theodore
Roosevelt
(Topical)
3 — Experiments With Liqnid Air (Scenic)
5 — A Redman's
Loyalty
(Drama)
7— Pathe's
Weekly
No. 41
(Topical)...
9 — Passing Gypsies
(Com.-Dr.)
10 — The
Horse Thieves
(Dr.)
12— Naughty
Marietta
(Com.)
14 — Pathe's Weekly No. 42 (Topical) . . .
16 — The Lass of Gloucester (Drama)....
17— The Striped Bathing Suit (Comedy)..
17 — Submarine Fauna
(Edu.)
19 — Misleading Evidence (Drama)
21— Pathe's
Weekly,
No. 43, 1912 (Top.)
23— The
Simple
Life
(Comedy)
24 — Little Raven's Sweetheart
(Drama)...

Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Oct.
mi
Oct
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

24 — Olympic Games (3 reels) (Athletic)
26— The United States Armada (Topical)..
28— Pathe's Weekly No. 44, 1912 (Topical)
28 — Frenzied
Finance
(Special
Release)
(Drama)
80 — A Mamma
Wanted
(Comedy)
31 — Jim's
Partner
(Drama)
2 — WIfey's
Investment
(Comedy)
4— Pathe's Wekly No. 45 (Topical)
6 — Broken
Hearts
(Drama)
7 — Victims
of Fate
(Drama)
7 — Dlnan,
France
(Scenic)
9 — Buster to the HeBcue
(Drama)
C.

G.

P.

C.

Oct.
8 — Amongst
Many
Loves
(Cera.)
Oct.
8— The TrlanonB— Versailles— Franc* (8».)
Oct. 11— His Country
Before
All (Dr.)
Oct. 15 — Max Fights a Duel
(Comedy)
Oct. 15 — The Valley of Chevreuse and the Vaux
de Cernay
(Scenic)
Oct. 18 — The Rubber Industry In Malaysia (Ind.)
Oct. 18 — The
Convertible
Auto
(Comedy)
Oct. 22— The End of Louis XI (HlBt.-Dr.)
Oct. 22 — Old
Toledo
(Scenic)
Oct. 25 — Tom
Thumb
(Trick)
Oct. 25 — The Hermit Crab
(Scenic)
Oct. 29— Whiffles,
Cubic
Artist
(Comedy)
Oct. 29 — In the Tyrol, the Arlberg Valley (Sc.)
No».
1 — Tragedy at the Court of Milan
(Dr.).
Nov.
5 — Anne
Boleyn
(Drama)
Nov.
8— Half a Pint of Milk
(Comedy)
Nov.
8 — The Scarab
(Educational)
Nov.
8 — A Trip Up the Elbe (Scenic)
SELIG.
Oct.
Oct.

8 — A Motorcycle
Adventure
(Dr.)
1000
9 — When
Edith
Played
Judge
and
Jury
(Dr. )
1008
Oct. 10— Euchred
(Dr.)
1000
Oct. 11 — An
International
Romance
(Dr.)
1000
Oct. 14— Monte Crlsto (3 reels) (Dr.) (Spe.)..3000
Oct. 14 — My Wife's Bonnet (Comedy)
1000
Oct. 15 — The
Opium
Smugglers
(Drama*
1000
Oct. 16— The Shuttle of Fate (Drama)
1000
Oct. 17 — Where
Love
Is, There
God
Is Also
(Dr.)
1000
Oct. 18 — Subterfuge
(Comedy)
Oct. 18— The Geisha Girls of Japan
(Edu.)...
Oct. 21— A Sad
Devil
(Comedy)
1000
Oct. 22 — So-Jun-Wah and the Tribal Law
(Dr.) 1000
Oct. 23— Tempted
By Necessity
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 24 — The
Awakening
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 25 — Getting
Atmosphere
(Comedy)
Oct. 25 — The
Biwa
Canal
and
Shooting
the
Rapids
at
Katsuragwa,
Japan
(Edu.)
Oct. 28 — The
Flsherboy's
Faith
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 29 — Jim's
Vindication
(Drama)
1000Oct. 30 — A Heart in Rags
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 31 — Her Bitter
Lesson
(Drama)
1000
Nov.
1— His Wedding
Eve
(Comedy)
1000
Nov.
4 — The
Voice
of Warning
(Drama)
1000
Nov.
5 — The
Dynamiters
(Drama)
1000
Nov.
6— -Her
Educator
(Comedy-Drama)
100O
Nov.
7 — Carmen of the Isles (Drama)
1000
Nov. 8-^-The Legend of the Lost Arrow (Dr.).
Nov.
8 — Enchanting Japan
(Scenic)
VITAGRAPH.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

10—
11—
11—
12—
14 —
15—
16—
17—
17 —

As Fate Would
Have It (Dr.)
1000
Her
Father's
Hat
(Com.)
700
Mammoth
Life-Savers
(Com.)
300
When
California
Was
Young
(Dr.)... 1000
Every Inch a Man
(Drama)
1000
Mrs. Lirriper's Lodgers
(Drama)
1000
An Elephant on Their Hands
(Com.).. 1000
Father's Hot Toddy
(Comedy)
Evening
Parade
and Gun
Practice
at
Fort Hamilton
(Military)
IS— Bunny at Sea (Comedy)
1000
19 — Four Days a Widow
(Comedy)
1000
IS— A Mistake in Spelling
(Com.-Dr.)
1000
19 — Bunny at Sea (Comedy)
1000
21— Four
Davs
a Widow
(Com. -Dr.)
1000
22— The Spirit of the Range
(Dr.)
1000
23 — Scenes of Irish Life at Dublin
(Edu.)
23 — An Expensive Shine
(Comedy)
24 — The Toymaker
(Drama)
1000
25— Faithful
Unto
Death
(Drama)
1000
26— In the Furnace Fire (Drama. . )4N4N4N1000
2S — None
but the Brave
Deserve the Fair
(Comedy)
1000
29 — Bunny at the Derby
(Comedy)
29 — Just Luck (Comedy-Drama)
30 — Poet
and Peasant
(Drama)
1000
31 — On the Line of Peril (Drama)
1000
1 — Lessons
In Courtship
(Comedy)
1 — Bettlna's Substitute (Comedy)
2— In the Garden Fair (Com.-Dr.)
1000
4 — The
Mills
of
the
Gods
(3 reels)
(Drama)
(Special)
4 — An Official Appointment
(Drama)
1000
5 — The Face Or the Voice (Com. Drama). 1000
6 — Michael McShane.
Matchmaker
(Dr.). 1000
7 — Out of the Shadows
(Drama)
1000
8— A
Modern
Atlanta
(Drama)
1000
9— The
Hand
Bag
(Comedy)
9 — Arabian
Sports
(Sports)

FOR THE MOST PROMPT SERVICE, order your one, three and six-sheet posters from the AMERICAN SONG
SLIDE & POSTER CO., First National Bank Bldg., Chicago. LET US SHIP YOU THE OUTPUT OF ALL
LICENSED
RELEASES
WEEKLY.
SAVE DELAY,— EXPRESS,— MONEY.
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DO YOU WANT TO PLAY TO CROWDED HOUSES?
At the same time Improve

\<>ur Lobby

PHOTOPLAYERS

aa they appear
In
Following.
Crowd!

I In- Film
Not
create btutneaa.

dlspllj

bj ibOWlDg

thl

PHOTOGRAPHS

alone do they lieunllry
your lotiby,
l>ut tiny attriirt CrOWdl.
All
YOUR BOX OFFiCEu-m feel the rwnlt of your outside ulapiny.

the

Prominent

PbOtoptoy«W

have

tin lb

America's
Photoplayers
Handsome Photos (n Popular
x 14) $2.00 for either
set. Postage Prepaid.
SET NO. 1
Maurice Coatello, Lillian Walker, John
Bunny, Florence Turner, Crane Wilbur,
Alice Joyce, Marshall F. Wilder, Gene
Gauntier, G. M. Anderson, Arthur Johnson, Mary Fuller, Mary Fickford,

BET NO. 2
Hobart Boaworth, Kathlyn Williams,
Maro Macdermott, Ruth Roland, Edwin
August, Blanche Sweet, Carlyle Blackwell, Martha Russell, Francis X. Bushman, Ormi Hawley, Henry Walthall and
Anna Nielson.

Post Cards of any of above and others, $4.00 per 1,000.
We also have posters of 10 of the most popular for $1.50.

At least 100 of each player.
Postage prepaid.
A WORD ABOUT OUR POSTCARDS:
Ever since the Motion Picture Industry lins
been in vogue
Post-Curds of players have been distributed
by the mannXactoren
of
Films, but never have they appealed to us ns distributors of advertising matter until
we conceived the idea of an editiou that would be of line quality and of some value as
a souvenir.
BY ADVERTISING SOUVENIR NIGHT AND GIVE AWAY
TO
EVERY
PATRON
VISITING
YOUR
THEATER
SIZE 5'/2 x 3'/,,
OF ONE OF

A Handsome Photo or Souvenir Post Card
Maurice Coatello, Florence Turner, John
Bunny, Lillian Walker, Mary Pickford,
G. M. Anderson, Gene Gauntier, Crane
Wilbur,
Arthur
Johnson,
Alice
Joyce,

27 — Stars of the Film Firmament — 27
EVERY

PHOTO

ONE AN ESTABLISHED
SAMPLES

PLAY
MAIN

Branch

OF

THE

FAVORITE
ENTIRE

27 WILL

121-123 FOURTH
O.

Wl^CO^^iiiM
Herew/th announce

that they havejow/ng
T0THE INCREASED DEMAND FOR THEIR PRODUCf
OPENED TEMPORARY
OFFICE AT FOR ThEPURPOSEOF
HANDLINGThE SALE0F
THEIR MODERN FEATURE PHOTOPLAYS.
ALL State: Right BUYERS &
Exchange Men are Respectfully
Solicited TO PAY US A
VISIT

BE

Blackwell, Henry Walthall, Harry Myers,
Hotely.
Edwin August, Jerold T. Hevener, Mae

^ . ftft ^1,000.^..™-°

*>4.UU

SENT

POSTAGE

ADVERTISING
OFFICES,

Offices: 1022 Superior Ave., Cleveland,

—

America's Popular Photoplayers
Hawley, Marc Macdermott, Carlyle

Marshall P. Wilder, Mary Fuller, Francis
X. Bushman, Kathlyn Williams, Hobart
Bosworth, Ruth Roland, Blanche Sweet,
Martha
Russell,
Anna
Nielson,
Ormi

S'e^h ptaycr? ,0°
PREPAID

26 W. Naghten

25

CENTS

SPECIALTY
$2.50 •

&
AVENUE,

FOR

in 500 lots any assortment, at least
00 of each player.

PITTSBURGH,

St., Columbus,

O

CO

PA.
Equity

Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

THE PERFECTION
CONCAVE SCREEN
is acknowledged by all who have
investigated to be the only possible way to secure a

PERFECT PICTURE
It is the shape, not the finish that
is the feature of this screen — made
Scientifically and Mathematically
Correct to fit the length and angle
of throw, and size of your picture.
Write for particulars.

INVENTORS SPECIALTY
620 Ashland Block

MFG. CO.
Chicago

THE

5oo

MOVrXG

D

We offer at 3/^ cents a foot

I S

O

A FEW

U

D

R

SUGGESTIONS

Title

in first-class condition

LIST

International Film Traders
Largest Dealer of Films
in the U. S.

5 West 14th Street, New York

Reela

Make

Write to-day for lists and complete and
information
the South's Largest
Exclusive toFeatures.

ASBESTOS
and PICTURE

ATLANTA
BRANCHES:—

BOOTHS

fggg0
C. W. Trainer Mfg. Co.
BOOKLET 39 Pearl St. ^Boston, Mas8.

HARRY

K. LUCAS,

LOUISVILLE. KY.

OF AUSTRALIA.

L

M. NOTO, 146 W. 23rd ST. N. Y. CITY
CHELSEA

GREATEST AND MOST ELABORATE DETECTIVE PLAY EVER
PRE8ENTED
IN MOTION PICTURES.
THREE
SENSATIONAL
REELS.
60 SCENES.
FOR BOOKINGS ADDRESS
GRAND
AMUSEMENT
COMPANY,
JOHNSTOWN,
PA.
OWNERS
ENTIRE
PENNSYLVANIA
STATE
RIGHTS.

S194

THE

"EVERYONE'S USING"
Our Developing System
A. J. CORCORAN,
1 1 John

Street,

Inc.
Mew

Gen. Mgr.

TAMPA

GREATER J.D.WILLIAMS AMUSEMENT CO,. LTD.

ZIGOMAR
THE FIRST PRODUCTION

York

In answering advertisements kindly mention the Moving Picture World.

iOVINGPICTUREMACHIHES

McKENNA

MAKE

IcKenna Bros. Brass Co.
—

PITTSBURGH
EXHIBITORS'

—

CALEHUFF SUPPLY COMPANY
(Incorporated)

50 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

Jobbers in Edison, Powers land
Motiograph Machines and Parts
Mirror Screen.
Chairs
Ticket.
Fianos
Bio & Electra Carbons
Special Gundlach
Lenses
CHAS. A.

OWN

N. C.

All sizes of Pipe Organs for Theatre purposes
built to order.
Write for catalogue and estimates
THE WM.
SCUELKE ORGAN
CO.
Milwaukee, Wis.

We

buy, sell and exchange secondhand FILMS and MOVING
PICTURE. MACHINES.

WESTERN

FILM BROKERS

538 S. Dearborn St.,

MOVING

PICTURE

Chicago, 111*

CAMERA

Let Us Furnish the Parts.
BIGGEST SPORT IN ALL THE WORLD.
ioo Pointers on big money-making stunts; repairing, handling and care of
the Moving Picture Camera.
Price $2.50.
Catalogue on improved machine parts free.
LAVEZZI MACHINE WORKS
2940 Herndon Street, Chicago

HEADQUARTERS!

Machine* repaired by Expert Mechanics.

YOUR

GEORGIA

FAYETTEVILLE.

Thleatre Pipe Organs.

CHAS.M.STEBBINS
1028 Mala St.
KANSAS CITT. MO
Large Lias of BdUoa GeoAa
Establish*. U89

FLA.

FOR SALE — 1, Tracy the Bandit, three reels,
Sixty dollars; 2, Paris After Dark, three reels,
Eighty dollars; 3, Great Train Robbery, one
reel, Twenty dollars; 4, Younger Bros., three
reels, Sixty dollars; 5, Jesse James, two reels,
Forty dollars; 6, The Underworld of Paris, three
reels, Ninety dollars; 7, Roping Wild Animals in
Africa, three reels, Sixty-five dollars. All these
reels have paper and banner and are in good
condition. Twenty-five per cent with all orders.
DTXI0N
FEATURE
FILM
CO., DEHON,
ILL.

— Wptt— mm. SLUaa. ▲•••asMrlaa
BRASS
RAILINGS
EASKLS
GRILLES
CUSPIDORS
KICK
PLATES
POSTER

Distributors of Special

linitri. Ammratt Mim Cnmpang

Headquarter* for

CURTAINS

?

THE AUTO BANDITS OF PARIS
3 (Eclair)
THE
DEAD
MAN'S
CHILD
3
(Gt. Nor.)
MYSTERY
OF
THE
BRIDGE
OF
NOTRE
DAME
3 (Eclair)
MYSTERY OF SOULS
3 (Gt. Nor.)
ZIGOMAR VS. NICK CARTER
4 (Eclair)
WRECK OF THE AURORA
3 (Cont)
WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP MEXICANSPANISH BULL FIGHT
a
FLOWER OF THE MORMON CITY... 3 (Cosmo)
YELLOW PERIL
3 (Cont.)
FATAL LIE
3 (Nordish)
RETRIBUTION
3 (PasquiUa)
POWER OF DESTRUCTION
2 (Eclair)
TEMPTATIONS OF A GREAT CITY... 3 (Gt. Nor.)
CELL 13
2 (Gt. Nor.)
FOOLS OF SOCIETY
2 (Gt. Nor.)
AND 100 OTHER BIG HEADLINERS.

Educational Films
FOR

C

WORLD

We have assisted many, why not you?
Our big list of business stimulators tells bow.
Write us
a heart-to-heart letter.
We enjoy solving problems.
Your receipts CAN be doubled.

A Bidof Lot
WRITE

PICTURE

Genuine Part. Only Used.

SPECIALTIES
Condensers
lias Making U
Edison Transformers
Limes
Film Cement
Ft Wayne Compensate. Branch
General
DisinAsbestos State Booth.
fectant Co.
Asbestos Wire
Scenery, Stage Effects
Switches
Theatres Bought,
Sold,
Plugs
Spotlights
Rented
CALEHUFF,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

WHEN

MAKING

YOU

CONSIDER

MOVING

PICTURES

Remember That Every Manufacturer of
Note Has Equipped His Factory With

Williamson Moving Picture Cameras,
Printers and Perforators
SOLE AGENTS !

WHYTE-WHITMAN
36 East 23rd Street

COMPANY
New

York City

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Gundlach Projection Lenses Guarantee You the Sharpest and Most
Brilliant Picture it is Possible to Produce.
If you want to improve your picture just order a lens for trial subject to approval and see the result with your
own eyes. If you give the height and width of the screen, the size of the picture wanted and the distance fro«
the machine to the centre of the screen we can furnish a lens of the exact focus for your operating conditions.
Many Exhibitors have found it an advantage to ask our advice about lenses before
equipping new Theatres. Do not be afraid of a long throw. No matter what the distance
is to the screen we can supply lenses of suitable focus and great illuminating power. All
the best theatres in Rochester use our lenses and every customer has been satisfied of
1
r their superiority to ordinary lenses. THE LENS /MAKES THE PICTURE, and you
cannot get the best result out of the film unless yoifuse Gundlach Lenses.
You can order through any Film Exchange or Dealer in Motion Picture Supplies.
Gundlach Projection Lenses will be furnished to order with the following machines subject to a little higher price
than ordinary lenses: Powers Cameragraph, The Monograph, The Simplex, The American Standard, The Edison. Our
Lenses are used by the Kinemacolor Co. and a large number of the finest theatres in the United States and Canada.

GUNDLACH-MANHATTAN

OPTICAL

Exclusive Productions

Bring*
CrowdsTJi&

i

Portland, Ore., Vancouver, B. C, Manitoba, Can.

TO KEEP THE CROWDS

We are now booking our latest new releases:

COMING

there is no better way than to have a well ventilated theater.
theaters have recognized the impicture
The up-to-date
by Installing
ventilation
portance of good moving
WATSON VENTILATING FANS.
the
Motors used to drive these fans are among
The Watson
best designed motors for direct drive on the market.
COST LITTLE TO OPERATE.
An 18-inch fan moving 3,400 cu. ft. a minute costs less than
fan
at 6c a kilowatt-hour. A 24-lnch
lc an hour with currenta 30-lnch
(extensively used), only a trine
2c, and
less than
costs
2c an hour.
more than
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY.
If you are looking for a steady attendance all year round, keep
the air fresh and remove the odorous and used air by getting a
Watson Ventilating Fan, Now. Don't spoil your theater by allowstuffyandandget••smelly."
ing it to
Mail
the get
coupon
our Fan booklet.
^Ve will tell you what
some theater owners have to say about Watson
Ventilating Fans.
MECHANICAL
APPLIANCE
CO., Fan Dept.,
Milwaukee,
Wis.
New York— C 0. Hall. 43 W. 27th St. Chicago — J. A. Adamson,
709 FUher Bldg.
booklet

and

Information

on

State

808 Clinton Ave. So., Rochester, N. Y:

Coulter's

This Fans

Please mull
Name

CO.,

Watson
street

Ventilating

Fans.

Sarah Bernhardt in "La Tosca,"
"Convicted by Hypnotism" and
"Blanchette" or "Overwhelmed
by theEclairWorld."
and Le

Paris

Film'

D'Art

Productions

We cater to strictly high-class trade only, and
can handle a limited number of new customers.
Our territory covers the States of Montana, Idaho,
Washington and Oregon, and the Provinces of
Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia. All new business handled at main office,
Portland, Ore., or by our traveling representatives.
Watch "UNION

FEA TURES" Releases.
while warm

We get them

C. R. COULTER, Portland, Ore.
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PACIFIC
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WORLD

EXHIBITORS

We Have the Exclusive Right to Film the
CALIFORNIA STANFORD FOOTBALL GAME
AMERICAN RUGBY CHAMPIONSHIP
Two Thousand Feet

Released Nov. IS, 1912

RICE & EINSTEIN,

Motion Picture Producers,

Motion Picture Cameras, Printers and Perforators

1932 Center Street,

Any Experienced Operator Will
Tell You To Use

A FEW GOOD STATES
-

>RE

STILL

OPEN

3 in One

FOR,

BLANCHE WALSH
IN TOLSTOY'S

RESURRECTIO
FOUR

I
1
I

PARTS

The Most Successful Film of the Year
Rights to Canada
and Mexico For Sale

MASKO

FILM CO.
New

STRIKING

THREE
THE

MILLS

Released November

Get Your Free •Bottle Today
Send right this minute for a generous
free sample and the free 3 in One Dictionary. Then, give this good oil the
hardest test. After you're satisfied, after
the test has convinced you, remember you
can buy a half-pint for a half-dollar (M. P.
machine size) and save money. 10c, 25c,
50c, everywhere.

3

IN

ONE

OIL

CO.
New York City

York

FOR THE LATEST

READY

Because he has tried all the Moving Picture
machine oils and knows that 3 in One is the
best and most economical. It lubricates perfectly star wheel, fly wheel, shutter and every other
part of the entire mechanism.
3 in One cleans and polishes like new, theater
seats, piano, music racks, electric fans and
scores of other things "in front" and also back
of the curtain. Absolutely prevents rust on all
metal surfaces. Try it indoors and then outdoors, too— on your metal signs, black iron
lamps and ornaments, hinges, etc.

42 N A Broadway

145 W. 45th St.

NOW

Berkeley, Cal.

VITAGRAPH

OF

4th by the

THREE-REEL

THE

GENERAL

SHEETS

SIX

AND

SPECIAL

GODS
FILM

COMPANY

Beautiful One and Three Sheets will be ready next week for Edison's coming release

THE

NON-COMMISSIONED
ORDER

A. B. C. COMPANY

AT

OFFICER

ONCE

CLEVELAND,

OHIO.
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THE SENSATION
OF THE
MOVING PICTURE WORLD

fL
1 DC

"CsfiTsfiDI
AVTD"
FU I Ul LA I LI\

The musical wonder that play*
correct music for the picture.

MR. EXIBITOR: — You simply cannot afford to do without this instrument.
Write to-day.
We will send you full particulars immediately.

THE AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER SALES CO., 116 West 42d St., New York City, N.Y.
llliiM::it>-.l
II. tmI.ii..r TMt
WOMAN
IN
WHITE
AND CUSTER'S
LAST FIGHT.
12.20
per
1,000
with
your
Imprint.
$1.73
"
"
without Imprint.
Cull with orders.
F. F. Pub. Co.. 2711 Church »vf„ Clwvi'land. 0.

Two and Three Reel Features
The BEST European Attractions for RENT OR
SALE at the LOWEST Bargain Prices. Ask for
our NEW LIST.

northern Feature Film
405 Schiller

Chicago

Parson
& Bradley
Features
ZIGOMXR
SHERLOCK HOLMES
Elegant Lobby Displays

705
Chicago, III.

500 REELS
Second Hand Films, guaranteed
to be in firstclass condition.
$12.50 PER REEL
POSTERS
AND
ADVERTISING
FREE
WITH
EACH REEL

IMPERIAL FEATURE

121 Fourth Ave.

POWER'S

FILM CO.

Pittsburgh.

So many contracts have been closed that we are unable
to install service in any more houses at the present time.
Applications will be considered in the order of
their arrival.

I SKI.kWORl.l) OF PARIS
THE JEWEL MYSTERY and REDEMPTION

Phone RANDOLPH

for your overwhelming response to our
FILM SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS

Exchange

Bldg.

Suite 643 Marquette Bldg.

EXHIBITORS, WE THANK YOU

Pa.

No. 6-A

Exchange
yourcost
old you
Power's
six
for new 6-A
$B0 difference. Edison "B" machines
with Power's 6-A stand snd
lamp house complete, $22u. We
sell all makes machines, new
and second hand, cheap.
STELZER BROTHERS,
Lincoln,
111., 417
Broadway.

PROFIT BY OCR EXPERIENCE
We personally recommend and
guarantee the following features:
"Nanon,"
or
the
Fate
of Two
Brothers, 3 Reels.
"Excellent."
Heroine
of Derna
(Turkish-Italian
War), 2 Reels. "Sensational."
The
Two Destinies,
Reels. "Great."
Dishonored,
or the 3 Romance
of a
Hungarian Officer, 3 Reels. "Very
of
and the Knaves
Charlie ood.C"olmes
g
Spades, 3 Reels.
"Every
inch
Red exciting."
Falcon, Hand Colored, 2 Reels.
"Fair."
Tale of Two Cities, 3 Reels. "Wonderful spectacle."
The Others' Sin, 4 Reels.
"None
better."
The
Greatest Features Ever.
Plenty of other splendid
features.
Ample
supply of Original Posters
sent in advance for advertising your
coming attraction.
Wire your bookings at once.
Don't Wait.

Royal Feature Film Co.

fX IN. SMITH, Manager
538 S. Dearborn St.
Chicago, III.

To insure service in the near future applications
should be made without delay to

CQLODll
KINE
FILM MA
SERVICE

|\

1600 BROADWAY,

NEW

YORK
rj^BU

The CALGARY STAMPEDE
Held at Calgary, Canada, Sept. 2nd to 7th, 1912
The biggest show of its kind ever held in
America.
It's a Great Money Getter
1 REEL, 1400 feet, sold outright at 15 cents per foot
or on State Rights Basis

ODD FELLOWS PARADE
15,000 in line.

Held at Winnipeg, Canada
Sept. 18th, 1912

1 REEL, 1000 feet at 10 cents per foot

STARLAND
cbie Address : "stariand"

LIMITED
Winnipeg, Canada
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American .Moving Picture Machine Co.
UAOTTAOnrREaS

EASTMAN

or THE

STANDARD

motion picture
film— the acknowledged standard the
world over.

Automatic Movin? Picture Machine
101-102 Beekman Street,

New fork

Use the Real

Projector Carbon
Manufactured by

"Biograph"

EASTMAN KODAK CO.,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Brand

L. E. Frorup & Co.
232 Greenwich St., New York City

WANTED
CELLULOID POSITIVE CELLULOID NEGATIVE
AND

NON-FLAM

POSITIVE

(Made Under License of the Patentee)

RAW

FILM SUPPLY

15 EAST 36th STREET
Tel. Mad. Sq. 7876

First Class Scenarios
First Class Scenario Writers

CO.

NEW YORK
CabU Rawfilm New York

THE

Eve Comfort
System
OF
Indirect Illumination
So necessary to the tocce— of every
Motion
Picture
Theatre
that
we
engineer 60 Theaters a month.
This is a free service to Motion
Picture Theatre
Managers.
National X-Rav Reflector Co.,
327 W. Jackson BlvcL, Chicago.
Distance, Screen to Rear of Auditorium . ...»
Ceiling Height
...,....,...«.«..
Width of House
Nwme
,.

for bright,
marke
are in
y the
iest and
snapp
comed
good,
strong, emotional dramas and
powerful Western stories. We need the
services of one or two high class, experienced Scenario Writers to become
associated with an up-to-date studio and
brilliant producer. Submit references
and name some of the scenarios accepted
and produced. The right price will be
paid for the right man. If you hare a
good idea that may be developed into a
good comedy or a strong drama, send it in
and if we can use it we will pay you for it.
WE

Universal Film Manufacturing Co.
1 Union Square,

New York City
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GET

GREATEST
LIGHT
ON EARTH

UNIVERSAL SERVICE
Our
Locked Reel System

By Installing

LBERG'S
HALRectifier

Has Many Advantages
CONSULT

US

ABOUT

IT

Exclusive New York Agents for
UNIVERSAL
FILMS

Economizer

Universal Film Exchange
OF NEW

111 East 14th St, New York

r

World'* Largest Mfri

which gives from 30 to

YORK

60 Amperes

Phone, Stuyv. 1000

WurljTzei*1

THE

Direct Current at the Arc
with Any Alternating
Current Line Supply

Siub'.ifbed 18W

No moving parts — no mercury bulbs to break or
renew — no relays or tripping coils.
Absolutely guaranteed for one year.
Can be installed in a few minutes and connected to
your old wires without special wiring.
I take your small 25 to 30 amp. mercury arc rectifier or other current-savers in part payment for
my LARGE 60-amp. Rectifier Economizer.

I am jobber of ALL MAKES
of Moving
Picture Machines
Through my Exchange Department I am prepared to mtkm afeeral
allowance for your old machine in part payment on pin iifi «f
new M. P. machine of any make.
Worlitxer PianOrcheatra in Oriental Theatre, San

Write

for

32-page

booklet,

Francisco.

showing

Wurlitzer Automatic Musical Instruments
in the leading picture theatres of the country.

The Wurlitzer Instruments furnish better music than musicians
and reduce expenses.
60 different styles ; time payments ; big
catalog free. B you can't call, write to our nearest branch.

The Rudolph ORK Wurlitzer
Company
CHICAGO

PHILADELPHIA.
1835 Chestaut
33d
830-831 S. Wabash
BUFFALO
LOUISVILLE
COLUMBUS O
B*a4
TOT ktain
«M W. Qraene
07 ■. Mais

I

Separate catalogues of different makes of machines,
supplies and economizers furnished free upon request, BUT Hallberg's Big Complete Catalogue
costs you 25c.
HALLBERG

A. C. TO D. C. AND

D. C. ECONOMIZER.

I carry the Largest Complete Stock of

Electra Pink Label Carbons
J. H. HALLBERG
36 E. 23rd St.

New

York City
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It pays

to discriminate

THEATRE
UfD
Iff allITIE C

when

you

buy

SEATING

TfillAV
foT CatPicture Chairs)
I UUH I
and
Cat. V2V3 <*<"•
(Upholstered
Chairs)
Send Floor Sketch for Free Beating Plan

Widest range of styles and prices.

Large stocks.

American Seating Company
21S

8. Wabash

Ave.,

Set

CHEAP

EXHIBITOR!!

STEEL FRAME
THEATRE CHAIRS

Think of the motherleaa, the fatherless, anal the
childless homes aa the result of theater panics. Protect the Urea of your
patrons
by Installing
our
"ANTI
PANIC"
THEATER
CHAIR.
M
Dead at Cannonsburg, 178 at Boyertown. B7B at Iroquis Theater.
Chicago.
these lahorrors
Impossible. OurMakechair
a friend
to
the Public.
It advertises
your
theater
and
makes your business grow.
It Is a space-saver, life-saver,
money-earer. Gives 25% more seating.

SCENARIO
WRITERS !
If your scenarios do not sell
find out why. Perhaps your
manuscript can be rewritten and
made saleable, and your mistakes
may be corrected in future manuscripts. The author of "Technique of the Photoplay," etc., will
five your manuscript personal
criticism for a fee of $2.

ABSOLUTELY
NON-BREAKABLE
Suitable for small
Theatres
Hotlng Pictureand 8hows.
We
carry
these
chairsdiately.
In stock and
can W. ship
ImmeBmrni
Chair,Bmmi
Also
seating
for
use. Out-of-door
Address Dept.
STEEL FURNITURE Co., Grand Rapids. Mich.
New York: 150 5th Ave. Pittsburgh: SIS Biasel
Blk. Philadelphia: 610 Flanders Bid*.

WE CAN HURRY
Heavy Five Ply

seats and backs.
The last-forever kind,
that you are using
long after you have
forgotten
the price.

STEEL
CHAIRS
TOO
We carry several kinds
of good chairs in stock,
305
all guaranteed.
ASK
FOE
CATALOG

E. H. STAFFORD

CHICAGO,

New York City

ILL.

COMPENSARC

BUY THE JUNIOR PROFESSIONAL,
GUARANTEED FILM MAKING OUTFIT
YOU NEED IT, SOONER OR LATER, ALL
SUPPLY,
MACHINES,
LENSES.
Eberhard Schneider,
219 Second Ave., N. Y

That's the device that saves Moving Picture men two-thirds on their elrctric light
bills, and yet gives better light Did yon
see our ad last week? Well, don't look it
up. Just write for our

MOVING PICTURE MACHINES. Wt make a
specialty of equipping theatres complete and are in a
position to offer you a better price on Powers 6 A,
Motiograph, Edison and Standard machines than
your regular exchange.
Get in communication.
Drop us a line.
LYRIC
FILM
& 6UPPLY
CO.
27 S. 6th St., Terre Haute, Indiana.

Booklet 15018

Fort Wayne Flectric Works
0>

FORT

GIKIIAL

ELICTBIC

COUTAWJ

1402 Broadway

WAYNE

INDIANA

733

(MS
FOR EVERY

PURPOSE

ESTABLISHED
WRITE

1,000 STYLES

Sargent

Bex 70, Madison Square Station

CO.

MFQ;

Your Own Film Camera

Submit your difficulties to the
author of "The Photoplay Theater," and other articles on management, for advice and suggestion, the result of twenty years'
experience in amusement enterprises. Simple questions $1 each.

Winthrop

M
A
I
R
S

YOUR ORDER OUT.
STAFFORD
Chairs
excell all others.

Exhibitors !

Epes

c

YOU

34-36 E. 3rd Street
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Wisconsin, U.S.A.

Springfield, O.

It will make your theater all aisles. It la the
only sanitary chair. It is the world's greatest
theater chair, perfected to the highest degree.
Write to-day for Circular A.
THE HARDE8TY MTO. CO., Canal Dover, Ohio,
U.S. A.

NKW

/fV&BENlflEfrT

New London,

The Foos Gas Engine Co.

MR.

St.,

Wisconsin
CompanySeating

Send for Bulletin F-98.

OH!

B2nd

Ik

will furnish direct current for your show
and give 70a better quality of light than
yon can get from the beat Central Static*
service. With a Foos Engine you can aare
BO to 75 per cent, of the money you have to
pay for electrle current and hare all the
light you want when yon want it.

tog Linden Ave.

II X.

Gel Our Prices
Before You Buy

ELECTRIC
Generating

CHICAGO

115-117 So. Wabash

Chicago, HI.
New

York

Office,

Ave., TL.

1 lie

1165 Broadway.

k

A.

M

ll.

A^^J^^vAro

Andrews

FOR

CAT.

C*\

K,0.

Seattle Office, 508-10-12
San Francisco Office, 728 Mission St.

1865
NO. 31

Branches

in all

Leading Citiea

First Ave!,

So.
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G.MELIES
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EVER

HOPING

FOR

JIM SHE REFUSES

TO MARRY

•
•
•
•
•
•

PAUL

The Smuggler's Prisoner
*

Their boat upsets at sea, Mary drifts ashore with the aid of oars while Jim
is picked up by a smuggler's vessel and forced to become a smuggler and
lead their vile, lawless life. Many times he attempts to escape, but is
thwarted. Five years elapse. All believe him dead. Paul, Jim's former
partner, asks Mary's hand in marriage, but is refused because she prefers to
wait and hope.
She loved Jim too well, but not in vain, for he at last
effects his escape and the happy family is reunited because
of Mary's love and FAITH.
G. MELIES,
1000 feet approx. length

204 EAST 38th St., NEW

YORK

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

CITY
H-7-12

+
*
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Wi^jk

EXPOSED!
INSIDE INFORMATION
NOT Always BEST.

The Parts of

POWER'S

6A

Mechanism Are on the OUTSIDE.

THE

OPERATOR

is the man who has to contend with

and "stand for" the machine. He knows that, if for any
reason the house goes dark, and he has to flash on the
screen, "One Moment, Please," he must be able to locate
his difficulty quickly. If the parts are enclosed, that means
delay and an impatient audience.
On a POWER'S

CAMERAGRAPH No. 6A the parts ARE
ALL EXPOSED; they may
be seen and got at instantly.
That is one of the many reasons which give to POWER'S
CAMERAGRAPH
No. 6A
the supremacy over all other
moving picture machines.
Catalogue

G gives

complete

details

NICHOLAS POWER
COMPANY ^TvTrk
For fifteen years the leading makers of motion
picture machines

yy
CA»EY

^Mi

MESS,

K. Y.

November

Vol. 14. No. 6

9. 1912

Price. 10c.

THE FII/M
IND&X

euiDE,
BITORS'
EXHI

>y>"H«g,— rflSni

cvj^^^&y^a^^^v "

&

^J

31
S,

^^^^^/^^;/j;;;))iiiHiHA^kk^kvvvxxxx^^
^fi^j^atts^afac^*-Scene from "The Country Boy" (Pathe).

^/sV////////))}\\\\ 11 m\V\\^\\^W^
«^mK«E^^fflga»rt»to^
^a<itMfl»wHi}MMOfM'Mtt»ttttK^^^

125 East 23rd Street
NeW YofK — Chicago
wmmmmmmmmmMmvkmmmmw^^^

BWatelfaiBrfriBWl^c^^

169 W. Washington St.
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[WEEK'S

GREATEST

^

M

A
Released Tuesday,

DRAMATIC

FEATURE!

I

e

IM

l\

"

Nov. 5th.

"CHAINS"
Miss Ruth Stonehouse, Francis X. Bushman and Bryant Washburn in one of the greatest, most powerful and
tense dramatic studies ever offered by Essanay.
Woven, link by link, into a superb masterpiece of film-craft!
Released Wednesday, Nov. 6th.

"A MONEY

?"

A snappy, jovial and altogether delicious comedy, involving complications that captivate with mirth and ringing
laughter. Something doing every moment, and replete with corking good surprises. John Steppling, Billy Mason and
E. H. Calvert in funny roles.
Released Thursday, Nov. 7th.

"THE

RANCHMAN'S

ANNIVERSARY"

\ laughable Western comedy-drama, serious in its moments of "near"-tragedv, and bubbling over with funniest
fun throughout.
The inauguration of Essanay's TWO
GREAT
WESTERN
SUBJECTS
EACH
WEEK.
Released Friday, November 8th.

"WHEN

WEALTH

TORMENTS"

Francis X. Bushman, Mildred Weston and Helen Dunbar in one of the best comedies for the month. Poor Mr;.
Mahoney
has win
the the
timeman
of her
lifechoice,
gettingandhertherein
daughter,
married
But she does
of her
lies Maggie,
a charming
plot. to a foreign title — and doesn't land it at that.
Released Saturday, Nov. 9th.

"AN

INDIAN'S

FRIENDSHIP"

Mr. G. M. Anderson featured in his world-famous role of "BRONCHO BILLY." A strong, vigorous tale of days in
the old West; of false suspicions, thrilling situations and a desperate ride to save an innocent man from the most degrading of deaths.
A powerful feature!

COMING

"KING

ROBERT

(LONCFELLOW'S

In THREE

SOON!

OF SICILY"

WONDERFUL

POEM)

Stupendous Reels

THE ROAD TO BOX OFFICE SUCCESS ! —THOSE BEAUTIFULLY LITHOGRAPHED 3-SHEET POSTERS OF
ALL ESSANAY SATURDAY RELEASES. FULL FOUR COLORS, PRICE 35c EACH. ORDER FROM YOUR EXCHANGE OR DIRECT
FROM
MORGAN
LITHOGRAPH CO., CLEVELAND, O.
Photos of All Essanay Players, Size 8x10, Price $3.00 Per Dozen, Can Be Secured from the Players' Photo Co., 177 N. State
St., Chicago, 111.
«
THESE MATTERS DEMAND YOUR IMMEDIATE ATTENTION!

ESSANAY

FILM

MANUFACTURING

521 First National Bank Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Factory and Studio, 1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
Branch Offices in London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona

CO.

THE
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BEWARE!
OF MISSING

THIS

OPPORTUNITY

"THE
VENGEANCE
OE
EGYPT"
A STATE RIGHTS
At
3 REELS
HERALDS

LOBBY

A Feature

yn

3 REELS
DISPLAY

POSTERS

Meriting

REEL REASON

fctttrfteEft

1, 2 and 6 SHEET

the

Name

BJL

FILM FACTS

■&™$

For the Careful Investor
V*»E<-^I

^.

Incontestably it has been proved that State Rights business is highly profitable to the purchaser. For the man already in the film business or to he who seeks lucrative investment there
are few superior propositions — when he chooses the right product. The investor in THE
VENGEANCE OF EGYPT has for assurance these affirmatives — the sterling name of
Gaumont, and their sane principles, their logical viewpoint.
Uniformly above mere praise are the regular Gaumont releases. Beyond witchery of
words is the result when in the instance of State Rights business, special effort is made. The
Gaumont Company, realizing the colossal possibilities of feature film operations, feel keenly the
necessity of producing a product commensurate with the extraordinary requirements — that
there must be no variation in grade and that that grade must be premier. And upon the
Gaumont principle that the interests of producer and exhibitor must be identical, is THE
VENGEANCE OF EGYPT offered.

m
£i"f?4~'te

r^M
A Story Having the Potency of Poe
The theme is that of an Egyptian Princess, dead 2000 years, whose spirit is outraged
by the stealing of a ring from the mummy's finger. A revenge insatiable, leaving
a wake of woe extending a century's length. An atmosphere weird and interest
compelling. A background of Oriental occultism wreaking the wrath of a wraith
through human passions.
All Our Films are Copyrighted:
Infringements Will
be Vigorously Prosecuted
i— 3w

V7
*^^klj
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NOTHING CAN STOP
THAT UNIVERSAL
LANDSLIDE
NOW!
Exhibitors in all parts of the country who formerly sniffed at the mere
mention of " Independent" films are now demanding that Universal
program with all their might and main. As boon as we proved our
strength and showed the world that we meant business, they began
to flock toward Universal.
We'll win YOU yet.

HAVE YOU
SEEN
OUR
LATEST PRODUCTIONS?
Have you noticed the astonishing improvement in Universal quality ?
Have you investigated to see if we are making good the promises we
published a few weeks ago ? Will you take the very first opportunity
to see a Universal program and prove for yourself that it is the
strongest, the cleanest, the most uniform, the best balanced, and in every
way the best film program you can possibly use ?

OUR
FEATURES COST YOU
NOT A PENNY EXTRA!
We are jamming our program full of magnificent features every week —
every one of them strong enough to overcome the biggest " stateright" features that you have been competing with. You get these without extra charge, but they'll make you a mint of extra money. Wake
up, man! Be alive! Find out whatjjs going on ! Keep posted on your
business!

It's time for you tofm"l^f^^

DEMAND

'l'"^

-""^

~^Z-^_"

"]

THAT UNIVERSAL'PROGRAM

Universal Film Manufacturing Co.
noticejchance of^address
Mecca Building
48th Street and Broadway
TELEPHONE
4434
BRYANT

NEW

YORK

CITY

5M
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Six Weeks Ago
Such a Powerful
Be Presented To The
NESTOR

I M P
" A STRANGE CASE."
Monday, November 4th.
A capital drama in which King Baggot leads us through
a series of adventures in the "under-world."
A detective
problem play.
"LEAH,

THE FORSAKEN"— Three Reels. •
Thursday, November 7th.
A PULSATING LIVING INTERPRETATION OF A
MASTERPIECE. A THREE REEL DE LUXE PRODUCTION STAGED AND ACTED WITH A SUBLIMITY THAT SURPASSES ANY PICTURE EVER
MADE.
A REAL SHOW IN THREE REELS.
"HALF

A SHOT"— On the Same Reel, "HOW
THE November
RAISE." 9th.
Saturday,

NED

"UNITED WE STAND."
Monday, November 4th.
A dramatic rehearsal of the memories of a soldier of the
South and a hero of the North. Produced with military
zeal and realism.
"HIS LITTLE PARTNER."
Wednesday, November 6th.
The he mad
little Tess
register
claim,
after
had ride
been of
wounded,
is onlyto one
of the Dick's
many thrills
of this exciting Westerner.
"SHARPS AND CHAPS."
Friday, November 8th.
When Mme. Dulce and her husband fleeced the unsuspecting cow punchers they were mighty glad the girls took
them back to their hearts.
Highly amusing.

GOT

The kind of a split comedy that makes 'em wear a smile
that won't come off. Positive spasms of laughter.

VICTOR
"SISTERS."
Friday, November 8th.
If Mary's husband hadn't been a cad and Annie's husband a brave fire laddie Annie would never have been accused of being untrue. That she never knew he suspected
her was a blessing. A particularly fine Florence Lawrence
dramatic release.

Peeps Into The Future
Feature Releases Part of Regular Program!
IT'S HERE!
IT'S HERE!
IT'S HERE!
"THE SHIP
OF
LIONS"
(Ambrosio)—
One
Feature. Released November 6th. Fifteen Reel
ferocious
lions roaming the deck of a burning ship. A crackerjack animal picture.
S. R. O. attraction.
"THE TRIBAL LAW" ("ioi"-Bison)— Two Reels.
Something novel; something new in an Indian picture. Released November 16th.
'THE DEBT" (Rex)— Two Reel Feature. A drama
that will bring 'em back a second time.
Released
November
21st.
Don't
miss
a
single
Ambrosio;
they are all money makers.

REX
"THE

HONOR OF THE FAMILY."
Thursday, November 7th.

Gerald's love for Marja' the mountain girl, was pure and
true; but his brother's suaveness infatuated her. The developments following the secret marriage are as rapid as
they are invigorating and exciting.
"A GALLEY SLAVE'S ROMANCE."
Sunday, November 10th.
Joan loved Annette.
Ihe Signeur desired her.
The
latter wouldn't desist from his mdesired attentions, so
Joan threw him over the cliff. Joan's prison life and the
years that followed are highly emotional.

CHAMPION
"A TRAMP'S STRATEGY."
How a Knight of the Road entered into a conspiracy to
fool an irate parent and how the highly humorous practical joke brought about the mating of two loving souls.

M I LANO
"HER MASTERPIECE."
Saturday, November 9th.
"Hell hath no fury like a woman scorned."
The manner
in which Sonia interpreted his proverb is highly dramatic.
A picture with a "punch" in every scene.

Keep Right on Demanding

THE

MUX ING

I'll I URE

W' >RLD
5 IS

No One Dreamed
Program Could
Exhibitors of Ameriea
POWERS
RAILROAD AND THE WIDOW."
Wednesday, November 6th.
When Bracken insisted upon confiscating her property
the widow shot him.
It was the clever ruse her daughter
used that saved her from prison.

ECLAIR
"SILENT JIM" -Two Reels.
Tuesday, November 5th.

"THE

"THE FIRST GLASS."
Friday, November 8th.
A picture with a moral that will strike a sympathetic
chord in the hearts of young and old alike. Highly dramatic; intensely emotional.

10 1

BISON

"A RED MAN'S LOVE."
Tuesday, November 5th.
Two thousand feet of excitement crowded into one reel
which seethes with thrilling situations. Plenty of people
and action.
"AN INDIAN ISHMAEL."
Saturday, November 9th.
A totally different sort of Indian-Military picture. Produced with a fervor and magnetism that will make 'em
shout in admiration.
.

GEM
"THE BETTER PART."
Tuesday, November 5th.
'Twas a choice between total blindness and her sweetheart's life. Miriam's noble sacrifice will make a tremendous impression.

CRYSTAL
"THE

GYPSY FLIRT AND MAN WANTED."
Sunday, November 10th.

Two
comedies
with entirely new style of humorous
situations.
The kind of laughter getters that will give
them a pain in their sides.

THAT ANIMATED

WEEKLY

A >tory of a man's hate and gratitude with many exciting periods in his life's career.
Most dramatically
staged and acted amid the wild beauty of Northwest
Canada.
"FOILING

A FORTUNE

HUNTER

AND

WHAT

FATHER
DID." 7th.
Thursday,
November
A serio-comedy with plenty of laughs joined to a sidesplitting farce. A continuous series of laughs from start
to finish.
"GOLDEN

HAIR— CONSTANTINOPLE."
Sunday, November 10th.

A girl's willingness to sacrifice her golden tresses that
she might procure a dowry forms a pretty theme for a
very fine dramatic offering; along with it views of the
city where the Balkan War operations are centered.

AM

BROSIO

"THE

SHIP OF LIONS"— One Reel Feature.
Wednesday, November 6th.
Fifteen ferocious lions roam the deck as the ship burns.
No animal picture with more thrilling situations.
The
greatest feature ever included on a regular program.
A
positive sure-fire hit.

Into The Future
Peeps
Feature Releases Part of Regular Program!
IT'S HERE!
IT'S HERE!
IT'S HERE!
"LEAH, THE FORSAKEN" (Imp De Luxe)— Three
Reels.
Released
November
7th.
Greatest feature
ever put on a regular program.
A positive state
rights proposition without a bonus.
"A PROTEGE OF UNCLE SAM" (Champion)— Two
Reels.
A fine naval drama with plenty of thrills.
Released November nth.
"THE LADY LEONE" (Victor)— Two Reel Feature.
A Florence Lawrence picture that will pack 'em in.
Releasedthey
November
15th.
Don't miss a single Ambrosio;
are all money
makers.

^
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Films

Feature Multiple Reel Subjects
now Released twice a week

BEGINNING NOVEMBER 11, 1912, the General Film Company will place
at the disposition of its customers two feature Multiple Reel Subjects each
week. These will be released on Mondays and Fridays, and together with
the forty-two regular one-reel subjects, will make a total of forty-six or fortyseven reels weekly.
You realize the advantage of this additional service.
You know your income will be increased from a booking of these features.
You are aware of the big variety of subjects that you have to select from.
You know the high standard of the General Film Company's pictures.
You know their popularity among your patrons and the effort that is made
to give the widest possible variety of subjects for your show.
If you are not getting service from us at the present time, don't delay but
write to our branch nearest you, or 200 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

FILM
OF

UNITED

CO.
STATES

AND

CANADA

i8
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Three
"Flying THURSDAY
A" Releases per
MONDAY
SATURDAY
Week
Each subject in a class by itself.

The stories of these films lend a variety to your

program, because in each subject you will find: — The acting par excellence with
the highest conception of the pantomimic art. The photographic quality and
technique the best that modern science and equipment can produce. The
settings and scenic beauties of the environment lend an artistic touch
that enhances the merit of the productions.
The stories
are logical, convincing and of a distinctly original type
that fascinate, educate and interest your audiences

"FLYING
Monday,

MAN'S
Dealing

with

A"

RELEASE

November

11, 1912

the

CALENDAR

CALLING
psychology of the soul
Thursday, November

14, 1912

THE INTRUSION AT LOMPOC
An elaboration on civic welfare

Saturday, November

16, 1912

JIM A story
BENTLEY'S
ADVENTURE
teeming with excitement and heart interest
Coming — An absorbing subject entitled

"THE

IDYLL
RELEASE

AMERICAN

FILM
ASHLAND

OF

DATE, SATURDAY,

HAWAII"

NOVEMBER

23, 1912

MANUFACTURING
BLOCK, CHICAGO,

COMPANY

ILLINOIS

1 1 II-: MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
5i9

Superb Exhibition of Acting

Flesh and Blood
A SENSATIONAL

DETECTIVE

STORY

WITH

SNAPPY

INCIDENTS

"HEART-INTEREST" SITUATIONS.
PEERLESS PANTOMIME
INCLUDING ALL SOLAX
FAVORITES.

TWO

REELS

RELEASED

FRIDAY,

WITH

AND
A CAST

NOVEMBER

15

Barnes, the detective, feels that the honor of the Secret Service is at stake when
he is given an assignment to trace down the third of a series of daring robberies that
have been baffling the secret service. When he discovers that his morbid son is guilty
of the theft, he hesitates between his duty to his profession and his duty to his family.

THE

ADVERTISING

MATTER

INCLUDES

one sheets, three sheets, heralds, announcements, slides and other miscellaneous material. Write for samples.

OTHER

THE

ONE-REEL

FEATURES

PRODIGAL

RELEASED

WEDNESDAY,

WIFE

NOVEMBER

13

This is a story of a spendthrift wife and the effect of her extravagance on her husband,clivities
who is
an indulgent
her of herof extaavagant
and teaches
her thatcreature.
love and Anotnightmare
money is cu'ra^s
the foundation
happiness. pro-

A Comedy
RELEASED

of Errors

WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER

20

When she waves her husband good-bye, Billy, who lives in the house opposite, thinks
that she is encouraging him. He comes over. While at the house the husband returns.
Unable to explain the presence of the stranger, she tries to extricate herself from a
compromising situation by telling a lot of fibs. But these fibs instead of helping further
complicate the situation.

SoWCompany
FORT

LEE, NEW

JERSEY

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
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N. Y.

MOTION

PICTURE

CO.

PRESENTS

"KAY-BEE" FEATURE FILM
In Two Reels, Released Friday, Nov. 8
cc

WHEN

LEE

SURRENDERS

99

SEE
The Mighty Struggle Between
Two Powerful Forces
Horses and Riders Shot
Down in Full Gallop
Caissons Blown Up by
Bursting Shells
The Great Prison Scene

$2,000

WORTH

OF POWDER

?{J,?f,.£

1,000 Soldiers Engaged In Battle
A Colossal Production Which Will Make the Trade Mark "KAY-BEE"
Famous Throughout the World

£«* p* >-x

FOR

SCENARIOS.

THE

MINIMUM
*lr*^"
BE PRICE
$50.00. PAID
WE
Tt% ^ I I WILL
WANT STIRRING FRONTIER, PIONEER,
MILITARY
STORIES
IN TWO REELS.
ADDRESS

:

i'1712THOS.
H. INCE,
Director
Allesandro St.
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

THE

M< IVING

PI< fURE

W< »RLD

.
MB

COMING!

COMING!
FRIDAY,

A MARVELOUS

NOVEMBER

COMING!
29

PRODUCTION

In Three Reels, Entitled

Produced by the same
Company, actors, soldiers,
Indians, horses, etc., and
using the same properties,
paraphernalia and equipment
and directed by the same
man, Thos. H. Ince, as
cc

99

CUSTER'S

LAST

FIGHT

But on a Bigger, Grander and More Magnificent Scale
Three Reels of Thrilling Battle and Sensationalism.
Wonderful
Dramatic Rendition

THE
WORLD'S
GREATEST
FILM, RELEASED UNDER
THE TRADE-MARK OF

"KAY -BEE"

5

THE

\22

Mu\

IX'i

THE SUBSTITUTE HEIRESS

$1

Blj

PICTURE

\\ « >K!.l)

Released Friday, Nov.

Length 378 feet.

8th, 1912.

FELIX AT THE BALL
Felix Is a quiet stay-at-home man, hut his wife Is a social
cyclone. She is Invited to a ball and insists that Felix go with
her. He has no dress suit, so she hires one which is several
sizes too small. In the ball-room the lower part of the suit
splits, lit' is chased out of the hall-room and through the street.
Arriving home he meets his wife with a baseball bat and has
to sleep In the back yard with the dog.
Released

Friday,

Nov.

8th,

1912.

Length 670 feet.

An Accidental Millionaire

^ m *fi

few

James Stillman, a young millionaire, is invited to his
broker's home for a visit and to be entertained by
his daughter Emily. She, however, is just going on
an auto tour and she dresses her pretty maid, Ruth,
up and instructs her to play hostess. Stillman and
Ruth fall in love and after the visit the young man
receives an invitation to Emily's wedding. Sorrowfully he attends only to find that the bride is not the
girl he loves. Explanations follow and he rushes back
to claim the pretty maid.
Released Thursday, Nov. 7th, 1912.

Length 1067 ft.

THE SHERIFF'S MISTAKE
Nellie Bassett, a ranchman's daughter, learns that a
reward of $1,000.00 is offered for the capture of an
outlaw. A mortgage on the ranch is about to be foreclosed and the girl with her father start out to try and
capture the man. Unfortunately they make a mistake
and capture a U. S. Secret Service Agent who has lost
his credentials. The girl goes back over the trail and
finds the papers, also the cave of the real bandit, and
gets the $1,000.00 reward. The Secret Service man is
released,
and heforin life.
turn makes the ranchman's daughter a prisoner
Released Mon., Nov. nth, 1912.

Mike Duggan receives information that his brother, Dan, has
died in South Africa, and that be is heir to a Million. Mike's
wife and daughters Immediately begin to put on airs, but are
terribly called down when the news comes that the Information was a mistake.

Released Saturday, Nov. gth, 1912.

Length

1054 ft.

THE WATER RATS
Bill Graw. leader of a gang of thieves, tries to steal
a locket belonging to Elsie Dane, daughter of the
Tug owner. The girl defends the boy and he cherishes
a dog-like devotion for her. Tom Williams, a police
officer, is Elsie's sweetheart, and he has determined to
break
up the gang. In a desperate fight Bill gets the
* u
upperhand of the officer and chdkes him insensible.
He
thenanddiscovers
Elsie's
locket,
it dawnsthat
on Williams
the water isratwearing
that they
are
lovers. He places the handcuffs upon his own wrists
and gives himself up to the law.

"~

- "Ml" IM" tlM

aj

IHBhM

Length about 1,000 ft.

THE WAY OF THE MOUNTAINS
Don Allen and Bob Taylor love Mary Beall, a lass
of the hills. Bob is favored by Mary and her little
brother Tommy. A fight takes place in which Bob
gets the best of it Later Hon shoots at Bob, but missing his mark kills Mary- little brother. Bob tracks the
assassin and in a terrible fight gets wounded. Mary,
however, rescues her lover and Don is turned over to
the Law of the Mountains.

Li
(Scene

fi

1 T! rl
Way

Of

The

M^Jni',
Mountains'

EXTREMELY BEAUTIFUL ONE and THREE SHEET POSTERS of our PHOTO-PLAYS,
printed in FIVE COLORS, can be obtained from the A. B. C. COMPANY, CLEVELAND,
OHIO.
These handsome bills will offer a GREAT ADVANTAGE to your Theatre.

LUBIN MANUFACTURING

Chicago: 154 West Lake St

COMPANY,

B. Nichols, 86 Wardour St, London, W., England.

MODEL NEW STUDIOS,
aoth and Indiana Avenues,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Berlin, 35 Friedrich Str.

THE
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BUSINESS?— JBIGGER PROFITS

with

EDISON
THE
KINETOSCOPE

UNDERWRITERS' TYPE B
An Unsurpassed Moving Picture Machine From Every Point of View
"ONCE USED, ALWAYS

USED"

If you make your show better your business
will be better and your profits bigger. The
one sure way to make your show better and

keep the money "jingling in the till" is to install the Edison Kinetoscope. The moving
picture machine that projects the clear, sharp,
flickerless pictures that delight the eye and
bring the crowd back for more night after
night.
The Edison Kinetoscope is endorsed by the
Board of Fire Underwriters ; it is a simple
machine to operate and is built to stand the
steady grind. Get machine-wise — write to-day
for full particulars and a copy of the Edison
Kinetogram.

Price, with Rheostat,
24-40 amperes, Price, with 110 volt,
Transformer,
-

CURRENT
Nov.

Special Features
The only machine zuith hardened
steel shafts running in hardened bearings throughout.

Adjustable Outside Revolving Shutter, Chain Take-Up, Extra Large
House, with square condenser holder,
Double Magazine Rollers, Heavy
Brass Terminals on connecting cords,
set of Heavy Extension Legs, four of
which are 1% inches in diameter. A
very substantial stand.

EDISON

Comedy.
9— "A
Doctor for an Hour,"
11 — "The
1.000

110 volt,
- - $225.00
60 Cycle
- - $245.00

Non-Commissioned
feet.
Dramatic.

FILMS

by Bannister Herwin.
Officer, Tales from

1,000 feet.

Blackwood's."

12 — "Salt Lake City, Utah, and its Surroundings." 500 feet.
Scenic.
12 — "Linked Together," by Abagail Marshall.
500 feet.
Comedy.
13 — "A Thrilling Rescue by 'Uncle Hun.' " by Fred E. Nankivel,
the originator of "Uncle
Mun."
1.0CO feet.
Comedy.
15— "The
matic. Old Reporter," by E. J. Montague. 1,000 feet. Dra16 — "Hope" — A Red Cross Seal story, by James Oppenheim, produced in co-operation with the National Association for the
Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis.
1.000 feet.
Dramatic.
18 — "Tim,"

by James

Oppenheim.

960 feet.

Dramatic.

19 — "A Noble Profession." produced in co-operation with the Metand City Hospital of Blackwell's Island, New York.
1.000 feet. ropolitanEducational.
20 — "High Explosives as Used in the U. S. Army." 325 feet.
Descriptive.
20 — "Salley Ann's Strategy," by Louise Alvord.
675 feet. Comedy.
22 — "A Letter to the Princess." being the fifth atory of "What
Happened to Mary." produced in collaboration with "The
Ladies' World."
1,000 feet.
Dramatic.

239 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J.

THE
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WORLD

LUX

FILMS

The Crown of Perfection
Released Friday,
November

URBAN
F*l eclipse
^ hyrf
PIMP
Ul
IN LO

A MAGNETIC
PERSONALITY

RELEASES FOR NEXT WEEK
Cines, Tuesday, Nov. 12, 1912.

Comedy.

ON THE FIRING LINE

Length 455 feet

SPIFFKINS EATS
FROGS
Comedy.

**

8th, 1912

Length 475 feet

,

A riot of laughter and
surprises
*™

- is

R. PRIEUR
10 EAST
11^1 ^^r

Telephone.

SOME
An exciting drama depicting many actual scenes of the
Italian-Turkish War.
Eclipse, Wednesday,

REVIEWING
FRENCH
TROOPS

Nov. 13, 1912.

DV
D I
AAID
1 IN. CUI
O 11 D
1 I
(Topical)

Specimens of Lizards and Frogs
(Nature-Study)

The Town of Cognac, France

3427 Stuyvesant

THE OLD ACTOR'S
VISION
(Drama)
Life and Industries
in Aden Campo
(Travelogue)
Advance Synopses Free.

GEORGE

KLEINE

166 North State St.
Licensed by Motion

Write to

CHICAGO

Picture Patents Co.

NEW

YORK

CITY

VERY
GOOD
.TERRITORY
IS NOW OPEN
FOR

BLANCHE WALSH
IN TOLSTOY'S)

RESURRECTION
.FOUR

(Travelogue)
Cines, Saturday, Nov. 16, 1912.

I5th STREET

PARTS

Just go into a neighboring State
and see what money it is making
itor,
for the State Right Man and Exhib-

THEN
The Most

WIRE FOR OPEN
TERRITORY
Successful Film of the

MASKO
145 West 45th Street

FILM

Year

CO.
NEW

YORK

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

Wokl.D
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'THE FACE OR THE VOICE"
The voice charms, the face attracts.
Each belong to different girls. He thinks the beautiful
goes with the beautiful face.
Not so.
He choosi-s the girl with th<- voice.

Wed ■• Nov- 6th

MATCHMAKER"

McSHANE,

"MICHAEL

Sure it's Irish.
Michael is a diplomat and he helps his friend
leens in all Ireland.
He's a wise guy.

Danny capture one of the finest col-

"OUT OF THE SHADOWS"

Thursday,

and suspicion
kindred disappear
spirits.
They
throw many
a shadow
i- an •isy
instance
where theareshadows
and sunshine
prevails.

ATALANTA"

MODERN

"A

Three boys race for a girl, they have to beat her to it.
beaten help him.
How did tbey do it?

November

Here

Friday, November

8th

the two who were

Saturday, November

ung fellow finds a hand-bag.
The address of the owner is in it.
He beats it. "Arabian Sports" furnish an entertaining addition.

7th

over life's pathway.

Onlv one gets her and

"THE HAND-BAG"
1
"ARABIAN SPORTS" J
limit.

voice

He calls on her.

9th
-)

She's the

NEXT WEEK, SIX A WEEK

.a

"CAPTAIN

BARNACLE,

REFORMER"— Sets MONDAY,
everybody right.
NOVEMBER

"THE PROFESSOR AND THE LADY"
"AQUATIC ELEPHANTS"

C ■• ' —

BROWNING

12th.

& CINDERELLA"— WEDNESDAY,
Up-to-date.

NOVEMBER

13th.

"BILLY'S PIPE DREAM"— A good thing.
THURSDAY,
"UNA OF THE SIERRAS"— Keen and animated. FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

14th.

NOVEMBER

15th.

'THE

NOVEMBER

MODEL

>

A

W

FOR

ST. JOHN"— Dramatic picture.
SATURDAY,

1 V t<
TMEY

Special three-reel

SJ?

'i

"LORD

{ A comedy and a big
treat.
NOVEMBER
)
TUESDAY,

nth.

WONT

BE

HAPPY

feature, "THE

-

TILL

^

THEY

MILLS

GET

{t i

v1

THEM

—

SI X A WEEK

OF

THE

Released Through the General Film
Company, Monday,
November 4th
w^vv.v,

-- ... .:.

16th.

GODS"

I?

I

THE
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FEATURE

Kerry
In

Gow

three reels

as played by the author, Joe Murphy, for thirty years.
Produced in Ireland by Kalem Company. Kalem sets the pace for Irish dramas that are strong box-office magnets.
This one is
especially good.
Released Monday,' Nov. 18th

Two steaming

Special One, Three and Six-Sheet Four-Color Posters.

Comedies

Strong Arm Nellie
ihletic girl who taught Dad a lessoi
(On the same reel)

The Landlubber
The story of a photographer who was willing to
become a sailor but did not fit the job.
Released Monday, Nov. 18th

The Tell-Tale Message
A dishonest banker comes to grief through a letter

to his confederate.
Released

Wednesday,

Nov. 20th

r Girl's
Flowence
The Roma
Produced in California
The flower girl mistakes
kindness for love and is
tempted to seek revenge,
but her better nature
conquers.
Released Friday,
Nov.

22 d

Red Wing
and the
Paleface
Red Wing swears vengeance against the Paleface on account of the
killing of her lover.
Released Saturday,
Nov. 23d

^Mlik///.
I One, Three, and Six Sheet

Posters

FOUR A WEEK

'I'ffiHPi

M

N
J. P.

Chalmers,

Founder.

Published by
CHALMERS

Telephone
Call, 1343-1344
Gramercy
PUBLISHING
COMPANY,
125 E. 23rd Street (Beach Building), NEW
YORK
Chalmers, Sr., Pres.; E. J. Chalmers, Sec and Treas. ; John Wvlik, \
mkai. Manager.
J. P.
Tin' "in. i- <> r Hi.- company li Uu ■ddxMi "f Um oil
Entered at the

General

Post

Office in New
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Facts and Comments
EVERY one who is familiar with the progress and
development of the motion picture in this country
knows that the industry owes a considerable debt
to the smaller exhibitors, the men and women who conduct electric theaters in the smaller communities. As a
class these exhibitors are thoroughly in earnest and are
in love with their calling. They guard the reputation of
the picture with creditable jealousy, and are ready and
capable of repelling the assaults and aspersions of the
enemy. They are agitators in the best sense of the word.
As a rule these exhibitors get little or no credit for their
voluntary and often unselfish work, and when on a rare
occasion one of them lets the world know what he is
doing he is surely entitled to respectful attention. We
have received a letter from an exhibitor in Richmond,
Texas, which well deserves special mention in these columns. The letter relates to the vexed problem of Sunday
opening and the habitually hostile attitude of the clergy.
When the exhibitor started in to open on Sundays he at
once became the target of denunciations from the various
How did he meet these attacks?
pulpits in his town.
We let him speak for himself.
*
Speaking of the most virulent of these preachers the
exhibitor says : "Of course I had to educate him. I
therefore ordered every copy of The Moving Picture
World from January 6th up to the present, and gathered
together all the articles I could find on the subject of
religious and educational subjects. Then I picked out
the materials for the purpose of educating the preacher
in the matter of moving pictures." The result of it all
was that the Sunday exhibition became an accomplished
fact in Richmond, and to-day the citizens of that town,
including the ministers, are glad that the Sunday program
has come and come to stay. Our friend and correspondent concludes his letter with the hope that "other exhibitors will be benefited by his experience." There is
no doubt that they will be benefited if they go about it in
the right way. The question of Sunday opening, more
than ever before in the history of the world of amusements, isto-day a simple question of public sentiment. If
the exhibitor knows how to influence and create sentiment in his favor the letter of the law will not stand in
the way. The exhibitor must of course do his share by
recognizing as far as possible the character of the day
in the composition of his Sunday programs.
* * *
THE

social uses of the motion picture are emphasized
once more by the action of the Russell Sage Foundation, which has just organized a Department of
Surveys and Exhibits. This department was established
because twenty-six national organizations of welfare
workers asked the Russell Sage Foundation to start an
agency for helping them in the gathering of exact facts
and then explaining these facts so that the citizens of the
respective cities would carry out the ideas suggested by
the facts. The cinematograph is to be used as an illustrator and teacher of facts. The directors of the Department ofSurveys and Exhibits recognize the fact that
motion pictures offer a means of interesting people in the

facts about city life. Lectures are to be used in connection with this work of illustrating the purposes of the
department. A practical beginning in the use of the
motion picture as an agent for social betterment was made
at a recent convention of Mayors and other city officials
which was held at Walla Walla, in the State of Washington. The convention was held under the direction of
the newly organized League of Pacific Northwest Municipalities. Through the efforts of a professor in the
famous Whitman college a large number of health and
civic films were secured and exhibited.
* * *

the growing number of foreign manufacturers
who seek to get the benefits of the American market, a little word of advice may not be amiss at
this time. It is natural that the European producer is
attracted by the higher profits of the American market ;
it is natural, too, that in the making of his films he is
more and more influenced by his consideration of the possibilities ofa sale in the United States. When it comes,
however, to the greater expense of marketing a production in this country, the European producer often suffers
from a lack of perception. He is willing to take the higher
profits, but not so willing to spend as much money as the
domestic manufacturer must spend in order to get his
films into the market. Until the European producer thoroughly realizes this fact and acts up to it in practice he
will never amount to very much here in the matter of an
occasional feature film.
* * *
TO

asserts that the bail of
YORKwhonewspaper
ANEW
shot at Colonel Roosevelt in Milthe maniac
waukee was raised from $7,500 to $15,000 because
it had "occurred to certain manufacturers of moving
picture films that there is enough of morbid curiosity
among their patrons to make it well worth while to photograph this unfortunate victim of a tainted heredity and
to show him to gaping thousands on the screens in the
cheap theaters." We have heard nothing of any such
scheme, which the Board of Censorship could, of course,
be relied on to nip in the bud. Besides, we do not believe
that it would be profitable. Whatever public curiosity
may exist to see a picture of the assassin has been more
than gratified by the yellow newspapers. They have
printed enough pictures of the poor wretch in all kinds
of poses to satisfy the most morbid craving for the sensational and the disgusting.
* * *
SOMEWHERE recently we read of a plucky man in
England who has a theatre all to himself, where he
puts on such of his plays as have been returned
with thanks by cruel and ignorant managers. This is said
to have been going on for six and forty years, and the
aged gentleman is still in the ring. The frosts of nearly
half a century may have silvered his hair, but they have
in no wise daunted his spirit. What a noble example of
perseverance this brave old dramatist sets to our own
ambitious and impulsive scenario writers, who would fain
storm the citadel of success in a few fleeting years with
a trifle of two or three hundred manuscripts.
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By W. Stephen Bush
IT is hard to believe that the public, having sat down to follows as a matter of course, and the public accept it as
a matter of coin
the cinematographic table d'hote, will rise from their
chairs perfectly contented with having tasted the
If we had a few circuits of feature houses creating a
relishes and perused the rest of the bill of fare. Eating
large enough demand for features of true merit, the true
only stimulates the appetite, especially in the early stages
features would not be long in coming, and the supply
of the meal. The friends and patrons of the motion
would be ample. The exhibitor will be able to pay the
picture want the full course, and they are especially
higher rental, and the manufacturer will be in a position
anxious to taste the "piece de resistance." Now, the to do his best and spare no expense. The making and
"piece de resistance," the really good thing of the table,
renting of feature films would become a distinct and
is undoubtedly the feature reel. The feature film will
of the industry. It is impossible to proseparate branch
become the parent of the feature theater. If there were
duce a true feature film in a week or in two weeks or in
in sight a steady and dependable supply of genuine fea- a month. Even where the plant and the equipment are
tures, consisting of not less than two nor more than five
as to be specially adapted for the production of feareels, the feature theater would be with us even now. I such ture
films, a good deal more time must be devoted to the
am far from saying that such a theater would in the
feature than to the ordinary release. Four, five or, when
least interfere with the ordinary electric theater, which
the facilities of a manufacturer are particularly good, six
feature reels a year will constitute the possible output of
offers only an occasional feature and relies on the regular
one manufacturer. There are a few manufacturers
any
do
I
patrons*.
the
to
offering,
steady
the
for
releases however,
that a theater exclusively devoted to now who run a separate feature department, but even
believe,
the exhibition of genuine and meritorious feature films, they have no regular schedule of releases. System and
certainty of supply are the absolute necessities of the
with special attention to music and an attendant lecturer,
feature film business of the future.
would draw capacity most of the time, and could comIt is hardly necessary to add that the exhibition of real
mand prices ranging from a minimum of fifteen up to
feature films would be impossible on a basis of daily
fifty cents and higher.
changes. A feature film of genuine merit is enough like
Such theaters will not be possible, however, until the
making of feature films is reduced to a system and a a big theatrical production to be treated as such. Some
of the few really big and fine feature films which were
science. There must be a number of conditions complied
put on the market last year had runs of two, three and
with before this can be done. Under the present method
four weeks, and even longer. Under the present system
releases of feature films are irregular ; but this is not the
the exhibitor is often forced to be satisfied with one day's
greatest trouble. The serious trouble lies in the indisshowing of a big feature, which would bring him three
criminate use of the word feature film. The only correct
and four times the profits if he could hold it for three
definition of a feature film must lay the stress on superior
quality. Two. three, four, or even five and six reels of days or a week. He too often is compelled to pay exti a
rentals and give his patrons an expensive program enordinary moving pictures do not make a feature, though
riched with a big feature without deriving any financial
these reels may all deal with the same subject. In other
benefit
for himself. He is quite willing to do this a few
words, while the length of the film is essential, quality is
even more essential. The feature film must deal with a times a year by way of increasing the prestige of his
place. He may charge the additional cost on such occasuitable subject: there must be something striking and
sions to his advertising account. No exhibitor, however,
extraordinary about the theme. It need not be historic
can be expected to make a practice of this generosity with
or classic in character, but it must impress the average
his own money.
mind as being a "different sort of picture." This superiA NEW
CRITICISM.
ority must manifest itself in other ways as well. The
feature film which has the stamp of the "factory grind" AT a ministerial conference in Washington this week, while
and reminds us too much of the studios, with which most
considering the all-around question of amusements, acting
and actors, the question of moving pictures, of course,
of_the patrons of electric theaters are quite familiar, is a came up for consideration. In the first place it is worth while
feature in name only, and no amount of advertising will
recording that the wholesale denunciation of the picture is a
thing of the past.
change that fact. In the matter of scenarios, in the direcMuch of the criticism now is legitimate and is made in the
tion, in the selection of scenery, in the preparation of bis:
interest of better pictures, and for the good of the people. The
spectacles, in the choice of artists, from the leading player
new criticism made upon this occasion is against "too much
down to the super, the feature film must bear distinct
death" in so many pictures, battles with death scenes, murders,
characteristics of its own which at once differentiate it and
too frequent illustrations of sudden death are spoken against.
It is perfectly natural to realize the morbidity caused by these
from an ordinary release. It goes without saying that
scenes, to which too often some gruesomeness is added.
the making of a true feature film costs a good deal of
Life with all its brightness cannot be made too attractive,
especially for children. On the whole, the criticism is wise in
money, and requires far more time in its preparation than
attention to this fact that we are unfortunately livthe ordinary picture. Unless the exhibitor is able to that ingitin draws
times when life is too easily forfeited, or taken. \Vhen
charge a higher price for a feature exhibition he cannot
life is cheap morals are low, when killing is rampant lesser
pay for the increased cost in the producing of the pic- crimes flourish. Make life more valuable, emphasize its sacredness, and a higher tone of civilization is a natural result. In the
ture. The present arrangements for the renting of extra
interest of young people the suggestion that life should be reprefeature releases are scarcely satisfactory. Few exhibsented in more of its brightness, with all its possible value and
itors feel justified in charging a higher price for just one
usefulness, may afford many timely suggestions for scenario
writers, whose taste and efforts will meet with appreciation.
evening, for the nearest competitor will draw away quite
Battle scenes as such do not concentrate the morbid sicht of
a large number of patrons who welcome the feature film. one conspicuous death, as in murder, suicide or sudden death
but prefer to regard it merely as an occasional variation
from seemingly natural causes: as in all these instances guilt,
of the program for which no extra charge ought to be grief and sorrow are so pictured as to arouse the emotions in
various and often too unpleasant moods. Life : free. full, active,
made. Where a theater devotes itself entirely to fea- bright, always pleases at the time and remains swert in the
tures itis naturally a different thing, and the higher price memory. Death is never welcome.
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"The Kerry
Gow" (Kalem) Three Reels
Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.
I[* is well-known thai the Irish spirit and the Irish humor are
irresistibly contagious. Thackeray relates how even the great
Napoleon, on the memorable occasion of Major Gahag^n's
visit to the court, moved his conquering feet to the tune of a
jig and how a merely formal court ceremony was through the
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The first enger brings the good news that the opening heat
of the race has been won by the right horse. The second
bird carries the news of the defeat of the horse in the second
heat. The interest now centers in the third and final heat and
the suspense is shared between the people on the screen and the
audience. On the lawn in front of a lovely old-fashioned Irish
cottage the friends of the villain and the friends of the old
man are waiting anxiously; there is some very fine acting allaround, when the long-expected pigeon is seen to flutter down

Major's bubbling jollity changed into "a great day for Saint
Patrick and Ould Ireland." Kalem's version of "The Kerry Gow"
would have delighted the heart of Major Gahagan. It is Irish,
entirely Irish and nothing but Irish. No wonder that Joseph
Murphy, the veteran author and player of the character, became
rich and famous and that the sons of the old sod, and likewise
the daughters, could not he kept away from the theatre when
this play was on the boards. Now that the Kalems have gone
to Ireland and have brought back with them the true atmosphere
and every real characteristic of the Irish soil and the Irish
heart there will be a tremendous revival of "The Kerry Gow"
all over the country.
There is nothing new or startling about the plot of the play.
It is of that ancient pattern wherein the villain seeks to wrest the
beautiful daughter from the bosom of the hero just because
he holds the mortgage on the father's cottage. The story ends
with the villain on his way to jail and the lovers getting ready
for the marriage feast. The charm and power of this version
of the old play come from the romantic little by-plays so dear
to the Irish heart, the displays of Irish humor veering from
the subtle to the rollicking and back again and always close to
the fountain of tears, from the singular idyllic- charm of the
Irish landscape, from the excellent acting and the unmistakable

Scene from "Kerry Gow"

(Kalem).

into the group. Alas-the bird has lost the message; the suspense
is growing insupportable, when brave Jack comes riding into the
scene with the happy tidings, that the right horse was first past
the post in the final heat and the money is paid to the foiled Hay.
There is some more fancy foiling right on top of this, for Hay
is arrested on the charge of having "planted" a number of the
forbidden pikes in Dan's shop.
Jack J. Clark made a splendid Dan O'Hara, Alice Hollister acquitted herself well as Nora Drew and every other part was well
taken and fitted splendidly into the toute ensemble. Mr. Sidney
Olcott "doubled" as Major Gruff and Kiernan, the drunkard. He
showed rare histrionic skill in these minor, but important parts.
As he acted in the capacity of director an extra word of praise
for him at the end of these lines seems not out of place.

Scene from "Kerry Gow"

(Kalem).

air of realism with which this company has invested all its Irish
plays. The attention to details, without which a play like this
would lose much on its way from the stage to the celluloid,
does infinite credit to the director. When the action of the play
calls for the interior of a country lawyer's office nothing will do
but a real interior of a country lawyer's office to which the camera
pays a careful visit. A real "Dan," works in a real blacksmith
shop and even the "Dinny Doyle," who peers over the fence
and hears the villains plotting and rejoicing, is the kind that
you would expect to meet on an Irish country road on a workday's afternoon.
The romantic and pathetic by-plays make a veritable "embarrassment of riches," there is the clever escape of Dan from the
castled prison; there is the fine scene beneath the prison walls
when the rescuers come and help the bold hero into the boat
and laugh at the shots of the guards; there is the stuttering sergeant, a most exquisite bit of comedy ; there is the steeplechase,
a real race, as you can see by watching the horses swerve as they
near the hurdles at full speed, then the fight after the race, for
as Mr. Olcott observed in delightful parenthesis as he sat beside
the reviewer, "there is always a fight after an Irish race." I
cannot begin to spread out all the gems before the eyes of the
expectant exhibitor and must leave some things at least to the
picture itself, but I cannot refrain from mentioning the very
pretty and thrilling incident of the three carrier pigeons. These
birds are released from the race track, where the race is run.
which will bring cither the money to pay off the mortgage or
make complete the despair of poor Patrick Drew, whose part
was
rendered
with consummate
artistic skill by E. O'Sullivan.

ESSANAY

COLLEGE

PICTURE.

Theodore Wharton, of the Essanay producing forces, returned the past week from Ithaca, N. Y., with one of the
finest films of college life ever made. The Essanay camera
operator has covered the ground thoroughly, and not a phase
of the college routine of daily life was overlooked. The
football season being at its height, splendid views of the
Cornell varsity
t£am comedy
in one features
of the season's
big the
games
were
secured,
also many
in which
freshmen
participate. Over a full reel alone of scenic beauty was obtained, including views of the famous Triphammer and Fall
Greek Falls, and wonderful views of the Cayuga Valley, one
of the garden spots of the world. This film should prove a
distinct feature subject, and is booked for December release.
LUBIN
The Annual

BASEBALL

CLUB

DINES.

Dinner of the Lubin Baseball Club was given

at the Majestic Hotel, Philadelphia, last Thursday. Xearh'
ioo plates were in order and the banquet was a most successful function. Siegmund Lubin and Ira Lowry and all
of the heads of departments were present. The menu furnished by the hotel was excellent, and appropriate speeches
were in order. After the cafe noir, a vaudeville and picture
show was given on the stage, all of the performers being
members of the Lubin stock companies and many of the
numbers being new and arranged especially for the occasion
The management of the affair was under the direction oi
William Kerry and Joseph Smiley, who are entitled to thanks
for the perfect and picturesque arrangements
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the two firemen in tbi

'The Fire-Fig
Love" rsdig).
Reviewed bj hter's
James S. McQuade.
T'-JEthefir Btories
> t of a remarkable
series thrilling
of film subjects,
in which
arc buill around
fire scenes,
will
be released
by the Selig Polyscop<
< o., Nov. 21st,
under
the t ait K-.
"The
For ever
year
Win.Fire
X. Fighter's
Selig lias Love
been " providing for the
production of thi'M' films. He has purchased tire engines,
hose carts, ladders and other equipment required for fighting
fires, ami from hi* large force in the t hicago plant he has
formed a well drilled and efficient engine company, a hose
company and the nucleus of a hook and ladder company.
These men, whenever they appear in a fire film, are alv.
under the direction of an expert fire official, and it is
"dollars to doughnuts" that no amateur "breaks" can be
discovered in the action of the Selig lire fighters.
A visitor to the Selig plant these days will be surprised to
find a targe section of the ground built over so as to re-

by the timbers so that Ik- lies on his back, wink- tl
rises slowly and threatens a terrible death.
I
m moving pictures, but never before
1 seen one that impressed me with such realism as did this
basement scene.
( has. Clary and Wm Stowell, as tin- :u il firemen, necessarily command chiel attention throughout. They give
strong and most
fitting characterizatii
Lantry
and Dan Met ormick, respectively, and no department fire
fighter in any city may be ashamed of the grit,
and
dare devil gallantry displayed by them Mis* Adrienne
Kroell, who appear- in the role of Violet Dale, the -weet
bom- of contention between the rivals, lias realized fully all
the possibilities
<>i the part.
'I be other andpeople
in the cast have
acquitted
themselves
commendably,
rrodui
le is
to be complimented
ior careful rehearsal in the prin
scenes and on the uniform merit of the production
Dan McCormick and pretty Violet Dale are looked upon
as lovers by the members of Engine Company No. 13. to
which Dan belongs.
Certainly it was not Dan's fault that
his expectations
fell flat,
It was rather the fickleness
of
woman, as revealed in the case of charming Violet, when she
cast
and eyes
tight onplaiSteve Lantry, Dan's companion in many dai
Poor Dan was awakened to his actual standing with his
sweetheart
letterfor
which
I find
1 was wrong
in
thinking byI acared
you.read:
All "Sorry,
must end
between
us, as
I am engaged to Steve Lantry." Soon alter reading this
missive, Dan confronts Violet in company
wit
and
harsh words are passed. This bitterness is still further shown
in
the firemen's
attacks
Steve and quarters,
is worsted.a few minutes later, when Dan

Scenes from "The Fire Fighter's Love"

(Selig).

present the street and buildings of a big city. These scenes
will all be utilized in the production of the series of fire pictures already referred to. The burning box factory, shown
in "The Fire-Fighter's Love," is one of the buildings in the
temporary city section of the grounds and, in turn, all the
other buildings will fall a prey to the lire fiend.
"The Fire-Fighter's Love" has been adapted from Carl
Chapin's short story, "The Test," by Chris Lane. Interest
centers on the love of two firemen, of the same company, for
the same girl. The bravery and gallantry shown by one
of these men to save the life of the other, and the rescue of
both by their mates when all hope seemed to have disappeared, are thrills that grip one masterfully.
Producer Oscar Eagle and the Selig carpenter have succeeded in giving a most realistic representation of the falling
of the floors of the burning building and of the penning in of

Sore at heart, Dan gives way to drink, and conies into the
bunk room that night in an intoxicated condition, a very
grave infraction of the rules. He insolently offers Steve a
drink from a flask, but is refused. Admonished by one of
the older firemen, he puts the flask in his pocket and goes
to bed.
That night an alarm comes in to Xo. 13 and. in a short time,
the engine and hose cart companies are on the scene of the
fire. While the hoses are playing on the flames, a squad of
men are led into the burning factory to attack the flames
at closer quarters. Steve and Dan are among the foremost,
and the fire fighters are soon lost sight of in the dense smoke.
After tierce fighting of the flames and almost stifled by the
atmosphere, the men hear a cry that the walls are about
to fall. The order to get out of the building is being obeyed
when Steve discovcres that Dan is missing. He knows that
Dan is still on the floor above and, breaking loose from his
companions, who attempt to hold him, he goes back to the
rescue.
as he
Dan's side, the walls fall out and
the
floorsJust
crash
to readies
the basement.
Steve is brought back to consciousness by the fall of water
on his head. He is almost in darkness and finds that he is
hemmed in on all sides by fallen timbers and debris. He
fails to catch sight of Lantry and makes herculean efforts to
free himself. He succeeds, and after a short search discovers Dan lying on his back unconscious, with both legs
pinned by heavy timbers. To his horror he also discoveres
that Dan is lying in water that is rising steadily to his mouth
and nostrils.

Scene from "The Fire Fighter's

Love"

(Selig).
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Remembering the flask of liquor which he had seen Dan
place in his pocket before retiring in the bunk room, he
searches for it. To his joy he finds it unbroken, and helps
Dan to a deep draught. The unconscious man revives and
Steve props his head up so that the water will not reach
him for some time. Then discovering a pipe that runs
upward he strikes it with his penknife and keeps repeating
the Morse code with his taps. To his delight he hears an
answer from the Captain above, and warns him that he and
Dan are in danger of death from drowning. Soon Steve
notices that the water is subsiding and knows that it is
being pumped out.
The heroes are rescued just before utter exhaustion seizes
them and are taken to the spot where Violet Dale stands
anxiously awaiting Steve. The meeting results in complete
reconcilliation between Dan and the lovers and all ends
happily.

Tips on Titling
J. B. Clymer, of the Gaumont Company, Burst- Into Print
with a Few Ideas on an Interesting Subject.
HAT'S in a name?" echoing down the centuries, has
been answered affirmatively and negatively according to the application. "What's in a title?" is the
paraphrase most interesting to the motion picture business.
In the haste to produce pictures proportionate to the
ideals of histrionic and photographic art, titles and subtitles have not been accorded their due position of importance. Consequently in the majority of instances the work
has been decidedly slipshod and mediocre. As to composition, spelling and grammatical correctness, the reading of
many titles is sufficient to give even the proletariat a severe
attack of mental jimjams. As to punctuation, it is ignored
with the most charming nonchalance. Really it is an insult
to the general intelligence to offer such amateurish work.
Consideration of the embellishment clever titling may add
makes worthy the attention needed to achieve efficiency.
A major theory in titling is to avoid stating the obvious.
If we say that John wants Mary to become "his'n," why
mention their names in succeeding titles unless these characters are disguised and it is impossible for the observer
to recognize them? To once look at John and to be told
his name is quite within the average intelligence to understand that he will carry that name throughout the picture.
Reiteration is therefore tautology.
In pictures in lighter vein, especially, is there opportunity
for verbal adroitness. So rich in colloquialism and idioms is
English that orte can aptly apply them to pictures without
overstepping into the rude or vulgar. Quotations are frequently appropriate but usually are applicable only to sentimental, dramatic or tragic subjects. Consequently in titling
comic pictures the titler must call upon wit and play upon
words to give humorous effects.
The Gaumont Company, seeking to further burnish its
product, already possessing superexcellence in photography
and choice of subjects, is interested in titling. The name
of a book frequently is a reason for its becoming one of
the six best sellers.
Delicate is the demarcation, probably too subtle to be
elucidated otherwise than specifically, between the necessity
of keeping one's audience cognizant of the intent and theme,
and that of keeping titles free for expressions having verve
and point. Thus may the titler add color, depth and significance to the doings of the mute actors. A few instances
are here recorded.
An original sub-title of the Gaumont film, "The Domestic
Treasure," was: "They were happy and had many children."
Adding localism and American atmosphere, the new title:
"They were happy ever after and had children enough to
please Roosevelt." Another: "Marry an artiste? No! A
fine housekeeper she would make." The new title: "Can
you imagine a tender-fingered pianist wrestling with a Hungarian Goulash?" In "The Emperor's Message" is "The
little drumn er is recovering." Baldly evident it is that
still is he the drummer and brevity we gain by mention of
one word — "Convalescent." "The Emperor forgets for a
time the cares of war." It is redundant to mention the
Emperor. We would wager our lives upon his identity and
there is an opportunity for felicity of expression in saying:
"Forgetting
the wilds
of war is
in license.
the pleasures
of peace."
In the writing
of letters
Witness:
Former

w

title
hour—
think
New

"MytwoLady:
The Emperor
has only Think
one word.
or
the battle
will commence.
of me InasanI
of you, and pray to the God of Victories for Napoleon."
title — "My Lady: Soon will the dogs of war be unleashed. Think of me as I think of you, and pray to the
God of Victories for Napoleon."
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"Cupid's Lottery" has the unstartling "Business life has
begun again." This asserts the indisputable. Using a colloquialism, we have: "Again the pride of the bargain hunters
is at work." Another: "He pleases both myself and my
daughter." Not brilliantly is it illustrative and the scene
suggests the lighter: "I think he has a good future in front
of him" — a remarkably fine place for a future.
In "Love," about the high-falutin person in the original,
is said: "Since his experience Onesimus writes nothing but
scientific treatises." To the mind of the titler a ludicrous
reference and another name is more appealing to the risibles,
and the new title: "Since this experience Sweet Harold confines himself to writing booklets for a dill pickle factory
and essays on the frankfurter," may justify him. In another is stated: "There is no doubt that the young kdies
have reached the age of 16." The word "past" is played
upon and we have: "The lovelorn ones must have passed
sixteen on a dead gallop."
In "The Price of Paradise" is evinced that the gentleman
is enamoured of the girl. Again the. eternal obvious: "Mr.
Varnier loses his heart to Suzanne." A pertinent phrase,
felicitous in euphony, pleasantly usable, is "Love levels
barriers." In the succeeding scene is "Mr. Varnier asks the
landlady for her daughter's hand." This is hackneyed,
whereupon in the amended: "An offer of a heart and a fortune," accent is thrown upon the significance that his fortune, not his heart, is the magnet.
In this film, Raymond, who has been previously named,
is conspicueusly in the throes of a disappointed love.
To say that "Raymond is filled with despair" is to again
employ an expression decidedly the worse for wear. The
substitution is "Anguish."
"The reading of the will." Here emphasis lies upon the
will containing injunction forbidding remarriage under penalty of being deprived of the testator's fortune. "The will
of the dead" is therefore the sententious, laconic substitute.
Clear to the naked eye, or to the spectacled to the utmost, is the fact that in the title "The Meeting" two people
are meeting. Anybody who doubted it should surely be
given sympathy. However, a fair phrase or quotation can
happily here be olaced. The selection is "Till Death Doth
Us Part," mothers
meaning orasthethelures
picture
conveys
no more
ambitious
of wealth
willthat
intervene.
Instances might be multiplied indefinitely. The character
and attention to them paid is exemplar of the Gaumont
Company's belief that the name is worth the game.
EXTRAORDINARY

OFFICIAL REPORT ON THE
FLUENCE OF CINEMATOGRAPHY.

IN-

The striking influence of what is now most appropriately
called "the ubiquitous cinematograph" comes by way of a
special report from the American Consulate at Belgrade.
The first notification is the sudden adoption and growth of
American fashions as a result of moving picture exhibitions.
This is not the outcome of any special effort; but as a result
of the natural impressions caused by the general run of
American-made pictures. There is a great demand now for
clothes, hats, shoes and other goods of American make;
even the hairdressers are helped in that American styles are
being called for.
It has already been shown that a higher grade of reading
in this country has resulted from the showing of many of
the better pictures, so that not only has there been an educational impetus, but an increasing demand is made upon
publishers generally. The consulate reporting says: "The
obvious moral of all this is that the cinematograph might be
used to great advantage in showing all kinds of American
Instancing the fact that pictures of American agricultural
scenes will create a demand for the kind of implements used,
products."
over and over again there has been recorded the value of
home scene views and industrial pictures. It is worthy of
the film makers' notice that in producing good and especially instructive pictures, far more results than the mere
illustrations are dependable upon the exhibition of them.
The pictures themselves are asked for in repetition, and
their value increased accordingly. It is also suggested as an
economical plan, in that it provides a substitute for costly
and cumbersome exhibits, a whole factory, warehouse and
showrooms are wrapped within a film, going into widely
scattered directions, away from the few commercial centers;
the operator becoming unconsciously one of the greatest
salesmen on record. Again the influence of the cinematograph is reaching out in always new directions, so that it
bids well to become as universal and as necessary as the
sun itself, from whence it draws its powers.
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"TheReviewed
Faith
Healer." (Reliance)
by Louis Reeves Harrison.
THIS play abandons the conventions after the early
scenes in dealing with the widely discussed question
which has inspired a great religious movement in our
midst and leads up to a very strong situation. The ro|es
are all well assigned, that of Irving Cummings being particularly fortuitous, and there is enough characterization to
keep the story going, but I am impressed that it was worth
a larger presentation. Within the limitations of the thousand
foot reel it is difficult to produce any photoplay of complex
emotion or psychological substance as no time is given for
strongly placing the leading characters in a given environment so that the audience may learn to understand and
enter into sympathy with them.
Under these hampering conditions the story plunges directly into a triangle situation — overworked husband, butterfly wife and false friend — and is developed with great delicacy. The wife is not faithless, and no particular reason is
given why she should be, but she enjoys being tempted and
permits a gentleman of leisure to satisfy her inordinate longing for flattering attentions. The husband has sacrificed his
emotional nature to his daily occupation with a result that
is a common experience among childless couples. He is
partially
to histhewife's
alienation
and becomes
completelyblind
so from
straingradual
his work
has imposed.

to a very simple home, md he is given assistance by those
whose sympathies have been sharpened by their own hardship and suffering. There is a sick child in the house, and
he is permitted to care for it 'luring enforced absence of
the family. His gratitude awakened by their kindness, he
resorts to the only expression of appreciation in his power
and humbly begs that the influence which calmed and sustained his own faltering spirit be exerted in behalf of the
little one. The tiny bundle "t nerves and dimplei he is I
ing becomes endowed with new vitality, — nature always
makes for health — it recovers miraculously, and the blind man
is credited with possessing in an extraordinary degree those
powers sometime^ exerted in auto-suggestion. He is immediately
"Faith between
Healer." tin; devotion of this
A parallel
is proclaimed
now adrawn
humbled man to his fellow creatures and the self-indulgent
careers of the faithless wife and false friend. The most
appropriate punishment fate doles out to such people is
matrimony, and, accordingly, the wife secures a divorce and
marries the man who attempted to dishonor the institution of marriage. In a larger play, the result of an aimless
form of existence could have been shown, but, again, the
action is concentrated upon an unaccounted-for stroke of
paralysis which makes the second husband quite as unfit as
the first. The steps to this retribution would have been
highly effective, but a brief presentation of the false friend's
condition was all that there was room for, and the converging of lines naturally begins.

Scenes from "The Faith Healer" (Reliance)
The average audience is deeply interested in the mistakes
of married couples, in their misapprehensions, differences of
opinion, and dissentions, especially when there are two sides
to the question, because these are common enough in actual
existence and often lead to tragic separation or delightful
comedy situations. In a two-reel production there would
have been time in the preliminary scenes to have gone deeper
into human nature and Traced the gradual drifting apart of
husband and wife instead of dismissing these interesting
details rapidly and conventionally — to go deeper into the
life portrayal of leading characters is one of the great advantages the photodrama is permitted to enjoy over the
stage presentation, where only three or four scenes of importance can be shown.
The triangle situation is wrung out in the stress of rapid
action by the late discovery of a blind husband that his eyes
were never really very wide open. He overhears a conversation between his wife and false friend that leads him to
think that his life is irretrievably ruined and he gives her
the freedom she desires. He leaves her and wanders aimlessly, a ghastly searcher for some natural end to the life
he can no longer support in such supreme agony of mind.
Like many a man of crushed egotism, he reaches a stage of
profound humility which changes his attitude toward the
world and toward his own soul. Drawing together the scattered forces of his mind, he centers them upon his condition
of utter despair and sinks down in a wood to offer all that
is left of his soul to its creator. He kneels in prayer ana
finds that his sense of irremediable ill vanishes, while his
heart becomes irradiated by new hopes.
The play has now entered upon the borders of soul
tragedy, one of the noblest form of dramas that can be shown
upon the screen.
A mountain lass finds him and leads him

The blind man has now taken up the work of healing the
morbidly sick and weak-willed individuals unable to throw
off disease, until his fame spreads, and he gathers groups
of unfortunates to work upon their emotions with praye7and thus disassociate their minds from over-contemplation
of their afflictions. He cures paralysis that is maintained
it not induced by nervous dred, and news of his strange art
reaches the ears of his divorced wife while she is attending
to her second husband in a sanitorium.
A powerful situation is now set up. The dishonored husband is led by the mountain lass to visit the sanitorium and
exert his influence for the betterment of the man and woman
who were directly responsible for his own humiliation and
sorrow. They are unware of the identity of the famed healer,
and he is equally ignorant of their own, when he is brought
into the room where they are expectantly awaiting him.
Their recognition is immediate and painful. He is impressed
by their silense, is keenly sensitive to those tiny details which
situation and he indentifies the wife the moment she is
within his reach.
Now comes the tremendous struggle between those primitive impulses of the human male which have made him the
most terrible hater in the world and that modification of
them which has been produced by self-abnegation and newlyawakened sympathy for human weakness in general. It is
a soul struggle, that of a man's finer self with his baser
self, and it ends consistently and artistically, but all too
abruptly. Mr. Cummings in the title role was supported
by faithful Gertie Robinson as the country lass, Elsa Lorimer
as the wife and Ralph Lewis as the persona non grata, altogether an able cast, well directed in an original and interesing story.
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"The
Compact" (Pathe)
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
THIS is a drama of substitution, in which one character
takes the place of another, Mr. Wilbur Crane playing
both parts on the stage at the same time in one of the
most remarkable examples ol double exposure yet shown on
the screen. The talented actor in his twin roles and charming Octavia Handwcrth are the whole performance, so completely dominating the ancient situation — it dates back to
Aristotle — that we overlook its sheer impossibility and enjoy
the fine acting straight through.
Wilbur Crane first appears in the role of a district attorney
on the eve of delivering his address in a celebrated case. He
is already a victim of the drug habit, and the stiain of the
trial has led him to overindulgence in the stimulant — he is,
in fact on the verge of nervous prostration if not complete
dissolution. District Attorney Blair thus finds himself at
the point of collapse when he has reached the height of his
career and cannot rouse his overworked mind by the means
formerly employed on great occasions. His desperate condition attracts the attention of his loving wife, and she tries
tier best to inspire him with new energy. She adores the
sound of the voice that won her and would hear it again in

WORLD

of the lawyer and there indulges his weakness for intoxicating agents to the limit.
When the substitution is apparently complete, when the
false district attorney has mastered his difficult role, a new
and thrilling element is injected by a call of Blair's wife at
the office. She is amazed to note the glow of health and evidences of well-balanced mind where she had reason to look
for a man weakened by mental strain and other causes more
than half guessed by her. In an access of emotion she falls
into Cary's arms and nearly overwhelms him with wifely
endearments — all the old passion he had once roused in her
being stimulated anew by his splendid condition.
The situation is a delicate one and is delicately handled
by director and actors, but it contains some food for thought.
No one, not even his egotistical self, is so much affected by
the physical and emotional deterioration of a husband in
consequence of too much devotion to the material and intellectual affairs of life as the wife. The real man for her
must be a well-balanced one. Those benedicts who are
too much absorbed in coining the mighty dollar take notice
that there is an incompatibility between love and low vitality.
The decaying husband is presented at this moment in all
the hideous weakness of his decadence, in the advanced stage
of the fantasia which immediately precedes the complete
withdrawal of the mind from external things.
He is in the

Scenes from "The Compact" (Pathe).
eloquent denunciation of a notorious criminal. She enters
her husband's office and pleads with him so earnestly that
he promises to make a tremendous effort for her sake.
James Gary, an attorney of ability not yet demonstrated
from lack of opportunity, writes to Blair that he has been
watching
the case ofwith
high
admiration the
and latter's
would able
like tohandling
become ofa member
his staff.
Gary promises to call on the afternoon of his letter's delivery
appears in
Blair's
outer his
office
as the latter
making
aanddespairing
effort
to rouse
deadened
mental isfaculties.
We see the district attorney seated in his private office and
Gary in the outer room, one man the duplicate of the other
except in the matter of clothes; then the vigorous and healthy
caller is ushered into the presence of the man who has overdrawn his resources, and Crane Wilbur in one role meets
Crane Wilbur in the other, face to face.
There is no visible line of separation in this double exposure; the whole scene was apparently taken in both cases,
one portraying the action of District Attorney Blair and the
other dealing solely with the movements of aspiring Lawyer
Gary, and there must have been a lot of skill used in timing
the double action as well as in printing it. Their expressions
and movements are in strict harmony with what two different
men might be expected to do in a single scene. They evince
surprise on meeting each other and in noting the marvelous
resemblance, converse, one listening while the other talks,
and the caller takes a seat in response to the visible invitation extended by the district attorney. The latter instantly
sees a way out of his difficulties, and the two frame up a
scheme for Gary to sum up for Blair while the latter secures
much-needed repose as briefless Gary.
While the action is masked by another scene, the two men
change clothes, and each becomes the other beyond the
shadow of a doubt. The lawyer takes up the papers of the
case, with which he is already somewhat familiar as a student
of contemporaneous trial-, and prepares to enter upon the
duties of the district attorney so far as finishing the case is
concerned.
The drug fiend goes back to the boarding house

lawyer's poor room, in the lawyer's poor clothes, in the
lawyer's poor situation and on the edge of being confined to
the lawyer's bed by the mortal langour of relaxing disease,
while the woman who should be the object of his tenderest
love is becoming wildly enthusiastic over his temporary substitute. He has given up his dearest possession for a mess
of pottage.
The substitute District Attornev goes before the court —
this in an admirable ensemble — and there conducts his forceful summing-up in such a masterly fashion that it is generally
conceded to be the speech of his. life. He is congratulated
on all hands, and especially by the proud wife. She sees in
him the reincarnation of the ideal she worshipped when she
married John Blair. When it becomes necessary to tell
her the truth — this is done in Blair's private office, she has
the appearance of a deeply disappointed woman. The man
she loves is the normal one, the mere matter of his nomenclature being a secondary consideration.
Sorrowfully the temporary substitute and his pseudo wife
go in search of the man of weak indulgences and they find
him stretched out on Gary's bed in what appears to be a
state of torpor. A closer examination reveals that his life
has faded away. What shall they do? Shall the police be
notified that District Attorney Blair was a degenerate drug
fiend, or shall that odium be put upon the unknown Gary?
It is hastily decided that the married man's good name shall
be preserved, and then his substitute rushes out for the cop.
On the return, the bottle of dope accounts for the manner
of death, but does not to casual observer why the supposed
District Attorney and his wife were in such a place. They
are allowed to leave unquestioned and are next seen entering the limousine to drive to her home. She asks him to
come in — she nearly pulls him in — but he is very much of a
gentleman and suggests that they be secretly married and
thus preserve the deception.
There was room for another thousand feet or two — I would
have liked to have seen how they got along together, but
that ends the fascinating picture.
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NOTES.

TRIUMPHANT.

THE exhibition of pictures in the great auditorium of the
John Wanamaker store in New York, on October 14,
before an audience of more than one thousand clergymen
and their wives was .1 great victory for and compliment to the
moving picture. But two years ago, this same audience would
have exclaimed with disdain, "Perish the thought!" at t he
merest suggestion of their attendance at a moving picture exhibition. On this occasion one of the leading men in America,
John Wanamaker, a statesman, merchant and notable church
worker, granted the use of his magnificent auditorium and
its great organ; a clergyman made the opening announcement and one of the most eminent city quartettes rendered
appropriate music.
This means that something in the way of a great change
has come over the whole realm of the moving picture. That
this is so is undoubtedly true. One does not have to look
far for the cause. The rapid advance along educational lines
is responsible.
At this recent exhibition, the subject shown was the great
attraction, the cinematograph being but the instrument of
usage, even as a means to an end. This is in itself a sufficient
proof as to how~the moving pictures may at once be made
helpful and valuable besides making an ever-increasing number of friends. Scores of ministers arc at the present time
seeking information upon the cost and requirements of the
adaptability of the moving picture as one of their auxiliaries
to church, institutional and neighborhood work. This means
that another stage has been reached in both the onward and
upward progress for which many have been striving. Those
most intimately connected with this recent development are
feeling very satisfied that both their ideas and labors are
being so thoroughly appreciated and successful, and do not
hesitate to anticipate a still larger future.
THE

PICTURE PLACE IN SMALL TOWNS
EDUCATIONAL
VIEWPOINT.

FROM

AN

A visit to a number of representative small towns reveals
the fact that the educational features of the moving picture
are sadly neglected. Indeed, the average exhibition in the
small town is somewhat mediocre. The several reasons for
this may be that the smaller exhibitor is usually a man of
less cultivated taste than his city contemporary, or express
rates and railway fare make necessary the use of a cheaper
grade of service. Under any circumstances, however, there
seems to be no reason why at least once a week a good
educational may not be included. Surely the average exhibitor reads his trade paper, which leads him to keep both
abreast of the times and in line with that which is to his
best advantage. During a little critical survey of some of
these out-of-town places, the writer was easily able to distinguish between the exhibitor who read the Moving Picture
\\'i rid and the one who did not.
It was apparent in the case of the man who only ran the
show to make it pay him an income, that his interest went
no further than a sufficient return in dimes; too short sighted
to know that with the same conditions, but with other pictures, his dimes would become dollars.
Further inquiry showed that where no educational or large
subject pictures were shown, not only had the "house"
neither influence or standing in the community, but too
often rested under that old "ban" which in the majority of
instances had been lifted, long ago. Mr. Exhibitor, use a
few educational pictures. You will secure a better recognition from those people in your town it pays best to please.
Your audiences also will (as they always do) speak of your
show as having some "food" in it, rather than being all
"chaff."
The manufacturer has proved what kind of pictures are
the most satisfactory; by following his example the smallexhibitor must refuse to be treated as the "small fry"
of the town
trade.

The attempted assassination of Col. Roosevelt was not an
event "i the kind to magnify a degenerate. The film makers
who
to bail
culpritforso athat
might "film
were sought
certainly
not the
looking
highthey
subject,
hailinghim"
to
have the prisoner liberated on bail to please them, their endeavor to secure a tramp to impersonate him was a piece of
still lower and degrading work. Happily there arc film manufacturers who have plenty of good subjects on hand without degenerating to yellow * journalism
in pictures.
* *
In educational films the "scenic" seems to be having preference for the time being, with a promise of something like
a "run" on Biblical pictures. In this latter cla-s, care must
be
taken
that familiarity
does to
noterr"breed
scenic
pictures
it is impossible
from contempt."
the original; With
they
are always true and fill their purpose. Southern Italy and
the islands of Malta and Sicily form a group from the Cines
Company. "Across the Broad Pacific," by Essanay; "A Trip
Through Belgium," from the Eclipse; "National Park
Glacier," by Pathe; "In Asiatic Turkey," by Eclair, and "The
Panama Canal," by the Gaumont Company, make a most
substantial addition to this class of educational productions.
The topical films continue to chronicle the events of the
times, and so the Naval Review in New York is variously
classed with the scenic, topical and, it may also be said, historical pictures; while, as it may be shown in places and
among people who could not see the review, it becomes both
instructive and patriotic. A combined scenic and educational film comes from the Edison studio entitled, "Cashmere, the Chief Health Resort of India." Distinctly industrial
pictures :.re: "Removing Sunken Vessels," Edison; "The
Noodle Industry," Lubin; "The Sulphur Industry," Eclair;
with "Bee Culture" and "Tulip Studies" from .he Kinemacolor Company, who also announce "Picturesque Scenes on
the Potomac River." All of these are of value and instructive while pleasing: it is a pleasure to be able to chronicle
such a goodly additional list
* in* the
* educational series.
The question was asked a few months ago as to why the
scenic beauties of America were not filmed? The point was
raised, that all the world ought to be made acquainted with
this wonderful country about which some nations have only
wrong and suspicious opinions and impressions.
"The American Rhine" (Kalem) is a welcome film; readily
understood as the Hudson River, it will reveal to all not
acquainted with its natural beauties many surprises. Although
there are pictures of several beauty spots in the United
States, there are not enough at present. This picture is both
an addition and a forerunner of others of its kind.

* * *

To lessen the number of accidents to pedestrians and other
traffic in which tramcars are concerned, the Dusseldorf tramway authorities are exhibiting a specially prepared kinematograph film at a local town planning exhibition. The film
shows what happens to an elderly passenger, who steps off
a moving tramcar in the wrong way; on the other hand, a
young lady is depicted leaving a car in a proper manner, with
calmness and elegance. The right way for vehicles to pass
tramcars is also shown. The Vienna municipal authorities
are also considering the need of exhibiting similar films in
the Austrian capital.
* * *
The Paris Figaro has invited the great literary and dramatic
lights of France to express themselves on the motion picture.
It submits the following specific questions: 1. — Do you believe that the motion picture has reached its zenith? Do
you think the public taste for the pictures is growing or
diminishing? 2. — Do you think that the motion picture and
the theater should be friends or enemies? 3. — In your opinion, will the motion picture with its swiftness of action and
its thrills permanently influence public taste and then react
on the legitimate stage? Various members of the Academie
Francaise have sent in answers. The opinions are varied,
but, on the whole, favorable to the future development of
the industry.
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"The Tribal Law" (Bison)
By G. F. Blaisdell.
BISON is on the right track. Here we have an Indian story,
to be sure. It is not, however, of the orthodox sort —
burning, raiding, soldiers to the rescue, and all of the regular program. It is a story of Indians as Indians, and in it are
shown the habitations, the mode of life, some of the customs.
Here we are with the Hopis, and we see them in the old
pueblos. Otis Turner puts on the picture, and he is to be
congratulated on his success in producing a drama of deep
interest. There are some fine bits of photography — sharp,
with plenty of quality.
Miss Margarita Fischer plays the part of Starlight, the
Hopi maiden who falls in love with the young Apache Carlisle graduate, Jose Seville, splendidly portrayed by Wallace
Reid. Charles Inslee as Crouching Panther, the Hopi warrior, does fine work. Forming the background for these are
many Indians, lending to the play an appearance of actuality
and creating an illusion that holds. There is a good picture of a pueblo, with
ladders reaching to the
>ccond story. We see
the interior of a Hopi
home, with the natives
grinding meal between
stones, in the primitive
way. There is a realistic representation of
the cauterization of a
rattlesnake bite — the
excision of the infected
part, the heating of the
ramrod, and the burning of the affected tissues. Also, we see the
snake as he is coiled to
strike — an unusual picture. Throughout the two
reels the action is fast,
the interest sustained.
The basis of the story
is an old edict, issued as
the result of one of the
tribal differences, that
death shall be meted
out to the Hopi woman
who marries an Apache.
Crouching Panther is
struck by a rattlesnake,
and goes to the camp
of a party of surveyors.
A member of the group,
Jose, the Apache graduate of Carlisle, moves
quickly. He cauterizes
the wound and starts
the Panther on his way
home. A short time
afterward Jose, on a
hunting expedition, encounters a trap arranged for some animal
and falls, badly hurt.
His cries are heard by
Starlight, who releases
him and takes him to
her home. As the injury mends, the two fall
in love, which arouses
Margarita Fischer in Hopi Tribal
Costume.
the jealousy of Gray
Wolf, a Hopi, himself
in love with Starlight.
There is a tribal marriage ceremony, in which the entire Indian community participates.
Following the wedding the husband assumes the garb of a
Hopi, \- In appears before the bride in his abbreviated costume she discovers on the breast of Jose the mark of the
Apache. In terror she tells Jose of the old edict — that she
must die if his antecedents are revealed. Jose puts on a
shirt, but Gray Wolf has discovered his origin. The chief is
informed, and the two are seized. Starlight is forced to run
the gantlet. Surviving this ordeal, she is thrown into a room
of the pueblo, there to starve. Jose is bound to the side of
the pueblo, to undergo the fate of his bride.
Just following the marriage ceremony, Crouching Panther
has returned and has most cordially greeted Jose, having in
mind the signal service the Apache had rendered him on the
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occasion of the snakebite. The Panther was unable to save
Starlight from her punishment, but he goes to Jose at his
first opportunity, assuring him of his help. The watcher by
the side of Jose is caught off his guard and put out of the
way. A second Indian likewise is quickly disposed of. The
two then go to the relief of Starlight. She is lifted up to the
second floor, where the party await an opportunity to elude
the vigilance of the tenants of the strange abode.
They are

Scene from "The Tribal Law"

(Bison).

all astir, and there is an animated picture. Finally the three
mount horses and ride to the border. There at the dividing
line between Mexico and the United States the Hopi gives
Jose raiment and belt and pistols. As the light fades the
Panther stands watching the two ride into the night. Jose
had saved his life when he was injured. The Panther has
saved two lives.
SCREEN

CLUB

COMMITTEES.

At the meeting of the Screen Club on Saturday night,
President King Baggot announced the appointment of the
following committees:
Membership — King Baggot, chairman; John Bunny, Calder
Johnstone, Harry R. Raver*, C. A. Willat, Heibert Brenon
and C. Jay Williams.
House — John Bunny, chairman; Harry R. Raver, C. A.
Willat, J. H. Gerhardt, James Kirkwood and Hopp Hadley.
M.Auditing
Seay. — J. H. Gerhardt, chairman; Joe Miles and Charles
Ways and Means — John Bunny, chairman; Calder Johnstone, Harry R. Raver, C. A. Willat, Herbert Brenon, Oscar
Apfel.
Relief — Tefft Johnson, chairman; Henry Walthall, William Steiner, Charles Handworth and Hal Wilson.
Entertainment — Victor Smith, chairman; George Terwilliger, Harry R. Raver, Pierce Kingsley, J. H. Gerhardt, Darwin Karr, Maurice Costello, Calder Johnstone, C. Jay Williams, William Robert Dalv, Arthur Johnson, G. F. Blaisdell,
Bert Adler,Charles
P. Thad
Volk'mann,
Hunter,
Garwood,
Abrams,
Alfred T.
H. Hays
Saunders,
C. A. William
Willat,
Hopp Hadley and William Quirk.
Press — Calder Johnstone, chairman; G. F. Blaisdell, S.
M. Spedon.
Educational — C. Jay Williams, Carl A. Laemmle and Herbert Blache.
Arts. Literature and Records — Eustis H. Ball, chairman;
John Bunny, S. M. Spedon, Calder Johnstone, C. A. Willat
and Harry R. Raver.
President Baggot announced that the new quarters of the
club, at 163 vv^est Forty-fifth Street, will be ready for occupancy in a few days. Rapid progress is being made in putting the rooms in shape, and it is confidently expected that
by Election Night the club rooms will be thrown open to
the members.
The treasurer reported $4,000 in hand.
BRADENBURGH OPENS NEW YORK OFFICE.
G. W. Bradenburgh, of Philadelphia, has opened a branch
of his film business in Room 1011, Exchange Building, 145
West 45th Street, New York City. The New York branch
will handle features and rent independent pictures. It will
be in charge of Mr. John Child, who has been connected
with Mr. Bradenburgh for several years.
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REJECT CIGARETTE SELLING PLAN.
IT is gratifying to the Moving Picture World to note the
attitude of exhibitors toward the plan of a certain tobacco company to boost the sale of its cigarettes
through the instrumentality of the picture theaters of the
country. We note herewith the action taken by the New
Jersey and the Philadelphia leagues and by several individuals and, while the action indicated was taken prior to
the publication of the Moving Picture World's opinion of
the proposition in its issue of November 2nd, it proves that
the World is in accord with the best thought among the exhibitors for the maintenance of the highest standard of the
picture theater.
Here is what exhibitors think of the cigarette proposition:
Greenwood A. Robinson, of West Hoboken, president of
the New Jersey Motion Picture Exhibitors' League, issues a
statement concerning efforts on the part of cigarette manufacturers to induce the members of the league to traffic in
such things.
"Several efforts have been made to get the owners and
majiagers of the motion picture houses throughout the State
to traffic in cigarettes through the medium of the premium
plan," says Mr. Robinson.
"We discussed the matter in conference, and determined
against it. The following resolution was passed concerning
the matter, and is a full expression of our attitude:
" 'Whereas, cigarette manufacturers have tried to induce
members of our organization to traffic in cigarettes through
the medium of the premium plan, and
" 'Whereas, we, the members of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of New Jersey, are adverse to the use of
cigarettes, in as much as they are injurious to the good
health of youths, therefore be it
" 'Resolved, that no member of this organization accept
the offers of the cigarette manufacturers aforesaid, and we
apprise the public through the medium of the press, that we
are always ready to reject any proposition that will affect the
health or morals of our patrons.' "

Idea Is Detrimental.

EXHIBITORS

Philadelphia Turns Plan Down.
Philadelphia, October 28th, 1912.
Editor Moving Picture World,
New York City.
Dear Sir: At the last meeting of the Exhibitors' League
of Pennsylvania
(Philadelphia
Local Motion
Exhibitors'
League of Pennsylvania No. 2), after debate upon the question unanimously agreed that the exhibitors protest against
the plan of the American Tobacco Company relative to redeeming coupons as per their circular of October 18th, 1912,
on the grounds that it would be a nuisance and would encourage the tobacco habit among the younger children.
Yours truly,
J. LOUIS BREITINGER.
Won't Encourage Cigarette Smoking.
Philadelphia, October 26th, 1912.
Editor Moving Picture World,
New York, N. Y.
Dear Sir: I am enclosing a circular letter received from
the American Tobacco Company, m Fifth Avenue, New
York. You can see what this letter means and is intended for.
To-day a salesman representing the above company called
to see me in reference to the letter and I turned his offer
down. He asked my reason and I told him that the proposition didn't meet with my approval, and I didn't think it right
to encourage any one, especially children, to use cigarettes.
I want the good will, not the ill will of our patrons, and I
can't see how any moving picture manager or proprietor is
to benefit by this proposition, and if I could speak for them
all I would say NO.
Yours truly,
JOHN F. HAYES,
,
Manager, Federal Hall Auditorium, Federal St.
Also Hayes Palace, Gloucester, N. J.

South Manchester, October 24th, 1912.
Editor The Motion Picture World.
Dear Sir: Enclosed please find check for subscription.
. . . Now a word in regard to the new scheme of the American Tobacco Company's putting out l/2 ct. coupons in cigarettes to be honored by motion picture theaters. I think the
idea detrimental to moving pictures, and think you should
warn managers and owners.
Yours,
W. J. SIRK, Glen Theater.
KENTUCKY ANNUAL MEETING.
The next annual meeting of the Kentucky Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League will be held in Louisville April 22, 23
and 24, according to an announcement by the Executive Committee, which met in Louisville recently. The next meeting
of the executive body will take place at Covington on January 5. President J. H. Stamper, of Lexington, Ky., presided at the recent gathering, which was held at the Seelbach
Hotel. Others present included L. H. Ramsey, of Lexington; D. C. Oldham, of Richmond; L. C. Smith, of Owensboro; J. C. Cairlo, of Covington, and Louis J. Dittmar, of
Louisville. The 1912 meeting of the organization was held
at Lexington. It was reported that the Kentucky Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League now numbers 125 members, including every exhibitor in Kentucky of importance. Efforts
are to be put forth to enroll the few who are not now affiliated with the state body.
PICTURES

AND

POLITICS.

Mayor Behrman, candidate for re-election to the office of
mayor of the city of New Orleans, made an extensive use of
moving pictures to further his candidacy. When the campaign opened, Mayor Behrman had nearly all the newspapers
of New Orleans arrayed against him, but he proved that
moving pictures was the best method to bring his claims for
re-election before the voters. Securing the services of the
Kalem Company, he had moving pictures taken of the various new public works constructed during his term of office.
These were shown throughout the city, with the result that
Mayor Behrman and his entire administration were returned
to office about two weeks ago by a majority that was overwhelming. There is no discounting the great power of the
moving picture.
PICTURE MAN
HAS PROFITABLE INVENTION.
Mr. Isaac Silverman, of the firm of Silverman Brothers,
owners and managers of the Photoplay Theater, Harrisburg,
Pa., and the Pastime Theater, Altoona, Pa., has embarked in
the manufacturing business under the firm name of the Public
Service
manufacture
drinking Company
cup. Mr. to
Silverman
devisedthethis"Saniford"
cup for usesanitary
in his
own theaters and found it so popular, decided to manufacture the novelty for the general public. His inquiries along
those lines developed a big demand for his sanitary cup and
he has established a plant in Harrisburg to produce it, with
orders on hand to keep him going for three months at the
present capacity of his factory. This convenient drinking
cup is advertised elsewhere in this issue of the Moving Picture World, as Mr. Silverman believes other theater managers will find it as welcome a novelty in their houses as he
found it in his own. Mr. Silverman visited the Moving Picture World office last week in company with his Harrisburg
manager, Mr. A. S. Speese. He reports very satisfactory
business with his house.
FAMOUS

PLAYERS

COMPANY HAS PITTSBURG
OFFICE.
Alexander Lichtman has opened a branch office of the
Famous Players Film Company in the Empire Building,
Pittsburg,
Mr. Lichtman
reportswith
that big
"Queen
Elizabeth,"
with
SarahPa.
Bernhardt,
is meeting
success
in that
city.
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'Life of John Bunyan — Pilgrim's Progress "

(Five Reels).
Hochstetter Utility Company.
Reviewed by \V. Stephen Bush.
IT may be doubted whether the life of Bunyan and his
great vision are as well known and as popular in this
generation and in this country as they were less than a
century ago in all the i'rotestant English-speaking countries. There is, however, very little doubt how the average
audience in an American moving picture theater of to-day
would receive this production. An hour and a half of religious biography and religious allegory is too rich an offering for an assemblage of ordinary mortals. To any one not
familiar with either the life and times of Bunyan or with the
main characters and episodes in his immortal work, these
five reels will give small pleasure or information. For
schools and churches, however, this production will fill a
great need. It is in the best sense of the word a religious
picture.

KLEINE'S
CINES AND ECLIPSE
RELEASES.
A remarkable drama entitled "The Queen of Spades," a
drama filled with heart interest entitled "Love vs. Gratitude,"
a mirth-provoking drama entitled "No Fool Like an Old
Fool," and a beautiful travel subject make up George
Kleine's offering of releases for the week ending November gth. A good program should contain above all else
quality and variety, and it can be safely promised that these
subjects meet these qualifications in every way.
"Love vs. Gratitude" is the title of the Tuesday Cines release. The story deals with a love affair between a wealthy
young nobleman and a pretty actress who is a woman of the
highest ideals. It is interesting indeed to follow the working out of the plot, especially the situations where she agrees
to marry him because of gratitude for his assistance in time
of need, but he, on the other hand, refuses to accept gratitude where true love is lacking. All obstacles are overcome
and a happy wedding is brought about in a very unique
manner.
complete
the reel,which
"The takes
Goldenus Shell
Palermo"
a To
beautiful
travelogue
on a ofjourney
alongis
the poetical Palermo shores where the scenery is simply
delightful.
The Eclipse offering for Wednesday is a unique but fascinating film entirely original in subject matter as a screen
production;
title isis"The
Queen toofinvestigate
Spades." An
ambitious youngthe
reporter
assigned
a curious
suicide club called "The Friends of Plato." He joins the
organization just in time to attend a meeting of the members, when he is selected to be the one to fulfill the purpose of the club, namely, to end his mortal existence. The
scene of his terror in the room with the barred windows

Scene from "Life of John Bunyan."
There is a good deal in these five reels which merits praise,
and but little which is justly open to censure. The acting is
uniformly good, that of Mr. Oland in the part of Bunyan and
Christian being highly commendable. He never descended to
the melodramatic and was thoroughly in earnest all through
the five reels, here and there braving great personal danger
in his laudable desire to give a realistic rendering of his role.
The scenes have as a rule been well selected and are with
some
withbeen
the used
wordsas oftheBunyan's
text. few
The exceptions
same sheet inofkeeping
water has
Slough
of Despond and the River of Death; there were too many
beautiful flowers on this pool to give the impression of gloom
and terror, which the words of the preaching tinker call forth
in every reader's mind. The appearance of Apollyon was
grotesque rather than fearsome. Only the head of the monster was visible and that was so evidently moved by a mechanism that it took on the appearance of the ridiculous.
In most scenes, however, both in the biographical and the
religious reels, the effect on the spectator, who is somewhat
familiar with the subject was pleasing and there were moments when it was possible to feel the spiritual atmosphere
and sympathize with the author of the story, who had passed
through all the tribulations and triumphs of an exalted religious nature. The scenes of the trial and the composition
of the jury were done with no mean skill. The life of John
Bunyan was portrayed with a most careful regard to the
recorded historical facts and made a very probable story
indeed.
It is altogether reasonable to hope that these reels will win
friends for the motion picture in circles where until now
they have been held very cheap.
It must also be added that the photography in these pictures is strikingly good, many scenes being almost stereoscopic in their distinctness.
BALKAN

WAR

SCENES

FOR

GAUMONT.

The Gaumont Company, appreciating the possibilities of
the conflict raging in the Balkans between Turkey and the
Allies becoming strife involving all Europe, have cameramen with both the Ottoman forces and the attacking armies.
With all expedition this film will be hurried to America and
will be given prominence in the Gaumont Weekly current
event film and the Saturday "Great Events" film. The courage of the Gaumont operators is almost proverbial and it is
assured that the pictures taken of these sanguinary scenes
will be vivid and stirring.

through which he is able to see the "death watch," a quartette of ghastly figures, and his intense relief when his
friends come to the rescue, will hold the rapt attention "of
any audience. The characterization of the reporter and the
president of the club are especially well executed; the former portrayed as a young man of determination but inexperienced, and the latter as a hardened old villain, reserved
and unrelenting. This is an exceptional feature film which
will prove an addition to any program.
For thedrama
Saturday
Cines,
"No Fool
an Old Fool"
is a
comedy
which
contains
manyLike
humorous
situations.
The final discomfiture of the old miser who tries to out-rival
his nephew in winning the affections of a charming but unsophisticated neighbor's daughter will provoke many laughs.
It is a story which has been done many times but is always
refreshing and immediately enlists the sympathy and interest
of the audience. Dorothy Fererri, one of the most charming
members of the Cines companv, takes the part of the girl, and
Alfred Bracci and Charles Maestro enact the roles of the
young man and the old miser. The film ought to receive a
very favorable reception.
A NEW MOVE BY A WESTERN HUSTLER.
We take pleasure in announcing the opening of a general
Eastern sales, distributing and repairs branch for the Motiograph
machines in New York City. The Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company have leased a loft at 30 East 23rd Street, and will
commence business November 1st, 1912.
The establishment of this Eastern branch, including a fully
equipped repair shop, is in line with the hustling policy of the
Motiograph makers in extending repair facilities in the Eastern
and New England states.
It is the purpose of the Motiograph makers to carry a full and
complete line of machines, mechanisms and all repair parts in
New York stock, and as soon as the demand justifies a competent
repair man will be sent from the factory in Chicago.
The appointment of Fred A. Clark to the position of Manager
of the Eastern office is in recognition of his services in the
territory to be cared for by this office.
We are asked to extend a cordial invitation to all to pay a
visit to the Eastern office of this well-known machine where
their latest product, the 1913 Model Motiograph, will be demonstrated, begining with their opening on November 1st, 1912.
Mr. Woodward. Vice-President and General Manager of the
factory, is spending two or three weeks in the East, with headquarters at the Imperial Hotel, New York City.
DOME THEATER BEING REMODELED.
Work on the repairing of the building north of the Dome
Theater, a moving picture house of La Crosse, Wis., and
which will soon be occupied by that theater, is being rapidly
pushed along. The new addition will make the Dome one
of the most up-to-date picture theaters in the City of La
Crosse, and it is expected that the work will be finished by
the second week in November.
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cellent business. The Liberty
Supply Company.
* * *

CHICAGO

LETTER

By J as. B. McQUADE

THERE is a dearth of desirable scenarios in the market
from the experience of some manujust now, judging
facturers. Other manufacturers state that they are
getting all they want and of the kind they want. There must
be a reason for this difference in experience.
There is no use in denying the fact that the quality oi
scenarios has, perforce, steadily risen and this has called for
a better class of writers. These better equipped writers demand higher prices for their work and can always divert
their talents to other channels when they fail to get those
prices. Just as soon as a manufacturer comes to the conclusion that he must pay a good price for a good scenario, he
will get it. And he will get as many high class scenarios as
he wants, if he is willing to pay reasonable prices for them.
The trend is upward, no matter from what angle the photodrama is viewed. As the scenario is one of the principal
factors in the construction, it must measure up to the demand
of a keener intelligence on the part of the people who patronize motion pictures. The standard, therefore, of the scenario
must steadily rise, and for the better talent required to produce it there must be proportionate remuneration.
Daniel Frohman, in a recent interview which appeared in
the World, refers to the photodrama of the future as follows:
"Playwriting will change. Great playwrights will develop,
who will not depend upon the spoken word, but will create
masterpieces in pantomime. The coming dramatist will have
the entire world as an audience and his language must be a
universal one — the language of motion."
In the meantime, photoplaywrights of talent must be developed, and the inducements offered them must be worthy
of their efforts.
A Problem in Booking Programs.
Notwithstanding the large increase in the number of licensed regular releases weekly within the current year, it is
somewhat surprising to learn from several exhibitors in Chicago that their service is not as satisfactory as it was some
time ago. The dissatisfaction does not lie in any lack of
quality in the films, but in failure to prevent conflicting programs with nearby competitors, and in the matter of
repeaters.
The whole trouble appears to be due to the fact that some
of the branches of the General Film Company do not buj
more than three-fourths of the weekly output of regular releases, which naturally places them at a disadvantage when
booking service for several theaters which are located in the
same neighborhood. On the other hand, each branch office
must be operated on business principles and show a weekly
balance on the right side of the ledger. A solution of the
problem, no doubt, will soon be made.
Chicago Film Brevities.
Kurt W. Linn writes from Paris, where he has made a
stay of five weeks, that he will sail for New York the end of
October. It is his purpose to make headquarters in New
York, where his office will be located.

* *

*

V. R. Day, manager of the city office of the Essanay Company, had a painful accident recently. On Thursday, October 17th, while out at the Essanay plant, on Argyle Street,
he slipped on a wet floor and fell heavily, sustaining a compound fracture of the right leg. He was immediately taken
to the Park Avenue Hospital, where he remained until
Thursday, October 24th, when he was removed to his home.
The cast was removed from his leg Wednesday, October
30th. Mr. Day expects to be able to go around on crutches
in about a week. He has the hearty congratulations of many
friends on his rapid recovery

* *

*

George A. Blair, representing the Cines film department of
the Eastman Kodak Company, spent a few days in the city
last week. Mr. Blair took a trip to St. Louis on Thursday,
October 24th, and returned to Chicago, Monday, October
28th.

* *

*

F. W. Williams, manager of the Illinois Feature Company
of Peoria, 111., and owner of the Liberty Theater in that city.
was a visitor at the World office last week.
He reported ex-
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ram of the Film

On Thursday evenii
24th, before ■ joint mi
ing of the Will Count) Medical Society and the Toliel AntiTuberculosis Society, held in Joliet, Dr. O. W. McMichael,
of the Illinois State Association i"r the prevention of tuberculosis, delivered a lecture which wu illustrated by moving
picture, anti-tuberculosis tilnis.
* * *
J. II. Redder, owner and manager of the Ideal Theater,
31st Street and Indiana Avenue, visited the World office last
week. He was very pleased with his business and with the
Universal programs furnished
* * by* the Laemmle exchange.
Six months ago the Chicago Moving Picture Supply Company opened offices and repair rooms at 107 North Dearborn
Street, Chicago, since which time business has increased to
such proportions that it has been found necessary to arrange
for more commodious quarters. The company will remain
in the same building, but with three times the space and with
a frontage on Dearborn Street.
K. J. Lorentz, the owner, is
directly responsible for the* great
* * success of the firm.
Joseph Hopp, of the Standard exchange, and C. R. Plough,
of the Anti-Trust Film Service, returned from New York on
Monday, October 28th, after an absence of four days. Messrs.
Hopp and Plough contracted, while in New York, for all
Great Northern features, for the States of Illinois and 7
consin. Before leaving New York they were taken in as
charter members of the Screen Club.
* # <
John R. Freuler, formerly general manager of the Mutual
Film Corporation, has resigned that position and has been
succeeded by Mr. Toomey of New York City.

* *

*

Mr. and Mrs. Otis Skinner and Manager Flynn, of their
company, now playing "Kismet" at the Illinois Theater, this
city, spent the whole of Monday, October 28th, seeing the
sights at the Selig plant. Mr. Skinner was surprised and delighted with his experience. Producer Oscar Eagle was engaged in enacting a scene of a coming big detective, two-reel
subject when Mr. Skinner was making the rounds, and the
popular actor took great interest in the work. He expressed
his astonishment at the perfect working details and at the
rehearsal. He congratulated Producer Eagle, whom he has
known for some time, on his
* skill
* * in producing the scene.
The first litho order given out by the Selig Polyscope
Company for "Kings of the Forest" was 30,000 sheeets, including 6-sheets, 3-sheets, i-sheet and J^-sheet.

* *

*

Wm. F.called
Wood,at well
known office
as a last
popular
lecturer,
the World
week."Passion
He hadPlay"
just
returned from a trip over the Great Northern R. R. from
Vancouver, B. C, lecturing in theaters in all the principal
towns on the line, to Winnipeg. Mr. Wood states that
picture business is prosperous all through the section of
country traversed by him. He says that the time is ripe
for a revival of the "Passion
* * Play."
*
The Lyric Theater, Lafayette, Indiana, after having closed
its doors for a month, during which time the entire house
was renovated and extensive alterations made, has been reopened by Roy Johnson. The Lyric is considered one of
the coziest houses in that section. It has a seating capacity
of 300 and uses the Universal program. Good music and
singing accompany the pictures.

* *

*

Plans have been drawn for a new theater in Terre Haute,
Indiana. The new house will be located on Calhoun Street
and will be known as the Orpheum. The owners are Brentlinger
& English.
It seats
'people andorchestra.
will boast of a
large pipe
organ, chimes
and 950
a four-piece

BIOGRAPH

PLAYER

AT LIBERTY.

That motion picture work is sufficiently strong in attractiveness
in affording relief from the continual travel besetting the theatrical
profession is shown by the increased numbers of deserters from
the ranks of the legitimate. Among the latter is Lilian Berry,who
will be remembered by her clever characterization of the ingenue
role in "Doctor
de Luxe"
her work
of William
Gillette
for two seasons
and and
in stock
houses inin support
Boston and
Seattle.
Miss Berry, who is now prepared to join some motion picture
stock company in the vicinage of New York, is no stranger to
motion picture work, she having played leads and ingenue
with the Western Biograph Company.
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"At the SignBy of
the Flaming Arcs."
G. F. Blaisdell.
IF licensed exhibitors do not give their people an opportunity of seeing Hobart Bosworth play Edmond Dantes
in "Monte Cristo" they are guilty of neglect. We have
here the elements of a play — the story, the settings, the man,
the company, and the direction. As to the first, where is
there a grander? The second — Where in the wide world
could be found a spot the equal of California — ocean, cliff,
desert, semi-tropical vegetation^ As to the man, who is
there on the screen who could better portray Dantes than
Bosworth? The support and the direction were of the best.
The writer, a quarter century ago, saw James O'Neill, who
gave years of study to his characterization of Dantes, portray the count. The screen production makes the recollection of the stage representation seem pale. In the former we
have the real ship, the real sea, the real cliffs. We do not
hear the participants speak, to be sure; we do not need to.
If there has ever been on the screen a scene that for dramatic quality will overmatch the accumulating climax of
"Monte
distance Cristo"
to see. it certainly would be worth going a long

* * *

That the making of motion pictures is not all "cakes and
ale" was realized by Alec Francis in the filming of "Silent
Jim." The Eclair actor had been lured into a morass in the
pursuit of the half-breed, and was up to his waist in water
on a cool October day. Before the scene was finished it was
discovered that there was no more film in the party. It was
necessary to send four miles back to the city to get a fresh
supply. In the meantime, Mr. Francis suffered not at all
from the heat. When the missing supply reached the bog,
Mr. Francis returned to his uncomfortable immersion and
the scene was finished. At the Screen Club, Saturday night,
the veteran actor looked hale and hearty. In spite of his
uncomfortable experience Mr. Francis insists that he likes
army dramas. This follows perhaps because he has had
more than a taste of the real article — under the same flag,
by the way, in which he was
in "Silent Jim."
* * portrayed
*
Margarita Fischer in the garb of a Hopi Indian maiden, in
"The Tribal Law," makes a* charming
picture.
* *
Kinemacolor's "Jack and the Beanstalk" will delight the
hearts of the little ones — yes, and the big ones, too. There's
a beautiful child in this drama of the nursery. The producer is to be congratulated for putting a boy where so
many would have, employed a girl — and would thereby have
spoiled the illusion.
* * *
Florence Barker in "A Dreamland Tragedy" does fine
work. She had a particularly good opportunity to show
what she can do in straight acting. That chance came where
she was sitting in a chair in the kitchen and awoke from
a dream in which she had seen her father kill her brother
in mistake for her sweetheart. The simulation of the dumb
terror, the surprise, and the joy as she looks about her and
sees in the flesh these three husky specimens of manhood
will touch those who see this cleverly constructed picture.

* * *

There may be good reason why the film maker should
number his reel in the middle of a scene instead of in one of
the sub-titles. There can be no question, however, as to the
awkwardness and unsightliness of the present scheme. To
be sure, these perforations cross the vision for but a flash —
a twentieth of a second, but they distract the attention; and
anything which produces this result is inartistic and is to be
condemned. The licensed manufacturers are the chief offenders. In some films these perforations appear three or
four times.

* * *

A few weeks ago a quiet sort of cameraman was called into
the office of Paris Eclair ant! asked if he would undertake a
trip to the Balkans. After a moment's thought he replied
that he would. A few days ago the same quiet sort of chap
returned to Paris. He looked weary, but behind the weariness there was a look of satisfaction. The office staff realized
why when, after the hasty development of the film, it was
put on projection. Then it was found that he had secured
-onie real battle scenes. The picture is on the Provence well
on its way to New York, and will be released as soon as
possible.
The Eclair folks think they have got a big scoop.
Those who were so fortunate as to see Pathe's superb pictures of Glacier National Park in the "Seeing America
First" series will be interested in knowing that the Blackfeet
Indians so intimately portrayed therein adopted into their
tribe with much pomp and ceremony Ralph Radnor Earle,
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the man who secured the pictures. Mr. Earle went to the
park in August to take some "snaps" of the visit of the
younger members of President Taft's family. These views
were duly recorded in Pathe's Weekly. Mr. Earle remained
in the park, and accompanied by fifty of the Blackfeet tribe
obtained in the course of a trip some remarkably artistic
pictures. His cruise up St. Mary's Lake in a launch, through
water as smooth as the proverbial glass, reflecting the great
snow-clad mountains in the distance; his camp beside Iceberg Lake; McDermott's Falls, a cascade of rare beauty;
"the ragged edge of the mountain tops make a jagged line in
the blue sky" — a panoramic view; Harrison Glacier, so clear
it
possible' scene
to see where
objectsthefrozen
in tounder
a depth
200 Top,
feet;
theis dramatic
Indians,
Chiefof Big
arrayed in their best blankets and feathers, are grouped on a
great crag, their arms extended to the sky — all these are but
part of a most interesting film and one that deserves preservation.
The idea of being portrayed in motion pictures strongly
appealed to the Blackfeet. According to the medicine men,
"it is the great thing that makes them live forever." It will —
if the films are properly preserved. So enthusiastic were the
Blackfeet that they invited Mr. Earle to Browning, Mont.,
their reservation town. In the lodge of Medicine Owl,
medicine man, the picture man was formally adopted into
the tribe. He was christened Mo-stow-kn-nex-poye. A liberal application of Indian colored powders transformed the
"paleface" to a brave and then he was led into the circle of
dancing braves, squaws and children.

* * *

J. Parker
"Garden
Allah" heman,
returned to NewRead,
Yorkthefrom
Denver,of where
saw has
madejustsome
of the concluding scenes in a two-reel educational-dramatic
picture featuring Judge Ben Lindsay, the famous head of the
Juvenile Court of Denver. The film is designed to show the
improved methods of handling delinquent children. The
picture is being made by the Cheyenne Feature Film Company, in which Mr. Read is interested. During his trip Mr.
Read sold seven states of his "Garden of Allah" feature,
everything now being cleaned up with the exception of a
few Western states. Mr. Read is to take the American
agencies for the Aquilla brand of Italy and the B. & C. of
England. Mr. Read also is in correspondence with the army
and navy authorities in Washington in regard to putting out
a multiple-reel educational and dramatic picture intended to
popularize army and navy life.

* * *

The Atlantic City (N. J.) Press, in an alleged dispatch
from Philadelphia describing the visit of Lillian Russell and
her last husband to Lubinville, tells how Miss Russell in
laying out a sketch in which she was to appear privately,
"started in to show the ordinary garden variety of moving
picture actors how a real star would do it." The remark is
cheap, of course. It is worthy of notice merely because there
are thoughtless persons who are under the impression that
anyone who has had stage experience can without preliminary training or direction step right in front of a moving film
and do correct work. Bernhardt, in "Queen Elizabeth," upbraiding the Countess of Nottingham, deliberately turns her
face away from the camera, showing the back of her head.
It is safe to say that when any of the Famous Players appear before the camera under the direction of Edwin Porter
the discovery will be mane in short order that a knowledge
of stage technique does not necessarily also imply a knowledge of screen technique. * * *
Mattie and Early, the two Powers "kids." are in California. They are now at work
* * on
* a two-reel "kid" picture.
Champion will soon release a two-reel picture. "A Protege
of
in which
NewUncle
York Sam."
will play
a part.the recent gathering of warships at
* * *
A. G. Shear, of the Feature Film Company of New Orleans,
is in town on a business trip.

* * *

Sidney Cohan, of the Gaumont
been in New York the last week.

Company

of Canada, has

Frank Norcross, a well-known old-time theatrical man and
producer, is now directing"* for* Imp
films.
* * **
O. E. Goebel, president of the St. Louis Motion Picture
Company, accompanied by Mrs. Goebel, is in town.
Richard Roland, formerly of the Pittsburg Calcium Light
Company; Hunt Miller, of the Pittsburg Photoplay Company, and Ad Davis, of the Independent Film Exchange of
Pittsburg, were in New York last week.
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Doings at Los Angeles
Biograph Company Back at Los Angeles— Selig Stock Company Gossip— Sea Elephants.
AFTER an absence of four and a half months the Biograph comedy company, chaperoned by Lew Dougheditor and major
erty, alias "Dockerty," scenario II,
to remain until
domo, returned to Los Angeles, October
in the party
members
eighteen
next Spring. There were
including G. D. Henderson, director, W. J. Butler, Edward
Dillon, Grace Lewis, Miss Toncray and Gux Pixley, and they
brought word that Director Griffith and the dramatic company will follow them in about a month.
The big studio at Girard and Georgia streets, which has
been in the charge of a caretaker since June I, was opened
and aired the dav they arrived and two days later work was
in progress just as if it had never been deserted.
Some interesting gossip came along with the company.
For instance, that Lionel Barrymore, the well known
theatrical star, has joined Griffith's company and may go into
motion pictures permanently if he decides, after a trial, that
he likes the work. Charles Murray, of the comedy team
Murray & Mack, whose names were household words a
decade ago, has been working with the comedy company
just before it left New York. Picture fans may have recognized his features in a couple of recent releases.- He was
the bully in "A Ten Karat Hero," and the unsuccessful suitor
in "The Line At Hogans" on the same reel.
It seems that the Biograph company has a new fancy
which is to employ well known actors and actresses out of
the legitimate ranks to use in the motion pictures and it is
predicted that a number of familiar faces may be seen in the
releases from now on.
Gossip of Selig Company.
Hobart Bosworth, who has been directing one of the three
Southern California companies of the Selig Polyscope Co.,
has retired from the position and in future will give all his
time to acting in the pictures. He has been succeeded by
Henry McRae who was brought on from the Chicago studio
where he has been a director for some time. McRae took
four members of the company this week and went to Sanger,
near Fresno, California, where they outfitted for a two
weeks' trip into the lumber country near the mouth of the
King's river canyon. This is the section where the famous
big flumes twenty miles in length bring the logs down from
the mountains. The purpose of the trip was to get half
a dozen thrilling scenes for a drama of the lumber country.
Lem Parker the other new director took fifteen people
this week and visited the Guasti vineyard near Ontario.
This vineyard, consisting of more than 4,000 acres in wine
grapes, is one of the largest if not the largest in the United
States. The wine making season is at its height now and
Lanier Bartlett, the Selig scenario editor for the Western
section, took advantage of it to write a little romantic story
affording an excuse to show the many interesting scenes
connected with the picking and pressing of the grapes.
Colin Campbell with his company is at the Eastlake studio
of the Selig company this week where the animals are kept
and where he is making another big animal picture.
It is gossip among the employees of the company, although
there has been no official announcement, that another big
three reel production like Christopher Columbus and Monte
Cristo is at hand and that preparations for it are now in
progress.
James Magee, former general manager of the Western
company, is still around the plant although he has been relieved of duty so that he could be free to complete the arrangements for taking a company around the world. He will
leave about January 1.
Kathlyn Williams has come on from the East to work
in the western pictures and expects to remain here for the
winter at least. A new member of the company is Harold
Lockwood a juvenile man who joined last week.
Fred Huntley, until recently one of the directors, has returned to his original love and will work in front of the
camera instead of behind it hereafter.
Frank Selig, brother of William Selig, who has been connected with the local plant for several months, has gone
back to Chicago.
Mexican Sea Elephants.
One of the most remarkable reels of motion pictures ever
taken has just been brought back to Los Angeles by F. E.
Norton, camera man and correspondent of the Pathe Weekly,
who has been exploring Lower California with a motion
picture camera. The pictures show intimate views of the
only known surviving herd of Mexican sea elephants in the
world.
They inhabit a nameless rock island 250 miles off
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California and there arc only thirty-six
the coastin oftheLower
herd which is growing smaller v r by
animals
Norton learned of them through an official connected with
the Smithsonian Institution, which tent an expedition t<> the
island several years ago to investigate a report that specimens of the rare animal, believed up to that time to be
totally extinct, had been seen there. The expedition found
them and captured several of them. Norton is probably the
first person who has seen them since. In another five
they will probably be gone, but the world will have a perfect
record of them for the motion pictures, upon being developed,
proved to be almost perfect.
In order to obtain the pictures Norton was obliged to
charter and outfit a small steamer. On arriving at the island
he circled around it and found a little sandy cove on one
side where the sea elephants were frolicking on the beach.
It is difficult to make a landing anywhere except in the cove
for the reason that the shores are high and precipitous. One
of his views was taken from a point half a mile off shore
and it shows a straight wall in the background with no skyline. At this point the cliff rises sheer 3,500 feet out of the
sea.
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Mexican Sea Elephants.
Norton spent several days on the island photographing the
sea elephants under all conditions. They were taken entering the water, leaving the water, basking in the sun, playing,
fighting, mothers nursing young, and frolicking in the water.
Some of the close-up views were obtained within ten feet of
the camera. There are individual portraits of every member
of the herd including the babies.
Scientific authorities have told Mr. Norton that there are
two varieties of sea elephants known to zoologists. There
is one which is found in the arctic and antarctic regions and
which is fairly common. The other, which bears the scientific
name of Macrorhinus Angustirostris is now believed to be
extinct except for these thirty-six surviving specimens.
Just what disposition he will make of the pictures has not
been decided by the owner. If possible he wants the Smithsonian Institution to have a set and later he may make arrangements for their exhibition.
The accompanying still photograph of a pair of the animals
does not do full justice to their trunks which are really longer
than the fore-shortened perspective makes them appear. The
bull in the foreground probably weighs nearly three tons and
was one of the largest in the herd.
Brevities.
Richard V. Spencer has returned from the wars, and
perhaps the directors of the Bison, the Broncho and the
Keystone companies weren't glad to see their long lost
scenario editor again. Spencer went to New York on a
two weeks' vacation, but after he had looked at the bright
lights awhile and had been given a square meal at the Photoplay Perpetrators'
all about to
thesupply
poor
directors
back in LosFunction
Angeles he
who forgot
were compelled
their own scripts, and it took a month for him to remember
his name and address. There was a delegation at the station
to meet him when he came in and an automobile parade
escorted him to the Edendale offices.

* * *

Clune's new Grand theater reduced its priees this week
making a flat admission of ten cents to all parts of ihe house.
At the same time Selig's three reel production of Monte
Cristo went on and now nobody can tell what was responsible
for the crowded houses.
POWELL
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"The
Invaders" Harrison.
(Kay-Bee).
Reviewed by Louis Reeves
THIS production ranks at the top of its kind, from an artistic
point of view, and is a fine illustration of how constant and
consistent work may succeed in spite of all difficulties.
Most of the Indian pictures arc very poor affairs, painfully lacking in truth of detail and without other significance than that
of the lowest and cheapest photodrama presented. "The Invaders" presents an absorbing picture of dramatic conflict between the conquering and decadent forces, white and red, who
clashed almost uninterrupted during the early history of our
country.
One can form no idea from the illustrations here presented,
where vision takes note of very little except the immediate appearance of things, of the motion picture itself, for it is a
veritable whirlwind of physical activity. Motion-photography
seems to have reached such a high degree of excellence in the
product of this company that it is beginning in its detail to compare to the best of pictorial photography as applied to still life,
with far greater emotional effects. Every painting, every etching, every still photograph of decided artistic merit has a mes-
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The young men of the surveying corps are so confident of their
ability to take care of themselves that they go out into the forests without the protection of a military escort, and one of them
incurs the animosity of a Sioux brave by making love to an
Indian girl called Sky Star. The Sioux brave is a preferred
suitor for the hand of Sky Star, and it is he who directs the
first movement made against "The Invaders." Sky Star dashes
off alone on a horse to save the white men, and her perilous ride
is the most thrilling feature of the entire story. In order to make
a short cut to the surveyors she plunges down a precipitous bank
on her horse, falls off and rolls to the bottom of a ravine. The
horse picks himself up, but she lies unconscious while the Indians
kill the white invaders of their tribal land.
While this slaughter is going on Sky Star recovers her
senses, succeeds in mounting her horse and rides to the military
post with news of the uprising. A detachment of troopers is
sent out to check the advance of the Sioux, but the latter have
communicated with their allies and the soldiers are surrounded
by an overwhelming force after being ambushed. Some fine
battle scenes are shown in this action, with comprehensive views
of near and far distance characteristic of these productions.
During the hot fight a group of riderless horses return to the
post with the silent message of danger to follow.

Scenes from "The Invaders," a Kay-Bee
sage — it either addresses the heart or the mind so as to powerfully kindle the emotions or the imagination — hence it is reasonable to expect that when moving pictures are presented with
the same comprehension of artistic value their appeal will be
deeper and more lasting.
The beautiful photography shown in this production is not only
due to the right management of lights and sense of composition,
but very largely to a high quality of workmanship in the factory.
It is because of that masterly workmanship that the images are
not vaguely suggested, that they become pictures of substance
and vitality. The modest and quiet man back in the factory is
contributing his full share towards making such beautiful pictures
one of the most eloquent of human languages.
The story of "The Invaders" hinges upon a treaty made with
the Sioux Indians which states that "in consideration of the above
lands being ceded to the United States, the said Government
will forbid the settlement of the remaining tribal lands of the
Sioux nation," and some exceptionally fine ensembles portray the
enactment of this treaty. Whether or not it is a true one is of
no very great consequence, for many such were drawn.
The diplomatic relations of the United States Government
and the Sioux began about a hundred years ago and the treaties
related to original grants made to the tribes by English, French
and Spanish Governments. They were intended more or less
to end the incessant feuds which were gradually exterminating
the Indians in the Middle West. The Sioux Indians had been
constantly fighting with the Chippewas and were gradually being
driven south by the latter, but there was no keeping peace between such ancient enemies.
For story purposes a party of white surveyors are shown
as violating the treaty and thus rousing the Indians to a council
of war. The Sioux chief visits the nearest military post and
enters an angry protest. Unable to obtain satisfaction from the
officer in command, he persuades the Cheyennes to join him in an
uprising. The incident might have been true enough in those
days when misconstructions and disputes about boundaries in unsurveyed forests and unexplored rivers were all too common, and
when white men roamed uncontrolled in a territory occupied by
a band of wild and ignorant sa\..

Feature.

Among the small body of soldiers remaining in the depleted
post are the Colonel, a magnificent characterization not unlike
that of General Custer, his daughter and her fiance, Lieutenant
White. When Sky Star comes to give them information of the
uprising she falls violently from her horse at the entrance of
the barricade
and isforhelped
the Colonel's headquarters,
where
she is cared
by hisinto
daughter.
The hottest kind of a fight now ensues between the defenders
of the post and the great body of Indians surrounding it. The
overwhelming number of redskins decides the Colonel to telegraph for aid. but the Indians anticipate his action by setting fire
to the telegraph pole and the operator is unable to send his
message. As a last resort Lieutenant White volunteers to ride
to the next fort for aid. A demonstration is made to distract
the attention of the Indians and the young officer escapes on his
horse. While awaiting help the Colonel delays the fight under a
flag of truce and claims to the Indian chief that he holds the
latter's daughter as hostage, stating that if the attack is renewed she will be killed. The wily chief demands that his
daughter be produced, but this is impossible on account of her
condition and the fight is renewed.
One ending of the photodrama is now foreseen. Reinforcements
arrive from a neighboring post and the entire body of Indians
is driven away, but there is another conclusion. After the
struggle is over, when the Colonel and his daughter and the
heroic Lieutenant repair to the room where the Indian girl lies
in badly injured condition they find that her spirit has gone to
the Happy Hunting Grounds and the last scene dissolves in
shadow. Thus the play comes to a definite and dramatic conclusion without any weak compromise, and artistic termination to
an intense photodrama that is artistically satisfying from the
beginning manshipand
one of the finest of its kind so fa" as craftsis concerned.
F. J. Maginnis. former business agent of Pittsburg Operators* Union No. 171. now on the staff of Fred Henius, of
the Kinograph Company of America, left Xew York this
week for a tour of the country to show Kinograph quality
to the exhibitors.
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The Picture in the Pulpit.
By the Rev. E, Boudinol Stockton, S. T. 1!.
AN

unusual number of letters has been coming in to us
lately speaking of the lack of films suitable for the use of
clergymen and religious workers, t lu- burden of the cry
being that there arc too few dramatic photoplays t hat tell a
. clean story with a strong underlying moral and that the
ency at present is towards polite melodrama. To some extent this criticism is just. Thi
not enough dramatic
photoplays of the character mentioned and the present tendency
does seem to be tow. nil quite a melodramatic tinge of plot, hut
there are more stones than is generally known that are excellent
for the purpose of religious and moral teaching and as, with the
constantly increasing number of clergymen and others starting
in on this kind of work, the exhibitor and exchange man may he
beset by complaints of this kind, we give below a list of some
of the best photoplays that have been released during July,
August and September, classified, roughly, according to their
moral aspects. The list does not pretend to be a complete one
and is purposely restricted to those photoplays that we have seen
ourselves or have reason to know have been used for the purposes indicated, but for this very reason it is all the more to
be depended on.
Children's Stories.
"The Barefoot Boy" (Kalem)' suggested by Whittier's poem
and a good story on the social relations of children to each other.
"The Little Wanderer" (Kalem), duties of parents and stepdevotion. parents to children. "The Magic Wand" (Essanay), filial
Biblical Stories.
"The Death of Saul" (C. G. P. G).
"A Prince of Israel"
(C. G. P. C.), rebellion ot Absalom.
"The Church Across the
Way" (Vitagraph), the mourners' beatitude.
Moral Theology:
Ethics.
"The Voice of Conscience" (Essanay), the power of conscience
and the duty of following its dictates. "Her Hour of Triumph"
(Essanay), and "At the Eleventh Hour" (Vitagraph), pride and
vanity and their consequences, suggested by Maupassant's "Necklace." "A Child's Remorse" (Biograph), sin of anger in children and the example set them by parents. "The House of His
Master" (Selig), intemperance. "The Grandfather" (Edison),
fifth commandment : duties of children to parents. "The Black
Sheep" (Vitagraph), same. "Her Adopted Father" (Essanay),
duty of husband and wife. "The House of His Master" (Selig),
same. "Vultures and Doves" (Vitagraph), evils of speculation.
"The House of His Master" (Selig), duties of masters and servants. "A Child's Devotion" (Lubin), filial love.
The Church and its Services.
"The
Easter
Celebration
at Jerusalem
(1912)"
(Kalem),
tual pictures of the keeping of Easter by the Christians.
Religious Associations and Institutions.
"Opening of the Y. M. C. A. Playground at Lynchburg, Va.,
12" (Edison).
Church History.
"The Martyrs" (C. G. P. C), story of the early persecutions.
vnona's Baptism" (Pathe), based on a tale of the Jesuit misonaries in the northwest of Canada in the seventeenth century.
Scenes of Bible Lands.
"From Jerusalem to the Dead Sea" (Kalem).
ort of Jaffa" (Kalem).
"Palestine" (Kalem).
Scenes in Missionary Fields.

"The Ancient

"Across the Broad Pacific" (Essanay), China, Japan and the
hilippines. "Picturesque Darjeeling, India" (Edison). "Benares and Agra, India" (Edison). "Simla, One of the Hill
Towns of India" (Edison).
All of the above are releases of the licensed manufacturers.
The independent manufacturers are given below. Their list is
much shorter than the other, but it contains at least one very
notably good film, namely, Thanhouser's "But the greatest of
these is Charity."
Biblical Stories.
"The Holy City" (Eclair), a two-real dramatization of Christ's
ministry, based on one of the translations of the "Rhythm of
S. Bernard, of Clairvaulx."
Moral Theology:
Ethics.
"The Actress Pulls the Strings" (Eclair), courtesy. "The
Voice of Conscience" (Thanhouser), the power of conscience and
duty of minding it. "But the greatest of these is Charity"
(Thanhouser), a story built around the dedication of St. Joparochial school,
N. Y., by
ley, seph's
and teaching
in a New
very Rochelle,
forcible manner
the Cardinal
truth ofFarSt.
Paul's statement which is taken for the title.
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Church History.
cutions. and the Lion" (Gaumont),
"Androclus
Scenes in Biblical Lands.
"Scenes of I. uxor and Thebes in Egypt" (Eclair).
Trip'' (Eclair).
"Egyptian Run
iir).
Scenes in Missionary Fields.
ugh
(Ambrosio).

China"

(Eclair).

"Benares,

of the early

"A Desert

the

list is by no
means
a poor
although
we'Ill'
wish as doagmat
, that
it was
better.ihowing,
It 1-. how
only a question of time before the manufacturers will imd it to
their advantage to cater regularly to this
film user and
it was only to-day that we learned from Mrs Doll X of the educational department of the General Film Company that th<
changes generally are beginning
to keep track of educationals
and educational photoplays
as the demand
for them
is
stantly increasing.
Meanwhile, as a practical suggestion to those who need ph
plays of this religious and semi-religious character, we would
advise that they read carefully each week the synopses,
merits and manufacturers' advance notes that are published in
The Moving Picture World, that they keep in touch with the
exhibitors in their town and see as many of these photoplays as
they conveniently can, and lastly that they keep some sort of
classified index of such films as seem to them to point out evangelistic and religious truth or have a strong moral. We are
quite well aware that a clergyman's life is a very busy one and,
as we have already such a list for our own use which we keep
up to date, we shall be very glad to help out in any way we can
any one who will write us what he wants and sends us a stamped
and self-addressed envelope for the reply. If the requests comein in sufficient quantity to make the replies of general interest
we shall be very glad to publish further lists of suitable film
ius subjects in The World.

Missions and Moving Pictures.
By the Rev. E. Boudinot

Stockton, S. T. B.

THRU
the courtesy of the Edison company, the writer
was enabled to give a most interesting and successful
demonstration of the value and use of moving pictures
in the work and study of missions to the third annual council
of the second missionary department of the Protestant Episcopal Church, which met in Buffalo, New York, Oct
22 to 24, last. An accurate estimate of the results that will
come of this demonstration cannot yet be made, but some
idea of its success and importance as a landmark in the
educational and religious use of the moving picture is indicated by the fact that at least one, probably two of the most
influential and important parishes of the church in New York
City are already making plans to instal a complete Edison
equipment, that one of the largest parishes in Buffalo is
doing the same, that one of the missionary bishops present is
seriously considering the installing of machines in the parishes
and missions of his jurisdiction because, as he says, "I need
them to educate my people," and last, tho not least by the
enthusiastic reception and thoughtful expressions of appreciation of the value of the pictures in religious work by
every one at the council.
To show the importance of this demonstration to those
who are not familiar with the organization of the Protestant Episcopal Church it may perhaps be well to state that
the church has a constitution similar to that of the United
States. It is composed of a certain number of dioceses and
missionary jurisdictions, corresponding to the states of the
union, each governing itself and doing its own work in its
own way, but all of them subject to the control of a central
legislative body known as the General Convention which is
constituted like the federal congress and is made up of two
houses, one comprising all the bishops of the dioceses and
jurisdictions and corresponding to the United States Senate,
the other formed of a certain number of clergymen and laymen chosen from each diocese and corresponding to the
house of representatives. The dioceses are self supporting
and the missionary jurisdictions are financed by the General
Board of Missions, a corporate body, whose members are
chosen by the General Convention. In order to facilitate the
work of this board, the dioceses and jurisdictions are grouped
into eight missionary departments, and the second of these
departments, which has just held its council at Buffalo, comprises the eight dioceses in the states of New York and New
Jersey and the missionary jurisdiction of Porto Rico.
The councils of these departments, which meet annually,
are not legislative, but deliberative. Their business js to hear
and consider reports from the General Board of Missions
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as to the work in the mission field and also reports from
the diii. rnii dioceses and jurisdictions of the departments
as to how their mission work is carried on, their successes,
failures, difficulties, encouragements, etc, and finally to propose and recommend ways and means and methods for
making the missionary work and education more effective.
For example, the council of the second missionary department
in Buffalo, not only considered such general questions as
afforded by the present conditions in the
the opportunity
and in Mexico and the relation of Christian citizenshi
tast
missions, but also took up two entire- sessions discussing
effective methods of stimulating missionary interest and
the ways and means of making the study of missions interesting and definite in the Sunday-school and thru niiss,,.n
study classes. Consequently, it can easily he seen how important and far reaching in its consequences a successful
demonstration of the use of moving pictures in Sunday-school
and missjun study w ' >rk might he, not only as a means of
instructing church members as to what is going on in the
mission field and the need for mission work, but also as an
instrument in doing the mission work itself. This was
amply shown and realized in the present instance.
Tlie opportunity for demonstrating this in a practical way
occured to me when I received my invitation to the council,
about a week before the date of opening, and altho the time
for preparation was very short and the program of the sessions already printed and distributed, I determined to make
tlie effort and see what could be done. After consulting sevmembers of the council, I went to Mr. John Pelzer of the
Edison companv, and on my telling him what I wished to
do lie at once offered me the loan of his best demonstrator
and a complete projecting outfit and placed them at my
disposal for the entire time of the council. I then rented
from the educational department of the General Film Companv. at the regular rates, a number of films, namely. "Holy
hires and the Easter Celebration at Jerusalem" (Kalem),
"Palestine" (Kalem), "From Jerusalem to the Dead Sea"
(Kalem), "Cashmere, the Chief Health Resort of India"
(Edison) and "Anona's Baptism" (Pathe), and went to Buffalo which I reached Tuesday morning.
Meanwhile, Mr. Walter W. Evans, Jr.. the Edison company's demonstrator, who had arrived in Buffalo the day before
had found out and complied with the fire and police regulations as to the exhibiting of the pictures, and had procured the
requisite asbestos booth. Before continuing, it is only
fair to say that much of the success of the demonstration was
due to the unflagging zeal and efforts of Mr. Evans, not only
in putting up and operating his machine, but also for his
many valuable suggestions, his continued presence at all
sessions of the council and his unfailing readiness to answer
questions and make explanations to any and all during the
whole time. Last, but not least should be reckoned the
entertainment which he gave to tlie children of the parish
where the council was held, which will be referred to again
later.
The rector of the parish, where the council met, proved an
enthusiastic collaborator, lie immediately gave his permission for the setting up of the booth and the machine in the
rear of the assembly hall of the parish house, and while Mr,
[•"vans took
and 1usputuntil
themmidnight,
up and made
the electrical
connections,
which
he arranged
with the
president
and secretary of the council for an opportunity for the
giving of the demonstration. The president, and the secretary of the council both of whom have known and appreciated the value of the pictures for some time, were equally
enthusiastic, and at the close of the first morning session,
the latter announced and introduced the first running of the
pictures by a short, .appreciative speech.
The exhibition was begun at once by the showing of Edison's
"Cashmere" followed by the three Kalem pictures, and at the
close of the afternoon session was continued with "Anona's
Baptism" and Edison's "Calcutta." the latter loaned for the
purpose
by the
General placed
film company's
exchange
which most
courteously
at our disposal,
free in
of liuffalo,
charge,
not only this but also Edison's "Simla." and tlie children's
reels that Mr. Evans used in his entertainment of the young
people of the parish, on the next evening, after the council
had closed, besides offering for our use in addition, any
reels that we might desire from their stock. As several members of the council who had been in Palestine requested it,
the Kalem reels were run a second time.
The reels were run without comment, except from the
spectators, who freely expressed their opinions, all of which
were favorable, and without the accompaniment of any formal address. During the running of Edison's "Cashmere"
the applause and appreciative remarks were very frequent
and. as the various Kalem scenes in the Holy Land appeared.
several clergymen who had been there kept up a running
and audible
commentary
that amounted
almost
to an im-
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promptu lecture. In estimating the value of this testimony
to the worth of the pictures we must remember that the
spectators were for the most part all acquainted with each
other and that the atmosphere and environment were rather
those of a family entertainment than of a formal amusement.
equently there was more freedom of expression and
many remarks and discussions were overheard not only extolling the pictures but as to the various ways and methods
of usin^ them in missionary work and education.
It was this atmosphere of informality that made us omit
all set speeches jn connection with the running of the pictures and instead spend the time between the exhibitions
in conversational discussion and exposition with everyone
who might be interested. The results more than justified
our expectations, as Mr. Evans and 1 were both of us kept
busy almost all of the time during and between the sessions
of the council in talking to those who were interested and
wanted to know more about the subject, and we were thus
able to meet more effectively the particular difficulties and
needs of individuals than would have been at all possible by
means of general statements and a few- chosen examples.
such as must have been used in a formal address.
In only one instance did we hear an adverse opinion and
that came from a man who declined to view the pictures
becausethehe interest
said they
eyes water."andOnrecognition
the other
hand,
in "made
and thehisappreciation
of the value of the pictures as an instrument in teaching
missions and in doing mission work was practically unanimous. The discussions were confined almost entirely to
ways and means of utilizing them and to the practical questions of installing and using the machines and the special
problems that would .arise in doing this in individual ca-es.
The only objection raised was that at present there were
not enough pictures of missionary subjects available, and
that the scenics and descriptives were rather too skctchy
and fragmentary to be successfully used in any extended
course of teaching. We answered this objection by pointing
out that there was already a fairly good collection of subjects that could be used in illustrating the manners and custom- of the peoples among whom the various missions were
established, and that it was nrobable that as soon as a sufficient demand was created for releases dealing with the missionary activities of those countries they would be supplied
in the same way that the different institutional works
this country were now being produced in response to the
demand of the social service associations who used them.
The making of such a series is a question that it may be
well worth the while of the manufacturers to consider. The
missionaries themselves would be only too glad to render
every aid they could in the taking of the pictures, the interest of those whose pennies and nickels and dimes go to
support the
theactual
missions
be immeasurably
increased
by
seeing
work w'ould
for which
they are paying,
while the
subjects themselves should certainly be fully as interesting
general releases as many of the educationals we are now
getting. And last, though not least, it looks very much as
if this demonstration in Buffalo marks the beginning of a
demand that is going to become more and more insistent and
extensive every day and that will not be satisfied until it is
supplied.
A NEW

LUBIN

SCIENTIFIC

FILM.

As is well known the Lubin Company has always been foremost in promoting the cause of science, especially in the field
of medicine. Lovers of the science therefore, both lay as well as
professional, will be very glad to learn that the company is now
turning the camera on one of the most interesting and practical
topics in the province of bacteriology, namely, the work of the
laboratory in Philadelphia where the various serums for the
prevention and cure of different diseases are being compounded.
The film will show not only the actual processes of extracting
and compounding the different serums used in the prevention oi
smallpox, scarlet fever, spinal meningitis, rabies, etc., but it
will also portray the treatment to which calves, horses and other
animals are subjected before the extraction of the serum from
their blood. We have not yet heard whether the film is to be
one of the company's general releases or not. but we hope that
it will he so, as it is the kind of a picture to be not only instructive hut highly interesting as well to every one.
SHOWS
PICTURES
EXCLUSIVELY.
The Alhambra Theater, of St. Paul. Minn., which at one
time played to vaudeville and moving pictures, canceled all
vaudeville engagements and is now playing to moving pictures only. A complete change of program will be made on
Sundays. Tuesdays and Thursdays. A five-piece orchestra
and a pipe-organ will furnish the musical accompaniment to
the pictures,
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Magnificent

Three

"Siegfried"
Reel Special from

the German
Hero
Story by Ambrosio.
Siegfried is to us what Vchilles was to the Greeks and
almost as Aeneas t<> the Romans. Ml that is most glorious
in us, except what we have taken from * hristianity, Siegfried
is. Things that our hearts most cherish, that most quickly
excite <>ur imaginations Siegfried stands for. And although
stories of liim are now no longer sung by lire sine- a- once
they were, nearly everyone knows something about him.
Wagner's opera- have been sung t< so many and have been
described even in newspapers to so many more that the
announcement of t hi - Ambrosio special offering will surely
awake anticipation in a host of spectators. People will want
to see this story pictured in the freedom of the open and
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torrential storj i if passii >n so mm h at a i
it isn't
flung atit one
will
remember
best but
for it quietl
Tin- opening ol thi
an int< i
castle, ancestral bom, ,.:

the old I

his lather at a table with mans
of In- rOUgl
tamer- around him, in furrj
and corselets oi hide c o\ ered w ith iron i
enter-, salutes In- father and convei
1 rimhilde, w ith « 1
in love
l he followin
court oi the lady's brother, Gunther, th<
ol the lonelj Crimhilde and the taking up of tl
which Gunther lays out ior him before
hi
Beautiful,
indeed,
is the scene
through
which
thi
Norseman, in gold winged helmet. rid<
venture,
the
Mime
iron, th<
ther
poetic picture.
Finely imaginative als<
where Mime make- Siegfried's -word, with wl
free- Brunhilde from the spell of
["he second
act opens
with are
the the
brinj
Brunhild*
Gunther.
Immense
interiorchiei
and. with the almost innumerable host of players that ap;
make
magnificent
scenes.
The action m this act n
slowly.
It -land- on it- -tat< Inn--.
The
tm:<
COnsu
in merely moving
the retain*
onsiderable; but their
marching is beautiful, and the action, what there is of it.
tense dramatic quality.
The awakening of jealous) in Brunhilde and her conspiracy
with Eiagen,
the story's vill
find in these scenes a fitting background.
The third act. except that Crimhilde's
very long to pass, moves speedily; it -weep- us quickly into
the tragedy and the Nemesis that follows.
Siegfried is slain
and the two conspirators take refuge in Burgundy
wl
(rimhilde, with an immense horde, finds them.
The
Burgundians are overcome and their castle burned.
'1 hes<
very good
-celle-.
The vengeance
of (rimhilde
closes the

Scene from "Siegfried" (Ambrosio).

pict ure.
WHERE

against such backgrounds as European camera nun can
rind. For, like all epics, its action transpired in the open
places for the most
part.
The difficulties of illustrating the Siegfried story are immense. Costumes, of course, are easy to find; they are
being used in the operas. And the backgrounds offer no
especial obstacle. The trouble lies in preparing the scenario
and particularly in finding perfect players to set forth these
ideal types. Crimhielde, its lonely heroine, was as beautiful
as Helen of Troy, more beautiful, to face it squarely,
than

Scene from "Siegfried"

(Ambrosio).

any woman except those only who. like Eve, live wholly in
poetry. No living' woman would satisfy everyone in this
part.
To fill the male part- i- somewhat
ea-ier.
In approaching the scenario problem, there are at least
two methods of attacq. One i- to accent the stirring action:
but this probably can only be done at the expense of its
poetry. The alternative is to accent the story's atmosphere.
This seems the wiser way and the Ambrosio producer has
followed it. He has made a spectacle, stirring on account
of its bigness
rather than its sweep.
The result is not a

TO

GET

THE

BEST

PICTURES.

The largest and best pictures before the world to-day are
from the largest and best books.
This statement precludes
all argument
and i- a strong guide for future product
All big and good films are from big and good book- written
by big and good men.
< >n the other -ide it i- equally true to say that everything
little, unimportant and often insignificant, ha- come from
sources equally -mall and limited. There 1- a sense in which
both kind- are required-- "I t takes all kind- to make a world."
Nevertheless, whichever predominates, it must nece-sarily
follow that public ta-te and opinion
will also follow.
Happily for the public good and the all-'round elevation of
the public opinion, the better ami
-- pictures are in
the ascendant.
The success of the most recent picture- si
that educational and high-class pictures are at once the most
acceptable, most popular and in turn most profitable to the
makers.
When we remember the books used we find them a
more than sufficient guarantee for good.
As in literature
in pictures, the Bible lead-.
More subjects are taken from the
Bible than from any other one book.
Upwards of fifty different biblical pictures are now
standardized
in cinema!
rapliy.
No other book
presents
more
than two or three
subjects.
The list, however, contains
Bunyan's "Pilgrim's
Progress," Shakespeare, Scott. Dickens and Dante abroad;
while
Irving. Longfellow
and Beecher
Stowe
lead an
America's authors, these names being given solely I
the type of authors
whose
workare receiving
additi
immortality through the illustrating film.
For the purpose of inspiring and encouraging the ability
of the literary light- of the da;
scenarios of any
iect are acceptable
to all manufacturer-, but they must
"good."'
Public ta-te ha- been most tremendously culm
during the last twelve or eighteen month-.
Two \.
almost any picture was acceptable;
people went to see pictures. To-day, however,
the program
and advertisements
are scanned, and only subjects according to tin- standard
scribed above are acceptable.
The great ch
ich have
occurred are only indications of the continual devel
which
await the progress
of cinematography.
The
future
ha- often been ideally and theoretically
portrayed
on •
page-;
the practical fulfilment
is now
being rapidly exenced. all pointing to a larger field ahead.
It is well known to all film manufacturers where to get the
best picture subjects;
the source and the demand
are alike
agreed upon: it only waits for the supply to continue :
thoroughly than ever to bring the two together.
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IN a panic that was started during the progress of a picture
show on Grand Street, several women were injured, fortunately none of them seriously, by being trampled upon. The
affair was started by two men fighting and a hysterical woman
yelling "Fire" The management of the place has been very
unjustly criticised by a reader of a newspaper report of the
occurrence which, it is surprising to say, had the facts of the
case pretty nearly correct. The management was criticised for
allowing in the place people of a class that bring about such
results, but the actual occurrences were such that there was absolutely no excuse for the authorities to take any action other than
seek the arrest of the men who engaged in the fight. Such
occurrences may be looked for at almost any place no matter
how weli regulated. Some men have iheir hats in the ring at
all times and an accidental stepping on their corns will start
them going like powder touched off by a spark. What follows
cannot be controlled because it is impossible to keep out the hysterically-inclined people who have no control over themselves.
There is but one remedy. Inaugurate a movement to induce such
people to remain away from public gatherings, and this can
only be done by their immediate families.
The case referred to brings to mind a recent occurrence in a
crowded picture house downtown which may convey a valuable
tip. A fan attached to a side wall in the gallery suddenly blazed
up, on account of a short circuit. It was not observed by the
people in the lower part of the house and the operator continued
the show as if nothing had happened, although the fan was
located only a short distance from his booth. Murmurs, portending what has been the rule on such occasions, swept through the
gallery with the first flash from the burning fan, but a shout
from the special officer, "Keep order there !" had a quieting
effect. Two women who had been watching the blaze speechlessly suddenly sprang to their feet. It seemed that they were
trying to cry out before making a dash, which undoubtedly
would have followed the next instant had not a man who was
seated between them jumped to his feet and spread out his arms
in such a way as to force both women back to their seats, at the
same time telling them in a severe undertone. "Sit there, or I'll
knock your blocks off!" His language was by no means elegant,
but it was very opportune. In a few moments the blaze at the
fan burned out and the show was continued to the "Good night."
The incident was a remarkable one considering the character of
the place and its patrons. There was but one narrow stairway
leading from the crowded gallery and a disaster would certainly have followed an audible alarm. It illustrated strikingly
what a couple of cool-headed men may do on such occasions.
Quite in contrast with another incident witnessed: A woman
on the main floor of a house fainted, having been overcome by
the heat. Her friends were taking her from the seat when the
usher thoughtlessly, but with good intent, exclaimed in a voice
that was heard in other parts of the house, "This way out; now
don't get excited !" his remarks being addressed to both the
friends of the woman and curious people in nearby seats. Those
seated nearer the screen, however, scented danger and there was
a rush, in which a panic was barely averted. The right words
and action in the right place are needed on all occasions of this
kind and ushers and special officers who can act accordingly
become valuable.

* *

*

It would be unfair to leave subjects of this character without
commending, to some extent, the operators, piano players, singers
and others who are active on the scene. They perform good
service when they "Keep her going," especially the operator.
His position, to my mind, is very much like the wireless man
when he sticks to his post on the threatened vessel. The positions and chances are probably not identical in point of true
heroism, but the aims and ends are none the less praiseworthy.

* * *

Speaking of operators recalls a comment made on a recent
statement in this column that few operators make successful
managers. It has been my privilege to have intimate dealings
with a large number of operator-managers and the statement
was based upon that experience. Some operators met with
proved excellent managers, but almost invariably they were men
who had experience in the show business before they took up
operating projecting machines.
Several of these men have since

given up operating altogether and hold responsible positions
with leading Broadway houses, traveling companies and prominent theaters in other large cities. They were but a handful of
scores of men 1 met and dealt with. The less fortunate were
intelligent and possessed business ability, but they lacked some
of the essential qualities that brought success to the others.
lake one of them as a sample. His case will bring out the
point. He was one. of the best operators I ever met: qualified
to the letter in every branch and remarkably resourceful. He
would give results \shen it seemed conditions made it absolutely
impossible to attain them. He was known to jump into towns
where only trolley juice was at his disposal and give good results, although obliged to run his wires through barrels of water
and resorting to other emergencies on short notice, even to
climbing a pole and repairing a transformer that had been put
out of commission by a thunder storm. He was under a manager then and it was one of the best picture shows on the road.
Deciding to have his own show, after several years' experience
with the one just referred to, he started from New York with an
assistant manager and first-class outfit and operator. His program consisted of the greatest collection of pictures known to
that time. It was the cream of foreign and domestic make.
Everything was planned for success and he went over the leading circuits with flying colors. Eventually differences arose that
caused the assistant manager to retire and the manager assumed
full charge of the show with most unsatisfactory results. He
was an able man as an operator, but he did not carry his power
of resource with him as a manager, and his lack of tact and foresight made him unpopular with the circuits.

* * *

Some of the exhibitors are complaining that the political campaign has put a dent in their box office receipts. Cheer up, old
pals ! It was always thus in political campaigns, especially presidential contests. The candidates will soon stop running and
then the cash boxes will take on a healthy complexion again.
Meantime take consolation in the knowledge that the big fish are
not taking the business from you. The prices of the Century
Theater that ranged from $50 to $2.50 have been cut down to
$25 to $1.50, although the attraction at the house is declared by
a famous critic to be "superior to anything of the kind I ever
saw." Mr. Tyler, the lessee of the house, says "It looks very
much as if the increased cost of living were exercising a very
big influence in theatrical affairs. As the regular prices of the
picture houses are in accordance with the spirit of the times
and the programs meet the requirements and tastes of the
amusement public the exhibitors should not lose heart over a
temporary drop in receipts.

* * *

I had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Nicholas Power, of the
Nicholas Power Company, the pther day. His appearance indicates that his recent trip to Europe was a very enjoyable one.
His twinkling eyes, rosy cheeks and the well-trimmed beard,
that allows enough of his genial smile to be seen to make one
feel all the cordiality extended, create a desire to have frequent
meetings with him. He is one of the most unchangeable men in
the business. The greeting to old friends is given as heartily
as in the days — well, before he became a magnate. Mr. Power
says he was surprised to find in distant Russia such an extended
use of American films and machines. By the way, the N. Power
Company will soon put a new machine on the market. It is
claimed it will be perfect in every detail.

* * *

The fire marshal of New York State has recommended public
school courses in fire prevention. The New York World says
they might prove interesting to the boy pupils, but says there
is a tendency to teach school children too many things. It thinks
fire-drills sufficient. Motion pictures would fill the bill to a
nicety. The course in film shape would be still more interesting,
both to boys and girls, and the same end could be attained by
weekly or semi-weekly exhibitions without imposing additional
mental work upon the pupils. Couple with the fire marshal's
suggestion those of Prof. Heger, of Brussels, for the establishment of cinematographic demonstrations before classes. He has
proved the utility of the cinematograph in the teaching of the
sciences, especially in displaying, on a large scale, things otherwise observable only under a microscope, that a central cinematograph institute is contemplated. We should be up with the
times and no more practical and important subject than the prevention and handling of fires can be selected for a start.
Next nil. nth several educational films, accompanied by
lectures of teachers, will be exhibited before the principals
of the public s_chools of Berlin. Any American firms which
intend to have their films shown before the principals' convention may communicate with Dr. Wolter, in care of the
Erste Internationale Film-Zeitung.
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pictureonly
department
that more musicians do not contribute. Most <>t US have
different opinions as to how pictures should be played and it does
us good to know what others think. In ray opinion, a person
is obliged to be able to improvise in order to be a real success
in our profession, and furthermore 1 think that by hard study
improvising may he acquired. It a musician has a fair idea of
harmony and musical form and is acquainted with the popular
grand operas and composers he can imitate them to a certain
extent, even if he has no originality. Playing for the pictures
is certainly an art entirely by itself and those who can improvise
naturally are fortunate. If you have room for this I will write
more next time."
This department welcomes the different opinions of the mainengaged in playing to the pictures. It is through comparing the
experience of others with our own that we grow — by assimilating other ideas that we develop: one must be self-opinionated,
indeed, who can not learn something of value from another's
methods, even if he does not always agree with them. The editor of this department does not agree with the contributors who
maintain that a picture player "must be born and cannot be
made." It is conceded, of course, that one must have a certain
amount of talent to succeed in anything ; also that playing a
musical instrument is largely mechanical. But a talent must be
trained along certain accepted lines to produce the best results
and this training is also mechanical. Webster defines art as "the
disposition or modification of things by human skill to answer
the purpose intended : a system of rules serving to facilitate the
performance of certain actions — skill, dexterity, or the power of
performing certain actions, acquired by experience, study or
observation."
Playing for the pictures is an art — acquired by experience,
study and observation, to be obtained only in actual work before
the screen. They who cannot improvise must memorize, but
most players can improvise to some extent, even if it is nothing
more than a succession of chords connecting one number to the
next. One does not need to be a great composer to improvise
passably for the picture, and as our correspondent says, "a fair
knowledge of harmony and musical form, together with an acquaintance withthem.
popular grand operas and composers," he can
at least imitate

* *

*

Manager W. Giebig, Crystal Amusement Co.. Houston, Texas,
writes: "Our Mr. Arthur Lange, pianist (performing on the
'Choralcello"), submits the enclosed program, which lie used for
Thanhouser's 'Undine.' The program tor 'Lucille,' as submitted
by Mr. Charles Offenberg in Moving Picture World. September
30th, is identical with one used by Mr. Lange."
MUSICAL PROGRAM FOR "UNDINE."
(Arranged by Mr. Arthur Lange, Crystal Theater, Houston, Tex.)
Part I.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

'Water
rocks. Nymph (Nevin) ; as Undine and maidens swim about
Salut de Amour (Elgar).
Undine watches the lovers.
Falling Waters (Truax).
Spirit of the Brook.
Neutral Waltz.
As she meets her foster father at sunset.
Le Secret (Gautier). As knight wagers with Lady Berthalda.
Ghost Dance.
As Huldbrand sets out.

7. Ah!

So

Pure
(Martha).
"For Many Days the Knight
Lingers." (Liszt). The consent is granted.
8. Liebestraum
9. Laces and Graces (IBratton).
As Huldbrand leads Undine
to the castle.
Part II.
1. Bridal Chorus
their home.
2. The Fountain
them.

(Lohengrin).
(Bohm).

The

happy

pair proceed

to

Spirit of the Brook rises to bless

3. Charme
d'Amour
(Kendall).
Lady Berthalda lavishes her
attentions
on Huldbrand.
4. Agitato.
Spirit of the Brook in a rage.
5. Waltz Lento.
brand set out.In a great boat I'ndine, Berthalda and Huld-

\\ > u I l>

'• Plaintive, until Undine returns !•> Old Neptune.
7. "My Heart at Thy Sweet Voice" (Saint Sacns).
I
of Berthalda a-id Huldbrand.
8. Morning Mood (Grieg).
I'ndine prepares for a jouroi
9. Spring Song (Mendelssohn).
In the
10. Wedding
March
'Mendelssohn).
Marriagi
wedding of Huldbrand and Berthalda
11. Largo (Handel).
As Huldbrand falls dead.
12. Funeral diryc (Chopin).
Procession carrier Huldbrand to
tomb.
13. Consolation (plaintive), till end of picture.
Mr. Lange has given us a fine program for this beautiful picture, and well worth careful examination. Am sorry I did not
receive it sooner, but hope Mr. I^angc will favor us again in the
near future.

* * *

A Program for "As You Like It."
From H. R. Sccman. leader of orchestra, Lafayette Tin
New- Orleans, La., comes the following :
"I enclose a synopsis of my musical program for the Vitagraph
release. 'As You Like It.' The management spared no expen
making this the biggest feature in the history of the photodrama
here.
Securing
from nearby woods
trees, palms, leaves and
shrubbery, etc., we decorated the stage to represent the Forest
of Arden. moving the orchestra upon the stage, the orchestra
pit being deserted for palms and beautiful flowers of all descriptions, this move proving very effective.
Chimes were used as a
signal for curtain which rises, showing the two principal characters. Rosalind and Orlando,
with an appropriate
from was
Shakespeare,
by Mendelssohn's
'Spr:
This
followed accompanied
by picture without
title.
"I opened with selection from "Maritana." using the first and
second movements maestoso and andante for death scene, continuing selection until title for wrestling match : 'Contest
Starts.' Then into vivace movement until Orlando throws wrestler, taking up selection again at allegretto movement until finish, then 'Idilio' (by Theo. Lack), until title: 'The Jester Ag
to Go as Escort'; then 'Sizilietta' (by F. V. Blon), until title
for recitation of 'Seven Ages' : then 'Swan'
ot-Saens),
until over. Then 'Sous la Feuillee' (Under the Leaves), by F.
Thome, until title, 'Orlando Who Has Never Forgiven Rosalind';
then Mendelssohn's Sprint Song, until title. 'By Two O'clock I
Will Re with Thee Again": then 'A la Bicn Aimee' (by F.douard
Shutt), stopping at title. 'Orlando Saves the Life of His Brother' :
then Agitato No. 13. from dramatic music series, by Theo Bendix: then 'A la Bien Aimee.' again until title. 'Phoebe's Letter Is
Delivered': then 'Serenade Les Millions d'Arlequin' (R. Dr
until title. 'Rosalind Teaches Orlando How to Make I
'Hiirnoresque.' by Dvorak until title. 'Rosalind Obtains Permission to Give Her Hand': then 'Pan.' pastorale (by Godard).
until 'Prepared to Make the Duke': then 'Joy of Living* (Nicolo
Celcga). until Duke joins hands of Rosalind and Orlando: then
'Wedding March' (LohengrinL short, into 'Joy of Livinc' :
again until title. 'Duke Frederick Recalls His Brother, etc.':
then grand march from 'Aida.' till finish of picture. The screen
arising immediately upon a beautiful set tableau with
characters.
"Of the Vitagraph Company's musical suggestions I find that
few are in keeping with the action of the picture and several
numbers they mention are altogether too modern — such as 'My
Hero' (from Chocolate Soldier^ and a few other numbers recently
made popular. The overture 'William Tell' cannot be used in anv
part of the picture. Names of several members like 'Wanderers'
Song' ( Schubert L 'Long Weary Day." etc.. are appropriate, but
the scenes are too short to do justice to them, as the rhythm is
not in kcepincr with the changes. I believe where one has a
chance to use good numbers it is an injustice to the music as well
as the picture to stop and play a strain of a sontr f<~>r a scene
that lasts about 60 seconds. Any one familiar with Idilio,'
'Humoresquc.' 'Drier's Serenade.' 'A la Bien Aimee.' 'Swan.'
'Pan Pastorale.' and Blon's 'Sizilietta' can readily imagine them
being suited to Arden and Arcadia scenes, and is sure to hold
the attention of his listene-
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^Advertising- for Exhibitors
• '(inducted bv

EPES

WINTHUOP

The Monte Cristo Sheets.
THE
Selig Company sends out material for Monte Cristo with the usual
Selig-Twist thoroughness, and the material cannot but be helpful to
the manager, but we would like to suggest to Mr. Twist that the
next time he prepares the campaign for the big stuff that the Diamond-S is
famous for, that he mortice the advertising layout cuts so that the name
of the theater may he sit inside the border and not below it. We like the
thoroughness with which the campaign is prepared for the manager and we
think it materially helps the exchange as well as the manager since no live
manager will let Monte Cristo or any other Selig get by him when he has
the ready made advertising to his hand. We think that other manufacon both sides of the license fence could profit by a study of these
special envelopes that come from the House of Selig in advance of the big
release. Most companies contribute some material, but no other house
makes its preparation, with the same thoroughness nor gauges the exhibitors'
wants so exactly.
Prom a popular point of view Monte Cristo is a more important release
than the Coming of Columbus, though the papers will not use the material
as freely, and so there is no full page mat such as was prepared for the
discover; film. Otherwise the set is as complete and supplies all the
material that the exhibitor can need.
Hive you told the local librarians that the subject is coming? It may
interest them, since all live libraries are eager to push the distribution of
good literature, and most of them will permit the manager to post a neat
card calling attention to the subject.

Wish It Was Here.
II. Nichols, of the M. P. Sales Co., London, sends us some copies of
the London Evening News, in which some two or three columns in each
are devoted to the pictures. There is an elaborate story for Miss Gene
Gauntier on "Irom the Manger to the Cross," and items for Kalem and
other Nichols brands as well as material from the other companies.
Did you ever try to interest your local editor in running a column on
Saturday or Sunday? Perhaps there are others in town who will also benefit. Get them to help agitate the question and if they won't, figure it out
that even if they do get some of the benefit you'll get enough for yourself to make it worth your while. Be something more than the man who
opens and shuts the door of a picture theater. If there is something doing
in your town, declare in. If there is nothing — start something. If every
picture theater manager did his share of the work we would have the
photoplay level with the dramatic theater inside of a year. No matter how
much you may help the other fellow think only of the good you will be
Keep after the papers, the ministers, the teachers.
and the welfare of the people. There is not a week that something is not
issued that will interest one of those four classes. Is it brought to their
attention? It" it isn't make it YOUR duty and they'll come to regard you
as the motion picture authority of your town, while the other chap oversleeps. The picture business in your town is what you make it. Make it
good.

Got Out Their Own Sheet.

What is truly advertising for exhibitors comes from Dallas, Texas, where
the Consolidated Film and Supply Company got out a special sheet each
day of the
invention in that city of the Texas Exhibitors' League.
It's a bit noisy in tone, but it is lively and readable, and there is more
exhibit. o than exchangi in the columns, which is not always the case in
issues. I hi ( onsolidated realized that the best thing to do was to
play to the exhibitor and contented itself with a minimum of adve:i
and a maximum of effect. It takes a little nerve to keep yourself out of
your own paper — but it pays.

Still at Stories.
Princess Theater, Provo, Utah, seems to find that it pays to run a
story in the daily paper and goes to some pains to supply the local sheet
with material from the Motion Picture Story Magazine. In the last issue
they got a front page cut and almost a page of reading matter to hack up
a quarter page advertisement. Where the paper runs a daily or weekly
story there is no reason why you cannot get the sheet to run the story of
film you are going to have. It will be good advertising for you and
at thi
ue it helps the paper along.
Take the proposition to your
editor, if you live in a small town, and see what lie thinks of it. We
think that
coupli
of stamps to the Provo Herald, asking for
a back number with one of the stories in, you'll have something to show
your editor that will be convincing.

Wants a Program.
Walter H. Brooks, of the Pastime Theater, Canton, Pa., writes that he is
. n a new house and asks for suggestions as to a suitable program.
::>■ inns two reels of licensed Stuff, but wants to spread a little
for the new theater, which has a capacity of 350 against 200 in the old.
and thinks that he can swell the program a little.
He adds that Indian
subjv
■ popular and that the audience
is able to appreciate the
lust. Mr. Brooks doesn't say very clearly whether he means a regular program for the new house or that for the opening night, so we'll answer both

quesl

rig we think we would get
cials even if it took off the profits for a week.

one of the three reel speThe main thing in a new-

SARGENT

!«■

house is to get the old people coming to the new location and to coax others
in. This can best be done with some special feature liberally boomed.
Monte Cristo is a good new offering and there is a lot of press matter
to be had that will help, but almost any of the specials listed by the General
Film Company will make good. If the bank account can stand the strain
we think we would whoop things up to the limit and have a whole week of
special features. We certainly would have a special for the opening night, and
we would make a lot of noise the week beforehand. We would have
a small celebration at the old house the last night with Auld Lang Syne
for a playcut number, and then a biggei celebration for the opening of
the new place with a three or four-piece band and all the trimmings with
the editor of the local papers, the town dignitaries, and others in conspicuous seats, and the special film.
For a regular program we would have two subjects as up-to-date as we
could afford, and a commercial. Note down the big things you do not get
at the time of issue, and ask the exchange for them, paying slightly more
than the commercial price to get them early. If you plan your campaign
properly your commercials will sometimes be more of a feature than the
new runs, for you can make a better selection.

A Pocket Card.
Mr. Brooks also sends a three-day program on a 3 by 5% card with
rounded edges and writes that he finds that these are more likely to be
preserved than a more bulky publication since it can go into the vest
pocket. The back of the card is taken by a confectioner and this cuts the
cost.
The card covers only three days and is issued twice a week.
From the card we note that Mr. Brooks gets films about four months
old, so it would seem that he uses all commercial. We think at least one
reel should be not older than thirty days.
He also wants to know if the Pathe Weekly issued abroad is the same
as that is distributed here. It is not. The Pathe Weekly is like a newspaperEach country covers its territory and sends negatives to the other branches.
The editor makes up his length as a newspaper editor makes up his columns
with the most interesting of the foreign stuff, hut with a majority of local
happenings. Much of the material seen in the American Pathe Weekly is
used abroad, but no two countries use precisely the same layout. In Europe
only the biggest of the American *cnit- are used, as in America only the
more

important foreign events are "covered."

That Fool Censorship Again.

Here is a letter that sooner or later every exhibitor in a medium sized
town is tempted to write. It comes from the local manager of an important
circuit in a western town, the name or which, for obvious reasons, is withheld. The manager writes:
The usual is happening here in this community
CENSORSHIP.
Could you rush me a little of your "dope" that you have suggested from time to time?
I am not kicking about any pictures that might happen to go
close to the line, for every once in awhile I have enough sense to
keen a pictun thai is apt to -hock, locked up in a drawer. As for
immoral
is
not thepicturecs
point. there aren't any. as you and I know, but that
They are trying to "put over" the "Murder, suicide, robbery.
hold-up. stabbing, assaulting, clubbing, or beating of any human
being" clause.
If you would wish to send me any suggestions they will be m
greatefully accepted.
As far as this theater is concerned, we have this town by the
ears, as it were. Ministers, school teachers, and professional men
would rather come here than to any vaudeville or musical comedy
trash that appears at the other theaters. I have sent you from
time to time clippings showing how I have handled the newspapers:
the Board of Education has received invitations from me foT
free performances for special children's pictures; I have run educational contests for Cinderella and Columbus; some time ago I piepared a pamphlet showing that I had run 181 educational subjects in ten months: just two weeks ago I received a letter from the
very society that is furthering this movement commenting upon
the excellency of our pictures in short, this city has been hammered into submission, lifted from the "slough of despond" into
which pictures had fallen before our advent into the field here.
but, these self-appointed and constituted censorship commit!
are a nuisance, as you know. These "robbery," etc.. clauses can
become mighty detrimental.

The Waiting Game.
I i ere is not very much that can be done for a time. This craze on the
part of self-elected moralists to reform something is like a disease. It is
infectious, and it must run its course. The more virulent the fever the
quicker the cure, but there is bound to be a lot of trouble made and much
money
Wry lost.
probably some house ran a picture that won the condemnation
some member of the reform society. Straightaway he decides that all
tures must he censored, and his fellow fanatics are with him from
jump.
Drastic ordinances are enacted, and for a time enforced, but in

of
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long rim public opinion wins out, and the best thing tp do
*•] to
the public'! sense ol fairness.
When the exhibitor! are fully organised and
I unitedly inch invaaiom the campaigns will be ihortei and
prepai
more effective, but even without concerted work much can be dow Work
through ii>« paper* and on tin- screen Make personal appeals to nun and
n oi influence. Conduct .1 campaign oi education and take ■' into
the church and schools. Do no( lose youi tempei and become 1
Leave thai to the others and maintain a dignity and calm thai will be in
contrast with the frenaied statements of thi
iralists
Where
11 can be d
ively ridicule is a powerful weapon.
Twent) fiv<
ago when the first ci(
tresses came out the -■ I ;
of the District of Columbia secured the pasaage of ■ law prohibiting the
display of any ol these pictures in which the actresses "
1
One tobacconist on Pennsylvania Avenue draped .ill of his photographs in
neat tissue papei -kiit- and raised 1 laugh that caused the law to b<
gotten.
If They Only Knew.
It tliesc people really knew about motion pictures they would nol demand
.1 sweeping censorship, but the trouble is that most generally they know
little or nothing about pictures, and so they include >
try in
.1 sweeping denunciation because some one subject on*
Educate the general public. If a picture comes under the ban for what
seems
in (and we know one picture that »;n thrown out
not because of the murder it showed, but because a little child was struck
once by the villain) take the matter to the papers. The reformers do not
advertise. You do. Do not advocate the abolition of the censorship, but
ate intelligent censorship and then get the papers to take up the
idiotic rulings that are certain to be made. Publish a description of the
story and tell what was cut, and why. Here is where humor may be employed with effect You will win the sympathy of the public from the start
and in no time at all you will have the censorship laughed down.
If you have a picture withdrawn advertise the fact on the screen in a
neatly worded slide. Tell just why. and leave the rest to the public. Use
your best endeavor to get the pictures taken up by the schools. Offer your
machine and operator and a suitable reel to some open-minded minister for
Sunday services. Make your fight at every point and you'll have the censorship killed so dead that the corpse will never come to life again. Then
watch your programs for the stuff that now and then will get past the national board. Most manufacturers are now more careful than the censorthen a picture like "The Battleground" will get out thai
hurts ship,
thehut now
entireandbusiness.
Getting Them

Excited.

.1. Howard
Newell, of the Idle Hour. Bloomfield. Iowa, sends in a four1 older in blue ink that he is giving to his patrons.
The front is merely
crossed by an I made from two-point rule (a pretty piece of lock-up,
by the way).
The back page merely announces
"Photoplays."
The second
page is blank and the third page carries this:
Too
Bui

It's

Bad
So

<;

We

Can't

Let

You

In On

the

I Thai You Will Relish It All
We Spread the ("dad Tidings.

Secret

the More

When

The answer is that they are going to put in new chair- and new seals,
but before this is made public there will be sufficient speculation as to
the reason for the announcement to get the town by the ears. If j
something to make good with it is a good plan to get your people interin a mystery now and then. Anything that makes the right sort of
talk makes good.
Hints from Winstock.
Melvin
G. Winstock.
of the
Vmusement
Company.
Portland.
Ore., has been busy with other things of late, but he has found time to slip
over some hints.
These are they:
We have offered our suburban theaters for the use of the public,
civic, and municipal bodies to use them from ten to twelve for
neighborhood
p
tnd arrangements are being made on the
part of the local societies to make good use of the offer.
W ire also attempting to help the P.aby Home here in the following manner: Saturday, October loth, is RF.D PENCIL HAY,
when they sell pencils at 10 cents each to help the baby home.
We are running slides in our different theaters advertising this,
and arc permitting distinguished people to come into our theaters
and give a two or three minute talk on the support of this great
local charity. On the list are the governor, senators, legislati
and other citizens of prominence. Of course this does not directly
put any money in our pockets, but it helps to establish the fact
that we are a local institution and in the creation of a public
sentiment in our favor, it cannot help doing some g"
We have also formed the habit of occasionally inviting either
the Rotary. Ad. Press. Commercial, or Royal Rosarian clubs to a
private exhibition of big special
features as they come
a!
iv, Monday
the 7th. we have the Press Club to v
private exhibition of "Custer's
Last Fight."
After the last performance about 10:30.
at the Star Theater,
we will run
off
"Custer's wiches,Last
Fight,"
then
serve
refreshmentcigars, etc.
We find that this does US no harm,. ofwe sandsome publicity in the newspapers without paying for it. and if the
picture is good, it sends out from 150 to 200 people talking about
it, which is worth something.
Get

them

I I Kl

■

\\'« »RLD

1

\\ e ire
that h.
.mo!

On

talking.
ick hints you will note the one
his time with prize contests or

His Back.

ha

I ond

nd

1 down

« 111

iffc

ph ti

B

lo Jai IcSOm '11'

prove
it. It'- 1tin\li Uontgomi
•. . tu
. -t tin
the probabilities a bit to announce Jacksonville as I
films
.onl Boston,
Another Silas Wegg.
\. Powell, of the Maj Theati
work and -end- 111 a COUpIl
quiel
■•■ hiatled, and Mi
Pow< II
the bo
It'l our private opinion
make
"no nioe" rhyme with "dodo," and v..
isy thinking to whist;
runs like 1!
Tin
1 . a whistling hoi
Ills "Hub., Irats" nicknamed him I1
made him sad.
And
Rather
better:

better

i- on.

Then he not mad
swore he'd whistle
advertising

Look!

Alkali

no-moe.
Ik<

1
Notice!

See!
IKE plays the DEVIL.

ALKALI
A Feature ( .medy.

Mind to hear, the lame to talk.
'Iln deaf to see and the dumb
jth. to walk;
He'll
He'll cure for you all ails and
Without
pill-; laught
I
MAY Doc.
will Quackem's
ring and hitter
roar with
t will be heard for days thereafter.
No one will evei
Powell, hut be gets
people talking about
them in.

journey to Chicago to hang laurel wreaths 01,
tin- business in because, bad as it i-. :
his poetry.
Anything
that gets them talking

And here is more
of those Tallygrams
ear and listen

Alfredaustin
that cannot

More

Yet.

Within the next two weeks we are going to make an announcement that will set you wild with enthusiasm and will convince
you that the 11)1.1". IIOL'R theater means progressiveness in the
l'hoto Play acccsson. 3.

If you have followed the vari
feature of them all.
He does not spend

I'H

M-

of the Same.
from Tally's Theater. I.
help but make business.
Give

1; one
attentive

trj :- ? ?
By a the
there
man Editor.
in this big town.
\\'I
m down

Whose hi art rally's?
has ne'er within
As down Broadwaj
In- t

him yea

— Sey.
It' such
We'll
Who

there

bi

-end him a ticket to the
lew and scarce they
ha\
By

Golli

Tally'- -

At Tally's.
No, we don't like the last two lines Other, but we had to h
word to rhyme with Tally's. If any bright party has a b< 1 ■■
send it in. A pair of loge seats for the best ansv,
From China.
The Arcade Theater, Tien Tsin. said by a recent Consular report I
about the only permanent picture tin
th China, recently ha
" the latter they
boal race and the Olympic gat
Oxford-Cambridgi
■ giving the full story of the cv. ■
with an account
a sort of diary of the conn
illy printed
7
of the origin of the Marathon on the back page.
Only
and probably most of the copies have been kept for future record.
the rest being purely dethe front page advertises the date oi
scriptive matter.
don Telegraph s
For the boat race an eight-page 1
nnd an '"'
report
with five cuts in half tone, the cover carrying a line cut showing a
■ ated in a
map of the course and the up-.
which brt
sheet with just a couple of the most exciting
clean cut adver1
film.
the
and
with a reference to tl
tising of a sort that would not discredit a house with greater facilities at
its command.
ither subject, this time a Milano drama, is advertised on what seems
to be their usual form, a four page folder in red and black on a cream
paper with a cut insert.
This insert idea might be use
of our American exhibitors, since it permits the use of a coated pa; .
The insert is fasthe half-tones and a rougher paper for the type forms.
tened in with a single wire stitch or sta;
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We PHOTOPLAYWRIGHT
Conducted by Epeb Winthbop Sabgent

Market Notes.
ALTITOUGII it was lately decreed that all scripts for Universal should
be sent to i Union
Square, we note the following request from
Richard Willis, who is photoplay editor for the Los Angeles sections
of the Universal:
Mr. James
Dayton
and the writer would appreciate it if you
would make it very clear in your department that we DO require'
good Western
photoplays; Western comedies and dramas, cowboy
and Indian subjects.
The comedies should be split and full reels,
the others in one and two reels.
These should be sent to the Scenario Department, Pacific Coast
Studios, Universal Manufacturing Co., Hollywood, Cal. We will
pay good prices for acceptable stuff and will give our decisions
promptly.
And from Richard V. Spencer, who has just gotten back home from his
Eastern trip, we note:
Since returning, I have learned that our market conditions
have undergone a few changes. I have had a long talk with Mr.
Ince, who is now General Western Manager of the New York
Motion Picture Company, and he informs me that the Bison 101
pictures will be two and three-reel pictures exclusively in the
future. We are not now producing any of the single reel type of
Western
stories.
I suppose you noticed our ad in last week's World, in which
the firm quoted a minimum price of $50 for two-reel stories. This
U no press agent yarn, but is backed by the authority of Mr. Ince
and the other members of the firm. I am sure that this will be
good news to the free lance and contract writers, and if they can
deliver the goods, they will find a splendid market with us, as we
now have two companies and four directors working on two-reel
stories.

PICTURE

WORLD

there is not much use in adapting poems for studio use since the studio has
me rights to the idea as the free lance and the studio man knows what
the studio wants — which is more than the outsider does. But if you want
a poem first find out if it is copyrighted. If it has been copyrighted
find out if the copyright is still alive. If it is (and it may be that it is
still copyrighted though the date on your copy suggests that the copyright
has expired) get in touch with the owner of the copyright and make your
deal if you can.
Mostly you will have your trouble for your pains.
As we have said before the studio can supply the technique.
From you
it a-ks only new ideas and only the best of your new ideas.

No Wonder.
The other week we advertised a script that had gone by mistake to another player. Very promptly comes a letter from the owner. He signs bis
name, but the letter is written on the paper of a railroad company and
the name of the town and the state has not been filled in, nor does the envelope give any clue since the postmark indicates that it was mailed on
the train. If the author wrote the holder of the script we would suggest
that he write again and give an address. Never let a letter, postal card jr
manuscript go out that does not contain your name and address in full and
so plainly written that there can be no mistake. An author whose address
is merely
the
stand
muchalong
chance
with such slovenly
get a rubber stamp
trouble.

linegetting
of the scripts
Lake Shore
and Michigan
Southern
doesn't
of
or checks,
but it is not
probable
that
methods of working he ever gets checks. You can
for thirty or forty cents that will save you all sorts of

The Vitagraph Editress.
Most photoplay writers have sent in scripts to the Vitagraph. Most of
them have sent a lot more than one. Here is a picture of the giver of life
and death out in the Greenville section. Now aren't you sorry you said
things when that best script you ever wrote came back after staying in the
office less than twenty-four hours? You were positive that no one could
have read the story in so short a time where other offices take from four
to ten weeks and you knew perfectly well that if anyone with intelligence
had seen it it would
have stuck, so you blistered the atmosphere
and

Since the letter was written the Bison-101 title has been abandoned
as one of the clauses of the settlement between the Universal and the New
York Motion Picture Company, but otherwise the information is still good,
lor Bison read Kaybee and yon are up to date.
Pathc Freres ask writers to put their names and addresses on a separate
sheet of paper and not on the synopsis sheet or plot of action. This
sheet may be placed before the script or as an added page, but the note
states that compliance with this request will reduce the time required
for passing on a script.
Pop Hoadley is doing scripts for Powers and Champion, and the pretty
typist is the photoplay editress for Universal as this is written, but with
Iloadley and Bennie Schulberg in the same room we think she will make
a better record than Hal Reid did, and she is not addicted to the pleasant
habit of marking
up scripts.

For San

Diego Playwrights.

Photoplaywriters in San Diego who want to get together to talk over
photoplays
will please send in their names to this writer.
They will be
supplied with the address of an author who desires to start a photoplay
circle in that city.

If You've Been Stung.
If you are among those who sent money to a Middle West concern that
for a time liberally advertised its many industries, and they took your
money and gave nothing in return, do not bother the courteous postmaster.
who has been kept busy replying to complaints. Write to the Chief
Inspector, Post Office Department, Washington, D. C, stating your case
clearly and if possible sending a copy of the publication containing the
advertisement that led you to part with your cash. If your money was
sent by mail it lies within the province of the post office inspectors, but
if the investment was induced by some advertisement in a publication circulated through the mails it gives the office a double club, since then the
company used the mails for fraudulent purposes. It looks as though the
concern would be put out of business on a criminal charge.

We

Seek Instruction.

A New

York school states that there are more than thirty film manufacturers who want more plots than they are able to secure. We will listen
with attentive interest if they will tell of the thirty, providing that the
thirty are so badly in ncid of scripts that they are willing to pay for them.
It's got us guessing.

Going to Enlarge.
The November
or December
issue of the Photoplay
Author
will be
doubled in size and the subscription price will be raised to one dollar.
C.
B, Hoadley will probably contribute a series if negotiations to that end now
pending go through.

Once More.
t of our readers have read it before, but several correspondents want
to know how to use poems and other standard works.
In the first place

Mrs. Beta Breuil.
possibly you are still sore. Your script was read and read with care, but
Mrs. Beta Breuil agrees with George Horace Lorimcr that it is just as easy
to keep abreast of your work as to- stay four weeks behind and so the
scripts that stand no chance of acceptance are returned with a promptness
that is gratifying to those who know and the businesslike author takes
first chance on Vitagraph because he knows that it will delay him so little
in case the script does not find favor. Long practice and close study
enable Mrs. Breuil to tell quickly if a script has a chance of acceptance,
and if it has not she does not hold it a few weeks because she never worked
out a system. It is not that the script has not been read, but that it has
been read at once that no injustice may be done the author through delay.
Now look at the picture again and utter your apology if you owe one.
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Working Methods.

In today's issue you ask a question, "How do you think?" It
must be interesting to know all the different ways one has of working out a plot. Perhaps my way is the most usual one, or again it
may be most unusual. This is what I do. I always go to the picture show in the evening and while there I study the plays from
every angle. This was hard at first because my subjective mind
was not trained to follow the different points as quickly as the
pictures were reeled off. I get mighty tired sometimes of seeing
the films but I invariably get recreation out of them for I know
that I cannot write comic plays so I just sit and enjoy those without any regard, particularly, to the technique. After I leave the
theater I always walk home, quietly, thinking about what I have
seen. Invariably some glimmering of an idea will come to me
spontaneously, usually in the form of some absurd title and this I
proceed to masticate. Perhaps by the time I have arrived home
something may have come of it. Then I sit down to my machine
and hammer out a rough synopsis. Then I go to bed at once and
lie there for a couple of hours in the dark and think. When I
consider I have gotten the play into something like shape as to
arrangement of scenes, etc., I get up and sit down to my machine
again and work out the headings of the continuity and titles.
Then I go to bed and to sleep, and I have not lost any sleep because I went to bed early. I have now in my possession matter
that is fairly well co-ordinated and I let it simmer, sub-consciously,
until I can get around to it again. I have lost nothing because
I have it in black and white and have at the same time a greater
grasp of my subject. Then I write it and send it in. Of course
they come back, but I go on plugging and am slowly getting the
thin edge of the wedge into the game. I have had one accepted,
my seventh script, and have some under consideration, which look
as though they may be accepted. I have only been writing since
July and have only written eighteen in that time but I am getting
there by degrees and am learning all the time. I think I have been
very lucky to get in so early when most seem to take a year or two
to put even one over.

More Terminology.
Here arc a couple of small points we should like to see taken up as a
part of the general plan for putting the pictures on their proper plane.
Use "part" instead of reel in multiple reel stories, as a "two-part" or
"three-part."
"Picture" in place of film.
Not very important perhaps, but still helpful in eliminating the old atmosphere of cheapness and bringing the photoplay into its own.

Testimony.
"I would not have accepted any of them had I been the photoplay editor,"
writes a Louisville newspaper man. "That's what I admitted to myself
(and told a few friends), after my first three photoplays had been returned by several leading film manufacturers. Of course I did not think
that about them when they were mailed. If I had they would not have been
sent out. I have not sold a single photoplay, but have been encouraged by
the fact that I discovered in all I have written but one (the last), defects
that even I (the author) can now realize would have prevented their sale.
I say I was encouraged because I believe that this sort of experience will
enable me to avoid perpetrating similar defects in others.
"As a newspaper man I have edited what many other men have written
and I have had to use the blue pencil frequently on my own stuff. Each
kind of editing helped me, so I want to state that (after learning the
technique of the photoplay), I think one of the most helpful things for the
beginner is for him to edit mercilessly his own photoplays — as much as
possible before submission, and after rejection just as much more, unless
he arrives at that stage where he can see that they simply will not do at all.
"The past summer a friend of mine sold four photoplays, one .of which
was a four-reel feature. He is not a newspaper man, an actor, a dramatic
critic, a playwright of wide experience, a short story writer, a novelist nor
a man with a pull with anybody connected with any of the film makers. He
is an insurance man. He is observant, a thinker who makes his mind work
for him, and is possessed of an acute sense of the dramatic. He told me
the story of the feature. I know why it sold. It was the kind of story
that tells itself."

Meeting the market.
Here is a bit of sage advice
from
David Morrison, who
visitor to these columns because he writes sanely.
He says:

is a welcome

I always find it a good rule not to malign
the editors for the
scripts they do not buy, but thank them for the scripts they do buy.
What little success I have achieved, if twelve accepted out of thirty
written
be so called, is mine through the habit of studying the
market and sticking at it. My one ambition now is to write a real
scenario, one of those $100 brand.
It may take long and it may
take longer, but I'm going to try, not the proverbial three
but three hundred and three, if that many be necessary.

times,

Please note that he sells scripts because he studies the market and tries
to give the editor what the editor wants.
If more would study the wants
of the editors
instead
of regarding any old thing they write
(and
all too
often they are old things) there would be fewer complaints.

Libel.
Photoplay

Author,

William

Lord

Wright

states that

"Successful photoplaywrights such as Sargent, Reid, Warren, Vinton,
Hoadley, Plimpton and other top-notchers are emotional. Most of them
are former thespians."

this is a libel, though

we shall n I

Letendre, nor yet Mr. Wright.
We believe that Mr. Plimpton's
thcatiicals was that of an amateur, the stage manager of a I
malic club.
Mr. Hoadley,
:s a newspaper man.
Ml
kcid
is a dramatist rather than a photoplay writer and this leaves
Mr. \
and Giles R. Warren
to cany out the
The only time we •
ed was going on at a dime museum our amateur night («
were amateurs on amateur night),
and tins wai
: the
newspaper story there was in it. Wr do not recall that anyone praised us as
a great emotional actor, though there was a wealth of criticism showi
upon us about that time.
Not many actors can write gi»
ihry look purely
the theatrical side of their art, and are artificial rather than real.
And the
emotional
or inspirational
writei
il rarely
a lasting
raco
writing is a business like everything else and must
be followed
ai such.

Here is another contribution on methods of work. It comes from Sydney
S. Booth (not the photoplayer of that name) who writes that he has changed
his mind abut destroying scripts that do not sell the first time out as he
wrote he did a few weeks ago. Mr. Booth, it seems to us, is headed on
the rinht track in that he matures the idea before he commits it to the
mails, but his method of work is rather unusual.
He says:

In the October

\V< >kl.l>

So far as we are concerned

'1 he best emotional
players
are not themselves
emotional.
They
are
and calculating,
weighing
each
il
I ach shade
of expression.
The
actor with emotions of Ins 0
astray by !
It is the same
way
with
photoplay.
lie sincere,
but not emotional;
business-like
rather
than inspirational.
Put your whole soul into your work, but do not lose your sanity.

Inquiries.

NOTE. — No question
can be replied
to bj mull. . .Look
for your
ai
here.
A list ol studio addreaaea, kepi up-to-date, will be sent if a • minted
and addressed return envelope accompanies the request.
ORIENT — The younger brothers in thai Blograpb "••re given U
of their sonority.
We hare not the caal tot "Ten Carat
Hero" yet.
Mis»
Kate Tanqneray was the wife In "A Limited DIto
H. w. — cineg is in two syllable* according to I
and is pronounced as though spelled sin eea.
In Italian it sounds mi
less like K )
H.
W.— We
think
that
sample
scenario
P
Story
Magazine is the studio working
script, and not the full script, tbougb
this
is not Btated.
it should bare had both synopsis and i
-tudio has
lis own form or getting out n script, bul tor the author,
follow
tbi
given
in "Technique
of 1 1..- Photoplay."
What
that
school
teacher
yon
mention
does not know
about
photoplays
la shocking,
even
If
editor once.
Even now
she cannot
write a decent
script herself.
<;ive cast
and wrong.
synopsis
and definite action divided
into scenes,
and you can't no very
far
A. W. — We have replied to part of your question
In the I
right.
Only two companies will accept Ithout the plot of action attached!
and they do not always waive the plot.
It depends on the Company
wl
a delay In returning a script Is a favorable sign or merely
an indication of
negligence.
R. R. P. — American docs not supply easts. m,ss Vedafa Bertram was tbe
girl In
• Billy and the Indian
Maid."
The other Kssanay
player is
not Identified by the company.
E. R. C. — A feature film l> one generally In two or more parts, and In any
event a production more pretentions than the general run of Umi
is Btrong
enongh
to be "featured"
bj a bouse
manager.
We
share your
tbe statement you quote.
Anywhere
ir..m
prints
arc made of a subject,
according to local demand
and the foreign
market.
We cannot tell about Miss Joyce at present.
No tbes
o»t likely"
to have a certain make of pictures, the Herald S.
— t to it.
M. M. — The two clerks in "For the Sake ,,( His Son"
wenMiss Dorothy
ird and
Alfred
Paget.
Miss
Florence
Barker bad the title in '
Shore."
She
is now
with
Powers.
William
Iiailcy was
George
in "Beck
H. D. — You cannot get with a picture company without experience and a
to tbe Farm."
M. w. — Ask something
re easy.
M. A. — We do not place the player under that name.
L. W. — What
do you mean
by a picture
being our
pull. run as long as any gelatine
are
stays on the celluloid.
Judging
from
we've seen in the five-cent
bonses.
Haven't
that A. Ii. and we can t
track
of Vitagrapb
field companies.
Ed Coxen
was
the baahrhl
"Hypnotic
Nell,"
and William
Humphrey
tbe real emperor in
J, M. M. — No One has any Idea when the first Helen <;ardner release will
made.
It was
reported
as due in September,
but it hi
n announced vet.
H. H. S.— Miss White is with Crystal.
We do not place Miss Carltol.
poleon."
G. W. — If you yourself can see that the photoplay
is poorl
.. not

be

d\

it up before you send It out again?
That's what we wouli
M. E. D. — Too large an order to state all of the operas and Shakesperean
filmed.
Most
of the operas
have
been
done,
except
tbe Wagerlan
rinsi and Parsifal,
and about half of the pis
PLAYWRIGHT — We cannot advise you without knowing something of
work.
It is not a question
of your
npatlon,
but your
mental
capacity and imagination.
Keep on writing,
hut send out only the very
L. E. S. — Miss Dorothy Bernard was the girl in "The Girl and Her lru«t."
She is no longer with the company.
L. B. — No addresses in this department — see notice at
J. M. J. — Edgar Tom
ido minister and Mi-s Clara Williams
Minister and the Outlaw."
W. I. G. — It probably «as a Vitagraph, even If you did see it In an Independent house. Last week *
Clnes "Daughter of the Spy" in both
a Universal and a Film Supply house. Then
ord of the release of
the title by I . A !'. which Is the Feature and Educational Company. The
story of Graziella was in the August 17th issue, page 882. It was not reviewed.
K. N. W. — you've a Biograph name we never heard of. The girl In "A
Western
Legacy" Is not known
to the Chicago (■trice.
E. V. C. — We do not know the reason Mr.
as not been in recent
D. L. B. — We cannot grade companies according to the merit of their
pictures.
production. We have troubles enough as It Is. Champion Is not reading
scripts direct.
Send an envelope for an address slip.
E. S. B. — We have not the casts for
plays, and we cannot answer such vague questions as "who is It that generally plays, etc." Please
be C.more
cbarfl' ■■a subject In New York Is to call up
H. definite
H. — The andonlystate
waysome
to locate
tbe branches of the General Film Company ami ask.
There is no set order of
E.
Ruth
Trail
play
B.

F. F. — The
first plctm
, for are Kalems,
not Lnbins.
Roland had the parts in
II.
:ie Gulch," and 'The
of Gold."
Miss Mnl.ol Norinand was the wife In "The Fnrs."
The last
is not correctly
uai
G. V. — Y'our first questions NohaveK'
lately been answered.
Werally
do not
we knowneed
"OS nine days in adva
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"THE GIRL IX THE CABOOSE" (Kalem), Oct. 23.— The Kalem people
are Burely fortunate in having a railroad to play with; stories of railroads
and railroaders are usually mure than welcome. We do not think that the
railroad chase, though sun of popularity, is so sure of getting over as is
the more dramatic situation where a regular train is made to seem in daniti from a waahoul or a nam; of holdup men, or malicious wreckers, and
is saved by hero or heroine. The situation is rich in possible changes, while
the chase is too likely to seem monotonous. The fact that the chase makes
tin climax of thi8 picture is not a severe criticism; because the love story is
nd it also lias good humor. Marian Cooper makes a very good heroine.
Ili adventures in the caboose arc brought about by a very attentive commercial drummer, who annoyed her, and on whom she and her railroad
friends played a trick. His revenge brings an exciting episode and his
punishment
will please every one.
"THE BIWA CANAL AND SHOOTING THE RAPIDS AT KATSURAGAWA, JAPAN" (Selig), Oct. 25.— The first item is a travelog of unusual
interest; the second item, shooting a rapid torrent in rowboats, is also
something more, a thrilling picture. The audiences applauded warmly. The
two pictures on this reel make an excellent offering.
"GETTING ATMOSPHERE" (Selig), Oct. 25.— Film stories of film
making have always been popular. They are the easiest kind of pictures to
make truthful; for the producers are steeped in the atmosphere and it only
needs for them to copy faithfully what is nearest and choose what they
copy well. Producer Ilobart Bosworth has told us in "Getting Atmosphere,"
a little Story of studio experience, and told it with delightful humor and
insight into human nature. He needed a tramp and his character man
couldn't supply the right article, so he rode out on horseback for the real
article and found him with two pals. How the chosen hobo looked on the
new job and its result make a very amusing picture. A number of the
Selig Company in the West appear as the studio force as people of the
neighborhood. Phyllis Garden, Betty llarte, E. II. I'hilbrook, C. E. Green,
etc.
•Till-". AWAKENING" (Selig), Oct. 24.— The skillful playing and the
i.ility of l.yllian Leighton, who is both author anil leading player if
1 11 i — picture, are the chief factors in making it. what it undoubtedly is, an
interesting and substantially human offering. The situation has been pictured many times. The husband and wife have brought up a family in
poverty. They suddenly grow rich. The husband finds more attractive
companions than his motherly wife, who remains a stay-at-home. A friend
advises her t" get some pretty di esses and the husband awakens to the fact
tli.it she 1- herself very attractive. The attentions paid to her by 0th 1
mi n show him this. The backgrounds chosen, are interesting; but without
the deep human interest that comes almost wholly from the role of Lylli.in Leighton, as she plays it. it would have been merely a sermon-like discussion of the situation. It is a human picture that will move many hearts
and will, we feel sure, please widely. Frank Weed plays the father; the
dancer is Francis Mason.
"SUNSHINE" (Essanay), Oct. 25.- This fairly powerful picture pleased
a large audience on the East Side and the reviewer heard someone behind him sl
commend it. It's a story told to a priest by a man
condemned to death for murder, the explanation of his act. Sunshim
his sister's name. lie ami sin were orphans and the boy had brought hetup until she had been falsely lured away and ruined. He was half-crazed
.<1 tor years until lie found his sister, ami later the man. whom
then he murdered. This narrative is pictured on the wall- of the cell and
the camera work has accomplished it pleasingly. Harry Mainhall has
power in his emotional presentation as the condemned man. We have
noticed Inn
nd are watching bis work with interest. Hull; Stonehouse pin- "Sunshine," after sin- is grown up. and makes of the girl an
tlingly forlorn picture. Harry (Ashman is the priest. It's a good
pictlll e
"Till: THRIFTY

PARSON" (Essanay), Oct. 24
One of the fresh.
it easy for the Essanay play. 1- to put sparkling
edj lite into this murthful
picture.
1 'n fortunately,
we don't
know
who
wrote it. The thrifty parson (Howard
Missimer, always a jolly character)
up a straj piece of kindling on tin street.
The spectator know-.
but he doesn't,
that a darkie w
l-pile thief had passed that way and
dropped it. the fatal stick; foi Farmer Tightwad, who had noticed his
had loaded it with enough powder to attract at11 if exploded. Besides this primary plot, then is also an always
amusing atmosphen oi villagi life and some good characters in it.
>.un.inth\ . especially, is good; -he is played bj Eleanor Blanchard.
Huntington i- the farmer and ( has. Hitchcock, the darkie. W'e notice many
othei Essanay stars in the picture, Steppling, Eva Pront, Beverly Bayne and
others.
A desirable picture.
"AT nil: MASQUERADE
BALL"
(Edison), Oct. 22. George
1
is being called upon by the Edison Companj
the!
much important
wmk. ill of which he is doing in a finished and an artistic manner. He
has the lead in this picture, in which also prominently appear Miss Flugrath, Mrs. Bechtel, Mi-s McAllister and Mr. Edwin. It is a pretty storv,
with a society flavor.
The Bettings for the masquerade ball are carefully
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and effectively arranged. Edison should be mildly reproved for mis-spelling in two instances an old New York name — Van Rensselaer. This pictin. will hold any audience.
"THE PAINTED
LADY"
(Biograph),
Oct. to24.—
Missa Ulanche
Sweet's
portrayal
of a mad girl
in this
picture seems
reach
higher plane
of
art than any of her previous characterizations, and she has done good
work in many diverse roles. The film presents a psychological study of
character dramatically, and gives a fresh criticism of life. The subtilty
of it makes it a Hard picture to comment on; one hesitates as before jumping into a very deep pool. Hut very crudely we may say. that it draws for
us a not very well balanced girl. She is somewhat morbidly conscientious
and, consequently, not popular; but the humanity of her heart, as shown
by her longing for friends, her longing to be understood, makes us deeply
interested in her. Very logical is her reaching out to her new friend, her
first sweetheart, and since he is what he is, a tragedy of some sort is imminent. The suddenness with which it comes shatters her mind. It is a
picture that most certainly ought to be liked. No mechanically working
mind could possibly have conceived it and we commend it as a work of art.
A strong offering.
"BRINGING FATHER AROUND" (Essanay), Oct. 23.— A comedy,
fresh, good natured and mirthful. Father (Joseph Allen) objects to his
daughter's lover (John Steppling and Lily Branscombe). John buys the
land next door, from Howard Missimer and gives it, rent free, to Harry
Cashman for his big, noisy merry-go-round. John makes money out of
father and yet fixes it so father doesn't lose and this brings him "around."
The fun is partly in the cleverly made story; but much more in the facial
expression of the players. Having Missimer and Cashman around when a
picture is being taken helps out a lot. Lily Branscombe is not a tyro at
comedy making and Steppling is always amusing, while Joseph Allen plays
daddy to perfection.
The Essanay people win their own smile.
"THE PERIL OF THE CLIFFS" (Kalem). Oct. 21.— Gives us a |
scenario well presented in spite of the fact that the heroine falls over a
not very dangerous cliff and is saved by the hero who, a few days later,
takes his turn at tumbling. There is good action in the hero's rescue, be. at the bottom of the cliff, he falls in the hands of yeggs and is
carried
unconscious.
He in
is saved
by the
recognition
trinket away
she had
given to him,
the hands
of heroine's
one of the
tramps. of
Thea
scenery in the backgrounds is very beautiful and the picture makes a very
fair release. The girl is played by Lillian E. Christy; the man, a doctor,
by Carlyle Blackwell; W'm. II. West and Jane Wolf have good roles.
"THE COUNTY FAIR" (Kalem) Oct. 21.— The country behind this
picture of rural life is simply lovely. It is such country as one may find
in Eastern Pennsylvania or Southeastern New York. The chief background
is a real county fair and the situation rises when the pretty country girl
(Alice Joyce) nie^ts the dashing three-shell game man (James B. 1
Hazel Neason plays the shell man's former sweetheart and Earle Foxe
plays Alice's former sweetheart. These two help each other in preventing an
elopement. The action gives a chance for many very pleasing scenes of
farm life. The story, while it might have been made more effective, is good
commercially and will please widely.
"TEMPTED BY NECESSITY" (Selig). Oct. 23.- ("lis Lane has written
a very dramatic picture with his hern in the clerk who is discharged for
losing money and who is tempted, by the sad plight to which his family is
reduced, to help the very man, unrecognized of course, who bad robbed
him, to rob a pay train. He comes to his senses in time and his young
wife has a share in the usual climax. The special value that this picturehas comes from the careful filling in. the general atmosphere and the
realism of the picture. It is made more- convincing than usual. If the
acting and the handling of the characters is. now and then, a bit stilte 1.
the whole, very good and interesting; it should be a success. Carl Winterhoff plays the man; Winnifred Grenwood. his wife.
Lent Parker, the producer of the picture, plays his employer and Neal M.
Barns, the scoundrel called Tracy.
"THE Aid AIR AT RAYNOR'S" (Edison). Oct. 25— This is the fourth
installment of "What Happened to Mary." It is tenser and more exciting
than tile first three Mar] -lories; but less human and less naturally a part
of Mary's real story :i- we have found the young lady in her previous expi riences. It is the rather old tale of the girl with the pistol. On this account, it i- a better offering, taken singly and by itself, than the others
have been.
It makes as such a very good offering.
"A SON'S
EXAMPLE"
(Melies), Oct.
than in the usual picture.
There is no
The producer has got SO much in it that
of it ami as B Commercial
offering we
watched with close attention.
"AT HOME IN
demonstration by
illustrates how to
very many people.

24.— We find more action in this
stalling in it from first to last.
he might have made two stories
commend
it highly.
It will he-

THE WATER" (Edison). Oct. 23.— This is a swimming
G. II. Corsan. a celebrated instructor. It very clearly
swim and gives some points that will be worth while to
-A good offering.

"THE BOY RANGERS" (Edison), Oct. 23.— A tip-top boys' comedy
that will furnish good fun to all sorts of people. A fresh and pleasing
offering.
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"IN nil
OSSAN
VALLEY,
PYRENEES,
FRANCE"
(Eclipse)
j.). — Excellently photographed views
tin valley with a
I stream.
Glimpses ol .1 village are included.
"MAKING
BR1 \R PIP!
it to
smoker*.
It was taken In Corsica and
- whole stoi
making.
"A PERSISTEN1
mn
5W1ATTER" (Eclipse), Oct 23.
on (lu reel, a farce that made the house roai with laughter.
■ ry breaking comedy with eccentric camera work that
amusing,
i\

1 in

The last item
It is a lively
is often very

SERVICE

til'" Till-:
ST Ml"
I Ufa
1 father and mothei and sister in tin- same 1
wreck, becomes despondent
A man is needed t<> arrest a bad chs
who lias just killed the ^lu-riiT.
Tin- hero, not having anything t<> livi
1 lu- falls in love with the badman's daughter.
The
of the badman is conveniently accidental.
It 1- well put together and is a
offei bag,
"THE SIMPLE
LIFE"
(Pathe), Oct. .•.-,.- A comedy giving the amusing predicament of a young and vivacious girl and her friends, including
their chaperon.
They buy out a hand of gypsies, bag and baggage, and
Start ovit for a taste of the simple life in gypsy costume.
They have a g
I
time until they are arretted a- auspicious characters.
There is plent]
of
tun in it. and it kept a large house in a ripple of laughter.
It makes
■..client light offering.
"LITTLE
RAVEN'S
SWEETHEART"
(Pathe), Oct. 24.— An 1
picture that decidedly pleased a little hoy in the audience near us. lis hero
and heroine are the two kiddies who have been seen in many other Pathe
pictures. The Brst is an Indian lad, Little Raven; the other, a white girl,
a lieutenant's child. The lad is greatly phased with the little girl whom
he sees at the fort and, when the tribe is about t" attack the stage in which
she is. he tries in vain to get help in time. After tin- capture of the girl,
he and she escape together. It is a picture chiefly tot children; hut it will
please them surely.
rill
OLD
I HESS
PLAYERS"
(Lubin),
Oct. 24.— A picture with
much K<p and true human interest. It is more a picture of friendship
than a love story. The chess players are old friends, a pawnbroker and
a cobbler, and they fall out over a game. Their children are lovers and, by
this misunderstanding, are separated; but the trouble has an ending. The
>ve too slowly; but as a whole, it makes a good offering.
SCENES
OF IRISH
LIFE"
(Vitagraph), Oct. 23.— The photogr;
are perfect and, surely, an Irishman took the picture. It will please
everybody.
"AN EXPENSIVE SHINE" (Vitagraph), Oct.
dandy comedy in which Flora Finch and Kate
former does a foolish thing and loses a diamond
hotel. Paul Kelly, the hall boy, plays detective
I R, Phillips, Flora Finch and Paul Kelly play
very laughable picture.
A good offering.
"THE
NOODLE
INDUSTRY"
Itional ami industrial picture,
chinery.

23.— On the same reel, a
Price play sisters. The
necklace which upsets the
and gets "the goods" on
true to types and make a

(Lubin),
October
in which is shown

25.— An interesting
some marvelous ma-

"DOWN
WITH THE MEN"
(Lubin), October 25.— A comedy designed
iw that when some women are put to the test they will go back to
first principles — i. c to the men.
TOM THUMB" (C. G. P. C), October 25.— A picture that will interest
the little ones. \\ nen Tom first appears on the screen he is in his cradle —
.1 walnut shell. At the age of ten he emerges from his mother's shoe and
- into the batter. When put into the oven there is such a commotion his mother thinks the dish is bewitched, and pan and all are thrown
to the street. A beggar opens the dish, Tom escapes, falls into the river,
is swallowed by a fish, the fish is caught and sent to the king's table, where
Tom makes a lot of fun for royalty.
His end is in the mustard pot.
"THE HERMIT CRAB" (C. G. P. C), October 25.— On the same reel
as the foregoing is this close view of an underwater dweller, showing his
mode of life and defense from attack.
"YOUNG MRS. EATON" (Edison), October 26— Louise Iieaudet as the
unscrupulous woman of society plays her part to perfection in this drama.
She portrays the type of woman so dangerous to the young and plastic
matron. In this case the scheming bridge player brings to the verge of
bankruptcy the husband of one of her victims. The situation is saved by
the realization of the wife that a change must come, and she promptly
takes steps to institute the reformation.
"DEATH VALLEY SCOTTY'S MINE" (Kalem). October 26.— This is a
film featuring Walter Scott, the plunger one time known as a transcontinental record maker. The picture bears evidence of having been hastily
thrown together so far as the scenario is concerned rather than take suffi'
cient time to evolve a real story. There were all of the elements of the
latter— the man. the support and the settings. The tale on the screen is
crude melodrama.
"IN THE FURNACE FIRE" (Vitagraph), Oct. 26.— Mrs. Breuil, most of
whose dramas and comedies
have been deservedly
popular, will add t
reputation as a writer of fresh plots by this love storj of a working girl and
a clerk in an express- office. Edith Story plays the girl who loves, at
vainly, the clerk, played by Robert Gaillord.
Zena Keefe plays the girl's
jer sister, at first prefered by the clerk.
Harry T. Morey plays
clerk in the same office, a heavy villain's part, wh
a away from the
ether by gettit:g him suspected of a theft. This gives Edith a chance to
show true love and Lena a chance to show scorn. The man leaves America
as a stoker and throws Lena's picture into the furnace. Director Frederick
Thompson has directed with smoothness and convincing naturalness. It
makes an excellent commercial release.
"NONE BUT THE BRAVE DESERVE THE FAIR" (Vitagraph), Oct.
28. — A very slight love St ry comedy in which a farmer's .laughter falls in
love with an elephant trainer connected with a circus visiting the village.
Love comes through admiiation of lis courage in handling the big elephants;
but they get loose and come to the farm where the girl finds out that they
are gentle as kittens.
The film makes good entertainment
because of the
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I
■ . tful human quality in this film's situation hands over to
I, heart)
while the sprigbtlineas and naturalness of nearly all the action in th<
line keeps a ripple of amusement going.
A large audience very plainly en
joyed (he film.
It has 1 1, . quality that will please everywhere.
"A REM. ESTATE DEAL" (Biograph), Oct 28. Two or three wholly
unexpected
fauieal twists make this, on the same reel, very laughable
I'
lacks (lu- humanity of the first part; but its amusing ridiculousness m
very acceptable.
An excellent offering to make a crowd merry.
"PATHE'S
WEEKLY,
No. 11'
A tremendously spectacular •
docks .if (he Standard Oil Company makes this week's topical a trump
even more than usual.
A half-dozen fiery explosions have been caught.
It
would they
be will
to watch for 'em and bang away
when
blow toup.instruct the drummer
"AN IRISH
GIRL'S
LOVE"
(Lubin). 0
[rs. Geo. B. Walters
gives an Irish dance at a party in this picture and wins a head of cah
li is tin best entertainment in it. But the story, though slight. !
i . i.siing climax and was liked.
The Irishness of it, in playing and
tumes, is artificial.
"FREXZIED
FINANCE"
(Pathe), Special Release.— A i
I film
in three reels, telling a story of fashionable Parisian life.
Beautiful
rather than human interest have been accentuated.
'I he action DO
although thi
Iramatic and holds the interest closely, especially in the
last reel.
Yet the must entertaining thing in it is not an integral pa
the story; it is a beautiful dance, by professional artistes, given by the
Story's
hero as entertainment
for his friends at a dinner party.
called "I i
il the Golden
Calf" and delighted the audience.
applauded it as though it had been produced on the stage before them.
strange. Oriental dance raises the value of the ri has. as an offering t
public to high rank; for, in it, something
distinctly fresh is provided.
In
coloring, acting, direction, etc., it is a graceful film.
'■THE POWER OF A HYMN" (Kalem), Oct. 28.
as audiences listen or see there will be a majority who will find emotion
and edification in a religious situation that follows along well-known
and teaches, even crudely, what is tirmly accept'.
this is done with art, the popularity of the offering will be assured.
This
picture will, we believe, enjoy a good mi
It shows, in
different backgrounds
and with new characters, a hymn
as recall:
strongly his innocent boyhood to a criminal about to add to bis wrong doing,
that he relents and breaks down.
This time, he is about to shoot his own,
unrecognized,
brother, the judge who had once sent him to prU
the brother plays the old hymn.
The two boys of the I
- s are
William
liodie and Judson Milford.
In the lat<
'hey have gl
up and are now Knute Rahmn and Carlylc I'.lackwell.
Wm. II. West Mr-.
Dunlap
and Jane Wolff also have parts in it.
"BUNNY
AT
THE
DERBY"
(Vital
I
delightful
Bunnygrapfa
in English atmosphere.
Besides tne comedy,
whicl
b
carries aim
are good views of the Derby, the greatest horse
racing event in England.
Mr. Larry Trimble produced it.
"JUST LUCK" (Vitagraph), Oct. 29.— Harry T. Morey plays this one
[art picture, as Hard Luck Harry who tries to realize on his dollar accident
policy.
By a clever reversal of the earner.
ry laughable situations
are created.
The- two on this split reel will prove acceptable.
"WHIFFLES, CUBIC ARTIST"
(C G. 1'- ( I, <>ct. 29.— This farcical
situation nuts; have been conceived by an artist and it is startlingly I
The exhibition of the cubis
could well he. Perh
and we ma
1'lie offering is extremely
farcical, ei I
fresh and. with the truly marevelously colored picture of Alpine scenery
on the same reel, maki e release.
"IX THE TYROL,
Perfectly
i
of paintings.
"MISS

THE ARLBERG VALLEY"
1 and beautifully colored,

(( G I'. C). Oct. .
it gives the impr

SIMKINS'

SUMMER
BOARDER"
y who has |
- ich.
The picture is true enough peri
\o be
painful to rjne or two simple souls who have been caught in the same way
as was John Steppling.
He was in love with Mildred
Weston,
as was
Vhitney £
Raymoi
>• village.
Steppling's
boarding
rve with him.
mixed those baskets up and Steppling outbid Raymond and got
left.
The fun c
ing character sketching.
1
combe.
I).
layne, Mary
McNackin. also Howard
Missimer, Wm.
Mason and Bryant Washburn all have parrgood
offering and made hearty laughter.
"BURMAH,
RANGOON"
(Edison), Oct. 29.— Excellent photographs of
deep';,
"BRINGING
HOME
THE
PUP"
(Edison). Oct. 29.— It was a
choice, this wholesome,
very human
n the same reel with the
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educational travelog of Burmah. No one who was half human could see
t lii- picture, "Bringing Homi the Pup," without laughing heartily and going
away on better term with himself. There isn't a foot of it that isn't funny
and all the funny things are as fresh, as wholly unexpected and as quick as
wit.
It is just the picture for a church or the Bowery or anywhere.
"JIM'S VINDICATION" (Sclig), Oct. 29. — A Western story with no
women in the cast of character*, William Duncan is author and producer,
and as usual with his work it has good action, good riding and good scenery.
The situation was fabricated to give these three still popular qualities and
reaches its objection very well. William Duncan himself plays the pony exilian, who is falsely accused of theft, is helped out of prison and vindicate s himself by capturing the thief. Lester Cunio plays the thief; Rex de
Rosselli, the sheriff, Frank McClintock, Marshall Stedman and Charles
Reevi s have important roles and tin-re is a hig posse composed of "Colorado's Best," according to the bulletin.
"THE FISHERBOY'S FAITH" (Srfig), Oct. 28.— The producer of this
picture. Colin Campbell, with the good help of his leading lady, has told its
prettily and in a poetic atmosphere. It was taken on the Pacific
Coast and is a simple love story of a fisherman's daughter (Bessie Eyton)
who goes away to college and is educated above her girlhood's sweetheart,
the fishcrlad (Thomas Santscbi). He rescues her new lover from drowning.
The picture is excellent entertainment more on account of its style than
of its story. Many of the views are lovely and the story, though not very
new, is told with that economy of attention that keeps it from dragging
Lanier Bartletl is the author. Hobart Bosworth, Herhert Rawlinson, Frank
Richardson, Anna Dodge, Betty Harte also have good parts.

Independent
"THE TRIBAL LAWS" (Bison, Universal), Nov. 16.— This two-reel
picture with the great Southwest as its locale, will make the most blase
picture goer sit up with interest. If anything, the start is a shade too strong,
wih its terrific Indian warfare and other startling scenes. But the plot,
when it gets to going, is unusual. The main incident recalls the scene
where Uncas displayed the Turtle on his bosom, in "The Last of the Mohicans," thus establishing himself as a mighty chief of the Lenape. The
Ilopi Indian scenes, the Pueblo on the desert, and all of the realistic feature? are notable.
"GONTRAN'S LOVE STRATEGEM" (Eclair), Oct. 27.— The plot hinges
upon the use of a hair restorer invented by an aged chemist, who has
promised to give his daughter in marriage to the man who grows the most
hair with it. Much competition ensues, the hero pretending to be bald and
then finally exhibiting a fine crop of hair. A good 'climax helps out the
rather obvious plot.
,
"BRUSIA" (Eclair), Oct. 27. — Scenic effects obtained in Asiatic Turkey, rendered additionally interesting by the warfare of that country with
the Balkan states. Shows Green Mosque, built in 1420, and Turkish cafe,
where Pierre Loti did much of his writing.
Good lighting effects.
"THE FOREIGN SPY" (Imp), Oct. 28.— Absorbing international
intrigue, well handled by the principals and minor characters also. The
endeavoring to carry certain papers to San Francisco, is beset by
Secret Service agents, who use the wiles of a beautiful woman against him.
This rather familiar situation is relieved by the introduction of Ben, a boy
of the streets, whom the hero has befriended, and Ben's sister. They are
drawn into the machinations of the plot and appeal at once to the observer.
The hero is saved from a drug potion by Ben, and after a lively denouement the affair ends happily for everyone but the lady villain and her conspiring friends.
"CAREFUL NURSING" (Rex), Oct. 31.— Although highly improBable
in character, this film will appeal to many people as first class comedy, and
will certainly bore no one. A woman leaves her husband and becomes
nurse to a rich man. Four young men in the house become enamored
of her charms, and all pretend sickness. They follow her about the house,
attired in pajamas, demanding her care and attention. Her husband, learning her whereabouts, disguises himself as a woman and hires out as assistant nurse. Much
grotesque comedy
follows.
"MAKING A MAN OF HER" (Nestor), Nov. 1.— A girl out of work
essays the difficult role of a young man, and procures employment as cook
on a ranch. She carries the part better than usual, but, of course, is discovered to be a woman, after being forced into a prize fight, etc. The
young ladies on the ranch make the discovery when her cap comes off and
her long hair falls about her shoulders. They continue to accept her as a
young man, and their attentions cause much jealousy among the cowboys.
An amusing offering.
"THE OLD DOI.LMAKER" (Gem), Nov. 20.— The dollmaker's shop,
in New York, makes an attractive setting for the commencement of this
film. Then follows the elopment of the old man's daughter with her lover.
Six yens later poverty overtakes them, and the daughter longs for reconciliation with her father, who has never seen his grandchild. Interesting
street scenes on the East Side give tone to the picture. The picture ends
happily and has the human interest touch.
"THROUGH A HIGHER POWER" (Rex), Oct. 27.— The fierce passion of a Mexican love affair is here presented in graphic style, with Marion
Leonard in the feminine lead. She demonstrates the truthfulness of Kipling's observation that "the female of the species is more deadly than the
male."titles arcThe
atmosphere
and costuming are excellent, but the title and subsomewhat
melodramtic.

"FATTY'S BIG MIX UP" (Nestor), Oct. 30.—
conventional,
but
entertaining Western reel, the ranch cook situationIn isthis
reversed.
This time
it is a man who masquerades as a woman and begins a scries of stirring incidents at the Luck Branch. When the real lady cook arrives, she finds
him under the bed looking for his trousers and other masculine garb.
"THE TRANSGRESSION OF DEACON JONES" (Eclair). Oct. 31.—
An original conception, containing a moving picture within
a moving picture,
and a good love story. The young moving picture man catches the Deacon,
father-in law, playing the shell game at a
his prospective, but unwilling

WORLD

county fair.
He makes moving pictures of the Deacon
and thus breaks ■
down plot.
the opposition to the match.
Some good county fair scenes and a
lively
'(ALL OF THE DESERT" (Nestor), Oct. 28.— Because the characters
playing the lead in this picture do their work naturally and sympathetically,
they make a strong appeal to spectators. The man and wife give up the
hard life in the desert mining camp and try social life in the city. The
man tires of this and goes back to the desert. But the wife lingers, and
when she finally yields to the "call" it brings joy to the heart of the husband awaiting her.
A big theme, well worked out.
"SUE" (Champion), Oct.
class idyl of the Kentucky
the interest throughout, but
into melodrama of the most
and is so far overdrawn as
character work is good.

28. — The fore part of this picture is a firstmountains. It tells a good story and retains
the latter part is marred by its sudden descent
startling order. The change comes so sharply
to almost destroy the illusion of reality. The

"GAUMONT WEEKLY," No. 23, October 23.— Pictures of the battleships in New York harbor, the Kaiser's review of autumn maneuvers, after
scenes of the Roosevelt shooting, and other good features insure the success of this number.
"MAIDEN AND MEN" (American), Nov. 4. — A pathetic offering by
the premier company, in which the girl heroine, inspired by reading a romantic novel, leaves her father's cabin and goes to find her lover at a
neighboring ranch. Her unfortunate experiences lead her to return, and
the picture closes with her tearing up the novel. Pauline Bush, as the
heroine, is compelling as usual, but she kept her back square to the camera
through much of the first part of the picture.
"DOOLY'S TRIUMPH" (Comet), Oct. 28.— Good story of love and
humor, treated in a brisk, modern way. The young Irishman's efforts to
get on "the force" in spite of physical handicaps, so his girl will marry him,
is amusing and well presented throughout. Even the sub-titles assist in the
humor of the affair.
A desirable offering.
"HOW SHORTY KEPT HIS
any special difficulty with this
rangement of scenes is somewhat
some appealing character work.

WORD" (Broncho), Oct. 30.— If there is
picture, it is an excess of plot. The arbroken, but there is a good story in it, and
Photographically it is a little uneven.

"AT CONEY ISLAND" (Keystone), Oct. 28.— On the same reel. Mack
Sennett and Mabel Normand are featured in a diverting love escapade at
Coney Island. The steeplechase and other attractions at the amusement
resort are always entertaining. The two offerings on a split reel make an
excellent offering.
"A GROCERY CLERK'S ROMANCE" (Keystone), October 28.— A
rapid-fire bit of nonsense, beginning with a grocery clerk who stops to
do a washing for a tired woman, and ending with an interrupted wedding.
Her husband awakens to what is going on and hastens to claim her before
it is too late.
"A WOMAN ALONE" (Majestic), Oct. 29.— In this story there are
practically two narratives, the first showing how the young wife is left alone
by her husband's suicide, and the second, how she wins another husband
after a dramatic office scene. The flirtation across the court of the high
building is clever, and the rescue of the young widow stenographer by her
new admirer is effective.
"OH! MY PIPE" (Lux), Nov. 1. — How Adventurous Willy carries a
clay pipe safely through a series of French knockabout scenes, and then
breaks it on his own table at home.
The best of its kind.
"HENPECKED'S BID FOR FREEDOM" (Lux). Nov. i.-On the same
reel with above. A lively story of how Henpecked decides to commit suicide and then, instead, leaves a note under his hat by the river, and goes
off to dine with some friends. His wife and family are soon on the trail,
and locate him by the aid of a dog. The pursuit is good and the picture
well worth while,
"THE EMPEROR'S MESSAGE" (Gaumont), Nov. 7.— This is an
extraordinarily good film considered both as a scenic and as a drama. The
beautiful Pyrenees Mountains between France and Spain constitute the
setting. Napoieon Bonaparte and one of his drummer boys are the principal male characters; a young matron at whose house the Little Corporal
stops and with whom he falls in love, is the principal female character.
All the roles are splendidly handled. The woman asks Napoleon, when he
leaves her home, to send her a message in the hour of battle. He grants her
request and sends the drummer boy to execute it. The camp scenes of
the Napoleonic army and the battle are stirring. The messenger's adventures are breathlessly interesting. Altogether the production is exceptional
and cannot fail to make a hit. Too much good cannot be said for it.
"CUPID'S LOTTERY" (Gaumont), Nov. 5.— This is a very refreshing
comedy. The story, highly original, tells of a department store clerk who
wins £4,000 in a lottery and proceeds to enjoy high life, stipulating with
his employer, however, that he may return to his job at the end of ten
days. Tljis he does. But meanwhile he has loved and won the love of a
wealthy manufacturer's daughter and she refuses to give him up even
after she finds out his true position. The production is very commendable,
splendidly acted and carefully staged. It will be viewed with pleasure by
the discriminating.
"JOHN STERLING, ALDERMAN" (Imp), October 31.— This is a
strong picture, a fine one. King Baggot and Jane Fearnley have the leads
and they are most competently supported by a good cast. The characters,
especially those of the politicians, are convincing and portray life. One
especially strong situation is that where Mr. Baggot, as the alderman, is
: to the office of the railroad president, there to meet that official and
his attorney, and is confronted with an acquaintance of other and less
pleasant days. The work of all is of the best; it is thrilling. There will
be doubt in the minds of some, perhaps, as to how the district attorney
and the police officers were able to secrete themselves in the office of the
railroad president, but this seems to be the only weak point. The story
will hold closely all Wie way through the two reels. Miss Fearnley, in the
home scenes, was especially good.
THE COWBOY GUARDIANS" (Bison), October 29.— There is in this
picture a strange interweaving of tragedy, buffoonery, pathos and comedy.
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"A
DREAMLAND
rRAGEDY"
(Pe
mber
<-.tations in thia drama.
The story ti novel from leveral poii
view, but it is logical throughout.
The beel icenc 1^ w\
i it lie r,
portrayed by Frank Russell, has brought to Ins home the 11
love
with his daughter, under the influence of liquor.
The fathei knowa
the
payroll, and the money baa arouaed bli cupidity,
loe daughter, iplendidly assumed by Florence Barker, finds the paymaster
and gets him out of the house and <>n his way to his home,
li
. and throws himself on the bed and falls asleep, The
father returns and strangles the son in his efforts to get the payroll. The
daughter returns, hears the commotion, and enters the room, the streaming
light showing to the father that he has killed his own son. It is all a
dream, to be sure, and the terror of the daughter as she awakes in the
kitchen of her home, where she had dropped asleep in her chair, is very
real. The sight of her father and brother and sweetheart, in sound health,
drives hei to tears for relief. The producer and all who have to do with
thia picture are deserving of high praise.
will"THE
amuse.COLLABORATOR"

(Powers), October 30.— A burlesque, but it

"VISIT TO OUR PRESIDENT'S SUMMER HOME" (Powers), October 30. — On the same reel as the foregoing ate scenes about the grounds
of
President's
home at Beverly, including an intimate view of President
and theMrs.
Taft.
"A RED
MAN'S
I
in which Virginia Chi
have parts.

-on), November s.— Good Western drama,
1 Darkfeathcr, Charles iiartlctt and Ortego

"THE TRAGIC WEDDING" (Milano), November 2.— An emotional
drama with a sensational climax — wherein an automobile is driven over a
cliff. The machine is pretty badly smashed. There are some fine interiors
and exteriors, scenes of a fashionable wedding and much withal to interest
especially the feminine portion of an audience.
A TRAMP'S STRATEGY" (Champion), November 4.— Charles Graham
as the tramp takes the honors in this comedy in which there is a father who
wants his daughter to marry the man of his choice — and she is unable to
sec the situation as father does.
"THE TRIBAL LAW" (Bison), November 16.— This tale of the Hopi
Indians will interest throughout the two reels. It is more a story of the
Indians as Indians. Margarita Fischer, Charles Inslce and Wallace Reed
have leads. Otis Turner is the producer, and he has done well. The
drama is reviewed at length elsewhere in this issue.
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Miss Evelyn Selbie,
formerly of the
Melies company, is
now a member of the
Essanay
company,western
playing
leads and heavies.
She is an expert
horsewoman and
showed her extreme
coolness in danger
recently by assisting
Texas George Briggs
in a shooting act near
Xiles. Miss Selbie
held a number of
small pieces of card
board in her fingers
while Briggs, who is
also a member of the
company, shot each
one in turn into bits.

THE 'PHONE" (Solax), Nov. 6. — This picture is made unnecessarily harrowing by reason of the display of a knife in the hands of burglar,
the sinister aspect of the weapon accentuated by his drawing it across his
throat a couple of times. The burglar finally came to the conclusion that
must have struck an observer at first, i. e., that the two children in the
adjoining bedroom could in no way act as a bar to his plans. The husband
who had just taken his wife to a hospital for an operation and then, when
he overheard the dialogue between the two crooks in his house by reason
of the unhooked receiver, collapsed when he should have been active, displayed poor stuff. The picture as a thriller is a success.
"GOD'S UNFORTUNATE" (American), Nov. 7.— Pauline Bush dominates this picture. She does strong work in a strong story; it is even
more — it is a good story. The film is enhanced pictorialy by the selection
of gTeat big backgrounds.
GAUMONT WEEKLY No 34. — An unusually well-filled number, containing many short views of interesting news events.

Kinemacolor
"NATIONAL CAPITAL HORSE SHOW" (Kinemacolor).— Views of
society on a holiday.
There are scenes in the paddock, of the passing be-

and several
will be built.
actors and
will be em-

ployed andwill
thenreprecompanies
sent the western
division.

"AT

"PICTURESQUE NORTH WALES" (Kinemacolor).— Picturesque scenes
of coaching and automobile trips and views of native carts; also pictures of
mountains and falls and old castles

COMPANY

THAT
the Essana)
company will have a bi
tudio
and factor} in 1 alifornia within the d
ntha
is now a surety.
Plans an
fixation: hast- al
ready been completed for a $25,000 structure at NilMr. <;. M. Anderson and company
have been located i"r
the past ci^lit months.
1 or two y< ars Mr. Anderson has
ing a permanent
location with the intention of ouilding a branch studio and
>ry, but none proved satisfactory until the scenic grandeur
of Niles attracted attention. Bungalows were immediately
erected to house the photo players. Steps were then taken
to -ecure a portion 01 land near by for a factory site. This
was done through the efforts of Mr. .Anderson of the western
company. Following a recent visit to Xiles by Mr
K. Spoor of Chicago, president of the concern, the deal was
closed.
Construction will
start immediately and
upon completion,
stables, blacksmith
and machine shop,

BALKAN"
war zone. (Gaumont), Oct. 26.— Views of preparations
in the CRISIS"
hostilities
for"THE

"THE STARBUCKS" (American), Nov. 9. — It is a pleasure to say that
here is a rare domestic drama. Opie Read is the living, breathing Jasper
Starbuck. There are many screen artists of reputation who will profit from
a study of Mr. Read in his characterization of the illicit distiller. The
American company is to be congratulated for its work in this picture.
Also, it is to be thanked. The World has reviewed this film at length.
To the praise of Mr. McQuade we can only add that all he said is true —
if possible, we would have made it stronger.

.'ically it is all •

ESSANAY WESTERN
AT NILES.

"MAKING AN AMERICAN CITIZEN" (Solax), Oct. 30.— The story is
strongly told. The title amply explains the picture — how a foreigner, accust imed to treating Ins wife as a beast of burden and of beating her as he
would a beast, has the American spirit whipped into him. He began on
his wife at the Battery, and was shown his mistake. In the tenement a
neighbor gave the busband further lessons when the wife was abused; in the
country, where the couple take up their home, a farmer uses a horse-whip.
That being insufficient, six months on the stone-pile are given the newcomer. As the embryo citizen emerges from the correctional institution the
reformation is about complete. He is shown under improved circumstances
and now he is considerate of his wife.
Lee Beggs plays the immigrant and
he Cornwall the wife.
The two make a strong team.
Their work is
impressive and forceful.

"PETTICOAT CAMP" (Thanhouser), Nov. 3.— A party of husbands and
wives go to an island for a summer outing. The women get tired of doing
all the drudgery of the camp and decide to move to an adjoining island.
The men arrange a mock raiding party and set out armed with clubs. They
are received with pistols. They show up the next day armed with a flag
of truce. The picture will amuse. There is one scene, however, that is
particularly striking, where the wives have a bathing party all by themselves. The reviewer was in doubt whether the swimmers were the same
girls who appeared in the remainder of the film. Certainly they are finished
water nymphs.

—This is a charming
.' with the

c n ditid."ii th<- produi er,

NOTES

of a

Miss

Evelyn

Selbie.

'
_Robin.
Raymond
son, property man of
the company here, became a benedict the other day and his
home
coming
was
celebrated
in true western
style, and
finally resulted in train passengers being scared out of their
cushioned seats and off the train.
Raymond
and his wife
were met at the station by fifteen "cowboys" with bL
fives" on their hips.
Thirty rounds were fired by each '
boy" as the train pulled in.
Passengers piled out of the
coaches thinking they were the victims of a band of hold-up
men.
The newlyweds were then compelled to ride thr
the streets of Niles sitting in a canopied wagon bedecked
with signs suggestive
of the state of matrimony
and the
fact that it had not been many
days since Raymond
was
single.
The
bride is the daughter
of a prominent
local
resident, while the groom has been with Mr. Anderso:
over three years.

* * *

David Kirkland. who performed for the Essanay company
when it was in San Rafael and at one time with Kolb and
Dill, is now a member of Mr. Anderson's company at Xiles.
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Questions
Answered.
... I promised to ask certain questions
i Branch No. 2, Lonion 35, New York City. The questions wen
(a) Has ii" operator
the right to operate a spot light when same is placed outside of his operat:, h Branch No. 1 and Branch No. 2, of Local Union No. 35.
., ii rights as claimed and each is entitled to govern its own atbow is ii that Branch No. 2 cs
[
miled these questions' to the Executive Board of Local Union .is- with
.Milt:
Question
\ : Technically the operator lias no such
right.
I lights an- entirely within tin- jurisdiction of Branch No. 1.
Branch No. 1, however, without relinquishing its technical right, in prac!
... 2 nun the rigju to operate a spot light lo
outside the operating room, provided thi same be used in conjunction with
Question
B: This is a matter which can only he done by
President Shay, upon recommendation of Branch No. 1. hut President Shay
intimated in open meeting that if the orderly meetings, and the
1 exceedingly satisfactory state ot affairs continues to exist, he hopes
Branch No. 1 will soon recommend to him that Branch No. 2 he given

It is a strai.g.
tiling that the same procedure,
as applied to 'salt brine,
si . ins to bring different results in different cases.
You will
plain more definitely what you mean
by "flicker."
The term "flicker"
darkness on the screen, making, in effect, a flutter:
the light.
I do not see how you could possibly get this particular effect
when running fast.
The slower the speed, the worse the flicker; not
but all tin time. Possibly you have a travel ghost, hut I am inclined to think, from what you say, the difficulty lies in the fact that you
are using a three-wing shutter, and 60 cycle A. C This dots not
probable since you are using an Exhibition Model 1! machine, for which,
so far as I know, no three-wing shutter is furnished, but it nevertheless
fits in with what vol say. Please come forward with more definite information, Columbus. You are using very long focal length lenses and should
by all means have two 7', 4-inch condensers — in fact, I think an 8J4->nch
condenser in front and a 7 ;,1 behind would be better, but inasmuch as the
85^-inch condensers are more expensive, first try two y'/i ll

the right to elect their own officers. 'I'h. Executive Board informed me. positively that about the first of the year they would make, this recommendation.
!. therefor,
bl expected that in the early part of 1913 Branch
No. 2
will elect its own officers, with the possible exception of the president.
1
1 suggested
to the Executive
Hoard that it would be inadvisable
to
turn tin' presidencj over to Branch No. ->. until such time as the orderliness
of the in. (tings have become
firmly established.
Whether
the Executive
Board will adopt my suggestion in this respect, I cannot say, hut 1 hope
they will.
The meetings of Branch No. 2 so far. are a credit to that organiand if thos< meetings continue, I have great hopes that in the comparatively near future. New York will have a strong and thoroughly
effecitors' union, containing within its ranks every competent operator
city.

Akron, Ohio, writes:
Run two Monograph
1912 Model machines fifteen hours a day.
Current comes through Fort Whyne compensarcs, and I have considerable trouble with the wires on my lamps.
The lower one
breaks at least three or four times a month, but the upper wires
have not been out of order for four months.
Use 60 amperes of
A. C, the line voltage being 250.
I find the upper wire is cool
outside of the lamphouse, while the lower wire is so hot that I
cannot put my hand on it. Have changed the wires often, but it is
still the same.
When
I pull the switch. I notice the lower carbon
is red down two inches from the top, while the upper carbon is only
red half an inch of its length.
I get a good light and no ghost, and
would like to know why or how often the wires should burn out.
The lower carbon burns the faster.
Use $4 Bio.
Machines are
running (). K.
I was going to suggest a ground on the lower wire, but what you say
all. ut the carbons makes me scratch my nose.
I take it that these conditions prevail on both machines alike.
Clean your lower carbon contacts
thoroughly, since poor contact would have something to do with the heating
of the lower carbon.
Interchange the two wires at the lamp — that is. put
the upper one below and the lower above, and see if the lower one, which
was the upper one, gets hot, and the upper one, which was the lower one,
is cool.
If any brother can suggest the cause of this peculiar condition,
I will he glad to hear from him.
The wires inside your lamphouse should,
if you are using 60 amperes, be cut off at the point where they enter the

Excellent

Book.

From the press of Ganes, Limited, England, comes an excellent little
work entitled "The Motor Generator." There are about -ixty pages of text
matter, and quite a few illustrations. The author, Mr. .lames \Y. Barber,
A. M. I. K. E., uses English terms, of course, hut as a text hook on the
care of the motor and the electric generator, the work is fairly comprehensive and is readily understood by the average reader. The theory of
ic generation is also very well explained.

Setting

Power's "Six" Intermittent.

Tall River. Mass., orders a new Handhook and 1 have a new
Power's "Six" and would like instructions as to
setting the intermittent movement. The intermittent sprocket has too
much play and the picture jumps; especially the titles. I found turning the bushing had no effect, so I knocked it in a trifle and that
, .1 ,t. is it a tapered .0 an eccentric hushing2
Eliminated Mr.
1st by moving the front condensing
lens hack toward the rear
1 can just get a piece of paper between them now, and the
is gone.
My picture is it feet and a 71 -foot throw.
In the first place, Fall River, Tower's No. 6 intermittent sprocket shaft
bushings are eccentric, not tapered.
You will find complete instructions in
lew Handhook
for setting the intermittent.
Driving the hushing in
should have no effect at all, one way or the other, hut turning them so
that the side next the lamphouse moves upward, tightens the geneva cross
thi lock ini... or cam. which eliminates lost motion in the intermittent sprocket. But if your tension is right, a little lost motion in the
intermittent
sprocket will make no dinerence
in the picture.
In fact, the
- are seldom SO closely adjusted at the factory that all lost motion
Of the intermittent sprocket is eliminated.
Y..U s,-,y that the titles jump
than tin- picture.
I think not.
The fact is you can s. e the jump in
the lith - 111..1. plainly, but if the titles do jump more than the film itself,
then the fault is at least parti] in the film itself.
The new Handhook will,
I think, fix you up completely
in this respect.
It contains very complete
, uist: 11, nous ,,n Power's "Six," the Edison, Simplex,
Motioan.l Standard macho

Flicker.
1, st.luls in the following complaint:
I have tiied the salt brine stunt, treating the carbons as ,Hd
others who have had good results, hut friend Linstruth, page 147.
October rath issue, has expressed my experience, which was not at
all satisfactory.
I just put a new castii
if my
Exhibition
Model Edison machine
and am now troubled with considerable flicker. When
I run fast or slow it is worse.
I am using
condensers; projei
I 4-inch picture at 80 feet.
When
tin lamphouse
is eighteen inches from the stereo lens the
light is char and hrigh'
0 picture), but the M. I'.
Kris gi\es a very poor light.
I h. M. 1'. illumination
is bl
when
the lamphouse
is twelve inches
from the aperture
plate.
Would you blame this on the eondcn

A Queer Proposition.

lamphouse, after from forty to fifty lyiurs' run.

Wrong Dope.
Seattle, Wash., w'rites:
Have your Handbook, which I bought from a man from whom
I learned to operate, and who is running an operators' school in
this city. After having learned to operate a machine I find it very
difficult to secure a position in Seattle.
Have been told that I must
first get a job in the country and get experience thus, and must
have at least three months' experience to enable me to join the
union. I have a position now, although it does not pay much, but am
afraid to strike out and go from town to town looking for a job,
since what little money I have would soon be exhausted if I were
not immediately successful.
Would you kindly advise me as to what
should be done?
You don't say whether it is the union which insists on your gettii .
perience in the country, or not.
However, whoever gave you this advice is
wrong from any and every point of view.
The presumption
is that they
intend you to get a job of operating in the country and inflict the result
of your experience on country audiences, rather than city audiences.
With
this I cannot agree.
The country
audience pays the same price the cityman does, and is entitled to see just as good a show.
I heartily agree,
nevertheless,
that you should be obliged to serve an apprenticeship,
and
that apprenticeship should not be a three months one, but from six months
to two years. The only thing I can suggest to you is that you get a position
in some theatre in Seattle as operator's apprentice, or assistant.
Failing
in this, get a position as usher, with the agreement that you later be taken
on as operator's assistant.
You say you have "learned" to operate a moving
picture machine.
There is nobody who can learn to operate a moving picture machine through taking a course in a school.
Schools can teach the
theory of things and a few of the practical things, but operating is, like
any other profession, only learned through
extended practical experience,
and this experience
must be had in the operating room of a theatre.
It
cannot possibly be had in the right way anywhere else.

Chicago

Law.

Chicago. Til., sends in the following communication:
Will you please inform me how I can obtain license as operator?
Two years ago I went into the moving picture business by purchasing a machine
and giving exhibitions over the country.
I

THE

M( i\ [NG

understand
the machine
thoroughly
ami
ite it just
will as the man
who made
it; alio Can m. urn
I light
the time and understand electricity very well indeed, yet
Moving Picture Department oi Chicago ha-, twice refused to
amine me on the grounds that I have not served anybody
one year. 1 made .1 complaint to Mayoi Harrison, who dm
me before the city electrician, I presented myself to that offii

PICTURE

as
all
the
exfor

who at once called the officer of the Moving 1'ictun- Department
whom I »as charging of unjust treatment. The city electrician
also told me thai the word "serve" means to work for someb
. ami
not for myself.
Now
shall I go to the City Council,
or must I leave Chicago, which has been my home for eleven yea
Section
i of the Chicago Ordinances
passed
By the City Council July
13th, 1908, and amended during mm, reads in part:
ill lie the duty of said Board of Examiners of moving
picture operators to examine all applicants for a license as moving
picture operator- 111 regard to their several qualifications to operate moving picture machines or devices, ami. it found competent, to issue a certificate to said applicant, certifying that litis competent to operate moving picture machines and devices, and
such applicant
-hall then present
said certificate to the City Clerk
and pay a license fee of ten dollars ($10) to the City Collector,
and thereupon the City Clerk shall issue a license to said applicant, etc.

1
splint-

Ohio writes thusly:
As you have requested operators and managers
to contribute to
the department,
I will try to help out a little, though it may be
very
little indeed.
Am
operating
a motiograph.
Was
troubled
with losing the lower
loop, but discovered
the difficulty was
due
to my not paying proper attention to the adjustment
of the idler.
With the idler set right, there was no further trouble.
My take-up
belt pulleys became coated with dirt and oil, which caused the belt
to stick and
produced
unnecessary
tension.
After
cleaning
the
pulleys thoroughly, everything was lovely.
I find that just a little
bit of vaseline
on
the
tension
shoes
keeps
the
machine
from
running
so hard.
Doubtless
these very
things
have
appeared
in
the department before, but thought possibly to set them forth again
may
help some brother
after all.
Anyway,
my
intentions are of'
the best.
If you don't think them
worth
while, there
is a wastebasket
in your office, no doubt.
The salt brine stunt didn't work
so well with me as with some of the others.
I soaked them
for
three weeks and dried them in the oven for a week.
I then tried
some
and
found
I had to bring
the carbons
together
quite hard
in order to start the arc, which shows that there i- more resistance
in them than in the untreated carbons.
Very likely the salt brine
proposition
is all right, but for some
work
out with me.
However,
I will

reason
or other,
it didn't
try it again.
I noticed
in

last week's
department
that you do not seem
to be in favor
of
correspondence courses; nevertheless, I am taking a course in electricity from the Scranton
school,
hoping
to get a better understanding of that very important part of our work.
I like the sound of this letter.
Here is a man who frankly admits that
he doesn't know it all, and
he is not only willing,
but anxious to learn.
Moreover, he is willing to spend money in the endeavor to acquire knowledge. Other things
being equal,
our friend
in Ohio
will not only keep
up with the procession, but several jumps in advance of it. The fact that
the arc didn't strike readily
does not prove that the carbons,
as a whole,
have higher
resistance
after being treated,
but that a crust forms on the
point which,
in itself, has high
resistance.
I think
if you
will scrape
your treated carbons, where they make contact with the carbon arms,
and
will also clean the points thoroughly, you will find the arc will strike all
right, though
it is advised
that the carbons
be warmed
when
they are
put in, since if warm the arc seems to strike better.
Most operators who
use the salt soaked
carbons keep
some
lying on top of the lamp
house
or condenser casing.
As to correspondence courses, while I have no doubt
that considerable
can be gained
through
them,
I doubt
their value
to
the operator.
The
course
in the Scranton
school
will not, I am
afraid,
give you
much
special
instruction
in the peculiar
problems
encountered
by the operator, though
it may give you an intelligent knowledge
of electricity as a whole.
I am sure but few correspondence school scholars finish
their courses.
I know
of some
who
have
paid for their course
in full
and yet never completed more than half of it. As to the operators' course
presented by a Chicago school I cannot say.
I would have to have that
entire course sent to me for review before I could either affirm or dispute
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That is all I find in the copy I have of the law. I don't see that the
ordinance says anything about "serving," though possibly it has been
amended to include that. What I presume has taken place is this: the
city has, by ordinance, required that each applicant serve an apprenticeship
of one year, and with this proposition, provided it be intelligently and
sensibly applied, I most thoroughly and heartily agree. We have had altogether too much of the two-weeks' -experience operator. We can get
along without him first rate for the future. However, I believe such
rule should be modified to the extent that if a man can show and prove that
he has had actual experience in every way equal to the required term of
apprenticeship, he should be examined and licensed. Moreover, there is
no question in my mind but what the courts would compel the city to
license such a man, provided always he could prove his competency and
experience. There is only one course open to you, though, and that is
to take the matter into the courts, and I very much doubt if you would
be the gainer, because Chicago authorities would then doubtless give you
an examination that would make the hair on the sphinx curl, although
it is made of stone. This is about all the information or assistance I
can offer in this matter. I will say, however, that it i- a very open question whether your experience, being confined to one machine, and not
including any regular theater experience, would really qualify you. Why
not go ahead and serve your apprenticeship in Chicago' I believe it will
pay you to do it.

From Ohio.

VY< >KU>
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compensarc,

"Six."
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A

and

am

getting

I am
fini

rui
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arc and condenser.
This
is to keep
the cold air from
striking
the condenser so freely when the lampln
There
is a two-inch hole to allow the light rays from the arc to enter.
There arc four half-inch holes at li. top and bottom, to allow cold
air to pass through the cone between the arc and condei
to keep the condenser from getting so hot. The condensing lens
itself is then padded with asbestos until it cannot touch metal
anywhere.
You
will note the shape
of my
•
the same
being concave on one side and -convex on the other.
I bought this
lens of Eberhard Schneider, New
York City, for $.'.50. and believe
me it is a wonder.
It has driven
all the ghost away
and ni
I
am
getting
a clean,
white
light.
Glad
to make
your
longdistance
acquaintance,
Okmulgee.
The
condenser stunt looks promising, except for a couple of things, one of whii
how much,
if any light, does that cone
cut oft'
You
have not said how
far it sets back from the arc, therefore I am unable to estimate the amount
of light cut off, though I don't believe it will amount
to much.
As I see
it, the opening in cone A should not interfere with a line drawn from the
crater
to the edge
of the condenser
at any point.
Having remedied
this
condition,
I don't
believe
much,
if any
light, will be lost.
The
other
thing I question is the muniscus lens in front.
The use of one muniscus
lens
is
very
common
in
Europe,
but
it
is,
SO
far
as
I
know,
always
placed
way.
next the

arc.

Don't know

what the

effect

would

be

of placing it the other

In the Soup.
the

St. Marys,
following

Kan., who signs
woefully
woeful

himself "A
tale of

Disgusted

Operator," conti

This is my first letter to the department,
there:
mistakes. I am in the soup, and would appreciate
your In
following:
Am
using 50 amperes
a. c. through
a Rcll & Howell
inductor-compensator
and
cam
moving the lamphouse backward and forward and have had my
$i cored carbons in every position without results. The nojse is
something fierce. Would a water resistance Uvicc help any*
I have
an 80-foot
throw,
use I
lens.
Always
have
1 ither a blue ghost
in the center
of the curtain or brown edges.
Why is it that most of our films, il
through the machine, will jump to one side and stay a minuti
so, and then a patch
comes along and slams it over to the other
side, letting the sprocket
holes show?
It is difficult to say just what
is wrong with your
transformer,
but the
conditions
you describe
seem
to indicate
that it is being
1 current of different
cycle from
that which
it was
wound
for; also the line
voltage
may
be lower
than
it
tain
from
light company
the exact
cycle of the current;
also make
them
test the
line voltage
in the operating
room
when
the machine
is in operation.
making
the test on the primary
side of the wires
leading
to the transformer (the Hell & Howell
I mean);
then
make
an exact
copy
of the
wording and figures on the Bell & Howell name plate, and
with
the exact
voltage
and current
cycle, to the Bell & Howell
CW.
Illinois >:reet,
Chicago,
telling them
you
are doing
this at my
gestion.
I think that in this way they will probably be abli
1 just
what is wrong and I
a proper
remedy.
Your carbon
size is all
right, and I believe the ghost is due to the fact that you are not getting
current
enough.
No,
you
don't
want
any
water
resistance
devic.
rheostat
would
be very
much
better
than
that; but the tiiiirg to do is
get that transformer
working
right.
I cannot
say ;
l.ut believe
the trouble with your film jumping from side to side is due to either one
of two things (a) Your tension springs spaced too far apart. Set thi
that they both bear squarely on the aperture plate track, with the inside
edge of the spring even with the inside edge of the track. (b) The tension springs loose so that they wobble from side to side when a patch
hits them.
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Los Angeles.

Los Any. i

illy waked up, and waked up good and plenty.
Within
1 have had half a dozen letter! from members
of Local
I m. hi No. 150, dealing with the situation in that city.
Every one of the
s concedes
the truth of the ch
to the farcical examination
given applicants for operator's license, hut 1
v one of them defends
Mr. Manahan, City Electrician, who seems to he, personally, quite popular.
We cannot give space to all these letters,
We have published a statement

LOS PiHGELES
LR I? L0 UR Ho/SO
£P>y

MPWO
(f/V

ON PRRPiDE:

from one of the leading officials of Local 150, which I believe covers the
case fully. I trust that conditions in the examiners' office will soon be
made better. In closing this topic, for the present at least, let me say that
the writers deny Mr. Davis's charge that only three union men are getting
the scale. According to the letters the union men are all getting the scale,
and I trust that this is the actual condition. I have set forth the Los
Angeles situation not with the idea of roasting anyone, but simply to call
attention publicly to the deplorable state of affairs, to the end that they be
remedied, and publicity usually causes the remedying of such conditions, at
least to some extent.

From Far Off Australia.
By P. Fulton Preston,
(Continued from last week.)
I am taking it for granted that you will extend my screed a
welcome. I badly want to say one thing more at least, and that
is concerning threading up Power's machine. I must say something nasty about the method given in January 6th, 1912, issue. At
the same time I don't want to be dogmatic, or hurt anyone's feelings, so give my own idea of it as follows: Thread top sprocket in
usual way, then making a loop of film with fingers of right hand
pull it up a little higher than top of top film guard and engage
, perforations with bottom or take up sprocket with left hand, then
carrying the right hand holding the top of film loop back towards
lamphouse pull down your bottom loop between the bottom and
, intermittent sprocket with left hand finger, closing the intermit' tent idler with the index finger, then bottom roller bracket with
little finger thus close the gate. You will notice the right hand
does not leave the top loop, and this is the point, to my mind. Anyway it is quicker and much neater (to watch at any rate). I wonder
if our own record of changing reels (myself and assistant), on a
Pathe has been beaten by much; it is nine seconds time on Edison,
one man change, for myself, is 13V2 with magazine. I tried soaking the carbons in salt brine, but cannot say I am much in love
with it, as it seems to increase the "mist" and gives a ragged spot
in some cases. Have tried "Siemens," "Plania" and "Conradty"
makes. It also seems that when current approaches near to carbons' capacity, getting them rather hotter than usual, the soaked
carbons have a decided tendency to flare. Two years' ago I obtained some promising results by impregnating the core of Conradty
eighteen m/m carbons (H inch. — Ed.), with nitrates of thorium
and cerium, derived from a few gross of old gas mantles, but it
was a slow process to get them impregnated sufficiently; also very
costly. I had to clamp carbons in rubber gasket on end of. a
cylinder, in which the nitrates in solution were kept under So
pounds pressure (air). The carbon was heated until it was too
hot to bear the hand and the nitrates allowed to percolate through
as much as the separation would allow. I have by me a great mass
of data concerning arc lamps, photometric measurements of results of variation of carbon sizes, currents, angle of lamp, angle of
carbon tip, arc voltage, etc., which I shall be pleased to send
along either in original form or tabulated, should you care to
have them, or if of interest to any reader. They are the results
of about six months intermittent experimenting, and refer to line
voltage of 440, 220, 200, 110, 80, 72, and 64 volts, and all currents
from 20 to 80 amperes. If time permits, I shall enclose photos of
operating room, in which you will notice Pathe dismantled for
repairs. In closing I wish you success together with best wishes
f.H the continuation of the high standard of the Moving Picture
World.
The Australian brother is heartily welcome, to the department. Let the
apology, if any be needed, for the amount of space taken be that Australia
does not claim space very often. We have had other letters from there,
but it was some time ago. Yes, we can supply back numbers. The price
is 15 cents per copy, postpaid, to foreign countries.
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I presume the reason you secure the added light brilliancy with Power's
Six is that you are using a two-wing shutter, which cuts less light than
docs the PatWe three-winger. If you use the three-wing shutter there should
be but very little difference. If you are showing a 23-foot picture with
?o to 35 amperes, you are using less than 1-10 of an ampere per square
foot, and if your screen is of the ordinary type the picture certainly cannot
be very brilliant. You ought, in my opinion, with an ordinary screen, to
lave less than 45 amperes D. C. We are obliged to you for the commutator
cleaning compound receipt. Suppose some of the brothers try it out and
report. I am rather skeptical as to the use of a file for truing up a commutator, even though the latter be run at high speed and the file be a
fine one. Would suggest, if that scheme be tried at all that it be with
extreme caution. What friend Preston means, as regards the running of
the generator as a motor, is that he cuts a 20 ampere rheostat into the
arc circuit and attaches leads from the generator terminals to the carbon
arm contacts, which really has the effect of substituting the generator for
the arc. Unquestionably such a scheme will work and it is of great value
to those having motor-generator sets, since by using it they will be enabled
to run their motor with the dynamo end while sandpapering or otherwise
dressing up its commutator, but I would imagine the motor would be run
at such high speed as to render turning up the commutator impractical.
Also it seems to me that 20 amperes is excessive for the purpose. The
motor drive is unique. Your scheme for controlling the motor is interesting, but I don't like lamp resistances in operating room. They can be
covered up to kill the light, of course, but I think resistance F^wire is better.
We over here, have no trouble stopping the machine quickly enough. There
are, of course, various ways of threading Power's Six. Possibly there may
be a better method than that described in the article named. Anyhow no
one's feelings are in the least hurt. Any one who can show me a better
way of doing anything than my way, has my sincere thanks. If I haven't
the best way I want to learn it. Your record for threading is excellent,
*T,
but, frankly, friend Preston, I'm not very much interested in such
records.
I believe if a man stops his show and is ready to run again (using a
single machine) in one minute, he has done all any reasonable manager
can ask, and to do even that he ought to have a helper to attend to the
lamp; making any needed adjustments. I shall be indeed glad to have
the data you mention. Anything which seems to be of value in it will
certainly be used.
Friend Preston sends along a "running sheet" showing the record kept
of each performance. It appears below. I wonder if it could be <duplicated
1S
*jiiin all the United States.
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It will be noted that the condition fl of
each film is recorded; the time
«-o
Vit consumed in projection; its length; number of amperes
used,
and the
So
5. r ■tj-and "Spacing" I
time it started and stopped. What is meant by "Strike"
cannot make out. The performance recorded was: 1-">
Picture 24 feet; throw
120 feet; open air; moonlight; hot summer evening; operating room temperture about 120 Fahrenheit. Come again Australia. The latch-string's
always hanging out for you.

Announcement

Slides.

Akron, Colo., writes:
Regarding the failure of Mr. Linstruth in using salt brine:
I
have given the brine proposition
a thorough
trial, soaking the
carbons
from three to twenty
days, and have always had success. Have used both Electras and Bios, with same result.
I
believe if Mr. Linstruth will follow these directions carefully he
will get results.
Make a brine with table salt and cold water,
strong enough to float a fresh egg.
Soak the carbons four days.
Remove from brine and dry thoroughly with a rag.
Place a few
at a time on top of the lamphouse for two nights.
Remove the
spot of salt from the tip with a file. It is not necessary to have
the carbons warm before using.
I sometimes make my announcement slides by writing on gelatine with typewriter
and dusting
over with bronze powder.
Find that it is almost impossible to
get good results on account of the bronze adhering to surrounding surface, and if it is wiped off with a cloth it will blur the
writing.
Do you know the answer?
Should presume that the result at arc of 70 volts through rheostats, as per diagram in issue
of the 5th instant, would be twenty amperes at a varying voltage,
according to distance between carbons.
As to the announcement slides, the answer is very simple:
Do not use
any bronze, but, instead, use a black typewriter ribbon, and either clear
gelatine or gelatine with very light colors.
With a good ribbon and a
clean typewriter type you will find the writing will be perfectly clear and
plain on the screen, without resorting to bronze powder or anything else.
If you have to use any powder the best thing is to shove the gelatine into
a small box of lamp black while the writing is yet moist.
Knock surplus
off into box and let dry.
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&o &f)e {Erabe
rT% HE Motion Picture Exhibitors League of Greater
*
New York, takes pleasure in extending, by these
' presents, a cordial invitation to all branches of the
motion picture industry, to be its guests at the Second
Annual Reception, Entertainment and Ball to be given
by the League. The festivities will begin at eight o'clock,
Thursday
evening, November the fourteenth, nineteen
hundred and twelve, at the Palm Garden, Fifty-eighth
Street and Lexington Avenue, New York City.
Many pleasant features have been provided by the
Entertainment Committee. There will be an exhibition
of pre-release photoplays, followed alternately by famous
screen stars who will entertain in person. Music for the
occasion will be furnished by the orchestra from the New
York Hippodrome. The Grand March will be led by
Mr. Maurice Costello and Miss Florence Lawrence, and
Mr. King Baggot and Miss Alice Joyce. The entire
Palm Garden has been engaged and both dance floors
will be used. For size and general eclat this gathering
will eclipse anything of its kind that has ever been held.
While the function is given by the exhibitors of
Greater New York, it is their desire that it be considered
a national affair, having as its object the financing of the
forthcoming National Convention of the Motion Picture
Exhibitors League of America, to be held in New York
City during July, 1913. Tickets are on sale at all New
York League photoplay theatres; or the League rooms,
1 36 3rd Ave., New York. Tickets $ 1 . Extra lady 50c.
Faithfully yours,

(Th? (Eommtttw.
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"THE COUNTRY
SCHOOL TEACHER"
(Lubin).
This is one of the typical Arthur Johnson photoplays. It
has given him a role in which he has full sway for the dominating character in which he excels. Mollie Manson is a
high strung and magnificent creature, but has never known
restraint, and her brother admires and encourages her
rebellious spirit. Neil Freeman, a man of determination,
takes charge of the village school where previously discipline
has not been observed. Freeman, who is a man of large
frame and will power, quickly regulates the boys and shows
that he is master.
Mollie, however, is very troublesome and
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an old timer. Then, too, the feminine leads are taken by
the proprietor's
old riders
daughter,
Melba,
edged one of the eleven
cleverestyear
young
in the
UnitedacknowlStates.
The other members of his company have been brought from
the vast ranch interests that the new manufacturer possesses
in Montana and Idaho. The cattle and horses used all belong to Mr. Du Brock and have posed before the motion picture camera many times indeed, serving for the American,
Selig and Essanay companies. Furthermore, this stock
toured the United States with the Chicago Grand Opera
Company in 191 1, and Belasco's "The Girl of the Golden
West" in 1910. Three of the boys who went through these
seasons of experience have been retained for the three reel
feature, which will be given the title of "Boys of the Lost
River Basin," Walter Barger, Harry Cooper and "Cheyenne"
Gray. The leading adult cowboy is none other than DeWitt
Gollings, who comes direct from Idaho for this Du Brock
film. The "Boys of Lost River Basin" will be sold exclusively on the State right basis.
The new firm will be known as the Du Brock Feature Film
Company, with headquarters on Foster Avenue, Chicago.
Mr. M. G. Watkins has been appointed manager of this new
feature film enterprise.
"KINGS OF THE FOREST."
The call of the wild has its most vivid pictorial exhibition
in Selig's latest production, "Kings of the Forest," a play
with real heart interest, that has been environed in the wilds
of Africa, with the king of beasts as important factors, appearing in the pictures in their natural habit. Not the usual
tame and conventional call invested in the exhibits of the socalled trained lions. A wild lion on the game trail is one of

Scene from "The

Country School Teacher"

(Lubin).

he cannot use the physical methods to subdue her which he
practices on the boys; he must handle her with gentle firmness, which the girl does not respect. One afternoon a
stormy scene occurs and Mollie's brother objects to the
forceful dictation of the teacher and in a fit of anger strikes
Freeman senseless. The sight immediately brings forth the
better nature of the girl and she realizes that she .is in love
with the man she has opposed and thought she hated. Neil
had long before loved the girl ana as she ministers to him he
sees that he has conquered, and made her a creature to be
loved and his helpmate for life. The storv is mounted with
realistic scenery and effects and played by the pick qf the
Lubin players.
NOVEL

WILD

WEST

FEATURE

COMPANY.

In this era of feature films, it takes the genius to think of
something different, of something new. This quality of newness, of originality, is one ably possessed by Walter C. Du
Brock, the veteran horse-raiser of Illinois. The very line of
the stock-breeder's business activities would naturally cause
him to lead in the manufacture of Wild West and cowboy
features when once entering the film manufacturing game.
Not only has Mr. Du Brock equipped himself with a prairie
studio at Riverside, 111., -along the banks of the North Branch
of the Chicago River on his enormous holdings in this section of the State, but he has also added an invaluable spice
of innovation by presenting broncho busting, lariat throwing, target shooting and other Wild West perfections, performed by tiny little children of from four to fourteen years
as accurate and as at home on the balking broncho as the
surest adult. It is the most marvelous part of his photo production, to see these tottling minors taking part in a Western
story true to ranch life in all particulars.
For the leading juvenile-adult role, Mr. Du Brock has selected his own four year old son "Bud," who can throw a
steer, rope a horse, ride a broncho, or hit the bull'e eye like

Some of the Selig Lions in "Kings of the Forest."
the big features that promises to be very thrilling and eminently truthful in holding the very mirror up to nature.
There is no flavor of the stuffy museum nor any impress of
the cabined animal cage in this big work where the stage has
been stocked by nature itself, the cunning of man dividing a
play that acts with the big interests whose suspense is accentuated with the unwitting connivance of the man-eaters.
This latest and greatest Selig animal masterpiece is in two
reels and will be released on November nth.
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"Souls in Torture" (Itala)

THE first picture to be shown to the American public by
the Itala Company of America is a two reel special,
"Souls in Torture," and is now ready for shipment
It will be worthy of a hearty welcome — from all points of
view. Good people portray this emotional drama, there are
good settings, both interior and exterior, and the whole is
embellished by excellent photography. Much taste has been
displayed in the variation of light and shade. Some of the
more notable examples are in the opening scene, in which
the two lovers are shown in shadowgraphs, their figures
silhouetted against the sky, the two leaning toward each
other and separated by a few feet; in the scene when- Laura,
deserted by her lover in order that she may become the bride
of a man able to give her the luxuries and remove her to a
clime necessary to restore her health, is taken to the home
of the Earl of Aloisi; and in the closing scenes, where Alfred, falsely informed by the Earl that Laura is dead, takes
his violin and goes down on the rocks by the pounding surf,
the strains from his instrument reaching the ears of Laura
and drawing the unhappy wife to the side of her old lover.
The last scene is particularly effective. It is artistic. Laura
leaves her palatial home, passes out under a great bridge,
the roadway adorned with masses of semi-tropical plants,
and climbs over the rocks to the spot where Alfred is playing. The rays of the moon are reflected on the surface of
the tumbling water.
Alfred and Laura, who have recently fallen in love, attend
with some of their young friends a picnic in the woods. By
accident Laura meets the Earl of Aloisi, who is smitten and
takes great pains to reveal the fact. As the Earl rides away,
Alfred, who has seen just enough of the short dialogue to
understand the situation, rebukes Laura, but the misunderstanding is shortlived. A couple of months later the Earl
meets Laura and invites her to take a ride with him in his
machine. Again Aloisi presses his suit, but Laura will give
him no encouragement.
As autumn approaches Laura consults a physician. She is
in declining health. The doctor informs her that she must
have sun and a mild climate for the winter if she is to survive. Laura has not the means. Neither has Alfred. As
the doctor imparts this information to Alfred he is heartbroken. The Earl sends to Laura a bouquet, to which is attached a note. Aloisi informs her that if she will go with
him to Naples he will see that she gets the attention she
needs. Alfred intercepts the note and reads it. He writes
the Earl, and tells him that if he will swear to protect Laura
he will yield her up. The Earl agrees, and Alfred tells the
Earl to be present that evening at the coffee house and he
will repudiate Laura.
At the coffee house Alfred is drinking with gay com-

Members of Battery "A," St. Louis, Mo., Who
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panions. Laura looks on from .1 distance in horror, As
Alfred starts away with his unuSU
eaks
to him. He throws her away from him. The Earl, rlose at
hand, takes her to his home.
I hi
to Naples.
1 lit r ■ Laura is unhappy.
Sin
and
the
1
10
much
requires,
but
she
pines
for
Alfred.
'1
he
Earl, disappointed at the deferred convalescence, sicks companionships el He joins a gay party bound tor a
carriage ride. As the men and women leave the ■■
inter a restaurant Alfred meets the Earl and inmnrlor
Laura,
lie is informed that Laura is dead.
Alfred goes
to the seashore near the home of Aloisi.
Laura is shown
in her beautiful home.
She il Still ill.
Looking through some papers, she finds the m
Ifred
telling the Earl that if he will promise to (
l.aura he
will yield her. As she reads the note she hears the strains
of the violin down by the sea. She recognizes the m-trument and the player. She leaves the house, just able to walk,
and makes her way to the side of the player. She reaches
out her arms to her old lover, to her only lover; be takes
her in his arms. Laura falls to the rocks. Her heart has
failed. The shock is too great for the man who has given up
his life's love that she might live. He falls bv her side.
MR. HUTCHINSON ON ABUSINESS TRIP.
Mr. S. S. Hutchinson, president of the American Film
Mfg. Co., is on a business trip to the coast. He will
at Seattle, Portland, San Francisco and Santa Barbara At
Santa Barbara, where are located the Western Studios of
the company, he will arrange for a new series of pictures
and ing
laywithout
campaign. approbation
"Flying A" productions
arc abroad
meetsucha remarkable
both here and
that the new campaign is necessary to keep pace with the
popularity they now enjoy.
MEMBERS OF BATTERY A.
The picture below is a snap shot taken in the reception
quarters of the Battery "A" Armory at St. Louis, Missouri,
the occasion being the projecting for the first time of the
latest Warner's feature entitled "The Raiders of the Mexican
Border," in which the entire battery "A" and officers
participated. There was in this aggregation at the time
the picture was taken, ninety men, one hundred horses, six
field pieces and six caissons. Battery "A" is one of the most
famous and at the same time, one of the oldest organizations
of its kind in existence, it having been formed in 1812. Commanding officers at present are Captain E. O. Sanguient and
Lieut. Warner. Other guests present were: Mr. Au
Froebel of the St. Louis Motion Picture Company. Mr. L.
D. Kent, Producer, Mr. H. Warner of the Warner's features,
Mr. A. L. Heck and Mr. Ward of the Universal Film Exchange, besides all of the chief principals in the pr- duction.

Took Part i n Warner's Feature, "The Raiders of the Mexican Border."
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"AN INDIAN'S FRIENDSHIP" (Essanay).
\ corl ii
l Western drama is "An Indian's Friendship," released November oth, with G. M. Anderson in his
world-famous role of "Broncho Billy."
Broncho is instrumental in saving Yellow Wolf, an Indian,
from the wrath of Dan Runnion, a surly cowpuncher, and
Runnion Bwears revenge. His chance comes when he sees a
notice from the county sheriff advising that cattle rustlers
are at work and for ranchmen to watch their stock. Finding
one of Broncho's shirts out on the clothesline, Runnion places
an incriminating note in the pocket and steals away. Getting the ranchman he returns to Broncho's shack and ac-

PICTUkK

WORLD

THANHOUSER
ACTIVITIES.
A fine Thanhouser comedy situation is revealed in the
accompanying cut of a scene from "A Noise Like a Fortune," released Sunday, Nov. 10. A young farmer finds it
hard to obtain c.edit wherewith to buy farming implements —
until his farmhand spreads a report that his boss has fallen
into a large fortune. Immediately the magnate, pictured
in auto togs, pushes money and credit galore at the young
farmer — and then his daughter's hand along with the gold!
In "The County's Prize Baby," from which a scene is here
produced, a senator and his wife separate because she does

Scene from "The County's Prize Baby" (Thanhouser).

Scene from "The Indian's Friendship"

(Essanay).

cuses him of being one of the rustlers. The ranchman finds
the note in the pocket of Broncho's shirt advising Broncho
to come and get his share of the proceeds from the stolen
cattle. In a rage he summons his cowboys and Broncho is
led away to be hanged. Meanwhile, Yellow Wolf, who
has witnessed Runnion. writing the incriminating note
and heard his threat to get even with Broncho, rides madly
to town, summons the sheriff, and they arrive in time to prevent the hanging of Broncho. Yellow Wolf tells his story
and the guilty Runnion tries to escape, but is captured and
meets his just deserts, while the boys gladly congratulate
Broncho on his narrow escape.
G. M. Anderson is dominant, vigorous and powerful in his
world popular role of Broncho, Frederick Church gives a
fine portrayal of Yellow Wolf and Brinsley Shaw does the
villainish work in the role of Runnion.
GREAT
NORTHERN
BALKAN
WAR
PICTURES.
It is announced by the Great Northern Film Company
that it will presently issue in a weekly series pictures taken
at the scenes of the war between the Balkan states and
Turkey now in progress. Elaborate arrangements have been
made for this undertaking and a number of cameramen have
been engaged. Owing to the undoubtedly large demand for
this series of pictures the Great Northern Company announces that orders should be placed before November 5th
to insure prompt delivery. Bookings will be made by the
Great Northern Film Company at No. 7 East 14th Street,
New York City.

not dress becomingly enough to meet his circle of friends —
she prefers to give her attention to their baby. A year later,
the baby and her mother visit a county fair and baby gets
"lost." The tot wanders to the pavilion wherein the prizebaby contest is being held, and is seated among the contestants. Her senator father, who is judge of the contest,
comes in, fails to recognize his baby daughter, whom he
awards the prize — and the mother, searching for the tot,
finds her
prize-baby,
finds her
love again,
too.
The the
release
date is and
Tuesday,
Nov.husband's
12.
The scene in "Through the Flames" shows a startling
rescue. It is the big moment in a big ' lire picture" reFriday, Nov.
mentleased
was turned
out. 8, for which an entire city tire departBOOSTS "CUSTER'S LAST FIGHT" PICTURE.
Airs. E. B. Colwell, president of the local Board of Censors,
who was present at the preliminary exhibition of the threereel
of "Custer's
Last Theater,
Fight," aPortland,
historical Oregon,
feature
whichproduction
was produced
at the Star
last week, stated openly after reviewing the picture that the
Board of Education of that city ought to provide ways and
means whereby every scholar in the public schools should
see this splendid lesson in history.
UTAH
MOVING PICTURE COMPANY.
The Utah Moving Picture Company has been organized
with a capital of $100,000 for the purpose of producing a feature subject entitled "One Hundred Years of Mormonism"
and other features. The company recently purchased the interests of the Ellaye Moving Picture Company, which had
previously undertaken the production of the above-mentioned subject. It is estimated that this picture will cost
about $50,000, and it is hoped that it will be ready for distribution within the coming month.

THE
"THEIR

CHILDREN'S

APPROVAL"

MOVING
(Eclair).

W'liat makes i photoplay ia one question, and what save* it
is another.
Of course what follow-, by way of comment is
only opinion after all, pure theory and nothing more.
Here is an unusual little comedy drama becausi il takes a
very conventional Bort of plot and plants it in unusual surroundings and those environs save it from the commonplace. The director has played more than half his story
aboard one of the Hudson Day Line steamers to Albany.
This very trip Up the Hudson, with the views it affords of
New York City and Jersey shores, and then up the river to a
splendid picturing of \\ est Point make for at least half the
interest and pleasure the picture certainly awakens. There
are seme remarkable 1ms of photography aboard the boat,
such as looking down on the deck and in the dining saloon,
with a clcvcrU
contrived depiction of the passing shore line.

PICTURE

WORM)

RELIANCE-MAJESTIC
NOTES.
M i
Balsdi i:
Photopli
md Sp< < ialtj I ompan) "' Pitl
day to the Reliance studio to thake handi and lunch with
i . I. air.; i obb.
Before leaving, Mr. Balsdon and Mr. Kit
had quite a chat along new and pr
i. barb- Ranson is now to be -(in among tin- naji
players — Charlie's face has been a familiar "in- in Bi
Star production-, for many years.
Martha McGraw, who played Michael in "Peter Pan," is
strengthening Majestic comedies.
The new system oi titling instituted by the Reliance Company
presents something novel in the construe
motion
pictures.
Mrs. i onnie Mack,
wife of the famous
baseball
man, is
now
posing
in Majestic
comedies
under
the din
Charles Weston.
Hopp
Hadley,
the Majestic
scribe, has committees
been appoint'
member
of the house
and entertainment
of the
newly termed Screen Club.
neral Manager J. V. Ritchey, of the Majestic and Reliance companies, gave a dinner Tuesday night to his directors, scenario and publicity staff.
Irving Cummings, leading man at the Carlton Studios, deserves credit lor his work in "Men Who Dare," the Reliance
release of October 30th.
ESSANAY

Scene

from

"Their

Childre

>proval"

(Eclair).

Eclairs strong quartette, Alec Francis, Julia Stuart, Lamar
Johnstone and Barbara Tennant, enact the story, so it never
lags for want of mastery.
The story deals with a Miss Stuart as a widow and her
daughter Barbara and opposed, as goes the plot of the tale,
is Mr. Francis, with his son Lamar. Francis proposes to
Miss Stuart; Mrs. Stuart we should say to be consistent
with the narrative; well she accepts, with the exception that
they first obtain the consent of their children. The children
are apprised of their needed presence at home and both take
the boat for Albany, where, by the way, the old folks live.
Well, as all stories go, they meet on the boat and fall in love
in a sort of to-be-forgotten-when-we-part fashion. Well, the
children object at first to a remarriage of their parents, but
are soon won over. Now neither nor any of them connect
the meeting on the boat with their present situation. There
is a happy ending with wedding bells as an accompaniment.
The many friends of Miss Barbara Tennant will be glad to
learn that she has recovered from- her recent indisposition
and is back at work.

WESTERN

PICTURES

POPULAR.

For the month of November the Essanay Company is releasing twenty-two subjects, seven of which are Western
dramas, seven dramas from the Chicago studio and eight delicious comedies from the Eastern players. The Essanay
Company is receiving letters galore from exhibitors throughout the country congratulating the inauguration of relea
two Westerns each week, lo supply this great demand, Mr.
'1. M. Anderson and his Western company worked strenuously for the space of several months in producing a number
of splendid films to add in the new booking dates. Two new
producer^ have been added to the \\ extern forces by Mr.
Anderson, and he 1- now devoting his entire time to the
arranging of his world-famous "Broncho Billy" features.
"THE MIRACLE" IN DEMAND.
A. J. Danziger, president of the Xew York Film Company,
of 12 Union Square, New York City, report- a lively demand
for
interest
the big
reeltoproduction
"TheFilm
Miracle
NewandYork
Statein has
beenfour
sold
the Theater
Com-."
pany and the True Feature Company have purchased the
Xew Jersey rights. It is stipulated in all contract-, that this
production, by reason of its superior class and merits is not
to be exhibited in theaters charging a minimum of less than
twenty-five cents. This restriction is to be in force in all
the States for a period of six months. The musical score for
the reels is now completed in every detail.
NEW

ATLANTA

FEATURE

FILM

MAN.

Mr. Al Bartlett. a theatrical agent of Atlanta, (ia.. has become the representative cf the International Feature Film
Traders of Xew York for Atlanta and the South. Mr. Bartlett has turned over his theatrical business to his brother,
Lloyd Bartlett.
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ANEW corporation In Boston, Mass., Is the United
Amusement Company. This Is a $100,000 concern, with the promoters named as i: Howard
George, Flenry W. Keene, and Margaret E. Qulnlrn. Nothing Is stated as to the amount of cash
paid Into the treasury, but a general theatrical
business Is the cause for the new company.
The Alaska-Siberia pictures are being exhibited
in Jordan Hall, and a good patronage Is being enJoyed. When the writer viewed the reels, the
sensational polar bear hunt created intense Interest and excitement.
Boston schools are to benefit by the new superintendent. T)r. Franklin B. Dyer, as this gentleman
la planning that moving pictures shall play a
prominent part In the more extensive use of school
buildings. Moving pictures will be shown In the
four new evening centers established by the School
Board, with the fund set aside for the purpose
In connection with lectures It Is Intended to give
for men and women. East Boston. South Boston,
Oharlestown and Roxbury are Included In this departure.
The new theater In Melrose, Mass., has had a
most satisfactory opening, and this large up-todate theater Is well on Its way to prosperity. The
programs consist of vaudeville and photoplays.
October 5 saw the opening of the new Princess
Theater,
Wakefield,
Mass. Special Invitations
were mailed to managers to be present at that
time. All the "trade" who Journeyed to Wakefleld, were rewarded by seeing a fine theater, modern in every way, and seating about 1,000. The
Princess has had a prosperous career; In fact, U
has been necessary to Increase the seating capacity
several times. Pictures,
songs, and high-class
singing acts are to be given. Manager Hodgdon
may well be proud of the result of his efforts.
Frank L. Browne Is no longer to be seen managing the Shawmont Theater, Roxbury, Mass. Mr.
H. O. Chenowlth, the well known moving picture
manager, Is now guiding the Shawmont. It Is
rumored that Manager Browne has "hooked up"
with Gordon's Chelsea, Mass., Theater.
The Odell Opera House, of Franklin, N. H., has
a new owner and manager in the person of Abe
Marcus, that well-known and liberal manager of
Manchester, N. H. Since October the Opera House
has been exhibiting the Film Supply programs,
which are booked through the Boston office of the
Mutual Film Corporation. The vaudeville is supplied by the Variety Amusement Company of Boston.
Mrs. Acker, one of the heads of a chain of Canadian theaters, bearing her name, visited Boston
and looked over the picture and vauderecently,
ville situation. Manager Greenberg, of the New
Gem Theater, East Boston, gave a special performance In Mrs. Acker's honor.
Manager P. L. McMahon, of the Keeney Theater, New Britain, Conn., Is having quite a rumpus
with the White Rat Actors' Union. The latter
claim that Mr. McMabon deals unfairly with his
vaudeville talent and complain that the theater
"trims" the acts out of a portion of their regular
salaries by different ways. The affair is being
looked into by the Union.
The Famous Players' Film Company of New England, with offices at 597 Washington Street, Boston, Is very busy working In the interests of the
reels of "Queen Elizabeth."
■new Sarah Bernhardt
The Marcus Loew people state that the Boston
vaudeville booking offices of their concern are to
■ be re-established.
The Empire Theater, Pittsfleld, Mass., has finally
decided to give stock company attractions this winter, with vaudeville and pictures to follow, prothe pulling powers of the former entertainTided ment
are not up to expectations.
The employees of Poll's Theater, Springfield,
Mass., presented Manager Stephen J. Ilreen with
deala gold watch, as an appreciation of his square
ing. Mr. Brcen has been transferred to the Poll
Theater, of Bridgeport, Conn. Mr. Gordon Wrighter
succeeds Manager Breen.
The American Amusement Company has Incorporated at Waterbury, Conn., with a capital of $6,000.
Mr. Rosen, formerly associated with Mr. S. Z. Poll,
Is the prime mover. The concern will operate moving picture theaters.
Messrs. Gerken and Schabel are to build a structure on State Street, New Haven, Conn., and a portion of the property will be used as a theater,
playing to picture programs.
Mr. John Fortlng Is In Portland, Me., and Is now
having a theater erected at Central and Main
.Streets. Portland, Me.
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Howard Theater, Boston, exhibited moving
pictures of the boxing contest between Ad Wolgast
and Joe Rivers for the lightweight championship.
The reel was shown the entire week of October 7,
and created Interest among the sporting fraternity.
To satisfy a popular demand the "Durbar In Klnemacolor" was put on for two weeks more at Tremont
Temple, Boston, starting October 7. These reels
had been on exhibition at Tremont Temple for several months, and were removed to allow the Coronation pictures to play a return engagement. On Octobei 21, the Klnemacolor presented Laurence Grant
In a series of moving pictures, entitled "Through
Yellowstone
Park."
virtually
the National
Klnemacolor
bouse Tremont
of Boston,Temple
as theseis
pictures are being exhibited there continually. Business Is always good, and at prices that range upwards to one dollars.
The Klnemacolor folks also exhibited pictures of
the "Bed Sox"-"Giants" baseball games, taken In
natural colors. These pictures were exhibited the
latter part of the week of October 6, in addition
to the Durbar pictures.
A number of New England cities have had more
or less trouble with the local Musicians' Union, and
now the exhibitors of Springfield, Mass., are In receipt of a letter from tbelr union, demanding that
the orchestras In these theaters be Increased, according to their seating capacities. The Union is
also issuing a wage scale that calls for $20 weekly
for men working not over 36 hours weekly. The
leader must get $25 weekly. The scale for pianists
is as follows: 55 cents an hour for 36 or more
hours a week, and for less than 36 hours, a rate
of 75 cents an hour Is called for. Double pay is
demanded for overtime. The Union also feels that
it is their right to say how many musicians a bouse
of given capacity should employ, and have issued
this schedule: Houses seating 400 to 700, two men:
houses seating 700 to 1,000, 4 men; theaters holding
1,000 to 1,500, 5 men, and theaters exceeding 1,500
must employ 6 men.
A reasonable time lias been granted the Springfield houses to arrange their plans according to
these rules, with the statement that steps will be
taken to enforce this schedule if the bouses refuse to
comply. A similar statement was issued some time
ago in Brockton, Mass., and houses were known to
have cast out their entire musical programs, rather
than give in to the Musicians' Union demands.
Mrs. E. C. Farrington, of Littleton, N. H., has
opened her new Princess Theater, at Brattleboro,
Vt. The house, which is cozy and up-to-date, Is
playing to vaudeville and pictures. Business is reported as satisfactory.
Keith's Theater, Pawtucket, R. I., which has
been giving vaudeville and picture programs on a
3 a day schedule, has decided to cut the number of
shown down to two. The supper show, given between 5 and 7 P. M\, never paid for itself.
Mr. William Fox is actively pushing his way into
the New England territory, and has now gained a
strong foothold there. A beautiful theater, modern
and up-to-date in every way is soon to be ready for
Mr. Fox in Waterbury, Conn. This house will seat
2,400. A new house in Holyoke, Mass., Is another
Fox house soon to be ready. The Nelson Theater of
Springfield, Mass., Is being thoroughly overhauled
and Improved, and will soon be presenting the Fox
brand of vaudeville and pictures.
On the night of October 8, Wallace O. Gould and
his wife, were Injured in an automobile ride, on a
return trip to Lewlston, Me., from Lisbon Falls.
The automobile made the trouble at Westbrook,
Me., having turned turtle, throwing Mr. Gould
beneath the auto. Mrs. Gould escaped serious InJury, but Mr. Gould, who is manager of the Pastime
Theater, Brunswick, Me., was seriously cut and
bruised.
The Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals is preparing to extend the field
of humane education and moving pictures have rightly been chosen as the medium. By object lessons,
the officials of this society believe that many people who could not be reached otherwise can be instructed, and their sympathies toward animals
aroused. Moving pictures are to be made at once
showing the work at the stock-yards, ambulance
service, the "feed-bag" evil and other things.
President F. H. Rowley has determined on a wide
and far-reaching campaign, and it Is bis postlve
intention to get the reels in every moving picture
theater In Massachusetts. Mr. Rowley feels that
the campaign is novel, but that it will do the greatest amount of good on this very account. It seems
entirely probable that a series of moving pictures
will make people understand the value to themselves of humane treatment to their own animals.
Mr. S. L. Poll announces that he will build a
new theater In Springfield, Mass. The location
chosen is the property on the north side of Worthlngton Street, near Main Street. Mr. Poll Intends
to start a week early next year, and expects to
spend the best part of $450,000 before he gets
through. Plans have been made and passed by Mr.
Poll. The plans were made by Brown and Van
Buren, and call for an absolutely fireproof building.
It will be a reinforced concrete, iron and steel
building. The lobby will be 36 feet by 96 feet In
depth, while the auditorium will be 140 feet by
105. This will easily permit of a seating capacity
of 3,600. Everything going to make up a first-class
theater will be Incorporated In the new bouse, such
as complete ventilating, cooling, heating, and vacuum cleaning systems.
Mr. Foil says that this an-

nouncement Isbut a sample of what he Intends doing in the near future. In Waterbury, Conn., and
Hartford, Conn., a similar procedure Is promised.
The Bijou Theater, Naugatuck, Conn., was scheduled for ItB opening on September 20, and reports
good business since then. Manager 8. Rosen is an
old hand at this business, having been connected
wltli S. Z. Poll for some years.
St. John, Canada, seems to be a good city for B.
I'. Keith Theaters, and there soon will be two houses
showing Keith attractions there. The Nlckle, the
old Keith bouse, Is doing very nicely with pictures
as the main attraction. A large modern and thoroughly fireproof theater Is now well nnder way for
Mr. Keith In St. John, and Mr. J. H. Clancey, chief
engineer of the Keith bouses In Massachusetts, is on
the spot, looking out for the construction. The
house was orlglnaly Intended to be open this month,
but delays In building will not allow the new house
to be completely furnished until next March. The
theater has been named the Imperial and Is expected
to be one of the finest in Canada. Under the foundelay.
dations of the Imperial a great amount of water
has been discovered, and this accounts for the
The Crown Theater, a moving picture house of
Bridgeport, Conn., is to be thoroughly overhauled
and renovated, in order to keep pace with competition.
The old Jolllette Theater, Boston, which was closed
for some months, due to poor business, has reopened under the name of the Empire. Licensed
pictures and songs are given, with admission at S
cents, except on Saturday and Sundays, when 10
cents Is asked. The house Is not doing very much
and cannot be expected to prosper, as nearby houses
are too strong competition for the Empire, which
Is an old bouse, of a type that has outlived Its
usefulness.
The Academy Theater, a moving picture bouse of
Magerstown, Me., Is to be enlarged, as Manager
C. W. Boyer needs additional room to seat his
The Princess Theater now under construction in
patrons.
Hartford, Conn., will add one more moving picture
theater in that city. It will be a cozy house, and
should get a share of the trade.
Mr. A. A. Kellmann is becoming quite a factor
■ u the New England section, and has now taken
the lease on the Park Theater, of Taunton, Mass.
This Is the best theater In the city, and should
make a winner for Mr. Kellmann.
An orche8trarian has been installed in the Central Square Theater, Lynn. Mass., by Manager
James Donovan. This Is probably the first theater
in New England to introduce a mechanical orchestra.
The house.. is doing very well, Indeed, with programs of pictures and songs.
Tfe Opera House, Exeter, N. H., Is now the possession of the Goldstein Brothers' Amusement Company of Springfield. The concern which operates
a number of New England theaters found trade so
good at the Exeter Opera House that they decided
ato lease.
buy it, rather than continue to run the house on
The Famous Players Film Company of New England, with headquarters In Boston, lost no time In
of "Queen
pictures
Bernhardt
booking
Elizabeth"theat Sarah
the Jefferson
Theater,
Portland,
Me.
The reels were shown to enthusiastic and large
audiences, during the week of October 7.
John T. Moriarty, of Springfield, Mass., states
that he has just purchased the Potoln estate, In
nolvoke, Mass. ,and that a moving picture theater
there, as soon as some needed alwill be operated
terations are made. This location Is a good one,
and should prove a money-maker for Mr. Moriarty,
who expects to manage the house himself.
Mr. M. Douglas Flattery, who is the secretary and
counsel for the Marcus Loew Theaters in Boston,
Museum Alaska-Siberia
is In charge of the Carnegie
pictures in that city. The reels are doing so weU
at Jordan Hall, that a six-week engagement Is
may be shown in all the
planned.
Loew
bousesThein pictures
New England.

Conn., exhibitors are showing themisew Haven,
selves to be alive to the benefits of organization,
and accordingly, have formed what is known as the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of New Haven.
The New Haven exhibitors are Intending to enlarge
their scope of work, so as to Include the entire
State of Connecticut. The immediate cause of this
ion Is to attempt various political candiorganizat
dates for office to declare absolutely what their
for theaters.
Ideas are regarding a Sunday opening
The new organization will throw its strength to the
will aid their
men favoring Sunday opening, and seem
to be the
cause via the screen. This would
for Connecticut exhibipossible way looking
most effectivewhat
every
and
for,
are
they
tors to get
urged
moving picture man In that state Is strongly
the
with
to get in line at once. Just get in touch
officers of the new organization, who are Mr. John
Mr.
Gentile, president; Mr. J. Fahy, treasurer, and
J. J. Cannon, who Is vice-president.
Mr and Mrs. J. A. Lemleux, formerly proprietors
d, Mass., who
of the Orpheum Theater, Springfiel
were forced Into bankruptcy last spring, have sold
R. I.,
their theater to S. B. Brown, a Providence,
man who will run the house as a straight photoplay
by
bouse. Recently the Orpheum had been operated
Orpheum will be
Mr Daniel J. McGrath. The
takes hold.
before Mr. Brown
renovated
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• nt be i«y help] hit grown
One of the oldest chur.lios In Plttaflold, Mass.. Is There's llablo to be a tight L, i
ville and picture theaters of Lynn, Mini, and tbe
soon to l>e coiuoit.d
into a uiovlug picture tbi
i h/da w.
local Musicians' Union. The latter DO*) demands'
oil North
has stood
church
1'nlty
the
vcars
For
. i tbe laarahalll
■ •• a
Strict.
r.uslnesa
blocks sprung
up around
the edlthat mnalclanl be paid $.'! n week mora than their
on a morning
.
■ r.l. r to K
prcnt wages. The leader moal get a $1 boost.
and the church has been Bold
ii v grew,
g
oi.i
friend
a
ehaa
I
•
sights
of
the
city,
The
local houses
do not seem
dispose,!
to
to William T. Butter, who announce* that he plans
tretched » canvas opoa " reeldenoa adjoining
to this
extent,
and
tin-re
may
!.<• no
to remodel It and to put la a brick inldltl.ui. controuble.
Tbe
Musicians'
1'nlon Ib very
aggressive
verting It Into a modern business block and niovin
the Interests
of Its memberB.
an aaaj
r hi-,, theater. '1'hc location In an excellent
, tares
Moor.- from
fnrnlabed
the ehalr
machine,«t the
and window.
one, and the new theater should do well.
The ri.started
-u Poll off
Theater,
ontremendous
Bin Street,rush.
\\'.. J
with
a
,
contributed
soma
of
the
»!••«■
tad
the opeHuntington AveThe writer dropped luto the new mid
found that
nue Theater. Huston, recently,
while
the Prlnceaa neut
mul a Ms planlut
also and
loaned MM films.fi'.iua,A
Idle, the manager,
state*
that his "milliondollar theater" is cleaning up the city with it» big
of thr.e lum.lred
persons iiw
tbe i
Is becoming popular. Tbls was attbls cosy.v bouse
hill-, ..f \ ini.levHio and pictures.
the large audience. It was an afternoon
The Colonial Theater,
Lawrence,
Mass.,
found
no
Arthur
Sweetman
has been
secured
aa manager
performance, and many women and children were
Ml,
difficulty In crowding
Its house during
the week
of
for llthe Irwin Theater Company, at Kt. Charles,
111.
present. The projection was even, and the musical
October
14, With
the
Sarah
Bernhar.lt
reels of
The new Grand
()|>ern House,
seating
KM people,
selections very pleasing. Manager Jones Is giving
Elizabeth"
as the attraction.
Tries
were
lum been opened at Piano, in.
away free a box of chocolates to everyone attending
10, '-'•> and BO cents.
the matinee performances, until further notice, In
ntract has been Lt to John Kurtz to conIIm LOWI i Opera BOOM exhibited Sarah Kern
order to Increase I he interest In the afternoon Bhows.
struct the orphcutn Theater at Mar«balltown, la., to
cost $13,700.
hardt In "Queen Elizabeth" during the week of
Manager Jones has an unusually good orchestra,
October 21, ami prices ranged from 10 to11 r>()
centa.
-'•enes of the picturesque
Mississippi
river
EN BY.
n Theater Ladles' Orchestra,
called the Huntingto
and their musical selections were well received.
between
Elaab
and Grafton,
111., will be made, the
The Auditorium Theater, which was recently
go,
Peoria
&
St
Unln
Railway
loaned
a
opened by Mr. Haymond McBrlde In Bridgeport,
coach, engine and crew for the purpose.
Conn., Is doing very well. Tbe Auditorium Is a
I Q
Wo
ott. general secretary of the V.
IN THE MISSISSIPPI VALLEY.
neat, cosy house, and exhibits a good grade of picA. at Sioux City, la., advocates tbe Installation of
tures from the Mutual
folks.
ASTRONOMERS
of Decatur. 111., have formed a
Tin- new Puk Theater of Manchester, N. H., Is
a B,
moving
picture machine.
society and have made arrangements with the
B, Westaver
succeeds John S. Popbam as
giving stock-company
attractions this year.
BIJou Theater to show slides In that house once a
manager of the Oram! Opera House at Charleston,
week and to furnish a lecturer.
Mutual service seems to completely suit the
111. He will run pictures when other shows do not
Wilbur and Robert Inman have leased the Midget
Lyceum Theater of New London, Conn. Manager
conflict.
W. T. Murphy Is greatly pleased with the way his
Theater
at Belvldere,
111., for Saturday
picture
The Alton. III., Y. M. C. A. showed only a few
Shows.
new pictures nre being received.
feet of a western film and then shut It off because
The work ou the building of the new theater on
Kewanee, 111., now has alx moving picture shows.
lt
began with a bar-room scene. The exchange had
Tremont How, Boston, mysteriously ceased last
Ed. Feldon and Frank Greenway have opened tbe
been ordered to send pictures suitable for the orweek, and many rumors are In circulation to acBIJou on Main Street, and the American, on Chestcount for It. Some say that arrangements have
nut Street, has been opened.
MTs. L. M. Smith of St. Ixmis, Mo., bas purganization.
been concluded whereby It will not be necessary to
Tbe city council of Streator, 111., has passed a
chased the Star Theater at MurphyBboro, 111. Her
build the temporary theater, while waiting for exdaughter, Mrs. William Burell, singer and trap
stringent ordinance regulating the operation of movisting leases to expire. Owing to the inability of
ing picture machines. The measure creates tbe
drummer,
and Mr.
Burell, will
pianist,
Mrs. Smlth'a
Bureau of Examiners of Moving Picture Operators,
the promoters to buy the lease of one of the tenson Wallace,
violinist,
haveandcharge
of the
ante, It was Impossible to build the big theater, and
music branch of the show.
consisting of the city electrician, chief of fire dea smaller one was under way to bridge tbe time
Alfred Loy has taken charge of tbe Hippodrome,
partment and chief of police. A license fee of $3
until the lease of this tenant expired. Another
a year is charged. Proprietors are allowed to opeat Murphysboro, 111. He will continue to operate
rumor Is to the effect that the Fire Commissioner
rate twenty-four hours In emergencies without a
the Gem Theater, giving four reels at each theater
had ordered the work stopped, until certain things
licensed operator.
each
night.
were fixed to his liking. Many believe this story,
Edward Vanden of Marlon, 111., and H. H. Mchlln.
George W. Jacobs, formerly of Grayvllle. 111.,
as the building Is one of the oldest in the city.
of Winchester, Ohio, have purchased the Star and
has almost completed his theatorinm at MorganThe writer does not vouch for either rumor, which
field, Ky.
Majestic theaters at Mt. Vernon, 111., from Frank
cannot be confirmed.
Gillespie, Ray Carroll and Homer Hicks.
Ed. Eellls, manager of the Hillsboro Opera House
Mr. Jack Dolan, manager of the Lyric Theater,
at Hillsboro, 111., recently advocated a plan to
Tbe Sellg
of Columbus,"
Dover, N. H., has finally recovered from an illness
shown
Octoberfilm
14 "The
and 15Coming
at Dreamland
Theater, was
at
hold
a free moving picture matinee for children
that kept him away from business for more than a
each Saturday. The merchants were to pay for
Kewanee,
by Santa Maria Council Knights of Comonth. His many friends will be glad to learn
lumbus.
tbe reels, lights, and incidental advertising.
that Jack Is on the Job once more.
Licensed pictures are being used In the Grand
Anton Avena Is equipping the second story of bis
Mr. William Haddock visited Boston this week
Opera House at Charleston,
111.
store in Witt, 111., as an opera bouse.
In the Interests of Eclair films. Mr. Haddock made
J.
C.
May,
who
recently
opened
a
moving
picture
cliff Weaver Is now operator at tbe Dreamland,
a most favorable impression on all he happened to
at Farmlngton,
III.
111., has remeet.
show in the opera house at Franklin, dynamo
has
Building. A
Hocking
the
moved
to
The owners of moving picture shows In WaukeMr. Robert Evans certainly knows how to lecture
been installed In a nearby building to furnish
gan. 111., will cooperate with the Sesame Clnb In
the pictures and he never showed to better adsecuring a better grade of films.
power. Miss G. Relnbach Is ticket seller and Edna
vantage than at Jordan Hall, Boston, where he Is
McDougall Is usher.
Moving pictures of the Hagenbeck-Wallace circus
explaining the Alaska-Siberia pictures. These picLewis
the
In
show
were taken at Virden,
111.
picture
moving
a
open
to
Plans
tures are doing nicely under the management of
The
American Feature Film Company, of St. Louis,
bematerialize
not
did
111.,
Bloffs,
at
house
Opera cause of prohibitive Insurance rates.
Mr. K. Douglas Flattery, a Marcus Loew reprebas
been
Incorporated,
with
a capital stock of $1,000,
sentative.
Heloy Woods Is now singer, and Mrs. Walter Van
to manufacture films, for fifty years. The IncorMr. Frank Howard, one of the owners of GorWinkle pianist, at the Lyric, at Avon. 111.
porators are: M. J. Miller, Jobn Ellman snd
don's Olympla Theater, Boston, is most enthusiastic
Charles Werner.
W. W. Watts, owner of the Vaudette at Springover the showing of that house.
field, 111., is not connected with the new house at
The Republicans of Peoria county, 111., have been
Mr. A. A. Kellmann opened the Park Theater,
Jerseyvllle, 111.
successfully using moving pictures to secure crowds
Taunton, Mass., which he has Just leased, with a
All houses In Springfield, III., reported a good
for their campaign rallies.
rush. Tbe opening attraction was the Nat Goodwin
atthe
although
week,
Fair
State
during
business
H. A. Mletz has take
' of the Majestic
reels of "Oliver Twist." Business was good and
Theater at Cedar
Falls, Iowa, and will conduct
a
tendance at the big exposition was not up to former
Mr. Kellmann will no doubt make a winner out
first-class moving picture house.
vears, owing to threatening and rainy weather.
of his new house, which formerly was tbe "legitiwas
cents,
ten
to
The raise In prices from five
be
will
Minn.,
.
mate" house of the city.
Mlnnea|rf.'.lB
J. L. McCUnton, of
manager of the new theater ereeter by the Dayton
to three reels. The T nlby an increase
Mr. W. T. Howley, manager of the Premier TheJustifiedPortland
Cement Company of Chicago, used
la.
Falls.
In Cedar
Estate
versal
ater, Lowell, Mass., reports that he has found busiconstrucroad
Peterson Brothers opened their new Lyric
1
ness satisfactory since bis opening, October 11. A
industrial pictures to show concrete
Tbe bouse seats
show.
' tion, and although they bad only a small booth,
free
a
program of Independent pictures is used.
with
la.,
In Belmond,
Mr. Jeffrey L. Whalen is making a big hit with
had 3,000 visitors a day. The Rudolph Wurlltzer
312 J. persons.
Lynn, Mass., audiences, where he Is lecturing the
O. Canfleld bas disposed of his two moving
Company had a special exhibit of orchestral pianos
pictures at tbe Olympla Theater, which Is managed
for moving picture theaters at 407 East Jefferson
picture shows at Washington. la., to Coldren &
Street
by Arthur E. Lord.
Marsh. ill of Hampton. la., and will go to California.
111., has purchased the
Earl Smith of Lewlstown,
A new moving picture show, to be known as tbe
Howe's moving pictures are booked to play the
Dreamland Theater at Farmlngton, 111., from II. N\
Court Square Theater, Springfield, Mass. This Is a
Lvrlc, has been opened in tbe Joplln Building at
by
He will be assisted In the management
Cross.
City. 111.
Johnson
"legitimate" house as a rule, but Manager D. 0.
Donald Elliott, also of Lewlstown.
Gllmore finds It expedient to run In a feature film
"Moving Pictures of the International TypoThe remodeled BIJou Theater at Rochester, 111.,
production now and then.
graphical Union Home at Colorado Springs. Colorado,
were shown October 17. at the Lyric theater in
was reopened October 12 by Faust & Demblon. A
The Goldstein Brothers Amusement Company have
secured the services of Mr. A. H. Furrows as
stflllodNo. 6 A Power's camerograph has been Innew
Springfield. Illinois, under the auspices of the locsl
manager of their Plaza Theater, Northampton, Mass.
printers Gem
union.
\rthur and Horace Heaton of White Hall. 111.,
The Star Theater, Nantasket, Mass., opened with
and tbe Princess moving picture shows
have stored their tent for the winter and will play
a rush on Friday evening, October 18. Tbls bouse
at Beardstown. 111., played a prominent part
opera bouses with their moving picture show.
is open on Tuesday and Friday nights, and did very
In the entertainment features of the annual State
well last year on the same policy. Manager
Convention of the Illinois Supervisors, County Clerks,
Peterson & Kempk of Chicago, have leased LunThomas L. Donahue has selected to use the service
denbnrg & Shanno's ball at Klrkland, 111., and will
and Commissioners
Association.
of tbe Mutual Film Corporation and vaudeville from
to moving pictures and vaudedevote three nights
Mabin Brothers have been granted permission to
ville and three nights to roller skating.
the Variety Amusement Company of Boston.
show every Sunday evenpicture
moving
a
conduct
William Braley of St. Jobn, Canada, announces
Thomas Keyes of Chicago, has leased The Barrying In the Village Hall, at Averyvllle, a suburb of
that he will have a new theater, to be devoted to
at Mollne, 111., and will open a picTheater
more ture
Illinois.
Peoria.
show
there.
vaudeville and pictures, at Yarmouth, N. B. Mr.
The city council of LaSalle. Illinois, has revoked
Braley has put about $15,000 Into tbe renovation and
Tbe Steamer Francis A, with barge, has left
two ordinances, one limiting the number of picture
South,
Davenport, la., for a winter cruise of the
and another forbidding tbe establishing of a
shows
improvement of Odd Fellows' Hall and now
and down tne
has a modern theater. With a seating capacity
going through the Hennepin canalwill
theater on the north side of First street, between
supplement
pictures
Moving
river.
Illinois
of over 1,000, and a good ocation, Braley's TheGooding and Jollet streets. Tbls action was taken
in a
given
Is being
performance
The
vaudeville.
ater should find no trouble In doing a good volume
WhitIn order to allow Peter Macklney and Thomas
of business In Yarmouth.
field to open a new photoplay house ou First street.
ing
The Opera House, Hudson, Mass., opened on
of Chicago, has
Company,
Theater
CGeorge Vampaketes is said to be contemplat
Ogden
The
Monday. October 14, with a first-class service from
show in Upper Alton, 111.
opening a moving picture Company
been incorporated with a capital stock of $2,500.
of Chicago, has
The Dearborn Theater
the New England Universal Film Exchange of BosThe incorporators are, Edgar Edson. Arthur I.
ton, and with vaudeville from the Variety Amusebeen Incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000,
Miller. Flora E Edson.
ment Company. Manager Ascher reports good busitheatrical and amusement business.
general
a
do
to
Lee
ness.
Moving pi iture theater proprietors of Mattoon.
. Goodman,
Charles
Colbert
and Lee
Frank
.
_
. Mary
. _.„„,„
tors J.are:
Incorpora
The
Illinois, have begun a movement to have their
A new theater, to be devoted to moving pictures
open on Sunday.
houses
wa
in Claude
Waterloo.
the Crystal Theater
•»._«.
at .
and vaudeville. Is slated for Hartford, Conn., as
Is now soloist
Kay Io
D C McCle'lan. owner of tbe string of moving
Messrs. Lewis and Harvey Intend to build one.
that before
announces
in Pekin,
theaters
picture
Moving pictures showed L. B. Jones, former Mayor
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another year, he will construct one of the most
modern photoplay homes in the state.
The old Barrymore theater, at Mollne, Illinois,
baa been reopened as the White noose theater with
B. 11. Scott in charge. Raymond's (our piece
orchestra Is furnishing the music. Wednesday,
Saturday and Sunday matinees will be given.
Miss Marguerite Savage bus resumed her duties
as ticket seller for the Star Photoplay, at Lincoln,
Illinois. Mrs. Eller Jones, of the Star Photoplay,
has returned from a business trip to Cblcago.
Kyle Knt. pianist at the Klmmel and Bijou theaters in Cairo, Illinois, has resigned to accept a
position as traveling salesman for the Cblcago Belting Company.
The Morton Park Theater Company of Morton
Park, Illinois, has been Incorporated with a capital
stock of $2,500 to do a general theatrical business.
The Incorporators are: Joseph Verba, Otto Kerner
and Frank Kassel.
The Popular Theater Company of Cblcago, has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $2,500,
to manage five cent theaters. The incorporators are,
Louis D. Loe, Wladyslaw Jaworowski and Wenzel
D. Love.
The McClnre-Cary Construction Company of St..
Louis and B. F. Wasson, of Clinton, Illinois, are
promoting a $25,000 opera bouse in Clinton.
James C. Wallace of New York, Is negotiating
with Joliet, 111., parties to open a moving picture
theater with a capacity of 1,000 in the Rott building in that city.
Tbe new Washington theater at Belleville, Illinois,
will be opened the latter part of November by the
Grace Amusement Company.
R. H. Taylor, manager of the Mollne theater at
Mollne, Illinois, died, October 17.
Cltlzena of Momence, 111., have begun a movement
to build a new opera house.
«
George H. Wales who gives moving picture shows
at Mt. Carroll and Lanark, 111., has started a new
show on tbe road which will take in Chadwick
and other towns.
Business men of St. Charles, Mo., contemplate
erecting a $60,000 building at Second and Adams
street, to be used as an opera bouse.
The Consolidated Feature Film Company of St.
Louis, Mo., has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $5,000, to do a general moving picture film
business. The incorporators are, 0. T. Crawford,
W. B. Lanmann, and Ike Schlank.
F. H. MADISON.

LOUISVILLE.
MANAGER DAVE LEVINSON, of the Novelty
Theater, Is contemplating tbe use of a vocalist
in bis bouse. Mr. Levlnson has not in the past been
a believer In the use of singers, believing that the
public appreciates high-class films more than anything else. However, tbe exhibitor is inclined to
give tbe proposition another chance, and Is prepared to keep an accurate record of attendance
figures during tbe time tbe innovation is in use. If
attendance increases, the vocalist will be retained;
otherwise, it will be discontinued.
John W. Tlmmons, who had gained some prominence in moving picture circles around Louisville
as a singer, died recently, after a week's illness.
Death was due to paralysis. Mr. Tlmmons is survived by three daughters.
Miss Mabel Normand's appearance at the Crystal
Theater in Louisville, drew large crowds, that talented actress appearing to good advantage in one
of the Keystone Film Company's pictures.
Tbe Home Motion Picture Company has been incorporated at Muncie, Ind., with a capitalization of
$30,000. The directors of the new company are:
Harry R. Wysor, Burt H. Whitely and C. Ray
Andrews. The company plans to manufacture films,
industrial and educational In character.
President Irvin Simon, president of the Princess
Amusement Company, of Louisville, and manager
of the Consolidated Theaters Company, attended the
opening of the latter's new house, the Empress, in
Central City, Ky., recently. The new theater opened
under the most favorable auspices, according to the
manager. The house In Central City Is the second
to be opened since the Consolidated began operations. That at Earlington, Ky., Is doing nicely.
Following the lead of numerous other schools
throughout tbe country, the Cardome School, of
Georgetown, Ky.. has Installed a moving picture
machine for first aid to tbe teachers in instructing
pupils. Educational and other films will be shown,
and the Innovation Is expected to prove a brilliant
■nccess.
The Latta Optical Company of Louisville, has
taken on a line of borne moving picture machines.
Demonstrations have been given dally by the company at its quarters at Fourth and Chestnut Streets.
Pictures being used by the Anti-Tuberculosis Society at Cincinnati, 0., In an anti-tuberculosis campaign, are not to be shown outside of that city, according to a recent announcement. The films caused
quite a flurry In the Queen City and were responsible
for liberal donations, to be used In the fight against
the great white plague. The Chamber of Commerce,
however, feared that If exhibited outside of Cincinnati that city would be given a "black eye," and
accordingly It was decided not to use them elsewhere. "Darkest Cincinnati,' Is tbe title of the pictures, which portray conditions in the slums of
that city.
Tbe new Woodward Theater, to be erected at
Webster and Main Streets, Cincinnati, will be constructed by the Ohio Building & Construction Com-
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Kex Theater opened to the Hopklnsvllle, Ky.,
public late In October. The bouse was built by tbe
Bex Amusement Company, and is one of the handsomest In Hopklnsvllle.
Moving pictures are shown.
The Bonlta Theater, Chattanooga, Tenn., has been
taken over by T. C. Thompson and F. B. Holt. It
was formerly controlled by the Mountain City
Amusement Company. Mr. Thompson, who was at
one time manager of tbe Colonial Theater of Chattanooga, will have charge of tbe Bonlta. Extensive
Improvements will be made In tbe bouse before the
opening of the Winter Season. Tbe new owners
have broken away from licensed pictures, and in
future will use Universal service. Three reels will
be shown, with a daily change.
Louisville exhibitors and musicians have as yet
failed to reach an agreement, and the former have
continued to arrange for music from other sources.
Max Simons, owner of the Olympic Theater, recently
Installed a Wurlltzer piano in that bouse. The
Ideal and East Broadway theaters, controlled by tbe
Broadway Amusement Company, are others which
provide their patrons with Wurlitzer music.
The striking
calling themselves
the public's and
attention to tbe musicians
controversyarebetween
exhibitors in numerous ways. Tbe nnion musicians
recently attempted to blackmail the East Broadway
Theater at Shelby Street and Broadway, by stationing a union band outside tbe place and rendering
several stirring airs. Residents from several blocks
distant came to hear tbe performance. Following
tbe concert the unionists exhorted the big crowd
to stay away from the theater. The throng, impelled by some perverse instinct, however, had distinctly different plans, and Manager Louis Steurle,
of the Broadway Amusement Company, who had expected an unusually light attendance, was amazed
to find the crowd clamoring for tickets and he
showed to the largest audience of his career. The
union men have adopted the plan of parading the
streets of Louisville, carrying a banner reading,
"Help the locked-out musicians." The strikers also
have had printed many thousands of dodgers, red
ink being used, giving their side of tbe argument.
The musicians complain that because the exhibitors
won't give in, causing the union men to strike, the
moving picture owners have "gone so far as to
put
electric
pianos
tentertain
you."
The In
cause
of the
strikeandis organs
the wishto of
the exhibitors
to insert in contracts with the musicians, a twoweeks' clause, allowing them to terminate the contract in that length of time. The musicians demand
at least a three-months' contract.
Mrs. Olive Shaarf, vocalist at the Majestic Theater, Louisville, has made a strong appeal to patrons by rendering classical offerings, "11 Trovatore,"
and others of similar beauty being among her favorites. The acquisition of Mrs. Sehaarf seems to
bear out the reputation of Manager Louis J. Dlttmar as being one of the shrewdest exhibitors in
the country. Mr. Dittmar has followed the public
tastes closely, and has about reached the conclusion
that high-class vocal offerings will soon replace the
ragtime stuff which has had such a run recently.
Tbe health authorities of Jeffersonville, Ind., have
lifted the ban from moving picture houses in that
town. For a time, children were barred because
of a diphtheria epidemic. This has now been practically eliminated by the authorities, and children
may again enjoy the pleasures afforded by the motion picture theaters.
The Mutual Film Corporation has taken offices In
Cincinnati, having leased the two upper floors of
17 Opera Place.
After successfully operating an alrdome during the
past summer, A. L. Smith has opened a new motion
picture theater in Owensboro, Ky. The new theater will be open from 11 o'clock in the morning
until the same time at night. The new house is
well equipped with modern conveniences, among
them being an exhaust fan that will completely
change the air every three minutes. The house Is
located at 315 Frederlcka Street.
Freeman Owen, a cameraman, who recently took
pictures of the animals of the Cincinnati, 0., zoo,
should have bad a machine focused on him while
so doing, according to stories of the adventure.
Owen found that satisfactory work could not be
by taking the animals through the wire screens, so
be entered tbe cages. Some of the animals watched
him in lazy unconcern, but others resented tbe Intrusion and made life very interesting for the cameraman before he completed his task.
G. P. Balch of the Louisville Courier-Journal, recently was one of the speakers before tbe Boosters'
Club of the New Albany, Ind., public service companies. He gave a good talk on "Motion Pictures
and their Value as an Advertising Medium." Mr.
Balch gave full credit to the pictures as an important factor In modern advertising campaigns.
Mr. Balch is president of tbe Municipal and Commercial Film Manufacturing Company, which recently made pictures of the Interurhan line, connecting Louisville with New Albany. The pictures
were shown at the recent meeting of the Boosters'
Club.
H. A. Moore, representing the Consolidated Theaters Company, has taken offices in the Tyler Building, Louisville. Mr. Moore will have charge of tbe
Consoldated's Interests in Louisville, besides doing
some field work for the corporation. The concern
now has two theaters In operation, one each at
Earlington and Central City, Ky. It Is planning
others In accordance
with its intention of estab-

lishing a long chain through Kentucky,
Tennessee
and Southern Indiana.
"Cy" Reluhardt, son of the well-known singer of
that name, Is following In bis father's footsteps by
working In Louisville moving picture houses. Young
Cy li possessed of his father's ability to a marked
extent, and has a promising future, it Is believed.
The Louisville Photoplay Association baa presented a check for $60 to the Salvation Army, which
is to begin work on a new borne In Louisville shortly.
Moving picture men have been liberal contributors
to the project, while tbe Association, Including
largely.
practically all of tbe exhibitors, also has helped
Tbe Ideal, the Broadway Amusement Company's
new house at Twenty-first and Market Streets, is
drawing big crowds dally, refuting predictions to
the effect that tbe theater could not survive because of tbe lack of transient trade. Tbe bouse Is
drawing patronage from Rowan Street to Broadway, and from Eighteenth Street to tbe outskirts
of tbe city on the west side. The faith of Fred
Dolle and others of tbe Broadway is being vindicated by the success of the new bouse, which compares favorably with any in tbe country in beauty
and excellence of productions.
The spread of diphtheria In Covington, Ky., has
been checked, and children of that city will shortly
be allowed to resume attendance at moving picture bouses and other public places. Tbe schools,
which have been temporarily closed, are to be reopened, the health officials having tbe epidemic
well in band.
The East Broadway Theater has discontinued
vaudeville, pending the settlement of the strike,
and will give straight moving pictures until that
time. Louis Steurle is manager of tbe bouse, which
is operated by the Broadway Amusement Company.
Tbe next annual meeting of the Kentucky Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League will be held in Louisville April 22, 23 and 24, according to an announcement by the Executive Committee, which met in
Louisville recently. The next meeting of the executive body will take place at Covington on January
5. President J. H. Stamper, of Lexington, Ky., presided at the recent gathering, which was held at
the Seelbach Hotel. Others present Included L. H.
Ramsey, of Lexington; D. C. Oldbam, of Richmond;
L. C. Smith, of Owensboro; J. C. Calrlo, of Covington, and Louis J. Dittmar, of Louisville. The 1912
meeting of tbe organization was held at Lexington.
It was reported that tbe Kentucky Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League now numbers 125 members, Including every exhibitor In Kentucky of Importance.
Efforts are to be put forth to enroll tbe few who
are not now affiliated with the state body.
Robert S. Schrader, general manager of the Central
Film Exchange of Indianapolis, Ind., was a recent
visitor to tbe Louisville branch of that company,
which is in charge of A. F. Mayer. Mr. Schrader
expressed deep satisfaction with recent developments. The Louisville head of the company baa
received a heavy shipment of reels, said to be one
of the largest ever handled by a branch house in
the South. Mr. Mayer is now providing features
for the Broadway Amusement Company of Louisville, that concern staging numerous Bison films,
which have proven especially popular with its
clientele. The Louisville office of the Central will
serve the Consolidated Theaters Company, which baa
opened two new houses In Kentucky. The latest of
these Is the Empress, which has been thrown open
to the Central City, Ky., public with a seating capacity of 400. Thomas Murphy is In charge. The
Louisville office has Increased Its film buying from
21 to 26 reels weekly, adding Ambroslo features.
The Princess Amusement Company of Louisville
will shortly
the world'sdevotee*
series
between
New present
York andpictures
Boston of
to Louisville
of the national pastime.
Pathe films will be used.
Louisville musicians will give a benefit ball In
the near future. The funds will go to those who
have left their work In moving picture houses.
Tbe Advance Film Manufacturing Company, recently formed In Louisville, began operations by
photographing the International Convention of the
Disciples of Christ, which held Its annual gathering
In the Kentucky metropolis recently. The convention was attended by several thousand delegate*
from all parts of the world. The pictures were
made while tbe meeting was In progress at tbe
Armory. The Advance also has taken animated pictures of the Twenty-third Indiana State Guards, on
a practice march from Indianapolis to French Lick.
Ernest Carpenter, who acts as cameraman, took the
regiment while It was passing through Franklin, Ind.
Simon and Michael Swltow and Ernest Carpenter are
stockholders.
The Independent Film Service Company has been
Incorporated in Louisville, being a continuation of
a going concern. D. B. Baker, former owner, la
president of the company, which has a capitalization
of $10,000. J. J. Petman, who has taken a halfInterest iu the concern. Is vice-president, and Miss
B. A. Plessiger is secretary and manager. The
present quarters at'41S West Jefferson Street, will
be retained.
Tbe neuok's Theater Company, which will build,
equip and control moving picture theaters, has been
Incorporated in Cincinnati with a capital stock of
$1S.0iX>. C. H. Walter. Emma and Matilda H.
Heuck, and Charles E. Weber, are its incorporators.
G. D. CRAIN,
JR.
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Special Release lor Nov. 11th
TheIN World's
Greatest
Thriller
ABSOLUTELY
A CLASS
BY ITSELF.
A FEATURE
OF FEA-

TURES. THE MOST
DABING,
DRAMATIC
AND
SENSATIONAL
MOTION
PICTURE
PLAY
EVER
PRODUCED,
ANYWHERE,
AT
ANY
TIME,
BY ANY
MAKER.
THIS
IS NO IDLE
BOAST.
THE
PICTURE
WILL
PROVE
IT.
DENIZENS
OF THE
JUNGLES
BATTLING WITH HUMANS
ARE
SHOWN
IN SEVERAL
OF THE
SCENES.
THIS IS BY FAR THE
GREATEST
WILD ANIMAL
MASTERPIECE
THAT
SELIG
HAS
EVER
PRODUCED.
YOUR
AUDIENCES
WILL
GO
WILD
OVER IT.

DON'T FAIL TO BOOK THIS FILM TODAY.
ELABORATE ASSORTMENT OF PUBLICITY

DO IT NOW.
AT ONCE.
AIDS AND SPECIAL PAPER.

Nov. 13th.

The Lo.t Inheritance

A remarkable story of bow a bogus duke stood between father and son. One of the scenes In tbe picture
depicts athletic night at one of tbe big social clubs.
The boxing and wrest
t» are worth double tbe
price of admission
thiit you will charge.
About

Nov. 12th.
A rattling good western
romance,
which tells the
story of a rugged game warden and his efforts to pre-

Nov. 15th.

Nov. 14th.

Old Songs

and Memories

A vivid virilization of pleasant reminiscences of an
aged couple who see again the vanished scenes of their
youth, as the yonng people sing the old familiar songs.
A picturesque feature
About 1,000 feet.

Shanghaied

A strong virile story of adventure and heroism at tea. A tale ot love and adventure, romance and daring.
See how a hiir yacht was saved from being burned by the irnlcfc work of .1 yonng sailor.
About 1.000 feet.

Kings of the Forest Paper and Publicity Aids
Six-sheets. Three -sheets. Two Styles of One-sheets, Half-sheet Hangers, and an elaborate Twelve-sbeet Mounted
Cut Out are ready for shipment. One, Two and Three-column Electrotype Ads ISiz assortment of newspaper
cuts and half-tones.
Two-color
Heralds, etc., etc. Send
In vonr name
todav
for sample
herald and the free
Kings of the Forest" Envelope.

SELIG

ADDRESS
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Polyscope
COMPANY
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All Important World

20 E. Randolph St.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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Calendar of Licensed Releases.
Advance Releases.

Current Releases.
MONDAY,

NOVEMBER

4th, 1912.

MONDAY,

BIOGRAPH— Heredity (Drama)
PATHE— Pathc's Weekly No. 45 (Topical)
EDISON — The New Member of the Life Saving Crew
(Drama)
1000
KALEM — Mountain Dew (Drama)
1000
LUB1N — Juan and Juanita (Comedy)
1000
SELIG — The Voice of Warning (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— The Mills of the Gods (3 Reels) (Special)
(Drama)
3000
VITAGRAPH— An Official Appointment (Drama)
1000
TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 5th, 1912.
EDISON — A Romance of the Rails (Drama)
1000
ESSANAY — Chains (Drama)
1000
CINES— The Golden Shell of Palermo (Scenic)
350
CINES — Love vs. Gratitude (Drama)
760
C. G. P. C. — Anne Boleyn (Drama)
LUBIN — The Substitute Heiress (Drama)
1000
SELIG — The Dynamiters (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— The Face or the Voice (Com.-Drama) . 1000
WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER 6th, 1912.
EDISON — A Queen for a Day (Comedy)
1000
ECLIPSE — The Queen of Spades (Drama)
1005
ESSANAY — A Money? (Comedy)
1000
KALEM— The Mystery of Grandfather's Clock
PATHE— Broken Hearts (Drama) . . . .•
SELIG — Her Education (Comedy-Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH — Michael McShane, Matchmaker (Drm.).iooo
THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER
7th, 1912.
BIOGRAPH— His Auto's Maiden Trip (Comedy)
BIOGRAPH— The Club Man and the Crook (Comedy)
ESSANAY — The Ranchman's Anniversary
(Com. -Dr.) . 1000
LUBIN — The Sheriff's Mistake (Drama)
1000
MELIES — The Smuggler's Prisoner (Drama)
1000
PATHE— Victims of Fate (Drama)
PATHE — Dinan, France (Scenic)
SELIG — Carmen of the Isles (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Out of the Shadows (Drama)
1000
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8th, 1912.
EDISON — Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, U. S.
(Scenic)
1000
ESSANAY— When Wealth Torments
(Comedy)
1000
C. G. P. C— Half A Pint of Milk (Comedy)
C. G. P. C. — The Scarab (Educational)
C. G. P. C— A Trip Up the Elbe (Scenic)
KALEM— The Pony Express Girl (Drama)
KALEM— Brave Old Bill (Drama)..
LUBIN— Felix at the Ball (Comedy)
LUBIN — An Accidental Millionaire (Comedy)
SELIG — The Legend of the Lost Arrow (Drama)
SELIG — Enchanting Japan (Scenic)
VITAGRAPH— A Modern Atalanta (Drama)
1000
SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER
9th, 1912.
EDISON— A Doctor For an Hour (Comedy)
1000
ESSANAY — An Indian's Friendship (Drama)
1000
CINES— No Fool Like an Old Fool (Comedy)
1000
KALEM— The Fraud at the Hope Mine (Drama)
1000
LUBIN— The Water Rats (Drama)
1000
PATHE— Buster to the Rescue (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— The Hand Bag (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— Arabian Sports (Sports)

Poster Frames

America's Popular
Photo Players
Handsome Photos n x
14, of 24 of the leading
Association Stars, 12
for $2.00, postage prepaid.
One-sheet Posters (28 x
-!-• 1 10 for $1.50, postage
prepaid.
POST CARDS
35 Licensed and 15 Independent Stars $4.00]
per 1000.

*

Fit on tliree-sbeet boards with
space In center for one-sheet.
Top sheets read: Now Playing,
Special Feature, Extra Feature, Extra Attraction, ToDay's Newest Feature, Coming
Soon. Complete set of 10 (assorted) for $1.20 Postage
Prepaid.

NOVEMBER

nth, 1912.

BIOGRAPH— Gold and Glitter (Drama)
PATHE— Pathe's Weekly No. 46 (Topical)
EDISON— The Non-Commissioned Officer (Drama) ... 1000
KALEM— Days of '49 (Drama)
1000
LUBIN — The Way of the Mountains (Drama)
1000
SELIG— Kings of the Forest— Two Reels— Special (Dr..) 1000
SELIG — Saved by Fire (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Captain Barnacle, Reformer (Drama) .. 1000
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12th, 1912.
EDISON — Salt Lake City, Utah, and its Surroundings
(Scenic)
500
EDISON— Linked Together (Comedy)
500
ESSANAY — From the Submerged (Drama)
1000
CINES — On the Firing Line (Drama)
1025
C. G. P. C. — The Spahi's Fiancee (Drama)
C. G. P. C. — The Dinka Chief's Reception (Educational)
LUBIN — At the Rainbow's End (Drama)
1000
SELIG — Between Love and the Law (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— The Professor and the Lady (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— Aquatic Elephants (Novelty)
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13th, 1912.
EDISON — A Thrilling Rescue by Uncle Mun (Comedy) .1000
ECLIPSE — Specimens of Lizards and Frogs (Edu.) . . . . 1000
ECLIPSE — The Town
of Cognac,
France,
and
Its
Brandy Industry (Industrial)
380
ECLIPSE — Reviewing
French
Troops
by
Airship
(Topical)
310
ESSANAY— The House of Pride (Drama)
_
1000
KALEM —— ATheTrip
Young
Millionaire
'
1000
PATHE
to Mount
Rainier(Drama)
(Scenic)
PATHE — The Pineapple
(Educational)
SELIG — The Lost Inheritance (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH — Lord Browning and Cinderella (Drama) 1000
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14th, 1912.
BIOGRAPH— My Baby (Drama)
ESSANAY — Cutting California Redwoods (Educational) 1000
LUBIN — The Country School-teacher (Com. -Dr.)
1000
MELIES — Value Received (Drama)
1000
PATHE— The Branded Arm
(Drama)
SELIG — Old Songs and Memories
(Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Billy's Pipe Dream (Comedy)
1000
FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER
15th, 1912.
EDISON— The Old Reporter (Drama)
1000
ESSANAY — Mr. Up's Trip Tripped Up (Comedy)
1000
C. G. P. C. — Max Gets the Reward (Comedy)
KALEM — I Saw Him First (Comedy)
KALEM— The Bachelor's Bride (Comedy)
LUBIN— The Slate Industry (Industrial)
LUBIN — Suitors and Suit Cases (Comedy)
SELIG — Shanghaied (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Una of the Sierras (Drama)
1000
SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER
16th, 1912.
EDISON— Hope (Drama)
1000
ESSANAY — "Alkali" Ike's Close Shave (Comedy)
1000
CINES — Life and Industries in Aden Campo (Edu.).... 500
CINES— The Old Actor's Vision (Drama)
510
'KALEM — Battle in the Virginia Hills (Drama)
1000
LUBIN— Chief White Eagle (Drama)
1000
PATHE— The Light That Failed (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— The Model for St. John (Drama)
1000

PRINTING

STRIPS

9x12 circulars, Good
White Book Paper with
50
Sayings 50
cuts, for all two and
(J/2 sheet size)
three-reel features. $2.00 4x21
for a single 1000, $1.50 per 100, 35c.
in 2 or 3 thousand lots. 6 x 28 ( full sheet size) 60c.

Write for free- Catalogue and advertising matter.
"If It's Anything to Advertise a Picture Theater,

EXHIBITORS' 2^y™&g?ZA£*&:

We Have It."

LICENSED
POSTERS
A. B. C, Vitagraph, Esmakes.
sanay and all other
One-sheets
Three-sheets

15c
35c

.Six-sheets

70c

ALL BRAND
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OPERATING

Automatic Ticket Selling and Cash Register
BY THE
THE

Every

MACHINE

ticket is registered

THE CASHIER HANDLES

SIMPLE
ISSUES

PRESSURE

OF A BUTTON

1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 TICKETS

as soon

as issued

and

IN ONE

ACTION.

tickets can be sold only once.

NO TICKETS, RECEIVING MONEY AND MAKING
—ASSURING RAPID SERVICE.

CHANGE

ONLY

Register is under lock and key and you hold the key.

The Automatic insures rapid service in selling tickets.
Insures absolute accuracy in accounting for every dollar.
Insures a complete account of business transacted.
WE FURNISH SINGLE AND DOUBLE MACHINES AS REQUIRED.
By the use of the double machine two different priced tickets or tickets of two different classes can be issued
If you want to increase the rapid
handling of your tickets and want absolute protection for your Box Office,
you cannot afford to be without the
AUTOMATIC TICKET SELLING^
CASH REGISTER.'
Write
for
^Catalogue
solve your
lem and

"'our HI I lust rated
and terms.
It will
ticket selling probmake you money.

Reliable agents wanted everywhere.
Liberal Agency
contracts o0erea.

»®^atomuticMrtSrUitiaaiift€aBhIrai5trr(3ro.
NEW
PITTSBURGH
NEW
I493-I5Q5
FARMER'S
BANK
BLDC.
1493-1505

Y0RK
Y'ORK
BROADWAY
BROADWAY

l»
^**
C THIRD

SAINT
LOUIS
SAINT
LOUI
NATLBANK
NATL.8ANK
fBLDI
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Calendar of Independent Releases.
Releasing Through Universal Company
Current Releases.
SUNDAY,

NOVEMBER

3rd, 1912.

REX— An Old-Fashioned Mother (Drama)
CRYSTAL— Oh, Such a Night! (Comedy)
CRYSTAL — Marriage a la Carte (Comedy)
ECLAIR— Aunt Bridget (Com.-Dr.)
MONDAY,
NOVEMBER 4th, 1912.
IMP — A Strange Case (Drama)
NESTOR— United We Stand (Drama)
CHAMPION— A Tramp's Strategy (Com.-Dr.)
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 5th, 1912.
BISON— A Red Man's Love (Drama)
GEM— The Better Part (Drama)
ECLAIR— Silent Jim (Drama— 2-Reel)
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 6th, 1912.
POWERS— The Railroad and the Widow (Drama)
...
NESTOR— His Little Partner (Drama)
AMBROSIO— The Ship of Lions (Drama)
UNIVERSAL— The Animated Weekly No. 35 (Topical)
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7th, 1912.
REX — Honor of the Family (Drama)
IMP — Leah the Forsaken
(Drama — 3-Reel)
ECLAIR — Foiling a Fortune Hunter (Comedy)
ECLAIR— What Father Did (Comedy)
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8th. 1912.
NESTOR— Sharps & Chaps (Comedy)
POWERS— The First Glass (Drama)
VICTOR— Sisters (Drama)
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 9th, 1912.
IMP— Half Shot (Comedy)
IMP — How Ned Got the Raise (Comedy)
BISON — An Indian Ishmael (Drama)
MILANO — Her Masterpiece (Drama — 2-Reel)

Advance Releases.
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 10th, 1912.
REX — A Galley Slave's Romance
(Drama)
CRYSTAL— The Gypsy Flirt (Comedy)
CRYSTAL— Man Wanted
(Comedy)
ECLAIR — Golden
Hair (Comedy-Drama)
ECLAIR — Constantinople (Scenic and Educational)....
MONDAY, NOVEMBER nth, 1912.
NESTOR— A White Lie (Drama)
IMP— When Cupid Runs Wild (Comedy)
CHAMPION— A Protege
of Uncle Sam— Two
Reels
(Drama)
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12th, 1912.
BISON — Blackfoot's Conspiracy (Drama)
GEM — The Lighting of Love's Way (Drama)
ECLAIR — For the Honor of the Firm (Drama)
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13th, 1912.
NESTOR— Dad's Mistake
(Comedy)
POWERS — A Cowboy's Leap Year (Comedv)
AMBROSIO— The Siren's Call to Duty (Drama)
UNIVERSAL— The Animated Weekly No. 36 (Topical)
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER i4th, 1912.
IMP— Officer 174 (Drama)
REX — Camping Out (Drama)
ECLAIR — Their Children's Approval (Comedy)
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15th, 1912.
NESTOR— A Cow-Girl Cinderella (Comedv)
POWERS— His Career (Drama)
VICTOR— The Lady Leone— Two Reels (Drama)
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16th, 1912.
BISON— The Tribal Law— Two Reels (Drama)
IMP— Ole, the Hypnotist
(Comedy)
IMP— Just Like the West
MILANO — The Bewitched
Bandbox
(Comedy)
MILANO — Kelly on a Tightrope
(Comedy)

Releasing Through Film Supply Company
Current Releases.
SUNDAY,

NOVEMBER

3rd, 1912.

MAJESTIC — Weary's Revenge (Drama)
THANHOUSER— Petticoat Camp (Comedy)
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4th, 1912.
AMERICAN — Maiden and Men (Drama)
TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 5th, 1912.
MAJESTIC — Cupid on the Job .Comedy)
MAJESTIC— His Dress Suit (Comedy)
GAUMONT— Cupid's Lottery (Comedy)
THANHOUSER— The Ladder of Life (Drama)
WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER 6th, 1912.
GAUMONT — Gaumont's Weekly No. 35 (Topical)
RELIANCE— A Brother's Requital (Drama)
SOLAX— The Old Love and the New (Drama)
THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER
7th, 1912.

1000

AMERICAN — God's Unfortunate
(Drama)
1000
GAUMONT — The Emperor's Message (Drama)
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8th, 1912.
LUX — A Magnetic Personality (Comedy)
455
LUX — Spiffkins Eats Frogo (Comedy)
475
SOLAX— Just Hats (Comedy)
THANHOUSER— Through the Flames (Drama)
SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER
9th, 1912.
GREAT NORTHERN— The Lost Stud (Comedy)
GREAT NORTHERN— The Disturbed Sentry (Comedy)
RELIANCE — Bedelia and the Newlyweds (Comedy)...
AMERICAN— The Starbucks (2 Reels) (Drama)
GAUMONT— The Land O' Cotton (and a Topical) ... ._..

Advance Releases.

SUNDAY,

NOVEMBER

10th, 1912.

MAJESTIC — The Deacon's Shoes (Comedy)
MAJESTIC— His Cook Lady (Comedy)
THANHOUSER— A Noise Like a Fortune (Drama) ....
MONDAY, NOVEMBER nth, 1912.
AMERICAN — Man's Calling (Drama)
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12th, 1912.
MAJESTIC— Dick and Daisy (Drama)
GAUMONT — An Adventurous Adoption (Drama)
THANHOUSER— The Country's Prize Baby (Drama)..
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13th, 1912.
GAUMONT— Gaumont's Weekly No. 36 (Topical)
RELIANCE— The Faith Healer (Drama)
SOLAX— The Prodigal Wife (Drama)
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14th, 1912.
AMERICAN — The Intrusion at Lompoc (Drama)
GAUMONT— The Price of Paradise (Drama)
FRIDAY, NO 1 EMBER i5th, 1912.
LUX — The Adventures
of a Handsome
Young
Man
(Comedy)
LUX— Boxing Under Difficulties (Comedy)
SOLAX— Flesh and Blood— (Two Reels) (Drama)
THANHOUSER— In Time of Peril (Drama)
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16th, 1912.
GREAT NORTHERN— Title not reported.
RELIANCE— The Virgin of the Fire (Drama)
AMERICAN — Jim Bentley's Adventure (Drama)
GAUMONT — Zoological Gardens at Cincinnati (Natural
History)

Mutual Film Corporation.
ADVANCE RELEASES.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8th, 1912.
KAY-BEE — When Lee Surrenders — Two reels (Drama)
MONDAY, NOVEMBER nth, 1912.
KEYSTONE— The Deacon's Troubles (Comedy)
KEYSTONE — A Temperamental Husband
(Comedy)..
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13th, 1912.
BRONCHO— Mary of the Mines (Drama)

1000

1000

691
288

1000
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THE DAY IS DONE
When any old film pleased an audience.
They now demand realistic acting.
If you would
satisfy your patrons

YOU

MUST

BOOK

C. Q. P. C.
FILMS

The playing in these films rivals the
legitimate stage in technique and gripping intensity. Besides, you add color to
your exhibition when you

BOOK

C. Q. P. C
FILMS
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KINGS OF THE FOREST

SELIG
2 REELS

A Wild Animal Sensation, presenting a thrilling story of life in the Transvaal Jungles. This is one
of the greatest animal pictures ever produced, and there are enough exciting moments, hairbreadth escapes
and daring ventures to interest the most blase. This is a picture that is sure to attract and hold the interest
of your patrons and to remain fresh for a long time in their memory.

TH Ew*
MILLS
OF

THE

VITAGRAPH

3
REELS

GODS

Signore Lorenzo, a wealthy and ambitious plebeian, seeks to dethrone Prince Gian of Milan. Lorenzo
becomes enamored of Maria, a beautiful peasant girl, who repulses his attentions and is protected by
Miguel, whom she soon marries. Through Lorenzo's influence they are driven from home into direst poverty, and Maria's death soon follows. Miguel later acquires wealth, but again falls victim to Lorenzo's
treachery, who bribes his servant, Tano, to incinerate Miguel's property. Lorenzo's attempts to steal
Miguel's beautiful daughter and usurp the throne are foiled, and he is betrayed by Tano into a vacant
house ; the place is fired, and his life ground out by the Mills of the Gods, that are inexorable in their ultimate gristing of souls.

OCTOBER
28, 1912

,

FRENZIED

FINANCE

PATHE
3 REELS

Claude Rogers, a reckless gambler, falls heir to a banking business through the will of his father-in-law. The
bank, when he receives it, is staple and secure, but Rodgers immediately launches a "Get-rich-quick" scheme and
starts a campaign to get depositors by promises of fabulous interest. The bank soon becomes the largest, although
not the safest, in the East. But good things cannot last forever, and with his wife's sickness Rodgers' luck turns.
A run on the bank is the next misfortune, and because of Rodgers' extravagance it cannot stand the strain.
Amidst a scene of wild disorder at the Stock Exchange, the bank's stock collapses. A mob of ruined depositors
sto:
storms
the home of the banker, pursuing him through the rooms until they find that a bullet from his revolver
has brought his reckless career to a close.
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Daughter of the Spy|

Olympic Games
October 24, 1912,

Cines-KIeine Release September 16, 1912.

Three Reels.

Path* Shows World's Qreateat Athletes ia Action at Stockholm

Meet

The Lion Tamer's Revenge
Cines-Klelne Release October 21,

1912.

Two

Reels

A sensational story in which lions play an Important part and cause many
a thrill.
Love,
jealousy
and revenge
are, scene
of course,
principalA ingredients in this
splendid
drama,
the closing
being the
wonderful.
Jealous
lover, with the assistance of a clown— the play being enacted in a circuslures his rival and his partner, the girl, into the den of lions, and binds
them to a poet. The woman manages to escape, later to accuse the
murderer,
but the lover is mangled to death by the infuriated lions.

The Count of Monte Cristo
Selig Release October 14, 1912.

Three Reels

The wonderful and tragic story of Edmond Dantes, a young Frenchman, who Is entrusted with a message to the exiled Napoleon on the
Isle of Elba, forms one of the greatest themes ever written upon.
The full reproduction of this masterpiece by Sellg la unequalled by any
stage production. There are over 300 people In the cast and shows the
wonderful scene, gorgeous costumes and elaborate stage setting.
This is one of the most fascinating pictures ever produced.

Shakespeare's As You Like It
Vitagraph Release October 7, 1912.
Presented by the Vitagraph Company, with ROSE

The Man

Three Reels.

COGHLAN

as Rosalind.

Hunt

Pathe Release September 30, 1912.

Two Reels

This
is s from
story the
of a soldiers.
spy who The
rives nobleman
shelter in Informs
his own his
homehost
to asnd
nobleman fleeing
his
beautiful daughter of his identity and shortly sfter s file of soldiers enters
the ces
house
and
places
him
under
arrest.
liefore
going
to
prison,
he
denounfsther and daughter for their duplicity Heartbroken, at the fate of the
nobleman, the daughter determines to make a desperate effort to release
him. On a pretext she enters the prison and is shown about, noting carefully the location of the prisoner's cell. By a ruse, she procures the keys to
the cell directly above that of the nobleman and with a crow-bar breaks a
hole in the flooring, lowers a roj>e and helps the prisoner to liberty. Ins
two make a perilous descent down the castle wall to the casement below.
Meanwhile, the girl's father, the spy. is on the wall with the sentry, snd
discerning the figures of the fugitives, seizes s rifle and flres. To his horror
he finds he has taken the life of his own daughter.

The Blighted Son
Pathe Release September 9, 1912.

Four Re? s.

Tkla la a story of a young man whose father Is very wealthy. He leads
a life of reckless dissipation until the father, learning the use his eon ia
making of the money, refuses to furnish further funds The young fallow
thereupon commits his first crime; the crime of theft. The shock of this
disgrace brings an attack of apoplexy upon the father, which makes him
totally blind. From this time it la a rapid drop to bankruptcy for the
once honored family. When it ia too late the young man realizes his error
and determine* to begin life anew. He leaves his native country for South
Africa, and, after fearful hardships, which develop the better side of his
aharacter, he returns to his native land— a man.

Fire at Sea
Pathe Release August 26, 1912.

Two Reels.

An old sea captain, a slave to liquor, ia hired to sail the schooner
"Joanna" with a cargo of gunpowder for a revolutionary protect. A young
man sails with him, against the advice of his sweetheart, who haa a premonition of eril. When a few days out to sea, and while the young sailor
is asleep, the skipper drinks until he is irresponsible. He goes Into the
powder room smoking bis pipe. Soon be falls asleep and the pipe, dropping
from hia hand, ignites the powder. A deafening roar and the vessel is
a mass of flames, leaving a wreck-strewn sea and a red glow in the sky
to tell a waiting sweetheart the story of her lover's fste.

Rip Van Winkle

Vitagraph Release August 19, 1912.

Two Reel*.

This lsgend is written by Washington Irving, of the time of George III
of England, during the occupation of this country by the lCngll«h in the
18th century.
The story
of Rip
Van Rip
Winkle,
happy-go-lucky,
well,
is well known
to every
child.
Van the
Winkle
is portrayed ne'er-doby that
eminent actor, Mr. Robert McWade, Sr., who was associated for so long
with the famous Joe Jefferson. The splendid Vitagraph Company carry out
the other parts in their usual creditable way.

Rameses, King of Egypt
Two Reels.

Kflborne, a poacher, is loved by Rose, the daughter of an old charwoman,
whose cabin in the midst of a dense forest is Kilborne'a rendezvous. Although Rose has often saved Kilbome from the hand of the law, brutal
treatment is her only reward, for Kilbome is in love with a farmer's daughter. He is being tracked by the gendarmes, and Rose, suspecting that he is
at
farmer's
there to warn
the surround
impending
The the
police
arrivehouse,
at the hurries
farm immediately
afterhimher ofand
the danger.
house.
When Kilbome steps through the door he is ordered to surrender. He refuses. An officer raises his gun and Ores. Rose steps in front of Suborns
aa_the shot rings out and receives the bullet in her heart. As she breathes
her last Kilbome weeps for the first time in his life and realizes the depth
•f the lor* he never recognized.

Cines-KIeine Release August 12, 1912.

y±

Two Reels.

A production
of unparalleled
magnificence,
depicting
mance,
laid in the days of ancient Egypt.
roj disguises
King Rameses, hearing of the beauty of a young shepherdei thrilling
himself as a peasant
and journeys to her home.
She resents
advance* and tells him of her devoted lover, a shepherd, tending his
his ardent
Docks
on the mountain slopes
The King, angered, has her carried off by force to his palace. Although
rejected, he determines to win her with lavishness, but without avail.
The shepherd,
hearing
his him.
lover's abduction, vows vengeance on King
Rameses
and attempts
to of
stab

When again the king's advances to the shepherdess are rejected, he
orders the two lovers before him and, in all the magnificence of the
Egyptian court, he magnanimously commands their marriage to take place.
The splendor of the Oriental Courts, wonderful processions and ceremonies ax* ail shown in a story not soon forgotten.
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HISTORICA
OF

Tener, of Pennsylvania, and
Goldsborough, of Maryland,
Are Guests.
When the two Governors and their parties
arrived a cheer rose from the throats of the
assembled thousands, and as the pageant had
already started the party quickly took their
seats and began to watch the spectacle.
Prior to leaving Governor Tener expressed
his
indorsement
the affair.
"I
thinkunqualified
Philadelphia
has done ofsomething
to be

Brilliant spectacle episode
history. The birth of the
The dawn of a/\new
national liberty.

proud of," he said. "The whole thing is marvelous. Ihave never seen anything like it in
my life.
"Such historical displays should be encouraged and the people should also be encouraged
to participate in them. Historical displays
make for a patriotic citizenship as much as
anything else I know of.

Five thousand performers, 300 horses,
150 real Carlisle
Indians.

CHEERS

o

FOR

GOVERNORS

"I was particularly delighted with the scene
depicting the reception of Benjamin Franklin
at the Court of France. It was wonderfully
graceful and the minuet delighted me also.
But the thing that pleased me most was the
dance of the shepherdesses, given in the scene
showing the reception of General Washington
at Gray's Garden.
"The whole pageant is an ideal way to present history. These scenes, apart from their
great educational worth, are so artistically designed and so faithful in the smallest detail
to the narrative of history that the spectacle
is nothing short of marvelous."
PRAISES THE PAGEANT

<

o

Not
Pagean
calpectation
scope
aspects, in the
costumes, splen
tion and smoothne
financial success

Governor Goldsborough, of Maryland, was
equally delighted. He said : "I think this is
the most wonderful spectacle ever performed
in this country, and I doubt if any equal to it
can be found abroad. Beside the spectacular
and attractive aspect of the pageant, it has
the advantage of teaching a wonderful educational and historical lesson."
When the entire body of 4,300 performers
had assembled on the field for the final march
past the stands, and Mrs. Rudolph Blankenburg had appeared as Lady Philadelphia in the
stirring epilogue which brings the pageant to
an end, Mayor Blankenburg appeared and
made a short address.
"I want to thank you," he said, addressing
the assembled actors, "for the spirit you have
shown in presenting the episodes of the pageant. 1have never seen anything like it in my
life, and I do not think anything like it can
be produced in any other city of the country.
I thank you again for your efforts.
"And now I have a request to make of you.
One good turn deserves another. If you want
a fitting climax for the work you have done,
give us three other performances, with prices
low enough that all can come. One performance tonight, and one on Monday and Tuesday
afternoons. Give the school children a chance
to see this wonderful spectacle from the seats
in this grandstand for twenty-five cents. It is
not much I am asking of you, and they will be
greatly benefited by the history of our great
country brought home forcibly."
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SUCCESS OF
THE PAGEANT
Never in the history of tin-, country
there been a pageant projected on so large
and comprehensive a scale, continued for
so long or carried out with such success as
in the case of the Historical Pageant given
in West Fairmount Park last week. There
were those who doubted that such a stupendous enterprise, calling for much money
and the voluntary services of five thousand
men, women and children, could be brought
to successful fruition. There were those
who doubted that a popular or financial
success could warrant such an undertaking.
All doubts were resolved by the fact.
Not only did the pageant exceed all expectations in its historical scope and educational aspects, in the brilliancy of costumes,
splendor of exhibition and smoothness of
administration, but it achieved a financial
success, more than repaying all the enormous outlay. This was in large part due
to the weather, which was not only perfect,
but the best that records show for the period since first they were kept by the Government. More than this, predictions are
for equally good weather today and tomorrow, when the final extra performances
wili be given for the benefit of the friends
of the players and that portion of the public which could not afford the prices which
ruled last week.
Not only was the pageant picturesque
and theatrical to an unexpected degree, but
it was and must remain an object lesson in
patriotism whose value cannot be estimated.
It is no overstatement to say that most of
the onlookers got a finer perspective of
our history, a better understanding of the
"episodes" portrayed than would be possible by any amount of reading. To children this was an especially fine educational
exhibit. Much of the credit is, of course,
due to Dr. Oberholtzer, who directed and
largely conceived the entire pageant, and
to Mr. Francis Howard Williams, who
wrote the "book" of the exhibition. It is
true that the enormous space covered made
it necessary to omit much of the dialogue,
and much that was given was not heard;
but this was of less importance, since visitors had the book in their hands and could
follow closely the meaning of every display and the symbolism, which was, in the
last analysis, one of the finest parts of the
show. But to the thousands of volunteers
must also go great credit.
It only remains to say that this must
become a permanent institution. Its value
is inestimable and in Philadelphia alone can
such a thing happen. The Historical Pageant has come to stay and all of the United
States must come to witness it
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BUYERS

T3ECAUSE we have the best feature insight
of any concern in this country — because we
know the difference between a real feature and
several thousand feet of film, and knowing these
things we play absolutely fair with the buyer.
Every subject is sold on its merits. Some are
better than others and we say so, both in justice
to the buyer's present right and with an eye
to our own future. We consider standard to
be imperative-SUCCESS MUST BE EARNED.
We believe advertising to represent our business
word and trustworthiness. We know facts are
indisputable, so we heed them. It is the profit
a buyer makes on his present purchase that
enables him to order our next release. By
building on solid ground we have no cave-ins.
Our policy is strictly business. We are the
modern feature business concern — you know it.

UNION
Formerly " UNIVERSAL

FEATURES"

225 West 42nd Street. New York City
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WE

Have Scored More Than Halt oi all the Feature Hits. We
Have Cornered, With But a Single Exception, Every One
of the Worth-While, Fortune-Making Scoops.
For Instance —

His Holiness,
Pope
Pius
X
And The Vatican
With the Most Magnificent, Reverential Lithos Ever
Pulled from a Stone. SIX, THREE and ONE SHEETS
This is what was considered and conceded to be the most desirable of all subjects, and the most impossible. Consider now,
WE HAVE IT! We are still negotiating for all territory. Do
you intend to be on the certain side of profit-making, or are
you going to permit another to come in under your very nose
and realize the money you wish to make? We are going to
sell it— someone perforce will buy it. And if it costs him a dollar
he'll profit five— at least, that's the proportion. YOU OUGHT
TO BE INTERESTED NOW.
And this our latest scoop—

THE

FIRST MOVING PICTURES OF

BALKAN

WAR

The Quintuple Alliance of Servia, Bulgaria, Roumania, Montenegro
and Greece Against Turkey In the Most Wanton Waste of World's
Humanity Ever Recorded by the Blood-Dipped Pen of History's Hand
Taken amid the scarlet strile of baleful battle, where the camera seemed *as
one of the Gatling guns. Every bit ot it rages with its repellant reality.
Yet all those lamentable things are what the public will come to see, and that
is what you need— crowd-getting films of stupendity.

NOW

TURN

TO THE NEXT TWO PAGES

Formerly '< UNIVERSAL

FEATURES"

225 West 42nd Street, New York City
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REMEMBER
as You Weigh Your Future Feature Subjects that
the Important End is the To -Get -It -Over -To -The -Public.
That's Where the Business Eye Must Fix Its Focus.
So —
Regard These Following Releases in the Wise which the Public
will — Then the Dollars will Roll to Your Bank.

DOUBLE
CONVICTED

LIFE

BYOR

HYPNOTISM

A Paris-Eclair sensation of a most mysterious, awesome, harrowing theme. Exactly
what the passing, hurrying crowd will stop to see. Ample explanation !

THE
LOVE

UNDER

SPHINX
THE
OR

RED

TERROR

With a plot most radically different but with a power for interest which is rarely
ever attained. A romance and tragedy of fiction are combined with the truth of
history during the French revolution, and the whole is extraordinary. Produced
by Paris-Eclair.
All things considered, the following Is the master stroke of all feature exploitation.
Its original cost was staggering — it was a plunge. Pause, and take into account
SIR A. CONAN DOYLE'S personally supervised productions of

THE ADVENTURES OF
SHERLOCK
HOLMES

There is not another character in all world's fiction to approach this doctor-student
detective in point of public popularity. His army of admirers are going to make
it an over-flow attraction.
They will not miss seeing their hero idol.

UNION
Formerly "UNIVERSAL

FEATURES"

225 West 42nd Street, New York City
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These Are The Subjects In Their
Probable Order of Release

SPECKLED BAND
REYGATE SQUIRES
BERYL CORONET
THE COPPER BEECHES
MYSTERY OF BOSCOMBE VALE
THE STOLEN PAPERS SILVER BLAZE
EVERYONE Surrounded by the Most Extensive, Impressive and
Perfect Line of Advertising Ever Attached to Photoplay Production. The Lithos for the Entire Series are Startlingly Hypnotic
in Their Striking Appeal There are Eight Sheets — Threes
and Ones. Printed Matter that has the Pull — Slides, Photos,
Frames, Cuts, and all the other little necessary things.

It Is Bound to be the Big Success of the Winter, the Year and a
Record for TIME TO COME
TDTTY'I-p'DQ • A11 advertising is essentially general in aim.
Our actual success has come through our personal touch and service with the buyer who felt confident to answer
our broad appeal. By a sort of contact manner of correspondence
and dealing we have held each and everyone. Let us meet on business ground in a personal way — write or wire your introduction,
desires or needs.
WE ARE ALWAYS

AT YOUR

SERVICE, NO MATTER

Formerly "UNIVERSAL

WHAT

YOU

FEATURES"

225 West 42nd Street, New York City
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STRIKING

AHBROSIO

TORINO

TORINO

PRODUCTION
IN

THREE

REELS

SIEGFRIED
THE GREATEST

TRIUMPH

OF THE WORLD'S

OF THE PRODUCER

BIGGEST

PRODUCTIONS

10C

10

c

PER

PER
FOOT

FOOT

No
Restrictions

No
Restrictions

RELEASED
DEC. 15

RELEASED
DEC. 15

SPECIAL

—

8 Sheets

-

3 Sheets

Also Specially Arranged Music

AMBROSIO

AMERICAN
PHONE

7876-7

MADISON

-

1 Sheet

—

POSTERS

Send for Illustrated Booklet

CO.
SQUARE

15 East 26th Street
NEW

YORK

THE

KINO GRAPH COMPANY
OF AMERICA

MQVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Honest Advertising Pays
And We Can Prove It, by the Number

of Inquiries

Received, and Territorial Rights I
for Our First

Three

Reel Feature

Film

Hunting the Game in a Large City
This Film Has Been Passed by The National Board of Censorship and Copyrighted

The Unlucky Horseshoe
Our Second Release, Will

Be Described and Illustrated in Next Week's Issue

Kinograph

Co. of America

Importers of Feature Films made by

Kinograph Co. of Copenhagen, Denmark
Producers of Two and Three Reel Feature Films Only

145 VV. 45th St., New York City

Letters of Sett-Made Motion Picture Exhibitors
United
Film Supply Co. of America,
133 West 44th Street,
New York
Gentlemen:

States,
November

2, 1912

•

Pleasing one's audiences is profitable, and costs no more.
It
is merely a matter of recognizing and ordering pictures of quality.
But I should worry if my competitors lose business by neglecting to
get Gaumont films?
Enter my order

for THE GAUMONT

Sat., Nov. 9th— THE LAND 0' COTTON

WEEKLY,

and the following:

Sat., CINCINNATI
Nov. 16th— ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS

AT

Tnes., Nov. 12th— AN ADVENTUROUS ADOPTION
Toes., Nov. 19th— A BROKEN IDOL and BATTLE
_Z
PRACTICE ON A CRUISER.
Thurs., Nov. 14th— THE PRICE OF PARADISE
Knowingly

Thnrs., Nov. 21st — OLGA, THE ADVENTURESS
yours,
THE DISCERNING

EXHIBITOR
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BRONCHO riLMS
$50.00 for Scenarios.
The minimum price paid
will be $50.00.
We want stirring Frontier,
Pioneer, Military stories in two reels.
Address: T. H. INCE, Director,

Released
Wednesday
Nov. 13th

1712 Allesandro St., Los Angeles,

\

Cal.

ft
Motion P»*t

"Mary of the Mines"

A one reel subject containing many situations of dramatic worth. The scenes
are laid in beautiful, wild
California country. Mary's
father is killed by a landslide, and she marries his
partner according to the
A forwish.from
man'scomes
dyingmer suitor
the
east and makes Mary unhappy, but he is proven a
scoundrel and trapped by Mary herself while trying to steal her
husband's gold. Mary effects a touching reconciliation with her
husband, whose worth she realizes.

Broncho

Motion

Picture

Co.

150 East 14th St., New York City
MUTUAL

FILM CORPORATION,

60 Wall Street

Sole Agent for U. S. and Canada
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KEYSTONE FILMS
COMEDY

REEL

EVERY

MONDAY

The Keystone Stock Company comprises the largest aggregation of
famous comedians in the world, the principals being Mack Sennett, Fred
Mace, Mabel Normand, Ford Sterling, and Alice Davenport. It is an
All-Star Company.

KEYSTONE FILM CO.

Highest prices paid for high-class comedy scena;
Address,
Mack Sennett, Director,
1712 Allesandro
Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

A SPLIT REEL NOVEMBER

"The

8

Deacon's
Troubles"

The Deacon meets a beautiful dancer at an amusement
park, and is persuaded to have his picture taken with her.
When the show reaches his town the reformers, of which he
is the head, try to stop the performance, and the picture is
brought forth, greatly to the dismay of the Deacon.

"A Temperamental
Husband"
Jealousy of his wife causes the husband
much trouble, as he mistakes his wife's
brother for another, and he in turn is
suspected by the police of being the kidnapper of his own child. Amusing

com-

plications result.

KEYSTONE
MUTUAL

FILM

CORPORATION,

60

FILM CO.
Wall

Street

Sole

Agent

150 East 14th St.
NEW

lor the

YORK

U. S. and

CITY

Canada
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Cbarente, we are taken through a large brandy
distillery, In which every atep In the process of
manufacturing the famous cognac is clearly shown.

LICENSED
FILM STORIES

VITAGRAPH.

CINES.
ON THE FIRING LINE (Nov. 12).— With drums
heating and colors flying the gay Italian regiment
marches down to the wharves to be transported to
Tripoli, Colonel Sandor Is In command and he directs
affairs with rare Judgment and ability. He la
closely attended by Tony, his faithful servant who
has been Instructed by Claretta, the Colonel's little
daughter, to "take good care of father."
Under escort of the fleet, the expedition arrives
at the seat of war, and great excitement prevails
during the disembarkment of the troops, the erection of tents, and the general preparation for
active campaigning.
The film subsequently shows several scenes of the
conflict; the skirmish; the swift charge of the
Italian lancers; the troops behind their entrenchments pouring shot and shell into the ranks of
the enemy; the arrival of reinforcements which
Inspire new courage Into the hearts of the men;
the forward movement of the Infantry; the remarkable charge through the valley with many
fierce encounters; and the final victory by the
dlslodgement of the Turkish forces from their position on the hill.
After the battle, Colonel Sandor is highly congratulated, and In turn rewards Tony with a medal
of honor, for he realizes that the fellow showed
remarkable bravery, and even saved his life In
one Instance.
When they return home, the Colonel and Tony
receive a warm welcome from little Claretta, who
Is very proud of them both.
OLD old
ACTOR'S
Ragged
andTHE
forlorn,
Anthony VISION
trudges (Nov.
wearily18).—
on his
way
along the dusty road until his strength fails and
he falls down in a heap, utterly exhausted.
Soon a motor car halts by the hapless figure and
kind hands assist him into the car, in which he Is
carried to the nearest poorhouse, where he is fed
and made comfortable. After his bodily wants have
been satisfied, he slowly forgets the present and
sinks into a deep reverie; vision after vision of his
former splendor and affluence appear before his
eyes.
Scenes of days when he was making a great reputation for himself upon the stage; of the happy
hours of his youth and of the great feasts at which
his name was toasted with rich wines, follow one
another In delightful succession.
He smiles In contemplation, but suddenly in the
midst of his reverie he awakes and Is again brought
Into the realization of his present misery. His
very soul Is galled by the degradation of it all.
In desperation be places his pack upon his back
and leaves the despised refuge of the poor to
wander off Into the great unknown.
LIFE AND INDUSTRIES IN ADEN CAMPO (Nov.
16). — A fascinating travelogue, spreading before us
many places of interest In and about the town of
Aden Campo. We are shown the Square, the Marabout Shrine, the monument to Queen Victoria, many
queer types of Arabs, Indians and Negroes, and
several delightful views of the town and the picturesque bay.

ECLIPSE.
REVIEWING FRENCH TROOPS BY AIRSHIP
(Nov. 13). — "All aboard!" The ropes are released,
and the great dirigible arises skyward. With her
propellers revolving rapidly the huge craft soars
over the beautiful parade ground where the army
Is maneuvering. After witnessing many Interesting
military scenes, we are taken over the city of
Paris, which is spread before us in a series of
panoramic views In which a splendid Idea of the
city Is obtained for the photography In the film
Is marvelously clear.
SPECIMENS OF LIZARDS AND FROGS (Nov 13).
— An
interesting
as well
as Instructive
nature
study, showing wall lizards, young alligators, queer
creaturea railed geckos and monitors,
and many
Miens of frogs.
THE TOWN OF COGNAC, FRANCE, AND ITS
BRANDY INDUSTRY (Nov. 13).— After viewing
many picturesque scenes of this town on the River

Y'SS
ADER
BRST
PO
124 E. 14th St., N. Y.

CAPTAIN BARNACLE, REFORMER (Nov. 11).—
Ebenezer White 1b a hard-fisted money-lender. Hla
son Ned la a scapegrace and la turned outdoors by
bis father. Ned tries to reform, however, and aska
for another chance. White refuses to give blm one.
Barnacle drops In In the midst of this family row,
to pay his rent, to White, who la hla landlord. Ned
In despair drowns his sorrows in drink and Is thrown
out of the village saloon. He is found by Barnacle,
who takes htm to bis home, sobers him up and with
the help of Ruth, makes him feel the comforts of
home life. Then with the assistance of Bunce, he
gets him a berth aboard ship, and lends him money
enough to start life anew.
Time passes, Ned makes good and writes bis
mother that be is coming home from his first voyage
and
meet home
her attillBarnacle's,
does The
not
want will
to return
his father as
askshe him.
night Ned reaches home, there Is a storm off the
coast and a ship is wrecked. Ned nearly loses his
life in rescuing the passengers. As be is lying at
the point of death, as Is supposed, news Is carried
to White, and suddenly a sense of the wrong and
heartlessness he has shown his son is brought home
to himside and
bybegs
Captain
Barnacle. and
He goes
to Ned's
bedhis forgiveness
be and
his family
are reunited.
THE PROFESSOR AND THE LADY (Nov. 12).—
Miss Fullom's Young Ladies' Seminary has but one
male inhabitant, Professor Bunkem, who feels very
much agitated over his lonely condition. Tramps
break into the school kitchen and the professor is
called upon to dislodge them. He makes a show at
bravado, but they do not go until they get good
and ready. Outside the Professor tells them he will
pay them handsomely if they will break Into the
house at night and give him an opportunity of intimidating them, Impressing Miss Fullom, and winning her heart by his bravery. They agree. He
catches them In the act of burglarizing the school,
and with the assistance of the cook and the girls,
lie has them securely In his power, much to the admiration of the principal.
Later he gets the cook to spill grease into the
stove and fill the house with smoke, shout fire and
create a panic. She does as she is told. Miss Fullom rushes Into the kitchen, and all the girls flee
from the building. The professor grabs Miss Fullom
in his arms and rescues her from what seems to be
certain death by suffocation. That's the finish: The
preceptress Is ready to admit that a man is a very
handy thing to have around the house, and could
make no better choice for a husband than Professor
Bunkum.
AO.UATIC ELEPHANTS (Nov. 12).— This way for
the elephants! Regular diving Venuses, mermaids
of the deep. Watch them "Loop the Loop," bathe
in sportive play and take part in the (Jiving stunts
of the most daring water-nymphs who have ever
dipped
Neptune's realms.
LORDIn BROWNING
AND CINDERELLA (Nov.
13). — Everything Is In anticipation at the home of
the widow Gibson. Her two daughters are anxious
to make an impression with Lord Browning. Her
step-daughter, Cinderella, is carefully kept in the
background. While they are waiting, a storm
arises and Lord Browning Is overtaken by It. He
seeks shelter in a fisherman's hut and learns of the
Gibson family from the old fisherman. Mrs. Gibson
and her two daughters and step-daughter, are caught
in the same storm and they also take refuge in the
fisherman's hut. Lord Browning, seeing them aphimself Inenter
fisherman's
clothes.
The mother proaching,
and disguises
her daughters
very haughtily,
and not recognizing him, are very patronizing and
seem to be contaminated by having to accept the
hospitality of the hut. Not so with Cinderella. She
is a friend of the old fisherman, treats him very
kindly and enters Into conversation with Lord Browning, The next day, Browning, dressed as the fisherman, comes to Mrs. Gibson's to sell fish. He is
harshly dismissed and told to go to the basement
door. He speaks to Cinderella, and she kindly directs him and is very friendly with him.
Lord Browning has made up his mind to reveal
himself. He returns to the fisherman's home,
changes his clothingfl and In his machine, visits the
Gibsons. They receive him very graciously and when
he asks for Cinderella, they reluctantly call her and

NAT.

B.

SMITH

LECTURER
8 Hudson St, Hoboken, N. J.

Phone 1361 Hoboke

POST CARDS
f\(\

25 STARS
PER ANY
i.ooo QUANTITY
IN

The Finest Quality and Superior to Those Sold
Elsewhere at $4.00

$3

superciliously Introduce her. Lord Browning calls
frequently after that and he soon announces bis engagement to Cinderella. Her stepmother and slaters
are so chagrined it la an ordeal for them to congratulate her. Their first thought and pleasure after
announcing their engagement Is to hurry to their
old friend, the fisherman, to tell him the good news,
blessing.
which be Joyfully receives and approves with bis
BILLY'S PIPE DREAM (Nov. 14).— William Wlafield, familiarly known in Wall Street as Billy, comes
Into a considerable fortune. Soon after, be receives
a letter from an old college chum, Bob Baxter, telling blm he has gone into the theatrical business and
has a fine comic opera company which only needs
a little backing. Billy consents to finance the
scheme.
He is still more delighted on meeting Ruby and
Pert, two
the company,
Billy.
He of
becomes
enamouredwho
of call
Ruby him
and "Angel"
showers
her with flowers and presents. The company leave
for the South. Billy Is to follow them shortly. He
receives the most flattering press notices from
Baxter, who also calls for more money. After readingsives
the press
satisfied,
and receiving
the miscontinue notices,
to come be
In. isOne
day, after
a batch, be falls asleep and dreams that be la a
theatrical millionaire, the owner of winning racehorses, a house on Riverside Drive, where he entertains lavishly, and the husband of Ruby. He wakes
up as bis servant enters, to receive a telegram that
the company Is "Bust." and stranded, be must foot
the bills and bring them home. He sits sfarlng
at tbe message, a sadder and a wiser man.
UNA OF THE SIERRAS (Nov. 14).— Brought up as
a child of the Sierras, with her father, a lone hermit, Una is as sweet and natural as a wild flower.
His health is broken and he feels that his days are
numbered. He writes his sister, Mrs. James Court,
residing in the city, that he feels the end is near
and he must leave Una in her care. She will be
no burden to her as she has ample means to care
for herself.
Mrs. Court arrives in the Sierras too late to meet
her brother alive. She takes Una to her home.
Una's wealth makes her a desirable catch and one
Sharpe, a stock broker, tries to captivate her, but
instinctively, she recoils from him and does not hesitate to let him know that she has no use for him.
She prefers Clifford, who often calls at the Court
mansion,
tells ishim
and doesn't
care when
who
knows it. and
Clifford
also soa stock
broker and
Sharpe finds out that Una favors his business associate, he determines to ruin Clifford, who Is
anxious to secure the directorship of the B. C. &
L. R. R. Sharpe opposes him and Induces all the
stockholders to vote against him. Una hears of
this and tells her uncle to buy Tip the B. C. & L.
R. R. stock. The young lady has passed her maturity and he obeys. Una hurriedly reaches the
meeting of the Board of Directors, throws the
stock upon the table with her votes, and places tbe
gavel in the hand of the astonished Clifford. Sharpe
is discomfited. Clifford hurries to the home of his
mother and tells how Una has saved him from defeat. Una kisses his mother and then turns to
Clifford and throwing her arms around his neck,
asks him if they are engaged. He replies by clasping her tightly 'to his breast and planting a kiss
upon her forehead.
AN UNEXPECTED HONEYMOON (Nov. 18).—
Newly married Thomas and Mary MaeGregor attend
the village fair on their honeymoon. The balloon
ascension is advertised for the afternoon. Everything is in readiness and Mary Induces Thomas to
enter the basket of the balloon. Some mischievous
boys cut the ropes holding the balloon and it rises,
taking the pair on a honeymoon trip entirely unexpected. They travel fast and long until the balloon collapses upon a desert island, among a tribe
of cannibals, who think the couple are gods descended from the skies. Thomas deposes the king
and runs things with a high hand. The natives,
however, as they become better acquainted with
Thomas and Mary, realize that they are only human
beings like themselves. They decide to put an end
to their reign and begin preparations for their execution and cooking. The night before the day they
are to be put to death, Thomas and Mary escape to
the seashore, where they hail a passing vessel, which
landsfiedacouple.
boat loaded with men, who rescue the terri-

EDISOM.
THE NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER (Nov. 11).—
"You've killed him, I tell you. For your own sake
get out of tbe country immediately," urged Vincent
Black, but Oakley was reluctant. Had he not
caught the man red-banded, cheating? Of course, he
hadn't meant to kill blm when be knocked him down
tbe stairs; but Black would listen to no refusal
and Oakley finally left for France, where, sometime

A. B.C. and All Licensed Posters
Rental Prices
i-Sheets
3-Sheets
6-8-Sheets

5c
25c
50c

Selling Prices15c
i-Sheets
3-Sheets
35c
6-Sheets
70c
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THE ONLY TRUE TEST
THE TEST OF SERVICE
Run twelve hours per day for one year without one repair

Falls Cities Amusement Company

-

y

NOVELTY

Louisville, Ky., Oct. 9th, 191 2.

"**■">■•"

F5—*
1

THEATRE

^L^

J

1

ttl

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.
Dear Sirs: One year ago today, I made a statement
that I could run the MOTIOGRAPH machine in the Novelty) Theatre a year, without any repairs, which I think is
a good record.
This I did, and they were run on an average of 12 hours
every day in the year.
Yours very truly,
ERNEST CARPENTER.

Don't strain your imagination and buy a machine only
on the advertising value.
Value that can't be shown and proven, value which is
imagined, is a delusion.
You need not stretch your imagination to realize that
solid steel "gig made" gears will outwear a cheap "type"
metal gear with a highly polished nickel-plated face.
The

Guarantee

on the

1913

Model

the

Most

Liberal

of All

You can buy direct from the factory or from
reliable dealers everywhere

The Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company
564-572 West Randolph Street

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS
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later, he joined the French army, saved ills colonel'i
life, received recognition for valor before tlie regiment and wa
i sergeant, 'lie- colonel soon
discovered that Oakley «as a man of breeding and
made
him
Ills secretary,
whereu|«.ii
Oaklej
proto fail In love wiiti his daughter, I
But being only a nun commissioned officer, and compelled to keep his antecedent! a secret, lie saw no
possibility of ber father's sanctioning the suit.
Site proves the expediency however, and Oakley is
discovered by a Lieutenant de Berg (also a suitor
for the band of Lonlae), making love to her. In
the Interview which follows de Berg consents to
keep silent only on condition that rank be waived
and that they fight a duel— the survivor to continue his suit unmolested. The meeting Is arranged
and de Berg Is wounded. Two soldiers accidentally
s.e the encounter and Inform the colonel. Later
Oakley Is court-martialed but refuses to divulge the
cause of the duel. Oakley's friend, Black, endeavors
to secure his release, but without avail. Eventually
he meets an English lawyer who Informs him that
be is searching for one Jonas Oakley, who Is now
heir to a large estate. Black tells him everything,
and by their united efforts they secure Oakley's release through a written confession from de Berg.
Affairs of the heart and honor are readjusted, and
Louise's happiness Is entrusted to the 'now "Lord
Oakley."
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, AND ITS SURROUNDINGS (Nov. 12).— This city by the inland
salt sea makes a novel subject for the motion picture
devotee who wishes to combine knowledge with
pleasure. Salt Lake City is beautifully located at
the base of the high mountains that almost encircle It and one Is given a complete and thorough
view of the surrounding country from Immigration to Cottonwood Canyon, from the bathers in the
Salt Lake to that masterpiece of Western architecture, the Mormon Temple, which lies in the very
heart of the city.
LINKED TOGETHER (Nov. 12).— A very youthful pair of lovers, Dick and Nellie, have their Drst
quarrel, and as usual, about nothing. They agree
to disagree and positively refuse to speak to each
other. A little later her young sister, Madge, celebrates her ninth birthday by entertaining a number
of children on the lawn In front of the house.
Nellie Is doing her best to make the little ones
happy. Her father, a police captain, takes advantage of this opportunity to bring about a reconciliation between the lovers but to no avail. Little
Madge then plans to reconcile them by cleverly
handcuffing them during an unguarded moment.
This brings about a number of droll situations which
the children of the party seem to enjoy hugely.
Nellie quickly decides to put an end to her embarrassing position by going direct to the police
station, dragging Dick after her, with the giggling
children following behind. At the station house her
father, the police captain, refuses to unlock the
handcuffs until they promise to make up their little
differences and become good friends again. They
now see {heir folly and make up. Father unlocks
the handcuffs and sends them home In a happy mood,
bringing about a reconciliation of the young lovers
In a most unexpected manner.
A THRILLING RESCUE BY "UNCLE MUN"
(Nov. 12). — The story opens with Mr. Nanklvel's
studio in the country. We find him busy drawing
a series of sketches. These become animated and
go through a performance which mystifies one and
provokes Irresistible laughter at the same time.
While thus engaged he receives a note from the
Golf Club urging him to disguise as Uncle Mun and
play a game of golf with a would-be-champion.
He soon arrives at the Club House as Uncle Mun,
accompanied by Dot, his mascot, and after the usual
preliminaries the game begins. Those who play
golf, as well as those who do not, will become interested and laugh to their heart's content at Uncle
Mun's Impossible shots. While the game Is at Its
height the caddie discovers a house on fire in the
village, t'nole Mun, an enthusiastic member of
the Volunteer Fire Department, stops the play
abruptly and answers the call of duty. To give
the alarm he drives one golf ball after another in
rapid succession toward the bell tower, a mile away,
striking the bell with the accuracy of a rifle shot.
The ringing bell quickly brings out the volunteers.
Uncle Mun joins them and they rush to the burning
building. There, to their horror, a small child is
seen struggling amid flame and smoke in an upper
window. For a moment rescue seems impossible,
but Uncle Mun, always equal to any occasion, bounds
from a bed spring to the upper story and clasping
the child in his arms, he leaps from the burning
window- to the ground, right side up, with the
agility of a cat. and smilingly turns the rescued
tot over to Its panic-stricken mother. In spite of
the intense excitement Uncle Mun Is applauded for
his most wonderful and heroic act. The fire is soon
subdued and as usual, the hose bursts and the crowd
Is drenched.
THE

OLD REPORTER (Nov. 15).— The new proprietor of the "Star," discharges two old reporters. Joe Norrls, who has worked for the paper
thirty years, Is one of them. After a week's search
Joe lands a place on another paper, but only as a
space writer, and with very uncertain pay. He Is
Indifferently told to go and bring In what news
he can of the theft of a famous painting from the
art gallery. Arriving there he meets several detectives and newspaper men whom he knows, all
bent npon the same mission as himself.
Kean, a detective with whom he has exchanged
courtesies
for years,
tells him
there
is absolutely
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no clow. As he makes a few notes, his pencil
breaks, and he borrows a knife of an attendant of
tilery who is passing. A bit of gilt on the
blade of the knife attracts bis attention. The
from which the painting was cut is a gold
one; the attendant knew its enormous value. He
borrows a small magnifying glass from his friend,
the detective, and makes comparisons. The clew is
a strong one and be gets his friend's promise to
ghe
liini two
hours'
grace
to scoop
the story,
should be land the thief.
watch the suspected man and trail blm to
B saloon, Where be meets two art dealers. The
detective interests the bartender, while Joe watches
0 over the partition of the back room. The
painting is brought from underneath the attendant's vest, where it had been wrapped around his
body. There is a sensational arrest of the three
and Joe rushes off. writing bis story.
A habit of thirty years is not easily broken, and
in his enthusiasm over getting the story, Joe unconsciously goes to the "Star" office and to his old
desk. When the city editor sees him, and looks
over his shoulder at the scoop, he promises Joe to
see that the boss takes him back, for he has done
what none of the new regime could accomplish.

SELIG.
THE DYNAMITERS (Nov. 5).— A story of love
and Jealousy among the members of a survey party
over a pretty mountain girl, forms the foundation
of "The Dynamiters." The blowing up of a dynamite shack starts the excitement. The man that
is responsible for the explosion manages for a
time to place the blame on the shoulders of his
rival, while he goes off and celebrates over the
success of his plan. The rival, meantime, experiences great difficulty In keeping out of the clutches
of the quickly-formed posse. He is aided on his
way by his sweetheart, who manages to keep the
posse engaged until her lover has a good start on
them. After his exciting get-away, he manages to
trace the job back to his former partner, and, after
clearing himself In the eyes of his friends, he returns to find his sweetheart still holding the fort.
She mistakes him for one of his late enemies, and
gives him a hot reception. She, however, discovers
her mistake in time and he is amply repaid for
bis close call.
SAVED BY FIRE (Nov. 11),— A startling story
of a clean strong young man who struggles to herd
and operate a heavily encumbered piece of oil
land, in spite of the "pressure" brought to bear by
a great corporation, and the manipulations of an
unscrupulous "loan shark" who Is in love with the
oil man's fiance. Curiously enough through the
miscarriage of his enemies' tricked scheme, the
good young man Is saved through the burning of
his oil tanks,
by which they hoped to ruin him.
BETWEEN
LOVE AND LAW (Nov. 12).— Fred
Duval, a game warden sincerely loves Ruth Miller
who lives in a ranch near his reserve. While
these men presumably live through the sale of
cattle, they really gain a livelihood by poaching
on old national reserve shooting deer and elk out
of season. The girl hears of these misdeeds and
unconsciously gives the clue to her lover, who
cleverly solves the secret. He saves them from
the penalties of the law, by assuming the obligation himself.
OLD SONGS AND MEMORIES (Nov. 14).— This
film is a vivid vitalization of pleasant remlniscenes
of an aged couple who see again the scenes of
their youth, as a party of visiting young folks
sing the songs of long ago.
SHANGHAIED
(Nov. 15).— Bob Bartlett, a
wealthy young yachtsman falls into evil ways and
his sweetheart Bessie Barset, the belle of the
village, repudiates him as utterly unworthy, which
gives comfort to his rival Cal Cooper, a stalwart
young sallorman. The health of the young woman
Is shattered by ber experiences and her father takes
her to sea with him. Bob discovered In the gutter
singularly enough Is shanghaied and taken on this
ship. How he redeems himself, wins the respect
of the girl and saves the ship from fire at sea,
furnishes
an Interesting story
of the deep.

LUBIN.
THE WAY
OF THE MOUNTAINS (Nov. 11),
— Don Allen and Bob Taylor, two young mountaineers, love Mary Beall, a lass of the hills. Tommy,
Mary's little brother, favors Bob, much to the
chagrin of Don. Later Mary goes down to a
water hole to get a bucket of water when Don
spies her and determines to declare his love. He
follows her and In his rough way endeavors to
force his love upon her. She repels him. Bob,
who has been hunting In the hills, hears her
screams and rushes to her assistance, besting Don.
The favored one then escorts her home. Don
waits bis opportunity to get even and when Bob
leaves the house he shoots at his enemy", misses
him and kills Tommy, the girl's little brother.
Bob turns the body over to a relative of the
family and follows Don. Coming up to blm on
bone-back, they have a gruelling fight. Don, overcoming Hob. throws him over his head to the
ground, leaving him for dead, and rides back- to
the Beall home telling them that Bob did the
sheoting. Mary, who is determined to avenge her
brother's death, comes upon Bob and assists him
to reach
liome
in time
to give the lie to Don's

testimony. taineers andDonone Is cantaken
by the his rough
easilyout guess
finish.mounAT THE RAINBOWS
END (Nov. 12).— John
Lee, son of a country grocer, hates his sordid life.
His life contains one golden day of romance — a
day of Arcadian love spent with Elane, a futile
rebel against her fate, for she Is married to a
man she loathes, to whom she has been literally
sold by her cold and grasping mother. John marries a girl of bis own station, pretty at first, but
soon growing Into a nagging woman. He is poor
with nothing of beauty in life but his dreams of
Elane. Elane also dreams of her one day of
romance, and when free — a widow — 6he searches
for and finds John Lee. Still a rebel against fate,
Elane determines to possess the lover of her dreams.
He responds to the lure of her love, and neither
realizing that their passion is but the Impersonal
yearning of their dreams, they prepare to flee together. At the last Instant they are awakened
to the obligations of realities, and realize the
implacability of destiny, an Incident, pathetic in
its quintessence of the commonplace, shows them
that they have been chasing a rainbow, at the
end of which is no casket of gold.
THE COUNTRY SCHOOL-TEACHER (Nov. 14).
— In a Western village lives Molly Mason, a girl
who has never known restraint, and above all has
never known kindness and love. Her brother, Fred,
Is fond of her In his rough way and admires ber
spirit of rebellion. Among the villagers she Is a
terror, and with the school pupils she Is Idolized
as the captain of disorder. Budding into womanhood in her wild ways, Molly comes up against
Nell Freeman, the new school-teacher. In the flrat
day of school disorder Freeman takes In the situation. He realizes that discipline is the chief need
of his overgrown pupils and he also realizes that
Molly must be conquered of her rebellious ways.
Nell Freeman is a man of determination and when
he made up his mind to introduce that element of
discipline in his school be meant to accomplish this
at all hazard. Being a man of large frame and
strength, he readily subdues the boys by physical
force. With Molly it Is a different proposition.
His knowledge of women is that they must be
handled with gentle firmness. These tactics Freeman uses with Molly, but as she does not understand them, she "laughs. Her brother supports her
In her rebellious attitude towards the teacher. Not
until fright and pity are for the first time aroused
in the heart of the girl is her rebellious spirit
broken. This happens when her brother strikes
Neil Freeman senseless In a fit of anger. Then
Molly becomes a woman, and so much a woman
that she falls in love with the very man she had
declared she hated. Nell Freeman has long before fallen in love with
the spirited
girl.
THE SLATE INDUSTRY (Nov. 15).— The first
picture is the quarry, the men are preparing the
blast, which is presently fired and the huge slabs
of slate are loosened and raised by derricks to
the cutting yard. Here yon 6ee the process of
splitting to conform to the thickness and size of
the school slate. Next the polishing and framing.
So far the work Is done by men after which the
slates are turned over to women for binding and
SUITORS
AND SUIT CASES (Nov. 15).— Sam
lacing
the e'dges.
and May love each other, but Dad wants May to
marry Jones, who has more money. To get her away
from Sam and with Jones, he arranges for an
outing at the shore or the mountains. May sends
word to Sam, who gets there before tbem. Meantime, through an accidental encounter at the station,
Reggie a friend of Sam's makes an exchange of
suit cases with May. He rips bis trousers and
sends them out to be mended. The messenger runs
Into a painter and gets the pants all daubed up.
Reggie opens
May'soutsuit
case hope
and of
dons
one of
her
dresses,
he starts
in the
finding
proper
clothing. He runs Into Sam who Is waiting for
May. Sam recognizes the dress. He explains the
situation to Reggie who promises to keep up the
masquerade and draw Dad and Jones off the scent.
The scheme works until Jones tries to kiss the
supposed May. Regie beats him up, but loses his
hat and false hair. Jones blames Dad for all the
row and gets him so angry that he Is ready to
accept
Sam
as a son-in-law.
CHIEF WHITE EAGLE (Nov. 16). — White Eagle,
who Is at school In the East, learns through a
communication from the Government that his father
has died, and that he is now Chief of the Tribe,
receiving orders from the Government to proceed
to a western post and there receive Instructions
from the Commanding Officer to assist In subduing
the threatened uprising of his tribe. He arrives
at the fort and meets with Estrella, a white woman
who teaches him to love her, she affirming that
she loves him. He asks her to marry him and
she, never having thought of that side of It, turns
on him and with names only befitting a dog. He
In the heat of his Injured pride and anger strangles
her and returns to his tribe as their Chief. The
Major commanding the fort finds the body of the
woman and sends an order to Lieutenant Adair to
find and shoot White Eagle on sight. Finding
White Eagle in the camp dressed up In the garb
of the Red Man who dared forget himself, Adalr
kills White Eagle though much against bis will.
After doing bis duty he says a prayer to his God
on behalf of the dead Chief and retires with his
soldiers. The Indians return, kneel beside their
dead chief, raise their hands to the Great Spirit,
praying that his soul may go to the Happy Hunting
Grounds.
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KALEM.
DAYS
OF '49 (Nov. 11).— I. Idle licar discovers
a nugget of gold iinil returns to tlio cnnip of bis
trlt..
ordered bj the chief to go on
■COOt
duty. Defying
the authority
of the chief
Little Bear is punished with a poisoned arrow and
bed

from

the

tribe.

Wandering from the Indian camp. Little
conies across a party of settlers, lie is allied by
l\ i end Hen, to whom he tells the location of the
gold. The Indian dies and when the pioneers set
forth to prospect, the young couple determine to
Investigate the Indian's story. Their plans are
beard by Spike, a hanger-on, who follows tbem.
Two Indian scouts capture Spike and as he is
betraying the location of the camp, Ben and Eva
cover Ills treachery and shoot the two braves.
The shots arc heard by the tribe of Indians who
dash oh* to Investigate.
Spike Is killed by tbe Indians who now sight
the camp and open Are. Finding It Impossible to
return, Ben and Eva succeed In locating the prospectors who run to the wagons and put the Indians
to flight. When peace Is restored Ben and Eva
locate
the
which they call "The Little Bear"
In honor ofmine
Its discoverer.
THE TOTJNG MILLIONAIRE (Nov. 13).— John
Harris, a crippled young millionaire, breaks his
engagement with Sarah Curtis when be discovers
that she has been attracted by his wealth and
covertly mocks him because of his affliction. Harris determines to put his club friends to the test
and has an article published to tbe effect that he
has lost his fortune. When the artlcC appears
Harris' former friends desert him. Disgusted with
the shallowness of society Harris takes quarters
In a tenement, hoping to discover true friendship
among the poor.
In the meantime Anna Newton, a benevolent
young woman of means, decides to write an article
on tenement life and finds a room In tbe game
building. The agent who conducts her to her
-quarters wishes to become better acquainted and
forces his attentions on tbe young woman. Her
cries attract Harris who hastens to the scene.
But the crippled millionaire Is no match for the
rough agent, who throws the young man to the
floor and stuns him.
Anna secures help and bears Harris to his room.
■She secretly engages a doctor, who finds some time
later that Harris' accident permits his broken limb
•to be reset.
Harris leaves the tenement upon bis recovery
but he cannot forget his kind friend. He returns
Just as Anna has completed her story and Is about
1 to leave tbe tenement. Harris tells her that be
'has secured a position as secretary In a household
which also needs a governess and be Induces her
■to accompany him. Anna does so, feeling that she
must now confess that she has deceived the poor
( ?) young man. When they arrive at tbe Harris
mansion tbe butler addresses his master before the
millionaire can warn him and bis secret Is discovered. Anna now has a confession to make and
[ the adventure
culminates
in a visit to a nearby
■ parsonage.
I SAW HIM FIRST (Nov. 16).— Jack Newell,
to escape his feminine admirers, attempts to Isolate
himself for the summer In a small camp at Lake■ side.
He finds, however,
that he has made
a
' Adamaless
grievous mistake
he bas
located
himself
In an
Eden. as The
rivalry
among
the young
ladles Is very keen when young Newell makes his
appearance. Their schemes are numerous and
original and must be seen to be appreciated.
THE BACHELOR'S BRIDE (Nov. 15).— Nellie,
the village flirt, endeavors to win Bachelor Brown
but her efforts are not crowned with success.
Brown gets a telegram reading, "Blanch Is yours
If you are here by ten o'clock Wednesday." He
leaves the city In haste and drops the telegram,
which comes Into the hands of Nellie who Informs
her friends that Brown bas gone to get married.
Preparations are made to receive him In royal
fashion and when he returns he is besieged with
entreaties to Introduce his wife. Brown Is nonplussed and when the Blanch mentioned In the
telegram Is shown to be a handsome black puppy,
tbe Joke Is on Nellie and her friends.
BATTLE IN THE VIRGINIA HILLS (Nov. 16).—
Sam Tucker, leader of a band of hardy Virginia
mountaineers. Is waylaid and shot by Tom Hood,
the leader of a rival clan. When Tucker arrives
home badly wounded, his sister, Nancy, attires
herself In his clothes and sets forth to avenge him.
Knowing the Tuckers will seek vengeance, Tom
Hood warns his young cousin, Joe, who takes the
trail and Ores at a suspicions figure which be sees
lurking In tbe brush. Ills shot Is well directed
and when he approaches his victim be Is horrified
to discover that lie has wounded a girl. Full of
•repentance be carries Nancy to his cabin and awalta
developments.
Several days later the Tuckers become alarmed
at Nancy's absence. The clan Is gathered together
and n search is Instituted for the missing girl.
Suddenly they come upon Joe, standing guard over
his cabin. They fire at him and the shots are
iheard by the Hoods who hasten to the scene.
Soon
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I illlct
battlefromis waged
and Joeof andtbe Nancy
the window
cabin. watch
The
people have fallen In love, and determine to
, their kins
u to end the feud.
When they
appear from tbe cabin with a truce flag the rival
leaden step np bnl refuse to listen to the entreaty.
Itcnounced by their families, Joe and Nancy Journey
forth, hand in band, and are married by a mountaineer Jusl
young

ESSANAY.
FROM THE SUBMERGED (Nov. 12).— The man,
a poor vagrant! is about to cast himself Into the
river when be Is stopped and started upon the right
road by the poor girl. He discovers his father is
advertising to learn his whereabouts, returns home,
is forgiven and finds a fortune at his command.
Some time later he is engaged to tbe rich girl
and a slumming party is made up one night. They
visit Chinatown and pass tbe well-known bread line,
at which the rich girl sneers and laughs. Realizing
bow little of real life she knows, the man, disgusted
with the social whirl of ber class, dons his old
attire and wanders down by the river for a breath
of fresb air. Here it is that the poor girl, more
wretched and ragged than ever, comes to cast herself Into the black waters. As she bad saved
him once, so now does be prevent her from carrying out her design, recognizes her and leads her
tenderly to his beautiful borne as bis wife for all
time.
THE HOUSE OF PRIDE (Nov. 13)
James Williams, a young city purchasing agent, receives a
letter from Flannery, the city political boss, advising that the Acme Paving Material Company
must get the city's winter contract. A large bribe
is offered Williams to put this deal through. In
a fury of resentment, Williams orders the bearer
of the letter, Mullin, a corrupt polltican, from the
office. Mullin goes, but unknowingly leaves the
letter in Williams' possession. A few days later
Williams quarrels with his wife about her extravagance In dress, and she unthinkingly demands
that he get money as other men do and support
her properly. In a blind rage, Williams calls
Flannery on tbe 'phone and agrees to accept his
proposition. A week later Williams gives a reception at his home. During the course of the evening Frank Holt, president of the Acme Paving
Material Company, attempts to embrace Mrs. Williams while under the influence of liquor. Williams
comes upon the scene, furiously confronts Holt
and his henchmen, Including Flannery, Mullin, and
Wharton, produces the incriminating bribe letter
and threatens to send them all to prison. Next
morning Mrs. Williams receives a letter from Mrs.
Holt telling of her great suffering and to plead
with Williams not to prosecute her husband.
Thoroughly repentant, Mrs. Williams does so, Williams tears up the letter, and happiness reigns
once more in the house of pride.
CUTTING CALIFORNIA REDWOODS (Nov. 14).
— The spectator is transported by train to the
wonderful Redwood district of California. Reaching
tbe lumber camps an immense giant of tbe forest,
fourteen feet lu diameter at tbe base and towering
three hundred and sixty feet tall, is shown about
to be felled. With double-headed axes the men
back the base nearly through from one side, then
the undercut is finished from the opposite side with
a saw. For a moment the giant totters, then falls
with a crash. Next the bark is peeled, the tree
cut Into logs and these logs are yarded out by
means of a donkey-engine and conveyed on flat
cars to the river where tbey are launched Into the
water and yarded down to the main landing. This,
together with magnificent views of hundred of
cleared acres of timber land, make as Interesting a
full-reel subject as has ever been released.
MR. UP'S TRIP TRIPPED UP (Nov. 15).— Mr.
Up receives a letter from his Neighbor, Calvert,
Just across the hall, to Join them at the summer
resort for a week's outing. Up Immediately 'phones
a baggage man and leaves word to call for his
trunk at seven next morning. Seven o'clock arrives and Up's alarm clock does a merry Jig on
the chair beside the bed, but Up sleeps peacefully on. Awakening at last he discovers he bas
but fifteen minutes to catch the train, piles all his
clothes Into the trunk and sends it off with the
baggage man. Then be looks around for some
clothes to wear and finds everything has gone In
tbe trunk. Clad only In his pajamas he dashes
madly down the street after the departing wagon.
Is arrested, hauled back to his apartment, and Is
released when he forks over a bribe. Determined
to secure clothes he enters Calvert's apartment
across the ball, holds up the new butler at gun's
point, relieves him of his duds and forces him to
don tbe pajamas. Endeavoring to make the train
he Is forced to forsake a slow cab. is knocked from
a crowded street car, bowls over a colored washwoman and Is again arrested. Meanwhile, tbe new
butler is discovered by the maid and, not being
able to explain his pajamas, Is also arrested and
hauled Into the station. A moment later Mr. Dp
is likewise led in and complications set in thick
and fast when Calvert arrives, having returned because of his sick child. Matters are finally disentangled to the satisfaction of all concerned.

ALKALI IKE'S CLOSE SHAVE (Nov. 16,.—
"Alkali" Ike, with a luxuriant growth of beard
thai ha has carefully fostered, determines to see the
rit.v for tbe first time. He arrives, and not being
a good dodger, Is knocked Insensible by the first
automobile be encounters. His disfigured face la
shaven by a doctor, who adorns it with several large
strips of plaster, gives blm some new clothes and
turns him loose. Arriving back lu his borne town
he meets his wife's sister, attempts to embrace ber
and sbe, not recognizing bis shaven face, summons
the aid of a group of punchers who Immediately
pnt Alkali through a course of rough treatment.
Including a ducking In tbe watering trough, and
finally land bim In tbe town Jail. In desperation
Alkali sends for his wife to identify bim, but tbe
loss of his whiskers puzzles ber and she refuses to
claim blm. Alkali puts in a few more bours of
torture and tbe sheriff Is about to Identify blm
as a notoriously escaped criminal, when tbe city
doctor arrives and manages to extricate Alkali
from bis predicament. Thereupon, wlfey claims
him and takes blm home for safe keeping.

MELIES.
THE GOVERNOR'S CLEMENCY (Nov. 21).— Jim
lives in the Golden West. He owns a young apricot
orchard and Is engaged to marry Mary. His brother,
Tom, Is a blacksmith back East, but as business
Is bad, decides to Join his brother. He sells out
liis shop and bids farewell to bis wife, promising
to be back soon with a fortune. While on his way
out bis brother's orchard Is ruined by frost. Tom
arrives unexpected, full of hope, only to find out
Jim's misfortune. Both are disheartened, but Jim
cheers him np optimistically, and says they will poll
together and make their pile. Several weeks pass.
Tom Is nnable to secure a position, and to cap
the climax bis wife writes that sbe la In need of
money. In desperation, Tom decides to hold up
the stagecoach. He takes a large handkerchief
bearing Jim's name to use as a mask and stealthily
leaves tbe bouse. Mary detects blm and Informs
Jim.
Tom lays In ambush for the coach, but not knowing the roads well, bas selected tbe wrong one.
Nevertheless, he rushes out at the sound of approaching hoof-beats and Is dumbfounded when he
finds but a single rider. It Is the governor. Tom
orders his hands up at gun's point. We leave tbem
thus and next see Jim riding desperately to prevent his brother from holding up the stage. He
comes upon Tom riding easily borne, who assures
bim that he did not rob the coach. But Jim's
suspicions are aroused when he discovers Tom
counting a roll of bills. He tells bis sweetheart,
and they decide to go to town to learn If there
was a hold-up. From a distance they see Tom In
the company of two sheriffs, and conclude that he
has been arrested. Jim decides to shoulder his
brother's guilt, and making a dash to tbe group,
cries, "I am the guilty man; he is Innocent." The
sheriffs smile and Tom tells his brother the story
of mlstaklngly holding up the governor, of how
tbe benevolence of the old man aroused bis conscience, of giving back the stolen articles and how
the governor, upon learning his story, gave him
money, and an official card to the sheriff, giving
instructions to make Tom a game warden.

PATHE.
PATHE'S WEEKLY, REEL NO 45, 1912 (Nov.
4). — Washington, D. C. The government Is testing
a new automatic mall chute on tbe mall boxes of
this city, to facilitate the collection of mall matter.
Melbourne, Australia. The visiting Canadian
Cadets and the Victorian Boy Scouts honor the
memory of Burke and Wills, the Australian explorers.
St. Louis, Mo. The governor of Missouri reviews
the police of this city on their annual Field Day.
Brooklyn, N. Y. Neil Whaien wins the 25-mlle
auto race on Brighton Beach track in 24 minutes,
54 8/10 seconds.
At Sea. Tbe steamship Empress of Britain, rams
the steamer Helvetia In a fog In mid-ocean, sinking tbe latter in a few minutes.
All bands saved.
San Francisco, Cal. Fifty thousand school children sign a petition to the mayor of Philadelphia
asking that the Liberty Bell be sent to tbe International Fair In 1915. Even the children of the
Oriental School add their names to the papers.
Yorktown, Va. The 131st anniversary of the
surrender of Cornwallis to Washington Is celebrated
with a parade of soldiers and citizens.
St. Cloud, France. A large number of contestants start in the Grand I'rix Balloon Race of the
Aero Club of France.
Scbuylerville, N. Y. Gov. Dlx attends the celebration of the 135th anniversary of the surrender
of General Burgoyne to General Gates.
Paris. France. The Antumn brings out some new
styles In balrdresslng for women and little girls.
A TRIP TO MOUNT RAINIER (Nov. 13).— This
picture Is taken from tbe foot of Mount Rainier,
a towering peak 14,528 feet high, covered with
K2,r>00 acres of ice and snow, and located In Rainier
National Park, a two million acre stretch of forest
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I.— The Miracle is a superb spectacular production infour reels (4200 feet).
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II. — One year has been spent in its preparation.
III. — A grand and impressive musical score,
composed by a musician of note, goes with
the picture and helps to make it a unique exhibition.

WORLD

needs no lecture. It possesses all the art of
the best features ever made, but its appeal is
made to all mankind at all times. It is in season at Easter and at Christmas and on every
day of the year. It will be welcome to any and
every audience anywhere in the world.
VII. — Fine paper in all sizes, designed by
masterly hands, will go with the reels.
VIII. — We will furnish all advertising and
a most complete set of literature, pamphlets,
heralds, photos, etc., etc.

IV. — No part of this picture has been taken
in studios. The interiors and exteriors of the
churches, castles and monasteries have been
specially selected, and make a marvelous and
unrivaled frame for the story.

IX. — We have done everything possible under the law to prevent the possibility of infringement.

V. — The Miracle is easily understood and

The Miracle will be the Greatest Money Getter Ever Produced
FOR THE MUTUAL

BENEFIT

OF ALL CONCERNED

We restrict the exhibition of the MIRACLE for a SHORT
to theatres charging admission of 25 cents and upward
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cents

WANTED.

DRUMMER
AT
LIBERTY— llav
all bap*,
belli
mid xylophone
Four years' experience.
Am
class
musician
ami
work
t lit* pictures.
Addresi
C. L. WARD, .")U:i3 Lake Ave., Chicago, III.
Will be Milling to accept position about the lOtb
of Nov. as Muuager of Picture Theater. First-class
electrician, machine repairing, understand the business from top to bottom. Best of references; last
place employed live years. At present, Manager
Bijou Theater,
l-'G High St., New Britain, Conn.
PROPERTY MAN — With many years' experience,
desires to make a change. A-l references. Aildress "CONFIDENTIAL," 127 Mucou St., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
MOVING PICTURE OPERATOR— Wishes position. Experience. Understands machines. Address
AL. WIEDERLIGHT, 165-7 Broome St., New York
City.
AT LIBERTY — Competent picture theatre manA-l reference
Address
care of ager.
Moving
Picture furnished.
World, Chicago,
111. S. <..'.,

per

word,

cash

with

order;

50

cents

AT LIBERTY — A 1 moving picture director.
Feature reels, comedlee, dramas. Can curtail
expenses, Address DIRECTOR, care of storing
Picture World, N. Y. city-.
AT LIBERTY — A-l operator; dve years' experience; sober and reliable; can furnish references.
Address W. K. RICHARDS, 807 Cherry St., Klndlay,
Ohio.
HELP
WANTED.
OPERATORS — New York City, chance to double
your salary representing us in spare time. KUOM
1011, 145 W. 45th St., New
York City.
CAMERA

FOR

SALE.

Moving

Picture
Camera,
never
been
used.
ported Williamson make,
including
Tripods
Magazine
Boxes.
Address
F.
W.
McNEAL,
Church St., New York City.
THEATRES

FOR

Imanil
50

SALE.

FOR
SALF. — New
up-to-date
picture
theater,
in
good
show
town
Ave
thousand.
Best
location
In
city.
Good reasons for selling.
Address K. L. M.,
care of Moving Picture World, New York Clt,
THEATRES

Will buy whole or part Interest in moving picture
theatre
In or around
New
York
City.
Address
MADAM
C. HENRY,
116
Bloomfleld
Ave.,
Newark, N. J.

land In Washington. Following the camera, the
audience ascends the enormous peak enthralled by
the marvellous beauty which is ever growing
grander as the altitude Increases. The last and
most beautiful scene Is Mirror Lake which reflects
the gigantic peak and its beautiful surroundings
without a blur.

Iowa Falls, la. — Plans will be prepared for the
erection of a new opera house here.
Boston, Mass. — James Bloomberg is having a
new theater erected here on 241 to 249 Broadway,
Chelsea,
which will cost $15,000.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Plans have been prepared for
the erection of a new moving picture theater here
on the east side of 52d Street, north of Market
Street, and the other at Broad and Porter Streets.
Fairbury, Neb. — C. W. Bartlett has purchased
the Steele Opera House and will operate It as a
moving picture theater.
New York City. — Nathan E. Posner has leased
the private houses at 125-127-129, and they will be
altered and used as a moving picture theater.
Chicago, 111. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a new theater In this city.
Grundy Center, la. — C. H. Johnson has received
plans for the erection of his new opera house here.
Red Lake Falls, Minn. — Plans are being prepared for the erection of a new opera house here.
Cincinnati, Ohio. — A contract has been let to
C. C. & E. A. Weber for the erection of a new
theater building at Savannah, Ga., for the Montgomery Amusement Company.
Des Moines, lows, — Articles of incorporation were
filed recently by the Iowa Amusement Company.
The purpose of the new organization is the conducting of motion picture shows. It Is organized
for twenty years with a fully paid-up capital of
$10,000. A. H. Blank and A. R. Blank are designed as directors.

THE BRANDED ARM (Nov. 14).— A mischievous
boy applies the cattle brand to the arm of his
baby sister and this incident lays the foundation
for a gripping climax. The little girl is later
captured by the Indians and all efforts to find her
prove futile. The girl grows to womanhood among
the Redskins without knowledge of her ancestors
and Is quite happy with loving an Indian brave.
In a quarrel with this Indian one day, a drunken
cowboy draws a knife which he has stolen from
another cowboy and the Redman is slain. Following the custom of the Indians, and using the knife
as a clue, the girl traces the innocent owner of the
knife and is about to avenge her lover when her
band is stayed by the cowboy's mother. An expression of mingled horror and Joy crosses the
mother's
face as she sees the brand upon the girl's
arm.
THE
LIGHT THAT
FAILED (Nov. 16).— A
synopsis of this subject, which was scheduled for
release on October 26, was published on page 272
of our Issue dated October 19.

C. G. P. C.
THE SPAHI'S FIANCEE (Nov. 12).— An Algerian
soldier, Ahmed Hemr, bids his sweetheart, Djorah,
an affectionate farewell and stays for the front.
Time, with the assistance of a gl I Alcba, cools his
ardor. Djorah, tired of waltin;| for his return,
follows him to the Sahara. Her^iaive charm wins
the ettection of Aicha, her rival, who withdraws
and allows the old sweethearts to wander the world
together.
THE DINKA CHIEF'S RECEPTION (Nov. 12).—
The natives of Central Africa willingly pose for an
Interesting film showing their queer customs and
mannerisms.
MAX
GETS THE REWARD
(Nov. 15).— Our
friend. Max Linder, In another farce-comedy, in
which he practices the art of robbery by personal
magnetism. Max matches wits with a detective
anxious to secure the reward offered for the capture of the mysterious burglar. He is too clever
for the detective which is proven when he delivers
the detective to the chief of police and collects
the reward offered for his own capture.

Among

the Exhibitors

New London, la. — Gilbert Jones sold his moving
picture theater here to J. F. Swain.
Cincinnati, Ohio. — Architects Tietlg & Lee have
plans for the proposed Standard Theater that Is
to be erected on Walnut Street, opposite, the Commercial Tribune Building.
Atchison, Kan. — The new moving picture theater
here known as the Palms, will be opened In a
short time.
Havre de Grace, Md. — David Fisher has purchased the new moving picture theater from R. R.
Vannema.

INER"
"HEADL
WEEKLY
D LIST.
OFFERE
Title.
Length. Make
Price.
Poor Jenny
(Asta Nielsen). .2800
Monopol 6c foot
Romeo
& Juliet
3200
Pathe, col. 5c foot
In a Siren's
Power
2000
D. Bios. 5c foot
The
Ring
that Binds
3300
Messter 5c foot
Out of the Slums
2000
D. Bios. 5c foot
The Barefoot Dancer
20C0
Monopol 5c foot
The Lure of Paris
2000
Pathe
60 foot
The Outcast (Asta Nielsen).. 3000
Monopol 5c foot
Airman's Secret
1900
Cines
5c foot
Addressee
Deceased
2200
D. Bios. 5c foot
Blackmail
2300
Cines
5c foot
For 100 Dollars
2500
Messter 5c foot
Between Two Hearts
2" 00
D. Bios. 5c foot
Champion
Bull Fight
2000
Special 9c foot
After Darkness — Light
3000
Itala
6c foot
Oliver
Twist
1600
N. G.
7c foot
Zigomar
vs. Nick
Carter. . .3600
Eclair
4c foot
Tony,
the Simpleton
1500
C. & M.
5c foot
Attacked by a Lion
1400
Gaumont 5c foot
Their Lives for Gold
1500
Gaumont 5c foot
Love's
Combat
3600
Monopol 6c foot
Mysterious Automobile
3000
Milano
3c foot
Battle of the Red Men
2000
Bison
Sc foot
War on the Plains
2000
Bison
3c foot
The Deserter
2000
Bison
3c foot
Indian
Massacre
2000
Bison
3c foot
Blazing
the Trail
2000
Bison
3c foot
Lieutenant's
Last Fight
2000
Bison
3c foot
500 Independent aims with posters $10.00 to $30.00
per reel according to age, all makes, good condition,
write
for lists.
Baltimore
Branch,
New
York Branch,
104 N. Gay St.,
145 W. 45th St.,
Arthur
D. Gans,
Mgr.
John
Childs, Mgr.

G. W.

postage
FILMS

BRADENBURGH

233 N. Eighth Street

Phila, Pa.

stamps

FOR

accepted

SALE.

00 ■.•.ill s.-< lire the "Passion Play," length
3.114 feet, baud colored by Pathe Freres. For sale
also, "A Trip to the Garden of Allah," three reels
new him, with full supply of advertising matter
anil extraordinary production, Including state right
for Texas, at a bargain. Address WYNDHAM
ROBERTSON,
206 Prince Bldg., Houston, Texas.
EQUIPMENT

FOR

SALE.

2 60-cycle, 110-volt Compensarcs In original boxes,
never connected, each, $42.00. (Brand new). Address IRA B. ALDEN, r,:is W. Lehigh Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Prevost film perforating machine, like new, perfect order, cost new, $450. Our price, $150. Address ACME FILM CO., INC., 180 West 37th St.,
New Y'ork City.
MOVING
PICTURE
Powers No. B, with $20.00
City.
$18.00
Rheostat, $125.00
STETTHEIMER & CO., 7

WANTED.

OPERATOR — (Licensed), desires position with or
without new machine; will go anywhere, or will
sell machine cheap. Address, OPERATOR, 602
Flushing Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

THE PINEAPPLE (Nov. 13).— A study of this
luscious fruit In the growing, from the planting
until Its ripe and ready to tickle the palate of all
lovers of sweets.

minimum;

MACHINE— Brand new
Allen Extension Lens and
complete. Address J. J.
East 17tb St., New York

MISCELLANEOUS.
We want to buy a second-hand Moving Picture
Camera and Tripod. What have you? Address
YOUNG'S
STUDIO,
Springfield,
Missouri.

Aberdeen, S. D. — A contract has been let for
the erection of a new theater In this city.
Hartford City, Ind. — A contract has been let for
six moving picture theaters in this city.
Chicago, 111. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a new theater on Sixty-third Street for
the Imperial Theater Company, which will cost
about $250,000. It wil be located at Lexington
and Woodlawn
Avenues.
Muncie, Ind. — Architects Taylor & DeCamp have
plans for a motion picture house at Muncie, Ind.,
containing 600 seats, the owner being C. R. Andrews. The roof will be equipped so that It can
be used as an airdrome during the summer
season.

"EVERYONE'S
USING"
Our Developing Syslem
A. J. CORCORAN,
1 1 John

Street,

Inc.
Mew

Yorss

Headquarters for

ASBESTOS
CURTAINS

l«£D

and PICTURE

BOOTHS

C. W. Trainer Mfg. Co.

booklet 39 Pearl St.liBo8ton,Mas8.

Orchestra
Music
FOR

MOVING PICTURES
Violin, Cornet and Drnm parts have
been added to the popular "Orpheum
Collection" of piano music (dramatic
and descriptive) for Moving; Pictures.
Practical for piano alone or any number ©f above instruments. Issued in
two parts: No. 1 and No. 2.
Piano, 58
Violin, 40
Cornet, 35
Drums,Seed30

cents each; both No. 's $1.15
cents each; both " 75c
cents each; both " 65c
cents
bothpages.
" 55c
for
freeeach;
sample

CLARENCE

E. SINN

1S0I Sedgwick St., Chicago, III.

Till-.

MOVING

PICTURE

Orson Pratt and Party Climbing Hog Back Mountain, July 22, 1847
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WORLD

Half a! Million
Dollars of
Profit :
OUR AIM!

100 YEARS Or M0RM0NISM
(Authorized Endorsation by the Mormon

11

Church)

Depicting the start, early struggles, romance, industry, and general history of the
Mormon Church and its power, radiating from Salt Lake City, Utah ; and Washington,
D. C, to all parts of the earth, accurate representation of its tragedies, persecutions, massacres, and terrible hardships endured during their winter pilgrimage to the Great Salt
Lake Valley.

10 States traversed and 1000 people used in making this
film — the most absorbing subject offered to a universal
public since moving picture photography became known.

The Utah Moving

Picture Co. (Capitalization $100,000.00)

has purchased| the interests of the Ellaye Co., which controlled the exclusive contract with
the Mormon Church, and will launch companies at once for a world wide campaign.
Offers will be considered for some state rights and defined foreign territory, upon
the condition that first class theatres are played, etc.
Everything in advertising, from a "stand" to a "sticker." Advance agents and
managers for home and foreign field write with references!
Temporary

Address :

The Utah
Moving
Picture Co.
714-15 Story
LOS

Bldg.

ANGELES
CAL.

Brigham Young's AdTance Company

In Camp, Salt Lake Valley, July 24, 1847
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INDEPENDENT
FILM STORIES

UNIVERSAL
ECLAIR.
THE BUSY BEE (Nov. 8).— Tbls film shows
men's Ingenuity in furnishing and decoying the
bee into a home of its own. The perfection of
these hives is as essential as would be the building
of a mansion. So It Is necessary to prepare the
waxen foundation for the bee's home, or comb In
a laboratory. All of which Is shown In Its various
evolutions.
Then is shown the bees at work In their hive.
The artifice of bee swarming Is carefully portrayed
and then Is shown the clever manipulations by
which the honey Is collected, still leaving the
bee his house and structure, in which he will again
faithfully perform the same labors In the season
to come.
FUNNICUS' HUNTING EXPLOITS (Nov. 8).—
Funntcos Is hunting, while at bis borne many of
bis friends await his return very impatiently.
Suddenly he makes his appearance, his game-bag
full — of newspapers. He tells his friends that he
actually disdains small game, and to Illustrate the
story of his wondrous adventures, turns the house
. topsy-turvy. His wife, alarmed, advises him to
go to bed and calm his excited brain. Nightmares disturb bis sleep. He finds himself In
Africa, traveling on camel, accompanied by many
guides. He arrives at an Arab's camp and Jests
with the Arabian maidens who, for revenge, put
out his fires in the forest the following nlgbt. The
fires out, the wild beasts arrive, and he Just has
time to climb a tree where he Is out of reach of
two big lions, who wait for him at the foot of the
tree. Our great Hunter courageously risks bis life
by descending from the tree. He tries to strangle
the lion, but suddenly awakens and finds himself
clutching at his wife's throat.
GOLDEN HAIR (Nov. 10).— Ethel Is a pretty
milliner. Jack, who Is employed in the neighborhood, Is quite In rove with pretty Ethel. The two
young people become betrothed.
What gives a strange beauty to Ethel Is her
wonderful hair. One day, while delivering a hat
to a wealthy customer, the lady asks her to try
the hat on and marvels at Ethel's golden tresses.
She offers to buy It, but, of course, Ethel refuses,
even though offered quite a sum.
Jack receives a letter from his father that he
Is coming to see him, and that he brings good
news. Jack is perplexed at the letter and tells
Ethel that he will marry her if his father will
allow or not.
The proposition the father had to make was to
offer his son to the daughter of one of his neiith bors, who had a big dowry. He even showed a
photograph of the girl to Jack, but Instead of
answering his father, he went to fetch Ethel and
then present her as being his betrothed.
The old peasant found the young girl allrlght,
but his first question was, "How much dowry does
Bhe bring." The negative answer he received displeased him and lie refused to allow bis son to
marry a girl who does not bring a marriage settlement.
When Ethel reached home, an Idea crossed her
mind. She might be able to get the dowry imposed by Jack's father. She knows the lady who
offered to buy her hair and goes to her and tells
her she consents to sell It. She has received the
money and the hairdresser is on the point of cutting the hair, when Jack comes In time to prevent
ber from making the sacrifice. He explains all to
the lady who let Ethel have the money, and Jack
and Ethel were married.
CONSTANTINOPLE (Nov. 10).— Showing many
Interesting and Instructive bits of the life and industry of the Turkish capital.

CRYSTAL.
THE GYPSY FLIRT (Nov. 10).— Chester and
Mabel are out walking. They meet Carlotta and
Pedro, wandering gypsies. Carlotta tells U
fortune and makes quite an Impression on Chester,
and he also has his fortune told. The next day
they meet again and Mabel catches Chester In the
act of kissing the pretty Gypsy girl. Insanely Jealous, Mabel plans to teach Chester a lesson. Slio
meets Pedto and pays him to make love to her In
front of Chester. They come upon Chester bogging
Carlotta, and Pedro, waxing wrath, chases Chester
with a knife. Carlotta attacks Mabel and both the
girls and the men engage the other In combat with
the Gypsies victorious. Finally Pedro explains to
Carlotta and all ends happily, when a moment before tumult reigned.

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

MAN WANTED (Nov. 10).— Miss Finch writes to
ii matrimonial agency for a husband. The agency
Mr, I B. .Sharp with a letter of introduction.
I tin bstter. Chester Burnett, fresh young
ilruiii uicr, flndl the letter and visits the bouse.
He meets Miss Finch's niece, Irene, and is very
mucii taken up with her. She explains that the
letter Is for her aunt and Inflicts Miss Finch on
Chester. Miss Finch goes to get something for
Chester to drink, but he escapes before her return,
and goes out into the gardeu with Irene. Meanwhile the real Sharp arrives, and be and Chester
have quite an altercation as to wbo is wbo. Just
then u telegram arrives from the matrimonial
agency explaining that Sharp is a bigamist, and
to please hold him until the police arrive. Miss
Finch sends for the constable, wbo arrives, and
being unable to determine wbo is Sharp, takes both
Chester and Sharp to the lock-up. Irene then finds
Chester's valise, with bis name on It, and thus
effects his release. He makes love to Irene and
Miss Finch being left to her own resources, continues her untiring efforts to find a man.

AMBROSIO.
THE SHIP OF LIONS (Nov. 6).— The showman
needed a trainer for his lions, and when the girl
offered herself be engaged her, not only because
of her experience in handling the Kings of the
Forest, but because she fascinated blm. When
the perilous cargo of denizens of the Jungle had
been safely placed amid ship the showman and the
girl went along. While on the cruise the ship
picked up a cargo of smuggled gold dust, and when
the girl repulsed the showman's attentions, and
showed her preference for the captain, the showman
incited the crew to mutiny, to secure the gold
dust. As the rioting crew charged upon them the
girl and the captain dashed below deck; fastening
the hatches they sought to escape. Before they
dropped into the small dory alongside the girl set
the lions free and Just as they left the captain
fired the ship. Maddened beyond all description,
the crew battered open the batch, to be greeted
by flames and smoke, and worst of all, a peril
they had little expected. The lions were free.
They drove the men into the rigging and as the
ship sank the lions dashed over the side of the
boat to freedom, while the crew and the showman
went to their doom.

She tells him the circumstances and together they
ride to the fort. The Colonel listens and is convinced. He apologizes to the Cblef and releases
the Indian prisoners.
Ited Deer Joins the tribe and asks for and is
given Golden Willow for his squaw, and Bed Deer
Is made Cblef for his services In saving the Red
Men. The spirit of Gray Dove rises above the
Happy Hunting Grounds and blesses ber son and bis
mate.

GEM.

THE BETTER PART (Nov. 6).— Lawrence, the
Bon of wealthy parents meets Miriam on a highway. He Is attracted by her beauty and sweetness and upon a second meeting, Invites ber to
the county fair. While they are taking in the exhibits, some of the playful rubes begin throwing
confetti and some of It is thrown Into Miriam's
eyes.
Lawrence takes her home. The country physician
is called. He recommends a specialist be sent for.
Lawrence persuades Miriam and ber mother to
allow him to assume the expense. He then goes
home and tells bis fatber of bis love for Miriam.
The father angrily dismisses blm. The specialist
arrives. Miriam's eyes are bandaged with the
strict command that the bandage should not be
removed for three days If she Is to regain ber
sight permanently.
Larry, the following day, is thrown from bis
horse over the edge of a cliff. He grabs hold of
some small shrubs and banging there calls for
help. Miriam bears Larry's call and gets np
frightened, and gropes ber way out of the house.
As she draws closer to the place from which the
cries bad come, she listens intently for a repetition of the cry for help. In great anguish she
snatches the bandage from her eyes, sees Larry,
grasps his arm and calls for belp.
Larry's father, walking down the road, bears ber
call and rushes to the scene, and he and Miriam
together pull Larry up to safe ground. The father
turns and calls to Miriam. She turns In the direction of his voice and staggers toward him, for
she has become totally blind. The fatber, realizing
the terrible sacrifice she has made for bis son,
goes to ber, takes her In his arms and gives ber
to Larry and though blind, she snuggles contentedly
In Larry's arms.

REX.
BISON.
A RED MAN'S LOVE (Nov. 5).— Lucy, the
daughter of Major Brown, takes a ride beyond the
stockade. She allows her horse to wander away
and It Is followed and caught by a young Indian
warrior, Swift Deer, who sees her safely back to
the fort.
He worships the lovely "Pale Face."
The trader, Alden, covets Blue Bird, Red Bear's
Squaw, and attempting to make love to her is attacked by the warrior, whom he kills. The Indians
swear death to all pale faces and take the warpath. Swift Deer decides to warn the fort, but
seeing Lucy in the arms of Corporal Taylor his
anger is aroused and he Joins his tribe.
The Indians seize their opportunity when a large
company start from the garrison on scouting duty.
The fort is surprised and hard pressed. Swift Deer
digs a trench under the stockade and crawls
through, Intent upon killing Lucy and Taylor. Lucy
sees him and runs to him as a friend. Her
ingenuity disarms Swift Deer and he resolves to
save her. He leads her through the trench and
together they ride away and meet the Major and
his company. On the way the Indian sways and
falls, and Lucy sees that he has been badly wounded
when crawling through the trench. She proceeds
alone and meets the cavalry, which dash up to the
fort and rescue the decimated garrison. Swift
Deer dies happy to have done the Pale Face lady
a service.
AN INDIAN ISHMAEL (Nov. 9).— Gray Dove, a
squaw, has been a patient and faithful attendant
to her Chief. He becomes Infatuated with a young
squaw, Briar Rose, who desires his whole attention. She persuades the Chief to get rid of Gray
Dove. He gives iter corn and water nnd despite
her dumb entreaties he casts her out and she
wanders out to the big desert with her little son,
Red Deer. Hunger and thirst overtakes them and
the woman, after giving the boy the last drop of
water, folds him In her arms and lies down to
await the advent of the Happy nuntlng Grounds.
A wagon train happens along and Big Bill and
his wife find the child alive, the squaw having
gone to await the coming of her son. They pick
up the boy and bury the mother.
Ten years pass and Red Deer grows to be a fine
type of the educated Indian. He loves the woods
and wilds, and one day, whilst setting traps for
beavers, he meets the pretty little Indian maiden.
Golden Willow. "Like turns to Like" and It Is a
case of love at first sight.
outside the fort, guards are watching the horses
grazing, when a band of horse thieves ride up,
kill the guards and escape with the horses.. They
sell them to the Indians. The garrison Is aroused,
ride out, see the horses In the Indian camp, attack
it and take g number of the Indians prisoners.
Little Golden Willow escapes and meets Red Deer.

THE HONOR OF THE FAMILY (Nov. 7).—
Claude, the elder brother. Is heir to the estates
of Sir James. He is a rogue and a spendthrift.
Gerald the younger brother leaves England to seek
his fortune in America, being the recipient of a
remittance at stated intervals. He goes to the
mountains and engages in mining. There be meets
Marja. Claude comes to visit blm, sees the girl,
and marks her for his own. Gerald warns him to
let the girl alone. Marja consents to a secret
marriage, and Claude returns to England, promising
to come back. Some months later Gerald proposes
marriage to the girl and she tells blm she has
married Claude. Marja does not hear from Claude,
but Gerald receives a paper from London announcing
the marriage of Claude to a society woman. Marja
attempts suicide by throwing herself from an
eminence and is found by Gerald, a cripple for
life. He purchases a wheel chair that she may
get about. Her father dies snd Gerald takes her
to bis cabin.
Gerald receives a letter from bis fatber announcing the death of Claude and calling him borne
to assume his position as the heir of the estates of
Sir James. Gerald 'places the letter In his pocket
together with the newspaper account of the marriage of Claude and decides not to return to England, but to remain and care for tbe lawful wife
of his brother, whom he has grown to love fondly.
Sometime afterward he goes to his mine, wheeling
the girl along with him. He leaves ber after
throwing his coat over the arm of his chair. She
decides to change her position and the coat falls
to the ground. She picks it up and the letter from
England and the paper fall out. She reads the
announcement of the marriage of Claude and then,
feeling Justified she reads the letter and of the
death of Claude and of Gerald being heir to the
estates. In desperation she tries to wheel the chair
down the slope and It Is over-turned. Her cries
bring Gerald and when he comes sbe shows him
tbe newspaper and the letter. Sbe reaches out her
arms to him and is clasped to bis heart.
A GALLEY SLAVE'S ROMANCE (Nov. 10).—
Jean, a young wood chopper, has a sweetheart, Annette. She is insulted by tbe grand seigneur of
the parish and Jean rebukes blm. The dignitary
tells bis flunkies to thrash Jean, wbo seizes a gun
and drives them from the house. The next day the
girl Is annoyed by the seigneur and Jean gives
him and his head huntsmen a chastisement. A
warrant is Issued for Jean's arrest, but he evades
them, and In his escape Is pursued to a cliff on
the seigneur's grounds where he encounters the
seigneur and hurls him from tbe cliffs, crippling
blm. Jean Is sentenced to the galleys for life,
but wins a pardon through his efforts in saving
the prison governor's life during an uprising of
the galley slaves. He returns home and a happy
reconciliation follows.
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GREAT NORTHERN
RELEASE

FOR

SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER
Split Comedy Reel

2nd

THE LOTTERYJ
PRIZE
and
UNSUCCESSFUL FLIRTATION
RELEASE

FOR

THE

SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER
Split Comedy Reel

LOST

9th

STUD

and

THE
SOLD

ONLY

THROUGH

FILM

DISTURBED
SUPPLY

CO.

SENTRY

OF AMERICA

GREAT NORTHERN FILM CO., 7 E. 14th St. N. Y.
NORDISK

FILM

CO.

OF

COPENHAGEN

LAST CALL
>

LAST CALL

"The Phantom Bandit"
A Sequel to the Famous ZIGOMAR

LA ROUQUIN

ZICOMARH

Twolmore weeks to sell the remaining states — then we will work all that are left ourselves.
YOUR LAST CHANCE TO GET A GENUINE BIG FEATURE IN FOUR REELS
AT RIDICULOUSLY LOW PRICES.
Washington
Colorado
Mississippi
Massachusetts

New York City
Oregon
Wyoming
North Carolina

Eastern Pennsylvania
Idaho
Arkansas
South Carolina
California

Texas
Kentucky

Louisiana
Virginia
New Jersey
Montana

Tennessee
Wisconsin

Ten Cents a Foot with No Extra Charge for State Rights
Half, one, three and six sheets, banners, frames, photos, cuts, heralds, etc.
FOR THOSE

WHO

WANT

A RED

HOT, SNAPPY, THREE -REEL SUBJECT

"Lady Mary's Love Adventures"
Grand line of paper for this film; it will get you the money anywhere.
on state rights basis at ten cents a foot.

THE F. & E. FILM COMPANY,

We sell this subject

Cleveland, Ohio

THE
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POWERS.
THE RAILROAD
AND THE WIDOW
(Nov. 6).—
Ti,,- T. i. A m Railroad la building a new branch
which
I- i" extend to Alamogordo,
Now
atea
The Widow
Crosby, owns a strip of eight feet of
ra""
tu0
for
ground
r,„,,i !,, wbl
. im
iin- i
superintendentsurvof the company
insini. ■
■ the civil engineer
to
for tbe pnrcbaae of this ground from the widow and
aell, to bluff her out of it. on subif ahe won't
Ins proposition to the widow, she refuses
i for any consideration. Btnraged Bracken
tn axe to chop down the fence post and
Instructs the surveyors to measure off the distance.
asO'Brien, a young surveyor, who Is acting as an
sistant, realizes that the railroad land-shark Is not
acting the part of a gentleman, and he tries to
reason with the widow. Convinced that the widow
Is In tbe right, he argues with Bracken who disstarts to tear down tiecharges bliu. Iirackeu
fence, when he Is ordered to stop by the widow.
He refuses. The widow shoots. Knowing that the
railroad corporation will tight the case, for having
one of Its employes molested In tbe performance of
his duties, the widow's daughter, deliberately fires
a shot Into her mother's arm, so that she can enter
a plea of self-defence.

old
lonesome'
8). — A of
(Nov.
FIRST
yesterday.
In dreams
cafe lost
sat
in a GLASS
old Sarah, the belle of long ago, now a
of drink. At a table near her sat two
and two girls. One of tbe girls as her
showed had trodden tbe path before. Tbe
Frltzi, was only just learning. An untouched glass of liquor was on tbe table before
ber. She was listening to the urglngs of her
companions, but she was uncertain — It was ber
first.
THE
woman
It was
victim
youths
manner
other,

Old Sarah sat and watched the girl and the untouched glass. At last the girl drank. An instinct that had long been smoldered wltbin Old
Sarah burst afire again. She had long ago given
up her own battle with the beast — drink — but now
she would fight to save another. At first her efforts to save the girl seemed futile. She has met
only with the cbldings and rebukes of the other
three, but later, seated beside old Sarah, apart
from her companions, tbe girl bears the warning.
Sarah tells her that she, too, once was a beautiful
young girl and life was only a long happy dream,
until, like tbe girl, she sipped the wine of a little
glass, her first — then it seemed the happiness and
sunshine of her life began to elip away. A terrible craving beast bad been borne wltbin ber at
the drinking of that little first glass. It had
driven her down and down until It had left her as
finished — Sarah's
Her story
tbe girlIsthen
battle
won saw
— theher.
Inevitable
future that awaits
her has been pictured to tbe girl who turns back
upon the road she had begun to travel.

NESTOR.
UNITED WE STAND (Nov. 4).— Captain Brand,
an old Union officer and a ranch owner, visits Los
Angeles with his son George, to Join tbe G. A. R.
Re-Union. Major Cameron, a retired Confederate
officer, is visiting the city with his daughter Eva.
They meet in the hotel lobby, and Eva Introduces
George to her father. The Major draws his
daughter away and tells her firmly that he will
not allow her to consort with the son of an old
Union man.
The following day the Captain and George take
their seats In the Grand Stand and prepare to
enjoy the procession. The Major and Eva attend,
believing there will be a Southern delegation or
two in the pageant. Fate ordains that their seats
are next to tbe Captain and his son. The Captain
applauds wildly, to the Major's great annoyance,
and when tbe Major sees that there are no confederates in line, he takes It as a personal Insult
and leaves the grand stand in a huff. Arriving at
the hotel, Eva sees her father sleeping In an easy
chair, and steals out In tbe hopes of meeting George.
Tbe Captain returns, and sinking Into a chair
goes to sleep. George goes after Eva. Each of
the veterans dreams and sees a battle field.
The Captain goes to look for George and comes
across tbe young couple, but he has not tbe heart
to interrupt bis son's happiness. Not so the Major,
who also sees them. He commands bis daughter
to come with him at once. This so enrages the
Captain that he faces the Irate Major and proceeds
to tell him that bis son Is good enough for any
girl on earth. Explanations follow and the happiness of the young couple follows as a matter of
due course.
HIS LITTLE PARTNER (Nov. 6).— John Doming
and his two daughters, Eunice and little Tess, arrive in tbe stage coacb with Tom, a miner, Ray,
an Easterner, the sheriff and others. The next day
the father and daughters start out prospecting.
Eunice and Tom promising to see each other again,
Tom and Ray form a partnership and start out
also. Both parties decide upon a location and start
to work. Sometime later, Ray becomes discouraged
mid decides to leave. They settle up their account,
Tom buying Ray's Interest. Ray starts back to
the stage coach station, where he meets the deputy
and sheriff who advise him that Tom lias In the
meanwhile discovered gold. Ray hastens back.
Tom starts to register his claim, hut before
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■-, who has been taken with fever,
arrive! with her little slater. The two girls having
started out to find their father, who had gone
further on, prospecting TOD insists upon their
-topping at his camp until he can get the doctor,
hut as he comes out to mount his horse, be sees
iking out his claim, and realizes that
he getsaimto In
the his
Register's
office, then
Kay hewillremembers
n
own name,
so after explaining to little Tess that he
will get the doctor at any cost, he rides away,
once tells ber sister. Eunice manages to
help the child upon their horse, and she rides to
the Register's office, arriving just ahead of Kay.
The sheriff meets her, registers the claim in Tom's
and both then return to Tom's camp, to
find Mr. Doming, Tom and the doctor already there,
and Eunice out of danger.
SHARPS AND CHAPS (Nov. 8).— Professor De
Risque, anxious to escape for a time the too
solicitous attention of Madame De Risque, arrives
at Roaring Gulcb and, noting that tbe town numbers some very pretty girls amongst its population,
he hangs out his shingle announcing the ract that
be teaches the piano and violin. The professor Is
charming and the young ladies are Impressionable,
they readily desert the constant cowboys for the
professor.
The cowboys get their heads together and plan
a counter-move. They hire a music teacher in the
person of Mademoiselle Dulcle, and Install her In
an adjoining office to De Risque. The boys express a preference for the trombone and the clarionette and find that it is necessary to practice bard,
especially when the professor is making soulful
harmony
with one of the village Indies.
.V twofold crisis occurs. Mademoiselle has all the
boys literally at her dainty feet. She sends for her
husband, who is a Jewelry drummer. He arrives
and sells the boys engagement rings at double
seaside-resort prices, and after Dulcle has received
u proposal and a ring from each of the boys, she
departs with ber hubby and sends the boys ber
regards and thanks. Madame De Risque traces the
professor and leads him kindly but very firmly
home.

VICTORSISTERS (Nov. 8). — Annie and Mary are twin
orphans, left in charge of an orphanage. Annie
Is adopted by a middle-class family and Mary is
adopted by a wealthy family. Mary marries a
wealthy but dissipated clubman, while Annie becomes the wife of a member of the fire department.
Mary Is afflicted with heart trouble. Annie knowing that her husband needs a new watch, decides to
purchase one for his birthday. Her actions in attempting to buy it excite the suspicions of her
husband. That day Mary's home catches fire and
her husband being away with some male and female
friends, leaves the maid all alone with her mistress
and who, upon seeing tbe fire, is panic stricken
and rushes out leaving Mary to struggle alone.
Heart trouble overpowers her and she falls back
on her bed dead. Annie's husband arrives and he
mounts the ladder to Mary's room. Breaking
through the window he dashes Into the room and,
seeing a woman on the bed, goes to her. One
glance at her and he believes her to be Annie.
Carrying her to a place of safety, a physician Is
summoned, who pronounces Mary dead. The poor
fireman staggers away.
Later in the day he wanders home. Annie who
sees him coming, conceals herself behind a curtain.
He enters bis house and crushed by bis terrible
blow, decides to end his troubles forever by blowing out his brains. Annie comes from her place
of concealment and shows him bis birthday gift
and he, stunned by her unexpected appearance
drops the revolver back In the drawer and clasps
her in bis arms.
Annie never knew.

IMP.
A STRANGE
CASE
(Nov. 4) Jim Hanford
Is
a tough character. Although long suspected by the
Central office men he has been too clever for them,
until one day they almost caught blm. He managed
to escape tbem and ran into his bouse. His
daughter, a good girl who had no previous knowledge of her father's evil traits, saw tbe necklace
and threw it out of the window Just before the
detectives entered the room. After a search which
proved fruitless they left and Jim promised bis
daughter never to steal again. She descended
to the street to find the necklace and return it
to the owner and was horrified at discovering no
traces of It. It bad been picked up by Gerald
Vaughn, a young clerk who was the sole support of
his widowed mother. Not appreciating the true
value of bis find he put It In tbe bureau and said
nothing to his mother. Shortly after bis mother
advertised for a dressmaker to dwell with her and
the crook's daughter secured the position. The
young couple grew to love each other and Gerald
proposed. Not having enough money to buy an
engagement ring he thought of the found necklace
and pawned It. This was seen by the detectives
who almost caught her father and they followed
Mm home. He was arrested. This placed the girl
in a perplexing position. If she told of her lover
finding it it would Incriminate her father. Gerald
was brought to prison and tbe detectives made a

strong ease against him.
Tbe girl went to ber
lather and
told him of the ruin of ber life's prosHOW NED GOT THE RAISE (Nov. 9).— Ned
Elliott, a young clerk, is engaged to be married.
His salary Is not large enough to support a wife
and
he asks
employer
a "raise,"
refused.
The hissame
thing foroccurs
severalwhich
times,la
and with each refusal Ned postpones his marriage.
In despair he concocts a scheme to make his emgive himmaid
the coveted
"raise."
He boarding
takes a
bright ployer
young
who works
at his
bouse Into his confidence.
Knowing that Mr. Hadley, bis employer, Is a
flirt, and that Mrs. Hadley Is extremely jealous,
Ned plans to have Mary, the maid, come to Badley's office and declare herself bis (Hadley's) wife.
Ned arranges it so that Mrs. Hadley arrives on tbe
scene at the same time. A series of most laughable Incidents follow Mary's entrance In Hadley's
office, ending with Ned getting bis "raise." But
the raise is such that — well — It would spoil tbe
splendid finish of the story to tell it. Suffice to say
that a real comedy surprise Is furnished the
auditor and Ned as well, as his co-conspirator,
Mary, are rewarded In a manner that justifies tbe
undertaking of trying to "raise" Ned's salary.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED WEEKLY NO. 34 (Oct. 30).— YALE
vs. WEST POINT. Scenes from tbe football game
between tbe army and Yale elevens at West Point,
New York.
THE BOY SEA SCOUTS. General Baden Powell
and bis fiancee Inspect the first training ship of
tbe Sea Scouts at Greenwich.
PARISIAN FASHIONS. Latest modes of the
masters of style.
WILLIAM SULZER. Democratic nominee for
governor of the state of New York.
DOGS HAVE THEIR DAY. The Dublin Canine
Society hold their Sixth Annual Show.
A FATEFUL FLOOD. Showing tbe ravages of
the
disastrous flood which swept Norwich, England,
recently.
SOCIETY AT PIPING ROCK. Clever horsemanship is shown 11 the National Amateur Steeplechase,
held at the Piping Rock County Club, Locust Valley,
Long
Island.
SUFFRAGETTES
AND THE LAW. A suffragette
leader is arrested after an attack upon tbe chancellor, at London, England.
FLYING AT GARDEN CITY. Miss Ruth Law In
her qualifying flight for tbe Aero Club of America,
Garden City, Long Island.
DURBAR AT TULSA. The Elks take possession
of the city and participate in a Durbar parade.
WHO'S WHO IN STAGHLAND— SALLIE FISHER.
The musical comedy star feeding her pets at
Central Park, New York City.

CHAMPION.
A TRAMP'S
STRATEGY
(Nov. 4)
Julia, tbe
daughter of Hiram Blackmore, a farmer, is In love
with Bob Mlbore, a salesman. Mr. and Mrs. Blackmore oppose tbe match, as they desire Sam Mercer,
a country lad, to become their son-in-law. Tbe next
time when Bob calls be is put out of tbe bouse,
whereupon he and Julia decide to elope. They repair to an orchard, where tbey lay out their plans,
but In doing so, are overheard by a friendly tramp,
who tells tbem of a scheme to get Into the good
graces of Mr. Blackmore. In the execution of tbe
plot, tbe tramp takes Bob to a ramshackle country
bouse, where he binds Bob hand and foot. This Is
witnessed by Mr. Blackmore, who hurries for tbe
sheriff and his posse. In due time they arrive and
rescue Bob. Mr. Blackmore's heart is touched by
the apparent weakened condition of Bob, and be
takes bim to his home, where he recuperates, still
following out the tramp scheme. Bob tells Julia
that it would not be fair to tbe old man if he and
Julia were to elope. This conversation is overbeard by Mr. Blackmore, who immediately withdraws bis objection. Bob and Julia are married by
Parson Jamison, who happens to be passing tbe
house. In tbe meantime tbe sheriff and his men
arrive with the tramp. When Bob tells bis fatberin-law that be was only following out a scheme
of tbe tramp's In order to get into the family, the
old man's anger knows no bounds, but the humor of
the situation appeals to blm, and he gives the young
people his blessings.

MILANO.
HER MASTERPIECE (Nov. 9).— Prince Orloff of
tbe Russian nobility, has two handsome and talented daughters In Marlnka and Sonia. Marinka,
wbo is an artist of great ability, Is bappy in tbe
reciprocal love of Waldlmar, a nobleman. Sonla
also loves tbe nobleman and is very jealous of her
sister.
One day Sonia, upon returning home from riding,
finds tbat the Moscow Fine Arts Exhibition has accoided her sister first prize for the painting. This
intensifies Sonla's anger and jealousy to such an
extent that when the day arrives for the awarding
of prizes, which is to take place before a notable
assemblage, she instructs Ivon, the groom, to pour
a bottle of solution over the picture, which will
ruin it. The groom follows Sonla's Instructions,
and when tbe curtain wb'.ch bangs in front of the
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Friendship

A Stirring
Drama of

To a

Early New
England

Redskin
Is Repaid
At a

Love,

Psychological
Moment

Intrigue and
Witchcraft
COMING- Don 't Miss This

DON

C^SAR

DE BAZAN

In Two Reels
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

RELEASE

20th

Reliance Studios, 540 W. 2 1st St., New York
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KIRKE
PLAY THAT HAS DELIGHTED
By Steele Mackaye
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3rd.

"OH YOU BABY"
REVENGE"

Tuesday, November 5th — "Cupid on the Job"' and "A Day on the Battleship Florida"
Sunday, November
10th — "The Deacon's Shoes" and "His Cook Lady"

The Majestic Motion
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work
of Hrt Is pulled aside-, the eyes of every one
fall upon nothing
t >n t I streaked
mass of pigment.
Tlie shock
Is too much
for Marlnka and she falls
dead,
Bonla,
wbo
thought
that this would
way for obtaining Waldliuar's love, la greatly dlsapjk. luted, and be accuses her of bringing about the
terrible state of affairs.

FILM

SUPPLY

COMPANY

GAUMONT.
GAUMONT'8 WEEKLY
NO. 34 (Oct. 80).—
DKEADNAUGHT "PARIS" IS LAUNCHED. France
adds enormous battleship to Its fleet at Toulon.
I.aunsblng of the "Multonomah" at St. Helens, Ore.
NIHILISTS ALMOST GET HIM. Son of the
Russian Czar, who was wounded by a revolutionist
aboard the royal yacht.
BUILDING BIG BUTTE. U. S. Government dam
on the Rio Grande, near EI Paso, nearlng completion.
KNOX RETURNS FROM JAPAN. Secretary of
State and Secretary of Interior Fisher arrive In
Seattle after attending Mikado's funeral.
THE BURNING OF THE BERKSHIRE. Coast
steamer with cotton cargo in flames goes aground
off Point Lookout, N. C. U. S. revenue cutter and
s. B. Seminole supporting the Berkshire.
THE TEXAS STATE FAIR. Lone Star state
holds its annual nrgicultural exposition. Champion
Irish setter of the world. Champion fox terrier
of the world.
THE HOMECOMING OF COLONEL ROOSEVELT.
Injured M president as be left a Long Island train
after leaving Chicago hospital.
A DANGEROUS COLLECTION. Large quantity
of arms and ammunition confiscated from striking
miners In recent W.
Va. labor trouble.
COMMERCE COMMISSIONERS MEET. Leading
business men from all the world gather In convention In New York City Inspecting New York
Harbor and fire boats.
IN I ERNATION
BALLOON
RACES. Starting
from St. Cloud, France, of more than a dozen aircraft. Wreck of aeroplane in which Lleuts. Berger
and Jungbans lost their lives.
LILLIPUTIANS ON THE WING. German troupe
of little men and women visit aviation field at Bork,
Germany, and go aloft as passengers.
OPENING RICE INSTITUTE. Enormously rich
educational Institution is dedicated at Houston,
Texas.
Many world-famous educators present.
WAR ON PROFANITY. 22,000 members of Holy
Name Society hold sacred demonstration In Washington to protest
against
unclean
language.
THE ADVENTUROUS ADOPTION (Nov. 12).—
Our young friend Jimmle forms a sudden attachment for a little waif in the streets whom he
finds playing an accordion for alms. The little
urchin late that night rises from his pallet and
goes to seranade his new friend. Jimmle makes a
rope of the bed-clothes up which clambers the ragged Archie. Disregarding the formalities of undressing Jimmle puts Archie in his own immaculate
bed, dirty shoes and all, while he himself sleeps
upon the mat like a faithful Towser. In the
morning Jimmle hides Archie In a closet until he
should have returned from school. In the evening
when he nrrlves, the key to the closet is missing.
There Is an interchange of notes and Archie directs
Jimmle to go to his nefarious companions who have
the somewhat sinister occupation of second story
men and tell them of Archie's Imprisonment. The
two rascals come as requested and with alacrity
they tie Jlminie to the bed and prepare to rob the
house, when the redoubtable Archie upsets the closet
uix>n the bold pair, pinning them to the floor.
Archie then releasee Jimmle. A policeman arrives
at the propitious moment and collars the two miscreants, whereupon Archie is dubbed a real fellow
and
Is adopted
therewith.
THE PRICE OF PARADISE (Nov. 14).— Evelyn
and Raymond are happy In their reciprocal love
in spite of Evelyn's mother's strong objections to
her entertaining the thoughts of marriage with a
poor man. The mother has ambitions to see her
daughter wedded to a husband of wealth. When
Mr. Varnler visits the Inn conducted by the mother
and shows a strong partiality for Evelyn, the
designing parent coerces Evelyn into becoming Mrs.
Varnler. Raymond, of course, has his heart sadly
rent and as the automobile wheels away carrying
the bride and bridegroom-elect and the covetous
mother, Raymond attempts to stop them but he Is
pushed
aside.
The bride takes little satisfaction In her palatial
surroundings. She Is ever dreaming of her loved
and lost sweetheart. A spray of Iris given to her
adds to her dejection by reminding her of the
happy past when the lovers gathered them on the
sunlit
river.
Mr. Varnler Is a man of many travels. In the
course of one of these Journeys he Is killed, At
the reading of his will it Is learned that though
be bequeaths all his property to his wife, she
will forfeit It If she marries again, It is a hard
alternative, but out of the mental struggle •
the resolution
to forget
all of the luxuries
l
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brave her mother's anger and return to her lover
(,r yesterday. I'uttlng on the rude clothes which
she wore the day she left her home to become Mrs.
Varnler, she (lees from the mansion. By the river
dl the dejected Raymond atlll mourning the
cupidity
that had lost blm
bis adored.

AMERICAN.
GODS UNFORTUNATE (Nov. 7).— A new start
lu life Is grand — sublime if carried to a successful
finish. What's the use — everybody Is against me.
l he poet says, "Let the dead past bury Its dead."
This sentiment Is beautifully Illustrated In tbe life
of Mabel Green, and you will experience many thrills
as you follow Mabel In her struggles for supremacy
over a troublesome past career.
MAN'S CALLING (Nov. 11).— Man's vocation
Is not always one of choice. It Is more often one
of circumstances. This story Illustrates tbe fallacy
of parents selecting, without regard to tbe natural
inclination or ability of tbe child, a line of pursuit
or means of livelihood, which accounts for the large
number of dismal failures In life. In tbls Instance
the father of John Wallace, prompted by his religious fervor, urges tbe boy to enter a monastery.
John obligingly acquiesces and starts on tbe Journey,
but later changes his mind, seeks employment on
a farm and subsequently marries. Old man Wallace often meditates about bis boy and watches the
pilgrimages of the padres, hoping to get a glimpse
of his son. John finally visits his father, In company with his wife and child. The disappointment
of the father is Intense but tbe sight of bis grandchild softens his heart and he yields to nobler
sentiment.
THE INTRUSION AT L0MP0C (Nov. 14).—
Lompoc, a quiet little Inland town, moves peacefully along from week to week with little more
excitement then the flutter of tbe leaves. The
stage-coach rolls up to the one hotel each day and
tbe usual quota of visitors arrive and depart with
mechanical precision until one day a typical
gambler, of pleasfng manner, appeared and wrought
consternation in the heart of a number of fair sex,
aroused the Jealousy of the local swains and the
undying hatred of a former victim. There was a
period of excitement entirely foreign to the little
community of home lovers. When the excitement
was over there were a few sadder folk In Lompoc,
a few more ardent lovers, the town bad rid Itself
of a great evil, which promised to undermine the
welfare of the community, the atmosphere of Lompoc had been purified and the old rhythm was resumed.
JIM BENTLEY'S ADVENTURE (Nov. 16).— Jim
Bentley and his little daughter, while seeking a
new home in the West, come across an abandoned
cabin which they occupy. Bright Star, a pretty
Indian girl, is often with the little girl and a
genuine attachment grows up between tbem. One
day in town Bright Star Is Insulted by Black Bill,
a local bully. Jim Bentley, riding Into town that
day, sees the Incident and severely trounces Black
Bill, thereby gaining the everlasting enmity of
Bill and furnishing much delight to the loungers
about
the store.
Black Bill avenges himself by stealing the
daughter of Bentley. The latter gives immediate
chase with the aid of Bright Star. Separating
about the outlaw's camp, Bright Star takes one
direction and Bentley the other. Black Bill, rushing
into the bushes at a noise, captures Bright Star.
During the scuffle, Bently overpowers the two
confederates, seizes his child and hurries to the
edge of a dangerous precipice. Meanwhile, Bright
Star, fighting Black Bill, obtains possesion of bis
gun and by holding him up, makes her escape to
town for a posse. During this period, Bentley,
seeing no other mode of escape climbs down a
dangerous rock with the girl tightly holding blm
about the neck. The outlaws are unable to get
down
to him
there and patiently
wait.
Bright Star then returns with the posse who
capture Black Bill and his two friends. They
are then faced by the awful problem of getting
Jim Bentley to earth safely. Bentley Is so situated
on the shelving rook that he can neither go up
nor come down. All attempts to throw a rope up
to him prove unavailing. In this frightful
emergency. r.rts;ht Stm- has an idea. She calls up
to him to unravel the little girl's woolen stocking.
This he does letting the long skein of yarn over
the precipice so that the tope can he attached to It.
In this unique way, Jim Bentley and child are
rescued.

LUX.
A MAGNETIC PERSONALITY vNov. 81.— Weary
Gussie steals a large case of magnets and Immediately becomes possessed of a power to attract
sundry metal objects which come his way. Tbe
power Is not a very great asset and Gussie has
sundry adventures of a magnetic nature which
cause him more sorrow than profit.
SPIFFKINS EATS FROGS (Nov. B).— The
Inc adventures of a youns
man wbo diues on
Be becomes
mosl
trot- like In his movemei
the consternation
of all beholders.

amusfrogs.

RELIANCE.
THE FAITH HEALER (Nov. 13),— John Morton,
who loses bis eyesight, discovers that bis wife
loves another man, who returns her affection.
Rather than spoil her happiness and realizing that
she no longer cares for him, he goeB sway, that
she may get a divorce and be free. Alone, he
wanders Into tbe mountains, where he Is found
by a girl named Jess, who, seeing that be is blind,
takes blm to her fatber'a cabin. Morton develops
an ability to cure tbe poor simple mountain folk
by praying over tbem. They have faith in him and
bis prayers and be never falls tbem. He becomes
famous all through tbe mountains as the Faith
Healer.
Richard
Mason,
tbestricken
man Morton's
former
wife
Is now
married
to, is
with paralysis.
His wife takes blm to a sanitarium in the mountains In tbe hope of having blm cured. It so happened that tbls place is located very near where
Morton Is performing bis wonderful miracle. Jess,
seeing tbe sick man, suggests to bis wife that she
send for Morton. Without knowing whom It is,
be Is called upon to heal. Morton starts for tbe
sanitarium. His former wife recognizes him, but
fearing that be will recognize her voice, she keeps
quiet. But the Faith Healer soon finds out his
patient's identity. He opens his Bible snd prsys,
but
wbo was
a believer,
who's
life tbe
was man,
not simple
andnotgood
like tbe and
mountain
people,

dies as

be

reads tbe last

verse.

THE VIRGIN OF THE FIRE (Nov. 16).— During
tbe cave man period, some 20,000 years ago, Myrli,
a virgin of the tribe In charge of the sacred fire,
meets Wanah, a young warrior belonging to another tribe. She flees through tbe weods with
Wanah In hot pursuit. He falls down a cliff and
Is hurt. Myrb looks down and sees him lying unconscious. She drags him Into tbe cave, where he
is attended. During bis convalescence, sbe explores the neighborhood and sees a tribe of small
eaters crawling among tbe rocks and preparing to attack the small group of women left alone
in tbe caves. Wanab, In the meantime, comes to
tbe rescue and is injured. When he recovers, be
bears that Myrh was taken by the black men. Regardless of his Injuries he follows, and, hiding behind some bushes, he throws his spears at them,
frightening tbem so that tbey run away, leaving
tbe girl. Wanab is about to make off with her
when the black men discover be Is alone, and return to the fight. He bids the girl run away and
decides to sacrifice bis life for her. The girl meets
ber own tribe and urges them to hurry back to
Wanah's rescue. There is a fierce battle, after
which tbe tribe of black men Is exterminated.
Upon tbe death of the old chief, Wanah Is elected
to his place and be selects Myrb as his bride.

THANHOUSER.
PETTICOAT CAMP CNov. 3).— A synopsis of
this subject, which was to have been released on
October 20, was published in our issue dated
October 19, on page 276.
THROUGH' THE FLAMES (Nov. 8).— A synopsis
of this subject, which was scheduled to have been
released on October 22, was given on page 276 of
our Issue dated October 19.

MAJESTIC.
HIS COOK LADY (Nov. 10).— Bill Williams Is a
crank, and finds fault with his wife continually.
Her cooking dlrlves bim Into a rage, and he tells
her to hire a cook. Spike Jones, an ex-prize fighter,
looks In the morning paper for a job and copies
Williams' address In mistake. When Mrs. Williams
tells him she wants a cook who will teach her bully
of a husband a lesson, he makes a bargain with her
to dress up as a woman, and act as her cook.
\v lams arrives home and kicks because his
dinner is not ready. His cook "lady" makes him
eat dishes that nearly choke him. but be is afraid
to refuse.
By tbethat
timehis"Spike"
is through
him
be
Is so cowed
little wife
has nowith
trouble
managing

him.

THE DEACON'S SHOES (Nov. 10).— The deacon's
wife persuades him to buy a new pair of shoes, but
he refuses to allow ber to throw his old ones away.
A tramp calls at the house and tells such a sad
hard luck story, that she gives him the shoes. He
sits down behind a barn to put them on, leaving
his old shoes on the ground. Before be has walked
far, the sloes hurt his feet so that he takes them
off and carries them in bis band, ne steals a
Chicken D from
a farmTheyard
and drops
tbe so
deacon's
his flight.
farmers
have had
many
chickens stolen that they put blood hounds on the
thief's track, using the shoes as a clue. The blood
bounds lead the farmers up to the back door of the
deacon's house and he is accused of chicken stealing.
Ife confesses that sbe gave his old shoes to a
tramp and the dots are put on tbe right track.
Tbe tramp is finnlly caught as he Is about to make
a hearty meal of the chicken, and the deacon Is
vindicated.
DICK
a young

AND DAISY (Nov. 12).— Dick and Daisy are
married couple.
Dick, through lack of busi• 1 position. Daisy and he decide to
e maid. Daisy's first meal Is a failure.
•v because
Dick
will not eat the food.
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> ukc i > |• unci ha wants to press his suit. She
says she will do It fur Uliu, but burns It terribly.
He Is i
I I his and goes out of the house.
lOkl for work ami gets a Job answering tin'
telephone. That day I>lrk meets an old friend of
Ins who lias :i Ji.Ii for him. It Is as office manager
with the same people who have hired Daisy. He,
getting
the
position,
lias occasion
to call on the
'phone, Be recognises his wife's voice), lie goes
out Into the outer ofilee and discovers Daisy. Be
sin.ls her out a Hlip with the words, "You are discharged" upon It. There Is nothing for her to do
hut go home. Dick arrives and everything is made
up.

SOLAX.
THE PRODIGAL WIFE (Nov. 13).— Mrs. James
Olements moves In society. Her husband Indulges
her extravagances until she demands $.100,00. He
gives her the money, but she notices that be does
so under silent protest. This makes her tblnk.
Her thoughts are thrown on the screen. She sees
her stockbroker husband on the verge of bankruptcy
through her own extravagance. In a last attempt
to aave himself he plays the cotton market and Is
ruined. He commits suicide in order that bis wife
may be protected with his heavy life Insurance.
He leaves a letter telling her that her extravagance
has ruined him. When she realizes that his blood
Is on her hands she is overcome with remorse and
loses her reason, dying a raving maniac in an insane asylum. Mrs. Clements shakes off this nightmare and with a sigh of relief resolves to change
her mode of life.
FLESH AND BLOOD (2 reels) (Nov. 15).—
Barnes, a detective, is told to trace and capture
the thief In a great Jewel robbery, although he Is
given no traceable clue. He goes home and tells
his wife of the Important assignment. She is quite
elated over this, but their son, Stephen, receives
the news nervously. He goes to bis room. Both
father and mother are surprised at their son's queer
actions. The father goes and looks through the
key-hole of the door leading to Stephen's room.
He sees him put some valuable Jewels Into a violin
case. The father, pounding on the door, frightens
his son and he makes his escape through a window.
Barnes breaks down the door and trails his son
successfully to the den of a "fence," (a man who
buys stolen goods) The "fence," however helps
Stephen escape through the scuttle to the roof of
the next house. Barnes Is not outwitted, and he
continues until lie catches sight of his son on the
edge of a tin cornice. He shoots and his son falls
four stories, the fall being broken by pulley lines,
awnings, etc.
Stephen Is brought home apparently In a dying
condition. Mrs. Barnes reprimands her husband
for having attempted to murder their son in the
pursuit of duty. Barnes Is grief-stricken and, going
to his superiors, gives himself up, assuming the
responsibility for his son's crime. After several
months Stephen Is convalescing. He hears of the
trial of his father, comes forward, confesses all
and thereby exonerates him.

MUTUAL

MOVING

PICTURE

Fred's horse la struck, and leaping Into the air
It turns a complete somersault backwards and falls
on Pred, Crushed and hurt, Fred extricates hlmNelf from the dying animal, and crawls away. The
delay has saved him, for the northern soldlera
awaiting him give him up In the early hours of
the morning, and when Fred drags himself to
<">r he Is unobserved.
Anna and her mother put Fred to bed. In his
wounded condition be is helpless, and Anna r
that he must be captured unless she saves him.
Attempting to leave tie BOUSS, lor way is barred
by a northern sentry. Donning her brother's
clothes she manages to effect her escape, and
leaping on a horse gallops swiftly away.
Bruce has determined upon a bold stroke, and
Impersonating Fred he goes to the union colonel
and tells him a detachment of southern soldiers
Is nearby, and attempts to lead the northern soldiers
into an ambush. In the meantime Anna Is making
a wild ride, sparing neither the horse nor herself.
and she arrives In time to bare Bruce's plot, and
accuse blm. On her part, Anna has fallen desperately In love with Bruce, .and be has lost bis heart
to the brave girl, but each buries personal feeling
for the sake of their respective countries.
Bruce Is arrested and quickly tried and convicted
of being a spy. He Is led out In the field, and
a dozen soldiers face him with leveled rifles. Anna
sees the impending execution and with an agonized
scream darts across the field, but the rifles thunder
a volley and the man she loves falls dead. The
picture ends with Anna sobbing over the dead secret
service man.
WHEN LEE SURRENDERS (2 reels) (Nov. 8).—
There is a fierce battle raging between the Union
and Confederate soldiers outside of Nellie Morton's
home, and when the Southern boys show signs of
weakening, her Southern heart Is stirred by the
sight. Captain Blake of the Union forces, Is
wounded by a bursting shell, but he manages to
crawl to the Morton lawn, where he falls exhausted. He is found by Nellie, who at first levels
a pistol at his head, commanding
him to move on.
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THE
YELLOW PERIL
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houses. reels, playing to

KAY-BEE.

FOOLS OF SOCIETY
Three reels of sensational
drama.

ON SECRET SERVICE (2 reels— Nov. 1).— Fred
Martin is a Southern spy. A northern despatch
bearer Is captured, and the signature to bis messages is forged and Martin Is sent on the dangerous mission of luring the Northern troops Into an
ambush. He accomplishes this, and a terrible battle results, In which the Federals are driven back.
The work of Martin Is so damaging to the North
that pjans are laid for his capture, and John
Bruce, a secret service man, Is assigned to the
task. He goes to Martin's home town and presents
a forged letter of introduction to the Martins, purporting to be signed by Fred Martin. He Is welcomed Into the home and to further his ends makes
love to Anna
Martin.
While in the Martin home the Northern troops
surround the house and Bruce, fearing that his
plans to capture Martin will fall If the Held is
not left clear for him to return, Is compelled to
make himself known to the Northern officer. Fred
Martin Is expected on a visit that night, so Bruce
shows bis credentials as a secret service man and
Instructs the soldiers to secrete themselves about
the house. In bidding good-bye to Anna he drops
the passport,
nnd she learns the awful truth.
Anna has been expecting her brother, and has
given the signal — a candle in the window — that the
coast was clear. Gun In band. Bruce awaits Fred,
and the anguished girl sees the spy In the moonlight, crouching behind
a bush.
Galloping towards home, Fred Is surprised on a
bridge by two northern sentries. Dismounting,
he hands them a pass hoping they will be deeelved by the northern uniform he Is wearing. In
swift succession he delivers crushing blows upon
the faces of the sentries, and they tumble off the
bridge into the water, and leaping on his horse
he gallops away. With swift strokes one of the
sentries gets to shore, and leveling his rifle takes
a quick shot at Fred as he goes around a bend
In the road, little thinking
It will hit the mark.
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He painfully rises, and the suppressed look of pain,
iiml the wound In bis forehead have such an effect
upon Nellie's heart that she brings him Into the
house,
where
he Is nursed.
With the setting sun a cesatlon of the hostilities
between the two armies are brought, and the Con■■■ soldiers camp near the Morton home. The
Confederate officers are seen approaching and Blake
is told to bide upstairs. But the officers find the
Yankee'! coat and Nellie Is forced to admit to
having Blake In hiding. In the meantime, bowever, Ulake. who has heard the conversation, esan open window. Outside be knocks the
sentry senseless and dons bis gray uniform. His
escape is discovered, and the Confederate officers
rush outside and past blm, not recognizing blm
in his Southern uniform.
The next day Blake's coat Is found by a company
of Union officers, and old Morton Is accused of having killed a Yankee officer. He Is thrown Into
In the meantime, Blake manages to reach
npany, and encounters the Confederates at a
bridge, where a fierce conflict takes place, the Union
men being victorious In the end.
As iTlake is returning to the colonel to report the
victory, he meets Nellie at the door, who bad come
to plead for her father's life. She tells him the
story and he secures her father's pardon. Blake
asks Nellie to marry him and she says, "When Lee
surrenders." After the war, at bis mother's home,
he receives a letter from Nellie, saying, "Lee has
surrendered."
And we all know what that means.

BRONCHO
MARY OF THE MINES (Nov. 13).— Mary Is the
daughter of a prospector, who works a claim without success. Hale, a young miner, falls in love
with Mary, and he performs many acts of kindness.
Mary hesitates to accept Hale's offer of marriage,
owing to a previous attachment she has had for
Jack Norton, In the East. Her father is fatally
injured by a landslide, and on his death-bed asks
Mary to marry Hale, which she does. Later. Norton
appears and persuades her that she would be happier
in the East. She decides to leave Hale, but his
generosity in equally dividing bis gold with her
rather shakes her determination. Norton steals
Hale's gold, and as Mary goes to the bank In the
settlement to exchange her nuggets for coin, she
sees Norton ahead of her and recognizes the bag.
Calling the sheriff, she denounces Norton, and,
brought to a realization of her husband's goodness,
she effects a touching reconciliation.

KEYSTONE
THE DEACON'S TROUBLES (Nov. 11).— The
deacon Is a reformer, 'and is appointed the head of
the Purity League, composed of the old maids of
the town. A poster of a dancer is condemned by
the league. The deacon goes to an amusement park
and there sees the original of the poster standing
on a platform during a ballyhoo, and sneaks in and
gets a front seat. The dancer's efforts are met
with a storm of applause from the deacon, who
meets the girl after the show and becomes badly
smitten, and in a moment of weakness Is persuaded to have his tintype taken with the girl In
Some time later the show hits the deacon's borne
costume.
town, and the Purity League tries to prevent the
performance. The arguments with the management
reach an exciting stage, when the girl comes np
and shows the picture of the deacon. The leaguers
turn upon him, strip him of his badge and assist
his wife in teaching him a thorough lesson.
A TEMPERAMENTAL
HUSBAND (Nov. 11).—
Brown is temperamental — and Jealous. He goes to
business and tips the maid to watch his wife. In
his absence his wife's brother calls, whom he has
never seen. The maid, spying, sees the affectionate
greeting of the brother and sister, and runs to town
to tell Brown.
Mrs. Brown has turned away an evil-looking
tramp, and when her little girl does not respond
to her calls, she Jumps at the conclusion that the
little one has been kidnapped, and calls the police,
who make haste to reach the Brown home on bicycles. In the meantime, however, the child returns home.
After many difficulties Brown gets to his house,
and, peeping through tbe window sees bis wife
sitting on her brother's lap. Drawing a revolver,
he is abont to shoot the unknown man when tbe
police arrive. In fear and trembling they approach Brown, who has picked up his little girl,
and whom they think is the kidnapper. Brown is
captured and beaten unconscious with clubs. When
he comes to he sees his wife and her brother standing over him and makes a dasb for the brother.
Explanations are quickly made, and be then turns
upon the police and gives them a dose of the same
medicine they gave blm.

MISCELLANEOUS
KINEGRAPH.
HUNTING THE GAME OF A LARGE CITY
(Three Reels) (Nov. 29). — A stockbroker In financial difficulties raises a loan through a money lender
on securities entrusted to him by a wealthy client.
With the proceeds he leads a gay life in doubtful
eompany
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Itollce suspect. He loses Ills pocket book whlcb Is
picked op bj ii"- latter.
The police are notified of
the loss iimi u detective "\irhears an incriminating
conversation. He Is uliout to arrest Charlie, who
escapes.
The broker Is In despair, the client Inn-Inn deiiuui.i. ii tin- return of the secorltlee. "Handsome
Charlie, " urged by his lady friend, also an acquaintance of the broker's, restores the pocketbook.
ttrauaded by the broker to obtain the pledged
securities by banding a spurious draft In exchange,
which in- does, i. ut be ll tempted by the contents of
the safe and In defending his property the moneylender Is fatally injured. "Handsome Charlie"
runs away, banda the broker the documents and,
after disguising himself, makes bis way to the
railway station. Losing the last train, be seeks
refuge at the house of bis female friend. The place
Is raided. The bunted man once more gets away.
The police are now close on his track In a leap from
a roof Into the water, crawls along the telephone
wires and plunges Into the sea from a moving cantilever bridge. He Is finally run to earth and the
city Is ridded of its big game.

ITALA.
SOULS IN TOHTURE — Lydla the daughter of a ruined broker, Is tricked Into marrying
the Marquis de Rosa to save her widowed mother
from poverty. After marriage she meets her Iiusband'a Secretary and the two are subsequently
attracted to each other by an Irresistible Influence.
Count Bernardl Is also an admirer of the Marchioness and seeks to win favor in her eyes but without success. At an elaborate ball, given in honor
of the Marchioness, the attentions shown her by
Frank, the young secretary, do not escape the Count,
who swears vengeance after being rebuffed by Lydla.
Despite her fondness for Frank, the Marchioness
succeeds
In preserving
own and her
honor even
though berhermovements
are husband's
at times
suspicious In the extreme. The Count, determined
on revenge, watches Lydia and Frank enter a building together and hastens to apprise the Marquis,
who discovers the pair through a system of prearranged signals and the apparent wreck of an
automobile.
Lydla has written a drama founded on the lives
of herself and Frauk. After an exciting fox hunt
In whlcb a half hundred or more horses and riders
participate she retires tired and weary to a secluded apartment, where she and the young secretary
proceed to complete the drama. The Marquis bursts
In upon tbe pair and demands an explanation, which
Lydia refuses to give and she haughtily leaves tbe
room. Her aged, but thoroughly aroused husband
turns to confront Frank and threatens him with a
revolver. The young man calmly points to the manuscript on the table before them and his eyes tell
the Marquis to read its contents. Scene after scene
Is unfolded as the old man feverishly runs through
the drama until he finally realizes his wife does not
love blm even though she has fulfilled her duty as
such and retained her honor. Frank subsequently
hands in his resignation to the Marquis, who arranges a last meeting between Lydla and the young
secretary. Unseen the old man overhears all that
happens and watches the struggle for love or honor
as tbe final farewell Is spoken. Suddenly a loud
report is heard in an adjoining room. Lydia and
Frank fling wide the portieres and there behold the
vanquished Marquis, a victim of his own folly,
dead by his own band.

UNION

FEATURES.

RIP VAN WINKLE (2 reels) (Oct. 20).— REEL
ONE — Rip Van Winkle was a simple, good-natured
fellow and a kind neighbor to all. But he was a
hen-pecked husband. Dame Van Winkle was undeniably justified in her outbursts. Perhaps it was
the fact that he knew he deserved to be chased
and pounded by her hard-worked broom that always
caused him to come smilingly out from periods of
punishment. He was a lax soul in regard to money
accounts. When he saw them coming with their
bills in hand, he would hunt his favorite and successful hiding-place, under the kitchen table, trusting to Dame Van Winkle to secure a further extension of payment.
The village money lender calls for his overdue
payment on mortgage. As usual Rip has retreated
beneath tbe table. There is no money with which
to pay him and tbe lender leaves them, threatening
drastic ends. Dame Van Winkle grows really angry.
Rip must go to work, and by way of enforcing her
mandate, she gets her trusty broom and rains blow
after blow upon the back of the escaping Rip.
He reaches tbe village Inn and feels secure among
those of bis sex. Hut even to this stronghold cornea
Dame Van Winkle and Kip Is led away by the ear.
The following day while his wife Is away to the
village store. Rip takes his gun and a bit of lunch
and goes up Into tbe mountains to hunt. Higher
and higher be climbs. Suddenly be comes upon an
old man. The stranger frightened Rip, but himself
was unafraid of Rip. He even commanded Rip to
carry his keg of wine, which command he obeyed.
On be followed behind the stranger till at last they
met a crowd of men. They were playing tenpins.
When tbe men commanded him to serve them wine,
he obeyed. He was told to take a flagon to their
cave and he started. Down tbe mountainside be
went and being unobserved, he put the flagon to his
lips. He was naturally n thirsty soul and he drank
deep and hearty In a single quaff. He became
sleepy, he lay down and v. as BOOH asleep.
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BBBL TWO— Down In the village Rip was missed
from bis home utid his routine haunts. Curiosity
as to where be might be grew Into anxiety aa be
failed to appear. And bow like a woman, Dame
Van Winkle Is now most anxious of all. A big
searching party Is formed and up Into the mountains
they go, calling for Kip, but no answer cornea save
an occasional echo. Days pass and be does not return. Bach day gone lesaens both tbelr curiosity
and Dame Winkle's anxiety, till at last she reabandons twenty
hope ofyears
Kip's through
return. which
Now Rip
follow thosesignedly
famous
slept. Years In which be contentedly dreamed of
the gobllnmen and witches, of village belles and
dancing fairies. Now then his awakening.
"Surely," thought Kip as he rubbed his eyes, "I
have
He didn't
the
leaves not
thatslept
fell all
awaynight."
from him
nor didnotice
his long
whiskers come to bis attention. Slowly be wends
his way down tbe mountainside till be came to the
river road. It seemed quite odd to Rip to meet so
many strangers, ami why did they all start back
In fear when they noticed him?
He struck first for home. Without knocking, he
entered. His home looked different. Dame Van
Winkle appeared and cried In alarm. Some one aploin another room and Rip Is driven out before the broom as he was Just twenty years before.
A young lady follows him. She feels instinctively
drawn to this strange old man. She Is Rip's daughter.Down to tbe inn Kip wanders. There all Is
changed. He asks for those who were wont to
meet him there and Is told they are dead. He asks
them if they don't remember Rip Van Winkle, and
tor the first time he learns he has been dead for
twenty years.
An old witch appears and she readily recognizes
Rip. Now that his Identity Is established he repairs home and Into the arms of Dame Winkle and
bis grown-up children.

Among the Exhibitors.
Chicago, 111. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a new theater on Sheridan Road, costing $50,000.
Pittsburgh, Pa. — Plans will be prepared for the
erection of a new theater here on Liberty Avenue,
for Col. Edward Jay Allen.
Gering, Neb. — The work on the moving picture
theater here is progressing.
Palmer, 111. — Frank Trainer of Blue Mound, has
leased the new opera house of this city.
Omaha, Neb. — Work on the Starland Theater,
Douglas Street, near Sixteenth, is under way.
Jacksonville, HI. — This city Is soon to have a
new moving picture theater on 4th Street, between
Monroe and Adams Streets.
Elizabeth, N. J. — Plans were drawn for a new
picture theater at 813 Elizabeth Avenue.
Salt Lake City, Utah. — Joseph F. Goss, manager
of tbe Rex Theater, this city, has resigned bis position as manager of that theater, to accept a
similar position In tbe Orpbeum Theater, Ogden,
Utah.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Robert Hamilton will break
ground for a new moving picture show on the south
■lde of Lansdowne Avenue, west of Redfleld Street.
Gregory, S. D. — C. H. Oldham and Howard Henry
will open a picture show In tbe Old Hopkins A
Carroll Building.
Denver, Colo. — Arrangements have been made to
make Denver the headquarters of the Cheyenne
Feature Film Company.
Morovia, Cal. — The Morovla Opera House on
Myrtle Avenue, has been leased by W. V. Conklln
A Son of Santa, who are making Improvements, and

Royal Feature
Film Company
N. SMITH, Manager

538 S.Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

rtewe?s DANTE'S INFERNO

Like new with 250 one sheet lithos in 5

colors. Devils' costumes. 100 slides
ACME FILM CO. Inc.,130 W. 37th St.,New York
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will soon open tbe building as a moving
picture
theater.
New Haven, Conn. — Contract bas been awarded
for tin- erection of a moving picture theater on
State Street for Gerkln A Schabel.
Neenah, Wis. — The Neenah Theater bas been
placed under the management of Ned Langer, a
Chicago theatrical man.
Springfield, Mais. — Cramo A Son have been
awarded the contract to erect a $150,000 theater
In this city, for the Broadway Theater Co.
St. Joseph, Mich. — Gus Cook has bought one of
tbethis
biggest
In
city. motion picture and vaudeville houses
Latrobe, Pa. — Wllmer Stewart, who formerly
owned the Comlquc Theater, this city, has purchased the Pastime in Titusville, Pa. Mr. Stewart
bad the Pastime entirely remoleled and had name
changed to the Bex Theater.
Buffalo, N. 7. — A permit was granted to the
Lyric Theater for the remodeling of the bouse In
compliance with tbe requirements of the State
Marshall.
Olean, N. Y.— Edward Clark of Dunkirk, la
planning to build a theater in this city. Tbe site
favored Is on Union Street.
Washington, D. C. — This city will probably have
a new opera house.
8an Francisco, Cal. — PlaiiB are Hearing completion for a new opera house to be erected on McAllister Street, between Larkin and Hyde.
St. Louis, Mo. — Tbe United Amusement Co. plans
to erect a moving picture theater on Penrose Street.
St. Louis, Mo. — Tbe Mlddleton Theater Company
will expend $10,800 to remodel a picture theater
at 510 Market Street.
Dallas, Tex. — W. D. Nevllls awarded the contract to Lindsey & Smith to erect a moving picture
bouse.
Norfolk, Neb. — The Gem Amusement Company
of this city recently purchased a motion picture
theater at Tilden. Other motion picture shows are
to be purchased later.
McAlester, Okla. — Tbe name of tbe new motion picture theater, which J. A. Stelnson will soon
start,
will be Ga,
the— "Liberty."
Savannah,
A building permit was Issued
yesterday to J. Marll for the conversion of the
present structure he Is building on Brougbton Street,
near Abercorn Street, Into a theater.
Carrolton, Mo. — Messrs. Minnis, Jarobe A
Woodlan, managers of the Star Theater In this
city, have about concluded arrangements to open a
moving picture show In Norborne.
Toledo, 0. — A new moving picture theater will
soon be opened In this city. Walter B. Moore
will be the manager.
Cedar Falls, la. — L. J. McClinton will be the
manager
of a new picture theater soon to be opened
in this city.
Chattanooga, Tenn. — Tbe Piedmont Amusement
Co., capital $5,000. Incorporators, W. M. Bratton
Lewis Wassman C. W. Walters, and others.
Galena, 111. — A. E. Long, formerly of Galena,
has opened a moving picture theater at Mendota.
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Clias Waterman sold his
half interest in the Grand theater property recently, to Mrs. M. T. Mitchell. The firm name
will hereafter be Mitchell A Mitchell.
Kellogg, Idaho. — The Princess Theater, a moving
picture and vaudeville honse, has been sold by
L. O. Beyer to G. M. Wilson and F. F. Moe, of
Harrison, who bas taken possession of the business.
Orange, Cal. — A new moving picture theater will
be opened in the Moore Bldg., on No. Glassell. B.
W. Maxwell will be the manager.
Champaign, Ills. — Plans are being considered for
the erection of a new moving picture theatre for
tbe East Side.
Norwich, N. Y. — Plans are being considered for
the erection of a new theatre for the Delaney
Amusement Co.
Cleveland, O. — Plans are being considered for the
erection of a new theatre on Ninth St. and Superior
Ave.
Chas. A. Otis, banker, Mgr.
Batavia, N. Y. — A new picture theatre will be
opened at 72 Main Street for the Thompson A
Tyler Co., of No. 10 Plymouth Avenue.
Sioux
S. D.for
— Tbe
PrincessS.' theatre
this
city
will Falls,
soon open
business.
J. Smith,of Mgr.
Bonaparte, la. — N. H. Sbepler will open a motion
picture theater.
Ruthven, la. — O. H. Rice will open a motion
picture theater.
Antigo, Wis. — A. Green & Co., will open a motion picture theater.
Chicago, 111. — Thos. Wing, architect, has the contract for the erection of a new theatre ^building.
F. Becklenberg, owner.
Kalamzoo, Mich. — A contract has been let for
the erection of a $100,000 moving picture house.
Hinckley, His. — Arthur Nlchels and M. Clark have
opened a new picture theatre In the Hinckley opera
house.
New Haven, Conn. — Architect C. Jerome Bailey
Is preparing plans for a new theatre building to
be built on Wli.illey Avenue, Westville, Conn.
Hammond, Ind. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a new theater in So. Walnut St. Harry
R. Wysor. owner.
Grand Rapids. Mich. — A contract has been let
for tbe erection of a new theatre for Harry G.
Sommers.
Belvidere, Ills. — Plans are being prepared for a
new theatre building for Oak Park to cost $100,000.
Peak. Gatts and Sackett, Mgrs.
Omaha, Neb. — A contract lias been let for tbe
erection of the Starland theatre.
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SOMETHING NEW
IN PITTSBURGH
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FOR SALE
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are taken.

INTERNATIONAL

Wire

orders.

FILM TRADERS

5 West 14th Street

PICTURE

New YorK

CAMERA

For bookings Gypsy Blood, The
Traitress, The Course of True Love,
and all Asta Nielsen Features write
The United Feature Film Company
SS9 SPITZER

10c per foot

Other series will follow as fast as

Let Us Furnish the Parts.
BIGGEST SPORT IN ALL THE WORLD.
ioo Pointers on big money-making stunts; repairing, handling and care of
the Moving Picture Camera.
Price $2.50.
Catalogue on improved machine parts free.
LAVEZZI MACHINE WORKS
2943 Herndon Street, Chicago

Jesse James, 2 reels
$150,00
Gypsy Blood, 3 reels
140.00
Nick Carter, 3 reels
160.00
Carmen, The Bandit's Daughter, 3 reels.. 170.00
IMPERIAL
FEATURE
FILM
CO.
433 E. Washington
St., Indianapolis, Ind.

RIGHT

Series of

Absolutely genuine

CO.

MOVING

STATE

BALKAN
WAR

127 Fourth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

MAKE

NO

NO RESTRICTIONS

have complied with the wishes of many
Pennsylvania exhibitors and have opened
in Pittsburgh a branch office of THE
FEATURE FILM CO. OF NEW YORK, the
oldest feature film exchange in existence. Not
only the oldest, but the fairest and squarest. It
is known all over the country as A REAL FEATURE FILM EXCHANGE; one that selects
only the best from the best of the European and
American markets. We are always looking out
for the interests of our regular customers, with
a full realization that THE EXHIBITOR IS THE
BULWARK OF THE BUSINESS. Let us hear
from you, Ohio Valley Exhibitors, when you
want a reliable feature service. . Elegant and
attractive advertising matter for all features supplied five days before date of exhibition.

FEATURE FILM
OF NEW YORK

Ooi

NO COPYRIGHT

WE

THE

WORLD

BUILDING

TOLEDO,

"SCOOPED"

We Have Bought Out the
Entire Stock of One of
the Largest Feature Film
Companies in the Country.
WATCH

OUR
ANNOUNCEMENT
NEXT WEEKS OBI I

IN

Federal Feature Film Supply Co.
Frurth Floor,

Hartford Bldff.,

OHIO

The world's best scenario writers

are invited to contribute their finest efforts to the
Universal regularly! We not only offer the
highest prices for available scenarios but also a
steady market for your \best works. Courtesy,
quick handling of your manuscripts by experts and liberal
terms will characterize our dealings with you. Big western
stories desired at once and others, particularly comedies, as
soon as possible.
Address all scripts to
Scenario Editor, Universal Film Mfg. Co.
Mecca Building, Broadway at 48th St., New York City

Chicago
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& LANTERNS

Song
Slides.
A. L. Simpson, Inc.
"Seems Lyons,
to me the
World
Singing,
Marguerite," Pub. byEdmund
Peace
Dale, is R.
I.
"Beautiful Doll, Good Bye," Pub. by Frank Clark Music
Co., New York.
•'Winn I Dream of Old Erin I'm Dreaming of You," Pub.
rank (lark Music Co., New York.
"Every Time You're Lonely, Don't Forget I'm Lonely,
Too," Pub. by Geo. VV. Meyers Music Co., New York.
"Pretty Montezuma Maid," Pub. by Chas. I. Davis, Cleveland, O.
"Let Me Be Your Mamma," Pub. by F. B. Haviland Publishing Co., New York.

^G„IER WAN CAU'U"-

SPfO»l

MAKE

21 Slides Plain $5.00; Colored $10.00

SLIDES

Commercial
Announcement
1 Advertising
Stock

High-class Work, Quickest Delivery, Original Stock
Slides Always on Hand.
Write for Our Prices.
THE
GRANT
CASDEH
SLIDE
CO.,
611-13
Merchants'
Trust
Bldg.,
Portland,
Oregon

L

UTILITY TRANSPARENCY
1733 West 9th St.,

AID OF PHOTOGRAPHY

From Newspaper Cuts, Posl Cards, Etc. Announcement Slides, Advertising Slides, Slides from Political
Office Seekers' Cards, just the thing for elections. Slides
can be made in a few minutes, plain or in colors. Where
colored picture is used, colors will appear on slide same as
in original. Complete outfit and directions, $1 .00.
MIDLAND TRANSPARENCY
CO.
313 Ramge Bldg. Pept. W
Omaha, Neb.

From factory to vou. N. Y. Approved Arc Lamps,
$3.00; Sprockets, 75c; Rollers, 25c; Main Shafts, 65c;
Intermittent 40 Terminals, guaranteed 100 Amp.,
made of heavy brass with large collar and set screw,
10c each; Roll tickets, 5c a 1,000: Stereoptlcon objectives, 40c; Complete Rewlnders, $1.50. Special
prices in quantities.
Catalogs.
,
RE0
MANUFACTURING CO.
1204-10 Broadway, N. Y. C.

OUR
slide and supply catalogues are free. A postal
will bring one to your door. Don't hesitate; send
in your name. A great variety of stock announcement and advertising slides, 35c each; postage, 5c additional. Excellent quality and low prices prevail.

ERKER'S,

FREE! FREE! FREE!
Colored Announcement

Takito, Ogawa & Co., 156 W.Lake Street, Chicago

SOMETHING
THE UNBREAKABLE
AND WASHABLE

Soon becomes disgusted from a constant
procession of "movies" with no variation.
Such a programme has no life to it, and
it's tiresome to the eves. Use our celebrated SONG SLIDE SERVICE between
reels and relieve the monotony. Rental
rates and catalog "M"

Chicago

Song

37 S. Wabash

Ave.,

Mad

I

"■

BLANK MICA StlDE

MAKE

iLIDES
Each
Our

Song

SCOTT

FILM

ANNOUNCEMENTS

3cmcAQoM.SLLST-

of All Kind*
of our new line of beautiful

ANNOUNCEMENT

Chicago, III.

YOUR OWN

& OLESON,

Stud for Catalogue "W"

Exchange

COMMERCIAL

EJW

BATTERSHALL

6th Floor, Powers Bldg.
OEPT.

NEW

ica That
That Can
Can be
be Written
Written on
on as
as Easily
Easilj as
as Paper
Paper
[of Specially Prepareire MM ica
PRICE
PRICE 25 CENTS EACH

promptly mailed.

Slide

Mtdes

Write for Particulars

606 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

ILeMost?labid Picture Fan

CO.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

M. P . REPAIR PARTS

MAKE YOUR OWN SLIDES
WITHOUT

'EM
YOURSELF SLIDES

Make them yourself. Written with pen and ink
or typewriter. Three minutes to make a slide. Used
for advertising slides, to announce future or feature
programmes, for chorus slides when chorus slide is
missing. We send four colors of gelatin. The slides
look well and anyone can make them. They are
handy also for announcing vaudeville acts. In fact
they may be readily used for anything you may wish
to say to your audience.
For the sum of three dollars ($3) cash with order,
we will send by express, charges not prepaid, or
$3-50 by registered mail, prepaid (Canadian orders by
registered mail only), the following:
24 cover glass, 1 package binder strips, 1 dozen
mats, 1 instruction sheet, 1 form sheet and 50 strips
assorted colors gelatin — enough for from 300 to 400
slides. Order now. Address:

Championship Base Ball Series S3?.&3K£
21 Slides Plain $5.00; Colored $10.00. 35 Slices Plain $8.75; Colored $15.C0
A. J. CLAPHAM, 130 W.37th St.; New York

C
Send for Cat.-

Assassination of Roosevelt

Handsome
one-sheet
posters
free with
each
of above
sets.
SPECIAL CAMPAIGN SLIDES OFFER— Three Slides
Roosevelt, Wilton andTaft, colored 75c, plain 50c prep aid. Send for our catalogue of feature*

_.

Moore
HubbeII&.C
TO O&Dl*

"Ragtime Soldier Man," Ted Snyder.
"Just An Old Time Song," Aubrey Stauffer.
"Harvest Time," Meyer.
"First Train Back," O. Rossiter.
"There's a Girl From Old Missouri," Morris.
"Twilight Town," Haviland.
"Billy, Billy, Bounce Your Baby Doll," Leo Feist.
With Lecture or Self -Explaining.

mmxBVBjB®^

S.'CiS

V7I 3 MiJSonic TVr.ipIc

Scott & Van Altena, Inc.

Attempted

WORLD

SLIDES

slide

Illustrated from life and most exquisitely colored.
Advertising Slides at Reasonable Rates
Slide Catalogue of BOO different songs free to anyone
the asking.

& VAN ALTENA,
59 Pearl
THE
SLIDES
THAT
HAVE
SET

St., New York
A STANDARD

for

City

SERVICE

Best In the United States, not the cheapest.
12 reels weekly,
$15.00.
Additional films at $1.00 per reel.
Customer nays express age both wars.
We
furnish
sign service
at no extra
you take good care of them.
Western
Penna.
STATE
RIGHT
FEATURES.
West
Virginia.
__The
peer of all. SARAH
BERNHARDT
In "La Tosca,"
now
booking.
The best In the market only and at moderate prices.
Send for our list of unrestricted features:
UNRESTRICTED
Red Rose of the Apaches,
8 reels, $16.00; 2,000 heralds
free.
White 81avery.
daily.
Life of Washington. 3 reels, $12.50 dailv.
Battle of
3 reels, $15.00 daily. The Ballroom Queen, or Road to Ruin, 3 reels, $15.00
Italian
War,
2 reels, $12.50
daily.
2 new
reproductions
daily. Only an Actress, 3 reels, $15.00 daily. Nursing a Viper, 3 reels, $15.00
War,
2
reels.
$10
&
$15.
Victor
Hugo's
Les
Miserables,
3
Reproduction The Civil War, 3 reels, $15.00 daily.
daily.
4 Daredevils,
3 reels, $10.00 daily.
The Night
Rideia,
2 reels, $7.50
LIBERTY FILM RENTING CO., 105 4th Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

charge

as

long

as

Mergheb.
Turkishof Turkish-Italian
reels, $15.00 daily.
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Theatre Pipe Organs.
All sizes of Pipe Organs for Theatre purposes
built to order.

THE "SANIFOLD"

Is a Sanitary,

Folding

Drinking

Write for catalogue and estimates.
THE WM.
SCUELKE
OKGAN
CO.
Milwaukee. Wis.

Cup
We

buy, sell and exchange
secondhand FILMS and MOVING
PICTURE MACHINES.

WESTERN

FILM

BROKERS

538 S. Dearborn St.,

USED

Chicago, 111'

MACHINES

Have Motiograph and Powers.
A- 1 condition — Low cost.
Send for details now.
MACHINES, REPAIRS
& SUPPLIES.
All Makes and Kinds.

NEW

CAN BEIUSED
HERE

IS A NOVELTY
MANKIND WHILE

OVER

100 TIMES

WITH
A DOUBLE
VALUE.
IT HELPS
IT ADVERTISES YOUR BUSINESS.

Let Us Advertise For You!

CHICAGO PROJECTING

There is ample space for a big, prominent advertisement, and the price
of the cup is reasonable enough to make widespread distribution practical.
It makes a premium that everyone will eagerly accept, and offers a publicity
value second to none.
WRITE

FOR

INFORMATION.
WHY
Manufactured by

NOT

TO-DAY

?

PUBLIC SERVICEfCO.
HARRISBURG,

U. S. A.

PA.

We equip theatres complete.
Write us to-day.
107A

No. Dearborn
CHICAGO
ITIUritllllM

*TS

We have assisted many, why not you?
Our big list of business stimulators tells how.
Write us
a heart-to-heart letter.
We enjoy solving problems.
Your receipts CAN be doubled.

A FEW

SUGGESTIONS

Title

Reeli

HBRANCHES:-

HARRY

K. LUCAS,

LOUISVILLE. KY.

Largest

Writ*
Calais*.
foe

GRILLES
CUSPIDORS
KICK
PLATES

11

POSTER

§^

FRAMES

<£=$£

McKenna Bros. Brass Co.

A Big Lot
of
Educational
Films
in first-class condition

WRITE

Distributors of Special

Gen. Mgr.

TAMPA. FLA.

7^

We offer at 3lA cents a foot

Uttttefo Ammran 3ftlm Company
ATLANTA

\t ■ ^

Make

THE AUTO BANDITS OF PARIS
3 (Eclair)
THE
DEAD
MAN'S
CHILD
MYSTERY
OF
THE
BRIDGE
OF 3 (Gt. Nor.)
NOTRE
DAME
3 (Eclair)
MYSTERY OF SOULS
3 (Gt. Nor.)
ZIGOMAR VS. NICK CARTER
4 (Eclair)
WRECK OF THE AURORA
3 (Com.)
WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP MEXICANSPANISH BULL FIGHT
2
FLOWER OF THE MORMON CITY... 3 (Cosmo)
YELLOW PERIL
3 (Com.)
FATAL LIE
3 (Nordish)
RETRIBUTION
3 (PasquiUa)
POWER OF DESTRUCTION
2 (Eclair)
TEMPTATIONS OF A GREAT CITY... 3 (Gt. Nor.)
CELL 13
2 (Gt. Nor.)
FOOLS OF SOCIETY
2 (Gt. Nor.)
AND 100 OTHER BIG HEADLINERS.
Writs to-day for lilts and complete information to the Souths
and Exclusive Features.

BRASS

St.

RAILING8
EASELS

In answering advertisements kindly mention the Moving Picture World.

DISCOURAGED?

COMPANY

GEORGIA

FAYETTEVILLE.

N. C

FOR

LIST

International Film Traders
Largest Dealer of Films
in the U. S.

5 West 14th Street, New Yerk
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NESTOR.

GAUMONT.

INDEPENDENT
RELEASE

DATES

AMERICAN.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.

23 — Tlie Way of the Transgressor (Drama)
24 — Tlie Wooers
of Mountain
Kate
(Dr.)
28 — One,
Two,
Three
(Drama)
1000
30— Chlqulta,
the Dancer
(Drama)
1000
81 — The
Wanderer
(Drama)
1000
4 — Maiden
and
Men
(Drama)
1000
7— God's
Unfortunate
(Drama)
1000
0— The
Starbucks
(Drama)
KKK)
11— Man's
Calling
(Drama)
1000
14 — The
Intrusion
at Lonipoc
(Drama). . .1000
10 — Jim Bcntfey's Adventure
(J)rama)
1000
AMBR0SI0.

Sept. 26 — Arablaa Infamy (Drama)
Oct.
2 — The
Bowstring
(Dr.)
Not. 6 — The Ship of Lions
(Drama)
AMMEX.
Oct.
2 — Ashes
of Memory
(Dr.)
Oct.
9 — Getting
In Strong
(Com.)
©ct.
9 — Woman
Haters
(Com.)
Oct. 16 — Mission
Maestro
(Dr.)
Oct. 23 — A Redeemed Reputation (Drama)....
Oct. 30 — Brand of Cain
(Drama)
"101"
BISON
(N. T. M. P. CO.).
Oct.
4— Cnater's
Last
Raid
(3 reels) (Dr.)...
Oct.
8 — (Title not reported.)
Oct. 11— The
Sergeant's
Boy
(2 reels)
(Dr.)..
Oct. IB— (Title Not Reported)
Oct. 18 — The
Venegance1
of
Fate
—
(2
reels)
—
(Drama)
Oct. 25— The
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Not.
Not.
Not.

Colonel's

Ward

(2 reels)

(Dr.)..

BISON
(Universal).
12— The Tattoo— (Drama)
15 — Star-Eye's
Strategy
(Drama)
19 — Early
Days
In the
West
(2 reels)
(Drama)
22 — Hunted
Down
(Drama)
28 — Trapper Bill, King of Scout9 (2 reels)
(Drama)
29 — The Cowboy Guardians (Drama)
2 — Trapper BUI, King of Scouts (Drama)
5— A Redman's
LoTe
(Drama)
9 — An
Indian
Ishmael
(Drama)

Oct 30 — Gaumont's
Weekly
No. 34 — (Topical)
Oct. 31 — Zoological
Specimens
of
the
Pond
(Educational)
Oct. 81— Bruges,
the
Venice
of
the
North
(Scenic)
Not.
2— The Castles of Bavaria
(Scenic)
Hot.
5 — Cupid's
Lottery
(Comedy)
Nov.
(1— Gaumont's
Weekly,
No. 35 (Topical)
Not.
7 — The Emperor's Message
(Drama)
Nov.
8 -The Land o' Cotton
Nov. 12 — An Adventurous
Adoption
(Drama)...
ianmont'a
Weikly
No. 36 (Topical)
Nov. II The
Price of I'aradlse
(Drama)
Nov. |(j — Zoological Gardens at Cincinnati (Nat.
History)

GREAT

CHAMPION.

(Dr.)

27— A Pair of Fools
(Comedy)
27 — The
Blonde
Lady
(Comedy)
8— Ob, Snsh a Nigbt 1 (Comedy)
8 — Marriage a la Carte
(Comedy)
10 — The Gypsy Flirt (Comedy)
10— Man
Wanted
(Comedy)

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

8—
15 —
22 —
22 —
29 —
29 —

ECLAIR.
1— The
House
Fly
(Educational)
1 — The
Mender,
the Pipe and the Vase
(Comedy)
Not.
8— Aunt
Bridget
(Comedy-Drama)
Not.
6— Silent Jim
(Drama)
Not.
7 — Foiling a Fortune Hunter (Com. -Dr.)..
Not.
7— What Dad Did (Comedy)
Not.
8 — The Busy Bee
(Scientific)
Not.
8 — Funnlcus'
Hunting
Exploits
(Comedy)
Not. 10 — Golden
Hair
(Comedy-Drama)
Not. 10 — Constantinople
(Scenic & Educational)
Not. 12 — The
Honor of the Finn
(Drama)
Not. 14 — The
Children's
Approval
(Drama)

5,000
10,000

19 — Tbe Organ Grinder's Ward — (Drama) . .
23 — Johnny
on the Spot
(Comedy)
23 — How
Jack
Won
Out
(Comedy)
26— The
Wireless
Miracle
(Drama)
30 — Men
Who
Dare
(2 reels)
(Drama)..
2— Trials
of Faith
(Drama)
6 — A Brother's Requital
(Drama)
9 — Bedella and the Newlyweds
(Comedy)
13— The
Faith
Healer
(Drama)
16 — The Virgin of the Fire (Drama)

Aug.
5— The Octoroon's Sacrifice
(Dr.)
Aug. 12 — The
Borrowing
Simp
(Comedy)
Aug. 19 — The
Course
of Drink
(Drama)
Aug. 26 — The Pickaninnies and the Watermelons
(Comedy)
REX.

The
Solemn
Hour
(Drama)
A Woman's
Duplicity
(Drama)
Toto's Talisman
(Comedy)
A Naughty
Boy
(Comedy)
His Frst Law Suit (Comedy)
A Nail In tbe Shoe
(Comedy)

Oct. 18 — His
Nurse — (Drama)
LUX
Oct. 25 — Stick
It John
(Comedy)
Oct. 25 — All Through a FWe-Pound Note (Com.)
Not.
1— Oh!
My
Pipe
(Comedy)
Not.
1 — Henpeck
Bids
for Freedom
(Com.).
Not.
8 — A Magnetic
Personality
(Comedy)....
Nov.
8 — Spiff kins Eats Frogs
(Comedy)
Nov. 15— The Adventures of a Handsome Young
Man
(Comedy)
Nov. 15— Boxing
Under Difficulties
(Comedy) . .
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

17 — The
Wedding
March
(Drama)
20 — Leaves In the Storm
I Drama)
24 — A
Kentucky
Feud
(Drama)
27— Through
a Higher
Power
(Drama) . .
31 — Careful
Nursing
(Drama)
3 — An Old-fashioned
Mother
(Drama)...
7 — The Honor of the Family
(Drama)
10 — A Galley Slave's Romance
(Drama)..
SO LAX.

Oct.
Oct.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.

25 — The
Idol Worshiper
(Comedy)
30 — Making An American
Citizen
(Drama)
1 — At the Phone
(Drama)
6 — Tbe Old LoTe and the New (Drama)..
8 — Just
Hats
(Comedy)
13 — The
Prodigal
Wife
(Drama)
15 — Flesh
and
Blood
(2 reels (Drama)..
THANH0USER.

018
445
524
331
652
455
455

Oct. 27— Taking Care of Baby
(Comedy)
Oct. 27 — Mary '8 Goat
(Comedy)
Oct. 29 — Put Yoarself
In His Place
(2 reela)
(Drama)
Not.
1— The Little Girl Next Door
(Drama)..
Not.
3— Petticoat
Camp
(Comedy)
Not.
5 — The Ladder of Life (Drama)
Nov.
8 — Through the Flames (Drama)
Nov. 10 — A Noise Like a Fortune (Drama)
Not. 12 — Tbe Country's Prize Baby (Drama)....
Not. 15 — In Time of Peril (Drama)

691
2S8

VICTOR.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

20 — Flo'i Discipline (Comedy)
27 — The Advent of Jan* (Drama i
4— Tangled
RelatlTes
Dr.)
11— Betty's
Nightmare— (Comedy)
18 — Tbe
Cross- Roads
(Drama)
25— The
Angel
of tbe Studio
(Drama)..
(Drama)
Not.
1 — Tbe Redemption of RlTerton
(Drama)
Not. 8— Sisters
(Drama)

22 — Love
and War
(Drama)
27 — The Tree Imp
(Drama)
29 — A
Woman
Alone
(Drama)
3 — Weary's
Revenge
(Drama)
5 — Cupid on tbe Job (Comedy)
5 — His Dress Suit (Comedy)
10 — The Deacon's Shoes
(Comedy)
10 — His Cook
Lady
(Comedy)
12 — Dick
and
Daisy
(Drama)

MISCELLANEOUS.

MILANO.

KINEMAC0L0R.

Oct. 12 — Th.-> Gypsy Spy — (2 reels) (Drama)....
Oct. 19 — The
Blind
Man's
Dog
(Drama)
Oct. 26 — Kelly
Goes
To
War
(Comedy)
Oct. 26 — A
Three-Cornered
Wedding
Journey
(Comedy)
Nov.
2 — A Tragic Wedding
(Drama)
Nov. 9 — Her
Masterpiece
(Drama)

TICKETS

(Dr.)

July
19 — Evolution
A House-topof aRomance'
)
July 29—
Duck Egg (Dr.(Edu.)

28 — The Grocery Clerk's Romance (Com.)..
28 — At Coney Island
(Comedy)
4 — Mabel's LoTers
(Comedy)
4 — At It Again (Comedy)
11 — The Deacon's Troubles
(Comedy)
11 — A Temperamental
Husband
(Com.)..

ROLL
TICKET

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct,
Oct.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.

KAY-BEE.

- - $1.25 20,000
- $2.50 25,000
- FOR RESERVED SEAT THEATRE

NATIONAL

POWERS.
23 — The
Skeleton
(Comedy)
23 — New
Messina
(Scenic)
25 — Just
a Woman
(Drama)
30 — Tbe Collaborators
(Drama)
1 — A Dreamland Tragedy (Comedy)
G— The Railroad and the Widow
(Drama)
8 — The
First
Glass
(Drama)
RELIANCE.

REPUBLIC.

Not.
1 — On Secret Service |2 reels) (Drama)..
Nov. 8 — When Lee Surrenders (2 reels) (Dr.)..

Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Not.

Gnlch

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.

July 15— The All-Seeing Eye
(Dr.)
July 22— Evil be to Him Who Evil Thinks

IMP.
26 — Joe, the
Pirate
(Comedy)
26 — Early
In the Morning
(Comedy)
28 — YTonnes, the Foreign Spy (Drama)
31 — John Sterling, Alderman (2 reels) (Dr.)
2 — Ferdle Be Brave
(Comedy)
2— Taft's Day at Brockton Fair (Topical)
4— A Strange Case
(Drama)
7 — Leah,
the Forsaken
(3 reels) (Drama)
9— Half
Shot
(Comedy)
9 — How Ned Got the Raise
(Comedy)
ITALA.

MAJESTIC.

Not.
Not.

SPECIAL

NORTHERN.

KEYSTONE.

Story of the Savage Modoc
Mine
(Drama)
Oct. 80 — How Shorty Kept His Word (Drama)
Not. 6 — The Man They Scorned (2 reels) (Dr.)
Not. 13 — Mary
of the Mines
(Drama)

Oct.
Oct.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.

reela)

Oct.
5 — I Am Going Out for a Share (Com.)..
Oct.
5 — The
Tramp's
Revenge
(Com.)
Oct. 7— The
Black
Chancellor — (8
reela)
(Drama)
Oct. 26 — The
Angling
Widow
(Comedy)
Nov.
2 — The Lottery
Prize
(Comedy)
Nov.
2 — Unsuccessful
Flirtation
(Comedy) . . .
Not. 9 — The Lost Stud
(Comedy)
Not. 9 — The
Distributed
Sentry
(Comedy) ....
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

(Comedy)
Doctor
(Comedy)

Oet 21— Betty's
Bandit
(Drama)
Oct. 23 — Tbe
Border
Parson
(Drama)
Oct. 25— The
Lady
Barber
of Roaring
t Comedy )
Oct. 28 — Call of tbe Desert (Drama)
Oct. 30— Fatty's
Big Mix-up
(Comedy)
Nov.
1 — Making a Man of Her (Comedy)
Not. 4— United
We
Stand
(Drama)
Nov. 0— Ills Little Partner
(Drama)
Nov. b-^SharpB
and Chaps
(Comedy)

GEM.
Oct.
1— The Convlct'a Return
(Dr.)
Oct. b— Orphans — (Drama)
Oct. 15— What the Bell Tolled (Drama)
Oct. 22 — The
Woman
In
White
(2
(Drama)
Oct. 29 — Tbe
Old Doll Maker
(Drama)
Nov.
5— The Better Part
(Drama)

BRONCHO.
Oct. 23 — The

Sept. 23 — Roe* of the Islands (Drama)
Sept. 80— Her Whole Duty
(Dr.)
Oct. 7 — To Err Is Human — (Drama)
Oct. 14 — The Girl In the Gingham
Gown
Oct. 21— Thy
Will
Be Done
(Drama)
Oct. 28 — Sue (Drama)
Not. 4 — A Tramp's Strategy (Drama)
CRYSTAL.

Oct.

16— Patsy's
Mistake
18— Her Friend,
the

Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

TICKET.
ANY
PRINTING
ANY COLORS
$4.60 50,000
- $7.50
GET THE SAMPLES
$5.50 100,000
- $10.00
STOCK TICKETS, 6 CENTS
COUPON TICKETS, SERIAL OR DATED, SEND DIAGRAM

COMPANY

THE

28 — Bee Culture — (Scientific)
28 — Tulip Studies— (Scientific)
5 — An American Invasion — (Drama)
5 — American Fashions — (Fashion)
5 — Picturesque
Scenes
on
the
Potomac
River — (Scenic)

....
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Pa.
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LICENSED
RELEASE

DATES

^iiiihiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiihiiiiiiiiiim
RELEASE

DATS.

Monday — Biograph, Edison, Kalom, Lubln, Fathe,
Belig, Vitagraph.
Tuoiday— Edison, Essaray, C. G. P. C, Clnss,
Lubin.
Selig, Vitagraph.
Wednesday — Edison, Eclipse, Easanay, Kalom,
Belig, Fathe,
Vitagraph.
Thursday — Biograph, Essanay, Lubin, Holies,
Pathe,
Selig, Vitagraph.
Friday— Edison, Essanay, Kalem, Selig, C. G. P.
C, Lubln, Vitagraph.
Saturday — Edison, Essanay, Cines, Kalem, Lubln,
Pathe, Vitagraph.
BIOGRAPH.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nor.
Nov.
Not.

28 — At the Basket
Picnic
(Comedy)
28— A Real
Estate
Deal
(Comedy)
31 — The Musketeers of Pig Alley
(Drama)
4 — Heredity
(Drama)
7 — His Auto's
Maiden
Trip
(Comedy)..
T — The Clubman and the Crook (Comedy)
11— Gold and Glitter
(Drama)
14 — My
Baby
(Drama)
CINES.

(G. Kleins.)
Oct. 12— Trailing
the Counterfeiters
(Dr.)
1000
Oct. 15 — The Adventure of the Scarecrow (Dr.). 1000
Oct. 19 — Among
the
Mountains
of
Calabria
(Scenic)
380
Oct. 19 — An
Abbreviated
Honeymoon
(Com.).. 650
Oct. 23— Ascoll
Plceno,
South
Italy
(Scenic) . . 260
Oct. 22 — The
Invited
Guest
(Comedy)
740
Oct. 26— A Turn of Fortune (Drama)
1005
Oct. 29 — Straw
Hats
Made
In Florence,
Italy
(Industrial)
340
Oct. 29 — Mosques and Turkish
Palaces
(Scenic) 460
Oct. 29 — Venetian Lace Workers
(Ind.)
200
Nov.
2— A Head For a Head
(Drama)
1075
Nov.
5— The Golden Shell of Palermo (Scenic) 250
Nov.
5 — Love
vs. Gratitude
(Drama)
760
Nov.
9— No Fool Like An Old Fool (Comedy) .1000
Nov. 12 — On the Firing
Line
(Drama)
1025
Nov. 16 — Life and
Industries
In Aden
Campo
(Educational)
500
Nov. 16 — The
Old Actor's
Vision
(Drama)
510
EDISON.
Oct. 23— At Home
in the Water
(Sports)
400
Oct. 23— The
Boy
Rangers
(Comedy)
600
Oct. 25 — The
Affair at Raynor's
(Fourth
Story
of the Series of "What
Happened
to Mary")
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 26 — Young
Mrs.
Eaton
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 2S — The Land Beyond the Sunset (Drama). 1000
Oct. 29 — Burmah,
Rangoon,
India
(Scenic) .... 350
Oct. 29— Bringing Home the Pup (Comedy)
650
Oct. 30 — Copper
Mines
at Bingham,
Utah
(Ind. )
400
Oct. 30 — A
Suffragette
in
Spite
of
Himself
(Comedy)
600
Nov.
1— A Baby's Shoe
(Drama)
1000
Nov.
2 — Bobby's
Dream
(Comedy)
375
Nov.
2 — For
Professional
Services
(Comedy).. 625
Nov.
4 — The New Member of the Life Saving
Crew
(Drama)
1000
Nov.
5 — A Romance
of the Rails
(Drama) . .1000
Nov.
6— A Queen
For a Day
(Comedy)
1000
Nov.
8 — Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming,
U.
S.
(Scenic)
1000
Nov.
9 — A Doctor For An Hour (Comedy)
1000
Nov. 11— The
Non-Commlssioned
Officer
(Dr.). 1000
Nov. 1.2— Salt Lake
City,
Utah,
and
Its Surroundings (Scenic)
500
Nov. 12— Linked
Together
(Comedy)
500
Nov. 13— A Thrilling
Rescue
By
Uncle
Mun
(Comedy)
1000
Nov. 15 — The
Old Reporter
(Drama)
1000
Nov. 16— Hope
(Drama)
1000
ESSANAY.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

15—
16—
17 —
18 —
19—
22—
23—
24 —
25 —
26—
29 —
30 —

A Mistaken
Calling
(Comedy)
1000
The
Grassville Girls
(Comedy)
1000
The
Snare
(Drama)
1000
The Warning
Hand
(Drama)
1000
The Outlaw's Sacrifice
(Drama)
1000
The Tomboy
of "Bar Z"
(Drama). . .1000
Bringing
Father
Around
(Comedy). . .1000
The
Thrifty
Parson
(Comedy)
1000
Snnshlne
(Drama)
1000
The
Ranch Girl's Trial
(Drama)
1000
Miss Slmkins' Summer Boarder (Com.)lOOO
The
Letter
(Drama)
1000

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Oct. 31— The
Fisherman's
Luck
(Comedy)
1000
Nov.
1— The
Moving Finger
(Drama)
looo
Nov.
2 — The Mother of the Ranch
(Drama) . .1000
Nov.
8 — Chains
(Drama)
1000
Nov.
6— A Money?
(Comedy)
1000
Nov.
7 — The Ranchman's Anniversary (Comedy
Drama)
1000
Nov.
8 — When
Wealth
Torments
(Comedy) . .1000
Nov.
9 — An
Indian's
Friendship
(DraTiu)
1000
N.,v. 12— From
the Submerged
(Drama)
1000
Nov. 13— The
BOOM
Ol Tri. I. .Drama)
1000
Nov. 14 — Cutting California lieduoods (Ed. (..1000
Nov. 15— Mr. Op's Trip Tripped Up (Com.). .1000
Nov. 16— "Alkali"
Ike's
Close
Shave
(Com.). 1000
KALEM.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

19 —
21—
23—
25—
25—

The
The
The
The
New

Rival
Engineers
(Drama)
County
Fair (Drama)
Peril of the Cliffs (Drama)
Girl in the Caboose
(Drama)
York
Public
School
Drills
Dances
(Educational)

1000
1000
1000
and

Oct. 26— Death
Valley Scotty'a Mine
(Drama). 1000
Oct. 28 — The Power of a Hymn
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 30— The Strange Story of Elsie Mason (Dr.)1000
Nov.
1 — Pat
the Soothsayer
(Comedy)
Nov.
1 — The
American
Rhine
(Scenic)
Nov.
2— The
Skinflint
(Drama)
1000
Nov.
4— Mountain Dew
(Drama)
1000
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

6—
8—
8—
9—
11—
13—
15—1
15 —
16—

The
Mystery
of Grandfather's
Clock
(Drama)
1000
The
Pony
Express
Girl (Drama)
Brave Old Bill (Drama)
The Fraud At the Hope Mine (Dra:na) . (000
Days
of '49 (Drama)
1000
The
Young Millionaire
(Drama)
1000
Saw
Him
First (Comedy)
The
Bachelor's
Bride
(Comedy)
Battle
In the Virginia
Hills
(Dr.).. 1000

LUBIN.
24 — The
Old Chess
Players
(Com. -Dr.) .. .1000
25 — The Noodle
Industry
(Industrial)
25 — Down
With
the Men
(Comedy)
26 — The
Forest
Ranger
(Drama)
1000
28— An
Irish Girl's
Love
(Drama)
1000
29 — Parson
James
(Drama)
1000
31— The
Heavenly
Voice
(Comedy)
1000
1— Fixing
a Flirt (Comedy)
1000
2— The Family Next Door (Drama)
1000
4 — Juan and Juanita
(Comedy)
1000
5— The Substitute Heiress (Drama)
1000
7— The
Sheriff's
Mistake
(Drama)
1000
8— Felix at the Ball
(Comedy)
8 — An Accidental Millionaire (Comedy) . . .
9 — The Water Rats
(Drama)
1000
11— The Way of the Mountains
(Drama). 1000
12 — At the
Rainbow's
End
(Drama)
1000
14 — The Country School Teacher (Co. -Dr.) .1000
15 — The
Slate
Industry
(Ind.)
15 — .Suitors and Suit Cases (Comedy)....
10— Chief
White
Eagle
(Drama)
1000
MELIES.
3 — A Western Coquette (Drama)
3 — Clearing
Land
For
Farming
In
the
West
(Agricultural)
10 — Forgive
Us Our Trespasses
(Drama) . .1000
17 — The Judgment of the Sea (Drama)
1000
24— A Son's
Example
(Drama)
1000
31 — Wrongly
Accused
(Drama)
1000
7 — The Smuggler's Prisoner
(Dr. )
1000
14 — Value
Received
(Drama)
1000
21 — The
Governor's
Clemency
(Drama) . .1000
ECLIPSE.
(G. Kleine.)

Oct.
9—
Oct.
9—
Oct. 16 —
Oct. 23 —
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Not.
Nov.
\. it,

Through Derbyshire Dales
(Sc.)
*,. 300
A Roman's
Conversion
(Dr.)
700
The Missing Locket (Drama)
,...1000
In the Ossan Valley, Pyrenees, France
(Scenic)
370
23— Making
Briar
Pipes
(Industrial)
330
23— A Persistent Fly Swatter (Comedy)... 300
30 — A Race for onor
(Drama)
1000
6 — The
Queen of Spades
(Drama)
1005
18 — Specimens of Lizards and Frogs (Ed.) 310
13 — The Town of Cognac,
France, and Its
Brandy
Industry
(Ind.)
3S0
13 — Reviewing
French
Troops
By
Airship
(Topical)
310
PATHE.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

9 — Passing Gypsies
(Com. -Dr.)
10 — The
Horse
Thieves
(Dr.)
12 — Naughty
Marietta
(Com.)
14 — Pathe's Weekly No. 42 (Topical)...
16 — The Lass of Gloucester (Drama)....
17— The Striped
Bathing Suit (Comedy)..
17 — Submarine Fauna (Edu.)
19 — Misleading Evidence (Drama)
21— Pathe's
Weekly,
No. 43, 1912
(Top.)
23— The
Simple
Life
(Comedy)
24 — Little Raven's Sweetheart
(Drama)...
24 — Olympic Games (3 reels) (Athletic)
26 — The United States Armada
(Topical)..
28— Pathe's Weekly No. 44, 1912 (Topical)
28 — Frenzied
Finance
(Special
Release)
( Drama)

B0 — A Mamma
Wanted
(Comedy)
Oct. 31 — Jim's
Partner
(Drama)
Nov.
2 — Wlfey'a
Investment
(Comedy)
Nov.
4— Pathe's Wekly No. 45 (Topical)
Nov.
6 — Broken
Hearts
(Drama)
Hat.
7 — Victims
of Fate
(Drama)
Nov.
7 — Dlnan,
France
(Scenic)
Not,
9 — Buster to the Rescue
(Drama)
Nov. U— Paths'!
Weekly
No.
46
(Topical)..
Nov 18— A Trip
to Mount
Rainier
(Scenic)..
No»
18 The
Pineapple
(Educational)
Nov. 14 -Toe
Branded
Arm
(Drama)
C.

G.

P.

C.

Oct. 11— His Country
Before
All (Dr.)
Oct. 15 — Max
Fights a Duel
(Comedy)
Oct. 15 — The Valley of Cbevreuse and the Vanx
de Cernay
(Scenic)
Oct. 18 — The Rubber Industry In Malaysia (Ind.)
Oct. 18— The
Convertible
Auto
(Comedy)
Oct. 22— The End of Louis XI (Hist. -Dr.)
Oct. 22— Old
Toledo
(Scenic)
Oct. 25 — Tom
Thumb
(Trick)
Oct. 25 — The Hermit Crab
(Scenic)
Oct. 29— Whiffles,
Cubic
Artist
(Comedy)
Oct. 29— In the Tyrol, the Arlberg Valley (Sc.)
No».
l— Tragedy at the Court of Milan (Dr.).
Nov.
5 — Anne
Boleyn
(Drama)
Nov.
8— Half a Pint of Milk (Comedy)
Nov.
8 — The Scarab
(Educational)
Nov.
8— A Trip Up the Elbe (Scenic)
Nov. 12 — The
Spahl's
Fiancee
(Drama)
Nov. 12— The
Dlnka
Chief's
Reception
(Ed.)..
Nov. 15 — Max
Gets
the Reward
(Comedy) ....
SELIG.
Oct. 15 — The
Opium
buiugglers
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 16— The Shuttle of Fate (Drama)
1000
Oct. 17 — Where
Love
Is, There
God
Is Also
(Dr.)
1000
Oct. 18 — Subterfuge
(Comedy)
Oct. 18— The Geisha Girls of Japan
(Edu.)...
Oct. 21— A Sad
Devil
(Comedy)
1000
Oct. 22 — So-Jun-Wan
and the Tribal
Law
(Dr.) 1000
Oct. 23— Tempted
By Necessity
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 24 — The
Awakening
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 25 — Getting
Atmosphere
(Comedy)
Oct. 25 — The
Blwa
Canal
and
Shooting
the
Rapids
at ■ Katsuragwa,
Japan
(Bdu.)
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

28— The Flsherboy's Faith
(Drama)
1000
29 — Jim's
Vindication
(Drama)
1000
30 — A Heart In Rags
(Drama)
1000
31— Her Bitter Lesson
(Drama)
1000
1— His Wedding
Eve
(Comedy)
1000
4 — The
Voice
of Warning
(Drama)
1000
5— The Dynamiters
(Drama)
1000
6 — Her
Educator
(Comedy-Drama)
1000
7 — Carmen of the Isles (Drama)
1000
8 — The Legend of the Lost Arrow (Dr.).
8 — Enchanting Japan
(Scenic)
11 — Kings of the Forest
(2 reels) (Dr.). 2000
11 — Saved
by Fire
(Drama)
1000
12 — Between
Love and the Law (Drama). 1000
13 — The
Lost
Inheritence
(Drama)
1000
14 — Old
Songs
and
Memories
(Drama) . .1000
15 — Shanghaied
(Drama)
1000
'

VITAGRAPH.

Oct. 17— Father's Hot Toddy (Comedy)
Oct. 17 — Evening
Parade
and Gun
Practice
at
Fort Hamilton
(Military)
Oct. 18— Bunny at Sea (Comedy)
1000
Oct. 19 — Four Days a Widow
(Comedy)
1000
Oct. 18— A Mistake in Spelling
(Com. -Dr.)
1000
Oct. 19 — Bunny at Sea (Comedy)
1000
Oct. 21— Four
Days
a Widow
(Com. -Dr.)
1000
Oct. 22— The Spirit of the Range (Dr.)
1000
Oct. 23— Scenes of Irish Life at Dublin
(Edu.)
Oct. 23— An Expensive Shine
(Comedy)
Oct. 24 — The Toymaker
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 25— Faithful
Unto
Death
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 26— In the Furnace Fire (Drama. .)4N4N4N1000
Oct. 2S — None but the Brave Deserve the Fair
(Comedy)
1000
Oct. 29 — Bunny at the Derby
(Comedy)
Oct. 29 — Just Luck i Comedy-Drama)
Oct. 30 — Poet and Peasant
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 31— On the Line of Peril (Drama)
1000
Nov.
1 — Lessons
in Courtship
(Comedy)
Nov.
1— Bettlna's Substitute (Comedy)
Nov.
2— In the Garden Fair (Com. -Dr.)
100C
Nov.
4— The
Mills
of
the
Gods
(3 reels)
i Drama)
(Special)
Nov.
4 — An Official Appointment
(Drama)
1000
Nov.
5 — The Face Or the Voice (Com. Drama). 1000
Nov.
6 — Michael McShane.
Matchmaker
(Dr.). 1000
Nov.
7 — Out of the Shadows
(Drama)
1000
Nov.
8— A
Modern
Atlanta
(Drama)
1000
Nov.
9 — The Hand
Bag
(Comedy)
Nov.
9 — Arabian
Sports
(Sports)
Nov. 11 — Captain Barnacle,
Reformer
(Drama). 1000
Nov. 12 — The Professor and the Lady
(Com.)..
Nov. 12 — Aquatic
Elephants
(Novelty)
Nov. 13— Ixird
Browning
& Cinderella
(Dr.). 1000
Nov. 14 — Billy's
Pipe
Dream
(Comedy)
1000
Nov. 15 — Una of the Sierras
i Drama)
1000
Not.

10— The Model for St. John (Drama)."

1000

tO ^or *ne rnost Prompt service, order your one, three and six sheet posters from the AmerNotlCC
(Let us ship you
C k'L't ican Song Slide & Poster Co., First National Bank Bldg., Chicago.
uXniDIIOrS the output
of all licensed
releases weekly.
Save Delay — Express, — Money.

(*>■]
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DO YOU WANT TO PLAY TO CROWDED HOUSES?
At the mine time Improra .vnr lobby 6

PHOTOPLAYERS

ns tiiey n i>pi-nr in the Films
Nut
following.
Crowdi create business,

Star

PHOTOGRAPHS

ilone do they beantifj your lobby, but they ittract crowd*.
All
YOUR BOX OFFICE
will teel the reaolt .>i yooi outside illaplay.

the

Promloeat

PI

have tbeij

America's
Photoplayers
Handsome Photos (u Popular
x 14) $2.00 for either
set. Postage Prepaid.
set no. 1

SET NO. 2
Hobart Bosworth, Kathlyn Williami,
Marc Macdermott, Ruth Roland, Edwin
August, Blanche Sweet, Carlyle Blackwell, Martha Russell, Fran. -is X. Bushman, Ormi Hawley, Henry Walthall and
Anna
Niclson.

Mnurii'o Costello, Lillian Walker, John
Bunny. Florence Turner, Crane Wilbur,
Alice Joyce, Marshall P. Wilder, Gene
Gauntier, G. M. Anderson, Arthur Johnson, Mary Fuller, Mary Pickford.

Post Cards of any of above and others, $4.00 per 1,000.
We also have posters of 10 of the most popular for $1.50.
A WORD ABOUT OUR POST-CARDS: Brer alnre the Motion Picture Indoatry baa
been In vogae Poat-Cardi of players have been distributed i,v Hie manufacturers <>t
Films, inii never have the] appealed to us until we conceived I lie Iden ,,1 an edition
thai would be of Bne qnalltj and of tome vain, as a souvenir.
ADVERTISE
TO
EVERY

SOUVENIR
PATRON

A Handsome Photo or Souvenir Post Card

NIGHT
AND
GIVE
AWAY
VISITING
YOUR
THEATER
SIZE 5'i x BV4,

27 --- Stars of the Film Firmament --- 27
EVERY

ONE

AN ESTABLISHED

OF

ONE

OF

America's
Popular Photoplayers
Hawley, Marc Macdermott. Carlyle

Marshall P. Wilder, Mary Fuller, Francis
X. Bushman. Kathlyn Williams, Hobart
Bosworth. Ruth Roland, Blancho Sweet.
Martha
Russell,
Anna
Nielson,
Ormi

Maurice Costello. Florence Turner, John
Bunny, Lillian Walker, Mary Pickford,
G. M. Anderson, Gene Gauntier, Crane
Wilbur,
Arthur
Johnson,
Alice
Joyce,

FAVORITE

d* A

AA

Blackwell, Henry Walthall, Harry Myers,
Hotely. August, Jerold T. Hevener, Mae
Edwin

PRICES
I, OOOanv
assort(f»«1
per 1,000
an v assortment, at least 100
of each pla\er.

f f\

in S00 lols any assortment, at least
100 of each player.

3)4.00 s^-'ijs? ,0° $^-50

SAMPLES OF THE ENTIRE 27 WILL BE SENT POSTAGE PREPAID FOR 25 CENTS

PHOTO

PLAY
MAIN

Branch

ADVERTISING
OFFICES,

Offices: 1022 Superior Ave., Cleveland,

121-123
O.

FOURTH

&
AVENUE,

26 \V. Naghten

SPECIALTY

PITTSBURGH,

St., Columbus,

PA.

O
Equity

R. EXHIBITOR:
.Many elements enter into the success or failure of your
business, but none of them so important as the class of music
you give your patrons with the pictures — nothing detracts so
much from beauty of an imaginary scene as does music that
is absolutely not in harmony with its setting.
With the ordinary Automatic Musical Instruments, everything is at variance — you are just as apt to have a rag-time
melody with a death scene as a hymn with a comedy scene.
With a Fotoplaver installed in your Theatre all this will
be eliminated — Till- THRILL
FOR THE PICTURE,
which is so necessary, IS SUPPLIED
WITH
FOTOPLAYER MUSIC.
All FOTOPLAYERS are equipped with the WOXDERFULLY
SIMPLE
and EXCLUSIVE
" DOUBLEI RACKER DEVICE." which permits the change of music
to harmonize with the picture at all times — permits your
giving to your patrons the highest ideal in music.
FOTOPLAYERS use ordinary player piano music rolls
that may be purchased at any music store, at prices ranging
from 50c per roll and upwards.
Every known mechanical accessory for producing imitative
effects (known technically as "traps") that can add to the
effeel of your picture, is incorporated in the FOTOPLAYER.
It is absolutely mechanically perfect.
With the FOTOPLAYER you can give your patrons the
finest of classical music, grand opera, or the latest popular
songs, marches and two-steps, etc.
Any desired part of one roll of music may be played
while the other is automatically rewinding — one roll of
music may be played and while it is playing, by simply pressing a little lever, the other roll may be brought
down
to

THE AMERICAN

PHOTOPLAYER

SALES

CO

Bldg, Detroit., Mich.

LEARN
MORE
ABOUT
THE
FOTOPLAYER

any particular place in the roll you might mark for playing a
certain scene in the picture — the FOTOPLAYER furnishes
music for every scene — music to bring out the beautiful
thoughts of the people on the canvass — music to bring tears
to the eyes of your patrons with a pathetic scene — music
to bring smiles of amusement on their faces with a comedy
scene.
The brilliancy (if the piano with its magnificent bells is
instantly stilled to the beautiful tones of the organ — the
roaring of the cannon and rattle of musketry and beat:drums, in a thrilling battle scene, so aptly depicted by the
FOTOPLAYER changes instantly to the sad music so necessary for accompanying the scene showing the wounded and
the dying and the sad home-coming. The right class of
music so necessary for accompanying the scene, showing the
anguish of the mother letting her dear one- go to battle, is
supplied by the FOTOPLAYER.
No pen can properly tell you of the possibilities of this
wonderful instrument — no argument can begin to tell you
of the amount of real dollars will bring you in your business,
because
Theatre. of the Ft ' I ' H'LA Yl R being installed in your
MR.
FXI II1'.1T( )R : Us
common
sense — if you
want absolutely the only practicable and durable instrument
that will play at all times proper music for your pictures,
drop us a line, stating seating capacity of your house, and
we will advise you what particular style instrument would
be best suited for your needs.
FOTOPLAYERS cost money — they arc not a cheap
instrument
but — THE
FOTOPLAYER
WILL
MAKE
MONEY FOR Y( >U

nnuniUV
General
130 KEARNEY ST., SAN
FRANCISCO,
U HI r A H I I Distributors
CALIFORNIA.
U. S A.
Jacob Doll & Sons. New York Distributors, New York City, N. Y. J. P. Seeburg UCo.,
Illionis Distributors, Chicago. 111. O. V. Tragardh. So. Calif. Distributor,
360 Pacific Elec. Bldg., Los Angeles,
Cal.
W. J. Dyer
& Bro., Distributors for Minnesota. Iowa, N. Dakota and So. Dakota. St. Paul. Minn.
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one's eyes, especially where they are inclined to be
weak. No doubt, there is hardly a manager but what
has had to meet this complaint some time or other.
The RADIUM GOLD FIBRE SCREEN is so constructed as to overcome this trouble; its underlying
base gives an invisible golden hue that in no wise
changes the black and white; it supplies a wonderful
amount of light and illumination to your picture, but
still it is possible to show pictures on the lowest
amount of amperage. This statement is based on reports from bona fide purchasers. Thus being a practical screen, it still retains its place as the most
economical.
We are the originators of the RADIUM GOLD
FIBRE SCREEN; watch others try to follow our
paths. Our experience is certainly valuable.
Sole Manufacturers
American
Theatre
Curtain & Supply
Company,
105 N. Main St., St. Louis.
Distributors :
Pitzer & Smith, 32 Union Square, New York City
George Breck, 70 Turk Street, San Francisco, Calif.

If The

"MIRROR"
SCREEN
Will Not Do What We
Claim, I Will Forfeit

$1000.00
TO YOU!
MY BET IS
100 Per Cent More Light
More Perspective
More Clear and Natural
Than Any Other Curtain or Screen in the World
j Furthermore, The Only Curtain That

Absolutely Prevents
Eye -Strain
Write for Catalogue of Improved

MIRROR

Snow- White Screen

Better Than Ever at Lower Prices

SCREEN

CO.

F. J. Rembusch, President

Shelbyville, Ind.

EMtern

6th

Representative — Frank
Manning,
922
Phone 401 Plaza.

Ave.,

N.

BE A TROGLODYTE!

THIS

// has been called to our attention a
times that a large number of people
attending moving picture theatres beeye strain and glare that is so hard on

WJM

WORLD

DON'T

OUR PLATFORM
PtANK 3.
great many
refrain from
cause of the

PICTURE

Y.

City.

IS THE TWENTIETH CENTURY— ADOPT
TWENTIETH
CENTURY
METHODS.
The Refined Element Will Not ENTER A THEATRE
WHERE
DARKNESS
IS ESSENTIAL
TO RESULTS !
MIRROROIDE,

the Rollable Glass Screen,

Is the Twentieth Century Method of Producing. Pictures 200 Per Cent Brighter and Clearer with Full
Illumination. At a Saving of Fully 1/3 in Your Juice
and Carbon Bills.
MIRROROIDE
Is Sold Under a Five Year Bona-Fide Guarantee Not to
Turn Black, Peel, Crack or in Any Way Deteriorate.
It Entirely Eliminates That Out-of-Focus Effect so
Common to Other Metallic Coated Screens.
MIRROROIDE
Is the Original Rough or Matte Surfaced Cloth Screen.
Without It You Cannot Show a Clear Denned Picture.
MIRROROIDE
Is in Use in 2,476 Theaters in the United States, Canada and Other Countries.
87 — Screens Shipped
Last Week — 87.
No Reason to Ask Why, Because We Stand Ready to
Show You Free of all Expense By Sending Our Large
Demonstration Samples:
A Grade Medium Matte Surfaced, Silver White.
B Grade Heavy Matte Surfaced, Silver White.
C Grade Extra Matte Surface. It Takes the Rain
Marks Out of Scratchy Film.
No Matter How Wide Your Theater Is, We Have
the Grade You Want. A Perfect Picture Regardless
of Any Angle It Is Viewed From.
Manufactured Under Pending Patents
THE J. H. GENTER CO., Newburgh, N. Y., U. S. A.
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From

WORLD

White"

Exhibitors arc coming our way for moving picture supplies and equipment.
\A/ #H "V M^>T
YOU
Give us a trial. Machines, parts. New and slightly used flaming arc lamps and carbons.
Announcement ■!

WHITE

Imported French ( ondenicri, $1 50 Pair.

Send for Trial Pair

SPECIALTY

124 K. 14thSTREKT,

M.0OO roll ticket*. fLW; 61)
% cored carbon*. C16:
steraopUoorj objectirw*. BOc
to Ha; itorecifiloooii. |li;
rheostats. _C to $6; arc
tempi. $1.71. JS and C-ffi:
oonaenaera. She ; calcium
let*. UK; acetylene Jet*.
generator!.
tJ.50•soring picture ebjectlre*. 12.50:
r&rt; cu
Jacket*,
12. List
of
moving ptctare repair parte at fair price*. Sprocket
wheal*. 860; 01m* lo a foot. Oatalegna. All makea
*f morlng picture machines repaired at reaaonable
prices.
L HETZ, J02 Eaat Urd Su. New Terk Ofy

TOUNAMENT

FILM CO.

NEW

POWER'S

No. 6-A

Exchange your old Power's six
for new 6-A cost yon $60 difference. Edison "B" machines
with Power's 6-A stand and
lamp house complete, $220. We
sell all makes machines, new
and second hand, cheap.
STELZER BROTHERS,
Lincoln,
TIL,
417
Broadway.

Changeable

PROGRAM
WRITS

ZENITH
Box 262

Illuminated

SIGN
CO.

CITY

Send

For Our

llluilr.lcd

( .ijlofue

It

&*l
Thii Manager looks
MOW

r-IANY

prosperous and happy.
You
will feci the same way when you discard thai old juice consuming rheostat and

put
a
_ inFort

Wayne

Compensarc

It will increase your box

Sees

office receipts

because your patrons will notice' at once
much brighter and clearer your pictures are.
And what's more, it will

how

Cut 2-3 from Your Monthly Lighting Bill
That sounds as if we were stretching it, doesn't it> But we are not and just to
show you, we will ship you one on 30 days free trial and let you prove it.
If it does not do all we claim for it, ship it back at our expense and it won't cost
you one cent.
If this sounds "good"
to you, send for our
little booklet "Compensarc vs. Rheostat" and find
out the particulars.
You are paying the Lighting Company
half
your profits every day you wait.

Fort Wayne Electric
of Works
General Electric Company

FOR CATALOGUE

MFC.

CO.

YORK

i^theMoJia^er

TOLEDO,
OHIO.
the
following
feature
Cowboy
and
Indian

Owner*
of
Uai:
1911
Cheyenne
Frontier
Celebration.
Fail Round-Up
on the Y-6 Ranoh.
Bt*U
Right,
for The**
Film*
far Sale.
Booking!
Can
Be Had*
by Writing
U*.

"?

1402

?i*>

Broadway

Fort Wayne,
Indiana

Cincinnati. Ohio

IM
Silver Screen gives the brightest, the clearest,
the best picture in the world. Will silver your
screen, guaranteed work, $1.50 per yard. Send
for sample.

L Garbarin, 700 Garden St., Bronx, N. Y.

EXPRESS FILM SERVICE LTD.
Cable : 1NTERFILM,

Two and Three Reel Features

A. B. C, 5th,

The Best and Cheapest Firm SELLING
WRITE

FOR

LISTS

AND

II, Denman St., Piccadilly Circus
LONDON
ENGLAND

Western

Union

FEATURES

PRICES,

of All Makes

DEPT.

M

The BE8T European Attractions for RENT OB
SALE at the LOWEST Bargain Prices. Ask for
our NEW LIST.

Northern Featur. Film Exchange
405 Schiller Bldg.

Chicago

Moving Picture Electric
Light Plants

Produce Flicker leas
Current Cheaper
than the Trust.
A. portable or a utationary direct-connected plant
which save* you money on your currant
bill*.
The very out/it for a tent or road
•how, for fetes, theatre
projection and
illumination.
Plant* with capacities of 75
to G50 16-candle power lamp* at prices
from #117 upward for complete outfit.
Enjpne usee kerosene and supplies current
at a cost of 2 eents
per kilowatt.
Address Electrical
Dept. for eataloc
No. 201.
117
DETSO IT
MOTOR CAB
SUPPLY OO.,
Detroit*
Mica.

ANOTHER

ENTERPRISE

TRIUMPH

TOGO CALCIUM GAS OUTFIT
Complete

with

Rubber

Tubing

and

Keylest Jet

SUPERIOR
WORKMANSHIP
and HIGH
GRADE MATERIAL combined with SAFETY
and SIMPLICITY place the TOGO far ahead
of any other cheap outfit.
PORTABLE and ready for instant use - $25.00.
Anyone

Can

Operate

MANUFACTURED

It

BY

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564 W. Randolph St., Chicago
FOR

SALE

BY

ALL

DEALERS

6io
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An Inferior Lens
Will Spoil the Best Pictures

Are

No matter how good your films may be — unless
you have the right lens equipment -- the pictures
on the screen will not come up with brilliancy
and attractive clear cut sharpness. Assure your
patrons of the best pictures — and yourself of a
steady, satisfied and growing clientele — with the

regular service Whoever secures what we have to offer
avails himself of the "Best."
Make up your mind right
now to install the UNIVERSAL SERVICE and get in
touch with the

Projection [ei\se$
Up-to-date operators — everywhere — consider our objectives and condensers best. They know from experience that these lenses give
the best results and soon pay for themselves in increased patronage.
The Nicholas Power and Edison machines are regularly equipped with
our lenses.
They can be procured, also, through any film exchange.
Our interesting free Booklet 62D contains
much of value and interest to owners
and operators.
:: Write
for it today.

New England Universal
Film Exchange,
Inc.

Bausch & Ipmb Optica) (o
NEW

YORK

WASHINGTON

london

CHICACO

[iOCHESTEil.

IT WILL

PAY

NY

YOU

SAN

"The House of a Thousand
IMPERIAL

FEATURE

FILM CO,

FRANCISCO

rRANKroBT

3 BEEL8
"
"
"
"
2 BEEL8
"
"
"
LOWEST

Features"

121 Fourth Avenue,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Ton Duprin Self-Releasing fnrc 6xtt Latches
'Made on Honor."
Absolutely Reliable
Safeguard
Disasters. Against 1'aulc
Approved by New York
Board of Underwriters,
City of New York Bureau of Buildings.
Applied on thousands
of Buildings In more
than 500 Cities In the
U. S. A. and Canada.
Send for Catalogue
No. 10 D.
VONNEGUT
H A B DWARE CO.,
General Distributors.
Indianapolis, Ind., U.S.A.
Can

you
afford
to
without them t

be.
Safe Exit Is a Universal Demand

,

Ik

TO BOOK

"LIFE
OF BUFFALO
BILL"
"ST. GEOBGE
AND
THE
DBAGON"
'REDEMPTION"
"GLASS
COFFIN"
"THE
WEED"
"BED
FALCON"
"WHITE
DOMINO"
"AFTEB
DARKNESS
LIGHT"
"FOUB
DABE
DEVILS"
"THE
VAMPIBE
DANCEB"
"FALL
OF BLACKHAWK";
"HEROINE
OF DERNA"
THE
PENALTY"
"THE
CIRCUS
GIRL"
"VENUS"
"THE
INVENTOR'S
SECRET"
BIG ADVERTISING
FREE WITH ALL OUB FEATUBES.
PBICES.
Write for lists.

You Watching
the
Universal Program?
If not it behooves you to
do so. Now releasing three
FEATURES each week in

IJauscli [omk

,t

WORLD

228 TREMONT

ST.

BOSTON,

MASS.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE
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WORLD

I'LL HELP MAKE
YOU
PROSPEROUS
li you'll come out of your rut long
enough to give the Laemmle Film Service a trial, I'll show you how to increase
your profits. I'll charge you nothing
extra for the magnificent features included in the Universal program every
week — features that would cost you
"fifty-fifty" if you got them of a stateright man! If you don't know what superb films the Universal is producing it's
time you found out!
Slip me a word!

CARL

Ornamental
Theatres

LAEMMLE

PLASTER

PRESIDENT

Theatres Designed Everywhere

The Laemmle Film Service

Write for Illustrated Theatre Catalog.
Send ut Size* of
Theatre for Special Design*

204 West Lake St., Chicago, 111.
Sykes Block, Minneapolis, Minn.
1312 Farnum St., Omaha, Neb.
421 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa.

THE DECORATORS

The Biggest and Best Film Renter in
the World.

2549 Archer Avenue,

SCENARIOS

When

HEADLINERS WANTED
HIGHEST COMEDIES
PRICES SPECIALLY
PAID
DESIRED
KINEMACOLOR CO.
1600 Broadway

New

York

FILMO CEMENT
For repairing all makes of Moving
Picture Films. Contains no ether.
Non-evaporating. Put up in one-oz.
and one-pint bottles, also gallon cans.
Sold to Wholesalers, Manufacturers
and Jobbers. One-oz. bottle, 25 cents.
trade mark
if your dealer does not
carry it we will supply
same.
Filmo Chemical Co.
55-57-59 Chrysbe Street, N. Y.

RELIEF DECORATIONS

SUPPLY

1:

CHICAGO,

CO.
ILL.

Your Picture Machine Needs Repairing
Why

don't you send

it to us ?

We have the best equipped Machine shop in the country and can repair any make of machine. Write us and get acquainted.
GEO. M. HOKE
THE

SIMPSON

We buy second hand machines.

SUPPLY CO., 176 N. State St., ?iJ&U Chicago, Ifl.

SOLAR

SCREEN

The only Metallic Screen without
seams,
patented.
Buy
the
real
thing.
Beware
of imitations
ALFRED L. SIMPSON, Inc.
No. 113 W. 132nd St., N. Y. City
DO YOU
WANT
A FILM
PRODUCED?
Let ns show you how.
Local Pictures made or
I :i ken. Camera
and
Cameraman
Rented,
notion picture Cameras for sale.
SPECIAL248 West
EVENT 35th FILM
St., NewMFG'S
York Co.,
City. INC.

MOVING
for

PICTURE

America's Feature Film Co.
406-7-8 Schiller Building, Chicago,

III.

NOTICE
We
buy and sell Moving Picture
Machines, Opera Chairs and Films.
Theater Brokerage Exchange,
508 South Dearborn St.,
Chicago, 111.

THEATRE

LIST

sale, containing
11,305 throughout United
States; guaranteed
08%
correct mailed under
a two-cent
stamp.
Price $20.00 for the list or $3.00 per
thousand for certain States.
Trade Grcular Addressing Company, 166 West Adam* St, Chicago. Est. 1S£0. FF.cr.es Frar.kfin 11S2, 1183
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American Moving Picture Machine Co.
MANTJFACTUREBg

EASTMAN

OF

THE

STANDARD

motion picture
film— the acknowledged standard the
world over.

Automatic Moving Picture Machine
101-102 Beekman Street,

New Tork

Use the Real

Projector Carbon
Manufactured

EASTMAN

by

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

"Biograph"

CO.,

Brand

N. Y.

L. E. Frorup & Co.
232 Greenwich St., New York City

EXHIBITORS' HEADQUARTERS

CALEHUFF SUPPLY COMPANY
(Incorporated)

50 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

CELLULOID POSITIVE
AND

NON-FLAM

FILM SUPPLY

15 EAST 26th STREET
Tel. Mad. Sq. 7876

Machines repaired by Expert Mechanics.

POSITIVE

(Made Under License of the Patentee)

RAW

Jobbers in Edison, Powers and
Motiograph Machines and Parts

CELLULOID NEGATIVE

CO.

NEW YORK
Cabl. Rawfilm New York

THE

Eye Comfort System
Indirect Illumination
OF

So necessary to the success of every
Motion
Picture
Theatre
that
we
engineer 60 Theaters a month.
This is a free service to Motion
Picture Theatre
Managers.
National X-Ray Reflector Co„
337 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago.
Distance, Screen to Rear of Auditorium. .
Ceiling Height
Width of House
Name

WHEN

MAKING

YOU

CONSIDER

MOVING

>..

PICTURES

Remember That Every Manufacturer of
Note Has Equipped His Factory With

Williamson Moving Picture Cameras,
Printers and Perforators
SOLE AGENTS

u

Genuine Parts Only Used

SPECI ALTI ES
Mirror Screens
Condensers
Gas Making Outfits
Chairs
Edison Transformers Limes
Film Cement
Tickets
Ft Wayne Compensarcs Branch
General
DisinPianos
Asbestos State Booths fectant Co.
Bio & Electra Carbons Asbestos Wire
Scenery, Stage Effects
Special Gundlach Switches
Theatres Bought, Sold,
Lenses
Plugs
Spotlights Rented
CHAS. A. CALEHUFF,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

WHYTE-WHITMAN
36 East 23rd Street

i

COMPANY
New

York City
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WORM)

Install
HALLBERGS

UNIVERSAL SERVICE
Our
Locked Reel System
Has Many Advantages
CONSULT

US

ABOU1

Rectifier
Economizer

11

Exclusive New York Agents for

UNIVERSAL

FILMS

Universal Film Exchange
OF NEW YORK

111 East 14th St., New York

between the Films in Picture Theatres. Operator, Lantern Slides and
Posters, etc., furnished if desired.
A beautiful poem with 20 pictures on the
also

PATRIOTIC

LOUISE

Disaster
poems

and

others.

M. MARION

459 West 23rd Street, NEW YORK
No poems
TERMS

or slides rented.
REASONABLE

GIVES FROM

30 TO

60 Amperes
Direct Current at the Arc
with Any Alternating
Current Line Supply

f.ectures by

rvi. rvi

Titanic

GREATEST LIGHT
ON EARTH.

Phone, Stuyv. 1000

Attraction for Theatres
and Summer Hotels
Illustrated Stereopticon

AND GET THE

NOTICE
FOR
THEATRES
AND
SUMMER
HOTELS

Subscribers: Kindly renew your subscriptions promptly.
This will save us considerable work and give us more time
to make a better paper, if that is possible. If your subscription to the MOVING PICTURE WORLD has expired,
send in your renewal to-day. Co-operation spells your success
and ours.
Domestic, $3.00; Canada, $3.50; Foreign, $4.00.

"Silver Your Curtain .With Silverit"

Silverit is 1 silver paste. It it rubbed on the curtain with a rag
and can be polished like a mirror. No laps or streaks. A child can
apply it. Increases your picture 100% over aluminum or silver applied with a brush.
Makes your curtain a pearl white.

i Lb. covers a curtain 9 x 12.
1 Lb. can, $3.00; a Lb. can, $5.00.

A. G. Thomas, 1705 Fairacres Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

No moving parts — no mercury bulbs to break or
renew — no relays or tripping coils.
Absolutely guaranteed for one year.
Can be installed in a few minutes and connected to
your old wires without special wiring.
I take your small 25 to 30 amp. mercury arc rectifier or other current-savers in part payment for
my LARGE 60-amp. Rectifier Economizer.

I am jobber of ALL MAKES
of Moving
Picture Machines
Through my Exchange Department I am prepared to male* liberal
allowance for your old machine in part payment on purchase of
new M. P. machine ot any make.

Separate catalogues of different makes of machines,
supplies and economizers furnished free upon request, BUT Hallberg's Big Complete Catalogue
costs you 25c.
I carry the Largest Complete Stock of

Electra Pink Label Carbons

J. H. HALLBERG
36 E. 23rd St.

New

York City
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FOR EVERY

PURPOSE
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«S
ESTABLISHED
%.

1,000 STYLES

WRITE

FOR

1865

CAT.

NO. 31

Branches

ELECTRIC
Generating

cago, 111.
* i»c
*-*.•
111
nnuicns
x^v».
cSVni.^^^'The
A. H.
Andrews
Co.
New
York Office, 1165 Broadway.
Seattle Office. 508-10-12
San Francisco Office,

Set

Ik
Wisconsin
CompanySeatin?

Send for Bulletin F-98.

The Foos Gas Engine Co.

OH!

MR.

Springfield, O.

THEATRE CHAIRS

sc'.'pts. The author of "Technique of the Photoplay," etc., will
give your manuscript personal
criticism for a fee of $2.

Exhibitors !
Submit your difficulties to the
author of "The Photoplay Theater," and other articles on man
agement, for advice and suggestion, the result of twenty years'
experience in amusement enterprises. Simple questions $1 each.

Epes

Winthrop

Suitable for small

Write for Catalog.
Don't fail to visit out
complete
York Ave.
showroom,New
101-103 4th

THE NEWMAN
MFG. CO.

Rapids. Mich.

717-721 Sycamore St„
Cincinnati, O,
Ettablithed

1882

Your Own Film Camera
42

BUY
THE
JUNIOR
PROFESSIONAL.
GUARANTEED
FILM MAKING
OUTFIT
YOU NEED IT, SOONER OR LATER, ALL
SUPPLY,
MACHINES,
LENSES.
Eberhard Schneider,

Licensed
Posters
A WEEK FOR $2.00

219 Second Ave., N. Y

EXHIBITORS
MOVING PICTURE MACHINES. Wt make a
specialty of equipping theatres complete and are in a
position to offer you a better price on Powers 6 A,
Motiograph, Edison and Standard machines than
your regular exchange.
Get in communication.
Drop us a line.
LYRIC
FILM
& SUPPLY
CO.
27 S. 6th St.. Terre Haute, Indiana.

It pays

lilDITC
If III I C

Hobbs

ADVERTISING

Bldg.

OF AUSTRALIA.

L

M. NQTO, 146 W. 23rd ST. N. Y. CITY
CHELSEA

when

you

3194

buy

SEATING

TAflAV
for c»t- V2 (Mov. Picture Chairs)
I UUHI
and Cat. VS (Upholstered Chairs)
Send Floor Sketch for Free Seating Plan

Widest

range

of stylet and

prices.

Large stocks.

American Seating Company
218

8.

Wabaah

Ave,,

CHICAGO

CO.
Chicago

iREATER J. D.WILLIAMS AMUSEMENT CO,. LTD.

to discriminate

THEATRE

Sargent

York City

posters.
We make Lobby and
Theater
Fixtures
ani.
Brass Rails
of every
description.

STEEL. FURNT.TCRI
New York:
150 6th Ave. Pittsburgh: 818 Biaael
Blk.
Philadelphia: 610 Flanders Bid*.

Box 70, Madison Square Station

New

Tl-re is nothing more
fascinating to the public
than a bright brass frame
to display your photos o:

Theatres and Moving Picture Shows.
We
carry these
chairsdlately.
In stock sod
can ship lmme
Stoond Rand
Chain
Also
seating
W.
tor Ont-of-door
use.
Address
Dent.
Grand

>— *

Make Your Lobby Display
Attractive

ABSOLUTELY
NON-BREAKABLE

It will make your theater all aisles. It Is the
only sanitary chair. It Is the world's grestest
thester chair, perfected to the highest degree.
Write to-day for Circular A.
THE HARDESTY MFG. CO., Oejial Dover, Ohio.
U.S. A.

^^

OHIO.

CINCINNATI,

CHEAP
STEEL FRAME

C
M
A
I
R

34-36 E. 3rd Street

Wisconsin, U.S.A.

EXHIBITOR!!

If your scenarios do not sell
find out why. Perhaps your
manuscript can be rewritten and
•Made saleable, and your mistakes
ma" be corrected in future manu-

>r*&BEiqfq[T

New London,

Think of the motherless, the fatherless, and the
childless homes as the result of theater panics. Protect the lives of your
patrons
by
Installing
our
"ANTI
PANIC"
THEATER
CHAIR.
3fl
Dead at Cannonsburg, 176 at Boyertown,
675 at Iroquls
Theater.
Chicago. Make these horrors Impoe
i slble.
Our chair Is a friend
to
' the Public.
It advertises yonr theater and
makes your business grow.
It is a space-saver, life-saver,
money-saver. Gives 25% more seat
!ng.

SCENARIO
WRITERS !

Mission St.

Get Our Prices
Before You Buy

will famish direct current for your show
Hid give you better quality of light than
you can get from the best Central Statloa
service. With a Poos Engine you can save
BO to 75 per cent, of the money you have to
pay for electric current and hare all the
light yon want when you want It.

log Linden Ave.

728

in ail

Leading Cities
First Ave., So.

It K.

82nd

St.,

OTW

YORK
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G.MELIES
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¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
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1
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

"LITTLE JACK BECOMES

A COWBOY"

Received

Value

Sheriff Johnson stakes Whitridge to cash for a prospecting expedition and is
The sheriff dies leaving a
to receive half the profits if they strike gold.
little son, and Whitridge, having struck riches, decides to ignore the agreement. Years later he refuses Cowboy Jack permission to marry his daughter.
Jack produces the sharing agreement, for he is none other than the Sheriff's
but Jack cheerfully reWhitridge is undone,
son.
linquishes allclaims in lieu of the paternal blessing, and

¥
¥
¥
¥
>

all agree "Value Received."
G. MELIES, 204 EAST 38th ST., NEW

YORK

CITY

Approi. length 1000 feet
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PRODUCT

Power's Cameragraph No. 6A
The Result:

The Perfect Moving Picture Machine

latest model-has advanced the
NO. 6A-our
R'S picture
POWE
machine to the highest known point of
moving
It is simply perfect as well as
mechanical excellence.
perfectly simple, both in the adjustments of its mechanism and the ease of operation.
It will work 365 days in Ihe year, and the last day will
find it there, on the job.
Another thing : A POWER'S NO. 6A can be run at
any speed desired; slow, without creating flicker, or high
speed without causing undue additional wear on the parts.
Our patented loop setter device (costing but $10.00 extra)
removes one of the most annoying obstacles known to moving
picture projection. It resets the lower loop automaticallv
without stopping the machine, thus DOING AWAY WITH
THE
DARK
SCREEN
AND BROKEN
PICTURES.
THIS DEVICE

IS FOUND

ONLY IN POWER'S

CAMERAGRAPH

Let us send you catalogue "G, " giving full details

Nicholas Power Company
11
O a.
XT
90 f~>
Gold
street,
New
r\r\

York

\f

1

0j modon pieture maciines

For fifteen years the leading makers

CAREY

PRESS, N. Y.

Vol. 14. No. 7

November

Price. 10c.

16. 1912
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Scene from "The Invaders" (Kay-Bee).
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"FWa-A-ANEER
THE

FAMOUS

REDWOOD

FORESTS

OF

CALIFORNIA

UNDER

T
ESSAIMAY'S

WONDERFUL

EDUCATIONAL

THIS

SUBJECT

\A/ E E K
Released Tuesday,

"FROM

THE

Nov.

BOOKED

!

12th.

SUBMERGED"

Another subtle, tense, superb dramatic masterpiece portrayed by the Essanay Eastern players. Ruth Stonehouse,
E. H. Calvert and Dolores Cassinelli featured.
A photoplay for long remembrance.
Released Wednesday, Nov.

"THE

HOUSE

OF

13th.

PRIDE"

Francis X. Bushman, Beverly Bayne. John Steppling and E. II. Calvert in a powerful dramatic study. The struggle
of a young city purchasing agent against the corrupt influence of the modern "machine." A distinct feature production!
Released Thursday, Nov. 14th.

"CUTTING

CALIFORNIA

REDWOODS"

Essanay's wonderful educational subject, showing the giant redwood forests of California under the axe. This film,
produced under the personal direction of Mr. G. M. Anderson, is unquestionably one of the greatest scenic masterpieces
ever booked!
Released Friday, Nov. 15th.

"MR.

UP'S TRIP

TRIPPED

UP"

A line farce comedy, involving complications of the furiously funny brand — distinctly a la Essanay. Howard Missimer, Win. Bailey. Lily Branscombe and E. H. Calvert in the thickest of the melee!
Released Saturday, Nov. 16th.

"'ALKALI'

IKE'S CLOSE

SHAVE"

Augustus Carney, the world's funniest comedian, in another of this popular Western series, originated by G. M.
Anderson.
of
hilarity! "Alkali" leaves his happy ranch, visits the great city and what happens to him is plenty. A positive volcano

NEXT

tt

l\l

WEEK!

I

99

With G. M. ANDERSON
M

R.

EXHIBITOR!

Are You Swelling Your Box Office Receipts with Those Great 3-Sheet Posters of All Essanay Saturday "Broncho Billy"
Releases?
the World's
Most Popular
from MorganFeaturing
Lithograph
Co., Cleveland,
O., PricePhotoplay
35c Each.Star, G. M. Anderson ! Order Direct from Your Exchange or
Photos of Essanay Players, Size 8x 10, Price $3.qp Per Dozen, Can Be Secured from the Players' Photo Co., 177 N. State St,
Chicago.
THESE
MATTERS
DEMAND
YOUR
IMMEDIATE
ATTENTION !

ESSANAY

FILM

MANUFACTURING

521 First National Bank Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Factory and Studio, 1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
Branch Offices in London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona

CO.
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1. WHY
2. WHAT

IS A STATE RIGHTS PICTURE?

"THE VENGEANCE OE EGYPT"
THREE

REELS

CONTAINS THE ANSWERS

1. (BECAUSE

SFiPnj

The market is hungry for them.
They are highly profitable.
Film distinct from the ordinary
in conception, power and
production.
Film of length mathematically
and breadth artistically.

Reel Reasons— Film Facts. Heralds, Lobby Display Posters
1, 3 and 6 Sheet
A story to bring back the thrills of childhood when in the flickering firelight you sat
with bated breath and staring eyes, listening to the tales about hollow-voiced, sheet-robed
ghosts ; of goblins with ghoulish laughter who appear when the Storm King beats upon the
pane and the window shutter creaks ominously as it flaps against the ivy-clad stones ; the
broomstick-riding witch who eats little boys ; of the ghastly spirits of the dead which float
through
the graveyard, their weird whisperings echoing unearthly among the clammy-cold
tombstones.

^«i=/^i.i

:unuf£

a

HP HE unseen hand of a spirit avenger that comes from its immortality of two thousand years
A to wreak wrath upon the holders of a ring sacrilegiously taken from a mummy. For
more than a century's length it brings violent death and destruction through agency of plague.
the strangler, poison, bullet and the wreck of aeroplane and automobile. The diabolism contained in a talisman of tragedy. A token of the state marital which mocks at life and love.
The sorrows of those whom "unmerciful disaster, followed fast and followed faster."
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All Our Films are Copyrighted.
Infringements Will
be
Prosecuted
^/v^
ke Vigorously
Vi£orous'y Prosecuted
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SHf GAUMONT COMPANY f5$
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FLUSHING, NEW YORK
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A Great Big Boom
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The past two weeks have been marked with sensational successes for the
Universal and its friends. Our complete and sweeping triumph in the
"ioi-Bison" matter was only a starter. Since then, according to reports
from exchanges, there has been a terrific demand for that Universal program from exhibitors who never paid any attention to it before. Here are
some interesting news items :
1. We have moved our offices in New York from i Union Square
to the entire third floor of the Mecca Building, gaining better
facilities than ever for handling the mass of executive and clerical
work.
2. We are now receiving from 15,000 to 20,000 feet of excellent
negative film from our Western outfits every week. This is a
record! It permits us to pick and choose only the cream of the
best for release !
3. Starting the week of Nov. 20th we are going to release some
powerfully good Powers '"kid" pictures made in the West. See
that you get these by all means.
4. We have just received some master films from the Ambrosio
Company which will prove intensely interesting to the American
public. Only Universal exhibitors can show them !
5. The quality of all films on the Universal program will take a
quicker upward leap during the next thirty days than ever before.
If you have not seen any Universal films lately, make it a point to
do so at once. You'll be amazed ! You will immediately see why
vou ousrht to —

"Demand

Universal

That Universal Program!"

Film

Manufacturing Co.,
New Offices

Mecca

Building, Broadway at 48th Street
New York, H. Y.
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This Is Only One of the UNIVERSALE
From 15,000 to 20,000 Feet of Negative
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NESTOR
"A WHITE LIE."
Monday, November nth.
Remarkable for its intensely gripping story and clever interpretation. AWestern box office magnet that will draw the
crowds.
"DAD'S MISTAKE."
Wednesday, November 13th.
A Western serio-comedy with heaps of laughter and plenty
of action.
"A

COWGIRL
CINDERELLA."
Friday, November 15th.
The fairy tale of old in new settings and new atmosphere.
A brilliant Western release most effectively produced.

101

BISON

"BLACKFOOT'S CONSPIRACY."
Tuesday, November 12th.
A series of thrilling adventures showing how an Indian was
cheated out of his birthright and the dramatic, thrilling methods he employed to regain it. Intensely exciting
"THE

TRIBAL

LAW"— Two-Reel Western
Feature.
Saturday, November 16th.
A novelty.
A sensation.
Something entirely new.
An entirely different sort of Indian-Western picture.
Wonderful
scenic effects.
Powerful situations and gripping climax.

"WHEN CUPID RUNS WILD."
Monday, November nth.
Florence thought it was a good joke to separate the country
boy and his sweetheart. Her little scheme acted as a boomerang and she actually had to propose to the country boy to
save herself from an embarrassing situation. Many extremely
funny situations and not a few dramatic touches. A very
pleasing serio-comedy."OFFICER 174."
Thursday, November 14th.
A King Baggot winner. A spirited drama of the adventurous
life of a New York policeman.
A big story capably handled
and well produced.
"OLE, THE
HYPNOTIST" and
"JUST LIKE THE WEST."
Saturday, November 16th.
They may look gloomy, they may feel blue when they come
in, but after you've shown these two comedies they are
going home satisfied with a smile from ear to ear. A real
good split comedy

CHAMPION

"A PROTEGE

OF UNCLE
SAM"— Two-Reel Feature.
Monday, November nth.
The greatest drama ever weaved around the United States
Navy.
New
York's underworld
the
hero Glimpses
played inof it;
interesting
views of theandlifethehe part
led

on Uncle Sam's fighting ships. The gripping scene in the
boiler room is immense.
A positive money-maker.

GEM
"THE

Peeps Into The Future
A

BRAND NEW BRAND ADDED TO THE
PROGRAM and every release is going to be a surefire hit. Watch for release date.

"THE DEBT" — Rex Release, Nov. 21st. A genuine
feature.
(Two Reels.)
"THE HALF-BREED"— Bison Release, Nov. 23rd. A
sizzingly Western thriller.
"VENGEANCE"— Two-Reel Imp. Released Nov.
28th. A sublime offering for Thanksgiving Day.

—————

LIGHTING OF LOVE'S WAY."
Tuesday, November
12th.

The half-witted hunchback
loved the lighthouse tender's
daughter and he thought she loved him too. One of the
many thrilling scenes takes place in the lighthouse when
the girl throws him from the lamphouse window.

AM

"THE

BROSIO

SIREN'S
CALL
TO DUTY."
Wednesday, November 13th.
From the time the big strike scene appears upon the screen
until the little child pulls the factory whistle, and innocently
ends the strike, it bristles with entertaining situations.

THE

Five

Great

MOVING

Western

PICTURE

Outfits,

Film (All Features) Every

ECLAIR
"FOR

"A COWBOY'S LEAP YEAR."
Wednesday, November 13th.
Dutchie's tear of the widow and his subsequent haste to
marry her form the basis of a very funny Western. All the
cow punchers fought shy of her until she inherited the money
and then they all made a scramble; but Dutchie had beat
them to it.

Blinded by his political ambition and his mad desire to acquire new glory and fame he would have deserted his invalid wife had his lawyer not advised him that it was his
wife's wealth that had made his success possible. An
ceptionally fine drama.

ex-

time,
the girlwanted
found tothat
it was
father but
thatwhen
the widow
marry
and her
vice sweetheart's
versa it all
ended happily.
"A CRIMINAL IN SPITE OF HIMSELF"
"OPORTO AND ITS HARBOR."
Sunday, November
17th.

and

REX

Feature.

This is a Florence Lawrence house-packer if there ever was
one. It is so good that they will go home and bring the
neighbors. You'll have to run an* extra show to take care of
the crowds. It's a brilliant royalty drama with plenty of
action, beautiful costuming and staging and very superior
acting.

CRYSTAL
CHORUS GIRL" and "HER OLD
Sunday, November 17th.

LOVE."

500 feet of smile-provoking
laugh-getting
comedy
and a
humorous mother-in-law farce that bubbles over with jollity.

Ml LANO
"THE
BEWITCHED
BANDBOX"
"KELLY ON A TIGHTROPE"
Saturday, November 16th.

"THEIR CHILDREN'S APPROVAL."
Thursday, November 14th.

A woman's vengeance, similarity of names of a gentleman
and a criminal form the groundwork for a pleasing dramatic
offering. On the same reel interesting views of the making
of the world famed Port wine.

VICTOR

"THE

THE HONOR OF THE FIRM."
Tuesday, November 12th.
Though the obstacles he had to overcome were innumerable
the discharged employee surmounted them all and saved the
name of the firm.

At first they objected to their parents marrying a second

"HIS CAREER."
Friday, November 15th.

LADY LEONE"— Two-Reel
Friday, November 15th.

Producing

Blessed Week

POWERS

"THE

\V< >RLD

•
Get ready for
great big laugh
"A

"CAMPING OUT."
Thursday, November 14th.
a good hearty lau.uh.
Forty scenes
in every one of them.
MOTHER'S AWAKENING."
Sunday, November 17th.

with

a

There
isn't a motlur,
father or child who
won't go into
ecstacies over this true-to-life dramatic offering.
The theme
is perfectly sublime, the acting par excellence and thi
tings gorgeous.

Peeps Into The Future
Soon to be Released — "The Rights of the Savage" —
1,000-foot Bison. Contains the kind of Western

and

Ha Ha ! These comedies are so funny that we don't want to
spoil the tun by telling you about them.
Don't fail to book
them.
Thev'll make a hit.

atmosphere that made a trust release ("A Cowboy
Millionaire") famous. Big Western street on a
festive day; broncho busting, bull dogging steers,
and other stirring features of Western life are extremely well visualized. Don't miss a single one
of these "ioi"-Bison releases.
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CO.

PRESENTS

"KAY-BEE" FEATURE FILM
In Two Reels, Released Friday, Nov. 15
"THE

ALTAR

OF

DEATH"

A Dramatic Story of Thrills,
Sensations and Surprises, Intermingled with Stirring
Scenes of Battle and Heroism,
Carnage and Destruction,
with an Amazing Act of SelfSacrifice by an Indian Girl

A Mountain Side Blown Up with Powder
In

Desperation
the Defeated
Soldiers Attempt to Annihilate
Indians with a Mine of Powder, and the Terrific Explosion Destroys Every Man, Red and White

the

yj|* f—'n FOR SCENARIOS. THE
*J]J*^V-J WILL
BE $50.00. PAID
WE
rh 1 1 I MINIMUM PRICE
WANT STIRRING FRONTIER, PIONEER,
MILITARY STORIES
IN TWO REELS.
ADDRESS :

THOS. H. INCE, Director
1712 Allesandro St.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
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WORLD

COMING!COMING!!
FRIDAY,

A MARVELOUS

NOVEMBER

COMING!!!
29

PRODUCTION

In Three Reels, Entitled
G C

THE

INVADERS

9 9

Produced by the same
Company, actors, soldiers,
Indians, horses, etc., and
using the same properties,
paraphernalia and equipment
and directed by the same
man, Thos. H. Ince, as
CG

CUSTER'S

LAST

B
?
k

FIGHT"

But on a Bigger, Grander and More Magnificent Scale
Three Reels of Thrilling Battle and Sensationalism.
Wonderful
•Dramatic Rendition

THE
WORLD'S
GREATEST
FILM, RELEASED UNDER
THE TRADE-MARK OF

"KAY -BEE"

626

THE

(6

IDYLL

A romance, which
in the Hawaiian Islands.
in order that the white
Beautiful settings,
i and
ii
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PICTURE

WORLD

HAWAII"

OF

found its inception in the circle of the elite of a metropolitan city in the East, finds its culmination
In the execution of a carefully laid plot, the Princess of Hawaii bravely sacrifices her young life
planter whom she loved to distraction might be saved and marry the. sweetheart of his own race.
good dramatic action and excellent photographic quality.
3 Sheet Posters.
Release Date, Saturday, November 23, 1912.

WIFE"
THIEF'S
HEA Western
Thriller
Release, Mon., Nov. 18, 1912.

U

THE WOULD
A Drama

BE HEIR

of Love and

Intrigue

Release, Thurs., Nov. 21, 1912.

A LETTER
FROM
OHIO.
Tippecanoe City, Ohio.
American Film Mfg. Co.
Gentlemen:
Please send me the Photos of your players as I am a scrapper for your product and I just simply preach "American" to my people and
also to my exchange. Now I don't think there is a better make on the market — all around clean, clear and well acted; they can't be
beaten.
(Signed by) A. R. BOYD,
Palm Theatre.

AMERICAN

FILM
ASHLAND

MANUFACTURING
BLOCK,

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS

COMPANY
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FACTS
Not Released Heretofore

1

Listed below is a program of four regular releases — two comedies and two dramas
— the output for two weeks. The comedies are lively and snappy and the dramas are
impressive and forceful. The quality is of uniform excellence. These productions as
well as the productions of preceding weeks bear the stamp of the new studio and its
wonderful facilities.

A Comedy
RELEASED

of

WEDNESDAY,

Errors

NOVEMBER

20

A jealous husband is a comical spectacle particularly when hi-, wife is
above suspicion and when she has a sense of humor. His wife is in a compromising situation
and shefrantic.
complicates
a fabric
fibs'
until her husband
is almost
Billy matter.-,
Quirk andherself
DarwinwithKarr
are theofchief
fun-makers.

The

Power
RELEASED

of Money

FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

22,

This story is of love, jealousy and finance. Scenes showing the operations of
curb-brokers are enough to make this a feature. A broker is ruined by a rival and
"bread cast upon the waters" returns in a full grown loaf.

The
Paralytic
RELEASED WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

27

A wonderful exhibition in pantomime. Shows the mental agony of a paralyzed
man in the presence of men he knows to have wronged his loved ones but he is powerless to accuse the guilty.

The Jenkins-Perkins
War
RELEASED FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 29
The political differences between old Hiram Jenkins and Si Perkin~. one a Bull
Mooser, and the other a Wilsonite, starts a feud between the families and separates
Billy from Sallie — but "love" finds a unique way and the Jenkins and Perkins war is
declared off.

$©WCompar>>
FORT

LEE, NEW

JERSEY

TIIK
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CINES0EUCL?PSE
RELEASES FOR NEXT WEEK

k

Released Friday,
November

15th, 1912

The Adventures of
a Handsome
Young Man
Comedy.

Eclipse, Wednesday, Nov. 20, 1912.

The MASQUERADERS

FILMS

m

Length 691 feet

Boxing Under Difficulties

mIMm,

Comedy.

Length 288 feet

The startling adventures
of
two gentlemen who are simply
itching for a scrap.

JER.P&PRIEUR
10 EAST
Telephone,

15th STREET

3427 Stuyvesant

NEW

NO COPYRIGHT

YORK

NO STATE

CITY

RIGHT

(Masked as a Convict)
A witty comedy-drama which keeps the spectator
guessing until the very end.
Cines, Tuesday, Nov.

19, 1912.

CAUGHT WITH THE GOODS
(Comedy)

THE MAGIC ELIXIR
(Comedy)
Cines, Saturday, Nov. 23, 1912.

TWO AFFLICTED HEARTS
(Comedy-Drama)
ITALY
MANFREDONIA (SOUTHERN^
(Travelogue)

Advance Synopsis Free.

GEORGE

First

Series of

BALKAN
WAR
Absolutely genuine

Write to

KLEIN E

166 North State St.

NO RESTRICTIONS

CHICAGO

Licensed by Motion Picture Patents Co.

10c per foot

Other series will follow as fast as
they are taken.
Wire orders.

INTERNATIONAL FILM TRADERS
5 West 14th Street
New YorK
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INVINCIBLE
" FIVE- A- WEEK

KINGS °LM
FOREST

Nov. 18th

A

MAN

AMONG

Nov. 19th

The Saint and the Siwash
A thrilling and soulful story
of life in the great NorthShowing that
timeswest.
even white
womensomecan
take lessons from their
Indian sisters. Full of action
and
feet. atmosphere. About 1,000

This is the opinion of all critics and writers who have witnesse 1
an exhibition of Selig's latest and greatest wild animal masterpiece,
''Kings of the Forest." This is the film that has startled all picturedom. Absolutely the most all-enthralling, vivid and fascinating drama
of its kind that has ever been enacted before the camera. See the
wild animals stalking a baby girl in the heart of the jungles. See
the ferocious beasts wreak havoc in the covered wagon and carry
away a live calf. Two reels of similar sensational incidents. Clever
action and wonderful story.
Two reels of total of 1800 feet.

Nov. 20th

ATALA
Adapted

from the French
of Chateaubriand

Clastic

This is singularly unique in
the manner of its adaptation.
The great French masterpiecewith
has been
hereattention
visualized
especial
to the illustrations of Gustav
Dore.
About 1,000 feet.
Nov. 21st

The Fire-Fighter's

DON'T FAIL TO BOOK THIS
SENSATION OF
THE FILM WORLD

Love

This story of troubled love
and daring devotion is exceptional in the usual run of
fire dramas. Many are the
thrilling scenes of rescue and
sacrifice that occur in this
remarkable sensation. See
the burning building. About
feature.
1,000 feet. The
Nov. 22nd

MIKE'S

week's

BRAINSTORM

One of those excellent Selig
comedies in which wild
animals are used to create
hilarious mirth and round
after round of applause. Be
sure and book this film.
"Big" Otto, Thomas Santschi, and "Toddles" the elephant, play the principal
parts.
About 1,000 feet.

Special Release
for November 1 1th
KINGS OF THE FOREST"

MEN

>ry of a wealthy
automobile manufacturer who
suddenlyanthropic. A story
turnedsuchphilas
i^ witnessed in everyday life.
Mhs Adrienne Kroell and
Mr. Carl WinterhorT play the
principal
roles. About 1,000
feet.

The Most Exciling
Motion Picture Ever Produced

ii

"

PUBLICITY MATTER

Send in your name to-day for special free "Kings of the Forest" envelope.
Most elaborate assortment of
publicity aids and lithographs ever offered now ready. Wire, write, phone or call on your exchange or us.

SELIG POLYSCOPE
Chicago, 111., U. S. A.

CO.

20 EAST
BRANCH

RANDOLPH

OFFICES
WORLD

ST.

IN ALL IMPORTANT
CENTERS

THE
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Released Thursday Nov. 14, 1912. Length 1040 ft.

Released- Tuesday, Nov. 12, 1912. Length 1029 ft.

The Country School Teacher

AT THE RAINBOW'S END
A^LVu

"*"
Mr*

1

Hfe*

ar / 1

1

(mB

i^^^li

<^

^^r -^E

^m

&?'-

j(k

John Lee, son of a country grocer, is married to a
nagging slattern. Elane is also married, and to a man
she loathes. In early years they had spent a day of
Arcadian love which can never be forgotten. Again
they meet. Elane being a widow and John unhappy,
they resolve to unite and flee to a distant land. They
are, however, awakened to the obligations of circumstances and realize that they are chasing a Rainbow.

Molly Maton, a beautiful, but wild, self-willed girl, has conquered all restraint until she meets Xeil Freeman, the new
teacher of the school. He is a man of large frame and strength
and can subdue the boys by physical force. With Molly he
uses gentle firmness, but the girl laughs at him. One day in
anger her brother strikes the teacher. Then fright and pity
develops her womanhood and she falls in love with her master.

Released Friday, Nov. 15, 1912
Length 365 feet

Length 687 feet

SUITORS AND SUIT CASES
Sam and May love each other, but Dad wants May to
marry Jones and he arranges an outing, at which he hopes
to bring Jones and his angel child together. Reggie, a mutual friend in the party, however, in the bustle at the depot
exchanges
cases awith
May.
then eventually
dresses up brings
in May's
clothes andsuit
creates
lot of
fun, Hewhich
the
true lovers together.

Released Saturday, Nov. 16, 1912. Length 1054 ft.

CHIEF WHITE EAGLE
White Eagle by the death of his father is appointed Chief
of the tribe. He has been at school in the East and on his arrival at the reservation, a white woman flirts with him and induces him to love her. He proposes marriage and the woman
turns on him so viciously that he strangles her. The Commander
of the Fort orders White Eagle to be shot, which he is; and
the tribe kneel around the dead body of their Chief and pray
to Manitou,
the Great Spirit.

THE SLATE INDUSTRY
An interesting industrial picture showing the
evolution of the school slate. First, the quarrying,
splitting and cutting; later in the factory, where
the slates are polished, trimmed, framed, bound
and laced. The scenes are taken at one of the
largest factories in America.

Released Monday, Nov. 18, 1912. Length 1054 ft.

THE GOOD FOR NOTHING
Dick Evans, a farmer's son, who has discovered that he is
a failure in the big city, goes back home and buys out the local
aper, "The Citizen." He had beeti looked upon as a
"good for nothing" and the postmaster refuses to let him have
his daughter. Dick, as an editor, is a cyclone, his paper sugnew postmaster and the editor runs for Mayor against
his own father. Finally he is admitted to be "good for everything" and the greatest power
in the town.

EXTREMELY BEAUTIFUL ONE and THREE SHEET POSTERS of our PHOTO-PLAYS,
printed in FIVE COLORS, can be obtained from the A. B. C. COMPANY, CLEVELAND,
OHIO.
These handsome bills will offer a GREAT ADVANTAGE to your Theatre.

LUBIN MANUFACTURING
Chicago: 154 West Lake St

COMPANY,

B. Nichols, 86 Wardour St^ London, W., England.

MODEL NEW STUDIOS,
aoth and Indiana AYwmea,
Philadelphia. Pa,
Berlin, 35 Friedricb 8tr.
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EDISON
THE
KINETOSCOPE
UNDERWRITERS' TYPE "B"
The final test of a motion picture machine
lies in its ability to project steady, clear-cut^
pictures while it is subjected to ceaseless
grinding.
To do that it must be built simply
and only the best materials can be used.
The
Edison, the pioneer moving picture machine,
is built to last. Countless experiments have
shown just what materials are best suited for
each part and each part is thoroughly tested
before it is placed in the machine.
Hardened
steel is used in the Edison where there is the
greatest strain.
Everywhere
there is the
greatest possible care taken to prevent wear.
Buy an Edison and let that "One Moment
Please" sign gather dust on
your shelf.
The exceptionally high grade
lens used on the Edison gives
the clear, sharp picture that
your audience has a right to
demand.
The well-balanced
FILMS
EDISON
mechanism gives freedom from CURRENT
Nov.
12 — 'Salt Lake City, Utah, and Its Surroundings."
500 feet. Scenic.
flickers.
12 — "Linked Together," by Abigail Marshall.
500 feet.
Comedy.
Get an Edison, save repair
bills and hold your patrons.

Price, with Rheostat, 110 volt,
24-40 amperes,
- - - $225.00
Price, with 110 volt, 60 Cycle
Transformer,
...
$245.00
Write today for full particulars and a copy of the Edison
Kinetogram.

"
"
"
"
"

18 — "Tim," by James Oppenheim.
960 feet.
Dramatic.
19 — "A Noble Profession." produced in co-operation with the Metropolitan
and
City
Hospitals
of
Blackwell's
Island.
New
York
1.000 feet.
Educational.

"

20 — "High
Explosives
scriptive.

"

20 — "Salley Ann's Strategy."
by Louise Alvord.
675 feet.
Comedy
22 — "A Letter
To the Princess,"
being
the fifth story of "What
Happened to Mary," produced in collaboration with "The Ladies
World."
1,000 feet.
Dramatic.
23 — "A Chase Across the Continent."
1.000 feet.
Dramatic.
25— "The
Third
Thanksgiving,"
by James
Oppenheim.
1,000 feet
Dramatic.

"
"

"

239 Lakeside Ave. , Orange, N. J.

13 — "A
Thrilling
Rescue,
by Uncle
Mun.''
by Fred
E. Nankivel,
the originator of "Uncle Mun."
1.000 feet.
Comedy.
15 — "The Old Reporter." by E. J. Montague.
1.000 feet.
Dramatic.
16 — "Hope." A Red Cross Seal Story by James Oppenheim. produced
in co-operation with the National Association for the Study and
Prevention of Tuberculosis.
1.020 feet.
Dramatic.

"

as Used

in the

U.

S.

Army."

325

feet.

De

26 — "Some Rare Specimens and a Few Old Friends, New York Zoo
logical Park."
1,000 feet.
Descriptive.
27 — "The Totville Eye." by Bannister Merwin.
1.000 feet.
Comedy
29 — "The Island of Ceylon. India."
1.000 feet.
Scenic.
30 — "On
Donovan's
Division,"
by
W.
Hanson
Durham.
1.000
feet
Dramatic.
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THE PEOPLE HAVE DECIDED
THAT THEY WANT FIRST-CLASS PRODUCTIONS

C. Q. P. C.
FILMS
HAVE

BEEN

ELECTED

the best in the world because

EVERY FILM TELLS A STRONG STORY, IS
CAPITALLY ACTED BY STAR PLAYERS
AND THE PHOTOGRAPHY IS PERFECT.
SATISFY

YOUR

PATRONS

BOOK

C. Q. P. C
FILMS
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Mon-> November jith
REFORMER"
E,
BARNACL
N
"CAPTAI
lie shows a hard-hearted
father, the error of his ways in denouncing his boy.
He brings about a
happy family unity and reform.

"THE PROFESSOR AND THE LADY"!
"AQUATIC ELEPHANTS"

Tw
J Tuet ■> *

rm

Tues., November 12th
o on one —
Watch the professor and you will learn how he won the heart of an obdurate spinster.
The elephants shoot the chutes in the water and dive to beat Annette Kellcrman.

ra

"LORD BROWNING AND CINDERELLA"
This is the story of Cinderella modernized.
This Cinderella wins a lord
old fairy tale has nothing on this.

"BILLY'S PIPE DREAM"

Thursday,

Billy is an "Angel" for a Burlesque Company,
Company.
young man.

He dreams dreams and I wakes up a sadder and wiser

"UNA OF THE SIERRAS"
"THE MODEL

FOR ST. JOHN"

Time worketh a great change.
pictures in this one.

i

Nth

Saturday,

of today is the man

of tomorrow.

November
There

16th

are two

great

n: =

m

NEXT WEEK, SIX A WEEK

T
"THE

UNEXPECTED

"ROMANCE

L"« ' =

The boy

November

Friday, November ISth
She shows
lows the wise ones a thing or

She is brought up among the mining camps of th
the mountains.
two when she gets to the city.

= WA

JS^SStutA
The

instead of a prince.

HONEYMOON."— High-Flyer.
MONDAY,
OF A RICKSHAW."— In India. TUESDAY,

NOVEMBER
NOVEMBER

18th.
19th.

:::

A S

, NOVEMBER
WEDNESDAY
" }Two Comedies.
.
n'dUEL
21st.
NOVEMBER 20th.
THURSDAY,
On Time
O'CLOCK."—
"SIX
"DARKTOW
"HOW BULLINGTON RAN THE HOUSE".— Very Smart.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22nd.
"WILD PAT."— Irish Drama.
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23rd.
ki

BILLY'S BURGLAR

»

In Two Reels, Special Feature

Released Through the General Film
Company, Friday, 'November
22nd

TMCY

WONT

BE

HAPPV

w-^6ii'«v
TILL

THEY

GET

THEM

—

SIX

A WEEK

- v-
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A Battle of Wits
The rivalry between a city bred man and a mountaineer for the love
of a mountain beauty resolves itself into a battle of wits.
Released Monday, Nov. 25th.
One and Three-Sheet Four-Color Litho' Posters.

a Ducking
Getschaperon.
ron
Chape
The
War
Rioilt
1 HC Waf
TTip
TfaiCI pr IVlgll
of aa t0Q
too popular
l
ffai
A story of
popuIar chaperon
.
Two men quarrel over a line fence and a
valuable water right. A pitched battle takes
place, and it looks like war to the death ; but a

On the same reel —

woman steps in and changes the situation materially.

great versatility of Kalem's beautiful comedienne. Duck hunting, fishing, canoeing, automobiling, swimming, high diving, rough
riding and aviating are a few of the accomplishments of this charming young lady portrayed in the film.

This strong dramatic production was made
in the mountains of Southern California.
Released Wednesday, Nov. 27th.

Ruth Roland, the Kalem Girl
This is a decided novelty. Showing the

Released Friday, Nov. 29th.

The Mayor
From Ireland
A poor young man and his
wife leave Old Ireland for
America, where, through toil,
enterprise and thrift he rises
from the bottom of the ladder
to the office of mayor of a metropolis.
Produced in Ireland and
. Imerica.
Released Saturday, Nov. 30th.

All Kalem One-Sheet Four-Color Litho Posters for releases on and after Nov. 18th, Ten Cents each, from your exchange, distributors or A. B. C. Co., Cleveland,
Ohio

POUR A WEEK*

u

N
J. P. Chalmers,

Founder.

Published by
Telephone Call, 1343-1344 Gramercy
CHALMERS
PUBLISHING COMPANY,
125 E. 23rd Street (Beach Building), NEW YORK
J. P. Chalmers, Sr., Pres. ; E. J. Chalmers, Sec. and Treas. ; John Wylie, Vice-Pres. and General Manager.
Dm office »< 11

Entered at the General

Post

panj li tba addreaa of Um olBccn

Office in New

$4.00, Post Paid.
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Facts and Comments
VI

Moving Picture World is much gratified to
THE
think that its stand on the cigarette coupon offer
has met with such hearty response from individual
and organized exhibitors. The Columbus Local Xo. 4
has passed a resolution endorsing our attitude toward the
coupon offer, and goes on record as opposed to all premiums and prizes. The Cleveland Local Xo. 1 praises
Tin-. WORLD editorial on the subject of the coupon offer
and declares its emphatic protest against the idea of using
the motion picture theaters for the distrihution of cigarettes. We received a number of letters from exhibitors
taking a decided stand against the premium proposition
long before our editorial went to press, showing that the
moving picture men are alert and thoroughly alive to
their own interests. There is every reason to believe
that the scheme of the tobacco company to stimulate the
sale of cigarettes with the aid of the motion picture will
not succeed.
Till-'
Picture
World receives
so many
wordsMoving
of praise
and compliment
for the stars,
the
lesser as well as the greater, of the silent stage,
that we could fill column after column with words of
appreciation. While this is of course impossible, we cannot help conveying this message of enjoyment and admiration from patrons to the thespians of the silent stage
in general. Their tasks are often hard and arduous, and
the reward for the exercise of their gifts must sometimes
seem meagre. There must be a deep sort of satisfaction
in knowing that your audience is the world and that the
applause travels with the sun and is ever present. The
very fact that thousands of motion picture patrons think
it worth their while to sit down and write earnest and
often long letters of appreciation to this paper is proof
enough of the valuable work done by the actors and
actresses who show their art before the camera. There
is a bond of friendship between patrons of the electric
theater and certain actors and companies that is just as
strong and never quite as foolish as the "hero-worship"'
that follows the stars of the speaking stage.
* * *
Till-', law of the State of Massachusetts allows the
exhibition of motion pictures on Sunday under
numerous conditions and restrictions. Xo picture
can be shown on Sunday unless it receives the special
approbation of the State authorities. In addition to this
there must be a formal licensing by the local officials.
Similar laws prevail in other parts of Xew England. On
the whole such an arrangement, while far from being
just, is better than an absolute prohibition on Sundays.
It gives the exhibitors a chance to assert their influence
and to sway public sentiment. As the final consent for
a Sunday exhibition depends on the local authorities, it
is not likely that mayors will antagonize a healthy and
general demand for Sunday exhibitions in their cities by
withholding their approval. Wherever the exhihitors
exert themselves in promoting a favorable public opinion
the Sunday exhibition is a moral certainty. We are
pleased
note that
exhibitors
are doing
"with energv
and
goodto sense,
using
the weapons
and this
arguments
provided for them in many relevant articles printed in The
Moving Picture World.

We mention a recent instance of an anti-Sunday crusade in the city of Fitchburg, Mass., because the case is
typical and may afford a lesson to exhibitors in other
parts of the country when they are confronted with a
similar situation. In Fitchburg the mayor, though personally in favor of Sunday exhibitions, has announced
his intention of refusing further Sunday permits because
of a protest of the ministers of the city. It is to be noted
that no chance was given to the friends of the decent
Sunday exhibition to be heard before the mayor, and we
are glad to say that now one of the leading exhibitors
has taken up the fight and seems in a fair way of gaining
at least a rehearing of the subject before the mayor. It
remains now to stir up friends of the motion picture who
are not financially interested in the Sunday exhibit! in.
There i- not a community in the land without its true
and disinterested friends of the picture. Let the exhibitors approach them and make them active in the
cause of a clean and proper Sunday exhibition of moving
pictures. We know that in many towns and cities the
host men and women in all walks of life are the earnest
friends of the motion picture, and need very little urging
to voice their convictions in places where it will do the
most good. We have looked through the reports of the
Fitchburg papers in search of the reasons given by the
ministers to sustain their objections against the Sunday
exhibition. We have been unable to find anything more
definite than the opinion of the ministers, "that the pictures were not for the best interests of the community."
We have a right to ask these clergymen for a "bill of
particulars." Unless they specify their objections it is
impossible to reply to them. We live in too enlightened
an age to regard the arbitrary and dogmatic utterance
of ministers as final and conclusive in any large question
which affects the moral welfare of a very large portion
of the community.
* * *
OXF

of the most pleasing signs in the conditions
of the industry today is the continued and deeper
interest of the general public in the making and
exhibiting of motion pictures. What was formerfv but
a passing curiosity has today developed into an intelligent and permanent interest. The change has been slow
and gradual but sure and universal. There is every reason to believe that this sympathetic interest will be of immense benefit to the industry. There is no form of
amusement today, which has on the whole a higher morale
than the motion picture and a keen and general interest
in motion pictures will build up the most desirable and
enduring kind of popularity. It will also act as a
safeguard against a deterioration in qualitv.
* * *
AFRIEXD and reader sends us a clipping from a
newspaper, in which a steady patron of the electric theater speaks interestingly of what he calls
the "moving picture face." Watching the audience at a
motion picture entertainment is a great studv in psychology. Our friend says that he recently saw "a clown picture." and looking at his neighbor
"how his
face was moving in response to evervobserved
contortion in the
face of the actor." In a tragic play he noticed some
"much-affected young woman swaying hither and von.
obeying every movement of the sorrowing heroine."
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Critic, Producer and Exhibitor
By W. Stephen Bush

IN telling the plain truth about the merits and demerits
of 61m productions the moving picture journals fulfill a mosl important duty and render a threat service
to the entire industry. The exhibitor has a right to look
to the critic for advice and information concerning the
releases of the present and the future. Unlike his European brother, the American exhibitor has, generally
speaking, no opportunity to get advance views of the
winch he is expected to rent. It is quite true that
he receives from the manufacturer of films much literary
matter dealing with the reels which are offered to him
either for purchase or rental. It is natural and reasonable
for the manufacturer to have an exalted opinion of his
own work. Without confidence in himself he probably
would never produce anything worth while. It is easy
to see, however, that the manufacturer cannot be expected to be a fair and impartial judge of his own pictures. No man can sit in judgment on his own case. It
is safe to presume that he is more or less prejudiced in
favor of himself. He is an interested party anxious to
dispose of his output at a profit. To neutralize the exaggerated optimism of the producer it is well for the
prudent exhibitor to keep on hand a large supply of
grains of salt. These valuable grains of salt are the
products of the Laboratory of Llonest Criticism, and are
furnished freely by The Moving Picture World.
It is not claimed that the critic is infallible; on the contrary, it is most emphatically admitted that he is not.
Nothing more can be asked of the critic than that he be
honest and competent. Possessing these two qualifications he cannot help being useful to the manufacturer no
less than to the exhibitor. The reviewer is much closer
to the public than the manufacturer. He is in constant
touch with the best friends of the motion picture and
knows pretty well what the enemies of the picture are
thinking and doing. He hears the comments and opinions of others, and this prevents him from becoming narrow, one-sided or dogmatic. He has special facilities for
gauging the public taste and divining changes in public
sentiment. He has no axe to grind and no special interests to serve. He can take a broad view of things, and
need not squint in any particular direction. In other
words, he writes chiefly for the benefit of the exhibitor.
He tries to see the pictures as the best and most intelligent portion of the public will probably view them. He
must have a high standard. He is not without sympathetic knowledge of the difficulties which beset the manufacturer, and he is always willing to make a judicious
allowance therefor. Whenever he looks at a picture he
realizes that it has taken time and money and labor and
patience to produce it. His chief function, therefore,
is not the destroying but the correcting and improving of
things. It is easy to pour forth the vials of sarcasm on
the inexperienced or ill-advised producer, or to indulge
the vein of satire at his expense. There is, however, no
promise of construction in such work. The honest and
enlightened critic will turn the destructive edge of his
pen only against such men as would wilfully and deliberately degrade and debase the picture and cater to the
baser and lower instincts of human nature.
The producer who aims at clean pictures and strives
after perfection in art and who sets store by the educational value of the picture; the manufacturer who engages inbig productions and loves to handle big subjects.
will claim no exemption from criticism, but will rather

invite and welcome it.

Criticism is really nothin

than
co-operation
in <: that the exhibitor appt
There
is little doubt
ind
profits by the candid and impartial ri
of the cril
If the absolute right of selection is d< nied to him he still
has the power to avoid what is weak or inferior or
jcctionable.
If a new production of superior merit
makes its appearance on the market the exhibitor li
to have the praise of the manufacturer corroborated by
praise from disinterested and thoroughly reliable soun
True criticism is to the exhibitor what the lights on the
sea are to the navigator.
Criticism in the higher sense of the word does not mean
merely the reviewing of certain pictures. To attain its
highest usefulness criticism must point out ethical errors
and shortcomings and warn against mistakes that at
not only a particular film but apply to certain kinds and
classes of pictures. To make my meaning clearer, I will
mention two instances in point: The making of sectarian
pictures was a grave injury to exhibitors. At one timethere seemed to be a veritable deluge of these picti:
rousing public indignation and resentment and doing
good to nobody. The Moving Picture World, in the
interest of the industry, and especially for the benefit of
the exhibitor, declared war against productions of this
type, and we are glad to say that there has been an end
of them. There is another error into which, in recent
times, even some of the clever and reputable manufacturers have fallen. I am speaking of the attempts of the
producers of one nationality to portray either the social
life or the history of another nationality. Purely and
distinctively English or American subjects should not as
a rule be taken up and filmed by French or Italian producers, and vice versa. There are but few exceptions to
this rule. I imagine that no European manufacturers
could, for instance, do justice to a Life of Washington,
and but very few American producers have the facilities
and equipments for the making of a great historic picture taken from the annals of Europe. I am always re
minded of a famous French translation whenever I dwell
on this subject. When the "weird sisters" stop Macbeth
with most prophetic greeting "'on the blasted heath" they
address him with this solemn greeting: "Hail, Macbeth."
A Frenchman calmly translated it with. "Bon jour, Monsieur Macbeth." which in plain American means about
the same as "How are you, Mac?"
AN

old and observant motion picture man who recently returned with his company from the European continent had gathered some interesting facts
about the methods of censorship which are in vogue
there. The police in France, Germany, Italy, Austria and
Russia are lenient to the point of laxity in all matters
relating to morals. Plainly unclean and vulgar pictures
are freely permitted, ''pictures," as our informant says.
"which no self-respecting American manufacturer would
want to put on the market even if there were no Board
of Censorship." On the other hand, any pictures that in
the judgment of the government seem to weaken the
respect of the public "for duly constituted authority" are
tabooed. Excepting France, the policeman is a sacrosanct person in Continental Europe, and our free and
easy way of joking at the expense of constables and
sheriffs is not well received by autocratic governments.
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Delightful Ones Released by Edison.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison
STRAIGHTFORWARD enjoyment and a deep sense of
relief is to be found in "The Third Thanksgiving" and
"A Christmas Occident" of the immediate Edison program, especially after such a gloomy time as wc have been
having with ghastl} murders and other dark deeds of the
blood-soaked description. Some of the exchange men seem
!.. be iiniler the impression that the entire production of moving pictures should be consecrated to crime, but the daily
papers put most of us in as close contact as we care to be
with assassins, and we prefer to let the majesty of the law
deal with them rather than our little places of entertainment.
I welcome with outstretched hand any idealism in moving
pictures when it is woven into the very fabric of our daily
lives. Any inspiring photoplay that warms the natural tenderness within us, that makes intelligible the necessity of our
living close to the best that is within us and around us — for
growth in this new art is conditioned on its fidelity to our
advancing ideals — must rise to our social relations and
the progressive spirit of our enterprises to take the high
place it deserves.

Scene from "The Third

Thanksgiving"

(Edison).

"The Third Thanksgiving" and "A Christmas Accident,"
are botli plays that will reach out to all classes without exception of age or circumstance, and both drive straight at
the narrow-mindedness of a type still in our midst, the selfish
old man who has accumulated a little pile of his own. We
all know the old fellow who folds his scanty cloak of superiority about him — "I've got mine" — and hands out advice or
philosophic precepts because they are cheap.
In the first-named play he is a New England farmer, who
is about to sit down with his wife to a Thanksgiving dinner
when the only son arrives with his fiancee, a young actress.
The young people receive a cold greeting on account of the
old man's prejudices and take their leave instead of sitting
down to the table, i hey return to the city, marry and live
the simple life — a Harlem flat. They actually thrive on bread,
cheese and kisses, even after a baby comes, but they are
unable to effect a reconciliation with the old couple and the
second Thanksgiving is shown in a pretty double exposure,
the old ones at home, the young ones in a city restaurant.
Before the third celebration of divine goodness, the most
distinctive of New England holidays, the young man is taken
ill, loses his situation and is threatened with extreme poverty.
His loyal little wife seeks employment at a moving picture
company, and her professional experience, together with the
fact that she has a dancing friend at the work, gives her
opportunity. She takes up her burden with courage, supports
hef sick husband and baby, and keeps her small household
in order besides.
The old farmer is taken one night to a picture show and
there sees on the screen an Edison release exhibiting the
young
in abbreviated
costume. It
now high
time forman's
him towife
assert
his moral superiority.
He isaccordingly
takes his wife to town, and they visit the poor home of their
boy. The old man opens up in denunciation of the ungodly
wife, but is not permitted to go very far by the young
husband.
He strikes back with more soul than strength,
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reveals that the little creature has pulled him through the
hardest and most perilous period of his mature life and
leads his parents to the kitchen where she is bearing her
heavy burdens with cheerful courage.
Knowledge of the wrong he has done to the young wife
cuts the old man to the quick, and the sudden revulsion of
feeling he shows is the affecting moment of the play. The
art that reflects temperament, intellect, emotions and character in this simple way is not to die if its evolution proceeds along such natural and simple lines. A reconciliation
is effected after a lot of beautiful and sincere work on the
part of the characters, and the "Third Thanksgiving, a^ may
well be expected, isA theChristmas
happiest one
in the lives of all."
Accident.
The old man in "A Christmas Accident" is another of the
same kind, though he lives in the city. He and his wife live
alone in security so far as money is concerned, but he is annoyed by the enforced contact with a young neighbor who
has a wife and four small children. The crabbed old moneymaker has reached the height he wished to attain, but he has
grown sour in his isolation — he has climbed above the companionship of his fellowbeings, above the natural and sympathetic interest all normal men feel in bright children. They
bother him at the front door and distress him in the back
yard, where they play with his dog.
When some one poisons

Scene from

"A

Christmas Accident"

(Edison).

his pet he accuses the children of doing it to spite him. and
his rage grows to sullen hatred.
He has what the young man lacks, but the young man has
what makes the world go round more than money ever did.
the love of a true woman and the affection of devoted children. The sun shines merrily for those who love, while the
self-enforced isolation and exclusiveness of the old man who
has detached himself from God's own creatures brings him
only a deeper sense of loneliness. When time comes to celebrate the festival of the birth of Christ, the old man orders
a turkey of the butcher, but the young one gives his small
savings entirely over to brightening the lives of his children.
The turkey is carried home by the old man in a snow storm,
and, while blinded by the wind and snow, he walks into the
wrong house, though it might be the right house for turkey
appetites. He finds that the children of his neighbor have
caught their papa and mama with the goods, caught them
dressing the Christmas tree. They have made the best of
the situation by telling a story about Santa Claus, when the
old, wdiite-haired money grub comes in with his turkey. He
is mistaken for Santa Claus and compelled to deliver what
was intended for his own consumption. In recompense, when
his real identity is made clear, one of the little girls gives
him her teddy bear to replace the pet dog he lost.
The old man's mental readjustment is gradual — it is difficult for him to give up anything — but his forlorn wife comes
in and is so warmed by the charming scene that she helps
break down his egotism, and general happiness results.
HECTOR DION LEAVES RELIANCE.
Hector Dion, for some time leading man of the Reliance
company of players, has resigned and is now at liberty to
engage with any reliable company. He has had a long and
successful career as ' a motion picture player dating back
to the early days of the Vitagraph Company for which
concern he was the first leading man.
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(Essanay)

Reviewed by James S. McQuade.
PRODUCER THEODORE
EC WHARTON
and one of
Essanay's Eastern companies have given us a well
staged and well enacted photodrama in "From the
Submerged," which will be released November i-'th. 1 history has .1 Btrong heart appeal, not from the sentimental
angle only, but from the sympathetic as well it brings us
in touch with people in the "bread line," and with pampered
ety folks who have never known the pinch oi want
It shows us that poverty begets sympathy and that wealth
has the tendencj to breed selfishness and apathy, when
those who possess it fail to keep in t> ■mil with their
fortunate fellow .creatures.
1". 11. Calverl appears as the man who was "down in Ins
luck," and who
afterwards
falls heir to an ample
fortune.
He shows hi-- versatility by being equally at home in the
part of the hungry, forlorn wanderer as in the role of the
favored society man.
Misses Ruth Stonehouse and Doli
1 assinelli give strong portraitures of the poor yirl and the
rich girl, respectively.
There are several fine scenes in t li i- photoplay, notably
those showing the "bread line," the fashionable reception
party and the slums of Chinatown. The settings are artistic
and tile photography excellent.
John Wingfield, the only son of a rich father, is disowned
luse of hi-- extravagance and dissolute life. He goes out
West and attempt- to begin life anew, lie finds, howi
that he has no knowledge that will enable him to earn a
livelihood, and is obliged to work as an unskilled laborer,
when chance offers him even that.
Things have gone hard with him, as the opening scene
shows us, for he is seen rising from a bench in a park, where
he has spent the night. Thoroughly discouraged and hopeless, he walks with difficulty to a bridge nearby, and is
climbing the framework to plunge into the river, when a
poorly clad girl seizes him and prevails on him to forego
the suicidal act. She shows him that life is for her also a
hard struggle, and he reads in her face the lines showing

The Breadline Scene in the Essanay

\\ < >KI.1>

tin- mastery
ol sell and determination
;-t all odds.
\ sens< oi shame seizes bun. and hi
farewell as Ik- thanks her for her intervenl
Spent
with
hunger,
Wingfield
smothers
In
makes his way to ilu- bread Inn in the city, win-:
.hi waiting to |,<
He sinks on ,t ben<
weak

to

-land,

and

a

man

m

tin

crowd

iuty
1 in

in-ln

and gives him the cup ol i"tti<
and tin bread whid
Jllsl been
rcicnid While
eating,
Wingfiel
m w 5pap< r and reads
tin follow ii
[ohn
Wingfield 1- requested to return home al onc<
ither
is dying,
All will be forgiven
Tin- following
scene
shows
the home-coming
and the
nciliation at his father's bedside.
ll< had
in time, for his father died a few minutes
afterwards
\nd
now
we see Wingfield installed in a magi
with a ureal
fortune
at hi- disposal
and flatten
the
men and women
oi his set
\n ambitious
- in
Wingfield a most acceptable husband for her d
the latter takes pains t,, make
herself attract
him.
Wingfield is impressed by the beaut) and cleverness of the
rub Ljirl and evidently believes that she will pi
mate.
Hut fate destines otherwise.
One evening a slumming party i- formed from Wingfield's
fashionable set, and In- prospective wife 1- -'in • I 'he party.
The miseries of Chinatown and other plan- are viewed during the trip
A- the party |i;i->c- a bread line" in a squalid
neighborhood,
a'ttention of
the
hungry throng, John
She draws
laughs the
indifferently
at his
the ■
spei tacle , and
thinks it vers funny. John is shocked at her ;
III- in.es among the men and gives to each a -mil of money,
while the others of his part) pass on. The incident. In- feels,
has created an insurmountable barrier between the rich ^irl
and himself, and he rejoices that her true self had been revealed to him in time.
Seated
in his home,
his mind
goes back to the poor girl,
who had saved hnn from himself
Tin- fearful scene cornea
back to bin; vividly.
As he rrnhc- to find her. he ii-ars the
photograph of his fiancee in pn
Next day the search was begun.
Arriving in the Western

Subject, "Frcm

the

Submerged.'
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city he visited the park where he had met the «irl who had
been his savior. For days following, he frequented the walks
and drives, scanning eagerly the many faces, with the hope
of finding her, hut was obliged to return to his hotel each
disap]
ited. One evening, when he was about to give
up the search, fate brought the poor girl hack to him. He
was seated mar the river, into which he was about to plunge
to his death when her hand had withheld him. His attention was drawn to 1 forlorn woman, who walked determinedly
towards the water. He could feel that she meant self destruction and he rushed to prevent her. Then he found
himself face to face with the object of his search.
Before revealing the change in his fortunes, he asked her
to be In- wife. Joyfully they sought a pastor to perform
the ceremony. Not until she arrived at his palatial home
did the poor girl learn that her husband was a millionaire.

"Billy's Burglar."

Two-Reel Vitagraph Comedy of Boyhood.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
THIS is a bright and attractive glimpse of what goes on
in the mind of a boy, together with a pictured account
of his thrilling adventure with a noted burglar. He
is a well-fed and interesting kid — not one of the fretful kind
— and his bland self-confidence in a trying situation is a
delightful piece of characterization. His natural love of
the story, the same that takes him to the moving picture
shows, is one that is bound to be utilized in due time to
lead him into the heart of history and literature in general,
but it impels him in this case to read sensational detective
stories of the Nick Carter type.
The fascinating mystery of these tales so absorbs the time
and attention of Hilly that he reads them while he is brushing his hair or washing his face, always with results negligent
that do not contribute to his personal appearance, and he
tells them over again to the older members of the family
in a way that gets on the nerves of his father and mother,
but the natural tendencies of his mind, together with those
instincts of the chase that are revealed to be in the blood
of every fighting little human male, carry him through an
experience requiring pluck and intelligence to solve and
cause those who ridiculed him to sit up and think it over.
The author of this comedy is Miss Mignon Ziegfeld; the
direction of the production is credited to Mr. Van Dyke
Brooke.
Casey, the convivial policeman, brings notice to Mr. Mack
that several robberies have been committed in his neighborhood by a clever second-story man known as "One-Eyed
Jim," whose specialty is that of disguising himself as a
bicycle cop. When this notice is returned to Casey in the
kitchen, he is so engrossed in cajoling Molly that he drops
the notice on the floor. There it is subsequently found by
I'.illy. The boy is at once fired with an ambition to capture
the noted crook, and confides this to Molly. Her mind becomes so upset by the terrors Billy depicts that she packs
up her things and escapes from the house in a hurry.
When Casey revisits the house to wet his whistle with
some of Mr. Mack's whiskey he finds Mrs. Mack at work
and mistakes her for a good-looking new cook. Mrs. Mack
mistakes him for the burglar who enters houses disguised

Scenes
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a Vitagraph
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as a policeman, and a scene of terror for her and of unrestricted drinking for Casev follows. In order to save
herself from the supposed burglar, Mrs. Mack encourages
him to drink himself into a state of insensibility. Then
from merciful impulse that seems somewhat strained she
ties up his head in a towel.
The real burglar, meanwhile, gets busy. He climbs the
porch with agility and skill so significant that one might
think he had been in that particular line of business before
becoming a villain in moving pictures. He is seen looting
one room after another, while the policeman is getting a
solid package in the kitchen and trying to ki-^ Mrs. Mack.
INr screams draw the attention of the pseudo policeman,
and he goes to the kitchen to protect her from the real one.
One-Eyed Jim takes charge of the drunken intruder and
goes through his clothes for what is supposed to be stolen
property, appropriating the drunken cop's money, watch and
revolver. While this is going on — it is an amusing piece of
comedy — Billy and his dad return home and find the upper
house in disorder. Further search for Mrs. Mack reveals
that the noted burglar has been at his old tricks. When
they enter the kitchen they find the burglar in charge of
the situation and the real policeman befogged with liquor.
It is time for One-Eyed Jim to make his getaway, but bright
little Billy recognizes Casey as a local officer, and a casual
inspection of the disguised burglar reveals to the embryonic
detective that the supposed bicycle cop has only one good
eye.Billy sneaks up stairs to get at the telephone, but is compelled to hide behind a curtain when One-Eyed Jim followclosely. The burglar has come up for his loot, but his
suspicions are aroused by Billy's movements, and he drags
the boy from his place of concealment. He gags and binds
the kid in the same thorough manner that he climbed the
porch and manages to escape out of the window. He is
making for the automobile he uses in such depredations
when he notes two officers on the ground discussing Casey's
singular absence from his accustomed beat. This holds the
thief in his hiding place for a while.
Billy now does the best business in the comedy. He has
not read the detective stories for nothing. He manages to
remove a sabre from its place as a wall ornament and places
it between his legs in such a manner that he cuts the cords
that bind his wrists and the rest is easy. He takes a pistol
from the sideboard drawer and goes in pursuit of Gloomy
Jim of the Injured Optic.
He is just in time to catch the auto while the burglar
is cranking it up. The plucky kid hides under the hood
and crawls over the latter while the machine is in motion
and compels the burglar to turn in his auto tracks and forces
him to stop when they come up6n a policeman who is
actually attending to his duty. The cop jumps in, and the
noted burglar personally conducts himself back to his undoing.
The plight of Mr. and Mrs. Mack when they find that
their supposed captive is an officer of the law is relieved
by the disclosure that their bright boy has caught the real
day.
criminal with the goods, and Billy becomes the hero of the

Two-Part

As a comedy of boyhood the play is clean and wholesome.
We can stand more of the same kind if they give us an
insight into impulses moving the American of tomorrow,
the active, intelligent and interesting boy of to-day.

Comedy,

"Billy's

Burglar."
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"Convicted
by Hypnotism"
Union Features.
B3 G F. Blaisdell.
II 1- always .1 pleasure to see on the screen the worl
Mi^ Lucille Guyon, In the latest feature production
"i tlir Paris Eclair studio this superb one 1- tempted
to say peerless — actress of the photoplay has unusual opportunity to display her marvelous versatility, tn the
portrayal ol the hypnotized subject of the unscrupulous
physician husband her absolute control ol facial muscles
transforms the expressive countenance to a condition of
immobility. Throughout the two reels there is a constant
shifting from the state of hypnotic irresponsibility to that
of normal vivacious womanhood. The transition of the
features from extreme fluidity to the blank stare dem
the plasticity of the subject to the will of her mental master
will ln>ld the deep interest of the beholder.
Mis- Guyon is given the besl of support. The rule of the
husband is taken by M. Krause, who docs well in an
tremely difficult part. Other notable characterizations are
those of the tat her of the heroine and of the physician, Dr.
Harrison, the mutual friend of all. The settings indicate
much forethought and display good taste.
The photography
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A- she closes tin- safe door In 1 father, aroi
take- a pistol and -tart- to n
II, <
d tn
di-cover In- own daughter robbing hin
with her -he shows no sign ol
on. Tin- father ti
hold "t' the \"Utig woman
!•• detain her. but -In-, wit!
strength ol a hypnotized person, throws him to the floor
and fracture- hi- skull.
MrLanning return- t" her hu-band
ami delivers tin- valuabh
papers and notes
-he \,
from

the

-ate

In the morning Mr- Lanning is informed of her fatl
death. Dr. Lanning, under pretense "i attending a docl
conference, -teal- away to Italy.
Mr-. Lanning rei
letter from her hu-band.
Joyouslj
she opens
it
A- -he
reads it her face undergoes a change
I he
-i'iii indicatethe condition
of -elf h ypno-i -. Dr. Hart
1- called in. He -u-pect- that all i- not a- it should be.
He
questions his patient, and lii- tear- are confirmed.
He suciilly bring-, Mr-. Lanning
back to a norm
Dr. Harrison
1- convinced
that the unworthy
hu-band
intends to leave hi- wife permanently. He bring- matterto a climax by inviting Dr. and Mr-. Lanning to a party to
be held on hi-, lawn. Before the assembled guests, and with
a detective in the background. Dr. Harrison put- Mr- Lanning into a trance and questions her a- to her actions on
the fatal night. She freely tell- him what took place, Dr.
Harrison denounces the real murderer and bring- the wife
out of her trance. Seeing her hu-band in trouble -he rushes
t<, hi- side. Then she is told the story she has told the
party, Dr. Lanning is overcome. His wife collapses. She
is inconsolable. The detective takes the husband away. It
is a strong story — strongly told.
"A PROTEGE OF UNCLE
SAM"
(Champion).
The
Champion
two-reel
picture. "A
Protege
of Uncle
Sam." is a far more valuable offering than may be at once
apparent. Reflection will prove it and it will do a heap of
good. The best thing that it shows is the navy's value to
the United States simply and solely as a training school
for men. It tells an optimistic, wholesome story of the
regeneration of a rather wild youth, using the discipline
and training that Tack Tar gets, as the mean-. It is convincing, for it is true. The scenes were taken on board
one of the big ships and show-, somewhat idealized, yet
fairly, what a sailor's life is. As showing this, it gives what
is not only interesting but valuable information, especially
since it suggests a good use for it. The picture will not
only help the navy but it will help many boys who want to
make something of themselves and can't, and may help
many parents who don't know what to do with some unruly
son who has much good in him but need- training. For
its own good the national government should help this
picture along.
It tells a good and interesting story besides.
The picture was probably suggested by the visit of the
big fleet to Xew York recently. It gives the history of a
lad from childhood to the time when he has distinctly made
good. He was adopted from an orphanage by rich
people and grows up as their son. The parental
discipline of his foster father wasn't quite enough to
keen the Ld straight. This j- natural. A father has

Scene from "Convicted by Hypnotism"

(Union Features).

is in keeping with the other chief factors of the production.
One of the outdoor scenes that will attract attention is that
of the garden party which Dr. Harrison has arranged in
order that the criminal husband may be undone before many
witnesses. As the guests arrive they see in the foreground
what appear to be a number of Japanese sunshades. Suddenly the parasols rise from the ground, revealing a maiden
under each. The girls form a circle into the center of
which step- an Oriental dancer, who entertains the party.
Dr. Harrison introduces Dr. Lanning to Blanche Raymond.
The acquaintance ripens into love. Dr. Lanning goes to Mr.
Raymond and asks for the hand of his daughter. In a
charming scene Mr. Raymond sends for Blanche and the
parental sanction is given. Shortly after the wedding. Mr-.
Lanning. while entertaining at a fawn party several of her
women friends, suffers a nervous attack. Her husband, in
treating her, discovers that he has hypnotic influence over
his wife. He makes use of this power very shortly in order
to steal away to his club. In subsequent visits lie gambles
heavily and is ruined financially. Impelled at first to end
all by means of a pistol, he change- his mind and decides
to make use of his strange control over his wife. After
hypnotizing her he orders her to proceed to the home of
her father, get the key of the sate from under the paternal
pillow, and bring to him at home all of the contents of the
receptacle.
Mrs.
Lanning
implicitly
follows
instructions.

usually a key to his child's character in his own
nature, but an adopted child is apt to be an unknown
quantity until it is too late to guide him easily. We
it so in this boy's case. His foster father is unable to rein
him in and he runs a pretty fast pace. There is a girl in
the story, the daughter of the banker who is a warm friend
of the foster father and who tries to train the lad to be a
business man. but fails. The girl knows that there is much
good in him and she remains his true friend, even after he
has been discharged for drunkeness by his employer and
cast adrift by his foster father in the hope that he will wake
up and make a man of himself. There isn't much hope of
it: he goes from bad to worse and his course downward is
ly. It takes us through some very interesting slum
scenes. He is now down and out and finds the upper part
of the city "healthier" than the Chatham Square purlieus.
We had seen a very lively tight in the latter place. The
young man is shown leaning "ii a railing at Riverside Drive
watching the armada of fighting ships. The girl, passing
in an automobile, recognizes him. gets out and advises him
to join the navy.
This he does.
The second reel occupies itself mostly with his experience
in the navy. It shows us ships and life on shipboard. Of
course, this has been done before, but we have never seen
it done in just this way and we do not think that any other
picture
an American
human
and the ofeducational
valueJack
thatTar's
this life
has. has
Yethad
the the
story
has
not been spoiled for the sake of information; perhaps the
shoe is on the other foot, but it is true enough and satisfying.
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The Picture in the Pulpit.
By

the

Rev,

E. Boudinot

Stockton, S. T.

i;.

TNI
Rev, Herbert A. Jump, who has not only clone but also
suffered in the cause of educational and religious moving
pictures, delivered in the University of California, October
24. last, a most interesting lecture on the subject of the "Motion
Picture as a Five Cent University." Mr. Jump is now the pastoi of the First Congregational Church at Oakland, California.
In the report before us, he claims that the picture theater is the
"most democratic thing which we have in American life today
except the polls, and that no student of social conditions can
i to be in ignorance either of its extent or its power for
molding
follow
someand interesting
and
similescharacter."
as to the sizeThen
of the
business
a discussionstatistics
of the
reasons why people like the pictures and why they are a great
boon to the poor man, giving him a chance to have clean fun,
just as the printing press gives him a chance to learn. We would
like to quote the whole report but must content ourselves with
a couple of extracts that have particular bearing on the religious
and moral aspects of the pictures. The first of these is as follows:
"From of
pictures,
we unconsciously
notion
of of
lifeview.
and
knowledge
the world
which affects derive
our whole
point
Every time you see a film it makes a differ* nee, A story is written on your brain, and the brain translates that story in some respect upon the soul. The serin- of cruelty, vice or brutality makes
it easier to believe that the world is cruel, vicious or brutal; whereas, on the other hand, seines of. tenderness 01 heroism or love have
a positive effect in the same proportions."

This is not only good psychology but good theology too and it
is an important point for all religious workers vtdio use or advocate using the pictures to bear in mind. As Edison says, "seeing
is believing, not because we were doubtful before but because seeing enables us to understand better." Every religious service is
essentially a drama whether it be the simple morning and night
prayer at the bedside or in time of trial or temptation or the most
elaborate ritual service that can be performed ; and consequently
when we embody the picture in a religious act or service and
make it a part of a drama in which the spectator himself is an
interested actor we not only teach him more effectively the particular moral lesson conveyed by that film but we also give him
a moral tonic that raises the whole tone of his spiritual being, a
fact that is one of the strongest arguments we know of for the
educational and religious picture. We would like to add, however, to Mr. Jump's
whilethein world
themselves
of wickedness
make proposition,
it easier to that
believe
is evildeeds
and
deeds of the good, the true or the beautiful have an equally
positive effect in the opposite direction, it is also true that evil
deeds presented in their real relation to good have the effect of
repelling us from the bad, and urge us forward and upward. As
he says further on in his lecture,
"The evil effects of the motion picture has been grossly exaggerated. When any act of violence has been done by some
youngster the first explanation by the police has been to the effect
that the motion picture is to blame. As a matter of fact, we are
no more justified in eliminating the motion picture because of these
occasional unfortunate occurrences than we would be justified in
giving up our public library because the story of adventure contained therein has occasionally moved nervous youngsters to unfortunate imitation thereof. The moral standards of the motionpicture films is quite as high as the moral standards of fiction and
poetry which are put out by our public library."

We are inclined to go a little further than the lecturer and say
that the moral standards of the picture are in not a few respects much cleaner and higher than a great deal of the poetry
and fiction we get today, especially in some of the so-called first
class magazines and novels. With pictures, with literature, with
in fact all the things technically called "the pomps and vanities
of this wicked world" the truth of the matter is that they are
morally good if they are used in the right way and at the right
time and that if they are used in the wrong way and at the wrong
time they are morally bad. Christ Himself bids us "make to ourselves friends of the mammon of unrighteousness," that is, use,
not abuse these things for human betterment; but Scripture is
equally emphatic in telling us not to set our hearts upon them
but to "set our affection on things above."
More Converts.
A letter from Mr. George H. Hackathorn of Pendleton, Oregon, tells us that the First Methodist Church of that place has
begun experimenting with the picture by showing "a one reel
picture of the Life of Christ with an appropriate entertainment
in conjunction." As a result, he continues : "The Pastor was highly pleased as well as all those who witnessed the production."
So much so, indeed, that other exhibitions have been planned and
the officers of the church have determined to make the second
occasion a greater success than the first. Mr. Hackathorn also
says that the schools have become interested in the educational
use of pictures through the judicious exploitation of the Milano
"Odyssey"' by the theater men and that the Orpheum theater in
Pendleton is going to exhibit, at the request of the high school,
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"Conspiracy of Cataline." This is very good news indeed
and we are especially delighted to learn of the cordial relations
between the schools and the exhibitors. Both are certain to
reap much benefit from the alliance and we hope soon to hear
that equally cordial co-operation exists between the churches
and the exhibitors. As the following will show, this :u-operation is already working in Vincennes, Indiana.
Comment and Criticism.
The news comes to us in a recent letter from the Rev. Edgar
Fay Daugherty, of Vincennes, Indiana, which is very interesting
also as showing the results that can be accomplished in the religious field in a short time by intelligent and earnest effort. Last
Sunday was known in most of the Protestant churches as
"Tuberculosis Sunday" and Mr. Daugherty wrote us about a
week before that he intended to us slides in connection with his
sermon. We suggested his using either Edison's "Curable
Disease" orsays
Selig's
"On the Trail of the Germ" as well. Mr.
Daugherty
:
"I am indebted to you in decided measure for thi
"J
concerning 'On the Trail of the Germ.' I have just received and
tested out the film this Saturday night in a local theater after
the show of the night had closed.
It is superb for m
and
tomorrow night, with fifty slides of the American Institute of
Social Service on the 'Battle for Health' I have no "doubt my
church will present the best study on tuberculosis and fulfil the
intent of the Sunday better than anywhere else on the American
continent. Sly slides would have been sufficient but you put me in
touch with the film and made me doubly efficient. I note, too, today a synopsis of 'A Curable Disease' advertised in Indianapolis
for presentation next week and it is all right is every respect. '

A postscript to the letter adds "Monday morn : A most thoroly satisfactory service last night." The above contains several things that it is well worth the while for the worker with the
religious film to know. In particular we wish to call attention
to the testing of the film in a local theater. The.testing is a matter of course with every careful man but the idea of enlisting the
help and sympathies of the exhibitor is excellent. We also wish
to thank and congratulate the exhibitor. It is much more than
courtesy
for a uptired
man minutes
at the end
of aanbusy
work
to give
twenty
to half
hourSaturday
of well night's
earned
rest simply to help out another man, it is essentially one of the
highest forms of Christian charity and a much bigger thing than
most people are apt to realize nowadays. In another part of his
letter Mr. Daugherty says :
"I received from a personal friend, formerly in the picture business here, a page from The World with your article wherein you
quote and criticize me. Your article is admirable in all respects,
your criticisms constructive. I want to accord vou my heartiest
appreciation for the sanity of your treatment of the matters involved. You are on the path to do far reaching service in promot;
ing up-to-date methods in church life and work for a better world."

The article he refers to is our "Picture in the Pulpit" in the
issue of October 26, where we commented on his attitude
towards what he called "Roman Catholic bias in garj> and action"'
in many of the religious and moral photoplays. We had a personal correspondence with Mr. Daugherty on the subject and in
one of his letters he says regarding the argument I
point
of view :
"I am weighing it and -will doubtless follow the suggestion in
full, for a kindly divergence in dogma and opinion wiD certainly
be more in accord with the best spirit of the times than a militant
aggressiveness against tenets and dogmas with which I disagree."

Our article was not intended to be a personal criticism but
rather a help to others who might meet with the objection in
question that Mr. Daugherty raised and we have quoted him as
above not only to show that he did not take the criticism as personal, but also because others may be glad to learn that we are
not alone in our opinion and because Mr. Daugherty himself
has set us a good example that ought to be noted of the man
who learned and had the courage to say so. Such a man is bound
to find the truth and succeed.
Will You Not Help?
Some

time ago one of our correspondents told us of an exchange man in the middle west who had been of considerable service and help to him in inaugurating the religious use of moving
pictures in his parish work. Believing that a great deal of profit
would come from learning what the exchange man- side of the
question was, we wrote to this man and asked him what his experience in helping clergymen and educators in their oarticular
kinds of work had been. He acknowledged the letter
ly and said he would be glad to tell us at his earliest opportunity
to write, and we have just received his reply. We regret very
much that it contains nothing of value to any one. I: is mainly
a laudation of the men who show their common sense by using
the pictures and a criticism of all those who disapprove of them.
The conditions he attacks have entirely disappeared and the two
news items he refers to are stories of the long ago We are
only too glad .to chronicle that ignorant and fanatical antagonism" to theback
pictures
is very
rapidlywhere
disappearing
(except
in some
country
districts
the people
stillperhaps
think
Grant and Lee are yet sitting under the apple tree at Appomat-
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tox) and we are calling attention to this correspondence simply
because we wish to ask ever) exchange man who is willing to aid
in promoting the educational use oi the picture in a practical
way, to lei us know whal his actual experience ha3 been along
these hues. We are no longer confronted by a theory; that day
we arc thankful to say has passed by. We are now face to face
with a condition. There are actual workers in the field and
their number is constantly increasing, and these people are trying their best to make the most ol what is accessible and obtainable and to invent ways and means and methods by which the
educational and religious use of moving pictures may be made
of greater value to every one. We wish to hear from all practical workers about the things that have helped them and the difficulties they have nut with, because these arc the persons we
are trying to help.
Signs of the Times.
Whatever may have been the situation a year ago, there are
many signs today that cry aloud, "The times have changed."
First there is the rapidly growing list of the religious and secular educationalists who are experimenting with and making use
of the pictures. Secondly there is the work of the educational
department of the General Film Company which is becoming better and more important every day. Again there is the changed
attitude of the exchanges and exhibitors who are daily going
more and more out of their way to aid and encourage the educationalists; and most significant of all is the fact that last month
scarcely a week apart two of the most influential religious conventions of their kind seriously considered the adoption of the
moving picture as a recognized instrument of their work. Facts
such as these cannot be ignored and the manufacturers have
already begun to realize their significance and possibilities.
There has been a steady if small increase in the number of photoplays' with a strong underlying moral which are suitable for
sermonizing and religious teaching. There would be more, we
believe, if the photoplaywrights who can plot would turn their
attention in this direction. The number of Scriptural and religious subjects released lately or soon to be released is greater
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1 have lu ard on s< vet
"break" in a film when some blow
coach
robbed, or to i
'burgled."
"It isto sobe provoking
havi
why don't they show every detail."
R IDS the trend
menl along t li i- line.
Why, here
ind< are ed
And
ing tO make an ai I
same acts, in order to yet the film "across."
If t
knew how much work and worry is caused by not being able to
"show it all" — there would I
Some pat i oils call eternally for comedy, others desire the
istic westerns and Other clamor for -tron:' domestic Scenes, while
the manager out in front tries to please one and all w
gram suitable for all tastes.
The differenl angles on which some makers wor!
vantage of all concerned was recently illustrated in a large
house in the middle west. A train wreck caused a delaj in the
delivery of tilnis, with the consequent result there was a lot of
scrimmaging to secure the supply of the local exch
i not
disarrange bookings.
One theater, as mentioned, secured three films, and the manmaker.ager cussed just a bit, as he saw they all were made by one film
"Now for it. a bunch of three from the same house, it will be a
poor
programme.
I am afraid."
When
that programme
was run it was found to COnl
ring western that was a treat, it contained a splendid '
terest story" and a comedy split with a travel feature.
One of the most varied programmes the house ever ;>: »iuced
and many a patron declared it was the best run of films •}-, n they
had seen in many a day. This forcibly illustrates how the makers of films are bending every effort, striving eve_■_.• to
supply service at an angle suited to every city, and to every patron of each theater therein.

than ever, and setting aside such special productions as Kalem's
•'From the Manger to the Cross" and the forthcoming Thanhouser's "Star of Bethlehem." at least one company is already
making a determined and definite effort to provide an elaborate
series of religious films that will meet the demand of serious
work. Every man who has read his World carefully and intelligently and watched and attended to his business properly ought
to have seen and already know all this; but for the benefit of
those who may not have read thus between the lines we wish to
repeat as emphatically as we can, the night of ignorance and
prejudice is tar spent, the day of enlightened progress and cooperation isat hand. The times have really changed and some
men with them.
Will you not join their ranks ?

At Different Angles
Some

Pertinent

Observations,
on Both
Photoplays.

Sides,

Relative

to

By Hugh King Harris.
one who enjoys the study of human characteristics,
there is always a rich fund of philosophy and pleasure in
listening to the remarks of photoplay audiences.
Seated before the screen the other evening, viewing the splendid views shown in "Cashmere." a lady was heard to remark,
"How perfectly splendid. I do wish they would show at least
one such film every night."
Later on I had a little chat with the manager of that same
theater, he was complaining because he had to show "As You
Like It," at an early date.
"Fact of the matter is." he remarked, "folks in this town don't
care for the big educationals and classics. They want short
snappy stuff, a live Essanay or Edison Comedy, a spirited Kalem
railroad or adventure film, but let me advertise a religious piece
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or Shakespeare and it means an off day in the box office."
I do not care to dispute this manager, for he is old in the business, and is a better judge of actualities than any outsider could
be, as far as his own box office is concerned, but I have always
noticed a running fire of favorable comment in that theater when
the "classics" did appear, and I contend that there is a sufficient
majority of persons, and by the way. just the class of persons we
all like to see coming to the motion-picture houses — who will
fully repay any effort of maker or manager to suDply the better
class of films from an educational, scenic and classical standpoint.
The programs of Howe are indicative of popular taste, surely.
He covers the country and is making money, he has an eye on
the box office, and his program contains as LEADERS the travel
and scenic, the higher class films. If a feature program taken
about the U. S. makes good on this character of film, it is self
evident there is ample demand for the same to warrant going
after it.

GEORGE

GREENBAUM.

The above illustration is a likeness of Mr. George Greenbaum, the American representative of the Vitascope Company, of Berlin, which has opened offices at 145 Wi 51 45th
Street, Xew York City, with Mr. Greenbaum in charge. It
is the intention of the Vitascope Company to release one
feature subject every week. The lirst subject will be entitled, "The Unwritten Law," a feature drama which will be
followed by "Custom House Station Xo. 12." a -muggling
and aeroplane sensational production. Mr. Greenbaum is
the son of Mr. Julius Greenbaum. president of the Yi:a?cope
Company.
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GREAT NEW ENGLAND CONVENTION.
motion picture exhibitors of .sow England are

planning a great convention in Boston to which every
exhibitor, big or small, licensed or independent, imost cordially invited, and urged for his own betterment
to attend. The purpose of this convention is to form a
strong, permanent, active organization for mutual co-operation and lor the general elevation and improvement of the
business as a whole. The success of this convention, and
the stability of the organization to follow, necessitates the
attendance of every exhibitor of New England who can
possibly arrange to be present.
The convention will be held Tuesday, November iath, at
Commercial Hall, third floor, 694 Washington St., Boston,
at 2 p.m. sharp. The feature speaker will be Mr. M. A.
Neff, national president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League. Mr. Neff desires to affiliate the exhibitors of the
New England states with the League, and promises to give
those present some red-hot information in regard to the
plans, purposes and achievements of the League.
There will be an informal dinner in the evening which
everybody is likewise urged to attend. Mr. Neff will speak
and it is believed that Mayor Fitzgerald can be induced to
attend. The details have not yet been arranged; however,
it is understood that the tickets will not be more than a
dollar. To facilitate arrangements, will everybody who
wishes a ticket for the dinner, please notify Mr. A. F.
Washburn, 700 Washington St., Boston, as it is imperative
that the number of people attending should lie known in
advance.
Advices from President Neff are to the effect that he will
surely be in New York for the Exhibitors' Ball on November 14. After that event he will proceed to Boston to
assist in the organization
of the New
England
exhibitors.
Iowa State Convention Called.
The officers of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of
the State of Iowa have called a meeting to be held in Des
Moines on the 3rd and 4th of December, 1012. The call has
the endorsement of the National President of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League. The motion picture exhibitors
of Iowa are not only invited to attend the Des Moines convention but are urged to be present. The convention is
held for the purpose of completing a thorough organization,
and every exhibitor in the state is invited. A program will
be published later.
Nebraska Will Have
Convention.
A state convention of the Motion Picture Exhibitors of
the State of Nebraska is called to meet in Omaha on the
5th and 6th of December. Every exhibitor in the state is
not only invited but urged to attend the convention. The
convention is called for the purpose of organizing a State
League which will be affiliated with the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League of America.
West Virginia Exhibitors to Meet.
\ meeting of the Motion Picture Exhibitors of the State
of West Virginia will be held on the 17th and 18th of
December at Huntington, West Virginia. There will be big
doings and much important business transacted. Many
prominent exhibitors throughout the country will attend this
gathering. The meeting is called by M. M. Wear, State
President, and L. R. Thomas, State Secretary. There will
probably be a new treasurer and first vice-president elected
at this convention.
President Neff will attend the convention.
COLUMBUS,
OHIO,
LEAGUE
DECLARES
ITSELF.
Editor The Moving Picture World,
New York City.
Dear Sir: Columbus
Local No. 4. The M. P. E. L. of
America, desires to compliment you on the stand you have
taken
the Picture
American Industry
Tobaccoto boost
Company's
to use against
the Motion
the salescheme
of its

cigarettes

and

into disrepute.

thereby

bring

the

Motion

Picture

Theater-

Columbus Local No. 4 has passed the following resolution
ami we tru^t organized Exhibitors everywhere will do likewise.
Be it resolved that the Motion Picture Exhibitors of the
City of Columbus at a Meeting held at the Star Hotel on
Sept. 17th at 2.30 P. M. go on record as being opposed to
giving away premiums, coupons, trading stamps, etc., or
accepting anything but a straight price of admission to
their theaters.
And be it further resolved that on and after this date
no Exhibitor will enter into any agreement with any individual firm or corporation dealing in trading stamps,
merchants tickets or similar schemes until a special meeting
of the Columbus Exhibitors is called and the matter brought
to their attention and ratified by two-thirds of the Exhibitors
present.
Yours truly,
MAX STEARN.
LAST CALL— EXHIBITORS' BALL.
THE stage is all set for the biggest social function that
motion picture people have ever enjoyed. This affair will
be the Second Annual Reception, Entertainment and
Rail
to be given
by the Thursday
Motion Picture
Exhibitors'
of Greater
New York.
evening.
NovemberLeague
14th.
is the date, and the Palm Garden, 38th Street and Lexington Avenue, New York City, will be the place.
For three months the Entertainment Committee has been
making plans and preparations which have, at this time of
writing, merged into a complete and perfect schedule that
will carry the festivities along without a hitch, and with surprises following novelties throughout the evening. Most
of the moving picture trade is already aware of the principal preparations that have been made, but lest there be one
exhibitor anywhere within traveling distance who has not
heard of the New York Exhibitors' Ball, it is well to recapitulate alittle and mention some of the prominent features that have been secured by the entertainment committee.
The Lubin acting company will come over from Philadelphia, personally conducted by "Pop" Lubin, and will
appear in a comedy sketch in fhe olio. The olio will be
composed of advance views of the best film subjects of the
various manufacturers, varied with personal appearances of
many of the famous screen stars. The Chicago Essanay
acting company will have a delegation on hand which will
appear in the olio. The Imp company of players will present a playlet. Several of the Yitagraph players will appear
individually as will also certain members of the Kalem, Thanhouser, Solax, Eclair and other companies. In addition to
the regularly selected bill there will be prominent photoplayers drafted from the audience and compelled to get
upon the stage and do their stunt, even if it is only to make
a bow.
The Grand march will be lead by Mr. Maurice Costello
and Miss Florence Lawrence and Mr. King Baggott and
Mi-- Florence Turner. The music for the occasion will be
furnished by the New York Hippodrome Band.
All indications point toward a landslide for the New York
Exhibitors. Those who remember last year's ball are the
only one- who can form a real idea of what this affair is
going to he. It will be more than a landslide: it will be an
avalanche. The only doubt is whether the Palm Garden will
lie big enough to hold the crowd. The one dance floor
engaged
lastdance
January
certainly
will not
hold them
all. therefore both
tloors
have been
engaged
and the
entire
Palm Garden, which usually takes care of several different
balls in an evening, will be entirely at the disposal of the
New
York haveExhibitors'
League.
There
been many
inquiries received at the World
office from exhibitors and others in regards to their eligibility as guests. The New York exhibitors wish it to be
distinctly understood that this function is to be national
in character.
Any exhibitor or moving
picture man
or
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woman from any part of the United States, Canada, Europe,
Asia, or Australia, is more than welcome. There have been
a number of persons who are not connected with motion
pictures who have inquired whether they would be admitted.
The answer is that they will be admitted without question
upon presentation of a ticket, the price of which is $1.00
per couple and fifty coins for each additional lady. These
can be secured l>y mail or telephone from the New 5fork
i i tgue headquarters, [36 Third Avenue (telephone, S
Stuyvesant), or from any league theater in New
York.
The object of this big gathering is to raise funds for the
coming national convention of the Moving Picture Exhibitors' League of America, to be held in New York City
during July of 1013. Every moving picture man or woman
should consider it a duty to attend and assist the exhibitors in raising the business to a higher status. President
M. A. Xeti. of the National League of Exhibitors, will be
present to welcome all. With him will be Ex-Senator
Joseph B. Forakcr, of Ohio, who is counsel for the League.
Remember the date, November 14th, and the place, Palm
Garden, and don't fail to be there.
('resident Samuel Trigger desires to inform the Brooklyn
exhibitors that should any of them wish tickets to put on
sale, he would like for them to call him up at the League
rooms and he will send a messenger right over with the
tickets. The Brooklyn men have not been neglected as
some may he inclined to think, but the New York men
have had their hands full.
PRESIDENT
TRIGGER
NAILS
A CANARD.
The last issue of the Cincinnati Billboard prints a lurid
story of dissensions in the ranks of the New York State
Branch of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America.
It further stated that a new organization was planned, that
there was widespread dissatisfaction over the manner in
which the arrangements for the National Convention for
next year are being handled, and that an attempt would be
made to secure a new charter from the National League.
There were a lot of other generalities.
Samuel H. Trigger, the president of the New York State
Branch, when the article in question was called to his attention, said this was the first time he had heard of anything
of the sort. Mr. Trigger says it can he taken from him
that there is not even a basis for any such statements as are
contained in this particular article in The Billboard: that
there is perfect harmony in the State League, and that furthermore there is every reason to believe there will continue to be.
Another member of the State League, when asked in regard to the matter, said that undoubtedly the article was
inspired by one against whom charges of irregularities have
been in contemplation and that there was good reason to
believe it was founded in malice.
Isadore Bernstein, of the International Feature Film Co.,
145 West 45th Street, New York, has returned from a
nation-wide trip. He reports twenty exchanges buying
International Features.

View

of Gordon

Square

Brings

WORLD
VICE-PRESIDENT
CORNELL
IN TOWN.
Word
of the Construction
of a New
Theater
Office Building in Syracuse.

and

Vice-President B E I ornell, of the State Branch of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League ol \n •
tiding
a few days in town with Mr( ornell.
Thcj
an
at the Grand Union Hotel.
Mr. (ornell says that th<
turemen 01 Syracuse are enthusiastic over their organization and thej are all in it. The exhibitoi
ed to
limit all shows to four reels, to rut out vaudeville in pic
ture shows, and to eliminate all advertising on th<
It i> also agreed
that each exhibitor will display
on his
curtam
an announcement
that the coupons from cigai
packages
will not he redeemed
in his hou
Mr. Cornell brings word of the formation of a new company in Syracuse, the Eckel Company, which will put up a
seven-story structure on the site of the old ECingsley
House, a hotel which had stood for seventy years at Fayette Street, near Warren. The new building, winch will be
us 1)> 66, on plot 167 by 66, will have many oilier- besides
a theater containing seating capacity for 2,000 persons, of
whom 1,600 will be accommodated on the main floor. The
new house, which is expected to he open by May 1 next.
will have an orchestra of seven. An independent electric
plant will be installed.
The Eckel Company is composed of Peter Eckel, president; Henry Howell, secretary; 1!. E. Cornell, treasurer and
manager. The company is incorporated for $125,000. with
a capital stock of $90,000. It is intended to use Licensed
service in the new house, for which as yet a name has not
been chosen.
The interests behind the Eckel Company now own the
Savoy Theater, in the immediate neighborhood, which has
a seating capacity of 1,000, Using Independent service, but
the accommodations of which have been found insufficient
to take care of its rapidly increasing patronage. The Savoy
last Sunday, for instance, sold 5,433 tickets. This house
has been open three years, being built especially for picture
shows.
It has an orchestra of five.
TO
ORGANIZE WESTCHESTER
On Tuesday, November
i-\ National
State President
Trigger
will organize
Westchester County.

EXHIBITORS.
President Neff and
the
Exhibitors
of

THE GORDON
SQUARE THEATER.
We publish herewith a half-tone of a water-color painting of
the Gordon Square Theater, situated at Detroit Avenue ami
W est 65th Street, Cleveland, O. The house conforms in every
way with the new state building code and cost about $60,000
to construct. The lot upon which the structure stands measures 110 by 180 feet. The entrance to the theater is through
a handsome lobby, 20 feet by 40 feet in size. The building
is constructed throughout of fireproof material and seats
1,500. Moving pictures and high-class vaudeville constitute
the programmes.

Theater,

Cleveland,

Ohio.
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(Warner's Feature ).

LOVERS of sensational pictures will find in these three
reels quite enough to satisfy them. Not that this film
will be valued for its sensationalism alone. There are
other characteristics major ones — that will serve to make
it a popular picture. Among these are the settings and the
photography. As to the latter, it is of a quality it is pleasant to see. To the skill of the cameraman has been
added the applied experience of the laboratory — there is a
variation of light and shade, of tinting and toning, that
charms as well as relieves the eye. As to the settings much
may be said. There are manv fine interiors and several
notable outdoor scenes.
Perhaps the striking incident of the picture is where
Jack, in hi-, endeavors to elude the pursuing detectives,
drives the horse on which he is seated over the side of a
steamer into the water, and the following after him of Kate,
the widow under the spell of the fascinating confidence
man. Other scenes worthy of especial mention are those
of Kate in the early part of the story, where she reclines
on the tiger skin and folds her arms about the enormous
head; of Kate receiving Jack in her garden in the arbor,
with the effectively arranged
back li^ht; the arrest of

WORLD

rapher's, sheinduces
is struckthebyphotographer
a portrait shown
ca^e away
with
others. She
to let in
hera take
with her the picture which appeals to her as her ideal.
Shortly after this, Kate has occasion to send to the jeweler's for repair a pearl necklace. As the jeweler is examining the string preparatory to putting it away, a well-dp
man enters, carrying an umbrella. As the tradesman is
engaged in conversation with the man who brought in the
pearls, the last comer draws his sleeve across the necklace
and it is swept into the umbrella. As the latter turns, to
depart the jeweler discovers his loss. The stranger insists
upon a search being made. The mystified tradesman apologizes. Nevertheless, he notifies the owner and the police.
Kate responds immediately. As she enters the store she
meets the original of the photo she had taken home. It is
Jack Morton, come, as is his usual custom in such cases, to
claim as his the umbrella which in the meantime has been
suspended on the showcase. When Morton sees the charming woman in distress he gallantly shakes the umbrella,
the necklace falls out and everyone is happy.
The police call at the store after Kate's departure. They
recognize the umbrella trick as a specialty of one Morton.
The jeweler identifies the police photograph of record. The
detectives set out on the hunt for Jack and his confederate.
The former has accepted the invitation of Kate to call. The
two are becoming firm friends. The detectives arrest Black,
and Jack narrowly escapes. As he and Kate are visiting
the aeronautic grounds Morton discovers two detectives
coming for him. He jumps for a balloon just being cut
loose. As Kate has interfered with the officers he climbs
into the basket and gets away.
Several months later Kate gives a garden party. Tack
returns, sees the gathering, learns the cause, and bribes a
dancer to let him take his place. He dons the garb of the
entertainer and leads the Erl dance, which is finely done.
Kate recognizes her lover. Jack has hardly got seated in
his old home later in the evening when the police enter.
He eludes the detectives narrowly, climbs over the latticework to the ground and gives the police the slip. Morton
goes to Kate to say good-bye. She insists on joining him.
They go to the stable, mount a horse and ride at top speed
for the nearest steamer. The police, on the track, send a
wireless to the captain of the ship, and as the vessel is about
to anchor in port the commander puts Morton under arrest.
Jack
is on
horse's
His only
chance
for escape
to drive
the the
animal
into back.
the water,
and that
is what
he does.is
Kate plunges in also. All swim ashore. There, after furious
riding, uphill and down, in an effort to elude the police
machine which has along shore followed the steamer. Jack
realizes Kate's presence means his capture. He bids her
good-bye and sets off alone. He climbs a steep hill which
the machine cannot negotiate. The detectives clamber up
the knoll, and at the crest peer over the edge of the sharp
declivity. Morton has tried to jump his beast across one
too many gullies, and the man who has so many times
eluded his pursuers is lifeless at the base. The detectives
assist Kate, who has followed afoot, to the side of her lover.
What had at first been her ideal had become her idol. The
first had been shattered figuratively, the second physically.
POWER

Poster

Design for "Tracked

by Wireless."

Jack's accomplice on the roof of the city's housetops in
the distance; Jack's escape in the balloon; the Erl dance,
in which more than a dozen comely maidens participate;
another escape by Jack across the trelliswork to the ground;
the third time the wily and slippery Jack gets away from
the police, by horseback, with Kate behind him; the trip
of the detectives to the wireless station and the sparks
from the apparatus as the message is sent out into the ether;
and the wild dash of Jack mounted on the faithful horse in
his last futile attempt to escape — the climb up the sharp
hill only to meet death at the jump.
Miss Gundrun Haalberg, of the Royal Theater of Copenhagen, plays Kate Holborn; Richard Jensen, also of the
Royal, has the part of Jack Morton, and the friend of Jack
Morton, Stacy Black, is portrayed by Olaff Fonss, of the
Dagmar Theater, Copenhagen. The woik of the three is
clever — finished.
Mrs. Kate Morton is a widow of means: her home plainly
indicates her financial standing.
In a visit to a photog-

NOT

CONTEMPLATING
MACHINE.

ANOTHER

We wish to correct a statement made in last week's Number,
regarding the interview of our representative with Mr. Nicholas
Power. Through a typographical error one word was omitted
which, while trivial in itself, entirely changes the meaning of
the statement which we intended to make. It should have appeared as follows :
"The Nicholas Power Company will soon put a new
machine control on the market. It is claimed it will be
perfect
in every
detail."
The
Nicholas
Power
Company have just perfected, and are
about to place on the market a most excellent mechanical speed
control for motor driven machines. It overcomes the troubles
and criticisms of the electrical speed controllers for both alternating and direct current. It is prophesied that it will become
very popular.
C. LANG COBB AT LIBERTY.
C. Lang Cobb, who has been in charge of the sales department of the Reliance Company for some time, resigned that
position last week .and is now considering offers from several
companies. Mr. Cobb is in receipt of a very flattering letter
of commendation from Mr. A. V. Ritchey, who expresses the
opinion that Mr. Cobb is a hustler with good ideas and is a
thoroughly reliable and valuable man.
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Edison Players Return
Hard

Work

in

London
Under
Adverse
Conditions
Them
Happy to Get Home.

Made

Transport Line steamer "Minnehaha"
WHEN
docked theat American
its pier in New York City on October Zand,
among the passengers who disembarked was a little company of photoplayers, members oil the Edison staff who had been
spending the summer in England, to whom the tall build
of New York City wen' a most delightful sight. This little
companv, headed by Director Ashley Miller, consisted of the
cream of the Edison players, Mr. Man- McDennott, Miss Mary
Fuller and Miss Miriam Nesbitt who went
abroad early in the summer for the purpose of securing local color for a number
of photoplays which the Edison Company
had in the making. Concerning the trip
Mr. Miller was not enthusiastic and emphasized the fact that he was again
pleased to be back home again.
"We got what we went after and a little
more." he said, to a representative of
The Moving Picture World, "but I don't
know when I have put in a more disagreeable, nerve-racking time, as you have
probably heard the season in London was
extremely cold. It was even a recordbreaker in that respect — colder than they
had experience in many years, and we
were correspondingly uncomfortable. With
the cold came rain and cloudy, foggy
weather, not at all suitable for picturemaking We had to watch our chance,
read the weather reports and telephone
around to different localities outside of
London to learn if the sun was shining
anvwhere
within
reach.
The
situation

got on my nerves, and I think I lost more sleep last summer
than at any previous time in my existence. We simply had to
get those scenes and the dodging about looking for the sun to
shine was some task.
"But altogether we were very well satisfied with the trip and,
as I observed before, we got more than we expected, which, in a
way. compnsated for the troubles we had to endure in getting
it. As you have probably heard, we did some of the 'Mary' pictures, for which purpose Miss Fuller came on after the rest of
us had reached London. We got some scenes for some more
Dickens pictures and for a number of other typical English subjects. We were well received by the people over there and had
all the co-operation necessary, the police helping us out on a
jumber of occasions.
instance pictures
that was which
rather we
amusing
"in connection
the"One
suffragette
were was
taking.
We werewith
at
Trafalgar Square and the scene was typical of the campaign the
..English suffragettes are waging.
In the midst of the scene, when
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one of the women plaj
making a demonstration, a bystander sailed into the mob and began laying right and left
about him with his I anc, shouting 'We have had too much "I this
flung here.'
It took th<
if a number of London 'bob
tricate the fellow and quiet him down,
lie proved to be a
retired soldier and there was a good laugh coining when he
barned that it was only for a moving
picture
"Some of our party made a flying trip to Paris before we
started home, but all of us an glad to get back and not at all
anxiOUS to go through another London season like the 1.
I in. Moving Picruai World reproduces herewith tome very
good likenesses of this little company of English players
They
SCarecly need any further introduction, for our reader- are all
familiar with their faces Mary Fuller
ha-, done a great deal of remarkably ■
work and the Edison pictures are enhanced by her presence. It would not be
stretching the imagination any to say that
Marc McDennott is probably the most
versatile of the motion picture stars.
The range of characters which he has assumed covers almost all of which the
male is capable and in every instance the
verdict has been "well done." Miss Nesbitt has proved herself to be a most
capable actress and her charm of manner
is always pleasing to the observer. Of
Mr. Miller's work a great deal in the way
of praise might be said. He has filled the
position of director at the Edison studio
for several years, coming to that position
from the field of the legitimate drama in
which he had g*ained some reputation as
an actor and stage manager. He has a
large number of Edison successes to his
credit. Mr. Miller was accompanied on
this trip by his wife, professionally known
as Ethel Browning.
Favorable
mention

is also due the cameraman, Mr. Bredeson, who shared the pleasures and a large proportion of the tribulations of this little comwas not
suchof asthea pictures
cameman taken
wouldby pick
out forpany,afor the
trip weather'
of this kind.
Some
the
Edison Company abroad are already appearing in the list of
releases.
A. W. HALE AROUND AGAIN.
Albert W. Hale, who recently resigned his position with the
Mutual Film Corporation, and who in about two weeks will
join the Famous Players' forces as general assistant to Mr.
Porter, is about following a successful operation at the Neurological Hospital.
RELIANCE
ADDS
ANOTHER
FEATURE.
The Reliance Company will release a two-reel feature every'
other
Wednesday,
commencing
with "Don Caesar de Bazan" on
Wednesdav,
November
20th.
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We Moving- Picture Educator
GUILTY
AX

!

accusation — a railing accusation — lias just been
brought against the moving pictures, accusing them
of being despoilers of trade — a certain trade — which
i^ one of the most profitable all over the American Continent. Not only is the accusation true in fact but in substance, and there is no escape from the consequences, neither
are there any mitigating conditions, or extenuating circumstances; the moving pictures must face the issue and accept
the responsibility, for they are completely and thoroughly
GUILTY. To strengthen the accusation it must be noticed
that it does not come from single, lonely or irresponsible
individuals, it comes from organized tradespeople in council
assembled, speaking through the reports of their qualified
official. The Liquor Dealers' Association, composed of
saloon-keepers, brewers, rumsellers and all allied trades,
annoyed at the continued decrease in their previously boasted
receipts, declare: "The many nickels (hundreds of thousands
of them) which the great body of workingmen used to spend
in their places are now diverted to the moving pictures; the
workingman now takes his family there to such an extent,
that the lessening of the liquor dealers' income is appalling
to the extent of demanding attention." If any admirer of
the pictures could have argued that they were effective in
preventing the growth of the greatest vice of the day, such
an argument might have been denied by those at whose
business it was aimed. The truth is, however, that so great
have been the inroads into the vital part of their business
that they are compelled to come out in the open and call for
"quarter." This result was not sought for by the moving
pictures; they were never intended to hurt any trade; if,
however, they are the means, educationally of improving the
moral, the social and financial wellbeing of the people, their
guilt in overcoming any vice is a virtue redounding to their
honor.
As it is now brought so authentically and officially before
i'-. it is worth while looking into the merits of the occasion
so far as the action of the moving picture is concerned in its
relation to the drink question.
In the main that action has been chiefly passive; the moral
and educational added to the entertaining value of the pictures have taught the average workman that there is a social
place now preferable to the saloon, and also a place offering
a better value for his nickel, as also for the nickels he can
spare for his family, who now can join him in a social manner. It must be confessed that there is also an active element in the picture which must tell against the great business
of the liquor dealers. No working man who ever sees the
two great temperance pictures produced by the Pathe and
Eclair firms respectively will ever again (if he has any
humanity in him) allow even .a stray nickel to find its way
to a place where all other crimes in the decalogue find their
birth. In a word, then, the accusations against the pictures
is timely and well taken; may their guilt in this respect continue to increase so long as there is an evil which they can
counteract.
The positive aspect of this discussion emphasizes a fact
many times previously pointed out, that in its proper right
use the cinematograph is a great factor for good. In the
relationship of this article, the great • temperance question
never had a greater advocate, orator or illustrator; convincing and educating to the fullest extent, throwing both the
light of exposure and truth in dark places and upon doubtful
questions. In like manner, there are other subjects which
will suffer or benefit as the case may be, and it will never
need the friends of the pictures to advocate its forces, virtues or helpfulness. This may safely be left (as in this particular instance) to those who are hurt or distressed, for
their lamentations and protestations will call attention to
their own demerits, while pointing out the merits of the
power which has made possible such changes, long sought
for. but hitherto made difficult. May the moving pictures
still be found guilty of many greater reforms in its educational progress.

M

MOTIVES
OF PROMINENT
ACTORS.
From time to time we are made acquainted with the
motives which have induced many prominent actors to enter
the field of moving picture reproductions of their efforts. A
study of these motives leaves little room to detect either
a desire for self-adulation or personal aggrandizement; they
are too accustomed to being "in the limelight" to be unduly
carried away with egotistical ideas. Some with a ~>-rdonable
pride in the accomplishments with which they are endowed,
supported with a' strong faith in the value of the character
they portray, see in the moving pictures an opportunity to
appear before millions instead of thousands, thereby legitimately increasing their own fame while giving a wider
scope to whatever dominant characteristics of value are
enshrouded in that which they reveal.
Others tell us that they see in the moving picture room
and opportunities to accomplish many an ambition, or an
ambitious project, impossible within the limitations of the
stage. A play once well acted is finished for all time, making the tiresome dull monotony of too frequent repetitions
unnecessary, besides giving occasion for more and greater
efforts. Those of the Madame Bernhardt class say they see
an opportunity to immortalize things that appear to be of
equally immortal value.
True, they themselves are carried forward into a future
thev can never expect to see, but if any vanity lurks within
the thought, a generous world will overlook that human
weakness, while appreciating the greater good they accomplish, awarding a due measure of praise to be continued
until a greater successor appears. Histrionic ability is recorded so that future generations may pass judgment upon,
or perhaps learn lessons from, their predecessors. The
moving picture certainly seems that perfect style of acting
which Shakespeare causes Hamlet 10 require of his "players"
when, concerning their speech, he d-emands that they "do
not mouth it as if the town crier spoke the word=." such
mouthing being impossible in the silent picture; we have
only to fear lest in motion efforts they "do not saw the air."
Of this latter proscribed'fault we have no fear; the actor of
to-day (in the moving picture studios) is conscious of the
fact that his actions are more closely watched and followed
than is either customary or necessary upon' the stage; the
result being a more perfect reproduction or delineation, sufficient to satisfy the fastidiousness of Shakespeare himself.
Thus the general motives are high: indeed, high above the
average of a former standard. The moving picture has elevated the actor, his profession and his work. The actors
and actresses in turn have responded by a high endeavor
to prove equal to the occasion, the result being an educational
uplift to everything connected with that great art. Of the
highest class of entertainment which has through all ages
thrilled humanity, these high motives are the best assurances
for the future.
TOLEDO
EXCHANGE
MAN
VISITS
CHICAGO.
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Ashbrook, from Toledo, spent a few
days in Chicago last week. They visited the American
studio and plant, witnessed a private demonstration of
advance releases and expressed themselves in very decided
and favorable terms about the excellent equipment and facilities witli which quite a number of Eastern Companies
could make no comparison. Incidentally, he remarked that
"Flying territory.
A" products were meeting excellent results in the
Toledo
AMERICAN
SPLIT-REEL
COMEDIES.
American Film Manufacturing Co. announces that it will
shortly release split-reel comedies. .Tb's line of subjects
has been given most careful consideration and the results
secured are highly pleasing and will no doubt add considcompany.erably to the exclusive variety now being offered by this
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of Pennsylvania, the building of block houses and dwellii
the wars with the Indian-., tb, wars between
tin colbnii
the Dutch, the Swedes and the English contended for their
session of Pennsylvania.
Then came the breaking out of the
war for Independence, the crowning
event of which, so fat
Philadelphia was concerned, was the battle of Germantown.
This
scene was put on with all the circumstances of real war.
Hundreds of soldiers took part and the historic fight at tile Chew
mansion was fought over again.
I Inn there was the reception
of Benjamin
Franklin at the court of France, the signing of
the Declaration of Independence, the ratification of the constitution of the United States, the reception of President Washington, tile visit of Lafayette to America and oilier notable evi
which occurred in and about the city of Philadelphia.
\s before observed, n<> moving picture manufacturer would
think of undertaking such, a stupendous work, but there was
nothing to prevent the ubiquitous cameraman from being on the
scene, and he was there through
the enterprise of Mr. H. A
Spanuth of the General Film
Publicity and Sa es Company,
who secured the exclusive right
to make pictures of tin- extraordinary historical pageant.
.Many of the details of this
picture scribed
have
been dein the already
advertising

FEW
people knew and still fewer gave any thought to a
remarkable historical pageant which occurred in the city
of Philadelphia during the week of October 7 to \2, yet
on that occasion there was enacted upon the broad green of
Fairmount Park one of the most interesting and dramatic spectacles ever given in America; equal, in a way, to the wonderful Durbar which marked the raising of the present King
George V to the tin-one of the Emperor of India. This remarktypified and
the settlement
events of America's
history
beginning
Willi able
the pageant
exploration
of the country
round
about
Philadelphia, leading up by successive episodes and scenes to
the Declaration of independence, of the strife which followed,
down to the year 1854 when
the various villages in the
vicinity of the original colon)
became consolidated under the
present citj government.
In thi- pageant more than
5,000 persons participated.
.Many of these were direct
ascendants of the early settlers
of that city and other regions
of the United States. The
book of the pageant was written by Francis Howard Williams and the event was orTournament in Honor of Sir William Howe
ganized and staged under the
Philadelphia.
direction of Ellis Paxson
Oberholtzer. It was patronized by many of the leading citizens of Philadelphia headed by
the Hon. Rudolph Blankenburg, .Mayor of the city, as president. Large financial contributions were made by Hon. John
Wanamaker, Cyrus H. K. Curtis. James McCrea, E. T. Stotesbury, George F. Baer, Hon. Samuel W. Pcnnypacker and others
of national reputation. On the committees, honorary and active,
were enrolled the names of the leading men and women of the
city of brotherly love.
It is conservatively estimated that had the persons engaged
in this undertaking been paid at the minimum compensation
accorded picture actors, it would have cost $500,000. To this
should be added the cost of the thousands of costumes designed
to tit the various periods covered by the pageant and you have
an undertaking which no manufacturer in this or in any other
country would dream of putting into pictures.
There were the landing of the immigrants, the early settlers

Indians.

at

of the Moving Picture World.
Demands upon our space forbids
any extended description, but no
great imagination 1- nec< SSary to
conceive the importance of the
subject. Xot only a- a feature
but one having great educational

value. Mr. Spanuth's company is offering this remarkable subject on extremely favorable terms witli an abundance of advertising material It is something which must appeal to exhibitors generally.
Mr. Spanuth reports that he is receiving many inquiries for
this subject and anticipates a large sale.
REMOVAL

NOTICE.

The New York Motion Picture Company have removed their
offices from 150 East 14th Street. New York City, to the NewLong Acre Building, Broadway and 42(1 Street, where they have
a new and beautiful suite of offices. This change is caused by
the large and rapidly increasing business of the company.
Messrs. Kessel and Baunian will be glad to welcome old and
new friends in their new quarters.

English,

Swedish

and

Dutch Colonists.
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The Lmpress Theater, Nebraska City, Neb., owned by Ballou
& Hagel, will be finished about November 15. This is one of
the most elaborate and costly picture houses in the State. The
structure cost $15,000 and will
* *seat* 500 people.
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following letter from M. A. Neff, president of the
M. P. E. L. of America, shows in unmistakable terms his
-umd on the question of the misrepresentation of films
bj misleading posters and titles:
*I have just read your remarks in regard to the posters and
titles of pictures which are shown outside of motion picture
theaters which are not shown in the theater. This is not fair to
the public, and your remarks are timely and to the point, and I
you will continue to agitate this matter. Cinematography
cannot lie, and it is the instrument by which the public is being
educated, and it is not right that any exhibitor should impose
upon the achievements of any camera man, or manufacturer,
through misrepresentation.
"In observing closely. I have noticed that any misrepresentation
on the part of the exhibitor in regard to his program has caused
the public to lose confidence, and it is embarrassing to every
exhibitor in the United States, as it has a tendency to decrease
the confidence in all motion picture shows. In passing through
St. Louis the other day I noticed a sign stating that six first run
pictures were shown every day. I only had a few minutes, but
stepped in and the first picture that greeted me was over ninety
days old. These are the statements and advertisements that
cause the honest exhibitor and those who are trying to elevate
cinematography much trouble and money. I hope that you will
bring this matter prominently to the front, as these conditions
sli"iild be eliminated."
The co-operation of all right-minded exhibitors on this important question will go far toward stamping out the evil of
misrepresentation. Let us give these unprincipled fellows the
limelight of publicity. They must reform or be driven out of
the business.
An Insolent Proposition to Picture Theaters.
It is urgently requested that exhibitors throughout the country will refuse to join hands with the American Tobacco Company in its plan to advertise a certain brand of cigarettes. The
picture theater is the popular resort for the boys and girls of
the nation, and proprietors and managers know that their best
interests lie in keeping the moral atmosphere of their houses
above reproach. Cigarette smoking is one of the curses of the
race and boys should be protected from this pernicious habit in
every possible way.
Just think of the insolence of this company ! It plans to make
every moving picture house a station at which its coupons can
be cashed ! It is directly aiming at the boys who attend picture
theaters and seeks to make profit by the ruin of the nation's
youth. This is a matter that should be settled in no uncertain
way. right at the start. He would be a nearsighted man who
could consider for a moment such a prostitution of his picture
theater.
J. D. Williams Enters New Zealand.
J. D. Williams has extended his interests to Xew Zealand.
With picture palaces in Melbourne and Sydney, he has secured
the Adelphi Theater in Wellington and contemplates acquiring
large theaters in Christchurch, Auckland and Dunedin.
Mr. Williams is a live wire in the exhibiting and renting
field and sets the pace for all competitors in publicity. He thinks
nothing of taking several pages in the leading newspapers at a
time, with the result that he is the best known showman in
the Antipodes. And he has accomplished all his big doings within
three years.
Chicago Film Brevities.
John R. Freuler, general manager of the Mutual Film Corporation, has not resigned that position as was stated in my
last letter. Mr. Freuler states that at no time had he contemplated taking such a step.
* * *
Frank L. Hough, Jr., has resigned his position in the Kinetoscope department of Thomas A. Edison, Inc., and has been
appointed manager in charge of the projecting machine department of the Kleine Optical Company, with Charles Kaufman
as chief assistant. Mr. Hough is well known to the trade and
has a large following.
* * *
Chas. Vance, proprietor of the Dawn Theater, Streator, 111.,
was a visitor last week.
He reported very satisfactory business.

S. L.from
Warner,
of Warner's
Features,
came
city Mr.
last
week
Minnesota,
where he
had been
for into
some thetime.
Warner reported business as being very flourishing. Every exhibitor visited by him spoke of the large increase in business.
The Warner's product is proving very popular. The "Peril of
the
Plains," released October 14, has made a big success in
Minnesota.

* * *

Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Ashbrook, of Toledo, were in the city
Tuesday, October 29. Mr. Ashbrook is manager of the Mutual
Film Corporation in Toledo, Ohio. Mr. and Mrs. Ashbrook
called at the offices of the American Film Mfg. Company and
were taken out to the American plant, in North Edgewater, by
Manager Nehls. Mr. Ashbrook declared himself as delighted
with its fine equipment and facilities. The Film Supply Company's product is in big demand in Toledo, Mr. Ashbrook says.
KINEMACOLOR
Dramatic

Productions

IN GRAND

CANYON.

Staged Amid the Beauties
ficulties of Western Wonderland.

and

Dif-

The special train engaged for the Kinemacolor acting
forces on their trip to winter quarters left Jersey City three
weeks ago. Already from the West have come encouraging
reports of the work being done by the three large dramatic
companies. The train was sent over a schedule that allowed
a rest of a day for the entire company at Williams, Arizona,
two sections proceeding the following morning to the new
Kinemacolor Studio at Hollywood, Los Angeles, Cal.
From the accepted scenarios which have been accumulating for several months Mr. Miles, the chief director, had
picked several to be acted amid the grandeur of that Western
Wonderland — the Grand Canyon of the Colorado River. One
of
plays itwas
at a place
called
Turtle's
Head,
to the
reachfilmwhich
wasstaged
necessary
to ride
eighteen
miles
on
burro-back along a trail which descended 3,000 feet during
the first mile and then zig-zagged back and forth, so that
the only picture made that day was one of the sun slowly
-etting in the West, just as the party reached their camping
The pack mules carry tents, which were used by the
place.
women of the party, the men preferring an experience in
open-air-camping. Though they took what they considered
plenty of blankets, it was found shortly after nightfall that
11 < > t a tenth part of the necessary preparations against cold
had been made, so it was a very thankful party that greeted
the morning. In order to get <many of the pictures in the
proper way, it was necessary for the cameramen to scale
cliffs or be lowered down great precipices with ropes. The
burro could cling to the very outer edge of the trail with
perfect safety, but to those not experienced in such traveling
the canyon held a thrill for every minute of the day. It was
necessary to make a start for camp each day at 3 o'clock,
in order to get out of the awful chasm before dark. . Being
lost there was a horror no one wanted to contemplate.
It was a tired and peculiar looking lot of men and women
who hobbled to the station and boarded the train which
was to take them to the winter quarters with the rest of the
company in California, but they all voted that the work
was worth the pains, for in these Kinemacolor releases something remarkable will be given to the public.
GAUMONT
SHOWS HOW NEW YORKERS TRAVEL.
The success with which New Yorkers get on in life and incidentally their daily traffic showing how the spirit moves and also
the body is depicted in the Gaumont film "How New York
Travels," to be released on the Saturday Great Events' split reel
on November 30. Here is shown how six million people travel
daily and the system of transportation which conveys the population of the second largest city of the world from the wilds of
Brooklyn to the darkest Bronx. All kinds of trolley cars are
shown. There are also pictures of the subway car which travels
to and fro in the largest hole in the world and also of the elevated and of the Fifth Avenue bus.
There are views of the Brooklyn Bridge and last but not least
of the electric patrol wagon.
MAJESTIC
RELEASES
THEIR
THIRD
REEL.
Commencing
Thursday.
November
21, the Majestic
Motion
Picture Company will release a split reel of slapstick comedy.
Great care has been exercised in selecting comedians to put this
work over.
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CLARENCE

*
ON IMPROVISING.
key it is a safe rule to always
foreign
a
IX modulating to
aim for the dominant seventh chord of the key you wish
to change to; lead up your chords toward the dominant
seventh rather than to the tonic chord of the new key. I
don't mean that this is the only correct way, but that it is
a satisfactory plan always sure to be pleasing to the ear.
The reason for this is that when we hear the dominant 7th
chord we naturally anticipate the tonic chord of the new
key, and when this follows there is a sense of completion.
There is a reason, too, for this anticipation. The seventh
note in any scale is called the "leading note":

i:

SINN
■

is

TIPS

CDEFGABC
123

45678

In the key of C the 7th note is "B" and is therefore the
leading note. The tendency of this note is to ascend to the
next note above — to the key-note. The 4th note ("F") on
the contrary has a tendency to descend to the note immediately below. F and B are both found in the dominant 7th
of the key of C:
g b d f
and this tendency
of the "f" to descend and the "b" to
ascend is what leads the ear to expect this progression:
f
e
d
c
b
g
g
which is the tonic chord of C — the natural progression.
By
taking advantage of this it is an easy matter to modulate
directly from any key to the one a half tone above; as, from
the key of C to the key of C sharp (or D flat); from C
sharp to D; from D to E flat; from E flat to E natural, etc.

You will notice in the above illustration that the first chord
is C; in the next chord the note C becomes the leading note
of the scale of D flat, and (as combined with the other notes
of the chord) its tendency is to ascend to D flat. The second
chord, of course, is the dominant 7th of the key of D flat.
To avoid confusion the note E flat has been omitted, though
it belongs to the chord. The example is given to point out
the tendency of the 4th to descend and the leading note to
ascend, and their consequent usefulness in progressing to a
key one-half note above a given key.
The Diminished Seventh.
The chord of the "diminished seventh" is another very
useful chord in modulation; it is not too much to term this
chord invaluable. It is formed by raising the fundamental
note of a dominant 7th chord one-half tone. For example,
the dominant 7th chord in the key of C is composed of the
notes G, B, D and F; by raising the note G one-half tone
(making it G sharp) we get the following chord of the
diminished 7th:
f
d
b
g sharp
Now, by lowering any note in this chord one-half tone we
■will get a dominant seventh chord of some key.

In the first chord of the above illustration, we lower the
note F one-half tone (to E), which gives us the dominant
seventh chord of A major (it could be A minor also).
In the second chord we lower the note G sharp to G natural,
which gives us the dominant 7th of C f major or minor); for
the purposes of this illustration we will regard G sharp and
A flat as the same note, so in the following chord (whose
intervals sound the same as the first) we lower the note B
to B flat and get the dominant 7th of E flat; in the next and
last chord we lower the note D to D at and get the dominant
7th of G flat. Technicallv speaking, the B natural also becomes C flat, though we do not need to bother with that at
present. Through this one chord we are enabled to modulate directly to A, C, E flat and G flat (major or minor).
I said that for the purposes of illustration we would regard G sharp and A flat at the same notes. To fend off criticism Iwill explain how the above two chords are obtained.
The first diminished 7th has already been shown. The second
is made from the chord B flat, D, F and A flat (the dominant
7th of E flat. By raising the note B flat a half-tone we get
the chord:
A flat
F
D
B natural
and these intervals sound on the piano exactly the same as
an inversion of the first chord G insharp
the illustration.
Compare
them:
A flat
F
F
D
D
B
B
If we take a liberal view that these two chords are practically the same, we might say that the twelve chords of
the diminished 7th (there is one built on each of the 12 notes
F sharp
of the chromatic scale), may
all be found in these three:
F
G
CE sharp
D
E flat
BG sharp
C
B flat
A
F sharp may be written G flat; E flat may be D sharp:
C sharp may be D flat, and G sharp A flat, but they sound
the same on the piano. The difference is called enharmonic
and only exists technically.
It is possible to go from one diminished "th chord to
another, though the descending scale (chromatic) is agreed
to be the most pleasing. It is possible to form a diminished
7th from any dominant 7th, and from the resulting chord
to form another dominant 7th and so on indefinitely. By
the ease with which we may progress to almost any chord
of the diminished 7th, and the power to progress from this
chord to any one of four keys (either major or minor), as
shown in the second illustration, we see how rich in possible
modulations it is.
In picture
it isto often
to "blend" one
movement
withplaying
another;
glide necessary
as nearly imperceptibly
as
possible from one number to the next. Modulation plays
an important part in this phase of picture-playing technique,
but it is not all. When the two numbers to be connected
are of widely different movement the figure of each must
be considered, and, unless a marked change of tempo is
wanted, the connecting phrase should be such that the
"break" between the two movements is not too startling.
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By "figure" is meant the form made by notes of different
This is
the any
melody.
A "figure"
ritten
forentirely
a drum apart
as wellfrom
as for
other instrument:

In this illustration ("A") are shown three different melodies yet the figure is identical in each one. We have a
dotted quarter note followed by an 8th; then a group of
four 8th notes. The second measure contains a half note,
a quarter and a quarter rest. In example 11 we find the three
phases to be also alike in figure, though the melody is different in each one. When it is possible to end a strain before
going to the next number, it may not be so necessary to
lead by a connecting phrase into the movement of the following tempo, but when you are obliged to change in the
middle of a phrase — or in the middle of a strain, as is so
often the case, it is a good idea to anticipate the figure of
the movement to come. Sometimes this may be done by a
simple succession of notes of the same tone and same length
(eighths or quarters) for one hand while the other fills in
the modulating chords if any are necessary.
(To be continued.)
FILM
THIEF
GETS
YEAR
SENTENCE.
As an indication of how thoroughly the Moving Picture
World is read in all quarters, it may be of interest to our
readers to know that within one week from the time a reward was offered for the arrest of a New York film thief,
the guilty man, in custody of an officer from the district
attorney's office, was on his way from Chicago to New
York to answer the charges against him.
In our issue of Sept. 21, 1912, a reading notice and advertisement appeared stating that there had been stolen from
the Feature Film Co., of New York, 108 East Twelfth St.,
"The Forged Bill," a one-reel feature, and "Madeline," a
four-reel feature. A reward of fifty dollars was offered for
the arrest of one Max Sokolow, alias Max Stanley, who
rented the reels and disappeared with them and other reels
belonging to other exchanges. By the time the reward notice
appeared in print, these pictures were being shown in Chicago. An operator in one of the theaters picked up his copy
of The World and read that the great feature being advertised by the "opposition" house was "stolen goods." Following instructions in the notice, the operator commurTicated
with the W. J.- Burns Detective Agency, who were on the
case, with results as above stated.
Sokolow was tried before Judge owann, in New York,
Special Sessions, and sentenced to one year for larceny.
The operator received the $50 reward.
THE UNIVERSAL IN ITS NEW HOME.
Takes Possession of its Ample Quarters in the Mecca Building, on the White Way.
THE
Universal film Manufacturing Company is in its
new home, on the third floor of the Mecca Building,
at 1600 Broadway, at the corner of Forty-Eighth St.
The entire floor will be devoted to Universal uses. Not
only will there be sufficient space adequately to accommodate
all of the company's executive force under present conditions, but due allowance has been made for future expansion.
The furnishings and fittings are all in mahogany, and the
appearance ><\ the offices indicates solidity, substantiality. As
the building fronts on Broadway, Forty-Eighth Street and
Seventh Avenue, there is an abundance of natural light. The
windows all bear in alternation the corporation name and the
Universal trademark, and will be conspicuous on the upper
White Way.
The outer reception room is in onyx marble, ornamented
by a large stained glass window bearing the Universal trade
mark. The inner reception room is spacious, and is finished
in the prevailing mahogany. The telephone switchboard
has a capacity of -even trunks and forty extensions. There
is a complete system of sprinklers throughout the floor. In
the center of the building adjoining the reception room sits
Charles Simone, who entertains out-of-town visitors and
exchange men. There is ample provision for a large corps
tenographers. The shipping department, under the
charge of J. W. Ward, also has extensive quarters in the
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center of the floor. The fire-proof vault for the storage
Im has capacity for several thousand reels. There is a
projection room 25 by 50 feet, which will be furnished with
large and comfortable armchairs. The projection booth is
fireproof, well ventilated and contains two projectors.
The office of the president of the Universal, C: .. 1 Laemmle,
is in a large room at the corner of Broadway and Fortyeighth street. Here he will have ample space in which to
conduct the rapidly expanding business of the corporation.
Ranging in order along Broadway are the offices of W. H.
Swanson, secretary; Joe Engel, in charge of the sales department; Joe Brandt, the advertising and publicity man
of the Universal; Mark M. Dintenfass, foreign department;
Thomas Bedding, editor of the Universal Weekly; C. Y.
Henkel, general accountant and office manager. Fronting on
Forty-eighth street are the offices of David Horsley, the
treasurer, and P. A. Powers, vice-president. At the corner
of Seventh
Avenue
well-equipped
The
company
will there
have isina reserve
ample directors'
space forroom.
the
installation of an exchange if in the future this should be
decided on.
FAMOUS

DE LA GUERRA
MANSION
AMERICAN
PICTURES.

USED

IN

Aside from the story itself, which deals with the early
customs of California, the historic backgrounds used in the
American release, "Her Own Country" are of more than
passing interest. The famous home of the De La Guerras,
built in 1828 by Don Jose De La Guerra y Noriega, is used
in this picture. It is generally conceded that the leading
Spanish family in Santa Barbara is that of De La Guerra,
often wrongly called Noriega from a misapprehension of the
Spanish patronymic with the prefix "y" ("and") after their
father's; this, however, is a matter of compliment to the
mother, and the father's remains the lawful family name.
Thus, the founder of this family from his mother being a
Noriega was called De La Guerra y Noriega. This old
structure is one of the show places of Santa Barbara, and is
in a remarkable state of preservation. It is built in the
form of a parallelogram with a large patio in front. Within
this enclosure the elite of the early Californian period were
wont to gather to the fandango and carnivals which were
their forms of amusement. Don Jose De La Guerra y
Noriega was district judge during his. lifetime. Here it was
that Richard Henry Dana attended the marriage, as he
describes in his book, "Two Years Before the Mast," of his
agent to the Donna Anita De La Guerra y Noriega, youngest daughter of Don Antonio Noriega, who wras at that
time (1836) the grandee of Santa Barbara. In this picture
old costumes of the De La Guerra family that had been
preserved for generations are, worn by the members of the
American company, through the courtesy and kindness of
the present members of this household. With the assistance of Alexander F. Harmer, who designed the scenery
and costumes for "Natoma," the scenes of which were laid
in Santa Barbara and written by J. D. Redding and Victor
Herbert, and in which Mary Garden recently starred, "Her
Own Country," to be released November 28. will be historically correct as to detail and mannerisms. Even to the
greetings, old Spanish cordiality will be reproduced exactly.
"MAX GETS THE REWARD" (C. G. P. C).
Max Linder, the king of fun-makers, presents another
clever C. G. P. C. comedy. He is aided by some scientific
trick photography in his demonstrations of the method of
robbery by personal magnetism. The film will be released on
November 15th.
For diversion Max undertakes the study of the principles
ol magnetism and soon learns how to extract pocketbooks
and other rather personal belongings from passers-by. He
considers it a great joke, but the victims think otherwise,
and. accordingly, notify the police. A detective is assigned
to the case and a reward is offered for the apprehension of
the mysterious burglar. Then begins the battle of w-its. The
detective becomes suspicious of Max and sets a trap for him.
The trap is a logical one, for by it Max is invited to call upon
a young lady admirer and give an exhibition of his powers.
Max, flattered, accepts the invitation, but one glance at the
sleuth in the guise of a young girl is enough to tip Max off
to the situation. Feigning that he is unaware of the detective's real identity, Max watches him grow careless through
over-confidence and with a dexterous movement has him at
his mercy. Max places the now helpless official in a canvas
sack and then,- disguising himself as the detective, he turns
the bundle over to the chief of police and is quickly paid the
reward.
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Doings at Los Angeles
Unusual Activity in All Los Angeles Studios — An Interesting
Budget of News from the Coast.
Till' return of the Biograph comedy company, and the
arrival of two new
companies
which
are now
installed in permanent
quarters, has added 90 people
tu the rapidly growing motion picture colon)
now
in Los
eles,
The
Biographers
consisted
of [9 people,
then
followed the Powers company
with 26 more and now the
Kinemacolor forces have arrived
from
New
York with 46
pie. All three companies are actively at work.
The Powers company is now located at the Universal
studio in llollywoi.il where it is engaged in making comedies
and drama--. II. ( '. Mattlu'ws is the director and II
Blackmore and Charles Manlev arc among the leading
people. Mauley is probably the oldest actor now working
in moving pictures. He is 8i years of age and as active
as a boy. The company brought along two talented child
actresses, Early Gorman and Mattie Roubert and plans to
make a series of children's pictures before returning to New
York early next summer.
Following the Powers company the Kinemacolor company arrived a couple of days later. It took six special
cars to bring them and their belongings, not to mention
several carloads of properties which are coming by freight.
Jacob Kcmpner, San Francisco representative of the
Kinemacolor company, came here ahead of them and had
made all the advance arrangements. A long term lease was
taken on the old Revier studio at 4500 Sunset boulevard.
This consists of three acres of ground with offices, stages,
property rooms and other necessary buildings. It has been
used by several different motion picture companies within
the last two years.
As soon as the Kinemacolor forces took possession a large
force of carpenters was put to work by W. H. Hoover,
superintendent of plant. A scene dock 50 by 80 feet in
dimensions, a new stage 40 by 80 feet, nineteen additional
dressing rooms and a revolving stage 100 feet in diameter
are now being built. Before Christmas there will be sufficient homes built on the grounds to accommodate all the
employees and their families. One of the theories of the
management is that the employees must be absolutely
comfortable if they are to do the best work. The dressing
rooms for example are being fitted up with hot and cold
water, electric heaters, thick carpets and oak furniture.
Dave Miles, producing manager of the Kinemacolor Company of America, heads the company. He will net as head
director, the other two being Frank Woods and Jack LeSaint, formerly of the Imp company. Both are on the
ground. There are five cameras and cameramen and a
complete developing plant. There are eight employees in
the factory end, five property men and eight carpenters,
besides the executive officials, the actors and Charles Dunzen
the business manager — 46 in all. The company brought
along four horses, two dogs, two cats and three automobiles.
The animals are all trained to act in the pictures.
Comedies, dramas, and high-brow Western features are
to comprise the output from this plant. There will be nothing smaller than two-reel subjects although there may be
releases of three or more reels if the stories are worth it.
Each director will be looked to for approximately one release a week making six reels weekly. The company has
been making film tor several months.
Egan School Contest.
The prize photoplay contest of the Egan Dramatic School
which closed October 15 brought in nearly 100 scripts which
are now being reviewed and classified preparatory to the
awarding of the prizes November 1. There are to be three
prizes of $100, $75 and $50 respectively and another condition is that the company will pay $25 each for any manuscripts which, although not prize winners, are available for
production.
Meanwhile the company has suspended operations at its
plant on West Temple street. Frank C. Egan, head of the
enterprise, says that this suspension is only temporary and
that work will be resumed about November 1. L. A.
Thompson, the scenic railroad man, who is looking after the
details of disposing of the productions of the school, has
gone East on a business trip for the concern and there will
be no further productions until his return. A one reel drama
called "A Rail of Yarn" was tried out at the Optic Theater
one night this week for the benefit of Mr. Egan and the
members of the company.
•Bosworth "Doubles" In Legitimate.
Newspaper
announcements
to the
effect
that
Bosworth
had been engaged as leading man with

Hobart
the new
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Wukl.l)

stock
company
which
will open
an indi
drama at the Lyceum theater in this cit)
with
"The Landslide'
October 24, was responsible
that he had given up the position "i reading man will,
Edendale companj of tin
imor
was
contract
with the Lyceum
stock cornpans- was signed with the con
He
will work in motion pictures at the Edend
lring
the day, except
on 1,
lay-, and will appear in
theater at
perfom
will
have
satisfaction of known
nothing to do
until the
tomorrow.
Brevities.
Patrons
of Home's
theater
were
again
warned
not
patronize the films inside tin- week.
Hilly Home didn't like
the program the General Film Co. sent him and In- aid so
on the bulletin boards,
For example
"An
alleged Pathe
comedy called 'Naught)
Marietta,'"
he announced
may
laugh your fool head nit at tin-, but
it a
rather dolorOUS
attempt
at comedy."
In the middli
week
he got out an extra,
"Sensational
News
Item," it
read. "Broncho Hilly, nursed bj Max
taronson, is repoi
tn
Many stopped at the box office window
to he
knowsinking
what fast."
it meant.

* * *

Richard Willis and lame- Dayton, twin scenario editors
of the Universal company, are enjoying the simple and
primitive life. Their office was moved last week from the
Hollywood
plant to the
new The
Universal
studioat Oakis ('rest
in
the San Fernando
valley.
nearest
habitation
more
than a mile away ami within a stone's throw of their den
is a deep canyon with a running stream. Ambitious photoplay writers cannot reach them without taking a five mile
walk or hiring an auto. The offices they vacated in the
Hollywood studio have made it possible to shift about so
as to make space for a new projecting room and a substantial
enlargement of the dark rooms. William Horsely has come
back from Xew Jersey bringing with him a carload of
laboratory apparatus. The plant is now equipped for making positives on a large scale.

* * *

M. M. Steele, who at the time of his death was an employee
of the San Francisco branch of the Kinemacolor Company
of America, committed suicide in Golden Gate Park, San
Francisco, last week. He shot himself through the head with
a revolver.
The reason for his act is not known.
The Bison three reel production of the Custer Massacre
proved to be a big card for the independent theaters last
week and this week. It had received a great deal of favorable
advertising in advance and it was one of the few features
that had excited real interest before it arrived. On top of
that the handling of the subject and the photography justified the promises that had been made for it, and the advertising that was given it by people who saw it at the first run
houses made it even more profitable for the second run
houses.

* * *

I have located the hardest-working, most intelligent picture pianist in Los Angeles. She is employed at the College
Theater and I go there often not so much to see the pictures
as to hear her play them, for she not only employs judgment
and originality in making the music fit the scenes, but is an
artist besides — has tone and temperament. I am told by the
management that her name is Ruby Wallberg.
POWELL.
TONY

O'SULLIVAN

RETURNS

TO

BIOGRAPH.

After an absence of three years, Anthony O'Sullivan, one
of the famous original Biograph stock company, is going
back to the scene of his former triumphs. He goes to the
Biograph Company. Nov. 2, as a dramatic producer. He
was formerly one of the company's best comedians. Mr.
O'Sullivan for the past year has been the principal producer for the Reliance Co.. having been advanced to that
position from the stock company ranks. His success as a
director has been noted in these columns many times, and
his call to the Biograph Company will perhaps justify those
assertions. While being a comedian of rare ability and long
experience, Mr. O'Sullivan, as a director, has shown that he
possesses the dramatic instinct to a remarkable degree, and
has turned out some powerful diamatic subjects. Tl
he has varied with his "Bedelia" corned}- productions, appearing himself as "Bedelia" and directing the work. Incidentally, Tony will receive a far handsomer salary than he
did in "them happy days gone by."
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c_y4.dvertising- for Exhibitors
Conducted by EPES WINTHROP

That Cigarette Scheme.
WE

have received in the past couple of weeks all sorts of communications in regard to the offer of the American Tobacco Company
in connection with a brand of cigarettes, each package of which
carries a coupon with a cash value of one-half of one cent, and which are
announced to be redeemable at motion picture theaters at their face value.
At the same time the houses have been notified that the coupons will be
redeemed at face plus 5 per cent, when sent in in lots of $5 or multiples.
The scheme has as many angles as the furniture in a dark bedroom
when you have to walk the floor with the baby, but the consensus of
opinion is decidedly against this combination of the motion picture and
cigarette business. The cigarette, justly or unjustly, is not regarded with
favor. It is but recently that the motion pictures have been able to emerge
from the disfavor of the unthinking reformer. To these the new combination of the picture and the cigarette is but a fresh proof of the immorality
of the picture shows, and the manager, for his own sake and the sake
of the business in general, cannot well afford to have traffic with the
cigarette offers.
There is absolutely no reason why the man who wants to smoke a
cigarette should not do so. We have no use for cigarettes because we
started on a pipe, and waited until a proper age before we started. The
trouble with the cigarette is not that it is a cigarette, but that the stunted,
stupid youngster is generally a cigarette smoker and owes his misfortune
to the habit, and it requires no keen discernment to perceive that this
motion picture scheme is not designed to draw the trade of the man who
is able to judge for himself whether he wants a cigar or a cigarette. The
picture scheme makes the cigarette more attractive to the small boy of
eight to twelve or fourteen, who has no business using tobacco in any form.

Just Plain Business.
It is just a plain business policy to repudiate this deal. Post a sign
that you do not accept cigarette coupons, and it will mean vastly more
business to you than a hundred dollars' worth of coupons a month. You
cannot afford to stand in with the tobacco company in making cigarettes
more attractive to undeveloped boys. Unlike the tobacco company, you
are dealing with the mothers of those boys, and you must make your choice
between her support and the uncertain patronage of the nicotine-soaked
child. It is not morality. It is not sentiment. It is plain, common-sense,
every-day business judgment to array yourself on the side of the mothers
and other right-thinking people, on the side of little girls and girls of larger
growth, on the side of good business against bad.
Looking at it from another cold commercial point of view, you do not
want the trade of these coupon-proffering boys. Many of them will come
to your house anyhow. They will not visit the theater just because they
have smoked up ten packs of cigarettes to get the five cents' worth of
coupons. You don't want those sort of boys about your house. You'll
probably get them and their nickels, but you do not want them, and it will
pay, for the benefit of your other business, to keep them out. If you
want their money you can get it in coin as easily as in coupons, and you'll
be spared the trouble of handling the coupons. The announcement that
you will not accept coupons will not hurt your business one penny. The
announcement that you will accept the coupons will do you a real and
permanent injury. Look beyond the glowing general statement that the
coupons will help your business, and figure things out.
The cigarette company is not doing this to help out your business. IT
IS DOING IT BECAUSE THE DEMAND FOR NICKELS FOR THE
PICTURE SHOW IS THE ONE THING THAT MOST HURTS THE
SALE OF CIGARETTES TO THE TUVENILE TRADE, AND THEY
ARE USING YOU TO WIN THIS TRADE BACK TO THEM FROM
YOU.
Are you going to help give the picture industry a setback just because a
tobacco company asks you to? Think it over carefully; then go and paint
this sign:
Cigarette Coupons
NOT
Accepted for Admissions Here.
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the trouble to handle the coupons for the 5 per cent, allowance, though
it is to be questioned if the percentage is sufficient to cover all expense,
particularly in rush times, but no manager catering to women and children
can possibly afford to assist in the physical wrecking of boys and the moral
debasement of little girls. It is a bad business, no matter what your point
of view.
It won't make business, and most assuredly it will hurt it.

A Japanese
There is a letter that goes
with this cutTicket.
of a Japanese theater ticket, but
we were so careful to file it away that we cannot find it now, and so
cannot acknowledge the courtesy of the friend who sent it on from Yokohama with a good story on himself. It seems that he was a new chum
in the land where the tea comes from, and he was sweeping clean even
for a new broom. Among the things
he noted was the absence of strip ticket-.
and, being so far from home, he ordered
a million of them, to be on the safe side.
The thousand reels came in, and some
one broke it gently to him that the Chinese and Japanese theaters get their
tickets from the lumber yard. They
procured one for him, and he send
it on to us. It has been
photographed with a
hand, that there may be
aiscomparison
sires.
a bit of of
pine
ioJ4It
inches long by 2'/i wide
and half an inch thick, with two
ideographs on each side, and is sold for
nine sen, another sen being charged for taking
care of the street shoes, whicb are not worn into the
house. It is explained that the Orientals want something for
their money, and that the strip tickets were tried and abandoned because
it seemed too little to the purchaser, though he ckeerfully lugs this small
plankticket
acrossis the
lobby, with the feeling that the show must be good because
the
so large.
We regret exceedingly that we are unable to credit the courtesy of our
contributor.

He Still Lives.

We were wondering if William L'arie, Jr., had been snatched from this
sphere, when he broke his long silence to offer this suggestion:
Using your "Advertising for Exhibitors" department as a guide,
I thought I would try hairing the children write criticisms of the
films, and the result was so astonishing one could hardly believe
they could stir up so much interest in a contest of that nature,
but at the end of the first week I had some 300 different stories
on the pictures, and considering that we only change twice a week,
I think that a mighty good showing.
I am running the contest for a period of four weeks, and offering
$5 in gold for the prize, and from the way each mail brings in more
letters I can heartily endorse the scheme as being a good one, and
praise the department for offering the idea.
If all exhibitors would not only contribute to this department,
but try those little schemes out and then tell how they "worked"
for them, everybody could get away from the "old grind," and the
patrons would undoubtedly take more interest.
Note that last paragraph
particularly, please.
If you try one of the
schemes
mentioned by another
exhibitor, report on the results.
Let us
know if you put in any new twist to the wrinkle, and how that worked.
If you try this scheme, be particular to explain to your patrons that
criticism is not fault rinding.
A criticism may find no fault at all and
still be a criticism, and it will not pay to encourage
a spirit of faultfinding. We think that Mr. Barie covered this point in his contest.
Properly done, we think that the contest will aid the intelligent appreciation of the films, and in this way, as well as in direct interest, the
scheme will more than pay.

The Vitagraph Monthly.

Another Side.

Did you notice the last issue of the Vitagraph bulletin? It is the first
film publication issued by a manufacturer covering an entire month. It
will now be possible to get your advance information four weeks ahead,
instead of only two, and we extend our congratulations to Editor Spedon.
We hope that others will fall into line.

There is another side to this business.
There are hundreds, thousands of young men who do not care for the
photoplay theaters, but who will appreciate the value of the coupons as a
bribe. One of the counts against the picture theater in the old dark days
was the undoubted fact that a child could be coaxed to ruin through the
picture houses more quickly than through the medium of candy or other
treats. Even money was not equal to a theater ticket in the hands of the
vicious.
Will you restore that condition?
Can you afford to?
As a coupon proposition the idea is not bad. Were the coupons packed
in candy, chewing gum or similar wares the manager could afford to take

A letter from the Celestial Theater, Pekjn, sounds more like China than
Illinois, but that is where D. C. McClellan runs his house. We are glad
to see his conscience pricked him, for he writes:
A blush of shame suffuses my brow when I confess that this
is the first time I have ever sent you a specimen of a publicity
stunt, though I have profited many, many times by your department and I want to thank you for your sincere efforts to elevate
the publicity end of the motion picture business.
Enclosed is an envelope in blue cloth-laid paper and a double sheet to

Then listen to what the mothers say.

Sounds Like China.

THE
match. reads:
The
sheet

envelope

is simply

marked,

"A

Celestial

MOVING
Treat,"

and
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You are cordially invited to attend any performance
at the
Celestial Theater.
We arc enclosing a slight courtesy, which we
trust you will make use of, as we are desirous of demonstrating
the superiority of our entertainment.
It would be considered a
favor if you would use the enclosed card at some performance
between
October
twenty-first and twenty-seventh,
inclusive.
We
regard the programs
offered at the Celestial as worthy of your
time, attention and patronage.
As our specially invited guest we
shall endeavor to make your visit a pleasant one in every possible
way.
D. C. McClellan, Mgr.
Accompanying the invitation is a small card that reads:
MRS. JOHN
DOE
Is the Invited Guest of the Management
of the
CELESTIAL THEATER
At Any Performance

from

Oct.

21 to 27, Inclusive.

The name is filled in in ink. There is no "Saturday or Sunday excepted"
or any of the other familiar legends. The invitation stands good any day
for a week. It may be a little more costly, but in return there is a chance
of getting more long-run business than would be possible with the restrictions. We like the way the card is phrased. An invitation is even better
than a pass, and this line cannot be improved upon. As Mr. McClellan
also conducts the Idylhour and Dreamland, the three houses having a
combined capacity of 12.000, we hope that he will be a frequent visitor to
this department, now that he has found his belated way in.

Doing

Things Well.

Mr. McClellan seems to be willing to spend a little money on style when
he starts out to do things right. The card, envelope and sheet probably
represent a cost that would shock some managers, but he is out for good
business, and he goes at it in the right way. If you went into a first class
restaurant and the waiter came to serve you in his shirt sleeves, the chances
are that you would go somewhere else, on the proposition that the coatless
waiter was indicative of the place. In the same way, do not send your
advertising out in its shirt sleeves. Put a coat on it and see that its shoes
are shined and its nails manicured. If you want to make a good impression,
start it out right. If you want the cheap business, use the cheap paper
and hurried presswork, but if you want the best, ask for it in a- way that
shows you will know how to appreciate it when you get it.

Likes Street Work.
These Indians of the Paleface tribe are one of the schemes for advertising the Dreamland Theater, Modesto, Cal., and C. B. Johnson, the manager, writes that he finds that street advertising pays. Any kind of advertising pays that is properly done, and street work, if it possesses a touch
of novelty, is a certain winner. This Indian stunt is. a good one in a
double sense. The get-up is novel and a kiddie will always attract attention.
The idea is particularly good where some Indian subject is being advertised, but with any sort of release the novel stunt will attract attention,
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Do you know why you pay more for Clothing, Meat, Sugar,
Coffee, Bread, etc.?
The answer
will be shown
in Moving
l'ictures TO-NIGH1
Mr. Arnold thinks the title of the subject should have been in 24 point
instead of 18. We'll see his 6-point raise and raise him twelve. The
title should have been in 36 point at least, for if there ii anything that
will catch the rural eye it is the high cost of living.
The printer has used a 72 point "Tonight" and a 60 point "Lyric" with
the address in 18 point and "theater" in 24 point, but the big line of the
whole thing is relegated to 18 point, the same a*- the street address. Catch
them with the high cost of living in 36 point and they would find the address of the house were it in 6 point. The title should have been in three
lines as bold as could be used across the page. A 60 point face would have
been better yet with an 18 point "To-night," and the address in 10 point.
The "do you know" could have been continued in 18 point, but "the truth"
could have gone in 8 point leaded just as effectively, and the whole would
have right
worked
the same
as is now'
used.
Mr. Arnold
the
idea,out
butabout
the printer
did space
not properly
value
his lines.
Catch
eye with the big name in the largest possible type for a throwaway,
that will take care of the rest, so the name of the house is properly
played.

bad
the
and
dis-

Believes in Ink.

A. L

Stallings, of the Angelus, Spanish Fork, Utah, sends in an advertisement for criticism, and supplies his own comment.
He writes:
I enclose a copy of a local paper containing a half page ad. and
would like your opinion of it. I myself think that there is too
much descriptive matter for the size of the paper, but at any rate
it got the business, and that's all we can expect it to do. In addition to the publication in the paper I had 650 sheets run off from
the same type. We did a capacity business with "The French
Spy," regardless of the fact that we had strong competition on
both nights and in the face of an advanced price of admission.
I use the local paper as much as possible, although with only
one issue a week it is not safe to depend entirely on that. It
would seem that the minds of the patrons must be refreshed every
few days; that is, those who are not regular attendants — and it is
these you are advertising for. The regulars keep themselves posted.
I am also sending a program I used some time ago. They did
not seem to take to it the way I thought they would. Cheaper
advertising seems to appeal more strongly to them; at least we
get better results, and when we get the results we should be
satisfied.
I have come to the conclusion that when I advertise I want to
advertise my performance and let the public know what I have to
give them, not what the butcher and grocer have for sale. It is
the same way with slides. If they are run they should refer to
the house, and not to other business concerns. I have tried the
post card scheme with success, putting them out through the mails.
I use the mails a great deal. It is expensive, but it is about the
only way to get into the home and make people take notice.
I have read about a slide that can be made on the typewriter.
I sent for a gelatin outfit, but it was colored. Would like to know
where these slides could be purchased.

Making Slides.
Mr. Stallings can get colorless as well as tinted gelatin sheets if he will
ask for them. Possibly the company will exchange what is left of the
colored for white.
Most houses seem to prefer tint.
Any light white paper can be written upon and made translucent through
the application of oil or varnish. In a pinch old kodak films can be
cleaned off and used.
We quite agree with Mr. Stallings that the slide advertising some other
business has no place in the theater. There are some houses where the
interval between the reels is marked by a dreary exhibition of slides of
everything from the doctor to the undertaker, and it doesn't pay. On
the other hand, where a large program is printed there is no good reason
why some trade advertisements should not be used to cut the cost. The
trouble is that some programs give up the space to the foreign advertising at the expense of the house booming, and this defeats the end of the
management. A reasonable number of advertisements should not prove
objectionable.
The program cover of which Mr. Stallings speaks is a handsome threecolor stock cover, and we cannot understand why they were not received
with favor, unless, perhaps, the two-day program did not interest as would
one running for a week.
the great point being to take it off the street before it becomes common.
Give most persons a chance to see it once, and then retire the idea for
something else, even if you have to wait for an inspiration. Mr. Johnson
uses the Universal program and there should be plenty of Indian releases
when this advertising would be particularly appropriate. He writes that
he would not think of trying to run his house without the Moving Picture
World, and we do not see why anyone should try. The trouble with many
exhibitors is that they do not use it enough. No matter what service you
run you can get all the details from this paper and get it accurate. Do not
merely subscribe for the paper.
Use it.

We

Tear.

S. A. Arnold, of the Lyric Theater, Mena, Ark., who has sent us many
live wire ideas, sends in a throwaway that was used during the county fair
week and asks that we tear it to pieces, which shows that he doesn't think
it is just right himself. It is a sheet, 9 by 454, printed in green ink with
a border.
Here is the essential copy:
The High Cost of Living
The truth about to-day told in Moving Pictures. A drama dealing
with facts in which America of to-day is shown as it is. The picture shows the
Robber Trusts
as they are.

How

they rob the Consumer.

Space and

Filling.

Getting down to the advertisement, we agree with Mr. Stallings that
he has too much type for the space. Apart from the name of the house
a 36-point line is the largest he gets in a half-page advertisement. He got
the business because he offered an attractive proposition, "The French Spy"
and four other reels for 20 cents, but it would have been much better
had he taken more of the space for the feature and less for the other
reels. The special is in the center of three boxs and gets the 36-point
line, the other titles getting in 24 point. Nothing stands out strongly,
and in a larger and busier town the space would have been wasted.
Had we been laying the advertisement we would have thrown a title
line clear across the sheet, using a 72-point extended letter. Then we
would have played up the fact of seven reels more importantly than the
other four titles, giving just a hint of each, together with a large title.
Little more than this would have been needed. Seven thousand feet for
20 cents is more potent in its pull than the list of features in a Pathe
Weekly. Most persons know the Pathe Weekly and at best this was an old
issue. Play up your big points in the big type, and if you have room for
more, all right. If you have not, let the story of the film wait until the
audience gets to the theater. With Pathe, Vitagraph, Edison and Biograpb
on the same bill an excess of detail is not needed.
But Mr. Stallings knows what the matter is, and he knows, too, how
to advertise, as other samples show. With a third of the space he gained
twice the display for Pathe's "A Nation's Peril." He knows, too, how
to get the ad. to carry reading notices.
The papers are peppered with them.
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Then, too, I frequently get stuck. I get a fine idea, which works
out for ten or twelve 6cenes and then comes a place where, to save
my soul, I can't get it right or write a scene to fit. I can write the
end, but the middle seems to be the hard place; is every one
afflicted this way?

w
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Conducted by Epeh Winthbop Saboent

Comet Not Buying.
JBOACB
writes that at present Comet is not in the market for
scripts, but that presently new companies will be formed, when there
will probably be a demand for two or three a week. For the present
lighten his labors by not sending anything in. It will do no good, and
puts someone to the trouble of sending the script back or losing it.

Wants a Near-Author's Club.
Lucien G. Lambert suggests that there be formed a near-authors' club,
with dues sufficiently heavy to permit the engagement of a critic to be at
the disposal of the membi •
We do not think that the plan is feasible. It is not criticism that helps
the beginner so much as study and practice. The idea of the club it is
our purpose to form on our return from the south is to help these beginners,
those who have arrived giving assistance to those who are still struggling.
The purely informal club will be better than a cumbersome organization
with a paid secretary-critic and do a lot more real good.

What Happened to Jones.
There

WOW.D

is a man by the name of Jones who writes to one of the manufacturing companies thusly:

Dear Sir"s:
I hearwith enclose two photoplay storys, composed by one of the
writers who have signed contracts with me, agreeing to give me
the exclusive privilege to sell their plots on commission basis.
Please give these storys your most careful consideration.
This is a new idea And I hope to be successful, with a fewmonths I exspect to have a statt of at least fifty writers, Hopingy
for a favorable reply I close.
your"s truly,
And a man who cannot even spell the plural of story, who uses a period
only at the end of a full paragraph, hopes to have a staff of fifty writers
under exclusive contracts!
What happened to the erudite Jones was that he was advised that the
company preferred to deal with the authors direct. Jones wasn't even
told that his idea is exceedingly old. Sales bureaus are scattered all
through the hamlets of Indiana and Ohio, to say nothing of New York,
Chicago and Philadelphia. Get a list of studio addresses that will be sent
you for a stamped and self-addressed envelope and you will have the
same chance of selling your stuff as Jones and his numerous predecessors
have — perhaps an even better chance.

Keep a Carbon.
Do you keep a carbon of every script you write, or are you one of those
who talk regretfully of your "lost" scripts?
Keep a carbon, a good strong carbon, and you'll have no lost scripts.
If the editor of the "Gumph" film company writes that he sent your story
back three months ago, and you know you never got it, take the carbon
out and copy it, but you can't copy it if the copy is not legible.
Don't engage in the interesting experiment of seeing how many carbons
you can make from one sheet of carbon paper. Carbon paper costs two
or three cents a sheet, but if you can make fifteen clean impressions from
a sheet, each impression costs but the fifth of a cent, and is worth it. Keep
carbons and keep them in an orderly and systematic manner. Keep them
until your accepted story has been produced. It has happened more than
once that an original script gets lost after purchase. If you are asked for
a carbon and must confess that you have made none, the editor is apt to
next time one of your scripts cumes in that you cannot
help him out of a hole if he gets in one.
More than that, lots of stories have been paid for after production on
the strength of the carbon copy as evidence of ownership. That may
happen to you tomorrow.
Have you the carbon?

Tag Up the Envelope.
Van Buren Powell read of the lady who got someone else's script
back in one of her own envelopes from she didn't know where. Then
he sat down and wrote in the suggestion that the author write on the
■in," and the name and address of the company to
which it was sent. That's a good idea, but a better one yet is to write
inside the envelope the name or number of
the story sent. This is almost
necessary where more than one script is sent the same company within a
short period.
convenient to give a script a number as well as a name. It is
easier to handle and fully as explanatory. One card system carries the
number on the card, and the cards arc filed by number except when they
are in the hands of some editor. Keeping the carbons in numerical order
makes them easier to find, since you handle the cards to find the title and
turn straight to the number. If you have from twenty to thirty stories
out, as a professional should have, some such system as this is imperative.

When you get stuck.
Ever get stuck with a story that gets hung up in the middle
at both ends?
Here is part of a recent letter:

and

sags

It is something that is liable to happen to anyone now and then and to
some very often. The answer is that the ends are not mates or it's the
wrong middle. If you have your start and your climax properly matched
up the action in between should be clear and well marked in your mind,
but if you start with one idea and write toward the wrong conclusion and
the middle runs right you are liable to find that your story stops because
you cannot make the middle match the climax. The best thing to do in a
case like this is to forget the projected ending and let the action run
straight to the climax that it suggests. Given a start and a finish what
comes between should be suggested by one end or the other. When it does
not run straight you've made the wrong start for the finish or you have the
wrong finish for the start. Do not try to force the middle action toward
the decreed finish, but let the action run on to its own conclusion and
sometimes you will find that you have a better finish than you originally
planned. It is a good plan to have some end in view and work toward
that end, but you cannot distort the run of action to fit a predetermined
climax if you have not selected the proper climax. You never can tell
what you are going to have until the story's end and sometimes you'll stop
right in the- middle of a story because there seems to be no end. You can
fight your plot if you feel so inclined, but the better plan is to lay it aside
and write something else and some day you'll find the proper ending for
that good start and finish it off.
If you want to fight with it go at it right. Don't grow angry and wrestle
all over the mat. Argue with it. Ask it where it wants to go and why
it wants to go there. Offer some other possible destinations and some explanation as to why that particular destination should be as good. Be
more than half way willing to arbitrate and in the end you'll have some
sort of a story. It may not be a very good story, but it may be susceptible of improvement. It's a poor plan to go to your machine determined
to write one particular story and no other. Get a start and some idea of a
finish and work toward that end, or, better still, do not go to the machine
until you have the details so well worked out that you can sit down and
write it straight through because you have already written it in your head.

Doesn't Get the Point.
A California correspondent, apparently a newspaper woman, takes issue
with us on a recent suggestion that it was best that the novice stick to
familiar themes until the pinfeathers gave place to pinions.
She writes:
I am a native of Southern Indiana, but have spent the last eleven
years in San Jose and upon this coast, during which time I have
studied and written about the West, not as it was in the beginning,
but as it is to-day and was a few years since.
I have boarded for
months
at a time upon different ranches, have witnessed
fruit
handling,
know
the difficulties encountered
with the coming
of
"coolie labor," have studied social conditions
in Western
cities,
and have tried to tell my stories truthfully, but to date have had
but one Western scenario accepted and in that, all that was truly
Western was cut out and other scenes substituted.
There are companies in Los Angeles making Western pictures, but they hang to
the pioneer
days, and to Western
people generally
these are
nauseating to say the least. '
A cowboy riding through the streets of San Jose to-day with his
conspicuous attire is just as much a novelty to the small boy as
he is in the picture.
Once in about two years something happens
to bring in the use of a posse.
The wild-west shows that exhibit
in large circus tents in the East are just as well patronized here
in San Jose as there, for none but pioneers have witnessed such
escapades in real life; however, they are not patronized by the better class of people.
We
do not think that this correspondent
read
brain, but merely with her eyes.
She goes on to
lots of spots outside of California that would look
winds up with "so it does not necessarily follow
do not write of the stories close at hand, that they

our remarks with her
point out that there are
as well in pictures, and
that because Westerners
can not know something

of That
other is
parts
of theand
world."
exactly
precisely what we said. We suggested that the
novices start writing of home things and as experience came broaden their
field until they could write of other parts of the world, just as this writer
contends. But until you can write of other parts of the world, write of
that part of the world you know something about. The other day we received from a beginner in the country a story of a broker. We have several relatives in Wall Street and we know something of the stock game
and how brokers act. But this story was the sort of story that someone
would write whose experience with the market was limited to reading Tom
Law-son's stuff in the magazines. He might have written a good story of
his home town, but he came to town in imagination and his imagination
was dead wrong.
Here is a woman who goes to California and makes a study of the West
day. She disdains to learn of the old, romantic pioneer days. She
studies the somewhat unpicturesnue modern West and grows angry because
the manufacturers will not make pictures of this phase when they have the
richer color and free life of earlier times. She writes what she wants to
write rather than what she knows the editors want her to write, and then
she wonders why she does not sell.
The Los Angeles producers are. not making pictures to please her and
those other "better class people" who stay away from Wild West Shows
when they come to town. They are making pictures for the whole world,
and two hundred prints sold abroad loom larger on the books than the
three or four prints sold to the California exchanges.
Editors do not want stories of fruit gathering. They can get the industrials themselves. They do not want coolie labor problems unless they
are made into gripping stories. The old West is more picturesque. It sells
better in the world market. They make what sells and they make it well,
and the stories of pioneer days do not hurt the feelings of the real Californian who is proud of being a Native Son.
They hurt the feelings of
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the importc.l citizens from the Middle Wert and elsewhere.
And
meantime this writer keeps on writing of the Weal to-day and the people
back East keep writing as well as they can of the West of old and th<
because they meet the market and take the opportunity
from the people
who might write more accurately of the old West because thy are on the
ground.
If you want to sell stories, write the sort of stories that will sell and
do not try to educate the editors. If you want to write merely to please
yourself and your personal friends, do not be surprised if you make few
sales.
And we did not say, in the first place, that Californians must write only
of California. We said the trained writer could go anywhere with the aid
of books of travel, but that until you know something of other lands it is
better to write of familiar topics and gradually widen the field. The properlv trained writer should be able to write of East or West and this trick
will come to all in time, but until it does come, through practice, stick to
home stuff and like the ripple that follows the stone broaden until you
cover the whole pool and reach from shore to shore.

Something to Laugh At.
Two of the correspondence schools are using testimonials written '>>'
pupils before they discovered just how little they had been given for their
money. Inquirers to these two persons are told the truth and advised to
keep clear. It's a little tough on the schools, but it has been harder on
the pupils.

Listen to This.
We've just come across the cutest swindle yet. Have you?
A "service association" in Chicago wants to get twenty -five good photoplay writers. They are in "dire need" of them, in fact. The dire-est sort
of need, apparently. They are spending a lot of money to coax in some
writers, 15 — count 'em — 25 who will earn from $200 to $250 monthly,
commencing December 1st. IF the service association hasn't moved so far
by then that even the police and post office inspectors can't find them. They
are sending out a sheet (most appropriately a deep yellow) in which they
make plain their needs. Just incidentally you must write the prize-winning
story in a certain form, and this form — and a book on photoplay — will be
sent you for one dollar. We are almost willing to bet that the form
promised is that dear old Mother Love that has been done to death though
as a sample photoplay it is not a success since it carries neither leader or
inserted matter.
It is worse than useless.
If you have been one of those who have fallen for this glittering, glamorous offer, count your dollar as one long dead. You'll never see it again.
If you have been tempted and did not fall, rejoice and be exceeding glad.
In any event write this down.
No prize contest other than one conducted by a reputable company having
an outlet through one of the three distributing channels can be other than
a fraud.
Any person who promises a novice (let alone 25 of them) an income
of $200 a month is a liar. There are not 25 persons in the United States
who are getting that much a month unless they are hired by some company.

Writing Two-Part Stories.
Now that there is a growing demand for two-part stories, a few hints may
prove helpful. Select a strong theme, one that will permit you to use
plenty of action. Few polite dramas will hold the interest through two
parts, so turn in preference to the rugged themes of outdoor life. Develop
your action with more care for detail than you can show in a one-part
story, but developing detail does not mean to run a lot of padding. If you've
a good story you can run into two parts and still have it all solid meat, but
where you condense for a short story take the time to give ample development. Run from fifty to seventy scenes according to the length of action
and about halfway through bring events to a strong, tense situation that
will leave the spectator gasping and wanting more. The part of a picture
is like the act of a play. The curtain should not fall on a quiet scene nor
yet one that suggests that the story is over. Bring everything to a boil
and just as it seems about to bubble over cut the scene and leave the solution of the matter to the next part.
Practise varies as to whether the script should be in one or two parts,
but the better plan is to run it as a whole, numbering the scenes consecutively throughout and marking the point where it is suggested that
the first part should end. One complete synopsis should cover the entire
story.
But before you write two-part stories study them on the screen and see
just how they are handled. There are lots of little points that you can
get only from actual observation.
As to the market; almost any company will make a two-reel subject if
the theme be strong enough, but it must be an unusual story to tempt the
management.

Keep Going.
The other day we had a letter from a photoplay writer who told us that
she had been writing for two years in which time she had done five scripts.
Of these, two were sold, two had become lost and one was apparently an
undesirable. And that same afternoon came a man who told us that nine
weeks ago he bought a book on technique since when he had written ten
scripts of which four had sold, a fifth being held for consideration, while
the others were going the rounds.
In a word the man had accomplished in nine weeks double what the
other had done in two years and he had done it by sticking at it. In
the same nine weeks a professional writer did thirty-three scripts and sold
eighteen of them for It is to be presumed that the professional standard at which the novices
aim. The man who wrote a little more than one a week will no doubt find
his place among the regulars because he keeps at it and learns from his
disappointments. The woman who writes two and a half scripts a year
never will get anywhere in particular because she lacks application.
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Director Haddock, of the Eclair Company, is having his
own troubles with the leopard that has recently been added
to Eclair stock. The director did a lively piece of ladder
climbing to the roof of the studio one day last week. By
the way. this leopard, together with a tiger, forms the
nucleus' of the first moving picture menagerie in the metropolitan section.
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Licensed
'THE OLYMPIC GAMES AT STOCKHOLM" (Pathe).— This special
film needs 110 comment other than the statement that it is very well
photographed.
Here surely is a safe feature if there ever was one.
"JIM'S PARTNER" (Pathe), October 31.— Retelling old stories in new
pictures is commendable, from both artistic and commercial viewpoints,
when the producer, learning from former failures of himself and of
others, can redevelop the old situation and make it more convincing and
human. This very good offering has, at the same time, very little that
is new in its situation and much that is both fresh and pleasing in the
style with which it is handled. The miner's wife, tired of seemingly
loveless monotony, is eloping with her husband's partner, when she tumbles
over an embankment and is hurt. Her husband finds her, carries her home
and goes for a doctor. In the meantime she tries to light a candle and
sets the house on fire. Her husband comes back just in time to rescue
her.
The fire scenes are excellent; the fall scenes also are good.
■THE FISHERMAN'S LUCK" (Essanay), October 31.— Howard Missimer plays the fisherman summer boarder, a rather farcical father with a
daughter. John Steppling plays an actor also staying at the hotel, and
who can catch fish. Dolores Cassinelli plays Missimcr's daughter, with
whom Steppling is in love. Missimer gets "in deep" over his(?) catch
of fish, and Eleanor Blanchard tattles, which leaves Steppling's scheme
high and dry. Howard Missimcr's work makes the picture; he enjoys his
work, and spectators enjoy looking at it.
"WRONGLY ACCUSED" (Melies), October 3:.— There is one distinctly
nev character in this picture, one that brings in a new situation — he is
the dope fiend. As a whole, the story, with nothing else that is new,
has been freshly produced. With every foot that is unreeled the interest
deepens, because the action is absolutely clear and plain and the acting,
always intelligent, is now and then extremely good.
"PARSON JAMES" (Lubin), October 20.— A simple story without depth
of any kind, but made effective by its pleasing presentation. It tells of
a little girl, left as a baby with a priest, who grows up and is shown her
mother's gTave. This mother was a worthless woman and dies just before
the girl comes home to her foster father from the convent.
"COPPER MINES AT
picture gives a very clear
tain ranges. Bingham is
well photographed views,

BINGHAM. UTAH" (Edison), October 30.— This
idea of a mining town tucked away between mounsix miles long and sixty feet wide, and these very
will be found unusually interesting.

"A SUFFRAGETTE IN SPITE OF HIMSELF" (Edison), October 30.—
A picture taken in London from a scenario by Bannister Merwin, and a
thoroughly amusing comedy. Mark MacDermott is fine as an irascible,
anti-suffrage English gentleman who doesn't know he has "Votes for
Women" pinned on his coat. Miriam Nesbitt makes an excellent Englishwoman, and although Ethel Browning is not at all convincing as a maid,
she adds a good deal to the comedy.
A very good offering.
"A RACE FOR HONOR" (Eclipse), October 30.— An intelligently produced picture. The story, which is not probable, is kept from intruding that
fact again and again on the spectator. Wc don't by any means imply
that this is unusual in Eclipse pictures, for it isn't. But we have seen
more than one picture this week with stories behind them as good and
better than this that seemed handled to please the producer, and not the
spectator, and we want to say that we see the difference. The title of the
picture is not apt; it suggests something different from the story. The
father of the heroine has stolen a wallet and has made his employe, a
young mechanical engineer, seem guilty. The girl loves the young man
and she and he follow the older man, who is escaping, and persuade hiin
to come back. This gives an automobile chase — the "race for honor."
It has some very pretty scenes and will please.
"THE STRANGE STORY OF ELSIK MASON" (Kalcm), October 30.—
Elsie's story is indeed strange, but that is greatly in its favor. It is not
only pleasingly novel, but prettily told by lovely scenes and makes an
offering that can be relied on to entertain all kinds of people. Elsie
D, in the early scenes, is a charming little maid of about two years;
in later scenes Alice Joyce takes the part — a grown-up Elsie. The child
it out in the early morning, all by herself, and a rich woman, who finds
her and takes a great fancy to her, practically kidnaps her. Lucille Young
plays this rich woman. Tom Moore plays a nephew of this woman, who,
years later, falls in love with Elsie. Her foster mother dies before the
wedding, and the girl learns of her true origin. She writes to Tom, breaking the engagement, and goes to her real mother. Like Lady Clara Vere
de Vere, but in a very modern and very pleasing fashion, Tom finds her.
It is a good offering.
"A MAMMA WANTED" (Pathe). October 30.— A picture made to please
spectators. It is a light-hearted, rollicking love story in comedy vein and
with a good deal of humanity. The trouble with much of the love making
in moving pictures, both in serious and comedy love stories, is its inhuman
abnormality; it makes us bitter against ourselves and our kind. The temptation to be emphatic leads producers who keep the theater always in mind,
into all kinds of foolishness. The producer of this story did not supinely
follow stale and artificial suggestions.
He plainly shows the courage
of
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his own observations of life; consequently he pleases us with something
fresh as well as truthful. We refer solely to the love story, for he hat
added a very farcical scene which, although it pleased the house greatly,
as did the whole story, we feel did not add to the effect of the picture as
a whole. We believe that the love story alone with those two most engaging
kids and the shop girl's three girl friends would have been quite ample
to fill a whole reel and make a fine picture. As it is, it is a very good
offering.
"HER BITTER LESSON" (Selig), October 31.— A picture adapted from
M. E. Braddon's novel, "Aurora Floyd." The novelist or story teller has
plenty of chance for explanation, and so can make a really unconvincing
situation seem plausible, while a moving picture producer, unless he use*
the greatest care and art, must set it right out before us and leave it in
all its nakedness. It very often happens that a picture made from any
but a great novel with a truly human and perfectly natural situation seems
weak because of this and the fact that things are forced into abnormally
speedy sequence; they seem abrupt. This picture suffers a good deal from
these defects. The situation is possible, but both it and its development
fail to convince unless we spread it out in our minds, make every allowance for the time element, and see in an instant's acting the symbol for
a heart struggle that really lasted days. Nevertheless it interests. The
plot is good, and the scenes and players are very pleasing. Especially
pleasing is Adrienne Kroel, as Aurora. Mr. Hardee Kirkland produced
it, and deserves credit.
"POET AND PEASANT" (Vitagraph), October 31.— A modern story of
France, telling the love of a beautiful peasant girl for a poet who left her
to die of a broken heart. There is a hunchback in the village hopelessly
in love with the girl, and pictured as watching her fading away in inner
torment which he does not try to conceal. Mr. H. L. Barry plays the poet;
Clara Kimball Young, the peasant girl. Her grace and beauty add much
to the picture. Charles Eldridge plays the father, and James Young, the
hunchback. Mr. Young has done excellent work, but is weak in this role.
The scenario is by W. L. Tremayne, and the producer is W. V. Ranous,
who has been remarkably successful in giving it an old world atmosphere.
"A HEART IN RAGS" (Selig), October 30.— A picture dealing with the
good-hearted but ragged hobo who befriends a little girl and is suspected
of kidnapping her. It shows how the tramp came to know who the child
was, how she fell asleep is an open box car, the search of the parents,
and the arrest of the tramp, with the final explanation. The author, Basil
D. Wood, doesn't deserve much credit. It was produced by Henry McRae,
who has handled his material intelligently and made it pleasing. Its
worst fault is padding; there was too fnuch box car in it, too much of
the railroad journey. Baby Hazelet plays the child; Madge Carson, the
mother; Colin Reid, the father; Pat Carson, the tramp; Frank Decamp
and T. J. Commerford, two pals of the tramp; T. Flynn, the telegraph
operator, and Tom Johnson, a farmer.
"THE HEAVENLY VOICE" (Lubin), Oct. 31.— Arthur Johnson here
gives us a comedy with several laughs. He is supported, and well supported, by Miss Briscoe, Charles Brandt and Madge Orlamond.
"A TRAGEDY AT THE COURT OF MILAN" (C. G. F. C), Nov. :.—
A story of court intrigue, put on in impressive manner, but at times heavy,
inclined to be ponderous. The scenes are nearly all of the studio, yet
there are some very fine settings of castle and courtyard.
"HIS WEDDING EVE" (Selig), Nov. 1.— A comedy in which Thomas
Santschi, dressed for his wedding, takes an airing just before the hour
of the ceremony. He collides with a nurse girl, portrayed by Betty Harte.
The girl suffers a sprained ankle and is taken to a hospital, leaving in the
bridegroom's arms the infant that had been in her charge. The bridegroom has much trouble endeavoring to get rid of his "elephant." finally
landing in the station house. There was much distress at the bride's home,
but matters were finally straightened out. There was an obvious discrepancy in the scenario, in that the bridegroom might have straightened out
matters had he telephoned the hospital.
However, the film makes fun.
"THE MUSKETEERS OF PIG ALLEY" (Biograph), Oct. 31.— An
underworld story which will remind many who see it of some recent happenings in New York City. There are gangs and gang feuds. The whole
production is handled with much care, and will make a strong release.
"PAT THE SOOTHSAYER" (Kalem), Nov. 1.— Mr. and Mrs. Hogan
will draw out a few laughs from a reserved audience. Pat leaves home
and gets a job as a palmist. Mrs. Hogan consults the new Professor
Bunko and in short order discovers the imposition.
"THE AMERICAN RHINE" (Kaleml. Nov. i.-On the same reel as the
foregoing are these views, most of which were taken on a steamer trip
between New York City and Albany. Among the pictures are many of
Revolutionary interest.
"A BABY'S SHOE" (Edison), Nov. 1.— There are three corners in
this drama; they are Walter Edwin, Gertrude McCoy and Robert Brower.
In the last 300 feet of the film there are several "punches," and they are
all stiff. There are -strong situations, the sort that are realized by an
uncomfortable feeling in the throat and eyes.
"THE FAMILY NEXT DOOR" (Lubin), Nov. 2.— A comedy of characters with a taste that is quite new. The freshness, which is one of its most
marked characteristics, comes mostly from the producer's playful fancy and
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his large use of facial expression. In the lov<- story, meant only ai a
frame for the comedy, there is nothinK new whatever. 1 he producer ia a
little weak in his love scenes and had too many cowgirls in the cast. But
behind the picture there is very plainly an individual and fresh way of looking at things. The audience plainly liked the offering, h il a good laugh
maker.
"PATHE'S WEEKLY NO. 45" (Nov. a).— Some da
u-amer the
"Empress of India" rammed and sank a ship named the "Helvetia." A
camera man »as fortunately on the spot and got a picture of it. The "Helvetia" was a big steamer and we see her sink. This sensational item is, of
course, a hig thing.
Nearly all the items are good.
"HEREDITY" (Biograph), Nov. 4. — A dramatic story of a half-breed lad,
son of a squaw-man who was a trapper. Always near the Indians, he was
more red than white, especially as his father was not the man to bring him
up wisely. He finally goes back to his mother's tribe. The picture is not
without substantial humanity; but seems to have less than is usual in offerings of this make and its subject is not so pertinent and therefore not so
interesting. The photography is a little weak and the picture, while clear,
lacks the picturesque beauty of much Biograph work. Yet, as an Indian
picture, it surely is, when compared with all the pictures, a very good
offering.
"MOUNTAIN DEW" (Kalem), Nov. 4.— The usual love story with the
revenue man and the moonshiner's daughter and in which the fomer helps
his sweetheart's father. Carlyle Blackwcll and Lillian Christy play the leads.
The leading lady is competent and gives some freshness to the picture.
"AN OFFICIAL APPOINTMENT" (Vitagraph), Nov. 4.— Miss Catherine Carr has given us a decidedly worth while picture in this story, taken
from the fringes of official life in Washington, D. C. Mr. Charles Kent
produced it and plays the leading role, a Kentucky colonel, not unlike the
famous "Colonel Carter," who, with his old darkie servant (Harold Wilson),
has waited long and vainly for an appointment. A fake appointment is sent
to him by some flippant clerks and the mortification is a cruel blow. The
official appointment is soon brought by the secretary's daughter; but he sits
dead in his arm chair. Surely here is a popular picture, one whose success is assured. It is a desirable offering. Mr. Tefft Johnson plays the
secretary; Mrs. B. F. Clinton, a house keeper, and Miss Norma Talmadge
the secretary's daughter.
"IN THE GARDEN FAIR" (Vitagraph), Nov. 2.— A picture in which
two little children elope. Some weeks ago, the Vitagraph company produced a very sweet and poetic picture with this same theme; but there is a
bit too much actual nursery atmosphere in this picture to let it please
wholly. It doesn't convince and, although there was some laughter, it is
not a strong success. It is too unnatural. Mrs. Breuil wrote the scenario,
which was produced by Fred Thomson. Robert Gaillord plays a widower
who lives with his little boy on the opposite side of a garden wall from a
widow, played by Rose Tapley, and her little girl, Helen Costello.
"FIXING A FLIRT" (Lubin), Nov. 1.— A young man predisposed to
flirtation with nearly every girl he sees is "fixed" good and plenty. One of
seven girls receives a letter inviting her to dinner. She accepts. As the
two are seated in a restaurant two of the girls join them, and are invited to
sit down. When the last of the party have been fed the flirt is broke. The
restaurant man takes his watch, stick and several other articles for security.
As the party leaves the restaurant, all bid the young man good-bye. To
make the discomfiture complete the man's landlady shuts him out of his
home.
It is fair comedy.
"THE MOVING FINGER" (Essanay), Nov. 1.— Were it not for Lily
Branscombe's truly remarkable picturing of the same character as both in
youth and in disreputable age, there would be little to commend in this
offering. Harry Cashman and Frank Dayton also play their parts well,
especially the • former; but the action that is pictured isn't fair to intelligence. It is a sermon on the results of poor men's wives running away to
enjoy the luxuries of sin for a season.
"BOBBY'S DREAM" (Edison), Nov. 2.— A child's pirate d-eara that
will entertain children in one way and grown-up people in another, as setting forth the exaggeration natural in a child's dream.
"FOR PROFESSIONAL SERVICE" (Edison), Nov. 2.— In comedies,
the audience's laughter is the producer's justification. The author of the
very slight farce deserves credit for knowing the picture-making possibilities of the Edison studio. It is truly funny only because it is as silly as
possible, and its idiocy makes it a good offering.
It certainly is silly.
"THE SKINFLINT" (Kalem), Nov. 2.— A picture with a homely story
of village life. The skinflint is rich and refuses aid fo his needy sister, a
widow; but later, in misfortune, he is cared for by the sister and relents.
The widow has a daughter who provides, in the picture, the fringes of a
love story. There also are other village characters who are interesting in
themselves and help along the story. Wm. H. West plays the skinflint
and Jane Wolff, the widow, and both are worthy of high praise. Lillian
Christy plays the girl. She passes through two or three scenes alone; but
her whole attitude and facial expression awaken the deepest interest, and
add much by suggestion to the picture. Carlyle Blackwell plays the girl's
lover.
"ANNE BOLEYN" (C. G. P. C), Nov. 5.— A dramatization of the plotting of Jane Seymour against Anne Boleyn. The hand-colored picture will
arouse interest for its historic and dramatic value. The characterization of
Anne was well done by a woman of queenly figure and splendid talent.
"CHAINS" (Essanay), Nov. 5. — Ruth Stonehouse gives us a strong portrayal. An engaged woman marries a man who has just been sentenced to
fifteen years in prison as a result of a brawl in which crime was committed.
As the minister pronounces the two man and wife the husband is led away
to jail. The woman is unable to endure the snubs of her friends and goes
to the city seeking employment. She finds it in the office of a man who
falls in love with her and tells her so. She is in love with him. When she
visits her husband in jail she finds a brute. Her employer persists in his
suit. Then she confesses all that has gone before. The employer even
then wants her to go away with him, but she tells him it is not to be. There
will be many who will say this is a false conception of a woman's duty to
herself and to the man she really loves. They will say that she should have
divorced the convict.
At all events, "Chains" is a story that will stir the
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BE VOICE OF WARNING"
(SeUg), Nor. 4 —Lit'
,rrenwood has much to do in this story of pathos, and the acquits herself with
credit. It seems unbelievable that a child, asking assistance on the street
for a sick mother, should be refused by nine persons in succession.
THE PACE OR Till. VOICE" 'Vitagraph), Nov. 5.— A story that il
simple, yet owing to the superb actin>.' I urner will reach the heart.
Her portrayal of the lister who nrrenderi the man she loves, and even
aides in deceiving that man, through sisterly affection, is splendidly <i
"JUAN AND JUANITA" (Lubin), Nov. 4 —There is in this picture a
thrilling hold-up — a bit different from the usual, and exceedingly well done.
It is a railroad story, with a talc of love running through it.
"A ROMANCE OK THE KAILS" (Edil
.—A good story, and
played rescue
by George
Learn legandfrom
William
'
awellthrilling
of a Lessey,
man withBessie
a broken
in front
of a n
train.
Mr. Lessey, as the rescuer, picks up Mr. West
■ and runs
with him, just missing being struck. Had the burden-carrier fallen it
would
have
been
a
different
story.
But
this
is
merely
an
incident
in an
interesting film.

Independent
"THE PIRST GLASS" (Powers), November 8.— More effectively than
most pictures, with a clearly marked out purpose, this temperance story is
pictured as told by an old woman in a saloon restaurant to a young cirl. It is
the story of her experiences and downfall, and as though to keep it anchored
to its purpose, the woman's narrative is interrupted occasionally by the
first scene, which shows her telling her story. This frank admission of
the story's purpose makes it very effective. There is no evidence of hurried
or sloppy work in the handling. The acting (I-'lorence Bark< r acts the
woman's story) of all the cast is natural and convincing. Many of the
scenes, taken by themselves, are fine. It is just the kind of picture to help
a temperance lecturer, for it is natural, simple and human. It will also
give the general public good entertainment at a show for these very reasons.
"SISTERS" (Victor), November 8. — Taken by itself, there is not a very
substantial situation behind this picture, but it gives Florence Lawrence a
vehicle for one of her characterizations. The story begins slowly. It is
of two sisters taken to an orphanage; nor did the "empty cradle" scene
help any. The story really begins when the two are adopted by different
families. Years pass; they have married and lost track of each other.
The one who is Florence Lawrence has married a fireman, Owen Moore.
This fireman, in the course of his duties, makes a rescue of the other
whom he thinks is his wife. She dies of heart disease in his arms. He
comes home to his apartment, and his wife is hiding; she has a little pr< =ent
and wants to surprise him. He believes that it was really his wife, and
is about to kill himself when she enters.
"ON SECRET SERVICE" (Kay-Bee), Nov. 1.— In two reels is this stirring military play. The feature is a spectacular battle scene, which is unusually well staged. One of the incidents is an explosion in which a caisson is thrown high in the air. A love story runs through the picture.
"FOILING A FORTUNE HUNTER" (Eclair), November 7.— The love
story of an American heiress. She has quarreled with her American lover and
is being courted by a count (?). Her father cleverly finds that the count's
present position is keeping bar, and that he was once in prison. An elopement has been arranged. Father lets this go ahead, but plans to foil the
count at the end. There is well-sustained dramatic suspense, good acting
and a smoothly-told story. Barbara Tennant plays the girl. Messrs. Francis
and Johnstone, with another good player, fill the three male roles.
"WHAT FATHER DID" (Eclair), November 7.— A pretty home life comedy which comes from father's preference for his briar pipe over either a
cigarette or cigar. His three daughters have beaus who call, and the old
man is driven from the drawing room to the library, and then to the
kitchen, where the cook and her beau make trouble for him. It has
pretty girls, pretty scenes, and is naturally conducted, but not very exciting.
"THE SHIP AND THE LION'S" (Ambrosio), Nov. 6.— A sensational
picture of a mutiny. The last scene shows the mutinous crew kept aloft
on the mast by the lions on the deck while the ship is burning.
"HALF SHOT" (Imp), November 9. — A farcical picture with a situation
that gets across. The man who was half shot they thought was shot, but
he came to in time to save the man who had fired the gun, hoping to wake
him, from being lynched.
"HOW HE GOT HIS RAISE" (Imp), November 9.— He gelt, it with the
help of the maid of the boarding house. The "old man" knows that bia
wife is coming to the office, and the clerk telephones to the maid to come
and make a scene just at the critical moment He gets the old roan out
of the scrape and gets 50 cents a month added to his salary. Thos. Mc.Mvoy
plays the clerk; Richard Lee, the old man; Mary Liston, the wife, and
Violet Horner, the maid.
It is light, but doesn't drag.
"THE HONOR OF THE FAMILY" (Rex). November 7— A picture
pleasingly melodramatic in which we find our old friends, hero, heroine and
villain, who always entertain us when they really live up to their characters.
Hero and villain in this picture are brothers, the latter, the older son, heir to
title and estate. The younger brother goes to a mining country and falls
in love with a girl there. The older brother, on a gunning expedition,
visits the place, and there is a secret marriage with this girl. Home again
in England, he marries another woman. The younger brother knows it
and protects the girl from learning of it. In time the villain dies and the
hero marries the heroine and comes into the estate. It is humanly and
naturally acted, the scenes are well made and often poetic, and the story
moves smoothly without dragging.
"THE PRICE OF PARADISE" (Gaumont), November 14.— The Gaumont
people certainly have a beautiful country in wbicb to take their pictures.
The backgrounds in this picture are, as usual, lovely; but just because
beauty follows beauty in its scenes the story, well acted and well made in
every way, loses in vigor.
Such pictures give the mind too much to do;
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lidly mounted

in a scenic way, and the natural scenic effects

are in keeping with the story. Alec Francis as "Silent Jim" is somewhat
theatrical at moments, but very effective on the whole;. Mr. Frazer gives
us a Haptiste that is fully as good and at all times thoroughly natural.
Ilarbara Tennant makes a heroine worthy of the fierce emotions that
1 about her. The plot is clean, well balanced and contains many
new
incidents and situations.
"UNITED
WE
STAND"
(Nestor),
Nov. 4.— Two
veterans dream the
dream
of an incident
on the field of battle, in which
one of them
gave
the other
a ring as a keepsake,
while
wounded.
They
quarrel,
but
discovery of the ring next day wipes out the bitterness.
It also serves to
<n and daughter in marriage.
A real march of the
G. A. K. is incidentally
shown.
A good
patriotic offering.

Nova
imedy of character by
(
in the leading role as Aunt

"(ill: SUCH A NIGHT" (Crystal), Nov. 3.— If you were holding four
aces and there was a big jackpot on the table and your wife came down

rather stout woman who has not much money, and who isn't
treated as well as she would like by her nephew and niece. She procures
an inheritance— or, at least, a letter about one — and some fake money.
i s learn about her fortune and invite her to their country home
and show In r every attention. They find out the secret and become very
cold to Aunty, who in the meantime has won a fortune in a lottery. Comic
Aunt
Hrid.
the picture an excellent
offering.
The
situation
also
is very commendable.

and upset the game, wouldn't you be angry? Such is the commencement
of the brisk little comedy shown in the first half of this reel. It is a
good one.
Pearl White plays the wife.

the

"Al'.Nl
BRIDGET"
(Eclair),
French

"THE

DISTURBED

SENTRY"

(Great

Northern),

November
5.— The
kintnent in these little
thumb nail sketches. Tliis i- very laughable; it is brightly conceived, fresh
and, in us small way, a little gem.
A true laugh-maker.
"Till LOST SILO" (.Great Northern), November 9.— A slight sketch
that will amuse. There is no real plot, but it runs smoothly and gives a few
funny moments.
"IIII
out that

LADDER
OF
LIFE"
(Thanhouser),
Nov,
5. — A story
pointing
the reward of industry is success to a poor boy, of dissipation is
a rich boy — that is the way
it worked
in this instance.
The
picture
is well worth while, however.
It will encourage many a boy and
man, too. trying to win out against intrenched "pull" and mediocrity.
"A

STRANGE

CASE"
(Imp),
Nov.
4. — Stories
of necklaces,
lost or
frequent,
but they always
seem
to exert
the necessary
to make
them successful.
This one is interesting,
though
not
final.
The
girl's father and then her lover are accused of the
theft in turn, but the latter finally confesses after another crime has been
im.
The jail scene
is the strongest
one.
King
Baggot
is pleading as the hero, but a little too unbending, since in one love scene
he practically
forces the girl to make the osculatory advances.
"AN
OLD
FASHIONED
MOTHER"
(Rex), Nov. 3.— A good,
with the "home" atmosphere strong in it, and so well portrayed that
The old couple leave their seacoast cottage to visit
their son in the city. His wife does not like them, and her snobbish,
supercilious attitude is handled in effective contrast to the other characters.
Grandmother's medicine of roots and herbs saves the little girl's life and
wins the wife's lasting love. As good as a scene from "Shore Acres" or
"The Old Homestead."
"HER
MASTERPIECE"
(Milano). Nov. 9.— This two-reel Russian
dram i
much that is well done and effective and some things that
will 1
appeal so strongly to an American audience.
The Princess
1 her own sister, bribes Ivan, the groom, with a promised
prize painting. This is dine and the girl falls
dead when she finds her masterpiece destroyed. Up to this point the picture is well act)
tains some new and vivid scenes, but the part
which follows has a touch of the morbid in it. The remorse of Sonia. the
quarrel with her
ver at the funeral and the suggestion of her
own
suicide
combine
to make
the retribution
too long
drawn
out and
"AN
picture,

ISHMAEL"
(Bison-Universal),
Nov. 9.— A good Indian
interesting plot and splendid
pictorial effects.
The Indian
1 desert with her child, recalls the Biblical
story
the title.
The
woman
dies, but white
settlers take the child,
r\ ice to his tribe and becomes one of its leading
men.
The
Indian
camp,
wagon
train, etc., are attractively
shown.
The
theft
-.as accomplished a lit;
nly.
The love Si
Golden
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JIM" (Eclair), Nov. 5. — This two-reel film tells a gripping tale
ilthweat
atit high tension
throughout.

"MARRIAGE
A LA CARTE" (Crystal), Nov. 3— On same reel with
above. George induces his stenographer to pose as his wife in order to
deceive his Uncle Josh, who has a generous pocketbook. Complications
ensue in a freshly amusing way.
The two make a good offering.
"A

PROTEGE
OF
UNCLE
SAM"
(Champion), Nov. 16.— Twotory, which we have reviewed before. Begins with the life story of a
Found in his dead mother's arms in the slums of New York. He is
adopted by a wealthy family, but after his college days there is a reversion
to type and he fails as a bank clerk and takes up a wild career. Good
cabaret scenes from a popular restaurant are shown, followed by a realistic
saloon brawl, as he makes his downward descent in life. Our sympathies
are aroused and we wonder where the lad is going to wind up, when the
naval review in New York harbor comes around, and inspires him to
join the navy. This he does, and after the manly training he gets as a
result, comes up smiling as a genuine hero and wins the girl who has been
true to him all these years. The actual pictures of the fleet are entertaining and the whole double
film a very commendable one.
"WEARY'S REVENGE" (Majestic), Nov. 3.— A tramp picture, in which
Weary revenges himself upon Amos for kicking him, by stealing his coat.
The coat contains money stolen by Amos from the father of the girl he
is in love with. Weary hangs the coat on a scarecrow, and in the end
it is brought out that Amos is a thief and hence he loses the girl. This
is a passable
comedy-drama.
"THE NEW
LOVE AND THE OLD" (Solax), Nov. 6.— The chief
strength in this picture lies in the fact that such things happen in real life.
The young man finds that his intended, a spoiled girl with an appetite for
bonbons and plenty of admiration, will not learn to care for his mother.
In the end he sticks to his mother and lets the girl go. The players
make
the most
of this idea.
"THROUGH
THE FLAMES" (Thanhouser), Nov. 8.— This rather conventional story of the country girl who is lured to the city by a promise
of stage employment, winds up with a startlingly realistic fire scene. This
has seldom been done more effectively. With Flo La Badie and William
Russell handling the leads the picture is assured of a good reception, as
their work
in this instance
is very
appealing.
"A BROTHER'S REQUITAL" (Reliance), Nov. 6.— Charles and John
are brothers. The former, a weak, dissipated youth, is engaged to Edith.
He commits forgery, the mother of the two young men dies. John falls
in love with Edith, and in the end Charles sacrifices her to the stronger
man.
strength

He

takes John's promised position in the African mines. The photographic effects are good and the work of Charles, in particular, adds
to the offering.

"THE MAX THEY SCORNED" (Broncho), Nov. 6.— One of the best
two-reel stories turned out in a long while. Its leisurely start gives
opportunity to develop the character of the hero, a young Jew recruit at
Fort Custer. Arizona. Then, after the story has its hold upon the observer, the Indian attack follows. The call to arms, the battle scenes, and
the rescues of the Colonel by the young hero are smoothly and graphically
portrayed.
Altogether it is stirring and satisfying.
A desirable release.
"MABEL'S LOVERS" (Keystone), Nov. 4.— The more or less familiar
idea in which the girl appears with welts inside her stockings, as she walks
on the beach, in order to get rid of all her admirers but one. This one
was, of course, wise. When the girl appears later, in her bathing suit,
without the welts, the audience agrees that he had good judgmnt. Mabel
Normand
is the girl.
"AT IT AGAIN" (Keystone), Nov. 4. — On same reel as above. Two
amateur Sherlock Holmes detectives dominate this picture with their antics.
They succeed in jumbling the plot somewhat, but as they are really funny,
and the plot is not important, they may be forgiven. Mack Sennett and
Fred
Mace play the twin detective role.
"SPIFFKINS EATS FROGS" (Lux), Nov. 8.— French eccentric comedy, in which the leading man eats frogs' legs and immediately has a
bad case of the "jumps." lie jumps over chairs and tables, out of winupon trains, bridges, etc.. and is followed by an excited throng.
Good of its kind.
In

"A MAGNETIC PERSONALITY"
(Lux). Nov. 8.— Same reel as above.
which
Wear;.
tramp,
carries about
a number
of strong magnets in his pockets. Things begin sticking to him, attracted by the magnets, and he soon has a mob of indignant people at his heels. Good picture of the chase.

"CUPID
ON
THE
JOB"
(Majestic),
Nov.
5.— A whimsical
fancy
in
which
the Man
Haters
club
and
the Woman
Haters
club
are brought
together
after bitter enmity,
and
many
engagements
ensue.
The
feature
of the picture
is a very
pretty
child
figure
dressed,
or undressed,
as
Cupid.
The child Cupid appears at intervals throughout the picture,
with
pretty effect.
DAY
ON
THE
BATTLESHIP
FLORIDA"
(Majestic),
Nov.
5.—
On
same
reel with above.
Pictures
of life aboard
the warship
Florida,
as it lay in Hudson River recently.
There are occasional glimpses of other
Is in the fleet also.
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Remarkable Record.
OHIO writes that there is a shadow on his screen. This (host is in
the center, up and down, of the screen. It is narrow in the center. Baring out widely at either end. Sometimes it la small and
sometimes large. When a short arc is burned, the spot on the screen is
smaller, and vice versa. Instead of the craters forming properly, they
generally form backward. Consequently he has to turn the carbons
around. The current is 110 volt a.c, with about 40 amperes at the arc;
Power's "Five" machine, which is old but in good shape. A new lens has
been tried and the lamphouse has been placed in all possible positions.
Ohio then continues: "In passing I might say thai your Handbook and the
Moving Picture World were responsible for me building up a show in this
little town of 700 people, which is sure a winner. There is not a Saturday
night that I miss the 550 mark on paid admissions, and the price is ten
cents, too. I run three reels with two songs, and have thirty advertising
slides."
As regards the spot on the screen, you end not say whether turning the
carbon around, so that the crater faces the condenser, helped the trouble
or not. The trouble is not in the condensers. Set your lamp at about the
angle shown on page 87 of the Handbook and then give your lower carbons
sufficient advancement to force the crater to form as shown at C, figure 33,
page 88 of the Handbook. Your saying that the crater forms on the back
side of the carbons leads me to believe that you are using set B, figure 33,
or else set A, and this would very easily account for your difficulty. The
trouble does not lie in your lenses. If the following of these suggestions
does not remedy matters, kindly advise me further, and send me a sketch,
showing just how your lamp and carbons are set.
As to the 550, ten-cent admission, that certainly is a record, in a town
of 700. It is even more than remarkable, and is highly creditable to the
Ohio brother.

Who

Found It?

Baltimore, Md., writes:
Have noticed in the department an article in reference to soaking
carbons in brine.
Mr. J. Gregory, a Baltimore operator, who first
wrote you about this was not present when the salt soaking experiment was tried.
It was, in fact, discovered by accident.
The air
at River Park, which is on the bayside, is very salty. The operator
who was, at that time, running at Hale's Tours of the World, ran
out of projector carbons, it being Sunday, and no more could be obtained. He, therefore, took some common arc light carbons and
tried them in the lamp, discovering to his surprise that they gave
a very fine light.
Thinking these carbons would give him better
results he bought some, but found they did not deliver the goods.
He again tried those he had picked up, compared them with the
new ones.
Noticing white streaks, such as salt generally leaves on
things, he soaked the carbons he had bought in salt brine, and thus
the discovery was made.
In the first place Baltimore, you are in error in assuming that Brother
Gregory claimed any credit whatsoever for the salt soaking idea.
He did
not; neither did he write me concerning it. The facts are as follows:
I
was in Baltimore and Brother Gregory,
who was on the committee
appointed to look after my entertainment,
took me out to his theater.
I
noticed the very soft, mellow brilliancy of the light, and supposed it to
be D. C. until he, much to my surprise, told me differently.
He also informed me of the reasons therefore, and I published them.
He did not
claim any credit for the discovery, nor has he ever done so. The carbons
the operator found must have been in some manner soaked in salt water.
While the air from the ocean contains a peculiar quality, it contains very
little, if any, salt.
Salt is much
heavier than air and would
instantly
sink to the ground,
and if your air soaking theory is correct, all the
buildings and ground near the ocean would be covered with salt.

More Law.
Shawnee, Okla., writes:
The City Council of Shawnee has recently passed some pretty
stringent regulations in reference to moving picture shows.
Among
other things it has specified that the films must be rewound inside
the booth.
I am informed that recently New York City has specified
that they must be rewound outside of the booth.
If this is correct, I would be greatly obliged if you would
favor me with a
copy of the ordinance.
Here in New York there is very little actual law governing operating
room procedure.
It is mostly regulated by rules made by the Department
of Water Supply, Gas and Electricity.
The only thing I can find concerning the rewinding of films is as follows: (extract from rules and regulations printed on back of application for license to operate moving picture
apparatus and its connections).
"The commissioner reserves the right to
revoke or suspend the license for any of the following causes:
Having any
film exposed in booth at any time, other than the one film in process of
transfer to or from machine, or from upper to lower magazine.
Allowing films to be rewound in booth while machine is being operated."
The
real meaning of this is, of course, that the films must be rewound outside

the operating room.
The < ny of !;
rather the Commonwealth
of Masstchusetts) , gravely informs
;. section 2i, of rules and
regulations
governing
moving
picture operators' machines),
that:
"All
films must be rewound or repaired in the booth or enclosure surrounding the
machine."
So you see that the voice of authority in Boston, wli;
to possess knowledge sufficient to regulate operating room procedure, dthat a certain thing is right and proper; whereas the very opposite
clarcd right and proper by the same kind of an authority in the City • 1
York and — there you are.
As the operating rooms of Boston and New
York are constructed — that is to say under the legal requirement* for the
construction of operating rooms in those two cities, it doesn't make much
or any difference whether the films are rewound inside the room or outtide
the operating room, but with a properly constructed
operating room the
film should by all means be rewound inside the 1

Power's

"Six"

Trouble.

Brooklyn, N. Y., writes:
Have a brand new Power's Six which has a grinding sound at
limes.
With the framing carriage down as far as it will go, the
machine runs like a clock, but if I frame up a little the grinding
noise starts.
If I run very slowly it stops, or if I frame clear up it
ceases.
There is a certain point, just below the center frame where
the noise starts in. There is a bar underneath the flywheel, with
a slot in each end, and a screw in the middle. I tightened this screw
but it did no good; neither did tightening the set-screws which hold
the casting against the framing bar.
The noise was still there, although it sounds a little different.
It is a half grind, half humming
sound.
I can think of no other cause except the toggle.
I think, Brooklyn, the trouble is that the toggle gear idler, which is made
of fibre, has swelled, and is now a little too large.
With the carriage clear
down (lever up as far as it will go) try the end of the horizontal bar.
If
you find it is loose so that it will move sidewise, carrying the sliding bar
with it, then the sliding bar is loose in its ways and should be tightened.
However, you seem to have taken care of all this, and have done exactly
the right things, therefore I think the trouble lies in the gear itself, and you
will have to take the machine to the factory at No. 90 Gold Street, NewYork.
The repair will cost you nothing, except the trouble of taking the
machine down to Gold Street.

Clamp Screws Burned.
Ely, Minn., writes:
Have trouble with the screws in my carbon holders.
They melt
at the end which presses against the carbons.
All connections were
tested, except Compensarc, and found O. K.
Am
using Electra
cored carbons, top and bottom.
Could it be the carbons or is it
the screws themselves?
Using 110 volts, 60 cycle current.
The trouble, Ely, no doubt lies in the fact that your carbons are not
making good contact with the holders, thus forcing nearly all the current
through the screws.
Clean out the inside of your carbon-holders thoroughly,
using a file or scraper; also file off the burned end of the screw. If you find
the inside of the carbon arm is rough or pitted, either file it down smooth
and perfectly flat, or else get new carbon arms.
The inside of the carbon
arms should be thoroughly cleaned at least once a week.
I would suggest,
however, that that type of carbon arm is rather out of date for use with
heavy amperage.
You would do well, I think, to get an improved type of
carbon clamp.

Ghost.
Sheffield, Pa., writes:
We have a Power's Six machine, using two jYi condensers and between 25 and 35 amperes from 104 volt line.
We use 25 cycle
a.c. to run a 5 h.p. motor, pulling a a'A k.w. generator.
This '.
us direct current. We get one of the brightest and smoothest lights
I have seen, but am troubled with a ghost just above the center
of the screen.
Our throw is 54 feet with a 12-foot picture.
In the first place, Sheffield, be sure that your optical system is in line.
A method of lining the machine was given on page 247, October 19 issue.
In the second place, put rings of asbestos behind the rear condenser lens
so as to bring it within H of an inch of the front condenser lens.
In the
third place, be sure that your carbons are set right (page 88 of the handbook). In the fourth place, try pulling your lamphouse back and forward —
not the lamp, but the lamphouse.
In one of these things, or perhaps any
two or more of them combined, I am sure you will find your trouble.

Fort Wayne

Compensarc.

From the Northwest comes an interesting letter, in which a brother sets
forth the troubles he has had on the road, and how a great many of them
were overcome.
I am using a 1912 model Motiograph, taking no volt, 60 cycle
current through a compensarc; running on the 50 ampere contact.
The various contacts deliver 40, 50, and 60 amperes respectively,
but the day service in this city is pretty bad, which causes our
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I :rei to be rather dark. The boss has gent for a 50, 60 and
70 ampere Port Wayne compensarc. Now what am I going to do,
as they will only let me use a 60 ampere block on the fVed? I
told the 1
70, but he said "do it;" so what am
do'
If 1 put ?" ampere fuses on a 50 ampere block, as I 6ee
it, I will DOl have any light at all. It will be a case of "where
was Mosrs when the light went out," very quickly after the current is turned on.
Won't
I have to have at least a 70 ampere
block?
uly your knowledge
of transformer
action is limited. I would certainly recommend that you forward $2.50 to this office in return for which
a copy of the new Hand-book will be sent you by, or soon after November 15. This book will explain these matters fully.
If you were using a
,t. pulling 70 amperes, you would have to use at least a 70 ampere
fuse block and fuses.
However, you can pull 70 amperes on the secondary
of a compensarc, working on no volt line, and only be pulling approximately 33 amperes from the line; or to be liberal, let us say, 25 amperes.
In other words, use 70 amperes at the arc and only use 30 ampere fuses
on the primary
wires — that is to say the wires feeding the compensarc.
The way to figure this is as follows: Multiply the arc voltage, which in
this case would be between 30 and 35, by the arc amperage, which gives
you the watts consumed at the lamp.
Divide this by the line voltage and
it will give you the approximate primary amperage.
This is by reason of
the fact that the wattage taken from the primary
and used on the secondary are equal, except for the slight loss in the transformer,
though
this is qualified to some extent by what is called the power factor.
All these
things are fully explained
in the new Hand-book,
which I would advise
you by all means
to procure.
To sum up, your 60 ampere
fuses are
not only large enough, b,ut are altogether too large.
To pull 70 amperes at
the arc through a compensarc, don't use fuses larger than 30 amperes, or
35 at the outride on the primary vires.

Chemical Explanation.
Cincinnati, Ohio, contributes
the following:
I notice in the last issue of the Moving Picture World that
some of the brothers are having trouble using carbons that have
been soaked in brine, on account of their corrosive action, and will
endeavor to explain this to you from a chemical standpoint. Salt
(or sodium chloride) is composed of sodium and chlorine, the latter being very corrosive, and when combined with free hydrogen in the air, or moisture, forms hydrochloric acid: Chemical formula CL -f- H = HCL, which attacks iron very readily. Now
when the carbons are burning the intense heat at the tips volatilizes and partly decomposes the salt into chlorine gas and metallic
sodium, and collecting in the interior of the lamp-house, corrodes
the iron. Although never having tried this carbon soaking I cannot imagine the good it would do unless the yellow flame given
off by the sodium modifies the harshness of the white light, giving it a softer and clearer tone. Theoretically, it is my opinion
that soaking carbons in sodium bichromate and sulphuric acid is a
better stunt (this was suggested by a brother in this column some
months ago), as in decomposing, oxygen would be liberated producing a white, brilliant light. If you care to have it, I will
send you a modified formula of the above, which eliminates the
handling of the sulphuric acid and producing the same resultant
products, namely:
Sodium sulphate and chromium trioxide.

Resistance

Problem.

New York contributes the following reply to the resistance problem, on
page 47, October 5th issue.
He says:
To find the joint resistance of two rheostats of different capacity,
first find the reciprocal of the number of ohms in one, and then
in the other, add the two together and find the reciprocal of their
sum thus obtained.
The reciprocal of two ohms is one-half and
the reciprocal of three ohms is one-third.
'/1 + Y$ = 5/6, and the
reciprocal of 5/6 is i'A, therefore l'A is the joint resistance of the
two and three ohm rheostats, and this added to one ohm equals
2</i ohms
as the total resistance of the three when
connected.
70 volts + 2'/i ohms = 30 9/11 amperes, which is the result at the
arc. Will you kindly let me know if I am right?
No, New York, you are not right, for the very simple reason that you
have left out one very important equation, viz. : the resistance of the arc
itself, which will consume an average of 48 • Its of the 70 volt pressure.
I present the correct solution of this problem in column one of this page.

Glass
Mr. L.
following:

B.

Seymour,

Rex

Theater,

Ports.
Glenwood,

Iowa,

contributes

the

In October 12th issue I notice you ask for reports from those
having unsatisfactory
results from salt soaking, similar to those
reported
by Brother
Linstruth.
I soaked
different batches of
Electra ^ cored carbons for a period of one to four days, and
dried them a week before using.
The arc sputtered and flamed
badly; also kept traveling around the carbons.
The current is 60
cycle tnrough a Fort Wayne compensarc.
I tried 30, 40 and 60
amperes.
TI.e carbons needled badly and the light was hard to
control.
I gave it up as unsatisfactory.
As to the glass in observation ports, as spoken of by Ontario in October 19th issue, will say
that I have used glass in my ports for some time.
As the light is
brighter inside the operating room than outside, I found it difficult
to see the picture on the screen, until I made what is really a box
without any top or bottom, and just the size of the observation port.
I made this from light gauge black iron, about ten inches deep,
and fastened it to the wall so as to form a shade on all sides of
the port, painting the inside black.
I could then easily see the
picture, even when three or four feet back from the port.
I would call your attention, friend Seymour, to the fact that you must
make the brine a certain definite strength, viz.: strong enough to float a
fresh egg two-thirds out of the brine.
Those who have succeeded,
have
soaked their carbons in such a brine from ten to fourteen days.
I do not
believe very much salt would penetrate the carbons in from one to four
days, and it is quite possible that this may be the secret of your failure.
As to the box around the port, it really amounts to a shadow box ten inches
deep, and it seems to me that if it works the way you say it does, you have
contributed
something of real value.
It will not be much
of a job for
any brother to try this out.
Set a pane of ordinary window glass over the
port temporarily, and get an ordinary wooden box ten inches deep, and the
size of the port.
Knock the bottom out of it, paint the inside black and
place it temporarily over the port.
Report results.

Boosting the Contention.

We are obliged to Cincinnati for what we have no doubt is the correct
chemical solution of the matter. We shall also be glad to have the modified formula spoken of. That is exactly what the salt does, Cincinnati —
softens the light.

An Address.
Bay City, Mich., asks for the address of the Gaumont talking picture
man, meaning the American office. Wishes also to know his initials.
Mr. Herbert Blache is the only American representative of Gaumont.
Address him care of The Gaumont Co., Flushing, L. I.

Mr. L. L. Goldsmith, Moving Picture Macuine Operators' Local Union
154, Seattle, Wash., sends a copy of a letter now being sent out by Seattle's
local union. By unanimous vote, the Seattle Central Labor Union recently agreed to assist Local 154 in the entertainment of the I. A. T. S. E.
International Convention, which meets in Seattle, July, 191 3. A committee has been appointed, consisting of the operators' committee, five from
the Central ±-abor Council, and one from each local union in the city. The
operators will give their first benefit at the Clemmer Theater, Friday afternoon, November the first, one to six P. M., the proceeds to form the beginning of the convention entertainment fund. All this looks very much
as though the I. A. T. S. E. convention will have a warm time, both as to
the weather and otherwise, when it meets in Seattle next July.

Shutter Pattern.

Answer to Resistance Problem.
In October 5 issue the following resistance problem was propounded:
rheostat of one ohm resistance be switched in series with a projection
and also in series with a two-rheostat multiple containing respectively
and three ohms resistance, what would be the resultant amperage at the
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Kansas
City, Mo., writes:
Taking note in your request for reports on the three-wing shutter
pattern. Bartlesville has evidently made a mistake in measurements,
issue, will say that through curiosity I made a shutter from the
pattern. Bartlesville has evidently made a mistake in measurements,
as the pattern has excess diameter of a quarter of an inch for my
Edison Exhibition machine, with slots filed in the frame at that.
However, after finally succeeding in fitting the shutter, I am pleased
to report the results justified the trouble, as it unquestionably does
eliminate some of the flicker, and gives a little better illumination.
A brother states he uses a pin-hole projector to show the arc on the
upper magazine, giving a front view of the crater. You inform the
brother that the projector from the side is the better, to which I
agree; but why not use both of them?
I am glad to know
that Bartlesville's idea worked
out satisfactorily.
Possibly the excess diameter was my own fault, or the fault of the engraver.
Certainly both arc projectors could be used.
You can go as far as you
like in that matter.

Special replies have been received. The correct answer would depend on
the arc voltage, of course. Taking that at 48 it would be 10 amperes. The
problem is worked as follows: the combined resistance of a multiple is
found by multiplying their separate resistances, in ohms, together and dividing that result by the sum of their separate resistances. In the case in
hand the resistances of the multiple were two and three ohms. We therefore have 1 X 3 = 6 -f- 5 = iHi or, expressed decimally, for convenience,
1. a ohms. The remaining rheostat ha.s one ohm resistance, therefore the
total resistance of the three is 1.3 + I = 3.3 ohms. The arc is operating
at 48 amperes, therefore it leaves only 70 — 48 = 23 volts to be taken care
of by the resistance.
C + R = E, therefore 22 H- 3.2, the answer.

Again Glass Ports.
From

a suburb of Philadelphia comes the following:
I am an operator at the Elite Picture House in this town; also
a reader of the World, which I have followed up pretty closely
ever since I have been in the business. I have profited by the experience of others who have donated their share to the department.
In October 12th issue I read of a brother who uses glass in his
ports; also that you asked for reports from others doing the same.
I have been using glass in my ports for some time and have ex-
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perienced no trouble whatever.
I did at first have shadows on the
inside of the glass of my lookout port.
These were caused by reflection from the back wall of the room, which is plastered.
The
ile back rff my lamphouse is open, and of course it sheds considerable light. To remedy this, I simply darkened the back wall.
Now I have no shadows at all. With ■ pane of clear glass in front
of the projection lens it makes absolutely no difference whatever
in the picture.
I work for a firm, the members of which are pretty
particular about the projection end of their show, yet they never
noticed the difference when I put the glass in; in fact, did not
know I had it in until I told them.
The glass in the ports deadens
the sounds in the operating room and although my machine is kept
in perfect running order, there is, of course, the noise of the film
passing through.
I use a good grade of machine oil on all bearings and a mixture of graphite on the gears, which I find is very
satisfactory.
I readily concede a certain amount of advantage in having glass in the
ports, provided
it does not interfere with a clear view of the picture.
There is often consbiderablc noise in the operating room; also the operator
frequently would like to talk to his helper without the sound carrying into
the auditorium.
Glass in the ports would
confine such sounds
to the
operating room.
If all operators would use either a light dynamo oil, or a
good grade of machine oil, bought by the pint at any oil dealer, there would
be fewer repair bills; also a great deal less oily, greasy film.
Very light,
thin oils not only are totally unfit for projection machinery, but they run
or fly off and daub up the film. I have no hesitancy in saying that the use
of thin, light, much advertised oils is causing at least $1,000 a day damage
to projection machinery in this country.

Edison Lower Loop.
Mr. D. L. Doyle, Silver State Film Exchange, Pueblo, Col., comments on
the Edison lower loop losing trouble as follows:
Notice in your issue of the 19th, an operator takes up the matter
of losing the lower loop on the Edison machine.
I have no doubt
there are a great many cases where trouble is caused by failure
to properly adjust the idler bracket.
But there is still another
reason for this particular trouble which might be well worth considering. The Edison Company makes a steel roller with only one
flange which travels on the sprocket rim, outside the teeth.
If
those having a machine thus equipped, and who are troubled with
losing the lower loop, will take off the steel idler, installing a fiber
one instead, they will find they can run almost any kind of film
without more than the ordinary amount of trouble.
The late style
Edison long bracket is also an improvement.
I have been watching this trouble for three years, being in the commercial film business, and have found these things out from actual experience.
The fiber idlers can be purchased from any supply company.
I
trust this may be of benefit to some one, as it has been to me.
We are indebted to brother Doyle for the information set forth.
Unless
I am mistaken, his claim concerning the fiber idlers is backed up by similar
comments from two or three other correspondents, though this was some
time ago — more than a year.
There is little doubt but that exchange men
could set forth a great many kinks which would be of distinct value to
operators and managers if they would take the trouble to do so.
They
are in a position to learn of a great many things through conversation with
operators and otherwise.
It would be distinctly to the benefit of exchanges,
whose business depends
upon the popularity of the photo play, to contribute any information they may possess which would be of benefit to projection; and they are most cordially invited to do so.

Resistance.

One of our Canadian brothers contributes the following:
I have noticed in the department a claim that a rheostat in connection with a private light plant is only a waste of power.
Have
6 h.p. special electric gasoline engine with a 5 k.w., no volt d.c.
generator, belt drive.
I disconnected the rheostat and wired direct
to lamp switch; reduced the generator voltage to 60 and struck
an arc, with a result that it wabbled all over and blew my fuses in
about a minute.
That was my experience without a rheostat.
I
have very little difficulty with my light plant now, though for the
first three months I had trouble, due to the fact that I did not
understand
it. However,
I would
say to those who are paying
light companies
excessive prices, or to those in towns where no
electric light exists, take a chance and put in your own plant.
You
will soon learn to take care of it. Cost of operation is gasoline
only.
I pay twenty-nine cents a gallon and use about fifteen gallons a week, running three hours a night and one show Saturday
afternoon.
Number of lights used are thirty 2 c.p., one 50 c.p.
and twelve 30 watt tungstens, which, together with the arc, consumes my full capacity.
We project a ten foot picture at 50 feet
and have a fine light, but for a larger picture I do not know just
how this would work out.
Another
thing:
This plant will not
work on an Edison rheostat.
I use a Motiograph and get from
25 to 30 amperes, but it does not seem sufficient to drive through
an Edison when all the resistance possible is cut out.
What size
building would you suggest as being most suitable for a photoplay
house — population about 2,000, prefer about 350 seats.
I expect
to build on a lot 36 x 130, or else fix up a place already built;
sire 45 x 50. Is a long narrow hall better than a short wide one?
The 45 x 50 feet would be lengthened
some.
Would it be too
wide by, say 60 X 45?
As regards the rheostat, your knowledge is weak and your ideas somewhat twisted, Canada.
In the first place, the Edison rheostat would work
just the same as any other rheostat, provided it is built for no volts, but
you may have a 220 volt rheostat, which would only deliver very small
amperage on no volts pressure.
It is a fact that the rheostat represents
waste, but it is also a fact that you have to have a rheostat in circuit with
your arc lamp, unless you are using a special type of generator, since otherwise the arc cannot be controlled. The point is the arc voltage will average
48 and the difference between the arc and the line voltage is dissipated in the
rheostat, and this represents waste, hence the higher the line voltage, the
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more energy dissipated on the rheostat in the form of heat. If your line
voltage it 60 and your amperage jo, then you would waste in the rheostat 60 — 48 = 12 volts, which multiplied by 30 would be 360 watts. On
the other hand, if your line voltage I
n you won
- 1 ro -r
48 = 62, which multiplied by jo equals 1,860 watts. As
of house, 50 feet is a little wider than I would prefer, since those seated
to one side nearer the front are compelled to view the picture at a very
wide angle, which gives the characters an attenuated appearance — that is to
say, they appear very tall and thin. In building a new house, I think I
would prefer a width "f about, say thirly feet or maybe thirty-live, with
a length sufficient to get the de
g capacity.
Now, please do not
misunderstand me in this. There are a great many houses fifty feet and
even more than that in width, which are successfully showing pictures. I
am only telling ynu what I w.uld consider as the nearest to ideal. A picture never appears at its best when viewed at a heavy angle. To use the
old hall and lengthen it to 60 feet, I would have a four foot aisle on either
side and one in the center, thus making two sections of seats. The new
Handbook gives you full In
figure the seating capacity.
To sum up, I will reply to your question by saying that, within reasonable
limits, the long narrow hall is better than the wide short one — within
reasonable limits, mind you. I said. Anything can be overdone.

Six

Day

Week.

We

arc informed
that San Francis
n. No. 162. has informed all managers of that city that it is illegal to cause their employees
to labor more than six days in any one week; also thai I. U 162 has embodied in its by-laws a clause providing that "Six days shall constitute a
week's work; the same being effective October the 14th."
Inasmuch as the demand is reasonable, as well as right from any and
every point of view, we have no doubt that the demand of Local 162 will
be granted. In fact, several of the houses conceded the demand before the
date on which it went into effect. There is no question of wages involved.
Incidentally let me say that many houses expect their operators to be "on
the job" three hundred and sixty live days in the year. This not only is
reprehensible from the humanitarian point of view, but it is also bad practice from the business viewpoint, though managers making such unreasonable demands do not seem to realize this fact. No man who works straight
through every day in the week, even though the hours be comparatively
short, will for very long continue to do the best work possible. He becomes weary and tired with the eternal sameness of things. This thing of
spending so many hours a day in a room and doing it every day in the year
becomes fearfully monotonous. Aside from the labor involved, there is a
physiological effect, and that effect will, in time, be reflected on the screen
of the theater. Of course, we know, and must concede, that the manager
does not like to have a relief man in his operating room, since the relief
man will not be in a position to do the best possible work, through lack of
familiarity with the operating room. This must be conceded as a genuine
objection to a six-day week from the manager's point of vjew. Therefore
the wise manager will, without coercion on the part of the union, and even
where no union exists, allow his operator one day off in every seven. It
cannot be even held unreasonable to allow the operator a six day week,
even where the show »nly operates from two to three hours in the evening
Under these conditions, it must be remembered that, while it is true the
operator has all day to himself, still a larger percentage of the operators are
comparatively young men and those who are not, are, for the most part,
married, and the evening is the logical time for recreation. The evening
show house usually operates during the daytime on holidays, such as the
Fourth of July, Christmas, etc., so that the seven-day-a-week evening show
operator has absolutely no opportunity to enjoy the amusements open to
his fellow men, since these amusements are only available during the hours
he is at work. If he be a married man, he cannot take his wife out in the
evening at all, and on holidays, when other men are enjoying themselves,
he is hard at work, his wife being left alone to get through the day of
merriment as best she may. All this. Mr. Manager, constitutes a very
genuine grievance and a logical objection to the six day week, wholly and
entirely aside from any question of labor or wages. That you, yourself,
may be obliged to put in the same hours, seven days a week, has nothing to
do with the question. If you thus deprive yourself, you are presumably
reaping the monetary reward for so doing; whereas the operator is working for a stipulated wage, which is, as a rule, in no wise increased, because
he is obliged to work on holidays. Lie wage which he receives should be
for a six day week, the same as it is for any other class of labor. Think
it over, gentlemen, and after you have thought it over, try and look at it
from the operator's point of view, and then consider that you yourself will
get better service by conceding the six day week to the man who occupies
your operating room.

Double Spot.
Goldsboro, N. C, is fighting the double spot proposition, and according
to his letter it is some scrap.
He' writes as follows:
For some time I have been having considerable trouble with my
spot, but am resting easy in the hope of finding its remedy through
the Projection Department.
The spot seems to divide at the aperture and form into two.
When I bring it down as small as possible
I have a dark streak in the picture.
Am
using Power's
"Six"
machine; two-wing shutter; yl/i front condenser and 6J4 rear; 60
amperes of no volt A. C.
The double spot, Goldsboro,
is sometimes
a pretty tough proposition.
In the first place be sure that your lamp has the proper angle and that
the carbons are set as they should be (see page 88 of the Handbook).
It
is quite possible the trouble comes from your lamp being set too straight
up and down, thus giving you the double spot through the fact that you
are using both the upper and lower crater.
Also be sure that your condensing lenses set square with each other; that is to say, that one lens
does not set straigut up and down and the other leaning one way or the
other considerably.
You must understand
Goldsboro, that there is always
a little tendency to double spot where A. C. is used, but this should not be
excessive as it is in your case.
If you are using 60 amperes, you should
have a good spot without much
tendency to double.
I have found this
double spot proposition a very difficult question to deal with, and would be
glad to hear from brother operators who have had experience with it.
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PICTURES IN MOHAMMEDAN
COUNTRIES.

aph," published at
"Kinematogr
the of
WRITER intreats
Duesseldorf,
the management of motion
I>i«.- 1 urc- theaters in Mohammedan countries. What he
is interesting and at times full of unconscious humor.
"In the last two years," says the author, "many Europeans
have engaged in the moving picture business in the Mohammedan countries of the Far East. As a rule they have made
money. This was but natural, for the picture speaks a
language which all can understand and is therefore enjoyed
by people of all tongues. Exhibitors in these parts have
much to learn and in order to be successful they must thoroughly understand the religion, the customs and the morals
of their patrons. These things vary greatly often within a
small territory. The exhibitor has to depend for his patronam- on the natives, for the Europeans have all sorts of pleasure and sport offered to them while the natives must be
thankful for any kind of diversion. Properly conducted, the
electric theater appeals to the native more than any other
form of amusement.
One of the problems of the exhibitors consists in catering
to women. Women cannot visit places of amusement with men;
indeed, with the stricter sects of the Hindoos, it is a law
that women cannot be permitted to dwell under the same
roof with strange men. No exhibitor should take this as
a joke, for a bloody riot might follow the intrusion or even
the accidental presence of a man anywhere within the theater.
The police might arrive too late to save the manager and
other male employees from being murdered. Other sects
allow women in places of amusement which are also visited
by men, but the women must then be placed in a section by
themselves, where they cannot possibly be seen by any male
eyes. All performances for women must take place before
sunset. No exhibitor will be able to . make a permanent
success of his enterprise unless he has at least bi-weekly performances for women. These performances had best be
scheduled for an early hour, say n o'clock a. m., with a second show at about 3 o'clock, enabling the dark-skinned ladies
to get home before dark. The ladies want these performances to be conducted in a leisurely way with plenty of long
intermissions which they can devote to the care of their
babies, the eating of candy, the drinking of tea, and the exchange of gossip. With these women time is not at all
precious; they have plenty and to spare. The visit to the
motion picture theater is an event for them and they want
to enjoy it to the utmost. The servants and families are
taken along to the show, but it is expected that the servants
are admitted free of charge." The writer naively adds, that
no special programs are required for the ladies and that the
same films which appeal to the somewhat savage tastes of
their lords will do for the gentler sex.
A

Motion Pictures in Australia.
In Sydney, Australia, the motion picture has for some
.s past been in the limelight of public attention. Motion
pictures in Australia seem to command far more respect
with the press and the public than in some of the older
and less progressive countries of the world. The daily
papers in the large cities contain columns upon columns of
advertisements setting forth in good language the attractions
of the various moving picture programmes. The programmes are announced in great detail. Some of the advertisements inserted by the moving picture theaters surpass in
and beauty of typographic dress.
At a national council of women held recently in Sydney the
majority of the speakers dealing with the subject of motion
pictures were decidel) friendly in their attitude. On.
two of the speakers seemed to' find fault with an occasional
"bad" picture and as seems to be the rule with this type of
mind proceeded to denounce moving picture entertainments
in general. A well known moving picture man of Australia,
Mr. J. T. Williams, has replied to these hostile strictures
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in a letter published in the Sydney
Williams says among other things:

Morning

Herald.

Mr.

"To argue that because a few film pictures, of indifferent taste and uncertain utility have been shown
in some places, all motion pictures are bad, is
thoughtless and futile, and one might as well say
that there shall be no national picture galleries, no
literature, no art of any kind. Present day pictures
are nearly all above criticism. The onward movement is in the direction of associating sound, practical education with the entertainment of the people.
The picture programme of the future will achieve
this goal, by portraying public events and scenes of
interest, by bringing the direct living knowledge of
strange and unknown peoples and countries to the
very doors of the people, thus teaching history to
the adult and juvenile, as history could never be
taught in schools. The public demand drama. We
give them the best. If we gave them none, they
would go to the theaters for it. Even here, then,
we are helping civilization along towards a better
state of things. Really, hostile criticism of the
motion picture, especially on mere ethical grounds,
is as out of date as the work of the rock artist
would be in the studio. And as for surroundings
and their influence, well, I know of no schools so
excellently arranged from a hygienic point of view
as our picture theaters."
A German exhibitor recently showed two pictures with
these titles
"The Curse
Sin" and "Burning
Love."theThereupon the German
policeof threatened
to confiscate
reels
and arrest him unless he would change the titles. Other
titles more or less objectionable had recently been forbidden
by the police. The exhibitor declined to submit to the
action of the police, which he regarded as arbitrary and
illegal and appealed to the higher. Court. The latter has
just now handed down a lengthy opinion in which it declares
that the action of the police was entirely unwarranted and
that they had no jurisdiction whatsoever to interfere with
the selection of the titles for moving pictures.
OTIS

SKINNER

VISITS

SELIG

PLANT.

Mr. Otis Skinner, the eminent actor, now plaving a prolonged engagement in the Arabian Night spectacle, "Kismet,"
at the Illinois Theater, Chicago, was an enthusiastic spectator
at the Selig Chicago Plant last Monday. Mr. Skinner was
the personal guest of Mr. W. N. Selig, president of the company. In Mr. Skinner's party were his business manager
and his stage director. The
party spent all morning at the
plant watching the many interesting intricacies of motion
picture production. Mr. Skinner was especially enthusiastic
over a scene being then produced by Mr. Oscar Eagle, whom
he has known for some time. Before leaving Mr. Skinner
stated that in his opinion, "the motion picture was destined
to make as wonderful an advancement in the future as it
has in the past."

SELIG

WILL

SOON

RELEASE

"THE

MILLIONAIRE

A few years ago the COWBOY."
Selig Polyscope Company released
one of their feature western pictures under the title of
"The Millionaire Cowboy." This film proved to be one
of the most popular releases of recent years, and many have
been the requests on the part of exhibitors to reproduce and
release this great comedy. Acceding to these requests, the
Selig Company recently produced this subject, elaborating
upon the original story and improving it in many particulars.
The new production is in two reels and is expected to prove
one of the greatest- masterpieces ever released by this reshortly.
markable institution. It will be booked for release very
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I
"THE
TRIALS
OF
FAITH"
(Reliance).
Miss Gertrude Robinson plays the leading role in this very
pretty picture of early days in New England. It was a time
whendifferent
U wasn'tfrom
safe others
to knowin more
than one's
to
be
any way.
Faith,neighbors,
a demure orand
winsome maid, was different; she was sweeter, more intelligent and more unselfish, at least, than one jealous relative
of hers. It happened that she had made strong friends, else
she would have died as a witch.
The picture opens with a few sketches, giving the atmosphere of the place and time and serving as a frame into
which the story is to be set. We find two young people
who accept each other as lovers, because their parents want
it so. One of these sketches is an interior of a log house,
roomy and comfortable with such furnishings and ornaments
as would probably be found in a Puritan home of the time.
This house is the home of the girl, Priscilla. Her lover is
the governor's
son, named John.

nver
(the Hudson
River
furi
this background)
and
show a John
and Faith embarking
in a i
a land
where they can live their lives together. Their friend, the
medicine man, who has guided them this far, turns back, and
the lovers move out across th
A delightful ending
to a line picture.
"TRAPPER

BILL,

KING

OF

SCOUTS"

(Bison).

"Trapper
Bill, King
of S<
the lati
offering, released November -'. maintains the standard for
vigor and thrill set by former pictures of this make. It takes
a typical character of the early West for its Inn.. Trapper
Bill is the best kind of American pioneer, fearless, quick with
the trigger, but cool headed and chivalrous. The story is
biographical and full of dramatic incidents, the best of which
come after he enlists under the Stars and Stripes i"r service
with Gen. Kearney in the Mexican War. We have had many
pictures of the Revolutionary War and of the Civil War; but
the war with Mexico seems to have been overlooked, although one maker has filmed the Alamo, in the Texan war
with the southern republic. This gives t<. Trapper Bill's
story an added freshness of inter'
In the opening .scene we find the scout in a quarrel with
a drunken bully named Shunan, who appears again and again
in the picture as the story's villain. With a near-bv tribe of
Indians her
there
is a beautiful
girl.friends.
Bill has
her and
treated
courteously;
they are
Butmet'
Shunan
has
taken a fancy to her and barters for her with her father, the
chief. She is very reluctant, but is compelled to go. Her
new master, it is plain, will treat her brutally.
She attempts

Scene from "The Trials of Faith" (Reliance).
Into this scene. Faith, a poor relative from England, is
introduced. She is accepted as a burden, is treated scornfully and made to drudge by Priscilla and her mother. A
few days later. John, coming with his father to call on Priscilla, sees Faitli at the spinning wheel.- Very sweet is the
picture she makes and we are not surprised when he falls
in love with her. He is not the kind of man to hide his
affection and, defying his father, he makes it known at once.
There is consternation in the room for a moment. Faith is
hustled upstairs, out of the way, and John leaves the house.
The scene that follows shows the lovers seated on a log in
the woods.
Xot far away, an Indian medicine man falls, dislocating
his ankle. Faith and John hear his cry and help him back
to his village. He becomes a good friend of Faith's and
teaches her the medicinal herbs and how to use them. She
learns quickly and puts her knowledge to good use. A sick
child is cured by her and a fainting old woman is helped.
Priscilla sees this and. filled with jealousy because Faith has
won John away from her. accuses Faith of being a witch.
Even the old woman whom she had helped now returns the
favor by helping her accusers. The governor is only too
glad to entertain the suspicion against her and she is tried
and condemned for witchcraft.
John is in despair, but remembers how friendlv the Indians
are toward
her.place
To where
them he
applies
help" TheWe scene
changes
to the
Faith
is to for
be burned.
find
her bound to a tree with fagots prepared. The Puritans kneel
in prayer and then the governor orders the fire applied to
the pyre. It begins to smoke: but at this point the Indians
break through the crowd and rescue the girl. The clos
scene is very lonely.
It is a picture of sunset across a wide

Scene from "Trapper Bill"

(Bison).

to escape, but is overtaken at the edge of a cliff. There is a
e struggle, for she is desperate. Bill, setting t r . . •
• lier difficulty and scaling the rockance. Shunan is thrown over the cliff, but saves himself and
limps away. Hill takes Silver Heels to the chief, pays for
her more than Shunan gave and they are married at the
mission church.
Shunan, very drunk, comes to the settlement where the
two are. From behind and without warning, he shoots, missing Mill, who i- on his horse, but knocking his hat off. Silver
Heels, snatching Bill's pistol and turning her hors<
Shunan through the arm. Thus wounded? he becomes a -■
gade. joins the Indians and leads them in a raid on a herd
of horses owned by white men.
Bill leads the i
and
trappers, who overcome the red men. destrov their tepees
and recover their horses. Shunan escapes to" make further
trouble.
These
scenes
are thrillers; they were
taken in a
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beautiful country and give many lovely glimpses of natural
scenery.
A
Up by. Silver Heels dies and Bill is left
ng the mission with some of his friends, they
learn, through the padre, that war has been declared with
icjo and Bill proposes that the trappers form a regiment.
He
is
lie men
doesn'tin towant
honor,
and, a elected
few dayscaptain,
later, healthough
brings his
Gen.theKearney.
The incident that follows takes up nearly the whole of the
second reel and it is fine. Perhaps there is nothing that
will be surer to please the average spectator than to see,
when women and children are held as prisoners by the
enemy, the stars and stripes ride past their prison doors and
imc. The rescue is, in this case, due to Bill. He,
with Kearney and his men, had been cornered by Mexican
cavalry who intended to wipe them out. But Bill broke
through the line, ran to Gen. Taylor at the fort. The relief
that came to save Kearney carried through to the town and
saved the women and children. Bill marries one of the
rescued girls.
Trapper Bill is Charles Bartlet; Shunan, Roy Watson;
Silver Heels, afona Darkfeather; Chief Tobyano, Chief Phillipi; Padre, J. K. Messick; Mexican General, Jack Leonard;
General Kearney, Wm. Bertram; Mrs. Parker, Jane Keckley;
Miss Parker, Virginia Chester; General Taylor, Jack Jeffers;
Doctor, Barney Furry.
KLEINE'S

CINES

AND

ECLIPSE

PICTURE

WORLD

sinks into a reverie and has vision after vision of his former
triumphs upon the stage.
The reel is completed by a travelogue entitled "Life and
Industries
in and
Adenabout
Campo,"
whichand spreads
us places
of
interest in
the town
several before
delightful
views
of the picturesque bay.
INTERESTING THANHOUSER MOMENTS.
Two young men start out on their business careers at the
same age, but one begins at the top of the ladder, since he
is a scion of wealth, and the other begins at the bottom.
The latter has naught to recommend him but his ability.
Ability, however,
wmout.
Dissipation loses the man at

RELEASES.

George Kleine's schedule of releases for the week ending
November 16, offers a program of interesting and pleasing
variety consisting of a splendid war drama, a three subject
topical reel, and a heart interest drama of especial excellence.
The first, "On The Firing Line" depicts an exciting military
story interwoven among actual scenes of the Italian-Turkish
War. The public never tires of these war films, and will
especially appreciate the opportunity of witnessing genuine
action. The plot of the drama is simple and is a charming
contrast to the scenes of the conflict. It describes the adventures of Colonel Sandor and his orderly who leave their
pleasant home in Italy and embark with the army for Tripoli.
There, the Colonel, who is a brave and able officer, leads
his regiment to a glorious victory against the Turkish forces
and wins great renown for his generalship and bravery.
After the battle, the Colonel, with his faithful follower re-

Scene from "Ladder of Life" (Thanhouser).
the top his high place and he slowly but surely tumbles
down the ladder. The poor but able "bottom-man" goes up
the ladder rung by rung, until at the top he meets and wins
the girl shown in the accompanying cut. The reel is aptly
called "The Ladder of Life" and was released Nov. 5th.

A Furious Charge — Scene from "On the Firing Line" (Cines).
turns to his home where they receive a warm welcome from
the Colonel's little daughter who is very proud of them
both. The scenes of the conflict arc extremely realistic and
will hold the spectators spellbound. The film is a feature
and will do credit to any program.
The Wednesday Eclipse releases "Reviewing French
Troops by Airship" shows remarkable views cf French
army maneuvers and glimpses of the city of Paris taken
from a dirigible. The photography is above criticism and
every detail of the dwellings in the city is wonderfully
brought out. The reel is completed by two interesting
topical subjects.
The Saturday Cines release entitled "The Old Actor's
Vision-'
is an extremely
piece has
of work.
It describes
the experiences
of an oldartistic
actor who
fallen into
distress
and when kind friends make him comfortable,
he slowlj

Scene from "Frankfurters and Quail" (Thanhouser).
The other scene is from "Frankfurters and Quail," released
by Thanhouser Sunday, Nov. 17th. It shows a young couple
who have inherited a vast fortune leaving the ancestral home
they had just taken possession of — for Coney Island, where
they will indulge in frankfurters and toboggan slides, which
are undignified, but better fun than life in a mansion!
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"Cutting California
Redwoods"
Essanay
Reviewed by Jas.
S. McQuade.
JESSE ROBBINS, one of Essanay's special camera men,
has secured a most Interesting and valuable educational
film, which will be released Nov. [4, under the title, "Cul
ting California
Redw
Is."
I here is something about these
"i iih i..i.'m thai impresses one with a feeling of
awe and veneration; and when it is recollected thai they had
raised their loft} heads hundreds of years before Israel toiled
in Egypt, we cannot forbear to view their felling as an ai
sacrilege. The U. S. government, however, has provided against
the extinction of the great redwood forests and the scenes
shown in this film are on private property and not on the resi
tion.

WnRU)

has ever been turned oul
It will b< entitled
Stand," and it is said to be a thriller from
nish
Otis Turner has completed "A Red Man's
inch
1- going to attract a lol "i attention
The Powers California "kid" pictures will be rel<
November 20, The hrst production will be entitled "Th<
and the Legacy," a full reel comedy,
with Dave
Wall and
Elsie Allien and the two kids playing important parts
l he
two reel production "Snow White," a fairy tale, will be n I,
shortly.
Both Maine and Early, the two Powers' "kids," play
leading parts.
Fritzi Brunette was presented with a beautiful loving cup
by the members of the Powers company as a farewell token
of appreciation Miss Brunette will appear in the leading roles
in Victor brand films hereafter. The cup was presented at
a dinner given at the Motel Astor.
On the coast, Director Montgomery has just finished a I
reel feature entitled "I he Massacre
of the Fourth
Cavalry."
There are several big pictures coming out under the toi-Bison
trademark, which will be released in a very short time

CHARLOTTE
A Redwood

Log on Flat Car (Essanay).

\\ e arrive at the great lumber camp by train and are at once
•conducted to a monster tree, 360 feet in height and 14 feet in
diameter, which has been selected for sacrifice. We watch the
men as they make the undercut, which is done with such nice
precision that the tree will fall along a certain line without
striking other trees in its fall. The undercut finished, the men
saw through the massive base from the opposite side. While
the saw is still many inches away from the undercut, we see
the huge bulk totter and the men seeking safety in flight. Down
the giant falls with resounding crash, and the surrounding air
is filled with dust and din.
The hark is then peeled off and the tree is cut into sections.
after which the logs are yarded by means of a powerful bull
donkey. Gravity is utilized in conveying the mighty logs to a
main landing, where they are loaded on cars and taken to the
mill pond. Here the railroad track is graded so that each car
is tilted on the side away from the water, and men unload the
logs with ease. As they fall into the pond, each weighing mamtons, the water splashes high in the air and great waves resent
the intrusion of the monsters.

From

SOME UNIVERSAL DOINGS.
the coast word has been received
at the new Universal quarters at 1600 Broadway, that Director Frank E. Montgomery has just produced one of the most realistic Bisons that

BURTON.

With will
the make
release
"Theon Would
Be Heir."
newplayer
her entitled
initial bow
the screen
for the a favor
of the motion picture loving public Miss Charlotte Burton,
who has been engaged by Director Dwan to play opp
Jack Richardson in the heavy roles with the Western "Flying A" Company, while in the realm of "movies" is an old
favorite in coast stock production-. For three seasons ehe
starred in Theodore Kremer's production. "Buried at Sea,"
in which play she was supported by Mr. < >rral Humphrey.
She was successful from the first and received many
favorable criticisms from the press and public. One critic
in reviewing her work writes. "Charlotte Burton, the leading lady, makes a very good impression. She is young and
beautiful, with a superb figure, and reads her lines with
cleverness.
girl will
certainly
succeed."
While
Miss
Burton will This
invariably
be cast
in parts
depicting
intrigue
ami villainy, the public will no doubt welcome her as eagerly
a- they do that "Prince of Villains," Jack Richardson.
GAUMONT

PICTURES

MR.

WILSON.

Doing ofttieNovember
sister act 9.
with
Landlifeo' of
Cotton"
the Gaumont
release
will"'The
be the
Woodrow
Wilson.
This film will show the birthplace of Mr. Wilson in old Virginia,
his home at Princeton and the college over which he so long
presided : the convention at Baltimore which nominated him,
and the scenes of his notification of nomination at Sea Girt,
X. J. The picture closes with a view of the White House.
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OF SIN" (Itala).

II ALA'S iirM regular release under it~ present representation m [In-, country will bt of one reel "boiled down"
from two. Tin-, means that the best has been retained;
.iikI the result is a picture of strong quality.
The story is
ntialh Continental, but nevertheless it will be followed
with marked interest m this country.
The underlying theme
is the tear of a lather that a taint of an unfaithful mother
may have descended to the daughter.
I lie story opens
with the daughter
seated in a beautiful
garden, reading a romance.
As she reads she hears voices
m the near distance.
She goc- I" the balcony
and leans
s a boy and a girl romping and indulging in
a Kit of lovemaking. The father, unseen by his daughter,
has been closely observing
the girl's face,
lie picks up
the book, notes it- character, and takes the girl into the
In •use. where In- tells her a story of her mother. The screen
portrays
the tale of the man
to the girl.
The time of iti rence was in her babyhood.

either for machines or parts can, be filled promptly. Attention is called to the advertisement of the company which
a full page m this issue of our paper.

occupies
THE

LIFE

AND

DEATH
OF
LIEUTENANT
PETROSINO.
I he Feature Photo Play Co., of 145 West 45th Street, is about
to release 3,500 feet of lilm, purporting to portray the life and
adventures of the Italian American detective Petrosino, who is
believed to have met his death at the hands of assassins in
Palermo, Sicily, where he had gone to track down some criminals. Parts of the reels are interesting and exciting. The story
of the lilm makes the alleged machinations of the so-called Black
Hand Society Its most prominent feature and there are many
blood-curdling scenes in showing the workings of that mysterious band of the underworld. The man who has taken the
part of Petrosino is a clever actor and enters into his part
with reckless enthusiasm.
The photography is good.
"THE QUEEN OF THE GYPSIES" (Eclair, 3 Reels).
This feature show-s many of the characteristics and novel
points, which made other productions of the Eclair company,
such as "Zigomar" and "Tom Butler" so popular with the exhibitors. The film is sensational all the way through and brimful of action, but nowhere does it overstep the bounds of either
decency or probability. Some of the incidents shown are startling, notably the picture of the fleeing queen as it appears reflected under the water. The outdoor settings are in many
places superb and lend a fine air of realism to the action and to
all the minor episodes. The contrast and the perpetual war
between the nomadic gypsies and the old settlers is shown with
great skill. The plot is interesting and its development is handled
with cleverness. The spectator is kept in suspense to the last
scene, which brings a fine climax, the disappearance of the
queen in the night. A battle with half-wild bulls is one of the
features of the film.
NEW

HALLBERG

DEVICE.

Mr. J. H. Hallberg, known by exhibitors generally as the
' Economizer Man." comes forward now with the announcement that he has invented a device that beats the economizer
Scene from "The Horror

of Sin"

(Itala).

An automobile drives up to the mansion we have already
Right here is a little anachronism. In the babyhood
of this full-grown girl there were in existence no such machines. However, as the father of the girl steps from this
machine he sees climbing from a window of the house a
man. The father draws a pistol and tires at the escaping
hgure. He misses. On entering the house he tells his wife
she cannot remain under his roof. The wife goes out. The
scene reverts to the father and daughter. The next picture
is of the mother, of the present day. surrounded by a group
oi admirers. She reads from a newspaper of the death ot
her husband. She decides to go to her daughter. Her
hilarious companions are of the party.
\iter a long automobile ride the mother finds the daughter.
She introduces to her one of the men in the party. The
latter makes violent love on short acquaintance, and is rebuked by the mother. The daughter is fascinated. She
however,

a vision of her father and is reminded

aandmile.
He the
callsclaim
the new
the a.c.
"rectifier-economizer"
makes
for itinvention
that it will
to d.c. with better
effect for picture purposes and that it costs considerably
less.
One feature of the new device is that it can be used in
connection with Kinemacolor pictures where high amperage
is a necessity, and will give a better light under all conditions.
We will not undertake to tell you all about the "RectifierEconomizer," but would advise you to write to Mr. Hallberg
for a full description and instructions for placing your order.
It is worth your while to learn about this new invention.

of his

Deciding that death i- preferable to wrongdoing, -lie

throws herself over the balcony and is killed. The
scene is .1 vision of the father blessing the daughter.

final

"TANAGRA"— A PICTURE THEATER FEATURE.
\t the lair. Frank Samuels' picture theater on Fourteenth
Street, may be seen a clever illusion that is well adapted
to
mployed
as a feature in picture theaters.
Just how this
illusion i- worked
it is not necessary
to be explained.
If
convenient
drop into the hair and look it over.
You
will
it interesting; possible you may be able to secure it
for your own
house.
REGARDING MOTIOGRAPH'S EASTERN QUARTERS.
We are advised i'\ the Eastern Manager of the Enterprise
Optical Mfg. to thai even with the loss of interest in
business,

dm-

to

the

temporary

interest

in

the

l'i< -idem, that business with them is opening up in considerable volume.
Their new
offices ar< now
about
ready
for
the reception of visitors, and those calling will find Mr. Fred
V t lark, the manager, ready and willing to fully demonstrate
the complete
Motiographline
machine,
whichequipments
he has on comprising
'display a full
and
of the of
several
the
tot.? line.

A .

THE

KID

AND

KIDLET

AGAIN.

diction

ed shipment of machines, repair parts and aeries has arrived
from
the Chicago
factory, and
orders.

The Young Thanhouserites have their inning in "Cross
Your the
Heart."
a drama Kid.
released
Friday,and
Nov.Leland
-'2nd. Benham,
In this
are
Thanhouser
the Kidlet.
the bright seven-year-old son of Harry Benham. the popular
Thanhouser player. In the story, little Leland is about to
steal some chickens from a farmer, but is restrained by the
farmer's children— the Kid and the Kidlet — who make him
swear. "I promise never to steal, cross my heart." Later
in life the thought of the promise saves the lad from pr

THE

MOVING

"THE
COUNTRY
BOY"
(Pathe).
\ good strong story, well acted, is to Ik- released bj Pathe
on November aoth, entitled "The Countrj
Boy."
Bettj ''ray,
after being graduated from college is in poor health and her
solicitous father sends her to Montana to recuperate at t lieranch of his old friend l"in Stanton. When Betty reaches
the farm Bob Stanton, who is acting as superintendent of his
lather's ranch, is appointed a Committee of * hie to see that
Betty enjoys her vacation. After two months time Betty is in
glowing good health. She has learned the value of outdoor
exercise and also she has learned to love her handsome young
tutor, but must now return to her home. Bob bids her an affectionate farewell, secretly longing td go with her to the city
Oi which he lias heard so much.

PICTURE
Thursday,

very
and

A CLEVER
November

best split reels
laughable
stories

Country

Boy"

(Pathe).

A few weeks without her cheering presence is enough to
convince Bob that he is madly in love, so he starts for the Big
Town. In due course he passes the examination and is appointed
adaycitythefireman.
is visiting
her herself
father'shemmed
office onein
building While
takes Betty
tire and
she finds
on all sides by the flames. The firemen arrive and make their
way into the burning building. The first to penetrate the
stifling smoke is Bob Stanton. He finds the unconscious Betty
and gathering her in his arms he gropes his way to the street
amid the cheers of the spectators. The valiant work of the
tire laddies soon gives them the upper hand and the fire is
subdued and finally quenched. It is then that Bob learns the

ECLAIR "SPLIT REEL."
21st, Eclair will release I the
it has yet produced
Both good, 1
Both

easily

undi rsto.nl.

,*• til 11

logical
and so.
natural.
first subject
Miss Julia
Stuart,
Mr. In
I the
Jamison.
Mr
A "The
KIN Black
ry and Hand,"
Miss
Baring all contribute their very best acting toward putting
a most novel, human trait plot.
To many
people that title 511
I tragedy
with
pistols
iirmg, kni\es flashing and bombs roaring, but to those who
this picture, those three words will forever after mean a hearty
laugh. Mr Bodkens reads an account in the paper of different
people receiving black hand letters, and warnings; to him it is

Scene

Scene from "The

i

W< »l<l.l>

from

"The

Black

Hand"

(Eclair).

a joke until one of his fellow clerks impresses on him the fact
that they really are dangerous and mention that even he. Bodkens.
is liable to receive one.
Bodkens is a trifle nervous when he arrives home, ami finding an imprint of a black hand on his door jamb does not help
matters. Added to this when he and his wife and four friends sit
down to dinner, and the hand once more appears this time on
the table cloth, his consternation is complete
The search for the owner of the hand and the final finding
of him are amusingly shown and must be seen to be enjoyed.
In the second subject we again discover Miss Stuart in the
main role. She is a most accomplished artist ami we wonder
why Eclair doesn't use her more often as a central figure.

identity of the girl he has rescued. He calls at Betty's home
some days later with a diamond ring, a very acceptable gift.
The film has plenty of exciting incidents and the romantic
love story is very nicely interwoven. It will be released on

November joth.

GREAT

NORTHERN

FEATURES.

The Great Northern Company is about to release three features of considerable interest in the near future. The first and
perhaps the most remarkable of the three is the "Fire at Sea."
It is a wonderful exhibition of realism and brings the horrors
of such a tragedy most vividly before the eyes of the spectator.
There is stirring action all through this film and the scenes which
show the fire and the hurried Bight of the panic stricken passengers isa marvel of realism A feature of a different type,
but very charming and fascinating, is the three-reel subject.
"Vanquished." It is the story of a somewhat wanton and frivolous, but very handsome and captivating woman, who n
with true feminine willfulness the advances of an ardent suitor.
Like the ladies of old she asks her admirer for all kinds "i
proof to show his courage and devotion and he is equal to
them all. Thrill succeeds thrill and the interest grows with every
minute. When the hoydenish maiden at last yields her. consent
to the man who has risked so much for her, the audience breaks
into delighted applause.
Another three-reel feature Is "The Lost Memory." The same
standard i f dramatic rj »wer and acting is maintained in this
subject, which treats the idea of the lost memory in an entirelynovel and ph
nner. The film is full of heart int
and quickly enlists the sympathy as well as the interest of an
audience.

Scene from "Mother's Bank Roll" (Eclair).
Mother (Miss Stuart) hides her bank roll in the kitchen
stove. Father finds it and thinking it a very unsafe place he
takes it to her daughter's room
Daughter dis
t and rehides it in her brother's room. Brother locates it and stuffs
it in the piano.
Movers arrive and take away
the pi
Now cook staris a fire in the stove, and mother arrives and
in terror over the burning up of her bank roll fairly tears the
top of the stove off, only to discover money gone. Father enters
in time to save mother from fainting over her li s^ for he tells
her the money is safe. Put he finds it gone from his hiding
place. And so the action continues until they all overhaul the
piano-movers and recover the "bankroll."
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Among the Picture Theatres
News and Views of Houses Here and There
TURNER
& DAHNKEN
BUILDING
NEW
HOUSE.
Ground-Breaking
Exercises Attended
by City Officials and
Prominent Photoplay Men.

herewith .1 halftone of the architect's
Wcproduce
ing 01' the San lose Theater, San Jose,
<wash-draw
alifornia, which
i- being built by Messrs. Turner
& Dahnken, who operate a chain of photoplay and vaudeville houses along tin- 1'acitic coast. Just preceding the
ground-breaking exercises, which took place on Monday,
September 30th, preliminary remarks were made by Mayor
Thomas Monohan, of San Jose, in the course of which
lie said: "We are breaking ground for a new building.
It is a building to be devoted to the entertainment of
the public by the exhibition of wholesome and elevating
pictures and -how- accompanied by good music. Such
an event is important because it replaces the old with
the new. but more than all it is important because it will
afford another place where the young people of our city
tan find innocent amusement, where their hours of relaxation
may be occupied witli pleasures that elevate to the exclusion
of the attractions of the dance halls and poolroom-."
Mr. W. L. Atkinson, vice-president of the San Jose
Chamber of Commerce, and O. Kehrlein, manager of the
Empire Photoplay theater, of San Jo-e, also made speeches,
Mr Kehrlein officiating as master of ceremonies. Motion
pictures were taken of the event by the Essanay Company
which will i'e shown iiv all the Turner & Dahnken houses.

Isis Theatre.
THE
ISIS THEATER,
PERU,
IND.
The above halftone is a picture of the Isis Theater. Peru,
Indiana, of which
Mr. J. K. Lipsett is the manager.
The
house can seat 375.
Nothing but Licensed
service is used,
for which an admission price of five cent- 1- charged.
San Jose Theatre.
The measurements of the theater are 81 feet by 138 feet
and the location is on South First street, one blocK from
the center of the city. The structure is to be of steel and
concrete, seating 1000 in the main auditorium and 750 in the
balcony. The operator's booth is situated at the rear of
tlie orchestra floor and is on a level with the screen. By
tlii- method twenty seats are lost, but the management claims
that it enables them to get projection that defies comparison.
The ' Minor and interior scheme of decorations will follow
tin- Italian Renaissance, ami lias been carefully worked out
by Mr I. Suckert who doe- all the decorative work for the
Turner & Dahnken houses. It is the intention of the
manager to -how nothing but first run pictures. However,
there will be a Stage fully equipped
lor any vaudeville
or
other performance that may be presented. The appointment- 'i
i the house are up to date and a $15,000 organ made
by Skinner & Company will l>e installed. As in all the houses
under the management of Messrs. Turner & Dahnken. this
i- the . nlj mean- of providing music for their audiences.
When
the building
i- completed
it will have involved
an
expenditure of over $130,000.
$25,000 PICTURE HOUSE AT LEWISTON, IDAHO.
Mr William Bur ford, of Lewiston, Idaho, opened in the
latter part of October, a moving picture theater costing
$25,000 in that city.

W. R. Bricker, of Philadelphia, Pa., will soon begin the
erection of a new moving picture theater on the north side
<>f Spruce Street, that city.
Plans

are

Newark, X.

being
1.

prepared

for

a

new

theater

Olympic Theatre, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

building

in

Till.

Ml >\ IXC,

PICTURE

PICTURE HOUSE OPERATED BY A WOMAN.
Miss Flo Peddycord ia the manager, proprietor and machine
operator at the theater of which
we print a cut herewith
and which is located at Buchanan, Michigan.
Mi^ Peddycord has been in the moving picture business for the last

The

Bell

\\'< iRLD

THE

The
houie,
changed

ELLEN

THEATER,

Ellen Theater, "t Provo.

PROVO.

UTAH

i tah, ii a $10,000 picture

It seats .]J~, perSOfl lour recti oi I
three
tunes
.1 week.
Constitute
> .i> h ;

There are installed

in the projection mom

tWO

.'

film,
nice.
vcr's

Ellen Theatre.

Theatre.

seven or eight years, as cashier, manager, singer and operator, and is now the owner of a little picture show in the
small town of Buchanan. She has an Edison machine and
says that she reads the Moving Picture World thoroughly
every week
S.ilvi Ciriconni, of South Bethlehem, Pa., is building a
moving picture theater on Broadway, that city. It is expected to be open shortly.

machines. Mr. John B. Ashton. who is the manager of the
Princess Theater, is also the manager of the Ellenville. The
house opens at 11 a.m. and closes at 11:30 p.m.
The Broad Theater, of South Bethlehem. Pa., which was
opt ne<I last May, is doing a capacity laziness. F< ur reels
of Licensed films is shown for admission prices
and
ten cent-.

Varieties Theatre.
VARIETIES
THEATER
OF
TERRE
HAUTE,
IND.
We print herewith a half-tone of the Varieties Theater of
Terre Haute, Ind., which plays vaudeville and pictures from
September to June.
For years past the house was dark during the summer months, but this year the manager kept moving pictures
running
from
June
to September
with much

success.
A large number of the feature films now
on the
market were run and mostly all the Bison and other Independent features were booked for two and three days.
"The
extra expenditure for the features.'' said the manager oi the
Varieties,
"was
greatly
offset by the increase
in the box
office receipts."
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of tba moving pictures of
\ -nviAi. exhibition
ion
ni
gives al Tremoot
Temple, Boston, on the evening of Monday, Oct. -s
.hi ranged from five eenti to one dollar, and
i..rin. in. i- »ns fur tin- benefll of the Swedlan
Charitable
Boclet]
Blnglog and mnatcal nnmben
were all
the progi
If anyone, .-specially General Manager Lnrle, trios
to tell yon that iii- Beacon Theater, Boston, is
not doing ■ meaning big business, Just refer him
to the writer.
On U
laj, October 21, we pa
i
by the theater and found Bfty people waiting. Thla
happened al 8:10 p. m., and aa the Beacon
..in readll] be wen thai the bonae is doing
in is
■ Of the lineal
- hi the country, baa the location, and delivers the gooda In the ahape of Brat-run licensed
iiiins, mi. i :i good k'nuii- of vaudeville.
Curran, il
er for the B
Grand Opera House, is glrlng Sunday
night conit the Bt. James Theater, Boston. Tbi
grams conslsl of vaudeville and pictures, and the
icerl "us given on October 27. The Bt
stock
pany attractions during the
The bonae is in the residential section, and
i. .una business very good at his
Initial performance.
Manager Jones "f the Huntington Avenue Theater,
Boston, baa aiectfred a license to open oh Sunday
evenings, and the ilrst performance
was given on
27. This bonae is in the residential district, close by to the new St .limns Theater, but
there seemed to be enough business for both, and
Mr Jones reports himself as being Battened.
Mr. Bam Messing is now Installed us manager of
i
South bind Theater, Boston.
\
_• i in been made a part of the programs,
anil an effort is being made to gel the South End
Into hi. iii..iii.> making class again. Former Man
(Teles of the Sonth End, has been transferred
to l »'s other Boston bonae, the Orphenm, where
be acts as assistant to Manager Victor Morris.
a new corporation la the Puritan Special Features
Company of Portland, Maine.
This la s
n. and the promoters are: Eben W. Freeman,
\v m Walls and Charles M. Drummond, all of
Portland.
The Dream]
i Theater,
Beverly,
Mass.. certslnlj gets n great deal of tree publicity, with the
aid of President Taft On October 21, President
i;.ti entertained IS Massachusetts Mayors, and at
a moving picture theater moving pictures were
Bbown "f President Tuffs reception at Beverly,
The president watched himself sitting on
rands ol his summer home and speaking
from iln. rear of his private car at Worcester, Mass:
Moving pictures were also shown of Miss Helen
Taft and Robert Taft, during their trip to the
Glacier National Park.
"in!.. Mining picture Company of New Haven,
Conn., secured the Tlngue Opera House, Seymour.
c
i . ami renovated it into a photoplay
theater.
The iionsc ha- been renamed the Seymour Opera
House.
Business is reported as good,
mi wciii, —lay. October 28, the hrst free ei
hlbltlon of moving pictures was given In the Bast
Boston and Cbarieatown high schools. This is direetly under the control <if the city of Boston, and
was

given

fOC

mothers

only,

Moving

pictures
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a ueu corporation
i~ tba Blepack
Amusement
Company
of \.» Haven, Conn.
This Is a * i " '►■••.
corporation, with Mr. M. Blepack as president and
general manager,
The concern is to have a Hrstfireproof theater, devoted to moving pictures
and vaudeville, al mi Chapel street. New Haven.
The
Obmlque
Theater,
another
moving
picture
bones of thai city, is now operated by Mr. Blepack,
ami does an excellent buatni
it i- up to Providence, it. I., exhibitors, to watch
i thej !"■ victimised by the well-meaning,
but thoroughly in directed zeal of their local mln
Isters
There is at present a well-defined movement on tool among tin- Providence clergy to maintain n s,ii appointed
censorship over moving
pic

CORRESPONDENCE

NEW

MOVING

were

shown calculated to instruct mothers how to nurse,
feed, clothe and how to bring np children generally.
The pictures were explained by Director it. B,
l in u i,\ On Friday, a series of free moving pictares were Bbown fur men. This la the start of a
regular series of similar fr<
xhlbltions, and surely
is ii great
cationalpoint
factor, gained for motograpby as an edui ii. Premier Theater. Boston, Exhibited the three
: Ian feature, "St. George and the Dragon,"

October 24-28. The reels were heavily ailverliseil
In the Boston dallies, ami did a good business for
I he Premier.
ntly
the
most
exclusive
Boston
society
is
t.i ink.up moving
pictures
as an entertainment.
This statement is baaed on the fact that the
Copley-Plaaa Hotel, Huston's newest and most expensive hotel, advertises a special dinner on election
night.
November
.">. Moving
pictures
are
to be
given.
1" a ton. npany
$."i per House,
cover table
The New
Mass a, Opera
cornerd'hote!
of Pearl
iind Centre Streets, announced that vaudeville is
DOW Included in the programs, In addition to the
regular bills of moving pictures and Illustrated
songs. Pictures ar. , 'hanged Monday. Wednesday
and Friday, a sacred concert Is given every Sun
daj evening,
with a change of program.
The
New
ton Opera
House
Is open every
evening,
and on
iy,
Friday
and
Saturday
afternoons
\.l
is all the way
from
fi to 2.*> cent.
N.
difficulty Is experienced
In tilling the theater regularly.

lure lilms ami theaters. Judging from the past performance! "I lies.- worthy gentlemen along similar
lilies. It is very possible lhat
they will cause a lot

bouse at 4023
iru.ture

height

.1 Bwltow, president of the Falls Cities
Amusement Co., of Louisville, will shortly Invade
Indianapolis, believing that thai city win support
a big, high • la-s motion picture theater. Mr. Swltow

Is planning the erection of a house with a seating
capacity
betweenaccording
1,300 ami
A balcony
will b" a offeature,
to 1,500.
bis present
Ideas.
Mr. Swltow recently looked over the held, and la
now negotiating for several locations. Work will
begin as soon as the I/mlsvlllo magnates secure a
-it.
which
meets
his requirements.
The Advance Film Manufacturing Co., of Louisville, recently took pictures of the auto races which
were
held at Churchill
Downs.

of unjust restrictions to be placed over the moving

picture houses, 'the Providence clergy are dead
SgainSI
any
Sunday
opening
of theaters,
and
are
now
about
to busy
themselves
in an attempt
to
gain
tbelr
wishes.
Ithode
Island
exhibitors
must
organise against
this possibility, and create public
opinion
In their favor.

.1. j. Burk manager of the Boston branch of
iii. iniied Vaudeville Booking Offices, is to return
to New York headquarters, and J. B. Clifford will

lake charge
of the ltoslon end of things.
Barre, Vt . Is si present entertaining an outbreak of small-pox, and the local board of health
has bad ail theaters, schools and churches closed,
until su.h
sa It Bba l Be'em wis,- to allow
public
places time
to reopen
tester, Mass..
is slated for a moving
picture
and
vaudeville
theater,
which
will
l.e located
on
Dorchester Avenue. Aii sun hundred-seat house is
planned, and one that shall be modern and thoroughly fireproof, unices ami possibly a store, will
also he erected on the property.
Joseph Rotchford states that he has persuaded
the town of llaniilen, Conn,,
to grant
him a license
to operate a moving picture theater In that city.
This is quite a stunt for Mr. Rotchford, as Hamdeb has never before seen its way clear to grant
a license tor this purpose Mr. Rotchford is building ,i Beat, cosy house, which .Will soon be ready
for ii- opening.
Manager
E. II. BIdridge of the Hyperion Tl.
Now
Haven.
Conn.,
exhibited
the reels of the Paul
Ralney African Hunt. October 24 -26.
Business was
very good during tnis engagement at the theater,
which
usually
presents
high-class
road attractions.
Boylen's Theater. Taunt. ui. Mas-, i- now nearly
ready, anil surely will be one of the finest moving
picture and vaudeville 1 heaters in the city when

finished.

Mr. Moe Mark, owner of the Combine Theater,
1. ynn. Ma--., was visiting that city recently. Mr.
Mark is usually in Buffalo, N". Y.. where he is
building an Eagle theater. Mr. Mark is most fortunate in having so able and faithful a man to
manage
his Comique Theater as Mr. Al. Ncwb.all.
Mr. A. Racclo of New Haven. Conn., intends to
have a moving picture theater in New Haven, and
has selected Whallcy Avenue as the best location.
Tin- i- not in the business district, but the bouse
has a large territory from which to draw its
patrons.
HENRY.

LOUISVILLE.
TT ol'KINS
Theater.
Market
Street
near
Second.
t 1
Louisville,
has I n taken
over by Louis
J.
Dittmar. manager of the Majestic Theater, and the
house will be opened iii the near future, with
Klnemacolor films and features.
The enterprise is a
new
in every
res]
t. and a new company will
be incorporated to conduct the theater. Hopkins,
up to last spring, was operated by the Princess
Amusement Co., with vaudeville and moving pictures. Extensive Improvements will be made in the
theater
before
i' is reopened.
but
these
will
be
rushed through and the place will be ready for the
public in Novinber. Admission prices will be five
and ten cents, the former being the balcony fee.
it is generally believed that the new enterprise will
be a success under the new
regime, as Kiiiemaeolor
pictures have not been fully exploited ill the Kentucky metropolis.
i .iiiticld \- Shook, a Louisville linn of photographers, win short u begin the manufacture of tiims
showing scenes in and around Louisville. The necessary equipment has been ordered and work will begin shortly, all sights of interest to be photographed.
Work on the new National Theater, to be erected
at Filth and Walnut Streets, win begin about De
comber l. according to a rcent announcement by

George A. Bpetean, head of the Detroit syndicate

which has the project in hand. The work of clear
lug the site will begin at once. The National Theater will probably run lxith vaudeville and moving

pictures.

Officers of the Young Men's Chiistian Association
in various eastern Kentucky towns are depending
on moving pictures in checking gambling and drinking tendencies among minors and timber workers In
that section. Practically every town In the mining
and A. timber
equipped With a Y'. M.
C.
movingdistrict
pictureis now
theater.
The
N
Ihain
Amusement
Co.
bus
been
lncor|s,rat,sl at Plnevllb. K\ . a coal mining center.
The
capitalisation
is 11,000,
the
Incorporators
being
J. A. Needham.
A. C. Patterson
and M. A
loan.
The
i ipany
will
erect
a small
motion
picture
theater
Bhobers Brothers, of Cincinnati. Ohio, have taken
out a permit
for the erection of a moving picture

Eastern Avenue, at a cost of $1,000.
will
Is- of concrete,
one
Btory in

I

Louisville moving picture exhibitors are contemplating the installation
of ballot
Ix.xes
In their
-,-. with tickets to decide whether or not the

public favors
offerings
conii.etlon
with vaudeville
vaudeville.andThevocal
question
Is aIn much
debated one, and the proposed plan seems to be
the only feasible ami effective method of settling
the dispute. Blanks are to be printed and distributed, asking for an expression
of the patrons'
rlewa The ballots win then i»- dropped int.. the
l>ox. and at the end of a certain time all will be
counted and sentiment ascertained accordingly. The
majority of the exhibitors now believe that neither
vaudeville nor singing Is essential, nor a great
aid to success in a moving picture theater.
G. D. CHAIN,
JU.

PHILADELPHIA.
AMOVING
built Streets,
at the
northeast picture
corner theater
of Locustis toand be 60th
on a plot of ground that has Just been sold by John
C. Knox,
real estate broker.
The theater will
fire-proof construction,
and will seat 2.200 persons.
Under a sweeping order issued by Public Safety
Director Bartlett, eight moving picture houses in
Atlantic City have been closed, including those on
the Ste.l and Stecple.ha-e piers, as they are in
frame buildings. All will remain closed until the
buildings are put In such shape as . will warrant
Siginuml Lubin, the moving picture capitalist, accompanied by his son. called upon the new Superinthem tendent of Police Robinson, and after congratulating
11 iin upon his promotion as bead of the City Police
department, banded him a cheek for $100, to be applied to the Police
Pension
Fund.
Notice has been Bled by the Continental Film Exof Philadelphia, for articles of corporation
under the laws of the state of Pennsylvania. The
promoters of the new company are: Arthur Lucas,
C. Alma Blitz and It. N. Kellam. Besides having
the exchange end of the business they will also
handle the leading projection machines and parts
with all the necessary supplies,
W. II. Ainer passed through Philadelphia on his
way to Shamokin, where he will take pictures of
Company.
that city under the management of the Gaumont
A permit was granted a few days ago to demolish
the buildings w hi h are on the site of the new
theater to he erctcd ill the neighborhood of Frankford Avciiuoaud Cedar Street, where a $100, 000 store
and theater building will afford the people of that
section
the best
form
of amusement.
One of the most novel ideas for the handling of
large crowds at the ticket windows, is the automatic ticket seller at the Family Theater on Market
Street. The patron places the money on the window
rack, and the cashier, by pressing her foot on a
pedal, causes a ticket to appear on tin- change
,:. -k. It i- estimated that three times the number
of tickets may be handled by this method, over
the old way of tearing them off the rool, as formerly
done.
Ill the political world of Philadelphia. Mr. Edward
Krauppa is causing some stir by his good work.
The Monarch Film Exchange, one of the oldest in
the city, is one of the busiest places lhat a person
could want to see. and this is all through the untiring efforts of Mr. Krauppa.
Hue of the most recent incorporations in the moving picture line to take place, is that of the Fairinonnt Feature Company of Camden, N. J., with a
capital of $12,000. I. C. Clow, of No. 410 Marlet
street, Camden. N. J., is at the head of the comApplication has
pany.
for a permit to
ol Spruce street
$7.">ii0.
will
in X 100 It feet.

been
build
above
seat

made by William R. Brlcker
a theater on the North side
Sixtieth street at a cost of
4S0 persons
and
measures

Moving picture men and theater managers were
somewhat surprised to bear of the wedding of William W. Miller, of the Penn and Tlaza Theaters to
Miss Louise Marie Homberg, which took place on
October 17th.
Members of the select and common councils of
Philadelphia were shown how mosquitos were bred.
In the different parts of the city, a few days ago
by a 6eries of moving picture- Pictures were also
shown how- other cities are trying to stamp them
out.
The Smith Hardicmi Company is estimating on
plans for the remodeling of the market house at
26th and Girard avenue, so that it can be used as
aabout
moving
picture house. The alterations will cost
840,009.

The New Palace theater of Allentown, Pa., one
of the finest picture houses In that valley, opened
aand fewRoxbury.
days ago under the management of Manley

I'HE
Beading, Pa., Ii in bave a dm theater irblcb
win be erected on Front «tn'i'i between Oreen and
Oraenwleb
streets al ■ coal of f£,T00.
Romaina Fielding, director for the Lnbln stock
Company now stationed al Praaeott,
Arl/. . bl
contly i a appointed ■ depot; sheriff al thai town
nil poaltion «iii it i >• < • it iin greater advantages to
aaenra nim* of thrilling ontlaa life thai Ihe com
pany la nou working on.
The Heed Bnlldlng, on nibert Street, which had
been the m
>■ tut feature mm exchangee fur tinpast few moil t lis. is now devoid of this line of
business. The dtj Bra marshal and Inanrance men
pot up each a kick that it »a. necessary for the
superintendent of the building to ask ail the feature men to pirns.- vacate. Theae concerna, The
mil Feature Co . the International Feature Oo., the
Moyi r Feature Oo., the Pioneer Feature Oo., the
Warner Feature Oo. and the Globe Feature Oo., are
nil now in now quartera at i-'ii'_' Unci' Street.
The building where they are now located contains
nothing imt feature men,
None of the it.'i moving picture
establish
ntthroughout the eltj is rloiatlng the law by permitting the exits to be obstructed, according to a
reporl tubmltted to Director Porter by Fire Marsimi Latttmer at a general Inspection made bj
himself and ills stnir of aaalstanta recently.
The
ins|
tion waa
under
the personal
supervision
of
Director Porter, and In a number of caaea the * 1 1
rector made the Inapectlona himself, especially In
Wee! Philadelphia, and from every standpoint it
was found thai the local theaters were In the
besl "i condition.
Arthur
ll.wnnn.
of the OalehuS
Suppl.i
Oo., Ims
just Bnlahed a verj successful trip throughout the
Btati and came back with a number of orders.
Reading seems to have a number of vacancies
for moving picture bouses, one called the Subway,
which win be located at Ohureh and Spring Streets,
which »ill be opened before the holidays; the Star,
located at UM South Penn Street, has just opened
its to the public, and Is doing a rushing busiMi, i according to B
people in thai Bectlon
there still is room for others.
Several
vlng picture corporations of Phlladel
have bad suits brought against them by
District Attorney Swartley for having failed to
place In the bands of the Internal revenue collei tor
a full statement of business done for the year 1911
on which to base the special .-vis,, tax. The time
for filing these accounts expired In March, and under
the ad those falling to make returns are liable to ■
maximum
penalty of 110,000 in each case.
CLEMENT
II. CONGDON.
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Mr. A. J. (iiiiinghiiui has i. .en in Grand Baptda,
for several dayi looking after his interests among
the United
Theatres,
which
compose
the II
houses,
and nls,, in connection
With
affair- nt the
Columbia
and
Orpheum
theatres.
The
ties sun
bookings
nt the iiipi
ware
rerj
Mr
Paul
Clayton,
who is favored
with ■ moat
excellent

baritone

Voice,

has

stall.-. I

at

the

"Otlg

lllill."

Mrs. S.hrell.er
and MrBchledt,
Who form
us- in tie "Original" have gone to tba Monroe,
a era Ibej are making
tba aa
hit thej did it
the "Original."
The Columbia, of which Mr. Frank O'Donnell itbe manager,
has bad a change
of treasurers.
Mr
l. ..id Gallup resigning to go to Jackson, alien,
The
former
treasurer,
under
the Tampla
ha- assumed charge
ills man] friends ara glad to
■ee Mr. Fred Harpater again al hi- old stand.
kin Popelwhalte i- singing al the Idle Hour in
place "f Mr. Deveaux who baa g
to Chicago
No"
Callle
tick.-t isiM-s grace
ii
ntranca of
the "Original," "Ideal" and "Idle Hour" theaters,
having Inst i n Installed,
Boy V7. icevins orchestra, enlarged, is furnishing the music at the Columbia this year, repeating
the favorable
impression
made all lost season
al
the Orpheum.
General Manager Breen of the United Theatres
Company -ai. he intends to present every feature
on the Licensed release schedules as soon aa II la
possible
to do so. He baa always
given
the new
stun" at an early date and this i. a salient reason
for tin- ua.i the pictures fill tin- bouses under his
supervision.
The Snperba Theater closed October -'. and will
be dark for some thirty dais while the rebuilding
Is under
way.
Work
will be pushed
as rapldl] as
possible.
The sdig Feature "Count ..r Monte Crlsto," was
run for l«o days at the Idle Hour. Usually mill
one day Is given to any feature, bu1 this film was
n big winner and went strong both dais al double
admission
price.
Mr. Fred Ni.-holls, of the Apollo, was ill with the
duty.
grippe last week, but is now able to I,.- back on
HUGH

IN THE

KING

IIAUItls.

NORTHWEST.

\['SS
IRENE
GORDON,
Who
for the
last year
i^J- has
operated
a
moving
picture
show
in
r, Washington,
has reopened
the Lola Theater in Grand
View,
Which
has been dark
for sj\
llths

•\

GRAND

RAPIDS.

/ J HAND BAPIDS is rapidly developing aa regards
Bubnrban motion picture houses. The latest
thester to open is the Vaudette Theater
managed and owned by Mr. B. .T. Hill, with a ca
paclty ol 150. Service Is secured through the AntiTrust Film Co., Grand Kaplds, Mich., branch.
Another ontlylng theater is the Pastime, capacity
800, operated by Mr. t. a. Giles. The Pastime
is said to be one of the beat arranged In the State
complying more strictly to ventilation and requirements than the majority. The scats are upholstered ami the house is extremely. CO
Mr. Davis has completed
the decorating of the
Lyric ami it looks very rich. The tlrst film shown
after the work- was completed was "The Massacre
<>r the Santa
Fe Trail,"
which
showed
to large
houses,
afternoon
and
night
Rig features
are a
strong specialty
with Manager
Davis.
The Orphean
is making a decided hit under tbi
new in cent policy, four good vaudeville acts a good
orchestra and 3,000 let of tilin make a bill worth
while.
ils llros.. Inc., owners
and managers
of the
Apollo and Snperba Theaters are contemplating the
installation of a modern electric lighting plant independent of the city power. They figure on supplying power for several stores in the vicinity of the
rs as ueii as for their theaters. The Snperba
when completed in Its new form will he one of
the best lighted and decorated for its size in the
State. Work is progressing nicely. It will he necessary to close the Snperba for at least thirty days
while re-modeling is going on.
Mr r I. Canine, the hustling manager of the
Anti-Tmst Film Company branch in (Jrand Rapids
says the company has secured the State rights for
Illinois. Indiana, and Wisconsin, for the Sarah Bernhardt pictures and is figuring on two other States
The Grand RapldS branch covers a circuit of West
Michigan theaters located at Muskegon, and other
good towns as well as a general service covering
the entire western half of the state. Business la
reported as being in splendid shape and Mr. Canine
Is most enthusiastic as regards the local field in
opportunities for suburban and outlvinir theaters
The General Film Exchange branch at Detroit,
Mich., is under the effective management of GUllngham & Smith, and supplies the United Theaters
of Grand Rapids, which are controlled hv (Jlllingthese gentlemen ' are comof much
Bothroad
ham & pelledSmith.
to be on the
of the time, though
Mr. Oillingham devotes most of his time to Detroit, while Mr. Smith takes care of the western
Michigan end of the business. Mr. (;illingham
states that he is optimistic as concerns the outlook for winter business and that conditions are fine
covered.
territory
the extensive
all over

loin. -nt has been started at Bemldjl, Minnesota, to have moving pictures censored by a local
committee, following a suggestion by Governor
Bberbardt,
Thomas
.1. Burke
of the Commercial
Club, plans to have the city council appoint a
composed of the city superintendent of schools, an
alderman
and a private
citizen.
The Kssanay Company took pictures nt Minneapolis
iliiritiir "Made in Minneapolis" week. The State University grounds, the three newspaper offices, state
and city officials, fire department, department
large factories
and the parks
and boulevards
were
included, a copy of the film is being use. I bj the
Minneapolis civic and Commerce Association tor aidbig its convent i. .n bureau.
The
city council
of Moorhead,
Minnesota,
has
passed an ordinance
providing a license f
f $25
a year for moving picture shows.
Jacob Moelk of StOUghton, Wisconsin, has purchased the Brickson property on Main Street in
that city, and will remove his Lyric Theater into it.
Moving picture theaters of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, co-operated with the Milwaukee Visiting
Nurse Association In its biennial tag day. 0
12. The slogan "Do Your Share" was shown in all
the theaters. Films were also given showing the uplifting work of a visiting nurse.
Walter fJifTord Smith, chairman of the Hawaiian
promotion committee of Honolulu Chamber of Com
merce, has been doing successful promotion work In
the northwest with 3.000 feet of pictures. They
were shown to the members of the Seattle Chamber
city.Commerce and were given as a paid Sun. la
of
Ing lecture at the First Unitarian church In that
President
Wisconsin,
for taking
rush which

C. R. Van Hise of the University of
at Madison, Is said to have spoiled a plan
pictures of a freshman sophomore clnss
ended In a lake ducking stunt.
F. II. MADISON.

IN THE

SOUTHWEST.

p OMMISSIONEB FRED BARTLBTT, of Dallas.
^-' Texas, recently assigned two plain clothes oil
eera to Inspect the various moving picture shows in
order to protect women from "masherMoving pictures were recently made of convicts
nt work in the shops and on the farms at the
T,\as stat. Penitentiary at lluntsville. They will
be preserved on the prison records and exhibited
On special occasions.
The Rex Theater, of Nowata, Okla.. has been
ineor|Mirated with a capital stock of $2,100. The
Incorporators are A. A. Shllkett, Metta Shllkett
and George
R. Schwabe,
all of Nowata.
Licensed pictures are being shown at the Majestic Theater at Madison. Wis., which has been converted into a moving picture show by Sherwood and
McWIIliams.

Friday
night
pictures
nt
I hi
itlonal
i nun h in Appelton, \\ I
.- nud
educational,
while those which form a port of the
Siindni
night services will be r. i .
The
i
tin Texas
rarlotu
pusses
lege
at Dai
Southwestern
I .-mi- lifef..r
id ii
Ill i, I pini.-r-ii
town plctun
- hi. k opera
hoi
iii
Ballard
of ami.-,,,
Carter, James
Heard
,:-.-•
i,.
!.■■ managed bj Bonner and Tyr
\ -t... k company
ha. been
formed m
arltb i i Dougherty m president,
I
ii M
II e lie"
opera
l,<

WASHINGTON,

i-.
|

of ...i
setown,
-, baa
i
m
will

Baa villa,
to manage
IDISOM

D. C.

\ f wv.i.i:
s.ii BB, of the 1
-xl
rhased
ii..- propert]
adjoining
Intends
to enlarge
II.
sting

- not
ter and

enjoys a good business; pan ..f mi- success u due
I,, the excellent
music furnished with tin- pi.
ihe bouse
i- well ventilated,
projection
ret
at nil times
i r I. . - Indirect lighting system i
Tom Moor.- has taken charge of the old In ,
a vaudeville bouse, changing it- name to nden, ami nos siio.i i ,,nii pictures
The "Leader," i
ring picture boose under tie
aide management
..r Miller
I
excellent
business
f be bouse
i
ami indirect
lighting
system
used
The pr.
and music are perfect,
iii.- Virginia baa a front mad.- entlrelj of m
doing.
Mr. Alvlne'a activities are verj much in evldenci
bulging by the amount
of bush
this bo
The Mari land I- always
pi
- nces
Under the able management of Mr. John Dea
ter this I so I- fa-t I,.-,
Ing tOO -mail 1.late Its patron-.
\|r Dexter
IntendI.. ■
it bi converting a building on Q street into
ter. using the pre. -nt Maryland
a. an entrai
Ninth Street, forming a complete I.
Mr. Mayer, tin- mw manager ol I
Film
Company,
report,
excellent
business.
He
slwsys
L'r.-ets ion with a pbasalit
smile.
The company
o•i;
-uides
an entire
tlier mi tin- corner of Seventh and
sireets
Northwest
Mr. Mink, of the Mutual, rcorts l.ii-ln. and on the increase
II. i. alii.-iys then
with
■glad
hand."
doing
everything
in iiis power

the
to

Excavation is well underhand for the erection ..f
a new moving picture theater at the corner of North
please. and II Streets
Capitol
NoTtl
The
M
it Vernon,
on Ninth
Street,
near
New
York Avenne, after having i n closed for a year.
has re-opened
under the management
of Mr
II. A JOHNSON
man, who reports business very go,..!

OREGON.
AjTANAGEB
M. il. WIN8TOCK
of r
I
-» ^ Amusement
Co., has returned
fi
a trip to
Pendleton,
"here
be has picked on) two
locations
"here
tin- company
intends
to put
up
photoplay
house.
While
at
IVndlotnn.
Mr.
Willstock
made
special
preparation.
f,,r the Round-Up
pictures, of whlcb
I. mm feet "ill I..- shown through
out the country,
tins being s,,|.| only on tl,.
tights
plan.
Mr.
Win. to, k
also
visited
Walla
Walla,
Wash . Colfax
and
Spokane.
Wash.,
Inspecting lb.- company's
theaters |
s. .1. Nelson
i. tin- ueu
manager of tt<- I
er in Portland,
while Arthur Blwell baa
made manager "t the Sunnyslde Thester.
The throe suburban theaters of the Peo]
mint
Co.,
the Sunnyslde,
Crystal
and
Tiv.di. are
thrown open each Sunday
morning to various sun
• lay School
and Church
.,,,-i, tie. to i
t therein.
This has met with suc'i LT.-at SUCesS
that the sill urban
theaters of the company
has had to dalsociety
and church
to meet
on a different
Sunday,
thereby
a chSnCC
tO hold
it. .essioii"
iii these giving
beautifuleach theaters.
"Custer's
Last -111:111."
tin
American
master
piece, has be.-n hooked
for tie Star Theater.
Port
land, and will be shown
at a private
exhibition
10
the Dress Club.
A decision win be readied at tin- next Board of
directors
n
ting of the Peoples'
Omiiaeiiienl
1 •• .
Whlcb lakes place next 111. .nth. " llether or not the
alterations planned for tie Star Theater, Portland,
will be made
or not
II
onteinplated
alterations
mil
coal approximately
(25.000
1 unique
front, which
"ill represent
a large
sh.'i.
several
entrances
and cryataltsed
walls. it having
The manager of the star neater
a visitor in Portland last week,

of Medford, was

A Berg, manager of the Star Theater. A
was granted a leave of absence by tin- r
Amusement Co., for tin. months. Mr. Berg win
visit his parents in England, and will re. nine his
duties as manager again upon his return Al. t'llff
of San Francis ... will manage the house during his
absence
I
V
WEINBAI M

ST.
BURTON

LOUIS.

HOLMES and his motion picture travelogues opened at the odeon. Tbursdsy. Or.
toher 10th. Farther India, South America and the
Panama
Canal
were
some
of the new
subjects

THE
• i i.wn
'i I..' Niiiiiiimi Canal rohjactl irert
with
special
i «■ t •• i • - 1 ben owlna
to the proposed
legislation
reapeetlni
the widening or the I
■Jppl Rlvtr
in the Gulf
tn furthiT
enhance
Bl
I .hi- ait a national
distributing
center
' Goodwin ami tin- famoni motion pictures
of Dickens
celebrated
"OUvac
Twlat"
played
to
aaM
a) the Odson
the weak
o( Bap
tembei 80th.
James Newton
Baakatl
lectured tns
Bpaclal
school
mat ini'«'K hiti' featured
for
tin- students of tin- great
English author ami hi»
tal character drawings of fagln,
Nancy and
urn Bykss.
Ili.it huHtllng moving picture ami vaudeville tin
preaaarlo, Frank Talbot of tba Oajn and Hippo
drome,
put over
another
feature
ben
la-t week
Mine. Sarah
Bernhardt
In "Queen
Elizabeth,"
a fonr-reel
prodnctlon
waa
abown
at tba Hippo
•1 r
at popular prices.
Tba plrtnrea abown were
i prodnctlon of the same, weal of the aflaali
alppj
River
r, former); ■ ten cent house, is
now showing llcenaed Blmi and prices hare been
tut to five cents.
F. I, I BOAN

IN THE

MISSISSIPPI

VALLEY.

\i

tin. request of Bdward Worst, superintendent
of tba Jollet, 111., lily icboola, Chief of Police
DeMIUer has lesued an order commanding theater
ownera to keep boye on( of t in-ir playhouses during
school bonra
Mrs
Margaret Arthur, truant officer,
declares that the hlms were responsible foi ■ |
I
many
absences from school.
i.. h Anderson, of Ban Antonio, Tex,, has purcbaaed tbe x Baj Theater at Lincoln, 111., and has
opened it for bnetneea. Tbe place which wai recentl] owned b] Bylvta «v Swanland, of Springfield,
111 . was
sold to satisfy :
rtguge aud was pur. baaed by B. W. Hates, of I no ..In, 111., when sold
by Anderson.
I antra] Christian
Bible School of the Central
Christian church of Peoria, ill., has adopted moving
pictures fur a series of entertainments.
Burnsteln A Brans, of Springfield, 111., have
opened a family moving picture theater iii the
Grace building, In North Market street, at Marlon,
111. Two shows at Ave and ten cents will be given
each evening, William Evans will be resident man
ager. baring
removed
from Springfield
to Marion.
The Illinois Federation of Women's clubs has
Issued a bulletin asking the local clnbs throughout
iiiitc.is to belp the moving picture shows Instead
..i condemning
them.
Tin
request
is as follows:
"Again we cull attention to the five and ten cent
sbowa, They can be made a valuable aid to education. Have a theater c
mittee appointed
whose
duties shall be to look after the lighting, ventilation
beating and Bltus used.
Talk over conditions with
the managers. We helieve they desire to phase their
patrons, but it Is our business to see that these theMors ere safe places for our children. All through
the West during the summer months we found these
theaters greatly patronized. The club women are
active 'actors In tbe censorship of them. Wbyl
Because they affect the health and morals of tlirir
children Mrs Zimmerman, chairwoman of the
.hie
department
of the General
Federation,
sue,
L''sts the clubs through the local managers
ture shows, secure
the
ei | Ilea t IolUI 1 lillU
'The

Beautiful,'

of picStreet

produced
by
the
Bdiaon
Co.
In cooperation with the civic department of the General

i ■ deration "
Harry
Vlrden,
of Chicago,
used
moving pictures
at the seventeenth State Conference of Charities
and
Correction
In Springfield,
III.. October
I'D. to
demonstrate how be taught a blind, deaf and dumb
boy to speak,
read and write.
Nathan II. Hall, a member of the house of delegales at St Louis, is preparing a censorship bill
WblCh provides that owners of houses must tile
their programs
three days in advance
so that they
an be reviewed
by the censors.
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The LaSalle Enterprise Co., of LaBalle, ill. has
re-awarded tbe contract tor its new theater to
Noonan Brothers, of LaSalle, for tTi.HbO.
fin- Lyon a- slat-' i Popular Photoplay Co., which
operated an alrdome a) McHenry,
in.
laal sum
uier. ure now
giving shows in the Central Opera
plan to Include Richmond,
III., la tbe
. n. nil ami

Ill . ami
taken
charge
of it. succeeding
Helmam.
who
has been in charge
for four
lb. policy
under
the new management
will
be exclusive!]
pictures.
fhe
Erber
Amusement
Company,
of East
St.
Louis, 111, which has been incorporat.-d with a
capital stock of ifu'ii ik«i plana to enlarge th. Avenue Theater, making the balcony extend to the
sidewalk and put in a new lobby. Mrs. Sadie L'rber Is president: Harry Carpenter, treasurer, and
Joseph 1 rber, manager. B. Dare Is another incor-

When u reporter asked Mayor John I). Couffer,
Of Wllmotto, III some oi the municipal needs,
le lie bided among other things the photoplay.
'■There Is another matter which is of great moment to our village.'' be said. "It Is the question

Tbe Standard Theaters Company, of Chicago, has
porator.
b.en Incorporated with a capital stock of $15,000,
to operate theaters, opera houses and other placea
of amusement, 'fhe incorporators an-: Herscbel L.
\ allandighaui.
! red H. McMillan and Alexander
Smi.
-tanks.

we have nol even a motion picture show. This Is
OH account Of tbe high prohibitive license of $10
a day
demanded
by our
ordinance.
Boms
years

and

i in

Lyric

turned

Theater,

ovel

to

October 22
I •anion and

Of

public

When

tbe

t" ibon
Pj tbias

at

local

Blm

amusements.

there

were

Villa

Lodge

a

At

Grove,
Knights

present

some

111.,
of

depleting

the

In

objectionable

was

I'ythias.

lives of

Wllmette,

(Valines

to this form oi entertainmenti a high license was
deemed
wise.
Now
that the tone oi the moving
picture ha- so improved an character, and event
ea great educational advantages, i should
be glad to have such an entertainment in Wllmette.
Our young | pi,- now go elsewhere for an evening's enjoyment and such money as they spend
on amusement should be retained In their home
village. I would, of course, have such an enter
talnmeut only of the highest possible grade and
character.
A low

" moving
picture
show
will
be opened
In
Covers
Building, at GrayviUe, Illinois.
Mrs Hilda Smith and Mrs. Susan Davis, of Inflianapolla, Indiana, have been arraigned in the
Juvenile Court, charging with neglect of their children ii. permitting their daughters, twelve and
eleven years old, respectively, to sing in moving
picture theaters.
Charges recently were tiled against Marsden Duncan, proprietor of Dreamland
Theater,
at Streator,
Illinois,

alleging

that

he

over

crowded

his

bouse

in violation ot tin- local ordinance.
Prescott .v McLain an- giving Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday
night
ring picture
shows in Cramr's Opera
House,
at Ha.v lis. HI.
fhe Eden Theater Company, of Chicago, have
been incorporated with a capital stock of $2,000,
lo do a moving

picture

and

theatrical

Mnttoon.
Marcus

business.

The

Incorporators are: Lee ll. Fleming, Frank B. Newman ami John H. McCabe.
fhe Federal Feature Film Supply Company, of
Chicago, has been Incorporated with a capital stock
,,i $5,000, t
nufacture and deal In moving picture Dims. fhe incorporators are: Ella Graham, K.
.1. Cupler and Nathan S. Schoenbrod.
America's Feature Film Company, of Chicago, has
i ri Incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000.
i" >l" a general
vlng picture and theatrical business. I'h' Incorporators are: Hulen H. Hood, Ernest .1. Slcbenlaus and Herbert
W, Lawrence.
fhe LaSalle Enterprise Company, of LaSalle, Illinois,
has
voted
to
increase
iis
capital stock from
.<■_'.-,. ncKi to $r,0.000.
Charles .1 Law has leased the Grand Opera House,
in I'ana, II!.. and now has charge of three theaters.
Lawrence Hlgbee and D, Harvey have opened a
new picture house to be known as the Princess, at
Wyoming,
Illinois.
fhe new theater at Highland, 111., has been
opened.

Jack Stern, of Decatur. III., has purchased a halfInterest in the Illinois Theater, at Newman. 111.,
Ho-

business

will

be

conducted

by

the

firm

of

Hoot ch.v.
'fhe location has been changed to
ase,I, stem,
the Masonic- Temple and a complete n-w outfit purManager Miller, of thl I' i .-- Theater, at Woodtheater. stock. 111., is adding fifty feet to tbe length of his
fhe city council of Champaign.
111., has
that unless a court holds that the question Is one
of public policy, residents
of the city will not lie
allowed
to vote upon
the proposition
to have Sunday performances.
Fletcher Trumpy, of Havana, 111., has accepted a
position as cometist in the orchestra at tin- Vaudette Theater, south Fifth street, Springfield, 111.
Health
Officer, S. G. Mingle,
of Peru.
111., has
recommended
to the eil;. council
that
n: .
ture theaters in that city be forbidden to attempt
to take more than their seating capacity. In addition to tbe danger from tire, hi
Is Impossible to properly ventilate a theater with such
crowds.
The Jefferson Company, of Fort Wayne. Iud.. bas
been
incorporated
with theaters.
a capital The
stock
of $-■"• are:
000,
to purchase
and bold
directors
Austin W. StnltS, Alfred L. Randall and Sprangue
Green.
The Woman's Christian Temperance Union, of
Mattoon. 111., has taken steps to present a resolution to the city council, asking that Sunday shows
be prohibited.
W. A. Clark, of Upper Alton. 111., has commenced the construction of a building to be occupied by a moving picture show which will be
financed
by an Alton syndicate.
Ralph W. Tippetts, formerly manager of the Empress and Crescent moving picture theaters, at Feoria. 111., but more recently treasurer of tbe Young
Buffalo Wild West Show, bas become manager of
the Vaudette Theater, at the corner of State and
Randolph Streets. Chicago. The house is one of
four owned by Colonel Vernon C. Seaver, who also
owns tlie Wild West Show and the Peoria houses.
The Berean Bible Class, composed of forty men
of the First Methodist Church, at Shelbyville. 111.,
introduced two reels of moving pictures at the Sunday evening services.
Carl Rademncber, proprietor of tbe Lincoln Theater, at 12M North Clark Street, Chicago, is said to
be contemplating opening a moving picture theater
in Woodstock, 111.
The lease of Flanders and Sanderson having expired. Noble, 111., is without a picture show.
F. H. MADISON.

A stock company has been formed by twelve
young men of Raymond, 111., to manage tbe opera
house in that city.

AMONG

Twenty-five merchants of Otney, 111., have united
to attract trade to town, by giving a ticket to a
picture show with every twenty five-cent purchase
made on Saturday.
Robert .loins has purchased the opera house at

Kaukauma, Wis. — Wm. Van Dyke, manager of
the Olympia orchestra, bas purchased the moving
picture
Crystal. theater on tbe south side, known as the

Roodbonse, ill.
W,

S.

Burj

has

based

the

Majestic

Theater,

at

THE EXHIBITORS.

Cincinnati, Ohio. — A contract bas been let for the
erection of a moving picture theater on Vine Street
for the Nordland Amusement
Co.

THE

M< >\ [NG

I.— The Miracle is a superb spectacular production in four reels (4200 feet).
II. -One year has been spent in its preparation.

PICT1 RE

t

III. — A grand and impressive musical score,
composed by a musician of note, goes with
the picture and helps to make it a unique exhibition.

\\ < IRLD

needs no lecture. It possesses all the art of
the best features ever made, but its appeal is
made to all mankind at all times. It is in season at Easter and at Christmas and on every
day of the year. It will be welcome to any and
every audience anywhere in the world.
VII. — Fine paper in all sizes, designed by
masterly hands, will go with the reels.
VIII. — We will furnish all advertising and
a most complete set of literature, pamphlets,
heralds, photos, etc., etc.

IV. — No part of this picture has been taken
in studios. The interiors and exteriors of the
churches, castles and monasteries have been
specially selected, and make a marvelous and
unrivaled frame for the story.

IX. — We have done everything possible under the law to prevent the possibility of infringement.

V. — The Miracle is easily understood and

The Miracle will be the Greatest Money Getter Ever Produced
FOR

THE

MUTUAL

BENEFIT

OF ALL CONCERNED

We restrict the exhibition of the MIRACLE

for a SHORT

to theatres charging admission of 25 cents and upward

WE

WANT

YOU

TO

SEE

THIS

PERIOD
.'.

.\
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Heto gorfe Jftlm Companp
Address all
12 UNION SQUARE,

Inquiries to
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Calendar of Independent Releases.
Releasing Through Universal Company
Current Releases.
SUNDAY,

NOVEMBER

ioth, 1912.

I: I X — A Galley Slave's Romance
(Drama)
-IAL— The Gypsy
Flirt (Comedy)
fSTAL— Man
Wanted
(Comedy)
ECLAIR— Golden
Hair
(Comedy-Drama)
AIR — Constantinople (Scenic and Educational)....
MONDAY, NOVEMBER
nth, 1912.
NESTOR— A White
Lie (Drama)
IMP— When Cupid Runs Wild (Comedy)
CHAMPION — A Protege
of Uncle
Sam — Two
Reels
(Drama)
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER
12th, 1912.
BISON — Blackfoot's Conspiracy
(Drama)
GEM — The Lighting of Love's Way
(Drama)
ECLAIR — For the Honor of the Firm (Drama)
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER
13th, 1912.
NESTOR— Dad's
Mistake
(Comedy)
1'oWERS— A Cowboy's Leap Year (Comedy)
AMBROSIO— The Siren's Call to Duty
(Drama;
UNIVERSAL— The Animated Weekly No. 36 (Topical)
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER
14th, 1912.
IMP— Officer 174 (Drama)
REX — Camping Out (Drama)
ECLAIR — Their Children's Approval (Comedy)
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER
15th, 1912.
NESTOR— A Cow-Girl Cinderella (Comedy)
POWERS— His Career
(Drama)
VICTOR— The Lady Leone— Two Reels (Drama)
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER
16th, 1912.
BISON— The Tribal Law— Two Reels (Drama)
IMP— Ole, the Hypnotist
(Comedy)
IMP— Just I. ike the Wot
(Comedy)
MILANO — The
Bewitched
Bandbox
(Comedy)
MILANO — Kelly on a Tightrope
(Comedy)

Advance Releases.
SUNDAY,

NOVEMBER

17th,

Releasing Through Film Supply Company
Current Releases
SUNDAY,

1912.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER
20th, 1912.
NESTOR — In the Long
Kim (Drama)
POWERS— The Leg and the Legacy (Comedy)
VMBROSIO
Grandfather's
Forgiveness
(Drama)
....
UNIVERSAL
The Animate. 1 Weekly
No. 37 (Topical)
THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER
21st, 1912.
IMC— The Candy Cirl (Drama)
REX— The Debt (Two-Keel Drama)
El LAIR
Black Hand (Comedy)
E< LAIR
Mother's Bank Roll (Comedy)
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER
22nd, 1912.
VII Tl >K -Was Mabel Cured? (Comedy)
P( )\\ ERS- Her Yesterday ( Drama)
NESTOR
-The Shanghaied Cowboys (< "inedy)
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER
23rd, 1912.
IMP
One of the Braves! (Comedy)
[MPThe Rapids of the Inatra River. Finland (Scenic)
BISON— The
II alt- Breed Scout
(Two- Keel Drama)....
MILAN*)
Boniface as a Blackamoor
MILANO— Castles and Landmarks of 1 1 a 1 > (Scenic) ..

ioth, 1912.

AMERICAN — Man's Calling
(Drama)
1000
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER
12th, 1912.
(1 AC MO NT — An Adventurous Adoption (Drama)
M A J EST I C— Dick and Daisy (Drama)
THANHOUSER— The Country's Prize Baby (Drama)..
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER
13th, 1912.
GAUMONT— Gaumont's Weekly No. 36 (Topical)
RELIANCE— The Faith Healer (Drama)
SOLAX— The Prodigal Wife
(Drama)
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER
14th, 1912.
AMERICAN — The Intrusion at Lompoc (Drama)
GAUMONT— The Price of Paradise (Drama)
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER
15th, 1912.
LUX — The
Adventures
of a Handsome
Young
(Comedy)
LUX— Boxing Under Difficulties
(Comedy)
SOLAX— Flesh and Blood— (Two Reels) (Drama)
THANHOUSEk— In Time of Peril (Drama)
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER
16th, 1912.

1000

Man

691
288

AMERICAN — Jim Bentley's Adventure (Drama)
1000
GAUMONT — Zoological Gardens at Cincinnati (Natural
History)
GREAT NORTHERN— Title not reported.
RELIANCE— The Virgin of the Fire (Drama)

Advance Releases
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER
17th, 1912.
MAJESTIC— Hazel
Kirke
(Drama)
THANHOUSER— Frankfurters and Quail (Drama)
MONDAY,

REX
A Mother's Awakening (Drama)
CRYSTAL— The thorns C.irl (Comedy)
CRYSTAL— Her Old Love
(Comedy)
ECLAIR — A Criminal in Spite of Himself
(Comedy)..
ECLAIR — oporto ami Its Harbors (Scenic)
MONDAY,
NOVEMBER
18th, 1912.
IMP
The Open
Road
(Drama)
NESTOR — A Fight tor Friendship (Drama)
CHAMPION— Blue Ridge Folks (Drama)
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER
19th, 1912.
GEM
\ TongUeleSS
Man
I Drama 1
BISON
Trapped by Fire (Drama)
ECLAIR
HtS Determination
Rewarded
(Drama)

NOVEMBER

MAJESTIC — The Deacon's Shoes (Comedy)
MAJESTIC— His Cook
Lady
(Comedy)
THANHOUSER— A Noise Like a Fortune (Drama)....
MONDAY, NOVEMBER
nth, 1912.

NOVEMBER

18th,

...

1912.

AMERICAN— The
Thief's
Wife
(Drama)
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER
19th, 1912.
GAUMONT— A Broken Idol (Drama )
GAUMONT — Battle Practice on a Cruiser (Naval)
MAIESTIC— Two of a Kind (Drama)
I II ^.NHOUSER— Miss Taqu of Tckio (Drama)
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER
20th, 1912.

1000

....

GAUMONT— Gaumont's Weekly No. 37 (Topical)
RELIANCE — Don Caesar de Bazan (Two Reel Drama)
SOLAX — A Comedy of Errors (Comedy)
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER
21st, 1912.
AMERICAN— The Would-Be Heir (Drama)
.,
GAUMONT— Four Hearts That Beat as Two
FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER
22nd. 1912.
LUX— The Wrong Flat (Comedy)
SOLAX — The Rower of Money (Drama)
THANHOUSER— Cross Your'Heart (Drama)
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER
23rd, 1912.
AMERICAN— An Idyll of Hawaii (Drama)
GAUMONT — Giving the Blind the Light of Knowledge
( Drama)
GREAT NORTHERN— (Title not reported)
RELIANCE— Father
(Drama)

Mutual Film Corporation
FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER
15th, 1912.
K W-BEE— The Altar of Death
(Two-Reel Drama)...
MONDAY,
NOVEMBER
18, 1912.
K EYSTON E— The Rivals (Comedy)
KEYSTONE— Mr. Fix It (Comedy)
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER
20, 1912.
BRONCHO— The Civilian (Two-Reel

Drama)

1000

488
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Wilson Elected
By the People

WarnerN
Selected
BOTH

Feature*

By the Exhibitor*

LEAD TO SUCCESS

Tracked by
Wi r eless
In Three Reels

NOW

READY

Thrilling, Full of Sensations
JUST AS A REMINDER— THE MILITARY

THE RAIDERS
PERIL OF THE PLAINS

FEATURE

of the MEXICAN

:: REDEMPTION

:: GLASS COFFIN

BORDER
:: REGENERATION

Warner's Features
NOW

BEING

BOOKED BY THE FOLLOWING OFFICES
WARNER'S FEATURE FILM CO.

NEW YORK: 145 West 45th Street.
CLEVELAND, O.: Columbia Building.
CHICAGO, ILL.: Dapples Bldg.. 167 W. Washington St.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.: 1202 Race St.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.: Illinois and Maryland Streets.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.: 1149*4 Mission Street.
KANSAS CITY, MO., 413 Gloyd Bldg.
GAUMONT CO., TORONTO. CANADA.
FEATURE FILM & CALCIUM LIGHT CO.,
125 4th Avenue,
PITTSBURGH. PA.

HEADQUARTERS

145 WEST

ONLY

ST. LOUIS, MO.: Benoist Building.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.: Northwestern Building.
OMAHA,
NEB.: Ramge Building.
ATLANTA, GA.: Rhodes Building.
BUFFALO. N. Y.: 31 Church Street.
FEATURE

FILM CO., NEW ORLEANS. LA.
GAUMONT CO., WINNIPEG, MAN.
NATIONAL ED. & FEATURE FILM CO,
Surety Building,
DETROIT, MICH.

Write nearest office for open dates

45th STREET

NEW

SUITE 806-807-808

YORK

CITY
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Calendar of Licensed Releases.
CURRENT
RELEASES.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER nth, 1912.
BIOGRAPH— Gold and Glitter (Drama)
; 1USON — The Non-Commissioned
Officer (Drama). .. 1000
KALEM— Days of '49 (Drama)
1000
LUBIN — The Way of the Mountains (Drama)
1000
! H E— Pathe's Weekly No. 46 (Topical)
SELIG — Kings of the Forest — Two Reels — Special (Dr..) 1000
MG— Saved by Hire (Drama)
1000
V1TAGRAPH — Captain Barnacle, Reformer (Drama) .. 1000
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12th, 1912.
, ES-On the Firing Line (Drama)
1025
C. G. P. C. — The Spahi's Fiancee (Drama)
C. G. P. C. — The Dinka Chief's Reception (Educational)
EDISON — Salt Lake City, Utah, and its Surroundings
(Scenic)
500
EDISON— Linked Together (Comedy)
500
ESSANAY — From the Submerged (Drama)
1000
LUBIN — At the Rainbow's End (Drama)
1000
SELIG— Between Love and the Law (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— The Professor and the Lady (Comedy).
VITAGRAPH— Aquatic Elephants (Novelty)
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13th, 1912.
EDISON — A Thrilling Rescue by Uncle Mun (Comedy) . 1000
ECLIPSE — Specimens of Lizards and Frogs (Edu.). . . . 1000
ECLIPSE — The
Town
of Cognac,
France,
and
Its
Brandy Industry (Industrial)
380
ECLIPSE — Reviewing
French
Troops
by
Airship
(Topical)
310
ESSANAY — The House of Pride (Drama)
1000
KALEM — The Young Millionaire (Drama)
1000
PATHE — A Trip to Mount Rainier (Scenic)
PATHE — The Pineapple
(Educational)
SELIG — The Lost Inheritance (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH — Lord Browning and Cinderella (Drama) 1000
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER i4th, 19x2,
BIOGRAPH— My Baby (Drama)
ESSANAY — Cutting California Redwoods (Educational) 1000
LUBIN — The Country School-teacher (Com.-Dr.)
1000
MELIES — Value Received (Drama)
1000
PATHE— The Branded Arm
(Drama)
SELIG — Old Songs and Memories
(Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Billy's Pipe Dream (Comedy)
1000
FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER
15th, 1912.
C. G. P. C. — Max Gets the Reward (Comedy)
EDISON— The Old Reporter (Drama)
1000
ESSANAY — Mr. Up's Trip Tripped Up (Comedy)
1000
KALEM— I Saw Him First (Comedy)
KALEM— The Bachelor's Bride (Comedy)
LUBIN— The Slate Industry (Industrial)
LUBIN — Suitors and Suit Cases (Comedy)
PATHE — The Grotto of Torture (Special) (Drama)...
SELIG — Shanghaied (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Una of the Sierras (Drama)
1000
SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER
16th, 1912.
CINES — Life and Industries in Aden Campo (Edu.).... 500
CINES — The Old Actor's Vision (Drama)
510
EDISON— Hope (Drama)
1000
ESSANAY — "Alkali" Ike's Close Shave (Comedy)
1000
KALEM— Battle in the Virginia Hills (Drama)
1000
LUBIN— Chief White Eagle (Drama)
1000
PATHE— The Light That Failed (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— The Model for St. John (Drama)
1000
America's
Popular
Photo Players
Handsome Photos 11 x
14, of 24 of the leading
Association Stars, $2.00
a dozen assorted, postage prepaid.
One-Sheet Photoplaycrs Posters (28x42) 10
tor $1.50, postage prepaid.POST CARDS
35 Licensed and 15 Independent Stars, $4.00
areason
1000. 1.
(There's
a

Poster Frames
Fit on tbree-sbeet boards with
■pace in center tor one-sheet.
Top sheets, all read differently, as follows: Now Playing.
Special Feature, Extra Feature. Extra Attraction, ToDay's Newest Feature, Coming
Soon. Complete set of 10 (aslotted)
for $1.20.
Postage
Prepaid.

ADVANCE
RELEASES.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 18th, 1912.
BIOGRAPH— Their Idols (Comedy)
BIOGRAPH— Hoist on His Own Petard (.Comedy.) ...
EDISON — Tim (Drama)
iooc*
KALEM — The Kerry Gow (Special) (3-Reel Drama) .. .3000
KALEM — Strong Arm Nellie (Comedy;
KALEM — The Landlubber ( Comedy)
LUBIN — The Good-for-Nothing (Drama)
1000
UK
Pathe's Weekly No. 47 (Topical)
SELIG
\ Man Among
Men (Drama) -.
1000
VITAGRAPH — The Unusual Honeymoon (Comedy) ... 1000
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19th, 1912.
CINES — The Magic Elixir (Comedy)
350
CINES
Caught With the Goods (Comedy)
650
G. P. C. — Whiffles Nightmare (Comedy)
I ( 1. P. C. — The Beauties of Portugal
(Scenic 1
'.
EDISON— A Noble Profession
(Edu.)
1000
ESSANAY — The Dance at Silver Gulch (Drama)
1000
II BIN — A Fugitive From Justice (Drama)
1000
SELIG — The Saint and the Siwash (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH — Romance of a Rickshaw (Drama)
1000
WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER
20th, 1912.
ECLIPSE — The Masqueraders (Drama)
1000
EDISON — High Explosives as Used in the U. S. Army
(Scientific)
325
EDISON — Salley Ann's Strategy (Comedy)
675
ESSANAY — The Scheme
(Comedy)
1000
KALEM — The Tell-Tale Message (Drama)
1000
PATHE— The Country Boy (Drama)
SELIG — Atala (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Timid May (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— Darktown Duel (Comedy)
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21st, 1912.
BIOGRAPH— The Informer (Drama)
ESSANAY — Billy McGrath's Art Career (Comedy)
...1000
LUBIN — Love and Treachery
(Comedy)
1000
MELIES — The Governor's Clemency (Drama)
-..1000
PATHE— A Question of Age (Comedy)
SELIG — The Fire-Fighters' Love (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Six O'Clock (Drama)
1000
FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER 22nd, 1912.
C. G. P. C. — The Revolt of the Peasants ( Drama)
EDISON— A Letter to the Princess
(Fifth Story of
What Happened to Mary) (Drama)
1000
ESSANAY — The Penitent (Drama)
1000
KALEM — The Flower Girl's Romance (Drama)
1000
LUBIN — The Drummer (Comedy)
LUBIN — Taming Their Parents (Comedy)
SELIG — Mike's Brainstorm (Comedy)
1000
VITAGRAPH— The Servant Problem (Comedv)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Billy's Burglar (2 reel, Dr.) (.Special). 2000
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23rd, 1912.
CINES — Manfredonia, Southern Italy (Scenic)
260
CINES — Two AfHicted Hearts (Comedy)
740
EDISON — A Chase Across the Continent (Drama)
....1000
ESSANAY — Broncho Billy's Heart (Drama)
1000
KALEM — Red Wing and the Paleface (Drama)
1000
LUBIN — The Silent Signal (Drama)
1000
PATHE— Red Eagle, the Lawyer
(Drama)
PATHE — The Forest of Fountainbleau (Scenic)
VITAGRAPH— Wild Pat (Drama)
1000

STRIPS

PRINTING

r-/\ Different C(\

9 1 13 circulars. Good White
Book Paper with cuts, for all
two and three-reel features,
Including name and location
of your theatre, date of show,
synopsis (your copy or ours),
etc. *2.00 for a single 1000;
$1.50 In 2 or 3 thousand lots.

0\M

Savings i»vJ
Sayings

To-Day, To-Morrow. Coming
Monday (or any other day)
Two-Reel Feature. Complete
n Three Parts. Marv Pickford To Pay. G. If. Anderson
To-Day (and other players),
etc., etc.
60c a a few
100 sayings
(6 x 28)
35c a 100 14 x 21)

Write for free Catalogue and advertising matter.
"If It's Anything

to Advertise

a Picture

EXHIBITORS' t=!s;:i%ScLX:

Theater,

We Have

It

30 Union Square, N. Y.

LICENSED
POSTERS
Largest and Most
Complete Stock in the
U. S. or Canada.
One-sheets
15c
Three-sheets
35c
Six-sheets
70c
ALL BRAND

NEW

We Handle
Xo
Second-Hand Junk

tap

I III-. Mi i\ [NG

PICT1 RE

Song
Slides.
A. L. Simpson, Inc.

\\'« )KI.D

FILMS F OR SALE

FEATURE

Vlta»rapli

"Every Time You're Lonely, Don't Forget I'm Lonely,
Too," Pub. by Geo, \\ . Meyers Music Co., New York.
"Pretty
land, O. Montezuma Maid," Pub. by Chas. I. Davis, Cleve"Let Me Be Your Mamma," Pub. by F. B. Haviland Publishing Co., New York.
Long
You NewWinnYork.the Rosea Bloom," Pub. by the
Globe MusicforCo.,

COLLEEN

BAWN

1 KOM
1 in: inn 1 OM
MIAMI'S O'BRIEN
Mil.

DERER

BLAZING
POST

Me, Sweet Rose," Pub. by F. B. Haviland Pub. Co.,
New"TellYork.
"You Are the Queen in the Kingdom of My Heart." Pub.
by the- Musicians' Music Pub. Co., New York
"Lize (I Know
Another Girl Lize Like You)," Pub. by
Kendis & Paley, N. Y.

"i

TELEGRAPH!

|IHM>

LONE! 1

A mbroalo

Blocrapb

1111.U1

FILM

B

1000 ft

ROKERS.
.

Jl.HI

■arborn St ,
IMI-'Mi

II

'■'
508 20
S.00 D.

LOUISE

M. MARION

NEW ILLUSTRATED POEMS
and FEATURE LECTURES

Lockport, N. Y.

NOW

GO TO IT.

LOUISE

High-Class
Vaudeville
Sketch

BOOKING

entitled
"MOTHER
and iOr

M. MARION

459 West 23rd Street. NEW YORK
TERMS

NEW

THE UNBREAKABLE
AND WASHABLE bb

DE
SLIents
A NCEME
MICannouncem
NTS
NK own
■■
MAKE
YOUR
OWN
ANNOU
BLAyour
^h make
E .7

Mad

[of Specially Prepareire M ica That Can be Written on as Easily as Paper
PRICE
PRICE 25 CENTS EACH

BATTERSHALL

& OLESON,

iLIDES

3CmcAQoMISLLST-

Of All Kind<

Send for Catalogue "W"

'

SLIDES

& VAN ALTENA, 59 Pearl St.. New York
THE
SLIDES
THAT
HAVE
SET A STANDARD

In Answering Advertisements Please Mention the
Moving Picture World.

WE ADVISE

for

City

'E.M YOURSELF SLIDES

Make them yourself. Written with pen and ink
or typewriter. Three minutes to make a slide. Used
for advertising slides, to announce future or feature
programmes, for chorus slides when chorus slide is
missing. We send four colors of gelatin. The slides
look well and anyone can make them. They are
handy also for announcing vaudeville acts. In fact
they may be readily used for anything you may wish
to say to your audience.
For the sum of three dollars ($3) cash with order,
we will send by express, charges not prepaid, or
$3-5° by registered mail, prepaid (Canadian orders by
registered mail only), the following:
24 coyer glass, 1 package binder strips, 1 dozen
mats, 1 instruction sheet, 1 form sheet and 50 strips
assorted colors gelatin — enough for from 300 to 400
slides. Order now.
Address:

UTILITY

YOU

to take advantage of this, the most important announcement appearing in this
issue.
We will supply you with our
SUPERIOR

MAKE

with
Strong Si ecialties

REASONABLE

of our new line of beautiful

ANNOUNCEMENT

Each slide illustrated from life and most exquisitely colored.
Advertising Slides at Reasonable Rates
Our Song Slide Catalogue of 500 different songs free to anyone
the asking.
SCOTT

(0 00
Chicago, 111.
1 ■

HEAR

We make a specialty of advertising and announcement slides. This
ad enclosed in your letter, is good for any advertising slide you have
made by us. Just to get acquainted and show you our goods.

SOMETHING

.

10 M

MOVING PICTURE
LECTURES
IN HER

WE 'LL DO IT !

f|

\ ltllk.T.1 |.l,

Scott & Van Altena, Inc.

SLIDE COMPANY,

•
•
•
•

B

TBAI1

olives rwisi
PAR8IFA1
WESTERN

"Ragtime Soldier Man," Ted Snyder.
"Just An Old Time Song," Aubrey Stauffer.
"Harvest Time," Meyer.
"First Train Back," O. Rossiter.
"There's a Girl From Old Missouri," Morris.
"Twilight Town," Haviland.
"Billy, Billy, Bounce Your Baby Doll," Leo Feist.

NIAGARA

- ■

1 in

III:

Mil.

|110 00

!

TRANSPARENCY

1733 West 9th St.,

CO.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

SONG

SLIDE SERVICE

for a period of 3 months, shipping 6
sets in one consignment every week,
guaranteeing to ship only the songs you
select, for the moderate sum of S30.00.
This is our regular $40.00 service, as
during a 3 month period we will make
you

13 shipments.

Further particulars and catalog upon
request.

Chicago

Song

Slide

6th Floor, Powars

37 S. Wabash

Ave.,

OEPT.

Exchange
Bldg.

•
1

Chicago, III.

•.v,,
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NOW 46 OR 4.7
RELEASES WEEKLY

Here are Some of the Special Feature Reel Subjects to Select From
THOUSANDS of dollars have been spent to make these pictures
* perfect and realistic in every detail. The world has been searched
for local color. They are wonderful productions — money for your
box office — so get your booking early.
Kings of the Forest
The Mills of the Gods
Frenzied Finance
The Olympic Games

Selig
Vitagraph
Pathe
Pathe

The Lion Tamer's Revenge
The Count of Monte Cristo
As you Like It
The Man Hunt
The Daughter of the Spy
The Blighted Son
Fire At Sea
Rip Van Winkle
Rameses, King of Egypt
The Son of Charles V (Colored)
The Siege of Petersburg
The Money Kings
The Adopted Child
Tragedy of the Desert
A Nation's Peril
The French Spy
Martin Chuzzlewit
The Orleans Coach
The Lady of the Lake
The Coming of Columbus

Cines
Selig
Vitagraph
Pathe
Cines
Pathe
Pathe
Vitagraph
Cines
Pathe
Kalem
Vitagraph
Pathe
Kalem
Pathe
Vitagraph
Edison
Pathe
Vitagraph
Selig

2 Reels

Released

3 "

"

17,

"

10,

"
3.
"
6,
June 24,
May 27,

GENERAL
BRANCHES

IN

PRINCIPAL

CITIES,

THE
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PICTURE
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Feature
Films
Feature Multiple Reel Subjects
now Released twice a week

|T TAVF you booked the special feature Multiple Reel pictures that are now being
[* * released by the General Film Company ?
If you have overlooked this opportunity don't continue to do so but see our branch
in your city immediately and make arrangements for this service.
Remember, that this is in addition to the regular 42 one-reel subjects released each week.
The introduction of these special feature reels has met with instantaneous popularity and crowded
houses are reported from all parts of the country as a result of showing these features.
They are of an unusually high grade of pictures with extraordinarily interesting subjects.
You can't afford to be without them.
They will not interfere with your releases regularly booked and are only an added attraction for
your patrons.
These special feature Multiple Reel pictures are released every Monday and Friday.
If you don't understand this arrangement don't hesitate to call upon our branch in your city or
200 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

FILM
OF

UNITED

STATES

CO.
AND

CANADA

I .*_>

I III.

Nov. 24
1912

.\n A ING

I'M

I URE

THE STOLEN

\\'< jRLD

SYMPHONY

LUBIN
2 Reels

A beautiful story of a poor young musician who has composed an exquisite symphony.
Adjoining his squalid quarters i» a room occupied by a young lady of good family, but impoverished. She can hear
the wonderful strains of tin- symphony played by tlie young musician and becomes first interested in the music and then in love
with the compose) together they plan to apprise the world of the genius. One evening, as a renowned musician is leaving a
concert hall, a iter one of his great successes, the young composer throws the score of the symphony into the carriage of the
great musician. Curiosity compels the musician to read the music and, at home, on his own instrument, he discovers the great
work of the poor young composer. He adopts the symphony as his own and adds new laurels to his already great career. One
evening at a concert at which the symphony is played the real composer rises in the audience and denounces the player, claiming the symphony as his. He is taken to prison and later put into an asylum. The young woman lover hears of his plight and
intercedes with a rich aunt to help secure his release. The aunt believes in the young composer and his work and conspires to
show the musician who has stolen the symphony in his true colors. She invites him to a musicale in her home and requests
him to play the symphony. As he is playing, the young composer, now released from the asylum, tears the score into pieces and
Of course the musician cannot and acknowledges the young pauper composer's
the symphony.
now is play
asks the musician
play, beautifully set.
a thrilling
genius. to This
wonderful

BILLY'S BURGLAR
A daring capture of a notorious burglar by a brave boy. This is a thrilling
adventure in a fast speeding automobile and a funny predicament of a negligent
policeman.
The Stars of the Vitagraph Company are cast very happily in this splendid
production.

KERRY

GOW

This is a play that the ECalem Company has gone to Ireland for and bi ought back with the true atmosphere and
ever) real characteristic of the Irish soil and Irish heart. The plot of the play is a regulation one, wherein the
villain's efforts are frustrated at every turn, and the story ends with him on his way to jail and the lovers preparing for the wedding. The power and charm of the Kalem production lies in the romantic little by-plays so
dear to the Irish heart, its humor and pathos. The Irish landscape is produced and the remarkable attention to
details makes the picture a really great one. When you see the characters, you see just the kind that you would
expect to meet on an Irish road or in an afternoon's journey through the country.

Nov. 15
1912

THE GROTTO OF TORTURE

The persistence of an English lover wins him a bride from the recesses of a Hindoo temple, a woman who,
knowing the punishment which will follow her action, still listens to her lover. Her whereabouts are unknown for a
long time to the Hi.^li Priest, but one day he finds her home and sees in its cradle her infant son. The Hindoo
departs with
piecetheof trail
the baby's
This he
uses child.
to giveAt the
scent window
to a vicious
leopard
free eyes
and
hungrily
picksa out
back towrap.
the cradle
of the
an open
beside the
cradlewhich
a pair isof set
glaring
appear. They take in the room with one sweeping glance and the next instant the leopard has the child in its teeth and
is gone.
The mother gives chase, and her husband with an arfmed guard boards an elephant and follows her trail. The
mother track- the leopard to the secret entrance to the Grotto of Torture. Only a moment she hesitates, then plunges
forward. She i> instantly seized and lashed to a post amidst a weird collection of snakes and lizards. Her husband
reaches the cave a few moments
later and rescues the mother and infant child.

e

rv

THE

r e
KINGS

OF
November

THE
n,

1912.

MOVING

FOREST
Two

MILLS

OF THE

November 4, 1912.

GODS

Three Reels.

FINANCE

October 28, 1912.

OLYMPIC

GAMES

October 24, 1912.

Three Reels.

Pathe shows World's greatest athletes in action at Stockholm meet.

REVENGE

THE LION TAMERS
October 21, 1912.

Two

Reels.

A Cines-Klelne Sensational Story. A story in which lions play an important part. A jealous lover, with the assistance of a clown, lures his
rival and the girl into the den of lions. The woman manages to escape,
later to accuse the murderer, but the lover is mangled to death by the
infuriated lions. .

OF MONTE

October 14, 1912.

CRISTO

Three Reels.

a young
Selig Release. A wonderful and tragic story of Edmond Dantes,
Napoleon on the
Frenchman, who Is intrusted with a message to the exiled
There
upon.
written
ever
themes
greatest
the
of
one
Isle of Elba forms
- 1
1 pie in the cast and shows the wonderful scenes, gorgeous
This is one of the most fascinating
costumes and elaborate stage setting.
pictures ever produced by Selig.

AS YOU

LIKE

October 7, 1912.

IT

Three Reels.

Vltagrapb. Company with Rose Coghlan in role of Rosalind, presents
pretty Shakespeare play.

THE

MAN

September 30, 1912.

HUNT
Two

OF

THE

Reels.

Rose,
A Pathe production, showing Kllborne, a poacher who is loved by forest.
the dense
the daughter of an old charwoman, whose cabin Is in that
he is at the
Kllborne is sought bv the police and Rose, suspecting
house of a fanner whose daughter he is In love with, hurries to warn him
of the impending danger. The police surround the house and as Kllborne
through the door he is ordered to surrender; he refuses and the ofHose steps In front and receives the deadly bullet.
Qoer tire' to kill him.

SPY

Reels.

Tills is a Clues Klolne releaae of n story of a spy who gives assistance ir.
his home to a nobleman Seeing from the Midlers The nobleman believes
that tils host and bosteaa have betrayed hlra and as be is taken to prleoo
ha denounces them for their duplicity. Heart broken, the daughter determines to redeem herself by assisting the yonng nobleman to escape from
prison.
Trying to help the QOblem
a girl Is killed |jy the
-•■11 try on the prison walls.

THE

BLIGHTED
September 9, 1912.

SON

Four Reels.

A Pathe story of the dissipated life of the heir of a wealthy family.
From one wild deed to another, the son wrecks the family fortunes and
m a fugitive.
After several years of hardships he endures, he develops the better side of his character and be returns to bis home —
a man.

FIRE

AT SEA

August 26, 1912. Two Reels.
Another Pathe story of an old Sea Captain who is a slave to liquor. Be
is employed to sail a schooner with a cargo of gun powder for a revolutionary project. On the voyage the old Captain enters the powder chamber with a lighted pipe and the ship Is blown up. A thrilling story of a
wrecked ship afire at sea.

Three Reels.

A Pathe story. Claude Rodgers. a gambler, falls heir to a banking liusiD—
Rodgers immediately launches a "Get-rlcb-quick" scheme and starts
a campaign to get depositors by promises of fabulous interest. The bank
soon becomes the largest, although not the safest, In the East. But good
• t last forever, and with liis wife's sickness Rodgers' luck
A run on the bank is the next misfortune, and because of Rodgers'
extravagance it cannot stand the strain. A mob of ruined depositors storms
the home of the banker and finds that a bullet from bis revolver has
brought his reckless career to a close.

THE COUNT

DAUGHTER

September 16, 1912. Two

Blgnors Lorenao, a rarj rich plebeian! seeks to dethrone Prince Glan of
Milan. Lorenao becomes enamored with Maria, a beautiful peasant girl.
who repulses tiU attentions and la protected by Miguel, whom she soon
marries Through Lorenao'a Inflnence they are driven from home Into direct poverty, and Maria's death soon follows. Miguel later acquires wealth.
Lorenso's attempts to steal Miguel's beautiful daughter and usurp the
throne are foiled, and be Is betrayed by Tano, Miguel's servant, into a
vacant house; the place is tired, and his life ground out by the Mills of
~
A Vltagrapb production.
the Gods.

FRENZIED

WORLD

Reels.

A wild Animal Sanation, by s^iig, presenting n thriiiine rtory of life
Pransvaal Jungles, Thia Is one of the greatest animal picture* ever
i and Here are enough welting momenta, balrbraadtb eacapea nnd
iinrink' ventures to Interest the moat blase,
Thia la a picture Unit Is ^un'
to attract and bold 1 11 • - Intarest of your patrons and to remain fresh for a
long time In th.ir memory.

THE

PICTURE

RIP VAN

WINKLE

August 19, 1912.

Two Reels.

A Vitagraph production of the famous legend of Rip Van Winkle, which
is portrayed by that eminent actor Mr. Robert McWade, Sr., who was so
long associated with the famous Joe Jefferson.

RAMESES.

KING

August 12, 1912.

of EGYPT

Two Reels.

A production by Clnes-Klelne of unparalleled magnificence, depleting a
thrilling romance, laid in the days of ancient Egypt.

DON

JUAN

and CHARLES

July 29, 1912.

V

Two Reels.

The story of the love of a King for a beautiful Spanish maid, who is
betrothed to Don Juan, a young student. Don Juan Insults the young King,
is arrested and his lover is brought to the torture chamber to see him suffer in the hope that in order to save him she will consent to marry the
King. The father of the young King returns from a monastery to which
he has retired and astounds the young men by telling them they are
brothers.
This Is a Pathe reproduction.

SIEGE

OF

PETERSBURG

July 22, 1912.

Two Reels.

A Kalem release telling a story of a young Confederate Officer who
visits bis betrothed and is interrupted by a young pauper and his crippled
sister. The young pauper Is given refuge and to show his appreciation the
pauper enlists In the Confederate Army and proves himself a hero by saving the life of the officer, and In many other ways.

THE

MONEY

KINGS

July 15, 1912. Three Reels.

This is a Vitagraph story of a conspiracy on the part of the Money Kings
In war. A precious document of the governStates who
United
the bv
to involve
ment is stolen
a woman
pretends to be infatuated witb the youug
is on his way to the peace conferrepresentative of the government who
Hague. Afterwards, the young woman repents and attempts
The
ence
at
to make amends. A mine Is exploded in the bay and there are many
climaxes that make it a thrilling story.

THE

ADOPTED

CHILD

July 8, 1912. Two Reels.

A little child whose father is lost In a foreign country becomes bereft of
she reaches womanhood
her mother and Is adopted by rag-pickers.whoWhen
is In turn loved by a young
she falls in love with a young physician
the doctor to a duel and
married woman. The woman's husband challenges
the latter recognizes In the outraged husband a remarkable resemblance to
his little ward's father's photograph and thereby establishes her Identity.
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HISTORICA
OF
Brilliant spectacle episode
the Republic.
The dawn

of early hist
of a new era

Five [thousand performers, 300 horses, 150 real Carlisle Indians.
Not only does the Pageant exceed all expecta
scope and^educational aspects, in the brilliancy of
exhibition and
smoothness of administration, but
achieved a financial success as well.
THE

Made

GENERAL
H. A. SPANUTH,

by

the

HISTORICAL

FILM

President

145

PAGEANT

FILM

BATTLE

OF

COMPANY

PUBLIC
West

45

th

St

THE

MOVING

PIC! LJRE

WoKI.I)

PAGEANT
1912
BOOKS

ory. The birth of
of national liberty.

POST

CARDS

LOBBY
FRAMES

00,000
$5
PRODUCTION

PHOTOS
THREE
SHEETS

THINK OF IT

EIGHT
SHEETS

.ra

tions in its historical
costumes, splendor
of

Daughters of Chief Pawnee

TWENTYFOUR
SHEETS

SEJVD 25 CEJVTS FOR
HISTORICAL
VAGEml
( £

f£\

AJVT

"BOOK

OF

WORDS

We also haxle a scVenty-tbuo
page booK of music for each
and etfery scene in the film.
Sold at 25c,

' ,% *

GERMANTOWN

World's

ITY
reet,

Rights

(&
New

Sold

Exclusively

By

and

Through

SALES
York

COMPANY
h. w. ebann, secretary
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SPECIAL!

A Powerful Sermon Film

"THE HORROR
SIN"
O
F
Once Sensational and

A thrilling expose of secrets in the life of a Society Queen, showing the
awful results of sin in its effect on future generations

A

Film

at

Three Sheets
in six colors in addition
to a striking one sheet
hanger
will be supplied
with this great

One

Reel

ISSUED TO
RECOGNIZED
EXCHANGES
—ONLY—

MON
NOV

Drama

the first time in America
Send 25c stamps for
complete
SAMPLES

Signalizing

:25

WITH ONE AND
THREE SHEET
LITHOGRAPHS

the

First

Impressive

Two Reels in One
originally sixteen hundred
feet but revised and condensed into

1,000 Feet of Action
with principal stars from
the famous "Fa 11 of Troy"
cast inandthetheleading
originalrole
"Helen"
Read

the
Review
of the
Film on another page

Itala

Release

Itala Films will now be issued from the Company's own Offices, beginning
Nov. 25 and each Monday thereafter. Following the initial release
all others will be single reel. Two-subject comedies exclusively
with new and original double subject posters in six colors
with catchy Theatre sayings to pull nickels and dimes

Released Through Film Supply Co. of America

HJ^yZ

exchange cannot supply Itala releases advise us at once and we will tell you how and where to get them regularly

All Films
Printed
on Eastman
Stock — the Best
Perfect photography exquisitely tinted and toned throughout
FOR PARTICULARS

ADDRESS

Itala Film Co. of America
HARRY

R. RAVER,

Director General

8th Floor, Columbia Theatre Bldg., New
•TORINO-

York, U.S.A.
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IT ALA ^^ COM EM ES
COMING

REGULARLY

Every Monday, starting December 2nd, a double-barreled,
two-subject reel of carefully selected, side-splitting funfilm. Every one to order from material comprising everything on earth worth laughing at.
Here's a Prancing Pair for Puritan Pessimists
OUT MONDAY, DEC. 2nd

Too Much
Beauty

A Spider
On the Brain

Put in pretty girl in the wrong place
and then watch the conflagration!
Put her antics on your screen :— Sufficient.

The town went wild when "Sparrow" discovered his cranium infested
with a seasoned crop of webweavers.
YOU'LL ROAR!
when you see the outcome.

TANDEM

TICKLERS

TO

YOU'LL SCREAM
and likely grow younger.

BRIGHTEN

THE

GLOOM

With Original, Novelty Posters, covering Both Subjects — Something New in Lobby Hangers.
EXHIBITORS. Write for sample to-day. Let us show you that we know how to create ideas in
advertising that pull for your theatre.
IMPORTANT — Itala comedies are sold to Exchanges on Advance orders only. You must arrange bookings now to insure a positive showing on or after release date. If for any reason your
exchange refuses to serve you with the films you want and need, write us at once and we will
advise you where to get them.
DRAMATIC

ONE

REEL

FEATURE

WITH

THREE

SHEETS

One of the strongest, most compelling subjects of the year will signalize the First ITALA
in America through exchanges, Under the comp any's personal direction.

THE

HORROR

OF

release

SIN

With the original "Helen of Troy" in the leading role

SAMPLE

POSTERS

IN ADVANCE

FOR

Address all communications

ITAI A-Fll n
-TORINO-

ITALA

FILM CO.

LOBBY

SHOWING

to

OF AMERICA

Ei£hth Floor' Columbia Theatre, Long Acre Sq., NEW

YORK,

U.S. A

ITALAFILH
•TORINO-
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KEYSTONE FILMS
COMEDY

REEL EVERY

MONDAY

The Keystone Stock Company comprises the largest aggregation of
famous comedians in the world, the principals being Mack Sennett, Fred
Mace, Mabel Normand, Ford Sterling, and Alice Davenport. It is an
All-Star Company.

a

A SPLIT REEL- NOVEMBER

KEYSTONE FILM CO.

18

THE

RIVALS"

"MR.

FIXIT"

THIS is a dashing comedy, in which Mabel has two lovers, a
good-natured fellow named Henry, and a conceited chap by
the name of Fred. Fred is being favored, and she resorts to
amusing schemes to get rid of Henry. Finally, however, she is
held up by tramps and Fred escapes, leaving her to her fate.
Rushing up, in an amusing encounter, Henry puts the hoboes to
flight and wins Mabel's love.

\ BASHFUL lover listens to the plan of a friend and courts the
** girl by proxy. The friend takes presents and flowers to the
young lady, but changes the cards so that she thinks he is the generous lover. He even arranges for a wedding and tells his trusting
friend that everything is arranged, while he really means to marry
the girl. The signal for Mr. Bashful to enter and claim his bride is
to be the blowing of a whistle. The false friend loses the whistle,
a small boy finds it and blows it, and Mr. Bashful rushes in in time
to prevent the wedding, and wins the girl himself.

KEYSTONE
MUTUAL

FILM

CORPORATION,

60

FILM
Wall

Street

CO. i2T5- ^^^rT^
Sole Agent

for the

U. S. and

Canada
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BRONCHO NLMS

«4T

\

MOVING

$50.00 for Scenarios.
The minimum price paid
will be $50.00. We want stirring Frontier,
Pioneer, Military stories in two reels.
^/fotionW^

Released
Wednesday
Nov. 20th

Address: T. H. INCE, Director,

"THE

Cal.

CIVILIAN"
A Thrilling Pioneer,
Indian and Military Drama

L^W/9
tip

1712 Allesandro St., Los Angeles,

•■ *P^

^L

WITrL

Sensational

m4F~M
w,

jjM
C^r

*^^^^^~^M

^U\'

1 .-5». <■ '.

TWO

Encounters
REELJS

Of Sensationalism
and Superb Acting

•The Civilian— a young doctor—wins
the girl from the Lieutenant. With
their lives in danger from attacking
Indians, the doctor escapes on the
Lieutenant's horse, leaving the girl and^
the Lieutenant to their fate. Thrilling
scenes are shown in which' theXieutenant battles for life,' and is finally rescued
by the soldiers.

Broncho Motion Picture Co., 42„d and B?oadw™ew8 York city
MUTUAL

FILM CORPORATION,

60 Wall Street

Sole Agent for U. S. and Canada
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THE ONLY REAL MONEY
ARE
MADE
BY
SO DON'T

OVERLOOK

WORLD

MAKING FEATURES
THE
ATLAS

THESE— THEY HAVE

MADE

GOOD

Secret Service Steve
3 Reels

A story of smuggling along the Canadian border.

A Sensation from Start to Finish

3000 feet

The Wage Earners
A Story of

Labor
vs.
Capital
A Box Office Record Breaker

3 Reels
A

FEW

GOOD

3 Reels

STATES

OPEN

FOR

3000 Feet

THESE

Sapho

^\**r\nf\

3000 Feet

rL Deadwood Dick S
The Hero of the Black Hills

Reels

Dalton
Boys
Last Stand at Coffeyville, Kans.
WATCH

FOR

OUR

NEXT

S?

RELEASES

Shenandoah and Quo Vadis
ATLAS MFG. CO., 414 Century Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

TIIK

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

$20,000 PRODUCTION

691

OF

THE

Midnight Ride
of Paul Revere
3000 FEET

STATE

RIGHTS

NOW

SELLING

for this feature.
One of the most gigantic undertakings ever attempted
in the history of motion photography.
A picture that everyone will
want to see, as every man,
woman and child is familiar
with Paul Revere' s Midnight Ride. The costuming
and staging of this great
production is in every detail historically correct.
See the famous Battle of Lexington, Midnight Ride, Killing
of Caesar, Gathering of the
Minute Men, the famous
Boston Tea Party, on board
the Santa Marie sent from
Spain to World's Fair, Chicago.

Coming Soon — Shenandoah- Quo Vadis
ATLAS MFG. CO., 414 Century Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
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CINES.
CAUGHT WITH THE GOODS (Nov. 19).— Horrors! Mrs. Stout fllHi-overK the photograph of an
actress In her husband's pocket. As a punishment
the culprit la forced to peel potatoes and do other
tasks equally agreeable for the rest of the day.
Later, at the earnest request of the theater
Manager, Mr. Stout . who Is a prominent actor, Is
released upon bis promise of "good behavior" and
allowed to go to bis work. Soon after be bas departed, Mrs. Stout becomes anxious and decides to
make sure that be keeps bis word. The good woman
arrives at the theater In time to see an act of
"Anthony and Cleopatra."
All goes well until she believes tbat her husband
Is a little too realistic in bestowing his caresses.
Rushing upon the stage, she "sails in," and things
look bad fur "Cleopatra" and some of the others
until the firemen, who are called to the scene, turn
the hose upon the rioters and literally wash them
away.
THE
MAGIC
ELIXIR
(Nov.
19)
Jenkins
visits
a gypsy, from whom he purchases a magic elixir
gnariinti id to protect him from all harm.
The dope certainly makes good Its reputation, for,
although Jenkins attempts to get into all the trouble
possible, he finds that knives will not Injure blm,
Millets are harmless, and even a cannon ball bounces
off with no effect.
However, he soon meets with something not provided against In the draught, and falls an easy
victim, much to his final discomfiture.

VITAGRAPH.
THE MODEL FOR ST. JOHN (Nov. 16),— The
commission to paint the picture of St. John for
one of the great Cathedrals Is awarded to Monsieur
Werner. The father recognizes In his son the atttibotea for the painting and soon the picture Is
completed.
Werner's son dissipates his time, money and
substance In riotous living. Many years later,
Artist Werner gets an order to paint the worst type
of satanic depravity. He seeks for his model among
tbe poor and outcast, until one day be comes across
the semblance of a man with all the characteristics
of bcastlallty and tbe brand of sin.
The last touches put upon the painting, the artist
Withdraw! from the room. The poor sot, left alone,
shuffles toward the canvas, looks at the portrayal
of his features and Is struck with horror. Tbe
artist returns and tries to quiet bis model. At this
moment, his eyes light upon a copy of tbe painting
of St. John, for which he sat years ago. Beating
bis breast In terror, be cries, "I posed for that
picture of St. John, the Divine!" In bis delirium,
tbe wretched sot falls dead. As the hand of the
grim messenger smoothes the pallid features, tbe
artist recognizes
the semblance of bis child.
ROMANCE OF A RICKSHAW (Nov. 19).— Mabel,
uitlful daughter of General Lewis, bas considerable variety of her love affairs when she finds
herself loved by Lieutenant Graham, of her father's
staff, and very touch sought after by a rich Indian
Rajah, whom she meets at a garden party. The
Rajah proposes, but Is refused. He abducts ber.
Dennis. Graham's servant, meets the abductors and
picks tensup
locket,andwhich
hasto theMabel's
Lieutenant
tells she
him drops.
what heHe saw.
Graham, with Dennis, and another soldier, determine to rescue Mabel from the hands of the
Rajah. They go to bis palace, find the rickshaw In
which she was abducted and some Hindoo raiment.
They disguise tin ins. Ives; Dennis making up as a
Hindoo Medicine Doctor. They gain entrance to
the Rajah's presence. Dennis, with Incantations
and salutations, demands the presence of the foreign
maiden whom they have in their midst. When
Mabel appears, Lieutenant Graham draws a brace
of revolvers from the folds of his robe and, taking
inh and his attendants unawares, they hurry
from bad
the left
room,at place
Mabel
thefar
rickshaw"
they
the door
andInare
on theirwhich
way
to tbe Military Post before the astonished Rajah
can follow In pursuit. Safely reaching General
- headquarters, Mabel Is placed in her father's
arms. The General acknowledges Crnham's courage
and gladly consents to bis and Mabel's marriage.

S
Y'S
ADER
BRST
PO
124 E. 14th St., N. Y.
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MAY
1!
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(Nov.
20).— May
arrives
at
the
She Is so timid and sby tbat she

Is alinoht
to death by the cowboys' revolvers andfrightened
rough appearance.
Wiille all the other boys consider her a joke,
Stev, a good-natured fellow, thinks she is just
about right. Shortly after ber arrival, there Is a
reward offered for the capture of a desperado. Tbe
sheriff, her uncle, and Ills men Btart In pursuit.
Steve accidentally happens to get In hla way, and
both he and the desperado are so surprised they
separate in opposite direction. May sees the desperado approaching ber. The bad man appeals to
her for refuge Slie tells blm to go In the barn,
which Is also used as a jail by tbe sheriff. She locks
bin In. and when the sheriff and bis men return,
they tin. I their man
In jail, thanks to Timid
May.
Steve, leered to death, arrives on the scene before the posse, and when they arrive takes part of
the credit. May Is so bashful and so overcome by
bis assumed heroism, she falls into bis arms and
throws darts of love into bis soul.
DARKTOWN DUEL (Nov. 20). — "She sho' is some
belle," and no wonder she provokes a quarrel between Epb Johnson and Rastus Simpson, who are
rivals for ber band. "Since we cannot fight with
weapons, I challenge you to a watermelon duel, tbe
winner takes tbe lady." says Rastus to Epb. The
contest Is arranged, and the duel begins. They certainly punish the watermelons.
The lady In question is present. Simpson wins
and she makes her decision to him in the following
note. "Dear Mr. Simpson: I shall accept your rival.
I admire your courage, but I never could support
a man

that eats like you.

Maria Jones."

THE

SERVANT PROBLEM (Nov. 22).— A complete story of this subject was given in the review
written by Louis Reeves Harrison on page 327 of
our issue dated October 26, under the old title of
"How

Mr.

Rullington

Ran

the House."

WILD PAT (Nov. 23).— Neglectful of his little
borne and family, Pat resorts to evil companions at
tbe town tavern. Tbe priest of the village gives
him a strong lecture. On the priest's advice, he
goes to America, leaving a solemn promise with
• Mary that he will never touch liquor again. He
finds employment as a stoker in the boiler room of
a large factory. One day he receives a letter from
Mary In which she tells him that a little girl has
arrived to bless their union. Pat is delighted, and
while sitting In the engine room dreaming of borne,
the men In the boiler room, who have been drinking,
pile too much coal In the furnaces, and an explosion is imminent. They flee from the room. Pat,
seeing the escaping steam, hastens below, enters tbe
boiler room, turns the safety valve and avoids a
disastrous explosion. In this act of heroism, he Is
so badly scalded he dies In the arms of his sympathetic co-workers, after taking Mary's letter from
tbe bosom of his shirt and kissing it in fond remembrance of ber. Tbe good priest breaks the news
to liis family.
SIX O'CLOCK (Nov. 21).— On the verge of
financial ruin, Mr. Cameron bas got to raise a large
sum of money. His partner promises to raise it by
six o'clock tbat evening and telephone him as soon
as he bas secured It. Jimmy Cameron, his little boy,
bas turned tbe bands of the clock half an hour
ahead, so tbat his music lesson may be shortened by
that much time. After a terrible ordeal of suspense, Mr. Cameron calmly prepares for suicide In
case of failure. At 5.30 bis partner closes tbe deal
for the money and rushes to telephone Cameron. A
few minutes before this, as the clock's hands point
to two minutes to six, Jimmy remembers bis Indolent
deed and turns the hands of the clock back half an
hour, to the right time. This is the only thing that
sines his father's life.
When Mr. Cameron bears the telephone, he Is
stricken with heart-failure, brought on by bis anxiety
and overwrought nerves. His partner not being able
to reach Cameron by telephone, hastily arrives at
his home and finds him unconscious. With the assistance of a physician, be is revived and his partner tells him of his success in securing the necessary amount to avoid tbe crisis.

LUBIN.
THE GOOD FOR NOTHING
failed at literature in the city,
home to take up farm work
aneen at his wasted career, and

NAT.

B.

(Nov. 18).— Having
Dick Evans returns
again. His father
his mother, Rosabel,

SMITH

LECTURER
68 Hudson St., Hoboken, N. J.

Phone 1361 Hobokeii

POST CARDS

$3.00

The

WORLD
Rosabel

Is bis sweetheart, and postmaster Jordan's daughter.
Her father bears of Dick's return, and when Dick
goes to see Rosabel be Is shown the door. Dick
later passes the office of the "Citizen," a newspaper. The plant is for sale cheap. Rev. John
Brower lends Dick the money to buy the plant.
To tbe surprise of his father and tbe postmaster,
Dick becomes an editor. Dick "gets back" at bit
father and tbe postmaster. Tbe latter wants another term, and Dick suggests In an editorial that
what the
postmaster.
Dick's
father
runstown
for needs
Mayor.Is another
Dick decides
to run against
blm. Dick has paid back bis debt to the minister,
and is ready to marry Rosabel. He makes his election sure by getting the trolley people to ran an
electric line into tbe town, Instead of passing
through a rival village. Then Dick goes to the
minister with an advance copy of the "Citizen,"
and discloses bis climax. Brower reads tbe editorial and approves with delight. Rosabel's father
reads it and grabbing bis bat, drags Rosabel to
the Evans farmhouse. Dick's father Is despondent
because Dick is going to "beat him out" at the
election, but Jordan shows blm the paper and bis
gloom is turned to Joy. Dick has resigned from
the mayoralty campaign in favor of his father, and
also bas turned in favor of the present postmaster.
And it is all over but tbe wedding ceremony.
A FUGITIVE FROM JUSTICE (Nov. 19).—
George Rand and bis wife are living in a cabin
situated near his claim on the mountain side. One
day Jim Slater, a bandit, is located by the Sheriff.
The Sheriff fires, wounding Slater in the arm. He
runs until be comes to the cabin of the Rands.
He tells them a fictitious tale of injustice, and they
decide to protect him. When the Sheriff calls Rand
informs bim that be has seen no one pass tbat answers the description. That night Slater steals
Rand's gun and hat and sneaks out. A month
passes and Slater is almost forgotten by the little
family, but one morning Mrs. Rand, when counting up her little savings, sees a face at the window. Ie is Slater, but the rough beard covering
his face prevents her from recognizing bim. Rushing to the window he breaks the glass, puts bis
revolver through and commands Mrs. Rand to open
the door. She does and he enters tbe cabin. Rand
had forgotten his water bottle tbat morning and
returns to his cabin for it. Upon his arrival he
finds his wife holding the outlaw at bay with the
gun she managed to get from his bolster. Tbe
young wife goes for the Sheriff, and Slater Is soon
In the hands of the posse. Later the Sheriff brings
them
their well-earned
reward.
LOVE AND TREACHERY (Nov. 21).— In a fishing village dwells Marie, a fisher maiden, who is
loved by Jean and Jacques. Jacques meeting Marie
one day proposes marriage to her. but is refused.
Happening to pass Jean's cabin, Jacques sees Marie
in Jean's arms. Jacques meets the coast guard,
who tells him that smugglers are about. This puts
an idea in Jacques' mind, and he with his pal
Francois, starts to put it into execution. They
go to Jean's cabin and take Jean's bat and coat.
Then Be and Francois go where they have a boat
moored and Jacques puts on the stolen clothes. A
coast guard sees the launching of the boat, and
recognizing Jean's coat and hat, becomes suspicions
of Jean. Jacques and Francois proceed to their
cave, as they are smugglers. Arriving at the cave
they get a bundle of lace which has been smuggled
and returning to Jean's cabin they cut off several
yards and place it in the pocket of Jean's coat.
They leave the cabin and are returning to the cave
when they meet the captain of the coast guards.
They Inform bim tbat Jean is a smuggler. Tbe
captain
and accuses
his guards
at Jean's He
cabin.Is
Tbe captain
Jeanarrive
of smuggling.
placed under arrest. Francois and Jacques gloating
over their success, return to the cave and are making a division of their spoils when a quarrel ensues
and Jacques Insults Francois. Francois leaves the
cave. He runs to Jean's cabin and tells Marie how
the affair was accomplished, and they start after
the captain and tbe guard. Overtaking them,
Francois tells the captain. The whole party then
proceed to the cave where Jacques is. After surrounding the cave with guards, the captain, Marie
and Jean go Inside. Jacques is accused and denies,
but when Francois appears and confronts him with
the balance of the lace be is arrested.
THE DRUMMER
(Nov. 22).— Anthony Brown
starts on an extended trip. He meets in the next
town a lady who is an old acquaintance and who
invites him on a shopping trip. She makes a number of purchases and discovering she bas more than
can carry, he decides to put home of them In bis
suitcase. They go but a short distance when she
suddenly .remembers an engagement, and after
apologizing,
hustles
away,
forgetting
the bundles

A. B.C. and All Licensed Posters

25
PERSTARS
1,000
IN ANY QUANTITY

Finest Quality and Superior to Those
Elsewhere at $4.00

and the minister are his only comforters.

Sold

Rental Prices
i-Sheets
3-Sheets
6-8-Sheets

5c
25c
50c

Selling Prices15c
i-Sheets
3-Sheets
35c
6-Sheets
70c
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EASTERN
USERS
OUR EASTERN BUYERS

We now have an office in New York City, established for the convenience
of Motiograph users, Motiograph buyers, and for the exhibitor who
would like to use a better machine, but who has, in the past,
been
held back because of lack of repair facilities.
THE DAY IS PAST when any old machine will answer
the demand for the modern PICTURE PALACES so fast
replacing the old ordinary picture -how where the patrons
were asked to STAND 1 OR any old sort of projection
they might see on the screen.
IF YOU ARE NOT FAMILIAR with the high grade
construction, the ca-e of operation, the quality of picture
and generally superior class of The MOTIOGRAPH, call
in and get acquainted with us.
THE 1913 MODEL MOTIOGRAPH in several different equipments is on display in our EASTERN OFFICF,
30 East 23d Street, just off Broadway, Xew York City.
OUR

REPAIR

REPARTMEXT

will he in charge of

one of the most competent mechanics in our Chicago factory. A man who has been in the employ of our company
from the time the Motiograph was only on paper.
Before
its reputation as the best made machine was thought possible.
OUR AIM IX COMING TO NEW YORK is to extend to the Eastern user, and future
users, of The Motiograph every possible facility which is now being offered by the Eastern manufacturers of other makes.
WE

WILL CARRY IN STOCK a full and complete line of machines, repair parts and accessories for the Motiograph machine. We will repair your Old Motiograph mechanism in one day :
if not, we will arrange to loan you an emergency mechanism while yours is being repaired. We will
repair your mechanism at ONLY the cost of the actual parts supplied. Xo charge will he made for
labor.

Remember— The Motiograph
Remember

guarantee

is the most liberal ever made

— You can buy direct from us, or from the nearest dealers

The Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Company
564 West Randolph Street

CHICAGO,

Eastern Offices, 30 East 23d Street, New York City

ILLINOIS

THE
in tinMm!
IiIk Ij'jIi'1 Brown
finding
lie has 111 1 1 • - D
suitcase
decides
to nhlp It bODle, forgetting about tin- bundles. Wlicii
later li
rarti the young lady
reminds Mm
of the bond lea.
Be I* In a frensy
of ii'irrnr at the Idea of iii« wife finding the
bandies end
Intercept the mltcaee,
but finds It la already ..u In way. lit- follows and
hlng borne be le greatly surprised to have
vine end mf Tm* treat him no lovingly, they
thinking the articles ere Intended fur wlde's birthday.
TAMING THEIR PARENTS (Nov. 22).— Mr. Abi in i eon Hilly ere both In the habit of visiting Mrs. Pierce ami her daughter, Doroth]
evening lira. Pierce seee Mr. Abbot rudely push
bet pel kitten from the chair that he may alt
Sown Bhi later serves tea. when he Inaiata on
two lamps of ingar Inatead of one, sin- loe
tamper and an argument enenee, culminatini! in
i
inng people being turn from each other'i arms
ami the elders parting In :i n^ir. Hilly and Dorothy
oonflde their trooblee to their friends, who consjplre to adjust matters. Thej kidnap the eld ere,
blindfold them, and turn them louse In a darkened
■nam When the light la turned on tbey Indulge
In mutual recrimination until they are persuaded by
nil! people to make up. Billy and Dorothy
elope, and at the finish of the ceremony Mr. Abbot
anil Mr- Pierce are brought In. Tbey forgive and
are married and all four depart on their honeymoon.
THE SILENT SIGNAL
(Nov. 23).— Major Carews,
in command ol •■
il cavalry near Bl Paao
on the Mexican border, receives a visit from his
daughter, docile. The Major greeta her and she
meet!
his
adjutant,
Lieutenant
Oilmen
They
b
•• very friendly,
so much so that when she
gmnaedly receives the attentions of one Jose Hontero, of the Mexican Junta, Glluiore resents it.
She laughs at him. Later, Jos... becoming too
■trenuous In his importunities, Luclle makes him
ridiculous by shoving a kitten in bis fare as he
is aiK.ni to kiss her. Enraged, be stalks away and
meets the half breed, Hurl;, on the trail near the
camp. More or less beside himself with humiliation,
he \ents his rage on the half-breed, attempting
to take bis hers.- away from him. l.ueile sees the
encounter and rushes to the rescue of Buck. Jose
then turns his attentions bo the girl, attempting to
kls. her and would succeed but for the timely arrival of Ollmore, who knocks him down. Vowing
vengeance Jose crosses the border and enlisting the
ea of some M xieau outlaws returns and sin ceeda In capturing Gllmore together with the halfbreed, Ruck, who unwittingly stumbled on the
outlaw band. Buck is forced to cook for the outlaws While doing so he manages to send up a
Bailee of smoke signals and thus smokegraphs their
plight to the U. S. camp. Ladle, to whom Buck
has taught the smoke code, sees and reads the
message. She Informs her father, who orders a
troop of r. s. cavalry to the rescue. The rescue
Is made after a spectacular chase and fight through
the mountains in. I Luclle is once more happy in the
arms of her lover.

KALEM.
THE KERRY GOW (Nov. 18).— A descriptive review of tins three-reel special subject as written by
\V. Stephen Hush was published on page 530 of our

■ane of November 9th.

STRONG ARM NELLIE (Nov. 18).— Nellie was
athletic
She advocated boxing,
fencing and riding
as a tonic.
But Dad could not see it.
He ee]
dally objected to her boxing, as the rattle of t lie
punching bag dlatnxbed his afternoon siesta One
night a couple of burglars visited the house. Nellie
heard a noise in the dining-room, quietly crept down
stairs, and with a left upper-cut to one and a
straight arm blow to the other, she made the ma
Banders take the count. Dad was forced to admit
that there is something to an athletic training.
THE LANDLUBBER (Nov. 18).— Polly, the Usherman's daughter, is in love with Ned. the village
photographer, but her father is bitterly opposed to
Ilandlubbers. Ned has an inspiration. He calls on
father and tells him he has decided to become | sailor. Be is given an opportunity to prove
his worth but lie hardly fills the bill. The next day
Polly Induces her father to have his picture taken.
The .lever photographer arranges with a sailor to
Arena as a woman and quietly seat himself beside
father when the latter has been "posed " When
tli
men
snaps, the accomplice slips away.
How
Ne,i threaten! to show the picture to the naherman*a

wife
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consent
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WORLD
the

marriage

a

laughable
hL.-ibTHE TELLTALE
MESSAGE
(Nov. SO).— Two
. hearing of robberies In the neighborhood, de• Ids to take their valuablea to the residence of Newman, a banker,
for safe-keeping.
The
banker
is
and pi
.nc-y and Jewelry lu
his pi obliging
That

same
evening
Newman
gives his valet perhis home overnight.
While the servant is away, Newman plots with
keeper to
rob the sale, it being Ills plan to give out the report that burglars have broken In. The valet, arriving home, finds his folks are away. He therefore
returns to Newman's and quietly enters the house
while the robber is at work. He grapples with the
thief but the latter makes his escape, leaving behind one of his coat buttons.
The next morning the sisters are advised of the
robbery and being dlesatlaned with Newman's explanation, they employ a detective to make an Investigation. The valet shows the button he has secured, which furnishes a clue as the detective notices
that one of the lodgekeeper's coat buttons Is miss.
Ing, and the accomplice Is arrested. Tearing the
r will expose him, Newman writes a
warning note and places it in an egg. When a
banket of food is brought to the prisoner, the detectlve examinee the egg, locates the message and
brings the unscrupulous
banker to Justice.
THE FLOWER GIRLS ROMANCE (Nov. 22).—
As Arthur Rodney passes Iteva's flower stand he
thai si,,, is being annoyed by two ruffians and
quickly comes to her assistance, compelling the men
to apologize. Keva is greatly impressed with Rodney's courtesy. The following morning while Reva
is on her way from the ranch with her fresh stock
of bowers, she comes upon Arthur and bis sweetheart, Bessie Berkow. Jealousy immediately takes
possession of the girl and she awakens to the fact
that she Is in love with Arthur.
A week later the Berkows inspect the ranch at
Verdugo, California, and order flowers for the wedding of their daughter. Reva is disturbed at t Insight of Arthur and Bessie and, consumed with
Jealousy, Is strongly tempted to push Bessie off of
the precipice as they climb a nearby mountain to
view the surrounding country but her better nature
asserts itself and the two girls leave the rock toKo\a's brooding over her unrequited love for
gether.
thur causes a mental derangement. In ber
liriums, she runs to the home of the Berkows
bursts ui>on the bridal couple shortly after

Ardeand
the

clergyman
finished herthe
father,
who has
lias followed
fromceremony.
the flower Reva's
ranch,
explains to the assembled guests the unfortunate
plight of his unhappy daughter. A reaction take^
place aid Reva lu a moment of consciousness asks
forgiveness.
RED WING AND THE PALEFACE (Nov. 23).—
Elmore, a hunter, accidentally kills Bed Fox, loved
by the chief's daughter, Red Wing. The Indian
girl enlists the aid of her father to avenge the
death of Red Fox. A raid is made against the
white settlement and Elmore Is taken back to the
Indian village, a prisoner Elmore's wife, Ann,
follows to the camp and begs Red Wing to Intercede with the chief for her husband's life. Red
Wing, turning to the white woman, says, "He has
killed my
lover: I will kill thine."
Ann returns to the wreck of her borne, where she
meets Elmore's father and a number of settlers
who have gather.,1 Horrified at Ann's story, the
father and his companions become furious and decide to secure Elmore at once by force. They
mount their horses anil ride to the Indian camp.
where a Berce tight takes place and Elmore, who
has been tied to a stake by the Indians and Is
about
to be tortured,
is liberated.
Red Wing, realizing that the Indians are no
match for the hardy settlers and that she has been
robbed of her revenge, escapes while the fight is in
progress. She visits the spot where Elmore killed
her lover, Red Fox, and takes her own life that she
may Join him in the happy hunting grounds,

ESSANAY.
THE DANCE AT SILVER GULCH (Nov. 19).—
\ lame is held one night at Silver Gulch hall, and
Joe Barton attends, in company with Mildred, his
sweetheart. One unwelcome guest Is Jim Silver.
a cowpuneher, who Is an old sweetheart of Mildred's. Mildred's refusal to dance with Silver Infuriates him. and he is attempting to embrace her
when Joe enters the hall, knocks Silver to the floor,
and tlie two are separated by friends ami their -

wrested
I
Silver
leaves,
swearing
vengeance, ami a few moments later Joe gallops madly
after him to force an apology. Far out on the trarl
Silver's revolver accidentally explodes In the holster,
wounding him severely. A moment later Joe Bnds
him stretched out In the trail with bis horse grazing nearby. In a terror of fear Joe gallops away,
frightened at the thought that he may be accused
of the shooting. Silver Is found by Graham, a
ranchman, who carries him into the bouse and summons the doctor. Graham's daughter, Itose. Informs
the sheriff, who immediately suspects Joe and seta
out to find blm. Joe is taken as he comes from
the town saloon, and the next day Is brought to
trial. A friend, feeling the evidence Is all against
Joe. fires a shot through the courthouse window,
that enables j,,,. to escape during the excitement.
Reaching bis sweetheart's ranch, be Is concealed In
the loft of the barn. Meanwhile Silver regains
consciousness and signs a statement of Joe's Innocence In the shooting This is carried to Mildred
by Rose: Joe is called from the barn and Immediately starts on a run to town to Inform the sheriff.
He reaches the office Just as the posse Is returning
from the search, Is congratulated by the boys and
starts back with the girls as the punchers give them
a rousing cheer.
THE SCHEME (Nov. 20).— Old Bickley refuses
t. alh.w his daughter. Bertha, to attend a ball with
Bert Brisk, her sweetheart. Now, Blekley Intends
t., take Bert's charming aunt, whereupon Bertha
I. a- an Idea to bring her father to terms. Taking
Bert and bis aunt into the scheme. Bertha proposes
to attend the ball dressed as a man, declares she
will flirt with the widow, arouse her father's Jealousy and trap him into fighting a duel. Then, having scared the old man to death, she will reveal
her true Identity, and have the laugh on him. This
plan Is carried out. and old Bickley Is forced Into
the supposed duel to the death with his disguised
daughter. In the bright moonlight, at the edge of
a wood, they meet, and Bickley Is now put through
a farcical "third degree." when a group of friends,
made up as undertakers and grave-diggers, measure
him for his grave and stalk around him with solemn
visages and uplifted spades. Bickley nearly dies of
fright, and frantically pleads with his seconds to
call the duel off. Meanwhile Bertha and Bert are
nearly dying of laughter, and the widow Is enjoying
the scene Immensely. The two duelists are finally
placed back to back, each with a huge revolver In
hand. and. after several copious drinks of whiskey,
Bickley gains enough courage to die. if need be.
Of course, as they are about to fire, the widow
throws herself between them and pleads with Bertha to "spare" her father's life. This Is the cue
for Bertha to throw off her disguise, and old Bickley
is so astonished and happy that he readily consents
to the marriage of the young couple, after planting
several
resounding smacks upon Bertha's upturned
face.
BILLY McGRATHS ART CAREER (Nov. 21).—
This time Billy attends an art exhibit of the new
French "Impressionistic" style. In company with his
fiancee, Catherine Van Zandt, and her mother. Billy
is Introduced to the artist, Lecomte, but Insults the
dauber greatly at his display of ignorance over the
paintings. Strolling down the gallery, Billy meets
Ruth Radcliffe, an art student, whom he Immediately takes a great interest In. That night he calls
on Catherine, who declares he must do something
to distinguish himself before she will be his wife.
Billy is stumped, but. happening to visit the art
gallery again, he finds Ruth in tears, and learns
that she Is forced to return tyo her country home
because of her parents' poverty. Taking her boarding bouse address. Billy returns home. Deciding
to distinguish himself in art work, he goes in for
the new impressionistic style and succeeds In making a fine lot of daubs of everything, including
James, his butler. One of these daubs he angrily
smears up. and during his absence Catherine and
her mother call, see the painting, think it marvelous and take it with them, leaving a blank check
for him to fill out at his own figure. The result
of this laughable experience gives Billy an Idea.
He visits Kuth. smears up all her paintings, calls
In a group of wealthy friends and disposes of the
daubs for a large sum of money. Ruth Is now
enabled to finish her art course, while Billy, supremely happy over the fact that he has really
done a big thing, lights his pipe and dreams happllv of approaching wedding chimes.
THE
PENITENT
(Nov.
22).— Bob
Arling
and
Hugh
Thompson,
two
chums,
are rivals
for the
love of pretty Alice Danville.
Hugh wins her. and
Hob. though
heartbroken,
wishes
them
life nappiA few days later Professor Danville, a noted
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Ten Great Brands
Recognized and revered by successful theatre managers everywhere, comprising in the approximate

REELS WEEKLY
HAS TWO-COLOR RIBBON. BACK-SPACER, TABULATOR
and many new and valuable patented
features that other typewriters do not have

PRICE, $75
Send for "The Royal Book." 32 pages of
typewriter Information — the finest typewriter
catalog ever Issued.
Yours for a postal card.

ROYAL

TYPEWRITER

The absolute Pick and Cream of the World's output, including at frequent intervals
FAMOUS FEATURES BY FAMOUS MAKERS
BEAR IN MIND!
We control in America and Canada the entire output,
without reserve, of the following going concerns, representing
in the aggregate an investment of upwards of

TWO

CO.

Royal Typewriter Bldg.
New York
Branches in all principal cities.

In answering advertisements kindly
mention the Moving Picture World

Orchestra
Music
FOR

MOVING PICTURES
Violm, Cornet and Dram parts have
been added to the popular "Orphenm
Collection" of piano music (dramatic
and descriptive) for Moving Pictures.
Practical for piano alone or any number ©f above instruments. Issued in
two parts: No. i and No. 2.
Piano, 58
Violin, 40
Cornet, 35
Drama, 30
Send

cents each; both No. 's $1.15
cents each; both " 75c
cents each; both " 65c
cents each; both " 55c
for free sample pages.

CLARENCE

E. SINN

MILLION DOLLARS

THANHOUSER
GAUMONT
SOLAX
AMERICAN
RELIANCE
MAJESTIC
GT. NORTHERN
COMET
LUX
ITALA STARTS NOV. 25
AND

THE

FAMOUS

FILMS

GAUMONT
GAUMONT

ON TIMELY

TOPICS—

WEEKLY AND
GREAT EVENTS

Write for name of our nearest authorized
agent and
arrange for an intelligent, successful service before your
competitor does.

FILM SUPPLY CO. of America
133-135-137 West 44th Street
,New York, U. S. A.

THE
sclentlat, la experimenting iii his laboratory, when
iitiTn. iii spite or ins precaution
an explosion of cbemlcali tti.it render* )>■ r blind.
iiuBii do* !-ii.>»» tin- despicable
- character in tiring of hla blind sweetheart, nd tramf.rs his HIT.-. II. .n t.. |i.)r..ihy lluddoii, A
irno Li paying bet i *i-k.
Hob notice* Hugh'*
Dckleneea and upbraid* bin angrily, bnl Hngb rata IImi.ii. Still lorlng All..- with all his hi-urt,
. 1 1 <■* ber ever; kindly attention
1 >r . Hard
n noted
now ezan
■ mi agteea t.> perform an operation be bea iii restor* bar eight. Toll operation is suc1111. 1 All.-c 1m overjoyed,
Hurrying out Into
tin- bright sunshine to lliul Hugh and inrprU* lilin,
Kbe discovers be an.l Dorothy together and n
bli perfidy.
Pretending to itUl affect h.-r bUndneaa,
Alice aiiiiroachcH them; then roddenlv reveali the
truth Just as Bob conies on the leene.
Stricken
with remorse. Hugh leaves, while Dorothy huuilily
Ulce'i forglveneae.
a tew boon later, lu the
quiet of the conservatory,
Bob again asks Alice to
be lila wife, and this time il.iea not ask In vain.
BRONCHO BILLY'S HEART (Nov. 23).— Old
Silas Jordan, a settler, finds that his horse Is not
able t<> pull the heavy load demanded, and discovers the well-fed broncbo of Jim Davis, a ranchman, staked out near the trail. Jordan deliberately
takes the broncbo, hitches It to bis wagon and
driven on. a few hours later he stops to cook
dinner, and meets Broncho Hilly, who has a gnat
romp with Jordan's children and eats with tbem.
The meal finished. Broncho bids Jordan goodbye and
rides on. Late In the afternoon Broncbo meets Jim
Davis and a buncb of bis cowboys, who are on the
trail of the missing horse. Davis tells Broncho
of the matter, declares that they will string up
the man who baa stolen the horse, tben gallop on.
For a moment Broncho studies, then suddenly rememben that Jordan was driving a horse answering Davis' description, and leading another behind
the w igon. Krrllztng the danger of the old settler
If he Is caught, Broncho rides desperately down the
trail, overtakes Jordan and offers to trade horses
with him. Jordan agrees, exchange la made, and
Jordan goes on. Turning the white horse loose on
the trail. Broncho finds a good place nearby to
bunk for the night, and has Just pillowed his bead
on his saddle when he sees Davis and the boys
gallop up, Identify the horse and, thinking it had
merely strayed away, gallop back up the trail.
With a deep sigh of satisfaction Broncho lights a
cigarette an 1 puffs away contentedly, with a grim
smile playing over his brown face.

PATHE.
PATHES
WEEKLY
No. 46—1912
(Nov. 11).—
St. I.oiils. Mo. Eight hundred Greeks march to
the railroad Btatlon, on their way home to take
part In the Balkan-Turkish War.
San Francisco, Cal. After reviewing the soldiers
on the rresldlo, Dr. Chin Tao Chen, with the Chinese school children of this city, plants the Bag
of the Chinese Repulillc on the site of the Chinese
Building on the grounds for the International Exposition.
Borodino, Russia. The Imperial family visit this
city to attend the celebration of the one hundredth
anniversary of the Battle of Borodino.
New York. N. Y. The super-dreadnought New
York, the largest battleship afloat, is successfully
launched at the Brooklyn
Navy Y'ard.
St. Louis, Mo. The Zouaves, a corps of picked
men from th.- St. Louis police, hold their annual
-exhibition drill.
Melbourne, Australia. The visiting Canadian Cadetl and the Victorian Boy Scouts honor the memory of Burke and Wills, the Australian explorers
mite. Cat
Secretary of the Interior Fisher.

accompanied

by Lt.

Col.

Wm.

\v. Porsythe,

Yo-

s.-mlte superintendent, and the superintendents of
other national parks, Inspects Y'osemlte Park.
F.spinnma. Spain. Ills majesty Alphonse XIII.
enjoys some good deer hunting In the Penas de

Bnropa.

Sun Francisco. Cal. Governor Marshall, of Indim. a. the Democratic Vice- President-elect, plants
the Bag "f his state on the site of {Tie Indiana
Building ii r the International Exposition grounds.
i 'ilea, n. Y. Vice President James Schoolcraft
Sherman, who has Just died.
THE COUNTRY BOY (Nov. 20).— To recuperate
after an Illness, Betty Gray Is sent to Montana
from New York, to the ranch of her father's old
friend, Tom Stanton. After a two months' stay
Hetty has grown to lie a sturdy young woman and
Is r.-a.ly to r -t ii r ii home.
Betty departs, leaving
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lor heart In hind her. but taking with her the heart
.,r
i- thecity i«>ss
his father's
ranch.Bob Stanton,
The
lure who
of the
soon of becomi
strong for young Stanton and be aeeka its al
The life or a Ore laddie appeals to him, and In
appointed,
Almost his first fire
gives him an opportunity
to prove his worth.
At
the risk oi id- life be enters a burning building
mid di s.en |s with a young woman in his arms.
The young woman
i- Betty.
Need are say more?
A QUESTION OF AGE (Nov. 21).— An old sweethear! .-i Mi- Post has just arrived from England.
Wh.u be learn* that she is a widow with a daughter his nlil affection warms his heart again. He
writes the widow a note, warning her that he Is
coining and adding that he will liring some toys
for h.-r little daughter, in Mrs. Host's absence
the note is received i>y her "little daughter," a
girl of twenty Bummers. Gwendoline Post Is Indignant, I.ut soon decide! to have some fun with her
mothers admirer. A young man caller agrees to
help the scheme along tin the way to his home
he meets a l»o> and bribes him to exchange apparel,
reappearing a while later .lad In knickerbockers.
Gwendoline dons one ..i her s. hoolday frocks and
the visitor. When the overgrown children
get through playing tricks on the old codger he
Is u sorry looking Bight, lint nevertheless happy,
lor Mrs. Post has grown tired of being a widow.
RED EAGLE, THE LAWYER (Nov. 23).— A
band of nnacrupnloua apeculatora seek to purchase
for a mere pittance the rich lands of Iron Claw,
a Yuma
Indian,
Iron (law is wavering
In his
determination not to sign the 'i i ills daughter,
Whit.- Feather, hurries to her lover. Red Eagle,
an Indian attorney, and tells him the story. lied
Eagle hurries back with her and is Just in time
to prevent the swindle. The gang lies in wait
for Red Eagle on his return to his office, and as
he passes they laj him low with a blow from a
revolver butt. The hand resumes Its operations
and plies Iron Claw with firewater until he no
longer cares what happens and willingly signs the
paper, white leather, roaming through the woods,
finds the unconscious Red Eagle. He Is quickly
revived and she takes him to her wigwam to dress
his wound. It is then he learns of what has taken
phi,. He t. II- th. story to the Government agent,
with the result that the deed is declared void and
the swindlers thrown into prison. White Feather
is charmed M Red ESagle'a cleverness and consents
to his protecting her always.
THE FOREST OF FOUNTAINEBLEAU (Nov.
23). — This p'eture, taken at autumn, is a beautiful
blending of gl n and gold scenes around the castles
of the ancient French kings win-re Napoleon signed
his abdication In lsn.

C

G

P. C

WHIFFLES' NIGHTMARE (Nov. 19).— The lncomparable Whiffles presents the amusing story of
a miserly brother who refnsea to tide his kin over
a hard pla.e with a loan. Whiffles threatens to
commit suicide, and that nighl the rich and onextravagant Whiill.s is haunted In his dreams. In
the morning, as soon as be looks at them, the
is of his household take on the appearance
of his brother, To cap the climax the supposedly
dead Whiffles returns to his brother's home and
s.ar.s him so much that he has no difficulty In
securing
the loan
THE BEAUTIES OF PORTUGAL (Nov. 19).—
The countr] home of ex-Queen Amelia and the
palace of Queen Maria-Pta are Included among the
unusually beautiful views of Portuguese castles and
ruins.
THE REVOLT OF THE PEASANTS (Nov. 22).—
An historical episode during Holland's struggle for
Independence from Spain in ir>T'J. To avenge the
brutal murder of an aged Hollander, the Revolutionists tie .ach of the four Spanish soldiers Implicated to an arm of a windmill, and the elements
complete the task. The lead is played by the most
successful actor in Holland, and the scenes, laid
in Holland, leave nothing lacking to procure perfection.

for food along the shore the sailors find a box of
whisk.y, which they hall with gladness and are
<iulck to consume. Drunk, they make an insulting
attack on Flora, which. John, their mate. Is able
to quell only by the use of his revolver. The mutlthen make their escape In the only boat,
leaving John, Flora and her father stranded. In
vain do they signal passing steamers. The minister,
near death from long privation, requests John to
marry Flora and care for her. He performs the
ceremony with his dying breath. Some days later
the boat In which the sailors made their escape Is
again washed ashore, and John sets to work repairing It for his Flora
and his
wife's
Meanwhile
finds
hla departure.
diary, in wblcb she
discovers a passage addressed to "Dearest Evelyn,"
and fearing that John Is already married, she decides to free blm. Throwing her hat and coat into
the water, she hides in the interior of the island.
John believes her drowned and departs without her.
When near death Flora is rescued by a passing
steamer, which lands her In San Pedro, where she
secures a position as a milliner. Five years elapse.
John Is back home in San Pedro with his sister,
Evelyn. He realizes more and more that he loved
Flora, and when, through the ordering of a hat by
Evelyn, he comes face to face with Flora, great la
his Joy. But Flora shrinks from him, believing
Evelyn to be his wife. John then explains to Flora
and the two are united a second time.

SELIQ.
A MAN
AMONG
MEN (Nov. 18)
Steve Wilson.
a wealthy automobile manufacturer, allows himself
one pet diversion — the ministry to the poor In social
settlements and public playgrounds. Through this
association he meets little Danny Smith, a six-yearold boy. Evertnally, tbrcugh the medium of Danny.
he visits his home and meets his sister, Millie
Smith, a girl Just out of her teens, who has much
charm and Interests the wealthy man. His admiration has awakened into love when he leams from
her that she is engaged to marry Boh Carson, a
workman in his own shop, whose invention he thinks
will make him wealll.y. In reality this invention
is worthless, but Steve Wilson buys it. thus sacrificing himself for the love of the girl who has never
realized his admiration.
THE SAINT AND THE SIWASH (Nov. 19).— Joe
Roberts, a fugitive from Justice, bearing that stain
that is Irremovable, seeks the seclusion of the great
North woods with his wife. Tbey encounter a
brutal squawman. Bill Wecmer. who occupies his
leisure in beating a Slwash girl. The wife Intervenes and they take the girl with them. Then the
sodden, drunken brute, Intent on revenge and robbed
of his prey, finds the haunting secret of Joe Roberts. In the interim the latter has been stricken
by mountain fever and has been nursed buck to
health by his wife and the Indian girl. The brutal
Weemer reappears upon the scene and demands
money for Keeping silence as to the whereabouts
concerning the "man who Is wanted," and proceeds
to terrorize ,thc Inditn girl as of yore. The latter,
however, has lost her fear and retaliates by shooting the bully. It turns out that Weemer is a noted
horse thief, and that Joe Roberts was falsely accused of the crime, so all ends well with the sheriff
in congratulation.

MELIES.

ATALA (Nov. 20).— The fact that a picture producer has closely followed the text and spirit of
a world's nasterpiece in Charteaubriand's classic.
"Atala," with an added charm In the reproduction
of the illustrations of Gustavo Dore, one of the
world's most imaginative artists, is sufficient to
indicate this film is at once superb and distinctive.
It would be impossible in the brief confines to give
the full richness of this royal romance dealing with
the fates of Atala and Chactas and the great warrior Outalissi who figure in the romantic days of
St. Augustine: but the threads of the story have
been tightened up and Its period made more tense
and vivid in this picture play. The heart-broken
mother of Atala swears her daughter to virginal
vows and the romance that follows the fair but
unfortunate orphan is stirring and beautiful beyond the realms of conventional fiction.
THE FIRE FIGHTER'S LOVE (Nov. 21).— On
page .",,11 of our last week's Issue was given a review of this subject as written by James S. Mc-

LINKED
BY FATE
(Nov. 28)
A minister and
tugbter, Flora: John, mate of- the ship, and
a f.-w sailors arc th.- sol,, survivors of a disastrous
wreck The little rowhoat in which they are saved
washes them ashore on a barren Island, where the
sailors dig for themselves and the mate endeavors
to look after Flora and her father.
In their search

Quade.
MIKE'S BRAINSTORM (Nov. 22).— Mike Rosenberg, a ne'er-do-well. Is broke, but still is undenled
the pleasure of imagination. A circus comes to
town, and he is without the price of admission. He
retires disgusted to the solitude of the bar. where
be dreams that he possesses unlimited wealth.
Hla
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Film Supply Co. of America,
New York City.

Big

Gentlemen:
division

This is my conception of the Great Divide and the long
that is long on profits:

Gaumont Quality

Regular
Booking

Patrona

ge

$$_$$
$$$$
$$$$

Do you wonder that I herewith order the following
releases !

The Gaumont Weekly
Sat., Nov. 16th — Zoologioal Gardens at Cincinnati and Topical.
Tues., Nov. 19th— A Broken Idol and Battle Practice on a Cruiser.
Thurs . , Nov. 21st — Four Hearts That Beat as Two.
Sat., Nov. 23rd — Giving the Blind the Light of Knowledge and Topioal
Tues. , Nov. 26th — The Destructive Duelists.
Thurs., Nov. 28th — Olga the Adventuress.
Sincerely,
THE EXHIBITOR WHO EXHIBITS

JUDGMENT AS WELL AS PICTURES

Gundlach Projection Lenses Guarantee You the Sharpest and Most
Brilliant Picture it is Possible to Produce.
If you want to improve your picture just order a lens for trial subject to approval and see the result with your
own eyes. If you give the height and width of the screen, the size of the picture wanted and the distance from
the machine to the centre of the screen we can furnish a lens of the exact focus for your operating conditions.
Many Exhibitors have found it an advantage to ask our advice about lenses before
equipping new Theatres. Do not be afraid of a long throw. No matter what the distance
is to the screen we can supply lenses of suitable focus and great illuminating power. AH
the best theatres in Rochester use our lenses and everv customer has been satisfied of
their superiority to ordinary lenses. THE LENS MAKES THE PICTURE, and yon
\^
^ cannot get the best result out of the film unless you use Gundlach Lenses.
You can order through any Film Exchange or Dealer in Motion Picture Supplies.
Gundlach Projection Lenses will be furnished to order with the following machines subject to a little higher price
than ordinary lenses: Powers Cameragraph, The Motiograph, The Simplex, The American Standard, The Edison. Oar
Lenses are used by the Kinemacolor Co. and a large number of the finest theatres in the United States and Ciawda.

GUNDLACH-MANHATTAN

OPTICAL

CO.,

808 Clinton Ave. So., Rochester, N. Y;
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I that leads Uliu
luto u vast variety of expenalva dlluculllcii.
Wearying o'f■ >;tin thUpi t 1melephant,
be «uu|>tto Itmake
for a It backing
turn proceeds
tlvelj
ks 1,1m out or ilnaui
land tin L Into the cold uinl unemotional
world
of

EDISON.
HOPE
(Nov.
16)
John llurv.y believed that tu1.. r. hi
il flourish lu the country
town In
in. lived, and whan ba recalrad a letter from
the Nutlonul Association lur the Study ami l're
veiitlon
of Tuberculosis,
asking
hliu
to aid
the
cause by selling Christmas laala, be was greatly
1. A weak later he was reminded that tuberculosis did axial in his town. This knowledge
came tba mora bitter because it was no other than
his fiancee who waa the afflicted one. She had left
htm a uote that told of the discovery and her
determination to go away and be cured.
II. and the girl's father found her name register.d nt Hi ■Hewn- Hospital, iu New York. Tbey
went to her address, and lu the small bedroom
where she was living met with a surprise. Edltb
i to return with them! She said there was
no place to be cured in their home town, and therefore sue would remain under the present treatment,
uncomfortable as It was. So they went home with
a new thought.
How Harvey aroused the people of his town to
a mlgbty effort! lie spoke to crowds like one inspired, and his BlOgan was Insistent: '"Let ns build
a sanatorium together." Shortly after the building
was completed. Not a moment did he lose In
bringing Edith home aud having her enter the new
sanatorium.
TIM (Nov. 18). — Tim has been having a bad
time of it. Ills father Is disappointed in him, for
the boy has bean Idling away his time with the
"gang" in the railroad yards. One night Tim
comes in late, crawls through his father's room
and curls up In a corner of his own and falls
asleep. He la awakened before dawn by his
mother. Ills father Is sick. Tim Is sullen, and
man." Tim's father
the "old
In and beconfronts
goes never
will
able to work
again. Tim gets a Job.
He doesn't like it the first day, for he Is well
knocked about. He goes to work again the next
day, and now he begins to like it. He comes home,
but the kitchen Is empty, ao he calls npstairs for
his mother, ordering her to hurry down and fix bis
Hupper for him. He pulls out his father's pipe and
lights It.
His mother comes slowly down the stairs with a
caudle. He looks up and starts to order, but she
tells him his father Is dead. He says he doesn't
care; she leans over and tells him again. The pipe
drops from his mouth; be starts up the stairs,
pushes her aside and goes Into his father's room.
This changes his whole life. He becomes the man
of the house: his father had his turn; now it's
Tim's turn. He becomes a steady worker, supports
bis mother and becomes a man. Indeed.
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tin- ton* of earth and rockl Is shown. Next stumps
and tr.es are blown up aud cut down by the use
of thi- explosive, showing the torn and ■battered
remain! A feature of this picture Is the construction, planting and explosion of a submarine mine.
There are numerous other Interesting and instruct1m- points, surli as the testing of the explOM
amaahlng with a btUlel
range and burning
a stick held lu a man's band.
SALLY ANN'S STRATEGY (Nov. 20).— Silas
wiikin- goei to iii' cltj to depoait tba nrst payment that In- received on the sale of his farm.
His wit.- telle linn to be careful, but be para little
attention to her precautlona, in the cltj " realization of Sully Anus misgivings comes to Silas when
a "bunco stetrer" manages to extract what he
auppoaea to be the bundle of bills. Silas thinks
that he has lost his all and goes borne in a state
of depression. After his wife has admonished him
she shews him the bankroll, which she had taken
out of his pocket and substituted a similar package
containing a bundle of wood. Now Sally Ann goes
to the city to depoait the money, while Silas Is
obliged
to do the housework.
A LETTEE TO THE PRINCESS (Nov. 22).— (ThU
is
the arrives
fifth story
"Whatof Happened
to Mary")
Mary
In a of
suburb
London with
a letter
Princess. Her movements are watched by
an agent of a foreign government who is lnteratenta of the letter. He follows
her Into a railway carriage, where he introduces
himself as being her fellow ag'-nt. aud tries to
persuade her to give him the letter. Just then
tin- train stops and a clergyman enters their compartment.
lu London. Mary gets the clergyman to take her
to a hotel, from where she writes the Princess that
Bhe has the missing document. The letter is intercepted by ber adversary, and as a result she
receives a letter which purports to come from the
Princess. She enters an automobile which she supposes to have been sent by her highness. Arrived
at the great house, she even delivers the letter to
the lady who demands It; then, glancing out of a
window, discovers that her adversary is the chauffeur who brought her. Just in time she reaches
for her letter, gets it and. darting from the house,
finds herself caught by the man. But her friend
the clergyman
happens
to pass
that way,
which

ARTHUR
Leading

October
"

A NOBLE PBOFESSION (Nov. 19).— The story
that runs through this film Is one of a young
woman who Is suddenly thrown upon her own resources to make her living. When a friend of
here, a graduate nurse, tells her to come with her
to Blackwell's Island she throws her hands up in
horror, as she thinks Blackwell's Island means penal
Institutions, prisoners, etc. She is soon enlightened, and when she arrives at the Island she finds
a aystem of the finest hospitals In the world, not
even excelled In Europe, and all free to the patients. Her heart Bwells with pride as she looks
around and sees she can be of service In t»e world
after all. She looks with admiration upon the
neat nurses In white, with happy smiles on their
faces, a gentle word for all. and the pupil nurses
In their blue and white. The hospital staff of
smart-looking young men, all wrapped In their
work, are also arrayed In Immaculate white. The
homes for the nurses are equipped equal to the
best hotels; every comfort Is provided for them,
even to a private hospital and beautifnl halls,
where they have dances, to which the Internes are
invited,
and more,
they are paid while learning!
HIGH EXPLOSIVES AS USED IN THE IT. S.
AEMY (Nov. 20). — The picture opens with a demolition squadron In heavy marching order, equipped
in full field service, which Includes "Llmbre." or
dynamited wagon, shelter tents, poles, punches,
biankets and rlllcs Camp is pitched and the squadron Is si en next laying three land mines. IXcry
operation from the planting of explosives to electrical connection and the final terrific upheaval of
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ist — The Amateur Iceman
19th — The Sporting Editor
31st — The Heavenly Voice

gives ber an opportunity and so distracts the attention of the supposed chauffeur that Mary baa
time to Jump into the automobile. Pursued in the
taxi, she stops the machine beside a wall and,
running up a ladder which she finds there, dropa
dowu on the other side, but her enemy follows,
end running to escape from him she finds herself
lu the midst of a garden party, to whom she
appeal! for protection. As the chauffeur who haa
followed her faces the hostess, Mary sees that she
Is a person of Importance, for he is evidently nonplused by the encounter, and then she discovers
the lady la none other than the Princess she seeks.
and with her enemy standing by she delivers the
letter to its rightful owner.
CHASE ACEOSS THE CONTINENT (Nov. 23).—
This subject tells of the theft of a Jewel case from
one of the guests of a wealthy New York business
man. A famous detective Is called In upon the
case, and suspicion points strongly toward the niece
of the bost, and the strangest part of It all Is that
the uncle seems particularly anxious to fasten the
guilt upon the young lady. Subsequently a maid
discovers a secret cabinet In an old clock, and when
her mistress Inspects it she finds a supposedly lost
will which reveals the fact that her father's wealth
and property will revert to his brother unless the
young lady in question marries the man of ber
choice in the state of California on or before a
certain date. She then realizes why her uncle was
so anxious to Involve her In this theft, in order to
keep her In New York nntil after the designated
time in the will. Realizing bis criminal Intent,
she and her maid leave the house ae retly. after
revealing her plans to her lover and arranging a
meeting to take place in Denver. Then the two
girls start out on the chase across the continent
against time and the shrewdness of a detective
who, believing her flight to be evidence of guilt,
follows by train fifteen minutes later. Chicago,
Denver, Salt Lake and San Francisco are Included
In the race, and even at the very close one la led
to believe that the chase has been all in vain, as
she is arrested at the church door on her wedding
day, when
arrivesending.
of her uncle's perfidy,
bringing
aboutnews
a happy

Among

the Exhibitors

St. Paul, Minn. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a new theatre for the Miles Theatre Oo.
Hairy Mitchell, Mgr.
Winnipeg, Man. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a new moving picture theatre for the
Canadian Film Co., at 646 Main St.
Faribault, Minn. — The Empress theatre, which has
been managed by J. B. Schmidt for the past year,
has changed hands. The new proprietors are H.
B. Williams and Delos G. Tripp.
Vancouver, B. C — A contract has been let for the
remodeling of the moving picture theatre for Mr.
E. K. Rlcketts.
Salt Lake City, Utah. — A contract has been let
for the erection of a new moving picture theatre,
costing $18,000.
Architects Walker and Birch.
Calgary, Alta. — A contract bas been let for the
erection of a new theatre for Senator J. A. Lougheed
on Eighth Ave., bet. First and Second Sts. Cost
Anacortes, Wash. — A contract has been let for the
$150,000.
erection of a new moving picture building at tbe
corner of Commericlal
and Tenth Streets.
Grand Eapids, Mich. — A contract has been let for
the remodeling of the Superba theatre. Cost $14,000.
Nichols Brothers owners.
Hartford, Ind. — A new theater, known as the
Royal, will be opened soon.
Philadelphia, Pa. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a new theatre at tbe corner of Twentysixth man,
Street
owner. and Girard Avenue. J. Fred Zimmer-

Commercial
Announcement
Advertising
Stock

SLIDES

High-class Work, Quickest Delivery, Original Stock
Slides Always on Hand.
Write for Our Prices.
THE
GEANT
CAEDEE
SLIDE
CO.,
111-13
Merchants'
Truat
Bldg.,
Portland,
Oregon

Pittsburgh, Pa. — Archt. Jno. Ebeson of Chicago is
revising plans for a theatre building at Liberty Ave.
and Oak Alley for Issac and Henry Jackson.
Milwaukee, Wis. — Plans for a $2,000 addition to
the Avenue theatre on Howell Ave., have been
finished by Arcbt. P. M. Christiansen.
Springfield, Mo. — The Southwest Amusement Co.
is considering plans for the erection of a new
theatre at St. Louis and Pearl Sts.
Pekin, His. — Plaas are being prepared for a
moving picture theatre in this city. D. C. McClellan, Mgr.
Grand Eapids, Mich. — The city is considering the
erection of a new theatre building. Harry G.
Sommers of Powers' theatre. Mgr.
Altoona. Pa. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a new theatre for W. B. Scott.
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SEE
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IS IT

GUNN PROFIT SHARING TICKET
EACH

TO

ONE

IS VALUABLE

YOU:
BECAUSE IT IS MUCH CHEAPER THAN THE
TICKET YOU ARE NOW USING. INCREASES YOUR
PATRONAGE, AND MOST IMPORTANT TO YOU.
CANNOT BE RESOLD.

TO

YOUR

CUSTOMERS:

BECAUSE BY PATRONIZING YOU THEY RECEIVE VALUABLE COUPONS REDEEMABLE IN
YOUR CITY FOR A VARIETY OF HIGH-GRADE
MERCHANDISE. THEREBY SAVING MONEY
ON THEIR DAILY PURCHASES.

PLEASURE
SEND

BE FIRST
COUPON

MADE

PROFITABLE.

IN YOUR
LOCALITY.
NOW
FOR
PARTICULARS.

United Amusement Sales Co.
Bank of the Metropolis Building

31 Union Square

NEW

YORK

CITY
<?
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^
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MOVIX(-

GIVE
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PREFERENCE
TO

NATIONAL ADVERTISERS
HIGH GRADE

OF

MERCHANDISE
BUT

WE

WILL BE GLAD TO ARRANGE WITH REPUTABLE
HOUSES IN YOUR LOCALITY
TO HONOR YOUR TICKETS
FOR THEIR GOODS, IF YOU
WILL SEND US THEIR NAMES,
OR HAVE THEM WRITE TO
US FOR PARTICULARS.
United Amusement Sales Co.
Owners and Distributors of

GUNN

COUPON

TICKETS

Bank of the Metropolis Building

31 Union Square,

NEW

YORK

CITY
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" His Determ
n moral.
Rewarded M
A dramainatio
with a worthy
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Thursday, November 21st

"Black
Hand"
Split
"Mother's
Bank Roll"
A fun novelty.
IxCCl
.\n invention in comedy.
Friday, November 22nd

"Insect
Hunting" Split
"Gontran,
a Kidnappe
-IvCCl
The funniest man
in picture land. r
\n "Eclair Scientia."
Sunday, November 24th

"The Invisible" and "Seville and Its Gardens"

Eclair Film Company SL%9.%%
A Striking AMBROSIO
Production
IN THREE
REELS
TORINO

—SIEGFRIED

TORINO

COPYRIGHTED

"

LAXtt

Dayt

0/ Pompeii!

The GREATEST TRIUMPH of the PRODUCER of the World's Biggest Productions. gte.Tig"*'i«**»J*g

10c.

10c.

per Foot
Ready for Delivery
November 30

Foot to
Absoluteper Protection
State right buyers.

Special 8 Sheets,
3 Sheets,
1 Sheet Posters,
Also,

Write or wire for Open
Territory NOW!
Send

SPECIALL Y
ARRANGED
MUSIC.

AMBROSIO

for

ILLUSTRATED
BOOKLET.
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THEIR CHILDREN B APPROVAL (Nov. 14).—
A Widow uinl widower decide to marry. II.
son, and she ha ; a ilju^litrr in a convent, to whom
they are respectively devoted, and whose approval
tbaj Wish, but they don't know Low to break t ti<news nod arrange things, finally lie sends a telegram to Dick, calling Mm home, and she Bends one
to ingala. Tna two children duly start, and Dick
happens to catch the boat Angela Is on. It Is a
■r lie, e at first sight, and dually they become
acquainted. Convent-bred Angele will not tell her
name, or ullow him to disclose bis. The case pro- on l.oih
when
they reach
their
destination
they part at her command,
she promlsbug to be bis If he can dud hi r.
The widower acquaints bis son with the news
and takes blm to call on his luturc stepmother.
Angela Is out,
misses to
them.
Dickat Isn't
enthusiastic
andandmanages
depart
the very
Drat
chance. Lirter Angele comes In and meets her future stepfather. She Is, of course, polite, but apparently doesn't approve any more than Dick. Doth
children try to dissuade their parents from taking
the step, but to no avail. The wedding day arrives,
and Dick und Angele are coaxed and dragged by
their resp.-etlie parents to the minister's. They
meet, and It Is hard to say which of the four Is
tatonlabed. in the excitement Dick whispers
a few words to Angele and disappears, while Angele
conveniently bas hysterics and delays matters until
Dick returns and slyly shows her be bas a license.
The wedding la tbe next tblng, but Angele and Dick
st.-p In lore tbelr astonished parents. Tbey remonstrate, but are calmly informed if they withhold
their approval, Dick and Angele withhold theirs,
so they are forced to give In, and tbe double wedding goes on.
SEA ANEMONES (Nov. 16).— In certain seas the
corals, madrepores or autbozoaires form immense
multi-colored forests. In the numberless species
of zoophytes some are very curious to observe. For
Instance, the Asterla, or stardsh, which moves very
slowly; the aclula. commonly called tbe sea anemone on account of Its brilliant colors and Its resemblance to that dower — in fact, the sea anemone,
like the living coral, attracts with Its thousand
tentacles and by learned evolutions tbe prey it is
looking for, then closes up on it as soon as tbe
victim Is caught.
AN UNFORESEEN EVENT (Nov. 15). — Fickle
and faithless, like all noblemen of his time, our
Marquis even tries to make love to his pretty laundress, Margot. He dreams of making himself handsome to please her, and goes to the barber everyday for that reason alone. Now, pretty Margot
has a lover who cannot endure the presence of a
rival, even though he be rich and noble.
He (Marquis) entrusts bis valet. Lucre, to brin^
Margot a bouquet, in which this note is concealed:
"My dear Margot: — I will expect you this evening
in the grove by the park." Unfortunately Lucre
meets the Marchioness on his way: she takes tinbouquet from him and, of course, finds tbe note.
Then she give* the order to the valet to give
tbe bouquet to tbe girl and not to tell anything
to bis master. So Lucre does not say anything to
irqnla, and when night came and our nobleman went to meet tbe pretty Margot, he was quite
surprised to meet — his own wife.
A CRIMINAL IN SPITE OF HIMSELF (Nov.
17). — Louis Moriot bids farewell to his bachelor life.
A former sweetheart becapies enraged, and after
Moriot leaves the room she promises to "get even"
with blm. She reads In tbe paper tbat the notorious burglar, Louis Moriot, Is still at large. Strange
similarity of names'. She immediately cuts it out
and sends it to Innocent Louis Morlot's fiancee's
family with
a letter of Introduction.
Meanwhile Louis Moriot Is received by his future
relatives, who are all well pleased with him. He
and bis affianced, liertha, go for a walk. While
they are out a letter is delivered. It is the
one enclosing tbe clipping. Stupefaction! The
uncle offers to act as spokesman for tbe family, but bardly bad be tried to speak to Louis
Moriot
than
he gets
(lightened
and
runs
away,
and I c Murlot
cannot
understand
why every one
fears him. Meanwhile the uncle meets a policeman and explain! everything to blm. They arrest
Moriot. Bertha tries to rescue her lover, but tbey
take her away from tbe miserable man. She goes
away and meets a ncwslxiy, who Is announcing tbe
arrt>t of the notorious burglar, Louis Moriot, and
bis picture appears In the paper. It does not resemble Bertha's lover In the hast. Louis Is let
it only forgives those who offended him
thrOUgb
his love for Bertha.
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THE HARBOR OF OPORTO
(Nov. 17)
This film
shows
-' sport. that more than the world-famed wine called
port comprises tbe industries of this fascinating

CHAMPION.
A PROTEGE OF UNCLE SAM (Nov. 11).— An
extended review of this two reel subject is publish! d lu another part of this Ibsuc

NESTOR.
A WHITE LIE (Nov. 11).—
• Dick Spencer are orphans.
Dick
goes womea a
cowboy. DrentnaBj the ranch boss Is unable to
condone Dick's dts of intemperance any longer and
dismisses him. Dick drowns bis sornows at a
saloon and Joins a game of cards, and in a halfdrunk condition be makes mistakes. Is accused of
cheating and ejected from the saloon. Dick sits
down by the roadside and makes resolutions for
tbe future. Bess, tbe sheriff's daughter, Is out
riding. She dismounts to pick some dowers and
Is bitten by a rattlesnake. Dick hears her cries
and running to Inr he kills the snake and cuts
around the bite and sucks the poison out. He attempts to carry her back, the horse having run
away, but dissipation has sapped bis strength, and
be makes ber as comfortable as possible and hastens
into town
to get help.
The sheriff and some cowboys see the riderless
horse. On the outskirts of tbe town they meet
Dick, who Is exhausted and falls, hurting his hip.
He rises as the sheriff asks him where his daughter is, and what he is doing here. Dick attempts
to speak, and places his band to his injured hip.
The action is misjudged and be is shot by the
sheriff. Dick motions to one of the boys and gasps
out the facts. The sheriff is overcome with grief
at bis hasty action and, bidding tbe boys take Dick
carefully to his house, the sheriff rides on and
brings
Bess
back.
Grace Is sent for, but does. not arrive in time to
see her brother alive. Before he dies Dick freely
forgives tbe sheriff, wbom he begs not to tell Grace
be was a "bad man." Dick dies smiling and with
Bess's kiss upon his lips. The boys all agree that
Grace shall only know the good about her brother,
and are just In time to finish tbe roughly hewn and
inscribed headstone when she arrives. Grace reads
the fact that Dick died a hero, and adds to tbe
numerous wreaths on the newly made grave, and
the sheriff tells her that he now has two daughters,
instead of one.
DAD'S MISTAKE (Nov. 13).— Jack Dowllng goes
West and buys a ranch. Here he meets Dorothy
Davles, who lives upon an adjoining ranch. The
young couple instantly become interested in each
other. Dorothy tells Jack to be nice to her big
sister, Amy, and he may be able to see more of
her, as her father, Basil Davles, Is very strict with
the girl, and kind-hearted Amy acts as a kind of
mot inr to tbe girl. Jack follows her advice, and
as a result tbe father believes him in love with
Amy, so that when Jack writes a note to Basil,
asking for his daughter's hand in marriage, the
father accepts for his eldest daughter, and when
the young man appears it is big, rosy Amy who
greets him. Jack Is nonplussed, but at last manages to explain to the sister that it is Dorothy
with whom he is in love. As she leaves to find
her younger sister, Dorothy appears to upbraid
Jack for his falseness, as Basil has already told
her of his proposal. The young man explains her
father's error as Basil enters to find them radiantly
happy, but he will not give his consent until Amy
appears to plead for her sister's happiness.
A COWGIRL CINDERELLA (Nov. 15).— Jack
Bae, after working hard, graduates from college,
but contracts a bad cough, and the doctor orders
him to go to Arizona. He duly arrives at his
ranch, and makes the acquaintance of the
"help," Abigail. There is a girl, of course, who
Is fascinated with Jack's face and manners. Her
name Is Evelyn. She is visiting her uncle and
aunt, who live upon the adjoining ranch.
Kvelyn Is to be given a party. She gets ber
things ready and discovers that the heel of one
of Iter white slippers is loose. She asks a cowboy
to take it to the village to be fixed. He does this,
but loses it on the way. Jack comes along
the slipper and confiscates it. and falls promptly
and foolishly in love with its unknown owner. Despite the amusement he causes his uncle and aunt,
.lack places the slipper on the mantel. Abigail
thinks this silly, and Bill, another cowboy who bas

bis eye on Abigail, thinks she is the same to even
think of the Easterner. The great evening arrives,
and Jack forgets the romance of the shoe before
the attraction of Evelyn. Tbey become great
friends Immediately. This suits DHL who gets all
tbe dances he wants with Abigail. Evelyn calls
to see Jack's uncle and aunt. She sees the shoe
and twits him with treasuring it. He tries It on
her foot. lie later sees the mute and suggests
they be like the shoes — an impertinent suggestion,
which meets with response and approval. Abigail
of the story of tbe slipper and tries to see
What losing hex shoe will do. Bill finds the substantial affair and repairs the gate hinge with it.
Abigail Cries and Bill apoligizea nicely and makes
good, with the aid of his horseshoe ring.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED WEEKLY No. 35 (Nov. 6).— GOVBBNOB MARSHALL AT SAN FRANCISCO.— The
•resident-elect selects the site for tbe Indiana
State Building for the Panama-Pacific
Exposition.
FEARFUL FOREST FIRE.— Fighting the flames
Wash.
in tbe timber regions near Seattle,
LAFAYETTE VS. PENNSYLVANIA. — Struggle
for supremacy on the gridiron at Philadelphia.
BOTALTS REVIEWS TUE TROOPS.— The Duke
of Connaught Inspects the troops at Vancouver, B. C.
A DAREDEVIL DI \ E.— Hodman Law defies the
police and Jumps from the Williamsburg Bridge into
York.
New
the East River,
-\ DI8ASTBOU8 WRECK.— A score of persons
are killed when the Pacific Express
leaves the track
at I'.elmont, Ore.

LAUNCHING
OF THE
BATTLESHIP NEW
YORK.— Tbe greatest fighting craft
launched at tbe Brooklyn Navy Yard. in the world
ARCHERY CONTEST.— Lady archers compete in
the open tournament at Aylesbury, England.
PARADE OF THE HOLY NAME
SOCIETY.
WASHINGTON, D. C— A splendid demonstration
at the national capital.
STAGELAND.—
"Jimmy" PowersWHO'S
has a WHO
Lambs INgambol
with his wile
at Central
Park, New York.

CRYSTAL.
THE CHORUS GIRL (Nov. 17).— Jack Gray bor£50 from his friend the doctor. He gives the
doctor his I. O. U. On tbe reverse side of tbe card
is a message to Jack from some chorus girl, asking
Jack to meet her at tbe chorus girls' ball. The
doctor's wife, while sewing a button on the doctor's coat, finds tbe card and thinks it is meant
for her husband. She determines to disguise herself as a chorus girl and meet her husband herself.
This she does, but on her way to the ball ber auto
runs into a post and she is rendered unconscious.
Jack sees dhe accident and he carries her into his
house. She revives and he induces her to take a
few drinks. Meanwhile Jack telephones bis friend
the doctor to call at once, believing her seriously
injured. When the doctor calls he finds his supposed patient doing a bear dance with Jack. He
re< oijnizcs his wife in the chorus girl, and proceeds
to give Jack a very artistic beating. His wife,
having gone home, awaits his return, showing him
the card as the reason for her actions. He shows
her the reverse side of the card, with Jack's I.O.C.,
and serious complications are thus averted.
HER OLD LOVE (Nov. 17).— Irene before being
married was iu love with one of Uncle Sam's sailor
A lew years later he returns, honorably discharged. He sees Irene on tbe street and follows
her to ber borne. Thinking to surprise her. be
enters the bouse and makes bis presence known
by kissing and hugging Irene. Just at this moment
Irene's mother-in-law enters and sees this lavish
display of affection. She runs out to tell hubby.
Irene explains to her old lover that she is married
and bids bim be ou his way. Hubby returns and
Jack bides in mother-in-law's trunk. She sees him
and determines to lock him in. She looks for her
keys and Jack gets out. Hubby, still hunting Jack
with a gun, comes upon the open trunk. His
mother, thinking him Jack, throws bim in and locks
the trunk. She sits on the trunk to keep bim safe,
and hubby shoots through the top of the trunk,
the bullet lodging in her band. Meanwhile Jack
escapes through the window, and hubby, being let
out of the trunk, nearly suffocated, upbraids his
mother for falsely accusing bis faithful wife.
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The world's best scenario writers

are invited to contribute their finest efforts to the
Universal regularly! We not only offer the
highest prices for available scenarios but*also a
steady market for your ficst works. Courtesy,
quick har.dling of your manuscripts by experts and liberal
terms will characterize our dealings with you. Big western
stories desired at once and others, particularly comedies, as
soon as possible.
Address all scripts to
Scenario Editor, Universal Film Mfg. Co.
Mecca Building, Broadway at 48th St., New York City

WANTED— »Young woman who thoroughly understands work in the joining
room of a motion picture factory. She must be intelligent and competent. Must
understand cutting of negatives and positives.
SOLAX

COMPANY,

FORT

LEE, NEW

I

JERSEY

dy
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One and Three Sheets ready now for Pathe's Two Reel subject, "The Grotto of Torture

\A/

11 RELEASED
NOV.
16th BY
THE
GENERAL
FILM
CO.

One, Three and Six Sheets for the Kalem Three Reel subject, "THE KERRY GOW" rThea!eenir*lV nuf cBoY
THEATRES ATTENTION: * Beginning with the following releases you can secure KALEM and LUBIN
Posters at the following prices: One-sheets, ioc each; three-sheets, 35c each, and six-sheets, 65c each, postage added,
either from your exchange or direct from A. B. C. Co., Cleveland, O.
Strong Arm Nellie — One and Three Sheets — Mon., Nov. 18th.
The Kerry Gow — One, Three and Six Sheets — Mon., Nov. 18th.
KALEM
The Telltale Message — One-Sheets Only — Wed., Nov. 20th.
The Flower Girl's Romance — One-Sheets Only — Fri., Nov. 22nd.
Red Wing and the Paleface — One, Three and Six Sheets — Sat., Nov. 23rd.
The Good-for-Nothing — One and Three Sheets — Mon., Nov. 18th.
A Fugitive from Justice — One and Three Sheets — Tues., Nov. 19th.
LUBIN
Love and Treachery — One and Three Sheets — Thurs., Nov. 21st.
Taming Their Parents— One and Three Sheets — Fri., Nov. 22nd.
The Silent Signal — One and Three Sheets — Sat., Nov. 23rd.

r

MOTION PICTURE SUPPLIES
WHOLESALE

PHOTOGRAPHIC

SUPPLIES

EDISON
MOTIOGRAPH
POWERS
SIMPLEX
STANDARD

MACHINES

Ticket Hangers
Reels

Carrying Cases
Rewinders

and RETAIL

THEATRE

SEATING

Is* CARBONS
Machine Parts
Disinfectants

Asbestos Booths
Exit Signs

Everything for the Motion Picture Theatre except the Film
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THE LIGHTING OF LOVE'B WAY (Nov. 12).—
Adolph. a half wltted hunchback, loves u girl who
Is loved by Miles, a lighthouse tender, whose ufTcctlou she return*. They have a clandestine meeting,
as her father objects to Miles. Later Miles and
tbe girl are married In a boat, while the father
ragea on tbe shore. A month later Adolph cuts tbe
wires and punches holes In the oil tank at tbe
lighthouse. Miles, the keeper of tbe lighthouse.
Ilucia that the light Will simn be extinguished, as
holes have beeu bored through the oil tank. He
goea ashore for oil.
The hunchback, who la laboring under a delusion
thather
the husband,
lighthousecornea
keeper's
wifebouse
Is held
prisoner
by
in the
and a aska
her
to go away with Mm. She refuses to leave, and
he ties ber to a cbalr. Then he goes up to put
out the light. A steamer Is seen approaching.
Adulph Is Just about to put out the light when
the wife breaks loose, runs upstairs, and after a
tight she throws him from the lighthouse window
and manages to keep the light burning until the
ship Is safe. Then she and her husband search for
the hunchback and find him clinging to a boat and
almost dead. They resolve to care for him In the
future.

BISON.
BLACKFOOTS CONSPIRACY (Nov. 12). — The
old blind chief, believing It time to appoint a new
chief to succeed him, selects Swift Wind, his son.
The latter Is promised the beautiful Iialnbow for
his squaw, and thereby Incurs the enmity and
hatred of the warrior Black Ox, bis half brother,
and Dark Cloud, the latter's mother. Black Ox
and Dark Cloud plot to get the chieftainship away
from Swift Wind, and Dark Cloud steals Swift
Wind's fur covering and bearstooth necklace and
puts them on Black Ox. The two enter the old
chief's tepee and make him believe that Black Ox
Is Swift Wind, and the old man orders Dark Cloud
to put his head dress, necklace and other articles
on Black Ox. As they emerge from the tepee Dark
Cloud encounters Rainbow, claps her hand over the
astonished maiden's mouth and drags her from the
scene. Black Ox Is acclaimed the new chief and
the Indians greet him. The feast is prepared, and
while It Is in progress Swift Wind returns. He
scents the treachery and, after a desperate knife
fight with Black Ox, he succeeds In telling the old
chief of the deception. The chief commands silence
and summons the tribe, and Is about to address them
when the dread call comes and he falls dead. Despite his protests Swift Wind is banished and the
struggling and heart-broken Rainbow is held by
Black Ox and his mother, Dark Cloud.
Swift Wind wanders In the desert and suffers
from hunger and thirst. He Is eventually rescued
by a company of trappers, who take him with
them. Later Black Ox and his warriors attack the
trappers' camp, and as Black Ox scales tbe defenders' stockade he comes face to face with Swift
Wind. They have a knife duel, and as Swift Wind
Is about to kill his rival he Is wounded by a shot
from the outside, and Black Ox escapes. Dark
Cloud shows Rainbow her wedding dress, and the
latter watches her chance and escapes, after half
strangling Dark Cloud. She meets the trappers
on their way to punish tbe Indiaus, and mounts
behind her lover, Swift Wind. The Indians suffer
defeat, and Black Ox Is banished and Swift Wind
Is proclaimed the chief of the tribe, and the trappers and Indians smoke tbe pipe of peace.
THE TRIBAL LAW (Nov. 16).— This two-reel
subject was reviewed on page 536 of the Issue dated
November 9, by Mr. G. F. Blalsdell.

FILM

SUPPLY

COMPANY

THANHOUSER.
FRANKFURTERS AND QUAIL (Nov. 17).— The
young couple were happy, and the fact that they
had very little money was absolutely no difference
to them. Wealth, however, came to the man and
wife through the unexpected death of a rich relative.
They now bad a beautiful estate, a large circle of
friends and plenty of money, but they were far
from being happy.
Tbe butler scared the husband, and he loathed the
evening elottaee bis valet brought him at six o'clock
each night. The wife had her troubles, too, for her
maid annoyed her. One morning the husband noted
in tbe paper that the Coney Island Carnival was on.
The |»or man didn't dare ask his wife, so he left a
[plaining that he would lunch at a very tiresome club. He eluded tbe vigilant valet and the
grave butler and "hiked" to Coney Island.
The wife also noted that there was to be doings
at the seashore. So she, too, left a note telling of a
social function and then made a bee-line for the
amusement resort. Man and wife met while viewing
the parade. There were mutual explanations and
mutual laughter. They then telephoned to their servants that they were "dining out," and proved It by
eating "hot dogs."
MISS TAQU OF TOKIO
(Nov. 19)
He was the
only son of a wealthy nnd Indulgent widowed
mother. Wlu i he returned from college, he fell In
love with his mother's companion. The mother Immediately refused her consent to the marriage. When
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the companion found that the hope of being a rich
mas'!departure.
wire would not be fulfilled, she promptly took
ber
lug himself heartbroken, tbe son started on
u trip around tbe world. While in Japan be was
strongly attracted by a little Japanese girl seen by
i in a tea garden. He was very much In
lore with Miss Taqu, and made her bis wife. Two
years after her wayward sou left his native land,
the widow was delighted to hear from him to the
that be was returning accompanied by his wife
r.ud their Infant son. The mother prepared to receive ber sou In state. To her horror, he entered
accompanied by a hated Oriental. The mother was
chagrined, but In tbe Joy of getting her boy back,
she excused him, and proceeded to enjoy bis company, simply Ignoring the wife.
Realizing
she was
by her husband's
friends
and that
family,
Taqu neglected
quietly slipped
from tbe
house one night, leaving behind ber a message that
she was returning to ber people. The husband on
receiving the message, decided Bhe was right and
plunged into life of gaiety, which seemed great fun
after his long absence In a foreign land. But tbe
old friends did not seem the same. Constantly before blm rose the figure of Taqu.
Taqu took up her residence in the little home near
Tokio that she had once enteicd as a happy bride,
and there to ber one i.ay came her husband, repentant and humble, telling her that she and ber
baby and their little corner of Japan were more
precious to him than all tbe rest of tbe world.
CROSS YOUR HEART (Nov. 22).— A little boy,
inmate of an orphan asylum, ran away. He fell in
with an Itinerant knife grinder. The boy bad had
no home life and when bis companion suggested that
they steal some chickens, he did not object. Tbe
farmer was alert, however, and although the knife
grinder escaped, the boy was made a prisoner.
The farmer had two little children, a boy and a
girl. They bad gone to bed, and came down to Investigate. They were sorry for the tiny prisoner and
when their father was out of the room, released
him. Tbe little girl lectured him and then assisted
him to escape through a window.
The little orphan came Into good fortune. A
wealthy real estate broker saw blm and later adopted
him. The boy, when he grew to manhood was
taken into partnership by his benefactor. One day
tbe firm engaged a new stenographer, and tbe Junior
partner did not know the youth was one of the children who had aided him years before. The stenographer squandered his money, and ran heavily into
debt. Brooding over what he called his misfortunes,
be saw a chance to take a sum of money from the
safe and yielding to Impulse did so. Hardly bad he
left the office before the theft was discovered by the
Junior partner, who was morally certain that the
stenographer was tbe guilty party. He followed him
to his home, and while waiting in the sitting room
for him to appear, noticed on the mantelpiece a picture of two children. He recognized them as the
ones who had saved him from Imprisonment years
before, and on questioning the stenographer's pretty
sister found that she was the little girl who had
made him swear to be honest.
When the boy came down stairs prepared for
flight, he was shocked to see his employer there. The
Junior partner, however, did not have him arrested.
He explained how he had been given a second
chance, and because of it had made good. Tbe
young man with tears in his eyes swore he would
make good in the future.

RELIANCE,
DON CAESAR DE BAZAN (Nov. 20)— (2 reels).—
Don Caesar is reduced to naught but bis title, to
save a poor youth, Lazarlllo. Don Caesar fights the
captain of the king's guards and kills him. He is
condemned to be shot and pending the execution, Is
confined to Jail with Lazarlllo. Don Jose, the Prime
Minister, suggests to Don Caesar that, although he
Is to die, he should marry before the day of the execution and thus perpetuate his title. Don Caesar consents with tbe promise that he may drink with the
soldiers before he Is shot. While he is doing this,
young Lazarlllo extracts the bullets from the soldiers' guns. Just previous to the execution Don
Jose enters with Marltana. a flower girl, and she is
wedded to Don Caesar. He is taken to the yard, the
soldiers fire, Don Caesar falls, but when the men
leave the court-yard, he escapes; later he appears in
disguise at a state ball In search of the bride whose
has never seen. On revealing himself to Don
Jose Don Caesar signs a paper disclaiming forever
nil title in favor of his supposed wife. An Instant
later he catches sight of Marltana, whose name, the
Countess de Baaan, has been heralded and, tearing
the document, starts in pursuit. Marltana, while
briefly
enjoying
the King's
protection,episodes,
bas repelled
him. After
humorous
and dramatic
Don
Caesar, vaulting through Maritana's window, surprised a visiting noble. Lazarlllo. who is in Marltana's
Don Caesar
Is the employ,
King. apprizes
Don Caesar
demandsthat
to the
knowvisitor
the
identity of a stranger in his wife's apartments. The
King boldly asserts/ "I am Don Caesar de Bazan."
Don Caesar forcibly replies, "If you are Don Caesar
de Bazan, I am the King of Spain." The King, in
his dilemma, summons the guards to arrest Don
Caesar, but tbe timely arrival of Marltana (who has
been warned by Lazarlllo) brings events to a climax
and the union of Don Caesar and the flower girl is
sanctioned by the King.

FATHER (Nov. 23).— When John Morris loses hla
entire fortune on tbe stock exchange, his first
ttought is of bis motherless son, Dick. He dec-Idea
that the boy must have an education at, all events.
He gives Dick over to the charge of a lawyer to
whom be also entrusts all be was able to save. Tbe
lawyer promises that the boy shall receive as good
an education as possible. Satisfied that Dick will be
eared fcr, the father disappears. For twenty yean
be works in a city far away from the town where
his boy Is at school. Ashamed of his poverty he
never intrudes on Dick. A month before graduation
day, the lawyer asks John for $100 which be says be
must have before Dick graduates. John has not the
money and there Is no one of whom he may borrow
it. Urged on by tbe fear that his boy will have tbe
coveted diploma snatched away from him, he steals
the money from his employers. On graduation day
tbe father sits far back In tbe audience and watches
bis boy graduate with honors. Returning to tbe
city, he is arrested. Dick is appointed lawyer for
the employer. It Is the boy's first case and anxious
to win, be makes an eloquent speech against bis
own father. Tbe Judge charges the Jury, but before they can announce their decision, the lawyer
dashes in and explains tbe whole case. The employer withdraws his charge. Dick, overcome with
remorse greets his father with love and affection.

LUX.
THE ADVENTURES OF A HANDSOME YOUNG
MAN (Nov. 16). — Algy falls in love with a charming young creature and proceeds to follow her.
This shadowing necessitates a disguise, and this
disguise causes Algy very serious trouble.
BOXING UNDER DIFFICULTIES (Nov. 16).—
The startling adventures of two gentlemen who are
simply Itching for a scrap. A veritable whirlwind
of excitement — the funniest of the season.

SOLAX.
A COMEDY OF ERRORS (Nov. 20).— Mr. Greeneyes, who is very much in love with Ms wife, gives
ber an extra kiss on the morning of Us birthday.
When Greeneyes walks down the 6treet she throws
kisses at him from the window, and Billy, who
lives In the house across the street, thinks that
these kisses are for him. When she drops a book
to the street. Billy thinks that is an invitation.
He accepts it with agility — but learns from Mrs.
Greeneyes that the kisses were for her husband —
a six-footer with big muscles. When Billy hears
this he goes on the Jump — forgetting his umbrella.
The husband later returns and sees the umbrella.
His wife explains that the umbrella Is a birthday
gift. Satisfied, he leaves. Later Billy returns for
his umbrella, and while In the house Greeneyes
comes back. Wifey bides Billy In a closet, where
he almost
suffocates,
withA "fibs"
about
the gloves
hubbywhile
findssheon explains
the table.
series
of comic incidents follow here In rapid succession,
until Billy and hubby confront each other, while
wifey explains that Billy is the tailor — which results in Billy losing his fine fur coat. All these
events give Greeneyes sufficient cause to be Jealous,
which culminates In a big scene, where hubby upsets everything in the house In his search for Billy.
Billy takes advantage of the turmoil and makes
off with his belongings, and when later hubby asks
for his birthday presents, wifey answers: "Birthday presents! Poor hubby; you've had an attack
of delirium; there are no presents, but I'll get you
THE POWER OF MONEY (Nov. 22).— The story
concerns a broker who is in love with a nice little
girl. He has a rival. The rival, who is also a
broker, plans to "break" the man who Is in his
way
— knowing that the girl will not marry a poor
some."
man. Through some of his friends the rival is able
to get his opponent to buy certain mining stocks.
The
plans of his rival are successful, and the broker
is ruined.
The broker in his opulent days buys, in a Jest,
a Louisiana lottery ticket. However, he does not
keep It very long. In paying for flowers one day
he gives the lottery ticket to the flower girl. Tbe
ticket wins the capital prize, and the girl gets the
money. She. however, traces the man who gave
her the ticket, and divides the prize with him. Tbe
money comes at an opportune moment, for with it
the broker Is able to redeem his losses and make a
little besides, much to the chagrin of his rival. His
old sweetheart, who had left him when he lost his
money, is now willing to receive his attentions, but
tbe
brokerHedoes
not think
friends.
is soon
able tomuch
win of
the "sunny
love ofday"
the
flower
girl.

GAUMONT.

GAUMONT WEEKLY No. 35 (Nov. 6).— DEATH
OF THE
James S. Sherman was VICE
buried PRESIDENT.—
at Utlca. X. 'Hon.
Y.
TWO GLOBE-TROTTING CYCLISTS.— Vaudeville
pair well known in America now appear in Sydney,
Australia.
TRAINS OPERATED BY MILITIA.— Railroad
strikes at Barcelona, Spain, compel Government to
take over operation of lines.
RUSSIAN WRECK.— Passenger train at Gori,
Russia, leans track, and thirty persons are killed.
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TUESDAY,
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12th

"Dick and Daisy"
A Stupendous

Two

Reel Production

of

"HAZEL KIRKE"

TWO

REELS

From

SUNDAY,

NOV.

the Famous Drama
Steele Mackaye

17th

by

On the way- Nov. 19th, "TWO OF A
KIND." Nov, 24th, "AN OLD LOVE LETTER." Nov. 26th, "ARCHIE'S AWAKENINC." Dec. 1st, " THE HYPNOTIC
CHAIR."
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RELIflNfiE
"THE VIRGIN
OF THE FIRE"
Love and Warfare
in the Forest Primeval
A STRIKINGLY NEW DRAMA

Released
SATURDAY,
TONY

NOV. 9th

O' SULLIVAN

RELIANCE

in

"Bedelia
and the Newly
weds
A JOY-THRILLING
COMEDY
t>

540 WEST 21 «t ST.
NEW YORK

Saturday,
WEDNESDAY,

"The Faith

Nov.

16th

NOV. 13th

Healer"

A TENSE PORTRAYAL
OF
POWER OF PRAYER

THE

THE
PBENOH KASllloNS AT THE RACES— Shanooo, American bred horse, wins grand prize at Longchamp, Pari*.
Soma gowns seen at tha track.
\r
PRESIDENT
«'l
THE
UNITED
STATES.— The
mnii
who
will occupy
tin- White
for the next four years.
WHAT \v<il 1,1) WE DO WITHOUT HIM?— He
made a splendid race and la a game loser.
s\ll. .-AM; AM) SOUND.— A first-class President, whose services have been appreciated by a
grateful
nation.
BIRTH AND RROWTH
OF THE AUTOMiillll.i:. -l'lfty yean of progress from velocipede
to the electric carriage.
SULZEH. — New York gubernatorial candidate for
whom
NVw York showed a liking.
KANGAROOS AM> OSTRICHES.— Two examples
of successful Imjiortatlon of wild life Into America.
Kangaroo — Cincinnati, Ohio. Ostrich — Los Angeles,
California.
BRIGHTON BEACn RACES.— Auto contests at
New
York
track produces some pretty pictures.
"BLUE POINTS" MADE TO ORDER.— Small fry
oysters gathered along our Southern coast sold In
the vinned "Bine Points."
A CORNERSTONE
CEREMONY
IN BAKER,
ORE. — Bishop O'ltelUy dedicates initial work connected with erection of St. Elizabeth's Hospital.
THE BROKEN IDOL (Nov. 19). — Nora, her
mother and her llance go behind the scenes at the
opera to get a "close-up" look at Strombollnl, the
great tenor. Nora had been somewhat affected by
the golden notes of the singer and had felt that
life with a man of his temperament would be one
long sweet song. As she sits amid the admiring
throng she feels that he Is the ideal of her girlish
dreams. Strombollnl, unhappily, Is a much loved
man and that
receives
so many
letters
adorers
he needs
three"mush"
secretaries
to from
tear
them up. How to awaken his love Is the problem.
She Is so much engrossed in the throes of this passion that she flouts her fiance. She finally writes
a letter to the singer, which she follows by many
more. The tenor, his curiosity aroused by the letters, none of which he has answered, finally agrees
to meet her. She arrives at the trystlng place and
waits for her hero. The hero arrives, but without
a mustache and his fourteenth century costume and
the halo
of his
"C" that
flat. heSheisdoes
recognize him.
He high
admits
the not
beautiful
tenor, charming prince, the ideal mentioned in
her caloric notes, but It Is very difficult for her
to believe that he can be the great Strombollnl.
Thereupon after leaving him she becomes very melancholy, comes down to a diet of dill pickles and
ollrea and other lovesick feminlnes, and but for the
fact of a good constitution would have wasted away
to a shadow. She is still under the hallucination
when she receives a picture which shows the tenor
In the most unromantlc light, and which gives six
sturdy and very good reasons why she cannot marry
him — a wife and five children — whereupon the illusion breaks with a loud report. The fiance opportunely comes on the scene. Business — smiles, kisses
and embraces.
OLGA. THE ADVENTURESS (Nov. 28).— Baron
De Tournay. a musician and composer, has betrothed his daughter, Dellcla, to the Chevalier De
Malson. He then attends a party at which the
much celebrated singer Olga Pavlova is to sing.
The old man becomes Infatuated with the singer
and Invites her to spend a few days at his country
home. His daughter Intuitively feels that the
Countess is an adventuress, and her misgivings are
justified when the entrapped father asks the Countess to marry him. Dellcla. in sorrow that her dead
mother's place should be filled by such a creature,
has her fiance Instigate Inquiry into the past of
the diva. He obtains a report from the police
which tells of the scandalous and criminal actions
of the singer In Vienna, Moscow and Budapest,
and that she had several times been In prison for
felonies. Using the document as a club, he tries
to frighten the adventuress Into abandoning her
scheme of marrying the Baron, and Incidentally his
money. The adventuress by o ruse gives the Boron
the Idea that the young man Is Infatuated with
her. and that he has tried to induce her to elope
with him. She has told the young man that she
will submit to his demands under penalty of disclosure She meets the Chevalier at the rendezvous.
ostensibly confirming the story she has told of his
perfidy to the Baron. She gallops oway with the
Chevalier, and later they enter a boat In which
they were to row to the far side of the river, from
Whence the was to leave the nelghl>orhood forever.
As they get out upon the stream the Chevalier ongives her the incriminating paper, after
many pleadings. With the document now In her
hands the Countess suddenly pushes the Chevalier
overboard and. as he tries to clamber Into the boat,
strikes Mm upon the head with an oar. She then
goes back to the shore, where the Baron awaits
her. believing the Chevalier to have been drowned.
She explains her actions to the Baron by saying
that she was compelled to so net to defend her
honor. The Chevalier, however, not to be so easily
killed, reaches the shore, mounts his horse still
grazing
on the bank
and
pursui
tempted
murderess
and
her dupe.
lie drags
the woman
from
her horse,
nnd
as she lays
partly
stunned
D has
tO COmbat
the
frenzied
l'.aro-i lie
persuades the latter, however, to allow Mm to
draw from the bodice of the woman where she
had concealed It. the police report, which he shows
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to the astounded nobleman! who then, realising
that he had
■ great peril, orders the adventures*
fromescaped
his sight.

MAJE8TIC.
TWO OF A KIND (Nov. 19).— Jane, the daughter
of a socially inclined mother, hates hall*. She
wants to become a teacher at a charitable kindergarten. Her mother will not listen to this. Mrs.
Morton, another society leader, has a son, Jack,
who runs away from all his mother's balls. She
upon ins coming to one. Jane and her
mother, with cousin Vera, attend. Jack 1* forced
to ask Vera to dance, bat be makes a bad Job of It.
Jane with her scowls frightens every one away.
She seeks refuge in the conservatory. She sees
Jack trying to take Vera around the floor and
laughs. Later be stumbles into the conservatory.
Jane tells Jack of seeing him dance. They laugh
and get a bit friendly. Next morning Jane say*
she will leave borne if she is not permitted to go
and teach. Her mother consents. Jane finds her
element at the kindergarten. One day by chance
she meets Jack downtown. She asks him in to
see the work. He goes. Jane's mother, paying a
visit to her obstinate daughter, finds Jack and Jane
in the midst of a hilarious time in the kinder.
Perfectly satisfied, she returns home. A few nights
later Jack calls upon Jane. In the parlor they
have no trouble in entertaining each other. Jane's
mother stumbles in just as Jack Is handing the girl
a bunch of Bowers, and immediately comes to the
wrong conclusion. She thinks the two are in love.
Excusing herself, she leaves. Jane attempts to
explain, but Jack takes her into his arms and they
become sweethearts.

AMERICAN.
THE

THIEF'S WIFE (Nov. 18).— Left alone, excepting for the occasions when her husband returns
to maltreat and abuse her, Eflle Neville's cup of
bitterness was not full until one day he dashed
into their rude hut and, hastily concealing something within the house, said to her: "If anyone
asks for me, tell 'em I ain't back yet." He hurries
away. After he has gone she enters the shack
and finds what her husband had_ secreted — a bag
of gold. Soon the sheriff's posse arrives, but the
wife tells them her husband has not yet returned.
However, the sharp eyes of the sheriff has noted
the tracks of a man, and, leading his posse away,
the man-hunt is on. They soon come into the vicinity of the outlaw, who, by a circuitous route,
regains his house and locks himself within. The
posse discovers the ruse and attack the bouse until
the sheriff orders them to cease firing. They attempt to rush the bouse, when the outlaw, firing,
wounds the sheriff. Sliding down from the loft as
the posse enters the house, the outlaw secures the
sheriff's horse and hurries away. The posse follows
him, while the outlaw's wife busies herself in
binding up the sheriff's wounds. The wife secures
the bag of gold and gives it to the sheriff, and
asks, now that the money is returned, they pursue
her husband no further. In the meantime the posse
has overtaken the outlaw, and on his refusal to
surrender they fire and he Is wounded. They
hurry him back to the hut, where the sight of the
sheriff and his wife Infuriates him. Straining at
his captors to release himself, he completes the
work the bullet began and falls, dying, at their
feet. The posse files away while the sheriff extends the hand of sympathy and succor to the
bereaved woman.
THE WOULD-BE HEIR (Nov. 21).— Alone in the
world, with the exception of her worthless cousin,
Ethel Rivers had learned to love her foreman, Jack
Mason. Her cousin determines to estrange the
couple, as Ethel's marriage would conflict with his
plan to secure possession of the ranch. He confers with his servant and together they evolve a
plot. He is to simulate an Injury, and the servant is to go to Ethel for succor. Then the servant is to entice the foreman to a convenient spot
to witness his sweetheart's perfidy. When the servant arrives at the ranch with the washing she
feigns great excitement and tells Ethel that her
cousin has broken his leg. Ethel hurries to her
cousin to help him, and the servant seeks the foreman and tells him that his sweetheart is false.
The scene she brings him to witness sends a pang
of Jealousy through him and he prepares to leave
the ranch. He bids the boys goodbye, but Ignores
his sweetheart. As be passes the hut of the bm
vant he Is startled by beating his name mentioned
nnd that of his sweetheart. The plotters are talking over the success of their plans. Jack rushes
at them and assaults the cousin. He then returns
to his sweetheart and. after explanations. Joy again
reigns supreme In the hearts of the lovers
AN IDYL OF HAWAII (Nov. 23).— Bob Ransom
Is the son of wealthy New York parents. He is
in love with Helen Braddon, but at the opening of
the story a lovers' quarrel has temporarily marred
the celestial horizon. At this time Ransom, Sr.,
an extensive Investment In Hawaiian plantations. At the urgent Insistence of Bob, Ransom.
Sr.. sends him to the Hawaiian Islands to take
Charge of his Interests there. Bob arrives. One
(lay. while strolling along the beach, he chances
to catch sight of a native girl. Later he chances
Into his hut. to find the native girl much interested In hi* typewriter,
etc.

The native girl is daughter of the Island potentate, but does not reveal her Identity to Bob. Id
the days that follow be teaches her American ens[Ad their admiration of each other *oon grows
to lore. M.anwhlle Hob receives letters from hi*
people, telling him to return home, and that Helen
will be glad to see him. Bob, however, believes
himself in love with the native girl and replies
that be is contented to remain where he is.
Trouble arises between the scattered island planters and the potentate*. Bob writes his father about
the trouble and asks him to come to Hawaii.
The native girl Is loved by a native high in the
councils of the King, however, and that person
makes It bis business to discover the romance. He
informs the King, who promptly becomes furious at
his daughter. Meanwhile Hansom, Sr., with his
wife and Helen, arrive. Bob Is awakened from
his dream and finds that hi* real love is for Helen.
The native girl discovers It also, but too late. With
the consent of the King and the disappointed lover
a ruse is planned to poison Bob by inviting the
American to drink with the King. The wine la
poisoned, and as Dob is about to drink she seizes
the poisoned wine, drains the bowl and before death
claims the victim she heroically places the hand of
Helen In Bob's.

MUTUAL

FILM CORPORATION.
KAY-BEE.

THE ALTAR OF DEATH (2 reels) (Nov. 15).—
Lieutenant Hart comes to the rescue of Bright Star,
who Is being driven away by a sentry, and he gives
her permission to enter the fort to sell her beadwork. The beauty of the girl attracts him and he
meets her secretly In the forest. He gets her a
spelling book, and the enamored Indian girl studies
sincerely to meet the favor of the handsome soldier
who has captured her heart. The romance is interrupted by the arrival from the East of Miss Harvey, a niece of the Colonel's wife, and Lieutenant
Hart dances attendance upon her. The Indians are
Invited to the fort by the Colonel, and Bright Star
accompanies them. As they are walking through
the grounds the girl's face lights up with pleasure
as she sees the Lieutenant with Miss Harvey on
his arm, and the innocent child of the forest runs
up to him and throws her arms about bis neck.
Hart roughly disengages himself and curtly bids
her be gone, laughingly endeavoring to explain to
Miss Harvey that he Is not at fault for the conduct of Bright Star. With a realization of the
hopelessness
of her and
love,rage,
Bright
heart the
is
filled with despair
and Star's
she takes
spelling book from her bosom and rends It to
Time lapses. Lieutenant Hart's hopes of winpieces. ning Miss Harvey are shattered by the receipt of
an invitation to her wedding to another. The Indians show signs of an outbreak, and Lieutenant
Hart Is ordered to take a supply of powder to a
neighboring fort. The Indians maneuver to catch
the soldiers at a disadvantage, and as the soldiers
ride through a canyon their progress is checked by
a murderous fire which is poured into their ranks
by the Indians, concealed and sheltered by the huge
rocks. Hastily dismounting, the boys In blue overturn their wagons and, using them for breastworks,
fight for their lives.
At the top of the canyon the Indian girl watches
the raging battle, and her Joy is unbounded as she
sees the soldiers drop, one by one, until but a
mere handful of men support Lieutenant Hart in
the unequal conflict. The tremendous bravery of
the man finally touches her heart, and she is suddenly overcome by a revulsion of feeling which
brings back her overwhelming love. Seeing that
there is no hope for Hart, she determines to save
him, and, sliding down the precipitous mountain
side, she reaches the Lieutenant's side and quickly
offers to show him a hidden passage through a cave.
Carrying several large cans of powder, the men
follow Bright Star up the steep cliff, and they
reach the cave, but the Indians are so closely in
pursuit that Hart quickly resolves to blow np the
cave, which will obstruct the path of the Indians.
The cans are set down, and a train of powder run
to them. When a match Is applied the little tongues
of flame dart quickly toward the cans and a terrific
explosion rends the mountain side. The charge had
been too heavy, and the soldiers too close, and
every man is slain. The Indians are seen being
hurled through the air and sliding down the mountain side. Though In the throes of death. Bright
Star drags herself to the body of the dead Lieutenant and dies with her arms about bim.

BRONCHO
THE CIVILIAN (2 reels) (Nov. 20).— Lieutenant
Wade is the favored suitor of Ethel Brown until
a young doctor comes to the post on a visit, who
supplants him in her affections. The attention she
pays the doctor at a ball nearly breaks his heart,
and he passes s sleepless night. In the early morning he orders his horse and goes for a ride. A
pioneer comes to the post and asks for a doctor
to attend his wife, who is seriously 111. The young
physician volunteers his services, and Ethel accompanies him. On the way a wheel falls off the
buggy, and as he is trying to put it back he sees
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Notice.

RESURRECTION

STATES
ALASKA
ARIZONA
ARKANSAS
COLORADO
DIST. OF COLUMBIA
GEORGIA
IDAHO
ILLINOIS

VERMONT
WASHINGTON
WISCONSIN

Great Bargains

New

FOR

2 Reels
3
3
"
3
"
2
"
2
"
2
"
2
"
l'/i "
3
"
2'/2 "
2'2 "
3
"
2
"
2
"
2
"
2
"
ENTIRE
LOT.

Traders.

THIS

IS OUR

PROGRAM:
Broncho.
American.

Kay-Bee,
formerly
Original
101 Bison.
Thanhouser.
Great Northern.

Gaumont.
Reliance.

Keystone.
Solax.
Comet.

Majestic.
Itala.

Lux.
Gaumont Weekly

No Extra Charge for Features.

Film Supply Company of Oregon,

York

Features for Sale in Perfect Condition
With Posters

Poison of Humanity
Lost Address
Ace of Hearts
Marianna
Ellen, the Shop Girl
Passion
Prison On the Cliff
Margrave's Daughter
Absalom
Mystery of the Banker's Safe
Buy Bias
Slaves to Love
Anna of the Ballroom
Labyrinths of a Great City
Fate of a Mother
The End
Revenge
LIBERAL DISCOUNT

Film

SOUTH DAKOTA
TENNESSEE
UTAH
VIRGINIA
WEST VIRGINIA
WYOMING
CANADA
MEXICO

FILM CO.

145 W. 45th St.

Idaho.

YORK

OHIO
OREGON
PENNSYLVANIA
RHODE ISLAND
TEXAS

IN NEGOTIATION
IOWA
MISSOURI
MONTANA
NEBRASKA
NEYADA
NORTH CAROLINA
NORTH DAKOTA
OKLAHOMA
SOUTH CAROLINA

MASKO

Kineto

NEW

Washington.
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We are EXCLUSIVE RENTERS
of Film Supply Company of America
Programs and of Kay-Bee, Keystone
and Broncho Films.

SOLD

MARYLAND
MASSACHUSETTS
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
MAINE
MISSISSIPPI
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO

Notice.

EXHIBITORS:

»»

The Film Success
of the
Year
STATES

Notice.

Oregon.

TOLSTOY'S

ALABAMA
CALIFORNIA
CONNECTICUT
DELAWARE
FLORIDA
INDIANA
KANSAS
KENTUCKY
LOUISIANA

WORLD

$65.00
80.00
85.00
70.00
60.00
65.00
60.00
60.00
50.00
90.00
85.00
85.00
90.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00

385 Alder Street, Portland, Oregon.

Feature Film Exporters
2, 3 and 4 reel features, of all European and American make, for sale, from i^c. to 4^c. per foot.
Terms cash, or 25% deposit with order and balance C. O. D. We can supply you with almost any
feature you may want. Cable your orders now,
and do not let your competitors get ahead of you.

BERLINER

Inc.

Importers and Exporters of Feature Films
32 Union Square Suite 313-14-15 New York

Berlin,

S.

National Bank

W.,

FILM-VERTRIEB

48, Friedrichstrasse
242, Berlin,
Germany.
Reference:
Cable Address:

F. Deutschland
BERLIN

Depositenkasse

"Berlinfllm," Berlin

ELECTED
By the majority of Moving Picture Manufacturers as the most satisfactory tank ever built.
No loss of liquid. No damage to property
where Corcoran tanks are installed.
Send
For reference as to duality consult the following: The Vitagraph Co. of America, The
Independence Moving Pictures Co. of America, The Powers Picture Plays Co., Nestor Co.,
Thanhouser Co., Rex, Champion. Helies, Gaumont, St. Louis Motion Picture Co., Kinemaoolor Co. of America, N. Y. Motion Picture Co., Bison, Crystal Film Co., Majestic,
Solax, Eclair, Kalem,
T. A. Edison Co., British- Am.
Mfg.
Co., Jungle Film
Co.

A.
11

J.
JOHN

for Price List No. 5

CORCORAN,
STREET,

NEW

Inc.
YORK

CITY

THE
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Class tiled

Advertisement*,
THEATERS

FOR

IF".
three

D
cents

SALE.

FOR SALE — Five cent theater, only five cent
bOOM III town. Population twenty thousand; everything new; cheap to quick buyer; reason for selling; doing big business. Address STEVE l'AUL.
23 N. AiiKUstu, Staunton, Va.
FOR SALF. — One of the prettiest little photoplay
in tin State, seating 301; business tine.
Every modern equipment. A winner for any one
who can devote the time to It. A paying proposition all year around. Situation, 70 miles from New
York City. Write quick; owner cannot give same
bis attention. Address OPPORTUNITY, Moving
Picture World, New York City.
THEATERS

MOVING

WANTED.

PICTURE

WORLD

ADVERT.
per

word,

cash with

order;

SO

MISCELLANEOUS.
FOR
RENT — A Moving
Picture Show
good
town,
good
location.
Address
HEATLEY,
Detlauce, Ohio.

In
E.

WANTED— Moving Picture Theater within 100
miles business.
of New Y'ork
Will pay cashfirst
for letter.
good,
live
GiveCity.
full particulars,
Address SPOT CASH, care of Moving Picture
World, New York City.

HUSTLING MANAGER for Moving Picture Show,
trap drummer, have effects, cue pictures, do all my
own card and banner work, know how to run a
show. Can give references. No trlflers. Address
L. B., 216% Spring St., Qulncy, 111.

SALE.

FOR SALE— The best proposition offered for sale
for some time. Act quick or you will be too late.
I must sell at once. $600 buys one of the best patents In moving picture line. Automatic single dissolve^ nothing like it on the market, every theater
needs one. Manufactured at a small cost. Have
demonstrating model. Will accept partner who can
show the best reference to turn this carrier Into

a band of hostile Indians riding toward him. Lieutenant Wade, from the top of the hill, takes in
the situation and gallops to bis assistance. As
Wade dismounts and hurriedly tries to bolt the
wheel on the doctor Is overcome with fear and,
leaping on the Lieutenant's horse, makes his escape.
Wade and the girl jump into the buggy and a running fight takes place, in which the couple are
compelled to take to the hills. They find a cave
In which they remain all night. In the morning
the Indians take up the trail, and to save the girl
he boldly draws their attention to himself and
makes an attempt to escape, leading them away
from the cave. Wade finally takes his stand behind
a boulder at the top of a mountain pass and fights
desperately, though severely wounded. The doctor,
in his mad haste to escape, rides the horse over an
embankment and Is killed. The animal limps back
to the post, and the soldiers, reading the message
conveyed, go out after the Indians. The redskins
are driven off, after a fight, and the Lieutenant
and the girl are rescued. After Wade is restored
to health Ethel comes to him and assures him of
her love.

MISCELLANEOUS
VITASCOPE.
THE UNW1UTTEN LAW.— Frederick Huller, his
wife and their son, Stephen, are acrobats of renown* and ability. Domestic happiness has reigned
supreme In their home for many years, until one
day when Mr. and Mrs. Huller become acquainted
with a rope dancer named Borellya. The acquaintanceship soon develops Into Intimacy, and we
see the wife keep many appointments with the
rope dancer. One morning, in a cafe where several artists have assembled, Huller finds his wife
talking about the fame of their colleagues. Upon
the entrance of Huller the conversation ceases,
which arouses his suspicion. Just as he Is about
to leave the theater agent, Klereck, asks him to
remain. He demands to know on what subject their
conversation was, and one of his colleagues tells
him that it was about the attentions his wife Is
paying to Borellya. He flies Into a passion and
leaves the cafe with Klereck. As he passes the
hotel In which Borellya is staying he sees his wife
coming out with the rope dancer. He walks about
distractedly, and In the evening he performs his
duties as usual, but does not speak to his wife.
After the show he goes to the hotel where Borellya
lives and kills him. Later be gives himself up to
the police. At the trial he demands justice, and
not pardon, but he has made such a good Impression on the Jurymen that they acquit him of murder and sentence him to a year's Imprisonment.
The foreman of the Jury offers to take care of
Holler's
is very
glad, as Furtherhe does
not
want son,
him for
to which
go backhe to
bis mother.
more he makes Stephen swear that he will never

EQUIPMENT

FOR
theater)
Address
nue,

of

Moving

Pic-

WANTED.

FOB

SALE.

SALE — 150
sign, one
CLEMENT
Atlantic City,

assembly chairs, one big (5c
piano, upright, for sale cheap.
RIZZO, 142 So. Bellevne AveN. J.

TWO

I

MANAGER, theatrical and newspaper man; expert electrician and mechanic. A live wire for a
live party. Gilt-edged references. At liberty soon.
Address ACTIVE MANAGER, care of Moving Picture World, New York City.
HELP

care

aocepted

FOR SALE — Two Edison type "B" and two
Powers' No. 5 moving picture machines, complete
with rheostat. All in first-class condition. Price,
per single outfit, $75. Also one Hallberg 60 cycle
A. C. economizer; only used one season and In first
class
price $40. Merlden,
Address Conn.
PINDAR & REDLUFF order,
ENTERPRISES,

WANTED.

TRAP DRUMMER desires position, city or suburban. No bells, experienced In cueing pictures, all
effects, sober, reliable and married. Address, stating hours, salary, J. KRINKS, 1414 3rd Avenue,
New York City.

stamps

WANTED — Secondhand Powers' head, asbesta
booth with or without trunk, muslin curtain, flexible cable, rheostats and any other paraphanalia for
road work; send full particulars and price. Address TRAVEL LECTURER, care of Moving Picture World, New York City.

THEATER MANAGERS— Will exchange moneymaking Moving Picture proposition for Picture
Theaters. Must be In town over 10,000, within
radius of 500 miles of Chicago. Address AMERICA'S FEATURE FILM CO., 406-7-8 Schiller Bldg.,
Chicago, 111.
SITUATIONS

postage

EQUIPMENT

I

Room,
REBE

minimum;

dress TRAVEL LECTURER,
ture World, New York City.

money. Please do not write unless you mean business. Addreu DIBBOLVB, care of Moving Picture
World, Chicago, 111.

WILL BUY— Moving Picture Theater in or around
New York. State In full what you have to offer.
I have the cash. TrlfJers, save your stamps. Address EWING, care of Moving Picture World, New
York.

FOR

MEN

cents

WANTED.

MOTIOGBAPH MACHINES, complete, excepting rheostats and stands. Best condition. Bargains. Also Little Giant Saver. Address AURORA
THEATER,
Junction City, Kansas.
FOR SALE — Complete outfit for studio, Including Corcoran developing tanks and racks; fans,
scenery, etc. Address H. A. D., 212 Temple Court,
N. Y.

I

THEATERS

FOB

SALE.

WANTED — Experienced operator to go South for
Winter.
State experience and salary wanted.
Ad-

FOR SALE — Moving Picture Theater, cheap for
quick sale. Write for particulars. Address MGR.,
TEMPLE
THEATER,
Otsego, Mich.

many. Will young Stephen keep his oath? Will
the wronged Frederick Huller, when he leaves the
prison after serving his sentence, make it his duty
to watch continuously over his son? Will the
mother feel repentant? These are a few of the
questions in a situation revealed to us, and finally
we picture to ourselves the unhappy Hortense Huller
thing.
in
abject misery, sans husband, sans son, sans every-

Ft. Wayne, Ind. — Plans are being prepared for a
new $25,000 theater building.
S. Green, manager.
Charlotte, N. C. — Plans have been prepared for the
new Piedmont theater building on Tyron Street.
Frankfort, Ind. — The New Ideal Theater has been
opened here with Geo. E. Lockwood as manager.
Peru, Neb. — The new picture building, known as
the Crystal, opened recently. D. C. Phelps, pro-

Among the Exhibitors.
Franklin, Ills. — J. C. May opened a moving picture theatre in the C. M. Hocking building.
Austin, Minn. — H. B. Hanson has opened the Star
Theatre at Maurek's.
Hopkins, Mo. — Chas. Jackson will open a moving
picture
building. house east of the Hopkins opera bouse
Philadelphia, Pa. — Wm. E. Brlcker will begin the
erection of a moving picture theater on the north
side of Spruce St.
Bovey, Minn. — Jas. Barlow opened the Star Theater here recently.
Lewiston, Idaho. — The new theater building of
Wm. Burford, a moving picture house, was opened
recently.
Cost, $25,000.
Fla.— -Mr. H. V. Maund has opened a
newTallahassee,
theater here.
Newark, N. J. — Plans are being prepared for a
new theater building.
Lewiston, Idaho. — Milton Wadsworth sold the Lyric Theater to H. G. Hicks.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. — Mack & Novotny bought the
Family Theater here.
Cedar Falls, Iowa. — J. P. McClinton will open a
moving picture theater here.
Iowa City, Iowa. — Albert Burkley will open a moving picture theater here.
Northwood, Iowa — J. M. Slosson opened a moving
l>l. ture theater here.
Bloomer, Wis. — E. J. Lanphear succeeds to the
moving picture theater *f Geo. Anaker.
Milwaukee,
Wis. — The United Feature Film Co.,
C. Meske, Edmund Gansewitz, Ernst Von Brlesen.
Incorporated; capital, $2,500.
Incorporators — Frank
La Salle, 111. — A contract for the erection of a
modern theater building was awarded by the La
Salle Enterprise Co.
Galena, 111. — Robt. Kremer has purchased a show
house at Davenport, Iowa, and will open same.
Newark, N. J.— A contract has been let for the
erection of a new theater building at the corner of
Branford Place and Halsey St.
Snohomish, Wash. — The "0. K." Theater opened
October J.Mh.
Mr. Kay Is the manager.
Jacksonville, Fla. — Plans for a new $275, 000. Orpheum theater building to be erected at the corner
of Main and Duv.il Streets have been prepared.
Bremerton, Wash. — Plans are being prepared for
the erection of a new $40,000 theater, near School
and Pacific Streets.

Hillsboro, 0. — Wm. Maror.ey, Jr., has purchased
prietor.
Tuarp.
the Forum moving picture theater from Cherry &
Findlay, 0. — Cbas. Steen of this city has purchased a motion picture theater at Tiffin.
Salina, Kans. — Thacher Brothers have begun to
remodel the Lltowick-Wolsleffer Building on North
Santa Fe, for a moving picture house.
Toledo, 0. — A contract has been let for the erection of a new theater building. Jules Hurtig, manNew Britain, Conn. — Plans are being considered
for the erection of a mammoth theater building.
ager.
Patrick S. McMahon, owner.
Cleveland, 0. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a new theater at Superior Avenue and B.
Ninth Street.
C. A. Otis, manager.
Cost, $900,000.
Great Falls, Mont. — The new Cascade Theater was
opened for business recently. Lemon and Bovee,
owners.
Topeka, Kans. — Plans are being prepared for a
new theater building for Geo. Gordon and Hyman
Gordon.
Helena,
Ark. were
— F. sold
C. Seford's
Maxine and
Hour
theaters
to Joe Treumper,
Jr. Idle
New York City, N. Y. — Porter & Co. will open a
new theater at the corner of Eighth Avenue and
124th Street.
erection
new
theater inhave
Mainbeen
Street
to cost
Buffalo,of N.a Y.
— Contracts
let "for
the
$50,000.
Baltimore, Md. — A moving picture parlor and
skating rink to cost $15,000 will shortly be erected
here for the Pitt Amusement Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio. — Oakley is to have a motion picture
rencetheater.
Avenue. Cost $25,000. Location on St. LawElgin,
m.
A contract
has been let for an addition to the —Grand
Opera House.
Maryville, Mo. — Mgr. Albert Kuchs announced that
the Empire Theater is to be Improved.
Sedalia, Mo. — Jno. W. Hicks, Jr., bought the
Electric and Palace theaters from Frank Bailey.
Muskegon, Mich. — Plans are being prepared for
the erection of a new theater building.
Louisville, Ky. — Geo. A. Epstein will erect the
National
Theater on the southwest corner of 5th and
W.ilnut Streets.
Cincinnati, Ohio. — A contract has been let for
the erection of a new theater building for the Nordland Amusement Co. on the west side of Vine Street.
Denver, Colo. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a new moving picture theater for S. S.
Baxter on Curtis Street.
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Transparent, Colored,
or White Opaque
From

ENUMERATION
Title

Guaranteed in every way

Express paid on orders of 10,000 ft.

FILM SAVING COMPANY
NEW

YORK

Royal Feature
Film Company
N. SMITH, Manager
538 S.Dearborn

Style

A

FEW

SUPPLY

8PECIALS

Carbons % x 12 Core, 1000 lots
In lota of 500. $21.25; in lots of 100
Carbons % x 6 Core, 1000 lots
In lots of 500, $11.70; in lots of 100
Boll Tickets,
stock, 100,000
60,000, $3.75; 30,000. $2.50; 10,000
Imported Condenser,
best make
Best Film Cement, 3 bottles

"No Burn On"' Terminals
WE

BUY

Amusement
LABGEST

(100 Amp.)

& SELL
USED
MACHINES,
ALL

M.

P.

SUPPLY

each

Title

Reels

4
3
3
3
3
3

OF

•

FEATURES

Style

Dangerous Play
Military..
Colms
Spades
1
Cowboy's Revenge
..Western
Deadman's
Child
Saved from the Sea.Sensationa

3
C/>
Reelt

TTT

2-REEL

Reels

LOBBY
FORTH

FEATURES
Title

Style ReeU
.Military.
... 2
.Sensational. 2
.Sensational. 2
Sensational.

FEDERAL

CO. (Inc.), 4th Floor, Hartford Building, CHICAGO, ILL

FEATURE

FILM SUPPLY

Celebrated Case
Flight to Death
Scientist's
Secret
Mine
Disaster

MOVING PICTURE ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT
Used

and

BIOQEST

Highly

Can
be operated
"Plant running
every day for our
as much a. pnbllc

IN

by

THE

the

United

MOVING

States

PICTURE

Army.

WORLD

by a boy
10 years
old.
One
customer
writ**:
Ilka a top and delivering the 'Juice' right al*ng
moving
picture house.
Costs as about one-tenth
service.
Also pumps water to all ear builelaea,

2,000
gallons
Write
to-dayperforday."
Bulletin 101.
It 1. a mighty Interesting booklet.
WORKS, Dept. 102, DETROIT, MICH.. U. S. A.

(163)
DETROIT

Endorsed

SENSATION

ENO.INE

CHICAGO

KINEMACQLQP

BRASS
RAILINGS
EASKLS

Writ*
foe
OfttaJa*

GRILLES
CUSPIDORS
KICK
PLATES

|\
FILM SERVICE Ml
TREMENDOUS SUCCESS
INiEVERYfHOUSEiWHERE

POSTER
FRAMES

INSTALLED.

Write for Testimonials from Satisfied Customers.

McKenna Bros. Brass Go.
PITTSBURGH

—

MOVINGPICTUREMACHINES
Slea.uatiooi a. Slide*. Aeeeaasarieai

CHAS.

3-REEL

2
2
2
2
2

McKENNA

—

AND

Torment
Sensational.
Last Hour
Dramatic...
Spectre of the Past. .Dramatic ...
Colms Necklace
....Detective...
Art and Innocence . . . Dramatic ...

.25
NEW

Supply Co.
HOUSE
IN U. S.

107A No. Dearborn St.

Style

$37.50
4.50
20.70
2.50
7.00
1.00
1.00
50

MACHINES.
MAKES.

4

ENUMERATION
Title

REPAIRS-SUPPLIES
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1 . 2. S, 8-SHEET LITHOS.
PHOTO
DISPLAYS,
BANNERS
AND
SO

St., Chicago, 111.

M. P. MACHINES

OF

Dice of Life
Sensational.
Sins of the Fathers. .Sensational.
Blackmail
Detective...
Ruy
Bias
Dramatic...
Rights of Youth
Sensational.
Underworld of Paris. Sensational.

Orders attended to immediately

AVENUE,

WORLD

FEATURES!

$7.50 per 1,000 feet up

500 FIFTH

PICTURE

M.STEBBINS

1038
Main
St.
KANSAS
CITT. MO
Larg. Lias of Bdlsea Gooes
established 1899

KINEMACOLOR
We

CO. OF AMERICA. J^^A'chI.:

buy, sell and exchange secondhand FILMS and
MOVING
PICTURE MACHINES.

WESTERN

FILM BROKERS

538 S. Dearborn St.,

COMMERCIAL

FILM

Chicago, III-

Thleatre Pipe Organs.
All sizes of Pipe

Organs for Theatre
built to order.

purposes

Write for catalogue and estimates.
THE. WM.
SCUELKE
ORGAN
C».
Milwaukee, Wis.

SERVICE

Best In the United States, not the cheapest.
12 reels weekly, $15.00. Additions! Alms at $1.00 per reel.
Customer pays exnressage
both ways.
We
furnish sign service
at no extra
yon take good care of them.
Western
Penna.
STATE RIGHT FEATURES.
West
Virginia,
.The peer of all, SARAH BERNHARDT
in "La Tosca," now booking.
The best In the market only and at moderate prices.
Send for our list of unrestricted features
UNRESTRICTED
Red Rose of the Apaches, 3 reels, $15.00; 2, 000 heralds free.
White Slavery,
daily.
Life of Washington, 3 reels, $12.50 daily.
Battle of
3 reels, $15.00 daily. The Ballroom Queen, or Road to Ruin,
3 reels, $15.00
Italian
War,
2 reels. $12.50
daily.
2 new
reproductions
daily. Only an Actress, 3 reels, $15.00 daily.
Nursing a Viper, 3 reels, $15.00
War,
2 reels, $10 A $15.
Victor Hugo's Les Miaerables, 3
dally.
4 Daredevils,
3 reels, $10.00 daily.
The Night
Riders,
2 reels, $7.50
Reproduction The Civil War, 3 reels, $15.00 daily.
LIBERTY FILM RENTING CO., IOS 4th Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

charge

as

long

as

Mergheb, Turkiahof Turkish-Itallaa
reels, $15.00 daily.

7io

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

International

Fe

GET IN TOUCH WITH ANY OF OUR OF
ONLY
MONEY-MAKING, HOUSE-FILLING
SUPPLY OF FEATURES UNLIMITED
NOT AN EXPERIMENT
International Features mean the pick of the cream of American and European Feature Productions.

Not

Owned

Or Controlled By Any
Or Organization

PRODUCTIONS

THE
Kid

BIGGEST
McCoy

READY

FOR RELEASE

WINNER

in The

Trust

Great

A mistake which almost caused International complications.

OF

THE

Jewelry

YEAR
Robbery

Playing to packed houses everywhere

THE BOHEMIAN GIRL.
A beautiful 3-reel pictorial version ot BALFE'S
Famous Opera.
BLACK SHEEP'S WOOL.
A sensational rough-riding Western 3-reel production.
THE VAGABOND.
A thrilling, high class melodrama in 3 reels.
LIFE'S GAMBLE.
An intensely dramatic 3-reel masterpiece.
THE MOTH IN THE FLAME.
An exceptionally beautiful European Modern Drama in 3 reels.
MEMORY'S TRAGIC LEAP.
A startling semi-military stupendous production in 3 reels
filled with thrilling, heart -gripping scenes. Romantic, Instructive, Educational.
critical inspection.
SPECIAL NOTICE TO FEATURE PRODUCERS most
!!'£?£££

INTERNATIONAL FEATURE FILM CO.,

I in

Mi »\ [NG

PICl URE

\\< IRLD

ature Exchanges Li£
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FICES AND LET THEM BOOK YOU THE
INTERNATIONAL FEATURES IN AMERICA
EXCLUSIVE SERVICE GUARANTEED
AN ESTABLISHED FACT
Selections made by a Board of Pioneer Experts consisting of
Manufacturers, Exchange Managers and Exhibitors.

Positively The Only Legitimately Established
Feature Exchanges In The Country
FOR

LOBBY

DISPLAY

One, three and six sheet, five colors artistic Lithographs, Profusely Illustrated Booklets
An extensive array of 8x10 enlarged photos of Production in Triple Photo-Frame

EXCHANGES

READY

FOR

BUSINESS

224 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass. — E. F. Campbell,
1202 Race Street, Philadelphia, Pa.— A.Rosenbach, Mgr.
406 Ferry Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.— P. S. McDonald, Mgr.
Duffield
425 Columbia Bldg., Cleveland, O. — A. Siegel, Mgr.
Mgr.Hall, Detroit, Mich.— H. Garfield, Mgr.
25 West
Washington
348 Marquette Bldg., Chicago, III.— Robt. Boland, Mgr.
Conner,
Mgr. Street, Indianapolis, Ind.— J. G.
804^ Pine Street, St. Louis, Mo— H. E.Widdell, Mgr.
145 West 45th Street, New York City— S. Slonim, Mgr.
214 East 12th Street, Kansas City, Mo. — Clarence
Meikels, Mgr.
Syracuse, N. Y.— P. Salvini, Mgr.
1149/4 Mission Street, San Francisco, Cal.—E.C. Miles,
801 Plymouth Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn. — F.B.Wilson,
Mgr.
Mgr.Street, Portland, Ore— W. A. Stone, Mgr.
333 Oak
420 Clapp Bldg., Des Moines, la. — Julius Singer, Mgr.
St. Lawrence Hall, Montreal, Can. — Geo. T. Eaton,
302 Flateau Bldg., Dallas, Tex. — B.O Yarbrough, Mgr.
217 Rhodes Bldg., Atlanta, Ga — AI. Bartlett, Mgr.
Mgr.
806 E Street, N. W., Washington, D. C— W. R. Mack,
Clinton Square Theatre,
Albany, N. Y. — George
Wright, Mgr.
Mgr.
EUROPEAN AGENTS— Richard Edmonson,
19 Cecil Court, Charing Cross=Roads, London, England
Jos. Koester, 9 Herder Street, Dusseldorf, Germany
twenty prints of your production in this country and Canada if it is of the highest quality and can pass the
[jkiWe handle only the very best.
Negotiations for releases considered at main office only

Main Ollice, 115 w. 45th St., IN. Y. City 20
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GAUMONT.

INDEPENDENT
RELEASE

DATES

AMERICAN.
Oct. 81 — The
Wanderer
(Drama)
1000
Not.
4 — Maiden
and
Men
(Drama)
1000
Not.
7 — God's
Unfortunate
(Drama)
1000
Not.
0 — The
Starbueka
(Drama)
1000
Nov. 11— Man's
Calling
(Drama)
1000
Nov. 14 — The
Intrusion
at Lompoc
(Drama) .. .1000
Nov. Hi — Jim
Bentley'a Adventure
(Drama) .... 10<K)
Nov. 18— The Thief's Wife
(Dr.)
1000
Nov. 21— The
Would-be
Heir
(Dr.)
1000
Nov. 28— An ld.vl of Hawaii
(Dr.)
1000

GEM.
Oct. 6 — Orphans — (Drama)
Oct. 15— What the Bell Tolled (Drama)
Oct. 22 — The
Woman
In
White
(2
reels)
(Drama)
Oct. 29— The Old Doll Maker
(Drama)
Nov.
5 — The
Better
Part
(Drama)
Nov. 12— The Lighting of Love's Way (Dr.)
GREAT

AMBR0SI0.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

26 — Arablas Infamy (Drama)
2— The
Bowstring
(Dr.)
8— The
Ship of Lions
(IlramRl
13— The Siren's Call to Duty (Dr.)
AMMEX.

Oct.
2 — Ashes
of Memory
(Dr.)
Oct.
9 — Getting
In Strong
(Com.)
Oct.
0 — Woman
Haters
(Com.)
Oct 16— Mission
Maestro
(Dr.)
Oct. 23 — A Redeemed Reputation (Drama) ....
Oct. 30-=-Brand
of Cain
(Drama)
"101" BISON
(N. Y. M. P. 00.).
Oct.
4 — Cnater's Last
Raid
(3 reel*) (Dr.)...
Oct.
8 — (Title not reported.)
Oct. 11— The
Sergeant's
Boy
(2 reels)
(Dr.)..
Oct. IB— (Title Not Reported)
Oct. 18 — The
Venegance
of Fate — (2 reela) —
(Drama)
Oct. 25— The Colonel's
Ward
(2 reels)
(Dr.)..
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

NESTOR.
Oct. 23 — The
Oct. 25— The

Not.
2 — The Castles of Bavaria
(Scenic)
Nov.
5 — Cupid's
Lottery
(Comedy)
Not.
8 — Gaumont's
Weekly,
No. 85 (Topical)
Not.
7 — The Emperor's Message (Drama)
Not.
9 — The Land o' Cotton
Not. 12 — An Adventurous Adoption (Drama)...
Not. 13— Gaumont's
Weekly
No.
36
(Topical)
Nov. 14 — The
Price of Paradise
(Drama)
Nov. 16 — Zoological Gardens at Cincinnati (Nat.
History)
Not. 19— A Broken
Idol (Dr.)
Nov. 19 — Battle Practice on a Cruiser (Naval).
Nov. 20 — Gaumont's Weekly No. 37 (Topical)..
Nov. 21— Four Hearts that Beat us Two (Dr.)..

BISON
(Universal).
10— Early
Days
in the West
(2 reels)
(Drama)
22 — Hunted
Down
(Drama)
26 — Trapper Bill, King of Scouts (2 reels)
(Drama)
29 — The Cowboy Guardians (Drama)
2 — Trapper Bill, King of Scouts (Drama)
5 — A Redman's
Love
(Drama)
9 — An
Indian
Ishmael
(Drama)
12 — Blackfoot's Conspiracy
(Dr.)
10— The Tribal Law (2 reels) (Dr.)

2 — Ferdie Be Brave
(Comedy)
2 — Taft's Day at Brockton Fair (Topical)
4 — A Strange Case
(Drama)
7 — Leah,
the Forsaken
(3 reels)
(Drama)
9— Half
Shot
(Comedy)
9 — How
Ned
Got the Raise
(Comedy)....
11— When Cupid Runs Wild
(Com.)
14 — Officer 174 (Dr. )
16 — Ole, the Hypnotist
(Com.)
16— Just Like the West
(Com.)
TTAT.A

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

8—
15 —
22 —
22 —
29 —
29—

CRYSTAL.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

3— Oh, Sush a Night!
(Comedy)
8 — Marriage
a la Carte
(Comedy)
10 — The
Gypsy
Flirt (Comedy)
10 — Man
Wanted
(Comedy!
17— The Chorus Girl (Com.)
17— Her Old Love
(Com.)

Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

8—
8—
10 —
10 —
12 —
14 —
15 —
15 —
17—
17 —
19 —
21—
21—

ECLAIR.

5,000
10,000

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

4—
4—
11 —
11 —
18—
18—

15—
22—
19 —
29—
5—
12 —
19 —
26 —

REPUBLIC.
The All-Seeing Eye
(Dr.)
Evil be to Him Who Evil Thinks (Dr.)
A House-top Romance
(Dr.)
Evolution of a Duck Egg (Edu.)
The Octoroon's Sacrifice
(Dr.)
The
Borrowing
Simp
(Comedy)
The
Course
of Drink
(Drama)
The Pickaninnies and the Watermelons
(Comedy)
REX.

SOLAX.

Mabel's Lovers
(Comedy)
At It Again (Comedy)
The Deacon's Troubles
(Comedy)
A Temperamental
Husband
(Com.)..
The
Rivals
(Com.)
Mr. Fix It (Com.)

LUX
Oct. 25 — All Through a Five-Pound Note
(Com.)
Nov.
1— Oh!
My
Pipe
(Comedy)
Nov.
1 — Henpeck
Bids
for Freedom
(Com.).
Nov.
8 — A Magnetic Personality
(Comedy)
Nov.
8 — SpifTkins
Eats Frogs
(Comedy)
Nov. 15 — The Adventures of a Handsome Young
Man
(Comedy)
Nov. 15 — Boxing
Under
Difficulties
(Comedy)..

Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

8 — Just
Hats
(Comedy)
13— The
Prodigal
Wife
(Drama)
15 — Flesh
and
Blood
(2 reels (Drama)..
20 — A Comedy
of Errors
(Com.)
22— The Power of Money (Dr.)
27— The Paralytic
(Dr.)
29 — The Jenkins-Perkins War
(Com.)

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

1— The Little Girl Next Door
(Drama)..
8 — Petticoat
Camp
(Comedy)
5 — The Ladder of Life (Drama)
8 — Through the Flames
(Drama)
10 — A Noise Like a Fortune (Drama)
12 — The Country's Prize Baby (Drama)....
lfi — In Time of Peril (Drama)
17 — Frankfurters and Quail (Dr.)
19— Miss Taqu of Tokio (Dr.)
22 — Cross Your Heart (Dr. )

THANHOUSER.

524
331
652
465
455
691
288

VICTOR.
Sept
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

27— The Advent of Jan* (Drama)
4— Tangled
Relatives
;Dr.)
11— Betty's
Nightmare — (Comedy)
...
18 — The
Cross-Roads
(Drama)
25 — The
Angel
of the Studio
(Drama) . .
(Drama)
Nov.
1 — The Redemption of Riverton
(Drama)
Nov. S — Sisters
(Drama)
Nov. 15 — The Lady Leone (2 reels) (Dr.)

29 — A
Woman
Alone
(Drama)
3 — Weary's
Revenge
(Drama)
5 — Cupid on the Job (Comedy)
5 — His Dress Suit (Comedy)
10 — The Deacon's Shoes
(Comedy)
10 — His Cook
Lady
(Comedy)
12 — Dick
and
Daisy
(Drama)
17— Hazel
Kirke
(Dr.)
19— Two of a Kind (Dr.)

MISCELLANEOUS.
KINEMACOLOR.

MILANO.
Oct. 26 — Kelly
Goes
To
War
(Comedy)
Oct. 26 — A
Three-Cornered
Wedding
Journey
(Comedy)
Nov.
2 — A Tragic
Wedding
(Drama)
Nov. 9 — Her
Masterpiece
(Drama)
Nov. 16 — The Bewitched Bandbox
(Com.)
Nov. 16 — Kelly on a Tightrope (Com. )

ROLL
TICKET

July
July
July
July
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

KAY-BEE.
Nov.
1 — On Secret Service (2 reels) (Drama)..
Nov. 8 — When
Lee Surrenders
(2 reels) (Dr.)..
Nov. 15— The Altar of Death
(2 reels) (Dr.)..

- - $1.25 20,000
- $2.50 25,000
- FOR RESERVED SEAT THEATRE

NATIONAL

26 — The
Wireless
Miracle
(Drama)
80 — Men
Who
Dare
(2 reels)
(Drama)..
2— Trials
of Faith
(Drama)
6 — A Brother's Requital
(Drama)
9 — Bedelia and the Newlyweds
(Comedy)
13— The
Faith
Healer
(Drama)
If; — The Virgin of the Fire (Drama)
20 — Don Caesar De Bazan (2 reels) (Dr.)
23— Father
(Dr.)

MAJESTIC.

The Busy Bee
(Scientific)
Funnlcus'
Hunting
Exploits
(Comedy)
Golden
Hair
(Comedy-Drama)
Constantinople (Scenic & Educational)
The Honor of the Firm (Drama)....
The Children's
Approval
(Drama)....
Sea Anemones
(Edn.)
An Unforeseen
Event
(Com.)
A Criminal In Bplte of Himself (Com.)
Aporto and Its Harbor (Scenic)
His Determination Rewarded
(Dr.)...
Blsck
Hand
(Com.)
Mother's Bank Roll (Com.)

SPECIAL

Oct
Oct
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Oct. 24 — A
Kentucky
Feud
(Drama)
Oct. 27 — Through
a Higher
Power
(Drama) . .
Oct. 31 — Careful
Nursing
(Drama)
Nov. 3 — An Old-fashioned Mother (Drama)...
Nov. 7 — The Honor of the Family (Drama) ....
Nov. 10 — A Galley Slave's Romance
(Drama)..
Nov. 14 — Camping Out (Dr.)
Nov. 17 — A Mother's Awakening
(Dr.)

The
Solemn
Hour
(Drama).
A Woman's
Duplicity
(Drama)
Toto's Talisman
(Comedy)
A Naughty Boy < Comedy)
His Frst Law Salt (Comedy)
A Nail In the Shoe
(Comedy)

CHAMPION.
Sept. 80— Her Whole
Duty
(Dr.)
Oct. 7 — To Err Is Human — (Drama)
Oct. 14 — The Girl In the Gingham
Gown
(Dr.)
Oct. 21 — Thy
Will
Be Done
(Drama)
Oct. 28 — Sue (Drama)
Not. 4 — A Tramp's Strategy
(Drama)
Nov. 11— A Protege of Uncle Sam (2 reels) (Dr.)

POWERS.
25 — Just
a Woman
(Drama)
30 — The Collaborators
(Drama)
1 — A Dreamland Tragedy (Comedy)
6 — The Railroad and the Widow
(Drama)
8 — The
First
Glass
(Drama)
13 — The Cowboys' Leap Year (Dr.)
15— His Career
(Dr.)

IMP.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

KEYSTONE.

Story of the Savage Modoc
Mine
(Drama)
Oct. 80 — How Shorty Kept His Word (Drama)
Not.
6— The Man They Scorned
(2 reels) (Dr.)
Not. 13 — Mary
of the Mines
(Drama)
Nov. 20— The Civilian
(2 reels) (Dr.)

Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Gulch

RELIANCE.

NORTHERN.

Oct. 7 — The
Black
Chancellor— (8
reela)
(Drama)
Oct. 26 — The
Angling
Widow
(Comedy)
Nov.
2 — The
Lottery
Prize
(Comedy)
Nov.
2 — Unsuccessful
Flirtation
(Comedy) . . .
Nov. 9 — The Lost Stud
(Comedy)
Nov. 9 — The
Distributed
Sentry
(Comedy)

BRONCHO.
Oct. 23 — The

Oct.
Oct
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Border
Parson
(Drama)
Lady
Barber
of Roaring
(Comedy)
28 — Call of the Desert (Drama)
30— Fatty's Big Mix-up (Comedy)
1 — Making a Man of Her (Comedy)
4 — United
We
Stand
(Drama)
6 — His
Little
Partner
(Drama)
8 — Sharps
and Chaps
(Comedy)
11— A White Lie (Dr.)
13— Dad's
Mistake
(Com.)
15 — A Cowgirl Cinderella (Com.)

TICKETS

Sept
Sept.
Oct
Oct.
Oct.

TICKET.
ANY
PRINTING
ANY COLORS
$4.60 50,000
- $7.50
GET THE SAMPLES
$5.50 100,000
- $10.00
STOCK TICKETS, 6 CENTS
COUPON TICKETS, SERIAL OR DATED, SEND DIAGRAM

COMPANY

THE

28 — Bee Culture — (Scientific)
28— Tulip Studies— (Scientific)
6 — An American
Invasion — (Drama)
5 — American Fashions — (Fashion)
6 — Picturesque
Scenes
on
the
Pet
River— (Scenic)

....

BIG

Shamokin,

Pa.
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The Adventures of
Lieut. Petrosino
THE

Famous Italian- American Detective
In Four Parts and 80 Scenes, a Total of 3,500 Feet
BY SPECIAL PERMISSION OF MADAME PETROSINO
No public minded citizen of the United States or other countries need be told how
this famous detective met his death in Palermo, Italy, while engaged in tracking the
Black Hand criminals.
Undoubtedly the finest detective story ever produced — without a dull moment from
beginning to end.

A genuine startler with plenty of action, and a sure crowd magnet.
Perfect in every detail, beautiful scenery. Splendid acting, magnificent quality, and
staged with greatest possible care.

A genuine feature in every sense of the word.

States now selling at 15c. a foot,
including territorial rights. Territory for other countries now open.
Magnetic one, three and six sheet posters, together with booklets, cuts, photos,
slides and lobby frames now ready.

cSS

Feature Photoplay Company

145 West 45th Street
r&ug£
trolle<i By New York City
New York
For Review See Page 668.

KpS^S1
»£t™£
Uw

All Prints On Eastman Stock
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Nov. 21
Hilly McGrath's Art Career
u, ,n,.,..
!2 The
Penitent
iDr.)
23— Broncho Billy's Heart
(Dr.)

DATS.

KALEM.

BIOGRAPH.

Oct. 26— Death Valley Scotty's
Mine
(Drama).
Oct. 28— The Power of a Hymn
(Drama)
Oct. 30 — The Strange Story of Elsie Mason (Dr.)
Nov.
1 — Pat
the Soothsayer
(Comedy)
Nov.
1 — The
American
Rhine
(Scenic)
Nov.
2— The
Skinflint
(Drama)
Nov.
4 — Mountain
Dew
(Drama)
Nov.

(G. Klelne.)
22— Ascoll
Piceno,
South
Italy
(Scenic).. 260
22— The
Invited
Guest
(Comedy)
740
26 — A Turn of Fortune
(Drama)
1005
20 — Straw
nats
Made
In Florence,
Italy
(Industrial)
340
20— Mosques and Turkish
Palaces
(Scenic) 460
29 — Venetian
Lace
Workers
(Ind.)
200
2— A Head For a Head
(Drama)
1075
5— The Golden Shell of Palermo (Scenic) 250
5 — Love
vs. Gratitude
(Drama)
760
0— No Fool Like An Old Fool (Comedy) .1000
12— On the Firing
Line
(Drama)
1025
16 — Life and
Industries
In Aden
Campo
(Educational)
ifi_The
Old
Actor's
Vision
(Drama)
19— The
Magic
Elixir
(Com.)
19 — Caught
With
the Goods
(Com.)
23 — Manfredonla,
Southern
Italy
(Scenic)
23— Two Afflicted Hearts
(Com.)

">00
MO
3r,0
CIO
260
740

EDISON.
Oct. 30 — Copper
Mines
at Bingham,
Utah
(Ind.)
400
Oct. 30 — A
Suffragette
in
Spite
of
Himself
(Comedy)
600
Nov.
1— A Baby's Shoe
(Drama)
1000
Nov.
2 — Bobby's
Dream
(Comedy)
375
Nov.
2 — For
Professional
Services
(Comedy).. 625
Nov.
4 — The New Member of the Life Saving
Crew
(Drama)
1000
Nov.
6 — A Romance
of the Kails
(Drama) . .1000
Nov.
6 — A Queen
For a Day
(Comedy)
1000
Nov.
8 — Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming,
U.
S.
(Scenic)
1000
Nov.
9— A Doctor For An Hour (Comedy)
1000
Nov. 11— The
Non-Commlssioned
Officer
(Dr.).lOOO
Nov. 12— Salt
Lake
City,
Utah,
and
Its Surroundings (Scenic)
500
Nov. 12— Linked
Together
(Comedy)
500
Nov. 13 — A Thrilling
Rescue
By
Uncle
Mun
(Comedy )
1000
Nov. 15 — The
Old Reporter
(Drama)
1000
Nov. 16 — Hope
(Drama)
1000
Nov. 18— Tim
(Dr.)
900
Nov. 19 — A Noble
Profession
(Edn.)
1000
Nov. 20 — High Explosives As Used In the U. S.
Army
(Scientiflc)
325
Nov. 20 — Sally Anns
Strategv
(Com.l
675
Nov. 22— A Letter to the Princess
(Fifth Story
of
"What
Happened
to
Mary")
(Dr.)
1000
Nov. 23 — A Chase Across the Continent (Dr.).. 1000
ESSANAY.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
<><t.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

22— The Tomboy
of "Bar Z"
(Drama). . .1000
23 — Bringing
Father
Around
(Comedy). . .1000
24 — The
Thrifty
Parson
(Comedy)
1000
25 — Sunshine
(Drama)
1000
26— The
Ranch
Girl's Trial
(Drama)
1000
29 — Miss Slmklns'
Summer Boarder
(Com.) 1000
30— The
Letter
(Drama)
1000
31— The
Fisherman's
Luck
(Comedy)
1000
1— The
Moving
Finger
(Drama)
1000
2— The Mother of the Ranch
(Drama). .1000
6 — Chains
(Drama)
1000
6 — A Money?
(Comedy)
1000

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Not,
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

6 — The
Mystery
of Grandfather's
Clock
(Drama)
WOO
8 — The
Pony
Express
Girl (Drama)
8— Brave Old Bill (Drama)
9 — The Fraud At the Hope Mine (Drama) .1000
11— Days
of '40 (Drama)
1000
13— The
Young
Millionaire
(Drama)
10DO
\:,~ I Saw
Him
First (Comedy)
15— The
Bachelor's
Bride
(Comedy)
16 — Battle
In the Virginia
Hills
(Dr.).. 1000
18— The Kerry Gow
(3-reel Special)
3000
18 — Strong-Arm
Nellie (Com.)
18 — The Landlubber (Com.)
20— The Tell-Tale Message
(Dr.)
1000
22— The Flower Girl's Bomance
(Dr.)
1000
23— Red Wing and the Paleface (Dr.)
1000

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Nov.

LUBIN.
1— Fixing
a Flirt (Comedy)
1000
2 — The Family
Next Door
(Drama)
1000
4 — Juan and Juanlta
(Comedy)
1000
5— The Substitute Heiress (Drama)
1000
7— The
Sheriff's
Mistake
(Drama)
1000
8— Felix at the Ball
(Comedy)
8 — An Accidental Millionaire (Comedy) . . .
9 — The Water Rats
(Drama)
1000
11— The
Way of the Mountains
(Drama). 1000
12— At the Rainbow's
End
(Drama)
1000
14— The Country School Teacher (Co.-Dr.) .IOdO
15— The
Slate
Industry
(Ind.)
15 — Suitors
and Suit Cases
(Comedy)
Hi— Chief
White
Eagle
(Drama)
1000
18— The Good for Nothing (Dr.)
1000
19— A Fugitive from Justice (Dr.)
1000
21— Love and Treachery
(Com.)
1000
22 — The Drummer
(Com.)
22— Taming
Their
Parents
(Com.)

CINES.

Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

1000
1000
1000

Nov.

Nov.
4 — Heredity
(Drama)
Nov.
7 — HIh Auto's
Maiden
Trip
(Comedy)..
Nov.
7 — The Clubman and the Crook (Comedy)
Nov. 11— Gold and Glitter (Drama)
Nov. 14 — Mv
Ituhy
(Drama)
Nov. IS— Their
Idol* (Com.)
18 — Hoist on His Own Petard (Com.)
Nov. 21— The Informer (Dr.)

Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

WORLD

7 — The Ilntichmau's Anniversary (ComedyDrama)
1000
Nov. 8 — When Wealth Torments (Comedy) . .1000
Nov.
9 — An
Indian's
Friendship
(Dranu) . . . . Moo
Nov. 12
Prom
the Submerged
(Drama)
100O
Nov. 13— Th.- BOOM
of Pride
(Drama)
1000
Nov. 14— Cutting California Redwoods (Ed.)..100o
Not, 18 Mi ty* Trii> Tripped Dp (Com.). .1000
Nov 16 — "Alkali" Ike's Close Shave (Com.) .MOD
Not. 19— The Dance at Silver Gulcb (Dr.)
looo
>> The Scheme (Com.)
1000

Monday— Biorr»ph, Edison, Kalem, Lubln, Paths,
Belig, Vitagraph.
Tuosday— Edison. Essanay, C. G. P. C, Clnes,
Lubin,
Belig, Vitagraph.
Wednesday — Edison, Eolipse, Essanay, Kalem,
Belig, Pathe,
Vitagraph.
Thursday — Biograph, Essanay, Lubin, Melies,
Pathe,
Selig, Vitagraph.
Friday — Edison, Essanay, Kalem, Bellg, C. G. P.
C, Lubin, Vitagraph.
Saturday — Edison, Essanay, Cines, Kalem, Lubln,
Pathe, Vitagraph.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

PICTURE

Nov.
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MOVING

Nov. 23— The
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct,
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Silent

Signal
(Dr. )
MELIES.

.' . 1000

3 — A Western Coquette
(Drama)
3 — Clearing
Land
For
Farming
In
the
West
(Agricultural)
10 — Forgive Us Our Trespasses
(Drama) . .1000
17 — The Judgment of the Sea (Drama)
1000
24 — A Son's
Example
(Drama)
1000
.11— Wrongly
Accused
(Drama)
1000
7 — The Smuggler's Prisoner (Dr.)
1000
14 — Value
Received
(Drama)
1000
21 — The Governor's Clemency (Drama) . .1000
28— Linked By Fate (Dr.)
1000
ECLIPSE.

(G. Kleine.)
Oct.
9— Through Derbyshire Dales
(Sc.)
300
Oct.
9— A Roman's Conversion
(Dr.)
700
Oct. 16— The Missing Locket (Drama)
1000
Oct. 23 — In the Ossan Valley, Pyrenees, France
(Scenic)
370
Oct. 23— Making Briar Pipes
(Industrial)
330
Oct, 88 — A Persistent Fly Swatter
(Comedy)... 300
Oct. 30 — A Race
for onor
(Drama)
1000
Nov.
6 — The
Queen of Spades
(Drama)
1005
Nov. 13 — Specimens of Lizards and Frogs (Ed.) 310
Nov. 18 — The Town of Cognac,
France, and Its
Brandy
Industry
(Ind.)
3S0
Nov. 13 — Reviewing
French
Troops
By Airship
(Topical)
310
Nov. 20 — The
Masqueraders
(Dr.)
1000
PATHE.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
NOT.

17— The Striped Bathing Suit (Comedy)..
17 — Submarine Fauna (Edu.)
19 — Misleading Evidence (Drama)
21— Pathe's
Weekly,
No. 43, 1912
(Top.)
23 — The
Simple
Life
(Comedy)
24 — Little Raven's Sweetheart
(Drama)...
24 — Olympic Games (3 reels) (Athletic)
26— The United States Armada (Topical)..
28— Pathe's Weekly No. 44, 1912 (Topical)
2S — Frenzied
Finance
(Special
Release)
(Drama)
30 — A Mamma
Wanted
(Comedy)
31 — Jim's
Partner
(Drama)
2 — Wlfey's
Investment
(Comedy)
4— Pathe's
Wekly
No. 45 (Topical)

C — Broken
Hearts
(Drama)
7 — Victims
of Fate
(Drama)
7 — Dlnan,
France
(Scenic)
9 — Buster
to the Rescue
(Drama)
11— Pathe's Weekly No. 46 (Topical)..
13 — A Trip
to Mount
Rainier
(Scenic)..
13 — The
Pineapple
(Educational)
14 — The
Branded
Arm
(Drama)
Not. 18— Pathe's Weekly No. 47 (Topical)
Nov. 20 — The Country Boy (Dr. )
(Com.)
Nov. 21— A Quet-tlon of Age
Not.
23— Red Eagle, the Lawyer (Dr.)
23 — The Forest of Fountalneblau (Scenic).
Nov.
Nov.
C. G. P. C.
Oct.
18 — The Robber Industry In Malaysia (Ind.)
Convertible
Auto
(Comedy)
Oct. 18 — The
Oct.
22— The End of Louis XI (Hlst.-Dr.)
Toledo
(Scenic)
Oct. 22— Old
23 — Tom
Thumb
(Trick )
(Scenic)
Oct. 25 — The Hermit Crab
29 — Whiffles,
Cubic Artist
(Comedy)
Oct. 29— In the Tyrol, the Arlberg Valley (Sc.)
Nov. 1— Tragedy at the Court of Milan (Dr.).
5— Anne
Boleyn
(Drama)
8— Half a Pint of Milk
(Comedy)
Nov.
Nov.
8 — The Scarab
(Educational)
No'.
Nov.
8—
A
Trip
Up
the
Elbe
(Scenic)
Nov.
Nor,
Nov.
12 — The
Spahl'a Fiancee
(Drama)
12— The Dlnka Chiefs Reception (Ed-.)..
Nov. 15 — Mux
Gets
the Reward
(Comedy)....
19— Whiffle's Nightmare
(Com.)
Nov. 19— The Beauties of Portugal (Scenic)
Nov. 22 — The Revolt of the Peasants (Dr. )
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

SELIG.
Oct.
Oct. 21— A Sad
Devil
(Comedy)
1000
Oct. 22 — So-Jun-Wab
and the Tribal Law
(Dr.) 1000
23
—
Tempted
By
Necessity
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
Oct.
Awakening
(Drama )
1000
Oct. 24 — The
25 — Getting
Atmosphere
(Comedy)
25 — The
Biwa
Canal
and
Shooting
the
Rapids
at
Katsuragwa,
Japan
(Edu.)
Oct.
28 — The Fisherboy's Faith
(Drama)
1000
Vindication
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 29 — Jim's
30— A Heart in Rags
(Drama)
1000
31 — Her Bitter Lesson
(Drama)
1000
1 — His Wedding
Eve
(Comedy)
1000
Nov.
4 — The
Voice
of Warning
(Drama)
100O
Nov.
5— The Dynamiters
(Drama)
1000
Nov.
6 — Her
Educator
(Comedy-Drama)
1000
Nov.
Nov.
7 — Carmen of the Isles (Drama)
1000
Nov.
8 — The Legend of the Lost Arrow (Dr.).
Nov.
8 — Enchanting Japan
(Scenic)
Nov.
of the Forest
(2 reels)
(Dr.). 2000
Nov. 11— Kings
Nov. 11 — Saved
by Fire
(Drama)
1000
Nov. 12 — Between Love and the Law (Drama). 1000
Nov. 13— The
Lost
Inheritence
(Drama)
1000
Nov. 14 — Old
Songs
and
Memories
(Drama) . .1000
15— Shanshaied
(Drama)
1000
(Dr. )
1000
Nov. 18 — A Man Among Men
1000
Nov. 19— The Saint and the Siwasu (Dr.)
20—
Atala
(Dr.)
1000
Nov.
21'— The Fire Fighter's Love (Dr.)
1000
1000
Nov. 22— Mike's Brainstorm (Com.)
VITAGRAPH.
Oct. 22— The Spirit of the Range (Dr.)
1000
Oct. 23— Scenes of Irish Life at Dublin
(Edu.)
Oct. 23 — An Expensive Shine
(Comedy)
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 24 — The Toymaker
Unto Death
(Drama)
1000
Oct. 25 — Faithful
26— In the Furnace Fire (Drama. .)4N4N4N10O0
Oct. 28 — None but the Brave Deserve the Fair
(Comedy
) Derby (Comedy)
1000
29 — Bunny
at the
Oct. 29 — Just Luck (Comedy-Drama)
30 — Poet
and Peasant
(Drama)
1000
Oct.
Oct.
Nov. 31— On the Line of Peril (Drama)
1000
(Comedy)
Nov. 1 — Lessons In Courtship
Nov.
1 — Bettina's Substitute (Comedy)
2— In the Garden Fair (Com. -Dr.)
1000
Nov.
4— The
Mills
of
the
Gods
(8 reels)
(Drama)
(Special)
Nov.
4 — An Official Appointment
(Drama)
1000
Nov.
8 — The Face Or the Voice (Com. Drama). 1000
Nov.
6—
Michael
McShane,
Matchmaker
(Dr.).
1000
Nov.
7 — Out of the Shadows (Drama)
1000
8— A
Modern
Atlanta
(Drama)
1000
Nov.
9 — The Hand
Bag
(Comedy)
Nov.
Nov.
9 — Arabian
Sports
(Sports)
Nov.
Nov. 11 — Captain Barnacle, Reformer
(Drama). 1000
(Com.)..
Nov. 12 — The Professor and the Lady
Elephants
(Novelty)
Nov. 12 — Aquatic
13 — Lord
Browning
&
Cinderella
(Dr.). 1000
Pipe
Dream
(Comedy)
1000
Nov. 14 — Billy's
16—
Una
of
the
Sierras
(Drama)
1000
Nov. 16— The Model for St. John (Drama)
Nov.
1000
Unusual
Honeymoon
(Com.)
1000
Nov. IS — The
19 — Romance of a Rickshaw (Dr.)
1000
Nov. 20 — Timid May (Com.)
Nov.
Duel
(Com.)
Nov. 20 — Darktown
Nov. 21— Six O'clock
(Dr.)
1000
Nov.
22
—
The
Servant
Problem
(Comedy)
1000
Not.
22— Billys Burglar (2 reels, Special) (Dr.)2000
23— Wild Pat (Dr.)
1000
Nov.

tO ^or *^e rnos*: Prompt service, order your one, three and six sheet posters from the AmerNotiCC
Let us ship you
C li"k"# ican Song Slide & Poster Co., First National Bank Bldg., Chicago.
uXnlDlIOrS the output
of all licensed releases weekly.
Save Delay — Express, — Money.
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Diamonds ranch
SHOWING

Information concerning~the8e*$l .OO^Banners

Photo-Play
Ticket Chopper
A Necessity Wherever Tickets Are Sold

BANNERS

Finish: Cabinet is of
finest, golden quartered oak, highly polished, and trimmings
are of metal, finished
in colored enamel,
baked by special process, which retains its
brilliancy, or if desired
all metal parts heavily
nickel plated. Glass is
best polished French
plate, quarter inch thick.

Our Banners Are Works of Art.
Lithographed
in Four Colors.
Eyelets in Corners.
Printed
on Heavy Muslin, 3 ft. wide by 12 ft. long.
Price: $1.00 Each.
Made foi all Releases, both Licensed and Independent. Always in Stock. Remit with Order.

Size:
45x12x12 inches
Weight (boxed) 100 lbs.
PRICE.

Chopper

Photo-Play
Advertising & Specialty Co.
Main Offices: 121-123 Fourth Avenue

$50.00

Foot Lever (extra) 10.00
NickelTrimmings(extra) 5.00

T
H
£

Becker

LIFE AND SPOUTS IN WEST

PITTSBURGH,

TRIAL with its overpowering interest was no
more
thrilling
than
the grim details of the

[iwrillen
NEXT

RELEASE

Unwritten Law, 2d part.
3.000 feet

Custom

House

Station,

No.

12

3,000 feet
Portraying a tiue episode of a great conspiracy
between two European Powers.

Woman

PA.

Without a Heart

6.000 feet

And Every Week a Feature
lease.

Re-

Copyrighted

Length 3000 Feet

Vitascope
Company
of America
145 W. 45th St.
New YorK

~\G

THE

MOVING

The Screen That Is Five Years Ahead of Them All !
Bar .None! The Scieen Made of Canvas — With the
Rough! the Matte Surface! of Pure Silver White Finish!
We Are the Originators! the Inventors! the Patentees!

We're all elected. Didn't we tell you prosperity was
here' Didn't we say that bountiful crops insured
good times?
Well, get in the band wagon — don't run counter to it.
The live wire, the ten-to-one dead-sure successful theatre proprietor must keep apace.
Consider the RADIUM GOLD FIBRE SCREEN in
earnest. We would not spend a penny in advertising
unless we could do it honestly and to give you dollar
for dollar in return.
Nothing can compare with a RADIUM GOLD FIBRE
SCREEN for insuring a steady increasing flow of
business. The ONE and ONLY REASON for this
is that with it you can shozv pictures that your
PATRONS like. This is sufficient, but if you will
consider what it saves you in current and how it
aids you to make your theater attractive and safe,
we wonder how you can delay. Install it at once and
you surely will be happy.
The screen that makes 'em seem like moving paintings.
You have tried the rest, now buy the best.
Theatre
Curtain & Supply
Sole Manufacturers

WORLD

MIRROROIDE!

Regarding the Election

American

PICTURE

Company,

MIRROROIDE
Will Stand Any Test You Desire to Make! Pin!
Attach! Our Large Free Samples Which We Will
Gladly Send You Absolutely Free to Any Other Screen
or Curtain.

IS NOT

SEEING

BELIEVING?

A Grade, Medium Surface Finish!
B Grade, Special for Extra Wide Theatres!
C Grade, the Screen That Will Make Four-Months-Old
Film Look Like Third-Run.

MIRROROIDE
Is the Only Screen That Does Not Lose the Picture
at a Close or Angle View! It Will Not Distortionize the
Picture at a Side or Angle View. It Is the Only
Metallic Screen That Does Not Produce a Picture with
That Glary, Out-of-Fbpus Effect So Commonly Noticed
in Other Screens.

MIRROROIDE

105 N. Main St., St. Louis.
Distributors :
Pitzer & Smith, 32 Union Square, New York City
George Breck, 70 Turk Street, San Francisco, Calif.

Will Cut Down Your Light Bill y3; Besides You Can
Keep Your Theatre Brightly Illuminated. Let Us
Show You.
THE

J. H. GENTER

CO., Newburgh, N. Y., U. S. A.

If The

"MIRROR"
SCREEN

PROTECT YOUR M. P. MACHINEALWAYS OIL WITH 3 IN ONE

Will Not Do What We
Claim, I Will Forfeit

$1000.00
TO YOU!
MY BET IS
100 Per Cent More Light
More Perspective
More Clear and Natural

3 in One is a pure, clear oil that lubricates perfectly
star wheel, fly wheel, shutter gear, rewinder and every
other working part of every kind of a moving picture
machine.
The oil flows right to. the heart of all action points,
preventing wear and tear, and making each part do its,
work lectsmoothly
and asabout
times
Won't
dirt and clog
greasy100 oils
do.easier.
Contains
no colacid
or alkali
to injure
your machine. Won't
won't
run.
Cleans
and polishes-rprevents
rust ongumall— metal
surfaces.

Than Any Other Curtain or Screen in the World

B

Absolutely Prevents
Er yetalo-guSte rain proved
ite

n That
e Only Curtai
Th
e,
or
rm
he
Furt

Wr

of Im
fo Ca
Snow- White Screen

SCREEN

CO.

F. J. Rembusch, President

Shelbyville, Ind.

Eutera

6th

Representative — Frank
Manning,
922
Phone 401 Plaza,

Ave,

N.

T.

OIL

City.

FOR

YOU

Send today for a generous free sample and the free 3 in One DicYou'll get
tle and thetionary.book
now.enough oil for a real good test. So get the botioc, 25c, 50c at all good stores. The 50c, size is the economical
M.I*, machine size.

3

IN

ONE

42 N.M. Broadway

Better Than Ever at Lower Prices

MIRROR

FREE

OIL

CO.

New York City
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Film Exchange
Supplies
Picture

display trunks.
film carrying cases.

2 reel $10.50 doz.
3 reel
11.50 doz.

Fibre

4 reel $13.00 doz.
5 reel
14.25 doz.

Regulation Filr
Cases

Send For Price Lists

P.
OPEN

REEL

RELIABLE
Read
LOOK!

C.

Murphy

ST. LOUIS

Trunk

-

-

Bioscope

WORK

This

Advert iseman*
If your time ii worth money, don't waste it by losing
tune getting in touch with us. It will pay you to let
us do your repair work. We know how to make your
machine new again. We handle a complete line of
supplies and buy and sell all makes of second-hand machines. SATISFACTION guaranteed. When anything
goes wrong think of

Yearly subscription, S2.00.

85 Shaftesbury Avenue,

Co.

MISSOURI
The leading Journal
of the Moving Picture
business in Europe,
largest circulation
and best Advertising
Medium, bar none.

Sample copy Mailed Free.

LONDON, W., ENGLAND.

CHICAGO, ILL. StThe Chicago Moving Picture Supply Co .107f^rrhAPe*rborn

THE LCSrllTH REWINDING SET.
EMBRACES THE FIRST NOTEWORTHY
IMPROVEMENTS
TO
REWINDING
MECHANISM
SINCE
REWINDING

100 POINTERS
PRICE 50 cents
You get
credit for above amount if you purchase parts to make your
own
camera.
Moving picture machines repaired by All Star Mechanics.
formerly manufacturers of watch manufacturing machinery.
Keep track of the length of time our repairs last and we are sure
you will become a steady customer.
Let us put that old Powers 5 or Edison machine in A 1 shape.
Operators repair kits, 3 wing shutters, hard cams and webbed
stars for Powers 5 and other supplies that cannot be had elsewhere,
snip machine now.
LAVEZZI
MACHINE WORKS, 2940 Herndon St., Chicago.

Take

FOR

Moving

Pictures

EXHIBITORS
WRITE

BLANCHE

WALSH

OR

WIRE

FOR

BECAME
'

NECESSARY.

GET 0ME FROM
YOU*
US FOR LEAFlET
SCHEN

PRICE

$S.°°

-ECTADY.N . Y.

»it .

IL
RE VIST A QUINCES' AL 1NTERNACIONAL
ILCSTRADA
DE LA INDUSTRIA CINEMATOGRAFICA V FOTOGRAFICA

IN OHIO

DATES
PRECIOS OB
Ua .*.-■■■ fafttfta

in "RESURRECTION"
FOUR REELS

PRtCIOS

!■■*■ \Tt m, pr»L JOSI SOL*

DB PUBUCIUAD

Y GUAHDIOI.A

JULES LEVEY, 1418 Cherry Street, Toledo, Ohio
For bookings Gypsy Blood, The
Traitress, The Course of True Love,
and all Asta Nielsen Features write
The United Feature Film Company

559 SPITZER

BUILDING

TOLEDO,

OHIO

Make Your Lobby Display
Attractive
TVere it nothing more
fascinating to the public
than a bright brass frame
to display yaur photos or
posters.
We make Lobby and
Theater Fixtures and
Brass Rails of every
description.
Write for Catalog.
Don't fail to visit our
complete New York showroom, 101-103 4U1 Are.

THE NEWMAN
MF(L CO.
717-721 Sycamore St„
Cincinnati, O,
Eitablithed 1881

Second

600 REELS
K:nd Films, guaranteed to tie in firstclafe condition.
$12.60 PEH REEL

POSTERS AND ADVERTISING
EACH REEL

IMPERIAL FEATURE

121 Fourth Ave.

FREE WITH

FILM CO.

Pittsburgh,

Pa.

"WE ARE PURE AIR SPECIALISTS," Not
Hot Air Merchants. Send us seating capacity
of your Theatre, and we will send you full particulars, regarding the cleverest little device on
the market today. It will transform the illsmelling, obnoxious air of your Theatre Into a
Healthy, Sweet-scented Atmosphere. Write today for full particulars and Prices.
MIDLAND
TRANSPARENCY
CO.
314 Ramge Bldg., Omaha, Neb.

^

THE ENTERPRISE (Portable)
CALCIUM GAS OUTFIT
Price, with carrying cue,

$35.00.

/* th* only Substitute for Electricity
Viewsforand
is the M»tion Picture or StereopticoB
projecting

ONLY

SATISFACTORY

PORTABLE

OUTFIT

ittLXABLE^P""*.16?
aSPffJ!
PRESSURE,
IS to
CONSTANT,
REGULAR
AND
and hasb'noWATER
complicated
spring valve
corrode, choke
up sod «<heT.
wise get out of order.
Is patented.

"OXONE"
oxygen
gas.

in

SQUARE

CAKES
is most satisfactory
For Salt by Dealers Everywhere.

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Go.

for the

production

of

MANUFACTURERS

564-572 W. Randolph Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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THE SENSATION
OF THE
XL
"CATADI
A VCD"
The musical wonder that plays
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
1 he
f U 1 Ul L A I LK
correct music for the picture.
MR. EXIBITOR: — You simply cannot afford tm do without this instrument.
Write to-day.
We will send you full particulars immediately.

THE AMERICAN

PHOTO

PLAYER

SALES CO., 116 West 42d St., New York City, N.Y.

WEEKLY
"HEADLINER"
OFFERED LIST.

POWER'S

Title.
Length. Make
Price.
Poor Jenny (Asta Nielsen). .2800
Monopol 6c foot
Borneo & Juliet
3200
Pathe, col. Sc foot
In a Siren's Power
2000
D. Bios. 5c foot
The Ring that Binds
3300
Hesster 6c foot
Out of the Slums
2000
D. Bios, 5c foot
The Barefoot Dancer
20(J0 Monopol 6c foot
The Lure of Paris
2000
Pathe 6c foot
The Outcast (Asta Nielsen).. 3000
Monopol 5c foot
Airman's
Secret
1900
Cines
5c foot
foot
Addressee
Deceased
2200
D.
Bios. 6c
Blackmail
2300
Cines 5c foot
For 100 Dollars
2500
Messtcr 5c foot
Between Two Hearts
2700
D. Bios. 6c foot
Champion Bull Fight
2000
Special 9c foot
After Darkness — Light
3000
Itala 6c foot
Oliver Twist
1600
N. G.
7c foot
Zigomar vs. Nick Carter ... 3600
Eclair 4c foot
Tony, the Simpleton
1500
C. & M. 5c foot
Attacked by a Lion
1400
Gaumont 5c foot
Their Lives for Gold
1500
Gaumont 5c foot
Love's
Combat
3600
Monopol
5c foot
Mysterious Automobile
3000
Milano 3c
foot
Battle of the Red Men
2000
Bison 3c foot
War on the Plains
2000 Bison 3c foot
The Deserter
2000
Bison 3c foot
Indian
Massacre
2000
Bison 3c foot
Blazing the Trail
2000
Bison 3c foot
Lieutenant's
Last Fight
2000
Bison 3c foot
&0O Independent
111ms with posters $10.00 to $30.00
per reel according to age, all makes, good condition,
write for lists.
Baltimore
Branch,
New
York Branch,
104 N. Gay St.,
145 W. 45th St.,
Arthur D. Gans, Mgr.
John Childs, Mgr.

Exchange
yourcost
old yon
Power's
six
for new 6-A
$60 difference. Edison0
"B" machines
66-A
9
with Power's
stand and
lamp bouse complete, $220. We
sell all makes machines, new
and second hand, cheap.
STELZER
BROTHERS,
Lincoln,
TIL,
417
Broadway.

G. W.

Headquarters for

ASBESTOS
CURTAINS

and PICTURE

MEYER

FILM EXCHANGE

PICTURE

Films Rented By Day or Week With Posters
235 W. 26th Street
::
New York City

Subscribers: Kindly renew your subscriptions promptly.
This will save us considerable work and give us more time
to make a better paper, if that is possible. If your subscription to the MOVING PICTURE WORLD has expired,
send in your renewal to-day. Co-operation spells your success
and ours.
Domestic, $3.00; Canada, $3.50; Foreign, $4.00.

"GET IT FROM
Make

WHITE

99

Your
Lobby
Attractive
*• With Our <•«

BRASS

FRAMES

for

One and Three Sheet
Posters and
M A
A R
Photo Players
C C
H
1
N
E
S

L
A
M
P
S

EVERYTHING
FOR
THE
M. P. HOUSE
SEND

BOOTHS

fegD
Mfg. Mas8.
Co.
BOOKLET C.W.
39 PearlTrainer
St. ^Boston,

Phila, Pa.

FRED

MOVING

a.000 roll tickets. fLffi: HI
% cored carbons, $L16;
stereaptloon
objectivee. $15;
80o
te P.M; etereoytieoni.
rheostats. 13 to $6; arc
lamps, jlTi, toe;
J3 andcalcium
$2.»;
oonaansera,
lets, $2.10; acetylene Jets,
..__ . . £.511, gas ■eaerators, $3.50saoTtna picture ebJectlTee, $J.TB; Jackets. $». Usto*
moTin« picture repair parts at fair prices. Sprocket
wheels.
fflme'lomachines
a" foot repaired
Catalogue at reasonable
ef merlnfIfio";picture
Prices.
l_ HETZ, 3SZ East M St, New Terk City

BRADENBURGH

233 N. Eighth Street

No. 6-A

FOR

124 East 14th Street

CATALOGUE
NEW

YORK

FEATURES
Big Money Producers

SAVED
FROM
Three reel* of guaran teed
monejSIBERIA.
getter,
THE YELLOW PERIL.
Three reels, playing to
crowded booses,
fools OF society.
Three reels at BenaatUxuu
society drama.
FOR
HER
FATHER'S
SAKE.
Three Mela of
powerful true to life drums.
RED r«-al
ROSEsensation.
OF THE APACHE.
Three reels of
THE FUGITIVE.
Three-reel nandcolored masterpiece.
MYSTERY
OF SOULS.
Three reels that will
paek any bouse.
TOM BUTLER.
Three reels of strong detective
drama.
ROSE
OF THEBES.
Two reels of wonderfully
enacted Egyptian drama.
GOLDEN BELT. Two reels of r.-al YV, stern action.
We have many
more features.
So in
order to beat your competitors to it, send
for our catalogue and full lobby display.
M. 4 F. FEATURE
FILM
COMPANY
169 West Washington Street, Chicago, 111.

COMEDY SCENARIOS
WANTED

CRYSTAL FILM COMPANY
430 Wendover Ave.

New York City

THE
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A BEG THING FOR
ALL
EXHIBITORS
Do you realize that I am starting a
new era in the film business when I say
to you that there is No Extra Charge
for Features in any Laemmle Film Service office? All feature films are a
Regular Part of the Service You Get
from Me ! ! I Considering that the Universal people are producing a big list
of magnificent features Every Week,
this is a bonanza for you! Hitch up
with the man that starts things and
finishes everything he starts!

CARL

LAEMMLE
PRESIDENT

The Laemmle Film Service
204 West Lake St., Chicago, 111.
Sykes Block, Minneapolis, Minn.
1312 Farnum St., Omaha, Neb.
431 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa.

The Biggest and Best Film Renter in
the World.

SCENARIOS
HEADLINERS WANTED
HIGHEST COMEDIES
PRICES SPECIALLY
PAID
DESIRED
KINEMACOLOR CO.
1600 Broadway

New York

GREATER J. D.WILLIAMS AMUSEMENT CO,. LTD.
CHELSEA

SI94

L M. NOTO, 146 W*. 23rd ST. N. Y. CITY

When

Your Picture Machine Needs Repairing
Why don't you send it to us ?

We have the beit equipped machine shop in the country and can repair any make of machine. Write us and get acquainted.
We buy second hand machine*.

GEO. M. HOKE SUPPLY CO., 176 N. State St., *B£££h Chicago, IIL
THE
SIMPSON SOLAR SCREEN
The only Metallic Screen without
seams,
patented.
Buy the real
thine.
Beware
of imitations
ALFRED L. SIMPSON, Inc.
No. 113 W. 132nd St., N. Y. City
DO YOU WANT A FILM PRODUCED?
Let ns show you how.
Local Pictures made or
taken.
Camera
and Cameraman
Rented.
Motion picture Cameras for sale.
SPECIAL
EVENT
FILM
MFG'S
Co.,
248 West 35th St., New York City.

42 Licensed
A WEEK

Posters

FOR $2.00

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING CO.
Hobb. Bid*.

Chicago

MOVING

INC.

PICTURE

America's Feature Film Co.
406-7-8 Schiller Building:, Chicago,

111.

Two and Three Reel Features
The BEST European Attractions for RENT OR
SALE at the LOWEST Bargain Prices. Ask for
our NEW LIST.
Chicago
Northern Feature Film Exchange

405 Schiller

Bldg.

THEATRE

LIST

for sale, containing 11,305 throughout United States; guaranteed 98% correct mailed
two-cent
stamp.
Price $20.00 for the list or $3.00 per
thousand
for under
certain a States.
Trade Circular Addressing Company, 166 West Adanw St, Chicago. E»L 1880. Phonei FranlEn 1182, 1183

THE

720

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

American .Moving Picture Machine Co.
MANxrFAOTTjKEaa or THE

EASTMAN

STANDARD

motion picture
film— the acknowledged standard the
world over.

Automatic Movin* Picture Machine
101-102 Beekman Street,

New York

Use the Real

Projector Carbon
Manufactured by

"Biograph"

EASTMAN KODAK CO.,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Brand

L. E. Frorup & Co.
232 Greenwich St., New York City

EXHIBITORS'

HEADQUARTERS

CALEHUFF SUPPLY COMPANY
(Incorporated)

50 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

Jobbers in Edison, Powers land
Motiograph Machines and Parts

CELLULOID POSITIVE CELLULOID NEGATIVE
AND

NON-FLAM

Machine* repaired by Expert Mechanic*.

POSITIVE

V,

(Made Under License of the Patentee)

RAW

FILM SUPPLY

IS EAST 26th STREET
Tel. Mad. Sq. 7876

CO.

NEW YORK
Cabl. Rawfilm New York

THE

Eye Comfort System
Indirect Illumination
OF

So necessary to the success of every
Motion
Picture
Theatre
that
we
engineer 60 Theaters a month.
This is a free service to Motion
Picture Theatre
Managers.
National X-Rav Reflector Co.,
337 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago.
Distance, Screen to Rear of Auditorium.. .,
Ceiling Height
Width of House
Name

Genuine Part* Only Used.

SPECI ALTI ES
Mirror Screens
Condensers
Edison
Transformers
Ticket*
Limes
Chairs
fectant Co. lm Cement
Ft. Wayne State
Compensarcs
Branch
General
DisinPianos
Asbestos
Booths
Bio & Electra Carbons Asbestos Wire
Scenery,
Stage
Effects
Theatres
Bought,
Sold,
Rented
Special Gundlach
Switches
Lenses
Plugs
Spotlights
CTTAS. A. CALEHUTF,
Pre*, and Oen. HgT.

,..

TEXAS
THE

BIOSCOPE

CLASSIEST

PRODUCT

MADE

FILMS
IN AMERICA

COMING
BETWIXT LOVE AND DUTY
THE EVOLUTION OF MAN
THE GOLDEN LOCKET
SECURING A WIFE
IN THE YEAR 2000
THE PRETTY SCHOOL MARM AND
THE BOGUS INDIAN
MAGIC HOOP
THE GOAL OF AMBITION
STEALING SHAKESPEARE'S LAURELS
EXCHANGES,

OUR

TEXAS

BOX

NUMBER

IS 14.

BIOSCOPE,

LET

US HEAR

FROM

AUSTIN, TEXAS

YOU.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WoUf.l)

Install
HALLBERGS

£

UNIVERSAL SERVICE
7- '

Our
Locked Reel System
Has Many Advantages

CONSUL!

US

ABOU1

11

Exclusive New York Agents for

UNIVERSAL

FILMS

AND

111 East 14th St., New York
World'i largest Mfr

THE

GREATEST LIGHT

Universal Film Exchange
OF NEW

GET

YORK

ON EARTH.

Phone, Stuyv. 1000

GIVES

FROM

30 TO

60
Amperes
Direct Current at the Arc

^Wu^uTzer5

with Any Alternating
Current Line Supply
No moving parts — no mercury bulbs to break or
renew — no relays or tripping coils.
Absolutely guaranteed for one year.
Can be installed in a few minutes and connected to
your old wires without special wiring.
I take your small 25 to 30 amp. mercury arc rectifier or other current-savers in part payment for
my LARGE 60-amp. Rectifier Economizer.

I am jobber of ALL MAKES
of Moving
Picture Machines
Through my Exchange Department I am prepared to male* libera]
allowance for your old machine in part payment on purchaa* of
new M. P. machine ot any make.

WurliUer PianOrchestra in Healy Theater, Fort Worth, Tern.

Write

for

32-page

booklet,

showing

Wurlitzer Automatic Musical Instruments
in the leading picture theatres of the country.

The Wur'itzer Instruments furnish better music than musicians
•isd reduce i xpenses.
60 different styles; time payments;
big
catalog free.
V you can't call, write to our nearest branch.

I

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company

CINCINNATI NEW YORK
CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA
U7-1S1 E 4th 16-27 W. Sid 8»-881 S. Wabash 1835Chestaut
ST.LOUIS CLEVELAND BUFFALO LOCISVILLE COL^MBCS O
•U Plm St. 800 Huron Boad
TOT Main
aM W. Graena
BT B. UaU

I

Separate catalogues of different makes of machines,
supplies and economizers furnished free upon request,25c.
BUT Hallberg's Big Complete Catalogue
costs you
I carry the Largest Complete Stock of

Electra Pink Label Carbons

J. H. HALLBERG
36 E. 23rd

St.

New

York

City

Till-:
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WORLD
to discriminate

THEATRE

when

you

buy

SEATING

UfDITC
TslfiJIV
tat Oat. V2 (Mot. Picture Chain)
fill I I Bend
C
IFloor
UUHl Sketch ""I
i I pliolst.-red
Cliuir-j
fwr <'"t.
Free N.'iBeating
Plan
Widest

range of styles and

prices.

Large stocks.

American Seating Company
218 S. Wabash

Generating Set

The Foos Gas Engine Co.

THEATRE

Think of the motherleaa, the fatherless, ud the
cblldleae homes aa the result of theater panics. Protect the lives of your
patrons
by
Installing
our
"ANT1
PANIC"
THEATER
CHAIR.
M
Dead at Cannonsburg,
178 at Boyertown,
675 at Iroqufs
Theater.
Chicago. Make these horrors impossible. Our chair la a friend
to
'the Public.
It advertises your theater and
makes your business grow.
It Is a space-saver, life-saver,
money-saver. Olves 26% more seat
ing.

CHAIRS

Heavy Five Ply

seats
and
backs.
The last-forever kind,
that you ore using
long after you have
forgotten
the price.

Suitable for email
Theatres and Moving Picture Shows.
We
carry these
chairs In stock and
diately.
can ship ImmeStand Burnt
Chair,
Also
seating
W.
for
use. Out-of-door
Address
Dept.

STEEL

FURNITURE

Co.,

Grand

STEEL
CHAIRS TOO
We carry several kinds
of good choirs in stock,
SOS
all guaranteed.
ASK, FOB
CATALOG

B. H. STAFFORD

Rapids. Mich

CHICAGO,

York: ISO 5th Ave. Pittsburgh: SIS Bloael
Blk.
Philadelphia: 610 Flanders Bldg,

BUY
THE
JUNIOB
PROFESSIONAL,
GUARANTEED
FILM MAKING
OUTFIT
YOU NEED IT, SOONER OR LATER, ALL
SUPPLY,
MACHINES,
LENSES.
Eberhard Schneider,

219 Second Aye-, N. Y.

Booklet 15018

FOR EVERY

Forf orWayne
Flectric Works
gkmkoai. n-icraic coatraaT

New York City

MS
1402 Broadway

FORT

PURPOSE

cago

San Francisco

INDIANA

ESTABLISHED

ih6iclay..Boiii.w'buhA"-The A. H. Andrews
York Office, 1186 Broadway.

New

WAYNE

WRITE

1,000 STYLES

Sargent

Box 70, Madison Square Station

CO.

That's the device that (area Mo-ring Picture men two-thirds on their electric light
bills, and yet gives better light Did too
see our ad last week? Well, don't look it
■p.
Just write for our

MOVING PICTURE MACHINES. Wt make a
apecialty of equipping theatres complete and are in a
position to offer you a better price on Powers 6 A,
Monograph, Edison and Standard machines than
your regular exchange.
Get in communication.
Drop us a line.
LYRIC
FILM
& SUPPLY
CO.
27 S. 6th St., Terre Haute, Indiana.

Submit your difficulties to the
author of "The Photoplay Theater," and other articles on management, for advice and suggestion, the result of twenty years'
experience in amusement enterprises. Simple questions $i each.

Winthrop

MFQ;

ILL.

GOMPENSARC

Your Own Film Camera

Exhibitors !

Epes

CAN HURRY

YOUR ORDER OUT.
STAFFORD Chairs
excell all others.

ABSOLUTELY
NON-BREAKABLE

Mew

If your scenarios do not sell
find out why. Perhaps your
manuscript can be rewritten and
Made saleable, and your mistakes
may be corrected in future manuscripts. The author of "Technique of the Photoplay," etc., will
five your manuscript personal
criticism for a fee of $2.

WE

CHEAP
STEEL FRAME

EXHIBITOR!!

SCENARIO
WRITERS !

34-36 E. 3rd Street
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Wisconsin, U.S.A.

Springfield, O.

It will make your theater all aisles. It la the
only sanitary chair. It la the world's greatest
theater chair, perfected to the highest degree.
Write to-day for Circular A.
TEE HARDESTY MFG. CO., Caiial Dover, Ohio.
U.S. A.

YORK

New London,

Send for Bulletin F-S8.

MR.

15 E. 32nd St., NEW

he
Wisconsin
CompanyStatin;

will furnish direct current tor your ■how
• rid give you better quality of light than
yen cau get from the beat Central Station
service. With a Foos Engine you can Bare
BO to 75 per cent, of the money you have to
pay for electric current and hare all the
light you want when you want it.

OH!

CHICAGO

Get Our Prices
Before You Boy

ELECTRIC

log Linden Ave.

Ave.,

Office,

728

Co.

Seattle Office,
Mission St.

FOR

CAT.

733

1865
NO. 31

Branches In all
Leading Cities
608-10-13 First Are., Bo.
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¥•

"READY

FOR

THE

HOLD-UP "

THE GOVERNORS CLEMENCY
Jim owns an apricot orchard in California, and his letters to his brother
Tom extolling the West and its opportunities allure the latter from the •
East. A frost ruins the orchard and Tom is forced to look for work.
Failing to obtain it, and his wife in need of money back East, he decides
to hold up the stage-coach.
By mistake he misses the coach and attacks
the Governor.
It proves to be a fortunate hold-up, because
of the "Governor's Clemency."
G. MELIES. 204 EAST 33th ST., NEW

YORK

CITY

Apprax. length 1000 feet
K

^»»»»»»»*»»»)M>*>»»)f»»»

»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»

11-21-12
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ELECTED
TO SERVE

Power's No. 6A

The National Campaign extended throughout the country; it
is over. Our campaign circles
the globe — and

we

have

only

"begun

to fight."

For fifteen years POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH has been fighting
battles — and winning 'em every time, too, because of its superior
qualities and many individual features. That's why POWER'S
CAMERAGRAPH has been
ELECTED TO SERVE: In over 8000
houses (No. 6 and 6A) throughout the
world,
orders. whose satisfaction is shown in reELECTED TO SERVE: The U. S.
Government at numerous Forts and Posts
and aboard many battle ships.
ELECTED TO SERVE: All the prominent lecturers — Burton Holmes, Lyman
H. Howe, Dwight L. Elmendorf , etc.
ELECTED TO SERVE: Prominent
feature shows such as Paul Rainey and
Carnegie Alaska-Siberia pictures.

POWER'S does more business than all
other moving picture machine manufacturers combined. Wherever the
BEST must be had, POWER'S No. 6A
is elected to serve. Catalogue G gives
full detail.

NICHOLAS

POWER

90 Gold Street

NEW

COMPANY
YORK

CITY

For fifteen years the leading makers of motion
picture machines.

CASEY

PRESS, X. Y.

Vol. 14. No. 8

November

23. 1912
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Price. 10c.
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Scene from "The Dawning"

(Vitagraph).
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Remember,

The Forest
R ose
In Two Reels

Friday, November 29th
is the Next Feature Release of

Released Sunday, November 24

The

Truant's

Thanhouser
Three-a-Week

Doom

Oh, you did it yourself when you were a "kid" — played "hookey" from school —
and maybe you had just as thrilling a dream. Likely you were "pinched,"
locked up in jail, effected your escape, was recaptured and — oh had a wondrous
time!
It's the "stuff that dreams are made of."
Released Tuesday, November 26

The

Thunderbolt

It struck the house, wrecked the old stone chimney and sent
the fragments crashing into the room. After the fragments
came gold, lots of it. The chimney had been the hiding place
of a stolen fortune. The ultimate disposal of the fortune is the
story the picture tells, tells well and tells with an unexpected
"twist."
Released Friday, November 29

The

Forest

Rose

In two reels. Perhaps no story is better known through
the West than this by Emerson Bennett of the early
West, in the days of thrill when the redmen ruled.
Your
exchange has two great one-sheets and a three-sheet; and ,
other "perfect publicity" for the picture
includes heralds, slides and cuts. We'll
tell you where to get 'em.

THANHOUSER

FILM

NE* R°chelle
CORPORATION,
Film Supply Co.. American

NEW YORK
and Canadian Agents

The

Coming

The Star of Bethlehem
The most impressive Biblical subject ever produced and the Tlnnhouser Masterpiece of 1912.
Issued as a regular release, at 12 cents a foot.

*
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YTVfc - A-WEEK.

FIVE FILM FEATURES!
Released Tuesday, November

"THE

DANCE

19th

AT SILVER

GULCH"

A Western drama replete with many unusual situations. Staged in the very heart of the hill country. Strong and
gripping.
Released Wednesday, November 20th

"THE

SCHEME"

One of the biggest laughing hits for the month. A long, lingering scream of joy, involving Howard
Lily Branscombe,
Eleanor Blanchard
and Billy Mason
in funny portrayals.
Don't miss this one!
Released Thursday, November 21st

"BILLY

McCRATH'S

ART

Missimer,

CAREER"

adventure
Steppling
hisinteresting
popular character-creation
of "Billy as
McGratli."
This timeEleanor
Billy
takesAnother
up art work,
and of
his John
experiences
makein as
and enjoyable a production
can be imagined.
Blanchard, Dolores Cassinelli, E. H. Calvert and Augustus Carney in clever roles.
Released Friday, November 22nd

c.

THE

PENITENT"

A splendid dramatic study, involving the happiness of four young hearts. A photoplay with a "punch." Beverly
Bayne, Mildred Weston,
Francis X. Bushman
and Wm.
Bailey featured.
A head-liner for the best of programs.
Released Saturday, November 23rd

"BRONCHO

BILLY'S

HEART"

Mr. G. M. Anderson in another of the sturdy tales of the plains that have made the name of Essanay famous.
Mr. Anderson featured in his world-popular role — a character that has become a household word wherever motion
pictures are exhibited.

NEXT

FOUR
AND

GREAT
ONE

WEEK!

DRAMATIC
STUDI
ROARING
COMEDY!

3 SHEET POSTERS OF ALL ESSANAY SATURDAY RELEASES. LITHOGRAPHED IN FULL FOUR COLORS,
PRICE 35c. EACH. ORDER FROM YOUR EXCHANGE OR DIRECT FROM MORGAN LITHOGRAPH COMPANY,
CLEVELAND, OHIO.
PHOTOS OF ESSANAY PLAYERS, SIZE 8 x 10, PRICE $3.00 PER DOZEN, CAN BE SECURED FROM THE PLAYERS' PHOTO CO., 177 N. STATE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.
THESE MATTERS
DEMAND YOUR
IMMEDIATE
ATTENTION !

ESSANAY

FILM

MANUFACTURING

521 First National Bank Bldg., Chicago,
Factory and Studio, 1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
Branch Offices in London. Paris, Berlin, Barcelona

III.

CO.

THE
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"GREAT

THE GAUMONT

WORLD

EVENTS"
RELEASE

SATURDAY

TEACHING THE BLIND and Topical
SATURDAY,

WHAT

NOVEMBER

23

IS DOING
IN
SCIENCE
POLITICS
ARTS

THROUGHOUT

THE WORLD
R
E
L
E
A
S
E

T
H
U
R
S.
N
V.
O

D
A
T 2
E 8
"Not of the dead wife and mother were the old Baron's thoughts
as the lovely melody of the Liszt romance flowed from his fingers. His
longings were for Olga, the siren, she of dark beauty and darker soul."

way,

Plot and counterplot when the notorious wrecker of men's lives and men's fortunes, sings her
a veritable Lorelei, into the heart of the fatuous old Baron.
Desperate cunning, versus

energy and evidence when the woman's unmasking is imminent.
A life spared from cruel force
of blows and the lethal kiss of drowning waters to frustralc tne commission of a crime.
w^MlHrf

<GaamoDt>

***&■

GAUMONT
FLUSHINC
COMPANNEW
Y

YORK

V
t&b
WV§
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Some Smashing
lg Features w»» , ,
From Out West! is,"

They're a part
of the Regular

/ \>-'

Universal

By-s
***

and they don t

We have split the feature film business wide open. We are
packing our regular Universal program with them every
week— mind you, our regular program. That means
they come to Universal exhibitors without extra cost. It's
bound to enrich Universal exhibitors. That's our plan! The
more we can enrich the exhibitor, the better for us. These
features are not merely great in length only. They're pure
Quality in every foot — and they're far better than any socalled features now shown on any other program or service.
Just for instance, see what's coming :
A TREMENDOUS

INDIAN

HIT

ANOTHER

VENGEANCE

The Massacre of the
Fourth Cavalry
TWO

TWO

REELS.

A simple, sublime story, produced
with the usual Imp magnificence and
efficiency. You'll have them standing six deep when the first show is
over.
Great railroad wreck scene.

A most thrilling, gripping sensation. Indians ambush a troop of cavalry on the open plain.
Marvelously exciting.

COMING
Big

WESTERN

Rock's

Two Reels.

THEY'RE

WINNER

Last

Mecca

Film

IMMENSE.

Book Every
Don't Forget to California
One of those

Stand

101 Bison

Released December 7th

Universal

REELS

Released Nov. 28th.

101 Bison Released Nov. 30th.

ANOTHER

IMP MASTERPIECE

PoWerS

Releases.

Manufacturing Co.

Building, Broadway at 48th Street
New York, N. Y.
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A fortune for State Rights Men, and Men of Small Capital.

After having devoted two

years to its construction

getting Feature

in "IRELAND'*

the biggest

money

is ready

"Life FROMof THESaint
CRADLE TO THEPatrick"
GRAVE
FOUR

REELS

By J. THEOBALD

WALSH

A genuine Irish picture. Written and produced by an Irishman. Every Scene taken
on ancient
the exactHistorical
spots madeCostumes
memorable
apostle,
and enacted by Irish Peasants
in
madebyinIreland's
Ireland for
this production.
Get this Feature quick — the Churches and Societies are anxiously waiting for it— the Theatres and
Picture Houses are flooding us with requests for it.
A Picture that can be shown anywhere.
A Second Passion Play.
An elaborate line of one sheets — three sheets and eight sheet lithographs, photos and heralds. Make us
an offer, and secure the Rights of your State at once.
NOTICE — To the hundreds of managers who have kindly offered us time and top notch terms for this
feature for their houses, we respectfully announce that we are not in the Rental End of the Business.
This Feature is for sale by States only.
Copyrighted throughout the world by the

145 WEST

PHOTO-HISTORIC

45th STREET

FILM COMPANY

NEW

YORK

THE

MOVING
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In Two
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FEATURE
Keels, Friday, November

22

"THE ARMY SURGEON"
T^vURING an Indian uprising the main body of troops
*~^ leave the fort in search of the Indians, who elude
them. Their renegade leader, finding his squaw is dying,
boldly swoops near the fort and demands the services of a
doctor. The army surgeon secretly undertakes the dangerous task, not wishing to alarm the women of the post. His
rival takes advantage of his absence to create suspicion
against him in the mind of the girl they both love. The
squaw dies, and in sensational scenes the doctor escapes,
hotly pursued, and finds the soldiers whom he leads back
to the fort where the small garrison is battling for life. A
thrilling conflict takes
place in which the Indians are driven off,
and the army surgeon
is re-established in the
affections of the girl.

"The Army Surgeon"

THE INVADERS

»

Three Reels
Nov. 29

The last three reel subject, "Custer's Last Fight," created a
sensation. "The Invaders" will startle the entire world with its
wonderful battle scenes, exquisite photography and superb
acting, presenting a powerful story of heroism and warfare
which makes it

The Greatest Film Ever Produced

$50.00

FOR SCENARIOS. THE MINIMUM PRICE PAID WILL BE $50.00. WE
WANT STIRRING FRONTIER, PIONEER, MILITARY STORIES IN TWO
REELS.
Address: T. H. INCE, Director, 1712 Allesandro Street, Los Angeles.

N. Y. Motion Picture Co.,
MUTUAL

FILM

"The Army Surgeon"

CORPORATION,

60 WALL

STREET,

£3 ££%
SOLE

AGENT

N. Y. CITY
FOR

U. S. AND

CANADA

THE
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Superb Presentation of Sentiment
ana Natural Beauties

WORLD

Replete with Romance

A Spanish Costume Drama of Pioneer
Life in Early California

and Adventure •'*
CAST

George Periolat
Louise Lester
Jessalyn Van Trump
Jack Richardson

MENDEZ
MENDEZ

SENOR
SENORA

SENORITA, Adopted daughter
CORTE, Wealthy Spaniard
JUAN

CHARLEY

DEXTER.

S

COUN^

Ranger

JACK

KERRIGAN

Release Date, Thursday, Nov. 28, 1912

A

Western

Intense

and

Thrilling

A SPLIT REEL

COMEDY

"HIDDEN TREASURE"

Character Study

or, Philanderings of Puddenfoot
and

Jack s \Vord
Release Date, Monday, November

Pete

On Board S.S. Dubuque. Naval Training Ship
25, 1912

Release Date, Saturday, November

30, 1912]

" Our daily wail is: * Give us more AMERICANS.' "
FRANK P. BRYAN (Rose Theatre)
High Point, N. C.

American
ASHLAND

Film

Manufacturing

BLOCK

Company

CHICAGO,

ILLS.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
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A ONE-REEL

FEATURE

The Shot That Told
RELEASED

FRIDAY,

DECEMBER

6

A COMEDY-DRAMA OF THE DICKENSONIAN PERIOD. FINELY
TUMED—AN EXTRAORDINARY STORY— REPLETE WITH COMIC
DRAMATIC
SITUATIONS.
EXTRA ADVERTISING MATTER.

WITH

COSAND

LEE BEGGS, DARWIN
KARR,
BLANCHE
CORNWALL, LILLIAN LORRAINE, VINNIE BURNS and OTHERS

"OTHER

REGULAR

RELEASED

WEDNESDAY,

GOOD

ONES"

NOVEMBER

27

The Paralytic
''You are a murderer, you are the murderer!" The accusing voice of conscience kept
ringing in the villain's ears, until it leads him to destruction. His awful end is merited,
for he it was who defied fate and attempted to kill a man in the presence of a paralytic
who was powerless to interfere.

RELEASED

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

29

The Perkins-Jenkins War
Hiram Perkins and Si Jenkins let politics interfere in their relations.
A merry w
carried on between them and because the son and daughter of the combatants are in
love with each other, it makes the war all the merrier.

RELEASED

WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

4

The Raffle
A fur coat with which Dela Hart i< secretly presented through the medium of a rattle
by an admirer is the means of cementing a seemingly hopeless breach between herself
and her husband.
A rollicking farce-comedy.

SoWCompany
FORT

LEE, NEW

JERSEY

THE
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BRONCHO FILMS
$50.00 for Scenarios.
The minimum price paid
will be $50.00.
We want stirring Frontier,
Pioneer, Military stories in two reels.

Motion P«^
One Reel
Wednesday
Nov. 27th

Address: T. H. INCE, Director,

1712 Allesandro St., Los Angeles, Cal.

THE BALL PLAYER Z BANDIT

An exciting western drama in which a college man suffers
financial reverses and goes west. He refuses to "tote" a
gun and fights his battles with his fists. Held up by a bandit
he knocks
his assailant unconscious
with a baseball.

BRONCHO
Long Acre Building
MUTUAL

FILM CORPORATION,

MOTION

PICTURE

42nd St., and Broadway,
60 Wall Street

New

CO.

York City

Sole Agent for U. S. and Canada

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
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KEYSTONE FILMS
COMEDY

"A

KEYSTONE FILM CO.

Des
per "A
Lover
ate

REEL EVERY

MONDAY

The Keystone Stock Company comprises the largest aggregation of
famous comedians in the world, the principals being Mack Sennett, Fred
Mace, Mabel Normand, Ford Sterling, and Alice Davenport. It is an
All-Star Company.

99

and

Bea

r

Esc

SPLIT REEL

ape

MONDAY,

NOV. 25

"

TWO SNAPPY, LAUGHING COMEDIES
SEE THE TWO FAMOUS "SLEUTH" COMEDIANS, MACK
SENNETT AND FRED MACE, CHASED BY A LIVE BEAR
Highest prices paid for high-class comedy scenarios
Address Mack Sennett, Director, 1712 Allesandro Street
Los Angeles, Cal.

KEYSTONE
MUTUAL

FILM

CORPORATION,

60

FILM CO. s^SVSS
Wall

Street

Sole Agent

for the

U. S. and

Canada

THE

MOVING
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WORLD
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cc

STEELE

MA

MACKAYE'S

FAMOUS

DRAMA

KIRK

99

PRESENTED
RELEASED

N 9 REELS

SUNDAY

AND

NOVEMBER

41

17th

SCENES
MAGNIFICENTLY
NOV.
'TWO

OF

OLD

WITH

A

CAST

19th
A

KIND'

NOV. 24th
"AN

PRODUCED

OF

PROMINENT

NOV. 26th
"SHOCKING
HER

STIC

MAJE

FUTUREIN-LAW
MOTHER-

"THE

LOVE
540 WEST

LETTER"

21st STREET,

NEW

STARS

DEC. 1st
HYPNOTIC

YORK

CHAIR"

O

Tuesday,

November

26th,

1912.

O

"A Girl from the Country"
(*
It is good — it is fine — it is a corking,
laughing comedy of foolish prejudice
w
and love.
Thursday,

November

28th.
91

"The Darling of the Mounted
Little Clara Horton is the "Darling" in one of the most daringly constructed scenarios
ever produced.
The most different release of the ye*Sunday, December 1st.

"At
the Flame, the Butterfly Burnt Its Wings"
A story as pretty and dainty as the butterfly — with a lesson as bright as the flame.
COMING:— A Two-Reel Wild Animal Feature

Eclair Film Company KrWKW

L.

TUB

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

How About the Kids?
and that vast majority of Grown-ups who do not care to
worry about plots of complicated plays demanding concentrated thought to unravel? Are you giving the bulk of
your patronage the tonic it craves?

99 % WANT TO LAUGH
and the silliest and most impossible comedy film
that you or I may condemn because it does not
measure up to our advanced ideas will usually
make an audience roar with delight.

Farce Pleases the Masses

COMING—

First

MONDAY
NOVEMBER

Q

ZT

At Cj

Itala Comedies Fill the Bill
They are foolish, absurd, nonsensical, anything
you like but serious, yet they fill the one spot on
your program that you cannot overlook and be
successful, and that is Plain Every Day Humor
that any child can understand.

ONE

EL
REE E

featur

The Horror of Sin
Born

Monday,

DBAMA

Dec. 2, Fun

A Pair to Draw
Monday,

Dec. 9, Laughter

Peeping
T*^-v—
I OlTl mi

Budget

No.

1

Too Much
Beauty

A Spider on
the Brain

With
Pure and Simple

Keeping in

A Comic
Keyhole

Poster
A£,r,r
Style

With a Tandem

Posters that Attract and Pull
have been designed for the new Itala comedies.
For the first time a two-subject poster will accompany a split reel. A sample will be sent on
request. Beginning December 16 Three Sheets
will be supplied with all regular releases.

Issue

Three Sheet Hangers and One Sheet Lithos

A WONDERFUL

Xonsense is life's greatest stimulant and the
theater without tomfoolery or buflfonery to offset the heavy dramatic film is like a newspaper
without the ever popular comic supplement with
its ridiculous cartoons.

Big

STATE

RIGHTS

SELLING

Souls
in Torture
A Living
Tomb
Others Coming

It's Up to You to Please the Public
Ask Your Exchange Now

Itala Film Co. of America
Columbia
1TALA-F1LH
•TORINO-

Theatre.
FILM

SUTTLy

New

CO.. Agents

York

<^gfe^
ITALA-FILfi
TORINO-

THE
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Spectacular Kleine-Cines War Drama
191

sod

AT NAPOLEONS COMMAND
COPYRIGHT

REMARKABLE

THE

INTERRUPTED

1912.

BY

SPECIAL

GEORGE

KLEINE

FEATURE

IN TWO

REELS

COMMANDING

DUEL

HIS

ARMY

A thrilling story of Napoleon and his marshals during his exciting campaigns'.
Picturing a remarkable
characterization of the Emperor in his court and directing his armies upon the battlefield.
SEND
Cines
Release
Nov. 26

1912
Eclipse Release

FOR

HERALDS,

ONE,

AND

SIX-SHEET

The

Beautiful

Trebizond

Cines
Release
Nov. 30

A Comedy
,d vanoi

GEORGE
LICENSED

Travelogue

.comedy

(Asia Minor)

Travelogue

of Errors

Tarquinia
y no

BY

of the Tronto

and Surroundings,

!

(comedy-Drama)

for a Day

A Man

Corneto

Valley

POSTERS

Day

All on a Summer's

r.,j Nov. 27
1912

1912

THREE

p>

reo,

KLEINE
MOTION

PICTURE

Scenic

(Central itaiy)
Write

PATENTS

-to

'"C"

CO.

THE

MOVING

I'ICI URI-

WORLD

EDISON
THE
KINETOSCOPE
UNDERWRITERS'

TYPE

"B"

The final test of a motion picture machine
lies in its ability to project steady, clear-cut,
pictures while it is subjected to ceaseless
grinding. To do that it must be built simply
and only the best materials can be used. The
Edison, the pioneer moving picture machine,
is built to last. Countless experiments have
shown just what materials are best suited for
each part and each part is thoroughly tested
before it is placed in the machine. Hardened
steel is used in the Edison where there is the
greatest strain. Everywhere there is the
greatest possible care taken to prevent wear.
Buy an Edison and let that "One Moment
Please" sign gather dust on!'
your shelf.
The exceptionally high grade
lens used on the Edison gives
the clear, sharp picture that
your audience has a right to
demand. The well-balanced
CURRENT EDISON
FILMS
mechanism gives freedom from
Nov. 12 — "Salt Lake City, Utah, and Its Surroundings."
S00 feet. Scenic.
flickers.
"
12 — "Linked Together," by Abigail Marshall.
500 feet. Comedy.
Get an Edison, save repair
bills and hold your patrons.

Price, with Rheostat, 110 volt,
24-40 amperes,
- - - $225.00
Price, with 110 volt, 60 Cycle
Transformer,
- - - $245.00
Write today for full particulars and a copy of the Edison
Kinetogram.

i »* cow ^o m at m o

239 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J.

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

13 — "A Thrilling Rescue, by Uncle Mun." by Fred E. Nankivel,
the originator of "Uncle Mun."
1,000 feet. Comedy.
15— "The Old Reporter," by E. J. Montague.
1,000 feet. Dramatic
16 — "Hope," A Eed Cross Seal Story by James Oppenheim, produced
in co-operation with the National Association for the Study and
Prevention of Tuberculosis.
1,020 feet.
Dramatic.
18 — "Tim,"
by James Oppenheim.
980 feet. Dramatic.
19 — "A Noble Profession," produced in co-operation with the Metropolitan andEducational.
City Hospitals of Blackwell's Island, New York,
1,000 feet.
20 — "High
Explosives
as Used in the U. S. Army." 325 feet. De
scriptive.
20 — "Salley Ann's Strategy," by Louise Alvord.
675 feet. Comedy
22 — "A Letter To the Princess," being the fifth story _of "What
Happened to
to Mary,"
Mary," produced
produced ii
in collaboration with "The Ladies'
Happened
World."
1,000
feet.
Dramatic
1.000 feet. Dramatic.
23 — "A Chase Across the Continent."
1,000 fee:
26— "The Third Thanksgiving,"
by James Oppenheim
Dramatic.
26 — "Some Rare Specimens and a Few Old Friends, New York Zoo
logical Park."
1,000 feet. Descriptive.
27 — "The Totville Eye," by Bannister Merwin.
1,000 feet. Comedy
29 — "The Island of Ceylon, India."
1,000 feet. Scenic.
30 — "On
Donovan's
Division,"
by
W.
Hanson
Durham.
1,000 feet
Dramatic.

74i
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ifLUBIN FILMS!Released Tuesday, Nov. 19th, 1912.

Length 1007 feet.

A FUGITIVE FROM JUSTICE
Geo. Rand hides and protects an outlaw wh > is being
pursued by a posse. In the night the bandit steals
Rand's gun and hat and makes a getaway. A few
weeks later he returns to the cabin and attempts to
steal the money that Mrs. Rand is counting. He also
insults her; she, however, secures his gun and holds
him -at bay until her husband and the Sheriff arrive
and secure him. The reward of $1,000 is offered to
Rand, who tosses it into the cradle and the baby proceeds to cat it Up.
Released Thursday, Nov. 21st, 1912.

Length 1021 feet.

LOVE AND TREACHERY

Released Friday,

Nov.

22nd.

THE

1912.

DRUMMER

Length 427 feet.

Anthony Brown, ;i salesman, goes on a trip. In his first town be
meets a young lady friend, who Induces him to go shopping. She Is
overloaded
with purchases
and Brown
offers to put some of the
1
lies in his suit case.
Forgetting the bandies he sends the salt case
hack home. Later the young lady asks for her packages. Brown is
horrified al the thought of his wife finding the articles. When he returns home, much to his surprise, he is greeted lovingly, as wlfey
thinks they are presents for her birthday.
Length 626 feet.
Released Friday. Nov. 22nfi, 1912.

TAMING

THEIR

PARENTS

Mr. Abbot and his son Billy are In the habit of visiting Mrs. Pierce
and her daughter Dorothy, object, matrimony. One evening Mrs.
Pierce sees Abbot rudely push her kitten from the chair that he may
sit down. She later serves tea, when be insists on two Inmps of sngar
instead of one, she loses her temper, an argument ensues, culminating
in
the young
people Billy
being and
torn Dorothy
from eachconfide
other'sin arms
the elders
parting
in anger.
theirand
friends,
who
conspire to kidnap the elders, blindfold them add turn them loose
in a darkened room. When the light is turned on they indulge in recrimination, until they are persuaded by the young people to make np.
Billy and Dorothy elope and at the finish all are married and depart
on their honeymoon.
Length 1034 feet.
Released Saturday, Nov. 23rd. 1912.

THE SILENT

SIGNAL

»

Js& 4
H8BfHalfl

1

Sfa*'" iBl

1
\ story of Smugglers and the Coast Guards — very
dramatic. Jean, a fisherman, is in love with Marie, who
also follow- the same calling. It is a beautiful match,
but Jacques, a rival, reports to the Coast Guards that
Jean is a smuggler. For a time the evidence is convincing, but in the end a companion of Jacques betrays
him. The smuggler's cave is raided and Jean is restored to the arms of his pretty sweetheart.
Released Monday, Nov. 25th, 1912.

H

■S /^BBaJ
J^^M

Llaiatfn
''

■

B^M^B^H
EaBBBS'-'t

'\ -ouniianil of —a ~~~^^H
^^^^"" near
^B El Paso, Is
Major Car. 'us. in
squadron of cavalry
visited bj his daughter I.ucile. She meets Lieutenant Gilmore and they
fall in love. Jose Montero, of the Mexican Junta, also tries to pay the
young lady attentions, but she resents. The Mexican crosses the border,
and, securing the aid of a band of outlaws, kidnaps Gilmore and a halfbreed follower. The latter is made cook in the camp, and by giving the
smoke signal, gets assistance from the U. S. fort, and the prisoners are
soon in the hands of their friends.

THE SURGEON

Length 1059 feet.

Dr. Albert Hartley, a promising young surgeon, loses his position in the city by drinking. He goes West and secures
work on John Lane's ranch. There he reforms and becomes a favorite of the family, especially in the eyes of the
•laughter. One day a Mexican is discharged for cruelty to his horse. In revenge he shoots Lane in * the head.
Hartley
trepans the skull and saves his master's life. The Mexican is caught by a posse and Hartley catches Enola
Lane.

EXTREMELY BEAUTIFUL ONE and THREE SHEET POSTERS of our PHOTO-PLAYS,
printed in FIVE COLORS, can be obtained from the A. B. C. COMPANY, CLEVELAND,
OHIO.
These handsome bills will offer a GREAT ADVANTAGE to your Theatre.

LUBIN MANUFACTURING
Chicago: 154 West Lake St

COMPANY,

B. Nichols, 86 Wardour St, London, W., England.

MODEL NEW STUDIOS,
aoth and Indiana Avenaea,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Berlin, 35 Friedrich Str.

THE
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Special Feature Release

Through the General Film Company.
THE

STOLEN

SYMPHONY,
ARTHUR

LUBIN

Nov. 25th, 1912

a strong two-rpel production, featuring
JOHNSON,
supported by a capable dramatic

company.

A beautiful Btory of a poor young i
an exquisite symphony. Adjoining his squalid quarters is a
room occupied by a young lady of good family, but impoverished.
slir can hear the wonderful strains of the symphonj played by
the young musician an<l becomes first interested in the music
and then m love with the composer. Together they plan to
apprise the world of ilic- genius. One evening, as a renowned
musician i> leaving a concert hall, alter one of Ins ureal successes, the young composer throws the score of the symphony
into the carriage of the great musician. Curiosity compels the
musician to read the music and. at home, on his own instrument,
he discovers the great work of the poor young composer ll<adopts the symphony as his own and adds new laurels to his
already great career. One evening at a concert at which the symphony is played the real composer rises in the audience and denounces the player, claiming the symphony as his He is taken
The young woman i
into an asylum.
put intercedes
later and
hears
of his
with a rich aunt to help secure
and plight
to prison
n's re'ease- The aunt believes in the young composer and conspires to show the musician who has stolen the symphony in his
true c"'"rs' -^'le invites him to a musicale at her home and
requests him to play the symphony. As he is playing, the young
composer, now released from the asylum, ti
score into
pieces and asks the musician to now play
Of
course the musician cannot and acknowledges thethesymphony.
young pauper

' I'M
J^«/w>5
KH^
kZ^^J
Hfll
\ tX^B
' «»*■■
*s$?H
*^^"^"^"^"^"^"^^^"^"^^^"^"^"*^"^J
c -.nposer's

MONDAY,

wonderful genius.
This is a thrilling play, beautifully set.
SPECIAL
LITHO. POSTERS-1
Sheet (new price) 10c; 3 Sheet, 35c; 6 Sheet, 65c
Order from your Exchange or A. B. C. Company, Caxton Bldg., Cleveland, O.
MANUFACTURING
Chicago, 154 West Lake Street

COMPANY,
B. NICHOLS,

86 Wardour

Model New Studios, 20th and Indiana Aves.. Philadelphia, Pa
Berlin, 35 Friedrich

Street, Lonc'on, W. England

Str.

SELIQ
THE HOUSE

SELIG

FIVE-A-WEEK.

THE
Nov.

Not. 25th.

MISS AUBRY'S

LOVE

AFFAIR

An extremely laughable comedy done In the best style of Selig's
western comedy players. This is a tale of errant affections and nnwiial outcome. Lillian Hayward, Bessie Eyton, Hobart Boswortu, and
Herbert Rawllnson play the principal roles. About 1,000 it.
Nov. 26th.

ROPED

THE

HOBO'S

REST

CURE

comedy.
One ofThis
the puts
season's
in fact.
tramp
i Another
forced tobright
idle his
time away.
a newbest
phase
on his Ahitherto
Men existence and he rebels.
About 1,000 ft.

SELIG

20 East Randolph
CHICAGO,

ILL.

INVINCIBLE

PROGRAM.

28th.

THE

TRIANGLE

A very intense drama founded upon the eternal three that make the human
equation. Two men and one woman. A theme that is as old as time,
worked out in an entirely new way. Thom:i- Satitschi. Besie E.uon and
Herbert Rawlinson play the principal characters. About 1,000 ft.
Nov. 29th.

FRIENDS

IN

• A western comedy based on the results of a mail order marriage.
The. situations are refreshing and delightful. The Comedy Is real and
the laughter will come long and loudly from the audience that wit• sses this picture. Atwut 1,000 ft. Myrtle Stedman and Lester
Cnnio are seen to advantage.
Nov. 27th.

THE
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Have You Booked "KIO OFIHE FOREST" Yet???
If not vou hart better .hurry up and do BOX Pronounced
the greatest
thriller of ofjmblicitv
the year. aidsDon't
fail toprepared
take advantage
elaborate
I
ment
we have
for >uur ofusethewith,
this picture.
Write. Wire or Phone Today.

POLYSCOPE
Street

By O. Henry

One of the most delightful comedy dramas in recent years is this subject
from the penbankers
of that
humorist.
Henry.
tel'- the bank
neigliboring
in a famous
small town
heliied O. each
other Tinout when
examiner got after one of them. About 1.O00 ft.
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The Success or Failure of
Your House
Depends

Upon

Three Important Factors, viz:

1. The Kind of a Theatre You Operate.
2. The Photographic Quality of the Films.
2. The Variety of the Subjects Shown.
The first is your business exclusively and about it we have nothing to say#
The second is the business of every manufacturer and each is trying to
excel in it.
THE THIRD IS OUR BUSINESS
AS WELL AS YOURS!
There is a peculiar similarity in all American productions which cannot
be helped. American Players think the same way and in consequence
act much the same way. America cannot lend to the manufacturers of
films the scenic beauties of the ancient castles and ruins for settings
which abound in France, Spain and Italy. American players cannot
play the same scene in the same way European actors would play it.

are made up of ideas conceived in Europe, played in Europe, Asia and
Australia and embody all the scenic wonders of the old world. They
are a welcome relief to the monotony of an all American program. Ask
your patrons about

The Exquisitely Colored Films — The C. G. P. C.

Then

Book Them — Two a Week

'Tis the only way to provide variety and become absolutely assured of
the increasing success of your theatre.
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Mon., November 18th
HONEYMOON"
UNEXPECTED
"THE
Miss Finch takes a trip among tne clouds with her newly wedded husband.
They land among the cannibals and barely escape being eaten alive.

Tuesday, November 19th
OF A RICKSHAW"
"ROMANCE
Abducted by a Rajah of India, Lillian Walker is rescued by her daring lover,
James Morrison, and his two military aides.
It's an exciting experience.
"TIMID
MAY"
1 ■
Wednesday, November 20th
•' ' *wo at once.
nilFI
it r| * PKTnU/M
Two comedies. One a Western, full of many comical situations and funny
developments.
The other a duel with watermelons between colored rivals.

V

"SIX
O'CLOCK"
Thursday, November 21st
Deciding to put an end to it all at six, the anxious father (Maurice Costello)
is unconsciously
minates happily. saved from a tragic end by his young son. Everything ter-

"THE

SERVANT

PROBLEM,

s»M« =

[*V

or How Mr. Bullington

Ran
tllC HOUSe"
Friday, November 22nd
The drollest comedy ever portrayed. He succeeds, with the aid of a servant
and her three children.
Hughie Mack as Bullington is immense.

= lrH

T

"WILD
PAT"
Saturday, November 23rd
'" Ireland, he is a disgrace. He comes to America, makes a man of himself
and dies a hero.
He averts a terrific explosion and saves the lives of many.

I

7

NEXT WEEK, SIX A WEEK
= urt
%

38

"OMEN OF THE MESA"— Coming Event. MONDAY, NOVEMBER
"IN THE FLAT ABOVE"— Happy Discovery. TUESDAY, NOVEMBER
"THE WOOD VIOLET"— An Idyl.
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER
"THREE
GIRLS
AND
A MAN" { Refined Comedies.
"THE EAVESDROPPERS"
}
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER
"SUSIE TO SUSANNE"— A Change.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER
"O'HARA, SQUATTER AND PHILOSOPHER"—
Irish Comedy.
SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER

25th.
26th.
27th.
28th.
29th.
30th.

Special Feature, "BILLY'S BURGLAR"
In Two Reels
Released Through the General Film
Company, Friday, November
22nd
Ask for Vitagraph one and three sheet posters for "Billy's Burglar,"
released November 22nd, and "The Dawning," released December 6th

:

= ',--
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The Farm Bully
A big, husky brute of a farm hand domineers over all those with whom
comes in contact.
One day he goes too far and meets his Waterloo.
Released Monday, Dec. 2nd
One and Three-Sheet

Four-Color Litho Posters
Two

er's
A DaughtSacrifice
The father, a worthless wreck, under the
influence of liquor, steals a horse, and is only
saved from prison by forcing his daughter to
marry the o\\ ncr, who has long been a suitor
for her hand. But Time, the leveler of things,
brings its punishment and reward.
Released

Wednesday,

Dec.

4th

Extra

Good

Comedies

A California Snipe Hunt
The boys fix up a scheme on the new grocery clerk, but the latter wins out in the race
for the hand of the village belle.
On the same reel—

Something Wrong With Bessie
Bessie had a very bad affliction that her
husband hoped
to cure.
Laziness
Bessie's
trouble.
The mirth
in this
story was
waxes
fast
and furious.
Released Friday, Dec. 6th

Driver of the
Deadwood Coach
The doctor tells the driver of
the Deadwood Coach he must
send his crippled child away for
expert treatment. How the
driver's little son secured the
money through solving the mysterious robbery of the coach
makes an interesting story.
Released Saturday, Dec. 7th
One,

Three and Six-Sheet
Posters.

All Kalem One-Sheet Four-Color Litho Posters for
releases on and after Nov. 18th, Ten Cents each, from
your exchange, distributors or A. B. C. Co., Cleveland, O.

FOUR A WEEK

M
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Facts and Comments
of the prejudice against foreign pictures is
MUCH
narrow and unfounded. A program consisting
of American subjects only would be plainly onesided. It is one of the glories of the cinematograph
that it overleaps the boundaries of race and tongue. It
draws the members of the human family together in
bonds of mutual understanding and sympathy and emphasizes the oneness of mankind. It shows that clothes
and manners and customs are, after all, but external and
accidental and that the same human heart beats under
the coat of the highly civilized American and the savage
son of the desert. A foreign picture is never without
some educational value, unless its moral tone is altogether
bad. Exhibitors do not object to the foreign pictures as
such, they only object to an excess of foreign pictures.
Now out of about forty manufacturers who release their
pictures on a scheduled basis only ten are distinctly
foreign. Their pictures deal with foreign subjects exclusively. This percentage does not seem out of proportion. Itmust be mentioned, too, that every manufacturer
nowadays has an eye on the American market and has at
least a general notion of what the American public will
tolerate and what it will utterly reject. If there is any
prejudice abroad it is in favor rather than against the
American-made picture. European exhibitors regard
American pictures as sure drawing cards and advertise
them in the daily papers as "genuine Americans." While
it may be admitted that our pictures sustain a far higher
average than the European product, we should not be
narrow, but practice at least a fair degree of reciprocity.
* * *
LETTERS from various readers of The Moving
Picture World, exhibitors and just friends of the
motion picture, insist on greater accuracy and attention to details in film plays. A correspondent from
Los Angeles points out obvious and shocking improbabilities in three particular pictures, which he names. In one
picture a woman is wearing winter garments, while the
titles proclaim that the action is taking place in summer,
in another "twenty years elapse," but the heroine still
wears the same dress and in the third the action is supposed to progress through several months, though the
calendar on the wall persists in showing one and the same
date in the first scene and in the last. The writer of these
criticisms is not an exhibitor, but as he himself says "only
one in millions." His conclusions are so sensible and
well put, that we cannot help quoting them word by word.
"Intelligent people seeking recreation like to be treated
as reasonable thinking beings. ... I hear the remarks
of the audiences and have my 'ear to the ground.' which
brings a clear message, that unless ;1 higher standard for
the stories and their reproduction is maintained the
picture shows will drift to the unthinking classes exclusively."
One may say, that these things are trifles and often
creep into a good picture in spite of all care and vigilance.
The answer is that these trifles occur too often. Nothing
hurts the picture more than ridicule. There is still a
disposition among the patrons of amusements to indulge
a smile of more or less good-natured contempt whenever

motion pictures are mentioned and such glaring improbabilities ina story must annoy even the most loyal friend
of the picture. This thought should always be present in
the mind and the artistic conscience of the director: "My
picture will be seen and observed and criticised by millions. It is humanly impossible that any serious defect
of the picture will escape notice. Once made the error
cannot be corrected ; the faulty scene or the foolish
mistake will last as long as the reel of film itself. Carelessness therefore not only hurts the reputation of my
firm and makes its trade-mark look cheap in the eyes of
patron and exhibitor, but it will hurt the moving picture
*

*

*

generally."
WITH
a commendable display of tact and patience
one of the great American manufacturers has
accomplished a great work of charity. Probably no form of charity appeals more forcibly to the
hearts of the public than the Floating Hospitals for sick
women and children. These hospitals are maintained by
St. John's Guild. To see these ships floating on river
or bay filled with women and children who are suffering from the horrors of a hot summer is to bless the
men and women who have engaged in the work. The
manufacturer in question, thinking to help this great
and noble charity along, requested permission to show
the benefits of these floating hospitals in a reel of motion pictures. The permission was granted, not without
hesitation and misgivings on the part of some of the
officials and doctors in charge, who seemed to have a notion that in some way the moving picture might hurt this
charity. When the reel had been made and was shown
to the officials there was a great and immediate change
of sentiment. Some of the doubting Thomases went to
the film company and apologized for their lack of courtesy
and co-operation. Said one of the leading men engaged
in
this blessed
"Why,
these pictures
worth
thousands
and work:
thousands
of dollars
to us. will
Yoube see
the
people who contribute most generously to this fund are
away in Europe when the hot weather comes. Consequently they never see the good we accomplish. Now
when they see it all plainly before their eves they will
contribute more generously than ever." The power of
the motion picture to awaken sympathy through the most
vivid representation of things, is not the least among the
glories of the cinematograph.
PROMINENT

CHICAGO

EXHIBITORS

IN NEW

YORK.

The World received a visit last week from William J.
Sweeney, of the Standard Theater of Chicago, treasurer of
the Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association of Illinois;
M. A. Choyinsky, of the Odeon Theater, Chicago, which
house for nine years has been devoted exclusively to the
projection of motion pictures, making it probably the pioneer picture house in the United States, and L. H. Frank, of
the Halsted Theater, Chicago. The exhibitors from the city
by the lake were being chaperoned by President Trigger,
of the State Association. Among the points of interest
visited was the Screen Club; the visitors were enthusiastic
over the new organization, and expressed the hope that it
would not be long before Chicago had a club in affiliation
with the New Yorkers.
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r.v Louis Reeves l Iarrison
sound of the word.
THERE is a charm in the very ony
Ann a solid round of monot
in adaptations
that caricature quite as often as they distressing^
reproduce, most of us sit up expectantlj at the very idea
of seeing something new and sparkling in moving pictures. None of us care particularl) about straining our
minds to follow a story done long ago in a way that may
have suited people of another age and may have been dry
as dust then, though accepted and become classic when
there was nothing better at hand, because our own age is
progressive and inventive.
The wonderful power of originating new things or
new ways of doing old ones by bright and attractive
means tells heavily with those who go to the theater to
be entertained and thus escape the boredom of what has
grown wearisome in their daily grind. We are long ago
done with copy books, and rebel instinctively against
copy photoplays. We want to be told something previously unknown to us. or something presented in a novel
and felicitous manner. See how swiftly picture-show
patrons took to the idea of watching current events of
the day being exhibited on the screen !
There is a war -"111- on. The face of Europe is being
changed. The lawless barbarians who crossed into Europe four hundred years ago, who have survived as
savages in an environment of civilization, who have been
guilty of atrocities worse than those of American redmen,
who turned a beautiful empire into a hell of decadence
and crimson torture, are being driven out by a splendid
spirit of avenging justice, yet we are not given a pictural
glimpse of conditions accurately described in the papers,
nor even shown a screen map of the situation.
Any original work concerning a subject so vividly impressed on the minds of our people would have been
timely even if it had not been a masterpiece of execution.
It would have at least been as interesting as the story of
the Lady and the Burglar, of faint thrill and far-off
moral, or other such indiscretions of authorship and her
ladyship. The burglar of dress-suit and pearl-necklace
proclivities is scarcely to be compared as a sensational
dramatic figure to the glorious Bulgar who is driving the
degenerate torturer of women and children across the
Bosporus.
While producers are sweeping ancient avenues of information for servile copies, even going back to periods
of early Greek history for heroic stories, one of the
greatest dramas the world has ever known is being enacted between the spirited forces of small Christian
states and the powerful nation that held Russia at bay.
Enlightened bravery is being pitted against savage cruelty, magnificent tales of heroism are related every day, the
very essence of the drama is being portrayed on the
actual scene, while the spineless old story of two aspiring gentlemen and one doubtful young lady is being told
for the thousandth time, or the fearful struggles of
Willing Willie with Obdurate Old Pa-pah for variation.
This is creative criticism. It suggests by illustration
one of the many ways out of the dry rot of stupid conventionalism bypresenting a subject of live interest. The
same imagination required to reinvigorate an old subject can be applied more brilliantly to material at first
hand, the same skill of acting, the same ingenuity of direction, while the widespread interest in what is going on
is at its keenest. Then there is something to tell with
authentic details furnished in news of the day.
Originality does not necessarily mean that the plot or
working scheme must be something never before heard

'1 here is running tn
of in ill. realms of playwriting.
New York a quiet little comedy of human nature called
"Milestones," in which the rising young man meet- with
parental opposition and the girl marries the fellow wl
jtors did the rising for him. This is what occurs in
the first act. It is repeated in the second act. a generation later, and again in the third, two generations further
on. All three acts are laid in one scene, and one virtual!;
duplicates the action of the other.
The author's sole claim to originality seems to rest on
In- daring the conventions if not defying them. One of
dear audithe good old rules of construction is thatofthesecrecy
must
ence must not be deceived — any element
be at once communicated to the people in front for fear
they might become l>ewildered. But some of the new
convendefying this time-honored
photoplay authorsthearesolution
of a problem to the end, as
tion by holding
in the printed detective story, and, as far as 1 am able
to judge, the audience seems more absorbed than when
they are given a subtitle enlightenment of all that is
mysterious in the presentation.
A little shock or pleasant surprise would form a palatable dressing to some raw photodramatic salad we are
getting. Part of the strong interest I personally feel in
any kind of a story lies in curiosity as to how it is going
to end. I prefer to be uncertain about whether they are
going to marry or not rather than know in advance what
is going to happen. A capable author who dares use his
own judgment in such matters asserts his own individuality, one of the first essentials of original composition, but
he may find all his bright efforts vain ones if his scenario
falls into the hands of an "Old-Showman" director.
To the charm of originality is attached the charm of
variety. No two playwrights are of exactly the same
temperament, and no two can be expected to think exactly
alike. I would not have them do so. I would have each
do as O. Henry advised young authors — "Write the kind
you would personally enjoy" — produce his
a story
of
images
as he sees them, give his impressions of life as
he perceives them, set forth his characters as he knows
them. When a man can draw from an unfailing font of
imagination, imagination creative or reconstructive, he
had better do that even if he has to shelve the conventions.
Mis own thoughts are the natural source of everything
that is really original in what he produces.
Should a photodramatist master the technics? Most
certainly, on the general principle that a man studies
medicine to avoid taking any. TTe knows what not to do.
Absorb information from every possible source,
knowledge is almost the only thing a man gains in process
of giving it away, and mental work of almost every kind
calls for generous and ungrudging pains. Producers are
not vet able to dispassionately weigh the relative value of
original and hack work, but what is new and fresh and
vigorous will win out in the end.
No original playwright need cudgel his brains for a
theme if he keeps his eyes open to what is going on in
the animate world about him. things innumerable of universal interest afford him opportunity if he has the wit
to perceive them. The question is not what someone
else has done thoroughly in times gone by. but what is
worth doing now.
HECTOR
DION GOES TO BIOGRAPH.
Mr. Hector Dion, the well-known
and handsome
young
leading man. formerly of the Reliance and \Yitagraph companies. has joined the Biograph
acting company
and will
work
under
the
direction
of
Mr.
Tony
O'Sullivan.
Mr.
was the first man witli whom Florence Turner played leads.Dion
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Advertising and Criticising
By \Y. Stephen Bush

FOR the benefit of numerous readers and advertisers
The .Moving Picture World desires to make it as
plain aa English words can wield the matter that
quantithe buying of advertising space in small or large
ties confers no right to praise and commendation, or
indeed to any notice at all in the editorial or critical columns of the paper. While this is true of all and any
products offered in the advertising portion of The Moving Picture World, it is especially true in regard to
films. The judgment of The Moving Picture World
is not for sale. Films will be reviewed purely on their
merits. If producers of films are under the impression
that liberal use of the advertising columns will in any
way influence the criticisms of this paper, they are harboring a misconception, which we have always done our
best to discourage. The Moving Picture World owes
whatever usefulness and prestige it may possess to the
confidence of the exhibitor in the integrity of its motives
and the soundness of its judgments. Following the policy
of its late founder, we will always want to build up
rather than tear down, but as we strive to lift the picture
up we cannot sit by idly and see it dragged down.
We refer in particular to a large and recent influx of
foreign "features" and to some domestic film abortions
dealing with crime and gunplays, with prison horrors and
life in the underworld. The makers of these films call
them "features." If there is any thing to distinguish
these productions from others it is only their bad preeminence. They are lurid and sensational in the worst
sense of the word and, as a rule, they are plainly and
frankly immoral. They appeal directly to the ignorant,
the morbid and the depraved. They are a stench in the
nostrils of the audiences in the ordinary American motion picture theater. Multiple reel features are now on
the flood tide of popularity. Hoping to be carried along
by the current, the makers of these offensive features
imagine they can create a fictitious value for their products by heavy advertising. On the strength of such advertising they expect and almost demand extended and
complimentary reviews of their productions. We wish
to serve notice on this type of producers that their expectations and demands will be ignored. Nor will they
be able through liberal advertising to secure immunity
from hostile criticism, whenever their releases demand
hostile criticism for the good of the industry at large.
A producer of films who must make his money at the
expense of the good name and fame of the motion picture is the most dangerous enemy. Against him and all
his works we will not hesitate to turn the destructive
edge of the critical pen.
Too much filming of the underworld and the portrayal
of crime just for the sake of a thrill or a sensation have
been two great reproaches on the industry in the past.
The Moving Picture World has done its share toward
the wiping out of these reproaches, and it proposes to
keep a ceaseless vigil at its post of duty.
We wish to make it clear that we are not prejudiced
against foreign features as such. On the contrary, this
paper has been the first to recognize and proclaim the
superior merits of such features as "Dante's Inferno,"
"Homer's Odyssey," "The Crusaders, or Jerusalem Delivered," "The Miracle" and other great classic, historic
allegorical and spectacular productions. One cannot,
however, look through the columns of the moving picture
journals of Europe without a fear lest many of the "sensational features," now exploited there to the disgust of

the friends of the motion picture, will find their
here. The advance guard seems to have reached here.
It will be our unpleasant duty to refuse them the hospitality of these shores. In England, where the public are
not used to pictorial presentations of crime and cinematographic delineation of sex problems, a note of alarm
has been sounded by our esteemed contemporary, The
Bioscope. In England these objectionable features are
called
"exclusives,"
and speaking of their bad influthe British
paper says:
"We under
thinktheir
that claim
some ofofsensationalism
the widely advertised
hide
something'exclu?
infinitely
more degrading. ... In what lies their attraction? Is it in
the stirring story, the sensational deeds, the strong plot or
the wonderful photography? All these are quite legitimate
attractions, and have no lowering influence; with them we
have no quarrel. But it is the blatant innuendoes, and often
the nauseous episodes, which are crowded into a few exclusives that create evil
Let us make an end of the^e
films, which are degrading to both exhibitor and audience."

We recognize in a few of these objectionable features
much technical skill, good acting, splendid photography
and the brains of able directors. We regret sincerely
that so much cleverness and industry are wasted. Open
and flagrant indecency, however, vitiates even the most
artistic pictures. The methods of European censorship,
however rigorous they may be in shutting out films which
seem to belittle "duly constituted authority," are notoriously lax in matters of morality. Almost anything will
pass muster. The resulting licentiousness in film productions has raised storms of protest even in Continental
Europe, and the public, whose morality is underestimated
by the police, will have no more of these offensive "features." It is a great mistake to try and market them
here. What is too raw for Continental Europe will
get past an American Board of Censorship.
FOREIGN

NOTES.

The International
Kinematograph
Exhibition
and
ference, which is to take place in the Olympia,
Lot;
from March 22nd to March 29th. 1913, promises to be an
event of great importance.
Many
men
eminent
in the
world of education, science, travel, etc., are giving valuable
help and advice to the undertaking.
Many names
far
in the contemporary history of England appear in the list
of vice-presidents.
Besides a General Advisory Committee
the following committees have been named: Committee ata
Engineering, on Theaters, on Finance, on Literary Matters.
on Films, on Accessories, on Conduct and Legislation. The
Educational
Section has for its first vice-president
the
Bishop of Birmingham.
Other sections are: the Emigration Section, the Travel Section, the Religious Section
Social and Industrial Welfare Sections, the Army and Navy
Section, the Scientific Section.
The general objects of the
exhibition are: (1) To arouse public interest and enthusiasm in the Kinematograph; (2) To enlarge the educational
and scientific branches of the industry; (3) To keep up. and
raise where necessary, the tone of films shown in theaters:
(4) To show what the Kinematograph
can do to
education,
missionary
enterprise,
emigration,
enlistment,
travel and social welfare.
"Cine-Journal,"' the well-known French moving picture
paper, raises its voice in protest against the proposition of
the Parisian municipal authorities of taxing the posters
and the electric signs of every moving picture theater in
the city by the Seine. It appears that the city budget shows
a deficiency
and that
the electric
theaters are to of"
be 11
laidmillion
under francs
contribution
to help
in reducing
the eleven millions.
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The First Moving Picture Library
By W. Stefhe n Bush

RECORD of achievement rs always entitled to
respect. We have been theorizing about the
"educational picture" right up to the sky and clear
nit" the stellar system; I need make no apology now for
offering a page or two of concrete and palpable facts,
■ ■daily when these facts have been knocking at the
editorial door for quite a while. Progress and usefulness are unfailing passwords into the columns of The
Moving Picture World.
The budget of facts is supplied by Mrs. Ruth G. Dolese,
who has just celebrated the first anniversary of her workas the directress of the first distinctly educational "film
depot." Her office is at No. 200 Fifth Avenue, on the
floor of the General Film Company, but it is a case of
the "acorn in the flowerpot" and in a few weeks at the
most the educational exchange will have new and much
larger quarters.
To appreciate the work of this educational exchange
and of Mrs. Dolese it must be made plain at the outset
that no favors were shown to either the branch or its
directress by the General Film Company. She has to
pav for every inch of film she wants to rent. It is gratifying to say right here that from a financial standpoint
the work of the first moving picture library has been a
most pronounced success. I am glad to add that Mrs.
Dolese does not regard the financial success as the real
touchstone or as the full scope of her great undertaking.
To be sure, she is immensely pleased that the department
has stood so practical a test, but she looks far beyond
mere financial gains. The most valuable mission this
department has fulfilled in the one brief year of its
existence has been its propaganda among the best classes
of our country. It has proven to the satisfaction of the
«keptics that the motion picture has wonderful uses as an
educator. It has disarmed criticism and conquered prejudice in many influential quarters, where before the coming of this Moving Picture Library the moving picture
was held in small esteem.
When Mrs. Dolese started to devote herself to the task
of bringing the school and the picture into closer relationship, the materials in hand were fragmentary. Educational releases were put on the market in a more or less
haphazard fashion, no manufacturer followed any definite
system, and there seemed no possible way to count upon a
certain educational program. The first step then of the
librarian must have been the collation and arrangement
of whatever educational reels there were on hand. To
this work Mrs. Dolese addressed herself with all the patience and knowledge demanded by the occasion. How
much she has been able to accomplish is best told in her
own words :

pictures are in harmony with the best text books. I think.
however, that the best developed of my courses is my
'Progressive Road to Reading by Motion Pictui
Here my materials are mo^t complete. I can start the
child at the kindergarten standard, delighting him with
the toys and simple plays of the kindergarten, and then
lead him to myths and fairy tales, and finally go as far
as any reader now in use can go into the highest branches
of literature. I call this correlating work, the school and
the book and the teacher helping each other.
"There is so much to- say on the importance of the
educational library that I scarcely know how to cover it
all. I do a great deal of work among foreign societieThe leaders of these societies realize how nece>-ary it is
for foreigners to become useful citizens. There is no
better way of imbuing them with a love for the country
of their adoption than showing them the history of it.
At present my work is restricted to a certain territory,
though in some cases where I received requests from
universities pictures have gone from this office to TMinnesota, Oklahoma, Wisconsin and Louisiana.
"In regard to the introduction of the motion picture in
the schools of New York, the great trouble is with the
legal requirements regarding the size of booths. The
Fire Commissioner -of New York City, following the
words of the law, insists on a six by eight by seven
booth. Such a booth is impracticable for the average
school. We had a bill in the last legislature allowing a
smaller booth for schools, but through an unfortunate
misunderstanding, the bill tlid not go beyond the Assembly; We expect to get the needed legislation this coming
winter without fail. There are at least fifty schools
ready now to take in moving picture machines at a minute's notice if we can get the law to allow a smaller type
of machine. The money to pay for the cinematographic
outfit, including films, will not come through anv appropriation either by the city or the State of New York. The
Western States are far more progressive in this respect
than New York. Texas and Wisconsin will in all probability make appropriations for installing moving picture
machines and creating a system of cinematographic education. Here in New York the money must come from
the parents of the pupils. The Board of Education permits exhibitions of motion pictures in schools, for which
a small admission fee is charged. Out of the receipts of
these entertainments the parents of the pupils defray the
expenses of introducing the motion picture into the public schools. Public School No. 5 in Brooklyn has bought
a booth, which runs on wheels, and the pupils of that
school will start a series of motion picture exhibitions on
November 24th.

"Our moving picture library," said Mrs. Dolese, "has
now a thousand volumes, as you will see by the new catalogue that I have just received from the hands of the
printer. Our cinematographic library covers all the subjects found in the ordinary collection of books which we
call a library. For the use in the schools I have with
the reels now on hand prepared three cinematographic
courses — history, geography and reading. T have divided
my course in history into forty weeks. The pictures I
have selected run with the standard text books now in
use in the schools, and for every one of the forty periods
into which I have divided the subject there is a choice of
two. three and four reels. I cover practically the same
ground as the schools. Geography I have divided into
physical and historical geography, and here again my

"I receive frequent calls for films from conventions.
Last summer I supplied the convention which met in
Washington and considered various problems in hygiene.
T expect to go to Baltimore in a day or two to attend the
Prison Congress. Mrs. Booth is very much interested in
my work, and we give motion picture exhibitions regularly in a number of reformatory institutions. The Educational Alliance of this/city is making liberal u-e of my
film library. A young lady connected with this work selected a good, pleasing program, the educational relieved
bv a little harmless comedy, and her success was striking.
The first night her exhibition was attended by 150. the second by 200 and on the third night her audience numbered
500. One of the fine things in connection with mental training by films is the fact that we can put the child of six and
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the man of sixty in the same class. | find the demand for
educational films decidedly on the increase. A year ago
the so-called educational film was generally about five
hundred feet in length and often travelled in unsuitable
company on one and the same reel. To-day the thousand
feet educational picture is the rule rather than the exception. Manufacturers and the General Film Company
have a justly high opinion of this work, and give me a
ready audience for any suggestions that I think it proper
to make. I look for an increase in industrial pictures
and pictures showing the work of the Federal Government in many of its branches. The Selig Company, I
believe, has permission to show the work of conservation,
as now carried on under the direction of the Government.
Urban, Pathe, Cines, Edison are faithful contributors to
our educational library, and the recent picture of Essanay,
"Cutting California Redwoods,"
the new educational features.
where Ihave met with a spirit
and I am under obligations to
changes throughout the country
operation in many things.

is a splendid example of
I must say that everyof genuine helpfulness,
many managers of exfor their courteous co-

"Of course, the ideal condition of cinematographic
teaching will only come with a perfect and well-regulated
system, which gives us a cinematographic course for
every subject and which will provide for every varietv of
instruction, from elementary to the highest and which
will specialize every important branch of human knowledge. The day for the attainment of this ideal condition
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The old question of the "Young People in the Church," and
the older question of "Amusements" has hecn treated to argument and analysis so thoroughly, that the whole subject is more
than familiar to every church worker and institutional manager
everywhere.
The revival of the subject for the purpose of asking, "If the
moving pictures may become of any practical value in the social
work of religious bodies?" is timely and exceedingly easy to
answer. In the first place the acknowledged "universal versatility" of the cinematograph has already proved its adaptability
to social-religious requirements: in the second place, the fact
that use has already been made in many places, in different
parts of the country, of suitably applied cinematography, and
with marked success : a complete answer is given to the question, besides placing satisfactory results beyond doubt. For a
time at least some little difficulties will arise, because of the
somewhat heavy expenditure, made necessary in purchasing the
apparatus and supplies: as also there may he a little trouble in
procuring proper and trained workers to take the place of operand business managers. These "difficulties and troubles"
are. however, easily surmounted ; a score of manufacturers,
atrents and bureaus arc ready at hand with all the required ad
vice and information, and. if need be. there is no branch of useful moving picture work but the various branches of the wide
advisory field of The Movint, PICTURE World is ready to cooperate. The required cost and ability is as common among the
people of religious bodies and communities as elsewhere, for
"when occasion requires men are ready" and any work that can
be done anywhere else, can as easily be done by churches and
Sunday schools. They are certainly not lacking in either ambition or ability.
That the moving picture can fill the entire field of religious
social life cannot be contemplated; it is only a new and valuable
auxiliary, introducing many new and beneficial features and possibilities, besides helping to drive out much that was uninteresting, unentertaining, unencouraging. Young people must be attracted, interested, and held ; the holding of the young people is
the hardest problem : as an aid in this respect, the moving picture will certainly fill a large place, probably larger than anything else at present known in social work, in that it leads
upward to a higher and better standard.
The last, yet not least, but perhaps the lareest factor of the
moving picture, is its attractive powers. The world to-day
knows no more attractive instrument than the cinematograph:
every day millions of young people are irresistibly drawn by its
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is not far off. I look for the grand and complete cinegraphic syllabus of human education and knowledge
within the not distant future.
When the day is ripe we
willI asked
have the
Mrs.money
Doleseandhowtheinmen."
her opinion the work of
her moving picture library affected the exhibitor. She
was quick to answer:
"What relations," she said, "I have had with exhibitors have been most pleasant, and I hope mutually
profitable. I get many requests for good educational pictures from exhibitors, and the records of the office show
that these requests are on the increase. I believe exhibitors realize, too, that my work benefits them in a
genera] way by arousing interest in motion pictures. T
think this department unlocks many doors tor the exhibitors and makes converts to the 'habit.' Thousands
probably are now regular patrons. of electric theaters who
learned of the picture through this department. I know
that in Denver free educational pictures, shown during
last summer, increased the general attendance at moving
picture theaters by ten per cent."
There is not a friend of the motion picture anywhere in
the world who does not wish to see the work of this educational branch progress in quality and expand in usefulness. No part of the industry is more important. It
will pay
every ; exhibitor
to in
getthe
a copy
of Mrs.ofDolese'
new
catalogue
it is useful
compilation
special >
programs, and its very existence is an answer to every
argument of the enemies of the motion picture.

subtle powers: social religious life cannot find a better helper;
without it little progress has hitherto been made. An opportunity is now offered to prove what can be done with it. There
is no doubt that the inherent qualities of the moving picture will
prove as ready, as valuable, and as successful in social religious
work as it has wherever it has been tried.

FURTHER COMMENTS FROM OUR READERS
THE CIGARETTE COUPON SCHEME.
Springfield, III., November
Editor Moving Picture Would,
P. O. Box 226. Madison Square.
Xew York City.

ON

4, 1912.

Dear Sir: — You may have seen the enclosed circular, issued
to moving picture theater owners by the American Tobacco
Company, which I received through the mail. Although I no
longer own a theater, I am sure I would not offer parents such
an opportunity to fight photoplay houses in general
Very truly yours,
Frank H. Madison,

Moving Picture World,

Rochester. N. Y.. November 9. 1912.

New York City. X Y.
Gentlemen: — I note with pleasure the stand you have made
ding the cigarette coupon scheme of 'lie American Tobacco
Company.
Sincerely.
M. C. Barnard.
786 Courti.aniit Ave.. New
Editor Moving Picture World.
New York City.

York City. Nov. 8. 1912.

Dear Sir: — I deem it proper to protest against the redemption
of tobacco coupons in moving picture houses, as planned by the
American
Tobacco Company.
A step in that direction would
only tend to lower the standard of the motion picture house, in
the eyes of the eyes of the public.
This coupon scheme, if successful, will surely be productive
of much evil. All managers and owners of theaters should cooperate in denouncing that plan.
Respectfully yours,
M. I. Littauer,
Manager Time Theater.
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"At Napoleon's
Command"
Reviewed 1 > > Jas. S. McQuade

cines)

GEORGE
KLEINE will release, on December -\ a tworeel feature subject bj * m^, entitled "At Napoleon's
( ommand."
Alter Beeing these films run "it. twice
in succession, I am impressed that exhibitors have in store
their patrons a strong attraction thai will bear liberal
advertising in advance, with no fear of a "come back" from
disgruntled.
I in- storj revealed by these films, while laid amid thrilling
and spectacular incidents in the career of the great Napoleon,
centers chief interest on the lives of two brilliant officers
of In- army and of .i woman who was beloved by each in
turn: one of them gaining her affections, but forgetting lu-r
in his pursuit of glory, the other just as brave and just as
successful while cherishing lu-r as his sweetheart and in h i->
constancy a> a devoted husband.
The situations call for several realistic battle scenes, requiring the massing and action of large bodies of soldiers
and the resulting carnage from shot, sin-ll and bayonet.
The Cines people have met the conditions well, as the closing scene in Napoleon's greatest effort' especially shows,
the ground being strewn with the dead and dying, the lat
ter expending tlu-ir expiring strength to raise themselves
and cheer their "Little Corporal" as he rides over the victorious tk-Kl with his staff.
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- pa-s and the girl hears nothing
of In r lover.
In
destitution she < ill - at the nea
up, when- the 1-rcnch
soldiei - are stationed, and n i
I Andre
furnished with food, and. as ihe eats, the Sergeant look
her pityingly and admiringly.
The next day he (alls at hex
home and declares
iiis love
Shi tells him ol her
lover, without revealing Ins name, but Andre entreats her
to forget the past and marry
him
.me
his
and
i
■wife
arri as soon as martial duties permit him
claim her, and h<- placet In-r in his mother's care until that
lour years later Sergeant Andre hat risen to the rank
of marshal and Juliette is his wife. At a great reception,
given by Napoleon at Fontainbleau, Marshal Andre introduces his wife to a brother marshal, who ha- also I
from the ranks. [n great agitation sin- recognizes in the
famous marshal her recreant loser, and i- carried from the
room in a swoon. Her husband is ignorant of the cause
of her collapse and invites Marshal Yidar to his home on
the morrow. When this news is imparted to Juliette, she
opposes the imitation -o seriously that Andre immediately
suspects Marshal Yidar to be the false lover, who had deserted and forgotten her. On demanding the truth from
his wife, she acknowledge- that his suspicions are correct.
Marshal Andre at once Btarts out in search of Marshal
Vidar.
Meeting him he insults him and a duel is arranged.
These events happened on the eve of a great battle, when

9. jfi
•»- -, i/

H'3M«Ll
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Scenes from Cines Subject, "At Napoleon's Command."
The scene in the palace of Fontainbleau, where the emperor receives his leading officers and their wives, is brilliant in its array of costumes and uniforms, and courtly in
its assemblage of fair women and brave men. In this
finely staged scene. Napoleon, as the dominating figure, is
presented to us faithfully, in mannerisms, gait and poise,
by the actor to whom the role has been assigned. One
would like, perhaps, to see him pinch the ears of some of
his favorites, as was his wont, in addition to the other peculiarities of manner
that characterized
him.
There is another strong scene in which Napoleon's striking peculiarities of manner are well brought out — the scene
at headquarters, when he is in consultation with his marshals, just before the great battle opens. Note the rapidity
of thought that guides him to his conclusions, as he examines the charts of the battlefield and confers with his
officers. That pinch of snuff, so nervously administered in
the midst of profound mental concentration, may wing his
marvelous powers of calculation to certain victory. His
remarkable dominance as a leader of men is forcefully
shown in that, other scene, wdiere he prevents a duel between two of his marshals. By imperious intervention,
gesture and manner he reminds them that he is the best
judge of their honor, and has the right to command them,
if necessary, to die tor him and their country.
With such a subject, and such treatment as has been
given it by the Cines producer and his company, good photography and technique are imperative. It is with a feeling
of pleasure that both are pronounced excellent.
Briefly told, the story is as follows: Lieutenant Vidar, a
brave and dashing young officer, bids good-bye to his
fiancee, Juliette. He is off to the front, where Napoleon's
legions are marshaled against the whole of Europe.
Two

France needed all her soldiers to confront ner enemies.
The Secretary of State chances to hear of the contemplated
duel and informs the Emperor, who, in a fine rage, stops
the duel and orders the principals to join their commands.
In the carnage of the following day, Marshals Andre and
Vidar receive mortal wounds and become reconciled in the
presence of Juliette, who forgives her false lover as he
breathes
his last.
NOTED ACTORS AT ESSANAY STUDIO.
Among the many visitors to the Essanay Chicago studio
during the past week were Raymond Hitchcock and Flora
Zabelle, who are just completing a splendid run in "The
Red Widow," at Cohan's Grand Opera House, and Herbert
Corthell, the rotund and jovial comedian in "The Girl at
the Gate," now running at the LaSalle Theater. These
well known players spent an entire afternoon viewing the
many marvels in the big plant, and were highly enthusiastic
over the many systems by which the film is taken, developed
and produced on the screen. Essanay's wonderful overhead lighting system, the only one of it's kind in the country
that employs the use of movable trams carrying the lightbanks from one end of the studio floor to the other, was
another source of amazement for the players. Mr. Hitchcock, Miss Zabelle and Mr. Corthell also were enabled to
work for a few moments in a comedy production that was
being made, and Miss Zabelle expressed herself as being
perfectly delighted at the thought of seeing herself on the
screen. The players were also posed before the camera
and some fifty feet of film was run off depicting them laughing and enjoying the lark. This film has been developed
and is now in their possession as a memento of the occasion.
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Two"His Strong
"Kayand Bee"
Subjects
Sense
of Duty"
"Blood
Will Tell."
Reviewed

by

Louis

Reeves

Harrison.

i- a steady improvement visible in the Kay-Bee
THERE
product such as affords any honest critic pleasure to
remark. One great trouble about the average photoplay involving military operations is that it has no perspective giving a clear concept of the massed action, and another is thai painful lack of proportion which either belittles
the M'>ry involved or makes the conflict between large
force- seem sickeningly trivial.
Splendid pictural effect is achieved in the far-reaching
views of battle shewn in recent Kay-Bees. The hills, the
valleys, tin gorge-, are spread out before the eye that we
may witness the remote manoeuvres as well as all that is
ing in the foreground, anticipate the inevitable clash before it is on, and better understand the situation because
the whole breadth of it and depth of it are unfolded to the
minds of the spectators.

PICTrui-;

Wnkl.D

the troopers sent to punish them, but thcv are drawing
the depleted poM in strategic movement.
I he ( olonel's little daughter wanders from the line of
defense during the excitement and is captured by redskins.
The imprisoned private break- from restraint and goe- forth
alone to recover the little one. Then 1- -Mine wonderful
falling oi horses and men in the battle pictures, the animals
being thrown by their skilled rider-, but these feats are- all
belittled by the daring act of the private in jumping upon
the horseThewhich
the and
Colonel'girlbefore
and the
captor.
soldiercarries
kills him
carries little
her off
eyes of the lighting tribe, though wounded by their fire.
The Indians hoped to escape punishment while they held
the little hostage; now they scatter, and a period of tranquillity follows. The
private
is court-martialed
for
attack on the officer left in command of the post, his of dutythough
preventing
him from
Colonel's
wife,
the Colonel,
himselfcompromising
is bitterest in the
denunci
of such a breach
of discipline.
A nne situation
is set up
when
the wife enters upon a struggle between
her n
and her baser instincts, one worthy of the highest qu

\ Mmtwfma
i.

Scenes

from

the

Kay-Bee

Thousand-foot reels fatally curtailed time for working
out many a tine theme and quite as many that need only
that amount in their exposition are being stretched to a
point that only strains or breaks interest for the sake of
calling them "Feature Plays." Rapidity of movement and
consistency of development in "His Sense of Duty" and
"Blood Will Tell" cause the action to be carried in strong
continuity to the general termination.
"His Sense of Duty" opens with rapid preparation for a
line of action that does not immediately take place, in a
manner well-calculated to arouse curiosity while giving an
excuse for the military operations that follow. A scout and
a friendly Indian moving with caution in a zone of danger
discover from a hilltop the tragic scene of a small body of
settler- making their last stand against an overwhelming
body of redskins. The whites are exterminated, and nothing
remains of those who set out to cast their, fortunes in the
Far West but their mutilated dead bodies and burning
wagons.
In contrast with their tragedy i- exhibited the gay life of
a nearby military post. There is a dance on, shown in
a picturesque deep interior, and an intrigue between the
Colonel's young wife and one of the officers. This main
plot of the story is well interwoven into the general design
through the exploits of a private soldier. The private is on
guard at the house while festivities are in progress, he
is a prime favorite with the Colonel's little daughter, and
he takes upon himself the dangerous mission of guarding
the honor of his commander. When the latter is called away
by the scout and friendly Indian who have witnessed the
massacre of settlers, and the villainous officer is put in charge
of the post, the private dares to intrude upon a clandestine
meeting between the guilty couple.
Rank is forgotten in the clash that follows — it is that
of man to man — and the private lays the destroyer of
family happiness out stiff, lie then surrenders to arrest
and the second in command i- carried to the ho-pital in a
precarious condition. The -elf -acrificv involved is a rash
though manly one — the hostile Indians have risen in greater
extent than was at first supposed.
They have not only held

Feature,

"Blood

Ah> < ( -ft

Will Tell."

of play, and the result is a yielding to her better nature with
an artistic conclusion.
The Rebellion from a Southern View Point.
"Blood
Will Tell" is a story of the Rebellion
fr
Southern point, of view.
An old father of splendid mil
spirit wishes to enlist among the earliest ol those goimj
the front, but is compelled to bide his time.
His onlj
exhibits fear from the outset and cowardice in deserting
post.
His fear is that of a bov, that of inexperience
soul is stricken
by the terrorof war.
The old fat
disowns
him
and
succeeds
in entering
the
rankprivate, a grim warrior of the type that would rather
than eat.
The boy has scarcely returned to the supposed security of
his home when it is invaded by officers of tne Northern .1
and he is forced to hide in the garret. He now undergoes a spiritual regeneration — the righting blood that is
in him begins to tell — and he becomes the most dangerous
kind of an enemy from the same ignorance of danger
that made him a coward, He attempts what a seasoned
veteran would hesitate to undertake.
He creeps out on the roof, descends
suddenly
upon
the
sentry, overcomes
that guard,
ably helped
by the li
servant,
assumes
the Federal
uniform
and holds
up the
group
of Cnion
officers until he gets possession
plans.
With these tucked
in his breast he rides awa
redeem
hi- pa-t conduct.
Through
battle scenes
that are
tremendously
effective, the boy
rides in safety until he
reaches the Confederate pickets.
One of these is his
cious old father.
The
old man
calls upon
the officer in
Union garb to halt, then fires and brings his son down in
one of those daring falls so often achieved in these Kay- Bee
photodramas.
The boy
goesanddown
deathhonor
at his
father's
while
saving
the day
the to
family
at one
time,hand
a pathetic
solution deepened by the la-t scenes between hi- u
haired father and mother. This play does not pass ca
sentence upon anything that is wrong in the conduct of the
young recruit: it simply strikes deeper into human character
by us logical and consistent end.
Both plays deserve pr
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'The
Stolen
THIS
\cr\
dramatic Symphony"(Lubin).
Lubin
picture
is to he rel(
November 25, which is a month earlier than originally
intended.
The change in date is made JO thai it will
h England and other foreign countries for a Christinas
iqg. it in probably Mr, Met loskey'sbest story and doubtless will make an impression. Helen Landisfby the death of her
fattier is left penniless and has to seek employment
and
take humble lodging.
She rents a room in a rooming-house
located next dour to .1 young composer, Paul Romig,
:s hard at work on a symphony composition, which lie
feels will he a masterpiece.
As the w i <
cresses Helen
■nes enthralled with the music and is oien heard to
hum the beautiful bars. One daj Paul and Helen meet at
the front door, which the composer assists the young lady
pen. LaAer they meet on the street and Helen permits
Paul to accompany her to the park. The symphony is dis

cussed and an acquaintance is commenced, which gradually

l • an attachment.
daj
Helen
receives a letter from a well-to-do
aunt,
has just returned from Europe.
It is an invitation
foi
her to come
to New
York
and make
her home
with
relatives.
The arrangement is too good to he refused and
though
she feels a little regret
at leaving
her neighbor,
Helen packs up and goes to the new home.
The symphony
■ t jdeted and one day Paul, passing the
Academy of
i Philadelphia, reads a sign "Jarctsky, World's (ircat<.-: Pianist, Concert Every Afternodri."
An idea strikes him
he will try and induce Jarctsky to play his music.
He forthwith waylays the great pianist at the stage door and though
•■■ 'lially received pushes
the script into JaretsTcy's hand
i is getting into his auto.
A few dayS later the cite i-

One

of Those Beautiful Ensemble

PICTURE

WuKf.D

wild over a new Amei
aphony rend,
pianist, who claims u a- h
imposition,
Ron
presents himsell at th<
d
■, hut Jaretskj
and has him arrested a- being a madman.
the insane

asylum

and

held

in

I

>tit

papers tell the it
madman
had claimed
to lie the compi
In New
York,
Helen
and her aunl
to join a party of fril
will
play
his wonderful
symphony.

I in- i.

• and
:

■■:

I
The

him

at
. . |.
invitation

how

a

invitation
i

cepted and Helen
hears the familiar composition
which
enthralled her.
Sh
her aunt to engage the pianist
a private recital at the h
n comm
with
the directors of the asylum and explaining the situation demands that they shall permit Paul to he present under guard.
The function is duly arranged and Jaretsky executes the
masterpiece. When lie lias finished he is confronted by Paul
and Helen. The pianist is unnerved and falls on hi 8
in a faint. The story is made public and in a few days Paul
receives a letter from the Metropolitan Opera Company,
enclosing a check for $10,000 advance royalty for tin- greatAmerican Symphonj ever composed. He hands the letter to Helen, he wants something more, she offers both of
her hands.
THE

GREATEST

VINEYARD

FIGURES

IN PICTURES.

The largest vineyard in the world located at Guasti,
covering 4,000 acres of bearing vines, has been made
ground of an interesting picture by the Selig Company.
the process of growing and crushing grapes into wine
in .the various scenes of the picture.

Cal.. and
the hackMuch of
is shown

Scenes Posed by the Lubin Players — Taken from a Scene in "The Stolen Symphony."
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"Hazel Kirke"
Majestic Company Revives an Old

MOVING

PICTURE

Favorite.

WORLD

with Margaret Grey, Hoc Hanson, Robert Tansey and Ethelyn
Herman in the supporting parts. Many as Mr. Apfel's laurels
arc, lie has added to them by this tine two-reel picture, which is
rel< ased on November 17th, this month.

HARDLY
would it be safe to promise success to every picture revival of old-time favorite plays. Many have been
accorded a very warm welcome; some have failed as
screen attractions. The art of the picture's maker has had
much to do with it; but most of all the human quality of the
story has told.
"Hazel Kirke," by that somewhat eccentric.- man and true
genius, Steele Macka_\c, is a pleasingly sympathetic story with a
wholesome, human situation, developed with brilliance. It was
first produced in 1880, opening on February 4th. at the Madison
Square Garden Theater, and enjoyed a phenomenal run for
those days of 486 consecutive performances. The original cast
included many of the bright stars of that date. Both the Whifflins were in it, with Eben Plympton, C. W. Couldock and Mrs.
Cecil Reich.
The story, laid on the border between Scotland and England,
depends for its significance on the peculiar Scotch marriage law
and turns on the question as to whether the Boar's Head Inn,

Scene

from

"Hazel

Kirke"

(Majestic).

where the marriage took place, is really in Scotland, or south
of the line. It is, we find, truly in Scotland, and the ceremony
valid. Hazel Kirke, pretty daughter of an old Scotch miller,
is betrothed to 'Squire Rodney, an elderly man of means, who
has financially aided her father. Before the marriage, a young
English nobleman, Lord Travers, while hunting near the mill,
falls and breaks his arm. The miller hears his cry for aid and
carries him home where he meets Hazel and falls deeply in love
with her. Hazel does not know his social station, but 'Squire
Rodney, who has recognized Lord Travers, sees that she has
returned his affection. The 'Squire writes to Lady Travers, the
youth's mother, who has decided on another match for him,
and soon the miller receives a letter from her, asking him to
send the young man away. This serves to precipitate the love
affair, for the old man, thinking that Hazel has acted dishonorably, disowns her and orders her from the house. Travers takes
her to the Boar's Head Inn and there, with many witnesses,
goes through the declaration of marriage which, in Scotland,
makes her his legal wife.
Travers and Hazel are living happily in each other's company;
but Lady Travers, who is very sick, has not been told. A report
is started that the Boar's Head is in England. 'Squire Rodney
hears of it and takes the whole story to Lady Travers. By this
time, young Travers has also been told. He goes to the village
to investigate and Lady Travers, in his absence, tells Hazel in
such a way that the girl thinks Travers has deceived her. She
flings away her jewels and runs out. But the old miller, who
has heard the story in all its gossip flavor, won't receive her.
He has gone blind and doesn't know that she is kneeling in front
of him listening to what he is saying of her. She hurries away
and jumps into the mill pond, but is rescued. Lord Travers now
produces evidence that proves the marriage legal and nothing is
wanting of the usual happy ending.
The picture has been fortunate in its producer. Oscar H. Apfel.
In the necessary abridgment, he has chosen very wisely. We see
all the essentials of the story clearly pictured and the narrative
runs smoothly and very naturally and what is just as important,
the players he has chosen for the parts fill them ideally. Mabel
Trunnclle plays Hazel: Herbert Prior, Lord Travers; E. P. Sullivan, the old miller; Paul Scarden, the 'Squire; Virginia Westbrook, the miller's maid ; Isabel O'Madigan, Lady Travers; Harry
Frazer, Pittacus Green (a comedy part, the friend of Travers) ;

MR. ALLAN

DWAN.

The Western producer of the American Film Mfg. Company is possibly the youngest man in this branch of the
business. He celebrates his natal day on April 3d of each
year and claims never to have missed one since 1885. Much
has been said by critics and the public at large about the
remarkable histrionic abilities of the "Flying A" Western
Stock Company, under his direction, and the majority of
his productions
have met with very favorable
comment.
Mr. Dwan hails from Toronto, Ontario. He is a graduate of Notre Dame University and bears the degree of electrical engineer. His first experience in moving picture work
was secured in scenario divisions and after mature experience in this branch was given a trial at the production work.
His success in this line is a matter of record and requires
no further elucidation. „For some time he has been writing
his own scenarios and much credit is due him for his masterful efforts in this direction. The future plans of this promising career bid fair to eclipse his past successes by a large
margin.
THE

MIRACLE.

Mr. A. Danziger, of the New York Film Company, 12 Union
Square, who owns the American rights of The Miracle, as
filmed by the Continental Kunstfilm Gesellschaft, of Berlin, reports that all the paper for this attraction is now ready. It consists of pictorial one, three, five and eight sheets and four and
twelve-page booklets. The paper looks very attractive and does
full justice to the spectacular character of The Miracle. Several
more states have been sold. Mr. Danziger expects to give a
public performance with music and prologue in the city of New
York within the next few days. The Miracle will also be exhibited in the early part of next month in the Academy of Music
in
Brooklyn,
in Baltimore. and later in the. month in Albaugh's Opera House
Aubrey Kennedy, the Universal manager on the Coast, in a
report to the home office, announces that the weather out his
way has been the hottest of the entire season — the thermometer
ranging between 85 and 95 degrees. In spite of this handicap,
however, the western forces sent on their usual sixteen thousand
feet of negative weekly.
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Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
ON

TO

OTHER

BOSTON.

Til RL will in- some doings al Boston on November 18th
and njtli. Exhibitors throughout New England have been
notified that a convention will be hi
nmer,cia! Mall,
(h;| Washington Avenue <>ii November 19th. President M \.
Neff, beof present
the Motion
Picture
Exhibitors'
"t' America,
will
t" assist
in perfecting
an League
organization.
Vfter
the meeting a dinner is to be served and a general gn.nl time
enjoyed.
The New England territory is about the only important section of the country that lias not yet been thoroughly organized
and affiliated with the National League. During the past year
there has been strong sentiment running through that section
in favor of organization. Efforts have been made in various
states of the New England group to accomplish something
along this line, but up to the present time nothing of a definite
nature has been done. All of this however, tends to prove
that the exhibitors of the New England states are ready for
organization and have only been waiting for the right man to
appear to show them the way. The success achieved by President Neff in rounding up the exhibitors in other states proves
that he is the man and his appearance in Boston on November
iQth will be the signal for any grand rally. While Mr. Neff
will reach Boston on the 18th for a preliminary conference with
the leading exhibitors of that city, the convention will not
occur until 2 o'clock of Tuesday the 19th. Exhibitors throughout
the New England states are urged to attend this meeting.
Nothing is quite so important right now as organization.
CLEVELAND

LEAGUE

DINNER.

The Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors League has recently
opened new quarters at 711 Columbia Building. Cleveland, Ohio
To celebrate the event they gave a big dinner in a banquet hall
of the Elk's Club of that city on October 30th. There was a
splendid programe of entertainment accompanying the festivities.
Music was furnished by the National Theatre orchestra and the
entertainers came from the National Vaudeville Agency of
Cleveland. At the conclusion of the banquet. President Morris,
as toastmaster, introduced a number of speakers who commended
the work of the moving picture men. A general good time is
reported.

CONVENTIONS.

Otlur important conventions scheduled are the Iowa exhibitors state convention at Des Moines on December 3 and 4th.
Nebraska exhibitors at Omaha on December 5th and 6th. West
Virginia exhibitors at Huntington on December 17th and 18th.
I lie Nebraska meeting will he for organization purposes as
up to the present writing there is no branch of the National
League in that state. Ever) effort is being made by the leading
exhibitors of the state to get out a big meeting. It is the intention of President Neff to attend this gathering.
PRESIDENT
NEFF
TO
VISIT
NEW
YORK
TOWNS.
Arrangements have been made by President S. H. Trigger
of the New York State Exhibitors League to make a tour
of the several important cities of the state accompanied by
Mr. M. A Neff, president of the National League. The first
stop will be at Albany on Sunday, November 17th at which
place a meeting of the exhibitors of Albany and vicinity will
lie held noon
at From
thethis
Clinton
at 2Trigger
o'clock will
Sunday
point Square
Air. Nefftheatre
and Mr.
attendafterthe
convention at Boston, after which they will return and visit
I'tica, Syracuse. Rochester and Buffalo. Dates will be announced direct to the exhibitors in those cities.

CLEVELAND

LOCAL

ENDORSES

THE

WORLD.

The Cleveland Local of the Moving Picture Exhibitors' Leogue
has gone on record of emphatically endorsing the position of
the Moving Picture World regarding the American Tobacco
Company's cigarette coupon proposition. Members of the Cleveland local without exception have deemed the scheme as extremely hurtful to the business.
MANDLEBAUM

SELLS

THEATERS.

E. Mandlebaum, president of the Atlas Amusement Company has sold his interest in that concern to A. Newman and
A. L. Friedman, treasurer and secretary, respectively, of the
company. The Atlas Company operates the Knickerbocker and
the Lakewood theaters. Mr. Mandlebaum will devote his entire
time to the Lake Shore Film and Supply Company and the Feature and Educational Film Company.

Scene in Banquet Hall of Elks Club on Occasion of Dinner Given by Cleveland, Ohio, Exhibitors' League.
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By JAS. S. McQUADE
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drastic treatment from the Exhibitors' League and careful consideration from exchanges which
furnish service.
Another case: The Sittner Theater, on North Avenue and
Sedgewkk, is offering four reels of films at 5 cents. This policy
works an injury to the Jeanette, Orchard and Mohawk theaters,
nearby, which offer only three reels, in conformity with the
policy adopted by the local league of exhibitors. This is another
case where
the exchange
local league's
grievance
committee should get in
touch
with the
serving
the Sittner.

National
Film
Reporting
and
Collecting
Agency.
A
number
of
exchange
men,
handling
Universal
programs
"y?I Stat
the American
flagAmerican
does notfilm
call isattention
to the
United
throughout the Central States, have formed the National Film
ad, the
doing much
to remind
tun ign peoples of us.
Reporting and Collection Agency, for mutual protection against
irresponsible
customers.
The
Standard
Film
Exchange,
the
"Fifteen thousand miles of motion-picture films were exported
from the United States in the last fiscal year, against only 3,000
Laemmle
Film Service and the Anti-Trust Film Co., of this
city, are among the exchanges represented.
It is expected that
mile? imported. The exact length of the motion-picture films
ih< movement will spread to the Eastern States, in a short time.
exported in the year ending June 30, 1912, according to the division of statistics, was 80,035,302 feet, valued at $6,815,060.
Important to Exhibitors.
"Fifteen thousand miles of films thus display the United Stat< s
I
In
July
22nd
last,
the city council of Chicago amended Secin distant parts of the world. They penetrate where the masttion 1622 of Article 2, of Chapter XLVI of the Chicago Code,
headed flag cannot go and meet the eyes of the millions far from
by adding Section 1622c, which reads as follows and is now in
salt water. Just as American patrons of moving picture shows
force :
are viewing scenes and events abroad on the screens, so the
1622c. Every moving picture film kept or stored in any operforeigners are gazing upon scenes and events in American life."
ating room where moving pictures are being produced, in addiThe foregoing paragraphs are from the Buffalo Enquirer and
tion to being kept in the receptacle required by Section 1622b,
afford valuable as well as interesting data. It is relevant, in this
shall be placed and kept when not in use by the operator in a
connection, to refer to the cry for an "open market," when confireproof box with tight closing cover, leaving no exposed opensidering those 15.000 miles of films which represent the United
ing after films are placed there, which box shall first be approved
States in all parts of the world, and the 3,000 miles of imported
by the city electrician. Every film, after having been used by
films which represent all parts of the world in the United States.
the operator, shall be replaced in said box immediately if the
The wise safeguarding of the American home market, thanks
same is intended to be used for a further exhibition.
largely to the Motion Picture Patents Company, has protected
It is understood that certain devices approved by the city elecAmerican film manufacturers from competing with a deluge of
trician will be ordered installed in motion picture theaters, in
foreign output that would have made it impossible to preserve
the near future, among them the Gilmore Film Box, which has
quality. And such safeguarding has also made it possible for
been tested and found fireproof as a receptacle for nitro-cellulose.
American manufacturers to surpass a. great number of foreign
This box has been recognized by the committee of consulting
competitors on their own ground, because they can afford to'
engineers for the National Board of Fire Underwriters as suitinvest more liberally in their respective products.
able for use in motion picture booths.
The output of the great European film manufacturers has
The follqwing approval of the Gilmore device has been issued
always been welcomed in this country, and such films have exer- ' by Ray Palmer, city electrician of Chicago :
cised an uplifting influence on the product of our ambitious
"The Gilmore Film Box recently submitted to this department
home manufacturers. Too many manufacturers are prone to
for approval has been put through various tests to determine
attach more importance to the quantity of their weekly output
whether
it is so designed as to afford proper protection for
than to its quality. It is needless to state where this policy will
nitro-cellulose films. Tests were made by subjecting the box to
lead in the end.
intense heat to see whether film placed on the inside of box
The Gilmore Amusement Company.
would be ignited thereby. In all of these tests the films inside
A charter was granted The Gilmore Amusement Company, of
the box failed to ignite. This department will therefore approve
Chicago, on October 21st, to construct and operate theaters and
this device for use in moving picture theaters in the city of
places of amusement in the state of Illinois. The incorporators
are George J. Gilmore, and Walter, Arthur and Louise Wille.
Chicago Film
Brevities.
Mr. Gilmore is president of the company, and will also be genChicago."
V.
R.
Day,
manager
of
Essanay's
around again:
eral manager of the circuit of theaters contemplated.
but on crutches. Mr. Day managescity
to office,
steer, isnotwithstanding
The Morse Theater and the Ideal are now being built, the
that the fractured bone is still in a cast. He has received conformer being located at the Morse Avenue Station, on the Northgratulations on his speedy recoverv from numerous friends.
western L, and the latter at North Avenue Larrabee Street.
* * *
The Morse will cost $42,000 and will seat 700 people, and the
A. P. Mitchell, operator of the Elmo Theater, 2404 West Van
Ideal will have the same capacity, with an outlay of $40,000.
Buren Street, called at The World office last week. He reported
Sites for two more houses in this city have already been leased
capacity business with Film Supply Company's programs, which
by the company, the capacities being 850 and 000.
are furnished by the H. & H. Exchange. A. L. Christie is manThe Morse and the Ideal will have attractive fronts and artisager of the Elmo which seats* 800
and which is owned by
'* people
*
tic interiors, and the most approved modern devices and appointthe Elmo Amusement Companv.
ments for the comfort of patrons will be installed. The Ideal
will have a ground floor and balcony : the Morse will accommoC. A. Anderson recently sold the Royal Theater. 4654 Wentdate its patrons on the main floor. It is expected they will be
worth Avenue, and the Hermosa Theater, 4308 Armitage Avenue,
in readiness for opening about January 10th next. The Morse
and has purchased one-half interest in the Crystal Palace Thewill charge 10 cents admission, and the Ideal 5 cents.
ater, 3255 Ogden Avenue. A. C. Mann is his partner in the
The five houses to be built in Chicago will offer straight picCrystal Palace. This theater seats 400 people and offers Uniture programs, and vaudeville will be strictly prohibited.
versal programs. The service is furnished by the Anti-Trust
Cutthroat Competition Exposed.
Film Company. The present owner of the Royal is F. H. Cahill.
Exhibitors are doing exceptionally fine business in this city
an old and experienced exhibitor. The Hermosa's present owner
just now; but there are discords here and there that cause all
is Louis M. Tupler.
Universal programs are used at both these
houses.
lovers of harmony to expostulate
* * *
Notwithstanding the efforts made all over the country to bring
exhibitors closer together and to recognize that success does not
Producer Oscar Eagle, of the Selig Polyscope Company, has
necessarily imply the putting of the other fellow out of business,
just started on the first of a series of big war pictures. Each
of these subjects will be produced on a mammoth scale, it is
there are cases in this city at present which demand urgent attention. Itis well known that three reels for 5 cents is the policy
announced. From 200 to 300 members of the Illinois National
Guard will be used in each production, in addition to 75 light
countenanced
by
the
local
exhibitors'
league,
but
there
are
several infractions of the rule.
cavalry men and a battery of light artillery. The first producThe Star Theater, on Milwaukee Avenue, for instance, is
tion is being made at Desplaines. 111., which at present looks as
if it were under martial law. The camp flies the diamond S flag
offering, at matinees, five acts of vaudeville and four reels for
and is under strict military supervision.
5 cents, and, in addition, advertises souvenir days, on which silverware isgiven away. The Star seats about 900 people, and is
owned by Jones, Linick and Schaefer.
H. M. Warner, of "Warner's Features" Company, is in town
The Star is the nearby competitor of the Home and Banner
for a few days, visiting his brother. Abe Warner. When Mr
theaters, which offer three reels of pictures for 5 cents. The
Warner returns to St. Louis, where he has established his headHome and Banner seat about 700 each. This is a case that may
quarters in charge of twenty agencies, he will take his family
well be classed under cutthroat competition, and should receive
with him making that town his permanent residence.
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Growth of the Feature Film
I

By Ingvald ( < »>•>
(Gen'l Manager, Greal Northern Film Co.)
ESS than two years ago, the first feature film was
placed upon the market with the firm conviction in
the mind oi the manufacturer thai the innovation

would appeal t" the world's trade. It was an enterprising
move, to saj the least, but from the very beginning, it has
more than justified the prophetic f< resight of the originator,
Mr. ( ). Olsen, president of the Greal Northern Film Company. \- American representative of the firm. I quite naturally took ;i deep interest in the innovation, and have followed its every development up to the present It will
readily be understood thai much of fortitude was required
to change film tradition in
announcing thai subjects
two thousand or three thousand feet in length might be
had as readily a> the regulation reel oi one thousand
feet or less, but the officers
of the company had implicit
faith in their judgment, and
the present-day demand for
feature- has proved the correctness of their views. The
feature film is now an institution.
While "it a recent visit to
Europe, 1 found that the
long-reel subjects were
growing in favor both with
MR. INGVALD C. OES,
the exhibitor and his patrons.
American Representative Great Northern film Co.
In many instances the former has found
it possible
to project these features from three clays to two weeks at a
stretch, according to the subject. As a matter of fact, I
learned that the receipts generally had doubled as a result
of the use of good feature productions. The average patron
of the motion picture theater is cultivating a liking for a
picture that unfolds a story in two thousand or three thousand feet of film, rather than have his attention diverted Inconstantly changing subjects. The feature film brings him
nearer to stage play, a form of entertainment which often is
beyond the means of thousands who are in search of entertainment and amusement. In my judgment, within the next
six months, the majority of films projected will be two and
three thousand foot films. The manufacturers who have
their fingers on the public pulse, and are able to keep the
pace, pr in other words, maintain the quality, will be the
ones who must, perforce, reap the benefit of the changing
taste on the part of the moving picture patrons. More care
and attention is given to the production of the feature film
by the manufacturer, and the extra outlay of money is an
incentive that makes it obligatory upon him to release a
product
"hat will bear his name with credit.
The •
nd factory of the Great Northern Film Company at Copenhagen,
Denmark, were
never so busy as at

the presenl tune.
Aside from the call for the regular pi
tut. the continuous!)
growing demand
for our special
tures is pressing our working resources to tin- utmost.
Our
manufacturing
plant
proper
covers
a larj^c
area,
and
is
equipped
with all modern
appliances
for the manufacture
oi motion pictures,
The company maintains its four studios
separately from the factory on the outskirts of the city, and
these are in constant
use by our Matt of director- and plaj
ers.
The scenerj
in the suburbs and m the country surrounding this quaint old city are all that could be desired
for the taking of motion pictures, and the atmospheric ■
ditions are ideal
President Olsen and the directors of the
company are particularly proud of the distinguished players
who have enrolled themselves upon the roster of the com
The
principals
have been engaged
from
the ranks
of the
foremost
actors
and actress,-, of the Royal
Theater,
and
other leading playhouses of i openhagen, a- well ;>• from the
principal
European
capitals.
From time to time these are
called upon to take an ai
pari
in the
special
feature
productions.

OF

STUDIOS

OF

GREAT

NORTHERN

In

addition.

the company boasts of a perfectly equipped circus arena.

and

with

President

Mr. 0. OLSEN,
Great Northern

Film

Co.,

for

them

stone-

a

that

Savor

carry

of

sea. then

i - close at hand

imposing

expanse

of

the
an

water

connecting the Baltic and
the North Seas. In short,
nothing is lacking for the
manufacture of films that are
calculated to maintain their
position in the front rank of
v p-to-t he-minute cinematographic products.

While dwelling upon feature films of quality, I wish
most
earnestly
to call the attention of the exhibitors of
this country to an evil which, if allowed to grow, will prove
a dangerous handicap for the promotion of the best interests of the film industry. I refer to the unscrupulous methods adopted by a certain few individuals who import wellworn features and palm them off in this country as the
newest products of the manufacturer. A glance at these
dilapidated reels should be sufficient to warrant retirement
from the public eye. but there are exhibitors unsophisticated
enough to accept them, thereby taking the chance of offending the intelligence of their patrons, and at the same time
working an injustice upon the manufacturer. The representatives of all reputable manufacturing firms are to be
found in permanent offices in New York and other large
cities. For this reason it is not reasonable for any exhibitor to claim that he was unaware of the fact that he had
been renting "feature" films from which all semblance of
feature had been worn by reason of repeated revolutions
through hundreds of European projecting machines. There
is a community of interests in this matter between the
exhibitor and the manufacturer. The former should avoid
all possibility of introducing junk to his patrons by doing
business directly through the accredited exchanges or agents
Copenhagen.

Director and Players at Work.
VIEWS

\\<>Kl.|>

Outward
FILM

Glimpse of Studio No. 2.

CO.. COPENHAGEN,

DENMARK.
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of the manufacturer who are alwaj - prepared to furnish
information touching upon their products. \>y following
this course, better service will result, the exhibitor will
profit t hrouj^h increased attendance, and the manufacturer
will feel coim-nt that his reputation i- not being discounted,
I In-, will then compel tin- unscrupulous dealer to carry on
In- detrimental activities in oilier fields. The manufacturer-

PICTURE

ENFORCING

are starting a vigorous campaign against violators of the
copyright law. It is to the interest of the exhibitor to be
cautious in his dealings with owners of unauthorized copies
of copyrighted films.
There is sufficient demand in all parts of the world to
indicate that the best is in demand. Our company ships its
product to all parts of Europe, South America, Australia
and the Orient, and from this will be seen that the feature
film is in universal demand. Quality as well as quantity in
film manufacture is in the evolutionary stage. Very few
features of a year ago may be classed as features of the
present.

Of course, this contribution would be incomplete without
a reference to the film industry in America. It is flourishing,
and its future will be prosperous unless undue political ambitions interfere too much with its progress. Among the
manufacturer- abroad, trade politics is practiced only in a
small degree compared with this country. The main interest set m- to center itself strictly on the realization of meritoriou- result- in the making of their films. Such, at least,
is the policy of our company.
SOUTH ORANGE, N. J., SEES LIGHT.
South ('range, a quiet residential suburb, after rigorously
excluding picture -how-, is to grant a license for a regular
picture house. Heretofore, a license tor a six-day run was
all the village authorities could give. A regular show house
i-

to

be

built.

LAWS.

restrain

the

infringement.

The proviso of the law is of the greate-t importance to
copyright proprietors in the moving picture business, and
without it it would l,e quite impossible for them ", handle
the vast number of dealers who in some manner pos
themselves of unlawful copies of various subjects and use
them in -uch a way a- to ruin the business of the lawful
manufacturer and copyright owner. The Great Northern
Film Company announce- it- determination to prosecute
all of these infringement-! to the uttermost, and has authorized its attorney to engage in a systematic campaign against
every person throughout the length and breadth of the United
States, conducting an illicit trade of the features of the
(ireat Northern Company. Pursuant to this campaign, seizures have been made in Iowa, and will be made consistently
throughout the United States until the unfair dealing in the
copyrighted subjects of the Great Northern Film Company
is stopped. Mr. Isaac B. Owens, the copyright counsel of
the Great Northern Company, on this subject, said:
"There seems to be a feeling on the part of these dealers
that once they are in possession of a film, no mattvr how
they secured pos-session, that they were at perfect liberty
to show the film throughout the country. In this belief
it seems to me that they are losing sight of the distinction
between the property right which they may have in the
tangible celluloid film, and the property which the copyright owner has in the subject of the film, which is protected by copyright. Where the subject of a film is properly copyrighted persons other than the copyright owner
cannot, in some devious way, possess themselves of a film
showing this copyrighted subject matter and exhibit it in
defiance of the law and of the rights of the copyright owner.
The present copyright law is the result of the most careful
study of the subject by eminent specialists, and it seems to
me to be quite adequate to protect the copyright proprietors. It is only necessary that a careful and systematic plan
of enforcing it be adopted by the manufacturers, and I believe that this reckless infringement may be stamped out."
AN

Factory and Its Employees.

COPYRIGHT

Ilie Great Northern Film Company, or the Nordisk Film
Company, through .Mr. [ngvald <. Oes effected, on Friday,
November 8th, an important seizure of copyrighted films.
The film seized was ''He made by the Nordisk Film Company, of Copenhagen, Denmark, and had been surreptitiously
brought into the United State-, against the provisions of
tin- copyright laws and in violation of the rights of this
company. The film was -eized by the United States marshal under the practice forming part of the present copyright law of the United State- by which infringing films,
or infringements of other copyrighted matter may be seized
by the marshal and held during the pendency of the suit
to

Exterior View of Studio No. i.

W'ukl.j)

AFRICAN

EXPLORER.

We are in receipt of a letter from Major S. L. P. Comnenus Palaeologus, 2836 W. Pico Street, Los Angeles, California, criticising very strongly American business methods.
He is one of the very few who have made the overland
expedition from Cape Town to Cairo and came to this
country several weeks ago to interest some film manufacturers in an expedition for moving picture taking. He seems
disappointed that his services have not been in demand,
but is especially sore at not receiving even an acknowledgment of considerable matter sent to some inquirers.
We have had quite a little in the way of African jungle
pictures, but this is a field that is rapidly disappearing
and it does seem as though we should have some more
pictures along this line before all the wild animals are
confined in our menageries and the native huts replaced
by modern dwellings. We sincerely hope copies of some
of the best of these pictures will be carefully preser.ed
for future generations, who will people this globe when
Africa is as civilized and enlightened as is our own United
States today.
The printed record of historical, scientific, natural history and kindred subjects are often open to doubt and
criticism, but the camera does not prevaricate and its
record is not subject to the bias or prejudice of the operator.
Moving picture records are records of facts as they are,
and not as they may seem to be, and as such they should
be preserved for the generations to come.
The Des Moines Slide Co., of Des Moines, Iowa, are
equipping a large and up-to-date factory. They will have
capacity for 1000 slides daily and facilities for handling
an extensive business in advertising, announcement and.
special slides.
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Doings at Los Angeles
Many

Busy
New

Kay-Bee
Men
on the Coast — Melford
Ordinance for Pictures — News Notes.

Sick-

CHARLES
KESSEL, the man who helped put the kay
in "Kaybee" brand of Rims, is now in our midst, not
as a visitor, but as one of us. He has stratched ou(
the words "of New ifork," which used to follow his name,
and hereafter the identifying tag will be "of Los Angeles,"
for he has come to stay. Even now the rial estate agents
an- hoi "n his trail and there are prospects thai the next
letter under this dateline may tell how he has emulated
Mr.
Luhin
and bought
a DOUSC
Kessel came here to take charge of all the Kessel Baumann
properties, which include the plants formerly of the Bison
and New York Motion Picture Company at Edendale and
Santa Monica, and the properties of the Keystone, Broncho
and Kaybee (formerly Bison-101) motion picture companies.
His first concern will be to launch the second weekly release ol the Keystone company. This will mean hiring new
actors and providing new accommodations. It is too early
to fix the date [or thi ii.'w release, but the expectation is that
it will be out in about six week- from this publication.
Meanwhile "Doc" \\ ill.it, who came with Kessel, is superintending vast alterations in the plant. The indications are
that the present plant, which is no mean one, will be torn
down and rebuilt. Already plans have been drawn for a
new. factory and Willat brought a complete outfit of new
cameras, part of which went to tiic Edendale studio and
the rest to the studio in Santa Monica canyon. A new stage
is being built at Edendale this week for the use of the second Keystone company and a great deal of new scenery is
being painted. All this represents a considerable financial
layout, but the new organization seems to be sparing no
expense.
That
Boer
War
Picture.
That Roer War picture, "The Battle of Paardeburg,"
which George Melford, director of the Kalem Glendale
company has been "going to" produce for the last six
months, is getting to be an old story, but Melford insists
that it will now be under way within thirty days. It is to be
in two or three reels and it will actually cost upward of
$10,000.
It was six months ago that Melford obtained the script
and decided to do it. Five times since then he has been
on the point of making a start and has had to turn his attention to something else. This time he says it's a sure go.
Last week he went to San Francisco to look up a shipment
of uniforms, firearms and artillery which had been lost by
one of the transportation companies and finally turned up
in the bay city. While he was there he swallowed a grippe
germ, came home more dead than alive, and was ordered
to bed by his physician, who says he will be out in a week.
Picture Company's
Indians Pollute Water Supply.
The band of Arizona Indians employed by the Universal
company at its _>o,ooo acre ranch "Oak Crest," in the San
Fernando valley, nearly involved the company in trouble
with the authorities last week.
The Los Angeles river, from which the city obtains its
domestic supply, flows along one side of the Universal
property. The Indians had pitched their camp on the bank
of the stream and when scouts in the employ of the city
health department were sent out to discover what was polluting the water the trail led direct to the Indian
village.
The offense was a serious one, but the Universal officials were able to convince the health authorities that they
had not understood the gravity of it— a number of cases ot
typhoid were suspected of having originated from this
source — and they showed every disposition to make all
amends
in their power.
The Indian village was promptly removed to the other
side of the ranch and at their own expense the Universal
officials employed a mounted patrol to ride up and down the
ranch constantly protecting the stream. The attitude of the
Universal officials brought warm praise from the health
bureau.
Los Angeles to Have

New

Ordinance.

The latest report from the city attorney's office is to the
effect that the proposed new ordinance designed to take the
place of the present antiquated ordinance regulating the exhibition of motion pictures will be ready for passage within
two weeks. One of the chief reasons for overhauling the
city's legislation on this subject was the demand that was
coming from the public for an amendment which would permit the use of home motion picture machines in residences
and of machines of both the home and exhibition types in
schools and churches.
At the time the council had the ques-
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tion under consideration
th< Municipal
Playgi
mission added
the weight
ol n-> Influence in
the
amendment
when it insisted on a provision giving
to exhibit motion pictures in the various r<
maintained bj the city.
The commission has mad.- all
necessarj
arrangements
for regular
supplies
oi n
will give free picture -how- ol an educational nature for the
benefit of ofthethe
people
portioncity. "i small mean- living in 1
Sturgeon Looking for an Alibi.
lo protect themselves in advance against pi ssi >1<
of plagiarism
Director Sturgeon, of the Western
Vitagraph
1
pany, ol Santa
Monica,
and William
E. Win.;, author
of a photoplay winch has just been produci
graph
company,
are scurrying
around
lookini
who knew
about the -tore of the photoplay
DC
unlay
Evening
Post recently
published
a sh
in
which prominent use was made of vultures as birds
This same
detail is featured
and made
much
I
of in the Vitagraph drama which was completed and shi|
East before
the story appeared.
It 1- pure!
coincidence according to Sturgeon and Wing, but one which
would be difficult to make most people believe.
I h<
affords another
striking
inst
a theme
that Kpes
Sargent has often reiterated in his photoplay department.
Kinemacolor
Activities.
The
Kinemacolor
Company
of America is all
now,
several of the members who left the party in Arizona
their way out from New York having rejoined it at the newstudio near Hollywood. The -lop in Arizona was made for
the purpose of filming the Grand Canyon of the 1 olorado
and its environs. Two full reels of. pictures were obtained
with all the gorgeous natural colors of the canyon and the
indescribably beautiful tints of sunset and dawn. Heretofore it has been necessary for people to go to the Grand
Canyon to gain any accurate idea of its beauty an4 grandeur
because, although ordinary photographs showed the outlines of it they could not reproduce the colors. Through the
Kinemacolor Company's enterprise it will now be possible
to people
take the
of the greatest
gashhope
in the
world's
crust
to
whosoul
otherwise
could never
to see
it.
Brevities
If it had not been that Director Colin Campbell took a
portion of one of the companies and went down to Capistrano this week to make several scenes for a historical picture with the picturesque ruins of the old San Juan Capistrano mission for a background, there would have been
absolutely no news to write from the Selig studios this
week. All the other companies are at headquarters at Edendale where the usual routing of picture making is in progress.
It is now said that the first of the year will phobably witness
the production of another three-reel feature like Christopher
Columbus and Monte Cristo but what it will be has not been
decided for the reason that at least three three-reel subjects
are available and no choice has been made.

* * *

I have another thrilling adventure which is vouched for
by Mack Sennet and sworn to by Fred Mace. It concern another daring escapade of the two Keystone sleuths but
as Richard V. Spencer refuses to guarantee it, and it imposes
a greater burden upon the credulity than the famous bear
story did, it seems wise to print only the really essential
portions of it which are as follows: "Mack Sennet, the famous director of the Keystone company, who
accompanied by Fred
Mace, the inimitable
comedian, who
Both Mace and Sennet will continue to produce the further
exploits

of

the

Two

Sleuths'

* * *

Sennet

Mace

Motion pictures were used for political campaign purSennet."
poses
tor the first time in this city the night of November 2
when the Progressive party in Southern California closed
the campaign with a monster rally at which 2,000 feet of
film showing Theodore Roosevelt in his last campaign tour
across the continent, was run off for the crowd. The meeting
was held in Shrine Auditorium which seats 6,000 persons
and many
were
turned
away.
No
charge
was
made
for
admission.

* * *

The city
council
has just
signed
up a whereby
lease with
College
theater
at Fifth
and Hill
streets
the Tally's
Board
of Motion Picture Censors will have possession of it every
Tuesday forenoon for the purpose of reviewing the current
releases. The board has been running its reels at the Arrow
theater in the Hamburger department store but when the
lease expired neither party wanted to renew it and the board
sought a new location.
POWELL.
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c^dvertising- for Exhibitors
Conducted bv

The

Red

EPES

WINTHROP

SARGENT

Another from Utah.

Cross Annual.

unusual release is that of the Edison company for the 16th.; one
AN
that should commend itself to every exhibitor of L'ccnsed film,
because it is the annua] release of the Red Cross Seal, or, to give
tin- official title, The National Society for the Study and Prevention of
Tuberculosis.
I lus war the booming of the film has been left entirely to the society,
and exhibitors everywhere can count upon the earnest and intelligent cooperation <>t ilu local branch.
Hope is the cheerful title of this release and hope is the theme of the
powerful purpose-story written for the society by James Oppenheim, whose
name is never sit to a poor story. Several of his general fiction stories
have been made into photoplays by the Edison company and his name is
favorably known to magazine readers and photoplaygoers alike. In Hope
he takes up the preventive work in the small town, the story telling of the
daughter of a bank official who comes to New York because in her little
renter it lias not been considered necessary to provide a sanatorium for
tin cure of the dreaded consumption. She becomes a patient in the famous
New Yoik floating hospital, a disused ferryboat moored to the bulkhead
of the licllevue grounds, and there she is found by her father and sweetheart and brought back to the home town, where int.. rest has been aroused
in the movement
through her- flight.
Dr. Stockton, who has seen the picture run and who is an authority
on (he treatment of tuberculosis, assures us that this is one of the most
perfect pieces of work technically that he has seen upon the screen, and
when he cannot find faults they must be few indeed. It is a story and a
preachment faultlessly told and both the Edison company and the Association have used their utmost endeavor to surpass the previous efforts- with
very decided success.

contribution from Utah comes from the Crescent Theater. Eureka. This, too, advertises "A Nation's Peril," and both in the preparation of the copy and the display, the advertisement does credit to the
creator. The Crescent, known as "The Home of Komfort and Kwality,"
has about half a page, but goes only across four columns on a six-column
paper, the ad. dropping below the half of the page to gain the space. It
is partly this formation that gives the well-balanced display that is offered.

The subject is released at this time on account of the sale of the Christmas seal, the revenues from which are one of the main sources of income
to the society, and the best work can be done if you aid in promoting
the sale of seals either directly or in a general way.
If you will address the society at 105 East 23d Street, New York City,
they will send you without charge a well colored lantern slide reproduction
of the seal, which this year is of new design and an improvement over the
old. They will also supply a cut of the seal 2 by 2j4 inches without charge
and if you are running the subject they will give you gratis two styles of
folders, one relating to the society and its work and the other to the story.
Tluy have had 8,000 of each printed up and you are welcome to your share.
This will be a live topic from now until Christmas, many, if not most,
of the exchanges have ordered extra prints and you cannot afford to let
this opportunity get by you.
The prevention of consumption and the cure of incipient cases is one of
the greatest works of the moment and one that directly interests every
thinking person. You can approach ministers, educators and welfare workers
of every sort certain of a welcome, and with no trouble at all you can do
advance work that will pack your house to the doors two or three nights.
Every representative of the society in the United States has been asked
to give exhibitors every possible aid, and for the first time in the history a
society is immediately and directly back of a purpose story. Other red
cross seal stories have been prepared in collaboration with the society, "The
Red Cross Seal" and "The Awakening of John Bond," for example, but
the Association is directly back of "Hope" and has complete charge of it,
the Edison company having turned everything over to them. Boom the
sale of seals, boom the society and boom tl e film and it will come back
to you not alone in direct return, but in the credit that accrues from
being associated with matters of vast public importance. There is scarcely
a home in the country where the subject does not appeal. Get your share
of the interest that is waiting and if your competitor gets the reel first
bring it back and see if you cannot do better than he did with it.

The shows (Motion Pictures, remember)
that will be advertised
at the Empress can be depended on as being like I say they are.
Such terms as Grandest in the World, Most Magnificent.
I'.e-t Ever
Produced, Cost $100,000, Chance of Your Lifetime, and so on are
generally an exaggeration, and besides are discounted very properly
by people of ordinary intelligence, as they should be.

Work

We

for the Seal.

Feel Complimented.

The M. P. Sales Agency, London, sends us the first issue of their new
bulletin. "The Topline Indicator," a large four-page bulletin of the films
handled by the agency. It is a splendidly informative sheet with the weekly
program, a detailed calendar of releases giving brand, title, brief description, leading players, musical selections and publicity matter with more
extended descriptions of the leading subjects and the usual house matter.
We feel highly complimented that the only outside matter in the first issue
is about a column and a half of extracts from this department that appeal
to the British and Colonial readers.

A Selig Envelope.
We always like to get one of the Selig special envelopes and the special,
for "The Kings of the Forest" is no exception. There is a generous suit
of press paragraphs of varying lengths, a cut sheet offering cuts of several
sizes and screens, another cut sheet with electroed advertisements and the
announcement of five styles of paper and a twelve sheet cut-out mounted
on profile. Below we give the plaint of the manager of an important circuit
in respect to a lack of press material. It is strange that the other makers
of special releases do not give the same care to the preparation of matter
that the Selig company always docs. What Stanley II. Twist can do others
can — if they will.

A

Here's a "Montgomery."

G. L. Bleich is doing the Montgomery stunt down in Owensboro, Kentucky, and doing it well. He is building a house, and he goes at his
advertising in the same way the Florida manager tackles a proposition.
Here are some of his samples:
ARE YOU A PICTURE SHOW FAN?
IF NOT, IT IS MY DUTY TO MAKE YOU ONE AND I AM
GOING TO DO IT.
After the Empress opens I'll just keep "ding donging" at you
until I get you to attend one time at least. That will settle it.
You will either remain a chronic stay-away, or else my steady
The nice
placebut
alone
isn't going ofto many
act asattractive
the charm.features
I won't
depend
on that,
a combination
will
patron.
do the work, and you will want to attend daily.
More boasting, you will say!
Time will tell.
G. L Bleich, Prop.

THE "EMPRESS" OPENS SOON.
AND I'M NOT GOING TO FOOL YOU.
NEVER! NOT IF I KNOW IT!

IF I SAY THAT I HAVE ON AN EXTRA GOOD SHOW
YOU

CAN

BELIEVE

IT.

Should you find that I misrepresent, ask and obtain your admission money back.
GEO. A. BLEICH,
Proprietor

THE EMPRESS PHOTOPLAY

Announcement

of Opening Date

Will

Gives Variety.

THEATER.
Soon

Be

Made.

But he does not adhere to the one style. Another cross page strip,
which cannot well be reproduced here in style, includes the lines, "For
photoplays of the better sort," "Seating capacity 600," "Seven exits to
make it safe," "Excellent ventilation," "Perfect in small things that make
forWe've
comfort."
an idea that Mr. Bleich is going to run the sort of house he
says he is, and we hope that he keeps us posted as to his work. This
style is in a sense flamboyant, but back of it is promise for good, and
having attracted attention he promises to hold for patrons those who come
out of curiosity.
In another announcement, which we may have room for later, he makes
a square-cut issue on the business as it is and was, and promises that in
his house there will be shown only the decent sort of pictures. He bars
out the cheap vaudeville and makes his issue squarely on pictures.

Some Trigger Advertising.
Samuel Trigger, who :s president of the New York State Exhibitors'
League, is doing some good advertising for his Trcmont Theater, up in
the Bronx Last week he had the first four of the "What Happened to
Mary?" series as a special feature, making good use of the $100 reward
offered by the Ladies' World for the best answer to the question. The
reward line stands out in glaring letters and holds the attention, but once
he has caught the eye with it he frankly explains that the paper, and not
the theater, offers the reward. This is wholly legitimate, but have you
stopped to think that you can make that reward work, for you, too? The
offer of a reward always catches the eye, but when it is backed up by a
fact it holds the attention.
Mr. Trigger is also getting the Vitagraph company into his house on
the installment plan. Maurice Costello and John Benny have been there
so far, with a lot of the others to be heard fiom. We would think a lot
more of Mr. Trigger's enterprise if he sent in his samples himself, instead
of waiting until we picked them up at the Exhibitors' Advertising and
Specialty Company,
where he has his printing done.

Data Wanted.

Emil Kchrlein, of the
ing the advance matter
more parts and points
sent barely four lines

Turner and Dahnken circuit, writes strongly
supplied by the makers of feature stories in
out that one concern, releasing a four part
of description.
This, perhaps, is the only

regardtwo or
feature
official
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press matter, but Mr. Kehrlein ihould remembei thml im Movma 1'icture
World comes to the relief of the exhibitor and ki^cs him the needed
material.
At tin- same time the point is well taken tli.it the manufacturer produces
some picture of more than ordinary not. and. through his failure to provide
a suitable suite of pr. --. matter, makes it difficult, >l not impossible, for
the exhibitor to properly feature the comii 11
and so get his money
back.
The exchange usually demands the price of the nils that ordinarily
would form the program and on top of this a heavy extra payment, and
something should be done to see to it that the three- and foui pari plays
carry something more than a bare line in the advertisement and a synopsis
in "The
S(
the Films."
The
Sclig specials are put out with the
same completeness that marks a road attraction. There are long and short
stories, cuts and special paper and with no other aid than the material in
the special Sellg envelope the alert exhibitor can run a full line of press
matter,
including
advertisements.
Unless something is done t y others to cover these specials more fully,
there will come a feeling of opposition to the special that will react against
the makers. Mo exhibitor wants to spend thirty to fifty doll <rs f..r
feature and then find that he must do all his own presswork for the special.
He has a right to expect something more than two or three hundred words
of s,|nib-. IK- is not able to employ a professional press man, and if he is
to be expected to take kindly to these features he must be supplied with
special material
for booming.

The

Pennies

Count.

To many houses the investment in a special feature is something more
than a gamble. It means a losing game that is charged to advertising the
house, and if the special material is not available, the prospect of loss becomes a certainty.
In some of the houses every penny is made to count; it must be made to
count if a bank balance is to be shown, and the exhibitor who is game
enough to stand to lose a few dollars for the general good of the house,
should not be penalized by being unable to advertise properly. It should
not take the manufacturer's press agent very long to prepare a sheet of stuff
and it might mean dollars, not alone to the exhibitor, but to the manufacturer himself.
What is wanted is a lot of snappy paragraphs and perhaps three or four
long stories. These should not dilate upon the extreme activity of the
company in making the release. It should be held to the film and the local
house. A long story telling how enterprising and generally good the company is may be of a sort to appeal to the man who pays the press agent
his salary, but it will do the exhibitor no good because the local paper
will not take it, and presswork that cannot get through is worse than none
at all.
In time the manufacturers must, of necessity, see the handwriting on
the wall and supply the demand or their product will not be used and
so become a loss to the exchange, resulting in the refusal to handle further
specials that do not carry ample press matter.
Mr. Kehrlein puts his finger on one of the raw spots of the business,
and some
remedy should be applied.

Got the Prices Mixed.
If you have
some reporter friend on whom
you can unload your squibs,
here is something
that should
help you to keep your
name
in the paper
if you change
the item to carry the name
of the house.
Mr.
Paige
says
it actually
happened
at the old Victory
Theater.
Santa Barabara,
but that
is an unimportant detail.
The point is that it is likely to be used.
It runs:
He
looked
like the Rube
who
has a violent
dispute
with
the
circus usher, and later turns out to be one of the clowns.
He had
the
regular
Rube
make-up;
flowing
lace curtains,
linen
duster,
bulging cotton umbrella and all the rest of it. Only in this case
he was the genuine article, and State Street looked to him like a
roaring artery
of metropolitan
traffic.
He stopped in front of one of the moving picture theaters, studying the posters, and half drawing a long buckskin coin sack from
his pocket.
"Say, be the show goin' on naow?" he asked at the window.
"Just
started,"
replied
the ticket seller.
"I reckon I'll look at it," he said, fumbling with the thong that
closed the bulging mouth of his sack.
Then his eye caught the big notice board. Back went the coin
sack, and
out came
the bewhiskered
jaw.
"No I won't neither. I ain't so all fired sot on seein' it as to
no sich price,"
he asserted.
"Why. what's the matter, uncle?" asked the ticket seller,
completely
puzzled.
"It only costs a nickel."
"Then what you got that cussed sign telling folks the smallest
price's two
dollars and
thirty cents?"
he asked.
The ticket seller craned his neck through the wicket and looked
at the notice board.
Then a smile of understanding spread over his
countenance as he passed the old man
out a :cmp.
"You
win."
he said.
"This is on the house."
On the notice board, in large chalk letters appeared this legend:
pay

At
he

"Matinee to-day — 2:30 to 4:30."
the same
time we might
wish
that Mr.
Paige
had not written
could not be without The
Moving
Picture World,
as it is the

paper
for those interested
in the "movies."
That's
an
it hurts the business more
than most
exhibitors realize.
the motion
picture
is being
placed
on a new
plane the
term is detrimental.

that
only

odious
word
and
Just now
when
use of the slang

Another Bleich.

We

like that Bleich advertising and are giving another of the advertisements that preceded the opening of the house. It is rather long, but
it is clean cut and effective and there is much here that others may lift.
TO

THE

PARENT

WHO

CARES.

SPARE

A MOMENT

TO

READ

THIS

My photoplay theater, the Empress, now under construction, will
soon be ready to open and I desire to say a few words with refer-
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ence to the conduct
children.

of the place, and (he influence it will have on

are parents
forbidding
their ehildri
show-, and other places "f cheap amusement
,,f tbr kind, and
tin- ■mis to irbom tins is moat
I want
u
the prejudii e jroa may
bold
igaii I ill
possibly, at least, 1
show, and then after y.ni
I in time that I am telling the
truth
you Ought
. removal
of the ban.
In
cater

my theater,
refinement
prevails.
This doel not mean that I
only
to the "la de dab"
s..rt of patronage
by any
means.
pectful people of all degrees arc
11 my house,
ai d I
do not discriminate except
that the rowdy,
the "masher"
and the
undesirable!
in general soon give my place a wide berth.
Young
boys
are a hard
proposition
to handle
by many,
have little trouble on that score.
Order
from
them
and

when

I find

one

who

disobeys,

further

admittance

warrant
you good
order,
and this brings
important
part of all things,
what
the child sees
the influence
of moving
pictures.

is ref-:

us to t!;e
and
hears,

and

eliminate
entirelyit stage
tin- •
or Now
demerit*
of which
is in "actin' " and "vodevil"
kind of entertainment forms no part of my show. Mine is a straight
program of motion pictures,
with the addition
of good
m
It may be that you disapprove of moving pictures, becauat
believe they are vicious, too sensational
many
times, and harmful
and unhealthy morally for the young.
Thi
'hat
kind extant and managers utterly unconcerned
as to what
lei I
pictures
are offered
their patrons
I'll admit,
but fortunately
the business,
few in numbers
and growing
Ies«.
The
managers
with a spoonful
of common
sense have
long ago cleaned out
quit showing any BUCh
Stuff like "Tin
Jease Jami
I ivc
Years
In Sing Sing." "Beulah
Rinford" and that kind of rot, but
at any rate here is one of them that does not show any such
tures, and never will, and I ask you to believe
this a fact.
I want to extend you this assurance: Your child, if permitted to
attend my show will not see or hear anything improper in the
slightest degree: never that which is degrading, never the sensational. Ido not depend on that kind to attract. You may feel
that I am lying to you now.
because
the show
busil
- to
have a corner on all the liars in the world not in politics, but keep
an eye on the Empre-s and sooner or later you will be satisfied
that the entcrtainnv nt there is wholesome and a perfectly fit place
for your boy or girl to attend and I am basing my financial success on your
finding
this out.
But do not draw a conclusion that rr.y aim is that of catering
to children alone. Ear from it. The Empress is for the grown up.
Neither must you imagine that the program will consist of the
religious, or scientific, or such, in the entire. Clean comedy, the
wild Western, the beautiful heroine, splendid hero, and deep dyed
villain, will cavort in the pictures as of old. along with the clathe artistic, because there is good in everything when properly
wrought,
and
I shall display no other kind.
Respectfully
and
sincerely
yours,
CEO.
The

Empress

Theater,

Fredcrica

A.
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A Pretentious Book.
E. E. Rutter, of the Odeon Theater, Bellcfontaine, Ohio, sends
copy of the first issue of the Odeon
News with this letter:

us a

This the first issue of the Odeon News, which I intend to publish
monthly or oftener if necessary. I scarcely knew just what I
wanted when I started on it, but it seems to answer the purpose
for which I intended it. Already I have had numerous inquiries
about the next issue. Lately there has been so much advertising
matter distributed around the city that heralds, dodgers, etc., failed
to attract the attention of the majority, but I only found four
copies of the News lying on the street. Look it over and any
criticism or suggestion for the betterment of future issues will be
greatly appreciated by the editor. I am a firm believer in advertising and I find many good suggestions in the Advertising for
Exhibitors department and have also been helped by the Projection
department. I believe that a department devoted to the personalities
of the photoplayers would he greatly appreciated by the readers.
The past record of one or two people each week would not take up
much space and I believe would be of benefit. When I started this
letter I only expected to write a few words, but I see that I have
said too much, so hoping you will pardon the intrusion. I will wish
you the continued success that your paper deserves and sign myself
as a successful
exhibitor.

Twenty Pages.
The News is sixteen pages and cover, but there are only eleven pages
of actual text, the rest being blank or advertising. It is in no sense an advertising book for the current films and it gives no calendar of releases
coming. It is merely a well printed magazine in miniature with the
running story of "Undine" (Film Supply service is used) and plenty of
gossip about the players. Though the majority of the pages are in ten
point, there is plenty of interesting gossip and comment. It will interest
Mr. Rutter to know that we are planning to supply this demand for facts
about the players. The first issue is a capital one and if the others are
as good we think that this will be more useful in interesting spectators in
the pictures in general, rather than merely enlisting their interest in certain releases.
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We PHOTOPLAYWRIGHT
Conducted by Epes Winthuoi* Sargent

Don't Bother Universal.
DON'T ic-nd scripts to the Universal.
They have their staff writers for
all the studios now and are buying practically nothing from the outside, so save your stamps and the clerk's time and keep your scripts
at home.
We do not believe that the studio writer will last long as it is not
possible with this scheme to get the proper variety to the stories, but until
the scheme proves itself bad it will be tried out, so stay away.

Positively Not.
That Boonville sheet that is brought out more or less frequently in the
interest of a school scheme happened along thiough the mails the other day
in the shape of a so-called "double number" that is the same size as the
last single number. It makes a promise to do better in future, possibly because of the complaints made by subscribers to the Boonville post office.
It endorses our club scheme and wants to know if it cannot get together
with us. It cannot. We do not recognize as a legitimate publication any
bouse organ and the sheet will have to be much better and more accurate
than it is to be recognized as a magazine at all.
It cannot get together with us — or next.
Positively not.

WORLD

A. W. Thomas and ourselves, condemn the schools, or perhaps Mr. Brewster
has an eye on his advertising pages.
Mr. Brewster seems entirely to lose the point of the matter. If these
schools were conducted by persons really qualified to teach; if the books
were other than garbled and jumbled versions of the instruction sheets of
the various manufacturers, the schools would do little good but no harm.
As the matter stands these schools without an exception, so far as we have
been able to learn, are conducted by men utterly incompetent to teach because they do not know what they are talking about or are too lazy to
impart their knowledge if they do.
The publication of these advertisements in the Motion Picture Story
Magazine has carried the seeming endorsement of the schools which its
editor now makes positive, and has been the means of coaxing from persons none too well able to lose money hundreds of dollars on the lying
pretext that anyone can learn to write photoplays and earn $50 a week IK
they can write and SELL two scripts a week. One of these concerns, according to the postmaster of their home town, lakes money without even
pretending to give any return, and at that we think this is better for the
prospective client than if the course or book had been sent.
Others give instruction and other services, one New York concern undertaking to vend the client's scripts after licking them into shape. Lately we
have had occasion to examine about a dozen of these scripts and not one
of them should have been sent out by any person possessing even a halfway knowledge of photoplay requirements.
At the present time we do not know one of these concerns that is other
than a get-rich-quick affair conducted by incompetents or those who have
no intention of giving the service they sell. They are hurtful in that they
implant the wrong ideas of the work and this is worse than no idea at all.
No school, no matter how honestly it might be conducted, can teach a
person to write. It can only tell how to write, and this is precisely what a
proper book on technique teaches, but teaches correctly. And the criticism,
of which Mr. Brewster speaks so highly is no more valuable than the
course; good only if the critic knows what he is talking about. Mr.
Brewster should cultivate patience and clearness of vision.

Unpretty.
Another of those house organs that is run by a Cleveland theatrical man
who doesn't seem to know much about photoplay if he is the professor and
faculty in general of a school, comes out with a blurby sort of complaint
against the Photoplay Author because that magazine refused to take the advertisement of its school and then shoots off at a tangent to call William
Lord Wright a liar because he told who the school was. This is unpretty
journalism even in a house organ, but that's the sort of house organ this
one is. And the funny part of it was that Wright seemed inclined to be
angry about it until we pointed out who it was that was calling him a liar.
Then he joined our laugh.
The photoplay business has brought some funny customers into the field.
Nelson would be one of the funniest if he wrote with a cleaner pen, but
lie seems to think he is still hanging around the cheap theatrical agencies,
and talks accordingly.

Must Have Money.
There must be money in the Photoplay school business. One New York
concern is going into the small town papers with an advertisement four columns wide and ten inches deep. We have received copies of the advertisement from Kokomo, Ind., and Denison, Texas. It makes the usual lying
statement that you can earn $25 or more a week Writing photoplays, and will
probably coax a lot of fools to part with their hard earned money for instruction worse than useless.
The school is now charging $8 for its course at the first offer, but will
come down to $4 if you hold out and for a time did make an offer of $2
fur the course as a last bid, offering four lessons for one dollar and the
other four for a second payment of like amount, explaining that they wanted
to get the plays to sell.
Photoplay editors can expect a fresh accession of drivel from this new
crop of easy marks. In the long run the schools will put themselves out of
business because they will flood the studios with the product of its victims
and drive the manufacturers to shut down their photoplay departments in
self defense.

Standards of Payment.
The other day Dr. Clemens, who won one of the Powers' contest prizes,
wrote that he found it easier to write two-reel stories than to keep them
in one reel, a discovery that others had made before him. You must have
a good idea to start with, but given such an idea the rest is easier than
holding in to a single reel. Beyond the mere physical features we would
rather write a story Of 30,000 words than one of only 3,000, and yet stories
are paid for by the word and film is paid for by length.
The most difficult thing to write is a three hundred foot comedy to tag
onto a seven hundred foot subject, and still have a real story in it. That
is one reason why so many companies put a short scenic or industrial with
a six or seven hundred foot comedy, and yet when they do get a short
length they pay less than the half-reel price in most instances. Any com•pany that could put out three good comedies on one thousand foot releaseeach week could sell to every exchange in the country in its affiliation, but
it cannot be done so long as ten dollars is offered for the subject because
it is so short. We know one company that pays as much for three hundred
feet as for a subject two or three times that length, but we know only one.
If there were more companies with similar intelligence there would be
more two-subject releases — which would please the exhibitors immensely.

He Lacks Patience.
In his Photoplay Philosopher in the Motion Picture Story Magazine,
Eugene V. Brewster, its editor, writes: "I have no patience with those
writers who denounce photoplay schools and photoplay school books of instruction." He goes on to explain that a book of instruction without the
personal coaching of the school makes progress impossible.
It is because we know a whole lot more about schools than Mr. Brewster
■seems to that we, meaning mostly William Lord Wright, T. E. Letendre,

Putting in the Kick.
Ask any editor what he most dislikes and he'll probably tell you the same
old thing, and the same old thing is generally the story without the kick,
because if the story had the kick the fact that the plot was old would most
likely be forgiven.
Take the old story of the hero who is unjustly accused. The bad clerk
makes away with the bonds or the money and the good clerk gets sent to
jail. The girl knows the bad clerk is the thief, apparently because he wants
to marry her, so she gets the police and goes to the tree where the bad
clerk hid
■ clerk
loose.the ioot and they arrest him and go to the jail and turn the good
There are more mind readers in photoplay than there will be in real life
in the next million years. The heroine always knows the villain as quickly
and as certainly as the audience does, and she always seems to knowwhere the bad clerk hides out his haul. Half the time there is so little to
the working of the plot that there are a lot of scenes written in to make
weight, though now and then the reverse is true and the later scenes are
hurried because the first part was worked out too elaborately.
Now the real story in this plot lies in how the girl finds the bonds. All
that comes before this is merely the preparation for the real story and should
be gotten through with as quickly as is decent. One scene shows the rivalry
between the two men, the next the robbery, the false accusation and
the arrest of the hero, and the sfory has been started in two scenes in place
of a dozen. That leaves room for the rest of the story. There are eighteen
to twenty-five scenes left, and something must be done. If the girl goes
straight to the hiding place there is no story because it ends too quickly.
But suppose that the girl does not suspect the villain. She is even rather
grateful to him for his offered assistance. But among the coins stolen is
a twenty-dollar goldpiece that she gave her father to keep for her. They
are dining and the clerk pays for the meal with the gold coin. She recognizes a private mark as it lies on the tray. Her suspicious are aroused.
She plans to search the clerk's room. This is a rather delicate matter, but
she disguises herself as a stenographer and takes a room in the same
boarding house. She watches her chance and gets into the clerk's room. I:
looks as though she had taken the trouble in vain for a search reveals
nothing, but as she is about to leave she drops her glove and in picking
it up she sees that the underside of an upholstered chair has been disturbed.
She investigates and finds the stolen funds. She goes to her father and
tells him, policemen are called, a search warrant is sworn out, and the
clerk's room is invaded. •
Now it is pretty certain that the clerk is guilty, but a charge of theft
has been lodged against the hero and he cannot be released until the disies. trict attorney takes action in the matter. He is not immediately released,
but they go off to the prosecutor's office and there complete the formaliThis gives rise to a more dramatic sequence of events. The audience
sees that the girl is friendly with the real thief and is afraid that she will
be misled. They rejoice when the marked coin is seen, but when the
search is given up without discovery there is a sense of disappointment
that a moment later is turned to gladness when the discovery of the chair
is made. Keep them guessing, keep them waiting, and you have a story.
Just run off a succession of more or less obvious situations, and you have
no story at all.
This is not much of an example of a good dramatic story. It is not
intended to be, but it will sive the observant writer a hint as to what
an Editor means when he says that a story "lacks action," even though
the actors are acting. They are acting mere action instead of story. There
is not enough happening to interest.
If you want to get further away from the obvious, get away from the
fact that the girl is the daughter of the employer of the two clerks. Make
her a stenographer in another office, make her almost anything else, and
you have skipped the same old thing, but whatever you do make things
mighty hard for the heroine for a time. Put her to all sorts of troubles.
Give her — and the audience — something to worry about, and the verdict will
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Burr Morie sends in his plan of work, which seems rather complicated.
writes
1 wonder if my method of study of the photoplay would be of
interest to others. I wrote one photoplay about a year ago, and
thai one effort was in. .ugh to convince me that I knew nothing
about the business. I have been studying since then, and will
finish my course in about three months. If you think there is
anything in the method, give it to your readers.
Go to all of the picture theaters that you can. Select one com. and attend the place* where you can see the productions
of this company. Study the style of the play. Learn the names
of flic principal members of the cast and remember the principle
train; of each. Learn to pick out the minor characters that now,
or will, at some future time, take the leads. Study them. This
jatt of the course might be called the laboratory work. Finish
with one company, and then take another, but do not fail to keep
tip with your review wink. Take each company in any order you
care to, but be sure that you have finished with one before you
taki up another.
Read every story of the plays you have seen and then shut
Tour eyes and see them over again. Take two of these stories
1 ach week and write a synopsis of your own. After you have sueceeded in writing the story in 250 of your own words so that
>ou can see the same action that you saw on the screen, write
this action out, scene by scene, and hand it to some one who
has seen the same play and who will give you an honest opinion
i 1 its completeness.
In addition to this course of study, it is well to start a card
system record of all plays produced. Prepare a set of classification
letters, something after the following manner:
A — Drama.
B — Comedy.
C — Costume.
D — Western,

etc.

Arrange your cards with the name of the producing company
at the top. and with spaces for the date of release, name of the
play, class and remarks below, on the body of the card. Each
card will accommodate nine plays. (Card 3 in. x 5 in.). Don't
use the same card for more than one company. After a few rening. leases you can tell how the productions of each company are runThis is merely my method of study, but perhaps it will be of
valu< tc some others who arc not in too big a hurry to become
script editors. Such study will lead to this position a great deal
sooner than haste, and I believe the job will last longer after it
does come.
We confess that we fail to set the reason for this elaborate system,
but no two men have precisely the same method of work and perhaps this
classification stuff helps to fix the style of production in Mr. Morie's
mind. For another purpose we keep a record of titles by companies, but
we use for this purpose the list run- each week in the back part of this
paper, not the weekly calendar but the list classified by companies. The
character of the releases we carry in our head, but unless we have an
order from a company, we do not write to suit a company. We write a
photoplay and then send it where it is most likely to sell. If you write a
story to suit Jim Jones, Sam Brown and Mary Smith of the Gumph
Company and Mary Smith goes into vaudeville, giving place to someone
else her complete opposite in appearance and methods of work, you are
apt to find yourself with an unsalable play on your hands.
It is a good thing to study the screened picture minutely, but study it
for hints on production and technique and less for the personality of the
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A thousand da
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A thousand musicians cannot
teach you to play the piano if you only look
on, Voui own lingers must be trained through constant practise You may
learn to waltz more quickly than another because you have an aptitude for
dancing.
You
may become a famous
you were
born a pianist, but without practise
nothing in any line of endeavor
and no matter how attractively school advertisements may read, you must
make up your mind that BUCCesi comes through practise and through practise
alone. It must become second nature to you to write scripts if you are to
write good ones, and this facility conns only through practise backed up by
a natural aptitude for the \10tk ami an imagination fertile in desvising plots
and situations. No one can do the work for you. If you are not willing to
work yourself stop now before you waste further time.
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Is Worth.

This morning we had a glance at a letter from a man who wrote an
editor that he was hopeful that the story sent would be taken, as the
editor of a magazine had told him that no office would ever reject the
photoplay on its merits. It went on with the full history of the seven
scripts the author had written, all ticked out on a cheap typewriter on
cheaper paper. There was an air of cocksurcness about the communication
that tired, but it did not need this to seal the fate of the script. No
company would probably take it for merit or any other reason short of a
shotgun.
The point is that advice is good only when it is backed by positive
knowledge. The mere fact that a person should know what he is talking
about doesn't mean that he docs, and some o£ the advice handed out by
supposed authorities is positively hurtful.
There is only one real test as to the value of your work. If you sell
your scripts, you are writing the right sort of stuff. If you are not, look
to the screen and see what is being produced. Then look at your scripts
and see wherein they are different. Of course, you are likely to think that
they are infinitely better than the stuff put out on the screen, but that is
not the point. This poor stuff sells, and yours doesn't. See wherein your
script is different from the script that sells. Do not write down to the
level of the stuff you see but write along the same broad lines. Don't
be too ready to seek or accept advice. Find out first if it is worth anything. If you are worth helping, if your work shows promise, you'll
probably get all the help you need from script editors themselves if you
keep at it leng enough to win their attention, but do not be in too much
of a burrv.

Don't Be

Local.

Sometiniis we get tired of saying the same things over again ami we are
pretty certain that some of our readers tire of bearing some of the points
repeated, but some things cannot be hammered home hard enough, it appears. One of these is the foreign
market.
Outside of the United States, subjects sell on their individual merits. If
a picture i> generally useful it may sell into the hundreds of copies. Of
others the sale may
not run into t«
.lone three.
Five and
six copies are sold of some pictures, two and three hundred prints of
others may be ordered. It stands to reason that most of the manufacturers
keep an eye on the foreign market.
That's why it happens that your clever little story about putting the hat
in the ring and having it kicked out again, met the same fate as the hat
last summer. It may have been clever, but what do audiences in Germany,
Russia. China and Australia know of the hat in the ring? Some silly little
story that is likely to get a laugh from a man in China was bought and
your masterpiece was sent back. Now you know the reason. Photoplays are
not made for the United States alone. They are made for the whole world,
and the really successful play must be world-wide in its appeal. Some
purely local stories are taken, but they arc not many — just enough to make
the exception to prove the rule.

Inquiries.

NOTE. — No quest Inn can be replied to by mail. Look for your answers
here. A list of studio addresses, kept up-to-date, will be sent If a stamped
and addressed return envelope accompanies tbe request.
H. C. Z. — Please give tbe name of the character and description. We
have the Bison cast, but the "lucky lover" Is not cast as such. Address the
manufacturers for the postcards.
ORIENT — Miss Orml Hawley was the girl in Lubln's "The Players." Paul
C. Hurst was Carlyle Blackwell's brother in Salem's "When Youth Meets
Youth." In Lubin's "Caught Bluffing" Miss Dorothy Mortimer was the widow
and Miss Jennie Nelson her daughter.
VIVIAN — There Is no connection between Keystone and Blograph. Most of
the old Biograph comedy players are now with Keystone. Miss Mabel Norniand was tbe girl in "lie Must Have a Wife." Miss I'iekford was tbe girl
in "A Pueblo Legend." Miss Blanche Sweet is known In England as Daphne
Wayne because her right name was not communicated to tbe English agent
along with the picture.
We must pass the other questions.
Mrs. R. H. — Edwin August was the schoolmaster iu "The Schoolteacher
— The Patbe press man says J. Johnson and Miss Betty Gray were
andMOBILE
the Waif."
the leads In "The Lass of Gloucester," but we are fain to admit that we
think the festive P. A. is "kidding" us. He bates to give up names because
he Is too lazy to go after them.
M. E. P. — Dell Henderson was the husband In "The Furs." The Kalem
player Is not given In tbe cast, but he was not with Eilis..n
H. G. R. — We can get no data on the Helen Gardner releases. Tbe Thanhouser Company sells photos for one dollar a set, including those you name.
GRATEFUL PLAYWRIGHT — We have better use for the spar-e than printing our own picture. It is not good form to print your own picture, and It
is not for us to be in bad form.
A. I. A. — We think that Miss West left Biograph some time age.
J. G. H. — Path. - Passion Play" was made several years ago, we do not
recall the exact date. It was a costly production, but reliable figures are
not to be had.
DOROTHY D. — Miss winnifred Greenwood seems to be the player yon indicate, but your questions are so loosely framed that we <-»nnot get you exactly. Ask definite questions and you'll receive definite replies, i>ot Inquiries
about "that girl'' are too vague. Miss Sweet lias played only with the BioN. 0. S. — Miss Edna Payne had the title part in "The Moonshiner's Dauzhter." In "raying the Board Bill." Boh was Ed Coxen. Horace was Lew
graph.
Weston and Wilhur was John B. Brennan.
STUNG. — There are no reliable correspondence schools. Get a copy of Technique of tbe Photoplay, to be had of this paper for one dollar.
F. S. — We lack the east you ask for.
Miss T. — Miss Blanche Sweet was the girl In "The Painted Lady." It is
not certain that Miss Lawrence will return to Lulmi
H. G. W. — 11 East 14 street.
THANTAN. — We do not find the part yon ask for in the Thanhonser cast.
Sure you have it right • Miss t'leo Ridgley Is riding to California with her
husband and playing in the photoplay houses on the way. at the same time
advertising a magazine
Mr. Smalley and Miss Weber have not located yet.
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would have been a masterpiece, As it is, it is very interesting, dealing with
a suicide club in which a reporter, who wants to write it up, gets caught
and has to be rescued.
It is very fair entertainment.

"THE MYSTERY OF GRANDFATHER'S (LOCK" (Kalcm), Nov. 6.—
A picture whose chief merit is in some of its very pretty, artistic scenes,
rattier than in the story which is not very convincing, indeed the finding of
thi deed on top of the old clock, considering the fact that it had been moved
to I new house, is improbable. Alice Joyce plays the lead as the granddaughter whose father wants her to marry a rich banker, a not very real
character, and who prefers the young clockmaker. The girl fixes the clock
s.i that he'll have to call often and this is cute and pleasing. The clockmaker is indirectly the cause of the old deed coming to light. So the father
relents and gives the girl to her sweetheart.
"MICHAEL McSHANE, MATCHMAKER (Vitagraph), Nov. 6.— Much
credit is due Larry Trimble, this picture's author, for the pleasing, human
situation that it so freshly presents. But, fine as the situation is, there is
something in it finer still, and it is nothing else that the love making of
Danny O'Toole, bashful laddie-buck that he is, to pretty Colleen O'Brian.
Of course, Larry Trimble saw it all in the picture; but how could he have
found a way to make us see it, except in this that he was also the picture's
producer. The pig in a poke that Danny was carrying was a bit in the
laddie's way. He wants to be holdin' out his arms too, but doesn't dare.
Then the pig escapes and Danny and the girl have to chase it, giving more
good fun to the audience. All this is as natural and unconstrained as it
can be.
John Bunny plays the picture's central character, Michael McShane, a
donkey cart peddler, who teaches Danny how to make love successfully..
This character is very skillfully drawn and made perfectly consistent; but
Michael shows himself to us through the workings of his mind and interests
the intellect rather than directly the imagination. It is the man's humor
and his shrewdness, finding in Bunny's face and gestures, full of dealings
with the world, absolutely consistent expression, that we see, and that
strongly attract us. The firmness with which this character is established
and the consistent way in which it is used add much to the picture's
strength. We know him thoroughly from his way in making a trade before
Danny thinks ot going to him for advice. We think it one of the best
things Bunny has done.
Producer Trimble's whole method in making the offering is worth high
praise. It is thoroughly Irish in its characters, its scenes and its action. It
was photographed in an Irish village and we have the thatched cottages,
mud puddles, p.gs, dogs and all Irish. Mabelle Lumley (Colleen O'Brian)
is lovely as a lassie just budding into womanhood. Charles Cox's Danny is
' t. Beatrice Grovner, as Colleen's mother, and James Pryor, as tier
father, fill their parts in perfect satisfaction. A true, spontaneous comedy
and as dandy a picture as warmed the heart of an audience.
"VICTIMS OP FATE" (Pathe), Nov. y. — A very dramatic and speedilydrawn Japanese-American picture, in length a little over half a reel. It
stands on the suddenness with which the climax comes rather than on its
humanity, for it isn't convincing. There are three or four Japanese in the
cast in unimportant parts; but the two American piayers who take the two
important Japanese's roles are not naturally what they represent and give
an artificial air to the whole production. Merely as a suggestion, would it
not have been wiser to have made the villain a foreign rather than an
American army officer, seeing that the picture was for American spectators?
The sets are very prettily trimmed, especially those in Japan; they are lovely.
The story is good and will be liked.
"DINAN, FRANCE" (Pathe), Nov. 7. — A hand colored film, giving well
photographed views of a deeply interesting and very old city. It has very
high educational value.
The two on one reel make a good offering.
"BROKEN HEARTS" (Pathe), Nov. 6.— A substantial situation makes
this humanly convincing picture far more interesting than the average
offering. But, if it is a picture of "broken hearts" they are "broken" only
for a time. The title leads us to expect a very unhappy ending and. when
we see the course that the story is taking and. from the title, expect a bitter
ending, we are repelled. The ending is unexpectedly happy and the picture
surely deserved n better title. It is a western story that seems made in the
East; but after it is well begun that will bother nobody. Its chief characters are a miner, who has received notice thai capitalists will give him
$100,000 for a mine, his wife and tluir Indian man servant. The man,
wanting to surprise his wife, refuses to tell her his plans and leaves her for
a couple of days while he goes to Cripple (reek for the money. She
thinks he has gone off with another woman. Three times tragedy lifts her
mace to crush that home and is stayed by a hair. There is excellent relief
in the faithfulness ,,f the Indian servant and then comes the happy ending.
It is a very commendable offering.
"QUEEN FOR A DAY" (Edison). Nov. 6.- A very farcical, and. although acted by good players, a very artificial picture. There is little true
Edison quality in it. A Broadway audience watched it solemnly: but, at
another theater, there was some laughter, not much. The scenario is by
Mark Swan. Louise Sydmcth. as the darkie maid of the missionary's
daughter, and Arthur Houseman, as the Zulu chief, made all the laughs.
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"THE SUBSTITUTE HEIRESS" (Lubin), Nov. 5— A situaii >n. such as
is offered in this picture, is sure to be popular. It shows a man, who
happens to be a millionaire, from the West, breaking through all the artificialities of modern life and marrying his hostess' maid whom he knows
and whom the spectators know to be a worth-while woman. The man is
played by Arthur Johnson. Lottie Briscoe plays the girl. The Westerner
comes to New York to do business with a broker whose office U on a very
rural Wall street. This man is called away and sends the Westerner
down to his country home at the seaside. His daughter makes her maid
play the lady and entertain the stranger while she goes to a friend's home.
He falls in love with what he thinks is his friend's daughter and is shocked
to get an invitation to her wedding (it is made an announcement, a bad
mistake, for it confuses the action). At the ceremony, which he attends,
he is glad to find that the girl he loves is not getting married. A very entertaining, not an artistic offering.
"THE RANCHMAN'S ANNIVERSARY" (Essanay), Nov. 7.— While
this picture's final intention is not made clear for many scenes, it keeps us
expecting the story and therefore keeps us interested. It deals with a
ranchman and his wife, with their cowboys and a few neighbors, and turns
on the jealousy awakened in the man by the mystery his wife makes of
presents she is collecting for their wedding anniversary. The boys get wind
of it and, for a joke, after removing "Dad's" bullets, "put a job up on
him," make him think his wife (a cowboy in a skirt and wig) is kissing
one of the punchers. The photography is clear enough; but is not as good
as usual witli Essanay prints.
The whole makes fair entertainment.
"A MONEY?" (Essanay), Nov. 6. — A fresh comedy of situation full of
unexpected twists and spontaneous humor and, like every- other true
comedy, a good deal of humanity too. It made a big house laugh heartily
and often. Three young men, Steppling, Calvert and Mason, have come
to spend a short vacation in town. The two younger leave their money
with Steppling who is to dole it out every day and make it las:. He won't
"come across" at odd times and the two have met girls. They don't know
that the money is in Steppling's coat lining and pawn his clothes while he
is asleep. This is only one laughable situation. Howard Missimer, as a
tramp, comes into possession of the suit. It is very good inched, a fine
offering.
We can't guess the reason for the title.
"HER EDUCATION" (Selig), Nov. 6.— The heroine of this picture,
played by Betty Harte, is a very convincing Western girl, ever, a type, in a
limited way, and Marjorie Benton Cooke, the authoress, deserves much
credit for creating her. A little rough* and somewhat breezy, she is. nevertheles , a true woman. Her dad had wanted her to get an *'e idicashun"
and although she can't read, she starts for the university t 1 get one,
leaving behind her the wild life of drunkeness, murder, coyotes and sheep,
in which she has been brought up. Her experiences are convincing enough;
but, in general, the picture seems artificial, perhaps solely because of one or
two weak scenes. It is good entertainment though, and was warmly applauded by an East Side audience. The producer is Lem Parker. In the
cast are Wheeler Oakman, Wm. J. Burns, Prank Clark. AL E. Garcia,
Wm. Hutchinson, R. E. Green, Eddie James. Forrest Littlefield. Geo. Hernandez and a host of undergraduates who. by the way, are usually very
unprofitable in a picture; they harmed this one.
"THE DYNAMITERS" (Selig), Nov. 5.— William Duncan has made as
writer and producer a little masterpiece in this picture, at once human and
full of thrilling action. He himself plays the hero very acceptably with
Myrtle Stedman, as pretty a girl for a heroine as any picture needs, as his
sweetheart. Lester Cunio plays the jealous villain, who blows up the dynamite shack and gets the other man suspected of it. We see t'.-.e shack go
up. The suspense is very skillfully built up from lesser to greater climaxes. It is fresh, pleasing and looks like the real thing. A very desirable offering, indeed.
"CARMEN OF THE ISLES" (Selig), Nov. 7.— An interesting character
sketch by Bessie Eyton, as a coquette fisherlass, rather than a good story
gives this picture place with good offerings. The ending, in w'.iich we see
the struggle between the girl's lover (Thomas Santschi) and the cowardly
stranger (Herbert Kawlinson), with whom the girl has. almost -r.alieiously,
flirted and who, in an ugly frame of mind, has tried to shoot him, and after
that the death of the frightened girl, who falls over a cliff, is certainly
dramatic, but it is only the ending. The larger part of the picture serves
as a statement of the situation that makes this possible; yet the statement
is very interesting as showing the girl's character. The scenes were taken
close to the sea and its rocky shore.
"YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK" (Edison), Nov. 8— Due, no
doubt, to some unlucky chance, the very worst photography that the Edison
studio has turned out in a long time, comes in this picture that truly
needed good photography. This doesn't apply to all its scenes, but it
surely does to most of them.
Several pictures of waterfalls are fine.
"HIS AUTOS MAIDEN TRIP" (Biograph), Nov. 8.— A very amusing
frrce of tramps who have made Mr. Mark think he has run >ver one of
them. Nothing could be more comical than the facial expression of this
leading hobo, coddled in the home of the auto owner. It makes a very
pleasing offering.
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■ • 1 ill: SMUGGLER'S
PRISONER"
(Meliea), Nov. 7.— A picture with
good views of a rocky shore on the western coast, including a picture of
i off rocks by people in a row boat. The Itory is alight but very
fair though not new. It is better than any story we've teen to, lay (Nov.
7), but we have missed today's Vitagraph.
"WHEN WEALTH
TORMENTS"
(Esaanay), Nov. 8.— An entertaining
picture in comedy vein. It gives Francis X. Bushman a chance to play
tin - c characters in quick succession, and the cleverness with which he
docs it is the best thing in the offering. The Story is the- not very new
one of the washerwoman and her daughter who inherit a very large fortune and the poor sweetheart of the girl who has to use his wits to overcome the mother's suddenly acquired dislike to him ami his Overalls. lluusual fault with this story (we find it markedly in this pictun of it) is
that it fails to convince. It was for the comedy possibilities in it that the
Essar.ay people produced it. It has pretty sets and pretty dresses. Mildred
Weston, when in dainty gowns, talcei ■ lovely picture. Helen Dunbar, as
her mother, makes a distinguished looking matron.
"HALF
1
amusing.

A PINT OF MILK"
(C G. P. C), Nov. 8.— A large audience
1 entertainment in this farce of malaprop happenings.
It is very

"THE S< VH \r." (C G. P. C), Nov. 8.— On tl
eel. A short but
highly entertaining series on the black beetle. He is an industrious worker
and very plucky. We tee him put up a couple of good scrap! with other
beetles
who want to steal his gleanings.
It is fine offering.
"A TRIP UP THE 1 I Bl (C <'.. I'. C), Nov. 8.— Also on the same
reel. It provides a beautiful and very interesting series of well photographed views. The three on one reel make a desirable release.
"FELIX AT THE BALK" (Lubin), Nov. 8.— A farce in which a torn
pair of trousers figures at a ball. It pleased three or four in the audience
very much. Others may have laughed less loudly. We found it rather
coarse.
"AN ACCIDENTAL
MILLIONAIRE" (Lubin). Nov. 8.— On the same
reel. It didn't bring out so much laughter and is also a somewhat rough
farce.
\ DOCTOR FOR AN HOUR" (Edison), Nov. 8.— A farce in which a
tramp finds the clothes and the satchel of a doctor who is in swimming.
The doctor had just bought a practice and was not known in the village.
The tramp is taken for him and enjoys an hour's practice. There was a
good deal of laughter and it seemed to please. The author. Bannister Merwin. doesn't deserve very much credit. Win. Wadsworth is the doctor, Edward O'Connor is the tramp. Mrs. W. Erskine is the widow of the former
doctor. Martin Fuller is a G. A. R. man who takes a dose the tramp prescribes and throws a fit. Alice Washburn is a woman with a cold. Violet
Erskine is a young girl with a headache.
"THE FRAUD AT THE HOPE MINE" (Kalem), Nov. 9.— A melodrama depends on its love story, even when it contains the most exciting
action. Without a strong love story, it is hard to make any story of villainy convincing, and when, as in this case, the love story is strictly subordinate, the whole suffers. The love is weak and unconvincing, but we
have a struggle in the dark with' revolver flashes only seen. This can be
made very effective by a good sound effect man. We also have in the picture a dynamite explosion in a mine which is an exciting incident. As a
whole, being well photographed, it makes a very fair offering.
"FROM THE SUBMERGED"
(Essanay), Nov. 12.— There is a fine idea
behind this picture; but, nevertheless, it comes short of being a first class
offering. It lacks probability as it is handled and, while E. H. Calvert,
the leading player, does very well as the rich man. his tramp didn't ring
true. It seemed overworked to excite pity which, except when done with
great art, is apt to displease. Ruth Stonehouse plays a poor girl who saves
the hero from committing suicide. He soon becomes rich and is in love
with a rich girl, played by Dolores Cassinelli. On a slumming excursion,
he finds that this girl is hard hearted and goes back to lowly life to find
the first girl, arriving in time to save her from suicide. Then they are married. We can't help thinking that this double attempt at suicide is too improbable to be effective.
There are good slum views; but these are no novelty.
"DAYS OF" '49" (Kalem), Nov. 11. — An exciting picture of adventure
in the West. Its feature is a spirited attack of a band of Indians on gold
seeking prospectors and a train of prairie schooners. The hero and heroine
are away from the camp when it is attacked, the attraction being a gold
mine, and when they find it impossible to get back, ride away and manage
to bring assistance. The story is clearly told, naturally produced and beautifully photographed with large sweeping views.
A very good offering.
"THE WAY
OF THE MOUNTAINS"
(Lubin), Nov. n.— A dramatically pictured story of love and jealousy in a mountain neighborhood.
It pleased a large audience and is good entertainment. Robert Adair plays
the preferred lover of a young mountain lassie, played by Mary E. Ryan.
George Miller plays the unfortunate lover. The picture shows the working up of a jealousy that culminates in murder and a fight in the a
The guilty one, the unfortunate lover, is brought to justice. It is a cleverly produced picture; but the photography, especially of the latter scenes,
is not so good as it might have been.
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"GOLD AND i.i.l 1 I 1 R" (Biograph), Nov. 11.— A chara
ns many Itiographs have been, but not quite up at the remarkably high
standard of this company. In the background, we have a fresh and very
interesting glimpse, it is hardly more than that, of the lumber bus
The story shows how a light-'o-love traveling salesman is cured of his too
ready liking for other pretty women and goes home to his wife. In its object, it is serious; but there is comedy of a rough kind in it that comes up
in a fight the man has with a little mountain girl's lumbermen friends. He
was caught trying to elope with the girl and made to confess to her that he
is married. It pleased an East Side audience very much. The photography
is good.
"PATHE'S WEEKLY
NO. 46" (Nov. it).- A very interesting number.
One of the best of its items gives an unusually good view of the Russian,
royal family taking part in a stately religious ceremony.
"KINGS OF THE FORKS'!" (Selig). Nov. 11.— A fine two-reel feature
picture in which three or four lions are used with far more than usual
effectiveness. It really needs a sound-effect growler, which will make it a
hair raising offering. The Selig people were the pioneers in this peculiar
kind of picture, and we are glad to say that they have distanced all competitors and even gone ahead of their own former work. A point has been
reached where the animals appear in the jungle background of the picture
and also come out into the foreground, where the action of the stor
pends upon them, with absolutely convincing naturalness. The effect is
startlingly realistic.
The story is simple and not melodramatic. A young pioneer and his wife
live with their little girl in the jungle. There is a misunderstanding and
the woman, with her child, starts off scross the jungle to her mother's.
They are in a bullock cart: but. at night, are attacked by lions; we see three
big ones. The husband, who with a friend, the innocent cause ofnhe misunderstanding, follows, rescues them. It is a big picture, a sure feature
that will please every audience.
"CAPTAIN"
tain Barnacle

BARNACLE, REFORMER" (Yitagraph). Nov. ik— The
stories have all been very popular, and while this is not
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<
miss Bunny's
We
the best, it is better than the average.
but though the player who takes the role is not our most amusing
he does very well. Cap'n Barnacle is still played by Van Dyke
who, as of old. also produces the picture. The scenario is by W.
and the story is at least in outline, not new; yet it has newlyL. Tremayne
conceived
characters and much freshness. One of its scenes is a thunder

good as
Bunce;
friend,
Brooke,

storm in which the lightning flashes around the captain's little cabin in a
very effective way. A ship has come ashore on the beach and this gives
Cap'n Barnacle's protege, the young man whom he has reformed, a chance
beto prove himself a hero. Afterward Barnacle manages a reconciliation
tween this lad and his crusty old father who had disowned him for
TalNorma
Bunce:
Cap.
plays
drunkenness. In the cast. Hughie Mack
madge, Cap. Barnacle's daughter; Courtney loots, the lad; Robert McWade, the miserly father; and Mrs. Maurice, the mother.
"WATER RATS" (Lubin), Nov. 9.— A fighting chase between cops in a
tug and a water rat gang of gunmen in a power boat, is the big feature of
this picture and this part of it is fine. Taken as a whole, the story is not
humanly convincing; but it is very well put together. Its worst defect,
for many audiences, is that it pictures very brutal happenings and is acted
hysterically than usual. It is a love story. The policeman"s sweetheart helps a sick gunman. The policeman, later, has a pistol fight with the
gang as a whole, on one of the docks. The girl goes for the police, who arrive just after the first policeman's ammunition has given out. Then comes
the chase. The ending, where the chief gunman puts the handcuffs on himself just because he finds that the cop is the girl's sweetheart, and so that
he can have the reward, is almost impossible.
more
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slight, but laughable farce and gives one of her inimitable character sketches.
She lose* her hand Iiuk with her cards in it. Rosemary Theby finds it. On
a car. a susceptible youth (Frank Bennet) falls in love with her good looks
and, when she leave* the new]) found bag behind her, he acts as though he
has the address of a pretty Kir!. Mora Finch gets his ardent letter and
expects a caller. Then- is disappointment on both sides, but Flora is not
going to let a chance slip without a struggle.
"ARABIAN SPORTS" (Yitagraph), Nov. 9.— A picture taken in Tunis,
a French protectorate in North Africa. It shows us a company of several
hundred athletes going through graceful exercises before the Bey of Tunis.
"SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH, AND ITS SURROUNDINGS" (Edison),
Nov. 12. — The photography of this film is markedly in contrast with that in
the very recent Edison, "Yellowstone," picture. The opperators complained
of the former; they are praising the clearness and good focus of this. It
is a very interesting picture.

Independent
"THE BLACKFOOT CONSPIRACY" (Bison 101), Nov. 12.— Pioneers
in coonskin caps, the tribe of Hlackfoot Indians in the throes of treachery,
and warfare fast and furious mark their offering. The plot centers around
the imposition 01 a young Blackfoot on the aged and blind chief, which
leads him to usurp leadership of the tribe after the chief's death. But at the
last the truth comes out and the feathers of the chief are restored to their
rightful owner, the real successor. For realistic effect the fortress was built
in a hollow in this picture, thus allowing the Indians to fire directly into it.
An instance where too much attention was paid to realism.
"JIM BENTLEY'S ADVENTURE!" (American), Nov. 16.— A speedy,
typical. Western picture of rough doings. It is fresh in incident rather
than in quality. There is a squawman in it and a very pretty child, who
has the squaw for step-mother, by strong implication, at least. It is rather
characterless.
"THE THIEF'S WIFE" (American), Nov. 18.— The chief thing in this
picture is a thief-chase in the best Flying A style, which means that it is
as effective and as fresh as the incident, surely no new one, can be made.
Jack Richardson is the thief, Pauline Bush is the wife, Warren Kerrigan
the sheriff. It is too bad that the photography is not as good as usual in
this make of picture, for the backgrounds are plainly very beautiful.
"THE INTRUSION AT LO.MPOC" (American), Nov. 14.— Lompoc, as
■we sec it. is a rough little town of the Southwest. Pauline Bush plays the
innkeeper's daughter and her chum is Jessaline Von Trump. Warren Kerrigan plays Pauline's lover and Jessaline has a beau, too. Jack Richardson
visits the town, black mustache, neat clothes, derby, a dashing black-hearted
villain. The girls plainly think him the grandest ever and the two boys
disapprove. Down a side-street, in a slatternly doorway, sits a cigarette
smoking senorita, good looking in a tough way. Richardson passes and we
see that they know each other; a good deal is insinuated and it makes the
situation clear. In its development, there is newness rather than freshness; bnt it is effective.
The fate of the villain is plain.
"THE COUNTY'S PRIZE BABY" (Thanhouser), Nov. 12.— A very
pretty picture. It contains matter hard to believe possible; but it is well
made and acceptably acted and has the Thanhouser hall-mark in the beauty
of its scenes. The story's climax comes at a county fair and at its baby
show. The prize baby's father, who, long before had separated from his
wife, is made judge of babies and awards the prize to the "Thanhouser
Kidlet." who deserved it, not knowing that it is his own. The kiddie had
merely wandered in. Her mother thinks her lost and is wildly searching
the tair grounds among the crowds. The result is a reconciliation. A
good, popular picture.
Florence La Badie plays the baby's mother.
"BEDELIA AND THE NEWLYWEDS" (Reliance), Nov. 9.— Bedelia
has won many a laugh in Reliance films before now. As usual, her doings
make a rather rough, but laughably ridiculous farce in which a good deal
of crockery is smashed and a good deal of flour and dough spattered about.
It has little spontaneity; but it gets over.
"THE DEACON'S SHOES" (Majestic), Nov. 10.— A good but light predicament comedy in which a worthy deacon is made to seem guilty of
chicken stealing. His wife had given his old shoes to a tramp. The deacon
was soon seen taking the new shoes off in front of his neighbor's coop. The
sheriff's blood hound comes straight to the deacon's; but fortunately, the
tramp is discovered with the goods.
"HIS COOK LADY" (Majestic), Nov. 10.— On same reel. A much
•criticised wife employs a prize fighter as cook. He dresses as a woman,
cooks some food and makes criticising husband eat it. A gallery picture,
hut it will please the gallery.
"MAN'S CALLING" (American), Nov. it. — The situation developed in
this picture makes an interesting study; but, although the producer has
■made the most of his material, it is not very dramatic. It is a one character
picture, played by the premier company with Warren Kerrigan in the leading role. We find him as a young man in a lonely cabin on the mountains
•with his old father. He is fond of reading the Bible and decides to become a monk. At the gate of the monastery, in the valley, he meets a
<girl who has been to the well for water. He finds another "calling." A
well-made naturally acted picture; but not very well photographed. A better
title might have been found; it has an unintentional anti-monastic suggestion.
"FOUR HEARTS THAT BEAT AS TWO" (Gaumont), Nov. 21.— The
Gaumont producers are apt to set their pictures in beautiful country places;
it gives a distinguished atmosphere and permits framing the human part of
the stories in lovely scenes. This story suffers now and then in consequence. The little comedy is in truth so slight that the backgrounds almost
drown it; but, on the other hand, the backgrounds, as scenics, make it good
entertainment.
"THE BROKEN IDOL" (Gaumont), Nov. 19.— Strombolini, a famous
Italian tenor, and Yvette, a young and inexperienced girl, are the principal
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actors in this delicate little comedy. She is infatuated with his voice and
his appearance on the stage, but when she sees him on the street as an old
gray-haired man with a large family, she is disillusioned and goes back to
her old sweetheart. The whole is well presented and will have a strong
appeal for those who enjoy finely tempered humor.
"THEIR CHILDREN'S APPROVAL" (Eclair), November 4— In this
clever little comedy Alec Francis, whom we saw a week ago is a stirring
tale of the Northwest, proves his versatility. As a drawing room artist, he
is the John Drew of the silent drama. A pretty Hudson river love encounter lends charm to this film and the story as a whole is bright and entertaining throughout. Altogether an attractive production.
"A COWGIRL CINDERELLA" (Nestor), November 15.— Aside from its
interesting adaptation of the Cinderella lost-slipper idea, this picture is to
be commended for some good character work. The part of Abigail, as
played by Laura Oakley, helps the picture wonderfully. Western films
which tell somewhat conventional stories should pay particular attention
to character work, as this gives them individuality. The burlesque of the
slipper incident is very amusing.
A good film.
"DAD'S MISTAKE" (Nestor), November 13. — This picture has a slow,
uncertain beginning, but the latter half tells a strong story. The fond
father thinks the new ranch owner loves his fleshy daughter, when in fact
he loves the other one. This puts the corpulent girl in an embarrassing
situation, and she handled it with just the right touch of pathos.
"GOLDEN HAIR" (Eclair), November 10. — It is an unfortunate situation for a girl with a head of pretty blonde hair to contemplate selling it
in order to gain for herself a dowry. Yet the heroine of this picture had
this experience. Her lover's father would not accept her as a daughterin-law unless she had more money, but the hero discovers her intentions in
time to prevent the sacrifice. This is a French picture and well portrayed
throughout. The father, however, had on too much make-up, in contrast
to the others, who appeared in their natural persons.
"CONSTANTINOPLE" (Eclair), November 10. On same reel with
above. Timely scenes in the famed city around which the war clouds have
been hanging.
Instructive and especially interesting just now.
"WHEN CUPID RUNS WILD" (Imp), November 11- The title to this
film is particularly apt, for the love affairs of two young couples run anything but smoothly in it. Ben forsakes Sue and begins paying attention to
Florence. Sue and Harold, both jealous, of course, set about to even up
the situation. In the end Harold and Sue marry and Ben marries Florence. The two girls, one blonde and the other brunette, are in good contrast, and the parts are well handled.
"THE LIGHTING OF LOVE'S WAY" (Gem), November 12.— There
is some powerful drama in this, almost melodrama, but it deserves the
more dignified term. Adolph, the hunchback, loving Miles' wife, climbs
into the lighthouse and tries to put out the light. The wife struggles with
him desperately and Miles arrives just in time to avert disaster, by casting
Adolj h into the waters below. A few of the scenes are not so clear photographical y as they might have been, but they will pass.
A strong offering.
"THE HONOR OF THE FIRM" (Eclair), November 12— A first-rate
tale of business life, wherein young Cooper, after succeeding his father as
the head of the firm, discharges an elderly employe. This employe, it develops, had promised to look after the young manager and the welfare of
the business. He does this, even after being discharged, by bringing about
an oil strike on the company's property. The picture would have been
stronger without quite so much plot, as certain features were not cleared
up properly. The love affair was' scarcely necessary at all in this instance.
But as a whole it is better than the average business story.
"A WHITE LIE" (Nestor), November n.— Grace's brother comes to
grief in the West after a dissipated career. He is driven out of the town
for cheating at cards, but on the plains saves a girl from death by snakebite. He goes back to town and is shot on sight, before his errand was
known. His sister is sent for and a slab of white is erected at his grave,
stating that he died a hero. The end is rather prolonged and a little overworked.
"THE GALLEY SLAVE'S ROMANCE" (Rex),
film, with some good scenes of a French estate
French prison life. Jean, the galley slave, saves
of the prison, almost at the expense of his own.
and in the end is united with his sweetheart.
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"JUST HATS" (Solax), November 8. — The story, such as it is, centers
about a youth named Billy, who is hoodoed on the subject of hats. He sits
on high silk hats, mashes them in one way and another wherever he goes.
At last he gets a job in a hat store and almost breaks the proprietor up
with his wholesale destruction of headgear. It is a comic supplement series
put in motion.
"BOXING UNDER DIFFICULTIES" (Lux), Nov. 15— Two men, a
white and a negro, box each other clear out of a prize ring, on to the
street. They upset restaurant tables, etc., and wind up by falling in a lake.
"THE ADVENTURES OF A TIMID YOUNG MAN" (Lux). Nov. 15.—
Much better is this French absurdity, on the same reel. A young cyclist
is taken into a strange house, after an accident. He leaves his room,
in his pajamas, and cannot get back to it. There is much delightful confusion, and he finally climbs a ladder into a young lady's room. He is
about to be made the victim »f a forced marriage, but escapes on his wheel.
"HAZEL KIRKE" (Reliance'). November 17. — That sterling old romance
of love, tears and eventual happiness to all concerned, is of course the subject of a successful film. It runs two reels. The plot is familiar, ano will
therefore be welcomed, but we have seen this company to better advantage
in other pictures. The costuming and general atmosphere of the production
did not quite visualize the English nobility. The final reconciliation of
Hazel Kirke with her blind father was affecting.
"FLESH AND BLOOD" (Solaxl. November 15.— This two-reel offering
is very good photographically throughout. The story is not the pleasantest
imaginable, but it is stirring and there is some good character work in it,
particularly that of Lee Beggs as the father. The son, who stole the jewels
to please his sweetheart, came to grief at the hands of his own father, who
acted as detective in the case.
The father then assumes the gilt, to save his
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son's reputation, but the youth makei
appearance in the courtroom tad confesses all. In so doing he redeems himself in liis father's
eyes.
"WHEN LEE SURRENDERS" (Kay Bee), Nov. B \ war drama in
two thrilling reels, giving a love story which n pictured mostly against a
very realistic and fiercely contested battle. This takes place ovei a broken
cluster of hills ami the powdei smoke alone that went up in the making
of it cost a heap of money. It is shown now and again in full, covering a
wide area, but many smaller scenes, details, arc thrown in, such as a
battery in action, a regiment charging over a stone wall or, in rout,
break: .
eh long grass.
The mist of musketry creeps slowly up from
along lull crest or from protecting ravine; the shrapnel, bursting in air,
leaves its mushroom of smoke to drift away, and the lyddite high-explosive
shell is shown throwing up its volcano of dirt or shattering an ammunition
wagon and lifting the heavy front wheels and axel high in air. One shell
throws horse and rider — a real battle, even in picture-making, is no fun
for those who fight it.
The love story is good and, in its realistic setting, is made very effective.
It is simple in outline. The wounded Union officer takes refuge in a
Southern home and is helped by the heroine. His coat is found in the
library ty Confederate officers; but he escapes. The battle changes and the
coat is found by Union officers who suspect that he has been murdered.
In the end, the Union man, with the girl, gets her father out of trouble
and, later, the pair are married. A fine picture and a very desirable
offering.
"MARY OF THE MINES" i Broncho), November 13.— This film, while
excellently acted and containing fine scenic effects, suffers from mixed motives on the part of several characters. Why did the young husband salt
his father inlaw's mine? Why did he and his girl-wife quarrel? These
questions rise, quite naturally, but they are not explained. It is not known
till the end of the film that the young husband is worthy of the girl. Except
for these obscure details the picture will pass.
"THE DEACON'S TROUBLES" (Key, tone), November n.— The deacon, as a leading light in the Purity League, starts out to reform the theater. But he falls in love with a Salome dancer and gets in trouble with the
other members of the League.
"A TEMPERAMENTAL HUSBAND" (Keystone), November 11.—
This picture, on the same reel, is well acted, but the incidents are somewhat
confused. Three sets of actors, working at cross purposes, make the action
so lively that it keeps the observer busy tracing the plot-thread. It is pictorially good.
"THE
PRODIGAL
WII I
O,
the indulgent husband and the spendthrift
when the financial crash is pending, she
which brings her to her senses, and thus
get uncomfortably close to real life and
fluence.

November
13.— The old story of
wife in a new setting. At length,
has a dream before the fireplace,
trouble is averted. Such pictures
for this reason exert a good in-

"THE FAITH HEALER" (Reliance), November 13.— This picture play,
written by Henry C. Carey, invades that realm of spiritual things which is
hard to make convincing. A man, patterned somewhat after the figure of
Christ, becomes blind. Another man takes his wile from him. The blind
man becomes a faith healer. The lame and physically sick people come to
him and are instantly restored to health. But the man who stole his wife
becomes paralyzed and the blind man's prayers cannot heal him. There are
some good scenes in this, and Irving Cummings in the leading role makes
the most of his part.
"THE GYPSY FLIRT" (Crystal), Nov. 10.— Chester Barnett and Pearl
White have the leads in a comedy-drama set among pretty woodland scenes.
"MAN* WANTED" (Crystal), Nov. 10. — On the same reel as the foregoing is this comedy of a matrimonial agency entanglement.
"A BLACKFOOT CONSPIRACY" (Bison), Nov. 12.— In this stirring
picture advantage is taken of a blind chief to induce him to proclaim as his
successor another than the one he had in mind. The treachery is discovered, the blind chief is informed, and is about to denounce the conspirators when he drops dead. Through the aid of a band of trappers the
cheated Indian is restored to his rights. Mona Darkfcather takes an interesting role in the drama.
"OFFICER 174" (Imp), Nov. 14. The interest in this drama increases
steadily right to the climax. There are strong scenes. King Baggot has the
part of Officer 174; Jane Fearnley is his wife and Joe Moore and Edith
Halderman are the children.
It is all well done.
"THE COWBOYS' LEAP YEAR" (Powers), Nov. 13.— This is- a
comedy; but when a woman cook on a ranch, the only one on the ranch
who can cock, makes the threat that she will quit unless she is furnished a
husband, the situation becomes serious. That was the way it appealed to
the cowboys.
There was some fun in the working out of the situation.
"THE TROUBLES ANT) PLEASURES OF A SAILOR" (Powers). Nov.
13. — On the same reel as the foregoing is this review of the life of a sailor
afloat.
"THE
BEWITCHED
some
camera
trick work. BANDBOX"

(Milano), Nov. 16.— A comedy with

"KELLY ON" A TIGHT ROPE" (Milano). Nov. 16.— On the same reel
as the foregoing are some good pictures of a rope walker, with a little
comedy interjected.
"CAMPING OUT" (Rex), Nov. 14.— Detailing the experiences of three
couples camping out, complicated by the appearance of two tramps.
"THE SIREN'S CALL TO DUTY" (Ambrosio), Nov. 13.— A good picture. Its basis is the refusal of men employed in a mill to remain at work
because one of their number has been discharged for being late at work, he
having been detained by reason of a sick wife. There is a strike. The
men send a note to the employer to the effect that unless they hear the siren
calling them to work at the usual hour in the morning they will assault the
works. This, of course, is silly. There is in the picture a most interesting little
girl. She it is who becomes much interested in the cause of the men, and
while the trouble is brewing outside the works at the appointed hour surreptitiously pulls the lever which blows the whistle and starts the engine.
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"ELEPHANTS
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reel a-, the foregoing are these pictui
in the water, going
through tricks with then keepers. The half reel is interesting; the photography is good.
"THE VIRGIN
01
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1
16. A drama of ten
thousand years ago. The photography is unsatisfactory, or rather the
pictures were taken in the shade of the woods, It may have been the object of the director thereby to minimize the effect of the half-nude participants.
"MISS TAKU 01 TOKIO" (Thanhouser), Nov. 19.— Good drama. Little Miss Taku dominates the picture. Her acting is of the best. It is of
the sort which not only creates a situation, but through artistry sustains
it. Mr. Hale, who directed the picture, also comes in for his share of
credit. There was careful attention to the little things that go to make the
good film. The photography was of the best Thanhouser quality.

Kinemacolor
"CANADIAN NATIONAL EXHIBITION AT TORONTO" (Canadian
Kinemacolor). — A picture containing views of the buildings of the exhibition, the Midway, Scotch cadets in musical dance, judging horses, prize
animals, a tine review of the Withington Zouaves and many other interesting scenes.
"FRESHWATER AQUARIUM" (Kinemacolor). — In the educational
series. Views of many beautiful fish, including among others Alpine newts,
golden carp, fresh-water crab and a crab eating a worm.
"STRANGE MOUNTS" (Kinemacolor). — Views of many strange mancarrying animals, llamas, camels, zebras, jackasses, etc.
"FLOWER BATTLE AT NICE" (Kinemacolor).— Many beautiful pictures of the recent carnival.
"THE MIGHTY DOLLAR" (Kinemacolor).— Two reels of Englishacted drama. It i^ noteworthy more on account of the fine scenery and
sharp photography than for its dramatic value.
"SUNSET IN EGYPT" (Kinemacolor).— This marvelous scenic, when
shown at the Kinemacolor Theater, aroused much enthusiasm, and deservedly so. It was then called "Sunset on the Nile." It is doubtful if a more remarkable picture was even thrown on a screen. The film has now been incorporated in the regular Kinemacolor programme.
"SCENES IN DELHI" (Kinemacolor).— Views in the new capital of
India, among them of vehicles drawn by camels, oxen and horses. Also
there are illustrations of some of the more prominent of the arts and crafts,
and pictures of many of the prominent bridges, highways and buildings.
"TULIP STUDY" (Kinemacolor). — Showing many varieties of tulips, in
various stages of development. Some of the more notable views are of
whole fields in waving flowers.
"CURIOS PETS" (Kinemacolor). — Pictures of many animals, mostly
wild, including tame serval, kinkajou. Italian squirrel. Russian Teddy bear,
pet fox, ferrets, Queen

Alexandia's Siamese

cat, etc.

WOODWARD
RETURNS TO CHICAGO.
Mr. L. A. Woodward, general manager Enterprise Optical
Mfg. Company, will return the early part of this week to
Chicago by way of Philadelphia and Pittsburgh. Mr. Woodward has spent two weeks in New York City supervising'
the opening of the new Eastern office, which now is running
in full blast under the able management ol Mr. Fred A.
Clark, formerly Xew England representative and now Eastern representative at large. The offices are located at 30
East 27th Street and equipped with a large stack of Motiograph machines and supplies. A feature of the new office
will be a very complete repair department.

TO

WHOM

IT MAY

CONCERN.

This is to notify you that the Thanhouser Company has
been merged
into a new
corporation, known
as the Thanhouser
Film Corporation.
On and after Friday, October 25. 1912. all business of the
company lias been and will be transacted by and under the
name of the Thanhouser
Film Corporation
The policy <->i the new company remains the same as
heretofore.
Respectfully yours.
Thanhouser
Film Corporation.
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Voltage and Incandescent Lamp Amperage.
OF

late there has been a decided tendency to establish isolated light
plants, and these plants range in voltage frpm 60 to no, the
favorite pressure being 50, 60 and no volts. This has led to
considerable inquiry as to the amperage consumption of incandescent
lamps of varying voltage — that is to say, the amperage of a 6o-volt, 70volt or no-volt lamp necessary to produce a given number of candlepower. In view of these facts I have made an investigation of this subject,
with the following results, subject, however, to considerable variation,
according to the type of lamp and the efficiency of the individual lamp.
The figures as given are based on the ordinary carbon filament incandescent
globes. But, before giving figures, let it be understood that the candlepower of any given incandescent lamp will depend upon the wattage it
consumes; therefore, the wattage being the product of volts times amperes,
it follows that it will require a larger amperage to develop a given candlepower in a 60-volt lamp than in a no-volt lamp.
The approximate efficiency of no to 130-volt lamps is 5 watts per candlepower in ten-watt lamps, 4.15 in twenty-watt lamps, 3.3 in twenty-fivewatt lamps, 3.25 in thirty-watt lamps, 3 in fifty-watt lamps and 3 watts
per candlepower in lamps of larger size. In 200 to 275-volt lamps the
efficiency is 5.9 watts per candlepower in thirty-watt lamps, 4.4 in thirtyfive-watt lamps and 3.7 in larger ones. The amperage of lower voltage
lamps may be had approximately by dividing the watts by the voltage,
thus: Supposing we have a thirty-watt, 60-volt lamp, we divide 30 by 60,
which gives us one-half as the amperage consumption of that particular
lamp.
Let me again caution you that these figures cannot be depended upon
for accuracy. They are approximate only, for the reason that there is a
considerable difference in the efficiency of lamps, even though they be
the same size and presumably exactly alike.

Rank Work.
Chicago sends in another kick concerning the sub-title faults in one of
the films of a certain prominent manufacturer; also of another manufacturer who is constantly offending by printing his films out of center,
so that the sprocket holes show on one side or the other.
I have sent the letter to the president of one of the companies in
question, and have received reply frankly acknowledging the fault and
saying that it has been remedied. You will readily understand that this
paper does not desire to publish the names of manufacturers in such a
connection as this, unless the manufacturer persists in ignoring complaints.
The out-of-ccnter printing has been called to the attention of the manufacturer before. There is no question but what the fault exists, or that
it is the result of rank carelessness or ignorance on the part of some
employe. Unless this nuisance is remedied it will become the duty of
this department
to name the offender.

From Vermont.
Burlington,
Vt., sets forth his experiences as follows:
I take pleasure in complying with your request for reports from
those having used window glass in the operating room ports (October 19th issue).
I have used glass in the lookout port of my
operating
room for two years past.
It has given excellent satisfaction. Before doing this I was obliged to wear glasses to
prevent the burning and watering of my eyes.
I have made the
glass to slide back and forth.
Should I change operating rooms,
I would immediately
install glass in the lookout ports.
I have
never noticed, in the department,
any reference to a water pail.
1 have been using one for my carbon
stubs; also in case of
emergency.
I am looking for the new Handbook,
as the old one
was a great educator.
I have been operating for the past seven
years, but I want one of the new books as soon as they are ready,
since I fully realize that I still have something
to learn.
Our
equipment consists of a Power's "Six" with dissolver.
There are
four houses in this city, and we expect a new theater in the
spring, having about
1,400 seating capacity.
That is one thing
I want the new book for — to get pointers for improvement
in the
new place.
Many thanks for your report on the glass ports.
A metal pail, containing water, in which to deposit carbon stubs is used in all well-regulated
operating rooms.
Its use is so very common that I suppose no one thought
to mention it. Yes. Burlington.
I would get the new book before building
the new operating room.
I think you will find a number of pointers worth
several time8 the price of the hook.
You are perfectly right in assuming
you have something to learn yet, my brother; so have I, and when I get
so wise that I know
it all I am going to die and go to heaven, because
I will then be altogether too good for this world.

From the Mexican Border.
Laredo, Tex., desires information as follows:
I would like to know what kind of lens to use for a 16-foot,
or larger, picture at 105 feet.
I do not care to show a small pic-

ture. Have tried an Edison No. 3 and a Universal lens, but they
do not give satisfaction. Is there some house making special lens
for that distance? Have two Edison machines and have tried
their lenses.
You do not need any special lens, Texas. The Edison Compar.y should
furnish lenses to fit your case, and I have sent your letter to that company. I presume you will hear from them at once. Caliper the width
of the aperture of your machines accurately. Multiply the distance from
the screen to the lens, in feet, by the exact width of the aperture to the
fraction of an inch. Divide this product by the width of picture you
desire, in feet, and the result will he the equivalent focus of the required
lens. In this case I think you will want about a $'/i e. f. lens, which will
give you a 17-foot picture at 100 feet, provided your machine aperture
is exactly 15-16 of an inch wide. If it is wider than that, the increase
being but .01 of an inch, then the picture will be a little larger, and vice
versa. Such a lens can be ordered from any first class supply house, but
you should inform them that you want the lens of exactly the focal length
you order, or else give them the precise width of the machine aperture,
exact length of the throw and the width of picture you want. The lens
above named will increase the width of the picture .17 of a foot to each
foot of throw; therefore will give a picture .17x105 = 17.85 feet at 105 feet.

That Curtain Coating.
Michigan writes:
Notice in your request, in the department, that I supply more
information concerning the screen coating furnished by the National Exhibitors, mentioned by me on page 46, October 5th issue.
I do not know the receipt for making this coating, nor can I get it.
Here is the history of it, as I got it from one of my employers:
One of the fellows in Ohio mixed the coating and made a curtain.
He then exhibited a sample to the exhibitors of Ohio, during their
meeting. The Ohio State Exhibitors' League purchased the receipt
and for a time would not allow anyone except their members to
use it. Finally, however, it was given to a certain party, from
whom my employer secured it, under promise not to give it to anyone else. It is a flesh color and looks like these patent paper towels
sometimes used in public wash rooms, only not quite so porous
looking. I believe Mr. Neff, president of the Exhibitors' League
of America, has the receipt, and possibly it could be secured from
him — I do not know. We covered our curtain, which is 18x22, for
four dollars.
And now for a question, and I will close:
Why does the waterglass, or whatever the white powder is that comes from carbons,
collect more in a Motiograph
lamphouse than in any other one?
I use a Motiograph
lamphouse
on one side, and must clean it
every day.
Along towards
closing time my back condenser
gets
so dirty that I can hardly get light through it.
We thank you for the information set forth.
I know of no reason why
a Motiograph lamphouse
would collect more carbon ash than any other,
nor do I believe they do.
It may be some peculiarity of that particular
lamphouse.
Would
suggest that you write the Enterprise
Optical Co.,
564 West Randolph
Street, Chicago, describing the case accurately, asking
them for advice.
That would be the best way in a case of that kind, I
believe.

The Jumping Film.
Charles City. Iowa, orders one of the new Handbooks, and puts up the
following kick:
The .picture projected by my Motiograph jumps like the dickens.
Sent it to my exchange and they put a new upper sprocket, guide
rollers, aperture, tension shoes and springs.
The intermittent
sprocket is new, just put in a short time ago; therefore I cannot
see why the picture should jump.
If those propounding questions of this kind would accurately describe
the "jump"
I could tell them, almost with mathematical certainty, exactly
what is wrong.
Simply saying that the "picture jumps"
is altogether too
indefinite.
If it moves
up and down
rhythmically,
four times to every
turn of the crank, then it means either (a) the intermittent sprocket shaft
is bent, or (b) the intermittent sprocket itself is not true.
If the movement is sidewise, and occurs four times to each turn of the crank, then
the intermittent sprocket shaft has end play and this occurs once every
time the spiocket goes around, and so on through
half a dozen things,
each of which produces a different kind of movement.
Describe the jump
accurately, Charles City, and I can probably aid you.

That Ground Detector.
Conneaut,
Ohio, writes:
Regarding those ground detectors, concerning which you desire
information, will say that the lamps do burn at half candlepower,
but, in case of a ground, one will burn at full candlepower, while
the other goes out. I wrote Mr. Chambless to send one of his
attachments
for your inspection.
It would be to his interes: to
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do so, When I read Erie's question! in Octobei i6tb number it
made me blush to think I lived to cloee t,> thai town; nevertbeteaa
there
arc competent
operator!
in Erie
I believe
■ great mi
atori art troubled with condensei breakage limply bccauae
they open the lamphoo i dooi t.>" quickly aftei (hutting of] the
arc, but of course if a man only has one machine this cannot very
well be avoided. What you M) about the operator keeping Ion eye
on the picture is the gospel truth.
Many thanks for your explanation "f the ground detector, I know it
d< funny, but ncvcrtln
fad thai aftCI reading
your explanation I remembered the thing myself, I do not know whether I had read
the description of its action in a hook somewhere years ago, or had one
explained to me; but anyhow I had forgotten all about it. For the benefit
of those who do not know what we are talking about, will lay that the
ground detector in question is made by attaching two ordinary incandescent lamps, of the feed-wire voltage, between two wires of a circuit,
running another wire from a point between the two, lamps to a known
ground, such as a water pipe. The action is then as disci ibid by Conr.eaut, and a ground thus instantly makes itself manifest. I have not
received the device from Mr. ( bamblcss. Yes, it is to the benefit of any
manufacturer who has a really good appliance to send one to this department for inspection; of course, on the other band, it is not to the benefit
of those who are putting out something
which
is not good,

Intermittent

Action.

Dallas.
Tex.,
propounds
the following
question:
We often read statements of the various manufacturers of
maebjm s, in which they set forth the fact that the speed of their
intermittent is thus and so. They seem to have the idea that the
faster the speed of the intermittent movement the better — in other
w ..ids, there is great advantage in fast intermittent movement.
Will you kindly explain why this is so — if it is so?
1 s, Dallas, the speed of the intermittent movement is a very important
consideration— a very important one, indeed. So much so that it will justify a rather elaborate explanation of the whole proposition, in which
several things are irtvolved. When you are running your machine at 60
turns of the crank per minute you are showing 16 pictures every secondthat is to say, one foot of film is passed through the machine each second,
and on that foot of film there are exactly 16 photographs, every one of
which must be pulled down by the intermittent movement, stopped in front
of the aperture, exposed and moved out of the way, giving place to the
next succeeding picture, which complete operation must take place in
exactly 1-16 of one second, or 16 times each second, or 960 times each
minute. Now, this period of time (1-16 of a second) is taken up by two
separate, distinct operations, viz.: (a) The moving of the film down, thus
taking away one picture and substituting the next one, during which time
the light is absolutely shut off from the screen by the revolving shutter;
(b) the exposing of the picture to the light, and its projection to the
screen, during which time the lens is open — that is to say, is uncovered by
the shutter. Now, if you will stop a moment, Dallas, and apply your
mind to this proposition, I think you will see the point. You have two
operations to perform, and a given period of time in which to perform
them, viz.. 1-16 of one second. If the intermittent movement is very slow
and the film completes its movement, displacing one photograph and substituting the next in 1-32 of a second, then we shall also have 1-32 of a
second during which the picture will be exposed to the light and projected
to the screen. We shall therefore have one-half of the total 1-16 of a
second for the actual projection of the picture, and an equal space of time
for the movement of the film — one-half of the time the picture will be on
the screen, and one half of the time when the screen will be dark. All
this means that, with such an intermittent movement, the shutter must
cut essentially
50 per cent, of the light with a single blade.
Let us suppose we have an intermittent movement so fast that the
movement of the film is accomplished in 1-64 of a second. Then we shall
have one-fourth of the total time occupied in changing the film, and threefourths occupied in projecting the picture, which would give us 75 per cent,
of light and 25 per cent, of darkness, but for the fact that a flicker blade
must be added to the shutter in order to eliminate the objectionable
flashes of darkness, known as "flicker." If we can so construct our
geneva — that is to say, give it a speed which will allow us to have three
blades to an outside shutter, each one having essentially the same width,
and still get 50 per cent, of the light — then we have secured about everything that can be accomplished with an intermittent movement, since that
is as fast as the strength of the film stock itself will stand, and the shutter
itself will practically, under these conditions, eliminate all the flicker.
The speed of the intermittent is, as a purely mechanical proposition, almost
without limit — that is to say, it could be made very, very fast, but the
faster the speed the stronger must be the tension applied through the
medium of the tension springs; hence the added strain on the film mounts
up about in inverse proportion as the speed is increased, and with the
condition above named the limit has about been reached. I trust, Dallas,
I have made this matter reasonably clear to you. If not, then write me
again, and I wrll try to explain the thing further.

Mote Canadian Views.
Chesley, Ont., writes, saying that he is much pleased with our comments, October 19th issue, on the Ontario license proposition; also sends
a clipping he has inserted in the local papers, calling attention to the
evils of excessive license. Says he would like to read more Canadian news
in the paper.
You will be able to read more Canadian news, Chesley, when the Canadian friends wake up and supply us with more. If we were to send
reporters, or have representatives all over the country, the Moving Picture
World would cost you several times $3 a year. As it is. we are only
able to supply it at that price at an actual loss, so far as the actual subscription is concerned, and for the news part of things we must depend
largely upon our readers. As to the clipping, those things do a certain
amount of good, but I am a firm believer in calling a spade a spade, and
I want to say right now that the imposng of a $r?-a year tax on the use

I'll flJRE

\\< ikl.h

uon machine 1- nothl
robbery,
pun
and simple,
Why
noi put la, 01 tie
other
sum
which
I1.1ppr11.1l t., sink,
tlir wlnm
of the authoril

[| is
any

piano?
What is an "authority."
Merely the man lured by the
peopli
to perform certain duties (01 them.
The)
might
..
n $50
a year on the sidewalk, ami charge th< manager
%6 pei annuo
lead pencil he carries.
Twenty five dollai
itling sum
as a tax foi the p. nut OH tin walls, ami
it they could
only put, say, a
$1.69 tax on each hair the manager lias mi ins head they migl
in developing ■
1 Id b< sded n
like a joke, but there is just as much
reason
and i'iiiiii
any
one of these taxes named as there is in ass, -sing a $75 tax, or any
tax, for using a projection machine.
It the < anadian people are so infernally hard up, why don't they instruct tin h re|
. "the sul
ties" or "government,"
to purchase
i bract
trrs and
go out and
get the coin in the good old-fashioned
link
Turpi n wa>
A $;tax on a projection machine is about as near
to it as tin ;
' and
not actually turn highwaymen,

No Quarrel.
The
accompanying
picture
shows
the new
Majestii
' .reenwood,
S. C.. which has recently been opened,
Mr, <>corge
L. Wilson, w
presume it its manager, writes:
W< have been in Greenwood two years, in the old Majestic, a
small house; have just completed tin- new Majestic and moved
it last week.
You
will note it is next dooi In a church

into

Just west
is another
church
(Presbyterian),
the same
being
but
two doors above us.
The house
seats 700; inclined floor clear to
the curtain;
mirroroiib
screen
and two machines.
The
operating
room
is well arranged
and
is 14 x 16 feet, with a 24 inch flue
through to the roof.
I find the World is a great help to me. especially the projection and advertising departments, both of which
I
have
used
to advantage.
The
fact that we are situated
as we
are, without opposition on the part of the churches, shows what the
picture
business
has grown
to in popular
favor
when
it is conducted as we have conducted it here — clean in every respect.
We
have built up a growing trade in a town of 7,000, though we have
had several competitors who have run airdomes
with cheap vaudeville. We have stuck to the pictures and the opposition has fallen
by the wayside, so we are by ourselves once more.
There
is a lesson
in the picture
of a theater
situated
between
two
churches.
As
neighbor
Wilson
says,
the moving
picture
business
has
grown
into immense
popularity
with
the public,
both
church-going
and
otherwise;
wherever
it is cleanly and decently conducted.
There is, however, a certain
type of manager
who covers the front of his theater
with
flamboyant advertising,
in the shape
of many
flaming, colored posters,
depicting murder scenes, burglaries, hold-ups, and about every form of crime
he can secure to place before his patrons.
Such houses are rapidly
disappearing, either being put out of business by the authorities, or left severely alone by the public.
Vaudeville
is the greatest
burden
that the
moving picture
has to bear.
Many
a selfish exhibitor
has introduced
it
with the expectation of driving his competitor out, only to find that vaudeville is somewhat
of a boomerang
which
knocked
him
out first.
We
secretly trust neighbor
Wilson's
business
will continue
to prosper,
will, too, so long as he continues to pursue his present policy.

and

it

Millimeter.

St. Louis, Mo., asks what diameter of carbons is meant when the same
is expressed
in millimeters.
For his benefit, will say that millimeters
dividided
by 25.4 equals
inches,
or millimeters
multiplied
by .03937
equal
inches.
In other words, a millimeter is 1/25.4 of an inch.
A rs carbon
is 16 mm in diameter; a half an inch carbon is 13 mm in diameter; a 14 mm
carbon is 9/16 and a 15 mm carbon is 19/32 of an inch in diameter.
Unquestionably, St. Louis, the millimeter measurement has distinct advantages
as applied to carbons, since the division by an eighth of an inch, such as we
have in this country, is much too large.
If inches are to be used we should
use thirty-seconds instead of eighths.

Beeswax

Shawnee, Okla., contributes the following valuable information:
Enclosed find money order for $2.50 for a copy of the new Handbook. Operators using motors and round belts will find beeswax to
be the best belt dressing there is. Patent dressings I have discovered will rot the belt. Oil wi.l not stick to or penetrate a belt
coated with beeswax, and it may be run very much looser. Belts
should pull from the under side rather than the upper side of the
pulley, since it increases the arc of contact by allowing the top of
the belt to sag. I find that a belt hook will give much better satis
faction if not closed down so that it clamps the leather.
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] .J] tins valuable information, clearly and concisely set forth. The
thanks of myself and our reader an due to Shawnee for contributing the
same. And now, brothers, I want to ask a favor, viz.: Make your letters
as concise as you can without injuring the sense. The department mail ha*
become 10 large, and our space has been necessarily somewhat restricted;
therefore, I am constantly confronted with the absolute necessity for boiling down correspondence, while much of it cannot he published at all. I
want to give you all a show in the- department, so far as possible, therefore
make your letters as short as you consistently can.

Gear

Compound.

Mr. William Mason, New York City, tends a sample of plumbago gear
compound,
which he says he can furnish
at the rate ol
ids for
$1.25.
He requests me to try it on a machine.
I have nol doni s., for the
very simple reason that whin spread '"i paper th< compound feeN gritty
and is evidently not a perfect lubricant, therefor) withoul knowing what
it is composed of 1 could not give it ins recommendation. In fact, I doubt
if there is anythii
! mica which could he mixed with graphite
or plumbago to advantage,
matter.
Sivmlv ii\. cents
mically
us<d. will last
Si ■ , friend Mason, but I

["he
g of the lubricant is a secondary
worth
of high grade
graphite,
if properly
and
for months,
therefore
why
seek to cheapen
it?
do nol believe your proposition is a good one.

Lenses.
Little

Rock,

Ark.,

writes:

What size condenser would you advise foi spotlight at a distance
of 100 feet; also for projecting 20-foot pictun same distance?
Local Union No. 204 is in good
condition.
A lens 6 inches in diameter, having an 11-inch focal length, would
be best for the spotlight, Little Rock, hut the ordinary spotlight lampwould not allow you to pull your lamp back a sufficient distance
i" get a small spot with such a lens. If you can have an extension put
on your lamphouse you will gel the best results with the lens named;
otherwise a lens 5 inches in diameter, of very short focal length, say 4
inches, would be best. I would advise two y'/t, or one iVz and one (>Yz
lens for the projection machine,
whichever gives the best results.

Denial.
In a recent number we published a letter from Jackson, Mich., in which
an operator complained of the treatment received from his employer, a
Jackson exhibitor. A letter has just been received from the said employer,
in which the charges made by the operator, Mr. Fred Smith, are denied,
and the matter contained in the letter is not at all creditable to Mr.
Smith, who, it seems, did not state the facts as they really were. The
employer writes a very courteous letter, and seems to have set matters
forth about as they are. Our purpose in mentioning this matter is to say
that we are absolutely opposed to the operator being required to get films,
put up posters and do other similar work, which is entirely outside of his
duty as an operator. We are opposed to this regardless of whether the
operator takes a position understanding he will be expected to do these
things or not. That is entirely beside the question. We are fighting for
high-class projection. We are bending every energy, through this department, to bring about high-class work in the operating room. This, however, can only be brought about when high-class men are employed as
operators. You know, Mr. Manager, and I know, that no man of real
brains and ability is going to act as general theater chambermaid, combining
in one position the office of errand boy, bill poster, operator, etc. Hire an
operator, and let his work be confined to operating, but require of him
absolutely first-class service, and do not stand for anything else. The
Jackson manager writes, as I have said, a very courteous, sensible letter.
He therefore ought to be a man of too much good judgment and common
sense not to grasp the idea I am trying to convey.

Condenser Breakage.
Philadelphia sends in a very complete statement of the conditions surrounding his stereopticon, in which he is breaking condenser lenses every
night. He is using a Lubin lamphouse. After carefully reading the letter
I can see only three things to suggest, viz.: Be sure the ventilation in
the top of the lamphouse is open and perfectly free. Cut some asbestos
rings and place between the edges of your condensers and the metal, so
that the lens does not touch metal at any point. Condenser breakage is
a very, very difficult proposition, and one which often is very baffling.
I have had cases of condenser breakage that I could do nothing with,
even when right there on the ground, though that does not happen very
often. You might also try drilling a row of J^j-inch holes in the lamphouse
wall just over the condenser casing. This has been known to stop condenser breakage, though I would not like to guarantee it. Is there any
ventilation in the condenser mount itself? If not, then I would drill some
holes in the mount. I am sorry, Philadelphia, but this is about all the
advice I can offer you, as you seem to have tried everything else.

Length of Throw.
New

Haven,

Conn.,

propounds

the

following

proposition:

We are completing our new theater, and the question of the
installation of the machine and operating room is now before us.
Our building is 96 feet long, and we thought it advisable, in order
to eliminate the flicker due to the motion of the film, that we
suspend the operating room from the rafters, in the center of the
building, at a distance of, say, 40 feet from the screen. Our idea
in this is that any irregularity of the film would not be so greatly
magnified on the screen, as would be the case if the beam of light
were, say, twice the length, in which case, we reasoned, any irregularity would be magnified more than double. We have, however,
been told by others in the business that this is not true, and that
the longer the throw
the less is the flickering
so produced,
pro-

PICTURE
refer

\Y< )RLD
vided the screen
the matter

is of the same size.
to your department

We
therefore
for advice.

respectfully

Your ideas, New Haven, are entirely wrong. In the first place you
speak of a flicker, which is the effect of flashes of darkness
, reen,
due to the revolving shutter of the machine. With this the throw has
absolutely
no connection
whatever.
The length of the th
I have
nothing whatever to do with the magnification of any Jump :i the film
which might occur through poor perforation or from any other cause other
than a certain kind of vibration in the machine itself due to the floor not
Solid, The only case in which the vibration of the picture would
be magnified on the screen would be where the whole machine vibrated
in such manner as to cause the entire beam of light to move up 3nd down
after th. fashion of a lever with the front legs of the machine as a
fulcrum. To make this matter more clear let us suppose you set the
machine 100 feet from the screen, and then cause the whole machine to
vibrate straight
up and down
1 16 of an inch.
In this
would
have a movement on the screen of 1-16 of an inch, utterly regardless of
whether the throw be 100 feet 01 20 feet. Let us, on the other hand,
suppose that you set the machine 100 feet away from the screen, and then,
with the front legs resting on the floor, would raise the back legs 1-16 of
an inch; you would then have a very great movement on the screen, and
that movement
would
hi- very
much
greater than
it won
•_• the
machine
40 feet from
the 'crecn.
Do you
see the point?
However,
you should have a perfectly rigid operating roe
, that
nothing of this kind will occur.
I would by all means adv
ocate
your
operating
room at the rear of your theater.
A 90 01
hrow
will give you far better results than you can get at 40, provided the
picture be of ordinary Eize. You could project a picture -5 feet wide
better at 40 than you could at 100, but you can project a 12-foot or larger
pictun much better at too feet than you can at 40, due to the fact that
short focal length lenses seldom are perfect, and due, further, to the fact
that the short focal length lenses used on short length throws require an
extra wide blade to the shuttir, if it be an outside shutter machine, which
produces
Bicker and cuts off an additional percentage of the light.
I trust I have made this matter clear to you, New Haven. I see that
your knowledge of such things is weak, and would therefore suggest that
you
will
the
well

forward $2.50 to the office of the Moving Picture .World at once. Y'ou
receive in return therefor the new Handbook just as soon as it is off
press, and this book will explain this matter to you (on page 71), as
as hundreds of others, and be worth many times its price.

Motiograph

Manufacturers

Make

Important

Move.

The Enterprise Optical Manufacturing Co. has opened a New Y'ork
office at 30 East Twenty-third Strict. The branch office began operations
November 1st. This office will be under the management of Mr. Fred A.
Clarke, who is well known in this territory. Not only is it intended as
a sales office, but there will also be, in connection, a complete repair
shop, in which Motiograph mechanisms can receive the same expert
attention accorded at the home factory in Chicago. The new office will
carry a complete line of Motiograph machines and a complete stock of
repair parts. The Enterprise Optical Co. extends, through the department,
a cordial invitation to managers, operators and others who may rind it
convenient to visit the new office, in which the 1913 model Motiograph
may be seen.

Isolated. Plant.
Mr. B. L. Noyes, M. D., treasurer of Stonington
Me., contributes the following:

Opera

Co.. Sonington,

Just as soon as I get time I will write you more fully of a plant
for supplying moving picture illumination which excels anything
I have ever seen proposed or tried for that purpose, being the
most reliable, effective and satisfactory source of electrical energy
extant. With this plant all worry is ended. Briefly, it consists of
one -l/2 h. p. gasoline engine, governor type; one 5 k. w. d. c.
115-volt shunt wound generator or dynamo; switchboard with one
double-reading storage battery, 50-ampere meter; a d. c. 1 ;o-volt
voltmeter with necessary switches, rheostat and 50-ampere fuses;
a lead and acid storage battery, consisting of 40 cells i averaging
80 volts), each with seven plates (three positive and four negative)
7'Ax7xA inches. The battery alone will supply an arc for an average of three hours, and no interference will result at any time
the engine should be started up to run in conjunction with it.
Gasoline plants alone are too capricious and undependable to warrant calling an audience of 500 people together for an entertainment which might be a fizzle at any time on account of some
minor break on the part of the mechanism. Again, the storage
battery maintains, as a governor, a constant, unvarying vol
on the mains, no matter how bad the engine behaves. This is the
ideal plant. We have never lost a second's time yet. If one
wishes incandescent lights, order 75-volt bulbs. The extra five
volts take off the dull red rays of the filament and whiten the
light.
We
made our own
storage cells and cast our own
g
We will be glad to have a complete, circumstancial description of your
plant, friend Noyes, and just how you use it. As I understand the matter,
you run from the storage battery altogether, merely using the engine and
dynamo to charge the same. Of course this would make a very excellent
arrangement in some ways, though I should suppose it would be very
costly. I would like to have complete data as to the cost of such a plant,
the cost of its upkeep and the cost of operation per hour. I cannot agree
with you that a properly constructed gasoline plant is unreliable. Of
course the storage battery introduces an absolutely dependable element,
nol otherwise present, but I believe a good many users of gasoline jilaots
will have more or less emphatic remarks to make as soon as they read
your charges of latk of dependability. I do not understand why you have
a 115-volt generator. Y'ou could not feed 70-volt lamps with a dynamo
of that pressure, and you would have to introduce resistance, which is
waste,
to charge the batt<
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who was in l"\> with the young woman pianist in the place.
J lie "movies" are brought *
prominentl)
into the re|
• *

II has been repeatedly contended in these columns that
the newspapers of the country were doing the motion
picture business a gross injustice in throwing upon the
shoulders of the exhibition places and their proprietors the
responsibility for the misleading of young people. The
injustice was aggravated by the Fact that the papers added
to the reports of cases that arose from time to time editorials, tending to provoke public condemnation and official action against the business as a whole, and the additional fact that the reports and comments were based
wholly upon the accusing statements without the slightest
efforts to verify them by investigating the designated places,
or getting the statements of the owners.

* *

*

For a long time these plainly biased reports worked
the greatest kind of hardship upon the picture business in
creating a distrust on the part of the more respectable
class of people whose patronage was being sought and depended upon to help raise the business to the standard it
has since attained. The people recognized that the pictures afforded an interesting, pleasing and instructive form
of entertainment, but they feared the contact of themselves
and children with the exhibition places and certain patrons
and employees in them. One could hardly blame the people. The newspapers seized every opportunity to stamp the
houses as places of moral destruction and it seemed that
anything that would tend to the reverse was studiously suppressed. If a girl became wayward she blamed it upon associates with whom she became acquainted in a picture theater. If a boy was caught stealing, or doing something
else wrong, he claimed he was impelled to commit the act
by an impression made upon his mind by a motion picture
he had seen.

* *

*

In some cases where girls went astray the statements,
unfortunately, proved true. The charges were substantiated
and the accused parties were convicted and punished. In
most of the cases careful investigation showed that the
excuses given by the young people were mere subterfuges,
but this was never learned through the press, and the convictions stood alone to keep the picture houses under a
most serious handicap which, it must be conceded, was not
removed until the better class of people became interested
in the pictures through the establishment of the higher
grade of theaters. It is quite true that the owners of the
nickelettes had worked hard in the meantime to better conditions by discharging and refusing to hire the class of
people charged with being responsible for the conditions,
and also tried to keep such people out of their places, but
with the fearful public their efforts had little effect. With
the newspapers they had none. But when the larger and
more pretentious theaters took up the pictures and the
better class of people commenced to adopt them as a form
of entertainment the press was forced to admit that picture
houses were not established to destroy the morals of the
young, as they had repeatedly
* * *declared.
All the small exhibitors contend, and very truthfully so,
that the big theaters are their enemy on account of the
exhibitions being on a larger scale at a comparatively small
increase in price. But, for the reasons already given, they
should take their hats off most cheerfully to the big fellows for restoring and bringing to the business a confidence and patronage which it is more than probable could
not have been accomplished with the small houses alone
in the held fighting the conditions of the times.

* *

*

Unfortunately we cannot say that the change wrought
is as complete as desired. There is still a disposition on
the part of some reporters to get a slap at the pictures
whenever possible, taking only one version of the stories
that come to them, "Gyp the Blood" and others of that notorious class have been prominently mentioned as having
worked some of their nefarious schemes through the
agency of picture houses and now a part of the press is
making all the use possible of a case in which a bomb was
exploded at the exit of a picture house on First Avenue.
It is charged that the bomb was thrown by a jealous youth

Of course the affair reflects no more upon the picture
house win ic it occurred, no matter how hard the reporter
may try to work
it that way, than it WOUld
refle< i upon a
church it the young woman was an organi
and the
bomb had been
thrown
with the same
reported
motive.
But whs1 n"t be fair and in the same report
with
equal prominence, and with truth, that an attempt had been
made to blackmail the pianist and the proprietor of th<place had a man
sentenced
to prison i"r
u .1
charge
of writing
threatening
letters to him?
Xo, that
would not suit the purpo
porter had to get in
"movie theater" and "annoycr of girl," with obvious intent.
* * *
Now for an illustration showing that thi |
are frequently
used to cover a "multitude
oi
they have absolutely no connection with affair
- in
the "line of a motion picture company oni
when a detective entered and produced a postal
identification. It was cue of the ordinary cards bearing
no printed matter or address usually on cards used by
business houses. It was addressed to a ^irl residing in
the upper part of this city. It stated that her application
to pose in pictures had been favorably considered and requested that she report for work. The name signed was
that of the company upon whom the detective called. The
manager pointed out to the detective that his company used
only postal cards with its name and address printed on
them, that the postmark showed the card produced was
mailed at a postal station remote from the station in which
the company's mail is deposited, and that when notifying
applicants either printed forms or letterheads are used.
The detective then told his story: "The girl to whom this
card was sent is young and very much stage struck. We
know she did apply to your company for a position. The
day after she received this card she left the house, telling
her mother she would call on your company and take the
position. That afternoon she telephoned her mother, stating that she had the job and would not be home, as they
were to stage a picture that would take all night. The following day she returned home. Every morning she went
out, presumably to pose in the pictures, and returned at
night. Today she again telephoned her mother that she
would not be home on account of another picture that
would take all night. The second message made the mother
suspicious and I was called into the case. Yes, I have
had many cases of the same kind. It is too bad that the
names of reputable concerns should be drawn into such
affairs, but it is one of those things we cannot guard
against. These kids used to blame social affairs, theaters
and other things when

* *

*

found out, but now

it's the pictures^

The stand the Moving Picture World has taken against
the proposition of a tobacco company to promote the sale
of its cigarettes by issuing with them coupons entitling the
holder to admission to moving picture theaters should have
the hearty approval of every exhibitor in the country.
A strong anti-cigarette sentiment prevails, particularly with
reference to their use by children and youths, and the instant moving picture exhibitors lend a hand to any scheme
that will tempt the young to purchase cigarettes, which
naturally will be followed by their use, a revolt against
such exhibitors will arise that will discount in effect anything they have heretofore been obliged to contend with.
The statement that the tobacco company would not dare
to make a like offer to the regular theaters carries some
weight with it and reminds me of a scheme a certain
theater in this city adopted with dire results some year-s
ago. The manager placed in barrooms, sets of tickets to
which customers could help themselves. Upon turning in
at the box office twenty-five cents with each ticket the
holder secured a good reserved seat in the orchestra. Tinresult may be easily imagined. The scheme brought among
the better class of patrons a class of people who soon had
the house to themselves and — zip! up went the house. The
schemes are not alike but the effect will be the same.
O. F. DOUD

GOES

WEST.

Mr. Omer F. Doud, editor-in-chief of the scenario department of the American Film Manufacturing Company at
Chicago, leaves next week for the Santa Barbara office,
where he will be in touch with the producers at that point.
"Flying A" fans can well look forward to some great features when once the breezy Western atmosphere gets into
Doud's system— he is some scenario writer as it i;.
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We Moving Picture Educator
A TEACHER
Children

SPEAKS

Benefit

Even

A GOOD WORD
PICTURES.
from the Most
She Says.

FOR

MOVING

Hair-Raising

Ones,

department in the public library, but the great majority
prefer to be screaming and racing in the street to sitting
quietly
in a school.
library under
some stern
It's too
much like
However,
they woman's
will all eye.
sit patiently
through an instructive number of a theater programme and

[From the New York Tribune.]
so The
cannot
help but
a little
information.''
listening
groupimbibe
admitted
there
might be something in
IMAGINE a school teacher, a high-minded, middle-aged,
the
speaker's
views,
but
they
looked
unhappy. Finally, the
what
the humorists
would
call "typical"
schoolmarm,
pert young thing came out with it.
coming to the defence of moving picture-! It would be
putting it mildly to say that the little circle of the woman
"That's all very well," she said, "but what good does it do
to have the children know things if they are asleep all the
teacher's friends were amazed. They would as soon think
time. That little Sally is the palest, crossest child in the
of approving of a Spanish bullfight as of the average meloroom, and twice this week she has gone sound asleep in my
dramatic "movies."
class at jo o'clock. These children are up until late almost
"I don't care if they are cheap and sensational and full of
every night in the week. In the good old days they got more
criminal Mtggestions," she maintained. "They educate the
children more than we do. I've been noticing lately that
sleep, even if they didn't know so much. If only — it's a big
the children seem ever so much more intelligent than they
'if,' I know — if only the mothers would make the children
go
to the moving pictures on Friday and Saturday evenings,
used to a few year- ago before there were moving pictures.
and put them to bed the rest of the time, it would be very
They have a fund of general information. They realize that
the big world i> quite as live and interesting a place as the
useful and instructive."
corner lot behind the billboards. In the old days when we
asked a class about the Desert of Sahara it was a large pink
Having repeatedly called attention to the lack of knowledge on the part of the average teacher as to the value of
place on the map and its chief products were camels, which ■
the moving picture, it is a pleasure to print the above article
meant to the boy's mind the dirty, mangy creatures with
eyes he once saw at the 'zoo.' If the boy remembered
sillypictures
exactly
as it
Ed. M. P.
E. appeared in the New York Tribune of Oct. 7th. —
the
of the desert in the geography book, it was with
the secret scorn which your real boys feels for 'book learning'— about so much of it must be endured lest greater un"ON THE MOVE."
Jiappiness accrue not from the lack of it, but from his parents'
knowledge of his lack of it. A description of the Desert of
Under the title "The Movies on the Move" an article
Sahara was not of vital interest in his life like the corner
appears in "Everybody's Magazine" which is written to
lot or the ice wagon. It was something to be forgotten as
show the advance of the moving pictures. The first strong
soon as school was over. Rather would he die than let his
statement brought forward is that before the moving picture
fellows know
he was interested in it.
was ten years old, Yankee ingenuity saw its value and "took
"Nowadays, the Deseit of Sahara comes into his life on
the tide of his most vital interest. It is not a dead thing in
it out of the recreation class and put it to hard labor."
This "hard labor" is shown to be in its relation to educaschool. It is a 'movie.' His young eyes bulge with terror
tional purposes in public schools. Much in the article refor the fleeing robber or the kidnapped heiress as the sandferred to leads us to believe that the writer must be a
storm rages, while the camels stagger along in the face of
reader of the educational features of the Moving Picture
time 'Timmy' has a
The next
swirling hegale.
■the blinding,
■lesson
about Sahara
will have
a vivid mental picture of
World. The reference to the film as an "Alladin carpet" is
the place.
"doomed,"
textbookandis places
as a things
geograohy
striking;
andpupils
timely
now that
can see
in full those
they
"Oh, yes, I know you all say he shouldn't be seeing stories
before could only see in a very limited part. History is
of fleeing tobbers or kidnapped heiresses even to help out
made "alive again" by the production of events in all ages.
his sense of geography. I say he forgets the kidnapper and
Industrial films are referred to as showing "how things are
remembers the sandstorm.
made" for the advantage of vocational studies.
"Then there are the Indian pictures, full of murders, and
Greater credit is given to moving pictures because of the
<horse thieving, but they don't hurt the boys, and they do
"more intangible things taught." Reports from teachers are
■stimulate his interest in history. I admit that pictures of
quoted to show that literature and morals, hitherto difficult
schoolboys engaged in murder and horse thieving would be
subjects to handle, have now been given a freedom and
demoralizing, but not pictures of Indians. What the red
man does is as distinctive as his skin and no more to be
scope impossible before. The whole scope of moving picture facilities so often detailed here, is reviewed in this
article and therefore cannot fail to help the Moving Picture
copied. Yes, a few boys will copy it, just as a few 'went to
the bad' from reading dime novels, but the vast majority of
Educator in the spreading of that work to which it is dedithe youngsters who used to sneak away behind the barn with
cated. In its wide "moving" as a great and universal factor,
the forbidden literature took it out in reading. They satisthe writer in "Everybody's" asks: "Was there ever so versalied their desire to be wicked and they stimulated their
imagination at the same time.
A
moving apicture'"
as the
mankind
tile a servant
remarkable
and of
timely
question,
if anything
little tardy
"There is another kind of motion picture, which is even
but singularly appropriate and most thoroughly well earned.
more useful to the school teacher than the stories of wild
When next the writer of that article sees fit to chronicle his
adventure in foreign lands, but 1 admit it may not be so
views of the moving picture, he will not refer to them as
popular, and therefore, not so long remembered. This is
simply
"moving" but rather as making progre-- by leaps
and bounds.
tin- purely educational one, the one which depicts the procof tea and coffee raising, showing the native workers
going out to the fields, and the packers loading into ships
trange looking foreign wharves.
BARBARA
SANTA
NEW
ORGANIZES
AMERICAN
"lu-t the other day we came to the cotton lesson in comCOMPANY.
mercial geography. That stupid little Sallie Schmidt, who
American Film Manufacturing Company organizes a new
can't remember anything in the book, actually raised her
hand and informed me that cotton was white on the bushes,
stock company at Santa Barbara. Cal, in addition to the
like snowball-, and she knew it grew in the South ' cause it
company operating at that point. Mr. William J. Bauman.
-how.'
producer at Chicago studio, has been transferred to the
picture
movin'
the
in
it
a-pickin'
was
that
darkieschildren pick up all kind- of knowledge at the
was"These
coast and in conjunction with Mr. Allen Dwan. the producer
'movie-' that they would never get anywhere else. They
at Santa Barbara, will produce some excellent features durdon't read books.
\ few are devoted
patronof the fiction
ing the coming
months.
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"At the Sign of theBlaiadelF
Flaming Arcs"
Sc
know how we lost Little Marj ! In Fort)
Street, between Seventh and Eighth Avenues, arc eight the
.iterperhaps there is HO one block ill the world that, for
entration of dramatic temples, can match it — all of the stage.
Yet then is one more
one devoted to pictures.
I his dark
oasis in a desert of footlights is the Bryant, the proprietor of
which takes especial pride in his house.
He is his own door, Ik knows all his people; lie greets them going m and bids
them good-bye when they leave.
Suspended on the wall by the
entrance is a telephone connecting with the operating booth just
above.
The managerial eye is constantly on the screen.
If, at
any time there is detected anything indicating the slightest inattention oil the part of the operator the instrument is immediately
put into use.
But, tc get back to Little Mary. Among the patrons of the
Bryant are many theatrical persons and personages In the latter
category is David Belasco. Oftentimes Mr. Belasco drops in, as
frequently as three times a week. It requires no stretch of the
imagination to picture his keen eye scanning the screen for
bright spots — making his own selections of stars uninfluenced by
studio politics or proprietary pull. Let the humble screen artist
take heart. It is possible that he or she cannot compel from
the director the recognition of real merit. There is no knowing,
however, when some theatrical magnate will discover what the
lesser lights have failed to note. Then all be different.
Now do you see What Happened
* * * to Mary?

\\'< >RLD

sni.iV"
Mr. Bu
the
exhibit. ,1 -,' ball on
lb.
I uesday foreni ion
M i
dent
of the Essanaj Compai
I turned out when Mr. Bushman
appeared at tl
I lub I ui
fully announced that he was g
lock
nam.
Seine of the Screi
I the opinion iliat Mr.
r feared the allurements of the eastern m<
might be
ir his right bower: therefore, he felt impclle
shanghai him and remove bun from danger. Mr. Bushman made
as much of a hit here as he alwa;
n the screen
The verdict was that he is just what In- looks to be— and that's "nuff
sed." By the way, New York made some hit with I X B. — he
put in an application for a life membership in the Screen (
* * *
II. K. Samborn. of Rochester, has been in N
king
up good feature films,

* »

*

Bert Ennis, formerly with the publicity department of the Vitagraph Company, is now acting in a similar capacity with the
New York Motion Picture Company, which has just moved into
its fine offices in the new Longacrc Building, Forty-second Street
and Broadway. Mr. Ennis showed the writer some fine photographs of the four famous Keystone comedians — Sennctt. Mace.
Sterling and Miss Normand — which he is sending out to all
accredited independent exhibitors dealing through the Mutual
Film Corporation. The pictures are n by 14, and will make
splendid lobby decorations.

* *

*

Oth«-- .\ ho call at the Bryant are members of the Weber and
Fields Company, all the stars from the Hippodrome, including
among the latter as one of the regulars. George Adams, the successor of Marselline; Marselline and his vaudeville partner also
frequently drop in; Willie Collier. Arthur Hammerstein, and, on
ions when he is in New York, Oscar himself.

Director Etienne Arnaud, of the Eclair Company, returned last
Saturday from his visit in Paris. He brings news of interest to
independent exhibitors. The Paris Eclair will forward each week
installments of film dealing with the Balkan War. Also in
preparation at the home studio are two or three feature films
which are to be of unusual excellence.

Here that
"s something
in moving new
pictures
— and
the Paris
same
token
must alsonew
be something
under
the bysun.
Eclair is making the first multiple reel comedy on record. No
sooner said than retracted! Vitagraph has just put over a tworeel comedy in 'Billy's Burglar." At any rate, Eclair' s is three
reels, and that probably is comedy record. It will be "The Girl
from Maxim's." It is said to abound in irresistible humor. Folng it will be Franz Lehar's "The Merry Widow" in three
reels reel?.
ant', a Also
dramatization
Daudet's
"Sapho"
in
four
there will ofbe Alphonse
issued soon
the third
of the

Dropped in at the Herald Square Theater on the evening of

* * *

* *
"Zigomar" series, in three reels.

*

Edwir. August is to star for the Universal. He reported for
work last Monday. This confirms rumors that have been current
In the trade that President Laemmle and the late Lubin leading mar. were in consultation. Congratulations are in order —
not only to the two parties to the immediate contract, but also
to the Universal's expanding public. Mr. August will bring
strength to the "program" ; he will do even more and better than
that — he will bring diversity. The Universal prides itself on its
cohesive and balanced schedule. Here is an opportunity to take
advantage
Mr.that
August's
talent
andunder
experience
in costume
work. It isofsaid
as yet the
brand
which Mr.
August
will work lias not been decided. There can be no question that
if it should be really determined to depart from the cut-and-dried
style of fiim nomenclature and take, say, such a name as "CosPlayers."
result would
justify
the ifstep.
The Universal
has a tume
clear
field the
at present
for such
plays;
the doubt
as to the
title of the brand shall be thus resolved, advantage will be taken
of the popular regard for dramas and comedies that savor of the
old-time stace.

* *

*

* *

*

November

7 to sec John Bunny as "Michael McShane. Matchmaker." This is one of Vitagraph's Irish reels — pardon, but
perhaps "pictures" would be a better word — and it was an unexpected pleasure to see, leaning over the railing in the rear of the
orchestra talking with Manager Rothschild and critically following his own work on the screen, none other than the original of
McShane. The jolly comedian heard the house laugh at some
of his work. It is within the knowledge of his friends that Mr
Bunny looks upon no stage work as being more serious than
comedy— and it is undoubtedly to his capacity for taking nain =
that, in great measure, his leadership
* * * in comedy is to be ascribed.
By the way,
Election Day—
pictures. It is
tra does much

the Herald Square had rather a busy time on
6.088 persons buying tickets to look at straight
but fair to add. however, that a competent orchesto swell the patronage
* * * at this house.

A. A. Kellman. the feature film man, of 66; Washington Street.
Boston, was in town early in the week. From Manager J. D.
Tippett, of Union Features, he has secured the New England
rights for the entire Sherlock Holmes series. Also to the same
company Mr. Kellman is paying a handsome sum for the New
England rights of the "Vatican and Pope Pius" picture. Mr.
Kellman is a close follower of all the trade publications devoted
to the cinematographic art — wherever published. Modesty debars a reproduction here of his opinion of The Movixg Picture
World as a leader in its field. Nevertheless, if this writer is any
judge, it is for the creating and maintenance of such beliefs that
The World is striving.
* * *

comes from the coast that "The Padre's Gift." the Universal production, supervised by Thomas Ricketts. abounds in
beautiful natural settings — the best to be found among the gardens of Southern California.

The Universal group formerly working at the Staten Island
Studio is now slowly making its way up the Mississippi River
from
New
Orleans.
They
are employed
on a number
of
scenarios requiring southern settings.
* * *

Jaan Pailette, who has had an all-around experience on the
legitimate stage, both in musical comedy and in drama, is now
working for the Universal on the coast, assisting Producer
Ricketts and also appearing in the pictures.
Mr. Ricketts is an
niplished horseman as well
* as
* actor.
*

James Clark and Richard Rolands, of Pittsburg, are in I
for a few days.
* * *

Wore

* *

*

Ethel Grandin. who formerly played leads with 101 Bison, and
Ray Smallwood, cameraman, are among the latest additions to
the Universal forces on the coast.

* * *

"Frank" Bushman, the popular Essanay leading man. played
a short engagement in New York town early in the week.
It
happened in this wise:
Mr. Bushman has not had a vacation
in a long time.
On Friday night he left Chicago.
He dropped
■ t lie Screen Club Monday evening and. in company with

mav scene.
be a tipDown
to a director
on the Beach
lookout
"ing
forHere
a final
at Manhattan
great chances
have taken place. The famous Manhattan Beach Hotel has been
razed. The old shore line has been restored by the erection of
great stone bulkheads. This is being filled in with ashes from
steam coal and with sand. Thousands of square feet of land
have been added to the map. Stand on a clear day at the southerly point of the extension just after sundown. Look to the
southwest across the water, with the skyline of Brichton an-4
: old Coney forming the right-hand side of the frame It is
an impressive
metropolis.

sight:

one

of

the

picturesque

' the
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Among the Picture Theatres
News and Views of Houses Here and There

THE

NEW

MARTIN

THEATER,

LOCK

HAVEN,

PA.

The formal opening of the new Martin Theater, Lock
Haven, Pa,, a <"ui of which is herewith published, took place
on the evening of August 27th, and it was one of the most
auspicious events in the history <>f the city of Lock Haven.
Mr. ll.urx I.. Martin, the proprietor, had one of the foremost architects of Tyrone, Pa., Mr. William F. Wise, design the house. Steel, concrete and brick were used almost
exclusively with a view to making the building absolutely
fireproof. While the theater was built primarily for the
exhibition of photoplays, the opening performance was the
operatic success, '"The Spring Maid."
The auditorium has one thousand roomy and comfortable
opera chairs furnished by the Wisconsin Seating Company,
of New London, Wis. There are two wide stairways leading to the loggias, of which there are eighteen. The floor
covering consists of linoleum and carpet is placed in all the

flected from the ceiling over the entire auditorium. Rows of
lights neath
arethe balcony.
also suspended from antique bronze chains be. The operating room is situated at the back of the balcony
and is constructed of steel and asbestos. Two Power's Xo. 6a
machines are used. The stage is large enough to present
any production. The color scheme is in accordance with
the beauty of the place. The admission prices for moving
pictures,
when and
the "speaking
drama"
is notMr.booked,
ten
cents to adults
five cents to
children.
A. C. are
Candor
is the manager.
VIRGINIA THEATER— RICHMOND, VA.
We publish herewith a view of the Virginia Theater. 71 1
East Broad Street, Richmond, Va., which was opened on
May 27th, 1912. Since that date the place has been doing a
capacity business, running moving pictures exclusively with
appropriate music.
It has a seating capacity of 400 persons.

Virginia Theater.

The Martin Theater.
aisles and stairways. The requisite number of exits have
been provided for.
The structure is three stories in height with a front of
ornamental terra cotta, the beaut)- of- which is enhanced by
Indiana limestone trimmings and steel cornices. The boxoffice is situated at the right of the lobby and directly opposite is the reception room where patrons may rest and
secure refreshments. The lavatories are modern in every
respect. Twenty-eight oscillating fans are scattered about
the house, and the most modern ventilating system insures
fresh, pure air.
The lighting system is perfect in every way. In front
of the building there are two iron columns with ten lights of
five hundred candlepower each, while forty small incandescent bulbs extend across the building proper. In the lobby
there is another circle of lights. The indirect lighting system is used in the interior and the bulbs are covered with
pretty shades which diffuse a mellow glow. Attached to
the handsome steel ceiling are a number of bronze domes
with incandescent lights enclosed, their radiance being re-

The Virginia is centrally located, being in the heart oi the
amusement center of Richmond, and is under the management of Mr. H. C. Stradford, who has had several sears'
experience in the moving picture exhibition business further south, being connected with houses in Birmingham,
Ala.; Augusta, Ga.; Tampa. Fla.; and other places. The projection room of the Virginia is equipped with two Simplex
projection machines.
BARITONE SINGER BUYS PICTURE HOUSE.
Mr. G. B. McClelland, a baritone singer, has purchased
the Princess moving picture theater at Hamilton, Ohio, and
has changed
nameMr.to McClelland
the "Amusu."
With Mrs.
land as pianistits and
as manager
and McClelsinger,
the management says that the "Amusu" patrons will be
well pleased with the musical accompaniment to the pictures.
PICTURE

HOUSE

CHANGES

HANDS.

Mr. E. J. Sparks, well known in the moving picture business in Augusta. Georgia, and Messrs. Brunswick Brothers
have purchased the Palace picture theater, of Asheville,
North Carolina. The house is now being thoroughly renovated. Messrs. Brunswick Brothers are also well known in
the picture field as high-class singer-.

THE
ANGELUS

THEATER— SPANISH

M< »\ [NG

FORK,

UTAH.
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HUNDRED
THOUSAND
DOLLAR
HOUSE
AT
PORTLAND.

PICTURE

The Angelus motion picture theater, Spanish Pork, Utah,
a photograph of which we publish herewith, \\a^ opened
on Monday evening, September 9th, 191a, and has since
played to crowded houses. It was completed at a cost of
$14,000, and is one of the most pretentious buildings in the
city, which lias a population of only 4.500. It is modern in
every respect, being Steam heated and electric lighted, The
foyer is eight and a halt feet wide and is the lull length of
the building.
The furnishings
and decoration-are artistic.
The main auditorium has ati inclined floor with 400 opera

The Majestic Theater, Park and Washington
rtland, Oregon, is a hundred thousand dollar pit ture and
vaudeville theater. The house is managed and owned by
Mr. Edwin F. James.
The seating facilitiet ol twelve
hundred comfortable opera chairs, sixty of which an I, ox
seats. The boxes are arranged across the front ol tne balcony, affordingoffered,
an unexcelled view of the pictures and other
entertainment

Angelus Theatre.

cubic feet of air from the house every minute. The entrance is
of Alaska tokeen, marble and tile. The ceiling of the entrance is arched and studded with three hundred tungsten
lights. A large Kimball pipe organ, piano and drums, together with a large amount of sound effect equipment, furnish the music. Independent service is being used with
vaudeville.

The

ventilating

system

is capable

of removing

Over

25,000

Interior view of Majestic Theatre.

chairs.
A number of boxes are at the disposal
of theater
parties.
The balcony is luted with wicker rocking chairs.
The operating-room is ten feet by twelve feet, metal lined
completeattachments
with two Power's
Xo. rewind.
6 projection
machines
motor
and motor
To the
left of with
the
operating room is a repair shop and a workroom. Four
ventilators are placed in the ceiling with a sixteen-inch
tan in each. The stage is twenty feet wide by six feet deep
and can be used for light vaudeville, although the Mr. A. L.
Stallings, who is the manager and proprietor, prefers to
run pictures.

SPRAGG AMUSEMENT
COMPANY, BELLAIRE, OHIO.
The Spragg Amusement Company, of Bellaire, Ohio, are
the owners of the Olympic Theater. Bellaire, a photograph
of which is herewith printed. The admission price i- five
cents and Licensed pictures form each programme.
Stand-

The Pastime Theater, of South Bethlehem, Pa., is soon to
undergo extensive alterations, so says the manager, Mr. J. G.
Beilen.
Milton
Wadsworth,
of
Theater to 11. (i. Hicks.

Lewiston,

Idaho,

sold

the

Lyric

Olympic Theatre.
ing at the extreme right is Mr. B. L. Morris, secretary and
treasurer of the Spragg Amusement Company, while the likeness of Mr. George D. Spragg can be seen standing next to
him. Mr. Wise is on the left. They report that business is
•
good with them all the year 'round.
Iowa City. Iowa, is to have a new theater building.
be erected by Mr. Albert Burkeley.

Royal Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.

It will

Thacher Brothers have begun to remodel the LitowichWolsieffer Building on North Sante Fe Street into a moving
picture theater.
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Posters, Pertinent and Impertinent

"This Way

Out," Says

L Problem.
B. Clymer Regarding the Poster

WORLD

to a hundred pictures. The secret is, be specific. Get at
the vital essence of your story. It is merely a matter of
showing your film in tablet form, almost predigestcd. Give
the poor wonderless, idea-exhausted artist the benefit of
your own scintillations and for you he will kill the fatted
calf in the form of producing sketches with an art. preRaphaclite (in power), perhap- worthy of the Sistine Chapel.

IN the grand, altruistic work of uplifting the motion picture "drammer," posters now Occupy the southeast corner of i
A poster is a diabolical design on the
part of mbtiofa picture producers to inveigle the painfully
proud possessor of a nickel or half a dime, or even greater
into parting with this colossal amount in exchange
SCREEN
CLUB
OPENS
ITS DOORS.
for festivals for his eye in the form of pictures which move —
Many
Members
and Their Guests Present at the Picture
from East to West or North to South — according to the
Men's Housewarming.
way the mechanical wind blows.
The artists employed by lithograph companies are much
The Screen Club threw open its new quarters on Saturday
overworked Michael Angelos and their hack work in turning
evening, Novemoer <j. There were many members present
out sketch after sketch is exhausting to their imaginations.
— and all spoke in high praise of the work done by President
The result is that faces depicted on the posters have come
Baggot and his associates in decorating and furnishing the
to bear a uniformity which would almost convince one that
rooms. Vice.-President Bunny started things moving when
he announced that the first ten books of Checks, good for $1
the world is one long "twinality." The faces on most lithographs resemble those on the clothing advertisements of
each, would be auctioned off for the benefit of the relief fund.
"nobby tailor-made outfits take me home for $15," those fine
King Baggot
secured
for desisted
$35. "Billy"
strictly all-wool a la mode creations that the well dressed
giving
him a hard
run, the
but first
finally
in orderQuirk
that was
the
man feels adequate to the sartorial demands of raking the
founder of the club might have the honor. The ten books
furnace or peeling potatoes. The Gaumont Company will
sold for a total of $249.
now adopt the system of furnishing the artist with still
The new quarters are at 163 West Forty-Fifth Street.
pictures of the subject, the same to be faithfully copied.
There are a library, smoking room, music room, dining room,
These reproductions give life, spirit and atmosphere to the
cafe and a large hall. The library and smoking room as well
poster. What every woman knows is that the creatures of
as the hall are carpeted in green. In the two former, the
this world are not all endowed with a systematic assortment
chairs and lounges are in Spanish leather; the tables, in maof features of Adonis or Venus pulchritude and therefore to
hogany. The walls are in red. The. chairs in the hall are
put on posters faces of people met in the Subway or in a
of wicker, upholstered to match the carpet. A profusion of
delicatessen store, we must take them from life.
plants ornament the hall and stairs. In the music room the
In the stern chase after realism such as characterizes
chairs are in mahogany and the walls in light colors. The
modern histrionics, stage managers are keen for getting
first painting for the new quarters has been received — a handlocal color into scenes. As is demonstrated in Belasco's
somely framed, artistic work, the gift of the mother of
Herbert Brenon, one of the Board of Governors.
production of "The Governor's Lady," one of the strongest
scenes wins by its admirable fidelity in reproduction of the
Among those who signed the register on the opening eveninterior of a Child's restaurant. In the making of posters
ing were J. H. Gerhardt, Carl Laemmle, Mark Dintenfass,
there is local color in human faces. Motion pictures genWilliam D. Shea, King Baggot, Edgar Lewis, Edwin August,
erally treat of the average person and are shown to the
A. F. Mayo, William F. Russell, Oscar C. Apfel, Budd Ross,
average person. Why, therefore, should there he on postWilliam E. Shay, Charles Craig, William Robert Daly, Julius
ers, the stereotyped comeliness not found in our workaday
Stern, Hughie Mack, Calder Johnstone, Irving V. Willat,
lives? People want to look at women, not dolls, and at
Harry J. Morey, Howard Crampton, George O. Newhall,
men, not tailors' dummies.
Louis Gelang, Bert Adler, John Charles, Howard Howard,
There has been a hullabaloo over extravagances in exeEdward Wynard, John Adolph, Arthur D. Jacobs, Arthur
cution of posters intended to symbolize, to express an idea.
Housman, Harry Beaumont, C. Jay Williams, Josh Hopkins,
The writer in considering the poster for the Gaumont release
Herbert Brenon, T. G. Holliday, W. W. Robinson, F. E.
"A Hazard for a Heart," immediately visualized a man runBalladney, George W. Terwilliger, Frederick A. Thorne,
ning a gauntlet of swords and flames in order to attain the
Charles D. Chapman, Arthur V. Smith, Crane Wilbur, C.
feminine desideratum. Better judgment quickly condemned
this as misleading to the prospective and actual patron. If Francis Jenkins, Harry Spear, Hugh Hoffman, Henry Belmar, Edward J. Warren, H. Z. Levine, James Kirkwood,
he looked at the poster and saw a man intrepidly wading
George Ober, Frederick Best Spear, the Rev. E. B. Stockton,
through a wall of flame out of whose licking tongues swords
H. S. Mack, Charles F. Fischer, R. Gaumont, Herbert Miles,
stabbed at him, he would believe that this he would see,
Isadore Bernstein, John Arnold, Irving Cummings, Darwin
and
if he andidasbestos
not 'actually
beholdman
an prancing
honest to through
goodnessit Karr, William Pincus, Edward Thomas, Joseph Carroll, J. T.
fire with
garmented
Bernstein, A. Kessel, Jr., W. H. Clendenning, Harry R. Raver,
with the nonchalance of a fire insurance agent, he would be
Hopp Hadley, G. W. Saint Loupe, C. Cobb, Jr., John Bunny,
apt to run weeping and wailing and gnashing his teeth and
Alec Budd Francis, Harold Wilson. George Heming. Henry
demand his nickel back. However, the symbolization method
Benham, Wm. Garwood, Albert W. Hale, James Young,
can often be used to advantage, the principle being either
Paul Scardon, William Steiner, Maurice Costello, Lee Beggs,
to make the thought so obviously symbolical that there can
Frank Powell, John W. Noble, Harold M. Shaw, Yale D.
be no possibility of ambiguity or doubt. Symbolization was
Benner, Tefft Johnson, M. A. Kraus, William A. Bechtel,
applied
in
the
Gaumont
poster
"A
Broken
Idol,"
the
story
A. Warner, W. F. Haddock, Lamar Johnstone, William Quirk.
of a tenor adored by a matinee idolatress who later finds
Among the guests were H. S. Scallon, Arthur Pickens,
that there are six healthy reasons why she cannot marry
James Cruze, D. Murrie, James Smith, John B. Clymer,
him — a wife and five children. The poster sketch was that
F. M. O'Connor, Charles E. Graham, John Davy, H. E.
of an idol garbed as Faust. He has fallen from his pedestal
Millarde, Henry Marks, C. W. Doty and J. Stanchfield.
and broken into fragments. Out of his mouth emanates
high rolling seven C's. A damp looking female, with tears
running up and down her face, completed the suggestion.
PUNCH MAKES ITS DEBUT.
Illustrating symbolism which by its ludicrous expression
eliminates possibility of its being literal is the poster for
"Punch" is a new name among films; but every one knows
"The Destructive Duelists." Here are shown two truculent
what to expect from pictures with the name Punch on them.
gentlemen who are met on the field of honor or the field
After seeing the first release we can safely say that the makers
of oats (wild oats preferred). On the facade of one is a
are living up to the name, and promise spectators many a good
dishpan
with
bull'sto eye
on isit.also
He his
is armed
literlaugh. One of the most noticeable things about these new offerally from
his a feet
his painted
teeth, as
combatant.
ings is that they strike a different note. For the present at least,
Both are training cannon upon the other.
they are to specialize on light comedies, but aim to break away
In "A Peach for a Prisoner." a title which works both
from the conventional method of presenting farcical stories with
ways inasmuch as the peach is in both human and fruit
the same players as in serious offerings. Punch has got together
form, a man is shown looking languishly from behind prison
a special cast to make special pictures and the long and short of
bars, hi- hand extending yearningly toward a peach tree
it is Nettie Grant and Herbert Rice. Both of these talented
mingled with whose succulent fruit is a peach with a very,
players are well known in vaudeville circles. The latter is an
very peachy human face.
especially strong attraction. Being a grown man. he is of babyManx- posters are not worth their ink, inasmuch as they
size and
this funniest
fact will farces
make laugh
after laugh
in "O
You reel,
Baby,"
express nothing. The conventional picture of a customone
of the
imaginable.
On the
same
we
made, highly finished young man and a young girl gazing
find
"Poor
Finney."
a
farce
featuring
Herbert
Rice.
Nettie
Grant
longingly at each other, throws very little light on the
Arthur Finn. It isn't quite up to '*0 You Baby," but it is
subject of the picture, inasmuch as this sketch would apply veryandgood.
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''The Speckled Band " (Union Features)
By G. I. Blaisdell.
THE

tirst of the scries of six Sherlock Holmes pictures
i- now being shown at the offices of Union Features!
"The Speckled Band," as will be the case with its
filmed successors, is in two reels. The most interesting fact
in connection with these adventures of the greatesl detective
in modern fiction is that Dr, A. Conan Doyle, the popular
creator, himself supervised the production. This will give
satisfaction to the thousands of readers of these absorbing
tales who at this time may not be followers of motion pic-,
tures. That these reproductions on the screen of some of the
more important incidents in the career of the mythical detective-scientist will bring to the picture houses a new
clientele goes withoul saying. If the others in the series are
of the same standard as that maintained
throughout "The

Scene from "The Speckled Band"

(Union Features).

Speckled Band" the new-comers in filmdom are bound to be
favorably impressed.
The pictures are produced by the Franco-British Film
Company. With one exception all the actors are English.
The exception is the impersonator of Holmes. This character is portrayed by M. Treville, who has had much screen
experience in France. The portrayal of Roylott, the fiendish father who in order to retain possession of the patrimony

PICTURE

tures. Ifthe filmed interpret
of aniand less "i taciturnity
tri
pected, allowance must be made for the absence oi ipeecb and the necessity tor sufficient action adequately to indicate the intcntions as well as the observations of th<
There an ol necessity some departures from the written
story.
These will be noted chiefrj
cting those p
Of the plot which
Were related by the BUrviving
'laughter to
the detective and Dr. Watson, who, by the way, does not
appear in the picture.
Here they are portrayed
reen
in their natural chronological
order.
The story opens with a young man proposing to Mr.
Roylott for the hand of his daughter Julia. At tirst the
father declines to sanction the match, but later recants.
mation

Mr. Roylott again examines the copy of his wife's will, which
provides that the husband as trustee shall divide her fortune between her daughters, each of whom shall take possession at her marriage. In agreeing to the marriage of
Julia he determine- at the same time to take steps to frustrate it in such manner as to leave the inheritance securely
in his grasp. Of a -trance visitor Mr Roylott makes a
mysterious purchase — a securely fastened box. On the morning of the betrothal day Julia in terror tells her -ister of a
peculiar hissing she has heard during the night. When,
a few nights later, the household is aroused by a shriek from
Julia's room, all rush in to find her dead on the floor.
Helen appeals to Sherlock Holmes. The detective goes
to the Roylott home and makes secret investigations. He
enters the room of the dead girl, discovers the suspended
cord above the bed so securely fastened to the floor, notes
the concealed aperture in the wall; on the opposite side of
the partition examines the safe and also hears hissing inside.
When the father informs Helen that on account of the broken
windows in her room (which he has carefully smashed) she
will be obliged to sleep in the room formerly occupied by
her sister, Holmes acts. He had previously disguised himself, and as Juanes Rilto asked Roylott for the hand of
Helen. Now he enters the room himself and awaits with
confidence the appearance of the snake. When the serpent,
released by Roylott, slowly comes down the wall Holmes
does not attempt to kill it; he chases it back. A moment
later the waiting detective and the girl hear a cry. They
rush into the next room and there find Roylott dead on the
floor and the snake crawling over him. The plan so carefully prepared by Roylott — the opening of the safe door
and of the aperture in the partition which lead to the
room of his daughter, and the smearing of the path with
milk so that the hungry snake would go straight to the
bed of his daughter — had failed.
"FOREST

in "The Speckled Band."

of his daughters accomplished the slaughter of one of them
and attempted the death of the second, was of the best.
The photography is excellent. So also are the settings —
particularly the lawn scene of the betrothal of Julia, enlivened by the quartet of dancers. The actor's conception
of Holmes will be of the greatest interest, perhaps, to those
who have followed the detective through his many adven-

ROSE"

BY

THANHOUSER

Emerson Bennett wrote "The Forest Rose" many years
ago, but it is still popular through the Western country
and, indeed, throughout America generally — popular to the
pojnt that Thanhouser has made a motion picture of it. The
him is in two reels, issued Friday, Nov. 29th. The Thanhouser "perfect publicity" goes along with the picture, in
the shape of two one-sheets, a three-sheet, heralds, slides
and cuts. "The Forest Rose" is a girl of the early West.
She is stolen by Indians and it is of the adventures of her
-weetheart that the story mainly treats. He is Albert
Maywood, a stalwart pioneer, and accompanied by the
famous scout, Wetzel, he traces the Indian band and eventually rescues "The Forest Rose." It is a most gripping
story and can hold down a feature position on any bill.
Coming Thanhouser features include "The Star of Bethlehem," which the producers call their masterpiece of the
year, and "Aurora Floyd," adapted from the story by Mrs.
Braddon.
These will be released in December.

FIREPROOF

M. Treville as Sherlock Holmes
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HOUSE

AT

APPLETON,

WIS.

Work on the $20,000 Elite moving picture theater at Appleton, Wis., began around the middle of October and is being
hurried along, the managers looking forward to opening the
house in February, 1913. The structure will be one story in
height, 120 feet long and 30 feet wide. The front will be of
stucco work with an arched canopy extending over the sidewalk. The lobby floor will be of terazzo tile, while the
lobby walls and box-office front will be constructed of marble.
The auditorium will contain 500 seats and will be finished
with a paneled ceiling and side walls. Two wide aisles will
lead from the entrance to the stage. The operating booth
will be made of reinforced concrete lined with asbestos, and
it will be topped with a skylight. Much attention will be
paid to the ventilation.
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Manufacturers Advance Notes
"THE PENITENT" (Essanay).
This is one of the month's finest dramatic subjects. The
plot i- entwined about Bob Arling and Hugh Thompson,
tWO chums, who are rivals for the love of pretty Alice
Danville. Hugh wins her and Bob, though heartbroken,
Wishes them life happiness. A few days later Professor
Danville, a noted scientist, is experimenting in his laboratory
when Alice enters, and in spite of his precaution causes
an explosion of chemicals that renders her blind. Hugh
now shows the despicable side of his nature in tiring of his
blind sweetheart and transfers his affections to Dorothy
Haddon, Alice's cousin who is paying a visit. Bob notices

contrasted in the roles of the two chums and their work
is vigorous and strikingly delineated. Howard Missimer is
the scientist and Helen Dunbar his wife, while Wm. Walters
portrays the noted eye specialist. The production is a
beautiful one and is booked
for release November
22nd.
"DARLING OF THE MOUNTED" (Eclair).
If you love lovely children; if you wish to see one, both
lovely of face and dear of heart, then you must surely see
that dear little Eclair Kid (Miss Clara Horton) who is the
darling of the brave Northwestern Police. It is a story
without a woman; a point for scenario writers to observe.
So it is very much out of the ordinary, you must agree. It
was a bold stroke, but the end justified it. It stands a good
story, a tale that actually lives. A -ingle woman introduced
into it would have taken just so much away from its typical
atmosphere.
It gives us our first real opportunity to size up Guy Hedlund in his new pastures, as it were. But the "sizing is
good," as our friend "Chimmie" would opine. He has a
good face; character and thought peer through it. He "puts
over" something more than appearance, action and gesture;
he lives the part, and the spectator watches and judges him
as such.

Scene from "Darling of the Mounted"

Scene from "The Penitent" (Essanay).
Hugh's fickleness and upbraids him angrily, but Hugh refuse- to listen. Still loving Alice with all his heart, Bob
gives her every kindly attention. Doctor Hardcastle, a
noted specialist, now examine- Alice's eyes and agrees to
perform an operation he believe- will restore her sight
HurryThis operation is successful and Alice is overjoyed.
oul into the bright sunshine to find Hugh and surprise
him, she discovers him and Dorothy together and realizes
his perfidy. Pretending to -till affect her blindness Alice
approaches them, then suddenly reveals the truth just
Bob comes on the scene. A few hours later, in the quiet ol
the conservatory, Bob again asks Alice to be his wife, and
this time does not ask in vain.
Beverly Bayne render- a beautiful portrayal of the blind
sweetheart. Mildred Weston i- splendidly cast as Dorothyand Win. Bailey are sharply
Had. Ion. Francis X. Bushman

(Eclair).

Nor need Mr. Truesdale, who enacts the father, feel other
than at least inwardly proud of his characterization. His
work is good photoplay accomplishment. It, too, is quiet,
but with compelling convincingness. And, again, we mention Little Clara. She has an astounding lot of intelligence
and a dandy dramatic grasp. She is more than a pretty
child — she is an accomplished little actress.
Truesdale plays the part of the widowed father; Clara is
his child. In a quarrel over a card game, he kills a man
and is later captured by the Mounted Police in his own
cabin, where we first see little Clara.
Hedlund assumes charge of the now practically orphaned
child, and a great attachment springs up between them.
Truesdale escapes from his captors and pursues his way
down the river. Clara is playing about in a canoe and she
drifts down the river, headed for the falls.
Her father, in hiding, sees her, and saves her from going
over the falls. He takes her ashore and night comes on.
The exposure and wet clothing bring on a fever; the child
complains and asks to be taken back to her new papa —
and Truesdale, though knowing it means his capture, and
death, takes her back to the fort and to her new papa—
Hedlund.
but is unHedlund attempts to save him from discovery,
suc es ful. He is caught and the fort commander orders
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Truesdale held for murder, But here Hedlund intervenes;
he tells them that none or them could ever face their little
darling again if they put her father to death. And so Truesdale is taken to the river, given supplies to !a>t him for
several days and ordered
to leave the COUntrj
forever.
We
see him drift away— the story is told- and our hearts are
saddened, but not Unpleasantly so. We have seen a part
of life.
This subject will be released
November -'8.
A

TALE

OF

STOLEN

MONEY.

''Ilie Thunderbolt,"
a Thanhouser
release
of Tuesday,
Nov. 26th, tells how the young man shown standing in the
accompanying
cut
asked
the broker
-.een
seated
at the
desk to invest for him a legacy of $10,000, and how the broker
converted the money to his own uses The broker w;iapprehended for the crime, but before his capture gave
the money over to a life-long friend who put the treasure

Scene

from

"The

Thunderbolt"
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juggle with horrors and b) a skillful game oi hi
and half revealing arouse and hold tl" interest ol thi

.ding

There
is no and
circumlocution
pictures page[*hej
more direel
vivid than tinin printed
and the bestMiuch
the
cinematograph can do with a crime novel 1- to turn the
horrors mto livelj nightmares
I earnestly hope that the undoubted talents of this producer will, in the futun
I for
better and cleaner subjects

"BRONCHO

BILLY'S

HEART."

(Essanay).

keen, gripping
of old <Western
d Old
with'I he Mr.story
(i. isM. a Anderson
in histale
character
nation.
Silas Jordan,
a settler, finds that In- horse is not abb
pull the heavj load demanded, and discovers
the well fed
broncho of 11 in Davis, a ranchman, staked out near the trail.
Jordan deliberately take- the broncho, hitches j| to his
wagon, and drives on. \ few hours later he -tops to
cook
dinner,
and meets
Broncho
Billy who
ha!
romp with Jordan's children and eats with them
The meal
finished, Broncho bids Jordan goodbye and ride- on
Late
in the afternoon. Broncho meets Jim Davis and a bunch of
his cowboys,
who
are on the trail of the missing
hi
Davis tells Broncho of the matter, declares that they will
string up the man who has stolen the horse, then gallop on.
For a moment
Broncho studies, then suddenly remembers

(Thanhouser).

into hiding. On the broker's release from jail many years
later, the friend had departed this life and the ex-broker
had no means of knowing the hiding place of the money.
Finally, though, a thunderbolt strikes the room wherein sit
he and his daughter, the old stone chimney is wrecked and
inside the hidden treasure is revealed. But the daughter,
and fate see that proper restoration is made, even over the
objection <>i the aged man who spent long years in a cell
for the sake of the money.
"THE
UNWRITTEN
LAW."
(Vitascope
Co).
Much good acting, well-chosen settings, splendid photography,
able directing and some moments of tragic intensity cannot save
this film from the reproach of belonging in the class of the
much-condemned "crime pictures." The immorality and the
crimes depicted in the reels are not the incidents but the main
themes of the story. It is a deplorable instance of misdirected
energy and wasted skill. It is only fair to say to this manufacturer and to other foreign producers, who are ambitious to
please the American market, thai so much bloody realism is not
tolerated here either by the censors or by the public. I will
point out two instances of this intolerable realism. In one scene
the wronged husband, having murdered the paramour of his
wife, goes to a police station to surrender himself to the authorities. The police official, apparently deceived by the respectable
appearance of the murderer and his strange manner, regards him
as a crank and bids him go away. The murderer then opens his
overcoat and points to his blood-covered shirt. In the final
scene the murderer breaks a pitcher into pieces and pierces an
artery with one of the broken pieces. When the prison keeper
enters his cell a little later the lifeless body of the man is found
stretched out on his cot, one of his hands prominently displayed
before the audience and full of blood. The scene in which the
faithless wife plays the wanton with her paramour violates, in
its Zolaesque realism, the plainest rules of good taste and
decency.
I understand that the films are based on a novel which had a
great vogue in Germany. The producers, attracted by the popularity of the work, acquired the right to film, thinking that a
cinematographic reproduction would be at least as successful as
the novel.
This was a grave mistake.
A clever writer may

---->
Scene from "Broncho

Billy's Heart" (Essanay).

that Jordan was driving a horse answering Davis' description,
and leading another behind the wagon. Realizing the danger
of the old settler if he is caught, Broncho rides desperatelydown the trail, overtakes Jordan and offers to trade horses
with him. Jordan agrees, exchange is made, and Jordan
goes on. Turning the white horse loose on the trail,
Broncho finds a good place nearby to bunk for the night,
and has just pillowed his head on his saddle when he sees
Davis and the boys gallop up, identify the horse and, thinking it had merely strayed away, gallop back up the trail.
With a deep sigh of satisfaction. Broncho lights a cigarette and puffs away contentedly with a grim smile playing
over his brown face.
Mr. Anderson has never been seen to better advantage
in his popular role than in this striking production. Frederick Church portrays Davis, the ranchman, and Arthur
Mackley is Jordan.
The film is booked for release November 23rd.
K. W. LINN RETURNS FROM ABROAD.
K. W. Linn, who for live years was with Pathe Freres as
branch manager, and who at the beginning of June sailed for
Europe, returned to the States "ii Wednesday of this week on
the Grosser Kurfurst. Mr. Linn looks in the best of health, and
says he feels the same way. While abroad he gave careful study
to the moving picture business in every part of the Continent
except Russia and. Mr. Linn is very careful to state, the Balkan
peninsula. While not prepared to disclose his plans at this writing, Mr. Linn said that he would certainly be identified with the
moving picture business in the United States, and that in the
next issue of The World he will have something of interest to
say to picture men.
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"THE

MASSACRE OF THE FOURTH
CAVALRY."
(Double Reel ioi-Bison).
Till, picture which Producer Frank E, Montgomery here
gives us is notable even if all else but one scene be
disregarded. This is an ambush in a plain — sandy,
to be sure, but nevertheless a plain. We have had all kinds
of ambush heretofore, but they do not count in comparison
with the one the Universal here puts over. A troop of soldiers ride over a knoll and descend a few feet on to a level
sandy stretch. Aside from the soldiers the only sign of
life anywhere is a bit of an Indian's head protruding from
a hole in the sand. As the troopers reach a certain point
the sand apparently boils. Indians come from everywhere.
The redmen are about the troops and among them. That
the soldiers are overwhelmed is only what is to be expected.
It is all one of the most effective Indian pictures that has
been thrown on a screen. It is thrillingly dramatic. The
realism is heightened by reason of the fact that the reviewer saw the picture without titles, and consequently had

'
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Scene from "The

1

Massacre of the Fourth Cavalry"
(ioi-Bison).

no warning of what was coming. He had seen little Mona
Darkfeather digging industriously, into the sand with her
hands; he had seen the redmen remove their headdress and
also burrow into the desert. From the viewpoint of the
camera, however, there was no such indication of coming
events as may be suggested by the accompanying illustration. If in the placing of the titles the spectators be left
in the dark as to the significance of the overturning of the
sand, undoubtedly the effect will be greatly
heightened.
"The Massacre of the Fourth Cavalry" is not the bloodcurdling picture its title would indicate. There is much
riding and shooting, as in the case of the latter seems to be
necessary in these pictures, but there are many fine landscapes— big fields and expansive views — such as Mr. Montgomery so well knows how to give us. The photography
is excellent.
One of the features of the film is the work of little Mona
Darkfeather. There are few scenes which she is not of.
Another incident of the picture is the burning of a cabin.
There are many people in the cast, a good-sized troop of
cavalry and many
Indians.
"A LIVING TOMB" (Itala).
By G. F. Blaisdell.
is a thrilling climax — one of the sort worth waiting
HERE
for. In the first reel the story runs smoothly on its unruffled way — not unlike many others we see every week.
Nor is the plot in the first half anything out of the usual. It is
in the second part where the real work comes — fast and stirring.
The interest is tense. The dramatic effect is heightened by the
ingenious arrangements of the light effects on tin- staircase leading to the bottom of the oubliette, the medieval dungeon, into
which Lucienne had cast Victor. Itala has a most competent
leading woman. It is to her splendid work that much of the
credit for the success of the picture is due. To be sure, there
are good settings — interior and outdoor as well.
Lucienne and Victor are lovers. Lucienne has wealth ; Victor
has not.. Lucienne has more than wealth. She has personal
charm and beauty, too. Victor asks the father of Lucienne for
her hand. He is refused, flatly, and is very promptly bowed
out of the paternal presence. Victor writes to Lucienne that he
has been rejected because of his poverty. He tells her he is
going to America.

"Before five years have elapsed," he writes,
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"I will have
a rich man or be dead."
message
on itsreturned
way.

He

Just before the expiration of the stipulated time we see
Lucienne as the wife of Lord Rochenoire. A mansion has been
built for the couple near the ruins of the ancestral castle. It is a
spacious and magnificent affair. At a charity fete Lucienne
meets Victor, just returned from America. I lis attire indicates
that he has made good. The discovery is mutual and mutually
distressing. Victor realizes that Lucienne is not a free agent.
He hurriedly writes a note to his former sweetheart that he
has in his possession "some matters of the utmost importance
to you."
Surreptitiously he hands her the message.
Rochenoire goes away for a day. Lucienne writes :■;• Victor:
"To-night at midnight on the veranda." Her first lover keeps
the appointment and returns some of their old love tokens.
Lucienne invites him into the drawing-room. There she learns
for the first time of the note Victor had written her when her
father refused him. Victor is in a weak condition physically.
He has been working hard. The shock of hearing of Lucienne 's
marriage
< as a result of her failure to receive his message proves
too much.* He falls to the floor.
Lucienne, failing to arouse Victor, believes him dead In her
distress and terror through fear of the compromising romp'.ications with which she is beset, she drags Victor out through the
door, across the veranda, down the steps and over to the
oubliette of the ancient castle adjoining. She throws the apparently lifeless body into the cistern-like structure and hurries
back to the house. The following day, when Rochenoire return?,
he brings with him two friends. At dinner he announces his
intention of showing the archaic oubliette to his guests on the
following day. Lucienne's terror is revived. She realizes the
necessity of removing, during the night, the body of Victor.
Let us return to the lover, thrown down the well-like sti
ture at midnight, nearly twenty-four hours previously. When
he struck the water at the base of the oubliette consciousness
returned. He crawled to the side of the round tower and painfully climbed out of the water. He could go no further. In
despair he resigned himself to the fate for which the old dungeon was created — death in a living tomb. In the meantime
Lucienne steals out of the house at night. She crosses the
lawn and enters the old castle. Slowly she makes her way down
the old stone staircase. As she throws back the door she sees,
revealed in the dim light, the figure of Victor standing on his
narrow footing against the wall. It is a "creepy" situation. The
woman, previously under a strain that was nearly overcomir.:.
her, is barely able to clamber back up the stairs. Victor, after
twenty-four hours in the dungeon, could be pardoned for thinking he had seen- an apparition. Nevertheless, he pursues the
figure in white to the steps of the mansion. There Lucienrfalls. Victor hears the approaching footsteps of the member;.
of the household and retires. ,
Lucienne is carried into the house.
For several days .
hovers between life and death.
Her presence on the veranda
is ascribed to somnambulism.
In her convalescence
con:
note
from
Victor
that
he
has
gone
away
—
and
that
h
return.
MANY

KINOGRAPH

CONTRACTS

CLOSED.

Frederick Henius, president of the Kinograph Compan;
America, left New York on Sunday afternoon for Chicago.
Monday evening he left the Western metropolis for Pittsburgh
Wednesday morning he was back in his office in New York.
While away Mr. Henius closed out contracts for the entire
Kinograph output, two features a month until February : and
three each month thereafter, for Western Pennsylvania. We?:
Virginia, Ohio, Michigan, Indiana. Illinois. Kentucky, Tennessee.
Wisconsin and every State west of the Mississippi. All these
contracts cover the next twelve months. While in Chicago the
first two Kinograph releases were passed by the ChicacBoard of Censors, having previously been sanctioned by the
National Board in New York. Mr. Henius was preceded tc
Chicago by F. T. McGinnis. of his staff, who in the proiectinr:
room of the Chicago office of The Moving Pictvre World
showed the Kinograph films to western buyers.

RAMSEY

WANTS

TO SELL THEATRE.

L. H. Ramsey of Lexington, Ky., is offering his Hippodrome Theatre and Annex, located in Lexington, for sale,
as per his advertisement in the Classified advertisements ir.
this issue. Poor health is given as the cause for selling.
The Ramsey house is the only vaudeville theatre in the town
and seats about 500 persons; it has the Gus Sun franchise.
The Annex is the picture show and seats about 300 person;
showing Universal pictures. The entire system of billposting plants and franchises held by Mr. Ramsey are als:
for sale.
Here is a chance for a live man.
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"THE GOOD FOR NOTHING" (Lubin).
For good dry humor this picture is a gem and will doubt
have an unusual rogue, Dick Evan's, who nails asp
to be s6niebody, but finds his efforts to be uphill work, is
laughed at and rated as a "good for nothing," but the flood
tide comes to him unexpectedly, and he ha - the last laugh,
Failing utterly in the hi^ city he, like the prodigal son. returns to his father and begs to be again taken on at farm
work. 1 >ail does not kill the tatted calf, but "ii the contrary roasts the boy soundly for his ambition, Dick takes
his medicine and for a lew days settles down to Overalls
and the hoe. Incidentally he sees that "The Citizen," the
town newspaper, is for sale, and figures that by becoming
an editor he can gel hack at the fun-makers, lie, however,
has no money to buy the plant, hut the Rev. John Brower
looks upon Dick as a good bet and loan- him the money,

\Y< >kl.D

"THE
DAWNING"
(Vitagraph— Two
Rr
\ prett) and wh
d out in 1
subject, which 1- to ;on D<
woman, captivated b> the hands'
nets of a Ffen< h arti l
w hen a call ol at 1 and
by his willingness to leave her the youi
other suitor, an American, whom she d
is very much in love with her.
Later her m
is also called to the 1 remit rapit.il.
1 he arti

Scene
Scene

from "The

Good

for

Nothing"

(Lubin).

Much to the surprise of Dad and the rest of the town, the
"Citizen"
is brushed
the owner
announcement
made that office
Mr. Richard
Evans upis and
the new
and editor.is
This causes more screams, but Dick soon shows that he
intend to do things. John Jordan, the sleepy old postmaster,
has a daughter Rosabel and goes up in the air when he finds
out that young Evans, "the Good For Nothing," is courting her.
The first big gun that the new editor fires is a rabid
article informing the public that they really do need a new
postoffice and new postmaster. Papa Jordan is furious and
insists that Rosabel shall not receive Dick's attention, but
the girl does not strictly favor the fourth commandment and
the sweethearts indulge in clandestine meetings. Dad Evans
is nominated on the Democratic ticket for mayor of Pocono,
and Dick fires a broadside by announcing that he is going
to run in opposition to his own father. The town goes crazy
and the two fathers want to kill their offsprings.
The "Citizen,"' however, continues the bombardment and
the circulation goes up like a rocket. As time nears for
the issue the old men crawfish and are brought to terms.
The editor withdraws from the contest in favor of his father
and the "Citizen" announces that the Government has by
persuasion agreed to build a new postoffice, and that John
Jordan will continue to be postmaster and that before
long a fashionable wedding ceremony will be performed by
the Rev. John Brower. The picture has been staged by
Lloyd Carleton, who is an excellent director.
SLIGHT

frcm

"Ihe

Dawning"

rmer

(Vitagraph).

admirer meet in the latter's studio.
While posing in
in a Carmen costume the artist attempts to take liberties with
her.
She resents them and begins to recognize the true character of the man.
She now turns to her husband, v. i. se open
and manly ways she finds contrast very favorabl)
of the unprincipled
artist.
The
husband,
at first prone
to
resent her long indifference to him, yields to the enti
his wife and as the new day is born the dawn of their
wn lives
begin.
There are many fine situations in this pla
- »me
scenes show great powers of characterization.
LARGE
BROOKLYN
AUDIENCE
SEES
"BUNYAN'S."
The first public exhibition given by the Hochiroc• ess of the pictures of the ''Life of John Bunyan and 'Pilgrim's Progress'," took place at the concert
hall of the
Academy of Music.
Brooklyn, on the afternooi
November
10, under
the auspices
of the Instil
Arts
and Sciences of Brooklyn.
The auditorium
was
d to
the doors.
So great was the crush that it was found necessary to lock the outside doors.
The pictures r
flattering attention.
The large audience present
l<
fied that they had beheld a masterpiece in cinema!
^raphy.
The next exhibition
will take place before
the West
Side
Branch
of the Young
evening of November
the Hochstetters
will

Men's
Christian
As
the
14th next, when
it is expect-.- i that
repeat
their Brooklyn
triun

ERROR.

The Niagara Slide Company, of Lockport, N. Y., asks us to
make correction of their advertisement of last week. In writing
the copy they omitted to state that 25 cents should be enclosed
for each slide desired. They regret the omission and trust that
readers will not feel that they are not living up to agreements.
A police tribunal in southern France has refused to pass
upon the moral character of certain reels, for the exhibition
of which the owner of an electric theater has been arrested
by order of the Mayor. The Court appointed a professor
of philosophy of the university of Toulouse to look at the
reels and decide "whether they are nothing more than an exploitation of crime." Among the reels named are "The
Miner's Vengeance," "The White Domino" and "Tom Butler."
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A REMARKABLE FEAT.
The International Feature Film Co., of u.s \V. 45th St..

New

York, pulled off one of the most sensational performances ever recorded in the annals of motion picture making,
on Tuesday, November u. The International Company were
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"THE
THREE
BACHELORS'
TURKEY."
(Pathe).
A corking good film by Pathe Freres is the "The Three Bachelors' Turkey," a comedy that never lags and that has the
'punch'' in every scene.
It will be released on November 28th.
Tom, Dick and Harry, three gay young bachelors of the hallmom variety, awake on Thanksgiving morning to the realization that they are without the price of a turkey. They take a
stock of their possessions in the hope of finding something to
pawn. One seedy suit of cloths is all they can find and this they
sadly admit is not of sufficient value to be acceptable to "Uncle
Money-lender." Tom sets forth and strikes a bargain with a
pawnbroker whereby he exchanges the suit on his back for an
old overcoat and $4 in cash.
With the cash he buys a turkey.

1
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Scene from "The Three

Bachelors' Turkey"

(Pathe).

Dick goes out and does practically the same thing, returning
home with a turkey and a linen duster. Tom and Dick both

Rodman

Law.

working on a three-reel feature production to be entitled
"At the Risk of His Life." The story called for the exploding of a balloon with dynamite, a feat that required the
services of an aviator with more than usual courage. Mr.
Rodman Law, a well-known aeronaut, was engaged at an
enormous sum to make the ascent.

expect to wear Harry's old suit. Imagine their dismay when
they learn that Harry has called in an "Ole Clothes Man" and
sold his good suit for the price of a turkey. He is pressing the
old suit, preparatory to wearing it. The argument between Tom
and Dick as to who will wear the .'suit
■■" interests Harry and he
leaves the tailoring job to inform
them
that be will settle the
V
dispute by wearing the suit himself. When he returns to the
ironing board he finds that he has left the red-hot iron too long
in one spot and the trousers have smouldered away. They meet
with several other mishaps by which they nearly lose their turkeys, but in the end they settle down to the feast which seems to
taste even better because of the difficulties they experienced in
getting it.
A really good comedy is a rare treat, for which reason
should not fail to book "The Three Bachelors' Turkey"
November 28th. The acting is first-class in every respect and
photography is up to the usual Pathe standard, which means
best obtainable.
UNIVERSAL

CO. IN AUTO

you
on
the
the

ACCIDENT.

While one of the acting companies of the Universal Film
Co. was making its way in an automobile over the Cahuenga
Pass, in California, the machine was accidentally overturned.
H. C. Matthews, the director, sustained a fractured collar
bone, and Mr. Moran had two ribs broken. In the car also
were Fred Griffith, Boots Wall. David Wall, Joe Burke,
H. D. Balkenmore, Katherine Griffith, Al Rober, L. B. Albert,
Charles Manley and Harry Edward, all of whom received
minor injuries.
AN

Law's Balloon in Flight.
The balloon rose from the Palisade-, opposite i-'7th Street.
New York. Five of the International Company's cameras
were focused on the scene. At a height of 500 feet, and
directly over the Hudson river, the balloonist lit the fuse
that exploded twenty pounds of dynamite. The balloon was
blown to shreds and the man was hurled into the air like a
catapault. The pictures of the explosion were perfect, and
Mr. Law was uninjured.

ERRATUM.

For the past few weeks a mistake in the Independent Release Dates page of a "101" Bison t New York Motion Picture
Company) subject entitled "Custer's Last Raid" has been runExhibiLast Fight."
have read "Custer's
should
tining.
>rs w illThis
please
note this.
NEW

SELIG

PLANT

COMPLETED.

The new $60,000 developing and printing plant of the Selig
l'olvscope Co.,' which has been built at the northwest corner of
the Selig Chicago properties, is rapidly nearing completion and it
is expected to be occupied within a few week-.
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NEW

ENGLAND.

ARBCENT
incorporation li Kellman'i kfajestir
Amusenu nt Oompany of Fltcbburg, Muss. This
Is a |8,000 concern, with .v I e t > ■. i a Kellman and
BamnaJ V, Grand named aa officers. Mr. Kellman
has moving picture theaters In tevaral kfai
echuai i(
ind alao hai I Boaton office for the
booking of feature photoplays
Mr. George I. Appleby, for nearly three years the
manager of the Star theater, Boaton, has decided
to accept hii offer made him bj the Boaton office
of the .Mutual Film Corporation. Mr. Appleby
built up a moat enviable record
for himself while
at ttif Star, and Is known throughout New England as a clever, hard working ami astute picture
man. After n few .lavs spent In Now York. Mr.
Appleby starts on ■ tour of Maim-, in the Interests
of the Mutual service, on November n
Nova
Scotia may alao be "worked" b] Mr. Appleby.
Mr Below, manager of the Boatoa office of tinMutual Corporation, Is to be congratulated on securing a man so well and favorably known to the
trade In New England as Mr. Appleby, A solid
gold ring, on whlrti the- Mason Insignia
scribed, was presented to Mr. Appleby by the Star
theater employees, together with a must pleasing
tatter ol -••»"l wishes.
Prank 1 Browne sue,
Is Mr Applebj as manager of the star Theater, Boston, having left Gordon's Chelsea, Mass
theater to take hold of the
Star.
Mr. Browne has I n in this business since
Its Inception, and has an unusually able record behind him Mr
Itrowne has made good as manager
era! bouses and axpi I
■• wii h
w Job.
The Theater View of New Bedford, Mate., had its
license revoked for refusing to heed the Instructions of the chief of police as regard!
allowing
I pit to Stand
in the theater
while
waiting
for
seats. The city of New Bedford hi dead against
allowing any standing In the photoplay bouses, and
Is rather hard In this r. jpi
A district council of all the Theatrical Stage Employees' unions of New England, which include- tieMoving Picture Operators' unions, as well as the
stage hands' organizations, is to be formed. At a
meeting ou October -~ of the Boston Theatrical
Union this proposition was discussed, and a committee was elected to communicate with other unions. It was also announced that
the I'e'stoii union has established new offices and
day headquarters at the corner of Tremont and
Eliot streets. Boston. The old offices at 1160 Washington Street had been found to be inconveniently
located. This union also hopes to do something
toward aiding the Quiney Street Free Home for
Consumptives, and will decide on this matter at
the next meeting.
The Premier Theater, Boston, exhibited the
Sarah Bernhardt reels of "La Tosca" on Friday
and Saturday. November 1 and 2. Admission was
10 cents, and business was good. The attraction
was well advertised In the papers.
The Boston offices of the General Film, Universal
and Mutual exchanges are right "up against It,"
and good and plenty at that. Chief of Police Whitney has visited these exchanges and notified them
that all exchanges must be housed in a two-story
building, and out of the congested business section
of the city.
To make matters worse, December
5
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tie- date on which
tbi axel
gee musl
i»- in
their new quarters. Real aetata agents nn- bull)
at work to imd suitable locations for them [I
may be thai the date may be moved forward ■
little, t<> gi\<- the exchange managers ■ chanos t>>
make
the change
Hanger
of lire i- the this M.-w ruling
lltion will work ■ hard
ship on ever]
one,
Including
the exblblto
i
r»»
Boston theaters opening el 0:80 ■ m
will
have
plenty
of worn
trying
to get their ihows
read] for tl
prnlng on new program days
it win
be generally
rerj Inconvenient for sverybod
in. mi.. i. iiieni.-r. Bridgeport,
Conn , mi
fur
ni-he, i with
soma
free
notoriety
when
Mowrey, who was learning how to operate ■ moving
picture machine, Waa arrested, charge, I With operating til,- machine without a license, which i- a
violation of the state
law.
Judge
wilder placed
the CM
i Bla for further consideration,
it Menu
thai the licensed operator was oul "t the booth,
and thai Mowrey
was turning the crank.
a Massachusetts law which becomes effective In
January next makes u ■ misdemeanor for any the
liter to si, .re more
than eight reels of II I ill In the
hOUae,
number

Ver.V
about,

lew
h.MIScS
however
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Unit

The Boaton office ol the Mutual Corporation has
a goo.l way Of CO-operating With its customers, taking the form of a reserve show
in the possession
Of Heir customers A couple of commercial reels
are always In the possession of the theaters, to be
used in a case "i emergency, should the express
fall to deliver the regular programs. If they
should be used, the reels are returned, and a new
reserve program of pictures arc sent to replace
them. Ibis is a good plan, especially for np-atate
exhibitors, who ar. often "in a hole," due to nondelivery of the pictures.
ll r Campbell, well known to all New England
picture

interests,

lost his

father

this

week.

Mr

Campbell died suddenly, and the trade sincerely
sympathizes
with
Harry.
Herman Kiikin. manager of the Eastern Feature
Film Company, 280 Tremont Street. Boston, states
that be was summoned Into court on October 22,
In- injunction
proceedings,
to show
cause
win
be
had I ked the Sarah
Bernhardt
feature
photoplS]
"La Tosca" into the Broadway theater, Lawrence,
Mass. The suit was brought bj A. A. Kellman,
baaed on a contract made some time previous, and
later made void by all parties concerned. Mr. Klfkin tells us that he was awarded the decision, and
then proi
led t" book
"La Tosca" Into the Broadway, as originally
planned.
Louis Greenburg, who only a few weeks ago
opened the Gem Theater, East Boston, died suddenly last week. Mr. Greenburg was a great favorite with all who knew him. and his death is
mourned. Izzy Greenburg will now assume the
management
of the Gem.
The motion picture was given its due prominence
at Haverhill. Mass., this week, where a Massachusetts State Conference of Charities was held.
"Standardizing the Moving Picture Theatre" was
the paper of most Importance, from the pen of
Mrs. E. ll. Clement. Mrs. Clemen! sees b great
future for the motion picture theater and film,
and outlined the progress that each had made to
date, together with what the future might be depended upon to bring. Historical, educational and
scenic subjects, added to the best there is In acting, photography and general technical excellence,
Is what Mrs
Clement believes to be required.
The Goldstein Brothers' Amusement Company, operating a chain of theaters. Is trying to secure a
license to open Its Bijou Theater, Ware, Mass., on
Sundays. There seems to be a great deal of discussion over granting the license, as some of the
Ware people are against, and some in favor of a
Sunday opening. The matter will be carefully considered by the authorities.
Mayor Hardy of Fltchburg, Mass., will not allow
any
ities. Sunday shows to be given by the local authorIt is expected that H. I. Dillenback. who was
manager of the Nelson Theater,
Springfield,
Mass.,

win
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John T. Wan- reports thai tic Bnawmut Theater. Boxbury, Mssa
>- doing well, ami that be Is

well

pleased

position
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Benderson
r. ports thai I
the purchase
ot in, pavilion
Theater,
Barre,
vt.
sir Benderson win manage the bouse himself, snd
will Offer vaiid' v ill.- and pictures.
\ recent Incorporation was the Bijou Theater
Company
or Bolyoke,
Mass
i
corporate, I
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Street,
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had
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Manager
G.
\. iiaiev of the National
i
Boeton, ill'' largest house in tin- world devoted '"
vaudeville ami pictures, ha- twitched hi- bouse
ov.-i
to the
Mutual
program,
having
; service.
Mr.
Baley
report*
that
he is
thoroughly
satisfied
with
the new
plcl
suit
his patrons
immensely.
Manager
Bali
made
of it

a sin-cess
this fall.

of

tin-

National

since

he

took

hold

Messrs. Benderson and George have completed
arrangements
for securing
a theater it.to k.showvaudeville and pictures
at Waterbury.
Benderson
1 known
in the
northern
portion
Oi
Engl
I. laving
a string
of theaters
In Ilarre,
Montpeller and Nortnlleld, St.. and in other clUes,
all ol which are doing very well.
Manager
Too
y of Keith's
Theater.
Cainpcllo,
Ma-- . reports good fall business and t'-Ms us that
lie has changed the policy of the theater to one
s..ovv
daily.
Mr.
Tooinev
finds
he can
pack
his
house easily on ■ one-a-day program,
but that the
town Is not large enough to support a larger numOn ber Of Monday,
N
William
Fox
started
shows
the ball rolling at the Nelson Theater. Springfield,
Mass. The Brsl week turned oat to be « winner,
with "S. It. 0." the general rule Manager Joseph
Carr intends to hand out big value nt the N
and -non "Fox" will mean something to Springheld theatergoers.
S. /.. Poll lias decided not to run t*itb of his
Worcester, Mass.. theaters as vaudeville and picture houses, as tney have showed themselves to be
too strong competition for one another. The smaller
Poll house will run stock company attractions, beginning November 18, while the bigger house will
continue on the regular vaudeville and picture
Concord. N. II., has a beautiful new theater,
policy.
playing to vaudeville ami pictures l he honse seats
about 1,000 and Is thoroughly modern and fireproof.
The house is known as the Conn Theater, after Its
owner. Jacob Conn. Early reports claim that the
new house
is prospering.
(in and after November is the Poll Theater at
Vatcrbtiry.
Conn.,
will
a stock company
theater. The house Is now playing to vaudeville
and pictures.
Manager II C Psrsoni of Parsons' Theater. Hartford, Conn., gave up first-class road attl
enough
to exhibit
the reels of the Paul .1 H
African Hunt, on November 7 D
Bnsim on those d

"Si,

THE

Daniel DrUcoll, formerly In charge of Shea's
Worcester, Man., theater, baa left ttiat city, to
take bold of tin' Gllmore Theater, Bprlngflel
Ralney'a African Hunt plcturei were the
attraction
ut
the Provide)
iera
Bouse
from
to November -.
The reel! made good,
as the] teem to wherever exhibited.
Ever] ao often Boeton moving picture tbeater
owners bring np the question <>r opening their
bousea on Bunday afternoons, Local theaters are
allowed to open on Snndaya at 7 p, m. The Boston
Opera Bonae baa secured u license to give coucerts
■ hi Bunday
after
us, and this fact created
some
lively discussion by exhibitors, who wondered why
they could not be favored as well as the opera
house. Boston Is a Puritan town, but It Is possible that something may be done regarding a
Sunday afternoon opening, provided the exhibitors
unite for the benefit of all. If the Boston exhibitors really want to open their theaters on Sunday afternoons it 's right up to them to read tbla
paragraph. President M. A. Nell of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League of America has Issued
an official call for a siate meeting of the Massachusetts exhibitors, to bo held In Boston November
18. These columns have many times urged the
utmost Importance of a state organization, and it
now looks as If the thing Is about to materialize.
It Is hardly necessary to set down the many positive benefits to be derived from such an organization, as every exhibitor in this section appn
the results to be obtained. Every exhibitor in
New England is urged to be in Boston on November 18, a state president, a national vice-president, two state vice presidents, a secretary and a
treasurer will be elected.
Messrs. Smith and Clark have opened a new
moving picture theater at Presque Isle, Me. Edward Clark reports good business.
A few weeks ago these columns told of the
trouble liable to arise in Lynn, Mass., due to the
rather drastic demands of the local musicians'
union. This organization has now delivered its
ultimatum, which slates that theaters must install
a regular orchestra. If this is not deemed quiteadvisable by the theaters, another plan is "doped"
out for them by the union, and here It Is: Hire
a pianist at $100 per week! This is not intended
as a joke by the writer, but Is the unhappy truth.
The idea, of course, is to force the theaters to hire
orchestras, which will give work to many numbers
of that union who are at present at leisure.
On November 19 the Savoy Theater of Fall
River, Mass., will be given over to stock company
attractions,
until further
notice.
The Loomer Opera House, Willlmantlc, Conn.,
exhibited the Sarah Bernhardt reels of "La Tosca"
last week. Business was excellent at the Loomer
Tbeater, which usually Is a "legitimate" theater.
"La Tosca" made a hit at the Orpheum Theater,
New Bedford, Mass., last week. Sarah Bernhardt
packed the house to its capacity.
A new use for moving pictures has been discovered by C. S. Thompson, advertising manager of
the Diamond Rubber Company. In order to demonstrate the efficiency of Diamond safety tread tires
two big sprinkling wagons wet down the pavement
for a block, and around the corner into the next
block. As soon as the street has been made slippery an automobile with smooth-tread tires made
the turn at a speed of thirty miles per hour. The
car skidded almost twice around, while pictures
were taken of the car. An automobile equipped
with the Diamond safety tread tires made the
same turn without skidding at all. These pictures
will soon be shown in Boston, to help the sale of
the safety tread tire.
The Mutual Film Corporation of Massachusetts
has been granted a charter to do business. James
A. Eslow, Maclean Borthwick and Anthony S. Stein
are named
as the incorporators.
The Panama Canal & Amusement Company has
incorporated under Massachusetts laws for $35,000.
It Is a Springfield concern. Henry J. Perkins,
Frank B. Perkins and E. W. Beattie, Jr., are
named
as the officers.
Messrs. Flynn and Berlin are about to build a
new theater at 166 Newhall Street, New Haven,
Conn., and plans have been approved. A first-class
house Is contemplated, to play to picture programs.
HENRY.

LOUISVILLE.
TONY
BTBVKB of St. Louis, owner of Hopkins
Theater In Louisville, has by mutual agreement
with the Lpulsvtlle representative of B. F. Keith
cancelled the lease on the theater at Second and
Market streets and will operate It with vaudeville,
It Is understood. The Keith lease was to have
run until next April. Louis J. Dittmar and other
Louisville men had made arrangements to open
Hopkins In the near future as a moving picture
house, but the recent announcement means that
the original deal Is off. Hopkins Theater has been
closed since last spring, when the Princess Amusement Company gave up Its lease on the theater,
which did not prove n remarkable success as the
home of vaudeville. Whether or not Mr. Stever
will be able to make It a go remains to be seen.
The St. Louis magnate, however, has accumulated
a fortune In the business, owning, among other
property,
Fontaine
Ferry
in Louisville.
The Ideal amusement
Company of Louisville has
filed amended
articles
of Incorporation.
Increasing
ip tallzatlon
from
$3«,<O0
to $40,
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exhibitors
operators'
strike.ivllla
Whether
or not are
the facing
walkout anwill
become
ti reality will be decided in the near future. The
strike, if it materializes, will be In sympathy with
Hi. musicians, who went out of Ixmlsvllle moving
picture theaters some time ago. The strike of the
operators, like that of the musicians, will not be
general, however, as several Louisville bouses have
retained the musicians pending a settlement of
their troubles. One company is now advertising
for experienced operators, and it is not believed
that the exhibitors will be seriously crippled should
there be a walkout In a few houses, The proposition will probably be definitely settled In the near
future, when the Theatrical Mechanics' Association
holds Its annual meeting and election of officers.
Manager Louis J. Dittmar of the Majestic Tbeater is now testing a WnrtUtzer piano in his
house. The Instrument is being used a couple of
hours
In the morning.
A feature of "Windthort," the building erected
by the congregation of St. Philip Nerl's CatholicChurch at Floyd and Woodbine streets, Louisville,
Is a big amusement hall for moving picture shows,
dances, etc. The Eev. Father Oscar P. Ackermann
is pastor of the church, and to him Is due the
responsibility for the amusement room. A moving
picture machine will be purchased shortly and installed in the room, which contains about 3,000
square feet of floor space.
The Lyric Theater, erected at a cost of $30,000,
has opened its door at PIneville, Ky,, a coal mining
town. The house Is featured by modern construction, a steam-heating plant having been Installed,
as well as a modern ventilating system. While
moving pictures will he shown dally, the performances will be varied by vaudeville the latter half
of each week. B. L. Needham Is manager of the
new house, which is one of the most expensive
established in the coal fields of Eastern
Kentucky.
The F. & D. Products Company, which will engage In the motion picture business, making films
and machinery, has filed articles of incorporation
in Louisville, the capitalization being $10,000. The
debt limit is set at $5,000. Carl J. Crough, Walter
J. Hoefliln and A. H. Schindler are the Incorporators.
The Empress Theater, owned and managed by
George A. Blelth, has opened at Ownesboro, Ky.
The house has a seating capacity of about 400.
Both exterior and interior are unusually handsome,
electric lights on the outside making the new theater exceptionally attractive, as far as illumination Is concerned. The indirect system of lighting
is utilized on the interior, while decorations are
ornate and handsome. Initial business with the
Empress was up to expectations, the bouse being
comfortably filled at all times.
The Princess Theater, Madisonvllle, Ky., has reopened after a two-day shut-down for re-decorating.
Both inside and outside of the house were rehabilitated, about $500 being expended by T. J. Clark
and his associates.
Fred Dolle of the Broadway Amusement Company,
Louisville, Is confined to his home on East Broadway by a severe attack of the grippe. His condition is not serious, and the moving picture man is
expected to resume his duties shortly.
The Washington, a public school of Paducah. Ky.,
has ordered an Edison machine for use In the regular course in the Western Kentucky educational
institution. The machine is the first Installed in
a school in Western Kentucky, and It Is expected
that others will be placed in similar Institutions
in that section of the state in the near future.
The Amuzu Theater at Corbln, Ky., Is drawing
well, demonstrating that that little town is willing
to support such an enterprise. T. L. Brown, manager of the Amuzu. will shortly Increase the seating capacity of the bouse.
The operators' strike, which has been threatening Louisville exhibitors for a time, seems to have
been averted by the united action of the Louisville
Photo-Play Association. The strike was directed at
the Broadway Amusement Company especially.
However, the Photo-Play Association issued a statement to the effect that if the operators In the
Broadway houses walked out, the entire union might
Join them. Accordingly, the operators will stick to
their posts. The Broadway was selected as the
target for the union shots because of its action in
installing automatic musical Instruments In lieu of
utilizing the union musicians. The musicians' strike
seems to be nearlng an end. The Louisville musicians, it is reported, are about ready to accede to
the agreement articles asked by exhibitors. The
only obstacle now lying In the way of a peaceful
settlement of the disagreement seems to be the
central body, which has not yet agreed to allow
the musicians
to return
to work.
Michael Switow has left for Indianapolis, where
he will definitely settle his plans for the future
In regard to establishing a picture house In that
city. The Louisville moving picture magnate Is
negotiating for a site in the Indiana metropolis,
and If successful, will erect a theater in that city.
The Advance Film Manufacturing Company, of
Louisville, has taken pictures of a recent auto excursion to Lexington, Ky.. given under the auspices
Of the Louisville Auto Club. About 200 motorists
made the trip, the 81 miles being made In four
hours! Various points of Interest along the route
were
photographed
by the Advance
Company.
The Louisville branch of the Central Film Service
Company has added to Its roster the Hippodrome
theater, Louisville; the Oem. Montlcello: the Scenic.
Bcottsburg, Ind., and J. C. Taylor, of Frankfort,
Ky.
The
Gem
Is a new
house,
being constructed

and owned
by C. W. Simmons.
It Uj
capacity
of 300.
A.
F. Mayer
Is bead
of tte
Louisville
establishment
of the Central.
llopi
er, Louisville,
will be opened
in
the very u«ur future, according to an announcement made following a conference between Harry
Bllger, who will manage the bouse, Tony Stever*.
the owner of the property, and other theatrical
men
Interested.
Vaudeville and moving pictures
will be
shown.
The Orpheum Amusement Company, which has
operated Hopkins' theater in the past, has been
dissolved, und the affairs of the corporation will be
wound up In the near future. Irvln C. Simon U
ir. ildent of the Orpheum Amusement Company.
The corporation has no connection with the pr
Amoat merit Company, which operates the Orpheum
theater, and no change will be made in that Jeffereoo street house.
ih.
idle Hour Theater,
of Earllngtou.
Ky.. hns
Installed
a mirror
sen
the
innovation
responsible
for
added
patronage
of
the
cozy
little
bouse,
"The Cozytorlum" Is the name of a new n
picture theater shortly to be opened at Mt. Sterling.
Ky. A building on Main street has been remodel-.]
lor the new house, which will hare a seating
capacity of about 250. Proprietors of the new
theater are Otto Dletz; G. W. Anderson, Jr., an<l
Thomas Jackson, all of Mt. Sterling. Harris T.
secured as manager of the bouse.
Dally changes will be given.
Miss A.l.le La Hue,
formerly
a vaudeville
star.
Dined the staff of the Majestic theater. Louisville, as soloist.
La Bue will probably finis'j
the year
with the Miss
Majestic.
I'red Dolle. of the Broadway Amusement Company, has returned to his duties as manager of
the Ideal theater, after a short illness. Mr. Dolle
is now in good health.
II s. Morris, who lias conducted a small movicg
picture theater at Jeffersonville. Ind.. is to retire
from the business and is advertising for sale h.s
entire outfit.
G. D. CRAIN,
JR.

IN THE

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY.

THE
Federation
of East for
3t, moving
111., Women's
has votedCivic
to favor
a censorship
picture
theaters.
The
aid of legislatures
will 1-e
enlisted in an effort to secure new laws upon tils
subject.
The Ladles' Auxiliary of the Young Men's Cl.r:«tian Association of Marsballtown, Iowa, is planning to purchase a complete moving picture outfit
and place it in the building for the use of the
association.
Harry R. Reel has been made manager of tLe
Moline Tbeater, at Moline, 111., to succeed the late
R. H. Taylor.
Sam Rose has sold the Kalserhof photoplay house
on South Main Street, Rockford, 111., to Axel Fre..erikseu, of that city.
F. C. Smith, owner and manager of the Gaiety
Theater at Springfield. 111., has leased the Empr. -Theater at Decatur, 111. A. Sigfrled, of the Bljov.
will be resident manager. The Bijou has been
closed as a vaudeville house and opened as a movshow.of Wilmington. 111., baa purchase!
C. ingE.picture
Ward,
a half Interest In the Palace Tbeater at Onarga. 111.
The Famous Feature Film Company of St. Louis
has been Incorporated, with a capital stock of
$10,000, to do a general moving picture and film
husiness. The Incorporators are Gustav Wagner,
Nathan Steinberg and Lester Harburger.
The Continental Amusement Company of Indianapolis, Ind., bas been incorporated, with a capital
stock of $10,000. The directors are Albert F. EitelJorg,
rison. Reinhold A. Miller, Jr., and Wllber W. HarThe
vllle,
stock

Taylorville
Amusement
Company
of T
Ind., has been
Incorporated,
with
a capital
of $2,000,
to conduct
theaters
and
amusements. Incorporators are John
E. Hogin.
Ernest
Yoover and M. J. Hogan.
The Union Film Exchange Company of Chicago,
111., changed Its name to the Chicago Moving P.cture Supply
Company.
David Udell of Paxton, 111., has purchased ti e
Xiel Theater at Champaign,
111.
John Kremar of Galena, 111., bas purchased tie
Star Theater at Geneva,
111.
F. H. MADISON.

HOUSTON.
THE Grand Theater has been sold by Mr
0 ;
to
William
Herwltz,
Jr.,
who
immediate:?
reopened the place with moving pictures
The Vaudette Theater, of which Messrs. Wicks &
Company are the proprietors. Is undergoisg extensive alterations, and a Power's No. 6a machineand a number of new opera chairs will be Installed.
Anthony J. Xydias, proprietor of the Star Theater, had Miss Martha Russell, Essanay's leading
lady, appear at his theater on October 25th and 26tb
to good crowds. Mr. Xydias has also signed a lea^e
for a theater building on Main Street, this city,
for a term of ten years. The measurements of tte
structure are 25 feet by 100 feet. The place Is
located in the heart of the city of Houston.
W. ROBERTSON.
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WAIT

FOR

NO

MAN

This being accepted as a fact, we would urge the advisability
of an early enlistment for state rights for the extraordinary feature film of the century

Dr. Gar El Hama
OR

THE DAREDEVIL
A Sequel to "THE
IN THREE GREAT

READY

DEAD

CRIMINAL
MAN'S

CHILD"

BIG SENSATIONAL

FOR DISTRIBUTION

WEEK

REELS

OF NOV. 18th.

^ Our reputation as the pioneer concern in the field of
FEATURE FILMS OF QUALITY is back of the assurance that this subject will prove a GENUINE RECORD
BREAKER in its attractiveness, embracing as it does the
perfection of photography in

A THRILLING PURSUIT ON A LOCOMOTIVE!
A COLLISION AVERTED BY A HAIR'S BREADTH!
A BATTLE AGAINST DEATH IN WATER TUNNEL!

FINAL

•AND

TRIUMPH

THE-

OF

THE

LAW!

This is but a forerunner of what you may expect in sensational Feature
Films. WE KNOW how to make them and WE KNOW that you
appreciate products that carry distinction in EVERY FOOT OF FILM
WATCH

AND WAIT

WE WILL RELEASE

The Balkan
On or about November 25th.

BE ON THE JOB

War

Our Camera Men At The Seat Of War.

Enough said.

Artistic Photos of Our Distinguished Players May Be Had at the Rate of 6 for $ 1 .00
Enlarged Size 8x10

GREAT

NORTHERN

FILM CO. ^SK
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Calendar of Independent Releases.
Current Releases.
SUNDAY,

NOVEMBER

17th, 1912.

. —A Mother's Awakening (Drama)
CRYSTAL— The Chorus Girl (Comedy)
CRYSTAL— Her Old Love (Comedy)
ECLAIR — A Criminal in Spite of Himself (Comedy)..
ECLAIR — Oporto and Its Harbors (Scenic)
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 18th, 1912.
IMP— The Open Road (Drama)
NESTOR— A Fight for Friendship (Drama)
CHAMPION— Blue Ridge Folks (Drama)
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19th, 1912.
GEM — A Tongueless
Man (Drama)
BISON — Trapped by Fire (Drama)
ECLAIR — His Determination Rewarded (Drama)
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20th, 1912.
NESTOR— In the Long Run (Drama)
POWERS — The Leg and the Legacy (Comedy)
AMBROSIO— Grandfather's Forgiveness
(Drama)
....
UNIVERSAL— The Animated Weekly No. 37 (Topical)
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21st, 1912.
IMP— The Candy Girl (Comedy)
REX— The Debt (Two-Reel Drama)
ECLAIR— Black Hand (Comedy)
ECLAIR— Mother's Bank Roll (Comedy)
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22nd, 1912.
VICTOR— Was Mabel Cured? (Comedy)
POWERS— Her Yesterday (Drama)
NESTOR — The Shanghaied Cowboys (Comedy)
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23rd, 1912.
IMP — One of the Bravest (Comedy)
IMP — The Cranberry
Industry (Industrial)
BISON— The Half-Breed Scout (Two-Reel Drama)....
MILANO — Boniface as a Blackamoor
(Comedy)
MILANO — Castles and Landmarks of Italy (Scenic) ..

Advance Releases.
SUNDAY,
NOVEMBER
24, 1912.
REX— The Broken Ring (Drama)
CRYSTAL— The Quarrel (Comedy)
CRYSTAL— The Valet and the Maid (Comedy)
ECLA I R — The Invisible ( Comedy)
ECLAIR — Seville and Its Gardens (Scenic)
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 25th, 1912.
IMP — Mamma's Hoy (Comedy)
»...'.
NESTOR— The Regeneration of Worthless Dan (Drama)..
CHAMPION— The Gateway to America
(Drama)
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 26th, 1912.
BISON— An Indian Outcast (Drama)
GEM— The Toll of the Sea (Drama)
ECLAIR — A Girl from the Country (Comedy-Drama)....
WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER
27th, 1912.
NESTOR— A Friend Indeed (Comedv-Drama)
POWERS— The Way of the Transgressor (Comedy)
AMBROSIO— Playing with Edged Tools (Drama)
UNIVERSAL— The Animated Weekly No. 38 (Topical)...
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28th, 1912.
IMP — Vengeance
(Two-reel Drama)
REX— For the Love of Mike (Comedy)
ECLAIR— The Darling of the Mounted (Drama)
FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER
29th, 1912.
NESTOR — The Matrimonial
Agency
of Roaring
Gulch
(Comedy)
POWERS— Hawkins Moves (Comedv)
•
VICTOR— It Happened Thus (Comedy)
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30th, 1912.
IMP — The Double Cross
■
IMP— The Bullet-proof Coat (Comedy)
BISON — The Massacre of the Fourth Cavalry....M 1 1.ANO— The Enchanted Umbrella
(Comedy)
Ml I. ANO— Boniface Is Bashful (Comedy)
MILANO — Adda River Rapids (Scenic)

Current Releases
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 17th, 1912.
MAJESTIC— Hazel Kirke (Drama)
THANHOUSER— Frankfurters and Quail (Drama)
...
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 18th, 1912.
AMERICAN— The Thief's Wife (Drama)
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19th, 1912.
GAUMONT— A Broken Idol (Drama)
GAUMONT — Battle Practice on a Cruiser (Naval)
MAJESTIC— Two of a Kind (Drama)
I'll AX IIOUSER— Miss Taku of Tokio (Drama)
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 20th, 1912.
(iAlMONT-Gaumont's Weekly No. 37 (Topical) ....
RELIANCE — Don Caesar de Bazan (Two Reel Drama)
SOLAX — A Comedy of Errors (Comedy)
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21st, 1912.
AMERICAN— The Would-Be Heir (Drama)
GAUMONT— Four Hearts That Beat as Two
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22nd, 1912.
LUX— The Wrong Flat (Comedy)
LUX — Willie's Ticker (Comedy)
SOLAX — The Power of Money (Drama)
THANHOUSER— Cross Your Heart (Drama)
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23rd, 1912.
AMERICAN— An Idyl of Hawaii
(Drama)
GAUMONT— Giving the Blind the Light of Knowledge
(Drama)
GREAT NORTHERN— (Title not reported)
RELIANCE— Father
(Drama)

1000

1000
488
442

Advance Releases.
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 24th, 1912.
MAJESTIC— An Old Love Letter (Drama)
THANHOUSER— The Truant's Doom
(Drama)
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 25th, 1912.
AMERICAN— Jack's Wrord (Drama)
1000
ITALA — The Horror of Sin (2 reels) (Drama).
TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 26th, 1912.
GAUMONT — The Destructive Duelists (Comedy)
MAJESTIC — Shocking Her Future Mother-in-Law (Com.)
THANHOUSER— The Thunderbolt
(Drama)
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 27th, 1912.
GAUMONT— Gaumont's Weekly, No. 38 (Topical)
RELIANCE— Thanksgiving
(Drama)
SOLAX— The Paralytic (Drama)
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28th, 1912.
AMERICAN— Her Own Country (Drama)
1000
GAUMONT— Olga the Adventuress (Drama)
PUNCH— Oh You Baby (Comedy)
PUNCH — Poor Finney (Comedy)
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 29th, 1912.
LUX— The Diary of a Bad Boy (Comedy)
LUX— Grateful Henry (Comedy)
SOLAX— The Jenkins-Perkins War (Comedv)
THANHOUSER— The Forest Rose (Parts 1 & 2) -(Drama
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30th, 1912.
AMERICAN — The Hidden Treasure ( Comedv-Drama V.. .
AMERICAN— On Board the S. S. Dubuque Naval Training
Ship (Edu. )
GAUMONT— How New York Travels (Topical)
1 ; \l* MONT— The Servian in the Balkan War (Topical) ....
GREAT NORTHERN— (Title Not Reported)
RELIANCE— The Brother of the "Bat" (Drama)

Mutual Film Corporation.
FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER 22, 1912.
KAY BEE — The Army Surgeon (2 reels, Drama)
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 25th, 1912.
KEYSTONE— A Desperate Lover (Comedy)
KEYSTONE— A Bear Escape (Comedy)
WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER
27, 1912.
BRONCHO— The Ball Player and the Bandit (Drama)....
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HERE'S THE FEATURES
THAT FILL THE
HOUSES
DOES
IF

YOURS

SO,

WRITE

NEED
OR

WIRE

FILLING
AT

ONCE

?

FOR

WARNER
FEATURES
TRACKED BY WIRELESS
SOME

FEATURE

THE RAIDERS

of the MEXICAN

BORDER

PERIL OF THE PLAINS : : REDEMPTION : : GLASS COFFIN : : REGENERATION

Warner's Features
NOW

BEING

BOOKED

BY THE

WARNER'S

FOLLOWING

OFFICES

ONLY

FEATURE KANSASFILM
CO.
CITY, MO.: 413

NEW YORK:
145 West 45th Street.
CLEVELAND,
0.: Columbia Building.
CHICAGO. ILL.: Dapples Bldg., 167 W. Washington St.
PHILADELPHIA,
PA.: 1202 Bace St.
INDIANAPOLIS,
IND. : Illinois and Maryland Streets.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. : 310 Grant Bldg.

GAUMONT
FEATURE

Gloyd Building.
ST. LOUIS.
MO.: Benoist Building.
MINNEAPOLIS,
MINN.:
Northwestern Building.
OMAHA. NEB.: Ramage Building.
ATLANTA,
GA. : Rhodes Building.
BUFFALO,
N. Y. : 31 Church Street.
DETROIT.
MICH.: Equity Bldg.
CO., TORONTO,
CANADA.
FEATURE
FILM
CO.. NEWORLEANS,
FILM
& CALCIUM
CO.,
GAUMONT
CO., WINNIPEG,
125 4th
Avenue, LIGHT
PITTSBURGH, PA,

LA.
MAN,

Write nearest office for open dates

HEADQUARTERS

145 WEST 45th STREET

NEW

SUITE

YORK

806-807-808

CITY
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Calendar of Licensed Releases.
Current Releases.

Advance Releases.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER i8th, 1912.
ill Their Idols (Comedy)
BIOGKAPH— Hoist on His Own Petard (Comedv)
...
EDISON — Tim (Drama)
".
1000
KALEM— The Kerry G<*w (Special) (3-Reel Drama) .. .3000
KALEM — Strong Arm Nellie (Comedy)
KALEM — The Landlubber (Comedy)
LUBIN — The Good-for-Nothing (Drama)
1000
PATHE— I'athe's Weekly No. 47 (Topical)
SELIG— A Man Among Men (Drama)
1000
YITAGRAPH — The Unusual Honeymoon (Comedy) ... 1000
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19th, 1912.
ONES — The Magic Elixir (Comedy)
350
CINES — Caught With the Goods (Comedy)
650
C. G. P. C. — Whittles Nightmare (Comedy)
C. G. P. C. — The Beauties of Portugal
(Scenic)
EDISON — A Noble Profession
(Edu.)
1000
ESSANAY — The Dance at Silver Gulch (Drama)
1000
LUBIN — A Fugitive From Justice (Drama)
1000
SELIG — The Saint and the Siwash (Drama)
1000
YITAGRAPH — Romance of a Rickshaw (Drama)
1000
WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER 20th, 1912.
ECLIPSE — The Masqueraders (Drama)
1000
EDISON — High Explosives as Used in the U. S. Army

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 25W1, 1912.
BIOGKAPH— A Sailor's Heart (Comedy)
EDISON — The Third Thanksgiving (Drama)
1000
K \I.EM— A Battle of W its (Drama)
iooo1
LUBIN — The Stolen Symphony (2 reels, Dr. — Special). 2000
LUBIN — The Surgeon
(Drama)
1000
PATHE— Pathe's Weekly No. 48 (Topical)
SELIG — Miss Aubry's Love Affair (Comedy)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Omen of the Mesa (Drama)
1000
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 26th, 1912.
CINES— The Beautiful Valley of the Tronto (Scenic).. 250
(IN ES — All on a Summer's Day (Comedy)
750
C. G. P. C. — Lydia Punkham's Love Story (Comedy)
...
C. G. P. C. — Picturesque Brittany (Scenic)
EDISON — Some
Rare
Specimens
and
a Few
Old
Friends, New York Zoological Park (Natural History) 1000
ESSANAY— Mr. Hubby's Wife (Comedy)
1000
LUBIN — The Samaritan of Coogan's Tenement (Drama) 1000
SELIG — Roped In
In (Comedy)
'.. . . 1000
1000
VITAGRAPH—
the Flat Above
(Comedy)
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 27th, 1912.
ECLIPSE — Trelizond and Surroundings (Scenic)
500
ECLIPSE — A Man for a Day (Comedy)
500
EDISON— The Totville Eye (Comedy)
1000
ESSANAY— The Stain (Drama)
1000
KALEM— The Water-Right War (Comedy)
1000
PATHE— The Sheriff's Brother (Drama)
SELIG — The Hobo's Rest Cure (Comedy)
1000
VITAGRAPH— The Wood
Violet (Drama)
1000
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28th, 1912.

(Scientific)

325

EDISON — Salley Ann's Strategy (Comedy)
675
ESSANAY — The Scheme
(Comedy)
1000
KALEM — The Tell-Tale Message (Drama)
1000
PATHE— The Country Boy (Drama)
SELIG — Atala (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Timid May (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— Darktown Duel (Comedy)
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21st, 1912.
BICGRAPH— The Informer (Drama)
ESSANAY — Billy McGrath's Art Career (Comedy)
...1000
LUBIN — Love and Treachery
(Comedy)
1000
MELIES — The Governor's Clemency (Drama)
1000
PATHE — A Question of Age (Comedy)
SELIG— The Fire-Fighters' Love (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Six O'Clock
(Drama)
1000
FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER 22nd, 1912.
C. G. P. C. — The Revolt of the Peasants (Drama)
EDISON— A Letter to the Princess
(Fifth Story of
What Happened to Mary) (Drama)
1000
ESSANAY— The Penitent (Drama)
1000
KALEM — The Flower Girl's Romance (Drama)
1000
LUBIN — The Drummer (Comedy)
LUBIN — Taming Their Parents (Comedy)
SELIG — Mike's Brainstorm (Comedy)
1000
VITAGRAPH— The Servant Problem (Comedy)
1000
YITAGRAPH— Billy's Burglar (2 reel, Dr.) (Special) .2000
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 23rd, i9I2.
CINES — Manfredonia, Southern Italy (Scenic)
260
CINES — Two Afflicted Hearts (Comedy)
,
740
EDISON — A Chase Across the Continent (Drama)
....1000
ESSANAY — Broncho
Billy's Heart (Drama)
1000
KALEM — Red Wing and the Paleface (Drama)
1000
LUBIN — The Silent Signal (Drama)
1000
PATHE — Red Eagle, the Lawyer (Drama)
PATHE — The Forest of Fontainebleau (Scenic)
VITAGRAPH— Wild Pat (Drama)
1000

America's
Popular
Photo Players
Handsome Photos 11 x
14, of 24 of the leading
Association Stars, $2.00
a dozen assorted, postage prepaid.
One-Sheet Photoplayers Posters (28 x 42) 10
for $1.50, postage prepaid. POST CARDS
35 Licensed and 15 Independent Stars, $4.00
areason).
1000.
(There's
a

PRINTING

Poster Frames
Fit on three-sheet boards with
space In center for one-sheet.
Top sheets, all read differently, as follows: Now Playing,
Special Feature, Extra Feature, Extra Attraction, ToDay's Newest Feature, Coming
Soon. Complete set of 10 (assorted) for $1.20. Postage
Prepaid.
Write

STRIPS
50
50 Different
Sayings

9 x 12 circulars, Good White
Book Paper with cuts, for all
two and three-reel features,
Including name and location
of your theatre, date of show,
synopsis (your copy or ours),
etc. $2.00 for a single 1000;
$1.50 In 2 or 3 thousand lots.

for free Catalogue

"If It's Anything

EXHIBITORS'

BIOGRAPH—
the HoneymoonBurglar
(Comedy)
'
BIOGRAPH— After
An Absent-Minded
(Comedy)
...
ESSANAY — The Boss of the Katz Mine (Drama 1 ...1000
LUBIN — Satin and Gingham (Drama)
1000
MELIES — Linked by Fate (Drama)
ioro
PATHE— The Three Bachelors' Turkey (Comedy)
....
SELIG — The Triangle (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Three Girls and a Man (Comedy)
YITAGRAPH — The Eavesdropper (Comedy)
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 29th, 1912.
C. G. P. C — The Love of Afgabert and Elizabeth (Drama)
EDISON — The Island of Ceylon. India (Scenic)
..1000
ESSANAY— The Iron Heel (Drama)
KALEM — The Chaperon Gets a Ducking (Comedv)
KALEM— Ruth Roland, the Kalem Girl (Sporting)
LUBIN — The Stroke Oar (Comedy-Drama)
1000
PATHE — The Great Steeplechase (Special 2 reels-Drama)
SELIG — Friends in San Rosario (Comedy-Drama)
SELIG — Raising Barley in Japan (Edu.)
VITAGRAPH — Susie to Susanne (Drama)
1000
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30th, 1912.
CINES — Corneto Tarqiunia Central Italy (Scenic)
335
CINES — A Comedy of Errors (Comedy)
650
EDISON — On Donovan's
Division (Drama)
1000
ESSAN AY— Broncho Billy's Mexican Wife (Drama)
1000
KALEM— The Mayor from Ireland (Drama)
1000
LUBIN— Ranch M'ates (Drama)
1000
PATHE— The Winning of White Dove (Drama')
VITAGRAPH— O'Hara, Squatter and Philosopher (Com.). 1000

to Advertise

and

To-Pay, To-Morrow. Coming
Monday (or any other day)
Two-Reel Feature. Complete
n Three Paris. Mary Pickford To-Day, O. M. Anderson
To-Day (and other players),
etc., etc.
60c a 100 (6 x 28)
a few

sayings

35c a 100 (4 x 21)

advertising

a Picture

LICENSED
POSTERS

Theater,

matter.
We

Have

Largest and Most
Complete Stock in the
U. S. or Canada.
One-sheets
15c
Three-sheets
35c
Six-sheets
70c
ALL BRAND

It.'

ADVERTISING & SPECIALTY CO.
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N

Y

Arthur D. Jacobs, Pre.. & Gen. Mgr.
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Feature
Films
Feature Multiple Reel Subjects
now Released twice a week

HAVE you booked the special feature Multiple Reel pictures ^hat are now being
released by the General Film Company ?
If you have overlooked this opportunity don't continue to do so but see our branch
in your city immediately and make arrangements for this service.
Remember, that this is in addition to the regular 42 one-reel subjects released each week.
The introduction of these special feature reels has met with instantaneous popularity and crowded
houses are reported from all parts of the country as a result of showing these features.
They are of an unusually high grade of pictures with extraordinarily interesting subjects.
You can't afford to be without them.
They will not interfere with your releases regularly booked and are only an added attraction for
your patrons.
These special feature Multiple Reel pictures are released every Monday and Friday.
If you don't understand this arrangement don't hesitate to call upon our branch in your city or
200 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
See other advertisement on pages 792 and 793
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DAWNING

Vitagraph
2 Reels

Helen Mason, beautiful, high-strung and self-willed, prefers the love of Victor Gardier, a young artist, to the
attentions of Henry Pendleton. The latter declares his love for Helen and asks her hand in marriage, but she refuses.
The young artist visits Helen, but instead of proposing he acquaints her with the fact that his uncle offers him an
opportunity to complete his art studies in Paris. She begs him not to leave her, but. he turns a deaf ear to her pleadings, and after his departure she gives way to her anger and disappointment and in retaliation she promises to marry
They are married, Dut not mated.
Pendleton.
They visit Paris and Helen conceals the joy to her of a visit to the artist's studio, and her vanity is flattered by a
request to have her portrait painted. She appears for the first sitting, when Victor, alone with her, vehemently expresses
his burning love, though knowing she is the wife of another. She repulses him and flees to her husband, whose protection she begs and which she so little deserves. The artist and husband meet on the field of honor and Victor is seriously wounded. Sitting at her window as the dawn is breaking, she prays for her husband's safe return, and as he
enters unharmed she throws herself into his arms fervently declaring her love.

AT NAPOLEON S COMMAND

KLEINE
CINES2 Reels

phs. A Lieutenant, on leave of absence, bids farewell to his
This and
is a rejoins
story laid
the time
Napoleon's
triumL ieutenant
has not returned to his sweetheart. She becomes imsweetheart
his inarmy.
Twoof years
elapse great
and the
poverished and marries a Sergeant, who sends her to his mother's home in Paris. Years afterwards the Sergeant has been promoted to Field-Marshal, and he, together with his wife, is now in the court of Napoleon. During the court ceremonies the wife
of the former Sergeant meets her false sweetheart who has also been promoted from Lieutenant to Marshal. Her husband and
old sweetheart meet on the field of honor. Napoleon hears of t he intended duel and orders the officers to their commands. During a battle that follows soon after both the Marshals are kil led. The wife, in searching the battlefield for her husband, finds
near him her old sweetheart. The husband, dying, begs forgive ness of his wife for her old sweetheart, and the picture closes with
Napoleon and his army passing by and the woman kneeling beside her husband and old sweetheart.

Nov. 29
1912

THE GREAT STEEPLECHASE

A thrilling race that is sure to send the blood tingling through the veins of every human is the principal
feature of this extraordinary offering. Not only is the race absorbing, but'the outcome is fraught with interest,
for the race decides the realization of the vanity of a jockey's hope to marry the daughter of his wealthy employer. As the race nears completion startling falls become frequent. Coming into the stretch the first and
second choices are but half a length apart. The favorite makes the last barrier with ease, but the next horse
tops the hurdle, turns a complete somersault, crushing its rider beneath it, and leaving the jockey-lover to win
the race — and the girl.

Nov. 25
1912

THE STOLEN

SYMPHONY

A beautiful story of a poor young musician who has composed an exquisite symphony.
Adjoining his squalid quarters is a room occupied by a young lady of good family, but impoverished. She can hear
the wonderful strains of the symphony played by the young musician and becomes first interested in the music and then in love
with the composer. Together they plan to apprise the world of the genius. One evening, as a renowned musician is leaving a
concert hall, after one of his great successes, the young composer throws the score of the symphony into the carriage of the
great musician. Curiosity compels the musician to read the music and, at home, on his own instrument, he discovers the great
work of the poor young composer. He adopts the symphony as his own and adds new laurels to his already great career. One
evening at a concert at which the symphony is played the real composer rises in the audience and denounces the player, claiming the symphony as his. He is taken to prison and later put into an asylum. The young woman lover hears of his plight and
intercedes with a rich aunt to secure his release. The aunt believes in the young composer and his work and conspires to
show the musician who has stolen the symphony in his true colors. She invites him to a musicale in her home and requests
him to play the symphony. As he is playing, the young composer, now released from the asylum, tears the score into pieces and
asks the musician to now play the symphony. Of course the musician cannot and acknowledges the young pauper composer's
wonderful genius.
This is a thrilling play, beautifully set.
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F e
BILLY'S
BURGLAR
November 22, 1912.
Two
Reels.

A daring rapture of a notorious burglar by a brave boy. This Is a
thrilling adventure In a fast speeding automobile and a funny predicament
of a negligent policeman.
The Stars of the Vltagraph Company are cast very happily In this
splendid production.

KERRY
November

GOW

18, 1912.

Kalem.

GROTTO
November

15, 1912.

Pathe.

Two

Reels.

OF
November

THE
11, 1912.

FOREST
Two Reels.

A Wild Animal Sensation, by Selig, presenting a thrilling story of life
In the Transvaal Jungles. This Is one of the greatest animal pictures ever
produced, and there are enough exciting moments, hairbreadth escapes and
daring ventures to interest the most blase. This is a picture that is sure
to attract and hold the Interest of your patrons and to remain fresh for a
long time In their memory.

THE

MILLS

OF THE

GODS

November 4, 1912. Three Reels.

Slgnore Lorenzo, a very rich plebeian, seeks to dethrone Prince Glan of
Milan. Lorenzo becomes enamored with Maria, a beautiful peasant girl,
who repulses his attentions and is protected by Miguel, whom she soon
marries. Through Lorenzo's influence they are driven from home into direct poverty, and Maria's death soon follows. Miguel later acquires wealth.
Lorenzo's attempts to steal Miguel's beautiful daughter and usurp the
throne are foiled, and he Is betrayed by Taco, Miguel's servant, Into a
vacant house; the place is fired, and his life ground out by the Mills of
the Gods.
A Vltagraph production.

FRENZIED

FINANCE

AS YOU

OLYMPIC
October 24, 1912.

GAMES
Three Reels.

Pathe shows World's greatest athletes In action at Stockholm meet.

THE LION TAMERS
October 21, 1912. Two

REVENGE
Reels.

A Clnes-Kleine Sensational Story. A story in which lions play an Important part. A jealous lover, with the assistance of a clown, lures his
rival and the girl Into the den of lions. The woman manages to escape,
later to accuse the murderer, but the lover Is mangled to death by the
Infuriated lions.

LIKE

October 7, 1912.

IT

Three Reels.

Vltagraph Company with Rose Coghlan In ride of Rosalind, presents
pretty Shakespeare play.

THE

MAN

HUNT

September 30, 1912.

Two

Reels.

A Pathe production, showing KUborne, a pcacher who Is loved by Rose,
the daughter of an old charwoman, whose cabin Is In the dense forest.
KUborne Is sought by the police and Rose, suspecting that be Is at the
house of a farmer whose daughter he is in love with, hurries to warn him
of the Impending danger. The police surround the house and as KUborne
steps through the door he Is ordered to surrender; be refuses and the officer lircr to kill him.
Rose steps in front and receives the deadly bullet.

DAUGHTER

OF

THE

September 16, 1912.

Two

SPY

Reels.

This Is a Clnes-Klclne release of a story of a spy who gives assistance la
his home to a nobleman fleeing from the soldiers The nobleman believes
that bis host and hostess have betrayed blm and as be Is taken to prison
he denounces them for their duplicity. Heart-broken, tbe daughter determines to redeem herself by assisting tbe young nobleman to escape from
prison. Trying to help the nobleman to escape tbe girl Is killed by tbe
sentry on tbe prison walls.

THE

BLIGHTED

September 9, 1912.

SON

Four Reels.

A Pathe story of tbe dissipated life of the heir of a wealthy family.
From one wild deed to another, the son wrecks the family fortunes and
becomes a fugitive. After several years of hardships he endures, he develops the better side of bis character and be returns to bis home —
a man.

FIRE

AT

SEA

August 26, 1912. Two Reels.
Another Pathe story of an old Sea Captain who Is a slave to liquor. He
Is employed to sail a schooner with a cargo of gun powder for a revolutionary project. On the voyage tbe old Captain enters tbe powder chamber with a lighted pipe and the ship is blown up. A thrilling story of a
wrecked ship afire at sea.

RIP VAN

October 28, 1912. Three Reels.

A Pathe story. Claude Hodgers, a gambler, falls heir to a banking business. Rodgers Immediately launches a "Get-rlch-qulck" scheme and starts
a campaign to get depositors by promises of fabulous Interest. The bank
soon becomes the largest, although not the safest, In the East. Butgood
things cannot last forever, and with his wife's sickness Rodgers' luck
turns. A run on the bank Is the next misfortune, and because of Rodgers'
extravagance It cannot stand the strain. A mob of ruined depositors storms
the home of the banker and finds that a bullet from his revolver has
brought his reckless career to a close.

CRISTO

Three Reels.

Sellf; Release. A wonderful and tragic story of Edmond Dantes, a young
Frenchman, who is Intrusted with a message to the exiled Napoleon on the
Isle of Elba, forms one of the greatest themes ever written upon. There
are over 300 people In the cast and slows the wonderful scenes, gorgeous
costumes and elaborate stage setting. This Is one of the most fascinating
pictures ever produced by Selig.

of TORTURE

The persistence of an English lover wins him a bride from the recesses
of a Hindoo temple, a woman who, knowing the pnnlshment which will
follow her action, still listens to her lover. Her whereabouts are unknown for a long time to the High Priest, but one day be flnds her home
and sees In its cradle her infant son. The Hindoo departs with a piece
of the isbaby's
wrap.
he uses
givethethetrail
scent
a vicious
leopard
which
set free
and This
hungrily
picksto out
backto to
the cradle
and
steals the child.
The mother gives chase, and her husband with an armed guard, boards
an elephant and follows her trail. The mother tracks the leopard to the
secret entrance to the Grotto of Torture, where she Is seized and hurled
Into the torture room. Her husband reaches the cave a few moments
later and rescues the mother and Infant child.

KINGS

October 14, 1912.

Three Reels.

This Is a play that the Kalem Company has gone to Ireland for and
brought back with the true atmosphere and every real characteristic of
the Irish soil and Irish, heart. The plot of the play Is a regulation one,
wherein the Tlllaln'8 efforts are frustrated at every turn, and the story
ends with him on his way to Jail and the lovers preparing for the wedding.
The Irish landscape Is produced and the remarkable attention to details
makes the picture a really great one.

THE

THE COUNT OF MONTE

August 19, 1912.

WINKLE
Two Reels.

A Vltagraph production of tbe famous legend of Rip Van Winkle, which
Is portrayed by that eminent actor Mr. Robert McWade, Sr., who was so
long associated with the famous Joe Jefferson.

RAMESES.

KING

August 12, 1912.

of EGYPT

Two Reels.

A production by Clnes-Kleine of unparalleled magnificence, depleting a
thrilling romance, laid In the days of ancient Egypt.

DON

JUAN

and CHARLES

July 29, 1912.

Two Reels.

V

The story of the love of a King for a beautiful Spanish maid, who Is
betrothed to Don Juan, a young student. Don Juan Insults the young King,
Is arrested and his lover is brought to tbe torture chamber to see him suffer in the hope that In order to save him she will consent to marry tbe
King. Tbe father of tbe young King returns from a monastery to which
be has retired and astounds the young men by telling them they are
brothers.
This Is a Pathe reproduction.

See Announcement of Special Feature Multiple Reel Releases on Page 791
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The Unlucky Horseshoe
OUR
A
RELEASED

SECOND

THRILLING

DEC. 15

STORY
LENGTH,

RELEASE
IN

THREE

2,500 FEET

PARTS

THE

KINOGRAPH

QUALITY

SYNOPSIS— A thrilling story in three parts— Two officers love a woman of society
—She agrees to marry the winner of a steeplechase — Through trickery the one
she really loves loses the contest— How the true lovers are united in after years

The Illustrations will give you an idea.
Full text in next issue.
We have to date closed the following territories for all our releases: Ohio,
Western Penna. and West Virginia, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Arkansas, Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska, Wisconsin, Minnesota, North
and South Dakota, British Columbia, Washington, Oregon, California, Nevada,
Arizona, Utah, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, Texas,
Oklahoma, Kansas and are negotiating with parties for remaining territories.
Our films are sold on QUALITY, not price.
Our first and second releases have been passed by the National Board of
Censorship in New York and Chicago.

KINOGRAPH
KINOGRAPH

CO. OF AMERICA

Importers of Feature Films made by

CO. OF COPENHAGEN,

Producers of Two and Three Reel Feature Films Only

DENMARK
145 W. 45th St., New York City

THE

Ml IVING

PICTURE

\V< >KI.I)

State Rights Buyers
We were days and days -even weeks ahead of
all others in our release of

THE BALKAN WAR
AT TEN CENTS PER FOOT
Here is a subject for which every newspaper is giving
you front page "scare head" advertising

It isIt threatens
the Biggest
Thing in the World's Eye Today
to become international. It may become a havoc that
will hash the map of Europe.

THEN AND NOW— WHEN PEOPLE CLAMOR AND JAM
TO SEE IT— WHO WILL HAVE IT ? WHO WILL COUNT UP
THE PROFIT?
BETTER
YOU THAN ANY OTHER
MAN.
Our

One

special arrangements with PARIS-ECLAIR
Camera Men in the Field and

Release
BEGINNING

a

call for Three

Week

NOV. 21st.

¥>
¥ T^Y^fplJC
subjectsand
are booking
few and possibilities
far apart that
offermost
the
■IJ^J
M. l_J.I\k3 #
• The
attendance
of this
timely Feature. Arguments in its favor seem useless when you yourself
must
know and admit its overwhelming
world-wide importance!

It is fully advertised with the best Three and One Sheets that the best lithogThe other fellows may scoop you if you write, so better
rapher ,can make.

WIRE!

(See Pages 796 and 797)

Union Features
Formerly "UNIVERSAL

FEATURES"

225 West 42nd Street,

New York City

THE

796

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

■Mm

.

STATE
Oregon

RIGHTS

THE

^^

SELLING

SPHINX
OR

I!

LOVE

UNDER

THE

RED

TERROR

I!

The hand of History fitted into the Glove of Fiction. A blending of dramatic romance
with the tragedies of the bloody days of the French Revolution.
NEW
MEXICO

'COLORADO

Produced by Paris-Eclair in a Prologue and Two Parts
To stab deep into Human Emotion measures the success of every feature — and this one
does. Your spectator's heart will grow heavy as lead — yet never does it ever approach
the morbid.
It is a story of the Furies of Mob Rule— a tale of Battle in its Most Cruel Way. It is
an unfolding of the tortures of two Unusual Hearts that fought for life and love under
the constantly hovering hand of War's Sardonic General — Death,
IT IS A FEATURE WHICH YOU CAN RUN IN ANY THEATRE
AND KNOW IT WILL PLEASE ITS CLASS OF PATRONS. FOR
IT
IS
HUMANLY
BROAD - UNIVERSALLY
COMPELLING
It is surrounded by every bit of advertising matter that can be profitably attached to a Feature

WYOMING

IT WILL GO OVER - AND GO OVER BIG!

UNION

Why

Don't

You

\A/ri-t«

Formerly " UNIVERSAL

AIONTANA

\A/ir<

FEATURES"

225 West 42nd Street, New

York City

THE

STATE

MOVING

PICTURE

RIGHTS

WORLD

SELLING

FOR THE FIRST RELEASE

OF

The Sherlock Holmes Series
Mark you— the personally supervised production by the author

SIR A. CONAN

DOYLE

OF

"THE SPECKLED
IN

TWO

PARTS

BAND"

The film dramatization is as great if not greater than the story. Its
mystery tension is near to nerve-racking until the Master Detective brings
relief. Its own intrinsic merit would make it a great feature, But —
Every possible advertising advantage which abounds in the
author's name and world-wide fame has been pounded in
till not a single person will be able to escape your appeal
Without fear or boast we claim the finest— the most persuasive eight sheets,
three sheets and ones ever posted or hung in front of an M. P. theatre

Also slides — heralds — booklets de luxe — photos— lobby display frames — banners and all.

// \een business judgment is worth a hang, this series must
prove a profit certainty
There is not a doubt
// will.
Second Release Will Be

"THE

REYGATE

\A/ r i *

SQUIRES"

\A/ i r

UR

Formerly " UNIVERSAL

FEATURES"

225 West 42nd Street, New York City
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DON CAESAR

DF BAZAN

IN TWO

REELS

RELIANCE
AND

FORTY

SCENES

PRESENTS

"Don Caesar De Bazan"
The Wonderful Comedy Drama
Made Famous by

Edwin Booth
COMING
Nov. 23rd The Beautiful Heart-Interest Drama:
Nov.

"FATHER"

27th

The

Special Holiday
Forrest Halsey:

Offering

by

"THANKSGIVING"

Produced in Two Reels Wednesday, Nov; 20th

The Reliance Studios, 540W.21st St., New York
-. VITASCOPE

VITASCOPE

VITASCOPE

VITASCOPE

—

VITASCOPE

2 To avoid all misunderstanding VITASCOPE

1STATE
H
>
O

o
m
H
>
O

O
m

> The Oath
m

>

House

Huller

Station,

No.

bJ
Q.

o

o
<

Copyrighted

Length 3000 Feet

Vitascope t
Company
of America Oo
145 W. 45th St.
New YorK

12

3000 feet
Portraying a true episode of a great :conspiracy
between two European Powers.

O
o
<

Length 2000 feet

aIS) And Every Week a Feature! Reo
lease.
m

VITASCOPE

VITASCOPE

VITASCOPE

<

UJ
0.

The Penalty of His Folly
■o

Q.

Id

Length 2500 feet, the continuation of the
Unwritten Law.

o Custom

u

ONLY!

RELEASE

of Stephen

VITASCOPE

FEATURES are sold for 8

diwritten
NEXT

O

RIGHTS

VITASCOPE

VITASCOPE

VITASCOPE

VITASCOPE

VITASCOPE
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1. WHY
2. WHAT

ua

IS A STATE RIGHTS PICTURE?
ii'ii

-

^«

The Vengeance of Egypt
d,"

THE
MARKET
IS HUNGRY
FOR
THEM.
THEY ARE HIGHLY PROFITABLE.
FILM DISTINCT FROM THE ORDINARY IN
CONCEPTION, POWER AND PRODUCTION.
FILM OF LENGTH MATHEMATICALLY AND
BREADTH ARTISTICALLY.

1. BECAUSE

2.

-Mfte ■ '»

«kki_»

ANSWER

THE

CONTAINS
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A

Reel Reasons— Film Facts.

Heralds, Lobby Display Posters, 1, 3 and 6 Sheets

All Our Films are Copyrighted.
Infringements Will
be Vigorously Prosecuted

SSS
. . «

GAUMONT COMPANY §3$

00 *•■*£

B^
TORINO

^iMj^

FLUSHING, NEW YORK

^JtJK*

A Striking AMBROSIO
IN

THREE

REELS

Production

K'VS/^H-l

l>

0* A"°/»„^

—SIEGFRIED—

TORINO

COPYRIGHTED

The GREATEST

10c.
per Foot

Ready for Delivery
November 30
Special 8 Sheets,
3 Sheets,
1 Sheet Posters.
Also,
SPECIALLY
ARRANGED
MUSIC.

TRIUMPH

of the PRODUCER

of the World's Biggest Productions. VZlt^t^TJr-

xAMBROSIO FILM-TORINO

_^

r[ **- S%

5N&

►jft

10c.

,

perProtection
Foot
Absolute
r

■

?
Write or Hire for Open

%M
§JH

Territory NOW!

p

g ?sB

AMERICAN

CO. 15 EASJJ6t,Ls,Tl"L ?™Y0RK

*

Send for

ILLUSTRATED
BOOKLET.

j

AMBROSIO

to

State right buyer*.

PHONE

7876-7

MADISON

SQUARE

8oo
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WORLD

PHOTOGRAPHS

FOR

DISPLAY

LOBBY
ILLUSTRATING

PICTURE

POPULAR

ACTUAL

PATHE'S WEEKLY

SIZE 16x18 INCHES

Scenes
from

PATHE'S WEEKLY1*:

Five large original photographs,
mounted on white cardboard, size 16
x 18 inches, illustrating five different
subjects on the Pat he Weekly , as per
accompanying half tone.

LEADING EXHIBITORS HAVE THEM
EVERY EXHIBITOR NEEDS THEM
Write for Sample

and Particulars:---

INTERNATIONAL

NEWS

SERVICE

LUX

FILMS

The Crown

of Perfection

RELEASED FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER

22, 1912

A Rush, Rip-Roaring
Comedy in 488 feet

Willie's Ticker
feet

R. PRIEUR
10 EAST 15th STREET
Telephone,

3427 Stuyveiant

NEW

YORK

NOTICE TO EXHIBITORS
In Oregon, Washington, British Columbia,
Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba

The Wrong Flat

COMEDY7
,
th
442
Leng

New York, N. Y.
The super-dreadnought. New York, the largest battleship afloat is successful!* launched at the
Brooklyn Navy Yard.

2O0 William Street, New York

CITY

Coulter's exclusive
week are:

productions

for

this

Blanchette, or Overwhelmed by the World
The Sphinx, or Love Under the Red
Terror
The Balkan War
The First of the Sherlock Holmes Series,
The Speckled Band
His Holiness Pope Pius X.
Exhibitors in Alberta, Saskatchewan and
Manitoba are requested to book with our
Canadian manager, Mark N. Horrowitz,
Winnipeg; or with our traveling representative, S. I. Lee. All other bookings
handled at main office.

C. R. COULTER,

Portland, Ore.

Till-:

MR.

MOVIXC

I'll I I RE

\\'< iUI.I)
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EXHIBITOR

"Did It EtJer
Occur to Vou ?
(Theatre equipped with ordinary Electric Piano or Orchestra)

Scene 1
Your audience is sitting in rapt attention, eyes gazing expectantly at the picture, waiting for the scene where the
lover presents his sweetheart with a bunch of roses or violets — he bands her the flowers and Bh<
I him with all her
-"ill in her eyes and then !
THE AUTOMATIC INSTRUMENT STARTS PLAYING "COME ON AND HEAR, COME ON AND HEAR,
ALEXANDER'S RAG TIME BAND."
FINE ?
Scene 2
The lover is shot by his hated rival, and his sweetheart is standing over him with a look of horror on her face, and
THE AUTOMATIC INSTRUMENT STARTS PLAYING "EVERYBODY'S DOING II.''
Can you imagine how beautiful that DOES NOT sound?
(Theatre equipped with Fotoplayer)
Scene 1
As the lover is shown in the scene handing his sweetheart a bunch of violets, the Fotoplayer plays "Every Morn
I Bring Thee Violets" on the sweet tones of the Organ.
We want -to tell you, Mr. EXHIBITOR, that class of music will bring out the finest thoughts in your patrons.
#
Scene 2
The lover is shot by his hated rival, and with a look of pain his sweetheart stands over him with horror on her face.
The Fotoplayer plays "Hearts and Flowers" as they tenderly pick him up and carry him into her home.
That's real music for the picture, Mr. EXHIBITOR. That's music that makes the audience say as they leave,
"Was not that a grand scene? was it not beautiful? and how grand the music was!"
MR. EXHIBITOR, that is what makes your people say to all their friends. "Let
Theatre, because there you not only see good pictures, but also have beautiful music to
Drop us a line stating seating capacity of your House and we will advise you what
be best suited for your needs.
FOTOPLAYERS COST MONEY— they are not a cheap Instrument, but— THE
MONEY FOR YOU.
Gen. Distributors
JACOB DOLL & SONS
116 W. 42nd Street, New York
MR. JULIUS WELLNER
105 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Ma in

O ffice « .*

us go into the FOTOPLAYER
accompany them."
particular style Instrument would
FOTOPLAYER

WILL

MAKE

Gen. Distributors

THE AMERICAN PHOTOPLAYER SALES CO.
130 Kearney St., San Francisco, California, U.S. A.

AUTOMATIC MUSICAL CO.
819 Suplrior Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
0. V. TRAGGARALL,
360 Pacific Electric Bid;.. Lot Anrelea, Cat.

REVOLUTION IN MEXICO
General Orozsco on the Warpath
Greatest Money Getting Feature in the History of Moving Pictures. All
Genuine. See Revolutionists' Destruction, Train Blown Up, Bridges
Dynamited,
and Actual Battle Between Federals and Insurrectionists.

TWO

REELS

OF THE GREATEST PICTURE EVER
TAKEN
DURING
ACTUAL
BATTLE

FILMED

Feature Men Get Busy Quick.
Write, Wire, but do it
now.
What States do you want ? Territory Going Fast

MEXICAN
57 TAYLOR

ST.

FILM CO.
SAN FRANCISCO

THE
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Song Slides.

WORLD

Frank

Clark

Music- ('<>., X.

Y

X "AV Dream of a Garden ami

You,"

First

Pub. by Ideal Music Co.,

WORKS,

INTERNATIONAL FILM TRADERS
5 West 14th Street
New YorK

THE UNBREAKABLE
AND WASHABLE

MAKE

M40 ll.m,lon St.. Chlc»,-0

SOMETHING

SLIDT55E
K OWNMICA
BLAN
YOUR
ANNOIINrF.MF.N
EJJ^™ MAKE

Made of Specially Prepared Mica That Can be Written on as Easily as Paper
PRICE 25 CENTS EACH

& OLESON,

ILIDES

^Aiicaqo"slls.t-

of All Kinds'

Send for Catalogue "W"

of our new line of beautiful

ANNOUNCEMENT

SLIDES

Each slide illustrated from life and most exquisitely colored.
Advertising Slides at Reasonable Rates
Our Song Slide Catalogue of 500 different songs free to anyone
the asking.

SCOTT

& VAN
ALTENA,
SLIDES THAT

THE

ANOTHER

tootJton
Ra'ckraetised
in this

UTILITY TRANSPARENCY CO.
1733 West 9th St.,
,
Brooklyn, N. V.

59 Pearl
St., New York City
SET A STANDARD

SCOOP

A. J. Clapham.

for

HAVE

SOME OF OUR NEW

Dr. Murphy, the man Who attended Itoosevelt In
the Merry Hospital, Chicago, and considered the
most distinguished Surgeon In the World, personally
placed orders with us for the lantern slides used at
the World's Congress of Surgeons now in session at
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. .New York. This class
of work requires the most, exacting care, such as
reproducing the delicate X Hay Plates, etc. We
consider 11 a great honor to be selected for tins
work and it is the excellent class of general work
we produce that brought us to the attention of these
distinguished gentlemen.

LECTURES

Panama Canal To-day.
The Holy Father and the Vatican.
A Trip through the Holy Land.
Pilgrim's Progress.
Paradise Lost.
Wonders of Our West.
Attempted Assassination of Roosevelt.
Balkan States War.
New York Police Scandal & Becker Case.
Life in Sing-Sing Prison.
Send for our catalogues and circulars on above.

130 W. 37th St.. New York

Have you sent us your name so we may forward
our new catalogues? Slides to order, machines and
supplies of all kinds. Stock slides like cut 35c. each,
5c. additional for postage. Send for one. Best
Condensers on the market $1.00.
ERKER'S,

606 Olive St.,

'E.M YOURSELF SLIDES

Make them yourself. Written with pen and ink
or typewriter. Three minutes to make a slide. Used
for advertising slides, to announce future or feature
programmes, for chorus slides when chorus slide is
missing. We send four colors of gelatin. The slides
look well and anyone can make them. They are
handy also for announcing vaudeville acts. In fact
they may be readily used for anything you may wish
to say to your audience.
For the sum of three dollars ($3) cash with order,
we will send by express, charges not prepaid, or
$3.50 by registered mail, prepaid (Canadian orders by
registered mail only), the following:
24 cover glass, 1 package binder strips, 1 dozen
mats, 1 instruction sheet, 1 form sheet and 50 strips
assorted colors gelatin — enough for from 300 to 400
slides.
Order now.
Address:

NEW

BATTERSHALL

10c per foot

Other series will follow as fast as
they are taken.
Wire orders

MECHANICS

MACHINE

Series of

Absolutely genuine

Moving Picture Machines Repaired.
Take your own Moving Pictures.
100 POINTERS
PRICE,
50c
You get credit fur above amount if you purchase parts
i
:ike your own camera.
LAVEZZI

RIGHT

BALKAN WAR

"There's a Girl From Old Missouri," Morris.
"Twilight Town," Haviland.
"Billy. Billy, Bounce Your Baby Doll," Leo Feist.
"Just Because It's You," Stem.
" ^ngel Man." Hen Ritchie.
"Georgie Rose." W. Rossiter,
"Ghosl of the Violin," 'led Snyder.
"Melodj Chimes," Morris.
•'Dearie Mine." Stern.
"Want to Be Loved," Smith & Brown.
STAR

STATE

NO RESTRICTIONS

"1 Am
Lonesome Without You, Mj Dear," Pub. by Jos. Reinhorn,
X. Y.
Scott & Van Altena, Inc.

ALL

NO

NO COPYRIGHT

iod-bye Rose," Pub. by Shapiro Music Pub. Co., X. Y.
"When I Dream of <>M Erin, I'm Dreaming of You," Pub. by

St. Louis, Mo.

Royal Feature
Film Company
N. SMITH, Manager

538 S.Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
r~$M Announcement
Commercial
^^<
^\M Adve
Stockrtising

W

SLIDES

High-class Work, Quickest Delivery, Original 8tock
Slides Always on Hand.
Write for Our Prices.
THE
GHANT
CAEDEB
SLIDE
CO.,
612-13 Merchants'
Trust Bids., Portland, Oregon

MAKE YOUR OWN SLIDES
WITHOUT AID OF PHOTOGRAPHY
From Newspaper Cuts. Post Cards, Etc. Announcement Slides, Advertising Slides, Slides from Political
Office
just the thing
Slides
can be Seekers'
made in Cards,
a few minutes,
plain for
or inelections.
colors. Where
colored picture is used, colors will appear on slide same as
in original. Complete outfit and directions. $1 .00.
MIDLAND TRANSPARENCY CO.
313 Ramge Blrhj. Dept. W
Omaha, Neb.

An Actual Saving to You of $9.00 te£&? rffiS

contract proposition.
We defy any song slide exchange in the United States to equal such a
proposition.
Write now, before your competitor beats you to it. Catalogue M. and prices promptly mailed.
CHICAGO

SONG

SLIDE EXCHANGE

6th Floor Powers Building 37 S. Wabash

Ave., Chicago, 111.
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WARNING
To Distributors and Managers of Moving Pictures
and Moving Picture Theatres and the General
Public Regarding

66

THE MIRACLE

5*

A Certain Film Co. is advertising the sale of
State rights of films of the only authorized version of "THE^IIRACLE" . . . The $1,000,000
spectacular production played at the Olympia.
London, for more than a year. This advertisement is FALSE and MISLEADING. The only
authorized and original cinematographic reproduction of PROFESSOR MAX REINHARDT'S
stupendous production of the marvelous spectacle. "THE MIRACLE." as presented at the
OLYMPIA. LONDON, with music by PROFESSOR ENGELBERT HUMPERDINCK. is
owned and controlled by us exclusively. This
film company absolutely has no rights in any
such film.
This production is fully protected by United
States Copyright, and all persons handling,
distributing or exhibiting any infringement of
our copyright, and all managers leasing
theatres for that purpose, will be prosecuted
to the fullest extent of the law.
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LICENSED
FILM STORIES

KALEM.
A BATTLE OF WITS (Nov. 25). — Two surveyors,
Tom Edwards and Frank Anderson, meet Sue 1)1wood while at work in the hills. Tug Weaver, a
neighbor of Sue's who Is anxious to win her hand,
Is Jealous because of her friendship for Tom.
Weaver InSames Sue's father against the surveyor
•and the old man will not permit Tom to visit the
premises.
Some time later Weaver Is given mall for the
Elwood cabin and noticing a letter addressed to
Sue he opens It and reads: "Dear Sue, I was surveying for a railroad which will run through your land.
Do not sell until you see me. Meet me at the old
place Friday afternoon at three o'clock." Weaver
retains the letter and meets Ihc promoter when he
arrives, representing himself as Blwood's son-in -law
and giving an option on the land for ten thousand
dollars. When Tom arrives in the village and meets
the promoter, he learns of the transaction and
hastens to the cabin.
Weaver overpowers Tom and with Elwood's assistance places him in an outbuilding. Sue, who
uas been locked In her room because she wJU
not consent to marrying Weaver, manages to escape and sees the two men imprisoning her lover.
She liberates the young surveyor and the two start
for the village. There they meet the promoter and
explain the situation. The treachery of Weaver
Is exposed and Tom and Sue become betrothed.
THE WATER RIGHT WAR (Nov. 27).— Greuff
and Steve, two ranchers, quarrel over the water
rights of their ranches. Steve saves Greuff's
daughter, Mabel, in a runaway and the young
people become fast friends. Later he attempts to
monopolize the water rights and lias his men erect
a wire fence. Greuff, being warned of Steve's
operations, proceeds to the scene with a number
of farm hands and arrests the young man for trespassing.
Ureuff In his capacity of town marshal, locks
Steve In the Jail and hides the key under his pillow,
fearing that Mabel will attempt to liberate her
sweetheart. His precautions prove unavailing as
Mabel secures the keys that night and frees the
prisoner. In the morning Greuff linds that Steve
has made his escape and he discovers a note,
Teadlng, "Steve says you can have your old stream;
he has taken me instead. Your loving daughter,
Mabel."
SteveandandareMabel
ride married.
to the village
of
the peace
happily
WhenJustice
they
return home, Greuff decides to forgive them, now
that there is a combination of interests.
THE CHAPERON GETS A DUCKING (Nov. 29).
— Tom and his friends prepare to go camping. The
girls say that if they can get a chaperon they will
come out and visit the boys. This gives Tom an
idea and Fat Bill is picked out as an ideal chaperon.
He Is equipped with women's togs and Tom gives
him a note to deliver to one of the girls reading,
"Dear Minnie: This will introduce my Aunt Lizzie,
who will he glad to chaperon you to our camp."
The next day Bill sets forth with his fair charges
but he monopolizes the attention of the girls to
such an extent that the boys become angry and
•decide to give him a ducking. Dining the scramble
in the water Bill's wig comes off and the scheme is
exposed. The girls seeing they have been duped,
rush at Tom and force him into the water with the
unhappy chaperon.
RUTH ROLAND, THE KALEM GIRL (Nov. 29).
— Miss Uoland, Kalem's star comedienne, is Been
hum lug ducks and bringing down a goodly Dumber
of canvasbackB. She is equally expert with rod
and line and lands some choice specimens. In
aeroplane and automobile she is also "at home"
and she gives a lively demonstration with the boxing
gloves. Miss Roland makes a dive of forty feet
and displays a variety of fancy swimming strokes.
THE MAYOR FROM IRELAND (Nov. 30).— At
the Kerry dance along the roadside, Bridget Haunts
Shamus Foley and accepts the proposal of Cerrj
Donovan. Shamus becomes embittered and leaves
for America where he meets with success,
Terry and Bridget are married and when they
read of Shamus' good fortune In America they decide to visit the new world.
By selling their be-
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longluga ttacj aecdre Bteerage passage and arriving
in New York, they locate In an Bast side tenement.
lind- that it Is no easy matter to secure
employment and be therefore determines to seek
D d oi hi- old rival, Shamus, who is now a
political boss anil an Influential character. But
Bbamns scoffs at the unfortunate Terry and holds
him up to ridicule.
Downhearted, Terry sits on a park bench and
Hi.- way ..pens tor him to render a service to a
passing capitalist, As a result his new friend
secures employment for Terry and In later months
the young man becomes a prosperous contractor.
By untiring labor and Judiclons Investments Terry
be
s well to-do and Is nominated on the reform
ticket for mayor, At tliis time Shamus is the present Incumbent and comes out for reelection. The
campaigns of the two factions present an lntcrestlng study of modern politics, Terry presenting
his
progressive measures so impressively that he
i- elected.
The tine cornea for Shamus to retire from office
in favor of Terry. A crowd of Terry's friends are
on band to see him assume bis seat. Bridget,
'lorry's faithful wife, is present and asks Sbamus
if he will continue to harbor unkind feelings toward
Hi. in. A spark of his old love is kindled and the
ex-mayor coming to a realization of Terry's sterling
qualities, extends his hand in congratulation.

LUBIN.
THE STOLEN SYMPHONY (Nov. 25).— A synopsls of this two-reel special subject was published
in the General Film Company's advertlsment on
pages 6.82 and 683 of the issue dated November 16.
THE SURGEON (Nov. 25).— Dr. Albert Hartley
was a very busy young surgeon in one of the
hospitals In New York City. Frequently he felt
that he needed an energizer, so he resorted to that
enemy of mankind, whiskey and lie became a veritable drunkard. The hospital officers requested his
resignation. He diagnosed his case. He must
get away from everything familiar to him. There
was one place to go — -the west. For a month he
drifted about like a derelict, until one day he
found himself in California, with wealth consisting
of seventy -live cents and some surgical instruments.
Passing John Lane's ranch house near the road,
he saw a sign "Ranch hands wanted." He applied
lor a position and went to work. Hartley's good
work comes to Lane's notice and he was made foreman. Jose Cabbrillo, a range rider was discharged
by Lane for cruelty to his horse. For revenge the
Mexican shot I.aue from ambush. The bullet shattered his skull. Hartley saw the shot fired and
sent men out to capture the Mexican, while he
attended the wounded man. A physician was sent
for, saved
but told
thembe theto only
life could
be
would
probewayforLane's
the bullet
and
trepan the skull and that he was not a surgeon.
Hartley heard this and to the surprise of the Country
doctor, he volunteered to make the operation. His
instruments were the only proof of his ability.
These the doctor accepted and both went vigorously
to work, to save the life of the wounded man.
Meanwhile the chase after the Mexican began and
ended
his waited
capture.
Enola, for
Lane's
daughter
and herwith
mother
anxiously
the result
of
the operation, which was successfully performed.
Hartley was made a hero and captured the heart
of the girl he had secretly loved.
THE SAMARITAN OF COOGAN'S TENEMENT
(Nov. 26). — The little house so dear to Billy and
His mother is lost to them through foreclosure. He
cheers her by telling her to come with him to
the city, where he will provide for her. Their
straitened circumstances force them to take quarters
in a tenement section inhabited by gangsters. During
one of Billy's trips from home in search of employment, the mother hears sounds of someone falling
and rushing into the dingy hallway arrives Just
in time to see two gangsters beating up another.
i:.il Magulre. With the assistance of a young girl
ot Uic tenements, the mother helps the injured
man to her own apartments, where she bandages his
wounds. The heart of the gangster is touched by
the mother's kindness to hiin and he vows never
to forget her. Returning home one evening Billy
falls ill with the gangsters and goes to the docks,
where drinking and gambling are Indulged in.
Billy is led to drink and before long is
helpless.
Anxiety of tin- mother over Billy's ab-
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sence causes "Red" Magulre to go in search of
him and he arrives Just as Billy is being led away
by a poll, eman to Jail where be Is later sentenced
to thirty days Imprisonment. Not forgetting ber
kindness to bim and wanting to spare the mother
knowledge of Billy's arrest "Red" Magulre Bends
her a message in Billy's name. "Got a Job fer
■l weeks. Had to go darn quick." When Billy Is
released "Red" puts money in his hand saying
"Bill vour mother Is a good kid. She thinks you've
orklng.
Here's your wages
for the time
been away. Cut out the booze and get to
work." Two years find Billy and little mother back
on the farm for Billy went to work and earned
Ho old borne back again.
SATIN AND GINGHAM (Nov. 28).— May Prescott, daughter of wealthy parents, is somewhat of
a coquette. Her brother invites a clergyman friend.
ister is much Impressed with him. The
favored suitor of the girl is a man of wealth but
she does not love him, thinking only of his social
standing. The clergyman is going to open their
cottage for the return of his mother. He gets a
woman to clean the place. He then asks May If
she will go with him and see if the house is In
order. She consents. When they reach the little
home, they are both thirsty, and begin to prepare a
little tea party. Fearing that she will get ber
white dress spoiled, Tom takes from a closet a
long gingham apron and tells her to put it on
which she does reluctantly. After the tea she
goes with bim in her machine to meet his mother.
They leave May at her home, and ber chauffeur
drives the mother and son to their cottage. Later
her engagement to the middle aged man Is announced. Suddenly she rises from the supper table,
pleads a headache, and leaves the room. In her
room, she takes off the engagement ring and writes
a note saying that she cannot marry a man she does
not love. At the home of the young man, bis
mother tells him to go and light the Are for tea,
he does so and returns. May steals into the house,
into the kitchen, sees the tea boiling, goes to the
closet for the apron and puts it on. She takes
the tray, and it is a very demure little person who
serves the tea to the mother and son. Later the
mother leaves the room, the girl standing before the
Are. The young man remembers her dislike for
the apron, goes to her and tries to unfasten it, but
she shakes her head and tells him that she wants
to wear it all the time. She half turns and he
takes her in his arms.
THE STROKE OAR (Nov 29).— Bud Hagen, sophmore, is the captain of the Varsity eight. The crew
is returning to the club house after a practice spin
and several of the town girls are waiting for them,
"very
Butler,
among
on
Bud.them
The Dorothy
crew and
girls who
leaveIs the
clubsweet"
after
the boys are dressed, and Dorothy and Bud meet
the Dean. After taking the girls home. Bud and
his roommate, Blllie Corson and Jack Thompson.
are walking across the campus when they see
some freshman numerals "1915" painted high on
the chapel tower. They are perturbed and after
reaching Bud's room they concoct a scheme to
paint and
the steal
sophomore
numerals Bud
"1914"
on theclimbing
chapel
bell
the clapper.
is shown
the tower. The Dean catches Bud, the other boys
getting away. He takes the clapper and the
freshman's
pennant
from Bud and orders him to
at his office in the morning. Bud goes to
the Dean's office and is told that as a punishment
he will not be permitted to row In the race. He
goes back to the boys and tells tbem. At the
suggestion of "Dick Larkin," their roommate, they
go to the "coach" and tell him. He calls on the
Dean and attempts to have his order revoked but
with no success. Bud calls on Dorothy. She encourages him by saying that she will call on
the Dean. This she does and while the Dean would
like to please his little favorite he will not give in.
That night in Bud's room be and his roommates
upon a plan to have Dorothy take the Dean
off for a stroll. Telephoning their plan to Dorothy
the boys get in hiding, and as the Dean and
Dorothy come near they kidnap him and carry him
to an old log cabin. After the crew has embarked
from the club house, the Dean climbs out of the
chlmmey. He dashes away and while the race is
in progress rushes into the scene, snatches a pair
of
glasses and discoveres Bud is rowing. In
boy. tield
view
of the fact that his college Is winning he
loses his dignity by Jumping around like a school
RANCH- MATES (Nov. 30).— Ed Manly and Burt
Atkinson are pals, Ed is the foreman of the ranch
and shares his quarters with Burt, who has a
sister, whom he has kept in school for years. One
day he came in contact with a cattle rustling band
and was persuaded to Join them. He saw what
lie believed to be a fortune In a few months. It
would mean so much to bis little sister — complete
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We now have an office in New York City, established for the convenience
of Motiograph users, Motiograph buyers, and for the exhibitor who
would like to use a better machine, but who has, in the past,
been held back because of lack of repair facilities.
THE DAY IS PAST when any old machine will answer
the demand for the modern PICTURE PALACES so fast
replacing the old ordinary picture show where the patrons
were asked to STAND FOR any old sort of projection
they might see on the screen.
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THE 1913 MODEL MOTIOGRAPH in several different equipments is on display in our EASTERN OFFICE,
30 East 23d Street, just off Broadway, New York City.
OUR REPAIR REPARTMENT will be in charge of
one of the most competent mechanics in our Chicago factory. A man who has been in the employ of our company
from the time the Motiograph was only on paper. Before
its reputation as the best made machine was thought possible.
OUR AIM IN COMING TO NEW YORK is to extend to the Eastern user, and future
users, of The Motiograph every possible facility which is now being offered by the Eastern manufacturers of other makes.
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WILL CARRY IN STOCK a full and complete line of machines, repair parts and accessories for the Motiograph machine. We will repair your Old Motiograph mechanism in one day ;
if not, we will arrange to loan you an emergency mechanism while yours is being repaired. We will
repair your mechanism at ONLY the cost of the actual parts supplied. No charge will be made for
labor.
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clothes.
He paid nightly visits
imp end each time returned nuae< d.
Finally the Bherlfl cangbt two or the band, Hurt
i init one ot the captured
men conl
Burt »;is Implicated and an eider f«r his arreat
That day he received ■ letter from Ms
■tying ihe wai coming
to visit him, bnt
him that he was "wanted"
wben tba
■■. Itiherlfl
waa alltold
over for him. His sister would
lose ber love for him when she learned of It. lie
told the sheriff this and exacted a promise from
him not to tell her. Then there was hut one
thing left for him to do and he did It. Winn
noke cleared away Burl waa cold in death.
The sheriff and posse stood In awe ana reverence
lifeless body, as Ed, his pal, rushed on the
ICene Next day Hurt's sister arrived and Ed
escorted her to bis quarters. Replies to her .pies
lions regarding ber brother were evaded, but
tlnallv she learned of bis death. She was broken
d. E<1 told her how bravely he died. lie
bad -tood up against the cattle rustlers' hot Are
only to fall mortally wounded. Ed offered her his
love to make her happy aud as she needed a friend
be was tbe one.

ECLIPSE.
THE MASQUERADERS (Nov. 20 ).— While the
guests are arriving for the fancy dress ball, Mr.
Whitney, the host, is in a quandary; he cannot decide upon a suitable costume. Suddenly a curious
thing happens. An escaped convict, endeavoring
to elude his pursers, enters the window and walks
straight into Mr. Whitney's arms. Without a
thought of caution, the latter see9 his opportunity
and suggests an interchange of clothes which
pleases both parties.
Assuming a furious attitude he then enters the
drawing room and creates tbe hit of the evening.
Later, however, bis troubles begin. While strolling through the grounds he is suddenly seized by
the police and carried off to jail. Believing the
whole thing a joke, Mr. Whitney does not resist,
but begins to realize the serious aspect of affairs
wben be Is locked In a cell and told that he has
but a few hours to live.
Tbe guests soon miss him and inform his wife
who begins a frantic search. Finally tbe butler
remembers that he conversed with two policemen
who were looking for an escaped convict.
Tbe whole matter gradually becomes clear to all
and they hasten madly to the prison. A hasty
explanation gains them admission and Mr. Whitney Is soon in tbe arms of his wife.

EDISON.
THE THIRD THANKSGIVING (Nov. 25).— A
review of this subject as written by Mr. L. R.
Harrison was published in last week's Issue on
page 638.
"SOME RARE SPECIMENS AND A FEW OLD
FRIENDS" NEW YORK ZOOLOGICAL PARK (Nov.
26), — One of the most unique specimens is the
Secretary bird from South Africa. It belongs to
tbe Hawk family and lives principally on snakes
which It kills by stamping with its feet, this action
being shown in the film.
Tbe Giant Galapagos Island Tortoises are tbe only
living link that connects the present wit hthe reptilian age. A specimen is here shown that is estimated to be four hundred years old. Among the
wonders of the bird family is that emperor of the
air, the Condor of South America, which flies almost
to tbe height of six miles. The famous Gila Monster, the only known poisonous lizard, is brought
close to view, tbe Tasmanian Devil, a very savage
and powerful little beast belonging to the Marsupial family, grotesque in appearance and a product of Australasia; the Capybara of South America,
tbe largest living rodent, which looks like an enormus rat weighing about seventy-five pounds; a
Puma from Texas; South American Tapir, Musx Ox
from the Arctic Circle and the Great Crowned
pigeons from New Guinea are all shown.
A small herd of Mongolian Wild Horses vie with
the Pygmy Hippopotami from Liberia for distinction. These were secured at the enormous cost of
twenty-flve thousand dollars and are the only ones
ever taken alive; more, they are the only living
link between the Zebra and tbe horse and are
descendants of tbe F.phlppus.
THE
TOTVILLE
EYE
(Nov. 27)
The Totvllle
Eye Is tbe name of a newspaper published In Totvllle. John Adams, the editor, has an assistant
in the printing office, a kindly old fellow known
as Scotty. Having at one time stuck type on a
metropolitan daily, Scotty favors modern journalism,
but his views make no impression on the formal
Mr. Adams. Mr. Adams is suddenly called out of
town, lie departs leaving Scotty In charge. Just
as Scotty and Sammy (the printer's devil) are
about to lift the form of the lirst page on to the
oM-fashl
d hand press they drop it and the type
Is "pied." Scotty decides to set up an entirely
new lirst page and to that end be nominates Sammy
as the reporter and sends the youngster out to
gather some real live village news. Snmmy I
in tbe act of picking up several choice t
Information and rushing back with his stories to
Scotty who hastily puts them Into type. When
the paper is given out to the villagers the following morning the population Is in an uproar, but
as It happened In each ease the publication of the
sensational news works out well for the persons
Involved.
When Mr. Adonis, the editor, returns and
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discovers the audacious articles in his staid old
paper he has visions of a half dozen libel suits, and
his rage against Scotty knows no bounds for taking
such a liberty. In the midst of his tirade he Is interrupted by the various
parties
concerned,
who
come rushing into his office, as be supposes, to dedemand an explanation
for his daring publication,
but to biS great astonishment , they express themselves most gratefully for the lesson it has taught
them, and thank him again and again.
THE ISLAND OF CEYLON, INDIA (Nov. 29).—
There is .i beauty spot in India, sea kissed on every
sole, scorched by the heating sun ut noon, lulled
by the breath that twilight gives. The scenic portion of Ceylon is not only coast deep, but extends
far Into the interior. Imagine such scenes as the
Devil Dancers, snarling and grinning, twisting and
turning in tin- ignorance of their belief that such
' ions will beal their sick and drive away evil
spirits. A street scene in Colombo, depleting how
tea i~ transported to the shipping dock is typical
of non progression and fascinates by its remoteness,
Another scene shows elephants standing deep in a
stream just showing their backs and eyes above the
water while others more sportive Indulge In unwieldy gambols.
ON DONOVAN'S DIVISION (Nov. 30).— Donovan
"fired" for Engineer Tracy on the fast freight run.
The manly ways of "the big lireman bad completely
won little Kitty Carlin, the daughter and ae
of John Carlin, station agent at Hillsdale. Donovan
adored Kitty, but dared not tell her of his love.
Tin- regular Sunday excursion train to the lake
left 1'errin Station, half way down the mountain,
loaded with women and children. It was followed
by tbe fast freight With Tracy at tbe throttle
andAllDonovan
"firing."
went well
until the steep south grade was
reached, when Tracy looked down across tbe double
reverse curve that stretched three miles below.
The excursion train had slowed down a bit to keep
on schedule time, so Tracy applied the air brakes
to avoid getting too close to tbe other train on
the grade. They failed to work ! He quickly called
Donovan and together they worked at the brakes,
the forty heavily laden box cars behind, fast gaining momentum and pushing the now useless engine ahead at increasing speed. Then tbe yellow
streak in Tracy asserted itself; be prepared to jump
and desert his engine. Donovan was at him like a
tiger and together they grappled in the swaying
cab until a blow sent Donovan down loug enough
to enable tbe cowardly engineer to jump.
Donovan sprang to the throttle. God! only a
quarter of a mile now separated the trains. A
sudden thought — there was one chance in ten thousand, and Donovan took it. South River station
was just ahead. Quickly scribbling a message on
the back of an order slip, he wrapped it in bis
handkerchief, weighted it with a lump of coal —
leaned far out of the swaying cab and heaved it
through the window of the little station. In one
minute that message was flashed to Hillsdale, where
Kitty was at the key, and in thirty seconds more
tbe brave girl had side-tracked the excursion train
and turned the switch back, sending Donovan and
the fast freight on down the main line.
Donovan runs the fast freight regularly now and
at a certain crossing waves to little Mrs. Donovan.

ESSANAY.
MR. HUBBY'S WIFE (Nov. 26).— Mr. Hubby,
who attempts to flirt with his pretty stenographer,
has his face soundly slapped by the girl and she
leaves at once. Getting his friend Hobhs on the
'phone, Hubby asks him to send up a peach of a
stenographer and Hobbs does so. Cassie proves
to be a bewitching girl, and Hubby is making outrageous love to her when his wife enters and catches
them. She gets rid of Cassie in short order, upbraids her unfaithful spouse aud makes him carry
her grips to the station, as she is planning a trip
to the country. Hubby accompanies her halfway;
then begs off and she allows him to return. But
she does not take the train. Instead, she plans
with her friend. Mrs. Briggs, to cure Hubby of his
Mining. Next morning Mrs. Briggs, disguised as
an
ugly old maid,
is installed
Hubby's
stenographer
by Mrs.
Hubby; in then
Mrs.office
Hubbyas
again departs, supposedly to take the train. But
she makes a detour, returns to tbe office during
Hubby's absence, changes places with Mrs. Briggs
and prepares for Hubby. Thinking wide
Hubby returns aud starts to dictate a letter to
Cassie, saying witie has gone to the country, etc.
Then suddenly Mrs. Hubby throws oir her disguise,
and Hubby is mauled about the office until he is a
sight, by the enraged woman. He finally promises
to be good, and she forgives him.
THE STAIN (Nov. 27). — Fred Winters, a young
Chap, loves Miriam Shelby. Calling on her one
evening. Fred is about to propose, when Ills chum,
Arthur, enters, and Miriam appears to slight Fred
with her attentions to Arthur. Fred leaves and,
in his room, contemplates ending his life. Falling
asleep, be dreams of his ancestor, Bosny, who loves
the fair Lady Madeline.
Louis, ■ young gallant.
is also a suitor for Madeline's hand. Finding
together one morning, Bosny insults Louis, a duel
i- fought and I.ouis is slain. Seeking out the
Duke.
Madeline's
father.
demands
band
In
marriage
forced
into Roeny
the union
withher'Hosny,
whom she loathes, Lad] Madeline dies of a broken
heart, and. the repentant
Hosny is left to mourn

her bier. Tossing in fitful sleep, Fred is
suddenly awakened and has only time to hide the
revolver when Arthur hands bim a letter that has
just been brought to the house. Tearing it open
I red finds it Is from Miriam, asking why he left
so hurriedly aud to be sure to come and see her
next evening. Realizing the folly of his intended
step, Fred
wrings his chum's hand aud real hiswarmly
self-salvation.
THE BOSS OF THE KATY MINE (Nov. 28
Joe
foreman of the Katy Mine, breaks tl
one day by taking a drink of whiskey while at
work. He is seen by Busbnell, the mite- boss, who
lectures him severely. At noontime Mrs. Benson
brings Joe's dinner. Starting borne she is called
Intoforce
Bushnell's
scoundrel
attempts
to
his loveoffice,
upon and
her.theLooking
through
the
window, Benson discovers the situation, but-ts in,
knocks Busbnell down and takes bis wife home. A
few days later Mrs. Benson calls on Busbnell and
begs him to put Benson back to work. Busbnell
to do so If she will leave her husband. Desiring to get Benson away from the mine. Busbnell
has one of his men attempt to Intoxicate him. An
hour later Busbnell leaves a note at Benson's
borne, advising Mrs. Benson he will await her
answer at his office that night. Staggering into
the house Benson finds the note, secures his revolver, goes to Bushnell's office with the intention
of killing him, only to find the mine boss dead on
the floor from a stroke of apoplexy. Seeing that
providence has stayed his hand, Beuson returns
home and joins his wife and little one in a prayer
of thanksgiving.
THE IRON HEEL (Nov. 29).— Old Abner Wiley,
a wealthy and crabbed miser, is rescued from some
tormenting boys by the son of his bitterest enemy,
Robert Gregg. Back in the Rebellion days. YViley
and the elder Gregg both loved the pretty Laura.
(Jregg won her and Wiley has nursed his revenge
long after Gregg's death. Discovering the identity
of the younger Gregg, Wiley concocts a fiendish
plan to bring about his revenge. He makes Gregg
heir to "all bis possessions. In his excitement
young Gregg leaves his heavy walking stick in
Wiley's library. Next morning Gregg is arrested
at the breakfast table for Wiley's murder. An
investigation of the miser's library reveals the
walking stick blotted with blood, and the entire
room showing evidences of a struggle. Detective
Ross ingsdiscovers
pieces
Wiley'shouse
personal
belongin the ruins
of aofburned
nearby,
and
Gregg is further accused of having burned the body
after the murder. He is tried, convicted* and
sentenced to death. On the morning of the execution Ross is at headquarters when one of the
attendants passes him with a tray of empty dishes.
Instantly
Ross recalls
from the second
floor ofseeing
the oldWiley's
house maid
with acoming
similar tray of dishes. His brain working rapidly,
Ross rushes to the Wiley home, places the maid
and butler under arrest, then lights a smoke torch,
places
it inthrough
the hallway,
and smoke,
shouts "Fire!''
Suddenly,
the dense
a panel loudly.
In the
wall slides back and old Wiley, trapped like a
rat, staggers out in a paroxysm of fear. Captured
by Ross, ^nd realizing his dastardly scheme has
come to naught. Wiley dies of heart failure, while
Ross reaches the jail in time to stop Gregg's
execution.
BRONCHO BILLY'S MEXICAN WIFE (Nov.
30). — Hroncho marries a Mexican girl at the earnest entreaty of her dying father. Later a Mexican singer wins her love and, to get Broncho out
of the way, she has bim arrested and jailed on
the charge of having assaulted her. In a frenzy
of
rage,
Broncho
secures
capes
from
jail and
tracksthethesheriff's
pair atrevoh
his shack.
Meanwhile the Mexican singer's
of his attentions to Broncho's
shack first and, when Broncho
hand, he finds the pair dead
knife having found both their

sweetheart, jealous
wife, reaches the
bursts in. gun in
on the floor, her
false hearts.

VITAGRAPH.
BILLY'S BURGLAR (Nov. 221.— A review of
this two-reel special subject as written by Mr.
I.ouis Reeves Harrison was published on page 640
of the issue dated November 16.
OMENS OF THE MESA (Nov. 25 .— Texas
Reilly, the outlaw, does not hesitate to kill, but
when the Hying buzzard casts its shadow across
his pathway, he is tilled with fear. The chief of
the rangers is hot upon his trail. Reilly has no
use for his wife, but loves his little daughter.
The outlaw secretes his illgotteu gains in a
"hide-out" in the hills, overlooking the ranger's
hht. Fearing capture, he sueaks upon the officer
as he Is riding by and shoots him. The wounded
man succeeds in reaching his cabin, where he is
aided by his old helper, who. after he makes him
comfortable, goes to Mrs. Reilly for assistance.
During his absence, the desperado makes up his
mind that his pursuer must be gotten out of the
way. He crawls over to his hut and places underneath it a large can of powder with a long fuse,
which he ignites, makes his way back to his
"hideout.'' where he * watches with fiendish delight for the expected explosion.
Mrs. Reilly, with her little girl, hastens to the
aid of the wounded friend. Her husband sees
them enter the cabin and knows that the only
thing in the world he loves is in that cabin about
to be blown to eternity. Seized with a paroxysm
of remorse
and despair,
he shoots himself dead.
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"BELL MOTION
& HOWELLPICTURE
STANDARD"
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The B. &: H. Standard Film Reel is the result of careful experiment
and intimate knowledge of the requirements of successful MOTION
PICTURE
PROJECTION.
The merits of this reel have been tested for over six months, fully
demonstrating that by its use an almost unbelievable amount of tears
and scratches will be avoided.

REDUCES

REWINDING

TIME

THE FILM SUPPLY
AGENCY

THE OPERATOR
SAYS:

SAYS:

)

" Gee ! it's like

"Should be adopted as
STANDARD
at the

grind-

ing in a tank, ain't

earliest date."

ELEVEN

ONE-HALF

INCH OUTSIDE DIAMETER, FIVE INCH HUB, HOLDS
ONE THOUSAND FEET OF FILM

IT IS an established fact that the first two hundred and fifty and'the
last one hundred feet of film endure the greatest strain.
it r"
The strain on a reel with a five-inch hub equals the strain on a reel
with a small hub after two hundred and fifty feet of film have been
taken up. The first damage is caused by "take up" strain, and the last
hundred feet is damaged by the strain between top sprocket and
magazine.
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MATTER.
MANUFACTURED

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS
BY

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
217 WEST

ILLINOIS ST.

CHICAGO, ILL.
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While his wife Is attending bet suffering friend,
her little girl steps outside tlie eal)ln and Bees
the smoking fuse. Bhe tells ner mother. She
lifts the stricken man from his eot and leads him
and her child to a small "dug-out" or cyclone
cellar, and closing the doors after them, they
barelv
escape
the terrible explosion.
.-lug from their hiding-place, they behold
the complete devastation before them, and thank
the good God for their deliverance.
IN THE FLAT ABOVE (Nov. 26). — Tom Talbot,
a bachelor, has an apartment Just above pretty
little Priscilla Putnam, who gives singing lessons.
Tom gives a bachelor's rapper to some old friends.
After feasting, they start a little game of cards,
during which noises begin to ascend from Prlscllla's
conservatory, lust underneath. To counteract the
disturbance, the men begin to pound and Jump
on the floor. The pupils decamp and Priscilla goes
to bed. The boys keep up the racket so vigorously,
the celling and the chandelier fall from the fastPriecllla screams and runs from the room.
Tom and bis friends come downstairs to see what
damage they have done. The boys feel ashamed
of themselves. Tom has never met Priscilla before. aDd Is very sorry. He offers to make all
repairs and see that everything Is restored In
proper shape. After this occurrence, Priscilla piles
her vocation without Interruption and she and Tom
become more and more friendly. A few months
later Tom's friends of the card party decide to
give Tom a surprise. On their way up to his
apartment, they find Prlscllla's rooms for rent
and on the door of Tom's apartments a notice
that "Mr. and Mrs. Talbot will return In two
months."
THE WOOD VIOLET (Nov. 27).— The birds, the
trees and all nature, bring peace and Joy to the
heart of Olympia, a child of nature, born and
brought up In Its midst. Marvin Ross, on a hunting trip in the mountain fastnesses where Olympia
dwells. Is pursuing a rabbit. He comes up with
the girl, and falls In love with her. The young
man takes her to her father's cabin, where he
remains a few days, during which time he becomes
better acquainted with Olympia. She Insists that
he most not harm the animals of the woods, and
to confirm his promise, he throws away his gun.
He tells her of his love and she promises to hecome his wife. After gaining the consent of her
father, they are married. They go to the city,
where Marvin, being wealthy, establishes her In a
beautiful mansion. She pines and longs for the
woods. Her husband, noticing this, goes back to
her forest home, and with her father, erects a
lodge on the border of a lake. During his abOlympla cannot withstand her longing, and
discarding her finery, dresses herself in the clothing In which she loved to roam, wanders back to
the scenes
of her childhood.
There she finds the lodee which her husband
has built for her and a little later, he and her
father find her. Her Joy Is unbounded when he
tells her that he has built It for their future
home, and the three of them will live there 'mid
the scenes
so dear
to her heart.
THREE GIRLS AND A MAN (Nov. 28).— Tired
and In need of a rest. Charles Morris accepts an
Invitation to visit Dick Burton at his country home.
Here he meets two attractive girls. Hilda, a
mercenary flirt, and Dorothy, a friend of Dick's
sister. Betty. The latter is Betty's favorite and
• if she has anything to say abont it, Charles
Morris will make her his wife. Betty Is only
fifteen years of age, but she has a wise and discerning head.
Hilda, knowing Morris is wealthy, decides to
capture him. but she has more than one string
to her bow. One of these strings Is Mr. Bennett,
an elderly adorer. Morris vacillates between the
two charmers until Betty spoils Hilda's chances
by waiting her opportunity when Mr. Bennett is
out walking with Hilda and has her clasped within his arms. The shrewd little minx hastily
summons Morris to witness the touching scene.
To make doubly sure, she makes their presence
known to Hilda, and then apologizes for Intruding
BOOB ttirlr sweet communion. Hilda accepts the
situation as gracefully as possible. It does not
take much of a philosopher to guess that Dorothy
and Morris have a mutual understanding, suggestive of wedding bells.
THE EAVESDROPPER (Nov. 28).— Alice takes
Billy and Kitty, her little brother and sister, to
a matinee. They Immediately become Imbued
with the wonderful idea that they are actors.
They set up a miniature stage of their own In
the summer honse on the grounds. They spy upon
their sister and her lover Bob, and reproduce their
ifTalrs. A quarrel furnishes material for an
Interesting production, which are a revelation and
a lesson to Bob. ne goes and makes amends, acting n|>on the suggestions of the performance.
SUSIE TO SUSANNE (Nov. 29^.— Susie, the
plain and unsophisticated country girl, is no prize
tor her former
suitor when
he returns
from
col■ finished and polished graduate. He takes
little notice of her and makes himself popular
among the girls of style. Susie writes her cousin
all about It and she Invites Susie to visit
her In the city. Susie does so and Grace tells her
that they will soon make John feel sorry. Susie
changes
her name
to Susanne,
and
after securing
•tit of the latest style and a little coaching
<;race and her husband,
Susanne
Is capable
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of holding her own among the swells of the elite.
■ptlon is given, to which John Is Invited.
When he meets Susanne as a society bud, he Is
dumbfounded. She la so captivating and sweet
that the old love of boyhood days Is renewed,
and he finds himself making overtures for her attention. She flouts him and coquettes with others.
A few months later, she returns home to the
country and he follows her. At first she will pay
no attention to him, but his appeal is so strenuous
she is Just a little lenient. Gradually he unbosoms
himself and apologizes for his upplsbness and lack
of appreciation for her real worth. He Is so
penitent that she finally allows him to take her
in his arms and they seal their engagement with
a kiss.
O'HARA, SQUATTER
AND
PHILOSOPHER
(Nov. 80). — Tom O'Grady Is In love with Aileen
Sullivan. Old Sullivan docs not object to the
match, but he dislikes O'Grady and Is always
quarreling with him. Tim is excitable, O'Grady
morose. Denis O'Hara, a kindly old Irish philosopher, Is always trying to make peace. O'Grady
has a goat, and one day by ill luck, It eats up
some cherished flowers belonging to Tim. There
is an awful row and Tim forbids Aileen to see
Tom again. Tom and Aileen go to Dennis for
advice and he tells them a scheme to set things
right. Tom tells his father that If he cannot have
Aileen he will go West.
Aileen hears the news and pretends sickness.
Tim and O'Grady become alarmed and go over to
consult Dennis O'Hara. He speaks to them severely and tells them they will bring down the
wrath of heaven on them if they separate their
children for their own foolish ends. He reduces
them both to tears. They shake hands and he at
once takes them over to Sullivan's cottage and
Aileen Is told the good news. Tom turns up,
bringing a peace offering of some new flowers to
Tim, and O'Hara with a smile sees his schemes
succeed
and
everybody
happy.

SELIQ.
KINGS OF THE FOREST (Two reels— Nov. 11).—
John Kruge and his good wife are quaint, old
fashioned Boers, living in comfort on an Isolated
farm In the Transvaal wilderness. The one joy
of their life is their beautiful daughter, Sona,
Sona has grown up to maturity, and her father
has selected a husband for her — a staunch, bighearted Boer, rich in the world's goods, but many
years the senior of Sona, John Vogel by name, and
an old friend of the family. The young lady has
a preference of her own In the person of Fritz
Kransmitt, Kruge's man of all work, a stalwart
young fellow who loves Sona devotedly. John Vogel,
upon seeing with his own eyes how things stand,
gives way to his rival, and Fritz and Sona are soon
married. The young couple leave the parental roof
and make a home of their own in the distant
jungle. Wild animals abound in this vicinity, and
weapons are carried at all times. Sona and Fritz
prosper and time slips on. A baby girl Is born
to the young couple and Sona names the child Iona.
Three or four years more elapse, during which
time many narrow escapes from death are recorded
by both Sona and Fritz, whose lives are in constant
peril
fromcalls
the him
wild tojungle
beasts. John and
Vogel's
business
the neighborhood,
he
makes his first call on his former friends. Fritz's
jealous nature fails to grasp the significance of
the fatherly kiss that John gives to Sona, and
in a fit of unreasoning madness, he accuses Sona
of Infidelity. He will listen to no explanation,
and leaves the home John, the peacemaker, goes
after him and points out to him his folly. Fritz,
however, Is too ashamed to return to his home
until nightfall. When they arrive at the house,
they find that Sona has taken little Iona and her
effects and departed in a covered wagon. They
search high and low along the trail and after hard
and unceasing travel they come upon Sona's wagon,
wrecked by the wild beasts. Later they find Sona,
who is delirious with grief over the loss of the
baby, whom she imagines had been devoured by
lions while she was attempting to kill a mancater that had stolen her calf. The men start out
to hunt for the child, but find no trace of her.
After a despairing search they start to pack up
things preparatory to going home. Just as they
are about to leave, little Iona comes upon the
scene from the depths of a trunk, In which she
had hidden during the lions' attack on the wagon.
The
little are
family
and mind
saved.Is reunited and the mother's life
MISS AUBRY'S LOVE AFFAIR (Nov. 25).— The
celebrated comedienne, Miss Aubry, Is told by her
ohyslclans that her nerves are in a bad way and
that she will have to seek the pine woods and
rough It a bit. She repairs to a well known summer resort camp, where, unconsciously, she upsets
the w ell-laid plans of a fond father whose son is
engnged
his the
young
ward. Upon
Misshead
Aubry's
arrival Intocamp
headstrong
son falls
over
heels in love with the actress without her seeking
,t. The poor young girl and her guardian are made
very unhappy over this unexpected defection In
their plana. At the suggestion of his ward, the
father calls on the actress and begs her to restore the hoy's affections to their legitimate b.ent.
With a roguish twinkle In her eye, she suggests
to the father that he accomplish the desired result
by "cutting out" his boy himself. The father, not
being too old to enjoy a Joke, consents to the plan,

with the
result that
the boy's
arrant
affections
back he
for not
bis ouly
ward, wins
but also
wins
a wife for himself.
ROPED IN (Nov. 26). — Jim Harris, weary of
the rough and rowdy ways of cowboys, concludes
to settle, and -replies to a matrimonial advertisement. The boyB get wise and poke fun at
Sim, but when the lady's picture arrives ne becomes
in Immediate object of envy. He quickly sends
ber transportation and moving funds, and puts on
ill the fixings to meet her. When tbe fair Cynthia
steps from the coach, Instead of showing eighteen
summers, she Is decrepit from fifty frosty winters.
Her heart, however, Is warm and pulsive and she
makes love to Jim In a way that abashes that
rough rider. The boys disguise as highwaymen,
attempt his abduction, but Cynthia thwarts their
well-meant effort by securing his release at the
point of a revolver. He Is weary of her endearments, however, and when be finds the cook with
a trap full of live mice he Induces him to turn
them loose In Cynthia's room. This so frightens
Knd disgusts tbe ancient maiden that she decides
to leave tbe rancb at once and relinquish all claims.

BIOGRAPH.
GOLD AND GLITTER (Nov. 11).— As the husband
leaves for the lumber regions, his wife gives him
a memory message to be opened after his arrival.
Attracted by a maid, cherished by the love of
two old brothers, he forgets it until sometime later.
The message serves Its purpose, however, for
through it, after a thrilling experience, the maid
learns the true value of tbe man's love, while he
in his turn, goes back to his waiting wife and finds
there, along with his shame and regeneration, his
heart's desire.
MY BABY (Nov. 14).— When the double wedding
takes two daughters away from the old man at
once, the youngest, now tbe only one left, In outraged spirit promises never to leave her father,
but soon she too Is departing for a new home.
Then comes a cold hard fact of life. The son-ln
law claims his right to make a home alone for
his wife. In his bitterness and anger, the father
denies them both the house. Several years later
the lonely old man meets at the gate a babe in
arms. When he learns whose baby it Is, heart
hunger craves another sight, and sought, brings
with it tbe only natural result.
THEIR IDOLS (Nov. 18). — Schmaltz and Labruu
are neighbors and chums. Heinle Schmaltz and
Irene LaBrun, their respective son and daughter,
are engaged to be married. All Is serene until
each of tbe chums, while having a little social
drink, toasts and lauds his particular Idol. Schmaltz,
of course, holds Bismarck as the greatest hero that
ever lived; LaBrun favors Napoleon — then there Is
trouble.
HOIST ON HIS OWN PETARD (Nov. 18).— Invitations are sent out to a grand mask-ball to be
held at' the Metropolitan Dancing Academy, and
a feature of the affair is the awarding of a gold
medal to the wearer of the best costume. The
maid at Smith's house receives an invitation from
her sweetheart. This Invitation falls into the hands
of Smith and, being of a jealous nature, he thinks
it is intended for Mrs. Smith. This suspicion leads
him into some very embarrassing situations and
teaches
him a lesson.
THE INFORMER (Nov. 21).— The young lover
leaving home at the opening of the war to Join
the Confederate Army, tells his brother to take
care of his fatherless sweetheart during the perilous
times which are to follow. But the brother weakens and fails to be true to his trust. He permits
her to believe that her lover is dead. Caught
in the neighborhood, however, between the lines of
the enemy, the brother appears before them at
the crucial moment. In retaliation the false
brother turns Informer. Both forces are aroused
to arms and during the attack upon the girl defending her wounded lover and family alone In
the negro's cabin, retribution comes in the form
of a stray bullet.
A SAILOR'S HEART (Nov. 25).— A sweetheart
at every port has ever characterized the sailor,
but It is believed that the sailor in this comedy
carries the tradition a trifle further. Perhaps he
was sincere for the moment in his declaration that
each girl he met was the first and only, but with
a sweetheart at home and one in another port and
a wife in still another, fate dealt very kindly with
him. He was the victim of his own impulse and
paid back In his own coin, went his merry wav.
AN ABSENT-MINDED BURGLAR (Nov. 26).—
Of course he is a big boob, but he aspired to be a
hold-up man. In trying to hold up a couple of
fellows on the street he Is held up himself, for
they are professionals at the game. They tell blm
to join them and become a real crook. The ambition of his life Is realized. At first be looks
promising to the gang, so enthusiastic is be, but
later they are forced to chase him on account of
his blunders.
AFTER THE HONEYMOON
(Nov. 28).— Willie
Doodresson marries the belle of his home town.
They are both considered the fashion plates of the
village, and hence the pair are well matched. But
six months later, after the honeymoon is past, what
a difference! No one would believe them to be the
same persons — he slovenly in appearance, and she
a positive slattern. Is it any wonder that they lose
Interest In each other? This little comedy is an
object lesson, showing why many marriages are
failures.
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ABOUT

We,
the New York
Film Company,
have the only sets
of films
of The Miracle now in the United States.
We will waste no time or printer's ink on alleged claims made
by parties who have no films of The Miracle either here or abroad.
Number i. The Miracle was made by the
Continental Kunstfilm Gesellschaft of Berlin.
Number 2. The Miracle was begun in March,
1912, and finished in October, 1912.
Number 3. The Miracle was brought here by
a duly authorized representative of the C. K. G.
on the 8th of October, 1912.
Number 4. An unwarranted protest against
the landing of the film made by a theatrical
manager, who pretended that we were infringing
upon his alleged right, was dismissed by the Custom House authorities after due investigation.
Number 5. The Miracle has been exhibited in
Fourteenth Street Theatre, and to this exhibition
the lawyers of the theatrical agent had been invited, and they all attended at the said exhibition
on October the 18th, 1912.

DON'T

BE

Number 6. No attempt has been made to
question our rights by an appeal to the courts,
and none can be made.
Number 7. The Miracle has been duly copyrighted inthe United States, and we are holding
a certificate of the Librarian of Congress as required by law.
Number 8. The New York Film Company
has the exclusive American Rights for The
Miracle as produced by the Continental Kunstfilm Company of Berlin, Germany.
Number 9. We will guarantee absolute protection to all state right buyers and exhibitors
of our Miracle everywhere.
Number 10. We will vigorously prosecute any
infringement upon The Miracle.

BLUFFED

Jieto f^ork Jftlm Company
(Sole American

Address all

12 UNION SQUARE

Agents of the Miracle)

Inquiries to

NEW

YORK

CITY

THE

8io
PATHE.
PATHES
WEEKLY
NO. 47—1912
(Nov.
18).—
Ban Pranclaco, Cal.
Nearly WO s.r\ Imn~ parade
on Market Street t" the ferry where they take the
or Oakland, entraining there for New
Kork,
enroute for home to take part in the war with
'l nrkey.
Princeton, N. J.— Woodrow Wilson, governor of
nils State, who has just been elected to the presidents or the United States on the Democratic
ticket.
i tlca v ^ Large crowds, attend the funeral
of the late Vlce-Prealdent James Schoolcraft Sherman.
Newark, N. J.— The itatne of Washington, i>«queatbed to the cltj by Amos Hoagland Van Horn,
is anvetled bj little Mist Meade.
pw, Russia
Xhe Imperial fi
I] attends the
feti . celebrating the one hundredth anniversary of
Napoioous
retreal from Moscow.
San Francisco, Oal. Mayor Bolpb, Police Chief
I., a. White, and President of Police Coram
i ie it. Cook, review the police of this city.
San Rafael, Oal
\ barbecue
is given free to
the people of Martin County on tl
caslon of the
burning of bonds which were worth $160,000. The
bond burning signifies that the county Is now
tree of all debt.
THE GROTTO OF TORTURE (Nov. 15).— A Synopsis of this two-reel special subject »a» published
in the General Film Company's advertisement, on
pages 682 and 688, of the Issue dated November 16.
THE SHERIFFS BROTHER (Nov. 27).— That
two brothers may pursue widely different walks
In life, and still plead guilty to the same emotion
in regard to a very pretty young lady, is proven
film. It falls to the lot of Jim Orr, the
county sheriff, to arrest a band of notorious cattle
rustlers. lie learns that his brother Dan is a
member of the band. Not only does the call of
the blood make a strong appeal to Jim, but he
Is of the opinion that the girl he loves is in love
with his brother, and for that reason he resigns
his
and allows
sacrifice
lias office
its own
reward, Dan
for toas escape.
Dan is Jim's
departing
he
thrusts a note into Jim's hand and rides rapidly
away. The note is from the girl, and in it she
Informed Dan that his brother, the sheriff, is the
man

she

loves.

THE THREE BACHELORS' TURKEY (Nov.
28). — Three gay young bachelors suddenly realize
that it is Thanksgiving Day and that they have
neither a turkey nor the wherewithal to secure
one. They form a ways and means committee to
settle the difficulty, and ideas fly thick and fast.
A visit to "Uncle" is the most logical suggestion
offered, but the only collateral they can find, except the clothes on their backs, is an old suit,
which they sadly admit is of insufficient value.
One of the gentlemen visits a pawnshop, where he
exchanges tin- suit he was wearing for an old
overcoat and $4 in cash. With the money he buys
a turkey. His two roommates do precisely the
same thing, so that when the committee reassembles there are three turkeys and a scarcity of
bodily covering, as each has counted upon wearing
the extra suit. 'The suit is being pressed by one
of the bachelors, but the hot Iron Is left too long
In one spot, with the result that the trousers go
up In smoke. However, their appetites appeal too
strongly, and regardless of appearances they enjoy
their Thanksgiving feast.
THE
GREAT
STEEPLECHASE
(Nov.
29).— A
synopsis of this two-reel special subject is published in the General Film advertisement printed
elsewhere In this number.
THE WINNING OF WHITE DOVE (Nov. 30).—
Moose Head, e Yuma brave, seeking the hand of
White Dore, the daughter of the chief, is Informed
by her father that he can only do so by securing the
SCalp Of the BlaCfcfOOl Chief, the haled enemy of the
Yuma tribe. Hoosehead sets forth, and upon reaching
the Blaekfoot camp he feigns illness. The deception wins him shelter, and the following clay he
makes an attempt upon the life of the chief. He
Is overpowered, but later escapes, anil the whole
Blaekfoot tribe gives pursuit. Moose Head is still
In the lead when he meets the Yuma chief and
his own tribe. They give battle to the pursuers,
and in the bitterly realistic- struggle the ltlackfoot
chief is slain ami Moose Bead obtains the scarf.
White Dove's dad keeps his bargain.

C. G. P. C.
LYDIA PUNKHAM'S LOVE STORY (Nov. 26).—
Because their parents object to thi> match. Lydla
and ll.nry are forced t" remain in their rooms in
adjoining houses and stare at each other across
the yawning yard. Bui love will And a way, even
thongb the- waj may be a little Inconvenient:
The
romance
ends happily after a train of
urrenees
uhi.h provoke a great many laughs.
PICTURESQUE
BRITTANY
(Nov. 26).— A pock
into the nasi i- given in this gorgeously
fllm, showing
the quaint beauty of this land with
the ruins of "nee magnificent structures.
THE LOVE OF ALGABERT AND ELIZABETH
(Nov. 29). — A si, ,iv of hep. less h.ve and sacrifice,
in which a young prince fails in love with a
princess, the daughter of bis ancestral enemy. The
princess, realizing the Impossibility of her love,
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enters
nvenl
The prince, raging at tin- fate
which
keeps him from his love, defies his enemy
bj entering their province slom i" meet Ma death.

MELIES.
THE SHERIFF PROTEM
(Dec. 5).— Joel Sheldon,
an old moonshiner, and his daughter Rachel, live in
a secluded shack among the mountains,
where, in
spite ot sheriff's searches ami raids, he contln
i
to make
and dispose of ins moonshine
whiskey.
i Indlug all attempts
of affection wasted
upon
Bachel, Tracy, a nondescript young mountaineer,
threatens to betray her father for the reward which
is offered for information leading to his capture,
and with this threat on his tongue, be leaves the
shack, Fearing for her father, Bachel teUs Sheldon
the truth and the old moonshiner lies in ai
awaiting the arrival of the sheriff and the man who
betrayed him.
Meanwhile, Tracy, still revengeful and remembering the reward offered by the sheriff for any information leading to the capture of Sheldon, bell ays the old moonshiner to the sheriff, who, on
account of a wounded arm, is unable to act, but
persuades and details his deputy, Forbes, to .serve
as Sheriff protein.
Guided by Tracy, Forbes makes his way into the
mountains, and upon approaching the shack, is tired
upon by Sheldon and left for dead. Rachel hearing
the nport of her father's rifle, anil fearing for
him, rushes out down the trail and stumbles over
the senseless body of Forbes. She supports him
back to the but, where she bandages his wounds
and then discovers the warrant for the arrest of
her father in Forbe's pocket. In an instant all her
attention
father's
old
loadedturns
rifle,tosheanger
sits anil
downtaking
beforeherhim,
and
with the rifle across her lap guards her guest while
she waits the arrival of "Dad."
Meanwhile, Tracy reaches the shack, and, looking
in through the window, sees the situation. He
enters and Rachel, forgetting Forbes, arises and
angrily accuses him of bis treachery, and, driven
to desperation by her taunts, he seizes the rifle and
in the struggle for possession there is a report and
a scream from Rachel as she staggers and sinks to
the floor. Frightened, Tracy turns to the open door
about to flee, when be is shot down by Sheldon
from the outside as he rushes up, thinking as he
saw the struggle through the open door, that Tracy
had shot Rachel.
Forbes now regaining consciousness, kneels beside the dying girl. Sheldon rushes into the shack,
and, thrusting him aside, kneels beside the body.
Realizing
his only
childandis he
dead,
the old peaceman's
spirits
are that
suddenly
broken
surrenders
fully to Forbes. The old moonshiner is marched
off to the sheriff's shack, where Forbes delivers up
his man and in disgust with bis duty done, be surrenders his hield and refuses to serve either the
sheriff or the state longer.

ARTHUR

V. JOHNSON

Leading Man

and Director, Lubin Co.

October
"

ist — The Amateur Iceman
19th — The Sporting Editor
31st— The Heavenly Voice
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Make Your Lobby Display
Attractive
THrt is nothing more
fascinating to the public
than a bright brass frame
to display your photos or
posters.
We make Lobby and
Theater Fixtures and
Brass Rails of every
description.
Writt for Catalog.
Don't fail to visit our
complete New York showro m, 101- 1 03 4th Ave.
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Correspondence.
PHILADELPHIA.
SOMH
time ago Manager
Baton »< the Midget
Bijou Theater, located at 1
and .Market streets, was running a special feature, which
Illustrated
withPrevious
a few "high
for
awaslobby
display.
to theart"
daypictures
on which
the subject ran Mr. Eaton placed the pictures in
the lobby, and allowed them to remain out over
Sunday. A telephone call to the house by a policeman on tin- beat was to the effect that tie- pi'tures
w.r. objectionable, and that they moat be taken
In. which was accordingly done. The next 'Jay
Mr. Eaton took the pictures and placed a uumb.r
of date- lints over a part of them, Just allowing
tin- load and a bare shoulder and Ode foot of the
iair maid i" be gazed upon by tin- passer-by. People bc.ame curious, and some went a- far as to
teal the date lines off to see the rest of the picture.
This
urrcd about twenty times.
As an adverlisit..
- could not be beat, and Mr. Eaton
claimed that Ie- showed that tilm to the large -t
houses he ever bad.
1 reel <; Nixon-NlrdlingcT is having a theater built
at 5533 Germantown
Avenue,
which will cost In
the neighborhood of $100,000.
D. H. Harper Is having a theater built at Front and Kocklaud strce
Logan.
having
1
houseLevick
built ft at Waldo
Seventhare and
Wolf a moving
-treets. picJ.
Fred Zimmerman will build another at Twenty-sixth
and Girard Avenue. Geruiantown Avenue will have
another, to be located at Kos. 6128-25, with Howard
Snowden as owner. Alterations are being made to
the theater at Franklin and Clearfield Still
another, to be known as the Little Theater, is
under course of construction at Fifty-second and
Cedar avenues, which will cost about $70,000. J.
Fred Zimmerman is about to build another at
Thirty-sixth and Chestnut streets, which will partly
be an apartment house. Announcement has also
been made that Mr. Xixon-Nirdlinger has purchased
a piece of ground at Lehigh and Germantown avenues, upon which be will erect a theater at a cost
of $275,000, and with the ground cost it will total
$400,000. Record has been made of the sale of
at the northwest < oruer
theater
picture
moving and
the Seventh
of
Watkins
streets to Benjamin Miller.
This transaction marks the first transfer .1 a house
in South Philadelphia for over two We
In the near future assistant machiue operators
will have to take out a license to operate projecting machines, if the city authorities do not let up
on the move which they have just started. It has
come to notice that a large number pf machine
operators who claim to be assistants are operating
more than the regular man. Several houses have
been very near being ordered to close until they
had both their men get the required license. A
number of operators claim that the second men
are not competent enough to take the examination
of the regular operator, and it Is proposed to have
a special examination for them.
Manager Smith of the new theater which opi ni d
on November 16 at Fifty-fifth and Chestnut str.
bad a record-breaking crowd. A spe. ial feature
was a contest, with a prize of $5 In g'»ld to the
winner, for the naming of the theater. Several
thousand names were submitted, but. owing to such
a large number to pick from, the wiuuer has not
as yet been announced.
Becker Brothers, who will shortly .pen a new
theater at 628 Moore Street, will give a dinner to
the members of the trade on the opening night.
a similar afSome time ago Messrs. Becker gave
fair, which was one of the most enjoyable events
that had taken place in the trade f.>r some time.
It is fullv expected that the next .liuner will far
surpass the previous one. and the men of the trade
are making special efforts to be present.
Howard S. Hartman of Beading, who MSI recent
visitor in the city, has just opened a oew theater
In that city, known as the Star, at 134 South
Tenth Street.
in PhilaEdward Kraupa, the pioneer film man
delphia, had some feat to perform after election
a friendday Mr. Kraupa made a wagerthatwith
if he lost he
Mr Kraupa backing Koosovolt—
would push a peanut a distance of twelve Bqus
the peanut.
break
not
and
crowbar,
steel
a
with
DUt'
CLEMENT
II. CONGDO
Of course Mr. Kraupa lost, and he pushed theN.pea-

AMONG

THE

EXHIBITORS.

Hollander awarded the
S. B. building.
New Orleans.
contract
to erect La.—
a theater
Cairo 111.— The Arcade theater will be rem
be opened
Pa.— A new
hereOld toForge.
cost $15,000.
Glbbs theater
& Co.. will
D
which
Co.,
Theater
Osbkosh
Oshkosh, Wis.— The
will have charge 01 the Grand Opera House In this
W. S. Buttorli-H of Battle
organized.
City, was
(r.ek.
Mich.,
is president.
Cincinnati. 0.— Plans have been prepared tor the
Theater building. ArchiNortland
erection
W. Stewart.
.v B.
tects Jas.ofB. the
New Market. la.— IT. Malony has sold the Isls
moving picture Show to Dan Pace, who took possession.
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INDEPENDENT
FILM STORIES
UNIVERSAL
CRYSTAL.
THE QUARREL (Nov. 24).— Mr. and Mrs. Lovey
are the bappleBt of newlywedB until one evening
tin y piny poker with their friend Joker. The young
couple have their tlrst quarrel, and Joker tries,
without success, to have them make up. Joker
captures a burglar, takes bis gun and clothes, and,
disguised, compels the loveys to kiss and hug.
Then he ties them together with a curtain rope
ninl phones for the police. The frantic efforts of
the frightened couple to get to the telephone, and
r lit- arrival of the police, who accuse them of having done the Job themselves, make a series of
laugh provoking
scenes.
THE VALET AND THE MAID (Nov. 24).—
A valet has a propensity for wearing his master's
clothes, meets a maid who Is In the employ of
bis master's lady friend. He thinks the maid Is
a swell, and she Imagines he Is the same. He
takes ber to the theater and to supper afterwards,
but greatly to his misfortune, picks out the restaurant where his master and the maid's mistress
are likewise dining. They Imbibe too freely of
liquid nourishment and when each is discovered
by their respective employers and ordered to their
homes, the valet upsets two heavily food-laden
tables, and helps make a wreck of what was formerly a perfectly good restaurant. The next day
master and valet are walking through the park,
the valet carrying master's grips, when they
chance to meet the maid and her mistress, the
maid leading her mistress's dog. They see each
other as they really are and their flirtation Is at
an end.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED WEEKLY NO. 86 (Nov. 13).—
MEMORIAL TO WASHINGTON— A beautiful monument is unveiled at Newark,
N. J.
A! TO POLO GAME— An exciting game of polo
is played at Des Moines, la.
LAUNCHING OF "IRON DUKE"— The Duke and
Duchess of Wellington christen England's new
battleship at Portsmouth.
CORN IS KING— The "Tillers of the Soil" hold
their annual corn fair at Terre Haute, Ind.
LORD GEORGE AT NEW SOUTH WALES—
Lord George presides at the annual session of the
Welsh
Choral Society.
SHERMAN'S FUNERAL AT UTICA— The late
Vice-president of the United States Is burled with
simple but Impressive
ceremonies.
STEEPLECHASE AT BELMONT PARK— Exciting scenes at the Autumn Race Meet at Belmont
Park, Long Island.
PARISIAN FASHIONS— Wonderful creations In
millinery are being exhibited In the Paris shops.
CARDINAL FARLEY— Assists in the dedication
of the Church of Immaculate Conception at Denver, Colo.
THE GATEWAY TO AMERICA— A picture showing Interesting views of the government Immigration station at Ellis Island, N. Y.
OUR NEXT PRESIDENT— Woodrow Wilson, the
President-elect, and family.
WHO'S WHO IN STAGELAND— Elizabeth Brlce,
the musical comedy star.

GEM.
THE TONGUELESS MAN (Nov. 19).— The tongueless man comes Into the lives of a young artist
and his wife In a , rather mysterious manner, but
later proves a valuable help in straightening out
the tangle of their lives. He becomes the devoted
ecrvltor of the artist and enters into their life as
though he had ever been a part. The couple are
dissatisfied with their lot, each not knowing why
their love for the other has grown cpld. She has
not awakened to the full realization of her love
for her husband, and he, man-like, allows the days
iihI weeks and months to drift by without one
demonstration of love. One day a supposed friend,
■mother artist, comes Into their lives, and, realizing the situation, makes desperate love to the wife.
He falls In bis conquest in compromising the wife,
but. instead, awakens in ber the real love for her
husband, hut tbe observant husband sees nothing
hut that his wife has ceased to love him and loves
another. At last. In desperation, tbe husband goes
out with the intention of destroying his supposed
rival, but tbe tongueless man stops him at the psychological moment and rescues him from a serious
attempt at crime and untangles the situation by
showing the husband that his wife has done nothing but Indulged in a light flirtation, and proves
that tbe wife really loves blm. The supposed
friend Is frightened away by the tongueless man,
and a happy reconciliation Is effected.

THE OPEN ROAD (Nov. 18).— Peggy Dodge and
l'.llly Martin are In love with each other, and both
lent with their lot until the breath of the
city Is wafted upon Billy Martin, In the form of
his old friend, Fred Dunn, who visits blm, In company with his stylish sister. The sister Jean takes
a fancy to Billy and asks hiin to come to the
city, which he does, leaving his sweetheart of the
facin alone. Dally sbe goes about ber tasks, but
misses ber sweetheart more and more. Every
morning be was accustomed to meet ber at tbe
big gate, which he opened for her as she drove
her oxen to the fields. Every evening he would
meet her and together they would drive borne and
share tbe evening meal. Billy soon tires of city
life, however, and one day decides to give up the
hustle of tbe city and return to bis farm and his
sweetheart. This he does, creeping up to his old
bedroom one night, and exchanging his beautifully
cut tailor-made clothes for the homespun of the
farm. This done, he creeps down to tbe same
gate at which he was wont to meet Peggy, and
as sbe starts to open tbe gate all alone be leaps
from his hiding place, faces her and asks ber forgiveness. In a nigment they are in each other's
arms.

AMBROSIO.
GRANDFATHER'S FORGIVENESS (Nov. 20).—
A young and
man hehas
married
without bis parents'
consent,
desires
a reconciliation,
the old
people refusing all his overtures. A mutual friend
devises a scheme for bringing the father and son
together again. Inviting the old people to dinner,
be tells the son to bring his wife and child to
the house, and the latter Is introduced as the son
of a friend, and soon becomes a prime favorite
with the old lady and gentleman, with whom he
takes dinner and charms them with all kinds of
childish attentions. Afterward, leaving the guests
for a moment, he returns, bringing with him his
father and mother, and the long delayed reconciliation at last takes place.

ECLAIR.
HIS DETERMINATION REWARDED (Nov. 19).
— Guy Olliver, a married man, has fallen into the
company of a certain Adolp, who lives by his wits
and scheming. He induces Olliver to gamble with
the usual result of losing. Olliver then begins his
peculations from his employer, is caught and sentenced to prison. His sentence expires. He is
hack among his wife and family determined to
live straight and keep away from the old associates. He secures a position. Adolp discovers
him and tries to persuade him back to tbe old
life. Olliver refuses and Adolp begins an underhanded persecution. He tells Olliver's employer
he has an ex-convict in his employee and Olliver is
discharged. Adolp keeps this up till Olliver discouraged of ever getting back into respectability
agrees to breakingjoin
job. Adolp and his gang in a houseThey are about to depart upon their depredation
when Olliver's little girl comes to the saloon, and
begs her papa to come home with her. The good
in the man awakens. Hastily he writes a note of
warning to the man whose home Is to be robbed.
This note he gives his child to deliver to the man
who is to be burglarized.
Adolp, Olliver and the men are In the home and
preparing to gather up the valuables when the
door opens and a shot Is fired. The child has delivered the note In time. The owner of the mansion secured policemen and all the gang are capturned with the exception of Oliver, who Is allowed to go free as a part reward for his act.
He Is given a position, his determination has been
rewarded.
MOTHER'S BANKROLL (Nov. 21).— Mrs. Tompkins decides to invest In a new piano, trading her
old upright. Tbe day the trade is to be consummated, sbe draws her money from tbe bank and
fearing to carry it with her on a short neighborly
visit, she decides to hide It In the house. Several
places suggest themselves, but sbe makes tbe
kitchen stove her temporary
vault.
Papa Tompkins has been using some oiled rags.
Taking them to the kitcben be opens tbe stove
and finds the roll. He imagines who had hidden
it there and feels that he can find a much safer
place.
In his daughter's room. In one
of
her He
dresserdoes,drawers.
Daughter Agnes has received a present by mall
that morning. Wishing to show it to her beau,
she runs up to her room, opens the drawer, and
under the little box finds the bank roll. Rather
at a loss to account for Its presence there, she
Imagines that It Is mother's. "Poor place," says
she, "I will find a really safe place for It." She
does,
brother Billy's room, In a hat on the
closet In
shelf.
Son Billy breaks his hat, remembering that he
has a "holdover" that Is fairly good, he repairs
to his room for It. He finds the roll. Imagines
the owner, and decides to place It where It will
be perfectly safe, the piano In the parlor.
The piano company sends for the old piano.
Agnes allows the men to take It. then leaves with
her beau for a soda. Bridget, the hired girl, returns. Although It Is her day off, builds a fire and
Mrs. T. returns to find her depository a blazing
furnace.
The father arrives, reassures her — money

gone — Agnes happens In — she reassures them both —
nothing doing — Billy found on tbe lawn, laughs at
their foolish fears, he shows them where it Is —
not — then comes tbe race after the piano, the
frantic unwrapping of same when found and the
final restoration of mother's bankroll to her, to
tbe surprise of the piano movers.
THE BLACK HAND (Nov. 21). — Mr. Bodkens
reads an account in the paper of different people
receiving black-hand letters and warnings. To blm
It Is a Joke until one of his fellow clerks impresses
on him the fact that they are really dangerous
and mentions that even he, Bodkens, is liable to
receive one.
Bodkens is a trifle nervous when he arrives home.
Finding an imprint of a black hand on his door
does not help matters and added to this, when be
and bis wife and four friends sit down to dinner,
tbe hand once more appears, this time on tbe
tablecloth. The search for the owner of the hand
and the finding of him. are amusingly shown and
must be seen to be enjoyed.
INSECT HUNTING (Nov. 22).— One will be able
to follow the hunting of Insects In meadows, the
hunting for Insects on branches by means of umbrellas, searching under stones and In the trunks
of trees, on carrion, etc., etc.; then in an extraordinary way one will learn how to bunt the
aquatic Insect. Next some very curious specimens will attract tbe spectator's attention by their
ugliness or ferocity, such as tbe Praying Mantis,
the Chryssomells or the Green Beetle, the ferocious carabls, etc. He will be able to also notice
the Dytiscus (swimming beetles), tbe enemies of
fish culture.

POWERS.
A LEG AND A LEGACY (Nov. 20).— Dave Wall
receives a letter from his uncle's attorney stating
that providing Dave marries a protegee of tbe old
man, who Dave has not seen for sixteen or seventeen years, the entire fortune will be left to tbe
new wife and Dave. Otherwise tbe fortune will
revert to the State. Dave Is in dire need of tbe
wealth left by the old man and Is thunder struck
at tbe conditions under which the money Is left
to him. He commissions his man-servant to Investigate and report to him regarding the beauty of
the unknown girl. Joe starts bis Investigation
and comes upon the young lady, who has been paddling in tbe river. She has replaced one shoe and
stocking. She hears someone approaching and
realizing tbe predicament sbe Is in she quickly
places tbe bare foot under ber and sits on It.
When the would-be hawkshaw discovers her, he
realizes on seeing only the one foot that the girl
is minus a leg.
He so reports to his master.
Dave resolves to let the fortune go by defanlt,
but when the landlord presses blm for his rent,
he realizes that there is nothing left for him
but to take the best of a bad bargain. In the
meantime a flirtation is taking place on the beach
between Dave and a very handsome young lady.
Dave is badly smitten, particularly so, after having saved the young lady from drowning. As
the two become better acquainted, they learn one
another's name when lo! and behold: they discover that each Is the one the other must marry
to Inherit t,be money.
HER YESTERDAY (Nov. 22).— Flo, a village
milliner, goes to the city and mingles with a
vicious set. She Is living with Dick in luxurious
apartments. She writes her parents that she has
a position In a millinery store at a small salary.
They write that they are coming to visit her and
sbe is alarmed. She rents a cheap room and Introduces them to it as her home. They leave and
sbe accompanies them to the station and then returns to tbe bumble apartments and thinks of
her deception, the shame of it all and the life
she is leading, and she is obsessed by a desire
to reform.
That night she meets her gay companions at a
cafe and tells them that she has decided to forsake the Immoral life and return borne. They
greet ber decision with jeers, but she leaves. She
Is followed by Dick to their apartments, but sbe
repulses him and returns to her native village.
There she meets Anson, who loves her. Sbe loves
blm in return, but cannot bring herself to mate
with the good man. She meets Dick on the street
and be forces ber to meet him, saying he must
have money and she must assist him to get It.
The building committee of the village church meets
and the money is entrusted to Anson. He passes
the Isolated spot where Flo meets Dick. Dick secretes himself and Anson shows Flo the money.
Dick being a witness unbeknown to the minister.
The preacher goes and Dick rejoins Flo and tells
ber he is going to rob the pastor. Flo forestalls
him by gaining entrance to tbe study of tbe pastor
through a window, armed with a revolver. Anson
Is seated In an adjoining room. Dick enters
through the door and is covered by Flo with a
gun. Sbe demands blm to go and not rob tbe
church, but In her fright she weakens and Dick
knocks the gun from her hand, the noise of which
arouses the minister and he grapples with Dick,
overpowering him. Dick thinks he has the solution and orders Anson to release him or he will
tell tbe world the shame of Flo. Sbe tells tbe
preacher
hold him
Dick tells
Flo's
past life.to When
Dickandhasthen
finished,
the of
minister
points to the door, bids Dick go, and takes the
trembling girl in his arms. He will forgive and
forget her past life.
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CURED!
(Nov. 88).— Mabel Jones
boarding-school,
filled with the
mi DovelUt and « i 1 1> a par
[Ipt upon a Sociological subml

"i police and having beard
■ about all the dealing!tfabel'e
with
he turns a deaf ear to her
pleadli
el perslal
In her determl
and i
eant la about to grow
real angry
whan
to cure licr of her mad
Infatuation
for under world subjects.
Among
the
- la a young novelist named
also writing a
navel and In which the heroine la a sneak thlei
planning and aided bj the res! of the
police boys, Mabi
It I are brought together,
be belli
to I"- "Shifty Sadie," the sneak
thief, and sbi knowing him us "Baffles," the gen
tleman burglar. Then follows a game "i cross
1 misunderstandings between the young
couple, which culminates In them both being ar
rested bj a strange policeman. Unfortunately for
rgeant, ins "fine station bund" In the matter is .1 scovered by the pair at the eleventh hour
ami throngs the kindly aid of a prison chaplain
they turn the tables on the sergeant and the
station bouse in general by getting married.

NESTOR
A FIGHT FOR FRIENDSHIP (Nov. 18).— Will
Irwin and Fred Seward are college chums and
friend-. On graduation day, being full-fledged engineer- arc reviewing the good times
they have bad together. During the temporary
absence of the boys, some students enter the room
and, as .i |eke, they mutilate several of Fred's
photographs, throw bis clothes around and put
some
In--returns
'nine valuable
in Will's
grip. of
Fred
and Mies belongings
into a passion
and
upon him
Will'sa entrance
he accuses
and finally
thief.
They
part bad himfriends.
A few years roll by and Fred proposes to and isf
■ d by Mae Rand, the daughter of the rich
contractor, John Kami. He Is told to "ask papa."
Fred selects a bad moment, for Mr. Rand is absorbed in a telegram which tells him that his
chief engineer has quit bis job and a big transportation project is held up. Fred sees the wire and
offers his services. Rand accepts and tells him
that if the contract is finished on time Fred can
marry
Mae.
Fred goes to work diligently, but his progress
is retarded by the surrounding ranchers, who object to the project. Finally they descend upon
the camp, intimidate the workmen and bribe the
storekeeper not to furnish further supplies. Fred
shows fight add is knocked unconscious.
foreman, believing Fred to be in a serious
condition, writes out a wire to send to Rand. As
he is about to send it. Fred's old elmm. Will,
rides up seeking a Job. He is acquainted with
the tacts, recognizes Fred and resolves to heap
coals of fir" <n bis head. He shows them his
credentials and attacks matters in a determined
way. Being refused stores, he makes a night raid,
binding the storekeeper, and leaving his check
for what he has taken. He demands the protection
of the sheriff and deputies and tights the ranchers
with bis own coin.
The work
is completed
as Fred
recovers
his
g powers. He asks to see the man who
saved his bacon, but Will rides away in a good
humor. leaving a little note asking for the return and continuance
of the old friendship.
IN THE LONG RUN (Nov. 20).— A happy little
family consisting of Jim Dowlan, bis wife and
mother. just finish their meal and Jim rides away
to town in business. No soner has be gone than
"One-shot Bill" rifles up and seeing the two women
alone, forces them to give him food and water,
after which he sets out for town. Arriving there,
he is i
Dy the sheriff, but before they
inrc him, Bill has made bis escape. Fleeing from tbi posse, Bill remembers the two timid
women in the shack where be bad demanded food,
so hurries there and commands them to hide him.
A- he bears the husband returning, Bill pushes the
wife m the closel In front of him, Informing the
lines her daughter's life not to
reveal bis hiding-place.
Jim enters, but can get
faction from the mother, but looking in the
mirror on the opposite wall, he sees Rill as he
"pens thi
door to threaten her, and realizes
bis wl
lid he make
a false move.
A- he ;s p, , g i„ decide what would be the beat
the sheriff
and
his posse
approaching Then enter
the shack,
but Jim
is
to declare he knows nothing of Kill.
When
■ iff departs, Jim steps out on the pretext
of Joining
his party,
but really to tell of the
ido'e hiding-place. Acting upon the sheriff's
advice, .Tim mounts and rides away with the men,
but DOt so the sheriff and bis deputies. They station themselves on either side of the door, so
when Bill, believing the coast clear, comes outside, tbi | ii • ace disarm him and lead htm away
to ills just
lies, its,
THE SHANGHAIED COWBOYS (Nov. 22).—
The foreman of the O. D. Ranch is having the
"deuce and all" of a time with his cooks. The
lion fires herself while in her usual unaober
conditio! The foreman plans a treat for the hoys
and engages
a real live French cook.
The boys

MOVING

PICTURE

Wukl.D

are expectantly awaiting results and have brought
a large appetite along with them. m. Caspar Is
Introduced and gri
or two of the boys in
enthusiastic style, leaving them wiping their faces
in disgust,
The course dinner is served In
portions and the finger howl water duly drank and
the hoys ask tor something to eat.
I aspar is enraged, and roes.
The boys adjourn, drlnl
and deep end hie themselves to a box car to talk
Keep slumber overtal.es them and breaks
np an Interesting debate. The 1k>x car lands them
In a seaport town. The captain of the "Nancy
Lee" is over particular about the polishing of bis
deck and brasses. The seamen don't like the job
and they desert In a body. The captain and the
so ashore. They cannot sail without a
crew.
Disappointment drives them to a saloon, and
there they find a bunch "f mystified cowboys trying to find out where they are and why? A bright
Idea strikes the captain, and for a slight eoniiiii the barkeeper adds something to the
grog, which sends them into dreamland once
more. When they awake they are confronted by
the captain and bis mat", are forced to don
togs and holystone decks and clamber into the
rigging. They do it unwillingly and ungracefully.
The boys eoncoet a plan. They wait their chances
and lasso the captain and the mate and force the
man at the wheel to steer for terra firms. Arriving, they take the first train home ami are received with open arms by the puzzled foreman
and two delightful girls, who are assisting the
repentant and reinstated cooky "of the first part"
in the culinary department.

CHAMPION.
BLUE RIDGE FOLKS (Nov. 18).— Dallas Walters
and Jani.s Barker, two young farmers, love Ruth
Barton. Dallas is the favored suitor, and this inof Marker to such an extent that
In- threatens to foreclose the mortgage on the house
of Mrs. Walters, Dallas' mother. But the demand
Is met by Dallas, much to the surprise of Barker,
who then picks a quarrel with Dallas. A tramp
who bad beard Dallas tell Ruth of his payment to
Barker, goes to Barker's house with the Intention
lllng the money, but is caught by Barker.
In the fight which follows the tramp bits Barker
on the head, rendering him devoid of bis reasoning
powers, but Barker manages to fire a shot at the
tramp, who, in falling down, knocks over a lamp.
which sets the bouse on fire. Barker walks out of
the burning house unseen by anyone. Dallas hears
the alarm of fire and rushes to the borne of Barker,
believing that he is responsible for the fire, on account of the squabble he had with him. He Is seen
coming out by tin- housekeeper and is arrested. By
the aid of Dallas' brother he makes his escape
from the courthouse. They go to the mountains,
pursued by the sheriff and his posse, where they
discover Barker, whom they thought bad perished
in the fire. Barker, whose reason has been returned
by a fall, explains his fight with the tramp who
had perished in the fire. This exonerates Dallas,
who immediately marries Ruth.
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TRAPPED
BY FIRE
(Nov. 19)
The mother is
dying. She commends the care of her younger
son, Bill, to his eldest brother. Jack, who accepts
the trust. Jack is steady and trustworthy and
has his hands full with his well-meaning but
harum-scarum brothers. The boys go West and
obtain employment on Circle C Rranch, where
both fall in love with Milly, the ranchman's daughter. Jack proposes to Milly, but it is made clear
to him that the girl is interested in Billy. As
soon as Jack sees this he accepts the situation
sorrowfully. The cowboys go off to the roundup.
leaving Jack and Bill in charge. Bill and Jack
go riding; they see the Indians drinking and
scent
trouble. It becomes
necessary
for one
of the boys to defend the pass in order to let the
other carry a warning to the cowboys. They draw
and Jack so arranges it that Billy may get away.
The Indians give chase and divide up, one lot going to the ranch and the other chasing the boys.
Billy warns the cowboys and they get to the
ranch in time to rescue Milly and her father from
the burning cellar in which they have taken
refuge.
are repulsed
Jack's body
is found The
andIndians
all recognize
how and
faithfully
poor
Jack kept his trust.
THE HALF-BREED SCOUT (Nov. 23).— The
pioneers are moving West. The guide Dickson,
and Jim are both in love with Lucy. Jim has the
call. Dickson cannot accept his defeat gracefully,
and when Jim finds him forcing his attention upon
Lucy, there is a struggle, in which Dickson is
worsted. Dickson temporarily abandonds the
wagon train, which runs out of water on the desert.
Croat Buffering results. Dickson rides up with
water and offers to supply the wagon train if
Lucy is given him in marriage. Lucy, seeing the
suffering around her, offers to go with him, but
Jim and others Interfere and he rides away.
Jim starts out to find water and is found on the
point of death by some trappers, who revive him.
They ride in haste to the wagons and find a few
survivors. Lucy being one of them. The refugees
are taken to the settlement. Later the Indians
visit the setlement for trading purposes, Dickson
accompanying them. He sees and recognizes Jim
and Lucy, but they do not see him. Dickson
awaits his chance, selects a moment when Lucy
is out alone, seizes her and rides off with her.
He takes her to his squaw. Red Flower's tepee.
Jim and the trappers give chase when her absence
is discovered,! but have to abandon their search.
Red Flower resents the intrusion of the "white
squaw," but relents when Lucy soothes her and
attends to the bruises inflicted by Dickson. She
crawls through the back of tli" tepee with I.ney.
leads her to the edge of the cliff and going down
first, the two women cautiously descend to the
bottom of the cliff.
Dickson and the Indians set out to track them,
but Red Flower's cunning is more than equal to
I loir-, and after hiding during the day. Red Flower sieals up to the camp at nightfall and takes
two horses. The women ride away. Dickson and
the Indians hear the sound of galloping and follow. The girls reach the border of the settlement
Just In lime, and Jim and the trappers ride out
and rescue them. Dickson and the braves are
pursued, and Dickson Is killed. Jim and Lucy
are reunited.

REX.
THE
DEBT
(Nov. 21).— A review of this tworeel drama, as written by Mr. Q. P. niaisdell, was
on
pagi
published
in the issue under date of November
2.

JACKS WORD (Nov. 25).— .Tack Burton was
very active in assisting the sheriff of the county
in running down cattle thieves and on the occasion
of the capture of Arizona Jim, a notorious horsethief, he so distinguished himself that he was
nominated
for sheriff.
Proud of the honor done him, Jack hurries to his
sweetheart to inform her of his newly elected office,
but she, having a horror for gun-fights, exacts a
solemn promise from him never to shoot or seek
to injure a fellow-man. if he desires her for his
wife. Lurking in the vicinity, Arizona Jim, having served his term in prison, and nursing a grudge
asainst Burton, overhears the promise made and
plans to turn it to his advantage. Reolizlng that
he cannot keep bis promise and remain sheriff,
Jack sees his predecessor and in the presence of
the assembled inhabitants of the town, turns over
the office to him. The old sheriff is at a loss to
understand the reason and as Jack will not explain, his friends believe he has developed a
"streak of yellow"
and are disgusted.
Their suspicions are confirmed when Arizona Jim,
knowing he is immune from punishment because
of Jack's promise, publicly insults him and when
Jack does not resent it with gun-play he is branded
a coward. The last straw is added to his endurance when Arizona Jim insults him in the presence
of his girl. Jack controls himself, then taking the
lady home he seeks his tormentor in a saloon and
invites him to drink. Not understanding this new
attitude of the submissive Burton. Arizona accepts
the proffered 'drink and draws his gun to further
humiliate Jack in the presence of his old-time
friends. Jack quickly whips out his gun and dares
the man with the drop to shoot. A coward at
heart,
the his
muzzle
and hisArizona
nerve looks
failinginto
him,
own of
gunJack's
drops gun
to
the floor. Jack takes him by the collar and jerkins him out of the saloon shows him up as a coward and compels him to leave the town. He hurries to his sweetheart's home, where the news of
the incident had already been carried and she accuses him of having broken his promise to her.
For an answer he draws his gun and opening the
ejector shows that his weapon had never been
loaded throughout the encounter. The news reaches
his old-time friends and Jack is given an ovation
that proves his complete vindication.
HER OWN COUNTRY (Nov. 28).— The Mendez
family, never having had a child of their own, had
raised the orphan daughter of an American ranger.
Proud and arrogant themselves, they had tried to
impart to their ward a spirit of intolerance for
all things, excepting family pride and traditions,
but in this they had failed.
The crisis came in Viola's life with the arrival
of Juan Corte, a cousin of the family. Meeting
the unsophisticated girl, he desires to have her
for his wife. His suit is looked upon with great
favor by her Spanish foster parents. But Viola
startles them all by an indignant refusal. She
steals out In the dead of the night in an effort
to escape and she becomes lost on the desert,
where she is discovered by an American ranger,
who places her on his horse and brings her to his
camp. In the morning she tells him her story and
he determines to shield her from her foster-parents
and lay siege to her heart.
Leaving her comfortable at the camp he goes
out to bunt. When her absence Is discovered, all
is confusion and Juan Corte declares be will pursue
her. britis her back and compel her to accede to
marry him. He finds the right trail and coming
upon the girl in the camp of the ranger, he seizes
her and returns to the hacienda. Once within, the
ponderous -ate is locked and with the key In his
possession the enraged Spaniard taunts the poor
girl, tellins her that on the morrow they will
repair to the Mission and he married. Viola determines to make
one
more
attempt
to escape.
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Charley Dexter, the ranger, returns to his camp
ami seeing the horses tracks and signs of tbfl
struggle, at once surmlsei
what
has happened,
D turn, follows the trail and comes to the
la, Hi- bean Viola tumbling with the gate
ni>. I rails (ml i-uu I iousl.v. She answers hlra and be
knows be Is on the right track. Carefully scaling
tii.' wall, at drops beside her. They start for the
mnall side gate, »lini they are discovered by Juan,
who raabet al the American Intruder, poniard In
band, Dexter plant! a blow directly between
Juan's eyes and be drops unconscious. Mendez
moused b] tbe struggle, hurries to the gate with
« gnu.
bat
the American
is mounted,
speeding awa] with his couutrywoniau to a life
ol bapp
THE HIDDEN TREASURE (Nov. 30).— Kill Binks
void his property and came home in high glee,
carrying the currency, for Bill didn't believe In
banks. Hill tried to think of an unusual place
to bide that currency and finally hit upon an old
pair of hoots. Then Bill betook himself off without Baying a word to his faithful helpmeet. Pudd'efoot I'ete, awakening from a delightful slumber
beneath tbe sheltering side of a barrel, stretched
himself and made way for the "eats." Repeated
knocks at Bill's door so Incensed Bill's wife tbat
in desperation she hurled half the articles from the
kitchen at poor I'ete and wound up with tbe boots.
Getting into the boots, Pete found a giant stack
of bills. Recovering from his faint, he set out
upon the task of making the world happier, and
Incidentally spreading Bill's bills wherever there
■eemed no joy. He hired an automobile and set
out for a restaurant. What Pete did to the
chicken and the sugar is a scream. With a full
etomacb he hailed forth once more and seeing
a poor woman grinding an organ fell to dancing,
much to tbe happiness of all concerned. He left a
small package of bills behind him and sallied
forth in quest of all sorts of funny adventures.
Passing a grocery store, Pete stopped dead.
Perspiration broke out in great beads on bis forehead, for there staring him in the face was forty
boxes of soap, neatly arranged on the store front.
Pete didn't hesitate. Calling an express wagon,
he paid for the soap and personally saw it taken
to the wharf. Then he carefully piled It up and
made one grand plunge into the middle of it,
and thus did Pete get back at an old enemy. He
wound up the day in a remarkable manner. Out
of a new building, friends carried an injured workman. Pete followed them sadly home. To the
wife he gave what remained of bis money, and
after a brief Interval of desperate misery, struck
op a tune and went back to sleep on his lumber
pile.
ON BOARD THE "S. S. DUBUQUE, " NAVAL
TRAINING SHIP (Nov. 30).— Much has been said
and done to popularize the State Militia department, but little is known about the naval training stations and through the courtesy of the Illinois Naval Reserve this series of pictures gives
the outside world a beautiful glimpse of the routine through which the recruits are passed to become able seamen in the service of the marine
department of Uncle Sam.

PUNCH.
OH YOU BABY (Nov. 28).— Tom Long and Billy
Short are two friends in hard luck. Billy Is so
very small that Tom conceives the idea of dressing
him in baby's clothes and leaving him on the
doorstep of a handsome residence, so that he will
be taken into the bosom of a wealthy familv,
where he will be In a position to at least get
enough to eat to relieve their Immediate healthy
appetites. Billy is left upon Mrs. Love's doorstep,
where he is found and received with joy by the
family. He has a hard time keeping from making
love to the maid, and at night admits Tom to the
house and entertains him in lavish style with the
aid of Mr. Love's cigars and champagne. The
maid takes Billy out for an airing in the baby
carriage. She meets her sweetheart and Billy has
a hard time controlling his jealousy, especially
when the Frenchman takes a violent dislike to
the baby (?). Finally Billy forgets himself and
•tarts a fight, which proves him to be tbe most remarkable baby on record.
POOR FINNEY (Nov. 28).— Finney, a boob, loves
Marlon Dean, but she cannot be bothered with him.
Seeing that Finney annoys bis sister, little Billv
decides to play a trick on him. He lines Finney's
bat with llmburger cheese. The victim of the
joke has a bad cold and cannot smell a thing. But
everybody else can. He goes up on a Fifth Avenue
bus, and is immediately left in sole possession.
Everybody avoids him and he cannot understand
why. Finally his hat is lifted from bis head and
wafted down a sewer. He buys a new one and
meets Marion at the lake. She is with a young
Lieutenant, whom she presents to Finney as her
fiance. Overcome with emotion poor Finney dives
overboard and is last seen at tbe bottom of the
ocean petting the fish and hoping that they, at
least, will love him.

MAJE8TIC.
HAZEL KTRKE (Nov. 17).— A review of this
two-reel subject is published in another part of
this issue.
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THANHOUoER.
THE TRUANT'S DOOM (Nov. 24).— Tommy was
vigorously opposed to the idea of going to school.
lie toleratetl going to school for a few days, then
deter ruined to "play hookey" and hied himself to
where he knew there was good fishing. He was
bapps for awhile, then weariness asserted itself,
and he fell asleep. Tommy had a frightful dream.
He imagined tbat cruel constables were placed
upon his trail by a stern teacher, that he was
captured and led to court, where all reviled him.
Even his own mother disowned him as he was
led away ofto shame.
a felon's Incellhisanddream
garbedhe inand
the another
striped
uniform
convict escaped, but the bloodhounds of the law
relentlessly took up the chase, overtook their prey
at the banks of a river, and tbe trembling schoolboy was shot to death. He was extremely happy
to wake up a few moments later and find he was
still alive. In his gratitude he decided never to
play truaut again.
THE THUNDERBOLT (Nov. 26).— A broker who
was trying to get rich dishonestly, found himself
in danger of arrest. Just as he was preparing
for flight a neighbor entered. This man had been
poor all his life, but coming unexpectedly into a
legacy of $10,000, decided tbat tbe broker was
the man who could invest the money for him.
The broker took the cash, stuffed it into his pockets
and left his office forever. He decided that this
windfall should be set apart for his little daughter.
The old lodge keeper on his estate had been in
his employ for years, and was very fond of the
little girl. To him the broker went, swore him
to secrecy and obedience, and gave him the money,
which he promised to hide from everybody until
the girl came of age. The broker then departed,
but was captured while trying to escape, convicted,
and served ten years in prison.
On his release the broker hunted up his old
servant, intending to reclaim the money and with
it and his daughter to start life anew. The servant had been faithful to his trust, but when the
broker arrived the other man was on his death
bed, and passed away without being able to tell
where he had hidden the money. The ex-convict
and the girl were sitting alone one night when a
fearful storm arose. A thunderbolt struck the
house, wrecked the stone chimney and in fragments
it fell tumbling into the room. The old man
jumped forward, and out of the rubbish pulled a
small strong box. He opened it with trembling
hands and extracted a roll of bills. A yellow piece
of paper was bound with them, but this dropped
to the floor as the ex-convict counted the money.
The girl picked up the paper and glanced at it.
She then learned that the bills were the same
ones her father had stolen years before, the victim
being the father of the young man to whom she
was engaged.
The girl declared that the money should be restored to the rightful owner. The old man protested, and the argument grew heated. Suddenly
the
openednearby
and he
the had
girl's
entered.
From door
his home
seenfiance
the lightning
strike the lodge and hurried over to be of assistance. The girl took the money from her father,
placed it in her sweetheart's hand and asked his
forgiveness.
THE
FOREST
ROSE
(Part One)
(Nov. 29)
Forester and Maywood, two wealthy neighbor planters, volunteered their services to defend their country when the war of the Revolution broke out.
Forester was made colonel of his regiment, while
Maywood became a captain. The men mortgaged
their plantations and gave the benefits to the
government, which was hard pressed for funds.
Colonel Forester was mortally wounded at the
battle of Cowpens, but before he passed away.
Captain Maywood promised that he would care for
Forester's motherless little girl. Maywood's family
at the close of the war was so penniless that the
government gave them 1,000 acres of land, which
at that time was known as the Northwestern territory, and into this land journeyed the family.
As the years went by Albert, one of Maywood's
sons, fell In love with Rose Forester. Albert continually cautioned his father against the invasion
of the Indians, but the elder man was opinionated
and declared that there was no danger. One day
when Albert and his friend, Louis Wetzel, returned
from a hunting trip they found that Maywood's
cabin had been destroyed by fire by the Indians,
and apparently all of Its occupants, with the exception of Rose, whom Wetzel, by virtue of his woodcraft, determined had been carried off by the
Indians.
Part Two. — Albert Maywood vows that he will
avenge the death of his parents and will rescue
the abducted Rose. He and Wetzel set out and
track the Indians. They rescue Rose, but the trio
encounter another band of Indians, who capture
Albert and Rose, Wetzel being successful in making his escape. Albert, however, by his cleverness
soon effects his escape, and he and Wetzel go In
seaich of Rose. In their wanderings tbey come
upon a small fort upon the banks of the Hockhocking River, tbe commandant of which Is In
fear of an attack from the Wyandottes. Albert
and Wetzel go on a reconnolterlng expedition for
the commandant, and from a place called Standing
Stone tbey observe tbe Indian village far below.
As their canteens are nearly empty, Albert takes
them to a nearby stream to refill them, and there
he meets two women, apparently Indians.
Fearing

that they will give the alarm, he grapples with
them, and In tbe course of the struggle he disthat one of them Is bis "Forest Rose." The
real Indian woman escapes, spreads tbe alarm,
and hundreds of Indians surround Standing Stone.
While tbe two men are planning the defense Rose
slips away, but returns, aids the white men to
pass tbe sentries and escapes with them. The
trio are followed, but after many hardships reach
married.
the
fort, where Albert and the "Forest Rose" are

SOLAX.
THE PARALYTIC (Nov. 27).— The story revolves
about the jealous plots of Stephen Swenson. a man
with little or no moral sense. He Is jealous of
young Henry George, who Is betrothed to Blanche,
the daughter of the paralytic. Swenson hires two
thugs to "do up" his rival. The thugs drop I
down a well, In the sight of the paralyzed man,
who Is powerless to Interfere. Knowing that the
paralytic cannot divulge the crime, Swenson comes
back to make love to the paralytic's daughter.
What follows is the pantomimic agony of the paralyzed man in bis mute attempt to disclose the fact
that Swenson is a murderer.
JENKINS - PERKINS WAR (Nov. 29). — Sallie
Jenkins and Blllie Perkins are engaged to be
married. Their fathers go to a political meeting.
Old man Perkins is a rank Roosevelt man, and
old man Jenkins is a Wllsonite. Tbey have a
fierce quarrel at the meeting. On their return
they find their children making love and separate
them. Blllie sends a note to his sweetheart, which
asks her to meet him in his auto, and they would
go to town and get married. Each one leaves a
note to their fathers, telling them what they Intended to do. Tbe respective parents discover the
notes and drive after them. There is an explosion
in the automobile, which gives the parents an opportunity to catch up with them. The parents
take their children home.
At early dawn Billy, disconsolate, decides to
commit suicide and throw himself into the river.
He leaves a note to his father to this effect, and,
tearing up the sheets of the bed, makes a rope
of them and exits by the window. Sallie, also
very disconsolate, decides to commit suicide at the
same place, and leaves a note to ber father, telling
him of her intention, and also makes a rope of
the sheets of the bed and descends from the
window.
Blllie arrives at the boathouse. On the dock are
a number of boats piled one on top of another, so
that one cannot see from one side to the other.
Billy arrives on one side, looks at the water, gets
cold feet and sits down to think, drawing his hat
down. As he does so, Sallie arrives on the other
side of tbe boat, throws her gloves and pocket-book
on the pier, looks at the water — gets cold feet and
decides to wait. Those moments are fatal, for it
gives the old people a chance to catch up and spoils
the dual suicide, but Jenkins and Perkins make up
and the merry war is called off.

GAUMONT.
GAUMONT WEEKLY, NO. 36 (Nov. 13).— A
BUNCH OF BUSY BEES. So trained by a Callfornian that thev are perfectly harmless.
A DANCING DWARF. Small individual who has
been entertaining millions at recent country fairs.
THE NEWEST ZEPPELIN. German Inventor produces one more airship that la now in commercial
use.
WAITING FOR THE ROBERT B. LEE. Animated pictures illustrating the popular song.
WILL HE BE SECRETARY OF STATE? President-elect Wilson, the morning after election, talking to William F. McCombs, his campaign manager,
who possibly w-ill have a cabinet position.
OFF FOR MOROCCO. Alpine soldiers leave Marseilles for French-African territory.
A WESTERN EXCURSION. Seattle folks spend
a happy day on the Inland ocean.
THE CZAR ON DRESS PARADE. Russian ruler
In full uniform at Moscow.
FUNERAL OF A FAMOUS PRIEST. Rev. Dean
Gessnar dies at Elizabeth, N. J.
THE STEAMBOAT RAMS A DOCK. Portland,
Ore., steamer wrecks herself and sinks at her dock.
MAY FLOAT SINKING SHIPS. Brazilian Inventor designs apparatus to prevent disabled steamers sinking.
SAN ANTONIO AUTO RACES. Four-wheelers
glide around southern track In splendid array.
Barney Oldfleld, who broke the record for one mile
on this occasion.
One racer bad a smasb-up.
KNGLISH NAVAL REVIEW. His Majesty's
ships inspected by English Royal Family. Many
British warships are now equipped with aeroplanes.
The Prince of Wales comes ashore.
FOUR HEARTS THAT BEAT AS TWO (Nov.
21). — Pearl, on the way home from school for a
holiday, discovers that tbe yonng man In the railroad car Is quite to her fancy. To their profound
joy they both discover that they are bound for
the same station. They agree that they shall
meet
again and
so manifestly
Pearl's
man-servant
Is agree
most it
highly
shocked that
at tbe
tinconventionality. Fearl, like other well-regulated
ladles, has a father. Much to tbe Joy of all concerned, the young man of her railroad acquaintance pops on tbe scene with his mother, who seems
to be an Inamorata of Pearl's father.
The young
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Wanted
Feature Reel Managers, with
Small Capital, who understand
the feature film Rental game,
operating State Right offices.
We will furnish half the capital
necessary to open offices. We
want hustlers. Write for particulars.

United Feature Film Co.
411 Century Building,

St. Louis, Mo.

MOVING PICTURE MACHINES
& LANTERNS

iumST-HTtR THAH calc
*-*7 1 3 Mtfiom c Tom pic

10
The

Send fo*- Catak*:

ANNOUNCEMENT

Cheapest,

SLIDES

lc.

No Binding, No Cover Glass Required —
Quickest, Surest and Best Slide for Announcements.

DEUEL'S

CRYSTAL
DOES

THE

SLIDE
WORK

COMPOUND

Just coat your Glass Slide with the Compound, write or print your
announcement and you have a sharp, clear slide that will not Crack,
Peel or Mar.
The slides are washable.
COMPLETE OUTFIT TO MAKE 2000 SLIDES: $2.00
S. HOYT

DEUEL

CO. (Not Inc.)

O.
I
EATURE
M ^^
I L
^
EXHIBITORS
TAKE ^
NOTICE
S
U
O
M
FA
Largest and best Feature Film Exchange in the West — buying all headliners released — buying two feature
sets each week — book any of the
following features:
Pope Pius X, only picture in action
ever taken of this great man (See
Moving Picture World), consisting
of iooo feet — three sets.
Sarah Bernhardt in La Tosca, 2,000
feet — three sets.
Sarah Bernhardt
in Camelias — Big
money
getter
3 reels
Phantom Bandit — Continuation of
Zigomar. Most wonderful set ever
produced, 3,500 feet — two sets.
Convict 10 and 13
3 reels
Ten Nights in a Barroom.. .. 4 reels
Bull Fight (Taken last July)
3 reels
The Call of a Woman
3 reels
The Last of the Frontignacs. 3 reels
Power
of Destruction
3 reels
Jesse James
3 reels
Fatality
3 reels
Parisian Stage Romance
3 reels
Rose of the Apaches
3 reels
Carmen
3 reels
Under World of Paris
3 reels
All of the above have been purchased
within the last thirty days, brand new
out of the can. Write for dates and
get on our mailing list — Heralds,
Banners, Lobby Displays. Photographs, one, three and six sheet
posters for all our features.
EXCHANGE 505-6-7-8

Holland Bldg.

St. Louis, Mo.

No. 1 E. Huron St., CHICAGO

MOTION PICTURE SUPPLIES
WHOLESALE

and RETAIL

PHOTOGRAPHIC

SUPPLIES

EDISON
MOTIOGRAPH
POWERS
SIMPLEX
STANDARD

MACHINES b CARBONS

Ticket Hangers
Reels

Carrying Cases
Rewinders

Machine Parts
Disinfectants

THEATRE

SEATING

Asbestos Booths
Exit Signs

Everything for the Motion Picture Theatre except the Film

PICTURE THEATRE EQUIPMENT Co., 21 LLS^il 1*.°*

8i8

THE

MOVING

5SIFIED
Classified

Advertisements,

three
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WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS
cents

SITUATIONS
WANTED.
Op
BMectrti tan, Builder,
fears,
best referem e.
BulH
opi
year.
All
successful.
MANAGBB,
"Koxy," lvlla, Iowa.
Manager,
iu

DEVELOPER (negative and positive), s years' experience all lines
itograpbie.
ences.
Address
i>. A., care oi Moving
Plcturi
World, New York City.
WANTED — Permanent position by A-l operator of
si\ Mais' experience. Also slater experienced vaudeville picture player. Joint or Bame city. Both very
reliable and steady. Wisconsin, Michigan or Minnesota preferred. Only responsible managers answer.
n. it. l., care of Moving Picture World,
New York City.
AT LIBERTY — Experienced pianist and pipe '>rganlst.
State working hours.
Address
MUSICIAN,
tare of Moving Picture World, Chicago, III.
MOVING
PICTURE OPERATOR— w islies position.
Experience; understands machines.
Address RALPH
M, QBABN, Watertown, s. Dak,
EXPERT PICTURE PIANIST— wife trap drummer, want situation Southern California. Address
FLETCHER,
84 Hampton Court, Vancouver,
1'.. •'.,
Canada.
PIANIST — T'nlon,
desires permanent
position in
picture
house,
Experienced
In picture
playing,
•s
Married.
Prefer
western
towns
or
British
Columbia.
Address
BERTRAND
SMITH,
Walla Walla, Wash.
THEATRES FOR SALE.
FOR SALE — One of the prettiest little photoplay
houses in the State, seating 361; business tine.
Every modern equipment. A winner for any one
who can devote the time to it. A paying proposition all year around. Situation, 70 miles from New
York City. Write quick; owner cannot give same
his attention. Address OPPORTUNITY, Moving
Picture World, New York City.
FOR SALE — Moving picture show and vaudeville
tin aire.
Two shows adjoining each other iu same

couple quickly find that they are not alone in their
billings and eooiugs and that their elders are
Conducting a little courtship of their own. Due to
an unfortunate collision of the two fond couples
there is a halt in the passion program of the elder
couple and Pearl's father writes to Fred's mother
saying that all is over between thera because he
thinks it his duty to give attention to his daughter
and not go entering into double harness again.
III. younger generation of this conjugal quartet
disbelieve in this pre-nuptial divorce idea of their
parents and with a diplomacy worthy of the foreign corps, they reunite their elders and Pearl
gallantly proposes for her bashful father. Thereupon .hi retire to a Jeweler's shop and get a wholesale price on wedding
rings.
THE DESTRUCTIVE DUELISTS (Nov. 26).—
Calino, getting doughty In his young age, struts
into his club and over a trifle, quarrels with a fellow member. A duel is inevitable. They arrive
at the dueling grounds. The spirit is willing,
but the aim is weak. Both duelists perforate
everything In the neighborhood but each other. f
Their idea of a duel is of the "catch-as-you-can"
kind and they proceed to duel all over the immedlate neighborhood. Calino, considering it advantageous to be at the head of the procession,
takes the lead with the assistance of his two very
good legs. In the characteristic French fashion
they bungle into all sorts of places and like the
bull in the china shop overturn crockery, people
and card tables, table d'hote meals and their own
reputations for courage. Callno's opponent is a
good marathon racer and keeps right on after him.
Their course takes them into the river and finally
ends with both very much battered and bruised,
tint with their honors satisfied to the hilt. In
jail, they proceed
to smile
and make
up.

RELIANCE.
THANKSGIVING
(Nov.
87).— According
to the
agreement
of Holly's
she is As
to
spend Thursday
of each separated
week withparents,
her father.
Holly's
mother
is
preparing
Thanksgiving
dinner
the maid takes her to her father, who gives her a
big doll. On the way home Dolly gets lost and
or girl by the name of Mary Qret, who
invites her to her home. Dolly's mother Is distracted upon the non-arrival of her child. She
telephones her husband to come to her. and together they go to the police station. Mary's parents also rush there. When Mary's parents return
Mary is preparing the Thanksgiving dinner. A t.w
minutes later a policeman arrives, who recognizes
Dolly. lie asks her to come to her home, but she
refuses, Mary's father then slips out and he returns with Dolly's parents.
Dolly suggests that

per

word,

cash with

order;

50

cents

lobby with up-to-date Boda fountain. Only vaudeville theatre In city ol (0,000. Controls Gus Sim
franchise. Scats around live hundred. Picture
show about three bundled. Control
si Franchise. Making g 1 money,
I must
sell on acI "l my health,
Can't give it proper attention.
120,000.00 Invested, a bargain tor live man. I
own the blllpostlng plants in Lexington and principal Blue Grass towns. Must soil them too. Lnother Iddresa i.. ti. RAMSEY,
Hippodrome, Lexington, Ky.
Five ami ten-cent theatre, pki seating capacity.
Doing big business. On account of mj other buslness can't give same attention. Will sell for a
sacrifice. Write quick. Address JOSEPH WITTMANN, Woodhaven, N. Y.
FOR SALE — Moving picture theatre in town of
eight thousand, doing nice business. For full particulars address 312 W. Bueyrus St., Crestline, Ohio.
FOR SALE — Theatre, best located, newly equipped, prettiest house In Detroit, Mich. Invoices
$6,000.00. 5-year lease, good stage, capacity 460,
rent $125.00. Profit last week .Ss.'.iki (pictures only),
can prove it. (3,700.00 takes it. Partners disagree.
Address CIIAS. II. BAIIU), Holly, Mich.
THEATRES
WANTED.
WANTED — To lease or buy moving
picture theater. Nothing hut live propositions considered.
Addross
M.
s.
DEISON,
-122
Howes
St.,
Clarksburg,
W. Ya.
MILLION DOLLAR MOVING PICTURE COMPANY, JUST FORMED, IS DESIROUS OF PURCHASING, OR LEASING, MOVING PICTURE THEATERS. STATE FULL DETAILS IN FIRST LETTER. ADDRESS DOLLARS, CARE OF MOVING
PICTURE WORLD, NEW YORK CITY.
WANTED — To buy picture or vaudeville house,
center or northwest preferred. Address M. H.
CABBY, Pipestone, Minn.
CAMERA FOR SALE.
FOR SALE— BIOSCOPE CAMERA, FOUR MAGAZINES, CARRYING CASE, BRAND NEW, LONG
AND SHORT FOCUS LENSES. PRICE $250. WILL
SHIP ON RECEIPT 25% DEPOSIT. ADDRESS E.
0. STAAB, MT. VERNON, N. Y.

they all go to her home for Thanksgiving dinner,
and it is at this dinner that Dolly's parents are
reconciled.
THE BROTHER OF THE "BAT" (Nov. 30).—
Marbray Lewis is a young millionaire clubman who
has led a very selfish life. He falls in love with
Alice Graham, but she refuses to marry him until
he has done something for somebody. She suggests
joinging the "Big Brother" movement and become
iri. tiier to the "Bat," a small boy who that day
was arrested for trying to steal her purse. Marbray agrees, and the "Bat" is paroled in his care.
The boy has no use for his new guardian until he
sees him box. Becoming interested, he suggests a
new training. The "Bat." very much iu earnest,
is permitted to act as Marbray's trainer. Under
his instructions the young millionaire is not permitted to eat anything he likes, he is deprived of
his cigarettes and made to take cold baths and
run for miles. He gets no sympathy from Alice,
who
approves of
the of
training.
Just brother
when theEls"Bat"
is becoming
fond
his new
real
brother, a Bowery prize-fighter, known as the
Slugger," finds him and takes h/n back to the
lli- "Slugger" and his pals decide to
have
"Bat"
them
home,
so thatthethey
may admit
rob it.
The into
boy Marbray's
warns Marbray,
who is giving a dinner party. The "Bat" pleads
for his brother, and the young millionaire tells him
to go, but the "Slugger" announces he will take
the "Bat" with him. Marbray suggests that they
fight for the boy. The "Slugger" laughs at the
idea, but agrees, and soon finds that he has a
toeinan worthy of his steel. Despite his best efforts, Marbray gets the best of him, and, true to
his
promise,When
the Alice
"Slugger"
the the
boy 'other
with
Marbray.
rushesleaves
in with
guests, alarmed at the noise, she finds him with a
black eye and learns the whole story. Satisfied
that Marbray is at last the man she would have
him, she accepts him.

Among the Exhibitors.
Cincinnati, Ohio. — A contract lias been let for the
erection of a moving picture theater on Fast McMicken Avenue.
The Variety Theater.
Iowa City, la. — A new theater building will soon
be erected by Mr. Albert Burkle.v, owner of the
Burkley Hotel,
Wheeling, W. Va. — Chas, II h.ys.r will remodel

the Elk Grand

Theater.

Chicago. 111. — A contract has been let for the
erection Of a new theater building for Milton S.
Plotke.
Chicago. Ills. — Wortlunann A Stt inbach, architects,
1859 W. Chicago Avenue, are taking bids on a new
theater building, for J. E. Snowden,
owner.

minimum;

postage
EQUIPMENT

stamps
FOR

accepted

SALE.

FOR SALE — Kline Dlaaolver, In Dri
dltlon,
$175 00) Falls,\ i iVt.■-- T.
KIM it Y, "Dreamland," -i Bellows

I*.

WANTED— 100 to 800 folding chl
1 condition and price reasonable. All:--- Jus. G.
RHODE,
Kenosha,
Wis.
WANTED — TOO second-hand open
I moving picture show.
Address W. T. BUTLER,
l'ittslield, Mass.
FILMS FOR SALE.
FOR SALE — 250 feature American
and European
reels in lirst-elass condition, and at
tan live
months, also number of two and three-reel features
in great shape, including ]»)-!• r- for nearly all.
Must be sold to close i state. Apply s. A. RICHARDSON, I*. O. BOX 2550, Montreal. Que., Canada.
FOR SALE— (Feature Films) Fall Bound Bp
feet, cost si. inn. Sacrifice at In.- foot, utliers 5c.
Address 530 Dlx Ave., Detroit, Mich.
FILMS WANTED.
WANTED — Film copies of Gum Sic- Kid. Hoys
Home for Holidays. Hoys I. ark English Fourth of
July, and Foolshead Subjects. Juvenile Hoy Stuff.
town,
DealersPa.send list. Address E. A. LORTON, UnionBUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY.
MANAGER or OPERATOR — to devote time mornIngS,
with
capital business
of few hundred
sucstablisbed
in New dollars,
York. can
Experience unnecessary. Address POSTERS,
ire of Moving Picture World, New York City.
MISCELLANEOUS.
CAMERA
MAN — wanted
to teach me the trade.
Only A-l man need answer.
Confidential correspondence. Address N. B. C, care of Moving
Picture
World, New York City.
ARMAC MOTORCYCLE — In good rumung order:
will trade lor dynamo, engine or inoviQg picture
machine.
Address A. R. MOORE,
I. -'.- Nebr.

Oak Park, Ills. — A new playhouse is to be built
in the near future on ground opposite the Wisstation of Chicago & Oak Park Elevatedconsin
R. R.Avenuehere.
Cincinnati, Ohio. — C. R. Andrews of Muncie, Ind.,
has let a contract to architects Taylor & DeCamp
for the erection of a theater buil.li t
$35,000.
Milford, ,Mass. — A contract has been let l"r the
erection of a new theater building here, south of
the new Chatiin Building.
Jackson, Tenn. — Dan L. Williamson of the Marlowe theater will erect a new theater building here.
South Milwaukee. Wis. — Herman E. Franklin
bought a motion picture theater here.
Lincoln, 111. — The Gem theater will open for
business soon with Mr. Anderson
as manager.
Cairo, 111. — The Bijou theater here will undergo
extensive repairs.
Reading, Pa. — Heading is to have another new
motion picture theater located at Church and
Spring Streets.
C. F. and C. K. Gery, managers.
Baltimore. Md. — The Pastime Co. will erect a
moving picture theater building on tireeumount
Avenue.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Becker Brothers ar- planning
to build a moving picture theater ou Fifth and
Jackson Streets.
Cleveland, 0. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a new theater building here at 4018
Dennison
Avenue.
Grand Forks. N. D. — Chas. Lyons and A. P.
Blonde ofat Devils
theater
Rugby. Lake, will erect a motion picture
Dayton. 0. — Plans are being prepared for a moving picture theater to be constructed by Gelman
& Bremen on 5th street.
Antigo. Wis. — Harry L. Johnson purchased the
motion picture theater at Escauaba from I*. J.
Coady, and will remodel same.
Rock Island, 111. — J< s. Hopp will dispose of his
holding to Linehan & Bender who will take charge.
Pine Bluff. Ark. — "Amuse U" will be the name
of the new picture show which will be opened soon
on West Second Avenue.
W. H. Fyl-r. Manager.
Syracuse, N. Y. — The Genesee Amusement Co. has
purchased the property at 823 E. Genesei Street
and will erect a moving picture theater.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Louis J. F. Moore, architect,
lias completed plans for B new theater building at
the N. B. corner 52nd Street at
Avenue,
Louisville, Ky. — Plans have been prepared for
the erection of a new theater building to cost
$350,000 on 4th Street.
Birmingham, Ala. — H. M. Newsome awarded a
contract
to 0. M. Allen to erect a motion picture
theater building.
Brooklyn, N. Y. — A contract has been let for
ction of a theater building. Cost $10,000.
Ditmas Theater Corporation.
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Exhibitors of West Virginia and Kentucky

notice:

MAKING MOVING PICTURES

We arc the owners of the exclusive state rights for the
California Rodeo for West Virginia and Kentucky, and
will pay a reward of ten dollars for information leading
the seizure of any copy of this film offered for exhibit
in either of these states. Your attention is called to page 162
of the Moving 1'icturc World, issue of October t2th. Write
us for terms and dates; we have an elaborate and <
lobby display and can furnish a competent and entertaining
lecturer.
Respectfully yours,

Remember That Every
Manufacturer of Note Has
Equipped His Factory With

XLENT FILM SERVICE CO., "weYt'S.SJ.S

Williamson Moving Picture Cameras,
Printers and Perforators
SOLE

FRED

MOVING

PICTURE

AGENTS

No
He'sExhibitors
Happy
He's Wonder
One
of the

Film

Who

Traders.

80.00
$65.00
86.00
70.00
60.00
66.00
60.00
60.00
50.00
86.00
85.00
90.00
60.00
60.00
60.00

Special Lecture — Booklets — Pictorial Posters. Greatest Lithographs You Ever Set Eyes On!
A. Few States Left — And Going
Fast.
Wire for Territory.

WORLD'S

BEST FILM CO.

STREET
CITY

THE LCSrllTH REWINDING SET,

««

US

FOR

REEL

LEAFLET.

SCNENECTAOY.M.Y.

RELIABLE
LOOK!

*i-

WORK

Read
Thi.
Advertisement
If your
time in
is touch
worth with
money,us.don't
watte
by to
losing
time
getting
It will
pay ityou
let
us do your repair work. We know bow to make your
machine new again. We handle a complete line of
supplies and buy and sell all makes of second-band machines. SATISFACTION' guaranteed. When anything
goes wrong
think
of

"Silver Your Curtain with Silverit'

Silvorit Is a silver paste. Can be applied over any surface. Will increase the light of your picture 100% over aluminum, alabastin. . or
silver applied with a brash. Makes your picture a pearl white. Reduces vor.r light bill, and gives you a perfect picture.
aluminum or white paint. 1 lb. covers a curtain 9 x 12,
a new
plaster wall or nlabastine,
double
the amount.
1 lb. can. $3.00
2 lb. can, $5.00

COMMERCIAL

145
W. 45th
NEW
YORK

■
EMBRACES THE FIRST NOTEWORTHY
! IMPROVEMENTS
TO
REWINDING
NG
REWINDI
SINCE
MECHANISM
L
PRICE SS.°°
■BECAME
cc t one momNECESS
your ARY.
■

Inc.

1705 Fairacres Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Pilgrim's Progress

(Ambrosio Version)
He's Packing the Crowds in to
See the M<>-t Sublime Interpretation of John
Bunyan's Immortal Masterpiece.

Importers and Exporters of Feature Films
32 Union Square Suite 313-14-15 New York

A. G. THOMAS,

Bought the Rights for

Bunyan's

Features for Sale in Perfect Condition
With Posters

.2
Keels
Poison of Humanity
Lost Address
3
Ace of Hearts
3
Marianna
3
Ellen, the Shop Girl
2
Passion
2
Prison On the Cliff
2
Margrave's Daughter
2
Absalom
1V4
Buy Bias
2»,
Slaves to Love
i%
Anna of the Ballroom
3
Fate of a Mother
2
The End
2
Bevenge
2
LIBEEAL DISCOUNT
FOB ENTIBE LOT.
FULL
LIST
OF
FILMS
ON
BEQUEST.

Kineto

FILM EXCHANGE

Films Rented By Day or Week With Posters
235 W. 26th Street
::
New York City

Whyte-Whitman Compan
y
New York City
36 East 23rd Street
Great Bargains

MEYER

The ChiaigoMovin? Picture SupplyCo.107^^^1^
FILM

St*

SERVICE

Best In the United States, not tbe cheapest.
12 reels weekly,
$15.00.
Additional films at $1.00 per reel.
Customer pays ei|>ressage
both ways.
We
fnmlsh
sign service
at no eitra
yon take good care of them.
Western
Penna.
8TATE
EIGHT FEATUEES.
West Virginia.
_JThe peer of all, SAEAH
BERNHAEDT
In "La Tosca,"
now booking.
The best In tbe market only and at moderate prices.
Send for our list of unrestricted features:
UNRESTRICTED
Battle of
Red
Eose $15.00
of the daily.
Apaches,
heraldsto free.
daily.
Life of Washington, 3 reels, $12.50 daily
8 reels,
The 3_reels,
Ballroom$15.00:
Queen,2,000
or Boad
Ruin, 'White
3 reels,Slavery,
$15.00
Italian
War,
2 reels, $12.50
daily.
2 new
reproductions
dally. Only an Actress, 3 reels, $15.00 daily. Nursing a Viper, 3 reels, $15.00
War,
2
reels,
$10
&
$15.
Victor
Hugo's
Les
Hiserables,
3
Reproduction The Civil War, 3 reels, $15.00 daily.
dally.
4 Daredevils,
3 reels, $10.00
daily.
The
Night
Eiders,
2 reels, $7.50
LIBERTY FILM RENTING CO., 105 4th Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

charge

as

long

as

Mergheb.
Turkishof Turkish-Italiaa
reels, $15.00 daily.
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INDEPENDENT
RELEASE

DATES

iiiiimuiiiwiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

AMERICAN.
14 — The Intrusion at Lompoc
(Drama) .. .1000
16 — Jim Bentley'g Adventure
(Drama)
10<>0
18— The Thief 'b Wife (Dr. )
1000
21— The Would-be Heir (Dr.)
1000
28— An Idyl of Hawaii (Dr.)
1000
25— Jack's Word
(Dr.)
1000
28— Her Own Country (Dr.)
1000
80 — The Hidden Treasure
(Com. -Dr.)
30 — On Board the S. S. Dubuque,
Naval
Training Ship (Ed.)
AMBROSIO.
6— The Ship of Lions (Drama)
13— The Siren's Call to Duty (Dr.)
20 — Grandfather's
Forgiveness
(Dr.)
20— The Rapids of Onatra River, Finland
(Scenic)
AMMEX.
2 — Ashes of Memory
(Dr.)
9 — Getting In Strong (Com.)
9 — Woman
Haters (Com.)
16— Mission Maestro
(Dr.)
23 — A Redeemed
Reputation
(Drama)....
80 — Brand of Cain (Drama)

Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

GEM.
Oct. 15— What the Bell Tolled (Drama)
Oct. 22— The
Woman
In
White
(2 reels)
(Drama)
Oct. 29— The Old Doll Maker
(Drama)
Nov.
5— The Better Part (Drama)
Nov. 12 — The Lighting of Love's Way (Dr.)
Nov. 19 — The Tongueless Man (Dr.)

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

GREAT

4—
8—
11 —
16—
18 —

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nor.
Nov.

9— Half Shot (Comedy)
9 — How Ned Got the Raise (Comedy) ....
11 — When Cupid Runs Wild (Com.)
14 — Officer 174 (Dr. )
16 — Ole, the Hypnotist
(Com.)
16— Just Like the West (Com.)
18 — The Open Road (Dr. )
21— The Candy Girl (Com. )
23— One of the Bravest (Com.)
23 — The Cranberry
Industry (Industrial)..

Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

CHAMPION.
7 — To Err Is Human — (Drama)
14 — The Girl In the Gingham Gown
(Dr.)
21 — Thy Will Be Done (Drama)
28 — Sue (Drama)
4 — A Tramp's Strategy (Drama)
11 — A Protege of Uncle Sam (2 reels) (Dr.)
18— Blue Ridge Folks (Dr.)

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

1—
1—
8—
8—
15 —

15 —
15 —
17—
17 —
19 —
21 —
21 —
22 —
22 —
24—
24 —

LUX.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

331
652
455
455
691
288

8 — Just Hats (Comedy)
13— The Prodigal Wife (Drama)
15— Flesh and Blood (2 reels (Drama)..
20 — A Comedy of Errors (Com.)
22 — The Power of Money (Dr.)
27— The Paralytic (Dr.)
29 — The Jenkins-Perkins War (Com.)
'
THANHOUSER.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nor.
Nov.
Nov.

8—
10 —
12 —
is —
17 —
19 —
22 —
24 —
26 —
29 —

Through the Flames (Drama)
A Noise Like a Fortune (Drama*)
The Country's Prize Baby (Drama)
In Time of Peril (Drama)
Frankfurters and Quail (Dr.)
Miss Taqu of Toklo (Dr. )
Cross Your Heart (Dr.)
The Truant's Doom
(Dr.)
The Thunderbolt
(Dr.)
The Forest Rose (Parts 1 and 2) (Dr.)
VICTOR.

Oct.
4— Tangled
Relatives
;Dr.)
Oct. 11— Betty's Nightmare — (Comedy)
....... a
Oct. 18 — The
Cross-Roads
(Drama )
Oct. 25— The Angel of the Studio (Dram*)..
(Drama)
Not.
1 — The Redemption of RlTerton (Drama)
Nov. Si— Sisters (Drama)
Nov. 15— The Lady Leone (2 reels) (Dr.)
Nov. 22— Was Mabel Cured?
(Dr.)

5— Cupid on the Job (Comedy)
5 — His Dress Suit (Comedy)
10 — The Deacon's Shoes (Comedy)
10 — His Cook Lady (Comedy)
12 — Dick and Daisy
(Drama)
17— Hazel Klrke (Dr.)
19— Two of a Kind (Dr.)
24 — An Old Love Letter (Dr.)
26" — Shocking
Her Future
Mother-in-Law
(Com.)

MISCELLANEOUS.
MILANO.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

2 — A Tragic Wedding
(Drama)
9 — Her Masterpiece
(Drama)
16 — The Bewitched Bandbox
(Com.)
16 — Kelly on a Tightrope (Com.)
23 — Boniface as a Blackamoor
23 — Castles aud Landmarks of Italy

ROLL
TICKET

The Deacon's Troubles (Comedy)
A Temperamental
Husband
(Com.)..
The Rivals (Com.)
Mr. Fix It (Com.)
A Desperate Lover (Com.)
A Bear Escape (Com.)

Oh! My Pipe (Comedy)
Henpeck
Bids for Freedom
(Com.).
A Magnetic
Personality
(Comedy) ....
Splflkins Eats Frogs (Comedy)
The Adventures of a Handsome Young
Man
(Comedy)
Nov. 15 — Boxing Under Difficulties (Comedy) . .
Nov. 29 — The Diary of a Bad Boy (Com.)
Nov. 29 — Grateful Henry (Com.)

5,000 - $1.25 20,000
- 10,000
$2.50 25,000
- FOR RESERVED SEAT THEATRE

NATIONAL

SOLAX.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

MAJESTIC.

ECLAIR.
Sea Anemones
(Edn.)
An Unforeseen
Event (Com.)
A Criminal In Spite of Himself (Com.)
Aporto and Its Harbor (Scenic)
His Determination Rewarded
(Dr.)...
Black Hand
(Com.)
Mother's Bank Roll (Com.)
Insect Hunting
(Scientific)
Gontran, a Kidnapper (Com.)
The Invisible (Com. )
Seville and Its Gardens (Com.)

SPECIAL

REX.
Oct. 31 — Careful
Nursing
(Drama)
Nov. 3 — An Old-fashioned Mother (Drama)...
Nov. 7 — The Honor of the Family (Drama)....
Nov. 10 — A Galley Slave's Romance
(Drama)..
Nov. 14 — Camping Out (Dr.)
Nov. 17 — A Mother's Awakening
(Dr. )
Nor. 21— The Debt (2 reels) (Dr.)
Nov. 24 — The Broken Ring (Dr.)

KEYSTONE.
11 —
11 —
18 —
18—
25 —
25 —

2— Trials of Faith
(Drama)
6 — A Brother's Requital (Drama)
9 — Bedella and the Newlyweds
(Comedy)
13 — The Faith Healer
(Drama)
16 — The Virgin of the Fire (Drama)
20 — Don Caesar De Bazan (2 reels) (Dr.)
23— Father (Dr.)
27 — Thanksgiving
(Dr. )
30— The Brother of the "Bat"
REPUBLIC.

Aug.
(Dr. )
Aug. 126—— The
The Octoroon's
Borrowing Sacrifice
Simp
(Comedy)
Aug. 19 — The Course of Drink (Drama).......
Aug. 26 — The Pickaninnies and the Watermelon*
(Comedy)

KAY-BEE.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

RELIANCE.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

1 — On Secret Service (2 reels) (Drama) . .
8 — When Lee Surrenders (2 reels) (Dr.)..
15 — The Altar of Death (2 reels) (Dr.)..
22 — The Army Surgeon (2 reels) (Dr.)...
29 — The Invaders
(3 reels) (Dr.)

BRONCHO.
Story of the Savage Modoc Mine
(Drama)
80 — How Shorty Kept His Word
(Drama)
6 — The Man They Scorned (2 reels) (Dr.)
13 — Mary of the Mines
(Drama)
20— The Civilian (2 reels) (Dr.)
27— The Ball Player and the Bandit (Dr.)

CRYSTAL. ,
3 — Oh, Sosh a Night! (Comedy)
8 — Marriage a la Carte (Comedy)
10 — The Gypsy Flirt (Comedy)
10 — Man
Wanted
(Cemedy)
17 — The Chorus Girl (Com. )
17 — Her Old Love (Com.)
24 — The Quarrel (Com. )
24— The Valet and the Maid (Com.)

Nov. 28— Oh, You Baby! (Com.)
Nov. 28 — Poor Finney (Com.)

ITALA.

Oct. 23 — The

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

PUNCH.

26 — The Angling
Widow
(Comedy)
2 — The Lottery Prize (Comedy)
2 — Unsuccessful
Flirtation
(Comedy)...
9 — The Lost Stud (Comedy)
9— The Distributed
Sentry
(Comedy)
16 — Funnleus and His Dog (Com.)
10— Elephant Training In India (Ed.)

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

1 — A Dreamland Tragedy (Comedy)
6— The Railroad and the Widow
(Drama)
8— The
First
Glass
(Drama)
13 — The Cowboys' Leap Year (Dr.)
15— His Career (Dr.)
20 — A Leg and a Legacy (Dr.)
22— Her Yesterday
(Dr.)

NORTHERN.

Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Nov. 25 — The Horror of Sin (2 reels) (Dr.)
Dec.
2 — A Spider on the Brain (Com.)
Dec.
2— Too Much Beauty
(Com.)

BISON
(Universal).
29 — The Cowboy Guardians (Drama)
2 — Trapper Bill, King of Scouts (Drama)
5 — A Redman's
Love (Drama)
9 — An Indian Ishmael
(Drama)
12 — Blackfoot's Conspiracy
(Dr.)
16 — The Tribal Law (2 reels) (Dr.)
19 — Trapped bv Fire (Dr.)
23— The Half-Breed Scout (Dr.)

28 — Call of the Desert (Drama)
30— Fatty's Big Mlx-op (Comedy)
1 — Making a Man of Her (Comedy)
4 — United We Stand (Drama)
6— His Little Partner
(Drama)
8 — Sharps and Chaps
(Comedy )
11— A White Lie (Dr.)
18 — Dad's Mistake
(Com.)
IS — A Cowgirl Cinderella (Com.)
18— A Fight for Friendship (Dr. )
20 — In the Long Run (Dr.)
22 — The Shanghaied Cowboys
(Com.)
POWERS.

IMP.

"101" BISON
(N. T. M. P. CO.).
Custer's Last Fight (3 reels) (Dr.)
(Title not reported.)
The Sergeant's Boy (2 reels) (Dr.)..
(Title Not Reported)
The Venegance
of Fate — (2 reels) —
(Drama)
Oct. 25— The Colonel's Ward
(2 reels) (Dr.)..

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Nov. 14 — The Price of Paradise (Drama)
Nov. 10 — Zoological Gardens at Cincinnati (Nat.
History)
Nov. 19— A Broken Idol (Dr.)
Nov. 19 — Battle Practice on a Cruiser (Naval).
Nov. 20 — Gaumont's Weekly No. 87 (Topical) . .
Hot, 21— Four Hearts that Beat as Two (Dr.)..
Nov. 23— Giving the Blind the Light of Knowledge (Dr.)
Nov. 26— The Destructive
Duelists (Com.)
27 — Gaumont's Weekly No. 38 (Topical) . .
Nov. 28 — Olga, the Adventuress (Dr.)

Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

TICKETS

KINEMACOLOR.
Sept. 28— Bee Culture— (Scientific)
Sept. 28— Tulip Studies— (Scientific)
Oct. 6— An American Invasion — (Drama).
Oct. 6 — American Fashions — (Fashion)....
Oct. 8— Picturesque
Scenes
on
th«
River — (Scenic)

(Sc.)

TICKET.
ANY
PRINTING
ANY COLORS
$4.60 50,000
- $7.50
GET THE SAMPLES
$5.50 100,000
- $10.00
STOCK TICKETS, 6 CENTS
COUPON TICKETS, SERIAL OR DATED, SEND DIAGRAM

COMPANY

THE

BIG

....

Shamokin,

Pa.
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MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
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The Adventures of
Lieut. Petrosino
THE

Famous Italian- American Detective
In Four Parts and 80 Scenes, a Total of 3,500 Feet
BY SPECIAL PERMISSION OF MADAME PETROSINO
No public minded citizen of the United States or other countries need be told how
this famous detective met his death in Palermo, Italy, while engaged in tracking the
Black Hand criminals.
Undoubtedly the finest detective story ever produced— without a dull moment from
beginning to end.

A genuine startler with plenty of action, and a sure crowd magnet.
Perfect in every detail, beautiful scenery. Splendid acting, magnificent quality, and
staged with greatest possible care.

A genuine feature in every sense of the word.

States now selling at 15c. a foot,
including territorial rights. Territory for other countries now open.
Magnetic one, three and six sheet posters, together with booklets, cuts, photos,
slides and lobby frames now ready.

(&
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THE
iilllllU

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

!lllllllllllll!llllllll!!lllll!l!llll!lll!l!HIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII,

LICENSED
RELEASE
DATES

RELEASE

DAYS.

BIOGRAPH,
Not,
4—
Nov,
7—
Not,
7—
Not. 11—
Not. 14 —
Not. 18—
Not, 18—
Not. 21—
Nov.
Not, 25—
28 —
Not.

Heredity
(Drama)
His Auto's
Maiden
Trip
(Comedy)..
The Clubman and the Crook (Comedy)
Gold and Glitter (Drama)
My
Baby
(Drama)
Their Idols (Com.)
Hoist on His Own Petard
(Com.)
The Informer (Dr.)
A Sailor's
neart
(Com.)
After the Honeymoon
(Com.)
in Absent-Minded
Burglar
(Com.)...

Not.
2—
Not.
5—
Not.
5—
Not.
9—
Not. 12 —
Not. 16 —

(G. Kleine.)
A Head
For a Head
(Drama)
1076
The Golden Shell of Palermo (Scenic) 250
Love
vs. Gratitude
(Drama)
760
No Fool Like An Old Fool (Comedy) .1000
On the Firing
Line
(Drama)
1025
Life and
Industries
In Aden
Campo

Not.
Nov.
Nov.

(Educational)
'
The
Old
Actor's
Vision
(Drama)
The
Magic
Elixir
(Com.)
Caught With the Goods (Com.)
Manfredonla,
Southern
Italy
(Scenic)
Two Afflicted Hearts
(Com.)
The
Beautiful
Valley
of the Tronto
(Scenic)
26 — All On a Summer's Day (Com.)
30— Corneto
Tarquinla,
Central
Italy
(Scenic)
30 — A Comedy
of Errors
(Com.)

500
510
350
650
260
740
250
750
335
650

EDISON.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

4— The New Member of the Life SaTlng
Crew
(Drama)
1000
6— A Romance
of the Ralls
(Drama) . .1000
6 — A Queen
For a Day
(Comedy)
1000
8 — Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming,
D.
S.
(Scenic)
1000
9— A Doctor For An Hour (Comedy)
1000
11 — The
Non-Commlssloned
Officer
(Dr.). 1000
12— Salt
Lake
City, Utah,
and
Its Surroundings (Scenic)
500
12 — Linked
Together
(Comedy)
500
13 — A Thrilling
Rescue
By
Uncle
Mun
(Comedy)
1000
15— The
Old Reporter
(Drama)
1000
lfi — Hope
(Drama)
100O
18— Tim
(Dr.)
960
19 — A Noble Profession
(Edn.)
1000
20 — High Explosires As Used In the U. S.
Army
(Scientific)
825
20 — Sally Ann's Strategy
(Com.)
675
22 — A Letter to the Princess (Fifth Story
of
"What
Happened
to
Mary")
(Dr.)
1000
23 — A Chase Across the Continent (Dr.).. 1000
b( Third Thanksgiving
(Dr.)
1000
26 — Some Rare Specimens and a Few Old
Friends,
New
York
Zoological
Park
I Natural History)
1000
27— The Totvllle Eye (Com. )
1000
28 — The Island of Ceylon.
India (Scenic) .1000
30 — On Donovan's Division
(Dr.)
1000
ESSANAY.

Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

1— The
Moving Finger
(Drama)
1000
2— The
Mother of the Ranch
(Drama) . .1000
5 — Chains
(Drama)
1000
6— A Money?
(Comedy)
1000
7 — The Ranchman's Anniversary (ComedyDrama)
1000
8 — When
Wealth
Torments
(Comedy) . .1000
9 — An
Indian's
Friendship
(Drniia)
1000
13 — From
the Submerged
(Drama)
1000

Notice
lO
EX Hi bi tOrS

WORLD

The
House
of Pride
(Drama)
IOuO
Cutting California Redwoods (Ed.).. 1000
Mr. I|»k Trip Tripped Up (Com.) . . 1000
"Alkali"
Ike's ClOM
Shave
(Com.). 1000
The Dance at Sliver Gulch (Dr.)
1000
The Scheme
(Com.)
1000

Nov.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

Nov.
Not.

4 — Mountain

Dew

(Drama)

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.

9—
11 —
12 —
14—
15—
15 —
16—
18—
19—
21—
22 —
22 —
23—
25 —

Nov. 28 —
Nov. 29—
Nov. 30—
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

Winning

of White

Dove

(Dr.)...

..1000

Nov.

Nov. 25—
Nov. 26 —

(Dr.)

C. G. P. C.

6 — The
Mystery
of Grandfather's
Clock
(Drama)
MOO
8 — The
Pony
Express
Girl (Drama)
8 — BraTe Old Bill (Drama)
9 — The Fraud At the Hope Mine (DraJia) .1000
11— Days
of '49 (Drama)
1000
13— The
Young Millionaire
(Drama)
1000
15 — I Saw
Him
First (Comedy)
15 — The
Bachelor's
Bride
(Comedy)
16— Battle
In the Virginia
Hills
(Dr.).. 1000
18— The Kerry Gow (3-reel Special)
3000
18 — Strong-Arm
Nellie (Com.)
18 — The Landlubber (Com.)
20— The Tell-Tale Message
(Dr.)
1000
22— The Flower Girl's Romance
(Dr.)
1000
23— Red Wing and the Paleface (Dr.)
1000
25— A Battle
of Wits
(Dr.)
1000
27— The Water Right War (Com.)
1000
29— The Chaperon Gets a Ducking (Com.).
29— Ruth
Roland,
the Kalem Girl (Sporting)
30— The
Mayor from
Inland
(Dr.)
1000

Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

11 — Pathe's
Weekly
No.
46
(Topical)..
13 — A Trip
to Mount
Rainier
(Scenic)..
13— The
Pineapple
(Educational)
14 — The
Branded
Arm
(Drama)
18 — Pathe's Weekly No. 47 (Topical)
20 — The Country Boy (Dr. )
21— A Quei-tlon of Age
(Com.)
2.3— Red Eagle, the Lawyer (Dr.)
23— The Forest of Fountalneblau (Scenic).
26 -Pathe's Weekly No. -is (Topical)
27
The Sheriff's
Brother
(Dr.)
28 — The Three Bachelors' Turkey
(Com.).
29— The Great Steeplechase (2-reel Special)

Nov. 30— The

KALEM.

LUBIN.

CINES.

10—
19—
19—
23 —
23—
26—

13—
14 —
I.".—
lfi —
19—
20 —

PICTURE

Nov. 21— Billy McGrath's Art Career
(Com.) .. .1000
Nov. '-'•-'— Tin- Penitent
(Dr.)
1000
Nov. 28 — Broncho Billy's Heart
(Dr.)
1000
S Mr. Hobby's
Wife
(Com.)
khki
Nov. 27
The
stain
(Dr.)
1000
Nov. 28
The Hosh of the Katy Mini- (Dr.)
1000
Not. 29 The Iron Heel
(Dr.)
1000
Nov. 80
Br
ho Billy'* Mexican Wife (Dr.).. 1000

Monday — Biograph, Edison, Kalem, Lubln, Pathe,
Bella;, Vitagraph.
Tuesday — Edison, Essanay, C. O. P. C, Clnes,
Lubin,
Sells;, VitagTaph.
Wednesday — Edison, Eclipse, Essanay, Kalem,
Belie, Patbe, VitagTaph.
Thursday — Biograph, Essanay, Lubin, Holies,
Pathe, Selig, VitagTaph.
Friday — Edison, Essanay, Kalem, Selig;, C. G. P.
0., Lubin, VitagTaph.
Saturday — Edison, Essanay, Cines, Kalem, Lubln,
Pathe, VitagTaph.

Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.

MOVING

The
Water
Rats
(Drama)
1000
The Way of the Mountains
(Drama). 1000
At the Rainbow's
End
(Drama)
10OO
The Country School Teacher (Co.-Dr.) .1000
The
Slate
Industry
(Ind.)
Suitors
and Suit Cases
(Comedy) ....
Chief
White
Eagle
(Drama)
1000
The Good for Nothing (Dr. )
1000
A Fugitive from Justice (Dr.)
1000
Love and Treachery
(Com.)
1000
The Drummer
(Com.)
Taming
Their
Parents
(Com.)
The Silent Signal
(Dr.)
1000
The Stolen Symphony
(2-reel Special)
(Dr. i
2000
The Surgeon
(Dr.)
1000
The
Samaritan
of Coogan's
Tenement
(Dr.)
1000
Satin and Gingham
(Dr.)
1000
The Stroke Oar (Cora. -Dr.)
1000
Ranch
Mates
(Dr.)
1000
MELIES.

3 — A Western Coquette
(Drama)
3 — Clearing
Land
For
Farming
In
the
West
(Agricultural)
10 — Forgive Us Our Trespasses
(Drama). .1000
17 — The Judgment of the Sea (Drama)
1000
24 — A Son's
Example
(Drama)
1000
31 — Wrongly
Accused
(Drama)
1000
7 — The Smuggler's Prisoner (Dr.)
1000
14 — Value
Received
(Drama)
1000
21 — The
Governor's
Clemency
(Drama) . .1000
28— Linked By Fate (Dr.)
1000
5 — The Sheriff Pro Tem
(Dj.)
1000
ECLIPSE.

(G. Kleine.)
Oct. 16 — The Missing Locket (Drama)
1000
Oct. 23 — In the Ossan Valley, Pyrenees, France
(Scenic)
370
Oct. 23 — Making
Briar
Pipes
(Industrial)
330
Oct. 23 — A Persistent Fly Swatter
(Comedy) . . . 300
Oct. 30 — A Race
for onor
(Drama)
1000
Not.
6 — The
Queen
of Spades
(Drama)
1005
Not. 13 — Specimens of Lizards and Frogs (Ed.) 310
Not. 13 — The Town of Cognac,
France, and Its
Brandy
Industry
(Ind. )
3S0
Nov. 13 — Reviewing
French
Troops
By Airship
(Topical)
310
Not. 20 — The
Masqueraders
(Dr.)
1000
Nov. 27 — Treblzond and Surroundings (Scenic). 500
Nov. 27 — A Man for a Day
(Com.)..
500
PATHE.
Oct. 26 — The United States Armada (Topical)..
Oct. 28— Pathe's Weekly No. 44, 1912 (Topical)
Oct. 28 — Frenzied
Finance
(Special
Release)
(Drama)
.•
Oct. 30 — A Mamma
Wanted
(Comedy)
Oct. 31 — Jim's
Partner
(Drama)
Nov.
2 — Wifey's
Investment
(Comedy)
Nov.
4— Pathe's
Wekly
No. 45 (Topical)
Not.
6 — Broken
Hearts
(Drama)
Not.
7 — victims
of Fate
(Drama)
Nov.
7 — Dlnan,
France
(Scenic)
Not.
9 — Buster
to the Rescue
(Drama)

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

25— Tom
Thumb
(Trick)
25— Tbe Hermit Crab
(Scenic)
29 — Whiffles,
Cnblc Artist
(Comedy)
29— In the Tyrol, the Arlberg Valley (Sc.)
1 — Tragedy at the Court of Milan
(Dr.).
5— Anne
Boleyn
(Drama)
8— Half a Pint of Milk (Comedy)
8 — The Scarab
(Educational)
8— A Trip Up the Elbe (Scenic)
12 — The
Spabl's
Fiancee
(Drama)
12— The Dlnka
Chief's
Reception
(Ed.)..
15 — Max
Gets
the Reward
(Comedy)
19 — Whlffle's Nightmare
(Com.)
19— The Beauties of Portugal (Scenic)
22— The ReTolt of the Peasants (Dr.)
26 — Lydia
Punkham's Lore Story
(Com.).
26 — Picturesque
Brittany
(Scenic)
29 — The
Love
of Algabert
and
Elizabeth
(Dr.)
SELIG.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Not.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

28— The
Flsherboy's
Faith
(Drama)
1000
29— Jim's
Vindication
(Drama)
1000
30 — A Heart In Rags
(Drama)
1000
31— Her Bitter Lesson
(Drama)
1000
1— His Wedding
Eve
(Comedy)
1000
4 — The
Voice
of Warning
(Drama)
1000
5 — The Dynamiters
(Drama)
1000
6 — Her
Educator
(Comedy-Drama)
1000
7 — Carmen of the Isles (Drama)
1000
8 — The Legend of the Lost Arrow (Dr.).
8 — Enchanting
Japan
(Scenic)
11— Kings of the Forest
(2 reels)
(Dr.). 2000
11 — Saved
by Fire
(Drama)
1000
12 — Between LoTe and the Law (Drama). 1000
13— The
Lost
Inheritence
(Drama)
1000
14 — Old
Songs
and
Memories
(Drama). .1000
15 — Shanghaied
(Drama)
1000
18 — A Man Among
Men
(Dr.)
1000
19— The Saint and the Slwash (Dr.)
1000
20— Atala
(Dr.)
1000
21— The Fire Fighter's LoTe (Dr.)
1000
22 — Mike's Brainstorm
(Com. )
1000
25 — Miss Aubry's Love Affair (Com.)
1000
26 — Roped in (Com.)
100")
27— The Hobo's Rest Cure
(Com.)
1000
28— The
Triangle
(Dr.)
1000
29 — Friends
in San Rosario
(Com.-Dr.) .. .
29 — Raising Barley in Japan
(Ed.)

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

29 — Bunny at the Derby (Comedy)
29 — Just Luck (Comedy-Drama)
30 — Poet and Peasant
(Drama)
1000
31— On the Line of Peril (Drama)
1000
1 — Lessons In Courtship
(Comedy)
1—Bettlna's Substitute (Comedy)
2— In the Garden Fair (Com.-Dr.)
1000
4— Tbe
Mills
of
tbe
Gods
(3 reels)
(Drama)
(Special)
4 — An Official Appointment
(Drama)
1000
C— Tbe Face Or the Voice (Com. Drama). 1000
6 — Michael McShane, Matchmaker
(Dr.).lOOO
7 — Out of the Shadows (Drama)
1000
8— A
Modern
Atlanta
(Drama)
1000
9 — Tbe Hand
Bag
(Comedy)
9 — Arabian
Sports
(Sports)
11 — Captain Barnacle,
Reformer
(Drama). 1000
12 — The
Professor and tbe Lady
(Com.)..
12 — Aquatic
Elephants
(Novelty)
13 — Lord
Browning
&
Cinderella
(Dr.). 1000
14 — Billy's
Pipe
Dream
(Comedy)
1000
15 — Una of the Sierras
(Drama)
1000
16 — The Model for St. John (Drama)
1000
IS — The
I'nusual
Honeymoon
(Com.)
1000
19 — Romance of a Rickshaw
(Dr )
1000
20 — Timid May (Com.)
20 — Darktown
Duel (Com. )
21— Six O'clock
(Dr.)
1000
22 — The
Servant
Problem
(Comedy)
1000
22— Billv's Burglar (2 reels. Special)
(Dr.)2000
23— Wild
Pat
(Dr.)
1000
25— Omen of t&e Mesa
'Dr.)
1000
28— In the Flat Above
(Corn..)
1000
27— The
W
l violet
(Dr.)
1000
28 — Three (iirls and a Man
(Com.)
28 — The
Eavesdropper
(Com.)
26— Susie
to Susanne
(Dr.)
1000
30 — O'Hara.
Squatter
and
Philosopher
(Com.)
1000

VITAGRAPH.

Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

THE AMERICAN SONG SLIDE & POSTER CO., 5th Floor First National Bank BIJ*., Chica?o,
will furnish an excellent song slide service for Two Dollars per week.
Week's supply in one shipment in advance.
One- Three- and Six-sheet posters for license Films.
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EXHIBITORS-LOOK-READ!
ARE YOU BEING
CHEATED

The Watchful

O
-

IF SO, WE CAN
PREVENT IT.

Eyes on Your Business

a question of tickets in
IT'S
thechiefly
Moving Picture business.
You'd like to be there at the window all the time, for then you would
know exactly the number of tickets
Mild. No employe could cheat you by
selling the same ticket twice, and no
employe could make a mistake. But
you
there e.all the time — your
time can't
is toohe valuabl
Here's the remedy — an automatic
eagle eye on those tickets every minute— a simple little machine that registers every ticket sold, that makes
mistakes impossible, that prevents reselling. A National Ticket Dispenser
in the window puts the whole situation
m your grasp. It is to you what the
fare register is to the Street Car Company.
You want to know how many tickets
are sold. The .National Ticket Dispenser tells you at a glance, for it registers every one. The girl can't make
a mistake. It won't let her. She can't
get hack a single ticket and sell it
over again.
It won't let her.
It forces employe- to he honest and
careful, for the cash drawer must tallv

with the Dispenser's accurate record.
Von can't expect your employes
never to make mistakes.
The National
Ticket
Dispenser can't make
take.

a mis-

It makes ticket selling easy.
You
need no longer worry about getting
experienced ticket sellers. Any girl
who can press a lever can operate it.
The National
Ticket Dispenser
is
also a time saver — it works faster than
a ticket seller can count off tickets
fmm a loose roll.
It counts every ticket.
It cuts single tickets or strips
desired.

Price $18.00
National

as

It registers every ticket in the strip
the some as single tickets.
It. cuts the ticket exactly at the
cud.
It prevents reselling of used tickets.
It prevents mistakes.
It gives you the actual number of
tickets sold at all times.
It prevents your competitor from
getting a line on your business.
It can be refilled in ten seconds.

Price, $18.00

Ticket

Built expressly for those who do not

A Necessity Wherever
Tickets Are Sold

Of same construction a- Photo-Play
Ticket Chopper, minus the defacing
mechanism. In place of same. Security

Size: 45x12x12 inches
Weight (boxed) 100 lbs.

Ticket Box has trap, which when tripped

or if desired all metal parts heavily
nickel plated. Glass is best polished
French plate, quarter-inch thick.

by attendant drops all tickets into chamber below, this being secured by locks.

PRICE:

J.

Dl

require

Tickets are deposited by patrons upon entering.

process, which retains it- brilliancy,

Ql

Box

the more expensive ''Chopper."

Finish: Cabinet is of finest, golden
quartered oak, highly polished, and
trimmings are of metal, finished in
colored enamel, baked by special

Chopper
Foot Lever (extra)
Nickel Trimmings
(extra)

Dispenser

With a National Ticket Dispenser
you can use blind tickets.
The
National
Ticket
Dispenser
is
8^4 in. high. 14 in. long and 3 in.
wide. It is made of ornamental metal
finished in copper. Nothing to get out
of order. Will last for years. Takes
the standard roll of tickets. It is provided with a secure lock. You can
carry the key and nobody else can read
the counter.

Security

Photo-Play
Ticket Chopper

Ticket

$50.00
10.00
. . . 5.00

A

1

Price $35.00
■*•

OO

*

1j_

/^"

Main Office, 121 Fourth Ave.

rBRANCHES:
hoto-r1026lay
Advertising & specialty Co., Pittsburgh pa
Superior Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio ; Equity Building, 70 Griswold Street, Detroit, Mich.
27 W. Naghten Street, Columbus,

Ohio.
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The

SERVICE— WHAT IS IT ?
// is to some manufacturers apparently nothing — to us
it is ALL important. It forms a very large share of
our business methods. When buying a watch isn't it
ivorth heaps of satisfaction and comfort to know that
after you have bought it you are not entirely forgotten? Nothing can express our own feelings better
than to say we deeply appreciate every order we receive and users of the RADIUM GOLD FIBRE
SCREEN are never forgotten. Our screen has no
equal; we guarantee you service never before offered
to you by curtain manufacturers, and, above all, your
good-zvill is invaluable to us. Buy a RADIUM GOLD
FIBRE SCREEN today, become a user of a screen
that shows "Moving Paintings," and then feel that
your constant efforts and worries about your screen
are up to us to take care of. It's a new and satisfied
way to feel, but it's making hundreds happy.
Look for our trade-mark. All screens made and
shipped from our factory at St. Louis, Mo.
American

Theatre
Curtain & Supply
Sole Manufacturers

Company,

105 N. Main St., St. Louis.
Distributors
Pitzer & Smith, 32 Union Square, New York City
George Breck, 70 Turk Street, San Francisco, Calif.

Most
Important
Factor
Perfect Projection

in

Is The Screen or Curtain!
you Cannot Afford to Buy ;i New Screen Every Few
Months. Therefore, Do Not Buy Any Screen Unless It
Will Stand Water! High and Low Temperatures!
1 lose l 1 ! And Angle Views!
Besides the Focus Test!
MIRROROIDE
(Patents Pending)
Is Sold Under a Positive Five-Year Guarantee to Stand
These Tests. This Guarantee Also Covers Deterioration.
MIRROROIDE
Won't Turn Black! It Won't Peel or Crack! It Is the
Only Screen That Produces That Clear, Bright Picture
With Natural Perspective! Without That Glare, Eye
Strain and Out-of-Focus Effect So Plainly Noticed in
Other Metallic Coated Screens!
MIRROROIDE
Is The Original!
The Only Rough or Matte Metallic
Surfaced Screen in the World!
It's All In The Surface Finish! Endorsed By The Greatest Living Authority on Perfect Projection!
MIRROROIDE
Is Virtually a Flexible Glass Screen!
It is Canvas
(Quality From Foundation Up) Coating!
A Mercury,
Foil-Glass Amalgam!
Finish Pure Silver White!
MIRROROIDE
Is Made In Three Different Surface Finishes:
A. — Specially Suited for Long and Narrow Theatres!
B. — Specially Suited for Extra Wide Theatres!
C.
— Grade
It Makes 4 Months' Old
Film
Look For
LikeAny
4th Theatre!
Run!
Absolutely Free!
Just to Show You!
Our
Large
Samples — Three
Grades!
Write
Give Them Any Test You Like!

The J. H, Genter Company,

Now!

Newburgh, N. Y.

If The

"MIRROR"
SCREEN

Big Profits in tK

MOTION PICTURE BUSlf ESS

Will Not Do What We
Claim, I Will Forfeit

$1000.00
TO YOU!
MY BET IS
100 Per Cent More Light
More Perspective
More Clear and Natural
Than Any Other Curtain or Screen in the World
Furthermore, The Only Curtain That

Absolutely Prevents
Eye -Strain

Write for Catalogue of Improved
Snow- White Screen

MIRROR

Better Than Ever at Lower Prices

SCREEN

F. J. Rembusch, President
Eaatern

Repreientativi

Frank
Manning,
922
Phone 401 Plaza.

CO.

City.
Shelbyville, Ind.
6th

Ave..

N.

Y

T"""?

Get into the popular, money-making
amusement business of the Century — be an
Operator or a Manager and enjoy a good income.
Our complete, thoroughly practical and easily learned
course of instruction by mail, for home study, will make
you an expert, during spare moments. Write today for
our illustrated booklet: "The Motion
Z. >ED-/i_-:
K CYCLOPS
Picture." It explains our motion picture
course fully — gives some valuable information about operating.

MOTION MOTION
PICTURE PICTURE
Sf
WORK \WRK
"Oewncun

piotogsawy

"0T1ON HEAD
'•WECTTKO
lAtWNES

HOTooJafiiT
mom ,'LA\3

Also ask for information about our
"Cyclopedia of Motion Picture Work."
Just off the press — the only complete
work on the subject ever published. Fill
in the coupon, now, specifying whether
you want books or course.

►ICTVRES
ULKIVi

The

American School of Correspondence,
Chicago, U. S. A.
m p. w. 10-19-12
Please send me further information about your
( ) Motion Picture Course.
( ) Motion Picture Cyclopedia.
Name
Address
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WORM)

jtethe-*MarSee
a£esr

■jflOKETf

This Manager looks
^^^l^kw^^fV
prosperous and happy.
You
^^t^^^^k^
will feel (he same way when you dit- ^^
card thai old juice consuming rheostat and

put inFort
a
_.
Wayne

office

because your patrons will notice

And

%f

Compensarc

It will increase your box

much brighter and clearer your pictures are.

£

receipts

at once

how

what's more, it will

Cut 2-3 from Your Monthly Lighting Bill

BRUNSWIG BROS.
Now

That sounds as if we were stretching it, doesn't it?
But we are not and just to
show you. we will ship you one on 30 days free trial and let you prove it.

.Singing

If it does not do all we claim for it, ship it back at our expense and it won't cost
you one cent.

KMPKKSS
TIIKATKK.
BKAL'TIFUL
Oklahoma III}, Okla.

5th Week

If this sounds

Indefinite Engagement
(ENOUGH

"good"

little booklet "Compensarc
out the particulars.

SAID)

to

you,

You are paying the Lighting
your

M HEADLINER"
WEEKLY
OFFERED LIST.
Title
I-cngth Make
Poor Jenny, Asta N ielsen . . JSOO Monopol
Komeo
and Deceased
Juliet
£!00
Pathe
Addressee
-J00 liiograph
In a Siren's Power
-1J00 D. Bios.
Alter
Darkness— Light
MO Itala
The Ring that Binds
OTO Messter
Out of the Slums
JXK) D. Bios.
The Barefoot Dancer
J200 Monopol
B i k mail
.'300 Cines
Written
in Blood
3000 Uaumont
Attacked by a Lion
1400 Uaumont
Their Lives for IJold
LjOii (i.iumont
The Outcast,
\
Ni
>ii..i<HK) Germania
Fi.r One Hundred Dollars. .2500 Messter
Between
Two
Hearts
-TOO D. Bios.
Lure
of Paris
2000 Pathe
Miranda
2000 Monopol
Airman's
Secret
1900 Cines
Ton}-,
Simpleton
1500 C.
C. &.
Oliver the
Twist
1500
ft M.
M.
The
Deserter
2000 Bison
The
Indian
Massacre
2000 Bison
Blazing
the
Trail Carter
2000 Eclair
Bison
Zigomar
vs. Nick
3600
Queen of the Tra|>c«?
1700 D. Bios
The Jews, the Chosen People 2800 Russian Monopol
History of a Sin
3200 Russian Mono]x>l
Tlie Human
Devil
.800 Vitascojie
Her
Vengeance
1900 Messter
The Acrobat's
Daughter
:B00
Bios.
Ruin
of Mankind
MOO I).
Vitascope

profits every day you

3c "
3c "
3cle "
iC
7e
7c "
7c "
7c "
7c
7c "
Vengeance
of the Mafia
1300 Pathe, col.
7e "
Red Rose of the Apache..
.2300 Pasquali
7c "
(lajnbler's
Victim
1700 Pharos
7c "
Dice of Life
:smo l&esster
:<■ "
Mm.
Du Barry's Filiation. .1100 Pathe, col.
re
500 independent
dims
with
posters
$10.00 to $30.0^
per reel, according
to age. all makes,
good condition,
mile
for lists.
Baltimore
Branch,
New
York
Branch,
104 N. Gay St.,
145 W. 45th St.,
Arthur
D. Oans.
Mgr.
John
Childs.
Mgr.

our
find

Company

half

Electric

Works
Fort Wayne,
Indiana

of General Electric Company
1402 Broadway

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

for
and

wait.

Fort Wayne

I'rice
6c It.
5o "
Be
5c
6c
5c
5c
5c
5c
4c
5c
5c
5c
5c
5c
5c
4c
5c
5c

send

vs. Rheostat"

COMEDY SCENARIOS

ItalaQmepies

>VANTI

CRYSTAL FILM COMPANY
430 Wendover

Ave.

-TWO ON EVERY REEL-

New York City

EVERY M0NI7AY

For bookings Gypsy Blood. The
Traitress, The Course of True Love,
and all Asta Nielsen Features write
The United Feature Film Company
559 SPITZER

BUILDING

TOLEDO.

NEW POSTERS THAT PULL
(ASK ANY EXCHANGE)

Itala
FTlmCo.ofAmewca
COLUMBIA
THEATRE..N.Y.

OHIO

G. W. BRADENBURGH
233 N. EIGHTH

ST.

PHILADELPHIA,

POWER'S

$60

PA.

No. 6-A

ANOTHER

ENTERPRISE

TOGO CALCIUM GAS OUTFIT

Exchange your old Power's alx
for new 6-A coat yon J60 dif
ference. Edison "B" machines
with Power's 6-A stand and
lamp house complete, S22U. We
sell all makes machines, new
and second
hand,
cheap.
STELZER
BROTHERS,
Lincoln,
HI.,
417
Broadway.

Complete

'
21.000 roll ticket*. IL20; GO
S cored carbons. $1.16;
■tereopUoon objectives. 50c
to HOI: stsreo>tlcons. $15;
rheostats, $3 to $5; arc
lamps. $LT5. $2 and $2.26;
condsnsera, 50c ; calcium
jeta, $2. SO; acetylene Jets,
generators,
$3.50ssovlng picturs ebjectlrea, 12.50:
$2.75; gas
Jackets.
$2. List
of
■wring picture repair parts at fair prices. Sprocket
wheals. SSo; films lc a foot. GaxaJecn*. All makes
sf meruit ptcturs machines repaired at raasonabU
prices.
L. HETZ. MZ Esst OH St, New Terk Otr

TRIUMPH

with

Rubber

Tubing

and

Keylest Jet

SUPERIOR
WORKMANSHIP
and HIGH
GRADE MATERIAL combined with SAFETY
and SIMPLICITY place the TOGO far ahead
of any other cheap outfit.
PORTABLE and ready far instant use - $25.00.
Anyone

Can

Operate

MANUFACTURED

It

BY

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564 W. Randolph St., Chicago
FOR

SALE

BY

ALL

DEALERS
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Sensible Souvenirs

The best films will not produce good pictures on
the screen unless your lens equipment is right;
and the public likes to patronize the show that
has the best pictures. Assure your patrons of
brilliant, clear pictures — and your show of profitable, steadily growing patronage — with the

WHAT IS MORE ACCEPTABLE
PATRONS THAN

TO YOUR

A Sanitary Drinking Cup

Jauscli [omb
Projection [ervses
Our objectives and condensers are standard — their use on your machine
insure the best results in sharpness, detail and illumination. The most
successful operators endorse and use them.
Bring the crowds — aqd keep them coming to your show — by giving
them the kind of pictures they want.
The Edison and Nicholas Power machines are regularly equipped with
our lenses.
They can be procured, also, through any film exchange.
It will pay you, whether owner or operator, to
read our free Booklet 62-D, which contains information ofvalue.
Write for it TODAY.

Bausch & lomb Optical (o
NEW

YORK

WASHINGTON

CHICACO

london ROCHESTER.

IT WILL

PAY

YOU

SAN

FRANCISCC

NY. rRANKrottT

FILM CO,

Public Service Co., Harrisburg, Pa.

121 Fourth Avenue,

YOU CAN'T AFFORD
BALK AT THIS!

8 BEEL8

BALKAN WAR
PICTURES

"
"
8 HEELS
"
"
"
"
"
LOWEST

Pittsburgh, Pa.

READY

FOR

CLOSE-UP

OF THENAGE CARAND
BRITALITY
OF MODERN

U0I1 Dupritl Self-Releasing: Fire Exit Latches

WARFARE.

MOST
AWEINSPIRING
PICTlRKs

Absolutely Reliable.
Safeguard Against
I'unir Disasters,
Approved by New
York Board of Underwriters, City of New
York Bureau of
Buildings.
Applied on thou
Bands '<( Buildings in
more than BOO Cities
in
the l'. S. A. and
Canada.
Send for Catalogue
No in n.
VONNEGUT
HARDWARE CO.,
General Distributors,
Indianapolis,
Ind..
U. S. A.

RELEASE
A WONDERFIT.
PICTORIAL
DESCRIPTION

VIEWS OF TIIK
BATTLES BETWEEN THE
ALLIES AND
TUBKS.

GVEB TAKEN
ON THE
FIRING LINK.

THRILLING
EXCITING
SENSATIONAL

Get After Your Exchange I ow For Farly Booking.

Universal Film
Manufacturing
Company
Mecca

Building,

Broadway at 48th Street
New York City

I'an without
you niT.'r.i
them?to be
"Made On Honor.''

TO

"

"The House of a Thousand Features"
FEATURE

Advertise Your Theatre and Help Humanity
PRICES ON APPLICATION

TO BOOK

"LIFE
OF BUFFALO
BILL"
"ST. GEORGE
AND
THE
DRAGON"
"REDEMPTION"
"GLASS
COFFIN"
"THE
WEED"
"RED
FALCON"
"WHITE
DOMINO"
.'
"AFTER
DARKNESS
LIGHT"
"FOUR
DABE
DEVILS"
"THE
VAMPIRE
DANCER"
"FALL
OF BLACKHAWK"
"HEROINE
OF DERNA"
"THE
PENALTY"
"THE
CIRCUS
GIRL"
"VENUS"
"THE
INVENTOR'S
SECRET"
BIG ADVERTISING
FREE WITH ALL OUR FEATURES.
PRICES.
Write for lists.

IMPERIAL

Your Imprint and Any Cut ]

Exit M ,i Universal Demand.

£$§

THE

I

DON'T

WHAT

M<>\ ING

I'll I URE

\V< >\<\.\>

CARE

OTHERS

DO!

I say wiihout mincing words that I
will give you the NEWEST FEATURE
FILMS WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE
if you hook up with me. The Universal
company charges me nothing extra for
its marvelous features, so I don't intend
to gouge you. If that sounds like a
fair and square deal to you, do business
with me!

CARL

LAEMMLE
PRESIDENT

The Laemmle Film Service
204 West Lake St., Chicago, 111.
Sykes Block, Minneapolis, Minn.
1312 Farnum St., Omaha, Neb.
421 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa.

The Biggest and Best Film Renter in
the World.

When

Your Picture Machine Needs Repairing
Why don't you send it to ut ?

H?RR?RofSIN
- ONE REEL SPECIALLITH05 AND
ASK

USED

THREE SHEETS
FOR IT

MACHINES

Have Motiograph and Powers.
A- 1 condition — Low cost.
Send for details now.
NEW MACHINES. REPAIRS
& SUPPLIES.
All Makes and Kinds.
We equip theatres complete.

II 'rite us to-day.

CHICAGO PROJECTING
I07A No.

COMPANY

Dearborn St.

CHICAGO

We have the best equipped machine shop in the country and can repair any make of machine.
Write us and get acquainted.

GEO. M. HOKE

We buy second hand machine!.

SUPPLY CO., 176 N. State St, ?L£$k Chicago, IIL

THE
SIMPSON SOLAR SCREEN
The only Metallic Screen without
seams,
patented.
Buy
the real
thing.
Beware
of imitations
ALFRED
L. SIMPSON,
Inc.
No. 113 W. 132nd St.. N. Y. City
DO YOU
WANT
A FtLM
PRODUCED?
Let as show
yon how.
1,0ml Pictures made or
taken.
Camera
and
Cameraman
Rented.
Motion picture Camera*
for Rale.
SPECIAL
EVENT
FILM
MEGS
CO.,
INC.
248 West 35th St.. New York
City.

Your Own Film Camera
BUY
THE
JUNIOR
PROFESSIONAL,
GUARANTEED
FILM
MAKING
OUTFIT
YOU NEED
IT. SOONER
OR LATER,
ALL
SUPPLY.
MACHINES,
LENSES.

Eberhard Schneider,

219 Second Ave, N. Y.

Two and Three Reel Features
The BEST
European
Attractions for RENT
OR
SALE
at the LOWEST Bargain Prices.
Ask for
our NEW
LIST.

America's Feature Film Co.

406-7-8 Schiller Building, Chicago, III.

MOVING

PICTURE

Northern Feature Film Exchange
405

Srhiller

Bide;.

THEATRE

ChJosfo

LIST

for sale, containing
11.305 throughout United States; guaranteed
98% correct mailed
two-cent
stamp.
Price $20.00 for the list or $3.00 per
thousand
for under
certain a States.
Trade Grcular Addressing Companr, 166 Weil Adams

St, Chicago.

Esf. 1880. Fhonei frarddki 1182. 1183
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American Moving Picture Machine Co.
MANUFACTURERS

EASTMAN

QT

THE

STANDARD

motion picture
film— the acknowledged standard the
world over.

Automatic Movin* Picture Machine
101-102 Beekman Street,

New York

Use the Real

Projector Carbon
MnnutACtured

by

"Biograph"

EASTMAN
KODAK CO.,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Brand

L. E. Frorup & Co.
232 Greenwich St., New York City

EXHIBITORS'

HEADQUARTERS

CALEHUFF SUPPLY COMPANY
(Incorporated)

50 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

CELLULOID POSITIVE CELLULOID NEGATIVE
AND

NON-FLAM

POSITIVE

FILM SUPPLY

i$ EAST a6th STREET
Tel. Mad. Sq. 7876

Machines repaired by Expert Mechanics.

SPECI

(Made Under License of the Patentee)

RAW

Jobbers in Edison, Powers and
Motiograph Machines and Parts

CO.

NEW YORK
Cable Rawfilm New York

Mirror Screens
Chairs
Tickets
Pianos
Bio & Electra Carbons
Special Gundlach
Lenses
CHAS. A.

Eye Comfort System
Indirect Illumination
OF

National X-Ray Reflector Co.,
327 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago.
Distance, Screen to Rear of Auditorium
Ceiling Height
Width of House
Name

ES.

Condensers
Edison Transformers
Ft. Wayne Compensarcs
Asbestos State Booths
Asbestos Wire
Switches
Plugs
Spotlights
CAT.F.HUJrf,
Prea.
and

Gas Making Outfits
Limes
Film Cement
Branch
General
Disinfectant Co.
Scenery, Stage Effects
Theatres Bought, Sold,
Rented
Oen. Mgr.

MOVING PICTURE
LECTURES

THE

So necessary to the success of every
Motion
Picture
Theatre
that
w«
engineer 6o Theaters a month.
This is a free service to Motion
Picture Theatre
Managers.

Genuine Parts Only Used.

ALTI

LOUISE
IN HER

HEAR

M. MARION

NEW IILLUSTRATED POEMS
and FEATURE LECTURES
' NOW

LOUISE

BOOKING

M. MARION

459 West 23rd Street. NEW
TERMS

REASONABLE

YORK

High-Class
Vaudeville Sketch
entitled

"MOTHER and SON"
Strong Sf ecialtie*
With

1
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Install
HALLBERGS

UNIVERSAL SERVICE
Our
Locked Reel System
Has Many Advantages
CONSUL!
US ABOU1

,

Rectifier
11

Economizer

Exclusive New York Agents for
UNIVERSAL
FILMS

AND

111 East 14th St., New York
■

World'i Largest Mfri

YORK

ON EARTH.

Phone, Stuyv. 1000.

'Wu^uTzer

Stub!' (bed IBM

THE

GREATEST LIGHT

Universal Film Exchange
OF NEW

GET

1

GIVES

FROM

30 TO

60 Amperes
Direct Current at the Arc
with Any Alternating
Current Line Supply
No moving parts — no mercury bulbs to break or
renew — no relays or tripping coils.
Absolutely guaranteed for one year.
Can be installed in a few minutes and connected to
your old wires without special wiring.
I take your small 25 to 30 amp. mercury arc rectifier or other current-savers in part payment for
my LARGE 60-amp. Rectifier Economizer.

I am jobber of ALL MAKES
of Moving
Picture Machines
Through my Exchange Department I am prepared to makt liberal
allowance for your old machine in part payment on purchaac of
new M. P. machine of any make.
Wurlitzer PianOrcbestra

Write

for

and

Mandolin

32-page

Sextet in Royal

booklet,

Theatre, Lima,

O.

showing

Wurlitzer Automatic Musical Instruments
in the leading picture theatres of the country.

Separate catalogues of different makes of machines,
supplies and economizers furnished free upon request, BUT Hallberg's Big Complete Catalogue
costs you 25c.

The Wurlitzer Instruments furnish better music than musicians
and reduce ixpenses.
60 different styles; time payments;
big
catalog free.
T' you can't call, write to our nearest branch.

I

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company

CINCINNATI NEW YORK
CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA.
117-1)1 E 4th 16-27 W. Sid 8W-SS1 S. Wabash 1836 C Ii e s t ■ u t
ST.LOTJIS CLEVELAND BCPPALO LOTISVILLE COL*JMBl S O
HI VIM Bt
800 Boron Road
701 Kaln
«M W. Graena
67 ».

I

I carry the Largest Complete Stock of

Electra Pink Label Carbons
J. H. HALLBERC

36

E. 23rd

St.

New

York

City

83o

TIIF.

Mu\

I JG

PI<

I I I'l

W( iRLD

FOR EVERY PURPOSE
1,000 STYLES

J^"****^j|

115-117 Bo. Wabaah Ave., TL.

Chicago, 111.

ELECTRIC

Mew

York

1165 Broadway.

Generating Set

A«J^,.,o
AndreWS

rl.

C*

Branches

all
Leading inCities

t^O.

Seattle Office.
San Franoisco Office, 728 Mission St.

The Foos Gas Engine Co.
MR.

Springfield, O.

Think of the motherless, the fatherless, and the
childless homes ai tbe result of theater panics. Protect tbe Uvea of your
patrons
by
Installing
our
"ANT1
PANIC"
THEATER
CHAIR.
88
Dead at Cannonsburg, 176 at Boyer
town,
675 at Iroqufs
Theater
Chicago. Make these horrors Impossible. Our chair la a friend
to
' che Public.
It advertises your theater and
makes your business grow.
it Is a space-saver, life-saver,
money-saver. Gives 25% more seating.

Jr^BEN^TT

CHEAP
STEEL FRAME

If your scenarios do not sell
find out why. Perhaps your
manuscript can be rewritten and
Made saleable, and your mistakes
may be corrected in future manuscripts. The author of "Technique of the Photoplay," etc., will
give your manuscript personal
criticism for a fee of $2.

Exhibitors !

New

FURNITURE

Winthrop

DETROIT
MOTOR CAB
SUPPLY OO.,

318 Bias*
Bldg.

"EVERYONE'S USING"

Our Developing System

H?RR?RofSIN
ONE REEL SPECIALLITH05 AND
ASK

A. J. CORCORAN,
1 1 John Street.

THREE SHEETS
FOR IT

Changeable

OF

M

STItA

II A

1 46 W. 23rd
< III I >l

WRITE

\ 3194

St , N

Box

Y. City

It pays to discriminate

THEATRE
li/niTC
If 111 IE

TnnAV
I UUfll
range

CATALOCUE

MFC.

CO.
Cincinnati, Ohio

when you buy

SEATING

for 0"t
Plrtoro Chairs)
and
Cat V2VI (Mot.
rrphnlatcred
Chain)

Bend Floor Sketch for
Widest

SIGN

FOR

ZENITH
262

Inc.
New York

Illuminated

PROGRAM

Greater J. D. Williams Amusement Co ,Ltd,
L. M. NOTO,

of style* and

Free Seating
prices.

Plan

Large stocks.

American Seating Company
tlS

B.

Wabaah

Mi oh.

Rapids. Mich.

ITALA

Sargent

York City

Grand

York:
150 6th Ave. Pittsburgh:
Blk.
Philadelphia: 610 Flanders

Box 70, Madison Square Station

New

per kilowatt.
Address EleothcsJ
Dept.
for eataloc
No 201.
117

Detroit,
Co.,

plant

which
Bares you money on your current
bill*.
The very outfit for a tent or road
■how.
for fetes, theatre
projection and
illumination.
Plant* with capacities of 75
to 650 16-candle
power lamps at prices
from
f I 8 ' upward for complete
outfit
Engine uses kerosene and supplies current
at a cost of 2 cents

Also
seating
use. Out-of-door
for
Address
Dept.

^^■■asasSBBalBW"

*— w

A portable or a stationary direct-connected

Stoond Band
Chain

Submit your difficulties to the
author of "The Photoplay Theater," and other articles on management, for advice and suggestion, the result of twenty years'
experience in amusement enterprises. Simple questions $1 each

Epes

CHAIRS

Suitable tor small
Theatres and Mot
lug Picture Shows.
We
carry these
chairs in stock and
diately.
can ship imme-

STEEL

^^

Moving Picture Electric
roduce
Flicker lea*
urrent
Cheaper
Light Plants than
the Trust.

ABSOLUTELY
NON-BREAKABLE

It will make your theater all aisles. It la the
only sanitary chair. It Is tbe world's greatest
tbester chair, perfected to the highest degree.
Write to-day for Circular A.
THE HARDEST? MFG. CO., Oanal Dover, Ohio.
U.S. A.

^

OHIO.

CINCINNATI,

THEATRE

Bo.

34-36 E. 3rd Street

Wisconsin, U.S.A.

EXHIBITOR!!

SCENARIO
WRITERS !

First Ave.,

C
M
A
I

New London,

OH!

508-10-12

Tbe
Wisconsin
CompanySeating

for Bulletin F-98.

•09 Linden Ave.

i-J

Get Our Prices
Before You Buy

will faruhsb direct current for your show
and give you better qaallty of light than
you can jet from tbe best Central Statloa
■errlce. With a Foos Engine you can bbto
(0 to 75 per cent, of tbe money yon have to
pay for electric current and hare all taa
Ugbt you want when yon want It.
Send

A.A

* lie

Office,

ESTABLISHED 1865
WRITE FOR CAT. NO. 31

W%

Ave.,

CHICAGO

It E.

ISnd

St.,

MEW

YORK

1 HE

M< )\ l.\(.

PICTURE

\\< >RLD

G.MELIES
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*

JOHN

AND

FLORA

FIND

A BOAT

LINKED BY FATE
Saved from a wreck, John, Flora and her father, a minister, are washed
ashore on a barren island, where the father, dying from privation, requests John to marry Flora and himself ties the knot. On finding John's
diary, Flora has reason to believe him already married, and to free him
makes it appear that she has been drowned. John departs without her
in the only boat, but Flora is saved by a passing steamer. Five years later
they meet again and she learns that the woman in question
is only his sister. It is a happy reunion blessed by Fate.
G. MELIES, 204 EAST 38th ST., NEW
Appro*, length 1000 feet

5»»jM-»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»<*»**»)M>»^

YORK

CITY
H-28-12
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POWERS
Cameragraph

No- 6A

THE PRACTICAL MACHINE— A
Machine for Operators & Exhibitors
BUILT

BY

AN

OPERATOR

That is one of theITstrong
features of a POWER'S
CAMERAGRAPH.
IS PRACTICAL.
It possesses every known
which it controls.

improvement,

many

of

Built STRONG, yet a child can run it.
Operation almost noiseless.

Projects a picture absolutely clear and without flicker.
Its best testimonials are: — Over
8000 installations of the Nos 6 and 6A
throughout the civilized world with an
output of over 60 per cent, of the entire
moving picture machine manufacturing
business of America. Isn't that good
enough for you?
Our catalogue G is out.
Let us send it to you.

Nicholas Power Company
90 Cold Street

NEW

YORK

For fifteen years the leading makers
of motion picture machines

CITY

November

Vol. 14. No. 9

Price. 10c.

30. 1912
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EXHIBITORS'
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Scene from Selig's Coming Feature, "The Millionaire Cowboy"
(Two Parts).

•'*y///////////iiii\
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125 East 23rd Street

NeW
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169 W. Washington St.
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THANHOUSER

Sunday, Dec. I

WORLD

THREE- A-WEEK

Standing Room

Only

A tale of a jail and a girl, of cooking good and cooking bad. You will laugh ! laugh ! laugh ! When the sheriff
hangs up the "Standing-Room" sign you'll fairly scream I It is one of those funnyfilms that make the Thanhouser Sunday release famous as a comedy issue.
Tuesday, Dec. 3

Wayand
A aWill
Through her independence, a girl enrages her
rich old father, is disowned, and sees her cousin
made heir. Then the temperamental father, repentant, makes a new will,
cutting off his nephew and
deeding his wealth to his
daughter. But the nephew,
who is a scoundrel, tries
to make away with the
second will. What results
makes good drama.

Friday, Dec. 6

A Romance

oftheU.S.N.
The feature of this reel is
an American
sailor's where
great
dive
under water,
he cuts the wires connecting with a submarine mine
and saves
nation's
from
being hisblown
up. fleet
The
part a pretty girl plays in
getting the
word
to is
themighty
sailor
about
mine,
thrilling, too.

A urora Floyd

Tuesday, Dec. 10— In 2 Reels

Friday, Dec. 24 — In 3 Reels

The Star of Bethlehem

One of the best-known of the English book-plays, as gripping and
famous as "East Lynne." The court room scenes just teem with
excitement and the "big scene" is a scene of big suspense.

in
Cuts
ot f
~
Q
Scenes

lhanhouser

Tknnkrt,,,0v

_
f
trom

~U~,,^.lhanhouser

XI

The most impressive Biblical subject ever produced
and the Thanhouser Masterpiece of 1912. Issued as
a regular release, at 12 cents a foot.

cents apiece, of STANDARD

40
PloTr^fo
rlayers
550 7th avenue,
kVof,,v^

ENG.

CO.,

new york city

12 photos, 8 x 10 in., $2.00 the set, of KRAUS

features mfc.co.me. i7thST., new york city

(Beginning with "THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM")

THANHOUSER

FILM

CORPORATION,

The Film Supply Co., American and Canadian Agents

New Rochelle, N.Y.

THE

THIS
WEEK!

ii

Ml rVING

l'l( I URE

\V< >KI.!>

BRONCHO BILLY

11

THIS
WEEK!

Released Tuesday, Nov. 26th.

"MR.

HUBBY'S

WIFE"

* >^

One of those furiously funny farcical bits of frivolity built for laughter and long remembrance.
in his new character-creation of "Mr. Hubby."
Released Wednesday, Nov. 27th.

"THE

Augustus Carney

STAIN"

A startling and altogether unusual production of great dramatic value. The regeneration of a young man through
the revelation of his ancestor's dark romance. E. H. Calvert, Lily Branscombe and other Essanay favorites in splendid
portrayals.
Released Thursday, Nov. 28th.

"THE

BOSS

OF THE

KATY

MINE"

A strong, virile Western drama showing how the hand of Providence terminated a situation involving a woman's
good name and the salvation of her husband.
Excellently portrayed amidst the rugged beauty of the hills.
Released Friday, Nov. 29th.

"THE

IRON

HEEL"

month's
greatest
dramatic
productions.
A plotin ofthecircumstantial
evidence
entwined
about an
innocent
victim One
that ofis the
fiendish
in its
unyielding
clutch
until fathomed
nick of time.
Norman
McDonald,
Francis
X.
Bushman and Harry Cashman featured.
Released Saturday, Nov. 30th.

"BRONCHO

BILLY'S

MEXICAN

WIFE"

A brilliant Western dramatic study, beautiful in point of perfect photography, and excellent in plot strength.
Mr. G. M. Anderson featured in the character he has made famous throughout the world. Don't fail to book this
superior attraction!

NEXT

"FOOTBALL
(A

WEEK!

DAYS

FEATURE

AT CORNELL"

EDUCATIONAL

SUBJECT)

WISE EXHIBITORS ARE USING THOSE GREAT 3-SHEET POSTERS OF ALL ESSANAY SATURDAY RELEASES.
LITHOGRAPHED IN FULL FOUR COLORS, PRICE 35c EACH.
ORDER FROM
YOUR EXCHANGE
OR DIRECT
FROM MORGAN LITHOGRAPH CO., CLEVELAND, O.
PHOTOS

OF ESSANAY
CHICAGO, ILL.

PLAYERS
CAN BE SECURED FROM THE PLAYERS' PHOTO
CO., 177 N. STATE
THESE PHOTOS ARE 8x10, AND ARE $3.00 PER DOZEN.
ORDER AT ONCE!
THESE MATTERS
DEMAND YOUR IMMEDIATE
ATTENTION !

ESSANAY

FILM

MANUFACTURING

521 First National Bank Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Factory and Studio, 1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
Branch Offices in London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona

CO.

ST.,

'.WW
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FAST LIFE III THE' METROPOLIS
How Newf Yorkers Get Along on 24 Hours a Day
STEP LIVELY
IN

ORDERINCg

How New York Travels

WAR

IS

HELL

With the Servian Army in the Balkans
Gaumont camera men have trained their cameras on the scenes of carnage
with artistically vivid effects, equal to death-dealing effects of the training of
rifle and cannon upon the desperate Turks. Pictures of power, showing legions
of men in the keen pursuit of other men's lives. The murderousTmarksmanship which sent so many Mussulmans to Allah Mohammetand the Houris of
Paradise.

Release Date, Saturday, November 30th

THE

MATRIMONIAL
Tuesday, December

EXPRESS
3rd

Love a la cap and bells at sixty miles an hour. The feat of holding feet
(hands) under the table. Showing that faint heart never won fair lady nor
brunette either. Tunnel tussles in which the wrong woman was kissed on
the eyebrow.

A

TELEPHONE

and

'TWIXT

DEVIL

ENTANGLEMENT

s

AND

;j

Thursday, December

Film Supply Company

THE

DEEP

5th

of America, Sole Distributors

AUMOINIT
FLUSHING,

NEW

YORK

SV.V.\V.V.,.,.,ASV.V.V.V.V.V.V.VV.,AVW^^\WVV^Wr.VAVJW.V

SEA
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DON'T BE HOODWINKED
Into Paying Big Money for
State Right Features !
You Can Get the Greatest
Features Ever Made Without Paying a Penny Extra
From the very outset, the Universal organization, with its
enormous resources, men of stamina and ideas, has striven to
give you, Mr. Exhibitor, the greatest, strongest and most
evenly balanced program that money and brains can get
together.
The program today is as strong as the "Rock of Gibraltar."
Nothing too good or too cost'y if it will give you the maximum
benefit of your confidence in us and the Universal program.
Thousands of dollars are being spent at our West-Coast
Studios alone, to give you the most thrilling and intensely exciting western dramas and 101 Bison features.
Every single week we offer you two (sometimes three) crowdgetting features on our regular program. Bigger money makers
than most of the State Right features, and you don't have to
pay a single cent extra for them.
All that you have to do is to

"DEMAND THAT UNIVERSAL PROGRAM!
»?

Not only in the story and producing end have we ''directed
our special efforts, but we have hammered at quality until we
have succeeded in getting the best photography you ever laid
eyes on.

Universal
Film Manufacturing' Co.
Mecca
Building, Broadway at 48th Street
New York City
NOTE

THE

NEW

ADDRESS.
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The Improvement of Quality in Universal Fil
Determination, Hard Work, Brains and a La
NESTOR

IMP
"MAMMA'S BOY."
Monday, November 25th.
It is not very often that you can get a King Baggot comedy.
Here's the best King Baggot
treat
you ever had.
"VENGEANCE"
(Two-Reel Drama.
Thursday, November 28th.
Two-reel drama. Vividly dramatic, fascinating
and exciting, from the big railroad wreck to the
thrilling death scene of the convict husband who had
been pardoned. Just the thing for Thanksgiving
Day.
"THE

BULLET-PROOF

COAT"— "THE

DOU-

BLE CROSS." 30th.
Saturday, November
A California comedy tacked on to a mirth-getter
that will make your sides ache with laughter.

"THE

REGENERATION

Monday, November 25th.
Though he was not her son she gladly adopted
him when he proved himself a hero and her protector. Produced with dramatic Western realism.
"A FRIENDDAN."
INDEED."
Wednesday, November 27th.
How a young man saved a woman from death and
an old man from going to jail.
Dramatic
story,
sublime interpretation.
"THE MATRIMONIAL AGENCY OF ROARING
Friday, November 29th.
Bob's trials in his love making and the practical
jokes they played on himLCare
ludicrously funny. One
GU H." situations.
thousand feet of side-splitting

CEM

CHAMPION
"THE

GATEWAY TO AMERICA."
Monday, November 25th.
Vivid views of the entry into America of the future citizen.

VICTOR

"THE TOLL OF THE SEA."
Tuesday, November 26th.
The wife urged him to go to sea. The vixen
urged him not to. He never returned.
Remorse
and taunting dr6ve the young wife to her death.
Beautifully dramatic.
Sunday,

"IT HAPPENED THUS."
Friday, November 29th.
Though Crafty Jim was a hardened
criminal, he couldn't stand by
and see Allen commit suicide.
Highly emotional, brilliantly produced

PEEPS

INTO
BRAND

NEW

THE

BRAND

CRY

"LOCKED

OUT"— "A

Two very funny original comedies.

FUTURE

GOAT Frontier
GIRL OF
BEAR CANON."
Release.
Wednesday, December nth.
Great story, great photography, great picture.
"SNOW WHITE."
Power's Western.
Release Date Later.
A sublime child production.
"THE RIGHTS OF A SAVAGE."
One-Reel 101 Bison.
Release of December 7th.
An Indian play with a punch.

MILANO

"THE

r? . ;>•.

OF WORTHLESS

"THE

ENCHANTED
UMBRELLA"— "ADDA
RIVER
RAPIDS"— "BONIFACE IS
BASHFUL."
Saturday,
November 20th.

Three in one, this is going some.
Each one of
them a crackerjack.
Don't forget to book it.

ffls is a Remarkable Proof of What Keen
vish Expenditure of Money Can Accomplish!
ECLAIR
"A GIRL FROM THE COUNTRY."
Tuesday, November 26th.
A frolicksome
comedy-drama
with
plenty
of
frivolous merriment.
"THE DARLING OF THE MOUNTED."
Thursday, November 28th.
A novelty.
Not a woman in it. A little child
plays a very important part.
Your audience will
just love it.
"AT THE FLAME THE BUTTERFLY BURNT
ITS WINGS."
Sunday,
December 1st.
A drama with a moral to it. Better than a church
sermon.
Fine for your Sunday show.

REX

"FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE."
Thursday, November 28th.
For the love of Mike do not miss it. Best seriocomedy you ever set eyes upon.
"A HEART RECLAIMED."
Sunday, December 1st.
Fifteen minutes of the most enchanting dramatic
situations.
Pretty dissolving effects.
Exceptionally
fine production.

STAL

POWERS
"THE

WAY
OF THE TRANSGRESSOR."
Wednesday, November 27th.
A series of funny misadventures in which a happy
tramp, a henpecked husband and a henpeck take part.
"HAWKINS
MOVES."
Friday, November 29th.
You will simply dance for joy when you see funny
Hawkins and his comic antics.

101 BISON
"AN INDIAN OUTCAST."
Tuesday, November 26th.
The cheers and shouts of enthusiasm will burst
forth as this exciting Western picture is projected.
Not a dull moment in it.
"THE

MASSACRE

OF THE
FOURTH
CAVALRY" (Two-Reel Feature).
Saturday, November 30th.
A positive spellbinder.
You will gaze in amazement when you see the Indians rise from the sand
and annihilate a troop of cavalry. A punch in every
scene.

AMBROSIO

"PLAYING WITH EDGED TOOLS."
Wednesday, November 27th.
particularly fine dramatic
offering, well produced,
handsomely
staged.

PICNIC IN DAKOTA."
December 1st.
Clear cut, high class laugh getters.

PEEPS

INTO

THE

'.*

FUTURE

"BIG

"ANIMATED

WEEKLY"

Wednesday, November 27th.
Thousands

of cameramen

on the job to give

you up to the minute views of interesting events.

ROCK'S
LAST
STAND."
Two-Reel 101 Bison.
Release of December 3rd.
A vividly spectacular Western.
Two-reel Bisons issued on Tuesday hereafter
"PAUL AND VIRGINIA."
Two-Reel Rex Drama.
Thursday, December 5th.
Masterful
interpretation.
Beautiful story.
"DIAMOND CUT DIAMOND."
Two-Reel Milano.
Saturday, December 7th.
An intensely exciting detective story.

■■-■ .*> .V- ■<»- •• v -
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B
For That Tired Feeling
BOOK

C. Q. P. C.
FILMS
THEY DOCTOR SICKLY PROGRAMS, GIVE
INSTANT RELIEF FROM MONOTONY, AND
CURE THE ILLS RESULTING FROM TOO
MUCH SAMENESS. TO PUT YOUR EXHIBITION IN A HEALTHY CONDITION WE
PRESCRIBE A CHANGE OF SCENE.

BOOK

c. a p. c
FILMS
AND NOTE THE IMPROVEMENT
BOX OFFICE RECEIPTS

IN YOUR
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WORLD
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Kay-Bee Military
Dramatic Production
IN THREE REELS

"THE

INVADERS

«*wA
Combination
of Dramatic and
Sensational
Scenes

J
Released
Friday

November
29th

IAL

f*

The Greatest

War

Picture

Ever Produced
ISING

ADV

I, 3 and 8-sheet lithographs
in four colors; a 7x10 booklet,
illustrated with half-tone engravings; beautiful colored slides.

Better

Than

"CUSTER'S

LAST

FIGHT"

N.Y. Motion Picture Co. Long Acre Bldg,, 42d St, and Broadway
NEW

MUTUAL

FILM

CORPORATION,

60 Wall Street

YORK

CITY

Sole Agent for the U. S. and Canada

THE
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*~ ~^HE rising and setting sun symbolically presented.
A
human interest drama with the touch of child lite and
The

a beautiful blending of old age.
doors and the calm of home lire.

storm

of the out-of-

Release Date, Monday, Dec. 2, 1912

Tke Animal Within
A Western Drama featuring
Warren Kerrigan
Release Date, Thursday, December

5, 1912

Bludsoes Dil emma
jA Mining Story full of thrills _
Release Date, Saturday, December

7, 1912

If you are not on our Mailing List — Write Us.

American
ASHLAND

Film

Manufacturing

BLOCK

Company

CHICAGO,

ILLS.
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Mr. Lester Parks, Manager of the Denver district' off

Mutual

Film Corporation

WRITES:I WANT TO TAKE THISi OPPORTUNITY, MRS. BLACHE,
TO COMPLIMENT YOU UPON THE EXCELLENCE OF THE
SOLAX PRODUCTIONS. WE ARE ENTHUSIASTIC BOOSTERS FOR EVERYTHING PERTAINING TO THE SOLAX
COMPANY. WE FEATURE YOUR FILMS EXTENSIVELY
AND CAN ASSURE YOU THAT THEY ARE OF SUCH
EXCELLENT QUALITY THAT THEY >CAN WELL STAND TO
BE FEATURED.

THREE f ONE-REEL
RELEASED

WEDNESDAY,

FEATURES
DECEMBER

4th

The Raffle
A woman is presented with a fur coat by an admirer under cover of a raffle ticket.
The woman is wise to the scheme, but accepts the gift just the same. She sends her
husband for the coat and he, not knowing that his wife expected a fur coat as her prize,
biings home a book and gives his stenographer the fur coat. Some mix-up ensues.

RELEASED

FRIDAY, DECEMBER

6th

The Face at the Window
The Dickensonian story of a miserly old woman who dies and leaves her hoarded
wealth in a secret hiding place. A "Bill Sykes" type knows of the hiding place, but
every time he attempts to steal the wealth he is interrupted. His desperate plans and
their frustration form an interesting part of the story.

RELEASED

WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

11th

The Hater of Women
A Billy Quirk comedy in which the boys try to arrange a match for Billy in order
to get his goat. To their surprise he marries the girl and the joke is on them.

So1a^Cotr»pany
FORT

LEE, NEW

JERSEY
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BRONCHO FILMS
$50.00 for Scenarios.
The minimum price paid
will be $50.00. We want stirring Frontier,
Pioneer, Military stories in two reels.
Address: T. H. INCE, Director,

Two
Reels

EC

1712 Allesandro St., Los Angeles, Cal.

HIS

%

Motion tt^

Th
ri
ll
ing
"
W
A
U
SQ

Released
Dec. 4

Indian, Military and
Pioneer^Subject
Pathetic, Dramatic
Scenes
Sensational Battles
Stirring Situations
The despondent miner releases his
fiance from her engagement and
after having his life saved by the
Indians marries a squaw. Later,
the Indians plan to capture an
emigrant train and the white man
saves the women and children,
assisted by his squaw. The squaw
pays the penalty of her loyalty to
her husband by the loss of her life.
Wonderfully acted.

BRONCHO
MUTUAL

Long Acre Building
FILM CORPORATION,

MOTION

PICTURE

42nd St. and Broadway,
60 Wall Street

CO.

New York City
Sole Agent for U. S. and Canada
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KEYSTONE FILMS
COMEDY
KEYSTONE FILM CO.

REEL

EVERY

MONDAY

The Keystone Stock Company comprises the largest aggregation of
famous comedians in the world, the principals being Mack Sennett, Fred
Mace, Mabel Normand, Ford Sterling, and Alice Davenport. It is an
All-Star Company.

A Split Reel, Monday, Dec. 2

"Pats Day Oil -Brown's Seance"

Two Mirth Provoking
Comedies Acted by
a Star Cast
Highest prices paid for high-class comedy scenarios
Address Mack Sennett, Director, 1712 Allesandro Street
Los Angeles, Cal.

KEYSTONE
MUTUAL

FILM

CORPORATION,

60

FILM
Wall

Street

CO. i2T?- ?sCV?.??
Sole Agent for the

U. S. and

Canada
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URBAN
ECLIPSE

MARK

FEATURE

RELEASES

CINES
Dec'2, 1912

AT NAPOLEON'S
COMMAND
THRILLING !
GORGEOUS !
(COPYRIGHT

1912,

BY

GEORGE

KLEINE)

HISTORIC !
An absorbing war drama, in two
reels, portraying the great Emperor
and his Marshals during his exciting campaigns.
Containing a story of heart-interest, interwoven among magnificent
scenes of the court, and of spectacular warfare.

NAPOLEON

COMMANDING

HIS

ECLIPSE
Coming
Dec. 16
1912

The

CINES

THE

Oct. 21, 1912

CINES

Don't fail to use the Heralds and One,
Three, Six-Sheet Posters

ARMY

Red
(IN

Aug. 12, 1912

1912,

BY

TWO

Honor

GEORGE

KLEINE)

Rl

)

A story of savage passion, hatred, treachery and also the
Honor of the Red Man enacted by real Indians

LION

(COPYRIGHT

TAMER'S
1912.

-T\A/0

THE

BY

TWO

RAMESES,

REVENGE

GEORGE

KLEINE)

REEZL.S

DAUGHTER

Sept. 16, 1912

CINES

an's

(COPYRIGHT

OF

THE

SPY

REELS

KING
(TWO

OF

EGYPT
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RELEASES FOR NEXT WEEK

Something Extra Good
A Film of Unusual Quality
Don t Miss It

ER'S
CART
OLN J. WAR
LINC
GREATfClVTT.
DRAMA

Eclipse, Wednesday, Dec. 4, 1912.

WRONGLY

ACCUSED
Produced Under the Personal Direction of

LINCOLN

J. CARTER

3 crnsoQ hassivc sccncs=3224 rccTor riLn
The blowing op of the old powder
mill. The charge of the Confederate troops. The capture at the
boat landing. The escape through
the underground tunnel. The
fight on the runaway locomotive.
The battle near Lookout Mountain.
Seven troops of cavalry in action.
And fifty other sensations.
Was first produced
at the Columbia
Theatre, Chicago, with the following Notable Cast :Wilton Lackaye, Blanche Bates,
Cyril Scott, Charles Richmond, Frank C.
Bangs, Oscar Eagle and 100 others.
NOTE — The biggest and finest line of
LITHOGRAPH PRINTING for this
film ever made for a Motion Picture.
24 sheets, 12 sheets 2 kind, 8 sheets 2
kind, 3 sheets 2 kind, 1 sheets 4 kind,
1-2 sheets 5 kind, Heralds, Cards, Etc.

I

CHATTANOOGA

The wrong is righted. .
An absorbing
drama filled with exciting
which hold the attention to the very last.

situations

Cines, Tuesday, Dec. 3, 1912.

UP AGAINST IT
(A screaming farce-comedy.)

The* Ancient Town of Narni
(Travelogue.)

A liberal allowanceof paper given with each state
Cines, Saturday, Dec. 7, 1912.

BECAUSE OF A WIDOW
A humorous

comedy-drama.

Advance Synopses Free.

GEORGE

Write to

KLEIN E

166 North State St.

CHICAGO

Licensed by Motion Picture Patent* Co.

STATE
RIGHT MEN
WRITE- WIRE-PHONE

CARROWCLIFF FEATURE FILM GO.
Room 1610, Masonic Temple, Chicago,
PHONE-CENTRAL,

III.

3870

EXHIBITORS in Chicago and the State of Illinois,
for time and terms write or call to above address
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THE
EDISON
KINETOSCOPE
UNDERWRITERS'

TYPE

"B

»

"he' final test of a motion picture machine
Res in its ability to project steady, clear-cut
pictures while it is subjected to ceaseless
grinding. To do that it must be built simply
and only the best materials can be used. The
Edison, the pioneer moving picture machine,
is built to last. Countless experiments have
shown just what materials are best suited for
each part and each part is thoroughly tested
before it is placed in the machine. Hardened
steel is used in the Edison where there is the
greatest strain. Everywhere there is the
greatest possible care taken to prevent wear.
Buy an Edison and let that "One Moment
Please" sign gather dust on
your shelf.
The exceptionally high grade
lens used on the Edison gives
the clear, sharp picture that
your audience has a right to
demand. The well-balanced
CURRENT EDISON
mechanism gives freedom from
Nov. 25 — "The Third Thanksgiving," by James
flickers.
Dramatic.
Get an Edisoni save repair
bills and hold your patrons.

Price, with Rheostat, 110 volts,
24-40 amperes, - - - $225.00
Price, with 110 volt, 60 Cycle
Transformer,
- - - $245.00
Write today for full particular* and a copy of the Edison
Klnetogram.

"
"
"
"
Dec,
•«
"
■'
"

notu

239 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N.'J.

•'
"
"

FILMS
Oppenheim.

1,000 feet.

26 — "Some Rare Specimens and a Few Old Friends, New
Zoological Park."
1,000 feet. Descriptive.
27 — "The
Eye,"
by Bannister
Merwin.
1,000
Comedy.Totville

York
feet.

29 — "The Island of Ceylon, India."
1,000 feet. Scenic.
30 — "On Donovan's Division,"By W. Hanson Durham.
1,000 feet.
Dramatic.
2 — "The
matic. New Squire,"

by Bannister Merwin.

1,000 feet.

Dra-

3 "A Dollar Saved is a Dollar Earned."
990 feet. Dramatic.
4 — "The Latest Addition to the V. S. Navy — The Superdreadnought 'New York,' Launched at N. Y. Navy Yard."
600
feet. Descriptive.
"The Winking Parson," by Page Spencer.
400 feet. Comedy.
6 "A Forest Fire."
Produced under the supervision of officers
of the Forest Service, Sierra National Forest, California.
1,000 feet. Dramatic.
7 — "His Mother's Hope."
1,000 feet. Dramatic.
9— "Saving the Game,
by Charles M. Seay.
600 feet. Dramatic.
"Harnessing
a Mountain
Stream."
400 feet. Descriptive.
10 — "Annie Crawls Upstairs," by James Oppenheim.
1,000 feet.
Dramatic.
11 — "A Sunday Afternoon in Rural England."
300 feet. Scenic.
Comedy.
"No Place for a Minister's Son," by E. R. Coffin. 700 feet.
13 — "Fog," by Bannister Merwin.
14 — "A Christmas
Accident,"
by
feet. Dramatic.

1,000 feet. Dramatic.
Annie Eliot Trumbull.

1,000
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Feature
Films
Feature Multiple Reel Subjects
now Released twice a week

HAVE you booked the special feature Multiple Reel pictures that are now being
released by the General Film Company ?
If you
overlooked
don'tforcontinue
to do so, but see our branch
in your
city have
immediately
and this
makeopportunity
arrangements
this service.
Remember, there are also 42 one-reel subjects released each week.
The introduction of these specicl feature reels has met with instantaifCLs popularity and crowded
houses are reported from all parts of the country as a result of showing these features.
You can't afford to be withoutjthem.
They will not interfere with your releases regularly booked.
These special feature Multiple Reel pictures are released every Monday and Friday.
If you don't understand this arrangement don't hesitate to call upon our branch
See other advertisement on Pages 850 and 851

in your city.

GENERAL FILM CO.
BRANCHES

:

San Francisco, Cal., 138 Eddy St. Los Angeles, CaJ., 729 S. Main St. Denver, Col., Nassau Building, 16th and Lorimer St. Atlanta, Ga.. 314
Rhodes Building. Chicago, 111., 117 N. Dearborn St.: 429 S. Wabash Ave.; 435 N. Clark St.: 19 S. Wabash Ave. Indianapolis, Ind., 24 W. Washington St. New Orleans La.. 840 Union St. Boston, Haas., 564 Washington St.; 657 Washington St. Detroit, Mich., 71 Oriswold St. Kansas
City, Ho., 921 Wslnut St. St. Louis, Ho., 604 Chestnut St. Minneapolis, Hinn., 704 Hennepin Ave. Butte. Mont.. Broadway and Main St.
Omaha, Nebr., 208 South 13th St. Albany, N. Y., 737 Broadway. Buffalo, N. Y., 272 Washington St. New York City, 19 East 21st St.;
107 East 17th St.; 219 Sixth Ave.; 41 East 21st St.: 260 West 42nd St. Rochester. N. Y.. 510 Central Bldg. Portland. Ore., 68 Seventh St.
Cleveland. 0., 1022 Superior Ave., N. E. Cincinnati, O., S. E. Cor. 7th and Walnut Sts. Columbus, 0., 26 W. Naghten St. Oklahoma City,
Okla., 211 W. 22nd St. Philadelphia, Pa., 1308 Vine St. Wilkesbarre, Pa., 47 S. Pennsylvania Ave. Pittsburgh, Pa.. 119 Fourth Ave.; 436
Fourth Ave. Memphis. Tenn., Lotus Building, Dallas, Tex., 1917 Hain St. Salt Lake City, Utah. 260 Floral Ave. Washington, D. C, Bank of
Commerce & Savings Bldg.. 7th and E. Sts., N. W. Spokane. Wash., 120 Wall St. Seattle. Wash., 819 Third Ave. Montreal, Canada, 194
St. Catherine St., West. St. John, N. B., 87 Union St. Toronto, Canada. 7 Front St. East. Vancouver, B. C. 440 Pender St., West Winnipeg, Canada, 220-221 Phoenix Block.
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THEA STORY
CROOKED
PATH
OF THE UNDERWORLD
A valuable watch and money stolen from a banker by Dan Lyons results in the arrest and conviction of the
crook. While his sweetheart, Nell Harris, sits alone in the park reading of the long prison sentence given her lover, she is
approached by a young clergyman, William Kimball, who questions her regarding her trouble. Nell admits her wrong
deeds and tells him of her desire to follow the straight and narrow path. Kimball takes her to his blind mother and soon
grows to love her. They become engaged and Nell is very happy. Dan Lyons in his prison cell succeeds in communicating with his pals by means of a note tied to a rat's tail and receives a supply of sav/s with which he effects his
escape. He changes his convict's suit for the old clothes of a scarecrow and arrives in the town in which Nell lives.
He sends her a note asking her to return to the old life, but she refuses, and in revenge Lyons plans to rob the home of
William Kimball. He and his pal are discovered and handed over to the police, and the minister accuses Nell of
assisting in the robbery. She confesses her former associations with the crook and is forgiven by her fiance, who promises to shield her from all future evils of the Crooked Path.

The Harem Captives
The story is concerned with the adventure of Fatima and Ourida, two Arabian sisters, although widely different
in dispositions. Fatima is beautiful, passionate and petulant, while Ourida combines with a lovely face a charming,
peaceful nature. Arthur Budlong, a westerner, is in love with Ourida and has won her heart, which kindles the spark
of jealousy in Fatima's breast. Rather than see Ourida win the affections of her handsome lover, Fatima bribes a
tribe of nomads to kidnap her and her sister. The Nomads succeed in carrying off both the willing and unwilling captive before Budlong is aware of the happening. With his Hindoo servant, Arthur follows the trail until it reaches the
City of Tunis, where it is lost. The sisters arrive in the city, are sold to a wealthy merchant and accordingly enter his
harem. After ceaseless efforts, Budlong finally learns of the abode of his beloved and her sister and despatches his
servant with a note to them, giving the details of his plan to effect their release. Ourida is overjoyed and Fatima feigns
to be, but instead, turns informer, and when they come to the gate to await Budlong's arrival they are met by servants
and brought back to the harem. Arthur and his servant reach the gate and after a desperate struggle with the guard
they rescue the girls. Finding that Fate is against her, Fatima gives vent to her jealous anger, and while the outburst
shocks the lovers, they offer to assist her to escape, but she refuses. They hurriedly leave her, to act as principals in a
wedding ceremony.
fe»-

THE

DAWNING

Vitagraph
2 Reels

Helen Mason, beautiful, high-strung and self-willed, prefers the love of Victor Gardier, a young artist, to the
attentions of Henry Pendleton. The latter declares his love for Helen and asks, her hand in marriage, but she refuses.
The young artist visits Helen, but instead of proposing he acquaints her with the fact that his uncle offers him an
opportunity to complete his art studies in Paris. She begs him not to leave her, but he turns a deaf ear to her pleadings, and after his departure she gives way to her anger and disappointment and in retaliation she promises to marry
Pendleton.
They are married, Dut no', mated.
They visit Paris and Helen conceals the joy to her of a visit to the artist's studio, and her vanity is flattered by a
request to have her portrait painted. She appears for the first sitting, when Victor, alone with her, vehemently expresses
his burning love, though knowing she is the wife of another. She repulses him and flees to her husband, whose protection she begs and which she so little deserves. The artist and husband meet on the field of honor and Victor is seriwounded. Sitting
at her
window
dawnfervently
is breaking,
she her
prayslove.
for her husband's safe return, and as he
enters ously
unharmed
she throws
herself
into ashisthearms
declaring

AT NAPOLEON'S COMMAND

CINESKLEINE
2 Reels

This and
is a rejoins
story laid
the time
Napoleon's
triumphs.
A Lieutenant,
on leave
of sweetheart.
absence, bidsShefarewell
his
sweetheart
his inarmy.
Twoof years
elapse great
and the
Lieutenant
has not returned
to his
becomesto impoverished and marries a and
Sergeant,
who sends
his mother's
in Paris.
Years afterwards
Sergeant
has been
promoted to Field-Marshal,
he, together
withherhistowife,
is now inhome
the court
of Napoleon.
During thethecourt
ceremonies
the wife
of the former Sergeant meets her false sweetheart, who has also been promoted from Lieutenant to Marshal. Her husband and
old sweetheart meet on the field of honor. Napoleon hears of the intended duel and orders the officers to their commands. During a battle that follows soon after both the Marshals are killed. The wife, in searching the battlefield for her husband, finds
near him her old sweetheart. The husband, dying, begs forgiveness of his wife for her old sweetheart, and the picture closes with
Napoleon and his army passing by and the woman kneeling beside her husband and old sweetheart.

THE

r e
THE GREAT

MOVING

STEEPLECHASE

November 29, 1912.

Pathe.

Two Reels.

A thrilling race that Is mire to und the blood tingling through t Ik- veins
of every human is the principal feature of thli extraordinary ottering.
Not only la the race absorbing, but the osteoma Is fraught with Interest,
for the race decides the realisation <>f the vanity of Jockey's bope to
marry the daughter of bis wealthy employer. As the race Dean completion startling falls become frequent. Doming Into the stretch the Brat
and second choices are but half a length apart. The favorite uwil,
last barrier with aaae, lmt the next bone tops the bardie, turns a complete somersault, crushing its rider beneath u, and leaving the Jockej lover
to win the race — anil the girl.

THE

STOLEN
November 25, 1912.

SYMPHONY
Lubin.

Two

Reels.

A beantlful story of a poor young musician who has composed an exquisite symphony.
Adjoining his Bqualld quarters Is a room 0CCH|
I by a young lady of
good family, but Impoverished,
She can hear the wonderful strains of the
symphony played by the young musician and becomes llrst interested in
the music and then in love with the composer. Together they plan to
apprise the world of the genius. One evening, as a renowned musician
Is leaving a concert hall, after one of his great successes, the young compoaer throws the score of the symphony Into the carriage of the great
musician. Curiosity compels the musician to read the music and, at home,
on his own Instrument, he discovers the great work of the poor young
composer.
He adopts the syn
his own and adds new laurels to
bis already great career. One evening at a concert at which the symphony
Is played the real composer rises in toe audience and denounces the player,
claiming the symphony as his. He Is taken to prison and later put Into an
asylum. The young woman lover bean of his plight and Intercedes with
a rich aunt to secure his release. The aunt believes in the young composer and his work and conspires to show the musician who has stolen the
symphony In bis true colors. She Invites him to a muslcale In her home
uud requests him to play the symphony. As he Is playing, the young
composer, now released from the asylum, tears the score into pieces and
the musician to now play the symphony. Of course the musician
cannotis and
acknowledges
the young set.
pauper composer's wonderful genius.
This
a thrilling
play, beautifullv

BILLY'S
BURGLAR
November 22, 1912.
Two
Reels.
A daring capture of a notorious burglar by a brave boy. This Is a
thrilling adventure In a fast speeding automobile and a funny predicament
of a negligent policeman.
The Stars of the Vltagraph Company are cast very happily In this
splendid production.

KERRY

November
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MILLS

OF THE

November 4, 1912.

GODS

Three Reels.

Slgnorc Lorcnxo, a very rich plebeian, lainlfl 10 dethrone Prince Olan of
Milan. Lorenzo becomes enamored with Maria, a beautiful peasant girl,
who repulses bis attentions and In protected by Miguel, whom she soon
marries. Through Lorenzo's Influence tlo-y are driven from home Into direct poverty, and Maria's death soon follows. Miguel later acquire* wealth.
Lorenso's attempts to steal Miguel's beautiful daughter aud usurp the
throne
foiled,
betrayed
by life
Tano,
Miguel's
servant,
Into ofa
vacant are
house;
(lie and
place heIs Isfired,
and his
ground
out by
the Mills
tht Uods.
A Vltagraph production.

FRENZIED

FINANCE

October 28, 1912.

Three Reels.

A Pathe story. Claude Itodgers, a gambler, foils heir to a banking business, ltodgers Immediately launches a "Get rich-quick" scheme and starts
a campaign to get depositors by promises of fabulous Interest. The bank
soon becomes the largest, although not the safest, In the East. But good
things cannot lust forever, and with his wife's sickness Itodgers' luck
turns. A run on the bank is the next misfortune, aud because of Itodgers'
extravagance It cannot stand the strain. A mob of ruined depositors storms
the home of the banker and finds that a bullet from bis revolver has
brought his reckless career to a close.

OLYMPIC

GAMES

October 24, 1912.

Three Reels.

Pathe shows World's greatest athletes In action at Stockholm meet.

THE LION
October TAMER'S
21, 1912. Two REVENGE
Reels.

A Clnes-Klelne Sensational Story. A story In which lions plsy an Important part. A Jealous lover, with the assistance of a clown, lures his
rival and the girl Into the deu of lions. The womsn manages to escspe,
later to accuse the murderer, but the lover Is mangled to death by the
Infuriated lions.

THE COUNT OF MONTE
Octob.

CRIST 0

Three Reels.

Sellfc- Release. A wonderful14,and1912.
tragic story of Edmond Dantes, a young
Frenchman, who Is intrusted with a message to the exiled Napoleon on tbe
Isk of Elba forms one of the greatest themes ever written upon. There
are over 300 people In til- cas* and shows the wonderful scenes, gorgeous
costumes and elaborate stage setting. This Is one of the most fascinating
pictures ever produced by Scllg.

AS YOU

18, 1912. Kalem. Three Reels.

LIKE

October 7, 1912.

IT

Three Reels.

This Is a play that the Kalem Company has gone to Ireland for and
brought back with the true atmosphere and every real characteristic of
the Irish soil and Irish heart. The plot of the play Is a regulation one,
wherein
efforts
are and
frustrated
at preparing
every turn,for and
story
ends
withthe
him villain's
on his way
to Jail
the lovers
the the
wedding.
The Irish landscape Is produced and the remarkable attention to details
makes the picture a really great one.

Vltagraph
Company wltb
pretty Shakespeare play.

THE

Pathe production,
Kllborne,
a p'oeber
Rose,
tbeA daughter
of an oldshewing
charwoman,
whose
cabin Iswho
in Is
tbeloved
denseby forest.
Kllborne is sought by the police and Rose, suspecting that be is at the
bouse of a fanner whose daughter be Is In love with, hurries to warn blm
of the impending danger. The police surround the house and as Kllborne
steps through the door he Is ordered to surrender; be refuses and the officer flrer to kill him.
Rose steps In front and receives the deadly bullet.

GROTTO
November

of TORTURE

15, 1912.

Pathe.

Two Reels.

The persistence of an English lover wins him a bride from the recesses
of a Hindoo temple, a woman who, knowing the punishment which will
follow her action, still listens to her lover. Her whereabouts are unknown for a long time to the High Priest, but one day he finds her home
and sees In its cradle her infant son. The Hindoo departs wl'b a piece
of
the
wrap.
he uses
givethethetrail
scent
leopard
which Isbaby's
set free
and This
hungrily
picksto out
backto ton vicious
the cradle
and
steals the child.
The mother gives chase, and her husband with an armed cuard, boards
an elephant and follows her trail. The mother tracks the leopard to the
secret entrance to the Grotto of Torture, where she Is seized and bnrled
into the torture room. Her husband reaches the cave a few moments
later and rescues the mother and Infant child.

KINGS

OF
November

THE

FOREST

n, 1912. Two Reels.

A Wild Animal Sensation, by Selig, presenting a thrilling story of life
In the Transvaal Jungles. This is one of the greatest animal pictures ever
produced, and there are enough exciting moments, hairbreadth escapes and
daring ventures to Interest the most blase. This Is a picture that is sure
to attract and hold the Interest of your patrons and to remain fresh for a
long time in their memory.

THE

Hose

Coghlan

MAN

September 30, 1912.

DAUGHTER

In role of

presents

HUNT
Two Reels.

OF

September 16, 1912.

Itosallnd,

THE

Two

SPY

Reels.

This Is a Clnes-Klelne release of a story of a spy who gives assistance la
his home to a nobleman fleeing from tbe soldiers The nobleman believes
that his host and hostess have betrayed blm and as be Is taken to prison
he denounces them for their duplicity. Heart-broken, tbe daughter determines to redeem herself by assisting the young nobleman to escape from
prison. Trying to help tbe nobleman to escape the girl is killed by tbe
sentry on the prison walls.

THE

BLIGHTED

September 9, 1912.

SON

Four Reels.

A Pathe story of the dissipated life of the belr of a wealthy family.
From one wild deed to another, the son wrecks the family fortunes and
becomes a fugitive. After several years of hardships he endures, be develops the better side of bis character and he returns to his borne —
a man.

See Announcement of Special Feature Multiple Reel Releases on Page 849
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■Mi..

Are the Acme
GOOD

WORLD

STORIES
TUESDAY,

PERFECT
NOVEMBER

of Excellence!

f KOTCGFAJHY

FRIDAY,

SATURDAY,

OAR

NOVEMBER

30TH.

RANCH-MATES

Burt Atkinson, who lives with Manly, the foreman of the Ranch, has
a sister at school in the East, and desiring to Improve her dress and education, he Is tempted to join a band of Rustlers. For a while he Is not
discovered. The Sheriff gets him with others of the gang. Burt cannot
endure the disgrace and the thought that his sister will hear of it. He
pleads that the posse shall keep his secret and then shoots himself. Ed
Manly takes care of the sister's future.
Heart interest throughout.
MONDAY,
DECEMBER
2ND,

28TH.

GINGHAM

BY

M;iy Prescott, engaged to a rich man, rather older- than herself, falls In
love with a young clergyman. One day he puts a gingham apron on her
:is she is serving tea. The young lady winces at what she looks upon as
a badge of servitude. A few weeks later she puts the apron on herself,
and when her lover tries to remove it, she protests, declaring she wishes
to wear it always. A sweet embrace settles the argument. A very
pleasing story.

SPECIAL

29TH.

THE STROKE

of Billy's sentence Maguire gives him money, telling him
to take it to his mother as his wages — also gives Billy
good advice, which is accepted, and prosperity comes .to
all. A strong picture with a moral.
NOVEMBER

NOVEMBER

Bud Hagen, sophomore and stroke of the Varsity Eight, with a lot of
his class, see that the freshmen have painted their numerals on the
chapel tower. To get square, they paint their numerals on the chapel
bell. The Dean, discovering the trick, forbids Bud to row In the race.
The sophomores kidnap the Dean and lock him up until the race Is nearly
over. He escapes, and seeing Bud and his crew winning, forgives everything. Plenty of action.

Billy (Arthur Johnson), and his mother go to the city
and take up cheap quarters in a tenement house after
losing their village home. The tenement is headquarters
for gangsters. Red Maguire, one of the gang, is badly
beaten in a fight — is rescued by Billy's mother, who binds
up his wounds. Billy falls into bad company, gets arrested for disturbance, and is sentenced to 30 days.
Maguire recovers, leaves the house and sends a telegram
to
Billy'swork
mother
(signing
name),
he has
secured
and must
leaveBilly's
at once.
At saying
the expiration

SATIN AND

SLFEKB STAGE SI

26XH.

THE SAMARITAN
OF COOGAN'S
TENEMENT

THURSDAY,

ML

FEATURE

THE

SEA

Harry Harvey, a fisherlad, Is In love with Marie Forrest, a shepherdess.
His whole life is wrapped up in her, but on the eve of their wedding she
dies. Harvey is distracted and requests that his loved one shall be burled
near the rocks on the sea shore. He spends hours at her grave and one
day, unable to control his grief, he lies across the mound and permits the
incoming
tide to wipe out his life. A very strong story.

RELEASE

general film company

Monday, November 25th

THE

STOLEN

SYMPHONY

An Exceptionally Strong TWO

REEL

ARTHUR

Supported

PRODUCTION,

JOHNSON

by an All-STAR

Featuring

CAST

A beautiful story of a poor young musician who has c omposed an exquisite symphony. Adjoining his squalid
quarters is a room occupied by a young lady of good fam ily, but impoverished. She can hear the wonderful strains
of the symphony played by the young musician and beco mes first interested in the music and then in love with the
composer. Together they plan to apprise the world of th e genius.
One evening, as a renowned musician is leaving
a concert hall, after one of his great successes, the young composer throws the score of the symphony into the carriage of the great musician. Curiosity compels the musicia n to read the music and, at home, on his own instrument,
lu discovers the great work of the poor young composer
Hi- adopts the symphony as his own and adds new laurels
to his already great career. One evening at a concert at which the symphony is played, the real composer rises in
the audience and denounces the player, claiming the sym phony as his. He is taken to prison and later put into an
See
asylum. The young woman lover hears of his plight and intercedes with a rich aunt to help secure his release.
the following incidents and the wonderfully strong climax.
SPECIAL

LITHO.

POSTERS— i Sheet

(new

price)

ioc;

3 Sheet,

35c;

6 Sheet,

65c.

EXTREMELY BEAUTIFUL ONE, THREE AND SIX SHEET POSTERS OF OUR PHOTO-PLAYS, PRINTED IN FIVE COLORS, CAN BE OBTAINED FROM VOL R EXCHANGE OR THE A. B. C. COMPANY,
CLEVELAND,
OHIO.
THEY
WILL DRAW
THE
CROWDS TO YOUR THEATER.

LUBIN MANUFACTURING
Chicago: 154 West Lake St.

B. Nichols, 86 Wardour

COMPANY,
St., London, W., England.

MODEL NEW STUDIOS,
20th and Indiana Avenues,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Berlin, 35 Friedrich Str.
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(Western)
the him,
ominous
bird is
thrownheracross
of "Texas
Reilly."
His
goodThewifeshadow
cannot ofsave
but saves
herself,
friendtheandpathway
child from
his terrible
revenge.
Robert Thornby, Anne Schaefer and George Stanley sustain their parts admirably.

"IN

FLAT
ABOVE"
(Comedy)
Tuesday, November 26th
TheTHE
old
Batch"
strenuously
the music of the pretty teacher in the flat below.
They meet, and
the two
are soon objects
one. to
Rogers
Lytton
and
Clara
Kimball Young make this
a lively affair.

"THE

WOOD

VIOLET"

(An Idyl)

Wednesday,

November

27th

Brought up in nature's wilds, she cannot stand the ways of society after she is married.
Her they
husband
her a pretty
lodge in the midst of nature's most beautiful surroundings,
and
dwellbuilds
in happiness
ana love.

"THREE GIRLS AND A MAN"
"THEThe man
EAVESDROPPERS"
is a
and one of the girls gets

(Tuo
Refined November
Comedies')28th
Thursday,

him. Two of the girls help her. Two
children, by their acting, show a courting couple how to make love and be happy. The
lucky girl is Zena Keefe.
The two children are Kenneth Casey and Adcle de Garde.

"SUSIE

TO

SUZANNE"

(Refined Comedy)

Friday, November

29th

Susie in the country was too plain for him. She changes her name to Susanne and
blossoms in society. She teaches her pretentious beau a lesson and he Wgs forgiveness.
Florence Turner, as Susie and Susanne, does the double act.

"O'HARA,
^

SQUATTER

Sure, he's a fine man
moter of happiness.
Van
good sense.

NEXT

AND(Comedy)
PHILOSOPHER"
Saturday, November

He andhis philosophy help others.
is the
Dyke
Brooke's 'O'Hara'

WEEK,

30th

He'? a peace-maker and proembodiment
of geniality and

SIX A WEEK

VALET"— Something toMONDAY,
remember. DECEMBER
"THE SCOOP"— Ahead of others.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER
"THE CURIO HUNTERS"— A great find.WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER
"MRS. LIRRIPER'S LEGACY"— A Fortune THURSDAY,

2nd.
3rd.

DECEMBER

5th.

"TOO MANY
CASEYS"
\ Two from Ireland.
"CORK
AND
VICINITY" j
FRIDAY,
"THE AWAKENING OF BIANCA"— An Italian
Ray.
SATURDAY,

DECEMBER

6th.

DECEMBER

7th.

"ABSENT-MINDED

Special Feature, In Two Reels, "THE
DAWNING
Released Friday, December 6th
VITAGRAPH'S THREE-SHEET POSTERS OF ALL SPECIALS.
BEGINNING WITH "BILLY'S BURGLAR" NOV. 4th

1) JStew

4th.
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A Race With Time
The O. R. & N. R. R. Co. is fighting for a mail contract. A plucky girl, driving an engine at
death-defying speed, defeats the conspiracy of arrival railroad and cinches the contract.
One and Three-Sheet Four-Color Litho Posters
(On the same reel)

Conway, The Kerry Dancer

Length
125. feet

A remarkable exhibition of Ireland's famous terpsichorean artist.
Released Monday, Dec. 9th

Toll Gate
A story of
The Judge
the county.
burn all the
tragedy.

Raiders

the Kentucky Toll Gate War.
refuses to sell the toll road to
A posse is formed to raid and
toll gates, -resulting in almost a

Released Wednesday,

Dec. 11th

nchers
Cowpu
thedaughter
Mummy
The
Rant, the
actor, and his
are broke and to

raise money they fix up the daughter as a mummy.
The scheme works fine at first, but the cowpunchers
wake up and call the constable.
On the Same Reel:

Strange Places and Quaint
People in New York

A visit to the foreign sections of the
metropolis.

Released
Friday, Dec.
13th
One and Three-Sheet Posters.

Ireland
The
This

Oppressed

entire

production
Ireland.

made

in

A story of the Emerald Isle
years ago. Showing the struggle
against poverty, evictions by hardhearted landlords, hill fighting and
the final triumph of the downtrodden.

Released Saturday, Dec. Nth
One and Three-Sheet Posters.

One-Sheet

Posters, 10c.

All Kalem One-Sheet Four-Color Litho Posters for
releases on and after Nov. 18th, Ten Cents each, from
your exchange, distributors or A. B. C. Co., Cleveland, O.
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Facts and Comments
lliiiill

11
who do much advertising in the moving
picture field are too frequently approached and
importuned with a request to advertise in programs, circulars, pamphlets, etc., etc. Such requests are
particularly numerous at this time of the year, when
balls are held. Operators' unions, sometimes more than
one in one city, arrange programs and then appeal to
advertisers to defray the expenses of a ball or some other
social affair and incidentally to enrich the treasury. As
a rule the amount asked for advertising space in these
publications is altogether out of proportion to the return
which the advertiser has a right to expect. Indeed, the
value of the space to the advertisers is not very strenuously insisted on because everybody knows that it is
very small indeed. The advertiser is asked to contribute
because it is assumed that he can easily afford it. He
is told that by advertising in this program or that pamhlet
he will become known as a "good fellow." Just how his
enrollment on the scroll of "good fellows" will bring
back the value of his investment is not explained very
clearly. It seems to us that organizations of operators,
etc., etc.. owe it to their own sense of pride and independence not to resort to such tactics.
* * *
MEN

main thoroughfare, have offered four and five reels for
the same amount. In crowded portions of big cities it
is the height of folly to offer more than two reels for
five cents. The people do not expect more than a short
entertainment. It may he different in smaller communities where the exhibitor caters to practically the
same patrons every night. There, in the winter time
especially, the patron does not wish to be hurried, but
wants to settle down comfortably and see a good long
show. Even here, however, the plan of two reels for
five cents ought to hold good. In the absence of ruinous
competition, which by the way can never last very long,
the exhibitor will have no trouble in getting ten cents.
He can lengthen the program by splitting the subjects
when there is more than one on a reel. Such reels are
plentiful and can easily be had. Ohio is to be congratulated once more for its progressiveness. It seems
as if the Buckeye state was a very hotbed of motion
picture progressives. Ohio is the only state in the Union
where the daily press pays close attention to the pictures
and to the events in cinematography.
* * *
WE

receive from time to time throbbing poems
glorifying in various metres and rhymes the
moving picture and all its works. So men, women and even children yield to this poetic frenzy and are
reckless in the use of stamps in forwarding the effusions
to this address. The poet of the motion picture may be
one of the vaunted possibilities of our great industry,
and we hope to see and meet him before we die. We
are certain he has not revealed himself in any of the productions which stern editorial duty compels us to read. If
we have so far carefully Refrained from printing specimens of this rhymed enthusiasm it was not because we
loved poets less but because we love our readers more.
* * *

EXCESSIVE realism in depicting crime, even where
it is but an incident to the general plot, is to be
deplored. It crops up constantly even in the films
of clever and reputable producers. In one reel we recently saw a man who was gagged and tied, and as if
that were not enough to keep him safe and quiet two
men were shown at either side of him pressing pistols
to his temples. In another "thriller" blood was seen
running like a stream through the floor down into the
basement. It cannot be pointed out too often and too
plainly that such things do infinite harm to the industry
as a whole. Let us say a man sees one of these "blood
and thunder" films. He is sure to remember it when, a IX a big Western city the Common Council passed a
few days later, he reads in the papers that two half grown
resolution prohibiting exhibitors of motion pictures
boys have been incited to the commission of crime by
from giving premiums or prizes of any kind to
increase the attendance. The ordinance came directly
seeing moving pictures. There is as much difference between the ways of telling the story of a crime as there is from the reputable exhibitors of the city. They wanted
between Shakespeare and the dime novel. Every one of to put a stop to unfair competition which offered miserably cheap and nasty pictures and sought to gain patrons
Shakespeare's tragedies tells of crime, but does not exploit it and never revels in the harrowing details to by giving them cut glass and German silver and what
produce a thrill. The dime novel wallows in the crime
not. The premium nuisance is distinctly on the wane.
as a crime. Some manufacturers do not seem to grasp
Less than four years ago this undesirable form of atthis difference, obvious as it is to the average thinking
tracting patronage was in much greater vogue. In some
person.
places
the
trading stamp spirit ran riot. To-day the
* * *
premium proposition is condemned by all reputable exORGANIZED exhibitors in Ohio are on record as
hibitors. Xo trading stamp or premium can improve the
quality of the pictures. People go to the electric theater
favoring a two-reel show for five cents or four
n<ls for ten cents. The question promises to be to see pictures and not to collect trading stamps. It is
taken up in other localities, also, and we earnestly hope
true that even reputable merchants are enlisting the tradthat something practical will come of it. The two-reel
ing stamps in aid of business, for it seems to be an age
of trading stamps. We would not like to see the trading
entertainment for five cents is no fine-spun theory but
Stamp enter the motion picture theater. Premiums to
a rockbottom fact. In many cities this kind of entertainment is still conducted on a profitable basis. In children are to be especially condemned. Onlv recently
the authorities in Liverpool canceled licenses of exhibitors
Philadelphia a well-known theater on Market strcer
shows two new reels for a nickel and is crowded all the
because the exhibitors gave away candy and ice cream. If
the pictures cannot win favor without such extraneous
time. It has been adhering to (his program while other
aids then thev had better not be shown at all.
houses, within a stone's throw and situated on the same
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Success
I'.v Louis Reeves Harrison

the wise men were not born in our generation,
and all the photodramas of merit have not yet
been written, so any of us is at liberty to attempt
authorship with just as much chance as the other fellow
of landing on top — I believe the same thing has been
said
the it
L'nited
—
so it about
is just becoming
as well to President
be cheerful ofabout
as longStates
as the
rent is paid. A look over the field should not discourage
the humblest aspirant. A study of what is being shown
on the screen, far from dampening the spirits of scenario
scribes, should inspire a feeling of confidence — the worst
possible is nearly over.
There was once a man named Seneca — not an Indian
— who studied philosophy in the first century at Rome.
In a forecast of the present moving-picture situation —
one of those general prophecies that neatly fit particular
instances — he said that the swift changes in human relations always left something new to write about. To use
his own language : "Much still remains to be done, and
much will ever remain ; nor will opportunity to add yet
something more fail him who shall be born a thousand

ALL

years hence." If splendid Seneca lived to-day, and saw
all the photoplays yet produced, he would still urge us
onward, so "much still remains to be done."
The more pictures I see the more convinced I become
that we are beginning the right way — we are starting at
the bottom, many of us merely dabbling in the art for
car fare, others only indulging in an innocent kind of
occupation to fill in leisure hours, and I see no reason
why we should not as long as the money we earn in
carrying a hod holds out. While hod-carriers may not
always succeed in literature and the drama, it is said
that Caruso was a bricklayer, and others of that honorable occupation — all evidences indicate — are engaged in
the production of moving pictures.
We must be patient, take pains and persevere — there
is brick-laying equipment — and not consider the questionable pursuit of gain. It is not entirely wise to look
upon scenario-writing as a source of livelihood. The
best plan is to find out exactly what is wanted, then
devise an original plot. Be careful about preparation,
then lead into a struggle and wind up in a way that will
bring tears, laughter or applause. After turning out a
few masterpieces, one may live hopefully, if not on the
proceeds.
Why should we not all write scenarios? Vanity is a
trait that we all share in common, paper is not expensive,
and those who know the difference between a good play
and a poor one before it is shown on the screen can be
counted on the fingers of a buzz-saw operator. Besides,
it is the fashion — everybody's doing it. No matter how
little you know about it. No matter if what you write
is utter rot — look at what we critics have to review and
congratulate yourself. We will have to hide when
Gabriel blows his trump.
I think it is a laudable effort for a man to try to say
something new. He will be a winner some day when the
platitudinous playwrights have appropriated all there is
to pilfer. The fellow who writes from instinct has the
only incentive that will keep him at it until the cow? come
home to be milked. The ambition of true genius is getting its bitter test, the bitterest to which it could be subjected in any field of endeavor, for the author must not
only be indifferent to money reward but to the derisive
amusement with which he is regarded by those who are
getting all the gelt in the game.

Those who stick to it will meet with success in varied
forms. One thing they get rid of is the popular notion
that there is such an enormous amount of ignorance in the
world that they can hold the attention of a vast audience
numbering millions with what is deplorably stupid or
merely stale. The author who is going to amount to
something keeps writing in spite of modest remuneration
and remote appreciation until he strikes his true gait.
It may be that what is new to him is old to others, and
he has to find this out before he is really able to entertain and instruct in delightful combination. He may have
to spoil a bushel of scenarios before he is able to get
at the true value of what he is attempting or before he
really produces something original in such nice proportions that it will make a hit.
Success of the highest kind is in store for those who
master all the technical difficulties, who study the exposition ofa screen story from every point of view, who
try to attain perfection of structure and characterization,
who trust to their own inventive powers and observation, who depend upon original work rather than servile
imitation of what has already been done to death. First
learn things, then be a revealer of them. Photoplay
scenarios are not the only things that a gifted author
may write, though they afford a fine training school for
those aspiring to composition.
I have surprised producers and possibly offended some
of them by declining to write a line concerning what appeared tobe an important release, and have in some cases
taken pains to point out where the plot was neither coherent nor logical, or where the end was purely arbitrary
rather than inevitable, or where the whole story was
warped by strained and obvious effort — all these things
either insult the intelligence of the audience or prove
so irritating that they seriously interfere with interest
in the story.
So far as I am concerned, the success of a play depends very largely on the way it affects an audience, but,
being forced to forecast the impression it will make, I
am compelled to ask myself certain questions in the
private presentations which may be of value to those
seeking to avoid error on their pathway to success. Does
the photodrama contain any strong elements of interest
to the average audience? Are they poetic, artistic or
dramatic? Are one or more characters presented in a
manner to enlist sympathetic interest? Are they so depicted as to be swiftly understood ? We must know something about people before we care very much what they
do — are we so introduced as to feel an interest in what
becomes of them ?
Both authors and producers waste time on trivial details in the earlier scenes that might better be applied to
necessary explanations or to demonstration of personal
qualities in the leading figure of a kind to make the subsequent action consistent — is preparation so weak that
interest will flag or fall down altogether? Is there a
main theme? What is it? Is it entertaining or instructive? Is there a picture of life as it was, as it is, or as it
might be? If the play is not a comedy, one merely intended to amuse, does it contain anything worth knowing or so told as to stir the sympathetic emotions ?
The big play is on. It will be a success when authors
learn to eliminate all but logical and significant situations
and forge a technique of their own out of the old conventions so as to set forth contemporary motive powerfully, truthfully and with a thread of unceasing interest.
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"The Flag and Baby" Picture
By W. Stephen Bush

observant and discriminating exhibitor remarked
the other day that nine-tenths of the motion pictures now before the public may be divided into
about ten molds or types. "Show me," he said, "the first
two hundred feet of any picture and in nine cases out of
ten I will be able to put it in one of ten duly labeled
pigeonholes. The remaining one-tenth is the salt and
flavor of the art, and without it the motion picture as a
means of amusement would soon be taking gigantic
strides backward."
I hope there are more than ten molds, but whatever
the number, some of them are showing pitiful traces of
wear and tear. Among the molds that we should like to
see cracked and then cast into a Sargossa Sea of Deserved Oblivion is "The Flag and Baby Film." Cheapness floating like an evil spirit in the air descends into
the studio and embodies itself in the "flag and baby film."
Flags are notoriously cheap. At the market prices
quoted I should say that a purchase of five dollars' worth
would last for at least one generation. As for moving
picture babies, the supply exceeds the demand by about
a hundred to one. There are few mothers who do not
religiously believe in the superior abilities of their tender
offspring to make a startling and sensational success in
the films. Studios are besieged by small armies of
mothers anxious to see their darlings portrayed in the
pictures. Competition has ruined the baby market. Given
a well-equipped studio and the necessary cheap scenario
for the "flag and baby picture" and the producing expenses for that particular film are so trifling that I am
ashamed to venture on a figure.
The "film baby" gets in its deadly work as soon as it
is born. Scarcely a day old it is pressed into service to
reconcile angry grandfathers. There is not and there
never was, nor ever will be, an angry grandfather who
does not immediately become mollified at the sight of a
grandchild — in the moving pictures. Grandfather Jones
in the opening scenes chases the lover away with a shotgun, and when his daughter marries the man despite his
veto, he rushes off and makes a will disinheriting her.
Then there follows one of two things: Either the grandfather reads in the paper that he has just become a
grandfather and hurries with his blessing to the disobedient daughter or he strolls out on a fine morning
and by the merest accident runs right plumb into the
grandchild in a baby carriage. The ensuing inward
struggle of the grandfather between his old parental
wrath and his newly awakened grandparental affection
forms a "comedy business" which is supposed to convulse
the audience with delight. Let no one worry, however,
about the finish of it all — the grandfather will take up
the child and presently the perforations in the film indicate the happy ending of it all.
Just as soon as the baby begins to toddle he becomes
a hero. It is related of the infant Hercules that he, in
his playful moods while in the early pinafore stage (or
its ancient equivalent), choked the life out of overgrown serpents. The film baby outclasses Hercules. He
baffles burglars, rescues maidens in distress, foils every
villain, catches every variety of criminal, acts as a wholesale restorer of happiness and makes a specialty of reuniting allsorts of reatives from discordant parents down.
That there will always be room for pictures in which
babies and children play a human and fairly probable
part is very true. It must never be forgotten that women
AN

and children form a large portion of the audiences in
electric theaters, and they like this sort of thing, if it is
not overdone. There's the rub. Unfortunately it is very
much overdone. We are asked to condone a thousand
feet of cheap and stale stuff just because the "baby is
so awfully cute." It is painful to see a manufacturer of
means or a strong, sturdy director hide behind a supposed
infantile prodigy. It gets tiresome. Even women often
utter sighs of weariness over such a perpetual crop of
preterhuman infants. At present it is a pretty hard task
to compile a program without the cinematographic counterpart of the renowned "chee-ild" of the speaking stage.
Where the trap-drummer insists on imitating with his
usual zeal all the various noises which a toothless infant
is capable of producing, the entertainment degenerates
into a torture, and we cannot help looking upon the money
paid for admission as a very poor investment.
The combination of flag and baby is as a rule a bad
sign. Films in which this combination figures to any
extent carry in almost every case their own condemnation.
They always remind us of the experience of the late
Artemas Ward. That versatile person was called upon
to proclaim the attractions of a side-show which was
particularly bad. "Allow me," he would say, "to tell
you that this is positively the most marvelous aggregation of wonders ever seen upon earth ; no advance in the
price of admission, children half price and thank God
the dear old American flag still floats above us." Where
a precocious babe with its eye glued to the camera toddles
across the studio with an American flag our worst
suspicions are generally confirmed. We can almost hear
the producer apologizing to us for taking our nickel or
dime in exchange for being permitted to witness his film.
There ought to be a closed season for the "baby and flag"
film,- but there isn't. Only artistic or plain ordinary
human conscience can preserve the producer from an
occasional epidemic of these nuisance films and, alas,
conscience
in itsWhere
struggle
"nerve"
losestwo
moreor often
than it wins.
the with
epidemic
infects
three
manufacturers at the same time the public and the exhibitors have a distinct grievance and possibly a legal
remedy, for it is said that the law provides a remedy for
every real wrong. Just now we seem to be passing
through one of these trying periods. Common sense is
a fine antitoxin. Its liberal use is recommended to
directors who may be troubled by the symptoms of the
disease.

GEORGE

OBER, VETERAN

ACTOR, DEAD.

George Ober, veteran actor and producer, and whose last
work was done with the Vitagraph, died at his home in Hastings-on-Hudson on November 16, after a week's illness of
pneumonia. He was 63 years old. Mr. Ober began his
theatrical work as a boy in the Ford Theater, Baltimore, in
which town he was born. He was well known for his openair productions, notably such plays as "Rip Van Winkle,"
"She Stoops to Conquer," "The Rivals." "As You Like It."
He also had at one time on the road several companies
known as the Ober Players. Mr. Ober had played with
Charlotte Cushman, Frank Mayo, Edwin Forrest, and with
Edwin Booth. Mr. Ober is survived by his widow, who was
Mrs. Adelaide Powers, of Chicago, the mother of Frederick
L. Powers.
Mr. Ober was a charter member of the Screen Club, and
that organization sent a floral remembrance. An official
letter of condolence was sent to the widow.
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Gardner's
Idealization
of Cleopatra

Reviewed by Louia Reeves Harrison.

FROM amid the Cleopatras who ruled Egypt, and they
were a long Beries of princesses, many of them as
beautiful and accomplished as they were daring and
unscrupulous, one stands out alone, ( leopatra VI, one of the
most remarkable figures in human history. Even hostile
accounts of her admit her superior beauty and intellect, and
the fact that she was nol deficient either physically or mentally stands as a pronounced contradiction to current theories of intermarrying. She was descended from many generations of inbreeding and was twice married to her own
brother-; yet, in spite of the tendency of Greek historians to
chronicle the vices rather than the virtues of any period and
of that gossip about great characters which so easily derates into scandal, this wonderful woman made pawns
oi world conquerors in the great game of chess of her time.
Her morals were those of her age, or of her ancestors, but
she reached beyond her environment and swayed the destinies of the world through her mastery of its makers.

Scenes
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eptional cultivation ol
the intensity of
her impersonation.
It is mil ol varied
irac• 1 Cleopatra must have been, at one time th<
uion
of tigerish ferocity, at another imbued
with I
• tive
languor and delightful enervation
temperai
With all the witchcraft 0
ildly woman and all
wondiou- charm oi a naturally beautiful 1
eye every moment -he is on tl>
that all tl
of those playing up to her are merel
1 expected her to reveal a certain amount ol
1 iousness or at least
vices often used by Stage ladies to thrust thi
prominence, but she is artist enough to conceal her art and
merge mimicry with realism so delicately that il
unconscious oithe fact that she is acting or has any other individuality than that of Cleopatra herself.
I think her performance will rank as one of the greatest ever shown on the
n up to the present time.
Mr. Gaskill could not adhere closely to the lines of a play
already successfully produced on the stage without follow
ing dramatic traditions in much that is done, but he has had
the courage to divest himself of their restraints on more than
one occasion and follow his untrammele"d judgment. The
play is strong throughout, but I believe it would have been

Production by the

It is unreasonable to judge any historical figure from a
far-removed code of morals. Hence Cleopatra should be
considered according to the stock from which she came, the
customs of her time and the incidents which bore directly on
her career. The women of her family played with love as
lightly as they did with human life, but there is a surpassing
majesty in the selections of the great Cleopatra, that of Julius
Caesar alone being enough to indicate her high intellectuality. Playwrights have naturally preferred to deal with the
passion that held brilliant Marc Antony enthralled because
of its dramatic incidents and tremendous double tragedy, but
the
woman's
life was
makes
plain togenius
those ofwho
as well
as readwhole
that she
the itgreatest
her reason
period
as well as its most beautiful woman, one of those shining
lamps that light our way in exploring the dark caverns of
past ages.
In the five-reel production dealing with the most dramatic
episodes of Cleopatra's life Mr. Gaskill has not transcended
the truth in his conception of the character, nor has beautiful
Miss Gardner in her masterly interpretation. If I have any
fault to find it is that Mr. Gaskill adhered too closely to the
Sardou play rather than deal with the formative period of
Cleopatra's girlhood. Possibly there was not room in this
presentation, big as it is, for it is crowded with effective incidents from beginning to end, and the continuity of the
story as told by the talented director and sympathetic actress isperfect. There is no lapse of interest at any stage of
the production.
The general cast is good, but there is little use of noticing
individual members of the company. Miss Gardner holds
the center of attention without paltry subterfuge of any
kind. Her art seems to be that of temper more than of
training, of inspiration more than method. Whatever Mr.
Gaskill's system, she has put soul into it.
It does not require any special delicacy of perception or

Helen Gardner Company.

even stronger had he trusted more to his artistic instinct
and less to established conventions. Some of the brightest
and most interesting points made in the play are very plainly
of his devising. He has proven his case beyond the shadow
of a doubt.
The fifth reel — it might just as well be called the fifth act
in a drama of this size — is a powerful one. Miss Gardner's
acting up to this time is one of enthralling fidelity to truth
in its matchless grace of movement and swift decision of
mind. She is moulded for the part in icature and form and
she depicts the great queen as one not relying upon physical
appeal to the senses alone. She exhibits Cleopatra in her
lighter moods, a creature of tremendous vigor and wayward
passions, but this is all changed as the tragic end approaches.
She is no longer a girl of caprice, but a great woman dominated by a passion that sweeps the strings of her heart with
overpowering strength.
She is steadfast, devoted and determined in this one great
love of her life, so layal to the wayward Mark Antony that
she hesitates at no sacrifice for his sake. She is not to be
turned from him by the armies of the world, by the fleets of
the world, nor by the diplomat of the world ; and she fights
for her heart with her head, mastering her stormy passions
that she may more skilfully use her keen intelligence. Her
great eyes grow hollow with anxiety when she i- led to believe that her conquering lover is false, but she sets out with
unconquerable bravery to ascertain for herself the truth of
i\\ Her
reports.
character rises to the emergency. She plays with
Caesar in the great game of diplomacy and comes near outwitting him, but her heart breaks and her fortitude fails her
at last. When Antony lies wounded to death in her last
retreat she begins to lose the self-control that enables her
to overcome all difficulties. It is then that the weakness of
womanly sympathy aids in destroying its object.
She could
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stand the k>b- <>i a battle, tin- loss <>f a throne, but not the
loss <>i tlu- man who had been set up in her great heart as its
sole Hid
Woman in her passionate tenderness, she is queen in her,
lofty courage.
The death of her ideal makes her own existence worse than a thousand deaths and she destroys herself
in an access of intense love.
1 hardly know whether I am
talking of Cleopatra or of Helen Gardner — they are one and
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upon, bind and gag and lay him thus helpless across the rails of
a railroad track and make their escape.
Necker, however, is not to be disposed of so easily, for, when
the train that is to run over him approaches, he is discovered in
time and released by the trainmen and taken to the nearest station, whereupon he sets out in vigorous pursuit of the spies,
hastening first by bicycle to the home of a friend and then by a
swift motorboat to the admiral's house where he suspects the
spies will attempt to obtain the coveted plans. While Xecker is
thus engaged, the spies have approached the admiral's house and
broken in, but they were discovered in time to permit the admiral's daughter to get away with the budget upon which the old
sailor was employed. Securing the package of papers; she proceeds by means of signals to warn her fiance, the lieutenant, of
trouble.
The lieutenant aboard his ship sees the signals and decides to

Scene from "The International Conspiracy"

Scene from

"Cleopatra"

(Gardner

Co.)

indivisible in this rare production. I rose from the private
exhibition as I might after watching and hearing a great
stage performance, my sole regret being that I could not see
it in a large auditorium, presentea to the accompaniment of
appropriate music.
"THE
INTERNATIONAL
CONSPIRACY"
(Gaumont).
"^ I > I IF. International Conspiracy" suggests spies and plots
and secret service agents and thrilling adventure. Under this title the Gaumont Company will presently issue
a three-part subject that contains all these elements in abundance.
Bent upon securing the plans of defence of the French government, a coterie of spies lay elaborate plans. We see the chief of
them visiting Paris where a woman directs him to Villefranche.
His presence in Paris has been noted and the machinery of the
secret service is set in motion against him. Detailed for the important task of thwarting the conspirators and capturing them,
if possible, is the famous inspector Necker, known as '"The Iron
Hand." With elaborate disguise Necker proceeds to the scene
of action where he meets a retired naval officer who is busy on
the plans of defence and apprises him of the plot. Here, too, we
are introduced to the admiral's daughter and her fiance, a lieutenant
in the French navy whose ship is stationed in the harbor at Villefranche. The presence of the band of conspirators and their
leader is discovered and Xecker goes about to get into their good
graces that he may discover their plans.
The leader and Xecker meet at a reception given by the admiral and shortly thereafter invite each other to dinner. Necker
accepts the invitation of the spy, and we are shown him dining
with the several conspirators at a public restaurant. That the
spic~ are equally alert the picture shows by illustrating the discovery of Xecker's identity through his name on the label of his
coat, very carelessly left there by the famous secret service agent.
Realizing that the secret service authorities are aware of their
efforts t" secure the plan of defence, the spies decide that they
must get Xecker out of the way, so presently when the dinner
party breaks up they invite the secret service agent to their motor car and speed away to a lonely place where they suddenly set

(Gaumont).

ascertain what the trouble is. By this time Xecker has arrived
and surprised the spies in their search. A fight ensues in the admiral's house between the spies and the old admiral, who is left
bound and gagged by his assailants. But on the appearance of
Necker they make a precipitate exit, rush to the landing and
grab the swift motorboat used by Xecker, getting away and leaving that famous agent of the secret service impotently shaking his
list at them from the wharf.
As the spies in the motorboat are disappearing in the distance,
the lieutenant in the warship's tender arrives at the wharf.
Necker explains the situation to him and jumps aboard to be
taken to the warship. Hastening to the commander and explaining the situation to him, an order is given to one of the gunners
to train his gun on the fast disappearing motorboat. The gunner gets into action and presently, as though looking through the
commander's telescope, we see the motorboat and its occupants
torn to atoms by the shell from the ship's gun.
Having thus accomplished his mission, Xecker, "the iron hand,"
returns to the admiral's home to advise him of the result and to
receive his congratulations. The value of this picture is considerably enhanced by good photography and a number of very
beautiful scenes.
WILLIAM

PALEY

IN

HARD

LINES.

The friends of William Paley, old-time camera man, will
regret to learn that he is in dire circumstances at Los Angeles,
Cal. Fred Mace writes that Mr. Paley was injured by the
overturning of a carriage while working in the mountains for
the Nestor Company and has Jbeen in the hospital for more
than sixteen weeks. According to information received by the
World, Mr. Paley was injured in the right foot and, though
the trouble seemed slight at the time, it became so serious that
he is now in danger of losing his foot. Five operations have
been performed without effecting a cure.
Mr. Paley has received no assistance except that given him
by Mr. Mace and the local Masonic Relief Board. - He is entirely without funds. It does not seem that a man so well
known in the picture business as William Paley should continue
long in want. His old friends can obtain more definite information by addressing Mr. Fred Mace, care of the Broncho Film
Company, 17 12 Allesandro Street, Los Angeles, Cal.
The great annual land show, greater than ever, will open
at the Coliseum. Chicago, Saturday, Xovember 23. Judging
from the announced programs, moving pictures will be a
big factor of the entertainment provided.
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"Forest Rose"
Two-Reel Thanhouser Release.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
THE
multiplying stories of adventure among the Indians
may indicate an epoch and it- demands. Sufficient
time may not have elapsed to have considered them
in perspective, to compare their merits with others exhibited
before millions oi people in this country, hut 1 am unable
tn find an) strong demand among gTown people for literature
ol .i kind that James Fennimorc ( OOper made popular during
the earl} pari of last century, that decayed and finally died
with the yellow-backed dime novel.
I am led to think from the character oi stories most sought
1>> our people that those of a bygone decade are seldom
read even in Cooper- masterly expositions. The Indian
went down fighting as savagely as the Turk and about as
much regretted, There is very little that can be truthfully
represented as ideal in the character of a people gloating
Over hideous torture of innocent women and children. They
represent a hindering and utterly useless element in the
civilization of humankind, but their hideous presence in this
fair land may serve to set forth the struggles and hardships
of those who fought for what we now enjoy.

Scenes

from

"Forest

The Indian narrative is necessarily one of bloodshed, his
thread in the pattern woven by our pioneers is always a
red one, and he was a distinct factor in our militant evolution during the early centuries. Perhaps his reason for being was to keep early Americans busy fighting a dangerous
and treacherous foe so as to prepare them for the wars in
which they threw off the yoke of monarchical government
and enable them to deal with other dangerous and treacherous foes at home and abroad in their steady progress
toward
social and political enlightenment.
The trouble with tales not strictly historical is a wearisome
similarity of one to another.
The Thanhou-er company does its best, and that means
that the performance is far from being uninteresting. The
settings are all chosen with characteristic good taste, the
costumes are correct in every fine detail, the roles are well
•led in some instance-. Marguerite Snow and Fred
Vroom carrying off the honors, and there is not the smallest sign of a let down in quality, but the play itself is drawn
from a stale source and doe- not lend itself to the fine
capabilities of those performing in it nor to the good taste
of those directing its presentation.
Francis Newburg as the lover is as plainly out of his
element as a genuine cowboy would he in a drawing-room.
He tries to be a forester, hut evidently would feel more at
home in a dress suit. When it comes to mounting a horse,
stalking He
an has
"injun."
handling
a gun.
Vroom
is quiteBut
at
home.
been orthere
in real
life or
in movies.
the hero has the manners of a modern gentleman. He is
lost in the woods. This is one of the results of attempting
what is much better done by those who are making a specialty of lurid photodrama for the messenger hoys and the
hill
"Forest Rose" opens spiritedly in Revolutionary times,
when two wealthy planters, who arc friends and neighbors,
offer their services and all their earthly goods to their country'- cause. One is killed in action and entrusts his little
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daughter to the survivor.
After the war i- over, the surviving officer i- given a land grant in compensation foi
and take-, hi- small family, embracing wife, two
sons, and ward to what was then wild territory.
There they
settle.
All tin- leads US tu expect
an attrat'
y of
those time-, but we are suddenly jerked into a period
\ ears After" when the children have grown up.
One son, Albert, i- in love with Forest
Rose and takes
to hunting instead of to farming. He is trained in w
craft by an old scout named Wetzel and is absent I'n.m
home when an Indian raid de-troys his home and all members of the family -ave Forest Rose. She is carried into
captivity. The lir-t reel ends with the burning of the cabin
and Albert's
oathunenviable
that he will never rest until he has rescued
from her
There are -ome far-spreading exterior- in the second reel,
some
pictureworth
framing,
viewof hills and vail
w
I- and streams, that are highly artistic and admirably
chosen, The "Good Old Scout" strikes the trail of the Indian
band and find- them encamped in a picturesque Bite Convenient!) located near a military outpost occupied by pioneer- and -oldiers in expectation of attack. Much to th.
lief of these ordinary human beings the relentless hero and
"the Good Old Scout" undertake to locate the redskins.
The two determined men reach an eminence,
from which

Rose"

(Thanhouser).

they look down on an Indian village or group of tents in
the valley below. Each grasps his trusty rifle and creeps
through the bushes in an attempt to stalk the wariest foe
that ever hunted quick-eared game. Albert comes upon two
squaws at the edge of a stream and acts rudely toward them
until he find- that one is none other than the long-lost
"Forest Rose." He embraces her and lets the other go —
presumably to warn the band and stir them to action —
wasting
a lot of precious time before he realizes where he
is at.
In consequence of being too much of a gentleman to
crack the skull of a red lady with the butt of his gun. Albert
is captured .and tied to a tree. There he is allowed to remain while the unsuspecting Indians roll in their blankets
and go to sleep. Now comes Good Old Scout with a knife
tied on the end of a -tick and cuts the string that binds the
hero. We are given a view of this ingenious and highly exciting episode in small scope. We actually see how it was
done just as if we had been on the spot. •
None of the Indian- wakes up in time — someone forgot
to set the alarm — so the hero e-capes. He and Old Scout
make a stand against the tribe later on and every shot tells.
Bing! Over goes one of the red varmints. Bang! Over
another. It is all very exciting as long as the supply
of Indians does not run out. Even Forest Rose tries her
hand and deadly aim. with results that promise great accessions to the Happv Hunting Grounds; but the whites tire
of so much victory, steal a few horses from the deserted
village and ride away to the fort, where Albert and Fore-t
Rose are united in marriage and supposedly live happy
ever after.
1 1 exciting plays of this character are as much of a strain
on the performers as they are on the credulity and patience
of the average audience. I hope the Thanhouser Company
will revert to the grand classics that established them in
favor deservedly high.
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Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
NEW
YORK
EXHIBITORS'
BALL.
Breaks All Records for Attendance and Is Great Social
Success.

IT was predicted a couple of weeks ago in the columns of
the World that the New York Exhibitors' ball would be
an avalanche, and the prediction was more than fulfilled
at the Palm Garden, where the affair took place on the evening of November 14th. The crowds began to arrive as early
as 7:30 and by 9:30 there was no room for another person
in the large hall. As the evening went on, there were many
clamoring for admission and these were literally turned away
by the hundreds. It has been estimated by the officers of
the Now York association that fully 2,000 were unable to
gain admission into the hall.
The overflow ,not being able to get into the entertainment hall, were obliged to content themselves with going
downstairs to the lower dance hall, and dance while the exhibition and entertainment were in progress upstairs. Soon
the lower hall was packed to suffocation, and it became
necessary to summon police reserves to keep order at the
door. There were really too many people on hand to allow
of any freedom and dancing, and many a toe was stepped on.
Every available foot of space was occupied, including the
stairways and steam radiators. It is estimated that there
were 5,000 people who attended, which is without a doubt
the largest motion picture gathering that the trade has ever
known. At last year's ball there were 2,000 guests and the
entertainment committee based their calculations according
to the former attendance. As a consequence they were
totally unprepared for the tremendous attendance, and at an
early stage of the proceedings, members of the New York
League admitted that they had made a mistake in not securing Madison Square Garden. It is certain that Palm
Garden is too small for the New York Exhibitors' annual
affair and the officials have determined that larger quarters
will be secured next time. Before the entertainment was
over it was impossible to check any clothing in the check
room and late guests were obliged to carry their wraps
about from place to place.
The entertainment began with a display of motion
pictures. No Licensed pictures were exhibited, but the
Independents made a good showing. The first reel
was a picture entitled "His Wedding Day," by the Arrow
Company — a well acted comedy-drama that was a credit
to its makers. This was followed by "A Woodland
Nymph," a rather daring creation on the subject of prehistoric man, by the Reliance Company. The next reel
was "The Truant's Doom," an original juvenile comedy by
the Thanhouser Company. This was followed by The Gaumont Event film, which is a topical reel on the order of the
various topical weeklies. Next came "The Old Chateau," a
romantic drama by the Gaumont Company which was very
well received. The last reel was the first part of "The
Miracle," one of the recent large feature pictures that has
just been imported. There was shown also "Warriors in
Old
and and
other
fine Company.
Japanese subjects, by the General
Film Japan,"
Publicity
Sales
The artists appearing in the olio were announced by Mr.
Len Spencer, as only Len can make an announcement. He
first introduced Andrews and Kershaw, clever cabaret performers, who were present for the occasion by courtesy of
the Little Hungary Restaurant. Ruth Alvoid next rendered
songs in fine voice and artistic manner. Kenneth Casey
made a tremendous hit and proved himself to be a juvenile
character change artist of rare ability. His work was of the
"big time" class and it is quite evident that this young man
is being educated to be a first class performer.
Maurice Costello received an ovation as he stepped upon
the stage and when quietness was restored he delivered a
very funny monologue, assisted by Kate Price in the balcony.
Kate yelled, "Cut the comedy, kid," and Maurice said to the
audience, "That's my wife."

President Samuel Trigger was given a pleasant surprise,
which came next on the bill. It was the presentation of a
loving cup by the members of the New York League as a
token of their appreciation of his indefatigable efforts on behalf of the association. As a tribute it certainly was deserved, for everyone who knows him knows that Samuel
Trigger's heart and soul are in the League work.
Mr. Charles M. Seay, stage director of the Edison Company, was next introduced and he entertained the audience
in a most interesting way for eight or ten minutes.
Mr. Harry Mayo, of the Vitagraph Company, next entertained with songs.
Little Marie Elaine, known to fame as the "Thanhouser
Kid," did a cute little specialty with songs and captured the
hearts of everyone there. She is a wonderful child. Her
ability is decidedly manifest.
Little Adele De Garde, of the Vitagraph Company, did a
juvenile specialty with songs to an enthusiastic response.
Edward O'Connor, of the Edison Company, amused the
audience immensely with Irish stories and songs, and left the
audience in a very hilarious mood when he retired.
Miss Florence Turner was received with prolonged applause as she appeared looking fresh and pretty in a costume
of yellow silk. She gave a very clever imitation of a saleslady trying not to make a sale. Miss Turner surely has. a
warm spot in the hearts of all picture lovers.
Mr. John Bunny next appeared and was greeted with
screams of delight the moment he stepped upon the stage.
Mr. Bunny is a capital entertainer and could surely draw a
top salary in vaudeville, should he ever care to go into that
field, but he claims that as yet vaudeville is one of the sins
of which he is not guilty. Mr. Bunny gave a funny and interesting monologue of his recent experience abroad for the
Vitagraph Company.
Mr. Crane Wilbur, of the Pathe Company, did some
splendid work, in a dramatic recital. He is a finished actor
with pleasing personality and the audience did not get
enough of him.
Mr. Sidney Olcott, director of the Kalem transatlantic
company, next entertained <the audience for a brief ten minutes relating anecdotes of his recent trip to Egypt and the
Holy Land. His talk was very interesting and not long enough.
Mr. King Baggot, the handsome leading man of the Imp
Company, appeared in his official capacity as president of
the Screen Club. He thanked the members of the New York
League for so handsomely remembering the club and mentioned the forthcoming ball of the Screen Club to be held at
Madison Square Garden during February.
Mr. M. A. Neff, president of the Moving Picture Exhibitors' League of America, was the last to appear and delivered a forceful speech, calling attention to the rapid strides
and elevation of the motion picture business and outlined
some of the aspirations of those in the trade whose purpose
is high-minded. Incidentally he congratulated the New York
League on its splendid success with the ball and retired with
enthusiastic applause ringing in his ears.
Mr. Len Spencer read from the stage a number of letters
that had been received from city officials expressing their
regrets. One letter was read from the Mayor of New York
City, Hon. William J. Gaynor, regretting that another enprevented him from attending. The Mayor's letter was as gagement
follows:
November 6th, 1912.
Dear Mr. Trigger:
I regret to say that another engagement prevents me from
accepting your invitation. The moving picture shows of
this city are one of the best educators we have. The work
they are doing in the way of education and amusement is invaluable. But we must all work to keep them pure, and free
from pictures which have a bad influence in the way of inciting people to violence, and the like.
Very truly yours,
(Signed) W. J. GAYNOR, Mayor.
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Another letter from Mr Joseph Johnson, Fire I ommissioner of the City of New York, was read as follows:
„
,. „ .
November 7th, 1912.
Dear Mr. 1 rigger:
I regret very much to inform you that I have a previous

engagement which will prevent my attendance upon your

second annual entertainment and ball at Palm Garden, November 14th.
Your association is of vital interest to the welfare of its
members. It is only through organization that a general
> lean-up of conditions can be accomplished. I am therefore
glad to hear you say in your letter that you have banded together for the purpose of placing your business on a higher
plane,
ments. and to co-operate with the various municipal depart-

I wish you very great success.
Yours very truly,
JOS. JOHNSON, Fire Commissioner.
Another letter from Mr. Eugene McAneny, President of
the Borough of Manhattan, was read.
Alter the olio the dancing began. Mr. Maurice Costello and
Miss Gene Gauntier, Mr. King Baggot and Miss Florence
Turner, led the grand march, But they did not get very far
as there was such a tremendous crowd that the grand march
got all snarled up until it was difficult to tell who were the
marchers and who were the onlookers, so closely were they
mingled together. Never again in the Palm Garden, is the
verdict. Nothing but Madison Square Garden or the Grand
Central Palace.
The treasurer of the New York association reports a
total of those attending to be nearly 5,000 persons, and that
over 4,000 tickets were paid for. The proceeds will be applied
to the coming great exposition of the entire motion picture
trade at Grand Central Palace during July of 1913. It is
probable that there will be another entertainment and ball
before the next heated term. Perhaps in March or April,
when better accommodations will be assured.
Among Those Present.
No one will expect us to give a list of all those who helped
to form the vast host assembled at the Palm Garden, but
mention may be made of a number of those more
prominent in the trade whose presence added to the
.gayness of the occasion. The presence of the National
League President, Mr. M. A. Neff has been mentioned;
other out-of-town guests were B. E. Cornell, of Syracuse,
N. Y., vice-president of the New York State League;
R. N. Davidson, vice-president from Binghamton, N. Y.;
John C. Davies, State Treasurer, Saugerties, N. Y.; G. F.
Wright, president of the Albany Local; Bert A. Gabbons,
Syracuse, N. Y.; Fred J. Herrington, national vice-president for Pennsylvania, and H. A. Victor, of Pittsburgh, Pa.;
G. A. Robinson, president, and L. F. Blumenthal, national
vice-president, of New Jersey; Mr. and Mrs. Day, of Auburn,
N. Y., and Mr. I. M. Madkin, of Chicago, who stayed over
to see what happened.
Of course there was a large number of photoplayers in
the crowd. There were Kalem players — Miss Gauntier, Miss
Joyce, Miss Hollister, Jack Clark,, Bob Vignola, Jack McGowan and Director Sydney Olcott; Vitagraph players —
Florence Turner, John Bunny, Maurice Costello, Kate Price,
Flora Finch, Harry Mayo and many others of the same clan.
From the Edison studio there was Charles Seay, Joseph
O'Connor and a good delegation. Victor Smith and S. M.
Spedon also helped swell the numbers of the Vitagraph
crowd; William BilKalem looked after the Kalem players.
There was a genuine outpouring of independent representatives, including Carl Laemmle, Pat Powers, Mark Dintenfass, Dave Horseley and Bill Swanson, of the Universal
forces; H. E. Aitken, J. V. Ritchie, Charles Hite, Herbert
Blache and Madame Blache, Charles Baumann, Ad. Kessell,
Harry Raver. Joe Miles and a lot more from the Film Supply
and Mutual offices.
Among the Feature men were Herbert Miles and Bill
Steiner, H. A. Spanuth, H. A. Lande, Abe Warner and a
lot more who got the gate in the crush.
King Baggot and his detail of Screen Clubbers were to
be found at almost any part of the hall.
Little Mary, beloved of all picture people, wasn't half big
enough to go all around, but she got some reception whereever she did appear.
Edwin August and Ormi Hawley were seen occasionally.
Billy Quirk just couldn't be lost even in that big crowd.
C. Lang Cobb was busy trying to find his popular better
half. Agnes Eagan Cobb.
M. Jourjoun and a delegation appeared for the Eclair
Company.
Coles and Morrison
headed
the delegation
of machine
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KANSAS STATE CONVENTION.
On Monday ami Tuesday, December 9th and 10th, 1912,
the Kansas State Branch of the Motion Picture Exhib
League
of America
will hold their first State convention.
The charter members of tin State branch met at tin- Grand
Hotel, Kansas City, Kan., on Thursday, November 7th, and
formed a temporary organization, electing E. Wayne Martin,
Hutchinson, Kan., president; Geo McCrum, Kansas Ctiy,
Kan., secretary.
The charter members engaged the services of President
G. H. Wiley, Missouri State branch, to act as State organizer.
They decided to hold the convention in Kansas City, Kan.
Motion picture trades are invited to make exhibits and can
secure all information by writing Mr. Wiley at Kansas
City,
The Mo.
State of Kansas has 450 motion picture exhibitors and
there is no question but their first convention will be a big
success from start to finish, as the exhibitors are taking a
great interest and looking forward to a very pleasant time at
the convention.
SANDUSKY
EXHIBITORS
ORGANIZE.
The motion picture exhibitors of Sandusky, Erie, Huron,
Seneca and Ottawa counties, Ohio, organized about two
months ago as Local No. 7 of the Ohio State League and
held a meeting at Fostoria, Ohio, on November 12. Although
the organization is less than two months old it has a membership of twenty-five out of the thirty-two exhibitors in
that territory. An effort is being made by this organization
to confine the length of shows given to two reels for a fivecent show and three reels for a ten-cent show. At the last
meeting a resolution was adopted regarding the American
Tobacco
follows: Company's coupon proposition, which reads as
Be it resolved, That we, the members of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League, Sandusky Local No. 7, oppose the
use of, and do hereby refuse to accept for admission coupons
issued by the American Tobacco Company; and deplore the
action of said tobacco company in trying to cheapen our
shows by the use of cigarette coupons.
Further, That a copy of this resolution be furnished the
Moving Picture World, and a copy spread on the minutes of
this meeting and a copy be furnished Mr. M. A. Neff, president of the National League.
J. D. KESSLER,
President.
W. E. HIGGINS, Secretary.
NEW

YORK

EXHIBITORS TO ATTEND LONDON
EXPOSITION.
The Cinematograph Exposition to be held at Olympia,
London, in March, 1913, has aroused much interest in the
minds of the moving picture exhibitors of New York, whose
plans are rapidly maturing toward making the first First
Moving Picture Trades Exposition in America the biggest
kind of a success. So great an interest has already been
manifested by large manufacturers of photoplays and also
makers of articles pertaining to the exhibition of these plays
that the committee in charge of the coming American exhibition, which will be held at the New Grand Central Palace
beginning the 7th of next July, have arranged to have representatives at the London exposition, so that they may be
benefited by seeing how our English friends run a show of
this kind.
Arrangements for office quarters are now being made, as
the details of such a large undertaking will necessitate the
committee having quarters of their own. Many novel and
unheard of before ideas have been originated by the committee, which will all help in convincing the exhibitors who
attend the convention that New York is sure some town, and
that the exhibitors of New York besides being a collection of
regular fellows are always on the job to further the interest
of the business throughout the world, which without doubt
this coming convention and exposition will do.
Letters have already been sent to leading exhibitors in
other countries telling them of the plans being made here in
New York for next July and inviting them to be present.
Plans are being made to advertise the exposition like a
circus, and even so far ahead as this there is every indication that the public will take a greater interest in this exposition than they have in any other of any kind ever held.
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MASSACHUSETTS
EXHIBITORS
ORGANIZE.
Enthusiastic Gathering in Boston on Tuesday Elects
Officers.
Banquet
Is Held.
There was an enthusiastic meeting of exhibitors at Commercial Hall, Boston, on Tuesday, November iQth. Exhibitors were present from almost every State in New England.
Mr. M. A. Neff, president of the National League, called
the convention to order at 2 p.m. and addressed the assembled exhibitors at length on the value of organization. He
was followed by Mr. Samuel H. Trigger, president of the
New York State League, who told what has been accomplished in New York.
Following these addresses, the work of the organization
was at once taken up and forty-five of those present signed
the charter application and paid the stipulated dues. Officers
were 'elected as follows: President, Joseph Mack, Boston;
first vice-president, Charles Hoddon, Wakefield; second vicepresident, C. W. Buckly; treasurer, S. H. Bunce, Boston;
secretary, Alc'en H. Washburn; national vice-president,
George F. Washburn, Boston.
Looking toward the organization of other States in New
England, President Neff appointed P. S. McMahon, of Bristol, Conn., as national vice-president for Connecticut; Hiram
Abrams, of Portland, Maine, national vice-president for
Maine; Samuel Merchant, Bristol, R. I., national vice-president for Rhode Island. Following the business meeting, the
members of the new association partook of an elaborate banquet at the Quincy House.
President Joseph Mack acted as toastmaster. Addresses
were made by Mr. Neff, Mr. Trigger, George W. Washburn,
L. H. Sweet, of the Nicholas Power Company; Mr. Marsdon,
of the General Film Company; Arthur D. Jacobs, of the Exhibitors' Advertising & Specialty Company, New York; Lawrence Casey, city clerk of Boston; C. Lang Cobb, of the
Reliance Company; A. F. Washburn and J. J. Raymond.
PRESIDENT NEFF AT ALBANY, N. Y.
President M. A. Neff, of the National League, accompanied
by S. H. Trigger, president of the New York State Association,' met with members of the Albany Local No. 2 at the
New Kenmore Hotel, Albany, N. Y., on Sunday afternoon.
All the officers and sixty members of the association, including Mr. John C. Daniel, state treasurer, were present.
An enthusiastic meeting was held which was followed by a
banquet at which a number of prominent citizens from Albany, Schenectady and Troy joined the exhibitors in the festivities. Mr. Neff and Mr. Trigger left for Boston on the
following morning.
NEFF VISITS NEW YORK TOWNS.
Following the Boston meeting. Mr. Neff and Mr. Trigger
visited hearty
Utica, receptions
Syracuse* andfrom
Rochester,
N. Y., where
met
with
the motion
picture they
theater
managers.
IOWA EXHIBITORS' CONVENTION.
Official notification has been received that the members of
the Iowa Motion Picture Exhibitors' League will meet at
Des Moines, Iowa, on Tuesday and Wednesday, December
3 and 4, 1912. Headquarters of the convention will be at
Savery Hotel, and motion picture exhibitors throughout the
state are cordially invited to be present. Manufacturers desiring space for exhibits and other information concerning
the meeting, should address F. W. Young, national vicepresident, 319 Security Bank Building, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
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lVTOTICE is given to patrons of the Moving
Picture World that it has vacated its old
offices at 125 East 23rd Street and is now more
comfortably housed in offices on the seventh
floor of the Pullman Building, No 17 Madison
Avenue, New York. On and after Monday,
November 25th, the World Staff will be pleased
to greet its friends in the new offices.
CONCERNING

MR. DYER.

The following is an official statement of the facts concerning
the recent resignation of Mr. Frank L. Dyer from the Presidency
of Thomas A. Edison, Incorporated, and other Edison interests at
Orange, New Jersey.
"Mr. Dyer, besides having the executive management of many
of Mr. Edison's Companies, had other interests which demanded
part of his time. These interests have grown so extensive of late
that he has felt for some time that he was unable to do full justice to the multitudinous duties which his various connections involved, and, as a duty to himself, to Mr. Edison, and to the enterprises with which he was connected, decided that he must curtail his numerous responsibilities.
"After reflection he came to the conclusion that he would withdraw from his service with the Edison Companies and, therefore,
tendered his resignation to Mr. Edison, who accepted it with regret. Mr. Edison has concluded to assume the presidency caused
by Mr. Dyer's resignation.
"The details of the business of the Edison Company at Orange
have been in the hands of Mr. C. H. Wilson as General Manager
for a number of years, and he will retain his position and in addition has been made Vice-President of the Company. Mr. Edison takes the Presidency in order that he may direct the policy
of the Company in addition to the technical details which he has
always had charge of. No other changes in officials or personnel
of Ittheis Company
will bebymade."
further stated
one in position to know that Mr. Dyer
will continue in the motion picture business.
CORBETT-CHAPMAN.
The Moving Picture World is in receipt of the announcement of the marriage of Mr. Bernard M. Corbett to Miss
Emma Violet Chapman, which happv event occurred on
October 30, 1912, at the home of the bride's sister in Boston.
Mr. Corbett is widely known to the trade as one of the traveling salesmen for the Thomas A. Edison Company, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Corbett will be at home after January 1, 1913,
at No. 152 West Concord Street, where they will be pleased
to welcome their friends. The Moving Picture World extends its hearty congratulations, and wishes the bride and
groom a long and happy life.

COLUMBUS EXHIBITORS WILL GIVE BALL.
A ball will be given at Memorial Hall, Columbus, Ohio, on December 12th, by the Moving Picture Exhibitors' League of that
city. Arrangements are being made to secure the attendance of a
number of moving picture actors and actresses. Among the
features will be a moonlight dance with all the necessary effects.
The committee in charge of the arrangements for the event is
composed of J. W. Swain, A. B. Hatch, John Brady, L. E. Smithhisler and J. E. Stewart.
QUINCY ADAMS SAWYER IN PICTURES.
The Puritan Special Feature Co., 211 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass., have put this well-known play of New England life
in a three-reel special feature film and are now selling state
rights.
Victoria Forde is taking the lead in Otis Turner's big primitive Indian two-reel production. "When the Earth Was Young."
It was a trying part, but she "came over" with it splendidly.

SCENE
IN VITAGRAPH
WESTERN
STUDIO.
Director Sturgeon and Vitagraph players rehearsing a
picture play in the canvas covered studio at Santa Monica,
Cal. This company has the distinction of being the only one
working in a tent.
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medical and surgical icience
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great refuses
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Till' value
of operations,
moving pictures
in demonstrating
difficult surgical
as performed
by an eminent
European operator, was established most successfully
before <>.>, prominent physicians and surgeons of Chi<
;it .1 special meeting of the South Side Branch of the Chicago Medical Society, on Tuesday evening, Nov. 12, at
Lincoln Center; Oakwoods Boulevard and Langlcy Avenue.
The Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones, head of Abraham Lincoln
(enter and a divine of national reputation, was also ami
the spectators, having requested the privilege of being
present
Dr. Emanuel Friend, one of Chicago's well-known surgeons and physicians, made arrangements with George
Kleine for the films used, Mr. Kleine also furnishing two
experts of his office staff to supervise the exhibition and
project the pictures. The demonstration preceded the business meeting of the society, and Dr. Friend accompanied
the pictures with a well timed and interesting lecture.
In his introductory remarks Dr. Friend said: "It is with
great pleasure that I have the opportunity of presenting to
yotl this evening the cinematographic illustrations of various surgical operations. No better elucidation of the object of this demonstration can be given than the article of
m> Friend, Mr. George Kleine, in his cataloging of these
films, and through whose generosity I am enabled to present
them here."
films
were runThe off:article was then read, and the following
film No. i — Extirpation of a Cyst of the Thyroid Gland.
Film Xo. 2 — Left Thyroidectomy for Parenchymatous
Goiter.
Film No. 3 — Partial Bilateral Thyroidectomy for Exophthalmic Goiter.
Film Xo. 4 — Extirpation of a Testis for Tumor.
Film Xo. 5 — Extirpation of a Large Myxoma of the Thigh.
Film Xo. 6— Lumbar Nephrectomy.
The demonstration proved a big innovation, and the use
of moving pictures in surgical operations was welcomed by
those present a- a marked advanced step in medical education. This opinion prevailed so strongly that a number of
prominent operators present requested Dr. Friend, when the
meeting was over, for definite information regarding the
making of films for surgical demonstration work, as applied
to original operations of their own. The Rev. Mr. Jones
was also so impressed that he declared his intention to use
films in the future with his lectures and sermons at Lincoln
Center.
The exhibition was most satisfactory, from the point of
projection. All the details were brought out fully and
clearly, and many of those present remarked on the clear
definition of the pictures. At the same time, they expressed
doubt as to the practicability of having moving pictures
made that will show the details of an operation, when the
structures are deeply situated.
The great difference in the technique of European and
American surgeons was strikingly shown in the pictures;
and while all present admired the dexterity and the thorough
familiarity of the European operator with each subject, they
still confessed, without prejudice, that the average American
surgeon excels his European colleague in finesse and cosmetic results.
Dr. Friend is of the opinion that the time is not far off
when all colleges engaged in the teaching of medicine and
surgery will use films during the college course, illustrating
the various incisions, operative procedures, and the techniques
of the prominent operators throughout the world, to show
the advantage or disadvantage of this or that procedure.
In medicine as much as in surgery, he thinks the demonstration of the various objective symptoms — for example, the
atactic gait and atrophy of the muscles in locomotor ataxia,
or tabes dorsalis in progressive muscular atrophy, and many
other affections — can be shown to distinct advantage without
practical demonstration on a patient, who may feel humiliated by such a demonstration.
Dr. Friend holds further that so long as professional ethicare maintained in the taking and demonstrating of these
subjects, just so long will cinematography be a great aid to

these
filmsclose
withof tinotherexhibition
than strictly
di< tendered
At tina vote scientific
"i thanks '<>■'
was
unanimously to George Kleine for In- liheralit) and
in furnishing the films, the equipment
necessary, and the
able services of Frank I.. Hough, Jr., and R. \Y. ilorn Mr.
Hough had charge of the demonstration, and Mr. H'>rn was
operator.
New Moving Picture Theater for Fort Wayne.
Another big new picture theater for Fort .Wayne is under
construction, and will be finished some time in the closing
days of December. The Jefferson Company, of Fort Wayne,
is the owner, the incorporators being A. I.. Randall, Sprague
Green, and Austin W. Stults, all of Fort Was
Sprague Green, who has made a big success of the Lyric
Theater, will be the manager of the new house. He retired
from the management oi the Lyric on November io, and
was succeeded by B. H. Barnett, who has been part owner
of the Lyric Theater for the past year and a half. It has
not yet been determined whether the new house will be a
live or ten-cent theater, but it is stated that the highest
grade of moving picures will be shown. The new theater
will cost in the neighborhood of $30,000 when completed.
Infringers of Copyrighted Films Caught.
On Monday. November ii"\ suits were entered in the Federal Court, Chicago, against the Chicago Feature Film Sales
Co., 172 \V. Washington Street, and John Fitz Williams,
owner of the Royal Theater, on Halsted Street near 56th
Street, charging infringement of copyrighted films. The
Universal Film Manufacturing Company, of Xew York, is
the plaintiff.
For some time past the company mentioned has had agents
at work in the Central States trying to locate several prints
of their copyrighted films which, there was reason to believe,
were being distributed by unauthorized persons. The reports of these agents showed that Chicago was the center
from which the illegal operations were conducted, and Isaac
B. Owens, copyright counsel of the Universal, arrived in the
city during the week of Monday, November n. and appeared
before Judges Landis and Carpenter, of the United States
Court. As a result of the motions made, the U. S. marshal
was instructed to seize the alleged infringing film-.
On Friday night, Xovember 15. the marshal -eized one
copy in the picture theater of John Fitz Williams, and
another copy on Saturday morning, Xovember 16, in the
film exchange of the Chicago Feature Film Sales Co., in
which Max Lewis is largely interested. The films seized
were entitled "The Flying Circus," which is a Great Xorthern
production, the Universal Film Manufacturing Company
owning the exclusive rights in America.
Before leaving for Xcw York on Saturday, Xovember 16,
Mr. Owens stated that the Universal is determined to stamp
out the unlawful use of its copyrighted films. "The company is in the market to handle these films exclusively, and
is ready and able to supply the demand," said Mr. Owens.
"The company is not disposed to have its rights infringed
in the manner in which infringement has been attempted,
and I have instructions to enforce its copyright privileges in
every
of violation."
It hascaseleaked
out that there was considerable mirth in the
office of the Chicago Feature Film Sales Company shortly
after the marshal had seized the copy there. The cause of
the hilarity, it is said, was caused by the arrival of another
copy of the infringing film from an outside customer.
No "Franchise" in Booking of Licensed Films.
The following article in the Chicago American of November 16 created quite a stir among exhibitors in the city district referred to in it:
"Alfred Hamburger, whose ability to work while others
sleep and to get a hundred and one cents out of each dollar
has made the Louise Amusement Company amazingly profitable, has engineered a brilliant more in contracting with the
General Film Company for an exclusive first-run moving
picture franchise, giving his Langley Hippodrome and Drexel
Theater, both on Sixty-third Street, the initial showing on
the releases of the company. The franchise gives him this
privilege over a territory of five miles, bounded by Stony
Island Avenue, Stewart Avenue, the Midway and Sixtyninth Street.
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"Any other exhibitors of motion pictures within this territorial rectangle will hereafter have to be satisfied with the
films of the General Film Company after the two Hamburger
theaters in the boundary lines have displayed them. Such
deals as this are rare and difficult and to Hamburger must be
given the palm for commercial shrewdness, such as has
marked every step in the progress of the Louise Amusement
Company, of which he is president and general manager."
After investigation, 1 found that the use of the word
"franchise" by Mr. Hamburger's publicity man to the writer
of the foregoing article, was malapropos, the significance
of the word as applied to exclusive bookings for vaudeville
acts being very different in meaning from the sense in which
it was used in connection with the booking of films. The
Langley Hippodrome and the Drexel Theater, seating 1,200
and 834 people respectively, were formerly vaudeville houses.
They now run high class picture programs and charge 10
cents admission. First runs and, within 10 days are the ages
of the films used. Other theaters in the district use films
aged 10 to 30 days, and commercial, and charge 5 cents
admission.
There is no reason for a howl among the owners of these
smaller houses in the district under discussion. They have
never used, and could not afford to pay for, such high class
programs as the Langley Hippodrome and the Drexels. Besides, the 10 cents admission charged by the latter places
them in a different class, and gives the smaller houses an
even break.
Chicago Film Brevities.
F. C. McCarahan, manager of George Kleine's office, this
city, left for a week's vacation November 16. He will take
in Springfield, Ohio; Cincinnati, and home points in Kentucky during the trip.
Omer F. Doud, editor of the scenario department of the
American Film Manufacturing Company, accompanied by
W. J. Bauman, chief Eastern producer, left for California
Thursday,
November
14. Mr. the
Doud's
at Santa Barbara
throughout
winter.headquarters will be

* *

Charles Abrams. general manager of the Great Northern
Special Feature Film Company, spent several days in the
city during the week of November 11 in the interests of his
company. Since his departure from New York, Mr. Abrams
has visited Cleveland, Indianapolis, and Terre Haute. He
left for Des Moines on Sunday, November 17, and will
afterwards visit Kansas City, Denver, St. Louis and other
cities.
C. W. Fowler, manager of the Pictureland Theater, Kokomo, Ind., accompanied by C. M. Benson, formerly the
piano player of the Pictureland, visited the World office last
week. The Pictureland is owned by Miss I. S. Hutton, who
purchased one-half interest in the house last May, and the
remaining one-half interest about a month ago, from T. B.
Jay, who is now running his hew house, the Grand. The
Pictureland is showing to good business and a prosperous
winter season is looked for. There are five regular picture
theaters in Kokomo. The Sipe Opera House, which plays
road attractions during the season, also runs pictures outside
of that period. All the houses, with the exception of the
Sipe, are offering two reels for 5 cents admission. The Sipe
offers three reels for the same price. Kokomo, with its
population of 25,000, is considered one of the finest picture
theater towns in Indiana.
NO INJUNCTION
AGAINST DOBBS.
Beverly B. Dobbs, the pioneer Arctic cinematographic explorer who has been exhibiting "Atop of the World in Motion,"
the original Alaska-Siberia motion pictures, throughout the
United States and Alaska, had an injunction served upon him
by Capt. Kleinschmidt, of New York City, preventing or
restraining Mr. Dobbs from advertising any motion pictures
under the name "Alaska-Siberia." Dobbs won his case in
the Supreme Court, New York, on Nov. 14. The court decided
that Air. Dobbs is fully entitled to use the name "Alaska-Siberia," and Capt. Kleinschmidt's injunction was vacated. It
was further shown that Mr. Dobbs is the pioneer "Alaska-Siberia" moving picture producer, in fact, he had given exhibitions
in the United
pictures
were States
taken. and Alaska, long before Capt. Kleinschmidt's
"Atop of the World in Motion" (the original Alaska-Siberia
Motion Pictures), will inaugurate a New York engagement at
Weber's Theater, beginning Sunday, Dec. 1.
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On the Selig Firing Line
By A. MacArthur, Jr.
THE announcement that the Selig Polyscope army had
invaded the little town of Desplaines reached the Chicago office of the Moving Picture World, and being a
lover of excitement I accepted the invitation of Mr. Oscar
Eaglfr,' who is directing the movements of the two opposing
armies.
For those who have never witnessed real action on a battlefield, the three forthcoming military dramas of the Selig
Company will be a treat.
We all met at the plant of the Selig Company on the third
day of battle, at 7:30 a. m., and, after piling into the waiting
automobiles and driving thirty miles out into the country, I
was introduced, in my experience, to an entirely new phase
of picture making. Already costumed and awaiting the call
to battle were a troop of Confederate and a troop of Federal
cavalry; also two regiments of Confederate and Federal infantry. 1was presented with a mount and, in company with
Mr. Eagle and his assistant, Mr. J. Frankenburg, rode out to
witness the mimic slaughter.
Immediately upon reaching the scene of battle, all friendship ceased, and the respective armies took up their positions
behind breastworks and entrenchments; and the men, who a
minute before had been joking with each other, set their jaws
and settled down for the business of the day.
Excitement and realism are the only words that can express my sensations for the day. Following the line of battle, with the Director-in-Chief Oscar Eagle and his lieutenant
of staff, Mr. Frankenburg, we saw almost perfect reproductions of some of the most stubbornly contested engagements
of the Civil War. First the North would start an assault on
a Southern battery, only to be repulsed and, for a time, the
tables would be reversed. Bombs were exploding everywhere. A man would drop here, and then two or three at
another point. The fortune of battle favored first one side,
then the other. Suddenly the Federal troops, being reinforced by a troop of cavalry, made a very exciting charge,
blowing up the enemy's breastworks and disabling their field
pieces. The Confederates contested every inch of ground
they lost; but, being outfought and outnumbered, finally surrendered. After the surrender, peace was declared for a
short period, during which time a hearty lunch was put away.
When each man had been reinforced by the noon day meal,
war was again declared on another field, which had been
wired and mined earlier in the day.
It was during the afternoon work that Miss Winnifred
Greenwood, the only lady on the field, distinguished herself,
with honors to spare. In the face of heavy battery and musket firing, disguised as Belle Boyd, a noted Confederate spy,
Miss Greenwood made her way through the Federal lines
and was about to end her » work, when she was supposedly
shbt down, falling right in front of an exploding cannon.
She was carried across the line, in time for her to deliver
t-h-e p-a-p-e-r-s before she died, and thus saved the day for
the Confederates, who charged and routed a detachment of
artillery and cavalry of the Northern army, in a most realistic
way. During the heat of the conflict a switch was thrown,
and it seemed that the whole field was tossed into the air
when the mines were exploded. After the smoke cleared
away, men and horses were lying all around, where they
were supposed to have dropped as a result of the heavy fire,
and the terrific upheaval of earth. This last big scene ended
the war for the day, and the combatants were glad to retire
and
talkbegan.
over the exciting scenes, before the next day's
carnage
Tom Mix, the famous "bulldogger" of steers and noted for
his daring horsemanship, takes a prominent part in all the
leading scenes in the war drama.
Miss Greenwood, the leading lady of Selig's Eastern company, was deservedly praised by Producer Eagle for her
nervy work. It looked strange to see her, the one lone
woman, amid the strife and roar of battle. Mr. Eagle and
Mr. Frankenburg are to be congratulated on the fidelity to
historical details observed by them in the disposal of the
forces at their command, and on the atmosphere of realism
that prevailed throughout the stirring scenes.
FRANK B. COIGNE IS BACK AGAIN.
Frank B. Coigne is back again in New York after an absence
of three months. He is now in the services of the Feature
Photoplay Company, 145 West 45th St., City. Mr. Coigne is
the principal of The American School of Acting, 1714 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. He is a dramatist, actor and director of many years experience. He was formerly director of
the Champion Company.
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Billy's Mexican Wife"

Reviewed

by Jas. S. McQuade.

(Essanay).

BRONCHO
Bll.l.\ ia -till to the fore among Essanay'a
releases, .1- "Broncho Billy's Mexican Wife will pi
This tale of life on the Southwestern border, as told
in pictures, affords some fine touches in character drawing,
several strong situations that border on, but just avoid,
the shedding of gore in view of the spectator, and settings
about as appropriate as one could wish to represent the
section in which the scenes are laid.
(i. M. Anderson should please his multitude of followers
in this exciting episode, in the life of Billy, for it reveals
the latter as be appears under the -tress of injustice, in
addition to his well known resourcefulness and daring. A
faithless woman is more than a match for the wisest man
in cunningj and, in this case. Billy's Mexican wife makes him
appear like a deuce spot, when he measures his craftiness
against hers. By the way, the role of the wife is capitally
played, and the young woman, whoever she may be, deserves
praise for keen imaginative acting. The mocking, malignant
sneer on the wife's face, as she tantalizes her imprisoned
husband by kissing her Mexican lover, while her maddened
mate looks on through prison bars, expresses the lowest
depths
of woman's
self abandonment
and fiendish cruelty.
It would be impossible to enact this story, when men of
red blood or women who have been betrayed are included,
without a tragedy. The closing scene shows the reward of
the unfaithful wife and her companion, but the act of punishment has been skillfully avoided in the pictures.
The photography deserves more than usual commendation.
It is really a delight to view the pictures from this standpoint.
Broncho Billy is a great favorite of old Mexican Pietro, who
has an only daughter Lolito. The latter is a beautiful girl,
who loves a strolling musician, one of her own race. Pietro
knows nothing of this attachment, and, on his deathbed,
gets Lolito's promise that she will marry Billy.
On the day of the marriage ceremony, a band of Mexican

Scene from "Broncho

I'lcriKK world
musician-, visits the small town
Manuel, the lover ol Lolito,
is with them,
[gnoront oi her marriage, he calls on her and
1- received with a show
•
Section.
They are interrupted by the appearance 01 Billy on the scene, and the
Mexican slinks off after some sharp words from the man of
broncho fame.
Later on, they are again discovered together by the sharpeyed husband, and Manuel is led to the wooden bridge leading
from the town and warned never t" return on pain of death.
While Billy is thus engaged, his unfaithful wife resorts to
cunning to thwart his plan-. She inflicts a wound on her
shoulder with a large knife, and hurrying to the Sheriff's
office, charges her husband with the (rime of attempted
murder.
Billy is arrested and imprisoned.
But Billy is not the only one in the story who has been
betrayed. Anita, the sweetheart of Manuel and the dancer
of the wandering troupe, has watched every movement of her
lover, and is mad with jealousy. When Manuel and Lolito,
free from the intervention of the imprisoned Billy, enjoy
each other's society without restraint, Anita is a silent and
vindictive witness. She bides her time until the opportunity
arrives, and both are discovered dying by the Sheriff and
his posse. With her last breath Lolito declares Billy innocent of the charge made against her, and denounces Anita
as the slayer of herself and companion.
EDGEWOOD

AMUSEMENT
COMPANY
NEW HOUSE.

INCLUDE

The Edgewood Amusement Company, of Wheeling, W. Va.,
is soon to start the erection of a moving picture theater in
Edgewood, Wheeling, W. Va. The building will be finished
on the outside with rough cement after a Grecian design, and
will be one of the most beautiful picture houses in the State
of West Virginia. The structure will be thirty feet by one
hundred feet and will have a seating capacity of about 400.
The interior appointments, decorations and fixtures will be
of the best material, which will make the house as pretty and
comfortable as possible.

Billy's Mexican

Wife"

(Essanay).
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BY OUR

MAN

ABOUT

TOWN

THE advantages to be secured from the use of motion
pictures in schools and colleges are now the subject of
discussion throughout the leading countries of the
world, but instances where movements have been made to
give them practical tests are limited. This does not reflect
upon the proposition. It is due to a lack of comprehension
of what it really involves. In the first place, exhibitors, as
a rule, are opposed to it from a business standpoint. Others
look upon it as a commercial scheme of film manufacturers.
Many educators withhold their sanction because there may
be a possibility of the pictures reducing their force in the
educational departments. Other people look upon the proposition as an attempt to supplant study with amusement.

* * *

When the matter is not given the thought it requires it is
not unreasonable to entertain such ideas. But when one
takes the time to look into it from all points of the compass
the deductions made by those in opposition are without support by facts or reasonable argument. It is not proposed
to transform schoolrooms into amusement parlors, nor is it
intended that the same class of pictures (even the education
subjects) now in use in the picture theaters shall be installed
in the educational rooms. In such an event the proposition
would surely fall flat — become a folly of the past. It would
be justly stamped as an uprooter of the principles of true
educationalism with nothing but pecuniary gain as the incentive on the part of the sponsors.

* * *

An editor says he recently secured a straw vote from pupils
of a high school on the advantages of illustrating studies
with motion pictures, and publishes a number of letters received. All but one are favorable. They are not endorsements of a character that preclude adverse argument for
many reasons, one of which is that nearly all the letters
reflect a desire for novelty. This is to be expected from
pupils. Anyway, it is not the proper source from which to
ask for declaration of opinions upon such an important subject. The supervising educational bodies and the instructors
are better qualified for the* purpose.
* *
The one exceptional letter is referred to at more length
for the reason that the writer has, like many others, already
referred to, misunderstood the proposition. This writer says
the pupils would be interested in the pictures only while they
are new to them and it would be necessary to intersperse the
dry topics with love stories in order to get the pupils to like
the pictures.
* * *
The proposition involves one of the greatest tasks ever
undertaken in educational circles if it is carried out conscientiously and the true aim is to be attained. The educational subjects now shown at the picture theaters are of a
high order of merit as a rule and reflect great effort and
labor to place before the people a faithful representation of
the details as shown by the originals. But they are educational only in a general sense. They are made to interest
the old and young, and they create a desire on the part of
many to seek still greater knowledge pertaining to the respective subjects. They are not instructive in the real sense
of the term. They are made to form a part of an amusement program and therefore lack a great many essential
features they would have if intended for use in educational
departments.

* * *

To make the proposition a practical and effective one the
educational subjects of the present will be disregarded and
the subjects to be used must necessarily conform to some
extent with the text books used in the schools. Made to
order, as it were. The pictures are not to supplant the text
books, but place before the eyes of the pupils parts which
cold type may convey to their minds in an ambiguous or
incomplete form. The film manufacturers are not in a position to supply films of this kind until they know exactly what
courses of study are to be covered and how much film is to
be devoted to the various parts of a topic. It will be necessary to supply them with a complete outline of this character
adaptable to the schools where the text books are in accord
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with that outline. A set of films made for one locality may
be useless in the schools of another and the manufacturers
could not go to the trouble and expense of making up a
large amount of educational matter of their own creation
with the intention of making big sales to the schools and
colleges. For this reason, it is contended that, if the true
aim is kept in mind and the proposed system is established,
the educational institutions and the picture houses will be as
entirely independent of each other in every respect as they
are to-day. Such subjects will not be adaptable for the
places of amusement and these will have the same patrons as
before because the schools *will* not
* be in opposition to them.
It is frequently said with well founded confidence that
the motion pictures are in their infancy. Most people seem
to accept this statement as referring only to the commercial
and artistic branches of the industry, while it is really a sane
prediction of great practical uses to which the pictures will
eventually be put, one of the most important of which is explanatory aid in the study of text books, notwithstanding the
skepticism of some people who are deeply interested in the
manufacture of such books. One of them, in discussing the
subject the other day, looked upon the introduction of motion pictures in the public schools as a huge joke. He, too,
entertained the notion that it was intended to wipe out the
text books and do all the teaching by pictures and lectures.
Like many others, he now sees
* * the* matter in a different light
This is a reminder of what occurred in a small town near
Philadelphia last week. A shrewd lawyer was defending a
man on a charge of burglary and impressed upon the minds
of the jury that his client had been impelled to commit the
act by the alleged hypnotic influence of a motion picture he
had seen a few hours before. The burglar was acquitted
and the next day the town fathers, by heck! amended the
ordinances so as to prohibit the exhibition of moving pictures depicting crime. The ingenuity of the lawyer stirred
the solons to action that was taken by Boards of Censors
long ago. The lawyer saw the light that made things lighter
for his client and great was
* the
* * rejoicing of both.
The bald schemes some people resort to in an effort to
break into the posing ranks of motion picture companies
frequently provoke as much laughter as indignation by the
audaciousness with which they are executed. One day last
week a man appeared at the office of a film company and
made application for a posing position. He left when told
there was no opening, but returned about two hours later in
an apparent high state of inebriation, although able to navigate quite
and make ashimself
understood.
"How
do?"
was his
firstwell
exclamation,
he pushed
his hat to
the back
of his head and addressed the party he had previously interviewed. "You turned me down because (hie) you thought
I could not act (hie). Welk I'm the best ever and (hie) you
had
better grab
me minus
beforea (hie)
else he
getssent
me."a
Eventually
he left
job. somebody
The next day
letter to the office stating it was not an apology for his apparent condition on the second call, because he was not intoxicated; infact, he never drank, or smoked. He then renewed
his
application,'
out he
of
a job and, as his friendsstating
believethat
himhe towasbe aa salesman
clever actor,
sought work in the pictures. He closed the letter with the
confidential statement, "My clever impersonation on my
second call to your office should leave no doubt on your
mind as to my ability and bring me a quick engagement."
NOTED
FILM
MEN
INSPECT
AMERICAN
PLANT.
On Monday, November II, a party of men, well known in
film circles from various points of the United States, met at
the Chicago office of the Mutual Film Corporation. The big
new touring car of the American Film Manufacturing Company happened to be downtown, and it was promptly decided to test the carrying capacity and speed of the car. As
many as could find comfortable quarters in the car took
possession of it and with the good-natured jibes about being
obliged to get out and walk before destination was reached
of those who were left behind, the start was made and in
about sixteen minutes the car pulled up at the American
plant, all voting the chauffeur and car an excellent combination.
The inspection of the plant proved of great interest and
the facilities for producing good "Flying A" pictures were
highly approved. The party consisted of Dr. Schallenbarger
of Chicago, Mr. Mandlebaum of Cleveland, Mr. Bracken
from everywhere, Mr. Gregory from New York, en route to
California, Mr. Freuler, general manager of the Mutual Film
Corporation, and Mr. Nehls, manager of the American Film
Manufacturing Company.

THE
COMING

KLEINE

MOVING

RELEASES.

Three excellent split reels, composed of first class comedies and interesting travelogue subjects, will be placed upon
the market by George Kleine this 1
For the Tuesday Cinea, "All on a Summer's Day," describes a series of delightful and amusing incidents, which
take place at a house party in the country. I here is an
abundance of pretty girls and handsome men, which with
the unusually attractive settings would make any ordinary
film a success, but, adding to this the fact that the story
itself is clever, a very presentable release is offered, which
will add quality and variety to any program. The climax of
the story, where both hero and heroine win their wagers,
each entirely unsuspicious of the other's purpose, is very ingeniously worked out. Alfred Bracci and Dorothy Ferreri,
two of the best known Cines players, enact their roles in
their usual satisfactory fashion.
The reel is completed by an interesting travelogue, "The
Beautiful Valley of the Tronto," taking us upon a delightful
trip, starting at the source of the river, down through the
valley, which contains so many picturesque old castles, and
other fascinating ruins of the past.
"A Man for a Day" is the Eclipse offering for Wednesday.
The film describes the adventures of a,mischievous boy, who
wishes to dress and conduct himself as a man. After withdrawing all his savings from the bank, he carefully arrays
himself in evening clothes and goes to the races, where he
wins a small fortune. He is unable to stand prosperity,
however, for he soon gets into all sorts of scrapes before a
kind policeman discovers the young rascal and promptly escorts him to his alarmed parents, who administer a punishment which he will not soon forget. The role of the boy is
very well taken, and several of the scenes, such as that at
the race track, are unusually interesting.
"Trebizond and Surroundings," depicting many scenes in
and about the town of Trebizond in Asia Minor, fills out the
necessary thousand feet.
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I he Saturday
l
\ Comedy
tremely amusing subject, which ought
from the audiences.
It describes the
two raw recruits, who are made
the

ol En
an exto bring many la
1
butt of much
ridicule

by thebeing
otherwound
troopers
in the regiment,
'I he plolidentity, b
One,
around
| mistaken
ptionally
well executed,
and
the public
will certainly
enjoy it.
The other subject on the reel it "< orneto Tarquinia." The
film spreads before us many places of interest, which have
been well preserved from medieval times, such as the Principal (iate, the beautiful Vitelleschi Palace, the National
Square,
St. remarkable
Stephen's Square,
and several
views ofthe
theGreat
town. lower, the Castle,
BALL

PLAYER

SEES

HIMSELF

"AS ITHERS

SEE

Mr. Bcales Becker, outfielder for the New York Giants,
visited the Marple moving picture theater at Wichita, Kan.,
on the day that the manager was showing the World S(
pictures as photographed by I'athc Freres. The manager
says that Mr. Becker went into
of delight when he
"
M.ecstasies
>aw himself on the screen. HI
The picture played to crowded
houses on both days that it was booked. The Marple bears
the distinction of being the oldest licensed picture house in
the city of Wichita.
ENLARGES

PICTURE

HOUSE.

Messrs. Fitzer and Fitzer, owners of the Happy
Theater, 224 North Salina Street, Syracuse, N. Y., have
the entire building in which their theater is located.
the remodeling is completed, the house will then seat

Hour
leased
When
about

1,000.

Copyright,

The Emperor

1912, by Ocurge

Consulting His Marshals — Scene from the Kleine-Cines Feature "At Napoleon's Command."

rueine.
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Doings at Los Angeles
Big

Doings Among Forces of Universal, Kinemacolor and
Vitagraph — A Scenario Contest — Essanay in Town.
FIFTEEN important producing companies working in and
around this city without a sensation, a scandal or a
fighl makes this one of the dullest news weeks, in the
big southwestern motion picture producing field, that has
occurred for a year.
Wesley G. Gilmour, general manager of the Universal
forces in this section, scratched all the hair off of the back
of his head trying to think of a story. "There isn't any news
this week," he finally said in despair, "because everything is
going along smoothly and harmoniously. Our several companies are getting out their usual releases on time, nobody
has gone off the payroll and so there has been no need for
new members to be put on, and everyone is too busy to get
into trouble."
After thus establishing the fact that there was no news he
proceeded to tell about some of the things which are not
news. For example, a cattle chute was built at the railroad
station near the Universal company's big ranch, "Oak Crest,"
in the San Fernando valley last week, and since then shipments of long-horned range cattle have been arriving in
droves almost daily. They are to be used in a series of pictures showing life in the Western cattle country. Before
the series is completed there will probably be nearly 1,000
head of cattle on the ranch, after which, Mr. Gilmour says,
the Universal Company may be obliged to go into the beef
packing business to dispose of them.
New cottages are being built on the ranch every week. At
the present time about 65 families, members of which are in
the employ of the company, are living on the 20,000 acre
ranch. These are in addition to several hundred braves,
squaws and children in the Indian village. It is a distance of
several miles from the nearest railroad station to the studio,
which is located at the foot of the range of mountains which
run through the ranch. A special train is run out every
morning and back every evening for the benefit of those employees who live in town. Gilmour buys the tickets in blocks
of 500 and with the present force he is obliged to write a
check for the railroad company about five times every two
weeks.
Concerning Kinemacolor.
The Kinemacolor Company within the last ten days has
produced three big features, "Five Miles from Tombstone,"
a Western drama; "The Violin," a sentimental drama, and a
Christmas pantomime in which for the first time the company successfully employed the double exposure device, a
thing heretofore held to be impossible with the Kinemacolor
process.
The company is greatly in need of photoplays. All of
their productions are two reels in length and most of the
scripts submitted are not full enough of meat to make two
reels. Another defect is that a great many of them do not
come up to the high standard the company is trying to maintain. Western dramas which are not of the blood and thunder variety, quiet comedies, and strong drama are the three
kinds most desired. Scripts should be addressed to the
studio, 4500 Sunset Boulevard, Los Angeles. The photoplay
editor is Mrs. Anita Hendrie Miles, wife of David Miles, the
managing director.
The greatest sign of activity in this field is at the new
studio which the Kinemacolor Company has taken possession of. The extensive alterations and extensions which were
decided on, such as new stages, new dressing rooms, laboratories, property rooms and offices are now fully under way.
Although the company has three acres of ground, it begins to
appear as if there will be no room for that hotel which is to
be built for the convenience of the employees. Another
project which was begun this week is the erection of an immense practical stage fully equipped with traps and other
accessories, so that when completed it will accommodate pantomimes, spectacles and other big productions. In the midst
of all the disorder the three directors are grinding out films
according to regular schedule.
Chaos at Keystone.
Great as are the disadvantages under which the Kinemacolor directors are working, their lot is pleasant compared
with that of Mack Sennett and Fred Mace, of the Keystone
Company. The Keystone plant at Edendale is more restricted as to space, and the plant is being reconstructed all
at one time. Trying to keep carpenters out of his pictures
has almost driven Sennett — a temperamental individual at the
best — insane this week.
Richard
Spencer, the photoplay
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editor, "edited" scripts for a couple of days sitting on
out
of lumber while the carpenters were taking the interiora pile
of the offices and putting it back again. And Charley Kessel,
who, as the boss, has privileges, discovered imperative business at the Santa Monica canyon plant where the workmen
are not due until the Edendale plant is finished.
Vitagraph Activities.
An important change in the plans of the Vitagraph Company of America, it is reported, promises to make the Vitagraph Western studio at Santa Monica one of the most important production points in the motion picture industry in
this country.
The rumor is that the work of Rollin S. Sturgeon, Western
manager and director, has attracted such favorable attention
that he is to be given greater opportunities. The Western
studio is to be put on an equal footing with the Eastern
plant. More actors and other employees are to be hired and
Sturgeon, it is said, is to have vastly increased financial facilities. Big subjects requiring two and three reels will be
turned out occasionally in addition to the usual 1,000-foot
lengths. In harmony with this policy, it is said, the company
is looking for more ground space and will within a few
months have a new studio which in respect to being modern
to the minute will have no equal in this section.
Clune's Method.
A new publicity policy which has just been adopted by
William Clune for his string of motion picture houses in and
around Los Angeles is already producing box office results,
although it has only been in effect two weeks.
Clune has set an example for other exhibitors in this section by going in hard for advertising of both kinds — that
which is paid for at regular rates, and that which the newspapers can be induced to print for nothing because it has
some news value.
His first step was to employ one of the snappiest newspaper reporters in town, F. R. Dyas, whom he took from one
of the daily newspapers. Acting upon Dyas' advice he then
made yearly advertising contracts for liberal space in every
daily newspaper in the city. Since then the several programs
of his Los Angeles houses have appeared in the advertising
columns of the newspapers every day, and in addition the
Clune theaters are accorded as much free space in the amusement departments as any of the regular theaters. More than
this, several of the papers have been induced to notice special
attractions with feature stories.
Another innovation just established by Clune is a daily
conference with the managers of the three big downtown
theaters and with the various other department managers of
the big amusement concern. These conferences have developed several valuable minor ideas.
Announcement was made this week that Clune's Grand
hereafter will have a first run feature every week supplemented by ordinary first releases.
Strange "Co-incidents" in Scenario Contest.
Announcement of the prize winners in the photoplay contest of the Egan dramatic school, which closed November 1,
was made this week.
There were four prizes of $100, $75, $50 and $40 respectively,
and by a strange coincidence the two highest ones were
awarded to Mrs. Nell Shipman. A still stranger coincidence
is that Mrs. Shipman is the wife of Ernest Shipman, one of
the officials of the several motion picture companies under
the Egan management, and the man who supervised the details of the contest. While coincidences are under discussion
another might be pointed out, namely, that of the five judges
who made the awards, four of them are connected with the
companies which paid them. Naturally the announcement of
the prize winners excited a great deal of interest among local
photoplay writers.
The judges were P. A. Thompson, of the Utah Moving Picture Company; Seth Hart, of the Golden State Moving Picture Company; Norval McGregor, stage director, and Frank
C. Egan, head of the Egan school, which is interested in two
other motion picture companies affiliated with the two mentioned. The fifth judge was T. L. Tally, a local exhibitor.
Details of the contest were given out in the following statement which emanated from the publicity department of the
Egan offices:
"There were 301 scenarios submitted, covering territory as
far east at Albany, N. Y. These were reduced to a final thirty
under selected
the system
of the
fittest'
and the lucky
four
after ofa 'the
final survival
gathering
of the
judges.
"The first prize of $100 is "Sold to the British," by Nell
Shipman, 1016 Fair Oaks Avenue, South Pasadena, and deals
with the theme of plans of the Panama Canal fortifications,
which are stolen, and offered to the secret service agents of
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foreign countries.
They are recovered by aid of the dicto■h. A story of strong heart interest carries.
"The second prize, of $75, was also awarded to Nell Shipman
for a scenario
by years
Billy."of The
Billy
in question
is sevenentitled
years "Outwitted
old and after
hardship
manages to save his mother from disgrace by producing her
marriage ecrtiheate at the crucial moment and secures her .1
good
The home."
two minor prizes were given respectively to Flcanor
McLaughlin, Hotel Ripples, Ocean Park, and to Charles
Saxby, 221 South Bunker Hill Avenue, Los Angeles. What
relation they are to the companies, if any, was not announced.
Mr. Shipman says his wife has had so much experience in
writing
has had scenarios
produced. that he "would hate to say" how many she
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A vacancy oi the Municipal Board of Motion Picture Cen871
sors was caused this week by the resignation "i Mist Emma
Bumiller, who was forced to give up the work
slant inspection of films was ruining her •
Mayor
Alexander
immediately
appointed
her successor, and the
I'Minril the same da) confirmed the appointment.
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Essanay at Los Angeles.
Just as this matter is being written information comes that
Director Mackley, of the Essanay Company, accompanied by
a number of players and others has arrived in this city and
has engaged the studio formerly occupied by the Lubin company in Hollywood, where they may remain several monthThe report is that the company is made up partly of people
who were connected with the Essanay forces at Niles in the
northern part of this State, and that G. M. Anderson is to
remain at Niles with the rest of his company. This will give
the Essanay Company two studios on the Pacific coast.
George K. Spoor, president of the Essanay, is authority
for the statement that the permanent studio of the Western
section is to be at Niles, where the Western company has
been for many months.
Brevities.
formerlyof "The
Spectator" of
the Mirror,
nowFrank
one Woods,
of the directors
the Kinemacolor
Company,
and
Dell Henderson, director of the comedy department of the
Biograph Company, together with Fred Mace, of the Keystone, and several other motion picture actors connected with
the host of companies now producing in and around Los
Angeles, are attempting to arouse interest in a project to organize abranch of the Screen Club in Los Angeles. With
the possible exception of New York City, there is no other
community in the world where there are so many persons engaged in the producing end of the motion picture industry as
here. One or two of the local colony are already members
of the Screen Club and there is no one who does not want to
be. It is probable that a meeting will be called soon to discuss the matter.

* *

*

S. S. Hutchinson, president of the American Motion Picture Company, is reported to be in Southern California looking up a location
a new "Flying
company
which areis to
to
be stationed
here for
permanently.
His A"plans,
it is said,
move the company here and have it producing films before
the first of the year. William Bauman, of Chicago, is mentioned as the man who will have charge of the new company.
This project will not interfere with the American studio at
Santa Barbara, which will continue operations as usual.

* *

*

Los Angeles daily newspapers have just discovered that
this city has become one of the largest producing centers for
motion pictures in the world, and this in spite of the fact that
the Moving Picture World has been for sale on all the local
newsstands every week, price only 10 cents. The important
discovery has been followed by numerous special stories
about local phases of the industry. Nearly every paper has
taken a crack at it. The last was Hearst's Examiner, which
printed a full page feature story describing the enormous
plant of the Universal Company
* * *in the San Fernando valley.
Harry Revier, of Los Angeles, who has been directing a
motion picture producing company at Monterey, Cal., which
is in some manner affiliated with the Universal Company,
through leased,which,
Revier's this
productions
are being He
reran down atto least,
Los Angeles
week on business.
was here
sage
critically
leave on

only one day wrhen a long distance telephone mesannouncing that Mrs. Revier had suddenly been taken
ill, called him back north and he was compelled to
an hour's notice. * * *

"Gloom" Dougherty, photoplay editor for the Biograph
Company and president of the Grouch Club, has a real excuse for his habitual attitude since someone published a notice in some publications read by photoplaywrights — especially the bad ones — announcing that he would be glad to
receive manuscripts addressed to him personally, and that
he would criticise them. He is not receiving manuscripts personally because his mail has become so heavy that he has
had to hire an extra clerk, and the only criticism he is indulging in is directed at the originator of the report.

JOSEPH

SMILEY.

Joseph Smiley
one of comedy
the Lubin
Company's
most
important
directors,is favoring
work.
It was under
Smiley's direction that the famous Buster Series of pictures
were made in which Roswell Buster Johnson, Brooks McCloskey, Henrietta
O'Beck ranged
and a from
dozen three
other and
kiddies
employed.
The children
one were
half
to nine years and were all trained by the able director.
Smiley
is an
American
being'
bornthein stage.
Boston, Heandspent
has many
spent
all
of his
working
career
upon
years with Fanny Davenport and the Klaw and Erlanger
productions. Also with Liebler and Co., who sent him to
Australia
to produce Theaters.
"Mrs. WiggsHe and
Cabbage a Patch"
for the Williamson
alsothedirected
studio
in Havana and made many famous pictures of Cuban atmosphere.
NEW YORK CITY GETS ANOTHER PICTURE HOUSE.
On the sixteenth of November last. Mr. Emil Rosenbaum
opened at 213S Third Avenue. New York City, an up-to-date
moving picture theater. The house is fitted with all the latest
improvements, among which is a Radium Gold Fibre screen.
Mr.
Rosenbaum
also the
proprietor
the also
"Rose"
moving
picture
theater atis 2172
Third
Avenue.of He
intends
to
open a few more picture houses in New York City, and is c.n
the jump looking for suitable locations.
HIBBLING

PICTURE

CONCERN.

The International Film Company, of Hibbling, Minn., has
been incorporated under the laws of the State of Minnesota,
with a capital stock of $50,000, to do a business of manufacturing motion pictures for advertising and educational purposes. Scenic pictures will also be taken by the concin..
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^Advertising for Exhibitors
Conducted by

BPES

A Plea for Decency.
NOTHING printed in this department has attracted more widespread
comment than a recent comment on the use of lurid stock posters
to advertise certain prominent houses in New York City. One exhibitor even came up from his exchange to express his thanks in person
and we have received letters from all over the country in which this evil
is decried. It is a healthful sign that the interest should be so widespread,
for it indicates that we are correct in our belief that a great majority of
the exhibitors are decent and that practically all want to be.
One exhibitor, some fifteen miles from the Comedy and Crystal Hall
Theaters, tells us that he feels the effects of the posters and a man in a
nearby town writes that the hardest part of getting started in his residential
suburb was convincing the possible patron that he was not running his
house "like those New York places."
Give a dog a bad name and he may well hang, but the motion picture
business is too big, too important to be permitted to suffer from the ill advised action of a few" years ago. Hundreds of exhibitors have made gallant efforts to live down the old, unpleasant reputation and by careful management have built up businesses that in proportion to the capital invested
yields a larger return than most dramatic houses.
In the past two years, particularly, there has been a marked tendency all
over the country to break loose from the store show; the successor to the
old Biograph theaters of the Pacific Coast, and to house the attractions in
sanitary, well built structures planned expressly for the purpose.

Some of the Leaders.
In the south Frank Montgomery has built up a chain of handsome photoplay theaters that are either converted dramatic houses or specially built.
He provides large auditoriums, ample seating room for each patron, surrounds the patron with an elegance that is not excelled in the best homes
and conducts a style of performance that is patronized by all classes of persons. He varies his bill with musical and novelty numbers but has cut
out vaudeville because he cannot get the style of players he wants and will
take no other. Wherever there is a Montgomery house the pictures have
come into their own. They have been raised to the same level with the
home of drama; have been exalted far above the cheap vaudeville shows.
Up in Oregon the People's Amusement Company, starting with a single
house, now conducts a chain of theaters in Portland and elsewhere that is
almost large enough to support an independent film exchange of its own.
Further down the coast Turner and Dahnken, forced out of the Exchange business by the formation of the General Film Company, have
turned their attention to the exhibition side of the business and not only
have an ample list of going houses but are forcing others to completion with
what speed they may. The other day the Mayor of the town laid the corner stone of one new theater and all of the local notabilities were on the
platform to give their approval to the venture.
All over the country there are lesser circuits, giving clean, all picture
shows under surroundings as decent and orderly as the Metropolitan
Opera House. Many of these are conducted by old showmen, others are
run by men who grew into the business when the store show came and
proved their right to continue when the "joint" was abolished. They prepared for the coming of a better day when the conditions were still bad,
and now they are reaping their reward.

Helping the Business.
Every house of this sort, whether in circuit, or not, helps the business
to a higher plane, each manager, according to his capacity, wins respect for
his business venture by respecting it himself.
And there is the keynote to the present situation. Your house is what
you make it. If you respect it yourself others will take it at your own
valuation. If you run a clean, decent, comfortable place of amusement,
the motion pictures are regarded as the favorite of all classes, but if you
are given to hanging about the theater in your shirt sleeves, lounging in
the lobby with a half burned cigar in your mouth, if you plaster your front
with posters more or less germane to the subject until it suggests one of
those fake clothing sales where the windows are covered with oilcloth
signs that the story may be darkened until the shoddy quality of the goods
cannot be observed until the victim arrives home, then you place your
house in the same category with the fake sale and the junk auction.
If this merely reacted upon the houses and its owner it would not be so
bad, but one of these houses in a town will hurt not only all the others
but houses in other towns, in other states. You are not doing yourself as
much hurt as you are doing others. You may not care, perhaps, because you
are content with small houses of young rowdies and foolish girls. They
like to come to your theatre because "everything goes." The dark house
keeps down the light bill and the moral tone of the town as well, but you
care only about the light bill. But others, seeing, do care, and because
your noisy house attracts more attention than the respectable, properly conducted theater, the general public forms its opinion of the business from
your house rather than the others. They argue that these of others are
seemingly well conducted, but that is merely the lamb's wool that hides the
wolfish pelt, and so the head of the house stays away and warns his children of punishment to come if he finds that they attend, and he and his
family are deprived of a delightful and inexpensive entertainment.
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Educational Campaigns Needed.
While this writer was inquiry editor for the Motion Picture Story Magazine, for more than a year, it was made plain that thousands of fathers
absolutely prohibit their children from attending photoplay exhibitions, in
spite of which they do attend. There was something impersonal in a
nameless department that seemed to invite confidences. One young girl
wrote that if her father could only be coaxed to see a performance he
would give in, but he had not been in a photoplay theater for years and
would not let his family attend. Such a man, of course, is pigheaded and
unreasonable, unwilling to admit the changes the years have made, but
some decent exhibitor is losing money because someone else in his town,
who has not grown up with the business, will persist in clinging to the
antiquated ideas and methods of the business of six or seven years ago.
Mr. Neff is doing a splendid thing in conducting his campaign for state
and national organizations, but he is not yet being backed up. Three of
four exhibitors from the same town may attend the convention and foregather for a couple of days and talk about what is good for the business,
but when they get home again they do not still hold together for the good
of all. Each is suspicious of the other's motives, afraid that some man will
get more than the others and so the man of today who urges campaigns of
education is laughed at and invited to tell what he gets out of it that the
others do not.

Change Must Come.
The condition cannot continue, but the trouble is that even the smaller
house can be so cheaply run as to show some profit and the short sighted
proprietor is content to make a little money easily rather than fight for a
larger reward.
The live man hustles as well as he can by himself. He interests libraries and schools in educational features, he gets the ministers in to see
the semi-religious and religious subjects, he keeps the local editor apprised
of the new things that are being done. If he has a house program he may
print some educational article from this paper or the general press, he gives
the gossip of the players, he makes a readable and educational program, but
every paragraph, every phase of endeavor, carries the incubus of the house
down the street with its noisy gang of half grown boys and girls shouting under the screen of six cent, second hand posters that seem to guarantee rivers
of blood with every thousand feet of film. Those who come to the right
house know that that house is right, but since they do not enter the cheaper
place they do not always know that precisely the same sort of pictures are
advertised by the lurid butcheries. They know that the Unique is all
right, for they are regular attendants there. They might go to the Elite, as
well, but they do not like the atmosphere of the house, heavy ladened with
disinfectant to mask the lack of ventilation and as evil in the moral tone,
and so they stay away.

Be Proud.
If you are a hod carrier be proud of the fact that you are one of the
best hod carriers in town. If you are a manager, take your stand with the
others who have pride. Be proud of your front, of your interior, of your
program, of the class of patronage, of the fact that you are one of the
men in the motion picture business; a business that some of the best known
theatrical showmen are not ashamed to enter. William A. Brady was one
of the first store showmen with his Hale's Tours, but could not get enough
scenics at that time to provide a proper change of bill and so dropped out.
Others are interested, not as openly as Daniel Frohman, perhaps, but heavily
and the time is not far distant when they will come from under cover of
their dummy managers and link their theatrical and photoplay enterprises.
If you have a house you can be every bit as much a manager as the man
who in the old Fourth Avenue days ran at the Lyceum the one theater
that in this generation was stamped with the cachet of social approval.
But if you want to be like him you must do as he does. You must throw
out the shoddy, the false and the unclean. You must respect yourself and
make others respect you and your house.
There was a time when you had an excuse for using old stock paper. It
was before the makers of pictures went to the expense of providing you
with paper that fitted the subject and generally was made with an actual
scene from the play. Now you can get one sheet of all subjects and with
a poster frame, that can be used over and over again, you can make them
into three sheets if you are unwilling or unable to pay the sale or rental
price of the three and six sheet posters furnished for most important stories.
And in no case have you an excuse for overloading your lobby with a mass
of junk that completely hides the front of the house and throws the rear of
the lobby into suspicious darkness. Darkness has ever been the bane of
the picture theatre.
Have your house light and attractive.

Do the Best You Can.
You may not have a large house or a pretentious one, but no matter
what the size you can have a clean and attractive one; one that recommends, not damns, the pictures in the eyes of the passerby. Some day the
passerby may turn in, and perhaps he will get the habit and become one of
your standbys if only you can get him in that first time, but you can't do
it if you pick your 'films by title and slip the exchange clerk a dollar now
and then to ship you all the battle, murder and sudden death titles. You
can run a sensational title occasionally, but when you get it keep it down.
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Show only a one sheet and give the banner to something with a more attractive sound.
This sounds like bad advice, but it is not. The man who is attracted to
the house by the gaudiness of your announcements will come anyway and
at the same time you will get the more decent crowd, as well. You may
not believe that, but it has been proven time and again. The man who has
the most money to spend for the pictuie^ is the man who likes the best.
You'll get him, if you offer that sort, and you'll also get the man who
wants the vicious. He's bound to come to the pictures, and if he cannot
get what he wants he will take what he can get and rest contented.
For five years L. Lawrence Weber fought almost single handed for the
decent burlesque show. He was backed up by one theatrical paper and a
few far seeing managers. There are still some rather questionable shows,
but the money is all going to the clean and decent show where fun takes
the place of tilth and the comedian gets a laugh because he says something
humorous and not because he says damn. Burlesque is making vastly more
money because it gets all of the old time patrons and an entirely new class
in addition. It is the same way with every picture theater in the country
whether it is located in the vilest slum or the most proper residential district. The clean pays by far the best, but there are too many exhibitors
who cling to their case hardened opinions and will not make the experiment.

Clean Up.
There are two houses in Brooklyn that lie on a thoroughfare not yet
fully built up, though there is a large colony of suburbanites to draw from.
One house is up a flight of six or seven steps, with an open lobby. An
arc light provides all the illumination. In these November days the chill
winds sweep the space and there is no shelter. Usually the house is perhaps half filled.
The other is down the street, a place built especially for photoplay with
a reasonably ample lobby. Most of the light is within the lobby, shining
out like the lights of home. The flaming arcs are shut down after the first
house is in because there are no store fronts to compete with and in the
brightly lighted lobby there is always a crowd, waiting to gain admittance
as the first house clears. One house is inviting, the other bleak and desolate, living largely off the business of its more important neighbor.
And yet it would not cost much to at least make the entrance attractive,
to keep the front clean and neat, to convey the suggestion of welcome. A
storm door on the entrance side could be made to give the suggestion of
shelter without violation of the fire laws, and the paint brush now and
then would do a lot.
One man makes good, not so much because he has a better house as because he knows how to use it to the best advantage. The air is clean and
sweet; pure air, not the sickening smell of almonds that has come to suggest the picture theater as certainly as the ether or iodoform odor suggests
the hospital. He has paid the cost of installing a proper fan ten times over
from the additional business gained.
Why don't you?
We know that many exhibitors have to count the pennies, even the half
pennies, but if you cannot afford to have your house scrubbed out do it
yourself.
Soap and water does not cost much and it brings a big profit.

And Keep Cleaned.
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that very probably you are under your stiff necked, old fashioned exterior.
Let yourself come out. Be a "regular" fellow.
It's a lot more comfortable.

And the Manufacturers.
But there is another side to this question. If the makers of film* would
try they could help the movement by refusing to cater to the sensational
trade, either by ceasing to put sensational and misleading titles on wholly
innocent subjects and l.y throwing back the occasional sensational picture
that is purposely planned to make a sensation. One of the worst offender*
in this line is one of the oldest established and supposedly most conservative of the companies, hut all offend now and then. In every studio there
comes the time when the good of the business is forgotten in the elation
over the discovery of a plot that will be a "knockout." The subject is released and sells famously abroad, where there is always a demand for the
sensual and erotic, and so another one is made and more bullets are supplied the old time managers to shoot into their own bank accounts while the
enterprising manager must either run the release, cut down hi* program or
take an extra commercial.
Make these salacious releases for the foreign market if need be, but hold
them back from American and English circulation where they are a stench
in the nostrils and an offense to the decent men and women who are more
loyal friends to the pictures than some of the makers of photoplays.
There has been a vast improvement in the business in the past year or so.
Take care of your end, whoever you may be, and boost the pictures so high
that they may be none above you. It can be done, but it will take team
work, whole-hearted, get-together work in every city, town and village in
the land.

Cards Work

Best.

J. T. Robertson, of the Lyric Theater, Libertyville, 111., writes that he
prefers to issue card programs rather than dodgers.
He says:
I get these out every week and find it a good paying proposition.
Every Monday they are delivered to every house in town and are
handed out at the theater each night.
The cost is but little more
than the dodger on cheap, colored stock, and I find that when these
are handed out they are read and put into the pocket instead of
being thrown away as the ordinary dodger would be. The verses
on the back also have a tendency to cause the card to be retained,
as the people have come to look for these poems.
Now and then,
in place of a poem I run the steam and electric time tables and
most of these are retained for reference until the next one appears.
My theater is small, seating only 212, and the town is small as
well, but by advertising and living up to my advertisements, I manage to get good crowds.
The cards are about 9 by 3^, printed on one side with a program for
the week and on the other with a poem. We
think that Mr. Robertson
would do well to have the imprint of the theater also appear on the reverie,
most particular when the time tables are run.
He also uses a smaller card to announce the vaudeville acts. We wonder
if he would do better without vaudeville.
At any rate the use of a card is good where it can be afforded, since
the advertising looks more pretentious. The general tendency is to get
rid of the throwaway
as quickly as possible.

And once you have cleaned up, keep cleaned up. Don't let the touse fall
back. Rip out those old cloth-backed posters that were perhaps the heritage from the man who failed before you. Get frames, wood if you must,
brass if you can. Fasten them to the sides of the building if there is any
chance. Don't make a man walk around a row of frames to buy a ticket.
Make his way straight. Get a coat of paint down, light colors, not a drab
or brown. Touch it up with gold leaf or the plain paint as your purse
permits. Clean the windows of the box office every day. It will take only
a few minutes, and a smudgy glass suggests a smudgy house. Keep the
seats clean. Let a woman feel that if she is wearing a white dress it won't
hurt to go and see the show.
Watch your lights. The daylight house is not the house where the lights
shine in the eyes of the audience instead of on the screen. It is a house
that is light and cheerful without any direct ray of light showing unless you
purposely crane your neck to see.
You may not be able to make a clean sweep. The change perhaps, should
not be too abrupt. Get your old patrons gradually accustomed to the reforms while at the same time you prepare for the new people.
And when you have set your house in order go after the business, the
same business the pretentious house has. Make the people understand that
you have the same sort of films and the same clean house that the other
exhibitors have. Give out some free matinee tickets through any one of the
several schemes of distribution. Get the women in. and if they like your
way of doing business they will come and bring their families.

Handling the Old Patrons.
And have it very clearly understood by the old crowd that they are welcome only so long as they behave themselves. Surreptitious cigarette
smoking (and this is by no means uncommon), loud or loose talk, flirtatious
tendencies and all rowdiness should be checked. Don't "bawl out" the offender. Ask him to step to the back of the house and there tell him quietly
that you are not running that sort of house; that he is welcome to stay under the new dispensation or he can have his money back if he prefers.
Be firm but quiet and show that you mean it. If you tell the captain of the
nearest precinct that you are going to clean up, the officer on post will be
instructed to give you help, but try and handle the situation alone for the
moral effect. If you have to call a policeman, push the case to the limit.
No matter what threats or pleas may be made, send the first offender to
prison if you can and it will be quickly understood that you mean business
right from the jump.

Get Together.
Get together with the other fellows. There is no reason why you should
be jealous of each other. Have your own little association to take care of
local things. Perhaps some good can be done by massing your ads. Be
quick to identify yourself with any public movement that promises to be
for the public good and you'll be the sort of manager that you should be.

CLASSY

POSTER

DESIGN

FOR

ITALA

SUBJECT.

Film makers are devoting more time and attention to posters as is evidenced by the. Itala Company's designs for the
firstwhich
four releases
under Harry
Raver'sCompany
direction,issues
one
of
is shownmade
herewith.
The Itala
with "The Horror of Sin" the first three sheet and one sheet
combination ever supplied with an Independent one reel
release.
Four scenes are shown on the two pesters.
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Giving your story a soul means making your people real and interesting.
It means offering something beyond a mere routine of action. It means
breathing the spirit of genius into the clay of detail, and without soul you
cannot hope to succeed. Stand beside an editor and watch him read and
you will note the stories go back into their envelopes one after another with
never a flicker or the emotions or an expression of regret. There may be
action there. The narrative may be fluent and plausible, but the people are
puppets doing certain things because the man who works the wires thinks
that these things will give the semblance of life.
Don't send out a story that does not seem real to you and you'll not get
so many back.

The Paper Test.

A Wink in the Dark.

IT has been said before, but seems to need repeating that the best test for
script paper is that it shall be so heavy that the typewriting on the second page does not show through on the first. It is best with a dull
surface and should not be so cheap that it will tear easily under handling.
Paper of a light buff or corn color is excellent if heavy and stout enough,
but the best paper, after all is the dead white and the best ribbon is a black
record. Do not use a copying ribbon under any circumstance. This will
answer several inquiries.

Frank A. Kramer writes: "I suppose that all beginners aTe like the man
winking at a girl in the dark. The man knows what he is doing, but no

Promise and Performance.
Several complaints have been made recently that companies promising a
certain minimum price for scripts offer less than this when the script has
been sent.
In some cases the complaint is founded on fact, one company, for example, offering $35 for a two-reel subject when $50 has been named as. the
minimum price. But the author is not compelled to accept the $35 if he expected $50 and it is entirely up to him whether he takes the lower bid or
not. A courteous reply to the effect that the script was submitted with the
understanding that $50 was the lowest price offered will either bring the $50
or the script. If you don't want to take chances on its being the script that
comes back, take the $35 but do not kick. You are not compelled to take
the lower price. If you do it is your own fault. If the company is not willing to give more than $35 for your work and you are willing to take that it
doesn't matter what they designated as the minimum price. It is for them
to decide what they will give. It is for you to decide what you will take.
If you take what they offer that's all there is to it and you have no grounds
for complaint.

Doesn't Like the Idea.
This is taken from the Editor, the leading magazine for literary workers.
We understand that the present lowest price for the $20 course is now four
instead of two dollars, but the principle is the same.
The Editor says:
We should not have printed in The Editor the advertisement of
the National Authors' Institute. If any readers who answered the
advertisements of this concern which appeared in The Editor have
cause for complaint we will be glad to have them advise us and we
will do our utmost to secure satisfactory adjustment for them. We
make this statement of our own volition. No one has complained
to us that the National Authors' Institute has not given value for
any money it has received. We have discovered, however, that it
is the custom of the Institute to offer for $2 to prospects who hesitate to enroll the course which it sells to early purchasers for $8.
We do not wish to assert that this may not be a legitimate practice.
But if the Institute can afford to sell for $2 to those it has to
solicit several times, it should sell to those less difficult of persuasion for the same price.

Sit Tight.
Some of the writers seem to see in the growing practice of having a tame
author about the studio a menace to the free lances. Undoubtedly the
move of the Universal will have a tendency to cut down the number of
scripts purchased, but this reduction is for a time only, for it will be found
in the long run that it is not possible to obtain a sufficiently varied output
from a single writer for each studio and the bars will be let down again.
Very few men can turn out three and four subjects fifty-two weeks in the
year and give variety and novelty to the work. The veTy fact that it is not
a question of making a sale but merely one of keeping the directors supplied will tend to keep down the average of the product and presently it will
be discovered that the stories are falling below standard and there will be a
call for outside scripts at a better price than the ten dollars that Hal Reid
seemed to consider sufficient payment.
One well known writer who turns out two or three scripts a week declares that he refuses a contract because the general sale keeps him more on
his mettle and much the same condition is found elsewhere. There are perhaps half a dozen writers who through aptitude and training combined can
turn out two scripts a week that keep up to standard, but such writers are
rare and do not seriously affect the situation.
The greater menace to the free lance is the horde of incompetent and
uninformed writers who are turned out by the correspondence schools. They
keep the average down and prejudice the studio against the outsider because
they send in the same old stories week after week and are inclined to argue
with the editor when their brain children are spanked and sent home. They
are much more tf a threat to the business than the contract writer.

The Soul of the Story.
Do you give your story a soul, or do you merely send out a waxen thing
that never can receive the breath of life?
It is soul that sells the story and.no matter how brilliant your idea, if
there is no soul there is no story. Sometimes a story with a soul loses it in
the making, but at least it started as a live, warm-blooded thing, no matter
what an incompetent director or amateur cutter did to it afterward.

oneTheelseallusion
does." is old, but it is peculiarly applicable to writing photoplays.
Lots of beginners' scripts come in that might be good if the idea were only
gotten over clearly, but the author fails to get it all down on paper and
so no one but himself ever knows what the story is all about.
Train yourself to be explicit. Make every point register with the reader.
Leave nothing real to the imagination, but get it both in the synopsis and
the plot of action. It is not enough that the synopsis gives the explanation.
Plan the action so rtiat the spectator can get every point either from the
situation or the leader. No part of the synopsis is put on the screen; only
the action and the leader and inserts get to the man who pays his money,
and he is the person who is entitled to know. You may know that Jack is
Mabel's brother, but if you do not make that fact plain no one else will and
they will wonder what sort of a girl Mabel is to let Jack kiss her and then
go straight to George for more caresses.
Don't wink in the dark. Turn on the light and turn on as much light as
possible, and remember that the plot of action is the place where all the
explanation should appear, not merely in the synopsis. That is just read by
the editor and producer.
The action is seen by millions.

Values.
Do you study the values of your story? Can you tell what it is worth
in the way of extension?
We saw a script the other day that was an excellent piece of work, technically, but it was hurt because the author had written a 300-foot idea into a
full thousand feet. It was a little comedy in which rapidity of action should
have been its chiefest charm. There was barely enough real action to warrant the 300 feet, but it was solemnly worked out with all the elaborateness
of a big drama. There were flash scenes by the dozen, all motives and inspirations were painstakingly accounted for, but only now and then did
the comedy show through this mass of detail.
The script was by a beginner, who in time will weigh his ideas more
accurately, since a man who can take hold so rapidly must have the ability
in him, but we've seen a lot of scripts that never went to a producer for
final approval solely because they were over or under developed. The author could not value his ideas.
There is a lot of difference between comedy and drama. In comedy the
idea must be told in humorous action. In drama the action may be deliberate at the start, quickening toward the close, and motives must be
accounted for. To plan the comedy with the same elaborateness is to spoil
the comedy, just as to slur the drama is to hurt the clarity of the scenes.
When you get an idea size it up. If it will not make a full script keep
it down. Don't figure out that if you write in another 500 feet of padding
you can get an extra ten dollars for it. Iigure that if you string it out you
won't sell it at all, and you'll be more nearly right.

Words

and Vision.

The other day just before dinner we started to read a cheering little
comedy hinging on the death of a prize pig in a mix-up with an automobile —
so we saved the price of a dinner and didn't feel hungry until breakfast
time.
The author wrote merely that the pig ran in front of the farmer's auto
and was run down. He merely wrote some words on a piece of paper.
Could he have conjured up the vision of a country road with a once prize
pig smeared all over the foreground he probably would not have written
the story, but he didn't see his picture, he merely wrote words.
That's the difference between the short story and the photoplay. In
words, the death of the porker could have been made a merry bit of reading, but in aofphotoplay
it would
have bebeen
necessary
to drive
pig* under
the wheels
the car that
it might
ground
to death
and the
its fragments
left bleeding and, to say the least, unpleasant.
Of course no producer would dream of making such a story, but why not
write what producers will make? Weigh the visual value of every scene.
No matter how clever the scene may sound, if it doesn't look right it will
not do.
»
It is not enough that you have a story. It must be a story that can be
shown. Frequently the ruling of the censorship that scenes of violence
may not be made is attacked on the plea that many short stories carry these
without offense, and the objector does not realize that the description of a
fight does not affect as forcefully as does the sight of the struggle, and so
the censors bar the unpleasant because it looks unpleasant.
In the case of the pig butchery there is the additional point that the S.
P. C. A. would very properly have intervene 1, since needless cruelty was
practiced, but the main point is that the author was writing a comedy that
was nauseating and never realized that it was.
It is scarcely possible that you can white an effective story if you cannot see the action, and it is a faculty most assiduously to be cultivated, but
if you can write a story and yet cannot see the action, at least think over
how the action will look. Keep out the gruesome, the unpleasant, the morbid, the unwholesome, whether your story be comedy or drama, but comedy most particularly should be clean and bright and pleasant to look upon.
Don't trust to words.
Think how it will look.
It may not look as it sounds.
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Leaders.

. ball a

You've been told that the bet stories carry no leaders and if you ire
like the rest of the photoplaywrights, you've probably aimed more or less
successfully at that desired end. Also, if you are like the average, you have
not done so.
Please remember that a story is not without leader unless it is absolutely
without the need of leader. It makes no difference in the final result
whether you write in the leader or the editor does it for you. If there is
leader in the finished product there is leader in your story. The other day
a script was passed around proudly that should have carried fully one hundred feet of leader, but because the proud author had not written any in he
declared that he had the leaderless script.
It is better to write in leader to make your action clear than to produce
the leaderless script that is vague and uncertain. It is better to use five
words of leader than ten, but if your script needs the ten words and you
cannot get the idea over in less, use the ten. Aim not at the leaderless
script but aim to write so clearly that little or no leader is needed, and one
of the last things you should do before you clean copy your script is to
go over it carefully and see if it is fully explained.

dozen
script! done,
tad there is nothing
particularly
difficult in learning
to «iiir on 'he machine, the on.lo not
bad babitl that will stick to you tlw
1 he- pen written script stands absolutely 1
in the studio, no matter how legibly you may write, an. I St the start the copyist will eat up all
your profit. If yon move about from place to plan you 'an get a portable
machine for less than twenty dollars, but you need 3 machine of tome sort

Eut much may be done in the way of condensation. Do not say "John,
who is Mary's brother, lately discharged from prison, comes to her husband's house." That is clear and explicit, but too long. You know that
"Mary is married and so she is living in her husband's home. "Mary's convict brother visits her," is ail you need. The fact that he is out of jail
shows that he is an ex-convict bvit a convict still. If he were a refugee,
an escaped convict, the fact should be made apparent in the action by
the display of the convict coat under his other garments or in some other
equally simple fashion.
When you see a photoplay and an unusually long leader, see if you cannot better it by cutting it down. Sometimes you can spend a half-hour with
considerable profit working over a single leader. That is what is meant by
studying the picture on the screen.
In the same way plan imaginary leaders and cut these down. Make up a
situation that requires a long leader and then sec how short you can make
it. Then, as a post graduate course, plan the action to see if you cannot
get the same explanation over in a short scene instead of a long leader, but
in doing the same thing with the produced picture remember that there
may have been such a scene that was cut out and bridged with leader to
get the subject within the thousand-foot length.
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Poetical Advice.
It may interest the baseball fans to know that George J. Moriarty, the
first baseman of the Detroit American team, is a photoplaywright when he
is out of the ballyard. He has sold some stuff to Lubin and in the words
of Lawrence

S. McCloskey

"he is pretty clever and is going to be some

playwright."
The other day he sent in a script and beneath the signature this couplet:
You may send them back but I won't
I'll get you yet, for I'm the guy.

sigh.

That led McCloskey from the paths of prose rectitude and he tore his hair
and rolled his eyes until he evolved this reply:
We're
glad to know
you'll stick and
fight.
The game's half won — you've started right.
As an Alfredaustin this may not be much, but the four lines cover columns of advice. Stick and fight and the game is half won. Nothing is to
be attained without hard work, confidence and perseverance.

Vitagraph Prices.
Inquiry has been made as to the method of deciding prices in the Vitagraph studio. Script likely to be accepted are turned ovct to J. Stuart
Blackton and A. E. Smith, the pile being equally divided. Such as they
accept are returned to the script room with the price marked on. The
others arc returned. Mr. Blackton is secretary and Mr. Smith the treasurer
of the company. The average of payment to unknown writers is small, but
no company is more liberal in its payments to those whose work it likes.

The Near Good Idea.
Do you write the near-good idea? Do you grind out anything that comes
to you in the belief that you have a story? Lots of writers do and wonder
why they make such slow progress.
Write the near-good idea to get it down on paper, but work over it until
it becomes really good before you send it to the long suffering editor. Take
the commonplace idea and twist it around. An idea is like that folded paper
arrangement that can be tortured into a hundred different shapes in the
hands of a clever magician. You can start with some ideas and make them
comedies or tragedies according to the idea that pleases you best, but there
is one really best work out and that is the one form you should strive for.
Don't think that because you have an idea that runs pretty straight from
start to finish that you have done the best you could. It may be — and very
probably is — that you can do infinitely better if you keep at it, so twist it
around and keep working over it until you have found the very best possible form; until you have lifted it from the commonplace into the unique.
Then if you send it out you'll stand ten times the chance of making a sale.
Don't be in a hurry to get the check for you won't get the check if you are
in too much of a hurry. Get it right first and then you'll get the check, but
if your idea is merely near-good the best you'll get will be rejection slips
and good advice.

Do Your Own Work.
If you want to stick to the writing game learn to type your own manuscripts. You can hire almost
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make
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companies for $5 for three months and have this apply on the purchase
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Comments on the Films
Licensed
"SPECIMENS OF LIZARDS AND FROGS" (Eclipse), Nov. 13.—
Extremely clear photography in this picture shows even minute markings
on many interesting lizards and 'gators. The frogs also are worth seeing.
"THE TOWN OF COGNAC, FRANCE, AND ITS BRANDY INDUSTRY" (Eclipse), Nov. 13. — Lovely views of a city both old and new.
Glimpses of the brandy industry are included.
A good item.
"REVIEWING FRENCH TROOPS BY AIRSHIP" (Eclipse), Nov.
13. — Gives the spectator an impression that he, too, is floating above the
earth. The three on this reel are all excellent entertainment, and make
a worth while offering.
"CUTTING CALIFORNIA REDWOODS" (Essanay), Nov. 14.— This
is the first picture showing how the big California trees are handled that
we have seen.' Lumber business pictures we have had, but nothing, so
far as we know, like this. It held the attention of a large Broadway audience in a way that leads us to prophesy a big success for it. It is a sure
feature; a treat for any audience.
"VALUE RECEIVED" (Melies), Nov. 14.— A ranch life picture set in
interesting backgrounds. A sheriff grubstakes a prospector. The sheriff
dies, and gives the record of the grubstake to his son, who grows up a
dashing cowboy. The prospector makes a strike, ignores the contract,
and buys the next ranch. His daughter and the puncher fall in love,
and the outcome makes the picture.
"THE BRANDED ARM" (Pathe), Nov. 14.— The opening scenes of
this picture are unusually strong, but they promise what the picture tails
to provide. The Pathe Company has a fine little player in that girl; the
boy, too, is good. In this picture's early scenes both, but especially the
girl, do delightful work. One is sorry to see them grow up. It is only
by comparison that the latter part of the picture seems weak. It is all
well acted, and the photography is fair, but the story is not very much
above commonplace. Geo. Oebhart is always good as an Indian, and the
girl's part, opposite to him, is well filled as its business permits. Compared with other pictures, it is a good offering.
"THE YOUNG MILLIONAIRE" (Kalem), Nov. 13.— Good photography
is worth much in any picture. Recently, for some reason not known,many pictures, includingevery make we see, have been very poorly taken.
The photographs in this Kalem offering are perfect. The story is commonplace but clear, and has Alice Joyce in the leading role. It makes a fair
commercial offering.
"LORD BROWNING AND CINDERELLA" (Vitagraph), Nov. 13.—
Cinderella pictures have from the start an advantage over others in one
of the best situations possible. But in comparison with others of its kind,
this very improbable and not very carefully made story of an English
nobleman and an American mamma with two daughters and a stepdaughter suffers. One scene seems quite carelessly made. It shows the
Cinderella (Clara K. Young), slipshodly dressed, coming into a room
where her mother and sisters, in stylish clothes, are seated. We haven't
been prepared by any insight into her state of mind regarding her short
skirt, and for a moment she seems slovenly and is cheapened. Lord
Browning's attitude toward the girls (he had merely heard about them
as Americans) is super-romantic, and Cinderella is also cheapened by her
attitude toward him, whom she has also only heard of. The authoress is
Josephine W. Crawford, and the producer, Van Dyke Brooke. Maurice
Costello is Lord Browning, Julia S. Gordon is the American mamma,
Flora Finch the oldest, and Leah Baird the middle daughter. Van Dyke
Brooke is the fisherman.
"OLD SONGS AND MEMORIES" (Selig), Nov. 14.— Nothing whatever is so close to the heart strings of any people as its "good" 6ld songs.
The first chapter of the best history of the United States is "Yankee
Doodle," and the Civil War songs tells more about us than all the books
in the . Congressional Library. Several motion pictures have presented
the same idyllic story as this Selig offering does, and some have also
given it as memory visions that look back from the present to days before
the war and war times. Several have made skillful use of old songs to
help out some picture story, but, so far as we know, no one before has
got as much American experience in one picture as Ilettie Gray Baker
has in "Old Songs and Memories." It is tremendously effective to such
as remember war times. The present reviewer does only through his kin,
but he, too, was deeply moved. There were people in front of us who
frankly dried their eyes. Few Americans of the generation it pictures
will fail to see their own story in it. But it might have been much more
effective if more carefully done. The soldier pictures might have been
much more natural, and the photography is poor. The producer is Colin
Campbell, and the two principal parts are played by Eugenie Resserer, as
the old lady who dreams on the porch, and Thomas Santschi, the old
G. A. R. man.
"HOPE" (Edison), Nov. 16. — This is the annual Red Cross Seal picture
that the Edison Company produces in co-operation with the National Association for the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis. As philanthropists
we feel that we ought to further the picture as much as we can, but as
critics we cannot report that the audience liked it; too many showed that
they didn't. It is not Rood entertainment, as was the first Seal picture,
two years ago.
The trouble is that from first to last it has too obviously

been forced into the pattern of the committee's purpose; it was too plainly
made to teach. The lesson is valuable, and is worth putting before every
audience.
"MR. UP'S TRIP TRIPPED UP' (Essanay), Nov. 15— This farce
was unfortunate in following a good Essanay picture, and suffered somewhat; but, compared with all the pictures we have seen today, it gives
acceptable entertainment. It has a fresh situation, but was drawn out to '
a full-length reel, and parts of it are thin. Mr. Up, played by Howard
Missimer, is an absent-minded man who gets up late and packs his trunk
with all his clothes. The expressman takes it away before he comes to
enough to find that he has only pajamas to wear. E. H. Calvert plays
the friend who sends bim the invitation, with Dolores Cassinelli as his
wife, and Master Billy Calvert as his child. Wm. Bailey plays the butler,
and Lily Branscombe the maid.
"BATTLE IN THE VIRGINIA HILLS" (Kalem), Nov. 16.— In its
settings and backgrounds this picture of a mountain feud achieves a
remarkably realistic impression. But all these pictures of family duels
have much brutality in them, and this one makes its heroine go out gunning for a man. The situation develops into a love story, but not convincingly. The heroine is very pretty and acceptable, and the photography
is fine.
"MAX GETS THE REWARD" (C. G. P. C), Nov. 15.— An amusing
picture that got many laughs. Max is well known and has a host of
admirers. He is not at his inimitable best here, but very acceptable none
the less.
"THE SLATE INDUSTRY" (Lubin), Nov. 15.— Shows children's slates
cut from the rock and split into size. Very interesting and instructive.
"SUITORS AND SUIT CASES" (Lubin), Nov. 15.— A light but brisk
farce of a queer character and a man with the wrong suit case and only
a girl's clothes to wear.
It made a good deal of laughter.
"THE PINEAPPLE" (C. G. P. C), Nov. 13.— This educational picture
contains many fine views of the planting, cultivating and gathering of
the fruit.
"A TRIP TO MOUNT RAINIER" (Pathe), Nov. 13.— On the same
reel as the foregoing is this splendid scenic of the "Seeing America First"
series. Standing out above all the others is the panoramic picture of
Mirror Lake. It would be difficult to exaggerate the beauties of this view.
The camera work and the photography fully match the marvelous natural
scenery.
And this particular picture was one of many.
"A THRILLING RESCUE
BY UNCLE
MUN"
(Edison),
Nov. 13.—
It is difficult to conceive a reason for the release of this film. It may be
' the half dozen feet of camera
trick* work which enabled Uncle Mun to
get the better of the stymie in the game of golf.
This did make a laugh.
"BETWEEN LOVE AND THE LAW" (Selig), Nov. 12.— William
Duncan and Myrtle Stedman have the leads in a story which is notable
perhaps for the fine natural scenery. A game warden who has arrested
the father and brother of his sweetheart through information unwittingly
furnished by the girl herself, afterward fining the culprits $500, settles
the whole trouble by himself paying the fine.
"THE COUNTRY SCHOOL TEACHER" (Lubin), Nov. 14.— A picture
which will go a long way to prove that if boys are savages, men are
grown boys. When pupils threw things at the teacher whenever his back
was turned, a Broadway audience laughed broadly. It seemed as if there
must have been many in the house who had attended school in the little
red affair at some crossroads. There was a "punch" when the teacher
(Arthur Johnson) lost his temper and punched one of his unruly pupils
(Howard Mitchell). It was a strong situation. There were other situaseeing.
tions equally good. Lottie Briscoe was at her best. It's a picture worth
"AT THE RAINBOW'S END" (Lubin), Nov. 12.— Another of the
August-Hawley pictures, the predecessors of which have been so popular.
The story is not a pleasant one (those plays which most faithfully portray
life as it is are not apt to be), but it can be said that this is an interesting
one, nevertheless — made so by the excellent work of the principals. The
drama as it unfolds points out the domestic tragedy that may engulf two
lives — or even four lives — by the interference in a daughter's love affairs
of an ambitious mother. The chief situation is when the wealthy widow
clandestinely meets her old sweetheart, the one she has really loved
through all her miserable married life, just outside his home. John, the
grocer, of poetic temperament, who likewise has been harassed throughout
his wedded life by an unresponsive, heckling slattern, forgetting himself
in the presence of the woman he loves, has embraced her. His little son,
empty milk bottle in hand, ready for bed and waiting for his father to
prepare his nightly sustenance, breaks in on the scene. The father, on
the brink, picks up the child and rushes into the house. The widow
enters her car, goes to her home and falls across a couch. John, sobbing,
It is the rainbow's end.
is oblivious to the reproaches of his wife.
"THE LIGHT THAT FAILED" (Pathe), Nov. 16— The chief feature
of this picture, and one that is all-sufficient to make it an unusual release,
is a thrilling rescue from a wreck by means of the basket and lifeline.
There is a bounding surf rolling over a rocky shore, and is all marvelously realistic.
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SHAVE" (Eaaanay), Nov. 16.— Somehow
a title he is prepared for a laugh. There
this. In the present case, however, there
attempts at humor arc forced, artificial.

"SHANGHAIED" (Sells), Nov. 15. — A picture with beautiful settings
on a beach (linked by great rocks and shown by splendid photography.
The story depicts the transformation of a ne'er-do-well by means of
harsh treatment on shipboard. In a fist fight the shanghaied one whips
the .mate and then several of the crew. It is rough, but it is healthy.
There are some strong situations, especially those between Mr. Santschi
and U
. and they are competently handled.
The picture is well
put on.
"MY BABY" (Biograph), Nov. 14. — A strong story. William Christie
Miller, as father and grandfather, shares with Little Mary the honors of
the play. It is possible this may be the last of the plays in which this
deservedly popular artiste will appear. The stage's gain is the screen's
loss.
"I SAW HIM FIRST" (Kalem), Nov. 15.— The story of a young man
alleged to be anxious to escape female admirers. There is a little comedy
when two girls jump out of a canoe into shallow water in order to see
which one of them the aforesaid young man will rescue. The indifference
to their fate displayed by the man was explained by his attachment to the
third member of the party of girls.
"THE BACHELOR'S ISRIDE" (Kalem), Nov. 15.— On the same reel
as the foregoing is this rather slender comedy.
"THE OLD REPORTER" (Edison), Nov. 15.— In this fine newspaper
drama William West does excellent work, as do all of his associates. The
writer is strongly under the impression that the story in its most striking
phase — the reporter, under the excitement of a great scoop, absent-mindedly going to the office of his former employment and there writing out
his stuff, forgetting his new assignment — has been told in a magazine, but
that does not detract in any way from its interest.
"THE MODEL FOR ST. JOHN" (Vitagraph), Nov. 16.— A picture giving something more than a mere temperance story; but one that, as a sermon, is pretty effective. Its strength comes from the vividness with which
it contrasts the man in his youth when his father, the artist, paints him as
St. John and in later years when the father, not knowing him, picks him out
from other benchers as a good model for a typical sot. Mrs. Breuil, the
authoress, provided something fresh. James Young, the producer, plays the
model and Roger Lytton, the artist. Messrs. Eldridge, Wilson and many
others have less important parts.
"LIFE AND INDUSTRIES IN ARDEN CAMPO" (Cines), Nov. 16.—
An interesting and fairly well photographed series of views of Arden, just
East of Suez.
"THE OLD ACTOR'S VISION" (Cines), Nov. 16.— A picture of sentiment contrasting, by means of double exposure memory visions, an actor's
glorious past with his poor house present. It is well acted and well photographed. The two on this film make an interesting number.
"THE UNUSUAL HONEYMOON" (Vitagraph), Nov. 18.— Miss Rose
Tapley, the writer of this jovial farce, has, with James Young, the picture's
producer, provided good, fresh fun. Of course, Flora Finch and Chas.
Edwards, who play it, must not be left out. It begins at a Scotch fair
where Mary MacGregor and Tamas Mac, her spouse, are beginning their
honeymoon. There was plenty of fun at the fair, but Tarn and Mary had
had several glasses of red lemonade and the balloon was anchored nearby.
They take a sky excursion and land among savages in the South Sea
Islands. The offering is good entertainment, made much jolly laughter and
seemed to be popular.
"THEIR IDOLS" (Biograph), Nov. 18.— A farce of American life. The
German and the Frenchman are good friends and the daughter of one is
engaged to the son of the other. The two dads get into an argument about
their idols, Bismark and Napoleon, and it nearly breaks up the love match.
The action is full of freshness although the primary situation isn't. The
facial expression of the Biograph players is very amusing and this alone
would make the picture go.
"HOIST ON HIS OWN PETARD" (Biograph), Nov. 18.— This farce is
not so clear as the other on this reel and is not so good. It gets across on
its facial expression and a large audience found it amusing.
"STRONG ARMED NELLIE" ^Kalem), Nov. 18.— That Nellie is played
by Ruth Roland is perhaps the picture's best point when considered as entertainment. Itdoesn't give much chance for comedy but it is kept from
being dull. John E. Brennan plays Nellie's dad.
"THE LANDLUBBER" (Kalem), Nov. 18.— It is John E. Brennan, who,
as a sailor playing photographer, makes the best laughs in this farce, but
Rob. Grey, as the landlubber, the photographer playing sailor in order to
win his sweetheart, Ruth Roland, also is amusing. Aside from these two
sketches, the picture lacks freshness; but these are good and make the offering go.
"PATHE'S WEEKLY, No. 47" (Nov. 18).— A number of good items, including along and intimate view of the Russian royal family and a good
view of Emperor William of Germany reviewing his grenadiers.
"CHIEF WHITE EAGLE" (Lubin), Nov. 16.— The center of every good
drama is some situation created by human beings, characters. Certainly
that is true of this picture in which the two leading characters (at bottom,
just man and woman) are clearly blocked out and deeply interesting. It is
an offering with much distinction and human value. Its producer shows
individuality in a remarkable degree. There is room for growth and improvement. Art always has been long and only achieved by painstaking
thought and honest self-criticism. It seems to us, just now, that his worst
fault gives the brightest promise of better work than any one has given ti
us yet. The fault is over-boldness. The audience also has imagination and
the spectators most worth while like more subtility. The;- are most pleased
when they feel that the producer has left something, not too much, fot
them to do.
The situation chosen in the first place is dramatic and full of possible
tragedy. The Indians around a frontier fort are dissatisfied and ready to
go on the war path.
The head chiefs son and heir is in the East at col-
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lege. The chief dies and the United States government recalls the son to
rule over his tribe.
He comes to the for!
,rs of hell are in the
situation and it must be handled by the soldiers delicately, but the major's
daughter finding life dull at the post is liki
she
sees the college bred chief arrive and sees her chance. The way she makes
use of it is strong as pictured. It is true and gets over, is more effective
than the result of her foolish work which seems soft, at least in comparison, because the struggle in the heart of the chief that brings if sbout
is not suggested. The man's face, solemnly earnest and his training make
it possible; but we didn't expect it. Yet it is so strong that few trill feel
any dissatisfaction with it. Romaine Fielding is author and producer and
plays the rcdman. Mary E. Ryan plays the girl; Rob. Adair, the lieutenant;
Richard Wangemann, the major; Mrs. Nellie Cytron, the girl's mother, and
Geo. Clancy the ranchman.
The soldier on guard deserves mention.
"THE GOOD FOR NOTHING" (Lubin), Nov. j8.-We had been told
',wMWas to be a drama- II IS more- There is running through this story by
\V1ll1am II. Kitchell a fine vein of refine
Edwin
August
has
abundant opportunity here to show his versatility. He more than makes good
as Dick Evans, the good-for-nothing, the failure in the city, who comes back
to his little home town on money surreptitiously sent him by his mother,
only to meet with indifference on the part of his father. His old sweetheart, Rosabel Jordan, is still 3 believer in Dick, but her father, the postmaster, will have none of him.
A few days in town, Dick Bees an announcement that the Pocono Citizen
is for sale, cheap — the entire printing and newspaper plant— for $500. Dick
applies to the Rev. John B rower, who lends him the money to buy the little
sheet. The editor now becomes the biggest man in town. The postmaster
buys a paper and reads an editorial blast to the effect that it is time there
was a live postmaster in the town and advising all readers to write the Congressman to that effect.
The father of the editor is a candidate for Congress. Dick comes out as
a rival. "Vote for a man who will bring the trolley to Pocono," he advises.
The two fathers are in consternation. On his own initiative Dick induces
the trolley magnates to build the line into town. Then he announces that he
will retire from the contest for Congress. The two fathers take back all
they have ever said. Dick gets Rosabel. It is an August picture, all the
way, and a delightful one. Miss Hawley as Rosabel is charmingly natural.
Arthur Matthew as the clergyman looks and acts the part. The entire support is first-class.
"A NOBLE PROFESSION" (Edison), Nov. 19.— A story showing the
steps in the making of a trained nurse, produced in conjunction with the
Metropolitan and City Hospitals of Blackwell's Island, New York City.
There are many views of different departments in these institutions, includrelease.
ing among others the operating room. It will make a most interesting
"WHIFFLE'S NIGHTMARE" (C. G. P. C). Nov. 19.— In this comedy
of trick work and most exact and craftsmanlike double exposure, M. Prince
takes the double role of the brothers. There are many laughs, especially
when the well-to-do brother crammed into his throat the "hallucination pills"
in the effort to dissipate the "apparition" in front of him.
"THE BEAUTIES OF PORTUGAL" (C. G. P. C), Nov. 19.— On the
same^reel as the foregoing are these beautiful hand-colored pictures.
"THE KERRY GOW" (Kalem), Nov. 18.— The O'Kalems in this story
of Joe Murphy will renew to the memory of the playgoers of a generation
ago a famous old Irish drama set amid the beauties of the Emerald Isle.
The World has already reviewed this three-reel feature. It only remains to
say that it will make high-class entertainment, especially to older picture
followers.
as Dan of
O'Hara,
blacksmith,
appealpredecesto the
Irish
heart. Jack
His Clark
interpretation
the rolethewill
recall his "will
speaking
sor
Olcott,
in that
in fact

whose "Misther flay — Sor!"
who produced the picture,
of Keirnan, the man who
was the work of the entire

always brought down a house. Sidney
takes a double role. His opportunity was
"planted" the pikes; he was excellent as
company.

Independent
"ZIGOTO HAS A GOOD HEART" (Gaumont).— The eccentric French
detective here rescues a stolen dog from drowning, punishes two men who
had carried the animal away, and brings back some flowers to his waiting
sweetheart.
There is plenty of action in the film, and it is good pictorially.
"CALINO AS A STATION MASTER" (Gaumont).— This comedy of a
French station master is on the same reel. It is very good indeed, showing
all sorts of amusing mishaps around the depot presided over Dy the busy
Calino.
The picture closes as a train runs through the depot building.
"A HAZARD FOR A HEART" (Gaumont).— Nordiska is a beautiful
Frenchwoman who informs her three lovers that she admires courage more
than anything else in a man. One of them disguises himself as a burglar,
enters her room and robs her of her jewels. The denouement comes as a
surprise. The idea could well have been carried further, but it is interesting as it is.
"GAUMONT WEEKLY NO. 36."— A good number. One of the features
is a view of President-elect Wilson with his hand on the shoulder of kis
chief of staff. Chairman McCombs. Another is a fine picture of a British
naval review — one of the big fellows carrying an aeroplane on its deck.
There is also a good photograph of the newest Zeppelin aircraft.
"JACK'S WORD" (American), Nov. 25. — A story written around a
promise extorted from a sheriff by the girl he loved that he would never
shoot or injure any man. It seemed to the writer that she did not want a
sheriff for a husband; she ought to marry a missionary.
"FRANKFURTERS AND QUAIL" (Thanhouser), Nov. i7._There Is
some mild amusement in thU story of the new-rich young couple who found
more pleasure in a trip to Coney Island and in a luncheon on frankfurters than they had been able to extract from the lobster palaces and on a
quail
diet. WOULD-BE HEIR" (American), Nov. 31.— If an heireaa does
"THE
not marry within the year hcT cousin comes into possession of certain property. The cousin conspires to make the lover of the heiress believe tke latter is fickle. There is temporary success, but later the villain is uncovered
and the two lovers are reunited.
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"AN IDYL OF HAWAII" (American), Nov. 23.— Candor compels the
statement that the title is unfortunate. The picture was not taken in
Hawaii; that will be patent to any human being above the age of ten years.
"TWO OF A KIND" (Majestic), Nov.
cellent photography mark this picture. It
but the handicap docs not prevail in the
made up by the two backward lovers, who
tory session.

19. — Very good settings and exis a story of two bashful lovers,
last scene, in which lost time is
indulge in a most fervid oscilla-

"THE DESTRUCTIVE DUELIST" (Gaumont), Nov. 26.— A skillful
clown takes the farcical role of Simple Simon and fights a comic duel, a
running fight and fire at will. It is very destructive to mirrors, bric-a-brac,
windows, furniture, etc., but no one is killed. Eccentric camera work
makes it amusing,
"WAS MABEL CURED?" (Victor), Nov. 22.— If there is a point at
which improbability mixed with probability makes a good farce, we feel
that it was found — if not exactly, nearly — by this picture. The story concerns two young people, both would-be authors and both interested in the
underworld. A facetious police sergeant — the girl's father, by the way —
hoodwinks both into thinking the other the kind of crook that would be
interesting in a story. Through their studying of each other, much that
is very amusing develops, and they land in a cell together. It makes
good entertainment for passing time.
"IN THE LONG RUN" (Nestor), Nov. 20.— All makes of film have
their own peculiarities and special excellencies. One quality is noticeable
in Nestor pictures of the present kind, dealing with the chase of a bad
man by a posse, and that is the stress laid on character drawing, not only
in the leads, where it is expected and looked for, but even to least important players. Of course, in the business of a posse there is little chance
for acting of an individual kind, but what little chance there is is well
used. The result is a very convincing picture. In "In the Long Run"
the leading players, Dorothy Davenport, Jack Conway, and especially the
bad man, name not known, do remarkably. The action is very dramatic
and gives them an unusually good opportunity. It is a tense and thrilling
but human picture, good entertainment even for the critical, if they be
normal in their views of life, and makes a desirable release.
of
as
is
is

"BONAFACIO AS A BLACKAMOOR" (Milano), Nov. 23.— The
these rough-and-tumble farces is well known. As entertainment,
we know by our observations, they do not displease audiences.
nothing truly vulgar in this one. There is no dramatic action,
full of movement.
The photography is good.

quality
as far
There
but it

"CASTLES AND LANDMARKS IN ITALY" (Milano), Nov. 23.— An
exceptionally interesting series of views, well photographed and well chosen.
The two on one reel make a good number.
"CRANBERRY INDUSTRY ON CAPE COD" (Imp), Nov. 23.— As a
Thanksgiving film this has merit, but it will go at all seasons as a good
picture of one of our national institutions, the cranberry — tart, but pleasing decoration to a plate of turkey.
"ONE OF THE BRAVEST" (Imp), Nov. 23.— A farce on the same
film. The caricatured policeman, who is afraid of the very name of burglar, but who hires a friend to impersonate one, in order to give him a
chance to scare him off and win fame. He gets up against the real thing
and knocks him out before he knows who it is. He gets promotion.
Charles de Forest is the copper. Rolinda Bainbridge has a part. It is
amusing surely, and the two on one reel make an excellent offering.
"THE GOAT GIRL FROM BEAR CANYON" (Frontier). — The
Frontier Company makes its debut with an interesting picture taken in
New Mexico. We can see plainly that these new films are going to bring
fresh atmosphere in stories with a new taste. As to the quality of the
story in this case, we can say very little.. The offering is good, in spite
of its stale story — that of the married man who falls in the hills and is
hurt, is cared for by the — in this case goat girl — and, viper-like, wins her
affections. The interest of the picture comes from the herd of goats,
billies and nannies, which is seen from many different angles and is very
amusing. The players promise good things if they are given a chance.
The leading lady is pleasing and will make a popular heroine.
"THE INVISIBLE" (Eclair, Paris), Nov. 24. — A farcical love story
of rural characters. The swain buys a powder that will surely make him
invisible, for did not the man with the helmet and plumes who sold it to
him show how it worked? He had one of the crowd put on some of it,
and held a cleth up for a moment, and when the cloth was drawn aside
the man was gone. The swain puts it on and goes boldly to elope with
the girl. Her dad doesn't see him, so he is safe enough. But though
he is invisible, he finds he can feel the prongs of a pitchfork, and can
feel the handle of it, too. His cronies find out about the powder and
make more fun.
It is very light, but it is amusing.
"SEVILLE AND ITS GARDENS" (Eclair, Paris), Nov. 24.— An excellent offering, well photographed and interesting.
"THE TONGUELESS MAN" (Gem), Nov. 19.— The character of the
tongueless man in this picture is new and very well played, indeed. Aside
from this character there is little that can be said for the story, which is
artificial and gives little chance for acting, but it is worth while to see
the tongueless man.
"HIS DETERMINATION REWARDED" (Eclair), Nov. 19.— A story
of the difficulties of an ex-prisoner who claims to be innocent. He has
an "evil genius," a man who wants to make a burglar of him, and who
sees that he loses every decent job he gets. It is an artificial, unconvincing story, but deals with a subject with which it is easy to sympathize,
and as an offering to the public is fair. There is some quality to the
acting which now and then is excellent.
"THE CANDY GIRL" (Imp), Nov. 21. — A little cream puff of comedy
concerning the arrival of a new girl in a college town confectionery store.
The elderly girl, who must have been a "college widow," has to content
herself with marrying one of the professors.
"THE RIVALS" (Keystone), Nov. 1 8.— Mack Sennett and Mabel
mand are seen to the best possible advantage in this brisk, clean
comedy. The rival man is also good. The manner in which Henry
mounts his own cowardice and wins back the girl he loves is
entertaining.
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"MR. FIXER" (Keystone), Nov. 18. — In this picture, on the same reel
with above, Fred Mace adds his talents to the group. He pretends to fix
up a love affair for Sennett, but in reality tries to capture the girl himself.
The plot is a little obscure till toward the end. More sub-titles could
have been used to advantage.
A good offering.
"THE POWER OF MONEY" (Solax), Nov. 22— Stock market scenes
on the New York curb lend color to this picture. The ups and downs
of Bonanza V keep the hero in financial hot water. A lottery ticket he
had given to a flower girl proves winner of the capital prize, and she
saves the day for him. There is a counter love story, with a scheming
rival that is of interest.
A good film.
"DON CAESAR DE BAZAN" (Reliance), Nov. 20.— You can almost
hear the clash of swords and the gallants crying "Gadzooks!" and "Odds
bodkins!" in this film. The Victor Hugo romance is admirably set in
motion in this production. There is a commendable care taken in the
costuming, and the court scenes, gambling tables, dancing girls, duel, etc.,
all lend atmosphere in keeping with the story, which is shown in two reels.
In the second reel the action is somewhat complicated, and one or two
sub-titles would help to a fuller understanding of the plot. It is a dashing
performance throughout, and will make its way wherever offered.
"GIVING THE BLIND THE LIGHT OF KNOWLEDGE" (Gaumont),
Nov. 22. — This short educational feature will interest most audiences.
It gives a clear insight into the marvelous arts employed to teach the
blind of Paris reading, arithmetic, geography, physiology, music, gymnastics, etc. One of the good usages to which the motion picture may
be put.
"A FOUR-CORNERED WEDDING" (Comet), Nov. 18.— Other pictures
have preceded this in which the parents and children were married at the
same time. But this picture is well acted and tells a good story, with the
usual complications. Gus Mansfield and Mabel Miller play the younger
couple.
The older couple do some very good character work.
"WILLIE'S TICKER" (Lux), Nov. 22. — A French knockabout picture
with some new antics and scenic environment. Willie, proud of the new
clock his uncle has given him, sets out to regulate all the timepieces in
Paris by it. The subsequent chase winds up in the famous sewers of
Paris.
"THE WRONG FLAT" (Lux), Nov. 22. — On
On moving day the effects of Prof. Dryasdust
lorgnette become badly mixed up. The lady finds
the professor's pet rats, snakes and monkey. As
is certain to please.

same reel with above.
and the lady with the
herself in a room with
a farcical offering this

"THE BLACK HAND" (Eclair), Nov. 21.— A bare outline of the plot
is hardly fair to this picture, as it is better than the plot sounds. A
careless painter leaves the imprint of his black hand in various parts of
a rich merchant's house, much to the latter's alarm. But when the merchant relief
finally discovers
same black hand imprinted on his servant girl's
back his
is very the
great.
"MOTHER'S BANK ROLL" (Eclair), Nov. 21.— This ingenious little
comedy, centering about the bank roll mother put in the stove for safe
keeping, is the best thing we have seen of the kind for a long time. A
new idea is well worked out.
It is on the same reel with the above.
"THE SHANGHAIED COWBOYS" (Nestor), Nov. 22.— One of those
absurd concoctions which make us laugh because of its utter impossibility.
Imagine half a dozen cowboys going to sleep in a box car, after a night's
revelry, and waking up in a seaport next morning, where they are given
knockout drops and smuggled aboard a ship wanting a crew! Then imagine
them swabbing decks and climbing into the ship's rigging! And imagine
their glee when they got safely brfck to the ranch again and found the
old cook back on the job. Owen Wister and Robert Louis Stevenson
combined could not beat this imaginative creation.
Certain to please.
"A CRIMINAL IN SPITE OF HIMSELF" (Eclair), Nov. 17.— Louis
Moriot, who happens to bear the name of a notorious French burglar,
has a great deal of trouble as a result. This all goes to make a good
French comedy, winding up with abject apologies from those who had
unjustly suspected
him.
Amusing and interesting.
"OPORTO, PORTUGAL, AND ITS HARBOR" (Eclair), Nov. 17.—
On same reel as above. Good views of this picturesque locality, with
glimpses of its folk life and varied industries.
"A FIGHT FOR FRIENDSHIP" (Nestor), Nov. 18.— One of those
live, modern picture stories which show us the West as it is today. The
tunnel project is well portrayed, and the details ot the story handled in
an absorbing manner.
A good offering.
"TRAPPED BY FIRE" (Bison), Nov. 19.— This picture gives a good
effects wrought upon the Indians by "fire water" in
sample of the evil
the early days. They set fire to a cabin, which is consumed by flames
in a most realistic manner. The manner in which the elder brother holds
back the redskins to help the lovers and other people escape is graphically shown. The rescue from the cellar under the cabin ruins is also
effective.
"A LEG AND A LEGACY" (Powers), Nov. 20.— There is good acting
and some interesting photography in this picture, but it suffers from its
plot, which is not up to the Powers' standard. The rescue of the girl
from drowning is ridiculous, because the girl had merely waded out in
the surf and was to all appearances in no real danger.
"THE OPEN ROAD" (Imp), Nov. 18. — This film is a veritable triumph
from an artistic standpoint. It will convince any skeptic that the moving
picture can tell a strong, appealing story, and at the same time carry with
it an atmosphere of rare beauty. The country scenes in this are alone
sufficient to make it a big success, and the story is so simply and naturally
worked out that it will linger in the memory a long time. The leading
characters did their work excellently. An exceptional film in every way.
"BLUE RIDGE FOLKS (Champion), Nov. 18.— This picture abounds
in action of the stirring sort. A combat between two men over a revolver,
a burning house, a man who loses his reason and regains it, and the
holdup of an entire courtroom and other scenes of like order convey the
strong atmosphere of the Southern mountain districts. The story, which
concerns the foreclosing of a mortgage, is considerably involved in places,
but holds the attention throughout.
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Projection Department
Edited

by F.

H. RICHARDSON

il
Exhibiting Pictures at Balls.
the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
November
the evening
ON League
second annual ball, which has been
gave their:4th
York
of New of
described elsewhere in the paper. It was more than a howling
success. It was a scream, from start to finish, and would have required
another building equally as large as the immense "Palm Garden" to have
held the overflow. But it is not my design to enlarge upon these matters,
which properly belong to another section of the paper. There is, however,
something in connection with this ball and other similar affairs which of
right must be dealt with in the Projection Department, and that is the
exhibiting of films by the different machine manufacturers. This is usually
done at affairs of this kind, and seldom, indeed, is the performance creditable either to the machine or film manufacturers.
As a general proposition both the booth (booth is the correct term here)
and the projectors are hastily installed, while the electric wiring and
installation is more or less imperfect. The machine is usually a brand
new mechanism, which has been carefully tested out at the factory, and
is supposed to be practically perfect; and it is, too, or would be after having
been run a day or two to get limbered up, and the various little adjustments made which always must be made after a new machine is placed in
actual operation. The film itself is, as a rule, new film, fresh from the
hands of the manufacturer, with the emulsion about as soft as emulsion
ever is, and the net result ordinarily spells just one thing, and that one
thing is trouble. But this is not all, for the whole plant is unfamiliar to
the operator, and he is therefore not in a position to do the best possible
work.
At the ball in question there were four machines, viz.: The Motiograph,
Standard, Simplex and Power's "Six-A." Not a single one of them gave
a high class performance, due, beyond the question of a doubt, in greater
or less degree, to the above named causes. Justice was not done to the
films simply because in the very nature of things, there being so many
reels to project, it had to be put through at horse-race speed. We therefore had a sort of jumping-jack spectacle, instead of real projection.
The editor of this department strenuously objects to any such performance. Exhibitors, machine men and manufacturers understand, or most of
them do. The outside public, expecting that the projection at an exhibitors'
ball certainly will be the acme of everything that is good, are both puzzled
and amazed at what they see.
Let the manufacturers display their machines if they so desir-. That
part of it is all right. But cut out the projection of films under such
conditions.

Poor Patches.
Mr.

Blaine Day, Sherman, Tex., writes:
Enclosed find $2.50 for the new Handbook, which please mail
as soon as it is off the press. Will you kindly publish the following, for the benefit of Texas managers and operators? Of late
many patches have been pulling loose. Upon examination I found
them apparently to have been patched with "new-skin," and that
the emulsion has never been scraped. The film was just cut and
stuck together. Of course, the cement might not have been real
"new-skin," but it certainly was a very cheap cement. It is high
time some operators used a little judgment and horse sense in
making patches. You can bet your last dollar that when a reel
of film leaves the Jewel Theater there is not a bad patch or a
misframe
in it.

Yes, friend Day, I have seen patches myself that I think must have
been put together with liquid courtplaster, or else the operator merely
used a little tobacco juice. I thoroughly agree with you that better patches
should be made, but sometimes this is not altogether the fault of the
operator, as he is not always allowed sufficient time to make a good patch.
We have a certain type of manager still in evidence who would expect
the operator to be running again in 15 seconds if the entire floor dropped
out of the operating room. The manager who has two machines and one
operator, and who expects the operator to rewind the film, make patches
and thread one machine while he is running the other is responsible for
much of this kind of raw work. I should be glad to attend the last sad
rites of this type of manager at any time. By this we do not mean his
actual physical burial,- but merely his theatrical finish.

Bartlesville Still Kicking.
Bartlesville, Okla., arises to remark:
I have a little suggestion for users of Edison machines: Cut
the small casting bar off the top of the gate. This allows the top
half of the tension springs to bow as much as the bottom half, and
gives a much more even pressure on the film. Cutting out the bar
doesn't
weaken
the to
gate
to about
any noticeable
extent.
And now
have a few
remarks
make
nlm service.
The house
whereI
I work has dealt with a certain exchange for four years, taking
ten-day service, yet if we ask for any particular film, although it
be a regular release, we invariably have to wait from 30 to 90
days for it. The films are all in miserable condition — in fact, in
nearly two months we have received only two programs in which

there was not at least one film almost completely covered with oil.
In
the last three months we have only received seven reels in which I
did not have to make at least half a dozen patches, and not one
reel in which none were necessary.
In one reel we had some
days ago I made 64 patches before it was in condition to run.
The films arc so exceedingly
dirty that I have to clean my
sprockets, aperture, etc., after every reel, and even then have
weeds as big as trees all around my picture before the end of each
reel.
This exchange
gives us advance
notice of our programs,
and on a number of occasions we have paid for lithos and advertised our coming program, only to have part of it changed at the
last minute.
This same exchange is the one where we ordered a
second intermediate gear for an Edison machine three times, and
then never got it. Mr. Stewart, in the September 21st issue, says
that if operators would make patches properly the exchange would
not need to do so much inspecting.
Very well what about "Jimmy,
the usher," who doesn't know enough to scrape the emulsion off
his film when making a patch; also what about the tight-wad managers (?) who employ an operator (!) at $8, $io and $12 a week?
No operator can make a patch right when he has to crank the
machine
with one hand, and has no splicing machine
or block;
yet this is asked by many managers.
So it is still up to the
exchange to make good on their inspection.
I know I am taking
up a lot of space lately with these kicks, but, as Grant said, "I am
going to fight it out along this line," etc., and I only wish a few
more operators and managers would help me, in order to get some
of these annoying things remedied.
These exchanges get paid in
cash for these films, and get their own price for them, too, and
then they hand you a mess of dirty oily, torn-up junk and expect
you to put on a show with it. Many operators put in from two
to three hours every morning
repairing films.
Skilled laborers
get from 40 cents per hour up. Two hours per day, at 40 cents
per hour, seven days a week, amounts
to $5.60, of which the
exchange gets the benefit.
Well, to pass on to a more cheerful
subject, should there be any flow of current between one wire of
the primary and one wire of the secondary in a Ft. Wayne compensarc?
Should there be any circuit through
these two wires?
Another trouble I have is that I cannot get the flanges on my
Edison Exhibition
Model
machine
to turn steadily.
They work
easily with the finger, and do not bind, yet the film fails to turn
them.
Can you suggest a remedy?
_ I pass your Edison gate suggestion along to our readers for consideration. Personally, I don't see that the bar interferes in any way with the
springs bowing — at least on the machine I have here.
As to the service,
I thoroughly agree with you that too many exchange managers seem to
be obsessed with one idea and one idea only, viz., get the money.
Returning value for the money seems to be about the last thing some of them
think of. If you are paying them for ten-day service, and are getting the
kind of junk you described, you certainly have a legitimate kick coming.
You are, in fact, being swindled.
The change of programs cannot always
be avoided, since it may be due to the fact that some exhibitor has kept
the film longer than he was entitled to it. As to your criticism of the
patches made
by the operators, I agree with you, and brother Stewart
will have to stand hitched for a while, I guess.
As to your making kicks,
why, I regard the kicker as being of very distinct value.
It is only by
putting up a kick that we call pointed attention to grievances and get them
remedied.
As to the compensarc, when the switch is closed, without striking the arc, there is a slight flow of current between
the primary
and
secondary wires, but it is what is termed a wattless current — that is to say,
it doesn't register on the meter, though I presume it would affect a very
finely adjusted ammeter.
There is no flow between the primary and secondary. What flanges do you mean?

Fire Proofing.
Illinois writes:
Am running a picture show here.
My operating room is lined
with galvanized iron.
In case of fire is this sufficient to protect
the building?
I operate Power's machine, with the regular magazines. In case of fire would these magazines stand the test, or
would they blow up if the film got on fire inside?
An old operator
told me recently that in case the fire got inside the magazine
there
be an explosion
which would
tear things up for
keeps. would
On pages 66 to 81 inclusive, of the new Handbook (to be had from the
Moving
Picture World
office, price $2.50 — ready for delivi-ry soon) you
will find directions for properly and efficiently fireproofing your operating
room.
Galvanized iron alone for lining the operating room
would offer
very slight protection to the building and none whatever to the audience.
It should be backed by sheet asbestos not less than one-fourth of an inch
thick.
There should be a flue to the open air, of sufficient size to carry
off all smoke
when
a fire occurs, and shutters which will close within
three seconds of the starting of a fire. The
not profited by his lengthy experience.
In
rollers are supposed to prevent the fire from
if, from any cause, they did not do so, there
or anything
in the nature of an explosion,

"old operator" evidently has
the first place the magazine
entering the magazine.
But
would not be any explosion,
except that gases might be
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generated so rapidly from the burning film that it would bend the door
iligbtly in, farcing its escape. This talk of explosion is pure imagination,
«nd the old operator who spun that yarn either had an ulterior motive or
else he knows nothing whatever about such matters.

Threading in Frame.
Milwaukee,
Wis., contributes
the following
information
to Langdon,
N. D.:
To thread your picture in frame, without having to look through
the aperture, provided you have Power's "Six" or a Moliograph,
first finish threading and close the gate. Next grasp the upper
loop with the thumb and finger of the left hand, with right hand
on framing lever, and pull upwards on the film gently with the
left hand, moving framing lever until center of title frame is
just over the shaft of the idler on top of the gate, and your picture will be in frame. The time required to perform this operation is a half a second, or less. By this plan there are no extra
brackets or lights required. Your intermittent must of course,
be in the position it has when film is at rest (locked, ed.). If the
sprocket revolves when you pull up on the film you will not have
the picture framed
correctly.
The method
is illustrated in the
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I mean
stiff, not "nearly so," but stiff.
I have used vaseline
and graphite and ready prepared graphite in tubes and stick form,
but flour-vaseline paste is the best I have yet found.
Have been
using it for a year now, and the difference in the wear and noise
of the gear is very noticeable. Another important feature is that
it is much cleaner than mixtures of graphite.
I know of no other
operator using this formula, but am sure they would like it. I
am using one drop oil and have always considered it first class.
I hope Mr. Chambless sends you a sample of his motor attachment. Iconsider it the best to date.
It applies the power to the
crank shaft where it should be.
When
I hear from this, if I
ever do, I may come again.
You need have no fear about hearing from as excellent a letter as this,
Lafayette.
No, I did not try out the beeswax proposition, nor did I say
I did.
If I actually tried out everything submitted I would not have time
to do much of anything else.
I pick out those things which seem to look
reasonable and submit them, but I cannot possibly try them all out, much
as I would like to. As to the oil; / do not approve of any of the advertised patent oils. They are too thin and too light. The Power Company's
oil, which you call their "intermittent oil," is suitable for use on all parts
of the machine and is, in my judgment, far superior to the oil you are
using.
The Motiograph people supply an excellent lubricating oil, and I
believe the Edison and the American Moving Picture Machine Companies
do also.
Whether the manufacturers of the Simplex supply an oil, I do
not know.
But the buying of these oils is unnecessary.
Get a light dynamo
oil, or go to the superintendent of your electric light plant taking a pint
bottle along, and have him fill it with his dynamo oil, which will probably
cost you about ten cents for the bottle full, and you will have a real
lubricant; enough to oil one machine for quite a while — so why pay high
prices for "lubricants" which happen to possess a catchy name?
As to the
vaseline-flour mixture, I pass it along to our readers for experiment
It

Ground Detector.
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sketch. Try it with a Selig title first and have the point of the
diamonds (their trade mark) at the center of the gate idler, as
as shown.
Milwaukee also sends in solution of the rheostat problem, but we do not
publish it, as the answer has already been set forth. We are indebted to
Milwaukee for the framing directions. This stunt will undoubtedly prove
of value to thousands of operators. It would be very easy to select some
similar mark on the Edison and other machines, so that the same thing
would apply; though possibly their gate rollers could not be used as the
guide. Such things as this are very helpful indeed, and go a long way
toward improving a performance. I would regard this one suggestion as
worth the entire subscription of the Moving Picture World for a year. It
is strange that none of us thought of so simple a thing before.

Mr. L. C. Stewart, Akron, Colo., submits an excellent sketch explaining
the ground detector.
Akron suggests that the cut is self-explanatory, which

W

From the Iron Ore Country.
Ely, Minn., answers roll call once more with the following:
(i) Why is it the screws in my carbon holders melt at the end
against the carbon?
If I file them flat they melt on the edges, and
if I file them round they melt in the center.
Current is no volt,
60 cycle, a. c, through
a F. W. compensarc;
Edison
lamp.
(2)
How long should a steel bushing last?
In other words, how long
do you think it should last, using the machine, say, three hours a
day?
(3) What is the first thing to do if your condenser should
break during a show?
Am having a hard time, waiting for my
new Handbook.
I ordered it about three weeks ago.
Our manager gets the World, but I have not yet seen my first question
answered in the department.
(1) By looking through three or four back numbers of the department
you will find your question answered fully and completely.
Clean out the
inside of your carbon
arms thoroughly,
so that the carbon
will make
good contact.
That type of carbon arm is not good, where you are using
60 amperes of current.
It was all right in the days when low amperage
was the rule.
I would
advise you to get carbon
arms
of the latest
improved type.
(2) I presume you refer to the intermittent bushing, or
to the cam shaft bushing, but I could not answer your question with any
degree of accuracy.
It would depend largely on the kind of oil you use,
and whether or not the bearing had adequate lubrication.
If you use very
thin, light oils, they will not last long, unless you keep flooding the bearings with oil.
These lubricants are largely composed
of kerosene
and
possess very little real lubricating quality.
Get a good grade of light
dynamo
oil and give your cam shaft and cam shaft bearings one drop
of it once an hour, and the bushing should last for a long time.
(3) The
breaking of a condenser during a show will have no effect whatever on
the moving picture, though it would show in the stereopticon ; therefore
"the first thing to do" is keep right on projecting your picture.

Lubrication.
Mr.

Everett J. Brown, La Fayette, Ind., contributes the collowing excellent letter on lubrication:
Being in the act of sending an order for the new handbook, I
will, if jou have no objection, say a word on the subject of lubricants. I derive a great deal of benefit through the Projection
Department, though I have never yet had to call on it for assistance. I have, nevertheless, taken from its columns several valuable tips, one being a receipt for cleaning lenses — 1 ounce alcohol,
2 ounces distilled water and 3 drops of nitric acid — the best I
ever saw. Another, though, beeswax as a lubricant for the gears,
I cannot say so much for. I found it an absolute failure. Surely
you did not try it, and as you said, only gave it as being sent in
by another operator. I cleaned my Power's "Six" thoroughly with
gasoline — I do that often — then applied the beeswax, but it cuts
right off, and, besides, there is no lubricating quality to beeswax.
And now, I want to tell you what I use on the gears. Mix vaseline to a good stiff paste with sifted flour (did you laugh then?) —
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is true. The dotted line shows an accidental ground on a negative wire,
fr/?OUgoN77out or
which would make lamp 1 burn up to c p, and lamp 2 either
burn very dimly. Under normal conditions both lamps would burn at half
voltage.

Correct

Solution

of Problem.

Mr. Joe S. Perry, New Comedy theater, New York, sends in a correct
solution of the resistance problem. Quite a number have sent in correct
solutions within the last few days — that is to say, correct except for the
fact that they have not considered the resistance of the arc itself. One
brother said the problem was not fully stated, since the resistance of the
arc was not mentioned. If the brother will look at the sketch, accompanying the problem, he will see that while the arc was not mentioned, it
was shown, and the operator is presumed to know that the arc itself offen
a certain given resistance, according to the voltage across the arc, which
may be taken at an average of 48 volts.

Wichita, Kan., writes:

A Devoted Admirer.

The writer is an operator of seven years' experience and is a
devoted lover of "our " M. P. World. He is glad to say that he
has thoroughly read every copy issued for the past five years, particularly the Projection Department. He honestly believes he has
learned more from reading and studying than from experience,
and he has most of the books on cinematography worth while, your
hand-bood included. And now, let us come down to the personal
pronoun. Although I claim to be a "professional" operator, I did
succeed in completely burning up a reel of film for the "Maple"
Theater, in this city, some time ago, but it was outside of the operating room. It caught from a very hot 16 c. p. incandescent lamp.
It was purely accidental, and I think I can fairly say was not my
fault at all, though I had to put up half the cost of the film or
resign, even though I burned up a whole suit and overcoat with
it. I write this experience for the information of brother operators and managers who heard of the fire and know me. Most of
the managers in this neck of the woods, seem to take the operator
to be some kind of an iron mechanism run with a spring. I know
of one operator who enters upon his duties at 0:30 A. M., two
machines operated by motor, works straight through till 5 =30 P. id..
without relief, or even dinner. If he happens to be hungry, they
send up the usher with a bean sandwich for lunch. Then at 5:30 he
has 45 minutes intermission for supper, and is then on duty again
until 10:45 P- M., after which he carries a heavy box of film to the
depot (almost, a mile walk).
As they change daily he get* this
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healthful ami invigorating exercise seven days in the week (nothing to iId until tomorrow, Ed.) and for this trifling service he receives the munificent salary of eighteen whole great big dollars
every week. This gentleman asked for a relief operator. Mr.
"Manager" says: "Certainly, ihat is right, old boy — but you must
pay for him out of your salary." Naturally, under such conditions good projection is rather scarce hereabouts. Now Brother
Richardson, I am surr you will excrse me, I did not intend to
bother you with my "grouch" but I am very much interested in
the busings, and would like to see every picture a perfect picture,
and those operators who try to make them so, given a square
deal; other operators I would prefer to see in jail. My real reason for writing this letter is to tell you of what I think is the
best one yet. During the past few years I have been making the
different local towns, fixing up machines — "shooting trouble" I
term it. On a recent visit to a certain little city where the operator (?) was extra green, the machine, Edison type P., was a total
wreck. He had the eccentric bushings on the cam shaft and the
other bushings on the intermittent, and had been running for
something like fifteen days without a shutter. He had an outside
shutter, and when I asked him why he removed it he said: "Well,
we put in an aluminum screen and cut down the amperage to 40,
therefore we did not think the lens would get hot enough to break,
so I took the fan off. Isn't that a hot one? Can you match it?
I have never yet condemned an operator simply through the fact that
he has had a fire. Accidents will happen in the best regulated families. The
cause of your misfortune is unique, but it is not the first case of that kind
by any manner of means. As to the eighteen-dollar-a-week, thirteen-hour-aday and then some errand-boy operator, it is almost useless to comment on
the utter foolishness of such a proposition. The "operator," who will do
such a stunt as that is a very poor imitation of the real article, while the
manager who will require it is, if possible, even worse. As to the smalltown operator, he is perhaps as shining an example as would be met with.
Let us hope that the removal of his "fan" really did not overheat the lent
and do it serious damage.

Five machine. The descriptive matter, such as was set forth in the department, and which is a part of the new handbook, is very costly, both in
time and money. It would not be expedient to thus describe a machine
which is out-of-date, the use of which it being rapidly discontinued.
Power's Five was a good machine in its day, but its day has passed.

Los Angeles,

Queer

Calif., sets forth

Proposition.

the

following queer proposition:

Have had trouble with alternating current, and, after trying
everything I know, am compelled to give it up and appeal to you
for aid. I have a 130 foot throw and a 15 foot picture. Use 60
amperes of 60 cycle, 110 volt current; 9 and g'/t condensers; half
size lens. When I run at the rate of 55 a minute, the flicker is all
right, but when I go above that, it is awful. Use an Edison outside shutter machine. Have tried two wing, also three wing shutter. I know it is the current and would like to know if there is
any way of overcoming this trouble.
The problem, as you have stated it, Los Angeles, seems incredible. Yoa
say when you run at 55 the flicker is "all right." I presume you mean
by this that there isn't any, since a flicker cannot possibly be all right as
long as it exists. Now, if your current is 60 cycle, then you should not
encounter anything but a diminution or total elimination of flicker until
you reach speed up to about 80 feet per minute, after which you would
probably encounter a flashing of the light when using a three-wing shutter,
though not with a two-wing shutter. However, you would have Sicker
with the two-wing shutter all the time until you passed the 65 mark. With
25 cycle current you would have a flicker regardless of what the speed
might be since it would be in the light itself. I am afraid, Los Angeles,
I can do nothing for you. If any of our correspondents can suggest the
answer to this riddle, I should be glad to hear from them.

Langdon Explains,

Rapid
Mr. A. S. Martini, Dixie Theater,

Langdon, N. D.

Changing.
Galveston, Tex.,

writes:

I have been a constant reader of the World for years. I just
noticed, page 457, November 2nd issue, Mr. E. E. Pearce, Proprietor and Manager of the Amuzee in Wiston, Salem, N. C, says
he holds the record for changing films in nineteen seconds. Let
me say that I can go him three better, as I have changed in sixteen
seconds, and can prove it by News and Tribune reporters. I will
be glad to hear from anyone who can beat this; also I will buy
him a nice big glass of liquid joy, and put up a little money on
the side.
Brother Martini, I have given your letter space through courtesy, but
I would not care to enter into an extended discussion of rapid reel changing in the department, since I do not regard this as of particular interest
er value to the business in general. Rapid reel changing might or might
not be evidence of a man's proficiency as an operator. He may have practiced that one particular thing. The department, my brother, is designed
to improve projection, and I do not mind giving a little space to such a
subject as this, but the trouble is, if I allow such a discussion to start, we
are likely to have several weeks of the department filled up with reel changing
Utters, without any material gain to anybody.
Do you see the point?

Condenser Problem.
Stonington,

Me.,

writes:

Will you please explain to me why it is that the condensers in
our Power's Five have the thinner or longer focal length lens next
the lamp and the thick (stronger) one next the slide (stereo). By
using the stronger one next the arc I am taught that it will allow
less rays to escape at its edges, so that the front lens of the pair
will collect more circumferential rays, thus making the picture
brighter at the margins, and in better balance with the center. Am
I right in inferring that these edge rays are sacrificed rather than
assume the risk of breaking the heavier lens by placing it next the
arc? Did you ever describe Power's "Five" in detail, the same as
you did several other makes last spring?
At first I was inclined to smile at your way of setting things forth,
Stonington, but a more careful reading convinced me that your ideas were
sound, even though your method of expressing them was a little ambiguous. By the term "strong" I presume you mean a lens that will bend
the rays of light more sharply, and if you thus use the term, it is properly
applied. Placing the longer focal length lens next the light would, I believe, act in the way you suggest. There would, I think, unquestionably
be some marginal loss of light, but, unless I am in error, the loss would be
comparatively insignificant, and it would be light rays which would contain a great deal of spherical aberration anyhow; however, the most common practice, and I believe the best practice, is to place the thicker lens
next the light.
Let me say in this connection that there are certain optical problems, relating to condensing lenses, which are not as yet thoroughly understood.
Even the Scientific Department of the Bausch and Lomb Co. has not been
able to set all these matters forth, as yet, in understandable form. I am
trying to solve these various condenser problems — that is to say, the optical
end, and as soon as that is accomplished, it will be set forth in this department. You can, of course, switch the lenses in your condenser mount,
placing the thicker lens next the arc, but, in my opinion, the danger of
breakage
will be somewhat increased.
No, I have not described
Power's

writes as follows:

Your comments on my last letter (page 454, Nov. 2nd issue)
were justifiable. On reading the letter in print, it is plain that I
had not made myself clear. Referring to the questions in the last
letter in their order: (1) The 8 c. p. lamp is on a wall bracket and
swings into position in front of the lens and out of the way between the projection and stereopticon lens when through threading
the film. (2) The lines scratched on the machine head are parallel
with the upper and lower edge of the aperture, and show the position of the aperture when holding the film over it when threading
up. I meant that the manufacturers could easily stripe the enamel
with gold at this place, and thus add a real convenience at the cost
of but very little trouble. (3) The battery lamp in the interior is
a third way of using lamp when threading. A set of three dry
cells, operated by a small switch under the table lights the lamp.
It is also very bandy in oiling the interior of the machine. Cost
only $1.50 for lamp sockets, cord and cells. (4) The shutter
mentioned will be sent to you for examination. I fully realize
that perhaps thousands of different shutters have been tried, but
still I claim that I have a great improvement over any shutter on
the market The proof of the pudding is in the eating. I will
therefore send you a slice of the pudding and you can see for
yourself. (5) I run the films through a machine to inspect them
for several reasons. If a film is full of patches, an inspection by
hand means that you have to stop to examine every one of them
to see if it is in frame. Constantly starting and stopping the reels
makes a slow job. Patches may feel tight to your fingers when
winding the film, and still be out of frame and need attention.
When run through the machine first, with the lens out and aperture
towards a window, it only takes about fifteen minutes to discover
every misframe; also, any torn sprocket holes also have a chance
to give way. Then if misframes and other spots are marked by
paper, thrown into the take-up reel, the places can be quickly
found and patched when rewinding the film, and in this rewinding the film can also be watched, as you suggest, by holding between thumb and finger. If a film is in poor condition, the inspection is more thorough and quicker than by hand. Enclosed
find draft for copy of the new handbook.
I am more than pleased to see that you took my criticisms in the right
spirit, Langdon, and acknowledged their justice. As regards the threading
schemes, I would call your attention to the one just published, which I
think you will find to be perhaps more easily applied, and with less bother
than any other so far suggested. The battery lamp certainly is of value,
since, as you suggest, it also lights up the interior of the machine for oiling. As to running film through machine, I will freely concede that it is
the quicker way of discovering misframes. Possibly one could combine
the two operations by holding the edges of the film between the thumb
and forefinger as it goes into the lower. magazine. This would be entirely
practical if the machine was run by a motor, or if you have a boy do the
cranking while you are inspecting. In this connection you will find,
probably in next week's department, a description of a method of lighting
the interior of the lamp-house which I think you will conclude to be of
much value.

From China.
From the Arcade Amusement Co., Tiensin, China, comes an order for
the new hand-book. It was a matter of some surprise to receive an advance
order from the Orient. Mr. Nicholas Power, who recently returned from
an extended tour to Europe, informs me that he observed copies of the
old hand-book in various places over there.
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Wiring Diagram.
Fort

Worth,

Texas,

contributes

the

ing out of your mistake will be of benefit to others who may possibly be
making a similar error. Do not fear to comment on things merely because
you cannot express yourself in electrical terms. If you make your meaning clear to me, I will do the rest, and supply the necessary technical terms.

following:

When does the new hand-book come out? I see you call it your
second edition, but I have one of your first edition yet — a little
3x6
inch vest pocket book, which I got in 1904; so you see

_|*
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Resistance Problem.
In nearly all of the replies to the resistance problem, a very large number of which have been received within the past few days, the brothers
have worked it out by using reciprocals. This is correct, but is unnecessary. As I pointed out in replying to the problem, it is only necessary to
multiply the separate resistances of the multiple together and divide that
product by the sum of their separate resistances. This really amounts to
the same thing as using reciprocals, but it is a much less complicated way.
Only a very few of the replies have been strictly correct. There has
usually been an error somewhere. Some have failed to consider the resistance of the arc itself. That was by far the most common error. One
brother in Brooklyn included the arc resistance, but said the resistance
of the arc is supposed to be 2 17/19 ohms. He worked out the rheostat resistance correctly, but the arc resistance is where he fell down. The
average drop across the arc may be taken at 48 volts, therefore the correct way to handle the arc resistance would be to subtract 48 from the
line voltage. If the amperage is known, the arc resistance can be calculated by dividing the arc voltage by the amperage, thus: Supposing we are
pulling 30 amperes on a 50 volt arc, 50 -=- 30 = 1% ohms resistance.
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this is really your third edition. Enclosed find sketch for an easy
connection for a. c. and d. c. lines and a Mercury Arc Rectifier
or transformer to be used on the former and a rheostat on the
latter.

Ground Detector.

The hand-book will be out at the very earliest possible moment. We
are rushing all we possibly can. Yes, it is called the second edition, and it
is that too. The little vest-pocket book you mention was too crude an
effort and altogether too brief a work to be classed as a first edition. The
wiring diagram is all right, and we pass it on along for the benefit of our
readers. The hand-book is going to be fully 425 pages, hence it is no small
task.

In Error.
Omaha,
Neb., has
forth as follows:

received

some

erroneous

information,

which

WORLD

he

sets

Have been watching the department closely for answers to the
resistance problem, volume 14, No. 1, page 47. I see the first two
answers have been printed this week. Although I have been on the
crank of a projection machine for twelve and a half years, I have
never studied the electrical problems, presented by resistance. The
ready made resistance devices have always proven satisfactory and
I simply buy the kind I think best. Years ago, one who was up
in the moving picture business of that day, although not an
electrician, told me to test direct current by placing the bare ends
of the two wires in a glass of water. The wire which caused the
water to bubble was to be connected to the rheostat and run to
the lower carbon arm. This is a rule which I have always followed and have never, since 1899, found myself burning an arc upside-down. This is a round-about way to get to the resistance
problem, but all I can say is that I see in the diagram an arc
burning up-side-down; therefore a poor result on the screen. Condemn this "Old Foggies' Answer" to the waste basket if I am not
right, for the handling of an arc lamp is second nature to me, and
I have not had any light trouble for so long that I would probably
be lost if I did. The Moving Picture World is as welcome as
my daily meals, and the Projection Department is looked forward
to with as much expectancy as is my weekly salary. I see many
light trouble questions in the department, and would like to comment on some of them, but, lacking ability to express myself in
■electrical terms, have kept quiet.
The method of testing direct current through the medium of a glass of
-water is correct, and, as given, would be a perfectly safe guide, so far as
getting the arc burning right side up is concerned. The trouble is that
you have lugged the rheostat in on that particular proposition, and lugged
it in backwards at that. If your informant had told you to make this test
and connect the wire which caused the water to bubble to the lower carbon
arm, and the other to the rheostat, and then from the rheostat to the upper
carbon arm, he would have been correct. Now, please do not misunder
stand me. The rheostat will work all right when connected on the nega
tive wire, but for several reasons it is better to connect it to the positive
In this opinion I am supported by the inspectors of the New York De
partment. The information you received simply indicated the method of
finding the positive and negative wire, and the positive wire must be con
nected to the upper carbon and the negative wire to the lower carbon
when using d. c. The rheostat may be connected in on either wire, bu
should be on the positive; whereas you have it negative. It is quite pos
sible, Omaha, that you get along very well without the technical informa
tion you would secure through study of the various electrical problems
It is, however, a certainty that you would be better equipped for youi
work if you were to study these things, and I would advise you to ge
a copy of the new hand-book, in which such matters are dealt with. Sup
posing something happened that you were obliged to leave Omaha, and, for
instance, take a position with a traveling show where you would meet all
kinds of conditions, be confronted with voltage ranging from 75 to 500.
Without technical knowledge you would be lost. With it these conditions
would present no difficulty whatever. In the problem, the rheostat is
connected in the positive wire, which runs to the top carbon. That is
•what has confused you. I have not complied with your request and put
the letter in the waste basket for the very simple reason that the point-

Mr. Earl J. Gibson, Los Angeles, Calif., sends in a most excellent explanation of the two lamp ground detector. It arrived, however, after
another explanation had been given, and its publication would be largely a
repetition. However, we thank Brother Gibson for the trouble he has taken.
He also writes:
I am a member of Local 150 and would like to tell you of the
conditions here, but, as another brother has written a long letter,
explaining matters fully, I will only say we are all on the job,
and if the Los Angeles operators who are not members of Local
150 would join and give us a lift, instead of industriously swinging
a hammer, there would soon be a different story to tell.
With the closing sentence of Brother Gibson's letter we heartily concur.
My advice to the Los Angeles boys who do not belong to 150 is to get
inside, and if things in the union are not according to your liking,
do your hammering from the inside instead of the outside. In union,
brothers, there is strength. The exhibitor is rapidly organizing, and he is
going to organize strongly this time too, I believe. It therefore, behooves the operator to do likewise, if he expects to materially improve his
condition.

Light Trouble.
Dawson
Bros., owners and managers
of The
Minn., order a copy of the new handbook, and

Palace Theater,
Maseca,
contribute the following:

We are very much interested in the letter from Langdon, N.
D., regarding the shutter he has invented, and which he claims
will eliminate the flicker. A short time ago we purchased a Simplex
machine and the lens which came with the same did not seem
to give a clear picture. We disposed of that lens, getting another
of different make. Now, as you are aware, the shutter on this
machine is set in such manner that it cannot be moved in or out
in relation to the lens. The new lens does not project out as
close to the old shutter as the old one and we found we had a
travel ghost, both up and down, at the same time— evidence of the
shutter blade being too narrow. This we overcame by widening the
shutter blade, which, in its turn, gave a very bad flicker, as described by Langdon, N. D. We are using a. c. through a Ft.
Wayne compensarc, and while we have three contacts, we find we
are obliged to use 60 amperes to get a good clear picture. This
would be O. K. but for the flicker. The Precision Machine Co.,
has promised to help us all they can, but we are more than willing to help ourselves if we only knew what to do. We have been
advised by the local electrician to install a Mercury Arc Rectifier,
thus changing a. c. to d. c, and install a three-wing shutter in
place of the two-wing shutter we now have. He says the flicker
will then be absent. Would you give us your opinion as to this?
We would like to hear directly from the Langdon party as to
whether or not the shutter, or its pattern is for sale. When we
find a remedy for the above we will be glad to pass it along. Our
throw is 80 feet, with a 14 J4 foot picture. We wish yourself and
the department abundant success.
At first glance, the explanation seemed obvious. It looked as though you
had changed to a shorter focal length of lens, so that the shutter is now
cutting the light after the ray has begun to spread considerably. After
I considered your 1454 foot picture and 80 foot throw, however, it did
not look so simple. That means about a five inch e. f. lens, and that
lens ought not to spread the rays fast enough to produce the double travel
on account of added light ray spread. You might (or might not)
help matters by adding an equal amount to the other blade of the shutter.
Yes, you will need 60 amperes a. c. to project a really good 1454 foot
picture. Transforming a. c. into direct current would allow you to use
a three-wing shutter, and eliminate the flicker, at least to a very large extent. You have not said what kind of a screen you are using, but if it is
one of the semi-reflecting screens, the two-wing shutter is very likely to
produce a considerable flicker, regardless of whether you disturb its proportions or not."
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"The (Kinograph
Unlucky
Company Horseshoe"
of America).
By G. 1 Blaisdell.
second release of the Kinograph Company is a craftsmanlike piece of work. In the first place, it is straight,
clean drama. Secondly, it is portrayed by competent actors.
Thirdly, it is well executed — the direction is good; the settings
are carefully chosen where the views are of outdoors and the
interiors are skillfully arranged, always keeping before the eye
the fact that the participants are military men. For this is a
military story. ' It is not, to be sure, a tale of war and of war's
carnage; it is of the times of peace -and carries out the centuriesold truth that when a soldier is not fighting he is apt to he giving much of his thought to affairs of the heart. The photography
is uniformly good.
Einar Zangenberg adapted and produced the drama.
Mrs.
THE

PICTURE

In the race the animal Falck is riding falls at the last hurdle.
Its rider is dragged from under the horse and hurried to the
hospital.
Harriet, who has, in d
witnessed the .
dent, goes to lee him. The doctors tell her the injured
will be crippled for life. Harder, who has won the race, demands of Harriet that she fulfill her promise Harriet complies.
When Falck, after a stay of three months in the hospital.
emerges on crutches, Harriet is Mrs. Harder. When iie calls
on her she tells him she had to keep her word.
The married life of Harriet is very unhappy. Harder is not
only addicted to liquor; lie gambles heavily. In a quarrel with
his servant the man attempts to strike his superior and is courtmartialed. Falck is the judge advocate still. To the court the
servant, stricken with remorse as well as animated by a desire
for revenge, tells the story of the removed horseshoe. Falck
begs the members of the court to let the matter rest. The commander of Harder, however, practically orders him to resign.
The offending officer, after a heavy loss at the gaming table,
comes home and, in a drunken frenzy, shoots into a portrait of
Falck.
He suffers a heart attack and expires.
Ten years later Falck and Harriet lean over the same balcony
rail where Harriet entered into the compact so disastrous to all.
Time has left its marks on the two. Falck kisses Harriet A
new story is begun.
POPE

Scene from "The Unlucky Horseshoe" (Kinograph).
Edith Buemann-Psilander has the role of Harriet Thompson,
the woman at first in love with two men, and discovering after
she had pledged her word that really she loved but one ; Mr.
Zangenberg plays the part of Lieutenant Falck, the man who
lost, and Aage Garde that of Lieutenant Harder, the faithless
friend of Falck. The rule of compulsory military service in
Denmark, where the pictures were made, bears evidence in the
military carriage of the participants in the drama and in the

Scene from "The Unlucky Horseshoe" (Kinograph).
lavish and tasteful decorations of the quarters of the lieutenants.
Lieutenant Falck is the solicitor to the royal army — that is,
the judge advocate. Lieutenant Harder is his friend and companion. Likewise, is he, like Falck, in love with Harriet. Harder
forges his friend's name to a note. Falck, on account of friendship, settles the account. Later, at a party given by Harriet, the
two men, with Miss Thompson between them, stroll through the
spacious grounds and from a balcony rail look out over a charming landscape. Harriet tells the two officers that to the winner
of the steeplechase, to be run on the following day, she will give
her hand. Later Falck proposes to Harder that they exchange
horses, evening up their chances. Harder agrees. Also he
instructs his servant to remove a shoe from the horse Falck is
to ride.

WORLD

PIUS X AND

THE

VATICAN

(Union

Features).

THIS film contains the first photograph ever taken of Pope
Pius X by a motion camera — the first for public purposes,
at any rate. The fact that the rights for the entire United
States have already been disposed of is sufficient indication of
the public interest in this picture. Three thousand feet of film
have been condensed into a single reel. Of the views of the
Twenty-first International Eucharistic Congress at Montreal,
1,500 feet were cut to 400, leaving 600 feet for pictues of the
Vatican and of Pope Pius X.
The views of the procession in Montreal and of the various
related ceremonies are notable for their unusually good camera
work and photography. There are several scenes of the Blessed
Sacrament procession — of the priests and dignitaries of the
church and of the many societies with their banners. Views are
shown of the papal legate, Cardinal Vannutelli, receiving the
delegations; of the children, all in white and marshaled by
black-robed sisters, on their way to the reception of the papal
legate, and of Cardinal Vannutelli addressing cheering throngs
of people.
The pictures taken in the Eternal City are introduced by a
front view of St. Peter's. Succeeding this is a view of the terrace of St. Peter's,
the from
greatthefigures
adorn
it
One striking
scene is showing
of the view
terracethat
of the
great
plaza and of the monument in the center. Also there are pictures
of a pontifical gendarme; of a Swiss guard, carrying his long
halberd, a relic of earlier centuries; the gardens of the Vatican,
with the great building in the background, the foreground dotted
with luxuriant trees, indicative of the mild climate; of the replica
of the Basilica of Lourdes ; of the Court of Pigna, upon which
open the windows of the Pope's rooms; of the enormous pine
cone originally made for the Chateau of St. Ange, and of the Casino of Paul IV.
The final views are of Pope Pius X stepping with brisk walk
through the gardens. He is accompanied by a papal dignitary,
followed at a distance of several yards by the papal chamberlain.
A Swiss guard keeps pace with the chief church dignitary on the
opposite side of the hedge. The Pope is garbed in white. The
film will be of interest to any audience; it will be of especial
interest to all Catholics.
NEW
ECLAIR ARTIST.
The Eclair Film Company has been most fortunate in
securing the services of the well-known French artist, Benjamin Carre, a student of the celebrated painter, Adelur.
M. Carre hails from the Studio Amable, where the principal scenes for the Grand Opera and Comedie Francaise of
Paris, and the Century Theater, of New York, were devised
and executed. He has also been the designer and artist in
all the large cinematograph studios of Paris, arranging such
productions as "Robert le Diable," "Christian Martyrs,"
"The Huguenots," "Death of Mozart." "Chopin," "Thais,"
and "Belshazzar's Feast," and his advent, therefore, means a
valuable acquisition to the already extensive production department of the Eclair, and will thus enable the company to
present even greater and more finished productions than
have heretofore been put out.
M. Carre arrived on Saturday, the Qth inst, accompanied
by Etienne Arnaud. the Eclair head director, who has just
returned from a brief visit to Paris.
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At the Sign of the Flaming Arcs.
By George Blaisdell.
yoH go to the Ball? If you did not you are the
r, To be sure, there were people for several times
the capacity of the building. It was a real occasion, nevertheless. Eleven o'clock was the earliest hour at which the
writer could reach the Palm Garden, and it was in the neighborhood of 4 o'clock when he was dragged — the word is used in
cold blood — away. How he envied King Baggot, who without
a shade of contrition admitted it was 9:30 when he took off
his dress coat!
Of the entertainment the writer saw or heard not a line.
The stage variety is here referred to. Undoubtedly it was excellent; the names of the star., are certainly sufficient to guarantee that. But entertainment was everywhere that night. It
was on the packed and jammed stairways, in the boxes, in the
subsidiary hall, in the side rooms — in fact, all over.
What better than to meet face to face Little Mary, who, if
charming on the screen, is difficult adequately to describe when
one sees her in the life? Little Mary was a center of a group
of admirers all the night. And superb Florence Turner, one
of the first of the screen girls to be a popular idol, and who now
through straight ability easily holds her old rank; bonnie Ormi
llawley, who came all the way from Philadelphia to join the
throng — simple, unaffected, absolutely untheatrical and looking
for all the world like a girl just stepped out of a class in boarding school; talented, brainy Gene Gauntier, the around-theworld girl, who has stood before the camera in the swamps of
Florida, in the hills of Ireland, in the Garden of Gethsemane
and under the shadow of the grave old Sphinx — vivacious and
always interesting; Barbara Tennant, the charming girl from
the other side of the North River; piquant Pearl White, who
radiated camaraderie and good fellowship? But why enumerate?
The list is endless.
DID

*

*

*

And the screen boys? They were legion. One of the pleasa mostis pleasurable
was "meeting
withScreen
Jack
Clark.ures ofThere
a fine chap.night
If there
were any up"
of the
Club boys missing it must have been because they were out of
town.
It looked as if a call of the roll would have received
a unanimous response.
* *
*
Just wait for the Screen Club ball ! Somehow February
seems a long way off.
* *
*
On the night following the ball there was a good-sized gathering at the Screen Club. The night was notable for the construction— or rather the composition — of the Screen Club March.
"Bob" Daly at the piano worked hard. "Billy" Quirk was first
assistant. He now has the original and is to have it framed.
When completed with the help of many willing aids there was
a tryout right there. The result was inspiring. With sixteen ( !)
trombones boom-booming down Broadway in front of the
marching Screen Club on its way to its first annual ball the
blase highway ought to take notice.

*

*

*

J. Parker Read, Jr., of the Garden of Allah Film Company,
started for Washington three weeks ago to take up some picture matters with government authorities. He was seized with
a severe illness while en route, and at Philadelphia was removed
to
hospital.decided
As the
means ofoperation.
saving Mr.It Read's
life,
the asurgeons
on only
an immediate
was a most
serious one. Mr. Reed, however, is now out of danger and expects to be away from the hospital in a week or so. It was
a serious blow to the young film man from an immediate business standpoint, as he was preparing to put out many pictures,
but the doctors tell him he will now be better than ever.

*

*

*

The office of President Laemmle of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company is a marvel of simple elegance. The great
desk in the center of the room, the chairs, the couch and the
cabinet are all in paneled San Domingo mahogany. The upholstery isin black leather. One of the features of the equipment is the great electrolier, which contains five shaded lamps.
The officers of the company take justifiable pride in this room.

*

*

*

Charles T. Kent, the veteran actor so popular in Vitagraph
pictures and who also directs many plays, while in Canada recently was taken seriously ill with pneumonia. Although his
life was at one time despaired of, he is now at home and his
many friends will be glad to hear that he is well on the road to
recovery.
* *
*
Jerome Abrams, who formerly represented the Great Northern
in Baltimore and Philadelphia, is to open the Boston office of
Warner's Features at 224 Tremont Street
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Three more Universal companies, under Directors Garrick,
McDonald and Davis, are to start for the Coast, making a total
of fourteen companies at University City, where Aubrey M.
Kennedy is in charge.
* *
*
who Imp
for so long has been with the Solax forces,
has"Billy"
hookedQuirk,
up with

*

*

*

Dropped in Sunday evening to see Proprietor Machat in the
latest house he has added to his string in Brooklyn. This one
is at Gates and Reid avenues. Mr. Machat has just installed
a "fotoplayer," 8.9 feet high, 8.10 feet wide and 3.10 feet deep.
In the ocean-side storm in "Captain Barnacle, Reformer," there
was an excellent opportunity to show the possibilities of sound
effects in this ingenious instrument. The operator by her work
did much to heighten the stage effects of the director of the
picture. The "fotoplayer" is a combination of high grade piano
and specially constructed organ. The latter for church and similar scenes in pictures is especially effective. There are nearly
forty controls for the player to manipulate. By the way, an
unusual occurrence of the evening was the appearance of the
same player in two pictures of different make. Ed August was
shown as the artist in Biograph's "Sands of Dee," and he also
had the lead in Lubin's "His
* Life."
*
*
The Screen Club membership is now approximately 260. There
are 25 applications pending. The little gathering on Broadway
on the evening of Labor Day builded better than it knew.

*

*

*

Joe Brandt, the live wire of the Universal combination, softly
intimates that he has a big rod in pickle for the scribes who
have been too light-hearted at his expense. Here wonders what
it is!

*

*

*

A letter from Richard V. Spencer, editor of scenarios for
Broncho films, says everything out his way is running smoothly.
"We are securing bigger and better productions than ever,"
he says. "We are working on a series of beautiful spectacular
Civil War productions, among them being the 'Battle of Gettysburg' and 'Sheridan's Ride.' These ought to be worth seeing
There are no better North and South pictures put out than is
the product of this company.
Mr. Ince is a past master in
staging a battle spectacle. * *
*
Dr. Wilbert Shallenberger, of Chicago, was a guest of Mr.
C. J. Hite, President of Thanhouser Film Corporation, at New
Rochelle, last week. Dr. Shallenberger spent his daytimes watching the work at the Thanhouser plant.

*

*

♦

Edna Maison has been engaged by Aubrey Kennedy for one
of the Western companies. Miss Maison was leading lady with
the Pathe Western Company, for eighteen months. She will
replace Margarita Fischer in the Nestor company, under Director Ricketts.
* *
*
Helen Case, who has played leads with the Bison and Vitagraph Western companies for the past twelve months, has been
engaged to play leads in Otis
* Turner's
*
* Bison company.
Director Matthews up to the time of his injury in the automobile mishap was giving his special attention to the production of "Snow White." Elsie Albert was assisting him. The
little folks Matty and Early and Fay Brierley are more than delighted to portray the parts allotted them. This fairy story is
going to be one of the finest Western pictures Matthews has
turned out.
* *
*
Harryversal city.
Edwards and Sherwood Bainbridge are back in Uni* *
*
E. Parsons returned recently to the Universal West Coast
Studio with twenty-five more Indians, which he secured in New
Mexico. They were collected from several of the Pueblo tribes
around Isleta, N. M. Parsons had a great deal of trouble convincing the chiefs that it would not be to the disadvantage of
the Indians to leave their native haunts.

*

*

*

Chief Phillipi, his wife and babies went back to New Mexico,
but they will return to Universal City in a very short time. One
of the latest "props" in that city is a fine ranch house with a
veranda, rails, etc. It is said to be an imposing structure.
* *
*
Director Thomas Ricketts has joined the new Universal Automobile Club. He has just bought a new car. Among the
other members of the club, and who own their own cars, are
Frank Montgomery, L. E. Christy, Milton H. Fahrney and Otis
Turner.
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PICTURE

(Eclair).

' " 1 > ic k ' - Wife" bring- forth Eclair's Big Four- Barbara Ten
nant, Alec Francis, Julia Stewarl and Lamar Johnstone.
There isn'l a stronger quartette in the photoplay. Given any
sort of scenario and the opportunity, it is certain thej will
bring- out a finished production and a most enjoyable one,
greatly enhanced by artistic backgrounds, so noticeable in
recent Eclair pictures. As for the story, what would you do
if, on returning from a six months' trip abroad, you discovered that in order to save a fortune you bad to be married within three days? Look up some of your old sweethearts and trj to yet one of them to marry you, wouldn't
you? Well, that is just what Dick Graham did in this Eclair
picture, but, unfortunately, he found that all bis old sweei

WUKI I)

"A SOLDIER'S FUKLOUGH" (Lubin).
R< maine I ielding, v. hi
Lubin plant in
Arizona, has just 1
pit t<
picture- which lie call- "A Soldier's Kurlough." Pi
bert
Adair gets a ten days' furlough
k young
brother Tom in cart- of Reco, an old friend I
day
Reco is accosted by a squaw-man who want- money, which is
refused.
The squaw-man
gets the assistanci • Indians

hearts
were married
and that their husband's objected to
being shoved
to one side.

Scene from "A Soldier's Furlough'
to rob the home. He tries to get the Indians to shoot Tom
and Reco, but they refuse, whereupon the squaw-man shoots
and kills Tom. Reco finds Robert before he gets back to
the fort, and he returns and tracks the squaw -man. After a
fearful fight on the side of a mountain, Robert chokes the
assassin to death and then being half insane with grief carries the body to the fort and confesses the deed to his commanding officer. The picture is pregnant with the Indian
atmosphere and the types true to the wild Southwest.
THE LIFE OF ST. PATRICK (Historic Photoplay Co.).
The Life of St. Patrick offered great opportunities to a film
producer. There was the wonderful Irish landscape to begin
with. The producers of this film have availed themselves to
the utmost of the advantages, which a correct portrayal of

Scene from "Dick's Wife" (Eclair).
As a last resort, be advertised, and, as luck would have it.
his ''ad" was read by pretty Grace Lenox, whose mother
(Julia Stewart) was very ill; in fact, so ill that the doctor
had said that only a change of climate would save her life.
Dick's "ad" offered five hundred dollars to any young lady
who would marry him, with the further stipulation 'hat they
separate immediately after the wedding ceremony
Grace, in desperation, answered this "ad" under the assumed name of Mary Smith, and in due time the marriage
took place. She got the five hundred dollars, was enabled
to take her mother away and Dick saved his fortune.
At their wedding, however. Grace wore a heavy veil and
Dick had a six months' growth of hair on his face, so that
when they met some time afterward they failed to recognize
eich other, and it was not until they had fallen in love and
were in despair over the fact that they were married that
they discovered they were married to each other.
How did they make this discovery? Why. it was very simple. The ring used at the marriage had been Dick's mother's,
and when Grace lost it Dick found it, and by the inscription
in it he understood.

these
scenes The
placed
in their
power.andThetheviews
Giant's
Causeway,
Seven
Churches
Lakesof ofTheKillarney
shown in the course of these four reels deserve unstinted
praise. The producers do not claim any artistic finish in the
acting of their characters. They chose a number of Irish
peasants without any artistic training, but full of the natural
talents for pantomime, which is the heritage of every son and
daughter of Erin. While we may miss the fine finish of other
productions, there is a decided and charming novelty in the
use of this unlettered, but not ungifted peasantry. In the main
the essential
factswith
of the
liferegard
of Ireland's
great patron
saint
have
been filmed
a due
for history.
There is
at
least a good historical background, if not absolute historical
accuracy. In all cinematographic productions dealing with
history we cannot expect unfailing historical accuracy; if the
producer succeeds in creating what be called a historical atmosphere he has satisfied all reasonable demands. In this respect the historic moving picture is much like the historic
novel. We are satisfied with probabilities and expect nothing
more. Some of the work, which we understand was done under
some difficulties, shows traces of crudeness and here and there
tlie standard is not as high as in some other historic portrayals,
which could be named. It would be unfair to compare this
first work of the company with the pictures made by companies
that have been in the business for ten years or more. The choice
of the subject alone entitles the maker to some consideration
and encouragement. Such a picture means a step in the right
direction.
This subject is in four parts.
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"SHENANDOAH" COPYRIGHTED.
The Kalem Company Advises Picture Manufacturers That It
Has the Sole Right to the Howard Play.
Following the announcement of tlie Atlas Manufacturing
Company, of St. Louis, that they intended to make a motion
picture entitled, "Shenandoah," the Kalem Company has
through its attorneys addressed the following communication
to that company and request the publication of the same as
notice to all other picture manufacturers that it owns the
sole rights to make pictures of Bronson Howard's famous
play, "Shenandoah."
Atlas Manufacturing Company,
414 Century
Bldg.,
St. Louis, Mo.
Dear Sirs — We are advised that you have announced your
intention of giving a motion picture exhibition of "Shenandoah," under the said title. As attorneys for the Kalem
Company, we beg to notify you that they own, by purchase
from Mrs. Alice M. Howard, widow and executrix of the
late Bronson Howard, the exclusive motion picture rights of
the
playStates
"Shenandoah,"
written by
United
and the Dominion
of Bronson
Canada. Howard, for the
We beg further to notify you that the said play has been
duly copyrighted, and that if you undertake to give any
performance or exhibition, by means of motion pictures, of
the said play "Shenandoah," or of any play under the said
title, it will be an infringement of the rights of the Kalem
Company, which they will protect under Section 25 of the
"Act to Amend and Consolidate the Laws Respecting CopyapprovedSection
March 4,
as amended
and alsorights,"
under
28 1909,
of the
said Act. August 24, 1912,
We give you this direct notice, in order that you may not
claim that you were not aware that you were infringing a
copyrighted work, or that such infringement could not have
been reasonably foreseen; and in any suit, action or prose*
cution, we shall use this letter as evidence of express notice.
Very respectfully yours,
(Signed)
DITTENHOEFER, GERBER & JAMES,
Attorneys for Kalem Company.
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MISS MILLIE BRIGHT, ECLAIR.
Both by stage and by proper name the subject of this
sketch is Millie Bright. She was a much-sought, alwaysengaged young woman with those Broadway shows that
demand much prettiness and lots of chic. She is a very
level-headed person. Adulation, which accrues to all those
lit to adorn the Great White Way, did not feaze her, for
she has always lived
within whisper-hearing
of all that happens on
Long Acre Square. She
has lived at home with
real old-fashioned parents, who, though given
to the strict and true,
were not narrow. Yet
they never quite altogether indorsed the
idea of their little girl
working far into the
night. They
tried to
dissuade
her ladyship,
but she wanted to do
what her talent best
suited her for.
One day the desire
for a particular gown
brought her face to
face with the need of a
greater income. She
had grown out of the
habit of requesting aid
at home, when it came
to the lars.
matter
of dolShe thought
of

posing for the pictures
on days when there
were no matinees. She applied, and because her ability bubbled out all over, she was accepted. In perfect elation she
hastened to tell her tale at home — told them, too, that she
had been offered a stock engagement in the photoplay, with
Eclair. Then there came the solution of her parents' objection to stage life. Here was the chance to have their little
INTERNATIONAL HAS BIG PROGRAM.
girl at home with them during the hours they felt were for
A new factor in the feature game to be reckoned with, is rest. And she had her Sundays, too! There would be no
more road tours — no more one-night stands with their physithe International Feature Film Company, which has been quietly
cal hazards to health.
opening exchanges all over the United States, until at the presTheir little girl had talent— they were willing she should
ent time it has over twenty established exchanges throughout
realize upon it. The photoplay offered everything that fitted
the United States, and two branches in the Old World — one
to their ideas. It meant daylight hours — Sundays — and alin London and the other in Germany. The International is different from other feature manufacturers, in that it will not sell
ways at home.
its features to any individuals or exchanges. Its features will
A BUSY GERMAN FIRM.
be handled only through its own exchanges.
One of the leading film exchanges in the German empire
Up 'to the present time each office has seven three-reel feais that of George Kleinke, in Berlin. His establishment,
tures, viz : "Kid McCoy," "Black Sheep's Wool," "The Bohemian
which is located at No. 225 Friedrichs Strasse, is the mecca
Girl," "The Vagabond," "Memory's Tragic Leap," "Life's Gamof all the moving picture men in the German city. The firm
ble" and "The Moth and the Flame." A three-reel feature
of George Kleinke deals in films and supplies of all kinds.
every two weeks is the present policy, with the intention of
A very fine and complete catalog has been compiled and is
changing to one every week.
printed in different languages. It may be had absolutely
Knowing the value of a "Front" the International Company
free of charge for the asking. It would take up many pages
has gone in extensively for posters, and each of their features
to enumerate all the supplies and films on hand, suffice it
are advertised by artistic 1, 3 and 6 sheet 5 color lithographs
depicting the most interesting scenes of the productions. In
to say, that here may be found the most modern improvements. Exhibitors who are anxious to improve their show
addition to this there are profusely illustrated descriptive book. will find valuable information in the catalog, which lists the
lets, enlarged photos and artistic frames.
most recent inventions in supplies and machines. The firm
Offices are still being established in other parts of the United
of Kleinke is in a position to fit out the most pretentious
States, and before long the Company will have 40 exchanges.
electric theater in the world and do it at a moment's notice.
Send for their catalog, it is sure to help you. Prices are extremely moderate.
HALLBERG'S NEW RECTIFIER-ECONOMIZER.
Recognizing the necessity of a rectifier for the control of
POWERS CAMERAGRAPH NO. 6A IN THE SCHOOLS.
projector arc lamps, that while giving the required light
Through the Laemmle Film Service of Minneapolis, Powwould do away with the bad features of mercury transer's Cameragraphs No. 6A have been installed in the followformers. Mr. J. H. Hallbeig, "The Economizer Man," has for
ing institutions: State Reformatory, St. Cloud, Minn.; School
the past two years been experimenting with his rectifierfor the Deaf. Faribault, Minn.; School for Feeble-Minded
economizer. He now announces that the same is perfected
Children, Faribault, Minn.
and he is prepared to deliver the same to change alternating
single phase current to direct current at the arc, and that
PARK THEATER,
SCHENECTADY, N. Y., SOON TO
his rectifier-economizer is adjustable to deliver from 30 to
OPEN.
60 ampere direct current to arc. It gives a brilliant white,
flat field — just what is wanted by the moving picture man.
J. H. Hallberg reports that Mr. D. Bergen and Mr. M.
Has no mercury bulbs to break or burn out, no movable
Shafer, forming the Park Theater Company of Schenectady,
parts, no relays or tripping coils, and is practically indeN. Y., will shortly open their new Park Theater. They have
structible. The device must be seen to be appreciated,
purchased from him a complete equipment, consisting of
and Mr. Hallberg will be glad to demonstrate his rectifierPowers No. 6A, Hallberg A. C. Economizer, 348 steel frame
economizer
to interested parties at his office.
opera chairs and full line of supplies.
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SOME
UNIVERSAL
COMMUNICATIONS.
The facts as we get them on the automobile mishap are as
follow^: Director Matthews .m<l some of the actors tried to
pass a wagon at a bad turn in the road and tipped over a small
embankment. 1 he bank and a barbed wired fence was all that
prevented fatalities. Director Matthews broke two ribs and
was imprisoned under the ear for some time. Lee Moran of
tin- Nestoi 1 ompany, broke Ins collarbone and little Matty and
Miss Elsie Albert Buffered from wounds in the head. Most of
the company returned to work.
»
*
*
At the requi
majority of the exchanges throughout
the country the Universal Film Company has decided to change
the order of the appearance of the Bisons. Beginning with
the releases of the week of December .}, the Two-keel liison
will be released on Tuesday, and the one-reel will be released on
Saturday. Thus, the release of Tuesday, December 3, will be
"Big Rock's Last Stand," two reels, and one of the best Indian
Western pictures that has ever been produced anywhere. On
Saturday the Bison release will be the one-reel subject, "The
Rights of a Savage," an Indian
* * play* with a punch.
Beginning with Thursday, December 13, the Frontier brand of
pictures will form part of the Universal program. These are,
as the name indicated, Western pictures which are so much in
demand at the present time. The photography is perfect, and
the scenery is something different. The first release will be
"The Goat Girl of Bear Canon."
* *
*
The Milano release of December 7, will be one of the best
Milano films we have ever released. "Diamond Cut Diamond,"
a thrilling two-reel detective drama. It is novel and sensational, and one that the exhibitor can bill big.

*

*

*

Aubrey Kennedy is making a hit around the regions of Los
Angeles with his big blue motor car. Aubrey is about as busy
as a one-armed paper hanger, papering a wall while he is suffering from the hives. Joe Brandt says so, anyway. Maybe he
knows
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NEWMAN
'I b<- Newman

OUTFITS
Mfg.

THE

WELLS

Compai

CIRCUIT.
nnati,

Ohio,

and

103 Fourth Avetn:
., have contracted to
furnish all of Jake Wells' circuit of theaters with all their
brasswork,
which
contract
1
quite .1 tidy sum.
Business is so very good with this firm, who are the lar
manufacturers of this kind oi goods, making a pecialty of
bras
otter and
photo

frames, brass push pi..'program siKtis, that tluy are <■! necessity compelled to operate
their plant till <> p. m. daily. Their New York plant, in
charge of Messrs. S. & E. C. Newman, at 101-103 Fourth
Avenue, has lined up quite a number oi theaters during the
past month in the Eastern and New England States. This
linn furnished all brass rail work and all brass lobby display frames and easels for the New Colonial Theater in
Dayton, Ohio, one of the prettiest theaters in the country.
The Newman Mfg. Company were selected to do this work
on account of the high class of work they turn out and the
excellent reputation they bear, having been established since
1882, thirtv years.
MOVE INTO LARGER QUARTERS.
The New York Film Company, which handles the American rights of "The Miracle" as produced by the Continental
Art Film Co., of Germany, has removed from its old quarters in Xo. 12 Union Square and is now occupying Rooms
1 107 and 1108 in the Exchange Building, 145 W. 45th St.
The growth of its business has necessitated this change.
Demands for "The Miracle" continue to pour in from all
parts of the country.
STATE

RIGHTS

ON

PETROSINO

PICTURE.

Warner's Features have secured the rights for Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and Illinois on the Feature Photoplay Company's production, "The Adventures of Lieutenant Petrosino." Ohio bookings will be handled from their Cleveland
branch, in Indiana and Kentucky from the Indianapolis office
and in Illinois from the Chicago office.

POWERS
WESTERN
PLAYERS.
Left to Right— Top Row, Standing: Fred Griffith. Joe Burke, Cameraman,
H. D. Blakemore, Catherine Griffith,
L. Roubert; Second Row: "Boots" Wall, David Wall, Charles Manley, Elsie Albert; Sitting: Powers Kid,
Matty, H. C. Matthews, Early, Harry Edwards.
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Mr. Geoffrey L. Whalen, the well-known New
England dramatic lecturer, was sent from the
Olympla Theater, Lynn, Mass., to the Boston Olympla, to lecture on the Bernhardt reels of "Queen

NEW

ENGLAND

NOTES.

BOSTON'S Board of Street Commissioners, which
already has supervision over so many of the
public activities of municipal life, will soon have
another duty to perform, In connection with the
licensing and supervision of the rapidly growing
number of moving picture houses In the city of
Boston. In accordance with the terms of the new
regulations, made by the detective and fire inspection department of the district police, photoplay
bouses In Boston will be brought under the scope
of the ads relating to the keeping, storing, manufacture and sale of explosives and Inflammable compounds ou December 5. On and after that date all
central supply bouses and exchanges which carry
more than eight reels of film will be obliged to
apply to the Board of Street Commissioners for the
license for the building in which the films are kept.
This license must be approved by the Mayor, and
upon its issuance, and the payment of the statutory
fee of $1, is taken to the office of the district
police at the State House, for a permit to be
Issued by the district police for the keeping of
the films. This notice is official, and should be
carefully digested by those affected by it.
The following will be read with much interest by
exhibitors who use the "Country Store" to promote
trade: Because of police intervention, it is probable
that residents of Mattapan, Mass.. will not get
any more necessaries of life for nothing (plus an
admission ticket to the Mattapan Theater, operated
by Messrs. Myron Hirsch and Mark Dainm. It seems
that the police claim that the country store idea is
merely another way of promoting a lottery, and accordingly lined the proprietors $25 each, and held
them in $200 bail for the Superior Court on appeal.
It is a most interesting case, and should the exhibitors lose their case on the appeal, many Massachusetts exhibitors may have to find other methods
■of pushing business than the giving away of eatables on certain evenings.
Readers of these columns have been advised of the
■different developments with regard to the milliondollar theater scheduled for Tremont Row, Boston.
For many months the deal was held up, due to the
.persistent way in which one of the tenants held out
for a big bonus for his lease. The writer has It
•on authorltly that is positively reliable, that the
big house is now assured, and that the last lease has
been secured by the promoters. The price paid to
the restaurant-keeper, who held out for the fat
bonus, was between ten and eleven thousand dollars.
A similar amount was paid to the man who held
the blanket lease over a portion of the property
now owned by the promoters. On January 1, 1913,
work will be rushed, as all tenants will be out by
that time. About one year Is the time the theater
will requite for completion. Mr. Nathan Gordon,
Frank Howard and several others "floated" this deal.
The S. 'A. Poli Theater, Worcester, Mass., will
not continue to offer stock company attractions, but
will return to its former policy of vaudeville and
pictures. This gives Mr. Poll two theaters in Worcester, both of which are playing on a similar
policy, and, of course, in competition to one another.
The Empire Theater, Rockland, Me., has a mighty
good five-piece orchestra. In addition to the big
shows of Independent pictures it offers. The result
Is that the Empire does a big business from Monday to Saturday.

Elizabeth."
Mr.. H. I. Dlllenback, who has retired as manager
of the Nelson Theater, Springfield, Mass., since that
house was taken over by William Fox, was presented by the employees of the Nelson with a gold
watch and a Knight Templar's watch charm. Mr.
Dlllenback was a favorite with all who knew him.
Mrs. A. J. Pickett, an employee of the Lawrence,
Mass., Opera House, was run over and killed by an
automobile on November 5.
The Premier Theater, Lowell, Mass., reports that
business Is not all it should be — because the seating capacity of 600 Is not large enough to accommodate the crowds. On this account, extensive alterations and Improvements are now under way. A seating capacity of 1,000 is scheduled.
The Boylen Theatre, Taunton, Mass., Is nearly
ready to open, and the final work is being rushed to
the limit.
Manager Fred Shaw, of the Alhambra Theater,
Lowell, Mass., has decided to use Universal films,
which seem to please his patrons. Mr. Fred Shaw
has Just taken over the management of the Alhambra
and Intends to make many Improvements and alterations before very long.
Mr. John M. Casey of the Mayor's office, Boston,
states that he is more than glad to be rid of the
Job of supervising and licensing local picture houses,
as Is related above. Mr. Casey has always been very
fair and square in all his dealings and It is safe to
say that the trade is hoping that they are to receive similar treatment under the new law.
The Star Theater is soon to be on the Job at
Lawrence, Mass., and it is located at Broadway and
Holly Streets.
The Gem Theater, Bangor, Me., Is doing very well
since its recent opening, and Proprietor P. J.
Powers is more than satisfied with the outlook.
Mr. J. Philip Lappin gave out an interview recently at Worcester, Mass., In which he stated that
it was his opinion that the Intricate points of football will sonn be taught by aid of moving pictures.
Moving pictures will be taken of all the Important
football games and then exhibited for the players'
benefit. In this way each man will review his plays,
good, had and indifferent, and will be In a position
to more readily strengthen and generally improve
his work.
HENRY.

LOUISVILLE.
T^HE Central Film Service Company has added two
■*• Great Northern features to its program, according to a recent announcement by A. F. Mayer. The
first of these to appear on the Central's program
was shown at the Columbia Theater recently. The
name of the picture was "The Call of a Woman."
It was well received.
R. S. Schrader, manager of the Central Film Exchange, with headquarters In Indianapolis, has been
taken ill with, diphtheria, and Charles Olson, secretary-treasurer of the company, Is in charge, pending Mr. Schrader's recovery.
The Child Welfare Exhibit, which was held at
the Armory in Louisville recently, was featured by
a moving picture show, operated by the Central
Film Service Company. Fifteen reels of film were
shown during the week, the majority being scenic
and educational pictures. W. H. Llppold, who Is
connected with the Young Men's Christian Association, had charge of the Child Welfare Exhibit, and
it was at his instance that the moving pictures
were employed.
Michael Switow, who was contemplating the erection of a big moving picture boose In Indianapolis,
Ind., has decided to devote all of his attention to
his interests in Louisville and vicinity. The moving
picture magnate found that the Indianapolis venture would usurp too much of his personal
atten-

tion, and therefore will not invade the new field.
In li.'u of erecting the Indianapolis house, however,
Mr. Switow is having plans made for the razing of
md Theater In New Albany, and will spend
about $20,000 in putting up an altogether new- theater, with a seating capacity of 1,200. Work will
early In 1913, according to present plans.
Advance Film Manufacturing Company has
exhibited in Franklin, Ind., the moving picture
recently made in that town. Films showing the
main points of Interest in Franklin were shown,
as well as others giving views of the Indiana State
Guard! on the march. The Advance Is now making
city.
pictures of the sights of New Albany, Ind., and
will shortly exhibit them in photo-houses of that
Col. A i st. uver, of St. Louis, Is having some
in completing plans for the opening of the
Bopklna Theater, and the date on which that Market si
'.111 be opened to the public Is
problematical. Col. Steuver will be unable to secure first-run pictures, the I-ouisville Photoplay
Association having taken a hand In the matTer
and protested against the manufacturers and film
exchanges giving preference to the St. I-ouis magnate. It Is said that the Sullivan-Considine vaudeville folk also are opposed to Col. Steuver, and he
will probably use Pantages vaudeville In his Louisville house. Harry Bilger, who has managed Fontaine Ferry during the past couple of years for
Col. Steuver, also will have charge of the Hopkins
Theater, it is understood.
Alf V. Oldham, of Louisville, Is now showing
still pictures of Mammoth Cave, on which he has
been given exclusive photographic rights, and will
in the near future make an effort to Incorporate
the features of the Kentucky wonder In animated
pictures. The lighting arrangements for the cave
are now be! g made, this phase of the work presenting almost Insuperable obstacles.
R. L. Brown, of Big Stone Gap, Va.. and his
son, Otto Brown, of Mlddlesboro, Ky., have purchased the Manring Theater, of Mlddlesboro. and
will operate It in conjunction with the Amuzu,
which they have controlled for some time. The
change has already gone into effect, Hess & Dugan,
the former owners, having retired from the moving
picture field. The new owners of the Manring
recently opened a new moving picture house at
Oorbln, Ky., and are planning the erection of
others in the western section of the state.
Mrs. B. C. Boyd, one of the most talented pianists of Central City, Ky., has Joined the musical
staff of the Empress Theater, the new bouse of
the Consolidated Theaters Company, in that city.
II e Empress, which was only recently opened, Is In
an ideal location, adjoining the First National Bank.
T. W. Murphy
is the manager
of the Empress.
Exhibitors of Nashville, Tenn., have banded together for the purpose of exploiting moving pictures through the columns of the dally newspapers
of that city. The first attempt in this line was a
long which
readingthenotice
Odyssey."
The legend
on
film of
was"The
based
was explained,
the
story ville
occupying
about
a column
in thewill.
Nash-It
Tennessean.
The half
Nashville
exhibitors
is said, continue to boost moving pictures In this
manner, exploiting no single theater, however. The
reading n6tices. while costly, will prove a good advertising plan In the end, it is believed.
The Majestic Company has been incorporated at
South Bend, Ind., with a capital stock of $15,000.
George W, Sands, J. Elmer Peak and William P.
Finery are interested lu the new venture, which
consists of the erection of a new moving picture
theater.
The Lyric Theater Amusement Company is the
style of a new corporation in Evansville, Ind. The
company is capitalized at $2,000, and will conduct
an animated picture theater. The incorporators Include Atwel Haynes. E. S. Musgrave and A. Scott
Qaynes V building has been leased and will be
led at once for the new purpose.
G. D. CRA1N, JR.

THE
INDIANAPOLIS.
JUDG1 CbarlM Bemater of the Marlon Countj
Circuit Court hiM h.M Mcii.i the ordinance forhlddlng a child under fourteen years of age attending
h motion
picture,
borleeque or vaudeville
theater Dnleai accompanied
hy a parent or ^uardtnu
it person orer twenty-one years of age having the
written conaent of a parent or guardian. Tba fleclalon mi baaed
In which John m.
er of [ndlanapolla
Local
Wo
1.
Picture
Bxhtbltora'
League
»«<
arreated.
Mr. Ithodes was lined $5 and costs, amounting In all
to 111

n

P

Roberta

baa dropped

bla appeal

to tba

Marlini
County
Olrenlt
Court
of the rase In wblcb
ba waa 11
1 In police court for presenting vaudeville attractions in a motion picture theater without a regular theatrical license. In doing so, he
decided to accept the dedalon of the polio
that vaudeville attractions may not be presented
without
a regular
theatrical
license and that such
license cannot be lasned unless the huiiding in
which the performance is to be given compiles In
every respect with the theatrical building code.
This makes It practically Impossible for the ordinary motion picture theater to give vaudeville, hecause a theater must have exits on at least two
thoroughfares.
The opening of the new Lyric In North Illinois
recently was an auspicious occasion. .Mayor
Samuel Lewis Shank delivered a short address at
the beginning of the opening performance In which
liite.l the owners. Charles Olson and
1; B Barton for their enterprise. The new theater
has a seating capacity of fourteen hundred, and the
mural decorations and draperies, as well as other
appointments, are of the highest order. The new
theater 1- giving motion pictures ami randerllle attract 1
aba. 1
a A. Beatty, owner of the McLean Place
picture theater. 2188 North Illinois street,
recently made n balloon ascension with Capt. George
I lluinbaugb, carrying with her a motion picture
camera and taking a film from the clouds.
Local
motion
picture
theater
proprietors
have
ted the proposition
made
by a tobacco
company for the redemption of cigarette coupons presented to them for admission into picture theaters.
Motion picture theatres will be conducted at
Bvanavllle by the Lyric Theater Amusement Company, which has been organized and Incorporated
with an authorized capitalization of $2,000. Those
int. rested In the company are B, S. Musgrore, A.
i: Haynes
and
Uiee Haynes.
J. T. Helntcke has let a contract for a motion
picture theater to be erected at Virginia avenue
and Stephens street in this city. This will be a
one story brick structure, 59 by 110 feet and will
rteam heat and all modern conveniences. The
theater will have a seating capacity of about eight
hundred. When completed, the theatre will be
leased by the Continental Amusement Co. which has
just been organised and Incorporated with an authorized capitalisation of $2,000. Those interested
In the company are: !',. S. Musgrove, A. S. Haynes
and Alice Haynes
J. T. Keinickc lias let a contract for a motion picture theater to be erected at Virginia Avenue and
Stephens street in this city. This will be a onestory brick structure. 59 x 110 feet and will have
steam heat and all modern conveniences. The theater will be leased by the Continental Amusement
■Company, which has just been organized and incorporated with a capitalisation of $10,000. Those in! in the company are: Relnbold A. Miller.
Albert
1-'. Elteljorg and Wilher W. Harrison.
George \V Sands. J. Elmer Peak and William P.
Fnrey have organised the Majestic Company at
South Bend, to conduct a motion picture and vaudeville theater. The company has been incorporated
with an authorised capitalization of $15,000.
D. 1' Roth
ised the lower
tloor of the
building at 180 and 182 Massachusetts Avenue, which
is being remodeled for a motion picture theater. The
new theater will have a seating capacity of about
four hundred.
CLARENCE L CUMMINS,

IN THE

MISSISSIPPI. VALLEY.

■pvlCK
Dickson,
whoBijou
hasTheater
been leader
in t lie
J--/
orchestra
at the
in Decatur.
Illinois, has accepted a similar position at the Majestic theatre in nioomington.
Illinois.
Evangelist, O. K. Little of Freeport, Illinois has
Used moving pictures at a rival meeting at Decatur. Illit
A moving picture theatre will be opened in .the
building of Galesburg, Illinois, now occupied by
the New
York store.
George Holcomb of Streator. Illinois, has leased
the Plumb opera house in that city for the last
four days of each week and will give vaudeville
shows, including two reels of pictures. He was
foreman of the Gayety In Ottawa.
T 'pon the recommendation of the fire chief and
the city engineer. Dreamland, a moving picture
theatre on Main, between Fifth and Sixth Streets,
Dubuaque, Iowa, was ordered closed by the city
•council November .. this action being taken after
an investigation which found the place in an unsafe
condition. Following repairs the place will be
reopened.
C. T. Metcalf and IT. M. Kin.aid have purchased
the opera house at Greenfield.
111.
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O, II. Bead
has I n appointed
manager
of the
Casino theatre at Flora, III . owned by II B,
slnciim. The honse will furnish licensed pictures
with a two or three reel special once a week.
i a Miller of Terseyrllle, in., has leased the
open
house
at Wnverly.
III.
The Pnrk Amusement Company of St. Louis M .
has been In corpora ted with n capital stock of
$50,000
to own
and operate
moving
picture
shows.
The
Incorporator!
are George
w.
Peter,
1. W.
BhantS, Ceorire W. Wadlow Rodney, Peter and
Mary
Wlhlherger.
The Casino theatre. Springfield. 111. has Installed
pieceSwing
orchestra.
Elmer
has resigned his position at the
Star Photoplay theatre In Lincoln. 111. to accept
a similar position at the Empire In the same city.
The Rljon theatre at Wauketran, III , which has
been a picture house has Installed a stock company
but will continue with one reel of pictures
The Lyric Theatre Amusement Company of Evansvlllc. Ind. has been Incorporated with a capital
stock of $2,000 to operate theatres, etc. The Incorporators are A. S, nayes, A. Haynes and B
B. Musirrave.
W.
W.
Watts,
owner
of the Vaudette
theatre.
Springfield.
III. Is mourning
the losss of a Hud
son
automobile
which
was
destroyed
when
fire
swept
the Capitol garage In that elti November 15.
E. n. MADISON.

ST.

LOUIS.

TN EI. EC ATE Nathan II. Hall of the St. Louis
Jy lions,, of Delegates will shortly Introduce a
bill providing for a board of censorship for local
vaudeville and motion picture houses to pass upon
moving pictures and vaudeville acts before the
said vaudeville nets ,,r pictures can be presented on
local stages. The bill will provide for three censors, one to be elected from the House of Delegates, one from the City Council and the third,
the Chairman, to be appointed by the Mayor. The
censors will visit the vaudeville and picture houses
and pass upon the acts and pictures before they
are presented to the public. It is purposed to Install offices of the board either in the City Flail
or the new Municipal Courts Itulldlng. The fact
that films have been passed upon favorably by
decisions of the National Board of Moving Picture
Censorship will have no bearing upon their standing as far as St. Ixuiis is concerned If the bill
passes the house. According to Delegate Hall, father
of the l.il'. aims now passed upon favorably by the
;il Board of Censorship could not be allowed
under the intended new board of censorship, as he
says there are films now being shown in St. Louis
bearing the approval of the National Board of
Censorship which are not fit to he shown.
The bill is said to meet with the approval of the
Mayor. It. II. Krelsm, an owner of moving plctlre
houses, consulted regarding the purposed bill, did
not seem to take the matter very seriously as It
"ms tie consensus of Oninlon that this bill, like a
good many others, would fail to oass. as with the
present very efficient National Board of Censorship very few if any films are allowed to get
through which would in any manner reflect upon
the welfare of the iniluslrv. as it was with that very
purpose the National Board of Censorship was
established.
i: ,T FEGAN.

OREGON.
HPHE Peoples' Amusement Company has lnaugnt- rated a plan to he courteous to Its employees
by entertaining them two Mondays of each month
with a banquet. Prizes will be given for the best
suggestions offered to the management by any
manager of the company's theaters or ushers that
will serve toward the betterment of the system
that is used at the present time. This will
a feasting of some 200 employees every
two weeks.
The Board of Directors have approved of the
plans for the improving of the Star Theater in
Portland, which will begin in December. The total
amount to he expended Is $25,000.
Joe Werthelmer has been made special representative of the Oregon Film Supply Company, to
the business of the state of Washington! The Film
Supply Company of Oregon has secured the sole
franchise for the states of Oregon. Washington
and Idaho of both the Film Supply and the Mutual
programs.
Leo Conlin has been appointed manager of the
Snnnyside Theater. Frank Gunn at the Crystal
and Arthur Elwell at the Tlvoll. J. S.
has been appointed house manager of the new
Arcade Theater. The Peoples' Amusement has
taken
great
pains
In getting
such good managers.
The Star Theater In Portland has been booked
with special features and has announced their coming np to February.
The public of the city of Portland has been notified of a new policy to be shortly inaugurated by
the People's Amusement Company that will be
carried out In all their suburban theaters. Voung
and active management has devised the plan of
distinguishing every night with some special form
of entertainment or attraction of local character
that will induce the public to make the theater
the center of life and action in that part of the
locality. There will be an amateur night, a souvenir night, a prize night, a musical night and a
feature
night.
E. M. WEINBAFM.
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IN THE

NORTHWEST.

JACOB
MOELKE,
who
recently
purchased
the
Erlckson block in Btougbton, Wl
i.oving
picture show, attempted to give Sunday performances, hut at the request of a local minister the
place
was closed.
A moving
picture machine and two reels of film
were stolen recently from the theater of Mrs.
Mary McNamara. 848 Third Avenue, Milwaukee,
Wis.
1. II. MADI80N.
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Films

Like wine improve with age when
properly stored. For8yearswe have
been accumulating the World's
Greatest Photo-plays and blending the Vintage with Late Features
of 2 and 3 Reel Importations.
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Notice of Removal
On and after Monday, Nov. 25th,
1912, the offices of the Moving: Pictore World will be in the PULLMAN
BUILDING, No. 17 Madison Avenue,
New York City
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Calendar of Licensed Releases.
Current Releases.
MONDAY,

NOVEMBER

Advance Releases.

25th, 1912.

MONDAY,
DECEMBER
2nd, 1912.
BIOGRAPH— Brutality (Drama)
CINES — At Napoleon's Command (Drama; 2 reels; Spe.)
SON — The New
Squire (Drama)
1000
KALEM — The Farm Bully (Drama)
1000
LUBIN— By the Sea (Drama)
1000
PATHE— Pathe's Weekly No. 49 (Topical;
SELIG — The Fire Cop (Drama)
1000
•VITAGRAPH— The Absent-Minded Valet (Comedy) .. 1000
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3rd, 1912.
CINES — The Ancient Town of Mari (Scenic)
300
CINES — Up Against It (Comedy)
700
C. G. P. C. — The Electric Laundry (Corned}')
C. G. P. C. — Paris and Its Monuments (Scenic)
EDISON — A Dollar Saved Is a Dollar Earned (Drama; . 1000
ESSANAY — Western Girls (Drama)
1000
LUBIN — Struggle of Hearts (Drama)
1000
SELIG — The Mantle of Red Evans (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— The Scoop (Comedy-Drama)
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4th, 1912.
ECLIPSE — Wrongly Accused
(Drama)
1000
EDISON— The Latest Addition to the U. S. Navy (Top.) 1000
EDISON — The Winking Parson (Comedy)
400
ESSANAY — Almost a Man (Comedy)
1000
KALEM — A Daughter's Sacrifice (Drama)
1000
PATHE— His Little Indian Model (Drama)
SELIG — When Helen Was Elected (Comedy)..1000
VITAGRAPH— The Curio Hunters (Comedy)
1000
_
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5th, 1912.
BIOGRAPH— The New York Hat (Comedy-Drama)...
ESSANAY — Football Days at Cornell (Educational). ... 1000
LUBIN — Twixt Love and Ambition (Drama)
1000
MELIES — The Sheriff Pro-Tern (Drama)
1000
PATHE — A Tenacious Lover (Comedy)
SELIG — A Freight Train Drama (Drama)
; . 1000
VITAGRAPH — Mrs. Lirriper's Legacy (Drama)
1000
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6th, 1912.
C. G. P. C. — The Escape of Gas (Comedy)
C. G. P. C. — The Octopus (Natural Science)
EDISON— A Forest Fire (Educational)
1000
ESSANAY— The Supreme Test (Drama)
1000
KALEM — A California Snipe, Hunt (Comedy)
KALEM — Something Wrong with Bessie (Comedy)....
LUBIN— Locked Out (Comedy)
LUBIN— His Father's Choice (Comedy)
SELIG — John Colter's Escape (Drama)
SELIG — A Question of Hair (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— Too Many Caseys (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— Cork and Vicinity (Scenic)
VITAGRAPH — The Dawning (2 reels; Drama; Special) .2000
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7th, 1912.
CINES — Because of a Widow (Comedy)
1000
EDISON — His Mother's Hope
(Drama)
1000
ESSANAY — Broncho Billy's Love Affair (Drama)
1000
KALEM — The Driver of the Deadwood Coach (Drama)
LUBIN — A Soldier's Furlough
(Drama)
1000
PATHE— The Spendthrift's Reform
(Drama)
VITAGRAPH — The Awakening
of Bianca
(Drama) .. 1000

BIOGRAni— A Sailor's Heart (Comedy)
EDISON — The Third Thanksgiving (Drama)
1000
KALEM— A Battle of Wits (Drama)
1000
LUBIN — The Stolen Symphony (2 reels, Dr. — Special) .2000
LUBIN — The Surgeon
(Drama)
1000
PATHE— Pathe's Weekly No. 48 (Topical)
SELIG — Miss Aubry's Love Affair (Comedy)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Omen of the Mesa (Drama)
1000
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 26th, 1912.
CINES — The Beautiful Valley of the Toronto (Scenic).. 250
CINES — All on a Summer's Day (Comedy)
750
C. G. P. C. — Lydia Punkham's Love Story (Comedy)
.. .
C. G. P. C. — Picturesque Brittany (Scenic)
EDISON — Some
Rare
Specimens
and
a Few
Old
Friends, New York Zoological Park (Natural History) 1000
ESSANAY— Mr. Hubby's Wife (Comedy)
1000
LUBIN— The Samaritan of Coogan's Tenement (Drama) 1000
SELIG — Roped In (Comedy)
1000
VITAGRAPH— In the Flat Above
(Comedy)
1000
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 27th, 1912.
ECLIPSE — Trebizond and Surroundings (Scenic)
500
ECLIPSE — A Man for a Day (Comedy)
500
EDISON— The Totville Eye (Comedy)
1000
ESSANAY— The Stain (Drama)
.....1000
KALEM — The Water-Right War (Comedy)
1000
PATHE— The Sheriff's Brother (Drama)
SELIG — The Hobo's Rest Cure (Comedy)
1000
VITAGRAPH— The Wood Violet (Drama)
1000
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28th, 1912.
BIOGRAPH— After the Honeymoon
(Comedy)
BIOGRAPH— An Absent-Minded Burglar (Comedy) ...
ESSANAY — The Boss of the Katz Mine (Drama)
1000
LUBIN — Satin and Gingham (Drama)
1000
MELIES — Linked by Fate (Drama)
iooO'
PATHE— The Three Bachelors' Turkey (Comedy)
....
SELIG — The Triangle (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Three Girls and a Man (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— The Eavesdropper (Comedy)
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 29th, 1912.
C. G. P. C. — The Love of Algabert and Elizabeth (Drama)
EDISON — The Island of Ceylon, India (Scenic)
..1000
ESSANAY— The Iron Heel (Drama)
KALEM — The Chaperon Gets a Ducking (Comedy)
KALEM— Ruth Roland, the Kalem Girl (Sporting)
LUBIN — The Stroke Oar (Comedy-Drama)
1000
PATHE — The Great Steeplechase (Special 2 reels-Drama)
SELIG — Friends in San Rosario (Comedy-Drama)
SELIG — Raising Barley in Japan (Edu.)
VITAGRAPH — Susie to Susanne
(Drama)
1000
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30th, 1912.
CINES — Corneto Tarquiana, Central Italy (Scenic) ... 335
CINES — A Comedy of Errors (Comedy)
650
EDISON — On Donovan's
Division (Drama)
1000
ESSANAY — Broncho Billy's Mexican Wife (Drama)
1000
KALEM— The Mayor from Ireland (Drama)
1000
LUBIN — Ranch Mates (Drama)
1000
PATHE— The Winning of White Dove (Drama)
VITAGRAPH — O'Hara, Squatter and Philosopher (Com.). 1000

EXHIBITORS— TAKE

N OTI CE— I M PO RTANT

Beginning with releases of Nov. 18th, we will sell (brand new, of course, as we handle
absolutely no second-hand junk) all Kalem and Lubin 1 sheets at 10c. each; 3 sheets,
35c. each, and 6 sheets, 65c. each.
All other licensed 1 sheets 15c, as before

Photoplayers
Post Cards
Poster Frames
Write for Free
Catalogue

Photos 1 I x 14— 24 Licensed Stars
Posters 28 x 42 — 10 Licensed Stars

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

$2.00a dozen prepaid

$1.50 for entire set prepaid

40 Licensed Stars and 25 Independent Stars.
Quality and Finish superior to any ever sold
• $4.00 per 1000.
Any assortment "J
For three-sheet boards, with space in centre for one-sheet posters.
Different Colors. Designs and Wordings.
Assorted: 10 for $1.20 prepaid

rc^tnvccaond
TORS
EXHI
30 BI
UNION
SQUARE, NEWadsvpee
YORK

ARTHUR D. JACOBS,
Pres. and General Mgr.
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Scott & Van Altena, Inc.

Song Slides.
A. L. Simpson, Inc.
"I Am
Without You, My Dear," Pub. by Jos. Reinhorn,
N. Lonesome
Y.
"When
She Co.,
is OldN. \Enough
to Marry,"
Pub, by F. B.
Haviland
Pub.
"Just a Twig from the True Lover's Tree," Pub, by I.
Helf, X. Y.
'Sunt
(How I Love You)" Pub. by Cadillac
Music Co.,Margenette
N

"Billy, Billy, Bounce Your Baby Doll," Leo Feist.
"Just Because It's you," Stern.
"Angel Man," Ben Ritchie,
irgie Rose," W, Rossiti
"Ghost of the Violin," Ted Snyder.
"Melody Chimes," Morris.
"Dearie Mine," Stern.
"Want to Be Loved," Smith & Brown.
"S.ul On SiK-'ry Hoon," II. Rossiter.
"Irish Eyes," 11. A. Weyman & Son.
"How Can I Live Without You," Roger
"Forever
More," I. Seidel.

I

"My Same Pal," Pub. by Song Writers Music Co., X. V

Are yonPicture
using Curtain
Uu dmI1 Lot
advertising
"Die
Moving
as toO median
yon (boaton It,Earth
and today
make — yonr
\
of annonncement slides, Ave for
fl.10, delivered to von.
Bend tot catalog.

NIAGARA SLIDE COMPANY,

Made

MAKE

Lockport. New York

SOMETHING
THE UNBREAKABLE
AND WASHABLE

■■

MAKE

YOUR OWN

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Written on as Easily as Paper
ired Mica Tbat Can be Written
of Specially Prepared
CENTS EACH
PRICE 25 CENTS

BATTERSHALL

& OLESON,

'cmcAQo^Lif.1*-

>LIDES of All Kinde

Send for Catalogue "W"

of oar new line of beaatlfal

ANNOUNCEMENT

SLIDES

Each slide Illustrated from life and most exquisitely colored.
Advertising Slide* at Reasonable Rate*
Our Song Slide Catalogue of 500 different songs free to snyone
tbe asking.

SCOTT

& VAN ALTENA,

THE

SLIDES

THAT

for

UTILITY

59 Pearl St., New York City

HAVE

SET

A

STANDARD

.

NEW

BALKAN

LECTURE

STATES

WAR

21
READY
40
21
21 slides
40

1733 West

'EM
YOURSELF SLIDES

Sixth Floor, Powers

SONG

CO.
N. Y.

OMIT

the illustrated song, you're running a mirthless, mechanical, monotonous show.
$30.00
service is the greatest bargain ever offered to exhibitors.
Full particulars and Catalog No. 10 promptly mailed.

CHICAGO

Brooklyn,

"WE AEE PURE AIH SPECIALISTS," Not
Hot Air Merchants. Send us seating capacity
of your Theatre, and we will seod you full particulars, regarding tbe cleverest little device on
tbe market today. It will transform tbe 111smelllng, obnoxious air of your Theatre Into a
Healthy, Sweet-scented Atmosphere. Write today for full particulars and Prices.
MIDLAND
TRANSPARENCY
CO.
314 Ramge Bldg., Omaha, Neb.

Plain
$5.00
Colored. . . 10.00
Plain
10.00
Colored
20.00

YOU

TRANSPARENCY

9th St.,

with lecture or self-explaining-.
1 sheet colored lithos free.
Produced from genuine views from the
battlefields of Turkey.
Full of action and actual scenes of the war.
Mfr.
Fine Art Slides
, 0.«,
. «-,.,_
e .
»■
%#
■
A. J. CLAPHAM
New York
'30 West 37th St.,
send for w /r« ca/a/„^«

WHEN

Lewis.

Make them yourself Written with pen and ink
or typewriter. Three minutes to make a slide. Used
for advertising slides, to announce future or feature
programmes, for chorus slides when chorus slide is
missing. We send four colors of gelatin. The slides
look well and anyone can make them. They are
handy also for announcing vaudeville acts. In fact
they may be readily used for anything you may wish
to say to your audience.
For the sum of three dollars ($3) cash with order,
we will send by express, charges not prepaid, or
$3-50 by registered mail, prepaid (Canadian orders by
registered mail only), the following:
24 cover glass, 1 package binder strips, 1 dozen
mats, 1 instruction sheet, 1 form sheet and 50 strips
assorted colors gelatin — enough for from 300 to 400
slides. Order now.
Address:

NEW

DE
A SLIents
NK ownMICannouncem
BLAyour
E.7ggggg make

gag*

WORLD

for 3 months' slide

SLIDE EXCHANGE

Building

37 S. Wabash

Avenue, Chicago, 111.
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Calendar of Independent Releases.
Current Releases.
SUNDAY,
NOVEMBER
24, 1912.
REX — The Broken Ring (Drama)
CRYSTAL— The Quarrel (Comedy)
CRYSTAL— The Valet and the Maid (Comedy)
ECLAIR— The Invisible (Comedy)
ECLAIR — Seville and Its Gardens (Scenic)
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 25th, 1912.
IMP — Mamma's Boy (Comedy)
■
NESTOR — The Regeneration of Worthless Dan (Drama)..
CHAMPION— The Gateway to America
(Drama)
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 26th, 1912.
BISON — An Indian Outcast (Drama)
GEM— The Toll of the Sea (Drama)
ECLAIR — A Girl from the Country (Comedy-Drama)
WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER
27th, 1912.
NESTOR — A Friend Indeed (Comedy-Drama)
POWERS — The Way of the Transgressor (Comedy)
AMBROSIO— Playing with Edged Tools (Drama)
UNIVERSAL— The Animated Weekly No. 38 (Topical)...
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28th, 1912.
IMP — Vengeance
(Two-reel Drama)
REX — For the Love of Mike (Drama)
:
ECLAIR— The Darling of the Mounted (Drama)
FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER
29th, 1912.
NESTOR — The Matrimonial
Agency
of Roaring
Gulch
(Comedy)
POWERS— Hawkins Moves (Comedy)
•
VICTOR— It Happened Thus (Comedy)
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30th, 1912.
IMP — The Double Cross
■
IMP — The Bullet-proof Coat (Comedy)
BISON — The Massacre of the Fourth Cavalry....MILANO— The Enchanted Umbrella (Comedy)
MILANO— Boniface Is Bashful (Comedy)
MILANO — Adda River Rapids (Scenic)

Advance Releases
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 1st, 1912.
REX— A Heart Reclaimed
(Drama)
CRYSTAL— Locked Out (Comedy)
CRYSTAL— A Picnic in Dakota (Comedy)
ECLAIR— At the Flame, the Butterfly Burnt Its Wings
(Drama)
■
MONDAY, DECEMBER 2nd, 1912.
NESTOR — Romance and Reality (Drama)
IMP— No Greater Love (Drama)
CHAMPION— Billy Jones of New York (Comedy Drama)
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3rd, 1912.
BISON— Big Rock's Last Stand (Two-reel Drama)
GEM — Apartment No. 13 (Comedy)
•
ECLAIR — Bonnie, Bonnie Banks of Loch Lomond (Dr.)
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4th, 1912.
NESTOR— The Silent Call (Drama)
POWERS— An Energetic Member
of the S. P. C. A.
(Comedy)
■
AMHROSIO — The Inseparable Friends (Comedy)
AMBROSIO— Plenty of Good Lungs (Comedy)
UNIVERSAL— The Animated Weekly No. 39 (Topical) . . .
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5th, 1912.
IMP — Through Shadowed Vales (Drama)
•
REX — Paul and Virginia (Two-reel Drama)
ECLAIR— Dick's Wife (Comedy)
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6th, 1912.
NESTOR— Brides and Bridles (Comedy)
NESTOR— Almost a Suicide (Comedy)...,
POWERS— When the Sphinx Spoke (Comedy)
POWERS— Waterfalls of California (Scenic)
VICTOR — The Foolishness of Oliver (Comedy)
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7th, 1912.
BISON— The Rights of a Savage (Drama)
IMP — A Trip Through the Cincinnati Zoo
IMP— An Election Bet (Comedy)
MILANO— Diamond Cut Diamond (Two-reel Drama)

Current Releases
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 24th, 1912.
MAJESTIC— An Old Love Letter (Drama)
THANHOUSER— The Truant's Doom
(Drama)
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 25th, 1912.
AMERICAN— Jack's Word
(Drama)
1000
ITALA — The
Horror
of
Sin
(2
reels)
(Drama)
.
.
."
TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER
26th, 1912.
GAUMONT — The Destructive Duelists (Comedy)
MAJESTIC— Shocking Her Future Mother-in-Law (Com.)
THANHOUSER— The Thunderbolt
(Drama)
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 27th, 1912.
GAUMONT— Gaumont's Weekly, No. 38 (Topical)
RELIANCE — Thanksgiving
(Drama)
SOLAX— The Paralytic (Drama)
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 28th, 1912.
AMERICAN— Her Own Country (Drama)
1000
GAUMONT— Olga the Adventuress (Drama)
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 29th, 1912.
LUX— The Diary of a Bad Boy (Comedy)
LUX — Grateful Henry (Comedy)
SOLAX — The Jenkins-Perkins War (Comedy)
THANHOUSER— The Forest Rose (Parts 1 & 2— Dr.)
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30th, 1912.
AMERICAN— The Hidden Treasure (Comedy-Drama)....
AMERICAN— On Board the S. S. Dubuque Naval Training
Ship (Edu.)
GAUMONT— How New York Travels (Topical)
GAUMONT— The Servian in the Balkan War (Topical)
GREAT
NORTHERN— The
Queen
of the Season
(Comedy)
RELIANCE— The Brother of the "Bat" (Drama)

Advance Releases
SUNDAY,
DECEMBER
1st, 1912.
MAJESTIC— The Hypnotic
Chair (Comedy)
TH AX HOUSER— Standing Room Only (Drama)
MONDAY,
DECEMBER
2nd, 1912.
AMERICAN— Pals (Drama)
ITALA— A Spider On the Brain (Comedy)
ITALA— Too Much
Beauty
(Comedy)
TUESDAY,
DECEMBER
3rd, 1912.
GAUMOXT — The Matrimonial Express (Comedy)
MAJESTIC— In the Old Town (Comedy)
THANHOUSER— A Will and a Way
(Drama)
WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER 4th, 1912.
GAUMONT— Gaumon't Weekly Xo. 39 (Topical)
RELIAXCE— Old Mademoiselle's
Secret (2 reels, Dr.)
SOLAX— The Raffle (Comedy)
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5th, 1912.
AMERICAN — The Animal
Within
(.Drama)
GAUMONT — A Telephone Entanglement (Comedy)...
GAUMONT— Twixt the Devil and the Deep Sea (Com.)
PUXCH— Oh, You Baby! (Comedy)
PUNCH— Poor Finney (Comedy)
FRIDAY,
DECEMBER
6th, 1912.
LUX — Weary Gussie Finds a Job (Comedy)
LUX — Arabella Railway
(Comedy)
SOLAX— The Face at the Window (Drama)
THANHOUSER— A Romance of the U. S. Navy (Dr.)
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7th, 1912.
AMERICAN" — Bludsoe's Dilemma
(Drama)
GAUMONT — A Storm on the French Coast (Scenic)..
GREAT
NORTHERN— (Title Not Reported)
RELIANCE — Topsy Turvy Love Affair (Comedy)....

Mutual Film Corporation
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 29th, 1912.
KAY BEE — The Invaders — 3 reels (Drama)
MONDAY, DECEMBER 2nd, 1912.
KEYSTONE— Pat's Day Off (Comedy)
KEYSTOXE — .Brown's Seance (Comedy)
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4th, 1912.
BROXCHO— His Squaw.. 2 reels (Drama)

1000

1000
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449

1000
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A TRY TELLS WHY
EXHIBITORS

DEMAND

WARNER
FEATURES
TRACKED

BY WIRELESS
3

Rl

IV!

UR

New England Exhibitors %S£ZX2STO" c
I cXdS

WRITE
:**%■*«»
■TwUSU
tXniDIIOrS

T**w*%*»

THE RAIDERS

TO

JEROME

ABRAMS,

DALLAS,
STREET,
MAIN
r. d. thrash,
manager

TEXAS

17091/

of the MEXICAN

MANAGER

BORDER

PERIL OF THE PLAINS :: REDEMPTION :: GLASS COFFIN :: REGENERATION

WARNERS
NOW

BEING

NEW
YORK:
145
CLEVELAND.
0:
CHICAGO.
ILL.:
PHILADEl.ril I A,
INDIANAPOLIS.
SAN FRANCISCO.
DALLAS,
TEX.:
GAUMONT
FEATURE

BOOKED BY THE FOLLOWING OFFICES ONLY
WARNER'S FEATURE KANSAS
FILM CITY.CO.
Wth Street.
MO.: 413 Gloyd Building.

West
Columbia
Building.
Dapples Bldg., 167 W. Washington St.
PA.:
12<>2 Race St.
IND.: Illinois and Maryland Streets.
< AL. : 310 Grant Bldg.
1709^ Main St.

CO., TORONTO.
CANADA.
FILM & CALCIUM LIGHT CO.,
129 4th Avenue,
PITTSBURGH,
PA.

HEADQUARTERS

FEATURES
ST. LOUIS,
Mil.: Benolst Ruildinz.
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.: Northwestern
OMAHA.
NED.:
Ramage Building.
ATLANTA.
GA
>llng.

Building.

BUFFALO, MICH
N. Y.: :.".1
ChurchBuilding.
Street.
DETROIT.
Equity
BOSTON, MASS.: 224 Tremont St.. Room
FEATURE

1«.

FILM CO., NEW
ORLEANS.
GACMONT
CO., WINNIPEG,

LA.
MAN.

Write nearest office for open dates

145 WEST 45th STREET

NEW

SUITE

YORK

806-807-808

CITY
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$20,000 PRODUCTION

OF

The MIDNIGHT RIDE
OF PAUL REVERE
3 R EELs

OR THE SPIRIT OF 76

STATE

RIGHTS

NOW

3000 FEET

SELLING

Secret Service Steve
A story of smuggling along the Canadian border.

3 Reels

A Sensation from Start to Finish

3000 Feet

The
Wage
Earners
A Story of Labor vs. Capital
3 Reels

A Box Office Record Breaker
A

FEW

GOOD

3 Reels

STATES

OPEN

3000 Feet

FOR THESE

Sapho

^\**T\Vkf\

3000 Feet

m Deadwood Dick *2
The Hero of the Black Hills
WATCH

FOR

OUR

NEXT

RELEASES

Shenandoah and Quo Vadis
ATLAS MFG. CO., 414 Century Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

THK

MOVl.M,

PICTURE

WORLD

STATE RIGHTS

THE INTERNATIONAL CONSPIRACY
(3 Reels)
THE BIG SCENE
A motorboat and its human occupants destroyed by a torpedo fired
from a battleship.

Heralds, Lobby Display, Posters, 1, 3 and 6 Sheets

PERILS OF THE ATLANTIC
(2 Reels)
THE BIG SCENE
The sinking of the ocean steamship after it has struck an iceberg.
If you don't care whether your competitor
one over on you" let him "beat you to it" on
ing on the dotted line of contracts for these
This is gutter English, but in every syllable
is arithmetic. Will it count for or against
Heralds, Lobby Display,

"puts
signfilms.
there
you ?

Posters, 1, 3 and 6 Sheets

Some Territories Still Unsold

THE

VENGEANCE

OF

EGYPT

(3 Reels)

IN THE LAND

OF THE LIONS

(2 Reels, Hand Colored)
Copyrights protect all our films. Infringements will be vigorously prosecuted

SGAUMONT
#%

FLUSHING,

N. Y.

CO. g=g
#%
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STATE

RIGHTS

SELLING!!

Let's Be Honest About

RIP VAN WINKLE
IN TWO

From

Washington

PARTS

Irving's American

Classic

Our Production Is Not the Only Only, But We Claim
It Is the Very Best!
It is best in point of story construction — it is incomparably better photography.
In selection of backgrounds and settings the difference is overwhelmingly in its
favor.
It is enacted by the greatest Cinema Artists in the world.

It Is Best Upon Every Count
It is a subject which will always have the most favorable booking
possibilities. It hasn't the momentary appeal — it has the eternal
— You will always find bookings for it.
Sit down with your business judgment and common sense and figure out what
scores of millions have not yet seen this greatest of all American stories. Think
of the hundreds of theatres where it may be booked.
" Rip Van Winkle " is being sold at the very lowest figure ever
quoted on a genuine feature. Its price is our vital clinching
argument.
It is the probable reason why you'll buy.
We have cut off our profit that you may make yours, for while profit is
desirable to us, we realize that it is essential to you, the buyer.
This feature, like every Union Feature, is perfectly surrounded by advertising
material. Three sheets and two ones, slides, heralds, booklets, cuts, photos, lobby
display frames — in fact, everything any feature can profitably use.

ASK THE PRICE !
Write and inquire the price — that won't cost nor lose much of your time, and it
will bring you an astonishing offer in return.

UNION

"THE HOUSE

OF SUCCESS"

FEATURES
FORMERLY

"UNIVERSAL

225 West

FEATURES"

42nd Street

New

York City

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

THE AWAKENING AND BIRTH
OF THE
UNITED
STATES
IN

THREE

REELS

THE HISTORICAL

FILM OF 1912

can possibly be of more interest to all
WHAT
true Americans than this film which is a living
history of our country?

"DREAM OF THE DAYS THAT WERE,
HOPE FOR THE DAYS TO COME,
LAND OF A THOUSAND HILLS,
DEAR LAND OF LIBERTY."
State right buyers, we have received thousands of
requests from exhibitors among which are many
schools and churches. The demand for this film
is there. Will you be the one in. your state to fill
it and reap the big profits ?
We cannot print here all we would like to, so have
made up a beautiful fifty-four page illustrated booklet. Send twenty-five cents and get one while they
last. An elaborate variety of lithographs, photos,
and heralds have been made. Also a 70 page book
of Music.

This is a Feature in the True Sense of the Word
Sold and Distributed by the

GENERAL FILM PUBLICITY & SAIES COMPANY
145
H. A. SPANUTH
Pre--

WEST
NEW

45th
„A«*—
YORK

STREET
«.™,w.
CITY

H- w- EBANN
Treas.

«v7
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Mil

The explosion that shook the earth for miles around, broke windows in
the New York skyscrapers and covered the front pages of the daily papers
with across-the-page "screamers," was the STARTLING AND DARING
DIP OF DEATH performed by DARE DEVIL LAW for the

INTERNATIONAL

BEAT

acknowledged by the press as the most daring "stunt" ever attempted.
Newspapers all over the United States devoted columns describing the
"Big Punch" of our three reel feature production

AT THE RISK OF HIS LIFE

Can you imagine the value of such splendid publicity? Remember,
every man, woman and child who can read English, German, Yiddish and
Italian has read the description of this DEATH DEFYING performance.
The amount of publicity given this film HAS NEVER BEFORE
BEEN EQUALLED.
Think of it! A man rising to a height of 1000 feet in' a 90 foot balloon,
exploding 120 pounds of dynamite and then come shooting through this
mass of flame and smoke, hanging on to an 18-foot parachute! Do you
wonder at the fact that the exhibitors demand INTERNATIONAL
FEATURES, when we pull off thrillers of this kind?
AND THIS IS ONLY ONE OF MANY.
It will pay you to get in touch with any of our twenty exchanges:
New York, N. Y., 145 West 45th Street.
Philadelphia, Pa., 1202 Race Street.
Pittsburgh, Pa., 404 Ferry Street.
Cleveland, Ohio, 425 Columbia Building.
Chicago, 111., 348 Marquette Building.
St. Louis, Mo., 80454 Pine Street.
Kansas City, Mo., 214 East 12th Street.
Minneapolis, Minn., 801 Plymouth Bldg.
Des Moines, la., 420 Clapp Building.
Dallas, Texas, 302 Flateau Building.

Boston, Mass., 224 Tremont Street.
Detroit, Mich., Duffield Hall.
Indianapolis, Ind., 25 West Washington Street.
Syracuse, N. Y., Larned Theatre.
San Francisco, Cal., 1149% Mission Street.
Portland, Ore., 333 Oak Street.
Montreal, Canada, 404 New Birks Building.
Washington, D. C., 204 Bank of Commerce Building.
Atlanta, Ga., 217 Rhoades Building.
Albany, N. Y., Clinton Sq. Theatre.

INTERNATIONAL FEATURE FILM CO.
145 WEST

45th STREET

NEW

YORK

THE

Sttndia*

M
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Georg Kleinke Berlin SW
Friedrichstrasse

("Krno-AusstcHiing )

^Georg Kleinke

PICTl Kl".

WHOLESALE

235

DE'ALER

IN

Moving Picture Films and Apparatus
Cable Address: Kleinfilm, Berlin

Telephone: Nollendorf 222

Bankers: Bank fiir Handel und Industrie
Post Office Paying Dept. (Postscheck-Konto) No. 12955 Berlin

Bank-Conto:

Rare Bargains in Films
N'.-lI.v

PRICES

OFFERED
Price

Name.
Length. Make.
The Great Attraction of the Circus. 3300 Scand.
The Wav
Leading to Death
1850 Duske
The
Orphan
Girl
--00 Pathe
Nelly, the Tamer
2250 Ambroslo
Faithful to Death
2400 Pasquall
Strife and Victory in Love
2280 Pathe
The Message
from the Emperor
1150 Mauniente
Behind the Walls of the Convent.. 2340 Eclipse
Va Banque
8240 Bloscop
From Misery to Fortune
2250 Latluin
Heart's Darling
3120 Scand.
The Lost Son
2400 d'Art
Theodor Korner
2400 Blograph
Their Stranded Goods
1590 Komet
The Victim
of an Illusion
2490 Kunstftlm
Between Heaven and Sea
2700 Scand.
Tarantella
2970 Bloscop
His Past
2250 Blograph
Of
Different
Race
3390
The Den of Death
1500 d'Art
Pathe
The Fetters of Love
1590 "
The Daughter of the Governor
2745 Scand.
Mine is the Revenge
2880 Messier
Enclosed in Darkness and Ice
2850 Continental
The Man Without a Conscience
2910 Scand.
The Dead Are Silent
1890 Messter
The Triumph of Good
1830 Pathe
Annv
Marv
990 Clnes
The
The Two
Fancy "Brothers
Joke
Refound
The Spot on Her Past Life
The Heroine of Naples
The Black Chancellor
A Mother's
Love and Sufferings
Sins
of Our Time

2100
2400
1500
3750
1920
3300
2406
2910

Ambroslo
Messter
Komet
Duske
Pathe
Scand.
Pasquall
Scand.

From Jealousy
1530
Treason
1860
The
Purifying
Fire
2070
The Plighted Word
2940
Self Defence
2400
Without Mother's Love
2950
Tirza. the Singer
2500
Sealed Lips
2440
The Good Companion
1800
The Daughter of the Other
2200
Spell Broken
1600
A Woman from the Ancient Rome.. 1950
Under the Wheels of the Metropolis 2160
On Foreign Track
1900
The Stranger
3000
Ellen
1845
The Devil is Loose
2106
Sacrificed to the Sister
1000
The Sacrifice of the Sheriff
969
Guilt Paid Off
1600
For the Honor of His Father
1800
Nanon
2650
Shamus
O'Brien
1S0O
The
Cash-Box
1650
Graziella
1400
The Sufferings of a Mother
1S00
The Rose of The hes
1860
Destructive Passion
2400
Emmie's
Secret
1550
Undeserved
Suffering
3300
The Spies of the Fortress
2730
Shadow of Life
1830
For Love
to Him
2200
War in the Prairie
1563

Pathe
Cines
Pasquall
Messter
Clnes
d'Art
Eclair
BIo9COp
Messter
Eclair
Clnes
Ambroslo
Lnx
Bison
Blograph
Scand.
Pathe
Messter
Sellg
Clnes
Messter
d'Art
Imp-Film
Gaumont
Path?
Clnes
Komet
Ambroslo
Pasquall
Scand.
Messter
Clnes
Bison

100.
120.
115.
$165.
130.
50.
118.

120.

u u

WITHOUT

T. Word
Circus
Orphan
Tamer
Death
Strife
Message

140.
100.
140.
100.
140.

Convent
Misery
Banque

75.
110.
110.
125.
100.

Korner
Goods
Illusion
Heaven
Tarantella
Past
Different

150.
65.
68.
100.
110.
110.
40.
60.
65.
65.
70.

Heart
Son

Fetters
Den
Revange
Governor
Titanic
Mary
Dead
Triumph
Man
Brother
Tife
Refound
Joke

60.
125..
55.
60.
95.
85.
50.
60.
52.
70.
90.
90.
70.
80.
50.
40.
55.
50.
60.
50.
50.
78.
55.
30.
30.
40.
,

45.
70.
40.
50.
40.
55.
50.
50.
90.
40.
48.
75.
60.

Naples
Love
Chanceler
Sins
Jealousy
Fire
Treason
Word
Self
Mother
Lips
Tirza
Companion
Other
Rome
Wheels
Spell
Track
Stranger
Ellen
Sacrificed
Devil
Sheriff
Gallt
Father
Nanon
Shamus
Graziella
Box
Sufferings
Thebes
Passion
Emmie
Undeserved
Fortress
Shadow
Prairie
Blm

GUARANTEES

Name.
Length.
King's inThrone
Kings
Exile and Woman-Love... 2001
8607
The Secret
of a Woman
2100
The Tourney of Love
240<)
Converted
1600
The Solemn Hour
1740
The Star of Brilliants
990
Who is the Culprit
1491
A Song of Life
2610
Nolly
2925
The Yellow
Race
2709
The Countess Water Lily
■
1224
The Oath of Stephan Huller
3300
The Third
2440
The Power of Youth
1815
The Secret of Cloister Korn
2115
Powers of Fate
1749
Flames in the Shadow
2475
Malice of Woman
1800
The Temptation
2097
The Secret of the Inventor
2070
The Spark Underneath the Ashes... 2400
The Bride of Death
.'{360
For
Guilt
2550
The Others'
Model
1875

Exile
Thorney
Bona
Woman
Klngsthrou
T. W.,r.l
Make.
I'rlc ( Converted
d'Art
66
Urillants
Uaiimont $ 100.
I'atlie
55. Hour
Vltaseope 60.
Vltasc.
40.
Culprit
Race1'lames
Itala
45
Scand.
■rkorn
Gaumont
40.
Eclipse
70. Thin]
Iluller
I.llv
Blograph
80.
Power
Vontln.
75.
Messter
40. late
Vltasc.
90. Malignity
Bloscop
70.
Continent. 50.
Inventor
d'Art
60.
Temptation
Pathe
45. Ashe*
Bride
Pasquall
7n.
d'Art
48
Itala
45.
Others
Clnes
60
Model
Ways
l>>--.].<rnona
Komet
00.
Scand.
95. Jugde
Play
ISiograph
75.
Vltasc.
80
Written
Cry
Pasquall
80.
Scand.
70
Past
"
50
Fair
Bloscop
BO
Itala
70
Experiment
Dlssappolnt.
Eclipse
60
Vampyr
Vitagraph 80.
Many
Eclair
55
Sea
Cines
84.
Scand.
80
Terror
Monday
"
85
Fortune
"
55"
••
55

The Ways of Life
The Judgo
Desdemona
Miss Madam
So it Stands Written
The Shadows of the Past
The Fair of Life
The Experiment of Death
Disappointment
A Hazardous
Play
The Cry for Luck of Life
The Terror
the Desert
The
Vampyr of Dancer

3150
2680
1065
3300
2550
2910
3150
2139
loso
2860
3150
2160
2100

Saved Fortune
from the Bottom of the Sea
Good
One of Many
Monday
of Roses
Burst
Chains
The
White
Domino
The Riddle of His Life
Receiver of the Dead Letter
Indian
Blood
The Serpent at the Bosom
Disguised Love
To Beat
Retreat
The Right of Youth
The Daughter of the Railway
When
Love is Dying
The Plant on the Asphalt
The Avenger of His Honor
A Love Life
Dr. Gar-el- Hama
Temptations of the Metropolis
Sin of Youth
The Love of the Young Lady
The Lie of Life
Passionate
Impulses
Dark Existences
The Dangerous Ago
The Aviator and Wife of the Journalist
The Four Devils
Anne of the Ballhouse
The Deaf Bell Ringer of Notre Dame
The Sacrifice of the Alcohol
The Sinning Love

2100 Eclair
Imp-Film
2250
3300 Blograph
2s.->o Scand.
2250 Blograph
2550
"
2050
"
2028 Messter
2505 Scand.
2520 Blograph
8160 Messter
3150 VIMseope
2680 S.and.
3000
"
2700
"
26.S5
"
3000
"
2700
"
LM.iO
"
2700
"
8480
"
2400
"
33003000
"
::".»)
"
2340
"
8180
3300 Polar
2*so Vltascope
3300 Pathe
2400
"
3240 Bloscop

52'.
60
90.
80.
60
70
70.
90
70.
05.
90.
90.
55
88
65.
68
65
65
75.
60
70.
70.
50.
60.
65.
60.
70.
70.
50.

Chains
Domino
Riddle
rea t
Blood
Receiver
Bosom
Dvlng
Disguised
Railway
life
Right
Lady
Plant
Avenger
Hama i'Olls
Lie
Existences
Impulses
Sins
Age
Aviator
Fourdevlls
Anne
Alcohol
Ringer

35.
Sinning- -

Films delivered C. O. D. When shipped
Mk. 100. to
— foreign
to 200. — countries half of the amount," or at least
is to be paid before the shipment is made.
The Films are in good condition.
Posters for each film at
cheapest prices. Delivery at once if money order is cabled.
GEORGE KLEINKE.
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LICENSED
FILM STORIES

LUBIN.
BY THE 8EA (Dec. 2). — ITarry Harvey, a flsber
lad, Is In love with Marie Forrest, a shepherdess,
(me night be proposes and Is accepted. Several
days before the wedding, Marie and her girl friends
are busily at work on the Intended bride's 6linple
trousseau. Marie suddenly falls HI. Harry refrom a fishing
trip, rushes
Marie's
He looksturning
through
the window
of herto room
andhome.
sees
her dying form on the bed. He rushes to her
side just in time to witness her pathetic death.
At his request, she is buried on the rocky shore
where she bad promised to wed him. After a few
weeks, heartbroken and miserable, be falls across
her grave. As he lies prostrate over the rocky
mound, clinging to her tombstone, the tide creeps
over his body and he dies. The heartbroken mother
buries liiin alongside of Marie.
STRUGGLE OF HEARTS
(Dec. 3)
John Carnes
escaped from prison after serving several years.
His wife died while he was in prison. Chance
brought him to Rodney Ford, a minister, who
helped him. Carnes obtained work on a farm.
Ethel Rand, a niece of bis employer, paid a visit
to the farm. Ethel and Carnes fell in love. His
conscience troubled him; he did not know which
was the right thing to do — tell her of his past
life or keep silent. Then he thought of his benefactor, Ford. He hastened to him for advice.
Ford told him to tell. Not until he had seen the
photograph of the young lady did the minister
realize that it was his fiancee whom Carnes loved,
but he remained silent. Ford decided to visit her
and learn the truth. His suspense was shortlived,
for her actions plainly told him he must renounce
her. Accidentally Carnes happens to witness the
meeting of his benefactor and Ethel and believing
himself an impostor he leaves a message for her
and goes away. He had not proceeded far when
Ford overtook him, but a struggle between love
and honor takes place, before the sacrificing minister succeeded in convincing Carnes that the only
hope of making him and the girl he loved happy
was for him to return to her. Carnes returned to
the girl, who waited for him with outstretched
arms.
TWIXT LOVE AND AMBITION (Dec. 5).—
Marie Wayne sings one evening in a concert and
attracts the attention of a manager, who offers her
a position on the stage. Her lover, John Sterne,
pleads with her to decline and urges her to marry.
Love and ambition struggle desperately. Ambition
conquers, and the two take separate paths. Finally
the widowed Bister of John Sterne dies, leaving
her little boy, a child of four or five. For the sake
of the boy's health, John buys a little home in the
country. Entrusting him to the care of an old
Irish woman whom he believes to be reliable, he
goes to the city every morning to business, returning in the evening. Meanwhile Marie has
scored a triumph in foreign lands, but unable to
forget John. At length she returns and rents for
the summer a country place bordering upon the
same mountain village near which John and the
child are living. One day when driving in her
motor car she Is attracted by a boy who is playing
by the roadside. Marie makes the acquaintance
of Dan. Marie and John are each entirely ignorant
of the proximity of the other, but the climax comes
when Dan Is rescued from drowning by Marie,
who takes him to her home, and sends an anonymous note with her chauffeur to Sterne's home.
John springs Into the* motor car, and unsuspecting
is driven to Marie's home. When John enters,
Marie Is bending over Dan, telling him a fairy
tale. At the sight of Marie, he starts violently.
Marie springs to ber feet. Dan catches sight of
his uncle ,and claps his bands for Joy. She and
John kneel on either side of the lounge, and the
two clasp hands across the little form.
LOCKED OUT (Dec. 6). — Mr. Jones having
rented some rooms in his house, finds It difficult
to collect rent from a young couple named Grim.
One night Jones and bis wife hear suspicious
noises in the Grim apartment, and thinking they
are moving, decide to keep an eye on them. He
goes to tbe sidewalk dressed only In his night
clothes, when the door slams and he la locked out.

PBORSATDEYR'SS
134 E. 14th St, N. Y.
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Someone passing causes him to bide in a large
hamper belonging to the Grlm's. Tbe basket is put
into a moving wagon, from which it has many
rough falls and humps before being captured and
put on the wagon again. Finally it is landed at
the new Grim's apartments. In the meantime
Mrs. Jones, who has missed ber husband from tbe
room, telephones the police and an investigation
ensues without avail. Grim and bis wife become
frightened at the noise in the hamper and takes
a few shots at it. When tbe basket is at last
opened, Jones pleads to be sent back home. Tbe
basket lands back borne at an expense of seventeen
dollars and twenty-nine cents expressage. Tbe
wife pays the bill and is happy to get back her
husband, who is none tbe worse off for bis rough
experience.
HIS FATHER'S CHOICE (Dec. 6).^Jack Halsted
is In love with Gertrude Terry a very fine but
poor girl. When his father, Kavel Halsted, discovers this, he threatens to cut him off without a
cent. Jack being dependent on his father, is In a
fine predicament and goes to a Mrs. Robbins for
advice. Her sympathies are all with Jack, and
she asks aim to bring the girl. Jack brings Gertrude, and Mrs. Robbins falls in love with her.
The young people tell Mrs. Robbins their story and
in each other's arms they weep. Then Jack decides that they will both commit suicide, and shows
how he will first shoot himself and then Gertrude,
and they will lay down in a nice position, and
die in each other's arms. Presently the father
comes in and staring at Gertrude remembers that
he has met her at a society function. Papa Halsted
and Mrs. Robbins give each other the wink and
the scene ends with "God bless you, my children."'
A SOLDIER'S FURLOUGH (Dec. 7).— Private
Robert
Adair
a tenill.days'
his
mother
whogets
is very
She furlough
dies and towe visit
see
Robert and Tom, his brother, burying their mother.
Robert has to leave his brother and return to
camp before his furlough is up. leaving Tom with
Roco, an old friend. Roco, while en route to visit
Tom, meets Jim, a squaw man, who asks him for
money, which Roco refuses. Two of the squaw
man's Indian associates come up and he gives them
some whiskey and secures their assistance in his
determination to rob Roco, but finding two men at
the home he tries to coerce the Indians into shooting them both. They refuse, however, even when
tempted by liquor, so the squaw man shoots, killing Robert's brother. Roco manages to get away
and warns Robert, whom he finds in the village,
where he has stopped for food. Robert, when he
learns the sad news, forgets about his being a soldier and returns to the home, to find it ransacked
and his brother dead. He swears vengeance and
after securing the promise of his friends that they
will bury his brother, he trails the squaw man,
catches up with him on the top of a freight train:
they struggle and fall from the train. The squaw
man, getting away from him, holds up an auto,
attempts to run it, and it goes over a bank. Robert
comes up to him and they have a hand-to-hand
fight down the side of a mountain, where Robert
gets the best of him and chokes him to death.
Being out of his mind from his intense mental
agony, he puts him on his back and carries him all
the way back to camp, where he reports to his
commanding officer, telling him the reason why he
committed the crime. He Is placed under arrest to
await his punishment. Thus we leave one who
has suffered much.

EDISON.
THE NEW SQUIRE (Dec. 2).— To the great
house of the village comes a new squire in the
person of an attractive young man who has recently fallen heir to the great estates which Manor
House overlooks. Among the tenants is a farmer
who has a burly assistant and also a niece whom
the assistant intends to marry. On a morning
ride the new squire sees the maiden and loses li is
heart. Unseen by her he follows cautiously until
he learns where she lives and half in love of adventure and half in love of her he returns to his
house, dons a workman's attire and applies for
a place anions 'he harvesters In her uncle's fields.
Of course as the love affair progresses jealousy
grows apace in the breast of the rival and when
he chances to see a stolen kiss he plans a revenge. Breaking a portion of the harvesting machinery he throws the blame on the new band and
the squire is incontinently thrown from the place.
Being a man of determination,
he telegraphs his
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uncle, the bishop, for ■ ipeclal license and taking his canoe goes to get the girl. He succeeds
in getting a ladder to ber window, but is attacked
by bis rival, and the girl receives a blow meant
for him, which render* her unconscious. Our hero,
however, bests bis adversary and taking tbe unconscious girl starts down tbe river in his canoe,
tbe farmer and tbe other man in pursuit. To go
through the lock means a loss of time and tbe
young man dares to shoot tbe heir with bis precious burden. He thus escapes and puts tbe girl
in charge of his housekeeper. Tbe farmer decides
to lay bis wrongs before tbe new squire, where,
of course, he finds a most disconcerting surprise
awaiting him. Under the circumstances one can
imagine that the farmer's opposition to a wedding
ii shortlived.
A DOLLAR SAVED IS A DOLLAR EARNED
(Dec. 3). — A youth of twenty starts bis business
career with hopes of advancement and increases
In salary. He marries the stenographer of the
office. Year after year tbe bookkeeper works in
the same monotonous way. Marriag". children, illraiti tbe small bank account. At the end
of twenty years the former ambitious youth Is now
a premature, tottering, shriveled old man. A young
clerk reproves the older man, whose latent manhood asserts itself. Crushing his pride, he recalls
hasty action and offers apologies; but tbe following
Saturday
"blue envel
Unknownbrings
to hertbehusband
the wife has saved the
small sum of one dollar each week out of his salary. When site learns of her husband's discharge
and suspects his discouragement over inability to
find employment, she carefully counts her savings
of the past years and shows it to bim. In his
travels while searching for work be sees pictures
of farming land for sale and with part of bis
wealth tbe happy couple purchase a farm. A year
later we see the old office man together with his
little family healthy and happy.
THE LATEST ADDITION TO THE U. S. NAVY
(Dec. dred
4). —thousand
"I christen
theepride
New rent
York."
a huncheers of
the and
air as
she
glided o'er the way. When fully equipped the
Battleship
Y'ork will
be a representation
more
than New
six millions
of dollars.
Ib dimensionsof
this great engine of war will measure five hundred
and seventy-three feet over all, and ber beam will
be ninety-five feet two and five-eighth inches, with
a net tonnage of twenty-seven thousand. She will
draw twenty-eight feet six inches of water and
move at a speed of twenty-one knots.
An aerial view taken from the crane shows
the vessel as it glides from tbe dry dock. The
President and other notable officials were photographed well up to the camera, not overlooking
the feminine charm of flower girl and sponsor.
THE VnNKTNG PARSON (Dec. V.— The Rev.
Anthony Gay is appointed to the pulpit of a church
at Newtonvllle. Unfortunately, he suffers from a
nervous affliction of the muscles of the right eye,
causing an Involuntary wink. Upon bis arrival
in Newtonvllle he Is introduced to his new flock
by the deacon, each individual interpreting the
wink differently. Some are shocked, others pleased,
girls giggle and two old women matrimonially inclined, take him seriously. One, au old spinster,
the other a widow, are both under the impression
that the parson is making advances to them. They
quickly respond to bis winks, overwhelm him with
attention and become insanely jealous of each
other, which nearly results In a hair-pulling match.
Finally it gets too hot for the parson, who realises
he is misunderstood all around and there is but
one thing to do and do quickly — resign. His "getaway" is discovered by tbe two females, who pursue him to the depot. He succeeds iu eluding them
by grasping the platform of the last coach just as
the train is leaving the station.
A FOREST FIRE (Dec. 6). — The picture was
taken in the Sierra National Forest in California
and shows what a wonderful work the United
States rangers are doing. We are flrst shown one
of the principal causes of forest fires, that of careless campers failing to extinguish their camp fire.
Next we see the lone lookout on top of the mountain peak overlooking the entire forest area. He
spots the white haze crawling up over the distant
ravine and sends the alarm to the forest headquarters overtothethe'phone.
the
alarm is sent
nearest From
ranger headquarters
and we see bim
mounting bis horse and starting for the fire. In
turn each ranger is notified and all arrive at the
burning forest, and then begins a fierce fight against
the fire. Not by water, but by rake, hoe. brush
and most of all by fire itself. The fire getting
beyond control, a general alarm is sent in and
help is called from the power house: but tbe fire
continues to resist their endeavors and more help
is needed. Tbe heliograph is called into play and
a message is sent miles across from one mountaiD
peak to another.
As a result farmers are called
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out who, getting on a high speed truck auto, dash
to the burning forest.
We see a settler driven from his home and all
his possessions lost In the Banes. And when night
noses around we Bee whal a strong Lesson has been
taught
Id the few merry campers
who left
Mr.' burning bj the roadside, never thlpklng ol the
future nor ot the result. We are shown the pathos
and the destruction caused bj carelessness.
HIS MOTHER'S
HOPE
(Dec. 7).— Wandering
In
his childish gambols from the unwatchful eyes or
bis governess, a little hoy mysteriously disappears.
Then follows the anguish of parental devotion,
Time goes on, lonesome days and weary nights
come and go, the mother's anxious outstretched
day by day fall closer to her side. Whispering hope into her husband's ear she expires.
There is a row In a gypsy camp. A scrawny
youth still In his twenties Is defending a wretched
hag from the brutalities of her husband. For bis
White act he Is turned from the camp, the only
home hi' knows, where he wandered some years
The hand of fate again marks his course
and eventually he becomes the father of a happy
borne. Happiness and small prosperity are but
momentary, for In the wayward flight of time reverses befall him and the merciless fangs of starvation have already begun to gnaw.
In desperation, he enters the home of a wealthy
gentleman, seated by the fireside. Hearing a
strange noise, he turns and, crouching on the floor
In abject fear, is the despicable form of a thief.
In a climatic situation, the apparition of his wife
appears; the hand of Justice Is replaced by that
of clemency and the Intruder Is turned free. A
strong resemblance in his face, however, causes
fatm to follow. As he does the dawn of hope begins to hrighten and in a strong heart scene, the
story terminates with the return of the loved to
the lost and the gratification of "His Mother's
Hope."

ESSANAY.
WESTERN GIRLS (Dec. 8).— Netty Parker and
her sister, Mildred, two brave Western girls, are
Instrumental in capturing two notorious outlaws
in the cleverest of ways. Returning from town
early one evening, they discover two bandits who
have held up the afternoon stage, laughing over
the division of the loot. Dashing back to the ranch
house the girls find that the cowboys have not returned, and daringly resolve to capture the bandits
themselves. Dounlng cowboy costumes they ride
back to the bandits' rendezvous, approach them
unaware,
at down
gun's the
point,
bindwith
theira
arms and hold
startthem
themup off
trail
neose about their necks. Meanwhile the sheriff
has been notified of the holdup, and is securing a
description of the outlaws from the frightened passengers, when suddenly the girls appear driving
the bandits before them. Explanations are made,
the girls are warmly congratulated upon their daring bravery, and the sheriff takes the prisoners in
charge while the girls start back to the ranch,
followed by the cheering cowboys.
ALMOST
MAN gaze
(Dec.
4).— Atthrough
the Spinsters'
Rest
the old Amaids
anxiously
the gate
at each passing man, and sigh as they pass by
unheeding. Meanwhile, three Jovial tramps discover a newspaper and stating that ail spinsters are
welcome at Spinsters' Rest. Being in need of
food and drink, the tramps plan to gain admittance to the home. Securing some female attire
from a trunk in the rear of the theater, the tramps
rig themselves up as old maids, gain admittance
to
Spinsters'
Rest,time.
and have
the meal
of their
lives
at dinner
Everything
would
have
passed off serenely If it had not been for the people from the theater, who are searching for the
missing clothes with the help of the sheriff.
Tracking the tramps to Spinsters' Rest the sheriff
enters Just as the poor fellows have been found out
through one of their number losing his wig in
leading a dance. The theater manager identifies
the clothes and the sheriff drags the tramps off
to the calaboose, while the old maids bemoan the
sad fate that again loses them the chance of
getting a man.
FOOTBALL DAYS AT CORNELL (Dec. 5).— In
this subject, the camera conveys us to the beautiful
Cayuga lake and valley at Ithaca, N. Y. Wonderful
panoramic views of the valley, taken from Cornell
University, are unfolded before us, and then is
shown the University campus with its hurrying
throngs of students. The football team is next
seen at afternoon practice, including tackling,
bucking the line and going through various intricate
formations.
Next we see a football aspirant tried
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out for a position on the team. lie la^ts until
the entire team make inlnce-meat of blm, then
Solemnly
t" Held,
with viewsswears
of the "never
studentsagain."
paradingThis,
to the
"snake-dance,"
theira famous
goingasthrough
and
terminate
interesting
subject on
college life
ss can be Imagined,
THE SUPREME TEST (Dec. 6).— Eva and Raymond are sweethearts In school, and their betrothal
1» sealed with a Bun-bonnet kiss. In the years that
pass Raymond graduates through college, marries
Eva and they enter their beautiful new hone-, the
gift or Raymond's father. A few months later,
at a fashionable reception, Raymond meets Lois
Whitehall, a siren, who fascinates him. In the
days that pass he spends most of his time with
Lois, and is coldly Indifferent toward bis pretty
wife. Discovering his infidelity, Eva leaves a note,
Bayng she is returning to her mother on the afternoon train, and starts for the railway station.
Meanwhile, Raymond discovers that Lois is merely
trifling with him, furiously upbraids her and hurries Horn the house. Arriving home he Is handed
Eva's note and a moment later reads in the paper
that her train has been wrecked and her suitcase
found. Crazed over her evident death, Raymond
is about to end his life when Eva enters in time
to prevent the suicide. Fortunately she had missed
the doomed train. For a moment Raymond thinks
her a phantom, then sinks on his knees before her,
begs her forgiveness, and the compassion within her
heart again restores happiness to the little household.
BONCHO BILLY'S LOVE AFFAIR (Dec. 7).—
Winnie Allen, a pretty Western girl, is loved by
Dan Wild, whose father owns the Circle C ranch.
Broncho Billy, foreman of the Circle C, also loves
Winnie and she favors his suit. Knowing this,
and to make his way clear, Dan persuades his
father to discharge Broncho. Broncho is unable
to learn the cause of his dismissal from Wild.
Dan now manages to secure Winnie's engagement
ring from her room, forges a note In her writing,
telling Broncho she is returning the ring, because
he has been discharged for dissipation, then pins
the
note finds
and ring
to the
door of Broncho's
shack.
Broncho
It, and
unsuspicious
of the trickery
employed, leaves the county. Years later young
Wild, now a dissipated ruffian, is married to
Winnie. Taking her meager earnings, he goes to
the town gambling hall, becomes involved in an
argument and kills one of the punchers. Broncho
Billy, now sheriff, is advised of the shooting
and immediately starts out to find Wild. Mortally wounded, Wild staggers back to his shack,
and gasps out his story to Winnie, who does everything possible to alleviate his suffering. Tracking
Wild to his shack, Broncho enters and recognizes
Winnie. Realizing death is upon him, Wild now
makes a full confession of the despicable way in
which he won Winnie for his wife, secures
Broncho's promise to care for her always, and dies.

SELIQ.
THE HOBO'S REST CURE (Nov. 27).— Bill Grogan, a happy hobo, having successfully eluded all
sorts of allurements to go to work and having discharged himself from several easy Jobs after numerous attempts to get painlessly injured, frightens a
chauffeur into believing that lie had been injured by
a baby carriage. Eventually he reaches the limit of
his restful ambition by getting a cot in a hospital.
This is much to* his liking and sufficiently diverting,
for he almost founders in eating the delicacies prepared for other patients. His first rude Jar comes
when the visiting interne orders that he is not to
be fed for twenty-four hours. Bill thereupon concludes that life in a hospital is not a snap and the
doctor, finding the nature of the hobo, announces
he proposes
to operate
on him.
Bill's
troubles
commence
to thicken
whenThereupon
he is strapped
to an iron table and thoroughly renovated with dog
soap applied with steel brushes. Eventually he
man,
flees from his tormentors, a sadder but a cleaner
THE TRIANGLE (Nov. 28).— Young, Inexperienced, and impressionable, and following the wishes
of others, a good woman unfortunately marries a
man that is equally void of honor and principal.
Later she awakens to a realization that the man
who has really loved her from her girlhood days is,
in turn, the man that she loves above all else. She
finds out that her husband, hidden behind a mask of
so-called social respectability, is in reality a drunkard, a profligate and an associate of thieves. He
later becomes a fugitive from Justice. True, however, to her marriage vows, she smothers
her own

shame and is loyal to him until fate removes him
from her life. Her faithfulness is eventually rewarded and the first sweetheart comes Into his own
FRIENDS IN SAN RO6ARI0 (Nov. 29).— Everybody in the world of finance understands the usual
disturbance that ensues coincident with the coming
of the bank examiner. Banking Is a highly developed sort of housekeeping, and under the new
federal laws it behooves a banker to be sure that
his bouse Is well lu order on the day that the examiner calls around to either approve or disapprove
of the Job.
Tins comedy describes how one banker was enabled to help his friend, another banker, by detaining the examiner while his friend scraped around
and collected enough eusb to meet the necessary requirements of law. When the government official
arrives at the first bank, the friend across the street
is notified by a signal. After the examination is
completed. Banker No. 1 detains the examiner with
several vivid stories of his early western life. In
the meantime, the clerks have carried enough money
over to the second bank to carry Banker No. 2
over the impending examination.
RAISING BARLEY IN JAPAN (Nov. 29).— A
most interesting perusal of the various methods employed In raising
educational
subject. Japanese barley. An excellent
THE FIRE COP (Dec. 2). — Andy Brannigan was
a good-natured policeman, large of frame, but
limited in nerve. He has, however, been very successful in posing as a hero, and deceives all but
his wife, who laughs at him when he tells her
that he has been awarded a medal for bravery.
Eventually he brings this token home In triumph,
and she throws it on her red-hot stove and dares
blm to demonstrate his fireproof bravery in taking
it off. He does this with a pair of pincers; but
the ribbon is burned away, and be Is humiliated.
Subsequently he becomes the true hero of a fire in
a tenement and saves a number of lives. Having
saved four lives, he finally drops from the roof of
the flaming building and is caught in the safetynet held by the firemen in the street below. He
Is rushed off to the hospital, and his wife Is Informed of the perilous condition of her intrepid
husband. She then realizes that he is a braver
man
than she dreamed
of.
THE MANTLE OF RED EVANS (Dec. 3).— May
Evans, an orphan girl, is advised by her uncle to
leave a lonely ranch where she has been living,
come to the settlement and take charge of a hotel.
She concludes to take advantage of the offer and
immediately demonstrates her fitness for the position, making the hotel one of the most popular
in that section. Bob Evans, a young man from the
East, who has gone West to pick up his fortune,
happens to meet the young woman as she is going
to the hotel. This begins an acquaintanceship,
which ripens into affection on the part of both,
he rescuing her from a very perilous situation, for
which she feels duly grateful.
Bob Evans comes into hard luck, needs food and
drink. He tries to work his face on the flinty
hearted barkeeper, but as that does not work he
thinks of a famous gun man named Red Evans
and writes his name, passing it to the barkeeper,
who immediately gives him all the food and drinU
he needs. He registers on the hotel book: Bob
Evans, still 'being out of funds and hoping to perpetuate his popularity. Winn May sees this name
she freezes up and orders him out of the house. Another notorious character turns up with the same
name, but the terror is minimized when the nervy
woman declares that it was the name of her dead
father. She subsequently forgives Bob and concludes to take his name for life.
WHEN HELEN WAS ELECTED (Dec. 4).—
Beacher Summers is very happily married to Helen.
Beacher's ambition is political and he succeeds in
winning the Progressive party's nomination for
Mayor. Helen's aunt, Frances, is a violent advocate of women's rights. She pulls her husband,
Uncle Eben, around by the nose. Aunt Frances
is disgusted with Helen's contentment with domestic affairs and finally prevails upon her to acthe nomination
for becomes
mayor ona the
rights ceptticket.
Thus she
rival women's
of her
husband in the political field. Poor Helen knows
nothing and cares less about politics and ber campaign managers lead her into many ridiculous predicaments. Finally Election Day dawns and wanes,
and when the ballots have been counted it is discovered that Helen has won the election. This is
the last straw for the worn out little woman and
she rushes home in an attempt to thrust the office
off on her husband. He protests that he cannot receive the gift of office from her, but the dilemma
is finally overcome when it is discovered that
Helen is not yet of legal age.
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Released Thursday, December Fifth
CLEVER

LITTLE

and MISS
COMEDY

Thursday

HERBERT

NETTIE

RICE

GRANT

"Late Star of Buster Brown";

(The Famous "Baby Marion"

"POOR FINNEY" and "OH, YOU BABY"
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

12
19
26
2

COMEDY

"THE TWO CHEFS" and "HIS DRESS SUIT"
"ROUGH ON RATS" and "THE BABY AND THE COP"
"WANTED, A HUSBAND" and "THE DEVIL OF A TIME"
"A NEAR TRAGEDY" and "HER MISCHIEVOUS BROTHER"

EXHIBITORS

The "Punch" Comedy Company, composed of well known comedians of recognized
ability, presents the kind of bright, snappy, sure-fire comedies so necessary to every
successful program.
Demand
the "PUNCH"
release immediately.

EVERY

RELEASE

A

COMEDY

SPLIT

REEL

CARNEGIE
MUSEUM
EXPEDITION
ALASKA-SIBERIA MOTION PICTURES
SHOWN for prolonged engagements to large and enthusiastic audiences at the BROADWAY THEATER, New York— GARRICK THEATER, Philadelphia— SEYEX WEEKS at the PALACE THEATER, Chicago— HAMMERSTEINS VICTORIA THEATER— SIX WEEKS at the SAVOY THEATER, San Francisco— SIX WEEKS at the MASON THEATER, Los Angeles, breaking all Motion Picture Records in CALIFORNIA. — WRITE to our state right buyers or better go and see the pictr
and ing
thedrama.
crowds. SIX reels, scene after scene of excitement, adventure and wonders of Nature's everlast-

ROPING

BIG GAME

at the TOP

POLAR
BEAR— WALRUS— MOOSE— SEA
charging the Camera within ten feet.
A FEW

F. E. KLEINSCHMIDT,

STATES

LION— MOUNTAIN
LEFT—

98 Morningside

WRITE

OF THE WORLD

SHEEP— in their native wilds and

OR WIRE

Ave.

Phone

790 Morningside

FIFTEEN THOUSAND feet were taken by Kleinschmidt and Lane, and out of this were chosen
reels of marvelous action Pictures.

six

We offer in addition to our state right buyers another set of reels at eight cents per foot — state rights free —
scenes at Nome — Mining for gold — Dredging and sluicing — Scenes through the interior of Alaska — Trading
scenes on the Siberia coast.
Life of the Eskimos, etc. All genuine original Alaska-Siberia motion pictir
Beware of other lately advertised "ALASKA-SIBERIA MOTION PICTURES" under the assertion
that they have been shown only in Chicago and New York. INVESTIGATE. They have been exhibited for
the last TWO YEARS under the names of Tourographologs, Travelougs, Arctic pictures and other aliases in
Hotels, in Y. M. C. A.s and lecture halls all through the West and the East.
INVESTIGATE.
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A FREIGHT
TRAIN
DRAMA
(Doc.
5
Mogroiiy,
an ex-rallroad employe)
it bis
npbraldlngs and leaves liis bumble b
follow the life or i bono.
Mrs. Mogrolty and bei
small daugl I
i*- r t alone, make a i>itiful
attempl
il u living bj taking In b
mil's wanderings
throw him Into tbe company
r boboa an. i one day be chances to o
it Hi. in plotting to wreCB and roll the fast
express, ills tramp life lias pretty well dlsj
11 i in ami when be realizes what bis companions are
iii.ciui to iiu be suddenly resolves to save tbi nam.
He sneaks away from the others and manag
dag tbe train ami capture the would-be wn
The express train conductor persuades Bill I
company
him to the City.
in the meantime Rosy, the child, has been sent
to gather firewood In the railroad yard. Sei big
some shavings In an open hox car, she climbs In.
She Is do sooner In tbe car than the train starts
and Boay, thoroughly frightened, is carried away.
Hill is presented to the road superintendent, and
for his bravery is given a substantial sum of money
and a paes for himself. As they are passing out
of the railroad yard their attention Is suddenly arrested hy the Blgbt Of a child, clinging to the open
door of the swiftly moving freight train. The
superintendent Bags the train and when the child
I- rescued, Bill disc, , vers that she is none other
than his Rosy. Thai night there is a happy family
reunion In the MjOgrolty home.
JOHN COLTER'S ESCAPE (Dec. 6).— John Colter, a backwoodsman of the Northwestern coast,
earned a reputation for his speed as a runner
and his resourcefulness In face of danger. Once
wben trapping he was captured by a marauding
band of Black Feet, who gave him a chance for
his life to run the gauntlet In a rather singular
way. lie was set loose and the Indians were ordered to pursue him until he was worn down, giving opportunity to prolong torture at their pleasure.
The crafty Colter led them such a swift pace that
when the strongest runner was so far ahead that his
fellowmen were out of sight, he turned, tripped the
Indian, and finished him with his own spear. Then
he took to the "water and by hiding like a beaver
beneath driftwood raft, escaped.
A QUESTION OF HAIR (Dec. 6).— Baldy is refused by Miss Boggs, a hair demonstrator, who
favors hair-rich Harry Subsequently he discovers
that both Miss Boggs and Harry are well wlgged.
He gets
or rather
his wig, which
ends
one Harry's
romance goat
and begins
another.

MELIES.
THE CASTAWAY (Dec. 12).— Mr. Mason adopts
Robert, son of his former partner, and rears him
as his son. Later Mason marries and has a daughter
Stella. On Robert's twenty-first birthday Mr. and
Mrs. Mason tell him that he is but an adopted son
and that the little five-year-old Stella is the real
heiress to their estate. Robert becomes furiously
jealous. He wanders to the beach and little Stella
follows him. Here an idea comes to him. He puts
Stella In a boat and casts her adrift. All night
long the anxious parents search for their dear one,
but In vain, and Robert denies any knowledge as
to her whereabouts.
Far, far from home, Stella is picked up by some
kindly fishermen, who adopt her and rear her to
girlhood. The only mark of identification on her
Is a birthmark on her neck. At her benefactor's
death she goes forth to earn her living. Her
father has died in the interval and Robert, as the
prospective heir, is managing the estate for his
mother. Through an advertisement Stella secures
a position
as athecompanion
in the
her estate,
own mother's
house.
Arthur,
foreman of
falls in
love with Stella and she with him. Robert, too,
Is smitten with her beauty and tries to act the
libertine, much
to her annoyance.
It is while Stella Is bathing in the surf that
that Mrs. Mason recognizes the unmistakable birthmark and claims her joyfully as her long lost child.
Robert is Indeed dlscomfitted at this unexpected
turn of affairs and tries to get Stella to many him.
But she declares her love for Arthur, whereupon
Robert discharges the foreman. Mrs. Mason, however, on hearing the true facts of Robert's character
from Stella, sternly orders him from the house
and reinstates Arthur to his position. Even more,
by a look and smile she signifies her comprehension
of the amorous situation and graciously gives her
consent.

ECLIPSE.
A MAN FOR A DAY (Nov. 27).— To own a watch.
• silk hat. a cane. and. in fact, to be dressed as
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0 up man, Is little Willie's ambition.
He
from the bank, and, after visiting
a tailor and several other shops, is soon arrayed
i .aid as any dandy.
He then goes to the race track, where he decides to slake all the money
that be has left on
"a long shot."
Luck favors him. be wins a small
lately slarts In to spend bis gold
In fair company.
At an early hour he finds himself In the streets,
to find liis way home
until a kind policeman
takes pity upon the young
rascal and escorts him to bis alarmed parents.
His
father's greeting is somewhat stern, and, judging
from the sounds which come through the open
wiser boy,Willie will henceforth be a sadder but
window,
TREBIZOND AND SURROUNDINGS (Nov. 27).—
Depicting many Interesting places In and about the
town of Treblzond, such as the Constitution Square,
Turkish Square, tbe Fortress of Comnenl, and the
military
camp;customs
also several
scenes of quaint Turkish life and
are shown.
WRONGLY ACCUSED (Dec. 4).— Horder, the
head game keeper, overtakes a peasant named
Kowileii, poaching upon the preserves. He Is about
to collar the fellow when the peasant's gun accidentally goes off, wounding the game-keeper in
the face. When his assistants arrive upon the
scene. Horder, because of a former grudge, declares that the poacher deliberately shot at him.
The result Is that Rowden Is sent to jail for a
long period.
In order to support herself and her little son,
Martha, the unfortunate wife, is forced to take a
position as lady's maid at the castle. Five years
later, Rowden is liberated, and learning the whereabouts of his wife, enters the house through an
open window. Hardly have husband and wife embraced, before tbe servants, who have heard queer
noises, give the alarm.
Rowden escapes but later returns to the house
where he finds Horder, the game-keeper, In the
hall, taking instructions from the master of the
house. Rowden confronts him and forces Horder
to confess that he falsely accused him of the
shooting.
The squire Is highly indignant at the story of
the injustice, and offers the peasant a position
upon his estate; after which husband and wife
are happily reunited with their little son.

CINES.
TWO AFFLICTED HEARTS (Nov. 23).— Fred
and Grace are madly in love with each other and
prefer to linger by themselves. One day they are
discovered strolling through the garden and are
immediately followed by a group of merry young
people bent upon mischief.
Catching sight of their pursuers, Fred quickly
conceals himself behind the shrubbery and Grace
pretends to be merely picking flowers when the
jolly throng appear upon the scene. The male
portion of the crowd then decide to hold a shooting match and adjust the target immediately in
line with Fred's hiding place.
Grace is terrified beyond measure, and no one
knows what she would have done after the first
shots are fired, did her lover not emerge from his
place of concealment and dash toward the house.
The whole crowd set up the cry of "Thief!" and
start in wild pursuit. Speedily overhauling the
fugitive, they force him to apologize for his bashfulness, after which they promise never to molest
the pair again.
MANFREDONIA (SOUTHERN ITALY) (Nov.
23). — Situated in the southern part of Italy, this
picturesque seaport town is especially interesting
to tourists. After witnessing several charming
bird's-eye views of the town, we are shown many
scenes of typical native life and customs.
ALL ON A SUMMER'S DAY (Nov. 26).— The
two most popular guests at the house party are
Edna and Bob. They are secretly engaged to each
other, but for several rather trivial reasons have
fallen out.
Edna Is annoyed at the attentions Bob pays to
other girls, while Bob resents any Interference with
his liberty. Heated words cause them to part in
anger.
Privately Bob makes a bet with a number of
bis men friends, while Edna also makes a wager
with some of her girl cronies. The next time
the two meet, they are exceptionally polite, and
stroll about the grounds in earnest conversation.
In a secluded
favorable
mood,corner,
sinks Bob
upon presuming
his knees upon
and Edna's
kisses
her.
Edna
then triumphantly
exclaims
that she
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has won her bet; that she would make him kneel
at her f.et, at the same time pointing to the
smlling
whobet are
witnesses.
Bob,
declares ^-irls
that he
be would
kis ber,
and however.
In turn
points to his male friends in the background.
The result of this drawn battle is that the two
young people resume their former relation- and
an announcement of their marriage is soou made
THE BEAUTIFUL VALLEY OF THE TRONTO
public.
(Nov. 26.1 — Starting at the source of the river
Tronto in tbe hills, we are taken on a trip down
through the beautiful valley which contains so
many picturesque old castles and other interesting
ruins.
A COMEDY OF ERRORS 'Nov. 30).— The two
rawest recruits in the regiment are namesakes.
To their friends they are known as Bidoni No. 1
and Bidoni No. 2.
One day, on parade, the captain notices that tbe
breeches of Bidoni No. 1 are too long and orders
the Lieutenant to see that they are made shorter.
Tbe Lieutenant passes tbe order on to tbe Sergeant,
who, happening to be in the barrack room and finding Bidoni there (only It is Bidoni No. 2. this
time) instructs him to take three inches off the
offending garment.
The Sergeant follows directly afterwards and
gives the recruit a similar order. As a result.
private Bidoni No. 2 appears on parade next day
with breeches which do not reach down to his
knees.
The Colonel is scandalized, and as a resudt,
both Bldonls are sent to the guardhouse, where
they are left to commiserate with each other as
best they may.
•CORNETO TARQUINIA (Nov. 30).— Situated a
short distance from Rome, Corneto Tarquinia contains many places of Interest which are well preserved from medieval times. We an- shown tbe
Principal Gate, the beautiful Vitelleschi Palace,
the
Square,
St. and
Stephen's
the
GreatNational
Tower, the
Castle,
several Square,
remarkable
views of the town.
AT NAPOLEON'S COMMAND (Dec. 2).— This
two-reel special subject was reviewed by Mr. James
S. McQuade on page 753 of the issue dated
November 23rd.
"UP AGAINST IT" (Dec. 3).— Fred is a very
susceptible young man who cannot resist the sight
of a pretty face. One day. seeing a charming
yound lady enter a handsom. be immediately jumps
into a taxi, directing the driver to follow her. The
lady's coachman gives him the slip, however, and
his dismay is increased when he discovers that
he has no money to pay his driver, forcing him
to continue his journey in a series of attempts
to raise funds.
He tries to borrow from his hall porter, various
friends, and finally tackles his uncle, but the
latter only makes the situation worse by insisting
that Fred stay to lunch while the taximeter keeps
mounting
up the char;; es
Finally the poor fellow calls upon his lawyer,
who refuses to lend him any money, but. being on
his way to court, agrees to have a ride in the
taxi. At a convenient moment, however. Fred
decides that he has ridden long enough and jumps
out of the vehicle, leaving the astonished lawyer
to settle tbe, charges, which have amounted to a
considerable sum.
THE ANCIENT TOWN OF NARNI (Dec. 3).—
Situated a short distance trom Rome. Narni, founded
in the Thirteenth Century, possesses many interesting ruins. We are shown the historic rock of
Alexander VI.. the ancient market place, a view
Falls.
of
Stifona and some delightful views of the Nera
BECAUSE OF A WIDOW (Dec. 7).— She is
seated resplendent upon a sofa, when Charlie and
Frank enter the parlor of the hotel. The two
young fellows fall violently in love with her at
first sight, and. upon being introduced, start a
spirited contest for her favor.
As the days of tbe vacation pass, first one and
then tbe other believes himself to be No. 1 in
her affections, and the sly minx, by dividing her
favor
equally, keeps them both in a state of great
suspense.
One day. to his dismay. Frank discovers the
widow in the arms of Charlie, and. beliving that
he has lost out, becomes extremely jealous. Later
he accuses his brother of unfairness, and in the
heat of the argument draws a pistol, threatening
to shoot. But becoming horrified at what he
bas done, be apologizes and determines to leave the
field to his brother and return to his work.
Charlie soon discovers the fickle nature of the
widow,
however,
and makes
up his mind to go
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Not the heavy, indigestible variety, hard to understand, but plain, easily absorbed rough and
tumble fun and frolic that every kid and the grown-ups will enjoy if you show it on your screen.
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The initial public exhibit in the United States of our first release

Hunting the Game in a Large City
will take place at the Manhattan Theater, B'way and 31st St., week commencing Xov. 25, 1912
Applications for booking for New York and Kezv Jersey should be viade at once to
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i Prank, whom lie finds at the studio.
,r. Uith Mini. in. n~ \oung artists and con11. make art their mistress for life.

PATHE.
PATHE'S

WEEKLY
No. 48 (Nov. 26).— NASH
1 1 : n n . The east baaiii of the Nashville
city reservoir gives waj and a deluge washeB
several small buildings away. No loss of life is
reported.
PORTSMOUTH,
ENGLAND.
The Iron Duke, the
largeat dreadnought
In the world, Is launched
be.1 great crowd.
WYANDOTTE,
MICH.
The Bee and See, the
largeat aide wheeler afloat, is launched
sideways
after being christened
bj Miss Eleanor
Moodey.
The vessel is BOO feet long and will have accommotor 61
paaaengera.
THE
BALKAN
WAR
SOFIA, BULGARIA. The troops receive the
blessing of the Church In the presence of King
Ferdinand
and
leave for the front Immediately.
CONSTANTINOPLE, TURKEY. The troops leave
for the frontier to oppose the Invasion of the
allied armies of the Balkan
States.
PHILADELPHIA, PA. The U. S. S. Tennessee
ami Montana leave for Constantinople to protect
Icana In the event of a massacre of Christians
If the Bulgarians
enter the Holy City.
PARIS, FRANCE. Ermine shawl collars and
muffs are in especial favor with the well dressed
woman of Ehe capital.

KALEM.
THE FARM BULLY (Dec. 2).— Clark Russell,
a prominent writer, concludes that he will visit
the south in the capacity of a farm hand and thus
Beeure atmosphere for a new story. He learns
that laborers ore needed on a certain farm and
as he Journeys into the country he rescues a young
woman whose, horse is running away.
When Clark applies for work he is treated lightly by Bud, the foreman, until the owner of the
farm arrives with his daughter, Anna, who recognizes her hero of the afternoon. A few days later
at the dinner table Clark defends Polly, a maid,
when she is annoyed by Bud and after the hands
departed for the fields the two men settle
their score in a tight, the bully receiving a severe
lesson.
Polly overhears Bud declaring that he will be
1 but she is unable to warn Clark. Later
in the day the bully tries to force Clark into the
hopper of the threshing machine but Anna sees
the struggle from a distance and stops the engine.
Polly informs Anna's father of Bud's treachery
and the bully is discharged.
Clark and Anna find that they are very much In
love and all goes smoothly until the author receives a suspicious photograph. He returns to his
home but memories of the southern girl cause him
to again visit the farm where explanations are
made.
A DAUGHTER'S SACRIFICE (Dec. 4).— Old Tom
Wells is a victim of drink and is unable to pay
the rent when Steve, the young landlord, appears
on the scene. Steve's stormy interview is broken
by the appearance of Alice, Tom's daughter, whom
the landlord has made many unsuccessful efforts to
court. Alice, who has given her promise to Martin.
an industrious young farmer, entreats with her
father to overcome his weakness.
Wells, knowing he will be dispossessed, becomes
desperate and starts for the village to secure money.
He is tempted to steal Steve's horse, but is discovered by the landlord, who declares that he will
have the old man imprisoned if he does not force
Alice to consent to the marriage.
The unhappy father therefore refuses to permit
Martin to visit Alice to whom he explains that he
is In the power of the landlord. Alice sacrifices
her happines and marries Steve.
Wells makes his home with the young couple but
funis that he is in the way. Steve is harsh and
oftentimes cruel and the old man is finally obliged
to leave the farm.
Meanwhile, Martin, heartbroken, leaves for the
village as he Is unable to bear the sight of the
old places where he has known so much happiness.
Wells. In his journey, falls by the wayside and
dispatches a note to Martin, beseching him to look
after the unhappy daughter.
Steve meets a young woman with whom he determines to elope and he returns home to secure
his money. He discovers Alice weeping over an
old photograph
of Martin
and he attacks
her.
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Martin, fulfilling his trust, arrives on the scene
and is confronted
With Steve's revolver.
In the
straggle the pistol
is accidentally discharged and
il.e unfaithful
husband Is killed.
As the days puss. Alice forgets her unhai
in the true love of Martin.
A CALIFORNIA SNIPE HUNT (Dec. 6).— II
the village belle, has many admirers to whom she
offers little encouragement. Kube. a country boy,
arrives in town and secure* a position in the grocery
store, where his gallantry and salesmanship win
Hat tic's heart.
Consumed with Jealousy the boys determine to
bumble Bube. They Invite the gullible youth to
n a snipe hunt. When they reach
a lonely spot Itube is given a sack to hold and Is
informed by the boys that they will go out and
drive In the snipes. The boys, however, go home
and Kube waits all night In vain.
Next morning Hattie decides to invite Rube to
a "picnic for two" and she prepares a fine lunch.
As she approaches the village she discovers the
plight Of the grocery clerk. Ilattle explains to
Kube that he has been made the victim of a deep
laid plot and they proceed to enjoy the lunch. When
the boys return to have the laugh on Rube they
find to their amazement that they have merely
promoted his love affair.
SOMETHING WRONG WITH BESSIE (Dec. 6).—
Bessie is extremely lazy. Uncle Josh pays her a
visit and his eccentricities are interpreted as the
signs of an unsound mind. The old farmer, in
turn, cannot account for Bessie's strange actions.
Bessie's husband arrives at an opportune moment
and restores tranquility.
DRIVER OF THE DEADWOOD COACH (Dec.
7). — John Nelson, driver of the Deadwood Coach,
is anxious to send his crippled child, Myrtle, east
for treatment but he is unable to raise the necessary funds. One morning the stage carries a
valuable consignment of gold bullion and Bad Bill,
a desperado, learning of the shipment, determines
to secure it. He prepares a large box with a
double hinge, takes it to the stage house and gives
instructions for its shipment. Unobserved, he secreates himself in the box, which is placed on top
of the coach.
Nelson's little son, Harry, is presented with a
camera and decides to take a picture of his father's
coach as it approaches the village. When the
stage arrives it is discovered that the gold Is
missing and Nelson, held responsible, is placed in
Jail. Harry develops the plate, which reveals Bill
creeping from the box to secure the gold. The boy
hastens to the sheriff, to whom he shows the negative. In the meantime Bill has had no opportunity
to escape from the box which is taken into the
warehouse and covered with heavy crates. When
the desperado finally extricated by the officers it
is found that he has been suffocated. The gold is
recovered and Nelson is liberated. The Eldorado
Mining Company pays Harry a handsome reward,
with which he is able to send his sister to the
eastern specialists.

VITAGRAPH.
THE ABSENT-MINDED VALET (Dec. 2).— With
a "dome" of solid ivory, Joe Price is the acme of
absent-mindedness. His mother tells him he must
get a job. She sees an advertisement in the paper
for a valet, goes with him to make an application
for the position. He is employed by Mr. Fussly,
who has no end of trouble with him. When he
leaves for a summer resort, he forgets the keys to
the trunk, mislays the railroad tickets, and mails
the trunk checks Instead of some letters Intrusted
to him, and when he discovers the mistake, he
tries to extricate them from the box and is arrested
for robbing the mail. Mr. Fussly is obliged to
secure his release. To cap the climax, he lets the
water overflow the bathtub, when preparing a bath
for his employer. Mr. Fussly is aroused to such
fury he grabs the valet and throws him bodily into
the steaming tub of water, sousing him repeatedly
into it whenever he attempts to get out.
THE SCOOP (Dec. 3). — All the newspapers In
town have failed to get an interview with Cornelius
J. Smith, the multi-millionaire. Beulah Mead, a
youngsion tosociety
reporter
ou the
"Sun,"
permistry to get
it. She
arrives
at theasks
barricaded
summer home of the millionaire, gets over the wall,
and meets Cornelius J. Smith, Jr. He is working
In the garden and dressed accordingly, and does
not tell who he is. She cannot drop from the wall
unassisted, and he agrees, for a kiss, to assist her
and tell her where she can find bis father. She
finds him in swimming, without a bathing suit,
and sitting on his clothes, demands an Interview.
He dare not come out and soon grants her the de-

i

sired interview. She thanks him for his kindness
ami leaves the coast clear. She has t0 pay two
kisses to Smith, Jr., to get out of the garden.
She seemi to he Indignant, but finally laughs as
■be bids him good-bye. It Is a big victory for
li.r. She secures the Interview for ber paper, a
"Scoop."
• !lus J. Smith, Jr., calls on her at bei
and she finally realizes when
she sees his card
who he Is. He proposes, she accepts, and lie makes
a "scoop"
for himself.
THE CURIO HUNTERS
(Dec. 1).— In search Of
curios
among
the
South
I~li.ilI'i
Hunter
directs the captain Seaof the
vet
at one of them.
Landing
with the sailors, the
Professor makes
his way to a village, which Is
deserted by the inhabitants.
Among
the sailors Is
one Bill, a little runt, who Is given to generous
libations from his Inseparable black bottle.
They
all enter a large hut, used as a temple of worship
to a Bllliken-llke god, enthroned
on its pedestal
in the center of the room.
The Professor i
It as a rare specimen
of barbaric art.
In tin ir
anxiety to get away with it Kefore the return of
the natives, they forget all about their companion
Bill.When they reach the boats, the sailors miss Bill
and two of them return to the hut for him. They
find him reclining on the pedestal of the god.
Recognizing Bills strong resemblance to the late
occupant of the temple, they decide to fix him up
a little more like the idol, await the return of
the Ashing party and see the fun. The cannibals
come back and find their god full of animation and
"booze." They are delighted and feast Bill on
the fat of the land, attended by the choicest of
colored maidens.
In the meantime,
Bill's tocompanions
been
discovered
and are brought
the temple have
to receive
sentence from their most worshipful god. Bill
directs his subjects to place them In position to
receive the full weight and force of his cudgellike sceptre upon the basements of their trousers.
Then he commands bis astonished worshipers to
let them depart, while he remains to enjoy the
"snap"
which has fallen to his lot.
MRS. LIRRIPER'S LEGACY (Dec. 51.— The first
part of the picture shows the bringlDg up of Mrs.
Lirriper's
adopted
grandson,
Jemmy
Llrriper. by Mrs.
Lirriper
and the
Major,Jackman
their games
and their affection for each other. They Bend him
to a boarding school. Just before his vacation,
Mrs. Lirriper receives a visit from a man from
the French Consul telling her that an Englishman
who is sick at Sens, France, has made her his
sole heir. She is puzzled to know who it is, and
makes up her mind that she, the Major and Jemmy
will visit Sens and if possible see the dying man.
Arriving at Sens, Mrs. Lirriper is shown to the
sick man's room. At first he is so changed that
she does not recognize him. but when he looks at
her, she his
knows
it is
deserted
wife.
At Jemmy's
first she father
upbraidsEdson,
him, who
but
struck with pity at his miserable condition, she
prays for him, and then when he asks to see
Jemmy she brings the boy to him, though of
course, without telling him who the sick man is.
Jemmy kisses his father, whom he thinks a
stranger and at his request, prays God to forgive
him, and clasping his child's band, Edson passes
TOO MANY CASEYS (Dec. 6).— In a row of
tenements, right
next door to each other, live two
away.by 'the name of Casey. Casey No. 1 and
families
his family, who are old residents, look with some
condescension upon the newly arrived Caseys. and
refuse to mix with them. This arouses a sort of
feud. Caseys No. 2 indulge in concerts on their
house organ, which backs directly against the party
wall of Caseys No. 1, who are almost driven frantic. To counteract this. Casey No. 1 hires a
street band and overwhelms the noise next door.
Matters are brought to a crisis when a burglar is
discovered by the two Caseys loitering in their
back yard. Both of them take their revolvers and
together capture the burglar. Each one is ambitious to claim the credit. During the wrangle,
the burglar escapes. Casey No. l accuses Casey
No. 2 of Interfering with his effort to protect his
home and property. They flourish their revolvers
and things wax hot, when a policeman appears
and takes them in, charged with attempt to kill.
Fortunately, a policeman has seen the burglar
In flight, arrests him and brings him into the station house and the presence of the Caseys. Explanations follow and both Caseys are discharged.
So overjoyed are they and their fatnilles, that a
truce is declared. Peace and happiness now reigns
where discord once prevailed.
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We, the New York Film Company, have the only films of the "MIRACLE"
thus far been made, and are ready to deliver the goods.

that have

We are engaged in legitimate business, and do not wish to engage in mud slinging contests with our competitors, who have no films and no legitimate grievance against us.
We will guarantee absolute protection to all State right buyers, as well as to exhibitors
of the "MIRACLE"

against any infringement or interference.

New The
York"MIRACLE"
Film Co.

copyright registered Class LXXC,

issued to A. J. Danziger of the

W e have the entire press unanimous in its praise. The New York Sunday Sun devoted
a whole page in the issue of November 17th, narrating the merits of the "Miracle," and illustrating itprofusely.
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9o8
CORK,

AND
VICINITY
(Dec.
6).— Here Is a
to tee the city of Cork without going 'o
In I. ii d. There Is Queen's College, one of tbe most
.1 educational renters of the world.
lilanjey
known
the world over.
Some of the old
rums
are Included In this bewitching
panorama.
John Hunny at the Black Pool makes us feel quite
■1 in inc.
We pass through the streets of Cork,
getting
an Idea
of Its commercial
importance.
last I. lit not least, are the stockyards, where Its
attle interests are handled and Inspected.
THE
AWAKENING
OF
BIANCA
(Dec.
7).—
Nicola
pays
court
to Hlanca,
tbe daughter
of
&ngello,
who runs a fruit store and for whom
works.
Gulseppe,
who is somewhat
of a
dandy,
wins the girl's affections.
Nicola leaves
Angello'a employ and by hard work saves enough
money
to buy a fruit stand of his own.
AngellO is stricken with a serious illness. Bianca
Is obliged to care for him and their fruit stand
Is closed, their Income stops and they come to
determines to sell her beautiful bead of
hair to secure means. Ciiiseppe, still declaring his
love, Bees an opportunity of making a commission
mi the sale of bis sweetheart's hair and takes her
hair merchant with a greedy desire to profit
by its sale. As Bianca and Gulseppe are entering
rchant's shop, Nicola, on bis way to close
i for his fruit stand, sees them enter.
atches through the window
and Just as the
merchant
takes the shears in his hand to remove
the long raven tresses of Bianca, he rushes Into
the place and stops the merchant
and denounces
Gulseppe.
He takes his savings from his pocket
and places them in the band of Bianca, telling
her i" take the money to her father to relieve their
i.v, Hurriedly
he leaves the shop, followed
by Bianca, who overtakes him and insists that be
should take back tbe money, that she is not deg of his kindness
or love, that she now
- the difference between Nicola's true heart
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and the false pretensions of Gulseppe. Nicola declares his love and asks her to become Mb wife.
She Is only too happy to place her future In the
care and protection of the man willing to make
such unselfish sacrifices In ber behalf.
THE DAWNING (Dec. 6).— A story of this tworeel special subject was published on page 783 of
tbe issue dated November 28.
BRUTALITY (Dec. 2). — In every man struggles
the two natures In conflict. Some, as in ti
■ I the brute, pass through life dominated alone by
the l. rule force, until tbere comes a regenerating
Influence arousing the latent good. Into his life
lirst comet tbe instinctive attraction for the CO
quetry of the maid, but the Btrengtb she may bare
fancied she admired in blin turns into gross brutality, subduing her bidden spirit. Then two tickets
iter change the entire course of his life.
The Bill Sikes in the play holds up the mirror to
tbe Bill Sikes In life, and both man and wife are
born anew.
THE NEW YORK HAT (Dec. 5).— The young
village minister was not quite as discreet as he
might have been In fulfilling the strange trust left
by the dying mother, but It certainly worked for
the common good. By the bequest tbe mother desired that her daughter possess some of the finery
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FOR
SALE — Moving picture theater seating 300,
equipped with new motiograph, fans, etc. Write to
H. GOLDMAN,
Green Bay, Wis.
FOR SALE — Moving picture theatre, corner location in city of 400,000 population. Minneapolis,
Minn. 7 exits — 400 or more seats — 60-foot front,
well established. Will sell reasonable account death.
Further information, address A. SIGFRIED, Bijou
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shape, with both magazines, lenses, Motiograph
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Guaranteed perfect and will ship C. O. D. for full
examination on $20 deposit. Address STELZER
BROS., 417 Broadway, Lincoln, 111.
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WANTED — To buy. 400 second-hand opera chairs.
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Address THRELKELD BROS., Unlontown, Ky.
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FOR SALE.

FOR SALE — Moving picture show and vaudeville
theatre. Two shows adjoining each other in same
lobby with up-to-date soda fountain. Only vaudeville theatre in city of 40,000. Controls Gus Sun>
Franchise. Seats around five hundred. Picture
show about three hundred. Controls Universal Franchise. Making good money. I must sell on account of my health. Can't give it proper attention.
$20,000.00 Invested. A bargain for live man. I
own the billposting plants in Lexington and principal Blue Grass towns. Must sell them too. Another good chance. Address L. H. RAMSEY, Hippodrome, Lexington, Ky.
FOR ofSALE-jOnly
large moving
picture
theatre850.
in
town
20,000 population,
seating
capacity
Fully equipped. Two machines. Making profit of
$100.00 weekly. Reason for selling, manager and
family must go West Immediately. Books open for
inspection. Investigate. Address ROYAL THEATRE CO., Marion, Ind.
MISCELLANEOUS.
SALESMAN — Visiting picture theatres can makeprofitable arrangement selling our Automatic Orchestra. State regular connection and territory
covered. Address NIAGARA MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO., North Tonawanda, N. Y.
FOR SALE — Automatic Orchestra, especially adapted for motion pictures. Easy terms if desired. Address BOX 713, Buffalo, N. Y.
SCENARIOS TYPEWRITTEN— 5e folio, including:
carbon copy. Neatness guaranteed. Mall order
filled. Address CHAUNCEY D. TODD. 327 McDonough St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
CLARENCE PRICE'S TRAVELOGUES — Moving
pictures of travel from all over the world. Bright,
snappy and entertaining. The show that alwaysmakes good and brings the Automobile Clientele to
the theatre. Big lobby display and special paper
now booking Missouri, Kansas and Oklahoma. Highlyendorsed by the Press, Pulpit and Schools. Permanent address, Pittsburg, Kan- SPECIAL NOTICE to Texas Motion Picture Exhibitors. Chas. T. Dunn, State right owner of theCarnegie Alaska-Siberian Pictures. For bookingsaddress CHAS. T. DUNN, General Delivery, Dallas,
Texas.
CAMERAS FOR SALE.
FOR SALE, WARWICK CAMERA CONTAININGSIX MAGAZINES AND CARRYING CASE. ALMOST NEW, PERFECT CONDITION. ALSO WARWICK TRIPOD WITH COMPLETE PANORAMIC
AND TILTING HEAD ATTACHMENT. BRAND
NEW. FOR ENTIRE OUTFIT. $385.00. ADDRESS
ALBERTA, 31 WEST 46TH ST.. N. Y. CITY.
BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES.

WILL SELL one-half interest in a profitable feature film exchange, or will sell outright. Communicate immediately. BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY,,
care of Moving Picture World, Chicago, 111.
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Subscribers: Kindly renew your subscriptions promptly.
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cannot endure her orio^ of hunger and grief any
longer,
be voluntarily
puts bis head
into the noose

o t in- fort.
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* THE refuses
INVISIBLE
(Nov.
A wealthy
farmer,
Iflchu,
to allow
Tom 24).—
to rail
on ln> daughter
Mabel. Tom notices a "quack" who is celling a
powder Which makes people invisible. He liuys a
box so he will lie able to see Mabel without being
Been by Mi.hu. He lakes the powder. On the way
to Mabel's borne, bo meets two lovers who, being
deeply interested in each other, do not see him.
The school-master has dropped his glasses and when
he passes does n..t see Tom either. Naturally he
thinks be is invisible. lie reaches her home and
climbs up a ladder, when the father sees him and
tries a pitchfork on his legs. He does not ask for
permission to run away.
The two friends have seen everything and of
course are laughing. They decide to carry the joke
further. When he speaks to them they do not answer, making believe they cannot see him. Disgusted, Tom hopes to find consolation in a glass of
wine, and while he Is drinking, the good friends take
the bottle and glass because they do not see him.
Tom grows more nervous. The two jokers enter
Tom's house and unload his gun, and take everything
which can reflect his own image and wait. Tom
arrives. His friends take his money. For a moment, taken aback, Tom jumps for his gun and
fires, but of course without effect.
This time Tom becomes real frightened and tries
to commit suicide. The two jokers explain everything to Old Michu, who laughs heartily at seeing
Tom's bag of money. He decides to allow his daughter to marry Tom and they all go to Tom's house.
On seeing them Tom runs away in order to jump
Into the river, but only falls into Mabel's arms.
A GIRL FROM THE COUNTRY (Nov. 26).— Teddy Airfield, has received a letter from his country friend to the effect that his sister is coming
to the city, and asking Teddy to entertain the girl
during the time she is in the city. This Teddy is
not particularly inclined to do, for the last time
h,' bad seen the girl she was just an ordinary
country girl. Then he writes to three of his friends,
telling them of the girl's coming, and asks if they
will entertain her, as he is too busy to do so. He
promises to foot the bills.
The boys promise, and feeling quite a "wise guy,"
Teddy goes to meet the girl. He is amazed. She
Is beautiful! Now be is sorry he has made the engagements for the girl and tries to break them off,
and phones the boys. But they refuse to be released. Teddy is very provoked, and gets up from
the desk on which the phone is placed, leaving
the diary in which he has written the engagements
(and which he had finished with "And I take Alice
to the train, Good Riddance"). Alice, wishing to
phone, chances upon the diary and reads the entries.
She is pleased, until she comes to the last entry.
then she is provoked. Then she determines to
punish Mr. Teddy. So on the first night, Jack calls
to take her to the theater. She is stunningly
dressed, and purposely parades her beauty before
Teddy, and is especially sweet to Jack.
When the boys call to present their expense bills
for entertaining Iter she overhears them, and after
they leave upbraids the disconsolate Teddy for his
behavior. However, after Teddy has been properly
rebuked she * * • ob, well, whats the use
of trying to describe the actions of two young people at such a time.
THE DARLING OF THE MOUNTED (Nov. 28).—
Through the arrest of her father and only guardian a little girl Is left upon the hands of a party
of Royal Mounted Police, of the Northwest woods.
The men draw lots for the possession of the child.
Sue is awarded to Jimsey, a young Englishman.
who proceeds with the assistance of a Chinese
servant to rear Iter as his own. Some time after
little Clara is rescued from a dangerous situation
by Morgen, her own father, who having escaped
tbe bands of the Mounted Police, is living as an
outlaw in tbe woods. The child not remembering
him, cries for her papa Jimsey.
When the father

nub- at having hisrimsey
little alone.
darling The restored
latter' - to Dim
is go great 'bat be is Milling to conceive at Morgan's second escape,
Tin; outlaw
is apprel
in bis attempt
by the returning Mounted
I
Jimsey puts tbe proposition to them.
If tie
Morgen
to the gallows they can never look their
darling in tbe face again.
Morgen is supplied with
ann- and ammunition and sent to shift for himself
down the river.
AT THE FLAME, THE BUTTERFLY BURNT ITS
WINGS (Dec. 1). — The dark wing of death Is already brushing the pale face of Leila and her family grieves. But a young doctor, a stranger, comes
Don the pretty flower comes back to life.
I i>oii her rosy lips, her smile plays once more and
again sin- is the joy of the house. Tbe young
stranger charms
her by sending her rich gifts.
Little by little, love grows between tbe two
young people and man] pleasant hours pass.
Leila,
coquettish and joyful, allows herself to he courted
by a young man of her own country. A companion
ni tin- stranger passes and sees them together. He
thinks his friend is being deceived and tells him
what he has seen.
But poor Leila has really given iter heart to the
young stranger, who refuses to listen to her explanation and leaves, and will never return. The
smile has passed forever from the lips of the
poor little woman.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED
WEEKLY
NO.
37
(Nov.
20).—
CARLISLE VS. WEST POINT— Scenes from the
football game between tbe Army and Indian elevens,
at West Point, N. Y.
MEMORIAL TO KING EDWARD— A beautiful
monument Is unveiled at Brighton by the Duke of
Norfolk.
FLIRTING WITH DEATH— Fred Owens, the
aeronaut, is shot from a cannon, three thousand
feet above the ground, at Belleville, N. J.
A GREAT DEMONSTRATION— Twenty thousand
people attend the Unionist meeting, at the Duke of
Marlborough's
home, Blenheim
Palace, London.
PARISIAN FASHIONS— The new fashions in
evening wraps and gowns are wonderful creations
of Parisian modes.
TERRIBLE RAILROAD WRECK— Seventeen persons are killed and scores are injured, when a
C. H. & D. passenger train crashes into a freight
train at Irvington, Ind.
EDINBURGH HORSE SHOW— A very successful
show
is held
on the Society's new grounds, at
Edinburgh,
Scotland.
MASONS AT CHICAGO— The laying of the cornerstone for the new Masonic Temple is attended
with much pomp and ceremony.
RACES ON THE THAMES— The worlds championship sculling race is won by R. Barry, of
England.
WHO'S WHO IN STAGELAND— Irene Franklin.
her husband, Bert Green, and little Miss Irene
Franklin Green, at their home, Mt. Vernon. N. Y.

GEM.
"THE TOLL OF THE SEA" (Nov. 26).— The
supervisor of a smalll fishing village offers a
money prize for the biggest catch of fish on a
certain expedition. The young wife of John is
anxious that the husband win the prize, for there
is shortly expected an addition to the family and
the money is badly needed. The vixen of tbe
village is in love with John but he repels her
advances.
On the morning of the expedition the weather
is very stormy and the old fishermen feel that to
go out will be dangerous, but John urged by the
wife goes even against the protests of tbe vixen. The
big storm that follows breaks up the fishing expedition and many are drowned. Many bodies are
washed up on the shore but John never returns.
The vixen taunts the young wife with having
urged her husband to go on the voyage against
tbe better advice of the others, and eventually
makes her believe that she alone is responsible
for her husband's death. This drives the young
wife insane and she wanders the beach day by day
looking for the lost one. At last with the Idea
Of still searching for her lost husband she walks
into the sea and drowns. The vixen sees her and
tries to prevent it, but It is too late, and then
realizing follows the unfortunate to a watery grave.
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IMP.
VENGEANCE
young
m.iti of
bis inheritance
railroad accident
be kills a man
-ni for a

(Nov.
28).— James
Ridley.
a
-i„,d family,
but who has
in gambling,
is caught In a great
and reported dead. Shortly after
in a drunken fight and Is sentenced
long term.
He is imprisoned under
iuse be deems
It better for bis
(rife to believe it 1 111 dead.
She becomes acqualnted
with a rising young lawyer and marries
him.
li
becomes
famoui
raft and Ik
elected

Governor

of

tbe

state.

She has a little daughter and is happy. Shortly
before Thanksgiving the Governor-husband pardons
tome convicts, among them the former husband who
dead to the world, had served a long term under an
ed name. Desperate and arrayed against the
world,
the ex-convict
learns
wife's
marriage
and
decides
to blackmail
her.of Hehisgoes
to tie
during her husband's absence and demands money
and threatens to xepose her. A young criminal
bent upon burglary is secreted In the house. The
wile leave- t lie room to obtain more money for
mvict husband and the burglar encounters him
and kills him and escapes. The Governor-husband
returns and asks for an explanation and his wife
pointing to the body of the convict -husband, exclaims "that -I,,, has killed a burglar."

POWERS.
"THE WAY OF THE TRANSGRESSOR. " (Nov.
27.). — The odor of the pies like mother used to
make tempted Happy Hollow and lie fell. But he
was captured. Seeing his opportunity he used the
pies to effect his escape, leaving however part of
ids clothing
in the bands of a policeman blinded
witli
them.
Henry Hawkins, a life member of the original
henpecks, is expected at the club, for a quiet game.
To evade his wife he drops his clothes out the
window, where they fall into the bands of Happy
who retires to a quiet spot In the garden to dress.
By a ruse Hawkins escapes, through a cellar
window. Mrs. Hawkins supposes Happy to be her
husband. Her voice starts Happy on a chase. Likewise Hawkins outside looking for his clothes. Her
cry results in Happy's arrest by the officer whom
he assaulted. Hawkins making his way to the
club room is spotted by a watchful policeman.
Coatless bo is a suspect. The clubroom is raided
and Hawkins caught. At the station Hawkins
meets his wife face to face. To make the punishment fit the crime a wise judge delivers him to
his wife for a life sentence. Happy, better off. gets
sixtv davs without pie.
"HAWKINS MOVES." (Nov. 29).— The Hawkins family learn that they have to move. Mr. aud
Mrs. Hawkins find and rent a suitable dwelling.
Moving day arrives, the van is packed and Mrs
Hawkins
goestoahead
leaving
Hawkins
follow day.
tinvan and see
its safe
arrival.
It is to
a warm
Bill and Jim, two typical moving men. suggest to
Hawkins the advisability of quenching a concuming thirst. Hawkins though not a drinker thinks
their request reasonable and agrees. They stop at
the first saloon and Hawkins for the first time
fluid.
experiences ' the reviving effects of the foaming
The company of Bill and Jim is congenial, and
they linger. Leaving with the wagon some time
later several stops are made. The stops have
had their effects. Hawkins loses his bearings and
several hours are consumed hunting for the new
home.
Now after hours of weary waiting Mrs. Hawkins
found Hawkins with the furniture back in the
house he originally moved from, and how she with
masterly skill took charge of the situation contributes to the fun in this comedy.

CRYSTAL.
"LOCKED OUT." (Dec. 1).— Pearl and her husband return home after having been to the theatre
and to dinner. Pearl is suddenly taken very ill,
and hubby rushes out to the drug store for some
medicine. The drug store having closed, he returns, but finds that he has left his keys in his
overcoat pocket and is compelled to ring the bell.
Pearl is too sick to open the door for him, so he
attempts to climb a window, but is seen and
arn—ted as a burglar. Pearl meantime decides to
coin,- down aud open the door for him. So slipping
a coat over her nightdress, she goes downstairs,
and
door she
slamming,
she to
alsoclimb
is "locked
out."
Like the
hubby,
attempts
the window
and is also arrested. Hubby is lodged in a cell,
with a laborer and a negro as cell mates. Pearl
protests against her arrest, but the police think
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The Great Pictures of the YALE-PRINCETON FOOTBALL GAME,
taken at Princeton, New Jersey, Sat., Nov. 16th — in tbe greatest game
of the season, a tie — C-6.
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imiii she nnd licr hubby desperate criminal
■he h!
to i"- put bebtnd the bars, when
her friend the reporter, chani
r the police
KiHtli.n and explains to the captain on duty that
take baa been made.
Hubby is released and
l Pearl wend
tbclr way homeward,
heaping maledictions on an untimely
sickness.
"A PICNIC IN DAKOTA." (Doc. 1).— Rob and
Kate go out for a day's sport In tlie woods. Kate
irandera away Hum Hob, and meets White Fawn,
an Indian
k ' rl
Kate
thinking
to play
a Joke
on rtob, propose! an exchange ot clothes with White
Pawn, and White Pawn being willing, the change
is quickly effected. Bob cornea upon Pawn and
mistakes lier for Kate. She runs away and he
follows, lie Anally catches her and she turns upon
him with a knife and chases him up the street.
Meanwhile
Kate has
Deer, She
Fawn's
and
he mistakes
KatemetforRedFawn.
also mate,
runs
awa] and lends Red Deer ■ merry chase, and be
Is a very bewildered Indian when he tlnds his
Pawn's clothes adorning the form of a white girl.
Finally matters are straightened out to the satisfaction of all and the girls resuming their own
raiments prevent farther misunderstandings.

REX.
FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE (Nov. 30).— Mary is
tie -nip caretaker of her crippled brother, Tom.
Mary falls In love with the hero In the book she
so often reads to Tom and dreams of loving such
a character in life. Her employer ardently admires Mary, and desires her for his wife. Tom
one day visits the quarry owned by his sister's
employer, and there meets Mike, a robust, kind
Irishman, who invites the little cripple to share
his lunch and opinions. A fast friendship springs
up between the two. On another visit the boy
ventures too near a dangerous point In the quarry,
.'ind
is slightly
stunned
by a him.
flying piece
of stone.
MikeInjured
is theandfirst
to reach
Mike
takes him home, and for the first time learns of
Mary In the boy's delirium. He stays by Tom
until Mary returns from the office. At their meeting a mutual interest springs up between the two.
which Is fostered by a further acquaintance and
soon develops into love. Shortly after the Incident,
Murray proposes to Mary, offering her wealth, luxury
and ease if she will marry bin). For the love of
Mike she sacrifices all, and refuses. A little later
Murray rides out to the quarry with Mary, where
she meets Tom. The interest taken in each other
by the two convinces Murray that Mike is the
obstacle in bis path. He discharges Mike. But for
the love of Mike the men all quit, and refuse to
return to work until he is reinstated. The superintendent telephones Murray, telling him of the
occurrence. Murray refuses, but when he sees the
contracts on his desk necessitating the work to be
completed witbin a stated time, he consents to the
reinstatement of Mike. Mike asks Tom whether
he consents and Tom does for the love of Mike.
"A HEART RECLAIMED." (Dec. 1).— William
Hartridge calls on his friend Jack Storm, and
finds him proceeding to get drunk. Storm tells the
story of how lie loved the girl and won her love;
how their troth was plighted; bow her father went
down in the crash in Wall Street; how a wealthy
broker, in love with the girl, alone could save him.
The f:il her went to the girl, and told her she
alone could save the family honor by marrying the
broker. She promised her father that she would
carry out his wisli and marry the broker. Hartridge heard the story and told him to come to the
club and forget his grief. He did so but with no
success. He left the club. A few hours later his
friends learned that the broker had been killed
and that Storm had been found bending over his
dead body with a revolver in his hand. He bad
walked side
to the
house, looking
and hadacross
.stood at
on the
the
other
of girl's
the street
windows. He had heard a shot, had run toward tile
man who fell, haw it was the broker and the assassin escaping, lie lifted up the body, picked up
the revolver and had thus been found by the police.
Everything pointed to his guilt. He was tried rmd
condemned. .Inst as the Judge was about to read
the sentence, a letter is handed to him. "He stole
my wife and I followed him, found him, shot him.
My task Is done, and 1 am through with the world."
By a greater jury than the twelve who judged only
as weak nun can judge, Jack Storm is acquitted.

BISON.
"AN INDIAN OUTCAST." (Nov. 26).— Black
Wolf, a brine, wants Whispering Water to be his
squaw.
Whispering Water is afraid of this taciturn
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Indian and refuses. He tries to carry her oH, but
is stopped by another Indian, Brave Heart, and
there Is a savage light In which Black Wolf is
worsted. lie appeals to the chief to banish Brave
The young brave has bis arm bound, Is
blindfolded and cast out. He wanders about and
falls into a deep bole.
Wally is visiting bis sweetheart Milly. He rides
away, and bearing the Indian's crleB goes to him,
releases him, attends to his wounds and, putting
blm on ids horse, takes blm back to camp. Sometime later Wally and MUly's father go hunting.
and Black Pete calls at the cabin. He Is a lawless man without respect for anyone. He kisses
Mllly and would pay her further unwilling attention when Brave Heart, fishing near at hand comes
upon the scene and worsts the bad man. Black
Pete goes to the Indians, presents the Chief with
a rifle and interests blm In his revengeful project.
He leads a band of Indians to the cabin, seizes
Mllly and has Brave Heart thrown over a cliff.
The Indians then set fire to the cabin and dance
around it.
Brave Heart's fall Is broken by some bushes. He
climbs up the cliff and unseen runs off to the
trapper's
camp,
where
he mounts
finds Milly's
father
Wally. The
whole
outfit
and rides
to and
the
rescue. They reach the charred cabin, find the
trail of the fleeing maurauders and pursue tbem.
They come up with them at nightfall, surround
the camp, ambush the Indians and kill a number
of them. Brave Heart hunts for Black Pete and
in a hand to hand fight kills him and takes Milly
In triumph to Wally, who folds her in bis arms.
"THE MASSACRE OF THE FOURTH CAVALRY." (Nov. 30).— The Apache Chiefs and SubChiefs, Naltche, Ketena, Tahchilsa and others,
come to the reservation barracks and demand
liquor. They are very angry at the refusal given,
and Lieutenant Davis, in charge, is apprehensive
of trouble. The Apaches return to camp and make
the squaws brow tizwin, their native liquor. A
scout sees the effects of the brew and notes the
braves in full war paint dancing. The scout reports to Lieut. Davis, who sends Second Lieut.
Clark, with a troop of cavalry, to stop the warlike preparations. The troopers go to the Indian
camp and the chief is informed tthat his tribe will
be punished if he is not careful. The Indians show
their resentment plainly and Chief Mangus's squaw
would shoot Clark but for the interference of Mangus. After their departure, the squaw fires the
braves on to action, and they start out to exterminate the Pale Face upstarts. They fire a
pioneer cabin, kill the man and take the woman
off.
Clark reports to Davis, who leads a troop to
the Indian camp and confiscates the tepees and
takes the squaws prisoners. Mangus's squaw,
Huera, being amongst the number. The Indians
swear a terrible oath of vengeance. From their
mountain retreat they descend cautiously to the
reservation barracks and Chief Mangus climbs
the brush stockade and rescues his squaw, Huera.
An Indian climbs a telegraph pole and cuts the
wires to destroy communication. Davis deems it
advisable to call for reinforcements. He finds the
wires are cut. He determines upon an Immediate
attack and rides after the Red Skins. The Indians
see them and plan an mabush. They see the troopers
enter a pass, which leads to a sandy plaim- ^The
Indians race across the mountain path, enter the
plain and bury themselves in the sand. The Cavalry
comes along and falls into the trap. The Indians
rise from the sand on every side and annihilate
them, and all that is left the next day are the
naked bodies of the dead troopers.

VICTOR.
IT HAPPENED THUS (Nov. 29).— The bank in
which John Allen & Co. have their account deposited fails, and the company is compelled to shut
clown their factory. Allen manages to keep his
anguish of mind from his sweetheart, Madge Dale,
who persuades him to accompany her and ber
mother to their borne in a suburban town, where
Madge is preparing to give hiiu a party that night.
Their
conversation
is overheard
by "Crafty toJim,"
a professional
burglar,
and be determines
rob
Allen's house.
While the party is in progress Allen excuses himself and goes to bis home, only to find "Crafty
Jim" there. Not desiring to have anything to do
with blm, Allen tosses Jim bis pocketbook and
orders him to leave. "Crafty Jim" goes, but in
looking tbrougb the window sees that Allen Is about
to drink some poison. Jim tries to make Allen
see things in a different light, but Allen will not

listen, and a terrible struggle ensues, In which
■ Jim" Is the winner. He ties Allen to a
chair and brings Madge to blm. Madge learns of
Allen's predicament and, being a wealtbv girl, offers blm some of ber money, which starts business
going again for him. Later Allen and Madge do
a good turn to "Crafty Jim" by gaining bis freedom from jail and starting blm on the right path.

NESTOR
THE REGENERATION OF WORTHLESS DAN
'Nov. 25). — John Allison sees the cowbovs off on
the
roundup,
left two
alonehorse
with rustlers,
his 'wifeknow
and
baby.
1 aber and
and is
Stern,
tins and attempt to steal two horses. They are
hustrated by Allison, and In an exchange of shots
I aber Is badly wounded in the left arm, and AUI' tains a flesh wound In his right arm. The
ape. Mrs. Allison binds her husband's arm
and rides away for tbe sheriff and a doctor, leaving
the baby with Allison.
Paber Insists upon returning. Stern accompanies
him. Faber creeps up to tbe ranch bouse door and
shoots Allison. Stem enters the house and sees
the man is beyond help. He sees tbe baby and,
thinking It may starve, takes it away with him.
He has a long and cold ride to his mountain sback,
and upon his arrival discovers that the child has
died from exposure. Years pass, and Stern bea horse dealer. He has kept a pretty little
brooch which he found upon the baby. He runs
across Worthless Dan, a boy of eighteen. Stern
gives him food and persuades Dan to accompany
bun. They call upon Mrs. Allison, and while refusing to buy a horse she is attracted to Dan, who
reminds ber strongly of what her boy would have
been at bis age. Tbe next day Stern sbows Dan
tbe baby's brooch, and be tells Dan be can pass
off as the widow's son if he (Dan) will do as he
is told and help him (Stern) occasionally. Dan
consents. Mrs. Allison is easily convinced and Dan
goes to ber, and soon learns to love this gracious
lady. One night Stern enters the bouse and, seeing
Dan alone, demands that he break open tbe safe
and go with him. There is a fight, which Mrs. Allison witnesses, and Stern is ejected. Dan confesses
the deception, but Mrs. Allison takes bim to her
heart.
A
an
the
the

FRIEND INDEED (Nov. 27).— John Lloyd has
invalid wife whom the doctor orders to go to
mountains. John's daugbter Dorothy calls at
office where her father is employed as a confidential clerk, to tell him of the doctor's decision.
The junior partner makes advances to the girl,
which she repulses. Angry at this, he refuses to
give John an advance in salary so that he may
take his wife away. John goes home and, after refusing to accept a loan from the senior partner's
son, who is also In love with Dorothy, and who
both father and daughter favor, John takes out an
old painting and hastens to an art dealer. Tbe
son, Willard Dowlan, follows and hears the dealer
tell John that it is only an imitation. John returns
corrowfully borne, but Willard goes to his father's
office. He finds that the clerks have gone, but
expecting Mr. Dowlan, Sr., back, as the combination book was left on his desk. Willard takes this
and opens th£ safe and gets $500; then writes a
note to his father, telling bim of taking tbe money,
that he is stopping with friends that night and
leaving early in the morning. He then commissions
a friend to buy the painting, not telling who it is
for. This the friend does, and the next morning
John
busy getting
wife's things
to go
to tbeis station
when his
a detective
arrivesready
to arrest
him. The note mis blown down, the money is not
accounted tor, so the junior partner at om-e sends
an officer for John. John is brought to the office,
but his tale of selling a painting at such a price,
and being unable to give the purchaser's name,
causes even the senior partner to doubt John.
Fortunately Willard has left a part of the things
he wanted to take at tbe office, so returns to get
tliem in the morning and makes satisfactory explanation. In consequence the senior partner takes
John and bis familv to the mountains as his guests.
THE MATRIMONIAL AGENCY OF ROARING
GULCH (Nov. 29). — Bob, a cowboy, does not possess
ring grace of humor. He is therefore made
the butt of the boys' jokes. Hob is in love with
l.ela. the (laughter of the boss of the ranch. The
boys wrhp B photograph of a lovely person in pink
tights and suitably inscribed, in a lady's stocking
and
put it moment,
into Bob's
pulls of
it course.
out at
the wrong
and pocket.
there is lie
trouble,
Pa Gibson discovers an ad. in a newspaper, stating that matrimonial agents are in town and will-
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"BELL & MOTION
HOWELLPICTURE
STANDARD'
FILM

REEL

The I'. & II Standard Film Reel ia the result of careful experiment and intimate knowledge of
requirements of succe-sful MOTION
PICTURE
PROJECTION.
The. merits of this reel have been tested for over mx months, fully demonstrating that by its
use an almost unbelievable amount of tears ami scratches will 1><- avoided.
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REWINDING

TIME
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Eleven Inch Outside Diameter, Five Inch Hub, Holds One Thousand Feet of Film

WRITE

IT IS an established fact that the first two hundred and fifty and the last one hundred feet of
film endure the greatest strain.
The strain on a reel with a five-inch hub equals the strain on a reel with a small hub after two
hundred and fifty feet of film have been taken up. The first damage is caused by "take up"
strain, and the last hundred feet is damaged by the strain between top sprocket and magazine.
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Pilgrim's Progress

NEW POSTERS THAT PULL
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VERSION)
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you ever
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Now — Write
Quick
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MEYER

FILM

CANADA IS OURS!!
We are the SOLE AGENTS
of Canada
for THE
FILM

EXCHANGE

Films Rented By Day or Week With Posters
235 W. 26th Street
::
New York City

Clear as

Crystal

PRESTO

Commercial

Motion Picture* Company

St. Catharine St., W.,

SLIDE

Montreal,

Canada

Non-inflammable

FILMS

Draw,
write or print your announcement on a blank film— over th
:i border or color film, insert In bolder and you have a most attractive
sMde,
thai can be colored,
same as photo
slides.
Complete
p:>
si .00.
Contains 1 bolder. 6 fancy border Alms, 3 color flln
ink Dims.
Always ready for instant use.
CHROMOTYPE
CO.,
804 Columbus
Bldg., ST. LOUIS
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tor all. The boys lisit the
mill it is being run by two cto
i bey n-ii the t-'iiis that Bob is on th<
i. nt tor ii wife. The Bachelors' Club downtown
sees tin- ail. and put their heads together. Bob
Id about to patch up matter! with l.cla when a
Ion winds up the ranch road consisting of
all sorts and conditions of women, who show Bob's
advertisement. Be Bees, is pursued, and Is Joined
by I. eiu. who is Indignant at the Joke played upon
her boy. They meet Pa Olbson, commandeer his
buggy, drive to a minister's and are married. They
return to the ranch and find the determined husband seekers sitting down to nwalt Bob's appearance. When tbey learn be Is married they swoop
down upon the matrimonial agency In a body. The
Bachelors' Club Is Interested, and the minister has
his liands full of couples demanding to be married.
Shorty and Lee, cowboys, arrive at the ageney
ami tind the two pretty agents counting their fees.
The girls find the boys good to look upon and tell
them to be at the station with pink carnations in
their buttonholes, to meet two (.'iris similarly decorated. Shorty and Lee are surprised and satisfied to
hud that the girls have apportioned themselves to
tbem.

FILM

SUPPLY

COMPANY

THANHOUSER.
STANDING ROOM ONLY (Dec. 1).— Tbere were
murmurs of Indignation in a quiet little country
Jail, because the cooking was so bad and the table
service much below that in vogue at the majority
of penal institutions. The sheriff was a kindhearted old man, and when the prisoners went to
him with their sorrows lie promised to rectify
matters, and he did. The old warden was dismissed In disgrace and In his place another villager was chosen, not on account of his own abilities, but because his daughter was a most wonderful
cook. She made an Instantaneous hit in the Jail.
People absolutely fought for a chance to be locked
up. and the sheriff's heart swelled with pride one
day when the warden was compelled to hang the
elgn "Standing
Room
Only"
at the front door.
It was a happy Jail for several months, and then
the crash came. One morning the fair cook vanished, leaving a note in which she said that the
Jail was so popular she was overworked, so she
had decided to marry the man she loved. What
could self-respecting prisoners do under such circumstances? Wrathfnlly they went to their cells
and gathered up their belongings; determinedly
they marched out, never to return; and reproachfully they glared at the unhappy warden who stood
on the front steps, vainly trying to appease them.
The warden watched them with angufch as they
filed out of sight. Then he took down the
"Standing Room Only" sign and tore It into bits.
A WILL AND A WAY (Dec. 3).— A hot tempered old man, enraged because his daughter defled him, and married the man she loved, disowned
her, and made his nephew the heir to his wealth.
A couple of years after his daughter left, she returned to her father's house. Her husband was
dead and she and her baby were In dire want.
Her pitiful plea was addressed to her father, but
the nephew intercepted the letter, and prepared
to drive the poor woman away. Fortunately for
her, the father came along at the opportune moment, affectionatly greeted his daughter, and ordered the heartless nephew out of the house.
When the woman returned the father made a
new will, giving her all and the nephew nothing.
The lawyer who drew up these documents was a
tricky individual, and saw a chance to benefit himself by them. He did not destroy the old will,
but kept both papers. When the rich man died
the lawyer got into communication with the nephew,
exhibited the first will, and Intimated that he
would suppress the second for a consideration.
The lawyer had a stenographer who had met
the nephew and hated him. She had seen the
daugter and approved of her. The lawyer and the
nephew were dickering over their deal and the
lawyer carelessly dropped the will on the desk.
The girl was summoned Into the room to take some
signed letters. She saw the will, realized its Importance, and while the attention of her employer
•was distracted, gathered it up with the letters and
departed Into her room.
She knew that the document must reach the
proper authorities. It was impossible for her to
slip out without attracting attention, as she would
have to pass through the room In which the two
men sat. There was no one to whom she could
band the letter, and yet before the swindlers left
the office the Important document was on its way
to the surrogate, and when the lawyer and his
client arrived in court they found that all their
wicked
plans had come
to naught.
A ROMANCE OF THE U. S. NAVY (Nov. 6).—
A foolish quarrel with his sweetheart and a desire
for adventure caused a young man to enlist In the
United States Navy. Soon after his departure his
fiancee learned that she had treated him unjustly,
but was unable to get any trace of him. The
young woman was a teacher in a school for deaf
mutes. A year later the warships of the United
States Navy gathered In the North River, and
tbere was a great land parade, at which the girl
was one of the spectators. Among the men who
marched by her she saw with delight the man she
loved. She followed him to bis ship and there
were mutual
explanations
and forgiveness.
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in. the day the fleet sailed the young sailor and
his sweetheart lunched together.
In the other end of
the room far from all tin- other guests weri
foreign looking men,
Tbej
were whispering
together and the girl watched tbem.
Because <if ner
ability to read the lip, she was able to understand
everything they said. They were discussing a
plot to blow up the ships of the fleei as they
passed oul to sea. The girl told the facts to her
sweetheart, and two followed the conspirators to
a lonely but near the Narrows. There while the
conspirators were Inside waiting, the young sailor
located the wires leading Id the hidden mine, dived
into the water and severed tbem. After taking
other
precautions
to the ship,
his statement
of he
whatreturned
had happened
causedwhen.
him
to be warmly commended.
On an eminence near the hut one of thi
splrators stood watching. Suddenly he turned and
ran Into the building with the news that the Beet
was In range of the mines. Exultantly the conspirators touched the button. To their amazement
the big warships were sailing majestically along
and there were no signs of any explosion. Frantically they overhauled their apparatus, but suddenly there was an interruption. A number of
policemen dashed into the shack and placed the
cursing conspirators
under arrest.
On the deck of one of the finest warships was
a young sailor who looked back toward the land
and waved his cap with a smile. On the shore was
a young girl who returned his greeting happily,
knowing that in less than a year the man whom
she loved would be home again to claim her as his
bride.

AMERICAN.
PALS (Dec. 2). — Employed on the ranch of
Thomas Wells is old man Dan Matthews. Virginia, the three-year-old baby of Tohmas and
Kathleen Wells, is a constant companion to the old
man and they are pals. Thomas Wells has discharged from the ranch a workman named Henry
Willis and his man Steve Johnson, for which act
they both hold a grudge against the ranch owner.
The time has also arrived when he finds himself
compelled to let Dan Matthews go. His wife pleads
with him, but he is obdurate and after giving to
old Dan a worn-out cayuse, Wells tells him he
can use him no longer.
After the departure of old Dan, the wife of the
rancher Is busy about household tasks and gives no
attention to little Virgie. The little one is lonely
without her "pal" and, unable to find him In the
accustomed places about the house and ranch, she
goes to seek him in the open country. Her search
continues until she is worn out and night finds her
asleep upon the open range. Henry Willis and his
man are looking for a place in which to camp for
the night and come upon the sleeping child of
Thomas Wells. They pick up the sleeping child
and proceed to camp under a nearby tree, on the
brow of a hill and near the spot where old Dan is
resting. He is hidden from them by a slight undulation of the range and his moody thoughts are
suddenly interrupted by the sound of strange voices.
At the ranch house all is confusion over the
missing child, and a posse, headed by the father,
starts out in search. They find traces of her little
feet and follow them. Now thoroughly aroused the
old man cautiously creeps upon the two men, who
are planning their dastardly revenge. Dan fires a
shot which kills the companion of Henry Willis, then
charges upon Willis in an effort to rescue the
little pal of other days. A struggle ensues, in
which old Dan is worsted, but an opportune shot
from the leader of the posse lays low the villainous Willis. The posse come upon old Dan and little
Virgie in an embrace of greeting. The little one Is
given
her father
and thelead
"boys"
place into
old the
Dan keeping
upon a ofhorse
and gently
him
back to the ranch house, where an anxious mother
waits. The child is given to her amid shouts
from the cowboys and old Dan is given a rousing
welcome and the assurance that he will never need
for anything as long as the father and mother of
little Virgie live.
THE
ANTMAL
WITHIN
(Dec. 5)
In a lonely
region of the Mojave Mountains lives Anne Carey
with her son, Jonothan. One day while Jonothan
is going to the city for their weekly supplies, he
comes upon the hut of Jane Stevens, Just at the
noon hour, and seats himself under a tree near her
home to eat his lunch. Upon his return to bis
home that night his mother notices in his actions
an attitude of indifference. While In the town,
Jonothan had made the purchase of a shawl and
some ribbons as a gift to his mother, but in passing the but of Jane Stevens on his way home she
had come out and asked him to give her the ribbon
Instead of taking it home to his mother. These
actions had been carefully watched from ambush
by Hal Evers, an admirer of the woman, and he is
filled with Jealousy.
Jonothan goes to see Jane often and becomes more
and more Infatuated with her. The mother follows
him one day to ascertain his destination and when
she learns the truth her heart is filled with misgivings for her boy. The mother goes to the woman and pleads for her son, but an obdurate ear
Is turned to her entreaties.
Jane Stevens has a vain nature and desires more
gold with which to purchase finery of attire. She
devises a scheme with Hal Evers for a daring holdup of the stage coach and plans to use the unsophisticated for a dupe. The woman unfolds her
plans to Jonothan
and persuades
him to commit

tin- deed. At the opportune time and when the
"haul" will I..- sufficient to Justify their ends.
Join. than is given the signal by the wicked Jane
and he perpetrates the robbery. In his flight he
seeks and finds shelter in the but of the woman.
He gives her the booty. The woman esp.c^ the
posse in the distance and quickly hurries Jonothan
out of the hut toward a clump of underbrush.
The
ride up to the door of the but and the woman
points to the brush, thereby betraying the hiding
Of the man who had given more than his life
to satisfy her sinful vanity. Jonothan turns, and
seeing the posse In pursuit, rushes toward his home.
The posse follow him to bis home and tear him
from the arms of bis mother. A suddenly awakened
realization comes to Anne Carey that the entire
wrong going of her son is due to the Influence of
Jane Stevens and the "animal within" her is fired
into action. Taking a rifle from the wall of the
cabin she rushes to the hut of the woman. Her
arrival at the hut occurs during a violent quarrel
between Jane Stevens and Hal Evers. who has
come to her for his share of the booty. During the
disagreement Jane alms a gun at Hal and shoots
him. The mother of the wronged Jonothan now
rushes upon Jane making a scathing denouncement
of the mischief she has wrought and shoots ber
upon her own door step without a quaver.
BLUDSOE'S DILEMMA. (Dec. 7).— Bill Hawkins
with his latest sweetheart, Anita, the Spanish
dancer, came from the dance hall with Anita
lovingly leaning on his arm. Ida. an Indian maid
of fierce passions, saw the loving pair and in
Jealous
rage followed
them some
to Hawkins'
John Bludsoc,
on bis claim
two miles cabin.
from
his cabin, made a rich strike. He hurried home,
told his wife, had a hasty dinner, concealed the
treasure in a trap door beneath the floor and went
again to work. Mrs. Bludsoe then devoted her
efforts toward putting the little child to sleep.
Bludsoe's strike had been witnessed by Hawkins
who followed him and, through Bludsoe'e window,
saw the gold secreted. After Bludsoe's departure.
Hawkins crept through the window and made short
work of the treasure. In an adjoining room. Mrs.
Bludsoe heard the noise, and coming into the living room, at once grappled with Hawkins. The
child, awakened by the struggle, asked who was
there, and with Hawkin's gun at her throat. Mrs.
Bludsoe was compelled to reply. "It is your father."
She fought again and fell with a bullet in her side.
Hawkins, with the gold, hurried from the house,
little knowing that the jealous eyes of Iola, his
discarded lover, were upon him. He went straight
by the sheriff's window and dropped a missive,
asking
the asheriff
go sheriff
straight did
to so
Bludsoe's
Gathering
posse,to the
just incabin.
time
to find Bludsoe kneeling beside his injured wife.
The
child,
in
answer
to
the
sheriff's
question,
that the father had been with Mrs Bludsoe. said
and
on this evidence the posse made ready to lynch
Bludsoe. Then Iola interfered and the posse gave
chace to Hawkins.
But Iola had preceded them. Arriving at Hawkins' cabin, she entered without knocking and found
Anita and Hawkins examining their spoils. Blocking the door, she bade Hawkins flee and then drawing her dangerous knife gave battle to Anita.
Anita, with quick Spanish wit. slipped behind the
table, drawing her dagger as she did so. A royal
battle followed, the forms of the feminine combatants, one torn with wounded pride and jealousy,
the other threatened with frightful death rocked
to and fro across the floor. Just as Iola bentber antaginist across her knee for the death stroke.
the posse entered. Anita slipped away, Iola
sheathed
her knife and followed the posse.
In the meantime Hawkins, with the aid of arope, had let himself over a dangerous precipice.
The sharp edge of the rock bit through the hemp
and when bis body dangled mid-way, it broke. The
posse found a mangled heap of human flesh at the
foot of the great divide and wended its way to
the Bludsoe cabin, where they found Mrs. Bludsoe
smiling happily Into the eyes of her husband.

GAUMONT.
GAUMONT WEEKLY, NO. 37 (Nov. 20).—
TRAINING THE DOG DETECTIVES.— Paris Police canines are taught to become valuable aids to
their masters.
AN INDIANA WRECK.— Fifteen persons killed
in a railroad collision near Indianapolis.
A CORRUGATED AEROPLANE.— Berlin inventor
produces
remarkably stable machine embracing new
ideas.
PINCHED FOR SPEEDING.— Chicago motorcycle
force captures Michigan Avenue ordinance breaker.
FLOODS IN RUSSIA.— City of Kertch scene of
disastrous cloudburst.
THE OLDEST SHIP AFLOAT.— English convict
schooner "Success" comes to America for exhibition
COLONEL BRYAN LAYS CORNERSTONE— Xepurposes.
braskan officiates at the initial work of building
Sibley Hospital addition in Washington, D. C.
SUFFRAGETTES CELEBRATE VICTORY. —
Twenty thousand women parade on Fifth Avenue,
New York, when five states vote suffrage.
YALE vs. PRINCETON. — Enormous crowd of
football enthusiasts see gridiron battle at Princeton.
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Tuesday. December 3rd.
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Bonnie Banks o' Loch Lomond'7
The Bonnie,
" Featuring
Miss Barbara Tennant in one of the prettiest talcs of the year.

Ql

Thursday, December 5th.

"Dick's

Wife"

Comedy-Drama

that fairly bounds from laughter to tears, then back again.
and
Sunday, December 8th.
"THE
"THE MENDER"
VASE
SPLENDID
"THE
PIPER"
SPLIT REEL
SCIENTIA"
December 19th

"The
Fly"
"ECLAIR

the December
Sensation
"TheWill beTiger
andFeaturethe
Fakir"

Eclair Film Company &««.«
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THE MATROMONIAL EXPRESS (Dec. 3;.— A
decidedly handsome lady of the blond persuasion
v\ltli a feminine companion whose looks are hardly
so inviting, find themselves in the same railroad
car with Andrew Porbea, Mr. Forbes, thereupon
inters a desperate Blrtatlon with the blond lady,
which is equally desperately received, the desperation being mostly caused by the Argus-eyed companion who seems to take diabolical pleasure In
thwarting their attempts at Intimacy. There
Is a very Ingenious courtship carried on through
transoms and in the dining car, and especially noteworthy are the feet to promote acquaintance. They
reach a tunnel and Mr. Forbes with an audacity
qnite commensurate with the worthiness of the
cause, attempts to kiss the blond lady. Tunnels
have an unpleasant way of being dark, however,
and he plants his affectionate kiss on the unsympa■ t the companion, who is angry enough
to bite bin). The two ladles ami Forbes get off
at the same station, but they ore whisked out of
Bight In an automobile before he can trace them,
goes onHis
to uncle
his destination,
his uncle's
suburbanthen
home.
is importunate
that
Forbes become married and says that he has the
lady all picked out for him and that today she will
come for inspection. Forbes, making a very wry
face at the Idea of being "sicked" on to an unknown woman in this manner, as his thoughts are
still occupied with the fair charmer of the express, it soon turns out to be the matrimonial express, however, and the very lady selected by
his uncle for the lucrative position of his wife is
the same as she with whom he had so desperately
flirted on the train.

SOLAX.
THE

RAFFLE (Dec. 4).— Dela Hart and her husband, who are in danger of becoming hopelessly
estranged, find a new interest in each other
through the medium of a lottery ticket and a set
of furs. Dela has an ardent admirer who wishes
to present her with the furs. He secures a bogus
lottery ticket and gives it to her. The furs are to
be the result of the winning number on the ticket.
All goes as expected. Dela gives the ticket to her
husband and asks him to bring home whatever she
has won. Unexpected complications result when
Mr. Hart presents the furs to his pretty stenographer and brings home a book to his wife as the
result of her winning. However, all ends well, and
Dela and her husband really begin to become acquainted with each other.
THE FACE AT THE WINDOW (Dec. 6).— Nina
Auvray's
and and
youth
have old
been
lonelyThe
—
spent
with childhood
an eccentric
miserly
uncle.
house they occupy is an old-time dilapidated mansion. Old Auvray dies suddenly. No will can be
found. Nina is compelled to advertise the old
home. A fine fellow buys the place, while Nina
encages board in the village.
Nina pines for the old house. At times she creeps
up the hill and tearfully gazes at the closed windows and doors. Once, looking wearily about, she
enters the house and goes through the rooms. Finally, overcome, she throws herself on the sofa and
has a cry. It is here the new tenant finds her.
Thus their acquaintance starts. Young Grey immediately sets about the repair of the old home
and grounds. Two or three hands about the place
he retains. One fellow, surly, and a hard drinker,
Grey learns to distrust. After repeated and kind
warnings regarding drunkenness, Lem Casev is discharged. He leaves cursing Grey.
Nina one day is roaming through the woods, when
she overhears Casey and a pal cursing and talking
Casey has planned to shoot Grey that night, and
is gloating over the facl that Grey alwavs sits bv
his desk, writing, within direct range of the south
window. Nina, terrified, runs straight to her old
home, waits for Grey to return, and in an ecstasy
of terror and tears tells him all she has heard.
Grey telephones for a couple of officers. Together
they fix up a dummy at Grey's desk. Grey and the
men hide in the thicket. Darkness falls. Lem
Casey approaches. He shoots. Casey turns to flee,
but Is knocked down by the man he supposed he
had murdered. The next day, In locating the bullet, a secret panel is discovered, containing the lost
will. Nina Is a rich woman, and all ends happily.

MAJESTIC.
AN OLD LOVE LETTER (Nov. 24).— In a family
of four girls the youngest sister, Maud, Is sixteen.
Maud's mother runs a hoarding house, and John
Bruce makes his home with the family, falling in
love with Maud's oldest sister.
Bruce is
shy, and cannot nerve himself to Dolly.
tell Dolly of his
love. He writes her a note in which he asks her
to he his wife, giving it to the maid to deliver.
Mttle sister Maud loves Bruce, but Is never even
allowed to talk to him. She makes a confidante of
the maid, and they scheme between them to spoil
Dolly's love affair. The maid gives Bruce's letter
of proposal to Dolly, but Maud gets possession of
it later and, putting It In a fresh envelope, gives
It to each one of her sisters in turn. They each
think that Bruce has made them an offer of marriage, and rush to their mother with the glad news,
only to discover that he has proposed to each of
them. The result is disastrous to Bruce, and he
Maud re
leaves town without getting a hearing.
pents and tries to get hlin to remain, but without
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success,
However, she succeeds In making him see
thai
rlooked the prize sister of them all,
and three years later, when he returns to claim
her
as
his
bride,
he meets the three sisters, walkbaby.ing with their husbands,
each wheeling a bouncing
SHOCKING HER FUTURE MOTHER-IN-LAW.
(Nov. 26). — Archie Calvert, the son of aristocratic
and sedate parents, Is In love with Zelda Thorps,
a light opera prima donna. The following morning Archie who is at a medical college receives
a letter from his mother In which she asks him
to bring his fiancee for Sunday dinner, Mrs. Calvert's Idea being that the high-class deportment
of herself and daughter and the supposedly vulgar
personality of Zelda will wean her son's Infatuation away from the prlmi donna. Archie calls
upon Zelda and, after telling her of his mother's
high mindedncss, she has her maid dress her up
as a typlctl chorus girl. She appears thus arrayed
before the mother of Archie, who Is greatly shocked
and orders her from the house. Just before dinner,
she discards her disguise and appears as a plainly
dressed young lady, with no other jewelry except
her engagement ring, much to the pleasure of Mrs.
Calvert. After dinner Archie and Zelda withdraw
from the house and go for a stroll. As they are
leaving the veranda they discover Nora and Dennis,
the Calvert footman, whispering sweet nothings
into each other's ears. As they walk away unseen. Archie promises that If Dennis can win Nora,
their future shall be the care of Zelda and himself.

PUNCH.
THE TWO CHEFS (Dec. 5). — Jacques and Jules,
rival chefs, are rivals In love as well as In business,
and leanette, their buxom Idol, Is torn between the
two. Jacques has the ascendency, because of the
Btudent patronage he holds by virtue of a marvelous sauce for chicken which he prepares from
an inherited recipe, kept profoundly secret. Success
spoils Jacques, however, and Jeanette, becoming
jealous of a little singer who is mocking Jacques'
airs, steals the famous recipe, knowing its secret
hiding place, and gives it to Jules. Thereupon all
of the students flock over to Jules, and Jeanette.
with many shrugs, follows the crowd. The darkest
hour lias arrived for Jacques.
Jules, however, is ungrateful, and does not trust
Jeanette with the secret of his hiding place, which,
of course, makes her angry. So one day, while
Jules is preparing the sauce, she brings Jacques
to the kitchen, and in the struggle which ensues
for possession of the precious document it falls into
the fire and burns. Both are desolated. Jules begins at once to berate Jeanette, whereupon Jacques,
by his gallantry in protecting her, wins Jeanette
back to himself and bears her off In triumph to
his own kitchen. There, under the inspiration of
her presence, he regains heart and, being persuaded
by her, decides to try to make the marvelous sauce
without the recipe. Monsieur Gerome passes upon
the sauce's verity for the students, and success
comes again to stay forever with Jacques, who
thus triumphs doubly over his hated rival, Jules.
HIS DRESS SUIT (Dec, 5).— Handsome Harry is
deeply in love with Mabel, who is very fond of
flowers. He buys her presents and spends money
so freely that he finds himself financially embarrassed. But Mabel must have flowers, so Harry
takes his dress suit, which is his joy and pride, and
pawns It. With the proceeds he buys a beautiful
bunch of flowers and takes them to Mabel's house.
She Is delighted, and Harry is very satisfied until
he learns that he cannot attend her party that
evening unless he has a dress suit. Harry is visited by joy and gloom so often that the little fellows become quite friendly with him.

MUT UAH-FILM
TION. CORPORABRONCHO.
HIS SQUAW
(2 Reels) (Dec. 4) Jim Hale Is
engaged to a pretty girl, Irene Smith, and goes
io search for gold. After enduring many
privations he finally strikes a promising vein of
rock, and spends his last money for powder to
blast with. A terrific explosion rends the mountain side, revealing no yellow metal. Despondent
und discouraged, Jim writes to his sweetheart, releasing her from ber engagement and bidding ber
e forever, and goes on bis way. In his abstraction be becomes lost In the desert and suffers
from the blistering rays of the sun and raging
thirst. In a dying condition be is found by the Indians, who bring him back to health, and Jim
marries an Indian girl and becomes a fur trader.
Irene Smith and ber father go In search of Jim,
joining an emigrant train. The Indians plan to
capture the train, and Jim determines to prevent
the massacre of the whites. His squaw aids him
in this, and be reaches the emigrants and leads the
women and children to a distant fort, while the
men remain to guard the horses, oxen and equipment. The meeting between Jim and Irene is pathetic, Jim confessing his marriage. A terrible
battle takes place between the whites and the Indians, while Jim leads the soldiers to the scene.
They arrive too late, as they find nothing but the
smoking ruins of the camp. The squaw, thinking
ber husband Is among the slain, determines to
avenge Jim's death, and during the night enters the
chief's tent and kills him. She Is caught by the
squaws, who beat her and throw her over a cliff.
She painfully drags herself to the door of the cabin,
where Jim finds her, and she expires in his arms.
The picture ends with a silhouette dissolving scene
after a title, "The call of the blood," showing Jim
riding slowly back to civilization — and Irene.

KEYSTONE
PAT'S DAY OFF (Dec. 2). — Pat comes home with
a jag on and only part of his pay in his pocket.
A stormy argument ensues, in which the neighbors
and the policeman on the beat are brought in, but
Bridget scatters the inquisitive ones with a pan
of dish water. Pat wanders off and stumbles over
an open man-bole in the street, and decides to be
revenged, so he scrawls a note to Bridget that he
has committed suicide by drowning himself in the
man-hole, which is delivered to his wife by a boy.
Bridget is overcome and becomes hysterical The
town constables on bicycles are called out, the
police hurry to the scene, and the fire department
lends Its aid. A great crowd gathers about the
man-hole and heroic policemen, with ropes tied
about their waists, plunge into the dark depths In
search of Pat. In the meantime Pat has been
havinghistheattention
time of ishisattracted
life "rushing
the mob
growler,"
and
by the
about
the man-hole. Unsteadily he makes his way into
their midst, and the angry firemen and police lay
violent hands on him but are driven off by the
valiant Bridget, who leads her spouse home.
BROWN'S SEANCE (Dec. 2).— Brown and his
friends take an afternoon off. spending their time
with some pretty chorus girls. Their wives persuade them to go to a spiritualist meeting and the
Medium makes the startling announcement that a
man present is not true to his wife. The women
demand the name of the man. and she refus. & to
answer questions In the meeting but promises to
do so at a private seance next morning. At the
appointed hour the wives arrive, and Brown and
his friends try to hush up the Medium, but she
makes them pay dearly for her statement to their
wives that their husbands are true to them.

LUX.
WILLIE'S TICKER (Nov. 22).— Willie receives
a watch from his uncle, and is immediately possessed
of a desire to make every clock in the town agree
with his own. This, of course, leads to the discovery of several chronological inexactitudes, and
Willie is obliged to climb into some funny places
to set these matters right. When he has either
corrected or demolished every clock In the town, he
is obliged to call upon his uncle to protect him from
the onslaughts of the Infuriated townsfolk.
THE DIARY OF A BAD BOY (Nov. 29).— Uncle
Toby determines to catch the thief who has stolen
his eggs out of the chicken run. He nails two man
traps into a couple of boards and places them In
the run. His nephew Is soon caught in the traps.
With the traps upon his feet the young hopeful
hastens off through the town. Thinking to hide in
a packing case, the culprit jumps in. Unfortunately
the boards just fit the box, and he is nailed in by
the packers. This leads to a Journey to a far distant port which Is never reached, for the vessel is
wrecked in a tempest and the bad . lad is landed
upon a cannibal Island.
GRATEFUL
HENRY
(Nov. 29).— An unfortunate
Individual
befriendsand Tired
and thusgratitude.
Incurs"
his everlasting
very Henry,
embarrassing
Henry will not leave his benefactor, and shovvs his
gratitude in a most amusing manuer.

MISCELLANEOUS
REX—

INTERNATIONAL

FEATURE

FILM

"AT THE RISK OF HIS LIFE."— Tom Nelson
had married Rose in a little country town, where
she was the popular tx 11, . Jim Mason, who had
been his rival, brooded over the fact greatly. Some
time after the wedding Jim meets Tom and Invites him into a saloom for a drink. Tom reluctantly enters, and one drink leads to another.
until Jim is finally compelled to bring Tom home
to his bride in an intoxicated condition
Tom's employers have a strict rule that if any
of their employees are discovered carrying intoxicatingmissed.
liquors
the of
factory
be disJim, Into
knowing
this they
rule, will
manages
to
place
a
bottle
of
whiskey
in
Tom's
coat,
then Informs the superintendent that one of and
his
men Is violating the rules of the factory. Tom Is
discharged, and as there are no other factories In
the town, he decides upon going to New York.
During his absence Jim calls upon Rose and tries
to convince her that Tom is a drunkard and will
nov.r amount to much. Indignant at this unjust
accusation
Hosein flaunts
Jim's offacea from
her husband,
which a heletter
tellsin Rose
good
position he has. and asks her to join him in New
York. Rose joins her husband, and the young
couple are soon blessed with a baby girl. When
Tom meets Jim in New York, he forgets all their
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REPAIRING

ALL

MAKES

Two New Brands

OF

Moving Picture Films. Contains No
Ether, Non-Evaportting, Does not
Buckle. (iuaranteed to be superior
to any you have ever used. If you
cannot obtain it of your Dealer, send
25 cents in coin or stamps and the
name of your exchange,
and we will mail you an
ounce bottle with
brush.
FILMO CHEMICAL CO., In-.
55-57-59 Chrvntie Street
New York

WORLD

I [ave Been Added to the
M< i$i Popular Programme

in the World

ITALA

:

:

:

:

PUNCH

Both
Comedies

COMEDY SCENARIOS
CRYSTAL FILM COMPANY
430 Wendover

Ave.

New

York

City

For bookings Gypsy Blood, The
Traitress, The Course of True Love,
and all Asta Nielsen Features write
The United Feature Film Company

559 SPITZER

BUILDING

TOLEDO.

OHIO

Orchestra
Music
FOR

Making in all Eleven Great Brands
of High-class Films
Thanhouser

American

Gaumont

Majestic

Solax

Reliance
Great Northern

Itala

Comet

Lux

Punch

MOVING PICTURES
Violin, Cornet and Dram parts have
been added to the popular "Orphenm
Collection" of piano music (dramatic
and descriptive) for Moving Pictures.
Practical for piano alone or any number ©f above instruments. Issued in
two parts: No. 1 and No. 2.
Piano, 58 cents each; both No.'s $1.15
Violin, 40 cents each; both " 75c
Cornet, 35 cents each; both " 65c
Drams, 30 cents each; both u 55c
Send for free sample pages.

CLARENCE
1S01 Sedgwick

E. SINN
St., Chicago,

III.

Write for Name of
Nearest Exchange.

FILM SUPPLY CO. OF AMERICA
133, 135, 137 W. 44th St., New York, U. S. A.

McKENNA
BRASS
RAILINGS
EASELS
GRILLES
CUSPIDORS
KICK
PLATB8
POSTER
, FRAMES

Writ.
for
CtaJa*.

Price, with

PITTSBURGH

carrying

case, $35.00.

Is the only Substitute for Electricity
projecting
Viewsforand
u the Motion Picture or Stereopticoa

ONLY

McKenna Bros. Brass Go.
—

THE ENTERPRISE (Portable)
CALCIUM GAS OUTFIT

—

SATISFACTORY

PORTABLE

OUTFIT

became it operates by WATER PRESSURE. IS CONSTANT. REGULAR AND
RELIABLE and bat no complicated spring valve to corrode, choke up and otherwise get out of order.
Is patented.
"OXONE"
oxygen gas.

In

SQUARE

CAKES

it most

satisfactory

for

the

production

of

For Salt by Dealers Everywhere.

America's Feature Film Co.

406-7-8 Schiller Building, Chicago, 111.

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Go.

MANUFACTURERS

564-572 W. Randolph Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.

THE

9i8
old

rivals meet
often
after 1 1 j i — . and Tom's
brain
j;ii! from tin- liquor be consumes in his
nightly trips with Jim.
When too inii', be realise!
tinct his position is in danger, and be eventuallj
himself walking the stn-cts penniless and
his wife und liiiby 111. Tom, in liis aimless
for work, meets Jim and Is persuaded to make a
trip to Governor'. Island. They arrive upon the
day that the Government ofllclals are to make a
test of throwing dynamite bombs from a balloon.
When the aeronaut learns that be must carry 120
pounds of dynamite, he refuses to make the ascent.
Jim eoneelves the diabolical scheme of getting rid
of Tom
forever
and
have
Rose
collect
the large
i offered by the Government. He plays upon
Tom's poverty and love for bis wife and baby and
finally persuades him to offer to go up In the
balloon and carry the 120 pounds of dynamite. While
he Is making arrangements with the officials to
pay the money to bis wife In case death overtakes
him, Jim steals a slow fuse which Is lying in tbe
dynamite box and ties It to tbe dynamite sacks.
Just as the balloon starts to ascend, Jim, on tbe
pretense of shaking hands, touches the fuse with
his lighter cigar. As tbe balloon ascends to a
height of 200 feet, a bag of sand becomes loose
and drops upon the head of Jim, killing him Instantly. When tbe balloon reaches a height of
1000 feet, the anxious watchers on tbe ground
become horror stricken as a cloud of smoke envelops the balloon and a second later they are
deafened by a explosion. From tbe midst of this
flaming Inferno a body Is seen coming to earth.
When within 100 feet of the water, the parachute
which bad been attached to Tom's belt opens, and,
although saved from the frightful fall, he is still
in danger of drowning. Hurriedly a nearby tug is
pressed into service and Tom is pulled from the
river unconscious but alive. With the money obtained from the Government, he returns to his
native town with his wife and baby and again becomes a respected member
of the community.

Among the Exhibitors.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Fred G. Nixon-Nirdlinger will
erect a theater building on Germantown Avenue.
Cost, $100,000.
Philadelphia, Pa. — The First Baptist Church property at 907 North 6th Street, will be remodeled into
a theater building.
Chicago, 111, — A contract has been let for the
erection of a theater building at 1200 Dearborn
Avenue, for P. W. Jones, owner.

MOVING

Don't fail to visit our
complete New York showroom, 101-103 4th Ave.

THE NEWMAN
MFG. CO.
717-721
Sycamore
St.,
Cincinnati,
0.
Established

1882

USE A SUBEHOLD SHUTTER SETTER
FOR BETTER PICTURES

WORLD

McKinley, Tex. — A contract for a new theater
building was ht to Jones a. Cooper,
Canton,
111. — Laurel
Clemens
purchased
thi
I une
building
from
('has.
Sehank,
of Summum,
which will be remodeled and used as a picture theater.
Philadelphia,
Pa. — A permit
was
let to remodel
the old market
house
at 26th and Girard
A
into a theater building.
Detroit, Mich. — C. Howard Crane let for Louis
Schneider, a contract for a brick theater building
on Woodward
Avenue.
Brooklyn, N. Y. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a brick theater building for the Wm.
i ,i\ Amusement
Co., at Broadway and 07th Sareet.
St. Cloud, Minn. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a new moving picture house for a new
amusement company of which C. W. Saunders and
E. J. Fetters with E. T. Davidson, are the directors.
Hebron, Neb, — Earl Gray has sold his interest in
the Elite Theater to his partner, Clarence Boyes,
who will continue the place.
Aberdeen, S. D. — Plans are being prepared for the
erection of a new theater building.
Cost, $18,000.
Binghamton, N. Y. — Raymond M. Davis, proprietor of the Lyric Theater, of this city, will erect
a new theater building on the outskirts of this city.
Cleveland, 0. — Acme Hall will be remodeled for
a German
theater.
Location,
East 9th Street.
Philadelphia, Pa. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a new moving picture theater on corner
26th and Girard Avenues.
Cost, $70,000.
Rockford, 111. — Sam Rose has sold the Kaiserhof
play house In South Main Street, to Alex Fredricksen,
the 7tb Street real estate dealer.
Hill City, Minn. — Charles A. Pierce has purchased
O. L. Cooley's interest In the Gem Theater and will
conduct the business alone.
St. Cloud, Minn. — A contract has been signed by
C. W. Saunders and E. J. Fetters with E. T. Davidson which will result in the introduction of a new
amusement Company In St. Cloud. Already the company has opened the Davidson Theater, a moving
picture and vaudeville here in this city.
Sacramento, Cal. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a new theater bJilding to cost $150,000,
on K Street, between 10th and 11th Streets.
Portland, Oro. — A contract has been let for the
erection of the new Empress theater building at
corner 7th and Yamhill Streets.
Harrisburg, Pa. — The new Colonial theater will
soon be opened in this city.
New York, N. Y. — The Security Construction Co.,
has been awarded the contract for building the
theater at 253 West 125th Street.

Make Your Lobby Display
Attractive
There is nothing more
fascinating to the public
than a bright brass frame
to display your photos or
posters.
We make Lobby and
Theater Fixtures and
Brass Rails of every
description.
Write for Catalog

PICTURE

POWER'S

No. 6-A

$60

Exchange your old Power's six
for new 6-A cost you $60 difference. Edison "B" machines
with Power's 6-A stand and
lamp bouse complete, $220. We
sell all makes machines, new
and second hand,
cheap.
STELZER BROTHERS,
Lincoln,
HI.,
417
Broadway.

Reduce* you
current bills
one- half

Produces
•
clear, bright

DIAMOND SEAMLESS

what a satisfied customer says:
Winston-Salem,
N. C, Oct. 21st, 1912.
Surehold Shutter Setter Co., Bellingham, Wash.
1;. ntlemen: — Please send me by mail two Surehold
Shutter Setters. Find enclosed $15.00 for same. 1
certainlv am pleased with the one I have now, and
always want to keep one on hand. I am Installing
a new machine and want one for It.
Send
for circular.
EDGAR C. PEARCE.
SUREHOLD
SHUTTER
SETTER
CO.,
P. 0. Box 428, Bellingham,
Wash.

H. J. Morris

Bloomer,
— Geo. Anacher
ture theaterWis.
at Bloomer.

has opened a pic-

Cincinnati, 0. — Application for a permit to erect
the Nordland Theater at 2C23 Yin,- Street, was
made.
Cost, $30,000.
San Francisco, Cal. — Burlingame. — J. H. Hatcher
let a contract for a $7,000 theater in this city,
i/oeation on Burlington Square, opposite South Pacific Hotel and station.
Harrisonburg, Va. — Virginia Amusement Company
purchased Spottswood Building and will convert it
into a theater.
Cost, $30,000.
Houston, Tex. — Southern Loan & Investment Company will erect a theater building.
Baltimore, Md.— I'earcc & Scbeck, 413 East Baltimore Street purchased a site on Hartford Avenue
near Chase Street and will erect a moving picture
theater building.
Jacksonville, Fla. — Forsyth Amusement Company,
Jno. W. Dodge, president, is having plans prepared
by Albert Westover, Phila., Pa., for theater building at Ocean and Forsyth Street.
Cost, $125,000.
Sharpsburg, la. — John King sold his interest in
the Dreamland
Theater to V. H. Mason.

SCENARIOS
HEADLINERS WANTED
HIGHEST COMEDIES
PRICES SPECIALLY
PAID
DESIRED
KINEMACOLOR CO.
1600 Broadway

New York

MACHINES
FOR
SALE.
1 Lubin, 2 pin, all complete
$40.00
1 Edison,
1 pin machine,
all complete
75.00
las above, with new rheostat
82.00
1 rebuilt Edison,
1 pin, like new
90.05
I rebuilt Power's No. 5, B shutter
110.00
1 rebuilt Power's No. 5. equipment all new
120.00
1 Economy
Current
Saver, 110 volts
25.00
1 Motiograph, like new, no rheostat
170.00
1 Power's No. 6, all complete
180.00
1 Power's No. 5, all complete
95.00
State length of throw and size of picture.
Will be
shippedceipt of $10.00
C. O. deposit
D. . privilege of examination on reLIBERTY

FILM

RENTING

CO.,

Pittsburgh,

Pa.

FEATURES

2..000 roll tickets. IL20; 60
% cored carbons. (LIB;
stereopUoon objectives. 50c
to 13.0(1 ; rtereoyticooa. $15;
rheostats, $3 to 15: arc
lamps. $LT6. $2 and $2.26;
condensers, 60c ; calcium
jets, $2.80; acetylene
Jets,
$2.50: gas generators, $3.60:
saoving picture objectives, $2.T5; jackets, $2. List of
■ravins picture repair parts at fair prices. Sprocket
wheals, S6c; Alms lo a foot. Catalogue. All saakes
af marine picture machines repaired at reasonable
pries*.
L. HETZ, $02 East Z3rd St, New York City

plot ore

Read

Elgin, Neb. — Chas. Wbitehouse will soon open a
picture theater In oakdale.
Colfax, Wash. — Tbe Bungalow motion picture
show
it.
.id by Binest
BusseU
to H. J.
I low
otin, who will open same.
Elyria, 0.— Kleervue Film Co., Elyria, $75,000;

3, 3 and
1 REEL
The best attractions for Rent or Sale. Get our
Prices FIRST. Lower than all others. Send
for List Today.

NORTHERN

FEATURE

FILM EXCHANGE

Suite 405 ■vliiller Building. Chicago

Royal Feature
Film Company
N. SMITH, Manager

538 S.Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
MOVING PICTURE MACHINES. We have on hand
at present for immediate shipment, the following,
at big bargain prices:
One Powers No. 6 Mechanism; One Powers No. 6
Complete Equipment (New): »ne Powers No. 6A,
Complete; One Powers No. 5 Complete, 2nd Hand,
perfect running order; One Powers No. 5, used one
night only (election night), good as new; One
Powers No. 5 Mechanism, New, slightly shop-worn,
perfect; One Simplex, Complete, latest model, new;
One Edison Type B, Complete Equipment, New: One
Edison Type B, Complete Equipment, slightly used,
good as new: One Edison Exhibition Model, secondhand, in perfect condition: Two Calcium Gas Making
Outfits, New: One 6" Spot Light, slightly shop worn,
with color wheel.
All of the above machines will be sold as decided
big bargains on account of onr annual stock taking,
which begins December 1. All articles mentioned
in tills ad are guaranteed to be absolutely right.
Money will be refunded if any objections will be
made to the purchase. Will ship with privilege of
examination. Prices will be quoted upon request.
Please mention which machine you are Interested In.
Kindly specify same as ad calls for.
THE
STERN
MANUFACTURING
CO.,
109 N. 10th St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Largest and oldest M. P. Supply House In America.

I ill.

When

\h IVING

has

Moving

that every manufacturer of note
equipped

his

factor}-

\Y< »kl.b

NO FICTITIOUS PRICES

You Consider

Making Moving Pictures
Remember

PICTURE

A chance for the state righl man to buy
a high-class production at a price
that will net him a handsome
profit
in a short
time.

with

LLIAMSON'S
WI
Picture Cameras, Printers

Some
and

Perforators
Every exhibitor in the country should write
us for our surprise coming January i, 1913.

Very

Blanche Walsh
ii

Resurrection

36 East 23rd Street

REEL

COMPANY
New York City

RELIABLE
LOOK!

WORK

Read Thia
Advert iaement
If your
time in
is touch
worth with
money,us.don't
waste
by to
losing
time
getting
It will
pay ityou
let
us do your repair work. We know how to make your
machine new again. We handle a complete line of
supplies and buy and sell all makes of second-hand machines. SATISFACTION guaranteed. When anything
goes wrong think of

ft

in Tolstoy's
Four Parts

WRITE,

WHYTE-WHITMAN

Territory

is now open for

Largest importers and exporters of motion
picture cameras
in the United
States.

Sole Agents

Good

WIRE,

BUT

DO

IT

NOW!

Masko Film Company
145 West

45th

Street,

New

York

"Silver Your Curtain with Silverit

Sllverlt Is a silver paste. Can be applied over any surface. Will increase the light of your picture 100% over aluminum, alabastlne, or
silver applied with a brush. Makes your picture a pearl white. Reduces your light bill, and gives you a perfect picture.
Over aluminum or white paint, 1 lb. covers a curtain 9 x 12.
Over a new plaster wall or alabastlne, double the amount.
1 Hi. can, $3.00
2 lb. can, $5.00

A. G. THOMAS,

1705 Fairacres Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

TheChicagoMoving Picture Supply Co. ,wffl&gyte Su

WANTED -SILENT

PARTNER

Who Is willing to put two or three thousand dollars Into an established
moving picture theatre business. Will be willing to make notes for
partner's
of profits
$50.00 perI week,
round.andThis
a straightshare
deal,
nothingof crooked.
have the
two year
theatres
haveis
been offered $10,000 for the largest one. I do not care to sell, but
want a little extra capital to work with.
DOLLY SPL'RR,
Marion, Ind.

—

THE LCSMITH REWINDING SET '•

EMBRACES THE FIRST NOTEWORTHY
IMPROVEMENTS
TO
REWINDING
MECHANISM
SINCE
REWINDING
BECAME

EXCHANGE

NECESSARY.

Ot

us ran LEA l

PRICE

laEMMEM

5 5.°°

ELECTED
By the majority of Moving Picture Manufacturers as the most satisfactory tank ever built.
No loss of liquid. No damage to property
where Corcoran tanks are installed.
Send for Price List No. 5
For reference as to Quality consult the following: The VitagTaph Co. of America, The
Independence Moving Pictures Co. of America, The Powers Picture Plays Co., Nestor Co.,
Thanhouser Co., Rex, Champion. Helies, Gaumont, St. Louis Motion Picture Co., Kinemaoolor Co. of America, N. Y. Motion Picture Co., Bison, Crystal Film Co., Majestic,
Solas, Eclair, Kalem, T. A. Edison Co., British-Am.
Mfg. Co., Jungle Film Co,

A.

J.

1 1 JOHN

CORCORAN,
STREET,

NEW

Inc.
YORK

CITY

THE

<J20

MOVING

DATES

.VIIflUMlllUnitlNllllllllllinf!!:, : -. . :,.;,!;;: ' ::|!|:;.. ;ii.!
AMERICAN.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

The Would-be Heir
(Dr.)
An Idyl of Uawail
(Dr.)
Jack's
Word
(Dr.)
Her Own Country
(Dr.)
The Hidden Treasure
(Com. -Dr.)
On Board
the S. S. Dubuque,
Naval
Training
Ship
(Ed.)
—Pals
( Drama )
."—The Animal Within
(Drama)
7 — Iiludsoe's
Dilemma
(Drama)
AMBEOSIO.

1000
1000
1000
1000

1000
1000
1000

6 — The Ship of Lions
(Drama)
13— The Siren's Call to Duty (Dr.)
20 — Grandfather's Forgiveness
(Dr.)
20— The Rapids . ' Onatra
River,
Finland
(Scenic)
27 — Playing
with
ridged Tools
(Drama)..

Oct.
2 — Ashes
of Memory
(Dr.)
Oct.
9 — Getting
in Strong
(Com.)
Oct.
0 — Woman
Haters
(Com.)
Oct. 16— Mission
Maestro
(Dr.)
Oct. 23 — A Redeemed
Reputation
(Drama) ....
Oct. 30 — Brand of Cain
(Drama)
"101" BISON
(N. T. M. P. 00.).
Oct. IB— (Title Not Reported)
Oct. 18— The
Venegance
of Fate — (2 reels)—
(Drama)
Oct. 25— The Colonel's
Ward
(2 reels)
(Dr.)..
BISON

(Universal).

29 — The Cowboy Guardians (Drama)
2— Trapper Bill, King of Scouts
(Drama)
5 — A Redman's
Love
(Drama)
9— An
Indian
Ishmael
(Drama)
12 — Blackfoot's
Conspiracy
(Dr.)
10— The Tribal Law (2 reels) (Dr.)
19— Trapped by Fire (Dr. )
23— The Half-Breed Scout
(Dr. )
20 —An
Indian
Outcast
(Drama)
30— The
Massacre
of the Fourth
Cavalry
(Drama)
BRONCHO.

Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

30— How
6 — The
13 — Mary
20— The
27— The
4 — His

Shorty
Kept
His Word
(Drama)
Man They Scorned (2 reels) (Dr.)
of the
Mines
(Drama)
Civilian
(2 reels)
(Dr. )
Ball Player and the Bandit (Dr.)
Squaw
(2 reels — Drama)

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

14 — The Girl In the Gingham
Gown
(Dr.)
21— Thy
Will
Be Done
(Drama)
28— Sue (Drama)
4 — A Tramp's Strategy
(Drama)
11— A Protege of Uncle Sam (2 reels) (Dr.)
18— Blue Ridge Folks
(Dr.)
25 — The Gateway
to America
(Drama)...

CHAMPION.

10— The Gypsy Flirt (Comedy)
10 — Man
Wanted
(Cemedy)
17— The Chorus Girl (Com.)
17 — Her Old Love
(Com.)
24 — The Quarrel (Com.)
24 — The Valet and the Maid (Com.)
1 — Locked
Out
(Comedy)
1— A Picnic in Dakota
(Comedy)

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

19 —
21—
21—
22 —
22 —
24—
24 —
20—
28 —
1

ECLAIR.

5.000
10,000

$1.25
$2.50
FOR RESERVED

NATIONAL

TICKET

6 — His
Little
Partner
(Drams)
8 — Sharps
and Chaps
(Comedy)
11— A White Lie (Dr.)
13 — Dad's
Mistake
(Com.)
15 — A Cowgirl Cinderella (Com.)
18 — A Fight for Friendship
(Dr.)
20 — In the Long
Hun
(Dr.)
22— The Shanghaied
Cowboys
(Com.)
25 — The
Regeneration
of Worthless
Dan
i Drama )
Nov. 27 — A Friend indeed (Comedy-Drama)....
Nov. 29 — The
Matrimonial
Agency
of Roaring
Onlch
(Comedy)
POWERS.

22 — The

Woman
Id
White
(2
reels)
(Drama)
Oct. 29— The Old Doll Maker
(Drama)
Nov.
5 — The
Better
Part
(Drama)
Nov. 12— The Lighting of Love's Way (Dr.)
Nov. 19 — The Tongueless
Man
(Dr.)
\ov
26
The Toll of the Sea
(Drama)
GREAT

NORTHERN.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

9 — The
Lost Stud
(Comedy)
9 — The
Distributed
Sentry
(Comedy)
16 — Funnlcus
and His Dog
(Com.)
16 — Elephant Training In India
(Ed.)
23 — (Title not reported).
30 — The
Queen
of the Season
(Comedy) .
IMP.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

16 — Ole, the Hypnotist
(Com. )
16 — Just Like the West
(Com. )
18 — The Open Road
(Dr.)
21— The
Candy
Girl (Com.)
23— One of the Bravest
(Com.)
23 — The Cranberry
Industry
(Industrial)..
25 — Mamma's
Boy
(Comedy)
28 — Vengeance
(2 reels — Drama)
30 — The
Double
Cross
30— The
Bullet-Proof
Coat
(Comedy)
IT ALA.

1 — On Secret Service (2 reels) (Drama)..
8 — When Lee Surrenders (2 reels) iDr.)..
15— The Altar of Death (2 reels) (Dr.)..
22 — The Army Surgeon (2 reels) (Dr.)...
29— The
Invaders
(3 reels)
(Dr.)
KEYSTONE.

Nov.

11 — The Deacon's Troubles
(Comedy)
— A Temperamental
Husband
(Com.)..
Nov.
Nov. 11
18— The
Rivals
(Com.)
*Dec.
Nov. 18— Mr. Fix it (Com.)
Nov. 25— A Desperate Lover
(Com.)
Nov. 25 — A Bear Escape
(Com.)
2— Pat's
Day
Off (Comedy)
Dec.
2 — Brown's
Seance
(Comedy)
LUX.

Nov.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

8 — A Magnetic Personality
(Comedy)
8 — Splffklns Eats Frogs
(Comedy)
15 — The Adventures of a Handsome Young
Man
(Comedy)
15 — Boxing
Under
Difficulties
(Comedy)..
22— Willie's
Ticker
(Comedy)
22— The
Wrong
Flat
(Comedy)
29— The Diary of a Bad Boy (Comedy) . . .
29 — Grateful
Henry
(Comedy)
6 — Weary
Gussie
Finds
a Job
(Comedy).
6 — Arabella
Railway
(Comedy)

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

5-i-Ob, Yon Bal
5 -Poor Flnnej
(Com.)
12 — The Two Chi
4y)
12 — His Dress Suit (Comedy)
19 — Rough On Bats
(Comedy)
19— The Baby and the Cop
(Comedy)

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

9—
13 —
16 —
20 —
23—
27 —

Nov.
Nov.

455
455
691
288
442
488

7 — The Honor of the Family (Drams)....
10 — A Galley
Slave's
Romance
(Drama)..
14 — Camping Out (Dr. )
17 — A Mother's
Awakening
(Dr.)
21— The Debt (2 reels) (Dr.)
24— The
Broken
Ring
(Dr.)
28 — For the Love of Mike
(Comedy)
1 — A Heart
Reclaimed
(Drama)

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

SOLAX.
15 — Flesh
and Blood
(2 reels (Drama)..
20 — A Comedy
of Errors
(Com.)
22 — The Power of Money (Dr. )
27— The Paralytic (Dr.)
29 — The Jenkins-Perkins War
(Com.)..
.
4 — The Raffle
(Comedy)
6 — The
Face
At the Window
'Drama)..

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

IS — In Time of Peril (Drama)
17 — Frankfurters and Quail (Dr.)
19 — Miss Taqu of Tokio ( Dr. )
22 — Cross
Your Heart
(Dr )
24 — The Truant's Doom
(Dr.)
26— The Thunderbolt
(Dr. )
29 — The Forest Rose (Parts 1 and 2) iDr.)
1 — Standing
Room
Only
i Drama)
3 — A Will and a Way
(Drama)
6 — A Romance of the D. S. Navy
iDr.)..

439
449

VICTOR.
Oct.
4— Tangled
Belatives
Dr. )
Oct. 11— Betty's
Nightmare — (Comedy)
Oct. IS — The
Cross-Roads
(Drama)
Oct. 25 — The
Angel
of the Studio
(Drama)..
(Drama)
Nov.
1 — The
Redemption
of Riverton
I Drams)
Nov. 8 — Sisters
(Drama)
Nov. 15 — The Lady Leone (2 reels) (Dr.)
Nov. 22— Was
Mabel
Cured?
(Dr.)
Nov. 29 — It Happened
Thus
(Comedy)
MISCELLANEOUS.
KINEMACOLOR.

20,000
- 25,000
- SEAT THEATRE

Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Kelly on a Tightrope (Com.)
Boniface as a Blackamoor
Castles nnd Landmarks of Italy (Sc.)
The Enchanted
Umbrella
(Comedy)...
Bonlfare
Is Bashful
(Comedy)
Adda
River
Rapids
(Scenic)

TICKETS

ROLL

$4.60
$5.50
COUPON

COMPANY

■

■

28— Bee Culture— (Scientific)
_
28— Tulip Studies— (Scientific)
—
5 — An American
Invasion — (Drama) ..... _
5 — American Fashions — (Fashion)
0 — Picturesque
Scenes
on
th«
Potomac
River — (Scenic)
— .

BIG

TICKET.
ANY
PRINTING
ANY COLORS
GET THE SAMPLES
STOCK TICKETS, 6 CENTS
DATED, SEND DIAGRAM

THE

50,000
$7.50
100,000
- (10.00
TICKETS, SERIAL OR

■

reels —

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dee.

MILANO.
Nov,
Nov.
Nov.

(2

(Comedy)..

THANHOUSER.

Nov. 10 — The Deacon's Shoes
(Comedy)
I.ady (Comedy)
Nov. 10 — His Cook
and
Daisy
(Drama)
Nov. 12 — Dick
Kirke
(Dr.)
Nov. 17— Haiel
Nov. 19 — Two of a Kind (Dr.)
Nov. 24— An Old Love Letter (Dr.)
Nov. 26 — Shocking
Her
Future
Motber-ln-Law
(Com.)
Dec.
Hypnotic
Chair
(Comedy)
Dec. 1— The
3— In the Old Town
(Comedy)

16 —
23 —
23 —
30—
30 —
30 —

on).

Bedelia
and the Newly weds
(Comedy I
The
Faith
Healer
(Drama)
The Virgin of the Fire (Drama)
Don Caesar De Bazan
(2 reels) (Dr.)
Father (Dr.)
Thanksgiving
(Dr. )

Nov. 30— The Brother of the "Bat"
Dec. 4 — OldDrama)
Mademoiselle's
Secret
Dec. 7 — Topsy
Turviy
Love
Affair
REX.

KAY-BEE.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

8 — The
First
Glass
(Drama)
13 — The Cowboys' Leap Year (Dr.)
15 — His Career
(Dr. )
20 — A Leg and a Legacy (Dr.)
22— Her
Yesterday
(Dr.)
27 — The Way of the Trai 29 — Hawkins
Moves
"

RELIANCE.

Nov. 25 — The Horror of Sin (2 reels) (Dr.)
Dec.
2 — A Spider on the Brain (Com.)
Dec.
2 — Too Much Beauty
(Com.)
Dec. 9 — Peeping
Tom
(Comedy)
Nov.
Nov.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

PUNCH.

MAJESTIC.

His Determination
Rewarded
(Dr.)...
Black Hand
(Com.)
Mother's Bank Roll (Com.)
Insect Hunting
(Scientific)
Gontran, a Kidnapper (Com.)
The
Invisible
(Com.)
Seville and Its Gardens (Com.)
A Girl from
the Country
(Comedy)..
The
Darling
of the Mounted
(Dr.)..
\t (lie Flame,
Hie Butterfly Burnt Ies
Wings
(Drama)

SPECIAL

Oct.

Nov.
Nov.

CRYSTAL.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

GEM.

21—
23—
25 —
28—
30 —
30—

AMMEX.

Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

NESTOR.

Nov. 20— Gaumont's Weekly No. 87 (Topical)..
Nov 21 — Four Hearts that Beat as Two (Dr.)..
Nov. 23— Giving the Blind the Light of Knowledge
(Kdu.)
Nov. 20 — The Destructive
Duelists
(Com.)
Nov. 27 — Gaumont's Weekly No. 38 (Topical)..
Nov. 28 — Olga, the Adventuress
(Dr.)
Dec. .'!— The Matrimonial Express (Comedy)..
Dec. 4 — Gaumont's Weekly, No. 39 (Topical)...
Dec. 5 — A Telephone Entanglement (Comedy).
5 — Twlzt Devil and the Deep s.-a (Com.).
Dec. 7— A Storm
On the French
Coast
iSc).

INDEPENDENT

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

WORLD

GAUMONT.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

RELEASE

PICTURE

■

Shamokin,

Pa.

THE

M( >VIN<;

I'H

I I'KH

\V( >UI.1>

Watch for

Cosmopolitan Films
''The

Cream of the European
Market Selected for America"

Q2I

THE

922

LICENSED
RELEASE
DATES

RELEASE

DATS.

Monday — BiogTaph, Edison, Kalem, Lubln, Paths,
*elig, Vitagraph.
Tuesday — Edison, Essanay, 0. G. P. C. Clnes,
Lubin,
Sellg, VltagTaph.
Wednesday — Edison, Eclipse, Essanay, Ealem,
Sells, Pathe,
Vitagraph.
Thursday — Biograph, Essanay, Lubln, Helies,
Pathe,
Selig, Vitagraph.
Friday — Edison, Essanay, Kalem, Sells, 0. G. P.
0., Lubln, VitagTaph.
Saturday — Edison, Essanay, Cines, Kalem, Lubln,
Pathe, Vitat-raph.
BIOGBAPH.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Dec.
Dee.

4 — Heredity
(Drama)
7 — His Auto's
Maiden
Trip
(Comedy)..
7 — The Clubman and the Crook (Comedy)
11— Gold and Glitter (Drama)
14 — My
Baby
(Drama)
18— Their Idols (Com.)
18 — Hoist on His Own Petard (Com.)
21— The Informer (Dr.)
25— A Sailor's Heart
(Com.)
28 — After the Honeymoon
(Com.)
28 — An Absent-Minded
Burglar
(Com.)...
2 — Brutality
(Drama)
5 — The
New
York
Hat
(Comedy-Drama).

Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

1025
500
510
850
650
260
740
250
750
335
650
300
700
1000

EDISON.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Dec.
Dec.

Dec.
Dec.
I
Dec.

11 — The
12— Salt

Non-Commissioned
Officer
(Dr.). 1000
Lake
City,
Utah,
and
Its Surroundings (Scenic)
500
12— Linked
Together
(Comedy)
500
13— A Thrilling
Rescue
By
Uncle
Mun
(Comedy)
1000
15 — The
Old Reporter
(Drama)
1000
16 — Hope
(Drama)
1000
18— Tim
(Dr.)
960
19 — A Noble Profession
(Edn. )
1000
20 — High Explosives As Used in the U. S.
Army
(Scientific)
325
20 — Sally Ann's Strategy
(Com.)
675
22— A Letter to the Princess (Fifth Story
of
"What
Happened
to
Mary")
(Dr.t
1000
23 — A Chase Across the Continent (Dr.).. 1000
25— The Third Thanksgiving
(Dr.)
1000
26 — Some Rare Specimens and a Few Old
Friends,
New
York Zoological Park
(Natural History)
1000
27— The Totville Eye (Com.)
1000
29— The Island of Ceylon, India
(Scenic) .1000
30 — On Donovan's Division
(Dr. )
1000
2 — The
New
Squire
(Drama)
1000
3 — A Dollar
Saved
Is a Dollar
Earned
(Drama)
1000
4— The Latest Addition to the U. S. Navy
(Topical)
600
4 — The
Winking
Parson
(Comedy)
400
6— A Forest
Fire (Educational)
1000
7 — His
Mother's
Hope
(Drama)
1000
ESSANAY.

Not.
8—
Not.
9—
Not.
12
—
Not.
Not. 13 —
14 —

When
Wealth
Torments
(Comedy) . .1000
An
Indian's
Friendship
(Draani)
1000
From
the Submerged
(Drama)
1000
The
House
of Pride
(Drama)
1000
Cutting
California
Redwoods
(Ed.).. 1000

Notice
lO
EX HI Dl tOrS

PICTURE

WORLD

Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dee.
Dec.

15— Mr.
Up's Trip Tripped
Up
(Com.) . .Ww
16— "Alkali"
Ike's Close
Shave
(Com.). 1000
19 — The Dance at Silver Gulch (Dr.)
1000
20— The Scheme
(Com.)
1000
21— Billy McGrath's Art Career (Com.) ... 1000
22— The
Penitent
(Dr.)
1000
23— Broncho Billy's Heart
(Dr.)
1000
2C— Mr.
Hubby's Wife
(Com.)
1000
27— The
Stain
(Dr. )
1000
28— The Boss of the Katy Mine
(Dr.)
1000
29— The
Iron Heel
(Dr.)
1000
30— Broncho Billy's Mexican Wife
(Dr.).. 1000
8— Western
Qtrla
(Drama)
1000
4— Almost a Man
(Comedy)
1000
f>— Football Days at Cornell
(Educational). 1000
0— The Supreme Test (Drama)
1000
7 — Broncho Billy's Love Affair
(Drama). .1000

Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Not.

9— The Fraud At the Hope Mine (Drama). 1000
11— Days
of '49 (Drama)
1000
13— The
Young Millionaire
(Drama)
1000
15 — I Saw
Him
First (Comedy)
15 — The
Bachelor's
Bride
(Comedy)
16— Battle
In the Virginia
Hills
(Dr.).. 1000
18— The Kerry Gow (3-reel Special)
3000
18 — Strong-Arm
Nellie (Com.)
18 — The Landlubber (Com.)
20— The Tell-Tale Message
(Dr.)
1000
22— The Flower Girl's Romance (Dr.)
1000
23 — Red Wing and the Paleface (Dr.)
1000
25— A Battle of Wits
(Dr.)
1000
27— The Water Right War (Com.)
1000
29 — The Chaperon Gets a Ducking (Com.).
29 — Ruth Roland, the Kalem Girl (Sporting)
30 — The Mayor from Ireland
(Dr.)
1000
2— The
Farm
Bully
(Drama)
1000
4 — A Daughter's
Sacrifice
(Drama)
1000
6 — A California Snipe Hunt (Comedy) . . .
6 — Something Wrong With Bessie (Com.).
7 — Driver of the Deadwood
Coach
(Dr.)..

Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

7—
9—
11—
13 —
13 —
14 —
18 —
20 —
21 —
23 —
23 —
25—
27—
28 —
29 —

Dlnan,
France
(Scenic)
Buster
to the Rescue
(Drama)
Pathe's
Weekly
No.
46
(Topical)..
A Trip
to Mount
Rainier
(Scenic)..
The
Pineapple
(Educational)
The
Branded
Arm
(Drama)
Pathe's Weekly No. 47 (Topical)
The Country Boy (Dr.)
A Question of Age
(Com.)
Red Eagle, the Lawyer (Dr.)
The Forest of Fountalneblau (Scenic) .
Pathe's Weekly No. 48 (Topical)
The Sheriff's
Brother
(Dr.)
The Three Bachelors' Turkey
(Com.).
The Great Steeplechase (2-reel Special)
(Dr.)
Nov. 30— The Winning of White Dove
(Dr.)...

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

25 — Tom
Thumb
(Triek)
25 — The Hermit Crab
(Scenic)
29— Whiffles,
Cubic Artist
(Comedy)
29 — In the Tyrol, the Arlberg Valley (Sc.)
l — Tragedy at the Court of Milan
(Dr.).
5— Anne
Boleyn
(Drama)
8 — Half a Pint of Milk
(Comedy)
8 — The Scarab
(Educational)
8 — A Trip Up the Elbe (Scenic)
12 — The
Spahl's
Fiancee
(Drama)
12— The Dlnka
Chief's
Reception
(Ed.)..
15 — Max
Gets
the Reward
(Comedy)....
19— WMffle's Nightmare
(Com.)
•
19— The Beauties of Portugal (Scenic)
22 — The Revolt of the Peasants (Dr.)
26 — Lydia Punkham's Love Story (Com.).
26 — Picturesque
Brittany
(Scenic)
29 — The
Love
of Algabert
and
Elizabeth
(Dr.)

KALEM.

Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

CINES.
(G. Klelne.)
12— On the Firing
Line
(Drama)
16 — Life
and
Industries
In Aden
Campo
(Educational)
16— The
Old Actor's
Vision
(Drama)
19— The
Magic
Elixir
(Com.)
19 — Caught With the Goods (Com.)
23 — Manfredonla,
Southern
Italy
(Scenic)
23 — Two Afflicted Hearts
(Com.)
26 — The
Beautiful
Valley of the Tronto
(Scenic)
26 — All On a Summer's Day (Com.)
30 — Corneto
Tarquinla,
Central
Italy
(Scenic)
SO — A Comedy
of Errors
(Com.)
2 — At Napoleon's Command
(Dr. — 2 reels)
3— The Ancient
Town
of Nari
(Scenic)..
3— Up
Against
It (Comedy)
7 — Because
of a Widow
(Comedy)

MOVING

Nov.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Dec.
Dec.

LUBIN.
Chief
White
Eagle
(Drama)
1000
The Good for Nothing (Dr.)
1000
A Fugitive from Justice (Dr.)
1000
Love and Treachery
(Com.)
1000
The Drummer
(Com. )
Taming
Their
Parents
(Com.)
The Silent Signal
(Dr.)
1000
The Stolen Symphony
(2-reel Special)
(Dr.)
2000
25— The Surgeon
(Dr.)
1000
26 — The Samaritan of Coogan's Tenement
(Dr. )
1000
28 — Satin and Gingham
(Dr.)
1000
29— The Stroke Oar (Com.-Dr.)
1000
30— Ranch
Mates
(Dr.)
1000
2— By the Sea
(Drama)
1000
3 — Struggle
of Hearts
(Drama)
1000
5 — Twixt
Love
and
Ambition
(Drama) . .1000
6 — Locked
Out
(Comedy)
6 — His Father's Choice
(Comedy)
7 — A Soldier's
Furlough
(Drama)
1000
MELIES.
16—
18—
19—
21—
22 —
22 —
23—
25 —

10 — Forgive Us Our Trespasses
(Drama). .1000
17— The Judgment of the Sea (Drama)
1000
24— A Son's
Example
(Drama)
1000
31 — Wrongly
Accused
(Drama)
1000
7 — The Smuggler's Prisoner (Dr.)
1000
14— Value
Received
(Drama)
1000
21 — The
Governor's
Clemency
(.Drama). .1000
28— Linked By Fate (Dr.)
1000
5— The Sheriff Pro Tem
(Dr.)
1000
12— The
Castaway
(Drama)
1000
ECLIPSE.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Dec.

(G. Kleine.)
23 — In the Ossan Valley, Pyrenees, France
(Scenic)
370
23 — Making Briar
Pipes
(Industrial)
330
23— A Persistent Fly Swatter (Comedy)... 300
30 — A Race
for onor
(Drama)
1000
6 — The
Queen
of Spades
(Drama)
1005
13 — Specimens of Lizards and Frogs (Ed.) 310
13 — The Town of Cognac,
France, and IU
Brandy Industry
(Ind.)
380
13 — Reviewing
French
Troops By Airship
(Topical)
310
20 — The
Masqueraders
(Dr. )
1000
27 — Trebizond and Surroundings
(Scenic) . 500
27 — A Man for a Day
(Com. )
500
4 — Wrongly
Accused
(Drama)
1000
PATHE.

Oct. 26— The United States Armada (Topical)..
Oct. 28— Pathe's Weekly No. 44, 1912 (Topical)
Oct. 28 — Frenzied
Finance
(Special
Release)
(Drama)
Oct. 30 — A Mamma
Wanted
(Comedy)
Oct. 31 — Jim's
Partner
(Drama)
Not.
2 — Wifey's
Investment
(Comedy)
Nov.
4 — Pathe's Wekly No. 45 (Topical)
Not.
6 — Broken
Hearts
(Drama)
Not.
7 — Victims
of Fate
(Drama)

C. G. P. C.

SELIG.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

5 — The
Dynamiters
(Drama)
1000
6 — Her
Educator
(Comedy-Drama)
1000
7 — Carmen of the Isles (Drama)
1000
8 — The Legend of the Lost Arrow (Dr.).
8 — Enchanting Japan
(Scenic)
11 — Kings of the Forest
(2 reels)
(Dr.). 2000
11 — Saved
by Fire
(Drama)
1000
12 — Between
Love and the Law
(Drama). 1000
13 — The
Lost
Inherltence
(Drama)
1000
14 — Old
Songs
and
Memories
(Drama). .1000
15 — Shanghaied
(Drama)
1000
18 — A Man Among Men (Dr. )
1000
19— The Saint and the Siwash (Dr.)
1000
20— Atala (Dr.)
1000
21— The Fire Fighter's Love (Dr.)
1000
22 — Mike's Brainstorm (Com.)
1000
25 — Miss Aubry's Love Affair
(Com.)
1000
26 — Roped
In (Com. )
1000
27 — The Hobo's Rest Cure (Com.)
1000
28— The
Triangle
(Dr.)
1000
29 — Friends
in San Rosario
(Com.-Dr.)...
29 — Raising Barley in Japan
(Ed.)
2— The
Fire Cop
(Drama)
1000
3— The Mantle of Red Evans (Drama) . .1000
4— When Helen Was Elected (Comedy) .1000
5 — A Freight
Train
Drama
(Drama) ... .1000
6 — John Colter's Escape
(Drama)
6 — A Question of Hair (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH.

Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

7 — Out of the Shadows
(Drama)
1000
8— A
Modern
Atlanta
(Drama)
1000
9 — The Hand
Bag
(Comedy)
9 — Arabian
Sports
(Sports)
11 — Captain Barnacle,
Reformer
(Drama). 1000
12 — The Professor and the Lady
(Com.)..
12 — Aquatic
Elephants
(NoTelty)
13 — Lord
Browning
& Cinderella
(Dr.). 1000
14 — Billy's
Pipe
Dream
(Comedy)
1000
15— Una of the Sierras (Drama)
1000
16 — The Model for St. John (Drama)
1000
18 — The
Unusual
Honeymoon
(Com.)
1000
19 — Romance of a Rickshaw (Dr.)
1000
20— Timid May (Com.)
20 — Darktown
Duel (Com.)
21— Six O'clock
(Dr.)
1000
22— The
Servant
Problem
(Comedy)
1000
22— Billy's Burglar (2 reels, Special)
(Dr.)2000
23— Wild
Pat (Dr.)
1000
25 — Omen of the Mesa
(Dr.)
1000
26— In the Flat Above
(Com.)
1000
27— The
Wood
Violet
(Dr.)
1000
28 — Three Girls and a Man (Com.)
28 — The
Eavesdropper
(Com.)
29 — Susie
to Susanne
(Dr.)
1000
30 — O'Hara,
Squatter
and
Philosopher
(Com. )
1000
2— The Absent Minded
Valet
(Comedy) .. .1000
3 — The Scoop
(Comedy-Drama)
1000
4 — The
Curio
Hunters
.Comedy)
1000
">— Mrs.
Llrriper's
Legacy
(Drama 1
1000
6 — Too
Many
Oaseys
(Comedy)
0— Cork
and
Vicinity
(Scenic)
6 — The
Dawning
(2 reels — Drama — S
ciall
2000
7 — The Awakening of Bianca
(Drama) .. .1000

THE AMERICAN SONG SLIDE & POSTER CO., 5th Floor First National Bank Blig-., Chicago,
will furnish an excellent song: slide service for Two Dollars per week.
"Week's supply in oce shipment in advance.
One- Three- and Six-sheet posters for license Films.
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WORLD
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Diamonds ranch
SHOWING

LIFE AND SPOUTS IN WEST.

Photo-Play Ticket Chopper

Information

A Necessity Wherever Tickets Are Sold

Finish: Cabinet is of
finest, golden quartered oak, highly polished, and trimmings
are of metal, finished
in colored enamel,
baked by special process, which retains its
brilliancy, or if desired
all metal parts heavily
nickel plated. Glass is
best polished French
plate, quarter inch thick.
Size:

these'$l. 00 "Banners

Our Banners Are Works of Art.
Lithographed
in Four Colors.
Eyelets in Corners.
Printed
on Heavy Muslin, 3 ft. wide by 12 ft. long.
Price: $1.00 Each.
Made for all Releases, both Licensed and Independent. Always in Stock. Remit with Order.

45x12x12 inches

Weight

concerning

BANNERS

Photo-Play
Advertising & Specialty Co.
Main Offices: 121-123 Fourth Avenue

(boxed) 100 lbs.

PRICEi

Chopper
$50.00
Foot Lever (extra) 10.00
NickelTrimmings(extra) 5.00

PITTSBURGH,

PA.

SELIQ
THE

SELIG
Dec. 2nd.

THE

HOUSE

FIVE-A-WEEK.

THE

FIRE COP

Dec sth,

Another thrilling and sensational fire drama. This picture Is one
of the host Selig has ever done in this line. The story involves a
policeman who became a hero In spite of himself. A triple rescue
from the roof of a burning building Is one of the features. About
1.000 ft. DON'T MISS THIS ONE.
Dec. 3rd.

THE

MANTLE

OF RED

EVANS

This Is one of those rare westerns In which the comedy predominates, although there are many dramatic scenes of exeeptlonul
thrill. The story relates the experiences of a young eastern man
who is mistaken for a famous bad man.
About 1,000 feet.
Dec. 4th.

WHEN

HELEN

WAS

ELECTED

A riotous The
farce-comedy
on a well-known
womau's
rights
movement.
situations founded
that develop
are funny in
the extreme
and your audience will roar with laughter. Exceptionally well played
by Selig's best comedians.
About 1,000 ft.

THE

OF

SELIG

20 East Randolph

INVINCIBLE

A FREIGHT-TRAIN

DRAMA

Railroad stones are ever popular. Tbis is one of the best in recent years.
It tells of the regeneration of one "Bill" Mogroity, who thought that he
preferred sation.
tramp
life ft.
to honest employment. The climax is a veritable senAbout 1.000

Dec eth

john

COLTER'S

ESCAPE

A drama of the northwestern coast backwoods. Adapted from Washington
Irving's "Astoria." The hero's escape from the tortuous Blackfeet Indians
affords one of the best thrills of the season.
On the same reel with—

A QUESTION
An excellent

split-reel comedy.

OF HAIR

Combined length about 1,000 ft.

Permanent Three Sheet De Luxe Lithographs For your Lobby
We now have on hand, all ready for shipment a brand new, exclusive design, three-sheet stock iioster advertising >ielig Features. This can be used
on your lobby boards as a permanent display. In the center of the threesheet a space has been left for the insertion of the regular one-sheet lithograph advertising the picture that you are showing that 'hv Prices 30
cents each.
ORDER
FROM
YOUR
EXCHANGE
OR DIRECT
FROM

POLYSCOPE
Street

PROGRAM.

COMPANY
SEND IN YOUR NAME FOR OUR
MAILING

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Weakly

LIST

Bulletins Sent

Free

THE
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Gundlach Projection Lenses Guarantee You the Sharpest and Most
Brilliant Picture it is Possible to Produce.
If you want to improve your picture just order a lens for trial subject to approval and see the result with your
own eyes. If you give the height and width of the screen, the size of the picture wanted and the distance fro»
the machine to the centre of the screen we can furnish a lens of the exact focus for your operating conditions.
Many Exhibitors have found it au advantage to ask our advice about lenses before
equipping new Theatres. Do not be afraid of a long throw. No matter what the distance
is to the screen we can supply lenses of suitable focus and great illuminating power. All
the best theatres in Rochester use our lenses and every customer has been satisfied of
their superiority to ordinary lenses. THE LENS MAKES THE PICTURE, and you
cannot get the best result out of the film unless you use Gundlach Lenses.
You can order through any Film Exchange or Dealer in Motion Picture SuppKea.
Gundlach Projection Lenses will be furnished to order with the following machines subject to a little higher price
than ordinary lenses: Powers Cameragraph, The Monograph, The Simplex, The American Standard, The Edison. Our
Lenses are used by the Kinemacolor Co. and a large number of the finest theatres in the United States and Canada.

GUNDLACH-MANHATTAN

OPTICAL

CO.,

808 Clinton Ave. So., Rochester, N. Y:

Exhibitors of West Virginia and Kentucky

Features
Rovrroinc
ureal
Ddrgciinh
r.Aof

We are the owners of the exclusive state rights for the
California Rodeo for West Virginia and Kentucky, and
will pay a reward of ten dollars for information leading to
the seizure of any copy of this film offered for exhibition
in either of these states. Your attention is called to page 162
of the Moving Picture World, issue of October 12th. Write
us for terms and dates ; we have an elaborate and extensive
lobby display and can furnish a competent and entertaining
lecturer.
Respectfully yours.

Kineto

XLENT FILM SERVICE CO., "&*«'".&£,

Importers and Exporters of Feature Films
32 Union Square Suite 313-14-15 New York

NOTICE

IMPROVE

YOUR

PICTURES

MACHINE

2940 Herndon

Film

$65.00
80.00
85.00
70.00
60.00
65.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
86.00
85.00
90.00
60.00
60.00
60.00

Traders.

Inc.

Bioscope

50%

The leading Journal
of the Moving Picture
business in Europe,
largest circulation
and best Advertising
Medium, bar none
Yearly subsoription, $2.00.

with the very best intermittent
action that high-grade
mechanics can
produce.
Parts that can't be had elsewhere.
Machines repaired.
The cam with a two-year
guarantee.
Hardened
cam, webbed
star.
shaft and sprocket for Powers 5 machine
$12.00
For Edison one-pin machine
9.75
Above parts Interchange with standard bushings.
3-wing inside shutter for above machines .$4.00
Operators' repair kit
11.50

LAVEZZI

in Perfect Condition
for Sale
witbp0*ter»

Poison of Humanity
2 Beeli
Lost Address
3
"
Ace of Hearts
3
"
Marianna
3
"
Ellen, the Shop Girl
2
"
Passion
2
"
Prison On the Cliff
2
"
Margrave's Daughter
2
"
Absalom
IVi "
Euy Bias
2V4 "
Slaves to Love
2V4 "
Anna of the Ballroom
3
"
Fate of a Mother
2
"
The End
2
"
Bevenge
2
"
LIBEBAL DISCOUNT
FOB ENTIBE LOT.
FULL
LIST
OF FILMS
ON BEQUEST.

WORKS

85 Shaftesbury Avenue,

St., Chicago. 111.

LONDON,

W., ENGLAND

MOTION PICTURE SUPPLIES
WHOLESALE

PHOTOGRAPHIC

SUPPLIES

EDISON
MOTIOGRAPH
POWERS
SIMPLEX
STANDARD

MACHINES

Ticket Hangers
Reels

Carrying Cases
Rewinders

Everything for the Motion

PICTURE

THEATRE

and RETAIL

THEATRE

SEATING

fe CARBONS
Machine Parts
Disinfectants

Asbestos Booths
Exit Signs

Picture Theatre except the Film

EQUIPMENT

Co., » %™£*z*, £7sCity

1 HE

THEATRES,

M< IVING

PICTURE

WoUI.D

ATTENTION!

following prices, either from

your exchanges

nning with the relea ■ ■- of Monday, November 171I1,
\1.11 can
riuM' KALEIM
and LUBIN ;
I the
Cleveland, Ohio
or direct from the A. B. C. COMPANY,

One Sheets
at 10c each
Exclusive
Three Sheets at 35c each
of
Six Sheets
at 65c each
Postage

The following are the releases off the week off Dec. 2nd, posters for which are ready now:
LUBIN

KALEIM
The Farm Bully
A Daughter's Sacrifice
A California Snipe Hunt
Driver of the Deadwood Coach

NEW

1 and 3 sheets
i-sheets only
i-sheets only
1, 3 and 6 sheets

MODEL
OF THE

ROYAL
STANDARD

TYPEWRITER

By the Sea

1 and 3 sheets

of Hearts
StruggleLove
'Twixt
and Ambition
His Father's Choice
A Soldier's Furlough

"
"

REAL

BARGAINS

'
"

IN

"

"

FILMS

200 Reels in first class
condition
at $14.50
per reel
All full reels, amongst (hem (he following cracker jacks
HER FATHERS SIN
VICTIM
OF GRAFTERS
JUDGMENT
OF SOLOMON
&
THE ENGAGEMENT RING
LOVES
SORROW
FACE TO FACE
MADAM
SANS GENE
JEPHTHAS
DAUGHTER
EUGENE GRANDET
SOLDIERS
OF THE CROSS
DAUGHTER
OF ERIN
JUDITH & HOLLEPHERNES
MACBETH
RUINED BY HIS OWN SON
JOSEPH & HIS BRETHREN
MERRY WIDOW WALTZ
RIVAL OF HIS FATHER
RUY
BLAS
ROBINSON
CRUSOE
ITALIAN-TURKISH WAR
YANKEE GIRL
SCENES
OF A CONVICT'S
LIFE
LT. ROSE & STOLEN BATTLESHIP
CLOCKMAKERS SECRET
DUKE
GUISE TEARS
PEARLS OF BRING
INCRIMINATING EVIDENCE
FROM LOVE TO MARTYRDIVIDING
RING
DOM
ONE OF THE BRAVEST
DOUBLE
ELOPEMENT
WIRE YOUR
ORDERS QUICK

INTERNATIONAL FILM TRADERS

5 West 14th Street, New York

COMPLETE

MAILING

LIST

OF

10,000 Motion Picture Theatres
HAS TWO-COLOR
and

RIBBON. BACK-SPACER, TABULATOR

many new and valuable
ture* that other typewriters

patented
do not

feahave

PRICE, $75
Send for "The Royal Book," 32 pages of
typewriter Information — the finest typewriter
catalog ever Issued.
Yours for a postal card.

ROYAL

TYPEWRITER

Greater J. D, Williams
Amusement Co., Ltd.
OF AUSTRALIA
1 46 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City
CHELSEA

LAEMMLE

CO.

Royal Typewriter Bldg.
New York
Branches in all principal cities.

L. M. NOTO,

We have secured the largest and most complete mailing list of Motion
Picture Theatres located in the United States ever before compiled. We
practically have the address of every Motion Picture and Vaudeville Theatre
located in the United States.
This list is absolutely correct and guaranteed. Have you anything to sell
the Theatre Man? If so, it will be well worth your while securing this list.
Will either sell you our list outright or address and mail out your printed
matter.

3194

4th Floor,

THEATRE

Sykes

SERVICE

MINNEAPOLIS,

MANAGERS
with the camera

MAKE

YOUR

MINNESOTA

OWN

FILM

that Ih -imply perfect— perfectly wimple

The Sterling Moving Picture Camera, Guaranteed Absolutely Steady
fitted with Zp|s".-Te*»ar l.en- and four 500 foot inaciizlrjes

STERLING

CAMERA

CO.,

(Room

801)

145

West

45th

Street,

New

York

MORTIMER

Trade in

YOUR

FILM

Block

OLD MACHINE

Towards a New One
We make liberal allowances on
your old outfit. Send full details
of your equipment and the new
machine
you want.

Send for our
LIST OF SUPPLY SPECIALS
Only

Genuine
Repair Parts supplied. Write us of your
wants to-day.

AMUSEMENT

SUPPLY CO.

America's Largest M. P. Supply House
107A N. Dearborn Street,
Chicago

SOME

FACTS

ABOUT

THIS WONDERFUL

INVENTION

Here is just what the Moving Picture Man has long been looking for. A truly wonderful invention;
it thoroughly cleans your films, removes every particle of dust and oil and makes the films show CLEAR
AND BRIGHT AS NEW. Has been tested from coast to coast and has CERTAINLY MADE GOOD.
Clearer pictures mean more satisfied patrons. And that means increased business and MORE MONh\
FOR YOU.
The very best investment you can make, costing but $to.oo.
Pads, Si.oo per ioo.

Mortimer Film Cleaner Co.

Portland, Maine

THE
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SERVICE— Attention Exhibitors:
As in your business unexcelled service means positive success, so we, ourselves, must confess that our oivn is strongly
fortified by working hand in hand with users of RADIUM
GOLD FIBRE SCREENS. What we said last week was
most assuredly worthy of your attention and bearing us out
in that point we reproduce the follozving letter. A point, however — so many unscrupulous firms print false and distorted
letters, also those given in return for free screens or cut
prices, that we wish to say that never in our business career
would we permit one letter or line to appear except where it
could stand on its oivn merit absolutely.
Write Mr. Stanton— we are willing to pay $1,000 to charity
if it is not true from beginning to end.
November 7, 1912.
Gentlemen: — Let me take this opportunity to thank you for the splendid
piece of repair work on my curtain.
After a year of service my curtain
was Injured by carelessness on part of my employes, but the injuries so
sustained are not noticeable now.
I can cheerfully recommend your Radium Gold Fibre Screens to any
picture theatre manager In the world, and do not hesitate to say that
there Is a tremendous difference between pictures shown upon it and those
shown upon other screens.
Yon are at liberty to use my name as a reference at all times and I
assure you that any Inquiries I receive concerning your curtain will be
answered truthfully and honestly.
Again thanking you for your prompt attention given me, I am,
Very truly yours.
Signed, M. A. STANTON,
Mgr. Elks Theatre, Santa Fe, N. Mex.

American Theatre Curtain & Supply Co.
105

N, Main Street, St. Louis, Mo.

Manufacturers — Pitzer & Smith, 32 Union Square,
Breck, 70 Turk St., San Francisco, California.

New York City, George

WORLD

Motion Pictore Exhibitors Association
o-f

Qr&mt.er

New

'Vorlc

IT Gives Us Great Pleasure to Acknowledge the Many
Compliments Given Our

Mirroroide

Screen

Used at Your Second Annual Entertainment and Ball '
Last Thursday Evening.
You Had Your Real Demonstration of Daylight Photoplays!
We Are Perfectly
Satisfied That You Recognize

MIRROROIDE
To Be the Peer of All Projection Surfaces. We Were
Well Rewarded — Twenty Orders Taken. This Is
Something We Feel More Than Proud Of. Think of
This, Exhibitors Throughout the Whole World. These
Orders Were in No Way Solicited. They Saw! They
Bought! Because Seeing Is Believing. We Stand
Ready to Show You As We Showed Them.

MIRROROIDE
Is Quality, from Cloth (Canvas) Up. It Is Backed Up
by a Guarantee No Other Firm Dare Give.

A FIVE YEAR

GUARANTEE

Against Deterioration (Turning Black). It Will Pay
for Itself in a Few Days. It Sells for $3.00 per Square
Yard. It Is Made in Three Different Grades, To Meet
the Requirements of Any House Whether Wide or
Narrow. It Gives a Perfect Picture at Any Angle
Viewed from. It Doesn't Lose the Picture Close Up.
Haze, Glare, Eye-Strain and Out-of-Focus Effect
Entirely Eliminated.
LET US SHOW YOU!
Our Large Demonstration Samples, All Three Grades,
Free. Write Now.

THE

J. H.

CENTER

NEWBURCH,

CO.

N.Y.

If The

'S
ON
DS
AR
CH
RI
K
O
O
B
HAND

"MIRROR"
SCREEN

SECOND

Will Not Do What We
Claim, I Will Forfeit

$1000.00
TO YOU!
MY BET IS
100 Per Cent More Light
More Perspective
More Clear and Natural
Than Any Other Curtain or Screen in the World
Furthermore, The Only Curtain That

Absolutely Prevents
Eye -Strain

Write for Catalogue of Improved
Snow- White Screen

EDITION

will not be ready for distribution
for several weeks yet. Due notice
of publication date will appear as
soon as possible.

IMPORTANT
The first edition is sold out.
Kindly do not send any more orders
for it with remittances of $1.50.
The New Edition is much larger
and more complete in every way
and will cost more.

Better Than Ever at Lower Price*

MIRROR

SCREEN

F. J. Rembusch, President
Eajtero

::

Representative— Fr»nk
Phone Manning,
401 Pltzi. 923

CO.

Shelbyville, Ind.
6th

Ave.,

N.

T.

City.

CHALMERS
Box 226, MADISON

PUBLISHING
SQUARE

COMPANY

P.O., NEW

YORK

CITY

THE
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THIS!

Do you know that the Universal Film
Manufacturing Co. is producing some of
the most magnificent feature films ever
known to the trade? Do you know that
I get every one of these? And do you
know that I include them in my REGULAR FILM SERVICE WITHOUT
EXTRA CHARGE ? Great Heavens !
If I were you I would grab this so quick
it would make my head spin ! What
about YOU ?

CARL

LAEMMLE
PRESIDENT

The Laemmle Film Service
204 West Lake St., Chicago, 111.
Sykes Block, Minneapolis, Minn.
1312 Farnum St., Omaha, Neb.
421 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa.

The Biggest and Best Film Renter in
the World.

When Your Picture Machine Needs Repairing
WEEKLY
" HEADLINER"
OFFERED LIST.
Title
i*n?th Make
Price
Poor Jenny, Asta Nielsen.. 2800 Monopol
6c ft.
Romeo and Juliet
3200 Pathe
6c "
Addressee Deceased
2200 Biograph
5c "
In a Biren's Power
2000 D. Bios.
Be "
After Darkness— Light
3000 Itala
6c "
The Ring that Binds
33O0 Messter
5c "
Out of the Slums
2000 D. Bios.
5c "
The Barefoot Dancer
2200 Monopol
5c "
Blackmail
2300 Cines
5c "
Written in Blood
3000 Gaumont
4c "
Attacked by a Lion
1400 Gaumont
5c "
Their Lives for Gold
1300 Gaumont
5c "
The Outcast. Asta Nielsen.. 1000 Germania
5c "
For One Hundred Dollars.. 2500 Messter
5c "
Between Two Hearts
2700 D. Bios.
5c "
Lure of Paris
2000 Pathe
5c "
Miranda
2000 Monopol
4c "
Airman's Secret
1900 Cines
5c "
Tony, the Simpleton
1500 O. & M.
5c "
Oliver Twist
1500 O. & M.
7c "
The Deserter
2000 Bison
3c "
The Indian Massacre
2000 Bison
3c "
Blazing the Trail
2000 Bison
3c "
Zigomar ts. Nick Carter.... 3600 Eclair
4c "
Queen of the Trapeze
1700 D. Bios.
7c "
The Jews, the Chosen People 2800 Russian Monopol 7c "
History of a Sin
3200 Russian Monopol 7c "
The Human
Devi]
2800 Vitascope 7c "
Her
Vengeance
1900 Messter
7c "
The Acrobat's Daughter
3300 D. Bios.
7c "
Ruin of Mankind
1600 Vitascope 7c "
Vengeance of the Mafla....l500 Pathe, col. 7c "
Red Rose of the Apache
2500 Pasquali
7c "
Gambler's
Victim
1700 Pharos
7c "
Dice of Life
3000 Messter
7c "
Mm. Du Barry's Filiation.. 1400 Pathe, col. 7c "
600 independent
films with posters $10.00 to $30.00
per reel, according to age. all makes, good condition,
write for lists.
Baltimore
Branch,
New
York Branch,
104 K. Gay St.,
145 W. 45th St.,
Arthur D. Gans. Mgr.
John Childs, Hgr.

G. W; BRADENBURGH
233 N. EIGHTH

ST.

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

Why

don't you tend it to us ?

We have the best equipped machine shop in the country and can repair any make of machine. Write us and get acquainted.
GEO. M. HOKE

We buy second hand

THE
SIMPSON SOLAR SCREEN
The only Metallic Screen without
seams,
patented.
Buy
the
real
thing:.
Beware
of imitations
ALFRED
No. 113 W.

L. SIMPSON, Inc.
132nd St., N. Y. City

42 Licensed
A WEEK

FOR

Posters
$2.00

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING CO.
Hobba

Bldg.

MOVING
for

machine*.

SUPPLY CO., 176 N. Slate St, sfZJ£& Chicago, IIL

Chicago

PICTURE

Theatre Pipe Organs.
All sizes of Pipe Organs for Theatre purp«aes
built to order.
Write for catalogue and estimate*.
THE WM.
SCUELKE
ORGAN
C».
Milwaukee. Wis.

[We

buy, sell and exchange secondhand FILMS and
MOVING
PICTURE MACHINES.

WESTERN

FILM BROKERS

538 S. Dearborn St.,

THEATRE

Chicago, III*

LIST

sale, containing
11,305 throughout United
States;
guaranteed
98%
correct mailed under
a two-cent
stamp.
Price $20.00 for the list or $3.00 per
thousand for certain States.
Trade Ocular Addressing Company, 166 West Adams SL, Chicago. Est 1880. Phones FranLBn 1182. 1183
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American .Moving Picture Machine Co.
KAjruTAoruazas

EASTMAN

or tez

STANDARD

motion picture
film— the acknowledged standard the
world over.

Automatic Moving Picture Machine
101-102 Beekman Street,

New York

Use the Real

Projector Carbon

"Biograph"

Manufactured by

EASTMAN KODAK CO.,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Brand

L. E. Frorup & Co.
232 Greenwich St., New York City

EXHIBITORS'

HEADQUARTERS

CALEHUFF SUPPLY COMPANY
(Incorporated)

50 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

CELLULOID POSITIVE CELLULOID NEGATIVE
AND

NON-FLAM

POSITIVE

(Made Under License of the Patentee)

RAW

FILM SUPPLY

15 EAST a6th STREET
Tel. Mad. Sq. 7876

CO.

NEW YORK
Cable Rawfilm New York

Jobbers in Edison, Powers and
Motiograph Machines and Parts
Machine* repaired by Expert Mechanics.
SPECI
Mirror Screens
Chairs
Tickets
Pianos
Bio & Electra Carbons
Special Gundlach
Lenses
CTTAB. A.

Eye Comfort System
Indirect Illumination
OF

National X-Ray Reflector Co,
337 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago.
Distance. Screen to Rear of Auditorium
Ceiling Height
Width of Honse
Name

,

ES.

Condensers
Edison Transformers
Ft. Wayne Compensarcs
Asbestos State Booths
Asbestos Wire
Switches
Plugs
Spotlights
CALEHUFF,
Pres. and

Gas Making Outfits
Limes
Film Cement
Branch
General
Disinfectant Co.
Scenery, Stage Effects
Theatres Bought. Sold,
Rented
Gen.
iigr.

MOVING PICTURE
LECTURES

THE

So necessary to the success of cyery
Motion
Picture
Theatre
that
m
engineer 60 Theaters a month.
This is a free service to Motion
Picture Theatre
Managers.

Genuine Parli Only Used.

ALTI

HEAR

LOUISE

M. MARION

IN HER

NEW* ILLUSTRATED POEMS
and FEATURE
LECTURES
'NOW BOOKING
LOUISE

M. MARION

459 West 23rd Street. NEW
TERMS

REASONABLE

YORK

High-Class
Vaudeville
Sketch
entitled

"MOTHER and SON"
Strong With
5< ecialtics

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
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Install
HALLBERGS

£

UNIVERSAL SERVICE
mm®

Our
Locked Reel System
Has Many Advantages
CONSUL!
US ABOU1

X

11

Exclusive New York Agents for
UNIVERSAL
FILMS

111 East 14th St, New York

r

World's Largest Mfrt

GREATEST LIGHT

YORK

ON EARTH.

Phone, Stuyv. 1000'

•Wui^ljTzer'

Economizer

AND GET THE

Universal Film Exchange
OF NEW

Rectifier

X^r^

GIVES FROM

30 TO

60
Amperes
Direct Current at the Arc

BatabHtbed 1866

with Any Alternating
Current Line Supply
No moving parts — no mercury bulbs to break or
renew— no relays or tripping coils.
Absolutely guaranteed for one year.
Can be installed in a few minutes and connected to
your old wires without special wiring.
I take your small 25 to 30 amp. mercury arc rectifier or other current-savers in part payment for
my LARGE 60-amp. Rectifier Economizer.

I am jobber of ALL MAKES
of Moving
Picture Machines
Through ray Exchange Department I am prepared to make liberal
allowance for your old machine in part payment on purchase of
new M. P. machine of any make.
Wurlltzer Jr'ianOr chest ra in Bijou Theatre,

Write

for

32-page

San

Iran Cisco, Lai.

booklet,

showing

Wurlitzer Automatic Musical Instruments
In the leading picture theatres of the country.

The Wurhtzer Instruments furnish better music than musicians
and reduce expenses.
60 different styles ; time payme^ • ; big
catalog free. \i you can't call, write to our nearest branch.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company
YORK
CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA
1835 Chtitiut
W. 83d
839-881 S. Wabash
LAND
BUFFALO
LOUISVILLE
COLOMBUS.O
TtH

I

Separate catalogues of different makes of machines,
supplies and economizers furnished free upon request,25c.
BUT Hallberg's Big Complete Catalogue
costs you
I carry the Largest Complete Stock of

Electra Pink Label Carbons

J. H. HALLBERC
36 E. 23rd St

New

York City

THE
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It pays to discriminate

THEATRE

when

you

buy

SEATING

Chairs)
Picture Chairs)
for Cat.
Tills
U/DITC
fill I I C
I UUHIA V
ami
Cat. V2V3 (Mov.
(Upholstered
Send Floor Sketch for Free Seating Plan
Widest range of atyles and prices.

Large stocks.

American Seating Company
CHICAGO

218 S. Wabash Ave.,

16 E. 82nd St., NEW

c

YOEK

ELECTRIC
Generating Set
will furnish direct current for your ibow
and glre you better quality ot light thai
you can get from the beat Central Station
■errlce. With a Fooa Engine you can Bare
■0 to 75 per cent, of the money you hare to
pay for electric current and hare all tae
light yon want when yon want It.
Send tor Bulletin F-iS.

The Foos Gas Engine Co.
•09 Linden Ave.

OH!

MR.

34-36 E. 3rd Street
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Springfield, O.

CHEAP
STEEL FRAME

EXHIBITOR!!

Think of the motherless, the fatherless, and the
chtldleaa bomea aa the reaiilt of theater panic*. Protect the Urea of yonr
patron*
by Installing
oar
"ANTI
PANIC"
THEATER
CHAIR.
M
Dead at Cannonsbnrg, 176 at Boyertown, 676 at Iroqnf* Theater.
Chitbeae lahorrora
impoaaible. cago.
Our Makechair
a friend
to
'the Public.
It advertises yonr theater and
makee yonr bnslneaa grow.
It la a space-saver, life-saver,
mooey-aaTer.
Glres 26% more seating.
It will make yonr theater all alalea. It la tb*
only unitary chair. It la the world'a greatest
theater chair, perfected to the blgheat degree.
Write to-day for Circular A.
THE HAKDESTY MFG. 00., Canal Dorer, Ohio.
U.S. A.

SCENARIO
WRITERS !
If your scenarios do not sell
find out why. Perhaps your
manuscript can be rewritten and
made saleable, and your mistakes
may be corrected in future manuscripts. The author of "Technique of the Photoplay," etc., will
give your manuscript personal
criticism for a fee of $2.

Exhibitors !
Submit your difficulties to th«
author of "The Photoplay Theater," and other articles on management, for advice and suggestion, the result of twenty years'
experience in amusement enterprises. Simple questions $1 each.

Epes Winthrop

Sargent

/ Bex 70, Madison Square Station

New York City

THEATRE CHAIRS

ABSOLUTELY
NON-BREAKABLE
Suitable for email
Theatres and Movlng Picture; Sbows.
We carry tbeae
cbalra In stock and
diately.
can ship ImmeBtmni Bemd
> Also Ckaara
seating
W.
use. Ont-of-door
I for
Address Dept.
STEEL FURNITURE Co., Grand Rapids. Mich.
New York: 150 6th Ave. Pittsburgh: S18 Biaael
Blk. Philadelphia: 610 Flinders Bid*.

Your
Own Film Camera
BUY THE JUNIOR PROFESSIONAL,

GUARANTEED FILM MAKING OUTFIT
YOU NEED IT, SOONER OR LATER, ALL
SUPPLY,
MACHINES,
LENSES.

Eberhard Schneider,

219 Second Ave., N. Y.

WE

H
A
I
R
S

CAN HURRY

YOUR ORDER OUT.
STAFFORD Chairs
excel! all others.

Heavy Five Ply

seata and backs.
The last- forever kind,
that you are using
long after you hare
forgotten
the price.

STEEL
CHAIRS TOO
We carry several lands
of good chairs in atock,
all guaranteed.
ASK
FOR
CATALOG
SOS

E.'H.

STAFFORD

MFQ:

CHICAGO,

ILL.

CO.

COMPENSARG

■P.

That's the device that save* Moving Picture men two-thirds on their electric tight
bills, and yet gives better light. Did voc
see our ad last week?
Well, don't look H
Just write for our

Booklet 15018
500 REELS
Hand Films, guaranteed to be in flxstclasa condition.
$12.50 PER REEL
POSTERS
AND
ADVERTISING
FREE
WITH
EACH REEL

Second

om

IMPERIAL FEATURE

121

Fourth Ave.

FOR EVERY

FILM CO.
Fa.

Pittsburgh,

PURPOSE

Fort WavneFlectric Works
OV

pORT

G«NI»AL

WAYNE

COMPACT

INDIANA

ESTABLISHED
WRITE

1,000 STYLES

KLXCTBIC

1402 Broadway

FOR

733

1865

CAT. NO. 31

Branches In ail
Leading Cities
Seattle Offloe, 508-10-13 Firat Ave., Bo.
San Franolsoo Offloe, 728 Mission St.

c&%w^Ave,'The i
New York Office, 1166 Broadway.
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G.MELIES
¥
¥

93 l

¥
¥

¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
HIS ONEROUS

DUTY

COMPLETED,

FORBES

THE SHERIFF

RESIGNS

PRO TEM

A reward is offered for knowledge of the whereabouts of Noel Sheldon, an old moonshiner who lives secluded with his pretty daughter, Rachel.
Joe Tracy, who alone knows their abode, uses his knowledge as a weapon to
force his love upon Rachel. Repulsed, he informs the Sheriff's office and
young Forbes is appointed Sheriff " Pro Tern," and ordered to make
the arrest. In the conflict Rachel is wounded, and Forbes, though his heart
bleeds in pity for old Sheldon, is forced to jail him. The
onerous duty completelv breaks Forbes up and he resigns.

m

G. MELIES.

204 EAST

Approz. length 1000 feet

^»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»^

38th ST., NEW

YORK

CITY
12-5-12
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The Six Great Powers Quarrel
BUT ALL AGREE

ON

POWERS
Cameragraph

No. 6A

With their great strength and fighting mechanism they crush nations.
POWER'S
mechanism
construction
enables
it to stand crushes
all tests. all criticism, and its superior
The stamp of public approval has long since been placed on
POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH, and to this there is added the favorable comments of Royalty.
The following news item is from the Vienna Extrablatt, one of the
prominent newspapers of Austria : .

•

RADY-MALLER, Incorporated
No. i Ward (Bezirk) Biberstrasse No. 15
Vienna, Austria
Mr. Maximilian Rady-Maller, who is the Proprietor and President of the
above world known "Kino Film Co.," has exhibited a number of moving picture
projecting mechanisms which are all well known as being the latest, and are on
the foreground of really improved construction.
The Power's Cameragraph No. 6A, which is noiseless, Mckerless and absolutely fireproof, attracted especially the attention of people who are interested as
operators, and exhibitors; as well as other professionals.
During his visit to the Kino Exposition, His Imperial Highness, the Archduke Leopold Salvator, spoke in terms of the highest praise of the various mechanisms exhibited by the Ray-Waller Company and especially of the Power's
Cameragraph No. 6A.

Our factory is the largest of its kind in the world ; yet, working day
and night, we cannot keep pace with the demand for POWER'S N0.6A.
The trade recognizes the superiority of this machine; our patented
loop setter device alone, which resets the lower loop automatically, is
controlled by us; and is sufficient to place this machine in a class by
itself. Let us send you catalogue G, giving complete details.

NICHOLAS

POWER

COMPANY

90 Gold Street, New York City
FOR FIFTEEN

YEARS

THE LEADING

MAKERS

OF MOTION

PICTURE

MACHINES

CAREY

PRESS,

N. Y.

December

Vol. 14. No. 10
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IN TWO REELS
TUESDAY, DECEMBER

10th

is Miss
M. E. Braddon'sj
famousthestory
wealthy
who was
own groom
and not
of
the
maelstrom
of trouble world
into which
matchof the
brought
her, girl
including
her won
trial by
for her
a murder
she did
commit but for which she was sentenced to death. Most grown people know the story from reading
the book or witnessing the play, and the picture is easy to advertise. Two one -sheets, a three-sheet,
slides, cuts, heralds — of course.
You know where, or if you forget we'll tell you.

Sunday, Comedy Release of December 8th

At Liberty — Good

Press Agent

Tells how an over-zealous press man put over a story about the star he was heralding — "put it over"
so strong that the authorities closed the theatre and practically imprisoned the star.

Tuesday, December !0lh— AURORA FLOYD.
Friday, December 13th— No release
because of two-reelcr of preceding Tuesday.
SIX-SHEETS

FOR "STAR OF BETHLEHEM"

Also a three andjwo ones at YOUR

CUTS OF THANHOUSER

40 cents a piece, of STANDARD

SCENES

FROM

THANHOUSER

EXCHANGE

PLAYERS
ENGRAVING

CO., 560 Seventh Ave., New York City

FEATURES

(Beginning with the "STAR OF BETHLEHEM")

12 photos, 8x10 in., $2.00 the set, of KRAUS MFG. CO., 14 E. 17th St., New York City

t

2

THANHOUSER
FILM CORPORATION, !JEEV°vHoELR^ £
The Film Supply Co., American and Canadian Agents

E

2
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THIS WEEK!

THIS WEEK!

FOOTBALL DAYS AT CORNELL
A Feature Educational Subject of College Life
Released Tuesday, December 3rd.

"WESTERN

GIRLS"

A marvelous Western drama, full of daring deeds and hazardous adventures. A revelation in horsemanship, exciting in every detail.

"ALMOST

A MAN"

Released Wednesday, December 4th.
A screamingly funny comedy, portraying an old maid's desire for "mere man," depicting three tramps entering an
old maid's
home and
starting things booming in general. A clever comedy well acted by John Steppling, Harry Cashman
and Howard
Missimer.
Released Thursday, December 5th.

"FOOTBALL

DAYS

AT CORNELL"

This is a splendid reel of college life at Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. In this feature you are not only
shown a recent gridiron struggle, but wonderful views of the beautiful Cayuga Valley, one of the garden spots of
America.
Released Friday, December 6th.

"THE

SUPREME

TEST"

A remarkable story, gripping in every detail, showing what trust a woman has in her husband, the temptations
placed in his wav and the manner in which he overcomes them. The principal parts are admirably played by Evebelle
Prout and Whitney Raymond.
Released Saturday, December 7th.

"BRONCHO

BILLY'S

LOVE

AFFAIR"

A sturdy Western drama featuring G. M. Anderson in the character creation he has made famous throughout the
world.
Don't fail to get this one. Every minute of it is "FULL OF ACTION."

a

Coming Soon !
THIS

IS

ONE

OF

KING ROBERT

THE

GREATEST

SCENIC

OF SICILY"

PRODUCTIONS

EVER

STAGED

(Longfellow's
Wonderful
Poem
in Three
Reels)
BEFORE

A

CAMERA

THE LIVE ONES ARE GETTING THE 3-SHEET POSTERS OF ALL ESSANAY SAT JRDAY RELEASES. ARE YOU
CLASSIFIED HERE ? Lithographed in Full Four Colors, Price 35c Each. Order Direct from Your Exchange or from Morgan Lithograph Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Photos of All Essanay Players, Size 8 x 10, Price $3.00 Per Dozen, Can Be Secured from
the Players Photo Company, 177 N. State St., Chicago, 111.
THESE MATTERS
DEMAND YOUR
IMMEDIATE
ATTENTION !

ESSANAY

FILM

MANUFACTURING

521 First National Bank Bldg., Chicago, III.
Factory and Studio, 1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
Branch Offices in London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona

CO.
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THE BALKAN WAR

J»

C[OW OH J>5

<i[0W0HJ>5

A SERIES OF REEL REALITY
NOT PICTURES OF MEN KILLING
TIME-PICTURES OF

Gauraont
Trade Hark
in; Greek

MEN

KILLING

Gauraont
Trade Hark
in Greek

MEN

THE REST AND MOST STIRRING SCENES OF THE
CONFLICT THAT IS CHANGING THE MAP OF EUROPE

WITH

NAVY

AND

ARMY

The so thought Comic Opera Forces which are firing
the Ottoman Hordes into the Bosporus. A Turkey Trot
which has proved a Dance of Death.

A FILM OF FEELING

THE MISSION OF THE CAROLS
Release Date, Tuesday, December 10
A sweetly simple story of the greater gift of the Christmas
Tide. The singing by the love yearning little ones that
brought the warmth of affection to the ice-bound soul of
the parent. Its message of the happiness that came to the
lorn hearts will nearer to you bring the spirit of the Christ.
FILM

SUPPLY

CO. OF AMERICA

<|S§ GAUMONT
FLUSHING,

N. Y.

— Sole Distributors

CO. f *><i
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Ripping the Feature
Business Wide Open!
That's What Universal Features Are Doing
T X THY should you pay extra money
for State right
* * features when you can book through your regular
exchange features that are positive crowd-getting attractions,
and sure-fire money producers?
This week and every week you will find two-reel pictures on the regular Universal program that the ordinary
State right feature man would boost to the skies and charge
you a lot of extra money for.
We started out to give you the greatest program ever
offered in the history of the film industry, and we have succeeded in getting to a point where brains, money and energy
have secured for you the strongest and most evenly balanced
program in the business.
We are going to keep right on producing big pictures
and give you quality with a capital Q.
Thousands of dollars will be spent every week to make
your investment pay you a bigger dividend.
All that we ask is your confidence in us and that you

Demand

That Universal Program!

Universal Film Manufacturing Co.
Mecca Building

Broadway at 48th Street
New York City

937
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The Most Powerful
to the Exhibitors
Getting Stronger
NESTOR

I M P
"NO GREATER LOVE"
Monday, December 2nd

"ROMANCE AND REALITY"
Monday, December 2nd

The storm-swept soul of the hunchback passed away
as his loved one was clasped in his brother's arms.

Robert marries Claire and finds her a handsome but
love-lacking partner, while poor Doris, whom he has
deserted, pines for his love and dies loving him.

"THROUGH
SHADOWED VALES"
Thursday, December 5th
It is a King Baggot; that would be 'nough said. But
think of it a King Baggot with a moral. You will simply
adore it.
"A TRIP

TO THE CINCINNATI ZOO"— "AN
ELECTION BET"
Saturday, December 7th

A good, lively educational, along with a darn funny
comedy.
The original melancholy chaser.

"THE SILENT CALL"
Wednesday, December 4th
He knew she loved his rival, so he sacrifices himself
that she might be happy.
"BRIDES

AND

BRIDLES"— "ALMOST A SUICIDE"
Friday, December 6th
Think it over. A split comedy Nestor. It is great.
Full of fun and merriment.

CHAMPION
"BILLY JONES OF NEW YORK"
Monday, December 2nd
The dramatic manner in which a bogus count was
exposed and two loving souls united.

VICTOR
"THE

GEM
"APARTMENT No. 13"
Tuesday, December 3rd
One humorous situation crowds out the other as this
lively comedy moves over the screen.

CRYSTAL

FOOLISHNESS OF OLIVER"
Friday, December 6th

Something unusual in the comedy line. You will like
it; so will your patrons.

PeepsGet Into
The Future
Ready to Demand That

"A TANGLED

"A FOUR-FOOTED HERO,"
101-Bison, Released Tuesday, December
An Honest-to-God Western Novelty.
Good Story — Good Acting.

BLACK

Sunday, December 8th
PRINCE"
Of all the funny situations
ever enacted in a split comedy, these are the funniest.

M I LAN O

Brand New Brand "Frontier" First Release,
"GOAT GIRL OF BEAR CANYON,"
Wednesday, Dec. nth.
A Fine Dramatic Offering.
Two-Reel
10th.

MARRIAGE"— "THE

"DIAMOND

CUT DIAMOND" (Two-Reel Feature)
Saturday, December 7th

How a clever detective captured a band of desperate
counterfeiters.
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MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
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Program Ever Offered
of America and
Every Week
ECLAIR

POWERS

"BONNIE, BONNIE BANKS OF LOCH LAMON"
Tuesday, December 3rd
A beautifully enacted story of a woman separated from
her people, and the dear visions she had of beloved
Scotland.

"AN ENERGETIC MEMBER OF THE S. P. C. A."
Wednesday, December 4th
One of those delightfully clever kid pictures that will
delight your patrons.
"WHEN

THE

SPHINX

SPOKE"— "WATERFALLS

OF CALIFORNIA"
Friday,
December 6th

"DICK'S WIFE"

* A crackerjack split that will please and entertain.

Thursday, December 5th

101

See the pleasing results that followed Dick's hurried
marriage.

BISON

"BIG ROCK'S

'THE

STUDY

OF THE
FLY"— "THE
PIPE AND VASE"
Sunday, December 8th

MENDER,

A clean-cut comedy, "full of joyous situations, along
with an exceptionally interesting educational.

REX

LAST STAND" (Two-Reel Feature)
Tuesday, December 3rd
An absolute thriller. Realistic in the extreme. Big
organization of soldiers, Indians and Western people in
the picture. Situations of bully good Western nature
that will attract lots of attention.
"THE

RIGHTS OF A SAVAGE"
Saturday, December 7th
This is one you cannot afford to miss. See it and you
will always remember it. Real Western life, with all its
excitement.

AM

"PAUL AND VIRGINIA"
Thursday, December 5th
You cannot help but love the beautiful interpretations
of this sublime story.
It will positively fascinate.
"THE

WHEEL OF DESTINY"
Sunday, December 8th

The prodigal son in later years finds his father in distress and takes him to his heart.
Absolutely dramatic.

ANIMATED

WEEKLY

Wednesday, December 4th
Do not forget that "Who's Who in Stageland" is a big
money getter.

"THE

BROSIO

INSEPARABLE

FRIENDS"— "PLENTY

GOOD December
LUNGS" 4th
Wednesday,
It is not often you can get a split Ambrosio.
a particularly excellent one.

OF
This is

Peeps Into The Future
"THE NATURAL SON,"
Two-Reel Powers Emotional Masterpiece,
Released Friday, December 13th.
"THE APACHE VOW,"
Two - Reel Milano Drama.
Full of Heart Interest.
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#
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THE HEART
<SD

OF A SOLDIER

«D <3D
«D
®

An incident from the twilight of a soldier's career.
Replete with human interest and romance.
Release date, Saturday, December 14, 1912.

The Law of God
A Romance

«D

#

WARREN

Nell of the Pampas
A

of the West featuring

KERRIGAN

Release date, Monday, Dec. 9, 1912.

Beautiful

Drama

featuring

PAULINE BUSH

Release date, Thursday, Dec

$

«D
«D
«D
«D
#

12, 1912.

#
American "Flying A" subjects mean capacity business everywhere.
office receipts, you will always demand "Flying A" films.

«D

Gentlemen

#

:

If you

are interested in increased

box

«D

Greenville, S. C.,— Nov. 19, 1912.

«D
<?D

Some Class to the "Flying AV and when we
get them it means $ $ $ $ $ $ to us here.

#

Bijou Theatre — Ed. C. Curdtz.

«D
«D
«D
«D
<3D
©

«D
(5)

«D

(|
ID
<3D

«D

#

#

<3D
§
«D|_
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«D
«D
«D

(ID
<?D

«D

American

Film Manufacturing Company

Chicago, Illinois
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Nearly a Thousand Persons off Education
Refinement Attended a

and

SOLAX NIGHT
AT THE TOWN HALL IN BREWSTER, NEW YORK, ON FRIDAY EVENING,
NOVEMBER 22nd. A NUMBER OF PERSONS CAME IN AUTOMOBILES.
F. A. HOLMES, THE MANAGER OF THE SHOW, DECLARED THAT THERE
WERE IN THE AUDIENCE A MILLIONAIRE AND HIS FAMILY AND
OTHER WEALTHY PERSONS LIVING IN BREWSTER AND ITS ENVIRONS.

THE

FOLLOWING

RELEASES

WERE

EXHIBITED:

The New Love and the Old
The Wooing of Alice
Making an American Citizen
Sealed Lips

Thc G|ory of l^j

His Double

These the exhibitor rented from the Empire branch of the Mutual Film Corporation of New York. After the performance all were enthusiastic. Mr. Holmes made
more money on this occasion than at any one time in the five years he has been
running attractions at the Town Hall. This isn't "guff." Ask Holmes and he'll tell
you that Solax films "have the punch" and "bring in the coin."

COMING

RELEASES

The Hater of Women
Released Wednesday, December 11th
The friends of Bob are anxious to see him happily married. They are more
pressing than they ordinarily would be because Bob has an aversion for everything
that is feminine. They make his life miserable until he staggers them by marrying
an heiress.

The Girl in the Arm-chair
Released Friday, December 13th
A girl sitting in a large armchair hears the man she loves planning to rob his father
to pay some I. O. U.'s The boy is hard pressed and she understands the motives that
force him to commit the crime. She springs a big surprise on her sweetheart and his
family.

SoWCompany
FORT

LEE, NEW

JERSEY
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BRONCHO FILMS
ro/> ." y

$50.00 for Scenarios.
The minimum price paid
will be $50.00. We want stirring Frontier,
„»^
Pioneer, Military stories in two reels.

Motion P>**

Address: T. H. INCE, Director,

1712 Allesandro St., Los Angeles, Cal.

A DOUBLE REWARD
One Reel, Released Wed., Dec. 11
A well acted western story in which a girl secures the man of her choice
in a clever manner. Her sweetheart is a fugitive, though innocent of
the charge against him. She captures him and secures the reward offered, then makes a prisoner of the real culprit by lassoing him in the
woods, thus securing her lover's release. The father favors a wealthy
easterner who is the accuser of the man she really loves, but she elopes
with her sweetheart and secures parental forgiveness.

HIS SENSE OF DUTY
Two Reels, Released Wed., Dec. 18

A Masterpiece of Dramatic Effort and Spectacular Sensationalism
While the Colonel is away battling with the Indians, in which he is shown
in sensational scenes, the private guards the honor of the Colonel's wife
by interfering with a superior officer who is paying attentions to her.
In a furious fight he lays his superior officer low, and with sealed lips
accepts the verdict of the court-martial. The prisoner escapes during
the excitement of an attack by Indians, and rescues the Colonel's little
girl, and the dying officer is revived sufficiently to confess that the private
was blameless in the fight between them.

BRONCHOJ
Long Acre Building
MUTUAL

FILM CORPORATION,

MOTION

PICTURE

42nd St. and Broadway,
60 Wall Street

New

CO.

York City
Sole Agent for U. S. and Canada
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KEYSTONE EILMS
COMEDY

REEL

EVERY

MONDAY

A Split Reel, Dec. 9

keystone film co.

A FAMILY MIXUP
Smith and Brown are friends, and flirty. Their wives have
never met, but each resolves to get even with her husband.
Mrs. Smith flirts with Brown, and Mrs. Brown flirts with
Smith. After amusing incidents the four meet at a summer
garden, and the husbands are shown the folly of flirtation.

"A MIDNIGHT ELOPEMENT
Jim Smith and Sally Rice plan to elope, owing to her father's
opposition to her marriage. A midnight meeting is arranged,
and Jim has all prepared, including a waiting country justice,
to tie the knot, but taps on the wrong window. Papa Rice
pursues him with a shotgun, and as he gives up the race, owing
to the stony ground and his bare feet, he takes a shot at Jim,
wounding the Judge in the back. To square himself with the
law Rice is compelled to consent to the marriage, while Jim
soothes the irate Judge with a roll of money.

Dec. 16— MABELS

ADVENTURES

and USEFUL SHEEP

Dec. 23— HOFFMEYER'S LEGACY and THE DRUMMER'S VACATION
Dec. 30— THE DUEL and MABEL'S STRATAGEM

KEYSTONE
MUTUAL

FILM

CORPORATION,

60

FILM CO. S?-?SV^
Wall

Street

Sole Agent for the

U. S. and

Canada
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"FOR THE CAUSE"
Two Reels

Friday, Dec. 6

KAY-BEE SENSATIONAL FEATURE
Thrilling Civil War story, with threecornered love tale vividly told running
throughout, with a duel between the rival
officers. The enmity between the men
is bitter, but in the end one sacrifices his
life in saving the other "For the Cause."
The battle scenes are beyond description, and will make an audience rise
to its feet in excited expectancy.

A WONDERFUL

PLOT

Amazing
Escape of a Spy
from the Prison
Realistic Duel Between
Officers

SUPEIRBLY

the

ACTED

Dec. 13. Blood Will Tell
Dec. 20. The Dead Pays
COMING
Dec. 27. The Law of the West
3 Reels

N.Y. Motion Picture Co. Long Acre Bldg., 42d St. and Broadway
NEW

MUTUAL

FILM CORPORATION,

60 Wall Street

YORK

CITY

Sole Agent for the U. S. and Canada
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SELLING!!

Let's Be Honest About

"RIP VAN WINKLE"
IN fWO

From

Washington

PARTS

Irving's American

Our Production Is Not the Only One,
Is the Very Best!

Classic

But

We

Claim

It

It is best in point of story construction — it is incomparably better photography.
In selection of backgrounds and settings the difference is overwhelmingly in its
favor.
It is enacted by the greatest Cinema Artists in the world.

It Is Best Upon Every Count
It is a subject which will always have the most favorable booking
possibilities. It hasn't the momentary appeal — it has the eternal
— You will always find bookings for it.
Sit down with your business judgment and common sense and figure out what
scores of millions have not yet seen this greatest of all American stories. Think
of the hundreds of theatres where it may be booked.
" Rip Van Winkle " is being sold at the very lowest figure ever
quoted on a genuine feature. Its price is our vital clinching
argument.
It is the probable reason why you'll buy.
We have cut off our profit that you may make yours, for while profit is
desirable to us, we realize that it is essential to you, the buyer.
This feature, like every Union Feature, is perfectly surrounded by advertising
material. Three sheets and two ones, slides, heralds, booklets, cuts, photos, lobby
display frames — in fact, everything any feature can profitably use.

ASK THE PRICE!

Write and inquire the price — that won't cost nor lose much of your time, and it
will bring you an astonishing offer in return.

UNION

" THE HOUSE

OF SUCCESS"

FEATURES
FORMERLY

"UNIVERSAL

225 West

42nd

■♦♦

FEATURES"

Street,

New

York City
:♦♦
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FILMS
^m,

^§

Till-:

M< i\ l\(,

I'U

I l Ivl.

W. )K1.I)

EDISON
THE
KINETOSCOPE
UNDERWRITERS'

TYPE

"B

)>

The final test of a motion picture machine
lies in its ability to project steady, clear-cut •
pictures while it is subjected to ceaseless
grinding. To do that it must be built simply
and only the best materials can be used. The
Edison, the pioneer moving picture machine,
is built to last. Countless experiments have
shown just what materials are best suited for
each part and each part is thoroughly tested
before it is placed in the machine. Hardened
steel is used in the Edison where there is the
greatest strain. Everywhere there is the
greatest possible care taken to prevent wear.
Buy an Edison and let that "One Moment
Please" sign gather dust on
your shelf.
The exceptionally high grade
lens used on the Edison gives
the clear, sharp picture that
your audience has a right to
demand. The well-balanced
mechanism gives freedom from
CURRENT EDISON
matic. New Squire,"
by Bannister Merwin.
2 "The
Dec,
flickers.
Get an Edison,, save repair
bills and hold your patrons*

Price, with Rheostat, 110 volts,
24-40 amperes, - - - $225.00
Price, with 110 volt, 60 Cycle
Transformer,
- - - $245.00
Write today for full particular* and a copy of the Edison
KinetogTam.

'•
"

CATncmiaJb(XCdiiaru,
INCO«"O»AT|0

239 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J.

9— "Saving the Game," by Charles M. Seay.
600 feet.
Dramatic
"Harnessing
a Mountain
Stream."
400 feet.
Descriptive.
"Annie Crawls Upstairs,"
by James
Oppenheim.
1,000 feet.
Dramatic.

10

"

11

"

Dra-

Dramatic
990 feet.
8— "A Dollar Saved is a Dollar Earned."
Superdreadto the V. S. Navy— The
Addition
Latest
4_"The
nought
New
York,'
Launched
at N. Y. Navy
Yard.
600
feet.
Descriptive.
•The Winking Parson," by Page Spencer.
400 feet. Comedy.
6 "A Forest Fire."
Produced under the supervision of officer*
of the Forest
Service,
Sierra
National
Forest,
California.
1,000 feet.
Dramatic.
7 — "His Mother's Hope."
1,000 feet.
Dramatic.

"

"
"

FILMS
1,000 feet.

"A Sunday Afternoon in Rural ' England."
300 feet.
Scenic.
Tei
Comedy.
"No Place for a Ministers Son," by E. H. _ Ceffln.
700 .'eet.
13 "Fog." by Bannister Merwin.
1.000 feet.
Dramatic.
14 — "A
Christmas
Accident,"
by Annie
Eliot
Trumbull.
1,000
feet.
Dramatic.
16 "The
Public
and Private
Care of Infants.
Produced
in cooperation with the Russell Sage Foundation — Department of
Child-Helping.
995
Descnpt
Child-Helping.
995 feet.
feet.
Descriptive-Educational.
17
-Lady
Clare,"
by Alfred
Lord
Tennyson.
1,000 feet.
Dramatic.Old Appointment,
18 — "An
by Harry
Furniss.
500 feet.
Dramatic.
"When Joey Was On Time," by Richard Ridgely.
500 feet.
Comedy.
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TRADE.

URBAN
ECLIPSE

MARK

Kleine-Eclipse Special Release

Dec. 16, 1912
The

Bed Man's Honor
(COPYRIGHT

1912,

BY

(TWO

GEORGE

KLEINE)

REELS)

An absorbing tale of the wilderness,
depicting savage passion, hatred, revengeandalsothehonoroftheredskin.
Principal Characters :

"Red Hawk" Joe Hamman
"June Dew" — Mrs. Joe Hamman

Special

One,

cines

^

1912

Three,

CINES

ECLIPSE
Wednesday
Dec. 11, 1912

CINES
Saturday
Dec. 14, 1912
Advance Synopses
Free— Write to

Posters

Napoleon's
(COPYRIGHT

1912,

BY

and

Heralds

Command

GEORGE

KLEINE)

An exciting war drama laid in the days of Napoleon's campaigns.

EXCELLENT
Tuesday
Dec. 10, 1912

Six-Sheet

PROGRAM

FOR

NEXT

WEEK

(

REGULAR
RELEASES

)

LION
TONIC
(Comedy)
Picturesque Italian Scenes
(Scenic)
"JUST
MISSED
HIM!"
The Manchester Ship Canal
TRAPPING

THE

(Comedy)
(Travelogue)

CONSPIRATORS

(Drama)

Describing a plot against the life of Cardinal Richelieu

George

Kleine

166 N. State St.
CHICAGO, ILL.

THE

Mo\ [NG

PICTURE

\Y< >RLD

ANNOUNCEMENT
Eclipse Release Dec.

11th, 1912

Balkan War Territory

GLIMPSES
OF

SHOWING

The Defence of the Dardanelles
A Trip Through Bosnia
Scenes on the Bosphorus
The film will be of tremendous interest

to the public who will pack your theatre

This release is substituted in place of the subject

THREE

ROGUES

OUTWITTED
which was scheduled for that date

GEORGE

For Further
information address

KLEINE

166 N. STATE STREET
CHICAGO, ILL.

SELIQ
THE HOUSE

SELIG
Dec

9th.

THE

FIVE-A-WEEK.

VINTAGE

OF

FATE

A picturesque and dramatic tale of the beautiful California Grape Vineyards, showing how fortune for one is failure for another. Produced in the
world's
largest
About 1,000
ft vineyard. Beautiful costumes. Clever action. Exciting story.

Dec. ioth. THE

RANGER

AND

HIS HORSE

This is an excellent Western story, relating how a band of outlaws held
the
sheriff's
nieceCuneo,
a prisoner
order to insure
own safety.
Duncan.
Lester
Myrtlein Stedman,
Hex detheir
Rosselli,
are allWilliam
in the
cast. About 1,000 ft.

Dec nth jhe

GIRL

OF

THE

MOUNTAINS

A drama filled with thrill and sentiment is this deft picture of the
mountaineers and the timber flumes. Tragedy and strategy are interwoven
effectively. Many sensational scenes bring into play the perilous and famous
timber flumes of the mountains.
About 1,000 ft.
Dec. 12th.
THE GOD OF GOLD
A powerful, absorbing drama of the eternal lust for gold— that sometime
curse of their
humanity.
story's
five young,
ambitious
through
variousThelives
and action
records follows
their ultimate
goal.
The endmenof
the financier— he who worships the God of Gold— teaches a moral, not
soon to be forgotten.
About 1,000 ft.

THE

SELIG

20 East Randolph
CHICAGO,

ILL.

Of

THE

INVINCIBLE

PROGRAM.

Dec. 13th.
A NEAR-SIGHTED CUPID
An extremely
amusing comedy
detaining
the romance of a couple who
Blay at cross purposes.
The situations are refre-hing and the story original,
lelightfully played by the best Selig Comedy players. About 1.000 ft. On
the same reel with—

IN A JAPANESE

Travalogue
educational,
length about 1,000 ft.

Picturesque

and

interesting.

Combined

Selig's De Luxe Publicity Aids for Progressive Exhibitors

LOBBY PHOTOGRAPHS.
Beautiful,
original, contact
negative
photographs
of all popular
Selig
players. The finest ever published.
Taken
especially for this set by the
country's
Size assorted.
9hi x 7%
inches. Copyright,
1912. Price highest
15 cents priced
each, photographers.
or $1.50 per dozen,
SLIDE
SERVICE
ON REGULAR
RELEASES.
We are now prepared to furnish slides on any and all of our future reand on all popular Selig players. Black and white. Artistic wort
Price twenty-five cents each.
THREE SHEET STOCK POSTER.
Lithographed
in four colors. Printed
on heavy paper. Space
in center
to insert or paste regular release one sheets. Exclusive design. A money
getter. Price thirty cents each.

POLYSCOPE
Street

GARDEN

COMPANY
SEND

IN YOUR NAME FOR OUR
MAILING LIST

Weakly Bulletins Sent

Free
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LUBIN FILMS
GROW

GOOD

STORIES

EXTRA

GENTEEL

IN GRANDEUR!
STAGE

SPECIAL

SETTINGS

GREAT

TWO -REEL

Released Through the General Film Co.

PHOTOGRAPHY

FEATURE

FRIDAY, DECEMBER

"THE CROOKED

A STORY

13th

PATH"

OF THE UNDERWORLD

A valuable watch and money stolen from a banker by Dan Lyons results
in the arrest and conviction of the crook. While his sweetheart, Nell
Harris, sits alone in the park reading of the long prison sentence given her
lover, she is approached by a young clergyman, Edward Kimball, who questions her regarding her trouble. Nell admits her wrong deeds and tells
him of her desire to follow the straight and narrow path. Kimball takes
her to his blind mother and soon grows to love her. They become engaged
and Nell is very happy. Dan Lyons in his prison cell succeeds in communicating with his pals by means of a note tied to a rat's tail and receives
asuit
supply
with which
effects hisand
escape.
his in
convict's
for of
the saws
old clothes
of ahescarecrow
arrivesHe inchanges
the town
which
Nell lives. He sends her a note asking her to return to the old life, but
she refuses, and in revenge Lyons plans to rob the home of Edward Kimball. He and his pal are discovered and handed over to the police, and the
minister accuses Nell of assisting in the robbery. She confesses her
former associations with the crook and is forgiven by her fiance, who promises to ehield her from all future evils of the Crooked Path.
CAST

OF

CHARACTERS.

Nell Harris, of the Underworld
Dan Lyons, a crook
Spike Edwards, his pal
Edward Kimball,
a young clergyman
Mrs. Kimball,
his mother
"THE

"STRUGGLE

CKOOKED
SPECIAL

PATH"
LITHO.

OF HEARTS"

POSTERS — 1

Sheet

(new

price)

10c;

3 Sheets,

35c;

Onni Hawley
John Halliday
Clarence Elmer
Edwin August
Mary Stuart Smith

6 Sheets,

65c.

Tuesday,

December

3rd

John Carries, an escaped convict, is assisted to a more worthy life by Rodney Ford, a minister. Inadvertently he falls in love with his benefactor's fiancee
she with
It is a big struggle between love and conscience all around, but love wins'in the end and the noble minister
brings about
theandunion
of thehim.
lovers.

"TWIXT

LOVE AND AMBITION'

sum
wa
his old love

Thursday,

The meeting is joyful and they agree never to part again.

A SPLIT REEL FOR FRIDAY, DECEMBER

"HIS

FATHER'S

CHOICE"

664 Feet

December

5th

Friday, December

6th

Friday, December

6th

Saturday, December

7th

6th

Jack Halsted is in love with Gertrude Terry, a beautiful but rather r oor girl. His father objects and threatens to cut him off. Jack takes
Gertrude to Mrs. Robbins, a mutual friend. They tell their troubles and do much weeping. Presently the father comes in and seeing the girl,
recognizes a young lady who had much impressed him at a society function.
The scene ends with "God bless you my children."

"LOCKED

OUT"

339 Feet

Jones rents an apartment to Mr. and Mrs. Grim, but finds it hard to collect.
One night Jones and his wife hear noises which induce them to
think that their tenants are about to skip.
Jones rushes down the street in his pajamas to keep watch.
The door slams and he is locked out. He
sees someone coming and bides in a big hamper, which is promptly lifted into the wagon, with the Grims belongings.
He is carried to the new
apartments.
Being discovered half dead, he begs to be sent home and is willing to cancel the rent.

"A SOLDIER'S

FURLOUGH"

Private Robert Adair, getting a ten days' furlough, visits his sick mother, who dies. Adair leaves his young brother Tom in care of Reco, an
old friend, and starts to rejoin his regiment. A Squaw-man and two Indians try to rob the Reco home and the Squaw-man shoots Tom. Reco
pursues Robert and informs him of the deed.
The soldier returns and after a terrible fight kills the Squaw-man and carries the body to the fort.

"A LUCKY

FALL"

Monday.'December

9th

Jack account
Hollingsworth
and his
partner
a prospecting
are away
several
days,whoKate,
goesworth
out $30
prospecting
on
her own
and strikes
a claim
thatgo isout
veryfor rich.
She takestrip.
some Asof they
the quartz
to an
assayer,
tellsJack's
her it \yife.
is only
to the ton
and is about to buy the claim for $150, when Jack and Will arrive and discover that the quartz is worth $3,000 to the ton. They are just in time
to save Kate from a crooked deal.

EXTREMELY BEAUTIFUL ONE, THREE AND SIX SHEET POSTERS OF OUR PHOTO-PLAYS, PRINTED
FIVE COLORS, CAN BE OBTAINED FROM YOUR EXCHANGE OR THE A. B. C. COMPANY, CLEVELAND,

LUBIN MANUFACTURING
Chicago: 154 West Lake St.

B. Nichols, 86 Wardour

COMPANY,
St., London, W., England.

IN
O.

MODEL NEW STUDIOS,
20th and Indiana Avenues,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Berlin, 35 Friedrich Str.
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PICTURE

WORLD
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"ABSENT-MINDED

VALET"

{Comedy)

Monday,

December

2nd

With a head of solid ivory, Joe, as a valet is a lemon. It seems he would rather do
laugh.
things wrong than right. He just can't help it. Hughie Mack as the valet is a continuous

SCOOP"

(Comedy)

man when he is taking a bath.

Then she marries his son.

"THE

Tuesday, December

3rd

She gets an interview from a
This is a headliner.

THE

CURIO
HUNTERS"
(Corned)
Wednesday, December 4th
The hunters take the idol, Marshall P. Wilder, takes its place and gets in soft, He has
the time of his life. Wallops the rest of the boys and stays among the cannibals.

"MRS.

LIRRIPER'S

LEGACY

*♦

(From Chas. Dickens)

Thursday, December

Sth

Onepier. ofHer gift
Mrs. far
Lirriper's
a legacy.
Before
he dies she makes his end hapexceeds lodgers
his and leaves
bringsherwith
it a great
blessing.

"TWO MANY CASEYS"
"CORK,
AND VICINITY"
Two families of Caseys. Each tries to

Comedy, then some
Friday, December 6th

impress the other with a sense of its importance.
They have a row and declare peace. They are now one and the same. "Cork and Vicinity"
tops off the Caseys just right.

"THE

AWAKENING

OF (It&lian
BIANCA"
Love)

Saturday, December

7th

She is willing to sacrifice her hair for her poor sick father.
Not for a worthless lover.
Her true lover comes to the rescue and they are happy.
Zena Keebe is a lovable Bianca.

NEXT WEEK, SIX A WEEK
"THE SIGNAL OF DISTRESS"— Big help. MONDAY,
"DOCTOR BRIDGET"— A sure cure.
TUESDAY,
"NATOOSA"— Indian romance.
WEDNESDAY,
"ADAM AND EVE"— Another feature. THURSDAY,
"THE SONG OF THE SHELL"— Brings them FRIDAY,
together.

DECEMBER 9th.
DECEMBER ioth.
DECEMBER nth.
DECEMBER 12th.
DECEMBER 13th.

"ALL FOR A GIRL"
"THE DANDY, OR MR.
TURNS THE TABLES" (
TwoDAWSON
comedies. SATURDAY, DECEMBER

14th.

Special Feature, In Two Parts, "THE
DAWNING"
Released Friday, December 6th
Three-Sheet Posters of all VITAGRAPH SPECIALS, also One-Sheets, be"BILLY'S
November
22nd. Ask your -xchange
for them,ginningorwith send
to the BURGLAR,"
Vitagraph Company
of America.

Till-;
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The Finger of Suspicion
Kathleen refuses the proposal of the young attorney, believing her duty is with an invalid
sister. The mysterious death of the invalid causes suspicion to be directed toward the attorney.
Through a startling denouement the lovers find happiness.
One and Three-Sheet Four-Color Posters
Released Monday, Dec. 16th

The Mayor's Crusade
Opposition newspapers charge the reform
mayor with failure to enforce the law against
sweatshops. Disguised as a workman the
mayor makes a personal investigation, and
through a series of sensational situations finally effects a needed reform.
Released Wednesday,

Dec. 18th

Pulque PeteTroupe
and the Opera
bank roll,
becomes runs
the "angel"
forPete,
an with
opera a big
troupe.
Everything
along
nicely until the troupe plays a return engagement
in Pete's home town, when trouble comes aplenty.
On the same Reel

Rush Hours in New York
A topical picture of interest.

Released Friday, Dec. 20th

The Indian Uprising at
Santa Fe
This production was made at Santa
Fe, New Mexico, and is historically
correct.
For several years the Spanish settlers fought the Indians for possession
of Santa Fe. The Spaniards were
many times defeated, but finally secured permanent possession of the
town.

One, Three andjSix-Sheet Posters
Released Saturday, Dec. 21st

SPECIAL
COMPLETE IN
THREE PARTS

THE

RELEASE

SHAUGHRAUN

Adapted from Dion Boucicault's Masterpiece
Released Monday, Dec. 23d
Special Piano Music, 50c. Postage Prepaid

PRODUCED
IN IRELAND

M

H

LL=d
Chalmers,

Published by
CHALMERS
PUBLISHING COMPANNV

Founder.
Telephone, 3510-351 1 Madison Square
17 Madison Ave., Opposite Madison Square, NEW YORK

J. P. Chalmers, Sr.( Pres. ; E. J C)i i.mers. Sec. and Treas. ; John Wylie, Vice -I'kes. and Gf.nkral Manager,
Tin'

Kiln - of

Entered at the General

(lit- company

Post

la

the

DECEMBER
INDEX
971
957

CALENDAR
OF licensed
RELEASES
CALENDAR
OF
INDEPENDENT
RELEASES.
COMMENTS
ON
THE
FILM
(Licensed)
COMMENTS ON THE FILM (Independent)
CORRESPONDENCE

989
.990
975
976
992

DOINGS

IN

LOS

ANGELES

EDISON POETRY,
PATHOS AND
By Louis Reeves Harrison.
EDUCATIONAL PICTURE,
THE

CARBON

909
HUMOR

958
967

FBORUP,
L. E
KIEWERT,
CHAS.
BBISINGER,
HUGO

L

1028
1024
1001

ELECTRICAL
& MECHANICAL
EQUIPMENT.
CALEHUFF.
CHAS.
L
1028
CHICAGO
MOVING
PICTURE
SUPPLY
CO. .1015
CHICAGO
PROJECTING
CO
1017
DETROIT
ENGINE
WORKS
1017
DURABLE
MFG.
CO
1005
ENTERPRISE
OPTICAL
CO
1025
FOOS
GAS
ENGINE
CO
103O
FORT
WAYNE
ELECTRIC
WORKS
1025
HALLBERG,
J. H
1029
LAYEZZI
MACHINE
WORKS
1015
MOORE -HUBBLE
CO
1013
PICTURE
THEATER
EQUIPMENT
CO
1024
SCHNEIDER,
E
1008
SMITH,
L.
C
1005
FEATURE

FILMS.

AMERICA'S
FEATURE
FILM
CO
1025
BERLINER
FILM
VERTRIEB
1026
Dt'IIEM
&
HARTER
1017
FEDERAL
FEATURE
FILM
SUPPLY
CO
1005
GENERAL
FILM
CO
993-4 5
IMPERIAL
FEATURE
FILM
CO
1026
MASKO
FILM
CO
1013
NEW
YORK
FILM
CO
1007
PURITAN
SPECIAL
FEATURE
CO
999
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Facts and Comments
ridiculing of national peculiarities seems to us
to be always in bad taste. In our big cities with
their cosmopolitan population it is not only bad
taste but equally bad judgment and policy to caricature
the foibles and oddities of any particular nationalities.
On the speaking stage this evil had some years ago become intolerable and evoked well-deserved rebukes from
the nationalities which seemed to be the chief targets of
the "playwrights." There came a change for the better
and to-day the folly of lampooning men for their nationality isrecognized by all sensible writers and managers. The film producers have with rare exceptions
steered clear of this form of "comedy." They realize
that the exhibitor can make neither money nor friends
by wounding the sensibilities of any portion of his
audience. A picture recently made shows the ridiculous
antics of an Irishman who has become rich suddenly.
There can be no objection to showing the foolish things
that are often done by the newly rich. The chances
are that a newly rich Irishman would act very much like
a newly rich Frenchman or American. If the producer
had contented himself with characterizing instead of
caricaturing the Irishmen there would have been no
objection. Indeed one of the classics of the more boisterous sort of comedies "Mr. O'Brien in Society" is still
remembered with pleasure by all who saw it. This other
and newer picture aims not so much at ridiculing the
follies of the newly rich as at ridiculing the Irish race.
Such at least is the opinion of an exhibitor of considerable intelligence and experience. This exhibitor has
complained that the exhibition of the picture in his theater caused great dissatisfaction. "There was not a
laugh in the house," he said speaking of the reel in question, "and after the show was over many patrons stopped
to speak to me and denounced the picture as an unwarranted libel upon the Irish people."
*
THE

It is quite possible that the producer meant no harm
and that he was simply following out what he conceived
to be an uproariously funny idea. His fault mav have
been due to thoughtlessness rather than to any deliberate
design to wound the feelings of the Irish people. It is
quite possible too that the complaining patrons were too
sensitive. We are always willing to believe, that the
other fellow is too sensitive when he feels hurt at our
jokes, but we take an entirely different view of things
if we ourselves are made the butt of ridicule. Whatever
the motive of the producer of this film the result is
deplorable. There is no need for this kind of pictures.
Their humor at best is one-sided and humor to be reallv
pleasing must be universal and appeal to everybody.
* * *
BUT

three months have passed since the National
Convention of the organized exhibitors at Chicago.
These months have been marked by a ceaseless
and well-directed activity on the part of the organizing
forces. The League is to-day truly national in character.
At the convention in Chicago the East was represented
by New York and New Jersey ; at the next convention all
of New England will be represented.
Heretofore the

League was disproportionately strong in some sections
of the country and disproportionately weak in other sections. The actions and resolutions of the next convention will therefore be entitled to the greatest respect. Not
only the industry in all its branches will follow the
deliberations and all the steps of the convention with the
closest interest, but the public at large cannot fail to be
impressed with the doings of a convention which
represents every important state of the Union. The
Moving Picture World hails with special satisfaction
the election of Mr. Joseph Mack as president of the Massachusetts league. Mr. Mack has been one of the pioneers
of the moving pictures and few exhibitors have striven
more earnestly and more consistently for the uplift of the
exhibiting profession.
*
It is likewise highly gratifying to every friend of the
motion picture to note the grounds upon which the president of the national organization, Mr. Neff, urges the
necessity of organization. He pleads for the elevation
of the business, which in his judgment can be accomplished best by a thorough organization of the exhibitors. Mr. Neff in his addresses dwells on the educative mission of the cinematograph and knows how to
emphasize the fact that the exhibitors are "amusing,
entertaining that
and theinstructing
His exert
repeated
declarations
exhibitors millions."
themselves must
all
their powers to banish "immoral and suggestive" pictures
are well-timed and have everywhere been applauded by
the exhibitors. Exhibitors of course expect to derive
great and immediate benefits from their organizations ;
relief against hostile legislation or the enactment of fairer
and more liberal laws, redress against an unjust censorship and a campaign of education against the enemies of
the motion picture in the daily press and out of it. The
keynote of the situation has, however, been struck by Mr.
Neff in his plea for a higher standard. If this standard
can be attained and then kept up the other things will
follow in the natural order of consequences.
* * *
ONE

of the present dangers to the reputation of
the motion picture is the cheap and flashy
"feature" film. There are now a dozen or
more of these films, some made here and some made
abroad, and all of them making their appeal to the
lowest grade of taste and intelligence. As a rule these
alleged "features" have been made with very little expense ;a lurid and ultra-sensational title is selected to
attract thj crowd. What the feelings of the audience are
after
they have
seen one
of these to
"sensational"'
affairs
is a matter
of great
indifference
the manufacturer
who pockets his rental or his percentage and cares very
little whether the exhibitor is harmed or benefited. It
would seem good sound policy for exhibitors to insist on
seeing every feature film which they are asked to book
in their houses. There is more than one case on record
where an exhibitor attracted by the title of an alleged
"feature" film trusted to the representations of the booking agents only to regret his credulity after the first reel
was run before his audience.
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Are Sacred Pictures "Irreverent"?
By W. Stephen Bush

GREAT deal of discussion has always surrounded
the question as to whether it is proper to pr<
Most of this
sacred subjects in moving pictures.
discussion was focused about the Passion Play. As the
exhibitors all over the country will soon be called upon
to answer arguments against cinematographic presentations of films portraying the life of Christ, it seems advisable to consider the subject in these columns and to
furnish the exhibitors with counter arguments.
1 et us begin the consideration of the subject with a
solid historical fad which will be admitted by everybody.
Here is the fact: The dramatic representation of sacred
persons and events was common in the early Middle Ages,
and continued in some countries almost up to our own
A

sacred pel sons and events a
ibted
privilege to do SO. No one can compel him to attend
such exhibition-.
When
he tn
prevent
others from attending, not merelj by persuasion but by an
appeal to the police, lie oversteps the bounds of fain
and moderation, and we have every right to 0
him and resent

his meddling.

With very few exceptions the manufactun oving pictures have a keen sense of what
nun. We have had some objectionable sectarian films,
but now lure can be found one single film deserving to be
called irreligious. Blasphemy and sacrilege are becoming obsolete words in modern life because they denote
a degree of moral degeneracy which borders upon mad:
lic-s. If we hold that the presentation of sacred persons
day. These plays were called "Miracle-Plays," and one
of them is still a living force to-day; we are speaking of and events either upon the stage or in moving pictures
the Passion Play, which is presented every ten years at is proper and violates no moral law, our opponents
the little Bavarian village of Oberammergau. The text for
may denounce us all they like as "blasphemous" and as
these medieval "Miracle-Plays" were almost invariably
"sacrilegious," but that does not make us so. We will
furnished by priests, and the presentations were in almost
listen with due courtesy and respect to all they wish to
every instance staged and directed by clergymen.
It was
say and then reserve the right to depend on our own
the custom to present these plays on solemn occasions,
lights. If we honestly believe that such exhibitions are
sometimes political and sometimes ecclesiastical. The ob- productive of good rather than evil, we need not be
ject was to arouse and stimulate the piety of the people ashamed of ourselves.
and to add to their knowledge of sacred history. It may
The reproach is often heard that the exhibition of
be assumed as a moral certainty that the motion picture,
sacred moving pictures is objectionable because a price
of admission is demanded. No doubt in an ideal state
had it been known in those days, would have been called
into service constantly.
Xow, whatever we may think
of things great churchmen and philanthropists would
of the middle ages, whether we hold that humanity in be coming forward, producing at their own proper exthose days was happy or unhappy, it is very certain that
pense wonderful cinematographic reproductions of the
medieval humanity
was intensely pious and reverent.
life of Christ and showing them to the people absolutely
This piety and reverence speaks to us to-day in the free of charge. I sincerely believe that money could
churches and shrines and statues and paintings and sculp- not be put to better use. It is a fine thing to endow
ture of Italy, Spain, Germany, France and of what re- Bible Institutes and send missionaries with the good
mains of the ancient church in the British Isles. One cantidings into all parts of the world. The best missionary,
not read the history of those days and then look about
however, is the motion picture. It speaks the universal
him in this present world without realizing that there was
language. If the churches cannot see that the motion
more genuine charity, more honest belief and more
picture may be made its greatest ally in the future and
spiritual life in 1500 than in 1900. It seems, therefore,
that religious propaganda for any purpose can best be
almost ridiculous to have the men born and bred in this furthered by a judicious use of the cinematograph, no
one is to blame but the churches. Shall we wait until
cynical and material age come forward and protest against
the churches come to the front with free pictures?
exhibitions which were deemed laudable in an age when
men and women showed the sincerity of their faith by a Humanly speaking it will take many years before any
such possibility can be seriously considered. Who shall
willingness to make sacrifices.
I have the utmost tenderness for conscientious scruples, and I have no doubt
in the mean time object to the filming of gospel events
in the land of the gospel by a company of film producers
whatever that many of the protests against sacred things
who claim no connection with churches? If their work
in motion pictures are inspired by good motives and
were done in a careless fashion, if their films showed a
spring from a sincere conviction.
It is, however, an unlack of proper reverence, the objection urged against
doubted fact, in history and in psychology, that minds
given to this way of thinking are extremely prone to their enterprise might have to be sustained. The facts
excess and possessed of unfortunate destructive tendency.
show the contrary. No fair-minded person will say
that
the making of money was their only or even their
The words "sacrilegious" and "blasphemous" — terrible
words, which every human being should hesitate to use
principal object. They were looking for laurels no less
than for dollars. When the churches are able to point
against the doings of another — roll from their lips with
to their own unselfish work their criticism of a more
alarming readiness.
In other words, men of this type
selfish ambition will be entitled to respect. Until then
border on the verge of fanaticism, which, if not restrained, has often led to mental aberration. We are not
they have no right to find fault with a private enterprise
which performed a most marvelous and laudable work
theorizing.
History records the outbursts of iconoclasts
destined to result in measureless good to humanitv.
(image breakers) and the irreparable damage they have
done in Greece, in Italy, in Holland and England.
There
FRANK CRANE A CANUCK.
are men who are perfectly honest in their hatred of
music or art, but that surely does not make them more
Writing Thanhouser friends from near Montreal, Canada,
where he is producing for a Canadian picture company, Frank
amiable. We cannot find fault with temperamental weaknesses, which may be inherited.
We do find fault, howCrane,
says Club.
what
they
needfamous,
more as
thanThanhouser"?
a Screen Clubfirst
up leading
there is man.
a Blanket
ever, when such men attempt to impose their views upon
He says they should be worn "out on exteriors." during the
us and ask the public authorities to assist them in the
taking of which "it's so cold that the film freezes onto the
attempt. If a man regards the reverent presentation of camera."
Mrs. Crane is with her husband.
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Edison Poetry, Pathos and Humor
Reviewed by Louis

Reeves Harrison.

"It was the time when lilies blow
"And clouds are highest up in air."
What a relief to have a master hand like that of Lord Alfred
Tennyson

writing

motion-picture

".She clad herself in a russet gown —
"She was no longer Lady Clare: —
"She went by dale, and she went by down,
"With a single rose in her hair."
In the garb of a poor girl she goes straight to her lover
and tells him that which makes him the rightful owner of all
she enjoys. As he is a very much of a nobleman, the result is
a happy one.
He takes her in his arms.

subtitles!

"Lord
Ronald
brought a dappled
"To give his cousin, Lady Clare."

"If you are not the heiress born,
"And I," said he, "the lawful heir,
"We two will wed to-morrow morn,
"And you shall still be Lady Clare."

doe

Thus begins the scenario of exquisite form and language
so plain that all may picture it who read with minds not primitive. Here is melody in subtitles — the effect of their connection with artistic pictures is that of music— melody that stays
by nne, often running in and out of remembrance like a winning song once heard, and the lasting impression rather than
the transitory one is that which causes people to talk about a
play they have seen.
There is such a lot of foolishness about limiting the stage
to scenery, screeches and strutting ! People go to the theater

Scenes from "Lady Clare," Adapted from Tennyson's
to receive an impression, and it has already been proven that
the voice, powerful as it is as a medium, may be dispensed
with. The whole object of the play is that of transferring a
sentiment to our breasts or an idea that deeply affects us,
and it matters not how we use all mediums in combination or
singly so that the desired effect is produced. Nearly every
situation can be paralleled in human experience — the question
is that of dressing it with such good taste as to produce a
sensation of delight or impressing it with such power as to
carry the
receive
it. author's purpose from his mind to those waiting to
The story of Lady Clare enters into one of the problems of
today, all too delicately told in the poem and its vitalized
illustrations. It is a story showing the force of circumstances
as opposed to what is commonly ascribed to birth. A nurse,
a trusted servitor in a rich and noble family secretly substitutes
her newly born babe for that of the Earl when the little one
of noble descent dies in her arms, her object being to secure
for her child those advantages which are only enjoyed by a
privileged class. The question involved is one of eugenics.
What is shown so delicately by this poetic photoplay might well
be demonstrated more fully — it is that beauty and talent are to
be found everywhere among intelligent people, only needing
the warmth of opportunity to flower.
Alfred Tennyson, first Lord of that name, himself one of
the privileged class, dealt tenderly with this modern idea, but
he clearly suggests that eminence for the less fortunate is
largely a question of bursting certain conventional bonds of
society. The nurse's child is raised in full belief that she is
Lady Clare and becomes the heiress of a vast estate. She has
attained lofty position without a life-long battle against
obstacles and fills it acceptably to all. The loser by her inheritance is a cousin named Lord Ronald, to whom she becomes
affianced.
When this true-hearted girl learns from her own mother's
lips that she is a beggar born and not the old earl's daughter,
she dares all for the sake of a principle.

"The First Settler's Story."
We
warm

are given a glimpse of kind-hearted Will Carleton's
sympathies in "The First Settler's Story," an adaptation from one of his "Farm Festivals." The story is told to
a group of friends by the First Settler in the declining years
of his life. He recites the early experiences of himself and
wife in their struggle with that infinite pathos of little things
that only a poet's sensitive imagination can abstract from humble careers, tells how they came to harmonize in helping each
other, unconsciously
contrasts
his own
manliness
with
her

Poem

and Posed in England by the Edison Players.

womanliness, and leads us with consummate skill to one of
those trifling episodes that alter and split the common tendency
of two destinies. Occupied with her home duties, while he is
in the field, she lets the cows stray. He bursts into a rage
of impulse and frightens the child creature entrusted to his
keeping. They remain aloof from each other through offended
pride for several days, then the same accident occurs again.
In dread of her loved-one's reproaches, the young wife provides for her husband's comfort and leaves a pitiful note behind:
"The cows have strayed
"I watched them pretty
"I hunted for them all
"I'll try once more — I

away again, I fear;
close ; don't scold me, dear,
this afternoon;
think I'll find them soon."

Doubly impelled by desire to please her husband and fear
of his disapproval, the frail wife battles alone though a forest
fire to save the cattle and finally brings them home. Torn,
burned, exhausted and overcome by excitement, she falls unconscious on the floor of her home. He searches for her in
the forest lire, only to find that she has succeeded far beyond
his expectations. He returns home with heart warned to forgiveness, tries to raise her from the floor, and finds that the
heart that leaped and thrilled in responsive love has ceased to
beat.

He has gained little and lost the world's greatest treasure.
"An Old-Fashioned

Elopement."

"An Old-Fashioned Elopement" drawn from a curious poem
published in an English periodical, "The Gentlewoman," furnishes delightful comedy relief. It is simply an old story retold in attractive form and furnishes opportunity for some
quaint characterizations, interesting exteriors and amusing incidents. An ardent young lover carries off the daughter of a
rich old sorehead before the eyes of a comical rival, a
paternally-favored suitor. She mounts behind her bright young
lover, and the infuriated father gives chase in his carriage with
a postilion.
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"QUINCY
ADAMS
SAWYER."
The much
talked of and well know
ngland
rural
comedy "Quincy Adams Sawyer," has been made in to a
three reel special feature picture by the Puritan SpeciaM
Feature Company, 1 [ni I, ol Bo t< n, Mass.
This is the first
successful- rural play that has ever been made into a moving picture and great success is predicted for the play in
picture form. The photoplay of "Quincy Adams Sawyer"
delivery.
will be sold to state right buyers and is now ready for

Scene from "The First Settler's Story"
"But ere they'd gone a many miles
"Misfortune did betide
"Their horse went lame, so down
"For they no more could ride."

(Edison).

they

There are 56* different scenes of comedy, country character and action. There is something doing all the time, all
the scenes in the play have been faithfully reproduced in the
picture and the clean, wholesome
atmosphere
standright

came,

Scene from "Quincy Adams
Scene from "An Old-Fashioned

Elopement"

(Edison).

They stop at an inn; the irate father finds them; he kicks
out the aspirant to his daughter's hand; the youth changes
clothes with the postillion; he drives father and daughter into
a ford, and there the chaise sticks in the mire. He carries
the girl ashore on the horses and leaves pa-pah to think it over.
"The lady first, with the aid of the horse.
"Did reach the river's brim,
"And there in the wet did the father sit,
"As they never came back for him."
FILMS

TEACHING

Mr. W. Steven Bus"h, of The Moving Picture World, delivered an interesting lecture on the cinematograph as a most
valuable teaching agent in history.

WEEKLY

HAS

(Puritan).

out and the same sweet love story will make the picture play
as big a hit as it has the stage play. The Puritan Special
Feature Company have a complete line of pictorial lithograph paper for the advertising of this feature.
Of special interest to the state rights operators will be
the fact that this story in book form has been read by over
a million people and as the play has been presented for the
past twelve years in every city and town in the United States,
over twenty-five millions of people have seen the play. This
feature alone will make it one of the few picture plays that
will draw money from the start as much advertising has
already been done for it. Ask any theater manager in the
United
States
will satisfy
you.what "Quincy Adams Sawyer" is; his answer

HISTORY.

In the lecture room of the Brooklyn Institute of Arts and
Sciences, before a distinguished audience of educators headed
by Professor Franklin Hooper, one of the best known pedagogues of the country, a special exhibition of the films
known as "The Miracle" was given a few days ago. The
picture was shown primarily to demonstrate the high and
unique teaching power of the cinematograph and its special
fitness as an illustrator of history. Before the exhibition,

GAUMONT

Sawyer"

COMIC

SUPPLEMENT.

The G'aumont Weekly, beginning with the issue of November
27th, will contain a comic supplement — "chalk talks" from the
skilled fingers of eminent artists.
These will be after the man-

A

CAUTION

TO

EXHIBITORS.

In its last issue The Moving Picture World printed the advertisement of a foreign film dealer offering a number of reels for
sale. We have since been informed by a number of reputable
importers and producers of feature films that the list of reels
advertised tor sale contains a number of features duly copyrighted in this country by the original producers. Upon investigation we find that the titles of many of these films were changed
and fictitious names of manufacturers were given by the advertiser. But for this deception the advertisement would never
have been accepted. We have refused to print or receive any
further advertisements from this film broker.
This statement is made for the protection of the legitimate
importer and producer and especially for the benefit of the
exhibitor, who may be approached by men offering a cheap and
badly-worn feature. Everybody in the industry is interested in
preventing this country from becoming the dumping ground of
transatlantic junk.
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Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
CHARTER

MEMBERS

OF MASSACHUSETTS

LEAGUE

Among the picture men who attended the meeting of
exhibitors held at Boston on Tuesday, November 19th, the
following named signed the membership roll:
Harry Katzes, Fitchburg; Samuel Grant, Lynn; Felix Alland, Boston; William Murphy, Boston; Charles Hodgdon,
Wakefield; Arthur Pearson, Somerville; Glover Ware, Beverly; John Kaen, Salem; J. Freedman, Revere; M. Sandler,
Revere; William Dowlin, East Boston; Ernest Horstmann, Lynn; Jacob Loune, Boston; Fredi J. McAloon,
Taunton; J. J. Donovan, Taunton; Harry E. Meehan, Stoneham; P. J. Enwright, Roxbury; George D. Jellatis, Quincy;
George A. Ramsdell, Maiden; George W. Allen, Jr., New
Bedford; George D. Leonard, Taunton; M. I. Senna, New
Bedford; John W. Raymond, Worcester; H. M. McKenney,
Revere; J. H. Griffin, Dorchester; Mrs. S. W. Dowling, Boston; Powers and Woodhead, Boston; N. N. Brooks, Boston;
George F. Washburn, Boston; Joe Mack, Boston; F. T.
Littlefield, Jamaica Plain; E. W. Lynch, Worcester; N. L.
Demara, Lawrence; Silas H. Bunce, South Boston; J. J.
Cahill, Brockton; F. G. Woodward, South Boston; C. H.
Buckley, Roxbury; Henry Gilray, Maynard; W. H. Wolf,
East Boston, and Harry Wasserman.
It is hoped that a great many more will join, but at the
first meeting many houses were ineligible, due to the ruling
that managers could not sign as the official representative
of their employers.
Secretary Washburn announces that the regular meetings
of the Massachusetts League will be held on the first Tuesday of each month, beginning December 3rd, 1912.
THE UTICA MEETING.
Meeting of Local No. 3, Motion Picture Exhibitors of
Central New York, was held at Utica, N. Y., November 20th.
President Douque presided, and introduced National President Neff as the first speaker, who gave a lengthy address,
outlining the by-laws and the necessity of the motion picture
exhibitors banding together. He also illustrated the good
accomplished by other leagues throughout the country.
Mr. Trigger, the State president of the New York State
League, gave his views and experiences with different organizations, and reported the vast good done in Locals No. 1
and No. 2, and expressed himself as being greatly pleased
with the large number of exhibitors present to enroll in
Local No. 3. In conclusion, President Trigger gave his
assurance as being ready at any moment to give his undivided time and attention for the welfare of all members.
The following committee was appointed by President
Douque to draft by-laws for Local No. 3: Messrs. Carl,
Cavello and Linton.
Before adjournment a vote of thanks was extended to
Messrs. Neff and Trigger for their efforts in behalf of the
local.
JOHN E. REARDON, Secretary.
SPECIAL

MEETING

OF THE
BRANCH.

MISSOURI

STATE

President Wiley, of the Missouri State Branch of the Mition Picture Exhibitors' League of America, has called a
special meeting to be held at Kansas City, Mo., on Tuesday,
December 10th, 1912.
There are many matters of importance which will come
before the meeting, and every exhibitor in the State is invited
to attend.
President M. A. Neff of the National League will be present, this being his first trip through the Middle West in his
official capacity.
TAMPA

EXHIBITORS

ORGANIZE.

A meeting of the motion picture exhibitors of Tampa, Fla.,
was held in that city on Monday, November 25th, and a permanent organization, to be known as the Tampa Exhibitors'
League, was formed. Edward Tarbell was elected president;
Scott Leslie, secretary, and William Sipe, treasurer. The
new organization will affiliate with the National League.

NOTES FROM THE PRESIDENT'S OFFICE.
The Iowa convention, which will be held on December 3d
and 4th at Des Moines, Iowa, headquarters at the Savery
Hotel, promises to be a grand success. Letters are pouring
into the National President's office from Iowa motion picture
exhibitors, expressing their intentions of attending the convention.
Every exhibitor in the State of Iowa is urged to attend
the convention, as matters of great importance affecting their
business will come up for action. Some of the important
subjects which will be discussed will be Sunday opening,
the $2 a week license and State legislation directly affecting
the motion picture industry.
The big convention to be held on the 5th and 6th at
Omaha, Neb., is being enthusiastically supported by the
Nebraska Motion Picture Exhibitors, and a large attendance
is expected. Headquarters will be at the Rome Hotel,
Omaha, Neb.
M. A. Neff, the National President, will be present it the
Iowa convention, also the Nebraska convention to be held in
Omaha on the 5th and 6th. Mr. Neff will also visit Kansas
City, Mo., on the 7th and 8th of December and address the
Missouri exhibitors. Mr. Wiley, president of the State organization of Missouri, writes that he expects a very large,
enthusiastic gathering of the exhibitors in attendance at the
Missouri convention on the 8th of December.
After attending the Missouri convention, President Neff
will cross the river, accompanied by Mr. Wiley, president of
the Missouri State organization, and others, and on the 9th
and 10th of December will organize the State of Kansas, at
Kansas City, Kas. From Kansas City, Kas., after completing the organization, President Neff will proceed to St.
Louis, Mo., where he will meet several motion picture exhibitors, and from St. Louis will go to Murphysboro, 111., to
organize a local branch of the motion picture exhibitors of
Southern Illinois, which will affiliate with the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America.
VERMONT

HEALTH

BOARD
INSTALLS
MACHINE.

POWER'S

The Vermont State Board of Health is nothing if not progressive. The latest addition to "the board's already extensive apparatus for educating the people in matters of health
is the purchase of a Power's cameragraph, a motion picture
machine of the very latest type. This machine is now being
put into shape at the State laboratory, and it will be used
for giving free pictures in connection with the tuberculosis
exhibit. Many motion picture plays dealing with tuberculosis and its cure are now being supplied by the motion picture
firms, and these will be used in giving exhibitions in towns
throughout the State. There are many other pictures dealing with sanitary and health matters which can be secured,
and which are being used extensively to educate the public
in these matters. The machine just purchased by the State
board will be complete, in that it will have included among
its accessories a motor generator, so that it can be used in
rural communities and in places where electricity cannot be
secured. Without this additional equipment many of the
results to be gained would be impossible of attainment. —
Burlington (Vt.) Free Press.
ISADORE BERNSTEIN JOINS MONOPOL.
Friends of Mr. Isadore Bernstein, formerly of the International Feature Film Company, will be pleased to learn that
he has accepted the position as general manager of the
Monopol Film Company of New York, at a considerable
increase over his former salary. Mr. Bernstein is a hustler
and is sure to keep the name of "Monopol" well in the public
eye. In addition to being general manager he will conduct
the publicity campaign of the Marion Leonard feature films
from the offices at 145 West 45th Street. Mr. Bernstein will
remain with the International Feature Film Company for a
week or two longer, finishing up some of the work in which
he was engaged at the time the Monopol offer was tendered
him.
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Edwin S. Porter
A Sketch of the Treasurer and Director of the Famous
Players — His New

Studio.

By George Blaisdrll.
EDWIN S. FORI ER is described besl as the man who not
only has done things, who not only is doing things, but
who plans to do still better and greater things to pi i
petuatc on film the best art of the contemporary stage: in fact,
to transform raw stock into actual living rolls of enduring fame
for the greatest artists before the footlights to day. Behind him
are the years of work that have yielded rich experience. Before him, based upon ordinary expectancy, are the years that
are to crown the work that has gone before. Mr. Porter's plans
are broad and comprehensive. He has always believed that the
bane of motion picture producers is the arbitrary release date
the rule requiring the turning louse of so many reels a week,
on certain days, regardless entirely of surrounding circumstances.
In his new field as producer and director of Famous Players pictures Mr. Porter will allow himself sufficient time to do those
things which ought to be done and to avoid those things which
ought not to be done Mr. Porter combines with his work as
director of the Famous Players the duties of treasurer of the
company.. It was in the office
of the latter functionary that
the writer recently cornered
Mr. Porter and plied him with
questions. He is. like most
men who do, not at all loquacious when the subject, is himself. The inquisitor disregarded orthodox rules and
went right to the beginning.
"Where were you born, Mr.
Porter?" he asked.
"Fayette County, Pennsylvania," was the reply ; and
then, with native pride, he
added : "The same county, by
the way, that gave W. A. Clark
to Montana and New York
and H. C. Frick to Pittsburg
and New York. James G.
Blaine was raised just across
the county line."
"Hid you have any early experience in photography?"
"No, indeed. My first work?
Why,
I was Then,
a 'news
on
a train.
at butcher'
the age
of fourteen, I became a telegraph operator. I followed
that line for three or four
years and then took up the
plumbing trade. Then I was a
custom cutter in a tailoring
establishment — in fact, had a
business of my own. During
some of these years I worked
around a local theater of which
my brother was manager; acted
in the capacity of ticket seller,
usher, etc. Later my brother
was 'advance' for Washburn &
Huntington's circus. I was on
the bill car.
In that way I
came to have a general idea of
DWIN
the circus business.
I also
traveled with him a part of a
season in comic opera.
Thus I became acquainted with the mechanical end of the stage business.
"Owing to the severe and variable climate around Pittsburg I
contracted pneumonia twice. The doctor advised me to take a
sea voyage. So at the age of 22 I left that section. My first
employment was with the Cramps in Philadelphia, in their electrical department. I assisted in installing the electrical equipment on the old cruiser New York. When the boat we then
thought so big was put into commission I enlisted in the navy
and was put in charge of her electrical department. I was three
years in the navy. During that time I served under 'Jack' Philip,
'Bob' Evans and the then Capt. Schley. What did I think of
Schley?
He was a very fine man.
"I left the navy in the spring of 1806. It was about that time
the moving pictures came into public notice. I went to work
for Raff & Gammon, who had bought the rights of the Edison
Vitascope.
They sold State rights for that machine.
By the

I 'it i i RE \V« >RLD
way, if there is any publii
isted
in limning the first motion pit 1 1
a ill a th(
in New York
in Koster 8 Bial
Hiiri
since torn down.
In the fall of '/> and until the summer of '97
I traveled with a machine through the VVesl Indiei and South
America.
When 1 returned I began the manu
picture cameras and pn
rtnership with \\ '. J. Beadnell.
ties in the Eden M
in the Proctor houses and also in some of Percy
Will
theai
"Here's a reminiscence \t tin- time one of my operators was
a man whose name
you will recognize — Nicholas
He
wa-> in the Novelty I heater, Brooklyn.
"1 continued manufacturing machines until I was wiped out
by fire, in [900. I then sold out my machine interests and
engaged by the Edisoti Company to design and build cameras
and projecting machines. Alter being with them a short time,
and as they were in need of a cameraman and a producer, I was
1 charge of the first skylight studio in this country — at 41
East
I wenty-first
Street."
It was
in this employmenl
that Mr. Porter originated the plan
of producing pictures which is followed to-day — of inserts.
Bwitchbacks and "follow-up," etc. In 1900 appeared the first
dramatic production of the Edison company — 'The Life of an
American Fireman."
In it was used
exposure*—Also
the vision
of double
the fireman.
there
was close-camera work, now
so much in vogue, showing the
fireman pulling the bell. In
this first dramatic production
were all the elements of the
present-day picture — heart interest, suspense, spectacular
scenes, etc.
Next came the picture all
old followers of the screen will
remember, "The Great Train
Robbery."
Mr. was
Porter
smiled
when
this film
mentioned.
"You may remember," he said,
"when the passengers were
lined up and the robbers were
relieving them of valuables,
one of the former attempted to
escape. A robber fired a pistol
in the direction of the fleeing
individual. He 'got' his man.
The passenger fell to the
ground. The one who dropped
was Gilbert M. Anderson. Sir.
Anderson did his first work in
pictures in the Edison comThen came "Jack and the
Beanstalk" and "Goldlocks and
the Three Bears." It was in
the latter that the "stop motion" was employed for the
first time. Mr. Porter had the
field of stop-motion work all
to himself for two years before his competitors fathomed
pany."
it. It was in the "Teddy
Bear" picture that this expedient was most effectively
used. The writer was one of
the many who laughed over
this most amusing production
of seven Teddy bears, graduPORTER.
ated in stature, going through
the antics of so many human
beings. Mr. Porter worked eight hours a day for a straight
week to get ninety feet of film.
Mr. Porter also made the first motion picture ever taken at
night. This was of the illumination of the Esplanade at the
Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo in 1901. Each exposure
required ten seconds. At the end of four hours there were
twenty-five feet of film.
The first "Western" picture ever made was staged on Staten
Island. It was entitled "The Life of a Cowboy." Mr. Porter
had the use of the horses and equipment of a man named Craver.
and in the picture were shown the since-familiar scene of the
stage hold-up, the chase, the girl captured by Indians, lasso
throwing, and at the same time running through the film was a
story of heart interest.
In the old laugh-maker. "How the Office Boy Saw the Ball
Game." was first introduced the trick since so frequently and
effectively used — the circular picture thrown
on the screen,
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simulating the view seen through a telescope.
Mr. Porter has
made a close study of the problems involved in lighting interiors.
Up to a very few years ago little attention was paid to sources
of light in motion pictures — such, for instance, as fire light ef, light from a lamp or a window,
moonlight
effects, etc.
I his is another of the fields in which Mr. Porter had done much
original research.
It was about seven or eight years ago that
roduced "Seven Ages," which he made chiefly for the purof studying the possibilities of light effects.
There was a
in this drama of an old couple sitting before a fireplace.
Mr. Porter took the picture early in the morning when the sun
was sufficiently low to shoot through an improvised fireplace
and create the desired situation.
Afterward he discovered the
way to use a mirror and get results.
It was practically his own
field up to about three years ago.
"I am a great believer in natural effects," said Mr. Porter ;
"to have the light come from the source from which it is supposed to come. A great many directors throw up their hands
in horror if they see a shadow in an interior. It is easily possible to have light come from three or four sources in one setting.
A shadow is not out of place at all. Some think we must have
a well-diffused light and not show a bit of shadow."
Besides Mr. Anderson, some of the players who worked under Mr. Porter and later became directors were Messrs. Griffith
of the Biograph, Ranous of the Vitagraph and Haddock of
Eclair. Florence Lawrence and Julia Swayne Gordon were also
with Mr. Porter — in fact, their first screen work was under his
direction. In the making of "Kathleen Mavourneen" occurred
the first "substitution" — where a miniature house was destroyed
by the flames. In "Uncle Tom's Cabin," produced in 1904, there
was a race of two Mississippi River steamboats. The craft were
in miniature.
Mr. Porter was with the Edison Company for over nine years,
at the termination of his engagement being in charge of negative production. During this period he made all the pictures,
built and designed cameras, wrote many scenarios, staged all
the productions and operated the camera. He did, in fact, produce the pictures.
Late in 1909 Mr. Porter organized a company for building the
Simplex projector. James A. Stillman, vice-president of the
National City Bank, financed the undertaking. Mr. Porter is
now in receipt of royalties on his patents on this machine.
In the fall of 1910, in conjunction with Joseph Engel and W.
H. Swanson, Mr. Porter organized the Rex Motion Picture Company. The first release was on February 16, 191 1, "A Heroine
of '76," and was a pronounced success. The career of the Rex
is current history.
Mr. Porter became interested in the project of the Famous
Players Company last winter. It was seven weeks ago that he
disposed of his interests in the Universal that he might devote
all his time to his new alliance. On December 9 he will stage
"The Prisoner of Zenda," with James K. Hackett in the leading
role. The number of productions each year will depend wholly
on circumstances. "We have got enough stars under contract
now to keep us busy for eighteen months or two years," said
Mr. Porter. "We will probably not attempt to market more
than four or five of these plays a year."
The studio of the Famous Players is a marvel. It is the top
floor — the drill hall — of the old Ninth Regiment Armory, on
Twenty-sixth Street, near Seventh Avenue. There is an unbroken area of 100 by 200 feet — sufficient for the staging, if
necessary, of twenty sets. On the north side the roof for a
space of 40 by 75 feet has been changed to glass. For the forthcoming Hackett play thirty sets of scenery are now being prepared. Three kinds of lamps are ready for installation —
Aristos. Quartz and Cooper Hewitt. A new idea is employed in
the latter — copper reflectors painted red. All "props" are supported the same as on a regular stage. There will be fuse boxes
and trap plugs all over the floor. It is intended to construct
regulation hydraulic stage traps, so that any part of the floor
may be elevated or depressed. Mr. Porter is a believer in the
plan of setting up his scenery first and lighting up afterward
The windows are all provided with large boxes, which will
be filled with plants. Even the decorative side has not been neglected. There are eight dressing rooms, which will accommodate fifty players. The stars will have three large rooms, with
hot and cold water. Also on this floor are the offices and a
large reception room. Tn the gallery are developing and printing
tanks, everything being new. There is also here a projection
room. On the fourth floor is the carpenter shop, 200 by 100
feet. The stage floor will be devoted solely to taking pictures.
With all this up-to-date equipment, with the best players on
the American stage to re-enact for the screen their great successes, and with Mr. Porter as the man behind the gun, picture
lovers will be justified in looking forward to cinematographic
productions of unusual excellence.
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"PAUL AND VIRGINIA" (Rex).
HERE
is a picture that will make unusual appeal to all
women. It is straight drama, and serious. There is no
comedy in it. It is a story of early France, the scene
changing to the Island of Martinique, then to France again, and
back to Martinique. The settings of the latter scenes show concare, being
in been
large laid
degree
'1 he tointeriors
the Frenchsiderable
scenes
have
withprimitive.
due attention
historicalin
accuracy. The costumes are of the period. There is a wide
variety of tinting, which materially adds to the charm of the
picture.
The story, which is in two parts, opens with a secret wedding.
A young woman, of aristocratic lineage, marries De la Tour, a
young nobleman. The relatives of the bride cast her out. The
young couple go to Martinique, where a year later the husband
dies, leaving his wife and young daughter penniless.
Margaret, a

Scene from "Paul and Virginia" (Rex).
young woman whose only family is a son, Paul, takes her in and
cares for her. Paul and Virginia grow up together. They are
childhood sweethearts. As they grow to manhood and womanhood the ties strengthen. The aunt of the mother of Virginia
writes that, as she fears death and that she dreads the possibility
of her estate going to strangers, she will educate and provide for
Virginia if she be sent to France. The governor arranges for
her departure.
After Virginia has sailed for France the mother of Paul, noting
his melancholy mood, informs him as to the circumstances of his
birth, which, she tells him, preclude the possibility of his marrying Virginia. In France Virginia is taken to the arms of her
greataunt. She is told that she is to be a countess. As a preliminary she is sent to a convent to be educated. While she is
there all the letters that come from Martinique for Virginia are
intercepted by the greataunt. Back in the island the mother and
friends of the girl in France cannot understand her silence. Virginia is annoyed by the attentions of a dissolute nobleman. She
refuses to have anything to do with him. As a result her greataunt disowns her. Virginia sends word to the island that she
is coming home, and sails. A storm sweeps the coast as the vessel bearing Virginia nears the coast. The villagers are all watching for the ship. As the craft founders Paul makes an ineffectual attempt to save Virginia. The body of Virginia is found on
the beach in the morning. It is Paul who discovers it. There is
a solemn funeral. It is attended by the soldiers, by sisters, by all
the neighbors and the natives. The next morning Paul goes
down on the beach, to the spot where he and Virginia have spent
so many happy hours. It is here that the mother of Paul finds
him bevond the reach of further sorrow.
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'"Reincarnation
of Komar" (Vitagraph)
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
THIS two-reel release deals, as the title indicates, with
new embodiment, bul I have returned from an expli
tion of its mysteries without adequately solving them
It is remark
It is a peculiar play in more than one respect
able for some intense emotional acting, the India setting
are of startling fidelity, yet one of the actors who appearin the India scenes and compels attention every moment he
i- within the range of vision is not enumerated in the fol
low ing official cast.
I HARACTERS:
Komar, a High I'riest
Leslie Adams
Mr. Adams
Lillian White, ward of Mr.

Mr. Courtenay Fobte
Mr. Courtenay Foote
Mr. Charles
Kldridge
Adams.
Mi-s Lillian Walker
inetn a
Miss Rosemary Tbeby
Notwithstanding the high quality of performance shown
by all thi
mbers of the company, and especially
by Mr. Courtenay Foote, Miss Theby carries off the honors
in her splendid opportunity. She depicts woman as German
scientists write about her, not as immoral but as absolutely
noil moral, a sliding, gliding, sinuous creature, absorbed in
self-contemplation, extremely conscious of her sway over
man through six attraction, not to be persuaded that she ever
does wrong because she has no moral sense, and not to be
blamed or excused because she measures all the charms she
studies in her mirror by their effect on man.
Having no personal knowledge of creatures so soulless as
the seductive dancing girl, Quinetrea, I am compelled to
depend upon the German authorities for data concerning
their shameless and heartless characters, or upon that chivalrous English poet who vented his Adam-like rage on
woman by calling her harsh names, "A rag, a bone and a
hank of hair."
Considering alluring women to be what these

Scene from "Reincarnation of Komar,"
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disappointed gentlemen declan
the type is admirably deputed in •
M .hi In lod,
Komar,
High
Pm
Komar

makes

a

-how

of

that
vho ruins
Innocent

i

where people an looking, I
him up and becomes a priestess to be near him,
She tries to rum him and,
she
dues this simply
he is so good.
Alter he succumbs
(■I her blandishments and
I him in triumph, he
• •re all thl Others in the temple and curse- her.
she is in raiment that would hardly do on Broadway, i
in this era ol slashed hobble skirt
>uld certainly
be better treated in New
York, even if si
Ot taken
tn the horse-show.
She is -ii entrancing
that almost any Rialto gentleman
would
step up and tip his hat, "How
te dieuaheh
we're having, rather than treat In r in shabby fashion
looking her pleasingest slight as well curse a flower for
not being a weed as to damn a young and health) dancing
j^irl for being her sweetest and dearest; bul Komar I
a vow to sonic- imaginary god or other never to love a
woman and acts like a fool alter he has -tubbed his toe. lie
drags her out before all the others and curse, her in such
fearful terms that she sinks down crushed on the floor and
is transformed into a huge, writhing snake.
Mr. Snake is the one not to be found in the cast, bul
into the action so promptly that all the other characters hurry out to keep other engagements or make sure that
their last premiums are paid. Mr. Snake is a ten-foot boa,
non-venomous but with a mouth full of teeth that can hold
like a bulldog or lacerate like a Russian wolfhound. I have
seen him coiled up at the zoo, tangled up in slippery !
of infinite variety, but never in action. He is a Marathon
starter from the moment he appears on the spot where muchcursed little Quinetrea vanishes. No one had to tell the
priests and priestesses that it was time to go, and I suppose
they had to lash the camera man to the tripod.

a Vitagraph Two-Part

Feature Production.
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I wo thousand years after: Mr. Leslie Adams, in modern
guise and bearing a family resemblance to Komar of the
Curses, is smoking
a "hookah" in his den.
A hookah
is
one of those Oriental pipes which permit the smoke to be
drawn through water by means of a long flexible tube. So
much for the apparatus, hut no one knows what is in the
bowl. He dreams. Quinetrea appears to him in the dream.
lie soon alter vi>il^ his lather in India and becomes engaged to sweet Lillie While. All three visit the ruins of an
ancient temple. Their guide sliou> them the huge snake,
now sleeping quietly, and tells them that tlu boa is Quinetrea.
He reciter a legend that she reassumes her human form
every hundred years. Leslie lingers when the others pass
on, and he lingers when the enchantress rises from where
the snake was lying.
I'oor old Adam — in this case, Leslie Adams! He always
lingers. He shows no marked improvement in all the twenty
centuries of experience with the soulless ones. He is addieted to hookahs, sees snakes, zoological or otherwise,
neglects the good woman he has promised to faithfully love
and hangs around waiting to be tempted. His deep-seated
hypocrisy, always a comic element in characterization, is
never more amusing than when it is veiled to himself and
obvious to all others. He knows that he must submit to
law and custom in order to get along in the world, but he
likes it about as well as the average small boy likes to go
to school.
Komar, reincarnated in Leslie Adams, falls for the wiles of
the enchantress, as we may expect him to fall whenever he
gets an opportunity — he is only good when it is lacking, like
the man from Montclair — and is induced by her to accept a
necklace for his betrothed. He falls for almost anything.
His betrother is growing anxious about this time and comes
back in search of him. Quinetrea hides and watches her
victims. Leslie cannot plead a business engagement as an
excuse, and he adjusts matters by the good old subterfuge
of offering a distracting present.
He places the necklace around the trusting girl's neck and
is horrified to note that it affects her as might a concealed
poison. She sinks down in agony, while the enchantress
gives vent to her triumph in malicious smiles. The young
betrothed girl dies in the arms of the man who promised
falsely and lingered weakly. He looks about him as if at a
loss to understand this sudden retribution. It all comes to
him, that scene in the temple, and he understands. He is to
be eternally tortured for the sin he committed there. In his
rage he repeats the curse upon the ivoman who dragged him
down from his finer ideals, and sljie resumes her snakelike
slumber for another century. He 'falls on the lifeless body
of the one he betrayed and the play ends.
"All hateful things conspire to bind him in existence — a
future like the past — wdiich makes him shrink from
immortality."
GAUMONT EDUCATIONALS.
A visit to the Gaumont studios at Flushing, Long Island, in
the interest of the educational picture, reveals the fact that this
firm is forging ahead in educational films, especially in their
Paris studio. At the present time quite a number are approaching release, with many others in course of preparation. It was
most interesting to find that industrial and natural history
pictures are being prepared in larger numbers, bidding fair to
compete with the photoplays in attractiveness.
The first natural history picture is that of "The Large White,
or Cabbage Butterfly." This butterfly is described as being
"common in Europe, Asia, and Northern Africa." Each succeeding sub-title clearly describes the habits, growth, reproductive
powers and life of the fly, in a way to make it interesting and
instructive. Beginning with "a greatly enlarged view of the
butterfly's trunk." There is then shown how "the female lays
about ioo yellow eggs at a time on the cabbage leaf; each egg is
about one-twenty-fifth part of an inch in height." The natural
incubation is explained until, fifteen days later, caterpillars
emerge from the eggs. Their rapid growth is seen in but "four
days after hatching," when the fairly-grown caterpillar is preparing to feed upon the cabbages. That its destructive work is
beneficial to itself is proven by "the caterpillar feeding on the
leaves gradually increases in size," until, "when one and one
inches in length they are a source of great destruction among the
plants." This extensive nature of their feeding is shown by the
sad picture of "the remains of a cabbage on which a colony of
caterpillars have established themselves."
As though by a law of retribution, "the caterpillars have several terrible enemies, including one known as "Microgaster
Glomeratus." This fearful parasite makes sad havoc with the
would-be beautiful butterfly, "depositing its eggs in the caterpillar's body. The larvae hatch in the body, feeding on it until
their own development is complete," finally hiding their corrup-
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tion by a "silken cover which is woven over the body of the
still-living caterpillar."
It becomes now a pleasure to follow the life of the healthy
caterpillar, which, free from these deadly parasites, show their
vigor by "climbing to the top of a wall or tree" with the ability
to "fix themselves by means of a silken thread." From this
stage change
they, "some
hours islater
Whether
this
is painful
not change
known, into
but athechrysalis."
convulsions
seem
to indicate the working
violent efforts the perfect
with
its wings
butterfly
is veryfolded."
similar

of a strange power as "by a series of
butterfly tears its envelope and emerges
It
that thein "hatching"
to would
that ofseem
a chicken
the methodof ofa

throwing off the old shell. In a short time "the wings dry and
develop" and ere long the beautiful fly is "preparing for its first
flight." This film has many valuable associates in the natural
history series with which it will rank high, as besides being beautiful itis most intensely interesting and very instructive.
"Glove Making."
This Gaumont industrial picture will prove of interest to a
large portion of moving picture visitors, especially perhaps those
of the more glove-wearing sex. Beginning with the statement
that "gloves are made exclusively from the skins of goats and
lambs," the flocks in the fields are silent witnesses of the fact.
The detailed processes of examining the skins, removing the
wool or hair, softening, stretching, tinting, scraping and polishing, are shown.
Afterwards the marking, cutting out and sewing of the fingers
are shown; the stretching to special lengths, sorting, sizing and
embroidering, partly by hand and partly by machine, are each
shown in interesting minute detail. With the putting on of buttons, they advance to the finishing room and so on, until "the
result of the processes" is shown when "my lady" is drawing on
her "elbow length" new white gloves with admiring eyes.
"THE COMPACT" (Pathe).
The ideal combination — a strong dramatic story and a
photographic feat perfectly accomplished, are to be found
in Pathe Freres'
"The Compact," which will be released
December
12th.
John Blair, the district attorney of a metropolis, is a slave
to the drug habit. He has ably conducted the prosecution
of a celebrated murderer, until the day for summing up, when
he finds he is a wreck and unable to go on. A young lawyer,
James Gary, who has watched the trial, applies for a position
on the district attorney's staff. Gary calls at the prosecutor's office, and as the two men face each other there is
demonstrated one of the marvels of photography — a perfect
double exposure. The resemblance of the two men is astounding, but to the district attorney it suggests a way out
of his difficulty. He offers Gary $1,000 to impersonate him
and sum up the People's case that afternoon. Gary seizes
the opportunity, and the two men exchange positions. Blair
goes
to Gary's
lodging
relief his
by further
indulgence
in the
drug house,
habit. there
Gary tois seek
preparing
speech
when Mrs. Blair enters the office. She greets him affectionately, never suspecting the substitution. Together they
journey to the court, where, after a brilliant summing up,
the jury returns a verdict of "Guilty." Mrs. Blair is overjoyed, but her delight is short-lived, for Gary unfolds the
story of the part he is playing. Gary leads her to his roomhouse, and
they a find
Blair,they
dead.
To save
Blair's
goodingname
and there
to avoid
scandal,
arrange
a compact
whereby Gary marries Mrs. Blair and continues through life
as District Attorney Blair. The real Blair is buried under
the name of James Gary.
This film has been reviewed more fully by Louis Reeves
Harrison in the November 9th issue of this magazine, and
the several remarkable double exposures occurring in the
course of the story are pronounced perfect. It will be
released on December 12th.
FEATURE MANUFACTURERS ORGANIZE.
Thirty feature manufacturers held meetings at the Hotel
Astor on November 21st and 22nd and effected an organization to be known as the Feature Manufacturers' Association. These officers were elected: President, H. A. Spanuth;
vice-president, E. Barry; treasurer, Sydney Ascher; secretary, Tobias Keppler; sergeant-at-arms, Edward Roskam.
A committee of ways and means was appointed by President Spanuth, as follows: B. S. Clements, of the Big C Features; Ludwig Erb, of the Crystal Films Company; Mr.
Jablin, of the Fine Arts Company, Inc., and Mr. Draher, of
the International Film Traders.
The officers and the committee on ways and means will
draft by-laws and outline plans, and as soon as their report
is ready for presentation another meeting will be called.
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"Nell
of bythe
Reviewed
Jas. S.Pampas"
McQuade.
Tl

I E American's Western company, under the dire<
of Allan Dwan, has turned out a novel and pra
worthy film in "Nell oi the Pampas," which will be
released on December 12, 1 1 -. novelty lies in the strikingly
beautiful scenes amid which the action take-, place, and
which represent the treeless plain-, of South America, where
the tall and graceful stems 01 pamp
. with their pani
cles "i silvery whiteness, undulate over a sea of tremulous
n. These Bcenes have been taken from natural surroundings, in the vicinity of the American's studio, in California,
and hearin witness
remarkable
varietj
charms
that land to of the
sunshine,
fruit and
flowi of Nature's
The cameraman has done his work well in giving us the
full beauty of the>e natural scenes, hut he has insensibly
fallen into over exposure, in two brief instances, owing to
the intense brightness as the sun heats down on the waving,
siher-w lute pamp
flowers.
"Nell of the Pampas"
can lay claim to the finest photography 1 have seen for some
time. There is line definition throughout, and the entire
film is a delight from the standpoints of technique and
camera work.
There is another standpoint from which this film can be
viewed with pleasure — the acting. The characters arc all
simple folks and the plot is also simple, so that no claim can
be laid to high histrionic art in the characterizations; but
these simple folks must be presented to the life in order to
win our approbation, and that requires art that is well
worthy of praise. Warren Kerrigan, as Juan Cadoza; Jack
Richardson, as Jim Beverley; George Periolat, as Pedro Villiar; Pauline Bush, as Nell Villiar, the pampas girl, and
Louise Lester, as the half-breed, all claim our hearty interest, in varying degrees. Nor must the young man who plays
the orphan idiot be omitted from the li-t. His little bit is
quite a character study at that.
The young woman who appears as the half-breed attracted
my attention particularly by her facial portrayal of suppressed emotions. The stoicism of the Indian holds in check
the fiery temper and ardor of her Spanish blood, and we can
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that -he
notwithstanding
her brave attempt
to disguise th( ;."<
Ol
smile, and that I -. whin
the tempo :
she may secure the man si,, lov<
i"i hei ell atom
delicate bit "i shading, tins momentary refl<
of paradist .mud the
. ,1r .
Down among
the pampas growers,
Nell. th<
beautiful daughter "i old Pedro
Villiar, h
No matter where shi
te is
always
welcomed
and worshipped
In the kindi
her
lie.u t she ha- been generous t" an orphan id
off her father's bounty, and he follows her I
Among all lu-r suitors, Juan i ardozi
and mahly,
he has inspired
her love and •
reached
an understanding;
but Juan's
-trikm.'
ility
has breed,
unwittingly
won his
tin- lose.
affections
of another
woman,witha
hall
who seeks
She watches
the loveri
jealous eye and one dav sees Juan ^iviiik Nell a bl
silver as a betrothal
present.
The
halt-breed
waits until
Juan leaves Nell, and when
he passes her, she throws
herSelf into his arms and implores his love.
All this 1- win
by Nell, who, sick at heart, throws
the trmk.
and
starts home.
Juan renounces
the half-breed,
but the harm
is done.

On her way home, Nell encounters a stranger and taking
him with her introduces him to her parents, who make arrangements for his board. But Jim Beverley soon show
true colors. He abuses the p<">r idiot and thus secures that
poor creature's enmity. Then he attempts to embrace Nell
on orie occasion, ami Juan, witnessing the attempt, gives him
a trouncing. Thirsting for revenge, Beverley plots with the
half-breed to kidnap Nell, thus leaving her a clear road to
the affections of Juan.
Beverley sees Nell leaving her home one evening for her
accustomed stroll in the pampas, and, mounting his horse,
follows her. He, in turn, is followed by the idiot. But at
the same time Juan starts out in the hope of seeing Nell
and is followed by the half-breed woman. Beverley, lying
in ambush, sees Juan approach, and attempts to shoot him;
but the half-breed has been watching him and springs in
front of Juan, receiving the bullet in her own breast.
Beverley hurries back to his horse to flee the neighbor-

Scene from "Nell of the Pampas"

(American).
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Inn finds the idiot waiting for him. In the fight that
follows, both arc mortally wounded. Nell, startled by the
shooting, hurries to the scene and finds Juan kneeling over
the half breed's 'lead body. Both rush to the spot where
Beverley and the idot lie, and then all is explained to Nell as
she weeps over the dead body of the slain idiot,

The Hope Jones Unit Orchestra
An Instrument That Will Make Any Picture House Popular
on Its Own Account, and a Great Help to the Picture.
By Hugh Hoffman.
AT

a private demonstration, as a representative of The
Moving Picture World, I went recently to the Century
Theater,from
"NewthatYork
City, to piece
hear ofthehuman
music ingenuity,
that can
be obtained
remarkable
the Hope-Jones Unit Orchestra, the patent rights of which
have been acquired by the Rudolph Wurlitzer Company.
The real meaning of unit orchestra is that one man, by
the use of the instrument, is able to produce the music of a
full orchestra. The particular instrument in question was installed in the Century Theater at an expense of $20,000; the
working parts as installed are not visible to the audience.
The keyboard is the only part of it that can be seen from
in front. By virtue of its being an electric instrument, the
keyboard may be placed at any distance from the working
parts themselves.
The Unit Orchestra was operated by Mr. Frank White,
who uses the instrument at every performance of "The
Daughter of Heaven," which production at the present time
is occupying the theater. The inventor of the Unit Orchestra, Mr. R. Hope-Jones, was present also, to explain the
mechanical workings. Mr. Smith rendered the following
selections in beautiful style: "Woodland Dove," by Moret;
"La Boheme," by Puccini; "Evening Star," by Wager; "Nimosa," by Himan; "Anitra's Dance," by Grieg; popular
medley, "Serenade Coquette," Bertholme; "Chinese Overture," from "The Daughter of Heaven."
This prodigious instrument has the power of casting a
magnetic spell over the listetner. Its range is so extensive
and the effect so wonderful that the work of a good musician
instantly transports the auditor to a musical heaven. It is
not an automatic orchestrion. It is an instrument that
requires a skilled pianist to get the most out of it. The
keyboard resembles that of an organ, having three banks
of keys, in addition to which there is a semi-circular row of
stops very close together, which control the instrumentation.
The variety of sounds produced by the Unit Orchestra far
exceeds that of the most comprehensive pipe organ. There
have been simulated in its range the true sounds of every
legitimate orchestral instrument — the violin, the viola, 'cello,
double bass, clarinet, flute, cornet, French horn, trombone,
tuba, tympani and double drums. In addition to these regular instruments there is the sound of the oboe, the bassoon,
harp, xylophone, cathedral chimes, orchestra bells, tambourine, castanets, and more effective than all is the exquisite
vox-humana, a series of pipes that come as near simulating
the human voice as is perhaps possible with a mechanical
instrument of today. With these stops it can produce the
exact effect of a great chorus of mixed voices at a distance.
The bass voices can be distinctly heard mingling with the
sopranos, altos and tenors.
It was a charming hour spent listening to this wonderful
device. As an embellishment to moving pictures there is
no question but that it goes far ahead of any eight-piece
orchestra that could be gotten together, for the simple
reason that the pictures can be followed absolutely at an
instant's notice. The great trouble with orchestras in connection with moving pictures has been that the musicians
are obliged to stop and change their music. They have to
be in accord with each other, and it takes time to make
changes. The pauses that an orchestra will make during a
picture exhibition are really annoying to the spectators, and
this instrument seems to do away with that awkwardness
between the selections of an orchestra. Although operated
by one man, the full orchestral effect is obtained with the
Unit Orchestra, but, more than that, the entire orchestra
can change music at an instant's notice.
Besides the three banks of keys there is a set of pedals
for the bass, much the same as on an ordinary pipe organ.
Each key is equipped with what is called the double touch,
which means that with ordinary finger pressure certain solo
instruments are operated, and the same keys with the harder
touch bring into use a supplementary tone on a lower instrument, harmonizing with the solo notes.
By this means
a
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man with his ten fingers can really produce twenty distinct
notes, plus the four that he can produce with the pedals.
One of the principal points concerning the Unit Orchestra
is that, while it resembles an organ, it does not require the
organ touch. The legatos need not be sustained, as they
can be controlled by using certain stops, which same can
also be said of the staccato notes. One of the most striking
features is the accuracy with which thunder and rain can be
simulated. In the Chinese overture Mr. White introduced
these effects, which seemed to the writer more true than
those produced ordinarily by sound effect men. There is
also wind effect, gun shot, lion roar and the sounds of other
animals.
These instruments are very costly, but they surely would
be a source of great satisfaction at a moving picture exhibition. With all the various sounds there is something quieting and soothing in such an instrument. It is not pretended
for a moment that any but an experienced player can operate
the device, and even with a competent pianist it is necessary
that he devote at least a month to familiarizing himself with
the instrument. But it is quite easy to realize that an instrument of this kind installed in a motion picture theater would
be the means of attracting considerable patronage from
lovers of good music, to say nothing of the wonderful help
it would be to the picture, and the tremendous saving in
salaries to musicians, which can be applied to paying for
the instrument. The exhibitor who is first to introduce such
an apparatus as this into his town is the one who is going
to have the most popular picture house in a very short time.

"THE

SPENDTHRIFT'S

REFORM"

(Pathe).

A story with a moral is remembered; a story that is remembered is enjoyed. A story that deals with the difficulties in
the lives of ordinary humans, has a universal appeal. A story
that is full of pathos and heart interest, when it is capably
acted, is received with silent admiration. Pathe Freres' The
Spendthrift's Reform, which will be released on December 7th,
has all of these qualifications for making it a success.
It deals with the gambling passion of Dan Steele, whose
indulgence in the vice has made his wife and little boy practically dependent upon the generosity of her father, with whom
they live.
Steele returns home one night with ruin staring

Scene from "A Spendthrift's Reform" (Pathe).
him in the face unless he can get some money. His wife has
been sitting up waiting for him and in her he confides. The
good woman has been saving the pennies to educate her boy,
but when her husband swears by their child never to gamble
again she goes to get the money which she has hidden beneath her father's safe. The old gentleman is awakened by
the noise, and sees the figure crouched at the safe. Securing
his revolver he fires. Her life sways in the balance for a
few weeks, but finally she recovers. Needless to say Steele
has learned his lesson and keeps his promise to abstain from
gambling, while Mrs. Steele considers her suffering to be
worth while.
This sort of story is sure to appeal to any audience and we
strongly advise all exhibitors to book it. It will be released
on December "th.
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The Educational Picture
Rich.

G. Holloman's

Sample Show of Instructive
Eye-Opener.

I'M

I URE

\\ < iUI.D

several ol them that -how new kind- of agricultural app
tu- in use are much
better.
The picture
-hown
on ornitholi
from
Bird

Films an

I. He.'' 1- a very valuable film. Very many other picture- on
thi- topic can be obtained,
and nio-t of them are tine.

MOVING
PICTURES will -',,,11 till a large part in
general education. There is no doubt 01 this, but
progressive educators are --till finding it difficult to
gel needed appropriations excepl in some of the more progressive States l" help along the development of their
us< in thi- field and to provide a good argument for it, Mr.
Rich, I Holloman has collected a number of good films, each
instructive and each adapted to illustrating some course in

The zoological picture, "The Life of th<- Otter," 1- on.
the best pictures we have ever seen.
It -how- how the otter
spends hi- day. ami when one considers how timid and wild
an otter i-, the result i- marvelous.
Partly it was taken
under water and partly in the air.
It shows,
for inst
the otter chasing
and capturing
a pike, which
i- no -low
coach when it come- to swimming.
On fish, he ha- a picture. "Hatching Fish at Surrey. England, Thi- gives a clear idea of trout culture for the market
Several
American
pictures have been taken of government
fisheries which are even more instructtive.

education. The) furnish a verj pleasing evening's entertainment. inematography
1
1- already being used in schools and
colleges. Its value
has been proved,
and tin' chief obtacle to it- spreading like the measles
1- the present lack
of an adequate library of pictures to
cover an extended
course in any sub
ject.
and
v a r i Excellent
c (1 botanical
picture-, for instance, can be had.
but they were made
for the ordinary
show houses. They
are wonderfully instructive and even
scholarly men can
find not only inspiration, but also
informat ion in
them. These are
good; but hefore
long educational
series will be made
as textbooks are
made, to cover
completely - o m e
subject or one of
1 t - subdivisions.
These will !><■ i<
companied by supplemental n
and explanations.
Mr. I Lolloman remarked to a representative of The
Movin g Picture
World., when interviewed after his -ample exhibition at the
Eden Musee, that the beginnings in preparing film courses
of this kind will probably be small, out once started must
quickly grow to a size equal to the school hook publishing business, which is immense. That a good beginning
la- Keen made. Mr. Hcllomnn's exhibition 1- ample proof,
and great credit .is due those who are making the field
ready; for since it will be necessary to sink considerable
capital before even one such c mplete course can be made.
some assurance of success from a financial viewpoint has to
be sh< wn.
The instructive pictures that have already been made have
accomplished what was expected. They have whetted the
average spectator's appetite and thy also have done what
wasn't
so confidently
by everyone;
they have
made
enthusiasts
ol many expected
of the leading
progressive
educators.
MR.

RICH.

C. HOLI^TTAN.

There is at present a markedly growing demand for projecting machine- in schools and colleges to take advantage of
films already available: a library that, a- reader- of thipaper know, i- by no means insignificant. The pictures in
Mr. Holloman's collection deal with over fourteen subjects.
Every picture gives more information that will stay in the
memory and add to a man'- general culture than a popular
lecturer could possibly impart in the usual hour allotted to
him.
The first subject treated was geography. On this subject
was given a beautifully photographed and stereoscopic picture. "The Hank- of the Ganges, India." and also a Russian
picture. "The Region of Mt. Ararat." There are a very large
number of picture- of this kind now on the market. They
reach around the world.
On agriculture. "A Model harm in Argentina" might have
been placed under the subject of geography. The pictures
wc have seen of farming cperatii ns are also numerous and

On entomology, he -bowed "From Moth to Butterfly," a
picture that excited enthusiastic applau-c. Along thi- and
kindred
line- there are a larnc number of line picture As a -ample ot illustrations of famous poems for cla
in literature, "Hiawatha and Minnehaha" wa- -hown. and
surely no more pleasing selection for an American audience
could have been made. Tin- beautiful Indian love story was
-imply and beautifully told. It i- full of poetry and very
lovely.
Under the heading, chemistry, a picture -bowing the action
of aluminum, magnesium, etc., in acid or in water wa- shown.
The greal problem in teaching science to large classes i- the
difficulty of making it possible for each student to see what
take- place in an experiment. Laboratory equipment in high
schools with a large attendance
i- expensive,
and it i- often
hard to arrange hour- so that every student can accomplish
for himself anything like an adequate amount of experimenting.
With the use of tlu- cinematographic film, the experiment,
magnified mail) time- and very Clearly shown, i- projected
on a screen. With it, even the instructor actually sees
graphically pictured before him what he saw mostly through
his imagination, if at all. without its help. Among all
branches of educational work, the teaching of science, both
in preparatory schools and college-, need- cinematographic
help most. In fact, the need is such that very soon we will
not be able to get along without it.
We have just remarked that teaching science need- this
help most; let us ha-ten to add that botanj cannot be taught
to children in any proper way without it. By the camera's
help, the whole process of growing above the ground can
lie caught and pictured. The camera can be fixed in front
of the plant to be Studied at a time when it i- beginning to
pierce the ground. The crank need only be turned once or
twice a day. At the end of several week- the film, when
developed, will have at its beginning, the early stages of the
plant; at it- middle, the middle stage-, and at its end. the
ripening or the flowering stages. Tin- film projected on the
screeft -how- us in fifteen minute- what took place during 'hewhole summer; we actually see the plant grow.
W'e have pointed out that in teaching chemistry and botany
the motion picture camera is a Lireat help to instruction; in
biology it is positively illuminating. In thi- field, to an even
larger degree, it can be used in advanced laboratories a- a
mean- of progressive Study. We don't claim to be prophet-,
but we can easily imagine a candidate for the degree of doetor of philosophy in the future submitting with In- descriptive thesis a number of film reel- that may reveal SO much
that the professors, throwing them on the screen, will fin 1
the candidate worthy of laurel- even before the) read bis
necessarily dry screed.
To cover his subtitle. "Biology," Mr. Holloman had projected one of the most remarkable films ever -hown. Ittitle is "From the Egg to the thick." It is a radiograph
moving picture of what happens inside of an egg when the
chick 1- coming into being. Such an operation of our great
mother, .Nature, i- wholly indescribable and we -hall not
here attempt the impossible; but to the audience who watched
it with US, it was a marvel and a wonder. Never had we
seen anything like it. and it held every eye among us from
the time it began to the completion of the process.
Mr. Rich. G. Holloman deserves much credit for nis efforts
for progress not only by constant and enthusiastic argument but by such work- as the collecting of this little library
of educational subject- just to -how what there is. A- we
have necessarily pointed out. these picture- are only a small
taste of what is even now available. Mr. rlolloman got them
together because of his deep interest in the movement.
He i- keeping the library together and will gladly lend it
to any responsible persons for exhibition- in churche-.
schools or institutions of similar nature, and. we understand, free of charge, provided that the expen-e- of the
exhibition be assured.
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A STRONG WEEK FOR KLEINE.
George Kleine will release two excellent comedies of a
highly entertaining nature and a powerful heart interest
drama fur the wick ending December 7, 1912.
ruesdap
Cines,
"Up ofAgainst
It,"that
ofTens
an extremely amusing
farce
comedy
the kind
appeals
to
spectators of all ages. It describes the adventures of an
unfortunate young fellow who is "broke" and endeavors to
borrow funds, but all he succeeds in obtaining in any quantity is sympathy, which he is in no mood to appreciate. His
various attempts to "touch" his many friends and relatives
will awaken many hearty laughs. The leading role is taken
by Mr. Louis Gillamr, one of the best of the Cines comedians
and he certainly looks and acts the part well.
The reel is completed by an attractive travelogue subject
entitled "The Ancient Town of Xarni," a town situated a
short distance from Rome. We are shown the historic rock
of Alexander VI, the ancient market place, a view of Stifona
and s, .me delightful views of the Nera Falls.
"Wrongly Accused" is the title of the Wednesday Eclipse
release. It is a strong, well-written drama relating of a man
who, because of a grudge, is sent to prison for a crime he
did not commit, but is finally released and happily restored
to his wife and child. The scenes showing the tender parting of the husband from his dear ones and of his happy return after years of sorrow will awaken much sympathy.
The role of the child is an important one, and no better
little actress could have been selected to fill it than little
.Andre Roudes, who has appeared in several former releases
of this company and whose sweet childish ways always endear her to the hearts of everyone in the audience.
For the Saturday Cines, "Because of a Widow," relates in
highly entertaining fashion of two young fellows who fall
victims to the wiles of a fascinating widow. It is interesting to note how the sly minx by dividing her favor equally,
keeps them both upon the tenderhooks of suspense, but the
bubble of their fascination finally bursts when they begin
to quarrel
between
themselves
and the widow
apparently
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tiring of the sport discloses her fickle nature. It ends by
both 01 them deciding to return to their studio where they
determine to devote themselves strictly to their work and
make art their mistress for life.

"FOOTBALL

DAYS

AT CORNELL"

(Essanay).

In this feature film is seen a splendid reproduction of
life at Cornell University, Ithaca, New York. In this subject
the Essanay camera conveys us to the beautiful Cayuga
Lake and Valley, one of the garden spots of America. Herein
lie the most gorgeous bits "f scenic beauty imaginable.
Wonderful panoramic views of the valley, taken from

u 11 University are unfolded before us, and' then is shown
the University Campus with it's hurrying throngs of students.
1 he Varsity football team is next seen at afternoon practice,
including tackling, bucking the line and going through various intricate formations. Next we see a football aspirant
tried out for a position on the team. He last- until the entire
team make mince meat of him, then solemnly swears 'never
again." One of Cornell's annual football games was snapped
by the Essanay camera, and the film shows many sensational views of the game during the most exciting moments.
This, together with views of the students parading to the
field and going through their famous "snake dance," completes as interesting a subject on college life as can be
imagined. The Essanay camera men spent one entire week
snapping this film, and the production will undoubtedly
arouse the old college spirit of all those who love their alma
mater. "Football Days at Cornell," is booked for release
Thursday, Dec. 5th.
PROMINENT STAR ON A RECREATION TOUR.
George Periolat, the popular character lead of the Western
"Flying A" stock company, is on a recreation tour after constant application to his work for about two years. Mr.
Periolat will spend only a few weeks in Chicago, but will
not return to the coast until after the first of January.

Kleine Eclipse
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George Kleine).
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Doings at Los Angeles
More

Universal
Companies Due to Arrive
in the Western
Film City — Another Selig Animal Picture.

F01

R more Universal companies are now on their way
here from
New
York and .ire due i" arrive the end
of tln> wick or early next week.
I w i . Rex
companies,
one Imp company
and a second
Powers company arc in the 1>ik party which numbers i
e
than 100 persons. It will be the largest and most important
single contribution ever made to the local motion picture
colony.
There are seven
companies belonging
to the Universal
now at wTk
in this field, counting the Powers company
which arrived within a month.
Eleven companies working
simultaneously
under one management
will probably con
stitute the largest motion picture enterprise in the world.
Meanwhile improvements at the Universal plants in Hollywood and in the San Fernando valley arc keeping pace with
the other details. Since the recent arrival of A. M . Kennedy.
the producing manager who came from New York, he and
\\ esley G. Gilmoitr. the business manager, have been making
tinny-, hum. Last week the} senl to San Francisco and hired
a full regiment of militia for an indefinite period. On the
way back the agent dropped off the train at Santa Barbara
and spent $11,000 in thirty minutes for Western cow ponies.
About the same time (x) additional head of long horned
cattle arrived at the big jo.ooo acre motion picture ranch
near this city, and another agent of the Universal company
came back from a trip to New Mexico personally conducting
60 Indians, making 300 at the ranch.
The forthcoming arrival has made it necessary to do
fast work in enlarging the Hollywood studios, where all the
dramatic productions are to be made hereafter. The Bison
101 pictures and the other big Westerns will all be made at
the ranch.
"The biggest thing that has ever been done in Western
motion pictures, either by this company or any other, isn't
a circumstance to what we will put out in the next six months
and hereafter,'' says Wesley Gilmour. "We are going to
surprise the world at the magnitude and the perfection of
our big pictures. This doesn't mean that we are neglecting
the drama or the comedy ends of the business, for that is
being carefully studied ami improved all the time, but our
forthcoming productions of virile western stories with big
backgrounds, big ideas, and big treatment will be epoch
making."
From the way money is being spent by the Universal
company in this vicinity it seems that there ought to be
some astonishing results. Already the company has the
largest and most completely equipped plant in the country.
The organization at the ranch alone is as large as that of
Barnum and Bailey's circus.
Selig Produces Big Animal Picture.
The biggest animal picture ever attempted by the Selig
Polyscope Company, famous already for its animal pictures,
was completed this week by- Producer Colin Campbell at
the Selig animal farm in this city.
It is a two reel production for which the name is still to
be chosen. Several weeks will probably elapse before its
release for it is expected to reflect much credit on the concern
and is to be extensively advertised.
The thing that makes it especially interesting to those who
know the technique of producing a picture is that there are
several scenes where actual contact takes place between
the human and the animal actors.
It appeared that this took place in the recent release
"Kings cf the Forest," but it really did not. There are a
number of scenes in that feature where live lions appeared
on the screen with the mother and child. This was accomplished by trick photography, one half of the width of the
film being exposed for the animals and the other half for
the human beings. When the film is projected it makes two
separate actions appear to take place simultaneously both
as to time and location.
In the forthcoming release there will be several scenes
which were taken under rather tense conditions, but men
armed with ritles were stationed in readiness to shoot if it
became necessary to protect an actor.
A heavy price was paid for realism when one of the finest
male lions in the menagerie, valued at about $800, was shot
before the camera. The shooting occurs in dramatic circumstances and the scene is convincing. The character who
slays the lion was assumed by Tom Santschi. the same man
who had the leading male part in "Kings of the Forest."
Another exciting scene in the new picture will be one
where a full grown leopard springs upon a man and a ter-
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It To Ince.

Some
of the friends of Director
ll
Company,
decoyed
him
to the Venice
Country
'
night of November
15, where he was made the victim
gigantic conspiracy.
When he arrived there were about
grown-ups waiting for him to remind him in a vociferous
manner
of something
that had entirely
slipped
his mind,
namely,
that it was his birthday.
Never
mind, it was
that comes after 21.
All the members of the Kay-Bee and the Broncho •
panics were present and a number of specially invited gt
from other motion picture companies in the vicinity, among
the latter being Mack
Sennet
and Mable
Normand
oi tinKeystone,
and Mr. and Mrs. James
Young
Deer
of the
I'athe Western company.
There was a banquet, an impromptu entertainment and a
dance and it took until nearly 4 o'clock in the morning to run
through the program. During the evening they made Ince
stand up and look sheepish while a presentation speech was
made as a preliminary to handing him a topaz ring, the big
stone surrounded with small diamonds. The topaz i^ supposed to have special significance for those born in November. After that Ince made a speech forgiving everybody for their share in the conspiracy.
Brevities.
Reference was made last week to the fact that "Bill"
Clune, who owns a string of big motion picture houses in
and around Los Angeles, has gone in heavily for newspaper
advertising recently. It might have been added that he is
not a pioneer in the newspaper advertising columns, for two
other enterprising exhibitors operating big downtown houses
preceded him. Mozart's Theater on Grand Avenue made
contracts with all the daily newspapers two or three weeks
before it opened and has continued to advertise daily ever
since. When T. L. Tally came back from San Francisco a
couple of months ago and regained possession of the house
he had formerly operated on South Broadway between
Eighth and Ninth Streets, he also went into the newspapers.
The fact that three of the largest motion pictures in Los
Angeles are now liberal advertisers may possibly explain
to some extent the increased interest which the newspapers
have recently taken in the industry.

* *

*

Marie Coe, a special writer for the Express, this week
contributed an article over her signature calling attention to
the powerful influence which is being exerted on the present
generation by the motion pictures and suggesting what the
future efTect may be.

* *

*

A three-reel feature imported from Germany and known
as "The Yellow Peril" was to have been shown at the Rose
Theater in the downtown business section this week, but
was postponed because of a mix-up with the local c<
board. The board had made arrangements to hold a special
session Monday morning to view the film and if satisfactory
pass it for exhibition beginning at noon of the same day.
Through a misunderstanding Nelson Evans, head of the
American Feature Film Company, who controls it in this
section, did not appear, expecting to take it before the board
at its next regular meeting the following day. The board
waited until noon and meanwhile the management of the
theater made hurried arrangements with the Emmick Film
Exchange
get the
three-reel
feature.
"Theas Circus
Girl,"
which
had tolanded
in town
and was
put on
a substitute.
"The Yellow Peril" was passed by the board the following
day after two slight alterations had been ordered, but Evanlost three days' business for the feature. At the same time
the board also approved a two-reel feature of the American
Exchange's called "Society Life in Paris." POWELL.
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THERE
i- some talk among the cabaret managers in the
city "i substituting motion pictures for the entertainment of tile diners, the idea being to use the feature
line of pictures. < Ine manager, who is particularly interested in the proposition, thinks some of the feature reels
produced would be far more pleasing to his patrons than
must of the cabaret performers, besides adding more class
and interest to the show at a smaller cost. "When people
will pay a half dollar and more to see such pictures,*' he
said. "I am quite sure they will see equal value in them when
dining.
I thing it will pay to make the experiment."
The Mayor wants "Lefty Louie" given a rest. Haven't
the courts attended to that"? — Evening World. Sure, and let
the motion picture people also take the Mayor's tip in connection with that given by the dramatic critic who says that
the short-lived trash that is flooding Broadway has had its
inevitable demoralizing effect upon both the drama and the
public to which
it looks for support.

* *

*

William Fox opened Thanksgiving week with a change of
policy at his Academy of Music on Fourteenth Street. He
opened the season and continued it until the beginning of the
present week with revivals of musical comedy successes. He
has now7 again taken up the "continuous" at 10, 15 and >j.
In his announcements he gives no reason for the change.
It can readily be surmised. Many other houses that started
out with the idea to draw from the picture houses this season with big straight productions at popular prices would
like to do the same tiling, but cannot on account of being
tied up by contracts.
* * *
The writer was one of a party of people directly and indirectly interested in the moving picture business who met at
dinner to talk over "why we should be thankful." It was a
mixed gathering of licensed and other makers, players and
showmen, but entirely impromptu. Among the first to speak
was an actor. He said he made more money and worked less
when with the straight live companies than is his lot with
the moving picture business; but. after all, he had much to
he thankful for. The pay is fair, the engagement thus far
had been continuous and when the day closed he could seek
his own fireside. "1 do more work in one afternoon now
than 1 did in two days on the road," he said, "and on salary
figures I get less per week. But — excuse me while I cherish
the thought for a moment — 1 get it, and without going from
home,
sweet
home."
Another actor said, on a basis of steady employment and
the absence of road expenses and incidentals, he had arrived
at the conclusion that the man in the pictures is better off
than his fellow actor on the one night stands, and the
former has more congenial work, although at times it may
be a little harder.

* *

*

An exhibitor was the next speaker and he was evidently
very sincere in all he said. In fact, he spoke with such
effect that several subsequent speakers advocated that similar meetings be held as often as feasible. As one of them
put it: "Impromptu gatherings of this kind bring out many
points that are rarely touched upon in formal affairs and help
to promote
the mutual
interests
of all concerned
in the
business."

* *

to place cinematography

on* the
highest plane."
* very
*

Another speaker was a gentleman widely known in the
picture lield_ and who follows all events in connection with
it very closely. He heartily endorsed the sentiments expressed by the exhibitor and expressed the hope that before
the next Thanksgiving season arrives the public press will
have been converted to a spirit of fairness towards the picture business. He said new -paper men. as a rule, are good
fellows and when they do not do what they should, it is frequently because they are not in close enough touch to be
acquainted with the real facts. They should be brought into
meetings of this character and made acquainted with the
true nature of our affairs.

* *

Picture Ex-

League aofspirit
America
during the past
year part
had ofdone
more to hibitors'
create
of thankfulness
on the
all
concerned in the motion picture business than any other
body of men connected with it. The league itself, he said,
should give thanks that it has such an intelligent executive
body with such an able man as President M. A. Xeff at its
head. A year ago rivalry and vindictiveness was rampant.
\11 must admit there has been a .yreat change and the Exhibitors' League must be given a large share of the credit
because such changes have been brought about by bringing
the people to a thinking point through the personal efforts

*

"Yes, they certainly need some education along those
lines," said a theater owner. "1 read a news item from St.
Louis the other day in which a representative of the Department of Justice was quoted as saying he had found out that
the moving picture trusts were responsible for the creation
of the 10, 20 and 30 picture houses. If he means that the
film manufacturers brought this about by making improvements and elaborations in the production of motion pictures to justify the owners of the higher priced houses in
handling them to the present extent, then 1 say he is right.
If any other meaning is to be attached to the statement, then
I say he does not know what he is talking about and no intelligent newspaper man acquainted with the facts would
have handled the report seriously."
Among the last of the speakers was , >ne indirectly connected with the manufacturing interests, who took occasion
to thank the previous speakers for a chance they had given
him to speak on something to which he had given much
thought. In view of all that had been said, he felt he could
talk on the subject without rendering himself liable to a
charge of self interest or prejudice, although the subject
was a delicate one in view of the peculiar circumstances surrounding it. The newspapers, particularly in Xew York.
have been devoting considerable space to the condemnation of loan sharks and fake auction rooms, all of which
has been perfectly proper. Had the press assumed a similar
stand with regard to the motion picture business a great
justice would long ago have been done to the industry and
much of the vindictiveness referred to by some of the
speakers would not have takefa root. The newspapers, the
speaker said, say that, generally speaking, the fake auctioneer is no respecter of any lawr or ordinance. Some people
are so constituted that they will work harder to get something for nothing than they will to accomplish a legitimate
piece of good business with the same profit. "I want to say
to
gentlemen,"
continued
speaker,
"that statement
can you
be applied
truthfully
in its the
entirety
to conditions
in the
moving

picture business as they existed until certain protective measures were taken, and which still continue under
cover to a more limited extent. I refer to what is known

in

the business as 'duping.' The unauthorized reproduction and cheap selling of films made from negatives created

by
the brain
work toand
financial
of others"
speaker
proceeded
quote
other outlay
newspaper
comments The
by
the press to the effect that fake auction rooms are a fraud
upon rich and poor alike and divert trade from its legitimate channels. Every dollar spent in them is losl to the
regular tradesmen and it is an injury to the makers of the
goods who spend thousands to manufacture and advertise
them.

* *

*

The exhibitor stated the work of the Motion

of Mr. Neff. He has traveled through the country preaching truths 01 tins character: "There is not only a potential
inlluence of mutual gain to be derived from a thorough organization tor ourselves, but for every manufacturer, film
man and others with whom we have business relations. We
believe that every exhibitor should conduct his theater in a
pleasant and efficient manner and guarantee the public that
the exhibitors, as well as the manufacturers, are working

*

"Before
I want tocannot
say." said
speaker,
fully
realize
that closing
the newspapers
handlethethe
matter "I1 refer
to with the same latitude as they can the loan sharks and
lake auction rooms, because they are not backed up so well
with the law: but there is sufficient room for them to do a
power of good for all branches of the moving picture industry by taking up the lines I have referred to and others.
and showing to people who do not read the trade journals
that the legitimate manufacturers, renters and exhibitors are
frequently handicapped by a class of people who are of the
same class, morally, if not legally, as those the press has

exposed."
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Conducted by EPES WINTHROP

That

Censorship

I

Matter.

Mostly the Way.
It's mostly the way that the theatre least deserving of restriction jumps
in and fights for the good of the business as a whole. The man whose
sightedness in letting through the occasional dangerous picture is
the last to enter the fight because the same lack of common sense renders
him unable to appreciate the gravity of the situation. It is not so much
the censorship that is objected to. It is the slur that is unwittingly put
upon the entire business, and the house that respects its business is first
to jump into the fight, not because it is itself under censure but because
it regards any attack upon the pictures as an attack upon itself indirectly
at least, and respecting the business in which it is engaged fights for
the reputation of the business as a whole.
Mr. Kehrlein has done what we are constantly urging all exhibitors to
do. He fights for the right no matter how much he may, at the same time,
help those who through their own inactivity are underserving of assistance.
It is the right spirit; the only proper spirit, and it has won, as it always
will. It is probable that even the modified censorship will presently be
withdrawn because of Mr. Kehrlein's proof to those in power that the pictures are not in need of local censorship other than public opinion.
No manager need fear an honest, intelligent censorship. What he
does fear is the thick-headed, arbitrary ruling such as obtains in Chicago
where very recently the Edison Willie's Dream was censored because
in that delightfully absurd burlesque a small boy slew a dozen or so
pirates with his trusty toy pistol. That is a condition that every exhibitor
should
seek to avoid
by all legitimate means.

Same in San Jose.
Oliver Kehrlein adds his own testimony to that of his brother in regard
to the house under his own direction.
He says:
The conditions here in San Jose were somewhat similar to
Fresno when I arrived,. but now I have several ministers as regular
patrons, have installed two machines in Protestant Churches.
am now helping the Sisters to install one and another is going to
the Jesuit University at Santa Clara. All of the newspapers
are now boosting and will even run editorials if the occasion demands. At present I have the City School Superintendent, the
President of the School Trustees, and one of the High School
Principals as judges of my essay contest on As You Like It,
so you see the schools are with me. Several times I have received direct boosts from the pulpit during Sunday morning
services and one Catholic priest almost forbids his parishioners
to attend
any other theatre in town.

wish

that

you

segregating all the educational films, but
all the g
I films of this 1 bat ai t<
It
considerably
as the requests
for these films come
in from
quarters
and
it keeps
me
busy
keeping
racl.
erent
films
Do you know
of any list in ■

SEVERAL
weeks
ik'" we told of .1 western town
where the usus
I
1 censorship
had
been
proposed
snd
campaign
lucation to offset the misdirected efforts of the reformers, We
mentioned no names, but the manager who wrote us was Emil Kehrlein,
of the Turner and Dahnketi Circuit's house in Fresno, California. Bit
brother, Oliver Kehrlein, of the San Jose house, sends us 1 letter from
his brother from which we quote. We 'I" not, as a rule. get ••ore lips
from blowing our own horn. Inn we are proud of this endorsement because 11 wa-. not written to us.
I had written to Sargenl foi some of his dope.
His suggi
are always the best, and whenever
you are in trouble drop him
a line,
As a matter of fact whit
he suggested
was just about
what
I was
and
am
doing
in this
town,
and
I have
actually
brought about
.1 condition
thai he said would
be brought about
if certain methods were followed, showing that he knows what
he is talking about.
When the talk first came up I wrote a letter to the Republican.
Then 1 visited the Mayor anil several of the Trustees and showed
them, as best I could, what the little firms were doing, and the
impracticability of tli
! ordinance.
They saw it, and at the
next meeting the agitators backed down somewhat. They proposed
a substitute measure, calling for a censor who would have the
power, if appealed to by the public, in the ease of an obnoxious
film, to compel the manager to withdraw it. In other words he
can act only on the complaint of some citizen. This is a start
in the right direction, curbing the arbitrary power of the censor.
1 feel that the cleanliness and the tremendous number of educational subjects, coupled with my literary contests and charity benefits, have practically served to knock the props from under this
censorship business. I am mad because our theater had to bear
the brunt of the whole affair, no help coming from the other picture people, when it was they who
wen
the targets.
As n matter of fact I felt at times like abandoning the fight,
especially when the Rev. Wallace got up at the hearing before
the Trustees and urged every one of them to attend the Fresno
Photo theater, as he considered it the greatest educational institution in Fresno. I also received a letter from the Humane
Society complimenting me on the superiority and educational
plane to which I had forced the picture game here. In short
these very agitators urge people to come here and they cannot
understand why
I alone am fighting the measure.
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printed
for more
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back
and
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ha'
shall

submit
Mr. Kehrlein's request
to him. It is the only accur al
know
and will be welcomed
by many.
It is a remarkable
thing
that
some
managements
should
be abli
place their bouses
on such
a plane
as that occupied
by the Turner
and
Dahnken
Circuit,
while
other
houses are universally
condemned
for the
style of its performance,
but some
managers
with the mi
I that
tion
pays
best, deliberately
set out
to make
the picl
be worse than they are.
Sensation may pay for a short time, but it doesn't last. The sensational is something that cannot he controlled. It cannot stand still.
It whets the mental appetite and the sensation of today must be greater
than the sensation of yesterday to appeal to the jaded palate At length
a time comes when a point is reached beyond which the sensation-monger
cannot go. He cannot meet the demand for the ultra sensational and he
loses bis patronage.
And one docs not have to go far to seek the proof. Five years ago
the Salome had started in vaudeville, following the production of the
Wilde-Strauss opera. There was a craze for nakedness. Loic Fuller
saw the single dance one better by bringing over a troupe of young girls
who were nude below the waistline and half nude above. Others followed
that lead until the public was satiated. It demanded entire nudity or
nothing and the business fell. The "big time" vaudeville business had
been on the decline for the past two years. The decent people stayed
away when the nudity began. The sensation seeker dropped it when
nudity stopped. We have actual box office figures of houses in New
York and elsewhere that show a decline of from thirty to forty per cent,
in receipts in the past two or three years.
Sensation doesn't pay in the long run. Clean up and get in line with
those who seek to uplift the business. Build your house on a firm foundation or you will assuredly find it falling about your ears. Follow the
lead of men like the Kehrleins and enjoy the prosperity that is yet to
come; a greater prosperity even, than that enjoyed in the first boom of
the

"store

show."

Sound

Argument.

We wish that we might afford the' space
papers of which Mr. Kehrlein speaks, but
ethical argument for the benefit of others.
save it, for the time will come when you
it is:

for the entire letter to the
we can reproduce only the
If you do not need it now
are likely to need it. Here

The Mayor, the honorable board of trustees, and the various
civic bodies of the City of Fresno are about to be asked to
concur in appointing committees for the purpose of enacting an
ordinance censoring motion dramas and motion portrayals.
As an earnest exhibitor, striving always for the higher plane
in presenting photoplays, I ask for a few words in your valued
columns.
To us, who have been associated with the "silent drama" these
many years and have watched it grow from a struggling babe
into a sterling manhood, the idea of censorship seems so unnecessary. Not that we do not welcome every means ror betterment;
we do, but it is because we do that you find today the formerly
much
despised
little films doing a vast educational
work.
Can you point to any one form of public amusement, in vaudeville, musical comedy or drama, that consistently, day after day.
pours forth, literally, such a torrent of education and worthy subjects as do these self-same little films? What form of public
amusement is there today, that will transport you from one
world's end to the other, if it is not these self-same little films?
What form of public amusement do you find in your theaters
that shows how the silk-worm weaves its slender fabric: that shows
you how paper is made; that presents the mysteries of the X-ray
or liquid air; that unfolds the many beauties of art, history and
literature and pours them into your lap in a veritable avalanche'
And, what form of public amusement can offer 204 educational,
topical, industrial, scientific and scenic pictures within a period
of ten months? This theater alone has done it this year. and.
mind you, there are other picture theaters presenting educational
and entertaining photoplays in the City of fresno.
If I mistake not, religions were censored in the ancient days,
the art of printing was likewise subjected in the middle ages, while
even within the memory of the present generation, your very newspapers have witnessed censorship movements.
And, have censorship movements ever solved the problem of education institutions? As a matter of fact, wha* is in store for the
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editor who permits foul language in his newspaper, for the publisher who consents to obscene pictures in his books, or for the
teacher who teaches immorality?
The answer is too obvious.
Presupposition of evil cannot be cured by censorship — educational institutions stand or fall according to their merits or demerits.

Edisons for December.
Mr. Plimpton courteously sends advance advices for the first half of
December, recommending for especial notice four of the list. The fir»l
of these is His Mother's Hope, listed for December seventh. This is
clean melodrama, the story of a child who wanders away from home
to a gypsy camp. In young manhood he is turned out of the camp
because he protects an old woman from her brutal husband. He meets
success, then reverses and finally enters his old and unremembered home
for the purpose of robbery.
He is detected and in the end recognized.
An Oppenheim story is listed for the tenth in Annie Crawls Upstairs.
In a way it remotely suggests the theme of The Passing of the Third
Floor Back. A little lame girl, the daughter of the janitor of an apartment house, climbs from the basement to the upper floors. At each
landing she works good until arriving at the top of the house, the sight
of her checks a would-be suicide. The child is tired out by her adventurous climb and sound asleep is carried back to the basement where
her parents abandon their quarrel at the sight of the sleeping child. It
is a novel theme; one that might serve as the theme of a sermon. Have
you ever tried to interest your local minister in Sunday pictures? Get
him to see this, then offer to bring it back some Sunday and run it in
his church.
Fog, released on the thirteenth, is a Bannister Merwin story made
in London.
It is tense and melodramatic but not blood and thundery.
A Christmas Accident is scheduled for the fourteenth. It is a heartinterest story well worked out. It boasts some snow scenes that are
out of the ordinary and unlike the cut paper variety. The story by
itself will last well past Christmas.

A Special Front.
Here is a picture of a special front that is sent along with the reels
of a C. G. P. C. special handled by the Feature Film Company, of
New York. The story deals with a Hindoo girl who marries an English
officer. Her pleasant co-religionists send a leopard to steal her child and
in following the trail she falls into the hands of the fanatics who bind
her to a post in a den infested by snakes, crocodiles and other amiable
associates. The lower pieces are mounted on "profile" and may be
placed to suit the lobby space. The frame in the center is run by clockwork the leopard moving its head while snakes writhe in and out of
sight and the two figures bound to the post move their bodies in poses
of despair. Anything with movement attracts attention in an advertising
display and this entire layout catches the eye.
It caught us the other
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Mr. Foley runs twelve houses in two circuits of six each. He gets
out one program for each set of subjects and this does for all the houses,
the schedule being printed on the front page. A program, for example,
starts south on Monday at I'airlie, on Tuesday at Makikihi, on Wednesday at Washdyke, Thursday at Temuka and so on, going on the North
Circuit the following Monday for six more towns with names just as
simple. The programs are ten by four inches, four pages. The first
page gives the prices, which are from 12 to 36 cents, and the schedule.
The second and third pages are advertising top and bottom with the
program in between and the last page is all advertising. There is one
star film and six or eight other titles. Mr. Foley writes an interesting
letter on the exhibition business in New Zealand which will find its way
into Foreign Notes in due time.

About a Kalem.
If you have not yet run Kalem's The Apache Renegade, here is a
clip from the Santa Fe New Mexican that will work in well with your
press stuff. So many of these western pictures have been made with
prospectors with D-handle shovels and sieves instead of washing pans,
that it is something to have a picture that is guaranteed authentic by
westerners. This picture was made by the Kalem Company in Santa
Fe, which explains the burst of local pride. The De Vargas picture referred to is Uprise of the Indians in Santa Fe, yet to be released,
which
was made on the occasion of the De Vargas celebration. Here
is the clipping.
I went to the Elks' theater partially as an interested party in
the returns being received by the New Mexican, on election results, and partly to see the Apache Renegade, the Kalem picture
which reproduced one of the dramas enacted by the company last
Summer in and around Tesque.
Manager Stanton is to be congratulated on getting this truly
wonderful picture for its first run. It is difficult to conceive of
anything more perfect in a moving picture production and no
Santa Fean should fail to see it.
Of course, it appeals to us in a peculiar way because we all
know the country where the little drama was enacted, but where-,
ever shown, this wonderful picture should attract wide attention
as it is the very perfection of photographic art.
I felt a little pride, too, as I read on the slide, introductory
to the reel, the announcement that the picture was taken near
Santa Fe, at an altitude of 6,000 feet and realized that from one
end of the country to the other, these pictures would be seen. It will
be a splendid advertisement for our old town. It will call attention to the wonderful bits of scenery about here. It will impress
upon the minds of the people all over our land that Santa Fe
is a place worth seeing, and when the De Vargas pictures come
out following this one of the Apache Renegade they will only
add to our reputation.

The Shaughraun.
Kalem will release at an early date The Shaughraun, the most popular
of all the Boucicault dramas. This picture, which is made by arrangement with Mrs. Boucicault, was done in Ireland last Summer and with
real Irish backgrounds will prove one of the best of the Irish productions.
You can't afford to let this get past you for box office reasons. Special
music will be published, about twenty-eight pages of score being supplied for half a dollar. Don't let your pianist "fake" the music. You
will pay extra for the subject. Spend another half dollar and get the
music right. Get it ahead that your pianist may become familiar with
it. These Kalem special scores are splendid things for the live wire
managers.

The Melies Poster.

The Melies Company has sent the' licensed exhibitors a large poster
in brown showing the members of the company who are now on their
around the world tour. The poster is a handsome one and worth the
ten cents asked for it but we think that the sending of the poster with
the request that ten cents be returned was not altogether tactful. The same
tube also carries the announcement of sets of eleven photographs of the
players at two and three dollars the set according to the finish. The
poster is good advertising matter though the accompanying text is poorly
day when
it was being run at the Comedy
theater.
The Comedy added
a couple of men in native dress and the blackest sort of whiskers.

Doing Much Better.
And speaking of the Comedy we are glad to note that they have taken
notice of a recent article and now stick to the paper furnished for the
releases. They still use too much paper and show a fondness for lurid
titles. We think that if they would put in the indirect lighting system
(the house interior is far too dark), used less paper and planted it more
attractively, letting the light into the lobby and making it more cheerful,
they could raise the price to ten cents and get just as many people and
twice as much money, but to do it they should try to get as far away
as possible from the style of the house next door to mark the contrast.
Houses further along the street in both directions make money by being
attractive, and there are hundreds of people passing the door every hour
who would rather pay ten cents to see a ten cent show than five cents
for what that implies. The house has good projection, a mirror screen
(with a crack down the middle that doesn't help any), and comfortable
seats as picture seats go. They cannot be too comfortable where the
house is continuous. The motion picture business has passed the stage
where cheapness is the prime attraction. Loosen up the lobby, put up
the price and the money will come.

Wants to Exchange.
Fred Foley, of Foley's Pictures, Christchurch, New Zealand, wants to
exchange advertising matter with American exhibitors and promises some
of his programs in exchange. If you take him up go to the slight trouble
of having your package weighed and properly stamped. If you send
matter underweight double the postage is collected at the other end in
the case of foreign mail.

Nowadays the careful exhibitor tabulates all the data regarding photoprepared.
graphs and postcards of the favorites that requests for information may
be intelligently replied to. Do you? You should, for to encourage interest in the favorites is to make more popular the pictures in which
they appear.
Better Yet.
S. L. Baxter of the Bee and Isis theaters, Denver, goes even further.
M. L. Smith, "The Slide Man," of that city, send in a black and white
fac-simile of a slide run at both houses every performance which reads:
"All the People read the daily newspapers,
comparatively few
read the pictures; the Moving Picture World, a weekly publication,
furnishes all the information in advance with a synopsis of every
picture to be released and the date.
For Sale by all News Dealers
at 10 cents per copy or $3.00 per year."
Mr. Baxter knows that whatever interests his patrons in the pictures
helps him to hold the business he draws. He finds that the brief descriptions of the films on his program rouses interest and creates a demand
for fuller information than can be given in the house publication. By
recommending the Moving Picture World he knows that he rrot only
does this paper a very graceful compliment, but he helps his own business by getting his patrons more fully interested in the pictures.
Mr. Smith writes that the New Isis is nearing completion and that
a photograph will be sent when the house is done. We hope that he
ties a piece of string around his finger to be sure to remember to send it.
The Isis program remains the same, a four page folder with the name
of the house appearing nine times on the front page in a novel arrangement with the program on pages two and three and the special features
more fully treated on the fourth page. Early runs are used and apparently
all of the special features are snapped up as soon as they appear.
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Richard
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i ORRESPONDENT point! out that while our address slips give
the Kincmacolor address U Loi Vngelet, the company's advertising
■ska th.it photoplay script* be ten) lo the New York addn
The Kincmacolor photoplay editor is Mis. Anita Hendrie Miles, who
is with the company at 4500 Sunset Boulevard, Los AnRclcs, and scripts
should be sent to her and not to the New York office where there is ii"
editorial force. Send them straight to Loi Angeles and they will come
at once into the proper hands

Watch K-B and Broncho.
It will pay advanced writers to study the Kay-Bee and Rroncho
releases; not merely look at them, hut study them in an endeavor to penetrate their style of production. They are now making two two pan
subjects each week and Richard V. Spencer writes that they have not
be< n able to find a writer whose work exactly tits in with the studio
iileas. To quote Mr. Spencer: "We find it impossible to get writers
who can put over powerful stories and put them over in our style of
technique. We have had work from many of the star writers, but somehow they cannot put over the stuff that we demand, and as a consequence Mr. Ince and myself have to do most of the writing."
Mr. Ince has four directors under him, putting on the big scenes himself, and he cannot well spare the time to frame up the stories as well.
He would welcome the advent of a writer or two who could get the
stuff over in exactly the form he wants it, and it will be worth while to
make a trv for the inside track.

Eastern Universals.
Joseph Brandt, publicity promotor for the Universal Film Company,
is authority for the statement that the Universal is now willing to act
on the outside scripts. He states that all scripts have been held for
reading and that now they are settled in' their new quarters in the Mecca
Building they will hurry to catch up with back submissions and handle
more promptly the incoming scripts. Mr. Brandt is less communicative
as to the dozens of letters we have received asking why the Universal
does not reply to letters of inquiry accompanied by return envelopes, but
contents himself with the statement that from now on things will be
run properly.
Kver since Hal Rcid was permitted to upset what started out to be
a good script room, the Universal Photoplay script department has been
an upspeakable thing, and it will take some time to fully clear up the
mess Mr. Reid made of things. It is pleasant to know that a start has
been made — and Mr. Brandt says that such a start has been made.

If You Live in Pittsburgh.
If you live in Pittsburgh and want to talk photoplay with other writers,
we have the address of a man who is willing to form a circle. Send
in your names and they will be passed along.

Barely Possible.
We can't imagine two photoplaywrights in a populous place like Rockville Centre, Long Island, but if there is another one in the town we
can put him in touch with a fellow fan.

Someone in Kansas City.
A photoplaywright in Kansas City wants the society of his fellows.
He suggests that two or three heads are better than one, even if his
own is of solid ivory.
Send in your name and it will be sent to him.

More Fools Needed.
To translate a current expression into more polite talk, there is a
credulous fool born every minute, but the supply will have to be increased
if all the photoplay grafters are to have their full supply, for the fakirs
are increasing all out of proportion to the visible supply of fools.
The latest comes from the Rocky Mountain district and is a "Clearing
House" for photoplayerights. All you have to do is to send ten cents
in silver for a copy of the book they issue and if you do not like the
book you can keep it and ask for your money back. You are also
required to sign an innocuous contract to the effect that you appoint the
clearing house your agents and will send them all your stuff. If it
conforms to style you are not charged a reading fee. If it doesn't you
pay the fee for reading. You also pay all postage costs in the event
of a sale or not and you give them ten per cent, on all sales and let
them collect the money and send you your share less the postage.
It all looks simple enough, but it is as full of jokers as a Tammany
Hall graft bill at Albany, and all you get is the privilege of giving up
ten per cent, to these benevolent persons who do for you — or at least
promise to — precisely what you can do for yourself.
There is not one single agency, clearing house, society, association or
Individual who can sell to any better advantage than yourself and in
most studios you stand a far better chance of making a sale than the

Richard

V.

Spencer.

Ince. Mr. Spencer originally hails from the east though recently a
resident of Los Angeles. His scripts attracted the attention of the old
Bison company when they went westward from Coney Island and he
was installed as photoplay editor and writer. Prior to this connection he
had done considerable free lance work in stories and photoplays and
for a time was Los Angeles correspondent of this paper.

He Knows.
Here is something from David Morrison that should put a muffler on
some of the kickers who spot family resemblances between their rejected
scripts and some other production.
Mr. Morrison
writes:
I would like to state a curious and rather interesting fact
that occurred to me that might prove helpful in relieving the
minds of those various kickers who make known to the world
through your column of the Photoplaywright that their ideas have
mitted.
been stolen by a film company to which same have been subTo prevent the loss of plots and ideas I keep what I choose
to call my "Idea Book" and put down from time to time different
ideas and suggestions as they come to me. Some time ago I hit
upon what I thought a clever idea and put it down in the book,
to be worked out in its turn. I had lately started work on it
when I read in last week's World of Eclair's release entitled "The
Black Hand."
This caused me to discard my plot altogether.
My story was also called "The Black Hand" and was very similar to Eclair's synopsis. My chief character was even named
Bridget, as I believe to be the same case in Eclair's story. Now
I know positively this idea was not stolen from me. in tnat I never
submitted it to anyone, in fact, had not finished writing it out.
It is faster
just athan
casemine.
where "two hearts beat as one" and Eclair's
beat
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If anyone had Been my synopsis and also Eclair's, it would not
iken much laboi t" convinci them thai ■>n. was taken from
Hi. other, . i r i .1 >(| the very fad thai I had never shown my idea
to anyone
(no one bul myself ever sees my Idea Book)
proves
thai smii remarkabh
can really happen.
And I had
my idea long before Eclair announced their release of "The Black
1 have nevei landed one with Eclair, so even though I lost out
Hand."
I get s(, M1, compensation "tit of it in the knowledge that I undoubtedly would have landed had 1 been quicker. So much for
being an optimist.
The

Right

Viewpoint.

Here's a writei
who looks at things from a sane viewpoint.
Recently he had a chance to k" over old files of The Moving Picture World
and
read up the thinRs that were printed before he became
inte
in photoplay, and these are his conclusions:
I was particularly interested in the letters from Hall anil Kitehcll,
for they show what tremendous strides have occurred during the
last year in the lot of the scenario writer. Though my success
has been very small, my experiences have been sufficient to show
me that a scenario writer today receives very decent treatment,
and if only some writers would realize, as I try xo do, what poor
stuff they are turning out, they would not grumble in the way
they do. It always seems to me that a writer is getting an absolutely fair deal whichever way it comes to him, whether in rejection slips or in small checks. The companies are not going
to pay out fancy prices for stuff they cannot use in its entirety,
and I have come to the conclusion that a small check is good
proof that one's efforts have failed except in one regard, which is
that one has given the manufacturer an idea which he can work
up, and nothing more.
That's a lot better than kicking, and it leads to better things. If you
think that your checks are too small strive to do better work and
the pay will be better. You'll not get the top price until you can write
the top notch play.

Writing Comedy.
Don't think that because it is easy to think of a joke that it is easy to
write comedies. It is not. It looks simple, but it is the most difficult form
of playwriting because it demands an appreciation of humor and the
ability to invent humorous situations. A comedy is merely a story humorously told. In the comedy of the stage the dialogue is as important as
the plot. In the comedy of fiction the incident must be revealed in diverting phrase. In photoplay the comedy must be told in continuously funny
action. You cannot write twenty or thirty scenes of sober action leading
up to some funny situation where the plot breaks. The majority of the
scenes must each have its own comedy action while the narrative is advanced and it is here that the average writer of comedy falls short. If a
scene is not naturally funny, put some humor into it. Do not force the
comedy action but invent something that is germane to the plot and natural
to the situation. If you can do this you can write comedy, but until you
can get a laugh in every scene you are not writing comedy no matter how
funny the central idea may be. As a rule the central idea furnishes the
comedy for only one scene; not for the entire play. In comedy you must
play faster, work harder and strive constantly for the natural, unforced
laughs. And remember that the editors go to vaudeville shows, the same
as you do. They know the old sketches and the whiskered jokes. If they
wanted them they would write them themselves.

Dynamite

the Sticker.

Now and then we see a script someone has written that could be very
much improved if some charges are made, but it seldom happens that the
changes are made in full. The average writer seems to cling to a certain
idea or set of ideas like a burr to a horse's tail. You'll never be able to
swing your scripts until you can wash the slate clean of all ideas save the
central one. If you think it will be clever to have the father of the girl
kick the young man from the house, you'll keep that kick in through a
hundred new versions of the script. We recall one late incident in which
a man was annoyed because a married woman, an old sweetheart of his,
called him to her house late at night for old time's sake. A change was
suggested in the script that unmarried the lady and did other important
things, but back came the script and the young man was still annoyed
though now the phone called him to the home of an attractive unmarried
woman at a perfectly circumspect hour. He had been annoyed in the first
line up of action and he kept on being annoyed through two other versions
of the plot though the reason for his annoyance had been removed in the
second version.
Unconsciously you'll cling to such bits as this through successive versions, though you'll never be able to work over scripts until you can clean
the stage and start fresh. Use dynamite to remove the stickers if you have
to, but get them out of the way or you'll never be able to do much with
the good idea improperly developed.

Talking Pictures.
A correspondent who is looking rather far ahead, wants to know about
the talking pictures.
It will probably be some time before the talking pictures are regularly
released and it is probable that when they are the writing of the plays will
be given to a few persons familiar with the spoken drama, for the script of
a talkipg picture will simply be a drama in miniature with rather full stage
directions.
It will require a nice knowledge of time values to write to even approximately fit the thousand foot release. Each scene must be carefully timed for
dialogue and action, each interval must be allowed for and the dialogue so
condensed that each scene shall carry on the story to the point required.
All of this will be beyond the ability of the average writer for a time and
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miisi 1,, don( at first by specially trained persons; hut here are a feu hints
for the inquirer and others who want to start practising now against the
time when there is a demand
for the spoken photoplay.
In writing dialogue it is essential that it lie colloquial and not in the
lofty tone of blank verse. The dialogue must be in every day language
and not the stilted declamation of the- old time dramas. In other words the
characters must s|<eak as every day men and women naturally do speak.
To keep within the time limits it will he essential to keep the talk clown
to the essential speeches so far as practicable. Long descriptions and monologues must be avoided, the speeches being cut up and divided among several players rather than held to one or two when more are on the stage.
It will he' necessary to indicate the business more fully than in the stage
play, but not as fully as in the photoplay. It is permissible to have scenes
of action, alone, though not many of these.
The great point is to transfer to the stage the natural speech and action
of every day life rather than to create a false standard for the picture.
George M. Cohan is not a great writer, his diction is faulty, but he seldom
scores a failure because he makes his characters human beings and not
stilted puppets. Aim first, last and in between at naturalness, naturalness
of speech, of action and of situation.
But do not be in a hurry because it will be several years before there is
any real demand for the spoken photoplay.

Inquiries.

NOTE.
No question ean be replied to by mail.
Look for your inhere. A list of studio addresses, kept up-to-date, will be sent if a stamped
and addressed return envelope accompanies
the request.
■ F. F. — In Gold and Glitter Miss Grace Lewis, formerly of Imp and Vitagraph was the wife ami Lionel Barrymore her lover. You have better eyesight than we. We can see no reasons why we don't want to print Miss l'iekford's pieture now that she is out of photo play.
B. T. I. You will require permission of the manufacturers to use the por
traits of their players for your proposed souvenir. We are advised that all
seripts sent the Universal office will shortly be acted upon.
C. A. C. — American casts are not available as the company is working
under pressure and cannot spare the time to send them out.
M. J. — We do not consider the ages of the players proper subject for
studio. His perVitagraph
care of the
Mr. Williams
Inquiry.
address concerns
sonal Address
only hisin intimate
friends.
Miss Leonard is not
working at present. Miss Buckley is not ill. Miss Joyce is not in town at
present,
Mrs. (Vstello is not dead.
E. H. H. — I'athe does not reply to inquiries as to players' identities.
L. H. See reply to B. T. I. Give Kay-Bee eight weeks before querying.
J. R. A. — If you have any idea your photoplays will be stolen don't send
so lout: as you nurse that idea.
business
to the price
don't
out. You to
them
for scripts.
an average
givebelong"
It is impossible
E. F. M. — Miss Mary Piekford had the leads in the two Biograph plays you
mention.
She has left photoplay for the dramatic stage.
AT.T.Tvr/R — No one around the Lubiu plant ever discovered the names of
the Los Angeles players, so your first question cannot be replied to. Baby
Nelson was the child in Together. Lillian Wade was the child in The
Lake of Dreams. Send envelope for the picture information. We do Dot
supply addresses in this department.
NOVICE. — .Send to this paper for a copy of Technique of the Photoplay.
It will be sent postpaid for one dollar. We cannot reply to your question
in the limits of this space.
H. B. — Same one.
■W. E. W. We are shy that first Biograph
cast
Miss Mae Hotely and
Miss
with "the
aretouring
Jerold Henever
leave of absence
at present inonJacksonville.
bouses Company
pictureComedy
the Lubin
Russell is
Martha
from Essanay. The Husband in Gold and Glitter was Elmer Booth. We
do not answer Pathe questions since tfiey will not.
F. B. Y'ou are not limited as to the number of words used in a photoplay.
but the fewer you use the better so that the meaning is clear. A trained
writer will use from a third to a quarter the number of words the novice
employs and make his idea more clear. Describe only the principal action:
the action that tells the story. There Is a well defined form. See Technique
of the Photoplay. Western stories are made in and around Los Angeles
where it is possible to work outdoors the year round.
C. E. C. — The Powers casts are not available.
W, H. R. See reply to B. T. I. The companies
you mention all have
Winter studios.
Kalem
has four or five.
A. B. — The Asta Nielson features were virtually a special brand. Will
reply later to your second question. The third is outside the scope of this
department. You should know the answer to the fourth better than we
since you are on the ground.
W, i. G. — There is some difference between Tom Beckett and Thomas A.
Becket. Vitagraph made the latter about two years ago. We do not place
the other two titles.
A. B. — We do not reply to inquiries as to the marriage relations of the
players, but at the mere fact that a man and woman play sweethearts in the
same company is not sufficient reason to suppose them to be man and wife.
We haveversal,
not"Probably
heard
the toThanhouser
through
the Uniit isthat
news
them. If intends
we had releasing
such dreams
as these
we
would cut out mince pie.
M. E. H. — In the first place you'll lose a lot of valuable time trying to
market seripts made from copyrighted plays. The studio can do this sort
of work far better than you can if it wants to. If you do work over
■opyrighted plays. It Is necessary to make some arrangement with the holder
of the copyright. The purchase of a copy of the book carries with it no
right to dramatize or make other use of it and changing the names of the
players does not alter your legal responsibility in the least. You are liable
to get In trouble with the author and then lie arrested for obtaining money
under false pretenses as you are required to state that you are the author
of an idea before you get your check. Your questions do seem unnecessary,
as you suggest, for a little thought would have shown you that you have
no right to the property of another and a copyright is tangible property.
Scripts should be addressed to the photoplay editor of a company and not
to the director.
R. R. P. — Mrs. Julia Mackley was the Mother in Kssanay's The Mother of
the Ranch. Miss Virginia Ames was one of the daughters (the smaller).
The other is not known to the home office. Please be more explicit than
"the man" in asking questions. Which of *he several men do you mean?
We have Dot the Nestor cast.
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Comments on the Films
■II

Licensed
"THE
rHIRD THANKSGIVING"
(Edison), Nov, 15.
rhen it ■ note
tneaa in mosl oi >
Ippenheim's work thai places bin
among .1 group oi photoplaywrighta ami writers following
the path of
Charles Dickens.
There nevei waa a humaner or more wholeaome model
i" follow*
Tins is a dramatic little picture of a family reunited at Thanksgiving.
The Bon had married an actress, and the father had refused t" let him
come home even to spend thanksgiving Day. The refusal was repeated
the following year, but just at the thin! anniversary, events turned so that
the lather waa brought to see how hue a character the little woman
had.
lie relents,
Charles Ogle plays the father; Mrs. William
Bechtel, the
mother; Harry I'.eaumont. the son. and Edna FlugTath, the actress.
Robert
Brower. bigelov Cooper and Viola FlugTath also have roles,
it is a very
Dg picture, well acted and full of heart -warming
sentiment.
"WILD
PAT"
(Vitagranh),
Nov. 13
\ story of Ireland and America.
Wild 1'at is a hard drunkard at home, but the village priest induces him
to go to America and brace up.
He makes good in America, but is killed
in averting a boiiei explosion near]} caused by the carelessness of his
drunken associates. The priest lias to tell the wife and comfort her.
Arthur liently. the author, has provided S wholesome human picture, which
has been skillfully produced by Charles Kent. The acting is commendable.
Rose Tapley, ;i- the wife, has the only role that requires highly emotional
playing. Her characterization i- intelligent, but has its limitation-. Harry
1". Neari-y's part, Pat, is clearly drawn, a- is the village priest, by Tefft
Johnson.
"THE REVOLT OF THE PEASANTS" (C. G. P. C), Nov. 22.— This
1- not a historical picture in am -trict sense of the word. It exists for
the sake of a sensational climax Some Dutch peasants bind four ot the
Duke of Alva's Spanish soldiers each to an arm of a windmill, and let the
wind fling them around. It is melodramatically acted, so that from the
first everything is a climax, and when the climax comes it is flat in consequnc.•
"MANFREDONIA, SOUTHERN ITALY" (Cines), Nov. 23.— These
old cities in lower Italy are extremely interesting. Some fine panoramas
of the mountainous neighborhood are included. A very instructive offering, well enough
photographed.
•TWO AFFLICTED HEARTS" (Cines). Nov. 23.— On the same reel,
a farce with a very slight situation. It is short, but seems strung out,
nevertheless.
Part of it is good.
"BILLY'S BURGLAR" (Yitagraph) (Special).— A two-reel picture that
held a large East Side audience very closely. It is a story of a boy of
about twelve, who had a decided taste for detective stories, his family
including the cook, a burglar in police uniform and the copper on the beat.
It is very well produced and naturally acted. The thrilling story is
pleasingly relieved with unforced humor that made several good laughs.
An excellent picture that can be depended upon to please.
"THE SILENT SIGNAL" (Lubin), Nov. 23.— A melodramatic picture,
in which the hero, heroine and villain are introduced without loss of
lime, which is commendable. We see at once enough to understand the
social status of the first two. but not of the third. It is always safe to
take time enough to properly introduce the villain. In this case we don't
know that the man was influential in any way. Such a knowledge helps
in melodramas. The villain must never be a nonentity, even for one act.
Also, since the melodrama's writer had decided to have this villain caught
abusing a meek halfbreed. it would have been better to have the hero
interfere, rather than the heroine, since the villain was to wreak vengeance
on him, and she was to learn of his predicament by means of a silent
signal, and to bring the troops to the rescue. A heroine needs to be young
and pretty more than courageous, while the hero needs to be chivalrous.
The hero in this instance is almost colorless. Capt. W. Dean wrote the
scenario. L. C. Phillips plays the lieutenant and hero; Edna Payne, the
colonel's daughter and heroine.
"RED WING AND THE PALE FACE" (Kalem). Nov. 23.— An Indian
story, and one that hardly could be less probable. It fails to convince at
all, but it is clearly produced, and one or two of its scenes are beautiful
photographs. Jane Wolfe plays Red Wing, an Indian girl; Carlyle Blackwell, a white man who has killed Red Wing's sweetheart, an Indian, played
by Knute Rahmn. Her father, the chief, is played by Paul C. Hurst. The
white man's
Lillian
Christy.father is played by William Herman

West, and his wife by

A CHASE ACROSS THE CONTINENT" (Edison). Nov. 23.— That
the situation behind this picture is artificial doesn't hinder it much, once
it gets under way. It is for the most part well acted and plausibly conducted. There is one scene that seemed to us extremely displeasing. A
niece is being defrauded by her uncle, who has hidden a will by which,
unless the niece is married in San Francisco by a certain date, he is to
inherit. A thief has robbed her aunt of gems. She finds the will, calls
up her fiance and prepares to hurry with him to San Francisco in disguise.
The uncle sets a detective on the girl's trail as the thief. This detective
enters the girl's room with a drawn revolver. It seems unnatural and
unnecessary. Charles Reigel plays the uncle; Camille Dalberg plays the
aunt with some distinction:
Laura
Sawyer
plays the niece; Jessie Mc-

Altirter, her maid; Benjamin
Wilson, hci
live, it plal il) I'U asi d ■•
ble and gocd entcrta nment.
I in phot .
"A SAII < >IC^ II EAR I " I Biograph I,
I sailor and In- mam
iweethi
"i whom
evci
eti
s .it 1 1 leal 1 "no di - • \i-t foi tl
smiles.
(Jndei
the tun then
is the nettle.
bold "f us 11 1- apt 1,, irritate.
In tin- •
onlj when the satin- stumbles and tt
relieves the picture and make- it g
I entertainment.
"THE STOLEN
SYMPHONY"
(Lubin)
(Special).
\ two-i
that was very carefully produced
and finely acted.
It probably
would
have been a masterpiece in one reel, but seems drawn oul as n is
A big
East Side audience, a large part "f which ear
luse tin- fl
had been advertised, watched
it with do
anil, although
then
was no applause, seemed to take pleasure in it.
"PATHE'S
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II mi- on the Balkan
War
now
the Bulgara
going out
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• ontains a muni..

There are no battle scenes,
to war. and
now
the
lurk-

but we are shown
A good
picture.

"THE
PENITENT"
(Essanay),
Nov. 22.— In this picture a conventional
story 1- very well acted and -monthly ami clearly told. The -it- and backgrounds are line and it ha- many lovely scene-. These tiling- alone ke> p
its head above water and make it an acceptable offering. lint il
bad that the skill and care that wa- expended hadn't be. n used on a better
scenario. Francis X. Ilu-hman plays a hopeless lover of a pretty girl
(Beverly Bayne) who loses her sight in a chemical laboratory explosion.
Her fiance (Win. Bailey) grow- tired of her being blind and falls in love
with her cousin (Mildred Weston). Howard Missimer and Helen Dunbar
[,1a, Beverly's parents anil Win. Walters plays the doctor.
"A LETTER TO Till'- PRINCESS" (Eclair), Nov. aa.— This is the fifth
installment in the "What Happened to Mary" -eric- and appeals to us as
the most interesting of the whole series so far, although we remember saying that same thing of the one just preceding. Of course it is well acted,
but it is unusually thrilling, being a story after the manner of Duma-'
stories and dealing with some important "state paper," of character not disclosed, which Mary is to deliver to Princess Ida. She has trouble doing it.
Mark MacDermott and Miriam Ntslitt play two conspirators who do th ir
best to get it away from her. One good scene, from a popular viewpoint, is
the lawn party of royalty at which Mary (Mary
Fuller) rinds the princes-.
"LOVE AND TREACHERY" (Lubin).— Nov. 21.— A theatrical story of
smugglers in which there are no new character-, just the -tock villain, hen,,
heroine and half witted man. with the soldiers, etc. We find the usual
rocky beach scenes, etc. The author is W illiam ('. Carr, who has followed
the approved formula for fabricating a melodrama. The hero is played by
Geo. E. Reehm, the villain by Walter Stull. the heroine by Frances de
Moyer; the half wit by Thomas Aiken and the captain by Robert I'.urns.
"THE GOVERNOR'S
CLEMENCY"
(Melies), Nov. 21.— There i- more
freshness and humanity in the idea set forth by this picture than we expected when the situation was first stated. It interested us not a little. It's
a story of the West and concerns a man out of work and desperate because his family is in want. He determines to hold up the stage; but mi--> it and comes on the Governor who is driving alone. This official heastory and makes him a game warden. The picture suffers from the artiway the man's
brothertheisfact
warned
of robbing
the stage:
but itficial
suffers
most from
that ofwe his
areintention
left in the
dark about
what
happened when he held up the Governor until we know that he has been
appointed to some office. We are left to guess what happened and we are
led to guess right. Then the whole is shown to us. We should have been
led to guess wrong, then the showing of it wouldn't have seemed like

repetition.

"THE FLOWER GIRL'S ROMANCE" (Kalem). Nov. jj— A tragic pic
ture taken on a flower ranch in California and full of beauty, of scenery
naturally; but of human things also. Jane Wolff is the story's heroine, the
flower girl whose heart is piteously wounded. Mi-- Wolff ha- usually
played older roles and it is with agreeable surprise that one finds her so
adequately filling a part that needed youth and comeliness. We have long
been noticing her work and have seen it as the saving grace of more than
one picture. She is most certainly among that not too numerous group of
players of distinctive talent.
The story is of the simplest, but. in those scenes in which Miss '•
shows a young girl's sorrow, it i- deeply significant. She has indeed accomplished something more than a portrayal, at least in the best part of
her work; she has almost identified herself with the flower girl whose love
had been wakened by a man already engaged and who later sees how matters stand and is compelled to gather flowers for the wedding.
The picture is not wholly comprehensible, chiefly because the hero's character is shown in only a sketchy manner. He is drawn as distinctly not a
villain and yet i- shown as making love to the girl. For the first half of
the picture we felt that perhaps the producer was going to make the fiance
turn out to be only a sister. We had been seeing many other pictures and
perhaps owe the producer an apology although it was the producer's weakness that sent us searching for some explanation. Again, we cannot help
feeling that to cut off the last two hundred feet would help the offering.
The last three scenes consciously asked our pity for the heroine whereas
those that immediately preceded them were content merely to show at I
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reasons

foi pity, Thtey were sincere, true and
d were followed by a distinct anti-climax.
As an offering tin
desirable.
The people will like it. Wm.
Herman West plays ihe girl's father; Carlyle lilackwell the man, and Neva
iei . a very pretty girl, very acceptable in this role, the man's fiancee.
"THE [NFORMER" (Biograph), Nov. 21.— The one quality that marks
the work of an experienced maker from that of others is a feeling for what
is significant We notice evidences of skill and experience in this picture,
but not so markedly ;h in some by this company. Yet so thrilling and so
well made is the story that it will draw the audience forward, make it
swallow the scenes with its eyes, so to speak. The scenario behind it is unusually strong for a war time picture. It, as a human tale, is a long advance over "The Battle," by the same company, and the producer has made
it far more thrilling than that picture, although only a squad is seen fighting. A very desirable offering.
"HOW MR. BULLINGTON RAN THE HOUSE" (Vitagraph), Nov. 22.
— Mr. W. L. Tremayne, the author of this picture, has at least added one
delightfully refreshing series of scenes to a rather stale situation. The
last third of the picture is dandy and kept the house full of hearty laughter;
but the first two thirds, except for two or three moments, is not fresh
enough to be very funny. Florence Turner played her part well and was
ably supported by Kate Price, but it is a comedy depending largely on the
character of Mr. liullington and probably was written for Bunny. Hughie
Mack is an intelligent actor; but bo didn't show genius in this part, and left
it rather flat. When Flora Finch, the last cook, arrives with her family,
she dominates the situation and makes it very amusing. Lillian Walker
plays a Swedish girl whom the Bullingtons tried out after they fired Kate
Price, the first cook.
"THE FIRE FIGHTER'S LOVE" (Selig), Nov. 21.— A melodramatic
picture with some very convincing fire scenes. Two firemen are rivals in
love. The unsuccessful one gets drunk and is abusive. A fire call is rung
and the successful one risks his life to save the other. Nothing is impossible except things that contradict each other, like round squares, for instance. But it surely is not probable for two men to be caught on the second story of a burning house when the walls and roof fell and yet lived
almost unhurt. The picture is an adaptation from Carl Chapin's story,
"The Test," was produced by Oscar Eagle, and seemed to interest. Charles
Clary and Wm. Stowell play the two firemen; Adrienne Kroel plays the
girl. Others in the cast are Walter Roberts, fire captain; Fred. Bernard,
an old fireman, and Collin Reid, the old fireman's son.
"A QUESTION OF AGE" (Pathe), Nov. 21.— A picture that tickled a
large audience and kept it laughing. It is a success without a doubt; but
it is probable that few beside Gwendolin Pates could have got it over. As it
is, she fails once in a while, but for the most part keeps its very farcical
business from falling into the utterly ridiculous. Her part calls for a
young girl of Gwendolin's own age who learns that an old flame of her
widowed mother is coming to see her and the "baby." So a baby she decides to be and finds a dress suitable to a girl of five. She gets across with
it very well, better than her friend, the youth next door who is let in and
dresses in the clothes of his small brother very fat. These two make
mamma's lover romp with them. The plight of the small fat boy who has to
wait long for his clothes also makes laughter.
"BILLY McGRATH'S ART CAREER (Essanay), Nov. 21.— Pictures
dealing with studio life and with artists and their adventures have a big
advantage over pictures of fugitives from justice, of unconvincing, impossible love stories and melodramas. And when, as in this case, they are
good comedies with a tangible amount of real human experience, albeit
exaggerated for the sake of fun, they can be depended upon to furnish
amusement. This one kept a smile warm all through and now and then
made a good hearty laugh.
The audience liked it.
Billy McGrath (John Steppling) is a society man who gets squelched
by an impressionist (E. H. CalverO for not knowing what a picture was
about. His fiancee (Dolores Cassinelli) and her mother (Eleanor Blanchard)
are there and are ashamed of him. The former tells him he must amount
to something before she'll marry him, so he turns artist. His butler (C.
Hitchcock) has to play model. Billy's accidental achieving of fame gives
him an idea for helping a girl artist whom he finds is having hard times.
A few crazy smears on her paintings help in their ready sale. Ruth Stonehouse plays this girl. Alkali Ike is now an art connoisseur, and appears
in this picture.
"TIMID MAY" (Vitagraph), Nov. 20. — One hardly expects much that is
fresh in these ranch farces played by clowns. There is one unexpected incident, but after it has been used four or five times over and over again,
the laugh, that wa6 most hearty at first, grows thin. Mary Charleson is
fair as a clown; but that kind of work doesn't seem to be the true path for
her. Robert Burns plays a timid, blustering puncher; Geo. Stanley plays a
timid, bewhiskercd terror of the mountains; Chas. Bennet, a sheriff.
The author is Royal A. Baker; producer, R. S. Sturgeon.
"DARKTOWN DUEL" (Vitagraph), Nov. 20.— A shorter and more
amusing picture than the other on the same reel. It's a picture of colored
people and in it a love rivalry ends in a melon eating duel. Mr. Johnson,
of the cavernous mouth, loaned from the Kalem studio, wins the duel; but
loses the girl who fears she can't support a husband with so big an appetite.
"THE COUNTRY BOY" (Pathe), Nov. 20.— Just a romance in which
Betty Gray plays the heroine and Charles Arling her wealthy father. Although at first Betty is an invalid, she travels out to the West alone, notwithstanding the ample means of her people. This is merely a specimen of
work that many producers carelessly leave in their pictures, expecting the
spectators to excuse them. Even where such are excused the picture suffers none the less. The only really fresh or convincing part of this offering is the manner in which the heroine's father's factory catches fire. The
girl is in the building; she has recovered and has come back from the West.
A cowboy who had fallen in love with her and who had come to the city
and had been given the cold shoulder by her father is now on the fire force
and rescues her. In the first place, these stories in which poor cow punchers who are grown up and who fall in love with rich girls so young that
they wear their hair down their backs, are anything but convincing. This
one invites cynical thoughts. It is pretty well photographed, but very
poorly acted.

"THE TELL-TALE MESSAGE" (Kalem), Nov. 20.— A picture of a
crime and how it was brought home to its instigator, a rich banker. Two
old ladies, frightened at account of burglaries, bring their treasure to the
banker for safe keeping and he gets his gate keeper to steal it from the safe.
A clew is produced that leads the detective to the old man who is arrested.
The tell-tale message comes from the banker to the old man in prison. It
is hidden in an egg and discovered. This story gives some cbance for
character sketching, but it is made much use of along this line. The producer's attention seems to have been given more to creating suspense. But
his failure to get strong plausibility hinders this. The chief difficulty
seems to have been that we are not shown why the innocent old gate
keeper should have fallen so easily at his time of life. As shown, it is
displeasing. Stewart Holmes plays the banker; Lawrence Wood, the gate
keeper; Farle Fox, a detective and also the banker's valet, a good duplication. Hazel Neason plays an unimportant role as gate keeper's daughter.
"HIGH EXPLOSIVES AS USED IN THE U. S. ARMY" (Edison),
Nov. 20. — It is well photographed and naturally makes a dandy offering.
"SALLY ANN'S STRATEGY" (Edison), Nov. 20.— Louise Alvord, the
authoress of this delightful comedy sketch, has provided two of the Edison
players with fine character parts. Alice Washburn has the happy faculty of
making her characters, within her limitations which give her plenty of scope,
quite natural and convincing. She plays Sally Ann, a farmer's wife.
Martin Fuller, whose work we haven't been noticing so long, does as well
in the role of her husband. They have just sold the farm and have a bundle of money. Si is going to the city to deposit it. Sally wants to go with
him, but he won't let her. She uses strategy — it is a quick inspiration at
the last moment — and exchanges the package of money for a package of
wood that looks like it and this Si takes along. Of course, he falls in with
the plausible stranger and loses it. For some reason, this little comedy was
a welcome relief from the artificial, melodramatic or complicated pictures
we have been seeing for more than a week. Charles Ogle, Wm. Bechel
and Bigelow Cooper have lesser roles.
A pleasing picture.
"THE SAINT AND THE SIWASH" (Selig), Nov. 19.— The saint refers to the wife of a man, reported to be a fugitive from justice; who has
followed her husband to the wild lands. The Siwash is a squaw, owned by
a villainous white man, and whom the saint rescues from her bondage. If
the picture's object, even in part, was to stir us with admiration for the
white woman's nobleness to call her the saint it wasn't wholly wise. We are
also kept from full sympathy with her by the fact that until the end of the
story when, through an unexpected turning upside down of the situation
brought about by what was almost a prestidigitator's trick, not organically
dramatic, it is shown that her husband is innocent. By no means do we
argue that a wife shares her husband's gilt; but her seeming to help him in
his escape makes her seem to. The picture has the advantage of being
freshly interesting and as entertainment it deserves a good place among
others of the week. The wife is played by Myrtle Stedman; her husband,
by R. de Roselli; the Siwash by Mrs. Lester Cunio; the brutal squaw man,
by Lester Cunio. William Slavens McNutt wrote the scenario, which was
produced by Marshall Stedman.
"A FUGITIVE FROM JUSTICE" (Lubin), Nov. 19.— One wonders
what object the writer of this picture had in view, what impression he desired to create. He shows ability in his construction. There are three
qualities in every good dramatic production. They are clearness, smooth
progress of incident, and interest. In this picture we find some of all of
these; but precious little of the last and after all, with the people, it is the
most important. In the early days the man who had committed some crime
and was fleeing from justice used to be helped by a girl and he then found
in her a sweetheart. This was the cause of much disgust. Then we found
fugitives being helped and converted; but it wasn't found convincing
enough. Of late, the helped fugitives are shown as biting the hand that
helped them. At least it convinces,; but we can't sympathize with such a
man; he disgusts most people. Now, looking merely at the present picture,
is there any one with whom we can sympathize very heartily? The man
and woman who warmed the viper at the hearth and got stung can be
made interesting by true artists; but one reason why they are not in this
case lies in the brutality of the man. When he has been fed in the cabin
and both man and wife have lied to the sheriff, he gets up in the night and
goes away with the man's gun and horse. And, next day. comes back in
the man's absence and demands not only money but is taking the woman
too. The picture is, indeed, most distressing. The characters are played
skillfully. The badman by Burt King, the husband by Edgar Jones and the
wife by Clara Williams.

Independent
"THE WAY OF THE TRANSGRESSOR" (Powers), Nov. 27.— A
comedy staged amid Southern California gardens. There is a real plot
and plenty of incidents. A pie-stealing tramp is especially amusing. Also
there is a hen-pecked husband, who goes to great lengths to get into a
little game.
It will hold.
"THE ENCHANTED UMBRELLA" (Milano), Nov. 30.— A bit of the
slapstick stuff which seems to be so popular in some houses.
"THE ADDA RIVER RAPIDS" (Milano), Nov. 30.— On the same reel
is this fine scenic. Also there is shown many ways of utilizing water
power commercially.
"BONIFACE IS BASHFUL" (Milano), Nov. 30.— Also on the same
reel is this comedy of the broad sort.
"AT THE FLAME THE BUTTERFLY BURNT ITS WINGS" (Eclair),
Dec. 1. — This single reel by the Paris company is notable for the appearance in the leading role of Miss Lucille Guyon, the Eclair's feature star.
The story is staged amid Japanese settings. Miss Guyon. in her portrayal
of the Japanese maiden, again shows her marvelous versatility. It is hardly
necessary to say that any picture in which she figures is bound to be
notable.
"VENGEANCE" (Imp), Nov. 28. — This two-reel production, directed
by Herbert Brenon, well may be featured.
In the first part appears the
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"IT HAPPENED
im 5" (Victor), Nov. 29.— A picture showing '!'<•
struggles of a man
sgainsl the Inclination to yield to the impulae ..i ■
hereditary suicide taint.
There
was one scene which
reminded
the wrltet
"t the story of the man Koing into the fields to commit suicide, and ran
1 charging hull.
In this ium-, when
the Intrglar took from the would
be -uicide
the bottle of poison
and fortified
his position
with the display
ol .1 revolver, thi man so anxious to end his life made do attempt to induce
the intruder to try his marksmanship,
However,
this is but an unim
■ it incident.
The
work, of Mr.
Mo., re and
of Fritzi
Brunetti
the sweetheart,
was good.
The portrayal of the burglar was unusually
cow incing.
"A
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"THE
REGENERATION
OF
WORTHLESS
DAN"
(Nestor),
Nov.
25. — We
cannot
sincerely
find much
to praise in this picture,
except
the
choosing and
the mechanical
work.
The
story is very improbable,
and, because it could not have been made effective hy any producer, it has
1'Cen handled in a hurried way and very awkwardly.
"THE TWO i III I S" (Punch), Dec. 12.— A brisk farce, full of snap
and fun. A recipe for a sauce so good that all the patrons come to the
restaurant that has it is the bone of contention between two rival chefs.
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"SHOCKING
HER
FUTURE
MOTHER-IN-LAW"
(Majestic),
26. — A love Story told with clearness, smoothness and regard for things that
make
a picture
effectively
dramatic
I
the scenario
permitted.
It

if they keep up

takes an unconvincing farcical turn which quite spoils a normal mind's
sympathy for the heroine who plays she is vulgar in a way thai quite persuades us that, at heart, she is and thoroughly so. She is the fiance of the

"HIS DRESS SUIT" (Punch), Dec. 12.— A light-hearted clown farce,
in which a dress suit is pawned to pay for flowers' for a girl. There is joy
in the morning, but gloom after five, when dress suits are required. It
is extremely slight.

son of rich people and is a singer. The man's mother persumes that she is
vulgar before seeing her, so she plays vulgarity to shock that lady and
Is \-, entertainment it is fair; but it doesn't rise to the level of
thoroughly commendable or humanly
pleasing pictures.
It lacks good taste.

"THE QUEEN OF THE SEASON" (Great Northern), Nov. 30.— The
three knights who dog the footsteps of the young matron in this comedy
closer than her shadow are good characterizations. One of them is young,
the other a sly old dog, and the third very fat, with a comical face. The
lady who visits the seashore resort alone disappoints the ardent trio very
much when she presents her husband and little son to them. The production will appeal
in particular to mature, experienced men and women.

"POOR FINNY" (Punch), Nov. 28. — A farce of limburger cheese and a
lover who is called poor Finny. The girl's small brother uses the cheese;
but Finny has a cold and can't understand. It it very slight; but on the
same reel is a very funny picture and together they make a desirable refor brightening a program. Mr. Arthur Finn, Mr. Rice and Miss
De Lespine play the leads.

entirely
flavor
to Punch's
toI here
this is
we anthink
they new
will lie
successful.

pictures, and

"THE MATRIMONIAL
EXPRESS" (Gaumont), Dec. 3.— An interesting view of French train service, equipment, etc. The hero carries on
a very difficult and correspondingly clever flirtation with a girl in one of

"O YOU BABY" (Punch). Nov. ;8.— A farce with a situation so ridiculous that it should make anybody laugh. It is very well played and a
dandy offering.
Mr. Rice is the baby.

and

"A DESPERATE
LOYER" (Keystone). Nov. 23. — A very slow camera
and consequent speedy entrances and exits are the amusing things in this

"THE RALL PLAYER AND THE PANDIT" (Broncho), Nov. 27.—
Baseball fans will enjoy this picture more than other people, but it will
interest anyone. Harry Burns, the college star pitcher, refuses to carry
a gun when he goes West. But he knocks out one fellow with his fists
very handily, and brings down a bandit with a swift throw of a baseball.
Rather improbable, but it leaves the audience laughing, which makes up
for a lot of things in a moving picture.
The love story is also interesting.

film. Fred Mace's disguises also may make a laugh or two; but the reason
for his disguise is not at all clear nor is the 'tory clear. We should like
to tell what it is about; but we don't know. We notice Mabel Normand in
the cast.

the compartments, much
good pictorial effects.

to the chaperone's

dislike. Pleasing comedy

"A SPIDER IN THE BRAIN" (Itala), Dec. 2.— The hero of this
eccentric comedy does a great amount of jumping about when a big spider
crawls into his car. The knockabout scenes are better than common, and
the locating of the spider in his brain by use of the X-ray is amusing.
"TOO MUCH
BEAUTY" (Itala), Dec. 2.— The new maid is so pretty
that every man about the place becomes a "Jack-the-Peeper." She and
the mistress of the house leave notes under the doors of the men, telling
them to meet the maid in the greenhouse at midnight. They arrive there,
one at a time, are locked in and have the hose turned on them. Successful comedy.
On same reel with the above.
"THE BROTHER
Or THE 'BAT'" (Reliance), Nov. 30.— The "Bat"
proves an interesting specimen of the underworld, with his training as a
pickpocket. But he comes to grief, and Rex, who has joined a sociological
order, undertakes to reform him. Then "The Slugger" appears and forces
the boy to help him rob the house. The glove fight between Rex and
"The Slugger" for possession of the boy brings a very interesting film to
a close. The plot of this is above the average, and is well handled
throughout.
"THE TRUANT'S DOOM"
(Thanhouser), Nov. 24.— The Thanhouser'
Kid is, as every one has remarked again and again, a most remarkablelittle player. She certainly is a great help when poetic child-life pictures
are being made, such as this. The Thanhouser Company has made other
good ones even without Marie Eline, but in this her sincere and earnest
picturing of the truant boy who dreams a heart-breaking dream of prison,
and so runs back to school, gives just the impression desired. It was an
impression, too, that it would have been easy to overdo or to fall short in.
The boy's mother is played by Mignon Anderson, and Jean Darnell plays
the teacher. Both have reason to be cross with the boy. and both handle
the situation with delicate sense of preparation and with skill. It makes
a very pleasing release and good entertainment.
"THE THUNDERBOLT"
(Thanhouser), Nov. 26.— A picture with a
startling climax, but almost lacking in dramatic suspense. Of course,
a thunderbolt could not be made to be expected, yet it might have been
used so as greatly to add to the climax of a dramatic story. The present
picture lacks unity of interest. It fails to set forth one person or group
of persons with whom the spectator can sympathize. It isn't a story about
any one person, as it starts out to be, but of a bundle of money. The
thunderbolt reveals its hiding place. James Cruze, as the dishonest broker
who steals the poor man's little legacy and has it hidden, does excellent
and very interesting work. David Thomson plays the poor man; Jean
Darnell, his wife; William Garwood, their son grown up, and Mignon
Anderson, the broker's daughter grown up.
It is a prettily made picture.
"CROSS YOUR HEART" (Thanhouser), Nov. 22.— A story of a boy
who grew up.
It makes a heart warming
little picture that calls to human

A BEAR ESCAPE" (Keystone), Nov. 25. — On -the same reel is this
farce irt which we find our two friends the comical sleuths, Mace and
Sennett. The bandit chttins them to a tree in the bear country and bruin
comes;

but they manage to escape and then follows a comical train of happening in which our two friends accidentally win the reward for shooting the
bandit.
It" is amusing.
"GRATEFUL HENRY" (Lux), Nov. 29.— Henry gets caught in a downpour and is loaned an umbrella. Henry is so grateful that his kind benefactor can't get rid of him and the result makes one of those delightfully
and ridiculously droll farces.
A good but light offering.
"THE DIARY OF A BAD BOY" (Lux), Nov. 29— On the same reel
is this series of farcical happenings pleasingly new. The two make a very
fair offering.
"FATHER"
(Reliance), Nov. 23— A picture appealing to our interest
by presenting a father's love for his son so strong that he steals from his
employer to enable the young man to complete his law studies. Now the
son doesn't know his father or even of his existence. The boy is cared for
by a lawyer whom he supposes is his uncle. The father had been rich; but
lost on Wall street. It was shown that "the blow killed mother." Titles
are a part of a picture just as scenes are and a responsible artist ought to
choose. It is the chief weakness of this picture that the reasons
why the father hid from his baby son and supported him through a gardian are not made clear. No reasons we can imagine are worthy. This, to
our

eyes, spoils the picture's effect. It also lacks smoothness in its development. Every now and then some action was skimped and its meaning
blurred. Yet there is plenty of good acting in the drawing of the characters
and the picture by no means lacks interest. As a whole, it makes a fair
offering.
The father is played by Hector Dion; his son by James Cooley.
"THE ARMY
SURGEON"
(Kay Bee), Nov. 22.— A two-reel melodrama of life at an army post where the post surgeon and a young captain
are rivals for the colonel's daughter. Throughout the whole story the human interest is so sincere and fresh and worthy of men and women and the
dramatic suspense when an Indian outbreak complicates the love episode is
so vigorously created that the few minor defects are brushed aside. Yet,
if the place in the story of the captain and the doctor had been made plain
earlier, that feeling in the mind which comes only when the meaning of
the story is completely grasped would not have been delayed till the end
of the first reel when we first definitely and assuredly know who the doctor
Now, seeing that the doctor was to be the one kept away from the girl
by a duty so pressing that he couldn't send her word and reason for his
absence, it also would have helped the story if she had shown him, in the
first place, some clear mark of preference. He is the one shown as heroic,
not the captain, it would have added to our interest if we had seen him
taking his life in his hands for the safe of his friends at the almost deserted
post and on account of it losing a love that would have been his. We
needed to have it made plain that he was losing. It happens that we are
left also in doubt whether the girl had definitely accepted the captain and
also as to whether the captain had the message that the Indian chief sent
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post asking the doctoi to com< We didn't notice the doctor giving
tin* t.» the captain that he might give it to the girl. It may have slipped
past us; it ought to have been ,:,l miss it.
I he girl had promls d both men the "answer" at her party,
The <>utbreak carm and called most ol tin force away.
The captain was left in
[hi before the party, the chief whose wife was Bick sent for
the doctor,
iii doctor's adventures are thrilling and very well pictured,
It I- be who saves tin fort when it
I and the doctor wine tingirl in the end.
It is an offering that was enthusiasticall) greeted.
"A SEMINARY
COMPLICATION"
(Comet),
Nov. 26.
1
certainly is not a great deal of probability in this picture's idea of a girl's school;
but the picture is unquestionabl)
pleating and entertaining.
The dramatic
. .,1 most of the film and the prettiness of its scenes and photography keep it humanly interesting.
It tells .1 refined, wholesonx
love storj
ood company, a point that tells with audiences.
"THE CIVILIAN" (Broncho), Nov. 20.- There is only one fault we
notice in this picture and that is it* name. In the fust place, it isn't a picture of the civilain, but of the lieutenant whose courage contrasts with tin
civilian'* cowardice. Muse two men and the pretty daughter of the colonel
(Mae Marsh) furnish a love story. Tin disentangling of this comes ahout
when a band of hostile Indians reach that part of the country. The three
met them several miles away from the fort and the scene is set for a most
thrilling chase, perfectly constructed and full of incident and strategy.
The -lory tills two reels and needs every foot. As a thrilling offering it is
a sure feature and likely to make any audience enthusiastic.
••THE INVADERS" (Kay-Bee), Nov. 29.— This three-reel picture of Indian warfare is one of the lust of i'.s kind. It tells a long, fascinating
story of an army post in frontier times. The massacre of a surveying
corps is graphic, though the after scene was a little too realistic. Do not
such scenes shock average observers beyond the point of enjoyment? There
is a tremendous sweep of mountain vista and fine reproduction of battle
scenes. The burning of the telegraph poles, the attack on the depleted fort,
and the young lieutenant's dash for assistance were admirably handled.
The principals, including the Indian girl, gave creditable performances. A
big story of the kind.
"THE HORROR OF SIN" (Itala), Nov. 29.— As the title suggests, this
i- not a very pleasant picture. It pounds in its moral so forcibly that the
observer asks if it really isn't unnecessary, in a way. An Italian f?ther,
seeing his (laughter reading romances, tells her that her mother had sinned.
"THANKSGIVING" (Reliance), Nov. 27. — A good picture of two
Thanksgiving dinners, one of which is pulled off to the floor. Two child
actresses, a doll and a real live baby all combine to bring about reconciliation between a quarreling couple. Wry good from a photographic standpoint and has a seasonable interest.
"HER OWN COUNTRY" (American), Nov. 28.— A story with a Mexican hacienda as its locale, which contains a thrill for patriotic Americans.
The clash between the American hero and the Mexican lover over the
American girl, who had been adopted and reared by a Mexican family, is
well worked out. There is romance a-plenty, some fine glimpses of the
cactus country, and a coherent plot to hold the interest. A desirable offering. Played by the premier company in its well known good style.
"PALS" (American); Dec. 2. — This photoplay gets hold of the sympathies at once. The discharge of the faithful old cowpuncher is pathetic,
also the manner in which he turns loose his horse on the plains and gives it
freedom. His subsequent rescue of the child and restoration to his place
on the ranch brings a feeling of general relief.
A good film.
"THE ANIMAL WITHIN"' (American), Dec. 5. — A peculiar story,
winding up in a disappointing way, though very well acted throughout. The
girl in the picture induces her lover to hold up a stage coach and rob the
United States mails. His rival in love and his mother both learn of the
holdup and there is a double killing at the end. The part of the weakling
son is played by Warren Kerrigan.
"BLUDSOE'S DILEMMA" (American), Dec. 7.— This is one of those
pictures best described as "gripping." It winds up with a series of decidedly sensational incidents. The mechanical nature of the plot is apparent throughout, and there are some bad pieces of "business," such as
dropping the trap door with an unnecessary slam, and the attempt to hand
the husband for shooting his wife, when she afterward recovers fully. Yet
there is ingenuity in the picture also. The character work is good, the
running duel with revolvers is exciting and the breaking of the rope over
the cliff is well managed.
Successful
sensation.
"ON HOARD THE STEAMSHIP DUBUQUE" (American), Nov. 30.—
An interesting view of Uncle Sam's naval training ship Dubuque. Inspection, hammock call, wigwagging, hospital drill, target practice, etc., are all
well exhibited.
"THE HIDDEN TREASURE" (American), Nov. 30.— On the same reel
with above. The "philanderings of Puddenfoot Pete" are somewhat on
the usual order of tramp pictures. The lady of the house throws him a
pair of old boots, one of which contains a roll of bills. Then follow scenes
of Puddenfoot Pete spending the roll, which he does before night. The
tramp's costume and characterization
are good.
"THE GATEWAY TO AMERICA" (Champion), Nov. 25.— These very
complete moving pictures of Ellis Island tell a graphic story of the manner
in which new citizens are brought to this country. The medical staff,
boarding house, hospital, etc., are all shown. Glimpses are given of various
immigrant characters.
A fine educational
offering.
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"A GIRL FROM THE COUNTRY" (Eclair), Nov. 26.— Teddy thought
it was going to be a bore to have to entertain his friend- sister, so he
asked several of the boys to help him. When she appeared, she was pretty
and he fell in love with her. But the boys insisted on entertaining her, at
In- expense, as arranged: But all ends happily for Teddy. A comedy of the
quiet son with a fresh idea and better than the average offering of the kind.
"FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE" (Rex). Nov. 28.— In spite of its rather
breezy title, the story told here is a strong one. The injury of the boy in
tin quarry is realistically shown. The girl's fight with her selfish, unscrupulous employer brings about the sympathy of the observer for the
love sc nes with Mike, which follow. This picture will appeal to the average audience.
"THE'DARLING OF THE MOUNTED" (Eclair). Nov. 28— Little Clara
lloiton, the Eclair Kid. is an appealing figure in this picture. The work
■I Guy Hedlund is also excellent. Tlu disappearance of the child in the
boast, her re-cue by the outcast, the empty boat riding down over the falls —
these are all brought out well. And the last scene of all is particularly
good, where the men give the outlaw the boat, weapons, food, etc., but refuse to shake hands with him. Altogether a good conception and a topnotch reel.
"HAWKINS MOVES" (Powers), Nov. 27.— There is a good comedy
back of this picture, but it is not brought out strongly enough. The antics
of tlu- three drunken men are very tiresome and not worth the amount of
film given them. As a split reel, with only a glimpse of Hawkins in his
intoxicated state, this would have been much stronger. The point of the
story, that he moved back into the same house, is good.
"A FRIEND INDEED" (Nestor), Nov. 27.— Families that have experienced the need of raising money quickly in a case of illness will appreciate
this film. The husband tries to sell an old painting, thinking it is very valuable, only to find it an imitation. Then he is accused of stealing $500. but
his son comes to the rescue and clears him. This is pictured in a natural ■
and interesting way and has a good love story.
"THE MATRIMONIAL AGENCY OF ROARING GULCH" 'Nestor),
Nov. 29. — The boys at Circle K ranch put up a job on Bob Leland by advertising that he wants a wife. Through the manipulations of a matrimonial agency, established in the vicinity, many love affairs result. The
agency's room is decorated with mottoes, reading, "When In Doubt Get
Married." "Marriage Is Never a Failure with Us," etc. Well acted and
up to the standard of interest.
"LOCKED OUT" (Crystal), Dec. 1.— Pearl White gives us a true picture of agonies from a lobster supper after one has retired for the night.
Her husband, played by Chester Barnett, goes for a doctor, locks himself
out, and in the ensuing misadventures both are arrested and taken to the
police station. The lady reaches there attired in her robe de nuit with a^
fur cloak over it. Brisk without being offensive.
"A PICNIC IN DAKOTA" (Crystal), Dec. 1. — An
the same reel with above, in which a white girl and an
clothing. Complications of a laughable nature follow
sepia tint makes this a restful and attractive film, and
outdoor scenes.
As a whole the film makes good.

amusing offering on
Indian girl exchange
swiftly. The warm
there are some good

"ROMANCE AND REALITY" (Nestor), Dec. 2.— A picture which illustrates very forcibly the havoc a graceless young man may play with
feminine hearts if he is mean enough to do so. He turns down the Western
girl in a manner that breaks her heart, and flies back to his lady love in
the East. When the Western girl^dies. and he is pictured as happy in the
arms of his first love, we somehow feel that justice has gone astray, but
this
what ischaracters
meant by inthe
"reality" ingood.
the title. The
work isof probably
the two leading
thisword
is exceptionally
"MAMMA'S BOY" (Imp). Nov. 25. — King
are featured in this film. The former appears
idol of all the cabaret girls. A note addressed
tween his mother and father. Photographically
this company more in stronger offerings.

Baggot and Jane Fearnley
as a gay young Lothario,
to him creates trouble begood, but we have enjoyed

"A MOTHER'S AWAKENING" (Rex), Nov. 1 7 — The story of an
absorbed society mother awakening to the neglected state of her little
daughter. True to life in certain phases, and worked out with strong
appeal. The mother's part is well taken, and the forlorn little girl with
her kitten arouses the interest of the observer.
"THE CHORUS GIRL" (Crystal), Nov. 17.— A film featuring Pearl
White and Chester Barnett, which combines the elements of comedy and
tragedy, with the former predominating at the end. A wife, finding 3
note in her husband's pocket, masquerades as a chorus girl, and he discovers her in this guise.
The humor is rather broad at times.
"HER OLD LOVE" (Crystal), Nov. 17. — On same reel with above.
Jack arrives from the sea and impetuously embraces his former sweetheart, now married, in the presence of her mother-in-law. Complications
ensue, during which the husband appears and is locked in a trunk while
Jack escapes.
This is rather too broad, also, though well acted.
"REPTILES" (Kinemacolor). — We are given very interesting views of
snakes found in Asia Minor, mountainous Asia, and Europe. Chamelions,
lizards and tortoises are included.
Colors come out remarkably well.

"THE INDIAN OUTCAST" (Bison), Nov. 26.— A one-reel offering,
telling a compact, thrilling story. Some new tricks in Indian warfare are
shown. The manner in which Brave Heart leads three pursuers over the
cliff was well-planned. The bear trap scene is also good. There was just
a glimpse of that famous old punishment of the Indians, called "running
the gauntlet." Perhaps the Bison company will make a special feature of
this some day.
This reel as it stands is an attractive offering.

"OFIA. THE WOMAN
SPY" (Kinemacolor). —A dramatic story of
international intrigue, with very interesting backgrounds. The spy, a
strikingly built woman, is sent for important papers. She fools the
general who has them in keeping; but not a secret service man, who
arranges things so that she flies away with dummy plans. The last scene
shows her making away in her aeroplane — a scene as beautiful as a
painting.

■THE TOLL OE THE SEA" (Gem), Nov. 26.— Jean McPherson and
Tnhn Adolphi have the lead in this tragic story of the coast of Brittany.
Their work is very good indeed, as well as that of the jealous girl
The

' ICE CUTTING ON THE ST. LAWRENCE" (Kinemacolor).— Gives
one beautiful series of views of horses on the ice drawing the produce to
shore.
Its pictures of green ice blocks are fine.
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Screen

by V. H. RICHARDSON

Question.

PI RHAPS "'n ol tin- most Krioui questions confronting the moving
picture industry at this present time is that .it icreens, though tins
fact i- 1 1 ■ > t generally recognized.
In the earlier days of the business, the screen was either one of two
things, vis: Doth or plaster; and let n< incidently remark that there baa,
to date, been no projection surface yet discovered which i- superioi to
plain, white muslin for the projection of an artistic and beautiful picture.
having the soft, mellow lighting and depth of perspective.
Hower, as the business began to grpw, thousands of alert mind- were
quickly engaged in the problem of seeking avenues for improvement, and,
g other things, the projection screes came in for its share of inventive consideration. The first noticeable attempt at improvement consisted
I paints of various kinds, very few of which amounted to much, except
in the ovei vivid imagination of their producers. The colors of these curtain paints ranged all the way from white to various shades of salmon,
li^ht green and light blue, and many were the advocates of each particular
shade. So far as the writer could see none of these tints serve d any pur■. iiatevcr other than to make stronger light necessary, and to detract
from the beauty of the picture to a greater or less extent.
Next, following these- efforts, came the aluminum screen, which was
promptly heralded as a wonder
producer.
P.ut in its first stage it was far
from being thai kind of an article, since it consisted merely of a smooth
surface coated with size upon which aluminum was spread, and rubbed
down to a polish. The result was an out-of-focus effect, a painful glare, an
accentuated flicker and a metallic harshness in the color of the light. After
some thousands of dollars worth of these freak screens had been sold the
truth was discovered, viz: that they were of no value whatever. Sunn their
g place was the scrapheap. The exhibitor charged up another bunch
of dollars to bis costly experience and promptly began to look for some
thing else. But the aluminum screen had not completed its story. It was
discovered that there probably was, after all, real merit in this kind of a
curtain, provided it be rightly made. It was also found that aluminum
could be mixed with certain other substances, with a probable improvement in general effect. The discovery was made that the surface should
not be perfectly smooth and fiat, but, instead, of rather a rough matte
effect, if this type of finish was to be used.
While all this was taking place, Mr. Rembusch, of Shelbyvillc, Ind.. was
nienting with glass mirrors, and through these experiments he finally
produced the "mirror" screen, which has taken its place among the permanent fixtures in moving picture theatres. Mr. Rembusch passed through a
strenuous experience. lie made many serious errors in the finish of the
earlier mirror screens, and these were exceedingly costly mistakes, since the
mirror is itself an expensive article. He stood by his guns howevei, and
fought the battle through, until finally he has evolved a projection surface
which is giving remarkable results. The mirror screen, like its aluminum
and amalgam brothers, has passed through the babyhood stage. It has
withstood the experimental era, and is now, as I have said, a permanent
fixture. It was not. however, to set forth the merits or demerits of the
various types of screen that I planned this particular article. What I had,
and have in mind, is the warning of all and sundry that the screen matter
is one which should be approached with due resjiect and the experim -ntal
period should, so far as possible, be passed before a screen is finally introduced to the purchasing managers. The installation of a screen containing defects is an exceedingly serious proposition, and should, not only for
the benefit of the individual exhibitor, but for the good of the busini
a whole, be avoided just as far as it is possible to avoid it. One of the
most serious things connected with the projection of moving pictures is
the possible injurious effect, on the eyes of the audience, of what is
termed "flicker." In this connection, let it be clearly understood that, ordinarily, the more nearly the surface projected upon approaches a reflecting
surface, the greater will be the tendency to flicker. When the writer was
a boy. such a thing as a child, or a young person wearing glasses was almost a curiosity. Today look about you and observe the number of young
people sporting spectacles. The proportion is surprisingly large. Now. do
not jump to the conclusion that I intend charging this condition to moving
pictures. Far from it! But I do say that it is evidence that the human
eve. in these days of artificial light and the turning of night into day, is
being enormously abused and overstrained; so much so that the condition
is becoming very serious. Now, add to that the harmful effect of flicker in
moving pictures, aid the matter becomes still more and more so. It therefore behooves moving picture theatre managers to eliminate, just as far as
they possibly can. the flicker from their screens. This is a duty they owe
to the public at large, and it cannot be fulfilled by experimenting with new
and untried projection surfaces simply because somebody wants to sell
them. Before a new screen is purchased, let it be installed in the theater,
cover one-half of it with white muslin cloth, running your machine at normal speed, with a light film in. Observe the percentage of difference in
flicker between the two surfaces. If the flicker is abnormal on the surface of the new screen, as compared to the cloth screen, then reject that
screen.
It is not a suitable one for projection.
Now. please do not misunderstand me. I am not hitting at any particular screen, or any particular patent surface. I am simply givinc vou. Mr
Manager, and you. Mr. Screen Inventor and Maker, a good plain talking
to on the general proposition of projection surfaces, leaving it to you to
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apply what I haw s.iid with discretion and
up-to-date projectors, there is little or no i
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Voltage.

propounds the- following:

I had an argument
recently, in which I to"k the position that
one cannot run a projection arc from 55 volts lno
M.
Dnent said that if one bitched up in multiple one could k" •
proper amperage.
I told him that was true enough, but the 1
sure was not sufficiently strong on 55 volts, so he said go and
in your motion picture hand book, and I did, but could not gee
anything concerning
that particular subject.
1 told him that the
least he could use was no volts,
lie said he had 110 volts coming
into his operating room, and by using a compensarc this roll
is splil up, therefore he runs the machine on 55 volts I told him
that when I took my last examination, that was one of the questions they asked me, and the inspector told me that was right when
I answered that a projection arc could not be run on 55 volts.
Will you kindly decide this matter?
You are both badly twisted in your knowli !.
stance,
B
I have explaini d thin thing a great many times; I shall do so once again:
The d. c. projection arc operates at from 45 to 55 volts, sometimes ri
ing 60. The a. c. projection arc operates at from 30 to 35 volts, usually
nearer 35. All voltage in excess of this must be consumed 111 the rheostat,
or else, where a transformer is used, it must be transformed from 110, or
whatever tin line voltage may be, down to the arc voltage. It would be
possible to operate a projection arc on 55 I ne pressure, but it would be
a highly unsatisfactory arrangement, and the light would not be good, since
one could not use sufficient resistance to properly steady, or balance the
arc. Vou must understand that in this connection there is a very large difference between "line" pressure, and the pressure at the arc, and that
difference is exactly what the rheostat or transformer, or mercury arc
rectifier takes care of; the latter also transforming the a e. int.. d. c. at
the same time.

Outside Shutter.
Manson,

Iowa,

propounds

the

following:

(1) I wish to know if there is a three-wing shutter for Power's
No. 5 machine on the market. If so. has it given satisfactory
results"- If not. can one make a really practical three-wing
outside shutter for Power's No, 5? ( -' ) What is it that del
mines the size of the picture on the screen'' Can you furnish
me with the back numbers of the Motion Picture World' If so,
what price ?
There is no three-wing outside shutter on the market for Power's \
so far as I know, but several operators have made shutters for theimachinis.
and they have been entirely satisfactory.
On
page 710, April
1st. 191 1, issue, you will fird such a shutter illustrated by photograph,
together with the address of the operator
who made
it. with whom
I
have no doubt
you can communicate
and g t all necessary
instrui I
( j ) The focal length of the lens and the distance of the lens from the
screen.
( 3) Yes; the price is to cents per single copy.
Put why not
get the bound
volumes?
They are neatly and substantially bound, and
are furnished
at $1.50 per volume,
plus 80 cents postage.
Postage will
probably be lower after January
is-,, when the parcels •
into effect.

Aluminum
(irand I. edge. Mich.,
writtes as follows:

tells

how

and
he

made

Blueing.
a very

satisfacl

I am ti'ing an Edison Exhibition Model machine, projecting a
14-foot picture at Nj feet. My mnch-nc is motor driven, upon a
very simple plan. The motor connection is simple, and the whole
thing is inexpensive. As regards aluminum screens. I have been
using one for the past three years, with excellent results. I had
a local dealer order me a ux 14 foot oil-finish window shade.
This was of an apple green color. I stretched it on a frame and
coat-'d it with aluminum, as follows: I bought one pint of steam
radiator aluminum, to which I added one-half pint of boiled linseed
oil. I crushed eight balls of ball blueing, and dissolved the same
in turpentine, adding the same to the aluminum. This gives the
screen a very good tint, and does away with the glare: it also
adds depth to the picture am. will retain its color permanently.
My three-wing shutter is very similar to the one in issue of October 19th. only the small wirgs are perforated, which gives an
almost flickerless picture. My operator has a snap, and never
kicks on running an extra reel or show. I hope I will be welcome
to the department. My motor drive is made as follows: Twelvelrcb fan motor
sets
set supported
by )j-:nch
gas pipe

He
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through the floor.
Ii is not attached to thi machine table.
Pulley
on the motor Is friction tape, wound on shaft
diameter,
with a sJ^-inch pulley on the take-up shaft, same being mounted
by drilling three 3/16-inch holes in the take-up belt pulley, and
bolting them together with machine screws. The belt is of ^j-inch
belt lace, MI11 is made from fan guard arm, with a i^-inch
pull< y bolted on side of outer end. A rubber band from arm to
machine table gives plenty of tension. Use 10-point fan speed
tl nor to vary speed.
The brother sent a sketch, but I could not quite make out whether he
the motor on end, with a pulley on end of the* shaft, thus giving
a half twist to the driving belt, or whether he mounts the pulley with a
bevel gear arrangement; therefore' I do not publish the sketch. The blue1 the aluminum for curtain coating is unique, and for that reason
I have published this formula, though I have long since given up publishing curtain-coating formulas. As to being welcome to the dc-partment;
my dear sir, you're as welcome as the flowers in May.

A. C. to D. C.
Carlisle, Pa., is puzzled as to which current is best.

He writes as follows:

I intend opening a new theater, and will give data concerning it
later. I have used a. c. and have had a Mercur Arc Rectifier, but
now I can get no volt d. c. I have heard advocates of both currents claim superiority for their choice. Which is really the better;
also what screen do you recommend, after the mirror screen?
I do not understand how anybody could put up an argument in favor of
either a. c. or pulsating current, as against direct current. For projection
purposes there is no comparison between a. c. and d. c. D. c. is far the
better in every way. As between pulsating current, through a rectifier,
and direct current, there is not so very much difference, though what
there is favors d. c. As for the screen question, I see you have it in for
me and want to get my block knocked off. If I recommend any one particular screen, dear boy, the rest of the screen men would camp on my
trail with a gatling gun, two clubs, a revolver and whatever else they
could lay hands on.
Sorry, old man, but you see how it is.

Excellent Idea.
-Mr. Jacob Merkel, New York City, supplies tne accompanying photograph of his method of automatically lighting the interior of the lamphouse.
The wire frame shown in one photo sets in the back end of the lamphouse, and carries a lamp socket and globe as shown. The globe is
frosted. Now, unfortunately, Brother Merkel did not send in a written
description, so that I am obliged tto guess at part of it, but the way I
have it doped out is that 1 is a piece of insulating material which attaches
to the lamphouse, beside the door latch, and that 2 is a stem sticking out
perhaps a quarter of an inch beyond the lamphouse wall, so that in closing
the door it is shoved in and automatically breaks the circuit, thus extinguishing the lamp when the lamphouse door is closed. The stem is
probably held out by some kind of a coil spring, or through the natural

spring of the wire, so that when the door is open the contact is remade
and the lamp automatically lighted. Such an arrangement is one that
would be of very great value, particularly where it is necessary that the
operator work fast in resetting his carbons. We therefore thank Brother
Merkel for its submission.

Patent Claim.
Mr.

G. J. Gilmore,

Chicago, 111., makes

the following

statement:

In reference to the condenser protecting cone illustrated on
page 557, November 9th issue, will say that I hold United States
Patent No. 925,326, dated June 15th, 1909, covering the idea —
"a lens shield for moving picture machines." The cone-shaped
shield does not interfere with the rays of light. A straight line
from the center of back condenser to crater of arc is 354 inches
(7j4-inch condenser). The light rays travel from a very small
point (arc crater) diagonally to the condenser. The shield protects the thin edges of the rear condensers from the excessive
heat of the lamphouse, consequently equalizing the expansion and
contraction. It is the same as the theory of pouring_boiling water
into a drinking glass. Strike the center of bottom of glass and
all is O. K., but should the water strike the sides of the glass
it (the glass) will surely break. I make the shields from a clay
which is an insulator. Tin would cause a ground, or short, in
contact with the carbons.
I am afraid, Brother Gilmore. that I cannot support you in your
contention. By this I do not mean to dispute your word as far as owning a i>at( nt covering the
rned. However, there are
48 patents, all of which are claimed to be valid, on that humble article
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the washboard Xow, by your own statement, you have had a patent
on a certain thing for more than three years; yet you have never, so far
as I know, done a single solitary thing with it; therefore it may reasonably be presumed that you will not do anything with it. If this idea has
value it should not be permissible that anybody tie it up with a patent
and let it lay there in idleness. Moreover, because you have a patent on
a condenser cone is no evidence that it prevents anyone else from using
the same idea. The number of patents on washboards is an illustration.
It is evident, too, that your patent does not cover the idea in the tame
way the idea of Oklahoma does, since his cone sets back a considerable
distance from the arc, and is made of metal, whereas your cone evidently
comes quite close to the carbons, and is made of clay. I do not propose
to enter into the merits or demerits of either type of shield. I am merely
pointing out the fact that because you have a patent on a condenser
ling cone, it does not necessarily prevent a dozen, or a hundred,
other men getting patents on the same identical thing, or using the same
idea in a different way. The only way in which you could tie up an
idea is to get what is called a "basic patent," and then have the bankroll
neccessary to fight the thing through the courts, and get a final decision
in your favor. Personally, I am entirely opposed to the patent proposition as at present conducted. I believe the government itself snould
reimburse the inventor to a reasonable extent, and that all ideas should
be free for the use of any person who can and will make use of them.
As to the pouring of the water into a glass,- you may be right, but I can
say that I have filled hundreds of glasses with boiling water by simply
refilling them up quickly, regardless of what particular part of the glass
the water struck first. The point is fill 'em up, and do it quickly.

Chemistry.
Fort Worth, Tex., has prepared and sent in a somewhat elaborate
article on the chemistry of certain things, particularly that property of
certain plants called cellulose. After careful consideration I cannot see
where such discussion would be of general benefit, though if it were carried
out in such a way as to show the various steps in the formation of celluloid from cellulose, then it might be of considerable interest. However,
we thank Fort Worth for submitting the article, although it is in its present
form not available. We would have returned it, but no street address
was given.

Raw Work.
As I ride down every day past Atlantic Avenue, Brooklyn, on the Elevated, I have noticed a certain theater front which is very pretty, and.
noting that it was devoted to moving pictures, I have had it in mind to
visit this house and see what I should see. One evening recently, when
my better half was attending some affair over in Manhattan, and the house
was dark, and the editor had nowhere, for the time being at least, to lay
his head, we remembered this beautiful front and concluded the time was
opportune to pass a pleasant hour, and at the same time possibly be able
to say some kind words about a good performance. So I purchased my
ticket
— price,
centsa —nice
passed
aforesaid
''beautiful
front"
into what
was 10
indeed
littlethrough
theater. the
There
were plenty
of seats,
not
more than 50 people being in the house. At this I wondered, but later
was enlightened. The house was equipped with the regular stage, and the
screen was located back possibly ten feet from the curtain line. Apparently, too, it was a good screen, and its location was ideal; but alas and
alack, that was about all there was to it. I sat out the projection of two
reels. I then walked up to the balcony and peeped into the operating room
to see what kind of an outfit was being used. It was an old type machine
with one of those little dinky lamphouses and a two-wing inside shutter
mechanism. The operator was grinding away at the rate of about 50 a
minute — certainly not more. The* figures on the screen were floating
through the air peacefully and calmly, and the flicker was enough to put
your eyes out. I think the operator must have been half asleep, since
four or five times during the time I was there a dense shauow crept half
way up the screen before he adjusted his light. A very few times in the
two reels I sat out was the screen clear all over. All this was due to absolutely rank carelessness or ignorance on the part of the manager who
stood for such work, and on the part of the operator who put it on, because
two or three times immediately after adjusting his light the screen was
white and brilliant, and the light all that could be desired for a minute or
so, until the shadows came again. Finally I got up and went out, as my
eyes began to hurt from the excessive flicker. As I passed the box office
I handed in my card and remarked that an hour of that kind of business
would ruin my eyes entirely. It is such performances as this that injure
the business permanently. It is such rank work that discourages people
from attending photoplays. This "manager" will no doubt say, "Well, I
am doing a good business, anyhow," which may be true enough, but how
much better business could he do if he put up a decent show, or how much
better prices could be obtained. I have no patience with this kind of work.
It would be bad enough in a 5-cent storeroom theater of the lower class.
You expect such things there, but you certainly do not expect them in a
really nice house, charging 10 cents admission on week days and 10 or 15
cents on Sundays and holidays, as this house does. Why do I not name
the house, do you say? Oh, well, what good would it do? Managers of
this type are beyond hope; therefore it does not do any good to roast them
by calling direct attention personally to their rank performances. They
will eventually force themselves out of the business. This manager will
know whom I am talking about, all right, and I hope I have made it strong
enough for him to remember.

For Gas Men.
Mr. George Krauss, proprietor Midway Theater, Mogollon, N. M., contributes the following valuable information concerning the Model B gasmaking outfit:
In the October 26th issue, under heading, "Calcium Light," a
brother in Urbana. Ya., sets forth the trouble he is having with his
Enterprise Model B gas-making outfit.
Now, I feel it is up to rae
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Itand
what
he n
• it ii ini;
t the
lime be placed
in the earner
perfectly
straight
up and down,
to that as
it is revolved
it will at all timet he exa. tly the same
distance
from the
jet.
I recall, from
my own
experience,
t!
lime itself, though
I < innol
1■
many year
IS,
A little more
in format!
cular
point would
not be out

10 ?>liy my hat into the ring in defense of this machine,
which
in my
estimation,
a very
excellent device,
indeed.
The brother
claims
he cannot
get an even
(low of gas.
I have
never
experienced an uble, 1 11 . . 1 1 j.- ri I hnvr used my Enterprise Model
It continuously for two years, I might add tli.it in all tliat time
1 have never paid out one cent for repair*, which is, I think, more
than can he claimed for most gas-making machines Urbana says
he cannot gel ■ clear picture when located mo
uom
the screen,
My throw is 41 fret ( Inches, and I am projecting a
which
is
.1 bell and good and -harp
all
over. The light is as steady as the rock of Gibraltar and has no
flicker at all. My machine is a 1011 Motiograph, equipped with
a double cone abutter. Urbana says he think-, h i- machine is using
too much gas. Sixteen cakes of oxzone in half an hour! Holy
smoke! what a waste. I have used the Edison gas-makil 1' machine,
which Urbana is now using, or has used, and have never used
more than 13 cakes for an entertainment lasting one and threequarters hours, though with the Enterprise machine I beat that,
I I am only consuming 9 to 11 cakes for the same length of t>
and
excellent
results;
but lit it be clearly
understood
that to get good results from any gas-making machine it must be
well taken care of. I wash my gas-making machine in three different waters after each entertainment, and am very careful that
thru- is no water in the cooling jacket of the saturator. Tinjacket mu-t he kept perfectly free from water in
gel
Should there he the least bit of water present it would
evaporate and be forced with the oxygen gas to the burner, thus
causing an uneven Bow and a Bickering, which is very annoying.
The filter cloth in the saturator should be taken out once a month,
boiled in clean water (no soap), washed and thoroughly dried
before replacing in the saturator. Keep the needle valve perfectly
clean; also the tubing which carries the oxygen gas to the burner.
If this latter is not cleaned frequently it will eventually become
coated, making trouble at the burner. Use none but the purest
water for oxygen tank, because the tine particles in impure water
will, when the water gets hot in the oxygen tank, travel with the
gas to the saturator, causing the needle valves to he partly stopped
up with it, thus causing an uneven flow of gas. Should the particles travel on to the burner they will cause the light to flicker,
or perhaps stop up the mixing chamber of the burner, thus causing
the gases to reach the burner not properly mixed, the result of
which will be a hissing at the jet and more flickering. I have a
1.100 c. p. burner, the finest thing out, using 1/16 bore jet, which
is very large. I only use one more cake of oxzone with this
burner than when I used 1/32-inch bore jet on 700 c. p. burner
which came with the Motiograph machine. I use a 7^-inch and
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In Error.
Dayton,

in

follows:

except
do

City

detail.

I notice in October 26th issue you ask for dope on gas-making
outfits. I have run the outfit the brother has for a long time, and
if he will use good ether,, or 88% gasoline, keep his saturator perfectly clean and not get too big a crater in his limes his light will
be O. K., as far as brilliancy is concerned. On a short throw,
with proper condensers, one can get a tine light, but you cannot
go asleep on the job. Keeping the limes even is very important.
And now as to the boiling over: The case for receiving the
oxzone (not ozone) is divided into step-up cells, having a net
bottom so the water can come up through. If the net is in bad
condition and the oxzone breaks, it will fall through and, of
course, start boiling. When this happens it shoots like a geyser.
If the brother will see that the nets are all in good shape, put
in new ones where they look worn, anu keep his optics on the
lower cells, his boiling pot will be out of a job.

he

York

where

Ohio,

arises to make

the

following remarks:

As to the resistance problem submitted in the October 5th issue,
it is impossible to calculate the amperes at the arc when the size
of the wire in the resistance is not given. The rule is: Amperes
equal circular mills multiplied by volts, divided by lengths of wire,
multiplied by 21.6.
I am sorry to inform Dayton that he is wrong in several particulars. In
the first place, he has left out the resistance of the arc altogether, and
if he wants to come down to fine points he would have to have the exact
temperature coefficient. For instance: A change of .4 of 1% per centigrade degree in ordinary copper means a change of 1% in resistance, up
or down, for every 2^/1 degrees centigrade when the temperature varies
up or down. The temperature coefficient of alloys depends very much
upon the composition of the mixture, and inasmuch as ordinary resistance
wire is now made of nickel — steel composition, Dayton would have to
have the exact coefficient of this composition in order to figure things out
his way. I have only set this forth to show Dayton one or two of the
many difficulties he runs into when he springs a proposition of this kind.
As a matter of fact, in figuring resistance for projection circuits we do
not pay any attention to these matters. The figuring as applied is quite
rough, and the results are in the rough also, but they are nevertheless
close enough. I think, for all practical purposes as applied to projection,
and it would be entirely impractical to figure otherwi-e

I pause for reply —

proposition

Would
it
now
i
t to
not want
a picture
-.eek, and

1 it' course, this sounds like tooting my own horn, but nevertheless it is
a matter of fact that I do not know of any real comprehensive work on
projection, other than my Handbook, which will be off the press shortly.
It will be almost a 450-pagc book (yes, its size has been increased since
last writing), and its price is $2.50, which sum should be forwarded to
The Moving Picture World. 17 Madison Avenue, Jfew York City, and
the hook
will then
be mailed just as quickly
as it can be gotten
ready.

pause, too.

gas-making

lows:

Can you name any book on the subject of moving picture operating which commences right from the beginning? The writer knows
how to operate a machine, but wishes to learn things more in

More Gas.
New

Length of Throw.

Book Wanted.
New

We are frequently called upon to furnish customers using our
goods with information in regard to water-cooled type of condensing lens. Will you kindly favor us with what information
you have in regard to this type of lens, as well as advise us as
to who manufactures
same?

and

pre

No, Tiffin, tin- Handl
k 1- no) on
■
t will be before very
The book is so big we ran out of paper and arc obliged to wait on
the mill for more. If the air is not smoky or very dusty you will not find
much, if any, difference in light requirement as between 70 or 116 feet.
Seventy feet is just a nice throw for a 13-foot picture, but 116 feet will
Ik- all right, too. To project a 13-foot picture at 116 feet you would want
a lens just a little mon- than y'/i inches c. f., and with that lens you should
have a 7J4 and an N','. condensing lens, with the 8J/j in front. However,
I believe
you can get good
results
with two ;
Try
that first,
anyhow.

I extend to you, Brother Krauss, on behalf of our readers, my sincere
thanks for your excellent letter. It is what I call very practical information
indeed, setting forth clearly and concisely some of the various possible
causes of trouble and their remedy. I have been looking for just this
kind of a letter for some time. I am sure it will be appreciated by our
gas-using readers. I take particular notice of one thing, viz.: The large
bore jet you are using. You did not say, but I presume you are using
1 54-inch limes with that jet. I have another letter this week from a gas
user, and I think, between the two, most of the troubles the gas maker
is likely to encounter are taken care of.

electrical

are

ire.
make
very much,
11
to our light?
We
the operating
room
half way
down
move it back ovei the box office, but the manager does
to make tins change until he is sure he will get as good
at in. feet aI old.:
hope it is on its way by this time.

a 6^-inch condensing lens- — t'.ie latter in front — the best grade
of lens obtainable. Projection lens is a Gundlach Manhattan,
which make I like the best. It gives a good sharp picture. I
have three other projection lenses, in case of accident. Should
any brother operator using calcium as an illuminant have trouble,
let him read the foregoing carefully. It may be of assistance in
overcoming
the difficulty.

A large manufacturer of a certain class of
operating rooms propounds the following:

WORLD

Carelessness.
l'ort Worth, Texas, sends in a two-page kick on bad splices of certain
makes of film, the whole thing being based on the sample which he was
supposed to have sent me, but which is not in evidence. He asked me to
take the matter up with the manufacturers. This I cannot do until Fort
Worth
does it all over again, and sends the sample along with the letter.

Quick Change Artist.
Mr. L. B. Adkins, Alhambra

Theater, Lane and High Streets. Columbus,

Ohio, claims to change reels in the following time: Power's No. 6 in 12
seconds, Edison in 15 seconds, and the Standard in 17 seconds. He refers
to Mr. J. F. Potts, of the Arcana Theater, Portsmouth, Ohio, for reports
on this record, he having been chief operator in that house for three
years. That is some speed, all right, but after all, as I said before, I
would rather have reports on perfect projection on the screen than reports
of fast changes. Let somebody send me in a report that he has run for
10 minutes without a movement in the picture, and without a perceptible
change of the light at any point on the screen, and I will say to him:
"Hello. Bill! You are the man I want to meet." Let some one else tell
me how he has studied his picture, and gauged his speed so as to bring
out every beauty of the production in the best possible manner, and I
will say, in the language of our ex-President. "Bully!

under-

you!"

Delighted

to meet
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THE
Interesting

Mr. Bertram
I. Williams,
interesting letter:

Ponca

MOVING

Letter.

City,

Ok la.

contributes

the

following

It is some two years since I bad the pleasure of introducing one
of my efforts to the waste basket e>f the august head of our department, so I have now concluded to do it again. I have almost
complete files of Tin. MOVING Picture World and Film Index,
which I find of invaluable assistance in my work, as almost every
happening associated with machine troubles is located either in
one or the other of the publications, or else can he found in the
"Bible." I am now handling three motor-driven Edison Mi. del I!
machines, and find that tiny give excellent satisfaction. I have
equipped each one with a shutter of my own design, a plan of
which I hand you herewith. I find this shutter to be a vasl
improvement over anything in the line of an Edison inside sh ul
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that is necessary, as it is results wc are looking for. I believe myself
that the Cooper-Hewitt light would he quite a novelty in theater-front
lighting. As to your film cleaner, it appears to be practically the same
thing as the Mortimer Film Cleaner, a most excellent device, which is
patenteel and has been on the market for some time. 1 intend to describe
this device in this department in" the near future. I do not understand
what you mean by "introducing the current into a heavy oil before using
it at the arc." If you mean simply to run the wires through oil, it would
not make any difference at all. If you mean to run the current itself
through the oil, why, it would simply have the effect of adding resistance,
and a lot e>f it, teie, in fact, I doubt if you could do it. 1 do not see any
reason why it should make any difference at all in the current itself,
except to consume a large proportion of the voltage in forcing the juice
through the oil hath. I do not think I quite catch your idea. Yes, friend
Williams, it is indeed a wise man who is able to realize how little he
knows. That is the biggest curse we have to contend with today — the
operator who has a swelled head anel "knows it ail," in his own estimation; whereas, as a matter of fact, he really knows very little. If this
particular brand of idiot would start to study he would quickly discover
his own shortcomings, and it would be a matter of immense and intense
surprise to him to discover, even as you found out, how little he really
knows, compared with what it is possible, for him to know, concerning
projection. The editor of this department probably receives more ideas on
matters pertaining to projection than any other one man. His opportunities to learn are indeed exceptional, and have been for a long time; yet
he fully realizes that he doesn't know all there is to know about projection, simply because there are many things still to be discovered, and they
arc being discovered every day. The operator who says he has not anything further to learn is a fool, and if he rests content in his folly he will
drop behind, and in course of time drop cown and out.

Tinted Film.
Albany,

X. Y.. propounds

the following

ine|uiry:

I notice that some sections of films are tinted, without anyapparent reason. In some instances the beauty of the film is
enhanced by the tinting process, while in others there appears to
be no aelvantage.
Can you tell me why this is done?

I have as yet seen. We are taking advantage of our proximity to
a glass factory, and are having electric light bulbs blown into
various fantastic designs for use in interior lighting. 1 find that
mercury vapor lamps of the Cooper-Hewett design are excellent
for attracting attention for the front of the house. In my operating room 1 have a switchboard made entirely of asbestos, in the
construction of which I used 65 pounds of the fibrous material,
coating the same with pure shellac until a smooth surface was
presented, which has given entire satisfaction. Am sending you
herewith
design of a film cleaner I have been using for some
. HIN6-E

r*7^fep

QELerrmc

light

, time. Since I started cleaning the films it has been the unanimous
verdict of our patrons that the pictures have improved fullv 5 1
per cent, in appearance. For a cleaning fluid I use the following:
Tannic acid, 1 part; chloroform. 8 parts; grain alcohol. 8 parts,
and glycerine, 1 part. I find, after cleaning and drying, that 1 Ik
film is more flexible and in better shape than before. Am using
110 volts, a. c. through a coil rheostat and transformer of my own
make. What do you think would he the result of introducing the
current into a quart of heavy oil before using it at the arc' By
that I mean a jar of oil for each wire. Ten or twelve years ago
I thought I knew practically everything to be known about operating. If I at the present time knew one-tenth as much as I
thought I knew then, I would certainly be a cracker-jack. But
by a continuous scries of experiments I every once in a while run
into some little thing which proves to be a help in producing gooel
projection. By working together, and accepting advice from other
experienced men, it will only he a question of a few years when
moving picture productions will be exhibited with perfect protection— projection which is almost inconceivable to the present mind.
I do not remember, Brother \v illiams, your previous effort, which you
claim was introduced to the waste basket, but that is only natural, since
in two years I have received many thousands of letters. You must remember that I do not publish all the mail I receive. If I did there would not
be much room for anything else in the paper; therefore I have to select
what seems best, treating it as briefly as I can. Now, as to that shutter,
I will say that the same design has been trieel out anel eliscarded long ago.
However, if you are getting good results with it in your case, that is all

You have propounded an inquiry which is difficult for me to answer with
certainty, Albany. However, you must remember that the film ilr
still abroad in the land, and you must also remember that the duper cannot
operate successfully on film which is tinted* I presume this is the a: swer
to your inquiry, though, to tell the truth, it is little more than a guess
on my part. If one section of a dramatic film, which may have cost thousands of dollars to produce, is tinted, then Mr. Duper is knocked out. so
far as that section of the film is ceincerned, unless he reproel ices that
particular scene, anel I thii k if you watch carefully you will find that
the tinted scene is usually one which the duper will have considerable
difficulty in successfully re-enacting.

Up to Bartlesville.
Kansas

City,

Mo.,

hinds

Bartlesville

one,

as

follows:

I have never before asked for space in your "Bible class." but
nevertheless 1 presume I will be permitted to make a few remarks
regarding Bartlesville's three-wing shutter. Did he give you the
correct dimensions? If he didn't. I guess he is sure having some
nice times about now. I maele one from the drawing, fastening it
em the eild shaft, but I guess it was too heavy. I then tried sheet
aluminum, enlarging the two interrupters one half inch on each
one, and it does not suit me yet. There seems to be a travel
ghost at the top of the leaders. This does not appear just at the
upper left-hand corner, but clear across on each line of reading
matter. But I am still pegging away, make changes here aid
there, and hope to perfect it so as to eliminate the troublesome
flicker of the old two-wing shutter. When I do you will hear
from me. Anel now, I think, seeing that Bartlesville was so kind
in giving the department his ielea, I will follow suit. There are
plenty of operate): s in the country who are running two-wing
shutter machines, who would be glad to discover some wrinkle
which would ditch the flicker on 20-minute speed. Here is just one
thirg more, and I am through: Enclosed you will find three
patches I cut from Lubin's "The Sheriff's Prisoner." Now, for
the love of Mike, Mr. Richardson, see if you cannot illustrate
these patches in some manner, alongside the right kind. If vein
can, perhaps the eipcrateirs in this neck of the woods will discover
their mistake and reform. I cut nine out of this reel after the
first run in our house. I would semi them all to you. but some
one might get careless with smoking utensils then sparks would
fly around your office, and I want the paper too bad te> have that
happen.
I thit k very likely. Kansas City, that the fault does not lie in the pattern
Bartlesville sent, but in the variations in the different types of machines
Edison has put out from time to time. I do not quite understand. If
your travel ghost is at the top of the letters in the title, and not at the
bottom, it would indicate that the- shutter is not set right. You say you
have an ielea to contribute, yet you do not contribute it, unless you rcf r
to the patches. It would be impractical to illustrate the patch fault. The
splices are not maele by the manufacturer. They are operators' patches,
which are very imperfectly maele. They are stiff, and the sprocket holes
are not well matched in any of them. They would therefore cause a
jump as the film went through, and might also cause the film to climb the
sprocket teeth. The most important things in making a patch are to have
the emulsion scraped off perfectly clean, match the sproket holes absolutely perfect, and use cement which will not cause the film to harden or
curl after the jeih is elone.
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TheBy the
Picture
and Stockton,
the Pulpit
Rev. E. Boudinot
S.T.B.
THERE
was once .1 conscientious young priest who
had worked up his parishioners into such .1 state
dissatisfaction and antagonism that they sent a d
gation to the bishop complaining of him and asking that he
be removed. The bishop listened to all they had to say.
The
was conscientious
all right, he worker,
didn't teach
any priest's
heresy, moral
he wascharacter
a faithful,
and
in his personal life set a noble, Christlike example] but, as
one old gray-beard summed it up, "He do tell you what to
do and why you must do it, till he makes you so mad you've
got to differ with him if you're going to keep on being a
man." The bishop then sent for the young priest, heard
his side of the case, and finally asked him what he thought
was the trouble, "rather," said the young man, "1 honestly
don't know. I've tried every way I can think of; and I've
argued and argued in the pulpit and out — " "My son," the
bishop interrupted him, "that's just the reason. Don't argue,
convince."
Convincing vs Arguing.
The old bishop's advice is our answer to quite a number
of requests that we have been receiving lately asking us
to state our position as to the Sunday question and to offer
any suggestions we might have as to the best way of
settling the vexed problem. We have deliberately kept
silent up to now, not because we have no definite ideas on
the subject, but because we have very decided opinions. If
we state them, we shall have to explain them and tell you
wdiy you ought to believe them and practise them — in other
words, argue.
As this is a department in a trade paper it is not the
place for a theological argument on any question, and especially on the most vexed and most insanely disputed theological problem of ecclesiastical history. Moreover, even if
this were the place, arguing on the subject will only cause
trouble. Arguing makes enemies, not friends. If you want
to get a man to believe as you do, you must convince him
you are right, not argue with him, and there is but one way
in which you can do that. You can't make a man believe
anything by compulsion, or reasoning, or .in any other way
than by moral suasion. Compulsion merely makes a man
do something because he has to and can't help himself.
Reasoning and arguing makes a man at once your opponent
and antagonist; his self-respect forces him to take the opposite side, and though you may have the best of the argument and reduce him to silence, a "man convinced against
his will, is of the same opinion still."
The first thing to do is to set the man in your own life
an example of that which is cleaner and better and nobler.
Then get him to want and try to live that kind of a life
himself. Don't attempt to persuade him to believe as you
do; you can't make a good Christian out of a bad anything
(be he Baptist, or Methodist, or heathen, or what not) until
you have made him a good something. Instead of striving
to have him think your theology is the correct one, help
him to live up to theology which he professes to have. If
you do this and the man fails, you have a good chance of
really persuading him that your life is higher and holier
than man
his because
of the
things
in that
The
will have
found
out you
by believe
experience
thathehedoesn't.
needs
something he hasn't got and that you have; and he will
be willing to listen when you tell him what that thing is
and anxious to try it for himself. When he succeeds by
following your advice, you will have convinced him you
were right.
The Sunday
Question.
Now as to the Sunday question: we have as we said very
definite opinions, and those opinions are based on our theological beliefs as to what is right and wrong. Others have
their opinions based on their theological beliefs. Others
still haven't any definite opinions on the subject at all; and
the opinions of some others are based not on real beliefs
but simply on their appetites and desires. If any of these
persons want us to help them to keep Sunday better individually, we shall be very glad to do all we can either as
man to man or as man and priest; but as the conductor
of the "Picture in the Pulpit" our only concern is to assist
them in using the pictures so that they can themselves live
up to their own professions and aid others in doing the same.
Consequently
what little
we ourselves
believe
or what
don't
believe
is of very
consequence
in this
place,we and
at
present we see no reason why we should break silence on
the subject further than to say that we believe there is a
proper Sunday use for the pictures and that we shall have
no hesitation in so using them whenever the need or opportunity arises.
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As we said in a former i--uc, the pictures are morally
when they are used in the right way and at the right
time, and they are morally bad when they are used in the
wrong way and at the wrong time. What these right and
wrong times and ways are, eaeli man nuist settle tor himself in accordance with th<
nscience
and the beliefs he professes; all that we can tell him here is:
Obey your conscienee and live tip to your belief in order
to please God and not yourself and sooner or later in <time and in God's way you will find out what is true and
what is false on the subject tor yourself.
The "Pulpit's" Point of View.
To sum up: the "Picture and the Pulpit" is no more the
place for us to try to foist on our readers our own individual
opinions, never mind how true and important we believe
they are, than is a church pulpit the place to advocate the
platform and principles of a particular political party. No
preacher, whatever his rights are as a man, has any right
as a church official to tell you whom you ought to vote for;
but it is his business to tell you how you ought to vote and
to help you make your own decision in accordance with
what you yourself believe to be right or wrong on the subject. For the same reason, while we have no busines
use this department as a means of persuading you to keep
Sunday according to our own way of thinking; it is our
duty, as well as our privilege and pleasure to help you
make up your own minds as to how Sunday ought to be
kept in accordance with your own principles of right and
wrong. This doesn't mean that we believe The World has
been wrong in printing editorials and articles on the Sunday
question in other parts of the paper, because we don't believe anything of the kind.
In its editorials, The World is looking at the question
from the general point of view of a trade paper; in its special and department articles, it is looking at it from the
viewpoint of the special writer or of the department. The
tradesman, the advertiser, the educationalist, each looks at
the question as it affects him; the "Picture in the Pulpit"
looks at it as it affects God and man's relation to God, in
other words, from the moral point of view. We are therefore concerned not with any particular observance of the
day, but with having it observed in accordance with the
fundamental principles and universal laws that govern the
relations of God and man. A knowledge of these laws is
entirely independent of a man's denominational belief, they
are a, part of his make-up and constitute his religious nature.
Even when he can't put the laws into words and tell you
what
they are,
his conscience,
he hasn't
abusedthem;
it, tells
him when
he obeys
them and ifwhen
he breaks
as
conductor of the "Picture in the Pulpit" we are trying to
aid men in training their conscience to judge aright all the
time, and to help them to live up to what it tells them to do.
Laws and Law.
Consequently we have no business here to take sides either
for
against
any of the
man orand
a clergyman
we particular
have the "Sunday
right to laws."
advocateAs ora
attack any or all of these and we do so whenever the occasion demands. These laws are legislative enactments made
by man; they are human laws and they may be right or
wrong, better or worse; if they don't suit, or if they prove
vicious, men can and have the right to repeal them and
substitute others in their place. That is a point for men
to decide for themselves and the only thing we can do to
help them is assist them in making up their minds in accordance with the dictates of their conscience and the universal principles of right and wrong, in other words tell
them how they ought to do it, not tell them what to do.
Here we are not concerned with human laws, but with moral
laws and divine laws that are of universal application. We
are dealing with the fundamental principles common to and
binding on all men. We are advocating the observance of
law, not of particular laws. No man has a right to break
the law. although it is his bounden duty to break any particular laws that bid him do what is wrong. The early
Christians broke the state-made law about worshiping idols;
but they were law abiding. They submitted voluntarily
and quietly to the penalties imposed by the state for such
infraction. This was because the law must be obeyed and
law (not particular laws) is divine, not human. If any legislative enactment orders you to do what your conscience
tells you is morally wrong, then by all that is good and
holy, break it and willingly and cheerfully pay your fine or
go to jail or even be hung or shot or electrocuted; but if it
doesn't tell you to do what is morally wrong, then see that
you obey it yourself and by every means in your power see
that everybody else does the same.
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The Sunday Laws.
Accordingly, therefore, if the Sunday laws on the statute
books of the different states and towns bid you do anything your conscience tells you you oughn't to do, evade or
break the law every time the occasion arises; but we are
bound to say, frankly and emphatically, that we know of
no Sunday law in existence that does tell us to do what
is wrong. They confine themselves to forbidding us to
exercise our rights and privileges of doing certain things,
all right and proper in themselves, at a particular time,
namely, on Sunday. Consequently the Sunday laws simply
say Sunday is the wrong time to do certain things. No
man in his senses will deny that this is good moral law.
Every one is agreed that Sunday is not the same as the
other days in the week and that it should be observed in a
different manner. Men do differ, however, as to their particular reasons for believing Sunday is not like other days
and as to the particular things that ought or ought not to
be done on that day. Therefore there is no question but
that the Sunday laws as long as they are in force ought
to be obeyed; it is simply a question as to whether those
laws tells us the proper things to do or not to do. If you
think the laws forbid your doing what it is all right and
proper
do, don't
keeptime
it;
enforce for
the you
law to
as hard
as youbreak
can the
and law,
at thebutsame
agitate for its repeal and its replacement by another law
that will let you do the things your conscience tells you are
permissible. Whenever and wherever the Sunday laws
forbid the showing of moving pictures on Sunday, that
time and that place are the wrong time and the wrong place
to show them; and in accordance with the principle we laid
down above if you show them under those circumstances,
you are there and then making the pictures morally bad
and vicious, because you are simply using them as a means
of becoming a law-breaker, and law-breaking is wrong.
The early Christians broke the law of man in order that
they might keep the higher law of God, which commanded
"Thou shalt have none other gods but Me," but in the case
of the pictures we have no such excuse. On the contrary,
when we break the man-made Sunday laws, which do not
command us to do something wrong, we are also breaking
the divine law which says, "The powers that be are ordained of God; whosoever therefore resisteth the power,
resisteth the ordinance of God." Consequently, whatever
you do, keep the law until it be changed.
Meanwhile.
Until the Sunday laws are changed remember that the
way to put to silence the ignorance of foolish men is not
by arrogantly breaking the laws and willfully going our own
gait, but by well doing, that is by upholding with every
means in our power the sanctity of law and convincing
such persons, not by argument, but by the force of our
example as we live up to what we believe to be true and
right, that our way of thinking is truer and nobler than
theirs; and when they find that our beliefs enable us to
lead higher and holier lives than theirs, there will be no
difficulty in getting them to see also that our way of wanting to keep Sunday is better than theirs. Meanwhile there
are many ways in which the picture can be used on Sunday
that does not come into conflict with the obnoxious statutes and by using them in these ways we can give others
an object lesson on their real goodness and moral value
that coupled with our law-abiding example will be more
convincing than anything else we can do, because it will
be using the pictures in the right way, at the right time.
AMERICAN

FILM

COMPANY AT SANTA BARBARA,
CAL.
Mr. William J. Bauman, one of the producers at the Chicago studio, and Mr. Omer F. Doud, editor-in-chief of the
scenario department, have been transferred to the coast.
The future plans of the company are closely guarded, but
from the activities encountered, both at Chicago and Santa
Barbara, it is evident that "something big will soon be
off."S. Hutchinson, president of the American Film
pulled
Mr. S.
Manufacturing Company, who has been on the coast for the
past month, has engaged an additional company to operate
at that point. It is believed that the increased operations at
the Coast studios will mean that Warren J. Kerrigan, the
handsome leading man, will be seen in other than Western
plays. During the past two years Mr. Kerrigan has only
appeared in the wild and woolley West plays. Mr. Hutchinson spent considerable time in Los Angeles and it is understood that plans are being perfected for the erection of large
laboratories and granite and glass studios.

WORLD

ANOTHER
MAX
FILM.
Max Linder, the popular comedian, appears in another uproariouslybefunny released
C. G. P. onC. December
skit, entitled
The film will
6th. "An Escape of Gas."
Aimee Rosette, a beautiful young woman, promenading with
her father, strikes the fancy of the heart-free Max. He follows the couple, but his efforts to speak to the girl meet with
a cold reception. They enter their home and Max lingers at
the door. While he is arranging a plan of campaign, a gasman enters the scene with a ladder and a kit of tools. He has
been sent to repair a gas leak in the Rosette apartments. For
a consideration the gasman exchanges positions with Max.
Max has some difficulty carrying the ladder up stairs, but he
manages.
Once in the house he lays siege to the girl's heart

Scene from "An Escape of Gas" (C. G. P. C).
Her father insists that he do his work, and in a quandary Max
starts operations By tapping the wall rather heavily. His hammer connects once too often with the water pipe and a fine
stream issues forth. Covering the break with a tapestry cushion
Max calls for help. The adored young lady enters the room.
Max, rushing to declare his love, leaves the leak unguarded
and before he can get back both he and Aimee are drenched.
As Mr. Rosette enters very angry the stream gets beyond controlanceuntil
he, him
too, is
water-soaked.
goes and
to Max's
to help
prevent
a further Heshower
Max assistleaves
the job entirely to him while he proposes to the girl. Every
time the father makes an attempt to attack Max the water calls
him back to his duty and keeps him there until Max and the
girl have agreed that they are in love with each other.
The film affords many opportunities for a good comedian
and, of course, the part is well taken care of when Max plays
the lead. It will be released on December 6th.
KINOGRAPH
SELLS MORE TERRITORY.
Through the agency of the Pan-American Trading Company
the Kinograph Company of America has disposed of its product
in Brazil and Argentina for the coming year. The Kinograph
Company also has sold Canada and the remaining Southern
states, those east of the Mississippi, for the same period. This
practically closes out the territory in this country. The office
of the Kinograph will be the New York headquarters of the
Hagenbeck Wallace Spectacular, the title of a new five-reel
review of a great circus. Twenty-one thousand feet of film
were taken, and it was then cut to the present length. It is
the intention at present to rent these films, and not to dispose
of them on the states rights plan. They will be ready on December 16. In billing this feature there will be something new
in the way of advertising, as it is stated that there will be
eighty-five different sizes and kinds of paper, ranging from a
quarter sheet to thirty-six-sheet stands.
H. A. SPANUTH HAS NEW FILM.
H. A. Spanuth announces that he has taken the agency for
Canada and the United States for the Cossack films, a brand
from Russia, the first, as a matter of fact, from that country to
be put on the market in the United States. The film will be of
the feature sort, of two and three reels, to be released every
fortnight, and probably later on every week. The Cossack
will
through
the new will
Feature
It is release
said that
the pictures
make Manufacturers'
especial appeal Association.
to those of
the Jewish race.
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Manufacturers Advance Notes
'•BIG ROCK'S LAST STAND" (ioi-Bison).
THOSE tures
who
havemuch
a fondness
picwill find
in these for
two Indian-military
reels to book their
attention. Those who are indifferent to this class of
pictures will be interested in "Big Rock's Last Stand."
When we find a drama staged in an interesting and a pretty
country and conveyed to us through the medium of excellent photography, the director who produces the picture has
fought half of his battle. This story was written by Richard
Willis, of the Universal staff. Frank E. Montgomery made
it. Mona Darkfeather is in it. She is as usual — seriousfaced, alert. Fortunate indeed is the producer who has the
assistance of such undoubted native talent as is possessed
by this talented native. William Bertram makes a real thrill
when as Big Rock, the captured chief, he does a rear vault
to the back of a horse and renders insensible the mounted
sentry. The movement is cat-like and Indian-like. Art
Ortego, as Eagle Eye, is the second Indian listed in the
cast. His work is first-class. Virginia Chester is also
placed with the Indians and has the role of Peach Blossom,
the squaw of Eagle Eye. Roy Watson has the part of
Johnson, the brutal trapper, and Jane Keckley that of Mrs.
Johnson.

a knife and plunges it into her own breast.
She creates a
situation and competently sustains it. 1 he end i- dramatic.
"THE HEART OF A SOLDIER" (American).
A beautiful drama with a patriotic pathos taken from life
and told in such perfectly natural sequence that every foot
of it is bound to inspire the audiei

Scene from "The Heart of a Soldier" (American).
The excellent photographic quality and perfect dramatization are especially commendable. It will be released December 14th. Wm. Lee, the producer, shows marked ability
in this production.
A MINING

Scene from "Big Rock's Last Stand" (ioi-Bison).
There are many Indians in the drama. Some of the scenes
are particularly picturesque, such, for instance, as when the
troop of cavalry is seen at a distance, traveling rapidly in
single file, or when the Indians, warned of the approach of
the soldiers, all ride out of camp.
The story is a repetition of history — of the Indians and
whites living in peace until one of the whites commits an
overt act, which arouses the redmen. In this case Johnson,
the trapper, finds Peach Blossom out in the fields gathering
herbs and kidnaps her. The girl sees the Indians, out on a
hunt, calls to them, the trapper throws her to the ground,
and
Eye, is
in carried
revenge,to goes
to Johnson's
cabinthen
and escapes.
takes his Eagle
boy, who
the Indian
camp
and turned over to Mona. She becomes a little mother to
the child, refusing to permit others to touch him.
Mrs. Johnson, discovering the loss of the boy, rides to
the fort and informs the commander. He orders out a troop.
When the Indians hear of the approach of the soldiers they
break camp and take up a position in what seems a very
poor tactical position in a hollow, where the soldiers can
not only shoot down into them, but roll rocks among them.
The Indians are captured and lodged in the stockade.
Big Rock and Dark Feather scale the fence. Big Rock
steals up behind the sentry, throws him to the ground and
with Mona gets away. The soldiers pursue. The chief, exhausted, is overtaken and shot.
The Indian woman draws

FEATURE

FOR

INTERNATIONAL.

Albert W. Hale is up in the mountains of Pennsylvania
with a company of players, making a three-reel mining picture for the International Feature Film Company. Joe
Graybill, formerly of Biograph stock, is playing the juvenile lead, and Miss Wedgwood, the only woman who ever
drove a car in a Vanderbilt Cup race, is taking the ingenue
role. The drama will be of the spectacular order.
EDITORIAL KIND TO "BETHLEHEM."
Never has a daily newspaper printed a more appreciative
editorial on motion pictures than did the New Rochelle
Evening Standard on November 20th. While New Rochelle
is the city wherein the Thanhouser studio is located, and
the picture commented on was a Thanhouser release, it will
be readily perceived from the straightforward style of the
article that all thought of closeness of the Thanhouser studio
was forgotten.
The editorial follows:
"Even those who witnessed the private production of 'The
Star of Bethlehem,' which the Thanhouser Film Corporation
regards as its crowning achievement, and received such a
highly favorable impression of the motion picture as an
educational force, do not fully comprehend the time, expense
and people required for its presentation. For this production 200 people were required, a month was consumed in
its preparation, and $8,000 expended before the picture was
run off yesterday afternoon. It was a remarkable representation of historic events fraught with great interest to
the Christian world. The characters, customs and dress of
the large numbers of people acting the scenes were required
to be carefully studied, in order that the representation
should be kept as close to the biblical narrative and tradition
as possible.
Probably only those charged with the supervi-
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sion of a production of t li i-, magnitude realize the labor and
painstaking care required. Few realize, also, the extent to
which this form of entertainment and instruction, although
in its infancy, lias reached. Outside of the press it has
become, doubtless, the greatest educational force, for good
or ill, in existence. The motion picture is instructing as
well ah entertaining) in which respect it differs from the
stage, which enters the domain of instruction only in a
slight degree. Like the newspaper, its mission is the daily
dissemination of that which entertains and instructs. Both
are great educational agencies, and the influence that each
exerts depends upon the character and purpose of those
responsible for their conduct. The character of motion pictures is undergoing a change. Their standard is being raised.
The newspaper has relegated the lecture platform to the
past, and the motion
picture, a more
advanced
form of

Scene from "The Star of Bethlehem"
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"BRONCHO BILLY'S LOVE AFFAIR"
(Essanay).
Mr. G. M. Anderson certainly shows his ability as an actor
of merit in this production, portraying the role of "Broncho
Billy," his world wide character creation.
The plot in this remarkable story is gripping, and the
manner in which it is enacted is excellent. Winnie Allen,
a pretty Western girl, is loved by Dan Wild, whose father
owns the Circle C ranch. Broncho Billy, foreman of the
Circle C, also loves Winnie and she favors his suit. Knowing
this, and to make his way clear, Dan persuades his father
to discharge Broncho. Broncho is unable to learn the cause
of his dismissal from Wild. Dan now manages to secure
Winnie's engagement ring from her room, forges a note in
her writing, telling Broncho she is returning the ring because
he has been discharged for dissipation, then pins the note
and ring to the door of Broncho's shack.
Broncho finds it

(Thanhouser).

kindergarten teaching, is to share with it, to a certain
extent, the obligation of public instruction. It is an up-todate improvement on the stereopticon of boyhood days.
There is no country too cold, none too hot, none too far
away, and no obstacles too insuperable for the motion picture man and his camera. The schools, and even the
churches, are utilizing it for the wholesome entertainment
and instruction of their charges. This has been brought
about largely through wholesome censorship and a demand
from parents and teachers for a higher class of production.
It would be invidious in this connection, to make comparisons, to say that the Thanhouser productions have been of
a comparatively high grade during the evolution of the
motion picture, and it is said that there has been no severer
critic of reels offered for approval than Mr. Thanhouser
himself. That is why the patriotic New Rochellean always
feels proud of the fact, whenever he sees a Thanhouser
picture, that it is 'made in New Rochelle.' "
MARSON

PICTURE

COMPANY.

R. D. Marson, until very recently branch manager of the
General Film Company at Boston, Mass., has organized the
R. D. Marson Motion Picture Company, which will be located at 507 Washington Street, Boston, Mass., to deal in
exclusive features, machines and all kinds of supplies, and
to conduct a general repair business for picture men. In
the feature service Mr. Marson promises three exclusive
features of the highest quality. A repair shop with adequate
facilities will be something new for Boston, and Mr. Marson
will supply a long felt want in this respect.
Mr. the
Marson's
from to
thecome
General
Film front
Company
was
signal resignation
for his friends
to the
with
marked appreciation. He was summoned by a large assemblage of theater managers, who presented him with a substantial certified check and their best wishes. Later the employees of the General Film Company presented him with
a gold watch of elegant design, suitably engraved. Commenting upon these events, Mr. Marson declared that he
did not know he had so many friends in the trade.
Mr. Marson went to Boston several years ago to open an
exchange for George Kleine. When the General Film Co.
commenced business, the Howard and Kleine exchanges in
Boston were the first to come under the new company's
control, and Mr. Marson was the first branch manager to
be appointed.

Scene from "Broncho Billy's Love Affair" (Essanay).
and, unsuspicious of the trickery employed, leaves the country.
Years later, young Wild, now a dissipated ruffian, is married
to Winnie. Taking her meagre earnings, he goes to the town
hall, becomes involved in an argument and kills one of the
punchers. Broncho Billy now sheriff, is advised of the shooting and immediately starts out to find Wild. Mortally
wounded Wild staggers back to the shack, and gasps out
his story to Winnie who does everything possible to alleviate
his suffering. Tracking Wild to the shack, Broncho recognizes Winnie. Realizing dea^h is upon him, Wild makes a
clear and full confession of the despicable way in which he
won
Winnie
his dies.
wife, secures Broncho's promise to care
for her
alwaysforand
The dominant personality he has given his world wide
character creation of Broncho Billy has made Mr. G. M.
Anderson a great favorite in motion pictures and his splendid
portrayal of his character in this story will only insure popularity with the hosts of his admirers. Evelyn Selbie portrays
the part of Winnie charmingly and Brinsley Shaw gives
his customary finished study of the dissolute Wild. This
film is booked for release Saturday, Dec. 7th.
OPENS

NEW

PICTURE

HOUSE.

Messrs. Manley and Roxberry, former proprietors of the
Bijou moving picture theater of Chatauqua, Pa., have built
and opened a $7,500 picture house in that city. The managers
say that it is one of the prettiest little picture houses in the
Lehigh Valley, and has a seating capacity of 400. The managers intend to run light vaudeville every now and then and
played to 2,000 people the first night the place opened. Business continues to be good.
KIMBALL

BUILDING
TO
PICTURE

BE
CONVERTED
HOUSE.

INTO

Mr. Henry Goldman, who operates three moving picture
houses in the city of Green Bay, Wis., has leased the building
owned by Charles T. Kimball in North Washington Street
and announces that it is his intention to convert it into another picture theater. Mr. Goldman has leased the building
for fifteen years and the transformation will begin about the
middle of December. It is expected that the place will be
ready for the public some time in February, 1913.
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"Life in Kiavi! Circus"
(Great Northern).
u I D Vt W
Sn rin n BUSH.
Till', corned] oi the circus and its tragedy with all the mysterioua glamor, which still hedges about the sawdusted
arena is to be found in tins two reel feature and it is
all mixed in prpper proportion. The circus is at mice the oldest
and the youngest of amusements, it drew its millions in the
days "I the Coliseum and it still has power to charm our
modem aiidien.es ill the city and m the country, In other words
it is sure of a welcome, at all times and places
"The elephant goes 'round and 'round
\nd the band begins to play."
"Life in a Circus" as produced by the Great Northern Company in two reels shows again the infinite variety of the motion
picture. Ii we spent a week at the circus we could not get
an) more ol those pleasant and sometimes prickly and creeping
sensations which we enjoyed so much when the lure of the

WORLD

I he most thrilling of all ih' adventun
in these two thou
huge
python, its wanderings through the .neus into the quarters
of the performers, its intr
the little
child lies sleeping and the r<
the threatening cods of the monster
ence.
thoughtless of all sa>
ement
and the Scenes in the quarters
.11 is
repressed anxiety .md feverish i
brought out with
consummate ^kill in these pictures and cannot fail
I the
A word is m order too about the au
a the
picture.
It is a very large audience
and n
i exactly
like a real audience
Indeed the audience
i
the finest
things about this feature, so rich in fine things. The acting
merits high praise throughout, hut the heroine, who plays the
part of the rope dancer IS surely entitled to more than passing
notice. She has a most charming personality, very sweet and
womanly and she plays her part with uncommon cleverness and
understanding.
The

photography
is beyond
all praise, here ami there the
out with stereoscopic distinctness
"Life in a
Circus," as presented in these reel-, is bound to be popular
with any and every audience. It pleases the eye from the first
scene to the last, keeps our curiosity in constant questioning
suspense and makes us regret that
longer. In these days oi spurious
ing to see a genuine feature, which
audience by being markedly better
COLES

WITH

PRECISION

the "circus"
I last
feature films it is refreshkeeps its promise to the
than the average release.
MACHINE

CO.

Mr. H. B. Coles, who has been connected with the Nicholas Power Company for the past five years, has resigned
his position with that company, to take the office of general
manager of the Precision Machine Company, makers of the

Scene from "Life in a Circus" (Great Northern).
white tents drew us from the schoolhouse. It is at once apparent to the spectator that considerable time, skill and money
were spent in the making of this feature. The plot is of
the slenderest and we are glad of it, for it enables us to give
full attention to the magnificent performances in the arena.
Is it possible, we ask in delighted wonder, that a man will
dare what this tamer of lions and tigers dares? He looks to
the audience as if he were flirting with the jaws of death,
very aptly symbolized by the jaws of two fierce lions. No
finer speciments of these kings of the desert were ever seen

Scene from "Life in a Circus" (Great Northern).
anywhere and making them do their prettiest in a small iron
cage looks like the most dangerous of sports. In one scene
the brave tamer throws a dozen lions and tigers to the ground
as if they were so many harmless kittens and then jumps upon
this perilous animated rug of wild beasts as if it were the
most common thine; in the world. There are most daring feats
upon the trapeze; all of it done by professional athletes. One
rarely sees such exhibitions of strength and gracefulness.

MR.

H. B. COLES.

Simplex projecting machine. Mr. Coles entered upon the
duties of his new position on Monday, November 25th. His
wide experience and knowledge of the machine busine-s
should be of incalculable value to the Precision company.
The Moving Picture Wo.ld wishes him success in his new
field.
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ONE

"i the latest deals in the film world is the engagement of Marion Leonard by the Monopol Film Company. This bright particular star has been engaged
by the Monopol people for what is perhaps the largest salary
ever paid to a moving picture star. Her salary is said to be
$i,ooo per week. Her work will be done under the direction
of Mr. Stanner E. V. Taylor, the well-known producer, formerly of the Gem, Rex, Reliance and Biograph companies.
Mr. Taylor recruited a company of twenty competent actors
and actresses, cameramen and laboratory workers, and on
Sunday morning, November. 24th, the entire company departed by train for Los Angeles. The company left the
Lackawanna depot by special train, attached to which were
two baggage cars tightly packed with picture-making paraphernalia costing many thousands of dollars. In the equipment was a complete set of Aristos Quartz lights, scenery,
furniture, costumes, laboratory material and other equipment. On either side of the cars were posted long streamers
bearing the name of Marion Leonard and the Monopol Film
Company, to remain on the cars until the company reaches
California.

WORLD

Los Angeles, Cal., The Moving Picture World is in receipt
of a check for $100 from Nicholas Power, president of the
Nicholas Power Company, which was accompanied by the
following letter:
New

York,

Nov. 25,

1912.

Editor The Movinc Picture World,
Dear Sir: We learn with regret the misfortune that has come to William
Paley, who has been so long and favorably known to the moving picture
world.
We heartily agree with the sentiment expressed by you and we take great
pleasure in inclosing you check which we would ask you to kindly have forwarded to Mr. Paley at once. We would be glad to see a fund established
for the relief of one so worthy and we would suggest thatYours
you dotruly,
all possible toward bringing it about.
Nicholas Power, President.

Nicholas Power Company.

Supplementing the liberal donation of the Nicholas Power
Company, The Moving Picture World has sent a check for
$25Others
drawn who
to Mr.
Paley's order.
are disposed
to render assistance to Mr. Paley
may send their contributions to The World, with the assur.ance that they will be forwarded promptly. It is not likely
that a great sum will be needed to put this old veteran on
his feet again, but prompt assistance is the kind needed just
now.
Who will help boost the Paley relief fund?
Nicholas
Moving

Power
Picture

HAL

Company
World

WILSON

$100.00
25.00

LEAVES

VITAGRAPH.

It was with much regret that members of the Vitagraph
Company said good-bye to their long-time associate, Mr.
Harold Wilson, who recently left the company. Mr. Wilson
was one of the early members of the Vitagraph Company and
has always been one of the most popular men there, in a
quiet, unassuming way. There are few better character actors
than Hal Wilson. His work as "The Blind Miner" was a masterpiece. Mr. Wilson is at present considering several
offers. He desires us to state that any letters will reach
him at the Screen Club.
A PRINTER'S ERROR.
In the General Film Company's advertisement published
on pages 850 and 851 of last week's issue, the printer gave
the release date of the Lubin two-reel special subject entitled, "The Crooked Path," as being on December 3rd. The
date should have been December 13th, the "one" dropping
out when the form was being lifted to the press.
WILL SMITH JOINS THE NICHOLAS POWER CO.
Mr. Will C. Smif5i has associated himself with this concern
as assistant general manager, and Mr. L. W. Atwater has
been appointed sales manager, in place of Mr. H. B. Coles,
resigned. Mr. Smith has had a long experience as an operator
and dealer and is especially well qualified for the position to
which he has been appointe'd.
J. H. Hallberg reports the sale of Simplex M. P. Machine
with Hallberg Economizer and all supplies to the East Islip
Amusement Company, East Islip, N. Y. One Simplex M. P.
Machine to Criterion Theater, Rutherford, N. J. Power's No.
6A to W. R. Lusher, 828 Coney Island Ave., Brooklyn, Power's
No. 6 and full line of supplies to new Halsey Theater, Broadway and Halsey Street, Brooklyn.

MISS

MARION

LEONARD.

Before leaving New York, Mr. Taylor made arrangements
with the authors'of thirty of the most successful dramas of
the pas* icw years. All of these are copyrighted plays, and
main of them are still being played by road companies. All
of the Marion Leonard productions will be of 3,000 feet or
more in length, and will be put out as features at the rate
Of two a month by the Monopol Film Company. These
Miss Leonard's
all suited tobeauty.
playsheraiecharacteristic
romantic
be of thepersonality
They willwinsome
and
begun immediately
be
will
costume type. These productions
upon the arrival of the company at Los Vngeles. The erection 0!' the studio will be commenced at once, and will progress while the company is working in the open. This
venture is backed by unlimited capital, and no expense will
be spared to make the productions the very best in which
Leonard has ever appeared.
Marion

WILLIAM

PALEY RELIEF FUND.
for aid for the veteran picture
appeal
In response to the
-man, William Paley, who is now seriously incapacitated at

Scene at Lackawanna

Station
Upon Departure of Monopol
Company.
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Calendar of Licensed Releases.
Advance Releases.

Current Releases.

MONDAY,

MONDAY,
DECEMBER
2nd, 1912.
BIOGRAPH— Brutality
(Drama)
CINES — At Napoleon's Command (Drama; 2 reels; Spe.)
EDISON — The
New
Squire
(Drama)
KALEM — The Farm Bully (Drama)
LUBIN— By the Sea (Drama)
PATHE— Pathe's Weekly No. 49 (Topical)
SELIG — The Fire Cop (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— The Absent-Minded
Valet
(Comedy) ..
TUESDAY,

DECEMBER

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

3rd, 1912.

CINES — The Ancient Town of Mari (Scenic)
300
CINES — Up Against It (Comedy)
700
C. G. P. C. — The Electric Laundry (Comedy)
C. G. P. C. — Paris and Its Monuments (Scenic)
EDISON — A Dollar Saved Is a Dollar Earned (Drama). 1000
ESSANAY — Western Girls (Drama)
1000
LUBIN — Struggle of Hearts (Drama)
1000
SELIG — The Mantle of Red Evans (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— The Scoop (Comedy-Drama)
WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

4th, 1912.

ECLIPSE — Wrongly Accused
(Drama)
1000
EDISON— The Latest Addition to the U. S. Navy (Top.) 1000
EDISON — The Winking Parson (Comedy)
400
ESSANAY — Almost a Man (Comedy)
1000
KALEM — A Daughter's Sacrifice (Drama)
1000
PATHE— His Little Indian Model (Drama)
SELIG — When
Helen Was Elected
(Comedy)
1000
VITAGRAPH — The Curio Hunters (Comedy)
1000
THURSDAY,

DECEMBER

5th, 1912,

BIOGRAPH— The New York Hat (Comedy-Drama)...
ESSANAY — Football Days at Cornell (Educational) ....
LUBIN — Twixt Love and Ambition (Drama)
MELIES — The Sheriff Pro-Tern (Drama)
PATHE — A Tenacious Lover (Comedy)
SELIG — A Freight Train Drama (Drama)
VITAGRAPH — Mrs. Lirriper's Legacy (Drama)
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6th, 1912.

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

C. G. P. C. — The Escape of Gas (Comedy)
C. G. P. C. — The Octopus (Natural Science)
EDISON — A Forest Fire (Educational)
1000
ESSANAY — The Supreme Test (Drama)
1000
KALEM — A California Snipe Hunt (Comedy)
KALEM — Something Wrong with Bessie (Comedy)....
LUBIN— Locked Out (Comedy)
LUBIN— His Father's Choice (Comedy)
SELIG — John Colter's Escape (Drama)
SELIG — A Question of Hair (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— Too Many Caseys (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— Cork and Vicinity (Scenic)
VITAGRAPH — The Dawning (2 reels; Drama; Special) .2000
SATURDAY,

DECEMBER

9th,

1912.

CINES — Trapping the Conspirators
(Drama)
EDISON — A Christmas Accident (Drama) . . . ;
ESSANAY— Alkali Ike's Motorcycle
(Comedy)
KALEM — Ireland, the Oppressed (Drama)
LUBIN — When Love Leads (Drama)
PATHE — The Rise and Fall of Mickey Mahone (Com.)
PATHE — Reindeer Hunting in Norway (Scenic)
VITAGRAPH— The Dandy; or, Mr. Dawson Turns the
Tables
(Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— All For a Girl (Comedy)

7th, 1912.

CINES — Because of a Widow (Comedy)
1000
EDISON — His Mother's Hope
(Drama)
1000
ESSANAY — Broncho Billy's Love Affair (Drama)
1000
KALEM — The Driver of the Deadwood Coach (Drama)
LUBIN — A Soldier's Furlough
(Drama)
1000
PATHE— The
Spendthrift's
Reform
(Drama)
VITAGRAPH — The Awakening of Bianca (Drama)
...1000

EXHIBITORS— TAKE

DECEMBER

GRAPH— Jinx's Birthday Pari
1
edy)
BK (GRAPH
She [a a Pippin (( omedy)
EDISON— Saving the Game (Drama)
600
EDISON
Harnessing a Mountain Stream (Edu.)
400
KALEM— A Race with Tunc
(Dram..)
KALEM — Conway, the Kerry Dancer (Dancing)
LUBIN
-A Lucky
Fall (Drama)
1000
PATHE— Pathe's Weekly No. 50 (Topical 1
1000
HE — Harem Captives (2 Reels — Special — Drama;..
SELIG — The Vintage of Fate (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— The Signal of Distress (Drama)
1000
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10th, i9I2.
CINES — Picturesque Italian Scenes
(Scenic)
650
CINES — The "Lion Tonic"
(Comedy)
350
C. G. P. C. — A Marked Man (Drama)
1000
EDISON — Annie
Crawls
Upstairs
(Drama)
1000
ESSANAY — The Shadow of the Cross (Drama)
1000
LUBIN — The Wonderful One-Horse Shay (Drama)
...1000
SELIG — The Ranger and His Horse (Drama;
1000
VITAGRAPH— Doctor Bridget (Comedy)
1000
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER
nth, 1912.
ECLIPSE — The Manchester Ship Canal, England (Sc.) 400
ECLIPSE— Just Missed Hjm (Comedy)
600
ECLIPSE — Glimpses of Balkan War Territory (Top.)..
EDISON — A Sunday Afternoon in Rural England (Sc.)iooo
ESSANAY — Time
Flies (Comedy)
1000
KALEM — Toll Gate Raiders (Drama)
1000
PATHE— Fate's Decree (Drama)
SELIG — The Girl of the Mountains (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Natoosa (Drama)
1000
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12th, 1912.
BIOGRAPH— My Hero (Drama)
ESSANAY— The Prospector (Drama)
1000
LUBIN— Kitty and the Bandits (Drama)
1000
MELIES — The
Castaway
(Drama)
1000
PATHE — The Compact (Drama)
SELIG — The God of Gold (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Adam and Eve (Drama)
1000
FRIDAY, DECEMBER
13th, 1912.
C. G. P. C. — The Capture of Mr. Softly Beatit (Comedy)
C. G. P. C. — The Apple Industry in Washington
(Edu.;
C. G. P. C. — Lisbon and Oporto (Scenic)
EDISOX — Fog (Drama)
1000
ESSANAY — The Error of Omission (Educational)
1000
KALEM — The Mummy and the Cowpunchers (Comedy)
KALEM — Strange
Places
and Quaint
People
in New
York (Scenic)
LUBIN— Buster and the Cannibal's Child (Drama)
LUBIN— His First Skate (Comedv)
LUBIN — The Crooked Path
(Special — 2 Reels — Drama)2000
SELIG — A Near-Sighted Cupid (Comedy)
SELIG — In a Japanese Garden (Scenic)
VITAGRAPH— The Song of the Shell (Drama)
1000
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14th, 1912.

N OT I CE— I M PO RTAN

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

T

Beginning with releases of Nov. 18th, we will sell (brand new, of course, as we handle
absolutely no second-hand junk) all Kalem and Lubin 1 sheets at 10c. each; 3 sheets,
35c. each,
and 6 sheets,
65c. each.
All other licensed
1 sheets
15c, as before

Photoplayers
Post Cards
Poster Frames
Wrlte'for
CatalogueFree

Photos 1 1 x 14—24 Licensed Stars

-

Posters 28 x 42 — 10 Licensed Stars
40 Licensed Stars and 25 Independent Stars.
For

three-sheet boards, with space

-

.

in centre

...
-

Quality and Finish superior to any ever sold
for

one-sheet

EXHIBITORS
30 UNION

-

...

SQUARE,

posters.

•

•

$2.00 a dozen prepaid
$1.50 for entire set prepaid

$4.00 per 1000.

Different Colors, Designs and Wordings.
Assorted;

SPECIALTY

NEW

-

*222E5&£

YORK

CO

AND

Any assortment

10 for $1.20 prepaid

Pre$. and Qeneral
ARTHUR
D. JACOBS.

Mgr.
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Calendar of Independent Releases.
Current

Releases.

SUNDAY, DECEMBER ist, 1912.
REX— A Heart Reclaimed
(Drama)
CRYSTAL— Locked Out (Comedy)
CRYSTAL— A Picnic in Dakota (Comedy)
ECLAIR— At the Flame, the Butterfly Burnt Its Wings
(Drama)
•
MONDAY, DECEMBER 2nd, 1912.
NESTOR — Romance and Reality (Drama)
IMP — No Greater Love (Drama)
CHAMPION— Billy Jones of New York (Com.-Dr.)
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3rd, 1912.
BISON — Big Rock's Last Stand (Two-reel Drama)
GEM — Apartment No. 13 (Comedy)
•
ECLAIR — Bonnie, Bonnie Banks of Loch Lomond (Dr.)
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4th, 1912.
NESTOR— The Silent Call (Drama)
POWERS— An Energetic Member
of the S. P. C. A.
(Comedy)
■
AMBROSIO — The Inseparable Friends (Comedy)
AMBROSIO— Plenty of Good Lungs (Comedy)
UNIVERSAL— The Animated Weekly No. 39 (Topical)...
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5th, 1912.
IMP — Through Shadowed Vales (Drama)
REX — Paul and Virginia (Two-reel Drama)
ECLAIR— Dick's Wife (Comedy)
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6th, 1912.
NESTOR— Brides and Bridles (Comedy)
NESTOR-^Almost a Suicide (Comedy)....POWERS— When the Sphinx Spoke (Comedy)
POWERS— Waterfalls of California (Scenic)
VICTOR — The Foolishness of Oliver (Comedy)
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7th, 1912.
BISON — The Rights of a Savage (Drama)
IMP — A Trip Through the Cincinnati Zoo (Nat. Hist.)
IMP— An Election Bet (Comedy)
MILANO — Diamond Cut Diamond (Two-reel Drama)

Advance Releases.
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 8th, 1912.
REX— The Wheel of Destiny (Drama)
CRYSTAL— A Tangled Marriage (Comedy)
CRYSTAL— The Black Prince (Comedy)
ECLAIR— The Fly (Educational)
ECLAIR— The Mender, the Pipe and the Vase (Com.)..
MONDAY, DECEMBER 9th, 1912.
IMP— The World- Weary Man (Drama)
NESTOR— Beauty Takes a Tramp (Comedy)
CHAMPION — The Honeymooners (Comedy)
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10th, 1912.
GEM — The Awakening of John Bridd (Drama)
BISON— A Four-Footed Hero (2 Reels— Drama)
ECLAIR— The Black Sheep (Drama)
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER nth, 1912.
NESTOR— Home and Mother (Drama)
POWERS — The Petticoat Detective (Comedy)
POWERS— The Last Quest (Drama)
FRONTIER— The Goat Girl of Bear Canyon (Drama).
UNIVERSAL— The Animated Weekly, No. 40 (Topical)
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12th, 1912.
IMP — Lass o' the Light (Drama)
REX— To the City (Drama)
ECLAIR— The Poisoned Pool (Drama)
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13th, 1912.
NESTOR— The Mountain Girl's Self-Sacrifice (Drama).
POWERS— The Natural Son (2 Reels— Drama)
VICTOR— Owing More (Comedy)
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14th, 1912.
IMP — Aunt Dinah's Plot (Comedy)
IMP— A Day at West Point (Military)
BISON— A Ride for Life (Drama)
MILANO— The Apache Vow (2 Reels— Drama)

Current Releases
SUNDAY,
DECEMBER
ist, 1912.
MAJESTIC — The Hypnotic
Chair (Comedy)
THANHOUSER— Standing Room Only (Drama)
MONDAY,
DECEMBER
2nd, 1912.
AMERICAN— Pals (Drama)
1000
ITALA — A Spider On the Brain (Comedy)
ITALA — Too Much
Beauty
(Comedy)
TUESDAY,
DECEMBER 3rd, 1912.
GAUMONT — The Matrimonial Express (Comedy)
MAJESTIC— In the Old Town (Comedy)
THANHOUSER— A Will and a Way
(Drama)
WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER 4th, 1912.
GAUMONT— Gaumont Weekly No. 39 (Topical)
RELIANCE — Old Mademoiselle's Secret (2 reels, Dr.)
SOLAX— The Raffle (Comedy)
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5th, 1912.
AMERICAN — The Animal
Within
(Drama)
1000
GAUMONT— A Telephone Entanglement (Comedy)...
GAUMONT— Twixt the Devil and the Deep Sea (Com.)
PUNCH— Oh, You Baby! (Comedy)
PUNCH— Poor Finney (Comedy)
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6th, 1912.
LUX — Weary Gussie Finds a Job (Comedy)
439
LUX — Arabella Railway
(Comedy)
449
SOLAX— The Face at the Window (Drama)
THANHOUSER— A Romance of the U. S. Navy (Dr.)
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7th, 1912.
AMERICAN — Bludsoe's Dilemma
(Drama)
1000
GAUMONT— A Storm on the French Coast (Scenic)..
GREAT
NORTHERN— (Title Not Reported)
RELIANCE— Topsy Turvy Love Affair (Comedy)....

Advance Releases.
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 8th, 1912.
MAJESTIC— The Winning of Helen (Drama)
THANHOUSER— At Liberty— Good Press Agent (Dr.)
MONDAY, DECEMBER 9th, 1912.
AMERICAN— The Law of God (Drama)
1000
ITALA — Peeping Tom (Comedy)
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10th, 1912.
GAUMONT— The Mission of the Carols (Drama)
GAUMONT — Travels of the Ural Mountains (Scenic) . .
MAJESTIC— His Day (Drama)
THANHOUSER— Aurora Floyd (2 Reels— Drama) ... .
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER nth, 1912.
GAUMONT — Gaumont's Weekly, No. 40 (Topical)
RELIANCE— Joe's Reward
(Drama)
SOLAX— The Hater of Women (Comedy)
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12th, 1912.
AMERICAN— Nell of the Pampas (Drama)
1000
GAUMONT— An Elephant Sleuth (Drama)
PUNCH— The Two Chefs (Comedy)
PUNCH— His Dress Suit (Comedy)
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13th, 1912.
LUX— Ching Chang's Little Fan (Comedy)
488
LUX— The Pig That Would Not Stay at Home (Com.). 445
SOLAX — The Girl in the Armchair (Drama)
THANHOUSER— (No release this date.)
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14th, 1912.
AMERICAN — The Heart of a Soldier (Drama)
1000
GAUMONT— Castles of Bavaria (Scenic)
GREAT NORTHERN— (Title not reported.)
RELIANCE— A Fairyland Bride (Comedy)

Mutual Film Corporation.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6th, 1912.
KAY-BEE — For the Cause (2 Reels — Drama)
MONDAY, DECEMBER 9th, 1912.
KEYSTONE— A Family Mixup (Comedy)
KEYSTONE— A Midnight Elopement (Comedy)
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER nth, 1912.
BRONCHO— A Double Reward (Drama)
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NOW

OUR

TRACKED
THE RAIDERS

BY WIRELESS
of the MEXICAN

BORDER

PERIL OF THE PLAINS : : REDEMPTION : : GLASS COFFIN : : REGENERATION
One, Three, Six and Eight Sheets, Heralds, Photos,
Lobby Frames and Banners for All Our Features
Write our nearest office for bookings

WARNERS
NOW

BEING

BOOKED

FEATURES

BY THE FOLLOWING

WARNER'S

FEATURE

NEW
YORK: 145 West 45th Street,
CLEVELAND,
0: Columbia
Building.
CHICAGO, ILL.: Dapples Bldg., 167 W. Washington St.
PHILADELPHIA,
PA.: 1202 Race St.
INDIANAPOLIS,
IND.: Illinois and Maryland Streets.
SAN FRANCISCO,
CAL. : 310 Grant Bldg.
DALLAS.
TEX.:
1709% Main St.
GADMONT
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CO.. TORONTO,
CANADA.
FILM & CALCIUM LIGHT CO.,
123 4th Avenue,
PITTSBURGH,
PA.

HEADQUARTERS
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CO.

KANSAS CITY, MO.: 413 Gloyd Building.
ST. LOUIS,
MO.:
Renolst Building.
MINNEAPOLIS.
MINN.:
Northwestern Building.
OMAHA.
NEB.: Ramage Building.
ATLANTA,
GA.:
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BUFFALO,
V Y : 31 Church Street.
DETROIT,
MICH.:
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CO., WINNIPEG.

LA.
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stone Co Ii.mI prepared
photograph!
for |
blbltors, ..t Mr. Mink Bennett, Mr. Fred Mace, Miss
Normand and others, n
| with much enthusiasm. Many New England exhibitors got busy
pushing pens or typewriters, to request a set of
them. Keystone films are mighty popular In these
parts, as they deserve to be.

NEW

ENGLAND.

GRACE CHURCH, Worcester. Hass., may rightly
- be termed n leading religious exponent of
motograpby. A benefit was given in the church
last week for Rev. W. B. Perry. The Men's Olub
of Grace church had the supervision of the entertainment, and chose moving pictures to do the
lienors, rive reels, four of which had a distinctly
educational "flavor," and one of which was a
comedy, made up a mighty pleasing program, and
one that was well attended. This church had
bought a moving picture machine last spring, and
so the projection cost them nothing to speak of.
These columns recently stated that a well-founded
Teport bad It that Mr. R. D. Marson, for several
years manager of the General Film Company's New
England business, and with headquarters at Boston,
was about to leave that concern. The rumor was
found true and Mr. Marson Is now taking charge of
the Imslness of the United Feature Film Company of
Boston. Mr. Herbert Jacques, who formerly was
with the Feature Film Company, Is now manager
of the Greene & Abrams enterprises, which embrace theaters In the New England section. Messrs.
Greene & Abrams control the United Feature Film
Company also.
The (Jeneral Film Company's Boston offices have
notified its customers that they will show no more
advance releases. This means that first-run customers must pick their shows through the descriptions in the "World." Without doubt, this is a
hardship on the theaters, who like to see what they
pay for before the reels are exhibited in the the:i ti-rs.

MOVING

The R. D. Marson Moving Picture Company filed
its certificate of incorporation at Augusta, Me., this
week. The capital Is stated as $15,000, with these
men as the promoters: James A. Connellan, William
A. Connellan, J. P. Connellan and another, all of
Portland.
Gordon's Olympla Theater, Chelsea, Mass., Is now .
in charge of Manager Sprague, who has just taken
hold.
The theater Is a large and handsome one, and
is reported to be doing a very nice business.
Manager Wats Is no longer to be seen in charge
of the Shawmut Theater, Roxbury, Mass. Mr. Wats
remained at the Shawmut only a couple of weeks.
Mrs. Henry Coolidge Mulligan, president of the
Massachusetts Federation of Women's Clubs, is
an enthusiastic patron of moving pictures. Mrs.
Coolidge Mulligan often manages to put in a word
or two for motography when speaking in her official
capacity. She recently stated that "we must encourage moving pictures, since there is so much to
be learned from them." Geography, history and
science can best be taught through the agency of
the moving picture, and Mrs. Mulligan fully appreciates this fact.
On Monday. November 18th, the members of the
North Cambridge (Mass.) Association, held an
old-fashioned town-meeting In Bowers' Hall, to consider the advisability of sanctioning a moving picture show in Odd Fellows' Hall. The clergy of the
district were Invited to express their opinions. Up
to the present writing North Cambridge enjoys what
will appear to many to be the unenviable distinction
of being one of the very few places in Greater Boston without a moving picture theater. Mayor Barry
was present at the meeting, and refused to grant a
license for the present project, and the manager
sought the indorsement of the business men, hoping
to overcome the mayor's objections. The directors
declined to give their approval to the licensing of
the theater until they bad ascertained popular opinion. The matter was talked over, pro and con, and
Is no* under consideration, with a good chance
of the license being granted.
Mr. Peter J. Bowers reports that his Gem Theater, Bangor, Me., opened to good business, and
•that he Is well satisfied with the general outlook.
"Quincy Adams Sawyer," that great dramatic
success of rural New England life, has been
adapted for moving pictures, and a three-reel feature
has been produced by the Special and Puritan Feature Company, of 211 Tremont Street, Boston. The
reels embrace about 50 different scenes, and are
true to life and remarkably well acted and photographed. This feature should be an unusually easy
one to make money with, as It has behind It the
cumulative effect of many years of advertising, done
In the Interests of the play of the same name.
Brown University, of Providence, R. I., has
pounced upon moving pictures as the best way of
teaching English. Recently at the Brown Union,
a moving picture was shown, depicting Cbarles
Dickens' "Tale of Two Cities." Prof. W. T. Hastings acted as the lecturer, reading a synopsis of the
play, and explaining the drama as It progressed.
The writer believes this Is the first time that this
college has employed the cinematograph as an
aid to its work.
The announcement In the "World" that the Key-

roll's Theater, New Haven, Conn., celebrated Its
seventh anniversary this week. Mr. Ollle Edwards,
the local manager, took advantage of the fact to
i an unusually large program, and advertised
tin- anniversary liberally. An attractive brochure,
outlining
present and future plans
was given Mr.
awayPoll's
to thepast,
patrons.
Manager Al. V. Rosenberg of the Rockland Theater. Uockland, Me., believes In good, long vacations,
be having just returned from a two-months' trip
tbrough New England. Mr. 1. H. Rosenberg, his
brother, states that be has been busy attending to
the former's duties, and Is glad that Al Is again
on the Job. This house does a very big business,
and captures the cream of the Rockland trade.
Mr. S. J. Breen, manager of Poll's Theater at
Bridgeport, Conn., reports he has a new assistant
manager In the person of Mr. Ted Holt, who forwas employed by Mr. William Fox, in a
similar merly
capacity.
Mr. Oliver C. Edwards, Manager of Poll's Theater, New Haven, Conn., fittingly observed the
seventh anniversary of his theater by taking unto
himself a wife, Miss Imogene E. Brown, of New
Haven. Mr. Edwards was a little ahead of the
anniversary, having been married on October 23, but
he The
just annual
couldn't
month
ballwait
and for
showanother
of local
84 I.to A.rollT. by.
S.
E., Hartford, Conn., took place on November 21st,
and was a great success. Fort Guard Hall was
jammed to Its limit, and the big vaudeville show
went over big!
The Princess Theater, Hartford, Conn., is now
well under way, and should be ready for Its opening before very long. Another theater Is about to
be built at Hartford, which will be well supplied
with photoplay theaters. The Empire, managed by
P. S.each
McMahon,
and manager
Harris' Star Theater,
are
doing very
nicely.
The Dykeman and Carr Theater Company of New
York announce that they have secured the lease
of the Berkand Theater, Appleton Street, Lawrence,
Mass. On November 23d the house opened for
business under the new management, under the
name of the "Bijou." The house has been carefully overhauled and improved generally. Nearly
everything is now new, even to the projection
machines. If run rightly, this theater should not
find It too difficult to make a profit.
HENRY.

IN THE

MISSISSIPPI

VALLEY.

moving picture has been treated very kindly in the Middle West, in the last few weeks
by educators and ministers. The Decatur, Illinois, board of education fulfilled Its desire, and
a machine has been purchased which has been installed in the high school building and will be
used for entertainment purposes, as well as for
educational work. The film "The Fly and Its
Disastrous Work" was shown to advantage in
the City Welfare exhibit which was held at
the John Marshall high school in Chicago, under
the auspices of the Woman's City Club. Reverend
Charles
W. Nebraska,
Savldge, pastor
of the People's
at
Omaha,
has announced
that hechurch
will
install a moving picture machine in his church
giving free picture shows as well as illustrated
sermons.
The women managers of the photoplay house
continued to be a great factor in the central states.
Mis. Musa Reese, proprietor of the Aereo in South
Sixth street. Charleston, Illinois, has installed a
new $700 Wurlitzer electric piano. She recently
showed the three-reel Selig picture, "The Coming of Columbus." Mrs. H. W. Harper, wife of
a well known photographer in Joliet and Miss
Ethel Keene also of Joliet have purchased the
Empire Theater at Morris, Illinois, from Charles
Welshaus. Their policy should be successful, for
at the very outset, they announced that the vaudeville features would be eliminated and that they
would make up the deficiency In the length of
the program by substituting pictures and good
music. Neither has had experience in the photoplay
business. The personnel of the house staff will
not be changed.
The new opera house, which Is to be erected
at Clinton, Illinois, by a stock company, will be
known as the Clintonla. The name of the company has been changed to the Clinton Opera House
Company.
Two Illinois moving picture shows have been given
the approval of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows, which Is comprised of a representative class
of men. While the grand lodge was In session at
Peoria, Illinois, the De Luxe Theater made a
special feature of the three-reel production "Leah,
the Forsaken." The Star photoplay Theater at
Lincoln, Illinois, acted as host to 150 children from
city.
the Illinois Odd Fellow's orphant borne In that
Among the moving picture houses opened in the
Middle West, were the Gaiety, at Kankakee, Illinois and the Pastime at Holmer, Illllols. Frank
Smith of Springfield, Illinois, owner of the new
Kankakee
house, gave the residents of that city

a novelty In having the first performance made
up of Industrial pictures showing their home town.
Manager C. B, Bnrkhart, of the Homer Theater,
made his opening on Thanksgiving night and did
a large business with the holiday crowd.
Two of the leading middle west universities are
to appear soon In films. The cameramen were
at Urbana, 111., November 16, and took pictures
of the Chicago, 111. football game and the festivities at the annual Home Coming celebration of the
University of Illinois. The publicity bureau of
Iowa University at Iowa City, Iowa, was quick to
recognize the possibilities of moving pictures as
a business aid in recruiting students. Arrangements were made for taking pictures of the Wlsconslu-Iowa game on November 23d.
The moving picture show which Is being installed In the old New York building at Galesburg, HI., by Hufe, Johnson and Sullivan, will be
known as the Princess.
The Princess Theater at Springfield, Ohio, bas
been remodeled.
An ordinance has been Introduced before the
Mattoon, 111., city council providing for the standard construction of operating
rooms.
Pictures of local scenes were recently made in
East St. Louis under the direction of Manager
Redmond of the Lyric Theater.
City beautiful pictures which were made by the
National Cash Register Company were recently exhibited at tthe Joliet Theater in Joliet, 111.
The Lincoln Theater Company has been Incorporated at Springfield, 111., to establish a negro
theater at 1021 East Washington street in that
city. The capital stock is $3,000. The Incorporators are, Robert A. Byrd, Toddle L. Bradbury
and Abraham M. Wllllanms.
The Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows at Its meeting in Peoria, appropriated $300 to be used for the
installation of a moving picture machine in the
Odd Fellows' home at Mattoon.
The Colonial Theater Company of Fort Wayne,
Ind., bas been Incorporated with a capital stock of
$10,000. The directors are, Herman C. Heisler,
Beatrice M. Heisler and Harriet Heisler.
Ira C. Thorpe of Clinton, 111., has purchased
the Gem Theater and the Smoke-House cigar store
in that city.
James J. Reilly Manager of the Princess Theater
at Alton, 111., contracted for the St. Louis Motion
Picture
that city.Company, to take a series of pictures in
The Capital City Film Manufacturing Company
of Des Moines, Iowa, recently made plans to take
a series of local views In Des Moines.
Miss Caryle B. Hall of Roekford, 111., has accepted a position as piano player In the Colonial
Theater In that city.
M. Schlessinger of East St. Louis, 111., has succeeded A. C. Best as Manager of the Majestic
Theater at Fort Worth, Texas.
F. H. MADISON.

THE

IN THE

NORTHWEST.

HPHE recently organized Moving Picture Oper•1 ator's union, No. 2. at Milwaukee, bas installed
officers as follows: President. Herman Hammer;
Vice-President, Joseph Shansky: Secretary, Joseph
Arnold: Treasurer, John Held: Financial Secretary,
John Richards:
Business Agent, Louis Schinsky.
Robert Vining, a commission merchant of Fairbanks, Alaska, has opened the Orpneum Theater,
a modern picture house, seating 400. It has been
leased to Dick Thorne, an experienced show man.
The Dream Theater at Seattle, Washington, cooperated with the Theodora home, November 27,
In a tag day to raise a fund for the erection
of a new building. Tags sold upon that day for ten
cents admitted the buyer to any performance from
November 27 to December 2.
The Grand Theater in Seattle, featured two
numbers of the Animated Weekly, which showed
a Washington forest fire and the reception at
Vancouver to the Duke of Connaught. The films
were made by Will Hudson, staff photographer of
the Seattle Post Intelligencer.
The committee on streets of the St. Paul, Minnesota, assembly, bas voted favorably on an ordinance, providing for women inspectors for moving
picture
shows, dance halls, and other places of
amusement.
The use of the "personal" want ad In the newspaper has an effective rival in locating missing
persons — the moving picture show. Frederick
Poudler, 20 years old. a singer, disappeared from
his home in Minneapolis. October 3. and his father
sent to all the photoplay houses in the Northwest, a slide, bearing the message, "Frederick
Poudler
COME picture
HOME." and the school child will be
The moving
Studied in the northwest for a year. The decision
is the outcome of a conference between the civic
committee of the Minneapolis Grade Teachers' Association and the Womens' Welfare League. The
committee In Minneapolis, will compile data which
will be added to that of other cities throughout
the country. Dr. Alhert Hllllvig. Berlin, Germany will furnish data secured in Europe. A
Board of censorship may be included on the plans.
The Aurora Amusement Company of Seattle,
has been incorporated with a capital stock of $5,000.
The Incorporators are, H. O. Allen, John E, Franklin, ami T. C. Nichols.
F. H. MADISON.
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Feature
Films
Feature Multiple Reel Subjects
now Released twice a week

HAVE you booked the special feature Multiple Reel pictures that are now being
released by the General Film Company ?
If you
overlooked
don'tforcontinue
to do so, but see our branch
in your
city have
immediately
and this
makeopportunity
arrangements
this service.
Remember, there are also 42 one-reel subjects released each week.
The introduction of these special feature reels has met with instantar.eous popularity and crowded
houses are reported from all parts of the country as a result of showing these features.
You can't afford to be without them.
They will not interfere with your releases regularly booked.
These special feature Multiple Reel pictures are released every Monday and Friday.
If you don't understand this arrangement don't hesitate to call upon our branch
See other advertisement on Pages 994 and 995

in your city.

GENERAL FILM CO.
BRANCHES

:

San Francisco. Cal.. 138 Eddy St. Los Angeles, Cal., 729 S. Main St. Denver. Col., Nassau Building, 16th and Lorimer St. Atlanta, Oa., 314
Rhodes Building. Chicago, 111., 117 N. Dearborn St.: 429 S. Wabash Ave.; 435 N. Clark St.: 19 S. Wabash Ave. Indianapolis, lad.. 24 W. Washington St. New Orleans, La., 840 Union St. Boston, Mass., 564 Washington St.; 657 Washington St. Detroit, Mich., 71 Griswold St. Kansas
City, Mo., 921 Walnut St. St. Louis, Mo., 604 Chestnut St. Minneapolis, Minn., 704 Hennepin Ave. Butte, Mont., Broadway and Main St.
Omaha, Nebr., 208 South 13th St. Albany, N. Y., 737 Broadway. Buffalo, N. Y„ 272 Washington St. New York City, 19 East 21st St.;
107 East 17th St.; 219 Sixth Ave.; 41 East 21st St.; 260 West 42nd St. Rochester, N. Y., 510 Central Bldg. Portland, Ore., 68 Seventh 6t.
Cleveland, O., 1022 Superior Ave., N. E. Cincinnati, O., S. E. Cor. 7th and Walnut Sts. Columbus, O., 26 W. Naghten St. Oklahoma City,
Okla., 211 W. 22nd St. Philadelphia, Pa., 1308 Vine St. Wilkesbarre, Pa., 47 S. Pennsylvania Ave. Pittsburgh, Pa., 119 Fourth Ave.; 436
Fourth Ave. Memphis, Tenn., Lotus Building. Dallas, Tex., 1917 Main St. Salt Lake City. Utah. 260 Floral Ave. Washington, D. C, Bank of
Commerce & Savings Bldg., 7th and E. Sts., N. W. Spokane, Wash., 120 Wall St. Seattle, Wash., 819 Third Ave. Montreal, Canada, 194
St. Catherine St., West. St. John, N. B., 87 Union St. Toronto, Canada, 7 Front St. East. Vancouver, B. C, 440 Pender St., West Winnipeg, Canada, 220-221 Phoenix Block.
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The Last Performance

Pathe
2 Reels

Rose Mailand, the celebrated equestrienne of the famous Barnon Circus, awakens the love of Count Hans
von Harten, and they are ideally happy until the Count's father angrily forbids the marriage, which compels
the Count to adopt the circus for a livelihood. His spectacular thriller, "The Platform of Death," wins him the
title plans
of therevenge.
"Greatest Horseman in the World," and because of the public admiration his wife becomes jealous
and
She drugs his horse, and as he mounts the Platform of Death the horse becomes frightened at the first explosion of fireworks and plunges forward, bringing with him the Count to death in the ring below.

The Red Man's Honor

CINESKLEINE
2 Reels

June Dew, a pretty Indian maiden, is betrothed to Red Hawk, the bravest warrior of the tribe. Seated Bear,
another brave, also loves the dark beauty and his savage heart is inflamed with jealousy at the success of his rival.
One day he surprises her alone and forcibly carries her off to his canoe. Red Hawk appears just in time to see the act,
and springing into the stream soon overtakes his rival. A desperate struggle follows in which Red Hawk's arm, strengthened by the "Great Spirit," mortally wounds his treacherous enemy. Red Hawk and the maiden return to the village
and the wounded Indian painfully makes his way to shore, where he tells a greatly distorted story of Red Hawk's crime.
The accused warrior is ordered -before the great chief "White Eagle," and the death sentence imposed: "He that kills
awith
brother
must and
die. heTwelve
hence
his spirit
shall ofjoin
the dead
Hawk's heart
is filled
bitterness
leaves moons
his tribe
to join
the army
the that
pale offaces.
His warrior."
bravery inRed
surmounting
indescribable
difficulties to destroy a mountain bridge, thus checking the advance of the enemy, gains him the high regard of the
army, but his happiness is short lived as he remembers the sentence and returns to his tribe to pay the debt of a red
man's honor. With his beloved June Dew he is taken to the funeral pyre and their souls go forth to join the Happy Hunting Ground of the "Great Spirit."

THE CROOKED
A

STORY

OF

THE

PATH

UNDERWORLD

A valuable watch and money stolen from a banker by Dan Lyons results in the arrest and conviction of the
crook. While his sweetheart, Nell Harris, sits alone in the park reading of the long prison sentence given her lover, she is
approached by a young clergyman, William Kimball, who questions her regarding her trouble. Nell admits her wrong
deeds and tells him of her desire to follow the straight and narrow path. Kimball takes her to his blind mother and soon
grows to love her. They become engaged and Nell is very happy. Dan Lyons i,n his prison cell succeeds in communicating with his pals by means of a note tied to a rat's tail and receives a supply of saws with which he effects his
escape. He changes his convict's suit for the old clothes of a scarecrow and arrives in the town in which Nell lives.
He sends her a note asking her to return to the old life, but she refuses, and in revenge Lyons plans to rob the home of
William Kimball. He and his pal are discovered and handed over to the police, and the minister accuses Nell of
assisting in the robbery. She confesses her former associations with the crook and is forgiven by her fiance, who promises to shield her from all future evils of the Crooked Path.

The Harem Captives
The story is concerned with the adventure of Fatima and Ourida, two Arabian sisters, although widely different
in dispositions. Fatima is beautiful, passionate and petulant, while Ourida combines with a lovely face a charming,
peaceful nature. Arthur Budlong, a westerner, is in love with Ourida and has won her heart, which kindles the spark
of jealousy in Fatima's breast. Rather than see Ourida win the affections of her handsome lover, Fatima bribes a
tribe of nomads to kidnap her and her sister. The Nomads succeed in carrying off both the willing and unwilling captive before Budlong is aware of the happening. With his Hindoo servant, Arthur follows the trail until it reaches the
City of Tunis, where it is lost. The sisters arrive in the city, are sold to a wealthy merchant and accordingly enter his
harem. After ceaseless efforts, Budlong finally learns of the abode of his beloved and her sister and despatches his
servant with a note to them, giving the details of his plan to effect their release. Ourida is overjoyed and Fatima feigns
to be, but instead, turns informer, and when they come to the gate to await Budlong's arrival they are met by servants
and brought back to the harem. Arthur and his servant reach the gate and after a desperate struggle with the guard
they
the girls.
gives They
vent to
her jealous
the outburst
shocksrescue
the lovers,
they Finding
offer to "that
assistFate
her isto against
escape, her,
but Fatima
she refuses.
hurriedly
leave anger,
her, toandact while
as principals
in a
wedding ceremony.
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December 6, 1912.
Vitagraph.
Two Reels.
Helen Maeon, beaotlfol, hlih-struog and lelf-wllled, prefer* toe
Victor Gardler,
a young artist, t" the attentions of Henri
Pendleton.
The latter declare! his love toi Helen and a-ks bar band in marriage, but
abe refuses
y
...,, |Datead ol proposing, ha
acqnalnis her with the tacl thai bit uncle offera him an opportunity to
complete bla an etudlei in Parla, She begs him nol to leave bar, but
he turns • dial ear to ber pleadings,
and after his departure aba glrea
way ic. her anger and disappoint
nl and In retaliation abe prom
marry Pendleton,
They are married, hut not mated.
Tiu-v visit Parla and Helen conceals the Joy to her ..r a visit to the
studio, and her ranltj la flattered by s request to bare ber i>"rtrnit
painti-ii. Bbe appears for the Oral sitting, when Victor alone with her,
vehemently expresses his burning lore, though knowing abe is the wife
of another She repulses him and flees to ber busband. The artist ami
husband moot on the Held of honor and Victor is seriously wounded

At NAPOLEONS

COMMAND

December 2, 1912. Cines-Kleine. Two

Reels.

This is ■ story laid In the time ol Napoleon's great triumphs, a Lieutenant, on leave of absence, bids farewell to his sweethean and rejoins
his army. Two yean elapse and the Lieutenant lias not returned to his
sweetheart, she becomes Impoverished and marries a Sergeant, who
her to his mother's borne In Paris, fears afterwards the Sergeant has
been promoted to Field-Marsha], and lie, together with his wife, is now In
the court of Napoleon. During the court ceremonies the wife of the
former Sergeant meets ber false sweetheart, who has als,> been promoted
from Lieutenant to Marshal. Her husband and old sweetheart meet on
the field of honor.
Napoleon
hears of the intended
duel and orders
the
otlleers to their commands.
During u buttle that follows a
ifter both
[arabals are killed.
The wife, In searching
the battlefield
fc
husband,
finds neat bin ber old sweetheart.
The
husband,
dying,
begs
forgiveness o( bis wife for her old sweetheart, and the picture closes with
Napoleon and his army passing by and the woman
kneeling
beside her
husband and old sweetheart.

THE GREAT

STEEPLECHASE

November 29, 1912.

Pathe.

Two Reels.

A thrilling race that is sure to send the blood tingling through the veins
of every human Is the principal feature of this extraordinary offering.
As the raee nears completion startling falls become frequent. Coming into
the stretch the first and second choices are but half a length apart. The
favorite makes the last barrier with ease, but the next horse tops the
hurdle, turns n complete somersault, crushing its rider beneath It and
leaving the jockey-lover to win the race — and the girl.

THE

STOLEN

November 25, 1912.

SYMPHONY

Lubin.

Two Reels.

A beautiful stony of a poor young musician who has composed an exquisite symphony.
A famous musician obtains the score of the symphony and adds new
laurels to Ills already great triumphs. Upon denouncing the great artist
as a thief, the young composer is sent to an asylum; later he obtains
his release and appears in a concert where the famous artist is playing
the now
great to
symphony,
brain
and world's
Is proclaimed
the world.demonstrates it is the genius of his

BILLY'S
BURGLAR
November 22, 1912.
Two
Reels.
A daring capture of a notorious burglar by a brave boy. This Is a
thrilling adventure In a fast speeding automobile and a fonny predicament
of a negligent policeman.
The Stars of the Vitagraph Company are cast very happily In this
splendid production.

KERRY

November

GOW

18, 1912. Kalem. Three Reels.

This Is a play that the Kalem Company has gone to Ireland for and
brought back with the true atmosphere and every real characteristic of
the Irish soil and Irish heart. The plot of the play Is a regulation one,
wherein the villain's efforts are frustrated at every turn, and the story
ends with him on his way to jail and the lovers preparing for the wedding.
The Irish landscape is produced and the remarkable attention to details
makes the picture a really great one.

THE

GROTTO
November 15, 1912.

of TORTURE
Pathe.

Two

Reels.

The persistence of an Kngllsb lover wins him a bride from tbe recesses
Of a Hindoo temple, a woman who, knowing the punishment which will
follow
her action,
still listens to her lover.
Her
whereabouts
are un-

PICTURE

WORLD

9V5

known for a long time to tbe High
Priest, but one dny hu rinds ber borne
>ni sees In Its cradle her Infant son.
'I hi- Hindoo depart!
"I'll 11
of the baby's wrap.
Tbls be uses to give the seenl 10 ■ rlclous leopard
Is setchild.
free and hungrily
phks out the trail back to the cradle and
•which
teals the
The mother given chase, and her bnaband with an armed guard, tsiards
■ 11 elephant
and follows her trail.
The mother
tracks
the leopard
to the
secret entrance to tbe Grotto of Torture, where she is seised ami buried
l,,li, the torture
room.
Her
husband
reaches
the cave
a few
mi
later ami rescues
the mother and infant child.

KINGS

OF
November

THE

FOREST

n, 1912.

Two

Reels.

A Wild Animal Sensation, by S-llg, presenting a thrilling story of life
In the Transvaal Jungles. This Is one of the greatest animal pictures ever
produced, and there are enough exciting moments, hairbreadth escapee and
daring ventures to Interest the most blase. This Is a picture that Is aore
to attract and hold tbe Interest of your patrons and to remain fresh for a
long time In their memory.

THE

MILLS

OF THE

November 4, 1912.

GODS

Three Reels.

Slgnore Lorenzo, a very rich plebeian, seeks u> dethrone Prince Olan of
Milan. Lorenzo becomes enamored with Maria, a beautiful peasant girl,
who repulses his attentions and is protected by Miguel, whom she soon
marries. Through Lorenzo's Influence they are driven from home Into direct poverty, and Maria's death soon follows. Miguel later acquires wealth.
Lorenzo's attempts to steal Miguel's beautiful daughter and usurp tbe
throne
foiled,
and heIs Is
betrayed
by life
Tano,
Mlguel'a
servant,
Into ofa
vacant are
bouse;
the place
fired,
and bla
ground
out by
tbe Mills
<ln Mods.
A Vitagraph production.

FRENZIED

FINANCE

October 28, 1912.

Three Reels.

A Pathe story. Claude Rodgers, a gambler, falls heir to a banking business. Rodgers Immediately launches a "Get-rlcb-qulck" scheme and starts
a campaign to get depositors by promises of fabulous Interest. The bank
soon becomes the largest, although not tbe safest. In tbe Bast. But good
tilings cannot last forever, and with his wife's sickness Rodgers' luck
turns. A run on the bank Is the next misfortune, and because of Rodgers'
extrsvagance It cannot stand tbe strain. A mob of ruined depositors storms
the home of the banker and finds that a bullet from bis revolver has
brought bis reckless career to a close.

OLYMPIC

GAMES

October 24, 1912.

Three Reels.

Patbe shows World's greatest athletes In action at Stockholm

THE LION TAMERS
October 21, 1912.

meet.

REVENGE

Two

Reels.

A Cines-Kleine Sensational Story. A story In which lions play an Important part. A Jealous lover, with the assistance of a clown, lures his
rival and tbe girl Into tbe den of lions. The woman manages to escape,
later to accuse tbe murderer, but the lover Is mangled to death by the
Infuriated lions

THE COUNT OF MONTE
October 14, 1912.

Three

CRISTO

Reels.

Selif,- Release. A wonderful and tragic story of Edmond Dantes, a young
Frenchman, who Is Intrusted with a message to tbe exiled Napoleon on the
lair of Elba forms one of the greatest themes ever written upon. There
are over 300 people In tb- casf and shows the wonderful scenes, gorgeous
costumes and elaborate stage setting: Tbls Is one of tbe most fascinating
pictures ever produced by Selig.

AS YOU

LIKE

October 7, 1912.
Vitagraph Company with
pretty Shakespeare play.

THE

Rose

Coghlan

MAN

September 30, 1912.

IT

Three Reels.
In rele of Rosalind, presents

HUNT
Two Reels.

A Patbe production, shewing Kllborne, a pacber who Is loved by Rose,
the daughter of an old charwoman, whose cabin Is In the dense forest.
Kllborne Is sought by the police and Rose, suspecting that he Is at the
house of a farmer whose daughter be is in love with, hurries to warn him
of the Impending danger. The police surround the house and as Kllborne
steps through tbe door he la ordered to surrender; he refuses and the offieer flref to kill him.
Rose steps In front and receives the deadly bullet.

See Announcement of Special Feature Multiple Reel Releases on Page 993
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NOW

SELLING

The Midnight Express
3 Reels — Over 100 Scenes— 3000 Feet

Positively
the Most
Thrilling
Picture
Ever
Attempted in Motion Photography
The
The
The
The
The

Wreck of the Midnight Express
Switch Tower at Union Station
Robbers Trapped by Piece of Carbon Paper
Thrilling Race on a Hand Car
Rescue of Nellie From the Dungeon

SEE

A story of two adopted brothers — one growing up to honored citizenship and the
other to dissolute manhood.
After many thrilling experiences, which the picture
portrays, they are re-united.

Thrilling — Perfect Photography — Sensational
A Positive Money

Maker and a Picture Full of Satisfaction

Get Your State at Once ---This Will Sell Quick
Some

States Left For The

Midnight Ride
Or the Spirit of *76

3 Reels — 3000 Feet

ot Paul Revere

One of the most gigantic
undertakings
ever attempted in the history of motion
photography.
Every man, woman
and child will want to see it. You should not
overlook this feature.

Historically Correct
A Few

States
left for

^

^CirVGT d
V-JC/V/1

ir\

•

^PfVirO
JC1
V 1V/C

PhotograpHy
^*

SfOVO Y C
V-HC,

Perfect

A Story of

Smuggling
The CanadianAlong
Border

Coming Soon — The Battle of Shenandoah — Quo Vadis
ATLAS MFG. CO.

414 Century Bldg., St. Louis. Mo.
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The largest and best pictures before the world today arc from the
c->3 -.

QVINCYAMMS

A

GENUINE

SAWYER
SUCCESS.

PICTURE

■>>*„

5dgJ

STATE
RIGHTS
PURITAN ^SPECIAL

THE

CHAS.F. ATKINSON, PreS.

*•

FOR.

FEATURE

» „ 211 TREMONT

SALECO.
Clrvc.)

ST., BOSTON, MASS.

The best New England Story ever published.
The best New England Play ever written,
over ONE MILLION
copies of the book sold and read by
more than TEN MILLION
people.
NEARLY
25 ,000,000 PEOPLE NAVE seen the play.
Perfect in even/ detail.

Jlere is one of
'Beau tcful Scenery.
the very few
SpLendid Company.
*Jhe sweetest love story ever \
j^idl of heart interest and
'S
PLAY
URE draw
PICTwill
that
money
9faw Snyland atmosphere,
thai brings back the thrills \ right from the start,
of ehcldnood.
Because the
THE COMCOy SCENES
throughout the entire pl&y
advertising has
are delightful and rind
already been done
with mirth and laughter.

we have

NOW

put this beautiful
9lew Snyland Story
into Pictures
SfTRiffl fTuT*^!

3000 feet of Film.done
in 3 PARTS,
for the,
Great Public now
waiting to see it.

FULL

OF ACTION

FOR

IT.

Something doind every minute.
We

HAVE

THREE

THE LARGEST
LITHOGRAPH

KINDS

VARIETY AND FINEST COLORED PICTORIAL
PAPER
OF ANY PICTURE PLAY.

28 SHEETS

FIVE 16 SHEETS

- FOUR

- FOUR
8 SHEETS-

24- SHEETSTHREE

FOUR

20 SHEETS.

4- SHEETS-

THREE

3 SHEETS

SEVERAL 1 AND '/a SHEETS- WINDOW CARDS- FOUR PAGE HERALDS.
PRESS SHEETS ANO PHOTOS OF SCENES FOR LOBBY DISPLAY .

Special Sffiusic
QUINCY ADAMS

BOSTON THEATRE

with

SAWYER

Orchestral

9hrts

CLOSED AN ENGAGEMENT

NOV. 9,191 2

TO

$1 700.00

AT

THE

ON THE DAY,

Twelve years after its first big production in 'this same £reat theatre.

THE

] I oo

LICENSED
FILM STORIES
fjllllllllllllHlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUIIB

VITAGRAPH.
THE SIGNAL OF DISTRESS (Deo. 9).— Dolly
Dlllard Jumps at the conclusion that George Gordon
Is playing her false, as he affectionately greets his
•later at the train when she comes to pay him a
Tlalt. Dolly, who is not acquainted with his sister,
■ends back her engagement ring.
Sad and disconsolate, she saunters to the cliffs
overlooking the seashore, trying to forget her Imagined wrong. As she Is climbing down the side
of the rocky prominence, her foot slips and she
falls Into a narrow crevice. She finds herself helpless with a sprained ankle.
Remembering George's returned match-case, she
tears a piece of cloth from her skirt; writes with
a burnt match a note, telling of her accident. She
ties It around her shoe and throws it over the cliff
to her collie dog Jean, who carries the missive to
George, who at once, after summoning aid, goes to
her rescue, accompanied by his sister. After a dangerous descent by the aid of a rope, he succeeds in
bringing her safely out of her peril. It is then
■he learns that the Innocent cause of all her unhappy suspicions Is George's sister.
DOCTOR BRIDGET (Dec. 10).— Suffering with too
little to do and too many to help him do it, Freddie,
the son of wealthy and Indulgent parents, develops into a regular mollycoddle. He enjoys being
petted and waited upon and to Indulge this tendency, he claims to be sick. His parents engage
the services of all the specialists In town, but their
dear Freddie grows more peevish and threatens to go
into a decline, although he constantly Insists upon
smoking cigarettes and reading trashy literature
throughout his illness. His solicitous parents are
suddenly obliged to leave town and leave him under
the care of a doctor and nurse.
the that
cook,shehaswilldiagnosed
andBridget,
concludes
take himFreddie's
in hand case
and
administer a little physical culture to him. Taking
Freddie by the back of the neck, she sets him to
work about the kitchen, scrubbing the floor, washing
the dishes, and cleaning the stove. With her mental
and physical dominion, this treatment gives Freddie
an enormous appetite, and speedily he recovers from
his sickness.
NATOOSA (Dec. 11). — Sauntering through the
Three X Ranch, Red Hawk and his daughter, Natoosa, are accosted by some of the cowboys, who
try to take liberties with the young Indian girl.
Jack Bangs comes to her rescue and drives off her
tormentors. He earns the thanks of Red Hawk
and Natoosa falls deeply in love with him.
Upon ' their
the Indian
Natoosa
confidesreturn
to herto father
that sheencampment,
is in love
with Bangs. Red Hawk, filled with the pride and
traditions of his race, goes back to the ranch, tells
Bangs he would honor him by giving his daughter
to him In marriage. Bangs frankly tells the chief
that he is engaged to another. Red Hawk, disappointed and angry, sullenly departs. He tells his
braves that they must capture Jack and his sweetheart, Lillian, and bring them to the Indian encampment. Obeying their chief's command, they
await a favorable opportunity and He In wait for
Jack and Lillian, whom they seize and carry away.
They tie them to stakes with the decree that on the
morrow they must both die. Leaving them for the
night, the Indians return to their village. Natoosa
overhears them arranging for the execution of the
prisoners. In spite of her rejection, her love is too
sincere for Jack to see him die or to wish him any
nnhapplness. In the darkness of the night, she
goes In search of Jack and Lillian. When she finds
them, she releases them, urging them to escape,
which they do with all possible speed. When Red
Hawk accidentally learns that his daughter has
freed them, he determines that she shall be put to
death for the deed. Natoosa wanders to the transparent pool which she was wont to frequent and
sadly viewing the reflection of her face in its
mirror-like depths, she despondently drives a dagger
into her breast and drops lifeless. Her father, who
Is searching for her, reaches the pool and finds his
daughter has carried out the execution of his own
intentions.
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ADAM AND EVE (Dec. 12).— The man, Adam,
DOt content to be alone, unto lilm was given a woman, Eve. They are happy and content, until one
day, there conies to their home a tempter. They
take him in, feed and house him over night, and
during his stay, be shows them many trinkets,
laces and other finery, which appeals to the woman's vanity, and she begs her husband to buy
them for her. Ills scant earnings as a gardener cannot cater to the Indulgence of luxuries, and he refuses. She pleads with him and when the peddler
retires for the night. Eve persuades Adam to steal
from
the
which she pedrler's
craves. pack that she may possess that
Adam succumbs to ber enticement and the seeds
of sin are sown and their happiness and peace of
mind depart from tbem from that time henceforth.
In the morning, when the peddler leaves, they would
believe that their unhapplness had gone with bim,
but not so, they must reap that which they have
sown and the disquieting spirit of evil hath taken
possession of tbelr hearts and home. When the
pedler discovers that be has been robbed, he is fired
with the spirit of revenge and Immediately reports bis loss to the town authorities, who hasten
to apprehend the culprits. On their way, the newB
spreads among the townspeople, who pretend to
be inspired with righteous indignation, but in reality they secretly rejoice in the downfall of their
weak and foolish neighbors. Brought face to face
with the peddler, Adam and Eve confess their guilt
and the discovery of the stolen property at once
convicts them. Imprisonment is the penalty of their
crime, but through their appeals for mercy, they
are condemned to banishment.
THE SONG OF THE SHELL (Deo. 13).— Suffering with ennui, bored by society, Annie Bradley, a
wealthy girl, Is anxious to make her time more
profitable by doing something worth while. Alice
Godfrey, a nurse on the Floating Hospital of the
local Guild, pays Annie a visit and suggests to her
that she Interest herself in settlement work among
the poor and accompany her on a tour through the
tenement districts. Annie consents and she soon
finds herself so Interested in the work, she makes
application for an appointment as a visiting nurse.
She is accepted and joins in the work of attending the sick children on the Floating Hospital. Her
tenderness and efficiency is noticed by Dr. Ferguson, the physician in charge, and her compliments
her on her work. This courtesy leads to a friendship between her and the Doctor which ripens
into love.
They are obliged, by the rules of the Hospital,
to do their courting in secret, while on shipboard.
The Doctor proposes to Annie, and finding him so
different from the men among the wealthy set with
whom she is acquainted, she readily accepts him.
They are secretly married. Annie continues her
laborsafter
among
and that
It isthenotDoctor
until learns
' some
time
theythe
are poor
married
by accident of Annie's wealth and social prominence.
She tells him that she appreciates his ambition but
he can rest assured that her money will contribute
very greatly to their comfort while he is rising to
a high position In his profession. He is encouraged
by her willingness to assist, but convinces her that
he will value her love and sweetness of character
in the future, as he has in the past, above the
wealth of all the world.
ALL FOR A GIRL. (Dec. 12).— Billy Joy, a young
reporter, is told by his chief, if he will secure
certain letters connected with a prominent divorce
scandal, he will raise his wages $10 a week.
This increase will make Billy rich enough to marry
Claire. He learns that Mrs. Gardner, who is seeking her visit Mrs. Gardner shows Claire the letters
Billy disguises himself as a milkman and makes
love to Mrs. Gardner's cook to induce her to help
him get a look at the letters In the case. While
holding the cook on his- lap, in the kitchen, Claire
Taylor, his sweetheart, calls on Mrs. Gardner. During her visit, Mr. Gardner shows Claire the letters
and explains to her their connection in the divorce
case.
Wishing some refreshments, Mrs. Gardner rings
for the cook, who does not respond. She hurries
to the kitchen, accompanied by Claire, and there
they discover the cook sitting on Billy's lap. Claire,
who still has Mrs. Gardner's letters In her hand,
is so astonished at seeing her finance In such a
compromising position, drops the letters upon the
floor and will not listen to Billy's explanations; leaving the kitchen thoroughly disgusted. Billy has
his eyes on the letters, snatches them from the floor,
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places them in his pocket and makes for the Editorial Rooms of his newspaper. His Chief, delighted
with Billy's work, gives him the promised raise of
salary, and straightens things between him and
Claire, clearing up his attentions to Mrs. Gardner's
cook.
MR. DAWSON TURNS THE TABLES (Dec. 14).—
The
Senior
Clerk offascinating.
Brown Brother's
officeflxy
thinks
himself
irresistibly
He Is very
and
fussy, constantly prinking before the mirror. The
rest of the clerks decide to play a trick on him,
sending him a mash note from a fictitious young
lady, making a date for the following Sunday. He
gets wise to their game, and arranged with a young
waitress at the restaurant where he eats to keep
the date and put one over on the boys. She agrees.
The next Sunday, the whole office force Is waiting
at the appointed place to see bis discomfiture. They
are surprised when they see the classy little waitress, stunningly dressed and betwicblngly pretty,
appear
the away
scene, with
take him.
Dawson's
and
proudly upon
saunter
Witharmgaping
mouths and staring eyes, they ask each other, "Can
.you Beat It?"

EDISON.
SAVING THE GAME (Dec. 9). — In the school we
find Jealousy in the shape of a substitute who is
jealous of a half-back who is to play la the big
game of the season. At the practice game the
day before, Jim Ralston, the half-back, gets a
telegram from his mother saying it Is Imperative
for him to be at his home the next day to sign
some papers for the settlement of an estate. Ed.
Hobart,
substitute,
looksan over
Jim's shoulder,
reads the the
telegram
and sees
opportunity
to play
in Ralston's place. Billy Hanks, one of the boys
of the college, loans Ralston his car to drive to
his home, thirty-five miles away, so as to be back
in time for the game. Ed. Hobart gets a pal of
his, Fred. Owens, to follow in another car, telling him to let the gasoline out of the tank of
Ralston's automobile. The gasoline is emptied and
he, Fred. Owens, stops at a road house for refreshments, confident of his success.
Upon the discovery of the loss of the power in
Jim's car, the old lawyer starts to drive by a short
cut to the nearest garage. Accidentally they run
across Fred's automobile in front of the road house.
Ralston tries to bribe the chauffeur. He refuses
to accept but by the dint of muscular persuasion
he is soon speeding along. In the meantime the
game Is very close. In fact it looks bad for
Ralston's side and when he reaches the oval the
score is six to six and four minutes to play. Ralston gets a big reception and proves to be Just In
the nick of time to save the day.
HARNESSING A MOUNTAIN STREAM (Dec,
9), — This film shows how power Is extracted from
a mountain stream and converted Into electricity.
It shows this same mountain stream through Its
various courses from one lake to another, until
at last it reaches the great Salt Sea. From there
Its waters are converted Into rock salt, which Is
refined and finally goes to the dinner table where
the man who planned the harnessing of this
mountain stream quarrels with his sweetheart,
caused by his upsetting the salt cellar and the
old tradition of throwing salt over the shoulder is
inroduced In order to end the quarrel. The spectator is taken from the waterfall in the mountain
up to the building of the dam, the harnessing of
he stream by wooden troughs carried miles over
the mountains where it is converted into electric
ANNIE CRAWLS UPSTAIRS (Dec. 10).— Annie,
power.
the daughter of the janitor, who wears a brace
and is three years old. Is neglected by her parents.
They quarrel. She finds the door ajar and crawls
out and up the stairs.
A young girl on the first floor is tempted to go
out for a wild night; her mother has been unable
to dissuade her. As she opens the door to go,
Annie crawls In. In a few minutes the girl goes
back to the mirror and takes off her finery. Annie,
neglected again, crawls out and up stairs again.
On the second floor an ex-convict is contemplating a burglary. He Is making ready when Annie
knocks at the door. When she comes in the man
takes her up and kisses her. He puts away his
burglar's kit and Annie crawls out and up again.
On the third floor there is trouble between a
pair of lovers. The girl does not want to marry,
she wants a career, so the young man says goodbye but as he opened the door, Annie crawls up.
He picks her up, shows the lame leg to the girl.
The girl hugs Annie and Annie hugs them both
together. Naturally the young man puts her down
and turns his whole attention to the young lady.
Annie crawls out.

A. B.C. and All Licensed Posters
Rental Prices
Selling Prices
j-Sheets
5c i-Sheet3
15c
3-Sheets
35c 3-Sheets
35c
6-8-Sheets
50c 6-Sheets
70c
Beginning

with

releases of Nov. 18, Kalem
1 sheets 10c each.
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GET

THIS— SOMETHING
A Service Department

for Motiograph

FOR

NOTHING

Users in the City of Chicago

Owing to THE SEVERAL HUNDRED THEATERS now
using THE MOTIOGRAPH IN CHICAGO we will install a
system of inspecting and adjusting FREE OF CHARGE except in
cases where new parts are required.
We want every CHICAGO USER OF THE MOTIOGRAPH
to send in his name at once.
Our 1913 Model is a success everywhere, far beyond expectations.
We have installed FIFTEEN already IN CHICAGO alone, and
more going in daily — replacing all makes.
Our 1913 Model Lamp House and Arc Lamp will be supplied for
Powers and Edison Heads.
Our 1912 Lamp House with Arc Lamp may still be had for those
who wish a cheaper one than the 1913 Model.
WE EXPECT TO EXTEND OUR SERVICE IN NEW
YORK AND THE EASTERN CITIES IN A VERY SHORT
TIME— OUR NEW YORK OFFICE IS NOW READY FOR
BUSINESS.

THE ENTERPRISE OPTICAL MANUFACTURING
Factory and Main

Office 564-572 West Randolph

Eastern Office-30 E. 23rd St., NEW

Theatres
Attention!!

REVISED
PRICES ON
POSTERS

YORK

CITY

COMPANY

Street, CHICAGO,

ILL.

Western Orfice-833 Market St., SAN FRANCISCO

With releases from Nov. 18th you can secure posters for all KALEM and LUBIN subjects; and
with releases of December 2nd, all PATHE, EDISON and BIOGRAPH at the following prices:
ONE SHEETS
AT
THREE SHEETS AT
SIX SHEETS
AT

ioc each.
35c
"
65c
"

Postage or
Express
additional.

Following Posters now ready for releases, week of Dec. 9th:
KALEM.
Race with Time, 1 and 3-sheets.
Toll Gate Raiders, i-sheets only.
i-sheets only.
the Cowpunchers,
l
j 1 and1 3-sheets.
/-,
.1.andOppressed,
1 j the
1Mummy
Ireland

THREE-SHEETS

B. C.

„ sheeta onIy3-sheets .....
1 and
LUBIN,
No. <io.
** eekly
t\ Lucky Fall
The
Electric
Laundry. C. G. P.
For All
Wonderful One Hoss Shay. *?is Little Indian Model.
I^ver.
renaci ous
J^e *j?cape
Kitty
«_. u. r. c
01 uas,
Cannibals. £"
and thetheBandits
Buster and
When
Love Leads.
Tne Spendthrift s Reform.

C.

FOR "EDISON'S
CHRISTMAS ACCIDENT," Dec. 14th; and THREE
and SIX SHEETS now ready for the following SPECIALS:

VITAGRAPH'S— "THE
DAWNING"
LUBIX'S— "THE CROOKED
PATH"
PATHE'S— "THE HAREM
CAPTIVES"

A.

Week of Dec. 2nd for PATHE. One

COMPANY,

RELEASED
"
"

DEC. 6th by General
"
13th ■'
"
9th

CLEVELAND,
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'
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On the f<ni r t li floor, a seamstress is sewing at
tbJB machine and her title girl, a child of about
Annie'* age, is trying to attract Iter attention. The
woman gives the child a slap and the child cries.
\ii
rawu in and the two begin to play together The woman notices this, picks up her own
Child, hugs bet and feels her little limbs which,
unlike
Annie's are sound
and whole,
and so negi, Annie
lias to j-'o Out and climb on.
By ii"\s she Is so tired thai she can hardly crawl
up the remaining stain, On the top floor a young
man. a stranger In the city, is contemplating
suicide. He is alone, without friends and In despair. Annie comes sleepily In. He picks her up
and she falls asleep In his arms. Very gently he
carries her downstairs again. The Janitor and his
wife are still quarreling but when the young man
iip|H';irs witli Annie fast asleep, they are silent,
look at the sleeping child and draw each other
close.
A SUNDAY AFTERNOON IN RURAL ENGLAND
(Dec. 11). — This scenic film carries us Into the
beautiful rural district of England, through quaint
little villages and past wayside Inns and speak
of Shakespeare and Dickens. Along the river and
past some of the flower decked locks whose blossoms rival California's garden spots. Then there
art delightful little, old, flat cottages with rose
vines climbing all over them and half hiding the
diamond pane,! windows.
NO PLACE FOR A MINISTER'S SON (Dec. 11).—
In a letter from college Cyrus Brent tells of a
play to be presented by the fraternity. His parents,
a country minister and an old fashioned wife, determine to pay him a visit and be present at the
rendition of the play. They arrive at the college
town the evening before the play Is to be presented
and manage to locate their son's boarding house
only to Snd that lie and bis chums are attending a
dress rehearsal of the play. The landlady, howover, cideushers
Into Cyrus' room where they deto await them
his return.
In the meantime Cyrus and his college chums are
struggling with their final dress rehearsal at the
local Town Hall where the stage carpenters are
very busy building the scenery. Their hammering
finally becomes unbearable and the stage director
calls off ttie rehearsal for one hour in the hope
that by that time they will have finished their
hammering.
Cyrus and is chums avail themselves of this
opportunity to finish the game of cards at his
room in the boarding house where the old folks,
unbeknown to him, are patiently awaiting his return.
At the sound of the boys' footsteps on the stairway the old folks conceal themselves in an adjoining room in order to surprise their son. They
see Cyrus and bis chums enter, and throw off their
overcoats, disclosing their stage costumes. One
young man represents a gay young thing in a
harem skirt and another a ballet dancer with a
short gauze skirt. They resume their game of
cards, the old people watching them from their
hiding place. When, however, they see the "ladies"
smoking cigarettes, they are filled with indignation
at their son's downfall and burst into the room
upbraiding linn and his brazen associates. Explanations follow and wigs are removed to the satisfaction of the old people who decide that college
life is too deep
for them.
FOG (Dec. 13).— We are Introduced to Liz, an
East Side vender of vegetables and we see her driving her moke through the East End of London.
The next scene shows Lady Cecily of Park Lane
Hraeaklng a pearl necklace which the Honorable Jack
nPoaderberry offers to have repaired for her. As
rthe Honorable Jack leaves the house and travels
ipast Hyde Park Corners and down Picadilly, a
'London fog begins to fill the air and soon he "finds
Ihlmself wandering
helplessly
in its obscurity.
'A member of the under world, familiarly called
"the rat," who has been talking with Liz and her
•father, hears a sound in the distance and following
■the scent, comes up behind the Honorable Jack and
ibowls him over with a blow on the head. The
Ibandsome young man falls at the feet of Liz and
mhoii ■"the rat" comes to complete his work and
roo Wis victim, Hlz, who has been struck by the
looks of the stranger, protects him. Her father
backs her up and "the rat" Is sent about his
business while Liz and her father take Jack home.
They find that he has entirely lost his memory of
the past and Liz decides that she will keep him
and make him learn to love her, so she hides the
pearls In what she considers a safe place and
Jack begins a different life which continues until
Ijdy Cecllly joins a shimming party one night
and stumbles Into a restaurant where Jack and Liz
are having supper. Then the cloud clears from
Jack's mind but Lady Cecily seeing him with Liz
cannot understand the situation and refuses to
hear any explanation. That night in the wharf
cottage, Liz realizes that she lias really lost the
man she loves and that his happiness depends on
her making his peace with the girl he loves. She
makes the sacrifice and finding Lady Cecily at home,
tells her how
it all happened,
A CHRISTMAS ACCIDENT (Dec. 14).— The Gilton's are next door neighbors to the Biltons. The
houses are exactly alike and adjoin each other;
the back yards are even unseparated by a fence.
Gllton is a crabbed old money-maker and childless while his wife has grown submissive through
years of continual
nagging.
The Biltons are a happy family of seven: poverty
and scrimping have not soured them. The struggle
■to maintain bis wife and the little ones has left
Hiltou
rhreadbear,
it is true, but the loving wife
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live

pairs ,,r Utile arms
that crept around
his
h morning
and night were
worth
the fight.
fact that old Gllton
fumed and
fussed
about
children
sometimes
stepping
over
the line of
k-yard,
bothered
him only In so far as be
discord; and when Gllton's dog was poisoned
Hilton was as sorry as though It bad been his own,
yet old Gllton
accused
him
of having
been
the
poisoner.
Even the heart-broken sobs of Cora Corrella, Bllton's sweet
little daughter over the death
of her canine
playfellow,
failed
to convince
the
crusty
old man.
When
the grocer's
boy delivered
Gllton's
order
to Mrs.
Hilton
and
she cooked
the
dinner,
thalking
her husband
lias sent
the things
Gllton was almost ready to commit murder.
As Christmas approached the Biltons were hard
pressed but gaye their little store to the children
to buy presents, telling them that Santa Glaus
wag loo poor to leave them
a turkey.
i in Chrismas eve old Gllton staggered home in a
blizzard, the turkey for Christmas dinner under
his arm: on the porch that led to the twin doors
of his house and Billon's a terlflc gust of wind
and snow closed his '-yes and horror of horrors, he
entered the home of the hated neighbor. Blinded
and cold, his entire figure snow covered, he stepped
into the midst of the Biltons, gathered as they
were about the table laden with the cheap presents
lli<
the

listening open-mouthed to Bilton reading "The
Night Before Christmas." The children's vision
of
cheery
Santa figure.
was rudely
Interrupted
by Gllton's
snow
covered
To them
be was
a real
Santa Clans
In a beautiful closing scene old Gllton's flinty
eyes tilled with tears and the breach between the
families is closed as thougli the spirit of Santa
Claus
himself
had welded
it.

CINES.
THE LION TONIC (Dec. 10).— An old chemist
invents a marvelous remedy and calls it "Lion
Tonic." He proudly displays the medicine to his
wife, but canlions her to be careful not to take
an overdose. Womanlike, as soon as her husband
departs, she determines to test the potion with a
good, plentiful drink, whereupon she immediately
assumes alarming proportions. Their little son
Tommy follows suit, and is at once transformed
into a stalwart man.
The chemist is horrified when he witnesses the
terrible results, and hurls the bottle out of the
window to the ground where the little pet dog licks
up what remains, and immediately is changed into
a monstrous
lion.
Numerous other startling complications ensue
which make it necessary for the inventor 'to discover an antidote which shall put everything right
again.
PICTPRESftUE ITALIAN SCENES (Dec. 10).—
Spreading before us some of he most picturesque
spots in all Italy, especially in the vicinity of
Naples. A visit to the beautiful valley of the
Trela concludes
the subject.
TRAPPING THE CONSPIRATORS (Dec. 14).—
Stealthily, in the dead of night, the conspirators
meet and select one of their number, Sir Reginald
De Lancy, to kill Cardinal Richelieu. After swearing eternal loyalty to the cause, De Lancy sets out
for Paris on his dangerous
task.
Debois, a spy in the employ of the Cardinal, having learned of the plan, orders the arrest of the
conspirators, and then goes in pursuit of De Lancy.
The clever fellow persuades Richelieu to disguise
himself, after which, by means of a decoy letter,
he brings De Lancy before the Cardinal, who extracts from him a full confession of his terrible
purpose.
Upon hearing this, the Cardinal throws off his
disguise and angrily orders his soldiers to arrest
De Lancy. They are about to carry the prisoner
off, when suddenly the door opens and Louise, the
Cardinal's niece, who is secretly in love with De
Lancy, enters the room, and, throwing herself upon
her knees, beseeches her uncle to spare the life
of her sweetheart. Her earnest pleading finally
causes the Cardinal to be merciful, but De Lancy
refuses to accept pardon unless it Is extended to
bis comrades.
The Cardinal, after a pause, even agrees to this,
and De Lancy rushes off to prevent the executions,
but, alas! arrives too late. Making his way upon
the scaffold, he gazes at the lifeless bodies of his
comrades, and. drawing his pistol, discharges it
at his breast with the words, "Better death, than
life at such a cost!"

KALEM.
A RACE WITH TIME (Dec. 9).— President Manson of the 0. R. & N. R. R. is advised by the Acting Tostmaster General that a test for the mail
contract will be held December 17th and that a
pouch
be delivered
Stevensonin atfavor
two o'clock
or
the must
contract
will be atforfeited
of the
Union Central R. R. The next day at the office
of the superintendent of the Union Central word
is received that the O. & R. Is likely to secure
the contract, and Thomas, the vice-president, wires
to the superintendent of the Union Central that
he must stop at nothing to thwart the competitor.
The superintendent of the Central calls in one of
bis tough section bands, who schemes to disable the
engine on which the trial mall pouch is to be
carried. The station agent's daughter discovers the
plot and taking the mall pouch from the wrecked
engine, runs to a nearby locomotive and sets forth
to complete the Journey. A wild ride takes place
but Just as the clock is striking two, the plucky

substitute
mail.

arrives

at

Stevenson

and

delivers

the

CONWAY, THE KERRY DANCER (Dec. 9).—
Conway, "the Kerry Dancer," is known all over
tie Kmerald Isle. Our picture shows him in one
of bis many characteristic dances.
TOLL GATE RAIDERS (Dec. 11).— Stark, a man
of the Kentucky bills, believes it is unjust that he
should lie obliged to pay toll while Judge Randolph,
the owner of the road, rides free. He therefore
succeeds in arousing the people of bis community
i" such an extent that the Judge Is petitioned to
sell his road. Randolph, however, refuses to consider ' tion.
A hand of toll gate raiders is organized by Stark
and a notice is placed on the toll bouse, warning
the Judge that in
lis, the bouse will be
burned down.
Millie Brant, the daughter of the toll gate keeper,
Is taken ill and Charlotte, the Judge's daughter,
comes to spend the night with her, as Brant has
been called to town. That night the raid,
fire to the bouse and the two girls are rescued by
Charlotte's sweetheart .James Staunton. The Judge,
realizing that the community is against bim, agrees
to sell the road to the county.
THE MUMMY AND THE COWPUNCHERS (Dec.
13). — Kant and li is daughter, Julia, two stranded
tbesplahs, pick up an old newspaper and read of
a wonderful mummy, discovered by a European
scientist in Egypt, which has retained its remarkable beauty for centuries. This gives Rant an
idea. Julia is to represent the mummy and Kant,
as the professor, will deliver a lecture. They secure the co-operation of a medicine faker, who has
found business dull, and his tent Is used as an
auditorium.
Tbe scheme works splendidly until one of the
boys falls in love with the mummy and the conconclndes that the professor is disturbing
the peace. Dr. Quack, the faker, runs off with
receipts and only the timely interference of the
cowpunchers prevents Rant and his daughter from
being arrested.
STRANGE PLACES AND QUAINT PEOPLE IN
NEW YORK (Dec. 13).— A visit is paid by the
motion picture camera to the various foreign sections of New York City and interesting views of
the Syrian quarter at Battery Park, the Italian
and French districts, picturesque Chinatown and
the famous Jewish section in Hester Street are
presented.
IRELAND THE OPPRESSED (Dec. 14).— During
a rest at the harvest dance. Marty is requested to
tell of the days when he was young. The goodnatured Irishman consents and tells tbe following
story: "In those days we got our larnin' from th'
hedge school and whin I grew up, toimes bein'
worse, like many another spalpeen I tuk to courtin'. Just about thin Lord Kilhannack, the divil
take 'im, took to evictin' his penniless tenants by
the way of a little dlvarsion. Con Hanley made
a gallant run wld the news to Father Falvey. His
Riv'rince, attimtin' to protict the Morans, was put
under arresht for his trouble. Bein' a knowin' lad
an' a mimber of the White Boys, I blew the horn
as a signal to call the boys together, an' there
in the glen we took on the rescue av th' holy man.
T'way a grand place for the wurk, but it cost us
dear. Wid'' the Red Coats scourin' th' countryside.
His Riv'rince lived for weeks on the food secretly
passed him, in tbe cave where he was hidden. Rewards were posted ivrywbere. A dhirty agent named
Michael Dee discovered the hiding place of His
Riv'rince an' sold him to th' crown, but Peggy
overheard a drunken soldier's boast, and very
toimly too, brought the news, an' disguised, the
good priest shipped to sea. He kissed the shore of
bis native isle and sailed him away to Ameriky
An' tho Frough dear served sivin long years, she's
here herself to tell it."'

ECLIPSE.
JUST MISSED HIM (Dec. 11). — Sam Slick is an
extremely slippery fellow, and leads his pursuers
a long and arduous chase. They first stealthily attempt to surprise him in his room, but just when
they are most certain of capturing him, be manages
to wriggle out from their grasp. The minions of
the law are persistent, and at last their efforts meet
with success. Wishing to take no chances, they
carefully place him in a cell and fasten the bars,
but later the sly fellow even makes his escape from
there in a most extraordinary manner.
THE MANCHESTER SHIP CANAL (ENGLAND)
(Dec. 11). — We are taken upon an interesting trip
along this busy ship canal from Eastham to Manchester, during which we are shown many flourishing towns along the way and several marvelous
feats of engineering.

ESSANAY.
THE SHADOW OF THE CROSS (Dec. 10).— Leandre and Jacques, two young Italians, are in love
with Francesca Tonelli, a beautiful girl. Leandre is
favored by Francesca. One night a dance is to be
held and Leandre writes Francesca pleading with
her to wear a red rose if she returns his love. By
chance Jacques secures possession of the letter and,
In
a frenzy All
of unknowing
jealousy, changes
word "red"
"white."
of tbe the
trickery
involved.to
Francesca innocently wears the white rose and Leandre leaves the town with a broken heart. Taking
opportunity of the chance offered, Jacques wins
Francesca
for his wife.
The
years
pass and
Le
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THE INTERNATIONAL CONSPIRACY
(3 Reels)
A battle of wits in which the vanquished neither expected
nor received mercy. The strong hand that threatened fair
France and the stronger hand which blew the menacing
band into eternity.

PERILS OF THE ATLANTIC
(2 Reels)
The double edged Sword of Disaster which plunged a
woman's heart and mind into depths dolorosa — a husband
on the colossal steamship sunk by an iceberg and an only
child in the grip of dread disease. The mighty realism of a
giant vessel sinking with its precious cargo of humans, will
bring your breath in short gasps, blanch to your cheek,
glisten to your eye.
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andre has become a monk. One day a poor girl falls
exhausted at tbe cloister door and Leandre is horrified to discover It is Francesca. He cares tenderly
for her, and then learns for the first time of
Jacques' perfidy unci that lie has deserted her. Franceaca dies, and Leandre swears to have revenge on
bis false friend — though bound by bis eternal vows.
Tears pass and one night a stranger falls senseless
at tbe monastery door. Leandre carries him to his
room and there, by the flickering light of a candle,
Izes the wuBted face as that of Jacques.
Whipping
a knife from
Jacques'is belt,
Leandre
It
aloft. Suddenly
t lie caudle
dashed
to tberaises
floor
and the room Is left In blackness. Gradually a shaft
of light penetrates the gloom and falls upon tbe
crucifix on the table. Then the form of Leandre,
with repentant face, crawls to the table and bows
before the crucifix, while bis lips move In silent
prayer.
TIME FLIES (Dec. 11). — Heed desires to get out
of helping ills wife hang pictures In order to join In
a "Kelly pool" game with the boys. So he sends
himself a telegram advising there is important huslness at the olfice and orders the messenger to deliver it at seven that evening. Of course the messenger forgets, and poor Reed puts in an evening
of torture banging pictures and waiting for the
message. About midnight the message arrives, Mrs.
Reed reads the fake business meeting, routs poor
Reed from bis good sleep, throws his clothes on, and
despite his vehement protests, hustles him out of
the house and commands bim to go to the office at
once. Reed finds peaceful sleep again on a park
bench, and, a moment . later, an escaping crook
throws a bundle of loot beside him, an officer discovers the package and Reed is dragged to the
station as being the thief. Unable to obtain bail,
poor Reed stretches out on the hard bench and groans
miserably as be sees visions of bis buxom spouse
snoozing peacefully on her downy couch.
THE PROSPECTOR (Dec. 12).— Jim Clayton, a
prospector, strikes gold, stakes out his claim, and
starts for the nearest town, some miles away, to
file the property. Overtaken by night, he stops at
the shack of Sam Dunn, a surly old squatter, and
asks for shelter. Rurlng the course of the evening,
Jim discovers that Dunn is brutal toward his widowed daughter and her little girl, and resolves to aid
her If he can. Dunn and his son now give up their
bed to Jim and leave tbe shack, supposedly to sleep
In the barn. Late that night Anna, Dunn's daughter,
overhears her father and brother plotting to rob
Clayton. She sends her little girl down to warn
the prospector, and, when the plotters enter, Jim
wounds the son in the arm and Is struggling
furiously with the old squatter when Anna enters,
rescues Jim at gun's point and, with her little girl,
rides away with the young prospector to town. Jim
now marries Anna, in order to protect her for life,
and next morning they ride back to the shack. Old
Dunn is persuaded to give his blessing, then Jim
offers bim a partnership in tbe mine. Thus matters
are happily adjusted.
THE ERROR OF OMISSION (Dec. 13).— Tommy
Law ton is born into tbe world and bis father, one
of the common type of careless parents, neglects to
register his birth certificate in the flurry resulting
from having a young bull pup sent him from a
friend. The dog Is registered at once, however, and
the contrast of the two registry offices Is startling.
Before the dog registry office a huge crowd clamors
for attention from the overworked clerks, while at
the birth registry counter the clerks yawn and nod
over their neglected books. Tommy grows into a
sturdy lad, and his father has tbe greatest difficulty
In securing bim a place in the public school because of his birth never having been registered. At
the age of fourteen Tommy is left alone in the
world by the death of bis father and attempts to
secure work. A truant officer intervenes and Tommy,
unable to prove bis exact age, is unable to look for
employment. The years pass on and Tommy is now
a young man, in love with pretty Eva Cushman.
Feeling himself of age and desiring to cast his vote
for a staunch friend of Eva's father, Tommy tries
to register at the polls, but Is challenged because of
his youthful appearance and, not being able to
prove bis age, is turned away. Later he endeavors
to secure a marriage license, but It is the old story —
he cannot prove his age and Is rejected. One morning he receives a letter advising bim that he has
Inherited a fortune If he can prove his identity.
Again the neglect of registering his birth almost
loses Tommy the fortune until he happens to discover his father's old dog registration paper, on the
back of which is carelessly scribbled: "Also became the father of a fine, bouncing boy on this
date." With this scrap of good luck, Tommy hurries
to tbe lawyer, proves his Identity by revealing an
odd birth-mark on his neck, and Is rewarded with
the money.
ALKALI IKE'S MOTORCYCLE (Dec. 14).— One
night all the boys of the Seven Dp Ranch are invited to the house to meet Bud Simpson's niece
from Llzardhead. After hours of brushing up his
dusty best clothes, Alkali Ike finally rigs himself
out and, with a freshly washed rubber collar roped
about his neck, chases Into the ranch bonse where
be finds the lovely Soffie seated at the organ, surrounded by tbe boys, who are Industriously screeching their heads off In an endeavor to sing. Alkali
Ike vainly attempts to elbow bis way through and
get a sight of the fair Soffie, but in vain, and is
finally thrown out^ of the house by the boys. But
bis wooing Is not in vain, and tbe next morning a
motorcyclist arrives at the ranch and stops for a
while.
Alkali Immediately sees possibilities In the
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machine, buys it outright, and Invites Soffie to take
a spin with him along the trail. She delightedly
agrees — and then tbe fun begins. Of course Alkali
mtrol of the mechanism and the wildest of
rides ensues. Finally tbe machine lands in the
and there we leave Alkali In the bands of the
enraged
Soffie, who does things good and plenty to
bim.

LUBIN.
A LUCKY FALL (Dec. 9).— Jack Holllngsworth
and Kate, wife, came to Placerville with the gold
seekers. One day when Jack was in town, the stage
drove up and deposited an old chum who had been
his school mate in the East. They renewed friendship and became partners. They made trips toover the mountains in quest of gold, frequently remaining away weeks at a time. One of these
trips seemed longer and more lonesome to the
little
wife, soon she
donned a suit
of Jack's
clothes
and started
a prospecting
tour.
She stumbled
onto a grizzly bear. She backed away fearing to
disturb him. Failing to see a nearby precipice,
she went down tumbling and rolling, until she
reached the bottom. Getting on her feet she was
about to start fqr home again when right before
her lay the unmistakable sign of a paying claim —
gold bearing quartz In abundance. Putting a few
samples In her coat pocket she trudged along until
she reached home. Wishing to surprise her husband
when he comes home, she recorded tbe claim and
had the ore assayed, but had not counted on a dishonest assayer, who told her the ore assayed only
$30,00 to the ton Instead of $3,000. He offered
her $150 for her claim which was willingly accepted. She went with the assayer to show him
the location of the claim and while away Jack
and Will returned empty handed to the cabin.
Kate was not there but they found the assay sheet
on the table, showing $30.00 for each 2000 lbs.
Thinking she might be in town, they dropped into
the assayer's office. There they saw the entry under
her name of $3,000 to the ton. Suspecting the
truth they hurried out, Informed the sheriff and
started in pursuit to prevent the sale. They
reached there just as Kate was about to sign the
assignment. The sheriff took the assayer In charge.
It was the biggest gold find the town had ever
heard of, and happiness reigned ever after in the
little family of gold seekers.
THE WONDERFUL ONE HORSE SHAY (Dec.
10). — Parson Burroughs who owns the shay, spends
much of his time courting widow Hubbard. The
parson discovers that he has a dangerous rival in
the person Ethel,
of Abe falls
Hobbs.
Meanwhile,
the widow's
daughter,
in love
with Harry
Smith.
The widow's objections to Harry lead to clandestine love meetings between tbe young people. At
Aunt Dinah's quilting party the parson "puts one
over" on Hobbs by escorting the widow to the party.
After the assemblage breaks up, Hobbs hurries
outside to invite the widow to ride home in his
rig. But the one horse shay stood right in front
of Aunt Dinah's house, and when the parson asked
permission to drive the widow home she accepted.
Hobbs, not to be outdone, invites the village Justice
of the Peace to jump In his rig and drive with him
to the letter's office. Here he secures a marriage
license and starts back to the widow's home. The
parson and the widow arrive ahead of him to discover that Ethel and Harry have just eloped. A
farm hand tells them the direction the runaways
have taken and the old folks start In hot pursuit.
Hobbs, armed with a marriage license and wedding
ring, arrives immediately after their departure,
and decides to follow them. Ethel and Harry speed
down to the Justice of Peace office. The widow
and parson are almost upon the elopers when "all
at once the horse stood still." The parson and
widow find themselves seated In the roadway, the
parson half-stunned, holding on stupidly to the
horse reins, while the widow, her back to his, Is
sprawled, half dazed, in the road. The widow
staggers to her feet and starts up tbe road to
return on foot to her home. With the widow In
this frame of mind, Abe Hobbs overtakes her in
his buggy. He proposes, is accepted on the spot,
and he persuades the widow to go to the parson
at once. They retrace their steps in tbe buggy
to where the parson, surrounded by the villagers
stands gazing foolishly at the little heap on the
ground. He nearly drops dead when Hobbs and the
widow drive up, display ring and license, and
ask to be married. But the old lovers Insist, and
the Parson digs down Into the wreckage to find
bis Bible. Then with the widow and Hobbs standing in their buggy, lie marries them. As he pronounces them man and wife, Harry and Ethel
enter, with the announcement that they have been
to the Justice of Peace and have been married.
It Is up to the old folks to forgive them, and they
do so.
HIS FIRST SKATE (Dec. 13).— .Tack Cole gets
an invitation to go skating. He buys a pair of
skates and from the moment he gets on bis feet
be never stops until be lias wrecked a kitchen, a
dining room, knocked down a crockery stand, made
several persons take a tumble, and finally lands
in the river, knocking in four fishermen with him
and frightening the life out of the fish.
THE CROOKED PATH (Dec. 13).— A synopsis of
this two-reel special subject by the Lubln company was published in tbe advertisement of the
General Film Company on page 880 of the issue
dated November
30th.

KITTY AND THE BANDITS (Dec. 12).— Dorothy
and Kitty Budd, daughters of Col. Budd are giving
a ball to introduce Kitty into society. Senor Yaro,
a visiting .Spaniard of tbe diplomatic corps, is in
love with Kitty, who in turn is secretly in love
with Harry Mitchell, a captain at tbe post. At
tbe ball Senor
Yaro's and
Jealousy
Is aroused
Kitty's
attention
to Harry
believing
that by
Kitty
has
encouraged himself, be calls her to account. Losing
bis temper he Is about to lay violent bands upon
her when she is rescued by Harry who orders Senor
Yaro to leave.
The next evening Harry and Kitty are out riding when Harry receives a letter from an officer
who is arriving by tbe evening's train. As a
Joke he and Kitty plan to hold up tbe ambulance
on its way from tbe depot. She helps Harry and
some of bis companions to disguise themselves as
bandits. Senor Yaro overbears the scheme and
seeing a chance to revenge himself he persuades
Colonel Budd to send a troop of calvalry to shoot
down the bandits who, Senor Yaro tells bim, are
the real thing. Bob Wilson, a friend of Harry's
and in love with Kitty's sister Dorothy, is sent In
command accompanied by Senor Yaro. Kitty returns home and tells her sister Dorothy of the
Joke. Dorothy
In turn
Yaro's
report. Fearful that
the tells
troopKitty
will ofshoot
before
tbe truth is discovered Kitty rides after it and
arrives Just in time to save her lover and his
friends from being shot to pieces.
BUSTER AND THE CANNIBALS (Dec. 13).—
After Henrietta has eaten all of Buster's candy,
Brooks appears with a story book. The fickle
maiden puts Buster out of her hammock and invites
Brooks to sit In beside her. Buster runs home
crying. His father to comfort bim takes bim on
his lap and shows him pictures of cannibals. Buster
falls asleep and dreams that be Is an explorer and
has been wrecked upon a desert Island. Being
weary he lies on the sand to sleep. Fljiwljl, a
cannibal girl, discovers Buster and awakens bim.
Buster, while he is making love to her is surrounded
by cannibals. The cannibals tie bim and lead bim
before the throne of King Kaliko. Calling his
cook, the king told him to put Buster into the
fattening pen. In tbe pen. Buster decides that
he'd better make tbe most of his last moments and
takes out his watch to see how many last momenta
he has.
Fljiwljl who has been hanging around to comfort
Buster, sees the watch and bears It tick. She
is astonished. She calls tbe cannibals. They release Buster and declare him king. Fljiwljl leads
him to the throne and all the cannibals bow low
before him. King Kaliko returns and Buster orders
him prepared for dinner. Buster now reigns supreme and orders elaborate preparations for his
marriage to Fljiwljl. But alas! — although a savage,
Fijlwijl Is "a female of the species" and curious.
Her curiosity is so aroused by the watch that
she cannot keep her hands off it and at last she
lets it fall. When they pick it up it is silent,
it is broken. When tbe cannibals come again and
bow before Buster's throne asking him to let them
hear the watch, Buster tries to bluff It off. When
Buster fails to make good on the tick-tick proposition, his subjects begin to mutter and finally
Bolo Bill gets It into bis head that Buster would
be of more service to the island community in the
pot than be would on tbe throne. He leads the
others to, the pen where they release King Kaliko.
Buster is wise enough to know that his reign la
ended and the jig Is up, so grasping Fijlwiji's band
he cries, "Let's beat It." They do. Tbey both
run down the beach. Brandishing spears and emitting ear splitting and blood curdling cries, the
cannibals pursue them until Buster wakes up on
his father's lap and hangs on to bis necktie for
dear life.
WHEN LOVE LEADS (Dec. 14).— John Morden,
a manufacturer, has an only son whom he wishes
to take into his company. He plans that David
shall marry Josephine Claggett, daughter of his
partner.
On the
return
lege, Morden
takesdayhimof toDavid's
bis office
to from]
make colhis
proposition. Just as the two ascend the steps a
beautiful and refined looking girl appears in the
doorway. Her eyes and David's meet for a second.
Then he recalls her as the little girl he used to
play with when a child. Morden makes his offer
and David declines It.
Several days later he meets Josephine Claggett
at the party. She is pleased with David, but he
is thinking of Madge. David goes to the city, and
gains a position on one of the newspapers. Later
Madge loses her place in the factory, and she too
goes to the city, knowing nothing, however of
David's movements. One day she and David meet
in the oflice of David's newspaper. They get
married. For awhile David and Madge are happy.
Then ill-health overtakes David. Madge Is the
sole support. One day she puts their little boy
to sleep and starts back to her work. David, still
ill. Insists upon going with her. In the crowded
street the two are separated. Madge starts back
to bim. An automobile bears down upon her and
she is killed. David is rendered Insane and committed to an asylum. His memory has become a
blank, and his Identity is unknown. The boy is
found l'\ an old si rub-woman, and carried to a
Children's Home. One day a sorrowful lady apwishingis toattracted
adopt ato child.
It Is David's
not lur.pearsShe
the noble-looking
boy
of unknown parentage and she selects him. In
the borne the child works a transformation. Morden, remorseful, having tried unsuccessfully to find
David, has taken to drink.
Through a renewed in-
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Song Slides.

"It You
Were Only
Here."
Pub. by George
Music < o., New York.
Scott & Van Altena, Inc.

A. L. Simpson, Inc.

"When Pub.
She Co.,
is Old
Enough
Haviland
N. Y.

to Marry," Pub. by F. B.

"JustHelf,
a Twig
Fred
N. Y.from the True

Lover's Tree," Pub. by J.
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No Binding, No Cover Glass Required —
Cheapest, , Quickest,
Announcements.
Surest
and
Best
Slide for A

S. HOYT

Every article needed by the exhibitor is described in
our new catalogue. Write for a copy at once. Let us
furnish your slides. Stock announcement and advertising
slides 35c each, postage 5c additional. Send an order for
one like the illustration and be convinced.
ERKER'S,

Myers

COMPOUND

Just coat your Glass Slide with the Compound, write or print your
announcement and you have a sharp, clear slide that will not Crack,
Peel or Mar.
The slides are washable.
COMPLETE OUTFIT TO MAKE 2000 SLIDES: $2.00

of Specially Prepared Mica Tout Can be Written onasjEasily asPaper
PRICK 25 CENTS EACH

BATTERSHALL

ANNOUNCEMENT

DEUEL'S

BLANK MICA SLIDE

E,y

W.

"Billy, Billy, Bounce Your Baby Doll," Leo Feist.
"Just Because It's You," Stern.
"Angel Man," Ben Ritchie.
"Georgie Rose," W. Rossiter.
"Ghost of the Violin," Ted Snyder.
"Melody Chimes," Morris.
"Dearie Mine," Stern.
"Want to Be Loved," Smith & Brown.
"Sail On, Silv'ry Moon," H. Rossiter.
"Irish Eyes," H. A. Wcyman
& Son.
"How
Can
I Live Without
You,"
Roger
Lewis.
"Forever
More,"
I. Seidel.
"Ship of My Dreams," Morris,
"I Long for You Tonight," Harris.
"Finnegan Gave It to Me," Crown.
"When I Lost You," Snyder.

"I Am
Without You, My Dear," Pub. by Jos. Reinhorn,
N. Lonesome
Y.

"SweetCo., Margenette
Music
N. Y.

WORLD

rnjojifdyour Visir

No. 1 E. Huron St., CHICAGO

MAKE YOUR OWN SLIDES
WITHOUT

AID OF PHOTOGRAPHY

From Newspaper Cuts, P«t Cards, Etc. Announcement Slides, Advertising Slides. Slides from Political
Office Seekers' Cards, just the thing for elections. Slides
can be made in a few minutes, plain or in colors. Where
colored picture is used, colors will appear on slide same as
in original. Complete outfit and directions, $1 .00.
MIDLAND TRANSPARENCY
CO.
313 Ramge Bldg. Dept. W
Omaha, Neb.

MO.

>LIDES of All Kinds
Send for Catalogue "W"

of oar new

ANNOUNCEMENT

Eack
Oar Sonr

SCOTT

line of beautiful

SLIDES

Illustrated from life and moat exquisitely colored.
Advertising Slide* at Reasonable Rate*
Slide Catalogue of COO different songs free to anyone
the asking.
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59 Pearl St., New
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Make them yourself Written with pen and ink
or typewriter. Three minutes to make a slide. Used
for advertising slides, to announce future or feature
programmes, for chorus slides when chorus slide it
missing. We send four colors of gelatin. The slides
look well and anyone can make them. They are
handy also for announcing vaudeville acts. In fact
they may be readily used for anything you may wish
to say to your audience.
For the sum of three dollars ($3) cash with order,
we will send by express, charges not prepaid, or
$3.50 by registered mail, prepaid (Canadian orders by
registered mail only), the following:
24 cover glass, 1 package binder strips, 1 dozen
mats, 1 instruction sheet, 1 form sheet and 50 strips
assorted colors gelatin — enough for from 300 to 400
slides.
Order now.
Address:

York City
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MEYER

PICTURE

FILM EXCHANGE

Fi7m« Rented By Day or Week With Poster*
235 W. 26th Street
::
New York City

' THE LCSrllTH REWINDING SET
EMBRACES THE FIRST NOTEWORTHY
IMPROVEMENTS
TO
REWINDING
MECHANISM
SINCE
REWINDING
BECAME
PRICESS.°«
GET OHE FROMNECESSARY.
YOU*
• ,

MiiWtK

»EM
YOURSELF SLIDES

UTILITY

TRANSPARENCY

1733 West 9th St.,

SCHENECTADY.N.Y.

CO.

Brooklyn, N. Y
! 'Cables

Bell Phone
Market

FEATURES
FEDERAL

FEATURE

Main Office
Fourth Floor
Hartford Bldg.,
Chicago, HI.

New

1'

Weihip
Everywhere

Branch Office
Suite 1313
Majestic Bldg.,
Milwaukee, Wis'

Unbreakable

Condensers

DURABLE

GLASS

HARD

Address DURABLE
114 Liberty Street
Attention

MFG.
New

Bradfilms, Phila.
Weekly
Feature
Film
Offered
List.
LENGTH
MAKE
PRICE
ADV.
SIZE
LITFiO
SHEETS
His
Past
2400. . . Mutoscope
$150.00
ones,
fours
and banner.
The
Outcast
3000... A. Melson
175.00
ones,
threes, banner.
Ship of Llon«
1400. . .Ambroslo
100.00
ones,
fours, banner.
God
of the Sun
(Colored!
1!>50. . .Pathe
120.00
ones, sixes, banner.
Romance
of a Poor
Girl. .. .3000. . .Pathe
150.00
ones,
eights,
photos, banner.
The
Acrobat's
Daughter
3300
Sequel Devils.
to
...Four Dare
.230.00. .ones, threes, fours, photos, banner.
The
Weed
2200. . .Ambroslo
100.00
threes,
photos, banner.
ime
is Mine
2000. ..Cities
100.00
ones,
threes,
pbotos, banner.
Airman's
Secret
1800...Clnes
100.00
ones,
fours,
pbotos, banner.
Fire
at
Sea
3000. ..(it. Northern
180.00
ones,
thr.es banner.
Blackmail
2200.. .Clnes
125.00
ones,
threes, banner.
- Combat
3300. . .Monopol
150.00
ones,
fours, banner.
Life's
Gamble
2900. . .Monopol
150.00
ones, fours, sixes, banner.
Miranda
1850. .. Inn. Bloa
100.00
ones, threes, banner.
Attacked
by
a Lion
1450. ■ .Gaumont
75.00
ones,
siies, banner.
90.00
ones, threes, banner.
Lt. Rose & Hidden
Treasure. . 1600 . ..C'aredon
Zigomar
vs. Nick
Carter
3000. . .Eclair
150.00
four.
si\.>. banner.
Countess
de Challant
2000... Pa the
100.00
ones,
threes, banner.
Poor
Jenny
3010. ..Asta
Nielsen
....150.00
ones,
threes,
fours, banner.
Max Linder vs. Nick
Winter. .1'mO- . .Pathe
100.00
ones,
fours, banner.
Lt. Daring
& Ship's Mascot. .1500- . -Cosmo
100.00
ones,
threes, banner.
Bull Fight. Mexico vs. Spain . .2000 .. .Rosso
180.00
ones, fours, cards, banner.
1000 reels at from ten to thirty Dollars with
posters,
some
as good as new.
334
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FILM SUPPLY CO., Inc

Send (or

G. W. BRADENBURGH
231-233 W. Eighth St..
Philadelphia, Pa.

CO.

York City
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mi memory
return to David,
He
his child.
Wretched
and penniless, be determlnea
to go to his mother
for i lej
One
night In' st mimIs outside "i hla old home. lie sees
his mother, and Indistinctly, bis father, holding
a child in bl
He draws nearei
ills heart
leaps,
lie dashes Into the i n
The child sees
him and reconciliation and peace follow.
Finally
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THE VINTAGE OF FATE (Dec. 9).— Plctro, a
handsome young Italian, In love with Maria, the
village magnate's daughter, refuse, i by the father
after swearing eternal love to her, with her rosary
atiout his neck, goes to America to win fortune
that shall win her. Eventually he makes a great
sii.-i ess ;is ;i grape grower
in California, and in
rescuing a lovely young lady from a dreadful death,
falls In love with her, discards Maria's rosary and
appears to continue well favored by fortune.
The faithful and overt. mil Maria takes her scanty
savings and, guided by Pletro'B last letter to her,
goes to America, and readies her destination in
California on the evening of Metro's wedding fiesta.
At first she decides to kill him, but resolves to humiliate him by. tossing on the table In front of him
the token he gave her in the O'd days In Italy.
Death seems the only relief for ber despair, and It
touches her with a merciful linger.
THE RANGER AND HIS HORSE (Dec. 10).— A
story dealing with a band of outlaws that are holding the sheriff's niece a prisoner to insure their own
safety. The sheriff sends for the girl's sweetheart,
a Texas ranger, to come on and help him find her.
The ranger first creates for himself a reputation as
a bandit, and when he arrives is welcomed to the
outlaw camp as one of their own kind. lie locates
the girl, and through a bit of strategy, manages to
make the outlaw chief a prisoner. With the aid of
his horse, he then sets about getting the girl out
of her prison. The outlaw camp is so situated that
to enter by force is an impossibility. The ranger.
however, goes to the top of an overhanging cliff,
makes his rope fast to the saddle, and lowers him
self into the gulch. By taking big chances be gets
the girl out, and the horse, as he feels the tugging
at the rope, pulls them to the top in safety. They
are pursued by the outlaws, and are hard pressed.
but the ranger will not give up his prisoner. He
sends the girl after assistance, and holds the band
off until the posse arrive. Then he turns the chief
over to the sheriff, goes to the girl and claims his
reward.
THE GIRL OF THE MOUNTAINS (Dec. 11).—
Tess Sutton, the daughter of a miner, who is likewise a miser, dutifully dwells with ber father by a
lonely mountain farm, where his little mine and
flume are located. She is loved by Hank, an uncouth mountaineer. In a primitive way: but her
thought centers about a young doctor in the faraway settlement. He saves her from some embarrassment by calling at ber cabin when Hank is an
unwelcome visitor, and incurs the everlasting enmity
of that bellicose individual. He tries to waylay and
assasinate his rivel. but the girl shows him the
other way at the pistol point. The sudden death
of her father and the discovery of Hank, allows
him to lead a drunken lynching party after the
doctor. Again the bravery and resourcefulness of
the mountain lass comes into play and they escape
by the perilous way of the timber flume.
THE GOD OF GOLD (Dec. 12). — Five young men,
hopeful and glorying in their strength, began buckling on the armor of the workaday world. The
artist is for creative things: the doctor is aflame for
science: the soldier observes the glories of the conquest: the hardy, wholesame farmer observes the
advantages of useful life in supplying the world with
substance; but, the financier tells how he will surpass them all in the accumulation of gold. With
this engrossing incentive the picture follows his
feverish ambition as be forgets his wife and family
and soils the escutcheon of an honored name, with
all Joy in life subordinate to mere groveling after
gold. He loses family and friends and grows more
mean and miserly, until he finds himself in age,
utterly alone, save for the valet he has schooled in
his own mould. As be dreams alone by his fire he
sees the group of early friends, and sees their success in the wider things of life. It so moves his
conscience that he flings into the fire his only friend,
money, and falls back dead Tben his miserly valet
rushes in and wailing, snatches the charred remnants
of a wasted life from the flames.
A NEAR-SIGHTED CUPID (Dec. 13).— Dr. Eli
Brown, who is as eminently scientific as he Is
visually near-sighted, on his way to the lecture.
collides with Miss Myra Simms. a busy shopper, and
they exchange valises In the mix-up. When the
doctor opens up bis anatomical wonders in the classroom, it causes vociferous merriment, When he begins to draw out female frippery instead of skulls
"'"1 bones, In contrast Miss Simms is horrified
into hysterics when she finds a bag of bones, mute
is of some terrible tragedy. Mutual explanations lead to mutual regard, and the nearsighted scientist gets a true insight Into love.
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A WOODLAND
CHRISTMAS
IN CALIFORNIA
(Dec, 19).— It is Christmas
Eve.
At the Miller's
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John and his little slater are -it t ini; around lell thai bis wife and the little Indian model are
sisters,
the very interesting, finely photographed
, . an old curio that has been in
lilin ends andhappily.
family
for years.
John
tells the Itorj
ol
iia, bo«
she in. i i in prince, came
Into
THE TENACIOUS LOVER (Dec. 5.— It needed
a fortune,
etc.,
and
little Ethel's
mind
is set
somewhat
for Tom
Jento wondering
wondering
what
that
wonderful
kins to winextraordinary
Myrtle Tow persistency
nsend over the
prejudices
mysterious
lias InMiller
store come
for
of her family. But Tom was always a master of
■ ii i heperson,
morrow. Bants Mr. Clans,
and Mr-.
strategy. When he learns that bis prospective
In iiiul shake their heads at one anollier ill silence.
sister-in-law has been ordered by the doctor to
It has I n i
ear for them ami they have no
-oeuro i|.
of a nurse for her baby, he
Heine} for Christmas presents.
masquerades
as a woman
am
Job. An
A Jewish
curio
dealer
in passing
the window
English lord is anxious to win the hand of Myrtle,
catches sight of the Delft stove, and, ascertaining
and while at the house Tom has an opportunity to
from Miller that be would be willing to sell it.
prove the worthless character of the favored suitor.
goes i" a wealthy
customer,
MrLeeds, with
Of course, the duties of his new capacity place Tom
the proposition. It is jusi what she wants to
in many predicaments, and his efforts to avoid dispresent to her husband, a lover of antiques. The
eoverj are highly amusing.
bargain is closed, the movers come. But little
THE SPENDTHRIFTS REFORM (Dec. 7).— Dan
Ethel has always loved thai old stove and cannot
Btee • a nan about tow n, " is a consistent loser at
bear the thought of parting with it, so she
cards,
which compels Mrs. Steele to ask for money
herself in it.
of her father, with whom
tie
,ake their
Ml'. Leeds is Overjoyed With bis wife's gift.
I
nine.
The stern old gentleman refuses io give her
He inspects i! top. bottom, sides, and then inmoney for any purpose other than to educate
side. Ethel runs into his arms and tells her
lor sou. r'rom this allowance Mr-. Steele saves a
fascinating story. It touches the hearts ol the
little for a rainy day. The rainy day arrives. Steele
wealthy but childless couple. It fires in them tic
returns home late one night and his patient wife Is
desire for that which was denied them — a lull
waiting for him. He confides to her that his creditEthel leads them to her humble home, when
ors have driven liim to the wall. Mrs. Steele offers
day the Leeds see to it that Christmas is a merry
to Becure tin' necessary money from her savings In
one. Then they propose to adopt Ethel to love
and cherish as their own, to which the Millers
a strong box which she keeps beneath her father's
safe Steele's heart is touched by this and he takes
finally consent.
an oath to quit gambling forever. Her father,
awakened by Mrs. Steele passim: through his room,
secures his revolver. In the darkness he sees a
BIOGRAPH.
figure, crouched near the safe and he fires. There
are troublous times in the Steele household until
JINX'S BIRTHDAY PARTY (Dec. 9).— Housecleaning Interferes, as housecleaning is wont to do.
Mrs. Steele is pronounced out of danger. When she
with Jinx's birthday party. His wife writes a
Is well again she keeps her promise to pay Steele's
number of letters postponing the affair, but Jinx,
present debts, and Steele keeps his promise.
true to the tradition of man, fails to mall them.
FATE'S DECREE (Dec. 11..— The necessity for
The guests begin to arrive that afternoon, and
illness is explained by the case of the Martinez
Jinx is seized with the happy thought of pretending
family. Senora Martinez, although guiltless, Is
illness in order to evade them. His hoax is disfound by her husband in a compromising situation.
Witli a bitter denunciation he orders her from his
covered, and, well — Jinx has a birthday party.
SHE IS A PIPPrN (Dec. 9).— No one can touch
home, and even the pleading of their little daughter does not soften his heart. When It is finally
hubby but herself. He is strictly ber own. She
proven to him that his wife is entirely innocent,
even interferes with his business until hubby hits
Marliuez
is unable to find her to ask to be foron a plan to cure her. He w-rites a letter to himgiven. Next his little daughter becomes ill from a
self, "She's at your office now. Pretty as a picniar
complaint.
The physician orders that a
ture. She is a pippin." The wife finds the letter,
nurse be engaged and Martinez advertises. Senora
which was left behind on purpose, and rushing to
Martinez,
seeking
employment,
reads the ad and
the office, discovers a pippin, not the kind she exviolates her decision never to return to her old
pected, but one that made her think.
home again. Reaching the house she rushes, unMY HERO (Dec. 12). — Stern parents have ever
announced, to the bedside. The heart-broken child
been relentless obstacles in love's young dream, but
il is perhaps Quite doubtful if ever love could
is
overjoyed
and is resting
her begs
mother's
arms
when
Martinez
enters happily
the roomin and
foreipial the accentuated bliss and anguish of these
giveness. The happy family is united and the
two. She refused to eat for her hero and for her
he bore the marks of battle, an eye made black
physician
gives it
as his opinion that the child's illness was fate's
decree.
by a cruel parent's fist. Tired of such an unTHE COMPACT (Dec. 12).— John Blair, the Dissympathetic world, they sought the wilderness.
trict Attorney of a large city, is a drug fiend, and
where, had it not been for Indian Charlie, these
two "babes in the wood" would have ended their
on
the day murder
be is totrial,
sum beup finds
the People's
in a
celebrated
that he case
is unable
dream in a manner quite too disagreeable to think
to continue. A young lawyer, named Gary, whohas followed the case, calls upon Blair, seeking emof.
ployment. The following scene is achieved by a
PATHE.
double exposure which is perfectly accomplished.
Confronting each other, the similarity of their
PATHE'S WEEKLY, NO. 49 (Dec. 2).— New York.
N. Y. President Taft and Ambassador Jusserand of
countenances astounds them both and it givesFrance, visit the College of the City of New York.
Bla^r an idea. He offers Gary $1,000 to exchange
positions with him. Gary agrees and they exchange
Breslau. Germany. Her Highness, Princess of
apparel. Blair goes to the poor lodgings of Gary,
Saxe-Meiningen, reviews the 11th Regiment of Grenadiers of King Frederic III.
while
Gary, accompanied
by Blair's
who With,
has
not detected
the substitution,
goes towife,
court.
San Miguel, Cal. The Franciscan Fathers dedicate
an eloquent summing up Gary wins the case. It Is
the "Camino Real" Bell with appropriate ceremony.
then be breaks the news to Mrs. Blair. She is at
Hot Springs, Ark. A breeder of ostriches Is training his 36-year-old trotting ostrich to ride or drive
first unconvinced, but finally they both go to Gary'sboarding place where they find the real Blair —
for the mid-winter races, where he will enter in
competition with the thoroughbred horses racing
dead. His good name and the reputation of his
family are at stake, so a compact is arranged,
here.
whereby Gary becomes Blair and the real Blair 1»
At Sea. The Atlantic Fleet gives a fine exhiburied as Gary, the unknown.
hibition of markmanship with the moving target
10,000 yards away.
THE RISE AND FALL OF MICKEY MAHONE
Archangel, Russia. The antarctic expedition or(Dec. 14). — Mickey Mahone was the laziest man inganized by the great Russian newspaper Novoie
town and, try as she might, his good wife could
Vremia, leaves on its long voyage.
never stir him to moving lively. Mickey gets away
The Balkan War. — Smyrna, Turkey. The inhabitwith a large portion of the family's rather meagre
ants of this city hold a mass meeting to show their
income, and is pursued by his wife and daughter
and a few neighbors. The trail is lost at the railapproval of the war.
road station and the pursuers return home, with
Cettin.ie, Montenegro. The King, Nicholas I. receives tiie homage of the representatives of foreign
the exception of Mickey's daughter, who lingers
volunteers.
behind long enough to observe Mickey about toTouzi. Turkey. This town is held by the Monte
emerge from a baker's barrel. She locks the lid
ncgrin army under the command of General Dussau
on the barrel with Mickey inside. A truckman
claims the barrel among other freight, and swingsGjuraskovic.
Vraniea, Turkey. The Montenegrin troops guard
it onto the tailboard of bis truck. At the top of a
fi.000 prisoners captured In their victorious battles
hill the barrel rolls off and continues merrily on its
in Abania.
way until it drops, with a thud, in the Mabone's
HIS LITTLE INDIAN MODEL (Dec. 4).— Frank
back yard. But you can't keep a good man down,
and Mickey admits that he is a good man, although
Russell, a celebrated artist, is painting an Indian
a
little sore after his journey.
subject and has for a model an Indian girl around
REINDEER HUNTING IN NORWAY (Dec.
whom there seems to hang some mysterious suggestion of English ancestry. As the days go by the
14). — The open season for this popular sport In the
kindly disposition of the painter wins the heart
Land of the Midnight Sun.
'
'of the Indian maiden. Mrs. Russell pays a visit to
I er husband's camp and Is greeted affectionately by
C.
G.
P.
C.
him This enrages Silver Cloud so much that she
THE ELECTRIC LAUNDRY (Dec. 3).— A blessing
attempts to kill ber rival, and nearly succeeds.
While this thrilling scene is being enacted. Russell
to all housewives! It does away with Monday's
drudgery: Place the soiled clothes in a basket,
has succeeded in learning from the Indian woman
turn on the current and they arc. automatically,
who claims to be the mother of the girl that Silver
taken to the modern laundry. They are washed
Cloud is really a white girl and that many years
and ironed by electricity, and, while you wait, they
before, two children were saved from a shipwreck,
are returned to your home. Great idea! And soone of them being adopted by white settlers and the
other taken by the savages. This knowledge comsimple, It's wonder no one ever thought of It
before.
pletes a chain of circumstances which convince Rus-
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Buckets of Blood: :
trickling over the screen mingled with the tears of the starving
heroine may be necessary to put the
Punch
in pictun
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what
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Newspaper look like
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A SLAP-BANC-WHOOP-EM-UP
PAIR OF PLEASURE PRODUCERS TEEMING WITH
LUDICROUS

Side

Effects
Splitting

Posters

STYLE
A COMEDY

Surprises

that PULL

A Feature of Itala Releases

IN
" SEE OUR

LONG

PROGRAM

(See Illustration'

TODAY

GET BUSY WITH YOUR EXCHANGE
You Want

One Every Monday!

Itala Film Co. of America
HARRY

ITALAFILH

R. RAVER,

COLUMBIA

•TORINO-

"THE

THEATRE,

ITALA-FILXl
•TORINO-

N. Y.

MIRACLE"

We Have the Goods
DON'T BE BLUFFED

NEW

Manager

YORK
145 WEST

We Have the Rights

AND DON'T DELAY

FILM COMPANY

45th STREET, NEW

YORK

CITY

■-an

ioo8

THE

PABIB AND IT8 MONUMENTS (Dec. 8).— A
ptIcs of views of the artistic beauties of Paris,
Its chnrches, Its memorials, Eiffel Tower, Alexander
Bridge and the tomh of the frreat Napoleon.
AN ESCAPE OF GAS (Dec. 6).— When a maid
makes a hit with Max nothing can keep him from
telling her of his Iotc. The versatile comedian
Intercepts a gasman who Is going to repair a leak
at the home of Max's sweetheart and takes his place.
Fortunately, Max mistakes the waterplpc for the
In the deluge that follows, the obgas pipe,jections and
of the girl and her father are drowned.
THE OCTOPUS (Dec. 6). — A close observation of
this much-feared Inhabitant of the seas.
A MARKED MAN (Deo. 10). — An escaped maniac
and Infanticide, who Is being sought by the police
of a small town, wanders. In search of food, Into
a shoe-maker's shop In which Is the cobbler's little
daughter — alone. The child offers blm some food
and the maniac struggles with himself to overcome
bis desire to kill the little one serenely unconscious of bis upraised knife.
THE CAPTURE OF MR. SOFTLY BEATIT (Dec.
13). — Mr. Beatlt has a mania for appropriating any
sort of a vehicle. His first adventure is with a
bicycle on which he Is discovered by the police,
who reach for him, but as they do so, be mysteriously disappears. Next be finds an automobile
In which he unceremoniously breaks in upon dinner
parties and other family gatherings. A trick film
and a very good one.
THE APPLE INDUSTRY IN -WASHINGTON
(Dec 13). — An educational film of rare Interest,
showing the growing of apples so fine that they
make your mouth water.
LISBON AND OPORTO (Colored) (Dec. 13.— The
beauties of these two Portuguese cities brought
home by means of excellent photography and
beautiful coloring.

MOVING

PICTURE

ARTHUR

V. JOHNSON

'Leading Man and Director, Lubln Co.
November 14 — The Country School Teacher.
"
26 — The Stolen Symphony
(2 reels).
"
26 — Samaritan of Coogan's Tenement,

FEATURES

ll£l

The best attractions for Rent or Sale. Get our
Prices FIRST. Lower than all others. Send
for List Today.

NORTHERN

FEATURE

FILM EXCHANGE

Suite 405 Schiller Building. Chicago

Your Own Film Camera
BUY THE JUNIOR PROFESSIONAL,
GUARANTEED FILM MAKING OUTFIT
YOU NEED IT, SOONER OR LATER, ALL
SUPPLY.
MACHINES,
LENSES.
Eberhard Schneider,
219 Second Ave-, N. Y.

Stands for

MD1S

Among the Exhibitors.
Brownsville, Texas. — W. K. Sheppard has let a
contract for the erection of a moving picture theater
building to P. K. Magruder of San Antonio.
Zanesville, Ohio. — A new picture house named
the Grand will soon be opened here. Manager,
Collins.
Chicago, m. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a new theater building at 4334 N. Western Ave., to Kuse & Harris.
Redlands, Calif. — Plans are being prepared for
the erection of a Greek theater building in Sylvan
Park.
Scranton, Pa. — Harry Mlttenthal, will erect a
new theater building In this city.
Fargo, N. D. — The Van Wie Theatrical Equipment
Co., will erect a new theater at Mlnet. Cost $25,000.
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Plans are being prepared for
the erection of a new theater building on Market
Ave., near Columbia theater.
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Philadelphia, Pa, — Levlckl & Weldew will erect
a theater building on S. E. corner 7th and Wolf Sts.
Pearsall, Tex.— J. H. Fuller Is erecting a building on Bun St. near Colorado St., for bis movingpicture
show. Tex.— F. E. Pope has let a contract
McKinney,
for an up-to-date opera house on No. Kentucky
St. Cost $30,000.
Texarkana, Tex.— The Crystal theater will open
for business soon.
Pittsburg, Pa,— The city Is considering the erection of a large theater building for Harris Amusement Co., on Penn. Ave.
Syracuse, N. Y. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a new Minor theater building near Irving Avenue.
Missoula, Mo. — Chas. A. Harris will build a
now theatPr building in this city.
Wheeling, W. Va. — A contract has been let for
the erection of a new moving picture house on
the car line at Edgington Lane.
Cincinnati, 0. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a new 5 cent theater building by O.
P. Morton on Montgomery Pike, near Clarion Avenue,
Norwood.
Cost $25,000.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Plans are being prepared for
the erection of a new theater building.
Philadelphia, Pa.— Annsbury Hall at Front and
Rockland Streets, owned by D. R. Harper, is to
be converted
into a moving picture theater.
Toledo, 0. — A contract has been let for the erection of a new moving picture theater building at
3376 Monroe St. J. E. W. Keli is the owner.
Cincinnati, 0. — The Boston Amusement Co., Cincinnati, moving picture theater by S. B. Oppenhelmer. A. W. nackermann, Walter
K. Siffeld H
D. Kroh.
Toledo, 0. — Plan* are being prepared for the
erection of a new theater building to cost $90,000.
Cincinnati, 0.— Victoria Theater Co., will build a
brick motion picture theater building at 928 E McMillan Street. $10,000 will be expended.
Chicago, ML— Mr. H. W. Hannah, Brevort hotel
will erect a brick theater building at 527 S Halsted Street.
Denver, Colo. — Plans are being prepared for the
erection of a new theater building to cost $100,000
It will he on Curtis Street.
New York, N. Y. — Plans are being prepared for
the erection of a new theater building for the
Bronx; So. side of 235th Street for Chas. F. W.
Bange, Kepler Avenue.
Cost $5,000.
Schenectady, N. Y.— The old Christ Church building is to be remodeled and used for moving picture*.
Another moving picture theater is to be located at
523 State Street.
Aurora, 111. — The remodeled Star theater In the
Kendall block in West State Street opened for
business.
F. R. Kramer of Galena, Manager.
Hamleton, Pa. — Plans are being considered for the
erection of a new theater.
Dayton, Ohio. — Plans are being prepared for a
moving picture theater building at 416 E. 5th Street.
Chicago, 111. — A. Anderson will erect an addition
to the theater building at 5123 Wentworth Avenue.

Themusical wonder that plays
correct music foTthe^ictures

MR. EXHIBITOR: — You simply cannot afford to do without this instrument.
Write to-day.
We will send you full particulars immediately.

THE AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER SALES CO., 116 West 42d St., New York City, N. Y.
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SALE.

MOVING PICTURE OPERATOR— Wishes steady
position. 3 years experience, all machines and spot
lights. Address Edward Rlnchey, 108 Sth, Ave.,
New
York City.

FOR SALE— 200 old reels at $2.00 each. Can
be examined at our office any day. Address, Western Film Exchange of New York, 145 West 45th
Street, New York City.

MOVING PICTURE OPERATOR— Experienced,
reliable, wishes position. Address Operator, care of
Moving
Picture World, New
York City.

FOR SALE — Feature Production, Blanche Walsh
In Resurrection, four reels, In perfect condition, Including state rights of Ohio, owner has other business, this Is a snap for somebody. Address, Jules
Levey, 141S Cherry Street, Toledo, Ohio.

PIANIST— A-l
Show Vaudeville
Song in Picture
1041 Camp
St.,

at liberty after Dec. 9th. Picture
House; Hotel, Doubling Illustrated
Show. Address, Elmore Eldwood,
New Orleans, La.

A LIVE WIRE — For moving picture shows, Ave
years experience; can give good reference; want situation In Texas. Am running a show here now, but
want to change. Address, C. H. S., 410 W. Evergreen, San Antonio, Texas.

FILMS

WANTED — Pathes Passion Play, three reels
tinted: must be good condition; name cash price;
subject to examination. Address, Geo. E. Potter,
Gen. Del., Cleveland, Ohio.
THEATERS

A-l PICTURE OPERATOR AND MANAGER— 10
years experience, sober and responsible; want situation; buy or lease picture theater; would like to
manage good feature him proposition. Can furnish
machine and cash bonds. Address, J. B., Dodge
Hotel, Omaha,
Neb.

WANTED.

WANTED.

WANTED — Moving picture theater anywhere;
must stand rigid investigation, and be a paying
proposition, Give full particulars in first letter,
and If there Is any opposition. Address, Philips,
care Moving Picture World.
New York City.

minimum;

lvieim
postage

stamps

accepted

THEATRES FOR SALE.
FOR SALE— Princess Theatre, 116 S. High St.,
Columbus, Ohio. Vaudeville and motion pictures.
Near State House, Post Office, Interurban Stations
and Libraries. Investigate. Address B1J0C, care
of Moving Picture World, New York City.
CAMERAS FOR SALE.
YOU SHOULD REMEMBER THAT WHYTEWHITMAN COMPANY ARE THE LARGEST IMPORTERS IN THE UNITED STATES OF MOTION
PICTURE CAMERAS, PRINTERS AND PERFORATORS. ADDRESS 36 EAST 23RD ST., NEW YORK
CITY.
FEATURE-MEN
WE WANT — To rent big features for our theaters
in Minnesota and North Dakota.
Let us know what
you have.
Address, F. E. Nemce,
President, Princess Theater Circuit Co., St. Cloud, Minn.
MISCELLANEOUS.
FOR SALE — Films $2.50 per reel. Also 50 new
opera chairs. Bargain. Address, B. S. L., care
Moving
Picture World,
New
York City.
WANTED— Feature films in A-l condition. What
have you? Will buy Titanic film (Warner Feature)
if condition and price are right. 119 Cecil Street,
Minneapolis,
Minn.
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A Happy
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DEC. 8th

"The Winning
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In which a learned Profes or makes a strange discovery with peculiar results

MOTION

PICTURE

CO.

540 West 21st St., New York

Tuesday, December 10th

"THE
BLACK SHEEP"
A straight-fiom-the-shoulder heart punch.
Thursday, December 12th

"THE POISONED

POOL"

Another of those totally different plots which now characterize Eclair releases.
Sunday, December 15th

"The
BusyScien
Bee" tia"
spot "Funnicus'
Hunting
Exploit"
LJL
An "Eclair
Fun in Jungle
Dreamlan
d
fc. T . y[
THE

FUTURE FEATURE
December 19th

DAY

"THE VENGEANCE
OF THE FAKIR"
The greatest Wild Animal release of the year.

Eclair Film Company SLVKS^.W

THE

[010

INDEPENDENT
FILM STORIES

UNIVERSAL
CRYSTAL.
A TANGLED MARRIAGE (Dec. 8).— Pearl has
broken her engagement to Cheater after a quarrel.
The next day Chester receives a letter informing
til in thai uis late Uncle's win, just found, provides
that In- receive a legacy of $25,000, conditioning,
However, that ho marry within a year from the date
of his uncle's death. He learns that the year expires that very day, and Immediately rushes to Pearl
so as to Induce her to marry him at once.
Meanwhile, Second Story Hill, who has escaped
from jail, enters the house of the minister who is
to marry Pearl and Chester. Hill makes the minister change clothes with him and locks the reverend gentleman i» the clothes closet. Pearl and
Chester enter and Hill, disguised as the minister,
marries them. lie gets some of Chester's money
and then escapes. The minister, meanwhile, Is
making a terrible noise in the clothes closet and
Chester lets him out. Explanations are In order and
Pearl and Chester are more than dismayed when
they find ebat they have not been legally married.
However, with hut one minute left before the expiration of the year allotted to him,. Chester Induces the minister to marry them, and all ends happily with Chester in possession of the legacy.
THE BLACK PRINCE (Dec. 8).— "Ragtime" Simmons, a colored gentleman, gets a job with a Hindoo
fortune teller. Adorned in Hindoo raiment, he parades around the street, with a sign on his back,
advertising the great occult powers of the clairvoyant. Tired, he falls asleep in the garden of the
house where his wife is housemaid. Edith, the
daughter of the household, and Mrs. Simmons' mistress, read in the newspaper of the arrival in this
city of a Hindoo Prince, a multi-millionaire. She
strolls In the garden and sees "Ragtime." She invites him into the house, thinking him the Prince,
and entertains him. He makes love to Edith and is
recognized by his wife, who chases him all over the
bouse with a carving knife. Edith's father protests and she chases him up into the garret, where,
after having been stripped of his glad raiment and
wearing an old bag, Simmons is hiding. Father
hits 'Ragtime" over the head with a mallet and
brings him downstairs, where Mrs. Ragtime explains that he is no Prince, but her husband, and
takes him home to deal further with him.

ECLAIR.
THE

BONNIE, BONNIE BANKS 0' LOCH LOMOND (Dec. 3). — McDonald is incapacitated by a
serious illness, and his little family is obliged to
resort to the Interest of a small deposit which they
have in the bank. The invalid, with his wife Clara
and their baby, was being entertained one day
by a friend who, to the accompaniment of his bagpipe, was singing some native ballads. Mr. and
Mrs. Sloan, while touring through Scotland in their
automobile, are attracted by the plaintive Scotch
airs and stop to listen. Clara draws the attention
of the tourists who see in her a probable nurse
for their child. They propose that she come with
them to America, but the little woman does not
wish to leave her husband and baby.
The following day the McDonalds learn that the
bank in which their savings were deposited has
failed and that they are left destitute. At the
same time, the tourists write to Clara and again propose that she go with them, offering the inducement of $300.00 a year if she consents. In their
dire need Clara feels it her duty to accept and
tearfully she parts from her husband and little
one. Clara Is In her new home and proves a conscientious nurse. One day the neighbor's children
place a phonograph near the garden hedge, turn It
on. and Clara, started, recognizes the familiar
strains of "The Bonnie, Bonnie Banks of Loch
Lomond." The children leave the phonograph for
a while, and, Clara, leaning over the hedge, takes
the instrument to her side of the garden. The
children, returning, miss the phonograph and see
Clara disappearing with it. They rush in and
tell the story to their grandmother. Enraged, she
Immediately notifies the pellce and then hastens
to inform Mr. and Mrs. Sloan that Clara Is a thief.
The police arrive In the meantime, and they all
depart to the garden in search of the culprit.
There the poor homesick little woman is listening
to the strains of the old Scotch ballad.
As the police make a move forward. Mrs. Sloan,
recognizing the air, restrains them; her husbnd, too,
understands, and they explain, That same evening
Clara found In her room a beautiful, new phonograph, ready at all times to play for her the old
song.
DICK'S WIFE (Dec. 5).— On page 885 of the Issue

MOVING
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WORLD

dated November .'!0, an illustrated synopsis of this
subject »as published.
THE FLY (Dec. 8).— This film discovers the
us little Insect swarming about the dead
and decomposing body of a hog which has succumbed to cholera. There it is Been feasting on
the foul (lesh and then crawling under this carrion
body to lay Its eggs.
\\v are shun n the generation of Its larvae into
ad the peculiar phenomena which It has of
Ihg the decaying flesh that it may obtain Its
ment.
i oder highly microscopic conditions, its dangerous physical parts such as the hooks about the
mouth, the respiratory cord at the other end are
clearly depicted.
Then as maggots, which Is their common term,
they are shown crawling into the decayed recesses
of the flesh, there to remain till they break their
shell and Issue forth as Hies.
THE MENDER, THE PIPE AND THE VASE
(Dec. 8).- — Gontran has a model wife. His wishes
are hers and her wishes are his. "Ah! If 1 only
had a good pipe." "01 If I only had a pretty
She loves flowers and he liked to smoke
avase."
good pipe.
The following day Mr Gontran surprises his wife
by giving her a vase, while she gives him a pipe.
Later Mrs. Gontran complains that he is trying to
smoke her out and she throws the pipe out of the
window. Mr. Gontran finds that his wife is trying to crowd him out with her flower mania and
throws the vase out of the window. Pipe and vase
come crashing at the feet of a porcelain mender,
who Is passing on the street. He mends the broken
articles. Mr. and Mrs. Gontran regret, however,
their hasty action. The mender brings the mended
pipe and vase up and becomes a medium for reconciliation. Mr Gontran presents his wife with the
vase and Mrs Gontran offers her husband the pipe,
and the mender has mended their shattered Joys.

IMP.
THE GREATER LOVE (Dec. 2) The hunchback is an inspired violinist. His brother also plays.
He is strong and handsome and is the leader among
the hardy fishermen of the coast. He protects his
weaker brother and they love each other. One
day the girl arrives at the fisher village. She is
beautiful but the world is dark to her for she
is blind. Her old father obtains work with the
fisher folk and they find strong friends in the two
brothers. The hunchback grows to love her and
she revels in his music. To her blind eyes all the
world is beautiful. She does not realize that deformity exists and she tells the hunchback that he
must be as handsome and as wonder inspiring as his
violin playing. This saddens him for be realizes
his ugliness. The strong brother admires her beauty,
but does not give her a second thought for to him
she Is merely a poor blind girl. A great eye
specialist comes to the village for his vacation and
treats her eyes, but not with much hope. The
hunchback prays that her eyesight will be restored
although he realizes that if she can see his deformality she will shrink from him as from evil.
The operation is performed and is successful. With
her first impulse she calls for him; sees the strong
brother with his violin and thinks it is he who was
s» kind to her. He at last realizes her beauty
and loves her. They embrace. This is seen by the
deformed who creeps away to the sounding sea.
Playing his violin in a last sad requiem he wanders
into the depths, unthought of, while the lovers
are relating their hopes and experiences. Suddenly
the strong brother sees the hunchback at the mercy
of the waves and rushes to him and bears him to
the shore. Hut it is too late. The storm swept soul
has passed away.
THRU SHADOWED VALES (Dec. 5).— Roy Erlynne, a young husband, is a sport. His wife,
reared in puritanical surroundings disapproves of the
society butterfly friends that flock to his elaborate
dinners. She is essentially a home body. This
displeases him and he draws comparisons with the
ladies of their set. They are not strict tetotallers
as his wife. They are not averse to a game of
bridge for rather high stakes. They do not object to their husbands having all night poker parties.
In short he tells her that he is displeased with her
narrow Ideas. One night at a banquet given by
him in her honor he after long persuasion insists
that she drink a glass of wine. He is obeyed, but
with such poor grace that he is further angered at
her. That night he dreams that the first glass has
made her a drunkard, that he has been discovered
embezzling at his bank and hurries home for her to
fly with him only to learn that she has eloped with
his best friend. He disappears In the whirlpool of a
great city. He is a tattered, bearded outcast
begging for a drink. She is an even more pitiable
object, and, is about to seek refuge in the river
when he finds her and is appalled at the wreck he
made her. Then he awakes and hurries to her
room and he tells her she was right and that he
will never drink again.
THE ELECTION BET (Dec. 7).— The oldest members, Messrs. Hopkins, Perkins and Simpson have
the floor at the Club. Their warm arguments in
favor of the Bull Moose candidate outvie the Wilson
parade which is passing. They ridicule the idea
of anyone but the hero of an Juan Hill winning
the election. Mr. Hart who Is an ardent Wilson
supporter becomes annoyed at their conversation
and the following bet Is arranged,
nart is to give

each one thousand dollars if Roosevelt is elected
and if Wilson Is the fortunate candidate they are
to dress as small children about the age of eight
and play a succession of juvenile games in the
open,
rejected
ridiculous
for the'ibis
threeIs old
men as
are a bald
beadedproposition,
and long
bearded and being men of great means they feel
that such an exhibition would be a blow to their
dignity.
However,
the arguments of the other club
rsthem
and the
certainty toof the
Roosevelt's
election,is
to consent
bet. Wilson
elected and the conditions of the wager are Insisted
upon, and one old gentleman is dressed as a little
girl with a doll carriage, another is a Buster Brown
and the third a venerable gentleman with a beard
ling to his waist. Is dressed as a Little Lord
Fauntloroy with a toy drum. The school children
descend upon them and they are arrested as madmen, but are rescued by the club members and
borne to the club.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED WEEKLY, NO. 38, (Nov. 27).—
ROYALTY INSPECTS WARSPRITE BOYS. Prince
Louis of Battenberg, inspects the boys of the training ship vs.
"Warsprite,"
at Kiel.
YALE
PRINCETON.
Scenes from the YalePrinceton football game at Princeton, New Jersey.
PARIS FASHIONS. Wonderful creations In gowns
and wraps from the Paris shops.
HIS EMINENCE CARDINAL GIBBONS. At the
dedication of St. Martin's Church, Baltimore, Maryland.
WOMEN OF THE RED CROSS. The new addition to the Royal Army Medical Corps at Manchester,
England.
MILLION-DOLLAR FIRE. A disastrous fire destroys a famous factory at Indianapolis. Indiana.
A WEEKLY REVIEW of the Balkan-Turkish
THE BOY SCOUTS. The Bay Scouts hold their
War.
Annual Athletic Meet at Tulsa. Oklahoma.
RACES AT CAMBRIDGESHIRE. The Duke of
York Stakes is won by Mr. Wlnan's horse, "Adam
WHO'S WHO IN STAGELAXD— MARGARET
LINGTON — The famous emotional actress.

IL-

GEM.
APARTMENT NO. 13 (Dec. 3).-^Iack Downs goes
onBede."
a motoring trip and locks up his apartment in
the city, dropping his keys in the operation. A
tramp comes on at this time, picks up the keys and
takes possession of the apartment in the owner's
absence. He adorns himself in Jack's clothes and
then decides to rent the apartment. Nancy Butler
meets Jack on the road and they become acquainted.
On her arrival she seeks an apartment, and by one
of
fate answers
the tramp's
ad.those
She peculiar
is shown turns
the of
apartment
and rents
it, the
tramp leaving happily after consummating a clever
deal. One night Jack returns and then complications arise. Nancy recognizes him and claims the
apartment, but Jack convinces her it is his. She
decides to leave, but he, pleading illness persuades
her to remain. She in sympathy, telephones a D.D.,
mistaking him for a M.D. In the meantime, a
maiden aunt calls and Jack in desperation, claims
her niece as, his wife, and then at last the D.D.
arrives in time to straighten out the tangle.

•

NESTOR.

ROMANCE AND REALITY (Dec. 2).— Robert
Milbank, a rich young New Yorker, is in love
with Claire Rich. Claire is secretly engaged to
another man and secretly regrets the step, for
Robert appeals to her greatly. One evening, returning from a ball, he tells her of his love and
she is obliged to admit that she is promised to
another. Robert takes the news hardly and leaves
her, going on a hunting trip to the West.
Robert secures a little cabin upon the Green
Ranch where he becomes intimately acquainted with
Mr. and Mrs. Green and their daughter Dorris.
Robert makes love to her and she falls under his
spell readily. The process of this love passage is
watched by a cowboy, Dick Miller, who would
readily give his life to make Dorris happy.
The wedding is near and the pretty dresses have
been duly admired when Robert received a brief
note from Claire. It tells him that she has broken
off her marriage with her fiance and that she is
free again. All the old love for the girl who Is
in his own stage of society surges up and he writes
a brief note to Dorris and rides away. The cowboys ride after Robert and catch him and bring
him back unharmed at the request of Dorris. Mr.
Green would shoot the man but Dorris tells them
that if be Is harmed she will kill herself so be is
allowed to go. Robert marries Claire and finds
a handsome but cold partner, while Dorris pines
and dies with faithful Dick near at hand.
THE SILENT CALL (Dec. 4).— Col. Gray who
Is bankrupt is told by his doctor that a change
of climate Is imperative. John Seaton a young man
who hopes to marry his daughter. Jessie, insists
upon the old Colonel accepting a loan sufficient to
take him to the mountains. They leave for the
mountains, where they meet Robert Thome. The
young people are mutually attracted, and it is
not long before Jessie had forgotten John and
promised Bob to be his wife. John becoming
worried at her silence goes to the mountains. The
regular carriage for the inn has gore, so John
secures a horse from the livery stable, which the
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Seethe famous Gaumont weekly and the stupendous feature films for which
some of these firms are noted and you can easily determine the vast
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CO. OF AMERICA

133-135-137 W. 44th St.
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LOOK

Wake Up and Book Features that Get You the Money.
Special Fronts and Banners that Will Make the People
I'atronize Your Theater Without Fxtra Charge.
Dr. Gar-El-Hama
(Great
Northern) — 3 reels.
Dublin Dan, featuring Barney Gilmore (Solax) — 3 reels
Vengeance of Egypt (Gaumont) — 3 reels
Yellow
Peril or Lights
and Shadows
of Chinatown
(Con. Kuntzfilm) — 3 reels
Flower of the Mormon
City (Cosmopolitan) — 3 reels
Waneta's
Sacrifice
(Shamrock)
— 2 reels THAT
and TEN
OTHER
SPECIAL
FEATURES
ARE

U.

JUST AS GOOD AS ABOVE.
One new Great
Northern feature released «very two weeks.

S.

FEATURE

Room 203, Huron Square Building
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SERVICE

737 Prospect Ave., Cleveland. Chio
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that every manufacturer of note has
equipped his factory with

MSON'S
WIL
PictureLIA
Cameras,
Printers
Perforators

and

Everj- exhibitor in the country should write us for our
surprise coming January i, 1913.
Largest importers and exporters of motion picture
cameras in. the United States.
Sole Agents

WHYTE- WHITMAN
36 East 23rd Street

-

COMPANY
-

New York City

1012

THE

man trams John Is not to be trusted. The horse
throws John, and Boh, who sees the runaway,
to Johns rescue and takes the stranger to hiscomes
own
home. The next day Bob shows John his fiancee's
picture. After seeing Bob and Jessie together,
John quietly slips away, leaving the others Ignorant
of bis sacrifice.
ALMOST A SUICIDE
(Deo. 6) They are newly
married and all Is as merry as a. marriage bell
until wifey leaves some sewing, and a needle,
upon the chair and hubby sits down and gets up
hurriedly. Hubby forgets himself and says a
word which wlfey says stamps him as no gentleman. Hubby leaves the room In a buff and wlfey,
deciding that life henceforth Is a perfect blank,
practices hysterics. ,
Hubby gets nervous and wlfy keeps It up for
the brute's benefit until he discovers she Is perfecting her art for bis edification. He resolves to
teach her a lesson and going to the dressing room
he washes out a bottle with "Poison" on it and
pours some soothing syrup Into It. He drinks It
and staggers out. Wlfey seeing the bottle runs
for the first doctor, makes him alter his regular
visiting list and drags him and his stomach pump
to the beach. She likewise commandeers two
officers, and they track hubby to the beach.
Hubby repents too late, and after the officers have
shrunk two perfectly good costumes "rescuing"
him from the ocean, the doctor gives a vigorous
performance with hnbby and the stomach pump as
the chief actors. Hubby confesses upon an empty
stomach and wlfey takes him home, Indignant at
the remarks made by the crowd, the officers and
the doctor.
BRIDES AND BRIDLES (Dec. 6).— Ranchman
Alston gets a good fat check from the sale of
some steers and decides to take Ma Alston, his
daughter and some of the cowboys to a circus which
Is visiting the village near by. Off they gol Ma
Alston has her hands full preventing Alston from
visiting the hoochy-coochy and other side shows
She Is annoyed at his mild flirtations with the snake
charmer, who gives him a souvenir in a box.
This is opened at home, disclosing a small snake
with disastrous results.
Two of the boys are passing the performance tent
when they hear a girl's shriek They clamber under
the canvas In time to punish the bullvlng ringmaster and to rescue the two girls, who are promptly discharged. They are invited to go to the ranch
and the boys propose and are promptly accepted
Various other complications occur and the party
have many experiences to talk about and langh
over
later.

BISON.
BIG ROCK'S LAST STAND (Dec. 8).— A full
description of this
subject Is published elsewhere
in this week s Issue.
THE RIGHTS OF A SAVAGE (Dec. 7) .—A
gambler is caught red-banded cheating at the old
trick of short cards, and, though wounded, he
gets away, eludes pursuers, seeks shelter and
Is cared for by a semi-civilized Hopi Indian who
takes the man to his pueblo, and in return, the
gambler Induces the squaw to elope with him.
The redskin takes his loss stoically. Three
years
later. It is the fourth of July at Circle City" and
the ranch
hands
from
the surrounding
country
riding bucking bronchos and the world famous
cowboy Pastime called "Bulldogging a Steer"
being indu]ged jD) rlgbt In tne malQ stree(. are
Wrcle tity when we see our trio meet. Events
.nT^°W
T m0ve, 1nickIy t<> a logical conclusion
and
the redman
claims the Inherent right of his
race to revert to savagery and repay the gambler
In his own way.
B

REX.
PAUL

AND

VIRGINIA

(Deo.

5).— A full deserln

weVs' issue ",b,eCt " Polished elsewhere In thb

THE WHEEL OF DESTINY (Deo. 8).— At
the
^nB^h„°f Vhe 8tory G1]e8 IeaTe8 home to go to
r.*n^ >K h0^8,e' the MaJ°r admonishing him to
£„? JT^
GI1«««»«»M«» "d ~mes home drunk
uPLih ° k?°Za ,he hablts of bls yo«°g master

T»,r
'mI"^ *at! «n<1 he]P" blni '"to his cabin
finrt. rfc- 8t ". wal"nS. goes to the cabin and

finds Giles drunk.
He disowns
him and drives
:tnmo»„ *?• C£}U'
desplte tne entreaties
o?
war the MPe- ,G"?8*oe8- At the close of the
■JEn i. M^3,°r L8 Impoverished, and his plantation Is sold for debt.
He takes leave of his old
hTdea,n.neflE7,thaDd Ch,,0e *** t0 *° with him? but
«d die.C,.new,doweJ. a88l8taDCeHe h"
no b°me
1„A ingD„Um,bh"
« ll"a Epb
J±tei has
Chloe and Eph are livIn the North.
a job as a street
the •trUVh
ex-Major,
K °D
n,„WOrk,nhis old
« Mater "hU
master
s. It eTtK
approache
Is the
day before Thanksgiving and
Eph and Cbloe have
In Z r'»nng i m0Del. KWhlch they ba*« deposed
nnit« m? ?, Jar' .V'lrb rest8 0D the mantel Eph
£?
8treet and take» the ex-Major
to "ii lJob
home.°Vbe
Cbloe has gone ont to deliver a
wash ng. Epb Is shocked to see nls old "master
In such a plight, so he takes the money
saved
for the Thanksgiving
dinner, goes on?" Ind Du|s
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liliu a cheap suit of clothing. He returns to
bis job and Is flred for quitting the work. He
to obtain n turkey by book or crook and
i a typical turkey raffle, participated in by
colored men, and spends bis last nickel in an endeavor to win a turkey, but is unsuccessful.
Rendered desperate, he resolves to steal a turkey
and cllmba a fence and approaches a chicken. His
conscience smites him, and be turns away to be
arrested by an officer who has followed him, attracted by his suspicious movements, and be Is
In despair. Arrested just as be has found his
old master, renders him dumb with grief. The
copper takes him to the police station, where
Giles, his young master, Is judge. Eph recognizes him and there Is a happy reunion. Eph is
In a quandary as to apprising Giles of the presence of his father at his home. The copper explains that he caught Eph In the act of entering
a hen-coop, and Giles laughs. He enters the
police station and soon explains matters to the
officer in charge, to emerge with Eph a free man.
He takes Eph In a motor car to his home, stopping on the way to buy trimmings for a Thanksgiving dinner. Eph remains silent and they go to
the cabin where Giles finds Cbloe, bis old mammy
and bis father, and there is a happy and highly
dramatic reunion, with the tables turned — the son
rich and able to support bis father, and the two
faithful old servants.

MILANO.
DIAMOND CUT DIAMOND (Dec, 7).— Nando, a
member of the Italian coast guard, has Just been
married to a lovely young girl with whom he Is
greatly in love. They are living a very happy
life in their bumble home, Nando attending to the
duties of the government and his wife her duties
at home.
One day Nando sees a man and woman In an
open boat, and when they land on a barren section
of the rocky coast, his suspicions are aroused and
he decides to follow them. He comes on a band
and is told they are sightseers, but he recognizes
one as an ex-convict. Thinking that perhaps If
he appears to fall in with this be may learn more
of their purpose, he readily consents to row Rita,
the queen of the band, along the coast, so she
might get a better view of it.
After they leave, Nando explores the rocks to
find what brought them there. He comes upon
the entrance to a cave, where the band, in their
hurry failed to replace the stone which covered
the entrance. He Is astonished when he finds
money they have coined, for he thought they were
a band of smugglers.
Nando goes home to think It over. His mind is
so full of his discovery that he pays little attention
to his young wife. She, of course, not knowing
what has happened, Imagines that he is tiring of
her and gives way to her grief.
Nando realizes that it would be better to catch
them actually making the money, so waits his
chance. In a day or two he is called to the door
of his home by a man, who hands him a note. It
is from Rita, asking him to meet her at the lighthouse that
evening.
Nando's and
wiferesolves
watchesto him
read the
note
with interest
see
what is in it. Nando lies down to sleep before
going to meet Rita. His wife takes the note from
his pocket, and feels that she has been right in
thinking that she was neglected. When Nando
goes out she follows and sees what she thinks to
be a very affectionate meeting between Rita and
Nando. Broken hearted she returns home. In the
meantime, Rita has induced the coast guard to come
to her house the following evening, as the band
desire to get him out of the way. He promises to
come.
This will be a chance to capture tbe band, so
Nando goes to the police after leaving Rita and
tells the chief everything. He Is advised to keep
the appointment, so as not to arouse the suspicions
of the counterfeiters.
The band go to the cave and work hard to make
up for the time wasted trying to put the guard
off their track, but are suddenly confronted with
revolvers.
They have been followed and captured.
While all this has been taking place, Rita has
been doing her utmost to fascinate Nando, trying
to keep htm with her nntil such a time as she
knows the band will be on their way back. When
Nando's wife enters with the police and hears the
story of Nando's loyalty to the government, she
Is very much ashamed of her suspicions and very,
very sorry, but Nando, with his bigness of heart,
freely forgives her and they return to their former
happy life.

CHAMPION.
BILLY
JONES
OF
NEW
YORK
(Deo.
2)
Mario Bartlnl, a barber, sees a newspaper article
about a well-known Italian Count marrying a rich
heiress. This gives Mario an Idea, which he decides to work out. He sells ont his shop and goes
away, leaving behind blm a girl whom he Is about
to wed. The
father,
enraged
Mario's
treatment
of hisgirl's
daughter,
swears
that at
If ever
he
should meet Bartlnl he would pay dearly for his
action. Several years elapse when we are Introduced to Billy Jones, a typical youth, who is going
the pace too strong to suit bis rich father. Billy
quarrels with his father, and the boy's independent

-qiirit asserts Itself. He tells his father that be
will make bis own way. Billy, with but a few
dollars In bis pocket, decides to spend tbe money
for a ticket to some small town. He arrives in
villc broke, but regardless of that, be
registers at a first-class hotel. He catches a
• of Mary McCarthy, the daughter of a
wealthy contractor. It is a case of love at first
sight with the boy; he Is determined to remain
in town and make an acquaintance of tbe girl.
Billy secures a position as time clerk on one of
Mr. McCarthy's contracting operations, but does
not
thatdayhe she
is rides
working
girl's
fatherrealize
until one
up tofortbe the
works
In
her auto to visit her father. Billy has an opportunity to get acquainted with Mary, and receives
encouragement from Iter. Count Carlonl is paying
attention
to Mary
and the
Is encouraged
tbe girl's
mother, who
welcomes
count as aby prospective
son-in-law. The father is Indifferent, but the girl
rebels and declares that she will marry a man of
her choice and not a titled fortune-hunter. All
arguments are of no avail. The girl promptly falls
in love with Billy, which is opposed by the mother.
At Mr. McCarthy's works is an Italian foreman —
no other than tbe father of tbe girl whom the
barber deceived. Both father and daughter have
made their home in Bendersvllle. The father Is
hurt by a premature explosion, and, being assisted
by Billy, Is brought home. Billy becomes acquainted with Rosa, and later, when Billy meets
Rosa at tbe works, be accompanies her on her
way home. Mary sees them together, becomes
jealous and refuses to listen to Billy's explanations. But things are pnt right. When Mr. McCarthy brings his daughter and the count to look
over the works the Italian foreman recognizes In
Count Carlonl no other than Mario the barber.
Billy prevents the foreman from killing Mario,
who later escapes terrified. Tbe Italian and his
daughter explain the deception and tbe McCarthys
Mary. thankful that the bogus count has been exare
posed. This paves the way nicely for Bill and
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RELIANCE.
OLD MAM'SELLE'S SECRET (Dec. 4).— (2 reels)
When the soldiers attacked the old home of the
Von Hirschsprung family, the father buried his
family treasure In tbe garden. In the fight that
followed he was killed but his two sons survived.
Having no money, and supposing their fortune
stolen, the sons sell the old home to the Hellwlg
family. Cordula, daughter of old Hellwig, falls In
love with Joseph, the younger of the Von Hirschsprung boys. He returns her affection, but her
father will not permit the marriage, because of
Joseph's poverty. One day Cordula. digging in the
garden, unearths the Hirschsprung treasure and
tells her father, who makes her vow never to tell
of the finding of the money chest. Joseph deprived
of his sweetheart, dies in poverty. Broken-hearted
Cordula removes her things to an upper apartment and vows she will never enjoy any of the 111
gotten
Tears wealth.
later, the only surviving member of the
Von Hirschsprung marries a strolling player. Ten
years later she Is killed by accident during her
act In the circus and her husband, to save bis
child from a similar fate, turns her over to the
care of Nathan Hellwig, brother of Cordula. The
child Fay, finds no welcome in her new home until
she meets Cordula now known as Old Mam'selle.
She and Old Mam'selle have adjoining attic rooms
and spend much time together. Everyone knows
that Old Mam'selle has a secret, but no one knows
Just what It is. Tbe years pass. John, son of
tbe Hellwlgs, returns from the Medical University
to fall In love with Fay. He is expected to marry
Hortense, a rich widow with one child. Fay saves
this child from an awful death by fire and wins
Jobn's admiration as well as his love. His mother
refuses to accept Fay as a daughter. In the midst
of all this confusion Old Mam'selle Is taken ill.
Before she dies she tells Fay that her diary contains her secret and it must die with her. Fay
promises to destroy the little book. After Old
Mam'selle's death, Fay finds the book and is about
to destroy it when John enters the room and sees
her. He demands that she give him the diary.
She refuses at first but finally yields. Then she
goes to her room to pack her things. Feeling herself very unwelcome at the Hellwlgs she thinks
she had better go away. John opens the little book
and reads the whole story of the Hellwig wealth
and how it all belongs to the Hirschsprung family.
He rushes out of the room with tbe book and
finds Fay ready to leave. She has her grip in
her hands. He takes it from her and begs her to
remain. As be takes tbe grip be notices tbe name
Meta Von Hirschsprung, with a crest printed across
it. He stares at Fay and asks her whose grip it
is. She replies it belonged to her mother who
took It with her when she ran away to be married.
Then John knows that Fay Is the sole, remaining
member of the once famous Von Hirschsprung and
that the money being enjoyed by tbe Hellwigs belongs to her. He tells her and she realizes that
she Is rich, feels free to accept his heart offered
to her In the days when he did not know she had
a single penny to ber name.
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THANHOU3ER.
AT LIBERTY— GOOD PRESS AGENT (Dec. 8).—
He limped along tbe Hlalto, bo badly banged up
tbat a friend felt Impelled to ask blm If be bad
been playing a bomb on tbe Mafia Circuit In the
"Big Time."
"It la just another case of tbe man getting the
worst of It for making good," he explained. "I
consented to go out with The Whirling Dervlab
Company, and I told tbe Governor tbat be would
get something new In the presswork line. Tbat
big doll of a Btar wanted her name in tbe papers,
but there Is nothing to her, nothing at all."
"They won't fall for tbe old stuff any more,
and I bad to be up to date. We struck one town
where tbey had a smallpox scare, and they fell
for my dope alright. I told them how one of our
chorus dames bad smallpox, and how the star passed
the night nursing her when all the others were
afraid, kissed her fevered brow and all the rest of
the sob Btuff. Tbey fell for It like wolves, and
that big false alarm got her picture on the front
page."
"Was she grateful? Not a bit of It. She blamed
me when the Health Department sent around and
rounded up the company, quarantining them In a
vacant house. Look at the ad. Why my story
was reprinted all over the United States."
"They'd have got out In a few weeks, and it
saved them from losing money on those rotten killduff one-ntght stands, yet they 'beefed' awfully.
60 I showed them how to escape by scaring off
the guards by pretending to be ghosts. I led them
safely through tbe town to a freight train, so that
they could make a getaway to the next town.
Were they thankful? Nothing like it. The leading
comedian and props beat me with clubs and kicked
me off the train. And that big dub of a star
cheered tbem as they were doing It."
"So I've left the company. Wouldn't care to
work with a company like that, for you never are
appreciated. Doubt if they will stay out long,
for the company is rotten, the printing punk and
the bookings the worst ever. Now I am back
again, and say, old man, do you know anyone who
wants a press agent, a good press agent?"
AURORA FLOYD (2 reels) (Dec. 10).— Aurora
Floyd was the daughter of a rich banker. While a
schoolgirl she contracted a romantic attachment for
her father's groom, James Conyers, and eloped with
him. Her married life was unhappy, as her husband was vulgar, cruel and a drunkard. Her father,
when he found how affairs were going, offered Conyers a large sum of money on condition that he
leave England never to return. Conyers eagerly accepted the proposition, and Aurora returned to her
father's
home,
her friends
being later
awarea
that
Aurora
had not
beeneven
married.
Six months
newspaper account told of the death of the worthless
groom. Aurora was now free and when John Melllsh, the young squire of Feldon Park, paid her attentions, she consented to become his wife, much
to her father's satisfaction.
Aurora entered Feldon Hall as the squire's bride
Just about the time that Mellish engaged a new
trainer for his race horses. In this man, Aurora, to
her horror, recognized Conyers, her first husband and
she realized that the story of his death was only a
cruel trick. Conyers boldly blackmailed her, explaining that unless she yielded to his demands for
money he would have her prosecuted as a bigamist.
The note containing his threat was brought to the
Hall by Steve, a half-witted stable boy. He suspected something was wrong, spied upon Aurora,
and while she was out of the room returned to the
room through the window, picked op the note she
had dropped in her agitation, and armed himself
with duethe
squire's pistol, meaning to use it to subConyers.
The helpless Aurora met Conyers at a place agreed
upon and turned over to him all the money and
Jewels she could get together. She then returned
toward tbe house to decide her future plans. Steve,
who had tracked them, now confronted Conyers and
demanded a share of the spoils. Conyers refused, and
started to beat Steve. The boy, wild with rage, shot
him down, took the satchel of jewels and money,
dropped the pistol beside his victim and escaped.
The shot had been heard In the house, and Mellish
and Mrs. Powell, bis housekeeper, started out to
investigate. Their path led them toward Aurora,
and she, to elude them, retraced her steps. Thus
she came upon the body, and when the others arrived she was bending over the body, the pistol in
her hand. Mrs. Powell, who always hated her young
mistress, denounced Aurora as a murderess, and the
case against her was black. Her gallant husband,
however, stood loyally by her, even when tbe secret
of her marriage was revealed to him. In court
he waa at her aide, fighting desperately to save the
life of the woman he loved.
Aurora was convicted of murder, and was about to
be sentenced, when Steve, the real criminal, was
dragged In and confessed. The spirit of the man
he had slain haunted him, he declared, and practically drove him Into the hands of the law. Aurora
bumble and contrite because of her terrible experiences, meekly asked her husband to forgive and
forget her, but be clasped her In his arras, telling
her she was the one woman he loved, and that In
the happiness of their future life tbey would forget
tbe sorrows that had been.
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SOLAX.
THE

HATER OF WOMEN (Dec. 11).— Bob Bura confirmed woman-hater, meets bis cbura
Harry. On their way from New York Harry asks
him to come to bis home and Introduces htm to
tils sister. She teases the woman-hater, pins a
rose In bis button-hole and gets blm to sit down
on a sofa beside her. Harry says Joshlngly, "You
are not such a woman-hater after all."
Harry arrives at the club and tells his friends
what a joke he has played on Bob. Thinking of
a scheme, be makes bis friend still more uncomfortable. He writes a newspaper ad saying tbat
Hob wants a wife. Harry Inserts tbe ad In tbe
newspaper
and out
two toof tbe
his end.
chums go to Bob's bouse
to watch this
The first arrival In answer to the ad is an old
maid. Harry directs her to the house, while be
and his friends arrange a board so that they can
look Into the window and watch the proceedings.
Bob Burton Is very much surprised when the old
maid shows him the ad in the newspaper. She
tries to make him marry her but he protests. The
old maid goes out and discovers the boys looking
In the window, bits one of them with an umbrella,
and they all fall over the bench.
The second arrival is a tough girl who gets
Into a wrangle with Bob, and he hrows her out
of tbe window, and she falls on top of the boys
who are seated on the plank. She has her scraps
with them and exits.
The third arrival Is a very buxom middle-aged
lady, who on refusal of Bob to marry her, exits
angrily, discovers Harry and chum outside and
gives Harry a thrashing.
The fourth arrival is a young eccentric girl,
who has sworn that she will never marry a man
unless she falls in love with him at sight. Bob
Kurton has read this eccentric remark In the
paper, and has seen the picture, so Instead of
refusing ber he proposes and is accepted much to
the chagrin of the boys outside. He exits from
the house with the young lady and discovers
the boys in the act of sneaking away. Finally be
turns the tables on them. He sends Harry and
Bob a note inviting them to his wedding.
THE GIRL IN THE ARMCHAIR (Dec. 13).—
Frank Watson was spending a mounth in New
York when one day he receives a letter from his
father requesting him to come home and also
that a surprise awaits him on his return. This
aroused Frank's curiosity, so immediately he made
preparations to leave at once. One arriving home
he went at once to the drawing room and there
to his surprise he saw a very attractive girl sitting by the fire-place seeming to be perfectly at
home with her surroundings. Frank coughs. The
girl turns around and then nods to him but leaves
the room at once. Just then his mother and
father come In and greet him. At once Frank
begins to question them about the girl. For an
answer Frank's father walks to the desk and
brings Frank a letter. There he learns that this
girl is the daughter of his father's best friend
who has just died and has made his father guardian.
The girl's name is Peggy and she has been left a
large fortune. Frank does not approve of this
and begins to offer his objections. At the same
time Peggy Is seen coming down the stairs at the
back of tbe room and accidently overhears what
Frank is saying. She then comes Into the room
and they are introduced.
Six months later we find Frank in bad company. He has started gambling and has hard
times settling all his debts. At present he owes
$500 to a very miserly Jew who has Frank's
promissory note to pay in a week's time. Poor
Frank is almost a nervous wreck, for he has no
means hy whieh he can lift this debt. The day
has come and we now see Frank nervously awaiting the Jew's
The Jew
ushered
and
at once
startsarrival.
business.
He is
then
learnsin that
Frank is unable to pay and then swears that he
will go to Frank's father for payment. Frank
pleads not to tell his father. The Jew looks
around the room in order to find some plan with
which to force Frank to pay. Suddenly he notices
a small safe In tbe desk marked EMERGENCY
SAFE. He calls Frank's attention to it. After
much arguing the Jew has persuaded Frank to
get his payment from this safe with tbe hope of
winning it back and then replace the money before the father finds it out. Frank takes the
money, gets a receipt from the Jew and orders'
blm out. Frank leaves the room at once. Suddenly we see Peggy getting up out of the large chair
by the fire-place. She has accidently overheard
all that has passed between them without their
knowledge
she realizes
position
at
once. She and
decides
to help Frank's
Frank out
of his
trouble and starts to think of a plan. Later we
see ber coming into the drawing room all ready
for a Journey, carrying a suitcase in her hand. She
puts leaves
a letter
the table for Frank's father and
then
the onbouse.
The girl makes a splendid sacrifice to save Frank
and later, In an impressive scene Frank admits
his guilt and asks for forgiveness of the girl he
has grown to love.

LUX.
WEARY GUSSIE FINDS A JOB (Dec. 6).—
Weary Gussle Is in search of something to do.
If he cannot dodge work, be will do his best to
put up with it for a while. He gets a job as
a billposter,
and
the profession
affords . ample

■cope for
shirker.

him

to

display

his capacity

as

a work

ARABELLES RAILWAY (Dec. 6).— An amusing comic film in which Arabeile endeavors to
improve her property by building a railroad theremences.on. When the railway is opened the fun com-

AMERICAN.
THE LAW OF GOD (Dec. 9).— In the course of
bis wanderings Jim Gleason had come to Montecito, where Vera Bradley, tbe daughter of the
minister, attracted bis fancy. In ber Innocence,
she confides to her father and be, with tbe welfare of his daughter at heart, consults tbe young
man as to bis religious beliefs, and Is horrified
to learn that be is an Atheist. Tbe following
Sunday a wandering cripple stops at the church
and endeavors to sell small religious pamphlets.
Tbe minister examines them and finding the Ten
Commandments and other religious quotations Id
tbe book, procures a copy and urges tbe congregation to do the same. Vera gets a copy and
meeting Jim Gleason, she shows bim tbe book and
Is so horrified at his blasphemous remarks that
she refuses to see or bear from blm again.
Disappointed In love, Jim Gleason falls in with
tbe lawless element of the town and becomes a
great crony of tbe leader, Bud Black. One day
Bud Black plans on a crime of large dimensions.
If he can get Jim to throw the derailing switch
outside the town at the railroads yard limit tbey
could wreck the Sunset Limited and secure a
large booty. In Bud Black's gang one member,
who has always been timid, In thinking over tbe
magnitude of the proposed crime, began to fear
for his safety and determined to notify the sheriff.
So It was that when Jim arrived at the scene of
action his every movement was watched by Bud
Black and his gang to make sure of no weakening,
and the sheriff and posse was on the way to
surprise the outlaws and save the train.
In waiting for the train Jim consulted his plans
which were drawn on a page of the pamphlet sold
by tbe cripple and then having fixed it in bis
mind turned over the page and found "THE LAW
OF GOD." And in the Holy Writ be finds •THOU
SHALT NOT
STEAL."
And as
a vision
of Vera's
horrified
face comes
to bim
she looked
when
he uttered his remarks about the pamphlet.
"THOU SHALT NOT KILL." He starts away
just as the Limited goes shrieking by. Bud Black
and his gang watch for the expected wreck and
in their anger at tbe failure of their plan they
decide to wreak vengeance upon Jim. Tbey start
In pursuit of the fleeing man and thundering at
their own heels is tbe sheriff's posse. Bud Black
Is soon within shooting distance of the intended
victim, his gun barks and Jim falls. But now
apprised tbat tbe posse is after him he rides
with his gang for his own liberty. They are
soon captured and the posse start on the return
trip. Picking up the wounded man they return
to town where Jim is left to the tender mercy of
the Rev. Bradley and his daughter. When Jim
sees Vera his face lights up and extending his
hand he places in hers the bloodstained "LAW
OF GOD." And when Jim is able to be out again
he visits the church as the accepted suitor of
the minister's daughter, for he has "come into the
NELL OF THE PAMPAS (Dec. 12).— Down
among
light." the
' pampas growers Nell, the daughter of
old Pedro Villlar, has many suitors. In the kindness of her heart she has been generous to an
orphan Idiot who lives off her father's bounty,
and she becomes the idol of his eye and he follows ber like a faithful dog. Among all her
suitors Juan Cardoza is the favored one. But
Juan's personality has unwittingly aroused the
affections of another woman, a half-breed who
has desired to win him. She watches the lovers
with jealous eye and one day, seeing Juan giving
Nell a bracelet of silver, she waits until he leaves
Nell and when he passes her she throws herself
into his arms and implores bis love. All this Is
witnessed by Nell and sick at heart she throws
the trinket away and starts home. Juan renounces
tbe woman but the harm is done. Enroute to her
home, Nell encounters a stranger and takes him
with her and be engages board with her parents.
But Jim Beverly soon shows his true colors,
abusing the poor idiot thus securing the enmity
and lording it over the simple pampas-growers. He
overreaches himself when he insults Xell. Juan
sees tbe attempt and gives him a trouncing.
Smarting for revenge he plots with tbe half-breed
woman to kidnap Nell, thus securing her and
leaving Juan for tbe half-breed. Watching his
opportunity, Beverly sees Nell leaving her home
one evening for her accustomed stroll in the pampas
field and getting his horse follows her and is in
turn followed by tbe Idiot. Juan starts out Id
hope of seeing Nell and Is followed by the halfbreed woman. Jim sees Juan coming and raising
bis gun attempts to kill him but the half-breed
anticipating the treacherous act springs in front
of him and receives the bullet in ber own breast,
giving ber life for her love. Jim hurries back to
his horse and finds the vindictive Idiot waiting
for him. In the fight that follows both are
mortally wounded, Nell, startled by the sounds
of shooting In the night air, hurries in the direction of the sound to find Juan kneeling over the
body of the woman. All is explained and the
lovers are re-united.
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HEART OF A SOLDIER (Dec. 14).— In
■ illght of his life, John Menton, an old
veteran, liuds himself alone and destitute. In desperation he turns to the statue of his old cornmander, General Grant, then to that of President
Lincoln, hoping In vain that one or the other might
offer an Inspiration, hut In both cases the marble
Hint ties look upon his misery In mute silence. Disconsolate, he wanders down the avenue in quest
of aid. At the Revere mansion he pitifully begs
for alms from the wealthy owners, who are about
to enter their automobile. Ills plea Is to be refused by this man of means, when Hob Lucas, the
young suitor of Ruth Revere, moved by the old
man's evident want, offers him substantial alms,
which Incurs for Lucas the animosity of Mrs.
Revere.
On the return of the parents, young Lucas makes
a strong appeal for the hand of the daughter, but
his suit Is refused and he dejectedly leaves the
house. In due course, a locket of the madam Is
missing and she recalls having placed It on the
library table at the time of her talk with Bob
Lucas. All search proves unavailing and she summons Lucas by telephone and on bis arrival,
brazenly accuses him of having stolen the locket.
His earnest and strong assurance of any knowledge concerning the loss Is totally disregarded.
Sorrowful and dejected, he wanders away to grieve
over the multitude of catastrophes that have befallen him.
In the meantime, the missing locket, which accidentally fell Into the waste basket, passes along
the route to the city dumps. Through force of
circumstances the old veteran has bled himself to
that quarter as was his custom when In dire distress, to seek in the refuse of the city something
that might be of value. Lo, and behold 1 this trip
Is not unrewarded. Debating with himself the
course to pursue, he finds a seat in the park, where
the fates fortunately guided the heart-sick lover.
Recognition Is mutual, but what service can the
old soldier render our friend? The newly found
token
wealthhisIs former
uppermost
In the soldier's
heart
and heof tells
benefactor
of his lucky
And. Young Lncas looks, then stares at the
locket, he scarcely can believe his eyes. Is he
awake or are the fates taunting him? He tells
the old soldier of the cloud resting over him, and
together the two hurry to the Reveres, where Joy
over the recovery knows no bounds. Old Revere
liberally rewards the needy old veteran and young
Lucas could almost mortgage his future prospects
to pay the good fortune this vindication means to
him. The heart of Mrs. Revere Is softened, the
barriers are broken down and Bob Lucas Is to
have the band of Ruth for bis keeping for life.
The old veteran slowly repairs to the statue of
President Lincoln, his heart too full for utterance.
The shock of this unexpected joy Is too great and
at the base of the statue his frail stature falters
and his soul passes on to join the army in the
great beyond.

GREAT

NORTHERN.

THE QUEEN OF THE SEASON (Nov. 80).—
Mrs. Blanc is an attractive young matron whose
husband has brevalled upon her to take a trip to
the seashore while he remains at home to care
for their little child. Upon arrival at her destination she Is immediately showered with attentions
from the gallants of the summer hotel, and In a
spirit of fun, she says little about herself, and
permits her admirers to dance attendance upon
her. There are three In particular who are constantly In her train, and as a result, Mrs. Blanc is
the recipient of all manner of favors.
Her shopping expeditions find her with three
ardent bearers of parcels, and it is with much
difficulty that she finds It possible to pay for any
of her purchases. Rivalry becomes so keen between the lovesick swains that physical encounters
are narrowly averted. She manages to evade them
at times, but her movements are so closely watched
that she seldom finds herself without a trio of
escorts. When she boards the train for home she
is followed as usual, and by means of strategy,
the three take passage on the same coach and
escort her to her destination. On the platform she
Is met by her husband and child and an affectionate scene Is enacted while the three seashore gallants stand in amazement. Introductions follow
and the trio return on the next train to seek new
conquests at the seashore.

MAJESTIC.
THE HYPNOTIC CHAIR (Deo. 1).— Professor
Henrick has Invented a wonderful hypnotic chair
which, when the proper current la turned on, possesses the power of mesmerising dozens of people at the same time. His friends give him a
banquet, and after he drinks a great many toasts,
he decides to finish the night on the Great White
Way, Instead of returning home. Miss Qayllfe accompanies him and in bis friendly mood he Invites many extraordinary people to visit him. Hla
wife, discovering he has not come home all night,
starts out for his office and arrives Just as the
professor and his assistant, Professor Scardon, are
trying to persuade Miss Qayllfe to leave the office.
She refuses and they get an Idea. They place
her in the hypnotic chair and when the furious
wife enters she Is told that Miss Gayllfe Is a
patient. Just then the bell rings and a streetcleaner Is shown In. To quiet htm, the professor
pushes him toward
Miss Qayllfe — he touches her
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i lie current turned on and he stands powerleai also. The scientific commission visits the proin contact with the others and
nmedlately electrified. Hut the doctor's assistant puts on rubber gloves and proceeds to rethem one by one. General confusion ensues and us Mrs. Henrick still shows fight sin- Is
pushed back into the chair while the professor, bis
assistant, will. Miss Gayllfe, start back to the
White Way, leaving a sign on the door Informing
all callers that they will be gone for six months.
IN OLD TOWN (Dec. 8). — I'eggy Milton returns
to the old town from a fashionable boarding school.
She Is met at the depot by her affectionate parents and her old sweetheart, Tom Harland. But
Peggy has been spoiled by the fashionable school.
She is cold to Tom, and snubs her parents. When
she gets to the house she begins to cry because
it Is not like the swell residences of ber classmates. She finds fault with ber room and decorates it with college flags, photographs of athletic
teams, etc.
Tom Harland comes to call and sees her reading
a pile of novels. He Is disgusted and goes to
talk with her father. In Peggy's room, Tom gets
an Idea and whispers It to the old man. Tom
leaves, carrying with him the scrap book of
photographs. That night, he and the fellows get
together and dress themselves up to look like the
college boys in the scrap book. Tom leads the
practice and Is so successful In the rehearsal that
the town constable comes to find out the canse of
the noise. When they tell him, he enjoys the
Joke too. As there Is a ball at the Lodge Hall
that night, the fellows start out to call for their
sweethearts. Tom goes for Peggy. She Is disgusted at bis costume and refuses to go. But her
parents make her go.
At the dance hall, the fellows all come In, and
get In the middle of the floor and give college
cheers, etc., to the disgust of the girls. Tom
shows Peggy home, and afterwards the boys give
her a serenade in true college style.
The next day Tom borrows an automobile and a
chauffeur from a friend, and comes to take Peggy
for a tide. He has It filled with champagne bottles, and pretends to be half drunk. He carries
this on until at last, she is disgusted and begs him
to be himself, whereupon he tells her the truth,
and they end up with an engagement party.

GAUMONT.
GATJMONT WEEKLY, NO. 38 (Nov. 27).—
CHRISTENING AN AEROPLANE.— Bishop of
Versailles blesses machine belonging to Aviator
Moullnals.
COLLEGE
BOYS'
FROLIC
Freshman
students
at Dnion College, Schenectady, New York, hold
burlesque parade.
REVIEW AT FONTATNEBLEATJ.— French War
Minister inspects French troops at garrison.
SCHEPPS, THE INFORMER.— WitneBS who
figured largely in Rosenthal murder testimony,
New York, is released from detention.
BLERIOT TURNS TO GLIDERS.— Famous aviator designs boat for navigating the swiftest current.
THE SWEDISH FLAG GOES UP.— First European nation to select site at the Panama Exposition, San Francisco.
HATS AND WRAPS.— Beautiful designs sent to
us from fashion's capital, Paris.
LAST OF EQUITABLE BUILDING.— Ruins left
by New
greatest fire giving way to mammoth newYork's
structure.
A PARIS FOOT RACE.
Roosevelt Prize in the
Bols de Boulogne.
THE "SADIE LEE"
Vlcksburg packet liner
Mississippi.

— Jacques Keyser wins the
three-mile sprint in the
GOES DOWN.— Memphlssinks at Denis Landing,

WORLD'S FASTEST WARSHIP.— The "Kaiser,"
of the German navy, Is driven by turbine engines.
THE PACIFIC NAVAL REVIEW.— U. S. war
vessels meet In Manila Bay, P. I.
THE WAR NEWS IN CONSTANTINOPLE,— A
motion picture cartoon.
A TELEPHONE ENTANGLEMENT (Dec. 6).—
Lyon Hart, with nothing to wear but clothes, nothing to eat but food, nowhere to go but out, nowhere to come but back, finds life a denced bore.
He reads a newspaper article which tells of a young
woman "too pretty for anything" who wishes to
meet a perfect dear of a man whom she would
like to marry very much. Lyon Hart telephones
to the "advertlsee," tells her that she has a voice
musical as a boiler factory and that be wagers that
her affections are warm enough to fry onions. He
tells her to meet him at four o'clock next week
and confides that be has nothing to breathe but
air, nothing to comb but hair, nothing to weep
but tears. The pretty girls In the telephone exchange overhear the conversation and learn of
the appointment. They decide to play a Joke upon
the romantic couple by themselves appearing at
the place and make It Impossible for the Dear
Hart to discriminate between them and the lady
of the advertisement. Lyon Hart, armed to the
lips with a mustache and with his hand full of
cane arrives at the trysting place and finds Instead of one lady that there are several all of

whom wear the flower of dlstlngulsbment. She of
I lie advertisement is present and is a person
persons might be so credulous to believe
that when a baby she was young — but had outgrown it. Lyon Hart Is accosted by this faded
delectable and is told that It is she of the yearnings. I.yon Hart is not Hon hearted enough to be
seen with this antique and he walks quickly on
to the musical titter of the telephone girls. He
has been attracted by the well-groomed appearance
and
pretty that
face the
of one
the separate
"Hello Centrals"
and hopes
girlsofwill
and give
him opportunity to accost ber. This Is done and
he walks up blithely, makes a little bow and
utters the conventional platitude about having met
her before somewhere to which she archly replies.
"Yes, she often goes there." They stroll back past
the place of the sweet tryst where still sits the
disappointed old maid. Her reproachful eyes follow the young couple as off they trip to a motion
picture show.
'TWTXT DEVIL AND THE DEEP SEA (Dec. 5).—
Mr. A. Catastrophe Catsup, In a moment of wild
extravagance buys an overcoat to shelter his fair
form. So long does be stand admiring himself before the mirror that all the employees have gone
home, when the proprietor seeing him there, not
knowing that he had paid good cash money for the
garment, believes him a thief and chases him out
Into the cold world. The police take up the scent
with the Idea of putting Catastrophe where hla
sartorial repertoire will consist only of stripes.
Mr. Catsup in his efforts to escape arrest, enters
the apartment of a maiden lady old enough to be
married several times but who by some freak of
nature has not. Catastrophe tells her that If she
will save him from the police, he will become a
brother to her. She saves him, quite a good deal,
buts demands an awful price for her services — that
be marry her and become ber favorite husband. He
breaks from the detaining arms thrown around his
neck and dashes for liberty with the vlllalnesa
still pursuing. In the course of his flight be
again runs into the policemen who had been seeking him. He wavers between awful alternatives —
arrest and matrimony. "If I marry her I get
a life sentence on a diet of cold kisses and conversation. The police can do no more than give
me ten years," he cogitates. Taking refuge In
the lesser of the two evils, he enters the arms of
the law, telling the officers that the maiden person has pursued bis name for six miles.
THE MISSION OF THE CAROLS (Dec. 10).—
The privations of poverty have soured the milk of
human kindness In the breast of the mother of little
Gene and Marie. As she sends them out for their
evening occupation of singing In the cafes the
racy songs of the boulevard, thereby earning their
meagre fare, her manner Is unkind and unmotherly.
The song-bird fledglings are liked by the Countess
de Grace who hears them sing In the cafe and she
invites them to come to her house on the eve
of the Christ Day. The children go there and
hear the Countess's children sing the olden yuletide carols. The simple beauty of the music
touches the heart of the sophisticated urchins in
whose street life had never been heard such melodies
so nobly exquisite. They feel their songs to be
profane compared to the loveliness of the carols
and tell the Countess that they cannot here sing
their rude ditties. The spirit of the urchins is
admired aid the Countess and her friends teach
Gene and Marie the carols, which, they being good
musicians, are quickly learned. Generously the
Countess rewards them and laden with presents,
back to their hovel trudge the tiny troubadours.
Their mother Is dozing upon her pallet and the
children arrange the offerings of money and creature comforts around the room, singing the carols
they had just learned. Upon the waking ears of
the parent come the sweet natal songs of her
long gone childhood melting the Ice around the
mother's heart, formed through the winter of her
life of drudgery. The sunshine of the melodies
disperses the frowns, mellows the scolding voice,
bringing sweetness
the forlorn
mother'sones.
soul The
and
happiness
reflexly toagain
the to
little
picture closes with the mother kissing her children
affectionately as she goes forth on her hard day's
labor.
Completed
Is the mission of the carols.
TRAVELS ON THE URAL MOUNTAINS (Dec.
10). — Scenic high life, three thoasand and more
feet above the sea. Over mighty glaciers, passing
drifts of snow of fabulous depth. The snow-bound
forest In garments of Ice.
THE INTERNATIONAL CONSPIRACY— A full
story of this three-reel special subject by the
Gaumont Company was published on page 860 of the
issue dated November 30th.
PERILS OF THE ATLANTIC. — James Trevor,
on the eve of departure for America to visit an
agency, delays his passage on a transatlantic
steamship, because of a warning letter received
from a friend advising him to postpone his departure because of the Jeopardy to ocean traffic
at this season due to icebergs. Mrs. Trevor, at a
friend's house, meets a palmist then being received by fashionable society. The palmist, for
some Inscrutable reason, refuses to employ her
arts on the palm of Mrs. Trevor. She does, however, agree to an engagement. The prophecy Mrs.
Trevor receives is a fearful one, and with sinking
heart the wife and mother bear that she Is to lose
one to her near and dear. Will It be my husband
or my son. Is the query which reverberates through
her brain.
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THE

Mr.

Trevor,
seeing
an advertisement
of tlie
ob, the largeil steamship In the world which
about to make ber maiden
trip, i
■ t.n her.
'i be lonely wife, ber mind disturbed by tin' palmist's
prophecy,
writes to her
liking him to spend s few days with ber
to relieve bet from her low splrltednees. The Coins.
siis meets tb
, striking an IceD lh.' nigh I
I sinking
Into the depths
with the majority of her two thousand souls.
While Mrs. Trevor and her uncle are at dinner,
there is brought a newspaper containing the first
announcement of the fate of the Colossus. Strong
is the grief of the mother but stronger the grief
of the child whose health suffers under the
of the melancholia,
Meanwhile, the survivors of the Colossus, among
whom Is James Trevor, have reached port and
to his wife and child the husband flashes the joyous "all Is well" telegram. With one terror relieved, there Is yet another potentla.1 grief seemingly
storehaunts
for the
mother.
y Instill
her and
she The
fears palmist's
that Inasmuch as her husband bas been snatched from
the scythe of death, the little son will be garnered
In by the grim reaper. The obsession more and
more possesses the feminine mind until wrinkles
of anxiety come on her face and the light of an
unknown terror into her eyes. Mr. Jullicn, the
uncle, a man of sound judgment and common sense,
lias little faith In the readings of the palmist and
believes that ruse will relieve the worries of
the mother by proving to ber that the palmist is a
mere charlatan. The uncle accordingly writes to
the palmist, asking her to come- to the hotel for
the purpose of reading the hand of his niece, a
young woman about to he married. The palmist
is somewhat surprised to see the room inhabited
by a man and she looks about for the mentioned
young woman. None Is in sight but through the
curtains before a door lending to an adjoining
room extends a white, graceful feminine hand. The
palmist refuses to perform her reading under such
conditions, but the uncle prevails upon her by
the argument that inasmuch as she reads tinpalm, the sight of the other parts of the individual
are unnecessary. The moving argument, however,
is the presentation of s large fee. The palmist
falling into the trap, makes a pretended reading
of the mysterious hand, and, utterly contradicting
all her dark predictions of a few weeks previous,
prognosticates the brightest prospects of great
happiness and prosperity of the subject. Better
by her own reading the mother, pushes aside the
curtain and confronts the dismayed palmist. The
uncle then gets into possession of a letter addressed to the palmist which more fully explains
her nefarious
business,
the letter congratulating
is Just
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the

palmist
upon her use of the "apparent
pos'"II oi supernatural
Ion-sight, which always
attracts the man]
fools who in this trash bcii-i perfld]
unmasked,
the palmist
is
sent away
disconflted while the relieved mother
hastens back to ber wounded
di
father
arrives
and
his presence
acts as a tonic most
efficacious
and the child quickly rallies to bring
■ the household,

MUTUAL

FILM CORPORATION.
KEYSTONE

A FAMILY
MIXUP
(Dec. 9).— Brown and Smith
are frl
Is, bul their wives have never met. Brown
Huts wiih .Mrs. Smith, and in revenge, Mrs. Brown
Qlrte wiih Mr. Smith. Many amusing scenes are
shown, coming to a climax when both con
to a summer garden. The two men meet and tell
each other what tine girls each are out with.
Finally the four are brought together and the
wives soothe the angry husbands an convince them
that It does not pay to flirt.
A MIDNIGHT ELOPEMENT (Dec. 9).— Jim
Smith and Sallie Rice are very much in love with
each other, but her father vehemently shows his
disapproval of Jim. An elopement is planned,
and at midnight Jim has the country magistrate
waiting for him at the cross roads. lie goes to
tap on Sallie's
but makes
mistake
and
awakens
old manwindow,
Rice, who,
clad Ina his
pajamas,
pursues him with a shot-gun, and as Jim joins the
magistrate, takes a pot shot at them, which finds
lodgment in the judge's back. When Rice finds
out what he has done, he is In fear of the law,
but Jim pays the judge to settle the matter on
condition that Rice gives his consent to his daughter's marriage.

BRONCHO.
A DOUBLE REWARD (Dec. ll).^Isck Williams
and Nellie Wayne are in love, but her father
favors the suit of a rich Easterner, Wm. Ford, who
is vacationing In the West. Jack resents the
latter's attentions, and during the argument,
knocks him down. Ford attempts to draw a gun,
but the two are separated. A horse thief gets
away with Ford's horse, and as Jack has left a
few minutes before, Ford thinks he has taken the
animal. As Jack is rolling a cigarette by the
roadside the thief asks him for a match, and when
Jack goes to comply with his request, he leaps on
Jack's horse and gallops away. Jack mounts the
stolen horse and starts In pursuit, but is left be-

PRECISION
ALL THAT

MOVING

hind, chtcbea up with blm and he Is
i of being a thief. When lie is brought to
riff's office, Nellie pushes him through a door
and covers his escape with a gun. A reward is
offered for bis capture and Nell determines to
win the money. She goes in search of the real
thief and by a clever lariah throw, holds him
prisoner while she ties him to a tree. She then
captures Jim and secures the reward, after which
she tells the sheriff where to find the thief, who is
taken prisoner. Jack is released and elopes with
Nellie. Her father and Ford arrive too late to
prevent the marriage, and the old man gi»i
Ills blessing, while Ford goes away in a
having been outwitted by a cowboy,

KAY-BEE.
FOR THE CAUSE (2 reels) (Dec. 6,.— At the
breaking out of the Civil War Lient. Harmon and
Lieut, Black are ready to go to the front. Harmon's attentions to Black's fiancee, Helen, lead to
words between the two and Harmon challenges
Black to a duel. The men meet with pistols and
Harmonfuses togets
the his
firstantagonist,
shot and misses.
Blackaway
refire at
and turning
Is again shot at by Harmon. He whirls around
and Bhoota a! Harmon
as be bas turned and is
r
ling away, wounding him through the shoulder.
Winn the people, aroused by the shots, reach the
scene, Harmon Insists that be was shot in the
back in a cowardly manner by Black, and bis
statement causes an estrangement between Helen
ami Black. Wonderful scenes of battle are then
shown, in which Black wins fame for heroism, and
is entrusted with important mislons. Harmon never
s from the wound and is practically a helpless invalid. A plan is formed by the Confederates
to lead the Vnion army into an ambush by having
a spy captured with false papers, and Black risks
his life in the mission. Acting upon the information contained in the fake despatches, the Unioa
army thinks it will surprise the Confederates and
falls into the trap set for it. Black Is sentenced
to be shot as a spy, and makes a sensational escape, the
taking Confederate
refuge in Harmon's
home. For
sake of
cause, Harmon
puts the
on
Black's hat and coat, while the latter hides on the
roof, and Is captured, leaving a note for Helen, however, telling the true story of the duel, which Black
finds when he comes from his hiding place. Harmon is placed in the crowded prison, and when the
firing squad comes to execute him in the morning,
they find he bas passed away. Black rejoins his
men and takes part in the big battle, and after
the war,
regains Helen's love by giving her Harmon's confession.

Machine

Co.

THE NAME IMPLIES
ITS PRODUCT
THE
motion picture projecting machine there is accuracy, fine
workmanship and material which is truly amazing to those
who know. The design represents the most advanced
thought in motion picture machine construction. No detail
in the mechanism, lamp, lamphouse or stand has been too
trivial for careful attention.
The materials used are the best for the purpose regardless
of expense. They are worked into the finished parts with
infinite care by the most expert mechanics and machines
obtainable.
Some of the operations require precision which was impossible to get with the machinery available on the American and European markets, so we designed and built in our
own factory at an expense of thousands of dollars, machinery and tools which would give us the accuracy our high
standard demanded.
Such methods guarantee you screen results and machine
satisfaction such as you have never known before.
You owe it to yourself, Mr. Exhibitor and Mr. Operator,

MADE
BY

PRECISION

to
get posted.
Don't full
let description
a day go byandbefore
for
Catalogue
A giving
also writing
the nameus and
address of the nearest dealer who has the Simplex projector
in stock ready for your inspection and ultimate use.
After seeing it you will not wonder at the success which
has attended the Simplex from the start.
317 EAST 34th STREET
NEW
YORK

MACHINE

CO.,

THE

MOVINC

PICl URE

Absolutely

\V< »'<!.!)

Unrestricted!

BALKAN
7 wo Reels

WAR

Ten Cents per foot

ELEGANT

POSTERS

This film is without a
doubt the greatest and
best war
film
ever
obtained.

It shows all the principal nations participating in this great
conflict.

4 tfiStk
&fe

ACTUAL

BATTLE

ARTILLERY

SCENES!

INFANTRY

CAVALRY

Not a Scenic film but a WAR

Film

WIRE YOUR

2000 feet

IN ACTION

Filled in Rotation

ORDERS

INTERNATIONAL

FILM TRADERS

5 West 14th Street

New York City

FILM LECTURES
By W. STEPHEN
How

Notice of Removal

BUSH

to Put On the Passion Play
World Renowned Production)

(Pathe Freres'

$i.oo

How

to Put On "The Crusaders, or Jerusalem
Delivered" (World's Best Film Co.)
i.oo
Key and Complete Lecture for "Dante's Inferno"
(Milano Film Co.; Five Reels)
i.oo
"Life $5.00
of per
Moses"
(Vitagraph
Five-Reel)
Hundred
to Exchanges
for This One.
Copyrighted and For Sale Only by
CHALMERS
BOX 226 MADISON

SQUARE

PUBLISHING
P.O.

io

CO.
N. V. CITY

On and after Monday, Nov. 25th,
J9J2, the offices of the Moving: Picture World will be in the PULLMAN
BUILDING, No. 17 Madison Avenue,
New York City
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MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
NESTOR.

OAUMONT.

INDEPENDENT
RELEASE

DATES

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

27 — Gaumont's Weekly No. 88 (Topical)..
28 — Olga, the Adventuress (Dr.)
8— The Matrimonial Express (Comedy)..
4 — Gaumont's Weekly, No. 39 (Topical)...
6 — A Telephone Entanglement (Comedy).
5 — Twixt Devil and the Deep Sea (Com.).
7 — A Storm On the French Coast (8c).
10 — The Mission of the Carols (Drama)..
10 — Travels of the Ural Mountains (Sc.)
11 — Gaumont's
Weekly,
No. 40 ^Topical)
12 — An Elephant Sleuth
(Drama)
14 — Castles
of Bavaria
(Scenic)

Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

29— The Old Doll Maker
(Drama)
5 — The Better Part
(Drama)
12 — The Lighting of Love'a Way (Dr.)....
19 — The Tongueless Man
(Dr. )
26 — The Toll of the Sea
(Drama)
3 — Apartment
No. 13 (Comedy)

Not. 28 — Her Own Country (Dr.)
Not. 80 — The Hidden Treasure
(Com. -Dr.)
Not. 80— On Board
the S. 8. Dubuque,
Nayal
Training Ship
(Ed.)
Dec. —Pals
(Drama)
Dec. 6— The Animal Within
(Drama)
Dec.
7 — Bludsoe's
Dilemma
I Drama)
Dec.
9— The
Law of God
(Drama)
Dec. 12 — Nell of the Pampas
(Drama)
Dec. 14— The Heart of a Soldier (Drama)

1000

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

AMBB0SI0.
Not. 20 — Grandfather's Forgiveness
(Dr.)
Not. 20 — The Baplds oC Onatra River,
Finland
(Scenic)
Not. 27— Playing with lodged Tools (Drama)..
Dec. 4 — The Inseparable Friends (Comedy) . . .
Dec.
4 — Plenty of Good
Lungs
(Comedy)
AMMEX.
Oct.
2 — Ashes
of Memory
(Dr. )
Oct.
0 — Getting
In Strong
(Com.)
•et.
0 — Woman
Haters
(Com.)
Oct. 16— Mission
Maestro
(Dr.)
Oct. 23 — A Redeemed Reputation (Drama)....
Oct. 80-^-Brand of Cain
(Drama)
BISON

Nov.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.

GREAT NORTHERN.
9 — The Lost Stud
(Comedy)
9 — The
Distributed
Sentry
(Comedy)
16 — Funnlcus and His Dog
(Com.)
16 — Elephant Training In India
(Ed.)....
23 — (Title not reported).
30 — The Queen of the Season
(Comedy) .

Nov.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dee.
Dec.
Dec.

11 — The Deacon's Troubles
(Comedy)
11 — A Temperamental
Husband
(Com.)..
18 — The
Rivals
(Com. )
18— Mr. Fix It (Com.)
25 — A Desperate Lover
(Com.)
25 — A Bear Escape (Com.)
2 — Pat's
Day
Off (Comedy)
2 — Brown's
Seance
(Comedy)
9 — A Family
Mixup
(Comedy)
9 — A Midnight
Elopement
(Comedy)
16 — Mable's
Adventures
(Comedy)
16 — Useful Sheep
LUX.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

22— Willie's Ticker
(Comedy)
22— The
Wrong
Flat
(Comedy)
29 — The Diary of a Bad Boy (Comedy)...
29 — Grateful
Henry
(Comedy)
6 — Weary
Gussie
Finds a Job
(Comedy).
6 — Arabella
Railway
(Comedy)
13— Chlng Chang's Little Fan
(Comedy) . .
13— The
Pig
That
Would
Not
Stay
at
Home
(Comedy)

80— How Shorty Kept His Word (Drama)
6 — The Man They Scorned (2 reels) (Dr.)
13 — Mary
of the Mines
(Drama)
20— The Civilian
(2 reels) (Dr.)
27— The Ball Player and the Bandit (Dr.)
4 — His Squaw (2 reels — Drama)
11 — A Double Reward
(Drama)
18 — His Sense of Duty
(Drama)

Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

21 — Thy
Will
Be Done
(Drama)
28 — Sue (Drama)
4 — A Tramp's Strategy (Drama)
11 — A Protege of Uncle Sam (2 reels) (Dr.)
18— Blue Ridge Folks
(Dr.)
25 — The Gateway to America (Drama)...
2 — Billy Jones of New
York
(Com.-Dr.)

CHAMPION.

CRYSTAL.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

24—
24 —
26 —
28—
1—

Dec.

3—

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

5—
8—
8—

ECLAIR.

ROLL

5,000 - $1.25 20,000
- 10,000
$2.50 25,000
FOR RESERVED SEAT THEATRE

NATIONAL

TICKET

Oh, You Baby! (Com.)
Poor Finney (Com. )
The Two Chefs
(Comedy)
His Dress
Suit (Comedy)
Rough On Rats
(Comedy)
The Baby
and the Cop
(Comedy)

442
488
439
449
488

(Dr.)

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

14 — Camping Out (Dr.)
.
17 — A Mother's
Awakening
(Dr.)
21— The Debt (2 reels) (Dr.)
24 — The Broken Ring
(Dr.)
28 — For the Love of Mike
(Comedy)
1 — A Heart
Reclsimed
(Drama)
5— Paul and Virginia (2 reels, Drama)...
8 — The Wheel of Destiny (Drama)

Nov.
Not.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

22 — The
27— The
29 — The
4 — The
6 — The
11 — The
13— The
'

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

19— Miss Taku of Tokio (Dr.)
22 — Cross
Your Heart
(Dr.)
24 — The Truant's Doom
(Dr.)
26— The Thunderbolt
(Dr.)
29— The Forest Rose (Parts 1 and 2) (Dr.)
1 — Standing
Room
Only
(Drama)
3 — A Will and a Way
(Drama)
6 — A Romance of the U. S. Navy (Dr.)..
S — At Liberty — Good Press Agent (Dr.)
10 — Aurora
Floyd
(2 reels)
(Drama)

SOLAX.
Power of Money (Dr.)
Paralytic (Dr.)
Jenkins-Perkins War
(Com.)
RaflJe (Comedy)
Face
At the Window
(Drama)..
Hater of Women
(Comedy)
Girl In the Armchair
(Drama)...
THANHOUSER.

VICTOR.

445
Oct. 11— Betty's
Nightmare— (Comedy)
<
Oct. 18 — The
Cross-Roads
(Drama)
Oct. 25 — The
Angel
of the Studio
(Drama) . .
(Drama)
Not.
1— The Redemption of Riverton
(Drama)
Not. 8 — Sisters
(Drama)
Nov. 15 — The Lady Leone (2 reels) (Dr.)......
Nov. 22— Was
Mabel
Cured?
(Dr.)
Nov. 29 — It Happened
Thus
(Comedy)
Dec.
6 — The Foolishness of Oliver
(Comedy) . .
MISCELLANEOUS.
KINEMACOLOR.

Boniface as a Blackamoor
Castles and Landmarks of Italv (Sc.)
The Enchanted
Umbrella
(Comedy) . . .
Boniface
Is Bashful
(Comedy)
Adda
River
Rapids
(Scenic)
Diamond
Cut Diamond
(2 reels, Dr.)

TICKETS

(2 reels)

REX.

12 —
17—
19 —
24 —
26 —

23 —
23 —
30 —
80 —
30 —
7—

(Comedy)...
(Scenic)....

Not. 30 — The Brother of the "Bat"
Dec. 4 — Old
Mademoiselle's
Secret
(2 reels —
Drama )
Dec. 7 — Topsy
Turrey
Love
Affair
(Comedy)..
Dec. 11 — Joe's
Reward
(Drama)
Dec. 14 — A Fairyland
Bride
(Com. -Dr.)
Dec. 18 — The Fires of Conscience
(Drama)

MILANO.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

Sphinx
Spoke
of California

RELIANCE.

MAJESTIC.
Dick
and
Daisy
(Drama)
Haael Kirke
(Dr.)
Two of a Kind (Dr. )
An Old Love Letter (Dr.)
Shocking
Her
Future
Mother-ln-Law
(Com.)
Dec. 1 — The
Hypnotic
Chair
(Comedy)
Dec. 3 — In the Old Town
(Comedy)
Dec.
8 — The Winning of Helen
(Drama)
Dec. 10 — His Day
(Drama)
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.

The
Invisible
(Com.)
Seville and Its Gardens (Com.)
A Girl from the Country (Comedy)..
The Darling of the Mounted (Dr.)..
At the Flame, the Butterfly Burnt Ies
Wings
(Drama)
The
Bonnie,
Bonnie
Banks
o' Loch
Lomond
(Scenic)
Dick's
Wife
(Drama)
The
Fly
(Educational)
The
Mender,
the Pipe and
the Vase
(Comedy)

SPECIAL

5—
5—
12 —
12 —
19—
19 —

KEYSTONE.

Oct.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

17— The Chorus Girl (Com. )
17 — Her Old Love
(Com.)
24 — The Quarrel (Com.)
24 — The Valet and the Maid (Com.)
1 — Locked
Out
(Comedy)
1 — A Picnic in Dakota
(Comedy)
8 — A Tangled
Marriage
(Comedy)
8 — The Black
Prince
(Comedy)

6 — When
the
6 — Waterfalls

Nov. 20 — Don Caesar De Bazan
Nov. 23 — Father
(Dr.)
Nov. 27 — Thanksgiving
(Dr.)

KAY-BEE.

BRONCHO.

A Leg and a Legacy (Dr.)
Her
Yesterday
(Dr.)
The Way of the Transgressor
(Com) .
Hawkins
Moves
(Comedy)
An C. Energetic
Member
of
the
S. P.
A.
(Comedy)

PUNCH.

IT ALA.

1 — On Secret 8errlce (2 reels) (Drama)..
8 — When Lee Surrenders
(2 reels) (Dr.)..
15— The Altar of Death (2 reels) (Dr.)..
22 — The Army Surgeon (2 reels) (Dr.)...
29 — The
Invaders
(3 reels)
(Dr.)
6 — For the Cause
(2 reels, Drama)
13 — Blood Will Tell (2 reels. Drama)

20 —
22—
27 —
29 —
4—

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Nov. 25 — The Horror of Sin (2 reels) (Dr.)
Dec.
2 — A Spider on the Brain (Com.)
Dec.
2 — Too Much Beauty
(Com.)
Dec. 9 — Peeping
Tom
(Comedy)
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

Nov.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

28— One of the Bravest (Com.)
23 — The Cranberry Industry
(Industrial). .
25 — Mamma's
Boy
(Comedy)
28 — Vengeance
(2 reels — Drama)
80 — The
Double
Cross
80 — The
Bullet-Proof
Coat
(Comedy)
2 — No Greater Love
(Drama)
5 — Through Shadowed Vales (Drama)....
7 — A Trip
Through
the Cincinnati
Zoo
(Natural History)
7 — An Election Bet
(Comedy)

(Universal).

29 — The Cowboy Guardians (Drama)
2 — Trapper Bill, King of Scouts (Drama)
5 — A Redman's
Love
(Drama)
9 — An
Indian
Ishmael
(Drama)
12 — Blackfoot's Conspiracy
(Dr.)
16— The Tribal Law (2 reels) (Dr.)
19 — Trapped by Fire (Dr. )
2S— The Half- Breed Scout (Dr.)
26 — An Indian Outcast (Drama)
30 — The
Massacre of the Fourth
Cayalry
(Drama)
Dec. 8 — Big Rock's Last Stand (2 reels, Dr.)
Dec.
7 — The Rights of a Savage
(Drama)

16 —
18—
20 —
22 —
25 —

POWERS.

IMP.
Not.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Oct.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Not.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

A Cowgirl Cinderella (Com.)
A Fight for Friendship
(Dr.)
Iu the Long Run
(Dr.)
The Shanghaied Cowboys
(Com.)
The
Regeneration
of Worthless
DaD
(Drama)
Nov. 27 — A Friend
Indeed
(Comedy-Drama)
Nov. 29 — The
Matrimonial
Agency
of Roaring
Gulch
(Comedy)
Dec.
2 — Romance
and
Iteality
(Drama)
Dec.
4 — The
Silent Call (Krarniii
Dec.
6 — Brides
and
Bridles
(Comedy)
Dec.
6 — Almost
a Suicide
(Comedy)

GEM.

AMERICAN.

Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.

Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

TICKET.
ANY
PRINTING
ANY COLORS
$4.60 50,000
- $7.50
GET THE SAMPLES
$5.50 100,000
- $10.00
STOCK TICKETS, 6 CENTS
COUPON TICKETS, SERIAL OR DATED, SEND DIAGRAM

COMPANY

THE

28— Bee Culture— (Scientific)
28— Tulip Studies— (Scientific)
—
6 — An American
Invasion — (Drama)
—
5 — American Fashions — (Fashion)
_.
6— Picturesque
Scenes
on
the
FetomM
River — (Scenic)
— j

....

BIG

Shamokin,

Pa.

THE
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PICTURE

WORLD
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Co W$t Crabe
r| % O my numerous friends in the trade I beg to
*
announce that I have opened offices at the address
■ below to market personally selected European
films in this country, to be released under the name of

COSMOPOLITAN FILMS
My long experience in the trade, especially the close
study I have given to the exhibition field during an entire
year of extensive travels throughout this country, qualifies
me to make judicious selections among the output of
European manufacturers with particular regard to the
present-day requirements of the progressive American
exhibitor. Each film released under the above name will
have been inspected and approved by me personally. No
subject will be marketed apt to offend the susceptibilities
of an American audience. Explanations, titles, etc., will
be in proper English as spoken in this country. A projection room on the premises will prove a handy adjunct
for prospective buyers. I SELL IN THE OPEN
MARKET. Courtesy, promptness and dispatch are
assured you.
Watch for further announcements.

K.

\A/.

INN

Seventh Floor, 145 West 145th St., New York City.

"The

Cream

of

the European

Market

Telephone Bryant 302

Selected for

America"
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RELEASE
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RELEASE

DATS.

Honda; — Biograph, Edison, Kalem, Lubln, Pathe,
Belig, Vitagraph.
Tuesday— Edison, Essanay, 0. O. P. 0.. Cines,
Lubin,
Sellg, Vitagraph.
Wednesday — Edison, Eclipse, Essanay, Kalom,
Belig, Paths,
Vitagraph.
Thursday — Biograph, Essanay, Lubin, Melies,
Pathe,
Sella;, VitagTaph.
Friday — Ediion, Essanay, Salem, Sellg, 0. 0. P.
0., Lubin, VitagTaph.
Saturday — Edison, Essanay, Cines, Kalem, Lubln,
Path*,
Vitagraph.
BIOGRAPH.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

11 — Gold and Glitter (Drama)
14 — My
Baby
(Drama)
18 — Their Idols (Com. )
18 — Hoist on His Own Petard (Com.)
21 — The Informer (Dr.)
25 — A Sailor's Heart (Com.)
28 — After the Honeymoon
(Com.)
28 — An Absent-Minded
Burglar
(Com.)...
2 — Brutality
(Drama)
B — The New
York
Hat
(Comedy-Drama).
9 — Jinx's
Birthday
Party
(Comedy)
9 — She Is a Pippin (Comedy)
12 — My
Hero
(Drama)
CINES.

Not.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

(G. Klelne.)
The
Old
Actor's
Vision
(Drama)
510
The
Magic
Elixir
(Com.)
850
Caught With the Goods
(Com.)
650
Manfredonla,
Southern
Italy
(Scenic) 260
Two Afflicted Hearts
(Com.)
740
The
Beautiful
Valley
of the Tronto
(Scenic)
250
26 — All On a Summer's Day (Com.)
750
80 — Corneto
Tarqulnla,
Central
Italy
(Scenic)
335
30 — A Comedy
of Errors
(Com.)
650
2 — At Napoleon's Command
(Dr. — 2 reels)
3 — The Ancient
Town
of Narl
(Scenic).. 300
3 — Up Against
It (Comedy)
700
7 — Because of a Widow
(Comedy)
1000
10 — Picturesque
Italian
Scenes
(Scenic).. 650
10 — The
"Lion
Tonic"
(Comedy)
350
14 — Trapping the Conspirators
(Drama) .. .1010

Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.

16 —
1«—
19—
20 —

Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.

16 —
19—
19 —
23 —
23—
26 —

EDISON.

Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Hope
(Drama)
1000
Tim
(Dr.)
960
A Noble Profession
(Edn.)
1000
High Explosives As Dsed in the D. S.
Army
(Scientific)
825
20 — Sally Ann's Strategy
(Com.)
675
22— A Letter to the Princess (Fifth Story
of
"What
Happened
to
Mary")
(Dr.)
1000
23— A Chase Across the Continent (Dr.).. 1000
25— The Third Thanksgiving
(Dr.)
1000
26" — Some Rare Specimens and a Few Old
Friends,
New
York Zoological Park
(Natural History)
1000
27— The Totville Eye (Com.)
1000
29— The
Island
of ('pylon. India
(Scenic). 1000
30 — On
Donovan's
Division
(Dr.)
1000
2— The New Squire
(Drama)
1000
3— A
Dollar
Saved
Is a Dollar
Earned
(Drama)
1000
4— The Latest
Addition to the U. S. NaTy
(Topical)
600
4 — The
Winking
Parson
(Comedy)
400
6— A Forest
Fire
(Educational)
1000
7 — His Mother's
Hops
(Drama)
1000
9 — Saving the Game
(Drama)
600
9 — Harnessing a Mountain Stream
(Edu.) 400
10 — Annie
Crawls
Upstairs
(Drama)
1000
11 — A Sunday
Afternoon
in Rural
England (Scenic!
300

Deo. 11— No Place for a Minister's Son
(Com.) 700
Dec. 13 — Fog
(Drama)
1000
Dec. 14.— A Christmas
Accident
(Drama)
1000
ESSANAY.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.

15—
16 —
19—
20 —
21—

Mr.
Up's
Trip Tripped
Up
(Com.)..IOO0
"Alkali"
Ike's Close
Shave
(Com.). 1000The Dance at Silver Gulch (Dr.)
1000
The Scheme
(Com.)
1000
Billy McGrath's Art Career (Com.) .. .1000

OMETHING
Read this next week.
You know who this space belongs to.

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Not.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Not.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Deo.
Dec.
I
Dec.

22— The
Penitent
(Dr.)
1000
23— Broncho Billy's Heart
(Dr.)
1000
26— Mr.
Hubby's
Wife
(Com.)
1000
27— The
Stain
(Dr. )
1000
28— The Boss of the Katy Mine (Dr.)
1000
29— The Iron Heel
(Dr.)
1000
30— Broncho Billy's Mexican Wife (Dr.).. 1000
3— Western
Girls
(Drama)
1000
4— Almost
a Man
(Comedy)
1000
5 — Football Days at Cornell
(Educational). 1000
0 — The Supremo Test (Drama)
1000
7 — Broncho Billy's Love
Affair (Drama).. 1000
10 — The Shadow
of the Cross
(Drama). .1000
11— Time
Files
(Comedy)
1000
12 — The
Prospector
(Drama)
1000
13 — The
Error of Omission
(Edu.)
1009
14 — Alkali
Ike's Motorcycle
(Comedy)
1000

Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.

20—
22—
23—
25—
27—
29 —
29 —

Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

23 —
23 —
25—
27—
28 —
29—

Red Eagle, the Lawyer (Dr.)
The Forest of Fountalneblau (Scenic) .
Pathe's Weekly No. 48 (Topical)
The
Sheriff's Brother
(Dr.)
The Three Bachelors' Turkey
(Com.).
The Great Steeplechase (2-reel Special)
(Dr.)
Nov. 30— The Winning of White Dove
(Dr.)...
Dec.
2— Pathe's
Weekly,
No. 49 (Topical)
Dec
! The
Little Indian
Model
(Drama)
I >■ ■
\ Tenacious
Lover
(Comedy)
Dec.

Reform
(Drama)...
)l7 —— The
Kate's Spendthrift's
Decree
(Drama)
12 — The
Compact
(Drama)
14— The
Rise
and
Fall of
Mickey
Mahone
(Comedy)
Dec. 14 — Reindeer Hunting in Norway
(Scenic)
Dec.
D

KALEM.

Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

C.

The Tell-Tale Message
(Dr.)
The Flower Girl's Romance (Dr.)
Red Wing and the Paleface (Dr.)
A Battle
of Wits
(Dr.)
The Water Right War (Com.)
The Chaperon Gets a Ducking (Com.).
Ruth Roland, the Kalem Girl (Sporting)
30— The Mayor from Ireland
(Dr.)
2— The
Farm
Bully
(Drama)
4 — A Daughter's
Sacrifice
(Drama)
6— A California Snipe Hunt (Comedy) . . .
6 — Something Wrong With Bessie (Com.).
7 — Driver of the Deadwood
Coach
(Dr.)..
9 — A Race
With
Time
(Drama)
9 — Conway,
the Kerry
Dancer
(Dancing)
11 — Toll Gate
Raiders
(Drama)
13 — The
Mummy
and
the
Cowpunchers

(Comedy)
Dec. 13 — Strange
Places
and Quaint.•
People
New
York
(Scenic)
Dec. 14 — Ireland
the Oppressed
(Drama)
LUBIN.

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

1000
1000
1000

1000

1000

ECLIPSE.
Kleine.)

Oct. 30 — A Race
for onor
(Drama)
1000
Not.
6 — The
Queen
of Spades
(Drama!
1005
Not. 13 — Specimens of Lizards and Frogs
(Ed.) 310
Not. 13 — The Town of Cognac.
France, and Its
Brandy
Industry
(Ind.)
380
Nov. 13 — Reviewing
French
Troops
By
Airship
(Topical)
310
Not. 20 — The
Masqueraders
(Dr. )
1000
Nov. 27 — Trebizond
and
Surroundings
(Scenic) . 500
Nov. 27— A Man
for a Day
(Com.)
500
Dec. 4 — Wrongly
Accused
(Drama)
1000
Dee. 11— The
Manchester
Ship Canal,
England
(Scenic)
400
Dec. 11— Just Missed
Him
(Comedy)
600
PATHE.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.

6—
7—
7—
9—
11 —
13 —
13 —
14 —
18 —
20 —
21 —

Broken
Hearts
(Drama)
Victim of Fate
(Drama)
Dlnan,
France
(Scenic)
Buster to the Rescue
(Drama)
Pathe's
Weekly
No.
46
(Topical)..
A Trip
to Mount
Rainier
(Scenic)..
The
Pineapple
(Educational)
The
Branded
Arm
(Drama)
Pathe's Weekly No. 47 (Topical)
The Country Boy (Dr.)
A Question of Age
(Com.)

D

IM
F-ILIV1
NNOUNCEM

Dee.
3—
Dec.
3—
Dec.
6—
Dec.
6—
Dec. 10 —
Dec. 13—

Dec. 13 —

17 — The Judgment of the Sea (Drama)
1000
24 — A Son's
Example
(Drama)
1000
31 — Wrongly
Accused
(Drama)
1000
7 — The Smuggler's Prisoner (Dr.)
1000
14 — Value
Received
(Drama)
1000
21 — The
GoTernor's
Clemency
(Drama) . .1000
28— Linked By Fate (Dr.)
1000
5— The Sheriff Pro Tern
(Dr.)
1000
12 — The
Castaway
(Drama)
1000
19 — A Woodland
Christmas
in California
(Drama)
1000
(G.

12 —
12—
15 —
19 —
IP—
22 —
26—
M—
29 —

Dec. 13 —

iu

Not. 25 — The Stolen Symphony
(2-reel Special)
(Dr.)
2000
Not. 25— The Surgeon
(Dr.)
1000
Not. 26 — The Samaritan of Coogan's Tenement
(Dr.)
1000
Not. 28 — Satin and Gingham
(Dr.)
1000
Nov. 29— The Stroke Oar (Com.-Dr.)
1000
Not. 30— Ranch
Mates
(Dr.)
1000
Dec. 2 — By the Sea
(Drama)
1000
Dec. 3 — Struggle
of Hearts
(Drama)
1000
Dec. 5 — Twixt
Love
and
Ambition
(Drama) . .1000
Dec. 6 — Locked
Out
(Comedy)
Dec. 6 — His Father's Choice (Comedy)
Dec. 7 — A Soldier's
Furlough
(Drama)
1000
Dec.
9— A Lucky
Fall
(Drama)
1000
Dec. 10— The Wonderful
One-Horse Shay
(Dr.). 1000
Dec. 12— Kitty
and the Bandits
(Drama)
1000
Dec. 13— Buster and the Cannibal's Child (Dr.)
Dec. 13 — His First
Skate
(Comedy)
Dec. 13— The
Crooked
Path
(Special — 2 reels —
Drama)
2000
Dec. 14 — When
Love Leads
(Drama)
1000
MELIES.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Not.

G.

P.

C.

The
Spahl's Fiancee
(Drama)
The
Dlnka
Chief's
Reception
(Ed.)..
Max
Gets
the Reward
(Comedy)....
WWffle's
Nightmare
(Com.)
The Beauties of Portugal (Scenic)
The ReTOlt of the Peasants
(Dr.)
Lydla
Punkham's Love Story (Com.).
Picturesque Brittany
(Scenic)
The
Love of Algabert
and
Elizabeth
(Dr.)
The
Electric
Laundry
(Comedy)
Paris
and Its Monuments
(Scenic)...
The Escape of Gas (Comedy)
The
Octopus
(Scenic)
A Marked
Man
(Drama)
The
Capture
of
Mr.
Softly
Beatit
(Comedy).
The
Apple
Industry
in
Washington
(Educational)
Lisbon and Oporto (Scenic)
SELIG.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

11 — Saved
by Fire
(Drama)
1000
12 — Between
Love
and the Law
(Drama). 1000
13 — The
Lost
Inheritence
(Drama)
1000
14 — Old
Songs
and
Memories
(Drama) . .1000
15 — Shanghaied
(Drama)
1000
18 — A Man Among Men (Dr. )
1000
19— The Saint and the Slwash (Dr.)
1000
20— Atala
(Dr.)
1000
21— The Fire Fighter's Love (Dr.)
1000
22 — Mike's Brainstorm (Com. )
10O»
25 — Miss Aubry's Love Affair (Com.)
1000
26 — Roped
In (Com.)
1000
27 — The Hobo's Rest Cure
(Com.)
1000
28— The
Triangle
(Dr.)
1000
29 — Friends
in San Rosario
(Com.-Dr.)...
29 — Raising Barley In Japan
(Ed.)
2 — The
Fire Cop
(Drama)
1000
3— The
Mantle
of Red
Evans
(Drama) . .1000
4 — When
Helen
Was
Elected
(Comedy) .1000
5 — A Freight
Train
Drama
(Drama)
1000
6 — John Colter's Escape
(Drama)
6 — A Question of Hair
(Comedy)
9 — The
Vintage of Fate
(Drama)
1000
10 — The Ranger and His Horse
(Drama). .1000
11— The Girl of the Mountains
(Drama). .1000
12— The God of Gold
(Drama)
1000
13— A Near-Sighted Cupid
(Comedy)
13 — In a Japanese Garden
(Scenic)
VITAGRAPH.

Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec
Dec.
Dec
Dec.
Dec,

14 — Billy's
Pipe
Dream
(Comedy)
1000
15 — Una of the Sierras
(Drama)
1000
16 — The Model for St. John (Drama)
10<>0
IS — The
Unusual
Honeymoon
(Com.)
JOnO
19 — Romance of a Rickshaw
(Dr )
1000
20— Timid May (Com.)
20 — Darktown
Duel (Com. )
21— Six O'clock
(Dr.)
1000
22— The
Servant
Problem
(Comedy)
1000
22— Billy's Burglar (2 reels. Special)
(Dr.)20o0
23— Wild
Pat
(Dr.)
1000
25— Omen
of the Mesa
(Dr.)
1000
2fi— In the Flat Above
(Com.)
1000
27— The
Wood
Violet
(Dr. )
1000
2S — Three
Girls and a Man
(Com.)
2S — The
Eavesdropper
(Com.)
29— Susie
to Susanne
(Dr.)
1000
30. — O'Hara,
Squatter
and
Philosopher
(Com. )
1000
2— The
Absent Minded
Valet
(Comedy) .. .1000
3 — The
Scoop
(Comedy-Drama)
1000
4 — The Curio
Hunters
(Comedy)
1000
5 — Mrs.
Lirriper's
Legacy
(Drama)
1000
6 — Too Many
Oiseys
(Comedy)
6 — Cork
and
Vicinity
(Scenic)
6 — The Drawing
(2 reels, Drame. Special) 2000
7 — The Awakening of Bianca
(Drama)
1000
9 — The Signal of Distress (Drama)
1000
10- Doctor
Bridget
(Comedy)
1000
11— Natoosa
(Drama)
1000
12 — Adam
and
Eve
(Drama)
1000
IS -The Song of the Shell (Drama)
1000
14 — All For a Girl (Comedy)
14 — The
Dandy,
or Mr. Dawson Turns
the
Tables
(Comedy)

NEW
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Diamond
Vu

SHOWING

LIFE AND SPORTS IN WEST.

Photo-Play
Ticket Chopper
A Necessity Wherever Ticket* Are Sold
Finish: Cabinet is of
finest, golden quartered oak, highly polished, and trimmings
are of metal, finished
in colored enamel,
baked by special process, which retains its
brilliancy, or if desired
all metal parts heavily
nickel plated. Glass is
best polished French
plate, quarter inch thick.
Size.
45x12x12 inches
Weight (boxed) 1001b«.
PRICEi
Chopper
$50.00
Foot Lever (extra) 10.00
Nickel Trimming! (extra) 5.00

Information

Made for all Releases, both Licensed and Independent. Always in Stock. Remit with Order.

Photo-Play
Advertising & Specialty Co.
Main Offices: 121-123 Fourth Avenue
PITTSBURGH,

We are chuck full of it; it radiates from every
corner of our busy building. We have lots to be
thankful for. Every user of a RADIUM GOLD
FIBRE SCREEX is thanking us for giving him the
opportunity to make his place a bigger and better success. We think night and day of ways to make it
more so. Ii7-cry user of a RADIUM GOLD FIBRE
SCREEN is prosperous and a big leader because he is
giving the people what they come to his house to see,
namely, pictures just like "moving paintings."
Mr. J. B. Price, "the big man" of Hannibal. Mo.,
who counts his friends by the thousands, whose ideas
and execution of same are always to bring the business to the highest plane — well, in short, if you knew
him you would say, "IVhat's good enough for Price is
good enough for us." called this morning, and left
us an order for two screens.
He said :
" You cant beat the RADIUM GOLD FIBRE
SCREEN.
It has no equal."
Let us have your order today exhibitors. Our factory is yours — we'll certainly make you a satisfied
booster for RADIUM GOLD' FIBRE SCREENS.
Look for our trade-mark — all screens shipped
DIRECT from our factory at St. Louis, Mo.
Theatre
Curtain
& Supply
Sole Manufacturers

concerning these'Sl.OO'Banner*

BANNERS

Our Banners Are Works of Art.
Lithographed
in Four Colors.
Eyelets in Corners.
Printed
on Heavy Muslin, 3 ft. wide by 12 ft. long.
Price: $1.00 Each.

Happy? Well We Guess So

American

ranch

Company,

105 N. Main St., St. Louis.
Distributors
Pitzer & Smith, 32 Union Square, New York City
George Breck, 70 Turk Street, San Francisco, Calif.

PA.

Over One hundred Schools, Colleges, Churches
and Other Institutions, Besides Thousands
of Exhibitors Recognize in

MIRROROIDE
(Patents Pending)
The World's Greatest and Best Projection Surface.
"It's the Peer of Them All." Over 40 Per Cent of
Our Orders Are Repeats.

MIRROROIDE
Is Quality from the Cloth (Canvas) Up. Almost 3,000
MIRROROIDE Screens and Curtains in Use. Thousands of Testimonials. MIRROROIDE is backed up
by a Five-Year Guarantee. It Will Not Turn Black,
Crack or Peel. It Will Reduce Your Light Bill Y3.
It Eliminates All Glare, Eye Strain and Out-of-Focus
Effect.
Clearest and Most Perfect Perspective at Any Angle.
MIRROROIDE
Can Be Applied to a Plaster Wall
by Any Ordinary Paper Hanger, or Can Be Had in
Any Size Screen You Desire.
Our Large Samples Absolutely Free. Three Grades,
Meeting Every Requirement, A, B and C.
Test Any Way You Desire. Keep Your Theatre
Brightly Illuminated. Obtain Perfect Moral Conditions
During' Projection.
Virtually
Flexible
Glass Curtain, MIRROROIDE
Pure Silver White.Is Write
Now.a

THE

J.

H.

Newburgh,

CENTER
New York, U. S. A.

CO.

THE
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A slightly used PIPE ORGAN,
two Manuals and Pedal with Electric
Blower, for sale at a reasonable price.
For further information inquire at
The WM. SCHUELKE ORGAN Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Royal Feature
Film Company
N. SMITH, Manager

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Tissot's World Famous Bible Pictures in Lantern Slides

This magnificent collection is unexcelled. Each subject an exact reproduction in
full color of a Biblical masterpiece from the brush of a world-famous artist. They
come in series or singly. They have an educational value and make a strong
appeal to men, women and children. The timeliness of the holiday season will make
the proposition a paying one. These paintings were the basis of the Kalem Co.'s
famous production, "From the Manger to the Cross.'' , Write for complete list and [
details.

538 S.Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Tissot Picture Society

37 Montgomery Street, Jersey City, N. J.

MOTION PICTURE SUPPLIES
WHOLESALE

and RETAIL

THEATRE

SEATING

PHOTOGRAPHIC

SUPPLIES

EDISON
MOTIOGRAPH
POWERS
SIMPLEX
STANDARD

MACHINES b CARBONS

Ticket Hangers
Reels
Everything

Carrying Cases
Rewinders
for the Motion

Machine Parts
Disinfectants

Asbestos Booths
Exit Signs

Picture Theatre except the Film

PICTURE THEATRE EQUIPMENT Co., 21 kX;;l\ &£"

THE

FILMO

CEMENT

l,FOR REPAIRING

ALL

MAKES

OF

Moving Picture Films. Contains No
Ether. Non-Evaporating. Does not
Buckle. Guaranteed to be superior
to any you have ever used. If you
cannot obtain it of your Dealer, send
25 cents in coin or stamps and the
name of your exchange,
and we will mail you an
ounce bottle with
brush.

MOVING

As the Operator
Looks at It
Juit notice how easy this operator takes it. He doesn't have to
Iworlc over a -dangerous juice consuming rheostat at furnace heat any-

Fort Wayne Compensarc

COMEDY SCENARIOS

He can control the machine perfectly now with one hand--gets a clearer, whiter, steadier |
Ilight and can adjust it to any of the three intensities without even the faintest flicker.:
When we sold this machine we guaranteed it would absolutely

CRYSTAL FILM COMPANY
430 Wendover

Ave.

WORLD

s er
atatitor^
theoKOp
A$ Ld

FILMO CHEMICAL CO., InP.
55-57-59 Chrystie Street
REGISTERED
New York

PICTURE

New York City

Cut 2-3 from the Monthly Lighting Billl
That sounded almost too good to be tiue. but they put one in I
on our 30 day free trial plan.

For bookings Gypsy Blood, The
Traitress, The Course of True Love,
and all Asta Nielsen Features write
The United Feature Film Company

5S9 SPITZER

BUILDING

TOLEDO,

Did the machine "make good?"
Well, the first month it reduced the bill from $22.70 to $9.24 and they operated more hours |
and got better light than ever before.
W« can do just as w-ll for you tegardlets of what voltage you are using sod |
if you will send for our little fr^e booklet, we'll explain how we do it.
Remember you are paying the Lighting Company 66 2- 3 per cent more than |
you need to every day you wait.

OHIO

Fort Wayne
Electric
ol General
Elactrio
Company Works
1402 Broadway

Orchestra
Music
FOR

Fort Wayne, Indiana

MOVING PICTURES

COMPLETE

Violin, Cornet and Dram parts have
been added to the popular "Orpheum
Collection" of piano music (dramatic
and descriptive) for Moving Pictures.
Practical for piano alone or any number ©f above instruments. Issued in
two parts: No. 1 and No. 2.
Piano, 58 cents each; both No. '• $1.15
Violin, 40 cents each; both " 75c
Cornet, 35 cents each; both " 65c
Druroa, 30 cents each; both " 55c
Send for free sample pages.

CLARENCE
ISOI Sedgwick

LIST

OF

10,000 Motion Picture -Theatres

We have secured the largest and most complete mailing list of Motion
Picture Theatres located in the United States ever before compiled. We
practically have the address of every Motion Picture and Vaudeville Theatre
located in the United States.
This list is absolutely correct and guaranteed. Have you anything to sell
the Theatre Man? If so, it will be well worth your while securing this list.
Will either sell you our list outright or address and mail out your printed
matter.

LAEMMLE

E. SINN
St., Chicago, III.

MAILING

4th Floor,

.

FILM SERVICE

Sykes Block

MINNEAPOLIS,

MINNESOTA

In Answering Advertisements Please Mention the Moving Picture World.

McKENNA

ANOTHER
BRASS
RAILINGS
BASBLS
GRILLES
CUSPIDORS
KICK
PLATES

Write
for

TOGO CALCIUM GAS OUTFIT
Complete

HcKenna Bros. Brass Co.
PITTSBURGH

TRIUMPH

OtUtas.

POSTER
FRAMES

—

ENTERPRISE

—

with

Rubber

Tubing

America's Feature Film Co.

Keylest Jet

SUPERIOR
WORKMANSHIP
and HIGH
GRADE MATERIAL combined with SAFETY
and SIMPLICITY place the TOGO far ahead
of any other cheap outfit.
PORTABLE and ready for instant use - $25.00.
Anyone

Can

Operate

MANUFACTURED

406-7-8 Schiller Building, Chicago, III.

and

BY

It

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564 W. Randolph St., Chicago
FOR

SALE

BY

ALL

DEALERS
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Notice.
Oregon.

Notice.
Washington.

MOVING

Notice.
Idaho.

EXHIBITORS:
We are EXCLUSIVE RENTERS
of Film Supply Company of America
Programs and of Kay-Bee, Keystone
and Broncho Films.
THIS

IS OUR

Kay-Bee,
formerly
Original
101 Bison.
Thanhouser.
Great Northern.

PROGRAM:
Broncho.
American.
Gaumont.
Keystone.
Reliance.
Solax .
Comet.
Majestic.
Lux.
Itala.
Gaumont Weekly.

PICTURE

The Best Films Made Will
Turn Out Failures
unless your lens equipment is what it should be. The
"movies" are the most popular type of entertainment
offered the public to-day — but competition is keen and
your pictures have to be of the best to insure your
share of the business. You can be sure of the best
pictures if your machine is equipped with

ml>
jec
|oses
Proau
rin"d[en
sctio
j}

They insure the maximum of brilliancy and sharpness
in the pictures on the screen. High-class operators —
everywhere — prefer and use Bausch & Lomb objectives
and condensers — because they give the best results and
soon pay for themselves in the growth of business.
The Edison and Nicholas Power machines are regularly equipped with our lenses. They can be procured
also through any film exchange.
It will pay you, whether owner or operator, to read our free Booklet 62-D, which contains information of value. Write for it TODAY.

No Extra Charge for Features.

Film Supply Company of Oregon,

WASHINGTON

IT WILL

2, 3 and 4 reel features, of all European and American make, for sale, from i>4c. to 4>4c. per foot.
Terms cash, or 25% deposit with order and balance C. O. D. We can supply you with almost any
feature you may want. Cable your orders now,
and do not let your competitors get ahead of you.
S.

TOOK

London

Feature Film Exporters

BERLINER

Bausch & Ipmfo Optical (o.
MEW

385 Alder Street, Portland, Oregon.

Berlin,

WORLD

FILM-VERTRIEB

W.,

48, Friedrichstrasse
242, Berlin, Germany.
Reference:
Cable Address:
National Bank F. Deutschland Depositenk&sae "Berlinnlm," Berlin
BERLIN

CHICAGO

ROCHESTER,.

PAY

YOU

Ton Duprin Self-Releasing ftrc 6xit Latches

"THE
INVENTOR'S
BIG ADVERTISING

Approved by New York
Board of underwriters,
City of New
York Bureau of Buildings.

Send
for
No. 10 D.

TO BOOK
3 REELS
"
"
"
"
"
"
2 REELS
•■
"
"
LOWEST

"The House off a Thousand Features"

LOBBY

121 Fourth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

PHOTOGRAPHS

FOR

DISPLAY

ILLUSTRATING

PATHE

Applied on thousands
of Buildings
In more
tban 500 Cities In the
U. S. A. and Canada.

rUANCISCO

SECRET"
FREE WITH ALL OUR FEATURES.
PRICES.
Write for lists.

ORIGINAL

H

Absolutely
Reliable
Safeguard Against Panic
Disasters.

SAN

ruANKronT

"LIFE
OF BUFFALO
BILL"
"ST. GEORGE
AND
THE
DRAGON"
"REDEMPTION"
"GLASS
COFFIN"
"THE
WEED"
"RED
FALCON"
"WHITE
DOMINO"
"AFTER
DARKNESS
LIGHT"
"FOUR
DARE
DEVILS"
"THE
VAMPIRE
DANCER"
"FALL
OF BLACKHAWK"
"HEROINE
OF DERNA"
"THE
PENALTY"
"THE
CIRCUS
GIRL"
' 'VENUS"

IMPERIAL FEATURE FILM CO,

"Made on Honor."

N.Y.

THE

POPULAR

WEEKLY

Five large original photographs mounted
on white cardboard, size 16x18 inches,
illustrating five different subjects on the
Pathe Weekly.

Catalogue

LEADING EXHIBITORS HAVE THEM!
EVERY EXHIBITOR NEEDS THEM!!

VONNEGUT
H A R DWARE CO.,
General Distributors.
Indianapolis, Ind., U.S.A.
Can
you
afford
to be
without them ?

Write for Sample and Particulars to
i>afe Exit Is a Universal Demand

International News

Service

200 William St, New York

THE

MOVING

PICTUKK

WuKI.D

Where Are You?
Are your
you located
so farany
awayLaemmle
that youoffice?
can't
get
films from
If not, then I am amazed at you for overlooking the wonderful thing I have been
offering you for weeks — FEATURE
FILMS INCLUDED IN MY REGULAR
SERVICE WITHOUT
EXTRA
CHARGE!!!
I've
never
lied
to
yet
and I say to you now that this is you
the best
offer ever made to you. Why in the world
don't you grab it as others are doing?

CARL

LAEMMLE

PRESIDENT

The Laemmle Film Service
204 West Lake St., Chicago, 111.
Sykes Block, Minneapolis, Minn.
1312 Farnum St., Omaha, Neb.
421 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa.

The Biggest and Best Film Renter in
the World.

In answering advertisements kindly
mention the Moving Picture World

When Your Picture Machine Needs Repairing
Why don't you tend it to ut ?

Cable Address: McRickfilm, N. Y.

Old Curiosity Shop

Films
♦

Lilfe wine improve with age when
properly stored. For 8 years toe
have been accumulating the World's
Createst Photo-plays and blending
the Vintage toilh Late Features of 2
and 3 Reel Importations.
Over 1500 varieties served at $1 to
$5 per day, toith 3 sheet posters on
the side.

We have the best equipped Machine shop in the country and can repair any make of machine. Write us and get acquainted.
We buy second hand machines.

GEO. M. HOKE SUPPLY CO., 176 N. State St, ?££&> Chicago, ID.
THE
SIMPSON SOLAR SCREEN
The only Metallic Screen without
seams,
patented.
Buy
the real
thing.
Beware
of imitations
ALFRED L. SIMPSON, Inc.
No. 113 W. 132nd St., N. Y. City

42 Licensed
A WEEK

Sample show sent free for trial.

EVERY &

WRITE [?SRT

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING CO,
Hobba

BUYING

Bid*.

MOVING

MOTION
WCTUPES
SELLING

RENTING

Posters

FOR $2.00

Chicago

PICTURE

Theatre Pipe Organs.
All size* of Pipe

Organs for Theatre
built to order.

Write for catalogue and ettiimates.
THI WM.
SCUELKE
ORGAN
C«.
Milwaukee. Wis.

We

buy, sell and exchange secondhand FILMS and MOVING
PICTURE MACHINES.

WESTERN

FILM BROKERS

538 S. Dearborn St.,

THEATRE

1

Chicago, 111*

LIST

for sale, containing 11,305 throughout United States; guaranteed 98% correct mailed under a two-cent
stamp.
Price $20.00 for the list or $3.00 per
thousand for certain States.
Trade Grcdar Addresafag Coolant, 166 West Aduu St, Oarage. Eat 1880. Phone* Fraokao 1182, 1183

THE
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MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

American Moving Picture Machine Co.
MAJTCTTACrnjEZES

EASTMAN

07

THE

STANDARD

motion picture
film—the acknowledged standard the
world over.

Automatic Moving Picture Machine
New York

101-102 Beekman Street,

i

Use the Real

Projector Carbon
Manufactured by

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

CO.,

N. Y.

Biograph
I
■ |Lp'ARCtV'B^H
Carbons fll
Madt Eiprrjvlr far
^■l

Mot. an P.eiw*

1 "Biograph"
Brand

mB

L. E. Frorup & Co.
232 Greenwich St., New York City

__

EXHIBITORS' HEADQUARTERS

CALEHUFF SUPPLY COMPANY
(Incorporated)

50 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia. Pa.
CELLULOID POSITIVE CELLULOID NEGATIVE
AND

NON-FLAM

POSITIVE

(Made Under License of the Patentee)

RAW

FILM SUPPLY

15 EAST 26th STREET
Tel. Mad. Sq. 7876

CO.

•
NEW YORK
Cable Rawfilm New York

[Jobbers in Edison, Powers land
Motiograph Machines and Parts
Machine* repaired by Eiperl Mechanics.
Genuine Psrlt Only 1'ied.
SPECIALTIES
Mirror Screens Condensers
Gas Making Outfits
Chairs
Edison Transformers
Limes
Film Cement
Tickets
Ft. Wayne State
Compensarca
Branch
DisinPianos
Asbestos
Booths
fectant General
Co.
Bio & Electra Carbons Asbestos Wire
Scenery, Stage Effects
Special Gundlach Switches
Theatres Bought, Sold,
Lenses
Plugs
Spotlights
Rented
CHAS.

Eye Comfort System
Indirect Illumination

National X-Rav Reflector Co.,
337 W. Jackson BlvdL, Chicago.
Distance, Screen to Rear of Auditorium . . .,
Ceiling Height
Width of House
Name
,

OALEHXTFT,

Pre*,

and

KgT.

HEAR

LOUISE

M. MARION

IK HER

NEW illustrated poems
L and FEATURE LECTURES

_.....
~—
...*...».
■• -. -

Gen.

MOVING PICTURE
LECTURES

THE

So necessary to the succeas of erery
Motion
Picture
Theatre
that we
enginrftr 60 Theaters a month.
This is a free service to Motion
Picture Theatre Managers.

A.

\NOW BOOKING

LOUISE

M. MARION

459 West 23rd Street. NEW YORK
TERMS

REASONABLE

High-Class
Vaudeville
Sketch
entitled

"MOTHER and SON"
with
Strong Spccialtiei
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USED
MACHINE
BARGAINS

UNIVERSAL SERVICE
Our
Locked Reel System

1912 Motiograph
Complete.

$164.00

Used 4 months,

$123.00

1911 Motiograph

11

Used 14 months.
Guaranteed in
first-class operating condition,

Exclusive New York Agents for
UNIVERSAL
FILMS

$105.00

Pathe, Professional
Complete.

Never used,

$147.00

Standard, No. 4

Universal Film Exchange
111 East 14th St, New York

Used 2 days,

1911 Motiograph

Has Many Advantages
CONSUL!
US ABOU1

OF NEW

WORLD

Never used.

Complete,

With D. C. 1 10-V Motor & Driver, $$139.00
1 54.09

YORK

Powers No. 5

Phone, Stuyv. 1000

In operative condition,
complete,

WURUTZER

$65. eachto $90.

Lot of 2nd hand current savers, including: Powers
Inductor, no-V, 6o Cyl.,
$40.00
Pittsburgh Calcium Economy Coils,

$25.00 each

Miles Bros. Rheostatocides, $35.00 to $40.00 each
Mullen Coils,

$15.00 to $25.00 each

I EQUIP
YOUR
THEATRE
COMPLETELY

I am jobber of ALL MAKES
of Moving
Picture Machines
Through my Exchange Department I aaa prepared to mak.
allowance
for your old machine io part payment
on parafcaae
new M. P. machine of any make.

Wsrlltxcr PiaaOrcheatra in Oriental Theatre, San Franciaeo.

Write

for

32-page

booklet,

showing

Wurlitzer Automatic Musical Instruments

at

Separate catalogues of different makes of machines,
supplies and economizers furnished free upon request, 25c.
BUT Hallberg's Big Complete Catalogue
costs you

in the leading picture theatres of the country.

The Wurlitzer Instruments furnish better music than musicians
and reduce expenses.
60 different styles ; time paymeu, ' ; big
catalog free. V you can't call, write to our nearest branch.
ST U7 CT
XO -1 NC
U1U IN1

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company
IT
he

B

CINCINNATI
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA
E 4th
16-27 W. 83d
820-881 S Wabash
1835 Chestiut
BTJLOUIS
CLEVELAND
BUFFALO
LOUISVILLE
COLUMBUS. O
•W Homo load
TW Kala
4M W. Oraaoa
Wl U. Haft*

I

I carry the Largest Complete Stock of

Electra Pink Label Carbons

J. H. HALLBERG
36 E. 23rd St.

New York City
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FOR EVERY PURPOSE
1,000 STYLES

\

116-117 So. Wabash Ave^TU^

ELECTRIC

Now
York111.
Office,
chioago,

U

And

1184 Broadway.
i ne a. r~i, Office,
San Franolsoo

Generating Set

WRITE

reWS
^O.
■ «im...i r***
Beattle Bt.
Office.
728 Mission

FOR

1865

CAT. NO. 31

508-10-12

Leading la
Cities
Branohea
all
First Ave., Bo.

Get Our Prices
Before You Buy

will furnish direct current for your ihow
and glre 70a better quality of light thaa
you can get from the best Central Statloa
■errlce. With a Foot Engine you can sara
•0 to 75 per cent, of the money you hare to
pay for electric current and hare all tae
light you want when you want It.

Wisconsin
CompanySeating

Send for Bulletin F-98.

The Foos Gas Engine Co.
Bog Linden Ave.

A

fans
ESTABLISHED

Mf"

Springfield, O.

New London,

OH!

MR.

Think of the motherless, the fatherless, and tha)
childless homes aa the result of theater panics. Protect the lives of your
patrons
by
Installing
OUT
"ANTI
PANIC"
THEATER
CHAIR.
M
Dead at Cannonsburg, 176 at Borertown, 675 at Iroqufa Theater.
Chithese lahorrors
lmpoa-to
1 gible. cago.
Our Makechair
a friend
the Public.
It advertises
your
theater
and
makes your business grow.
It is a space-saTer. llfe-saTer,
ing.
money-saTer. Gives 20% more seat-

CHEAP

STEEL FRAME
THEATRE CHAIRS

ABSOLUTELY
NON-BREAKABLE
Suitable for small
Theatres and Motlng Picture Shows.
We carry these
chairsdiately.
In stock and
can ship ImmeSwmrf Bond
Also Chair,
seating
use.
for Out-of-door
W.
Address Dent.

It will make your theater all aisles.
It Is the
only sanitary chair.
It Is the world's greatest
theater chair, perfected to the highest degree.
Write te-day for Circular A.
THX HARMSTY XFQ. 00., Canal Dorer, Ohie.

nu

SCENARIO
WRITERS !
If your scenarios do not sell
find out why. Perhaps your
manuscript can be rewritten and
made saleable, and your mistakes
may be corrected in future manuscripts. The author of "Technique of the Photoplay," etc., will
give your manuscript personal
criticism for a fee of $2.

Exhibitors !
Submit your difficulties to th€
author of "The Photoplay Theater," and other articles on management, for advice and suggestion, the result of twenty years'
experience in amusement enterprises. Simple questions $1 each.

Epes

Winthrop

Sargent

Box 70, Madiaon Square Station

New York City

34-36 E. 3rd Street
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Wisconsin, U.S.A.

EXHIBITOR!!

STEEL FURNITURE Co., Grand Rapids. Mich.
New York: 150 5th Ave. Pittsburgh: 818 Bisael
Blk. Philadelphia: 610 Flanders Bldg,

Headquarters

&~D

and PICTURE

NEW POSTERS THAT PULL
(ASK ANY EXCHANGE)

.of7\merica
ITlmCo
Itala
COLUMBIA
THEATRE.,
N .Y.
i.

A. J. CORCORAN,

C.W. Trainer Mfg. Co.

Greater J, D. Williams
Amusement Co ,Ltd.
OF AUSTRALIA
1 46 W. 23rd St , N
CHELSEA

EVERY M0NI7AY

II John Street.

BOOTHS

BOOKLET 39 Pearl St., Boston, Mass.

L. M. NOTO,

-TWO ON EVERY REEL-

"EVERYONE'S USING"
Our Developing System

for

ASBESTOS
CURTAINS

ITALA(9MEPIES

3104

Y. City

Changeable

Illuminated

PROGRAM

SIGN

WRITE FOR CATAXOGUI

ZENITH

MFC.

Box 262

lifDITC
IT it I I

C
Send

SEATING

Chairs)
Picture Chairs)
for Cat.
and
Cat. V2V3 (Mot.
(Upholstered
Floor Sketch for Free Seating Plan

TnniV
I till HI

Widest range of styles and prices.

Large stocks.

American CHICAGO
Seating Company

118 S. Wabash Ave.,

15 E. 82nd St., NEW

CO.
Cincinnati, Ohio

It pays to discriminate when you buy

THEATRE

Inc.
New York

YORK
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ROBERT'S

THE,

BASE

PLOT

UNFOLDED

CASTAWAY

Robert, learning that he is but an adopted son and that little Stella is
the sole heiress, casts her adrift at sea. Stella is picked up and reared to girlhood by kindly fishermen. Fifteen years later an advertisement leads her to
her own mother's home as a companion, and Robert, now the prospective
heir, attempts to act the libertine. But she falls in love with the foreman, and
when, by an unmistakable birthmark her mother recognizes Stella as her
long lost daughter, Robert's base plot is unfolded, and
the two young lovers are made happy.
G. MELIES,

204 EAST

38th ST., NEW

YORK

CITY

Approx. length 1000 feel

?»»»»»*>» *>»»*>»»»*•»»»» »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»*•»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»
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It Draws
the Crowd
m

R'S
E
W
O
P
Cameragraph No. 6A
6088

people attended

THEY
All prominent

THEY

The big

USE POWER'S

Square

Theatre Election

Day

CAMERAGRAPH

lecturers — Burton Holmes, Lyman H. Howe, D wight L. Elmendorf, etc.

USE POWERS

feature

THEY

Loew's Herald

shows— Paul

USE POWER'S

CAMERAGRAPH

Rainey,

Alaska-Siberia, etc.

CAMERAGRAPH

The big exhibitors and 60 per cent of
the moving picture trade

POWE
USE
THEYCAME
APHR'S
RAGR
POWER'S
NO. 6A is a
mag-net which attracts trade
and holds it. It is the moving
picture machine without apeer
Catalogue G gives full details

Nicholas

Power

r^w^^^w^r
Lompany

90 Gold
New
York Street
city

For

fifteen years the leading makers
motion picture machines

of

Vol. 14. No. 11

December

14. 1912

>.»vwvviv\^*vrvjvyA*vs^!rvyvywivyvyy^^

////im\\\\\\\\\\v\^xx<
^H'flflfltt'KM'M'X'MWMtttMKttKcM^^^

17 Madison Ave.

New YorK— Chicago

a'iyBK(tfHW«<KiW'M'H'MM'K'M<MTOM<MM<^^^

te*g<0ftrtatf^^

m w. Washington st.

i
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YIVfc-ArWEER
THIS WEEK!

"ALKALI

IKE'S

THIS WEEK!

MOTORCYCLE"

Released Tuesday, Dec. 10th.

"THE

SHADOW
for

One of the finest dramatic subjects released
Washburn.

OF with
THERuth CROSS"
Stonehouse,
E. H.

the month,

Calvert

and

Bryant

Released Wednesday, Dec. nth.

"TIME

FLIES"

A screamingly funny farce comedy with Augustus Carney.
Hilarity reigns
Released Thursday, Dec. 12th.

"THE

supreme in this one.

PROSPECTOR"

A thrilling drama of the West, a fight for gold, and altogether an interesting subject from beginning to end.
Released Friday, Dec.

"THE

ERROR

13th.

OF OMISSION"

A feature educational subject of vital importance
Health.
An object lesson.

to parents,

taken

in co-operation

with

the

Chicago

Board

of

Released Saturday, Dec. 14th.

"ALKALI

IKE'S MOTORCYCLE"

This is one of the best Western comedies we have ever turned out.
Ike, tries to ride a motorcycle.
It's a scream.

COMING VERY SOON

COMING VERY SOON
A

THE

Augustus Carney, known better as "Alkali"

COMING VERY SOON

"KING
ROBERT OF SICILY"
in Scenic Beauty
In Three

Revelation

GREATEST

SCENIC

PRODUCTION

EVER

MADE

Reels

IN

AMERICA.

Next
Week!
"BRONCHO BILLY'S PROMISE"
Mr. G. M-Anderson
THE WISE ONES ARE USING THE 3-SHEET POSTERS OF ALL ESSANAY SATURDAY RELEASES. ARE

YOU CLASSIFIED HERE? Lithographed in Full Four Colors, Price 35c Each. Order Direct from Your Exchange or
from Morgan Lithograph Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Photos of All Essanay Players, Size 8 x 10, Price $3.00 Per Dozen, Can Be
Secured from the Players Photo Company, 177 N. State St., Chicago, 111.
THESE MATTERS
DEMAND YOUR
IMMEDIATE
ATTENTION !

ESSANAY

FILM

MANUFACTURING

521 First National Bank Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Factory and Studio, 1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
Branch Offices in London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona

CO.

THE
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THE BALKAN

WAR

A Series of Reel Reality, Not Pictures of Men
Killing Time — Pictures of

MEN

KILLING

MEN

The Best and Most Stirring Scenes of the Conflict That Is Changing the
Map of Europe

WITH

NAVY

AND

ARMY

The so thought Comic Opera Forces which are firing the Ottoman Hordes
into the Bosporus.
A Turkey Trot which has proved a Dance of Death
THE

DRAMA

A HAZARD
RELEASE

UNUSUAL

FOR A HEART
DATE

TUESDAY,

DEC. 17th

An expedition into Paris' Apache zone that opened a strange avenue to
a woman's love. The daring of the lover, who to win what to him
was all, risked the chill damp of penal walls. The elemental passion of
an opera singer to whom bravery was the virtue cardinal. The untoward fascination of a cultured artist for scum of the underworld.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14
Battlefields of the Balkans
and Topical

FILM

SUPPLY

<Gaamont>

CO.

OF

THURSDAY,

DECEMBER

19

A Telephone Entanglement and
'Twixt Devil and the Deep Sea

AMERICA

Sole Distributor

GAUMONT
FLUSHING,

CO
N. Y,

fGaanjoirtl
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ppp;>ppp;)ppppppppp;)pppppppppp?
VWiy On £arf/i 5Aou/</
j4#ry Exhibitor Split His
Receipts
With A StateRights Filmer [

#

V

???•????????????

M
#

JVhen You Can Get the Magnificent Feature Films
that tfie Universal is releasing at the rate of two and
three every week, without paying a red cent over
and above your regular film service expense,
why in the name of heaven, should you book so-called
"state rights features" and cough up 50 per cent, of
your receipts ? As a straight up and down, in and
out, backward and forward business proposition
where is there any business sense in it?

tf

#

#
#

H

We will make
seven big features every week
so that you can have one every day if you really think you
need them. Every one of the seven will be a better moneymaker for you than the so-called "state rights" stuff, but
not a blessed one will cost you anything extra. We don't
think you need seven a week, but maybe you disagree with
us. What we are striving to do is to cram prosperity
down your very throat and if you'll trust in us, we 11
doit! The more money we can make for you the tighter
you'll stick to us!
It's high time you were taking a look at Universal films and Universal features to see how marvelously we have improved them. The
exhibitor who makes a success of his theater is the one who keeps
track of what is going on — not every year but EVERY DAY!

V.

#

ft
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NESTOR
THE

WORLD WEARY MAN
Monday, December gth.
His life was a barren waste until he met the waif.
When the waif's father died it was the dawn of a new
life to both of them. A King Baggot masterpiece.
LASS O' THE LIGHT
Thursday, December 12th
A beautiful tale of the sea with plenty of emotionalism.
Handsomely staged, brilliantly acted.
AUNT

DIANAH'S PLOT— A DAY AT WEST POINT
Saturday, December 14th
A funny narrative of how a discharged cook collected
an I. O.
Full scenic.
of laughs. Along 'with it an interestingU.educational

Something
humorous
supplement.

BEAUTY TAKES A TRAMP
Monday, December 9th
entirely different in the way of a highly
comedy.
Funnier
than
Sunday
comic

HOME AND MOTHER
Wednesday, December nth
His brother's treachery caused no end of trouble and
privation. His reformation in later years saved the
old homestead from Sheriff's sale.
THE

MOUNTAIN
GIRL'S SELF SACRIFICE
Friday, December 13th
It did not matter to Dot that he loved another.
Her
heart went out to him and she saved his life.

101 BISON
A FOUR-FOOTED HERO
(Two-reel Western Drama)
Tuesday, December 10th.
Get ready for a real house packer. They will come back
a second time to look at it. An exciting story in which
a horse with human intelligence becomes a hero.
Two
thousand feet of thrills. A decided novelty.
A RIDE FOR LIFE.
(Saturday, December 14th.)
If you are looking for exciting, finely staged, brilliantly
produced Western, do not fail to book this.

GEM
THE

AWAKENING OF JOHN BRIDD
Tuesday, December 10th.
An exquisite tale of how a bachelor was converted.
Your patrons will just adore it. Brilliantly staged and
acted.

the Future
Peeps
Into
"BEFORE THE WHITE MAN

101 Bison Western Drama
Release, Tuesday, December
CAME"
17th.
A positive spellbinder.
"LOVE
SUBLIME"
Milano Two- reel Drama
Release, Saturday, December
Beautifully dramatic
theme

REX
TO THE CITY
Thursday, December 12th.
Two sisters survive the dangers and pitfalls of a big
city, and return to the farm, ere it is too late. Highly
dramatic
theme.
' INTO THE DARKNESS
Sunday, December 15th.
Robbed of his beauty and his second attack of blindness, he finds solace in the soul of his violin.

CHAMPION
THE HONEYMOONERS
Monday, December gth.
One was a gardener, the other was a millionaire; they
were both named Smith.
Exceptionally funny tangled
results.
You will roar with laughter.

The Animated Weekly
Wednesday, December nth.
Something
big
every week.
Don't deprive
trons of it.

your

pa-

CRYSTAL
THE
Lively,
Highly

21st.

«

MIND

CURE— OH! THAT
LEMONADE
Sunday, December 15th.
unique, comical situations.
Totally different.
amusing
funny split comedy.
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"' TOLD

— The greatest victory won by the Independent film interests since moving pictures
were invented was cinched on Monday of
this week, when the Court of Appeals of the
District of Columbia handed down a decision
declaring that Mr. Edison is not the inventor
of the moving picture film!

— I wonder if you fully appreciate just what a wonderful and
sweeping thing- this is; just how much it clears a situation which
has been worrying thousands of moving picture men for years!
— This decision completely verifies everything that I have
been telling you in my advertisements for months and years.
Week after week, month after month, year after year I have
kept insisting that the Independents would protect you if you
used Independent films.

New lork, December

5, 191 2.

fn

^^^^

^

%
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— I kept telling you that we would win out on whatever lawsuits were filed against the Independents.
— Some of you thought I was merely whistling to keep up my
courage, but you now have straight proof from a high court
that I was in the right.
— Some of you will say this is "more Laemmle luck." Very
well. Call it what you please, but don't forget one thing: —
In every fight I have entered I have won. And I have won
because I was in the right and because I knew it and because
I was not afraid to fight for the right.
— You now haven't a single reason for not using Universal films.
They are not only the best in every respect, but you can see by
this ruling of the high court that the use of such films cannot
involve you in any difficulties, legal or otherwise.
— The moral is: — Believe what I tell you every time I tell you
anything. I've never given you a wrong tip yet — and I'm
never going to.

Laemmle

THE

1 042
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OF SENOR

Release Date, Monday, December 16, 1912.
A Spanish Romance, an ideal love story, enacted in the beautiful, gorgeous Southern

THE POWER

LOPEZ
California

OF LOVE

Release Date, Thursday, December 19, 1912.
A most comprehensive exposition of the power of love, featuring Warren Kerrigan and Pauline Bush.
A split reel comedy and educational subject

SAVING THE INNOCENTS
and

MRS.
BROWN'S BABY
Release Date, Saturday, December 21, 1912.
A "FLYING

A" BOOSTER

We quote from a letter received from tin- Madison Theater, Cleveland, Ohio:
"I am a Flying A Booster", demanding all the Americana 1 can get from my exchange
Americans."
This is but one of the numerous
testimonials
we arc receiving from all parts of the country.
'Flying A" booster, you should he.
Your reward
will come in on the bos office receipts.

AMERICAN

FILM MANUFACTURING

COMPANY

Success to the
If you are not

a

ASHLAND BLOCK

THE

Calder

W >\ [NG

Johnstone

PICTURE

in the Morning
Says:

THE
PARALYTIC
Solax,

Nov.

Solax,

27. h

RELEASES

HEARTS

Telegraph

The Jenkins Perkins War

One of i
-t dramatic situations presented
in pictures is here disclosed, when a paralytic is
made
the
victim
of
the
rival
lover is thrown down a villain'well, inplotting,
sight of and
the the
helpless
man, who i- the father of the girl whom both the villain and the rival love. In other words, the paralytic
is the father of the girl: the lover is seized by men
in the hire of the villain and is cast into the well,
while the father looks on. helpless to act or tell of
the dastardly act. It works out in the end in a surprisingly dramatic manner, and the whole story is
one of melodramatic qualities that is certain to be
enjoyed.

ALL SOLAX

\v< IRLD

ARE

Nov. 29th

Sallie Jenkins i- in love with Billie Perkins, and
all run- smoothly until th<
niarrel over political matters.
Then they are sepal
They attempt an elopement,
but fail.
Then
contemplate
suicide,
and
leave
notes
for their
father-, informing
them of their intent.
Both go
to the sain ■ place, and both quail when
it comes
to final action.
Their fathers arrive at the ri
find them, the feud i- declared off, and the ending
is a happy one.
Though
the idea is an old one, it
is so pleasingly done that it is sure to find many who
will thoroughly enjoy it.

RECEIVING

SIM I LAFT NOTICES

UNKNOWN

Released Wednesday, December

18th

She is rich and proud. Her father loses his fortune, however, and the family is
left penniless. She is kept in ignorance of the disaster. When her fiance hears of
their misfortune lie break- off i he engagement. For spite -lie encourages the attentions of a man who really loves her and marries him, hut she feels throughout that
he i> marrying her for her money.
She learns the truth almost too late.

FIVE

EVENINGS

Released Friday, December

20th

The parents of two young spirited children are crabbed and old. They are impatient of noise and curb the high spirits of their children. Unable to enjoy themselves
at home, the children seek enjoyment and excitement outside. The boy joins a gang
and
plans
to help them in a "job," but an old aunt interfere- and straightens things
out in
the household.

THE

GANGSTER

"he Woman

Released Wednesday,
December 25th

Behind the Man oicem^"™

SttWCampany
FORT

LEE, NEW

JERSEY
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TWO-REEL

THRILLING
RELEASED

"HIS

MILITARY
WEDNESDAY,

SENSE

DRAMATIC

FILM

DEC. 18

OF

DUTY"

An absorbing dramatic story in which a private protects the colonel's wife
against a superior officer, is courtmartialed and remains silent as to the cause
of his encounter. During scenes of tremendous excitement and heroism in a
battle with the Indians, the private saves a little girl from the redskins in a daring manner, and, later, through the confession of the dying officer with whom
he fought, he is vindicated.
Book the Following Two-Reel

Jan.1, "The Burning Brand"
SCENARIOS
Address

Features:

Jan. 8, "In the Ranks"

WANTED

T. H. INCE, Director,

Thrilling Military, Pioneer and Western
Stories
Minimum
price
paid,
S50.
1712 Allesandro St., Los Angeles. CaU
|

Broncho Motion Picture'
Co.
York City

Long Acre Bldg., 42d and Broadway, New

I

Mutual Film Corporation, 60 Wall St., Sole Agents for U. S. and Canada

J*
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KEYSTONE FILMS
COMEDY

MONDAY

SCENARIOS WANTED : Highest prices paid.
Address
Mack Sennett, 1712 Allesandro St., Los Angeles, Cal.

KEYSTONE FILM CO.
a

REEL EVERY

MABELS

ADVENTURES

Monday,

D

11

i

Mabel goes to a burlesque show
dressed as a boy, and manages to
break up the performance. Fred
Mace as the "Burlesque Queen" is
a scream. The magician gets a
pearl necklace in the audience and
his sleight of hand partner slips it
in Mabel's pocket. During an absorbing moment Mabel goes home,
and is chased by the entire troupe
in costume, through bushes, over
fences and into a river.

BOOK
Dec. 23
Dec. 30

THESE:

"Hoffmeyer's Legacy" and
"The Drummer's Vacation"
"The Duel" and
"Mabel's Stratagem"

Jan. 6

Dad" and
's ing"
ing eMabel
"SavDoubl
Wedd
"A
Jan. 13

"The Cure That Failed" and
"How Hiram Won Out"

KEYSTONE

MUTUAL

FILM

CORPORATION,

60

Wall

FILM
Street

CO. ^ *"!«.!£$;
Sole

Agent

NEW

YORK

CITY

lor the

U. S. and

Canada
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KAY BEE f EATLRES

"BLOOD

TWO

REELS

A story of the civil war,
the blood of his fighting
cidents during marvelous
as a spy. As a dramatic

U

WILL TELL"
TWO

Released Friday, December 13th

in which a southern boy shrinks from the whistling
father is aroused in his veins and he goes through
scenes of warfare and is shot by mistake by his own
offering this film is superb ; as a sensational feature

REELS

'bullets, but in a crisis
a series of thrilling infather while in disguise
it is unsurpassed.

The Law of the West"

THREE REELS

Released Friday, December 27th

THREE

REELS

A colossal presentation of early pioneer days, when the only law in the West was administered by the
hardy emigrants. The same company is used in this film as in "Custer's Last Fight" and "The Invaders."' Thesituations
scenes areare
picturesque,
its long wagon trains drawn by oxen, the cast is overwhelming, and the
tense and with
thrilling.

1, 3 and 8 sheet posters and a special booklet

Coming Two Reel Features

Dec. 20— "The Dead Pays"
Jan. 3— "The Great Sacrifice"

SCENARIOS WANTED:
Thrilling military stories. Minimum price, $50.
Address T. II. Ince, director, 1712 Allesandro Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

N. Y. Motion Picture Company

Long Acre Bldg., 42nd Street and Broadway, New York City
Mutual Film Corporation, 60 Wall Street, Sole Agent

tor U. S. and Canada
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On and after January the 1st, 1913, the Ambrosio Films will be sold DIRECT to the Exchanges who are in a position to buy.
Beginning with TWO regular releases weekly,
the first of which will be announced later.
ALL AMBROSIO

SPECIALS will be sold as STATE
RIGHT FEATURES
The next is

66

"
l
a
f
i
s
r
a
P
reels. Booking State
(Copyrighted)

In three splendid

Rights now.

A few States yet unsold for

"Siegfried"
(Copyrighted)

WIRE FOR

TERMS

In preparation:

The biggest FEATURE

yet

Those who have bought our other features,
write for particulars, as this will be the biggest
Money getter ever made.

AMBROSIO
15 EAST

AMERICAN

26th STREET

NEW

CO.
YORK.

N. Y.

THE
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"She is

Madame Bernhardt

redivivus!'

HELEN

GARDNER

The most beautiful
motion picture
ever made. Six
thousand feet of
pictorial beauty
and dramatic power. The Mirror
says it is probably
the most stupendous and wonderful
picture ever produced.

States are selling
now. Hurry if you
want one. The finest assortment of
advertising matter
ever furnished
with a motion picture. Wire for
particulars stating
territory you want.

-IN —

CLEOPATRA
Charles L. Gaskill, Director-Manager

United States
Film Company
145 W. 45th St.
New York
N. Y.
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Stop!
Look!
Listen!

Tiring your patrons with the
same sort >.of Photo Plays
telling the same stories in
the same wav.
To the satisfaction of your
audience. Show them C.
Q. P. C , the Films that
are different.
To reason and heed the
demand of your patrons
forC.Q.P. C. Films, the
pick of Europe.

B ©

K

e. g. p. e.
FILMS

And Get on the Right Track

^®g

THE
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"Imitation is the sincerest flattery!"
' I he proof of the superiority of Kleine-Cines and
evidenced by the attempts to imitate them,
Users

oj

our

films

Kleine- Eclipse Films
or to substitute

and advertise other maizes under our titles"

will

be

protected

Eclipse Indian Drama

by

vigorous

prosecution

of infringers

in Two Reels.

y
jtBrm*&
RED

HAWK

AND

JUNE

RED MAN S HONOR
1912, by George

Kleine

A romantic tale of the border. This
film marks the first time in the history of the moving picture business
that a typical Indian story, perfect in
every detail, has been produced in Europe and presented to the American
people.

DEM

Special Heralds:

One, Three and Six-Sheet

De"E2S At Napoleon's
Copyright,

1912

copyrights

Released Dec. 16, 1912
THE

Copyright,

\jgBk 1

of our

is

1912, by George

Posters

Command
Kleine

A Story of the Great Emperor's Campaigns

THREE PRAISEWORTHY REGULAR RELEASES FOR NEXT WEEK
CINES

As Fate Wills

Dec. 17, 1912

ECLIPSE
Dec. 18
1912
CINES
Dec. 21
1912

THREE ROGUES OUTWITTED
Picturesque Dalmatia
NEARLY
LION TAMERS
The Tivoli Hills and Falls of Anio
ADVANCE

GEORGE

SYNOPSES

Drama)
(Comedy)
(Scenic)
(Comedy)
(Scenic)

FREE. SEND TO
166
NO. STATE
ST.
CHICAGO,
ILL.

KLEINE
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The Edison
Kinetoscope
(IBS!

Underwriters' Type "B
When the crowds begin to drift by
your place at night and get jumping around
the entrance of the movies on the next
block, don't stick an extra arc light
out in front and think you've fixed
things. Look at the heart of your
business — at your moving picture
machine.
Pictures look wobbly and spotty
and full of specks?' Keep the audience waiting for repairs once in a
while? No wonder the crowds are
going somewhere else.
Ever seen an Edison Kinetoscope?

Ever notice how simple and
strong it was— how there wasn't any possibility 1 fire risk in running it?
Ever notice the pictures it threw — bright and clear and steady as real
life? Ever thought of its economy? Of course you have. Then sit
right downjand ask us to send
you a copy of the Edison KinetCURRENT EDISON FILMS
Dramatic.Accident,"
Dec. 14 — "Afeet. Christmas
by Annie
Eliot Trumbull.
1,000
ogram and Catalog 500. You'll
be glad.
" 16 — "The Publio and Private Care of Infants. Produced In cooperation with the Russell Sage Foundation — Department of
Price, with Rheostat, 110 volts,
24-40 amperes, - - - $225.00
Price, with 110 volt, 60 Cycle
Transformer,
- - - $245.00

C/dhomcubi CtCdwmu.
INCO«»0»*TIO

239 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J.

Child-Helping.
995 feet.
Descriptive-Educational.
matic. Clare,"
17 — "Lady
by Alfred
Lord
Tennyson.
1,000 feet.
18 — "An
Old Appointment,
by Harry
Furniss.
500 feet.
matic.
Comedy.
"When Joey Was

On Time,"

by Richard Ridgely.

20— Carleton.
•The First 1,000
Settler's
from "Farm
feet. Story."
Dramatic.
21— "A
9S0

Proposal
Under
feet.
Comedy.

DraDra-

500 feet.

Festivals," by Will

Difficulties," by John

Kendrick

Bangs

23 — "An Old-fashioned Elopement," by F. G. Ford from "The
Gentlewoman,"
England.
1,000 feet.
Comedy.
24— "What
Katie Did," by Charles M. Seay. 1,000 feet. Dramatic.

25— "Love Among
the Geysers.
1,000 feet.
Comedy.
27— '"A Clue to Her Parentage,"
being the sixth story of "What
Happened
to Mary."
Produced
in collaboration
with
"The
Ladies
World."
1,000 feet.
Dramatic.
28 — "He Swore Off Smoking."
525 feet.
Comedy.
"How
a475Horseshoe
Upset a Happy Family,"
by Louise Sydmeth.
feet.
Comedy.

30 — "The Crime of Carelessness," by James Oppenheim. Produced
in co-operation with the National Asociation of Manufacturers. 1,000 feet.
Dramatic.

31 — "For Her," by Bannister Merwin.

1.000

feet.

Dramatic.
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LUBIN ELY FIPOP
ULAR
IMMENS

ARE

And deservedly so, because they are, in every detail, a finished product
PICTURES

OF THESE

ONE

EVERY

BOOK

ONE-HORSE SHAY"
••THE WONDERFUL
R
JJTOA^KCMB
;
Poern
Celebrated
Holmes'
by Oliver Wendell u- ",'
Suggested
'■"-""
' ,'i"'. '
,. widow favored Hobbs
but one evening the parson
h
taking
Hobt
.^f^SS
£?bSS&
d spot
fbY&^an
:.,;;r
.him
and the
widow on the

marry

«£
home

unfortunate scene and insisted that the
on £
Art Entertaining Comedy Throughout.

up

drove

her

12th.
DECEMBER
THURSDAY,
BANDITS"
THE
AND
•• KITTY
, T«a,Hv
v«r a
r m
.u ♦ Came
ati,
A
Joke that
Near
Tragedy
^f is in ,o^ with Capttin Mitchell, but Senor Varo is a dangerous rival.
A Wend
I
rj Budd, daughter of the Colonel
a. th.
"' •■ >\ '» ''^ ".at her lover and a party of friends shall disguise themselves as outlay

A

A

StnrJV'thT

Strong

tlVe Itand.

' heat,

The

it."

A Roaring Farce— 311 Feet.
1 tlu
\

kill &

bandits,

the

give

cannibals

Story

^sfu{h|
far
iled.

of

horseback,

arrives just

,n ttme
13th.

THE CANNIBALS"
AND
•BUSTER
Feet
on
Buster for ,h, boiling pot
.rll-t:!^:;.-

first time.

on

Kitty,

bu,

chase

and

are

jusl

••HIS FIRST
,,,, ag hi -l-n- the

As

0n

the

point

of catching

SKATE
"
skates
he plays

havoc

\'h\

',,-.■..>

«if.

•• BAR-K FOREMAN
"
MONDAY,
and Sweethearts—
Arms
BER 16th.

i-

killed

by

an

automohilc.

Our

them

Sfnd^Iere^S^fn^ve13^
her,, however, escapes and. seizing

when

Buster

FRIDAY,

everything

with

LEADS
LOVE
" WHEN
Charmine Love Story
his partner's
marry
his son byto his
his way
lie t.ghN daughter,
father,
wishes to compel
is ostracized
in rnnoenuence
-., .1 who
,,,;,,,of a,irifather
.V 1 Btorj
The old 1 old
ud

A

or

DECEMBER
FRIDAY,
"
PATH
CROOKED
6 Sheet Posters.
1, 3 and
Ormi Hawley, John Halliday and Edwin August.
Another Split Comedy Reel.

Featuring

Production

'p'/'capture

M THE

Underworld

Two-Reel

By Famous Lubin Kiddies-729
r
:ii
FiJiwiSr. St:
Fil'iwiji by

^o^en™^,,

K

pa7hey coach. aryaro°rnfor«

and

wakes

up.

DECEMBER
everybody.

13th.
He

finally

14th.
DECEMBER
SATURDAY,
fa IsIn in love
Morden
the girl
marries
andDavid

world
infor theposition.

the "child

,s

adopted

by

David's

mother,

and

in

DECEM-

is foni
Ranch,
son of the owner of "Bar-K"
Hoover,
Little Albert
Shooting at
of Gale Harding for practice.
ns an(] appi
foreman,
the
Harding,
one of the cowboys.
Thompson,
Bill is
5 think
he has had a tight with Thompson, I
da
owner,
d, bul Nellie, the ranch
Hi
i guilty.
Harding, however, returns to bid Nellie good-bj
use in flames.
He rescues thi boy, who in retui
ses his part in
1. and Harding i- released.

A

••MADELEINE'S CHRISTMAS"
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17th.
Touching
Heart Interest Story With a Happy
Ending.
The Kind the Exhibitor is Always Anxious to Book.
Hi rmann Schu
■ utiful
-. who,
by the
1 tually remi
she has
brilliant careei
by m
man of humbli position.
A child
ones tall.
- "t maternity
and keeping
. from
a theatrical
manag
the glamoi
Of engagement
and
I
md Hermann
-till grieves for his recreant wife.
II
1
He
works
at the theater
evenings.
g up the o
'. in a
■ sill.
It i^ Christmas eve., and a blizzard
. \l d< It mi asks him to play a
Hi 1 niann
asSU
for
and,
1 aid

thin
that

her

the

theater.

Ere

man enters.
father
will bi
the woman

lone
It is the
th her
1 violin.

rms.
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Extremely beautiful One, Three and Six-Sheet Posters of our Photo-Plays, printed
in five colors, can be obtained from your exchange or the A. B.C. Co., Cleveland, O.

LUBIN MANUFACTURING CO.
Chicago:

154 West Lake St.

B. Nichols, 86 Wardour St., London, W., England.

MODEL NEW STUDIOS,
20th and Indiana Avenues,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Berlin, 35 Friedrich Str.
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OF DISTRESS"
(Comedy -Dram a) Monday, December 9th

Jealous because her beau kis-ed his sister. She falls over a cliff. If her beau and her dog
"Jean"
hadn't is r(a SCued
-lie never would have known his sister and made up with him.
Mi-- Turner
prettyher.
sweetheart.
"DOCTOR
BRIDGET"
(Comedy)
Tuesday, December 10th
Bunny g
cause of all their troubles.
lie makes a great
Bridget and has
hi- patient eating three square meals a day.
Throw physic to the dogs and see Doctor Bridget.

"NATOOSA"

(Indian Romat.ce)

Wednesday, December 11th

Indian love is staunch and true. "Xatoosa" sacrifices her life fur the man -lie love*. It is
a tale as beautiful as Minnehaha, with a touch of the frontier West. Alary Charleson plays
Xatoosa with admirable charm.

"ADAM

AND

EVE"

(Allegorical Drama)

Thursday, December 12th

This is a new version. Yielding to the voice of the tempter, a happy couple are driven to
despair. Haunted by their -in they become wanderer-, seeking peace and finding none.
Harry Morey, as Adam, and Leah Baird as Eve, make this picture a rare feature.

•THE SONG

OF THE SHELL"

(Comedy-Drama)

Friday, December 13th

In deeds of charity, a society belle becomes a ministering angel among the poor. Her -weet
and sunny disposition wins the love of a young doctor. She becomes his helpmeet and her
life is rounded out in good works.

1 Two Comedies.
"ALL FOR A GIRL"
"THE DANDY, OR MR. DAWSON
Saturday, December 14th
TURNS
THE TABLES"
He took big chances to marry his girl. She accuses him of making love to a fat cook. He
shows her it was all for her and that settles it. Dawson is a dandy and he proves it with
the aid of a pretty waitress, impersonated by Edith Storey.

NEXT WEEK, SIX A WEEK
"LEAP

YEAR

"THE

NIGHT

PROPOSAL"— Never lose a chance.
MONDAY,
BEFORE CHRISTMAS"— Timely.
TUESDAY,

DECEMBER

16th.

DECEMBER 17th.
"WHO STOLE BUNNY'S UMBRELLA?"!
Two Choice Ones
"AT THE DOG SHOW"
j Wednesday, December 18th
"THE HAT"— Just fits.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 19th.
"FOLLOWING THE STAR"— Ambitious.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 20th.
"A MARRIAGE
OF CONVENIENCE"— Happy
alternative.
SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 21st

Special Release in Two Parts "THE
RE-INCARNATION OF KARMA," Released
Friday, December 27th.
Vitagraph Three and One Sheet Posters of All Vitagraph Releases, beginning with December 23rd.
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SPECIAL

COMPLETE IN
THREE PARTS

THE

RELEASE

SHAUGHRAUN

PRODUCED
IN^IRELAND

Adapted from Dion Boucicault's Masterpiece
One, Three and Six- Sheet Four-Color Litho' Posters
Released Monday, Dec. 23d

The Two Runaways

A Busy Day in the Jungle

A story of two strange playmates
who ran
away in disgrace but returned with great honor.

Two mighty hunters make a great record in
the jungle (so they say).
(On the same reel):

One and Three-Sheet Posters

Brave Old Bill

COMEDY

Released Monday,

Dec. 23d

Bill says he is a hero, but the girls ask, "Is he?"

Released Wednesday,

Dec. 25th]

A Business
Buccaneer
A business buccaneer tries to
bribe the secretary of a competitor, but meeting with failure, secures the services of crooks to
carry out his plans.
His second failure is greater
than his first, and his ultimate
destination — jail.

Released Friday, Dec. 27th

A Tragedy
Mountain
A swindling miner sells his
worthless claim to a prospector,
but in the long run loses his money
and a beautiful young girl for
whom he had been guardian.

Released Saturday, Dec. 28th
One, Three and Six-Sheet Posters

Special Piano Music for THE SHAbGHRAVN
50 Cents, Postage Prepaid

'I'lfffl'Plk

POUR A WEEK

M

N
Chalmers,

Founder.

Published by
Telephone, 3510-3511 Madison Square
CHALMERS
PUBLISHING COMPANY.
17 Madison Ave., Opposite Madison Square. NEW YORK
J. P. Chalmers, Sr., Pres. ; E. J. Chalmers, Sec. and Treas. ; John Wylie, Vice-Pres. and General Manager.
The

olllc >• of

tlie

company

U

tbe

address

of

the offlcwt.

Entered at the General Post Office in New York City as Second Class Matter.
DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS (No Display), Thre«
Cents per Word; Minimum Charge, 50c.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: $3.00 per year. Post free in
the United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and the
Philippine Islands. Canada, $3.50. foreign Countries,

Address all correspondence "Moving Picture World, Box 226,
Madison Square P. O., New York," and not to individuals.
NOTE:
Remittances,
subscriptions
and
correspondence
should be mailed to New York.

$4.00, Post Paid.

WESTERN OFFICE: 169 W. Washington St. (Post Bldg.),
Chicago, 111. Phone, Main 3145.
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Facts and Comments
returns from the cigarette-coupon scheme are
coming in slowly, and there is everything to encourage the honest and sincere friends of the
motion picture and next to nothing to afford any solace
to the promoters of this assault on the reputation of the
electric theater. The Moving Picture World has received commendations not only from exhibitors but from
nuMi and women in all walks of life. It is impossible for
US I" understand how any man who has the welfare of
the picture at heart and who wants to see it progress
and gain public favor can help resenting the spirit of
ignorance and contempt which has prompted the offer
of the tobacco company. Access to the largest moving
picture circulation was denied to the tobacco company
when this paper refused to accept the advertisements of
the concern. It was made plain to the cigarette people
that the editorial opinion of The Moving Picture
World is something more than the echo of the jingle
in the counting room. The men behind the plan to use
the exhibitor as a distributing agent for cigarettes seem,
however, still anxious to force their way even into respectable theaters. They have resorted to "circularizing"
as many exhibitors as they can reach. The logic of their
circulars is no improvement on that of their advertisements. They say to the to the exhibitor: "The American Tobacco Company, by featuring moving picture theaters mi their * * * coupons, are inviting hundreds of
thousands of people to attend good moving picture
THE

shows." Whom is the American Tobacco Company inviting to attend "good moving picture shows"? Xone
but smokers of their particular brand of cigarettes. Who
will be most anxious to get to the moving picture theaters via the cigarette coupon route? Why, the very
people whom we would rather not have there — halfgrown buys, who are often not old enough even to buy
cigarettes except by getting dealers to sell them cigarettes in violation of the law. The protest of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors League Xo. 2. of California, which
was forwarded to us a few days ago, is so significant and
typical of other similar protests on the part of organized
exhibitors that we wish to give it space in these columns:
"The Motion Picture Exhibitors League Xo. 2, of California, declared themselves at the last meeting, and absolutely declined to recognize any scheme of this kind.
< )ur object is to bring this class of amusement up to the
highest standard: clean, entertaining and educational.
This is the purpose of the majority in this business
throughout the country. * * * Xo wise man would
undertake this class of advertising and jeopardize his
business. We trust that through your splendid magazine
this matter will be taken up and effectually put an
*
end to."
An amusing phase of the situation is the effort of the
newspaper organ of the cigarette people to make itself
believe in the ultimate success of the scheme. After
assuring itself that the "cigarette companies have made
a hit with moving picture shows." the paper goes on to
say that the company will spend even more than half a
million. "Judging from the present outlook." says the
organ, "the half million will not be much more than a

starter." We are also told that "already the youngsters
in New York City have become ardent collectors of
* * * coupons." One could not ask for a franker confession of the real purpose of this iniquitous scheme.
The enemies of this scheme have been called meddlers.
We fail to see the application. The man who rejects an
unprofitable offer or he who advises him to reject it cannot by any stretch of the imagination be called a meddler.
He is only protecting his own. There is but one answer
to the cigarette sellers, and that is a large and legible sign
above the door of the box-office bearing these words:
"Xo cigarette coupons accepted
* * * here."

most successful of the foreign producers and
importers of films are those whose American representatives know the taste of our people. We
know that it has been hard to convince the home office
of the different conditions here, but we also know that

THE

whenever the home office has listened to the representations of its American agent there has been greater profit
and better quality. If the American market is worth
catering to, due regard must be shown to the opinions
and sentiments of the American public. The great concerns in Europe that manufacture for the American market realize the necessity of what one of their agents has
well described as "international scenarios." In other
words, the story which is to be told in the films must be
acceptable on both sides of the water. This is a distinct
triumph for the cause of the cleaner picture and the picture with a higher purpose. It would be well for our
press and pulpit to take note of this fact and place it to
the credit of American manufacturers.
* * *

EXHIBITORS in this country have much to learn
from their foreign brethren in the matter of advertising. In Paris, London. Berlin. Vienna, Barcelona. Sidney. Melbourne, and other big cities the daily
press carries columns and columns of cinematographic
advertising. Every day has its own program and its
corresponding changes in the advertisement. The programs are set forth in great detail, and often a short
synopsis of the films is added. In the case of the feature
films as many as four and five inches are used in the
press to give the patron of the electric theater an idea
of what he is going to see. Here in New York there is
scarcely a line of cinematographic advertising in the daily
press, and the same deplorable condition prevails in most
of the populous centres of the country. Years ago such
a condition could have been excused and explained by
the fact that the exhibitor did not know two days ahead
what he was going to get from his exchange. Such
conditions no longer prevail to-day. and it is a common
thing to see programs which have the daily offerings for
a week ahead. If the money that is spent in making and
displaying lurid posters were put into judicious newspaper advertising it would help the whole industry. For
one thing it would ensure better treatment at the hands
of the newspapers, which are too prone to frown upon
and denounce the motion picture indiscrimately just to
please the theatrical interests.
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musical photodrama has not yel arrived, but it
seems to be on its way. One serious impediment
who arc not
is our national lack of composers
mere song-writers and tune-makers. \ few great fivereel productions have been shown, splendid pioneers ol
the big feature play of the future, but they will surely
suffer in presentation from lack of appropriate musical
accompaniment. They need it. and necessity nearly
always inspires creative work that shall till obvious requirements.
If Victor Herbert or Strauss could be induced to provide -cure- to screen drama- or comedies, consigning
ragtime forever to the cowboy chases; if such composers
could he brought to a realization of dignity and power in
the new medium, and put forth photoperas of strong popular appeal, these would sweep the country and bring out
such crowds as have never been seen in low-priced places
of amusement. It is easy to sneer at such an idea — moving pictures are still regarded derisively by those unaware
of their hold on the people — but if photoplaywrights, directors and composers ever join forces to create musical
dramas for screen presentation, all with high aspirations
and technical skill to respond, the whole country will
wake up to the wondrous possibilities of this form of
entertainment.
THE

Nothing very good seems to come in a hurry, but producer- are breaking away from the conventions. Edison
has only recently entered a field that has a beneficent
bearing on human need, one much neglected by endowed
institutions; other live producers show a tendency to
follow tli is lead ; it only seems a question of time when
those who are permitted to survive will have to dispense
with the fooleries of primitive minds for the sake of what
is important or interesting.
In dealing with philanthropic movements, the Edison
pie were wise enough to co-operate with those who
knew what they were doing and talking about ; but their
releases cannot be regarded as more than ventures in one
right direction. They show an intelligent selective taste
and the kind of judgment that forecasts success, but they
are only trial trips in a vast territory of human endeavor
almost wholly unexplored by moving picture producers.
In laying out an educational system I confined my articles to the branches of history, geography and natural
science, leaving out language, arithmetic and the manual
arts, because, while the latter three may be demonstrated
in pictures, the first three offer the more natural and
attractive theater of action, ranging the wide world in
opportunity, embracing so many subjects in their comprehensive limits that they will do best in the beginning
of this form of release. But. while the suggestions offered may serve as a stimulus to those who have but
vaguely conceived the idea — we are all discoverers — ultimate development in this line should be indicated by those
equipped by experience or high in authority. Calling a
film "educational" does not mak» it so.
Merely scattering a lot of superficial knowledge is not
of benefit to the cause of moving pictures or that of
education. A definite program should be followed rather
than random glimpses of sensational science and accounts
of historical events that simply utilize them to cover a
tame old story or flaunt the flag for the sake of unthinking applause. Such pictures are fooleries, and injure
rather than nourish the growth of character. It is very
commonly conceded that moving pictures seem destined to
bring the light of culture along in the wake of their first

purposes, hut a- far a- imparting knowledge in
ance with advanced methods i- concerned the groun
unbroken.
One of the greal questions of the day. possibly the
intelligent families, 1- that of race imleader among
provement through consideration of the child and its
With all it- fas
heritage a- affected by environment.
cinating ramifications, with it- exploration of eugei
this i- engaging the attention of mure men and women
(if the better class than all other subjects combined, probThe considerations
ably excepting that of maintenance.
involved have already been studied by breeder- of cattle
and -tudents of horticulture, hut all civilized nations have
now gone daffy on the idea of perfecting the human b<
Mere is a virgin field over which many a stirring b
i- to he fought, yet the moving pictures are -till telling
US how Jenny was rescued by Johnny after being captured by the Indians.
Some' of the finest efforts of the Vitagraph Companj
have dealt with sociological problems in a rather timid
way — there seems to he a dread of offending this or that
class of people by attacking the code of moral- we were
brought up on. in spite of the fact that it is being hammered in the pulpit— hut so skillfully that most all of us
would enjoy seeing them hit those "(dooms." the conventional ethics of a generation ago, a few good crack's
in the jaw. We may be hypocritical in deference to what
we imagine to be cherished ideals of our parents, but
down in our secret hearts every one of us cordially del
Puritanical hypocrisy. It affords snappy comedy material, and we don't have t<> go hack to the last century to
find it— there is some left in Brooklyn.
One might very naturally ask why we do not get plays
on topics of the times. It may not be fair for one individual to answer that query. Very few writers of plays
have related their experiences, and my own is comparatively limited. If it offers any solution of a vexed question Iwill admit that the poorest I ever wrote found the
readiest sale, while nearly every successful one met with
discouraging rejections before it finally reached the right
hands. It iooks to me very much as though there was
something wrong about the selective systems.
The author has to be systematic in spite of the popular
impression to the contrary. Only people who do not
know anything about professional writing imagine that it
is a casual or disorderly occupation. The critic has to
have system — I outlined my own under the editorial entitled "Success." But there does not appear to he any
selective system extant in scenario departments — the uniformity of prices paid indicates an inability to discriminate. In the end it will probably be found that the reason new and attractive fields are left untouched, while we
are stared out of countenance every night by dead ones,
lies with the overworked director.
That new fields remain untouched, that old soil is
worked over and over again, that crops are scanty and
flavorless, may be due to the fact that the brightest and
best-posted men in the producing concerns give an undue
preponderance of attention to the commercial side of the
business to the consequent injury and detriment of the
artistic end. This periodical has been crowded with new
suggestions during the year nineteen hundred and twelve,
yet I scarcely ever find a director who reads it. He complains that his concern does not take enough copies to go
round, but this is a weak excuse. Any live man would
have gumption enough to subscribe and keep posted.
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Higher Prices Are Possible
By W. Stephen Bush

INTELLIGENT co-operation among exhibitors has
in the past brought about two visible results — the
checking of cheap vaudeville and the spread of the
Sunday exhibition. These achievements came even before organization among exhibitors had assumed its
present pleasing proportions. With a strong, thoroughly
representative league, national in its scope, it ought to be
a much easier task to take up and successfully handle one
of the most pressing problems of the day — the regulating
of the price of admission.
The Moving Picture World, in its issue of August
29, 1908, had this to say about prices of admission : "The
most crying need of the moving picture business at this
moment is an absolute divorce from the nickel. To the
many scores of cheap men now in the business the nickel
is a fetich, and if they were permitted to be a factor in
the moving picture field the moving picture theater
would soon resemble a cross between the Chinese theater
and a dime museum." The four years following this
vigorous warning have brought much improvement. We
have happily passed the so-called "nickolet" or "nickelodeon" stage, when the moving picture was associated
with the nickel even as green is associated in our minds
with grass. The horrible words "nickolet" and "nickelodeon" have become obsolete, and have long since been
regarded as badges of cheapness by all intelligent exhibitors. There are mighty few electric theaters in the
country to-day which have never charged more than five
cents. The number of theaters where a higher charge is
made on Saturdays and Sundays is constantly on the
increase. It would be easy to name scores of theaters
charging from fifteen to twenty-five cents for nothing
but pictures. Indeed, for the great feature films which
traveled on the big circuits as high as two dollars has
been asked and paid.
Referring to the higher prices for big features with
special music and lecture, it was a common experience of
the man in the box-office to have old patrons of the
theater, who had never seen or cared to see moving
pictures, inquire whether the entertainment was "just
moving pictures." When answered in the affirmative
these old theater-goers hesitated and raised their eyebrows,half in wonder and half in indignation. "Two
dollars for moving pictures?" they would say, and hesitate and raise their eyebrows some more. It was often
only upon the assurance of the ticket-seller, whom they
knew and in whom they had confidence, that they were
induced to come in and "take a chance." When they
came out they were convinced
and converted, and saw
moving pictures in an entirely new light. American

to pay increased prices for the better show. Take a look
at the audiences in hundreds of theaters where pictures
are shown exclusively. They surely do not look as if
ten or fifteen or twenty-five cents would keep them away
from their favorite amusement. Even the enemies of
the motion picture are careful to-day to qualify their
tirades against "bad moving pictures" by adding that
"there are pictures of a much higher order." If there
is anything in the present world of amusements more
popular than a good moving picture entertainment it is
not generally known. Nothing is more certain in any
line of busiess than that the public will eventually appreciate and respond to quality.
It remains then for the exhibitors to get together and
harmonize their interests. Numerous attempts to increase both the quality and the price of the show have
been made in the past by exhibitors of a town or city.
Some of these attempts succeeded, others failed. Generally the failure was due to the attitude of one exhibitor
who refused to join the rest. Sometimes the dissenting
one had a larger seating capacity than his competitors
and thought that he would win out anyway against his
rivals. It is possible that he was justified in his position.
One cannot lay down any hard-and-fast rules in such
matters: very much depends on local conditions. As a
general thing, however, the man with the larger seating
capacity will be the biggest gainer by a uniform advance
in the prices of admission.
To be sure, we will always have the five-cent show
with us. There are in every city a large number of
people to whom the difference of five cents is a matter
of importance. This is the very class to which the
motion picture wants to be useful and instructive. The
cinematograph will never be ashamed of its friendship
with the poorer classes. Especially in this land of opportunities, where poverty is often self-imposed in a desire
to advance to better things more rapidly, the five-cent
entertainment will always be sure of a clientele. The
five-cent theater, too, will prepare the patron for the
richer offerings of the higher-priced places. It should,
however, be the task of the organized exhibitors to regulate and limit the number of the cheaper theaters. Intelligent and experienced exhibitors, working for the common good, will have no trouble in working out the details of the problem. The best basis for a proper solution, itseems to us, will be the basis of population. The
question of neighborhood will enter into the problem,
and likewise the grade of service. The programs of the
cheaper theater will differ, it seems to us, chiefly in the
age of the films shown. The subject has many angles to
it, and its treatment will largely depend on local conditions. We only desire to point out the general possibilities of an intelligent and harmonious action among exhibitors. Mutual confidence and a due regard for the
rights of others are the best guarantees of success.

cinematography,
it may be
'in genuine
passing, owes
no films.
small
debt
to the promoters
of said
these
feature
Their exhibition did much to enlighten the most intelligent portions of the public in regard to the mission and
the possibilities of the motion picture. They have surely
helped to pave the way for higher prices all around.
BAGGOT— CONSTANTINE.
It seems to us that the present time is most opportune
for the general introduction of a better scale of prices.
King Baggot, the popular leading man of Imp and also the
founder and president of the Screen Club, was married on the
Never before in the history of the motion picture has
afternoon
of Tuesday. December 3, to Miss Ruth Constantine
the great improvement in quality been more generally
recognized than at this moment. The attitude of the of New York City. William Robert Daly was best man. The
newlyweds left immediately for Atlantic City, by way of Philapublic is of course a very important question to consider
They returned
New York
the'remain
following
and saileddelphia.lor
Bermuda,to where
they onwill
for Saturday
a week
when the possibility of higher prices is to be discussed.
If the public are ready for higher prices of admission, it or more. Mr. Baggot during his presidency of the Screen Club
has made many additions to a long list of personal friends. All
will be very easy for the exhibitors to do the rest. There
of these as well as a legion of screen admirers will wish Mr.
are many indications that the public are readv and willing Baggot and his bride health, happiness and long life.
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College Course in Motion Pictures
SYRACUSE

WHILE

UNIVERSITY ANNOUNCES A COURSE
PHOTOGRAPHY— A MOTION

OF INSTRUCTION IN THE ART AND
PICTURE
MAN'S BENEFACTION.

CHEMISTRY

OF

we read the numerous stories of the purGeneral principles of construction, lens aberration, equivachase of automobiles, motorboats and country
lent focusing, conjugate foci, diaphrams, types of lenses,
homes with the accrued profits from the manuselections of lenses for special work. The camera — its
facture and sale of motion pictures, there comes a story parts and their use; focusing with hand and stand
of a prominent motion picture manufacturer, too mod
cameras. Exposure — the factors, time and snapshots.
est to permit his name to be used in connection with
Sensitive plate — ordinary, color sensitive and color value
his benefaction, who has induced the Board of Conrendering. Color filters. Developers — their composition
trol of the Syracuse University to establish a course of and use. .Fixing and Washing. After treatment of
instruction in the art and chemistry of photography as
negative printing in respect to various processes and
related to motion pictures, and has pledged his resources
materials
for a considerable term of years to insure the success of
The chemical branches of the course will be taken up
the venture.
in the new Bowne Hall of Chemistry where a full course
In furthering the enterprise this progressive motion
of photographic chemistry has been outlined. Here the
picture manufacturer has the co-operation of one of tho student will be fitted for laboratory work, manufacturing
of emulsions, developing,
largest
manufacturers
of
photographic materials in
solutions, tinting and toning
and color photography.
the world, and, altogether,
the plan forms the most
The practical photographic
ambitious effort that has
work will be carried on unyet been made to provide
der the direction of a phototechnical instruction for
graphic expert, thoroughly
familiar with all branches of
those who desire to take up
rinematography as a promotion picture studio techfession and will, when
nique.
plans are worked out to the
A point to be emphasized
is that this course is not a
fullest extent, afford an unside line for amateurs and
equalled opportunity for
the gaining of practical
snapshotters, but a complete
knowledge of this twentieth
four years' course which will
century art.
ground the student in all the
How important this
intricacies of practical photomovement is to the motion
graphy. For male students
showing unusual ability and
picture industry can be fulCrouse College of Fine Arts, Syracuse University.
ly known and appreciated
aptitude, scholarships have
only by those engaged
in
been provided.
In commenting on the usefulness in this course in
the manufacture of pictures. Under present conditions
it is impossible to find persons skilled in the technique of cinematography the principal sponsor for the plan exthe trade. The manufacturers now are compelled to train
plained that his company had for several years recruited
their help in every detail at a great cost. To them this its staff from the art students of Crouse college and that
He
college course will be of infinite assistance, not only in he had found them to be exceptionally competent.
felt justified in concluding that the addition of this more
providing skilled workers, but in affording a place where
experiments and research can be made. As such this practical course to the present curriculum would result
new course in the Syracuse University should command
in the graduation of fully equipped motion picture exthe fullest support of the motion picture industry.
While the foregoing statement may seem commonplace
In an explanation of the plan and scope of the work
to be undertaken, the Moving Picture World is assured
it gains importance through the fact that one of the forethat most competent instructors will be employed and perts. most institutions of learning in this country has thereby
that every branch of the art will receive due attention.
given official recognition to the artistic aspects of cinematography. Inthis respect
The course properly bethe Syracuse University is
gins in what is known as
the pioneer in being the first
the Crouse College of Fine
to offer to the young men of
Arts where the students
wili be instructed in the
the land competent instruction in what is recognized to
art of motion picture combe
the
most interesting and
position, costuming, setting
of interior decorations and
profitable industry of the
classification of period
day.
In this connection it
should
be said that the
furniture. Painting in
distemper for photographic
Chancellor of Syracuse Univalue.
versity, Dr. James R. Day,
has
welcomed
the new
Instruction will be given
branch
of learning
with
in Light — reflection, refraction, dispersion and
great enthusiasm
and has
diffraction.
The Lens :—
Bowne Hall of Chemistry, Syracuse University. given much of his personal
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attention to the proper arrangement <>f the course ol
study.
With this distinquished recognition it now becomes
the duty of all motion picture manufacturers in America
to lend their co operation that students may be encouraged
tn enter upon the course of study and that they may find
profitable employment upon graduation. A further incentive might be supplied in the way of prizes for efficiency or for the solution of technical problems.
It is officially announced that the time for enrollment
in this course 1- Januarj i. [913, and it is believed that
there will he a full justification for its establishment in
the number
name of
the
instructorof inapplications
charge of anticipated.
the practical 'The
photographic
work will not he announced until the beginning of the
year, hut the Moving Picture World i-- informed that
a man has been secured who has a Ion- line of experience
and that he is an able teacher and lecturer in the particular field, SO that the course will start fully equipped with
competent instructors and paraphernalia.

Edison Film Patent Declared Void
Injunction Against Chicago Film Company

Vacated.

The Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia has reversed a decision of the Supreme Court of the District of
Columbia, which latter court in December 191 1 made this finding
of fact among others. 2nd: That 1 nomas A. Edison was the
original first and true inventor of the improvements in said
re-issue letters patent and particularly claimed in said second
claim thereof. The re-issue letters patent referred to in this
finding was known as No. 12129 and the second claim in the
said re-issue read as follows :
! in transparent or translucent tape-like photographic film
led with perforated edges ami having thereon uniform sharplydefined equidistant photographs of successive positions of an object in
motion as observed from a single point of view at rapidly-recurring interval- "i time, Mich photographs being arranged in a continuous straight line
sequence, unlimited in number save by the length of the film, and sufficient
in number to represent the movements of the object throughout an extended
id of time, substantially as described.

Upon its findings of fact the Supreme Court then issued a
perpetual injunction against the Chicago Film Exchange prohibiting it"'from directly or indirectly making, using or selling
kineti pi or motion picture films containing or embodying the
invention set forth in said re-issue letters patent and particularly
covered by claim _» thereof."
The Court of Appeals has now reversed the findings and
vacated the injunction "ranted by the lower Court. In its
reversing opinion the Court of Appeals says among other things:
Thi
i the re-issue are the result of an attempt to overcome the
effect of th<
( rcuit Court of Appeals, 114 Fed., 026.
Edison i- not the inventor of film described in claim j. and his patent thereinvalid. The film was neither discovered nor produced by Edison.
It was brought to its present state of perfection by Eastman. Edison seized
upon it and provided it with perforations along the edges at regular interval-. Perforations had been previously made in photographic films for
feeding purposes. So far our conclusion is the same substantially a- that
of the ( ircuit ( ourt of Appeals, in which claim 5 of the original patent,
and incidentally claim 6. were under consideration. The problems Edison
1 were in the camera apparatus, wherein his true claim to invention
lies. His tilru was the invention of others. It is the particular arrangement
of the pictures for which Edison is entitled to credit. For those pictures
and their arrangement are nothing more than the result of the operation of
his improved
camera apparatus.
The invention of Edison was exhausted in the construction of the camera
which tnables photographs of moving objects to be taken upon the Eastman
film in the uniform and satisfactory manner justly claimed for them. The
pictures are the direct result of the mechanism of the camera with the
Eastman
film mechanically
adapted to and applied therein.
In our opinion claim 2 of the reissue patent 12192 is unpatentable and
void; and the decree must be reversed with costs and the cause remanded
with directions to dismiss the hill.

There is no further possible appeal from the Court of Appeals
of the District of Columbia and its decision forever settles the
issues involved in this litigation.

Enter the Stock Speculator
By

Epes

Winthrop

Sargent.

Two interesting — if not cheering — communications have
come to the writer's attention the past week, forerunners
of trouble and scandal to come. The stock speculator has
come into the motion picture field at last. We do not refer
to legitimate
enterprises such as Kinemacolor, which was
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financed through the sale of Stock, but to the company that
money. money selling sWck rather than sells stock to make
makes
Kinemacolor stands in a class by itself in that the novelty
of pictures in color will find for it a market, but for the maker
of Straight black and white pictures, without even the forlorn hope '>f getting a franchise, to advertise stock is to
argue either extreme optimism or a lack of commercial honesty, one of which is as hard as the other on the dupe who
purchases stock certificati
One of these companies ha- been more or less active for
some time on the 1'acilic slope, though none of its releases
ha- a- jet reached New York. For a time it conducted a
school where for a -mall sum stage aspirants were taught to
act in the pictures made by the company. Inquiry was made
the other day as to this school on the part of a woman who
thought that she might there gain the qualifying "experience"
that the stuilins demand. She was promptly informed that
the school had been disbanded but that a place might be
found on the purchase >>i a certain number of shares.
The letter was accompanied by a two-sheet prospectus in
which the expenses and prospective profits were carefully
figured out with the generous proviso that any reasonable
percentage might be added for overhead expense and a profit
still remain. The argument was based upon the release of
two reels a week, but not a single word was said as to what
means were to be employed to place these reels before the
market.
Even more audacious is the prospectus of a concern in
Pittsburgh, capitalized for $75,000 in ten-dollar shares. The
president, who is also the head of the "Theatrical or Photoplay Department" and a member of the Writers' Dramatic
Association of America — whatever that may be — is evidently
illiterate as this "follow" letter shows. An author asked information and was advised to send scripts, but the letter was
not encouraging and so came this second effusion, which is
given as it was written save that the name of the recipient
is altered.
It runs:
Dear; Miss Grace Jones.
Receiving no answer to my letter, i hope you
have not giving up the desire of writing a pho-toplay for the company, as we are on the look-out for
good plays. If i can be of any assistance to you,
i will kindly do all i can to promote your work in
this line.
Trusting to hear from
you, i remaine,
That's the letter of the president, manager of the photoplay department and member of the Writers' Dramatic Assowho in theand
terms
the prospectus
is "a by
skilled
brilliant ciation,
writer;
the ofphotoplays
produced
him andin
comedy, pathos, romance, history, war, art and mechanical
industries are of the highest and best."
To show the vast field occupied by the company, the
prospectus states that "there is no company engaged in this
business between Philadelphia and Chicago. All this vast
territory between those places is vacant and only awaits the
initiative and energy of a few practical men to make a business that, from a financial standpoint, will be second to none."
The paragraph goes on to state that within a radius of
sixty miles from Pittsburgh there are not less than five hundred picture theaters that are having trouble getting films
because the supply is so much smaller than the demand.
The inference sought to be conveyed is that the Pittsburgh
theaters are suffering from a shortage of film because there
is no local company to supply the demand, a statement too
absurd
to need is
contradiction.
knowdedge
of
the business
best gleaned The
from advertiser's
his statement
that a
picture which costs from $500 to $1000 to produce will return to the manufacturer anywhere from two or three times
its cost.
This sort of thing would be absurd were it not the forerunner of other and perhaps more dangerous schemes. There
i^ a certain ring about this prospectus that suggests that the
scheme is more foolish than knavish, but others will come
that are flatly and unqualifiedly swindles, no more intended
to be a business operation than the hundreds of mines that
are dealt with on the curb market. The stock handlers are
hungry for something in pictures that can be listed on the
exchange in the middle of Broad Street, and any issue will
be taken up with avidity. It is not too early to begin a campaign against, the swindlers who are coming. Let us try
to keep the motion picture business out of the hands of the
schemer. It is known that the profits of the picture business
are tremendous. The public will not. cannot, discriminate
between the real and the fake.
Let them be warned in time.
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Melies in the South Seas
FIRST

NEWS

OF

THE

'ROUND-THE-WORLD
PHOTOPLAYERS
STRANGE
LANDS— ROYAL
RECEPTION
DORi

BY

TELLS
OF
NATIVE

STRANGE
CHIEFS.
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July 24th, nil-', the first moving picture company to
attempt such an undertaking sailed from San Fran11 co for a picture making tour around the earth.
This company, as has been noted before in these columns,
was the Melies Motion Picture Company. For man} months
they had been quartered at Santa Paula, Cal. Most oi
plays turned out at the California plant were Western drama-, with which the exhibitor i- already quite familiar
1
\\ estern plaj - become monoto
nous
to tin- spectator and the
exhibitor, think how wearisome
they must be ti > the people who
do them.
Mr. Gaston Melies, the head
of the company, had his complete lill of the frontier drama.
Heeding various sign <>f the
times he decided that the public
would like to see something
else; something that had more
substance to it, which would
at the same time prove to be
entertaining. lie did a lot of
thinking on the subject and
finally put the question to himself: If the rugged life of V
em America exerts such a fascinating spell over moving picture lovers in all parts of the
Taahi.
typical
Tahitian
Beauty.
world, why should not the
rugged life of strange people in
other lands arouse the same interest?
Beyond lay the great world, teeming with interesting people whose mode
of life had not been worn
threadbare
in
moving pictures.
The educational possibilities of it appealed
to him very strongly and. after consultation with his lieutenants, and gathering
much
information,
he set sail from
San
Francisco
at
the
head of his company
of
twenty
players,
all of
which
was
duly chronicled in these
columns
during
August
of this

v.tte the acquaintance
of the Governor
and hi- 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 1;
by the time the vessel arrived at Tallin they were all the
best of friends.
The island practically
belonged t- them,
and it i- quite probable that the Governor would have
lor murder

if that

The company

would

have helped

tin

picture-

any

was not altogether idle during th<

One picture was made on shipboard; if will be entitled "Mr.
and Mrs. Mott," in which
i- enacted
one of the humorous
and traditional nautical 1 1 1
moni< - thai 1- rarely seen in
these days of ocean greyhounds.
In rne good obi days of sailing
vessels it was customary for
mariner- to celebrate the crossing of tlu Equati >r. < >ne of the
sailors would array himsell as
Father Neptune. Climbing over
the -ide of the ves-el from the
water -ide. Father Neptune
would hold high court among
the older sailors, who were arrayed in fantastic garb. In effect it never amounted to anything more than a hazing party
.lurinu which the older sailors
had a great lark at the expense
of the younger sailors who
were crossing the Equator for
the tir-t time All of these
Tuahu,
appearing
as Queen
antics will be seen in the above
Melies Picture.
mentioned
picture and will no
doubt be highly amusing and instructive.
In fact, all of the
pictures
taken by
the Melies
trip interesting
will '
an
educational
nature,
clothed,Company
however, onin this
clever,

plots.

.

Papeete is the capital of Tahiti, and the location
oi the
Governor's palace.
Much to his surprise Mr. Melies found
that Papeete was altofor
gether too civilized
the making
of any pictures showing barbarism
in it- native haunts
number of semi-conventional picture- were
taken in and about Papeete which Mr. Melies
claims have turned out

year.
Now after four months
comes the t'ir-t word
from this very fortunate
expedition. The trip is
one that many will
envy these lucky people.
but as some of us must
stay at home and work.
Mr. Melies will do his
best for us by writing an
occasional letter to tell
how fares the world with
him and his associates.
The first letter received
i- from the Island of
Tahiti, which lays directly south of Hawaii
and directly east of Australia, the distance being
about 3,000 miles from
either of these places.
Mr. Melies states that he
had unusually good luck
in meeting, aboard the
steamer Manuka. Monsieur Giraud, the Governor of the French
Island. Tahiti. The Governor had with him his
entire family and their
full retinue of servants.
By this opportune circumstance the Melies
Company had an excellent opportunity to culti-

i ■ .1

well. The comlandpanyto take
some story
then proceeded
inpictures of real native
life. It was in this savage environment that a
very

picturetitled,wamade
"A Ballad
of enthe
South Sea-.'* a Story
supposed
to take placein 1650. founded
upon
legend- of this barbaric
and most intere-ting
island. The company
managedcellenttopictures
secure
exof many
of the war canoe-, or
"pirogue-.'' which are
in battle by the
tribes. They are fastened together in pairs
and are manned by about
fifty natives and one
chief to each pair. The
fighting in these scenes
is fierce and barbaric,
its very
and
ness by-hould
makestrangea hit
with American picture
Mr.

Gaston

Melies, in Tahiti — Mode

of Crossing Streams.

lover-.
Other
scenes
were
taken
of the tribal war

I Of, J
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dances in this far away land. In these dances the men wear
nothing but a breech-clout from which are suspended cocoa
leaves that reach to their knees, giving a most primitive
effect One ol the most notable achievements of Mr. Melies
was the picture he secured of the native fish drive. This
is an event in the South Sea Islands that happens only about
once in live years. It necessitates the calling together of
many natives of many tribe-.. Messengers are sent on foot
to all parts of the island to summon the natives together
for the fish drive. This proceeding is marked by such profound ceremonies and rites that it is considered an honor
to witness it. This extraordinary event was brought about
only through the influence of Mr. Melies with the Governor.
To give a detailed account of it at this time would consume
more space than is available, but it will be dealt with later
in full.
Upon the return of the company to Papeete from the inland territory, they all had the pleasure of attending a state
reception tendered in their honor by the Governor of Tahiti.
It
took place
in the
Governor's
beautifulwithin
palace,andwhich
was
decorated
in the
most
lavish manner,
without.
The banquet menu consisted entirely of native products,
mostly seafood, which was topped off with bananas and cocoanuts, and cocoanut-milk to drink. Needless to say, the
Governor had a private wine cellar from which came great
quantities of claret, burgundy and champagne. This was the
farewell to Papeete.
The company left Papeete for Papara, via the French destroyer "La Zelee," the use of which was extended by special
courtesy of the Governor. Moving picture makers will observe a strategic move in this thing of traveling by warship,
especially with a letter from the Governor of the last town
to the Governor of the next town. By this means the Melies
Company was received with open arms at Papara. Mr. Melies
became acquainted with the most influential chief of the
island, Tati Salmon, a brother of the former queen of Tahiti,
which lady was present at the banquet to the Melies Company
at Papeete. This chief is an austere and forbidding person;
few have been able to get into his good graces and dispel
his stern reserve. He thawed out completely under the
rough and ready, jovial manner of Mr. Melies. Not only did
he thaw, but he ordered a lavish banquet spread that surprised the natives as much as it did the visitors. After the
feast the chief ordered an entertainment, calling upon the
members of his tribe to sing their weird songs and dance
their grotesque dances. These ceremonies have always been
held a secret to the white men. Mr. Melies and his company
not only saw them, but photographed them successfully and
the pictures are due to arrive in New York some time during
December for general distribution.
This is the kind of work that Mr. Melies intends to do in
many of the remote corners of the earth. It is his ambition to
show one-half of the world how the other half lives. Much
has been said about how the cinematograph will serve to
bring the peoples of the earth into closer touch with each
other, but so far Mr. Melies seems to be the only man who
is making anything like a systematic effort to do so. There
arc few men who are better equipped for an undertaking of
this kind than he. To begin with he has the necessary capital. He estimates that their trip around the world will cost
upwards of a quarter of million dollars. But money is not
all; back of that are fifteen years of experience, which, as
moving picture men will agree, is more necessary than
the money. There is still a third consideration, which every
man does not possess, and that is a desire to give to the
public pictures that will enlighten as well as entertain. A
manufacturer to undertake an expedition of this kind must
have a desire to elevate the work of making moving pictures
to a higher and more sensible plane, or the result will be a
failure. Mr. Melies has the right idea and he is bound to
succeed, because he is properly qualified.
Mr. Melies writes that he is now living in a little cottage
by the sea. There are no modern improvements; instead
there are hardships to be endured. Often the company has
been obliged to go for days without sufficient food, and, on
one occasion they nearly starved while waiting for Mr.
Melies to return from a visit to one of the tribes. Mr. Melies
in turn was equally long without food. It should be borne
in mind that throughout the experiences related above, hardship and exposure have been constantly endured by the
company. The trip so far has been far from a picnic or
summer's
for concerning
any of them.
just The
here devotion
it may
be
well to outing
say a word
Mr^. And
Melies.
of this loyal woman to the uplift of the motion picture is
equal to that of her husband. She has endured privations
with the others and shared their dangers; nursing the sick
and cheering the homesick, when she might, if she chose,
remain where comfort or luxury could be obtained.

WORLD

The first consignment of pictures taken by the Melies
Company in the South Sea Islands has already been shipped
to America and will probably have arrived in New York by
the time this article appears in print. They will most likely
be released during January, at which time we shall see
something entirely new in the moving picture line, after
which let us hope we may say to Mr. Melies in all sincerity,
"Long may you continue to give us such productions."
GOING IN FOR RACING.
Motor boat racing is the newest fad of Miss Mae Hotely,
the Lubin comedienne. The comedy section of the Lubin
company is installed in Jacksonville for the winter, occupying the quarters formerly belonging to a boat club. Several
motor boats form a part of the equipment of the winter
plant and one of them, renamed the Leola May, in honor

Miss Mae Hotely.
of Director A. D. Hotaling's little daughter, can show her
or at
John's
craft on the SoSt. far
motor maintains.
to anyHotely
propeller
least so Miss
she River,
has proven
herself correct for she has passed every boat tackled, but
to make certain, the Lubinites are agitating a motor boat
regatta and Miss Hotely will enter the Leola May against
all comers among the local boats, .for she has developed into
a splendid captain and has the motor completely tamed.
The Leola May is not primarily a racing craft, but she will
meet in competition only boats of her class.
JOHN HARDIN AT EDISON STUDIO.
John Hardin, formerly connected with the Chicago office of
Thomas A. Edison, Inc., and recently associated with John
Pelzer at the Orange office, is now assistant manager of the
Edison Studio in New York. Horace G. Plimpton, manager of
negative production, found that the increasing amount of detail work incidental to the releasing of five reels weekly made
the appointment
imperative.
thorough knowledge of
of an
theassistant
film business
singled Mr.
him Hardin's
out as being
ideally suited to the position, and he accordingly took up his
new duties on Xevember 25th.
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"Aurora
Floyd"
Two-Reel Thanhouser
Release.
Reviewed

by Louis Reeves Harrison.

strongest quality of interest in this .society photodrama is the admirably-sustained suspense, but
there is a delightful Factor in the presentation of
social gatherings that will be felt rather than perceived.
The exteriors are chosen with clear understanding of what
is appropriate. The interiors are a delight to the eye,
and so is Flo La Badie. This young beauty plays the title
role and has at last struck her true gait. I do not mean
to say that she has ever limped. An contraire, her breaks
have been of exuberant spirits, like those of a happy child
jumping rope.
Foreigners who have come here to receive impressions
of America and make a commodity of them on the other
side of the water usually live in hotels and complain that
we have no social life. I have lived a great many years in
Europe and have failed to '^scover any essential differences
in this respect among civilized people. Wherever there
is leisure and culture there is organized society. Social
entertainments are very much alike the world over. They
are formal or informal, according to the occasion, but
there is a subtle grace and charm about American affairs
of the better class that is rarely pictured on the screen.
THE

Scene

from

"Aurora

Floyd"

PICTURE
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tin- h \er> artificial and
this handing an enormous
fortune over to .1 servant
on thi
I the hater's
bare assertion
that
lie will leave the i ountry.
This
mi;ble
act
is
barely
covered
by
the
sensational
events
lowing it.
< mi the strength ol report that the groom 1
the
misalliance has been kepi
is united in marriage to a wealthy young squire named Mellish. .-die is
taken to his home and is there opposed by a domineering
old housekeeper named Powell, Mrs. Powell evinces animosity ior the bride from the outset and ii constantly on
the watch for some hh.hi- to destroy her in the confidence
of the young squire. The housekeeper's opportunity arrives when the real husband, the groom wno
posed to be dead, comes to apply ior a situation and
By artificial means a strong situation is now set up,
gets
whereit. natural ones would have done quite as well.
Aurora's real husband becomes a servant in the household of the one socially recognized as her lord and master, and the groom begins at once to blackmail his wife,
threatening to imprison her ior bigamy unless she yields
to his extortionate demands. Suspense run^ high. She
almost gives way to an impulse of self-destruction, but
decides weakly to prolong her intolerable situation. She
gathers all the jewels and money within her command
and hands these over to the groom, though this act purchases only temporary immunity from the consequences
of having
two husbands
at the same
time.
Interest in the play runs high at this point, but ten-ion
is strained to the breaking point when it becomes apparent
that the problem's solution involves the death of the
first husband. This is merely an easy way out of a difficulty. A half-witted stable boy becomes the instrument.
His curiosity becomes aroused; he becomes a messenger
between groom and wife, and he is incited by greed. He
witnesses the delivery of property by Aurora to her servant-husband and insists upon sharing the spoils. In an
ensuing quarrel the boy shoots the groom, makes off with
the plunder and leaves the revolver by the side of his
victim.

(Thanhouser).

Whoever directed the production of "Aurora Floyd"
caught the spirit of our functions in the beautiful ensembles presented. The men and women act and dance
as they do in home entertainments, rather than in the
strained and artificial manner of the stage — there is life
and movement with no lack of refinement in the functions
portrayed. Whether the play itself is located in England
or America is of minor importance — it is produced here
and is more or less representative of our ideals.
Flo La Badie has grasped the value of self-repression in
her impersonation of tne title role, has curbed trie restless
smile always trembling on her lips and has made a creditable effort to simulate the sentiments she is supposed
to express. She is nearing the absolute necessity of being
the character she is called upon to depict. Only then
is an actress convincing. It is probably the director's
fault that she does not give time to the consideration of
taking her life at the crisis — to be or not to be is a question not to be debated and decided in a few seconds.
Those who have only half-formed ideas of what dramatic
criticism means often wonder why I lay any stress on the
quality of settings, but they possibly regard a photoplay
as something to see and forget. I look at it as something
to see, feel, think about and remember. It must make a
visible impression of some phase of life to be of any real
value, and one of the prices paid for success is taking infinite pains with small details that it may charm our
senses with beauty of form. I accord high praise to the
settings of "Aurora Floyd," to the refined acting in all
roles and to the craftsmanship that delivers a production
with the minimum of defects.
The play is an adaptation and deals with the situation
of a young lady of wealth after contracting an unfortunate marriage
witha mere
her father's
elopes with
the servant
when
school groom.
girl, only She
to discover
his
drunken vulgarity when it is too late. Her father comes
to her rescue after a year of misery by paying the groom
an incredibly large sum in cash to leave the country.
All

m

1 * v
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Scene from "Aurora Floyd" (Thanhouser).
In a very large proportion of Western photoplays a
weapon is left beside the murdered man and some innocent party identified as the criminal. Aurora Floyd is
hrst on the scene, picks up the pistol and is accused of
committing murder. In the trial that follows she is convicted and about to be sentenced. At this acute moment
the real murderer is dragged in and makes a confeHe has been haunted by the victim and driven to confein a state of mental collapse. All constraint is now over,
and the innocent, wrongly -suspected one is clasped in the
hands of Squire
Mellish.
Question that instantly arises is that of her status at
the end of the play. The first man was undoubtedly her
husband. The second marriage was. therefore, illegal. As
she is the groom's widow, not the wife of Squire Mellish,
a second ceremony might have been more consistent if
not appropriate. Sly criticisms are only given to perfect
the present product and never in an unkind spirit. I have
great faith in Mr. Thanhouser as a man and as an artist,
but I have equally great faith that his company is going
to improve on what has been done.
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"The Red
Man's Honor," Eclipse
Reviewed by James S. McQuade.
reader will be rather surprised at first sight of
the title given above to find that it is linked with
the name of Eclipse. Ii is not often that a foreign
company has the temerity to undertake a production of this
nature, and it is still less seldom that a real success, Mich
as has been accomplished in this instance, lias resulted
under the circumstance's. Monsieur Gaston Roudes, the
iter, is to be congratulated on having succeeded in
giving 11- th< atmosphere of Indian life and custom- in
one by, and he is also to be congratulated on
having as his chief actor in the- stirring scenes such an
accomplished horseman and daredevil rider as Joe Hamman. Mr. Ilamman has all the earmark- of a man who is
familiar with life in the far Northwest, including close association with Indians of that territory, or of our own
Northwest. Though he will deceive no one in liis makeup ,i- Red Hawk, the pronounced Indian facial type being
lacking, he simulates well the stoicism and dignity of that
picturesque warrior.
No one who
sees this film can easily forget that awful
ride in an ammunition wag< n, over rough hills and through
THE

Red

Hawk

SCENES

and

June

FROM

He is wounded
by Seated Bear in the fir-t struggle, but
recovers quickly and again overtakes his rival and mortally
wounds him. Leaving his victim apparently lifeless in the
water. Red Hawk starts in pursuit of the drifting canoe,
re-cueJune
Hew
and returns
with her to the villag
Meanwhile Seated Bear painfully makes his way to the
shore and tells a false story of the encounter, charging
Red Hawk with a crime. He then breathes hi- last. Red
Hawk is summoned before the tribal chief. White Eagle,
and the council. Alter hearing the evidence and consulting
with hi- advisors, White Eagle pronounced the sentence,
"Twelve moons hence thy spirit -hall join that of Seated
The next day, filled with bitterness, Red Hawk leaves
the village and rides away to join the army of the pale
lace-, where he is enlisted as a scout. The wdiite men
are at war with their brother- and are only too eager to
secure hi- services, because of hi- knowledge of the counHear."
try and of the forest trails. Soon after Red Hawk's arrival in camp, the commander call- for volunteers to destroy a bridge in the mountain- and thus check the advance of the enemy. The attempt means almost certain
death, but Red Hawk bravely undertakes the task, and
immediately
sets out with a wagon
loaded
with powder.
After a wild and perilous ride, the fearless Indian reaches

Dew.
"THE

RED

MAN'S

WORLD

Red

Hawk's

HONOR"— KLEINE-ECLIPSE

deep ravine-, tile vehicle sometimes tipping on one wheel
or skidding <>n both, a- the mad gallop continues. Joe
Hamman will always be remembered, a- Red Hawk by this
feat, and by dashing horsemanship in other incident- of
the story. He remind- one of that champion of all rough
riders. Tom Mix. and must have punched cows and burned
the plain- with horse hoofs at some time in his career.
Hi- Canadian ancestry make- this very probable. Mrs.
Hamman, as the Indian maiden June Dew, gives a studious
and pleasing
characterization.
It i- onlj natural that, in -itch a subject, produced on
foreign -oil. there should be, lure and there, incongruities,
and these will be discovered easily by observant American
picture lovers; but they are lost sighl of in the tine tout
mble. In passing, however, the producer must be reminded, among other error-, that there is no excuse for
dynamite -tick-, at a time when that explosive was
undisco> ered.
Thi
jraphy
of tin- two reel subjed
is uniformly
good,
line much
take hi- hat off to the Eclipse camera
men
for excellent
field work.
They
have always
been in
1 range and foci;-.
It was not an easy task to preserve
in tile wild rule of Red Hawk.
Praise musl also be given tin- correct costuming of the
character- and the perfect setting of an Indian village. The
sentencing of Red Hawk by White Eagle i- a solemn and
imposing
spectacle.
d Hawk, loves fune Hew. the prettiest maiden of his
tribe. She return- In- affections and they spend many
happj
"1' iments
t> ig< ther.
r, a rival -tutor, also de-ire- the girl for his
i- filled with jealousy.
One
day he
surprises
June
Dew.
down
bv the river bank, ami carries
her off in hi- canoe.
Red
Hawk
chances
upon
the scene
m time t<> witness
the abduction,
and follows
in pursuit.

Return.
RELEASE.

the canyon directly beneath the bridge. Fastening the
packages of powder to his shoulders, he begins the perilous
ascent of the cliff. Step by step, clinging to roots and
crags, he finally reaches the base of. the bridge. He soon
succeeds in placing the powder in position and. after lighting the fuse, makes hi- escape to safety, just as the whole
side of the cliff is rent a-under and the bridge is blown to
fragments.
Red Hawk does not waste a moment, but whip- up his
horses and starts back. He soon encounters scouts of the
enemy, who pour a hail of bullet- at him: but he escapes,
and arrives at the camp
severely wounded.
Red Hawk's bravery win- for him high regard among
hi- white companions, and he i- happy in the new life;
but one night he dreams about the sentence passed upon
him by White Eagle, and he realizes that his year of
re-pitc ha- come to an end. The struggle in his heart between love of life and dishonor is of short duration, and
sets out immediately for the village of his brothers,
where he presents himself for execution. June Dew vainly
begs him to dee, but he refuses. She then determines to
die with him.
The date of release is December
t6.
BEVERLY

BAYNE

HURT.

Miss Beverly Bayne was thrown from her .horse last week
on the Lake Shore drive suffering a fractured knee cap. Her
physician hopes to see her out in a week or ten days. The
accident occured when a passing motorcycle spun past right
under the horse's head. Miss Bayne was thrown headforemost
and landed on her knees in the street. A passing pedestrian
picked her up and carried her to a nearby drug store where she
was attended by a physician.
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"The Shaughraun"
Boucicault's Famous Play Pictured by Kalcm in Three Parts.
Reviewed bj \\ Stephen Bush,
I\ tlir galax] "i features known as the O'Kalem plays,
this production shines out with especial lustre. It embodies .ill the profits "i previous experience. When t hi^
company began filming Irish plays on Irish s,,d it entered a
new field "i cinematographic endeavor. It demonstrated be
yond .Ml cavil thai the motion picture is vastly more than a
mere vehicle of cheap dramatic composition. Because of its
efforts we can challenge the novelist, the historian and the
dramatist to a combat of portrayal and description with no
tear of the result for the prestige and superiority of the
■ 'ii picture
"The Shaughraun" show-, an unwearied ambition mi tinpan of the Kalems. They have in this production striven
even more earnestly and have aimed even more skillfully
and conscientiously than in any of their other Irish subjects,
splendid as thej all are. In "The Shaughraun," it seems to
me, they have well-nigh touched perfection in the use they
made of outdoor scenery.
Nothing in art or literature can
oach the ability of the gifted and painstaking producer
in creating atmosphere. After we have seen the weird and
rugged heaut_\- of the -tern and cliff-bound Irish coast, much
of the temperament
and much in the historj of the Celtic

Scene from "The Shaughraun"

(Kalem).

race becomes as clear as crystal. We enjoy the sensation.
We thrill with delight at this new way of learning things
by the roots. If these three magnificent reel- had nol a
single pomt of merit but the chi ice they made of characteristic stretches of this wild and romantic coast, they would
he well worth seeing. Imposing, however, a- all tl
scene-atmosphere,
are. they form
a part
id' the that
true they
storyhave
and been
the
true
and wehutfeel
constantly
selected fir that purpose only. The selection doe- high
credit to the director. I have seen splendid outdoi r scenery
in motion picture plays, but my enjoyment was greatly lessened by the fact that the producer evidently counted on the
scenerj to "pull through" a time-worn plot or a lot of amateurish actor- and actresses. "The Shaughraun" gives us itscenic splendors as merely one item in it- program ><( uniform excellence.
There are few families, even of this present generation,
where "The Shaughraun" i- entirely unkown. "The Shaughraun," it will be remembered, wa- one of the favorite plays
and one of the favorite characters of Dion Boucicault, who
died less than a quarter of a century ago. "The Shaughraun"
appealed especially to its author, because it suited his own
;.il artistic bent and abilities. It may justly be regarded
a- an Irish classic. There are few theater- in this c untry
where "The Shaughraun" has not at some tune or other hail
its inning. It has always been and i- to this day a prime
favorite with amateur.-. It wa-. if we mistake not, on the
strength his
>'i his
success American
with "The career.
Shaughraun"
that Boucicault
started
admirable
lie himself
tell- us
in his own vivid ami charming way how lie came to write
this play. It wa- a "Shaughraun, a cantering Jack." as he
define- him. who helped the great act r-playwright
to keep
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a memorable to pD> In- part in "< olleen i'.
when all Dublin
was waiting tor him and In- "fort) 1
The plot 01 "The Shaughraun"?
It i- mostl) "Th< Sha
rami"
himself.
Here
are
tin- last two
synopsis
"I onn, through a subterfuge, comes to thi
away."
once
more and the villainy oi the plotters 1- expos*
an happily united with their sweethearts and Kim
and In- accomplices are brought
to justice."
« onn i
shaugraun and Kinchela i- the villain
Not such a bad
after ill to draw your conclusion from tin- end ol th<
chapter; it 1- easy then to imagine all the trouble that
before.
A further detailing of tin- story seems like spoiling
the anticipations of the spectatoi cially when
■
anticipationof the
spectator
are
realized
to
his
by
>uch
an
exceedingly
clever
company
of artist!
the players
in tin- cast.
I think
the hardest
part by
all odds
was
that
of the shaughraun.
I cannot
pr<
to know just what
the shaughraun
meanto tin
Irish
fellow-citizens,
but as
I have
seen
the character
portrayed on the stage, he seems to be a wandering minstrel,
a tramp, a lazzarone and a daredevil rolled int(
an inveterate re-ctier.
Beauty or honesty in distress finds
him on hand working overtime.
IK- i- shrewd, mischii
quixotic ami possesses all that strange mixture of impul
in- and deliberation which the Saxon mind finds it SO hard
to understand and cope with.
How was such a charactei
be portrayed in absolute silence?
Hov. was all In
and drollery to be made plain and full of enjoyment foi
spectator without
a single -poken word'
Happily, Sidney
Olcott i> an Irishman.
He did wonders with his eyes and
his face generally.
The shaughraun's good humor, hi- indestructible optimism and resourcefulness
were
brought
with rare artistic skill.
The
scene at the wake
n
been a trifle overdone,
but it will get innunurabb
Jack J. Clark gave a splendid impersonation of (apt. Mob
ueux. Robert
Melville
showed a sympathetic
rendering
of
tlu- young Irish gentleman and hero. J. p. McGowan
1
a most acceptable Corry Kinchela, A. Lester excelled -,■
part of Father Dolan, Miss Gauntier upheld her .yreat reputation a- Claire, and thus it goes down to tin- most insignificant part in the play.
I must not forget the fine bit of character acting done
by Mr-.
Brokaw
a- Mr-. O'Kelly,
the
mother of Conn, the shaughraun.
It would be easy to (ill page after page with the peculiar
merits of thi- production.
I might dwell on the wonderfully
realistic portrayal 01 man's struggle with the hostile forces
of nature;
I mighl
speak of the advantage of the moving
strd-o. which is set up amidst the real scenery and
perspective
of real nature
whenever
a door or window
iopened:
1 might allude to the startlingly accurate interiors,
with which thi- company has taken such extraordinary pains.
Plate- were made for the ensuring of real interior- of Irish
hut- and cottages and from tiie-e plate- the arti-t and director arranged the interior settings.
I might
mention,
the excellent judgment which
spared the splendid diction of
Boucicault
and yoCs for jt, subtitle- to tin, text of the play
whenever possible.
It seems to me that such feature- showing so plainly and pleasingly
the real progress
and the
vaunted
possibilities
of the motion
picture ought
Ion- ways toward lightening the burden of the exhibitor and
toward
a decent,
substantial
profit.
To chase
tl 11
reels through
the machine
like so many
ordinary
rel<
would be a mortal sin in the catechism of motion pictt
If an exhibit) r cannot make money with such a feature and
please
he has no one but I
blame. and hold hi~ audience,
Splendid, special music ha- been arranged for this
VITAGRAPH

PLAYERS

ON

A WORLD

TOUR.

On December 7 a part} >•{ Vitagraph players left New \
for a tour of the world The group sails from San Fran
on the t.uh. Among the places to he visited are Japan, li
k"iiL;. Rangoon,
Burmah,
Singapore,
Calcutta,
i
Port
Said and Cairo. Then, as fancy may dictate, the party will
visit Italy. France, England, Scotland and Ireland. Tl
represent the Vitagraph company on the trip arc Mr. and
Mrs. \Y. Y. Ranous, Mr. and Mrs James Young, Harry Keiffer,
cameraman: Gene F. Mullin. editor and photoplaywright. W.
S. Smith
will he in charge of the plaj
Mr.
and Mrs
Maurici
lier with their d
Helen and Dolores. ..iter visiting relatives in Pit
will
join the party.
There is no date set for the return; it m
;- eight months hence.
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cable advices from London regarding film censorship as published in the great dailies of this country
have created widespread comment in film circles, especially among American manufacturers, whose products are
in great demand
throughout
the United Kingdom.
These
advices convey
the information
that G. A. Kedford, who
resigned his appointment as censor of plays not long ago,
because
of charges
of inconsistency, has been made public
censor of moving pictures.
His
first pronouncement, in his new
official
capacity,
has
placed
^^
under ban films showing prize
*c
M I
fights, dog fights, mixed bathing, crimes, incriminating
love
situations, and biblical subjects.
American manufacturers need
not feel concern about any of
the prohibitions enumeraaed,
except the fifth and the last.
Some Western films can well be
shorn of deeds of violence that
have only a primitive appeal.
Shooting at close range, without killing anything or anybody,
is even worse on the nerves than
bringing down an enemy — that
is. in pictures.
Just why biblical subjects are
on the proscribed list is not
clear. It may be, in Mr. Redford's opinion, that some sacred
subjects have not received that
reverential treatment in production which is in accord with the
veneration in which the subjects
are held by Christendom. But
granting, for the sake of argument, that one or two producers
may have so erred: is it wisdom, or is it just, to prevent
all others, who have a clearer
insight of, and closer spiritual
attunement with, sacred subjects, from engaging in such
productions?
All progress made by man
has been made at the expense
of innumerable mistakes. Even
Mr. Redford's progress, from
what can be learned, has been
subject to mistakes; and that
he failed as a censor of plays
has not barred him from becoming a censor of films. Let
us hope that he will be most
successful in his new official
capacity, and that he will be
wisely guided, so as not to retard the advancement of knowledge by depriving the moving
picture of any part of its rightful domain.
A mistake, discovered and
corrected at the outset, is a
safeguard against committing
further mistakes. Mr. Redford"s
change of front, on the matter
of film productions of biblical
subjects, will save him many
heart aches; for he is bound to
discover his error in the end.
RECENT

Miss Russell's Lecture Tour.
Miss Martha Russell is scoring a big success down in Texas,
where she is engaged in lectur-

MISS

MARTHA

WORLD

in- ou moving pictures in which she herself has appeared as
leading woman. The press is devoting much space to Miss
Russell's work, and she is praised for her ability to interest
people as a lecturer as well as for clever pantomimic work
in picturi
In a letter dated November 18, Miss Russell writes that, in
Texas, excepting a few places, the moving picture business
is far behind what it is in the North, the majority of the
picture theaters being store shows with small capacities
and unattractive fronts. The only music in the theaters, in
the main, is a mechanical organ. Some exhibitors are
waking up and are becoming convinced that, in order to be
successful, they must build larger houses. Within two years,
it is expected that the picture business will be transformed
in the Lone Star State.
Miss Russell's tour through Texas will last 30 days, and
the first 12 days of this time was spent in filling contracts
with six licensed exhibitors, who guaranteed
Miss Russell
$100 per day. Wherever Miss
Russell has appeared, business
has been phenomenal. Her
manager, Mr. Chas. C. Pyle,
announces her coming attractively and effectively by means
of one-sheet lithographs, heralds, photographs, etc. In addition, the press is well supplied with reading matter and
cuts. Miss Russell carries
four reels of licensed films of
the Essanay brand, and shows
two of them each day. She
appears on the stage between
the reels and explains how
moving pictures are made,
dwelling on studio work, trick
pictures, etc., and on incidents
which happen during the taking of pictures. Her hardest
work at these appearances is
to answer a continuous volley
of questions. People want to
know the names of their favorites in pictures,
and A'ifgreat
they
are married
or single.
number also seek information
on the writing of scenarios.
Since leaving Chicago, Miss
Russell has appeared in the
following cities: two days at
the la.;
Princess
Ottumwa,
three Theater,
days, St. Joseph,

RUSSELL

Mo.; Sanger Theatre, Shreveport.
la.; two
days attwo
the Dixie
Theater,
Dallas;
days,
Greenville; two days, Paris;
one day, Sherman; one day,
Denton; two days, Corsicana;
two days. Clebourne: two days,
Bryan; two days, Hillsboro;
two days, Waxahachie; two
days, Austin; two days, Taylor, and two days, Temple, —
all in Texas. After a return
date in Austin, Miss Russell
will appear two days at the
Star Theater, Houston, Tex.,
owned by Mr. Xydias, who inspired the present lecture tour.
Air. Hulsey, of the Queen Theater, Galveston, has contracted
for the two following days,
alter which the following cities
will be visited: Beaumont and
Port Arthur, Tex.; Lake
Charles and Alexander, La.;
Little Rock and Hot Springs,
Ark.; Memphis, Tenn., and
thence to Chicago, about Jan.
1. by way of Springfield, Mo.
Miss Russell will then resume
her work as leading lady.
Miss Russell writes in part:
"Of all the theaters I have visited, I have found only one
that is not taking the Moving
Picture World. It is really their
Bible,
They
not only read
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the oews, but they are forever looking at the advertisement*
rid tin new articles that ;uc being introduced. In Dallas
tli<> an- building three new beautiful houses, costing as
much as $100,000 each. Mr. Hulsey, who is building the
..in ol our livest exhibitors. In my estimation, litis the Montgomery oi this territory. 1 Find that the licensed
films predominate here."
A Second American Stock Company in California.
S. S. Hutchinson returned from California, Monday, Xov.
25, alter an absence of four weeks. During lit* stay, Mr.
Hutchinson organized a new stock company, with headquarters at Santa Barbara. This makes the second American company now in California, and it in no way interferes
with the former Western company.
The new company will be engaged in producing subjects of
a general character, such as dramas, comedies, etc., leaving
the former Western company uninterrupted in us special
field of Western subjects. This new company takes the
place of the Eastern company, which has been disbanded.
It is the intention to close the Chicago studio during- the
winter months, A new studio has already been completed at
Santa Barbara, also a plant in which negatives can be
deveh iped,
W. Wallace Reed is the director of the new company in
the West.
More About Cut-throat Competition.
The
following
letter, bearing
the date of Nov.
21, has
been received
from
E. F. Clipson, owner
and manager
of
the Banner
Theater,
one of the competitors
of the Star
Theater, on Milwaukee
Ave., which is offering matinee programs of live reels and four acts of vaudeville for live cents:
"] wish to thank
you and The
World
for the editorial
entitled "Cutthroat
Competition
Exposed,'
in the issue of
Nov. 23.
Permit
me to call your attention
to some
inaccuracies in the figures quoted, and to point out that the Star
Theater is an even worse offender than your article reveals.
"Instead
of 900 seats, the Star has a normal capacity of
nearly 1500.
1 am told by a former manager of the place
that under rush conditions, by utilizing benches in the balcony, the house can seat 1600 people.
Instead of four reels
of pictures and live acts of vaudeville, as you state, they run
, five reel- and four acts at matinees for five cents.
In addition to this, they have souvenir
days every day and give
away
silverware, etc.
Schaefer
Bros,of are
the isactive
lesseesof and
of "The
the Star,
and one
them
a member
the managers
executive

and
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the in -i opportunity,
their
respects
to the

while in ( hi.
big Chief
"i Indian

'-all

pictures.

Chicago
Film
Brevities.
Don Meaney, who formi
lucted the vaudeville
partment of the t hicago Examiner, hai been
tpp< 1
lake
charmof the publicity
department
..l the
I --.may
Film Co.
Mr. Meaney
ha
in the newspaper
game
for years, and has the reputation oi I" ing i l( v r and popular.
* * *
H. Tipton
Steck, former
manager oi I
department, ha- been promoted to the po ition of manager
of negative
production.
Mr.
Meek
was
an enthusia
and able publicity
man
for Essanay
and hi- friends wi-.h
him all success in hi- new duties.

* * *

Harry J. Cohen, special representative of the Selig Polyscope Co., left for the interior of Arizona on Sunday. Xov.
24, in the interest of the Company. He will afterwards
proceed to Los Angeles, and will return to Chicago at
the close of December.

* * *

B
I-. Mayer,
owner of the Calvert
Hotel
and 1 alveii
Theater, On ittth St., between
Wabasfa
and Michigan
A
called at the World office last week.
Mr. Mayer looks forward to a prosperous winter business.
The business of the
Calvert has been steadily increasing in volume of late.
The
Calvert seats 300 people, and the admission is five cent-.

* *

*

George Periolat, character man of the American's Western
Company, arrived in the city from Santa Barbara. Wednesday. Nov. 20. He will spend a vacation of several weeks
lure. Mr. Periolat i- the SOU of C. F. Periolat. an old
time furrier of this city. Mr. Periolat states that e\
thing is in splendid condition at Santa Barbara, where a
new
studio has been built.

* *

*

Wm. H. Swanson, was in the city Friday and Saturday,
Xov. 22 and 23, attending the funeral of one of his married
sisters, who recently died in Colorado. The remains were
brought on to Chicago, and the funeral took place from
the residence of Mr. Pelisle, on W. Van Buren St. Mr.
Pelisle is a brother-in-law of Mr. Swanson's and of the
deceased. The remains were interred at Roseville Cemetery,
this city.
Mr. Swanson returned to New York November 24.

committee of the Local League of exhibitors. Do you sup* * *
pose that accounts for the fact that protests to the League
F. B. von Teuber, official photographer for the Maderia
have so far produced no action?"
and Mamore Ry., the state railway of Amazonas, Brazil,
Startling and Pleasant Surprise for Wm. N. Selig.
spent a few days in the city last week. The offices of the
William X. Selig. president of the Selig Polyscope Co., had
Madeira and Mamore Ry. are situated 1,400 miles up the
one of the most startling, and at the same time one of the
Amazon River. This railroad is 160 miles long and cost
most plea-ant. surprises of his life, on Monday afternoon,
Xov. 25. Mr. Selig had just settled down to work after lunch, . $60,000,000. It was built in order to make a way for the
transportation of rubber around the dangerous falls of the
when his office doors are hermetically sealed to all callers.
Amazon at this point. Millions of dollar- worth of rubber
At that time of day even his office staff must not interrupt
and many valuable human lives were lost in the effort to
him by entering, all consultations being carried on by
transport the rubber in vessels, over the falls. Mr. von
telephone.
Teuber states that the moving pictures and still pictures
In the midst of his seclusion, a tremendous volume of
of the scenes along the Madeira and Mamore road, taken
sound, created by numerous brass instruments, thundered
by him, are sent to Europe for advertising purposes. Mr.
into his sanctum from the outside offices, through the closed
von Teuber had with him here a remarkable collection of
doors. Before he could get to the door, to ascertain the
-till pictures. Some of these show the Indian- of the far
cause of the musical reverberations, a resounding Indian
away region in Brazil, and are the first oi this kind ever
war-whoop tilled in a momentary lull in the crash of music.
seen in the United State-. Mr. von Teuber had charge of
Then he discovered that Lewis Hill and his Cowboy Band,
the burial rites of Emmett O'Neill, an expert camera man,
accompanied by a score of Blackfoot braves, in full war coswhom Wm. X. Selig sent down to the Amazon to get
tume and paint, had taken possession of the premises. The
negatives of the remarkable scenery along that great river.
office force had surrendered without striking a blow, and
Mr. O'Xeill was a victim of yellow fever. Mr. von Teuber
were evidently enjoying the situation and the surprise of
their chief.
brought with him to Chicago, the personal effects left byMr. O'Neill in Brazil. Mr. von Teuber left for Xew York
Then the visitors were shaken warmly by the hand, in
at the close of the week, where he will remain until Nov.
turn, for Conductor Hill and his band and the Indians are
30. Thence he will proceed to Paris, and will next visit
old friends of Mr. Selig. They are Just now one of the feahis home people in Vienna. He will return to Amazonas,
tures of the Cnited States Land Show, at the Coliseum, this
Brazil, in February.
city. They hail from Montana, and from the Glacial
National Park in that state. Among the Blackfoot braves
were chiefs John White Calf, Long Tim Sleep, Lazy Boy,
$55,000 PICTURE AND VAUDEVILLE
HOUSE.
Fish Wolf Robe and Jim Big Top.
A regular serenade by the Cowboy Band was in order,
It is reported that Mr. Robert Rath, a capitalist of Dodge
and. during the intervals. Fish Wolf Robe performed a heap
City, Kansas, is behind the project of a $55,000 moving picture and vaudeville house in course of construction in that
big Indian dance, and Caruso, the sweet-throated tenor of
city. Mr. J. Abbott, one of the pioneer motion picture
the Lewis aggregation, warbled so effectively and strenumen of the West, and who was at one time connected with
ously that a large crowd gathered on Randolph Street, four
stories below.
the Fitchenberg Enterprises in Xew Orleans and who also
managed several picture houses, has been secured as manaThe cowboys and Indians appeared in one of Selig's great
Western productions some time ago, and they availed themger of the new theater.
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as space fillers, sounds, to say the least, illogical. The same
may be said of the statement that they are mainly intended to cater to the manufacturers, especially when it
is known that exhibitors value them. An exhibitor was
heard to say: "If the reviews of films were discontinued,
the exhibitors would be among the first to ask for their
reinstatement.

* *

LOCAL newspaper has been gleaning the opinions
of leading members of the theatrical profession on
dramatic criticism, the test questions being: "Does
good criticism help a bad play? Does bad criticism hurt a
good play?" As the same questions apply to motion pictures they are of interest here. Some of the actors intertone;
viewed have replied in a sort of a critics be
others are noncommittal; some say views of critics only
receive passive attention from the public; some believe much
time and money must be expended to counteract an adverse
press critic, even if it be unjustifiable. Taking the answers
as a whole, they leave the two questions very much debatable. If the questions were put to motion picture exhibitors,
their answers would be of a far more decisive character.
The columns of motion picture trade journals devoted to
the review of film productions are among the most
valuable of the publications. It cannot be denied that
they attract and hold the interest of the more intelligent and better class of exhibitors. They are certainly carefully read. Whether or not all who read are guided by
them is an open question, but it is known that a great
many of the exhibitors read them when searching for good
films. One exhibitor says he does not rely entirely upon
the reviews, but considers them of great value as a safety
valve, in that they serve as a check upon the claims of
producers at times when they may be too zealous. If it
were not for the reviews, in the opinion of this particular
exhibitor, there would be unlimited imposition by false and
exaggerated claims. The warning frequently sounded by
reviews given fairly and honestly spares many an exhibitor
an outburst of indignation, not to mention
frenzy of a
torrid degree.
A

* *

*

An instance cited by the exhibitor in support of the
value of film reviews was one in which a film exchange
man had induced him to take a subject against his wishes.
The subject had been extensively advertised as a hit and
a money maker, but a criticism upon it gave the exhibitor
an impression that the claim was not sustained by the subject itself. Yielding to the arguments of the exchange man,
the exhibitor took a lemon. He was severely criticised by
his patrons for failing to make good on his elaborate announcements. "The producers make claims which self-pride
and self-interest will many times make them feel they are
honest in their announcements, and the exchange men will
Tiack up the claims on the assumption that the producers
"would not make them if they were not well founded. Both
are apparently working with honest motives, but the exhibitor who relies upon them without exercising his own
judgment gets a frost bite sometimes that puts a bad crimp
in his self-possession, and the sting is increased in severity,
when the confiding exhibitor sometimes learns, when taking
the exchange man to task, that the exchange must get returns for the investments made in films and the customers
must take their chance as the consumer does with eggs.
"All of which, after all, is quite true," said the exhibitor,
*'and that is why I consider the review columns of great
value. They are like the lighthouses or the block signals.
They help us to steer clear of the bad things at times when
we have no other disinterested sources of information to
guide us. The rotten egg argument is all right, so far as
it goes, but it does not go far, from the exhibitor's point
of view. The housewife who gets stung loses only a fewcents. The exhibitor who stings his patrons, no matter
how innocently, is liable to lose from his box office — -I was
about to say — an amount that would start him in the egg
* * *
business."
The arguments offered seem to sustain the review columns
to an almost indisputable point. There are some people
who maintain that their main purpose is to fill space and
cater to the manufacturers. Anyone who knows anything
about the publishing business, must know that reviews,
whether they be of books, theatrical productions, or photoplays, are losing propositions, especially where they are
lengthy. It costs money to set up every line of them and
the publisher foots the bill, so that to say they are intended

*

Mme. Sarah Bernhardt, has arrived in this country for
a tour of the vaudeville theaters. One of the first announcements made, is that the great actress was induced to make
a tour of the vaudeville theaters, only on the plea that the
masses
wantedweight
to seewith
her.it.This
like "press
talk,"
but
it carries
The sounds
only exception
taken
to
it is that much credit for the origination of the tour is due
to the motion pictures. They blazed the trail. On all her
previous visits to this country, the masses were unable to
get in touch with Mme. Bernhardt, on account ot the prohibitive prices charged for tickets. When it was announced
several months ago, that the great actress had consented
to appear in motion pictures a sensation was created. Many
declared it was a suicidal step — the blotting of a glorious
career. The pictures were made, and packed all the, houses
at which they were booked, night after night. An astute
manager was quick at seeing the point and at once made
to the actress a proposition which, in its turn, was looked
upon as nothing short of audacious. Think of "the great
Sarah" going into vaudeville! Hundreds of thousands of
the masses had heard of her great histrionic career, but
the same number never had an opportunity to see that
upon which her fame is based until the motion pictures
brought her before them. Then they wanted to see the
actress herself. The wish they had so often expressed in
years gone by was intensified to such an extent by the
motion pictures, that the promoters of the tour saw a good
chance for a profitable investment in presenting the actress
at prices within the reach of the masses, whose keen appetite
for the opportunity
was
created
by the once
despised
"movies."

* *

*

The Bernhardt tour confirms statements made in these
columns a few weeks ago, relative to a proposition of a
leading New York theatrical manager to make motion
picture reproductions of plays and send them on the road
in advance of tours by the regular company. It was stated
at the time that the photoplays would instill a desire to
see the original productions and that both would make
money. In this connection the Bernhardt tour will be
watched with interest by all interested in both the regular
theatrical field and the motion picture industry. It is
stated that Mme. Bernhardt is to receive $8,000 per week
for twenty weeks. If money is made on this outlay and
other large expenses, look out for future developments in
the photoplay field. Of course, Mme. Bernhardt, herself,
will be a great box office magnet, but that will not rob
the motion pictures of the credit they will deserve as a
most valuable forerunner. There will not be enough cameras
and operators to keep up with the demand of stars, and
managers, anxious to get in on the good money proposition,
to wit: me for the "movies," them for the road.

* *

*

Another view is presented. Will the Bernhardt tour
prove a fulfillment of the declaration of the vaudeville
managers last summer, that they would put in their houses
attractions that would draw the people from the picture
houses?
has something
that is
color,
it? But
there is a It
consoling
thought. ofThere
only hasn't
one Bernhardt,
and her stay in this country will be limited.
Others may
come, and others may go, but the "movies" will go on
well, they will keep going for some time yet, and don't
you forget it.
* * *
\ recent release was most successful in including all that
makes a moving picture tiresome. The same plot has been
enacted regularly every month for two years; there were
Indian signals, captures, escapes, hair-breadth escapes, cross
country runs, a heroine on horseback, and to make the
whole positively new, instead of one or two rescues, there
were three thrilling rescues, either one of which would be
impossible under natural conditions, unless the participants
<>n one side were blind, deaf and dumb. For a troop of
mounted soldiers to gallop right up to a lot of bandits
without being noticed, is wonderfully not realistic. To
"get there" "at a precise half second of time seems to be
the object, and all means, no matter how false, must be
made to order; hence — a tiresome picture.
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We Moving- Picture Educator
LOOKING

BACKWARD.
It is always profitable to look back over the road — especially it it be a climb — to the better appreciation of the distance covered, the heights attained, the experience gained,
the improvement marked with the all-round profitable results. To-day cinematography has written its name high,
and is thoroughly and universally interwoven in the arts
and sciences, besides being the world-wide entertainer, illustrator and educator. What a difference between the pictures and subjects of to-day as compared with but a few
years ago! The early flickering, weak films are replaced by
flickerless, strong — perhaps perfect — photography. The "old
store" dingy, dark, sometimes loathsome picture places,
have given place to miniature palaces of much light and more
luxury. The subjects have grown from the ridiculous to
the sublime; in every line the one word that marks this
progress is neither upward nor onward, but culture.
It is very interesting to look over the copies of the Moving
Picture World of from two to four years ago, for herein
is registered every step and place of this development; such
a review is full of interest. While the issues of but a few
years ago were full of every evidence of wise and solid begin ings, itis those of recent date which prove the nature
of both the beginning and the growth. Three years ago
the educational picture was little more than tolerated as a
dry and necessary relief from the wholesale mimicry of the
other films; to-day the educational picture is the tone given,
and backbone strength of all exhibitions. It is with pride
that it can be shown that the educational picture has been
the "open sesame" into every greater field of good that the
moving picture now enjoys. These high class pictures have
lifted to higher levels the manufacturer, the exhibitor, the
pictures and the houses. The "entre" has been made into
every class of society and into every home and hall of
learning, culture, religion and pleasure. The common reputation of the picture is rapidly following its true inward
character, anything which now appears upon the screen
unsuitable to the present standard and demand, is immediately self-condemned by the contrast to its surroundings,
and variance with its associates; that same shudder which
one experiences when the discordant note destroys the harmony of sound in music, is experienced by the now educated public when a picture does not harmonize with the
required, and well known standard. A new world is open
before us which is most singularly and appropriately named
The Moving Picture World. A world in which the language
is universal and its every effort and attribute made contributory to the advancement of its inhabitants.
Learning
never
pauses,
in this
"world"
the child and
the stops
man or
are even
in the
same for
school,
even
if in
grades far apart. We have surely reached the zenith of
progressive powers, when in looking backward upon the old
cinematographyless world from which we have come,
through the chaos of early endeavors, to the perfection of
present light and revelation, our backward glance, and present condition, gives us a strange and wondering ide of
the future. Many wise and prophetic minds predicted the
development of conditions beneficial to the general improvement and well-being of the human family, the very flying
machine is only present-day energy, bent upon carrying out
ideas of generations ago.
We fail to discover, however, any predicted future which
would blend a mighty moral and mental illumination in
such a new and marvelous degree as to seem to make an
entirely new world out of an old one, so changing and overturning former conditions as to revolutionize the whole
course of educational nature.
Such is the actual case, however; we are living in a new
world, moving onward to a destiny beyond present comprehension, but not beyond a possible prediction. We can
imagine what we mav not realize, yet we know that ordinary multiplicity based upon the last five years marks
a future in which progress will — unlike the past — neither
be laborious nor against opposing forces; but natural, expected, and according to a logical order.
The child of the

new world will grow in stature, in years, in knowledge, in
a competency equal to the times, by natural and normal
means; interest, pleasure and knowledge will combine to
the exclusion of the painfully slow progress of toil, drudgery
and disappointment. The Moving Picture World will be an
ideal one in which to live and grow.
SOME THOUGHTS ON "THE MIRACLE."
This picture is a new departure; it is in a class by itself;
it opens a new field for scenario ideas. It does not belong
to the light easy type; it is strong and heavy. From beginning to end there is no waste of thought or time; thoroughness and fullness require the concentration of the faculties
of the beholder. Had it been a picture of the present times,
to follow the subject might be easier, but its medieval setting demands an additional attention to what becomes a
most excellent picture in carefully studied and prepared
scenes, truthful and appropriate to the time it represents.
If cinematography had been shown some centuries ago, this
picture might readily be looked upon as a production of
those feudal days, in that it appears as a veritable historic
film as though taken then, so real are its masterly reproductions. Apart from the subject of the play, the pictures
are very instructive in medieval architecture, manners, habits, dress and customs. To follow a picture of this kind
without one single modern touch, absolutely devoid of any
of those things which have taken the place of those of
older usage, is most instructive and entertaining.
As an exhibition of high-class cinematography it is at
once a masterpiece and an example which may be profitably
studied and followed by American manufacturers. The
whole workmanship is thorough and finished. The 'acting
is wonderfully good and even throughout, with an entire
absence of anything to detract. Of the moral of the play,
its best apology is that it is a religious legend, otherwise we
would not care for the scenario writers of to-day to be so
unduly familiar with sacred things. "Honi soit qui mal y
pense" must be the attitude of the mind which approaches
the picture.
It is not a picture for children; it is not a picture for the
evil or weakminded; it is a picture for the strong and good,
for the artist, the historian, the scholar; and especially those
to whom high-class cinematography is an ideal.
ABSURD ENGLISH
CENSORSHIP.
Censorship has taken on new life in England; an individual censor who some time ago had retired under countercensorship of his official duties, has returned to power. It is
often dangerous to reinstate a discharged servant — public
or private — as such a reinstatement too often carries with it
a spurious vindication which makes the particular servant
or official more overbearing and officious than before, and
it is not long ere "the last state of things is worse than the
first." In the censorship of photoplays there is wide range
for many opinions, leaving little room for definite decisions
as to which is and what is not admissible. There aie subjects, however, in which there is not this wide range, and
where it is possible to come to immediate, safe and sane
decisions either — positively and negatively. A notoriously
bad picture is readily and universally condemned; in like
manner a good picture is not only immediately approved,
but accepted with many demands for more of the same kind.
When the English censor announces that the first pictures
to receive his condemnation are religious pictures, he immediately and without further evidence of his ability proves
himself absolutely unworthy of his office; he is either ignorant,
incapable,
or a fanatic.
such a "ban"
ligious
pictures shows
ignoranceThat
is conceded
on thisupon
side reof
the Atlantic, where we are working for more of them as denoting the highest educational possibilities. As a purifier of
the polluted realm of picture-making there is nothing
stronger than the religious pictures, besides the uplifting
effect upon every phase of public moving picture work. The
only excuse for this enlightened (?) censor is that perhaps he
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is an atheist, if so rather than exercise his pernicious powers
the sooner he is censored out of office the better. Again it
may be that lie is a religionist — of the most vehement kind;
if so, can he not be persuaded to again put a chain and lock
upon the bibles, close the art galleries and the libraries of
the country, take away religious liberty and escort us back
to the dark ages. It would seem that this English censor
cannot distinguish between cheap moving picture work and
educational cinematography. In America, from the days of
Plymouth Rock — which still stands — until to-day, religious
education is free and full, educational cinematography is
working its onward and upward way — the religious picture
will not only not be restricted, but demanded more and more.
Those who have fought the battle for the present standard
do not hesitate to denounce the ignorance of the English
censor's proposals; he belongs to an order of growth that
would die in a day in the pure fresh air of knowledge, light,
religion and freedom.
The true question of religious pictures is not that they
shall be censored out, but that they shall be censored in.
We must and shall have them, they must be censored as they
come to see that they are true to original text, that they
convey the original teaching, that they become a true and
literal exponent of the written word, a veritable bible of pictures. It is sacrilege to produce the wrongful; here is room
for legitimate censorship; it is a species of bigoted ignorance to forbid them, and we trust the English people at large
will approve our views.
THE PICTURE AND THE TEXT-BOOK.
It is certainly strange that any need prevails, calling for
an explanation of the relationship between the picture and
the text-book. The picture is an auxiliary to and supporter of the text-book and not by any means a supplanter;
as a mighty illustrator, it may possibly abbreviate the matter of much now upon the written pages. This abbreviation, however, will not only be necessary, but welcome, as
the picture comes to instantaneously clear many a labored
and tedious explanation.
It positively seems that those who know least about the
possibilities of the pictures are those very people who will
be most greatly helped; if a fear prevails that the picture is going to lessen the labors — and consequently the
laborers — let it be understood that no instrument of progress
has yet been guilty of doing anything but improve conditions. There may be great changes affecting the next
generation, which will accordingly grow up with the newer
conditions. All true progress is positive, beneficial, and
helpful, often most welcomed by those who first feared it.
All classes of teachers need sound no alarm at the approach of cinematography as an educational
force.
The writer knows full well that the two greatest difficulties in teaching are discipline and concentration; when
these are lacking that nerve-racking energy required is
sometimes unendurable. The picture eliminates these, and
then in addition begins to impart such knowledge as will
require text-books to supply the detail, with the teacher
to act as the knowing, well trained, connecting link between the two. The teacher, the picture, and the new
text-book, _ will work in splendid harmony in the new school.
A PIONEER

PICTURE

PLAYER.

George Ober the Original Out-Door "Rip Van Winkle."
THE theatrical press has paid due tribute at the passing
of that sterling old player, George Ober, who at the
time of his death was a valued member of the Vitagraph stock company, with such comic masterpieces as "An
Elephant on His Hands" as well as many well-posed dramatic
bits to his credit. For George Ober learned his business in
the days when appropriate and effective pantomime was as
important a part of the player's art as make-up or elocution,
and a "bit" was interpreted just as carefully and conscientiously as a "lead." Indeed, it was his effective performance
of all sorts of parts in the Holliday Street Theater stock
company, in Baltimore, that brought George Ober to the
attention of that splendid old actor, and trainer of actors,
Frank Mayo, in the stock-starring days: and when he organized his spectacular production of "Macbeth," he took
the boy to play the First Witch. Later on Charles Hoyt,
expert sketcher of character types, and selector of players
to fill them, picked Mr. Ober to create The Oldest Inhabitant in "A Temperance Town." and Uncle Tody in "A
Contented Woman" — characters in 'which he was never
superseded.
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George Ober was also a great 'Rip Van Winkle," but as
the Jeffersons monopolized the "big time," he conceived the
idea of condensing it for vaudeville, which he did with the
able assistance of his wife, Adelaide Ober, who was a clever
adapter, and his stepson, Frederick L. Power, a master of
stagecraft. The playlet was first tried out at the town hall
of Hastings-on-the-Hudson, the home of the Obers, and
was such a success that we conceived the idea of playing the
mountain scene, which is all pantomime excepting Rip's
part, with the Biograph film of Mr. Jefferson. I remember
that Mr. McCutcheon was not very much impressed with
the idea at first, and made us put up $50 before he would
let us have the film.
Fred Power then had a special transparency drop painted,
with a moonlight effect on a waterfall, which served to distract the eye of the spectator for an instant while Mr. Ober,
after a lightningr-change from the young to the old "Rip,"
slipped through a vampire-cut and took his place in the same
position where he had fallen asleep. The concluding picture was a stereopticon photograph of the Old Rip as he
lay asleep and the substitution of the living actor for his
life-sized likeness was one of the cleverest bits of stage
illusion that I have ever seen.
Although I was "manager" of the company, and knew
just how and when the trick was worked, time and again I
have sat in front, worrying and wondering whether George
had gotten through the "quick-change" in time — for no
matter how closely one watched, you could not detect the
transformation, and the awakening of that picture to life
was really startling. The affliction and untimely death of Fred
Power, then director of the Bush Temple Theater in Chicago,
prevented the perfection of his patent rights in this illusion,
which was los.t to the stage without him. As a matter of
recoid, however, this tabloid, "Rip Van Winkle," was first
presented on March 8, 1901; and in The Mirror of March 30,
1901, appeared the following advertisement:
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OBER CO.

(Five Capable People),
In a Vaudeville Version of Washington Irving's Legend,
"RIP VAN WINKLE."
Presented in 3 Scenes — 35 Minutes — Introducing for the
FIRST TIME
IN DRAMA the BIOGRAPH
MOVING
PICTURES
Showing Mountain Scene — Rip's meeting with Hendrik
Hudson's Crew — Rip's Toast, and 20 Years' Sleep
in exactly 2 Minutes.
Ober waswhich
also the
first at
to present
"RipGreen
Van Winkle"
in George
the Catskills,
he did
Palenville,
County,
on August 9, 1907. C. ,B- Schaidner, a local photographer,
and Underwood & Underwood, of New York, took some remarkable scene photographs, which attracted the attention
of the moving picture people, and the following season at
Hastings-on-the-Hudson the Edison Company photographed
Mr. Ober's performance in action. I never saw the completed film, so do not know whether it turned out well, but
I believe this was the first attempt of the kind on such a
big scale.
Later Mr. Ober was engaged by the Cameraphone to pose
for moving pictures of "Rip," to fit the phonograph records
of Joseph Jefferson; and he did it so cleverly that, although
their conceptions of the part were somewhat different, every
time you heard the voice you saw the pictured Rip's lips
move in exact unison. I believe this company went to
pieces later, and do not know what became of the negative;
but up to that time it was one of the most remarkable moving pictures ever taken — and although every "stock" has
had a hack at "Rip" since then, I doubt if it has ever been
excelled as an example of "suiting the action to the word —
the word to the action."
WILLARD HOLCOMB.
GAUMONT IN EDUCATIONAL FIELD.
The fact that the Gaumont firm is giving special attention to educational pictures is very encouraging to the
educator; these pictures are in various subjects and give
promise of great help to the growth of a system in production, responsive to the demands for all kinds of instructive films. There is abroad a noticeable desire to meet
the requirements of all kinds of institutions, which are now
demanding substantial use and results from the cinematograph.
POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH AN EDUCATOR.
Power's Cameragraph No. 6-A has been installed, through
the New York Film Exchange, at the American Land & Irrigation Exposition at the 71st Regiment Armory, 34th Street
and Park Avenue, New York City.
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Observations and Suggestions.
AMONG
the many good features of a Selig production,
ilurc is one in particular which appeals to the pictureplayer. They possess a directness of inn
clarity of motive which gives you something
tangible to work
upon. This company gave us special music For "Christopher
Columbus," but even without that one did not need to be a
particularly good improviser to put a fairly good accom
paniment to it- scenes of the Spanish Court, the storm at
sea, tropical lands and Indians, with a religious as well as
martial atmosphere running throughout. "Monte Cristo"
Was a big dramatic picture, which, while it no doubt would
have been more satisfactory had there been music arranged
for it, yet the picture followed so closely along accepted
dramatic lines that a careful pianist should have little or no
difficulty in adapting appropriate music thereto.
\nd now come- their big animal picture, "Kings of the
Forest,*' in two reels. Two things are at once apparently
called for — something suggestive of South Africa and something suggestive of wild animals in the jungle. Both, are
to notice in the picture, but hard to get. So far as the
South African music is concerned, about all we have from
that country consists of old Dutch hymns, and as the picture does not convey a religious atmosphere it is better to
pass this up. The neutral scenes can be acceptably accompanied by intermezzo, caprice and valse lento movements.
The jungle scenes can be accented to good advantage by
some of the well known "Oriental" numbers like "Imam,"
"Mystic Shrine," etc.; and the heavy "mysterious" (with
bass solos) to be found in the various editions of dramatic
music. 1 will give a program nearly as I heard it played.
There is room for improvement, but it gives a good basis to
work on. After once seeing the picture you will have little
difficulty.
"Kings of the Forest" (Selig).
First Reel.
I. Neutral; "Intermezzo" preferred.
(Scene opens with exterior of a South African farm.)
Music continues
until title: "Sweethearting."
"In the Shadows," by Finck.
(Or any pretty little sentimental number.) Continue until title: "A Labor of

6.
7.
8.
9.
1.
2.

WaltzLove."
Lento (First part of "Reine," Will Rossiter) until
"Later."
Any light intermezzo or allegretto for three scenes until
animals are seen in jungle.
"Mystic
Shrine,"
"Imam''
some Oriental
number three
may
be used.
(Rifle
shots or occur.)
Play through
scenes.
Neutral (waltz will answer) until title: "John Vogel, etc."
Heavy mysterious for jungle scene.
Through scene.
Agitato until she enters house, subdue one scene, then
work up
title: "Sona
Starts
for Home."
Moderato
anduntil
crescendo
until end
of reel.
Second Reel.
Neutral moderato for one scene.
Heavy
— on the mysterious
order — (lions' den) for two
scenes.

3. Schubert's
"Erl King"
she unhitches
the ox.(mysterious with bass solo) until
4. Semi-agitato for three scenes.
5. Waltz Lento until lion is seen coming down road toward
wagon.
6. Soft agitato (watch for shots) until child gets out of
wagon.
7. Hurry (p. and f. according to action) until two men and
woman are seen at wagon.
8. Waltz Lento until end of picture.
The same company issues a very pretty picture in "Old
Songs and Memories." Several old-time songs are called
for in this, which are mentioned in their advance advertisements. The titles of these songs are as follows: "Comin'
Thro' the Rye," "Believe Me If All Those Endearing Young
Charms," "I Cannot Sing the Old Songs," "How Can I
Leave Thee," "John Brown's
Body," (also known
as the
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"Battle Hymn of the Republic"), "Always the Same." and
"Darby,
Own."
Drum
tapssoldiers
may while
Ijc introduced
very
softlj to Myaccompany
marching
song is being
played, but if this is done be careful to keep it down, as the
memory.
song
is predominant,
while the other is only a vision or
\niie Boleytk" a • ■
G. P. C. release, is another
picture well worth taking care of. I heard it accompanied
by an organ, though I believe a piano could do as well if
not better.
It runs like this:
1. "La Cinquintaine" until title: "A Secret Admirer, etc."
_>. Waltz Lento (Charme d'Amour) until title: "The Queen
Will See You To-Night"
3. Semi-mysterious
until page enters with candles.
4. Gavotte (or Novelette) until she kneel-.
5. Very short religioso (a few measures only) until after
letter is shown.
6. Barcorolle
from "Talcs of Hoffman"
until king takes
letter.
7. Agitato (p. and f. according to action) until title: "The
Queen Refusing to Stoop, etc."
8. Plaintive (Meditation
from "Thais" for example)
until:
"Duped by the Intrigues, etc."
Q. Introduction
Suppc's
overture, "Pique
Dame."the CThis
scene showsto the
parliamentary
body finding
guilt
of Anne. The accompanying music should be grave
and dignified with a slight mysterious character.)
Continue until title: "Before the Scaffold."
10. Very plaintive
(Massinet's
"Elegy"
tinue until change
of scene,
then: is appropriate); con11. Chopin's Funeral March till end of picture.
A CINEMATOGRAPH PIONEER.
Beverly B. Dobbs, the noted Arctic explorer and pioneer
cinematographic photographer, whose wonderful polar pictures "Atop of the World in Motion" (The Original AlaskaSiberia
Motionengagement,
pictures), beginning
opens at Weber's
Theater, Dec.
for
an
indefinite
Sunday evening
1, is a product of Xew England, but went to the Pacific
coast in 1888. It will be interesting to know that he had
one of the first photographic studios in Seattle and he was
located in a tent on the lot which is now occupied by the
Seattle Times. From this place he moved to Bellingham,
Wash., where he remained until he went to Alaska. When
asked what caused him to leave his chosen field of work to
enter into a more dangerous one, such as he has been engaged
in for the past ten years, he said:
"Well, it was this way. A good many years ago, more
than I would like to tell, I got it into my fourteen-year-old
head that I was going to be a photographer and I have
been trying to be one ever since. In 1900 I joined the mad
rush to the new gold fields at Nome, Alaska., with the intention of opening a studio and supply house, which I did.
It had never before been my good fortune to visit a country
so teeming with novel sights and adventure and I w-as immediately impressed with, and fascinated by, its intensely
interesting features. At once the thought came to me, what
a great thing it would be to bring this wonderful country
to those who could not come to see it. What a great educational power a complete set of motion pictures depicting the
life of the Far North would be. I finally began the work,
little dreaming the enormity of the undertaking. The deeper
in it I got the bigger loomed the project, and I felt like an
ant looks when it is carrying a crumb of bread up a hill. But
I figured that an ant always gets there and so I kept on.
Many a trip was made at a great expense of time, energy
and money, only to return with little or no results for my
efforts, because of unfavorable climatic conditions and other
obstacles which could not be overcome at the time. However, after a number of years of alternating failure and
success. I finally accomplished in getting a collection of pictures of which I am proud, and I am highly gratified with
the appreciation which the public has accorded my work.
Mr. Dobbs is offering state rights for sale at a bargain, but
intends to withdraw his pictures from the market in 60 days.
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cyldvertising for Exhibitors
Conducted by

EPES

WINTHROP

Good News Indeed.
THE

Kalem Company announces that it has cut the price of its one
sheet A. B. C. posters to ten cents each where purchased from the
distributors, the exchanges or the A. B. C. company direct or ten
cents plus postage where the matter must be mailed, the postage adding about
two cents a sheet. A new contract for a greater edition of each issue
makes possible this big cut in price and it is probable that now that the
Kalem company has paved the way the other companies will fall in line.
This is the first move toward cheaper advertising matter and all credit
is due the Kalem company for its pioneer work.

Strong for Specials.
The Mozart theater, Los Angeles, which is run by Mrs. Anna M. Mozart, is another house that goes in for special features, running each one
a full week. Mrs. Mozart writes that she would like to have state rights
buyers know
that she is always ready to give time.
She writes:
I will play all clean features, Biblical, Topical, Travel, Educational or Dramatic, but they must be clean and free from crime.
We have a high class house, playing a full week to 10 to 25
cents admission.
She uses a talking machine for operatic records and a Photo-Player
orchestra. Independent subjects are used. She distributes a single sheet
program sH by 8 inches with the program on one side and the coming
attraction on the other.

Winstock Publicity.
Melvin G. Winstock, of the People's Amusement Company, of Portland
and the rest of Oregon generally, has found a new way to break into
print. It's only a two line item, but it appeals to Mr. Winstock as about
the biggest thing around. It goes in the classified columns and announces the birth of a grandson. The new arrival came November 7th.
He is not yet in the picture business, but he will study under a mighty
good master.
Our congratulations.
But it is not every manager who can break into print with a grandson and Mr. Winstock offers these additional tips:
I quite agree with you that there are two methods of advertising, one is the Merchant's way, who advertises a sale and who
sells a ten cent article for 5 cents. He knows what he wants to
advertise, he knows the price, and he knows where he wants to
draw the people. Then there is that indirect form of advertising
which is the more permanent of the two. In the former method
of advertising the minute the bargain ceases the public interest
ceases. In the other form of advertising there has been an impression made in the public mind concerning the greatness, the
superiority and the attractiveness of the thing which cannot be
eradicated, and that gets permanent patrons, permanent good
opinion, and permanent good impression.
I have tried to combine the two, but newspapers get on to the
fact very quickly that a man is getting free advertising when he
advertises the specific thing and gets free advertising, but when he
conceals the thing in the second form of advertising he can generally put over his stuff and make
good.
Now as an illustration I have evolved a scheme of giving
monthly entertainments to all the employees of every kind and
character from the manager down to the smallest usher, on the
second Wednesday of every month. At this entertainment we put
on the pick of the first run films of the week and whatever singing and musical turns we have that week, as well as serving refreshments, etc. At that time we will give a substantial cash
prize to that employee, man, woman or child, who gives to the
Company the best suggestion for the good of the business. I am
doing this on the theory that the public opinion of a big company like ours is very frequently affected by what the employees
of the company may say about it. If there is an undercurrent
of feeling against the company it can be very quickly communicated to the public, which is the most sensitive organ in the world.

Coming Edisons.
Here are some good Edisons for the last half of December, the most
important of which, from an exhibitor's point of view, is the Oppenheim
story, "The Crime of Carelessness," a companion to "The Workman's Lesson." A negligent mill owner, an obliging inspector and a careless workman are the three factors in a mill fire that on the eve of the workman's
wedding results in a fire that destroys the mill while the bride-to-be is
lamed for life before the workman rescues her. It is a pictorial preachment on fire prevention and is a vital story as well as a powerful lesson.
If you have a house in a mill town you can flood the vicinity of the mills
with dodgers and posters and get back the cost of the extra advertising
and more. It is a subject that is worth more than a day or two in such
a location. In any town there is bound to be interest in the story. Commence now to interest your local papers. The story is to be released
December 30th.
The sixth of the "What Happened to Mary" stories brings her back to
America to a mysterious man who gives her a home and who points to
the portrait of her mother, though the mystery
of her parentage is not
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yet solved. The plot is "getting warm," as the children say and the story
is in many ways the most interesting of the series thus far. There is a
spirited series of complications and plenty of action and suspense. The
release date is December 27th.
"Lady Clare," from Tennyson's poem, was made in England with real
castles and the beautiful English parks for a background. It is a story of
unusual pictorial value and the poem itself is closely followed. Interest
the libraries, literary clubs and schools in this and get a bumper house. It
comes December 17th.
"An Old-Fashioned Elopement" is another of the English pictures and is
based on a poem by F. G. Fox. The lover, spurned by the parents, disguises as the post boy. He leaves the chaise in the middle of the ford and
rides off with the girl while the father fumes and swears — but doesn't get
his feet wet. It is a clever conceit and admirably preserved the old English spirit of the posting days.

Prices for Specials.
Lou J. Wittman, of the Star theater, Hamilton, Ohio, sends in a
sheaf of programs and a letter in which says:
I have recently started issuing my usual weekly folder giving
the advance list. I had discontinued them during the warm
months, but I think it the best publicity medium to get the business without the rather expensive method of newspaper advertising. I only use the papers to advertise the two and three reel
features.
If you consider them of any benefit I will gladly send copies
to any manager who will enclose a stamp. About a year ago
your comment on these programs brought a flood of letters requesting a copy but only two of the writers enclosed a stamp so
I did not reply to all and did not send more to you.
We have some great managers in Hamilton who will pay $10
or $15 a day for a special feature, put on extra music, spend
about $10 for advertising in the papers and then show at the
usual price of three reels for five cents. There isn't a house in
the city that will seat 500 and being a manufacturing town of
about 40,000, the business done in the afternoons doesn't pay
expenses.
I think that this schedule should obtain in all places:
Two reels — five cents.
Above
two — ten cents.
Two reel features — ten cents.
Three
reel features — fifteen cents.
Saturdays, Sundays and Holidays — at least ten cents.
No feature to be shown on Saturdays, Sundays or Holidays.
Should this scale be adopted universally I am sure it would have
a beneficial effect.

Get Matinee Business.
It seems to us that if we had a house in a town of 40,000 we would
get that matinee business or break a leg, even if most of the men and
many of the women did work in factories. We've told how in past issues
and there is nothing particularly new to be said on that subject, but
surely in a town that size some of the women and a few of the men can
be educated to the matinee habit. The trouble is that they do not seem
to have been educated.
There is no reason in the world why the hauit should not be cultivated.
We take it that no one ever has sought to break ground and so the
field lies fallow, but the business is there and someone should go after it.

Two Aspects of Features.
There are two ways of looking at the feature: as a money getter and
as a business getter. Wo do not think that a feature should be shown
for five cents, but at the same time there are occasions when a manager
can well afford to lose money on a series of features if he gets the
people in the habit of coming to his house. If he loses twenty dollars
on one feature a week and builds up his business the other six nights,
he should be ahead of the game at the end of the week, but once he
has built up trade it is just as simple to educate the patrons to a slightly
higher admission on the special nights. Many managers habitually raise
the price to 25 cents for three reel features merely because they have
educated thir patrons to an appreciation of the fact that the feature is
worth more. We think that every five cent house should make an effort
to get into the ten cent class and many of the ten cent houses could
profit by going to fifteen and twenty or twenty-five cents, but this is
largely a matter of territory.

The Folders.
Mr. Wittman's folders are the vest pocket size, a four-page sheet listing
two of the three reels run. Where space permits there is a brief reader
or two. The leaflet is compact and comprehensive, but we think that
Mr. Wittman could afford an occasional advertisement when there is no
feature. It is not what newspaper advertising costs that counts. It's
what it brings. With a small house and only a night business the advertising appropriation cannot be very large, but perhaps the leading paper
would give free advertising in return for a coupon good for a matinee
admission
that would
start the matinee
habit.
Then
when
the habit is
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established cut ott the coupon .iml there you are with more than money
enough to pay for the advertising. The experiment would cost practically
nothing, since the house is kept open, and it might be made to yield surprisingly big returns. We hope that Mr. Wiltin.m will act on the suggestion and report the result. If you want a sample of his folder send a
stamped and addressed envelope of the usual commercial size. And be
sure to addicss the envelope bel
end it. When
you ask a favor
do not put the wMantor to trouble and expense. It's three cents to you,
but it may lie six dollars to the min you ask

Just Plain Brains.
There's a man by the name of W. Scott Wilkie, who runs the Wilkie
Theater, Eureka Springs, Ark., with his brains. Not long ago a man
came to town in charge of the Queen Elizabeth reels. It was as dark
and stormy a night as the most expert novelist could desire and the
Bernhardt man condoled with Mr. Wilkie on his hard luck in having the
expensive reels on a night when few were likely to come. Hut Wilkie, he
just smiled. The night receipts were already in the hank, because he has
solved a problem that has worried men in larger towns than Eureka
Springs.
A week before the special was due, the grade and high school teachers
announced that the Bernhardt picture was coming. The Girls' College
made similar announcement and everyone received a postcard announcing
the coming of the film in this fashion:
Eureka Springs, Ark., Oct. 24, 1912.
My Dear Sir:
Having been over five years an exhibitor of the very best motion pictures, also the owner of five different theaters in Kansas,
Oklahoma and Arkansas, I am privileged to make you what I
consider the most extraordinary announcement of my career as
an exhibitor, and that is the SUPREME PHOTOPLAY OF
THE WORLD'S GREATEST ACTRESS, SARAH BERNHARDT, in "QUEEN ELIZABETH." When America's foremost director of the legitimate stage, Mr. Daniel Frohman, is
compelled to recognize the progress and advance of the motion
picture, it is but a short step for him to become individually
associated with their production. Therefore America's master
director presents to you the world's master of dramatic art,
• supported by her favorite players. Think of it. Theaters of
the larger cities have turned thousands away at an admission
price of 50 cents. This will be the most expensive film I have
ever handled, and for this reason the admission will be 15 cents
for children and 25 cents for adults, provided special advance
tickets are purchased on or before Wednesday, October 30.
Remember the date of exhibition is Thursday, October 31, and
tickets purchased on that date will cost 25 cents for children,
and 50 cents for adults. I ask your loyal support, both moral
and financial, in bringing this production to Eureka Springs.
It will be shown at Harrison, and I'll never let it be said that
we were lacking in appreciation here. Sarah Bernhardt will never
visit Eureka Springs in person. You would pay $5 for a seat to
see her in the larger cities. She is now 69 years of age, and her
course is rapidly drawing to a close. Alt proof that this is a
rare, and possibly your only opportunity, of ever seeing her.
Don't fail to get advance tickets at reduced prices, and REMEMBER THE DATE— THURSDAY,
31st.
Yours
truly, OCTOBER
AT THE WILKIE.
W. SCOTT WILKIE.
FREE
LIST SUSPENDED.
And the people knew that when
he said it would cost double to wait
until the night of the performance,
with the result that the house was
practically sold out the day before the subject was due.

The Advance Ticket.
Those

who

came early
WILKIE
MME.

got one

of these

tickets:

SPECIAL For
ADVANCE
SARAH'

BERNHARDT

In
QUEEN
ELIZABETH
at Wilkie Theater, Thursday,
ONE
FULL
ADMISSION,
25
NOTICE. — Advance sale closes Wednesday,
advanced on date of exhibition to 25 cents
cents for adults.
Shown

TICKET

October
31st.
CENTS.
October
30th. Prices
for children and 50

The child's ticket differs from the full admission only in the single
line and the color, two tints being distinctive that there may be no
mistake.
At first Mr. Wilkie kept up the special sale until the afternoon of the
day of showing, but he soon saw the wisdom of closing the special sale
the day before, and now if you want to wait and see if it is going to rain
on the day of the exhibition it will cost you double and the full sale is
practically closed the day before the subject is due. It has been worked
with "The Coming of Columbus," "The Lady of the Lake," "Cinderella"
and "The Money Kings," and it has worked every time. Here is what
Mr. Wilkie has to say:
I personally announce all of my specials to my patrons, as I
believe that beats the slides.
I also impress upon them the fact that I am paying extra
money for the film, but don't want it to cost them a penny
extra, but in that case they'll have to share the risk of inclement
weather with me by getting the special advance tickets, which I
have printed. Otherwise, they'll have to pay extra on the night
of exhibition. I first sold tickets at special advance prices up to
noon of the day — or night, rather — we don't run matinees — of
exhibition. But when I saw them hold oil till the last minute,
I got busy and closed the advanced sale on the night previous
to exhibition.
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Mr. Wilkie advances his belief that this
ll in placei
with a population of mure than 20,000, I. II
hou»ci right here in
New York where the scheme is just as good as in the small town, for
residential New York, and most ollirr i s 1 1 c- -. (of thai matter, it merely a
collection of sm;ill towns so far as the locality I
concerned.

It All Depends.
A couple of weeks ago a ma
tc that he had tried programs
with a lithographed cover thinking tli.it it would pay tv-itcr than the
papers, hut had been forced to drop the idea because it did not prove
successful.
Now comes (Jeorge C. Cacum, of the New Clarksdale Theater, Clarksdale, Miss., to show us precisely the
1 with this comment:
Enclosed please find program, winch we use as our "Daily
Bulletin,"
having
which
is called
herediscarded
a daily. advertising in the "Cigarette Paper,"
I Bud this scheme
much
better than the
r, and the
results are wonderful
Whereas I paid ten dollars a week for space in the paper,
this way of advertising costs me only two dollars a week more,
and I get about 25 per cent, more business than heretofore.
If you think it worth while, would like to hear any suggestions
that you have to make, through your columns, as I am sure you
tising.
will find something that may still improve my system of adverI have a different design for each day in the week, about
fourteen different ones, and I send these bulletins all over the
town just as I did with ordinary dodgers, and I find the people
simply waiting for them.
Occasionally I have a tew daffydills inserted between the titles
and the printing does not cost me one cent, as I have given the
program to a printer, and he gets the ad money.

Stock Covers.
The covers are stock covers issued by a lithographic concern. They
are finely printed, but produced in such quantities that they can be sold
for the price of indifferent work on a special order.
Mr. Cacum docs not issue a weekly program, but puts out the single
four pages every day with the program for that day on. the third page
and advertisements of tradesmen on the second and fourth pages. If it
is possible, we think it would be well to give the leading subjects for the
following day, but apart from that we do not think that much comment
is needed.
Each exhibitor must face his own public and test it out, no two audiences are precisely the same, but we think that where a program is used
this colored cover scheme is a good one and no more expensive than a
two color printing locally produced.
By letting the local printer do the hustling for the advertisements one
source of worry is removed, but at the same time there should be enough
profit in the advertising to pay for the printing and the cover. We
think that three thousand feet of new film would be better than six
thousand feet of commercial, but this, too, is largely a matter of local
conditions.

Stands Them

Up.

The Polk Theater, San Francisco, sends a one-sheet program and announces that it is the only house in town that gets ten cents for pictures
alone, explaining that "getting ten cents" means standing them up.
The program is not pretentious, but it is well printed and gives enough
description of each reel to whet the curiosity. The usual arbitrary allowance of so many lines to each subject is discarded in favor of a disposition of the space according to the relative importance of the titles, which
is a much better scheme. W'c like a line to the effect that "Our pictures
are musically interpreted by Mr. Lyle C. True." That has an opulent
sound. The program also announces that requests for certain favorites
will be complied with the following week where practical. It is all cleancut work; not big, but good.

In Keeping.

The

Colonial Theater, Wichita,
Kan., recently had the Queen
Elizabeth subject anil sent cards to the ministers and city officials.
With the
card was a note sized sheet of gray paper with an attached half-tone of
Mme. Bernhardt.
Nothing else appears on the first page and indeed the
only printing is on the third page, where this announcement appears:
It has been and always will be the policy of the Colonial
Theater
to strive for the uplift of the moving
picture, and we
feel that we can go at it in no better way than to encourage
such
productions
as Sarah
Bernhardt's
four-reel
masterpiece,
"Queen
Elizabeth."photoplay will be shown next Monday and
This historic
Tuesday at our house, and we respectfully submit the enclosed
tickets, trusting that you may find the time to take advantage
of them.
In this struggle for a tlcaner, higher plane in photoplays, »t
need your help.
Come. Sincerely yours.
Till: COLONIAL THEATER.
We cannot be coaxed to admire an old English face where the type
book is full of gothics that carry the same suggestion of engraving. It
is eye-trying to have to read more than one line in the confused text
and it is no longer the last word in style. Outside of this the Colonial
announcement will take a lot of beating. It is dignified, earnest and
appealing. H. N. Spitzer says the scheme repaid him beyond his expectations. It not only pays Mr. Spitzer, but it helps every picture
theater in town when something like this is done right. It means dollars
taken from the box office to give away free tickets for a special feature,
but for every dollar that goes out in this fashion from ten to a hundred
or even more will come back. That's bread upon the waters that comes
back cake; rich, fruity cake, with icing.
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We PHOTOPLAYWRIGHT
Conducted by Epes Winthuop

H

What
ERE ia a statement
the editor, but the

Universal
from loseph
publicity man

Sarqek.t

Wants.
Brandt,
of the

who, by the way,
Universal
Company.

is not
He

H rites:

We want all the photoplays we can get and are willing to pay1
better prices than heretofore,
Western
dramas
are particularly
led. but we are always in the market
for good, strong comedies and dramas.
"More
than heretofore"
means that ten dollars will no longer be the
flat price, winch will he good news to a lot of writers.
But remember
that you're no) going in make a sale here or anywhere
else if you send
in the wishy-washy
stuff.
It must be strong, telling, effective stuff to
find a sale anywhere
and there are a dozen writers on the Universal
staff who can write an average story and never even wiggle a whisker.

Going Up.
H. Tipton Steck, former photoplay editor for Essanay, but more recently press representative, has gone another step up the ladder and now
when his stenographer transcribes his letters she puts "Manager of Negative Production" undci the "Very sincerely yours."
I wo or three years ago Mr. Steck was a free lance writer. Being a
resident ot Chicago, he naturally go; after the Chicago companies and his
short comedies brought him in touch with the Essanay. When they
needed a photoplay editor he was put in and later given the more responsible position of publicity promoter. Now he is the manager of production in charge of all branches of production work. It just goes to
show that if you do good work and keep it up leng enough you will land
somewhere.
And this is not an invitation to flood Mr. Steck with congratulations
and scripts more or less simultaneously. Send your congratulations if
you will, but scud the scripts to the editor, as usual.

Sticking to the List.
Lvery week we receive complaints that this or that company is holding
a script and will not reply to letters. Sometimes it is one of the established companies, but more generally it is one of the wildcat companies
that are going to do big things some day.
This department does not recommend sending scripts to any company
unless it be the Kinemacolor or a company in affiliation with one of the
three distributing agencies. Kinemacolor releases direct to the exhibitor
and is established. The othci companies that release through the General
Film Company, the Universal or Film Supply have a market for their
goods. They sell, therefore they can buy, but when a company cannot
sell what it manufactures it cannot very well pay for the raw material
manufactured no matter how good may be its intentions. Certain feature
film companies outside of the releasing agencies are as solidly established
as those with weekly releases, but most of these do not ask outside scripts
as they make few releases and procure these from special writers, but
others, with no financial standing, take scripts and when they go through
temporary or permanent insolvency the scripts are lost. Stick to the list
supplied by this paper and you'll be reasonably safe. If you want to
gamble, try the others.

Copyright.
One of the "talking points" of some of the photoplay agencies is the
promise that the agency will copyright your idea for you. This is on a
par with the other promises. As we have explained before, a photoplay
cannot be copyrighted. It has been flatly and definitely denied that right
by the congressional committee having the matter in charge. The published photoplay; the photoplay that has been filmed may be copyrighted,
but until the play has been published the copyright office has no more
interest in it than in the script of an unpublished short story or novel.
The photoplay script can be copyrighted only by printing and publishing as
a book and entering for copyright as such. That entry reserves to the
author the dramatic and all other rights, but such publication would
be an . \ii.
position unless a dozen or so were copyrighted at one
time.
,
Any concern that promises to copyright your stories is making a promise it Iocs not intend to perform and the rest of its promsies may be
judged from that.
Keep away from them.

Here's a Good Hint.
Here's gestiona forhint
from A.of Roy
Sillman.Heof writes:
Philadelphia, who offers his sugthe benefit
the craft.
Although not a writer of photoplays I take pleasure and interest
in writings, suggestions, criticisms, etc., pertaining to the welfare of
The Moving Picture World. The shcrt time I have been reading
the department headed "The Photoplaywright" I have found it
beneficial and instructive, taking all in and saying nothing.
At last I have decided to write you of a suggestion which seems
plausible enough to me tor criticism.
In a great many plays where cowboys are used it is noticed in
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scenes requiring the writing of a note or letter a pencil is easily
obtained for the occasion from about their person. It may be the
practice of ranch hands, etc., to provide themselves with writing
Utensils yet it seems the average working man of the city cannot
furnish a pencil when actually needed.
The public is looking for the- true Western atmosphere in cowboy films. In order to help perfect these films I am offering a
suggestion for the attention of the writers of this class of scripts.
I have taken several of the cartridges used in the ordinary make
of revolver or pistol and find by using the lead ball a mark legible
enough for reading can be made similar to that made by the ordinary hard lead pencil, while the softer made ball makes a heavier
mark.
A cartridge with the powder removed and the ball replaced would
make a fair, in fact, a good, safe substitute of the pencil.
In a "close up" or in fact any case where writing is required
such a scene would be greatly improved upon by the use of a cartridge instead of a pencil and would tend,to suggest true western
style, eliminating the criticisms of the observing and fault finding
public.
Respectfully yours,
A. Rov Sillman.

Writing With Pains.
One of the most famous of the newspaper humorists is a photoplaywright
who sells his stuff, but most of those who have won fame as writers
and dramatists affect to look down on photoplay and seem to think that
anything that has their name attached is good enough for the motion picture
people. The superior attitude of most of these men higher up is irritating.
Not long ago a "regular" dramatist sent a script to the Lubin Company and
in returning it to the writer Lawrence S. McCloskey added a hint or two
as to the cause. Instead of being grateful the dramatist came back with a
statement of his affiliations and the threat to tell the other members of the
Society of American Dramatists and Composers. It is refreshing to read
McCloskey's reply.
Here it is, that you may share our pleasure:
We deeply regret that you take our rejection of your photoplay
so much to heart. We also regret that we cannot always see
things exactly as our contributors see them and at the same time
do our official duty as our proprietors see it. It is the desire of
this department to advance the best interests of our establishment
from both a monetary and an artistic standpoint.
We are really a kindly disposed editor and would like to let a
fellow being down easy. To that end we sometimes tell white lies
to the authors of rejected manuscripts when we are sorely tempted
to tell the honest truth. Sometimes the truth leaks out in spite of
us. Then they get back at us, taunt us with our lack of judgment
and predict our early downfall. Of course, we have to take it and
look pleasant.
If we send back pearls and precious stones believing we have
only
upon little
base men.
imitations, it's one on the house and they
stand looked
for it like
Our firm is searching for the highest grade of photoplays. There
is no film manufacturer paying or willing to pay a higher price for
material than the Lubin Company. But we insist, selfish as it
may look, in using our own judgment as to its quality and value.
We believe we can spot an original idea when it dances before us.
We are also able to recognize the limping old soldiers of many wars
whether served in burnt cork, bolomania or ornamented with
variegated whiskers.
If you were to sit in this chair some morning and go over the
pile of scenarios arriving with that mail (seldom less than a hundred) you would be amazed at the names of some writers prominent in the list of novelists and playwrights who submit worm
eaten, moth blown themes accompanied by letters setting forth their
claims to originality. Originality! The word has almost become
I'm glad you didn't accentuate too strongly any claim to a new
a joke.
idea in " —
," otherwise
I should have to remind
you of
Bartley
Campbell's
"
," Boucicault's
"
," Dave
Higgins'
"
," or, to go 'way back beyond any of them
The high standard of work done by some members of the Society of American Dramatists and Composers is well known in this
department. We have had many valuable contributions from them.
We are looking for more. We have also received many manuscripts from the same source that were utterly worthless, and suggested that the author felt he was condescending to write for the
film maker, that any old thing with his name tacked to it ought
to be snatched up hungrily. He is mistaken. We would gladly
welcome more members of the society among our writers but they
must consider us seriously. They must study our requirements.
In spite of your suggestion to the contrary, we know good stuff
when we see it, and the name of the author or his connection
with some high sounding club or society doesn't dazzle us or bias us
in our opinion in the least.
If our prices do not suit then it is up to them to raise them by
the grade of their contributions. We pay from $25.00 to $150.00
even more for photoplay scenarios that we recognize as good and
valuable. We also know trash when we see it no matter where it
comes from.
Personally, the staff of this department would give a big gleeful yelp to see the prices of photoplay work go up into the easy
street figures but we want to see something with a showing of red
blood and humanity in exchange.
There really- are editors who would rather send out $100 than $10 for
a story but they will not send out $100 for the $10 story and they will
not buy names alone. We have scores of complaints that scripts are underpaid and more than once we have requested of the studio the privilege
of examining the script and we rarely have found that the complaint of
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underpayment has been made with good foundation.
It may be a good
atory and yet not a good photoplay, tint if the author would study the nerds
of the camera stage he would be able to writ
fleet

The First Photoplaywright.
Here's a picture of the first man in America hired to write plots for motion pictures, 1 1 c is Roy 1 Mel trdell, who is beat known to newspaper
readers as the creator oi Mr. and Mrs. Nagg and the .lair family.
II. 1
also editor of the Metropolitan
Section of the New York Sunday World
and the author of a hook oi verse.
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Inquiries.

ROY

L. McCARDELL.

It was in 1897 that the Biograph Company needed the services of someone to write the fifty foot subject? for the Biograph and Mutoscope. Up to
that time anyone around a studio wrote the plays, but the demand for
mutoscope pictures (the slot machine) was strong and McCardell, who was
then on the staff of the New York Telegraph, was put on the staff as
author, editor, producer and press man. He has been at it ever since and
sells from two to four scripts a week. He has an intimate knowledge of the
motion picture camera and has written more than four hundred plays in
addition to his early comedy product. Some of his recent scripts have
been The Troubadour's Triumph, Rex; Dear Little Dancing Dora, Kinemacolor; There's Music in the Hair, Vitagraph; He Would Be a Hero,
Kalem; and two of the Weber and Fields successes for the Famous Players
Film Company.

Getting Next the Editor.
There is only one way to "get next" to the average editor. Send
him the stuff he wants to buy. He doesn't want to get long letters from
you telling how good he is and how good you are. He knows he's good
and the way to convince him that you are is to send him stuff that
proves it, not by writing personal letters and addressing the scripts to
him personally and not to the studio. If you register the scripts to
make certain that he gets them himself you are doubly damned, for you
are putting him to the trouble of signing receipts and your very eagerness to reach him has given you a black eye even before the envelope
is open.
If you would spend the time you waste trying to get his name and
then getting in touch with him in improving the grade of your story
you'll get ahead twice as fast and there may come a time when of his
own volition the editor will write you personal letters and make friends.
It cannot be done by addressing a man instead of a manufacturer. It
can be done only by making good. As a general thing the man who
wants to establish the basis of a personal pull is the man who needs a
pull most because his scripts are poor, and you do not want to get into
that classification. Let the editor make the overtures. If you are deserving of intimacy he will, but leave it to him, don't write yourself
down a fawner and disgust the man you are trying to win. Let your
scripts be their introduction and the friendship will follow.

NOTE.— No qm
be replied to by mall
if roar
appear In this Issue, look next week,
n
" be given
1
addn -• '• 111 be ■ nl U
ind sell »d
scompaniei the requ<
i mention the part played In some photoplay and not moral] khU for
■•the lead." "the heavy, "the girl,'
p. d.— a full reel la one thousand feet, m ma
hundred, at rdlng to the length of tho
1
twenty and thirty five scei 1
,,r pai
v lire designated
as tw<
t plays
No dal
nvallable as to the number of children employed by the varlona eomi
Mostly the children are "Jobbed," or hired by the day, when
ORIENT— Mi-s iirmi Hawlej
was the Jullel In Lubln'a "The
I'lnyers."
George Reebm and Miss Frances Nc Uoyer were the aweethearts In tbi
"Fall
The
Lax.
that
Identify
not
do
We
nery.
compai
released
of Troy"
out definite"as
release
date. early In 1910. 11 was a apecial, and therefore withC L. at— Wilfred Lucas was the bad man in "Under Burning E
the title in "Enoch Arden."
Edwin August is now a Powei
Ion. Write the 1 nlvereal for
left November 28rd, to loin the Los An
Bister In Lubln'a "When 1
BlUy'a
waa the
Gale
Jean
Miss
the photograph
Had
Mis Waj " Irving White was
father.
D. d. in framing questions do nol quote from the reviews, but mention
The Answers Man does not s.-e all 1 1j • - releases. It
name.
the character
takes
all of theby time
of two men to eoTer the ground with approximate completeness The reason for the use of two names is that Miss Adrlenne Kroell
was Aurora Floyd in Selig'e "Her Hitter Lesson," Merger:
i 11 "into the Genuine," and Violet Dale In "The Plre Fighter's Love " Miss
Winnifred Greenwood "as the poor woman In "Where Love is God 1- Also."
the Genuine," and Charles clary's
Nellie, the trapper's daughter In "Into
Ion will note that both were in "Into
wife in "A Detective's Strategy."
the Genuine." We do nol find auch a character as Carl Wlnternoff in the
company's cast of that play. Isn't it possible that you have mistaken tbe
Walter C. Miller Is tbe soldier lover of -Miss Pickford in Blograph's
title? Informer."
"The
was tlio liaehelor In Blograph's "The Sunbeam.
Dell Henderson
j.
E.
Is a little too old for the Biograph Identifier to recall.
"Was HeG. a— Coward?"
in "A Tale of the Wilderness," and Mildred
Nell
was
Bernard
Miss Dorothy
MaryIn
in "A Blot in the 'Scutcheon." In "The Informer," the girl waa Miss son
Pickford. Her mother was Miss Kate Brace. Eddie Dillon was the
"Their Idols." .lust a word of thanks for the concise and comprehensive way
In which you frame your questions.
INQUISITIVE — Names are given In the criticisms where casts are available
or the players recognized, but not all easts are available. Charles Eldrldge
Maidens of Cuddletawn."
"The Lovesick
In Vitagraph's
thenotyoung
was
We do
knowdoctor
the girl
In "The Musketeers
of Pig Alley. Miss Marion Sals
'49." scripts were sent.
Days
"The
Kalein's
In
Blaekwell
plaved
A. R.opposite
M. — YouMr.do not state the company to which ofyour
so we cannot give you definite Information, but we would wait three months
general principles. We've had one of our own
on any regular company on
scripts out since October SO, 1911. Next time give full information and we
can give more direct advice.
M. F. — Mr. Johnson did not appear "recently" in "The Resurrection." It
was several years ago. Miss Florence Lawrence has not yet connected with
any company. She was reported under encasement to the I.ubln Company,
but nothing appears to have come of the negotiations.
THANK YOU — Miss Barbara Tennant was Nell In Eclalr's "Dolls." Miss
Perelval, in Gem's "The WoCraig with
Charles
and is
.Tanet manSalisbury
In White."wasMissLaura,
the Biograph. We think
no longer
Bernard
miss your favorites
the Vitagraphers are still Vitagraphing. Sometimes you'll
for weeks. In Blograph's "Home Folks." Charles Malles and Miss Kate
"The E'ity
son. In Selig's
the
Herron
Robert
and
parents
the
were
Bruce
of It." Tom Santschi was the spy and Miss Bessie Fyton the girl. Tbe same
had the parts mentioned in "The Ranchman's Mistake." We have not
players
the cast for that Fnlversal.
X. X. J. We believe that Miss Xeason Is no longer with Kalctn.
\\e do
not know where Mr. Holmes is playinc now. though he Is still with Kalem.
Miss Neason was In "The County Fair." Neither was In "The Bachelor's
A. j, B. We lack the names to the first question.
Henry Walthal was the
stenographer in "The One He Loved." We very recently lined up the brothers
Read back.
in "A Feud In the Kentucky Hills."
W. A. C. L. — Edwin Barry and Logan Paul were the tramps In Vitagraph's
Bride."
"The
Professor and the Lady."
Do not know that Mr. Lanning was with the
n Pathe.
Don't you mean George Gebhardt?
He's their crack "White
J,' M, Frank de Vernon was the heavy In I.nbln's "The Stolen Ring."
In
Selig's "The Dynamiters," the leads were William Duncan and Miss Myrtle
Stednian Miss Edna Payne was the crlrl in tbe two Ltibins mentioned. Please
don't ask for "the men that played opposite the young girl." Name the
characters and make things easy for the Recording Ansel
M. A. Misses Lillian and Dorothy Glsh seem to be with the Biography still.
Now that vou've been good enouch to tell us who the sisters In "An Unseen
Enemy" were, won't yon add to our Indebtedness by telling which Is Miss
Dorothy
whichto Miss
ORIENTand Had
hold Lillian.
this ont last week to get the cast.
Miss Evelyn
Selble was Peplta in Essanay's "The Ranch Girl's Trial." William Orlamond
waa tbe widower, and Charles Compton his son, in Lnbln's "Caught Bluffing."
Mr. Orlamond is no longer with the company. The Blograph's Identifier does
in Real Estate." The young,
not remember the successful suitor In "A Deal smooth-shaven
man Dell Hendark-haired man was Eddie Dillon, the stout,
derson.
A. B. Not even to a constant reader can we give an address where yon

position for "taking parts in acting." It cannot be done. Tbe
conld get awant
companies
experienced people only — and they will give you no chance to
gain
that
experience.
■p. H. H. A mask Is a cut-ont of thin metal used to eliminate nndeslred
light ravs in making a picture. The subject will be more fully treated In an
early Issue. This department cannot engage in discussion as to the merits of
anvfllm, and besides, we did not see the release mentioned.
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Projection Department
Edited

by F. H.

Editor's Portrait.
DURING the past three years there have been hundreds of requests
for the publication of a picture of the editor of this department
of a size suitable for framing.
It has been deemed inexpedient to publish such a picture in the
Moving Picture World, particularly on account of the constantly enormous demand upon space for other purposes and particularly because
such a picture would not be satisfactory.
In view of the fact that the new handbook is just coming out within
a few days, the publishers have decided to comply with this demand in
the following way. Mr. Richardson has had an excellent picture made
by Frank C. Bangs, one of New York's leading photographic artists.
From this the publishers have had made a photogravure, which is the
highest medium of the engraver's art, the size being eight inches by ten
inches. One thousand of these pictures are made. One thousand and
no more. These pictures will be given free with the first thousand orders
accompanied by cash sent in to the New York office of the Moving Picture
World. Let it be clearly understood there will be but one thousand of
these pictures given and they will only be sent with the first thousand
cash orders for the handbook sent in to the New York office. This does
not apply to orders sent in by newsdealers, film exchanges or other agents,
but only to individual cash orders to this office.

Operators Get Representative.
Editor Projection Department:
Nov. 27, 1912.
This is to inform you that Branch No. 1 has allowed Branch
No. 2 their own business representative. Branch No. 2 has, in
conformity with this, elected Mr. Thomas Costello as business
representative. We all know Brother Costello will do his best and
give his best efforts to the moving picture operators.
I also wish to inform you that Branch No. 2 will elect a complete set of officers from their own membership after June 1st, 1913.
Fraternally yours,
Harold Williams,
Business Representative, Local Union 35.

Excellent Letter.
Greenville, Miss., writes:
I am running an Edison machine which is six years old, and I
only wish you could see my picture. Have made a three-wing
shutter and it works fine; scarcely any flicker at all, except when
I run real slow, and I claim there ii no machine made which is
absolutely flickerless when run slower than 48 per minute. I am
using no-volt a. c, through a 60-cycle Fort Wayne compensarc.
Get about 60 amperes at the arc, which burns quietly and steadily.
It hums like a 16-inch fan. When I start my fan I can hardly
tell which one is running, so far as sound is concerned. Have
a 70-foot throw, with a 17-foot picture; 4j4-inch Gundlach Manhattan lens. The focus is sharp all over the picture. The light is
brilliant. Run 30 to 60-day licensed film. Have been here nearly
three months, and have scarcely had use for film cement, and do
not have stops enough to remember when the last one occurred.
Operating room is 8x10x7, one machine and stereo. Machine is
motor driven; therefore I can do my own rewinding. Have a
work bench in the operating room, and do not have to go outside
for anything. I have belonged to Local Union 140, I. A. T. S. E.,
since August,
191 1. I attach hereto sketch of my motor drive,
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which is largely self-explanatory.
is held by means of lever 6, which
It will be readily seen that by
loosened. Belt 5 drives pulley B,
shaft of the machine.

In Error.
I am operating in a small town, population 3,800, I have charge
of the whole place, and have picked up the running of the
machine myself, with such aid as I have received from books and
the department. I have a new Power's "Six" machine, only eight
months old, and the best of everything, so that the entire outfit '
is excellent. My operating room is 5 J4 feet above the main floor
and is fireproof. The throw is 65 feet. The screen sets 10 feet
from the apron of the stage, enclosed with dark red scenery. The
picture is 16 feet. My only trouble is I do not get the light I
should. Have a Fort Wayne compensarc and run it at 40 amperes,
which should give me a very bright light. I have figured out one
thing, and that is that the scenery shades my screen. I would like
to have your opinion on this point.
In the first place, Long Island, you have not told me what kind of a
screen you are using. It may be you are using thin muslin which, while
it looks white to you, is in reality yellow and dirty. If you are using
a muslin screen I would advise you to have two screens, each made of
high-grade bed sheeting — bleached muslin, 109 inches wide, which can be
had at Gimbel's store, New York City, and I believe at any other large
department store. Then take down your screen every two weeks and put
up a clean one, having the dirty one laundered. The screen may look
white, but if you hold the clean one up beside it you will be surprised at
the difference. You do not see how dirty it gets — how much dirt and
smoke collects on it— because it is spread on its surface evenly. In the
second place, 40 amperes, a. c, is not enough for a 16-foot picture. You
should have 60 at the least. For myself, I would want 70 amperes of a. c.
on a 16-foot picture, using a muslin screen. The scenery has, I think,
little or nothing to do with the matter.

New Union.
Iowa orders a Handbook and remarks:
I sent for the old Handbook about a year ago, and it has helped
a great deal.
I would not be without the new one for anything. We have just gotten together here in Des Moines
and
have organized under the I. B. E. W., Local Union No. 208.
The new Handbook will be sent you as soon as it is ready.
You have
made a mistake, Des Moines, in organizing under the I. B. E. W.
You
should have organized under the I. A. T. S. E. The I. B. E. W. card will
be of no value to you outside of Des Moines and very few other cities.
The operators are affiliated with the I. A. T. S. E., and I would strongly
advise you to change your affiliation, so that your card will be good all
over the country.
me
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Rich Hill Makes His Bow Again.
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The brother made quite a complete sketch, but even so, I am not sure
I have doped it out just right, but in reproducing the drawing I have
made it as it seems to be. Such a drive, it appears to me, would be
simple and effective. Neither the drawing nor the brother's description,
however, have set forth the method of fastening block 1 on the sliding
ways, or how the sliding ways themselves are made. We would appreciate a little further information, Greenville. You are quite correct in
assuming that no machine is absolutely flickerless when run at very low
speed; however a properly designed and proportioned three-wing outside
shutter will show practically no flicker on a clear screen (with no film in)
when run down as low as 50 per minute, and very little flicker as Tow
as 40, which is about as slow as any film ought to be run in these days
of heavy amperage and strong light. Your operating room is of good
size, but I notice you do not mention any vent flue. You ought to have,
particularly in that hot country, a vent flue not less than 24 inches in
diameter through the roof to the open air — or at least to the open air
somewhere. This not only is to provide ventilation, but as a measure of
safety to the audience in carrying off the smoke and flame in case of fire,
should you ever have one.

Long Island writes:

From the executive department of Branch No. 2, New York Local Union
No. 35, comes the following letter:

c

RICHARDSON

Mr.
®
1 is a sliding wood base, which
in its turn is held by ratchet 8.
lever 6, belt 5 is tightened or
attached to the take-up sprocket

R. E. Spraker, Rich Hill, Mo., is with us again, as follows:

It has been some time since I sent in anything, but I have lots
on my mind. First, my ideas as to the running of split reels. I
stop the machine and run a slide, "Our Next Picture," etc., after
each subject of a split reel. This gives people who may have seen
the following picture an opportunity to leave the house without
disturbing others while the picture is running, and also clears the
minds of the audience for the reception of the next picture. Now,
I find that the way the "Imp" handles splits is ideal under these
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conditions. You know that they close split-reel pictures with the
falling curtain, the same as full-reel subjects. This tailpiece gives
one time to drop the dowser and stop the machine without running
over into the following title or cutting off part of the finish of the
first picture. It takes mighty quick work to see the title of the
second picture on a reel come out of the magazine, and then
dowse the light before it shows up on the screen. So this is the
way I cast my ballot: Shall manufacturers attach tailpieces to
all pictures on split reels?
Yes.
Some time ago you asked for definite information regarding the
cost of operating isolated electric light plants. We have a Brush
direct connected outfit; 10 h. p., 2-cylinder engine; 4 k..w., 6o-volt
d. c. generator. I measured all gasoline used for something over
17 hours' running, and found the gasoline consumption to be a
fraction less than I. a gallons per hour on a 55-ampere load. Lubricating oil used in that time was about half a gallon, which we
buy in half barrel lots at 28 cents per gallon. So you see our
current cost is less than 5.2 cents a k. w. Our plant demands
only that we give it gasoline and oil and start it; after that it
works like a faithful slave till we say, "Stop; 'tis enough." I am
trying out a somewhat unique but apparently satisfactory motor
drive arrangement, which I will submit when I have given it a
thorough test and I know positively that it is all O. K. There is
a "Jimmy, the Usher" operator somewhere in this neck of the
woods who is doing some mighty careless, slipshod work, evidences of which I take out of the films every day. Misframes I
find galore, and I have a couple of dozen splices three sprocket
holes wide. Must be a peach of an operator to have a habit like
that. But, worse yet, I once found part of a leader and about
ten feet of the corresponding scene spliced right into the middle
of a letter, with the rest of the leader and scene about fifty feet
further along in the film. Wouldn't it make you tear your hair
to run a picture like that, and know that it was entirely due to
someone's rank carelessness or utter indifference about his work?
In a recent issue someone submitted a sketch of a catch to hold
down the lower film shield of Power's "Six" machine. Since first
beginning to use our Power's "Six" I have been accomplishing the
same result far more simply than by using a catch. I knew, however, that you do not approve of anything of the sort, so did not
submit it. But you
hard, so here goes.
(P 2), entirely, and
table, with the free
tight up against the
the table when it is

did not "land on" the other fellow so very
I removed lower film shield spring, No. 716
screwed a short leaf spring to the machine
end under the shield. This holds the shield
gate when shield is up, and holds it down to
down.

MH&H,rj£TrtflZ.£."
I am using what I call another "scheme," for lack of a better
word. It may not be of great benefit to anyone else, but it is to
me, for, as I said before, I run "Next Picture" slides after each
reel. My "scheme" automatically brings the slide into position
while I am sliding the lamphouse over into line with the stereo.
When sliding the lamphouse back to run the picture, slide automatically moves away from in front of the condensers.

These sketches are rather crude, and sadly out of proportion,
but possibly they will do. First, I filed off the stationary part of
the slide carrier even with the movable member. Then I screwed
a piece of H-inch flat steel 5"^ inches long and 'A inch wide to
the end of the carrier, under the wooden knob. To the machine
table I screwed upright "D." This can be of anything suitable.
Mine is J^-inch round iron, because I had a piece with holes already
in it At the top of upright is a stove bolt "B," which slides in
the hole in upright When pushing lamphouse over, strip "C"
strikes bolt "B" and pulls slide carrier over so that slide comes in
front of light When sliding lamphouse back, cord "E," which is
tied to end of the rod on which lamphouse slides, pulls carrier
into first position, thus removing slide from the light.
Cord "E"
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passes over screw "A" and is held in place by wire loop "1
When running more than one slide bolt "I!" is pushed back to
disengage strip "C." A loop in the end of cord "E" and wire
hook "G" provides for easy disconnection of cord if for any
reason such disconnection is desired. Several weeks ago I asked
advice regarding the removal of a ghost. I removed same by
adding to the length of the machine table and moving lamphouse
back four inches. Now on less than 3s amperes I have a light
yellowish-brown streak across both top and bottom of picture.
At 40 amperes same disappears. Six and three-fourths inch No. 2
Gundlach lens, two 7^-inch condensers, 12-foot picture, H carbons, cored above, solid below; carbon set as you advise. Spot
round and all right, so far as I can see, and plenty large enough.
Recently you referred to the "other method" of aligning lenses.
I can't find it. Will you please explain correct method, or tell me
in what issue it was published? I have the "Worlds" since January 6, 1912, on file, but can't find it in any of them. Always publish my name and address. If I send in anything that may be of
benefit to anyone else, I want the credit for it If I ask questions
I want credit for being wise enough to try to find out what I
don't know, instead of being too "modest" to ask, for fear of
being laughed at. If you live over this, I'll come again.
Your title slide between split reels is all right, though personally I
am not very much in favor of title slides. I have nevertheless advised
the stopping of the machine between the subjects on split reels, and do
still advise it, in order to allow the last picture to fade out of the minds
of the audience, instead of compelling them to grab the new one right off
the bat. As to tailpieces between split reels, I should like to have an
expression of an opinion on that proposition. Suppose all you who want
tailpieces between split reels send me a postal card to that effect, the
idea being that the tailpiece be put at the end of the first subject, just
ahead of the title of the second subject. This is a matter of considerable
importance to you, my brother operator, and unless there is a large
response it will not have much effect, but if we should get several thousand
votes yet on the tailpiece proposition, undoubtedly they would be added.
We shall be glad to have your motor drive scheme as soon as it is ready.
The shield spring is excellent. I do not very strongly object to that kind
of a scheme, although there is always the temptation to the slip-shod
operator to leave the guard down, and if that is done it might as well be
taken off altogetner. The slide carrier idea is good for more reasons than
one, the principal one being that it removes the slide carrier entirely, thus
giving the full benefit of the entire area of the condensing lenses, a part
of which is cut off when the carrier is in place. This is one thing I like
about the Motiograph. Their schme of tipping the slide carrier out of the
way is good. I want to compliment you on one of the last sentences of
your letter, viz.: "I want credit for being wise enough to try to find out
what I do not know, instead of being too modest to ask, for fear of being
laughed at " Many a poor fellow is stumbling along, working in ignorance,
simply because he has not the moral courage to seek information. In order
to find a thing out you must, ordinarily, let someone know your lack of
knowledge. But after that you are "wise," and will not again be compelled to display ignorance on that particular subject The man who
fails to seek knowledge is worse than foolish. He simply stands in his
own light. He is remaining ignorant when he could easily change that
condition. Let us hear from you again, Neighbor Spraker. By the way,
there is considerable diversity of opinion as regards the pressure of 60
volts, some claiming it is too low to allow of the proper handling of the
arc. What is your experience in this respect? The method of lining the
machine was illustrated on page 119, July 22nd, 191 1, issue. You will
also find it in the new Handbook.

Holy Smoke!
I have just given a nice little slap on the wrist to the man who know*
it all, and the very next letter I pick up, from Davenport, Iowa, goet
right on with the same subject. It is funny how things happen that way.
The letter is as follows:
This is my first letter, but I want you to know there is another
operator who takes The World and always reads the Projection
Department. From its pages I have learned many valuable things,
and believe there are others too who have found it a great help.
I shall be glad to avail myself of the privilege to propound questions when I find myself up against it, and will ask you beforehand
if I am welcome. I have been operating for five years, yet I do not
quite understand many things, but am willing to learn, realizing
that one can never learn all there is to learn or have too much
knowledge of his profession. L"ntil recently I did not know there was
such a thing as the Projection Department, from whence information could be had, else you probably would already have received
some foolish questions from yours truly. As it was, I had to secure such pointers as I could from other operators. I found some
of them knew it all, or at least had an ingrowing idea that they
did; but after five years I would not say that I know it all, or
that I believe they do, or ever will, so long as there is such a thing
as moving pictures. Those who think they do are merely indulging
in an over-vivid pipe dream. I have asked operators simple questions only to have them reply: "Ask someone else, I am not teaching anyone to be an operator." They thus. I believe, merely tried
to conceal their own ignorance. I would advise those men who
have the "know it all" bug to drill a small hole just above their
respective noses, and let the hot air leak out
With all and sundry of which I heartily agree. Yes, my brother, you
will be perfectly welcome to use the Department at any time you may wish,
provided you have something of interest to communicate or some problem
you wish solved. Your questions may (or may not) sound foolish to those
who are already informed, but we must remember that there was a time
net so long ago, when the same question and its answer was bothering US.
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Examination.
Canada,
after modestly
requesting that name and province be carefully
suppressed, comes across the line with the following:
In view of all operators in this province being required, at an
early date, to pass an examination and obtain a license to operate
(there being no law to this effect at present), and the writer having
had five years of practical operating
work, and there being no
opportunity
of obtaining
personal instructions
from any licensed
operator, how would you advise him to prepare for such examination? Along what lines should study tend?
Assuming that the
writer is unusually
well posted so far as actual projection is concerned, but feels weak so far as the theory of the electrical part
is concerned, is there not some correspondence school in the States
which would be able to post him along the lines that would probably be required?
With practical experience
and an exhaustive
study of your new Handbook, would one be able to pass, say, the
New York or Massachusetts boards, it being understood that this
new law would be somewhat similar. to those?
Can you refer me
to any back
numbers of you paper containing information on this
subject?
The American School of Correspondence, Chicago, 111., gives an operator's
course, but I cannot say whether it is of much value or not.
I should
suppose that, having had five years' practical experience,
coupled with a
6tudy of the Projection Department and the new Handbook, any man of
ordinary
intelligence ought to pass any reasonable
examination.
The
examination is, or should be, confined entirely to practical things pertaining
to wire
capacities,
switches,
resistance
and
similar
questions
designed
to bring out knowledge of the applicant on practical things pertaining to
electrical action and projection.

Tobacco Coupons.
Mr. W. D. Eccleston, Huntington, L. I., writes:
Have a copy of your old Handbook, and will want the new one.
Although a manager, I am also a qualified operator, and can take
a machine at any time in case of a pinch.
Every manager should
know how to operate, and thus be able to check up the results on
the screen of his theater.
I am manager of the Carleton Opera
House,
Bay Shore;
Bijou Theater,
Huntington,
and have just
opened a new $13,000 theater in Northport, called the Northport
Theater.
I agree with the Moving Picture World on the cigarette
coupon business.
The agent was here yesterday.
I told him I was
running the theaters on a clean basis, and they could not be used
to advertise cigarettes.
I read the Projection
Department every
week, and get much valuable information therefrom; also from the
Advertisers'
Department.
I find the hardest thing to do in the
country is to get the dodgers properly put out.
Boys throw half
of them away, and hiring a man is rather expensive.
What can
you suggest?
I use a plain white curtain in all the houses, with
just a tint of blue in it. Is a Mirroroide curtain much
better?
I want to get the best possible results.
Please give me your advice.
I thoroughly agree with you, Brother Eccleston, that the manager should
learn to properly project a picture.
The manager who does not study the
matter of projection, and learn to recognize faults on a screen, is not, in
my opinion, a good manager.
As regards the cigarette business, I compliment you on your stand.
You are entirely correct and it is to be most
sincerely hoped that theater managers
will refuse to lend themselves
to
the furthering of any such reprehensible and thoroughly nefarious scheme.
The Mirrioroide
screen is, in my judgment,
a very good article.
It is
fully covered by guarantee.
As to the dodger matter, it seems to me that
a medium could be struck between
the young, irresponsible boy and the
full-grown
man, and that you could secure reasonable
reliability by the
employment of a schoolboy sixteen or seventeen years old, giving him a
regular route, with just enough bills to cover it. You could thus check
up his performance by going occasionally to a few houses, selected haphazard, on his route, making inquiries whether the bills are delivered.
In
this connection, if the putting out of bills pays at all, it would certainly
be a better investment to pay a comparatively
large sum to have them
properly distributed, rather than a small sum to have it improperly done.
Most theaters turn them over to the local billposter or arrange with adult
newspaper carriers to have them inserted in the daily papers.
The latter
way is best, as the circular gets inside of the house with the paper, and
is read by the head of the house at the very time when he is prepared to
read.
The billposters and newspaper
men
around
Greater
New
York
charge $2 per thousand for distributing.

Slide Ink.
Mr.

A. Richter,

Allegan,

Mich.,

writes:

Enclosed find $2.50, for the year's subscription and copy of the
new Handbook. I enjoy your paper very much — in fact, I could
not get along without it. I made a good slide ink with aniline
dye. Mix the dye with hot water, and then add mucilage until it
works good.
Many thanks, Neighbor Richter. for the ink recipe. The Handbook
will be sent you just as soon as it is ready.

Traveling Arc.
Conway, Ark., has a peculiar trouble.
He writes as follows:
Enclosed you will find money order for the new Handbook,
which I hope to receive without delay, as I am very badly in
need of it. And now, while I have ycur attention, I want to ask
a question or two. We have just opened a new house here, installing two of Power's 6A machines, with motor drive and automatic loop setters. We project a i6j4-foot picture, 64-feet, on a
Radium Gold screen, using two 6yi condensers on each machine,
with the lamphouse back as far as it will go and the condensers
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nearly touching.
We use no volt a.c. through a Ft Wayne compensarc, usually running on the 40 ampere
notch.
Now, here is
the trouble:
We have a traveling arc, and a bad one, too. The
arc travels all around the carbons
(cored Electras), and we cannot hold our spot at the gate.
Our voltage here is very unsteady.
I have a voltmeter in the operating room and find the pressure
varies from no to 130, but the arc seems to travel as badly on
low voltage as on high.
I have tested the secondary wiring of the
compensarc with an ammeter and find it delivers only 40 amperes
on the 40 notch.
Our lamphouses are perfectly clean, all vents
open, etc.
I have tried many remedies dug up from back numbers of the Department, without avail, and would like you to come
to my rescue.
I have been thinking of installing a Mercury Arc
Rectifier.
Would the rectifier rectify the variation in voltage, and
is a 35 ampere rectifier large enough?
Your trouble, as you describe it, Conway, is peculiar.
One thing you
are certainly wrong
in, however,
viz.: You say you are using two 6]/i
condensers, projecting a i6]4 foot picture at 64 feet, and have the lamphouse back as far as it will go.
If you have in two 6'A condensers, and
the lamphouse set back as far as it will go, either your arc is very much
nearer the condenser than it should be, or else you are working on the
back focus — that is to say, the rays of light from the condenser are crossing before they reach the aperture of your machine.
If this is the fact,
then your spot will have a flaring edge of light blue.
Move your lamphouse toward
the mechanism and see what effect it has on the spot.
I
think you ought to have one 6'A and one 7'/2 condenser, with the latter
in front.
Now, as to that traveling arc: You will have to tell me how your
carbons are set before I can answer you intelligently.
If you have your
carbons set properly there is no earthly reason why the arc should travel,
and it will not travel either.
But one thing is certain and that is you
should use 60 amperes of a.c. instead of 40.
Forty amperes a.c. is not
nearly enough for a 1654-foot picture.
Send me a sketch, showing me how
your carbons are set, and I will go into the matter further.

Wire Splice.
La Crosse, Wis., writes as follows:
I have had a dispute with a brother operator as to the best way
to make a wire splice, and we have agreed to leave the matter to
you. The question is: What is the best way to make a splice,
when a branch wire is to be run at right angles to the feeder.

What I consider the best method of making this kind of a splice, La
Crosse, is illustrated above. This splice has all the strength it is possible to
obtain, and when soldered it is a perfect tap joint.

Seattle Boys Busy.
of an enin receipt of a neat sixteen-page souvenir program
by Moving
Seattle, Wash.,
tertainment, given at the Clemmer' Theater,
Picture Operators' Local Union, 154- This benefit is to swell the fund now
being raised to entertain the I. A. T. S. E. convention next year.
We

are

Carbon Screws.
Mr. J. T. May, Bartlesville, Okla., sets forth the following:
Here is a suggestion to Ely, Minn.: Before putting in new carbon contact screws, run a 3-16-inch drill into the end of the screw,
until the entire drill point has entered the iron, after which taper
the end of the screw on the outside, with a file, until you have
nearly a knife edge around
the hole you bore in its end.
A
Another cause
screw thus treated will make much better contact.
short,
too
carbons
the
burning
is
melting
screw
the
of the end of
which brings the arc near the carbon clamp, in consequence of
which the metal becomes heated. Iron expands more rapidly than
carbon; it also expands more than carbon does under the same
The net result of this is that, though your screws are
temperature.
tight with the lamp cold, they become loose when
the metal is
heated, with consequent poor contact.
I am glad to know K. C.
You will probably call me a fabricator (I would
likes my shutter.
if I were in your place), but it is nevertheless a fact that I make
a habit of running every drama we get that is dark, from twentyfour to twenty-eight minutes. Am
running on 60 ampere contact
on a Ft. Wayne compensarc.
Neighbor Doyle, of Pueblo, has hit
the bull's-eye on lower loop trouble, but why make a fibre roller?
Edison
still puts out his rubber sprocket idler, and it is far superior to the steel rollers.
Goldsboro, N. C, can greatly help, if
not entirely eliminate his double spot, by side adjustment of his
upper carbon and forward adjustment of the lower. The double spot
is caused by an imperfect crater.
Your carbons may be aligned,
but no carbon is itself absolutely perfect, therefore you must do
some adjustment to get a perfect crater.
This remedied my double

My own remedy for the screw burning would be to get a different type
spot. arm.
of carbon
No doubt friend May's remedy is good as far as it goes,
and, in fact, I am sure it would help some, but that kind of a contact is
not the thing now that we are using with 40 to 80 amperes of current.
Also, using his own argument, the expansion will loosen up the contact
just the same, regardless of how the point of the screw may be shaped.
Under May's plan the screw would cut into the carbon considerably, which
is good, but the loosening under expansion would be just as much one way
as anothei
I cannot agree with Brother May's plan of running dramas
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24 to 18 minutes. 1 think the character! in thoae plays must take it pretty
easy- m fact, instead oi walking, they float along. Friend May, you
cannot put up .1 high-claw performance in that iray.
A ph
play must
be run at t/j, tpttd bttl < -at, ulntr.l \a bring out the natural action
the
eharacitrs, and afl minutes would be too alow for even the Passion ofPlaj
Your commenti on the rubbei roller are correct
As to the double spot,
your plan might remedy lone eases, but not In all. H<<
.Uboro
can try it out.
Perhaps you have hit the bull's-eye in hiOildag?

Now, what in the name of heaven is oildag?
I'll be dag-gone if I know.
So I will have to take your word for that.
The mounts which break condensers by clamping the lens when it expands are the old style round ring
mounts,
the same being a solid ring of metal almost, if not quite, onesixteenth of an inch in thickness and about, if I remember
rightly, 3'/i
inches wide, into which the lens was placed.
Evidently Brother Patterson
has never seen one of these mounts.
What he says about the other, newer
type of mount, is well worth considering.
He is, I believe, at least in a
measure,
correct as regards
his deductions.
The
placing of asbestos
between
the metal and the lens has remedied many a case of condenser
breakage, and has been, from time to time, recommended in this department.

Nerve
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o. <; Patterson, People's Theater, Carlsbad, X. M., contributes
theMr.following:
In .ill the discussion about condenser breakage I do not find
mentioned what I consider the main cause, and would like to have
your opinion on the following: I have been told that if the lens
is held too tightly in its mount
it c
ad freely, and will
therefore to crack.
1
have
nevei
strong'irresistible.
or rigid
enough
retard expansion,
which seen
latterB ismount
practically
In every case of breakage I have observed the trouble has been due
to uneven
expansion.
Tin- crack starts from where the mount
folds over the lens, thereby making
extra good contact with it.
When starting the lamp everything is cold, and the black iron
mount and other adjacent parts absorb heat rapidly.
On the other
hand, the clear lens allows practically all the heat to pass through,
and, being thick, its temperature
rises slowly.
Naturally under
these conditions there is a comparatively large flow of heat from
the iron mount into the lens, through the points where it makes
good contact, during the period of heating up.
This causes that
particular part of the lens to expand
more than the rest, thus
producing
internal stresses, which will end in fracture if the lens
is not well annealed.
All of which applies in pretty much
the
same manner to cooling off too quickly, or to changes in temperature. I have placed a sheet of thin asbestos between
lens and
mount, so as not to allow them to touch at any point.
Have not
lost a lens since, whereas before I broke one about every night.
I believe this method will go a great way toward eliminating condenser breakage, provided the lens is well annealed.
Speaking of
lubricants, the addition of oildag vastly improves any oil.
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Mercury Arc

Like City encloses $2.50 for the new Handbook, and says:
Would appreciate any information you can give me as to the
best book I can buy, giving thorough and detailed explanation of
the mercury arc rectifier, and how to remedy
the various troubles
pertaining thereto.
The new Handbook will contain detailed, illustrated explanation
the
Mercury Arc Rectifier, together with directions and instructions of
as to
handling and repairing the same. I know of no other book containing this
information.

Wants Them

All.

Mr. F. T. Hall. Los Angeles, Cal., encloses $2.50, and writes:
I havi a copy of the little paper-covered Handbook you put
out years ago, also a copy of the late book, I certainly want the
third and last edition.
All of which shows that the brother has found the books to be of value
to him. Orders for the new book are coming in rapidly. We have even
received an order from the Arcade Amusement Company, Tiensin, China,
which helps some, of course.

New Invention.
Mr. Horace W. Griggs, Milwaukee, Wis., has, after something like two
years of experimenting, invented what is described in patent 1,042,430 as a
"machine for winding picture films and other
Its practical
application is, as a tension equalizer, to be attachedmaterial."
to the lower magazine
of projecting machines. Mr. Griggs sent us in patent drawings and a
description, but the editor is not good at doping out this kind of proposition from a patent description. Brother Griggs has promised to send one
of the machines in for inspection and trial. If it is not too complicated,
thus making its manufacture costly, and if it is simple enough to be successfully handled by the average operator, and if it really produces an
equal tension throughout the length of the film, then it will fill a truly
long-felt want. Let us hope it has all these things. We wish the invention
of Brother Griggs all the success its merit will deserve.

of Him!

Syracuse, Kan., describes his house in the following language:
How do you do it? I mean, how do you find time to answer
all the letters and queries you must receive each day. I am going
to describe my new house without asking a single question. I really
wish you could drop in and see the nifty place we have; and it's
only 1.400 inhabitants, too, but we draw from the southwest for
one hundred and twenty miles, this being the closest railroad point.
To you dodging cars there in New York I presume this listens like
fiction, but nevertheless it is true. We also have a Harvey hotel
which cost $110,000. We are situated on the old Santa Fe Trail,
and on the direct route for autos from coast to coast, and we see
lots of cars from your little burg (See the heading. — Ed.). This
is the fifth show I have started here in four years, getting a
larger house and a little better equipment each time, until I have
reached the limit, and figure that I am about ten years ahead of
the town. Building is 140 feet long, with a 40-foot front. There
is an enclosed lobby, with cork carpet covering the floor, marble
soda fountain of the latest design, cigar and candy cases, goat
leather arm rockers and settees for loafers, and ice cream tables,
chairs and screens of mission oak. Fully equipped with electric
lights and fans, wired in conduit. The auditorium itself seats
three hundred. The floor is inclined four feet in sixty feet, then
level to the stage. The stage has four sets of scenery and drop.
It is 24x25 feet. Under the stage we have a basement with a
10 h. p. gasoline engine and 33 k. w. dynamo. Fifty feet from
the back we have a small balcony, on which is a piano, with drums,
mandolin, flutes, etc., which furnishes excellent music for the
show; also for the dance hall, which occupies one hundred feet
upstairs. I get 10 cents for three reels, changing every night,
using Mutual 40-day stuff. We light the auditorium with side
lights, inlaid conduit for the lower lights, using green shades.
Our dynamo must seem a little small to you, but we have all
double throw switches in the operating room, and when we are
using the projection arc we throw all other lights over on the city
a. c. lines, so as to get the full benefit of our plant, for, believe
me, it is the picture that counts. We also have the rheostat on
our own dynamo circuit in the operating room, where it is controlled
by the operator, who can vary his current at any time. I figure we
get, as a rule, 35 amperes, d. c. Of course, if we have a dark
picture we raise the voltage to 120, though it is a little hard on
our lamps, should we have any of them on. I have to smile as I
read of operators having light trouble, when I see my own plant
doing business every night, with the prettiest light you ever saw.
I was going to put in another screen, but think I will stick to my
old canvas, coated with alabastine, for I have seen a good many
shows, but no better pictures than mine. Having two currents
makes a fellow feel pretty good. In case one plays hookey, he has
the other one to fall back on, but deliver me from a. c. We are
in Southwest Kansas, thirteen miles from Colorado.

Rectifier Information.

Sail

Poor Installation.
The

Man in the Moon contributes the following:
Please do not publish my city, state or name (You will notice I
didn't. — Ed.). I have a 95-foot throw and a 16^-foot picture.
What size condenser would you advise? Our house is wired as
follows, though neither myself nor the management considers it as
anything else than wrong, but it had existed thus for two years
before the present owners bought it: The house is fed by a 2-wire
system. No. 6 B. & S. wires. Then there are three distributing
circuits of No. 10 B. & S.; two of these go to two Power's "Six"
machines, and the other to a spot and to a stereo. The machines
use a Power's rheostat on fourth point, and to top this off these
distributors are solid wire, but I am to get better conditions soon,
and the room will have No. 2 B. & S. stranded thr
-em.
with four distributing circuits of No. 6 B. & S. stranded.
What
kind of picture would you expect at 95 feet with the above conditions, and a bunch of elevators (freight, at that) going in the
afternoon?
I wish you would
head the Projection
Department
each week with two or three questions suitable for examination,
and then, next issue, answer
them.
This would. I believe, do
much
to get city officials to know
what a practical projection
examination should consist of. Why not also give the drawing of
a model
operating
room?
Outside
of the wiring, I have the
finest in the state of — in the moon
(Gee!
I nearly slipped that
time. — Ed.).
Will send picture and description later.
Has any
brother found a lower hard carbon which you do not have to
throw away an inch of in an Edison or Power's lamp?
Your
wiring is indeed very, very bad.
The feeders themselves
are
altogether too small.
You have four machines and five lamps.
Allowing
35 amperes to the machine, 15 to each stereo lamp and 15 to the spot, you
should have feeders capable of carrying
115 amperes,
and the various
distributing circuits should be No. 6. The quicker you tear out that wiring
and put in new, the better — particularly if you are on meter service, since
the loss through excessive resistance is large, and it all registers on the
meter.
Length
of throw
does not make
much
difference — very little.
indeed.
It is the size of the picture that counts.
But the elevators, if
taking power from those No. 6 feeders, probably raise thunder with your
voltage.
You should have two 7j4-inch condensers.
I do not give a
drawing of a model operating room because what might be a model under
certain conditions might not be the best under other conditions.
I do not
think the propounding
of examination
questions
would
be wise.
If it
were not for the enormous amount of labor involved, I would propound
100 questions, giving prizes aggregating $1,500 for the best replies.
The
late J. P. Chalmers and myself had this matter under consideration, and
the only thing that stood in the way was the great amount of labor involved. Ido not understand what you mean by the throwing away of an
inch of carbon.
Certainly you do not expect to burn up every bit of
carbon.
You will have to explanation
yourself a little more clearly on
that point, brother.
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Licensed
"THREE GIRLS AND A MAN" (Vitagraph), November 28.— Albert
W. Hale produces this bit of comedy in which the principal roles are
taken by Miss West and Miss Keefe and Messrs. King and Lytton.
"THE EAVESDROPPERS" (Vitagraph), November 28.— On the same
reel as the foregoing is this little skit featuring Adele De Garde and
Kenneth Casey. Mr. Young and Miss Young have the adult parts. The
group make
a lot of fun.
"THE WATER-RIGHT WAR" (Kalem), November 27.— There is a
hearty laugh in this picture when the father of the girl receives word
from her to the effect that "Steve says you can have your old stream;
he has taken me instead." Steve is the man with whom the father has
been at odds over water rights. Neva Gerber as the daughter is excellent.
There is a thrilling runaway; also there is much fine scenery.
"THE TRIANGLE" (Selig), November 28.— This is a good story.
Thomas Santschi is at his best. He is well supported by Miss Eyton and
Mr. Kawlinson. The closing scene between Mr. Santschi and Miss Eyton
is especially strong.
"THE BOSS OF THE KATY MINE" (Essanay), November 28.— A
story marred by the improbability of a husky young man dropping dead
from apoplexy at the psychological, the convenient, moment. Brinsley
Shaw takes the role of the unscrupulous mine owner, and takes it well.
"THE ISLAND OF CEYLON, INDIA" (Edison), November 29.— This
full reel of scenic and educational matter is interesting. There are pictures of snake charmers and devil dancers and of lace-makers. The views
of the sea during the monsoons will hold the attention even of those who
live by the ocean. There are many pictures of shipping copra (the kernel
of the cocoanut) and of tea; of elephants, at work and at play.
"THE CHAPERON GETS A DUCKING" (Kalem), November 29 —
Wherein Fat Bill, portrayed by John E. Brennan, is rigged up as a woman
in order that he may chaperon a party of girls who desire to visit the
camp of the boys. Fat Bill monopolizes the attentions of the girls; the
boys give him a ducking. The girl* get square on the particular young
man who introduced the "chaperon," and there is another ducking. There
are some laughs.
"RUTH ROLAND, THE KALEM GIRL" (Kalem), November 29.—
Showing a Kalem girl amid California settings riding to the studio, doing
a little weak bag-punching, then duck-shooting, fishing, horseback riding
and canoeing. There is a girl who does some good fancy diving from a
high platform. It may be Miss Roland; we are not permitted a sufficiently
close view to determine.
"AN ABSENT-MINDED BURGLAR" (Biograph), November 28.—
There is much fun in this tale of the burglar who robbed a house in daylight and absent-mindedly left in the pockets of his old clothes a large
sum of money, which came in very handily for Mr. Hardluck,
"AFTER THE HONEYMOON" (Biograph), November 28.— At the end
of the honeymoon Mr. and Mrs. Gooddresser start housekeeping; they
are more than affectionate. After a period of six months things are different. The wife no longer dresses for dinner; the husband is not interested in affairs at home. The two dress to go out — with friends of the
opposite sex. While the two are waiting for the husband and wife at
the same spot, by coincidence, and the girl under the man's embrella, to
protect her from the rain, the estranged couple meet in the hall of their
home. The sight of each all togged up awakens the old love. Both fail
to keep the engagement with the two standing under the umbrella. It is
on the same reel as the foregoing.
"THE GREAT STEEPLECHASE" (Pathe), November 29.— In this special two-reel drama the feature is easily the steeplechase. It is a thrilling
contest. There are spills, three of them. How the riders escape with their
lives will puzzle the beholders. The villain is played by Bigelow Cooper,
the well-known Edison player. His work is carefully done, as always. An
element of comedy is introduced through a young African, who takes the
role of stable boy. The scenes of the race course and of the race will interest any audience.
The production really is a feature.
"LINKED BY FATE" (Melies), November 28.— There is some superb
scenery in this drama of the seashore — great towering cliffs. The story is
of a shipwrecked party being thrown on an island, a minister and his daughter and a young man being deserted by the others, who take the only boat
and depart. The minister, dying, marries the two. The daughter, finding
a miniature of a woman on her husband's neck, jumps to the conclusion
that the man has married her through regard for the conventionalities. The
husband has rigged up a boat. The wife throws into the water her coat
and hat. The husband, finding them, believes the girl has committed suicide, and rows away. The wife, afterward, rescued by a passing craft, is
put ashore. Later she meets her husband and learns that the picture is of
His sister. There is a good situation in the closing scene, it is competently
handled.
THE SURGEON (Lubin), Nov. 25. — A very interesting picture of a
surgeon who, although more skillful than most physicians, failed on account
of drunkenness. No longer called upon to operate, he forsakes the East
and becomes a cowboy, and at length foreman, on a ranch. Of course, the
daughter of the owner and he fall in love. There is very little of the melo-
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dramatic in the story, just enough to get speedy action at the climax where
the foreman saves the life of his wounded employer by performing an operation the country doctor couldn't do. There is plausibility in the situation
and also in the way it is worked out, and, with its fine character sketches,
it makes a very commendable offering. Both Wallace C. Clifton, the author,
and F. J. Grandon, the producer, deserve credit. By far the best character
in it is the country doctor, played by Albert Seigel. The surgeon-foreman
is well played by Edgar Jones. Both the ranch owner and his wife are
well pictured; but the daughter is weak. Her acting makes the whole picture
beem artificial.
LYDIA PUNKHAM'S LOVE STORY (C. G. P. C), Nov. 26.— The producers of these C. G. P. C. farces show a remarkable fertility in devising
new ridiculous situations. This is like others not in its situations, but in
the method followed. It more closely touches on the vulgar than the average farce of this kind.
It will be found amusing, but is no masterpiece.
PICTURESQUE BRITTANY (C. G. P. C), Nov. 26.— This lovely picture of old castles, old houses and quaint cities in Brittany will strongly
appeal to all kinds of spectators; but those who will enjoy it most will be
least likely to find entertainment in the farce that percedes it. The photography is perfect and finely stereoscopic; the coloring just enough to seem
natural and make one forget that it is hand-painted.
SOME RARE SPECIMENS AND A FEW OLD FRIENDS, NEWYORK ZOOLOGICAL PARK (Edison), Nov. 26.— The reviewer has looked
over the New York Zoo more than once; but this picture has given him
more valuable instruction than any or all of his visits. It is much more
than a haphazard collection of photographs; it gives no bears, lions, etc.,
nor animals that everyone has seen and knows. The chooser of the specimens has shown discrimination and made the picture most valuable. It is
worth while to see the panda, the emu, the wild dogs of Australia and the
Tasmanian devil. Very interesting, too, are the Gobi cassawary, the wild
horses of Mongolia, the pigmy hippopotamus, the beautiful crested pigeons
from New Guinea and the very rare hogs from Africa. These things are
not found in every large museum of living fauna, and they are worth seeing.
The photography is so good that they can really be seen, through a magic
window but seen nevertheless.
This is really a fine feature picture.
MR. HUBBY'S WIFE (Essanay), Nov. 26.— Augustus Carney, our old
friend "Alkali Ike," plays the leading part in this office farce as Mr. Hubby,
a married man fond of flirting with pretty stenographers. His wife objects,
and cleverly lays a trap to break him of the habit. The scenario behind
this picture doesn't afford any real chance for the brilliant clown acting
that Carney used to give us in his western characters. It has one or two
funny moments; but, for the most part, is about as flat as can be. Eleanor
Blanchard plays Mrs. Hubby, who persuades her friend, Lily Branscombe,
to dress up as a freak, and makes her husband accept her. She gets a
chance and takes the wig, specs and disguise herself and then as stenographer trounces Hubby. Ruth Stonehouse and Dolores Cassinelli play two
Hubby.
stenographers who are too good looking for the job, according to Mrs.
IN THE FLAT ABOVE (Vitagraph), Nov. 26.— An apartment house
farcical love story with Roger Lytton as the occupant of the apartment
above. He is an annoyed bachelor when a vocal music teacher, Clara Kimball
Young, moves into the apartment below. His dislike isn't softened by the
fact that he meets Flora Finch, a student, coming out and thinks she is the
instructor. A little later, Kate Price, also a student, meets him and gives
him a tongue thrashing. The climax isn't convincing enough even for a
farce, and the amusement that their roles gave the players, especially those
who sing, kept them from seeming so amusing as they might have. James
Young is both author and producer; but it surely isn't up to his good work.
"THE TOTVILLE EYE" (Edison), Nov. 27.— Bannister Merwin easily
keeps in the front rank of photo-playwrights. In this picture he has provided another amusing and humanly pleasing offering. It isn't strongly
convincing as real life, but was made in sympathy with the way the human
mind and heart work when they take a holiday together, and very plainly
pleased a large audience. "The Totville Eye" is a village newspaper of
four pages, and the Edison producer seems to have put out an edition
of it just for the picture.
The edition one day was ready to go on the press, when the crusty old
editor (Robert Brower) was called away. The printer and the boy (Walter
Edwin and Yale Boss) were lifting the front page form, when they "pied''
it, and it was just type scattered over the floor. The paper had to "come
out," so the printer sent Yale out for some news and determined to have
the paper "right" for once. Yale's news items showed that he had positive
genius, and Totville saw itself, when the paper reached the street, as others
saw it. The result is more pleasing than probable.
Among others of the cast, Edward O'Connor, a tramp printer, passes
through, looking for a job. Yale sees him putting whiskey into Dominie
Bigelow Cooper's soda water, and his- report saves that man from being
asked to resign his pulpit. This minister's role was the only poorly played
part in the picture. Harry Beaumont and Bessie Learn have a lovers' tiff,
and Yale's item about that brings a reconciliation. Charles Ogle plays a
miserly landlord, and the young reporter's writing him up makes him reform,
lie comes in to thank the astonished editor, which is running pretty hard
on the goodness and wisdom of human kind. It made us expect that the
landlord would marry the poor widow whom he had turned out into the
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cold, but the story isn't as romantic as all that. Bliss Milford plays the
widow. Alice Washburn has a minor part. It is an unusually likable
offering and will please everywhere.
"TREBIZOND AND ITS SURROUNDINGS" (Eclipse), Nov. 37.— A
fairly well photographed set of views of a city of Asia Minor. Pictures
of Turkish cities are doubly interesting at this time. This one, as including
glimpses of a Turkish regiment, and especially as showing it at grub time,
is a fine offering.
"A MAN IciK A DAY" (Eclipse), Nov. 27. — A very small boy is shown
as breaking his clay "bank" and "blowing" himself with his money just like
a gentleman, including dining with girls whom he "picks up," and finally
going home "lit," when his exasperated dad gives him a well-deserved spanking. If the audience is amused it U because of the ridiculous incongruity
of a boy's behaving so. Together, these two offerings make good.
"ROPED IN" (Selig), Nov. 26. — Because of other pictures, at least
produced before this, its author, Will Aspinwall, deserves no great amount
of credit. The picture is entertaining. It deals with the cowboy who
answers a matrimonial advertisement and hears from an old maid, front
teeth gone, who sends him her latest, but not very recent, photograph.
One of the most amusing things in the picture is the contrast, with the
evident similarity, between Myrtle Stedman as she was — shown by her
photograph — and as she is, with her makeup. Lester Cunio, the cowboy,
behaves as other picture cowboys have behaved in this situation, but acts
naturally. Also in the cast are Frank Iliggins and Messrs. Frith, Merris,
De Long and Williamson.
"THE STAIN" (Essanay), Nov. 27.— There is just enough freshness in
this story to keep it interesting. It is pictured in the costume of a bygone
age, and as a dream. Seldom it is that a poorly acted picture comes from
the Essanay studio; this seems to be one of the exceptions. It happens to
be an ultra-romantic story, and the players did what is known as "playing
up to their parts." There was a priest, or minister of some kind, in one
scene, and his open mouth spoiled that scene's whole effect.
The picture opens in modern life. Walter Hitchcock plays a man who
occasionally goes to a museum and looks at a picture of an ancestor. He
is in love with a woman, played by Ruth Stonehouse, who hasn't yet told
him that she returns his affection. He grows jealous of a man, played by
Billy Mason, and goes home in a despondent mood and gets out the pistol.
The producer lets us think he intends suicide. When the story is done we
suspect that he intended killing his friend, which was even more displeasing.
He dreams the love story of his ancestor (E. H. Calvert), who is a villain
and kills a young gallant (Bryant Washburn) because of jealousy. The
girl of the dream is Lily Brauscombe, and her death scenes are poor.
"THE SAMARITAN OF COOGAN'S TENEMENT" (Lubin), Nov. 26.—
A picture that will entertain and please and that the audience seemed to
enjoy. But it is not what could be called a strong picture. One feels that
more might have been made from the scenario, which seems well written.
The author is Frederick E. Wright. Its one weakness lies in the fact that
not one player in it was well cast. Of course, Arthur Johnson is never
less than himself, even when playing a farmer or a workingman, but he is
never at his best in such parts. Lottie Briscoe, as a tenement house girl,
is more convincing, but, as usual, hers is the romantic part. Clara Lambert
plays the old mother of the farmer lad who cannot pay a mortgage on his
farm and comes to the city to find work. He gets into trouble until "Red,"
the gangster and the Samaritan, helps him. Except for the choice of players, the picture is well produced. There is some humor in it, and it also
holds interest. Jack McDonald is "Red," and is comical if not convincing.
"THE SHERIFF'S BROTHER" (Pathe), Nov. 27— A typical Western
story of a sheriff with a bad-man brother. The girl is loved by both, and
although she prefers the sheriff, he thinks she prefers the brother. When
the sheriff is following a gang of horse thieves, and finds that his brother
is a part of it, he resigns his shield. There is a happy ending, and no one
killed. Paul Panzer plays the sheriff, and William Cavanaugh the brother.
The heroine is good looking.
It's a good picture of its kind.
"SATIN AND GINGHAM" (Lubin), Nov. 28.— Here is a full reel
without a harsh word in it. It is a story of a minister and his love. Well
might it be thrown on the screen in any church entertainment. A woman
would say it is a sweet story. So it is, and a simple one. Nevertheless,
it holds — holds by reason of the art of the players; of the sequence, the
continuity, of the scenes. The climax comes when May, the daughter of
well-to-do parents, on the eve of her wedding breaks the engagement she
has made with a man of means. She drives in her machine to the home of
Tom, her brother's clergyman friend. Tom has been at his mother's knee,
seeking consolation in his sorrow — he has told her that he is in love and
■heartbroken. Tom has just before gone to the kitchen and put the kettle
on the stove. He has put the tea in the pot. Waiting for the water to
boil, he has returned to his mother's knee.
She is stroking his hair.
May starts to enter the clergyman's home at the front door. She changes
her mind and goes to the kitchen entrance and steps in. She sees the kettle
simmering on the stove. She tiptoes across the floor and peeks in on the
domestic scene in the sitting room. She throws across the back of a kitchen
chair an expensive wrap. She goes to a closet and. takes down a gingham
apron — the same, by the way, which in an earlier scene she had in a pet
thrown off, convinced that- it did not harmonize with her social station.
The apron is promptly thrown over the trailing satin gown. May makes
the tea, puts it on a tray, enters the sitting room and, without a word or
a turn even of the eye, put the tray on the table. Tom and his mother
show their amazement. The mother senses the situation and smilingly glides
out of the room. Tom puts out both hands to May in dumb query. She is
in his arms.
Mr. August takes the role of the clergyman. Miss Hawley has the part
of May. The work of the two and of the entire support is convincing —
excellent.
"THE IRON HEEL" (Essanay), Nov. 29.— A picture made unusually
interesting by Norman MacDonald's strong portrayal of a vindictive old
miser. This old man tries to get his enemy's son convicted of murdering
him. He sets his trap well, even making a will in the man's favor to provide a motive, and setting one of his cottages on fire, as though to cover
the crime.
Then
he keeps in hiding, but is discovered
just before the
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execution. The Selig people some time ago used this same character and
situation, which came perhaps from a popular detective story, but their
picture didn't equal this this on accoui ■:
ay's old miser.
The Selig
picture was, however, better conducted. This story is clear only as to its
mam thread; some of its subordinate things are not understood. Because
of this, and because the producer conducted tlic picture as a detective story,
inasmuch as he kept at every step the outcome hidden as much as possible,
although the detective was not the hero, he failed to get at certain poi
the feeling of suspense that was desirable. He didn't explain enough t
awaken
expectation.
In a detective story the audience's opinion 01
ive'i brain power furnishes tins. We didn't know much about the
detective in this case, and were not made inter, ited In his part of the work.
We were left merely guessing, not expecting anything.
It is always th
I tilings that make for suspense.
The unexpected
things have I
legitimate use in pictures, but in another way.
Francis X. Bushman plays
nl) suspected of murder.
Also in the ea-t are Harry Cashman, Bev
crly Hayne, Mildred Weston and Helen Itunbar.
"THE STROKE OAK" (Lubin), Nov. 29.— Edmund Steel, the author of
this picture of college life, furnished what might have been made into a
masterpiece. The picture's story works up to a closely contested threecornered race between eight-oared shells. It tells how the stroke oar got
into trouble with the college authorities, how he was forbidden to row in
the coming race, and how he did row nevertheless, and was forgiven because
his boat won. The picture was conducted to give a farcical atmosphere, and
in our opinion this weakened it. Perhaps the producer feared to make his
college president a sensible man, since he had to make him act like a
martinet, but he seems too clownish. The president is played by William
Orlemund; his daughter by Dorothy Mortimer, and the stroke oar by Charles
Compton. Also in the cast are John Holmes, Ned Steel, K. C. Travers and
Cy Morgan, who plays the coach.
"ON DONOVAN'S DIVISION" (Edison), Nov. 30.— A railroad live
story, clear, well acted and pleasing. The fireman, Donovan, loves the
station master's pretty daughter. His engineer also is in love with her.
Their train, a freight, is following an excursion train, when on a down
grade the air brakes refuse to work. The engineer proves a coward, and
the fireman stays by the engine and averts a catastrophe. Edna Flugrath,
with her pleasing self and her good acting, makes an interesting heroine.
Bigelow Cooper is an acceptable Donovan. Charles Ogle plays the engineer,
William Wadsworth the conductor, and John Sturgeon the station master;
all are natural. The railroad scenes, including the rush down the grade
and the climax, are all fine. The audience seemed to be enjoying it, and
it ought to be generally popular.
"THE MAYOR FROM IRELAND" (Kalem), Nov. 30.— There is nothing
that so criticises the majority of pictures as the few that, like this, are very
well produced. It is not a great or a deeply significant offering, but its
story is freshly entertaining and human, and it is both naturally and sincerely acted and smoothly and clearly told. Consequently our attention is
captured and held from the start.
It is a story of Ireland and America. The early scenes show us glimpses
of farming life in the old country and the beginning of a love story. As
usual in Kalem Irish pictures, these scenes are lovely. We have in them
a happy couple and an unsuccessful lover who goes away to America. A
few years pass and the young couple, hearing of the success of their fellowtownsman, decide to emigrate also. They sell their cow to buy tickets. All
through the story we find these truthful, homely incidents that are not
necessary to making the story clear, but add much to its interest. In
America the man and wife find hard luck. The wife gets sick, and the
husband applies for work to his rival, the successful contractor, and is
insulted. Yet in time he becomes successful and is elected mayor in a
campaign against his rival.
The picture's quality comes partly from the care used in arranging the
scenes so that it is an organic whole and seems to grow, and partly from
the acting which makes the characters seem real. We think it one of
Director Sid Olcott's best productions. The girl is played by Gene Gauntier
in her usual distinguished style. Jack Clark plays heT husband, and J. P.
McGowan
the other man.
An unusually desirable offering.
"RANCH MATES" (Lubin), Nov. 30.— Miss C. B. Peterson, the writer
in this picture, has fabricated a typical Western story of rather old style,
which F. J. Grandon has produced smoothly and clearly. It deals with a
bad man and his sister and the bad man's bunkmate. The bad man is leading a double life, but loves his sister, who is coming to live on the ranch.
The bunkmate has fallen in love with the sister's photograph. The bad man
is found out and kills himself just before the sister comes. She marries the
bunkmate. The bad man is played by Burton King, his sister by Clara
Williams, and the bunkmate by Edgar Jones.
"O'HARA, SQUATTER AND PHILOSOPHER" (Vitagraph), Nov.
30. — The author of this picture of life in the shanty borders of Brooklyn
deserves credit for a fresh and human glimpse of a few good Irish characters; two of 'em are real fightin' Irishmen, and O'Hara is a peacemaker.
Underneath the neighborhood scrap, caused by 0'Grady*s goat, who gets
some of Sullivan's cherished flowers, is a love story. Sullivan's daughter
and Grady's son are sweethearts, and it is chiefly to help these two that
O'Hara is moved to act. The picture was ably produced by Van Dyke
Brooke, who plays O'Hara. Perhaps the best thing in it is William Shea's
Tim Sullivan in a fighting mood. He is so mad he breaks his own dudheen,
and his hands and feet seem to "smell battle from afar." Robert Gaillord
is also good. These three men, with Kate Price as Mrs. Sullivan, really
make the picture. Also in the cast are Mrs. Maurice, Dorothy Kelly,
Hughie Mack, Richard Rosson and Norma Talmadge. It is a very enjoyable offering.
"BRUTALITY" (Biograph), Dec. 2. — "Brutality" seems an honest but
a rather unfortunate title for so good a picture; such a name is hardly a
recommendation. The offering is one of those suggestive Biograph sermons, like "The String of Pearls." but it is better. One finds a good deal
of sincerity in it, and a good deal of human truth. There is also individuality of style and something of progressiveness and originality, which
promises well for the future ef the picture business. The Biograph producer plays upon his characters as though they were musical instruments,
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i of admiration for the impressions be is able to make, just
by facial expression.
In In* beautiful photographs his characters appear as
through fine opera glasses.
Every change of expression is more clearly pictured than if they were really before us, and one isn't embarrassed drinking
.11. Is it not truly soul-music?
Can such impressions be created
in any other W8y than on tile SCI
lli, storj is ..i a husband and his wife.
The man has an ugly, brutal
temper, especially when be is drunk.
The girl had warning, the testimony
ol lit r own eyes, before sin married him, but h( aaid that her be never
would hurt.
They are working people, and not very long after the Wi I
the little
Uld of hers different from what she hoped,
The way lii treats her, and her consequent attitude toward him, are very
truthfully suggested; one sees things not unlike it now and then. The man
finally sees himself at a show where "Oliver Twist" is being played, and
repents. Miss Mai Marsh plays the wife and does admirably. The scenes,
acting, photography are all that could be desired. The picture is a desirable offering.
"PATHE'S WEEKLY No. 40."
the glimpses of Balkan war scenes.
ones in tins week's topical, taken in
in Asia Minor. Such pictures are
other items of deep interest.

Dec. -•.—The best
There are a number
Servia, Montenegro
very valuable. We

items just now are
of very interesting
and also in Turkey
also find the usual

Till-. ABSENT-MINDED VALET" (Vitagraph), Dec. 2.— John Daly
Murphy wrote the scenario for this comedy, which is freab and would have
Hiy amusing had it been played more spontaneously. The valet has
a clown's part, and while Hughie Mack, who plays it, had the proper physical build for the part, his clown work lacks the subtle fun suggestion so
necessary ami bo pleasing when well done. Frederick Thomson, the director,
has handled the picture well and made it fairly effective; it brought out
a number of laughs. Mrs. Kate Price plays the valet's long suffering
mother. It is she who gets him the job. Harry T. Morey plays tin
employer and does very well.
"A DOLLAR SAVED IS A DOLLAR EARNED" (Edison), Dec. 3.— A
picture pointing the value of scientific, consistent saving, even when in
small sums. Augustus Phillips and Bliss Milford take the parts of sweethearts, and then of husband and wife. The salary of the husband is stationary; the wife, nevertheless, saves a dollar a week, putting the money
into the base of the big lamp. When in later life the husband is discharged
because his usefulness as a clerk is at an end, and things look black, he
- that be cannot buy a farm which may be obtained on a payment of
$500 down. The wife takes the money from the lamp. It is a pretty story
throughout and holds all the way.
"WESTERN GIRLS" (Essanay), Dec. 3.— There is a hold-up; the two
men who do the trick go out into the woods to divide the loot; they are
seen by two girls, svho ride back to inform the sheriff; there is no one in
the office; the two girls masquerade as men and go back and hold up the
hold-upers, bind them and are bringing them into town when they meet the
sheriff and his posse on the way to find the robbers, they having been
notified by the driver of the stage coach; the robbed passengers get back
their property; that's all.
"THE SCOOP" (Vitagraph), Dec. 3. — The nub of this comedy-drama is
where Edith Storey, as the girl reporter, gets a much-wanted interview with
a public man. She- gains access to the man's estate and barns that he is
bathing in a piivate lake, but sans clothes. She uses the man's wearing
apparel for a cushion and compels him to answer her questions before she
will depart. She gets her story and brings it all the way back to town on
the train, instead of wiring it in. The inside of a newspaper shop is shown,
among other departments the composing room and the pressroom. The
comedy is worth while.
"AT NAPOLEON'S COMMAND" (Cines), Dec. 2.— Here is a picture it
1- a pleasure to see. It is billed as a two-reel speaial — in other wsrds, a
feature. It is a feature-, for every one of its two thousand feet — in fact, a
picture on which an exhibitor can safely go the limit. It would be useless
to attempt to describe this picture in a few words; it could not be done.
e "At Napoleon's Command."

Independent
"THE PERKINS-JENKINS WAR" (Solax), November jo.— A clever
comedy in which Billy and Sallu have a difficult time getting married.
Their families are at war. There is a frustrated elopement and a double
suicide which tizzies out very properly. In the end all factions are
united happily.
A good comedy
offering.
"THE
HYPNOTIC
CHAIR"
(Majestic), December
t. — A fantastic idea
worthy of a stronger plot.
The hypnotic chair throws its spell over a
n or more people at once, and lastly over the rebellious wife.
There
restaurant and Broadway street scenes.
00 MUCH MOTHER-IN-LAW" (Comet), November 30.— Jenkins
and Casey exchange overcoats in a restaurant. Their cards are mixed
and also the presents each was taking to his wife. Trouble ensues and
one of the men plans a robbery of his own house to bring the rope of
into proper hands.
This is fair comedy
with good photographic
effects.
"A TOPSY TURVY LOVE AFFAIR"
(Reliance), December 7.— Merely
an effort at comedy.
Two couples are seen at the beginning giving les- ,
sons in the art of making love.
A duel scene follows, the pistols being
loaded with bread crumbs.
At the close the women come to the rescue
and all ends happily.
"THE
LAW
OF COD"
(American).
December
9.— The hero of this,
1 by Warren Kerrigan, is an atheist, lie loves the minister's daughter, but their marriage is forbidden. He is involved in a plot to wreck
a train, but refuses to throw the switch after reading an excerpt from
the Bible. There is an exciting chase across country. In the end the
outlaw becomes
converted
and marries
the girl.
"NELL OF THE PAMPAS'' (American), December 12.— The setting
is the chief beauty of this film, as the story ends with a little too much
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tragedy. Three characters out of the five are shot. Pauline Hush and
Warren Kerrigan play the leads. The scenes in the pampas field are
exceptionally
attractive.
"HIS SQUAW" (Broncho), December 4. — Though a little slow in
reaching the plot, this two-reel offering is meritorious and works up to a
good climax. The attack on the wagon train is realistic, as well as the
1 tbi Indians in camp. The women and children are led to the
fort, when their lives are saved by Jim Hale. IJIue Sky, the Indian squaw,
makes an effort to revenge the supposed death of her husband, the
squaw -man; it is well played. Her fall from the cliff seems too realistic
for safely. The Story closes with Jim Hale and his former sweetheart
reunited.
A successful film.
'FOR THE C.U.'SE" (Kay-Bee).— It is a pleasure to commend
the stirring war pictures made by this company, such as the two-reel
offering given here. It would be a captious critic who would quarrel
with the California setting for these tense, vivid scenes, though the
surroundings are not historically accurate. But there is such a wealth of
scenic detail, careful costuming and splendid acting, that if anything there
is an improvement over the trde southern battleground. This film reveals
tremendous distances, with files of soldiers sharply outlined against the
sky, bursting bombs, and all the paraphernalia of actual warfare. Even
the horses fall and lie struggling as though trained to the work. The
plot is interesting and well handled by the principals.
A fine offering.
"BROWN'S SEANCE" (Keystone), December 2.— A fortune teller
threatens to tell the wives of several men that their husbands are untrue, unless the men dig up some money. The blackmailing scheme succeeds and the men pay up. But the film does not make the best comedy.
"PAT'S
good Irish
posed to be
on his back

DAY Oil'" (Keystone), December 2.— Fred Mace draws a
character in this. There is a big hunt for Pat. who is suplying dead in the sewer, when instead he is peacefully smoking
porch.
This is on the same reel with the above.

"THE RANCHMAN'S WOOING
(Universal), December 18.— This
frontier film contains many beautiful Western scenes. The sepia and
blue print tones are good. The sub-titles are ultra-romantic, but the
story is entertaining. At the last there is a drop from the sublime to
the ridiculous that leaves the audience roaring with laughter. But we
are afraid much of the laughter is directed at the picture itself because
of its farcical ending. Still it is funny, and that is not an inexcusable
fault.
"APARTMENT NO. 13" (Gem). December 3.— This picture tries the
observer's patience. It is so exceedingly clever and ingenious for the
first half that we regret the weakness of the ending. The girl and the
hero, played by Billy West and John Adolphi, were gotten into a very
novel predicament, but the way out was very disappointing. Telephoning
for a minister was a flat windup for this very original little comedy.
"THE RIGHTS OF A SAVAGE" (Bison), December 7.— A tale of
Indian vengeance, located in the Hopi Indian region. There are strong,
colorful scenes in it. The wounded gambler, after receiving succor at
the hands of an Indian Samaritan, lures his squaw away. Three years
later he is tortured at the stake. Marguerita Fisher appears as the squaw.
The part of the Indian is very strongly played.
"STUDY OF THE FLY" (Eclair), December 5.— This picture should
make next summer's cry of "Swat the fly!" stronger than ever. From
the time the eggs are hatched we are shown microscopic views of this
household pest, and when the picture is finished it is clearly seen what a
menace it is to health.
"THE MENDER, THE PIPE, AND THE VASE" (Eclair). December
5. — On same reel with above. Domestic troubles which arise from a broken
pipe and vase. Clear-cut photography, but only a mildly interesting story.
"BRIDES AND BRIDLES" (Nestor), December 6.— Intimate glimpses
into the unhappy existence of two circus girls. The bearded lady, living
skeleton, snake charmer and ringmaster are shown. The plot works out
well, with the two girls marrying cow-boys and making their homes in
the West.
"ALMOST A SUICIDE" (Nestor), December 6.— On same reel with
above. Edward Lyons and Dorothy Davenport here lead the observer
through an interesting first quarrel of a young married couple. Because
the husband sat down on a needle he became angry and hot words followed. The scene on the beach is a 'augh producer.
"THE TWO INSEPARABLE FRIENDS'* (Ambrosio). December 4.—
A mere trifle of a plot, depicting the love of a little Italian lad for his
dog, but so naturally worked out that we wished it had been longer.
Photographically
excellent.
"MR. FATTY IS FURNISHED WITH GOOD LUNGS" (Ambrosio),
December 4. — This ricturc. on the same icel, rounds out the offering in
good shape. Mr. Fatty's strong breath moves table and chairs, breaks
down doors and creates general havoc. One of the best eccentric comedy
pictures seen for some time.
"AN ENERGETIC MEMBER" (Powers). December 4.— Baby Early's
work as a member of the American Society for the Protection of Cruelty
to Animals is here *he basis of an amusing picture. She saves a cat
horse from cruel treatment, and though life imprisonment is not
administered to the offenders as she wished, the ends of justice are
served. Not a strong story, but one that will do good work for our
dumb
friends and leave a good impression
with the observer.
"THROUGH SHADOWED VALES" (Imp). December 5.— King Baggot and Jane Fearnley work out a story of troubled married life in this
picture. We are glad to find that the downfall of both husband and wife
through the ravages of drink is after all only a dream. The character
offering.
work is excellent and with the happy ending this makes a successful
"ANIMATED WEEKLY NO. 38" (Universal), November 28.— Views
of the Yale-Princeton football game. Paris Fashions, Cardinal Gibbons
dedicating a Baltimore church, Turkish war prisoners, Boy Scouts at play
and practice and intimate views of Margaret Illington off the stage, are
among
the interesting things in this number.
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1ove with a hunchback
violinist.
When
her light I
lie thinks
•the hunchback's brother was the musician
who bad won he I heart
The
hunchback, perceiving tin-, drowns himsell
pictures.
Vivian PreSCOtt anil Win. K. Shay play the lcails.
"THE SILENT CALL" (Nestor), December 4— The hero of this story
advances money to send a bankrupt man to California with his daughter.
By the time the hero goes West himself, the giil has fallen In love with
another
man, who in turn befriends the hero.
<
r returns home
without the girl.
Some
good California scenes help this plot along and
there is a realistic fall from a horse.
"HILLY JONES OF NEW YORK" (Champion), December 2.— The
plot of this picture is vague and uncertain in its development, and even
the ending does not quite clear things up. This is unfortunate, as there
are a lot of interesting people on the screen and some interesting glimpses
of New York streets. There is a bogus Italian count ami numerous complications crop up, but they do not hold the attention strongly enough.
"A WILL AND A WAY" (Thanhouser), December 3.— Besides telling
a good, entertaining story in a series of clear pictures, this film also
carries a strong "office" atmosphere. The setting is good throughout,
and even the way the blonde stenographer chews her gum is realistic.
The plot tells of how the scheming nephew was kept out of an inheritance
which finally went to the daughter.
A good film throughout.
"STANDING ROOM ONLY" (Thanhouser), December :.— Here is a
humorous conceit of an interesting character. A farmer is elected keeper
of the jail and his daughter proves such a good cook that all the tramps
of the vicinity make an effort to be arrested. The jail is soon overcrowded, but the girl is induced to leave and the next morning there is
no breakfast. The prisoners immediately yearn for freedom. Pictorially
good.
"ROUGH ON RATS" (Punch), December 12.— The hero of this story,
played by Herbert Pryor, is supposed to be dying from eating "rough on
rats." There is a badly tangled love affair and a great deal of somewhat
confusing
action of an amusing kind.
"THE BABY AND THE COP" (Punch), December 12.— This comedy,
on the same reel, shows the fattening effects of a certain medicine, which
make a baby grow with amazing rapidity. Little Herbert Rice appears
in humorous contrast to the large infant.
"A DEVIL OF A TIME" (Punch), December 19.— In this half-reel
an escaped lunatic masquerades as the devil, creating much havoc wherever
he appears.
Men run and ladies faint, but he is at last apprehended.
"WANTED, A HUSBAND" (Punch), December 19.-O11 the same
reel with above. Featuring little Herbert Rice, who becomes the diminutive husband of big Maggie Malone. Their ensuing troubles are interesting
and amusing.
1
"A TELEPHONE ENTANGLEMENT" (Gaumont), Dec. 5.— A young
•man is overheard answering a matrimonial advertisement over the telephone.
Four girls at central office appear at the appointed rendezvous, with white
roses at their belts. They "cut out" the spinster who advertised for a
husband, and the hero carries off one of the telephone girls.
"WHEN THE SPHINX SPOKE" (Powers), Dec. 6.— A picture with
pretty scenes taken in Southern California. The story lacks clearness, one
of the most important qualities in a production designed to be dramatic.
The objecting father turns back toward his house and sees a pair of shoes
going in a window. He suspects that his daughter's sweetheart is paying
a clandestine call, and hurries to give him a warm reception. The shoes
belong to a yeggman, but it happens that the lover is really in the house.
This situation has been handled before dramatically, but in this instance we
don't know just what really happened. The burglar seemed to get very
sick suddenly, and the sweetheart gets the reputation of being a hero. The
photography is fair.
"WATERING
esting scenic.

PLACES

IN CALIFORNIA"

(Powers), Dec. 6.— An inter-

"DIAMOND CUT DIAMOND" (Milano), Dec. 7.— A somewhat drawn
out two-reel subject that would have been much more acceptable in one
part. The most remarkable thing about the picture is that it is a Milano
picture, and yet is so inconsequential. We have grown to expect much
•more substantial material from this maker. The story is one of those colorless adventures, with a coast guard hero, a gang of counterfeiters with an
accomplished scheming woman among them, and the jealous wife of the
guardsman. The backgrounds are, for the most part, a rocky shore, a cave
in which the spurious money is made, and a few interiors.
"AN ELECTION BET" (Imp), Dec. 7.— Something better might have
been made of this farce if it had been more carefully produced. The acting
lacks both the sincerity that might have made it amusing as a satire, and
that indescribable spontaneity that would have made it a joyous burlesque.
It is not at all dramatic, and concerns itself merely with showing how three
old and foolish clubmen lost an election bet and had to dress up like children
and play childish pranks on the street.
It is not truly funny.
"PAUL AND VIRGINIA" (Rex), Dec. 5.— A two-reel illustration of a
once popular romance. Spectators over sixty may get more out of it than
the present generation which hasn't read the story. As a picture, it lacks
•dramatic suspense, but stands on its pleasant sentiment. The scenes meant
to represent Martinique are poor; one shows a few palm leaves stuck in
the ground, with autumn foliage and half-denuded trees in the background.
The hero and heroine, Paul and Virginia, are fine; their acting seems just
what it ought to be — in fact, the acting as a whole is the picture's biggest
asset, if it isn't its saving grace.
"THE WHEEL OF DESTINY" (Rex), Dec. 8— There are pictures like
this that deal with life in a pleasant but not very convincing way, and yet
appeal to the average spectator more than some artistically made offerings.
The average spectator goes to a show to be amused; he wants to see things
that he likes. This picture, although one might easily find fault with some
of it, provides good entertainment. It is a Thanksgiving story of two faithful darkies who have come to a Northern city. The ex-slave finds his old
master, by mere chance, in dire poverty. He spends all the money he and
his wife had been saving for a turkey to buy "ole marster" some .decent
clothes, and then, darky-like, steals a chicken for "marster's" dinner.
He
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much more entertaining than usual.
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who are behaving
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As an offering it will be : telli"A TANGLED
MARRIAGE"
(Crystal).
B.— Pearl White is a
real actress and in tins pleasantly farcical love story jhe is ably sup;
by Chester liainett.
The hero, by the terms of a will, has to get married
by noon on a certain day, and finds it out, just at the last hour.
The
story turns on the need for clothes of an escaped prisoner who changes his
stripes for the parson's sober respectability just
ing couple arrive
at the parsonage. Nearly all the curious twists of freaky fortune possible
have been used in the development of this situation. It is good entcrtunment.
"THE BLACK PRINCE" (Crystal), December 8.— An amusing farce,
somewhat broader than the one above, on the same reel. Of a darkie
couple, the husband gets a job as sandwich man, advertising a palmist.
The wife gets a job as cook. Her mistress takes the sandwich man for a
black prine. reported to be in town and the cook finds her entertaining him.
A picture that would be displeasing in the South.

KINEMACOLOR.
"NEW COIFFURES" (Kimemacolor).— On the same reel, some very
pretty women showing new styles of dressing the hair. It was taken in New
York City and shows the work of Wm. Hepner, a hair dresser.
"MEDITERRANEAN SCENES" (Kinemacolor).— Gives very interesting
glimpses, rather short, of ports around history's most interesting waters.
They are Marseilles, Palermo, Athens, Gibraltar, the Port of Algiers, etc
The photography is not of the best, but is fair.
"SALVAGE OPERATIONS OF S. S. OCEANA" (Kinemacolor).— The
S. S. Oceana went aground and sank near Easthorne on the English coast.
A few sketches show how she was raised.
An interesting sea picture.
"COIFFURES BY W. HEFNER" (Kinemacolor).— On the same reel is
found an added attraction in this fashion plate. Pretty girls and new ways
of dressing the hair.
It was made in New York.
"ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS, ROME" (Kinemacolor).— The colors in this
picture are pleasing, but it is not so well photographed as the best color
pictures.
"LAKE GARDA, ITALY" (Kinemacolor).— Lake Garda is one of the
beauty spots of the world and it fortunate for us that the Kinemacolor
camera has captured views of it so lovely as are these. The picture is a
series of animated paintings often as clearly captured, so well photographed
are they, as the reflections of a mirror. Surely it is an offering to make
lovers of nature enthusiastic.
The views are mostly taken from the deck of a boat and we see for instance snowy mountains above, set out against a pale blue sky and delicately
painted with graceful blue lines. Just below them are foot hills grown with
pines, benches and birches. Pink, mauve, fawn and grey are the colors here,
tender as springtime and almost breathing perfume. A flat land of meadows
and orchards lies between these hills and the shore where we see a marble
palace and its garden with balustrades, touches of bright color and its sharp
ilexes, pine-dark trees shaped like broad Grecian spear-heads. Around us
lies the blue, blue water with the silver of sunlight on the right; just a sugThese lovely pictures are many, and one surprising thing about them is
gestion.
that they are so different in atmosphere. One comes that reminds us of
Turner; it was the kind of scene that he liked to choose. This may be folby a«cene
Maxfield
Parrish's
work,themostly
caught lowedclouds
likethat
his suggests
and because
this is
so marked,
whole because
seems it
to baa
be
thrown into Parrish's mood. Others are like Italian illustrations b/ Howard
Pyle. These men probably would dislike the comparison, because they
haven't seen just these pictures and more than probably presume that no
camera can get pictures of nature in nature's own colors. They ought to
see this picture.

A NEW

BOSTON

FEATURE

EXCHANGE.

While one of the youngest in the field, the Majestic Feature Film Exchange, of 224 Tremont Street, Boston, is fast
forging to the front and with several of the strongest of the
late feature releases is coming to be known as most progressive. The exchange is conducted by Frank Boscketti
and Prof. S. Jannelli, both of whom have had wide experience in the motion picture business and therefore have that
particular knack of knowing just what the people want
Prof. Jannelli is well known in New England as a singing
teacher and composer of note, while Mr. Boscketti is a technical school graduate. They conduct the Cosmopolitan
Theater in Lawrence and the Majestic Theater in Haverhill.
The new exchange has the State rights for New England,
covering a wide and important territory. One of their latest
features is "Dr. Gar El Hama," the sequel to "The Dead
Man's Child," which is a stirring tale of a thief who leads a
double life, but who is apprehended in the end, being related
in three reels. With all New England to cover they will
have a wide range of subjects which are timely and important, and theater managers in that section could not do better than get in touch with them in order to procure the best
and newest features as soon as they are out.
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At the Sign of the Flaming Arcs
By George

* * *

rhere maj be some admirers of the "Little Corporal" who
will be disappointed in the characterization of the Corsican. The
possibility brings to mind an anecdote of Forrest. The great
tragedian was put out by the weak reading of his lines by one
of the minor members of his company. Forresl stopped the
rehearsal and turned to the offender. "Say wdiat you have to
say like this!" And in that wonderful voice he indicated how
the lines should be uttered. The reprimanded actor looked
steadily at Forrest and made a profound how. "You forget, sir.''
he said, "my name is not Forrest !"

*

I he chief of the I'inkerton agency confesses that he likes
clean picture shows, but in writing to the head of the Union
Pacific advertising department he deplores the western hold-up
pictures. .Mr. Pinkerton thinks that boys may conclude after
looking at such scenes that it is an easy matter to hold up a
man or rob a bank or train. While fully agreeing with the
detective as to the good shows, it must be said there are no
pictures at large glorifying the hold-up man. There is always
a come-back in the shape of the chase and capture. While
this does not excuse the existence of this class of film, it is at
least a mitigation. It is probably a fact that the hold-up picture is on the wane. It cannot survive. While there may be no
statistics on the subject the writer will venture the assertion
that there are less hold-ups and similar crimes now than when
the motion picture made its initial bow.
The screen is blamed for crimes committed, occasionally, perhaps, with a measure of justice, but there is no record of the
crimes prevented through the quickening of conscience, through
seeing the portrayal of the final triumph of the just, the eventual discomfiture of the unjust.

* *

*

A half block either side of Thirtieth street, on Broadway, you
can take a trip to the jungles of Africa or to the arctic regions.
Paul Rainey and Beverly B. Dobbs are right together.
It's getting so out west that a man cannot desert his wife and
with safety attend ball games. Pictures taken in San Francisco
'f the last game for the coast championship revealed the face
of a long-lost to an Oregon woman. An abandoned search has
now been renewed, with some prospect of locating the missing
man.

* *

*

.Maurice Costello dropped in at the Screen Club on the 3d
inst., to say good-bye to such of the boys as might be in the
house. He was to start on the following day for Pittsburgh,
to visit his mother, on his way to San Francisco, from which
point he will sail on the 13th for the Vitagraph's trip around
the world. There was a hearty handshake between the Vitagraph man and Henry Walthall without the formality of an
introduction. Each recognized the other. These Screen Club
"get-togethers" are always interesting. There have been many
of them. Costello was given a warm send-off on his trip that
may last eight months.

* *

in the wind can estimate in a measure the horror of the thing
manufacturers
would
thrust upon
us.
Out upon
such

Blaisdell.

IF you
of i ines' "At Napoleon's Command" in
front of a picture show house go in and see this fine drama,
even if you arc late for dinner bj reason of so doing. It is a
rare picture.
Primarily
it is a spectacle,
Beyond
this and
• this, it i- dramatic.
It is ,,i the son thai gets under
a man'- skin. There arc- splendid settings a-plenty, and strong
- likewise.
The photography is excellent; and it is enhanced by judicious tinting.
An extended review was printed
in the Moving
Picture World of Nov. 23rd.

* *
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*

In Oregon this month five condemned murderers are to be
banged 1.11 the same day. It is reported that several moving
picture concerns sought permission to transfer a record of the
to film. The Governor of Oregon has denied the
applications. There is nothing out of the ordinary in the Governor'ssufficient
action, h issense
amazing,
however,
any possession
man or setof ofa
men with
to acauire
and that
retain
moving picture camera should have so little regard for public
decency as t,, try to put over anything like this. There is no
question, of course, that if a theater manager could be found
who would exhibit any pictures of legal executions be would
gel m a crowd to look at them. That fact would not absolve
such manager from public condemnation. Xo reputable manufacturer would tbmk of putting out a picture of the sort described. No one but a person obsessed with the money habit
could. Those who hail flashed upon their view in one of the
weeklies several months ago a scene of a dozen Turks swaying

* *

*

Eclair is putting up a two-story structure at Fort Lee which
will contain offices for the studio and factor}', and also lounging,
reading,
smoking and general reception rooms.
pand<

* *

*

Director I'orter of the Famous Players is making rapid progress in bis preparations for putting on "The Prisoner of Zenda."
Mr. Hackett has canceled all dates for a period of two weeks
and will bring his company to New York to assist in the filming
of the great drama. The mechanics of motion pictures will lend
(special effectiveness to the making of this drama. By means of
double exposure .Mr. Hackett will be enabled to portray the characters of both the King and Rudolph.

* *

*

J. Parker Read, Jr., who has just escaped from a hospital in
Philadelphia, where he was taken from a train while en route
to Washington, and put through a severe operation, was in his
office on Wednesday. Mr. Read said he was not quite prepared
to talk of his plans, but said he might have something to say
next week.

* *

Announcement

*

is made by Union Features of a fine produc-

tion by the
Paristo company
Shakespeare's
"Tempest."
The two
reelsEclair
are said
abound inof beautiful
backgrounds,
one
of the more notable of which is a bit of rocky shore.
Here's a real story out of Texas — from Brenham, to be exact.
The Galveston News is sponsor for it. Read it: "So realistic
was the moving picture of a dog that a dog in the audience
jumped up on the stage and ran barking after the picture dog.
Before he could be restrained he had demolished the screen."
Oh, well ! This is not the first time the shadow has been mistaken for the substance.

* *

*

Beginning Monday, Dec. 9, the orchestra pit at the Herald
Square will be occupied by Mrs. X. B. Xichols' Boston Fadettes.
This organization of fifteen women is well known by reason
of its success on the vaudeville stage. Hereafter there will be
continuous orchestral music at the Square from 10 a. m. until
11:15 P- m- This will add four hours to the present orchestral
* * *
program.
C. J. Hite and Fred J. Balshofer are among the recent applicants for life membership in the Screen Club.

* *

*

Director W. F. Haddock, of Eclair, has gone to Pawnee City.
Okla., accompanied by Lamar Johnstone and George Larkin, of
the regular Eclair stock, and six others. The Eclair Company
has leased the Pawnee Bill Ranch, and will immediately begin
the production of Western comedies. Mr. Johnstone and Mr.
I^arkin are accomplished horsemen, and in their new work will
be of especial value to the Eclair productions.

* *

*

George A. Blair, of the Eastman Kodak Company, is in town
for a few days, stopping at the Prince George Hotel. He paid
a brief call at the World office.
James Young Deer, producing manager of the Pathe West
Coast studio, is in town for a few days. The Screen Club quarters so attracted him that he forthwith made application for a
life membership.
MAURICE

LESS

OPENS

PICTURE

HOUSE.

Maurice Less, proprietor of the Lyric Film & Supply
Company, of Terre Haute, Indiana, has about completed
the American theater, in that city, the plans for which were
made last summer. The building has been under construction for three months and when completed will be
one of the handsomest
picture theaters in Terre
Haute.
The illumination of the front will be of a design consisting of about 500 lights, the front being built about two
and one-half stories high. The electric sign for the roof
of the theater, is one of the most elaborate signs erected
for a theater. It has an American flag waving in colors
and the words. "American Theater." in lights with red,
white
and blue colors, consisting
of .400 lights.
Mr. Les- expects to open the place early in December.
A handsome souvenir of a box of candy will be given to
every woman and child on the two opening days. Mostly
special features will be used. Arrangements will be made
to obtain all the new features released, in addition to those
Mr. Less will buy for his film exchange.
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A Nameless Picture and a Prize

I lot* n 1 mii
I bird Street,
1 tsboui

Lot

^ngi •

Harry R. Raver, Manager of the Itala Film Co. of America,
Offers Twenty-five
Dollars for a Name.

with sligl
suiteruiK
fron

IT was not the intention of the Itala Company, whose pictures
arc made in Italy, to leave a picture unnamed and then to
offer a prize to advertise it. It had a name; but translated it
duplicates one recently used for a picture made in this country, I"
avoid this. Mr. II. R Raver, manager of the American company,
whose address is Columbia I heater. New York City, "tiers

room was on the third il
and if the> had
have escaped injur) bj staying then
the me leaped from th
and
upward, leaving the third floor almost intac)
Ryi
ound
and Osbourne is yetting along as will aI he
fire casl .1 gloom over the whole ranch, when
Mi Osbouri
much liked.
Both men are members of Mi Fahrni

twenty five dollars for the best substitute, ["he competition is
to be tree to all. Suggestions must be sent to the Itala Com
pany's address given above, using the following description as
a guide :
I he nam
ring is a three-red picture of a Bell sacrificing
lather, and a reviewer of the Moving Picture World's regular
staff thinks it one of the strongest and must commendable that
has come from the Itala studio.
It isn't a love story and has no
Sloppy sentimentality
on the one hand, or on the other, a distressing sex problem or the marital unhappiness and infidelity
that we see SO much of; but it has a big heart interest.
It is a picture of an old man who had been terribly wronged
by his business competitor and who 111 a sensational climax risks
his life ofin his
a burning
palace to rescue
this isman's
son, bywhoEremete
is the
fiance
own daughter.
The man
played
Zaconni, who is said to be one of Italy's leading actors. He
most certainly is a wonderful
player, and his portrayal of the
ruined old man in whom the ache of vengeance is conquered by
parental affection is very Strong, at one or two brilliant places
almost Startling. In one scene he has just escaped from prison
the had been convicted though innocent 1 and finds himself free
after years of durance. It is a convulsive moment; but in it he
seems to condense weeks of tedious work and crafty planning
and in a tlash also suggests what he knows his future will be.
It is a kind of acting better than most we see.
This man. Andrew Vivanti. had been the owner of a factory
to which his business rival. Edward .Marney, with the help of a
low fellow named Tonio had set on lire. Several persons had
perished and Vivanti had been accused of arson and manslaughter for the sake of his heavy insurance. When the sti rv
opens he is still in prison. Marney has adopted Vivanti's little
daughter and brought her up as his child. She has grown to be
a prettj young woman and Marney's son is in love with her.
Seeing this has pleased his father, whose conscience has troubled him.
Vivanti escapes from prison and comes back to the city where
he lives in the slums as a rag picker. He comes in contact with
Tonio, who is blackmailing Manny. The backgrounds in the
last two reels are just the hovel, the low inn of Tonio and
Vivanti and the palace where Marney lives with his son and
adopted daughter; hut the different glimpses of them are full of
changing interest partly because the action they set forth is always significant. Vivanti finds the truth and forces his way past
the doorkeepers to face Marney: but on being shown that his
daughter isandin islove
withwayMarney's
controlswhen
his turning
thirst for
vengeance
on his
to lands son,
unknown,
he
sees the palace on fire. He comes back and rescues his daughter
and his future son-in-law.
The picture has been very carefully made. It is well acted by
all in it. very well acted by Tonio. This, with the character of
the story and the perfect photography make it a desirable feature
picture.
It ought to be popular.
UNIVERSAL JOTTINGS.
Universal
city is still growing, and will continue to grow,
week by week.
A new fort has arisen the last few clays and a big
affair it is. Another huge stage is almost completed
and the
Armory is an imposing structure.
Director Fahrney is putting on a single reel which is
of the most powerful ever written. Mr. Fahney is noted
his handling of mobs and in this picture mob law rules
some time. The picture will certainly create a sensation and
hold its audience gripped while
* *it is
* being run.

one
for
for
will

Director Ricketts is giving the motion picture world something new in the way of plot, something that has not been
done before. It consists of a novel way of acquainting a man
that a mine has been salted. In the company are Josephine
Ricketts, Edna Maison and William Clifford. There are only
five characters in the piece, but the acting is strong.
* * *
Director Christie is still rolling out kill reel and half reel
comedies which he and his company enjoy as much as the
succeeding audiences do. He has a regular little family party,
and the good spirit displayed is half the success of the comedies
themselves.

nil Mt

< Isbourne 1- in th<

* * *

Dangerous
work'
more
dangerous
than mosl
\ large section of the public is of the opinion that
obtained in motion pictures an faked in Not so.
1 instance, the last picture put
"The through
Perils ofthethelirePlains.
aMontgomery,
prairie lire and
bursts Th<
M..11.1 Darkfi
i"i

think
most
rank
with

an Indian maiden, and ( harles Bartlett, who res, in- hei
Both
come through actual flames, They could not hi
few
seconds later
As it was Miss I )arkfeather dropped her valuable
blanket.
It was far too hot to gather it up again, and il
entirely burned.
Bartlett singed ins eyebrov
Virginia Chester was tied on the back of a steer whicl
the liberty taken and tried to roll over with her.
See the picture
and you realize the pluck displayed by some of the actors and
actresses.
* * *
Lee Moran, who was a victim of a recent auto accident, is
around again. His collar bone is knitting nicely. Mr. Matthews
is recovering slowly, and Miss* Elsie
* * Albert is herself again.
Vicky Forde
is the star in Director
Otis Turner'pr<
Civil war picture, "A Maid at War," and it gives her an opportunity of showing her excellent
riding
abilities.
* * *
Owing to the postponement of Mr. Matthews' production of
"Snow vVhite" caused by the auto accident. David Wall has
been directing. No new occupation for Mr. Wall. He has put
on two split-reel comedies, in one of which Margarita Vollmer
appeared as a negro boy — and
little boy she made too!
* *a cute
*
James A. Crosby, the head of the negative department, is
a splendid all round man. He is always ready to step into a
breach and help a director out. He is well known in the motion
picture
world
and with
had charge
of years.
the department
at brought
Selig's,
which firm
he was
for twelve
In fact, he
the first Selig company to the West, lie was with the BisonReliance for two years. The quality of the work now put out
is sufficient testimony to the good work being done by Mr.
Crosby.
NEW

ENGLAND

PICTURE

PERSONALITIES.
I met David F.
Cowan on the street

recently, and he told
me that he was representing the Precision
Machine I ■ mpany of
New Vork, and that it
was hi- particular job
ti 1 demonstrate and -ell
Simplex motion picture
machines. Ot course.
Dave was high in his
praise of the merits of
the
Simplex,
and
it
seemed
g
1 {■■ hear
him
talking
machines.
as I haven't
forgotten
that Dave was t It man
in Boston
to run
a machine.
The Simplex folks
should be congratulated
David
F. Cowan.
on obtaining the servof suchsell
a good
fellow, and honest worker: and if anyone ices can
Simplex
machines. Dave is the boy for the job. Mr. Cowan is
making hi- headquarters at the Boston offices of the General
Film Company. 5(14 Washington Street. Boston, at present,
and is always ready to call on New England exhibitors,
and to demonstrate to them just what the Simplex is
capable of doing. Dave is very popular and ha- earned
an enviable reputation for good judgment and square dealing that should stand him in good stead.
HENRY.
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"The Long Strike" (Imp.)
THIS story by Dion Boucicault has been adapted

and
produced by Herbert Brenon. Mr. Ilrenon has
done well. He has been particularly fortunate in
the selection oi a lay member of his cast — Captain Black
of the steamship Columbia. It may be difficult to convince
many picturegoers that the captain is the Simon Pure seadog — he does not act the least bit. He is the captain of
the ship; he shows that in his manner. There is not a
trace of camera-consciousness in him. Something unusual
arises in the course of his day's work. Very well; he
meets it just as he meets all such issues. There is not
a ripple or a ruffle in the calmness of his bearing. A
6ailor is insubordinate. The captain orders him put in
irons. The incident is closed. The captain's unconcern
in the face of the rapid-fire camera matches the work recently done by Opie Read in "The Starbucks." It is beyond praise.
Vivian Prescott's talent for serious work has full play
in this drama. As Jane Learoyd, whose sweetheart is accused of murder, she has much to do in the making of
the play. Notable also, is the characterization of Frank
Smith as Noah Learoyd, the father of Jane, who, after
shooting Readley, his eniployer, loses his mind.
The por-

Scene from "The Long Strike" (Imp).
trayal of the transition from the sound to the unsound,
of the creeping on of insanity, is impressive. William E.
Shay has the part of Jim Starkey, the man unjustly accused of
murder; Mr. Brenon of John Reilly, his sailor friend, and
William Dunn of Richard Readley, the employer.
Of course, the chief incident in the drama is the chase
by the tug of the steamship, the climb up the side, the
appeal to the captain for the release of the sailor, and,
when
the the
captain
to release
jump into
waterrefuses
and being
picked Reilly,
up by of
the the
tug.latter's
Also
there is a wild ride on a locomotive in an effort to beat
out the jury's decision in the murder trial. The flashes
from the chase to the courtroom, and later to the room
where the members of the jury are in session, keep the
interest at the top notch.
Jim Starkey is betrothed to Jane Learoyd, the daughter
of old Noah Learoyd. Both men work in the factory of
Richard Readley, who makes advances to Jane. To free
herself from his attentions, she arranges to meet the employer of her father and sweetheart near her house at
night. Her father learns of the appointment, and loads
an old-fashioned pistol, in which he uses as a wad a portion of a letter written to his daughter by her sweetheart,
Jim. He then starts out for the place of the appointment, and, seeing his daughter in the arms of his employer, believes that she is dishonored and shoots him.
At that instant he loses his mind.
His daughter Jane knows that he has done murder, but
her sweetheart Jim is accused. The wad is found near
the body, and the fact that it is in his handwriting is
used as evidence against him. At the moment of the
murder, however, Jim was in another city saying farewell to his chum Johnny, who is leaving for Europe on
an Atlantic liner.
When Jim returns to his home he is arrested and accused. Jane comes to his cell and he tells Jane of his
meeting with Johnny, the sailor on the steamship
Colum-

WORLD

bia, and she, to save his life, calls on a prominent attorney asking him to help her. She pleads with the cranky
lawyer, who eventually decides to help her. We see her
arrive at the steamship dock, but too late. The old lawyer hires a tug and it races after the huge liner. Eventually they catch up with it and, stopping it, Jane and the
lawyer climb aboard. The captain, however, refuses to
allow Johnny to return to New York, claiming that he
needs him for his crew, which is shorthanded.
Johnny pleads with him, but in vain, and Jane and the
lawyer sorrowfully return to the tug, which pulls away
from
vessel.
realizes
his to
friend's
life is
in
his the
hands.
He Johnny
makes one
more that
appeal
the captain,
is refused, ordered to be put in irons for insolence, and
this is about to be done when he runs to the side of the
vessel and makes a jump into the sea many feet below.
He is picked up by the tug, which races back to New
York. They arrive there too late to catch the train, but
bargain with an engine driver to take them back to where
Jim is being tried. This is done and they arrive in the
courtroom just as the jury returns and is about to pronounce the verdict of guilty. Johnny rushes up to the
stand, tells his story to the judge, and Jim is released.

"THE ERROR OF OMISSION"
(Essanay).
This is a feature educational subject of vital importance
to parents, taken in co-operation with the Chicago Board
of Health, showing how important and necessary it is
to register a child's birth. Following is a brief outline or
synopsis of the story.
Tom Lawton is born in the world, and his father, one
of the common type of careless parents, neglects to register his birth certificate in a flurry resulting from having
a young bull pup sent him by a friend. The dog is registered at once, however, and the contrast of the two registry
offices is startling. Before the dog registry office a huge
crowd clamor for attention from the overworked clerks,
while at the birth registry counter the clerks yawn and
nod over their neglected books. Tommy grows into a
sturdy lad, and his father has the greatest difficulty in
securing him a place in the public school, because of his
birth never having been registered. At the age of fourteen, Tommy is left alone in the world by the death of
his father and is unable to secure employment on account
of not having a birth certificate. The years pass on and
Tommy is now a young man in love with pretty Eva
Cushman. Feeling himself of age, and desiring to cast
his vote for a staunch friend of Eva's father, Tommy tries
to register at the polls, but is challenged because of his
youthful appearance, and, not being able to prove his
age, is turned away. Later, he endeavors to secure a
marriage license, but it is the same old story — he cannot
prove his age and is rejected. One morning he receives
a letter advising that he has inherited a fortune if he can
prove his identity. Again the neglect of registering his
birth almost loses Tommy the fortune until he happens to
discover his father's old dog registration paper, on the
back of which is carelessly scribbled: "Also became the
father ofof good
a fine,
bouncing
on this
date."
Withproves
this
scrap
luck,
Tommy boy
hurries
to the
lawyer,
his identity by revealing an old birth mark on his neck,
and i*s rewarded with the money.
This is indeed an object lesson for lax parents. The
role of the boy is played admirably by Whitney Raymond.
This production is booked for release Dec. 13th.
PROUD

OF PRAISE

FROM

PASTOR.

C. J. Hite gives the World for publication a letter he received recently from Tillman B. Johnson, Pastor of the Salem
Baptist Church, of New Rochelle, and of which he is very proud.
The letter reads:
Thanhouser Co.,
Nov. 25, 1012.
Gentlemen: It was my pleasure on Wednesday afternoon to
witness your presentation of "The Star of Bethlehem." I thank
you for this courtesy, and I have this frank word to say:
The Motion Picture is here, it is here to stay; it is a mighty
factor in present day civilization, it is steadily improving, morally, and has within it the possibiltes of unbounded good.
Some of its presentations are yet to be condemned, and must
be prohibited ; but your picture story of "The Star of Bethlehem, is to be heartily commended. It is sympathetic, instructive, forceful and reverent.
Wishing you success in the best. I am, gratefully and sincerely yours,
TILLMAN B. JOHNSON.
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" The Revenge of the Fakir "
A

Sensational, Two-Reel
Feature by the American
Makes Startling Use of Wild Animals.

"/-p

PICTURE

Eclair,

HE

REVENGE OF THE FAKIR," a special feature release by the Eclair Company, is an Anglo■*• Indian story set in the highlands of India. As
in mostonism of
its mainspring
is race antagand itKipling's
concerns stories,
itself with
a conflict between
brutal
straight-forwardness in an Englishman and subtle guile,
which is even more brutal, in the fakir. This fakir is a
high caste and very reverend mendicant priest. When we,
here in America, use the word fakir, we have an contemptible kind of men in view, not so in India. The fakir
of the story is a holy man.
The picture opens with a street scene in a mountain
village. It is a temperate region; not all India is in the
tropics. A few dark-skinned and turbanned natives are
seated before the reed-thatched huts and the fakir is in
their midst teaching them. A company of British soldiers
on horses is seen approaching. As they ride into the village, the peasants scatter, but the old fakir remains seated.
The English captain commands him to leave the narrow
way, so that his men can pass. He pays no attention and
the captain
strikes him in the face with his riding whip.

WOK 1. 1)

the prii
Bramin
caste spi
mi white
lish.
.uid many
<<i them
are Still almost
as white as the

A love story is now
introduced, which
soon
works
out
to the final nullification
01 the
u e. The
priest's
lad falls in love with an English girl 'I his love episode
follows
the natural
an I
the circumstances.
l he girl admire,
the high-born
native
lad
and ,'u eepts flowers from him; burlier
Id hardly
In- expected to encourage the affair.
The opposition ends
witli the discovery of the lad's white origin and of his
parentage which, after a breathless climax, the rescue of
the girl from a wild leopard by the lad, i3 wrung from the
thoroughly
frightened
fakir.
This rescue is, in part, something quite new in pictures.
The lad tackles the leopard unarmed. The struggle was
intended to be lively; but the beast went wild suddenly.
The lad gets at a revolver (no one will stop at this point
to wonder why he hadn't done it before), and shoots him.
We are told that the player is still in the hospital from
the scratching he got. It certainly is a thrill. The death
agony of the beast is vivid, it seems to the reviewers almost too much so for comfort, but that is merely our own
opinion. When the beast lies dead, the lad faints and the
whiteness of his breast is remarked. A dramatic scene
shows the confession of the fakir, and the love story's
denouement provides a pleasant ending.
It makes a good substantial feature, for it is well made
and its story is off the beaten track.
TURNS

COUPONS

DOWN.

Official Action on the Cigarette Coupon Scheme by Motion
Exhibitors League No. 2 of California.
Oakland, Cal., Nov. 22, 1912.
The Moving Picture World,
New York City.

Scene from "The Revenge

of the Fakir" (Eclair).

As though stung to the quick, the old man leaps up and
stands aside, his face scowling in hatred, while the cavalcade rides unconcerned away.
After this pithy statement of the situation, the results
are smoothly and clearly unfolded to us, making an engrossing story full of good atmosphere. This locality feeling, so well suggested as it is, so Oriental, is one of the
picture's strong points. Produced in this country, it required much care to give this appearance of a land so different. The best scenes are naturally small scenes, corners of some temple, or of some peasant's hut, with now
and then a close-view exterior; but they are all remarkable
and reflect much credit on the producer. And good as
these backgrounds are, the drawing of the characters is
is even better. The English characters one expects to be
natural and they surely are; but even the fakir, the Hindoo priests and the Indian peasants, are naturally hidden,
partly under paint, partly under good acting.
The fakir, helped by his friends, plans a complicated
vengeance for the blow on his face. It had to be accomplished subtly; because it is to be against the ruling
race. He makes use of a queer man, a veiled creature,
like the "cat man" of one of Kipling's stories. This mysterious being, with the help of an obedient tiger, steals
the English captain's son. When the child is gone, the
authorities suspect foul play; but are not sure, since the
tiger's presence makes it seem also a wild beast's act. A
search is instituted and the huts of the peasants are ransacked. A British officer is even shown the baby; but its
face and hands have been colored and it is passed as an
Indian
child.
Years pass: The child has been brought up by the
priest. It adds to our interest to see him passing among the
white people as black. He stains himself every day, as a
religious exercise and perhaps doesn't suspect, .even when
he has become a grown lad, that his skin is much whiter

Dear Sirs:
The Motion Picture Exhibitors League No. 2
of California, declared themselves at the last meeting and
absolutely
decline
to recognize
any scheme
of this kind.
Our object is to bring this class of amusement
up to the
highest standard — Clean, Entertaining and Educational, and
it is the purpose of the majority in this business throughout
the country.
We trust that through your splendid magazine, this matter
will be taken up and effectually put an end to.
This should also be taken up by the National Exhibitors
League and the National Board of Censorship.
Thanking you, we beg to remain, very sincerely yours,
Motion Picture Exhibitors League No. 2 of California.
E. B. Whitney,
Secty.
OHIO

STATE

CONVENTION.

The annual convention of the Motion Picture Exhibitors
League of Ohio will be held at Columbus, January 21st and 22nd,
1913. Extensive plans are being made for a big meeting, and
officers of the Ohio State League will be elected on this occassion for the ensuing year.
Adding to the importance of the convention will be a meeting of the National vice presidents representing the several
state leagues now affiliated with the National organization.
SYRACUSE EXHIBITORS WILL DANCE.
Arrangements are being made by the members of the Svracuse Exhibitors Local for the grand ball at the state armory in
that city on January 28th. The details of preparation are not at
hand, but it is said that Mr. John Bunny, the famous Yitatjraph
star, and other prominent photoplayers
will attend this event.

POWER'S

CAMERAGRAPH

IN THE

HOSPITAL

AND

Power's Cameragraph No. 6A haa been recently installed in
the State Hospital for Insane at Concord.
-.'• New Hampshire, for
SCHOOL.
of the Institution. The Board
the entertainment of the inmates
of Trustees^ find that moving pictures properly projected have
a very beneficial effect upon the patients. Power's Cameragraph
No. 6A has also been installed at St. Cecilia's School, Greenpoint, L. I.
ERROR
Through

IN LAST
WEEK'S COSMOPOLITAN
ADVERTISEMENT.
an error in proof reading, the address of Mr. K.

W. Linn of the Cosmopolitan
paper as 145 West 145 street.
this should have been 145 West
in the well known Exchange

Films was given in last week's
As everyone in the trade knows,
45 street, Mr. Linn having located
Building several weeks ago.
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Among the Picture Theaters
News and Views of Houses Here and There
THE ALHAMBRA, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
KSON
& TALBOTT, two of the most substantial
citizens of Indianapolis, recently completed their magnificent new picture theater, the Alhamhra,
and are
now showing to big audieni
This beautiful house was built specially for motion pictures, at of $60,000.
It is absolutely fireproof, being
Constructed
of Concrete and steel.
The doors are of steel.
DM

The front, which is massive and architecturally beautiful,
as can be seen in the accompanying illustrations, was designed and built by the Rookwood Pottery Company, of
Cincinnati. The color scheme of the front is a turquoise
matrix, with green, brown and yellow colors artistically
blended. All these colors are- permanent, being burnt in the
tile. The front trimmings, including lighting standards, are
of copper. The interior decorations are in continental yellow, gold and black, the lighting fixtures being of bronze.
The indirect lighting system is used. Black silk velour
draperies are used throughout the house.
A Rembusch mirror screen has been installed; also a $10,000 pipe organ, erected by Moller of Hagerstown, Md. This
is the largest pipe organ in the state of Indiana.
The Alhambra has imstalled a most up-to-date and perfect
system of ventilation. In summer and winter the air will be
of such temperature as will contribute to the comfort of
patrons.
The height from the floor to the ceiling is 30 feet.
The basement is provided with lavatories, steel lockers for
employes and a special rehearsal room for singers.
"We have traveled all over the United States, and must
say that we have never seen a house, devoted to moving
pictures, as fine as the Alhambra in Indianapolis, and as
complete in every detail," write Messrs. Dickson & Talbott.
THE ROYAL THEATER— ARDMORE, OKLA.
Mr. Harry M. Lowenstein is the manager of the Royal
Theater, Ardmore, Okla.. a cut of which we publish herewith. Mr. Lowenstein says that he opened the Royal on
the second day of February, 1912, and has been kept busy
counting the pile of money he is continually making from
his house. Maybe the reason for Mr. Lowenstein's rapid
rise to "millionaireville" is due to the fact that he gives his
patrons music emanating from a set of Deagan's bells and
from a five-piece orchestra which gives music suitable to
the picture and not such a selection as '"Everybody's Doing It," while the hero or heroine is "doing" a death act.

View of Entire Front of Alhambra Theater.
and were manufactured \iy the Dahlstrom Metal Door Co.,
of Jamestown, N. Y. The Boors are of cement and are covered with three-quarter inch rubber, thus making the entrance and exit of patrons inaudible.
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The Royal Theater.
The inside of the house is painted in colors of red and
green with plaster relief decorations. The projection booth
is made of asbestos, a Monograph machine is used and the
indirect lighting system has been installed. The pictures are
projected upon a curtain invented and patented by a resident of Ardmore. and it is giving entire satisfaction. Motion
pictures constitute each program.
LEASES

View of Entrance to Alhambra Theater.

EMPIRE

Mr. Joseph Miller,
quarters at SQsCji Glen
from the Shuberts for
ter in that^ city. Mr.
teenth of November as

THEATER

AS

PICTURE

HOUSE.

ol the Miller Enterprises, with headStreet. Glens Falls. X. Y.. has leased
a term of five years the Empire TheaMiller opened the place on the foura moving picture and vaudeville house.
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Manufacturers Advance Notes
"THE

CROOKED

PATH"

(Lubin).

"The Crooked Path" is a two-reel special Featuring Four
of the Lubin star players, supported l>> an admirable cast.
It i> a dramatic story of the underworld, picturing with
much realism the workings of a <U-n of thieves and the salvation of .i mrl who quits the evil life to Find love and happiness
in the Family of a young clergyman. The First scenes show
the crooks at their miserable work. Nell is in the t"il- of a
brute who thinks he loves her. One of 11 i — - jobs lands him in
jail and the girl run- away from the wretched home to take
her chances in the world lor a new life. Fate throws her in
the path of a young clergyman who hearing her story offers
to help her to redeem the pasl and find happiness in the
future. The young minister s mother is blind and Nell is
assigned as a guide and companion. Kindness and clean
surroundings soon work a change in the character of the
uirl and she develops beauty and a charming disposition.
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Meanwhile, in America, Trevor's wife ha- become
and upon the occasion of a social visit -he n

who i-theoperating
aniontin- society
;
palmisl voyant
gives
woman
some words
"i ill pi
I["his
he>
are to the effect that she is about t" lost
near and dear to her.
Thereafter the mind of Trevor's wife
was
greatly
disturbed
by
clairvoyant's
prophecy,
write- to an uncle of hers the
to come
and spend
his tuneandat
residence until her husband's return, as sue
and anxious to bear up well alone.
She
whether
reader'- Siominous
wordhusband orthe to palm
her beloved

I

from "The
'

-

1

Crooked

Path"

(Lubin).

Years pass and the young clergyman
falls in love with
Nell and the blind mother joyfully consents
that her son
shall marry her faithful companion. The happiness of the
family is about to be completed, when Dan I, yon-, the crook,
break- jail and is once more at liberty to menace society
One day he catches sight of the Reverend Kimball and Nell
riding by. He follows the auto and discovers the home. He
demand- an interview and endeavors to force Nell hack to
the old life. The clergyman break- in on the interview and
Nell, terrified, introduce- the crook a< her brother. Dan,
finding his persuasion useless, resolves to rob the house and
use Nell as his protector. Securing the help of a pal. he
one night break- into the house. The girl offers him all of
her money and jewelry, hut it doe- not satisfy the brute.
Kimball i- aroused and coming upon the scene cover- the
burglar with a revolver and accuses Nell with being an
accomplice. The police enter with the pal and the two
crooks are handcuffed together. Nell then confesses the
association of the past and Kimball takes her to his arms.
"PERILS

OF

THE

does not I
applies to her
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Scene
Scene

restless,
clair-
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i- anxiously
waiting
for him.
The
business
man.
.1
Trevor, ha- received word from a friend who went before
him that ocean
travel at tlii- particular
time
erous
on account of icebergs.
But, heedless of tin- information,
Trevor
engages onpassage
on thevoy;
"< olossus," tl
all steamships,
her maiden

ATLANTIC"

(Gaumont).

Had this offering not been designated by it- present titleit could have been named the "Perils of Palmistry" with all
propriety, inasmuch as it deals with the craft of hand-reading
in about the same proportion with which it deals with ocean
voyages. The scenario up to a certain point was probably
inspired entirely
by the with
sinkingfraudulent
of the "Titanic."
almost
palmistry. after which it dealAccording to the story, an American business man is
about to sail from Europe, returning home, where his wife

from

"Perils

of the

Atlantic"

(Gaumont).

Suddenly there conies one da\ the news of a great "Cean
disaster. It tell- how the mighty "Colossus" has foundered
and g
the bottom with many souls aboard.
The grief
of the wife at this new- i- overpowering to the danger point.
She insists that the word- of the clairvoyant are true, and
that her good husband is lost in the deep. Her uncle, having
no Faith in palmistry, decide- to explode the horosco]
the fortune teller by putting the woman to a te-t. He
engages her to come to the house to read the palm of a
young lady's hand. When the fortune teller arrive- -he
finds a woman's hand protruding through some portiere-.
and refuses to read the palm unless she can see what manner
of person it belongs to. The uncle offer- her considerable
money, and the palmist agrees to do the work. The reading
she gives of the hand, which i- none other than thai
Trevor'- wife, i- entirely at variance with the fir-t reading.
In fact, it tell- of much happiness and good fortune in store
for the person to whom it belongs, and in this way the
woman the
is shown
a fake. the
Trevor's
steps teller.
from
behind
curtain- upandas confrontabashedwife
fortune
With her mind disabused of it< illusions. Mrs. Trevor iniuch happier, but this happiness i- naught to that which
follows, for in another moment her husband, who i- one of
the survivors of the ill-fated -hip. has returned alive and
well, bringing much joy to the household and banishing
thereafter the spell of fake palmistry.
The

Gaumont

A SUBSTITUTION.
Company will release on December

5th, a

comedy split-reel with the subject- "Zigoto Has a Good Heart"
and "Zigoto As a Station Master." in place of "A Telephone
Entaglement"
"Twixt for
the release
Devil and
the Deep Sea."
have
now beenand
scheduled
on December
19th. which
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"The Great
Ocean Disaster"
(Great Northern).
When it is considered that its action takes place, for the
most part, on heard a real ocean steamship, it may readily
be imagined that the Great Northern Special Feature Company's latest feature entitled "The Great Ocean Disa
or i'eril- of lire'' is a production of unusual proportions
and calling for the outlay of a large sum of money. The
burning of a vessel in mid-ocean, the panic among the passengers and their final rescue by a steamship that has been
summoned by wireless are calculated to prove fully as thrilling as this firm has ever provided.
Aside from its unusual

Scene from "The Great Ocean Disaster" (Gt. Northern).
and sensational qualities, the story is said to carry a side
light of heart interest which makes it all the more appealing
to the observer.
Frank Harvey, a young music hall entertainer, is about to
take his departure from England and on the evening of his
farewell appearance, in the audience is Captain Wilson and
his daughter Mary. The latter becomes enamored of the
young performer and is in hope that he may be a passenger
on the steamship "Sverige," of which her father is the commanding officer. By a kindly turn of fate, Harvey books

WORLD

Mary takes his place and holds the attention of the passengers for the time being. A puff of smoke, followed by a
volume of fire, is sufficient to cause a panic among the passengers and a mad scramble is made for the lifeboats. The
latter have been lowered by Captain Wilson and in the interim
the wireless operator has been exerting every effort to get
in communication with a ship within reaching distance. The
operator on board the "Adriatic" catches the message and
herCaptain
course Wilson
is changed
ill his
fateddoomed
"Sverige."
is thetoward
last to the
leave
steamship
and he does this only with the understanding that the rescue
ship the
shallvessel
tow the
until such
timedual
as itelements
is evident
that
must"Sverige"
be abandoned
to the
of
fire and water.
In the
excitement,
andontheboard
captain's
daughter
have been
overlooked
andHarvey
are left
the
burning steamship. The young man carries his sweetheart
to the side of the vessel and then sees the hawser connecting
the doomed steamship with the "Sverige." He leads the way
in an overhand journey toward the rescue ship. Mary follows him and when midway on their perilous journey a life
boat is sent from the "Adriatic" to rescue them. On the
deck of the rescue ship a happy reunion takes place under
the pall of smoke which rises from the ill fated "Sverige."
The picture is said to be replete with thrills and is entirely out of the ordinary run of feature films. The Great
Northern Company is sponsor for the statement that this is
one of the most sensational films which has been brought to
the attention of the public and is as near perfection as has
yet been attained in motography.
PANAMA CANAL SHOWN BY KINEMACOLOR.
On the afternoon of Monday, November 25, at the Belasco
Theater, Washington, President Taft, with members of his
family and official staff, saw the first showing of "Panama,
the Earth Divided, the World Divided" — all caught by the
Kinemacolor camera. On Friday afternoon the exhibition
was repeated at a special meeting of the National Geographic
Society at its official home in Washington, over a thousand
members comprising the gathering. Rear-Admiral Colby M.
Chester spoke while the pictures were on the screen, and
explained some of the possibilities of the Isthmian project
from a naval viewpoint. "The commercial and economic
results of the opening of the canal are like a dynamite mine
— almost as uncertain, just as dangerous," he said. "There
is nobe doubt
that from "the
August,
canal
will
well patronized,
and opening,
a decade next
will see
it on the
a paying
The series of pictures occupied nearly two hours in showing and covered the entire fifty miles of the canal. The
picture showed the sinking 6( the huge caissons, the blowing
upbasis."
of the dike in the Mindi Cut by exploding twelve tons
of dynamite, the working of the huge dredges scooping up
tons of rock and soil and carrying them away as easily as
a child would lift and carry away an apple. Other scenes
showed the conveyance of thousands of tons of material
along cables through the air; the towering lockwalls and
gates and deep gorges; the removal of cliffs by a terrific
stream of water directed against them from a gigantic hose —
and a thousand other sights in this tremendous pageant of
man's indomitable will.
FILM

Scene from "The Great Ocean Disaster" (Gt. Northern).
passage on the "Sverige" and once the vessel puts out to
sea. the love-making of the couple commences. While the
njoying dinner in the saloon the crew forward discovers fire in one of the hatches and Captain Wilson
is notified. Frantic efforts are made to quench the flai
below deck and likewise to keep the passengers unaware of
the danger. In order to accomplish this Captain Wilson,
through the medium of his daughter urges Harvey to give
an entertainment in the cabin, while the officers and crew
attempt to subdue the flames. Harvey does his utmost to
keep the attention of the passengers and finally collapses
under the nervous -train to which he has been put. After
he has fainted behind a curtain in the steamer's saloon,

ANNOUNCEMENT

SLIDES.

The American Song Slide and Poster Co., located in the
First National Bank Building, Chicago, well and favorably known
as dealers and renters of posters, slides and other advertising
and publicity matter for the picture theater, have sprung a novel
and unique announcement slide.
The handling of song and announcement slides is by no means
a new venture to this firm. Mr. Von Ronkel, sponsor for the
company, and a man thoroughly familiar with, "advertising for
the Exhibitor." has after much consideration applied his thoughts
to practical use, and is now ready to supply the Exhibitor with
a new announcement slide advertising all film releases.
When projected on the screen, this slide closely resembles a
large poster, giving the names of the films to be shown, also
portraying the leading characters and scenes taken from same.
\side from its artistic value, this new slide will do much to
eliminate the difficulty often experienced in reading all of a title
011 account of aged film or poor projection.
"THE RED MAN'S HONOR" IS AN ECLIPSE.
The advertisement of the General Film Company of last
week ascribed "The Red Man's Honor" to Cines-Kleine
make. It should, of course, have been Cines- Eclipse. The
same correction will also apply to our Licensed Calendar
and Licensed Release Dates.
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"THE SHADOW
OF THE CROSS"
(Essanay).
This production ia one of the finest ever produced by
the Essanay Company. Leandre and Jacques, two young
Italians, arc in love with Francesca Tonelli, a beautiful
girl. Leandre is favored by Francesca. One night a dance
is to be held and Leandre writes Francesca pleading with
her to wear a red rose if she returns Ins love. By chance
Jacques secures possession of the letter, and, in a frenzy
of jealousy,
the word
"red' Francesca
to "white."innocently
All unknowing ofchanges
the trickery
involved,
wears the white rose and Leandre leaves the town with
a broken heart. Taking opportunity of the chance offered, Jacques wins Francesca for his wife. The years
pass and Leandre has become a monk. One day a poor
girl falls exhausted at the cloister door and Leandre is
horrified to discover it is Francesca. He cares for her
tenderly,

and

then

learns

for

the

first

time

of Jacques'

WORLD

JOHN
B. O'BRIEN,
One of the younj
ira in the moving

DIRECTOR.

picture field to-day 1-.
Mr. present
John B.producing
O'Brien,
at
Western photoplays
for the Circle Ranch
Film Company in I
fornia. Though still in
his twenties, Mr.
O'Brien has been a
cameraman and director for several years.
He first began with the
Essanay Company and
worked with Mr. Anderson when the latter
first began producing
Western plays for Essanay. heIn this
environment
learned
the
requirements of the
Western
drama with
and the
became familiar
characteristic life of
the cowboy, the Indian
and the early settler of
early Western days.
From the position of
cameraman, Mr. O'Brien
advancedducertoandthat
prohas of since
been engaged in that
line of work.
His best known production is"The Life of
Buffalo
in whichF.
Colonel Bill."
William
Cody appears. This
JOHN
B. O'BRIEN.
picture was taken while
en route with the Buffalo Bill show, under many difficulties.
Each day he found himself in a different city, and the work
of arranging locations and taking the scenes had all to be
done in the quickest possible time, without sacrificing quality.
According to Mr. O'Brien, the work of taking the picture was
the simplest part of it all. The difficulty was to direct a polyglot assemblage and get some intelligent action out of them.
Many of the Indians, cowboys and Mexicans did their work
reluctantly, on the assumption that they were entitled to rest
during their off time instead of having to pose for pictures.
They were paid for their extra services, but in many cases
they valued these services far beyond their actual worth,
and
it was forced
such problems
Mr. It
O'Brien
continually
to cope as
withthese
and that
adjust.
is wellwasto

Scene from "The Shadow of the Cross" (Essanay).
perfidy and that he has deserted her. Francesca dies, and
Leandre swears to have revenge on his false friend —
though bound by his eternal vows. Years pass and one
night a stranger falls senseless at the monastery door.
Leandre carries him to his room and there, by the flickering light of a candle, recognizes the wasted face as that
of
Jacques.
Whipping
a knife
Jacque's
belt, Leandre
raises it aloft.
Suddenly
thefrom
candle
is dashed
to the
floor and the room left in blackness. Gradually a shaft
of light penetrates the gloom and falls upon the crucifix
on the table. Then the form of Leandre with repentant
face, crawls to the table and bows before the crucifix
while his lips move in silent prayer.
E. F. Calvert in the role of Leandre is exceptionally
good. Mr. Calvert's personal magnetism and ability to
portray heavy dramatic parts is unquestionably successful. Ruth Stonehouse as Francesca Tonelli is clever.
Bryant Washburn as Jacques portrays the part admirably.
This production is booked for December
10th.
Will Rising, formerly of the Eclair Company, is now
getting sixty cents per dozen for first-run eggs from his
chicken farm in Jersey.
Released every week.

say
O'Brien had
succeeded
in making
two that
otherMr.directors
failed, which
is all this
the picture
more toafter
his
credit.
A SPLENDID
BOOKKEEPING
SYSTEM
FOR
EXHIBITORS.
James V. Bryson, Manager of The Laemmle Film Service,
Minneapolis, is offering his newly revised 1913 Theater Record
Ledger which is a great improvement over past editions. The
Theater Record Ledger is the most popular theater ledger system ever used by motion picture or vaudeville managers. It
allows
the proprietor
a year's seperating
complete record
of his afternoon
and evening
receipts besides
every possible
expense
including spaces for feature acts and films, also the weather.
$2.50 invested in this years Theater Record Ledger will be a
good investment for any proprietor who wants a complete
record of his business. Owing to so many inferior ledgers on
the market Mr. Bryson has withdrawn the sale of The Theater
Record Ledger from all dealers and will sell direct from his
office, The Laemmle Film Service, Minneapolis.
BUSHMAN GOES HOME FOR CHRISTMAS.
Francis X. Bushman, leading man for the Essanay Eastern
Stock Company, will leave for his home in Norfolk, Virginia,
next week to spend Christmas with his mother and father. It
has been seven years since Mr. Bushman and all his brothers
and sisters have been together, so the reunion at Christmas will
undoubtedly to a happy one. Counting up the kind invitations
Mr. Bushman has received from admirers and personal friends
to dine with them at Christmas, we get a grand total of one
hundred and six. How fortunate some people are. If he could
eat one hundred and six meals in one day it would be worth
taking a three reel picture of him doing it.
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"THE RECEIVING TELLER"
(Pathe).
An absorbing story with plenty of pathos and good dramatics,
played
cast, is Pathe's
will ibj a -tar
ed December
18th. "The Receiving reller," which
Basil Brady, th< receiving teller of the First National Bank,

is in
aits i, rcausc of a mortgage on his home which
he i- unable to clear. Just after the vaults had been closed one

day, one of
the hank's
offers
deposit
sitates,
but onbigthecustomers
advice of
his $10,000
fellow for
clerks,
and
rather than refuse to accomodate so important a client he
accepts the deposit and takes it home with him.
idy and his wife hide the money However, tin- needed
monej SO near at hand is preying on his mind, so he leaves tile
house' for his clnh.
A few moments
after In has departed
a

Scene

from

"The

Receiving

Teller"

(Pathe).

starving unfortunate staggers into tin Brady home in search
of food. Mrs. l'.rady gets a revolver. The man convinces her
that his hunger is genuine and Mrs. l'.rady gives him something
it. Suddenly a noise is heard. Mrs. Brady explains the
presence of the money. The stranger takes the revolver while
Mrs. l'.rady lowers the lights. They wait. A masked man,
revolver in' hand, climbs through the- window. The beggar fires,
wounding the intruder in the arm. The lights are raised again
and Mr-, l'.rady tears away the mask, revealing — her husband.
It is a tense situation. l'.rady pleads forgiveness and explains
why he wanted the money. The beggar promises to keep the
irrence secret. Mrs. Brady forgives.
Miss Octavia Handworth and Crane Wilbur play the leads in
this interesting drama and with these two stars appearing in it.
it is to the hest interests of every exhibitor to hook the film.
It will he released December 18th.
BRITISH-AMERICAN
Tlie British-American

FILM
MFG.
CO., LIMITED.
Film Manufacturing Co. Ltd.. ol
Montreal. Canada, producers of "l'.riam" films, are just about
ready to announce their first release. "The Battle of tin
Long Sault." is the title of the first photoplay this new
company has turned out and they expect to follow this

Up with' two releases weekly. They have inaugurated an
exclusive righl policy to protect the exhibitors of their films
against
competition.
During the past summer, the producers of "P.riam" films
have been encamped at Johnson's Point on the hanks of
the St. Lawrence River across from Montreal. Work will
inue at the camp throughout the winter and the snow
and ice of this northern country will give a chance for some
great scenes.
In addition a studio has been established in Montreal. A
large three -tury building provides ample space for perfect
arrangements, and no expense has been spared in the fitting
up of the studio. The executive offices of the new pro
ducers are in the New T.irks Building, l'hillips Square.
Montreal.
ED. HOWE

VISITS

SELIG

PLANT.

1 Ed" Howe, as he is familiarly known to the newspaper
fraternity, the famous editor of Howes Monthly, of Atchison.
Kansas, was an interested visitor at the Selig establishment last
week. Mr Howe is preparing to start on a second trip around
the world and will include a motion picture outfit in his lugAs he intends to visit many out-of-the-way places (luring his
jaunt he will undoubtedly bring back many reels of good educational Mm.

I'll TURE

WORLD
MORRIS

FINDS

CONDITIONS

GOOD.

Mr. Sam Morris, a well-known picture theater manager of
Cleveland, Ohio, and president of the Cleveland Kxhihitors Local,
paid a visit to the office of the Moving Picture World on December 2nd. Mr. Morris reported business excellent in his city
and remarked that never before in his experience have conditions been so satisfactory in every respect as now. He attrihuted
Ins state of affairs to he largely due in his city to the uniform
method of transacting business adopted by the (ieneral Film
Company, and said that the majority of exhibitors in Cleveland
were fere
opposed
any plan that would disrupt or in any way interwith thoseto methods.
Mr. Morris reports the opening of a new exclusive picture
house in Cleveland, the Dutchess theater on Euclid Avenue.
between 58th and 59th streets. The house was built a short time
ago for the Vaughn Glaser Stock Company. It was opened
on Monday, December 2nd with an exclusive picture programme
with prices ranging from fifteen to fifty cents. Music will be
furnished by a five-piece orchestra.
Mr. Morris further reported that the Cleveland local was
making arrangements for its annual hall to be held on January
14, at the new- Hotel Stadler. Efforts are being made to secure
the attendance of a number of the leading photoplayers and
every effort will be made to put the event on the list of notable
social successes. After visiting a number of friends in New
York. Mr. Morris returned to Cleveland later in the week.

THE DEMAND
FOR "THE MIRACLE."
Considerable activity is reported from the headquarters
the New York Film Company, which owns the exclusive American rights to "The Miracle." as produced by the Art Film Co.. of
Merlin Mr Henry G. Schultz, one of the officers of the company, has gone to Baltimore to complete the details for a grand
performance in Albaughs Opera House in the last week of this
month. I he magnificent and highly artistic paper, some of it
imported from abroad is attracting the attention of exhi!
and state right buyers who visit the offices of the company in
the Exchange Building, [45 W. 45th St. Mr. Danziger of the
same company has started on a four weeks trip through the
West

and

South

ANOTHER

to promote

NEW

ihe interests

THEATER

of "The

Miracle."

FOR YONKERS,

N. Y.

J. H.
Hallberg
O'Brien
& Durkin
will exclusively
soon open
their
hansome
newreports
house that
devoted
to motion
pictures
on Elm St.. in Yonkers. they have purchased through him
a latest model Simplex Projector. Hallberg Economizer. Machine Booth, Exhaust Fans, Flame Arc Lamps, and full liti
accessories. Mr. Hallberg also reports that Mr. M. F. Westmoreland, Athens, Ala., will shortly open a new motion picturetheater in that town, using a Powers 6A. Hallberg Standard
Economizer; the opera chairs, and all accessories having
been furnished by him.
W.

WALLACE

REID

JOINS
PRODUCING
AMERICAN.

STAFF

OF

The American Film Mfg. Co.. announces the addition of W.
Wallace. Reid to its force of producers at Santa Barbara. He
brings with him a competent company, some of whom have
before been associated with him at the Kalem's Western studio
which he leaves to engage for the American. Mr. Reid is only
23 years of age and is thus reckoned as one of the youngest
producers in the United States, rivaling and exceeding in youth
the senior producer. Mr. Allan Dwan. Mr. Reid is the son of
Mr. Hal Reid. was horn in St. Louis and spent the years 1903
to 5. at the Xew Jersey Military Academy. Freehold. X. J. In
1010 he graduated from a small Eastern college and spent the
remainder of that year in Cody. Wyoming on a ranch where
he was engaged in surveying for the Shoshone Dam.
In 1910 Mr. Reid entered the newspaper work, and later in
tin year joined the Selig Staff at Los Angeles as general utility
man. He learned to operate a camera and acquired a working
knowledge of the picture business. The winter of 1010. Mr.
Reid spent in Xew York as associate editor of Motor Magazine
and in May. igii. joined the Yitagraph forces as a leading man.
playing opposite Misses Turner, Storey and Baird. In the
spring of 1912. Mr. Reid joined his father as assistant director
and leading man for Reliance, leaving that company to become
assistant to Otis Turner, and scenario editor while Mr. Turner
was engaged by the Imp. After six weeks at the Imp studio.
Mr Reid was sent with Mr. Turner to make Bison 101 pictures
in California.
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II w ho provide the set > Ice
h i
ami Harry Conlon, two well known operators, wars
the men back of tha ball, and their efforts to
the affair i oth running ware lilgblj iui
The tun. i rai-.-.i b] the ball wsnl t.. swell the reSOUK

CORRESPONDENCE

SM
LOUISVILLE.
Di
\i\\ik. Louisville representative of the
• i antral Film Exchange, has returned from
Indianapolis, where lie attended a meeting >>f «
number of exchange men. The Louisville man Is
non
provldl
tor the Bmpreai
theater,
which recently waa completed in Owensboro, Ky.
a. Blelch, of I'm. in. -mIi. Ky., is the heaviest
stockholder of the Bmpreaa Company. The theater
waa erected at a coal of $25,000, and has b Beating
capacity "i tjs people, it is one of the handsomest photoplay houses In Western Kentucky,
Mr. Blelch also operates the People's theater In
Owens
Louis i. Dittmar, manager •■( the Majestic theater, bad moving pictures made i>f the annual
II tch School-Manual football game In Louisville.
Oaufleld \ shook, a photographic firm, whl
centl] entered the moving picture Held, ili.l the
work The game I* one of the societj and athletic
events of the fall In the Kentucky metropolis, attracting a crowd of 12,01
le. The Minis will
shortly be ahown at the Majestic. They will also
be presented In Lexington, Ky., and other places
where the two teams played during the season which
just closed,
The Princess Amusement
Company
baa made a
concession to musli lovers by adding a Btngl
to the dally program at the Casloo thi
The Independent Moving Picture Service Company has Bled articles of Incorporation, with a
capitalisation "i f.10,000. The corporation is merely
mtinuance of the exchange which has been
In exlsten. e for some time past. The incorporators
are, D. B, Baker, John H. Putnam ami Bertha
tiger.

Louisville exhibitors tin. I exchange men co-operated
with the members of Operators' Local No. 163 in
making the ball given by the latter at Llederkranz
Hall on November -!■". a huge success, a feature of
tho dance, to which the public was invito. i. was a
grand march, led by the managers of theaters an. I

f tl

|. .Tutors'

union

In

Louisville,

Col, Tonj Btuyvers, proprietor ..f Hopkins Tims
t.r mii.i Fontaine Ferrj Park, Lonlsvilli
made no announcement regarding the date of open

.

Stuyvera, it Is understood, is no) rare that thlr.l
or fourth fun pictures would prove ■ drawing
theater, and is therefore unde.
what be will use in the Itarkel street bouse
Tho
owner was a n in visitor in Louisville an. I looked
ovei Hi.- ground.
Moving pictures of Mai
>th Cave, oi
t Ken
tncky'a natural wondera, nave been completed by
tho Industrial Moving Picture Company, ..f Chicago,
'I,.- s,
rvlalon • •! \n
\ mil. am. ..t Louis
villi-, who baa exclusive rlghta on tho cave photography, Tho liims were r. ntlj shown in l Isvllle,
an.i were then shipped t" Wis
isli
I; "no set
of pictures «a- made. Twelve girls are seen mak
Ing the trip from Louisville t.. the cave, and
through tho "eighth wonder." in conjunction with
ive pictures are shown those of the FourMile Endurance race at Churchill Downs, Louisvllle. a feature of tho latter is the preset
of Madame
Nazi mo va, the famous
Russian dancer,
who was

In

l.ouisvillo

at

tho

time,

tin. I who

allowed

tho photographers
to include her in tho ;■■
posing es| lall.v for them.
Gov. Mel reary, Ken
tucky's ..Ichief
executive,
also the
was long
on contest.
band for the
is
ii discussing
Tho tirst annual meeting ..t' the Louisville Photo
Plaj Association will be held in December.
Officers
will i.o elected, and c
Ittees appointed for the
ensnlng year, The Association bas done Bplendld
work during tho ttrsl year of its career, being Bble
to do much toward tho uplift of the profession
Concerted action by exhibitors also has been valuable
in otber ways, ami those who were doubtful as to
Hi.- worth of snob an organization
have i n con
verted.
Tho Assoclatioi
w Includes practically
every exhibitor in the Kentucky metropolis, and is
an Important
adjunct of the State body.
Tim handsome
now theater being construct
Lexington,
Kj . will bear the .t Tames B. Haggin,
in memorial
ised s..n name of "Ben All"
the chief stockholder.
Tho set iting capaclt] of the
theater will be about 1,500, divided as follows:
Brsl Boor, 818:
balcony,
384, an. I gallery,
-tin.
Twelve boxes will hold 72 persona additional, While
no official announce
nl has i n forthcoming, it Is
assumed
thai the now theater will be devoted to
■ 'legitimate" drama.
Tin- Edison klnetoscope,
recently purchased
bj
the pupils of the public schools of Paducah,
Ky.,

i be

machli ■
remodeled

v. no. ii. in. i . in. i
in • . i : ted
win
be chart
picture ih, it
termlned
bj the
I
The '
m idvertl
formed at Huntington,
w
Vt
with
tlon ..f 110,000
it v>iii
agenc)
with
special
>
'I'll!
theaters.
Swan
R I
I
Huntington Harrj

0
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The Steel Woi I.- Clt
pany, Joliet, 111., one
the Middle Weat, baa
Ing picture In plai e ol
which was ior man)
stltute. ■ a miwhich
\\o.
elene] •
supplemented b)
oil, or educational

thi

i Is designed
t.>
n The film ma)

be u

pi cures, aa well a

playa,
show n. ol ' t i i fordsi Hi
i i areBtevens
Ind . hai
chased the Bllllkli
111. Licensed Blm sei > Ii e h 111 '■■
show
consisting of thro,. reels will I.o .
house will be overhauled,
it i- announ
name
ol
place will is making a trl
.1. MariotheCunningham
Continent
from .Now York I
jlnrlksha,
bj a 1 1.. j■• ailai
Ins expensespulledhe
movingcootl
views of the Japi
-• Russian war
Tin- question
ot S indaj
voted brought
n| on inagalnsl
Champa gn. 111
i
was
■ In inn-

suit

t

impel

tho

city or

election lias
Tho Chicago
Hippodrome
Com
has been Incorporated with a capital stork ol
a general a musemen
|. ..rators are: Edward
l M Ardli
dnilis ami Aii-l. in I Schmidt.
The American
Theater Company of <
been incorporated with a capital stock
to do a general theatrical ami amusement
bu«
Tho Incorporators are
A K. Brown, '. B
ami 1'. a. Kllnet

PAY

YOU

Gl

Gears and pinions of steel and specially tough ca~t iron with
spiral cut teeth -ii designed that they roll together with. nu
friction. Accurate to within one two-thousandth of an inch,
they insure you against noise, play in the gears and rapid wear.
Tin.' high speed gears arc hardened.
Spindles of steel, hardened and ground exactly t.. size Size
is generous, smallest 5 16", largest '_■" in diameter. Cannot
easily become sprung.
\\ earing quality recognized a- the
Bearings of cast iron. The pores retain the oil. This material
is acknowledged by experts to be the best for the purpi
ockets cut in our own factors of speciall) selected steel

on machines of our own design and make. The size. shape and
accuracy of the teeth, especially of the intermittent sprocket.
account largely for the steady picture which the Simplex Projector i> noted for.
Intermittent movement.
The star or Geneva and its spindle
are one piece of metal.
The crescent-shaped
locking ~ur;
are cut on a machine which works
si
in auxiliary
scalehad to he designed to set it. The pin wheel or cam is perfectly
concentric with it~ own centre of rotation. The pin which trips
the Geneva is hardened, ground and lapped.
Space prevents further mention here of other excellent
features.
We invite you to visit our factory and s0c for yourself the
machinery, tools and high-class labor which guarantee you perfection in the Simplex Projector.
The Simplex must he seen and used to he fully appreciated.
Write us for catalogue A and name and address of the nearest
dealer who has the Simplex in stock.
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■ I N. Robinson and Miss Rasdne Jones, I>• > 1 li
of Peoria, t lie latter a ringer In the Robinson theaters of Peoria, were recently married at <i
Dowd, manager <'f t 11 «- Electric Theater,
at Witt, in., lias been m with typhoid fever.
K. N. Kittle of Kansas City, Mo., Is the new
manager
of the Vaudelte
mov lujf picture
show
>it
lock, in.
Holmes Opera House at Nokomls, 111., certainly
made friends among the realdentl of the small city
whin It recelTed only two reel! and rather than
charge for half a program, It gave a free performance,
The Lyric Theater of Sterling. 111., has been redecorated, and a new Indirect lighting system has
been
Installed.
The Venetian, the new moving picture show at
Bocheile,
in., opened
November
28.
The Lyric Th.ater at Moumoutb, 111., gave a
benefit performance December -, for a local fire
company.
Moving picture* on Sunday are not a necessity,
decided Judge Albert Bnacb of Springfield, ()., bat
he suggested that If they were operated In good
faith for charity, a doubly commendable service
can be rendered. The suggestion was brought
about In passing upon the case of I'billlp Chakeras,
who was tried under the statute prohibiting common
labor on Sundays In having one Vessel Settos to
sell tickets of admission. The films shown on November 17, the date In question, were "Rock of
Ages" and "Prince of Israel," and did not enter
Into the issues. The moving picture men may adopt
the plan.
Henry Hoeft of Geneseo, 111., and F. It. McClure
of St. Louis, Mo., are said to be considering "building
a $50,000 theater in Fast Mollue, 111., to be used
for theatrical
attractions
and
moving
pictures.
The city council of Quincy, 111., has admitted its
ordinance referring to moving pictures. The measure now demands Bremen for the house protection,
one exit for each 200 seating capacity, in addition
to the front and rear entrance and four-foot aisles.
A clause was Inserted, giving aldermen and other
city officials wearing badges, the right to enter
In a theater free of charge, in order to see that the
regulations are in force.
Fred Eyers of Pekin, 111., who has been manager of a picture show in Lexington, Neb., recently
visited relatives In Pekin. He now has charge of
a picture house In Jewelsburg, Colo.
Dr. J. C. Foley, city health physician of Wankegan. 111.. Is said to have made an announcement
that unless moving picture theaters provide adequate ventilating systems
they would
be closed.
The Cameragraph Company of Arizona, which has
a capital stock of $.">0.000, has been authorized to do
business in Kansas City, M'>., with a stated capital
Of $50,000,
until May 5, 1984.
A. W. Parker, manager of the Star Theater at
Pontlae, has purchased the Photoplay Theater from
Dlckes & Carnes In that city, and will conduct both
places.
Thomas Flynn lias taken over the Coliseum at
Chicago Heights. III., which he will operate as a
vaudeville anil moving picture house. Two shows
a night will he given, with a Sunday matinee.
The Anthony Theater Company of Chicago. 111.,
bas been incorporated with a capital stock of $1 ,0oo,
to operate theaters. The incorporators are: Percy
B. Bckbart,
W. N. Klein and Thomas
G. Deering.
The Regent Amusement Company of Chicago, III.,
bas been Incorporated with a Capital stock of
$10,000, to operate amusement enterprises. The
Incorporators are: Fred J. Kicker, Abraham Brlmm
and J. Schwartz.
The American Cinematograph Company of Chicago,
III., has been Incorporated with a capital stock ef
$5,000. to handle moving picture machines, films,
etc. The incorporators are: Paul S. Schmidt, L. A.
Boenlg.
The North St. I.ouls Amusement and Theater
Company has been incorporated at St. Louis. Mo.,
with a capital stock of $4,000, to do a general
plcfuie show and amusement business. The incorporators are: William Goldman, Bertha Goldman
and Paul Dillon.
F. II. MADISON.

PHILADELPHIA.
THE

Falrmount Film Company has been meeting
with unlimited ancceaa with its features, and
It Is keeping the plant busy putting enough plays
on the market.
a move to prevent the presentation of films depleting crime in moving pictures was discussed at
■ recent meeting of the City Councils of Camilen.
An ordinance is mm being drafted to put a ban
on pic
'ins kind.
The
Philadelphia
Projecting
Company
and
the
Fagle
Film
Exchange
both branches
of the
Interstate Film i ompany,
have
consolidated
and
Into their new
building
at 1304 Vine Street,
which
was buili especially
for the exchanges.
Women of Philadelphia have put a ban on the
"Sapbo" pictures, and have received the hearty
support of the clergymen locally. Such pictures
as "Sapho" should no! be allowed to be shown the
women claim, and It Is their object to put a ban
on every picture with the aid of Municipal support. They claim that this tale of Alplinnse Daudct
tends
to demoralise
in whatever
form
presented.
Marshal
Hugh
.1
Ivans
act
Paul
K.
Holgate,
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have purchased the theater of Fred Hummel of
Bcranton, ami will remodle it. It is expected that
a large amount of new fixtures will be placed In
the house. Ou the first of January the house will
be reopened.
William S. Furst Is making application for a
number of local people for articles of Incorporation for a motion picture concern, the new company will be called the Garden City Amusement
Company. The application Btates that the concern
will operate, buy, build and sell motion picture
houses. The Incorporators are: Joseph W. Mills,
Arthur
It. Burton
and
William
H. Thomas.
I'.'mphatlc denial to the rumor that Nixon &
Zimmerman, the controlling factors in several
playhouses In this city, were to dissolve partnership the first of the year, was made by J. Fred
Zimmerman.
Moving picture operators In the City of Scranton, have asked the municipal government that all
operators be licensed. The operators claim that a
large number of the men now operating machines
are not competent.
J. Richard Jackson, is estimating on plans for
a one-story theater, 43 feet by 76 feet, to be
built
"corner of 22nd and Berks
streets atfortheM. southwest
A. Moloney.
E. Allen Wilson Is preparing plans for a twostory theater, store and dwelling, 72 feet by 190
feet at Kichmoud and Clearfield streets, for John
G. Redmond.
The Smith Hardican Company Is estimating on
plans for a one-story moving picture house to be
erected at Twenty-third and Sputh streets for C.
Christiansen. The new theater will be 58 feet by
200 feet and will be of the latest improved design.
C. H. CONGDON.

GRAND

RAPIDS.

A MOST decided tribute to the value of motion
-f*- pictures has been given here this week. Mrs.
Edward Lowe, and one of the wealthiest women of
the State, has offered to Charles H. Mills, for
use in the municipal social center movement, a motion picture machine. Mr. Mills had advocated the
use of a motion picture machine, stating no innovation could do more real good, and Mrs. Lowe
very graciously donated the machine. In talking
of the gift, Mr. Mills, says, "It is difficult to estimate the good that is certain to come from a feature such as this in the social centers. There Is no
denying the fact that the motion picture shows
have a great appeal to the youngsters today and
with a machine in their own home neighborhood,
showing films both entertaining and educational,
the attraction of the social center is Increased wonThe policy of the newspapers in publishing
derfully."
weekly bulletins of the photoplays Is meeting with
real approval. One can now refer to the complete
list for the week and tell just when and where
any film Is to be shown. It is a long step in the
right direction and reflects great credit on Manager
Breen of the United Theaters in seeing it through.
Work on the new Superba Is being pushed as
rapidly as possible. The marble and steel is all
on band, and much of the interior work has been
completed. Manager Nichols has not definitely decided as to the shows, either vaudeville or musical
comedy and two or three reels of film will he
given.
Selig's "Kings of the Forest." was shown recently at the Idle Hour, to packed houses and
was commented on a most compelling production.
Mr. Kellar, the house manager, states that on
each Sunday one ef the big features will be a
regular offering
hereafter.
The Monroe Vaudette claims the distinction of
being the only prominent photoplay house in the
United States which gives but one reel at each
performance. Good music makes up the balance
of the hill, but there is no vaudeville. Mr. Williams is doing as much business as any of them.
Rumors of a new high class theater are flying
thick and fast. It Is a certainty Harry Sommers, manager of Powers, has the thing up his
but where he will finally decide on for a
location would take a Philadelphia lawyer to figure
out at this time.
The Columbia is giving vaudeville of the finest
kind. While Gilllngham and Smith are primarily
motion picture men, having the management of the
General Film Exchange In Detroit, they have demonstrated emphatically their ability to handle a
regular vaudeville house. Local Manager O'Donnell,
with an efficient house staff, is pleasing everyone.
The Patbe
each
week. Weekly Is a steady feature of the bill
The

Appollo which Is one of Nichols Bros!, enterprises is naturally doing a strong business while
the Superba is closed for rebuilding. Two-reel features from the Independents are a regular thing at
the Appollo, and the lobby advertising is always attractive.
It took special action on part of the city fathers
to get the big sign passed for the Superba, but it
Is going to do a whole lot to boost the theater
proposition, it is the largest and most attractive
sign In the state, with the exception of a sign or
two in Detroit.
HUGH
KING
HARTS

IN THE

NORTHWEST.

MOVING

picture men of Waco, Texas, have perfected an organization with W. L. Terry as
president; A. M. Jacobs, vice-president; J. A.
Lempke,
as secretary and treasurer.
The Progressive Amusement company of Fort
Worth, Texas, has Increased Its capital stock from
$7,600
$12,500.Theater Company of Little Rock,
The to
Crystal
Arkansas, has been Incorporated with a capital
stock of $:t0.000. The Incorporators are J. W. Llpplncott, Carrie Llpplncott and C. A. Bondy.
The Beacon Hill Mothers' Club of San Antonio,
Texas, has been granted the use of the high schoool
auditorium for a lecture course. The funds from
this course will be applied to the purchase of s>
moving pecture machine which will be used In the
school.
F. H. MADISON.

IN THE

SOUTHWEST.

MORE
than 700 orphaned children In Seattle,
Wash., were the guests of Manager Carl Reed
at the Moore Theater, Seattle, Wash., November 23,
when the Ralney animal pictures were shown.
Representatives of the ministerial association at
Pierre, S. D., have appeared before the city commission and demanded the breach of an ordinance
which they had prepared, prohibiting the showing
of moving pictures on Sundays, either with or without aUmission fees.
F. II. MADISON.

Among the Exhibitors.
Springfield, 111. — Plans are being considered for
the erection of a new moving picture theater here.
Albany, Ore. — Plans are being prepared for the
erection of a theater building to cost $25,000 for
Conrad Meyer, of this city, for the use of T. G.
Bligh of Salem.
Seattle, Wash. — Plans have been completed for the
erection of a new $250,000 theater at Winnipeg,
Man., for Alexander Pantages, the Seattle vaudeville magnate.
Petoskey, Mich. — Norman Feldman has become the
sole owner of the Majestic theater.
Hamilton, Mont. — The Family theater here has
been purchased by Geo. N. Ransom and Cecil
Nixon.
Duluth, Minn. — Plans are being considered for
the erection of a new vaudeville theater building
in Superior
St.
New Market, la. — Dr. Malony sold bis picture
theater in this city to Dan B. Pace.
Sparta, Wis. — Mr. J. J. Paterick, a Grand
Rapids, Wis., man, has leased the lower floor of
the Olin building, Oak and Court streets, this city,
and is to convert same into a moving picture theater.
Kansas City, Mo. — Jno. C. Miatt Is receiving bids
to erect a moving picture theater at St. John &
Elmvfood
Avenues.
Medford, Ore. — Plans are being prepared for the
erection of a new theater building to cost $50,000.
Dr. E. C. Page,
of Medford,
owner.
Wheeling, W. Va. — Geo. Schaffer of this city
will erect
a new
moving
picture
theater
here.
Cambridge, 0. — J. S. Fritz has bought the
Princss
theater
from
Jas. Warne.
Los Angeles, Cal. — A picture theater is to be
erected on the corner of Washington and Park
Grove by Milda
B. Lawler.
Syracuse, N. Y. — Capt. Frank Beyer will erect
a theater building on Peck Avenue & James Street.
Cost $15,000.
Newark, N. J. — A contract has been let for the
erection of the new Proctor theater building on
south side of Market Street.
Atchison, Kan. — Plans are being prepared for
the erection of a new theater at 7th and Commercial Streets for Waggener.
Cost $75,000.
East Aurora, N. Y. — Plans are being considered
for the erection of a theater building. Chas. Dlemer will also erect one on Olean & Main Streets.
Clinton, la. — Plans are being prepared for a new
opera house building.
Justice A. E. Stone. Manager.
Bath, N. Y. — Plans are being prepared for the
erection of a new opera house in this city. W: P.
Murphy.
Manager.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Magaziner & Potter have plans
for a vaudeville theater on Boardwalk and St.
Charles
Place,
Atlantic
City for Seltzer Bros.
Lake City, la. — The south room of the Easton
Block
has been leased by the Iowa Amusement
Co.
Stromsburg, Neb. — Elite changes hands. B. 0.
Hallqulst buys his partner's interest In the moving
TemnJ£,
Tex. — Jas. E. Ferguson, president of the
picture
show.
Templ^st^tje
Bank,
will erect a theater building.
Norfolk, Wt— The Virginia theater, Chestnut and
Strejrrl^will
soon open
for business.
Fort Wayne, ^Ind. — Contracts for the construction
of the New JefTcrson theater to be erected on Jefferson street between Calhoun and Harrison were
awarded.
Buffalo, N. Y. — Henry Healy, 61 Dante Place is
making alterations for a motion picture theater.
Cost Sl. 200.
Buffalo, N. Y. — Florence D. Savage. 30 Triangle
will build a motion picture theater to cost $6,000.
Plymouth, Wis. — Julia & Irene Phalen sold the
Orpbenm
to w
H. Dulton.
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Calendar of Licensed Releases.
Current Releases
MONDAY,

DECEMBER

gth,

Advance Releases.
1912.

MONDAY,

BIOGRArH— Jinx's Birthday Party (Comedy)
BIOGRAPH— She Is a Pippin (Comedy)
EDISON — Saving the Game (Drama)
600
EDISON — Harnessing a Mountain Stream (Edu.)
400
KALEM — A Race with Time (Drama)
KALEM — Conway, the Kerry Dancer (Dancing)
LUBIN— A Lucky Fall (Drama)
1000
PATHE— Pathe's Weekly
No. 50 (Topical)
1000
PATHE — Harem Captives (2 Reels — Special — Drama)..
SELIG — The Vintage of Fate (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— The Signal of Distress (Drama)
1000
TUESDAY, DECZMBER 10th, 1912.
CINES — Picturesque Italian Scenes (Scenic)
650
CINES — The "Lion Tonic" (Comedy)
350
C. G. P. C. — A Marked Man (Drama)
1000
EDISON — Annie Crawls Upstairs (Drama)
1000
ESSANAY — The Shadow of the Cross (Drama)
1000
LUBIN — The Wonderful One-Horse Shay (Drama)
...1000
SELIC- — The Ranger and His Horse (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Doctor Bridget (Comedy)
1000
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER nth, 1912.
ECLIPSE — The Manchester Ship Canal, England (Sc.) 400
ECLIPSE — Just Missed Him (Comedy)
600
ECLIPSE — Glimpses of Balkan War Territory (Top.)..
EDISON — A Sunday Afternoon in Rural England (Sc.)iooo
ESSANAY — Time Flies (Comedy)
1000
KALEM — Toll Gate Raiders (Drama)
1000
PATHE— Fate's Decree (Drama)
SELIG — The Girl of the Mountains (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Natoosa (Drama)
1000
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12th, 1912.
BIOGRAPH— My Hero (Drama)
ESSANAY — The Prospector (Drama)
1000
LUBIN — Kitty and the Bandits (Drama)
1000
MELIES — The Castaway
(Drama)
1000
PATHE— The Compact
(Drama)
SELIG — The God of Gold (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Adam and Eve (Drama)
1000
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13th, 1912.
C. G. P. C— The Capture of Mr. Softly Beatit (Comedy)
C. G. P. C. — The Apple Industry in Washington
(Edu.)
C. G. P. C. — Lisbon and Oporto (Scenic)
EDISON— Fog (Drama)
1000
ESSANAY — The Error of Omission (Educational)
1000
KALEM — The Mummy and the Cowpunchers (Comedy)
KALEM — Strange Places and Quaint People in New
York (Scenic)
LUBIN— Buster and the Cannibal's Child (Drama)
LUBIN— His First Skate (Comedv)
LUBIN — The Crooked Path (Special — 2 Reels — Drama)20oo
SELIG — A Near-Sighted Cupid (Comedy)
SELIC- — In a Japanese Garden (Scenic)
VITAGRAPH— The Song of the Shell (Drama)
1000
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14th, 1912.
CINES — Trapping the Conspirators
(Drama)
1000
EDISON— A Christmas Accident (Drama)
1000
ESSANAY — Alkali Ike's Motorcycle
(Comedy)
1000
KALEM — Ireland, the Oppressed (Drama)
1000
LUBIN — When Love Leads (Drama)
1000
PATHE— The Rise and Fall of Mickey Mahone (Com.)
PATHE — Reindeer Hunting in Norway (Scenic)
VITAGRAPH— The Dandy; or, Mr. Dawson Turns the
Tables (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— All For a Girl (Comedy)

POST CARDS
PHOTOS and
POSTERS^
Popular

Photoplayers

Write for free catalog
and advertising matter

TUESDAY,

DECEMBER

to Advertise

17th, 1912.

CINES— As Fate Wills (Drama)
C. G. P. C— A Rival of Caruso (Comedy)
C. G. P. C. — Metamorphoses (Trick Film)
EDISON— Lady Clare (Drama)
ESSANAY— The Virtue of Rags (Drama)
LUBIN— Madeleine's Christmas ( Drama)
SELIG— Buck's Romance (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— The Night Before Christmas (Drama)
WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

THURSDAY,

DECEMBER

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

18th, 1912.

ECLIPSE— Picturesque Dalmatia (Scenic)
ECLIPSE— Three Rogues Outwitted (Comedy)
EDISON— An Old Appointment (Drama)
ESSANAY— His Birthday Jacket (Comedy)
KALEM— The Mayor's Crusade (Drama)
PATH E— The Receiving Teller (Drama )
SELIG— The Millionaire Vagabonds (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— Who Stole Bunnv's Umbrella (Comedy)...
VITAGRAPH— At the Dog Show (Topical)
19th,

45©
550
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

1912.

BIOGRAPH— The Divorcee (Comedy)
BIOGRAPH— Papering the Den ( Comedy)
ESSANAY— The Sheriff's Luck (Drama)
1000
LUBIN— His Western Way (Drama)
1000
.1000
.
(Drama)
California
in
MELIES— A Woodland Christmas
PATHE— Glimpses of Montana (Scenic)
PATHE— Sidi Hadji Moursouck (Acrobatic)
1000
SELIG— Sammy Orpheus ( Comedy)
1000
VITAGRAPH— The Hat (Drama)
FRIDAY,

DECEMBER

20th, 1912.

C. G. P. C. — A Farm House Romance (Comedy)
C. G. P. C— The Dionees on the Horizontal Bar (Acrobatic)
EDISON— The First Settler's Story (Drama)
ESSANAY— Giuseppe's Good Fortune (Comedy)
KALEM— Pulque Pete and the Opera Troupe (Comedy)
KALEM— Rush Hours in New York (Topical)
LUBIN— Hogan vs. Schnidt (Comedy)
LUBIN— Nora, the Cook (Comedy)
PATHE — The Last Performance (Special — 2 reels — Dr.)
SELIG— The Last of Her Tribe (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— Following the Star (Drama)
SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 21st, 1912.
CINES— The Tivoli Hills and the Falls of Anio (Scenic)...
CINES— Nearly Lion Tamers (Comedy)
EDISON— A Proposal Under Difficulties (Comedy)
ESSANAY— Broncho Billy's Promise (Drama)
KALEM— The Indian Uprising at Santa Fe (Drama)
LUBIN— Home, Sweet Home (Drama)
PATHE— A Simple Maid (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— A Marriage of Convenience (Com. Dr.).

10 Cents

with releases of Dec. 2nd; 3 sheets 35c: 6 sheets
Mr. Exhibitor, why deface your lobby wi'h fake or second-hand
posters when you can buy outright brand new original A. B.C.
posters at the above prices. GET WISE.

"If It'* Anything

16th, 1912.

BIOGRAPH— The Burglar1! Dilemma
(Drama)
E< I. IPSE— The Red Man's Honor (Spec— 2 reels— Dr.). 2000
EDISON— Public and Private Care of Infants (Edu.)
KALEM— The Finger of Suspicion (Drama;
m/jo
LUBIN— Bar "K" Foreman
(Drama)
1000
l',\ I HE— Pathe's Weekly No. 51 (Topical)
SELIG— Opitsah (Apache for Sweetheart)
(Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— A Leap Year Proposal (Comedy-Drama) .. .1000

ALL A.B.C. POSTERS
Beginning

DECEMBER

a Picture

EXHIBITORS' i^ZV^^S&ttZ

Theatre,

We

Have

65c.

it."

30 Union Square, N. Y.

1000
1000

1000
1000
430
570
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

AGENTS
WAN TED
in all large cities in
the East to' handle
our
specialties
Write

for

proposition
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The Reincarnation of Karma

During the early Christian era. Karma, a very spiritual and virtuous High Priest of the Temple of India, resists
with all his religious fervor, Quinetrea, a beautiful and fascinating enchantress. Quinetrea eventually conquers and
Karma falls a victim to her wiles. She triumphantly taunts him, and outraged at her cruel deception. Karma curses her,
and Quinetrea is transformed into a huge snake. Fifteen hundred year- later. Karma appears, reincarnated in the personality of Leslie Adams and love- the beautiful heiress, Lillian White. Together they visit the ancient Temple of
Karma'
are shown
the reptile,stands
whichbefore
every him
hundred
resumes human
gazes
the
-nakeanduncoils
and Quinetrea
in all years
her bewitching
charm.form.
She While
holds Leslie
him with
herfascinated,
hypnotic
power and forces him to accept an amulet for his betrothed, upon receiving which Lillian falls dead. Karma beholds a
vision of his former self as High Priest, again curses Quinetrea, and drops dead across the prostrate body of his betrothed.

The Shaughraun

KALEM
3 Reels

A Genuine Irish Drama Produced Amid Genuine Irish Surroundings
By the death of their father, Robert and Claire Ffolliott are given into the care of Corry Kinchela, an unscrupulous
land agent, who schemes with Harvey Duff, a dishonest police officer, to secure possession of the children's lands.
Robert is convicted on Duff's testimony and sentenced to the penal settlement in Australia. His sister, Claire, and sweetheart, Arte, are dependent
upon Conn, the Shaughraun,
who supplies them with food by his poaching.
Several year- later Robert returns to Ireland, but is captured as a fugitive and thrown into prison. The crafty
Conn assists him to escape and feigns death when fired upon by a sentinel. It is commonly believed that Conn has
been killed, and a wake is held, during which the Shaughraun learns of a plan to spirit the girls out of the country.
Kinchela and his accomplices are brought to justice and the girls reunited to their sweethearts.

The Last Performance

Pathe
2 Reels

Rose Mailand, the celebrated equestrienne of the famous Barnon Circus, awakens the love of Count Hans
von Harten, and they are ideally happy until the Count's father angrily forbids the marriage, which compels
the Count to adopt the circus for a livelihood. His spectacular thriller, "The Platform of Death," wins him the
title of the "Greatest Horseman in the World," and because of the public admiration his wife becomes jealous
and plans revenge.
She drugs his horse, and as he mounts the Platform of Death the horse becomes frightened at the first explosion of fireworks and plunges forward, bringing with him the Count to death in the ring below.

The Red Man's Honor

ECLIPSE
2 Reels
CINES-

June Dew, a pretty Indian maiden, is betrothed to R ;d Hawk, the bravest warrior of the tribe. Seated Bear,
another brave, also loves the dark beauty and his savage heart is inflamed with jealousy at the success of his rival.
One day he surprises her alone and forcibly carries her off to his canoe. Red Hawk appears just in time to see the act,
and springing into the stream soon overtakes his rival. A desperate struggle follows in which Red Hawk's arm, strengthened by the "Great Spirit," mortally wounds his treacherous enemy. Red Hawk and the maiden return to the village
and the wounded Imlian painfully makes his way to shore, where he tells a greatly distorted story of Red Hawk's crime.
The accused warrior is ordered before the great chief "White Eagle," and the death sentence imposed: "He that kills
a brother must die. Twelve moons hence his spirit shall join that of the dead warrior." Red Hawk's heart is filled
with bitterness and he leaves his tribe to join the army of the pale faces. His bravery in surmounting indescribable
difficulties to destroy a mountain bridge, thus checking the advance of the enemy, gains him the high regard of the
army, but his happiness is short lived as he remembers the sentence and returns to his tribe to pay the debt of a red
man's honor. With his beloved June Dew he is taken to the funeral pyre and their souls go forth to join the Happy Hunting Ground of the "Great Spirit."

III!-:
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THE

CROOKED
A

M< >\ [NG

PATH

HAREM

December 9, 1912.

CAPTIVES
Pathe.

THE

Two Reels.

DAWNING

December 6, 1912.

Vitagraph.

Two

At NAPOLEON'S
COMMAND
December 2, 1912. Cines-Kleine. Two Reels.
This Is a story laid in the time of Napoleon's great triumphs. A Lieutenant, on leave of absence, bids farewell to his sweetheart and rejoins
Lis army. Two years elapse and the Lieutenant has not returned to bis
sweetheart. She becomes impoverished and marries a Sergeant, who sends
tier to his mother's home in Paris. Years afterwards tbe Sergeant has
been promoted to Field-Marshal, and he, together with his wife, is now In
the court of Napoleon. During tbe court ceremonies the wife of the
former Sergeant meets her false sweetheart, who has also been promoted
from Lieutenant to Marshal. Her husband and old sweetheart meet on
tbe Held of honor. Napoleon hears of the Intended duel and orders the
officers to their commands. During a battle that follows soon after both
the Marshals are wounded. Tbe wife, in searching tbe battlefield for her
husband,
linils near him her old sweetheart.

THE GREAT

STEEPLECHASE

29, 1912.

Pathe.

Two Reels.

A thrilling race that is sure to send tbe blood tingling through the veins
of every human is the principal feature of this extraordinary offering.
As tbe race nears completion startling falls become frequent. Coming into
the stretch the first and second choices are but half a length apart. Tbe
favorite makes the last barrier with ease, but the next horse tops the
hurdle turns a complete somersault, crushing its rider beneath it, and
leaving
tiie j.i.-kev-lover
to win the race — and the girl.

STOLEN

November 25, 1912.

SYMPHONY

Lubin.

Two

Reels.

A beautiful story of a poor young musician who bas composed an exquisite symphony.
A famous musician obtains the score of the symphony and adds new
laurels to his already great triumphs. Upon denouncing the great artist
aa a thief, the yonng composer is sent to an asylum: later he obtains
bis release and appears In a concert where the famous artist is playing
the
great to
symphony,
brain now
and world's
is proclaimed
the world.demonstrates it is the genins of his

BURGLAR
22,

1912.

Two

Reels.

A daring capture of a notorious burglar by a brave boy. This la a
thrilling adveiituie In a fust speeding automobile and a funny predicament
ol a negligent policeman,
The Stars of the Vliugraph Company are cast very happily In this
ipleudld production.

KERRY
November

GOW

18, 1912.

Kalem.

Three Reels.

Tills
Is a plai
that
the Kalem
Company
I
1. rought
back with tbe true atmosphere and even
tii. Irish s,,ii ami Irish heart
The plol "i the plaj li a regulatlo
wherein
the villain's efforts are frustrated al every
turn, anil
.mis with him on bia waj to lall and the lovers preparing tor tbe wei
The Irish landscape is produced and the remarkable attention
to
makes
the picture a really
great One.

THE

GROTTO
November

of TORTURE

15, 1912.

Pathe.

Two

Reels.

eralatence "t an English lover wins him a brhie f
the n
of a Hindoo temple, a woman who, knowing the punishment which win
1., How her action, still listens to her lover. Her whereabouts are unknown for a long time to tbe High Prleet, bul one day be flnda ber h<
ami s,es 111 its cradle her infant son.
The Hindoo departs with a piece
of the baby'a wrap.
This he uses to gi*.- the scenl t.. a vicious leopard
which
is setchild.
fie.- aii. I hungrily
pleks out tr<- trail back to thl
-1.
:iis the
The mother gives chase, and 1i«t husband with an armed guard, boards
an elephant and follows her trail.
The mother tracks tbe leopard to th"
secret entrance t.. the Grotto of Torture, where abi
end burled
Into the torture
room.
Her
husband
reaches
tbe cave
a few
moments
- the mother
and infant child.

KINGS

OF
November

Reels.

Helen Mason prefers the love of Victor Gardler, a young artist, to the
attentions of Henry Pendleton. The hitler asks her hand in marriage, but
she refuses. The young artist visits Helen, but instead "I proposing, he
acquaints her with tbe fact that his uncle offers nlm an opportunity
to
Complete
his art studies
In Paris.
She Legs him not to leave her. but
be turns a deaf ear t . ► her pleadings, and after bis departure, in retaliation, she ue.is Pendleton.
They visit 1'uris and Helen conceals the Joy to her of a visit to the
artist's studio, and her vanity is Mattered l.y a request to have her portrait
painted,
she appears for the Brat sitting, when
Victor alone with her,
ently expresses his love, she repulses him and Bees to her hut
The artist and husband
meet on the Held .if honor and Victor is Beriously
wounded.

THE

BILLYS
November

ncerned with the adventure of Fatlma and Ourlda,
two
Arabian
slaters,
altl
Kb widely
dltterenl
In dispositions.
Fatlma
is
beautiful and petulant, while Ourlda combines with a lovelj fac< t
bag, peaceful nature.
Arthur Budlong, a westerner, la In love with Ourlda
mi. 1 lias won her heart, which kindles tbe Bpark of jealousy
In Fatlma's
Fatlma bribes a tribe of nomads t.. kidnap ber and her
With bis Hindoo servant, Arthur follows tbe trail until it reaches the
city df Tunis, where it la lost. The Bisters arrive in tbe city, are sold
to a wealthy merchant and accordingly enter his harem. Budlong Dually
learns of tbe abode ot ins beloved and ber sister and despatches his servant
with a noir to them, giving his plana to effect their release. Ourlda is
overjoyed ami Fatlma feigns 10 be, bul Instead, turns Informer, and wben
no to the gate to await Budlong'a arrival thej are met bj servants
and brought back to tbe harem, Arthur and his Bervani reach the rate
and after a desperate struggle with the guard they rescue the girls.
Finding that Fate is against ber, Fatlma gives venl to her Jealous
Tiny hurriedly leave h.r. to act u principals in a wedding ceremony.

November

\V< IRLD

Story of the Underworld

December
13,
1912.
Lubin.
Two
Reels.
a valuable watch and money stolen from a banker bj Dan Lyons results
in iiir artcal and
rtctl
1 the crook
1 a 1 — sweetheart,
Sell Harris, is
approached bj ■ young clergyman,
William
Kimball,
who questions
her
ng Ii.t trouble.
Nell admits her wrong deeds and telli nlm ol bar
desire i" follow the itraigbt and narrow
path.
Kimball take* bar to hli
Mind mother
and soon growa
to love her,
Thej
become engaged
Dan
Lyons In bia prison cell succ
la i
tunlcatlng with bla pala bj means
of a note tied t.> a rat'a tall and receives ■ inpplj >.i aawa with which be
his eacape. He arrives in the town In which Nell Uvea, aaka bei
to return to tbe old life, bat she refuses, and In revenge Lyons pi
r.'i. the borne of William Kinii.iiii. He and his pal are dlacovered and
over to iIk' police, and tbe minister accuses Nell of assisting In
Hi. robbery. She confeaaea her, former associations with tbe crook and la
forgiven hi bee Banc*,

THE

PICTURE

THE
11, 1912.

Two

FOREST
Reels.

A Wild Animal Sensation, by Selig, presenting a thrilling story of life
tn the Transvaal Jungles. This Is one of the greatest animal plcturea ever
produced, and there are enough exciting momenta, hairbreadth escapes and
daring ventures to Interest the most blase. This Is a picture that la sure
to attract and hold the Interest of your patrons and to remain freah for a
long time In their memory.

THE

MILLS

OF THE

November 4, 1912.

GODS

Three Reels.

Slgnore Lorenzo, a very rich plebeian, seeks 10 dethrone Prince Glan of
Milan. Lorenzo becomes enamored with Maria, a beautlfnl peasant girl,
who repulses his attentlona and la protected by Miguel, whom she soon
marries. Through Lorenzo's Influence they are driven from home Into direct poverty, and Marla'a death soon follows. Miguel later acquires wealth.
Lorenzo's attempts to ateal Miguel's beautiful daughter and usurp tbe
throne are foiled, and he is betrayed by Tano, Miguel's aervsnt, Into a
vacant house; the place Is fired, and bla life ground out by the Mills of
tb« Gods.
A Vltagrapb production.

FRENZIED
October 28, 1912.

FINANCE
Three Reels.

falls heir to a banking busiClaude Bodgera, a gambler,
\ Pathe storv.
ness Ko.igcrs Immediately launches a "Get-rich-quick" scheme and starts
of fahui.
a campaign to eel depositors by promises
Bul good
soon becomes the largest, although not the safest, in tbe Baal
tilings cannot
wih misfortune,
his wife's and
sickness
Bodgera
Inck
turns
\ run onlasttbe forever,
bank is and
the next
because
of I:
of ruined depositors storms
extravagance it cannot stand the strain.that A a mob
bas
revolver
his
bullet from
and finds
of the banker
tbe home
brought his reckless career to a close.

OLYMPIC
October 24, 1912.
Pathe shows World's

GAMES
Three Reels.

greatest athletes In action at Stockholm

THE LION TAMERS
October a I. 1912. Two

meet.

REVENGE
Reels.

A Clnes-Klelne Sensational Story. A atory In which lions play an Important part. A Jealous lover, with the ssslstance of a clown, lurea bla
rival and the girl Into the den of lions. The woman manages to escape,
accuse the murderer, but the lover la mangled to death by the
to
later
infuriated lions.
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Calendar of Independent Releases.
Current Releases.

Current Releases.
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 8th, 1912.
REX— The Wheel of Destiny (Drama)
CRYSTAL — A Tangled Marriage (Comedy)
CRYSTAL— The Black Prince (Comedy)
ECLAIR— The Fly (Educational)
ECLAIR — The Mender, the Pipe and the Vase (Com.)..
MONDAY, DECEMBER 9th, 1912.
IMP— The World-Weary Man (Drama)
NESTOR — Beauty Takes a Tramp (Comedy)
CHAMPION — The Honeymooners (Comedy)
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10th, 1912.
GEM — The Awakening of John Bridd (Drama)
BISON— A Four-Footed Hero (2 Reels— Drama)
ECLAI R— The Black Sheep (Drama)
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER nth, 1912.
NESTOR— Home and Mother (Drama)
POWERS— The Petticoat Detective (Comedy)
POWERS— The Last Quest (Drama)
FRONTIER— The Goat Girl of Bear Canyon (Drama).
UNIVERSAL— The Animated Weekly, No. 40 (Topical)
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12th, 1912.
IMP— Lass o' the Light (Drama)
REX— To the City (Drama)
ECLAIR— The Poisoned Pool (Drama)
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13th, 1912.
NESTOR— The Mountain Girl's Self-Sacrifice (Drama).
POWERS— The Natural Son (2 Reels— Drama)
VICTOR— Owing More (Comedy)
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14th, 1912.
IMP— Aunt Dinah's Plot (Comedy)
IMP— A Day at West Point (Military)
BISON— A Ride for Life (Drama)
MILANO — The Apache Vow (2 Reels — Drama)...

Advance Releases.
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1912.
REX — Into the Darkness (Drama)
CRYSTAL— The Mind Cure (Comedy)
CRYSTAL— Oh 1 That Lemonade 1 (Comedy)
ECLAIR— The Busy Bee (Scientific)
ECLAIR — Funnicus' Hunting Exploits (comedy)
MONDAY, DECEMBER 16th, 1912.
IMP— The Long Strike (2-reel Dama) . .
NESTOR — Cops and Cowboys (Comedy)
CHAMPION— Right Shall Prevail (Drama)
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17th, 1912.
GEM — One Day (Drama)
BISON— Before the White Man Came (2-reel Drama) .
ECLAIR— When An Old Maid Gets Busy (Comedy)..
WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

18th, 1912.

FRONTIER— The Ranchman's Wooing (Drama)
NESTOR— The Stigma (Drama)
POWERS— (Title not reported.)
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 19th, 1912.
IMP— The New Fire Chief (Comedy)
REX— Mother (Drama)
ECLAIR— The Vengeance of the Fakir (Drama)
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 20th, 1912.
NESTOR— The Power of the Cross (Drama)
POWERS— A Man (Drama)
VICTOR — The Consequences (Drama)
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 21st, 1912.
IMP— The More Haste the Less Speed (Comedy)
BISON— Indian Dances and Pastimes (Educational).
MILANO— Love Sublime (2-reel Drama)

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 8th, 1912.
MAJESTIC— The Winning of Helen (Drama)
THANHOUSER— At Liberty— Good Press Agent (Dr.)
MONDAY, DECEMBER 9th, 1912.
AMERICAN— The Law of God (Drama)
1000
1TALA — Peeping Tom (Comedy)
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10th, 1912.
GAUMONT — The Mission of the Carols (Drama)
GAUMONT — Travels of the Ural Mountains (Scenic)..
MAJESTIC— His Day (Drama)
THANHOUSER— Aurora Floyd (2 Reels— Drama) ... .
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER nth, 1912.
GAUMONT — Gaumont's Weekly, No. 40 (Topical)
RELIANCE— Joe's Reward
(Drama)
SOLAX— The Hater of Women (Comedy)
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12th, 1912.
AMERICAN— Nell of the Pampas (Drama)
1000
GAUMONT— An Elephant Sleuth (Drama)
PUNCH— The Two Chefs (Comedy)
PUNCH— His Dress Suit (Comedy)
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13th, 1912.
LUX — Weary Gussie Finds a Job (Comedy)
439
LUX— All Aboard
(Comedy)
494
SOLAX— The Girl in the Armchair (Drama)
L. . .
THANHOUSER— (No release this date.)
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14th, 1912.
AMERICAN— The Heart of a Soldier (Drama)
1000
GAUMONT— Battlefields of the Balkans
(Topical)
GREAT NORTHERN— His First Patient (Comedy)
RELIANCE— A Fairyland Bride (Comedy)

Advance Releases.
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 15th, 1912.
MAJESTIC— The Clue in the Bust (Drama)
THANHOUSER— Brains vs. Brawn (Comedy-Drama)
MONDAY,
DECEMBER 16th, 1912.
AMERICAN — Daughters of Senor Lopez (Drama)
ITALA — Title not reported.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17th, 1912.
GAUMONT— A Hazard for a Heart (Drama)
MAJESTIC— The Wonders of Surgery (Drama)
THANHOUSER— The Other Half (Drama)
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 18th, 1912.
GAUMONT — Gaumont's Weekly No. 41 (Topical)
RELIANCE — Fires of Conscience (2 reels — Drama)
SOLAX — Hearts Unknown (Drama)
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 19th, 1912.
AMERICAN— The Power of Love (Drama)
GAUMONT — A Telephone Entanglement (Comedy)
GAUMONT — Twixt Devil and the Deep Sea (Comedy)..
PUNCH— Rough on Rats (Comedy)
PUNCH— The Baby and the Cop (Comedy)
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 20th, 1912.
LUX — Cleanliness is Next to Godliness (Comedy)
LUX — Only the Chiropodist (Comedy)
SOLAX — Five Evenings (Comedy)
THANHOUSER— The Race (Drama)
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 21st, 1912.
AMERICAN — Saving the Innocents (Educational)
AMERICAN— Mrs. Brown's Baby (Comedy)
GAUMONT — Building an- Automobile (Comedy)
GREAT NORTHERN— Title not reported.
RELIANCE— Title not reported.

Mutual Film Corporation
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13th, 1912.
KAY-BEE— Blood Will Tell (2 reels— Drama)
MONDAY, DECEMBER 16th, 1912.
KEYSTONE— Mable's Adventures (Comedy)
KEYSTONE— Useful Sheep (Cotnedv)
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 18th, 1912.
BRONCHO— His Sense of Duty (Drama)

1000

1000

462
416
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Six Great Reasons
Why You Should Demand

WARNER
FEATURES

2-GLASS COFFIN
1 -REDEMPTION
3-PERIL ?5E PLAINS
4-REGENERATION
5-RAIDERS OF THE MEXICAN BORDER
6-TRACKED BY WIRELESS
WATCH

FOR

OUR

NEXT

SENSATION

One, Three, Six and Eight Sheets, Heralds, Photos,
Lobby Frames and Banners for All Our Features
Write our nearest office for bookings

WARNER'S FEATURES
NOW

BEING

BOOKED BY THE FOLLOWING OFFICES ONLY
WARNER'S FEATURE KANSAS
FILM CITY,CO.
45th Street,
MO.: 413 Gloyd Building:.

NEW YORK: 145 West
CLEVELAND,
0: Columbia
Building.
CHICAGO, ILL.: Dapples Bldg., 167 W. Washington St.
PHILADELPHIA,
PA.: 1202 Race St.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.: Illinois and Maryland Streets.
SAN rRANCISCO,
CAL.: 310 Grant Bldf.
DALLAS,
TEX.:
1709 ^ Mala St.
GAUMONT
PEATURB
*

CO.. TORONTO,
CANADA.
FILM & CALCIUM UGET CO.,
123 4th Areiae,
PITTSBURGH,
PA-

HEADQUARTERS

ST. LOUIS,
MO.:
Benolet Balldlng.
MINNEAPOLIS,
MINN.:
Northwestern Bulldln*.
OMAHA.
NEB.: Ramage Building.
ATLANTA,
GA.: Rhodes Building.
BUFFALO,
N. Y.: 31 Church Street.
DETROIT,
MICH.:
Eqnity Balldlng.
BOSTON, MASS.: 224 Tremont St., Room 18.

FEATURE FILM CO.. NEW
ORLKANS.
LA.
GAUMONT
CO., WINNIPEG,
MAN.

Write nearest office for open dates

145 WEST 45th STREET

NEW

SUITE

YORK

806-807-808

CITY

THE

IIOO
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STATE RIGHT FEATURES

THE BRIDGE
(TWO

OF SORROW
REELS)

The greed of a railroad executive which sent to their death the many
when the train dropped through the weakly constructed bridge into
the stony depths of the abyss. A juggling with lives which brought
disaster and desolation, and dispatched the juggler to a felon's cell.
The overhearing of a wife's fatal denunciation that put convict strips
upon the doer of the terrible crime

THE INTERNATIONAL CONSPIRACY
(THREE

PERILS

OF

REELS)

THE

(TWO

ATLANTIC

REELS)

Did You Investigate THESE Films?
THE VENGEANCE
EGYPT
(THREE

IN THE LAND OF THE
LIONS

OF

REELS)

(TWO

GAUMONT
FLUSHING,

REELS, HAND-COLORED)

CO.
N. Y.

£GaaiDonf>
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ECLAIR

TUESDAY,

DECEMBER

17 th

"When an Old Maid Gets Busy"

Should have been titled "1,000 Feet of Mirthful Mimicry or Twenty Minutes in
I lilarity Land" Accomplished Miss Stuart, clever Guy Hedlund and pretty Miss
Mildred Bright are featured.
THURSDAY,

DECEMBER

19th

"The Vengeance of the Fakir"
IN TWO

PARTS

A Feature which is filled with thrill after thrill of a perfectly
legitimate sort.
It is the sensation of the month.

SPECIAL LITHOS

SPECIAL SLIDES

SPECIAL MUSIC

Introducing
for the first time in a photo play a Royal
Bengal
IS
Tigress and a beautiful though treacherous Leopard.
A drama of British Army life among the natives and Fakirs of
far away
East India.
So it is just as instructive
as it
intensely
interesting.
BOOK

IT

SUNDAY,

Sea

Anemones

An "ECLAIR SCIENTIA" of
even greater interest than a play.
A fascinating presentment of
knowledge.

DEMAND

DECEMBER

s

p
L
I
T

R
E
E
L

IT

22nd

An Unforeseen Event
An extremely novel little drama
interspersed with bits of delitainty.
cious humor. A pleasure cer-

ECLAIR FILM COMPANY
225 WEST 42nd ST., NEW YORK CITY

i io2
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WARNING
Regarding the advertisement of Georg Kleinke of Berlin, which
was published in the Moving Picture World under date of Nov. 30,
the Great Northern Film Company hereby gives notice of warning to
said Georg Kleinke, and to any and all persons in the United States
who have purchased, or who contemplate purchasing, any of the films
made and the copyright owned by the Great Northern Film Company,
that the fullest extent of the law will be resorted to in protecting the
rights of the said company.
Numerous of these copyrighted films are set forth in the advertisement of Georg Kleinke and among them are "Dr. Gar El Hama,"
"Right of Youth" and several others. Exhibitors are warned that
these films are the exclusive copyright property of the Great Northern
Film Company, and that the latter is determined to suppress all infringements of its copyrights. The instant any of these films are shipped to
this country and exhibited from such unauthorized sources as Georg
Kleinke and others, the exhibitors and alleged owners will be sued for
infringement of the various copyrights and the films will be seized by
the United States Marshal and impounded under the order of the courts.
Counsel has been engaged by the Great Northern Film Company and
has been instructed to prosecute each and every infringement which
occurs. This legal warfare will be carried on with the utmost vigor
until all infringing films are seized and damages collected for said
violations, and until not a single unauthorized film remains in existence
in the United States. The products of the Great Northern Film Company have been pirated because of their artistic and dramatic merit as
well as for their demand in the market. Hereafter the purchase of
unauthorized copies will be stopped by the most drastic means which
the law permits of.
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LUBIN.
BAR-"K" FOREMAN (Dec. 16).— Jim Hoover,
owner of Bar-"K" ranch, goes to town to obtain
money to pay tbe bands. Harding, tbe foreman,
is left In cbarge and in an effort to do his duty
he admonlBhes Thompson, a cowboy, for being
drunk. Thompson provokes a quarrel with Harding,
In which he Is subdued. When tbe dinner bell is
rung by Nellie Hoover, Thompson falls to appear,
bat as be frequently misses bis meals, no notice
Is taken of his absence. Albert, Hoover's little
son, Is fond of firearms and frequently borrowed
one of tbe cowboy's gnns for target practice.
Thinking perhaps Harding has left his gun In bis
room, Albert goes up and steals It ont of the
bolster. He goes to a nearby tree, puts up a target, bnt falls to bit tbe mark, Thompson, who
was passing, receives the bullet and drops to tbe
ground mortally wounded. Albert sees what he
has done and frantic with fear rushes back to tbe
bonse and replaces tbe gun In Its bolster. After
dinner Harding attending his duties on tbe ranch,
finds Thompson's body. Several cowboys see bim
bending over tbe prostrate form. Believing that
Harding was instrumental In causing Thompson's
death. Tbey examine bis gun and find an empty
cartridge. This Is sufficient to convict him, they
lock blm np and telephone for tbe sheriff.
That nlgbt, Nellie, who believes him Innocent,
decides to llberaee blm. After putting Albert to
bed, she steals out, gets Hardings horse and pleads
with blm to escape. He accepts her assistance and
gallops off just as the sheriff and deputies appear.
They find him gone and give chase. Harding
doubles In his track and the posse lose his trail.
Riding back to the ranch with the Intention of bidding farewell to Nellie, he finds tbe ranch bouse
In flames and Nellie almost overcome. She tells
him that Albert Is still In his room and perhaps
dead. Rushing Into the house, he finds Albert unconscious on tbe floor. He carries him out, then
rushes for Assistance. He overtakes the posse as
tbey are debating whether It Is best to go on or
turn back. He tela them of the fire. When tbey
reach the house it Is a mass of flames and barns
to the ground. Albert recovers consciousness and
when he sheriff Is about to make Harding a prisoner,
he confesses that be fired the shot and accidentally
killed Thompson. Harding Is released. He consoles Nellie with the thought, that some time they
will- have a finer house that will be all their own.
MADELINE'S CHRISTMAS (Dec. 17).— Hermann
Von Schultz plays the first violin at tbe Pikes
Opera House, Cincinnati. In the ballet there Is a
young French girl, Marguerite Ne Moyer. Her
father has been dead two years and her mother Is
employed as a forewoman In a department store.
Marguerite has a fair voice, and the violinist takes
great pleasure in Instructing her when opportunity
permits. One night on leaving the store Marguerite's mother Is knocked down by a wagon, and
receives Injuries from which In a few days she
dies. At last Herman summons up courage and
proposes mcriiage.
Marguerite
accepts him.
A year passes and there comes a baby girl. Tbe
wife Is frequently visited by her female theatrical
chums, who contlnuually remind her that she has
tied herself to a man of small quality. They describe pictures of what her life might be If she
were free. The poison weeds are sown, and one
day, Marguerite leaves her home, husband and child
and goes to New York to join a local company at
an excellent salary.
Five years pass and Hermann, broken-hearted,
has moved to Milwaukee and working, his only
comfort is the child, little Madeleine. He goes to
the theater every performance to play and locks
tbe child in, placing tbe key In a flowerpot outside
of the window so that she can get It In case of
emergency. It Is Christmas Eve and a snow
blizzard Is raging, but Herman must go to work.
He puts the child to bed and leaving the bouse
puts the key in the flowerpot. Presently s knock
Is heard nt the door. Madeleine, who Is in bed
In tbe next room, thinks that It Is Santa Clans end
calls out that the key is In the flowerpot. A woman
appears at tbe window; she gets the key and lets
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herself In. It is the mother, bedraggled and starving. The child cannot resist the temptation to
peek In and see Santa Claus. She sees the woman
and tells her she has no rlgbt to come Into tbe
house. The mother pleads for protection as fbe
storm will kill her If she Is driven oat. Madeleine
tells her that ber father will not allow any
woman In the house, but after much persuasion tells
tbe woman sbe may go upstairs and sleep In tbe
attic. Tbe mother embraces tbe child, who again
goes to bed. Tbe storm Is so bad that the theater
cannot open and Hermann returns. Madeleine bad
again replaced the key in tbe flowerpot and the
violinist comes In and sits down in front of the
fire. Madeleine creeps In and again persuades him
to play the favorite tune.
The mother upstairs hears the violin and commences to sing tbe refrain. Hermann bears it and
demands of tbe child who Is upstairs. Tbe child
replies that It is a woman. Hermann recognizes
the voice, he rushes in and brings bis long lost
wife out. Sbe has returned, as he knew she
would. The mother embraces the child frantically,
then puts ber to bed again. The scene, closes as
Hermann tells Marguerite to go and get one of the
cbilds stockings. Tbey nail It on tbe mantel piece
and Hermann goes to a bureau draw and gets a
lot of toys that be has laid In. Tbe two fill tbe
stockings, then sit down by the fire as Hermann
fills up bis pipe and takes bis repentant wife to
his arms.
HIS WESTERN WAY (Deo. 19).— A western
born girl and boy bave grown up from childhood
as sweethearts. The girl's mother has social ambitions and compels tbe father and tbe girl to
move to the city. The girl, enraptured over the
prospects of seeing things, refuses to marry her
sweetheart and goes with her parents to tbe city
and meets with a man-about-town. He proposes
and she accepts. The cowboy misses his playmate,
and bis father finding blm In tbe corral deep In
thought tells bis son to go get tbe girl and bring
her home. The boy goes to the city, where be finds
that the girl has absorbed tbe artificial stimulus
caused by environment. He starts to return to the
station to go back borne, wben he runs across the
man-about-town, who Is under the Influence of
liquor and showing his sweetheart's picture to a
pal, bragging over his conquest. The cowboy
promptly takes tbe picture from blm and knocks
him down; returns to the home of the girl and
tells her father the conditions. Tbe boy enters tbe
sitting room, finds tbe mother and daughter drinking tea, and tells the girl he wants her to go
back with him, but she refuses. He then, for the
first time In his life, clasps her in his arms and
by force that
takesshea has
real loved
lover'shim
kiss.
girl then
realizes
all Tbe
the time
and
against her mother's protests, pats on her things
and goes with blm. Tbey pick up ber father and
take blm back to the mountains where the friends
meet them and they are married the minute the
train reaches the mountain
station.
HOGAN VS. SCHMIDT (Dec. 20).— Widow Hogan,
a very respectable woman with a family of two
children, Is very much admired by Herman
Schmidt, who owns the house sbe lives In and
to whom she owes considerable rent. For his
leniency be Is permitted to spend many happy
hours at the Hogan's home, but there was Tim
Tlmergan, who also admired the widow. A rivalry
existed between Schmidt and Tlmergan, which
caused many a fist fight, Including a serious duel.
The two Misses Hogan, Fanny and Lucy, also have
many admirers. One Is a fighter, named Rush
Miller and another Is Percy MUvllle, a little
mama's boy, who showed attention to tbe fighter's
sweetheart, On one occasion the fighter became
so much annoyed at mama's boy's attention to
Fanny, that be challenged him to a fight which
they proceed to carry out. The fighter was so
exasperated that he allowed Percy to get the best
of him, hut followed It up by chasing him for life.
The preparation for a reception is In progress at
tbe Hogan home and the guests arrive and are
seated at the table. In the meantime Schmidt and
Tlmergan have patched up their differences temporarily and are placed at the head of the table.
Everything Is going along smoothly for the birthday dinner, when In rushes Percy chased by Miller
over table, chairs, etc., finally everybody takes
a hand, a general fight takes place and everything
winds up In tbe usual atmosphere of Hogan enjoyment.
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NORA THE COOK (Dec. 20). — Nora, a young
Irish girl, Is a tarter, and puts several households
Into discord. Every day Nora is looking for a
new job. While working In one place she meets
Mike McCloskey, the Iceman. The courting Is
abort and they are soon married. Nora, who has
never been bossed by any one, is soon tamed by
love, and we see Mike sitting and smoking at his
ease, while Nora who takes in washing to support
him, Is- busy at the wash-tub.
HOME SWEET HOME (Deo. 21).— In their simple little homestead In a Maine fishing village,
Richard Morris, a seaman, bis wife, Mary, and'
bis two grown sons, Harry and Charles find peace,
contentment and happiness. The sons are deeply
in love with Marie and Mabel McCullum, respectively, daughters of Parson McCullum.
The day arrives when Morris and the two sons
must leave on a long voyage. Sadly the father,
bids bis wife good-bye, while tbe sons give a
touching farewell to their loved ones. A few days
after their departure the terrible news returns that
their vessel has been lost, with all on board. The
mother and tbe two sweethearts of tbe sons are
prostrated. Mary gradually declines In health, .
while the low state of ber finances compels her
to sell ber cherished home to Squire Lang, a neighbor. Feebly sbe packs up ber few belongings and
prepares to leave the cottage. Heart-broken, sbe
swoons In front of ber borne. She is discovered
by Marie and Mabel, who take her to their home
and tenderly care for her in her Illness. Morris
and the two sons, Charles and Harry, have, saved
themselves from the shipwreck on a raft, and bave
been marooned for six months on a desert Island.
One day, when they are reduced to a state of
starvation, tbey sight a passing vessel, and they
communicate with It by means of a Sag made of
a shawl Harrys mother bad given him as a keepsake. They are rescued, return to the old home
In time to prevent Its demolition, are reunited with
ris.
Mary, and returns to the home to live, with Marie
and Mabel tbe brides of Harry and Charles Mor-

CINES.
AS FATE WILLS (Dec. 17).— The beautiful Margaret Wharton Is the leader of a fashionable set,
whose whole existence has become one round of
extravagance and gaiety. She has a host of admirers, tbe most favored of whom being Frank
Deerlng, who Is her devoted attendant.
One day she is pleased to receive a visit from
one of her former school friends, Helen Morley.
Helen Is a timid slip of a girl, with quiet ways,
and much abashed at the attention she receives
from Margarets guests. Her charming manner at
once attracts all of them, especially Frank, who
falls madly In love with her.
Much of the time he formerly spent with Margaret be now devotes to her guest. Margaret, at
first, wonders at this change In him, and rebukes
his seeming absent-mindedness, but after potting
him to the test several times, she is ultimately
forced to acknowledge
the bitter troth.
In a sudden burst of anger, she hastens to
Helen's room, and denounces her disloyalty and Ingratitude. Tears and explanations follow, and a
pathetic scene ends In Margaret's Insisting upon
sacrificing her own Interests, and devoting her
entire attention to the happiness of her friend.

ECLIPSE.
THREE
ROGUES
OUTWITTED
(Deo,
18).—
Percy Is spending a pleasant evening with
friends In the neighborhood wben suddenly, he
remembers that be must "call up" his house. The
servant answers, but the conversation Is violently
cut
with the cry of "thieves" and the sound
of a offstruggle.
Percy, accompanied by two of his friends, hastents homeward and enters the house just as the
thieves are leaving. A merry chase then ensues
over fences, ditches and buildings. The three
rogues are extremely nimble and seem to be gradually distancing their pursuers until Percy baa a
clever scheme to ensnare them, as tbe film will
best describe.
PICTURESQUE DALMATIA (Deo, 18).— Owing to
the hostilities in tbe Balkan States, Dalmatla has
lately been drawn more Into the public eye. We
are taken upon a trip along tbe coast visiting the
military posts, Grovosa, Pola and Ragusa, which
are well equipped with garrisons and harbor defenses.
THE RED MAN'S HONOR (Deo. 18).— A synopsis
of this two-reel special subject was given In the
General
Filmof Company's
advertisement
094 and 095
tbe issue dated
December on
7. pages

A. B.C. and AH Licensed Posters
Rental Prices
Selling Prices
i-Sheets
5c 1 -Sheets
15c
3-Sheets
25c 3-Sheets
35c
6-8-Sheets
50c 6-Sheets
70c
Beginning

with

releases of Not. 18, Xalea
1 sheets lOo each.
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NEARLY ALL MACHINES show a fair picture. None can equal
the MOTIOGRAPH for brightness, clearness and sharpness of
detail.
NEARLY ALL MACHINES are now equipped with LARGE
LAMP HOUSE, HEAVY ARC LAMP, HEAVY BASE, LARGE
MAGAZINES— WHO
LEAD
THEM?
NEARLY ALL STANDARD MACHINES sell at about the same
price, BUT if you are going to pay that price vou had best buy the
MOTIOGRAPH and GET REAL VALUE FOR REAL MONEY.
TEST THE MOTIOGRAPH by the cost per year and not by the price per machine. If you are going to
pay less than the advertised price we advise you to buy some other make — WHY? BECAUSE you will
eventually buy the MOTIOGRAPH— WHY
NOT NOW?
IF YOU HAVE NOT SEEN the 1913 Model MOTIOGRAPH, and have not become familiar with the liberal guarantee that covers it. YOU ARE DOING AN INJUSTICE TO YOURSELF AND YOUR
PATRONS who pay for good pictures.

THE ENTERPRISE
Factory and Main

OPTICAL MANUFACTURING
Office 564-572 West

Eastern Oftice-30 E. 23rd St., NEW

IOWA

EXHIBITORS

YORK

Randolph

CITY

COMPANY

Street, CHICAGO,

ILL.

Western Office-S33 Market St.. SAN FRANCISCO

ATTENTION

Book Your Features from a Live Wire Exchange and
Get the Money.
Here's a few of the good ones:
Convict Life in the Ohio Penitentiary
The Life of Buffalo Bill
The Flying Circus
Saved from the Sea
The Four Dare Devils
Redemption
Her Secret (a Gaumont Feature)
Features For Sale.

•? Reels
3
3
3
3
3
2

Frisco's Chinatown — a Big Money-Getter.
Supplies of All Kinds. We Equip Theatres Completely.

ftnitcD amusement anfc £upplp Co.
CEDAH RAPIDS,
IOWA.

The

NEW ERA MOTION 'PICTURE PLAN
Now

LEON

makes its bow with

J. RUBINSTEIN

at the helm, heralding a series of unusual film undertakings,
chief
which
will be educational motion pictures — designed
as foodof for
brains.
The latchstring

145 WEST

i* out at

45th STREET

NEW

YORK

CITY

ELECTED
By the majority of Moving Picture Manufacturers as the most satisfactory tank ever built.
No loss of liquid. No damage to property
where Corcoran tanks are installed.
Send for Price Litt No. 5
For reference at to Quality consult the following: The Vitagraph Co. of America, The
Independence Moving Picture* Co. of America, The Powers Picture Plays Co.. Nestor Co.,
Thanhouaer Co., Hex, Champion, Helies, Gaumont, St. Louis Motion Picture Co. Kinemaoolor Co. of America, N. Y. Motion Picture Co., Bison, Crystal Film Co., Majestic
bolax. Eclair, Kalem, T, A, Edison Co.,British-Am. Mfg. Co., Jungle Film Co.

A.

J.

1 1 JOHN

CORCORAN,
STREET,

NEW

Inc.
YORK

CITY
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VIRTUE OF RAGS
(Dec. 17).— A collector
on a poor family Id a tenement
dwelling,
ndlng then facing starvation, decides tliat a
little money
given to them would be better than
I them for tin- rent.
Be returns to his em, Groocb, a crabbed <>M gentleman, who disebarges blm for not getting the rent money. Grouch
calls at the tenement and has the widow put out.
After doing this "kind" act, Grouch makes a visit
to his club, where one of the members, being In> of his seliisb and Inhuman act, asks bin to
Join the rest of the boys In a drink that has been
"fixed" with a sleeping powder. Grouch drinks, and
falls Into a heavy slumber. The boys now dress
him up In old clothes, and, taking him In an automoblle to the park, leave him on a bench. A park
policeman passing the bench notices the supposed
tramp,
wakes refused
him up admittance
and orders tohimhisto borne
"moveandon."is
He
Is later
dually thrown Into a station cell, where his friends
find him asleep. They redress him and take blm
back to the club where, on awakening, he believes
It to have been a dream. Regenerated through the
virtue of rags, he restores the widow to her rooms,
Installs new furniture and leaves with the satisfaction of knowing he has made reparation for long
years of misery.
HIS BIRTHDAY JACKET (Dec. 18).— A charming young daughter decides to make her father a
smoking Jacket for his birthday. Being In doubt
as to the size, she bribes the butler to take bis back
measurements, the maid to take the cbest measurements, the brother the sleeve and cuff measurements. These were to be taken at opportune times
when the father would not be suspicious of what
they were trying to do; After much trouble to all
concerned, the measurements are secured and given
to the daughter, who makes the smoking jacket.
On her father's birthday morn, he is showered with
presents, among them a pretty Jacket, He opens
up the package and puts on the coat. Lo and behold I the coat Is about three sizes too small. Servants laugh, daughter cries, father embraces daughter, and she swears "Never again."
THE SHERIFF'S LTJCK (Deo. 19).— A stagecoach is held up and the driver and occupants robbed.
Immediately the sheriff is notified and a posse
Is sent in pursuit. The bandits escape Into mexieo
' over the state line and leave behind an angry sheriff
and heated mob. Returning to the town, taking
the country road, they discover a runaway horse
approaching them, with carriage harness dragging
on the ground. They immediately speed up and
find the Widow Barrett lying in the road, with the
overturned carriage beside her. She Is taken back
to town and a doctor summoned. He tells the sheriff
■he must remain in bis office in absolute quiet.
After a few days of rest she recovers and returns
to her home, accompanied by the sheriff. He falls
in love with her and writes a letter to the county
board stating "it would be Impossible to be sheriff
and run a ranch." This leads us to believe that
the Widow Barrett and the sheriff are married. He
loses a bandit but wins a wife.
GUISEPPE'S GOOD FORTUNE (Dec. 20).— An
Italian street musician sees a barber making love
to his sweetheart, and wants to know the reason of
It. The girl promptly tells him that she cannot
marry him because he Is too poor, hasn't any new
clothes and that she must have a good home. The
Italian Immediately takes his savings and going to
the nearest clothing store, buys a whole new outfit.
Returning to his home, where a number of his
friends have gathered, he Joins them in a sociable
drink. Feeling something queer in the shoulder of
the coat, he discovers a roll of bills amounting to
$5,000. A newspaper reporter, who happens to be
passing, hears the commotion Inside, learns the
truth and publishes the story. The next day, the
proprietor of the clothing store rushes madly to
Gniseppei home with the Intention of getting the
money. He Is thrown into the street by Gulseppe
and bis friends. Returning to the store be finds
the place crowded and doing a great business, as
the result of the "free publicity." He invites
Gulseppe and his friends to a banquet. At the
banquet that night, the clothing man is notified that
his establishment Is on fire. "Bring on more wine!
I should worry? It's Insured!" says the clothier,
and hilarity reigns supreme.
BRONCHO
BILLY'S
PROMISE
(Dec.
pretty western girl rejected a cowpuncher
tot Bronche
Billy.
Snake,
the rejected
ind Immediately
proceeds
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village bar room to load up with ammunition, both
for the gun and the stomach. Broncho strolls into
the saloon and, finding Snake in a pleasant humor
for "taking lives," decides to leave him alone. A
quarrel is prevented by a good Samaritan and
Broncho returns to bis bunk house. On reaching bis
home he finds a note written to bim by bis fiancee
saying that he must not shoot Snake If he values
her love, ber father having been shot In just such
a manner. He Immediately goes to ber home and
promises her that be will not kill Snake. The following day. Broncho sees Snake force bis attentions
on Ms sweetheart by kissing ber. He wants to kill
him on the spot, but remembering bis promise, pnts
up his gun. That evening, at the town saloon,
Snake pulls a gun on Broncho and threatens to shoot
blm. Broncbo, reaching back to steady himself
on the bar, pulls his own gun and makes Snake drop
his. Broncbo then shows Snake that the revolver
is unloaded. This completely cows Snake, who
leaves the town disgraced. Broncho and his pretty
sweetheart are left alone to plan their future happiness.

VITAGRAPH.
A LEAP-YEAR PROPOSAL (Dec. 16).— A "tip"
Is given to the evening newspaper that Bob, the
son of Robert Gray, the proprietor of a large department store is engaged to be married to one
of his father's employees. Mr. Gray takes the
tip, as a valuable and spicy piece of news, but it
must first be verified. To secure some authoritative facts, Diana Morley, a young lady reporter of
the paper, Is assigned to the case. She applies
for a position as model, at the department store.
Being very pretty in face and figure, she makes a
very favorable impression upon Robert Gray, Jr.,
and he likewise, upon ber. It seems to be a case
of mutual admiration. She is recommended by bim
to his father and is at once employed.
Bob is completely captivated and charmed by
her grace and beauty, and does not hesitate to tell
her he loves her. She writes a note to the editor
of the paper that the "tip" is O.K. and Robert
Gray, Jr.,
is to number
marry one
whose
picture,
471,of ishisonfather's
file at employees,
the office.
When the editor receives this news, he hurriedly
gets the picture and finds that it is a photograph
of Diana.
The story
is published
in the evening's
paper.
Bob
reads
it and
he immediately
writes her
a note
saying he considers her story a proposal and he
accepts it. When Bob tells his father, he makes
strenuous objections. Bob shows him the letter be
wrote to Diana, agreeing to marry her. Mr. Gray
takes the letter and writes across it, "My heartiest
congratulations and blessings" and gives it to
Diana. She gives it to Bob and Mr. Gray makes
a hurried exit, leaving them alone in their happiness.
THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS (Dec. 17).—
The Christmas season Is approaching and Mrs. Corbin, who has been a sufferer from illness for many
months, thinks over the past Christmas when John,
her husband, played Santa Claus for their little
daughter, and wonders what the outcome of the
coming Christmas will be if the operation which
she Is contemplating should be fatal to her. John
Corbin is very anxious about his wife's operation
and is somewhat surprised to learn that it will cost
about $500.00. One day, when a client leaves
$500.00 In his charge to be Invested in stocks, he
is Interrupted by the telephone bell and instead of
placing the money in the safe, be unconsciously
places it in his pocket. Answering the telephone,
he receives a message from his little daughter
Helen, saying that her mother is very sick. John
hurries home and decides that the operation must
be performed at once. He is troubled to know
where he will get the $500.00 to pay for It, and at
that moment thinks of the money In his pocket. He
decides to use It and replace It before his employer
discovers that he has taken it.
Mrs. Corbin undergoes the operation and dies In
its performance. Her husband's theft is discovered
and he Is sent to Jail. His motherless child is left
with Mrs. Corbin's sister. Corbin works in the
shoeshop In prison, thinks of his little daughter and
cuts from the spare pieces of leather, little dolls
which he hopes to send her at Christmas time.
The night before Christmas, he manages to escape. He makes haste for his home where he tells
lils sister-in-law that he has come to play Santa
Clans for bis little Helen. Hastily taking the
Santa Claus suit from the cupboard where it was

kept since last Christmas, be dresses himself in
the that
disguise,
Intohashis come
child's
tells
ber
Santagoes
Claus
to bedroom
wish her and
a Merry
Christmas and present her with some leather dolls
which be has made for ber. The little one is
happy to meet old Santa. Leaving the bedroom
and entering the living room, he finds the prison
guards awaiting him. Removing bis costume, he
goes with them back to prlsOD. The next day,
Christmas, is made brighter for Corbin by the
thoughts of having made his child happier.
WHO STOLE BUNNY'S UMBRELLA— (Dec/ 18).
— It looks like rain. Bunny carries his umbrella.
He stops in the bank. Placing his umbrella on the
writing-shelf, he draws a goodly amount of cash
and walks away, forgetting his rain protector.
Outside It is raining and he hastily returns to get
it. Not finding It, he comes to the conclusion It
has been stolen. He meets several friends, an
old gentleman comes along with an umbrella resembling Bunny's, and Bunny and his friends go
after him. The old fellow gets on a passing street
car. Bunny and his friends call a taxi, When the
taxi catches up to the car, an open one. Bunny
tries to snatch the umbrella. The car stops. A
policeman takes the old gent to court. The Judge
discovers a small tag attached to the umbrella
bearing the name of Smith, which convinces BunDy
he has made a mistake. He is fined $10.00 for
disturbing the peace. He engages a detective, who
happens to be a bogus one, and Bunny Is obliged
to hand over another bunch of coin. This about
cleans him out, and he goes to the bank to draw
some more money and finds his umbrella lying on
the floor underneath the shelf. He feels rather
foolish, but this Is nothing to the feeling he has
when he gets home and is served with a complaint
and summons from the old gentleman for false arrest and claiming $5,000.00 damages.
AT THE
DOB
SHOW
(Dec. 18)
Dogs of all
degrees, high, low and pedigrees. Pet dogs, watch
dogs, house dogs and every doggone breed in existence. If you are a dog fancier, this will surely
strike your fancy, and if you are not especially
fond of dogs you will certainly be pleased with this
picture. It is the biggest collection and the greatest
variety that have ever been brought together. In
other words, it Is a big show.
THE
HAT
(Dec.
19)
Self-conscious
of ber
poverty, ashamed of her wretched condition and
personal appearance, Marie finds it a very trying
matter to sustain her place among the other girls
in the factory where she works, she hopes and
prays that some day she may be able to avoid
their jeers and ridicule, because of her sbabbiness.
The old hat which she is obliged to wear seems
to be the cause of constant embarrassment to her.
One day, in passing a millinery store, she sees
a very elaborate and attractive hat at the very low
price of $5.00. She determines to secure it and
from that moment, she figures on how she can
secure it by every possible economy. That night,
when she goes to her bed, she dreams of the hat
and the Impression she is making among the girls
at the factory. She over-sleeps herself and when
she reaches her place of employment, she is discharged by the foreman. She tries to secure a position elsewhere, but is always rejected. She has
gone without food to secure the new bat and now
begins to feel the pangs of hunger and weakness.
She looks distressed and her appearance arouses the
sympathy of a good-hearted fellow, who steps to
her side and forces a $5.00 hill Into her hand. The
poor girl is dumbfounded, but when she sees the
denomination of the bill, she immediately thinks
of the hat and the realization of her dreams.
As fast as her weakened condition will permit,
she goes to the millinery shop and buys the hat.
Overjoyed, she starts for her home, but drops helpless upon the sidewalk. She is taken to the hospital and despite the efforts of the doctors to save
her, she dies; her last moment made happy by the
possession of her mnch-cherlshed ambition, the new
hat, which she fondly holds in her hands as 6he
passes away.
FOLLOWING THE STAR (Dec. 20).— Helen Wlnthrop has ambition for the stage and when, during
his summer sojourn at her home town, she is introduced to De la Marre, a popular star and
dramatic favorite, she is elated and asks him to
give her a part In one of his plays. He consents
and from that moment she becomes restless, and
longs to shake the dust of her village home from
her feet. Her old sweetheart, John Tobin, is no
longer in ber class and receives a very cold
goodbye- when she leaves to shine in the limelight.
The following
season in New
York City, she
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nukes ber first appearance upon the stage. Being;
a norloe, she Is atruck with stage fright and makes
• dismal failure. She takes It to heart and worries
over It so much, she la taken seriously 111. Mr.
De la Marre hearing of her sickness, takes ber
from the boarding house at which she Is living, to
his borne where she Is cared for and nursed back
to health by bis mother. Helen Is grateful and
her admiration for Do la Murre la Increased, and
■he has a feeling for him akin to love which Bbe
hopes he may reciprocate, and it 1b not nntil she
learns that he Is engaged to another that her foolish
hopes are dispelled and she Is only too anxious
to return to ber home and her parents and to
acknowledge to them and to John that she Is willing
and ready to lie plain Helen Wlnthrop or Mrs.
Tobln, If John still feels disposed to make ber so.
A MARRIAGE OF CONVENIENCE (Dec. 21).—
Billy Kmerson and Mildred Glrard are secretly engaged to he married after Billy graduates from
West Point and becomes a lieutenant. A very
serious setback to their tentative understanding
occurs when Mr. Glrard loses heavily In a stock
transaction that places himself under obligations
to his friend Morley, whose son Paul, Is anxious to
marry Mildred. He asks Mr. Glrard for bis
daughter's band and be, In return for bis father's
favor, consents to, and Insists upon the marriage.
Paul Morley Is an inveterate "Dope" fiend and
secretly and periodically applies the needle to his
arm. After his marriage to Mildred, his father
discovers that Paul has the morphine habit and disinherits him. Mildred, with her father and mother,
go abroad and while away, receive news of the
death of Paul Morley. Mildred, now a widow,
■ends the news to Hilly Kmerson, and says she
longs to see him and has never ceased to love him.
Billy, who Is now a lieutenant, stationed at the
Philippines, cables back word to Mildred of big
constancy and hopes for the fulfillment of their engagement. Billy cannot leave bis post so Mildred
goes to the Philippines and there tbey are married
with military honors. In the sunshine of the tropics.

MELIES.
JACK'S BURGLAR (Dec. 26).— Colonel Blake
and his wife go visiting for the week-end and
leave their son Jack in charge of the rancb. Bessie Miller arrives at the ranch with a letter from
Jack's aunt In Boston saying that the bearer Is a
dear friend of ber's who Is writing a book about
the West and would like to stay on the rancb for
a few days. Jack knows that Bessie will not stay
If abe finds bis mother gone, so he arranges for
Molly, the rancb cook, and Jim Hunt, the foreman, to Impersonate bis parents.
Things are going nicely and Jack Is making
fine progress In his courtship, when Pedro, a
Mexican cowpunchcr, who Is angry because he Is
forced
take She
Molly's
placeJim
as and
cook, Molly.
tells Bessie
of
the to
trick.
accuses
They
confess, and both agree to help her get even with
Jack. The next day Jack's course of love runs anything but smooth. Bessie treats blm as though
be were a little boy, and he Is forced to tag
along behind her while he and his pseudo father
make a tour of Inspection of the ranch. Under
Bessie's direction Jim exercises his parental authority In a dozen different ways. Jack is paid
for some cattle and puts the money In a tin cash
box. Bessie seeing a further chance to get even,
takes the money and bides It, and after leaving a
note alongside of tbe empty box wherein Jack Is
thanked for leaving the money so handy, she goes
for a long ride.
Jack la heartbroken when he discovers the loss
of tbe money. He determines to get tbe sheriff,
bat then, doubting In his heart that she Is the
thief, wavers, and gets a cowboy friend to Impersonate the sheriff. He meets hla father and
mother on their way back home, and tells them
of the stranger who be thinks rewarded his hospitality by stealing tbe money.
His parents reach home and Bessie gets back
from the ride. The joke Is explained and tbey
agree to continue It. When Jack returns with the
would-be sheriff he walks Into the room and finds
the foreman holding Bessie roughly by the arm.
His father asks him If this la the girl who stole
the money, and then love triumphed over duty,
and Jack safys, "No, I took the money myself."
After the whole thing Is cleared up, It Is found
that Bessie played better than she knew when she
played burglar, for Mexican Pedro, tired of being
a cook, bad decamped, with the empty cash box,
thinking it contained tbe money.

OPITSAH (Apache for Sweetheart) Deo. 16. —
Opltsab (the sweetheart), a charming Indian maiden,
while befriending the only white man, McGuIre, who
has ever acted decently to her, stops blm from killing JervlB, her brutal assailant and eventually saves
blm from lynching. She loves McGnlre, and lives
with htm, and keeps tbe secret of bis mine, but
he forgets all ber devotion and leaves ber to spend
bis fortune. He returns with his mother to tbe
place where he struck It rich, and finds tbe faithful Opltsab and a little stranger. His mother
urges an honorable
marriage.
BUCK'S ROMANCE (Dec. 17).— Buck Madden,
a sportive cowboy, backs bis pinto against anything on the reservation for speed. Chief Swiftwind, puts up all bis possessions on bis own
horse Being shy on cash, be puts up White
Fawn. The cowboy wins tbe bet, but will not
accept the girl, as his wife Is due at bis ranch
that very afternoon. White Fawn, however, Is
obsessed with tbe Idea that she belongs to Back
Madden, and she bobs up serenely wherever he
goes much to his embarrassment, nntll he seeks
the protection of bis wife who explains tbe release
to the matter of fact maiden.
THE MILLIONAIRE VAGABONDS (Dec. 18).—
The prologue of this amusing desertstlon of measured wealth shows a band of pirates of the old
school burying their treasure. Three centuries
later a precious pair of tramps discover the
treasure chest bared by the drifting sands. They
buy an auto, a lot of flashy Jewelry, misfit
clothes, and finally as a matter of form, visit a
Turkish bath (but do not like It). Tbey then
Invest some loose millions In a palace and give a
reception. Count Nowakount engages guests for
the function; but tbey leave In disgust when tbe
hoboes release their table manners and dancing diversions. Tbey quickly decide that high life is
too uninteresting, get back into their rags and
take to tbe ties, and again become happy hoboes.
SAMMY OBPHEUS (Deo. 19).— Sammy, a good
natured, lazy, whimsical wandering minstrel has
only one object in life, and that is to please himself
with playing
It get's him
difficulties
andbisit flute.
also extricates
him into
frommanifold
them,
so that be is content to drift through life to the
easy music of his own making. He becomes a
stowaway In a ship, but escapes hard labor through
his music. He joins an exploring expedition and
captures the fancy of the Queen of the jungle.
His escape from ber attentions Is thrilling and
amusing.
THE LAST OF HER TRIBE (Dec. 20).— A
striking story and picturesque study of the old
mission days when the Indians had the sturdy virtues, engendered by the simple life, under the
guidance of the good father Serra and his Padres,
before the meaner men came to poison and corrupt.
Neepah, an Indian mother and ber child are marooned In a lone island where she picks up a
meager existence on the seashore and where she
was accidentally left by an exploring party who
had been drawn off by a storm.
Her child dies, she grows old before her time
and lives in a humble and lonely way. Leah, the
beauty of tbe mission, is so harried and affronted
by tbe brutal soldiers that she inspires a revolt,
planning to burn tbe mission and kill tbe soldiers.
This uprising is quelled, but despite all the pleading and upbraiding of Father Serra, Leah hardens
ber face and defies blm, demanding the death of
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tbe guilty soldiers. He dooms her to banishment,
but when they land her on tbe Island, the tears and
entreaties of the wild old recluse, together with a
natal of her lonely years, so mars the pity of tbe
stern Serra, that he takes her and Leah back to
the mission. Eventually the soldiers are punished
and Leab grows to be as faithful for good as she
was once antagonistic.

BIOGRAPH.
THE BURGLAR'S DILEMMA (Dec. 16).— Perhaps no two subjects have concerned both judiciary
circles and public alike more than the third degree
and circumstantial evidence. The Justice of their
use In convicting a victim bas always been an
open question. While this subject takes no side
in the matter and leaves the question still unsolved. It attempts to present the situation aa it
is In vivid, logical portrayal, and perchance may
cause the more thoughtful to consider whether these
principles, as carried out, work for tbe common
good. Tbe yonth of the story passes through both
ordeals. Truth la brought to light and the strong
arm of the law foreseen.
PAPERING THE DEN (Dec. 19).— It Is Perkins'
birthday and his loving wife effects what she considers a master-stroke In the way of a surprise.
Surreptitiously, she engages a man to repaper
hubby's den. But Perkins learns of the presence
of a strange man In bis domicile, and for a time
the air is of azure hue — a broken home, divorce
proceedings, and what not, are imminent, until the
true nature of tbe situation is explained.
THE DIVORCEE (Deo. 19).— Despite tbe fact
that the hnmble Mr. Brown is an abject slave to
bis wife, she is never satisfied. Nothing he does
pleases ber; she continually orders him about like
a dog, and just because be dares to express bis
feelings mildly with a "But, my dear," she decides to get a divorce — possibly on the ground of
his being possessed of a rebellious nature. Off to
Reno she goes, and obtains her freedom, only to
plunge into the greatest mess of trouble she baa
ever experienced.

PATHE.
PATHE'S WEEKLY NO. 50 (Deo. 9), Grove City,
Pa. — The new president of the George Jr. Republic takes his oath of office, after which hla
cabinet is sworn in, the event taking place during
the ceremonies in dedication of the new building —
the White Horse Inn.
Wilhelmshaven, Germany. — The Emperor attends
the unveiling of the Statue of Gaspar de Collgny.
Charleston, S. C. — The smallest horse in the
world, Trinket, is exhibited at the race track
here. Trinket is six years old, weighs 90 pounds
and stands 25 Inches high.
Devonport, England. — The dreadnaught, Marlborough, slips on the ways fifteen minutes before
launching time and launches itself successfully.
Tripoli, Tripoli. — Peace being proclaimed to tbe
Arabs, General Ragni, of the Italian army, receives
the Cald of the city who comes to greet him and
his officers.
State College, Pa. — The students are reviewed
in parade by Gov. Tener of this State.
Dresden, Germany. — Fifty thousand enthusiasts
join in the great demonstration in favor of European peace.
Constantinople, Turkey. — Reinforcements prepare
to leave for the front.
Charleston, S. C. — The portion of the Atlantic
fleet which has been spending tbe week in this
city, passes Fort Sumter on its way to sea.
Bittefeld, Germany. — The new army dirigible,
Parseval, Is tested.
Paris, France. — The new fur styles show enormous pillow muffs, long stoles and draped effects
In coats.
THE HAREM CAPTIVES (Dec. 9).— A synopsis
of this two-reel special release by the Pathe Company was published in tbe advertisement of the
General Film Company on pages 994 and 995 of the
Issue dated December 7.
THE RECEIVING TELLER (Dec, 18).— After
the First National Bank had officially closed for the
day, a tardy depositor leaves $10,000 cash with
Basil Brady, the receiving teller. Brady takes
tbe money
home where he and his wife hide It.
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WE

PREDICTED!!

when our organization began, that by conservative and careful management
backed by level-headed, substantial manufacturers, the time would come
when a larger program would be needed to supply the natural demand
for superior films.
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Hi J
ON Ol iln- gold la great.
To tireak Its spell
Brady
goea
to hi
Daring hi* al>-.
■tarring man itaggere Into tbe house in search of
Un
Brad; la about to shoot, believing tilm
a burglar, bnl be pleads so eloquently for n I
gddenly a noise Is beard.
The arranger takes tbe revolver; Mrs. Hrady lowers
]tbe light, and they unit. A masked man enter*
and the stranger Area, wounding him lu tbe arm,
B adj tears the mask from bla face and discovers— ber husband.
GLIMPSES
OF MONTANA
(Deo, 19).— Tin
rlcultnral Industry In tbe great
northwest and tbe advances made in tbe mechanical
aids to farming nre shown In this film. Great
tractor engines ilo the plowing;, rolling, planting
and harrowing in one operation. Enormous grain
elevators are a common sight In the agricultural
districts. There are scenes at tbe famous copper
mines, showing the loading of tbe valuable ore,
and interior viewa of one of tbe numerous smelters.
Nothing seems to stop tbe onward march of the
railroads. After leaving Groat Falls, Montana,
tbe ride Is one of unusual beauty. Ahead of tbe
train rise tne blue, transparent-looking peaks of
tbe Rockies. Passing the magnificent Gate of the
Mountains the view turns Into an immense amphitheater of rock which nature has painted in a
beautiful combination of never-fading tints.
SIDI HADJI MOURSOUCK (Dec. 19).— A vaudeville number of the first class. Unusually Interesting and entertaining.
THE LAST PERFORMANCE (Dec. 20).— A synopals of this special two-reel subject by the Pathe
Company Is published in the advertisement of tbe
General Film Company given elsewhere in this
week's issue.
A SIMPLE MAID (Dec. 21).— When a beautiful
woman has a mind for evil there Is sure to be
trouble. Olga Fulton, a maid in tbe household of
. Mrs. Morley, steals some Jewels. Tbe butler is
in love with Olga. To prove bis devotion and to
save ber he confesses to tbe crime and is sentenced
to a year in prison. Tbe wily maid continues her
ambitious career and soon has young Donald Morley infatuated. Mrs. Morley is bitterly opposed to
tbe match, but even she is won over by Olga's
charm and a day is set for the wedding. When
the day arrives the butler is released and straightway be goes to visit Olga. The maid is anxious to
be rid of him and while they embrace she places
a necklace in bis pocket. She then loudly accuses
him of theft. Young Morley enters tbe room. He
silences her accusation with the declaration that
be has witnessed the entire performance from behind a curtain, and, happy that be has, in time,
discovered the character of his bride-to-be, he orders
tier from tbe bouse.

C. G. P. C.
A RIVAL OF CARUSO (Dec. 17).— Why will
people try to be something they are not? Everybody does it. Whiffles does It. He wants to give
. his sweetheart the impression that he Is a fine
singer and as he bas no voice be employs a capable
tenor to supply the music from behind the screen
: while be makes
the necessary
facial expressions.
,In tbe midst of a song the voice ceases, but Whif.fles
ment.goes on without it much to everybody's amuseMETAMORPHOSES
(Dec. 17).— The most famous
'magician
in this
by thetoys
simple
means of isa outdone
wand and
an film,
emptyfor,glass,
are
transformed into animals, animals Into flowers and
.flowers Into a bevy of beautiful girls.
; A FARM HOUSE ROMANCE (Dec. 20).— Max's
uncle, tired of supporting
the wild youth, sends
•him to the home of his wealthy friend, a farmer,
iwho has two daughters — object matrimony. Tbe
fanner wishing to marry bis eldest daughter, who
Is quite homely, disguises his young and beautiful
daughter as a servant. But Max bas an eye for
beauty and accordingly wins the girl. There Is a
tot of fun, however, before be succeeds,
THE DIONNES ON THE HORIZONTAL BAR
(Doc. 20). — A team of daring acrobats whose work
on the bar is hair-raising to say tbe least.

EDISON.
THE

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE CARE OF INFANTS (Dec. 16). — The hardest of all work for a
■widowed mother, who has to make ber own living.
Is to care for her children while doing ber work.
What mistress of a home would want a cook or
maid with her young
Infant around, the mother
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having to divide her time with her young ami In r
work'/ Yet when the mother has to work, what is
she to do with her young when she Is so handicapped? She should board ber baby with some
who is capable of caring for and feeding
another child than ber own. Individual attention
is what the infant needs.
In this picture the mother bas twins, one she
boards with a foster mother and tbe other is put
Into an Institution because tbe foster mother will
take only one. The mother of the twins is compelled to do this because she cannot get work so
handicapped. Tbe work of the care of Infants in
an Institution is shown and the only fault to be
found is that the individual attention that an Infant must have is lacking, owing to tbe fact that
a nurse in an asylum often bas as many as fifteen
babies to care for alone. That is where the Infant
suffers. It Is not, however, • due to any fault of
the nurses',
conditions.
In this child
case does
tbe
fostered
child but
livesto while
the institution
not. Seventy per cent, of asylum babies succumb
while seventy out of a hundred live where individual care Is exercised.
LADY CLARE (Dec. 17), — Lord Ronald comes
to Lady Clare bringing her the gift of a doe.
They are betrothed and soon to be married. Their
meeting Is watched by William and old Alice, tbe
nurse, his wife in evident satisfaction and later
the nurse comes to Lady Clare to congratulate
ber "that all comes out so Just and fair" as Lord
Ronald Is really belr to all tbe great lands and
she Is not really tbe Lady Clare. She confesses
that the old earl's daughter died in her arms
and that she substituted her own child, who grew
up as Lady Clare. But Lady Clare will have
none of this plan, that she states and decides to
go to Lord Ronald and tell him, releasing him
from his engagement, even though It breaks ber
heart. Sbe dons a simple garb of an bumble girl
and crossing tbe fields reaches his estate and tells
him her story, and then we find that Lord Ronald
is worthy of her love for he laughs at the tale and
in words of the poem tells her that If sbe is
not the Lady Clare and he Is the rightful owner
they two will wed tomorrow morn and she shall
still retain her place in the world.
AN OLD APPOINTMENT (Dec. 18).— Beginning
In New York we see an old millionaire reminded
by a torn postal card of an appointment made in
bis youth to meet a schoolmate on the seventieth
birthday of each. The postcard gives no address,
that part of tbe writing being torn off. The old
man starts across the ocean to find his boyhood
friend. Beginning at the "Old Cmmissionaries" in
London, where he fails to find any trace of his
friend, he goes to the "Old Clergy," a beautiful
place In Regents Park, only to be again disappointed as tbe records do not contain the name
of the man he seeks. Then he tries the Old
Chelsea Hospital for old soldiers, but without success and it Is suggested that at "Old St. Cross," a
little way out of London, he may get a trace of
him, but again he meets with a disappointment.
Finally he goes to the Old Charterhouse, the home
for retired professional men, makes inquiries and
finds his friend.
WHEN
JOEY WAS
ON TIME
(Dec. 18)
Joey
Is an office boy In a downtown establishment. He
is looked upon as a good-natured, half-witted sort
of a fellow and is liked more for his quaint ways
than for any degrees of Intelligence. His mother
has considerable difficulty to awaken him in the
morning and have him leave in time to be at the
office when he should. On this particular morning
be Is passing along the street where some new
buildings are being erected. Just' ahead of him Is
a mother and child. He hears some squabbling on
the scaffolding and upon looking up sees two men
having an argument as to which shall have the
right of way with their burden. Thinking the
life of the child is in danger from falling debris
be calls to the mother to look out. Seemingly she
does not hear. Joey rushes forward, grabs the
child and kneels beside some barrels Just as a
large plank and trash came down. Tbe barrels
serve as protection and as Joey covers the child
with bis body, sho is not hurt.
Joey's clothes get a few bad rents, but regardless of this he pushes bis way through tbe crowd
and hurries to the office. There he is quickly summoned before his employer and after being severely
admonished for being late, It being his second offense, is discharged. The child rescued Is the
daughter of Joey's employer and as he is about
to leave after receiving his pay, the mother and
child enter the office to tell the father of the
excitement of the morning. The little one recognizes Joey as her rescuer and he is also ldeuti-
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Bed by tbe feather, tbe result or which is a complete change in the attitude of his employer. The
remarkable suit that Joey wears to the office tbe
next morning causes tbe rest of tbe force to open
their eyes in admiration.
THE FIRST SETTLER'S STORY (Dec. 20).—
This tale is filled with human love and tenderness
of tbe hearty frontier man for his girl wife and
shows the tender struggle of tbe woman to be a
helpmate to tbe man she has followed into the
wilderness, where together they build their little
home and flgbt that awful struggle of Isolation and
loneliness, where It means miles and miles to their
nearest' neighbors. Together they fell the first
log of their little home and so on with patience
and love each one carries out his daily work, and
at eve by the camp lire with the wife's bead resting upon the husband's knee they talk and plan
of the future of their little home, which is in the
building.
At last
It is finished
and the
Interior is made
beautiful
in a simple
way,rough
by the
bands of the woman.
Never a cloud bas entered their lives until one
day the cows go astray. The husband comes home
wearied with his daily toil, harsh words are
spoken, supper is eaten in silence; it is their first
quarrel. What a tragedy it is to those who love!
So
the long
night the
and two
at continues
the breakfast'
tablethrough
the silence
between
and
when John leaves with never a good-bye kiss the
wife's heart is wrung and it is little that John
knows that it is tbe last chance that he will ever
get to kiss the woman he loves In life.
That eve when he returns from work he finds a
tender little note saying the cows have gone astray
again and that she had gone to bring them home.
A fire breaks out in the forest and so through
smokefinds
andtbeflame
burning
and
strayandcattle
and ' brush
brings she
themsearches
home,
but when he finds ber she cannot answer to his
call, nor feel the kiss that she so longed for at the
morning hour. The flames had done their work, the
cattle were safely home and tbe dead body of his
young wife lay cold and still in his arms and so
the picture ends with the First Settler telling his
tale of tender human
pathos.
A PROPOSAL UNDER DIFFICULTIES (Dec. 21).
— Dorothy, a much loved young lady had two
suitors, Bob and Dick, both of them lack the
courage to propose to her. Bob calls on her fully
determined to pop tbe question and while alone
in the drawing room decides to rehearse his proposal. Just as he utters the words "Will you
be my wife" the house maid, with matrimonial aspirations, happens to enter tbe room and accepts
him before barrassing
he position
has istime
to explain.
Bob's emrelieved
by the ringing
of
the front door bell only to be renewed the next
moment by coming face to face with Dick, his
rival, whom the gushing house maid has Just
ushered in. Now ensues a battle of wits between
the two men, each trying to get rid of tbe other.
Dorothy finally makes her appearance and the
situation can readily be Imagined. They smile
and glare alternately making their position awkward, but exceedingly laughable. Meanwhile the
house maid tfas descended to the kitchen and Informed the chef, her admirer, that all Is off between them as she is about to marry a fine gentleman. The chef, an impulsive individual Is not so
easily Jilted and rushes into the drawing room
with a carving knife seeking revenge. Dorothy,
however, sternly commands him to return to the
ousy.
kitchen. In explanation the house maid claims
that Bob's proposal to her aroused the chef's JealThis tangles matters up completely, and when
the maid discovers that the proposal was not intended for her ears, sbe struts from the room to
the kitchen below arriving there Just In time to
prevent the chef, ber admirer, from committing
suicide.
Dorothy, Bob and Dick are still having a threecornered struggle in the drawing room. Finally
Bob clears the matter up by repeating the words
he rehearsed, assuring Dorothy that they were
intended for her. Dorothy really in love with
Bob, accepts him then and there much to tbe
chagrin of the other suitor who has to be satistied with being best man.

KALEM.
THE FINGER OF SUSPICION (Dec. 16).—
Robert Wallace, a promising young attorney, writes
to his fiancee, Kathleen, informing her that he
has secured a position in the west and that she
must hurry her preparations for their wedding in
order that
they
may
leave
at once.
Kathleen,
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With releases of November 18th and after, on KALEM and LUBIX
and with December 2d,
on PATHE,
EDISON and BIOGRAPH.
Prices on posters will be as follows:
ONE SHEETS AT
THREE SHEETS AT
SIX SHEETS AT
CASH WITH

It Will Interest You

10c each.
35c
"
65c
"
ORDERS.

Postage or
Express
additional.

The following posters are ready now for week of December 16th:

REVISED
PRICES ON
POSTERS

°n Kalem"THE MAYOR'S CRUSADE."
i-sheets only.
"Pulque Pete and the Opera Troupe," i-sheets
only.
"Finger of Suspicion," 1 and 3-sheets.
"The Indian Uprising at Sante Fe," 1, 3 and 6sheets.
We also have THREE and

PATHE'S
KALEM'S

A.

"THE
"THE

1 and vsheets for all Lubin
ana 3 Slie S ° * U LUD n"Bar 'K' Foreman."
"Madeleine's Christmas."
"His Western Way."
"Nora, the Cook."
"Home, Sweet Home."
SIX-SHEETS for the following

Week December gth on Path*.
One-sheets only.
"Weekly Xo. so."
"A Marked ^^an."
"Fate's Decree."
"The Compact."
"The Capture of Mr. Softly Eeatit."
"Rise and Fall of Mickey Mahone."
SPECIALS:

LAST PERFORMANCE," Released December 20th.
(Two Reels).
SHAUGHRAUN,"
Released
December 23d, by General Film. (Two Reels).

B. C. COMPANY,

CLEVELAND,

OHIO
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who Uvea with her Invalid sister, Adele, finds that
■he must make an Important decision: She finally
that ber duly In with the sister anil hho
re writes to Kobert as follows: "You know
that I love you, hut my duty Is with Adele. This
Is your great chauce. Go and God bless you."
That night Robert comes to the little cottage and
meets Kathleen <>u the porch. He draws forth the
note and asks If bei decision is final. Wb< a be
finds that she cannot be moved he exclaims, "Only
your sister stands between us!"
In the little sitting room Adele hears the exclamation of her sister's sweetheart and Is heartbroken. Robert, Informing Kathleen that he will
leave at once, enters the sitting room to say goodby to Adele. The housekeeper, passing through
the room, sees the young attorney leaning over the
Invalid's cbalr and nervously lingering a glass on
tbe table.
When Robert leaves, Adele Is found dead. The
housekeeper calls attention to what she has seen,
and, despite the protests of Kathleen, a police
officer Is summoned, with the coroner. Robert is
arrested.
At the trial It Is found that the circumstantial
evidence Is not Btrong enough to convict Robert.
Be writes a note to Kathleen saying that although
he has been acquitted many think him guilty and
be Is leaving for the west on the afternoon train.
In her sorrow, Kathleen takes from the bookcase
aof book
of to
poems
she has
In the
reading
her which
sick sister.
In been
the book
she habit'
finds
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a note, reading, "You have faithfully fulfilled the
promise you gave our mother and I am going to
set you free. The little powder I have kept for
months gently shows the way. Adele." Kathleen
hastens to tbe station and overtakes Robert, who
now finds that his name has been cleared forever.
THE MAYOR'S CRUSADE (Dec. 18).— Abraham
Fendrlck is elected mayor of a western town by
the reform party. When he is inducted to office
the opposition newspapers continue to discredit bis
ability to Institute reform measures and ask why
he does not begin an investigation of Dale's sweatshop. The mayor, being an honest man. Is ready
and willing to receive information from any legitimate source. Having had no previous knowledge
of Dale's sweatshop, be decides to personally Investigate. Disguising himself as a laborer he
makes application of Dale and Is set to work.
Mary Matthews, a young girl employed in Dale's
aweatshop, becomes 111 from long hours and overwork and swoons at her sewing machine. She is
revived and one of the girls Is instructed to take
her home. Just as they leave the factory an
automobile, driven by the mayors son, Royal,
passes. Noticing tbe helpless condition of Mary,
Royal stops tbe machine and insists upon driving
her home.
Several days later Mary returns to work. Dale
•hows his true character and Is brought roundly to
book by the supposed workman, who Is promptly
discharged. Mayor Fendrlck, returning to his
office, has a warrant Issued and sends out officers
to arrest Dale. Brought to the mayor's office, the
sweatshop proprietor is confronted by the supposed workman, who removes his disguise. The
following document Is presented to Dale to sign:
"I, Ralph Dale, hereby promise to remove my
establishment to comfortable, light and well ventilated quarters and to regulate the working hours
and the wages paid to my employees so as to
establish a fair compensation for the work received. These changes to take place within two
weeks from date." Dale at first demurs, but Is
advised be must either sign or go to Jail. It Is
needless to say the sweatshop proprietor compiles.
Royal Is captivated by Mary's pleasing personality and with his father's consent becomes her
favored suitor. With the signing of the agreement
by Dale better conditions prevail at the sweatshop and the reform mayor fulfills his mission.
PULQUE PETE AND THE OPERA TROUPE
(Dec. 20). — When a musical comedy company visit's
the little western town, Pulque Pete, a cowboy, Is
captivated by one of the chorus girls, whom he
follows to the station. He endeavors to make her
acquaintance and she asks If he has any money.
When Pete produces a huge roll It meets the sight
of the manager, who encourages Pete to Join the
company, seeing In him a possible "angel." Pete
becomes high-handed and Insists that bis girl play
tbe star part. Tbe manager sees that he must
dispense
with tbe "angel" and awaits his opportunity.
Tbe company plays a return date In Pete's home
town and the manager has an Inspiration. He Informs all of Pete's friends that the cowboy will
appear In the role of "The King" that night. The
rough westerners visit the opera house in a body
and when 1'ete appears In his kingly attire he Is
made a target for the distribution of ancient eggs
and vegetables. Pete beats a hasty retreat and
finally escapes from his pursuers, only to find that
be Is In the midst of a band of Indians on the
warpath. When the savages see this strange
creature with his crown and ermine (?) robes, they
regard him as one of the Gods, and Pete Is obliged
to resort to strategy In order to return to civilization.
BUSH H0UR8 IK NEW YORK (Deo. 20).— New
Yorkers will find many familiar scenes In this
novel production and non-residents will be able
to gain an Idea of what tbe rush hour means In
the metropolis.
We see the arrival of an early

TICKET DISPENSERS
What every theater owner wants.
Absolutely reliable — untamperable.
Full details upon request.
LPERFUME and DISINFECT
Your Theatre with
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3 gallons. $ 6.50
5 gallons.
10.00
10 gallons.
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All sizes furnished with sprayer.
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SUPPLY CO.

America' i Largest M. P. Supply House

107A|No. Dearborn

Street, Chicago

FOR SALE.
Lights and Shadows of New York, 3 reels, big front
and photos
168.00
The Heart of the West, or Dangers of the Early
Settlers, 3 reels, big front, photos
60.00
Singing Girl of Killarney. 2 reels, big front
60.00
Saved from the Turkish Harem, big front, etc., 3
reels
50.00
Bowery After Dark, 3 reels, big front and photos.. 60.00
The Evil Eye, 3 reels, big front
60.00
The Montana Cowpunchers, 3 reels, big front and
photos
66.00
The County Fair, good horse races, 3 reels, good
front
65.00
Two Arabian
reel CivilNights,
War story.
35.00
The
2 reels"The Trust"
30.00
Cines No. 1 Turkish-Italian War, 1 reel; TurkishItalian War, reproduction 2 reels, big front
80.00
Scenes and incidents Turkish-Italian War, about
1,600 ft
90.00
Drama Turkish-Italian War, and
1 other reel,
photos and front
80.00
The Mexican Bull Fight, 1,600 ft., like new
110.00
The Gambling Fever. Gaumont, 2 reels
70.00
White Slavery. * reels, lot paper and photographs 190.00
The Road to Ruin, Z reels, big lot paper and
photos
100.00
lyes Miserable*, 3 reels, lot paper and photographs 75.00
The Four Daredevils 3 reels, paper and photos.. 100.00
Austin Flood, 2 reels, new, including front and
25 photos
85.00
Johnstown
Blood, 3 reels and 60 slides, with big
front and photos
125.00
Any of these will be shipped O. O. D.. privilege of examination on receipt of 25 per cent, deposit. No personal checks accepted.
ECONOMY FILM
CO., Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh

NOTICE
We buy and sell Moving Picture
Machjnes. Opera Chairs and Films.
Theater Brokerage Exchange,
508 South Dearborn St.,
Chicago, 111.

morning ferry-boat at the slip; a glimpse of tbe
City Hall at eight a. m.; tbe Brooklyn Bridge at
sunrise; the boot blacks at City Hall Park; noon
In Herald Square, with the many shoppers thronged
about the department stores; tbe matinee-goers in
the theatre district; the exit from the subway at
42nd Street and Broadway; tbe curb market In
Wall Street.
THE INDIAN UPRISING AT SANTA FE (Dec,
21). — In 1680, owing to the tyrannical rule of the
Spaniards, tbe Pueblo Indians, under tbe leadership of Pope, chief of the San Juan tribe, resolved
to rebel and drive their oppressors out of New
Spain (New Mexico). Jaca, one of the chiefs consorting with Pope, secretly sympathized with
tbe Spaniards and sent bis daughter, Maria, a
converted squaw, to warn the governor, Otermln,
at Santa Fe, of the proposed revolt. Captain
Gomez was sent by Governor Otermln on a reconnoisance with a small troop of soldiers, and was
driven back by the hostile Indians.
Chief Pope offered Governor Otermln bis choice
of peace or war by sending blm two crosses— one
black and one white; the choice of the white cross
to mean that the Spaniards would be allowed to
march out of the country without being molested;
the choice of the black cross to Indicate war.
Governor Otermln returned both crosses and the
Indians promptly attacked the Spaniards. After
withstanding a short siege, the Spaniards succeeded in driving off the Indians, but Governor
Otermln was compelled to evacuate Santa Fe and
retire to El Paso. In 1692, tbe Indians again became restless and decided to go on tbe warpath a
second time. Maria Journeyed to El Paso to acquaint Governor De Vargas of the determination of
the Indians and De Vargas at once organized an expedition to re-conquer Santa Fe. He despatched Maria
ahead to prepare the way for a peaceful conquest
and followed with bis troops. The Indians,
still in warlike mood, at first refused to accede
peacefully and sent a spy to detect the movements
and number of tbe Spanish forces. The Indian
spy was captured but treated kindly by De Vargas,
who sent him back to entreat the Indians to surrender. While the Spanish forces drew up In
battle array before Santa Fe, with cannon In position, the Indians began to weaken. A few of them
dropped over the walls and begged mercy of
Governor De Vargas. He received tbem kindly and
the rest of the Indians, observing this, abandoned
their hostilities. The Spaniards marched Into
Santa Fe in triumph and Governor De Vargas wrote
a proclamation forgiving the rebels.

MAJESTIC.
HIS DAY (Dec, 10). — On a beautiful autumn
day, Frank Dane leaves his hotel to go into the
woods In search of game. He finds a woodsman
caught by the foot in a tree and learns that he
fell down the cliff. Frank assists this man and
later accompanies him home to his rude hut.
The woodsman has a pretty young wife whom he
treats with brutality. When she questions him
about the stranger he flings her aside and later
Frank sees him beating her. The city fellow Is
horrified and follows the girl to the woods and Insists upon carrying home the wood she has collected. Her husband sees the stranger and his wife
together and Immediately suspects her of flirting.
When he attempts to HI treat her, Frank Jumps
to her defence. The woodsman grabs his gun and
wants to kill Frank, bnt the stranger bids him
put his weapon aside — they will tight It ont with
their fists. The girl stands aside and the two men
pummel each other. The trained athlete from tbe
city soon gets tbe better of the awkward woodsman and knocks him out. Then helping him to bis
feet be sends blm back to his wife, who waits
with fear in ber heart, bnt tbe big fellow having
felt the force of someone else's blows, treats her
kindly for the first time in many days. Frank
from his perch high on a great rock watches them
walk off together, arm In arm.

Among the Exhibitors
Argents. Ark. — J. W. Enlow, who has been engaged In the moving picture exhibition business In
Argenta for the past five years, has sold out to
J. W. Llpplncott, who operates the Crystal theater in Little Rock. The transfer took effect December 1, and it is Mr. Lipplncott's Intention to
operate the Colonial theater in Argenta in connection with his Little Rock picture house.
La Junta, Colo. — Plans are being prepared for
the erection of a new theater building.
Richmond, Calif. — A contract has been let for
the erection of a new theater building at Richowner. mond Avenue and Park Place. R. Teherassy,
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THE MIND CUBE (Deo. 15).— Professor Conner,
who U a hypnotist, has a daughter, Pearl. Pearl
dirts with several young men and Is each time seen
by the professor. Some of her young men come to
the house and annoy the professor by whistling In
the garden. He runs out on one occasion and beats
one of them with a club. This, however, does not
stop the nuisance, so he determines to try hypnotism
as a cure. He writes a letter to his friend. Mr.
Cuslck, that he will give bis daughter treatment,
and she discovers the letter. When he gives her
this treatment she pretends to be affected by it, and
says that she bates all men. Mr. Cuslck calls, and
on speaking to Pearl has his hair pulled as part of
ber hatred to the opposite sex. Meanwhile, Chester, the beau she likes best, calls on the professor
to be treated for bashfulness, and the professor,
after giving him treatment, tells him he will be
bold. Just then Pearl enters the room, and Chester,
proving the professor's contention, runs off with
Pearl and returns showing the professor their marriage certificate. They tell him hypnotism did it.
and he has no otber course than to give the usual
parental blessing.
OH! THAT LEMONADE (Dec. 15).— The widow
Is not popular with the men. Claude, the village
joker. Is the only one that likes her. The widow
Inherits $5,000 and immediately her admirers are
legion, the old maid of the town having spread the
news. All the men call on ber and proceed to make
love to her. Meanwhile, Claude, the Joker, having
bad several drinks, determines to call on the widow,
also carrying with him his Jug of whiskey. The
widow Is entertaining her crowd and Is about to
serve lemonade, when Claude steals Into the bouse
and empties the Jug of whiskey Into the lemonade.
The lemonade Is served and everyone becomes Intoxicated. The men fall over themselves In tbelr
anxiety to make love to the widow and ber $5,000.
Claude enters and ejects them all from the room.
Posing as a hero before the widow be gets Into ber
good graces, and tbe prize is his.

ECLAIR.
THE BLACK
SHEEP
(Deo. 10)
Jim Brock, a
reckless, self-indulgent, but kind-hearted youth,
through the Jealous machinations of his younger
brother, Is driven from home by his father. The
seriousness of the breach with his parents — to
whom he Is really devoted — brings the young prodigal to his senses. His years of exile turn out to
be his making.
In the meantime, tbe younger brother, now absolute master of the situation at home, has thrown
off all disguises and appears In bis true character
of the successful and undutlful son who is ashamed
of bis aged parents. At bis bands, and at those of
his equally domineering wife, tbe old folks learn
how tude
sharper
than a child.
serpent's
toothhave
Is the
Ingratiof a thankless
Matters
approached
tbelr crisis when tbe Black Sheep returns unexpectedly. He has amassed Immense wealth and
with this potent weapon, be resolves to fight his
upstart brother and strike him where the blow may
prove most effective. The two brothers meet on
tbe floor of tbe Stock Exchange. It Is a death
grapple. Tbe lngrate, Henry, emerges from it
crushed and ruined. The very home where he has
lorded it so Insolently passes Into the hands of the
avenger. Jim loses no time In putting the house
in order.
THE POD30NED POOL (Dec. 12).— Two young
prospectors, finding that the old mine in which
they bad sunk tbelr entire capital has long since
yielded up Its last handful of pay-rock, set out
together across tbe hills in search of new fields.
One night In the flickering light of their camp fire
Bice discovers evidence In the pocket of his sleeping partner, which convinces him that tbe latter
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has been successful in winning tbe love of a girl
to whose baud be also had aspired. He masters
bis first passionate Impulse to kill tbe man. By
morning his jealousy has subsided Into a dangerously smouldering hatred which Is allent and bides
Its time.
All unconscious of the events of tbe night and
of the peril wblcb now walks with him, Starret
continues his quest for gold with the other. One
day their supply of water fails tbem. In their
search for a spring they wander far from tbelr
camp and are lost. When they finally come upon
a sinister looking pool, in the wilderness, young
Starret Is on tbe point of collapse. From the Incrustations about Its rim, Klce sees that the bole
is reeking with arsenic. At first be struggles to
keep the half crazed Starret away ,f rom it. The
scene of that night beside the camp fire comes
back to him. The man in him gives place to
the demon — he flings his partner upon his face to
drink of the noxious liquor.
Providence, in the guise of a heavy downpour of
rain, visits Starrett. He had fortunately fainted before bis lips could touch tbe poison. Reviving, he
wanders back to the camp, and seeing that abanbis way
Bess as
Austin's
cabin.of
There doned
an be finds
encounter
takesto place
a result
which Bice returns to the poisoned pool alone — to
drink!
THE BUSY BEE (Dec. 15). — A synopsis of this
educational and scientific subject by the Eclair
Company was published on page 592 of the Issue
dated November 9th.
FUNNICTJS' HUNTING EXPLOITS (Dec. 15).—
On the same reel with "The Busy Bee" was originally to be released on November 8, but has been
postponed until December 15. A synopsis of this
comedy will also be found on page 592 of tbe November 9th issue.

NESTORBEAUTY TAKES A TRAMP (Dec. 9).— Roy Berrlck receives an Invitation to attend a fancy
dress ball. He looks around for a good costume
and meeting Dusty Rhodes, a tramp, he copies his
dress and makes up as near like Bhodes as possible. His best girl, Louise Camoron, scarcely knows
him when he calls for her.
Dusty Rhodes adds to the day's taking at a
nearby saloon, burning up the money be received
from Roy. He endeavors to get away with a large
portion of the free lunch counter, and after rudely
jabbing the gentleman, who dispenses beverages to
thirty customers, in the eye, be is chased down
the street by an energetic copper, assisted by
others in search of excitement. Dusty conceals
himself in an old ash barrel until his anxious
friends have overlooked his close vicinity, when
he emerges and saunters off.
Roy leaves Louise at the entrance of the club
house, where the ball is being given. In order to
fix his beard, which has become loose. Dusty
strolls up and Louise pounces upon him (believing
him to be Roy), and takes Dusty in. Dusty is delighted.
Dusty and one of the dancers soon seek the refreshment bar and proceed to load up. Roy comes
In and is sent by Louise to find her fan In the
waiting auto. As be is looking for it, tbe hot
and
indignant
copper drags
appearshimandoffdespite
Roy's
frantic
remonstrance
to durance
vile.
In the meantime, Dusty has a royal time and
Louise thinks he is playing bis part far too naturally and Is disgusted with him. Dusty gets busy
with tbe glasses and the crockery, and is arrested
and run In. Louise follows to the station where the
tangle is unravelled.
HOME AND MOTHER (Dec. 11).— Two brothers,
Jack and George, both propose to Nance. She accepts Jack; and George, in anger, prejudices his
father against ber, so that when the young man
brings Nance to his home, tbe father forbids ber
tbe house. The young couple go West. They
prosper. At home a mortgage falls due, but as
tbey are unable to meet It, George writes Jack,
asking for the money. Jack send it; but George, instead of paying off the mortgage, squanders it In
gambling. At the gambling bouse he gets Into
a quarrel and strikes a man down. Fearing that
lie may have killed tbe man, be Jumps into the
door of a moving freight and is soon on his way
West. Arriving at the town where Jack lives he
Inquires his way to the bouse. He is Joyfully received by Jack, until he finds the letter be has
written to his mother In George's pocket. However,
on the way out George has had time for thought
and Is now truly sorry for the part he has played,
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so
upon his confession,
receives
forgiveness.
Then Jack be
hastens
backbisto brother's
bis old
father and mother just In time to keep tbem
from being turned out on the street.
THE MOUNTAIN GIRL'S SELF-8ACBIFICE
(Deo 13). — Tbe capitalist, Arthur Wilbur, accompanied by bis daughter Mary, is spending bis vacation in a mining district. They are joined by
Kenneth Miller, a mining engineer, who Is engaged to Mary. Wilbur is attracted by a mining
proposition and promises the promoter, Hill, and
tbe two prospectors, Keller and bis son, to look
over the property. Kenneth bears of it and persuades Wilbur to let him go in his stead. Hill
and the Kellers salt the prospect freely and carefully and are chagrined when Kenneth appears
with a letter from Wilbur stating that be will abide
by ItKenneth's
decision.
does not take
tbe engineer long to decide tbat
the mine has been "arranged," and in bis anger
Kenneth tells the men they are a gang of swindlers.
Tbey attack blm, bind and blindfold blm, and Old
Keller and bis son take blm to their forest cabin.
Here Kenneth meets the pretty and unsophisticated
daughter of Old Keller, who pities this good looking, wounded man and tends to bis wounds and
ministers to bis comfort. She falls in love with
him and although she learns that be loves another
girl, she conquers ber sorrow and longing and
eventually assists blm to escape.
Hillthesends
telegram
to Wllbus
tbat
mine a isbogus
all tbat
was claimed
for ' stating
It and
saying tbat be (Kenneth) wonld not be back for
some days. Wilbur is satisfied, but Mary, with a
woman's intuition, scents trouble, wires the sheriff
and worries her father into making a personal investigation. They meet Hill and proceed to the
mine where
Hill Is arrested.
a woman's
shout
and following
the urgentThey
call hear
arrive
in time
to prevent Kenneth's being killed by the Kellers,
who have followed the fugitives.

GEM.
THE AWAKENING OF JOHN BBIDD (Dec. 10).—
John Brldd Is a hard-hearted, close-fisted man who
lives alone and whose pet aversion is a woman.
His home shows the severity and carelessness of
the grouchy bachelor, until a distant relative leaves
a girl of tender years to him for protection. John
hates the girl because she is a girl and does all In
his power to inspire dislike on ber part, but she
falls in love with her guardian and in every way
tries to awaken in blm that love she herself feels
for blm, but without avail. She gradually changes
his home from barrenness to cosiness and comfort
and he gradually accedes to her wishes against
himself. The women of the little town in which
John lives bave set their cap for blm for years
because of bis reputed wealth, but he has always
stood them off, and now when this girl comes to
live with him and continues to live there tbey are
Jealous and make life miserable for tbe girl. Tbey
tell her she Is the talk of the village because she
Is living with this bachelor without a chaperon
and this drives to girl to desperation. She leaves
a note returns
stating and
ber finds
intentions
and goes
John
ber ' gone
and away
then alone.
In a
moment, his loneliness seizes him and be leartns what
she means to him. He goes in search of her and
finds her worn and tired and lost in tbe great
woods and there wins her back to him and shows
ber tbat she has been the one responsible for bis
great awakening.

POWERS.
A PETTICOAT DETECTIVE (Deo. 11).— Harold
reads in a newspaper tbat his fiance Dolly, has
been attacked by a bad man who Is holding up
women in the Isolated parts of the city. He calls
on her and announces that be will Investigate tbe
matter. He leaves In a pompous manner and tbe
Rev. Holllster Crlmshaw meets Dolly and the attraction is mutual. The minister decides to masquerade in tbe role of an amateur detective and
distinguishes himself as the capturer of the bad
man. Harold disguises in feminine garments and
sallies forth to effect the capture of the man feared
by the women.
Dolly being a strong-minded young woman, arms
herself with a formidable hatpin and goes out to
wreak vengeance on the purse snatcher. Dolly
meets up with Spike and he attacks her only to
get worsted in the encounter with bis hide punctured by tbe hatpin. In tbe meantime Harold
has trailed tbe minister, wbom be suspects of being tbe man sought. Tbe minister penetrates his
disguise sufficiently to see that Harold Is a man
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masquerading Id feminine apparel and be suddenly
attacks Harold and they go to the pavement In
their struggles. Id the meantime Dolly baa Spike
down, sitting on bliu, yelling for help. Harold
and the minister struggle towards ber and Dolly
and the minister recognize each other. The minister
announces he has caught the bad man while Dolly
contends the honors of the capture belong to ber.
Harold tries to explain, but the minister will not
listen. In the mix-up Spike make good bis escape
and Harold 1b escorted to the police station by
Dolly and the minister. Once there, Harold Is shown
up In a sorry plight and the Rev. Hollister Grlmshaw walks away with Dolly in triumph while
Harold la kicked out of the police station.
TILE NATURAL SON (Dec. 13).— The Hamilton
family la an old and proud one. John is betrothed
to Lucy. Cyrus, the half-wit, meets Lucy and asks
ber to read for blm. She Is kind and compiles.
The poor fellow loves ber with a blind and Idolizing
passion and throws his arms around ber, much to
her surprise and Indignation. John Is attracted by
her cries for help and rushes on and administers a
thrashing to the half-wit. He goes borne sore and
furious and tells his mother.
Years before she had been a witness to the Illicit
love between Mrs. Hamilton and Alfred and It Is
recalled to ber by a dissolving scene of a compromising nature. She resolves to avenge the Injury
to ber boy, whom she loves for his Infirmity. She
writes an anonymous note to Will telling him that
John Is an Illegitimate child. Will also receives a
note calling attention to the fact that John Is a
love child. George and Will both propose to Lncy,
bat she declines their suits. They notice that John
la the favored brother and that be Is much beloved
by Alfred and their suspicions are aroused, and
each has a secret. Finally they show the notes to
each other In the office of the brothers. They go
to the bag, Mag, and she tells them her story. They
, purchase ber silence with money and resolve to
keep the secret, but when they again see John
happy with Lucy and the pair receiving the blessings of their mother, they decide to Investigate.
They approach tbelr mother and ask ber if Jobn
Is the son of their father. She Is weak and collapses In their arms. They carry her to her room,
summon a physician and when she recovers she
motions them to leave her and sends for John. John
comes and she tells him that be Is a child of love
and be Is appalled. She falls back on the pillows
exhausted and dies before John and George reach
ber bedside. Jobn tells them he knows all and
they repudiate blm, as a blot on the escutcheon of
the family. He goes to Lucy and tries to release
ber from her engagement, but she avows she will
always remain true to him.
He leaves, goes West, where he prospers In business. He sees In a newspaper that the old homestead la to be sold to satisfy a mortgage and that
bis brothers have failed In business. He returns to
the old town, pays the mortgage, places his unnatural brothers on their feet, and then goes to
the cemetery to pay a last visit to the grave of his
mother. He meets Lucy there and she clings to
him and will not let blm leave ber. The concluding scene shows them married and living happily In
the distant town where he had cast his lot, with
Will and bis family and George, who has remained
unmarried, happy in the old borne.

IMP.
TEE WORLD WEARY HAN (Dec 9).— He Is a
millionaire, young and a bachelor, with all the treasures of the earth, but Is unhappy. One cold night
after a brilliant reception at his home, he decides
to walk about the city. After a long stroll he
found himself near the water front and a child
crying. He questioned ber and found she bad been
sent out to sell papers and as the rough street boys
bad driven ber away ber day had been a failure and
no papers bad been sold. He brought her to her
wretched room and left her.
The next day be told his servants he was going
away to another country and speedily made his way
to the little waif's house, where be engaged a room
and made friends with ber father, a wretched derelict, broken In health and ambition. The worldweary man has found the world still attractive, for
with the child as bis companion he becomes Interested In the amusements of the poor. One day the
wretched father suddenly died. This was the turning point In the lives of the waif and the millionaire. He sent for his automobile, and going to ber
wretched room, where be found her asleep, be put
her rag doll In her arms and brought her to his
mansion and ever after was a father to her.
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AUNT DINAH'S PLOT (Dec. 14).— Dinah Johnson, the Patenton's cook. Imbibes too much of the
brandy bIic is using making mince pies, and Is discharged by Mrs. Pateraon, wife of ber employer. personal
Mrs. Paterson,
wbo Is very
flowers and
adornment,
owes extravagant'
Dlnab $50,
which she cannot pay when she discbarges ber cook.
However, she gives Dinah an I. 0. U. for the
amount.
Dinah calls several times to collect her $50, but
Is always turned away empty banded. Dinah has
trouble getting another position and finally has to
take in washing. Dinah gets behind In her rent
and the landlord is summarily ejected. In bis wild
flight through the door he drops a paper, which
Dinah picks up and Is astonnded when reading an
article that says: "Black Hand Letter Frightens a
Man Out of $5,000." This gives Dinah an idea.
She laboriously scribbles a letter, addresses It to
Mr. Paterson, malls It and then bles herself to the
rendezvous (which Is simply a bole In a back yard
fence), to await results.
I'aterson receives the letter, Is almost Insane
with fear, gets the police. They all go to the appointed place In fear and trembling, and on reaching
there simply find Dinah and her I. O. U., which is
promptly paid by Mr. Paterson. The police, disgusted with the turn of events, take themselves
statlonward.

REX.
TO THE CITY (Dec. 12). — Nancy and Bess are
living at the farm with their mother. Nancy makes
up her mind to go to the city In search of employment and does so. On ber arrival there she goes
to an employment office, the proprietor of which
sends ber to a large contractor. Nancy gets a position as stenographer and starts to wprk. A friend
of the contractor's, a man-about-town, Robert Hanson, attempts to make love to Nancy and Is repulsed. The contractor, entering the office suddenly,
finds Nancy In the arms of Hanson and summarily
dismisses her.
At Nancy's arrival at her lodging she finds, to
her astonishment, that Bess, ber younger sister, has
also come to the city. Bess has been discontented
on the farm and has followed ber sister. Bess applies for work at a studio and Is engaged as a
model. Hanson, who Is a frequenter of the studio,
comes across the younger sister, and In turn makes
love to her. Hanson buys her a handsome gown and
takes her to a Bohemian supper. Her sister Nancy
Is worried at Bess' absence, and at last makes up
her mind to go to the studio In search of ber. It
Is now midnight. Nancy discovers, to her horror,
that the studio Is closed, but that her sister has
gone to this Bohemian supper at Hanson's. Nancy
goes to Hanson's and asks for her sister. Bess Is
surprised to see Nancy, and at last, In response to
her sister's entreaties, she consents to leave the
bouse. Hanson tries to detain her, but Is unsuccessful. The two sisters make up their minds to
leave the dangers and pitfalls of the big city and
tbey return to the country and the farm.
INTO THE DARKNESS (Dec. 15).— Ralph Delano
has been blind since Infancy. He seeks solace In
music. His little friend Betty, calls on him as Is
her habit, and while bis attitude towards her is
one of friendship, she loves him devotedly.
One day a rich stranger and his daughter pass
the house. They are attracted by the wonderful
music of Ralph's violin and enter. They are
shocked to learn that he Is blind, and the rich
stranger offers to send a noted surgeon to operate
on Ralph. Ralph Is overjoyed and when his little
friend comes to visit blm again, he tells her the
good
Two news.
weeks pass. The surgeon removes the bandage from his
Ralph's
eyes,andandforhe the
sees.
joyfully
embraces
mother
firstHetime
sees
Betty. He Involuntarily draws back and, while his
greeting Is friendly, he shows that he is disappointed. He then turns to Helen, the rich man's
daughter. Helen and her father leave. Ralph
rushes to the window and looks after them. Betty,
Ignored, leaves the bouse sadly.
Shortly after this, Ralph receives an Invitation
to play at the rich man's home. He does so and
scores a great musical triumph. Ralph again shows
that Helen has made a strong impression on blm.
Several days pass, and the friendship between Helen
and Ralpb ripens Into love. They become engaged,
but one day while Ralph Is working at his music,
he Is stricken blind again. Overwhelmed with grief
he writes Helen, releases ber from her promise to
marry blm, and again tries to find solace In the
soul of bis violin.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED WEEKLY, NO. 89 (Dec. 4).— LORD
MAYOR'S PROCESSION. A magnificent parade In
London.
ATHLETES COMPETE AT ITHACA. The Harvard team wins the Intercollegiate Cross-Country
Run at Ithaca, New York.
PARIS FASHIONS. The weekly fashion hint from
the Paris shops.
A SPECTACULAR FIRE. The Union Sulphur
Company's
plant U destroyed by fire at Williamsburg, New York.
PENNSYLVANIA TRAIN WRECK. Four persona
are killed and fifty-five Injured when a Pennsylvania
fast train crasbes through a bridge at Glen Loch,
Pennsylvania.
VALE-HARVARD GAME. Thirty-five thousand
people see the Yale-Harvard elevens battle for the
championship at New Haven, Connecticut.
A QUAINT
CEREMONY.
"TUUcuma,"
Seattle's
famous Indian
fraternity,The
celebrate
Founders' Day, Unveiling a bronze monument of Chief
Seattle.
FREE MASONRY. Hon. Mark Lockwood, Pror.
Grand Master of Essex, assists In the laying of •
corner stone at Clacton, England.
TESTING LARGEST GUN. The official test of
the new fourteen-lnch gun at the Sandy Hook Proving Grounds (by special permission of United State*
Government).
ULSTER DAY. The orange battalions have their
annual parade at Liverpool, England.
WHO'S WHO IN STAGELAND— EDDIE FOY, and
York.
the seven little Foys, at their home, Yonkers, New

BISON.
A FOUR-FOOTED HERO
(Dec. 10)
Jack, Alice
and Dandy are a well assorted trio. Jack Is bandsome. Alice sweet and Dandy is the best horse
and friend a man ever bad. Dandy takes the
honors and a blue ribbon at the Rodeo. Old Bill,
the foreman, retires and Jack Is given his position. Everyone is satisfied but Pedro, wbo treasures a grudge against the handsome Jack. His dislike turns Into hate when Jack chastises the Mexican for 111 treating a horse. He seeks out the
Indians and Incites them to help him steal some
of the Bar "B" horses.
Jack Is on guard that night. He Is overpowered,
knocked senseless and the horses are stampeded and
are branded and hobbled. Pedro secrets the branding Iron under Jack's bunk. Jack comes to and
staggers to the boss and tells the news. Dandy,
the horse, unties the hobbles with bis teeth and
arrives as the cowboys are about to start In pursuit of the horse thieves. Jack talks to him and
makes him understand what Is required of him.
and Dandy leads them to where the Indians and
horses are. The renegade camp Is attacked, the
Indians driven off and the horses arc re-taken.
Pedro escapes detection, and as they turn In he
points to the branding iron under Jack's bunk. He
is accused and fortified by Alice's belief In his
Innocence, Jack rides away full of anger and grief.
Later Jack makes up his mind to unearth the
real rustler and returns to the town near the
ranch. The boss comes to town to get money for
bis pay roll and Is seen by Pedro. That night
Jack sleeps In the open, the faithful Dandy near
by. He wakes and overbears Pedro and two
ruffians plotting to steal the pay roll. He covers
them, but Is shot by one of the men from his
coat. They take Dandy and leave Jack for dead.
Dandy Is placed In the corral. He pushes down
the corral bars and returns to his master, takes
a canteen, which Is out of Jack's reach, In his
teeth and gives it to Jack. Jack writes a message
on bis hat and gives It to Dandy, who races off
to Alice.
Alice calls the boys. They all ride off following
Dandy, who leads them to his master. Jack Is
taken back to the ranch and unfolds the plot to
the boss, who conceals some cowboys In the room
where the safe Is and some In the bushes outside
the bouse. At night Pedro and his thugs ride np
and Pedro enters the room by the window. He is
quickly over-powered and his acompllces are
covered by the cowboys outside. Pedro confesses
to the branding and Dandy Is the honored guest at
the wedding of Jack and Alice.
A RIDE FOR LIFE (Dec. 14).— Tom Lander,
owner of a sheep ranch, quarrels with and discharges a Mexican hand, by name Pedro, wbo
vows vengeance on blm. Ed. Hawkins, cow puncher
on the Bar "B" cattle ranch, on proposing to
Betty Lane, the foreman's daugbeer. Is told that
she Is already engaged to John Gorman, the owner
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of Bar "B." Ed. decides to go away and become
a sheep herder. He obtains a position with I.anAt this time, word U brought to Gorman
Unit he
Lander*!
aheep are
on with
the Bar
"B" for
ranges,
nnil
Immediately
starts
his men
the
village with a placard warning the sheep men to
remove their stock or expect trouble. The rival
owners meet at the village saloon and trouble is
narrowly averted by Hawkins, who takes Gorman
with him out of the trouble zone.
PedTO bus heard the quarrel and determines to
take advantage of It to revenge himself on Lander,
lie 1 Ux In wait for Lander and shoots him. The
bullet
through
Lander's
stoppingandIt
st
fivepasses
fifteen.
At the
same watch,
time Gorman
Hawkins are together at the village. Pedro accuses Gorman of the crime the next day and he Is
arrested. Gorman tells Betty to telephone Hawkins to come and establish an alibi. This Is overheard by Pedro who cuts the telephone wires, but
not before enough of the message has been received to start Hawkins on his return trip, from
the Oak Crest Range thirty miles away. In the
meantime In the courtroom the preliminary examination Is being held and Pedro is steadily Inciting
the sheep party to lynch Gorman. Hawkins ponyexpresses the thirty miles and arrives In the courtroom just as the mob have placed the rope about
Gorman's neck. The tables are turned and the
cattle men decide to do a little lynching on their
own account, and Pedro Is dragged out.

VICTOR.
THE F00LISHNES8 OF OLIVER (Dec. 6).— Oliver
Benton, a gay young man of religious parents, who
try to get blm to marry the daughter of a minister
friend, Is unceremoniously ejected from his father's
home for Indulgence In prodigality. He comes Into
the society of De Lacy, an artist, and Reggie
Smytbe, a spendthrift. The three men visit a theater at which Sybil Caldwell is playing. Oliver falls
In love with her.
At a party given in De Lacy's studio, he (De
Lacy), tries to get Sybil to drink a glass of wine,
which she strenuously refuses to do. Oliver interposes in behalf of Sybil and after a quarrel with
De Lacy, he escorts Sybil home.
Oliver eventually marries Sybil and, owing to unfortunate circumstances, they are obliged to start
married life in a poor tenement house. A month
later they find themselves on a bread and water
diet and are reminded by the landlady that they are
two weeks behind in their rent. Oliver cannot obtain employment, but the landlady, a kind-hearted
person, whose husband Is a waiter In a fashionable
hotel, secures a Job as waiter In the same hotel for
Oliver. It Is at this place that Oliver's former
friends, De Lacy and Reggie, come, and Oliver Is
assigned to wait upon them. They tease Oliver over
hla Inferiority and when Oliver returns to the
kitchen, old Mr. Benton, who has witnessed the Insults heaped upon bis son by the two young men,
reprimands them for their conduct. When Oliver
retnrns, his father tries to get him to come home,
but he refuses. Mr. Benton, seeing that there Is no
use arguing with him, gets his address from the
manager, where be repairs at once.
After his father leaves, Oliver gets into an argument with De Lacy. For this he Is discharged. He
goes home, where he finds that his father Is trying
to make Sybil take a sum of money in order that
she may leave him. Oliver Intercepts and orders
his father from the house. Outside the old man rereturning,
Oliver pents
to andreturn
home begs
with Sybil's
bis wife.pardon and asks
OWING MORE (Dec. 13).— Bob and Will Burnett
are twins. Bob Is working hard In Arizona, while
Will Is doing his best to spend his patrimony In
riotous living, Bob finally strikes It rich and not
having seen his native town of Kustvllle In six
years, he decides to return home.
In the meantime Will has been having his troubles with his numerous creditors and on the very
day Bob Is to arrive with his pockets stuffed with
money, Will's affairs reach a climax. His morning's mall consists of a pile of urgent duns and
he owes his help, butcher, liquor dealer, etc.,
money. He visits his fiancee. Violet Ames. The
Ames home Is the only oasis In his desert. Violet
has some new photographs, one of which she gives
Will, writing upon It a most beautiful and touching sentiment In connection with her autograph.
Leaving her with expressions of undying love Will
returns home and then and there meets his Waterloo. No sooner does he arrive In his house than
his "finish" begins. His servants come In with
their baggage and tell him tbey are leaving. Before they have half completed the expressing
of their prlvnte opinion of his methods, his other
creditors begin to arrive. The angry crowd Bnrga
aroundthem
him.to By
swiftball,
"sidewhere
step"he Will
escapes
from
his a front
Is suddenly
confronted by two more angry creditors. Heine
cornered and at bay, Will Is compelled to think
quickly and thus hits upon the only method of
escape left to him; be tells them be is engaged
to marry a wealthy girl and that her father has
promised to pay bis debts as soon as he Is married. This quiets the crowd, and the liquor dealer
persuades the butcher to give him the name and
address of the lody In question.
After thinking It over carefully. Will comes to
the conclusion that he had better hurry up his
marriage and sets out forthwith to call upon upon
Violet.
Arriving at her home he is ushered Into
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the drawing room where he finds all his creditors
assembled, confronted by Violet and ber father.
Led on by the crafty liquor dealer the creditors
have
calledandupon
Mr. Ames,
told blm
Will's
statement
Informed
him that
they of
preferred
their money at once. Mr. Ames utterly repudiates
Will and his claim and orders blm from the house.
The creditors, however, wish to see a great deal
more of him and proceed to lay violent hands upon
him. After a desperate fight, Will escapes again
from bis Irate creditors and dashes for the railroad station, where he catches an outgoing train
and fades from view. But brother Bob steps from
this same train and falls heir to all of Will's troubles, creditors and angry sweetheart seeking her
photograph. After numerous personal encounters,
with the creditors, the local constabulary, he finally
manages to restore the village to Its wonted calm,
but
the photograph,
name be andretains
substituting
bis own.after erasing Will's

MILANO.
THE APACHE VOW (Dec. 14).— Eva, a music
ball singer, married an aged nobleman for his
wealth. After several years of married life, Eva
barely tolerates ber husband's carresses. Lugi,
a poor mechanic, was the sweetheart of the
Countess Eva. With the desire for a wife, it
was only natural that he mated with a girl of
his class, shortly after Eva's marriage to the
Count D'Artl. Being sent by his employer to
make some small repairs at the Count's home,
Lugi comes at dawn of day, accompanied by Nella,
his wife.
Eva has Jnst bid the guests at her reception
adieu, when Lugi enters the drawing room and prepares to proceed with his work. Recognition Is
mutual between the two former lovers, but fearing
her husband will overhear them, bids Lugi be
silent. The Countess, by a subterfuge, gets Lugi
Into her apartment, where she plays upon his
vanity, declaring he should not have married, but
have waited for her as her husband was an old
man and had not long to live. Nella patiently
waiting. Is broken-hearted to see her husband
amerge from the Count's grounds by a side gate
and affectionately bidding a richly gowned and
handsome
woman adieu, recognizing her as Lugi's
old
sweetheart.
Nella steals away unobserved, but meets Rossa,
an Apache chief. Rossa endeavors to induce Nella
to join his comrades. Nella cannot be influenced
and feeling sbe may have been hasty and misImportance
Lugi's
conduct, know
she returnsjudgedhomethe and
does notof let
her husband
of
her suspicions. Lugi filled with pride In the belief that he is beloved by the Countess, neglects
Nella and finally, even neglects to hide the fact
that he pays clandestine visits to his former
sweetheart.
Countess,
tolerating
Lugi's
secret visits,Theresents
his while
presumption
when
he
openly appears at her home while she has visitors
and orders him away never to annoy her again.
Lugi retnrns home, where a great surprise awaits
him. Nella has left home and a note to her busband informs him she has gone forever. After
weary searching, he finally learns that his wife
has been seen with Rossa and finally locates her
in the Apache chief's haunt. He admits all his
faults, pleads forgiveness, but all In vain. Nella
has taken the Apache vow, binding her for all
time to the clan.
Lugi attempts to drown his remorse in drugs
and drink and becomes sullen and revengeful.
Meeting the Countess and her husband returning
from the opera one night, he follows their carriage
and observes the Count leave Eva and enter his
club. His resentment inflamed, he plies himself
with more drink and drugs to make himself forget, but Instead a diabolical plan of revenge enters
ids mind. He 'phones the Count at his club and
Informs him that his wife has a lover and that he
can verify the fact by going home at once. Luel
forces an entrance into the apartment of the
Countess, denounces her and tells ber what he has
done.
Eva pleads with him to go, offers him her
jewels, but even If Lugi wished to heed her plea.
It Is beyond his power to do so, for In his half
drunken frenzy he had taken too liberal a portion
of the drug and paid the penalty of his disloyalty
by death. Eva also paid a price for the Count bad
been an Interested unobserved witness of the
scene between Lugi and his wife. Furious with
rage he orders to hasten her departure from his
home and presence forever.
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THANHOUSER.
BRAINS VERSUS BRAWN (Dec. 15).— Among the
suitors of a wealthy widow was a middle aged
scientist, and while the woman was glad to regard
him as a friend, she did not see how she could ever
accept him as a husband. The widow was a great
lover of athletics, and one day dragged the professor
to witness a meet. As tbey were about to return,
an effort was made to rob the widow, and only bemuse of the bravery of one of the young athletes,
«:n the crook captured and the pocket book reeovered.

In a few days in dawned npon the professor that
while he might be a big potato In the field of science,
be was only a small lemon In the garden of love.
Brooding over this one evening, may explain why
be dreamed that be was transported to the time
of the Caesars, and called upon, to fight In the
arena. Brute strength could not save him, for he
dldnt have It, but he called the resources of science
at his aid. He astonished Caesar by offering to
fight a gang of gladiators single handed, the only
proviso being that be should select his own weapons.
The boon being granted, the scientist constructed
a number of neat little dynamite bombs, and literally wiped up the arena with his opponents, much
to the amazement and satisfaction of Caesar.
When the scientist awoke be regarded his dream
as a warning that only by scientific management
could he hope to win the lady of his heart. Soon
the chance came for him to distinguish himself,
and he availed himself of it. The rich widow
received a letter signed "Black Hand" calling
upon her to pay over $10,000. The scientist promised
to rectify matters, but did not go Into details. He
laid a little scientific trap, and astonished the widow
by nabbing the criminal and several policemen while
some distance from the scene of action himself.
The athlete was confounded, for be was the criminal,
and be passed out of the widow's life and entered
into the service of the State. The widow then decided to marry the scientist.
THE OTHER HALF (Dec. 17).— A laborer, wbo
lived with his family in a New Tork tenement, was
in better financial condition than most of bis associates. Misfortune came upon the man, however,
and as the result of an accident, his arm was amputated. When he recovered and applied for his
old position, be was turned down because he was
physically unable to perform the work. Desperate
and hopeless, he soon degenerated Into a common
drunken tramp, while his family were on the verge
of actual starvation and his wife was very 111.
Indiscriminate charity aided this man, but the
coins were tossed to bim went for drink, and his
family did not benefit. Then he came under the attention of organized charity and matters soon assumed a better aspect.
Investigations were made, which developed that
he was weak, rather than worthless, and with
proper encouragement might be expected to really
reform. His sick wife and several of the children
were taken to a country home, run by organized
charity, where they speedily regained their health
and strength. The man secured work he could perform, the wife and eldest daughter taught how to
keep their home in order and in a short time the
family was again on its feet.
THE RACE (Dec. 20). — A young inventor designed
a new type of motorboat which he was convinced
would break world records. He showed his plans
to a builder who promised to look them over. The
next day the papers were returned to the boy with
a short message that they were Impractical. His
hopes blasted, the inventor gave up in despair.
Later, (through the shrewdness of his fiance, he
found that bis designs had been stolen by the man
to whom he had submitted them. He was unable
to prove It. and anyway, as the other man said,
the Innovation had been patented and the young
inventor was out of it.
Determined to have revenge the young man set to
work to design another motorboat which would far
excell his original model. He was successful, and
induced the owner of a shipyard to finance the venture. The new boat was completed In time to participate In the international races and the inventor
realized that to win this contest meant everything
to him. His backer had promised that if victory
was scored he would supply ample funds and was
certain that they would both make their fortunes.
On the day of the race, the Inventor was making
his boat ready, when the man who bad robbed him
appeared. This person had found that the new
boat was a certain winner, and he tried to bribe
the Inventor to lose the race, but the young man
indignantly refused. There, was a quarrel and a
fight with the final result that the boy was felled
to the ground unconscious and with a broken arm.
There he lay until after the time for the race to
start and
when he painfully dragged himself to the
water
front.
Surprisedly he watched the race, and was overperplexed
to see amid
that the
bis applause
boat was offara
ahead. joyed,Ityet won
with ease,
crowd of excited spectators, and then slowly approached the landing place, where the steersman,
his face concealed by the disfiguring "racing rig."
alighted and approached him. Then the disguise
was thrown off, and the inventor recognized the
woman he loved.
"I was standing in the crowd," she explained,
"and I saw the other boats move from the starting
line, but yours was not among them. I ran down
to the landing, and your mechanician told me you
had gone
away,
he didn't
where oryouto
were.
There
was and
no time
to makeknow
a search,
bunt up someone to take your place. Your instruction came In handy, and I was sure that In an
emergency I cotild run the boat better than any
other person than you, for I know all about It.
The results show I was right, didn't It?"
And the Inventor clasped the girl in his unbroken
arm, for be realized that he owed, not only love
her.
and happiness, but victory and assured fortune to
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AMERICAN.
THE DAUGHTERS OF SENOR LOPAZ (Dec. 16).
—The simple act of discharging a worthies* laborer
baa marked Influence on the destinies of the two
daughters of the Spanish merchant, Senor Lopaz.
Acordlng to the custom of their people, the eldest
daughter Madeline Is afforded lenient privileges
orer the younger sister, lues, and It Is the desire
of the father that she be the first of the sisters
to marry. Madeline Is a frequent visitor at her
father'a
It laInduring
one with
of these
visits
that
ahestore
first and
comes
contact
the Senor
Trevlno. On the same day, Inez, desiring something of her father, visits, the store, and is called
to account for her appearing In public, which la
against the custom of their people. She also met
the Senor Trevlno, who Immediately becomes Infatuated with her beauty and escorts her to her
home. Senor Trevlno, finding It Impossible
to
court the younger daughter, decides to write her
a letter In hope of seeing her again. Accordingly,
he sends a messenger with the following letter:

\

"Senorlta Lopaz:
May I call for you at eight to stroll In the
moonlight ? Humbly,
GUSTAVE
TREVINO."
When evening arrives she goes to meet him, but
ts stopped by tier father and elder sister. Inez
shows them the letter and the elder sister suggests to her father that she herself pretend to
be the recipient of the note and go to meet the
Senor Trevlno. The father readily acceeds and
rebuking Inez, be sends her back to the bonse.
Madeline goes to keep the tryst and carries the
deception bo well that the young man is forced
to show her every courtesy, believing that she
actually received bis note. At the Lopaz home
Inez awakens to her love for the Senor and becomes rebellious of the restrictions placed upon
her and plans to run away. She leaves a note
for ber father, telling him that It is useless for
him to seek her and hurries from the bouse. She
la observed by Jose Caiillo, the discharged laborer,
leaving the house. He seeks an opportunity for
revenge and follows her. Out in tbe open country,
be accosts ber and seizing her, drags her down the
steps of an old ruin, planning to bold her for
ransom.
In tbe meantime, the father has found the note
and almost distracted, he hurries to find Madeline
and shows the note to her and the young Senor.
Trevlno cannot conceal his concern and tells the
father that he will find her at any cost. Senor
Lopaz notifies bis laborers of the disappearance of
bis daughter, Inez, and they all join in the
search. Trevlno, out in the open country, rushes
about calling her name and as be approaches tbe
ruins, hears a faint answer to bis call. With a
rush be is down the steps and attacks ber captor. The laborer is strong and wiry and it is
not until assistance comes that they are able to
overcome
the miscreant.
Trevlno leads Inez back to ber father, who Is
so delighted at seeing her again that he readily
gives bis consent to ber marriage to tbe young
Senor Trevlno.
THE POWEE OF LOVE (Dec. 19).— Old Captain
Blount, having retired from the sea, has taken
bis abode among the fishermen on tbe coast In
order to be near the ocean. As a captain, he bad
been tyrannical, and now, no longer having a crew
to dominate, he tries to direct the lives of his
two daughters In much tbe same manner as be
would handle mutiny. Among the young fishermen. Bob Newcomer has found favor with the
old "salt" and when be expressed a desire to marry
tbe captain's oldest daughter, Martha, the father
told ber to prepare to wed the fisherman.
Upon a cliff ranch, two young cowboys. Jack
Woomer and Pete Neville, are employed. They
bad met Martha and Mabel Blount and had learned
to love them. Bob Newcomer discovers this and
notifies the old captain. Together, they Interrupt
one of tbe meetings and the father npbralds his
daughters. But tbe cowboys are not without resource. They go to the village where they secure
licenses and then await the arrival of the clrcultrtrtlng minister, who makes periodical trips In the
vicinity. On the day of bis arrival tbey secure
bis service and calling the girls are married In
the open air. Again tbe suspicions Newcomer has
been watching and hurrying to tbe captain tells
him of tbe marriages of his two daughters.
Pete Neville and his bride start down to Interview the irate father and procure his forgiveness,
when Newcomer raises his gun and kills the young
bridegroom. Startled at tbe sound of firing, Jack
Woomer and his newly made wife hurry down
and come upon tbe tragedy. Newcomer and tbe
captain have called a number of fishermen and
they take Martha from tbe young husband by
force and promise him the same fate that Neville
received If he ever comes that way again. Woomer
returns to the rsnch and calls on the cattle men
to return with him and avenge the death of their
pal. They start for the beach and are soon engaged In conflict. Mabel, crazed with grief over
the death of her husband, wanders away to tbe
treacherous rocks In the ocean. While the conflict
la on, Martha sees her husband on tbe cliffs and
hurries to Join them, followed by tbe ever-watchful
Newcomer. Woomer and Newcomer fight and
Woomer succeeds In throwing his adversary over
the cliffs.
Reunited,
the husband
and wife re-
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turn to ber fatber'a home and put an end to tbe
useless warfare, but tbey are too late. Tbe old
captain bad fought his laat fight and they find
Mm lying in the doorway. Sick at heart tbey
wander towards the beach, seeking Mabel and at
an ebb tide they find ber where tbe treacherous
ocean had thrown her, for she baa gone to Join her
husband In tbe land beyond.
SAVING THE INNOCENTS (Dec. 21).— A beautiful and Interesting series of pictures depleting
the care, comforts and education bestowed upon
unfortunate children, who, despite the deformities,
learn useful occupations, so that In later years
they are self-supporting and not dependent upon
society.
MBS. BROWNS BABfY (Dec. 21),— Rejected
from a hotel, an unhappy and destitute theatrical
troupe took refuge by a railroad station. There
the comedian, F. Funnymore, found an old newspaper containing an "ad." He read It to his
destitute companions and tbey beat It madly for
the address, for the "ad" ststed that a certain
Mrs. Brown wanted professionals to assist in a
church entertainment. Making a feast of the
fruit In Mrs. Brown's dining room, they are finally
all hired. The comedian is given the part of a
baby. In baby clothes, Mr. J. Funnymore w-as
quite the funniest baby Mrs. Brown or yourself
has ever seen. He was a fairly contented baby
until Mrs. Brown began to rehearse her part as
I.eab, the Forsaken. Then Mr. J. Funnymore beat
It, beat It hard, in baby clothes and mighty glad
be bad them.

GREAT

NORTHERN.

HIS FIRST PATIENT (Dec. 14).— In this comedy
film a young doctor finds difficulty in building up
a practice. An elderly society woman, Mrs. Clean,
urges him to relieve the pain of her pet dog, who
is suffering from toothache, and later he is invited to attend a reception given by his patroness.
At this function Dr. Bucbsn la Introduced to Miss
Alice Prop, the daughter of a rich manufacturer.
Mutual affection between the two is evident from
the beginning and as Mr. Prop has announced that
he will be absent from the city for several days
on a business engagement.
Tbe young medical man asks Miss Prop to partake of luncheon In his apartments. She accepts
the invitation, but in the Interim her father returns to his home, having missed a train. Finding
his daughter absent be hastens to the house of
Mrs. Clean, tbe hostess at the reception and
learns that his daughter has left In company with
Dr. Bncban. The elderly society woman dispatches
a messenger to the bouse of the young physician
warning him that the father of Alice has returned
unexpectedly and Is on his way to find his daughter. Upon receipt of this message. Dr. Buchan
puzzles his wits and finally conceives the idea of
having Alice feign illness. The girl consents to
hoodwink her father to this extent and when the
latter arrives at the doctor's home, he finds his
daughter being ministered to by the physician. An ambulance is called and Alice, still
attended by Dr. Buchan, is taken to tbe borne of
ber father where for several days she pretends to
be ill. Dr. Buchan is the regular physician In
attendance and during the absence of the father
there is much love making and little that suggests Illness. Finally Dr. Bucban musters up
courage and confesses to Mr. Prop that he Is In
love with his daughter. He proposes for ber band,
is accepted and as a climax the young physician
tells of the plot which bad been prompted by
Cupid.
Father forgives and all ends well.

SOLAX.
HEARTS UNKNOWN (Deo. 18).— Grace Preston,
Is a girl who has many admirers. Her father has
plenty of money and gives her everything she desires. Grace Is In love with Charles Dewhurat, a
suave Individual wbo looks upon the marriage with
Grace as a convenience; but later when be bears
that Mr. Preston has lost bis fortune, he breaks
tbe engagement. Grace's pride is Injured and not
told by ber father that she is no longer an heiress,
she decides to marry George Kenyon, her father's
secretary, to spite tbe man wbo Jilted her. Kenyon is not a wealthy man, but he loves Grace for
ber own sake. He knows that ahe Is no longer a
girlAfter
with the
a "dough-bag."
marriage Grace is very cold to her
husband, because she feels that he married her
for her money. When she learns the truth about
ber fortune she then realizes what a fool she has
been. She Is about to plead for forgiveness and
finds him talking confldentally to another woman.
Grace thinks he Is making love to ber, but In
reality be Is telling tbe woman, wbo Is an old
friend, his troubles. "Oh! I have nothing to live
for," says Grace In despair. She plans suicide,
but ber husband again demonstrates his love.
FIVE EVENINGS (Deo. 20). — Parents are often
to blame for tbelr boys and girls going wrong,
because, through carelessness or Ignorance, tbey
do not make their home life meet the needs of
growing
children.
This was the case with the Crawley family.
Mr. Crawley smoked and read bis paper In the
evening. His wife read or embroidered. They did
not like to be disturbed. Tom Crawley, forbidden
to go out evenings, went up to bed, and crawled

out of the window.
When
Jessie's friends came
to see her, no one had a good time.
Affairs were In this condition, when Aunt Lucy
arrived. Aunt Lucy was a woman of rare insight,
and
people. them,
Sbe won
heartsympathy
from tbe with
first, young
and between
tbey Jessie's
turned
the bouse Into a gay and lively place. Even
father and mother were stirred out of their accustomed habits, felt quite young again. Bat
Tom was harder to win. He continued to sneak
away nights, until through Aunt Lucy, father
saw how near be bad come to losing bis boy,
and Tom was saved from disgrace.

PUNCH.
THE BABT AND THE COB (Dec. 19).— Mrs.
Brown thinks that sbe has the prettiest baby la
the world, but everybody knows that It is a poor
puny little girl with no claim to beauty. A doctor
makes a great discovery in the form of a
tonic to be placed In the baby's milk. Mrs. Brown
gives the tonic to her baby and It starts to grow
at a wonderful rate. The nurse takes baby out
for an airing and while sbe is having a little
flirtation It grows to be a plump three-hundred
pound wonder and gets lost In the park. A diminutive policeman finds It and has bis own troubles
tives.
getting
it home to its surprised mother and rela-

CHAMPION.
THE H0NEYM00NER8 (Dec. 9).— Charlie Smith,
whose father objects to his son keeping company
with Rae Meadows, sends his gardner, De Forest
Smith, with a letter of Instructions to Rae. Tbe
gardner is In love with Rae's cook, Balney, and
they, like Charlie and Rae, elope. After sending
a telegram to the Grand Hotel, Boston, to reserve
tbe best suite of rooms, Charlie and bis wife start
to Boston by automobile, while the gardner and
Balney, start by train.
Tbe manager of tbe hotel Is delighted to receive
the telegram, but when the gardner and bis wife
arrive and ask for the best snlte of rooms, be
turns them down, because they look like country
rubes. It is not until De Forest produces bis card
that the manager gives them accommodation, thinking that it must be he who sent the telegram
As a couple of notorious criminals by the name
signed
of Smith"Smith."
are at large, the inspector of police. Institutes a search of all the hotels. The Inspector
and tbe police arrive at tbe Grand Hotel and see
tbe name of Mr. and Mrs. Smith on the register.
Just as he is making tbe arrests, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Smith, who have walked all the way, their
machine having broken down, appear and ask for
their rooms. Upon producing tbelr cards, the Inspector has the four Smiths arrested and taken to
prison, thinking tbey are the bandits. They are
left there for the night. The next morning tbe
Inspector receives a telegram to the effect that
the real criminals have been captured, traveling
under the name of Maloney. This, of course, exonerates the Smiths.

RELIANCE
TOPSY TURVY LOVE AFFAIR (Deo. 7).— At
the seashore, Grace Winters and her pretty young
aunt meet two charming gentlemen, Dick Van Allen and his guardian, Paul Deacon. The gentlemen
teach the ladles to swim and one day Dick rescues
Grace. However, Dick thinks bis guardian too attentive to the pretty aunt, and a quarrel ensues.
They decide to settle the matter by a duel. The
clerk is requested to act as second, but be refuses
the honor and the French chef is suggested. The
chef accepts quite pleased. Dick and his guardian
(as the time for the duel draws near), becomes suddenly terror stricken at the sight of any object
resembling a gun or pistol. The clerk and tbe
chef get together and devise a scheme by which
tbe pair can fight tbelr duel, bat without result.
They replace the lead bulets with bread crumbs.
The chef directs the duel and at the command
of "fire" both discharge their guns and fall; believing themselves mortally wounded. But they
discover the truth and as aunty and Grace rush
up, have occasion to thank the chef. A minister,
who hsd been In attendance, Is pressed Into service
and a double wedding takes place.
JOE'S REWARD (Dec. 11)
Joe, a prisoner In tbe
state penitentiary. Is paroled with the proviso that
be remain In bis own state. Filled with Joy be
goes to the country, where be gets work ss s farmhand. The farmer, a bard-headed old fellow, learning that Joe Is an ex-convict, treats him cruelly.
The boy's only comfort Is Mary, the pretty eighteenyear-old daughter of the farmer. Her kindness wins
Joe's heart and they are soon deeply In love. The
farmer learning of this, sends the boy away, bat
Mary refuses to let blm go alone and they elope.
They are married, and later Joe learns of some little
homesteads to be bad across the state border. He
breaks the proviso and takes bis wife where she
will bave a borne and some comfort. His monthly
reports he sends to a friend in the other state and
he malls them to the warden. The farmer learning
what Joe baa done, goes to tbe Jail and tells. Joe Is
arrested and brought back. But when be tells the
warden his atory — bow be tried to make a living
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OPEN FOR BUSINESS
With an exclusive FILM SERVICE.
Each show to include
a Two- or Three-Reel Feature and a good amount of comedy
Demand

a Service that is Exclusive in Your City or Town

FEATURES
JUST

IN

Balkan
War
2 REELS
Midnight Ride of
Paul Revere
3 REELS

ALL FEATURES GO WITH
REGULAR SERVICE OR
BOOKED
SEPARATE

MACHINES

FEATURES
COMING

Midnight
Express
3 REELS
International
Conspiracy
3 REELS

Powers, Motiograph, Edison and Simplex Machines at Wholesale and Retail.
Don't delay. Write for Prices at once.
•

Get Our Prices

R. D. MARSON

S U P P L IE S
"jESS^MOVING PICTURE CO., S97 ^STSftsf REETl

Subscribers, Please Note
Day Light Motion Pictures
Produced Willi Perfect Results
Do you want to secure the clearest and most perfect Motion Picture
Projection possible — and at the
same time have your Theater brilliantly lighted? Our new

LIGHT AS DAY PROCESS
has solved this perplexing problem.
We have found a way in which Motion Picture Theaters can produce
Day Light Pictures without interfering with perfect projection.
For $15.00 we will send you the complete Process, including a set of
DAY LIGHT CURTAIN EMULSION, which is positively guaranteed to produce perfect results or
money refunded.
For further particulars, write us direct.

LAEMMLE FILM SERVICE, Minneapolis
Remember, TIGHT AS DAY PROCESS is
endorsed and guaranteed by the LAEMMLE
x^auaiFILM SERVICE.

BINDERS

For each threeof the
months' volume

MOVING
PI

Can be furnished as follows,
express charges additional:
75c each.
$2.60 for four.
$7.25 per dozen.
By prepaid mail $1.00 each.
SIMPLE
Single

AND

Copies

SECURE

Easily

Removed

Moving Picture World
17 MADISON

AVENUE, NEW

YORK

CITY
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THE

and couldn't; bow the farmer hounded him and tried
to wreck hla home and happiness, the warden hands
him a life parole and sets him free to return home.
When he arrives there are tw waiting to greet him,
for a little baby has arrived while he was away.

AN ELEPHANT SLEUTH (Dec. 12).— Ignatz and
his sweetheart meet clandestinely. Ignatz writes
to her a tender missive In which he confides that
the time Is ripe for her to leave her cabbage-head
of an uncle, to Join one who loves her more than
be loves prunes. He drops this letter through the
gate, but unfortunately the cabbage-head of an
uncle Is reclining there In an easy chair rustling the
foliage with bis euphonious snores. The uncle,
of course, la annoyed at being Identified as a cabbage and be locks Ignatz's sweetheart, the fair
Paprika Macterla, In a closet. Of course, the warm
Paprika does not show up at the trysting place and
Ignatz experiences great grief. In desperation he
advertises, stating that be will give a reward In
money or a full set of second hand false teeth to
anyone who will bring back bis Bonny to blm. He
receives an answer from a man saying tbat his
trained elephant can recover anything from upholstery to lost appetites, and that he has a trunk
full of credentials. It Is signed Esau. Esau, neglects, however, to say whether he eats 'em alive.
Esau brings bis pachyderm to call upon Ignatz
Mouse and the tiny animal scents a Yale lock of
the glrl'a hair, Having received the clue, he
saunters forth, an elephant on his own hands, or on
his own feet, in quest of the Imprisoned maiden who
Is closeted with herself and a decidedly lachrymose tendency. The elephant, regardless of the
high cost of Dresden china and real estate, goes
a devastating way and extricates the lady from
the closet. He bends the knee while the captive
climbs upon his back, when off they trot to lovelorn Ignatz. Ignatz Is so delighted tbat he adopts
the elephant Into his family and all live happily
ever after.

QAUMONT.
GAUMONT WEEKLY NO. 39 (Deo. 4).— HYDROAEROPLANING IN PARIS.— Cheniet rides circles
around Alexandre bridge.
THE CUTE BABY HIPPO.— He takes his first
plunge in Buenos
Ayres Zoological park bath.
OHIO WOMEN WANT TO VOTE.— Thousands of
them parade in Columbus to demonstrate tbelr
strength.
THE LAUNCHING OF THE "MARLBOBOUGH."
— Mammoth British sea fighter slides gracefully Into
the water.
POBTLAND BUILDING COLLAPSES.— Marquan
structure, nine stories high, Is wrecked In Oregon
City.
TWENTY AIBSHIPS FOB GEEMANY.— Zeppelin type of aerial man of war makes good.
WHEN GBEEK MEETS GBEEK.— Thousands of
them come together in Marseilles departing for
Balkun battle fields.
THE OLD GUABD PABADES.— New
mous organization seen ou Broadway.

York's fa-

THE LATEST GOWNS.— Paris displays her
latest products In women's wear.
HOESEMANSHIP UNPARALLELED. — Italian
military experts put their steeds through thrilling
maneuvers.
A MOTION PICTURE CARTOON.— The struggle
between Consumer and Producer.

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

LUX.
WEARY GUSSIE FINDS A JOB (Dec. 13).—
Weary Gussle is in search of something to do. If
he cannot dodge work, he will do his best to put
up with It for a while. He gets a Job as a billposter, and the profession affords ample scope for
him to display his capacity as a work shirker.

ADV
Classified

!F="I
WANTED.

Advertisements,

three

cents

SITUATIONS
AT LIBEBTY— ED. J. BRYAN, TRAP DRUMMER
WITH
BELLS.
The boy tbat makes
the pictures
talk.
Write or wire, Box 177, Fort Dodge, Iowa.
MANAGES — 7 years' experience, familiar In booking and advertising, best of references. Address, B.
M. R., care of Moving Picture World, New York
City.
AT LIBERTY — Operator 12 years' experience; best
of reference. Bun and repair all makes of machines.
Will Manage small bouse. Wife A-l pianist. AdMass. dress "THE HOWARDS," 7 Richmond St., Lowell,

AT LIBERTY— CAMERA AND EXPERT DARK
ROOM MAN. FORMERLY WITH EBEBHARD
SCHNEIDER. CAN TAKE FULL CHARGE OF
DARK ROOM. ADDRESS CAMERA MAN, CARE
OF MOVING PICTURE WORLD, NEW YORK CITY.
LICENSED OPERATOR— Expert, wishes position
with or without machine. Address OPERATOR, 692
Flushing Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
SALESMAN desires to locate with Film Exchange
or Supply House. Understands the details pertaining to the picture business. Nine years' experience.
Employed at present, but desire to make a change.
Understands tbe trade and have a good following.
Thoroughly competent and a business getter. Can
furnish tbe best of credentials as to past business
career. Willing to travel or locate. Address
HUSTLER, care of Moving Picture World, New
York City.
COMBINATION PIANIST and singer, musical
dramatizer of the picture play. Clear, high baritone
(also spot). Best in business. Prefer Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin or Michigan. Address W. P.
COLEMAN,
5958 Prairie Ave., Chicago, 111.
HELP

WANTED.

per

word,

cash with

50

WANTED.

WANTED — Following
Films:
"Napoleon
Man of
Destiny,"
"Napoleon
and Josephine,"
"Grenadier
Roland." Address W. T. H., care of Moving Picture
World, Chicago, 111.
THEATRES
WANTED.
WANTED— Best moving picture theater that $800
(eight hundred dollars) cash will buy.
Western location preferred. Address BOX 807, La Grange, Ore.
WILL LEASE OR BUY picture theatre In city of
ten thousand or more in Ohio, Michigan, Indiana or
Illinois. Tell all first letter. Address E. V. McGRATH, Connersville, Ind.
WANTED— On Pacific Coast, a live proposition
In moving picture theatre or second-band equipment.
State full particulars. Address WESKIL, 2304 H
St., Sacramento, Cal.
THEATRES FOR SALE.
FOR SALE — Complete Moving Picture and Vaudeville Show for colored people.
Seats 200. Drawing
population, 6,000.
Write BOX 202, Borne, Ga.
FOB SALE— Princess Theatre, 116 S. High St.,
Columbus, Ohio. Vaudeville and motion pictures.
Near State House, Post OflBce, Interurban Stations
and Libraries. Investigate. Address PRINCESS
THEATRE,
116 S. High St., Columbus, Ohio.
FLOURISHING PICTURE THEATRE— Good position, cheap for cash, as owner is leaving country.
Address BOX 156S, Saskatoon, Sask., Canada.

WANTED— Advance agent to book M. P. Attraction. Experience absolutely necessary. State lowest
salary and all particulars first letter. Address ATTBACTION,
care of Moving Picture World, Chicago,
111.

TO LEASE OR SELL— Picture parlor In central
Illinois. Population 4,000. Address "PARLOR,"
care of Moving Picture World, New York City.

PIANO,
VIOLIN
(with library), Cello or Bass,
Cornet, Clarinet, Drums and Xylophone.
Want musicians not fakers.
Open seven hours.
Btat'e salary.
0B< ill stka,
care
of Moving
Picture
World. New York City.

FOR
SALE — Latest model Urban Camera,
Zeiss
lens, eight
magazines,
tripod,
etc. Little used.
Communicate
with E. ALEXANDER,
oO West 44th
St., New York City.

LECTURER,
OPERATOR— With
late machine.
Both must be absolutely A-l.
Very best
Address H. JAM1ESON, Gen. Del., Kansas City, M...
BUSINESS OPPOBTUNITY.
POSTER BUSINESS for sale. Good location,
splendid opportunity for live wire with small Investment to make money. Address SAMUEL FRIEDMAN, 1890 Franklin Ave., New York, N. Y.

Albany, N. Y. — The Colonial theater was purchased by the Colonial Amusement Company for
$125,000.
Oscar Perrin,- Treas.
Morris, HI. — Mrs. Harper has bought the Empire
theater building here and will open same.
Philadelphia, Pa. — BenJ. Jacobson Is planning to
build a moving picture theater building at Patten
& Columbia
Avenue,
this city.
Fresno, Calif. — Plans have been drawn for the
new picture theater for H. Iwata.
Los Angeles, Calif.— Mrs. E. Kantrowltz Is
building a new moving picture theater building
here to cost $10,000.
Beaumont, Tex. — Plans are being prepared for
the erection of a new theater by a New York corCoronado, Cal. — A contract has been let for the
poration.
erection
of a theater for this city.
New Bochelle, N. Y. — Mrs. C. Brunei has contracted for the erection of a brick theater building.
Cost $8,500.
Grand Bapids, Mich. — The Independent Theatrical
Co., will build a string of play bouses.
Louisville, Ky. — Plans are being prepared for
the erection of a new theater building on 5th and
Walnut Streets.
Cranford, N. J. — Mr. Losser will erect a new
theater building at Union Avenue & Alden Street.

sents

I HAVE FOR SALE — 50 reels of films. Full particulars by addressing J. B. CROWLEY, Box 257,
Charleston, W. Va.

CAMERAS

Among the Exhibitors
Bessemer, Mich. — Paul E. Butman and W. F.
KHley,
will open the BesBemer opera house.
building.
Clinton, 111. — The opera bouse organization for
Clinton Is completed and It will erect a theater

I
order]

FILMS FOR SALE.
FEATURE
FILM— The Fall Round
Up on Y 6
Ranch.
Three thousand feet. $175 takes this film.
Including about $40 worth paper and heralds.
Write
BOX 202, Rome, Ga.

FILMS

ALL
ABOARD
(Dec.
18) — An
amusing
comic
film_ in which Arabella endeavors
to Improve
her
property by building a railway thereon.
When the
railway Is opened the fun commences.

FOR SALE.

FOR SALE — Professional moving picture camera,
latest Improved type, cost $450. Like new, $250.
Address CARL GREGG, Lyric Theater, Tulsa, Aklaboma.
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE.
FOR
SALE — Excellent
moving
picture machine,
order.
Also second-hand
films and stereoptlcou.
Apply R. DICKEY,
390 Perth Ave., Toronto, Out.. Canada.

IN/IEIM

minimum]

postage

stamps

aooeptsd

FORT WAYNE COMPENSARCS— 60-Qycle 110Volt, $42; 60-Cycle 220-Volt, $52. Write for booklet.
Address IRA B. ALDEN, 538 W. Lehigh Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
FOR SALE — One standard outfit complete and 1912
motiograph head. Price complete, $175. Address
HEDWIG THEATRE, 3145 Irving Park Blvd., Chicago, 111.
CHEAP THEATRE CHAIRS, new and second-hand,
always on hand at cut prices, $8 a dozen up. Address J.,P. REDINGTON, Redington Bldg., Scranton,
Pa.
FOR

SALE — 8 by 10 Mirror Screen, one motiograph, one Mullin Coil. Good condition. Address
L. LOGAN,
549 N. Salina St., Syracuse, N. Y.
FOR SALE— One Mlrrorlode Curtain. 10 by 12 feet,
one Edison Model B gas outfit, and one typewriter.
Address F. X. FOEEMAN,
Blossburg, Pa.
MLSCELLANEOUS.
E.

WANTED — A good reliable confidential partner
to take half interest in moving picture entertainment. Must be one who understands tbe business,
capable of lecturing and singing, and willing to
travel through Canada and U. S. Address particulars, PETER F. HARSTAD, Pelley, Sask., Canada.
WE WANT THE BEST THEATBES In New York,
Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Pittsburgh,
Washington, Cincinnati, New Orleans, Denver, Buffalo, Albany, Detroit, and In all other cities, to use
"Denol," the perfect disinfectant of highly pleasing
odor. Write for sample. Address DENOL CHEMICAL CO., Pittsburg, Pa.
FOE SALE — Twenty musical electric bells, heavy
magnets, platinum contact points. C to G Chromatic, low pitch with resonators, keyboard and batteries, price thirty dollars. Address GEO. VAN,
Box 809, Hartford, Conn.
EXHTBITOES! W. VA. AND VIRGINIA— I am
now booking one of the greatest Western moneygetters on the market. Deadwood Dick, or Hero of
the Black Hills, 3000 feet, 3 reels, 84 scenes. This
Is a picture with a moral. Write or wire for dates
at once. E. C. DYE, Parkersburg, W. Va.
FILMS FOR SALE,
FOR SALE— Fifty 1,000-feet reels of film, $100.
Film at $2.50 to $10. The following two-reel features: Enoch Arden, $25; Celebrated Case, $40:
Damon & Pythias, $25; Parsifal, $40; Cell 13, $80:
When Hearts Break, $75; Clio 4 Phyletes, $60; Blue
Diamond, $80; Days of Nero, $80; Human Sacrifice,
$S0; Before Yorktown, $75: Athallah, Queen of
Judea, $120; War on tbe Plains, $60.
Tbe following three-reel features: Uncle Tom's
Cabin, $75; Grip of Alcohol, $25; Tale of Two
Cities, $75; Price of Beauty. $75; Girl and the Harp,
$60; Custer's Last Stand, $100; White Slaves, $75; ,
Passion Play, $120: Fools of Society, $75. H. DAVIS, I
Watertown,
Wisconsin.
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The "FOTOPLAYER"

The musical wonder that plays
correct music
for the picturesI |j:

EXHIBITOR: — You simply cannot afford to do without this instrument.
Write to-day.
We will send you full particulars immediately.

THE AMERICAN

r

MOVING

PHOTO

PLAYER SALES CO., 116 West 42d St., New York City, N. Y.

■WuRuTZER1

Si-.ibi-thKl 1HM

1

State

Right

WILLIAM

Feature
RUGH

The hero newsboy of Gary, Ind. Showing the great demonstration as tribute to
the dead hero. Now for sale. Act quick.
Other features.
Hamlet, 2 reels; Boys of the Golden West, 3 reels;
Tragedy of the Underworld; Courier's Dispatch, 3
reels; sensational, hand colored. The Yellow Peril,
3 reels; very sensational. Saved from Siberia, 3 reels;
strong drama. Fools of Society, sensational society
drama, 3 reels; For Her Father's Sake, 3 reels; powerful true life drama. Red Rose of Apache, 3 reels,
sensational. Mystery of Souls, a great 3-reel drama;
Tom Butler, 3 reels; great detective story. The Rose
of Thebes, 2 reels; wonderfully enacted Egyptian
drama. Manon Lescaut, 3 reels; sensational.
Penalty Is Death; hand colored, drama.

Free. A
•

Great Lobby
Display 1-3-8 Sheet
Posters and Banners

Write for COMPLETE

M. & F. FEATURE FILM CO.

A Wurlitzer Piano Orchestra Is used Inside this theatre

Write

for

32-page

booklet,

LIST and PRICES

showing

Wurlitzer Automatic Musical Instruments

167 W. WASHINTON
CHICAGO, ILL.

ST.

in the leading picture theatres of the country.

The Wurlitzer Instruments furnish better music than mvjidans
*ind reduce expenses.
60 different styles ; time paymeu^ ^ ; big
catalog free. I? you can't call, write to our nearest branch.

I

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Company

CINCINNATI NEW YORK
CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA
UMU fi 4th 16-27 W. Sid 820-881 S. Wabash 1886 Chestnut
Sy.LOUIS
CLEVELAND
BUFFALO
LOUISVILLE
COLTJMBUS O.

na ria* at

aoo bwd Eo*d

toi ium

iM w. en«t

Make Your Lobby Display
Attractive
There is nothing more
fascinating to the public
than a bright brass frame
to display your photos or
posters.
We make Lobby and
Theater Fixtures and
Brass Rails of every
description.
Write for Catalog
Don't fail to visit our
complete New York showroom, 101-103 4th Ave.

THE NEWMAN
MFG. CO.
717-721 Sycamore
St.,
Cincinnati, 0.
Eitablithed 1882

w i

I

REEL

RELIABLE
LOOK!

WORK
Read
Thi.
Advert
iiemtnt

If your time Is worth money, don't waste it by losing
time getting- in touch with us. It will pay you to let
us do your repair work. We know how to make your
machine new again. We handle a complete line of
supplies and buy and sell all makes of second-hand machines. SATISFACTION guaranteed. When anything
goes wrong think of

The Chicago Moving Picture Supply Co .107&r<?Aca 'ilE St"

G. W. BRADENBURGH
Cables Phila.
Bradfilms,
231-233 W. Eighth St..
Philadelphia, Pa.
Weekly
Feature Film Offered List.
TITLE
LENGTH
MAKE
PRICE ADV.
SIZE LITHO
SHEETS
His
Past
2400 . . . Mutoseope
$150.00
ones,
fours and banner.
The Outcast
3000... A. Nielson
175.00
ones, threes, banner.
Ship of Lions
1400.. .Ambroslo
100.00
ones, fours, banner.
God of the Sun (Colored)
1950...Pathe
120.00
ones, sixes, banner.
Romance
of a Poor Girl. .. .3000. . .Pathe
150.00
ones, eights, photos, banner.
The Acrobat's
Daughter
3300
Sequel
to
...Four Dare Devils. .250.00. .ones, threes, fours, photos, banner.
The Weed
2200 . . . A mbrosio
100.00
threes,
photos,
banner.
100.00
ones,
threes,
photos,
banner.
Vengeance
Is Mine
2000. .Ones
100.00
ones,
fours,
photos.
Airman's
Secret
1800. . Clnes
banner.
Fire
at Sea
3000.
.Gt. Northern
180.00
ones,
threes
banner.
Blackmail
2200... Clnes
125.00
ones, threes, banner.
Love's Combat
3300 . . . Monopol
150.00
ones,
fours,
Life's Gamble
2900 ... Monopol
150.00
ones, fours, sixes, banner.
Miranda
1850. ..Den. Bios
100.00
ones, threes, banner.
Attacked
by a Lion
1450. . .Gaumont
75.06
ones, sixes, banner.
Lt. Rose & Hidden Treasure. .1500. .Claredon
90.00
ones, threes, banner.
Zigomar
vs. Nick Carter
3000.. .Eclair
150.00
four, sixes, banner.
Countess
de Challant
2000.. .Pathe
100.00
ones, threes, banner.
Poor Jenny
3000.. .Asta Nielsen ....150.00
ones, threes, fours, banner.
Max Linder vs. Kick Winter. .1660. . .Pathe
100.00
ones, fours, banner.
Lt. Daring & Ships Mascot. .1500. . .Cosmo
100.00
ones, threes, banner.
Bull Fight, Mexico vs. Spain.. 2000. .Rosso
180.00
ones, fours, cards, banner.
1000 reels at from ten to thirty Dollars with posters, some as good as new.

Bell Phone
Market 334

II20

THE

MOVING

Song Slides.
A. L. Simpson, Inc.
"When a Little Bit o' Love Creeps In." Pub. by Vinton
Music Co., New York.
"If You Were Only Here."
Pub. by George W. Myers
Music Co., New York.
"Only a Bunch of Violets." Pub. by Church & Paxson.
"I Will Love You When the Silver Threads Are Shining
Among the Gold."
Pub. by McKinley Music Co.
"Dear Little Girl." Pub. by Church & Paxson.
"The Jolly Dancers Serenade."
Pub. by C. I. Davis.
Scott & Van Altena, Inc.
"I Long for You Tonight," Harris.
"Finnegan Gave It to Me," Crown.
"When I Lost You," Snyder. .
"Whistling Jim," Theo. Morse.
"Butterflies,
Stern.
"You'll Be Sorry," Smith & Browne.
" 'Til Then Will Cease," Harris.

BARGAIN

BULLETIN

NO. II

New Powert Six, complete less rheostat, used 6 days
{167
Mew Edison Model B, complete less rheostat, used 8 days
$169
Exhibition Edison Model, in fine condition, but no magazines
$ 65
Mirroroid Curtains, any size, 15c sq. foot. Write for sample free.
Write quick as these specials don't last long. We carry everything
for the Picture Show.

MUNCIE
202

FILM & SUPPLY

E. Main, Muncie,

SOMETHING
THE UNBREAKABLE
AND WASHABLE

CO.

Indiana

PICTURE

WORLD

bitor! —
Mr.Hook Exhi
up to weekly service of Features
that are.

KINETO FILM EXCHANGE, S^^V?^

MAKE

Make them younelf. Written with pen and ink
or typewriter. Three minutes to make a glide. Uitd
for advertising slides, to announce future or feature
programmes, for chorus slides when chorus slide it
missing. We send four colors of gelatin. The glides
look well and anyone can make them. They art
handy also for announcing vaudeville acts. la fact
they may be readily used for anything you may wish
to say to your audience.
For the sum of three dollars ($3) cash with order,
we will send by express, charges not prepaid, or
$3-5.0 by registered mail, prepaid (Canadian orders by
registered mail only), the following:
24 cover glass, i package binder strips. 1 doten
mats, 1 instruction sheet, 1 form sheet and 50 strips
assorted colors gelatin — enough for from 300 to 400
slides. Order now.
Address:

UTILITY TRANSPARENCY

NEW

1733 West 9th St.,

MENT
DES
ANNO
SLI
A UNCE
NK OWNMIC
BLAYOUR
E.7^" MAKE

■SLIDES

& OLESON,

K

IM D

O

SLIDES

Back elide Illustrated from Ufa and most exquisitely colored.
Advertising Slide* at Reasonable Rate*
On Seng- Slide Catalogue ef the
600 asking.
different songs free to anyone

ItYicMo^nU'

SCOTT

I K

EDWARDS & VICTOR
Y. T.

of ear new line of besntlful

ANNOUNCEMENT

Wanted to buy or rent second-hand films. One, two and
three reel subjects. State name, make and price in first
letter to
Dawson,

Canada

& VAN ALTENA,

THE

BUSES

THAT

BET

Bioscope
Yearly subscription,

LISTEN! We hare rone to great expense to make a Christmas slide,
which we will mail you for 25c, or which we will enclose free with
every order of five of our Announcement Slides, accompanied with $1.10.
We make the best advertising' slides on Earth, at 60o and 75o each.
Tell your merchants about them.

"WE ABE PURE AIR SPECIALISTS," Not
Hot Air Merchants. Send as seating; capacity
of roar Theatre, and we will send 70a full particulars, regarding the clererest little device on
the market today. It will transform the 111smelllng, obnoxious air of your Theatre Into a
Healthy, Sweet-scented Atmosphere. Write today for fall particulars and Prices.
MIDLAND
TRANSPARENCY
CO.
814 Ramge Bldg., Omaha,
Neb.

Lockport, N. Y.

fee

59 Pearl St., New York City

HAVE

85 Shaftesbury Avenue,

NIAGARA SLIDE COMPANY

CO.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

of All Kinds

Sfend for Catalog-oe "W"

Wrltl en ones'. Easily as.Paper
CanS beEACH
red E
Mica25That
Made «f Specially PrepaPRIC
CENT

BATTERSHALL

'EMSELF SLIDES
YOUR-

A STANDARD

The leading Journal
of the Moving Picture
business in Europe,
largest circulation
and best Advertising
Medium, bar none
S2.00.

LONDON,

W., ENGLAND

Machine Repairing
Improved Parts
LAVEZZI MACHINE

BALKAN

WORKS,

WAR

2940 Herndon St., Chicago
40
20 SLIDES

colored or plain ; self explaining or lecture posters. Sets any size. Plain,
25c. each, 50c. each colored. Merry Xmas and Happy New Year Slides
Colored, 2 for 50c.
A. J. CLAPHAM
130 West 37th St.
New York

ILLUSTRATED Song Slides are coming back with tremendous strides. The Public is thoroughly sick of the
ragtime and suggestive spotlight songs that are so monotonously alike.
We can furnish you with a Slide Service containing only the famous Scott & Van Altena and DeWitt C.
Wheeler slides. Think what that means.
Write for particulars of latest $9.00 to $12.00 saving proposition, also Catalogue No. 10.

Chicago Song Slide Exchange, 6th Floor Powers Bldg., 37 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
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EXHIBITORS!

As our entire yearly output has been disposed of, you are requested to communicate with
us so that we may direct you to parties controlling your territory.
Yours very truly,

RINOGRAPH

CO.

OF AMERICA

Importers of Feature Films made by

KINOGRAPH

CO.

OF COPENHAGEN/ DENMARK

Producers of Two and Three Reel Feature Films Only

145 W. 45th St., New York City

FILM LECTURES
By W. STEPHEN

"GETYour ITLobbyFROM
WHITE"
Attractive With Our
BRASS FRAMES for

Make

BUSH

One and Three Sheet
Posters and Photo
Players

How World
to PutRenowned
On the Passion
Play (Pathe Freres' $1.00
Production)
How to Put On "The Crusaders, or Jerusalem
Delivered'* (World's Best Film Co.)
1.00
Lecture for "Dante's Inferno"
and Complete
Key (Milano
Film Co.; Five Reels)
1.00
"Life of Moses"
(Vitagraph
Five-Reel)
10
$5.00 per Hundred to Exchanges for This One.
Copyrighted and For Sale Only by
CHALMERS
BOX 226 MADISON

PUBLISHING

SQUARE

EVERYTHING
FOR
THE M. P. HOUSE
SEND

N. V. CITY

USE A SUREHOLD SHUTTER SETTER
FOR BETTER PICTURES

CATALOGUE

WHITE SPECIALTY CO.
124 E. 14th St., New York

CO.

P.O.

FOR

"The Leader" in Calcium Lights
IT LIGHTS !
IT LASTS!

IT LEADS !

All weak points of other calcium light outfits have been overcome. A few points
of advantage
lights
on the "THE
market: LEADER" CALCIUM LIGHT OUTFIT has over all other calcium
More compact. Requires 25 per cent, less oxygen to evaporiie the ether. Will not
tip over.
Saturator Inside of generator.
Any experienced operator will tell you these points of superiority are found In no
other Calcium Light outfit manufactured.
Others claim their outfit is the best. but they do not tell you why. We claim the
LEADER leads them all and we tell you why.
In other words, we prove our claim.
The LEADER Calcium Light Is positively the next thing to electricity for moving
picture machine or stereoptlcon work and Is recommended by all large traveling
companies and large moving picture dealers.
Demand the LEADER from your dealer. Drop ns a line and we will tell you why
the LEADER CALCIUM LIGHT leads them all.
If you are using the LEADER you are using the best money can buy.
PRICE,
Complete
with Burner,
$25.00.

Bead what a satisfied customer sayi:
Winston-Salem,
N. C, Oct. 21st, 1912.
Surehold Shatter Setter Co., BelllDgbam, Wash.
Gentlemen: — Please send me by mall two Surehold
Shatter Setters. Find enclosed $15.00 for same. I
certainly am pleased with the one I have now, and
always want to keep one on band. I am Installing
a new machine and want one for It.
Send for circular. EDGAR C. PEARCE.

SUREHOLD
P.

0.

Box

SHUTTER
428,

SETTER

Bellingham.

DEARBORN

CO.,

219 S. DEARBORN

Wash.

"THE

CO.
CHICAGO,

MIRACLE"

We Have the Goods
DON'T BE BLUFFED

NEW

NOVELTY

ST.

YORK
145 WEST

We Have the Rights

AND DON'T DELAY

FILM COMPANY

45th STREET, NEW

YORK

CITY

ILL
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GREAT
Nov. 23 —
\..». :<•■
Dec.
7—
Dec.
7—
it—

INDEPENDENT
RELEASE
II

lillllllllllllllllllllllllllll
AMERICAN.

Not.
Not.

20 — Grandfather'* Forgiveness
(Dr.)
20 — The Rapids of Onatra River,
Finland
(Scenic)
27— Playing with Kdged Tools (Drama)..
4 — The Inseparable Friends (Comedy)...
4 — Plenty of Good
Lungs
(Comedy)

BISON.
Not. 12 — Blackfoot's Conspiracy
(Dr. )
Not. 18— The Tribal Law (2 reels) (Dr.)
Not. 19 — Trapped
by Fire (Dr.)
Not. 23— The Half-Breed Scout (Dr.)
Not. 26 — An Indian Outcast (Drama)
Massacre of the Fourth
Cavalry
Not. 80 — The
(Drama)
Dec.
8
—
Big
Rock's
Last
Stand
(2
reels.
Dr.)
Dec.
7 — The
Rights of a Savage
(Drama)
Dec. 10 — A Four-Footed Hero (2 reels) (Drama)
Dec. 14— A Ride for Life (Drama)
BRONCHO.
80 — How
Shorty
Kept
His Word
(Drama)
« — The Man They Scorned (2 reels) (Dr.)
13 — Mary
of the Mines
(Drama)
30— The Civilian
(2 leels)
(Dr.)
27— The Ball Player and the Bandit (Dr.)
4— His Sqnaw (2 reels — Drama)
11 — A Double Reward
(Drama)
18 — His Sense of Duty
(Drama)

CHAMPION.
Oct. 28 — Sue (Drama)
Not. 4 — A Tramp's Strategy
(Drama)
Not. 11— A Protege of Uncle Sam (2 reels) (Dr.)
Not. 18— Bine Ridge Folks
(Dr.)
Nov. 25 — The Gateway to America (Drama)...
Dec. 2 — Billy Jones of New York (Com.-Dr.)
Dec.
9 — The
Honeymooners
(Comedy)
CRYSTAL.
24 — The Quarrel (Com.)
24— The Valet and the Maid (Com.)
1 — Locked
Out
(Comedy)
1 — A Picnic In Dakota
(Comedy)
8 — A Tangled
Marriage
(Comedy)
8 — The Black
Prince
(Comedy)
15 — The
Mind
Cure
(Comedy)
15 — Oh, that Lemonade!
(Comedy)

Dec.

1 — At the Flame, the Butterfly Burnt Ies
Wings
(Drama)
3 — The
Bonnie,
Ronnie
Banks
o' Loch
Lomond
(Scenic)
5 — Dick's
Wife
(Drama)
8— The
Fly
(Educational)
8 — The
Mender,
the Pipe and
the Vase
(Comedy)
10 — The Black Sheep
(Drama)
12 — The
Poisoned
Pool
(Drama)
15 — The
Busy
Bee
(Scientific)
15 — Funnlcuj" Hunting Exploit (Comedy)..

ECLAIR.

Dec.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

FRONTIER.
Dec. 11— The

Goat

Girl of

Bear

Canyon

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Nov. 30 — The
Double
Cross
Nov. 80 — The
Bullet-Proof
Coat
(Comedy)
Dec.
2 — No Greater Love
(Drama)
Dec. 5 — Through Shadowed Vales (Drama)....
Dec.
7 — A Trip
Through
the Cincinnati
Zoo
(Natural History)
Dec.
7 — An Election
Bet
(Comedy)
Dec.
9 -The World-Weary
Man
i Drama)
1 2 — Lass o' the Light' (Drama)
Dec. 14 — Aunt Dinah's
Plot
(Comedy)
I"
14 — A Day at West Point (Military)
IT ALA.

Dee.
Dec.

Nov. 25— The Horror of Sin (2 reels) (Dr.)....
Dec.
2 — A Spider on the Brain (Com.)
Dec.
2 — Too Much Beauty
(Com.)
Dec. 9 — Peeping
Tom
(Comedy)

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

HAY-BEE.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

8 — When Lee Surrenders (2 reels) (Dr.)..
15— The Altar of Death (2 reels) (Dr.)..
22 — The Army Surgeon
(2 reels)
(Dr.)...
29— The
Invaders
(8 reels)
(Dr.)
6 — For the Cause
(2 reels, Drama)
13 — Blood Will Tell (2 reels. Drama)
20 — The Dead Pays (2 reels (Drama)

22— Willie's Ticker
(Comedy)
22 — The
Wrong
Flat
(Comedy)
29 — The Diary of a Bad Boy (Comedy) . . .
29 — Grateful
Henry
(Comedy)
6 — Ching Chang's Little Fan (Comedy) . . .
6 — The Pig that Wouldn't Stay at Home
(Comedy)
Dec. 13 — Weary Gussie finds a Job (Comedy)..
Dec. 13— "All
Aboard"
(Comedy)
Dec. 20 — Cleanliness
Is
Next
to
Godliness
(Comedy)
Dec. 20 — Only the Chiropodist
(Comedy)

442
488
488
445
439
494
462
416

MAJESTIC.

(Dr.)

OAUMONT.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

3 — The Matrimonial Express (Comedy)..
4 — Gaumont's Weekly, No. 89 (Topical). . .
5— Zlgota Has Good Heart' (Comedy)....
5— Zlgoto as a Station Master (Comedy)..
7— A Storm On the French Coast (8c).
10 — The Mission of the Carols (Drama)..
10— Travels of the Ural Mountains (Sc.)
11 — Gaumont's
Weekly.
No. 40 (Toplcnl)
12 — An Elephant
Sleuth
(Drama)
14 — Battleflelds
of the Bakans
(Topical)
17 — A Hazard
for a Heart
(Drama)
19 — A Telephone Entanglement (Comedy)..
19 — Twlxt Devil and the Deep Sea vCom.)
OEM.

Nov.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

5 — The Better Part
(Drama)
12— The Lighting of Love's Way (Dr.)
19 — The Tongueless Man
(Dr. )
26 — The Toll of the Sea
(Drama)
3 — Apartment
No. 18 (Comedy)
10 — The Awakening of John Bridd (Drama)

MILANO.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

30 —
30 —
30 —
7—
13 —

PUNCH.
Oh, You Baby! (Com.)
Poor' Finney (Com. )
The Two Chefs
(Comedy)
His Dress Suit (Comedy)
Rough On Rats
(Comedy)
The Baby and the Cep
(Comedy)

Nov. 30 — The Brother of the "Bat"
Dec. 4 — OldDrama)
Madamolselle's
Secret
(2 reels —
Dec. 7 — Topsy Turvey
Love
Affair
(Comedy) . .
Dec. 11 — Joe's
Reward
(Drama)
Dec. 14 — A Fairyland
Bride
(Com.-Dr.)
Dec. 18 — The Fires of Conscience
(Drama)
REX.

18 — The
Rivals
(Com.)
18— Mr. Fix it (Com.)
25— A Desperate Lover
(Com. )
25 — A Bear Escape (Com.)
2 — Pat's
Day
Off (Comedy)
2 — Brown's
Seance
(Comedy)
9 — A Family
Mlxup
(Comedy)
9 — A Midnight
Elopement
(Comedy) ....
16 — Mable's
Adventures
(Comedy)
16 — TTseful Sheep
23 — Hoffmeyer's
Legacy
(Comedy)
23 — The Drummer's
Vacation
(Comedy)...
LUX,

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

5—
5—
12 —
12—
19 —
19 —

RELIANCE.
Nov. 23— Father (Dr.)
Nov. 27 — Thanksgiving
(Dr.)

KEYSTONE.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Sbangliatwl
Cowboys
(Com.)
Regeneration
of Worthless
Dan
(Drama)
27 — A Friend Indeed
i Comedy-Drama)
29 — The
Matrimonial
Agency
of Roaring
Gulch
(Comedy)
2 — Romance
and Reality
(Drama)
4 — The
Silent Call (Drama)
6 — Brides
and
Bridles
(Comedy)
6 — Almost
a Suicide
(Comedy)
9 — Beauty Takes a Tramp
(Comedy)....
11 — Home
and
Mother
(Drama)
13 — The Mountain Girl's Self -Sacrifice (Dr.)
POWERS.

Dec.
4 — An
Energetic
Member
of the S. P.
C. A.
(Comedy)
Dee.
6 — When
the Sphinx
Spoke
(Comedy)...
Dec.
6 — Waterfalls
of California
(Scenic)
Dec. 11 — The Petticoat Detective
(Comedy)
Dec. 11 — The
Last
Quest
( Drama)
Dec. 13 — The Natural Son (2 reels) (Drama)

Nov. 19 — Two of a Kind
(Dr.)
Nov. 24 — An Old Love Letter (Dr. )
Nov. 26 — Shocking
Her
Future
Mother-ln-Law
(Com.)
Dec. 1— The
Hypnotic
Chair
(Comedy)
Dec. 8 — In the Old Town
(Comedy)
Dec.
8 — The Winning of Helen
(Drama)
Dec. 10 — His Day
(Drama)
Dec. 15 — The Clue in the Bust
(Drama)
Dec. 17 — The Honor of Surgery
(Drama)

Not.
Not.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

NESTOR.
Nov. 22 — The
Nov. 25 — The

IMP.

—Pals
(Drama)
B — The Animal
Within
(Drama)
7 — Bludsoe's
Dilemma
(Drama)
9— The
Law of God
(Drama)
13 — Nell of the Pampas
(Drama)
14 — The Heart of a Soldier
(Drama)
18 — Daughters of Senor Lopez (Drama)
19 — The Power of Love (Drama)
21 — Saving
the Innocents
(Educational)..
21 — Mrs.
Brown's
Baby
(Comedy)
AMBK0SI0.

Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Not.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

NORTHERN.

(Title not reported).
I'ln- yiii-fii <ii rhv season
(Comedy).
Grandfather's Clock
(Comedy)
Jack
the Window Cleaner (Comedy)..
His lirsi Patient
(Comedy)

DATES

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Not.
Dec.
Dec.

WORLU

The Enchanted Umbrella
(Comedy)...
Boniface
Is Bashful
(Comedy)
Adda
River
Rapids
(Scenic)
Diamond Cut Diamond (2 reels, Dr.)
The Apache Vow (2 reels) (Drama) . . .

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

21— The Debt (2 reels) (Dr.)
24 — The Broken
Ring
(Dr.)
28 — For the Love of Mike
(Comedy)
1 — A Heart
Reclaimed
(Drama)
5 — Paul and Virginia (2 reels, Drama)...
8 — The Wheel of Destiny
(Drama)
12— To the City (Drama)
15 — Into the Darkness
(Drama)

Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

29 — The Jenkins-Perkins War
(Com.)
4 — The Raffle
(Comedy)
6 — The
Face
At the Window
(Drama) . .
11 — The Hater of Women
(Comedy)
13 — The Girl in the Armchair
(Drama)...
18 — Hearts Unknown
(Drama)
20 — Five Evenings
(Comedy )

Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

29— The Forest Rose (Parts 1 and 2) (Dr.r
1 — Standing
Room
Only
(Drama)
3 — A Will and a Way
(Drama)
6 — A Romance of the U. S. Navy (Dr.)..
8 — At Liberty — Good Press Agent (Dr.>
10 — Aurora Floyd (2 reels) (Drama)....
1* — Brains
vs. Brawn
(Comedy-Drama)...
17 — The Other Half
(Drama)
20 — The
Race
(Drama)

SOLAX.

THANH0USER.

VICTOR.
Thunderbolt
(Dr.)
Cross- Roads
(Drama)
Angel
of the Studio
(Drama)..
(Drama)
1 — The Redemption of Rlrerton
(Drama)
8 — Sisters
(Drama)
15 — Tbe Lady Leone (2 reela) (Dr.)
22 — Was
Mabel
Cured?
(Dr.)
29 — It Happened
Thus
(Comedy)
6 — The Foolishness of Oliver (Comedy)..
13 — Owing More (Comedy)

Not. 26— The
Oct. 18 — The
Oct. 25 — The
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.

ROLL TICKETS

SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENT

To our many thousands of old friends and customers in this country and foreign
lands, and to all the users of SPECIAL ROLL TICKETS in general, who demand
the best value, quick service, accurate numbering, and dependable Roll Tickets, we
wish to announce the reduction in price of the following quantities.
THE BIG TICKET AT THE SMALL PRICE
Your own special ticket, any printing, any colors, numbering guaranteed.

50,000
$6.50
100,000
$8.00
5,000 - - $1.25
I
20,000 - - $4.50
10.000

-

-

2.50

Coupon Roll Tickets 5.000 - $2.50

CASH

25.000

MUST

St^Ajmuon:icnSPAto,^0n" Six Cents a Thousand
Reserved

-

-

5.50

ACCOMPANY

ORDER

in any Quantity

Seat Coupon Theatre Tickets — Serial or Dated.
Send Diagram before
placing your next order.
GET THE SAMPLES.

NATIONAL

TICKET

CO.. ShamoKin.

Pa.
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KEEP YOUR EYE
ON THIS PAGE
an& Hatrh thr AiHirnt of

COSMOPOLITAN FILMS
selected from the output of representative European
manufacturers for the present-day needs of the progressive American Exhibitor. They will be chosen and
re-edited for American presentation by an EXPERT
on matters pertaining to the exhibition field. They
will embrace subjects of every variety and range,
such as only the combined resources of many film makers
can afford. They will make a program worth your
while to investigate. Watch this page for further announcements. None will appear above my name which
may mislead the trade by untruthful or exaggerated
statements.
Fair dealings are assured you above all.

K.

\AA

l_IIMN

145 West 45th St., New York City

"THE

Telephone Bryant 302

CREAM OF THE EUROPEAN MARKET
SELECTED FOR AMERICA"
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LICENSED
RELEASE
DATES

SELEAU

BIOGRAPH.
Not.
Not.
Nor.
Not.
Doe.
Doc.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

21 — The Informer (Dr.)
25— A Sailor's Heart (Com.)
28 — After the Honeymoon (Com.)
28— An Absent Minded Burglar (Com.)...
2 — Brutality
(Drama)
6— The New
York Hat (Comedy-Drama).
9 — Jinx's Birthday
Party (Comedy)
9 — She Is a Pippin (Comedy)
12 — My Hero
(Drama)
16 — The Burglar's
Dilemma
(Drama)....
19 — The Divorcee
(Comedy)
19 — Papering the Den (Comedy)

son

(O. Klelna.)
26— The Beautiful
Valley of the Tronto
(Scenic)
260
26 — All On a Summer's Day (Com.)
750
80 — Corneto
Tarqulnla,
Central
Italy
(Scenic)
888
80— A Comedy of Errors (Com.)
600
2 — At Napoleon's Command (Dr. — 2 reels)
8 — The Ancient Town of Narl (Scenic).. 800
3— Dp Against
It (Comedy)
700
7— Because of a Widow
(Comedy)
1000
10 — Picturesque
Italian Scenes
(Scenic) . . 650
10 — The "Lion Tonic"
(Comedy)
350
14 — Trapping the Conspirators
(Drama). ..1010
17— As Fate Wills (Drama)
1000
>t— The Tivoll Hills and The FaUs of Anlo
(Scenic)
430
21 — Nearly Lion Tamers (Comedy)
570
EDISON.

Not. 23 — A Chase Across the Continent (Dr.).. 1000
Not. 26— The Third Thanksgiving (Dr.)
1000
Not. 20 — Some Rare Specimens and a Few Old
Friends, New York Zoological Park
(Natural History)
1000
Not. 27— The Totvllle Eye (Com.)
1000
Nov. 2»— The Island of Ceylon, India (Scenic). 1000
Nov. 30 — On Donovan's
Division (Dr.)
1000
Dec. 2 — The New Squire (Drama)
1000
Dec. 3 — A Dollar Saved
Is a Dollar Earned
(Drama)
1000
Dec. 4— The Latest Addition to the D. 8. Navy
(Topical)
600
Dec. 4— The Wluklng
Parson
(Comedy)
400
Dec. 6— A Forest Fire (Educational)
1000
Dec. 7— His Mother's
Hops
(Drama)
1000
Dec.
9 — Saving the Game (Drama)
600
Dec.
9 — Harnessing a Mountain Stream
(Edu.) 400
Dec. 10 — Annie Crawls
Upstairs
(Drama)
1000
Dec. 11 — A Sunday
Afternoon
In Rural England (Scenic)
800
Dec. 11 — No Place for a Mlnlater's Son (Com.) 700
Dec. 13 — Fog (Drama)
1000
Dec. 14.— A Christmas
Accident
(Drama)
1000
Dec. 16 — Public and Private Care of Infants
(Educational)
995
Dec. 17 — Lady Clare (Drama)
1000
Dec. 18 — An Old Appointment
(Drama)
600
Dec. 18— When Joey Was On Time (Comedy).. 600
Dec. 20— The First Settler'a Story (Drama)
1000
Dec. 21 — A Proposal Under Difficulties (Com.) 990
ESSANAY.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Dec.

22— The Penitent
(Dr.)
28— Broncho Billy's Heart (Dr.)
26— Mr. Hubby'a Wife (Com.)
27— The Stain
(Dr.)
28— The Boaa of the Katy Mine (Dr.)
29— The Iron Heel (Dr.)
80— Broncho Billy's Mexican Wife (Dr.)..
8 — Western
Girls (Drama)

LVI
this next weak,
know who this ipaoo boli oa*a to.

1©00
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

IIMO

PICTURE

WORLD

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

4— Almost a Man (Comedy)
1000
6— Football Days at Cornell (Educational). 1000
6 — The Supreme Test (Drama)
1000
7— Broncho Billy's Love Affair (Drania)..10O0
10 — The Shadow
of the Cross (Drama). .1000
11— Time
Flies
(Comedy)
1000
12 — The Prospector
(Drama)
1000
13— The Error of Omission
(Edu.)
1009
14 — Alkali Ike's Motorcycle
(Comedy)
1000
17 — The Virtue of Rags (Drama)
loOo
18 — His Birthday
Jacket
(Comedy)
1000
19 — The Sheriff's Luck (Drama)
1000
20 — Guiseppe's
Good Fortune
(Comedy). . .1000
21 — Broncho Billy's Promise
(Drama)
1000
KALEM.

Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

80— The Mayor from Ireland (Dr.)
2— The Farm Bully (Drama)
4— A Daughter's
Sacrifice (Drama)
6— A California Snipe Hunt (Comedy)...
6 — Something Wrong With Bessie (Com.).
7 — Driver of the Dead wood Coach (Dr.)..
9— A Race With Time
(Drama)
9 — Conway,
the Kerry Dancer
(Dancing)
11— Toll Gate Raiders
(Drama)
13 — The
Mummy
and
the
Cowpunchora

DATS.

Monday— Blograph, Edifon, Zalam, LobLn, Patha,
S*ll«, Vltagraph.
Tuasday— Edlsoa, Etaanay, 0. 0. P. 0., Olaes,
Labia, Balls, VitagTapb.
Wednesday — Ediaon, Eolipaa, Tsaaaay, Kalam,
•alia-, Path., Vitagraph.
Tharaday — Blograph, Eaaanay, Labia, Mailaa,
Path., Balir, Vitagraph.
Friday — Ediaon, Eaaanay, Xalem, Ballg, 0. O. P.
C., Labia, VitagTapb.
Saturday— Ediaon, Eaaanay, Oinaa, Kaiam, Labia,
Path*, Vltagrapa.

MOVING

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Dec.
Dee.

1000

29— The 8troke Oar (Com. -Dr.)
1000
80— Ranch
Mates
(Dr.)
1000
2— By the Sea (Drama)
1000
3— Struggle
of Hearts
(Drama)
1000
5 — Twlxt
Love and Ambition
(Drama) ..1000
6 — Locked
Out (Comedy)
6— His Father's Choice (Comedy)
7— A Soldier's Furlough
(Drama)
1000
9 — A Lucky Fall (Drama)
1000
10— The Wonderful One-Horse Shay (Dr.). 1000
12— Kitty and the Bandits (Drama)
1000
13 — Buster and the Cannibal's Child (Dr.)
13 — His First Skate (Comedy)
13 — The Crooked
Path (Special — 2 reels —
Drama)
9000
14 — When LoTe Leads (Drama)
1000
16 — Bar "K"
Foreman
(Drama)
1000
17— Madeline's Christmas (Drama)
1000
19 — His Western Way
(Drama)
1000
20— Hogan
vs. Schmidt
(Comedy)
20 — Nora the Cook (Comedy)
21 — Home
Sweet Home
(Drama)
1000
MELIES.
17 — The Judgment of the Sea (Drama). .. .1000
24 — A Son's Example
(Drama)
1000
31 — Wrongly
Accused
(Drama)
1000
7— The Smuggler's Prisoner (Dr.)
1000
14 — Value Received
(Drama)
1000
21 — The Governor's
Clemency
(Drama) . .1000
28— Linked By Fate (Dr.)
1000
5— The Sheriff Pro Tern (Dr.)
1000
12 — The Castaway
(Drama)
1000
19 — A Woodland
Christmas
in California
(Drama)
1000
26 — Jack's Burglar (Drama)
1000
ECLIPSE.
(G. Kleine.)
13 — Specimens of Lizards and Frogs (Ed.) 310
13 — The Town of Cognac, France, and Its
Brandy
Industry (Ind.)
880
13 — Reviewing
French Troops By Airship
(Topical)
310
20 — The Masqueraders
(Dr.)
1000
27 — Treblzond
and Surroundings
(Scenic). 500
27— A Man for a Day (Com.)
600
4 — Wrongly
Accused
(Drama)
1000
11 — The Manchester
Ship Canal, England
(Scenic)

400

Dec. 11— Just Missed Him
(Comedy)
600
Dec. 16— The Red Man's Honor (Parts 1 & 2)
(Drama)
(Special)
2000
Dec. 18 — Picturesque
Dalmatla
(Scenic)
450
Dec. 18 — Three Rogues Outwitted (Comedy)
550
PATHE.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.

14 — The Branded
Arm
(Drama)
18— Patbe's Weekly No. 47 (Topical)
20 — The Country Boy (Dr. )
21 — A Question of Age (Com.)
23 — Red Eagle, the Lawyer (Dr.)
23 — The Forest of Fountalneblau (Scenic).
25 — Patbe's Weekly No. 48 (Topical)
27— The Sheriff's Brother
(Dr.)
28 — The Three Bachelors' Turkey
(Com.).
29— The Great Steeplechase (2-reel Special)
(Dr.)

BRAND

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

80— The Winning of White DoTe (Dr.)...
2— Patbe's Weekly,
No. 49 (Topical)
4— The Little Indian Model (Drama)
5— A Tenacious
Lover (Comedy)
7— The Spendtbrlft'a Reform
(Drama)...
11 — Fate's Decree
(Drama)
12 — The Compact
(Drama)
14 — The honeRUe (Comedy)
and Fall of Mickey
Ma14 — Reindeer Hunting In Norway
(Scenic)
16 — Patbe's Weekly,
No. 51 (Topical)
18— The Receiving Teller (Drama)
19 — Glimpses of Montana
(Scenic)
19 — Sldl Hadji Moursoulk
(Acrobatic)
20 — The 2 Last
Performance
(special release,
reels) (Drama)
21 — A Simple Maid (Drama)

1000
1000
1000

Dec. 13 — Strange
Places
and Quaint ' People In
)
(Comedy
New
York
(Scenic)
Dec. 14 — Ireland the Oppressed
(Drama)
1000
Dec. 16 — The Finger of Suspicion (Drama)
1000
Dec. 18 — The Mayor's Crusade
(Drama)
1000
Dec. 20 — Pulque
Pete and the Opera Troupe
(Comedy)
Dec. 20— Rush Hours In New York (Topical)..
Dec. 21— The
Indian
Uprising
at Santa
Fe
(Drama)
1000
LUBLN.
Not.
Not.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Not.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

C. G. P. C.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.

Dec.
3—
Dec.
3—
Dec.
6—
Dec.
6—
Dec. 10 —
Dec. 13—
Dec. 13 —
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

IM

13 —
17 —
17 —
20 —
20 —

The Revolt of the Peasants (Dr.)....
Lydla Punkham's Love Story (Com.).
Picturesque Brittany (Scenic)
The Love of Algabert
and Elizabeth
(Dr.)
The Electric Laundry
(Comedy)
Paris and Its Monuments
(Scenic)...
The Escape of Gas (Comedy)
The Octopus
(Scenic)
A Marked
Man
(Drama)
The (Comedy).
Capture
of Mr.
Softly
Beatlt
The
Apple
Industry
In Washington
(Educational)
Lisbon and Oporto (Scenic)
A Rival of Corusa (Comedy)
Metamorphoses
(Trick )
A Farm House Romance (Comedy) ....
The Dionnes on the Horizontal
Bar
(Acrobatic)
SELIG.

Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

19— The Saint and the Si wash (Dr.)
1000
20— Atala (Dr.)
1000
21— The Fire Fighter's LoTe (Dr.)
1000
22 — Mike's Brainstorm (Com.)
1000
25 — Miss Aubry's Love Affair (Com.)
1060
26— Roped In (Com.)
1000
27 — The Hobo's Rest Cure (Com.)
1000
28— The Triangle
(Dr.)
1000
29 — Friends In San Rosario (Cora.-Dr.)...
29 — Raising Barley In Japan (Ed.)
2— The Fire Cop (Drama)
1000
3 — The Mantle of Red Evans
(Drama) ..1000
4— When
Helen Was
Elected (Comedy) .1000
5— A Freight Train Drama
(Drama)
1000
6 — John Colter's Escape (Drama)
6 — A Question of Hair (Comedy)
9 — The Vintage of Fate (Drama)
1000
10 — The Ranger and His Horse (Drama). .1000
11— The Girl of the Mountains
(Drama) . .1000
12— The God of Gold (Drama)
1000
13 — A Near-Sighted Cupid (Comedy)
13 — In a Japanese Garden
(Scenic)
16<— Opitsah (Apache for Sweetheart)
(Dr.)lOOO
17 — Buck's Romance (Drama)
1000
18 — The Millionaire Vagabonds (Comedy) . .1000
19 — Sammy Orpheus
(Comedy)
1000
20— The Last of Her Tribe (Drama)
1000
VITAGSAPH.

Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

ANNOUNCEMEf>
F-IL.IV.
RE

22 —
26—
26 —
29 —

22— The Servant Problem
(Comedy)
1000
22— Billy's Burglar (2 reels, Special) (Dr.)2000
23— Wild Pat (Dr.)
1000
25 — Omen of the Mesa
(Dr.)
1000
26— In the Flat Above (Com.)
1000
27— The Wood
Violet (Dr.)
1000
28 — Three Girls and a Man (Com.)
28 — The Eavesdropper
(Com.)
29 — Susie to Susanne
(Dr.)
1000
30. — O'Hara,
Squatter
and
Philosopher
)
1000
2— The(Com.
Absent-Mlnded
Valet (Comedy)... 1000
3 — The Scoop
(Comedy-Drama)
1000
4 — The Curio Hunters
(Comedy)
1000
56 —
Mrs. Many
Lirrlper's
(Drama)
1000
— Too
CaseysLegacy
(Comedy)
6 — Cork and Vicinity (Scenic)
6 — The Drawing
(2 reels, Drame, Special) 2000
7 — The Awakening of Blanca (Drama)... .1000
9 — The Signal of Distress (Drama)
1000
10 — Doctor Bridget (Comedy)
1000
11 — Natoosa
(Drama)
1000
12 — Adam
and Eve (Drama)
1000
13— The Song of the Shell (Drama)
1000
14 — All For a Girl (Comedy)
14 — The Dandy, or Mr. Dawson Turns the
Tables (Comedy)
16 — A Leap Year Proposal (Com. -Dr.)
1000
17— The Night Before Christmas (Drama). .1000
18 — Who Stole Bunny's Umbrella (Comedy)
18 — At the Dog Show (Topical)
19— The Hat (Drama)
100©
20 — Following the Star (Drama)
1000
21'. — A Marriage of Convenience (Drama) . .1000
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Photo-Play
Ticket Chopper
A Necesaity Wheraver Ticket* Are Sold

— -" """

Information concerning these*$1.00 Banners

BANNERS

Finish: Cabinet is of
finest, golden quartered oak, highly polished, and trimmings
are of metal, finished
in colored enamel,
baked by special process, which retains its
brilliancy, or if desired
all metal parts heavily
nickel plated. Glass is
best polished French
plate, quarter inch thick.

Our Banners Are Works of Art.
Lithographer!
in Four Colors.
Eyelets in Corners.
Printed
on Heavy Muslin, 3 ft. wide by 12 ft. long.
Price: $1.00 Each.
Made for all Releases, both Licensed and Independent. Always in Stock. Remit with Order.

Size:
45x12x12 inches
Weight (boxed) 100 Ibt.
PRICE:
Chopper
$50.00
Foot Lever (extra)
10.00
NickelTrimmings(extra) 5.00

Photo-Play
Advertising & Specialty Co.
Main Offices: 121-123 Fourth Avenue
PITTSBURGH,

PA.

SELlG
THE HOUSE

SELIG
Dec.

FIVE-A-WEEK.

OPITSAH

APACHE

FOR

A simple story of Indian devotion
In Indian
customs.
Dramatic
in
Thomas
Santschi,
Bessie
Eyton
and
roles.
About 1,000 ft.

Dec. mn

BUCK'S

SWEETHEART

and savage
constancy. A study
its appeal.
Wheeler Oakman,
Eugenie Besserer play the title

ROMANCE

A virile western story with a strong comedy side to it. Clever in
every respect. Myrtle Stodiiian, Lester Cunlo. Rex de Kosselli and
William Duncan play the principal parts.
About 1,000 ft.

THE

MILLIONAIRE

VAGABONDS

A most unicjue reverie In that ever lovable land of vagabondia. A
comedy of unique situations and unusual circumstances. George Hernandez, Eugenie Besserer and Frank Richardson are In the cast.
About 1,000 ft.
Dec. 19th.

Sammy Orpheus, or The Pied Piper of Animaldom
A most Interesting and exceedingly unusual subject In which a
wandering flute player awes the fierce beasts of the jungle. Produced
on the Sellg wild animal farm.
About 1,000 ft.

THE

THE
Dec. 2oth

16th.

Dec. isth.

OP

SELIG

20 East Randolph
CHICAGO,

ILL.

INVINCIBLE
THE

PROGRAM.

last

op

TRIBE

A vividly told tale reminiscent of the old San Gabriel Mission. A
study of those days when the Indians led the simple life. Thomas
Santschi, Bessie Eyton and Eugenie Besserer are all seen to advantage
in this subject.
About 1,000 ft.
SEND I\ YOl'R NAME.
WE WANT TO PLACE IOTJ ON 0DB MAIL
ING
LIST.
YOU
WILL
RECEIVE
ODE
WEEKLY
BULLETINS
FREE.
SEND
IT TODAY.

Selig's Oe Luxe Publicity Aids for Progressive Exhibitors

LOBBY PHOTOGRAPHS.
Beautiful, original, contact negative photographs of all popular Selig
players. The finest ever published. Taken especially for this set by the
country's highest priced photographers. Size 94 x TM. inches. Copyright,
1912. Price Id cents each, or $1.50 per dozen, assorted.
SLIDE
SERVICE ON REGULAR
RELEASES.
We are now prepared to furnish slides on any and all of our future releases and on all popular Selig players. Black and white. Artistic wort
I'rice twenty-five cents each.
J
THREE SHEET
STOCK POSTER.
Lithographed in four colors. Printed on heavy paper. Space in center
to insert or paste regular release one sheets. Exclusive design. A money
getter. Price thirty cents each.

POLYSCOPE
Street

HER

COMPANY
SEND

IN YOUR

NAME

MAILING

FOR

OUR

LIST

Weekly Bulletins Sent

Free

THE
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A slightly used PIPE ORGAN,
two Manuals and Pedal with Electric
Blower, for sale at a reasonable price.
For further information inquire at
The WM. SCHUELKE ORGAN Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Roval Feature
Film Company
N. SMITH, Manager

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

For bookings Gypsy Blood, The
Traitress, The Course of True Love,
and all Asta Nielsen Features write

StereoptiooM*.

Slide*.

559 SPITZER

BUILDING

TOLEDO,

Aocmorlu

CHAS. M.STEBB1NS

The United Feature Film Company

1028 Main St.
KANSAS CITT. MO

OHIO

Larci Lin* of KdUen G*o*«
Embluhed 18»9

Greater J. D. OF
Williams
Amusement Co., Ltd.
AUSTRALASIA

538 S.Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

MOVING PIGTUREMACHINES

L. M. NOTO,

Columbia Theatre Bldg., New York City

BRYANT

3982

America's Feature Film Co.

406-7-8 Schiller Building, Chicago, 111.

MOTION PICTURE SUPPLIES
WHOLESALE

PHOTOGRAPHIC

SUPPLIES

EDISON
MOTIOGRAPH
POWERS
SIMPLEX
STANDARD

MACHINES

Ticket Hangers
Reels

Carrying Cases
Rewinders

and RETAIL

THEATRE

SEATING

§~ CARBONS
Machine Parts
Asbestos Booths
Disinfectants Exit Signs

Everything for the Motion Picture Theatre except the Film

PICTURE THEATRE

EQUIPMENT

Co., 21 L^UVJl; ?™City

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Gundlach Projection Lenses Guarantee You the Sharpest and Most
Brilliant Picture it is Possible to Produce.
If you want to improve your picture just order a lens for trial subject to approval and see the result with your
own eyes. If you give the height and width of the screen, the size of the picture wanted and the distance frono
the machine to the centre of the screen we can furnish a lens of the exact focus for your operating conditions.
Many Exhibitors have found it au advantage to ask our advice about lenses before
equipping new Theatres. Do not be afraid of a long throw. No matter what the distance
is to the screen we can supply lenses of suitable focus and great illuminating power. All
the best theatres in Rochester use our lenses and every customer has been satisfied of
their superiority to ordinary lenses. THE LENS MAKES THE PICTURE, and you
cannot get the best result out of the film unless you use Gundlach Lenses.
You can order through any Film Exchange or Dealer in Motion Picture Supplies.
Gundlach Projection Lenses will be furnished to order with the following machines subject to a little higher pric*
than ordinary lenses: Powers
Cameragraph, The Motiograph, The Simplex, The American Standard, The Edison. Out
Lenses are used by the Kinemacolor Co. and a large number of the finest theatres in the United States and Canada.

GUNDLACH-MANHATTAN

OPTICAL

CO.,

808 Clinton Ave. So., Rochester, N. Y:

ITALA(°MEPIR
-TWO ON EVERY

Start the New

POSTERS

( ASK

ANY

THAT PULL

EXCHANGE

)

COLUMBIA. THEATRE., merk
N .Y. a
u Itala ITlmQ).of"7\

&. FEATURES
Tills

Style

DICE OF LIFE
COWBOYS REVENGE
SAVED FROM THE SEA
AND

Reals

Sensational
Western
Sensational
Detecliv:

DEAD MAN'S CHILD

THIRTY

We .hip

YOU
WITH
WILL
ST
MOST
COMPLETE BUSINESS
FORM
YOU
POSSIBLY
INSTALL.

Will convince any wide-awake Manager thai |2."i0 invested In
out NEWLY-REVISED THEATRE
RECORD LEDOER la poaitlvelj tht- beal money ever Invested.
1 1, in k ol ■ system which
will check your box office with every
ticket sold
even
starting and closing numbers ol each price tl
rating
tin- matinee and night recelptB: also recording additional sundry receipts (slide and curtain advei Using, candy machine*, ft'-, i
For separating and recording expens
item la absolutely perfect. Dnder the headings "Particulars, Total, Advertising, Vaudeville, Salaries, Freight,
Express,
Rouse
n.ii.
Bent,
Miscellaneous,
Light,
Supplies
and
Otht
penses," etc.. a careful aiitl siivln-.' manager can qnlckl)
every
dollar
spent,
recording
each
special
day's
"Feature
Attractions," together with spacing fur the weather.
So complete
and
accurate
Is the THEATRE
RECORD
LEDOER that you can quickly turn back fr
week to week
and locate every day's transaction.
Printed on heavy bank ruled, three-colored t-nlnmn lodger
paper, size IT x i!l Inches, of •">- complete pages tor one comneatly
bound.
The Theatre
Ledger plete
willyear's
be business,
sent t<> any
address
noon receipt
<>f $2.90,Record
fully
"Guaranteed" as represented or money refunded. Start the
new rear ri^-lit by ordering today.
Address all orders direct to

The Theatre Record Ledger Co., '■ "h.™*" m SYkes B,ock» Minneapolis, Minn.
FIRST

OTHERS

.<_«I iSend for lilt

ISSUE

FORMS

CLOSE

DEC.

20,

Branch Office
Suite 1313
Majestic Bldg.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

I I ETerrwhere

STOLEN, NOV. 22, 1912
Destinies

1912.

PUBLISHED EVERY THREE
MONTHS— BY A MAN
THAT KNOWS WHAT THE
TRADE
NEEDS
You have something you want to sell — you always want to know where best to buy — this list comprises the exhibitors, managers, jobbers, film exchanges, manufacturers, actors, operators and people
in all lines connected with the moving picture and theatrical business.
TEN CENTS places your name and address In the first Issue — a copy will be mailed you postpaid. Advertisements will be placed In this Issue at *he rate of FIVE CENTS a line — SIX words
to the line — TWELVE lines to the Inch. Larger ads can be placed opon application. I intend to
make this list as perfect as money and brains can make It. It will benefit every person In the
moving picture and theatrical business.
LEWIS
HETZ,
302 EAST
23d ST., N. Y. C.

EXPRESS FILM SERVICE LTD.
Two

Business "SYSTEM"

The Picture and Vaudeville Theatre Information Guide and Advertiser

FEDERAL FEATURE FILM SUPPLY CO., Inc.
Main Office
Fourth Floor
Hartford Bldg.
Chicago, III.

$£.3U
«■> Cfl
THE
COULD

For
Rent

Using a

The Theatre Record Ledger

REEL-

EVERY (WNPAY

NEW

Year Right by

(Vesuvio)

3 Reels

Story
of Lulu
Told
by Her
Feet.
My Watch is Too Slow
The Wrong Valise
He Who Laughs Last Laughs Best . .

A. B. C, Sth, Weitern

The Best and Cheapest Firm SELLING
WRITE

FOR

LISTS

AND

Union

FEATURES

PRICES.

We warn everybody not to purchase or rent
same. Suitable reward for information leading
to recovery of Film.

MclNTYRE & RICHTER

M

THE ENTERPRISE (Portable)
CALCIUM GAS OUTFIT

York City

Price,

with

carrying

caae,

$35.00.

J* tht o+ly SuhttiSutt for Electricity
projecting
Metioa
Viewsferand
is the
a. 000 roll ticket*. IL30; 50
% eored carbons, CIS;
WWMkoi
objectives, Dc
to HOI; stereoptleona, tU;
rheostats, C to 16; arc
lamps. UN. C aatd 12.26;
ideneera. He ; oaldtun
12.80; acetylene Jeta,
„, gas
generators
13.50'
•wring picture eblectlres, IS.T5;
Jackets.
C. List
ec
BjoTtof pktare repair parts U fair pnc«» Sproafcat
wheels. 86o; films lc a foot. OatAlecoe. All Bake*
ef marring picture machines repaired at reasonable
prices.
L. HETZ. M East Drd St, New Tarfc Ctty

ifft:

of All Makes

DEPT.

1 Reel

Tarty renting Film gave the name of Ernest
D. Bella, Manager Italian Vaudeville Theatre,
located at Bushwick and Johnson Ave., Brooklyn.

23 East 14th SI.
New
Telephone Stnyvesant 4049.

Cable : INTERF1LM,

11, Denman St., Piccadilly Grcus
LONDON, ENGLAND

ONLY

SATISFACTORY

Picture or Stereopticoe

PORTABLE

OUTFIT

because It operates by WATER
PRESSURE, IS CONSTANT, REGULAR
AND
RELIABLE and has no complicated spring valve to corrode, choke up and etherwise get out of order.
It patented.
exygtu
gas.
"OXONE"

la

SQUARE

CAKES

is

most

satisfactory

for

the

production

of

For Salt fty Dealers Everywhere.
MANUFACTURERS

Enterprise Optical Mfg. Go,

564-572 W.

Randolph

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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We are the Originators!
The Inventors of the rough
matte surfaced, metallic-coated screens.

MIRROROIDE

lla-, Always Been Made in This Forml This Surface
Finish Is Protected by Pending Patents. MIRROROIDE is Acknowledged by Exhibitors and Exchange
Men the World Over as the Peer of Them All.
MIRROROIDE is Sold Under a Positive, Bona Fide
Five-Year Guarantee Not to Crack, Peel, Turn Black,
or Deteriorate. It Will Stand Any Climate! Damp,
Moist Air Has No Effect on It. MIRROROIDE
Eliminates All Flicker I Eye Strain! Glare, Etc.!
MIRROROIDE l'roduces a Picture 200 Per Cent
Brighter and Clearer, Without That Terrible, Hazy,
Out-of-Eocus Effect! You Can Keep Your Theatre
Brightly Illuminated During Projection, Thereby Giving You Perfect Moral Conditions. MIRROROIDE
Will Save J/3 in Your Light Bills. It is Perfection in
Every Detail. Free from Every Defect!
Close to 3,000 MIRROROIDE Screens and Curtains
Now in Use the World Over! MIRROROIDE is
Canvas Filled with a Pure Mercury-Foil-Glass-Amalgam. Virtually a Flexible Glass Product.
MIRROROIDE Gives You Perfect Projection at Any
Angle. New York City Exhibitors, See MIRROROIDE Screen in the Savoy Theatre, 34th St., N. Y.
City. MIRROROIDE is Made in Three Grades of
Surface Finish: A — Medium Matte, B — Heavy Matte,
C — Extra Matte. C-Grade Makes Junk Films Look
Like Third-Run.
ABSOLUTELY FREE
Demonstration
Samples — All Three Grades.
See Mr. F. H. Richardson's Article, Page 979, Entitled
"The Screen Question," Moving Picture World, Issue
of December 7th. Be Wise and Don't Throw Your
Good Money Away.

THE

J.

H.

Newburgh,

ORIGINAL

LOBBY

CENTER

PHOTOGRAPHS

Experience is a great
—
teacher
Prom
every direction we hear the views of sue-

cessful exhibitors and these HONESTLY QUOTED
should be worth a great deal to those who are willing to profit by the experience of those who are
successful.
Mr. IV. II. Wassmann, of the Crystal & Rex
Theatres, Nashville, Tenn., recently wrote:
''/ wish to state that your screens are giving great
satisfaction, and expect to use them exclusively."
Why does Mr. Wassmann say this? His screens
were paid for in full by him; there must be a
reason
Listen,— the RADIUM
GOLD FIBRE SCREEN
(a) saves him money in juice,
(b) other
removes
the glare and veil common to
screens,
(c) cast.
gives pictures natural and lifelike instead of with a ghostly-white-foggy(d) Because his patrons are greatly pleased,
(e) Because he has the benefit of the use
of our service department — he is not
forgotten after he purchases.
Paintings.
The screen that makes them look like Moving
American

DISPLAY
THE

POPULAR

WEEKLY

LEADING EXHIBITORS HAVE THEM !
EVERY EXHIBITOR NEEDS THEM!!
Write for Sample and Particular* to

International News Service

200 William St, New York

Feature Film Exporters

S.

National Bank

W.,

Company,

If The

"MIRROR"
SCREEN
Will Not Do What We
Claim, I Will Forfeit

$1000.00
fTO YOU!
MY BET IS
100 Per Cent More Light
More Perspective
More Clear and Natural
Than Any Other Curtain or Screen in the World
Furthermore, The Only Curtain That

2, 3 and 4 reel features, of all European and American make, for sale, from il/2c. to 4j^c. per foot.
Terms cash, or 25% deposit with order and balance C. O. D. We can supply you with almost any
feature you may want. Cable your orders now,
and do not let your competitors get ahead of you.

BERLINER

Theatre
Curtain & Supply
105 N. Main St., St. Louis.
Sole Manufacturers

Pitzer & Smith, 32 Union Square, New York City
George Breck, 70 Turk Street, San Francisco, Calif.
Distributors

FOR

Five large original photographs mounted
on white cardboard, size 16x18 inches,
illustrating five different subjects on the
Pathe Weekly.

Berlin,

WORLD

New York, U. S. A.

ILLUSTRATING

PATHE

CO.

PICTURE

FILM-VERTRIEB

48, Friodrichstrasse
242, Berlin, Germany.
Reference:
Cable Address:
F. Deutschland Depositenkaaae "Berlinfilm," Berlin
BERLIN

Absolutely Prevents
Eye -Strain
Write for Catalogue of Improved
Snow- White Screen

MIRROR
F. J. Rembusch,
Eaatern

Better Than Ever at Lower Price"

SCREEN

President

::

B«preaeiitatiTe— Frank
Phone Manning,
401 Plaza. 928

CO.

Shelbyville, Ind.
6th

Are.,

V.

T.

City.
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PICTURE

WORLD

LYClOM

SMASHED!
November >nw nil
.1 to a pulp in ail
Laemmle Film Service offices.
It shows to
hiliitiTs are beginning to realize wiiat a wonderful
thing 1 am doing for them when I offer ALL
UNIVERSA] FEATURi FILMS Wi I Hi iTJ i
EXTRA
t'OST.filmsThink
what you
cough
up
for feature
and NOW
YOU used
GET toTHEM
AS \ PART OF MY REGULAR SERVICEl No
wonder records are busted!

CARL

LAEMMLE,

Ornamental
Theatres

President

The Laemmle Film Service
204 West Lake St., Chicago, 111.
Sykes Block, Minneapolis, Minn.
1312 Farnum St., Omaha, Neb.
421 Walnut St., Des Moines, Iowa.
The biggest and best film renter in the
world

PLASTER

RELIEF

DECORATIONS

Theatres Designed Everywhere
Write for Illustrated Theatre Catalog

Send ui Size, of

Theatre for Special Design.

THE DECORATORS

Orchestra
Music
FOR

2549 Archer Avenue.

SUPPLY

11

CHICAGO.

CO.
ILL.

MOVING PICTURES
Violin, Cornet and Oram parts have
been added to the popular "Orpheum
Collection" of piano music (dramatic
»nd descriptive) for Moving Pictures
Practical for piano alone or any number ef above instruments. Issued in
two parts: No. 1 and No. 2.
Piano, 58
Violin, 40
Cornet, 35
Drum*, 30
Send

cents each; both No. '• fi. 15
cents each; both " 75c
centa each; both " 65c
cents each; both ■ 55c
for free sample pages.

CLARENCE

E. SINN

1501 Sedgwick St., Chicago, III.

McKENNA

When

Your Picture Machine Needs Repairing
Why don't you send it to us ?

We have the best equipped machine shop in the country and can re
pair any make of machine.
Write us and get acquainted.
We buy second hand

GEO. M. HOKE

SUPPLY

THE
SIMPSON SOLAR SCREEN
The only Metallic Screen without
seams,
patented.
Buy
the real
thing.
Beware
of imitations
ALFRED L. SIMPSON, Inc.
No. 113 W. 132nd St, N. Y. City

42 Licensed
A WEEK

Posters

FOR $2.00

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING CO.
Hobba

Bldg.

MOVING
McKenna Bros. Brass Go.
—

PITTSBURGH

machines.

CO., 176 N. State St., tL^U

Chicago

PICTURE

Chicago, IIL

Theatre Pipe Organs.
All size. »i Pipe

Organ, for Theatre purpose*
built to order.

Write for catalogue and estimates.
THI WM.
SCUELKE
ORGAN
C».
Milwaukee. Wi..

We buy, sell and exchange
hand FILMS
and MOVING
TURE MACHINES.

WESTERN

second
PIC

FILM BROKERS

538 S. Dearborn St.,

THEATRE

Chicago, 111-

LIST

for sale, containing
11,305 throughout United States; guaranteed
08% cor
rect
mailed
under
a
two-cent
stamp
Price
$20.00
for
the
list
or
$3.00 pei
thousand for certain States.
Trade Circular Addresang Company, 166 We.t Adam. SL, Chicago, Eat 1880. Phone. Franklin 1182, 1183
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American Moving Picture Machine Co.
MAN-OTA OTUEEBS

EASTMAN

07

TKK

STANDARD

motion picture
film—the acknowledged standard the
world over.

Automatic Moving Picture Machine
New York

101-102 Beekman Street,

i

Use the Real

Projector Carbon

F"ARC0-"B^

Manufactured by

EASTMAN
KODAK
CO.,
ROCHESTER. N. Y.

| Bio
f
Cargra
bonsph H
HP

Mart. f.p,,si^fcr

^S

Mm... p,«M

1 "Biograph"
Brand

^H
^M

L. E. Frorup & Co.
232 Greenwich

EXHIBITORS'

St., New

York City

HEADQUARTERS

CALEHUFF SUPPLY COMPANY
(Incorporated)

50 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

CELLULOID POSITIVE
AND

NON-FLAM

CELLULOID NEGATIVE

Machines repaired by Expert Mechanics.
Genuine Pari* Only Lied.
SPECIALTIES

POSITIVE

(Made Under License of the Patentee)

RAW

FILM SUPPLY

IS EAST a6th STREET
Tel. Mad. Sq. 7876

Jobbers in Edison, Powers and
Motiograpb Machines and Parts

CO.

NEW YORK
CabU Rawfilm New York

Mirror Screens
Chairs
Tickets
Pianos
Bio & Electra Carbons
Special Gundlach
Lenses
CHAS. A.

Eye Comfort System
Indirect Illumination
OF

National X-Ray Reflector Co.,
337 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago.
Distance, Screen to Rear of Auditorium
Ceiling Height
Width of House
Name

Gas Making Outfits
Limes
Film Cement
Branch
General
Disinfectant Co.
Scenery, Stage Effects
Theatres Bought,
Sold,
Rented
Gen. MgT.

MOVING PICTURE
LECTURES

THE

So necessary to the success of every
Motion
Picture
Theatre
that
we
engineer 60 Theaters s month.
This is a free service to Motion
Picture Theatre
Managers.

Condensers
Edison Transformers
Ft. Wayne Compensarca
Asbestos State Booths
Asbestos Wire
Switches
Plugs
Spotlights
r.AT.T.mn-'l.'
preg. and

LOUISE

HEAR

M. MARION

IN HFR

NEW ILLUSTRATED POEMS
and FEATURE LECTURES
NOW

LOUISE

M. MARION

459 West 23rd Street. NEW
TERMS

High-Class
Vaudeville
Sketch

BOOKING

REASONABLE

YORK

entitled

"MOTHERwithand SON"
Strong Specialties

rill-:

MOVING

UNIVERSAL SERVICE
Our
Locked Reel System
US

ABOU1

1

11

Universal Film Exchange
111 East 14th St, New York

USED
MACHINE
BARGAINS
one pin with inside shutter,
used about 18 months,

Exclusive New York Agents for
UNIVERSAL
FILMS
OF NEW

WORLD

1 Edison Underwriters' Model B, $ 1 00.00

Has Many Advantages
CONSUL!

PICTURE

YORK

Phone, Stuyv. 1000

1912 Motiograph
Complete.

1

1911 Motiograph

1

1911 Motiograph

Used 4 months,

BLANCHE WALSH

1

Pathe, Professional
Complete.

Standard, No. 4

3

Powers No. 5

Never used.

"RESURRECTION"
four parts
The most successful film of
the year. Rights to Canada
and Mexico for sale.
FILM

COMPANY

145 West 45th Street, New

$147.00

Never used,

1

Complete,

$105.00

$139.00
$65. eachto $90.

Lot of 2nd hand current savers, including: Powers
Inductor, 110-V, 60 Cyl.,
$40.00
Pittsburgh Calcium Economy Coils,
$25.00 each
Miles Bros. Rheostatocides, $55.00 to $40.00 each
Mullen Coils,

$15.00 to $25.00 each

I EQUIP
YOUR
THEATRE
COMPLETELY

in Tolstoy's

MASKO

$123.00

Used 14 months.
Guaranteed in
first-class operating condition,

In
operative condition,
complete,

A few Good States are
still open for

$164.00

Used 2 days,

York

I am jobber of ALL MAKES
of Moving
Picture Machines
Through my Exchange Department I ui prepared M auk* IfWal
allowance for your old machine in part payment on parakaa* »f
new M. P. machine ol any make.

Separate catalogues of different makes of machine*,
supplies and economizers furnished free upon request,25c.
BUT Hallberg's Big Complete Catalogue
costs you
I carry the Largest Complete Stock of

Electra Pink Label Carbons
J. H. HALLBERG
36 E. 23rd St.

New

York City

THE
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to discriminate

THEATRE

when

you

buy

SEATING

for Cat. V2 (Mov. Picture Chairs)
TftnitV
lilDITC
If III I U
I UUH I nn.l Cat V3 (Upholstered Chairs)
Send Floor Sketch for Free Seating Plan
Widest range of atylea and prices.

American
21o 8. Wabash Ave.,

Large stocks.

Seating Company
CHICAGO

ELECTRIC
Generating Set
will f urn leh direct current for your show
and give 70a better quality of light thai
700 can get from the beat Central Statloa
•errlce. With a Fooa Engine yon can save
SO to 75 per cent, of the money yon hare to
pay for electric current and hare all the
light you want when yon want It.

The Foos Gas Engine Co.
log Linden Ave.

OH!

MR.

rv^BEiq^T

A

Send for Bulletin F-98.

34-36 E. 3rd Street
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Springfield, O.

CHEAP

STEEL FRAME
THEATRE CHAIRS

EXHIBITOR!!

Think of th» motherleaa, the fatherless, aad to*
childless homes aa the result of th»
ater panic*.
Protect the lives of your
patrona
by lnatalllng
our
"ANTI
PANIC"
THEATER
CHAIR.
M
Dead at Cannonaburr,
178 at Boyertown. 575 at Iroqnfa Theater. Chicago. Make these horrors Impoe1 Bible. Oar chair la a friend to
'the Public.
It advertises your theater an4
makea your business grow.
It la a space-aaver. life saver,
money-saver, aires 26% more seat!ng.
It will make your theater all alalea. It ta tha
only sanitary chair. It la the world's greatest
theater chair, perfected to the highest degree.
Write to-day for Circular A.
SHI HARDEBTY MFO.
Oanal Dorar, Ohio.
TLB. 00.,
A.

SCENARIO
WRITERS !
If your scenarios do not sell
find out why. Perhaps your
manuscript can be rewritten and
made saleable, and your mistakes
may be corrected in future manuscripts. The author of "Technique of the Photoplay," etc., will
give your manuscript personal
criticism for a fee of $2.

ABSOLUTELY
NON-BREAKABLE
Suitable for small
Theatres and Uot
lug
We Picture
carry Shows.
tlaeae
chairs In stock and
diately.
can W.
ship lmme
Sioond Hend

Also Chair,
seating
use. Out-of-door
for
Addreee Dent.
STEEL, FURNITURE Co., Grand Raplda. Mich
New York: 150 5th Ave. Pittsburgh: 818 Blaaal
Blk. Philadelphia: 610 Flanders Bide.

Your Own Film Camera
BUY THE JUNIOR PROFESSIONAL,
GUARANTEED FILM MAKING OUTFIT
YOU NEED IT, SOONER OR LATER, ALL
SUPPLY,
MACHINES,
LENSES.
Eberhard Schneider,
219 Second Ave., N. Y.

" The House of a Thousand
Features tworeasonable
" and three-reel
prlcea.

WE CAN HURRY
YOUR ORDER OUT.
STAFFORD
Chairs
excell all others.
Heavy Five Ply
seats and backs.
The last-forever kind,
that you are using
long after you have
forgotten
the price.

STEELTOO
CHAIRS
We carry aeveral kinds
of good chairs in stock,
805
all guaranteed.
ASK
FOB
CATALOG

fi. H. STAFFORD
CHICAGO,

121

Fourth

Avenue,

Pittsburgh,

Pa.

CO.

COMPENSARG
That's the device that aavea Moving Picture men two-thirds on their electric light
bills, and yet gives better light Did van
see our ad last week? Well, don't look rt
■p. Just write for our

Booklet 15018

Fort Wavne Electric Works

Big
atocks of exclusive
featnrea:
big advertialng;

IMPERIAL FEATURE FILM CO.

MFQ;
ILL.

oi gihieal rxjtcraic coHT*.nr
1402 Broadway
FORT

WAYNE

INDIANA

733

Exhibitors !
Submit your difficulties to the
author of "The Photoplay Theater," and other articles on management, for advice and suggestion, the result of twenty years'
experience in amusement enterprises. Simple questions $1 each.

Epes

Winthrop

Boe 70, Madison

Square

«
FOR

Station

WRITE

116-117 80. Wabaah Ave., TL.

Chicago, m.

New

York

Office,

ESTABLISHED

PURPOSE

1,000 STYLES

Sargent

New York City

EVERY

A
M
A _ J..**..,l ne A.
rl.
Andrews

1186 Broadway.

FOR

CAT.

«**•«.

L.o.

Seattle Office. 608-10-18
Ban Franolaoo Offloe, 788 Mission St.

1865
NO. 31

Branchea

all
Leading Incities

First

Ave.,

Bo.
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G.MELIES
^♦■fr********************

+++++++++ ++++++++++■*++++

SELLING

THE HEIRLOOM

+ + ++■*+ + + + + + + + * + + + *+ ■»*■»■»■»»»*■» **■»*•» •*•*■*-»■»»»$

I

ON CHRISTMAS

EVE

It looked like a pretty slim Christmas for the Millers. Poverty reigned,
andwhen on Christmas Eve the dealerin curios came and offered a handsome
price for the old Delft stove, his proposition was thoroughly acceptable. He
in turn had a purchaser, the wealthy Mrs. Leeds, who decided to make it a
Christmas present to her husband, a lover of antiques. But little Ethel loved
that old stove, and when the movers came she hid herself in it and went too.
Of course Mr. and Mrs. Leeds were surprised to encounter the little girl, who
soon captivated them and led them to her home. The Leeds made Christmas
merry
at theown.
Millers' and adopted Ethel to love and cherish as their
G. MELIES. 204 EAST 38th ST., NEW
1000 feet

YORK

CITY
12-19-12

5»»»^»»»»»aM*»»»»»»»*>»»iM*»»»»»»»^

4 * *« * ** »»»»»MlJ
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POWER'S

CAMERAGRAPH
The Machine

DEFIES

That

TIME

Strictly speaking, that is not true; for Father Time — "The tomb
builder" — finally gets us all. But, we do say this: that every individual
part of POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH is composed of the best
material that modern scientific knowledge, experience, and money
afford ; that each part must pass the most rigid test for accuracy
and strength.
The result is a machine upon which wear and tear have the least
possible effect, and which, with reasonable treatment, will last for years.
Read what George Montgomery, Operator, Yorkville Theatre,
East 86th Street, New York, has to say on this subject:
"I am running a Power's No. 6. It was
installed here in November, 1910, and it
has run every day since and has never cost
a cent for repairs. Neither has it ever got
bound or broke down in any way. Is this
not a record for any make of Moving
Picture machine?
"It projects a splendid, clear, steady picture, and runs like a clock."
The above concerns our No. 6. Since then our
latest model, No. 6A, has been put on the market.
In it are to be found many improvements which
more recent knowledge affords.

Catalogue G gives full details

Nicholas
Company
For

Power
90 Gold Street
New York City

fifteen
years
the leading
makers
motion picture machines

of

CAREY

PRESS, N. V.

December

Vol. 14. No. 12

21. 1912

Price. 10c.
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Thanhousers

The Star of Bethlehem"

^

Even those who witnessed the private production of
"The Star of Bethlehem." which the Thanhouser Film
Corporation regards as its crowning achievement, and
received such a highly favorable impression of the
motion picture as an educational force, do not fully
comprehend the time, expense and people required, for
its presentation. For this production 200 people were
required, a month was consumed in its preparation and
$8,000 expended before the picture was run off.
The motion picture is here; it is here to stay: it is a
mighty factor in the present-day civilization; it is
steadily improving morally and has within it the possibilities of unbounded good. Your picture story of
"The Star of Bethlehem" is to be heartily commended
It is sympathetic, instructive, forceful and reverent.
I can book you "The Star of Bethlehem" on or after
Tuesday. Dec. 24th. in three reels. We have with it
two one sheets, a three, a six and a sixteen sheet.
We have 2-column cuts for newspaper or circular use,
City.)
New40 York
at
cents Gty.)
apiece. (Address 560 Seventh Avenue,
We have 12 8x10 photos for lobby display, at $2.00
the set. (Address. 14 East 17th Street, New York
City.)
We have slides at 40 cents apiece. (Address 20 East
14th Street. New York City.)
We have illustrated booklets, on book paper, at $5.00
the thousand. (Address 60 Wall Street. New York
We have illustrated herald* at $2.50 the thousand.
(Address Cincinnati, Ohio.)

The Exhibitor Sam:

I Want "The Star

of

"

Thanhouser Bethlehem.
Film Corporation
New Rochelle, N. Y.
The Film Supply Company, American and Canadian Agents

Be sure to book " The Repeater," Released Sunday, December 22nd,
an unusual story of politics, wherein Graft wins at the start and
Justice triumphs finally.
The HOLIDAY spirit looms big.
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FIVE - ArNST EER
THIS WEEK!

"BRONCHO
A

FEATURE

BILLY'S

WESTERN

DRAMATIC

SUBJECT

He

Virtue

PROMISE"

WITH

Released Tuesday, Dec.
tt

THIS WEEK!
MR.

G.

M.

ANDERSON

17th.

of

Rags
"
lesson of merit.

This i-^ a splendid story "t wealth versus conscience.
\n object
Released Wednesday, Dec. 18th.

"His

A screamingly funny

Birthday

Jacket"

farce comedy.
The (rials and tribulations of an ambitious daughter.
Released Thursday, Dec. 19th.

"THe

Sheriff's of

A brilliant Western

Luck"

story told in the heart
Released Friday,

" Giuseppe's
A cyclonic revelation in the

the great Western plain country.

Dec. 20th.

Good

Fortune

illy's

Promise
deeds prove "Snake's"

-ncho

I

"

A gripping story of the West.
Sensationalism in daring, but cowardly
li. M. Anderson in his famous role of "Broncho Billy" captures the day.

NEXT

WEEK

IS ONE

(A
OF

TWO

REQUITED

NEW

"KING

FEATURES

!

"WHEN

COMING

ROBERT
REELS.

SOUL

VERY

BOOK

OF SICILY"

(The Greatest Scenic Production Ever Staged for a ONE

Mr

WEEK

!

SOON

!

IT

SOON

A Revelation in Scenic and

MEETS

while

NEXT

LOVE"

MENDELSSOHN
THEME
IN PANTOMIME)
THE BEST DRAMATIC
SUBJECTS
THIS YEAR.

(Longfellow's Wonderful Poem, in THREE

SOON

undoing,

ii

!
THIS

COMING

"

art of mirthful hilarity.
A thousand feet of "scream."
Released Saturday, Dec. 21st.

Dramatic

SOUL"
REEL

Study.)

COMING

Subject.',

THE WISE ONES ARE USING THE 3-SHEET POSTERS OF ALL ESSANAY SATURDAY RELEASES. ARE
YOU CLASSIFIED HERE? Lithographed in Full Four Colors, Price 35c Each. Order Direct from Your Exchange or
from Morgan Lithograph Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Photos of All Essanay Players, Size 8 x 10, Price $3.00 Per Dozen, Can Be
Secured from the Players Photo Company, 177 N. State St., Chicago, 111.
THESE
MATTERS
DEMAND
YOUR
IMMEDIATE
ATTENTION 1

ESSANAY

FILM

MANUFACTURING

521 First National Bank Bldg.,

Chicago,

Factory and Studio, 1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
Branch Offices in London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona

111.

CO.
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STATE RIGHT FEATURES

THE BRIDGE
(TWO

OF SORROW
REELS)

The greed of a railroad executive which sent to their death the many
when the train dropped through the weakly constructed bridge into
the stony depths of the abyss. A juggling with lives which brought
disaster and desolation, and speeded the juggler to a felon's cell.
The overhearing of a wife's fatal denunciation that put convict stripes
upon the doer of the crime terrible

THE INTERNATIONAL CONSPIRACY
(THREE

PERILS

OF

REELS)

THE

(TWO

ATLANTIC

REELS)

Did You Investigate THESE Films?
THE VENGEANCE
EGYPT
(THREE

OF

IN THE LAND OF THE
LIONS

REELS)

(TWO

GAUMONT
FLUSHING,

REELS, HAND-COLORED)

CO.
N. Y.

<Ga(iiont>

4f%.

%5#
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UNIVERSAL GAINS
MORE TRIUMPHS
ir]

The latest decision of the high courts in favor of the Independents has caused
still another landslide in favor of the Universal. Exhibitors throughout every
state, who had only been waiting to see us make good our promises to protect
them through thick and thin, are now clamoring for that Universal program.
Universal exchanges are reporting a sensational increase in business everywhere!

HOOK UP WITH WINNERS
AND MAKE MORE MONEY

iti

S£

We've made good ! We've won every fight. We've shown you better
quality film than you've ever seen before. We've even smashed the "state
rights ' business to pieces by giving you Universal Feature Films as part of
your regular service WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE! We've cleared
your path for you. We've shoved more profits under your very nose. All
you have to do is to take them.
And the way to take them is to

"Demand

That Universal Program!9

Universal Film Manufacturing Company
MECCA

BUILDING, BROADWAY

AT 48th STREET, NEW

Are you getting our weekly
newspaper in the film business.
it~ !

YORK, N. Y.

newspaper? — the first real
If not, send us your name!

i
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Gene Gauntier
For the Past Five Years Premier Leading Lady of the
KALEM

COMPANY

Begs to Announce
That She Will in Future Appear ONLY

With

The Gene Gauntier
Feature Players
Supported by

Under the Direction of

Jack J. Clark

Sidney Olcott

Films Will Be Distributed EXCLUSIVELY

Warner's Features

Through
3®&

U4<j
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SIDNEY OLCOTT
The Original Kalem
Director
IN
United States
Canada
Ireland England
Scotland
Germany
Italy Spain
Portugal
Algiers Egypt
Palestine

Producer of the Following
(A Few of the Hundreds

Feature Photoplays
to His Credit)

The Lad from Old Ireland

Colleen Bawn

Railroad Raiders of '64 The Girl Spy Series
Down Through the Ages
And the Masterpiece

From the Manger to the Cross
Conceived and Adapted by GENE QAUNTIER

Announces His Affiliation
WITH

THE GENE QAUNTIER
FEATURE PLAYERS
Films Will Be Distributed EXCLUSIVELY

Warner's Features

Through

1150

THE

society

drama

of absorbing

I'M TURK

WORLD

MANOR.

OF THE

GIRL

THE
A

M<)\ l\(i

interest,

gorgeously

staged

in

Release Date, Saturday, December 28, 1912

THE RECOGNITION

CO.

HILLS

A thrilling and dramatic adventure of the
mountains.

Release Date, Monday, December 23, 1912

AMERICAN FILM MFG.
Chicago, Illinois

California.

'

BLACKENED

A Western tale of sentiment and pathos.

VICTORIA

beautiful

Release Date,

PICTURE

Thursday December 26, 1912

PALACE

Trenton, N. J.

Gentlemen:
Your company certainly is a good drawing one at my place.
the better they like them.
Yours very truly,
WILLIAM

AMERICAN

FILM

MANUFACTURING

The more my patrons see them

JOHN COURSE, Mgr.

COMPANY
.

SEJSET*

] ill-: M< )\ [NG

Vim

I'll fURE

"Si

WORLD

and snap characterize

The Finger Prints
The release of Wednesday, December 25
Feature
one-reel detective play with

Darwin

Karr

in the leading role. The story concerns an ex-convict who tries to wreak vengeance on
the district attorney who sent him to Sing Sing. Circumstantial evidence entangled
the district attorney, but a clever detective, by means of finger-prints and the exercise
of some intelligence manages to lay his hands on the real culprit.

SPECIAL

ADVERTISING
OTHER

RELEASES

MATTER
:

The Woman Behind the Man
Released Friday, December

27th

Two young couples start out in life. One couple lives happily and contented on an
income of twenty-five dollars a week, and the other couple are unhappy and discontented on one hundred dollars a week. But the wife of the $25-a-\veek clerk is a better
manager than the other lady and after the years we see her and her husband in fine
surroundings, while the other couple are "down and out." The right woman behind
the right man make a fine team.

A Million Dollars
Released Wednesday, January 8th
A story with thought behind it. It gives a black-eye to the "new thought crowd."

SoWGompany
FORT

LEE, NEW

Send us 10c for a four-color litho of Darwin

JERSEY

Karr
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HEADLINERS

Stirring Frontier, Pioneer and Military
WANTrn
Cf'iriVI ADIHQ
^V^CPiMIXH/O
¥¥MH
I CU
Stories. - - Minimum
price,
$50.
Address T. H. INCE, Director, 1712 Allesandro St, Los Angeles, Cal.

"THE BURNING
Two

Reels,

Released

BRAND'

Wednesday,

Jan. 1st

A tell-tale birthmark, proving his Indian parentage, snatches' a bride from Lieut.
Cole at the altar. The enraged man joins the Indians, becomes a Chief and drills
them. In a terrific battle with the soldiers he is victorious, and marches to the
Post. The danger of death to the woman he loves sweeps aside his hatred and desire
for vengeance and he attempts to save her, meeting death at the hands of his own
followers. The Post is saved from annihilation by the timely arrival of troops from
a distant fort, who defeat the Indians in a big battle.

COMING!— 3 Reels— COMING!

"THE BATTLE OF GETTYSBURG"
Jan. 8— "IIM

THE

Dec. 25— "The

RANKS'^
Prospector's Daughter"—!

BRONCHO MOTION PICTURE CO. ™
MUTUAL

FILM

CORPORATION,

60 Wall Street,

Reels

Reel

BUILDING, 42d ST. & BROADWAY
NEW

YORK

CITY

Sole Agent for U. S. and Canada

THE

MOVING
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\V< >RLD

1

KEYSTONE COMEDIES
Mack

SCENARIOS WANTED : Highest prices paid.
Address
Sennett, Director, 1712 Allesandro St., Los Angeles,

Split

Reel

Cal.

December

lis i ^tf

23

MEYER'S LEGACY"

Hoffmeyer is harassed by creditors and receives a legacy of $500. He goes out to
celebrate, and his spouse will not let him
in the house till he slips the money under
the door. He manages to get her outside
and turns the tables on her when she is
in her "''nightie." She runs down the street
and he follows in his pajamas, creating
much excitement. The police magistrate
counts the money and fines them $500.

• ^R *^HHl[Hi
"The
DRUMMER'S
The travelling
salesman VACATION"
vacations at a

farmhouse, and arouses the displeasure of
the farmer by spooning with a rich widow.
The farmer does many amusing things to
show his displeasure, and the drummer begins to pay attentions to the farmer's wife,
and always manages to escape being caught.
In desperation the farmer goes after the
drummer with a shotgun, but his wife takes
the weapon away and uses it to force him
to do the kitchen work.

Coming

Releases of

The World's Best Comedies
Dec.

30
"THE
DUEL"
and
"MABEL'S STRATAGEM"

Jan. 13— "THE

CURE

THAT

FILM

CORPORATION,

60

FAILED1

RAW

)UT'«

FILM CO. -^i--£

KEYSTONE
MUTUAL

Jan. 6 "SAVING MABEL'S DAD"
and "A DOUBLE WEDDING"

NEW

Wall

Street

Sole

Agent

for the

YORK

U. S. and

CITY

Canada

1 1 54
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Hoy-Bee Thrilling features
"THE

DEAD

PAYS"
Released Friday,

Dec. 20

A MASTERPIECE
OF MILITARY SENSATIONALISM
SHOWING AN EPISODE OF
THE CIVIL WAR
TENSE

SITUATIONS,
SPLENDIDLY

ACTED

THRILLING REPRODUCTION
A RAGING CONFLICT

A TRIUMPH

OF DRAMATIC

OF

ART

The plot deals with a wounded
Northern officer who saves the life of a
Southern soldier and falls in love with
his sister. A Southern spy, who is acting as a Northern officer, involves them
in terrible danger, from which the girl
extricates them by accidentally killing
the spy when he attacks her to secure a
confession which he has signed, in order
to secure her consent to marry him.
BOOK

THESE

COMING

FEATURES

" The Law of the West
"The Great Sacrifice"

99

THREEDEC. REELS
27
TWO

REELS
JAN. 3

SCENARIOS WANTED : Thrilling military stories. Minimum price, $50.
Address T. H. Ince, director, 1712 Allesandro Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

N. Y. Motion Picture Company

Long Acre Bldg., 42nd Street and Broadway, New York City
Mutual Film Corporation, 60 Wall Street

Sole Agent for U. S. and Canada

THE
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AMBROSIO

TORINO

TORINO

STATE

RIGHT

FEATURES

:

Booking Territorial Rights Now
Wire for Terms
One Good

REGULAR

RELEASES:

January 4th:

The Black Veils

Thing Follows Another.

A SICILIAN
HEROINE
(Copyrighied)
A Thrilling story of GARIBALDI
Three exciting reels
Ready for shipment December 28th

PARSIFAL
(Cop) righted)
Three Reels
Ready for shipment December

A (thrilling mysterious drama that will
hold your audience spellbound
January 11th:

What the Unknown Conceals
(In two reels)
A drama of great interest

January 18th:

Between Lite and Death

(In two reels)
An up=to=date moral story full of incident
January 25th :

21st

States going fast— Don't write — Wire!!

SIEGFRIED

A

Romance

of a Heart

(In two reels)
The
interest never slackens from the
first foot of film till the very last

Exchangemen and F xhibitors

(Copyrighted)
A few States open— Wire quickly!!

Don't Forget ALL

(In two reels)

Send your name for our mailing list.
We have good news for you all ! !

Ambrosio Films Are Copyrighted

IN PREPARATION:

THE

B1GGLST

FEATURE

YET.

Those who have bought our other features, write for partic=
ulars, as this will be the Biggest Money Getter ever made.

AMBROSIO
15 EAST

26th STREET

AMERICAN
NEW

CO.
YORK.

N. Y.
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She is Madame

HELEN

Bernhardt redivivus! "

GARDNER
IN

CLEO
Six thousand feet of sumptuous beauty
and exquisite art — absolutely a motion
picture in a class to itself — a perfect story

TIIIS magnificent work of pictorial
beauty and dramatic art, approximating 6,000 feet of film, is pronounced byth<.' entire motion picture press to he probably the greatest
production of its nature ever accomplished. So much appreciation and
praise have been heaped upon it, by
audiences as well as the printed opinion
• ■I the most competent critics, that there
is nothing left to It said. Its technic is
all hut perfect. .Miss Gardner's work in
n places her undoubtedly abreast of the
most and most famous actresses in
the world. Her support is good. The
Stor) moves without a flaw, and tells
11 without any assistance from a
"lecturer." There is not a dull or uninteresting second in the entire hour and
a half required to project the picture.
The picture is in a class all to itself.
'J here is none with which to compare it.
It sets a new standard in pictures

UNITED

PAT

R A

CHARLES L. GASKILL
Director-Manager

One hour and forty minutes of thrilling,
dramatic interest — a story of the most
remarkable woman in all human history

States
anfirst had
of two the
a weeknouncement,
WIIH1X
been sold, namely, New York
and New Jersey. One foreign
country has also been sold, namely, Russia. Miss Gardner's
her supreme
ability, is known bygenius,
man, woman and
child all over the world. She made
"Vanity Fair"— she makes "Cleopatra."
Those who witness her in "Cleopatra"
will come again precisely as they have
done, and are doing now, in the case of
"Vanity Fair." Our line of lithographs,
photographs, heralds, postcards — embracing everything from the postcard to
a 24-sheet pictorial stand — is the finest
and most beautiful advertising matter
ever furnished with a motion picture.
If you are interested in owning the exclusive rights for any State or States,
wire at once for prices and full particulars. It will not do for you to "wait
and look"_ — at your rival to get this
picture.
You must be quick.

wonderful picture ion
eitherof asthisa
is no quest
THERE
work of art or a money-maker.
Both facts are already demonstrated. One fact is attested by the applause and appreciation with which every
audience receives the picture and by the
unstinted praise and commendation that
has been heaped upon it ,by well-known
critics whose written and spoken words
are not animated by tips from the advertising department (see M. P. World,
Nov. 30. and the Mirror, Nov. 20). The
other effect is proven by the crowded
houses that witness every presentation
of the picture. Pleased-patrons and
standing-room-only are what the picture
is already accomplishing. It will continue to accomplish the same result for
months to come, and from one end of
the world to the other. The story is so
clearly told and so well acted that the
dullest intellect as well as the clearest
understands every value, appreciates
every point.

STATES

FILM CO.

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS

145 West 45th Street, New

York
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EGOTISTICAL EDDIE
<A Fable with a Hunch
ONCE there was a Man with a loose Bunch of Simoleons and an
exaggerated Idea of his own Ability. He looked over the
Neighborhood and decided that the Chickens in his Town didn't
have any Place dark enough to Bill and Coo with the Village Lotharios,
and that the Antique Population was badly out of Touch with the
wide, wide World. So he started a Picture Show on the Main
Street of the Burg and began handing out Amusement by the thousand Feet. Incidentally he cleared up all the five Cent Pieces that
had been resting in the old broken Teapots so long they were covered
with Tannin. Being a patriotic Citizen he showed only Fillums
made by American Manufacturers, and he flung Old Glory to the
Breeze every morning at Sunrise. All the Signs in the Local Zodiac
pointed to Success,but there was a Rat Hole of some sort in his Money
Till. The Village Belle after four Weeks blew right by the big Electric
Sign on his front Door and took at least fourteen Male Lights with
her on her evening walks in the suburbs. Next the old People flagged
his Place, and he was left all alone. Something was the Matter, but
the Gink couldn't locate it with a Divining Rod, so he sent an S. O.
S. call for assistance. About this time a wise Guy, wearing a Red
Rooster Pin blew in and handed Egotistical Eddie a Hunch. He told
him his Show had just as much Variety in it as the Bill of Fare at
the Village Hotel where they served Corned Beef Hash three times a
Day every Day, and that while Corned Beef Hash is good, its continued Diet for a couple of Months was Apt to make a Man yearn
to meet a nice Piece of fried Ham with a bit of Hen Fruit on the Side.
He also managed to get the Idea of booking something beside
American Fillums to percolate in the Gink's Gray Matter and recommended C. G. P. C. Products. Now Eddie has fem all coming and
has a big House setting 'way back from the Street to live in, and his
Show Ushers wear uniforms with brass headlights. Next year he's
going to run for Town Treasurer and have everything his own Way.
cMoral:

^Book C. G.^. C. Films if you <want to hold your patrons.
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Ue Red Man's Honor
LOVE. JEALOUSY,

REVENGE

INDIAN

THE

AND

CODE

WITH

Posters
One -Sheet
Three-Sheet
Six-Sheet
AND
THESE
ATTRACTIVE

Heralds

V^^Vlr^y^.

KLEINE-ECLIPSE FILM
IN TWO

This cut is an exact
reproduction of the
front page of the
four -page Herald
published upon The
Red Man's Honor.
CINE S
RELEASE
Dec. 2, 1912

CINES
RELEASE
f\cf

91

1912

Price of
these Heralds

PARTS
Send to

GEORGE

KLEINE

$1.50 per Thousand

At Napoleons
Ir'Tr

Copyright,

Special Heralds,

The ' Lion

Command

1912, by Ceorge Kleine

One, Three and Six-Sheet Posters

Tamer's

Revenge

Copyright.
1912, by Ceorge Kleine
Spec;al Notice:
Cwing to the unprecedented demand for posters for this film, we have had print
a large additional supply of One, I hree and Six-sheet posters which are now ready for delivery. ted

FOR ADVERTISING
MATTER
SEND TO

George Kleine

166 N. STATE ST.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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The Edison
Kinetoscope
(CD!!

Underwriters1 Type "B
When the crowds begin to drift by
your place at night and get jumping around
the entrance of the movies on the next
block, don't stick an extra arc light
out in front and think you've fixed
things. Look at the heart of your
business — at your moving picture
machine.
Pictures look wobbly and spotty
and full of specks? Keep the audience waiting for repairs once in a
while? No wonder the crowds are
going somewhere else.
Ever seen an Edison Kinetoscope? Ever notice how simple and
strong it was — how there wasn't any possibility of fire risk in running it?
Ever notice the pictures it threw — bright and clear and steady as real
life? Ever thought of its economy? Of course you have. Then sit
right down and ask us to send
you a copy of the Edison KinetCURRENT EDISON FILMS
ogram and Catalog 500. You 11
by Annie Eliot Trumbull.
1,040
Dec. 14 — "Afeat. Christmas
Dramatic.Accident,'
be glad.
IS— "The Publio and Private Care of Infanta. Prod*o*d Ln cooperation with the Buaaell Sage Foundation — Department *f
Child-Helping.
995 feet. Descriptive-Educational.
matic. Clare," by Alfred Lord Tennyson. 1,000 feet. Dra17— "Lady

Price, with Rheostat, 110 volts,
24-40 amperes, - - - $225.00
Price, with 110 volt, 60 Cycle
Transformer,
- - - $245.00

IHCO»»'0»Al«0

239 Lakeside Ave., Orange, N. J.

18 — "An
matic.Old Appointment," by Harry Fumiaa. (00 feet. DraComedy.
"When Joey Wai On Time," by Richard Rldgely.
100 feet.
20 — "The Firat Settler1* Story," from "Farm Festivals," by Will
Oarleton.
1,000 feet. Dramatic.
21 — "A
Propoaal Under Difficulties," by John Kendrick Banff*.
990
Hap feet. Comedy.
23 — "An Old-fashioned Elopement," by F, O. Ford, from "The
Gentlewoman," "1" England.
1,000 feet. Comedy.
l.C
24 — "What
1,000 feet.
Dramatic. Katie Did," by Charles M. Seay.
25 — "Love Among the Geysers.
1,000 feet. Comedy.
27 — "A Clue to Her Parentage," being the alxth etory of "What
Happened
to Mary.",000 Produced
in collaboration with "The
ies' World.
feet. Dramatic
Ladi
28 — "He Swore Off Smoking."
525 feet. Comedy.
"How a Horseshoe Upset a Happy Family," by Louis* 8ydmeth.
476 feet. Comedy.
30 — "The Crime of Carelessness," by James Oppenhelm. Produced
in co-operation with the National Aseolation of Manufacturers. 1,000 feet. Dramatic.
31 — "For Her," by Bannister Merwin.
1,000 feet. Dramatic

n6o
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LUBIN FILMS
FIVE RELEASES
This invariably means

a pleasing variety of Good

•'MADELEINE'S
TUESDAY,

EACH

WEEK

Comedy, Western, Dramatic

and

Military Pictures !

CHRISTMAS"
17th

DECEMBER

A wonderful heart story, featuring Ormi Hawley, Guy D'Ennery and Henrietta O'Beck.
Hermann Von Schultz, a violinist, attached to the theatre, protects Marguerite, a young amateur, who belongs to the ballet. Marguerite's
mother is killed by accident and the good musician, though much older than the girl, proposes marriage. She accepts and in a year a baby girl
comes, which is a new joy. Marguerite's friends persuade her that she has married a man too old for her and that her theatrical career would
be enhanced if she ran away and accepted a brilliant engagement. She goes, but after a few years finds herself homeless and starving. She returns on Christmas Eve and is welcomed by Hermann and Madeleine, her baby.

"HIS WESTERN WAY"— A Dramatic Cowboy Picture— Thursday December 19th.
"HOGAN vs. SCHMIDT"— A Good Irish Episode— 362 feet. Friday, December 20th £ A Split Comedy
"NORA, THE COOK"— An Irish Domestic Tartar— 691 feet. Friday, December 20th \ Reel.
"HOME SWEET
HOME"— As Pretty as the Song— Saturday, December 21st.
"THE MOUNTEBANK'S
DAUGHTER"— Minister-players-gossips-marriage— Monday, December 23rd.

"THE

POWER

OF

SILENCE"

A remarkable Two-Reel, typical western picture which holds close attention from start to finish.

RELEASED

MONDAY,
THROUGH

THE

GENERAL

DECEMBER
FILM

30 th

COMPANY

Thomas Lowry, a wealthy ranch owner makes his will in favor of his adopted daughter Jane. '"The Silent
One," a sheep herder of powerful personality loves Jane, and Lowry approves of the match. Robert Sinclair, a
nephew of the old man, comes from the East and falls in love with the girl, and "The Silent One" looks on without
words. The Easterner with his polished manners fascinates the girl and he tells her of the wonders of his country.
Old Lowry dies suddenly and Sinclair tries to steal the will, but is caught in the act by "The Silent One." He then
persuades Jane to go with him and "The Silent One" tells her that if she really loves the man to go, but he also
advises Sinclair that if harm ever comes to the girl he had better take his own life. Jane goes East with the city
man and in a few years her money is squandered, she is reduced to poverty and dies byoken-hearted. Sinclair, having
dissipated all of the girl's money, returns West to sell the sheep. "The Silent One" traps him and by force of will
power leads him to his cave in the cliffs. A desperate struggle takes place and the two men pitch over the cliff to
death below.
Thus ending the career of good and evil.

^UIlllll tj I THE HOLIDAYS *
TWO
MORE
POWERFUL
TWO-REEL
SUBJECTS
(Through The General Film Co.)

"The Power & Cross"
Featuring Arthur Johnson and Lottie Briscoe.

"The

Mexican

Spy"

A highly sensational military border picture.

Beautiful One, Three and Six Sheet Posters of our Photoplays, printed in five colors
can be obtained from your Exchange or the A. B. C. Company, Cleveland, Ohio

LUBIN MANUFACTURING CO.
Chicago:

154 West Lake St.

B. Nichols, 86 Wardour St., London, W., England.

MODEL NEW STUDIOS,
20th and Indiana Avenues,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Berlin, 35 Friedrich Str.
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CHRISTMAS"
Tuesday, December

17 th

To make others happv, a poor clerk yields to temptation. Christmas Ks-e he escapes from
prison to play Santa Claus for his little girl. He returns to prison, happier that he has added
to her joy.
Maurice Costello, in the lead
never better.

"WHO

STOLE

UMBRELLA"

BUNNY'S

Bunny THE
has a terrible
He loses his W"
temper and his
DOG time.SHO
"AT
brella just where he left it. The Dog Show exhibits a great
"THE HAT"
Anxious to emulate her more prosperous sisters, a young
coveted hat. Possessing it, she dies from her deprivation.
'FOLLOWING

THE

STAR"

I Comedy

& another)

'
money,[**"
before '^/jST?"1
he finds his umvariety of "Bow-Wows."
Thursday, December

19th

girl suffers poverty to secure a

{Comedy- Drama)

Friday/Dec.

20th

A stage-struck maiden secures a part with a prominent actor. She fails and is glad to return
to home and mother.
Edith Story as the aspirant for stellar honors is a great card.

«A MARRIAGE

OF CONVENIENCE"
(Comedy -Drama)

Saturday, December

21st

To please her father, she marries a man she doesn't love. Then she marries another to please
herself.
the
twice The
bride.first one dies and she goes to the Philippines for the second. Lillian Walker is

NEXT WEEK, SIX A WEEK
"WHILE

SHE

POWDERED

HER

NOSE"— Artistic fun.
MONDAY, DECEMBER

23rd.

"IT ALL CAME OUT IN THE WASH" 1
A Comedy and one other
"IDA'S CHRISTMAS"
] TUESDAY, DECEMBER 24th.
"TWO WOMEN AND TWO MEN"— Deep-laid
plot.
WEDNESDAY,
DECEMBER 25th.
"FRECKLES"— Full of funny spots. THURSDAY,
"THE BETTER MAN"— None better.
FRIDAY,
"SUE SIMPKINS'
AMBITION"— A comedy.
SATURDAY.

DECEMBER
DECEMBER
DECEMBER

26th.
27th.
28th.

Special Release in Two Parts "THE REINCARNATION OF KARMA," Released Friday, December 27th.
Vitagraph Three and One Sheet Posters of All Releases.

Beginning with Dec. 23rd
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The Mission of a
Bullet

The Peace Offering
A couple of baseball fans, through their love
for "the game," get in bad with their wives, but a
simple "peace offering" fixes everything all right.
■°^3
On the Same Reel:

3

WORLD

Two young men, refused by their sweethearts,
decide to go west and prospect for gold.
Ill luck, exhaustion of food and the discovery
that they are both in love with the same girl almost result in a tragedy, but a shot fired to kill
opens up a gold pocket. Good fortune follows
and on the boys' return East they find the "only
girl" about to be married.

Why Tightwad Tips

^Sk
Tightwad hates to "give up" to the waiter or
^rg
barber.
An unfortunate
experience
compels
a
change of viewpoint.
Don't miss these two extra good comedies.
Released Monday, December 30th

Released Wednesday, January 1st

A Treacherous Shot
An impecunious French count tries to win the handsome daughter of a Southern planter.
He at first overlooks an American rival, but finding him a serious menace to his plans, endeavors
to win by methods that result disastrously.
Released Friday, January 3d

J
w

}i » 1

■fi^*

^^^
.M

i^^Pl

^

The Flag of
Freedom

!■
r «sV
HP

f^r^ f^H

An Incident of the
American Revolution
■
m

-\\n \^^!r

HP \ I

_

s

**m

British officer is frusA spying
trated in his work by a loyal
American girl and her Continental
lover.

f$i
Released

Saturday, January

Special One, Three and Six-Sheet Four-Color Posters
for This Feature

POUR A WEEK iP™

4th

m

a

M

J. P. Chalmera,

Founder.
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Telephone, 3510-351 1 Madison Square
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reprint just as they appeared in The Moving
Picture World of exactly five wars ago (December 21, 1907), the sub-joined words of
Thomas A. Edison:
WE

In my opinion nothing is
of greater importance to the
success of the motion picture
interests than films of good
moral tone. Motion picture
shows are now passing through
a period similar to that
of vaudeville some years
ago. Vaudeville became a
great success by eliminating
all of its once objectionable features and , for the
same reason, the five cent
theatre will prosper according to its moral attitude.
Unless it can secure the entire respect of the amusement
loving public it cannot endure.

a&; ^aru
The words are well worth pondering over, for they
are as true and as appropriate today as they were five
years aeo.
WE

have just seen the preliminary prospectus for
the coming First International Exposition cjf the
Motion Picture Art, which is to be held here in
conjunction with the third annual convention of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America in the
week of July 7th, [913. Not only is the prospectus provided with a most attractive typographical dress, but it
shows in its general tone and comprehensiveness a most
desirable spirit on the part of the Board of Directors,
who have been entrusted with the preliminary labors. A
special effort will be made to justify the word "international" inthe title of the exposition. This is as it should
be. Exhibitors are now organizing in every part of the
civilized world and the scope of every organization is
national. We have no doubt, whatever, that a very considerable number of foreign exhibitors will visit the exposition and that many European manufacturers will
be induced to bring over interesting and valuable exhibits.
The cinematograph is international in its very nature and
a grand practical demonstration of this fact could not
fail to impress the public and the newspapers. \ powerful gathering of exhibitors from every part of the world
would be an object lesson on the mission of the cinematograph.

America still has the lead in the motion picture industry
of the world and still sets the pace in the number and
average quality of pictures. It is, therefore, altogether
proper and fitting to have the moving picture hosts of
the world assemble here in the commercial metropolis of
the United States. New York is but little more than a
week's journey from any European port of importance,
and that fact ought to insure a mighty attendance from
abroad. We understand that some English exhibitors
and manufacturers have signified their intention of taking
part in the coming exposition. The Moving Picture
World wishes to emphasize and spread the fact, that
tinder a special act of Congress, secured this year by the
International Exposition Company of the New Grand
Central Palace, all goods for exhibition purposes may be
brought into the United States free of duty.
* * *

difcreate
continues
picture
motion ferences
of opinion
the clergy.
of strong
ranks
in the to
It seems to us that the friends are now beginning
to outnumber the enemies by quite a fair majority. There
are clergymen in every part of the country, who entertain the most liberal and progressive ideas about motion
pictures. They form a refreshing contrast to the narrow
and fanatical minority. Among the enlightened advocates of the motion picture, the Rev. Charles H. Myers.
a Methodist minister in Chattanooga. Tenn.. deserves
special and honorable mention. He saw the possibilities
of the pictures and at' once decided to have them introduced into his own church. In this respect he did no
more than scores of other clergymen, but before he executed his plan he went to see the principal exhibitors of
the city and asked their advice. We are glad to say that
the exhibitors not only gave the pastor much needed
but co-operated with him in making his
practical advice
entertainment a success.

THE

This sensible clergyman expressed his views of the
church and its relation to the motion picture quite freely.
Speaking
of the young people in his congregation he
says
:
"There is a feeling among many young people that
they are severely criticised for their pleasures, and
yet their critics, the churches, have made no attempt
to supply that craving for pleasure which is entirely
natural to youth. We are making an attempt to do
this in a real way. I realize, as a pastor, that the
young people cannot enjoy something namby-pamby
and insipid that is gotten up with the express purpose of catching them. The church has too many
ci mpetitors to longer try to sustain that untenable
position. There is nothing essentially religious
about this Saturday night program except as all legitimate pleasure is religious. I mean we have nothing
our sleeve."
Itupseems
to us that a broad and tolerant mind, keenly
alive to all agencies for good, ought to be a prime
requisite. in the mental and moral make-up of every useful clergyman. It is hard for us to understand this
frequent indiscriminate clerical denunciation of the motion picture. Exhibitors, who are in business for profit
and who do not pretend to any divine call to assist in
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the uplift and progress of humanity, are often found to
be of broader mentality and have sounder views than
some of our clerical friends. This age mods constructive work; the railers and denouncers of tilings are out
of joint with the times.
* * *
MOVING PICTURE WORLD deems it an
THE
imperative duty to warn exhibitors against showing the films known as the Life and Adventures
of Lieutenant Petrosino. In New York the films have
been severely criticised in one of the great daily newspapers, which based a crusade against motion pictures on
the existence of such productions. In Cleveland an exhibitor was arrested because he insisted on showing these
films despite the warnings conveyed to him by the authorities. The films were seized by the police and held

is typical
as evidence in the coming trial. This "feature"
of the many cheap, flashy and sensational reels that have
lately been made by some domestic and foreign manufacturers. The exhibitors can do their share in keeping
the business clean and respectable by absolutely barring
such trash from their theaters.

Aspects of the Sunday Question: I
By W. Stephen Bush
IN >eason and out of season we have commended, advocated and urged the possibility and the advantages
of a proper Sunday entertainment. In many cases
we have been able to help in breaking down the barriers
of ignorance and prejudice. We have presented the
subject to our exhibiting friends and readers in every
possible aspect, seeking to supply them with good sound
arguments and cheering them on the hard road of trial
and experiment.
We firmly believe that the proper Sunday entertainment is legal everywhere, unless prohibited in terms ; we
know, that wherever and whenever the final interpretation of the law has been sought in the higher courts the
victory was with the exhibitor; we realize that nothing
will gain more friends for the motion picture, nothing
will better increase its prestige and advertise its educational possibilities than the Sunday exhibition.
The fight for a Sunday entertainment requires patience,
diplomacy and moral courage of a high order. The first
step should be the consulting with able counsel and then
there must be a willingness to make a test case, even if
one exhibitor or more have to submit to the indignity of
arrest. This was but recently done in Ohio, where the
exhibitors gained a final and signal victory. It is, however, extremely improbable that the indignity of an arrest has to be suffered in order to make a test case.
Where a mere technical violation is concerned and the
law itself is at best uncertain, arrest is a pure formality,
necessary to have the court of final jurisdiction pronounce
on the legality of the Sunday exhibition. Even if the
final decision were to be unfavorable, it is a practical certainty that nothing worse than a fine will be imposed by
way of punishment. In such a case, with public sentiment
behind the petitioners, it will be worth while to try and
amend the law by going before the legislature. In many
previous issues The Moving Picture World has outlined the scope and general language of bills which in
the present state of public opinion would be most likely
to become laws.
The fight of one intelligent, courageous and determined
exhibitor, on behalf of a proper and suitable Sunday entertainment, must be interesting to all and, as it undoubtedly conveys its lessons to others, we will mention at

WORLD

some length the struggle of a prominent exhibitor1 16«in
l'ierre, South Dakota. This exhibitor gave a show on
Sunday consisting of scenic pictures exclusively. To be
specific the program consisted of the reels, "The Manuire of Paper" and "The Making of the World's
(ireatest Newspaper," together with the Animated
Weekly. The exhibitor had fortified himself with an
opinion of the Attorney General of the State as to the
legality of this kind of an entertainment on Sundays,
and this opinion is so strikingly similar to the decisions
of the courts in New York and other states and bears out
so well the contention of The Moving Picture World,
that we reproduce its salient points here. The Attorney
General says "* * * If our law was to be construed
so as to prohibit the exhibition of scenery by moving picture shows I see no reason why such a construction
would not also prohibit stereopticon views in churches
illustrating lectures."
This plain and simple analogy holds good everywhere.
No one has ever claimed that it was unlawful to give a
lecture on Sundays ; on the contrary, we know that such
lectures are very common. We also know that they are
illustrated by stereopticon views and what is the difference between the still picture and the moving picture
in the eye of the law? Though there is not and cannot
be any Federal legislation on the subject, the laws in
the various states, all having one common origin, show a
decided family likeness. Take for example the laws in
the New England states. Take states, even as far apart
as South Dakota and New York, and the same resemblance isstill to be observed. All this shows that the exhibitors inone state can always learn something by watching the proceedings in a Sunday campaign in another
state.
In the states of the Middle and Far West where the
initiative and referendum have been adopted, the question of allowing public exhibitions of proper motion pictures on Sunday can easily and quickly be decided by
popular vote. In such states the exhibitors have it practically intheir own power to win a victory for the open
Sunday. Our South Dakota exhibitor showed rare judgment in focusing the issue on the character of the Sunday exhibition. Therein lies either the strength, or the
weakness of the exhibitor. If his Sunday program is
made up with due regard to the nature of the day, he has
little to fear from the opposition. A man or woman who
sees a desecration of the Sabbath in the showing of uplifting and educational films is either a fossil or a fanatic
or both. The opponents of the program compiled by
the South Dakota exhibitor passed a set of resolutions
full of phrases, but utterly devoid of facts or arguments.
The educational program disarms criticism and answers
objections even before they can be formulated and stated.
On the other hand the promiscuous program with its
melodrama or "Wild West" must be repugnant as a proposed Sunday show, even to people with no religious affiliations whatever. Happily exhibitors everywhere seem
to thoroughly grasp this fact and we notice that in the
great majority of cases the Sunday programs can be told
by their very composition, which differentiates them from
the ordinary show.
If The Moving Picture World thought that the special Sunday program would be but an entering wedge
for mixed programs later on, we would not advocate the
Sunday exhibition at all. Just how the proper character
of the Sunday entertainment is to be secured, whether
its regulation may be left to the individual discretion of
the exhibitor, or whether it would be wiser to define and
regulate this very important phase of the Sunday show
by plain statutes is a question which we will consider
at some length in our next issue.
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It Is to Laugh
By Louis Reeves Harrison

are the only creatures on earth that laugh, and
the funniest part of it all is that there is very little
to laugh at on earth but ourselves. The strangest part of it all is that gravity seems to excite our sense
of the ridiculous, even when people in this line of business take themselves seriously. We are deluged with
articles, as producers are with scenarios, by people persuaded that they are saying something new and entertaining, and the authors are not always lacking in intelligence,
but they tell us solemnly of what is new to them that has
been adequately recorded long ago.
Many bright minds have been focused upon the moving picture industry during the past half-score of years ;
the creative and critical fields have been explored to their
boundaries, yet the daily press is just beginning to take
impressive notice of the New Art, and periodicals are
commencing to publish awe-inspiring articles about it
that expand our cheeks rather than our minds. They
have all the seriousness of purpose that animated a gentleman in his cups when he came upon two others in
similar condition on Madison Square one summer night
many years ago.
The two were earnestly discussing a great ball of fire
above them, one of the large electric lights then installed
for the first time. One declared that it was the sun. The
other insisted that it was the moon. They agreed to
refer it to the first man who came along, and he was as
full as they were. He looked up at it with the thoughtful
air of one who is on the verge of an important discovery,
then shook his head with the gravity of one who dared
not give an important decision without due reflection.
"You will have to excuse me," he hiccoughed, "I am a
stranger in this part of the country."
That is not a new story, but it may illustrate the wisdom of not pronouncing an opinion on what may appear
to be a novelty by those whose powers of observation are
befogged by the first glare of light on a subject that
reaches their minds. We have yet to learn anything from
those who are "strangers in this part of the country,"
however satisfying their discoveries and efforts to enlighten us may be to themselves, but there is a delightful
element of comedy in the way they beat the air. There
is a Columbus in the moving picture business born every
minute.
There are comedies on the screen that the main part of
the audience watch with quiet amusement, and they are
not all labeled comedies, either. The comic comes quickly
into being when we are all sitting very still, repressing
our emotions and concentrating our attention upon what
is intended to be thrilling, especialy when the drummer
uses his cacophonous instruments. A grunt or a squeak
at the wrong time sends part of the assemblage into convulsions, and the toots, bangs, booms and croaks have
carried many a poor photoplay over as they have covered many a wretched vaudveal act. It affords us relief
to laugh at the absurd rigidity of our attention, at our
folly in expecting too much for ten cents.
It might be different if we paid a dollar to see the
show. We might feel that we could not afford to laugh
at the wrong time. Appreciation then becomes a stern
necessity. But when we sit down to be entertained for
a couple of hours at the price of a doubtful cigar we experience a"let-her-go" amiability of a drunken sailor on
shore leave with six months' pay in his pocket. We don't
care what happens. Hence the good nature of the moving picture audience. Something is needed to account
for it.
WE

Woman is rarely ridiculed in comedy — it does not
please the better class to see her held up to scorn —
children are made to do bright and interesting things in
the American product, so the poor old meal-ticket is the
one usually punched. Man! He furnishes more amusement than all the rest of the world put together. This
is largely because he thinks everything he does is of importance. Acamera man happened to be on a ship standing by while a great ocean liner sank off the English
coast and leveled his instrument at it, but some one got
in the way, and he exclaimed in disgust, when he had
wasted 200 feet of film: "They will have to do that all
I have written more comedies than serious dramas,
over
again."
but they
are undervalued if not indignantly rejected if
they portray the humorous side of moving picture production— so widespread is the idea among manufacturers
of regulating life as a matter of business routine — yet
there is a lot of active material going to seed in the
daily experience of most studios. The average director
— I have watched many of them work — becomes so intent on developing the situation that he commonly overlooks one of the greatest laugh-making elements of the
photoplay.
It is necessary for the outside scenario writer to create
or revive a humorous situation in order to peddle his
peanuts, but it is next to impossible for him to light up
the scene's pictures by his imagination within the limitation of a bare statement of action. He must be permitted
to indicate the characterization in comedy. Let us assume
that the man in the play is one of those putting on a bold
front when he is a coward at heart — a bluffer. He must
go at what he pretends he can do seriously as far as the
action is concerned, but he must be made to reveal the
true state of mind by side glances of terror or twitching
gestures of apprehension in order to get the audience on
edge for the culmination.
The man of self-importance who assumes a frigid
manner in dealing with other men is one of these bluffers.
He is afraid of the individual who is tackling him and
sets up the Chinese defense of wearing a mask. The
four-flusher who tries to isolate himself on an "I-amholier-than-thou" pedestal furnishes rich material for
derision because he is comic without knowing it. Have
you ever met him in this business? Perhaps you don't
go around as much as a critic of photodramas !
Just as tragedy quickens our sympathies and rouses
our sense of justice, comedy has its serious uses in checking human vanity. Photoplays are tremendously educational when they drive along the right lines, though they
may not be so tagged. The owner cannot see how a live
man can stand being else than a producer ; the actor
pities those who do not receive mash notes from the unthinking; the director exhibits a deep sense of injury
when his borrowed plumage does not excite wonder —
there are balloon-heads all along the line. It is for the
playwright to prick the bubble in comedy. Let us laugh
at ourselves.
Equivocal situations furnish the best material for light
comedy, those that threaten to break down every moment
and are patched up again just in time are best suited to
stage presentation, but the value of original plots on
these lines is so high that I have urged those who select
photoplays to look more kindly upon those dealing with
amusing phases of human nature. To see ourselves as
others see us is the best gift you can "gie" us, says
Bobby Burns.
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To the Exhibitors of Greater New York
NOW

that the New York Evening World has run
out of amunition with which to pound the picture
theaters it has kindly directed the attention of the
public toward the proposed Folk Ordinance for the regulation of the theaters, which has been lying in committee
in the Board of Aldermen of Greater New York for the
past year ; left there by its friends who have been hoping
for the time to come when they might successfully urge
its passage.
While picture men in general may be smarting under
the peculiarly unfair attacks of The Evening World they
may thank the activities of that paper for a renewal of
interest in the Folk Ordinance and for the resumption of
effort on the part of its framers to urge its passage.
The Moving Picture World is in position to say with
authority that Alderman Folk and his associates in the
Board of Aldermen have decided to bring the matter up
for passage at a very early date and that there is now on
an active campaign to arouse public sentiment in its favor, that wavering aldermen may be induced to cast their
votes in the affirmative when the ordinance is presented.
We will not attempt at this time to rehearse the many
excellent provisions of the Folk Ordinance. Every motion picture exhibitor in New York is familiar with its
provisions and knows what benefits it will secure to him.
There is need, just now, for much determined effort by
exhibitors to see that members of the Board of Aldermen
are duly and strongly impressed with the great need for
the passage of this very wise and equitable measure. The
opposition to it is strong and determined and will fight to
the last ditch. But only selfish and personal interests of a
few are arrayed in that opposition and these shou'.d not
be permitted to stand against the needs of the people at
large.
In a fight of this character the seven hundred picture
theater owners of Greater New York, backed as they are
by thousands of influential citizens, should, by concerted
action, exert a force that will bring results.
Now is the time to bring that force into action. Now
is the time to get together that the necessary power may
be brought to bear to put the Folk Ordinance through.
A call is being made upon the exhibitors of Greater
New York to get into the fight in earnest NOW.
WHAT ARE YOU DOING?
CONCERNING

PROGRAM

WORLD

would be target it they done to, but ibii you cannot do at I
no bat
a wise advertising manager, knows that it pays to ad.
programme
they are not a few pieces of page
aether that
will be thrown right away, js the i
■ ing to
purchase anything it going to buy advertised goods.
is longer than I intended, but you will greatly
my expect
organiza-to
tion and myself if you can find space to publishgreatly
it, but oblige
I never
see it published in your paper, because any
article of this sort, knocking the people who help support them is no dvubt
afraid to publish a call down of tl
>'y,
Chairman,
Local

1407 Mother Street.

Ball I ' A.
ifci,

1. S. E.

We are just in receipt of the above letter from the Chairman of the Md.,
Ball who
Committee
of Operators'
No. on
181 the
of
Baltimore,
takes exception
to our Local
editorial
subject of program advertising soliciting in our issue of
November 30th. We believe the printing of this letter will
show even more clearly than we could in any other way,
the condition against which we spoke.
Since writing the above named editorial, we are in receipt
of
five morefrom
letters
from parts
Operators'
and Exhibitors'
Ball
Committees
different
of the country
and also were
favored by a personal call from a representative of another
large
operators' local, all looking for advertisements
in ballWestern
programs.
The reason that we first called attention to this matter was
through receiving a telephone call from one of the large
advertisers in the industry. He stated that something certainly ought to be done, as, in his own case, the thing had
"got to be a nuisance," to use his own words. Judging from
his remarks over the telephone, the ball committees of the
different exhibitors' and operators' unions throughout the
States take the addresses of advertisers from the trade papers
and write to all of them, expecting copy in each case.
In the letters we ourselves have received the price per
page runs all the way from ten dollars to twenty-five dollars,
and it does not take very much figuring to enable anyone to
see that the proposition becomes an impossible one even for
a large advertiser.
There are too many local organizations.
The contention in the above letter as to the value of advertising needs no comment from us. The advertising in the
trade papers, reaching thousands of exhibitors all over the
country every week, would not be as extensive as it is if it
did not bring results. — Ed. Moving Picture World.

ADVERTISING.

Baltimore,

Md., Nov. 30th, 19 12.
Moving Picture World. New York City.
Gentlemen: — As you have had your say in regard to advertising in ball
programmes, etc., I sincerely hope you will grant me a little space in your
valuable paper to express my views. The said article may be all well and
good in some cases, but not in all. I am at the present time chairman of
the ball committee of Local 181 of the M. P. O. P. U., and we have for
the past several weeks been soliciting advertisements for our programme,
and we are not working any hold-up game. We wrote to the majority of
the firms connected with the motion picture business and stated that we
thought an "ad" in our programme would be a help to them and honestly
believe same to be a fact. We do not claim that an ad" in our programme
will be
as much benefit
as one
your paper,
do claim in
thatouran territory
ad" in
our
programme
will bring
morein returns
to thebutadvertiser
than
an
"ad"
in
your
paper
will
bring
from
the
same
for
this
reason:
Everybody connected in anv way with the business from the managers
down, attend our balls and all receive a copy of our programme while there
are numerous ones who never see a copy of The World. Our programme is
a souvenir and is kept by everyone receiving it; not a cheaply gotten up
affair to be thrown away after the ball.
At the next meeting I will inquire of our secretary and if he still has
them I will send to you three letters from firms who advertised last year,
tatingit that
received
So if it helped
them
must they
havehad
helped
othersbusiness through their "ad."
We want it understood by all that we don't want charfty or anything of
the sort, but want to give everyone full value for their money. If we
wanted the expenses of our ball paid, we would not go to the expense that
we do to put up a programme, but would put up a cheap one, or else just
ask the manufacturers to contribute to our expenses.
And why, let me ask, do you pick out the operators, why not mention the
exhibitors; they have balls and solicit "ads" for their programmes. Are
you afraid to knock them? There are just as many operators buying your
paper as exhibitors. Such articles as this should best be left unpublished,
as it will make you no friends, but cause you to lose lots that you have,
as it looks to me, and hundreds of others, including some of your advertisers. That it is just a game to try to stop manufacturers, agents, etc..
from advertising in anything but your paper, and that possibly their "«ds"

MRS. JOE HAMMAN,
As "June Dew" in Kleine-Eclipse Picture, 'The
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enjoj 11 as much as he does his favorite table delicacies.
The
rats are moved to such a sense of security that two of them
nest houlder.
on the crown of Sammy's hat, while another sleeps on

Orpheus"

"The Pied Piper of the Jungle," oy the Selig Polyscope Co.
Reviewed by James S. McQuade.

SELIG lias a novelty comedy subject (in wbich wild
animals and aboriginals of the African jungle contribute to the merriment of the spectator) to serve as a
prelude to the joys and festivities of the Christmas season.
It is a single reel, bearing the title, "Sammy Orpheus'' or
"The Pied Piper of the jungle," and will be released Dec. 19.
This subject will have an especial appeal for children, but
adults and old folks as well will find in its novel make-up
much that will excite their risibilites. Such subjects tend
to relieve the monotony of dramatic offerings, and if we
had nn.re scenics and other educational films, in addition,
to vary the programs, so much the better. There is a dearth
of comedy at present in picture theaters, and manufacturers
should make every effort to meet the demand.
The subject under review was produced in Los Angeles
by Colin ( ampbell, from the scenario by Lanier Bartlett.
While it is difficult in such a case to avoid episodical treatment, the incidents are well linked together and Sammy's
adventures keep one in good humor throughout. One has
to laugh at the recollection, when all is over, that Sammy
has not once partaken of food during his exciting experiences; his love for the notes from the pipe of Pan having
banished hunger, even when a good meal was near at hand.
But Sammy is not the only creature moved by the mellow
notes of his magic wind instrument. Like the famed piper
of old, he sways human beings and rats at will, and, unlike
that greal magician on the nursery, he puts under spell lordly
lions, huge elephants, fierce leopards and other wild animals
of
the jungle. To
hearto Sammy's
musicbodies
is to of
be men,
siezed women
by an
uncontrollable
desire
dance. The
and animals glide and sway in rhythmic unison with his compelling note- Big "Toddles," the pride of Selig's Western
animal farm, does not keep time by swaying his massive
trunk
only, lie actually
dances
a hornpipe,
and seems
to

Thomas

Santschi as "Sammy

WORLD

Orpheus"

Sammy's inordinate love of music brings him into trouble
with his sweetheart, as the opening scene shows. The girl
tries vainly to secure first place in his affections, and places
herself in one scale against the magic pipe in the other; but
alas' to her mortification, she is but a feather in comparison,
and when she leaves him forever, he simply shrugs his
shoulders and looks fondly on the beloved instrument.
He is next seen in his forbidding apartments, where he
finas a note demanding that he pay his rent or get out. He
is forced to take the latter alternative, but is attacked by
his iandlady, and only escapes a sound drubbing by playing
his pipe. The music causes the woman to dance, and while
she is thus held in thrall Sammy takes to his heels.
He then resolves to seek a more hospitable clime, and we
find him a stowaway on a vessel bound for South Africa.
Down in the reeking hold, he suffers the pangs of hunger
for days, being obliged to abstain from music until the ship
is well out at sea, lest he be returned homeward on a passing
vessel. The limit is reached, however, and the captain and
the crew are startled one day, by a simple melody that float-s
sweetly through the musty air of the open hatches. The
men cease work and begin to dance hilariously. The captain commands and threatens them, but all to no purpose,
and he himself soon joins the gliding, swaying throng. Then
Sammy is brought out of the darkness and is turned over
to the cook for replenishment. While that worthy is preparing the meal, he is forced to keep time to the magic
music, and the entire crew is once more under the spell.
The vessel is now near the coast of Africa and the captain,
in despair, decides to throw Sammy overboard. A life
preserver is tied on his body, and the captain orders one of"
the crew to push him over the rail into the sea. As the
current carries him out of view, Sammy is seen floating on
his back, a seraphic smile on his face as he continues to
play the magic pipe. What befell him among the cannibals
and the wild animals in the jungle would better await the
story as told by the pictures.

in Selig's Release of the Same Title
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tin- production.
v\ ith n.,\ . I
company are enthusia
shi I>wlie their
new ifriends
ompany and
i admii ei

and pr<
I ■ !•

Members
of the Famous
O'Kalem
Players Form
New
Producing
Organization.
ii n-ii t . As also announced in our advert
I eatures will attend to the distribution
Mr.
has happened in the tittle world ol photo
NOTHING
playera
tliat will create so much
comment
as the
A.
Warner,
president
of
Warner'-,
Features,
bai
interested in the Gene (jauntier Feature I
pany
announcement made in the advertising pages "i t in ^
issue of the Formation of The Gene Gauntiei I eature Players
and
will
look
alter
its
business
interest-.
'I
Company,
Miss Gauntier and her associates
in the new
reached by the promoters of the new company after a <
tnization had been connected with the Kalem Companj
ml study of the situation
in America,
upon
which
it
for the past five years — from the beginning of ili.it com
found
that hisMr. planWarner's
connections,
In- standing
in the
trade
and
for
the
distribution
and
lale
ol
pictures
pany when it started out in a very small way t" make pictures under most trying conditions until its recent i>r< ><lm
promised the best results.
It was, indeed, the possibility of
making such a connection that encouraged Miss Gauntier
tion of the subject "From the Manger to the Cross," which
promises
to eclipse all previous achievements
of moving
and her friends to take the step they have, despite many
picture manufacturing,
flattering offers made them by other manufactu
The story of these years of striving for and reaching the
\\ lnle it will be a distinct disappointment to the mana
very highest point in picture production would be of absorb
and patrons of licensed
theaters to learn that they are not
ing interest. Some day it may
to have Miss Gauntier and
her associates with them at
be told, but just now our readers are most concerned with
regular intervals, then
the future plans of Miss Gaunmuch satisfaction to be had
tier, that delightful little woman
in the knowledge that they
who has become so popular
promised to do even b
with the picture-loving public
things than in the past. As
the world
over.
among the women who have
Associated with Miss Gauntier,
gained distinction in the world
as director of the new organizaof photoplayers, there is none
tion, is Mr. Sidney Olcott, who
more versatile and capable
is but little less renowned than
than Miss
Gene
Gauntier.
Miss Gauntier herself: Mr. Jack
Clark, who has appeared as
MOTION
PICTURES
IN
NORTHERN
MEXICO.
Miss Gauntier's leading man for
several years past and whose
San Luis Potosi is the censplendid work as a picture artist
ter of distribution
of motion
has been often and favorably
picture
films
to
Northern
commented upon, and Mr. Allan
Mexico.
The local branch of
Farnum, scenic artist. This is
a Mexico City house (P. Avethe nucleus of a strong comline & A. Delalande) receives
pany of photoplayers now being
its supply twice a week from
formed by Mr. Olcott for the
the capital and dispatches films
purpose of producing multiple\
daily by express to points on
reel feature subjects.
the northern frontier and the
Pacific and Gulf coasts. The
That this organization is capable of undertaking the larger
San Luis Potosi distribution
things in the way of picture
also extends south to Guanaproduction it is only necessary
to look at the past record of its
Motion picture theaters are
leading members. To Mr. Olcott
juato.
flourishing at the present time
belongs the distinction of being
in spite of some interruptions
the first director to take a comin the schedules due to train
pany away from its home studio
delays. The larger cities supand maintain it in a field for a
port several enterprises of
considerable period. He also
this kind, and there is scarcely
piloted the first company to
a town of 5,000 inlrabitants that
leave America and to make
not maintain one, with
pictures in foreign countries,
daily changes of films. In the
notably the trip of the Kalem
smaller towns of this district
company to Ireland and Gerhumorous subjects seem most
many. This achievement under
popular, while in the city of
his management was so sucSan Luis Potosi views of
artistic character are more
cessful that a second and larger
venture was undertaken under
desired. Recently films showhis direction, and this was
ingamatheCanal
progress
of the
quickly
followed
by the now
MISS
GENE GAUNTIER,
work met
withPanan
e
Gauntier
Feature
Players
celebrated
excellent
reception.
Fleet
and
tour to Egypt
and
Leading Woman of the Gen
Jerusalem, the success of which
army movements are always
ha- been fully proved,
and the
popular. Presentation
honors of which must be evenly divided between Mr. Olcott
Operas and of well-known dramatic works are preferred above
and Miss Gauntier.
either melodrama or humorous sketches in this city.
W ith this notable record to their credit it would seem to be
The motion-picture theater occupies an important ami
reasonably sure that the Gene Gauntier Feature Players will
,s part in public entertainments in this district. The
produce a series of pictures which will have as great a vogue
Mexican is naturally given to graphic representations and
as anything that has been done by them in the past.
novelty, and the price of admission to the motion-picture
salon suits the purse of many people. Foreign visitors who
The organization of Miss Gauntier's company has only just
been completed and it is, therefore, too early to make any
can not speak Spanish resort to these theaters as a form
of
public amusement
in which they can participate.
definite announcement of the scope of its plans. In a general
way it may be said that the character of work in which Miss
The leading motion-picture house in the city of San Luis
Gauntier has been SO successful will guide her future efl
Potosi is -uperior in structure and equipment to most similar
with the exception that the -cope of the work will be broader,
enterprises
in the
the house
I'nitedusually
States being
and gives
three
the subjects more comprehensive and more satisfying as has
each evening,
full to
its "tandas"
capacity
been found true of most multiple-reel features The comof 250. The business has every appearance of being prosperous
and
permanent.
pany will work in America and abroad. Arrangement has
been made to produce more pictures along the line of such
(The names of eight motion-picture theaters in San Luis
Potosi. supplied by Consul Bonney, may be obtained from
as the extremely popular "The Lad from Old Ireland" and
other Irish succes-e-. Various part- of Europe will be vi-ited as
the Rureau ot Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Washington.)
the occasion offer- and every effort will be made to beautify
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The Star of Bethlehem
A Three-Reel Thanhouser Subject.
Reviewed by W. Stephen Bush.

to film a biblical subject a producer asIN undertaking
sumes a serious obligation. He becomes in a measure
the trustee of the motion picture art. It is evident that
more, far more than ordinary pains must be taken to rise
to the demands of such a task. A director may be able
to preside over the making of a routine release, but at the
same time be wholly lacking in the requirements of the
higher work. It is within the bounds of the possible that
an average director may produce something creditable in
the filming of a sacred picture it he puts himself under
expert guidance in all questions of history, atmosphere, costumes, manners, customs, etc. If he is willing and able to
learn, his dircting abilities may be of good use even in a
purely biblical subject. Without such expert guidance however it is very clear that he is much like a ship without a
rudder; he drifts but does not navigate and the chances are
that he will strike the rocks of disaster with a more or less
fearful impact.
The Thanhouser Company has in the past shown much of
that fine skill in details, which is the one certain hall-mark
of quality. In their Dickens production they established a
new record in the art of filming popular and classic fiction
and left every rival far behind.
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Rome. Why Herod should be distressed upon receiving
notice of a census proposed by the Roman authorities is
not at all clear.
Defects of this nature are most disturbing, but they are
not the only nor even the worst defects. There is too much
melodrama. A constant succession of prayerful and devotional poses and attitudes on the nart of the actors is
entirely wrong. Piety and devotion do not show themselves
that way in real life. Joseph and Mary were human beings
and not incarnations of cheap chromos. To be sure their
conduct was characterized by a single dignity, but it was a
natural, not a stilted and forced dignity.
Great liberties were taken by the director with the quotations from the text of Matthew and Luke. The words of
Mary, "Behold the handmaid of the Lord," etc., were spoken
in her home in Nazareth in response to the sweet and solemn
greeting of Gabriel, while in the pictures they are uttered in
the manger at Bethlehem apropos of nothing at all in particular. The angel who brought the glad tidings to the
shepherds was a lay figure with its eyes averted from the
shepherds.
Here and there, notably in the scenes at the court of
Herod some managerial skill was displayed in the handling
of the crowds, the photography was good and the costumes
were on the whole fairly acceptable; but this must constitute the fullest measure of praise which can be conscientiously given to this production.
The producer who essays the filming of a big subject in
the present state of the cinematographic art must come to
the task with a complete equipment and with capable directors and capable experts. He must expect to have his productions compared with the best that has been achieved up
to the present time.
There must be no step backward.
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Scene from "The Star of Bethlehem" (Thanhouser).
In this three reel production I have been able to discover but few and faint traces of the old skill. I fully
realize that some latitude must be allowed to the producer
of a sacred historical picture — if he succeeds in creating
a true atmosphere and keeping within the limits of the
probable, he is doing all that can under ordinary circumstances be expected of him. I do not think that the producers in this instance have succeeded in either respect.
The settings have not been well chosen. This applies both
to interior and exterior settings. A modern clothes rack
looks out of place in the cottage of Joseph and Mary. Nothing could be more marked than the difference between
our architecture and that of the East. It was therefore
unwise to obtrude a particularly modern style of building
in so many scenes.
There were two guides, which should have saved the
producer from at least every glaring error, one was the
plain text of the Bible and the other was the Christian tradition as it may be found pictured in the paintings of the
masters. Every Christian painter has conceived the angel
Gabriel as a messenger of cheer and consolation. To show
Gabriel clad in armor and weaponed with a sword is contrary both to tradition and to common sense. A glance at
any picture of the Annunciation should have prevented such
a mistake. The plain text of the Bible makes the angel
charged with the heavenly summons enter Mary's home;
in these pictures the angel appears to Mary on the way
from the wedding and in the presence of Joseph. The character of Herod is misconceived and poorly acted. Aside
from the historic fact that Herod was a broken ■ old man
at the time of the birth of Christ while the pictures portray
him as a man in his prime, it is entirely incorrect to show
Herod listening to the wise men in full view and presence
of his court. The text of Matthew expressly states, that
Herod spoke to the wise men privily. The producer had a
wrong idea about the significance of the census ordered by
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"PEARL

WHITE"

POSTER.

Miss Pearl White, the popular star of Crystal films, is
being featured in one of the most beautiful posters ever
made. It is the first five colored poster on an individual
performer that has been made and is a credit both to Miss
White and to Crystal films. This poster can be used at
any and all times by exhibitors showing Crystal films and
any exhibitor in the United States and Canada desiring
one can have one absolutely free of charge.
Exhibitors are advised to immediately avail themselves
of this opportunity to get this beautiful poster of Miss White
• and to send the name of their theater to the Crystal Film
Company, 430 Wendover Avenue, New York City.
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Portraits

Two-Reel Vitagraph Photodrama by Rex Beach.
Reviewed
!>y Louis
Reeves
Harrison.
IN a summing up ol merits accorded by all standards of
criticism this play stands hi vch among the year's
ductions and among the tir>t host of the Vitagraph program. It is a powerful story devised by. an author who
knows his business and revised by some one familiar with
photoplay requirements. That is the starting point of success, without which ill struggle towards superior quality is
as vain as it is discouraging.
Next there has been an admirable selection of types and
the acting is well balanced. Most of the opportunity falls
to two, leading men in a violent struggle between combative
characters from beginning to end, and both Roger Lytton
and Earle Williams respond with a ferocity and determinationflicts
so "realistic
that seen
I am onsafe
sayingstage.
that no
conhave ever been
the inactual
All such
the sense
of personal wrong that leads human males into combat with
each other becomes swallowed up in a savagery of attack
and defense that ran riot in the blood of primitive man and
made him the most ferocious fighter on earth.
Masterly directing is visible throughout, and I suspect
that Mr. Blacktoh as well as talented director Ince had a
hand in it. The exteriors are a source of perpetual delight,
one or two far stretches being among the most attractive I
have ever seen; there are oblique views and charming interiors. Ihad just witnessed one of the greatest fire scenes
ever exhibited on the screen and was amazed to see one
equally thrilling though merely given as an obligatory part
of the stoiy.
While the plot is not entirely modern, it trembles on the
edge of one of those facinating sociological problems which
are beginning to engage the attention of novelists and play-

Charming

Scene in "The Two

WORM)

wrights all over the world,
A man
tion undertakes to punish another ■
jury and n ii ihown that lie onlv I

maa in-

lia-, been crystallized from untold
'-nee
— lie is only a creature of circui
All "i us who think it all,
Mnctively recognize that a man's fortunes, thi
ins life, and
even the quality of Ins complii
froin exterior influences not created \>y him and '.\ir which
he has so little control that be usually struggles in vain
contention
against
them
to the end of h
When,
therefore, he attempts to regulate the distribuion of punishment and reward according to his individual
irrespective of surrounding careers, be collides with that unseen
and unmeasured
force, the power of circumstance.
While the leading subject of tins story is not modern
enough to be included in the brilliant field of applied sociology, it is so highly dramatic and replete with thrilling situation that it compels interest, and the taste and consistency
displayed in its exposition place it high above the nauseating
abundance of "My-God!" melodrama now being shovelled
out on tired audiences. The production as a whole, considering that the motif is a high one, constitutes a distinct advance in dignity over all plays of its kind.
A handsome young artist paints the portrait of a society
woman and becomes so absorbed in her that he lightly regards the rights of the husband who has undertaken the
responsibilities and penalties of marriage. He also fails to
consider that she has been raised to a throne inviolate as
the mother of a little girl. The husband resents the implied
insult of the portrait painter*s raw attentions and the men
become involved in a quarrel which they agree to settle
with a pistol duel.
The woman is at first tlattered by the idea that the men
are ready to fight to the death over Buch poor spoils as
her wavering passion, but intervenes at the fatal la>t moment

Portraits," a Vitagraph Two- Part Feature.
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artist's existence is one of gradual
her death the course of the famous
and very much more 01 a
success until he becomes
man than he was in his unbaked youth. Meanwhile, the
motherless little girl, an unconsidered thread in the pattern,
grows up to be a lovely young lady with a weed of hate
she is
planted in the rich soil of her heart by her father—
that she must avenge her moti
taught from childhoodat
h.
, ,
untimely de
Extreme tension is set up when she goes to the artist s
studio under veiled identity to have her protrait painted and
blind
lures him by every refined art known to her sex into a while
miatuation. She draws him into a maddening intimacy
compelling his entire respect, arousing his ardent desires
while holding them in check by some delicate acting and
fixing his attention upon a familiar strain of music,
Rosary, as a clever woman sets her personality by some
subtle and individual perfume.
The artist is no longer master of himself when he follows
her to her own home, her identity still undisclosed, but
he hesitates on the threshold. Her social position is greater
than he dreamed, as manifested in the character of the house
she habits. His acquired common sense hesitates, but his
native passion impels him to enter, and he accompanies
m. There he deher to a handsomely furnished reception-roo
clares himself in iio uncertain terms and so arouses her
sentiments that she is on the verge of according him response— he has kindled a flame within her.
Her father, wdio has been in concealment during this
scene, secretly reminds her of the purpose of what she
has been doing and she flouts the man she has completely
won, leaving him with only a faint show of regret as she
passes out of the room. Her father now appears and gloats
over the younger man's supreme humiliation, and a fierce
struggle ensues with two wrongs to right instead of one.
A lamp is overturned, but the men fight on amid the flames
in desperation until the older one succumbs and is left
in a helpless condition. There he dies, he who cried "Venis mine,"
while the
saves thehuedaughter.
There geanceis
an unusual
andartist
remarkable
termination to
the photodrama which had better be left untold in what is
intended to be merely an appreciative criticism, something
worth the study of those who imagine they are satisfying
American audiences with commonplace. Instead of letting
down at the end the photodrama holds by a strange and new
tension to the last moment.

NEW

THEATER

FOR MILES CITY, MONTANA.

As soon as the architect's plans can be drawn and the contractor's bids settled, work will commence on one of the handsomest moving picture theaters in Miles City, Montana. The
architect's sketch so far shows a very elaborate front and an
interior that is perfect in every detail. The seating capacity will
be about 450. The name "Liberty'' has been selected for the
new house. The structure and equipment will represent an expenditure of almost $20,000. Mr. A. J. Merril will be the proprietor and lessee and Mr. Roy B. Gill will be the manager.
SIR THOMAS
LIPTON
POSES
FOR SELIG.
Sir Thomas Lipton, who acknowledges he is a moving picture fan of the most pronounced type, forgot about being
the
world's
for an figure
hour November
at Pasadena, greatest
Cal., to yachtsman
become a central
in a moving27
picture feature produced by the Selig Polyscope company.
Arrangements for Sir Thomas' appearance into the world
of "movies" was made through Charles E. Hughes, a Los
Angeles newspaper man who conceived the original plot.
The photoplay will be entitled "Inspired by the World's
Greatest Yachtsman."
The feature was taken at the beautiful grounds of a large
winter hotel in Pasadena and when Mr. Hughes, accompanied by James L. McGee of the Selig company under
whose general direction the picture was taken, arrived with
their party, they were surprised to find that Sir Thomas
had some original ideas about photoplays himself. It had
been the intention of Mr. Hughes and Mr. McGee to have
"Baby Lillian" Wade, who is well known to the profession,
appear with a character man in that part of the feature
where Sir Thomas first enters.
"Now let me offer a suggestion," said Sir Thomas. "Why
not have two children in our little cast?" Mr. McGee cast
his eye along the line of interested spectators but Sir Thomas
was first to note a child that appealed to him. The consent
of a parent who was proud to have his offspring "work"
before the camera was obtained, and rehearsing was begun.
Sir Thomas was careful to see that his entrance was a most

WORLD

Sir Thomas

Lipton.

effective one. He did not display the least nervousness and
finally when the camera began to click seemed to greatly
enjoy his role. A little yacht was used as a "prop" for
"Baby Lillian" and a doll for her assistant. "Daddy" Green
who had the character role was playing with the children
when the great yachtsman appeared and to the delight of
the camera man, Sir Thomas made his presence count in
every foot of the film. The titled Britisher gladly welcomed the idea that to insure faultless camera work the role
be again acted.
"A test of the film showed fhe photograph faultless." said
Mr. McGee two days after the first work on the picture
was begun. It will be rushed to completion under the immediate direction of Lem Parker and is expected to be a
gooa foreign seller as well as a great domestic offering.
Private copies will be sent to Sir Thomas Lipton and King
George. The yachtsman was so delighted w^ith his successful appearance that he sent an autographed photograph of
his yacht Shamrock, to Mr. Hughes for presentation to the
Selig company as a memento. It was sent to Mr. W. N.
Selig for his private collection.
FOREIGN

MAKERS

FEW

AT

VIENNA.

An international "Kinematographic Exhibition" was held
in Vienna. Austria, from October 18th to October 24th. The
cinematographic papers report that but few foreign manufacturers exhibited or attended at the exposition, but that the
general public interest was remarkably great, an admission
of about fifteen cents being charged. The exhibition was
visited by members of the imperial house, one of the Austrian
archdukes taking his children with him to see the marvels
of the cinematograph at close range. Among the exhibits
shown were models of moving picture machines from the
first crude attempt to the best modern types. The oldest
model is scar' lv twenty years old, but looks very archaic
indeed alongside of the modern machine. The principal foreign exhibitors were the Gaumonts and the Pathes. The
latter firm exhibited a small moving picture apparatus for
household use and this machine aroused the greatest interest among the visitors to the exhibition. The novel apparatus waswell.
operated
representative
the Pathe's
and worked
It is by
saida that
these smallofmachines
will
sell at about $50 apiece and that a special and somewhat
cheaper grade of films will be made for them.
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Palace of Flame
Three-Reel Itala Feature.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison
PROBABLE the most remarkable view ol conflagi
er shown on the screen, exhibiting a palatial interthroughout .i process ol gradual destruction, picturing exciting incidents of rescue, this photoplay is decidedly
superior to those that ordinarily portray mechanical 'I' >
<>i ingenuity because of fine acting and the interesting story
told. It is highly dramatic without being too closely associated with the highly incredible. Its sensations are not
drawn from the old box of stale tricks.
No one is run over by an automobile nor plunged into
a raging torrent. No girl escapes from the clutches of the
villain, and I could not see that any one ol the charai
exclaimed "My God!" Most melodramas are produced for
the especial edification of the easily excited ash-cart driver
or built to burst the bosom of Bridget Buckwheatcakes
and principally concern the stage carpenter, with acting
as an afterthought and appreciation of the artistic lost in
the shuffle.
The story opens with a deliberate injury done to an
hon< -i manufacturer; the straight role is played by Commendatore Ermete Zacconi, called "Andrea" by a fiercely
jealous rival, Kvaristo. The latter instigates Tonio, professional incendiary, to set fire to Andrea's factory and writes
the date of the event on his personal card. Tonio inflicts
the simple injury, while Evaristo makes it more hideous by
presenting evidence that Andrea committed the crime. The
latter is tried and sentenced to a long term of imprisonment.
After eliminating his competitor, the jealous rival is moved
by the plight of the prisoner's homeless little girl and takes
her into his own household. There she grows up as his
charge and. during her father's long term of imprisonment,
becomes the object of ardent love on the part of Evan
son, a complication promising retributive justice from the
outset.
Andrea escapes from prison after fifteen years of embit-
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wine cellar, where Tonio is the
pirit
Tonio
retained
the comproini - m.
it at
intervals
to blackmail
the wealthy
manufacturer.
The
way
t'
exposition
now
revealmore
than one threatened
cai
ih I oino pi
to bitter
n not tragic retaliation
upon
Evaristo
with the lov<
the latter- -on and Andrea - daughter int ervenm
ml check upon any and all schemes oi ven|
natural to and
is Anowveryfollowed
the consistent
end.
E\ ai development oi ■
palaces that are to be found in all important
[tali
great mansions with
high and superb
trance halls.
One of these, an important feature, is shown
as the leading scen< of action.
There are broad
of marble,
arched
ceilings, gilded
columns,
ornate
vases,
crystal luster-, and sculptured
figures, the whole in finely
executed design, built in this case to be destroyed by fil
I onio visits Evaristo to extort money by intimidation. He
uses the incriminating card and agrees to sell it tor a large
sum of money. He acts treacherously as the exchan^
about to be made, attacks Evaristo and gets away with both
money and card. He returns to the wine cellar flushed with
success and wine and enters upon an orgy. In a burst of
drunken triumph he exhibits the cash to Andrea and the
card drops to the floor as he does so. Andrea picks it up
and notes the name in association with the date, the latter
being that on which his factory was burned.
We are now treated to a high quality of performance, that
of soul revelation, a kind that exposes the secret working
of a human mind, such as made incomparable Duse a radiant
evening Star. Andrea gradually comes to realize that Tonio
was the incendiary who destroyed his factory and his existence as well, with envious Evaristo as the arch criminal.
He leaves the cellar in rage suppressed and goes to the grand
palace
\ terrible scene ei
ith a strange
result. of Evaristo.
During his years of imprisonment and humiliation Andrea
come
to recognize
man's
inability to formulate opportunity, control destiny or successfully
combat the power of

te Structure from Scene in Itala's "Palace of Flame ," Built to be De
y Fire.
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circumstances. He is shown his own daughter, now a
sweet young girl, and Evaristo's son together in the garden
planning a domestic happiness to follow their union. The
wronged man's soul is torn by conflicting emotions, an
inward struggle the more effective because delicately evinced,
and he nobly relinquishes his ov» n reestablishment forthe
sake of his daughter's happiness. He destroys the incriminating card and leaves the place in submission to the inevitable.
Tonio in the cellar is wakened from his drunken stupor by
falling oil his chair. He is foxy enough to make sure that
he has not been robbed, lie finds his cash undisturbed but
the card, his only card to play against Evaristo, has been
taken from him. He suspects some secret agent of Evaristo
and goes to the latter's palace. He makes a vain attempt
to force an entrance, then effects one through a cellar window. He comes upon a pile of combustible material, touches
a match to it and escapes.
The conflagration that ensues is the high scene of the
play. It is shown in various places and from different points

Scene from "Palace of Flame" (Itala).
of view, but the piece of resistance is the grand hall and
marble staircase. Flames eat their way gradually in this noble
structure, while Andrea, having nothing to live for, defies
death in magnanimous rescue. He appears carrying his
arch enemy as the stairs crumble slowly and fall into a veritable furnace beneath. The scene is thrilling and sensational
on the screen and is a masterpiece of accurate timing and
ingenuity.
Evaristo is so seriously injured in the end that he lies
at the point of death; still Andrea preserves silence. The
arch villain, in a moment of deathbed repentance, establishes
the innocence and paternity of Andrea, uniting the wronged
father to his daughter and righting a situation for which his
uncontrolled greed was wholly responsible. The ending
of the play is one of great power and unqualified moral beauty,
the motive being that of heroic self-sacrice on the part
of a deeply injured man, a sacrifice to the happiness of the
coming generation.
Aside from the magnificent and well chosen scenic effects,
spectacular in the extreme at the crisis, the acting in the
leads is remarkable, that of Tonio being a marvel of truth
in knavishness, and that of Andrea of high finish. Ermete
Zacconi desired to have this enduring protrayal made of his
art, a discovery, it is said of Eleonora Duse, in whose company he played. His performance has the rare quality of
delicacy characteristic of the great Signora's art, and might
be studied to advantage by other interpreters of the photodrama as well as those who appreciate what is refined, discriminating and in the best of good taste. His acting and
the splendid motive give dignity to the whole presentation.
HOW TO PUT ON THE PASSION PLAY.
The Passion Play remains one of the great moving picture
classics. It is always seasonable, but at this time of the
year it is in special demand. If you are about to show it
in your theater you will get the benefit of years of experience
by ordering the little book "How to put on the Passion Play"
prepared by W. Stephen Bush and printed by the Chalmers
Publishing Company. It contains valuable musical suggestions and a complete lecture for every scene. Lectures and
suggestions for the proper presentation of "Dante's Inferno,"
and
Crusaders"
may is
likewise
be had from the same
source."ThePrice
of each book
one dollar.
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"The Bridge
of Sorrow" (Gaumont)
Two-Reel Special Release.
IN this State right subject portraying the evils flowing
from the act of a man more concerned about getting rich
than he is of the lives of human beings intrusted to his
care there is one scene which stands out. It is not related
directly to the drama. It is of a mountain view, a railroad
running through a canyon. Scenically and photographically
it is unusual. The camera is placed at the front of a rapidly
moving train, but on a very steady platform.
Albert Bardon launches a new corporation. It is designed
to build and equip a railroad through the Pyrenees. The
crossing of a mountain stream requires the building of a
great bridge. The company establishes fine offices in Paris
for the purpose of stock promotion. There is the customary
glowing prospectus distributed, inviting the attention of investors. Money flows in, and the railroad is built. The line
is opened with a formal celebration. The venture has every
prospect of being a huge success. The price of the stock
bounds upward.
When everything is running smoothly and Bardon is on
the high r<53d to wealth, the station master of the bridge
division sends- a warning to the promoter and president of
the company that_a flaw has been discovered in the great
structure and that there is grave danger. He recommends
that traffic be stopped immediately. Bardon is in a quandary.
He realizes that if there is any hitch in his train service the
price of the stock will drop. His wife pleads with him to do
the honorable thing — to stop everything until safety is
assured. Bardon compromises by first unloading a block of
stock. In the meantime he has sent word to the official in
charge of the bridge that the danger is exaggerated. When
his financial fences have been placed in order he sends word
to stop the trains and issues a notice that the traffic on the
bridge division has been temporarily stopped. The telegram
reaches the station master just after a train has passed. The
official rushes out, but he is too late. The bridge collapses
and the train dashes to the rocks below. It is done in miniature, but the scene is effective.
Bardon in his home hears the newsboys crying the story
of a great railroad horror. According to the extras there
have been fifty killed and two hundred injured. Bardon goes
to the offices of the company, where he finds a grief-stricken
crowd clamoring for news. His wife follows to the offices,
where she upbraids her husband for his criminal neglect
While she is talking, a government commission, sent to
gather data in regard to the catastrophe, is waiting at the
door of the president's office. The chief overhears the reproaches of the wife. On the strength of what she has said
Bardon is arrested. ,
A year later we see the wife in plain surroundings. She
has spent her fortune in an attempt to alleviate some of th(
sufferings of those bereaved by the disaster. Bardon is in
prison. The pardon which so often is extended to men
guilty of criminal negligence, to put it mildly, reaches the
president of the corporation who has caused so much sorrow.
He comes to the home of his wife. Through the instrumentality of the little daughter of the couple a reconciliation is
effected.
,
A STUDIO

BEAUTIFUL.

A large tract of land has been purchased by President
S. S. Hutchinson for the American Film Manufacturing
Company at Santa Barbara, California, and local architects
are designing extensive improvements, which will be ready
for Mr. Hutchinson's approval next January, when he will
again visit California to supervise the improvements. The
entire tract will be made beautiful and artistic. There will
be nothing ramshackle about the place. Eight or ten buildings artistically grouped in settings of lawns and flower beds
will constitute the studio and laboratories of the several
companies now engaged in the production of the "Flying A"
releases. The American Company intends to make this a
model and the finest of its kind in the country, and no expense will be spared to this end.
It is understood that architectural effects will be striking.
The space between the curb line and the property will be a
grass plot with ornamental trees. There will be an ornamental stone and iron fence and the enclosure not occupied
by the buildings will have lawns, flower beds and artistic
winding walks and shrubbery. The arrangement will be
such that scenes may be taken on the grounds with mountains in the distance. The company will be within a couple
of miles of fhe wild open country required for Western and
spectacular plays.
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Doings at Los Angeles
Reel Club Formed at Los Angeles with More than Forty
Charter Members — Other Interesting News.
FORTY-THREE men, the majority of whose names arc
widely known throughout the motion picture world,
signed. the charter which was drafted at a meeting just
held in this city when the Keel Club of Los Angeles was
. The^Los
organized
Angeles
is formed
lines
almost
identical
with those
of theclub
Screen
Club of along
New York.
Membership is to be confined to persons connected with the
producing branch of the business and to writers connected
with publications devoted to the industry.
The meeting, which was held in Brink's Cafe, was the outgrowth of a movement to form a California branch of the
Screen Club, but sentiment seemed to favor a separate organization and led to the other name being adopted.
Fred Mace called the meeting to order and was later
chosen as temporary chairman with every prospect that his
position as president will be made permanent. George H.
Mi liord, director of the Kalem Glendale company, consented
to act as temporary secretary and Charles Giblyn was authorizednentto take
of the organization's funds until permaofficers charge
are chosen.
A commmittee appointed to take the necessary steps for a
permanent organization, which includes obtaining articles
of incorporation, consists of Mace, Melford, Frank E. ("Spectator") Woods, T. H. Nash, P. C. Hartigan, Frank Montgomery and Joseph DeGrasse.
Before the meeting adjourned, C. A. ("Doc") Willat,
treasurer of the New York Screen Club, was given an opportunity to make a speech.
Only those who were enrolled at the first meeting will have
the honor of being charter members. Additional names will
have to go before a membership committee in the usual way.
The full list of the charter members is as follows: Charles
Avery, Russell Bassett, William Bertram, Al. E. Christie,
Joseph DeGrasse William C. Dowlan, Charles Elder, Frank
Ford, Arthur Forde, Tom Fortune, Charles Giblyn, P. C. Hartigan, Harry Harvey, Dell Henderson, Thomas Ince, Edgar
Keller, Charles Kessel, Joseph King, David Kirkland, Harvey
Leherman, Edward Lyons, Donald W. Macdonald, Fred Mace,
Arthur Mackley, Ray S. Manker, George H. Melford, Frank
Montgomery, Lee Moran, Lee Morris, E. L. Morrow, W. Ray
Myers, T. H. Nash, Harry Otto, -Henry W. Otto, P. M.
Powell, Mack Sennett, J. B. Sherry, Richard Stanton, R. T.
Thornby, David Wall, Raymond B. West, William E. Wing,
Frank E. Woods.
Universal Celebrates.
December 3 was Universal Day in Los Angeles, when the
whole town turned out to do honor to the concern which has
given this city the largest motion picture plant in the world
and has probably contributed more than any other single
factor toward making this the largest producing center in
the United States.
The occasion was the formal public opening of the Universal Company's Oak Crest studio in the San Fernando
valley just outside the city limits of Los Angeles. The company kept open house all day and had sent special invitations
to the governor of the state and his staff, the mayor, council
and other city officials, the Chamber of Commerce and other
civic organizations and to all the people connected with the
various branches of the motion picture industry in this
vicinity.
-It was estimated that more than 3,000 persons visited the
plant during the day. Business was abandoned by the Universal people and all hands participated in the entertainment
of the guests of the day. It was a royal entertainment as
everyone testified afterward.
According to an announcement which has been made by
Wesley G. Gilmour, business manager of this section of the
Universal Company, all of the Eastern companies of the
Universal are to be moved to Los Angeles as rapidly as
possible — within the next few months. Before next summer
there will be from seventeen to twenty companies. working
either at Oak Crest or at the Gower Street studios which
the Universal Company owns in Hollywood. Extensive enlargements are now in progress at Hollywood, and the Oak
Crest studio is already so large that it astonishes visitors.
An "All-Amateur"
Picture.
Just to show what a director can do when he wants to,
Rollin Sturgeon, director of the Santa Monica Vitagraph
company, this week produced a 1.000-foot reel without using
a single real motion picture actor. The production is a
comedy called "Polly at the Ranch."
There are four char-
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acters in die cast 1 1 • • t one of whom hail ever a]
n a
pictui 1 m an important pan. One was the property
man employed
at the boy,
Studio. a third
He played
male lead. whi Another was the -table
was a the
cowpunchcr
on tin- payroll as "scenery," and the fourth was "Polly,
small riil who live-, near tin Studio and had import
Sturgeon
let her
he "a that
real actress
time." toTheevolve
studioa
run of theto film
showed
Sturgeon some
managed
cracking good comedy, fully equal to anything that is bein«
put over b
Brevities.
The omission of the name of the author of a forthcoming
release of the Vitagraph, in the monthly bulletin issued by
the company for December, has caused some mystification
and some resentment in this city. The release is "The Hat,"
which was made at the Vitagraph's Santa Monica studio several weeks ago. At that time it was treated as a matter 01
neus in this department because it was a strong dramatic
story
character
"The
played inbywhich
Miss only
Marya single
Charleson.
Los appeared
Angeles —felt
thatGirl,"
this
unique production reflected some credit on the community
for three reasons, because Miss Charleson belongs here, because it was produced here by Rollin S. Sturgeon, and because the creator of the original idea is a local newspaper
man, William E. Wing. The omission of the Los Angeles
man's name from the advance description of the film, which
was released December 19 was particularly noticeable because the names are given * in * the* other releases.
Los Angeles is to acquire another motion picture studio to
add to its already large collection, between now ami the
first of the year. Stanner V. Taylor, representing the Monopol Feature Co., of New York, is here for the purpose of
obtaining a location for a company and erecting the necessary
buildings. The company, it is said, has definitely decided
to locate here, and it only remains to pick a suitable location.
Mr. Taylor is accompanied by his wife, who is an actre-s
and is known professionally as Marion Leonard.

* *

*

Sir Thomas Lipton visited Los Angeles last week and before he left was prevailed upon by Mack Sennett, of the Keystone Company, to pay a visit to the Keystone plant at
Santa Monica canyon. After he had reached the studio
Sennett broke it to him gently that he was to be photographed before he got away. Despite his title, Sir Tom is a
good sport and a democratic chap and he stood for the holdup without a murmur; in fact, he walked through three
scenes and acted a part under Sennett's direction and then
improvised a scene himself, later giving Sennett the idea
for the remaining scenes of the original story. Sennett regards it as an exceptionally good stroke for the Keystone
brand and Lipton probably realizes that it will be a boost
for the tea.

* *

*

It will probably be ancient news by the time this reaches
New York, but we have just learned, through the local studio,
that Lillian Russell has signed up a contract with the Kinemacolor company whereby she is coming to this city to work
in a series of pictures. She will have to come here because
one of the conditions she insisted on in the contract was that
she should work under the direction of David Miles, who is
in charge of the company's* Los
* * Angeles studio.
E. H. Allen, assistant director with Thomas Ince at the
Kaybee
company's
Santa when
Monica
studio
nearly lost
his
eyesight
permanently
he canyon
leaned over
a powder
keg
supposed to be empty, with a lighted cigar in his lips. There
was about five pounds of giant powder in the bottom and a
spark dropped into it, blowing the blast into Allen's face.
Fortunately he closed his eyes in the nick of time, and the
burns were less serious than painful.

* *

*

William Paley, the former Xestor camera man. who is an
invalid as a result of of a fall and a subsequent infection, is
still a patient in the Columbia hospital in this city. Fred
Mace and members of the Masonic Order have been looking
after him, but he is in hard circumstances and is facing- a
gloomy future. He is advanced in years and will probably
never recover his full powers. Rather substantial checks
have come to Mace from The Moving Picture World and
Nicholas Power, and a few smaller checks have been received
from a few of his many friends scattered all over the country,
but the total fund is not sufficient to provide for his immediate needs and Mace is planning to make an appeal to the
motion picture people of the United States for financial
assistance.
P. M. POWELL.
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LIKE a clap of thunder from a clear sky a crusade lias
been launched by the police authorities against a certain class of motion picture houses in this city. The
hand of the law has fallen upon certain exhibitor-, who
have evidently ignored the pleadings, advice and warnings
in these columns, as well as the admonitions of their fellow
exhibitors and of the authorities. Complaints have been
made by exhibitors of the stringencies of certain laws, and
the evils perpetrated under them and time and again this
publication, through these columns and others, have made
picas in their behalf for fair treatment. But it seems this
was wasted time and labor, so far as it applied to certain
exhibitors. The developments of the past week make this
quite apparent. Some people who have been pleading for
protection and complaining of persecution, it seems, have
been dwelling in open defiance of the law.
Several arrests have been made in the Brooklyn district
for violations of the law. Whether or not they were justifiable is not to be determined here. The cases are before
the courts. Thus far all the arrests made have been for
violation of the law prohibiting the admission of children
under sixteen years of age to picture shows, unless they
are accompanied by parents or guardians. Many arrests
of like character have been made heretofore, and the accused exhibitors have come forward with the statement
that they were innocently led into the violations by children misrepresenting their* ages, or by some
adult serving
guardian merely for the purpose of gratifying the desires of the children, although entire strangers to them.
and leaving them without guardianship after getting into
the houses. In some cases of the past, the managers have
succeeded in proving they were imposed upon. In others,
the courts have imposed penalties. The cases now before
the courts seem to be quite different from previous prosecution-. The spontaneous discoveries and arrests that characterized the latter do not seem to attach to the former.
In other words, it seems that the authorities have not acted
upon what they accidentally discovered, but upon conditions they had been informed of and went out to confirm.
Most of the previous arrests were made by agents of the
societies for the protection of children. This time they
were made
by detectives of the regular police department.
detective charges that he saw tickets sold to and accepted from a boy who looked to be no more than twelve
years old and who was accompanied by a girl of ten. At
another place the same detective on the same day saw
tickets sold to a boy and girl, each said to be fourteen years
old. And at a third place he saw a boy of fourteen and a
girl of ten buy tickets. The ticket sellers and takers at each
place were arrested and paroled for examination. It is a
pretty close call between the ages of 14 and 16 years and
when the cases are taken up it may be shown that the detective made the very natural mistake of underestimating
the ages of some of the children; but when it is a matter of
twelve years and under, the cases take on a more serious
aspect
The stretch is is a little too much.
* * *
There is one aspect of the crusade that indicates the press
has at last become disposed to limit it- exposures and attack- to picture houses they believe arc violating the law.
and not make a blanket charge, by which the public may
ne influenced against the exhibitors who arc obeying it.
There i- an indication that the press is learning more of
and being brought closer to the motion picture business in
a favorable spirit, and in the near future its representatives
will mingle with and treat the people engaged in it with the
same spirit of fairness and geniality that they accord th"-i
engaged in other lines of legitimate amusements. In starting the crusade the names and street numbers of the picture houses were given, and details of the violations stated
quite clearly. The charges made were that children under
the legal age were freely admitted and the films shown were
of improper character. One article referred to about a
dozen place- located in Manhattan. Irrespective of what
merit there may be in the charges, the press is to be com-
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mended for abandoning the former method of getting attacks
before the public. The pre-- has never been condemned for
it- attacks upon motion pictures and the houses in which
they are produced. Issue has only been taken with them
because they have heretofore shown no inclination to discriminate between guilty parties and the law-abiding and
legitimate exhibitors. The Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League 1- in hearty accord with the press and authorities
in anything they may do to clear the field of that which
should not exist, rai-e the standard of motion pictures and
make stronger the confidence and admiration of the public
in ami for them. To this point nothing is more timely than
the sentiments expressed by Mr. M. A. Neff, the president
of the national body, when in a recent address in Boston
he said: "Organize and co-operate, that you may assist in
eliminating the undesirable conditions which have crept into
the motion picture business. We have been unjustly criticised by those who know the least about our business and
are lea-t qualified to cen-ure or condemn. . . . Eliminate
suggestive and immoral pictures. Bring about a healthy,
* * *
clean
It iscondition."'
also gratifying to note the stand the courts have
taken on motion pictures and their places of exhibition in
connection with the present crusade. More than once exception has been taken in these columns to statements of
sweeping character from the bench. They seemed to go
hand in hand with the policy of the press at the time and
called for pleas for discrimination and fair play, that the
innocent and law-abiding exhibitors might not be injured
in their business and the skeptical might not be improperly
supplied with ammunition with which to continue or renew
unauthorized and unreasonable attacks. Justice John B.
Mayo, of the Court of Special Sessions, now- sitting in the
Children's Court, is strong in his condemnation of "bad
films." He says lurid, sensational stuff in some of the picture houses is leading hundreds of children astray, but good
films in houses properly conducted have a splendid mission.
"They
can get
picturesasofsaying.
that character
without
the justice
is quoted
He adds,
in an difficulty,"
interview
with an Evening World reporter. "Until we banish the bad
films from the shows, the only way to meet the situation
is by enforcing the law prohibiting children under sixteen
from being admitted unless accompanied by parents or
guardians. This law is being violated constantly. Some of
the places adhere to it, others pretend to, but many fail even
to make a pretense."
* * *
Reading between the lines one can see that the municipal
authorities are pretty well in touch with the situation and
that the present crusade i6 not a spontaneous one. Justice
Mayo's whose
statements
additional
by that
another
official,
nameareis given
withheld
for the force
reason
his
statement was not given out officially. He was applied to
for information by a well-known exhibitor who, when he
heard of the arrests, wanted to know where he stood. He
said: "I am conducting my theater in compliance with the
law. but I realize that at some time or another I may be
imposed upon, or through some mistake I may be drawn
innocently into a violation with respect to the admission
(if children. Is there any suggestion that can be given me
with regard to this? I would like to find out now and not
get it after my people, or myself, get arrested."
The official replied: "There is no suggestion only that the
law be complied with. I will volunteer this. Neither the
authorities nor the courts will be technical in the matter
and any exhibitor who is doing his best to conduct his place
as he i- expected and required to do need have no apprehension. Yes. this crusade is on for results. The law regarding children is to be strictly enforced and the film
question will be taken up later. In what form I do not
know at the present time. Of one thing you may rest
assured, the action of the children's law is only a forerunner
of a more important step. In the present arrests, unfortunately, the employes are the victims because they have done
the actual selling and taking of tickets. When the film end
is taken. I presume, the exhibitors
* * * will be proceeded against."
In further conversation the official was told by the exhibitor that it was a difficult matter for exhibitors to tell just
what film subjects might be considered objectionable by the
authorities and that in most instances they are obliged to
take what the exchanges offer them. To this the official
replied: "That matter will be adjusted in time. The complaint now is against lurid, sensational films, as Justice Mayo
has put it. You may not know, but the authorities do, and
have evidence to show that many of the pictures complained of are not censored.
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Tips on Improvising.
MISS T. R. W. wants to know what 1 mean by writing
a "figure" in several different forms (melodies), ami
saying the figure can be written for a drum as well
as any other instrument. The article in question, said a musical figure, is the form or shape of a phrase; not the melodic
form, but the rhythmetical; three different melodies were
given on one figure, and three on another to illustrate. Possiblj this illustration will make it plainer:
tv\fc\oAy
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The figure in the drum part is the same as in the melody —
a dotted quarter and an eighth note, then a group of four
eighth note> in the first measure. A half and a quarter note
and a quarter rest in the second measure.
For the benefit of Miss T. R. \Y. and others I will say
that "Tips on Improvising" was begun in the issue September
28, 101 _>, of the Moving Picture World.
These opening letters are not to be construed as harmony
lessons. It is necessary to use a few technical terms and
explain something of the nature of chord construction and
progression to make intelligible what is to follow. These
things can not be learned by simply reading of them. You
must practice them. You must write them down and play
them and memorize them so that the chord inversions and
chord progressions (at least the few given here) will become
almost second nature. Rhythmic form and melodic form
as well as modulation are important to improvisors.
The following is from Frank W. Ryan, A. B., Lawrence,
Kan., and is entitled "The Basic Principles of Picture
Playing":
"The writer has read a number of articles in the Moving
Picture World under the heading, "Music for the Picture,"
and herewith offers a few of his ideas gathered from a wide
experience not only in picture shows, but as pianist in
vaudeville and with stock companies.
"1. — There can be no definite fixed rules for playing, as
one pianist may find utterly impracticable the ideas of another. There is one fundamental principal which is always
effective; be original. Every pianist in this town plays
either the 'Tanhauser' or 'Lohengrin' wedding march at all
marriage occasions.
I don't.
I play something different."
"j. — Be able to change keys intelligently. There is in
most cases no necessity for a series of diminished /ths and
'barber shop' chords in order to change key; let your ear
be the judge. It often sounds best to change abruptly than
to wander off into an aimless maze of modulation. It is like
a man trying to think of a good excuse to say something instead of coming to the point.
"3. — Be able to memorize. No one should try to play for
pictures unless well prepared with a big repertoire of music
committed to memory. Make it a point to learn several
pieces each week.
"4. — Plan your work. Get a small card and write down
the list of pieces you are going to play for your program;
this teaches system and fixes the plan in your mind.
"5. — Master the principals of melodic expression. Regardless of all that has been said on the subject of harmony
and counterpoint, melodv is the main thing; one kind of
melody expresses one idea, and another a different one.
"6. — Familiarize yourself with the rules of chord successions. Most players know this intuitively. Common sense
is the best guide.
7 — Make the work seem easy; it really is easy.
There is
nothing mysterious
about improvising and modulating.
"8. — Be able to play a given melody in several different
kinds of rhythm. Here are examples of some of the different rhythms:
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As the chords arc the same in each measure, the same
ody can be changed to suit each.
"9. — Play the kind of music
your audience likes to
"10. — Take a real interest in your work. Make \'.ur
a pleasure. Play the picture just as it it were your
show.
ALw*>
our best.

melhear.
task
own

"11. — Compose a few pieces of your own and write them
down. It may be difficult at tirst. but it will soon come easy
and with a little practice you can improvise.
"12.— Take a day off and go hear some one else play for
the picture: you will thus grain some valuable ideas and
learn some of your own weak points.
"In conclusion it might be well to say that although picture playing is not very well paid, it has always been a pleasure to me; each picture presents a new fascination in working out a proper accompaniment. 1 11 my case the work is
only a stepping stone to higher things." — Frank W. Ryan.
These may be "basic principles," though I think they would
be better described as "hints" or "opinions." I don't get
your first proposition, though. I believe if ideas are practical at all, they are practical to all. They may be distatseful to some, but hardly impractical.
Suggestions for music to the Cines two-reel
picture:
"AT NAPOLEON'S COMMAND."
First Reel.
"Heartsease.'' (Moret), two scenes: soldiers seen deploying through woods, change to light march
tempo crescendo until: "Two Years Elapse."
March (camp scene), when she enters.
"Partant pour la Syrie" (old French song), until title:
"She Tells Andre of Her Past Life, etc."
Second number ("Perfume") from suite "My Lady's
Boudoir," by L. L Moore (Witmark), until title:
"Andre's Mother Warmly
Welcomes,
etc."
First number from same suite ("Chiffon") until: "lour
Later."
ThirdYears
number
("High Heels and. Buckles") from same
suite until: "The
Emperor at Fontainbleau."
March (3 scenes), until title: "The Evening of the
Gavotte, until title: "The Emperor."
Marseilles
Begin softly, crescendo at his entrance and
Introduction.''
diminish at his exit; change back to gavotte until:
"Juliette Recognizes in Marshall Vidar, etc."
10. Agitato
till end of reel.
2.
Second Reel.
1.

"Under The Harvest Moon" (Witmark), 3 scenes; then:
Soft march until titte: "The Challenge."
Semi-mysterious — martial suggestion; the introduction to
Suppe's overture. "Pique Dame." is on that order.
Monius/ko's overture "Halka" offers a fine theme
for these scenes. Begin at poco piu mosso (after
tirst 12 measures) and play as far as un poco piu
lento
9- 14 bars before agitato) and keep repeating
until title: "I Am the Best Judge."
Here you may accent the march swing of the number or
change to march — piano; not too pronounced as the
situations are now bordering on the Agitato order.
"The Eve of Battle."
"Partant pour la Syria." with march effect in accompani3ment, softly until title: "Visions of Glory."
Marseilles — very softly, and crescendo for changes, until
the Emperor and staff seen on horses.
Hurry p. and f. (for battle) at title: "Salute of the
Colers" fortissimo until title: "Juliette Searches for
Her music
Husband."
Plaintive
until: "Long Live the Emperor."
Marseilles, very soft; try and give it a plaintive

effect.
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CARELESSNESS.
Because we must believe that film makers are educated
people, this note is headed carelessness, instead of ignorance.
In the course of but three pictures the writer noticed
the following unpardonable errors, in sub-titles: In one
the word poisoned was spelled "poisened," the letter e
seeming
conspicuous
to call
attention soto peculiarly
its unlawful
use. Inas the
nexteveryone's
instance,
".springtime Come Again," appeared, instead of "Springtime Came Again"; there are some uncultured people who
have a habit of saying "come" for "came," but when it is
remembered that the films are privately censored in every
good factory before being released, these, errors are so
glaring as to call for special attention. If the errors were
discovered and set forth with a "let them go, no one will
find them out" idea, such a course is an insult to an educated public, especially hurtful to young children. It is
difficult to work for educational cinematography when photoplays go forth with such conspicuously placed evidences of
need to "begin at home"; when a teacher is ignorant or
careless, the fault increases in the scholar. It may be well
at this point to say that errors in sub-titles are common,
especially when translated from the French, German or
Italian, the words chosen being too often crude and unexpressive, may this criticism prove timely and efficacious. This
same carelessness or indifference to details also appears too
often in the dress and appearance in actors, in the everyday picture. In a recent Irish picture the Irish woman living
in semi-poverty, because of a drunken husband, is clad in
rough and somewhat ragged garments, and with dishevelled
hair, etc.; but, also, wearing a pair of fashionable highheeled patent leather oxford ties, and apparently silk stockings with underskirts showing below the ragged dress of
first class texture. In a coal mine scene a man has been
imprisoned some forty-eight hours, he is in agony,, and
writhing in torture, his scanty clothes torn, his face, arms
and hands, begrimed with coal dust and sweat; a perfect
picture equal to the occasion, only that his hair is as smooth
and
unrul'llcd
as if brushed
in a ballroom,
perfectly
parted not
down
the
middle,
carefully
down on
each side,
a hair
out of place, it was really so apparent that many laughed
outright; such half make-ups are so ridiculous that they
destroy all expected realism in the picture. A modern pulleysuspended barn door appeared on an old Spanish stable,
advertising its out-of-placeness, in a very marked manner.
Will all interested please take note that moving pictures
are now in an educational sphere and carelessness will not
be tolerated any more than ignorance.
EDUCATING THE EDUCATED.
What One Exhibitor Did.
The exhibitor who recently sent to a minister in his town
who opposed the pictures a whole lot of copies of the Moving
Picture World, with the religious and educational features
marked, did a wise thing. Ignorance is lack of knowledge,
and is pardonable only when the true enlightenment is not
forthcoming. When, however, the light is given, to remain
still in the same attitude as before is a crime against reason.
Happily in this instance the exhibitor not only disarmed
his opponent but supplied him with better weapons of warfare against the very foe of injustice he had previously been
blind to. While we commend this exhibitor, our commendation must be congratulatory upon his following out the very
course laid down on this page. From time to time exhibitors have been advised to pass on their trade papers -to
Others with emphasis on its educational features; in this
case thai advice was followed, both in spirit and letter, with
the result predicted.
Educated people are the most readily convinced, when a
right and proper proposition is placed before them; the
very status of the moving picture to-day proves this. If in
the realm of "campaign work" the Moving Picture World
has had any ambitions, it has been in a "Campaign of Edu-
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cation" and to-day takes great pleasure- in the results
obtained.
It would be easy for the doings of this particular exhibitor
to be followed a thousand times, (even then only one in
some fifty or perhaps a hundred exhibitors would be thus
engaged) with equally successful results. Often our best
friends are our converted enemies, their whole viewpoint
being changed, they see as we see, and often also, become
more ardent than we ourselves originally were. Ministers
and other educated people are ready and waiting to see
and help along everything that helps all classes, and the
more they can be told of the good features of the moving
picture, the more loyal will be their support.
THE

CINEMATOGRAPH

IN

SURGERY.

To chronicle anything concerning the great and helpful
powers of the cinematograph is no longer astonishing. Some
time ago there was in session in New York City the Clinical Congress of Surgeons of North America. Their discussions on the ability and powers of modern surgery were
indeed wonderful. Perhaps the most important member of
the Nobel
Congress
Alexis Carrel, this year's winner of
the
PrizewasforDr.
surgery.
In the interest of surgery and for the benefit of the many
surgeons assembled, many important and unusual operations
were performed. The one demanding most attention was
that by Dr. Carrel in the most unusual and extraordinary
operation known as coupling blood vessels.
As it was found impossible to admit but a small fraction
of the doctors present to witness the operation, the cinematograph was requisitioned and pictures taken of this most
wonderful surgical work. Afterward, in moving pictures,
the whole details were reproduced upon the screen before
the assembled congress. Further than this, by aid of these
films, this same operation can now, and forthwith, be shown
in all hospitals and medical colleges where this most advanced surgery may be instantly learned. The great benefit
to the medical profession throughout the world is only a
part of the good acquired by these pictures.
Suffering humanity is immediately helped, the work of
this great surgeon becomes at once beneficial to the entire
world, crowding the advantages of years within the power
of days. It seems impossible to conceive anything more
wonderful than this instantaneous auxiliary to science which
the moving picture has again proved itself to be, taking any
occasion, even of the most minute and complex, magnifying
it and making it immediately known and helpful to the
whole world.
PROF. CARL HOLLIDAY WITH GAUMONT.
That men of higher education are finding field for their
culture in the motion picture industry is evidenced by the
engagement by the Gaumont Company of Carl Holliday,
B. S., M. A. He now fills the newly created office of Director
of
its ' Educational
Department.
will do
business
with schools,
elementary This
and department
advanced, churches,
etc. The subjects included will be Applied Science, Botany,
Geography (both physical and industrial), Zoology, History, the Industrial World, Travel, Architecture, Agriculture. Horticulture and Biblical and other religious subjects.
Mr. Holliday, who is a brother of Frank E. Holliday.
Managing Editor of the Gaumont Weekly, is well equipped
intellectually for his duties. Who's Who for 1912 tells of
his having- studied at the Universities of Tennessee, Virginia
and Chicago, of his professorship of the English Language
and English Literature in the University of Virginia, Southwestern University and Vanderbilt University. He is the
author of ten books on literary, historical and sociological
subjects. McClure's, Leslie's, Smart Set, Uncle Remus,
American .Educational Review, the Book News Monthly
and numerous other magazines and newspapers have published his many writings.
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A Busy Night.
THE

Arcade Theater, Tientsin, tranche* its bttj at limes and lately had
"Attacked by a Lion" and "The Trainer," the Brit showing a fight
between a man and a lion and the latter a li^ht witn a tiger. It is

worthy of note, by the way, that the Gaumont "Attacked hy a Lion" runs
I.J70 feet, though we could get hut a thousand feet over bl
The Arcade celebrated its third anniversary September J7th, when the
full band of the Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers supplied a special musical
program. In a card the theater calls attention to the difficulty it labors
under, being situated out of the beaten path of travel and catering to the
small European population, but announces that it has arranged for 30,000
feet of film each month with a due proportion of features. It is the only
theater in North China to hold its own, and we think that its lavish advertising is largely responsible for this result.

Plenty of Paper.
The Berkeley Theater, Berkeley, California, can take fourteen one-sheets,
two three-sheets and a six or eight-sheet and yet have the lobby absolutely
clear of frames, as the accompanying picture will show.
The house is a

part of the Turner and Dahnken circuit and is specially built for photoplay display, seating about 1,000 and needing the capacity. G. E. Thornton
sends in some late programs which depart from the usual in that the inside
of the four-pager is given over to the features while the back page gives
the weekly program by days, four reels of Licensed subjects being used.
The text is well and brightly written, but the typographical display might be
bettered. A lighter line body type should be used and more attractive faces
could be had for the display lines. A heavy monotone is all right for the
calendar, but for the description it is too black and is apt to tire the eyes.
Brief chats with the players, not credited to the Motion Picture Story
Magazine, as is proper, and other gossipy matter where space affords, helps
the interest getting.

Changed Lids.
Carey Wilson, of the Criterion Theater, Rutherford, New Jersey, who
used to wear the funniest fuzzy hat in the photoplay business, has gone
over to silk hats, but not because he got mixed up with the motion picture
end of the Wilson campaign. But better news than that is that they have
cut out vaudeville at the Criterion and are doing better with straight pictures. They used a rather good grade of vaudeville at that, but not good
enough to go with the photoplays they got, so they cut out the song and
dance stuff and put the money into the big reels. They broke records with
"As You Like It" and "Monte Cristo," and have the Bernhardt "Queen
Elizabeth" booked. An election show at increased prices made a hit and
some money with all seats reserved.

Captain, Cook and Crew.
S. E. Wall, of West Jefferson, Ohio, has been putting the town on the
map. Outside of the town limits it was known mostly to railroad people
and postal clerks, but Mr. Wall saw a chance to start something and he
not only started it but did most of the finishing. He can tell it better than
we can, so we give him the floor.
He writes:
I am sending you herewith some information that may be of
interest to small town managers.
West Jefferson is a village of 1,200, located 15 miles from Columbus. I run three nights a week, seating 485 in the opera house;
use Independent service. Quite recently a Columbus photocrapher
purchased a moving picture camera and then I got busy. I had a
talk with him and we came to an agreement and then I began
booming "moving picture day" for West Jefferson, ran ads in
the local paper, and in the three London, Ohio, papers and got
some good write-ups among the news items in the Columbus papers,
got out some big scarehead bills announcing pony races, chasing

greased pi
.ccs, etc., all to be taken in moving pictures.
About this time the business men began to sit up and take notice. Icalled on each merchant in town, about 35 of tlittn. and explained the proposition and asked them if they were •rilling
put their shoulder to the wheel to the extent of a couple of dollars
each toward providing entertainment for the crowds I expected
to pull Into town on this day; the balance of the subscription to go
toward paying for the film, which I explained was very expensive.
The result was rather indifferent. The merchants had never attempted anything in the way of a street carnival and were rather
dubious of the success of the project owing to the smallncss of
the town. After another canvass of the town I got their promise to
attend a meeting that night in the mayor's office for the purpose of
going over the situation with me, and at the time set for the
meeting six of them had responded, the balance of them were conspicuous by their absence; the few of us who were there got together and appointed committees to look after the different events,
appointing, of course, many of the absent ones. I continued to
boom the big day in the press, on the curtain and on the street
and when the Rig Day did arrive it found more people in West
Jefferson than had ever been there before at any one time. The
streets were crowded, but the committees had failed me dismally
— probably having never heard the old adage "never put off till
to-morrow, etc." They did put it off and when the to-morrow came
with its big crowds, the committeemen being mostly storekeepers
were busy waiting on increased trade and had no time to bother
with greased pigs or foot races. When I arrived at noon (I
live in Columbus), I found nothing done. It was up to me to
make good all that I had promised the people — while the camera
men were getting street scenes I was mustering up a bunch of
school children to get their pictures in the fire drill out of the
school building and while that was going on I was forming an
automobile parade. During the automobile parade I was getting
the pony race ready, also the bicycle and foot races, and while the
camera was working on these events I had a man preparing a
greased pole for the boys to climb to get a bright shiny dollar
placed thereon. The greased pig was the only event that failed
to materialize but everybody had been entertained and were more
than satisfied and felt well repaid for their journey to W. Jefferson to see the moving picture camera.
When it came to collecting the subscriptions, the merchants
were in some few cases like tbey were as committeemen — nothing
doing, but I didn't care for that for the following Saturday I
showed the pictures and that's where I got mine. I broke all records, cleared a nice piece of money and everyone thought it was
the greatest thing that ever happened to the town, and if I did
have to hustle some, I feel that my efforts were not in vain for it
was an event that got the town and incidentally the theater, talked
about all over central Ohio. As a means of putting a small town
and theater on the map and drawing big crowds I think local moving pictures are way ahead of anything else. But if any of you
try it don't depend too much on the average small town business
man. If you do you will find yourself mustering up the street
fair single-handed in about two hours' time.

Getting It Back.
It's tough to start something for the general good and then be left to
handle a big job all alone, but we think that Mr. Wall will not have reason to regret all his hustle. The fact that the others failed and he put the
matter through single-handed counts for much in a small town where
everyone knows all that is going on, anl the generalship that wrested success from defeat will react in favor of the house and the management. ^ No
matter whether the town be one of 1.200 or 12,000 the man who does things
wins respect and it's worth the hard work to be identified as a hustler.

In the Editorials.
Time was when the only editorials the motion pictures ever drew were
denunciations. Here's a part of an editorial from the Ridgewood, New
Jersey, Herald:
INFLUENCE OF MOVING PICTURES.
There have been a good many persons in Ridgewood who have
opposed any plan to have a permanent moving picture place in this
Village. They have honestly felt that the influence might be bad.
They were doubtless influenced by the fact that there have been,
in the past, many exhibitions of moving pictures that should not
have been shown. Our Village Trustees and Commissioners have
recognized this feeling and have refused each application for a
permit to establish a moving picture theater here.
But the efforts made by the Ridgewood Amusement Company to
give high-class "movies" at the Opera House, and the present exhibitions given by Manager Woodend are proving that our people
will patronize such exhibitions. This is not surprising, for the influence of the exhibitions is good.
It would be difficult to over-estimate the educational influence
upon old as well as young of that remarkable producti3n, "Colum-
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bus Discovering America." Looking at these pictures, it was difficult to realize that they were no(
mn life.
Columbus w.n t-\acti> as mir fancy, helped out by ancient an<l
modern artists, lia<l pictured him, and there was nut a person in
th< bouse «h" did not follow Ins fortunes with breathless interest.
\\ 1 venture to s.,v thai to everyone who saw those pictures on
Saturday, thi "Discovery "t Vmerica" has become a 11 \ 1 1 > k . palpitating fact, rathei than a bit of dry history.
See If You

Can

Do

It.

There follows marly half a column more dealing with the effect of the
pictures on the saloon business, no doubt the ins|
being inspired by
Mr. Wooden. I. It you run the right sort of a lions, m a small town, you
jet the sami sort of editorial mention.
Why not try for it? Show
litor sonu of the big things that have been done
Get him to become a
regular and you can «et bitter advertising than you could buy if you took
whole pages
Sometimes we wonder if exhibitors realize that the best advertising doesn't have to be paid for in money.
It takes a little time to
work up and time, ol course, is money, but if you have more time than
money,
spend some 1 think
of it itforis. advertising
the trouble and it's
Try and sendIt's in worth
the result.

By

One Who

Knows.

The advertising is laid out by someone who knows the business. Cuts
are freely user!, both portrait and scene cuts being employed, there is a
balance between the large and small type and the matter is attractively
written.
It is not a matter of sp
that makes advertising.
A good
man can do more with four inches than another can with forty, but given
both space ami matter, the advertising is bound to draw.
Advertising space costs too much money to waste on poor construction.
.Make your catchlines telling, pull up the titles where they can be seen,
emphasize the big points, ami tell just enough of tin- story to bring the
people to the theater to net tin rest. Find out about the big points, the
special features of the release ami boom these up. If wild animals are
used tell about them. Four thousand inches a year is a lot of space for a
five cent house to use. but it must pay because the space is not wasted.

Makes Its Own

Pictures.

imby ami Quimby, of the Casino Theater. Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, send
a photograph of a prairie schooner which they use in advertising Western
releases with good results. They write that they use the Universal service, taking first run on the Animated Weekly and supplementing this with
their own pictures of local events.
Tiiey write that they have made pic-
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extra money demanded because they gave one this opportunity to
do some real advertising and our business easily doubled by their
use over ordinary nights. You will observe we are breaking them
gently into an advanced rate and it works well and at the same
time hurts no one's feelings.

Baseball Talk.
It's a pity we cannot give all of the samples, for they are breezy and
effective. This baseball slip, given out about the time of the World's
Series, is out of date for another season, but it's worth remembering. As
a change from the more formal announcement it is of value, and it is live
without being too slangy:
WORLD

SERIES

CHAMPIONSHIP

Feature

Picture

TO-NICHT

Program

That is about as good a term as we can adequately
to-night's program at
the
EXETER
OPERA
HOUSE
and do its merits full justice

describe

Monday,
October
14, 1912
HERE'S
THE BATTING
ORDER
THE GIRL WTTrt THE LANTERN.
Selig.
A railroad story that will keep the fans in fever heat (a hard
hitter, average about 900).
WHEN A MAN'S MARRIED.
Essanay.
Always good for a home run.
TRAGEDY
OF THE DESERT.
Special Kalem
feature, two
reels.
No World Series program would be complete unless these
great International producers were presented. We look for
some clever work in this double header to-night, and baseball
grammar hardly suits. Gene Gauntier and Jack Clark make a
strong battery and the team work throughout is "some class."
"THE SUBSTITUTE" gets into the game at the last minute
and will spring a surprise as is often the case.

A

TICKETS
Admits you to the Grandstand
Rain Checks if the lights give out

10

CENTS

Raising the Price.
The house has been a five cent theater and in raising the price the admission for the first few features was placed at the old sum with an additional fee for reserved seats. Then the reserved seat scheme was dropped
and the entire house made ten cents for the features. We hope that Mr.
Kathbone keeps the price up.
He took advantage of the fact that Martin Chuzzlewit was released in
England in advance of the American release to copy in his advertising the
comments of the English press, at the same time laying stress upon the
fad that the subject was prepared for the Dickens Centenary. It makes
the picture no better, but it assuredly does increase the interest.
How's this for one announcement: "The Orleans Coach," "Tragedy of
the Desert." "Martin Chuzzlewit," "Coming of Columbus, "A Nation's
Peril" and "The French Spy"? Going some for a town like Exeter. They
were run between October 10th and November 29th, to say nothing of the
Pathe baseball release and "The Lady of the Lake."
The point is that Mr. Rathbone got caught in the whirlpool of politics
and instead of laying down and putting up his feet to have his legs tied,
he let out a bigger roar than the Bull Moose or the old reliables and got
the people in anyhow. He simply refused to be licked — and so he wasn't.
It's easy enough to fight if you have the nerve and once you take the
plunge you'll be surprised at the nerve you'll develop.

Made Election Pay.

tures of fire department practice, the Tillicum Club in its new home, the
parade opening the Kootenai Fair and other local events. The camera,
printer and darkroom equipment were made by their operator, Friend F.
Baker ami negative ami positives are developed and finished right in the
theater instead of being Bent Bast to some company. This avoids delay and
enables prompt showing of the subject. The local film is called the Casino
Baby and the slogan is "Watch it grow." A local film in a town of 7,500
people is evidence of hustle all out of proportion to the population. We
think Mr. Richardson would be interested in a photograph and description
of the equipment -if Mi. Baker will be good enough to go to that trouble.
Hi's always
st,,,ng for anything that booms the operator and this is no
small
achievement.
To further show their hustle the managers add that they believe in the
topical and educational pictures if properly advertised.

Shaken, But Game.
There have been politics and in plenty up in Exeter, Xew Hampshire,
where .1. C. Rathbone, of the Exeter Opera House holds forth. But you
can't keep the bustler down and Mr Kathbone is one of the best hustlers
we know.
He writes:
Km sending the enclosed just to let yon know that Exeter is
still on the map though badly shaken, politically speaking. We
sure had a tough time here and the poor picture sbop was almost
annihilated along with the (i. (). P.. so much red fire and heated
air there were. This town was the bone of contention. It was
Rally, Kaoy, everywhere but not at the Opera House. In selfdefence, we resorted to Features — all we could get and made as
much noise as possible; plenty of billboard work, as high as 150
sheVts in some cases followed up by screen, window work, newspapers and heralds.
The specials themselves were only worth the

Geddes
Chelsea,
ticket
of
and was

and McLaren, who operate the Sylvan and Princess Theaters,
Mich., decided to make a little money out of the election. The
which
they speak was
with best
a linespeaks
for the
not transferable.
But printed
their letter
for holder's
itself. name
They

explain:
I am enclosing an "Election Night Special" ticket; which scheme
we used to advantage. The ticket will explain itself. An ordinarynight's business in our house runs about $15, and this stunt brought
us $50. so we think it's not so bad. We run ordinarily a ten cent
show, but we charged a quarter on Election night, smoking was
permitted after 9 o'clock; strictly a stag affair. We sold out our
seating capacity before 7 o'clock and got a lot of men in who
never came before. Our special wires cost about $10, so we figure
that we came out $25 to the good. During the time the returns
were slow in coming in, between reels we called on several in the
crowd for songs and when 1 o'clock came 200 went home feeling
that they had spent a good election night, even though the result
was not to their liking. We feel confident that we have made a
lot of good patrons as well as a little extra money, by the use
of this scheme.
That extra $25 was good money, but the best part of the scheme was
that two hundred men went away with the feeling that they had had a
perfectly good time and they went home sober, which probably influenced
their wives in favor of the picture show as well. Perhaps you can use
some modification of the scheme for a special New Year's Eve celebration.
If you get one of those slides with a clock hand and flash it on the screen
just before twelve, moving the hand if possible or else holding it back until
the exact stroke, you can get a good effect, particularly if the orchestra is on
the job. In many places smoking will not be permitted in a picture theater,
but that is merely a side issue. For the holidays let them all come and fix
up a better-than-usual program.
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Detective Story.

There is a certain demand for the detective story, but the detective
story is 11
write .m.! nnletl you can write a good one there
is no use in writing one at all. The trouble with the detective story
is that II a rule the proceiiea
in are mental rather than visual.
The deductions that lend interest to the fiction story cannot be produced
in action on the screen and there is left what may be termed the physical
detective story in which the processes of detection may be determined
with reasonable clearness in action. Moreover the detective story differs
from most others in that, the audience should be kept in the dark as
to the real culprit until the last few scenes. It is better, even, to throw
Suspicion on some other person and leave the audience in doubt until
a sudden turn of events enables the detective to clear the suspected person
and indicate the guilty one in the same action.
All of this involves a nicety of construction that is beyond the powers
of the average writer. It calls for an intricate planning, an exact
control of events that brings the double denouement at the proper moment, the preceding events being so planned as to make the revelation
clear while the audience is kept in doubt as to the real criminal. More
than this the story must be written with due regard for the rules of the
ir board in the matter of crime. All told the detective story is a
good thing to keep away from unless you have a special gift for this
sort of thing.

He Knows

Better.

Recently we commented upon a letter we had received which led
as to believe that the writer destroyed such scripts as were not found
salable. We suggested that they be held to be worked over at some
future time. It seems that we read a wrong meaning into the letter
for now comes a protest which runs:
I have been puzzling ever since I read your caption to my
letter how it was I gave you the impression
I destroyed manuscripts. Ihave never done such a thing, and am too old a literary man (as well as being a minister), to ever destroy anything I have written.
No matter how poor it may be everything
written has the germ of an idea or it would not have been written.
That germ may prove useful some day and he would be a sorry
man who had thrown away labor.
Never throw away an idea whether
it is a full plot or merely a situation or bit of action.
You never can tell when
you'll need it and
more than once the ugly duckling has turned out a swan.
Keep everything and you'll be able to use it some time.

Here's a Wrinkle.
Here's a new one on us and perhaps it will be new to you. It comes
from Steve Talbot; the man who can't seem to put heroines into his
photoplays. The beauty of the scheme is that you keep your good ribbon
fresh for scripts and do not beat it all out in practice work. A nice,
clean impression from a new ribbon counts for much in the appearance
and in this way you can keep your good ribbon for your good work.
We do not like the idea of a copy ribbon for the completed script. Record ribbons and black record ribbons alone should be used for work
that goes out. The copying ribbon is all very well for home work because it lasts much longer, and a purple ribbon will stand two or three
times the work a black will, but the appearance of your script is more
important than the fractional part of the saving of a copy over a record
ribbon, so use the black record for finished work, no matter what your
practice ribbon may be.
Here's the Talbot scheme.
His letter ran suddenly from black to purple
and he wrote:
Just ran into my "practice" ribbon, which reminds me that the
wrinkle may be a new one. I submit it anyway for what it's worth:
I always have two ribbons on the machine, a strong blue (have
found blues or purples much stronger than black copy), and a
black copy. I put the black on the right hand spool, and pin
the free end to the end of the blue, which I wind on the left
hand spool. Then when 1 am drafting a plot, or mapping out
my scenes, characters, etc., I use the blue, letting it wind onto
the right hand spool as I use it. When I am ready to make
the final copy for the editor, I wind up my blue ribbon, and have
a new, clear black to do it with. I have written five complete
scenarios with the black I have on now, and several letters, and
almost half the length of it is untouched. The blue has Deen on
about three months and has been written over from end to end,
probably a dozen times. You see it is still in condition to give
me a clear copy to work over, or revise, but hardly good enough
to submit.

Revising Scripts.
"What is the best way to revise 'a script?" asks a correspondent. It's
not much of a question so far as length is concerned, but an entire issue
of this paper could be devoted to a reply without exhausting the subject,
for there are almost as many
methods as there are writers.
There are many writers, some of them trained men, who cannot revise
their own material.
They find it easier to write a new story than to
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touch up
1
111 plot than in situation,
and- once I
loped an idea it ".
if fall as
Tin-., of <
1 revision, at all.
Others can hold to one :
of tin plot and make a 1
this as the starter for an
entirely ne« development. This is rewriting rather than revision, but
it 1- simple! than revision and sometimes works as well.
1. vision means
retaining much
of the present development
removing
the weak points and replacing than with stronger work.
1 o do tin' it is IP
1 Ith an entirely
mind Forget the reasons and arguments that led to the first form 04
the story. I»ok at the script much as you might regard the work ot
another. The more thoroughly you can forget your personal interest in
the firs! development
the more
successful
yon
will be.
regard the story as a whole. Ucad it through for the general effect.
Contrail cauae and effect, study the sequence of events, note the weak
points and the strong and Kit .1 general idea of how the story lies.
If you .in able to revin you will have a general idea of the I
of the story. You will realize the good and the bad. You will have
noted which scenes are correctly placed and which are out of order.
Note the 111 u arrangement and write in new scenes to replace those removed and put in proper sequence those scenes that are set too soon
or too late, Now, if your continuity is correct, take each scene by
itself and study it closely. Examine each detail of action in its relation
to all the other details of that scene and the plot in general. Mentally
discuss with yourself the advisability of each action. Seek for something that will bring out the idea more graphically. It may be that
some detail needs to be brought out and made more plain or, conversely,
some action may have been given undue importance. Give each movement
it~ proper value. If you overaccent you lead your audience to expect
more from the action than will develop. If you slight a situation it does
not make a sufficiently strong impression. Very often by rearranging the
values of the factors of a scene you can virtually remake your play
without changing
the relation of the so 1

The

Mask.

Someone wants to know what a mask is, and perhaps there are others
who share that curiosity.
If you've a camera and will remove the "lensc, using a sheet of white
paper for a ground glass and pointing the lensc toward a window, you
will note that in place of the rectangular picture you see on the ground
glass you have a circle of picture. In the camera the lense throws this
circle of light, but the plate comes well within the limits of this circle
and registers only that part of the picture.
In a motion camera the strip of film, unlike the plate, extends above
and below the edge of the circle of light and if the lense were not
masked in the edges of the circle would cover part of the frames above
and below the one being fully exposed. To get rid of this excess a mask
is used, usually a metal plate so cut as to permit only the single frame
to be acted upon by the light, the excess striking the metal instead of the
film.
As a rule, this mask, or cutout, gives a rectangle one inch wide and
three-fourths of an inch high, but the mask may be cut to any form
within these limits. It may be given a keyhole shape to suggest that the
scene is what the servant sees when she peeps through the keyhole.
Perhaps it is cut like a very round figure eight on its side. That's when
you see the colonel raise the binoculars to his eyes and you look through
them, too. A circle serves for a spyglass effect and a mask with hairline
bars suggests that you are looking through the window. That's what a
mask is and you write it:
•'Indian camp seen through binoculars." Then the cameraman gets the
mask.

Why Technique?
Every little while someone rises to ask why stress is laid upon technique when the idea is what sells the play. The simplest reply is that
it is technique that enables the author to present that idea in its most
attractive form, but there is another reason.
Suppose that you have an idea that is almost but not quite new.
You have given a new twist to an old situation, but you have done your
work in slipshod fashion. The new turn may interest the editor, but if
he accepts the story he will have to make an entirely new script from
your amateurish effort before a production can be made. The story is
not good enough to warrant all this extra work. The script is returned to
If you had sent it in in such a shape that all the editor had to do was
to pass it over to the producer, it might have gone through. There is no
time to put in the technique, but if the technique is there a sale will be
you.
made. You'll be selling twenty dollars' worth and throwing in the old
part of the idea. If you'll look at it in that light, perhaps you'll see
the need of technique. The man who sells the most scripts is the man
whose scripts do not need much editing.
Even the novice may now and then hit upon an idea or situation so
novel that the editor will be willing to supply the technique to match,
but there is such a plentiful supply of well developed ideas these days
that the editor prefers to buy technique along with the idea.
In explaining why he paid more for the scripts of a certain writer a
director declared that it was worth an extra ten to have a script he
could put right in hand instead of working over it a day to get in shape.
That's what technique does.

Measuring Length.
In spite of all that has been written on this subject it still seems to
worry a lot of writers. It doesn't seem to do much good to say that
the measure of a photoplay is the foot-second, but that is the only
measurement there is. Roughly from twenty to thirty-five scenes make a
thousand
foot reel, but some twenty scene photoplays might make three
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thousand feet and we wrote a forty scene play the other day that could
go inside of boo feet, so the number of scenes is merely the roughest
kind of approximation.
'1 I
■■ml test is the only safe gauge and
here we have the personal equation of the director to gauge, but this
variation is so slight that, as a rule, it may be ignored.
Foot-seconds mean that under normal conditions one foot of film is
passed through the camera or projection machine in one' second. Some
short-sighted managei
eir operators to shoot the films through at
the rate of a foot and a half a second so that the program may be run
through in short order an 1 a wailing crowd admitted to the seats made
vacant. On the other hand, others try to stretch the show by running
more slowly. You can tell from the speed of the action when this is
done. Whin the characters seem to glide or float instead of walk the
projection is too slow. When a man seems to yank a girl out of an auto
instead of assisting her to alight the projection is too rapid. But when
the action seems normal get a seat where you can get a light on your
watch and time the scenes with the second hand. You can time only
every other scene, but that will be sufficient. If you have a cheap split
second watch or timer (you can get tlu-ni for six or seven dollars), it is
better >ct. but the second hand will do if you have quick eyes. Time
the scene and note the action. If a certain scene runs twenty seconds
note the action that can happen in twenty seconds. Now when you
write action of about that length you will know that you have used
twenty feet of your possible thousand. You can't do it with just one
twenty foot -cine. You must see many twenty foot scenes, and thirty
foot scenes and fifty foot scenes and so on, but if you stick to it long
enough you'll know about how much to write for each measurement or
how long your written action will take. When you get a pretty good
idea of how long the action takes, reverse the process. The first time
the subject is run guess at the number of feet in every other scene.
Note it on a paper. Sit through a second show and this time use the
watch. Put down the result and see how closely you have come to it.
In time you can come pretty close to the actual length.
Train yourself to see the action in your picture. Have a mental picture of the scene as you write it or visualize it after you have written it.
If you say that "Jane enters and comes to Dick," see Jane come through
the door and across the stage to where Dick is. See each action as you
want the producer to do it and then see how many seconds have passed
since you started to visualize. Translate seconds into feet and you have
the length of the scene. Mr. Mtrwin, who writes in every action because he writes mostly for one director whose methods he knows, writes
in every action and conies close to the full length. You cannot do as
well as that, but you can come close enough. If you find you cannot
gauge the time, do as the beginner does. Write out the idea and leave the
rest to fate and the director. If you keep at it long enough you can
simply write your stuff and come pretty close to the proper length by
instinct and without the aid of a watch. But remember that the measure
of a photoplay is feet and not the number of words.

Clean Up.
It we read the signs aright there is going to be something said about
the crime picture presently. Don't get caught with a lot of blood and
thunder stuff on your hands when the storm bits, if it does. It is easy to
write a crime story and that is why so many of them are written. They
are easy to stage so they get over, which is why so many are taken, but
if you steer clear of murder and burglary, you'll be surprised to find
how many pleasant topics you may discover if you work hard enough and
the story that depends more on heart interest than the commission and
elctcctinn of crime makes by far the more lasting impression. Anticipate
the new year by making a resolution that you will not use crimes as
motifs for your stories.
You'll not regret it

The Two-Reel Market.
Pretty soon there is going to be a brisk market for two and three
reel material. There is little market yet because the free lances are
sending in one reel stories expanded into two. The director says it's not
strong enough and so he goes and builds up a reel into two himself,
creating the impression that that is what is wanted. If you can write a
two reel story that is interesting in every foot of film you are going to
con.e pretty close to selling it, but it must be better than a one reel idea
if you want to get it over.
If you have had sufficient experience with one part subjects to sell a
fair average, try the two and three part stories. Start with a one part
story that is so full of meat that you can't quite get it inside the thousand
feet limit. Build it up. With the extra time at your disposal in the
two part story you can build up the dramatic situations and make them
stronger. This is the secret of writing two reels. Do not pad with hot
air. Pad with meat.

Tabbing Them

Up.

Here's a suggestion for the man who wants to go at things right and
who has difficulty in remembering things. It is no more nor less than a
production chart.
Get a large sheet of wrapping paper and rule it lengthwise for the
companies, grouping them by their releasing affiliations. For convenience
arrange them alphabetically; Biograph, Edison, Essanay, etc., then Bison,
Champion, Crystal, etc., and American, Gaumont, etc. Now draw horizontal lines to mark off the sheet in squares. Label these squares at the
top with a classification of plays, drama, comedy, farce, purpose, and
whatever else you will, splitting these classes into finer subdivisions. The
last square should be left for remarks. Now take your back numbers and
turn to the stories of the films. Start three or six months back, according
to your patience. Read the story of each concern and check it in one
of the squares. Make a small straight line and when you have four
make the fifth score a cross line, so that each block represents five productions of that class. It is best to uso a dozen or more classifications
such as dramas, western, society, underworld, costume and the like. When
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you have done you will have a reasonably accurate chart of that company's productions. If they have twenty Western dramas out of fifty
releases, it is but reasonable to suppose them a good market for Western
dramas. If they have but three society dramas it will argue a poor
market. Improving on the plan use a black pencil for the first three
months, a red for the next quarter, a green and then a blue, returning
to the black for the next year. If in the remarks column you enter such
peculiarities as "Likes plays with plenty of riding" or anything else that
attracts your attention, you will have a complete tab on the company
production and can place your product with greater certainty.

Typewriters.
Two correspondents want to
know what make of typewriter is best to
purchase. The best make is the one you like the best. We swear by one
make, but have to hire another kind for our assistant and a chap who
conies to see us is certain that both together are not equal to one of a
third brand. If you get a machine you like you've got the best machine
on the market. Get into a rental agency some time and try them all.
Then take your pick. As well ask us which brand of smoking tobacco is
the best. We think that a visible writer is better than one with a type pot,
but that is about as far as advice can safely go.

Inquiries.

NOTE. — No question can be replied to by mall. Look for your answers
here. A list of studio addresses, kept up-to-date, will be sent if a stamped
and addressed return envelope accompanies the request.
M. W. — We do not reply to questions by mail. If you do not read this paper
you are scarcely entitled to replies. Mr. Walthall was Miss Plckford's stage
husband In both "My Baby" and "The One She Loved." Not being a fortuneteller we cannot state if Miss Pickford has left the pictures "forever." Consult some local astrologer. Read back for the "dark brunette," and after
this call them by role. The question was answered correctly a few weeks
ago, but the inquirer did not ask for a dark brunette. A recent Issue answers
your Inquiry as to Miss Leonard.
She is with Monopol.
M. M. — Elmer Booth was opposite Miss Pickford In the play you name. The
Essanay cast does not give names for "The Girls from Grassvllle." It Just
lumps the girls and the boys. Herbert Rawllnson was Bud In "The Girl and
the Cowboy." "The lover and the other girl" Is too vague. Mr. Anderson
was out' of the films several weeks on account of an accident. Watch for
Edwin
August
In coming
DALLAS.
— Miss
DorothyPowers'.
Bernard Is now playing stock, but the Biograph
Identifier is not informed just where.
He will try and locate her.
NEW SUBSCRIBER — Look In the index to advertisers for the first question.
Do not price your scripts unless you are an exceptional Judge of values.
Most companies use but one rejection slip. If they want to ease the bump
they add a written line. "Not available" may mean anything from "rotten."
with a capital letter and three exclamation points, to "sorry we can't take
this, but it is not in our line." There are some fifty or sixty reasons why a
script cannot be taken and one polite phrase covers them all.
J. D. — That was a pretty postcard, but we do not answer on postcards.
"Fra Diavolo" was a Solas special release. It was not dated. It came out
In the early summer.
C. H. B. — An inquiry regarding three members of the same company and
that company working in your town, is regarded as a crude piece of press
work. You can find out by applying to the studio if you do not already
know. Very frequently we are stung with press Inquiries, but this Is a
trifle too obvious. No Inquiries regarding these people will be answered in
future, whether the request comes from the home town or otherwise.
A. S. — Wilfred Lucas was the sailor in "A Sailor's Heart."
COPE. — We understand that Kalem was made in Virginia. It was not made
around New York City.
J. A. C. — A year is a long time In pictures. The player Is not named in
recent Melles casts.
NAOMIE — Why not use the same title Kalem did? Then we'll know what
you mean. Miss Lawrence has not formed any connection at this writing.
We do not know if Miss Brunette is permanently with Victor. We do not
reply to questions as to relationships. This goes double — to questions five and
six.
Miss Pickford Is with Belasco.
ROSEBUD — In Nestor's "Making a Man of Her" the men were Jim, Donald McDonald; Lem, Eddie Lyons, and Jack, Lee Moran. Nestor is working
in Los Angeles. The addresses will be sent If yon will send for the list of
addresses advertised.
M. J, — Kay-Bee has gone Into the Biograph class, but we have not yet
found a Kay-Bee Identifier.
C.
W. J. — Who
Mary Fisher
ask for?
Don't you mean
Miss J.
Margarita
FIsber?is the
She Miss
Is playing
with theyonwestern
Universal.
STRICKLAND — Tom Moore Is said to be a brother of Owen Moore.
M. M. R, — No company makes a specialty of Jewish pictures.
Several have
made pictures of American and foreign Ghetto pictures.
Vitagraph seems to
have been the most successful.
You might try them.
H. B. D. — The story was copyrighted, even as you suggest. We do not
recall the magazine.
M. E. S. — See recent Issues regarding the first question. We do not see the
logic of the argument. Send your pictures to the leading companies and go
down the line. Start at the top, providing yon send only to those companies
using the style of script' you have to offer. The smaller companies are no more
liable to take an Idea from a novice than what yon term the larger companies. There Is no particular reason why you cannot gain success writing
evenings only, but If you'll take the advice of an old-timer, you'll plan to
work In the morning. Go to bed at eight and get up at four if you have to,
but come to your work with your mind fresh. Some few work best at night,
but most writers do better work In the morning, when the mind is clear.
Take lust a cup of coffee and go to work, then breakfast.
C. B. — If you see this, send your address. We have a rather good half-tone
of the lady of tbe Glass Coffin. It will do until yon can get a photo. Lost
your letter.
We do not file Inquiries.
L. D. — Frank Fernandez had the title In Melles' "The Remittance Man."
Ray Gallager had the lead In "True Till Death." Would have answered
sooner, but we had to query the Melles Company.
G. M. B. — Our Biograph names are not the names on the English post-carda
because few of the English post-cards are correctly named.
That's why.
0. F. K. — We gather from recent casts that Jack Halllday has replaced
Edwin August In the section of the Lubin Company in which Miss Hawley Is
the star. Miss Evelyn Selble seems to be playing with Mr. Anderson, but
this Is not yet official. It was she who played In "Tbe Ranch Girl's TrlaL"
0. H. — Write relative to the scripts. You should get some sort of action
by now.
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"THE NEW YORK HAT" (Biograph), Dec. 5.— A picture of a few human beings. They live in a small country town and seem to center around
the village church. It doesn't shut its eyes to the frailties of mortal
flesh; but it is optimistic, good natured and leaves a pleasant taste, indeed,
it is a picture among pictures to entertain, encourage and amuse. It is
wonderful how the Biograph producer gets his many different characters,
for hardly can the players be recognized so sure are they in their assumption of the peculiarities and semblance of people not themselves. One
marvels that they are; but seeing them, he is not astonished to find them
acting humorously.
The scenario behind this picture of the little girl (Mary Pickford), of a
miserly father for whom the minister bought a new hat, because her dying
mother, knowing the father's stinginess, had given him a little money to
get her a "few bits of finery," isn't strong in its primary idea; but it has
been mighty well worked up. Then the motivation of the characters is so
clearly drawn and the humor of them so often convinces laughter that the
audience gets satisfaction. Clair McDowell plays an old spinster, Mae
Marsh has an unimportant part.
"HIE DAWNING" (Vitagraph), Dec. 6.— A special release feature picture in two reels that surely is more dignified and more artistic than ninetenths of the stuff shown along Broadway and at two dollars a seat. It
takes up a delicate question but deals with it in a wise and wholesome way
that will be commended by those in the community whose opinion is most
valuable in the long run. Such a picture is worth while nnd justifies the
producer's care, something he can take pleasure in.
The story is of people in society. A young girl (Leah Baird) loves an
artist, but her mother wants her to marry a man of wealth. There's a
lover's quarrel and she marries, out of pique, her mother's choice and is discontented. Later, as one playing with dangerous fire, she poses in Carmencita costume for a drawing by the artist. In this scene Miss Baird is
exceptionally strong. She makes what comes of it most convincing, and
shows how truly an artist she is. The outcome, showing her husband's
worth against the artist's who gives way to his passion, makes her fall in
love with her husband.
It is surely a feature of the real kind.
"TWIXT LOVE AND AMBITION" (Lubin), Dec. 5.— A picture featuring the work of Ormi Hawley and Edwin August. Its object is to waken sympathy for two lovers, held apart by the woman's ambition (she is an opera
singer of note) but needing each other and dreaming of each other in
their separation, which both at heart deplore. A child, the nephew of the
man, is the means of bringing them together in a fairly emotional scene.
Buster Johnson is the child. The drowning scene must have seemed real to
kirn. Miss Hawley made all speed in getting him out from under water.

"THE SHERIFF PRO-TEM" (Melies). Dec. 5.— We were somewhat astonished at the freshness with which this often-used Western situation was
developed. Miss Mildred Bracken plays a moonshiner's daughter who rebuffs a certain unpleasant character of the neighborhood. The men. to be
revenged, brings the sheriff pro-tem to get her father. This man is wounded
by the fatherland Mildred cares for him until she finds he has a warrant.
The tough neighbor who has been hanging around, appears and in the consequent struggle she is herself wounded.
It is an interesting picture.
"A FOREST FIRE" (Edison), Dec. 6.— People who see this picture of a
forest fire which is not a spectacle, but a tragedy, will be more careful how
they leave camp fires to devastate a whole community and wipe out many
a poor settler's all. It is a picture of a real forest fire. The mill that burns
and the settler's cabin that isconsumed were not stage-sets; and the Edison
players have acted not a story but just a scrap of real life at the edge of
the burning to make it effective.
It certainly is effective.
"A FREIGHT TRAIN DRAMA" (Selig), Dec. 5— Winnifred Greenwood gives one scene to this little drama of life in a railroad-side shanty
that, after we have seen it. quite persuades us that the whole story is real.
She plays the wife of a shiftless, lazy, ex-railroader and is exasperated to
the point of firing him (Frank Weed) out of the house. Margaret Carle,
who plays their daughter, seems too old for one scene that needed a child
of ten and lacks experience, although she promises well. This child climbs
into a stationary freight car for some bits of kindling and is carried off.
This adventure brings her in contact with her father who has just heroically saved the express train, and the two go home together. In the cast are
Thomas Dixon, Charles Barnes, Julius Frankcnburg and John Lancaster,
as yeggs who attempt the train-wrecking. T. J. Commerford, Walter Roberts, Mace Barnes and Wm. Stowell are railroaders.

"A RACE WITH TIME" (Lubin), December 9.— A railroad melodrama
in which a station master's pretty daughter makes a plucky ride on a locomotive and saves a contract for the road. The competing road had set a
villain to work and, but for the girl, who drives alone and gets the mail bag
in on time, it would have been lost. The love story between this girl and
the president's son buttresses the incident and after her exploit the romance
finds pleasant sailing. Alice Joyce plays the heroine; Tom Moore, the president's son; Logan Paul, the president, and
Holmes, the section
hand of the other road who holds up the train Stewart
crew who were to carry the
mail.
It is a well put together piece of work, has some fine views and makes
an interesting offering.
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"FOOTBALL DAYS AT CORNELL" (Easanay), Dec 5.— There ii no
doubt of this picture's being a sure offering; it will please everywhere.
There's a very laughable little comedy in it played by college boys and
acted remarkaljly well. A large Broadway audience thoroughly enjoyed it
"A TENACIOUS LOVER" (Pathc), Dec. 5— A farce with a clever
female impersonation. There is some audacious humor in it and much of
it is undeniably funny; but if it had been condensed it would have been
much more effective. Surely no one would call it stale; for the tenacious
lover, summarily dismissed by the girl's father, dresses up and gets a job in
the family as wet nurse to the girl's baby nephew. The child's grandfather demands that the milk be tested. The sample bottle is filled in the
kitchen and the laboratory report accuses the wet nurse of having bovine
tuberculosis.
"ALMOST A MAN" (Essanay), Dec. 4. — This broad farce raised some
laughs in a crowded house. The best work was done by Billy Mason as the
dummy. It seemed absurd or approximating an imposition to put men of the
ability of Steppling, Missimer and Cashman in such parts as those in which
they are here cast.
"MIKE'S BRAINSTORM" (Selig), Nov. 22.— This story of an elephantine playmate makes real comedy. Thomas Santschi as a comedian is a
success — so much so that this reviewer suffered from a distinct pain in
the jaw not once, but several times in the course of the picture. The elephant also was right with Santschi. The work of the big animal is of the
best. There were several scenes that stand out — for instance, where the
elephant with a load of the villagers on his back goes into the stream an 1
rolls over; where again he takes a wet stroll and shakes the riders into the
water; where he helps himself to some of Cobbler Frank Clark's bananas,
and in retaliation for a summary rebuke goes to the town pump, fills hii
trunk with water, and thoroughly ducks the shoemaker; and where he tries
to get into the saloon and wrecks the establishment, bringing the buildirg
to the ground.
"THE CURIO HUNTERS" (Vitagraph), Dec. 4— A very laughable
sailor's yarn by Mrs. Marshall P. Wilder. It has all the naivete of a story
spun on the lazy end of a dock by an old salt, and will wholly capture
any one who loves a yarn. The place is on a South Sea Island where the
natives are good to a plaster god. Little Bill, a sailor (Marshall P. Wilder)
and his two mates (Hughie Mack and Ned Finley) stroll into the deserted,
thatched temple. Bill likes what's in the bottle on the god's knees and his
two mates leave him on the grass throne taking the plaster god away with
them. What comes of it will surely amuse and Director Ralph Ince deserves credit for a success. The late George Ober has a role and Robert
McWade
also.
"THE ELECTRIC LAUNDRY" (C. G. P. C), Dec. 3— An automatic
laundry which makes many laughs. It is all trick stuff and represenU infinite pains.
"PARIS AND ITS MONUMENTS" (C. G. P. C), Dec. 3— On the
same reel as the foregoing are these fine views of Paris. The subject takes
the larger half of the reel, but it does not tire; on the contrary, the scenes
are all of great interest, especially so where the view of the tomb of Napoleon dissolves into the figure of "The Little Corporal."
"THE MANTLE OF RED EVANS" (Selig), Dec. 3.— A not very dramatic picture of a girl, daughter of a dare-devil gunman, who finds two
other men posing as the notorious dead-shot and makes them explain.
Aside from one clown character that is a drawback, the picture is well
acted and smoothly told. But it would have been better if the fact that
the girl was Red's daughter had been made clear at first. The picture
seems to be aiming at something we don't know what until we find out and
then the picture is finished. Myrtle Steadman really makes the picture a
good offering although many of its hotel scenes, well acted as they are,
leaving out that clown, are very pleasing. Marshall Steadman is the hotel
keeper;
C. E. Reeves the first who assumes Red's name; Florence Dye, the
hotel maid.
"WRONGLY ACCUSED" (Eclipse), Dec. 4. — A picture aiming at pathos
and in which a child plays an important part. It is very interesting, but
fails in making a deep impression, chiefly because it never comes very close
to the heart of life. It was produced to tell rather than to illuminate the
story. A game keeper has wrongly accused a poacher of attempting to kill
him. The man escapes from confinement and brings his child to the owner
of the shooting ground. The game keeper is present, but is afraid to swear
on the "head of this child" that the poacher is guilty, so he is set free.
The backgrounds and photography have made some very pleasing scenes.
"THE LATEST ADDITION TO THE U. S. NAVY" (Edison). Dec. 4.
— A picture of the newest New York, our big superdreadnought. The audiences here seemed to like the offering.
"THE WINKING PARSON" (Edison), Dec. 4.— Page Spencer, the
author of this good laugh-maker, deserves credit. It gives William Wadsworth the kind of chance he likes and he has bagged lots of fun for us
out of it. He is much more important than any one else in it; but Alice
Washburn also is very comical and the whole cast supported the situation
perfectly. Bessie Learn is the parson's maid. Mrs. Wallace Erskine is a
widow, one of his parishioners, and is Alice Washburn's rival. Wm. West
is a doctor; Bigelow Cooper, a deacon; Yale Boss, a boy and many otherf
just as worthy of being named.
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IMS 1.1 11 1. 1 INDIAN MODEL" (Pa the), Dec, 1. Betty Cray and
W .1. Johnston play the leada In an Indian and white man story that isn't
at all convincing, but has one or two new things, among which is a crystal
gazing squaw, A white nit! loves a white- artist who is painting Indians.
Indian mode] is really hi- sweetheart's sister. 'I he white girl comes to
the village ami her sister, jealous on account of the artist, throws her over
a cliff, The crystal gazing reveals tin history of tin- white Indian girl and,
with othei
girl she- nearly
killed.
"STRUGGLI

oiHEARTS"
(Lubin),
Dec. 3— The writer of this
very little credit.
The situation is old although
it is
new!)
Ii i~ not convincingly
nor very humanly
developed.
A
1 made to help an escaped convict.
Later, the man he helps to
uncut a jury throught him worthy of and for the crime of
murdei
that hi confesses to but excuses, wins the affections of the minister's sweetheart,
Many Allen i- tin writer.
Clara Williams plays the girl;
Edgai J. 'ii.s, the convict and Burton
King, the minister.
"WHEN
HELEN WAS
ELECTED"
'Selig), Dec. 4.— A woman's rights
farce in which a man's wife is nominated to run against him in a mayoralty
campaign and is elected. She turns out to lie not twenty-one yet, so can't
serve.
It is .-, dry picture with only a few laughs, and the acting is its
I drawback,
The wife, Phyllis Gordon, is very pretty and pleases; but
her husband
is ridiculous to a displeasing degree.
Mrs. Gertrude Dunbar,
sggerated
made most of the laughs; her hen pecked husGeorge
Hernandez,
made, so far as we could see, all the rest.
Wheeler
Oakman,
Fred Huntly,
Eddie
James,
Frank
Clark and Mrs.
Katharine P
in the cast. It was produced by Lem Parker.
"A DAUGHTER'S
SACRIFICE"
(Kalcm),
Dec. 4.— A farm country
melodrama, rather conventional both in outline and in spirit, but in part
well acted.
It holds attention closely and gives well sustained dramatic
suspense, because it is well constructed.
A shiftless farmer steals from his
id and is found out.
The daughter has to marry this man to save
I ither from being sent to prison.
After the wedding her sweetheart,
in despair, leaves for the city, where he prospers and, later, is able to
the poor abused
wife, whose
husband
is accidentally
but conitly killed.
The most interesting figure is the shiftless old father,
ed by George Middleton,
Alice Joyce is the daughter; Stewart Holmes,
the landlord; Tom
Moore,
the sweetheart, and Hazel Mason,
the girl of
the village who is left waiting at the depot by the landlord's death.
•Till'. DRIVER OF THE DEADWOOD COACH" (Kalem), Dec. 7.—
\ typical Western drama with a fresh incident somewhat more clever than
usual. This consists of the novel way Bad Bill takes to obtain possession
of the contents of the express box. He is riding the stage in a large box
so arranged that he can abstract the gold without being seen : it will then
ah him and be delivered with himself and the box in the safe place
to which he has directed it. This would have worked out all right had
not the stage driver's boy gone out to get a snap photograph of the stage
Dg the house. The money is missed at the express office and the
driver is accused, hut the negative, on being developed, shows Bad Bill
leaning out of the big box and with his hand in the small one. This incident, in spite of the very conventional trimmings with which the central
situation is surrounded, makes an interesting offering. The characters are
merely figures. William II. West plays the driver; Jane Wolfe, his wife;
Judson Melford, the boy; Gertrude Short, the little lame girl, and Paul
Hurst, the desperado.
"THE ESCAPE OF GAS" (C. G. V. C), Dec. 16.— A Max Linder farce
that is uproariously funny. It is quite Continental, and wasn't made for
church socials, but it is not very vulgar, and it most certainly is a laugh
maker.
"HIS MOTHER'S HOPE" (Edison), Dec. 7.— A picture that manages
to make clear the subtle methods of mental activity, and most dramatically.
The first few scenes lacked plausibility; they were conventional and poor.
They show how a mother and father lost their only son. The mother dies,
hut asks to have the boy's room kept just as it was. When the actual
story opens the boy, not knowing who he is, has grown up, is married,
has a son of his own, and is out of work and in despair. He burglarizes
his father's house and is caught. From this point the action leads to a
mutual recognition. It is not done suddenly or crudely, but step by step,
through mental association, faint impressions at first grow naturally, and
by what they are fed on into convincing memories. In making the development from misty ideas to palpable fact real to the audience, the producer
deserves high commendation. We don't think it could be made clear to
the gallery; we are sure it was over the heads of some in the audience,
but to tlit- imaginative it was like food and drink. George Lessey, as the
father, and Barry O'Moor, as the son, bear the burden of the work, but
Bessie I. inn helps a good deal. Gertrude McCoy plays the mother; Louise
Sydmth, a governess;
Marty Fuller and William Porter play the two boys.
"Till. SUPREME TEST" (Essanay), Dec. 6.— Frances Mason plays the
only strongly presented character in this picture of a young newly married
couple of wealth and social position, but the influence of her work goes
through the whole production. She is a most insinuating siren who lures
the young husband almost to shipwreck. Chance favors him twice, and
lie and his wife arc reunited. If Frances Mason's acting (even the spectators can feel her seductive charm as she puts all the power of her sex
into the scenes) can so favorably affect the picture, how much finer it
would have been if either or both of the young people had been able to
act. Whitney Raymond and Evehelle Prout, both very young still, are in
appearance just what was needed for the man and his wife. Frank Dayton,
Beverly Bayne and Helen Dunbar have lesser parts. The siren makes the
picture very effective. Jts .sets and scenes are pleasing, and its producer
surely d( si rves credit.
•"HIE AWAKENING OF BIANCA" (Vitagraph), Dec. 7.— A little love
story of the Italian (matter by Horace Kramer, who has provided a fresh
and romantic situation quite in line with the character of the peoples of
Southern Europe. Zena Kit ffe plays the heroine, and her crowning glory
is a wealth of black hair which (lows down her back. Charles Kent takes
the part of her fathi
tie of his pushcart
salesmen
in the fruit
business is .Nicola, played by Leo Delaney. who is deeply in love with the
hair.
Hal Wilson, a very good Jewish character, wants to buy the curls,
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but it is not until after her father has fallen on hard times that she is
willing to give them up. By this time she meets Giuseppe (Charles Edwards), with whom she has fallen in love, and who is willing to have them
sold. The awakening comes through Nicola's willingness to give up his
whole capital to save her the indignity. Zena Kieffe is her own charming
self, but is never a true Italian, nor is Charles Kent. Both are unaffected
and do competent work, but Leo Delaney's work gives good Italian atmosphere to the story. The work of Charles Edwards also helps in this.
Charles Kent, the producer, has made an interesting picture, but it isn't
up to the best Vitagraph standard.
"JINX'S BIRTHDAY PARTY" (Biograph), Dec. 9.— A farce, but it is
not a very great success as a laugh-maker. The chief trouble seems to be
the lack of convincing acting. Mr. and Mrs. Jinx try to get out of giving
a party after they have sent out the invitations. Mr. Jinx fails to mail
the recall notes, arid when- the guests begin to arrive, each with basket
lunches, hi- wife makes him pretend to be sick. The trick doesn't work;
the party goes on. Poor Jinx is a sad spectator at his own birthday shindig.
"SHE IS A PIPPIN" (Biograph), Dec. 9.— On the same reel, a farce
on a rather screen-worn pattern about a wife who was insanely jealous.
It is not a very funny offering.
"PATHE'S WEEKLY No. 50," Dec. 9.— The best item this week is a
good view of the crown prince of Montenegro, Prince Peter, who is
shown in an animated conversation. Emperor William of Germany is
seen at the unveiling of the statue to Caspar de Coligny, the great leader
of the Huguenots in Catherine Medici's time in France. There also are
the usual number of very interesting items.
"THE SIGNAL OF DISTRESS" (Vitagraph), Dec. 9.— A picture dealing with the sweetheart who didn't know that her lover had a sister.
There also is not a great deal that's new in the way it is worked out.
It has this advantage: Florence Turner plays the lead, and "Jean," the
Vitagraph collie, is used very pleasingly in bringing the two lovers together
again. There are also some very pretty backgrounds. Yet it lacks distinction. Miss Turner has very little chance to show her powers, and Tom
Powers, who plays opposite to her, didn't seem to fill the bill convincingly. Edith Halloran plays the sister. A large audience watched it
closely and seemed much interested. The use of the dog helps the offering
very much.
"A SOLDIER'S FURLOUGH" (Lubin), Dec. 7.— This picture has a
situation — a rather crude one, but enough to make the offering exciting.
It fails to make its intention clear soon enough, and is in its early scenes
awkward; it seems both stiffly acted and the scenes come jerkily. When
the soldier on furlough begins his pursuit of "Jim the Squaw Man," which,
by the way, is to make him overstay his time, the action holds. We sawit twice, and in both theaters the spectators made at its thrilling moments
exclamations, sometimes profane, which show that it was certainly getting
over. It isn't as good as this company's best work. Its author is Romaine
Fielding, who plays a minor part — the soldier's brother shot by Jim.
Robert Adair plays the soldier, and he certainly doesn't lie down on the
rough and dangerous work that his part demanded. George Miller plays
the squaw man, and is just as brash in his acting as Adair. Julio Moreno
also has a part.
"TOO MANY' CASEY'S" (Vitagraph), Dec. 6.— It has been said that
one touch of nature makes the whole world kin. There was a hearty
laugh in a big Broadway audience when Pat Casey, picking up a big "can,"
presumably containing beer, gives it the well known whirling motion
designed to put a "head" on the amber liquid. There are many amusing
situations in this bit of comedy. William Shea, in the role of a real
"Irisher," is sufficient to guarantee hilarity. He is well supported by
Charles Edwards, George Cooper, Florence Ashbrooke and Kate Price.
"CORK AND VICINITY" (Vitagraph), Dec. 6.— On the same reel are
these views of Queen's College and Blarney Castle and street scenes of
Cork.
"A QUESTION OF HAIR" (Sells'). Dec. 6.— This reframing of a subject that has been worn bald contains nothing essentially new or amusing,
cither.
"JOHN COLTER'S ESCAPE" (Selig), Dec. 6.— On the same reel as
the foregoing is this bit of Indian drama. There is shown a new way to
run the gantlet.
"THE SPENDTHRIFT'S REFORM" (Pathe), Dec. 7.— Paul Panzer is
featured in this drama, which contains some strong situations. There is
good photography and fine tinting and excellent settings. The story is of
a man who is brought to the verge of downfall through the temptations
of club life. He cannot resist the desire to gamble — in spite of the fact
that he always loses. His reformation follows the recovery of his wife
from a pistol wound inflicted by her father when she is attempting to get
money for her husband from a strong box. The father mistakes his
daughter for a burglar.
A good release.
"BRONCHO BILLY'S LOVE AFFAIR" (Essanay), Dec. 7.— A Western story, notable neither for plot nor for settings. The son of the ranch
owner and the foreman of the ranch are in love with the same girl. She
favors the foreman. The son obtains the discharge of the latter, and
forges a note from the girl ending the engagement. Later the son marries
the girl. In an altercation the husband shoots a man. The former foreman, now sheriff, goes to arrest the murderer, who confesses his part in
the separation of the two lovers. As the eyes of the gunman close in
death the arms of the wife arc put about the neck of the sheriff.
"HAREM CAPTIVES" (Pathe), December 9.— A two-reel special drama,
taken in North Africa. Its hero is an Englishman who has fallen in love
with a girl of the country, Ourida. Unfortunately, the girl's sister, Fatima,
has fallen in love with the man herself and makes trouble all along the
line. In her jealousy, she even goes to the point of having herself and sister abducted. They are carried off and sold as slaves and it looks as though
the older sister's wiles would keep the Englishman from effecting a rescue;
but in a dramatic climax she is foiled. The backgrounds, now beautiful,
now impressive, add much to the offering as entertainment. This is fortunate, for the story is not very significant and would have been better in
one reel. The acting is conventional.
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"A MARKED
MAN
I
I
mdience watched tbii
picture breathleaaly,
It li .1 well-acted well-made offering and. In ita Inn
maniac who we have been told malcea a specialty of infanticide in .1 bouse alone with ■ littli k"1 • ■! about eight and bei babji brother.
Tin- child is a 6ne actftea and betide tbia we have grown fond of h
of in 1 pleating wayt. Theae things not only convince us that her
plight la real, but make ui take .1 poignant intereal in it. Everything in the
action ia made clear and plain, A police warning notified ui that the
"marked man" wai at large and we recognized him aa loon aa we aaw him.
He entera the little honae as t.. .1 refuge from hia purauert and the child
treats him kindly. The bread knife ia there and be feali at the tame time a
longing tn kill her and a tente of awe and love foi her. The itruggli
tween theae two makea the drama vital,
Wry intereating,
A good offering,
"ANNIE I RAWLS 1 PS1 MRS" I Edison), Decemb 1 10 Jamea Oppenbeim, the author of this intereating study of the human
heart, lias shown
the- Bpii-llial side of his miuil rather than tin- aitistii- side.
In complexion
it is very much like Jerome K. Jerome's "The Fourth Floor Hack." Not
dramatic as .1 whole, it contains five incidents each dramatic in itself, but
really a repetition.
Little Annie
is a cripple and In the picture
she
symbolizes human kindliness, Her sunny heart changes evu into good, unconsciously, wherever she goes. She crawls up stairs, five flights; at each
lamling she comes on
I t at variance; there's a Struggle
going on in every instance ami the cause of this is some form of evil that is
blinding a human mind so that it can't for the time Bee clearly. Annie is
like a light: when she comes, the victim is cureil of blindness and recognises the evil for what it is. In every case her good is shown as overcoming the evil. No. it doesn't convince at all: hut it deals with pleasing things.
Annie is played by Helen Coughlinj the part didn't need acting, Wobert
Bnd M's. C. J. Williams play her parents; Edna Flugratfa and Mrs.
CC Krsknie are the people on the first floor ; Bigelow Cooper and Mrs.
William Betchel arc on the next; Gertrude McCoy and Harry I'.eaumont are
lovers at odds on the next; Elizabeth .Miller and Edna llannl are on the
next and

Barry O'Moore

is on the fifth floor.

"TIIK SHADOW
OF THE CROSS" (Essanay), December 10.— Poor acting keeps this picture from convincing religious atmosphere on the one band
and from true romance on the other. It is a love story written by a monk
in his diary and illustrated by dream memories which in their Spanish
setting are plausible enough; but the players have made them melodramatic
(all climax) to the point of being ridiculous; at certain moments this is incontestable. Told in romantic language, the story is poetic; in the cold
picture, it is not.
"DOCTOR BRIDGET" (Vitagraph), December 10.— The author of this
picture hands one out to the doctors or rather to the quacks. There's a
hack-cut too for the people who employ such. The center of the picture
isn't Biddy, played by Bunny; but the cherished son of her employer who
is being killed by too much care and attention. Harry T. Morey is too old
for the part and fails to add to the fun very much. He gets sick and five
doctors are called in, successively. The last and most amusing of them is
Hal Wilson, the hydropath. Biddy has been nursing a growing disgust and
takes Dr. Wilson by the ear, the family being away. Her cure is to make
Master Harry work with the promise of a good dinner for reward. From
the time Dr. Wilson comes until Biddy effects her cure, it is a very laughable
offering. The author is Arthur F. Clark and the producer is Frederick
Thompson.
"A LUCKY
FALL" (Lubin), December 9. — The lucky fall lands a
prospector's wife in the middle of a rich claim. Her husband was away
seeking gold on the hills and here it was right near home. What comes of
her finding it makes a dramatic picture; for a scheming assayer deceives her
as to its value and tries to buy it from her for a mere song. Her husband's
home-coming in the nick of time, his finding out what is up and the steps
he takes to save his wife from the foolish transaction keep us in suspense
for the while.
The offering is interesting.

Independent
"HIS DAY" (Majestic), Dec. 10. — A picture of the northwest, taken
a pretty ravine, through which runs a mountain torrent. It concerns
trapper, rather brutal, his abused wife who is something of a slave, and
hunter on a vacation in the woods. The story is not made as clear

in
a
a
as

might be, but "his day" seems to refer to the fact that the stranger and the
trapper's wife were something more than friends for a day. Her husband
licks him and after that becomes more affectionate to his wife. The picture is poorly acted by the heroine. The men play their parts vigorously.
It is not a truly strong picture.
"A MIDNIGHT
ELOPMEXT"
(Keystone), Dec. 9.— There is a good
deal of old stuff in this elopement story. The principals are young and
pleasing; but do not convince us that they are in love. It was produced
for the sake of the farcical doings. The funniest thing in it is when a
man gets shot in the seat of the trousers.
tainment.
"A FAMILY MIX
in which Fred Mace

We

can't call it good enter-

UP (Keystone), Dec. 9.— On the same reel is a farce
and Mack Sennet play two husbands, each of which

flirts with the wife of the other, but neither knows that the woman he's
with is the wife of his friend. They happen to come at the same time to
the same restaurant. The mix-up is very convincing, for who can blame
the other?
It is much cleverer than the first part of the offering.
"HE WANTED
TO SEE, BUT HE PAID DEARLY FOR IT" (Itala).—
A short French comedy, concerning a man who bribes a maid to let him
spy on her mistress as she dresses. She is forced to hide him in a tubful
of water.
Broad comedy.
"WIDE-BRIMMED
HATS ARE FASHIONABLE"
(Itala).— This short
comedy offering is a decided hit of the eccentric variety. It concerns the
troubles of a man wearing a straw hat with a very wide brim. It is
unusually good.
"A GOOD
HUNTING
DOG" (Itala).— Another entertaining Italian
comic film, in which a suspicious wife sends a dog to bring back her
erring husband.
The dog brings him, and the picture proves quite amusing.
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"JOE'S

REWARD"
(Reliance), Dec.
11.— A pretty picture and a love
Hectoi
Dion plays Joe, a prisonei
on ;
'iion
plays tin daughter of the man on wboae faun Ji 1
'. 'I here is U
soS:
much colorless, I
cting in il"
ally,
humanly
played picture like this
pleasant find. I;
" \ 1 LIBEB rY
(,i ion
PRESS
AGENT"
» tile farce comedy
of a press agent
who
pert."
He lands
a job as a "1
show
Hi funis at the first week -land thai

I1
"ran

get

things
in
ir with

the
a new

'a small pox in the town
and he
lady that will Ik- locally interesting.
'I he board of b(
CI the
wholi
company.
It tickled the audience and is likely to be generally popular.
"THE ROMANCE
OF THE U. S. X" (Thanhouaer), D
>ther
wild melodrama which be believe the least convincing Thanhouser we have
ever seen. It was fabricated, however, to include scenes on board Uncle
Sam's big ships, views of the recent naval review on the Hudson and the
land parade.
These arc very good.
"THE REPORTER'S COURAGE"
(Comet).- We have seen more than
one picture whose heroine lost her beauty before she found the man who
could love truly. If we remember rightly the man is usually a reporter, is
in this case. His courage was shown by his taking care of her when attaked by small pox. 'I here is very little that seems fresh and not much
that is convincing in it. It has a few good backgrounds and some int
ing characters in minor parts.
NIK HEART OF A SOLDIER (American). Dec. 14— To picture an
old soldier as begging on the streets in his G. A. R. uniform shows questionable taste, surely it is unconvincing. The story as a whole is rather
weak, not so much in construction as in feeling for character. It seems
very artificial and unnatural.
"A DOUBLE REWARD"
(Broncho), Dec. 11.— A very good picture.
The Broncho producers are turning out excellent work. The action in their
pictures, and they don't lack- action, stands out on the screen convincingly,
as though it was natural and a fact; it seems spontaneous. It is due in
large part to the acting and in this picture we like especially the heroine,
a cow girl. It is she, who. after securing the real horse thief, holds up her
lover, wrongly accused, and collects the reward offered for him. It is her
rough humor; he doesn't understand it until she produces the culprit and he
is freed. Money is useful in housekeeping. Every player in it acts acceptably. It pays to employ really competent people in making pictures for
the public.

"THE WINNING OF IIELEX" (Majestic!, Dec. 8.— The only love story
pictures that fail to please are those in which there is no real love. There
is none in this, not enough even for a farce. Helen, an actress, is wedded
to her art and won't marry the millionaire. His newspaper friend learns
of his trouble and puts a story in the paper that the rich clubman is engaged
and the milto a society leader. Helen comes as fast as a taxi can come
There is np acting in it.
lionaire's friend brings a minister by the ear.

"THE RIVAL SISTERS" (Comet).— More than once before we have
seen
seen two sisters growing up together, one of them very selfish, and
very
what kind of fates their characters built for them. But this, it is a
kind
the
of
anything
interesting picture, is much more consequential than
especially
that has gone before it. The good acting of both the girls, but
and gives it
of the younger, the unselfish one, makes it humanly significant
offering.
real meaning that holds the interest from the start. It is a good
We, ourselves, enjoyed it very much.

YORK"
XEW
FACILITIES OF GREATER
"TRANSPORTATION
It shows
(Comet).— On the same reel is a collection of views of city streets.
to the
horses
by
drawn
cars
street
from
e
conveyanc
every kind of public
police "hurry up wagon."
have
"BLOOD WILL TELL" (Kav Bee), Dec. 13— Kay Bee battles
in this two
awakened enthusiasm and deserve their popularity. The battle
and the story is conreel picture is nearly as good as this company's best and
sympathetic in its
vincing in its humanity and pleasing. It is optimistic
his father is
picturing of a youth naturally timid. He is a Fairfax and
opening of the
the
at
deeply chagrined by finding the boy afraid to enlist
and forces
war. He conducts him to the recruiting station with a whip
eve of a battle
him to sign. The boy is on post as a sentry; it is on the
finds
hiding,
in
and he deserts. His father enlists in his place; but the boy,
break the
that the Union forces have perfected plans that, if followed, will
like the
Confederacy's back. To save his people he gets hold of these, acting
I he
bravest of the brave, and gives his life to get them to his commander.
and the nnai
battle follows. The ending is a group of very emotional scenes
offering.
A very good
picture is a military funeral.
" \URORA FLOYD" (Thanhouser), Dec. 10.— A melodramatic picture
of English life from Miss Braddon's popular novel. Recently the Selig
and has
Company produced the same story in one reel. This is in two reels
.scaped 'much of the cramped distortion; is a very much better picture.
But it isn't so good as the Thanhouser "East Lynn," so similar to it in
many ways that it invites comparison. The backgrounds and photography in
"East Lynn" were lovely, more so than in this picture, which tells a more
connected story. Both suffer in the transplanting, the first from the stage,
the second from a book, and both seem disconnected, not organic wholes.
Both are well acted pictures and clear enough and interesting enough so
that the spectator's own imagination is able to supply the breaks between the
disconnected scenes. "Aurora Floyd" is good entertainment. If it isn't
a well-constructed bridge, it gives easy stepping stones. Where "East
Lynn" was liked, this will be and we believe that means everywhere.
(Xestor), Dec. n.— A bright, clear film with
"HOME AND MOTHER"
with
follows
the observer
and a story
work
character
fairly good
some
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considerable interest Dorothy Davenport in this, as in previous offerings,
proves herself a dainty, attractive young actrew. The brothers, played by
George Field and William Dowland, form a good contrast as regards
strength and weakness of character.
"THE APACHE'S VOW" (Milano), December 14.— This two-red subject, depicting presumably the Paris apaches, though played by an Italian
company, holds the attention well. It deals with a rough side of life and
the characters, both men and women, are the victims of misplaced love.
Nella bares her shoulder to have a symbol of the dread organization of
Paris thieves tattooed upon it; Lugi, her husband, finding himself deserted, becomes desperate. He dies in the presence of the Countess Eva,
who in turn is cast oil by the jealous count. The scenes are vividly tragic
in this.
'•THE MIND CURE" (Crystal), December 15.— Pearl White and Chester Barnett appear here in a very good comedy, acted breezily and in the
best of humor. The professor of hypnotism is cleverly fooled by his two
patients and is forced to allow his daughter to wed.
"01 THAT LEMONADE" (Crystal), December 15. — This offering on
the same reel with above is also in the Crystal Company's best vein. The
scene around the punch bowl, in which the village joker has put a "stick,"
is very laughable.
As a whole the reel is commendable.
"PERILS OP THE ATLANTIC" (Gaumont).— This two-reel special
subject, besides giving an ingenious portrayal of the manner in which the
Titanic disaster occurred, conveys a lesson to women who worry over the
"revelations" of fake palmists. We get a graphic view of the big ocean
liner colliding with the icebergs and then gradually sinking to the ocean
depths. But in the end the husband is rescued, the small boy recovers
from his illness and the fake palmist exposes herself by giving the worried
woman's hand an entirely different reading from the first. A very interesting production.
"THE INTERNATIONAL CONSPIRACY" (Gaumont).— This three-reel
special production is a notable one from almost every standpoint. It tells,
first of all, a fascinating story of international intrigue, is well acted, has
exceptional indoor and outdoor scenic effects and has plot elements of
broad interest. The trailing of the government spy Rizzio by the police
inspector known as "Iron Hand" furnishes a basis for the long series of
vivid scenes. The night attack, the girl's timely signaling to the flagship,
the escape in the motorboat and the destruction of the boat by a 12-inch
projectile are among the incidents leading up to a climax. Part of the
scenes are said to have been taken at the Gaumont home in France. A
strong offering.
"THE LAST GUEST" (Powers), Dec. 11.— A story of decided charm
and feeling, with an artistic ending. It moves across fifty years of time,
and at the golden wedding dinner four generations are represented. It
will please the average observer very much.
"THE PETTICOAT DETECTIVE" (Powers), Dec. 11.— This, on the
same reel with above, constitutes a comedy of considerable action and
interest. Two friends of a certain girl agree to catch a purse-snatcher, and
appear as detectives.
But the girl herself catches him.
"THE AWAKENING Or- JOHN BRIDD" (Gem), Dec. 10.— The simple
village scenes in this are different and convincing. The experiences of
the girl, left by her father in the care of this selfish woodsman, hold the
interest well, but she should have been a smaller girl at the beginning of
the picture. The village gossips make a natural picture. The humiliation
of the girl, her flight into the woods, and the pursuit by her awakened
protector are well shown.
An interesting reel.
"A FOUR-FOOTED HERO" (Bison), Dec. 10.— This two-reel offering
begins with an entertaining series of frontier day exhibitions, such as
riding steers, roping and throwing them, broncho-busting, etc. The story
comes in later and centers about a trained horse which saves the life of
the wounded hero by carrying water to him and then going for help.
Pedro and his gang of horse thieves were realistically shown. There is
such a wide variety of entertainment in this offering that it is sure to
prove popular.
"A RIDE FOR LIFE" (Bison), Dec. 14. — This picture touches upon
the warfare of the plains between the cattlemen and sheepmen. There
are some fine range pictures, and the plot, though somewhat vague in places,
becomes quite lively. The ride for life was made by relays, fresh horses
being used from time to time. The trial should have been outside of court,
as any judge would have allowed the prisoner time to bring in his chief
witness. Under the circumstances the ride, while exciting, does not seem
to have been entirely necessary.
"THE BLACK SHEEP" (Eclair), Dec. 10.— Jim comes back from the
mines a wealthy man, after having been thought worthless. He finds that
his brother and wife have forced his parents to eat in the kitchen while
they entertain company in the dining room. Jim has the satisfaction of
seeing his brother go broke on the stock market, and makes them eat in
the kitchen. Theatrical in plot and tone, but entertaining and photographically excellent.
"THE HONEYMOONERS" (Champion), Dec. 9.— A comedy offering
well portrayed throughout. James Smith and Billy Smith, the latter a
gardener, get their love affairs badly entangled. There is a double elopement, and both pairs claim the same room at a first class hotel. The
gardener and his wife are locked up, being taken for suspicious characters.
"THE WORLD-WEARY MAN" (Imp), Dec. 0.— A pretty story, with
a strong heart interest. King Baggott is seen in one of the parts which
fit him to the best advantage, and is supported by Edith Haldeman and
A. G. Balfour. The finding of the little girl on the pier and her entry
into the life of the lonely man creates a strong offering in photoplays of
this character.
"BEAUTY TAKES A TRAMP" (Nestor), Dec. 9.— Excellent glimpses
of a masquerade ball, with a bright comedy plot attached. The hero so
carefully studies the makeup of his tramp friend that their identities
become sadly mixed and both are landed in jail under suspicion. The
heroine with some difficulty picks out the right man and procures his
release.
Shown in clear, uniform pictures.
A very good film.
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"THE DAUGHTERS OF SENOB LOPEZ" (American), Dec. 16.— This
pleasing film is another of the series of notable productions having for
their locale a Spanish estate in Southern California. Much attention is
paid to the costuming and character work, and there is of course the soft
Southern atmosphere to draw upon, which gives the scenes the effect of
having been bathed in sunlight. Warren Kerrigan assumes the part of
the wealthy young Mexican. There is a fine flavor of romance in this
picture, and the denouement is reached without so much bloodshed as
sometimes happens.
A splendid production.
'THE POWER OF LOVE'' (American), Dec. 19.— A film which brings
out the curious intermingling of mountain and sea folk along the coast
of Southern California. The scenic effects are picturesque and the story
graphically shown. The fight between the two cowboys, the father of the
girls, and the jealous fisherman is a desperate encounter, well handled.
Pauline Bush and Warren Kerrigan appear, ably assisted by Jessalyn Van
Trump and Jack Richardson.
"THE FAIRYLAND BRIDE" (Reliance), Dec. 14.— Here is an idealized
story of a girl who plays the good fairy to a sick man. She sends him
notes and flowers and soon has him so much improved that he is up trying
to discover who she is. The scenes are full of delicate charm, and the
acting clever. It ends, of course, in a genuine, real life love affair, and
the wedding picture is attractive.
Something bright and new.
"HIS FIRST PATIENT" (Great Northern), Dec. 14.— This is a characteristic European comedy. It pictures a young doctor bringing a young
lady to his office and being forced to account to her father for her presence
there by inducing her to play sick. She is his first patient, and the case
turns out to be highly successful, as he marries her at the finish. The
whole is clearly set forth and will meet with favor among those who
appreciate spicy humor.
"USEFUL SHEEP" (Keystone), Dec. 16.— Pictures of sheep being
sheared, etc. W. H. Roche gives exhibitions of roping sheep.
Instructive.
"MABEL'S ADVENTURES" (Keystone), Dec. 16.— A comedy skit in
which Mabel, te test her lovers, dresses in boy's clothes and attends the
theater. She gets into trouble as a result, and in the end her deception is
discovered.
"HIS SENSE OF DUTY" (Broncho), Dec. 18. — There is plot and
counterplot in this exciting frontier story. It centers about the predicament in which a private soldier finds himself when he discovers one of
the officers making love to the colonel's wife. The private interrupts the
love-making twice, and the second time almost kills the officer. His own
life is endangered by this, and as he cannot speak the truth the situation
looks bad for him. But he rescues the colonel's daughter in a surprisingly novel way from the Indians, and at last is cleared. There is not
average.
a dull spot in this two-reel production, and its story is far above the
"THE DEAD PAYS" (Kay-Bee), Dec. 20. — War marches in grim
fashion through every inch of this two-reel film. It is another of those
panoramic views of battle at the beginning, and the plot of the story
begins among the dead and wounded. The story is absorbing and well
handled. Particularly striking is the scene between the girl and the spy,
which ends by her shooting him accidentally after he has written a confession clearing the hero. The Union hero and the Confederate spy unfortunately look so much alike that it was difficult to keep from confusing
them at times.
One of the strongest war stories we have seen.
"THE OLD GRANDFATHER'S CLOCK" (Great Northern), Dec. 7.—
A picture meant to be a comedy, but it deals with things in which there
is no fun. This spoils what real humor it has. It is a picture that some
will like, but we do not think that many will find it a truly entertaining
picture. That it is clever no one will deny. The wife's lover has to hide
in an old clock from her husband. He is kept there so long that he goes
crazy and thinks he is a clock.
That is all.
"JACK AS WINDOW CLEANER" (Great Northern), Dec. 7.— On the
same reel is this farce of a man crazy to clean things. He runs amuck
through a Danish city and causes many rough-and-tumble incidents.
"THE POISONED POOL" (Eclair), Dec. 12.— An indifferent story,
not one to hold strongly. There is one thing manufacturers should
insist on. and that is clarity as well as brevity in subtitles. For instance,
it is probable that few in any audience will gather just what is intended
in this gem: "He had drunken in his dreams, and still his body drank."
A miner had been left in a state of collapse by his partner at the side
of a pool containing arsenic. The able partner went back to civilization,
carrying the money of the disabled one, and sought to win his sweetheart, confident that the down-and-out would never get back home. The
miner recovers, however, does not drink of the pool, and goes back to the
home of his sweetheart just in time to accomplish the downfall of the
villain.
"AUNT
DINAH'S
this
broad comedy.

PLOT"

(Imp), Dec. 14.— There are some laughs in

"INTO THE DARKNESS" (Rex), Dec. 15.— A blind violinist is befriended by a man who has accidentally heard him playing. A surgeon
restores his sight. A girl friend in love with the violinist fails to impress
the man who can see; his attitude when blind had been that of friendship
only. The musician restored to sight falls in love with the daughter of
his benefactor. He writes to the friend of his dark days, telling of the
good news. His sight fails; this time it cannot be restored. He writes
a note to the girl he loves, telling her of his misfortune and releasing
her from the engagement. He returns to his violin. The story is weakened by failure to indicate a lapse of time between the operation and the
removal of the bandage, the inference being that it is on the same day.
Again, there is the letter from the blind man — which, of course, a blind
man could not write.
"THE LASS OF THE LIGHT" (Imp), Dec. 12.— Good melodrama.
The setting is by the oceanside, of a lighthouse, a sand cliff and a rocky
shore. It is safe to assume this to be one of the pictures Director Brennon
made at Block Island. Vivian Prescott, as the daughter of the lighthouse
keeper, and Frank Smith, as the keeper of the light, share the honors.
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Wrong
Procedure.
[PLAINT has been made by a number of manage n because I have
taken the ridi of the operator, and have insisted on the in<
of Ins -.ai.it j Most "i these complaints bave been based on the
proposition that. In many places where organizations have been formed,
wages have been boosted, but no attempt whatever has been made to
improve the quality of work performed.
Now, there are several points of view in this matter, and it may be
looked at from varying angles. In the first place, let me say that I have
on many occasions pointed out to the various operators' unions that while
it was perfectly right that they seek to increase salaries and better working
conditions for their members, the organization still has another and even
greater duty to perform, viz.: the instruction of its own members and
•the increasing of their proficiency as operators. It is a fact that there
are, numbered among the members of a great many unions, men who
neither know how to produce high class projection, or, apparently, do not
care to know. Most of the unions have members who really, when it
comes right down to brass tacks, know little or nothing about real projection. They could not project a good picture for five consecutive minutes
to save their souls from purgatory. This is bad enough, considering the
fact that they want increased wages, but the further fact that they are
making no effort whatever to increase their knowledge or improve their
work and that the organization is tolerating this sort of thing, and making
no effort to raise the standard of proficiency among its own members, is
worse still. I cannot blame managers for protesting when I am myself
compelled to admit these facts, though, mind you they do not apply to all
the unions.
There is, however, another side to this matter, and one which the
average manager fails to grasp. My position is that the above state of
affairs is about all one has the right to expect when dealing with fifteen
dollar a week men. I take the position that while the organization may
raise salaries without immediately bettering the work of its members, still
the increased salaries will in time have the effect of attracting a better
class of nun to the profession of operating, or else it will compel the
present men to get busy and study their business. The theater manager is
supposed to be a man of some brains and reasoning ability. This being
the fact, then he certainly ought to recognize and admit three propositions,
as follows: (a) to produce the best work in any line of human endeavor,
even though it be the humble occupation of digging a ditch, brains are
required. Certainly brains are required in the operating room if high
class work is to result, (b) If you want a high class man, with brains and
the ability to use them, you have got to pay a fair price, no matter whether
it be a lawyer, a doctor, a store manager, a theater manager or an operator,
(c) The patronage of a theater, and the price of admission which can be
obtained, depends, within certain limits, on what the patrons see on the
screen of the theater; therefore the higher class the projection, the greater
will be the income at the box-office. Admitting these things, and they
must be at least to some extent admitted by any sane man, then it most
certainly must be profitable to have a comparatively high class man in
your operating room, who not only can put a good picture on your screen,
but who has the ability to keep it there — to produce uniformly high class
work.
I am going to cite you a concrete example: The next time you are in
New York City go down on the East Side, and visit a few of the theaters. Then go, if you choose, ti/ the West Side, around 23d Street for
instance, and visit a few of the theaters, observing the projection closely.
When you have done this go down to the Park kow Theater, opposite the
main Post Office Building, observe the projection there, and sec which
you would rather have. The Park Row Theater has a high class operator,
who puts on real projection. I do not say that you will not find real
projection in any of the other houses, but 1 leave it to yourselves to observe the difference.
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In conclusion, I want to say that I firmly believe that operators' salaries should be increased — in fact, in most cases doubled. I firmly believe that, as a purely business proposition, this would be good policy,
since were it done the fifteen dollar a week man would be left behind, and
within a comparatively short time the effect of the introduction of men
of brains and real ability into the operating rooms would be felt. You
will never get high class work on a fifteen or twenty dollar basis. It is
not in the nature of things. There are exceptional cases, of course, but
I speak of the rule. Also, I do not mean that $15 to $20 per week will
not secure high class men in the small towns. $20 per week in, for instance, Moberly, Mo., is equal to double that sum in Chicago or New
York City.

High Voltage.
Manson, Iowa, encloses a check for $2.50 for the Handbook, and writes:
Will you please inform me as to whether it would be advisable
to use a compensarc on 220 volts d.c. ? I am troubled with a
ghost in the center of the picture. Am using a Power's "Five"
machine, one 6J4 and one 7J4 condenser. Can you offer any
suggestions?
If you are using 220 volts d.c. I would by all means get either a Fort
Wayne
d. c. compensarc
or Mr. Hallberg's
d. c. economizer,
these being

the

only two di
• tiling win
ce as to practicability and efficiency.
Running
-its through rheostats i» ea
ingly
four condensers,
as you
neither given me the luiK'h "• throw
■ :dth of your picture.

Read

the Department.

Indiana writes:
After having received many
valuable pointers through the Department, I believe it my duty to respond in the form of a contribution to its columns.
I would advise brother operators to read
carefully every word contained in the department.
I am not one
of the know-it-alls, but am perfectly willing to give others the
benefit of what I do know.
Am
operating a Power's "Six-A,"
taking no-volt current through a Fort Wayne compensarc,
with
the very best of results.
Have operated more than five years,
handling almost every make of machine.
I like the "Six-A" very
much.
In the November
9th issue I see where
a brother of
Okmulgee,
Okla., sets forth his remedy
for condenser breakage.
I am using a meniscus
7l/i lens in front, and a common white
6yi rear lens.
I also pad my lenses with asbestos, so they cannot
touch the metal.
I find it a very wise idea.
Have done this for
some time, and would advise brother operators to try it. Have
only broken one condenser since I began operating, more than five
years ago.
I am going to give Oklahoma's cone protector a trial
and see what the result is. Do you think I could use a two-wing
shutter on my machine?
I am getting a good light, but by using
a two-winger I believe I could increase the illumination, and that
is what I want.
I enclose sketch showing how to connect solid
wire to the lamp.
We welcome you to the department,
Indiana, but see no reason why
you should use the condenser cone, as you say you have only broken one
lens in five years.
If that is true, then you have either been using low
amperage, or you have phenomenally good luck, or else you certainly are
a wonder.
Anyhow,
you do not need any condenser
protector if you
don't break any.
As to the solid wire connection, I have not reproduced
the sketch because I do not think a solid wire should be connected to the
lamp.
It hasn't sufficient flexibility.
You wouldn't
be able to properly
handle the lamp with a No. 6 solid wire connected to it. Certainly you
can use a two-wing shutter.
The N. I'ower Company
will send you a
two- wing blade.
The price is, I think, $1. You will get more light with
it — also more flicker.
Better stick to the three-winger, and increase your
amperage if you want more light.

Rock

Impractical.

Island suggests a scheme which has been mentioned in these columns before. He says:
Why cannot we have films made twice the present width, with
two pictures or subjects, running
in opposite directions?
This
would do away with rewinding the film. It would mean new machines and the rebuilding of those in use, but I think the change
would be welcomed by operators, since rewinding would then be
a thing of the past.
On the machines I have seen the revolving
shutters all turn with the film. If the shutter turns in the opposite
direction the flicker isn't so bad.
Try it. I have written Mr.
Thomas A. Edison about the above ideas, but imagine he has too
many other things to take up his attention.
Your scheme has been considered and rejected long ago. Rock Island.
In the first place, you could not rebuild the present machines to accommodate that kind of a proposition.
In the second place, you would more
than double the strain on the sprocket holes and intermittent movement,
and would
require three tension springs, instead of two, all of which
involves serious problems.
In the third place, when
a film broke, two
subjects would be injured, instead of one, and the making of a good patch
on a film that wide would be a very difficult matter.
Then, too, the
exhibitor would often have to take a subject he didn't want to get one
he did want.
Me might be compelled to take four subjects, where perhaps
he only wanted three, or six where he only needed five, or if he wanted
seven he would have to take eight.
You see. Rock Island, those things
are not as simple as they seem on their face.
As regards the shutter
matter. Power's "Six-A"
outside shutter and the Standard inside shutter
move against the film, while the Edison moves with it, and the Motiograph inside cone shutter cuts the light both ways.
Am
not sure as to
the Simplex.
I believe you are in error in this matter, anyhow.
The
shutter closes the opening, or practically closes it, before the film starts
to move, but doesn't open it until the film stops; therefore what earthly
difference does it make which way the shutter revolves?

Power's Six Trouble.
F. A. Gramling, Royal Theater, Delphos, Ohio, hands us the following:
At last I have to come to the Department for help.
I thought
I could handle nearly every trouble on a Power's
Six, but find
I can't.
Am having difficulty at the present time with lost motion
in my shutter spindle and spiral gear.
I set and time my shutter
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one day, and tlic next day it is out.
What can I do?
I carry
New York, 1911 license, No. 667; also I am a member of Local
41, I- A. T. S. K , Atlanta, Ga.
If you do not mind telling how
to take up lost motion in the above part, I will appreciate same.
Say hello to the boys of 35, at the next meeting, for me; especially
to Brother! Clarke and Philipps,
It seems to me, Brother Cramling,
there are three things which might
cause the kind of trouble you have, viz.: (a) The small spiral gear itself
being loose on the shaft. (B) The shutter blade being loose in the hub,
which can be remedied
by tightening
the three screws holding it.
(c)
The collars on either side of the outer box, or bearing being loose and
(lipping endwise, thus allowing the shaft to have end motion.
There is
still another possibility, however, anil that is the Ki-ars on one or both ends
transverse shaft being loose.
(I will be glad when that new Handis out, so that I can refer to these things by Dumber and plate.) The
shaft I refer to is tin- one carrying tin- gear into which the small shutter
spiral geat meshi
Oi course, it is possible your gears are badly enough
worn to pro. line the trouble, but if that is tin- case, then setting the shutter would do no good at all. As I understand it, you set tin shutter and
for a little while it is all right, ami then it wits out again, in which case the
difficulty would lie in one of the above can

Oil.
Mr. Horace S. Wakeman, Jr., Saugatuck, Conn., sends in a sample of oil
and the following letter:
While waiting for a train one day last May, I purchased a copy
of The Moving Picture World at a railway news stand I found
it very interesting all through, but your department of "Projection." created a desire for more, and still more, knowledge of the
subject, the result being that 1 subscribed lor the magazine and
Bent for a copy of your Handbook. Notwithstanding that I am
identified with the automobile business and not with moving pictures, Iam still hungry for more of your work and the proof of
this will be a check for $2.50 attached to this letter for a copy of
that latest Handbook. Send il as soon as you can because I need
it almost as much as I do my pipe, and I place a rather high value
warding to you by this mail, a sample of lubricating oil that has
on the company of my pipe, I assure you. In addition I am forchambers — I am stating a fact. All valves have worked perfectly
the entire run without being "ground-in." Now, it seems to the
given me remarkable results. Under my own eyes, it has lubricated the cylinders and other parts of a four-cylinder automobile
motor that has driven a heavy car over 11,000 miles this season,
• without leaving a tcaspoonful of carbon or residue in the firing
writer, that an oil that will lubricate so well and leave only the little residue that I found remaining, would be very satisfactory on
projection machines. If not asking too much, I wish that you
would give it a trial, and reply through the "Projection Department." In the meantime, I will watch the postoffice for that new
Handbook.
I am, of course, glad to know, Brother Wakeman, that you are interested
in our work and I thank you cordially for having submitted the sample of
oil. I shall have this lubricant carefuly examined and tested, and will report later concerning the same. It apparently is an excellent lubricant.

Chicago

Boys

Have

High

Jinks.

On the night of December 4th, Chicago's Local Union, No. 2. I. A. T.
S. E., held their annual ball at the Coliseum Annex, and from all reports
it was some ball, too. Various celebrities in the film world were present
and enjoyed the hospitality of the operators. The affair was a financial
and social success. Local Union No. 2 certainly did the job up brown,
and have every cause to feel proud of the excellent way in which things
were managed.

License Wanted.
Kirksville, Mo., encloses $2.50 for a handbook
and asks the following
question:
The city of Kirksville does not know how to make out a moving picture machine operator's license.
Will you please advise me
as to how they should be made out?
There is no legerdemain, or mysterious process in the making out of an
operator's license.
It may be worded very simply, as follows: Office of the
Mayor — This certifies that Mr.
has been examined
and
found duly qualified to operate moving picture and stereopticon projection
apparatus. He is, therefore, duly licensed to operate such apparatus within
the corporate limits of Kirksville, Mo., for a period of one year from
date. Signature, date and city seal. That, Kirksville, is all there need
be to it.

Model Theater.
Mr.

Frank P. Bryan, Rose Opera Co., High Point, N. C, talks thusly:
I am sending you a photograph of our theater, which was opened
to the public July 4th this year, and has been doing a record business. We have installed a Mirror screen and all the necessary
equipment
required in an up-to-date house.
Above
all, we employ good men and pay the best salaries.
We also have a Brisgovia, Wclte pipe organ, or orchestrion
which has been running
continuously
since the opening
day without
giving any trouble
at all. Our staff is as follows: P. C. Mclntire, prop.; in charge
of the box office. Miss Alma
Goldstein;
doorman.
Mr. Eugene
White;
usher, William
IT. Garrison:
manager,
Frank
P. Bryan,
and electrician, C. L Vuncannon
The photograph is not, as yet, in evidence.
Friend Bryan has got the
right system.
He has the best of equipment and pays good salaries, which
means, or ought to mean, good help.
I notice, however, that he has no
operator, unless Vuncannon
is the operator,
and if this is true, why.
brother Bryan, do you name the man who makes the whole show last of
all?
In relative importance comes
first the proprietor, second the manager and third the operator.
This is true in any moving
picture house.
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Now, friend Bryan, do not be offended. I know you meant all right.
I only mention this because I have for the past two years and a half
been trying to get managers to understand the importance of their operators trying to get them to understand that after all, in a very considerable degree, the success or failure of their house will depend upon
tin- operator. We will be glad to give space to the photograph of the
theater when
the picture arrives.
New

York

City

says:

Bugs.

'J his is my first attempt to get an interview with you, therefore
hope this letter will not be consigned to the waste-basket, because
I want to ask one, great big fool question, viz.: How is it that in
some titles and sub-titles and sometimes
in the picture itself, a
little bug or some kind of an insect is seen running over the film?
Now. please do not shoot me for asking this, as I prefer to be
hung.
My operating room is 12 feet by 7, with a 9 foot ceiling.
The rewinding room adjoins and is 8 x 6 feet.
I have a 1 g 1 3
Model
Standard
machine,
which, I believe, to be O. K.
That
2,000 foot business is great, since one only has to thread up every
half hour.
I take out every frame-up, including the one between
the two reels, before I start.
I also have an Edison
Model
B
machine in case of emergency, and a Kleinc dissolver.
There is
also an Edison Model B machine stored away in a closet, so you
see my equipment is very complete.
My machine motor works fine.
I rewind by motor also.
We get film cement by the pint and oil
by the gallon (Polarine
oil is the kind I use, and it is fine).
We get carbons by the case here.
Did you ever hear of any one
buying condensers by the barrel?
Well, that is what my boss did.
I break one a year (and that is no bluff either).
I wish you all
the success in the world, both in fiction
(Oh!
you Railroad
Man's
Magazine)
and projection writing.
New
York, I am surprised at you!
Your
fool question
(and it is a
fool question all right) gave me one of the best laughs I have had in a
long time.
The "bugs"
you see are indentations made by the sprocket
teeth where the film has run off the sprocket.
But all the same, I have
not yet forgotten the first time I saw that particular thing.
I looked
and wondered
where
that spider was anyhow.
\Vhat on earth do you
want of a barrel of condensers if you break one a year?
I am not prepared to comment on that 2,000 foot business yet.
I can see serious objections as well as some things to commend
in it.
Buying
oil by the
gallon is common sense, but I do not know about the film cement by the
pint business, since film cement
is subject to rapid evaporation,
unless
kept very tightly corked.

Drop in the Throw.
Canton,
We

Pa., writes as follows:
are about to move into our new building, and I have discovered that there will be about nine feet drop in the throw.
Previous to this I have always worked with the operating room on
a level with the screen, and I wish you would
tell me. through
the Projection Department, just what effect the drop in the throw
will have on the picture, and how any faults may be remedied.
1
especially wish to keep a perfect focus, and wonder if it will be
possible, under the new conditions.
Could you advise me what
effect a Mortimer
film cleaner would have on films that average
sixty to ninety days old?
Would
you advise its use on such
films, or is it valueless when
the films reach that age?
I am
watching the columns of the World every week for an announcement of the New Handbook, but have seen none as yet. You mav
depend that I will have one when they are out, for I have used
the other issue many times to advantage.
You have not told me the length of your throw and size of your picture, therefore I can only answer in a general way.
If the throw is not
too short or the picture a very large one, the drop of nine feet will not
make very much
difference, though it will produce
some keystone
effect
(picture wider at the bottom
than the top) and may produce
a slight
out-of-focus
effect at top or bottom.
But the latter can probably
be
remedied by loosening the aperture plate and slipping a thin piece of tin
under
the lower screws, thus tilting the aperture
plate slightly.
The
handbook has been held up on account of shortage of paper, but will probably be nearly ready for delivery by the time this is in print.
Send in
your order at once.
The Mortimer
film cleaner is an excellent device
and undoubtedly
would help to some extent.
I have referred your inquiry directly to its manufacturer.

Miserable

Service.

Mr. Everett Wagner, operator Piedmont Theater, ihomasville. N. C
sends in samples of some miserably made patches, and writes three paees
of caustic comments on exchanges which send out films in such horrible
condition, as well as of operators who make such poor excuses for splices.
He asked me to comment on the proposition. I would like to do so, but
we are crowded for snace and I have only recently had this matter up
two or three times. There is sometimes an excuse for the operator, since
he is not always given time to make a decent patch, even if he knows
how, and is willing to; also the rewinding and splicing is often done by
"Jimmy the usher," who usually knows as much about making a proper
splice as a razor-back hog knows about the New Jerusalem.
There is no excuse whatever for exchanges allowing films to leave their
bands in such condition through the exhibitor often demanding the reels
without giving the exchange time to properly inspect them. But the exchange manager who is a real manager will not allow the reel to go out
until it has been put in proper condition, regardless of whether the theater manager wants to take it in bad condition or not.

Various Troubles.
Detroit, Mich., sends the following:
I have never ventured to intrude myself before, though tempted
many times to do so. I saw your ire was aroused over the Canadian tax. November
23d issue, but is that worse than a certain

■I III-: MOVING
ta.o
man has to pay every monlli on his own machine,
which has been bought and paid for?
How about your li.unll.
Are you sending then out 11 soon as the money ii received?
I
opened the new house at 31*1 and Michigan Avenues, Noven
16th; use Mutual service and a ni -w Power's 6-A,
An having
trouble with COndeiliei
b
Use lYi rear and t,'/j front,
15 foot picture.
Am compelled to pull the barrel of my moving
picture lens beyond the jacket to get a focus, while my stereo 1
if run forward on the rod, gives me the right focus, but too large
a picture.
Use a compensarc, 60 amperes, 220 volts, a. c. line
Would like to cut down to 40, if possible?
Can I do this?
Is
it advisable to use a good grade of graphite on the gears?
II
been advised yes and no, particularly no with the 6A.
The feed
of my lamp works very stiff.
1 loosened the four screws holding
the feed posts, but it does not seen to help matters.
Should any
lubricant be put on the tracks or posts?
What
is the best oil
to use for a 6A, and should oil or vaseline be used in the intermittent? Who are the proper city authorities to take up the matter drive law with.
I have a bucket of sand always
handy for emergency.
Sand will extinguish a fire without doing
the damage
water does.
The last sentence
of your letter is quite true, but allow me to suggest that ordinary
wheat
flour is far ahead of sand
for extinguishing
film fire. There is no compulsion about the $2.00 tax you have in mind.
It is not a tax, but a patent royalty.
The Canadian
tax is nothing more
nor less than highway robbery,
The handl
ks will be sent out in the
order that the money is received, and with the first thousand orders
sent in to the New York oMd an 8 x 10 inch photogravure of the author
will be given. These will be photogravures on heavy paper, and are Mutable for framing. Only one thousand will he sent out with the first
thousand orders, therefore if you want one git your order in quickly, as
they are going to last but a very short time. Try placing thin sheet asbestos in such a way that the edge of your condensing lens dots not touch
the metal. Possibly that will stop the condenser breakage, l'ut the yx/i
in fiont and the b'/i nchind. That will not help the breakage any, but
optically it is the right way. I do not know what is the matter with
your projection lens, but there is something wrong if you have to pull
it "beyond the jacket." It is the right focal length or else you would
not get the right size picture. Your stereo lens is of too short focal length.
You want a longer e. f. lens. Very likely your exchange man. will trade
with you. Tell him the length of throw and the width of picture you
want. Graphite mixed with oil is all right on the gears, but it makes a
dirty mess. I would suggest a trial of the flour paste idea, published
recently, or the use of engine cylinder oil. Put a little oil on the moving
part-, of your lamp, then wipe it off, afterwards rubbing on graphite.
The Nicholas Tower Company, 90 Gold Street, New York City, will furnish you graphite; also oil suitable for their No. 6-A machine. Go to your
Mayor's office and ask whom to consult about motor drives.

Loan

Mechanisms.

Mr. L. A. Woodward,
manager
Enterprise
Optical Company,
Chicago,
111., offers the following information:
On page 770, November 23d issue, under heading of "Jumping
Film," Charles City, Iowa, complains
about some
fault in his
Monograph.
We wish to say that we have about one dozen mechanisms which we hold here for emergency use, and the owner of a
motiograph machine which is in need of repair can, by making a
satisfactory deposit, receive one of these emergency
mechanisms
for use while sending in his own machine for repairs.
Our New
York office also has several of these emergency mechanisms, and arrangements will soon be made to supply them from San Francisco.
All of which will be valuable information
for users of the Motiograph.
machine.
I repeat, however,
that it would
be well
for the users
of
Motiograph
and Tower
Six machines
to have an extra framing carriage,
with the parts all assembled complete, all ready to slip into place in the
mechanism.
Users of the Simplex
should have
an extra intermittent
case, with parts assembled.
The purchase of these parts is not an excessive expense. On the other hand, it is likely to effect a large saving,
since it allows you to send in the extra framing carriage and intermittent
case for repairs, instead of shipping the whole mechanism,
thus saving
time and express charges.
It also allows of these delicate parts being
properly fitted and adjusted in the factory.
Of course, it will sometimes
be necessary to send the whole machine to the factory, but ordinarily the
thing most likely to get out of repair is the intermittent movement itself.

Chemical Formulas.
Brother Smith, Fort Worth, Tex., is something of a chemist and has
experimented with various formulas for soaking carbons, a number of
which he gives in a letter just submitted. I doubt the value of publishing
these formulas, since very few, if any, operators would understand them,
or know how to properly apply them. He claims that the operator can
improve his light from five to twenty-five per cent., but that it will not
do to just get the formula, soak the carbons and stick them in the lamp
He suggests that those having trouble with the salt soaked carbons corroding the holder, can overcome this by bending in "V" shape a piece
of thin sheet copper, one inch wide and long enough to reach to the bottom of the holder, bending the top down a little so that the copper will
not slip clear through. This makes the real contact between the sheet
copper and the carbon, and the little piece of sheet copper can be thrown
away when it becomes damaged. We thank brother Smith for submitting
the formulas, and regret that we cannot see our way clear to use them.
If we had plenty of space it would be done.

Very Interesting.
Mr.

R. H. Rodenberg, Santa Monica, Cal., contributes some very interesting data, as follows:
I see in November 2d issue. New York relates his experience
in reading the Continental Code from his arc. I will try to help
New York out a bit as to the why and wherefore. I was a wireless man before I started twisting a crank and was employed in
the Installation and Trouble
Department,
where
I encountered
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plenty .it strange and freakish diffil
probably
on an overloaded
line and tbi wireless plani
-:eneratoi set, taking it-, powei from thi
the wireless operator clones down
e pulls the full
I the
motoi i"l>s the line.
I lay a ni"'
V says he uses d. c, .
be on a. c, tin
no doubl tin 11
set from which New York geti hit lack back.
And •■
you yourself heard over the telephone:
T
less
induction, due to a certain amount of lost 1 nergy present in alt
wireless plants,
1 he line
station, say within s block 01 two, and it picked up I
Telephone companies have their share of troubles with telephones
which are near a 20 lew., 01 larger, wirelesi plant,
induction gathers on the line, rum into the ground bl
into a ground via the telephone lighting ■
rhich jus)
a thin piece of mica between two carbon blocks, l<
ark
gap. The induction jumps will
form a short circuit, thus grounding the line.
I fornerlj
in the Experimental Depot of the I
at Manhattan
B<
Station, down at Sheepshead
Bay, New York
Tin
Exchange
trouble-shooters
used to get theirl from our plant w
we were at work.
And now let me give Eastern
read advertisements of the splendid winters in California, a little
information.
Salaries are very low and the I
inion, of
which I am a member, has all it can do to keep its own boys at
work at a fair scale of wage-..
Winn
tin good climate seeker*
(some spell the "seekers"
l-u-C-k-e-r-s)
gel here and their bank
roll runs short, they are willing to work for their board and .
thing they can
get.
Recently,
while
in an exchange
in Eos
Angeles, a so-called operator came in looking for a position.
He
wanted
to hold his old job until he got something else.
So the
booking man and I kidded him along, asking what he expected in
the way of salary.
lie replied twelve dollars a week and that the
reason thai be was quitting was that the manager was cutting out
matinees and wanted to reduce the salary to ten dollars.
I have
had g< in rons managers offer me such a salary, but I never had
the heart to rob them to that extent, as I am a pretty good lineman
and can make my $3.50 per. We have a few such stomach robbers
among
the linemen, but it is not so bad as in the amusement
Brother
Rodenberg
sends in two postcard pictures which show him to
be anbusiness
all-around hustler.
We arc obliged to him for his very clear explanation of the wireless puzzle.
His remarks
concerning
those climate
seeking suckers arc eminently
correct, as has before been pointed out
in these columns.

How

About This. Ohio ? ? ?

Ohio puts up the following kick, which is referred to the Ohio authorities, with several question marks appended:
Enclosed find money order for $2.50 for copy of the handbook.
I have noticed recently several designs and descriptions of motor
drives sent in by operators in Ohio cities, although there is a state
law prohibiting motor drives.
We were running by motor until
last May, when the State Fire Marshal paid us. and other nearby
towns, a visit. Since then we have been cranking.
Lately I found
that in four or five of the principal cities in this state, the state
capitol for one, they are using motor drives.
Now what I want to
know
is why
the smaller towns
have to be the goat? ? ? ? ?
As regards glass in the ports, it works all right, except that the
stereopticon
picture
was
out-of-focus
at the bottom.
For
the
first two or three weeks I had a chronic case of condenser breakage
with the Tower's Six.
I tried everything
I had ever seen in the
department,
and finally just raised the top of the lamphouse
up
about two inches and that was the end of the trouble.
As to the use of motor drives in cities, and their prohibition in smaller
towns, any such ruling would he an outrage.
A municipality cannot enact a law contrary
to the state law, an 1 if there is a state law prohibiting motor drives, it should be applied to all alike.
The brother is
perfectly right in saying that the smaller towns should not be made to be
the goat.
Ohio authorities will, however,
do well to follow the lead of
New York City and Massachusetts,
both of which are very conservative,
and allow the use of motor drives on those machines
in which the film
is either entirely or practically entirely closed.
The stereopticon picture is
probably out-of -focus by reason of some imperfection
in the glass.
The
substitution of another piece of glass would probably remedy the trouble.
Inasmuch
as the raising of the lamphouse
top stopped
the condenser
breakage, it is plain that the lamphouse
has not sufficient ventilation, a
condition which is overcome in the new Six A lamphouse.

Condensers.
Tuscumbia, Ala., remarks that he is running a Standard machine and
getting a fine picture without much trouble. Says he has a 70 foot throw
and wants to know what focal length condensers he should have. I
cannot tell what condenser would be best. Tuscumbia. without knowing
the focal length of your objective, and I could not figure that out unless
I knew both the throw and the width of the picture.

Cracked

Condensers.

Omaha.
Neb., asks the following questions:
(a)
Why
is it that a cracked condenser
shows in the stereo
and not in the m. p. lens?
lb)
In figuring resistance what allowance would you make for the arc?
(a)
Because in one case, the stereo, the focal plane fthe object being
projected) is right up against the condenser,
whereas in the other ease it
is from one to one and a half feet away.
(r>) The resistance of the arc
is equal to its voltage divided by the amperes
flowing.
The arc voltage
ranges from 45 to 55. but we take 48 as a medium,
therefore a 30 ampere arc would offer 48-=-3o=iVs
ohms resistance.
The actual resistance,
however,
is continually
fluctuating, since it changes
with every change
of the arc length, being less just after the carbons have been fed, hence
the arc shortened,
and greater as the arc grows longer.
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Man.

Springfield, Ohio, writes:
We are traveling exhibitors, using calcium light; also we are
constant readers of the department.
Notice a Virginian brother
bt( trouble with his Edison gas-making outfit.
I believe you are
correct as to thinking that he has a bad leakage, which I believe
v ill find in the hose couplings, as I had this trouble.
I have an
on two pin and a Power's head.
I find the Kdison to be the
easier on the film.
I get a good sharp picture at 25 feet, with
lampbouse
hack ten inches; but when
wc are over twenty-five
our pictures are not clear.
Picture is seven feet.
Please let
me know when the new handbook will be out.
The last forms of the new handbook
are now on the press.
It will
be ready for mailing hy the time your order arrives.
You are correct
in supposing
the two pin Edison to be easier on the film, because
its
intermittent movement is much slower; but it cuts a very large percentage
of your light.
I fail to see what difference the length of throw would
make in the sharpness of your picture, provided you use the proper lens
for the longer throw.
Of course, if you move your machine nearer the
screen, or further away, you must re-focus, and you might move it enough
to get beyond the focusing range of your lens.

Various Things.
San

Jose, Cal., contributes
the following interesting letter:
Enclosed find $2.50 for new Handbook. Have been waiting for
that new book so as to lay out the operating room for our new
house. Meanwhile have worked out the enclosed sketch, on which
I would like criticism. The operating room is to be located on the
ground floor, even with the last rows of seats, thus being on a
level with the screen. Is to be constructed entirely of concrete,
with peaked roof leading into a flue 24 ins. by 24 ins. (your suggestion). As to current, the d. c. from the car line is too variable. May have to fall back on a motor generator set. A ninetyfoot throw to the back of the stage, which will he 30 ft. deep and
built like a black box, with black wings. Size of the picture about
20 x 22. Have not decided as to what screen we will use. Am
anxious to hear about that safety shutter catch of yours.

FRONTFLEVflTIO/V
WALL

Am going to try glass in the observation ports, and place the
box on the outside of the room with the glass at the far end of
the box, having it project into the auditorium rather than into the
room. Ventilation to be supplied by registers in the floor. Will
have a wash basin and locker. Rewind, meters, film box, etc.,
all on the front wall, reducing the necessity of turning my back
to the picture.
Lights, one over each machine, one over the rewind, and one
over the meters.
While the House is to be the largest theater in
town, 40,000 population, it is our intention to run pictures only,
We did try vaudeville, but have
as in all of our other houses.
This theater will
eliminated it and are rather glad that we did.
not be finished for another six months; is to be built of concrete
and steel and will seat 1,750, with one balcony.
Am hoping to
have a bright idea to contribute to the department in payment of
all of the knowledge
I have gleaned therefrom.
I notice two
copies of the Moving Picture World in every one of our houses
and they are necessary, as they are pretty dilapidated by the time
the managers
and assistant managers,
musicians,
operators, etc.,
are through
reading
them.
So far as the sketch is concerned,
San Jose, I have no criticism to
Eight inches is hardly wide
make, except a? to your observation ports.
enough, ten inches is better, and twelve still more so.
My own idea is
sliding metal
counter-weighted
a
an observation port 12 x 24 inches, with
shutter, having an opening 8 x 12 inches, which you will find described
in the new handbook.
This allows you an uninterrupted view of the
picture, either sitting down
or standing
up.
The 8 x 36 inch port
would have to be so placed that you either sit down all the time or stand
up all the time, or else be badly cramped in one position or the other.
Your idea is, of course, to have a clear view of the picture while at the
rewinding table, the machine being run by motor.
The idea is excellent,
except for the above reason.
The shutter of an 8 x 36 inch port would
have to be considerably higher than the port itself to prevent sticking in
the grooves.
In a permanent
installation I would much
prefer a separate dissolver rather than
a combination
machine-dissolver.
The film
box should be thoroughly
fireproof.
In this connection,
I can heartily
recommend the Gilmore
box, made by G. I. Gilmore,
708 Wells Street,
Chicaco. 111. Please report your scheme of extending the port into the
auditorium.
Your 24 inch vent flue is common sense. We are, of courge,
much
pleased to know you have found the department of value.
Trust
it will continue to meet your approbation.
Your order for the handbook
has been entered.

Lamp

Lodi,

Problem.

Cal., writes most interestingly, as follows:
I come full of fresh blooming ignorance
from a small city in
California, bringing two plunks and a half for the new book, to
ask a few questions making a remark
concerning one important
factor in projection, after which I will make my bow and depart.
Enclosed find a small piece of silk which I use to clean the projection lens. It cleans the lens thoroughly.
Is it likely to scratch
the glass?
I run across a scene occasionally which requires different focusing from the rest of the reel.
Is this due to different
thickness of film or to the difference in the cameraman's focus?
There
was a string of fifteen small incandescents hitched up in
multiple series in front of the box office.
The operator before
me said they were eight-volt lamps, which I presume to be correct,
as the line was no volt a. c. and the fifteen would consume that
pressure, with ten volts allowance for overload.
One of the series
burned out and I attached a jumper.
Some time afterward another
one burned out, which called for another jumper.
By the time
four of them had gone, the next one went quicker.
I received
some globes, marked eight-volts from a mail order house.
They
were smaller in size than the others.
I connected
up nine of
the small ones and six of the old ones.
Result — the new ones
burned
too bright, and one burned
out in five minutes,
while
the old ones did not even get red.
Now, if they were the same
voltage and different c.p. would that account for the trouble, or
were they- of lower voltage than marked,
or the old ones higher
than
eight volts?
Am
using a formostat,
marked
"primary
amperage 16-30, secondary 32-60."
Now, according to that, when
I have it on the 50 ampere notch, the primary would be drawing
25 amperes from the mains.
Allowing the arc voltage to be 35,
I would be using 50X35=1,750 watts at the lamp.
25 amperes at
no volts is 2,750 watts, the amount taken from the line.
This
would show an apparent waste of 1,000 watts.
Can you explain
this?
It gives off very little heat.
Am
projecting a 1454 foot
picture, using a Motiograph
machine
with an aluminum
coated
curtain.
Have a bright picture on the 46 ampere notch.
Machine
is run with a constant speed motor.
Can I connect some resistance
wire and switches in series with the motor field to reduce the
speed?
Will there be danger of damaging the motor by so doing?
Your
handbook
order has bee 1 entered.
As regards the silk, it is
excellent for cleaning lenses, but an old worn-out
cotton handkerchief
would be almost equally as effective, and not so expensive.
Neither one
would scratch the glass.
The difference in focus as between two scenes
on a reel, used to be very common.
It might be due to a considerable
variation in the thickness of film, but is more likely to be caused by some
slight difference in cameras used in taking the original scenes.
As to the
lights, I cannot understand the matter as you describe it. I think there
is certainly something
wrong
with your description, though
I am not
very familiar with the operation
of low voltage, low c.p. incandescents.
You say you connected nine of the new lamps with six of the old ones
in series (you say the old lamps were in multiple series, but they must
have been in straight series if they were eight-volt lamps).
Now, the only
thing I can see is that the lamps were probably eight-volt globes, but the
new ones were very low c.p. Let us hear from some of our incandescent experts on this.
Your formostat should not waste more than fifty
to one hundred watts at the outside, and I do not think it does either.
The discrepancy you speak of is due to what is known
as the "Power
Factor," see p. 145, new handbook.
As to the motor
I would advise
you to use one of the various forms of mechanical speed controllers, illustrated and described in recent issues of the department.
You will also
find some of these illustrated and described
in the new handbook.

Motor-Drive.
Cleburne,

Tex.,

arises

to

remark:

I have one of James Chambless' motor drives for my Power's
Six A. When I first put it in, it made a great deal of noise, but
after it wore a little it was O. K., and has never given me the
least bit of trouble.
Projection
is certainly good down
in this
part of the country, and you bet we are always glad to get the
Moving Picture World.
I am hearing considerable
about this particular motor
drive.
It is
rather strange that its manufacturer does not take sufficient interest to
send one in for inspection and illustration in the department.

Light Trouble Explained.
Sedalia. Mo., offers the following explanation of South Berwick, Maine's,
light trouble.
He writes as follows:
Enclosed find money order for new handbook. On page 348,
October 26th issue, I notice a letter from South Berwick. Maine.
This brother is having trouble with his light, and his experience
seems to be similar to one I had. The arc would die down for a
few seconds, thert flare up again. This would happen every minute
or so. At times it would go down for a period of half a minute
or more, making a yellowish tin! on screen. I would be compelled
to lower the spot on my cooling plate until the arc came up again.
I remedied this by changing to another brand of carbons, and since
that time have had no trouble. To make sure it was the carbon
I looked over every connection and tried the old brand again —
same result. Not having a voltmeter I hooked up 16 c.p. lamp
on primary side of transformer and could see no variation in its
brilliancy. My current is ito volt, 60 cycle, a. c. I belong to
Local 135, I. A. T. S. E., of which all employed operators are
members. We have been affiliated with the I. A. T. S. E. for
about eighteen months and are getting along fine.
Berwick, Maine, will take notice and try some other brand of carbons,
though the brand Sedalia condemns
is, in my opinion, one of the best
on the
market. ' We
the
difficulty.

are

obliged

to

him

for

submitting his solution

of
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Motion Picture Exhibitors' League

M

ill
IOWA
STATE
CONVENTION
AT DES
MOINES.
Ingledne, Lyric, Marshalltown; G. W. Thompson, Colonial, Marshalltown; Morehead & Fairchild, Majestic and Rex, Perry; H.
The Iowa State Convention was held at Des Mnines, Iowa,
E. Bomgartner, Lyric, Osage; M. P. Angel, Orpheum, Oskaloosa;
December 3 and 4. President Neff arrived in the city early on
G. L. Hoover, Gem, Audobun, and G. H. Schloten, Gem, De»
December 3 and was met by Fred Young, of Cedar Rapids. The
Moines.
convention was called to order at 2 p. m., and everybody was
welcomed by the president. The speaking lasted until after 5
o'clock, and membership was taken after the organization. The
NEBRASKA
STATE
CONVENTION
AT OMAHA.
meeting, on the first day, was an open one.
The first convention of Nebraska exhibitors was held at
At night a splendid entertainment was given in the large hall
the Rome Hotel, Omaha, on December 5 and 6. President
at the Savery Hotel. When the entertainment was over, exNeff, accompanied by Mr. Frost, of Atlanta, la.; Fred
hibitors and their friends adjourned until 10 o'clock Tuesday
Young, of Cedar Rapids; Julius Singer, of Des Moines;
morning, when an executive session of the members who had
C. E. Wirick, of Sioux City, and several other Iowa exjoined the organization ■ -as held. President Neff again adhibitors, arrived in Omaha in the midst of a blizzard, Weddressed the exhibitors. In the afternoon a permanent organizanesday, Dec. 4. They were met at the train by J. S. Schlank
tion was perfected, and the following officers were elected. J. L.
H. Rubert, of Omaha, and were conveyed to conO'Brien, Orpheum Theater, Oelvvein, president; Fred Young, of and W. vention
headquarters, where a large number of Nebraska
Cedar Rapids, owner of the Majestic Theater, Fort Dodge, secretary; J.E. Tiemey, Scenic Theater, Sioux City, treasurer; J. S. exhibitors were in waiting.
Ten minutes afterward the meeting was opened and
Bassett, Gem Theater, Independence, first vice-president; Mr.
President Neff gave an address that lasted about two hours.
Dewey, Temple Theater, Chariton, secretary to the first viceMost of the time was devoted to enumerating the benefits
fresident, and Thomas A. Brown, Brown's American Theater,
to be derived from organization. The film exchanges of
owa City, national vice-president.
Omaha were represented, and a friendly disposition and
Mr. Neff writes that great credit is due Fred Young, of Cedar
readiness to assist in making the convention a grand sucRapids, Iowa, for the fine ability displayed in arranging the encess was manifested.
tertainment for the convention. Mr. Young also possesses fine
txecutive ability and has a special aptitude for conducting conOn the night of December 5, the large ballroom of the
Hotel Rome was beautifully decorated, and great enthusiventions. Owing to Mr. Young's efforts, the Iowa convention
went off just as smoothly as if a great deal of time had been deasm prevailed. On December 6, when members were called
voted to preparation, whereas arrangements had to be made on
for, the members given in the list at the close of this article
very short notice.
joined the organization. Mr. Schlank had charge of seThe closing night of the convention was devoted to an imposcuring the members and was an efficient and untiring
ing banquet, given in the spacious dining room of the Savery
worker. Samuel Harding, assisted by other exhibitors, was
Hotel, where over one hundred partook of the excellent menu.
hustling all the time to secure new members.
The next convention in Iowa will also be held in Des Moines,
On the night of December 6, a grand banquet was given
on the first Tuesday in May, 1913.
at the Hotel Rome. The banquet hall was beautifully
Following are the names of members of the Iowa League presdecorated, and flowers were in great profusion. The most
ent : J. L. O'Brien, Orpheum, Oelwein ; Fred Young, owner, Mabeautiful ladies in Omaha graced the gathering, and everyjestic, Ft. Dodge, Cedar Rapids; J. E. Tierney, Scenic, Sioux
body was imbued with the spirit of the occasion. In addiCity; J. S. Bassett, Gem, Independence; Mr. Dewey, Temple,
tion to the banquet, those present were entertained by picChariton; Thos. A. Brown, Brown's American, Iowa City; J. H.
tures and vaudeville, and the first Nebraska convention
Hart, Bijou and Star, Grinnell; J. E. Heffner, Bijou, Mason
was wound up by everyone having a good time.
City; Mr. Pusateri, Columbia, Cedar Rapids; A. J. Diebold, PalPresident Neff stayed over in Omaha until Saturday, Dec.
ace, Cedar Rapids ; J. F. Scororo, Olympic, Cedar Rapids ; L. J.
7, and accompanied by the newly elected State President,
Tower, Lyric, Cedar Rapids; E. M. Byers, Princess, Monticello;
M. A. Wolfgram, Empire, Decorah; Mr. Engle, Empire, Ft. W. F. Stoecker, many places of interest were visited. Mr.
Neff left for Kansas City on the night of December 7. He
Dodge; L. M. Beardsley. Beardsley, Red Oak; Carl Hapler, Prinwrites that the Des Moines and Omaha meetings were grand
cess, Ft. Dodge ; R. G. Fobes, Majestic, Ft. Dodge ; D. E. Fyock,
affairs, full of action and distinguished by Western enWorld, Storm Lake; Mr. Craven, Crystal, Kellog; T. J. Hanrathusiasm.
han, Majestic, Nevada; Paul Porter, Lyric, LeHigh ; Fred E.
The following officers were elected: President, W. F.
Dever, Pastime, Iowa City; J. Edgar Boyle, Dreamland, Dubuque;
E. R. Bandy, Princess, Britt.
Stoecker, Omaha; 1st vice-president, P. L. McCarthy, Grand
Harry De Baggio, Star, Colfax; J. Lemen, Union, Colfax;
Island; 2d vice-president, J. W. Ballinger, York; secretary,
George Lehman, Lyric, Hartley; Leslie Cotton, Cotton, Cedar
E. C. Preston, Superior; treasurer, W. A. Walden, Hastings,
Falls ; U. P. Frost, Unique, Atlantic ; H. L. Frost, Unique. Atand national vice-president, J. E. Schlank, Omaha.
lantic:M. Jaffe, Lyric, Manning; R. G. Hatchee, Temple, ChariThe following list gives the names of the members of
ton; Chas. C. Mendenhall, Star, Stuart; F. Arnold, Majestic,
,
the
newly formed Nebraska Motion Picture Exhibitors'
Humboldt; H. H. Russell, Opera House, Humboldt; E. G. Fargo,
League:
Magic, Algena; I. U. Ikenberry, Opera House, Adel ; Ad. Wilkins,
W. H. Harman, McCook; Mr. Robinson, Omaha; Sam
Wilkins, Reinbeck ; C. L. Stevens, Royal and Amusement, DuHarding, Omaha; S. H. Goldberg, Omaha; R. S. Balentyne,
buque; Ray E. Jacobson, Star, Newton; C. J. Calvert, Bijou,
Tilden; F. E. Goff, Omaha; C. W. Bartlett, Fairbury; A. R.
Charles City; W. C. Sehwermeker, Unique, Anita; Henry
Pramer, Omaha; J. E. Schlank, Omaha; J. W. Harbert,
Ewoldt, Scenic, Holstein; B. L. Francis, Gem, Spirit Lake; Chas.
Greeley; Mr. Monroe, Omaha; R. W. Roberts, Arcadia;
Pewthers,
Pewthers',
Indianola; M.
E. Chance,
RedJ. M. Bowers, Falls City; Wm. Rochford, Omaha; Burt S.
field; R. W.
Small, Breshwald,
Gilmore
City; Persifan,
W. C. Trelou,
Johnson, Weeping Water; J. W. Longworth, Schuyler;
Treloar, Ogden ; F. M. Childs, Cozy, Villisca.
P. R. Carlin, C. O. Arnstead, North Bend; W. A. Walden,
J. H. Anderson, Princess, Boone; B. A. Sherman, Dexter; W.
Hastings; S. F. Rolph, Fullerton; A. M. Beardsley, Omaha;
G. Eddy, Orient. Marengo ; D. Rouge, Lyric, Coon Rapids ; A. W.
Nicholas Amos, Omaha; O. S. Finch, Omaha; W. F.
Walton, Grand, Perry; F. S. Humphrey, Star, Mason City; W. N.
Stoecker, Omaha.
Howland, Princess, Mason City; H. C. Jurgenson, Columbia,
C. J. Hoffman, Omaha; R. M. Shlaes, Plattsmouth; P. L.
Waterloo ; A. W. Mcintosh, Crystal, Waterloo ; C. E. Wirick,
McCarthy, Grand Island; G. F. Truman, Lincoln; P. H.
Majestic and Olympic, Sioux City; M. Fox, Isis, Sioux City; M.
Luke, Golden, Des Moines ; H. H. Burnett, Grimes Amusement
Hoppen, Kearney; C. E. Hogate, Beatrice; E. L. McLaughlin, Beatrice; R. N. Oliver, Falls Citv; R. M. Ferris. Genoa;
Co., Des Moines; A. H. Blank, Casino, Des Moines; D. B. Baker,
E. W. Verhaege, St. Edwards;
C. E. Ward, Elgin; J. W.
Pastime, Ottumwa ; M. Lince, Empire, Ottumwa ; Wilbur D.
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Balhnger, York; V. W. Babcock, Seward; A. Gerke, Ravenna; E. C. Preston, Superior; O. C. Suedmeyer, Brock;
E. E. DeLong, McCook; Frank L. Clark, New Castle; Joe
Gorman, Lincoln; Joe Himmelstein, Omaha; Joe H. Gilensky, Omaha; A. W. Miller, Atkinson; E. E. Person, Omaha;
Charles Jacobson, Omaha, and Win. Arenson,
Omaha.
NEW

YORK

EXHIBITORS

MEET.

A meeting of the Motion Picture Exhibitors Association of
Greater New York was held in their rooms No. 136 Third
Avenue, Monday night, Dec. 9, and at which a number of
prominent speakers of civic and political bodies were present.
President Trigger, in calling the meeting to order, stated that
the object was familiar to all present. "You have great possibilities before you for the up-building and up-lifting of a commercial and educational business. You are all aware of this fact
and know that cinematography will go on developing and improving and growing; attaining such perfection that all intelligent
audiences will approve and not condemn the motion picture theaters as heretofore. We need laws, and you are the ones to help
obtain these laws, but you are bad boosters. How many of vou
have asked your Senator or Assemblyman to visit your theaters
and have told him your needs? How many have asked your
respective Aldermen to give you better ordinances? How many
of you can say that The New York World has not stated facts?
and still we all condemn the writer of these articles as a person
trying to hurt our business and we must, sorry to state, admit
that he has told some truths."
"As far as the children and their admission to theaters are
concerned, you will find as we all know, little boys selling newspapers going from saloon to saloon and no word of protest from
the press. Yet the atmosphere of these saloons is naturally much
worse than that of the motion picture theaters. Another cry, out
of which they have made capital, was that quite a number of
the saloons surround moving picture theaters. Where are we to
go? We are not allowed to build near a church or school and
now a cry goes up we must not build near a saloon. Should
this come into effect all moving picture theaters must be built
in line with the subway or overhead. Something MUST be done
and every man in the motion picture business must co-operate,
whether a member or not, he must help individually, or join
this body and attain what we desire as an organization."
*Mr. Trigger called upon Mrs. H. Chester Arthur, President of
the Mother's Protective League, who spoke at some length on
the benefits accruing from motion pictures to all and especially
to children. She stated that no person was more competent to
judge the wants of children than their own mother, and as
she was the mother of twelve children, she considered herself a
competent judge. She also mentioned the censoring of pictures
and thought it unfair for any newspaper to blame the exhibitor
in a matter where he was entirely guiltless, as the pictures that
are run or shown on the screen in small places are shown in all
the large theaters, only at an earlier date. In speaking of the
environments of which so much had been said, she remarked
that as they could not build these theaters near churches, hospitals
or schools, it naturally befell that some of them must be near
saloons, but why blame them for that, when in ninety per cent,
of the cases where saloons do exist, families reside above said
saloons with children. She stated that she was willing to go
to Albany and endeavor to do her utmost to help amend the
children law.
Mr. Jacobs of the Society for the Prevention of Tuberculosis
spoke on the amount of gcod accomplished by the motion picture
theaters through the medium of the screen, etc.
A number of the exhibitors then spoke on the Folk ordinance
and Committees were then appointed to visit each Aldermanic
District in which the Alderman was not in accord with the above
ordinance.
The meeting adjourned at 3 A. M. to meet on Tuesday, the
17th inst.

HUDSON

COUNTY,

N. J., EXHIBITORS'

MEETING.

A night meeting of the Exhibitors' League of Hudson
County Local No. 1 has been called by the State President,
Greenwood A. Kobinson, to take place at the Colonial Theater, 734 Demott Street (transfer station), West Hoboken,
N. J., on Monday, December 16, at 10:30 p. m. Among the
questions to be considered will be some kind of action
against the present inspection law that has been passed
by the Jersey City councilmen to the effect that all motion
picture booths shall be inspected every two months, for
which the exhibitor is obliged to pay an inspection fee of
$5.00. This is a plain example of legal highway robbery,
which the exhibitors are bound to end without further delay.
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The principal topic to be discussed at the meeting will
be that of a concerted action among the state exhibitors
to accomplish a legal Sunday opening in New Jersey. This
will be a matter in which the whole state is interested and
therefore exhibitors from all parts of the state are asked
to attend if possible. At this meeting the matter of the
Hudson County Exhibitors' first annual ball will be taken up.
So far, it is planned to hold the affair at Grand View Hall,
Jersey City Heights, during February.
POLICE RAIDS AT CLEVELAND.
Mayor Baker Orders Wholesale Arrests and Seizures of Films.
Special telegraphic dispatches sent to The Moving Picture
World from Cleveland, Ohio, indicate wholesale seizures
of films deemed to be objectionable. Mr. Louis Becht,
owner of the Mall Theater, one of the downtown houses, was
arrested because he refused to stop the exhibition of the
films showing the life of Lieutenant Petrosino. The crusade
against alleged objectionable pictures was started by Mayor
Baker under the Ohio state law, which prohibits the showing of pictures in which "crime" or "lust" are portrayed.
The police censored all shows and arrested five other exhibitors, whose names and theaters follow: Miss Jane Oster,
Princess Theater; B. C. Steele, Crescent Theater: Theodore
Clurker. Castle Theater; Peter Bobik, Polar Theater; S.
Weiss, Elmo Theater. All but Becht were running regular
releases.
Miss Jean Oster was arraigned before Judge Kramer.
She had been arrested for showing the picture "Aurora
Floyd."
The hejudge
his the
decision
Miss Oster's
case,
saying
would reserved
like to see
films in
displayed
at the
Lake
Shore
Film
Company's
exchange
before
announcing
his decision. Other pictures that were seized by the police
were "Their Lives for Gold," "The Heart of a Red Man,"
"Leah, the Forsaken," "The Burglar and the Rose." Managers who had advertised "The Mills of the Gods" and "The
Invaders" were warned not to run them. Hearing in all
cases except that of Miss Oster was postponed.
The local Exhibitors' League held an emergency meeting
immediately following the raids and arrests and seizures
to determine what action shall be taken in the premises.
Mayor Baker's order was sweeping. He gave every policeman the power of censorship and the officers are visiting
every theater daily. Manager Mandelbaum, of the Lake
Shore Film Exchange, announced that he would endeavor
to secure an injunction to restrain the police from seizing
any more of his films and other exchanges, it is said, contemplate taking similar action.
A POLICY OF EXPANSION.
We are advised by the makers of the Motiograph Motion
Picture Machine of the recent opening of an Eastern as well
as Western office for the purpose of extending better repair
facilities to the faraway users of their well-known machine.
The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., whose main office and
factory has for the past five years been located at 564-572 W.
Randolph St., Chicago, is a pioneer in the motion picture
machine industry, having been a full-going concern more
than fourteen years ago. It has been apparent during all of
that time that the advanced ideas in machine construction
of their machine would not only place them in the lead but
keep them there.
When, five years ago, this company made a five-year lease
on their present factory, consisting of almost thirty thousand square feet of floor space, it was very freely predicted
that the only thing to be expected was failure.
A reference to the advertisement of this company in this
issue will inform you as to the location of their Eastern and
Western offices and will convince the most skeptical of the
wonderful growth, in a few years, of an industry which, as
recently as five vears ago, was looked upon as a joke.
The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co. carries a payroll averaging more than one hundred employes throughout the year.
They have a force of six demonstrators now on the road and
two special inspectors in Chicago alone. Their office is commodious and handsomely furnished throughout in quartered
oak and their building is of steel and concrete construction
equipped
machinery. only with the most modern electrically driven
POWER'S

INSTALLATIONS.

Power's Cameragraph
Exchange,
Fort Howard. No.
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and residents at Fort Howard.
installed at the Palace Theater,
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IT seems, from all indications, that the coupon system ol
advertising is -till being persistently pushed by com
binations which have suddenly become charitably interested in moving picture exhibitors. There is such a
tender solicitude at present for the expenditures of the
dear exhibitor that crocodile tear- arc being shed, which
wily, fluent talker- engage with him in presenting their
cii emosj nary schemes.
The American Tobacco I ompany's scheme lias died oi
inanition, and now we have others springing up with "high
class" taxed
Oh!exhibitor.
so highTheclass
— propositions
to benefit
the over-of
latest
rs to relieve
the exhibitor
the
expense
buying tickett'mipon
ticketwill beof furnished
free if tor
onlyhis
he patrons,
will blindly
lend
himself to the scheme of turning his picture theater into a
dumping ground for advertisers who have an axe to grind.
What matters it to these promoters of schemes that the
motion picture has, through great travail, shed itself of its
slum clothe- and forced its way into the light, becoming
a thing of beauty and a joy to rich and poor alike! Away
down in it- slum (lay-, the moving picture found no Samaritan. These latter days, "high class" promoters passed by
on the other side — every one of them. Now when, by sheer
force of merit and the untiring and everlastingly persistent
efforts of those in the motion picture industry, the picture
has won its way into the hearts of million-, these exploiters would fain retard its splendid progre^s by loading it
down with commercialism. They would cheapen and dee the picture in the eyes of the intelligent picture theatergoers, who only recently have become patrons and admirers. They would fain make dollars by offering a crumb
to unwary exhibitors.
While President Xeff, of the M. P. E. I. of America, was
in the city on Monday, Dec. 2, I called. on him to get his
opinion on all these coupon schemes. Hi- statements deserve wide and careful study by exhibitors throughout this
country and Canada.
What

President

Neff

Thinks of Coupon
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Illinois

Branch

No.

2

Against

Cigarette

Coupon.

At thePicture
meeting Exhibitoi
ol Nlinoi
Stal
the
Motion
Nov.
[8, thi
followinj
nimously
adopted, after the reading b) the Secrel 1
rican
robacco C< impam - letter, n
that
company
atta< bed to theater tit '■
"We
the members
ol the Motion
'
I xhibitors*
League ol \tn< rica, [llin<
"ii record against this or any other simil
iugurated for the purpose of degrading tl
dustry,
and earnestly
n
member of our league or otherwisi
roval
such prai
from
being
such
methods,
which
are inimical
to the best inti
I the
League and it- objects."
I'headvised,
next meeting
held to
December
2.
and members
were
well in was
advance,
attend
M<
hould
make it a point to attend at leas) onc<
nth, and participate in all movements for the
t the motion picture business and the League.
Sunday
In

a

recent

Law
letter

in South
from

the

Dakota

on

Pictures.

Attornt

Dakota to the State's Attorney,
the form.
the law
on follows:
the Sunday presentation of 'picture- in South Dakota
as
"I have your inquiry of the nth inst. in regard to the
legality of a Sunday moving picture -how. You state that
this show exhibits pictures of scenery only, and that you
have prepared your opinion in writing that, unless this show
was producing pictures of any tragedy, comedy, opera,
ballet, farce, negro minstrelsy, contest or trial of strength,
it was not a violation of the law and that the mete fact that
a picture -how runs on Sunday evenings does not neces-arily make it violation of the law, and you a-k for my
construction of the law on the statement of facts so
presented.
"Replying thereto, I would state that I concur in your
opinion as quoted to me. Chapter 234 of the Se-sion I
of 1007, does not include a moving picture show which exhibits scenery only; and, if our law was to be construed
so as to prohibit the exhibition of scenery by moving picture shows, 1 see no reason why such a construction would
not also prohibit stereopticon views in churches illustrating
lectures. I find no provision, in connection with our Sabbath-breaking laws, which would prohibit a moving picture
-how exhibiting films of scenery only, and it is my opinion
that the exhibition of such pictures is lawful at the present

Schemes.

My attention has been called by several member- to various methods,
schemes and systems of advertising, in which the motion picture theater is
attempted to be used. My advice has been asked, and up to the present
time I have not made public my opinion; but owing to the fact that several
are trying to use the motion picture theaters, so as to advance financially
their own interests, I believe it my duty to advise exhibitors where I stand
upon the question of issuing or accepting coupons as pan. or full payment,
for admission.
We have been working for the uplift of cinematography and to place ourselves right for a long time, and now, when we are gaining favor with thousands who, heretofore, did not visit our theaters and wire opposed to as,
many exhibitors are being misled into the belief that their interests would
be better served by accepting coupons as admission to their theaters. Exhibitors who will give this matter due consideration and talk it over with
their patrons, will find, I believe, that any coupon system inaugurated will
be
a detriment,
it lowers
the dignity
of the motion
Second,
it makes I'irst.
the picture
theater
the headquarters
for apicture
system theater.
which,
in my opinion, should not exist: and if these coupon systems are so high
class
the attractive
to all
the place
public,forwhy
shou'd instead
th<- motion
theateras beto singled
out as the
logical
coupons,
of the p'cture
larger
theaters?
In my opinion, everv motion picture exhibitor, who accepts coupons, is
makingor areject
mistake.
he. heindividually,
perfect
to accept
them
them, W'hile
I believe
will find, in has
the along
run. right
that they
are a
detriment to him. The motion picture can live without the aid or assistance
of any other inducement, and the motion picture theater should receive the
full price at all times, in legal money; and every exhibitor should endeavor
to place cinematography on so high a plane, that those who are continually
scheming to use the motion picture theater so that they may financially profit,
will of
discontinue
out
the fire. their efforts to use it as a cat's paw to pull their chestnuts
Then again, the question arises; whether or not it is legal to accept coupons in payment for admission. I am inclined to believe that there is a
national law that prohibits the use of such coupons, when used to plav for
admission to a theater, or to purchase articles, without a money consideration accomoanying it. Under President Cleveland's administration, when
Governor Harmon was United States Attorney-General, and Mr. Drummond
wa< Chief of the Secret Service, this matter was gone into thoroughlv;
and. if I remember correctly, all coupons were declared illegal, and Mr.
Drummond caused all those using coupons at that time, to discontinue. This
coupon system seems to be a resurrection of the old coupon system, which,
several years ago, was discontinued.
I would advise all exhibitors to be sure of their right, before going
ahead. The number of gentlemen now in the field, who are so anxious to
make the motion picture exhibitor big, easy money, is growing; and it would
be well for the exhibitor, before accepting any of the various schemes, to
investigate thoroughly whether the scheme is to make him money, or whether
he is being used to advance the financial intere t of the other fellow.

G. F. Co. Western

Managers

Meet.

A meeting of the General Film Company's branch managers
time."
from
Frisco, Portland, Seattle. Butte, Salt Lake, Denver. Omaha,
Lincoln, Neb., Kansas City, St. Louis. Indianapolis. Cincinnati,
Columbus. Cleveland, Detroit and Minneapolis, was held in the
LaSalle Motel Monday, Dec. 9 and 10. J. A. Berst. F. L. Dyer
and S. Long, of New York City, wire present at the meeting,
J. A. Ber-t. presiding.
On Monday morning, December o. a meeting was held in the
same hotel, in which the Chicago branch mar
the G. F.
and a committee of Local No. 2. M. P. E. L. of America,
participated. J. A. Berst, president of the G. F. Co., als > occupied
the chair at this meeting, which was also private. It is underI that this ci nference was amicable and had to do with the
discussion of certain policies contributing to the welfare of the
business. Messrs. Berst. Dyer and Long returned t ■ New York
Tuesday via Twentieth Century Limited train.
The British Board of Film Censors.
Harry
A. Spoor.
European
I the Essanay
Film
Mfg. Co., whose main office 1- in London, has furnished
data to his Company regarding the present censor-hip of
films in the L'nited Kingdom, which will be read with interest
by the readers of the World.
A deputation, comprised of W. G. Barker. E. H. Bishop,
G. II. Cricks. E. Reed, and Harry A. Spoor, waited on the
Under Secretary of State at the Home Office, on Wednesday. Nov. 13, and laid before him a scheme for the censorship of films. After that time the matter received the
most careful consideration of several committees of the
Manufacturers' and Exhibitor-' Associations, and a plan
censorship was evolved, which it is hoped will meet effectively all the points at i-sue.
G. A. Redford, late examiner of plays under the Lord
Chamberlain, has accepted the position of president of the
board, and he will be assisted by four examiners of films,
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who will be appointed by lum. All films rejected by the
examiners will l>e submitted to Mr. Red ford for final approval or rejection; but, in all such cases, the manufacturer
or agent of the film in question will have the right to be
present at the final censoring of his film, so as to give any
information required by the president and to receive any
suggestions that he may make. The whole censorship organization isunder the direct control of Mr. Kedford, and
the board forms an absolutely independent censorship, which,
it is felt, is essential to meet objections by certain licensing
authorities. One of two certificates will be issued by the
censor for every film examined and passed by the board,
and the manufacturer agrees not to make any alteration
whatsoever after a film has been so passed. A copy of this
certificate will be printed on the film immediately following the main title.
The object of these two certificates is to meet, as near
as possible, the complaints that have been made by licensing
authorities in respect to the non-suitability of certain films
for children's entertainments. It is made quite clear to the
exhibitor that one of these certificates designates a film
as being for the adult audiences, and that such a film is not
recommended for children's matinees.
The charge for censoring films will be at the rate of one
shilling for ioo feet or part thereof, with a minimum charge
of five shillings. This amount is to be paid prior to the delivery of the film after censoring, and the receipt for payment is to be attached to the certificate of censorship.
Premises have been taken in the center of the film industry in London, where two projection rooms will be thoroughly equipped for the1 use of examiners.
A certificate will be issued by the censor to each theater
annually, such certificate to be printed on vellum and charged
for at the rate of five shillings per annum per theater. This
certificate reads about as follows:
"The proprietors of this theater have signed an agreement
under which they guarantee to show only films that have
passed the board of censors immediately they are available
for their services, and further guarantee to keep this certificate exhibited publicly in the entrance hall of their
theater."
bears the
a number,
name of The
the
theater andThe
the certificate
town in which
theater the
is located.
closing paragraph of the certificate reads: "This certificate
is the property of the British Board of Film Censors, and
remains in force until Dec. 31, 1913."
Naturally, this certificate demands a prior agreement between the board and each individual theater, and it is felt
that, in this direction, Mr. Redford will be materially assisted by the licensing authorities, for it will be to their interest to see that every theater is showing none other than
censored films. Moreover, the board being independent,
it assures the certificates being issued to the theaters by a
purely impartial body. The board will be open for the censorship of all films, including "exclusives," and the same
charge will be made to all, alike. These charges for censoring will remain in force for twelve months, when they
will be liable to readjustment, and to a reduction, should
it be found that the films issued are above the average for
November, 1912, which has been taken as a basis in computing the expenses. A committee of three members of
the Incorporated Association of Kinematograph Manufacturers Limited has been appointed to be responsible for
the financial side of the organization, such members to retire respectively at the expiration of one, two and three
months, all of the members of the association being required to take their turn in serving on the committee, so
that the work shall not prove a burden to any individual
member.
Chicago
Film Brevities.
F. O. Nielson, proprietor of the Parkway Theater, has
purchased the Stevens Theater, at Evanston Avenue and
Irving Park Boulevard. He took possession on Monday,
Dec. 2. The Stevens will be closed for about three weeks
and in that time will be remodeled and redecorated.
Stevens seats 300 people. Mr. Nielson's magnificent success in the Parkway Theater, which is now showing the
finest projected pictures in Chicago, augurs well for the
future of the Stevens.

*

*

*

A. Powell, of the May Theater, 69th Street and Center
Avenue, is offering extra strong programs on Sundays and
holidays at 10 cents admission, and is experiencing gratifying results. These extra programs consist of four reels
with singing. On Thursdays Mr. Powell runs features
only. On other days three reels are used and 5 cents admission charged. Mr. Powell deserves praise for his ener-
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getic efforts in advertising. He uses • heralds and posters,
and employs slides well in advance of his extra and feature
* # *
programs.
On Thanksgiving evening the attaches of the Garfield
Theater, 2844 Madison Street, held their second informal
dance at Van Buren Hall. The event was a huge success
and was attended by about 300 couples. On the same day
1,000 children were admitted to the Garfield as guests of
Mr. Richards, a well known clothier and philanthropist,
whose place of business is across the street from the
Garfield.

* *

*

John P. Harris and Dr. E. R. Walker, of Pittsburgh, visited the city recently. Mr. Harris and his partner, Harry
Davis, own the following picture theaters: The Lyric and
Family, Pittsburgh; the Family, Philadelphia; the Family,
Cincinnati; the Avenue-Grand, Washington, D. C; the
Grand Opera House, Wilmington, Del.; the Family Theater, Detroit, and the Altmyre and Orpheum, McKeesport,
Pa. These gentlemen also own the Hippodrome, Forbes
Field, Pittsburgh, which seats 30,000 people. A circus performance is given in the Hippodrome during the summer
months. Messrs. Harris and Davis also own a chain of
ten large theaters in various cities. Four of these are located in Pittsburgh. Mr. Harris is acknowledged to have
the distinction of having opened the first moving picture
showhouse in America. This was the Nickelodeon, on
Smithfield Street, Pittsburgh, between Diamond Street and
5th Avenue, which seated only 96 people. Mr. Harris was
not quite certain as to the date of the opening of the Nickelodeon, but stated that it was either in 1904 or 1905. He ran
the house for four years, and paid a rental of $10,000 per

* *

*

The roof of the Home Theater, 1538-42 Milwaukee Aveyear.
nue, collapsed Monday morning, Dec. 9. Sunday night the
theater was filled with patrons, and a special matinee had
been arranged for Monday afternoon, when women and
children chiefly would have attended. It is most providential that the collapse took place when it did, as otherwise
hundreds of people would have lost their lives. The Home
seated about 700 people and is owned by R. Goldstein. It
was a new theater and was opened in July last. Building
Commissioner Ericsson states that the building was condemned immediately after its completion, but that the theater was opened by obtaining a special order from the City
Council. A month ago the place was again ordered closed,
the roof being much too heavy for its supports, according
to Mr. Ericsson. Again, cm Saturday night, Dec. 7, the
building commissioner made out another order for the police
to close the theater. When the officers got on the ground,
Monday morning, Dec. 9, the building was a wreck. As a
result of the collapse of the Home a rigid examination is to
be made of every picture theater in the city by the building
department.
* * *
President Henry, of Local
at the last meeting appointed
the Illinois state convention
12. Wm. J. Sweeney, C. A.
Whelan are members of the

No. 2, M. P. E. L. of America,
a committee of four to attend
at Murphysboro on December
Anderson, I. Natkin and C. C.
committee.

* *

*

D. Mundstuk, of the M. & F. Feature Film Service, 167
W. Washington Street, this city, left for New York Sunday,
Dec. 8, where he will make arrangements for the state rights
of Illinois for certain feature films. While in New York
he will submit a scenario to some manufacturing film concern. This subject, if filmed, will consist of three reels. It
was written by Mr. Mundstuk some years ago, and is entitled "1400 B. C." The films will be used by Mr. Mundstuk
as a personal state rights production.

* *

*

W. C Smith, of the Lyric Theater, Mexico, Mo., writes to
the Chicago office of the World, as follows: "I failed to receive my World for this week. Please see that I get one,
as I would rather lose a good dinner than the World."
TRIANGLE THEATER SOON TO OPEN.
Louis Gross will be manager of the New Triangle Theater
at 207th Street and 10th Ave., New York City, which will open
in a week or 10 days. They have purchased through Mr. J. H.
Hallberg "The Economizer Man," a Powers 6A with Hallberg
A. C. Economizer. Gray & McDonald of Portsmouth, N. H.
and Lewiston, Me., have purchased for their theaters at these
places 1913 Model Motiographs with Motor Drive.
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"The
Last Performance"
A Two-Reel
Pathe
Feature.
Reviewed by W. Stephen
Bush.
THIS feature is distinctly European in character, conception
and environment. It tells of an intrigue in circus life and
vividly portrays the lights and shadows of that life. While
markedly foreign, these films are by no means uninteresting.
The photography is exceptionally fine ; the outdoor settings are
superbly charming, there is no lack of thrills and realism and
the acting leaves nothing to be desired. Here in brief is the
story : Hans von Harten, a German count and a lieutenant in
the army, makes the acquaintance of Rose, a woman rider in a
circus ; he falls in love with her and would marry her but for

Scene from "The Last Performance"

(Pathe).

the stern opposition of his aristocratic father. It does not appear
from anything shown in the films whether the two marry afterward, but it does appear that the count resigns his commission
in the army and joins the circus. He is very successful right at
the outset of his new career. An imposing number of floral
offerings is showered upon him, much to the disgust of his sweetheart, whose professional jealousy flames up and is later fanned
into a passionate desire for revenge, when the count is found
in what the sub-titles describe as "a compromising situation."
The situation may be compromising, but I hasten to add that it
is not at all scandalous or suggestive. The scene simply shows
the count in the act of kissing another woman. We must assume
that the count is engaged to be married to the other woman to
find anything wrong in his kissing the second woman. However
that may be, the first woman now begins the execution of a most
fiendish scheme of revenge.

MISS

Miss
Kalem
of the
ingenue
Barbara

LILLIAN

CHRISTY.

Lillian Christy, that pleasing little ingenue of Vitagraph,
and Bison fame 'is the latest acquisition to the ranks
well known American players. Miss Christy will play
leads in the new company just formed at the Santa
studios.
MORE

NEWS

ABOUT

THE

MIRACLE.

Recognizing the extraordinary merits of "The Miracle"
as a masterpiece of modern cinematography, the management
of the well-known model motion picture theater, The Alhambra in Cleveland, have put it on with special music for
a three days' engagement. From the Alhambra "The Miracle"
will go to the Olympia in Cleveland. The demand for "The
Miracle" has been little short of sensational, several bids
were received from such far distant points as the Philippine
Islands, Mexico and Alaska. Of the Eastern states nearly
all have been sold or temporarily secured by options and
more than half of the Western and Southern states have
been spoken for. The music, that goes with "The Miracle"
is as extraordinary in character as the feature itself and has
created a profound impression wherever heard. Some of
the best states have not as yet been finally disposed of and
state right buyers may learn all details by visiting or addressing the New York Film Company No. 145 W. 4;th St.
Scene

Last Performance"

(Pathe).

The count, it seems, has achieved fame with a most sensational feat of equestrian skill. He leads his horse upon a wooden
platform and is then, mounted on his horse, drawn up toward the
ceiling by means of ropes. The jealous woman drugs the count's
horse, making it nervous and restive. Just as the count, with his
"platform of death," has reached a point near the ceiling, the
animal becomes unmanageable and horse and rider plunge to their
death in the arena. Too much cannot be said in praise of the
horses and other animals taking part in the performance. Spirited thoroughbreds are always a pleasing sight on the screen and
the specimens shown in this feature are typical of the very best.
What little we see of the clowns is quite amusing, especially the
introduction of a nimble, capering goat.

THEY WANT
TO SEE THE
"MOVIES."
Even the servant girl question seems to be getting mixed
up with the ubiquitous motion picture. Lately a commuter
complained that he could not hold his help because there
was no picture theater in town, and now from Waterbury,
Conn., comes this advertisement:
WANTED — A girl to care for baby three nights a week. Baby
quiet. Easy to mind. Couple want to see the "movies" occasionally. Address A. F. J., care Republican.

We presume that the girl is asked to tend the baby but
three nights a week that she may alternate with her mistress in her attendance at the Dicture theater.
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At the Sign of the Flaming Arcs
By George Blaisdell.
GREETING to the Gene Gaunticr Feature Players!
The announcement the World carries in its advertising column? in regard to the plans of Miss Gauntier and Sidney Olcott is real news — big news. Surely the
statement that the splendid organization so carefully huilded
about Sidney Olcott is to remain practically intact will be
received with pleasure by all film followers. Here is a
crew every member of which is a militant unit. All are
trained to team work of the highest efficiency. If it be
on the cards that a picture is to be made at a certain place
that picture is going to be made. If there be difficulties in
the way, the difficulties will be surmounted. There is a
subdivision of the work that constitutes every member of
the company a substantial part of the machine — not merely
a cog on a wheel — leaving the producer free to attend to
his directing and his mind clear of all other matters.
* * *
Miss Gaunticr brings to her new work a ripe experience
and a varied experience. In her chosen field of life work
she has moved fast and traveled far. She has traversed
a range of activjties given perhaps to no other woman of
the screen. She has had much to do with the making of
pictures other than working before the camera. Her crowning achievement was the conception of the wonderful "Life
of Christ," which when given public presentation, will assure to her a far greater measure of world fame than she
has heretofore enjoyed. Incidentally and parenthetically,
this picture will do more to elevate the standard of cinematography and to confound its enemies than has any one
of
its
predecessors.
Miss Gauntier's
conception
of this splendid work Matching
is her reverential
portrayal
of the
mother of Jesus. Yet with a record of accomplishments
such as is given to few she faces all the years in which
a woman does her best and greatest work. She has unbounded energy and enthusiasm and, best of all, a love for
her art. With the efficient support of Jack Clark and the
other members of the company, picture-lovers will be sure
of a result that will be worth while.
* * *
An evening newspaper of this city is just now in the
throes of a crusade against picture houses and pictures.
In the issue of Tuesday, December 10. both in the news and
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editorial
it has much
to say.
Here's a sample
from the columns
latter department:
The lurid scenes of blood and cruelty, the contempt for order and authority, the fun-making that
makes
light of drunkenness,
gambling and worse,
offered in many of these films to the eyes and minds
of boys and girls of ten and twelve, this newspaper
has described in detail.
This is sensational talk.
If it be a true description of
what is taking place certainly something should be done
about it. But probably
no one knows
better than does
the man who penned the foregoing extract that to say the
least it is not a fair statement.
Pictures are cleaner and
far better this month
of December,
1912, than they have
ever been in the dozen years that dramas have been thrown
on the screen.
Where has the complaining newspaper been
all these years?
Let the great newspaper
keep down
to
hard facts — there are enough of them without going afield
for romance.
If it knows of a picture theater that does not
obey
the
law
yank its proprietor
into thecourt.
Don't holdif
up to public execration
600 men for
shortcomings,
there be shortcomings, of some of them.
"Thou hypocrite," says the Good Book, "first cast out
the beam out of thirre own eye; and then shalt thou see
clearly
cast orout
mote brought
out of tothymind
brother's
eye."
Which istomore
lessthe
forcibly
by a perusal
of the issue under discussion. On the next to the last page
are two columns of a serial story bearing the title "The
Coming
Law —from
The the
Two-Gun
Here is of
an the
extract
synopsis:Man's Greatest Novel."
"Ten Spot," one of Dunlavey's ruffians, comes to
the Kicker office to murder him. . . . "Hollis's
men capture "Greasy," Dunlavey's henchman,
rebranding Circle Bar cattle. Hollis saves "Greasy"
from lynching and plans to take him to the sheriff —
one of Dunlavey's heelers.
Is there not here a tangible suggestion of a lurid scene
of cruelty, of contempt for law and authority? Let us
free our minds of cant. Pictures are not perfect, of course;
but those who attempt to better them should come into
court with clean hands. Many men and many women have
worked for years to. make pictures morally cleaner than is
the speaking stage. They have succeeded beyond question.
But they have worked quietly — with no accompaniment of

LUBIN
PHOTOGRAPHIC STAFF.
Standing (Left to Right)— W. J. Black, Edward C. Earle, W. S. Cooper, Lloyd Lewis, D. N. Davidson.
MacCaffery, R. E. Blackwell, Julian Tessier, Fred Chaston, Dalford Davis.

Sitting— P. J.
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brass bands — and they arc working today. Tiny will continue working. It may have been forgotten that even the
much-belabored manufacturers contribute substantial sums
to the maintenance of the board of censorship. This may
be a good time to remember
the fact.
If the Sunday issue of the paper in question will devote
a full page to pictures, praising the good films and condemning the bad, showing wherein they are at fault, it will
be shown that more can be accomplished in a fortnight by
constructive, helpful criticism than ever will be by blindly
condemning about everything and everybody connected
with the industry. There are many manufacturers seeking the best; encourage them. Furthermore, it is safe to
Baj that no one page of a newspaper would interest more
readers than would a page devoted to motion pictures.

* *

PICTURE
ROMAINE

WORLD
FIELDING,

LUBIN
DIRECTOR— AN
PERT SHOT.

EX-

It is easily seen in the "Uprising" very few leading men
will permit
their directors
to shoot within
two inches
of
their the
anatomy
a 45theColt's
(ball
situationwith
where
leading
mancartridges),
was buried but
and such
the

*

Abe Warner left this week for St. Louis on a business
trip. On his return he will stop off at Chicago and Pittsburgh on matters in connection with his new alliance with
the Gene Gaunticr Feature Players. Mr. Warner intimates
that those who watch Warner's Features will see some big
developments. Certainly there is a significant expression
on the Warner
features
these days.

* *

*

Herbert Prior and Mabel Trunnelle, old-time Edison
players, who have been working in Majestic pictures for
the past year, have returned to their first love and the two
will shortly be seen in Edison
releases.

* *

*

C. A. ("Doc") Willat, of the New York Motion Picture
Company, returned Saturday, December 7, from an extended trip to the Pacific Coast. He has resumed his duties
as treasurer of the Screen Club, which during his absence
have been taken care of by
* "Joe"
* * Gerhardt. •
Manager J. D. Tippett, of Union Features, announces
that hereafter American productions will be included in
the programme of his company.

* *

*

The Kinograph subject "Hunting the Game of a Large
City" made an unusual record in Philadelphia last week.
F'our houses on Market Street exhibited the film on consecutive nights.

* *

The

*

twentieth office of Warner's Features has been established in Portland, Ore., in Room 417, Rothschild Building. R. Thuman
will be in charge.

* *

*

Oscar Lund has taken an Eclair company to the Adirondacks for a two-weeks' trip in search of winter settings"
Miss Barbara Tennant and * Guy
* * Hedleund are of the' party.
"Joe" Farnham. the advertising man for pictures on the
Morning Telegraph, as well liked all over as he is big all
over, bids good-bye this week to the newspaper game. He
is to l>e associated with Harry Raver at the offices of the
Film Supply Company of America, where "Joe" will have
charge of the advertising and "pub" stuff of the Film Supply Company and also act as the right bower to H. R.
A bunch of iriends will wish "Joe" the best of success in
his new field. \nd not one of them has any doubt he'll
* * win* it.
not only' deserve it. but will
Epes Winthrop Sargent is in Jacksonville, Fla., taking
a brief rest. He sends from the Southern city a picture of
the steamship Arapahoe, on which he is to return, remarking that she "looks
like a regular
boat; I hope
she acts
like one." he adds.
Mr. Sargent
* * *is taking the all-water trip.
Prank T. Howard, of Boston, the owner of a chain of picture houses in eastern Massachusetts and for many years
a well-known figure in the film trade, was a caller at the
World office this week.
AMERICAN

PUTS TWO COMPANIES IN
CALIFORNIA.
The temporary closing of the Chicago studio of the American
Film Mfg. Co.. means an extra California picture each week to
take the place of the weekly subject heretofore made in Chicago.
This is regarded as a big step forward. Perfect weather conditions means flawless, perfect photography not possible anywhere else and the new company of picked, experienced workers
assures a grade of acting not to be surpassed. The new company, under the directorship of W. Wallace Reid. promises a
splendid addition to the exceptional program now offered exhibitors by the American.

MR.

ROMAINE

FIELDING.

Indian shoots in the above mentioned photoplay. Again we
saw an illustration of it in "A Life for a Life," when Mr.
Adair is seen crawling through the bushes and the renegade
is supposed to shoot him from a distance. Mr. Fielding
shot within 3 inches of Mr. Adair's face with bullets to knock
dust up to carry out the intent. The company, one and all,
as well as the citizens who have seen him perform with fire
arms are astounded at his ease and accuracy.

CALVERT

WANTS

WISHBONES.

The following story appeared in a Chicago paper last
week. "E. H. Calvert of the Essanay Film Mfg. 1 ■ . will
pay ten rent-; tor one hundred turkey wishbones." This ad
appeared in Tuesday's morning paper and up to date (Thursday) Mr. Calvert, the popular leading man of Essany's Eastern comedy stock company, has received forty-five of the
"Good Luck" bones. The object, as told to a reporter, dates
back some years ago when Mr. Calvert was a student at
the University of Wisconsin. It seems that Mr. Calvert was
smitten with a fair coed who, when leaving the college, presented Mr Calvert with a turkey wishbone and told him
it meant good luck, and to carry it on his person always.
His good fortune and prosperity is credited to the wishbone
• want- a hundred of them to mail to his friends at
Christmas time.
A

CORRECTION.

In the Lux Film Company"s advertisement published on page
1 1 19 of our last week's issue, the title of the latter half of its
split-reel for December 13th is given as "Arabella's Railway."
The title of this comedv was changed to "All Aboard." which correction was made in the synopsis. Independent Calendar, and
Independent Release Dates, but the advertisement was overlooked. Exhibitors will please note this.
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a multitude of friends among exchangemen and exhibitors.
His trips were an especially good preparation for the work
he was to take up later, because it gave him an insight into
Mr. Kurt W. Linn, the Well-Known Globe Trotter, Locates
American trade conditions such as may only be obtained by
in New York After an Extensive European Trip in
first-hand observation. In the spring of 1912, Mr. Linn deQuest of Features.
cided that he knew enough about the international motion
picture business to engage in it on his own account. He
By Hugh Hoffman.
accordingly set sail for Europe with the intention of looking
be a cosmopolitan moving picture man is to have
TO
over the field for such pictures as could be imported into
an advantage in the moving picture trade. The imAmerica with any reasonable expectation of success. Among
portant parts that Europe and America each play
the European producers he impressed them thoroughly with
in the motion picture industry are equally large and arc
American ideas in regard to film subjects. He gave the
to a great extent interwoven one with the other. Yet, in
continental manufacturers a clear idea of what was wanted
foreign countries ideals and ethics vary from those in Amerin America, and with a number of them he signed contracts
ica, and vice versa.
to take their entire output, provided they could conform
American film manufacturers have at times sent pictures
with the ideas he had put before them. Mr. Linn returned
to Europe that did not sell, because the European mind
did not get the local meaning of the story. The same may
to this country with agreements as the American representative of a chain of studios in various parts of Europe.
be said of the European product coming to America, exThese various studios, of course, will put out subjects of
cept that the Europeans have erred in their estimate of American morals. They did not know in the early beginning that
the widest possible range and these will vary from the multiAmerican morals and ways of living vary much from their
ple-reel feature down to split-reel comedy, including numerous educational subjects.
own. It was a long time before most of the European manufacturers were forced to realize that smut is not comedy.
And speaking of comedies, go itstrong
is Mr. on Linn's
intentionFromto
the comedy.
Then there has been the mixmany
observations
in America
up in languages. English titles
he realizes that comedy pioducwritten by Frenchmen have
tions are at a very low ebb and
long been an embarrassment to
he is making sure that nothing
American exhibitors, and no
good in the line of European
doubt the same may be said of
comedy will escape him. As an
foreign titles written by overconfident Americans. Of late
evidence of his good faith in
this matter, one of his Euroyears these differences in European and American films have
pean contracts will be of particular interest to Americans. It
become less and less, and to this
is not generally known that Max
improved condition both sides
of the Atlantic are indebted to
Linder, the well-known Parisian
comedian, is marketing the films
the cosmopolitan film man.
in which he appears through a
A cosmopolitan film man is
company of his own. Many of
one who understands trade conthese comedies will be marketed
ditions in Europe, America and
in America by Mr. Linn.
other countries. Such a film
man is K. W. Linn — a cosmoThe list of regular importations will include, besides the
politan of rare attainments. He
comedies, dramas of unusual
is one of the few who were natstrength and merit; historical
urally destined to act as go-betweens for Europe and America.
plays of fact and romance, acOne of the prime qualifications
curately produced; classical
for such a vocation is that a
presentations that adhere lit—
man must be a linguist; in addi1 erally to the original mastertion to which he must have
pieces of the modern languages.
spent a good number of years as
Then there will be the bewitchresident in various parts of the
ing and amusing trick pictures
old and the new world, and then
in the making of which the
know his business as well as the
European manufacturers have
man he is talking to.
always excelled. Scientific and
There is scarcely a city or
Educational pictures will keep
town in America or Europe that
pace with the demand, and last,
Mr. Linn has not visited at some
but not least, there will be
period of his existence. This
forthcoming many of those
dapper gentleman, whose portrait adorns this page, is a
magnificently colored film pronative of Rhenish Prussia, comMR. K. yr
inn
ductions able that
Europe
only
seems
to supply.
ing from a small town
near
It is with films or this degree
Bingen.
This
makes
him a
of excellence that Mr. Linn will be identified. Only the
German by nationality, yet he speaks French or German
like a native by reason of being raised on the French and
best subjects will be entertained by him. His favorite sloGerman frontier. Besides these, he speaks more correct
gan is "The Cream of the European Market Selected for
English than half the Americans you meet in the ordinary
America." These European imports will make their Americourse of the day.
can appearance under a general title; they will be known as
Twelve years in America have surely Americanized the
the "Cosmopolitan Films," which is about the most appropriate title that could have been selected, under the
man who was once a schoolboy in Alsace-Loraine. Five
circumstances.
years of this time have been spent in the motion picture
business in various branches of the work. Mr. Linn was
EGAN CONTEST AWARD.
first engaged
by Pathe"
Freres
in 1907 at
a timeAt when
It turns out that the award of two prizes to Nell Shipman,
were
establishing
branches
in various
cities.
that they
time
in the recent scenario contest held by the Egan Motion PicPath6 Freres were general dealers in motion picture supture Company, was really less suspicious than it appeared.
plies as well as producers of pictures, and their branch orIn fact, investigation seems to show that it was actually due
ganizer became very familiar with everything pertaining to
the film business.
to a genuine coincidence and that although a relative of the
double winner was connected with the contest he did not
Shortly after the Patents Company was formed, Mr. Linn
was sent to Chicago by Pathe Freres in the capacity of
make the awards and the prize scripts could not be identified until after the decision was made. Moreover, the lady
Chicago branch manager. In that position he worked wonis an experienced photoplay writer, and comparison of the
ders, and in a brief space of time put the Chicago business
on a paying basis. Later on, when Pathe Freres decided to
prize-winning manuscript with others submitted indicates
discontinue their branch offices outside of New York, Mr.
that they were probably entitled to the award on merit.
Linn took to the road as special representative of the Pathe
The lady has placed at the disposal of the writer such evidence as prompts this further unsolicited explanation.
Company. In this capacity he toured the United States and
P. M. POWELL.
Canada, visiting hundreds of cities and towns, and making

A Cosmopolitan Film Magnate
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"THE WOMAN
BEHIND
THE
MAN"
(Solax).
Women have changed the map of Europe; women have
wrecked careers, and women have been man's incentive, his
motive to success. The success or failure of man depends
on the woman who is behind him. The moral of this story
shows what misery a woman can cause a man if she does
not live within his income; on the other hand, there is a
parallel case showing the antithesis; how happy and succes ful a man will be if his wife understands him, encourages
him, and makes his home warm and comfortable, so that
when he goes to business he works energetically and effectively, because he has no bad home influence to detract his
attention.
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pack on his shoulder solicits alms at the widow's door.
As he warms his handi at tl><- fireplace he tells her a story
of repeated refusals of assistance. He is hungry. The
widow gives him the last crust of bread from the cupboard
and he leaves the house breathing a prayer of thanks.
The church bell soon summons the congregation to midnight Mass and the villagers respond in goodly numbers.
The old man is passing and he lays his ragged pack in the

Smif^tB
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Scene from

Scene from "The Woman

Behind the Man" (Solax).

The story covers a period of ten years. In this time while
Mr. and Mrs. Spendthrift have been going down, Mr. and
Mrs. Frugal have been going up the "Ladder of Success."
The end finds the Spendthrifts separated. Mr. Spendthrift
is thrown out of a saloon, a wreck and a bum. Mrs. Spendthrift is seen in a hall bedroom, seeing a vision of her former self. She is determined to get fine clothes, and leaves
her hall bedroom, and takes the road open to a poor woman
who has extravagant ideas. Mr. and Mrs. Frugal have
pushed forward, have a happy home and prosper.
"A CHRISTMAS
MIRACLE"
(C. G. P. C).
A miracle play is always certain of an appreciative audience, and particularly at this season of the year. It is the
essence of mystery and at the same time suggestive of
peace and contentment. In no other way than with a motion picture camera is it more perfectly obtained, for the
reason that the miraculous effects can be made practically
instantaneous. For these reasons every exhibitor should
book "A Christmas Miracle," made by C. G. P. C, and released on December 24. Here is the story:
The opening scene is Christmas eve in the humble home
of a poverty-stricken widow who is struggling to feed her
three little daughters. After the little tots have finished
their scanty meal they are put to bed. Following the
French custom they leave their tiny shoes at the fireplace
and pray to Santa not to forget them, while a silent tear
starts from the mother's eye.
An age^ wavfarer with a

"A

Christmas Miracle"

(C. G. P. C).

snow at the church door. The first clue to His identity is
disclosed when He raises His hand and transforms the
rags into an infant. Several churchgoers pass without noticing the little mite, but the widow on the steps of the
church hears its plaintive wailing. She gathers it in her
arms and taking it home she places it in an improvised
cradle at the fireside. She wakes the children from their
dreams and shows them the Christmas present. As they
gaze enraptured on the babe there is suddenly a great light.
The door opens and with a background of falling snow,
the Giver of ail things stands framed in the doorway. He
raises His hand in blessing and with the gesture the babe
is transformed into a doll, the little wooden shoes are filled
with toys and the whole scene is changed from one of poverty to one of plenty.
Then the Spirit disappears.
A film splendidly done and yet not overdone.
It will be
released December 24.
"THE VIRTUE
OF RAGS" (Essanay).
This is a splendid story of wealth versus conscience. It
is an object lesson, taught only as an Essanay object lesson
can be taught, with extreme care and excellent portrayal of
the story by a company of par excellent players.
A collector calling on a poor family in a tenement dwelling
and, finding them facing starvation, decides that a little money
given to them would be better than pressing them for the
rent. He returns to his employer, Grouch, a crabbed old
gentlemen, who discharges him for not getting the rent
money. Grouch calls at the tenement and has the widow
put out. After doing this "kind act" Grouch makes a visit to
his club, where one of the members, being informed of his selfish and inhuman act, asks him to join the rest of the boys in
a drink, that has been "fixed" with a sleeping powder.
Grouch drinks, and falls into a heavy slumber. The boys now
dress him up in old clothes and, taking him in an automobile
to the park, leave him on a bench. A policeman passing
the bench notices the supposed tramp, wakes him up and
orders him to "move on." He is later refused admittance to
his home and is finally thrown into a station cell, where his
friends find him asleep.
They re-dress him and take him
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is unloaded. This completely cows Snake, who leaves the
town disgraced. Broncho and his pretty sweetheart are
left alone to plan their future happiness.
Bessie
played Shaw
her part
admirably
Broncho'sis
etheartSankey
and Bnnsley
as Snake.
This asproduction
booked for release Saturday, Dec. 21st.
"THE STORY
OF A KISS" (Eclair).
A kiss of any kind is often very likely to cause trouble.
The candy kisses may cause indigestion; two pool balls
kissing may lose the game; kissing the wrong girl at the
wrong time has broken up many a happy home; and even
kissing the right girl at the wrong time has been known to
create a deal of unpleasantness. The story of the kiss told
by this picture is one of the right-girl and the wrong-time
complications.
A house party was taking place at the Sherman's country
home. Hector Richards i-> in love with the daughter of his
hostess ("Billie" Baer), and has every reason to believe that
his affection is returned until lie attempts to -teal a ki^s from

Scene from "The Virtue of Rags" (Essanay).
back to the club where, on awakening he believes it to
have been a dream. Regenerated through the virtue of
rags, he restores the widow to her rooms, installs new furniture and leaves with the satisfaction of knowing he has made
reparation for long years of misery.
Francis X. Bushman plays the part of Old Grouch, Helen
Dunbar a> the Widow and Brya-nt Washburn as the collector.
This production is booked for release Dec. 17th.
"BRONCHO
BILLY'S PROMISE."
For the week of December 16th. the Essanay Company will
release two powerful and entertaining dramas, one of which
will feature Mr. G. M. Anderson in his world famous character creation of Broncho Billy.
A pretty Western girl rejects a cowpuncher admirer for
Broncho Billy. Snake, the rejected suitor, swears revenge
and immediately proceeds to the village barroom to load up
with ammunition, both for the gun and stomach. Broncho
strolls into the salon and, finding Snake in a pleasant humor
for "taking lives." decides to leave him alone. A quarrel
is prevented by a good Samaritan
and Broncho returns to

Scene from "The Story of a Kiss" (Eclair).
the girl and is rewarded by a slap in the face, and she tells
him that she will never, never marry him until he is able to
secure a kiss from her to be given to him of her own free
will.
Hector tries in many ways to win a kiss from the fair
Alice — even going so far as to kidnap the young man who
is to play Romeo to Alice"s Juliet in an amateur performance
that the}' are to appear in. Alice discovers the wily Hector
and frustrates his plans. Again, at a charity bazaar he inveigles her into selling a kiss, and once -more she escapes
the trap. Finally, as a reward for his perseverance, she
yields and kisses the young man of her own free will, and
from the manner in which the kiss is given, we should say
it is indeed a loving one.
With that kiss our story ends.

Scene from "Broncho Billy's Promise" (Essanay).
his bunk house. On reaching home he finds a note written
to him by his fiancee saying that he must not shoot Snake
if he values her love, her father having been shot in just
such a manner. lie immediately goes to her home and
promises her that he will not kill Snake. The following day,
Broncho sees Snake force hi- attentions on his sweetheart
by kissing her. He wants to kill him on the spot, but
remembering his promise puts up his gun. That evening
at the town saloon. Snake pulls a gun on Broncho and
threatens to shoot him. Broncho reaching back to steady
himself on the bar. pulls his own gun, and makes Snake
drop his.
Broncho
then shows Snake that the revolver

Characteristic Scene from the Weil-Known New England
Play, "Quincy
Adams Sawyer,"
the Three-Reel
of the Puritan
Special Feature
Co., Inc. Feature

THE
A

MAJESTIC

DRAMA

AND

PUNCH

MOVING
COMEDIES.

A

WORLD man dropped in at the Carlton Laboratories
to inquire what was doing in the way of new pictures.
He was turned over to C. II. Weston, who has just
put out his first dramatic picture for Majestic. Heretofore
his work for this company has been confined to comedies.
Mr Weston in "The Clue in the Dust," has made a drama
"1 1J4 >cenes. It is from a scenario written by Alice IuWOOd, and is based on an occurrence in lrthlingborough,
England.
It portrays the dangers of accej
cumstan
rial evidence as conclusive. In this case the evidence would
have seemed conclusive under the circumstances. The
story
"goes
over," ifthere
is no ifdoubt
of that.
the plot
is novel,
not new;
not new,
it has Furthermore,
a new twist
"The Line in the Dust" was released Dec.
Thomas Morgan has turned his son out
he is displeased with the wile selected by
months later the father .yets word from
is going to pay a visit to his old home.

15.
of doors because
the son. Several
the son that he
On the afternoon
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Brien, a detective, for help.
I
of a glass, discovers in I the imprint 01
ring.
He discovers
the painting
with the eyes removed
Also, he finds the secret room
Leaving the house,
Brien
observea bellboy rhiiik to a tailor'-, shop with a suit of
clotht •- for repair.
The suit matches
the bit of cloth the
detective ha- found on the iron fence surrounding Mors
house,
Brien obtains employment a- a waiter in tin- hotel.
He discovers a well-known <r.'ok at 01
The
crook wears a ring that corresponds with the imprint,
The
re-t is easy.
Young Morgan 1- freed and the crook is
up for trial.
11,
the del
taken bj Albert
Craig.
Arthur
linn play- the crook
They
both do .
work.
So does the entire company.
Mr. Weston also -bowed to the World man t
dies
he has made for Punch— "A Near Tragedy" and "'<
chievous Brother,'' to be released January _' In the former
there are featured two midget — Herbert Rice and Nettie
Phillips. They take the role of children who are carefully
put to bed by the nurse. The parents are spending the
.veiling out. The children decide; to play papa and mamma.
Mamma is ill and papa become- the doctor. Al-o the
"child" — a doll — is sick. Accordingly the doctor decides the
"child" requires more blood. A large bottle of red ink is
emptied into the inanimate body. Much of it is spilled on
the bedclothes. A new gown of the lady of the hoa&e 1- cut
to tit the young mamma.
The steps of the maid on the stairs warn the mischiefmakers that it is time to hide. The maid calls in the policeman with whom she has been spending the evening. The
gory surroundings look like murder. The parents are called
home.
The children are properly
-panked.
In "The Mischievous Brother" there will be many laughs.
It is the old story of the little innocent who is never happy
unless he can make miserable the beau of "sister." Herbert Rice has the role of the youngster. Others who have

Scene from "A Clue in the Dust" (Majestic).
of the day on which the son is to call in the evening, the
father goes to a jewelry store and purchases a diamond necklace. He is watched by a crook, and followed to his home.
The crook looks through a window and sees Morgan press
a spring and gain access to a secret room. Also he sees
him move a painting which rests on the floor.
The crook

Scene from "The Mischievous

Brother"

(Majestic).

gets into the house. He cuts the eyes from the painting
and hides behind it. He sees Morgan go to the secret room.
The son calls as he had said he would. There is a quarrel. After the departure of the son the crook is seen by
Morgan. There is a struggle and Morgan is killed. The
crook goes to the secret room and secures possession of
the necklace. He then hides behind the painting. At the
first opportunity he escapes. The police are called in. They
are told of the presence in the house of the son, and promptly place him under arrest.
Young Morgan's wife goes to

prominent
parts
in the cast
McGraw.
Paulbits
Scar-of
don
and Ed
Weston.
One areof Martha"
the most
amusing
this half reel is the trouble flowing from the iron man in
the corner. The shell has been occupied by a disturber
who passes out his gentle taps on all who come hi- way.
He separates the big sister and her sweetheart, their friendship terminating in a real row. He gets the maid and the
big cook into a muss, but right here he comes to grief. The
enormous
bulk lands on the hidden individual and crushes
him.

"THE

CHRISTMAS

GIFT"

(Great

Northern).

As a comedy offering, "The Christmas Gift" is calculated
to prove one of the most amusing that has been presented by
the Great Northern Film Company. It is a simple story,
but it is acted so cleverly and produced with such perfect
photography that its makers insist it must make a strong
appeal wherever shown. In brief it may be stated that a
fond husband plans a surprise shortly before Christmas and
buys a gift of diamonds for his wife. He hides them in an
old coat which he had discarded and then awaits the arrival
of the guests who have been invited to attend the holiday
dinner. A miniature tree has been placed upon the table in
the reception room and after each of the guests has been
presented with a token, the fond husband excuses himself
and seeks the apartment in which he has hidden the diamond
pendant intended for his wife. To his dismay he finds that
the gift is missing and later learns that his wife has disposed of the contents of the wardrobe to a second-hand
clothing dealer. The comedy in the picture is shown when
husband and wife desert their
to make a tour of the
city in order to locate the tailor who had bought the coat
containing the Cnristmas gift. After a long search they
find the tailor, and the gems are found in the pocket of the
prized coat. When husband ami wife return to their home
they find their guests asleep, but after explanations have
been made the festivities are resumed.

The

American Theater Curtain & Supply Company reports the sale of two large Radium Gold Fibre Screen- to
Mr. Gus Sun of the Columbia Theater, Eria. Pa., and the
Columbia Theater, Springfield. Ohio. Also two to Josiah
Pearce & Sons Amusement Company of New Orleans for
their twin theaters, the Princess and the Empress at Dallas.
Texas, and one to Robert Hamilton for his beautiful newtheater, the Hamilton at 60th St. and Lansdown Avenue,
Philadelphia, Pa.
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THE GIRL OF THE MANOR.
Every picture cannot be a masterpiece nor does any single
subject usually excel in all departments of perfect picture
making. But in "The Girl of the Manor" the American
has scored a distinct triumph in each and every phase that
constitutes perfection.
The story is a mystical tale of a melancholy miss who
lives under the guardianship of a heartless aunt, who seeks
to hasten her death, that she may inherit the estate, by condemning the girl to utter seclusion in the magnificent gardens and allowing her no human companionship save a
crippled servant, horribly repulsive, and who is addicted to
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Knocking the Cigarette Deal
South Berkeley, Cal., December 2, 1912.
Editor Movinc Picture World,
New York City.
Dear Sir: — We are herewith enclosing a cor>v of a letter which we have
sent to the
Magazine.
If you have the space, kindly publish
same.
We feel more proud of The Moving Picture World than ever. Exhibitors
should be, and we believe are, thankful that they have a consistent and able
champion for their cause in the M. P. W. We know that you could have
sold your space to the American Tobacco Company for a good sum, but
for the good of the business you turned it down. Gentlemen, we feel sure
your stand will bring forth the hearty approval of every right-thinking
exhibitor in the country, and your prestige will be stronger than ever.
Yours for the success of the business,
BEACH & KRAHN.
Magazine,
South Berkeley, Cal., December 2, 1912.
New York.
Gentlemen: — We are indeed greatly surprised and shocked at seeing the
advertisement
of the American
Tobacco
Company
on the back of the
Magazine.
We have always felt very proud of this magazine and
have boosted it to our patrons. But now we feel as if it were something
we did not want to sell, and must apologize every time we sell a copy. If
the advertisement is continued we will have to cancel our order for future
copies, as it would not be consistent with our policy, in conducting a place
of high moral amusement, to handle anything that would encourage the
youth to smoke cigarettes. Also we believe it would onng in all the cigarette smoking fiends of the neighborhood and cause us a loss of business.
We understand, of course, that we do not have to accept their coupons,
but any house accepting their coupons is going to suffer, and in turn will
cause brother exhibitors to suffer. We are therefore writing this letter in
the hope that it will be for the betterment of the picture exhibitors in
general. We old picture men well know that the Anti-Tobacco League of
this state will take this matter up and make capital of it.
Gentlemen, we are vitally interested in the motion picture. We feel that
this matter was not presented to you from the exhibitor's viewpoint, and
that you are innocent of intentionally thrusting upon us something which
is not wanted.
Yours for the good of the business,
BEACH & KRAHN.
BOARD
OF CENSORSHIP
TAKES
NOTICE.
December 9, 1912.
Motion Picture World,
17 Madison Avenue,
New York.
Gentlemen: — Enclosed is a copy of a letter we have just received from
Mr. Whitney of Oakland, California. The National Board of Censorship
have taken a very definite stand against this scheme and congratulate you
on your editorials denouncing it. We sincerely hope that you will continue
to denounce the proposition until every exhibitors' league in the country
have gone on record against having motion picture theaters used, as Mr.
Whitney says, as advertising mediums for the American Tobacco Company
or any other tobacco company.
Very truly yours,

THE NATIONAL BOARD OF CENSORSHIP,

W. D. McGuire, Jr., Executive Secretary.
Oakland, Cal., Nov. 29, 1912.
To the National Board of Censorship:
In the Sunday Telegraph, Nov. 10th, 1912, there appeared this advertisement: "$500,000 given away free for moving picture theaters. With
Tokio Cigarettes.
Exhibitors, get your share."
The Motion Picture Exhibitors' League, No. 2, of California by unanimous vote absolutely decline to recognize this method of using their theaters to advertise the American Tobacco Company's or any other tobacco
company's
products.
There are
billions of cigarettes annually smoked by old and young in
the
United
States, and
will not
seductive to
"bait"
for added nickels;
our our
objecttheaters
is to bring
thisyield
classto oftheamusement
the

MISS PAULINE

BUSH.

highest standard — entertaining, clean and educational.
We are not attempting to restrict the sale of cigarettes or to pose as
reformers, but in so far as encouraging the sale and consumption of this
article to the millions of patrons of the motion picture theaters, it is
"taboo"
No. up.2, and we trust that the National Board will immediately
take
this with
matter

In "The Girl of the Manor."

MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITORS* LEAGUE No. 2 OF CALIFORNIA,
1 123 Broadway, Oakland, Cal.
E. B. Whitney, Secretary.

the morphine habit. Jack Kerrigan, as a handsome young
man visiting at a neighboring hotel, meets her, and when
the clandestine meetings become known to the aunt, she
plots with her own sweetheart, the Count de Villiers, to inform the young man that the girl is the insane wife of the
Count.
Seldom before have handsomer backgrounds been seen in
pictures. Every one of the scenes constituting this picture
was made in that peer of Winter resorts, Santa Barbara,
where the magnificent gardens of the Hotel Potter, that
Ten Million Dollar Edifice, could be used. It is a picture
of splendid powers dramatically, is delightfully told and will
charm with its wonderful photography and stunning backgrounds. This subject will be released Saturday, December

BASEBALL COMMISSION GOES TO COURT.
Attempt to Secure Decision That It Has Exclusive
Right to Pictures of Championship Series.
Israel Ludlow, a lawyer of 50 Broadway, New York City,
representing the National Baseball Commission, has obtained
from Magistrate Paul Krotel in the Jefferson Market Court
summonses for the appearance in his court on Thursday
morning, December 19, at 10 o'clock, of the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company, of 1600 Broadway, and the Commercial Motion Picture Company, of 145 West Forty-Fifth
Street. The two companies are charged with "taking and
carrying away without the consent of the management motion
pictures of a baseball game between the New York Giants
andThethe National
Boston Red
Sox." Commission awarded to Pathe
Baseball

28, 191 2.

Carl Warr, alias Carl Riedelbach, the lunatic who recently
appeared at the Los Angeles central police station with an
ingenious infernal machine which he threatened to blow up
unless the police brought the president of the Southern
Pacific railroad before him so that he could compel the latter
to raise the wages of employees, was taken into the superior
court for trial December 4. Camera men for the Universal
Company were on hand to photograph the picturesque prisoner and his dynamite machine. Pictures were also taken of
the police detectives who stunned him and opened the machine before it exploded.

Will

Freres the concession for taking the recent inter-association
series. Pathe Freres is not a party to the present action.
It is the desire of the National Commission, according to its
attorney, to protect its concessionaires in the future.
A MELIES

TITLE.

The attention of exhibitors is called to the G. Melies advertisement of last week from which the title was erroneously
omitted. The same is now supplied; it is: "A Woodland
Christmas in California."
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being redecorated
at a cost of Bcvernl
hundred
dol
lnrs.
No I11I1-1 ruptlon
to business
will
bfl taffsred
by tiie alteration*. The rendition of classic music
i.y tiie Majesties vocalists is atlil attracting comment In Louisville and Is apparently scoring a genuine bit. The latest pre* station to be ■
tiie trio from "Attlln."
which
brought
Messrs.
Hum
■ay and Davidson and Mrs. Olive Bcuaarf much Dote,
Bpendlag I couple of days in Louisville, A. C.
larrcll. pnrcbaelng agent of the Central Film Service

LOUISVILLE.
WHEATLF.Y QLASSCOCK, 11 blind ginger and
violinist, bail been an attractive feature at
the Novelty Theater. Louisville, during the past
two weeks. Mr. Glasscock's ability as a nraalclaa
It above the average and Novelty patrons were delighted with bit work, Glasscock Is a Jeffersonvllle,
Ind., boy, being a graduate of the Blind Institute
and Conservatory of Music at Indianapolis, Ind.
The young fellow, though totally blind, will shortly
Invade vaudeville.
March 1 has been set aa the date for the closing
of the Grand Theater, New Albany, by Mlcbael
Swltow. The old theater will be razed at that time
and a new bouse erected. A seating capacity of
1,000 Is provided In the plana and specifications,
which have Just been completed.
The Princess Amusement Company of Louisville,
has Increased the admission price lu both the Casino
and Orpheum Theaters, to 10 cents. Four reels of
first-run pictures will be shown In the future, In lieu
of three exhibited heretofore. In addition, a musical
act of some kind will be put on, which will lie
changed weekly. The Columbia Theater, also
operated by the Princess, under the style of the
Vaudo Amusement Company, Is now the only motion
picture house on Fourth Avenue which charges only
6 cents admission. The Orpheum Theater now has
the distinction of being the only moving picture
theater off Fourth Street which charges 10 cents.
Louisville exhibitors have received notification that
R. 8. Sbrader, general manager of the Central Film
Service Company of Indianapolis, has not only recovered from his recent Illness, but following that
development entered the bonds of matrimony, wedding an Indianapolis girl. Mr. Shrader and his bride
will honeymoon In the West, being borne to friends
Id Indianapolis the latter part of December.
UcDanlel, president; W. F. Grau, vice-president' and
The front of the Majestic Theater,
Louisville,
is

Company,
made arrangements
with for
A 1'the estabI oulsville manager
of the company,
Dt of a supply olllce In the Kentucky clly.
in the past It has liocn necessary for exhibitors to
send to Indianapolis for carbons and other material,
no Louisville c
ems carrying
tlieni.
The Central.
however, Will pay special 111 lent loii to tbo supply
end of the business In the future. Macblni
pensarcs are to be carried as well as other necessary
material. Motion picture machines, Including two
Simplex, one Standard, two Power's 6a anil two
motlographs will he set up In the supply depart
A new olllce has been leased In the Tyler Building
for the benefit of the supply office. A. F. Mayer
will have supervision over It, though a mechanical
expert will have Immediate charge.
l'.loomiicld Brothers, owners of the Pastime Theater, of Winchester, Ky., huve made a change of
policy, now using the Mutual program In their house.
The M. inrlng Theater, of Middlesboro, Ky., opened
In that town recently, under the management of
Otto Brown, with a two reel Thanhouser feature,
"I'ndlne." Mr. Brown has secured a slx-plece orchestra, which Is capable of providing music for any
film. The bouse has been Improved In various ways
and Is expected to prove a success. The Brown firm,
consisting of father and son, also operate two other
houses in Western Kentucky.
The Orpheum Theater Company, which will operate a theater In Carlisle, Ky., baa filed articles of
Incorporation. Those Interested Include J. B. Glenn,
J. C. Tureman, and S. Q. Vaugban, all of Carlisle.
The opera house of the town has been leased and
will be opened for motion pictures late In December.
Work on the New Bex theater, on Ninth Street,
Hopkinsvllle, Ky., Is progressing rapidly and the
new bouse will be opened the latter part of December. The house Is ready for business, with the
exception of the lobby. New equipment has been
purchased and the theater will be thoroughly modern
in every respect. Moving pictures only will be
used. The Rex Amusement Company will control
the theater. Officers of the corporation are: R. F.
manager; J. L. Shrode, secretary and Jewell W.
Smith,
treasurer.
Cincinnati, O., Is to have a moving picture house

"PRECISION:— Quality or state of being precise; exact limitation; exactness; accuracy;
definiteness."

for colored folk exclusively
moving pi
Included
In the i ■•
■coin Amnsement
Company bai
leal for the pnrchass 1
DOrthweal
comer
of Fifth Avenue
and John
the

deal

being

kept

und.-r

COTM

until

It

tin :

completed In detail. Stewart * Stewart, up
ompleted 1
contain (KM

liic new theater
will have a frontage
,1.1 will be :•'■> feel In length.
'1
tenants
have
been notified to vacate
and work
on
the in -u tbeatet
will begin
in the near fur
O. D. CHAIN,
JB.

NEW

ENGLAND.

Ill: Doited Cigar Makers' Lnlon of Boston Is
the good work of The Motsupplementing
ably
Picture
World against the adoption of the
American Tobacco Company's scheme to Increase
the sale of Its cigarettes by S coii|ion deal with
electric theaters. At s mass meeting held at
Faneull
Ball,
Boston,
tills union
vehemently
scored
the proposition and cautioned all members against
visiting any theater that had agreed to cash these
couponB.
Itusli Brothers of Mllllnocket, Me., were not st
all daunted by the fire that completely destroyed
their theater some time ago. They are now building a new, modern and thoroughly fireproof theater at Mlllinocket that will have a seating capacity of about 1,000. It la hoped that the new
Which will present vaudeville and pictures,
will be ready by January let, wis.
Manager Owen of the Bangor (Me.) Opers House
claims
he has
"theInto
writing
on the bonse.
wall"
and hasthat
turned
his seen
theater
a photoplsy
The opera house haB been playing to road shows,
but they didn't seem to hit popular fancy.
Manager George I. Appleby of the Mutual Film
Corporation has returned from a very successful
trip through Maine In the Interests of his concern,
and reports be lined up bouseB In every town be
"worked." Mr. Appleby also looked over the Canadian territory. Before long he will start out on
another trip.
l
T
Messrs. Powers and Cralg have been having
most
satisfactory business since they opened their new
theater, the Gem, at Caribou,
Me.
Mr. R. D. Marson has taken with him Mr. Frank
McKay, who has been an employe of tbe Boston
ofllce of tbe General Film Company. Mr. Marson
was formerly manager of the New
England branch.
Mr. George K. Robinson, well known In this section as a repertoire manager, has forsaken these
things In order to take up the position of manager

ALL THAT WEBSTER SAYS- AND
MORE-YOU WILL FIND IN THE

Webster's Dictionary

We have the design and also the material in the Simplex
without which the precision would be of no use.
Considered from every point of view, it is truly a remarkable motion picture machine. In justice to yourself,
Mr. Exhibitor, you should investigate its merits. Read
what one of our many satisfied users has to say about it :
"I want to say that a part of my success in this town, which
was a hard proposition to get in on, has been due to the
perfect projected picture which is possible with the Simplex.
I have used a Simplex for fourteen months, and it has been
that many months of satisfaction and perfect curtain results,
and I think I am in a position to know what a good projected
picture is. I wish to say this as a closing remark for the
Simplex: It will do anything any other machine will do
and it will do it easier and better."
(Dated) Champaign, 111.
November 23, 1912.
LYRIC AMUSEMENT CO.,
(Signed) H. H. Johnson, Pres.

Write to-day for Catalogue A and the name and address
of the nearest dealer handling the Simplex Projector.
MADE
BY

PRECISION
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317 EAST 34th STREET
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of tbe Orphenm Theater, Haverhill, Mass
iii.- National Theater, Boaton, exhibited pictures
of Pope Plna x in ins dally iralka at tbe Vatican,
la-i week.
Tbe reel was ■ boaioesi puller, aci| to Manager Haley.
uzi.-.i nuance,"
■ three n
L was
liberally advertised In 1 1■ ■» papera bj tin Pastime
Theater, Boaton, and Manager Alland reported the
end justified tbe meant
Mr. John Watts, who was lately manager of the
Bhawmat
Theater, Roxbury,
Muss,
baa been suei by Manager Cbenowetb,
who is giving the
tame shows of vaudeville ami plctnrea that have
been in rogue at this bonne of late.
Tin. siii,.. (,r the Hull Theater, Boaton, is anDonnced by Mr. Simon Budnlck, a member of the
corporation Which owns the Old South and Washington Theater* of that city, it is understood that
tin- present leaae of the Huh, which has
year to run, will he unchanged. Manager "Joe"
Mack <if the Huh will continue to give his programs until thai time.
It Is rumored
that Mr.
11 change the policy t.. Btock company
attractions when he comes Into control. It
persistently reported that Mr. Sboolman, n wellknown Boaton real estate man, Is "In on" the deal.
N. ]■:. Goldstein is building what should he one
of the finest theaters In Springfield, Mass. This
hou-c. which will seat .'!,00(» at least, is 1>:i
expense spared to make it absolutely Srepro
artistic.
Tbe house, which Is named the Broadway
Theater, has a first-class location on Broadway and
Bridge Street, and should open to big business Bj
pushing ahead rapidly it Is hoped to he able to
..pen the Broadway the first of April, at the latest.
Vaudeville and pictures seem to have the inside
tr.ok at present as the policy.
Moving pictures are assured by Severe, Mass., on
Sundays.
The vote was easily carried, as 1 to 1
was the final count. The Federation of the Brotherhood of Churches is evidently so taken up with its
long-sounding name that it has yet to sec the light
with regard to motography, which accounts for the
fact that the organization did its level hest to
have no Sunday photoplay shows In Revere.
On December 5th the Klncald Theater of Qtiincy,
threw open Its doors to the public. It is
a beautiful house, seating upwards of 1,500, and
should make good. Manager Wardwell states he
has a dandy location on Main Street, and the first
few days proved that Quincy has been waiting for
a good quality photoplay and vaudeville show,
served in a high-class theater.
Every one In these parts will be happy to learn
that their old friend, George Morrison, has returned
to Boston, practically completely well again, after
his long sojourn In the West. Manager Morrison
held forth as manager of the Scenic Theater, Revere, and the Scenic of East Boston before his
falling health sent him West.
The fact that I.. W. Atwater is now sales manager of the Nicholas Power Company Is greeted with
enthusiasm throughout the New England trade.
Mr. Atwater formerly "made" that territory, and
the "hoys" remember him as the man who delivered
what he promised every time.
The Bijou Theater, Worcester, Mass., on Millbury and Lamartine Streets, has been leased to
J. J. Greeko. The theater was formerly operated
by the Worcester Amusement Company. A straight
picture show- is contemplated by Mr. Greeko.
Harry I.abinger reports that he has just' purchased the Star Theater, Holyoke, Mass., which he
will operate as a moving picture theater.
The Suburban Amusement Company of Natick,
Mass., has incorporated in Massachusetts for $12,000. Fred I.. Harris, William II. Bnehler, Arthur
Dedrlckson and George L. Abell are the promoters.
The Cambridge
Theater,
Cambridge,
Mass.,
has
brought suit In the local Buperl
onrt against
James G. Carroll & Company, seeking lo ri
tbe latter from operating machines for the manufacture of shoes, claiming that this violates the
peace and quiet of the theater. The theater was
by its present promoters with the Idea that
peace and quietness were to be maintained at all
times. The Carroll Company secured their lease
with the same understanding The owners of the
building now claim In court that the lessees of the
theater will cancel their lease with them unless the
noise ceases, which they ask the court to see to. It
appears
Carroll
can't make
without
noise, andthatthat
the reverse
Is truehisofprofit
the theater.
It would seem as If one of the two must quit the
premises, and as tbe theater Is the main part of
tbe building, It Is up to Carroll to move.
The Bulck Garage, Main Street, Hartford, Conn.,
will soon he no more, as a photoplay bouse is
scheduled to take Its place. The location Is a good
one and the right sort of picture house should do
well there.
Hartford. Conn . stage employees had their annual
dance and entertainment recently, and the affair
was reported a success.
Rice Brothers
report that they have con
arrangements
to open a moving
picture show at
Windsor
Locks.
Conn.
The Bitmap
Opera
House
has been secured as the theater.
Hot ashes are named as the origin of a fire that
threatened to destroy the Premier Theater, Fall
River, Mass.. on Rock Strict. December 1. The
Are department bad a stubborn blase to fight, and
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the recall was not sounded for 2 boUH alter the
lust call lor sid "as received. The loss will pfobal.l
0 or I trifle less.
William .1. Dunn ithe owner of the building, an. I the damage to Ills
propert] is fully covered bj Insurance. Marcus
i ... ,-w i- tbe lessee of the Premier, while Louis M.
Boas i- general manager, and < barles Benson is
tin- resident manager. Insurance will probably fully
cover tbe Severs!
tatter's reels
lo
iboubln'l ralue
exceed were
400
dollars.
ol consli
removed without l.>s> by James SutcLlffe The house
is now being put In shape again, and should be
open in about one month.
will soundrested
like inreal
theHere's
ears ofnews
those that
Bit
the music
forwardin
march of motlograpby: -Moving picture shows will
be given in the city of Boston, t., encourage the
extended
use
lucatlonal
Bnall) approved
tracts for four movie
i . conmachines are to bi
East Boston. &
OD and Roxbury- blgb-schools.
The I:
the Mutual film Corporation.
scred another knockout when it pis
ervlce
into tbe Pastime Theater, Boston. Manager Alland
of the Pastime Is notorious as a particular man, and
he bad to be thoroughly convinced of the quality of
the reels before
be decided
to forsake
Licensed
service, which he bad I n using steadily for three

Mr. J. \v. Greeley, manager of Greeley's Tbeater,
Portland, Mi . has opened a branch office for W. D.
Cbnrch,
vaudeville covered.
agent, in this way,
Maine cantiche Boston
more thoroughly
The "Queen
Eliabeth"
reels made
hit at the
Rockland
Theater,
Rockland.
Me.,a big
according
to
Manager
r 5-7.Al. V. Bosenberg, who showed them DeWilliam Patten and his son. George Patten, have
d a lease of the Bates Opera House, Attleboro, Mass., and report that vaudeville and pictures
are making good.
Long ago, Mr Patten had
of the Columbia Theater In thai
Maybe a certain Alfred A. Kellman, of most every
Massachusetts city, Is mighty active nowadays!
Here aie some of tbe corporations which be has recently promoted: — Park Theater Amusement Company ofFilms,
Taunton,
a $2. .".00ofconcern;
Feature
Incorporated,
Boston, Kellmana $5,<"
eern: The Pastime Amusement Company of LawJ,500; and the New Premier
Theater Companj of Lowell, also a $2,500 promotion. Mr. Samuel v. Grand ■ Is
as awith
member
lis.named
together
Mr.
Kellman. Theaters are owned in the variouabove mentioned, all of which are doing very well.
In Boston a feature film business Is carried on, and
of course, the Kellman theaters are able to offer
unusually good shows on this account.
Building
Commissioner
of Boston,
Arthur
G.
Everett, has taken issue with the local Finan.
mission in regard to chi
muended in reference to theaters and other places of amusement,
expressing a belief were
that if
the Finance
Commission's
carried
out, most
of the
theaters built before 1007 would have to he abandoned. Tbe eomuiissoner contends that the legality
of such an act is not within his province to |
The Finance Commission, in its report, states that
the protection afforded the theaters at presi
inadequate, hut that the law relating to theaters
is also inadequate. The inspection of theaters is
satisfactory to the commissioners, but certain defects in the theaters are beyond tbe control of the
Building Commissioner's department. Below is
given the recommendations of the Finance Commission, that will be taken up. either by the department, or by a new legislative act. and will Include
every building of public assembly converted into a
tbeater since August 1, 1907:
"In every such place built in a block, not
on a corner, there should be two open courts.
or passageways, extending from tbe pros
cenium line to the line of the street.
"The entrance should not be more than
one step above the level of the sidewalk of
Hie main street, and the stage not more than
five feet above the said level.
"Every theater and place of public assembly having a stage with scenery or other
combustihle material thereon, should have a
fireproof proscenium wall.
"All aisles should be of the width prescribed by section S8 of the act.
"Inclines in level of floors should be of tbe

(in January i. the buildings on Scollay Square,
years.
Boston, which are upon the site of tbe new milliondollar theater, will
lown.
The writer has
It on g I authority that a yearly rental of $00,000
w.-is refused
by Mr. Gordon,
the promoter,
with
wl
i Mr. Max Scblooman
is associated.
As this
figure is the yearly interest of one million dollars
at 0 per cent, it is easily seen that the writer correctly calls it "tbe million-dollar house.''
The F. II. Thomas Company, OS!) Boylston Street,
Boston, is exhibiting in its windows Edison's moving
pictures for the home, school, V. M. C. A or club.
Regular Edison releases arc shown in tbe windows,
and Hie small machine is attracting much attention.
The Thomas Company shows three different lenses
and three different lighting equipments.
At the Kodak Exhibition at Symphony Hall, Boston, this week, moving pictures formed an Important part of the programs.
he Mi's new tbeater, St. John. Canada, is in
trouble, due to the fact that it has been discovered
that the pillars supporting tbe main entrance encroached two feet on tbe sidewalk. However, the
plans had been approved by tbe building inspectors
and the local authorities were forced to allow tbe
matter to drop. However, the pillars were re-set,
on the ground that the theater did not care to profit
by an error of the building inspectors. The house,
which has now been named the Imperial, is nearly
ready for its opening, when it will show vaudeville
and pictures at prices ranging up to 30 cents.
Mr. Keith has decided to install Mr. W. H. GoldIng as manager of the Imperial Theater at St. John.
Can. Manager Golding at present is acting as
manager of the Nickel Theater of that city. The
Nickel is s much smaller house, also owned by B. F.
grade
Keith, and will show picture shows as soon as the
"The prescribed.
aggregate capacity of the foyers,
Imperial opens.
lobbies, corridors or passages on each floor
or gallery should be sufficient to contain
Tbe Music Hall, Milford, Mass., which was dethe whole number to be accommodated on
stroyed by fire last winter, and which has since been
such floor or gallery.
idle, has been purchased by Mr. Charles Atkinson
of Boston, who is now re-building the theater. It is
exit"Each
doors.stage should have not less than two
understood that Mr. Atkinson's Corporation has decided to give Milford something very nice In the
"No mirrors should be placed so as to give
way of a theater, to seat 1,100. Vaudeville and picthe appearance of a doorway, exit, hallway
tures are scheduled as tbe policy, with Mr. Franklin
or corridor, nor should there be any false
Tbompklns as local manager.
doorway or windw..
Mr. George P. Dykeman reports that bis Bijou
"Tbe size and location of the exits should
Theater, Lawrence, Mass., has opened to mighty
be
as prescribed
sectionslecturer.
95, 96 and
97."
good business. This house, which was formerly the
Mr. Newman,
tbe infamous
Is giving
his
Blrkand Theater, was entirely renovated and gentalk on "Munich to Belgium." with moving pictures,
erally Unproved, and opened on November 23. Five
at
Symphony
Hall,
Boston.
reels of Licensed films and illustrated songs seem
The Newliuryport,
Mass..of Woman's
to have caught on in go
conference
in the vestry
Central Club,
Church,held
thata
Mr. Chris. O. Brown reports that Hoyt's Opera
city,
to
which
were
Invited
the
educational
comHouse. South Norwalk, Conn., is doing a dandy
mittee of the Massachusetts State Federation of
business, and that he has completed a deal whereby
Woman's Clubs. E. H. Chandler, secretary of the
Mr. Charles Griffin of Danhury, Conn., is to build ' Twentieth Century Club. Prof. Maria Sanford of
a first class theater, to be leased by Mr. Brown. A
Minnesota University, and Mrs. Henry Mulligan,
house seating l,4t>0 is on tbe docket, and March 1
all spoke at length on "Moving Pictures," and
should sec the Danbury house ready. A fireproof,
"Moral Education." Mr. Chandler's speech was a
tly up-to-the-minute house is proposed for Mr
particularly effective one, telling of the wonderful
Brown.
advances made by motography in every way, and
The New Boland Theater, Taunton. Mass.. should
dilating
high off
moral
the pictures.
"It
is uselesson tothestand
and tone
say, ofwhat
are we going
surely be ready to open on January 1. This is a
to do with moving pictures." said Mr. Chandler,
1.200-seat
house,
and"
gives
every
promise
of
being
a most representative theater, built expressly for the
"the question is, how much good are they going to
exploitation of vaudeville and pictures.
do us?" Mr. Chandler remarked on tbe fact that
Mr. Victor J. Morris, manager of Marcus Loew's
Bible subjects are made, which he called "a very
good thing, as it brings us closer to the Bible when
Orphenm Theater. Boston, announces that he has dewe see the things in the pictures, rather than by
cided to Institute a children's matinee educational
reading." Mr. Chandler calls grand opera usually
feature, to start January 1. In this project, Mr.
Immoral, and makes a most favorable comparison
Morris has secured the active co-operation of local
between the opera and the picture. In closing, the
educators, the school hoard and teachers.
gentleman stated: "One bad feature of tbe picture
Abraham Hoffman, who stole property from the
show is that It has been connected with vaudeville.
dressing
Oordon's
Olympia
Theater,
Boston,
There should be a law passed to eliminate vaudeami from rooms
many ofother
houses,
has been
arrested
and
ville from picture houses." Why write about the
held In 2,000 for the grand Jury.
admirable speech of Mr. Chandler? It speaks for
II C. Parsons, of the tbeater bearing his name
itself. It shows he knows his suhject thoroughly,
at Hartford, Conn., reports that tbe Durbar in
and has tbe ability to tell the truth about the
Kincinacolor did very well on December 2,, 3, 4.
results of his investigations. Mr. Chandler Is a
The Parsons, as a rule, plays nothing hut high-class
true friend of motlograpby, as this writer has stated
legitimate shows, hut broke tbe rule for these truly
more than once in these columns In the past.
r.no reels, which New England particularly likes.
HENRY-
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Calendar of Licensed Releases.
Advance Releases

Current Releases
MONDAY,

DECEMBER

16th,

MONDAY,

1912.

BIOGRAPH— The Burglar's Dilemma (Drama)
ECLIPSE— The Red Man's Honor (Spec— 2 reels— Dr.)
EDISON— Public and Private Care of Infants (Edu.)
KALEM— The Finger of Suspicion (Drama)
■ IN— Bar "K" Foreman
(Drama)
PATHE— Pathe's Weekly No. 51 (Topical)
SELIG— Opitsah (Apache for Sweetheart)
(DramaJ
VITAGRAPH— A Leap Year Proposal (Comedy-Drama) ..
TUESDAY, DECEMBER
17th, 1912.
C1XES— As Fate Wills (Drama)
C. G. P. C— A Rival of Caruso (Comedy)
C. G. P. C— Metamorphoses
(Trick Film)
EDISON— Lady Clare (Drama)
ESSANAY— The Virtue of Rags (Drama)
LURIN— Madeleine's Christmas (Drama)
SELIG — Buck's Romance (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— The Night Before Christmas (Drama)
WEDNESDAY,
ECLIPSE —
ECLIPSE—
EDISON—
EDISON—

DECEMBER

18th,

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

1912.
450
550
500
500

ESSANAY— His B"irth'day Jacket (Comedy)
KALEM — The Mayor's Crusade (Drama)
PATHE— The Receiving Teller (Drama)
SELIG — The Millionaire Vagabonds (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— Who Stole Bunny's Umbrella (Comedy)...
VITAGRAPH— At the Dog Show (Topical)
DECEMBER

19th,

1000
.1000
1000

Picturesque Dalmatia (Scenic)
Three Rogues Outwitted (Comedy)
An Old Appointment | Drama)
When Joey Was On Time (Comedy)

THURSDAY,

.2000
1000
1000
1000

1000
1000
1000
1000

1912.

BIOGRAPH— The Divorcee (Comedy)
BIOGRAPH— Papering the Den (Comedy)
ESSANAY— The Sheriff's Luck (Drama)
1000
LUBIN— His Western Way (Drama)
1000
MELIES— A Woodland Christmas in California (Drama) . .1000
PATHE — Glimpses of Montana (Scenic)
PATHE — Sidi Hadji Moursouck (Acrobatic)
.SELIG — Sammy Orpheus ( Comedy)
1000
VITAGRAPH— The Hat (Drama)
1000
FRIDAY,

DECEMBER

20th, 1912.

C. G. P. C. — A Farm House Romance (Comedy)
C. G. P. C. — The Dionees on the Horizontal Bar (Acrobatic)
EDISON— The First Settler's Story (Drama)
ESSANAY — Giuseppe's Good Fortune (Comedy)
KALEM — Pulque Pete and the Opera Troupe (Comedy)
KALEM — Rush Hours in New York (Topical)
LUBIN — Hogan vs. Schnidt (Comedy)
LUBIN— Nora, the Cook (Comedy)
PATHE — The Last Performance (Special — 2 reels — Dr.)
SELIG — The Last of Her Tribe (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— Following the Star (Drama),
SATURDAY,

DECEMBER

21st,

1000
1000

1000
1000

1912.

CINES — The Tivoli Hills and the Falls of Anio (Scenic)... 430
CINES — Nearly Lion Tamers (Comedy)
570
EDISON — A Proposal Under Difficulties (Comedy)
1000
ESSANAY — Broncho Billy's Promise (Drama)
1000
KALEM — The Indian Uprising at Santa Fe (Drama)
1000
LUBIN — Home, Sweet Home (Drama)
1000
PATHE— A Simple Maid (Drama)
VITAGRAPH — A Marriage of Convenience (Com. Dr.) . 1000
POST-CARDS

Mutual
100$4 Association,
and
Universal
Stars
00

Pep 1000, any
as-so tment

PHOTOS

11 x 14

94
Licenced
$4.00 Postage
**^
Favorite*
~
Prepaid
PH0T0PLAYER POSTERS
If)
*v

Licensed
Favorite,

$1 ,50 Postage
*
Prcpaij

with

releases

Largest and

Most

of

Dec.
Complete

23rd, 1912.

BII IGK M'll
A Cry 1-.- Help < Drama
I I >IS< )N— An ( Hd
i< A Elojx n
K \l.l-.\l
I he Shaughraun i Special
a i
KALEM
vo Runavt ays (I )rama I
LUBIN
I In- Montebank's Daughtei
SELIG
PATHE— Harbor Island (Drama)
VI I \(-K \l'll -While
dered Her X
TUESDAY,
DECEMBER
24th.

1000
.1000
.1000

1912.

CINES
- \ Ladies'
CIN1
queM Sorrento, Italj
CINES -Hi- "Spring" Overcoat
(Corned)
1 ' . P. C. — 1 he Christmas Mir
EDISI >\
Katie Did (Dram.. 1
ESSANAY— The Sheriff's Inheritano
Ij Drama)
LUBIN— The End of the Feud (Drama)
SELIG— Roderick's Ride (Drama)
\TI VGRAPHIt All Came Out in the V\
VITAGRAPH
[da's Christmas (Comedy)
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 25th, igi2.

. 373
.1000
.1000
.1000
1000

ECLIPSE
Beauty Spots in the South Wales
. 250
ECLIPSE— Wood Indium in French Jura (Industrial).... 300
ECLIPSE— The "Angel" Child (Comedy)
450
EDIS< >N — Lo\ e Among the Gevsers (Comedy 1
1000
ESSANAY— The Cat's Paw (Drama)
1000
KALEM — A Busy Day in the Jungle (Comedy)
KALEM— Brave Old Bill (Comedy)
PATHE — Dynamited Love (Comedy)
SELIG
\ Counterfeit Santa Claus (Comedv>
1000
VITAGRAPH— Two Women and Two Men (Drama.)
1000
THURSDAY,
DECEMBER
26th, 1912.
BIOGRAPH— The Good Within
(Drama)
WAY— Bill Mixes With Relations (Comedy 1
1000
LUBIN
1 \ 0 Boys ( Corned v-Drama)
1000
Ml LIES— lack's Burglar (Drama)
1000
I'\ THE— The Beach Combers (Drama)
SI l.IG— The Little Organ Plaver of San Juan (Drama )... 1000
VITAGRAPH— Freckles l Comedy l
1000
FRIDAY,
DECEMBER
27th, 1912.
C. G. P. C. — French Naval Maneuvers f Naval)
G P. C. — The Chaffinch and Her Family (Educational)..
I DISON— A Clue to Her Parentage (Being the sixth story
of "What Happened to Mary")
(Drama)
1000
ESSANAY— Love Through a Lens (Comedy)
1000
KALEM— A Business Buccaneer (Drama)
1000
LUBIN—— Once
PalmettoWas Hat
Industry
(Industrial")
LUBIN
Enough
(Comedy)
SELIG— How the "Duke of Leisure" Reached
Home
1 Comedy)
SELIG— A Pair of Boots (Comedy)

his Winter

VITAGRAPH— The Better Man
(Drama")
1000
VITAGRAPH— The
Reincarnation
of Karma
(Special— 2
reels— Drama)
2000
SATURDAY,
DECEMBER
28th, 1912.
CIXES— Balkan
War
S
al)
EDISOX— He Swore i
3
ing (Comedy
52 =
F.DISOX— How a Horseshoe Upset a Happy Family (Com.) 475
WAY— The Reward for Broncho Billv (Drama)
1000

1000
1000

Tragedy
A Mountain
KALEM— The
LUBIN—
Blind Cattle
King (Drama")
(Drama)
PATHE— The Bear Trap (Drama")
VITAGRAPH— Sue Simpkins' Ambition

ALL A.B.C. POSTERS
Beginning

DECEMBER

2nd;
Stock

3

sheets

6 sheets

65c.

States

Mr. Exhibitor, why deface your lobby wi h fake or second-hand posters when you can
buy outright brand new original A.B.C. posters at the above prices? GET WISE.

EXHIBITORS' ^VSSS££Z2&??&:

1000

10 Cents AGENTS
35c:

in the United

Wnre for Free Catalogue and Advertising Matter.
Anything
to Advertise
a Picture
Theatre,
We

(Comedy)

"If It's
Have
It."

30 Union Square, N. Y.

WANTED

in all large cities in the
U. S. and Canada to
handle
our specialties.
Write for agency proposition
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Romeo and Juliet

Pathe
2 Reels

SHAKESPEARE

A Wonderfully Colored Film of the Immortal Playwright's Great Romantic Play
Romeo, of the House of Capulets, and Juliet, of the House of Montagues, scorn the family feud of years, and
love each other with all the fervor of Veronian youths. The ardent wooer sings his love beneath his lady's window
while the stars wink their approval of the lovers' happiness. Juliet's father urges her marriage to Tybalt, a man of his
choosing, but Romeo determines she shall not, so together they visit the venerable Friar Lawrence and are secretly
united in marriage. Romeo is challenged by his rival, Tybalt, and in the encounter wounds his antagonist, for which
he is exiled. Romeo's departure leaves Juliet open to the demands of her father, who insists upon her immediate marriage to Tybalt. In terror she flees to the old Friar, who gives her a powerful sleeping potion, and on the day she is to
marry Tybalt, her friends are horrified to see her fall into a deathlike swoon. She is interred in the vault of her ancestors, and Romeo, hearing of her death, returns home, enters the vault and after gazing upon the face of his beloved
plunges a dagger into his heart. Juliet awakens to see him expiring, and in her agony seizes the same dagger, inflicts
a death-wound, and expires beside her lover.

Power of Silence

Lubin

2 Reels

Thomas Lowry, a wealthy Western ranch-owner, realizing he is dying, leaves his adopted daughter, Jane,
to the care of his head shepherd, who because of his personality is called "Silent." The young people decide to
marry when Sinclair, a nephew of Lowry, comes west, and learning of the fortune Jane inherits, decides to
marry her. She listens to his descriptions of the wonderful East and promises to become his wife. Silent warns
Sinclair that he will pay for any mistreatment of Jane with his life. Sinclair brings Jane east, and after
squandering her fortune deserts her and she dies of a broken heart. Sinclair returns west to sell the balance of
Jane's property and meets "Silent," who reminds him of the warning; in the desperate struggle that follows they
plunge over the balcony of an old ruin to death below, thus ending the career of good and evil.
Dec. 27.
1912

The Reincarnation oi Karma

During the early Christian era, Karma, a very spirit ual and virtuous High Priest of the Temple of India, resists
Quinetrea
eventually
conquers
and
with all his religious fervor, Quinetrea, a beautiful and fas cinating enchantress.
Karma falls a victim to her wiles. She triumphantly taunts him, and outraged at her cruel deception, Karma curses her,
and Quinetrea is transformed into a huge snake. Fifteen h undred years later, Karma appears, reincarnated in the personality of Leslie Adams and loves the beautiful heiress, L illian White. Together they visit the ancient Temple of
Karma and are shown the reptile, which every hundred ye ars resumes human form. While Leslie gazes fascinated,
the snake uncoils and Quinetrea stands before him in all h er bewitching
charm.
She holds him with her hypnotic
power and forces him to accept an amulet for his betrothed, upon receiving which Lillian falls dead. Karma beholds a
vision of his former self as High Priest, again curses Quinet rea, and drops dead across the prostrate body of his betrothed.

The Shaughraun

KALEM
3 Reels

A Genuine Irish Drama Produced Amid Genuine Irish Surroundings
By the death of their father, Robert and Claire Ffolliott are given into the care of Corry Kinchela, an unscrupulous
land agent, who schemes with Harvey Duff, a dishonest po lice officer, to secure possession of the children's lands,
e penal settlement in Australia. His sister, Claire, and sweetRobert Arte,
is convicted
on Duff'supon
testimony
to th
heart,
are dependent
Conn, and
the sentenced
Shaughraun,
w ho supplies them with food by his poaching,
Several years later Robert returns to Ireland, but is c aptured as a fugitive and thrown into prison. The crafty
Conn assists him to escape and feigns death when hred up on by a sentinel. It is commonly believed that Conn has
been killed, and a wake is held, during which the Shaughr aun learns of a plan to spirit the girls out of the country,
Kinchela and his accomplices are brought to justice and th e girls reunited to their sweethearts.

THE

re
The December
LAST

MOVING

PERFORMANCE
Pathe. Two Reels.

20, 1912.

Kom Malland,
caUbrated
the tliey
famoui
awaken*
tbe Iutc tbe
of Count
limn equestrlenn*
von Ilarten,of and
arc Barnon
Ideally C'trcns,
happy
■atll tbe Count'* father angrily forbid* th* marriage, which compel* the
Gaunt to adopt tbe circus for a livelihood. Bla spectacular thriller, "Tbe
Platform of Death," wlna blin tbe title of tb* "Greatest Horaeman In tb*
World."
because of tbe public admiration bla wife becomes Jealoua
and
plana and
revenge.
■b* druga bla horse, and aa be mount* tbe Platform of Death tb* bora*
••cornea frightened at the first explosion of fireworks and plunges ferward,
•ringing with blm tb* Count to death In the ring below.

THE
DecemberRED
16, 1912. MAN'S
Eclipse Kleine. HONOR
Two Reels.
Jane Dew, a pretty Indian maiden, la betrothed to Red Hawk, the
•rarest warrior of the tribe. Seated Bear, another brave, alao lores tb*
dark beauty and bis savage heart la Inflamed with jealousy at the success
•f bis rltal. On* day b* surprises her alone and forcibly carries tier off
t* his canoe. Red Hawk appears Just In time to aee tb* act, and springing into tbe stream soon overtakes bis rival. A deaperata struggle follow* In which Red Hawk'* arm, strengthened by the "Great Spirit,"
mortally wound* bis treacherous enemy. Red Hawk and tb* maiden retorn to tbe Tillage and tbe wounded Indian painfully makes bla way te
ahore, where he tells a greatly distorted story of Red Hawk'* crime. Tb*
accused warrior is ordered before tbe great chief "White Eagle," and tb*
death sentence Imposed: "He that kills a brother must die. Twelv*
moons bence bla spirit shall Join that of the dead warrior." Red
Hawk's heart Is Oiled with bitterness and be leaves his tribe to Join the
army of tbe pale faces. His bravery In surmounting Indescribable difficulties to destroy a mountain bridge, thus checking tbe advance of the
enemy, gain* him tbe high regard of tbe army, but bis happiness Is short
lived ss be remembers tbe sentence and returns to his tribe to pay tb*
debt of a red man's honor. With his beloved June Dew he Is taken to
the funeral pyre and their souls go forth to Join tbe Happy Hunting
Ground of tbe "Great Spirit."

THE

CROOKED

PATH

A Story of the Underworld
December
13, 1912.
Lubin.
Two

Reels.

A valuable watch and money atolen from a banker by Dan Lyons results
la tbe arrest and conviction of tbe crook. HI* sweetheart, Nell Harris, Is
approached by a young clergyman, William Kimball, who questions her
regarding her trouble. Nell admits her wrong deeds and tells blm of ber
desire to follow tbe straight and narrow path. Kimball takes her to his
blind mother and soon grows to love ber. They become engaged. Dan
Lyons In his prison cell succeeds In communicating with bis pals by means
of
a notehis tied
to a rat's
tall andin receives
of saws
with which
he
effects
escape.
He arrives
tbe towna supply
In which
Nell lives,
asks her
to return to the old life, but she refuses, and in revenge Lyons plsns te
rob the home of William Kimball. He and bis pal are discovered snd
handed over to the police, and the minister accuses Nell of assisting In
the robbery. She confesses her former associstlons with the crook and Is
forgiven by her fiance.

THE

HAREM

December 9, 1912.

CAPTIVES
Pathe.

Two Reels.

Tbe story is concerned with the adventure of Fatima and Ourlda, two
Arabian sisters, although widely different In dispositions. Fatima Is
beautiful and petulant, while Ourlda combines with a lovely face a charming, peaceful nature. Arthur Budlong, a westerner, Is In love with Ourlda
•nd has won her heart, which kindles the spark of Jealousy In Fatlma'a
breast. Fatima bribes a tribe of nomads to kidnap her and her sister.
With his Hindoo servant. Arthur follows the trail until it reaches the
City of Tunis, where it is lost. The sisters arrive in the city, are sold
t* a wealthy merchant and accordingly enter bis harem. Budlong finally
learns of tbe abode of his beloved snd her sister snd despatcbea bla servant
with a note to them, giving his plans to effect tbelr release. Ourids is
•verjoyed and Fatima feigns to be, but Instead, turn* informer, and when
they brought
come to back
the gate
to await
Budlong'*
are met
servants
and
to the
harem.
Arthur arrival
and histhey
servant
reachby the
gat*
and after a desperste struggle with the guard tbey rescue tbe girls.
Finding that Fate is against ber, Fatima gives vent to her Jealous anger.
They hurriedly leave ber, to act as principals In a wedding ceremony.

THE
December 6, 1913.

DAWNING
Vitagraph.

Two

Reels.

Helen Mason prefer* the love of Victor Gardler, a young artist, to the
attentions of Henry Pendleton. Tbe letter asks her hand In marriage, bat
■he refuse*. The young artist visits Helen, but Instead of proposing, he
acquaint* ber with the fact that his uncle offers him an opportunity to
complete his art studies in Paris. She begs blm not to leave her, bat
be tarns s deaf ear to ber pleadings, and after bis departure, in retalla-i
tlon, she weds Pendleton.
They visit Paris and Helen conceals tbe Joy to her of a visit to tbe
artist's studio, and ber vanity Is flattered by a request to have ber portrait
painted. She appears for the Drat sitting, when Victor alone with her,
vehemently expresses bis love, she repulses him and flees to ber husband.
The artist and husband meet on the field of honor and Victor is seriously
wounded.

PICTURE

WORLD

At NAPOLEON'S
COMMAND
December 2, 1912. Cines-Kleine.
Two Reela.
This is a story laid In the time of Napoleon'* great triumph*. A U**tenant, on leave of absence, bids fsreweli to ads sweetheart aad rejela*
hl.i sruiy. Two year* elapse and the Lieutenant baa act ret»ra*4 te ala
IWMtheert. She becomes Impoverished and marries a H*rg*a*t. wh* seeds
ber to his mother's home In Psrls. Tesrs afterwards tbe Bergaant has
been promoted to Field-Marshal, snd he, together with his wife. Is now la
the court of Napoleon. Daring tbe court ceremonies the wife of the
former Sergeant meets her false sweetheart, who has sl*o beea promoted
from Lieutenant to Marshal. Her baaband and eld aweeth*art meet ea
the field of honor. Napoleon bear* of tb» intended dael aad erden the
officers to their command*. During a battle that follow* *eeo after beta
the Marshala are wounded. The wife. In searching tae battlaneld for b*r
husband, finds nesr him h*r old sweetheart.

THE GREAT
November

STEEPLECHASE

29, 1912.

Pathe.

Two

Reels.

A thrilling rsce tbst Is sure to send the blood tingling through tb* veins
•fl"*rlng.
this *xtraordlaary
feature
the principal
of
A* every
the racehuman
near* Iscompletion
startling
falls of
becom*
frequent. Coming
Ute
tbe «tretch the first and second choices are but half a length apart. Tae
favorite makes the last barrier with es,se. bat the next horee tope the
hurdle turns * complete somersault, crashing Its rider beneath It, aad
leaving the Jockey-lover to win tbe race — and the glrL

THE

STOLEN

SYMPHONY

November 25, 1912.

Lubin.

Two Reels.

A beautiful story of a poor young musician who baa compeeed an exquisite symphony.
A famous musician obtains tbe score ef the symphony and adds aew
laurels to his already great triumphs. Upon denouncing the great artist
ss a tblef, tbe young composer Is sent to an asylum ; later be obtain*
his release and appears In a concert where the famous artist 1* playing
the now world'a great symphony, demonstrates It is tbe genlos ef his
brain snd Is proclaimed to tbe world.

BILLYS
November

BURGLAR

22, 1912.

Vitagraph.

Two

Reels.

A daring capture of a notorious burglar by a brave boy. This la a
thrilling adventure In a fast speeding automobile and a fuany predicament
of a negligent policeman.
The Stars of the Vitagraph Company are cast very happily in this
splendid production.

KERRY
November

GOW
Three Reels.

Kalem.

18, 1912.

Ireland for aad
This Is s play that the Kale* Company has gonerealto characteristi
c or
brought back with tbe true atmosphere and every
regulation one^
a
U
play
the
of
plot
The
the Irish soil and Irish heart.
story
wherein the villain's efforts are frustrated at every turn, and the
ends with him on bis way to Jail and the lovera preparing for the to*•£"■£•
details
Is produced and tbe remarkable attention
The
makeaIrish
the landscape
picture a really great one.

THE

of TORTURE

GROTTO

Pathe.

November 15, 1912.

Two Reels.

The persistence of an English lover win* him a bride tw tJJaj WWgg
of s Hindoo temple, a woman who, knowing tbe punishment which will
Her whereabout* are unstill listens to her lover.
foUow her action,time
to the High Priest, but one day be finds her home
known for a long
and sees In its cradle her Infant aon. Tbe Hindoo departs with a piece
give the scent to a vieloua 1'opsrd
of the baby's wrap. This he uses to out
tre trail back to the cradle and
which Is set free and hungrily pick*

an armed guard, boards
,lTbe mother gives chase, and her husband with tracks
the leopard to the
The mother
an elephant and follows her trail.
and hurled
secret entrance to the Grotto of Torture, where abe Is seised
the cave a f*w moment*
Into the torture room. Her husband reachea
later and rescues tbe mother snd Infsnt child.

KINGS

OF
November

THE

MILLS

THE
n, 1912.

FOREST

Two Reels.

OF THE

November 4, T9«.

FRENZIED
October 28, 1912.

GODS

Three Reels.

FINANCE
Three Reels.

i2o8
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The Greatest State Rights
Proposition Ever Offered
FROM THE MANGER
TO THE CROSS
Kalem's InBiblica
l Masterpiece
Five Parts — 4700 Feet
Produced in authentic locations in Palestine
and Egypt.
(Illustrated on opposite page.)
This splendid film will be leased for exclusive territory in the United States and Canada.
Endorsed by the Clergy both in America
and Europe.
We

can furnish a large variety of lithographed pictorial paper (one to twenty -four
sheets), couriers, photographs, etc.
For terms communicate

by letter or wire with

General Film Company
200 Fifth Avenue

« : New York City

Till'.

Mi >\ [NG

PICTURE

Wokl.U
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Calendar of Independent Releases.
Film Supply Co.
Current Releases.

Universal Film Mfg Co.
Current Releases.
SUNDAY, DECEMBER
15, 191a.
REX — Into the Darkness (Drama)
CRYSTAL— The Mind Cure (Comedy)
CRYSTAL— OhI That Lemonade I (Comedy)
ECLAIR— The Busy Bee (Scientific)
ECLAIR— Funnicus
Hunting Exploits (comedy)
MONDAY, DECEMBER 16th, 191a.
IMP— The Long Strike (2-reel Dama)
NESTOR— Cops and Cowboys (Comedy)
CHAMPION— Right Shall Prevail (Drama)
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17th, 191a.
GEM— One Day (Drama)
BISON— Before the White Man Came (2-reel Drama)
ECLAIR— When An Old Maid Gets Busy (Comedy)
WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER

18th, 1912.

FRONTIER— The Ranchman's Wooing (Drama) !
NESTOR— The Stigma (Drama)
POWERS— (Title not reported.)
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 19th, 1912.
IMP — The New Fire Chief (Comedy)
REX— Mother (Drama)
ECLAIR— The Vengeance of the Fakir (Drama)
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 20th, 1912.
NESTOR— The Power of the Cross (Drama)
POWERS— A Man ( Drama)
VICTOR — The Consequences (Drama)
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 21st, 1912.
IMP — The More Haste the Less Speed (Comedy)
BISON — Indian Dances and Pastimes (Educational)
MILANO— Love Sublime (2-reel Drama)

Advance Releases.
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 22nd, 191a.
REX— For His Sake (Drama)
CRYSTAL— His Wife's Strategem (Comedy)
CRYSTAL— Mixed Bottles (.Comedy)
ECLAIR — Sea Anemones
(Educational)
ECLAIR — An Unforeseen Event (Comedy) .._.
MONDAY, DECEMBER 23rd, 1912.
IMP— The Old Folk's Christmas
(Drama)
NESTOR — Poor Jones' Vacation (Drama)
NESTOR— Views of the U. S. Capitol (Scenic)
CHAMPION— The Chaperons (Comedy)
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 24th, 1912.
GEM — The Amulet
(Drama)
BISON— The Heroine of the Plains (6-Reel Drama)...
ECLAIR — The Story of a Kiss (Comedy-Drama)
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 25th, 1912.
.'IER — Tracked to the Mountains (Drama)
....
>^it)K- The Big White Chief (Comedy;
POWERS— Who's the Boss (Comedy)
POWERS — Their Christmas Turkey (Drama)
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 26th, 1912.
IMP — The New Magdalen (2-reel Drama)
REX — A Business Man's Wife (Drama)
ECLAIR— A Dry Town
(Comedy)
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 27th, 1912.
VICTOR — The Professor's Dilemma (Comedy)
NESTOR— The Padre's Gift (Drama)
POWERS — Toys of Destiny (2-reel Drama)
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 28th, 1912.
[MP— As the Doctor Ordered
(Comedy)
IMP— A Widow's
Wiles (Comedy)
BISON' — El Capitan and the Land Grabbers (Drama)
MILANO — Her Inspiration (Drama)

4

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 15th, 191a.
MAJESTIC— The Clue in the Dust (Drama)
THANHOUSER— Brains vs. Brawn (Comedy-Drama)
MONDAY, DECEMBER 16th, 1913.
AMERICAN — Daughters of Senor Lopez (Drama)
1 T A LA — Peeping Tom (Comedy)
1 TALA — Keeping in Style (Comedy)
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 17th, 1913.
GAUMONT— A Hazard for a Heart (Drama)
MAJESTIC — The Wonders of Surgery (Drama)
THANHOUSER— The Other Half (Drama)
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 18th, 191a.
GAUMONT— Gaumont's Weekly No. 41 (Topical)
RELJ ANCE — Fires of Conscience (2 reels — Drama)
SOLAX — Hearts Unknown (Drama)
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 19th, 1913.
AMERICAN — The Power of Love (Drama)
GAUMONT — A Telephone Entanglement (Comedy)
GAUMONT— Twixt Devil and the Deep Sea (Comedy)..
PUNCH— Rough on Rats (Comedy)
PUNCH— The Baby and the Cop (Comedy)
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 20th, 1912.
LUX — Cleanliness is Next to Godliness (Comedy)
LUX — Only the Chiropodist (Comedy)
SOLAX — Five Evenings (Comedy)
THANHOUSER— The Race (Drama)
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 21st, 1912.
AMERICAN — Saving the Innocents (Educational)
AMERICAN— Mrs. Brown's Baby (Comedy)
GAUMONT — Building an Automobile (Comedy)
GREAT NORTHERN— The Christmas Gift (Comedy)..
GREAT NORTHERN— Danish Hussars (Scenic)
RELIANCE — Rowdy Comes Home (Drama)

1000

1000

463
416

Advance Releases
SUNDAY,
DECEMBER 22nd, 1912.
MAJESTIC— Jack in the Box (Drama)
THANHOUSER— The Reoeater (Drama)
MONDAY,
DECEMBER 23rd, 1912.
AMERICAN — The Recognition (Drama)
1 TALA— Easy to Return Home (Comedy)
ITALA — A Good Hunting Dog (Comedy)
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 24th, 1912.
GAUMONT— A Peach for a Prisoner (Drama)
MAJESTIC— All On Account of a Banana (Drama)
THANHOUSER— The Star of Bethlehem (3 reels— Biblical)
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 25th, 1912.
GAUMONT— Gaumont's Weekly No. 42 (Topical)
RELIANCE— Bedelia Has a Toothache (Comedy)
SOLAX— The Finger Prints (Drama)
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 26th, 191a.
AMERICAN— Blackened Hills (Drama)
GAUMONT — Zigoto Drives a Locomotive (Comedy)....
GAUMONT— The Man With the Pull (Comedy)
PUNCH— Wanted— A Husband (Comedy)
PUNCH— The Devil of a Time (Comedy)
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 27th, 1912.
LUX — 1'at and the Milliner (Comedv)
LUX— A New Use for the Bike (Comedy)
SOLAX — The Woman Behind the Man (Drama)
THANHOUSER— No release this date.
SATURDAY,
DECEMBER
28th, 191a.
AMERICAN— The Girl of the Manor
(Drama)
G \U MO XI —Title not reported.
GREAT NORTHERN— Title not reported.
RELIANCE— Trying to Keep Bedelia (Comedy)
MUTUAL
FILM
CORPORATION.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER, 20th, 191a.
KAY-BEE— The Dead Pays (2 reels— Drama)
MONDAY,
DECEMBER 23rd, 1912.
KEYSTONE — Hoffmeyer's Legacy (Comedy)
KEYS I UNI— The Drummer's Vacation (Comedy)
WFDNESDAY, DECEMBER 25th, 1912.
BRONCHO— I he Prospector's Daughter (Drama)

1000

1000

445
458

1000
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Have You! bIST
^lia
U^rMalS
Heard About It?
GENE

CAUNTIER

FEATURE
======

PLAYERS
Including

=•

JACK J. CLARK m SIDNEY OLCOTT
For the

Past

Five Years With the

KALEM

CO.

Will Now Produce Three Reel Features which
Will

Be

Handled
Exclusively
Through
Various Branches of

the

'
R
E
N
R
A
W
FEATURES
Watch for Full Particulars and Date of First Release
145 West 45th St., New York

:: Rooms, 806, 807, 808
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Song Slides.
A. L. Simpson, Inc.
"I Will Love You When
the Silver Threads Are Shining
Among the Gold."
Pub. by McKinley Music Co.
"The Jolly Dancers Sen
Pub. by C. I. Davis.
"My Girl of the Golden
Days."
Pub. by J. H. Aufderbeide, Indianapolis, lnd.
"Mother is the Best Sweetheart of All." Pub. by Church
& Paxson, N. Y.
"No Matter Who Or What You Are It's Great To Be In
Love."
Pub. by Chas. K. Harris, N. Y.
ipland."
Pub. by Song Writers Music Co., N. Y.
"1 Want a Patriotic Girl."
Pub. by J. H. Aufderheide,
Indianapolis, lnd.
Scott & Van Altena, Inc.
"Whistling Jim," Theo. Morse.
"Butterflies,
Stern.
"You'll Be Sorry," Smith & Browne.

'SOMETHING
THE UNBREAKABLE
AND WASHABLE
Made

NEW"

MIOflSLtnE

EJTBiaNK
"■

MAKE

YOUR OWN

ANNOUNCEMENTS

of Specially Prepared Mica That Can be Written on as Easily as Paper
PRICE 25 CENTS EACH

BATTERSHALL

MAKE

85 OLESON,

3CmcAao" li51*

*E,M YOURSELF SLIDES

1733 West 9th St.,

REEL

City, November

11-16, 19 12

Typewriter

Again proved conclusively in a public demonstration itsSuperior qualities in

Speed

Accuracy

Stability

Operated for eight solid hours (continuously) by
eight of the world's fastest typists, in half-hour
relays, one Underwood Typewriter (taken from
stock) produced the magnificent total of 55,944
words, averaging nearly 10 strokes per second. The
crucial test, of Stability was here shown. Nowhere,
at any time, has a typewriter turned out such a tremendous amount of work in the same Jime. This
is a world's record.
The UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER in the International Speed and Accuracy Contests won
First Nine places in the World's Championship.
First Four places
in the World's Amateur
Championship.

TYPEWRITER
Incorporated

BUILDING,

Branches

tor Catalogue

NEW

YORK

in All Principal Cities

■SLIDES
Sbnd

of All Kinds
"W"

of oar

ANNOUNCEMENT

new

line of beautiful

SLIDES

lack slide

CO.

Oar

Seng

SCOTT

Illustrated
from life and meat eiqulsltely colored.
Advertising Slides at Reasonable Rate*
Slide Catalogue of the
500 asking
different
aongs
free to anyone

& VAN ALTENA,

THE

SLIDES

THAT

tor

59 Pearl St., New York City

HAVE

SET

A

STANDARD

WORK
Read
This
Advert ime merit

The Chicago Moving Picture Siipplv To .m^\r^\VT

LISTEN! We have gone to great expenae to make a Christina, elide.,
which we will mail you for 25c, or which we will encloae free with
every order of five of our Announcement Slides, accompanied with $1.10.
We make the heat advertising alldes on Earth, at 60c and 75o each.
Tell your merchants about them.

NIAGARA SLIDE COMPANY

Lockport, N. Y.

St

.fcfctBy;

Announcement and Advertising Slides must be attractive ;they must be sharp and clear, well arranged and nicely
colored. This is the kind we make. Our prices are right
and your order will be filled promptly. Slide like cut, 40c,
^nicely™ postpaid. Machines and all sorts of supplies always in
stock. Get our catalogue.
j^rlrjcDtt}
^ [y lures
ERKER'S, 604 Olive St., St. Louis

IOWA

York

The Underwood

UNDERWOOD

If your time la worth money, don't waste it by losing
time getting in touch with us. It will pay you to let
us do your repair work. We know how to make your
machine new again. We handle a complete line of
supplies and buy and sell ail makes of second-hand machines. SATISFACTION guaranteed. When anything
goes wrong
think of

NOTICE

Business Show, New

UNDERWOOD
COMPANY,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

RELIABLE
LOOK!

At the Annual

First Two places in the World's School Championship.
Breaking AH Former Records.
Every Record, Every Year, in Every Contest is
held by the Underwood.
"The Machine You Will Eventually Buy"

Make them yourself Written with pen and ink
or typewriter Three minutes to make a slide. Used
for advertising slides, to announce future or feature
programmes, for chorus slides when chorus slide is
missing. We send four colors of gelatin. The slides
look well and anyone can make them. They are
handy also for announcing vaudeville acts. In fact
they may be readily used for anything you may wish
to say to your audience.
For the sum of three dollars ($3) cash with order,
we will send by express, charges not prepaid, or
$3So by registered mail, prepaid (Canadian orders by
registered mail only), the following:
24 cover glass, 1 package binder strips, 1 dozen
mats, 1 instruction sheet. 1 form sheet and 50 strips
assorted colors gelatin — enough for from 300 to 400
slides. Order now.
Address:

UTILITY TRANSPARENCY

WORLD

EXHIBITORS

— NOTICE

You all want to play the most sensational detective picture ever made:
"HUNTING GAME IN A LARGE CITY"
For an early booking on this Greatest of all Money-Getters write or wire
UNITED
THEATRE
SERVICE.
Noline,
111.

FILMS

FOR

SAt-E

BARGAINS

!
BARGAINS !
SOO full reels— (800,000 feet).
Subjects
of all kinds— any length.
Guaranteed in Serviceable Condition— $4.00 to $8.00
per reel— (1.000 feet).
Forward
partial remittance
with order.
Mention number of reels wanted, price
and nature of subjects desired. Examination allowed.

FEATURE

FILM

27 EAST 7th STREET

COMPANY
ST

PAUL, MINN.

MAKE YOUR OWN SLIDES
WITHOUT

AID OF PHOTOGRAPHY

From Newspaper Cuts, Post Cards. Etc. Announcement Slides, Advertising Slides, Slides from Political
Office Seekers' Cards, just the thing for elections. Slides
can be made in a few minutes, plain or in colon. Where
colored picture is used, colon will appear on slide same as
in original. Complete outfit and directions, $1 .00.
MIDLAND TRANSPARENCY
CO.
313 Rarng. Bldg. Dept. W
Omaha. Hob.
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MUSEUM

EXPEDITION

ALASKA-SIBERIA MOTION PICTURES
Taken

by KLEINSCHMIDT

&

LANE

Played
in the

Greatest
Theatres
of

America
New York: Hammerstein's
VictoriaMaxine
Theater.
New York:
Elliot's and Broadway,
7 Weeks.
Chicago: Palace Theater, 7Weeks.
Philadelphia:
Garrick
Theater, 6 Weeks.
San Francisco: Savoy
Theater, 6 Weeks.
Los Angeles: Mason Theater, 6 Weeks.
Breaking
all motion
picture records in
California.
Herman J. Brown bought the state right
of California from us for $3,000.00.
He
played San Francisco for seven weeks and resold California for $5,000.00 to J. C. Coombs.
Since then Mr.
Brown has bought British Columbia,
Nevada and Missouri. He writes: "They are the greatest money-making
moving
pictures I have seen in my fifteen years' experience as a showman and manager of theaters."
THRILLING HUNTING
WRITE TO OUR STATE RIGHT BUYERS.
I COMEDY,

ROPING

TRAGEDY,

PATHOS

BIG GAME

FROM

NATURE'S

SCENES

UNDER

EVERLASTING

THE

MIDNIGHT

SUN

DRAMA.

OF THE WORLD

AT THE TOP

Thousands of Walrus attacked by the Eskimos. Sea Lion Bulls fighting over their Harems. Giant Polar Bears captured with the lasso. Polar Bear charging the camera within ten feet. A mother bear fighting the hunters for the
possession of her cub. Moose, caribou and mountain sheep photographed for the first time in their native wilds.

Imitation is the Sincerest
Flattery and a Sure Proof J
of Success "f*
"motion
Bewarepictures
of lately
advertised
alleged
to haveAlaska-Siberia
been shown
only in New York and Chicago. We will prove
to you that they have been exhibited for the
last two years under the names of TourogTaphologues. Travelogues. Arctio Pictures
and many
aliases in
M. C.States.
A.'s and
Hotel
Halls other
throughout
the T.United
Our films cannot be copied or re-enacted, so
the best imitators can do is to appropriate our
name "Alaska-Siberia Motion Pictures" to
catch the unwary State Right buyer and to lure
the New York public by imitating the great
electric sign we used on the Broadway TheaGATE.ter "ATOP OF THE WORLD." INVESTIFifteen thousand feet were taken on the
Carnegie Museum Expedition by Kleinschmidt
and Lane, and out of this were chosen six
reels of marvelous action pictures. Such scenes
as dredging, hydraulic mining, trading, etc,
although suitable for a Y. M. C. A. or lecture
hall we did not dare to offer a state right
buyer, but to compete with our imitators we
offer them for 80 a foot to our State Right
buyers.

F. E. Kleinschmidt,

98

Mor

ingside Ave.

0PE-N
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THIS IS: THE ONE- YOU HAVE BEENTONG FOR
I

THE

BIGGEST

SENSATIONAL

FEATURE

YET!

THE HIDDEN HAND
3 REELS

■3000

FEET

wi" *'nc* tnis one °*
MEN
DIPUT
QTAT
O
I Ml CC nlUn
I IflCn and thrilling 3 reels
phy ever manufactured. Every scene is replete with
beautiful throughout. Its many soenes are of the kind
diences to the top pit of excitement. A picture that they

the most sensational
of motion photograaction and scenically
that will keep the auwill want to see twice.

AMONG THE MANY
SCENES ARE
The Burning of the
Robbers' Cabin
The Plunge to
Death Into a Pit
200 Feet Deep
The Mysterious
Hidden Hand
The Burning of the
Steamerano the Plunge

to Safety into the
Mississippi
River
Host Sensational

Scenes

Ever

Attempted

YOU VVILLJBE AMAZED AT ITS MAGNITUDE AS A FEATURE
AND GRATIFIED AT
ITS SUCCESS AS A MONEY-MAKER
COMING

SOON—

THE

BATTLE

I

OF

NANDOAH

ATLAS

MANUFACTURING

CO.,

WATCH

FOR

"QUO

414 Century

THIS ONE—COMING

OUT SOON

VADIS"
ST. LOUIS, MO.
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AT LAST A FEATURE!
The kind the Press Agent tells you about in words, glittering
with adjectives — but that you haven't seen — until now —

IT'S HERE !
A TRUMP

IT'S HARVEST TIME !
Introducing

ZACCONI

CARD!

Others grow pale and tame in
comparison. Feeble attempts have
been made, dozens of times, to
imitate the ITALA METHOD of
portraying large and important
spectacular scenes, but with pitiful
results.

"The

Mansfield of Italy"

The Conflagration
or TONGUES OF FIRE
With a Notable Cast and the Greatest

FIRE SPECTACLE
PARTS
STARTLING

80

3

NAME YOUR STATE!

Sensation runs rampant throughout the Fire Scenes, while astonishing and attention-compelling
dramatic situations abound in
plenty during the splendid unfolding of a plot rich in exceptional
heart interest.

VIVID
SCENES

A Feature designed and intended
only for those who buy for quality
and not for the bargain hunter
who thinks only of price. Territory is selling fast.

Staged at a Cost of

$50,000

THE PALACE
COMPLETE

Lauded by critics and extolled by
authorities without exception.
Nearest rivals have even marveled
at its grandeur, all of which gives
evidence of its wondrous
quality.

Ever Yet Seen in Motion Pictures

If you desire a great combination
of everything that is necessary in
a Perfect Film and are willing to
pay a just price, then

( $25.00 PRIZE

in the

Master Stroke of Filmdom

Months of patient toil and a small
fortune expended on one single
production, and yet competitors
wonder why ITALA FEATURES
ARE SNAPPED UP immediately
by the shrewdest buyers.

OR

A PRIZE FILM!

COD
TITLE

IN

OF FLAME

THE

SUBMITTED

.00

GET INTO ACTION!

CALDRON

BY

LOUIS

REEVES

HARRISON

LINE OF PICTORIAL PRINTING
RANGING FROM ONE SHEET

WARNING

)

UPWARDS

This film is copyrighted and fully protected.
KRaTES AND
VULTURES
KEEP OFF!
ADDRESSJTELEGRAMS

HARRY

R. RAVER,

Mgr.

ITALA FILM CO. of AMERICA
TALA-Fi
m
•TORINO-

805

Columbia

Theatre Building

NEW

YORK
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Showing Good Pictures
on the Screen

A CLEAN PROPOSITION

depends altogether upon your lens equipment.
You will fail to please your patrons unless your
pictures are brilliant and clear. Assure your
audiences of the best pictures all the time — and
insure yourself of a steadily growing attendance
— with the

No

BLANCHE WALSH
RESURRECTION
In Tolstoy's

tyauscK [omi>

is past the experimental
is playing to capacity
thirty-seven states, and
right owners are reaping

Projection [enses

The choice of progressive picture men everywhere. They know from
experience that Bausch and Lomb objectives and condensers insure
pictures that are sharply defined and clear. And they have learned
how quickly these high-grade lenses pay for themselves in the increased patronage that good pictures attract.

It will pay you, whether owner or operator, to
read our free Booklet 62-D, which contains
information of value.
Write for it TODAY.

Write if you like.

MASKO

Bausch & Ipmb Optical (5.
▼<>&*

WASHINGTON

CHICACO

lomdon ROCHESTER..

Theatres
Note
These
Pr ic e s

SAN

rRANCISCO

THEEE SHEETS
SIX SHEETS

THE FOLLOWING
For
week
t™
Th» Two
The
A Busy Day

W„

" 85c
"65c

POSTERS

"
"

express
additional.

ARE READY

of Dec.
23rd.
Kalem,
One and Threes for all.
of Dec. 23rd.
for week Daughter
„hta TheLnbin,
n„„„.,.
Runaways,
1, &«. 3, shts.
Mountebank.8
In the Jungle, 1 shts. only
The End of the Feud

A Business Buccaneer,
1 shts. only
A Mountain Tragedy, 1, 3 & 6 shts.

New York City

%™ Boys ^^
The Blind Cattle King

NOW:

One Sheets only.
Pathe, for week of Dec. 18th.
Weekly No. 51
A Rival of Caruso

SfmSSf^^i
A Farm House Romance
A Simple Maid

Also One and Three-Sheets for Edison's release of Dec. 17th, "LADY CLARE," and One,
Three and Six-Sheets for Kalem's "THE SHAUGHRAUN," released Dec. 23rd. Pathe's
"THE LAST PERFORMANCE,"
released Dec. 20th by General Film.
Order from your exchange or direct from us.

2, 3 and 4 reel features, of all European and American make, for sale, from iy2c. to 4j^c. per foot.
Terms cash, or 25% deposit with order and balance C. O. D. We can supply you with almost any
feature you may want. Cable your orders now,
and do not let your competitors get ahead of you.
8.

FILM CO.

With releases of Nov. 18th and after on Kalem and Lubin, and Dec. 2nd and after on Pathe,
GRADE POSTERS at the following
Edison and Biograph, you can secure A. B. C. HIGH
prices:
ONE SHEETS
at 10c each Postage or

Feature Film Exporters

BorUn,

Wire if you're wise

145 West 45th Street

NY. rRANKro"

A. B. C. COMPANY,

BERLINER

stage. It
houses in
the statea harvest.

You can do it in some good territory
still open

The Edison and Nicholas Power machines are regularly equipped with
our lenses.
They can be procured also through any film exchange.

MBW

Chance
Taking — No Litigation
Absolute Protection

FILM-VERTRIEB

48, Friedrichttraa»»
248, Berlin, Germany.
Referenoe:
Cable Address:

National Bank F. Deutsohland DeposltenkasM
BERLIN

"Berllnnlm, " Berlin

CLEVELAND,

OHIO

FILM LECTURES
By W. STEPHEN

BUSH

How World
to PutRenowned
On the Passion
Play (Pathe Freres' $1.00
Production)
How to Put On "The Crusaders, or Jerusalem
Delivered" (World's Best Film Co.)
i.oo
Key (Milano
and Complete
Lecture
for "Dante's Inferno'* x.oo
Film Co.;
Five Reels)
"Life of Moses" (Vitagraph
Five-Reel)
xo
$5.00 per Hundred to Exchanges for This One.
Copyrighted and For Sale Only by
'
CHALMERS
BOX 226 MADISON

SQUARE

PUBLISHING
P»0.

CO.
N. V. CITY
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Year

A Happy New

is assured ! We face 1913 with courage and confidence ! We have
planned yesterday for tomorrow! Today becomes the past mighty
fast, and although the future is eternal, tomorrow becomes today
almost before we are through anticipating it. We have prepared
for 1913 — and 1913 is nearly here! The following list of masterpieces, to be presented to the public in 191 3, substantiates our
enthusiasm and will transfer some of it to you — the promising hopes
to be fulfilled in the coming cheerful year!
SARAH BERNHARDT in her latest and greatest triumphr"Queen~ Elizabeth."
JAMES K. HACKETT in his original role in the "Prisoner~of Zenda," Daniel
Frohman's greatest success.
(Released in January.)
JAMES O'NEILL as Dantes in his most famous play, "Monte 'Cristo."
MINNIE MADDERN FISKE in selections from herjepertoire.
Several of her
greatest and most memorable creations.
VIOLA ALLEN in several of the greatest characters in hei dramatic success.
MRS. LESLIE CARTER in one of her noted dramatic impersonations.
HENRY E. DIXEY in a special dramatic version of Shakespeare's "Seven Ages,"
arranged on an elaborate and sumptuous scale.
WEBER & FIELDS in a characteristic comedy, "A Trip Around the World."
LILLIAN LANGTRY in one of her dramatic plays.r
WILLIAM FAVERSHAM 1 in "Julius Caesar," one of the greatest achieveand JULIE OPP
J
ments in the history of the stage.
THE

CLANSMAN,

Thomas B. Dixon's greatest success.

And to be announced later, other famous stars now being arranged with,
whose names have lent dignity and distinction to the contemporary stage, and whose
artistic genius will thus be immortalized for the great benefit of posterity.
For Booking and Territorial Rights, and
a Successful
Year, Communicate
with
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HAEBOR ISLAND (Dec. 23).— General Arleno,
the last grandee of tbe olil Spanish regime) refuses to sell n certain sea ulrt tract In California
to a Mb corporation for harbor purposes because
It will dispossess his poor fisher folk. The railway discovering tbnt his grant has a defect of
title, take forcible possession, trusting luck to
fight out Its claims In court. Their harbor engineer who has been called for this project, has fallen
In love with a fair Callfornlan at tbe closing of a
mission school. She makes her home at the house
of her uncle General Arleno, and when she returns there and finds her lover directing the invasion against their ancient estate, she gives him
(he hardest
but, love finds a way
ami
It ends fight'
well offorbisall life;
concerned.

THE TWO RUNAWAYS (Dec. 23).— Little
Freddie is tbe son of Jackson, the bank clerk, and
has for bis only playmate, Bunkle, a simple-minded
old man who lives across the road. Jackson returns from work one evening and finds tbe two
playmates engaged In a friendly scuffle. He takes
the boy Into the bouse and orders tbe eccentric old
man to go home.
That night Freddie decides to run away. He
crawls over the back porch and going to Bunkle's
window, Induces tbe old man to Join him. It
is a dark night and tbey lose their way In the
woods. During the night a band of desperadoes
visit the bank In which Jackson Is employed and

NAT, , B.

"I"

3

$500

SMITH

LECTURER

68 Hudson St, Hoboken, N.J.

A. BRADY,

ph.n. isji Hobrteo

escape with several packages of valuables. Tbey
cross tbe pathway of tbe two runaways, wbose
Identity tbey do not detect, and believing tbey
are pursued tbey hide the money In a cave.
Tbroogh a peculiar chain of circumstances, Jackson tbe next morning Is accused of tbe robbery
and Is placed In Jail. Meanwhile Bunkle and Freddie find a resting place In tbe cave and discover
the package of valuables. While they Inspect tbelr
new found wealth the sheriff passes along and
discovers them. He escorts tbem back to tbe bank,
wbere explanations follow and Jackson Is liberated.
THE SHAUGHBAUN (Dec. 25).— An extended
review of this three-reel special subject by tbe
Kalem Company was published on page 1065 of tbe
Issue dated December 14.
A BUSY DAY IN THE JUNGLE
(Deo. 25)
John
and Mack, two modern Muncbausens, decide to
bunt big game In tbe Jungle and do not overlook
tbe notebooks In which tbey are to keep an account of tbelr experiences. On tbe border of tbe
jungle John shoots a rabbit and makes tbe following notation In bis diary: "Killed before
breakfast this morning, two lions, three elephants
and one giraffe." In their travels the brave hunters
are pursued by a ferocious Hon and hastily climb
a palm tree. Tbe lion leaves In disgust but continues tbe chase when tbe unsuspecting banters
decend.
John and Mack discover a band of cannibals in
the distance and find themselves between two
fires. Tbey take a chance on the cannibals, however, as the lion Is close at their heels, bnt tbey
find tbey have left tbe frying pan to fall Into tbe
fire. The cannibals prepare for a feast day and
John, taking oat his notebook, Inscribes: "Captured
by tbe cannibals on the 17th of March. Oood-by."
While making this notation he observes a statement In tbe book that an eclipse of tbe son Is
scheduled. Just at tbat moment tbe sky begins to
darken and John, playing upon the credulity of
tbe savages, claims to be responsible for tbe extinguishing of tbe sun. The natives fall prostrate
and tbe mighty hunters make their escape.
BRAVE OLD BILL (Dec. 25). — Bill spends most
of bis time on the seashore where, clad In a bathing
suit, he tells many manufactured stories of his
bravery in effecting rescues. Two young girls, becoming tired of Bill's boastfulness, decide to teach
blm a lesson. Tbe alleged Hfesaver Is put to tbe
test In a laughable series of incidents and decides
to abandon
bis daily pastime.
A BUSINESS BUCCANEER (Dec. 27).— Agnes
Is the trusted secretary of the president of the

124 E. 14th St., N. Y.C.
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RODERICKS RIDE (Dec. 24).— A doctor, summoned to a mountain ranch finds tbe little girl of
tbe household dangerously 111, bat asserts that her
life can be saved If a certain medicine can he
procured within two and a half boure. Roderick,
the brother of the little girl, volunteers to make
the ride, — twenty miles — and return in the time
specified. On his way to the drug store be arranges
for "relays", and cornea back with the medicine
in time to save the ailing child's life.
A COUNTERFEIT SANTA CLAUS (Dec. 25).—
A poor father, maddened by tbe prospects of his
children having no Christmas present's, undertakes
the desperate remedy of robbing to secure them.
Like a thief in the night he Invades a great mansion on Christmas Eve and is mistaken hy tbe
curious and wakeful children of the household as
Santa Claus. Ills penitence voices Itself In a
pathetic note, that falls Into philanthropic hands, so
that he gets the needful employment and the little
comforts he coveted so much for bis own loved
one*.
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THE LITTLE ORGAN PLAYER OF SAN JUAN
(Dec. 26). — Padre Augustine of the Caplstrano mls-lon, an accomplished musician, rescues a lovely
little Spanish girl from a brutal father and adopts
her as tbe child of the church. She becomes an
accomplished organist; but elopes with a goodlooking goodfor-nollilng rtillllppl. 8he pays tbe
penalty of her folly, and eventually leaves ber
abuser and returns to "sanctuary", to solace by
ber music and finally saves tbe mission and tbe
pious Padre through tbe same ministry.
HOW THE "DUKE OF LEISURE" REACHED
HIS WINTER HOME (Dec. 27).— Perclval, a
master-mind In the army of the deliberately unemployed, visits a fashionable restaurant and piles
up a large meal by Impertinent orders, but, before be gets a chance to eat be Is detected and
thrown out. He breaks a store window and so
loudly proclaims his guilt that the police do not
believe him. He tries to get arrested for "mashing,"
but tbe police again laugh at his futile efforts.
He starts to begging and the police levy on bis
casta contribution. Finally be picks np a wellfilled wallet, and Is then arrested as a thief, so
he spends six months where It is warm, and water
Is used externally and Internally.
A PAIR OF BOOTS (Dec. 27). — Humorously
works out the visit of a sleepy tramp to a well
appointed bouse, wbere his presence Inspires terror
and a call for tbe police.
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Grace Church (Dr. Reisner, Pastor)
New York City
Santa Clara University, California.
U. S. Navy Yard, Washington, D. C.
Joliet State Prison, Joliet, 111.
State Hospital, Watertown, 111.
Essanay Film Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.
Victor Safe and Lock Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
Universal Portland Cement Company, Chicago, III.
Lubin Mfg. Company, Philadelphia,
Pa.
AND

OVER

THREE

HUNDRED

Follansbee Bros. Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
City.
Young's Million Dollar Pier, Atlantic
American Film Mfg. )Company,
Chicago, 111.
U. S. Navy Recruiting Station, No.
Chicago.
Gasmorten Fabrik Deutz, Amsterdam, Holland.
St. Nicholas Rectory, New York City.
Boardmachines.
of Education, Chicago— five
Board of Education, Los Angeles.
Board of Education, San Francisco.
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Co,
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30 East 23rd Street, New York City
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WILLIAMS,
BROWN & EARLE, PHILADELPHIA
MR. J. H. HALLBERG,
NEW YORK
MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION,
DALLAS
FEATURE FILM & CAL. LIGHT CO., PITTSBURG
CALEHUFF SUPPLY COMPANY, PHILADELPHIA
MR. E. E. FULTON, & KLEINE OPTICAL CO., CHl'GO
AND ALL BRANCHES OF THE GENERAL FILM COMPANY
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Hopewell Rubber Company and la In love with
Tom, tbe president's son. Tom returns from South
America with a new formula for tbe manufaetuio
of rubber. Newspaper reporters Tlslt the rtlMl
when It arrlTea In Quarantine but succeed In securing little Information from the young- manufacturer.
However, from advices they have gathered they
take It upon themselves to publish an article calling
attention to Tom's possession of the new formula.
When the article comes to the notice of Hasting,
the manager of a rival rubber company, he becomes alarmed and determines to secure the formula by strategy. He la given a cold reception when
he attempts to bribe Agnes and therefore, resorting to desperate means, be employs two accomplices
to assist him In entering the office of the Hopewell
■Company.
That night Agnes and Tom go for a drive and
take her pet dog along with them. As they
pass the office building they notice a light In tbe
window and go up to Inveatlgate. They discover
Hastings and bis men busy at tbe safe and they
are made prisoners in the private office. Tom and
Agnes succeed In removing their bonds and attempt to write a note beseeching help. They can
And neither pencil nor pen and fear that the noise
•of the typewriter will alarm the robbers. Agnes
therefore placet a blank record on tbe phonograph,
■dictates a cry for help, and the cylinder is placed
around the dog's neck. The dog, lowered from the
window,
runs to the Hopewell
home.
nopewell's butler discovers the phonographic
record and places It on the machine. He arouses
his employer and both hasten to the office, accompanied by two policemen. In time to liberate
Agnes and Tom and efTect the capture of the
criminals.
A MOUNTAIN TRAGEDY (Dec. 28).— Nell, living In tbe mountains with Klneald, her guardian,
makes the acquaintance of Danforth, a young prospector. For many months Klneald has been laboring on a worthless claim and when he meets the
young prospector he determines to dispose of his
property through misrepresentations and a process
-of "salting." As soon as the sale has been effected,
Klneald packs up bis belongings and taking Nell
with him, he hastens away from the mountains.
Danforth becomes suspicions and secures the
services of an expert, who informs blm that the
claim Is worthless. He therefore visits the Klneald cabin, only to find that the unscrupulous
miner has fled. The young prospector overtakes
tbe coach and pleads with Klneald to restore his
money, but to no avail.
As the stage coach continues on its Journey it
Is
held features
up by Bud
a "knight
of the Klneald
road,"
whose
are Haines,
concealed
by a mask.
believes that the highwayman Is none other than
Danforth, who has taken this means of securing his
money by force. A posse is formed and starts In
pursuit of the robber.
Meanwhile, as Danforth returns home, his horse
breaks Its leg and he Is obliged to shoot it. As the
young man trudges along the mountain road be
overtakes tbe desperado, who has been wounded by
a shot from the posse and Is about to die. Before
be expires Haines scribbles a note stating that be
commlted tbe robbery. Danforth covers tbe body
of the highwayman and taking up the package of
valuables, he goes on his way, only to be apprehended by tbe posse. Explanations, followed by a
visit to the body of the robber, are the means of
-vindicating Danforth, who Insists upon making
personal restitution of the valuables In order that
be may retain sufficient of Klncald's money to
repay blm for bis bad Investment. Klneald Is
furious, and when he attempts to take Nell away
the young
woman
decides
to trust her future
to

LUBIN.
THE MOUNTEBANK'S DAUGHTER (Dec. 23).—
'Herbert Strickland, a young minister. Is called to
tbe camp of a J>and of wandering players to attend upon the death bed of a woman. He becomes fascinated by the wild beauty of tbe dying
woman's daughter, Rosa, and after the woman's
death he Is unable to resist the Impulse to revisit
■the camp.
Rosa has been driven from the camp by her
•father In a flt of drunken rage, and Strickland
flmls her asleep by the roadside. He takes her,
home with him and gives her Into the keeping of
his housekeeper, and both strive to make ber forget the old life. Her father, however, does not
give her up so easily. Upon Strickland's refusal
to restore
her, be complains
to the Vestry.
The tongue of scandal begins to wag In the
Parish: the girl Is ostracised and finally a deputation from the congregation waits upon the minister with the demand that the girl be sent away.
Strickland refuses. He tells them that he loves
Rosa nnd Intends to marry Iter, but tills is not
satisfactory to his uncharitable parishioners. They
are overheard by Boaa, and she determines that
sooner than wreck Strickland's career, she will
sacrifice her happiness and go back to her own
people. She dons her old dress and steals out of
the house.
That ssme night Strickland receives a letter
asking him to come and take bis aged father's
Pastorate. This offers a way out of their difficulty,
but In going to tell the glad news to Rosa he
finds ber gone, and a note telling of her determination. He sets out after her and finds the player's
camp deserted. Ills intuition leads him to where
*her mother lies burled, and be finds Rosa prostrate
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on the newly made grave.
He takes her back with
him as his wife
to his father's
house,
where she
Mired with open arms, and the old unhapplness
is blotted
out and
forgotten.
THE END OF THE FEUD (Dec. 24).— In tbe
Tennessee mountains lived two families, tbe Blakes
and the Morgans. A feud has existed between
these families for two generations, but the bitterness has subsided somewhat until one day Blake's
dog wandered on to the land owned by John Morgan.
He promptly shot and killed It, delivering It to
the cabin of Blake with a note that stated he
would kill "any two or four legged dog of a Blake
that
caughtwason again
bis land."
Thehe feud
renewed. Jim Blake left
his cabin with tbe avowed Intention of killing
Morgan, bat was persuaded not to do so by
Margaret Dunn, the little schoolteacher of the valley. She persuades him to return with her to
her little schoolhouse where she presented him with
a Bible showing him the fifth commandment "Thou
shalt not kill." He agreed to read tho Bible and
try to learn Its teaching. One day while posting
a notice of the meeting at Sunday School, Margaret
encountered Jim , Blake on his way to the village
store. Morgan was down there waiting for him.
Margaret realized what it would mean If they
met so she followed young Blake and once again
prevented bloodshed.
Sunday came and the school was crowded. Blake
came because be loved Margaret. Morgan's child
also attended but Morgan learned of this and bis
hatred for Blake brought blm to tbe schoolhouse
with a loaded rifle. He fired through the window
intending
to kill
Blake,
Morgan's
childcarried
came
between and
received
tbe but
bullet.
She was
to the home of Blake and a physician summoned,
who declared the child could not be moved. Morgan
learned of his mistake and full of repentance be
went to tbe Blakes and begged them to shoot him.
Jim prevented his father from fulfilling his threat
to kill Morgan, by throwing up the pointed gun,
when the physician announced that the child could
not be moved or he would not answer for Its life.
Morgan pleaded, that It remain there. William
Blake seeing the complete surrender of bis bitterest
enemy finally agreed and tbe feud was declared
at an end. Later the little schoolteacher surrendered to the love of her former pupil — Jim Blake.
TWO BOYS (Dec. 26).— Albert Manning and Raymond Nugent attend the same boarding school and
became Inseparable companions. Dr. Squires, the
principal, Is a hard, penurious man, and, when
news comes thst Albert's father has died, leaving
the boy penniless, be Is about to turn blm out of
the school. Florence Chapln, his assistant teacher,
however, prevails upon him to allow the boy to
remain. Dr. Squires makes Albert do all the hard
work at the school and, one day, with the assistance
of Raymond, he runs away to the city where he
secures
employment
as a page
boy in a hotel.
Arthur Cochran, a young lawyer, and Fannie
Nugent, a sister of Raymond, are guests at the
hotel. They know nothing of Albert's friendship
for Raymond, but are interested in the boy. A
few weeks later. Squires bears that Albert's father
owned mining stock which has become valuable. He
goes to Cochran's office and asks him to try and
locate the hoy. Cochran and Fannie have become
engaged, but a jealous quarrel threatens to separate
them. Albert contrives and succeeds In bringing
them together again. Raymond visits his sister
for the holidays, and when he arrives at the hotel,
Albert's Identity Is established. Cochran arranges
with Miss Chapln to become a private teacher for
the boys and the picture ends showing their delight In the prospect of not having to return to
hoarding
school.
PALMETTO HAT INDUSTRY (Dec. 27).— This
Is an Interesting educational picture of the evolution of the Palmetto hats for ladles. Excellent
scenes of the gathering of the dwarf palm leaves
are pictured, then the stripping, plaiting and finally
the fashioning Into the wonderful crown of glory
favored.
The L'irl at the bench always tries the hat on
when finished. She cannot see herself In It hut
likes t,i Imagine how it becomes her. It takes
many people to "build" the headwear, but the
work
IS rapidly
performed.
ONCE WAS ENOUGH (Dec. 27).^John Strongheart, an actor of the old school, finds himself
utter a very bad season without enough funds to
get through the summer. rip places an "ad."
In one of tbe leading papers for actors of both
Bl t" form a stork company. He receives many
responses and organizes a troup. He puts up a
call for their first stand and after much "flimflamming" for expense money, lands In the little
town of nipswitch. The hour of the show arrives
and the performance begins but it is so bad, that
the audience, a boy and dog become so weary they
leave after the first act.
Strongbeart and his troup return to the hotel
to dress. The hotel proprietor tells them they
must pay op or lose the trunk and leave the hotel.
Having no money the players are forced to walk the
streets In their stage clothes. They are seen by
the boy, dog and villagers and ate stoned out of
town by tbe freight car route. After many bumps
along the railroad the Ik>x ear comes to a standstill, only to find themselves in the very same
town and are treated to a second battery of stones,
ripe tomatoes
and unsalable eggs.
THE BLIND CATTLE KING (Dec. 28).— Don
Bemero,
■ blind cattle king of Mexico,
leaves
his

home, and dresses In the garb of a peon, determining to seek a mate who does not know of bis great
wealth. He steals a ride on a train which carries
hlin across the Mexican border Into tbe United
States. There be Is discovered at a station and
upon being taken from tbe train is arrested. Miss
Barnes, who Is out riding with ber father and
mother, see this and gets her father to Intercede
with the railroad detective, they taking tbe blind
man borne. This Is done by Mary without any other
thought than helping a blind man. Afterwards Mr.
Barnes becomes Incensed to think that he allowed
a tramp to be brought Into bis home and he puts
tbe blind man out. Mary's heart has gone out to
the afflicted one and she seeks a lawyer friend
and
asks him to help ber find ber protege.
Tbe blind man wandering into the hills finally
falls exhausted. Mary, who is riding a spirited
animal, unknowingly follows almost in tbe blind
man's footsteps. Her horse becomes unmanageable
and runs away, running into a lake. Tbe blind
man bears her cries and goes to her assistance,
saving
her from
being drowned.
They return borne to find the father and lawyer
worried over her absence. The lawyer recognizes
the cattle king, but Don Remero stops blm from
disclosing bis Identity. Later Don Remero returns to the home of Mary and meets ber. Sbe determines to run away with him; tbey are married
and be takes ber back to Mexico with him. Arriving upon bis own Immense lands he tells ber tbey
are all hers. Later tbey come to his magnlflclent
home where he introduces her to his mother and
his retainers.

VITAGRAPH.
WHILE SHE POWDERED
HER NOSE (Dec.
23). — In facial decoration Ellen Is an artist and
never appears in company without adding to ber
beauty every touch to arouse the admiration of
the most Indifferent of the sterner sex. John
Thorpe, a wealthy young man, calls one afternoon
to see her. She is not prepared to receive It when
be sends his card up and she tells blm sbe will see
bim in a moment. Hoping to make herself most
charming, she takes so much time In dressing and
"kalsomlning" herself, Thorpe becomes Impatient
and sits down at the piano, playing several selections which be finds on the music rack. While
thus engaged,
a young
friendcalls
of Ellen's
tbe
orphaned
daughter
of a lady
composer,
to see her
and she overhears Thorpe playing one of her father's
compositions. Involuntarily, sbe becomes absorbed
and enters tbe parlor. Tborp Is surprised to see
ber and sbe Is not less confused, when sbe finds
herself in his presence. Sbe explains ber unintentional Interruption by telling him about her
father's composition which he had been playing.
They manifest a mutual Interest In each other and
If develops that it is a case of love at first sight.
Thorpe proposes to her and she consents to become his wife.
During this courtship and engagement In the
parlor, Ellen Is still busily engaged decorating her
face. At last she Is ready, but alas, when she
reaches the parlor to receive ber anticipated admirer, the butler gives her a note which Informs
her that Thorpe and her young lady friend, whom
be met In tbe parlor, had gotten tired of waiting,
had become engaged and had gone to secure a marriage license. Ellen Is non-plussed, piqued, gives
vent to her feelings in a display of anger which Is
dispelled when the butler announces the arrival of
one of the poorer admirers, who ardently loves her,
and announces he has come to ask ber to accept
him In marriage and not being willing to take another chance, she falls Into his arms a willing subject of his embraces.
IT ALL CAME OUT IN THE WASH (Dec. 24).—
"Pa Is rich and Ma don't care!" Neither does
Barry Wall, their son, who Is Indulged in all sorts
of extravagances. He is a desirable catch for
almost any girl, but he has one Ideal. Gladys
Cooper, the daughter of the Manager of the Excelsior Laundry. He has never had an Introduction
to her and finds it difficult to get one. He dreams
of her night and day. He sends bis soiled linen
to Cooper's laundry and forgets to remove bis
diamond stud from one of bis shirts. When he
misses It, he goes to tbe laundry and Mr. Cooper
restores to bim his lost gem. Barry Is delighted,
hut not half so much as when he sees the ideal
of his dreams enter. Pa Cooper Introduces Barry
to Gladys, and the girl seems to be as badly
smitten as the love-sick Barry. Next Sunday, Barry
calls to see Gladys and presents her with a ring
with a setting of the very diamond stud which
he had lost and found. Their engagement Is announced and their cup of happiness is full.
IDAS CHRISTMAS (Dec. 24).— Her husband's
sickness and lack of funds compels Mrs. Smith to
seek employment. She works hard, hoping to give
her little daughter Ida a Merry Christmas. The
little girl has set her heart on a pretty doll displayed In the toy shop window and dally worships
at
Mrs.
gladly her
"buy means.
it for
Ida its
If shrine.
she could
butSmith
It is would
far beyond
Mrs. Jones, her employer, surmising the child's
desire, buys the doll and sends It to Ida's house on
Christmas eve. unknown to the child. Ida finds
a well-filled purse on the street dropped by a passerby. It Is a temptation to her to keep it and buy
the doll, /but she runs after the loser and returns
It to him. He rewards her very generouslv. She
is anxious to purchase the doll, but knowing the
need of the money at home, she carries It to her
mother.
The
next
day,
Christmas,
a well-filled
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condition, with advertising matter
Colleen Bawn
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3
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Fire at Sea ...
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Oliver Twist
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Blackmail
Hearts & Arts
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3
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Blighted Son
Tormented
Existence
Two Destinies
Conquest of the Pole (Hand Colored).
Sicilian Love
Noble Lie
Tournament of the Golden Scarf (Col.).
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2
3
3
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2
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tree, through the kindness of Urn. Jones, Is laden
with good cheer for the Smiths and among the
many
pr— intl Is Ida's jiuch desired
doll.
TWO WOMEN AND TWO MEN (Deo. 25).— Keellng that the monotony of domesticity Is somewhat
Irksome, to him, James Thornwell casts about for
some diversion. He meets Mile. Valerlu, a popular
prima donna with whom he becomes very much Infatuated. She accepts bis attentions wltb Inward
Indifference. Thornwell Is not the only one. Harry
Borden, a man of the world, pays ber most ardent
court. They both send ber flowers and otber evidences of their admiration. Stic tries to keep each
lo Ignorance of the other. One day Borden happening In Just as Thornwell Is leaving. He upralds
Valeria and finds a note wbtcb Thornwell sent with
• box of roses. She trlea to get the note from blm
bnt be keeps It. Acting well ber part, she laughingly dismisses the matter and submissively kisses
him
goodbye.
Thornwell,
with
bis wife, attends
• ball where tbey meet Borden and Valeria. While
Borden Is talking to Mrs. Thornwell, Valeria takes
Mr. Tbornwell's arm and walks off wltb blm.
Borden graciously offers Mrs. Thornwell his arm
and escorts ber to the conservatory,
Hoping to compromise Thornwell, be makes love
to bis wife and attempts to kiss ber, for wblcb
be receives a smack In the face which completely
appalls him. Valeria who has seen Borden making love to Mrs. Thornwell, hastens to Thornwell
and Induces him to come and behold his wife,
hoping to create dissension between tbem, making
him a complete victim to ber own wiles. Borden,
explains to Mrs. Thornwell that bis advances to ber
were encouraged by ber husband's attentions to
another woman and he bad unjustly come to the
conclusion that she would not resist blm. Their be
hands ber tbe note he found on the floor of Valeria's
apartment. At tbls moment, ber husband enters
with Valeria. He accuses her of accepting the attentions of Borden. She Indignantly denies it.
They return to tbelr home, where he again accuses
her. Again sbe denies bis accusation. Tearing the
note wblcb Borden had given her from the bosom
of her dress, she bands It to blm and be reads the
evidences of his own Indiscretion. He realizes tbe
heartless purpose of Valeria and Borden to secure
tbelr own ends. His wife, in tears, and be In silent
aaclness, see an Impassable breach opening up between tbem. Tbelr little daughter Nellie, bearing
her parents enters the room. Seeing their tinhappiness, sbe tells them
to kiss and make up.
FRECKLES (Dec. 26). — Freckles are not considered a mark of beauty, by persons who are
obliged to wear them. Mr. John, whose face Is
freckled like a speckled beauty, Is annoyed because
his wife teases blm about It. He reads a beauty
doctor's advertisement In the newspaper and retermlnes to have his complexion renovated. He
telephones the doctor to call at bis home on bis
wife's Euchre Club night, enhance bis beauty
during ber absence and surprise ber when sbe returns.
On tbe appointed nlgbt, he has great difficulty
In getting bis wife off to tbe club before tbe
doctor arrives. After many delays, he gets her
safely ont of the house. The doctor comes and
Introduces herself as Madam Legrande, tbe Beauty
Expert. John makes preparation for the treatment and the Madam begins operations. Mrs. John
begins thinking about ber husband's anxiety to get
her ont of bis bouse and leaves the card party
hurriedly, and reaches home just as John Is In
the midst of the treatment. John bears her coming and bundles tbe Madam with all ber belongings Into the bathroom. When Mrs. John goes Into
the sitting room, John greets her wltb a kiss and
she scents tbe perfumed lotions upon bis face and
begins to ply blm wltb Interrogatory remarks. She
apys the doctor's bat upon tbe table and sees John
make a gesture toward the bathroom door. Rusblng
Into tbe bathroom, Mrs. John finds tbe Madam and
drags her Into the presence of Mr. John, who explains the presence of the Expert and why he was
anxious to remove tbe freckles that he might be
more beautiful In his wife's eyes. This satisfies
Mrs. John and after he pays tbe Madam ber fee,
Mrs. John kisses his face and (ells blm that she
loves blm, freckles and all and no beauty doctor
could make him more beautiful or lovely In ber
estimation.
THE BETTER MAN (Deo. 27),— With a fondness
for gambling, Jim Saunders is given to neglecting
bis wife and child. One nlgbt during bis absence
at tbe saloon, Miguel Gomez, a Mexican outlaw,
for whom $1,000 reward Is offered, enters Jim's
borne end demands food of Mrs. Saunders. Her
little child, suffering wltb a severe attack of croup
demands her constant attention and sbe tells Gomes
to help himself. The child Is taken wltb a fit
of choking, and ber mother, alarmed, asks tbe outlaw to go for a doctor. He consents snd starts
on a run for tbe nearest physician, miles away.
As be Is running through the foothills, he Is met
by Saunders, who recognises blm snd stops him
at the point of bis pistol. Tbe Mexican, anxious
to notify the doctor, grapples with Jim. Thev
straggle to tbe edge of a cliff over which he burls
Jim, who falls to tbe bottom stunned. Miguel
jumps upon Jim's horse and hastens on to the
doctor, whom he tells of tbe sick child snd Induces
him to go with him to Its relief. After a breakborne Just In time
to ssveneck ride,
thethey
childreseh
from Saunder's
desth.

Jim Saunders, who has recovered from bis fall,
hurries to bis borne snd through the window, sees
his surHe rashes In and demands
the Mexican.
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render. Jim's wife tells him of the Mexican's
generous deed through which their child was saved.
Jim hangs bis head In shame, and acknowledges
that the outlaw Is a better man than himself,
fur tiad be stayed at home with his wife and
Child, Instead of spending his time at the saloon
gambling, he would have proven himself more of
a man. Mrs. Saunders tells Gomez that be may go
unmolested by them for whatever may be his
laults. they must acknowledge bis goodness of
heart In helping tbem and tbelr child. Tenderly
bending over the little girl, be smooths ber forebead, sbe takes bis band In hers and Mlgel
blessing.
Gomez Is permitted to depart' In peace with tbelr
THE REINCARNATION OF KARMA (Dec. 27).—
A synopsis of tbls special two-reel subject was published In tbe advertisement of the General Film
Company on pages 1096 and 1007 of the Issue
dated
December
14.
SUE SIMPKINS' AMBITIONS (Dec. 28).— My!
My I but Sue SImpklns is some elocutionist I Wltb
longing aspirations to tbe stage, she pays a visit
to the newly-opened motion picture show and her
ambition takes a new turn, and sbe takes up a
course with a correspondence school. "How to
become a moving picture actress." After completing ber course, she applies at tbe "Motograpb
Motion Picture Company" for a position as a leading lady. Sbe Is given a "try-out" and the
manager tells her sbe would make a splendid comedian In farce comedy, but sbe Insists that sbe Is
a pastmaster In the dramatic art and prefers something more emotional. She is given tbe part of a
deserted wife In a very touching drama. She gives
full sway to her angular and loose-Jointed anatomy,
going through the part with so much action and
enthusiasm, the director cannot control her. Later,
she goes to see "The Deserted Wife" exhibited
In a moving psrtnre theater. She takes a
seat among the audience and awaits its showing.
At last she appears on tbe scene. Instead of moving the onlookers to tears. It arouses their laughter
and jeers. Her acting. Instead of being dramatic,
Is farcical. Her efforts are met with derision instead of applause. Disappointed and crushed, she
returnes to her borne town and confesses to Ezra
Hawks, ber old lover, whom she bad discarded, that'
she was mistaken In her calling and had decided
to always be a simple country maiden. Ezra comforts her and tells ber If she will consent to become
his wife, be will make her life one sweet dream.
Sbe falls into his outstretched arms and In fond
embrace,
they
dream
dreams
of future
bliss.

EDISON.
AN OLD FASHIONED ELOPEMENT
(Dec. 23).—
This
comedy
is based
upon
tbe following
ballad
from
tbe London
periodical,
"The
Gentlewoman"
which tells tbe story in full.
Come all who love o lover true,
And listen to my
lay
'Tls of a pair who In despair
Left home and ran away.
ButMisfortune
ere they'ddid gone
a many miles
betide.
The
horse
went
lame,
so down
they
For they no more could ride.

came

Now as they waited at an Inn
Another horse to find
The
father
proud
with
curses
loud
Came
posting
bard
behind.
He tore her from her lover's arms
In spite of sobs and tears
And cast him forth wltb many an oath
Unfit for tender ears.
But the youth he had a ready wit
So he did not despair
promised
gold to tbe post-boy
And whispered low In his ear.

He

bold

Then he put on the post-boy's breeks
And
eke bis boots likewise
And
his hat and coat wrapped bis throat
And did himself disguise.
Full soon a river crossed
the road
And the ford was deep and wide
And
here at last the chaise stuck
Ere
It reached
the other
side.

fast

The lady first with the aid of the horse
Did reach
the river's brim
And
there In tbe wet did the father sit
But tbey never came back
for him.
WHAT
KATIE DID (Dec. 24).— Katie Mooney
comes home from school one afternoon Just in time
to hear the doctor ssy to her widowed mother that'
her Infant baby sister must have better air snd
food or It will not live for long. Kstle Is very
fond of the little mite and know* that her mother
had a bard time to make a living for the three,
bo Bhe determines that ahe will help to secure money
enough to get the baby what Is required The
doctor when he leaves playfully leavea a newspa|>er
In her hand In which she sees an advertisement
for messenger girls at a millinery shop. She secures the position snd It Is understood that she Is
to run errands after school hours. On one" of
her trips she makes the acquaintance of little
Florence Chester, a small miss of shout seven
who has wandered away from her street and gets
lost.
Katie takes her borne.
Sbe meets her several

times afterward and a great friendship springs up
between
them.
At the millinery shop, Katie being tbe youngest
is more or less Imposed upon by the otber girls.
Tbey play pranks and tricks on ber. Sbe does not
enter into tbelr frolics. One day In delivering a
parcel she meets Florence accidentally and as they
are about to part a reckless boy on skates bowls
Katie over. She falls, crushes the hat sbe Is carrying and dislocates her arm. A friendly policeman
takes her borne. Florence finds out where sbe lives
and brings ber mother snd father to meet ber little
benefactress and to find out the extent of ber Injuries. The meeting brings friends for Katie, her
mother and ber little sister and through Katie's
kind act of taking Florence borne when she waa
lost, brings
ber that wblcb
she strove
for.
LOVE AMONG THE GETSERS (Dec. 25).— This
film gives the spectator a delightful trip through
Yellowstone Park wltb nearsighted Professor Bllck,
his son, a Judge, bis two daughters May and June
and their brother August who is passionately fond
of literature that may be procured for tbe small
sum of one dime and upon whose hero dyed senses
tbe scenes of beauty are lost forever.
We are permitted to arrive at Gardiner, Montana and there procure a coach for tbe Yellowstone
trip. A few moments later we stop to glance at
tbe geysers and stand In awe of tbe beauty and
grandeur of the Grand Canyon while May and June
lose their little hearts over Professor Bllck's son
which causes tbe Judge to keep a watchful eye
upon the young folks. But when love goes touring;
there are always some mishaps that present laughter
to the spectator and not a little of tbls may be
found In tbe professor's glasses which have a way
of losing themselves that tbe law of gravitation has
nothing whatsoever to do with. This serves to
aid May and June to spend some time alone wltb
the son of the professor while the professor himself goes tumbling down a mountain while endeavoring to find his lost glasses which are really not lost
at all. Shortly after tbe Judge loses dignity and
goes tumbling
down after bim.
All the time May and June are falling In love
with the bashful young man, while August Is burled
deep In tbe pages of a dime novel. Finally the
girls come to the rescue of tbe two old men and
just as tbe picture is about to close with "and
they lived happily ever after" we find that nothing
of the kind happens and — well see It yourself and
learn
what
happens
after.
A CLUE TO HER PARENTAGE (Dec. 27).— (Being the Sixth Story of "WHAT HAPPENED TO
MARY). — Lieutenant Strakey, Mary's opiionent. In
"A Letter to the Princess" has been commissioned
to go to America and Madam Jolatsky, who has
fallen In love with the young officer, throws np
ber own appointment In London and follows him,
taking the same steamer and thereby becoming a
fellow passenger with Mary. Mary's csbln mate
Is a young woman who seems to be struck wltb
Mary's appearance and when Mary is looking over
the letter which Is the only clue to ber mysterious
birth and parentage, this young woman, Nell Benson, sees the writing and so finally succeeds Id
getting Mary to show ber tbe letter. She then
sends a wireless message to someone In New York,
expressing the belief that she has found "the
Lieutenant
Strakey seizes upon the word heiress
missing
heiress."
which he happens to catch sight of and Immediately begins attentions to Mary which Nell Benson
does not want her to accept. Besides this Madam
Jolatsky speaks to Mary and warns her not to
flirt with Strakey. This opposition develops Id
Mary's desire to plsy the game to t*e end snd
she accordingly leads Strakey on. Madam Jolatsky
slips a valuable bracelet Into Mary's trunk Just
before the steamer lands In New York. Of course
this Is found by the customs official and Mary,
unable to explain why It Is not In her declaration
of how she came by It, Is arrested. But Just at
tbls minute Nell Benson appears with s distinguished looking gentleman whose name seems to
creste a stir with the officials and who takes
charge of the case.
He takes Mary with him and bringing ber Into
a great mansion, Informs her that this will be
her home henceforth. He refuses to tell her more
about ber family except to point to a portrait
on the wall which he tells her Is that of ber mother.
The wandered has found a home and at least a
memory of a mother.
HE SWORE OFF SMOKING (Dec. 28).— On the
first of January Mr. Jones "swears off", gives bis
cigars and tobacco to the maid's best man and
figures up for bis fsmlly bow much extra money
they are going to have to spend during the year.
The next day he starts for business feeling still
quite happy and proud of himself: but somehow
things don't seem to go well st tbe efflce and
he finds himself feeling for a cigar and missing
something all day. At luncheon the man opitoalte
him lights a good cigar when be Is finished bis
meal and poor Mr. Jones Is obliged to beat a
basty
retreat
from
the tempting
odor.
The afternoon proves a bad one for bis office
force and he stsrts for home esrly much to tbelr
relief At the station a friend offers blm a smoke
and blows the fragrance of a good cigar Into his
fsee until he Is nearly beside himself. Consequently he arrives at his home In a very nnenvlahle state
of mind. He don't kiss the children but goes op
to his mom to change his cldthes without even taking off his hat. The clothes fall down In the
closet.
He tears his collar Into ribbons In taking
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remisnder: Films will be withdrawn from market Jan. 15th
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THE

It n(T, drops bis watch on the floor and breaks It
and finally titl down on Ms bat as a climax.
At dinner
tbe aoup
burns
Mm
mid
be creates
sucb a riot aa be leaves
tbe table tbat bis wife
that something
must
be done,
She
semis
tiUdren
(or smoking
tobacco
and
elgurs
and
they bold bin) In bis chair, put a cigar In bis mouth
and tight It.
His protests
grow
more
and more
t scene shows us a happy
family
reunion
to tlie tirellgbt.
HOW A H0R8E8H0E UPSET A HAPPY FAMILY (Dec. 28). — Mrs. Murphy while marketing one
day lluds a horseshoe which she believes to lie I Inemblem Of good luck and brlngB It home but her
bnaband disagree* with her and Insists that she
must nut keep It as a horseshoe bus always been
bad luck to blm. When a telegram arrlveB from
hla mother In-law stating tbat she Is coming for
a long visit Mrs. Murphy exclaims "this Is good
luck." Mr. Murphy retorts "It Is bad luck." This
starts n lively quarrel which ends In Mrs. Murphy
having her way.
she Insists upon keeping the horseshoe and decides to hang It on tbe wall and In doing so It
falls and breaks a mirror. This means seven years
bad luck to Mr. Murphy, who loses all patience with
bla wife and finally throwa the horseshoe out of
tic window. It strikes a man on tbe head in tbe
Street and nearly fractures bis skull. The Injured
man with blood In his eye quickly finds the thrower
Ol tin' horseshoe and a pummellng matcb ensues
In which Murphy gets tbe worst of It. More bad
luck; but the straw that breaks the camel's back
Is when Murphy's mother-in-law arrives and smilingly presents
with with
a "good-luck"
horseshoe
ail tinseled
and him
trimmed
ribbons. This
is too
much for Murphy. He throws a fit', shrieks, tears
bis bair and goes Into convulsions. The scene
-ends In a most laughable tumult.

ESSANAY.
THE SHERIFF'S INHERITANCE (Dec. 24).— A
poor ranchman fondly kisses his wife and family
«ood bye. He steps out of his home and is attacked
by a bitter enemy. A terrible struggle ensues. The
-sheriff, who happens to be near by with two of his
deputies, separates the men and takes them to Jail.
The ranchman attempts to escape and Is killed by a
bnllel from the deputy's gun. The following day
tin- ranchman's youngest daughter goes to the
Sheriff's otHce and tells blm that her mamma is
dying and wants to see him. He hurries to the
shack and promises the poor woman he will care for
her little ones always. After her death he bravely
attempts to bring up his small family, but is about
to give up In despair when he meets the town schoolmarm
This Is the beginning of a romance that
results In her agreeing to aid him with his family
troubles — and a quiet wedding takes place.
THE CAT'S PAW (Dec. 25).— Jack falls heir to
the Hurley estate, and Is guardian for $20,000, held
in trust for bis sister Eva. That same evening Jack
I- seen at his club gambling at cards. He loses
quite a sum, which he pays the following evening
from the funds of tbe Hurley estate. Not being able'
to throw off the temptation of gambling he Anally
Miaded to place a large sum of money on a
"sure thiug" In stocks tbat proves to be a fraud,
ami he loses all. His furniture Is turned over to
bis creditors. While looking for a moderate apartment with his sister, a young woman passes and
drops her pocket book, that Is picked up by his
sister. Jack returns the pocket book to Elolse Gilmore, a school tescher, In her class room. This
o a love matcb, and Jack meets Eloise's aunt,
i old lady. Walllngford James, a tricky
broker, now gets Jack to Induce Eloise's aunt to
Invest in some fake mining stock. Later the newspapers are full of the gigantic swindling and Elolse
and her auut are heartbroken until Jack calls, returns tbe check that he did not turn over to James,
and explains tbat the brokers are lodged In Jail.
Jack now claims Eloise as his wife, and her deUghted annt readily gives consent.
BILL MIXES WITH HIS RELATIONS (Dec. 26).
— A trnmp is seen sleeping on a bench In front of
a railway station. A mall bag is thrown off a passing train and hits the tramp, scattering the mall
In all directions. He picks up a postal card which
reads, "I>ear Sarah: — Cousin Whooper from Maine,
whom you have never seen, Is coming out on tbe
four o'clock train. He's kinder rough In his mnnBars, but you'll like him. I-ovingly, Hiram." After
reading the postal he spies another one, and picking
It up, reads: "Dear Cousin Sarah: — Am detained here
lu New York on business. May be out in the morning ami maybe tonight. Cousin Whooper." A great
imes over the tramp and he decides to be
Cousin Whooper Immediately. Entering a nearby
back yard be finds a suit of clothes hanging on the
line, lie next locates a suit case from in front of a
Slotblng store and awaits tbe arrival of the four
train. The first postal card has been received
at the Springer Farm and the supposed cousin is
met at the train. He Is taken to tbe farm, where
he devours a meal In record-breaking time, eating
everything on tbe table with his hands and disgracing himself generally. After snpper his "relatives" play tbe organ and entertain him In king's
style. He Is then shown his room, where he sleeps
In everlasting bliss. The real cousin arrives on the
Dlgbt train and after walking miles, arrives at the
farm, only to be refused admittance, thinking he
is a tramp, lie sleeps In the wood-shed and In the
morning lacks a note on the front door of tbe house
and leaves for the railroad station, deciding to return to bis home In Maine. A boy sees blm and Informs the town constable he baa seen the man who
stole the clothes snd suit esse.
The constable
ar-
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rests him, but on learning bis Identity, takes him to
ringer farm, where the tramp has disappeared,
taking with blm the remains of tbe morning repast.
He is finally discovered running tbrongb a corn field
and Is caught by the real cousin. The tramp Is
taken to Jail and tbe real cousin taken Into tbe
Springer home, where he anticipates a good meal,
but is disappointed, as the tramp had taken everything in sight.
LOVE THROUGH A LENS (Dec. 27).— Tom Is
■d supervising engineer and Is sent with the
manager to the new site. He Is given his instructions about tbe work, and left In charge of tbe
men. Four weeks later the manager and bis charming daughter come to spend a few days at the
works, unknown to Tom. Tbat afternoon the mantelegram from the city office reug blm to return immediately as tbey have a
matter of vital Importance that needs his attenIn I be meantime Tom is seen working with
the men on the new site. A boy, becoming lnqulaltlTi
iirough
a transit
which Tom
bas
been operating, and In so' doing changes tbe position of It. Tom, returning to the transit, notices it
out of line and looks through It. What be sees is
a beautiful Girl. lie becomes enthralled with her
magnetic beauty, and makes her acquaintance. The
following day tbey go horse-back riding. The manager returns from the city, and, finding everybody out,
goes to the site, onlly to learn that Tom is not there.
Looking through the transit, he sees Tom and his
daughter approaching on horseback. He discharges
Tom, Tom returns to the city and explains to tbe
officers of the corporation that he has been discharged because he loves tbe manager's daughter.
They reinstate him. With the permission of the
manager Tom calls up his sweetheart, and In answer
to his proposal of marriage the important little word
"yes" tingles back over the wire.
THE REWARD
FOR BRONCHO BILLY (Deo.
28). — After holding up a stage-coach, Broncho Billy
disappears Into tbe woods on horseback. The driver
of the coach unhitches one of the horses and rides
to the nearest town, notifies the sheriff, who goes In
pursuit with the posse. Broncho abandons his horse
and takes to the underbrush. The sheriff and bis
men. finding the horse riderless, dismount and take
up the trail. Broncho is finally seen by the sheriff,
who shoots at him. Broncho, returning Are, kills
him. Years later the sheriff's widow Is in destitute circumstances through the loss of her bnsband.
The baby, now a boy of about eight years, discovers Broncho Billy in the woods, suffering from
loss of blood and lack of food. He gives Broncho a
piece of bread and retnrns to the shack for more.
During this brief period Broncho faints, and is found
unconscious by the returning boy, who runs and tells
ids mother. She carries Broncho into her borne,
where, on reviving he recognizes a picture on the
wall as that of the former sheriff. Taking a reward notice out of his pocket that offers $5,000 for
his capture, dead or alive, he writes on the bottom
of it: "Sheriff — I'm a goner. This woman is entitled to tbe reward. Please see that she gets It."
After his death the widow notifies tbe sheriff. He
bas the body removed, then 0 K's the note left by
the dead outlaw and assures the widow she will
receive the reward. With her boy clasped in her
arms she watches the posse disappear down the
rugged trail.

PATHE.
PATHE'S WEEKLY NO. 51 (Dec. 16).— Philadelphia, Pa. — The Army Mule and the Navy Goat meet
on Franklin Field In their annual football struggle.
Score:
Annapolis, 6; West Point, 0.
College Park, Md. — The administration building
and the dormitories of the Maryland State Agricultural College are destroyed by fire.
Loss, $150,000.
The Balkan War. — Flavnica, Montenegro. — The
King takes a launch across Skutari Lake to Skja
to direct tbe army's operations in a siege of
Skutari.
New Orleans, La, — Mayor Behrman reviews the
civic parade from the steps of the City Hall.
Hoboken, N. J. — Some boys start a Are In an old
skating rink which results in a $200,000 conflagration, destroying seven buildings.
San Francisco, Cal. — Minister De Freistas of Portugal plants a flag on the site of the Portuguese
building at tbe San Francisco Exposition.
Sacramento, Cal. — The Sacramento Gun Club Invites tbe sportsmen of the world to attend their
"goose stew." Two thousand two hundred men
attend.
Now Orleans, La. — Rear Admiral Frank F.
Fletcher, Flag Lieutenant S. C. Rowan and Mayor
Martin Behrman review parade of sailors and marlnes from tbe visiting battleships.
DYNAMITED LOVE (Dec. 25).— In order to keep
bis inquisitive daughter Gwendoline from discovering tbe nature of his Christmas gift prematurely,
Robert Borden, a broker, Incloses a necklace In a
box Gwendoline,
marked
"Dynamite."
besieged by two lovers, tests their
courage by asking them to die with her via the
dynamite. Lover No. 1 decides that he does not
like girls who are foolish enough to attempt suicide, and thus avoids tbe test. Lover No. 2, a
friend of father, Is brave enough in the face of tbe
dynamite. Father had let him In on the "secret of
tbe box's contents some time before. Gwendoline
Is enthralled by bis bravery and extinguishes the
fuse.
THE BEACHCOMBERS (Dec. 26).— A fisher maid
named Betty on tbe rock shore one day meets Jack
Dubois,
a revenue officer. They
part to meet that

evening at the same place. Sam Wilson and his
band of beachcombers change tbe government beacon fire, used to guide vessels safely past tbe rocks.
Betty reaches the scene as tbey have Anlsbed their
work. She is immediately taken prisoner and carried off to their rendezvous. Dubois, arriving a
few moments later, Is searching for Betty when he
discovers tbe misplaced light. He connects tbe
transposed light with the disappearance of Betty,
and gathering his comrades be sets out to And
Betty. He does not find her until tbe pirates are
prepared for tbe Anal rush upon tbe but In which
Sam Wilson, now violently in love, is guarding
Betty. In payment for his kindness Betty bides.
Sam Is
from
ber In
lover,
and all of
hopeless
love
vented
a passionate
kiss Wilson's
of ber hand.
THE BEAR TRAP (Deo. 28).— A party of hunters lay a trap for a bear which has been seen
roaming around tbe neighborhood. The trap consists of a deep hole dug in the ground and covered
with loose branches and leaves. The wife of one
of tbe trappers, out for a walk, falls Into the trap.
An Indian named Deer Foot meets with the bear
and chases blm into the trap. Tbe woman screams,
and at tbe risk of bis life Deer Foot rescues ber
and takes her to her home. Deer Foot's squaw,
mistaking the brave's solicitude for genuine affection, attempts to kill tbe woman. Matters are explained to tbe squaw, and the hunter, returning
home, rewards the redman by making him a present of the bear wblcb be bas captured.

C. G. P. C.
THE CHRISTMAS MIRACLE (Dec. 24).— A film
of extraordinary merit. It has tbe Christmas spirit.
How the Giver of all gifts, in tbe guise of a beggar, after repeated refusals, receives a kindness
at tbe hand of a poverty-stricken widow. The
transformation and the blessing which follow are
all told in a sympathetic manner destined to imbue
one with tbe peace and happiness of the season.
FRENCH NAVAL MANEUVERS (Dec. 27).— The
efficiency of the French navy is severely tested in
their annual maneuvers in the English Channel. In
the storm which lasted two days the battleships
and smaller fighting vessels went through their
mimic warfare, successfully defending the harbor
of Cherbourg, while even the heaviest vessels of the
war craft were tossed about like chips by the giant
seas.
THE CHAFFINCH AND HER FAMILY (Dec.
27). — A series of Intimate views showing the taxing duties of the mother bird in taking care of her
little brood.
Interestingly educational.

BIOGRAPH.
A CRY FOR HELP (Dec. 23). — Wisdom in charity is a problem which has confronted philanthropists the world over. In this film the attitude of
two Impecunious charity patients is contrasted, resulting In a somewhat startling concurrence of
events, which, however, are both as human as tbey
are intense. His wife dying as a charity patient,
the ungrateful husband blames his poverty for the
physician's apparent neglect. He goes to seek retaliation, but the young physician is saved by a
gratitude of a higher order.
THE GOD WITHIN (Dec. 26). — When tbe woman
was desolate and alone she listened to the god
within and regeneration came through the motherless baby given In place of the little lifeless form
she had called her own. Then the father of this
child thought of the associations surrounding bis
baby. The other man was awakened by the god
within, but seeking the woman he found her at the
father's fireside, singing the eternal lullaby, eontrolled in full by the god within.

MELIES.
TEMPEST TOSSED (Jan. 2). — All during the
night a storm raged furiously, but day dawned
beautifully. Tom, a young fisherman, discovers
on the beach of the little island evidences of a
wreck, and then — the limp, unconscious form of a
sweet young woman, bound to a piece of the wreckage. Tom lifts her gently and takes her to tbe
bumble cottage where he and his mother live alone.
With their care Ruth soon again regains health,
but the terrible ordeal through which she has gene
results In the complete loss of memory of the past.
However, Tom loves her, and she, too, has the same
passion for him. Tbey marrv, and the little household becomes a haven of happiness, until
A launch party of sight-seekers stops at the little
fishing island for luncheon. One of the strangers
approaches Ruth and is promptly knocked down by
Tom for it, but not until Ruth has recognized and
remembered, and in her horror she staggers into
the shack. The sight of the strange face was a
shock sufficient to give back her memory of the
past — memory of her marriage to a man who was
not Tom, a marriage she had no memory of. and
of a husband living whom she bad forgotten. While
she struggles with her secret — her misery and her
memory — he comes, her husband, the stranger, declaring his Identity and demanding her, his wife.
Ruth comes from her room and reveals to him the
tooThe
unhappy
of the stranger's
launchtruth
Is waiting.
Ruth isclaims.
forced to go
away from a happiness she had never before known,
he gives Tom back the wedding ring, which be
kisses and places on bis own finger. Then he
watches tbe fast disappearing motorhoat which
takes away from him all that he held dear in life.
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Washington.

Idaho.

EXHIBITORS:
We are EXCLUSIVE RENTERS
of Film Supply Company of America
Programs and of Kay-Bee, Keystone
and Broncho Films.
THIS

IS OUR

Kay-Bee,
formerly
Original
101 Bison.
Thanhouser.
Great Northern.

PROGRAM:
Broncho.

American.
Gaumont.
Reliance.

"I. T. Y. S."

Keystone.
Solax.
Comet.
Lux.

Majestic.
Itala.

Gaumont Weekly

No Extra Charge for Features.

Film Supply Company of Oregon,
385 Alder Street, Portland, Oregon.

New York and New Jersey Exhibitors
The following exclusive features are bound to make money for you
Sherlock Holm., in "The Reygate
Squire." in two parts. Produced under the personal supervision of the author
Sir Arthur Conart Doyle.
Convicted by Hypnotism, two parts

The Iron Hand, two parts
Tears of Blood, two parts
Power of Destruction, three parti
Fatality> three parts

Greater New York exhibitors can book all of the above, also
the following featuresf
Sarah

Bernhardt in "La Tosca"
Sherlock Holmes in"Tho Speckled Band'
Also the mysterious Tom Butl.r with a special lobby display, in three parts
Auto Bandits of Paris, three parts
The Vatican and His Holiness Pop. Pius X
■ For open dates write, wire or phone to

WEINBERG

& SAMWICK,

24-26 East 21st Street

exclusive

Phone Gramercy 6046

features

New York City

HARBECR'S

great Alaska motion pictures showing the Copper
River Bridge, avalanches of ice falling from Child's
Glacier, salmon industry at Ketchican, salmon climbing falls, etc., are now ready. These were the last
pictures made by W. H. Harbeck, a "Titanic" victim. The pictures are controlled only by the Harbeck estate, and are copyrighted. Others claiming
to be representatives are frauds and imposters.
Apply to

HARBECK'S

733 Michigan

MOTION

Street

PICTURES

Toledo. Ohio

I was the first
exchange man

who offered you

the

most glorious feature films
in the world as a part of your
regular film service, without extra charge! I was called all
sorts of names for starting such an innovation. Every time I have done
something big for the business in the
past seven years, I have been called
names. But on every blessed occasion,
Time has shown that I was right. I
say now that any exhibitor who pays a

big percentage of big receipts to a state rights man
Is a blooming Idiot. Remember tbe headline of this
advertisement, "I Told You So!"

I am the man who told

you that you could use Independent films fearlessly. I

spent a fortune telling you so, I pledged
you my word on it. I begged you to
run your own business your own way.
And now the Court of Appeals has decided in your favor in the most important

piece of legislation tbe film business of tbls country
has
ever never
known.
say, tip.
"I Told
You will.
So."
I have
givenAgain
you Ia can
wrong
I never
My tip to you now la tbls: — Hook up Immediately
wltb the nearest Laemmle Film Service office and
get that powerful Universal program, yes even Including the Famous Universal features WITHOUT
EXTRA COST! Don't wait for your competitor to
grab it!

Carl Laemmle,

President

The Laemmle Film
Service
204 West Lake Street, Chicago, III.
Sykes Block, Minneapolis, Minn.
1312 Farnum Street, Omaha, Neb.
421 Walnut Street, Des Moines, Iowa.
The Biggest and Best Film Renter in the World
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INDEPENDENT
FILM STORIES
I! •Hlllll!

UNIVERSAL
BISON.
BETOEE THE WHITE MAN CAME (Deo. 17).—
TbU story Is founded on the old Apacbe legend of
the Willow and the Sunbeam. These two were playmates and companions, until one day the parents of
Willow, the boy, seized with the wanderlust, took
blm away with them to find a new borne. Ue bade
his little friend good-bye and promised some day to
return to her. Of the fifteen odd years that lnterTenes here the legend has nothing to tell, but at
tbe end of that time, Fang, the War Chief of a
neighboring tribe, comes to Brown Bear, fatber of
the Sunbeam, and chieftain of bis tribe, with rich
offerings of fur, the trophies of bis prowess on the
hunt. In exchange for these gifts be wishes to
take tbe Sunbeam with blm to brighten and warm
tbe cold gray stone of his home cave.
Brown Beur, pleased with his regard, and tbe fur,
consents to the trade. Sunbeam, however, dislikes
the man. and refusing, runs away In tears. It Is thus
that Willow, tbe wanderer, returning at last, finds
the object of his desires. He reassures ber, and as
he Is telling her of bis wanderings, Fang, looking
for lils acquisition, appears, demanding her. Willow
too lays claim to her, and tbey go forthwith to lay
their respective cases before the Bear.
He. although greatly pleased at the return of
the Willow, holds to his agreement, and the Fang
drags her away. Not long after this the old Bear
dies, leaving tbe chieftainship In the bands of
Willow. He Immediately uses bis power, and starts
out on a lone quest to bring tbe Sunbeam back to
her people. This he accomplishes. Fang, discovering bis loss, sends the old tribal challenge to battle,
an arrow-pierced skull, and Willow receiving It, according to custom, withdraws tbe arrow, and breaking It, sends It back.
Events follow rapidly. Fang leaves bis tribe to
wait for blm, while be, taking advantage of tbe
unprotected state of the village, steals back Sunbeam. In the meantime, Willow and bis tribe have
discovered the waiting warriors of Fang, and by
a clever ruse these are led Into an ambush and
annihilated. Fang, returning with tbe girl to find
bis men, finds only tbelr remains, and tbe victorious tribe of Willow. Willow sees blm and gives
cbase. The Fang, seeing he must face the Willow,
kills the girl ratber than chance ber going to the
other. Then It Is man to man. Fang flees, and In
fleelug, stumbles while crossing a stream. The
Willow catches blm here, and by main strength
forces his bead under water and holds It there until
he drowns.
"And afterwards," says the legend, "tbe Willow
would visit ber resting place and mourn, till at
length madness seized blm, and crying out aloud
"Sunbeam, I come to thee!" he took his life, and
from then It was that their souls wandered."

NESTOR
COPS AND COWBOYS (Dec. 16).— Jack and Bob
are a couple of young fellows. Jack goes west to
visit Cucle John, the Mayor of Maverick. He looks
for diversion and trduble. Jack discovers that the
sheriff Is kept busy with unsober gentlemen. Jack
persuades bis uncle to create two policemen, and
wires Bob to hurry along and bring two nice nobby
policemen uniforms with him. Bob hurries along,
scenting novelty, and the two are quickly on the Job
and create a tremendous Impression.
They meet with various adventures and eventually
get their chance when Peevish Pete borrows a roll
of bills at gun point and rides off to his lonely shack
to figure out bow be will spend It. The sheriff and
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posse go after blm, but Pete Insists upon arguing
wltb bla gun, and tbey return to devise a new plan
to show blm how extremely wrong Is bis behavior.
Jack and Bob ride out, accompanied by a sack of
sulphur. Jack ascends to tbe roof and empties the
sulphur down tbe chimney. It connects wltb the
fire and Peevish Pete Is literally smoked out. The
boys are outside tbe door waiting for blm and tbey
secure htm and lead him back In triumph. They are
acclaimed as heroes and are amply rewarded by two
lovely girls who present the boys with their hands
and futures In return for two little loops of gold.
THE STIGMA (Dec. 18).— Bert Warren Is released from prison, having served a term for a crime
which he did not commit, but for wblcb be was convicted upon circumstantial evidence. All of bis old
friends shun him, only bis mother receives blm with
love and trust. Her neighbors refuse to speak to
blm and his father believes blm guilty. Taking
what money he has earned at prison Bert goes to
buy a horse, and for the first time Is heartily received. Tbe men ask Bert to Join them and he
gladly accepts their offer. When tbey reach the
mountains, however, and give a signal, a man appears to tell them that tbe sheriff Is near and Bert
realizes that be is wltb a gang of horse-thieves.
He refuses to accompany them further, so tbey take
his horse and ride away, closely followed by the
sheriff and his men. They shoot tbe man who took
Bert's horse, so finding bis coat upon his saddle,
conclude It Is Bert Warren whom they have killed.
Being Informed of their son's death, and wishing to
avoid further gossip, the fatber and mother move to
a different part of the country. Here Bert has
arrived, and finding that he Is shunned by everyone
else, be at last Joins Joe and Jim Tanner, and
being told that an old man and woman have Just
settled near tbem and that they bave a bag of
gold, tbe three men decide to go and make It
their own.
and tbe
Jimgold,
arrive
the shack,
while
Jim Is Bert
getting
Bertat' discovers
by but
the
Bible, pictures and furniture that the bouse is
his father's. He tries to persuade Jim to leave
tbe money. Jim knocks him down and Bees. Bert
manages to hide In a closet wben his fatber appears, but tbe father hears him, discovers It Is his
own son and firmly believes he has taken tbe gold.
He commands Bert to leave, and Bert does so, but
only to recover tbe gold from bis partner after a
hard fight, and returns with it to his father to
die at his feet', although the mother was kept In
Ignorance of the fact that her son bad not died
months ago.

IMP.
THE LONG STRIKE (Deo. 16).— A review of
this two-reel subject was printed on page 1086 of
last
week's
issue.HASTE THE LESS SPEED (Dec.
THE
MOBE
21), — Absent- Minded Smith, so termed for his lack
of thought, uses an old-fashioned razor, although he
always leaves a souvenir of tbe operation in tbe
form of many scars. He Is too nervous to sit still
in tbe barber's chair. One morning be had many
Interruptions from bis wife and family, and in a
wild rage be smashed the razor and went to a barber, but they were too busy discussing baseball to
attend to blm, and as he was In a great hurry to
get to bis office, and so angry over tbe lack of attention, he pays bis money and leaves them squabbling. Passing by a hardware store, he sees a display of razors called Bafety. He enters and purchases one, and Is so pleased with tbe easy manner of shaving that be wishes to be a public benefactor, and wltb tbe Idea of conferring a great benefit on suffering mankind he sets forth to shave
everybody, whether they desire It or not.
After stopping to shave himself by the reflection
of the back of a cab, there numbers among bis subjects for experimenting a lady with a budding mustache, the cocoanut tobacco bolder In a cigar store
and the wire-bearded man who Is the star of a side
show. At length he is pursued by an angry mob
and dragged to tbe police station, where he shaves
a policeman and tbe Judge, and when thrown In a
cell he produces a hidden razor and shaves the Jailer.
He Is at last balled out' as a harmless enthusiast
and hurries to tbe bosom of bis family, where he
cannot resist tbe temptation of shaving tbe small
boy.
THE NEW FIBE CHIEF
(Dec. 19).— O'Flaherty,

tbe liveryman; Zeke Bugglns, the cobbler; Swartxmeyer, tbe butcher; I.ugl Napoll, tbe barber, and
Cohen, tbe tailor, decide to have a fire department
In
small draw
community
meet a atchief.
Cohen'sA tailor
shopa and
straws and
to elect
small
child's broom suffices for all, but Cohen steals a
wisp of straw from a large kitchen broom, and so
wins tbe coveted position. Itules and regulation!
are drawn up on a union scale. They cannot work
as firemen after 6 o'clock, nor can tbey attend a
fire without uniforms. A fire occurs, and tbey torget to put a hose In tbe wagon, and when arriving
at the fire tbey find they bave forgotten the ladders, and while a woman Is screaming for aid from
tbe top floor tbey stand in front of tbe burning
building discussing wbo has tbe right to save ber.
The German suggests a game of seven-up, and they
adjourn to a neighboring saloon, and Mr. Cohen
wins. Tbey hasten back as heroes to save the
woman, wbo In tbe meantime has left the burning
building. As Coben mounts tbe ladder wltb the bose
tbe bell strikes 5 o'clock, and as union men they
knock off and go home. No other flres occur, but
Mr. Coben, wishing to win distinction for bis office,
makes a bonfire of a few leaves, and while bis eon
sounds the fire alarm be extinguishes tbe little
blaze. Wben tbe admiring villagers rush up tbey
bail Chief Cohen as tbe very prince and paragon
of fire fighters.
ONE DAY (Dec. 17).GEM.
— Larue, a French-Canadian
trapper, and his wife live In the northwest woods.
He Is a typical ignorant man of tbe brute type,
and bis treatment to his wife is such as one
would accord to a dog. The wife never resents
this, but expects it as part of ber lot, until one
day a New York artist, on a hunting expedition,
meets ber. He sees the treatment accorded the
woman and his soul rises in anger. He shows ber
the courtesies one would accord a great lady, and
It awakens In her a vista of a new life. Larue
sees the treatment of tbe artist and mistakes It
for love and watches tbe two. An accident occurs
whereby the artist rescues Larue from accident,
and a friendship springs up between the two, bat
it is not strong enough to allay tbe suspicions of
tbe Jealous trapper. One day be catches the two
together and covers the artist with bis gun and
takes blm off to kill him. A fight ensues between
the two men. The wife watches In fear and anguish, and the artist triumphs. Then at tbe end
tbe artist explains that what Larue mistook for
love was Just tbe ordinary courtesy a man should
show to a woman, and opens the eyes of the trapper
to a new view of life. The artist leaves them
happy In their new life.

REX.
MOTHER (Dec. 19). — Robert Norton, a yonng
business man, loses his wife, who leaves blm a
young baby. He grieves so much about bis wife's
death that be makes up bis mind to seek forgetfolness In traveling. He leaves bis little baby In the
charge of his Aunt Margaret. Katherlne Morre,
a nurse, Is in great difficulties and Is left penniless
with a little baby. She makes up ber mind to abandon It to tbe charge of someone who will take care
of it. She leaves it on the doorstep of Margaret's
bouse, and she gives It shelter. Soon after Norton's
baby Is taken HI and dies. Margaret Is afraid of
Norton's anger and determines to substitute the
abandoned baby of tbe nurse for the dead child.
Tbe child grows np, and Norton returns from his
wanderings to claim his child. He takes the substituted child to bis own home. In the meantime
the real mother calls upon Margaret and Is told
that ber baby died, and she leaves heartbroken.
Tbe child, Norton, Is taken away and Is seriously
injured In an automobile accident, and a doctor
and nurse are called In. The nurse is Katherlne.
By some carious Intuition the child and the nurse
become deeply attached to each other, and Norton
becomes extremely Jealous of tbe child's preference
for ber nurse. Norton discbarges her, and she Is
about to leave the house when a letter comes from
Aunt Margaret, who Is now dying. In the letter
she confesses that she substituted the children,
and tbe child be now believes his own Is tbe child
of Katherlne, tbe nurse. By tbe aid of the littleone, Norton sees his error and the nurse becomes
a permanent Institution In the family household.
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Stirring

MARION

BROOK'S

"The Fires of
onscience
In Two

99

Reels

Of all the recent " Reliance "
successes, this absolutely marvelous feature is the masterpiece.

Released Wednesday,

Dec. 18

Released Tuesday, December 24th.

"THE STORY OF A KISS"

It is of the rarest
combination attainable
For one minute you'll be
rarest tuiuumianuii aiuuidujc.
screaming with laughter
then the
the next
next you'
you'll be gripping your seat \r
ghter
—
then
nervous suspense.
It is a real, worthy-of-the-name Comedy-Drama.
Released Thursday, December 26th.

*»

W

"A DRY TOWN"

It djesn't seem to be within human or inspired possibility to put away more laughs in
a single reel of film than this release contains.

"Insect
Hunting"
Just the sort of picture to
ECLAIR

SCIENTIA

SPLIT
REEL

"Gonlran,
A Kidnapper"
The funniest character

boost among the schools.

January

9th,

1913-ANOTHER

in photo

BIG

Eclair Film Company

comedy-land.

BEAUTIFUL

FEATURE
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FOR HIS SAKE (Deo. 22).— The wife of a poor
Inventor succeed! In selling to a big manufacturing
concern one of her husband's successful Inventions,
but In order 10 enable her to do ho she bas promised to elope with the man who aided her. At the
last moment she throws herself Into the lake. Il'-r
body 1h found by her husband and the man with
whom she was to elope.

POWERS.
A MAN (Dec. 20).— Glen Hardin Is convicted of
a crime of murder of which he Is Innocent. Smarting over the Injustice of It, he contrives to escape
from prison where be Is serving sentence, eludes
the officers and takes to the mountains, where he
discovers a deserted cabin and takes undisputed possession, nis retreat Is an Isolated portion of tbe
country.
Sue, the daughter of a mountaineer, rides far
afield one day and meets Hardin at a spring where
he has come for water. She Instinctively loves the
taciturn man, for be Is not like her kind. He shows
the direction of her home and she goes. Once at
home, her father urges her to marry Luke, a typical ne'er-do-well of the mountain section, and she
rebels. She rides again to escape the taunts of her
father, and Is found by Luke, who pulls ber from
ber horse, and Hardin administers a deserved
thrashing to Luke. The girl rides away, and Luke
stalks Hardin and shoots him. The girl hears tbe
shot, finds Hardin and assists him to his cabin,
where she ministers to bis wound.
Returning home, she finds that her father has
returned from the settlement, bringing some newspapers. She reads In one that the man who committed the crime of which Hardin was convicted
bas confessed, and Hardin Is Innocent. She does
not know tbe name of the recluse of tbe mountain,
but intuitively divines that It is Hardin. Taking
the paper, she rides to bis cabin and, finding him
gone, leaves tbe newspaper in a conspicuous place.
He returns, finds tbe newspaper account and is
overjoyed. He goes to her and takes her from her
home In the wilds, back to the city, where they
are married.

CRYSTAL.
HIS WIFE'S STRATAGEM (Dec. 22).— Jabez
Hardy, a bard-hearted old bachelor, discharges his
nephew, Chester, from bis employ because he married without the old gentleman's consent. Pearl,
Chester's wife, whom Uncle had never seen, decides
to get a position in Uncle's office, with a view to
getting Chester his Job back. She Is engaged as
typist, and Uncle Is very much smitten with her.
He pays her attentions, and one evening Insists
upon seeing her to her home. She Invites him In,
and Chester, seeing them coming, hides. The old
gent Is making love to Pearl, when Chester enters
the room wltb a gun and pretends to be very angry.
He recognizes bis uncle and, after expressing his
surprise, Introduces him to his wife. Uncle congratulates the pair and leaves tbe couple serene In
the belief that Chester will be re-employed. However, Uncle dispatches a letter to CbeBter, telling
Mm that as bis wife is such a treasure be bas no
need of any other, so he has made a will leaving
his entire fortune to a Chinese missionary fund.
The young couple are very much chagrined, but
have to make tbe best of the plot. that failed.
MIXED BOTTLES (Dec. 22).— Claude Belmont,
the poet, Is very fond of Jessamine. Also Is he
very fond of liquor. So Is his housemaid. He. keeps
a bottle of whiskey In the drawer of his desk,
where, It being discovered by Bridget, she helps
herself. CTaude discovers a shrinkage. In his stock
and decides upon a novel scheme to stop the purloining of his precious stock. He pours the whiskey
Into a bottle labeled "Carbolic Acid," and pours
some .crude oil Into the whiskey bottle. He then
goes out, and proposes marriage to Jessamine and
Is rejected. He vows that he will kill himself.
Meanwhile Bridget Is entertaining her friend the
policeman, and goes up for some of the whiskey.
She brings down two glasses full, and she and the
policeman drink It. They both become very sick,
the crude oil doing Its work .well. Claude comes
borne and, being absent-minded, takes a drink of
what he thinks Is the whiskey. He, too, Is taken
very sick, and Jessamine, who bas followed him
to . the house, finds him In a lamentable condition.
She determines to Join him In death, and drinks
from tbe bottle marked "Carbolic Acid," only to
find that It contains whiskey. She runs out of the
honse and Is done with Claude forever, while the
three unlucky whiskey-lovers await the passing of
their seemingly nnendlng agony.

ECLAIR.
WHEN AN OLD MAID GETS BUST (Dec. 17).—
Abigail l» an old maid and a confirmed man-hater.
She carries her hatred to the extent of turning the
faces of all the portraits of her male relatives to
the wall. She Is Informed that she bas fallen heir
to an immense fortune. In her Joy she Invites her
old-maid, man-hating friends to share her borne
with. ber. They come, each one bringing her pet —
a cat, a dog, a parrot, and some even mice. These
pets become Intolerable and her life is made miserable. In her despair she resolves to marry so
as to get rid of tbe annoyance. She visits beauty
parlors, arrays herself In gorgeous
attire and bas
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small photos of herself taken — six for 26 cents.
At her Mist party she gets busy by putting a photo
Inalda tbe watch .Of a married man, and one also
In tbe watch of an engaged man. Tbe discovery
of these photos are productive of trouble to the
reapectlve victim*. Abigail Is found out and confesses that, being an heiress, she was desirous of
getting married. After the ladles concerned have
given her a piece of their minds she Is left alone.
Her maid brings her cat she bas discarded, and
she hogs it affectionately. And once more the
portraits
of her male relatives are turned to tbe
wall.
THE VENGEANCE OF THE FAKIR (Dec. 19).—
A review of this two-reel subject was .printed on
page 1087 of last week's Issue.
SEA ANEMONES (Dec. 22).— A synopsis of this
educational picture was published on page 702 of
the issue dated November 17th. It was scheduled
for release on November 15tb, but has been postponed until December 22d.
AN UNFORESEEN EVENT (Dec. 22).— As this
■abject
Is onInformation
the same reel
with applicable
"Sea Anemones,"
the above
Is also
to this
comedy.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED WEEKLY, NO. 40 (Dec. 11).— A
CHURCH PROCKSSIONAL — The Italian societies
celebrate tbe Feast of St. Ambrose at London,
England.
SOCIETY'S FOX HUNT— Society follows tbe
hounds
at their Annual Fox Hunt, at Wickatunk,
New Jersey.
UNIQUE WRECK— Thirty-three persona are seriously Injured when an Interurban freight crashes
Into a passenger coach near Seattle, Wash.
ON THE BORDER— The Mexican government dispatches troops to the scenes of the disorder at
Cludad Juarez, Mexico.
MONOPLANE TEST— Frank Champine tries out
a new Moisant monoplane at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
FIGHTING THE FLAMES— The Courtade Piano
Cover Works are destroyed by fire at Hoboken, N. J.
BLUE RIBBON WINNERS— Tbe prize winning
live
Fair. stock have their parade at the Oklahoma State
PARISIAN FASHIONS— The Winter season brings
out tbe latest creations in fur coats and scarfs.
DREADNOUGHT'S FLOATING DOCK.— The Admiralty's hugetugs.
floating dock la towed to Portsmouth by four
DARE-DEVIL LAW— Climbs tbe outside of a fifteen-story New York hotel.
SNAPSHOTS OK THE KAISER— Intimate views
of Kaiser Wilhelm.
UNCLE SAM ON GUARD— United States troops at
war practice near El Paso, Texas.
WHO'S WHO IN STAGELAND— Stella Mayhew
and her husband, BUlle Taylor, at their home In
New Roehelle, New York.

CHAMPION.
RIGHT SHALL PREVAIL (Dec. 16).— Bob and
George Morton go to thhe theater where the famous
dancer Irene is performing. Both men become infatuated with tbe dancer, and when the manager
of the theater offers to Introduce tbem to her they
gladly welcome tbe opportunity. An Introduction la
effected, and after the theater a supper Is suggested and agreed upon. While at the restaurant
George, who has little respect for women of tbe
stage, offers an Insult to the girl, which she resents. Bob upbraids his brother for bis action,
and escorts Irene borne.
In the course of a few weeks Bob and Irene
learn of their love for each other and decide to get
married. Bob Informs his father of bis Intention
to marry the dancer. His father objects to the
marriage, being Influenced by George and Bob's
oldest sister. Bob leaves his father's house, declaring that he shall never return nntll they welcome Irene as his wife.
After several years George Is the victim of the
drug habit. The father begins to realize that he
has allowed the best boy to go away.
Bob, after his marriage, had experienced some
misfortunes, one being that Irene was taken sick
and compelled to leave the stage. Bob, one day,
while returning borne from work, chances to meet
his father, who explains to him that he has altered
his opinion. After learning that Bob's wife Is sick,
he requests Bob to take him to see her. This visit
proves to be tbe means of uniting father and son.
Mr. Morton gives a reception in honor of his son
and daughter-in-law. The sister changes ber attitude toward Irene and welcomes her Into the housebold, but George still retains his same opinion, and
on the evening of the reception, while under the
Influence of the drug, becomes obnoxious and offers
an Insult to Irene. Bob defends his wife against
his brother, who, being aroused to hatred toward
his brother and wife, concocts a scheme to bring
disgrace on them both. He enters bis sister's room,
takes her Jewels and places tbem In Irene's cloak.
Later tbe Jewels are fonnd In Irene's possession.
The girl, unable to bear the accusation, loses all
control of herself and runs from the house.
Her

absence la discovered and Bob goes In search of
her and finds ber exhausted. George realizes how
dastardly he has been and seeks to drown his conscience In the drug, which proves too muck for hla
weakened heart' and he collapses. After Bob ba*
carried Irene borne In bis arms he receives the
welcome news that George has confessed to having
placed the Jewela In the cloak to place the blame
on Irene. Irene finally recovers from the effecta
of
tbe cold weather and exposure which she subfamily.
mitted herself to, and is taken into the Morton

MILANO.
LOVE SUBLIME (Two Reels) (Dec. 21).— Happiness reigned supreme In tbe home of the Baron
Dupre; his two motherless daughters, grown to
womanhood, were a source of comfort and pride.
Ida, the elder daughter, Is betrothed to the young
Count Alfred. Rosa, the younger daughter, Is expected to arrive home from the convent where she
had recently completed her studies. Alfred was
spending several weeks at tbe home of bis fiancee,
for preparation had been made to give a ball In
honor of Rosa's return borne. Arriving some time
before the date set for tbe reception, she wae
delegated to entertain her sister's Intended husband,
Ida being occupied with the preparation Incidental
to the ball. Count Alfred, fascinated by the fresh
young beauty of Rosa, transfers bis affection.
Upon tbe night of the reception, as hostess, ber
guests command her every attention, and, seeking
the seclusion of the conservatory for a brief rest,
she overhears her affianced husband addressing ber
sister in terms of endearment. She bides her anguish from her guests, and at the first opportunity
Beeks the solace of the gardens, where she is approached by Baron Holden, an aged millionaire
banker. The baron has long been an admirer of
Ida and takes this opportunity to declare his love.
Ida naturally declines, but with the persistence that
made him successful In business tbe baron reminds
her that she may change her views, and if ever
she does he will be waiting for her. After the
guests have departed and the members of tbe household have retired, Ida discovers her sister secretly
leaving tbe house. Silently she follows, only to
witness a clandestine meeting in tbe garden with
ber intended and overhears their confession of love
for each other.
After a sleepless night, Ida concludes that there
Is only one course left for her to follow. Next
morning she returns to Count Alfred his ring, wltb
a note releasing him from bis promise to her.

VICTOR.
THE CONSEQUENCES (Dec. 20).— Robert Insley,
a rising young lawyer, Is engaged to marry Edna
Markbam, the daughter of a well-to-do widow.
One day Harry Blount, a wealthy middle-aged
speculator, drives out to the Markham farm In hla
automobile in order to offer the widow a price for
it. While there he meets Edna and falls in love
with her. He buys the farm at a good price,
Insley acting for the widow in closing the deal.
Then Blount flatters the widow, takes Edna automoblllng and otherwise makes himself generally
agreeable.
He finally
widow's
to his marrying
Edna,obtains
and the
between
themconsent
they
force her to dismiss Insley.
Two years elapse, during which time Insley baa
risen in bis profession and Edna has bad every
luxury. In a cafe Insley and Edna meet, she belngaccompanled by her husband and mother. At Insley's invitation they Join him at luncheon. While
they are seated at the table a French count, a
friend of Blount's, comes over to them, and be
also becomes a member of the party. As they are
about to leave, Blout Invites the Count and Insley
to become members of a house party he Is going
to give the following week. The Count accepts Instantly, but Insley hesitatingly accepts. The house
party proves a big success. The Count has admired
Edna for a long time, and now seeks to pay bis
advances to her. Edna forbids his ever speaking
to her again.
That night, as she Is going to her room, abe
meets Insley coming In. He requests an Interview
with ber, and they go outside to a rustic summer
house, where he tells her be must go away at once
and never see her again. As he stoops to kiss ber
bands In farewell the Count, who has been following them, comes upon them and, noticing tbe action, hurries away to Inform Blount. Blount insists upon knowing tbe trouble, and upon tbe Count
informing him that his wife is faithless to him,
Blount calls him a liar. The Count draws a revolver and attempts to shoot Blount, but the latter
succeeds In wrenching It from him and, being closely
pressed, he shoots the Count.
In tbe meantime Insley and Edna have entered
tbe hallway, heard the quarrel and the shot fired.
Insley urges her to retire and, taking ber almost
up In his arms, he carries her across the ball, Just
as Blount enters and sees them. Believing now
the truth of the Count's accusation, Blount goes
out. Insley then rushes Into the room, picks np
the revolver and tells the Count, who Is still alive,
that he deserves what he received for trying to
rain s woman's name. At this point the guests all
rush In. as do Blount and Edna. The Count la
asked who shot blm, and he points at Insley and
dies. Insley starts to defend himself, but stops,
for only by accusing Edna's husband and proving
that he himself was outside alone wltb her at mid-
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night can be do It. Edna atarta to exonerate Mm,
when ahe catches Blount's eye, who by the force
of bla glance compels her to keep silent. Through
bribery Kilns Anally obtains Insley's release.
Years later Blount, accompanied by Edna and her
mother, Ilea dying In a hotel In a distant land and,
being a ltoman Catholic, sends for a priest. When
be comes It Is no other ttiun Robert Insley. Blount,
at slgbt of the man whose whole life be has ruined,
la aelxed with mad terror and dlea. Insley performs what office be can for the dead man, and
leading Edna to the bedside, he kneels with her,
praying for the soul of the departed.

FILM;

SUPPLY

COMPANY

OAUMONT.
GAUMONT WEEKLY NO. 40 (Deo. 11).— THE
LAUNCHING OF THE "WASHINGTON IRVING."
—Magnificent' Hudson River boat, with carrying capacity of 7,000 passengers, Is christened at Camden, N. J.
8TAG HUNT SEASON OPENS.— French club starts
chase from Senlls.
HOTEL FIRE IN TEXAS. — Many guests have
narrow escapes at Beaumont.
CONGRESS OPENS. — Solons gather In Washington from all parts of the United States.
BAN FRANCISCO WANTS LIBERTY BELL.—
Panama Exposition boosters send petitions to Philadelphia signed by fifty thousand school children.
A NEW YORK GOAT GIRL. — Flora McKeand
conducts unusual and successful stock farm at
Kenmore, N. Y.
THE FUNERAL OF THE SPANISH PREMIER.—
Senor Canalejas, who was assassinated by an anarchist and burled at Barcelona.
SIK-DAY BICYCLE RACE. — Contestants In gruelling grind rehearse at Newark, N. J.
SOUTHEAST TEXAS FAIR.— Thousands of visitors flock to Beaumont, the Queen City of the Texas
oil and lumber country.
MRS. MARTIN J. LITTLETON. — New York
woman
who Is fighting for Jefferson's Monticello
borne.
ZIGOTO HAS A GOOD HEART (Deo. 5).— Zlgoto
takes fair Llzette to a smart country hotel. As
the adoring couple sit under the arbor, Zlgoto, the
unconventional, does sword-swallowlng feats with
his knife, and when be eats bis soup the dissonance drowns the singing of the birds. These eccentricities of genius and his unwashed appearance
In general, cause the other guests to believe that
Zlgoto should dine lu a stable. This belief, bowever, does not reach Zlgoto's consciousness and he
eats on with appetite undiminished.
Those who had taken exception to Zlgoto's conduct, sally forth to the roadway. There sits a
blind man peddling flowers. The spirit of skylarking running In excesses, they upset the blind
man's stand and steal his dog. As the unfortunate
man Is groping blindly about for the flowers scattered on the side-walk, Zlgoto, with the gallantry
of a chevalier, enters upon the scene. He learns of
the cruel Joke perpetrated upon the flower vender
and pursues the culprits. He overtakes them as
they are having the time of their lives throwing the
dog Into the river and hitting him with stones upon
the bump of reverence. He throws the principal
offender Into the water. The man acumnlates so
much of the liquid through the medium of his open
countenance that Zlgoto believes that the wet one
may contaminate the water or drain the stream.
Zlgoto, with the nonchalance of a deep sea diver,
plunges In and rescues the spattering mischiefmaker. He escorts the party back to where the
flower vender Is still collecting bis violated wares.
Zlgoto coerces the subdued offenders Into giving the
flower vender full value for his buds. Accepting a
small bouquet from the vender as a proof of the
vender's gratitude, he marches back to the fair
Lixette. (This subject Is substituted in place of
"A Telephone Entanglement," which was originally
Intended to be released on that date.)
ZIGOTO
AS A STATION
MASTER
(Deo. 6).
Zlgoto believes that he was destined to become a
station master. He gets the Job. He likes it and
has considerable amusement In regulating the trains
which travel back and forth with the rapidity and
amusing eccentricity that characterize some of the
French comedies. Zlgoto gets his train schedule
mixed up and there are fifty-seven kinds of trouble
in the station. Some of the trains seem too bashful to leave the station unchaperoned and the passengers rage acordlngly as the train stalls on the
rails. Others Impulsively start too soon and the
passengers who had counted upon taking tbem rage
and roar when they find that they have missed them.
The peevish travelers In the belated trains grow so
rambunctious that Zlgoto turns the passenger cars
Into a stable and puts In with the passengers calves,
ducks, dogs and other barn-yard ornaments. The
fun goes on and Zlgoto makes bis line a veritable
bedlam. The crisis comes when he forgets to shift
the switch for the 9:23 express. Accordingly this
express Jumps the tracks and goes right through the
station with the usual accompaniments of damage
and hilarity. (This subject Is substituted In place
of "Twlxt Devil and the Deep Sea,' which was
originally
intended for release on that date.)
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A HAZARD FOR A HEART (Deo. 17).— Nordlska,
an opcrutlc prima donna, has a throng of ldolatera,
men-about-town.
Parisian
threeAfter
among
All vie whom
for herarefavor.
the performance one
evening the three adorers take the diva on the
round of the lobster palaces and spend their good
money. It Is suggested that the four go slumming.
Into Interested
the ApacheIn belt',
they enter
den and• down
are much
the social
doings one
of
the underworld. In the course of their stay, a
particularly elemental Apache comes In to find his
pet sweetheart In the course of a wild dance with a
rival. The cave man hurls bis rival to the none too
soft floor and trouble In the most threatening form
Is Imminent. The new arrival overawes the weaker
man and his Is the girl to have and to hold.
Nordlska and her companions had momentarily expected to find themselves picking portions of glassware and furniture out of their anatomies, but are
pleased that no such violence occurs. Nordlska Is
peculiarly fascinated by the brute strength and
ferocitycompanions
of the' King
and she
as darts
she and
her
three
leaveApache,
the place
ardent
glances at this sovereign of the "low dives."
The three gentlemen have been Importuning Nordlska to become the wife of one of them. It Is
difficult for her to make a choice, so she finally
writes a letter to each, saying that courage being
the quality she most admires In man, she will become the wife of him who performs an act audacious
and brave. One of the trio, who had noticed the
singer's attraction for the Apache, has a daring
thought.
He gains
admission
the singer's
bouse while
dressed
In his secretly
eveningto clothes
and
changes this attire for one of a burglar. He puts
on a false mustache and armed with a revolver,
enters the songbird's room. He frightens her into
giving him her Jewels. As he sits In a chair, the
diva Is perforce compelled to sing and dance before
him. So seductive, so soothing Is her mellifluous
voice and her witching movements In the mazes of
the dance, that It exerts a hypnotic influence over
the amateur burglar. While he Is In this state of
trance, the singer hastens to the street and quickly
returns with two policemen. In her absence, however, the spell having been removed, her lover escapes Into the room where be has left bis open face
clothes. As the singer and the policemen are searching for him, he enters the room where they are, in
his proper state of attire, carrying the burglar
outfit' and the Jewels be bad taken. He acknowledges himself as the Intruder. The policemen are
about to bustle him off to Jail when he hands Nordlska the letter he had received and which had
given him the suggestioo. The singer recognizes that
this Is the man capable of creating and executing an
act of audacity and bravery and Immediately tells
the policemen that they will not be needed and that
man.
they had better send 'round a minister and a best
A TELEPHONE ENTANGLEMENT (Dec. 19).— As
this subject was scheduled for release on December
5, but has now been postponed until the date above
given, a synopsis was printed on page 1016 of the
issue dated December 7.
TWIXT DEVIL AND THE DEEP SEA (Deo. 19).
— Thla subject Is on the same reel with "A Telephone Entanglement," therefore, the Information
given for that subject Is applicable to this.

PUNCH.
WANTED— A HUSBAND (Dec. 26).— After her first
husband died, Mrs. Murphy decided to find one that
she can boss, as she Is tired of being told what
to . do. She advertises for a small, frail man with
matrimonial Inclinations, and Is delighted when
Herbert Rice applies for the Job. Rice is made
to walk the chalk line, and Mrs. Murphy-Rice makes
up for all the abuse she received from her first
husband by abusing husband No. 2. But a diet ordered by ber doctor to reduce her weight has a
wonderful effect upon her size, and she continues
to shrink until her husband, who Is taking a spe-

cial course
in own
physical
culture,
becomes
the begins.
"Bull
Moose"
of bis
pasture
and the
real fun
THE DEVIL OF A TIME (Deo. 26).— A harmless
Inmate of an Insane asylum escapes from his keepers and meets Algernon Rich on his way from a
costumer with a "devil" costume under his arm.
He appropriates the costume and, dressed as bis
Satanic majesty, starts on a series of adventure*
that lead to all kinds of amusing complications. He
spends a pleasant evening In the home of Jack
Sprat and bis wife (unknown to both of them),
and by hiding under the dining room table and
alternately
Mrs.pate
Sprat's
hair andIn slapping
Mr. Sprat onpulling
bis bald
he succeeds
starting:
a record-breaking family quarrel. The climax U
reached when Mr. Sprat slams the bedroom door In
his wife's face, only to find the devil In Ms bed.

SOLAX.
THE FINGER PRINTS (Deo. 25).— Hooknose Jake
Is released from prison and vows to get even with
the district attorney who sent him there. Henry
Sterling, the district attorney, Is In love with the
daughter of Walter Burdett, a banker and broker.
The old banker refuses, however, to give his consent
to the marriage, and Sterling leaves In a resentful
and unhappy frame of mind, while the daughter
upbraids her father for his unwarranted objection
to the match.
Hooknose Jake has spied on the district attorney
and shadows Mm from place to place. He is up
against It, not having been able to secure employment, and plans to rob and kill the banker and
shift the blame to the district attorney. The offices of the district attorney are opposite the banker's offices, and Hooknose Jake takes advantage of
the
fact
by with
shooting
from Sterling's
office
across toa
the banker
a noiseless
revolver.
Naturally
big stir is created throughout the city, and after
some investigation the police figure that Sterling
Is themostguilty
convicts man,
him. and circumstantial evidence alA young detective on the case examines carefully
the murdered body and finds finger prints on the
white vest of the dead banker. This he secures
for his own purposes, and follows up the Investigation. He assumes various disguises, and not only
shadows the district attorney and takes occasion
to compare Sterling's finger prints with the finger
prints on the dead man's vest, but also learns of
Hooknose Jake's activity. He follows up the clue
and one evening finds Jake in the office of the district attorney. Jake Is there placing more evidence
to Incriminate his enemy. However, Just as the
detective Is about to hide behind the curtain, the
criminal sees Ms reflection In a mirror. A fight
and a spectacular chase down fire escapes ensues.
In which the criminal makes a get-away. In the
struggle the dirty hands of Jake Impress themselves
on the cuffs of the detective. The detective com-,
pares the finger prints on Ms cuffs with those on
the dead banker's vest, and Is sure of his man.
Later, In trying to overdo himself, he sends a message to the police, informing them that they would
find evidence against the district attorney. The
detective traces down the source of the telegram
and finds Jake In his den.
THE WOMAN BEHIND THE MAN (Dec. 27).—
Two couples start out In life, after a honeymoon.
One couple has the prospect of living on $100 a
week, and the other couple Is forced to live on $25
a week. The $25-a-week pair are satisfied with
their existence and live within their Income. On
the other hand, the other couple, who have an Income of $100 a week, are discontented, because of
the woman's extravagance. Instead of living witMn
her income, she expresses her dissatisfaction and
nags at her husband and scolds him for earning so
little money. She buys new clothes very often,
and spends twice the money he makes, thus causing Mm to go Into debt, and In order to make both
ends meet he Is forced to steal.
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During the time that tbe $25-a-week couple have
been making their way ahead, prospering and tocoming aucceaaful, the other couple continually
keep going down tbe ladder. Tbe end finds this
couple separating — tbe woman, In poverty, about to
take tbe only road open to a poor woman with extravagant taatea, and the man we find In a aaloon,
disheveled and shabby, about to be thrown out by
the bouncer.

MAJESTIC

time playing with the toys, but cannot' quite understand why "Jack In the Box" refuses to talk
to them aa be did In their marvelous Journey to
toyland.

RELIANCE.
A FAIRYLAND BRIDE (Dec. 14).— Young Phillip
Gray finds his convalescence at a lonely farmhouse
a very dull affair. When he commences to receive
little notes and dainty bunches of flowers from an
unknown "fairy" things begin to look Interesting.
He makes inquiries, but can find no one who knows
who the unknown girl can be. Often from his
■window he catches a glimpse of a pretty golden
head as the "fairy" steals away. One day, having
recovered somewhat, he gives chase, finally catching her. But the exertion proves too much after
bis recent Illness, and be faints. When he wakes
he finds himself wrapped In a soft blanket, and be
knows It was tbe "fairy's" kindness that prompted
this. He leaves a note for her on the tree, asking
her to meet him. She answers and they become
good friends. Before long Phillip asks the girl,
whose Identity be does not know, to become his
wife. She consents and the ceremony Is performed
In Dingle Dell. She Insists that Phillip wear a
handkerchief over his eyes all during the wedding,
and when it is removed he looks about, to see all
his old friends surrounding him. Prominent among
them is his doctor, the father of the "fairy," who
sent her Into the country to bring back an Interest
In life and health to the poor invalid, who later
won ber heart and hand.

AMERICAN.
THE RECOGNITION (Dec. 23).— Thomas Mercer
and his two sons, Dale and Lawrence, take up their
abode In a little cottage near the outskirts of the
village. Near the borne of the Mercers lives Sallna
Masters and her daughter Ruth. One day while
walking to the general store, Thomas Mercer meets
Mrs. Masters and at sight of him she faints, falling Into his arms. The sons of Mercer hurry to
their father's side and carry Mrs. Masters to her
home. While there tbey meet the daughter, Huth,
and Lawrence Is attracted with her beauty. While
going to their borne after caring for XIrs. Masters
the boys pass the bouse of Kit Murphy, a rough
woman of the town, and Dale Ungera to talk with
her, while Lawrence goes home. Dale, too has
noticed the comeliness of Ruth Masters and takes
the first opportunity to talk with her. This Infuriates Kit Murphy, to whom he has also shown
attention.
Tom Mercer Is sitting In his little home one day
when suddenly be starts from bis reverie, rushes
out Into the street and to the borne of Sallna
Masters. While Tom Is at Mrs. Masters' home his
son Dale meets Ruth and they walk down the street
together. Nearlng a secluded place be suddenly
puts his arm around her and kisses her. Tills Is
witnessed by Kit Murphy and she grabs a gun
from the holster of a passerby and rushes to shoot
Dale for bis fickleness. Lawrence has Joined Ruth
and Dale and the brothers engage In a quarrel. The
woman Kit rushes upon them and tires a shot at
Dale, fatally wounding him. A crowd of men
gather about and some of them take Kit away to
ber home. In the meantime a tragic meeting has
taken place at the some of Sallna Masters, where
Lawrence and Ruth have gone after the shooting
to tell the father of the affair.
Mrs. Masters had recognized that day upon the
village street In Tom Mercer the husband who had
deserted her and the baby daughter twenty yeara
ago, taking with him In his Insanely Jealous rage,
bla two aons, and tbe husband and father bad now
come to ask forgiveness of Mrs. Masters, which
name
she had taken
after making
the West
ber
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borne.
Where

I bej all hurry
to the scene of tbe tragedy
Mrs.
MaBters,
much
to the surprise
of the
I r. lluth, catches the dying man to her breast
,ver him.
Realizing
that be Is beyond
earthly
aid,
they
repair
to the
home
oi
Masters,
where
'loin Mercer
startles
bis own
son
Isof your
"She
to lluth asksand an Baying
explanation
his
pointing Lawrence
by
the

JACK IN THE B0~ (Dec. 22).— A poor little
waif visits the Christmas window of a large department store every day and, with the aid of her
child's Imagination, plays with the toys as If they
were In her actual possession. One day she discover* that her favorite "Jack In tbe Box" and
chocolate soldier, along with several of their toy
companions, have disappeared from the window.
Heartbroken, she wanders up Fifth Avenue and
looks In the window of a large mansion. There
she sees her toys grouped around the Christmas
tree of a wealthy little girl. She falls nsleep on
the steps and the little rich child, unknown to her
parents, finds her and takes her to bed in her own
room. Tbe children fall asleep in each other's arms
and have a wonderful dream. The toys, led by
"Jack in the Box," take the little girls to toyland
ihhI introduce them to Santa Glaus-. They watch
S:mta make bis pretty toys. The dollies and tin
soldiers dance for them, and they are very much
shocked when the mother of the rich child wakes
them up and asks who the little waif Is. The
daughter announces that she Is a little girl whom
she has adopted and Insists upon ber sharing all
li.r i lirlstmas presents. The children have a happy
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who
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tells him
all, and in the
and
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to compensate
happiness
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have
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BLACKENED
HILLS (Dec.

them

reunion of
lovers
find

for

"what

26).— Up in the
tbe Inexcited
a girl,
Urea
mountains,
terest of two
men.
Jack who
Uphamhadloved
Martha Vail
with an honest man's affection: Joe Canfleld looked
upon her with lust in bis heart. Among tbe
mountain folks lived Jenny Hart, a woman of unrestrained passions and whose heart was full of evil.
Her nature had conceived a liking for Jack Upturn
and she was determined to win his love in return. Alone In one of tbe wildest canyons of the
mountains lived an old woman, reputed, to be a
witch, who was shunned by the superstitious
mountain folk and feared because of her supposed
supernatural powers. Because of their attitude her
heart was full of bitterness for all mankind. Destitute, she wanders from her cabin in search of
food. She stops at the home of Jenny Hart, who
in fear and fury drives her away with a rifle, and
following her, she calls for the assistance of Joe
Canfleld, who threatens the old woman with violence If she loiters. At the home of Martha Vail
she Is given food and shelter and human sympathy.
Jack's love for Martha Is known to Jenny Hart and
she plots with Joe to kidnap him and that with
the rival out of the way she can secure his heart.
The kidnapping is successful and Jack Is secured
hand and foot and Joe goes to get Martha. She
sees him coming and locking the door escapes
through the window. Joe breaks in tbe door and
finds her gone, but looking through the window sees
her In the distance and pursues her. In the meantime, tbe witch has released Jack and he goes to
the rescue of Martha. In order to stop Joe Canfield, the witch sets Are to the undergrowth and
soon an enormous Are protects the lovers from the
plotters. They wander away in happiness, but
in tbe morning Jenny looks upon Blackened Hills
as a result of ber sin.
THE GIRL OF THE MANOR (Dec. 28).— In a
beautiful house lived unhappy Marjorie Brlflcom.
Her guardian aunt, a heartless, cold woman, much
in love with and loved by the Count de Villiers,
conspired to hasten tbe death of Marjorie so that
she might herself Inherit tbe wonderfully rich
estate that was now Marjorie's. To this end she
exercised her power of guardian by providing a
hunchback, horribly repulsive In appearance and a
cocaine fiend, to follow the girl about the spacious
gardens and never to let ber across tbe threshold
of the garden gate.
From the hotel to the beach came Ralph Beresford. lie strolled Idly along, and seeing a garden,
entered. Marjorie, strolling in the path close to
the tree In tvhlch the hunchback secreted his'cocalne. found opportunity to elude him. The attraction was mutual, and in the days that followed
they met frequently.
Conscious of the stranger's attention, the guardian
annt sent for Count de Villiers. Leaving him on
the balcony she found Marjorie and Ralph In a
nook In the garden. She asked him to step to the
house and he followed, wondering, leaving Marjorie
alone. On the balcony he met the Count, who at
a gesture from the aunt, explained that Marjorie
was bis insane wife. Horrified Ralph left. Strolling the beach a few days later, and drawn by
the bonds of love, he went to the garden gate. She
came to meet him. There was a moment of hesitation, then explanation, and two lonesome souls
had found their mates.

MUTUAL

FILM CORPORATION.
KAY-BEE.

THE DEAD PAYS (Two Reels) (Dec. 20).— Captain King is a Northern officer who is shot and left
unconscious on the field of battle, which takes place
near the home of Lieutenant Kane, a Southern officer, who is also badly wounded. Kin.: regains bis
Bensee, and as be sits up and endeavors to take a
drink from his canteen he sees a ghoul at work on
a group of dead and dying Confederates, Drawing
Ids heavy pistol, he makes short work of the human
vulture, and staggers to the spot, where hi
covers Lieutenant Kane with a spark of life still
remaining. He gives the Southerner a drink from
his canteen and extricates him from the bodies lying
on top of him, and then binds up his wounds.
In the meantime Kane's mother and sister learn
that he is among tbe missing ami go to the battlefield In search of blm. The two oflicers are brought
to the Kane home, where Klnc soon recovers, while
Kane lingers between life and death. King's command comes back and he Joins bis regiment. The
officers hold a conference in the Kane home, and
Lieutenant Kane Is moved to an old darky's cabin
to prevent hts capture.
One of the Northern officers is Dick Stanton, of
the Confederate secret service. Helen Stanton has
nursed King, and he has fallen In love with ber.
Stanton forces his attentions upon Helen, who Is
saved
from an embarrassing situation by King's In-

terference. Stanton follows Helen to the cabin and
enters, intending to cause the arrest of the wounded
Officer, but is amazed to find that Kane knows blm
and Introduces him to nelen. Stanton tells them
he Is endeavoring to secure the Federal plans for
General Lee, and Helen promises to aid him. DurIng the conference he, supposedly, accidentally
knocks down the candlestick, and when the light
it he hands tbe papers to Helen, who baa
been watching ber opportunity, and she rushes from
tbe room. Tbe sentries bead her off and attempt
to capture ber, and she doubles on ber tracks and
n- enters tbe bouse, running up to the attic. Captain King follows and Is thunderstruck to find out
the Identity of the fugitive. He takes tbe papers
from ber and, bearing the steps of other pursuers
on the stairs, he takes quick action to save her.
Hiding ber, lie kicks tbe window out and shoots
himself in tbe arm and tells the other officers the
spy has leaped out. His coat Is torn open to bind
rand, and tbe missing papers drop to the
floor. He can make no explanation, and an Immediate court martial Is ordered. Rather than betray
Helen, King accepts his condemnation as a spy.
Stanton manages to stay behind during the excitement In the attic, and finds Helen. She promises
to elope with bim If he will leave behind a written
confession that he is tbe guilty party, to exonerate
King. He writes tbe confession, but refuses to
give it to ber, and the overwrought girl attempts
to take It by force. She Is roughly handled by
Stanton, and In the scuffle she pulls bis revolver
from Its holster and fires. The shot arouses the officers on the floor below, and as they come rushing
up Helen places the confession In tbe stiffening
hand of Stanton, acknowledging that he Is a Confederate spy, and secretes herself. King Is restored to his position, and parts from Helen In an
affecting scene.

KEYSTONE.
HOFTMEYER'S LEGACY (Dec. 23).— Hoffmeyer
Is harassed by creditors, but thinks his troubles
are over when he receives a legacy of $500. He
sneaks town,
away and
fromcomes
bis wife
a "flash"
around
home to
at make
2 A. M.,
feeling
happy. His Joy is shortlived, however, when he
finds the door locked, and his sponse on tbe other
side demands the money before she will permit
him to enter. He takes half of It and hides It
under a barrel, and his wife, peeping behind the
curtain, sees him. After he has retired she goes
out to get the rest of the money, and Hoffmeyer
locks the door and refuses to let her In until she
sends In the money. Clad In her nightgown, she
is being thoroughly chilled, when she sees men
approaching and runs away. Frightened, Hoffmeyer, clad In bis pajamas, goes out to bring her
back. The chase is Joined in by neighbors and
police, presenting ludicrous situations, until Hoffmeyer catches up with his spouse and Is arTested
with her. The police magistrate In the night court
suffers an injury to his dignity when the struggling
pair are brought before him, but he quickly counts
the money taken from them and fines them $500.
THE DRUMMER'S VACATION (Dec. 23). — A
traveling man Is vacationing at a summer resort
kept by a farmer and his wife, and falls in love
with a rich widow. The spooning of the two gets
on the farmer's nerves, and he tries In various
ways to discourage them. Twice, peeking through
the window, he finds the flirtatious drummer making a fuss over his own wife, and when he rushes
in he finds that the widow has returned and Is
occupying the drummer's attention. He gets his
shotgun and tries to scare the drummer with It,
but Ids wife takes it away from him and stands
guard over him while she makes him do the
kitchen work.

Among the Exhibitors.
Janesville, Wis. — The new Apollo theater Is being
built by W. T. Sherer on W. Milwaukee Street.
St. Louis, Mo. — Famous Feature Film Co., capital
stock $10,000. Incorporators, G. Wagner, Nathan
Steinberg, Lester Harburger, to do general moving picture business.
Kansas City, Mo. — A theater building will be
erected in the neighborhood of the high school.
John G. Hiatt Is receiving bids.
Cost $40,000.
New York, N. Y. — Tbe old Keteltas mansion at
the corner of 2d Avenue and 8th Street will be
converted into a moving picture theater at a cost
of $20,000.
Philadelphia, Pa. — The moving picture theater at
7th and Watktns Streets was conveyed to D. Miller.
Sharon, Pa. — Plans are being prepared for a new
Manager.
moving picture theater In Farrell. Mr. Harris,
Cincinnati, O. — Architects Stewart & Stewart haTe
awarded to Oscar W. Schroeder the contract for
the enlarged
Nordland
theater on Vine Street.
Oldham, S. D. — A contract has been let for the
erection of an opera house.
Galveston, Tex. — Landry & Box of Lake Charles
have leased a store and will open a motion picture
theater.
ocLatlon on Front Street.
Kansas City, Mo. — Hucke & Sexton will remodel
the building at 13th & Walnut Streets for a vaudeville theater to cost
$100,000.
Tingley, la. — 0. W. Roush & Son will open a
motion picture theater here.
Sacramento, Cal. — A new opera house la being
erected on Main Street by F. Little of Klamath
Falls, Oregon.
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On account of delayed shipment our second release

THE

UNLUCKY
3 ACTS.

THE

Will

HORSESHOE

be released

MARCONI

3 ACTS.

December

OPERATOR

Released January

KINOGRAPH

24th

10th.

1913

CO. OF AMERICA

Importer* of Feature Films made by
KINOGRAPH
CO. OF COPENHAGEN, DENMARK

PRODUCERS

OF TWO AND THREE REEL FEATURE
145 W. 45th St., New York Cit>

M. & F. FEATURES
Rose of the Apache
Boys of the Golden West
Tom Butler
Tragedy of the Underworld
Fools of Society
Penalty is Death
Courer's Despatch
Manon Lescaut
Saved from Siberia
For Her Father's Sake
Hamlet
Rose of Thebes

Reels
Reels
Reels
Reels
Reels
Reels
Reels
Reels
Reels
Reels
Reels
Reels

Sensational
Western

Detective
Sensational
Drama
Sensational

Colored
Colored Drama
Sensational
Drama
Tinted

Drama

Win. Rugh, Hero Newsboy of Gary, Indiana
Drama
Lady Mary's Love
Resurrection
Blanche Walsh in Tolstoy's

2 Reels
4 Reels

Thursday's release: Gaumont, Pearl of the Atlantic,
sational Shipwreck Picture in Two Parts.
SenBeginning Monday, Dec. 16th we will release two per week
Attractive Lobby Display with all Feature*
Write for Price List

M. & F. Feature Film Service
167 W. Washington

St., Chicago
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STYLE

FILMS ONLY

I

r

FEATURE FILM $
COMPANY
$

<£
CHAS. A. PRYOR, President and Gen. Mgr.
<C Suite 319, Gaiety Theatre Bldg., 1547 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
<£

$
$
The Life of Woodrow Wilson, Pres. of U.S. $
The Great Yale Princeton Football Game
$
The Great Titanic Disaster
$
The Johnson Flynn Prize Fight
The Great White Slave Traffic
$
The Life of Christ
$
The Passion Play
The Panama Canal
$
The Balkan War
$
Darkest Africa— and many others —
$
We have un hand slightly used i, 2, 3 and 4-reel $
features for sale, or rent cheap. Our camera men
will go anywhere desired and take pictures (local) $
of any subject. Let us give you a figure on the
$
actual taking of your own features.
Let us show you how to increase your business.
$
Write or wire, Suite 319, Gaiety Theatre Bldg.,
$
1547 Broadway, New York City.
We also buy and sell Photoplay stories. If you
can write them send them to us, and let us dispose $
of them for you.
$

We make and sell everything in the feature film
line. A few wonderful features for sale, lease, rent,
or choice state rights.
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Advertisements,
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cash with
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SO

AT LD3ERTY — Good trap drummer, plays bells
and xylophone. Member A. F. of M. Cue pictures,
Address
play every effect. Want to locate. City,
Mo.
1310 Holmes, Kansas
HAB.BY SACKBTT,

LICENSED OPERATOR — 6 .veurs' experience,
wishes position In Greater New York or vicinity.
AddKM JOSEPHS, IS Eldrldge SI., New York City.

EQUIPMENT
FOR
SALE.
CHEAP THEATRE CHAIRS, new and second-band,
always on hand at cut prices, $8 a dozen up.
Address J. P. KED1NGTON, Hedlngton Bldg., Scranton,
Pa.

OPERATOR — Experienced, sober and reliable,
wishes position. Addreai OPBBATOB, care of Moving PletHre World, New York City.
MOVING PICTURE OPERATOR— wishes steady
position. Tliree years' experience, all machines.
Addreea EDWARD ItlNCIIl'.Y, 108 8th Ave., New
York City.

FOR SALE — One Mlrrorlode Curtain, 10 by 12 feet,
one Edison Model B gas outfit, and one typewriter.
Address F. X. FOREMAN,
Blossburg, Pa.

AUSTRIAN, EXPERT MECHANIC— Eight years'
experience In moving picture machinery, also cameraman. Have a patented new automutlc safety device for projecting machines. In which I would like
Interest, manufacturer or party with sufficient capital to place same on American market. Address A.
SZ, care of Janitor, 0 West 112th St., New York
City.

FORT WAYNE COMPENSARCS— 60-Cycle 110Volt. $42; 60-Cycle 220- Volt, $52. Write for booklet.
Address IRA B. ALDEN, 538 W. Lehigh Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
FOR SALE — Portable Asbestos cloth booth Includ-v
lng case. Suitable for one-night stands. Almost
new. Cheap for cash. Address ASBESTOS, care of
Moving Picture World, New York City.

THEATRE MANAGER — Wants position with good
reliable firm. Is willing to go anywhere. Best of
reference. Seven years' experience. Address M. J.,
care of Moving Picture World, New York City.

FOR SALE
Edison One-pin Klnetoscope complete
Willi lens, magazine, automatic shutter and extra
new parts. $65, guaranteed. Address F. C. S., 314
South Boulder, Tulsa, Okla.

A YOUNG WOMAN WITH BEST OF REFERENCES desires position as cashier or similar capacity In motion picture theater. Address THEATRE, care of Moving Picture World, New York
City.
THOROUGHLY COMPETENT and practical Technical man in the production end of the motion picture business, desires to get In touch with any firstclass concern who feel they could use to advantage
a man of demonstrated ability In the above capacity
on or about January 1st. Address TECHNICAL, care
of Moving Picture World, New York City.
TRAP DRUMMER AND MANAGER AT LIBERTY
— All effects and Imitations, orchestra bells. Thoroughly experienced both as drummer and manager.
State work hours, etc., also best salary for either
or both. Address WALTER C. ROSE, Box 652,
Ada, Okla.
AT LIBERTY — Union moving picture operator and
electrician. Strictly sober and reliable. Best of
references. Ten years' experience on all makes of
machines. Also capable of managing a moving picture or vaudeville theater. Wife Is A No. 1 ticket
seller. Must have work Jointly. State salary In
first letter. Address VICTOR M. BARNES, 324
N. 9th St., Cambridge, Ohio.

FOR SALE — Cheap, everything needed to equip
one picture theatre, opera chairs Included, good
condition. Will sell part or all on easy terms. Address C. L. SMITH, 670 Canton Ave., Detroit, Mich.
FOR SALE — Projection machines. One Edison exhibition model complete as shown in their catalog
on page six. Almost new. Retail price $170. Our
price $100,
C. O.C. D.
condition. Address
S. Guaranteed
HOLLOWAY,in perfect
905 Chemical
Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
FOR BALE — One "LITTLE FOSS" home picture
machine complete, ready for showing any standard
perforated film. Our price $50, C. O. D. Guaranteed In perfect condition. Address C. S. HOLLOWAY, 905 Chemical Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
FOR SALE — Two "Motlographs," "Brand New"
mechanisms and magazine arms only. Has re-wind
attachment, all as shown on page 28 Motlograph
catalog. Their price $128.50. (With re-wlnd attachment). Our price, each, $100, C. O. D. Guaranteed perfect condition. Address C. S. HOLLOWAY, 905 Chemical Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
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minimum;

sent*

KELP

REEL

soospf*

WANTED.

BANC!

A'MINUTE

SHERIDAN S RIDE
BIG THREE

stamps

PIANO, VIOLIN (with library), Cello or Bass,
and Xylophone. Want mmClarinet, Drums
Cornet, not
fakers. Open seven hours. State salary.
slclans
Address ORCHESTRA, care of Moving Picture
World, New York City.
THEATRES
WANTED.
OR LEASE— Fully equipped
TO RENT
WANT
or
be ten thousand
must
Town
picture theatre.
thousand.
over and not more than one hundred
Va.
DanvlUe,
479,
BOX
O.
Send full particulars to P.
THEATRES
FOR SALE.
porFLOURISHING PICTURE THEATRE — Good
tion, cheap for cash, as owner Is leaving country.
Address BOX 1568, Saskatoon, Sask., Canada.
UP-TO-DATE five and ten-cent theatre, 150 seata.
Rent $13.00 per month. Price $750. One other
Write for particulars. Adsmall theatre In town. care
of Orpheum, Plymouth,
dress W. H. DUTTON,
Wis.
SALE — Moving picture place about fortytwoFORmiles from New York. Best location In city.
Three hundred forty-two seats. Population about
Address BOX 104, Norwalk, Conn.
25,000.
FOR SALE — New Princess Theatre, Van Wert,
Ohio. Fully equipped for vaudeville and pictures,
biggest and best location In city. Doing a good
business. Will explain reason for selling. Investigate. Address C. C. HADDOX, care of Empress
Theatre, Kenton, Ohio.
FOR SALE — Pretty miniature theatre, seating
improveAll modern
machines.
250.Good Two
capacity, ments.
and rent low.
Salaries
location.
Doing good business. Will sell at your own terms.
Now If you are sincere and want to talk business,
kindly call, as we will answer no correspondence.
Reason for selling will be given to you personally.
KING & GAYNOR,
Superba Theatre, Delaware,
O.
FOR SALE — On account of death, one of the beet
shows In the state of Colorado. Lomoving catedpicture
In Trinidad, one of the best towns In the
state. This show was owned by Mrs. Tatman, Mr.
W. H. Swanson's sister, who died Nov. 19th. Seating capacity 300. Latest model Simplex machine.
New opera chairs. Exclusive Universal service. Including three features in weekly program. Only
steam-heated picture show In town. Trinidad Is a
Sunday show town. Population 20,000. Only three
picture shows in town. A rare bargain If taken at
once. House clearing $300 to $500 monthly. Address WM. H. SWANSON FILM CO., R. R. Bldg.,
Denver, Colo.
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See Release Date In Next Issue— Watch For It

MARVELOUS

PRODUCTION-THRILLING

"See It As It Really Happened"

LINCOLN

J.

CARTER'S

EFFECTS

A "Reel" Feature

BEAUTIFUL

CIVIL WAR

"Universal of Course"

DRAMA

"CHATTANOOGA"
3

REELS- 59

MASSIVE

STATE RIGHTS SELLING FAST
BECAUSE

"IT HAS THE

PUNCH"

SCENES- 3,224

FEET

OF

FILM

CARROWCLIFF
FEATURE
1610 Masonic Temple

F-IL-IVI
CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.

THE

MOVING

:::NOTICE:::
Exhibitors,
Maryland,

"Music
130 Kearny

Pilgrim's Progress
FIDELITY
Race

Make

for

Your

PictureM"

i "

Francisco,

Cal.

the

St., San

Own

Local

Film*

Our Ajasee camera is designed
especially for exhibitors and those
who desire to make films of local
interest. It's a scientific instrument,
not a toy. Will do as good work
as an expensive machine.
Price $75.

FILM COMPANY

Street

WORLD

The "Fotoplayef

Eastern
Pennsylvania,
Delaware
and District of
Columbia:

Will Be Shown at Nixon & Zimmerman's Academy of Music, Baltimore,
Week
Beginning
Dec. 16.
See It.
Book It.
1202
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Philadelphia

Send for circular! and full information.
New Feature Lectures Ready
Balkan War
Panama
Canal
China
Wonders of the West

EQUIPMENTS

(Send for late lists and catalogue!.
IXmaa and New Year slides 2 for 50c
(colored)

We specialize in complete outfits.
Make known your wants. Can
make quick shipments.

We Make Anything Photographic
Commercial photography in all
branches; enlarging, reducing, copying; transparencies, any size, plain
or colored; kodak developing and
printing; motion picture films developed and printed; titles.

Motiograph — Powers — Edison
Simplex — Standard
Carbons — Tickets — Repairs
Current
Savers & Transformers.

A. J. CLAPHAM
130 W. 37th St.

If for M. P. Theatre we cnn supply it. Write us today.

CDICAGO PROJECTING

NEW

YORK

Catalogues free.

FEATURES

COMPANY

I07A No. Dearborn
CHICAQOb

:

CO.

St.

FEATURE

FILM EXCHANGE

Suite 405 Schiller Building. Chicago

FOR

BENT

FOR

SALE

NOTICE

Every One a Winner — Act Quick.
Other's Sins, 4 reels — Fate of Two Brothers, 8
reels — Two Destinies, 3 reels — Girl from Derna,
2 reels — Combs and Knave of Spades, 8 reels.
1, 2, 8, 8-Sheet Posters Free.
EOYAL FEATTJEE FILM CO.,
636 SO. DEAEBOEN
ST., CHICAGO,
ILL.

We buy and sell Moving Picture
Machines, Opera Chairs and Films.
Theater Brokerage Exchange,
508 South Dearborn St.,
Chicago, I1L

For bookings Gypsy Blood, The
Traitress, The Course of True Love,
and all Asta Nielsen Features write
The United Feature Film Company
559 SPITZER

BUILDING

TOLEDO,

For
Sal*

DEAD MAN'S CHILD

GUIDE and ADVERTISER

AND

Style

Raals

4
3
3
3

Detects

OTHERS!

FEDERAL FEATURE FILM SUPPLY CO., Inc.
Main Office
Fourth Floor
Hartford Bldg.,

TCM
PFNTQ
puts your name and address
11,11 V-I-i^ 1 O ,n this pocket size directory
of people in all lines in the moving picture and
•how business.
Large ads, space on application.
I CU/IQ
UiWIO

THIRTY

For
Rant

Sensational
Wastern
Smsational

Title

The Picture and Vaudeville Theatre Information

Forms Close
Dec.20.1812

FEATURES

OICE OF LIFE
COWBOYS REVENGE
SAVED FROM THE SEA

OHIO

Chicago, III.

HFT7
302 E 23d Street
I1LML,
j,ew York

Branch Office
{Send for list
I

We ship
Ererrwhert

Suite 1313
Majestic Bldg.,
Milwaukee, \\ is.

In answering advertisements kindly mention
The Moving Picture World.
ATTENTION

— CAMERA

MEN

!!

Experienced camera men, those possessing good cameras
advised to send their addresses at once to

MR. GUNNISON,

610 RIVERSIDE

DRIVE, NEW

preferred, are

YORK

CITY

Give name of your camera and mail a few specimens of your work.
Answers desired from any part of the United States, Canada, Mexico,
South and Central America.

IT

WILL

PAY

YOU

TO

BE

€Uk

v

fir>.

(Ml Jc - '

\i&

The best attractions for Bent or Sale. Get our
Prices FIRST. Lower than all others. Send
for List Today.

NORTHERN

6~J»

PROMPT!

cn\. Usx&J,

THE
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DATES
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AMERICAN.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

9— The
Law of God
(Drama)
1000
12— Nell of tbe Pampas
(Drama)
1000
14 — The Heart of a Soldier (Drama)
10O0
16 — Daughters of Senor Lopez (Drama) ... .1000
IB— The Power of Love (Drama)
1000
21 — Saving
tbe Innocents
(Educational)..
21 — Mrs.
Brown's
Baby
(Comedy)
23— The
Recognition
(Dr.)
1000
26— Blackened
Rills (Dr.)
1000
28— The Girl of the Manor
(Dr.)
1000
AMBR0SI0.

Not. 27 — Playing
with
lodged Tools
(Drama)..
Dec.
4 — The
Inseparable
Friends
(Comedy)...
Dec.
4 — Plenty of Good
Lnngs
(Comedy)
BISON.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.

19—
28—
26—
30 —

Dec.
8—
Dec.
7—
Dec. 10 —
Dec. 14 —
Dec. 17 —
Dec. 21 —

Trapped by Fire (Dr.)
The Hih-Breed Scout (Dr.)
An Indian Outcast
(Drama)
The
Massacre of the Fourth
Cavalry
(Drama)
Big Rock's Last Stand
(2 reels, Dr.)
Tbe
Bights
of a Savage
(Drama)
A Four-Footed Hero (2 reels) (Drama)
A Ride for Life (Drama)
Before
the White
Man
Came
(2 reel
Dr.)
Indian
Dances
and
Pa3tlmes
(Ed.)
BRONCHO.

Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

30 — How
Shorty
Kept
Hla Word
(Drama)
8— The Man They Scorned (2 reels) (Dr.)
13 — Mary
of the Mines
(Drama)
20— The Civilian
(2 leels)
(Dr.)
27— The Ball Player and the Bandit (Dr.)
4 — His Sqnaw
(2 reels — Drama)
11 — A Double
Reward
(Drama)
IS — His Sense of Duty
(Drama)
25 — The
Prospector's
Daughter
(Dr.)....
CHAMPION.

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

4— A Tramp's Strategy
I Drama)
11— A Protege of Uncle Sam (2 reels) (Dr.)
18— Blue Ridge Folks
(Dr. )
25 — The Gateway
to America
(Drama)...
2 — Billy Jones
of New
York
(Com. -Dr.)
9 — The
Honeymooners
(Comedy)
16— Right Shall Prevail
(Dr.)

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

CRYSTAL.
1— Locked
Out
(Comedy)
1 — A Picnic In Dakota
(Comedy)
8 — A Tangled
Marriage
(Comedy)
8 — The Black
Prince
(Comedy)
15 — The
Mind
Cure
(Comedy)
15 — Ob, that Lemonade!
(Comedy)
22 — His
Wife's
Stratagem
(Com.)
22— Mixed
Bottles
(Com. )
ECLAIR.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

5 — Dick's
Wife
(Drama)
8 — The
Fly
(Educational)
8 — The
Mender,
the Pipe and
the Vase
(Comedy)
10 — The Black Sheep
(Drama)
12 — The
Poisoned
Pool
(Drama)
15— The
Busy
Bee
(Scientific)
15— Fnnnlcus" Hunting Exploit (Comedy)..
17— When
an Old Maid Gets Busy
(Com.

Dec. 19 — The Dr.)
Vengeance
(Drama)
Dec. 22 — Sea
Anemones
Dec. 22 — An
L'uforseen
Dec. 11 — The
Dec. 18 — The
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec
Dec.
1'
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Pre
P(>r.
D«

of the

Fakir '. (2 reels)

(Educational)
Event
(Com.)

FRONTIER.
Goat Girl of Bear Canyon
Ranchman's
Wooing
(Dr.)
GATJMONT.

(Dr.)

10 — The
Mission of the Carols
(Drama)..
10 — Travels
of the I'ral Monntalns
(Sc.)
11 — GauBiont's
Weekly,
No. 40 (Topical)
12 — An Elephant
Sleuth
(Drama)
14 — Battlefields
of the Bakans
(Topical)
17 — A Ilazurd
for a Heart
(Drama)
19 — A Telephone Entanglement (Comedy)..
19 — Twlxt
Devil and the Deep Sea (Com.)
'-'I — A IVacb
for a Prlscini-r
(Dr.)
20 — Zlgoto
Drives
a locomotive
(Com.)..
26— The
Man
with
the Pull
(Com.)
GEM.
12 —
19 —
26 —
S—
Hi —
IT

WORLD
NESTOR.

NORTHERN.

Not. 27 — A Friend Indeed
(Comedy-Drama) ....
Not. 29 — The
Matrimonial
Agency
of Roaring
Gulch
(Comedy)
Dec.
2 — Romance
and Reality
(Drama)
Dec.
4— The Silent Call (Drama)
Dec.
6 — Brides
and
Bridles
(Comedy)
Iiec.
6 — Almost
a Suicide
(Comedy)
9 — Beauty Takes a Tramp
(Comedy)....
Dec. 11 — Home
and
Mother
(Drama)
Dec. 13— The Mountain Girl's Self-Saerlnce (Dr.)
Dec. 16— Cops
and
Cowboys
(Com.)
Dec. 18— The Stigma
(Dr.)
Dec. 20 — The Power of the Cross
(Dr.)
POWERS.

Dec.
7— Grandfather's Clock
(Comedy)
Dec.
7— Jack
the Window Cleaner
(Comedy)..
Dee. 14— Ills I'lrst Patient
(Comedy)
Dec. 21
lit.- ObrUtmu
Gift (Com.)
Dec. 21— Danish
Hussars
(Mil.)
IMP.

INDEPENDENT
RELEASE

PICTURE

The Lighting of Love's Way (Dr.)
The Tongueless Man
(Dr.)
The
Toll of the 8ea
(Drama)
Apartment
No. 13 (Comedy)
The Awakening of John Brldd (Drama)
ii.i,. Day
(Dr.)

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

7— A Trip Throngh the Cincinnati Zoo
(Natural
History)
7 — An Election
Bet
(Comedy)
9— The
World-Weary
Man
(Drama)
12 — Lass o' the Light' (Drama)
14 — Aunt
Dinah's
Plot (Comedy)
14 — A Day at West Point
(Military)
16— The Long Strike
(2 reel Dr.)
19— The New Fire Chief
(Com.)
21 — The More Haste th< Lees Speed
(Com.)
IT ALA.

Dec.
2 — A Spider on the Brain (Com.)
Dec
2— Too Much
Beauty
(Com.)
Dec. 16 — Peeping
Tom
(Com.)
Dec. Hi — Keeping
Id
style
(Com.)
Dec 2.5 — Kasy to Return Home
(Coin.)
.::— A Good
Hunting Dog
(Com.)
KAY-BEE.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

8— When
15 — The
22 — The
29 — The
6 — For
13— Blood
20 — The
27 — The

Lee Surrenders (2 reels) (Dr.)..
Altar of Death (2 reels) (Dr.)..
Army Surgeon
(2 reels) (Dr.)...
Invaders
(3 reels)
(Dr.)
the Cause
(2 reels. Drama)
Will Tell (2 reels. Drama)
Dead Pays (2 reels (Drama)
Law of the West
(3 reels Dr.)
KEYSTONE.

Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Deo.

18— The
RlTals
(Com.)
18— Mr. Fix It (Com.)
25 — A Desperate Lover
(Com.)
25 — A Bear Escape (Com.)
2 — Pat's
Day
Off (Comedy)
2 — Brown's
Seance
(Comedy)
9 — A Family
Mlxup
(Comedy)
9 — A Midnight
Elopement
(Comedy)
16 — Mable's
Adventures
(Comedy)
16 — I'sefnl Sheep
23— Hoffmeyer's
Legacy
(Comedy)
23 — The
Drummer's
Vacation
(Comedy) . . .
30 — The
Due
(Com.)
30 — Mabel's
Strategem
(Com.)
LTJX.

Nov. 29 — The Diary of a Bad Boy (Comedy) . . .
Nov. 29— Grateful
Henry
(Comedy)
Dec.
6 — Chlng Chang's Little Fan (Comedy) . . .
Dec.
6 — Tbe Pig that Wouldn't Stay at Home
(Comedy)
Dec. 13 — Weary Gussle finds a Job (Comedy)..
Dec. 13— "All
Aboard"
(Comedy)
Dec. 20 — Cleanliness
Is
Next
to
Godliness
(Comedy)
Dec. 20 — Only the Chiropodist
(Comedy)
Dec. 27— Pat and
the Milliner
(Com.)
Dec. 27— A New Use for the Bike (Com.)
MAJESTIC.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

1 — The
Hypnotic
Chair
(Comedy)
3 — In the Old Town
(Comedy)..
8 — The Winning of Helen (Drama)
10 — His Day
(Drama)
15 — The Clue in the Bust
(Drama)
17 — The Honor of Surgery
(Drama)
22— Jack
In the Box
(Dr.)
24 — All On Account of a Banana
(Dr.)..
MILANO.

Nov.
Nov.
Not.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

30 — The Enchanted Umbrella
(Comedy)...
30 — Boniface
Is Bashful
(Comedy)
30— Adda
RlTer
Rapids
(Scenic)
7 — Diamond Cut Diamond (2 reels, Dr.)
13— The Apache Vow (2 reels) (Drama)...
21— Love
Sublime
(2 reel Dr. )

488
445
439
494
462
416
458

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

6—
6—
11—
11—
13 —
18—
20—

When
the Sphinx
Spoke
(Comedy)...
Waterfalls
of California
(Scenic)
The Petticoat
Detective
(Comedy)
Tbe
Last
Quest
(Drama)
Tbe Natural Son (2 reels) (Drama)
(Title Not
Reported)
A Man
(Dr.)

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

12 —
12 —
19 —
19 —
26 —
26—

PUNCH.
Tbe Two Chefs
(Comedy)
His Dress Suit (Comedy)
Rough On Rats
(Comedy)
The
Baby
and the Cop
(Comedy)
Wanted— A Husband
(Com.)
The Devil of a Time
(Com.)

Dec.
Dec.
Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

RELIANCE.
7 — Topsy Turvey
Love
Affair
(Comedy) . .
11 — Joe's
Reward
(Drama)
14 — A Fairyland
Bride
I Com. -Dr.)
18 — The Fires of Conscience
(Drama)
21 — Rowdy Comes Home
(Com. Dr.)
25 — Bedelia
Has
a Toothache
(Com.)
25 — Tomasso's
Dream
(Com.)
28— Trying to Keep Bedelia
(Com.)
REX.

Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

28 —
1—
5—
8—
12—
15 —
19 —
22 —

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

6 — The
Face
At the Window
(Drama) . .
11 — Tbe Hater of Women
(Comedy)
13 — Tbe Girl In the Armchair
(Drama)...
18 — Hearts Unknown (Drama)
20 — Five Evenings (Comedy)
25 — The Finger Prints
(Drama)
27— The Woman
Behind
the Man
(Dr.)..

For the Love of Mike
(Comedy)
A Heart
Reclaimed
(Drama)
Paul and Virginia (2 reels, Drama)...
The Wheel of Destiny (Drama)
To the City (Drama)
Into the Darkness
(Drama)
Mother
(Dr. )
For
His
Sake
(Dr.)
SOLAS.

THANHOUSER.
6 — A Romance of the U. S. Navy (Dr.)..
8 — At Liberty — Good
Press
Agent
(Dr.)
10 — Aurora
Floyd
(2 reels)
(Drama)....
15 — Brains
vs. Brawn
(Comedy-Drama) —
17 — The Other Half
(Drama)
20 — The
Race
(Drama)
22 — The Repeater
(Dr.)
24 — The Star of Bethlehem (3 reels (Biblical)
Dec. 27 — (No Release this date)
VICTOR.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Oct. 18 — The
Oct. 25 — The
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Not.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Cross-Roads
(Drama)
Angel
of tbe Studio
(Drama)..
(Drama)
1 — Tbe Redemption of Rlverton
(Drama)
8 — Sisters
(Drama)
15 — Tbe Lady Leone (2 reela) (Dr.)
22 — Was
Mabel
Cured T (Dr.)
29 — It Happened
Thus
(Comedy)
6 — The Foolishness of OllTer
(Comedy)..
13 — Owing
More
(Comedy)
20 — The
Consequences
(Dr.)

ROLL TICKETS

SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENT

To our many thousands of old friends and customers in this country and foreign
lands, and to all the users of SPECIAL ROLL TICKETS in general, who demand
the best value, quick service, accurate numbering, and dependable Roll Tickets, we
wish to announce the reduction in price of the following quantities.
THE BIG TICKET AT THE SMALL PRICE
Your own special ticket, any printing, any colors, numbering guaranteed.

50,000
$6.50
5,000 - - $1.25
10.000

-

-

2.50

Coupon Roll Tickets 5.000 - $2.50

100,000
$8.00
20,000
- - $4.50
CASH

25.000

MUST

-

-

5.50

ACCOMPANY

ORDER

Stoek^tVt'o^^X^0a' Six Cents a Thousand in any Quantity
Reserved Seat Coupon Theatre Tickets — Serial or Dated.
Send Diagram before
placing your next order.

NATIONAL

TICKET

GET

THE

SAMPLES.

CO.. Shamokin.

Pa.

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

THOSE in a position to buy films where they please
with the exclusive aim of pleasing themselves will
be interested in

COSMOPOLITAN FILMS
which are selling upon their own merits in the open
market.
Monumental multiple reel subjects, some of them handcolored, as only the European market affords, will be
available at an early date.
The most prominent comedians of the silent stage of
Europe, foremost of whom is

MAX

LINDER

will contribute to make COSMOPOLITAN comedy
releases important events to those in quest of good, clean
and wholesale comedy.
COSMOPOLITAN FILM subjects will not be handled
by any one else in North America and buyers therefore
are fully protected.
A comfortable and up-to-date projection room on the premises, just
completed, is ready to carry conviction to those desiring ocular demonstration.
Particulars, terms and conditions upon request.

K.

\A/.

L.IIMIM

145 West 45th St., New York City
"THE CREAM OF THE EUROPEAN

MARKET

Telephone Bryant 302

SELECTED FOR AMERICA"

1237

THE

1238

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

iiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiii

illlllllHIUI

LICENSED
RELEASE

DATES

iillllllllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllM

imin

St— After the Honeymoon (Com.)
M-H
Absent-Minded
Burglar (Com.)...
*— Brutality
(Drama)
••
6— The New
York Hat (Comedy-Drama).
ft— JJnx'a Birthday
Party (Oamedy)
ft— She Is a Pippin (Comedy)
12— My Hero
(Drama)
18 — The Burglar's
Dilemma
(Drama)
19 — The Divorcee
(Comedy)
19 — Papering the Den (Comedy)
23— A Cry For Help (Drama)
2ft— The God Within
(Drama)

cures.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

(G. Klelne.)
2— At Napoleon's Command (Dr.— 2 reels)
8— The Ancient Town of Narl (Scenic).. 800
TOO
It (Comedy)
8— Dp Against
1000
(Comedy)
7— Because of a Widow
Italian Scene* (Scenic).. 060
10 — Picturesque
10— The "Lion Tonic"
(Comedy)
860
(Drama). . .1010
14— Trapping the Conspirators
1000
17— As Fate Wills (Drama)
21— The TItoII HlllJ and The FaUs of Anlo
(Scenic)
«»
21 — Nearly Lion Tamers (Comedy)
670
24 — A Ladles' Man (Comedy)
800
24 — Picturesque Sorrento, Italy (Scenic) . . 826
24 — His "Spring" Overcoat (Comedy)
876
28— Balkan War Scenes (Topical)
1000
EDISON.

Dec. 4— The Latest Addition to the D. ». Navy
(Topical)
«00
Dec. 4— The Winking
Parson
(Comedy)
400
Dec 6 — A Forest Fire (Educational)
1000
Dee. 7— His Mother's
Hops
(Drama)
1000
Dee.
• — Raring the Oame (Drama)
WO
Dee. 9 — Harnessing a Mountain Stream
(Bdo.) 400
Dee. 10— Annie Crawls
Upstairs
(Drama)
1000
Dec. 11 — A Sunday
Afternoon
in Rural Kingland (Scenic)
800
Dm, 11— No Place for a Mlnlater'a Son (Com.) TOO
Dee. 18— Fog (Drama)
1000
Deo. 14.— A Christmas Accident
(Drama)
1000
Dec. 10— Public and Private Care of Infants
(Educational)
985
Dec. IT— Lady Clare (Drama)
1000
Dee. 18 — An Old Appointment
(Drama)
600
Dec. lg— When Joey Was On Time (Comedy).. 600
Dec. 20— The First Settler's Story (Drama)
1000
Dec. 21— A Proposal Under Difficulties (Com.) 990
Dec. 28 — An Old-Fashioned Elopement (Com.).. 1000
Dec. 24— What Katie Did (Drama)
1000
Dec. 25 — Love Among the Geysers (Com.)
1000
Dec. 27 — A Clue to Her Parentage
(Being the
sixth story of "What Happened to
Mary")
(Drama)
1000
Dec. 28 — He Swore Off Smoking
(Comedy)
626
Dec. 28 — How a Horseshoe Upset a Happy Family (Comedy)
476

1HI1IT
Dee.
Dec.
Dee.
Dee.
Dee.
Dee.
Dec.

I — Western
Glrla (Drama)
1000
4 — Almost a Man (Comedy)
1000
6— Football Days at Cornell (Educational). 1000
t — The Supreme Test (Drama)
1000
7 — Broncho Billy's Love Affair (Drama). .1000
10 — The Shadow of the Cross (Drama). .1000
11— Time
Files
(Comedy)
1000

25

C.

WORLD

XALEM.

BIOGRAPH.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dee.
Dec.
Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

PICTURE

12— The Prospector (Drama)
1000
18 — The Error of Omission
(Edu.)
1000
14 — Alkali Ike's Motorcycle
(Comedy)
1000
17— The Virtue of Uags (Drama)
1000
18— His Birthday
Jacket
(Comedy)
1000
19— The Sheriffs Luck (Drama)
1000
20 — Gulseppe's Good Fortune
(Comedy) . . .1000
21 — Broncho Billy's Promise
(Drama)
1000
24 — The Sheriff's Inheritance
(Com. -Dr.) .1000
25— The Cat's Paw (Drama)
1000
20— Hill Mixes With Relations (Comedy) .1000
27— Love Through a Lens (Comedy)
1000
28— The Reward For Broncho Billy (Dr.). 1000

DAT1.

Monday— Blorrapk, Edison, Kalam, Lubtn. Paths,
•alia;, Vlta«T»»h
Tuesday— lalaoa, Eisanay, 0. O. F. 0., Class,
Lubln, Salic, VltaaTaph.
Wsdnsiday— Edison, Eelipse, Easaaay, Xalam,
•allf , Path*, Vlt»rraph.
Thursday— Blegraph, Essaaay, Lnbln, Malls*,
Path*, Ballg, VrUgraph.
Friday— Edison, Esaanay, Xalsm, Bellf, 0. O. *.
0., LuWa, VitafTaph.
■aturday— Edlaon, Eaianay, Clnaa, Zalam, Labia,
Patba, Vltacrapb.

N«r.
Her.
Dm.
Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

MOVING

1000
(Drama)
Gate Raiders
Cowpuacher*
the
and
Mummy
(Comedy)
Dec. 18— Strange
Places and Quaint •••••'•'!'
People la
New York (Scenic)
1000
(Drama)
Dec. 14— Ireland the Oppressed
1000
Dec. 16— The Finger of Suspicion (Drama)
1000
(Drama)
Crusade
Mayor's
The
18—
Dec.
Dec. 20 — Pulque
Pete and the Opera Troupe
(Comedy)
Dec. 20— Rnsh Hours in New York (Topical).. \
Dec. 21— The
Indian
Uprising
at Santa
Fe
100°
(Drama)
3000
Dr.)..
reel
3
(Special
Shaughraun
The
—
23
Dec.
Dec. 23 — The Two
Runaways
(Dr.)
1000
Dec. 25 — A Busy Day In the Jungle (Com.)..
Dec. 25 — Brave Old Bill (Com.)
Dec. 27 — A Business
Buccaneer
(Dr.)
1000
Dec. 28— A Mountain Tragedy (Dr.)
1000

Dec.
7— The Spendthrift's Reform
(Drama)...
Dec. 11 — Fate's Decree
(Drama)
Dee. 12 — The Compact
(Drama)
Dec. 14— The Rise and Fall of Mickey Mabone
(Comedy)
Dec. 14 — Reindeer Hunting In Norway
(Sceale)
Dec. 16 — Pathe's Weekly, No. 61 (Topical)....
Dec. 18 — The Receiving Teller (Drama)
Dec. 18 — Glimpses of Montana
(Scenic)
Dec. 1ft— Sldl Iladjl Moursoulk
(Acrobatic)
Dec. 20 — The Last Performance (special release,
2 reela) (Drama)
Dec. 81— A Simple Maid (Drama)
Dec. 23 — Pathe's Weekly, No. 62 (Topical)
Dec. 25 — Dynamited Love (Comedy)
Dec. 26 — The Beach Combers
(Drama)
Dec. 28 — The Bear Trap (Drama)

Dec. 11— Toll
Dec. 18 — The

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

LTTBD*.
7— A Soldier's Furlough
(Drama)
1000
ft— A Lucky Fall (Drama)
1000
10— The Wonderful One-Horse Shay (Dr.). 1000
12— Kitty and the Bandits (Drama)
1000
13—— His
BusterFirst
and Skate
the Cannibal's
13
(Comedy) Child (Dr.)

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

13—
14 —
16 —
17—
19 —
20—
20 —
21 —
23—
24 —
26 —
27 —
27 —
28—

The Crooked Path (Special— 2 reelsDrama)
When Love Leads (Drama)
Bar "K" Foreman
(Drama)
Madeline's Christmas
(Drama)
His Western Way (Drama)
Hogan
vs. Schmidt
(Comedy)
Nora the Cook (Comedy)
Home
Sweet Home
(Drama)
The Montebank's Daughter (Drama)..
The End of the Feud (Drama)
Two Boys (Comedy-Drama)
Palmetto
Hat Industry (Industrial)..
Once Was Enough (Comedy)
The Blind Cattle King (Drama)

*000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

MELLES.
17 — The Judgment of the Sea (Drama)
1000
24 — A Son's Example
(Drama)
1000
81 — Wrongly
Accused
(Drama)
1000
7— The Smuggler's Prisoner (Dr.)
1000
14 — Value Received
(Drama)
1000
21 — The Governor's
Clemency
(Drama). .1000
28— Linked By Fate (Dr.)
1000
6— The Sheriff Pro Tern (Dr.)
1000
12 — The Oastaway
(Drama)
1000
19 — A Woodland
Christmas
In California
(Drama)
1000
Dec. 26 — Jack's Burglar (Drama)
1000
Jan.
2 — Tempest Tossed (Drama)
1000
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

ECLIPSE.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

(G. KUeine.)
20 — The Masquerade™
(Dr.)
1000
27 — Treblzond
and Surroundings
(Scenic). 600
27— A Man for a Day (Com.)
tOO
4 — Wrongly
Accused
(Drama)
1000
11 — The Manchester Ship Canal, England
(Scenic)
400
11— Just Missed Him
(Comedy)
000
16 — The Red Man's Honor (Parts 1 & 2)
(Drama)
(Special)
2000
18 — Picturesque
Dalmat la (Scenic)
450
IS — Three Romies Outwitted (Comedy)
650
25 — Beauty Spots In South Walea (Sc.)... 260
25 — Wood Industry In French Jura (Ind.) 800
25— The "Angel"
Child (Comedy)
460

Nct.
Not.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

28— Red Eagle, the Lawyer (Dr.)
28 — The Forest of Fonntalneblaa (Scenic).
26— Pathe's Weekly No. 48 (Topical)
27— The Sheriff's Brother (Dr.)
28 — The Three Bachelors' Turkey
(Com.).
2ft— The(Dr.)
Great Steeplechase (J-reel SaeeUl)

Nor.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

PATHE.

Nov. 80 — The Winning of White Dove (Dr.)...
Dec.
2 — Pathe's Weekly,
No. 49 (Topical)....
Dec.
4— The Little Indian Model (Drama)
Dec.
6— A Tenacious
Lover (Comedy)

ANNOUNCEMENT

SLIDES

FOR

FILM

C. G. P. C.
Nor. 29— The Love of Algabert and Elisabeth
(Dr.)
Dec.
8 — The Electric Laundry
(Comedy)
Dec.
8 — Paris and Its Monument*
(Seattle) . . .
Dec.
6 — The Escape of Gas (Comedy)
Dec.
6— The Octopus
(Scenic)
Dec. 10— A Marked
Man (Drama)
Dec. 18— The (Comedy).
Capture
of Mr. Softly
Baatlt
Dec. IS — The

Apple
Industry
in Washington
(Educational)
Lisbon and Oporto (Scenic)
A Rival of Cortina (Comedy)
Metamorphoses
(Trick)
A Farm House Romance (Comedy)....
The Dlonnes
on the Hortaontal
Bar
(Acrobatic)
Dec. 24 — The Christmas
Miracle (Drama)
Dec. 27 — French
Naval
Manoeuvres
(Naval)..
Dec. 27 — The Chaffinch and Her Family (Bdo.)

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

18 —
17—
17 —
20 —
20 —

BELIG.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

2 — The Fire Cop (Drama)
1000
8 — The Mantle of Red Evans (Drama) ..1000
4 — When Helen Was Elected (Comedy) .1000
6— A Freight Train Drama
(Drama) ... .1000
6 — John Colter's Escape (Drama)
6 — A Question of Hair (Comedy)
9 — The Vintage of Fate (Drama)
1000
10 — The Ranger and His Horse (Drama). .1000
11 — The Girl of the Mountains
(Drama) . .1000
12— The God of Gold (Drama)
1000
13— A Near-Sighted Cupid (Comedy)
13 — In a Japanese Garden
(Scenic)
16 — Opltsah (Apache for Sweetheart)
(Dr.)lOOO
17 — Buck's Romance (Drama)
1000
18 — The Millionaire Vagabonds (Comedy) .. 1000
19 — Sammy Orpheus
(Comedy)
1000
20 — The Last of Her Tribe (Drama)
1000
23 — Harbor Island (Drama)
1000
24 — Roderick's Ride (Drama)
1000
25 — A Counterfeit Santa Claus (Comedy). .1000
26 — The Little Organ Player of San Juan
(Drama)
1000
Dec. 27 — HowHis theWinter
"DukeHome
of Leisure"
(Comedy) Reached
Dec. 27— A Pair of Boots (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

2— The Absent-Minded
Valet (Comedy) .. .1000
3 — The Scoop (Comedy-Drama)
1000
4 — The Curio Hunters
(Comedy)
1000
6— Mrs. Llrrlper's Legacy
(Drama)
1000
6 — Too Many Casey s (Comedy )
6 — Cork and Vicinity (Scenic)
0 — The Drawing (2 reels, Drame, Special) MOO
7 — The Awakening of Blanca (Drama).... 1000
9 — The Signal of Distress (Drama)
1000
10 — Doctor Bridget (Comedy)
1000
11 — Natoosa
(Drama)
1000
12— Adam
and Eve (Drama)
1008
13— The Song of the Shell (Drama)
1080
14— All For a Girl (Comedy)
14 — Tbe Dandy, or Mr. Dawson Tare* the
Tables (Comedy)
16 — A Leap Year Proposal (Com. -Dr.)
1000
17— The Night Before Christmas (Drama).. 1000
18 — Who Stole Bunny's UmbreUa (Comedy)
18 — At the Dog Show (Topical)
19— The Hat (Drama)
1000
20 — Following the Star (Drama)
1000
21. — A Marriage of Convenience (Drama). .1000
23. — While She Powdered Her Nose (Com.). 1000
24 — It All Came Out In the Wash (Com.)
24 — Ida's Christmas
(Comedy)
25 — Two Women and Two Men (Drama). 1000
26— Freckles
(Comedy)
.'
1000
27 — The Better Man (Drama)
1000
27 — The
Reincarnation
of Karma
(Special—2 reels) (Drama)
2000
28— Sue Slmpklns" Ambition
(Comedy) ....1000

RELEASES

A slide announcing the title of the film and portraying an important scene of the subject.
We are making these slides
for all releases.
We can send them a week in advance of the release date.
In ordering, enclose imoney order for amount
of slides at 35c. each and include 5c. for postage.
First National Bank Building, CHICAGO]
AMERICAN SONC SLIDE A POSTER CO.

25

C.
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LIFE

ON

Diamond
SHOWING

,

ranch

LIFE AND SPOUTS IN WEST.

Photo-Play
Ticket Chopper
A Necessity Wherever Ticket* Are Sold

Information

Finish: Cabinet is of
finest, golden quartered oak, highly polished, and trimmings
are of metal, finished
in colored enamel,
baked by special process, which retains its
brilliancy, or if desired
all metal parts heavily
nickel plated. Glass is
best polished French
plate, quarter inch thick.

iftV.i.Wft.

■n

concerning these"$l. 00 "Banners

BANNERS

Our Banners Are Works of Art.
Lithographed
in Four Colors.
Eyelets in Corners.
Printed
on Heavy Muslin, 3 ft. wide by 12^ft. long.
Price: $1.00 Each.
Made for all Releases, both Licensed and Independent. Always in Stock. Remit with Order.

Size:
45x12x12 inches
Weight (boxed) 100 Ibe.
PRICEi

Photo-Play
Advertising & Specialty Co.
Main Offices: 121-123 Fourth Avenue

Chopper
$50.00
Foot Lever (extra)
10.00
NickelTrimmingi(extra) 5.00

PITTSBURGH,

PA.

SELIQ
THE

SELIG'S
HARBOR

Dec. 23rd.

GREAT

HOUSE

CHRISTMAS

ISLAND

RODERICK'S

RIDE

. ■i.-turesque
of the to
West
ranchsaves
boy the
who life
makes
aI wild
ride tolittle
the play
settlement
get memorializing
the medicine a that
of
his baby sister. The scenic effects of this subject, as well as the heart
interest, make
it very vivid, Tital and attractive.
1000 feet.
Dec. 25th.

A

A

FINE

HOLIDAY

COUNTERFEIT

OFFERING

SANTA

CLAUS

A pathetic picture of the privations of poverty when the season of good
cheer animates the world. A poor father unable to secure work determines
to take the desperate chance of stealing Christmas presents for his children. How he is dissuaded and is eventually blessed is cleverly delineated
1000 feet.

THE

SELIG

20 East Randolph

WEEK

Dec 26th

A story of modern American business and of how it conflicted with the
old Spanish ideals.
Traduced on the shore of one of the Pacific's quaintest
Is.
Full of action and atmosphere.
It introduces Miss Kathlyn
\\ llliams in a series of dashing episodes.
1000 feet.
Dec. 24th.

OP

THe

LITTLE ORGAN PLAYER
OF SAN JUAN

A colorful and romantic tale of southern California dealing with the declining power of the beneficent rule of the Padres, showing how that
human bread cast upon the waters returned after many days, to stay the
hand of the despoilers through the power of music.
1000 feev

Dec. 27th.
How

the "Duke

A

pair

OF

BOOTS

ol Leisure" reached his winter home.

This diverting double bill has Tariety in its comedy cilL It shows that a
man is not known by his boots: and practical jokers are liable to bring
strange guests home to roost. In the case of the Duke of Leisure he experiences unusual difficulty in getting arrested and incarcerated for the
frosty winter.
1000 feet.

POLYSCOPE
Street

PROGRAM.

COMPANY
SEND IN YOUR NAME FOR OUR
MAILING

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Weekly

LIST

Bulletins Sent

Free

1240
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A slightly used PIPE ORGAN,
two Manuals and Pedal with Electric
Blower, for sale at a reasonable price.
For further information inquire at
The WM. SCHUELKE ORGAN Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

BRADENBURGH
145 WEST

N. Y.

45th STREET

SPECIAL

FEATURE

"HIS ROGUES

EXCHANGE
Manager JOHN

RELEASED

CHILD

DEC. 15

GALLERY
RECORD"
Fine Advertising and Lobby Display

D. Biograph in Three Big Reels

America's Feature Film Co.

FILM

SERVICE

AND

EXCLUSIVE

FEATURES

406-7-8 Schiller Building, Chicago, 111.

MOTION PICTURE SUPPLIES
WHOLESALE

PHOTOCRAPHIC

SUPPLIES

EDISON
MOTIOGRAPH
POWERS
SIMPLEX
STANDARD

MACHINES

Ticket Hangers
Reels

Carrying Cases
Rewinders

and RETAIL

THEATRE

SEATING

i&* CARBONS
Machine Parts
Disinfectants

Asbestos Booths
Exit Signs

Everything for the Motion Picture Theatre except the Film

PICTURE THEATRE

EQUIPMENT

Co., 2« LSI"

£8Ci,y
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WOKIJj

Fromtne
atronsView
Point

StfMcKENNA
^

BRASS
RAILING!
BASBLfl

Wrin
for

GRILLK8

Oatales.

CUSPIDORS
KICK
PLATBS
POSTKR
FRAMES

A

What Causes People

IcKenna Bros. Brass Co.
PITTSBURGH

to continually patronize one Picture Theatre in preference to another^
Of course, location, appearances, films, etc. have a great deal to do with il.i

—

but quality of the picture is what builds up a steady patronage that

makes the

business profitable.
This depends largely on your light and if you are using any other device than a

SCENARIOS

FORT WAYNE
to step down

We
want highest class
Comedies
contributions.
specially desired.

your current you are not getting best results.

With our machine you can produce a clear, white, steady light that won't
worry
your "house" by continuous flickering and will surprise you with the differenco
it makes
with the films.
It is the only device that can be changed instantly
of the three intensities

without

adjustments.
But this is not all. We

KINEMACOLOR CO.
1600 BROADWAY,

COMPENSARG

NEW YORK

breaking

the

circuit

to

any

between

will guarantee that our Compensarc

MTill
Cutsend657o
Bill"
and we'll
you onefrom
on 30 Your
days' freeLight
trial to prove
it.
We have a little 22 page booklet that explains all
the reasons why
If you want a better light at %
your present cost, send for it today.
It's free.
FT WAYNE
ELECTRIC WORKS
•f GKNUAL
ELECTRIC COMPANY
lift Broadway
c 5
fori Warn*, lad.

Your Own Film Camera
BUT
THE
JTJ1JIOH. PROFESSIONAL,
GUARANTEED
FILM MAKING OUTFIT
YOU NEED IT, BOONER OR LATER, ALL
SUPPLY,
MACHINES,
LENSES.
Ebertiard Schneider,

219 Second Art, N. T.

MOVING PICTURE ELECTRIC LIGHT PLANT
FOB
SALE:
Price rf Beauty, or Why Women Sin. 3 reels, and
lot paper
■.:••;
,1200°
The Fatal Wedding Day. 2 reels, with lot paper
and photos
•••■
,,
"gS?
The Crisis, 101 Bison, 2 reels, including all paper. . 65.00
Blazing the Trail. 101 Bison. 2 reels, including all
Pos?*TeIegrapn'er''2''reeli''i6i"BuOT\''mc'luaing
aii o&.w
paper
Battle of the Red
Men.
101 Bison. 2 reels, ineluding
all paper
g 00
Impossible Voyage,
2 reels, no paper.....
36. w
Dante's
Purgatory.
2 reels, including all paper.. 70.00
In the Grip of Alcohol, 3 reels, including all pa)«r 100.00
The Outcast. White Slave story, 3 reels, including
all pap
.100.00
Passion
Play."'j.iii "'feet,' "hand
colored,
condition
■
• good;, 250-O0
Drummed
Out, Asta Neilsen
story, 3 reels, all
120.00
photos
and
paper
DandT Wtr with Absalom. 2 reels, with lot paper 90.00
Deposit
of 25 per cent., either New
\ork draft or
money order, balance C. O. D. privilege examination.
LIBERTY
FTLM
RENTING
CO.
105 4th Avenue
Pittsburgh,
Pa.

Make Your Lobby Display
Attractive
There is nothing more
fascinating to the public
than a bright brass frame
to display your photos or
posters.
We make Lobby and
Theater Fixtures and
Brass Rails of every
description.
Write for Catalog
Don't fail to visit our
complete New York showro m, 101- 1 03 4th Ave.

THE NEWMAN
MFG. CO.
717-781
Sycamore
St.,
Cincinnati,
O.
Eitabllthed

1883

U»«d

and

BIGGEST

Highly

SENSATION

Endorsed

IN

THE

by

the

MOVING

United

State*

PICTURE

Array.

WORLD

Oen
be operated
by a boy
10 years
old.
One
eoatoraer
writes i
"Plant running like a top and delivering the 'Juice' right aleog
•very day for our moving picture boose.
Ooau aa aboet eae-teatk
as much •■ public service.
Ales pampa water ta all ear baimaga.
(163)

DETROIT

2.0U0
gallons
Write
to-dayperforday."
Bulletin 101.
It la a mighty Interesting eeekleC
WORKS, Dept. 102, DETROIT, MICH., U. S. A.

ENQINE

EXPRESS FILM SERVICE LTD.
Cable i INTERFILM,

ANOTHER

FOR

LISTS

AND

St,

Piccadilly Grot.

LONDON, ENGLAND

A. B. C, 5th, Western

The Best and Cheapest Firm SELLING
WRITE

II, Denman
Union

FEATURES

PRICES.

off All Makes

DEPT.

M

ENTERPRISE TRIUMPH

TOGO CALCIUM GAS OUTFIT
Complete

with

Rubber

Tubing

and

Keyless

Jet

SUPERIOR
WORKMANSHIP
and HIGH
GRADE MATERIAL combined with SAFETY
and SIMPLICITY place the TOGO far ahead
of any other cheap outfit.
PORTABLE and ready for instant use - $25.00.
Anyone

Can

Operate

MANUFACTURED

It

BY

The Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564 W. Randolph St., Chicago
FOR

SALE

BY

ALL

DEALERS

THE
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Don'tThatBuy
Any
Curtain
[a No!
BackedScreen
Up with a or
Positive
Bona-Fide Guarantee

That It Will
treme Heat
See That the
Strain! Glare!
Effect.

Not Crack, Peel or Turn Black; That
or Cold, or Damp Air Will Not Affect It.
Guarantee Covers Elimination of EyeFlicker! and That Terrible Out-of-Focus
MIRROROIDE

Is the Only Metallic Coated, or Metallic Filled, Projection Surface on the Market That Carries and Is
Sold Under the Above Guarantee!
In Addition,
MIRROROIDE
Is the Only Screen That Will Not Lose the Picture
Close Up, or at a Side or Angle View. Visit the Savoy
Theatre, Thirty-Fourth Street, New York City. View
Picture from Any Balcony! Any Side of the House!
Notice Perfect Projection! Notice Entire Elimination
of Picture Distortion from Side Angle. Mr. Rosenberg
Spent Thousands of Dollars in Screens, Screen Coatings, Etc. Three
of aThis
Grade
B MIRROROIDE Screen Months'
ConvincedUseHim.
Screen
Was
Bought and Paid For As Were All of the 2,973 MIRROROIDE Screens and Curtains Now in Use. We
Claim MIRROROIDE is the recognized peer of All
Projection Surfaces. No Other Manufacturer on Earth
Dare Issue the Above Guarantee. Get Our Large Free
Samples A, B and C. Pin! Attach! to Any Screen You
Know Of! Throw on the Picture. Seeing Is Believing.
Follow Mr. F. H. Richardson's Advice. Read His
Article in Moving Picture World, Issue of Dec. 7, 1912,
Also His Previous Articles.
MIRROROIDE Is on the Market Over Two Years
and Has Always Been Made with a Matte or Rough
Surface Finish.
Protected by Pending Patents.

THE

J.

H.

CENTER

Newburgh,

CO.

"Imitation is the Sincerest Flattery."

An old saying, but so true. There is no better way
to judge a screen. The RADIUM GOLD FIBRE
SCREEN, better today than ever, very naturally
should have imitators. It's the law of human nature
to follow where other shoes have trod, so if you will
profit by the experience of others, don't permit yourself to be deceived by "something just as good."
Our brains {could we modestly confess we have
some) and the work of the most careful operators,
gives you in the RADIUM GOLD FIBRE SCREEN
something way beyond the efforts of those who would
ape.
We sell you not only a RADIUM GOLD FIBRE
SCREEN, but give you a service that will make you
thank yourself for all time that you enlisted under us.
It's that feeling of friendship and our aim to treat
our purchasers as we ourselves would want to be
treated, that counts a great deal. But it is only one
of the many features why you should do business with
us. In the first place WE HAVE THE GOODS.
American

"THE

New York,

WEED"

OP

::::::

"••
"M

•*

HT.AfTRWAWTT"

"HEROINE
OF DERNA"
"THE
PENALTY"
"THE
CIRCUS
GIRL"
"VENUS"
"THE INVENTOR'S
SECRET"
BIG ADVERTISING FREE WITH ALL OUR FEATUREB.
PRICES.
Write for lists.

2 REELS
"

"
"
"
"

LOWEST

"The House off a Thousand Features"
IMPERIAL

FEATURE

FILM CO,

If The

a BTTPTJ*

BILL".
THE
DRi

"WHITE
DOMINO"
"AFTER DARKNESS LIGHT".
"FOUR
DARE
DEVILS"
"THE
VAMPIRE
DANCER"..
"FAT.T.

Company,

Pitzer & Smith, 32 Union Square, New York City
George Breck, 70 Turk Street, San Francisco, Calif.
Distributors

IT WILL PAY YOU TO BOOK
"LIFE
OF BUFFALO
"ST. GEORGE
AND
"REDEMPTION"

Theatre
Curtain & Supply
105 N. Main St., St. Louis,
Sole Manufacturers.

121 Fourth Avenue,

Pitttburgh, P.

"Von Duprin Self-Releasing fnre 6xtt Latches
"Made on Honor."

"MIRROR"
SCREEN
Will Not Do What We
Claim, I Will Forfeit

fTO YOU!
$1000.00
MY BET IS
100 Pei Cent More Light
More Perspective
More Clear and Natural
Than Any Other Curtain or Screen in the World
Furthermore, The Only Curtain That

Absolutely Reliable
Safeguard Against Panic
Dlaaaters.

Absolutely Prevents
Eye -Strain
Write for Catalogue of Improved

Approved by New York
Board of Underwriters,
City of New York Bureau of Buildlnfa.
Applied on thousands
"f KulldlnKH In more
tban 500 Cities In the
V. S. A. and Canada.

Snow- White Screen

Send for Catalogue
No. 10 D.

MIRROR

VONNEOUT
H A H DWARE CO.,
General Distributors.
Indianapolis, lad., 0.8. A.
Can yon afford
to be
without them I

Better Than Ever at Lower Price*

SCREEN

F. J. Rembusch, President
Xaatarc
Safe Exit Is

ersal Demand

::

JUpraMBUttra— Frank
Phom* Mannin*,
401 FUia. M3

CO.

Shelbyville, Ind.
6th

At*.,

V.

T.

City.
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CEMENT

REPAIRING

ALL

MAKES

OF

Moving Picture Films. Contains No
Ether. Non-Evaporating. Does not
Buckle. Guaranteed to be superior
to any you have ever used. If you
cannot obtain it of your Dealer, send
25 cents in coin or stamps and the
name of your exchange,
and we will mail you an
ounce bottle with
brush.
FILMO CHEMICAL CO., Inc.
55-57 59 Chry.tie Street
New York

Orchestra
Music
FOR

MOVING PICTURES

VioHa, Corset and Dram parts hare
bean added to the popular "Orpbenm
Collection" of piano muiic (dramatic
and descriptive) for Moving Picture*.
Practical for piano alone or any number of ak«T« instrument*. Iatued in
two parts: No. 1 and No. 2.
Piano, 58
Violin, 40
Cornei, 55
Drama,
Send30

oants each; both No.'a $1.15
cents each; both " 75c
oents each; both " 65c
cents
bothpages.
" 55c
for
freeeach;
sample

CLARENCE

Ornamental
Theatres
PLASTER

RELIEF DECORATIONS

Theatres Designed Everywhere
Write for Illustrated Theatre Catalog. Send ui Size* of
Theatre for Special Design*

E. SINN

iUl Sedgwick St., Chicago, III.

THE DECORATORS
V.OOO roll ticket*. fLffl; 60
% cored cvtaoo, $L16;
stereoptiooo otojectiTee. SOc
te PL A; etarwptknu. PS;
rhecetata. _P to 18: arc
lamp*. B.T1. B ead f2.B;
uuuileiaw. m; oaldam
iota, B.»: acetyl*™ J*».
12.50; tu IIIIIIMin. P. St):
■ortn* picture object!™* prt; lactate. PL List at
—rim picture repair parte at faJr prion.
Sprocket
waeela, Ho; dime le a root. Catalogue,
repaired el
atPrtcea.
mortalL "picture
repaired
HETZ. Maaaaaaajel
EaaJ Z3rd
SL, Newat York Otr

2549 Archer Avenue,

SUPPLY

u

CHICAGO,

CO.
ILL.

When Your Picture Machine Needs Repairing
Why don't you tend it to us ?

Cable Address: McRickfilm, N. Y.

Old Curiosity Shop

Films

Like wine improve with age
when properly stored. For 8
years we have been accumulating the World's Greatest
Photo-plays and blending the
Vintage with Late Features of
2 and 3 Reel Importations.
Over 1500 varieties served at
$1 to $5 per day, with 3 sheet
posters on the side. Sample
show sent free for trial.
EVERYBODY EVERYWHERE
WRITE
FOR
LIST

We have the best equipped machine shop in the country and can repair any make of machine. Write us and get acquainted.
We buy second hand

GEO. M. HOKE

THE
SIMPSON SOLAR SCREEN
The only Metallic Screen without
seams,
patented.
Buy
the real
thing.
Beware of imitations
ALFRED L. SIMPSON, Inc.
No. 113 W. 132nd St, N. Y. City

42 Licensed
A WEEK

BUYING
PIOTES^ SELLING

ZJtrttSt
RENTING

ftwYork-

Posters

FOR $2.00

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING CO,
Hobbi Bldg.

MOTION

MOVING

machines.

SUPPLY CO., 176 N. State St, ,X£&

Chicago

PICTURE

Chicago, ID.

Theatre Pipe Organs.
All aizei of Pipe

Organ* for Theatre
built to order.

Write for catalogue and
TH1

WM. Milwaukee.
SCUELKE Wit.
ORQAJf

C«.

We buy and sell second-hand FILMS
and MOVING
PICTURE
MACHINES.

WESTERN

FILM BROKERS

538 S. Dearborn St.,

THEATRE

Chicago, III,

LIST

for sale, containing 11,305 throughout United States; guaranteed 08% correct mailed
two-cent
stamp.
Price $20.00 for the list or $3.00 per
thousand
for under
certain a States.
Trade Gredar Addreaaot Company, 166 Weti Adam. St, Chteare, Eat 1880. Pfecne. Frankfo 1182, 1183
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American Moving Picture Machine Co.
iLuruTAOTtnLZRs or tax

EASTMAN

STANDARD

motion picture
film—the acknowledged standard the
world over.

Automatic Movin* Picture Machine
101-102 Beekman Street,

Mew York

Use the Real

Projector Carbon
Manufactured

"Biograph"

by

EASTMAN KODAK CO..
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Brand

L. E. Frorup & Co.
232 Greenwich St., New York City

EXHIBITORS'

HEADQUARTERS

CALEHUFF SUPPLY COMPANY
(Incorporated)

50 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia. Pa.

CELLULOID POSITIVE CELLULOID NEGATIVE
AND

NON-FLAM

POSITIVE

(Made Under License of the Patentee)

RAW

FILM SUPPLY

IS EAST a6th STREET
Tel. Mad. Sq. 7876

CO.

NEW YORK
Cable RawfUm New York

Jobbers in Edison, Powers and
Motiograph Machines and Parts
Machine* repaired by Expert Mechanics.
Mirror Screens
Chain
Tickets
Pianos

Genuine Parts Only Used

SPECIALTIES.
Condensers
Gas Making Outfits
Edison Transformers Limes
Film Cement
Ft
Wayne
Compensarca
Branch
DisinAsbestos State Booths
fectant General
Co.

Bio & Electra Carbons Asbestos Wire
Scenery, Stage Effects
Special Gundlack Switches
Theatres Bought, Sold,
Lenses
Plugs
Spotlights
Rented
CHAfl. A. (lALI'.HlUT,
Pre*, and (Jen. X«t.

THE

CHRISTMAS POEM

OF

With beautiful illustrations
illustrations, also
series of

Eye Comfort System
Indirect Illumination
So necessary to the socccaa of rrery
Metioa
Picture
Theatre
that we
engineer 6o Theaters a month.
This is a free service to Motion
Picture Theatre
Managers.
National X-Ray Reflector Coy
337 W. Jackson BlvxL, Chicago.
Distance, Screen to Rear of Andstorium. ...............
Ceiling Height
.
...............
Width of House
i
*..«.
Name ••»«■<
........... M<i«n»»«*« .<. «■«».»-

SANTA CLAUS
NOW

LOUISE
IN HER

M. MARION

NEW ILLUSTRATED POEMS
and FEATURE I£CTURES
LOUISE M. MARION
459 West 23rd Street, NEW
TERMS

BOOKING,

REASONABLE

YORK

High-Class
Vaudeville
Sketch
entitled

"MOTHER and SON"
Strong with
Speeialtiet

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

Used Machine Bargains
1912 Motiograph
Complete.

$164.00

Used 2 days,

1911 Motiograph

$123.00

Used 4 months,

1911 Motiograph
Used 14 months.
Guaranteed in -,_ _ — __
first-class operating condition,
$1U«>.UU

Pathe, Professional
Complete.

$147.00

Never used,

I EQUIP

I am jobber of
new

YOUR

Separate catalogues of different makes

Standard, No. 4

3

Powers No. 5

Never used.
Complete,
With D. C. IIO-V. Motor Driver,

of machines,

$154.00

Lot of 2nd hand current savers, including: Powers
Inductor, 110-V, 60 Cyl.,
$40.00
Pittsburgh Calcium Economy Coils, $25.00 each
Miles Bros. Rheostatocides, $35.00 to $40.00 each
Mullen Coils,

allowance

$15.00 to $25.00 each

COMPLETELY

of Moving

libera]

$139.00

$65. eachto $90.

In operative condition,
complete,

THEATRE

ALL MAKES

Through my Exchange Department I am prepared to make
M. K machine ot any make.

1

for

your

supplies and

old

Picture
machine

in

part

Machines
payment

an

pnrchaae

of

economizers furnished free upon re-

quest, BUT llallberg's Big Complete Catalogue costs you 25c.

I carry the Largest Complete Stock of Electra Pink Label Carbons

J. H. HALLBERC,
World • Largest Ml

36 EAST 23rd STREET,

NEW

YORK

CITY

^■WuRuTZER

UNIVERSAL SERVICE
Our
Locked Reel System
Has Many Advantages
CONSULT

Wurlitzer PianOrchestra in Healy Theater, Fort Worth, Tex.

Write

for. 32-page

booklet,

showing

Wurlitzer Automatic Musical Instruments
In the leading picture theatres of the country.

The Wurlitzer Instruments furnish better music than mnsidans
ted reduce expenses.
60 different styles ; time paymeu, " ; big
catalog free.
If you can't call, write to our nearest branch.

y
anPHIA
mpADEL
h Wurlitzer CoPHIL
TheNNATI Rudolp
I
NEW YORK . CHICAGO
CINCI
t«ut
1885Chea
83»-881 S. Wabash
16-27 W. 83d
117-131 B 4th
COLTMBFS
LOriSVILLE
BUFFALO
CLEVELAND
a^XOTTS
«M *
TOa Mala
800 Huron B<w4
•U PtM «.

O

I

US

ABOUT

IT

Exclusive New York Agents for

UNIVERSAL

FILMS

Universal Film Exchange
OF NEW

111 East 14th St., New York

YORK

Phone, Stuyv. 1000
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CHAIRS
FOR EVERY

ESTABLISHED

PURPOSE

WRITE

1,000 STYLES

cK7oBoiiiw*b
"bATe The
A.
H. Andrews
ctLgo, ill.
* **«^
«"»•
»■•
niiuivn.

ELECTRIC

Mew

York

Office,

116o Broadway.
Ban Franolsoo Offloe, 728

Generating Set

The Foos Gas Engine Co.
MR.

Springfield, O.

EXHIBITOR!!

Steel
standard
will not break

Exhibitors !
Submit your difficulties to the
author of "The Photoplay Theater," and other articles on management, for advice and suggestion, the result of twenty years'
experience in amusement enterprises. Simple questions $1 each.

Epes

Winthrop

Sargent

Bob 70, Madison Square) Station

New York City

608-10-12

In all

Leading Cities
First At.., Bo.

rv^BEN^tfr
34-36 E. 3rd Street
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

CHEAP

Itala(°medies

STEEL FRAME
THEATRE CHAIRS

ABSOLUTELY
NON-BREAKABLE

-TWO ON EVERY REEL-

EVERY M9NI7AY

Suitable for small
Theatres and Moting Picture Shows.
We
carry these
chairs in stock and
diately.
can ship ImmeJnmI Bmmd

It will make your theater all aisles. It la the
only sanitary ehalr. It is the world's greatest
theater chair, perfected to the highest degree.
Write to-day for Circular A.
J| SX HABDESTY UTO. CO., Canal Dot«c, Ohie.
TJ.aVA.

If your scenarios do not sell
find out why. Perhaps your
manuscript can be rewritten and
made saleable, and your mistakes
may be corrected in future manuscripts. The author of "Technique of the Photoplay," etc., will
give your manuscript personal
criticism for a fee of $2.

Seattle Office.
Mission St.

New London
Wisconsin, U. S. A.

Think of the motherleea, the fatherless, aad the
childless homes aa the result of theater panics. Protect the Utss of yonr
patron,
by
Install Inf
oar
"ANTI
PANIC"
THEATER
CHAIR.
M
Dead at Oannonsbarg, ITS at Boyertown,
6TB at Iroqals
Theater.
Chicago. Make these honors unpos1 Bible.
Onr chair ta a friend
to
'the PobUc.
It adrartlses your theater and
makes yoor business grew.
It Is a apace-oarer, Hfe-sarer,
money-saTer. GItos 26% more seating.

SCENARIO
WRITERS !

Branches

Co.
-ww.

THE
WISCONSIN
SEATING
COMPANY

Send for Bulletin F-9S.

OH!

CAT. NO. 31

Get Our
PricesBefore
You Buy

will furnish direct current tor your show
and gWe jon better quality of light thaa
yon can get from the beat Central Statloa
■errlce. With a Foos Engine you can tare
SO to 75 per cent, of the money yon hare to
pay for electric current and hare all tae
light yon want when yon want It.

■09 Linden Ave.

FOR

1865

NEW POSTERS THAT PULL
(ASK ANY EXCHANGE)

Also Chair,
seating
use.
W.
for Ont-of-door
Address
Dept.

STEEL
New

FURNITURE

Co.,

Grand

Itala ITlmC;o.of7\merka
LI COLUMBIA. THEATRE..N.Y.

Rapids. Mich

York: 150 5th Ave. Pitt .burgh: 818 Biasel
Blk.
Philadelphia: 610 Flanders Bldg.

"EVERYONE'S USING"
Our Developing System

Headquarters for

ASBESTOS
CURTAINS

■g£D

and PICTURE

A. J. CORCORAN,
II John Stratt.

BOOTHS

C. W. Trainer Mfg. Co.

booklet 39 Pearl SWBoston.Mass.

Changeable

L. M. NOIO,

WRITE

MFG.

Box 262

3194

It pays to discriminate

THEATRE

SIGN

FOR CATALOGUE

ZENITH

1 46 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City
CHELSEA

Illuminated

PROGRAM

Greater J. D. Williams
Amusement Co ,Ltd.
OF AUSTRALIA

when

range

you buy

SEATING

of styles and prices.

v American Seating
Slo 8. Wabash

Ave..

CHICAGO

CO.
Cincinnati. Ohio

V2 (Mot. Picture Chairs)
*°r Cat.
TAItl
HID
If It |TC
I I C
I UUA VI
ami
Cat. V3 (Upholstered Chairs)
Send
Floor Sketch for Free Seating Plan
Widest

Inc.
New York

Large stocks.

Compai y
Compan
15 E. 32nd St., NEW

YOEK
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G.MELIES
1+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

JANE

JACK'S

ARRIVES

+++++++++++

AT

THE

++M + + + * + *+ + * + « + * + + + + -ti++++++++1t%

RANCH

BURGLAR

His father and mother avisiting, Jack is left in charge of the ranch. A
beautiful girl arrives, a friend of his aunt's, desiring to stay a few days. Jack,
love smitten, knows she will not remain if she discovers the circumstances, so
he presses the foreman and cook into service to impersonate his parents. All
would have gone swimmingly had she not accidentally discovered Jack's trick
and decided to turn the tables. She ingeniously relieves him of his cash, and
when the real mother arrives, there is a truly comical
situation in which love triumphs.
G. MELIES,
Approx. 1000 feel

204 EAST

38th ST., NEW

YORK

CITY
12-26-12

£»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»» »»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»^
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POWERS
CAMERAGRAPH

NO.

6A

Recognized by the trade as

THE

MODERN

MOVING

PICTURE

MACHINE

Idle statements prevail for a time, but truth and merit always win out.

It Is True ss~" Power's Cameragraph
Is True smksts Powers Cameragraph

HI

_

That the same brain which

,

_^

■

^

proving of

It Is True ES— Power's Cameragraph
It Is True ppfSBH Power's Cameragraph
be found only in

FACTS

O

like these reveal in a measure the secret of

our success. They explain why POWER'S CAMERAGRAPH has had the trade's confidence for 15
years. They show emphatically why they deserve
your confidence also.
Catalogue G will furnish you complete details.

NICHOLAS

POWER

COMPANY

90 Cold Street, New
For fifteen years the leading makers

York

of motion

picture machines

,

a.h

.\AAAAA

a

:-\a

^AAAAAAAAAAAX

'*.'l."

Price. 10c.

28. 1912

December

Vol. 14. No. 15

'■

''A/'J:.''.^1/-

A/U'

h-

>■

>lJ-

">•*

*

'\'>

W>.»

HH>kH>U

W^i
THE, FII/M
INDEX

EXHIBITORS
euiD©

H

$

*^&&£4&&e*^*-

i^fe*^^^^W/>^;;jffl

'How the Infant Chief Was Saved," a Melies Subject Taken
in the South Sea

%y/////////////mi i n\\\VAV\\w^
fltfKwWM^MMMMip^^

a

kttM.MX.KM.MM.KMMiitttttMcM^^^

17 Madison Ave.

NeW

Y0rR— ChiCagO

169 W. Washington St.
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Thanhouser

m

New Features
of
by the
"The
StarMakers
of
NEST."
^, he aove INTHE eac-uu'r

include the fine historical story
Yonge.
from the pen of Mrs. e
hem"

J&,

Bethl
"The Dove in the Eagle's Nest"

There will be two reels and " perfect publicity." The date is Tuesday, January 28th. It is a massive costume piece, with Marguerite
Snow and James Cruze handling the leads. Good acting and good
" atmosphere" are a feature.

JiT^

Before "Dove in the Eagle's Nest" We Release
Eleven One-Reel Features In January.
The month is chock full of single reel features. And the end of December sees some good ones, too. The Sunday release of December 29 is "A
MILITANT bUFFRAGETTE," a screaming COMEDY; the Tuesday release of December 31 is "WITH THE MOUNTED POLICE." a big SENSATIONAL; and the Friday release of January 3 is "JUST A POOR RELATION," -human-interest DRAMA.
It is a Three-a-Week of VARIETY.

TMKDOVt

1NTHE

U.MH.ES

NG*T.

Booked solid at every
exchange until February- -"The Star of
MadeBethlehem."
under the personal direction of Mr.
Edwin Thanhouser and Mr. Lawrence
Marston, the foremost legitimate stage
director now in motion picture work and
Producer of "Ben Hur " for the Messrs.
Klaw & Erlanger.
nd I

■ fcr

Two-column cuts for newspaper or circular use, 40
cents, from STANDARD ENGRAVING CO.. 560
Seventh Avenue, New York City,
Slides 40 cents apiece, from NOVELTY SLIDE
COMPANY. 20 East 14th Street, New York City.
Illustrated Heralds. $2.50 per thousand, from HENNEGAN &: COMPANY. Cincinnati. Ohio.
Illustrated booklets, on book paper. $5.00 per thousand, from H. J. STREYCKMANS. 60 Wall Street.
New York City.

THANHOUSER
NEW

Two one-sheets, a three-sheet, a six-sheet ;
teen-sheet AT YOUR EXCHANGE.
SCENES

FROM

FEATURES

CUTS^ OF THANHOUSER PLAYERS. 40 cents
apiece from STANDARD ENGRAVING CO..
560 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

FILM

CORPORATION

ROCHELLE,; NEW

The Film Supply Company,

THANHOUSER

(Beginning
with in.
the $2.00
"STAR theOF set.
BETHLEHEM")
l2photos. 8x10
from KRAUS
York
MFC City.
COMPANY. 14 East 17th Street, New

YORK

American and Canadian Agents

<

i -'5 1
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THIS WEEK!

The Christmas Special

QUITED

ii

ONE

OF THE

MOST

(A, MENDELSSOHN
BEAUTIFUL AND

11

THEME
IN PANTOMIME)
ARTISTICALLY
STAGED
FEATURES

THIS

YEAR

Released Tuesday, December 24th.
£ £

heri-Ff's
A splendid feature

Inherit
story of the West.

99

Released Wednesday, December 25th.
£ £

£ £

ill

."he

Cat's-Paw"

A clever story of "A Fool and His Money."
Released Thursday, December 26th.

Mixes

With

Mis

Rel

tions

99

One of the funniest films ever released.
Released Friday, December 27th.
99

£ £

A pretty story told a la Essanay.
Released Saturday, December 28th.
£ £

feward
remarkably
clever

-For

Broncho
M. Anderson.

Western
story with Mr. G.
Released Tuesday, December 31st.

Requited
feature dramatic story

£ £

A

with Miss

L-ov<
Ruth Stonehouse.

99

illy"

One of the Greatest and Most Beautiful Releases of the New Year

Released January 3rd

DEMAND

BOOK

ITI

"WHEN

COMING VERY SOON!
THE

SOUL

(UNPRECEDENTED

"KING

ROBERT

MEETS

IN SCENIC

OF

SOUL"

BEAUTY)

SICILY"

THIS

ONE

COMING VERY SOON I

(LONGFELLOW'S WONDERFUL
POEM
IN THREE
REELS.)
GREATEST SCENIC PRODUCTION EVER SET BEFORE A CAMERA
IN AMERICA

THE WISE ONES ARE USING THE 3-SHEET POSTERS OF ALL ESSANAY SATURDAY RELEASES. ARE
YOU CLASSIFIED HERE? Lithographed in Full Four Colors, Price 35c Each. Order Direct from Your Exchange or
from Morgan Lithograph Co., Cleveland, Ohio. Photos of All Essanay Players, Size 8 x 10, Price $3.00 Per Dozen, Can Be
Secured from the Players Photo Company, 177 N. State St., Chicago, I1L
THESE MATTERS
DEMAND YOUR IMMEDIATE
ATTENTION 1

ESSANAY

FILM

MANUFACTURING

521 First National Bank Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Factory and Studio, 1333 Argyle Street, Chicago
Branch Offices in London, Paris, Berlin, Barcelona

CO.

THE
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STATE RIGHT FEATURES

IN THE GRIP of THE VAMPIRE
BITS'

(THREE

DRAM

REELS)

ATI C

SCENES

The administering of the deadly drug to steal an inheritance, plunging a
woman's mind into idiocy. The assassination of her fiance as he rows to
keep the decoy tryst at the seaside cliffs. The novel stroke of science that
restored the woman's sanity by means of cinematography. The detection of
the criminal by the veriest chance through dissimilar handwritings. The
arrest of the malefactor at the height of a masquerade ball.

THE

BRIDGE
(TWO

OF SORROW
REELS)

The greed of a railroad executive which sent to their death the many when
the train dropped through the weakly constructed bridge into the stony
depths of the gorge. A juggling with lives which brought disaster and
desolation, and which dispatched the juggler to a felon's cell. The overhearing of a wife's fatal denunciation that put convict stripes upon the
doer of the
crime terrible. j
,

IONAL'
RNATCY
INTEPIRA
THE CONS
(THREE

REELS)

THE VENGEANCE
EGYPT
(THREE

PERILS OF THE
ATLANTIC
(TWO REELS)

OF

REELS)

IN THE LAND OF THE
LIONS
(TWO

REELS, HAND-COLORED)

Exclusive Rights to Gaumont Releases Are Open in Parts of the United States.
Such a Connection Would Be Profitable to You. Get Your Query in the Next Mail.

GAUMONT
FLUSHING,

CO
N. Y.

<GaamoDf>
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LISTEN TO KENNEDY
A. M. Kennedy, general mantremenager organization
of the Universalis
dous
on the Universal
ranch,
where a dozen of the world's best stage
directors are working in harmonious concert
to produce the best one, two and three reel

pictures that money and brains can make, has just shot
this hot wire into headquarters.
Read it, every word :

Sheridan s Ride
(THREE

REELS)

101 BISON

"Three reel feature film entitled 'Sheridan's Ride'
now in process of production is unquestionably the
greatest war picture ever made. Otis Turner, producer, ison his mettle and I am not sparing expense.
Film historically correct. Plot, theme and treatment
perfect. Consider this will be the masterpiece of the
decade in military pictures. SEVEN HUNDRED
TRAINED SOLDIERS including practically all the
state militia of Southern California are being used.
You will simply go wild with enthusiasm and excitement when you see the three reels."
Now, Mr. Exhibitor, in the name of heaven why should
you split up your profits with any "state rights" man
when you can get such a feature as "Sheridan's Ride"
once, twice or three times a week WITHOUT EXTRA
CHARGE if you will only

"Demand That Universal Program''

Universal Film Mfg. Co.
Mecca Bldg., B'way at 48th St., N. Y. Cily

Are You Reading the
Universal Weekly?

1254
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UNIVERSAL

WINS

Never in the history of the tilm business has there been such
enjoyed since the Court of Appeals decided the big film case
so much new business that all their records are smashed to
The fact that exhibitors of Universal films can get all the masterly Universal
Universal line-up. We are winning all along the line because we are in the right,

IT'S TIME FOR YOU TO COME
I M P

EC LAI k

"JONES' WEDDING DAY" (Comedy).
Monday, December 30th, 1912.
A thousand feet of laughter, at least ten laughs to each foot.

"THE WAGER."
Tuesday, December 31st, 1912.

"THE

BEARER OF BURDENS" (Drama).
Thursday, January 2nd, 1913.

The strength of a husband's devotion, the weakness of a
wife's
and basis
the disgrace
wrought byKing
a dishonest
brotherfrivolity,
form the
of an emotional
Baggot
offering of rare merit.
"WHAT

KATY

DID"— "PRIZE

WINNERS

AT THE

An everyday-life sort of story. How a man wagered that
he could be arrested without committing a crime, and won
his wager.
"A TAMMANY BOARDER."
Thursday, January 2nd, 1913.
A laugh-getting burlesque in which a Royal Bengal tiger
plays the leading role. You will enjoy the antics of the
boarding house folks when the tiger gets loose.

POULTRY
SHOW."
Saturday, January 4th, 1913.

"CRAWFISH"— "WILLIE, KING OF JANITORS."
Sunday, January 5th, 1913.

A jolly mix-up of an infatuated youth, an actress, an unsophisticated wife and an angry husband. Exceptionally
funny.
Along with it an educational industrial.

How a janitor's child gave a demonstration of what a
janitor would really like to do. No end of laughter.
Along with it a very interesting educational.

POWERS

GEM

"THE WISE ONE."
Wednesday, January ist, 1913.
You won't be wise unless you get this comedy. It is full
of fun and merriment. Just the kind of comedy that you
need to complete a good bill.

"DOROTHY'S BIRTHDAY."
Tuesday, December 31st, 1912.
An ideal child picture. One that will please the old and
delight the young.
Brilliantly staged and acted.

"WHEELS OF FATE."
Friday, January 3rd, 1913.
A particularly strong dramatic offering with intense situations well portrayed and handsomely staged. There is
something about it that will linger in your mind forever.

Peeps

Into The

DO YOU HEAR

THAT

Future

M ILAN

"A FATHER'S STRATAGEM."
Saturday, January 4th, 1913.
The ingenious plan of the father to bring about the reconciliation between a foolish, flirting wife and an angry
husband.
Highly humorous.

FRONTIER

BING! BANG! BOOM!

IT IS

SHERIDAN'S
Three Reels

LAST
RIDE
(101 Bison Release)

On its way to you.
Get busy with your booking now.

O

"THE

HORSE RACE AT HAWLEY'S
RANCH."
Wednesday, January ist, 1913.

How a Western girl disguised as a man won a horse race
and saved
ment from her
startmother's
to finish.home. It palpitates with excite-

THE

MOVING

ALL ALONG

PICTURE

WORLD

THE

LINE!

a glorious landslide in favor of any concern as the Universal has
three weeks ago. Universal exchanges have been taking on
smithereens.
feature films without extra charge has swung hundreds of exhibitors into the
because we are on the square and because we are making the best films!

OVER

TO THE WINNING
101

BISON

N ESTOR

"THE

REDEMPTION OF WHITE HAWK" (2 Reels).
Tuesday, December 31st, 1912.
Several exciting chapters from the book of early frontier
life, thrillingly enacted.
A fascinating military release.

"A MAID AT WAR" (2 Reels).
Saturday, January 4th, 1913.
Round after round of applause will burst forth from the
enthusiastic spectators as this exciting story of the bravery
of the men in gray and the boys in blue is projected. You
will marvel at the magnitude of the war scenes and the
brilliancy of the entire production.

"THE GROUCH."
Friday, January 3rd, 1913.
A very unique sort of comedy-drama, one that will make
a hit with your audience. There is just enough of the
true-to-life situations to bring it home to your spectators.

CRYSTAL
KID SISTER"— "JONES RESURRECTED."
Sunday, January 5th, 1913.

Here's another crackerjack, side-splitting comedy. You
will grin first, smile, and then you will just roar with
laughter.
Do not fail to book itl

CHAMPION
"THE

CITY BOARDER"— "THE WHITE
Monday, December 30th, 1912.

HERON."

A split reel that will fit in on any program and give utmost satisfaction. The comedy is good and the educational release gives original views of bird life.

TheTANIMATED

"ARABELLA'S ANKLE"
(Comedy).
Monday, December 30th, 1912.
Dauber needed a pretty ankle to complete his painting.
The manner in which he secured the desired model and
the complications which resulted are extremely comical.
"THE FIGHT FOR RIGHT" (Drama).
Wednesday, January 1st, 1913.
A breezy story of the West in which a "sky pilot" brings
about a regeneration. Fine photography, brilliant
production.
"THE BLACKMAILERS."
Friday, January 3rd, 1913.

VICTOR

"HER

SIDE!

WEEKLY

Wednesday, January 1st, 1913.
The one best bet of the week for popularity and
entertainment.

He forged a check to save his sister's life. The misery
which followed in later years is most realistically presented. Pleasing Western atmosphere.

REX
"THE RIDE OF JENNIE McNEIL."
Thursday, January 2nd, 1913.
That patriotic poem, so dear to every American, vividly
portrayed by an excellent cast, artistically staged. Not
a single detail or thrill left out of this historical event.
"IT DOESNT PAY."
Sunday, January 6th, 1913.
The havoc and shame wrought by gambling is vividly portrayed in this dramatic photoplay, A strong picture with
a strong moral.

Peeps Into The Future
The Return of Lady Linda
TWO

REEL

ECLAIR

DRAMA

Released Thursday, Jan. 9th

BEAUTIFUL

THEME
HANDSOME

PRODUCTION

THE
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A

Dramatic

of

WORLD

Neglect

Revelation, Enacted by an All-Star Cast
Release Date* Monday, Dec. 30, 1912

Love and the Law

The Fraud That Failed

powerful drama or love and sheriff in a thrilling combination.
Release Date, Thurday, Jan. 2, 1913

An exposition of courage by a big, broadminded, open-hearted, -whole-souled man
in the interest of the unprotected.
Release Date, Saturday, Jan. 4, 1913

A

All Three Releases Produced by Our California Companies
MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION!
» 1KANSAS

AMERICAN

FILM MFG.

Chicago.

CITY. MO-

CO.,

Dec. 5, 1912.

Gentlemen: —
The most important requirements that exhibitors make nowadays
is that we supply them with three AMERICANS each week, and I personally
believe that the exhibitors are -wise in making their demand, as it is hard to beat the
AMERICANS, or as tney are called, the "FLYING
A,"
W^ith best wishes tor your continued success, we remain
R_f '
Yours very truly, -.
5 MUTUAL FILM CORPORATION

Per P. J. Hall, Mgr.

American Film Manufacturing Company,

Chicago, Illinois
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Films That Boost Themselves

Cousinsi of Sherlock Holmes
Released Wednesday, January 1st
Because there happens to be a striking resemblance between Edgar Carroll and a
noted criminal, Edgar is pestered by the sleuths. He gets even on some would-be
detectives by disguising as a woman, and then there ensues a merry chase, and there
is a complication in mistaken identities.

Canine
Released

Rivals

Friday, January 3rd

When Harry sees that the little Pomeranian entirely alienates his wife's affections, he decides to get some canine rivals, and installs in the house pups of all descriptions, to whom he transfers his affections. A war of jealousy ensues. There are scenes
with Mary trying to feed her pet, and Harry endeavoring to feed his. Life in the
house eventually becomes unendurable, and a compromise is soon effected, wherein it
is agreed that while Mary may keep her pet, she must not neglect her husband; that
she is to treat him better than a dog.

A Million Dollars
Released Wednesday, January 8th
A clerk, dissatisfied with his existence, dreams that every man in this world has a
million dollars. He goes to the restaurant and finds that there isn't a waiter around
to serve him. He reads a notice to the effect that they have all retired, being satisfied
with their fortune. Wherever he goes he cannot be served because no one wants to work.

The Mutiny of Mr. HenpecK
Released Friday, January 10th
Mr. Henpeck weighs one hundred pounds and his wife weighs two hundred and
fifty. Everything wifey says goes until Mr. Henpeck is sat upon too heavily, and then
the "worm turns."

$a1ai£Company
FORT

LEE, NEW

JERSEY
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LATEST PACIFIC WIRE!
Form 2284

IGHT
THE

WESTERN
25,000 OFFICES

THEO

N.

VAIL,

LETTER
EGRAPH

UNION
IN

SERVICE

AMERICA

RECEIVER'S

R171

TO ALL THE
BELVIOERE

PRESIDENT

B4£

CH

WORLD

BROOKS,

GENERAL

MANAGER

CHECK

TIME FILED

No.

COMPANY

PM

5 JEL

Send the following night letter subject to
the terms on back hereof which are hereby agreed to

SEATTLE WN DEC 5
J. PARKER READ JR.
145 TEST 45 ST NY

express immediately untinted all of garden scenes as i have party
^k? can paint it also two extra tinted sunset scenes express five
\ thousand heralds fifteen thousand to follow by freight
Wallah featured over pantages circuit in my territory going. big /
JUST GOT BACK FROM FRISCO FORWARDING

CLIPPINGS

ALSO SENDING BOND

R. C. MONTGOMERY,

530 AM

He.
//

Mr. Montgomery also writes "Have booked A Trip to the Garden of Allah
over the Pantages Circuit at $500. per week.
WHAT OTHER FEATURE COULD DRAW THIS MONEY ?
"THERE'S A REASON"
A Trip to the Garden of Allah is the greatest self-advertised feature on the market to-day.
The book
has been read by over ten million people.
The play has been witnessed by over h *»'f a million, people.

ONLY

MINNESOTA
MONTANA
NEBRASKA
NEVADA
NEW MEXICO

OPEN

KENTUCKY
TENNESSEE
GEORGIA
NORTH CAROLINA
SOUTH CAROLINA

TERRITORY!

ARKANSAS
ALABAMA
LOUISIANA
MISSISSIPPI
FLORIDA

MARYLAND
MASSACHUSETTS
RHODE ISLAND
NEW HAMPSHIRE
VERMONT

"UBA
PORTO
RICO
MEXICO
SOUTH
AMERICA
AUSTRALIA j

Prices from 10c to 15c per foot, complete with outfit and including exclusive rights to state you purchase.
Three reels (3000 ft.) perfect photography, beautifully tinted, complete with lobby display, newspaper cuts, advance slides,
special orchestral music, and song with sixteen colored slides. Striking one, three and eight sheet lithos and heralds at cost.
At these prices we expect this to be our last advertisement for this feature!

WIRE STATE WANTED! WE WILL DO THE REST!

A TRIP TO THE GARDEN OF ALLAH FILM CO.
145 WEST

45th STREET,

NEW

YORK

CITY

Telephone

Bryant

767
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The Mutual Film Corporation
In following its policy of issuing the best program
in America will hereafter purchase its films direct
from the manufacturers in the open markets of
the world, regardless of affiliations with distributing agencies or other organizations. It reserves
the privilege of inspecting all films before release.
The exhibitor using this service can therefore be
assured of a perfectly balanced program of high
photographic quality and free from objectionable
subjects.

The Mutual Weekly
Depicting the important world's event is gathered
from all comers of the earth and edited by a
competent staff. It is the

Greatest Photographic Newspaper of
Great Events in Existence

MUTUAL

FILM CORPORATION

Sole distributors in U. S. and Canada of Thanhouser, Kay-Bee, Broncho,
Keystone, American, Majestic, Reliance. Punch and other films

60 WALL STREET, N. Y. CITY

BRANCHES EVERYWHERE

THE
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BRONCHO
REELS

WORLD

RANKS"

HEADLINERS

IN THE RANKS"

Released
Jan. 8

The sergeant wins the girl from the lieutenant and is sent on a mission of death by his vengeful superior officer. How he escapes forms a thrilling story of battle, valor and romance.

"A RLUEGRASS
ROMANCE" - 2 Reels, January 15
"A SHADOW OF THE PAST"- 2 Reels, January 22
All Containing Tremendous Casts and Depicting Scenes of Spectacularism and Wonderful Dramatic Interpretation

COMING!

COMING!

COMING!

"THE BATTLEJf ^GETTYSBURG"
A faithful reproduction of the greatest battle of the Civil War, with thousands of soldiers locked
in a death struggle.
Thrilling charges — hand to hand conflicts — deeds of daring and heroism.

THE GREATEST

FILM EVER MADE

1 — 3 — 6 and 8 Sheet Posters

Booklets and Slides

BRONCHO MOTION PICTURE CO, L0N^SD tSI sLV-^-Y
MUTUAL

FILM CORPORATION,

60 Wall Street

Sole Agent for U. S. and Canada
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KEYSTONE COMEDIES
Mack

SCENARIOS WANTED : Highest prices paid.
Address
Sennett. Director, 1712 Allesandro St., Los Angeles,

Cal.

Split Reel Dec. 30

"THE

DUEL"

Mabel is courted in Paris, and the efforts of
the count and tile duke to win her affections
bring out ludicrous incidents, including a most
comical duel.

" MABEL'S STRATEGEM "

Ma.be] is li red as a stenographer on account
of the objections of her boss' wife. She gets
her job back disguised as a boy and the wife
falls in love with her. Abounding in humorous situations.
SCENE

FROM

COMING!

"MABELS

STRATEGEM'

COMING!

Two releases
each week

The second reel of Keystone Comedies will
consist of a split reel released on Thursday of
each week. The first release of the second
reel will be

Thursday

February 6

EXHIBITORS: Book if now
f EXCHANGES:

Place your orders
SCENE

FROM

'MABEL'S

STRATEGEM'

Coming Releases of the World's Best Comedies
Jan.
6— "SAVING MABEL'S DAD" and "A DOUBLE WEDDING"
Jan.
13— "THE CURE THAT FAILED" and "HOW HIRAM WON 'OUT"
Jan. 20— "SIR THOMAS LIPTON" and "FOR LIZZIE'S SAKE"
Jan. 27— "THE MISTAKEN MASHER" and "THE DEACON OUTWITTED"

FILM CO- are.«K

KEYSTONE
MUTUAL

FILM

CORPORATION,

60

NEW

Wall

Street

Sole

Agent

lor the

YORK

U. S. and

CITY

Canada
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Hoy-Bee Thrilling Features
THE GREAT SACRIFICE

a

**

Two Reels, January 3

Marvelous scenes of battle are shown in which two brothers are arrayed against each other.
One brother believes the other dead and marries his wife. The man returns and, unknown
to them, extricates them from a dilemma and departs without revealing himself. Countless
soldiers are seen engaged in bitter struggles, bombs are seen bursting, men drop from galloping horses. The story is pathetic and acted in a touching manner.
ii

THE

LAW

OF THE

WEST"

Three reels of sensationalism and superb dramatic rendition, released Dec. 27.
sheet posters, special booklets and slides.

The2 Reels,
PAYMASTER'S
SON
Released Friday, Jan. 10

1,3 and 8

The2 Reels,
LITTLE
TURNCOAT
Released Friday, Jan. 17

SCENARIOS WANTED:
Thrilling military stories. Minimum price, $50.
Address T. H. Ince, director, 1712 Allesandro Street, Los Angeles, Cal.

N. Y. Motion Picture Company
[Long Acre Bldg., 42nd Street and Broadway, New York City
Mutual Film Corporation, 60 Wall Street

Sole Agent for the U. S. and Canada
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AMBROSIO
STATE

RIGHT

FEATURES

:

REGULAR
January 4th:

Booking Territorial Rights Now
Wire for Terms

The Black Veils

One Good Thing Follows Another.

A SICILIAN
HEROINE

(In two reels)

A (thrilling mysterious drama that will
hold your audience spellbound
January 11th:

What the Unknown Conceals
(In two reels)

(Copyrighted)

A Thrilling story of GARIBALDI
Three exciting reels
Ready for shipment December 28th

PARSIFAL

January 18th:

Between Lite and Death

An up=to=date moral story full of incident

(Copyrighted)

States going fast — Don't write — Wire!!

SIEGFRIED

January 25th:

A Romance

The

of a Heart

(In two reels)

interest never slackens from the
first foot of film till the very last

Exchangemen and Exhibitors

(Copyrighted)

A few States open— Wire quickly!!

IN PREPARATION

A drama of great interest

(In two reels)

Three Reels
Ready for shipment December 21st

Don't Forget ALL

RELEASES:

Send your name for our mailing list.
We have good news for you all !!

Ambrosio Films Are Copyrighted
: THE BIGGEST

FEATURE

YET.

Those who have bought our other features, write for partic=
ulars, as this will be the Biggest Money Getter ever made.

AMBROSIO
15 EAST

26th STREET

AMERICAN
NEW

CO
YORK.

N. Y

THE
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Helen Gardner in Cleopatra
Charles L. Gaskill, Director-Manager

6000 feet of

The Most

Superb Art
and Dramatic
Beauty

Beautiful Motion
Picture Ever
Made

A

TENSE

Slanders!

"Probably the most stupendous and beautiful picture ever
produced."

— N. Y. Mirror

IT REQUIRES one hour and forty minutes to
project this superb motion picture. The Mirror
says it "is probably the most stupendous and
beautiful picture ever produced." The 6,000 feet of
film is divided into five parts — one part to a reel.
The picture is greeted with the greatest appreciation
ever accorded a cineographic product, wherever and
whenever shown. It is an epoch maker in the art of
motion pictures. Full of tense and highly dramatic
situations, full of pictorial loveliness, the rhythmic
beauty and dynamic personality of Miss Gardner
permeate the picture from its stirring start to its
tragic end. Mr. Harrison, of the Motion Picture
\\'<<rld.
very
saysof that
"thinksever
her shown
performance will
rankkindly
as one
the he
greatest
on
the screen up to the present time."
Her support is

UNITED

STATES

FILM

lies!

MOMENT
all lies, my Lord!"

It is crowded with effective incidents from beginning to end,
and the continuity of the story as told by the talented director
and sympathetic actress is perfect. There is no lapse of interest at any stage of the production. ...
I rose from the
-exhibition as I might after watching and hearing a great
stage -performance.
— Louis Reeves Harrison, M. P. World,
Nov.
30.
good, the scenic effects are wholly in character, the
costuming as accurate and beautiful as cultured taste
and money could evolve.
The story, while one of deep intrigue, is nevertheless told so clearly and well that, as Mr. Harrison
says, it is like not only seeing but hearing a great
stage performance. These are the last days in which
you will have the opportunity to secure the picture
for your State. Don't delay any longer. Wire now
for particulars. The finest assortment of 5-color
lithographs ever furnished with a motion picture, the
most attractive display of still pictures, the most
interesting herald ever written — these will help you
in your work of advertising. The next production
by Miss Gardner's company will be Hamlet, Miss
Gardner playing the title role.

COMPANY,

Sole Distributors

Sec this production in Cleveland, Ohio, two weeks, commencing December 23rd, at Vaughn Glaser's Dutchess Theatre, seating capacity 1,800, prices 25c to $1.00. -

145 West

45th Street, New

York, N. Y., U. S. A.
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Eclipse lileine
Comedy
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'Spot" puts through a deal in love all by himself.

SMILING
BILLY
(Comedy)
o earn

1

H

A Four -Footed Cupid

SO(

1

* H

1, 1913

lected
A for Se

1

Reel

JANUARY

TO BOW

FOR

RELEASED

N

FIRST-CLASS

*5thSt.,

1

BOOK

Cines, Tuesday, Dec. 31, 1912

AMY'S

CHOICE i

Telling how a charming girl decides the all-important question.
Cines, Saturday, Jan. 4, 1913

y

Br

si.

i
©*
<J
*

•^

11

(/)H2

A SISTER'S HEART

A tender story describing how love conquers pride
and prejudice.
Scud us your name to be placed upon our mailing
list for advance advertising matter.

Advance Synopses Free.

GEORGE

Send to

KLEIN E

166 North State St.

CHICAGO

THE
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The Edison
Kinetoscope
Underwriters' Type "B"
When the crowds begin to drift by
your place at night and get jumping around
the entrance of the movies on the next
block, don't stick an extra arc light
out in front and think you've fixed
things. Look at the heart of your
business — at your moving picture
machine.
Pictures look wobbly and spotty
and full of specks? Keep the audience waiting for repairs once in a
while? No wonder the crowds are
going somewhere else.
Ever seen an Edison Kinetoscope? Ever notice how simple and
strong it was— how there wasn't any possibility of fire risk in running it?
Ever notice the pictures it threw — bright and clear and steady as real
life? Ever thought of its economy? Of course you have. Then sit
right down and ask us to send
CURRENT EDISON FILMS
you a copy of the Edison KinetEec. 24 — "What
matic. Katie Did
by Charles M. Seay.
1.000 feet.
Draogram and Catalog 500. You'll
"
85—
"Love
Among
the
Geyaeri.
1,000
feet.
Comedy.
be glad.
Price, with Rheostat, 110 volts,
24-40 amperes, - - - $225.00
Price, with 110 volt, 60 Cycle
Transformer,
- - - $245.00

" 27— "A Clue to Her Parentage," being the sixth itory of "What
Happened
to Mary."
in collaboration with "The
Ladies'
World."
1,000 Produced
feet. Dramatic.
" 2g — "He Swore Off Smoking."
525 feet. Comedy.
"How
Upset a Happy Family,"
by Louise Bydmeth. a476Horseshoe
feet. Comedy.
"

Jan.

••

»4<ftU»
i**»©*»0

m *.-> « o

239 Lakeside] Ave., Orange, N. J.

30 — "The Crime of Carelessness," by James Oppenhelm. Produced
in co-operation with the National Asociatioa of Manufaoturers.
1,000 feet. Dramatic.
31 — "For Her," by Bannister Merwin.
1.000 feet. Dramatic.
1 — "Yosemite National Park and Big Trees of California."
375
feet. Scenic.
Comedy.
1 — "How
They Got the Vote,"
by Ashley Miller.
625 feet.
3— 'The Running Away of Doris," by M. B. Havsy.
1,000 feet.
Dramatic.
4— "The Red Han's Burden." by Bannister Merwin.
1,000 feet.
Dramatic.
6— "The New
Day's Dawn."
by Rev.
E. Boudinot
Stockton.
1.000 feet. Dramatic.
by Charles J. Brabin.
1,000 feet.
7— "An Dramatic.
Unsullied Shield,'
8 — "Interrupted Wedding Bells."
1.000 feet. Comedy.
10 — "The Eldorado
Lode."
by H. B. Marriott Watson.
1.000
feet. Dramatic.

i _" -
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LUBIN FILMS
FIVE RELEASES
EACH

" ThC

End

Ol thC

WEEK
Tuesday, December 24

Feud"

A typical story showing the important part a little child plays in ending a long enmity.

44 TWO

BOyS"

Thursday, December 26

An interesting story of the strong friendship existing between two young boys — one rich and the
other poor.

SPLIT REEL FOR FRIDAY, DECEMBER

27

Hat Industry9 9 350 Feet Friday, December 27
" PalmetfO
A complete, instructive picture, showing the evolution of the palmetto hat from the gathering of
the dwarf leaves to a complete hat ready for the department store.

66

650 Feet
gh"
Wastroupe Enou
Once
An itinerant
in trouble — the performance is so bad
in a box car.

The BUnd Cattle King"
"A AMother's
Strategy"
designing mother spoils a real love match,

Friday, December 27
the players are driven from the town

A splendid story,
described
below.

Saturday, December 28
Monday, December 30

causing her son to marry for social prestige — it does
not have the desired effect — the girl seeks and secures revenge.

two Reels
r oi Silence"
"TheA mostPowe
intense dramatic story, told in two reels — every foot is essential
ding of any sort.

Monday, December 30
to the picture — no pad-

"The Blind Cattle King"
' A romantic story of a blind, yet rich Mexican Cattle
King. He poses as a poor laborer, and goes forth to find
a mate who does not know of his wealth. On the border
he finds a beautiful girl, saves her from drowning and
after many trials marries her and takes her to his wonderful estate.

SPECIAL TWO-REEL FEATURES COMING

"The
Mexican Spy"
A highly sensational military border picture.
"The Guiding Light"
A dramatic love story of a lighthouse keeper's blind daughter.

Beautiful One, Three and Six Sheet Posters of our Photoplays, printed in five colors
can be obtained from your Exchange or the A. B. C. Company, Cleveland, Ohio

LUBIN MANUFACTURING CO.
Chicago: 154 West Lake St.

B. Nichols, 86 Wardour St., London, W., England.

MODEL NEW STUDIOS,
20th and Indiana Avenues,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Berlin, 35 Friedrich Str.

jn.
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Special

'Release

The Wives of Jamestown
An Historical Drama in two parts.

Produced in Ireland and Jamestown, Va.

Released Friday, January 10th

Special One, Three and Six-Sheet Posters

The Manicurist and the Mutt

The Usurer
The loan shark lends his money to an unfortunate man at a high rate of interest, and when
unable to collect his exorbitant bill throws his
debtor's furniture into the street. A day of
reckoning for the usurer arrives, when Justice
gets her due.
Released Monday, January 6 th

The new manicurist arrives and creates a furor
among the boys.
Diamond rings are showered
on the fair maid and away she flies.
On the Same Reel:

Johnny Goes Ducking
As a duck hunter John
comes to grief.

One and Three -Sheet Posters

is a wonder,

but he

Released Wednesday, January 8th

Grandfather
The old veteran's daughter is prevailed
upon to elope by the man with whom
she is infatuated. Their marriage does
not prove a happy one and within a year
the girl is abandoned by her worthless
husband. After a short struggle against
adversity the girl, penniless and dying,
sends for her old father.
Released Friday, January 10th

»■>

flp
j2^%

»"™'

A Sawmill Hazard
The widow's son objects to his mother's second marriage, but is unable to
stop it. He, however, is able to protect
her when the new husband tries to mortgage his wife's home.
Released
Saturday, January 11th

PHOTOS

OF THE PRINCIPAL PLAYERS1.

[FOUR A WEEK

M

H
J. P. Chalmers,

Founder.

Published by
Telephone, 3510-351 1 Madison Square
CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY,
17 Madison Ave., Opposite Madison Square, NEW YORK
J. P. Chalmers, Sr., Pbxs. ; E. J. Chalmers, Sec. and Treas. ; John Wylie, Vice-Pres. and General Manager.
The
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tbe

Entered at the General Post
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Philippine Islands. Canada, $3.50. 'oreign Countries,
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Address all correspondence "Moving Picture World, Box 226,
Madison Square P. O., New York," and not to individuals.
NOTE:
Remittances,
subscriptions
and
correspondence
should be mailed to New York.

DECEMBER

ADVERTISING
FOR
EXHIBITORS
vspects
OP
THE
SUNDA1
QUESTION
By W. Stephen Bush

of

DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS (No Display), ThreeCents per Word; Minimum Charge, 50c.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES: $3.00 per year. Post free in
the United States, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto Rico and the

Vol. 14

address

Office in New York City as Second Class Matter.
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Facts and Comments
incorporating an unwarranted and loosely drawn
censorship clause into the provisions of the Folks
ordinance regulating motion pictures within the
limits of New York City, the Board of Aldermen will
make it necessary for the Mayor to exercise his veto
power. The city charter provides : "In case an ordinance
or resolution embraces more than one distinct subject, the
Mayor may approve the provisions relating to one or
more subjects and disapprove the others." What power
has the Board of Aldermen to confer functions of censorship on the Board of Education? What of the legal
force of the decisions of a tribunal whose very title to
office is doubtful? What assurance is there that the
Board of Education is willing to undertake the functions
which the Aldermen seek to foist upon its members?
Censorship and the regulation of buildings in which
motion pictures may be shown are two entirely distinct
and separate matters and can hardly be regulated by the
provisions of one and the same ordinance. The indications are that the Mayor will veto the censorship clause
of the ordinance and sign the rest of it. The provisions
of the new ordinance will take effect thirty days after its
approval by the Mayor. * # *
BY

CENSORSHIP is the ghost that will not down. At
the end of every hostile wave drastic measures
are taken by the authorities in order to suppress
the crime films. Public sentiment, outraged by a few
specially lurid films and an over-abundance of glaring and
atrocious posters, demands regulation. The police then
step in and begin to exercise the functions of censorship.
Now, there is all the difference between a scavenger and
a censor. As a rule, the police are good scavengers but
bad censors. They possess neither the training nor the
education requisite for fair and successful censorship.
As a rule, nobody realizes this fact rnore keenly than the
police officials themselves. They, however, are the only
relief in immediate sight, and thus a work is thrust upon
them which they are incompetent to perform and which
is wholly foreign to the scope of their ordinary activities.
*
What is the result? The police, unable to discriminate, begin to blunder, and their decisions too often work
a hardship on exhibitor and manufacturer. This, however, is by no means the worst effect of placing the
motion picture, as it were, under police surveillance. The
public will associate the motion picture with all kinds of
dubious and semi-criminal enterprises in the community.
Immediately there is an irretrievable loss of prestige and
reputation for the motion picture. A few men, intent
upon immediate profits and careless about the consequences of their acts to the industry at large, manufacture, advertise and exhibit pictures showing or suggesting crime, scandal and immorality, and as a result the
motion picture is discredited and exhibitors as well as
manufacturers of the best reputation must suffer along
with the unscrupulous pariahs.
*
This is truly a matter which concerns every friend of
the picture, and especially the manufacturers.
Motives

of enlightened self-interest should prompt all reputable
manufacturers to get together on this subject. It is in
their power to greatly limit the evils of lurid posters and
crime films. If they will deny service to a man who persists in showing obviously scandalous and disgusting films
and in advertising by means of hideous daubs on paper
and canvas, there would soon follow a rapid improvement. The organized exhibitors, too, should lose no time
in going on record. An offending member ought to be
disciplined most severely, and expulsion ought to follow
on the heels of an unheeded warning. We are very happy
to say that since we began this agitation against the
crime-film and the crime-poster, matters have improved
here in New York. Fourteenth Street, which a month
ago resembled a pictorial nightmare, has partially reformed, and one of the largest theaters there is now using
no colored posters of any kind. The result is that this
particular theater looks like a refined place of amusement, which men and women may visit without compromising their self-respect.
*
We cannot help wondering at the cause of all these
ghastly murder-posters- and crime-films. What is to be
gained by this sort of picture, and whom does the dimemuseum style of advertising draw into the theater? Decent people, of course, are at once repelled, and wherein
lies the profit in catering to the morbid minority? Harry
Furniss, the well-known English humorist, who visited
us recently, speaks of our moving picture posters in a
clever article printed in our esteemed contemporary, The
London Bioscope. He says : "Any ordinary theatrical
venture would be ruined instanter by the exhibition of
posters such as these. They are fifty per cent, worse than
the most atrocious poster advertising the most plebeian
play in the evilest and most poverty-stricken purlieus
frequented by the veriest riff-raff of the amusementWhether the less-educated section of
going public.
the community is attracted by them is open to considerable doubt." There are men who commit arson because
they are victims of pyromania. Their disordered minds
must see flames and hear the clatter of the engines. A
similar disease of the mind seems to afflict the poster
maniacs. They must see blood, pistols, convicts, etc.,
hideously colored on a piece of paper or a stretch of
canvas.
Let us remove them from the exhibiting business.

Aspects of the Sunday Question— II.
By W. Stephen Bush
THERE are many things favoring the spread of the
Sunday exhibition. I have pointed out that the
crucial point in the whole matter is the proper
selection of a program which takes notice of the character
of the day. Happily there is enough material for a special
Sunday program, no matter what service an exhibitor is
taking. Only, recently a well-known Eastern exhibitor,
who is making a specialty of good Sunday programs and
getting an admission of twenty-five cents, expressed to
the writer his gratification over the general increase of
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pictures suitable for Sunday exhibition. "Two years
ago," he said, "I had to depend for my Sunday program
on just one group of manufacturers, and I often had to
take pictures that looked out of place alongside the rest
of my program. Things are different to-day. I can
arrange my Sunday program without depending on any
particular group of manufacturers." The exhibitor ought
to have the utmost freedom in selecting his Sunday reels,
and the exchanges and manufacturers ought to aid him in
every possible way, allowing him to be the judge of his
own needs.
Objection has been made to the Sunday exhibition on
the ground that, in the course of time, there would surely
be some exhibitors who would abuse the Sunday privilege and substitute in place of an educational and uplifting program the promiscuous offerings of the weekdays.
This objection is well taken and deserves some notice.
If the decision of the matter could be left to a majority of
the exhibitors in any part of the country we feel quite
sure that they would never deviate from the proper Sunday program. Unfortunately the majority cannot legally
bind the minority in such cases, even if it is a minority
of just one. Recent events have demonstrated but too
plainly that the entire industry is often at the mercy of a
few unscrupulous men who, for the sake of quick profits,
do not hesitate to bring the pictures into danger and disrepute.
We believe it would be more satisfactory to the exhibitors themselves if the composition of the Sunday program were to be determined by legislative regulation
rather than by individual discretion. Without going too
deeply into any detailed plans it might be suggested that
the control of the Sunday entertainment be placed in the
hand? of some responsible educational or civic body.
There are in every community in the country enough
public-spirited citizens, men or women, who will be satisfied and who will be competent to undertake this task.
We have but recently called attention to a working arrangement of that nature in the City of Hamburg, Germany. There the teachers of the common schools resolve themselves once a week into a committee on the
selection of pictures suitable for children. The plan has
worked out to the entire satisfaction of everybody, and
has reconciled many conscientious parents to the moving
picture entertainment.
We would not like to see the Sunday show made the
subject of police jurisdiction. The duty of the police is
to stop obviously harmful films, but it would scarcely be
within their province to pass on the educational merits of
a film. A civic or educational organization would in all
probability be willing to act as volunteers and expect no
compensation. Such posts would soon be considered
posts of honor. It would be deplorable to have the censoring of special Sunday programs placed in the hands
of politicians. Anyone familiar with our political system
needs to hear no arguments on this proposition.
There are to-day hundreds upon hundreds of exhibitors who take a just pride in the character of their Sunday programs. Except in a few localities there has been
no abuse of the Sunday privilege. It stands to reason
then that the body entrusted with the regulation of the
Sunday entertainment would, at the outset, be sure of
the hearty co-operation of the vast majority of exhibitors.
He would be a reckless person indeed who would defy the
law and public sentiment at the same time.
It would be proper and fitting to have at least one
lecture as part of the Sunday program. That would help
to emphasize the character of the day. It would also
vary the monotony of the offerings during the rest of the
week. Right here the Sunday program would serve a
most excellent purpose.
It would help to convince the
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doubting Thomases of the educational possibilities of the
motion picture. It would insure variety. What a blessed
certainty of not seeing cowboys "shooting up" a bar-room
or chasing the wrong man through five hundred feet of
more or less variegated scenery. A guarantee could be
given to spectators that they will not be asked to witness
"hold-ups," gunplays, prison horrors, The Temptations
of Maggie, the Queen of Sinkers, automobile races,
coarse or refined burglars, Mexicans, half-breeds, sheriffs,
detectives, outlaws, bandits, convicts, chases or chinasmashing comedies. There are to my own certain knowledge quite a number of men, women and children who
would be willing to pay handsomely for such a guarantee.

HUNGRY,

YET

ILL-FED,

IN

A

CITY

OF

PLENTY.

SURELY New York should be a place in which one ought to
be able to get the latest and best of everything. Included in
"everything" is, of course, that which is entertaining to the
highest degree. If here there are the best of theaters there surely
ought to be the best of moving picture houses, but, however, such
is not the case.
The admirer of moving pictures need not go entirely hungry
in New York, but he stands a chance of being poorly fed. If his
appetite is of the voracious kind, with digestive organs capable
of assimilating that which is not of the "first-class" style, he may
be able to get enough; but if anything of an epicurean, he is
likely to go hungry, if not satisfied with that which is of a poorer
quality. Hungry for some good and "latest release" pictures, the
writer one day visited what he supposed would be two of the best
picture houses between the two rivers. What a disappointment I
Of
shown,
onlyfrom
threeonewere
"latestmonths.
releases,"
the
othereleven
eightpictures
varied in
age of
to four
There
were absolutely no feature films ; nothing of either scenic, industrial or educational order except Pathe's Weekly (which, by the
way, was the best picture shown) ; neither were there any of
those good pictures advertised in The Moving Picture World.
Where
can these
pictures picture
be seen?
Is it noteven
worth
sometheaters
one's
while
to publish
a moving
directory,
as the
do? True, there are difficulties in the way, but enterprise always
overcomes difficulties; it seems only half doing a thing to advertise good pictures, without giving information as to when and
where they can be seen. Hoping to find better food, the writer
crossed the bridge and tried Brooklyn. For the second time his
experience has shown that there are as a rule better picture programs here than in Manhattan, but the conclusion must be drawn
that for ten cents it is impossible to secure a good up-to-date
picture program. Why not have some good twenty-five-cent
houses, with, say, a few fifteen-cent seats if the lower prices of
admission render it impossible to secure a proper standard of
pictures equal to the production. There is. without doubt, occasion for a decided breaking away from the present cheap monotony of what a' couple of years ago was called the "same
thing." The decided advance in picture making has not been responded to, with a decided advance in picture exhibiting; in all
the city of Greater New York there is no one or more wellknown places where one can really see the "latest and best" pictures. "Latest and best" — these alluring words are universally
painted outside every moving picture place in the country; that
the words are supposed to possess value is admitted by every
advertiser who uses them ; the occasions upon which they are
true will not amount to five per cent. If really valuable, when
positively true, let some enterprising exhibitor prove it; without
doubt his place would soon be a well-known crowded resort,
and those hungry people like the writer would know where to
go to satisfy a somewhat fastidious appetite.

WILLIAM

A. PALEY

LOSES FOOT.

William A. Paley, the veteran cameraman, who by reason
of an injury suffered while working in the field in Northern
California for the Nestor Company has been compelled to
undergo several operations, as a culmination of his troubles
has had his right foot amputated by surgeons in the Columbia Hospital, Los Angeles. Fred Mace, who has taken a
deep interest in the misfortune of Mr. Paley, will be pleased
to receive contributions for the benefit of Mr. Paley at his
home, 305 South Union Avenue, Los Angeles. The Moving
Picture World has before pointed out that this is a most
worthy case for the consideration of moving picture men
and women of all ranks.
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Folks Ordinance Passed
First Well-Drawn Picture Theater Ordinance in New York
Certain to Become a Law Despite Futile Censorship Joker.
debated Folks ordinance was passed by the
Tmuch
New York Board of Aldermen at a regular session
on Monday, December 16th. This bill has been
fore the Aldermen a number of times, and has been often
delayed by the representation of the larger theater interests
of the city who perceive in its wording clauses that will be
of material benefit to the men who are engaged in the motion picture business in a smaller way than themselves. The
Folks ordinance since its inception has been known as Mayor
Gaynor's pet ordinance. The espousal of the bill is highly
creditable to the mayor, as it is probably the first logical
and practical motion picture ordinance, as well as the
fairest, from all points of view, that has been introduced in
the council chamber.
This measure contains many provisions that by this time
are quite familiar to the motion picture exhibitors of Greater
New York. In brief, they contain relief from conditions
that have heretofore been subject to promiscuous and, in
some cases, autocratic regulation. The ultimate object of
the ordinance, and one that will eventually be accomplished,
is the raising of the motion picture exhibition business to
a much higher plane. That part of the ordinance which
raises the maximum seating capacity of exhibition halls from
three hundred to six hundred, will allow the exhibitor to
enlarge the seating capacity of his house, and, in this way,
the small store show will become larger and, of course, by
virtue of its increased capacity, can afford to give a better
exhibition. The one great boon conferred by this act, provided it is not vetoed by the mayor for reasons which will
presently be set forth, is the elimination of cheap vaudeville. This in itself assures to the New York exhibitor in
particular, and to the business in general, a much cleaner
state of affairs.
There are other good features of the bill, among which
are more definitely defined powers for the license bureau.
The moral regulation of picture exhibition comes more directly under the personal supervision of the mayor, who
becomes invested with the right to pass final judgment upon
cases where license has been suspended pending investigation for moral delinquency of exhibitions. Educational exhibitions are exempt from the provisions of the bill, except
that they are obliged to apply for a license. There are specific clauses dealing separately with exits, stairways, fireescapes, constructive material, floor grades, aisles, chairs,
toilets, fire apparatus, lighting, heating, ventilation, operating
rooms, carpets and hangings, and providing for inspection
thereof.
These are the salient points of the new measure which it
is hoped will be signed by the mayor, but there is some doubt
as to whether it will pass the mayor on account of a joker
amendment attached to the bill by Alderman Frank Dowling,
minority leader on the Tammany side of the house. The
amendment calls for censorship of all motion pictures by
the Board of Education. It was quite evident that those in
opposition to the measure were sparring for wind in the
realization that they were not on the winning side. Their
plan seemed to be to delay action and by that means put
the vote over to a later day.
It was plain that the amendment was also calculated to
nullify the act by rendering it unconstitutional. Alderman
Marx pointed out the fact that the city council has no power
to lay down any new duties for the Board of Education,
which is a separate corporate body under state jurisdiction.
The fusion side of the house, of which Mr. Folks is the leader,
accepted the amendment in a spirit of compromise and
voted for it. The amendment as an amendment should not
worry the exhibitor to any extent, even though the mayor
should pass upon that. If it does become a law, which is
entirely improbable, there can be no dire consequences reasonably anticipated. Exhibitors should rather congratulate themselves that the censorship, in the hands of the Board
of Education, would at least be done by men and women of
intellect and education instead of being done by policemen,
as is the sad case in Chicago. However, the censorship
question is too serious a matter to be tacked on to any bill
as a mere amendment, and is important enough to deserve
consideration by itself in a special bill more carefully drawn
than is the- aforesaid amendment. As it stands it is unconstitutional; the mayor cannot legally affix his signature to it
and he surely will not. But he can sign the Folks ordinance
as originally drawn and veto the amendment under Section
40 of the City Charter. The meat of Section 40 is embodied
in the following excerpt:
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"In case an ordinance or resolution shall embrace more
than one distinct subject, the mayor may approve the provisions relating to one or more subjects, and disapprove the
While this measure is pending the mayor's signature it
would be a wise procedure on the part of every one of the
New
York exhibitors to write to him, calling his attention to
others."
the unconstitutional amendment to the Folks ordinance, at
the sam< time reminding him of his veto rights as ?et forth
111 Section 40 of the City Charter. This should be done at
once to be oi ;,ny service.
ITALY'S
IRVING
PLAYS
FOR ITALA.
Zacconi occupies in Italy as unique a position as that held in our
own country by the late Sir Henry Irving. The full significance
of this fact will be appreciated when we remember that the
Italians are a nation artistic to their finger tips; a nation whose
highest esteem cannot be won by anything but an art developed
to its greatest perfection. That Com. Ermente Zacconi merits
his reputation none will deny when they have seen his portrayal
of "Old Andrew'' in Itala's superb drama, "The Palace of
Flames." Certainly the most lavish praise would be well deserved
in this case. After seeing the performance one realizes more and

COM.

ERMENTE

ZACCONI.

more how thoroughly the man is master of his art; for it is not
by the accustomed artifices of the kinema actor that Zacconi
reaches us; not by frothy emotions or frantic gestures. We thrill
with the presence not of an actor playing a part, but of a fellow
mortal cruelly wronged. The spirit of a noble human being
clothes itself in flesh and is framed within the compass of the
screen. Not a glance, not a gesture but has its significance, and
in the powerful dramatic scenes, for example, where he confronts the man who has wronged him. we become lost to all but
the scene before us. In the stupendous spectacle of the burning
mansion where he rescues his enemy, we reach' a grand climax
which. haspower.
never been surpassed — perhaps never equaled — in its
dramatic
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decidedly uncanny in then •
this
so in the si ene w here
Vi ami
hoi
y of
( harazel in In- arras before the
I" In- astonishment
she fades away from his gr
thin
air. well
The repa
photography is pleasing throughout, and the
film will
I he opening scene reveals Profe — r Delaplace in his
study, opening a mummy ease, in which he is aided by an
assistant.
The outei
removed,
the pi
covers a letter from his friend, Anderson, dated in
l.yypt, advising him that the mummy is that of an I
princess called Charazel, which is remarkable for
of preservation.
The top i- removed and I
misses his assistant. Taking up a handful of the spice>
rounding the mummy, the professor is seized with a I
sneezing, but soon recovers and take- from th<
roll
of papyrus.
He -its down as he translates the hieroglypl
and soon falls asleep, evidently being affected by the aroma
from the pap) rus

Soul Meets Soul" (Essanay)
Reviewed by James S. McQuade.

THE
Essanay Company is to he congratulated on a
strong production in tile one reel film entitled "When
Soul Meets Soul." The title dees not prepare one for
the surprise furnished in the story, which, by the way, is
Unique and absorbing. The settings are Egyptian, of about
twenty-two centuries ago, and the scenic arti-t, stage carpenter and property man have done their work well.
i'roducer MacDonald had charge of the production, and
careful rehearsal is evident in several imposing scenes in an
ptian palace He has certainly succeeded in creating
the atmosphere of the remote period in which the action
takes place, and the costumes have been intelligently chosen.
Francis X. Bushman and Miss E. Dolores Cassinelli appear in the leading roles; Mr. Bushman as Professor Delaplace and the Egyptian warrior, Arames,
and Miss Cassi-

Arames Departs for War.
SCENES

FROM

"WHEN

Prof.

SOUL

nelli as the Egyptian princess, Charazel. Mr. Bushman displays fine versatility in his characterization of the old professor and the youthful Egyptian general, the physical
frailties of the former and the lusty vigor of the latter being
well simulated. Miss Cassinelli is an excellent opposite, and
the love scenes between Princess Charazel and Arames are
brimful of passionate ardor. It rather shocks one to see
Arames, the passionate lover, become recreant to his pledges
of
and and
loyalty,
a moment's
the sight
of faithfulness
a pretty face;
one incannot
stretch time,
the at
imagination
sufficiently to believe that the warrior would so brazenly and
openly insult the woman he is soon to marry. In this the
scenario is defective.
This film abounds in fine dissolving views, some of them

VV< IRLD

MEETS

Delaplace

SOUL"

Discovers

the

Parchment.

(Essanay).

By a beautiful dissolving view, the spectator sees the live
body of Princess Charazel reclining where the mummy case
was seen a moment before. She arises and walk- toward
the sleeping Delaplace. In an instant, we are transported
from the little study to the luxurious quarters of Princess
Charazel in her Egyptian palace. She is surrounded by her
slaves and ladies in waiting. Arames approaches and they
plight their troths, each being smitten with love at sight of
the other.
Arames is called away to lead his troops in battle, and
the princess pines for his return. On his arrival, a great
feast is prepared. Arames and Charazel are seen in the
foreground at a table, and all are drinking. The cup from
which Arames is drinking falls from the table and is picked
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up 1<> a beautiful slave girl. Smitten by her beauty, he
rudely thrusts the princess aside and, taking the slave in
his arms, kisses her passionately. Charazel is mortally
wounded at the slight, and rushes out to the statue of the
god Osiris before which she stabs herself to the heart.
Recovering from his lit of madness, Arames rushes hither
and thither t>> find the princess. He discovers her on the
instant that she plunged the dagger in her breast, and she
dies in hi> arms. Before she expired she swore by the god
Osiris to live again and through the ages to search, so as
to right the wrong of a true love spurned.

The Return from Battle of the Victor — From Essanay's
"When Soul Meets Soul."
By another dissolving view we are again in Professor
Delaplace's study. Princess Charazel is seen approaching
the sleeping old man, with a drawn dagger in her hand.
She vanishes from the picture as the professor awakes. He
drops on his knees before the case and prays: "Charazel,
soul of the woman I loved, forgive me," he murmurs. The
scene again changes, with lightning swiftness, to the statue
of Osiris, where Arames holds the dead body of Charazel
in his arms. To his amazement, the body disappears. Delaplace is but the reincarnation of Arames, and Charazel
has kept the oath she swore before the god Osiris.
"When Soul Meets Soul" will be released Friday, Jan. 3.

The Handwriting on the Wall.
By Hugh King Harris.
LET'S
see, it was
verymotion
many picture
years (one
say months)
ago not
thatso the
housemight
was
considered a "hole in the wall." Mothers would have
shuddered to think of their children attending such a place;
there were many of the theaters catering to a class of trade
off color, to say the least. There was no censorship of
photoplays, no license for many of the houses. It is a dark
and dismal picture to look back upon, isn't it? But nevertheless, the facts are not exaggerated, as many of us well
know. But from the inception of the first nickel-in-the-slot
picture machine, there was an underlying sense of the importance of the motion picture business; of the real, intrinsic
value of cinematography, and so gradually the business has
developed, spread and now holds the center of the stage as
the one favored amusement of the American public.
In many conversations with managers of dramatic companies there is ever present the sentiment that the motion
pictures are making serious inroads on the legitimate stage,
on the "profession" at large. Some of the theatrical profession rave and worry; others seem to pay no heed to the
writing on the wall. But let us look the situation squarely
in the face; let us see just where and how the motion pictures are affecting the amusement field — the "legitimate"
stage, if you will.
To go back again, we see the early stages of the motion
picture business unpopular, looked down upon. And we need
not look so very far back to remember the days when the
theater with its attractions was also considered "wicked and
for the ungodly." Moving pictures improved in tone, their
environment has improved more rapidly by far than the
morals of the stage. Today in souh theaters are to be seen
spectacles which would not be tolerated for an instant in
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the picture business. Where previously any sort of storeroom or old building would do for the motion picture house,
today we see in small towns and large cities alike, imposing
theaters devoted solely to the picture business. Theaters
perfectly ventilated, well lighted and catering to women and
children especially.
When companies are organized to erect playhouses costing tainly
upwards
of $150,000
"mere pictures,"
is cersome virtue
to theforproposition.
Where there
millions
of
dollars capital and thousands of persons are engaged in an
industry, as they are in the production of photoplays to-day,
it is evidence conclusive that the business is founded on a
rock and has advanced far and away from the swaddling
clothes period.
i contend, and I believe my contention will be borne out
by facts, that the motion picture business has advanced and
improved
the magnitude
"legitimate"of theatrical
business. more
Improved rapidly
not onlythan
in the
the enterprise,
but in morals, in better theaters, in the estimate of the public as a form of amusement; in every way is the improvement
marked and emphatic.
Some theatrical folks of the old school fear the new order
of things; a cry is raised that the stage is being ruined; that
to launch a worthy production along tragedy, comedy or
operatic lines is a gamble to-day, for the business is not
what it once was. All the failures, poor business and troubles
of the managers and producers are laid to the door of the
moving pictures.
However, there is this to be said: If actors and actresses
find that the stage is unprofitable, there is the motion picture business at hand to turn to. Many well-known theatrical folks are joining picture ranks every day, and more
will continue to join. If the local amusement purveyor sees
that the picture business is the winner, he has a perfect right
to install a projection machine, to install a screen and cater
to the public demand. The writing on the wall is very,
very plain. Motion pictures are in the ascendancy and
the "legitimate" interests must do several things if they
would continue to prosper. Improve the standard of plays,
and in many instances lower admission prices. The theaters
themselves must be made comfortable. Criticism is easy.
One is prone to forget some phases of a topic in any discussion, but there is this to be said: the public is the gainer
in the whole situation.
As a people we like to be amused, but in the old way
amusement was a luxury; now it is an everyday, popularpriced diversion which all can enjoy. As the picture houses
have increased, as the films have been steadily improved in
photography, selection of subjects and bettered in moral
tone, so have the crowds increased.
That the photoplay is as strong as it is, is due to the
brains, energy and ambition of the many men behind it;
the splendid influence of the trade journals and the many
exhibitors everywhere who have all seen the advantages of
the business and acted accordingly.
Some of the same spirit, push and general co-operation on
the part of those who raise the cry of "wolf" would help
materially to equalize matters; it is up to the folks who are
bothered to enter into the proposition themselves, or to come
to the level of the business — in other words, to "read the
writing on the wall."
DYER

PRESIDENT

OF GENERAL

FILM.

Frank L. Dyer has just been elected president of the General Film Company and is now the active executive head
of that organization.
Mr. Dyer resigned as president of the Thomas A. Edison
Company, Incorporated, to devote his entire time to the
General Film Company, as he believed there was greater
opportunity and a broader field in the motion picture industry, though his relations with Mr. Edison still remain the
very pleasantest.
Mr. Dyer has already begun active work in his new office,
bringing to that organization the benefit of his legal training, an exceptional business experience and an intimate
knowledge of the motion picture business that few possess.
The General Film Company, with its many branches
throughout the United States and Canada and its remarkable organization, had need of a man of the scope and capacity of Mr. Dyer. The motion picture business is considered by all to be only in its infancy; and under the proper
direction, the General Film Company will continue to progress rapidly, assuming even a firmer hold on the motion picture industry than ever before.
Mr. Dyer has already posted as his motto: "Courtesy and
Consideration to All."
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"A Shadow
of the Past"
Two-Reel Kay-Bee Release.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves

Eiarri

A

I I'ATION
highthesuspense
is worked
this
play
accordingof to
interesting
methodsup ofin Tom
Ince. He has a great deal of narrative art in telling
his Story, or in putting it on so that we may clearly see it
in action, and lie has done some splendid work in rescuing
this type 01 play From the inconsistencies and primitive
sensationalism of early examples. He has given dignity to
■a class of production with which the country has hcen long
inundated, whose poorer specimens seemed likely to destroy
intelligent patronage of the picture shows.
There 1- also used in tins photodrama what is bound to
in .1 powerful factor in future presentations when employed 111 exactly the same way, a device whose full value is
imperfectly grasped by directors, a motion-picture advantage that has hitherto been largely devoted to "visions"
or to a pictured story related by one of the characters. I
refer to superimposing double exposure at critical moments
to make known what is passing in the mind of a character
engaged in silent self-debate.
No auditory means can be
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ested m the girlish-looking school mi
1 finally asks
her to bee
e his wile.
It is at this point that the current
of her thoughts i-> shown by double exposure, and the effect
is an instantaneous character revelation,
It is no small matter to hold tension by sending the
imagination forward to some emotional incident bound to
arrive — constant watching is required in order to avoid a
lapse — and it is quite another to arouse that expectancy by
showing the true relation of character to circumstance during the exposition. It can be readily appreciated that double exposure, laying bare to the audience the self-struggle
of an important character, is one of the surest means of
stirring sympathetic attention, and this is very effectively
done in making known the backward trend of the young
teacher's thoughts. Her mind revtrts to the imprisoned
man she dernesspromised
to love, exhibiting her loyalty and tenof heart.
The thief does not escape from jail, but he enters upon
a violent struggle when being carried to a distant point in
the Far West to give testimony relating to a more important
criminal and jumps from the train while it is going at full
speed. He is seen rolling down into a gully and is soon
after announced as dead. He is in truth revived by some
friendly Indians and becomes one of their number, acting as

^VJ
W.
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Scenes from "A Shadow of the Past" (Kay-Bee)

used, as in the old asides and soliloquies, and as there is
nothing jarring in a glimpse of what is sweeping through
the soul of an actor in the drama during a moment of intense emotion, I have often expressed a hope that an effort
would be made to draw the audience nearer to the people
of the screen by this spiritual means of thought revelation.
Probably the most difficult problem the modern dramatist
has to contend with is that of causing characters to lay bare
their inmost sentiments to the audience at acute moments
without uttering a word, yet no delicate analysis of character
is complete without solving the difficulty. Innumerable instances arise on the stage and in actual life where an actor
in the drama is called upon to make a decision which might
prove fatal to himself or to some one he desires to protect,
and two courses lie open for consideration. These can be
pictured as he reflects.
A malefactor may consider himself safely hidden behind
a curtain, and the one he has injured may enter the room
with full knowledge that the villain is there, go to where a
weapon is ready for use and hesitate. Shall he stain his own
career or let the other man follow his manifest and ignominious destiny to the end? What tremendous sympathetic interest could be aroused by tracing the line of the
superior man's thoughts at such a moment!
Not exactly that situation, but one approaching it and picturing a restraining influence when a woman is called upon
to make a decision arises in "A Shadow of the Past." The
wife of a Raffles, a dress-suit thief, who makes an occasional haul at social gatherings, witnesses the arrest of her
husband when he is followed home by detectives and caught
with the goods. She is overwhelmed with shame upon his
acknowledgement of guilt and subsequently humiliated by
her neighbors.
She finds relief in an opportunity to teach school in the
Far West and there begins a new life. Among her pupils is
the little son of a widowed military officer stationed at a
nearby post.
The father of the little boy becomes
inter-

their interpreter in dealing with military forces near their
reservation.
The school mistress sees the announcement of his death
and weds the officer whose little child she has been teaching.
In the course of time the thief, now a renegade Indian,
comes to parley with the military men in relation to a treaty
violation, and the officer's wife recognizes the man she believed to be dead, though she is not seen by him. She is
overcome, but does not confess to the officer she has married in good faith.
Troops are drawn from the post to the protection of a
body of white invaders, and the place falls into the hands of
the Indians after a fierce engagement. They murder or torture the helpless inmates until the renegade comes suddenly
upon his
own wifeherandagainst
the officer's
child. In
a saving
ment he defends
the redskins,
holding
themmo-at
bay until the troopers return. He spares her and the child,
but is shot in trying to escape, killed by the officer whose family he protected.
The final scene is that of his death, a highly dramatic moment, and the rest is inferred by the attitude of the principal
characters. I say the rest is inferred because it is indicated
without open declaration that the officer grasps the situation
of his wife. Her position would be a false one without this
and her conduct not in accord with her general character,
that of a sensitively honorable woman. A heavy contribution to the charm of these releases is the exquisite finish
given by the master hand engaged in developing the films.
It is largely on this account that the artistic work done on
the other end is given adequately beautiful expression.
POWER'S

CAMERAGRAPH

IN

HOSPITALS.

A Power's Cameragraph 6A has been ordered through the
General Film Company, of Boston, for installation in the
New Hampshire State Hospital for the Insane.
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A Strong Pair of Edisons
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
" a N Unsullied Shield" and "The Maid of Honor" have
/\
a very similar fine quality of production that points
*■ to capable handling, both clearly indicating a directive spirit thoroughly alive to the proper surroundings of a
play, to the precise scenic atmosphere. In both the pro
ducer has greatly improved the author's mental picture by
details that lead up to personality and temperament in the
characterization and has thus brought out the full measure
of force in the story.
Strange as it may seem to those only beginning to be inted in moving pictures and partially aware that attention to design, color, costume and general appropriateness
of settings is absolutely necessary to success, it may overbalance judgment of the whole effect. A man may be lavish
in his scenic scope and accurate in all of his details, have
unusual visual power and good taste, yet be so expert in detecting (laws in a stage model that his critical judgment of
the entire drama is upset and his opinion of his effect on the
audience of no earthly value.
In neither of the above cases is a powerful asset turned
into a weakness. "An Unsullied Shield" comes right to the
of a great field to be explored in heredity, is a marvel
of exquisite double exposure and has a splendid motif. "The
Maid of Honor," a modern short story, holds the interest so
tight that tension is not relieved until the last scene is portrayed. We all know the value of suspense, but few of us
know how to kindle it and still less to hold it.
The acting in both of these photodramas is in accordance
with the mental and spiritual demands of the public. The
diversified talents of Marc MacDermott give finish and distinction to both releases; Mrs. Wallace Erskine is delightful in both; it is a genuine pleasure to welcome back Mabel
Truhnelle and to see Herbert Prior performing so well, and
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Miss Bessie Learn does admirable wcrk in a part as modest
as her name.
"An Unsullied Shield" comes close to showing that illustrious ancestors count for little, that they cannot transmit
the product of their accpuirements, except when their descendants are powerfully influenced by intelligent association. The scion of a noble family begins immediately after
inheriting wealth and title to exhibit decadence in all its
forms. Gambler, loafer, drunkard, crook, in succession, he
spoils all that has been done to make famous the name he
bears.
After a career of self-gratification and privileged waste of
all society has been constructing in the race, he sinks so low
as to forge his mother's name to free himself from the importunities ofa money-lender. There seems to be no spark
of nobility left in his soul when, in a fit of half delirium, he
goes to sleep in a hall of ancestral portraits and reviews
their splendid achievements in a dream. One by one, they
step forth from their frames and picture the scenes of struggle through which they passed to keep the family shield
unsullied.
One after another, spirited scenes on the field of battle,
aboard ships of war, in legislative chambers, are reviewed
in magnificent double exposure, and thus is indicated the
dream of the ignoble end of his line. He is roused by his
mother and breaks down in a shamed confession of crime,
exhibiting the check he has forged with her name. Her
agony of mind is dominated by her compassion, by that
motherly affection which has helped society along more
than all the high-sounding names it has evolved, and she
gives her wayward son relief by transforming the forged
check into a genuine one.
The man who was uninfluenced by his father's dying injunction to keep the family name unsullied falls into complete is
subjection
of a mother's
love and
transformed
from a magnanimity
power for evilandto stainless
one for
social betterment.
In greater plays of the future I look for

Dramatic Scene from "The Maid of Honor," by the Edison Company.
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more than promise oi reform, for the actual working out of
moral regeneration, with an exposition ol its methods and
resultants, for the visible evolution of superior character.
"The

Maid

of

Honor."

he Maid of Honor" deals with a situation that becomes
highly strained and almost beyond reasonable solution, \
gentleman visits one of those charity bazaars where ladies
confer a double benefit on humankind by selling real
kisses, The gentleman, Marc MacDermott, offers to buy
one of a lady he has never met, Mabel Trunnelle, and these
two pass into a room adjoining the bazaar,
lie is so much
oi a man
that he does not insist upon a full delivery oi the
- - he kisses her gloved hand.
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dictates
their when
heart-..the '1bride
hey prepare
l hey are
ready t" ofhave
tO DC • to elop<
the -tair- in her sleep and goes through
the wedding
rehearsal ill her dream
before their eyes.
Her pitiful
ness and sincerity break the -pell of ardent
desire and the
maid of honor gently conducts her hack to her chamber.
The wedding ordained by family and friends takes place
just as it was planned. The bride is radiant in her girlish
happiness. The groom fulfills his pledges like a man of
probity.
And
the maid of honor:
SI
ptS the practices of society a
She stands beside the
bride with splendid fortitude while God puts together those
she has loved.
Only once does -he raise I
in heart'
breaking
farewell, then .she bows
to the inevitable
a true
maid of honor indeed.
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Scene from "The Maid of Honor"
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(Edison).

A clap-of-thunder love springs up in the breasts of both
and is intensified by incidents that swiftly follow. MacDermott and Miss Trunnelle linger longer than necessary in
the withdrawing room and fail to note an alarm of fire that
empties the bazaar of its gay company. They are confronted with a whirl of smoke at the main entrance, but
manage to reach a fire-escape and part there with a soul
kiss subtitled, "We
may
never
meet
again,. hut we shall

KLEINE-ECLIPSE

INDIAN

PICTURE.

George Kleine's special release of December 16, 1912,
typical Indian film in two reels, entitled "The Red M
Honor." This subject will prove of universal interest because it marks an epoch in the history of the moving picture
business; being the first time that an American and Wild
West picture, perfect in every detail, has been produced in
Europe to be submitted to the American public. There
have been other films released in the past, showing Indians
and cowboys portrayed by European actors, but in every
ease glaring inconsistencies in the plot, characterization, or
costuming, made the subject appear ridiculous.
But one can find none of these faults in "The Red Man's
Honor." Probably the main reason is because the principal
roles are taken by two Americans, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hamnan, who have spent several years on our Western plains,
thus being well fitted to portray Indian characters in a subject of this kind and at the same time able to direct others
in the details regarding settings, costumes and mannerisms
ft the American Redskin. The story is of the typical Indian
kind filled with savage passion, jealousy and revenge. It
contains many thrilling incidents and will be a sensation to
the public, and a great money-maker for exhibitorThe regular Kleine program of releases for the week ending December 21st is worthy of especial praise. It consists
of a striking drama of heart-interest and two first-class split
reels made up of comedies, and charming scenic subjects.
For the Tuesday Cines, "As Fate Wills" deals with an interesting incident in the lives of two girl friends, one a
leader of a gay social set and the other an unsophisticated
miss. The innocent way in which the latter gradually wins
the affections of her friend's fiance, although without the
slightest intention of doing so, is interesting to watch, as is
also the pathetic scene at the close of the film in which the
society girl after having angrily denounced her friend's disloyalty, experiences a change of heart and insists upon sacrificing her own interests and devoting her energies to the
happiness of her friends.
For athehilarious
Wednesday
Eclipse,
"Three the
Rogues
Hers
comedy
describing
anticsOutwitted"
of three
acrobatic crooks who are finally captured by means of an
ingenious trick. The reel is completed by a travelogue of
intense topical interest entitled "Picturesque Dalmatia,"
which shows territory closely adjacent to where the Balkan
War is now being fought.
A splendid comedy. "Nearly Lion Tamers." is billed for
the Saturday Cines. No one can help laughing at the adventure- of the two "would-be tamers" with their donkey
dressed up as a "King of the Jungle." What happens when
a real lion appears upon the scene can better be imagined
than described. The necessary thousand feet is completed

Scene from "The Unsullied Shield" (Edison).
never forget." All of which is natural under the circumstances.
They are bound to meet again and do so under strange
circumstances. He is about to wed sweet Bessie Learn, and
fascinating Mabel is called to officiate as maid of honor.
At a beautiful rehearsal of the wedding, when all is ready
for the ceremony to be performed, those who have loved
for a splendid moment are brought face to face once more.
Again the flash of high responsive feeling. Both reali/.e
that natural selection would make this their marriage.
That evening, when the guests have departed and members of the household retired, the natural lovers meet alone
in the great hall under high tension and deci'de to follow the

by
charming
subject entitled "The Tivoli Hills
atv1 a the
Falls oftravelogue
Am
The much expected Kleine-Cines authentic war film entitled "Balkan War Scene-" is to be released December 28th.
\- advertised, the pictures are "fresh from the fighting
front" and show genuine engagements between the armies
of the Balkan allies and the Turkish for
A MAJESTIC FOOTBALL STORY.
Eustace Hale Rail has written a football drama for the
Majestic which promises to be remarkable from many
standpoints. Mr. Ball insisted upon directing the picture
himself, as he was a popular Harvard athlete during his
four years at Cambri
- veral interesting
scenes
were
taken"theduring
a recent
game at and
the Carlisle
IndianUniver
School.
and
students
of Columbia
New
York
he'ned to contribute to the -uccess of ••Jim's College
11 be releasi
>ecember 31.
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from Film Supply

Declares Its Intention of Choosing Its Own Program from
Manufacturers on a Basis of Qualitative Competition.
THIS week's turn of the wheel brings the announcement that
the independent interests known as the Film Supply Comand the Mutual Film Corporation have dissolved partnership. The Film Supply Company is a combination of manufacturers, while the Mutual Film Corporation was incorporated for
the purpose of establishing exchanges. A trade arrangement was
made between the two interests whereby the Mutual agreed to
take the product of the companies allied in the Film Supply.
Differences of opinion upon the question of the sale of film is said
to have led to the split. Regarding the severance of these relations Vice-President H. E. Aitken, of the Mutual, made the following statement :
"The Mutual Film Corporation is purely an exchange proposition. It is in a position to demand of those who desire to sell
their films that the subjects shall be of a clean character, the
photography perfect, the settings artistic and the acting of a high
class. The first duty of the Mutual Film Corporation is to the
exhibitor, from a commercial standpoint, and it is necessary to
secure the best program in its power, regardless of distributing
agencies. This will result in no change in our program, for if
any manufacturers should refuse to deal with us on the basis of
quality — which is hardly probable if they have the quality — we are
in a position to supply brands in substitution thereof on a moment's notice.
"The standing order proposition favors the manufacturer of
inferior films only, and does not benefit the maker of the superior article. It has proven detrimental to the exchange and the
exhibitor, for it requires a notice of several weeks to cancel a subject, and if the undesirability of a subject is not discovered within
such time the order cannot be canceled. The Mutual Film Corporation will inspect every reel before it places an order. This is
practically establishing an open market, and will give to the exhibitor using the Mutual service an ideal program.
"The Mutual Film Corporation will also issue its own Weekly,
which will be snappy and interesting, and the best that can possibly be made.
"The policy of the Mutual Film Corporation will make it unnecessary for high-class manufacturers to enter into distributing
agencies or combinations, as we shall only be too pleased to encourage good producers. The Thanhouser, American, Reliance,
Majestic and Punch companies have already withdrawn from the
Film Supply Company, and the Kay-Bee, Broncho and Keystone
have never been members thereof."
C. O. Baumann, on behalf of the Kay-Bee, Broncho and Keystone companies, said : "The action of the Mutual Film Corporation is the only sane one for the preservation of the business.
My companies are willing to submit their films upon a quality
basis, and, in fact, have been doing so for some time. I will leave
it to the exhibitor if this competitive element has not brought
our product to the front rank."
C. J. Hite, for the Thanhouser Company, said : "I am pleased
at the action of the Mutual Film Corporation, and believe it is
only right that the same rules of purchase should apply to the film
business as any other. The Thanhouser Company is not afraid
to enter the ranks in a competition for quality, and has faith in
the ability of the Mutual Film Corporation to formulate its programs on a high basis. It means increased prosoerity for the
Thanhouser Company, for I recognize the fact th.it an exhibitor
must not only have good Thanhousers, but also an adequate supply of accompanying films. I look for increased quality all
through the program."
J. V. Ritchey, for the Reliance Company, expressed himself as
thoroughly satisfied with the new arrangement. "We are in position to compete for a market with any other makers, and have
expended large amounts to bring our company to this point. With
the knowledge that increased quality will bring increased sales,
every producer will have an incentive to put forth his best efforts,
and will hesitate in submitting a reel which is not up to the
standard."
S. S. Hutchinson, president of the American Film Manufacturing Company, stated that he welcomed the new regime, which
w.>nl,l im doubl prove beneficial to the American Company. "We
have enlarged our California properties, have increased our stock
company, added new directors, and have brought our photography
to perfection. We are willing to submit our films upon a basis of
quality, and taking into consideration all points that go to make
up high class films we are confident that the 'Flying A' brand
can stand upon its own merits, regardless of any distributing
Viewed by the Film Supply.
agency."
Among the officers of the Film Supply Company of America,
little if any concern seemed to be had because of the deflection of
the Mutual Film Corporation.
Secretary and General Manager
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Harry R. Raver explained that the action of the Film Corporation
had not come in the nature of a surprise, but has been expected
owing to certain conditions which had been under discussion for
some time.
He said further that the action of withdrawal would have no
effect upon the business of the Film Supply Company and that additional brands of film would be added to the program at an early
date. The first of these will be the "Pilot" and "Prairie" films,
the latter an exceptional brand of Westerns exclusively. The
■Film Supply is also now entering into negotiations with prominent theatrical interests for a series of unusual productions which
will be handled exclusively by them.
Secretary Raver further explained that "the movement for the
organization of the Film Supply Company of America was inaugurated bycertain manufacturers in order to offset the efforts
of others in the business to exploit the film market for the benefit
of a limited number of persons interested both in exchanges and
in manufacture. This explains why the Film Supply Company of
America, immediately upon throwing open its doors, was able,
with a rapidity unequaled in the history of similar enterprises, to
establish a business of such large proportions and great importance in the film world. The cardinal principle upon which it was
founded was that the public and the exhibitors throughout the
country should be adequately supplied with film and should be the
determining factors in the selection of film.
"The promoters of this movement felt that the only legitimate
means by which a manufacturer should promote his sales were
by increasing the interest of the subject matter and improving the
quality of the film. Among the exchanges which undertook to
handle the output of the Film Supply Company of America, there
was a group which entered upon the enterprise with every assurance of carrying out the proposed policy of the company. Time
developed the fact, however, that the program of the Film Supply
Company of America was not receiving adequate and impartial
representation through these exchanges, and pursuant to the
principle upon which its business and its success were founded,
the company began to secure other outlets in the territory of
these exchanges. The question then became acute as to whether
the first object of the Film Supply Company was to be the service
of the public or the service of certain exchanges. The Film Supdeliberation, to adply Company of America decided, after due
here to its policy of a free field with favors to none. The result is
Company of
Supply
Film
the
of
principle
the
of
a continuance
and a reorganization of its program and of its disAmerica, tributing
agencies.
"To those who found both satisfaction and profit in the exhibition of its program under the old conditions, the company takes
the new and more complete realizapleasure in announcing that will
enable them to secure an equally
tion of its aims and objects
varied program of better quality than heretofore, and one from
which thev mav choose freely, solely on the basis of merit and
their particular requirements. This follows inevitably from the
fact that the manufacturers now finding a market through the
of America recognize that they must obFilm Supplv Company
tain their orders solelv on the merits of their film. The company
invites and expects the support of all those desirous of promoting
the best interest of the business."

EXPANDING.

A. J. Clapham, the well known slide maker and dealer in films
and apparatus, has installed a complete commercial photographic
plant and everv modern device for the handling of this class of
work has been' added to his already large plant. In addition to
his slide making plant, with a capacity of 5.000 slides per day. and
his film factorv which is working day and night, a large busines^
Clapham's
In aMr.
film.one
and used
the sale of
ried on
idea of
slight
he gives
this issue
in new
nt inelsewhere
advertiseme
prepared"
is
department
commercial
his
work
of
varied class
theexecute.
To enable his employees to produce the bestwork he
to
in the premises a complete library on all branches of photography from the chemical end up. to which they are accorded access at all times, a complete laboratory is maintained where experiments are being constantlv made to discover, if possible, new
methods, short cuts, etc. His new moving picture camera, the
isee," which is now being offered, is the results of months of
study. To make the taking of motion pictures as easy as to take
a kodak picture was his aim and his new camera has accomplished this. No trouble in focusing it. being constructed on the
principles of the fixed focus kodak. We predict the more universal use of local films now that exhibitors have available an instrument which can be operated with such ease. We have examined some pieces of film which was made on this camera and it
would require an expert to detect the difference between the negative made on the "Ajasee" and one made on a $400 machine.
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Picture Making in the South Seas
MR.

GASTON

MELIES

PARTICIPATES IN A TAHITIAN CEREMONIAL FISH DRIVE— PRIMITIVE
IN A TYPHOON.
AND CIRCUMSTANCE— CAUGHT
By Dorc

one
NATIVE ii-li drive in the South Sea [sland9 is
priviever
was
man
white
a
that
Bights
of the rarest
leged to behold. In a recent issue of The World a
promise was made that a description of a South Sea island
fish drive would be given in these columns, supplementary to
the article thai told of the adventures of the Melies Motion
repeat
To
Island-,.
Sea
South
in the
Company
Picture
briefly what was said at
that time, a fish drive occurs only about once in live
years and is accompanied
profound cereby much
mony. It necessitates the
calling together of many
natives from many tribes,
because it would be an insult if members of every
tribe were not invited to
A

participate. Thus it is necessary to despatch messengers on foot to the furthest
corners of the island summoning the various tribal
representatives
to be present at the fish drive.
The

ceremonies are presided over by the most elderly and venerable chiefs.
The simple action of a
fish drive consists of a part
it the natives going out
into the water and driving
Tahitian Dress.
the fish into a shoal where
they are captured by the rest of the native fishermen. It is
not generally known, perhaps, that the shark is the great
nemesis of the Malay race. This monster of the deep is
feared by them with the greatest of all possible fear. This
fear takes a conventional form. The figure of the shark is
practically a symbol of the wrath of God; that is, whatever
God they believe in. The principal articles of daily food
among these people come- from the sea. They are nearly
all fishrmen. In their skin boats they are obliged to go to
sea in search of food for their families. About their work

POMP

Hoffman,
was a very unpleasant oni . except for the wonderful sir
and exquisite moonlights to be seen in that tropical
Upon arrival at the Island of Bora Bora, tin- parts
the island -a lone, I• r"
on the
mankeep
the only white
by stationed
greeted
larme,
there to
pi
1 warlike

horde oi savages, and. from all accounts, hi
with it fine. His work is .1 compromise
Bupreme court justice and
a baseball umpire, with a

between

that

few side issues, such as
Sheriff, Justice of the
I "<.it i . < oroncr, Superintendent of Schools, etc.

The visiting party were

from theirbyslumawakened
bers on shipboard
the
rumbling of native drums
beating rhythmically to the
wierd native chants and

grotesque movements

of

the natives, not altogether
unlike those of a cabaret
singer interpreting a negro
song. Soon after, nun,
women and children began
to assemble and the procession of the sacred
lisli
began.
\
greal
shark,
roughly
fashioned
from
wood was borne on the
shoulders of lour men. I :i
Tahitian Drum.
front of this image strode
four sub-chiefs, with solemn mien, clothed in rich garments, and bedecked with
lower-. Following the big shark, the natives marched four
abreast, resplendent in wreaths of leave- and blossoms.
Uternating with the youths were the "vahines," or young
girls, adorned in festive costumes of white, pink or blue, and
all doin- their best to impart the proper spirit of joy and
reverence
to tin- occasion.
The procession followed a devious course, leading finallj
to the shore where a couple of hundred canoes
wen
In these canoes the exbled, ready for the work in hand.
to his
took their places, each according
pert fish drivers
rank or station.
When the participants were ready in their
places the High Priest of tile region came down to his elab
by the seaside, and
erected
had been
orate altar, which
there he invoked
the blessings
of the Gods.
For a
time, with much
writhing
and gesticulating, he beseeched
every
favor that fortune
could bestow
upon
such gallant,
He was also heard to implore that
brave and divine heroes.
the wrath of tiie aforesaid Gods should descend upon all of
their tribal enemies, living or dead, or yet to he born.
At the given signal, the canoes glide away amid great
cheers on all sides, until some coral reef is reached, and then,
at a given signal, they start back for the shore, the boatmen
beating up the waters as they
','.1, making a- much noise as
possible. The
comn
frightens the fish, whose only
course is landward. As the
circle of natives in the
gradually grows smaller the fish
are driven into an inlet. In a
few hours thousands upon thousands oftogether
tropicalin fish
huddled
a are
writhing

there is ever present the haunting specter of the shark', their
natural enemy. Many a boat has been overturned and hundreds are the men who have, been devoured by this rapacious
monster of the deep.
Bearing these peculiar local traditions in mind, one may
readily understand the significance of a fish drive, especially
if there happen to be a few sharks included in the round-up.
Information reaching us from Mr. Gaston Melies does not go
into detail as to just what condition of affairs must exist in
order to bring about a fish drive, but in this particular instance, his influence with the Governor of Tahiti, mentioned
in the article of December 14th, was responsible for the fish
drive in question.
The Melies party left Papeete in a specially chartered
20-ton schooner known as the
"Tiura." On board, as passengers, were Mr. and Mrs.
Gaston Melies, Edmund
Mitchell, the scenario writer,
(ius Henschen. cameraman,
and A. C. Eugene Caillot. an
eminent French archaeologist.
Accompanying the party as
guide and interpreter was
Tauraa Salmon, son of the
stern old chief mentioned in
the last article. The destination was the Island of BoraBora, which is several days'
journey from the Island of
Tahiti. The boat in which
they sailed was the best boat
obtainable in Tahiti, but the
accommodations were wretchThe Start of the Fish Drive
edly primitive and
the
trip

mass, held prisoners by stout
woven from tough gr
It is considered a great honor
to have the privilege of spearing the first fish. That honor
accorded to Mr. Melies.
He walked into the water up to
hi- waist with a native javelin
in his hand. The element oi
danger was present to a considerable degree, as there was no
telling
at
what
moment
he
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cause lie believes he is doing a great work for mankind.
i encounter a shark or
There will be other pictures of similar nature returning
a swordfish. His catch
regularly from the various lands that the Melies Company
was a kingfish weighing 40
visit, and exhibitors throughout the world will find this sepounds, after which natives
swarmed into the water
ries of pictures one of the most interesting yet attempted
in motion picture production.
and the spearing of the
li-h began. The fish were
thrown up on the rocks in
hundreds and thousands.
GIRLS, DON'T WRITE BENHAM!
Exhibitor readers of the World who are approached by
-The rocks were soon covwith them.
silly girls for the mail address of Harry Benham, the goodlooking young fellow who plays so many lover roles in
When the work of spearThanhouser films, are advised to open their World and point
ing was-_<Jone other ceremonies remained to be perto the above picture. For Harry Benham, despite the roformed. Another distincmantic parts he plays, is very much of a married man — there
tion rematined ior Mr.
are three of his family appearing in Thanhouser pictures to
prove it. For the whole Benham family are film-inclined.
Melies
sele!ct£d
as
the one inwhobeing
should
present
If you want proof, look up Harry in "The Merchant of
the fish, as a whole, to the ■v Venice,"
"The Making of An American," "Aurora Floyd,"
people, which he did
through the interpreter.
Tahitian Crown.
Anyone who knows Mr.
Melies can imagine him performing a public duty of this kind. His massive, forceful and
engaging personality Stamp him as a man among men. There
is - imething in his rugged exterior that recommends him at
once to men of affairs,
whether it be among cap
tains of industry or savage
chiefs. Therefore he cut
quite a figure in the festivities of the fish drive. All
day long and all the next
night the singing and dancing continued without interruption. There were
competitions of various
kinds for prizes, these
prizes being presented by
Mr. Melies, who in return
received hundreds of presents, mostly in the form of
small live stock and poultry.
On the following morning, which was Sunday, the
moving picture party reTahitian ""Shell Necklace.
embarked for Papeete, but
some of the older sailors among the crew shook their heads,
as though reluctant to begin the trip. The typhoon season
was at hand and perhaps the skies, to these experienced
mariners, portended some omen of ill nature. Their premonitions were correct, for the trade-wind ahead soon lashed
itself into a hurricane, and the little craft battled for its life
and the lives of those within. At Papeete alarm was felt for
them and when -on the morning following the third night
The Harry Benhams.
they drifted into the harbor, a great crowd assembled at
the wharf, most of whom had never expected the adventurers
"Nicholas
Nickleby,"
"Dotty the Dancer," "The Ladder of
to return alive.
Life," "A Noise Like a Fortune," "Dora Thorne," "Miss
Such are the dangers that beset the path of the moving
Robinson Crusoe," "The Wrecked Taxi," "The Star of Bethpicture man who starts forth into the great world to record
lehem," and "Brains vs. Brawn." See the mother in "The
its many modes of life. There are inconveniences enough
Militant Suffragette," "The Wrecked Taxi." "The Star of
for motion picture companies that journey to civilized lands,
Bethlehem," "The Making of An American," "The Merchant
but such a trip, taken among the savage tribes in untravof Venice," "Lucile," and "Dotty's New Doll." Look for
eled parts of the earth, is a venture that is fraught with inlittle Leland in "The Making of An American," "On Probaconceivable privation and exposure. This is the work that
tion," "The Greatest of These is Charity," "In a Garden,"
Gaston Melies has undertaken for the improvement and bet"Cross Your Heart," and "The Ladder of Life." And then
terment of the motion picture.
Tie is willing to do it, besee what Harry considers the cutest baby of all in "Don't
Pinch My Pup," "The Wrecked Taxi," and "The County's
It isBaby."
very likely that the Benham family hold the record
Prize
for proliticity as family-film-performers.

Coral Lagoon Where Fish Are Speared.

O'NEILL SEEKS TO ENJOIN "MONTE
CRISTO."
In the New York Supreme Court on Monday, December 23,
Justice Amend will hear arguments on the application of James
O'Neill, the veteran actor, for an injunction restraining the Gena version of "Monte Cristo"
from producing
eral Film Company
in moving
pictures, which
the plaintiff alleges is an infringement
on his rights. The film in question was made by the Selig Company and is in three reels.
In an affidavit, Jacques A. Berst, as president of the General
Film Company, denies that the scenes were copied from the
O'Neill version. He says further that the pictures have been
made Mr.
and O'Neill.
distributed in "good faith and that they can in no wise
harm
The actor also asks an accounting from the film company for
any profits it may have made in distributing the pictures.

_ ♦ . _ ♦ .- ♦ - ♦ . - ♦ - ♦ - • -
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EACE on Earth and Good Will to Men" is the great
leavening sentiment that has been growing for
$ many centuries. « It is more of a reality at the
end of 1912 than ever before in the recorded history of
the race. «*« All the members of the great human family
are being drawn together closer and closer as time goes
on. « All the valuable agencies of our civilization tend
toward one chief end, which is the spreading of knowledge. « Knowledge liberates and enfranchises the mind
of man f with the growth of knowledge come a better
mutual understanding, a broader syrr r,athy and a keener
and more practical realization of th' unity of the human
race. « Three great milestones stend out on humanity's
way to progress and knowledge — the alphabet, nearest
to the cradle of the race; the movable type and now the
motion picture. * We believe the motion picture to be
the greatest of the three forces mentioned. * The alphabet and the movable type rest under the evil spell
wrought at the Tower of Babel, where the speech of
mankind suffered confusion. * The motion picture is
free from such hindrance; it transcends and conquers the
limitations of the spoken and the printed word. ««« The
motto of the future must be: "Higher Ideals." * Let all
friends of the picture stand together in unwearied efforts to make the new art and industry a force for truth
and righteousness, let the pictures gixe us a portrayal
of right living and thinking, let them become a medium of clean and helpful amusement and entertainment and a beneficent influence in the lives of all people
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There
is another
outbreak
of indignation
against the
abuses which are creeping into the management of moving
picture houses in many places, especially in the large cities
of America and Europe. Germany has been having troubles
which arc being dealt with in an educational manner, France
is resorting to legal and censorship methods. In America
legal means will seem to be the most necessary, as the difficulty lies with the picture houses, rather than with the pictures. Censorship of pictures is rapidly becoming unnecessary, the tone and quality of the films are constantly improving, everything of a higher and more cultured nature
being demanded and supplied. The whole trouble now is
found to be with small, dark, dirty, cheap, and sometimes
loathsome places; the responsibility now rests with the
Health, Fire, and Police departments. It is unfortunate that
New York has again to bear the brunt of the criticism, but
Mr. Ramond B. Fosdick says (and we have no higher authority), "I am perfectly safe in making the statement that
New York has the worst moving picture theaters in the
United States. In that statement I am supported by those
whoFrom
have such
investigated
the subject
over seen
the country."
a statement
it is atallonce
that a great
wrong is done to the great number of children who are compelled to go to such places, if they seek either amusement,
entertainment, or instruction. Another evil is that people
of a low mental or moral calibre seek these places to practice their vicious habits. For all these conditions it has previously been the custom to blame the pictures; that day has
happily passed, and now the blame is being placed where it
most properly belongs. The rights of the children are now
being conceded, the moving picture belongs more to the
children than to any other class, and every effort must be
made to give and protect them in enjoying that which is fast
becoming a sacred right. The children must not in any way
be deprived of either the entertaining or instructive features
of cinematography. On the contrary, special and determined
efforts must be made on a sort of — "get together" basis,
whereby all present hindrances shall be removed.
The recent "raids" on moving picture houses for admitting children under the age of sixteen without a guardian
are in themselves a sufficient proof that something must be
done to secure for the children the rights for which they are
themselves contending. The daily press to-day is as full of
moving picture contentions as it was two years ago,
with the great difference, however, that now the question is
as to the best methods of governing them for common good,
as against the wholesale condemnation of the former days.
A Notable Opinion.

Justice John B. Mayo, of the New York Children's Court,
says: "The great demand for pictures is responsible for the
production of so many cheap films, and cheap films are
always lurid and sensational, and are always exhibited in
dark houses." This is a pointed, comprehensive, and helpful
analysis of the situation, and one making it easier to_ master
says: "The banishment
the situation. Justice Mayothe further
banishment of the prohibitive
of cheap pictures means
'under sixteen' law. Where the best pictures are shown, the
houses are always clean and light, it is for this reason pictures should not be condemned. They can be made attractive and instructive to the young and accomplish much
From such an authoritative statement as this, it is easy
good."
to see the "right and wrong" of the children's problem. A
summary of the conditions show that the pictures are in
high favor, they are subject to but one great evil which is
that arises from "those who
and because
the trouble,
of allrather
the cause
love
darkness
than light
their deeds (films or
houses) are evil." We are growing, all these contentions
are helping us. fighting developes strength, censure secures
rectitude, disgust With evil encourages goodness, the disease
brings in the remedy. Out of this continued exposure of
wrongs, the right will become established and that heritage
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for the children for which we arc now contending will be seTo-day the
moving picture
is the Btrongest factor
both thecured.
world
of education
and amusemen
wer andin
popularity are making it the object of legislative attention in
village, city, and nation. When it shall have arrived in the
haven of its destination freed from its evil encumbrances, it
will fill its mission as the children's friend.

DEATH— DEATH— DEATH.
In an evening's entertainment covering an hour and a
hall in a New York picture house this week, two films were
shown in which there were eight deaths, this is certainly a
record number; in one subject there were three, and in the
other there were five deaths; two were from natural causes,
four were murders, one death resulted from a duel with
rapiers, and one was a suicide by a pistol shot. Without
doubt such an exhibition ought to satisfy the most santragedy. guinary tastes, and please the most ardent seekers after
Concerning these plays in which so many deaths occurred,
there can really be no objectionable criticism; one was a
feature film reproducing a standard work, and was indeed a
most commendable production; neither were there any harrowing details to mar the story, or make any unnecessary
lurid illustrations. The other was a thrilling drama in which,
besides three deaths, there appeared an automobile dashing
down an embankment, throwing the occupant and smashing
the machine. There was also a fearful fight between two
men on the top of the cars of a rapidly moving freight train,
until both were dashed off into a lake. Here again there
was nothing of a fearful nature, indeed the work from a
photographic standpoint was marvelous.
Wherein then is there cause for complaint? It is that
when two such films follow each other it is in exceedingly
bad taste. In this instance the thrilling drama was shown
first, thoroughly spoiling the feature film, which was a better
picture. Good taste is not only desirable in the selection of
the pictures, but in the arranging of them. This was an
occasion when good pictures were spoiled by a bad program. It is not pleasant to hear people speaking out aloud
"another
death"
or "another
killing"
or "more
There is
the further
offense
that the
effect deaths."
upon young
people is decidedly prejudicial to the best interests of moving pictures. Only recently the slight value placed upon
human life was adversely commented upon in these pages.
Under the conditions now being referred to the program
was bad, even to the extent of being offensive, besides being
prejudicial to the value of the pictures. If the fault is in the
exchange, it is inexcusable, because the knowledge and experience there should lead to discrimination and good taste.
If the exhibitor feels blameless, in that he is not as familiar
with the pictures as are the exchange people, he must be
blamed for not placing two such pictures as far apart as
possible. Both an exhibitor and his operator are supposed
to have some knowledge of the fitness of things.
There is such a thing as an educational management of an
exhibition, which shall cause a well balanced program to
cover the crudities of that sameness of subjects which destroys their value. May we never again see eight deaths in
two consecutive pictures in forty-five minutes.
It might further be added that it is such thoughtless and
badly arranged programs that arouse opposition to picture
places and incur unjust and wholesale condemnation, and
goes to show that in the main the pictures are not to blame.
LUBIN GOES ABROAD.
Siegmund Lubin, the photoplay manufacturer, sailed recently on the Kronprinz Wilhelm. North German Lloyd
S. S.' Line,
for Berlin.
Germany.
The trip asis the
partly
a reunion and probably
business
observations,
producer
is anxious to establish a plant in the German capital. Mr.
Lubin will be accompanied by his wife, two daughters and
two grandchildren. On the return trip the party will visit
Paris and London.
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The Pictures in the Pulpit.
By the Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, S. T. B.
ifornia, have taken up
churches of San Jo
riously the consideration of the picture as a means
oi instruction and amusement for the children and
are planning to give a regular exhibition for the children
of all the Sunday schools in the town on Saturday afternoons. The experiment has been undertaken by the Sunday-School Cabinet of San Jose, an organization that includes the officers and teachers of all the Protestant churches
in the city and the preliminary meeting was held in the
parish house of Trinity Protestant Episcopal church on
Sunday, November third last. The Rev. George W. Brewster, of the San Jose Christian church, who has for some
time already been doing successful work along these lines
and has been instrumental in starting several of his clerical
brethren in different parts of the country in the same work,
gave the meeting a resume of what he had been able to
accomplish by means of the picture and led the discussion
that followed Before the meeting adjourned a committee
was appointed to investigate the subject and report to the
next meeting of the association.
"From the Manger to the Cross."
The following letter from the Rev. Richard M. Sherman,
M. A., (Protestant Episcopal)
of New York city, contains
several things that ought to be brought to the attention of
everyone connected with or interested in the pictures.

THE

This is to express to you my appreciation of your courtesy in
securing for me a card of invitation to attend the private exhibition of Kalem's most remarkable production of moving pictures,
"From the Manger to the Cross."
I was very deeply impressed by the exhibition and by its evident
means of instruction. The scenes were so wisely and faithfully
portrayed, the actual localities so skillfully used, the actors were
so well adapted for their parts, and acted so well — it is difficult
to choose any .one special feature of their work for commendation;
yet I wish to congratulate the company and the actors upon the
fact that the dialogue was so well shown that I could in many
cases clearly distinguish the words which were being spoken, and
that I could; not help realizing the value of this excellence to such
persons as were somewhat skilled in lip-reading. An exhibition of
this sort is most valuable to the deaf mutes — persons who are able
to receive but a little of the ordinary instruction on account of
their deafness, but to whom the moving picture is a remarkable
boon. When we add to the moving picture such an exhibition of
the
dialogue
as is shown
in instruction
the Kalem of
Company's
a perfect
instrument
for the
the deaf. film it presents
I should be glad if you would convey this expression of congratulation to the Kalem Company, and my best wishes for their
every success in showing this dignified and helpful picture.

The Rev. Mr. Sherman is not only an authority on the
Scriptual and other points he brings up; he is also an accomplished lip-reader and a teacher of the deaf and dumb of
many years experience. Except for the "dialog" criticism,
he simply sums up the comments that we have heard again
and again from those who have had an opportunity to see
the picture and also from many others who have not but who
from what they have been told are anxious not only to see
but also to use it. One of the largest and most influential
churches in New York City even wishes it for use at their
children's
festival onandHoly
29)
next Christmastide,
has Innocents'
queried us Day
as to (December
the possibility
of obtaining it. As to the "dialog" we hope every director
will take Mr. Sherman's criticism and the example of the
Kalemites to heart, as we have more than once read, and
•not so many days ago at that, speeches on the screen that
we should not care to have our women and children hear,
and with the large number of persons of all kinds that are
now seeing pictures there is no telling when "there's a
chicl amang ye takin' notes."
A New Way to Use the Pictures.
The St. Paul, Minnesota, Dispatch reports a method of
using the pictures in religious work that differs from those
that have been already put into practise and is somewhat
I According to the report, the Park Congregational
church of St. Paul, employed several of the Kalem Egyptian
pictures as the settings for a series of tableaux illustrating
the struggles of the Children of Israel in captivity in Egypt,
the i
if Moses
into Milian and his sojourn among
the Midianites in preparation for his work of delivering the
* hosi m Pei pie, his return to Egypt and his successful efforts
ree hi - race from bondage. There are some distinctly
novel and excellent educational features about this plan
and we shall
glad to hear from any one who has
or does try it as
■ it succeeds and the practical difficulties to be met with.
If the Sunday-school
children are
employed to do •. .
and posing, even more successful results ought I
iplished than have already been
obtained by the adapt
the old miracle and morality
plays produced
by thi S
chool of Si \gnes Chapel,
Trinity parish. New York City, in the past
ew years and
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by the children's "Pageant
of the Saints" given in Fond
du Lac, last summer.
Woman-suffrage and Tuberculosis.
On Saturday, November second and Sunday, November
third (Tuberculosis Sunday) the Congregational church of
Appleton, Wisconsin, joined the ranks of the photoeducators. Saturday night, the topic was the political equality
of women; the picture shown was Reliance's two reel drama,
"Votes for Women," and an address on the subject was
given by Miss Harriet Grim, who has long been well known
throughout Wisconsin for her sane, able and womanly
effoits in advocating woman suffrage. On Sunday night,
there were several stirring addresses urging the vigorous
prosecution of the campaign for public health illustrated
by three pictures showing how the present war against
tuberculosis was being carried on, that were furnished by
the Wisconsin Anti-tuberculosis Association. The expenses
of both evenings were defrayed by charging an admission fee
of five cents for the exhibition on Saturday night, the Sunday cieties
night's
exhibition
free.
All ofchurches
sothat are
interestedbeing
in this
subject
the war and
against
the great "white plague" should write at once to either their
local or state anti-tuberculosis association or to the National Association, 105 East 22d street, New York City,
for full particulars of the special campaign that is being
inaugurated in connection with the Edison release of November sixteenth: "Hope — A Red Cross Seal Story" by
James Oppenheim, produced in cooperation with the National Association. This advice also applies to regular exhibitors for whom the association has provided special cuts
and advertising literature on the picture, a description of
which will be found in Mr. Sargent's "Advertising for Exhibitors." The picture itself is not only one of the best that
the Edison company has produced but apart from its hygienic value contains several strong moral lessons that make
it particularly useful for Sunday work.
October
Sermon
Photoplays.
Several requests have come in for the photoplays suitable
for illustrating sermons that have been released in October.
Most of the requesters refer to the list we published in the
issue of The World for November 9th and one of them
offers the excellent suggestion that if educational workers
with the pictures would keep track of the recent releases
as they appear and make their booking arrangements as far
ahead as possible instead of waiting until the last minute
they would find half the difficulty of procuring what they
want would disappear and that much of the complaint about
a scarcity of suitable pictures would turn out to be imaginary. There is a great deal in this, altho we must say
we wish there were mofe sermon photoplays (we don't
mean photoplay sermons), and in order to help along the
men who are working under difficulties and to encourage
the manufacturers who are actively assisting them we publish the October list as desired. As before, the list contains
only those photoplays we know and can vouch for either
from personal inspection or on the authority of an actual
religious worker.
Licensed Manufacturers.
"Where Love Is, There Is God Also" (Selig. — Tolstoi's story of the same
title, illustrating St. Matthew 25:45: "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto
one of the least of these, my brethren, ye have done it unto me." Good
for a sermon on Charity or the two great commandments of the law.
"Forgive Us Our Trespasses" (Melies). — Based on the petition for forgiveness in the Lord's Prayer, and good also for sermons on the seventh
commandment.
"Young Mrs. Eaton" (Edison). — Good for sermons on extravagance, society
gambling and the relations of husband and wife.
"The Usurer's Grin" (Edison). — A story of the loan shark system, one ot
the best of its kind, more sociological than theological, but contains a
very strong moral on the relation of employers and employed.

Independent Manufacturers.
"The Warning"
(Thanhouser). — Good for sermons on intemperance,
the
duties of parents and children, conscience and the guiding hand of God.

To All Concerned.
It will be noted in the above lists that each picture is useful for illustrating a number of topics. This is true of almost all photoplays of this character and very probably we
have not exhausted the themes in any one instance. Every
worker in this line can, if he will, add something of value to
the experience and suggestions of others, both in respect to
the subjects the pictures illustrate and also the other pictures that are useful. Will not every one interested send us
his experience for the benefit of all? Remember, "It is more
blessed to give than to receive."
APOLLO
THEATER
OPENS.
The Apollo, a new house with a seating capacity of 407,
was opened
in Indianapolis
on December
12.
There are
now fifty-six picture theaters in Indianapolis.
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annual crusade againsl moving picture theaters is
on in lull blast. Everj daj during the past week the
newspapers have been working on an overtime scale
to Further the interests of those who inaugurated the movement, A singular feature about all these crusades is that
they are launched on the eve of the Christmas season. Why
this should be lias not been explained. The first big crusade
was precipitated on Christmas Eve, when Mayor McOellan
shut up all the picture houses in Greater New York, which
were promptly reopened by Justice Gaynor from a standpoint of fair play. Each Yuletide since that time has brought
a crusade, but none of them since the original has equaled
the present one in vigor and widespread interest, and none
has had so much apparent sanction from the moving picture
people themselves. The explanation for this is that people
who have the future of the business at heart want the
authorities to know that they have no complaint to make
when honest efforts are made to drive out of the business
people who make no effort to bring credit to it.

* *

*

Quite a surprise was sprung upon the offenders last Saturday when some of those arrested for violating the laws
in selling tickets to and admitting minors were arraigned
in court. Heretofore it has been the custom to impose
nominal fines, but the accused in the present cases did not
get off so easy, being held for trial at Special Sessions. Two
proprietors of a place in Manhattan, charged with admitting
girls between the ages of seven and eleven years, unaccompanied by parents or guardians, were among those arraigned
in Special Sessions a few days ago. To escape spending
sixty clays in jail they paid a fine of $200 each. This is the
severest penalty imposed in sucli cases. A hotel clerk was
convicted in the same court for creating a scene in a Ninth
Avenue picture theater through his action towards a group
of young girls and received a sentence of six months in the
penitentiary. All this will have an effect upon such proprietors of picture shows and certain frequenters of them who
have persistently shown their disregard for laws of order
and decency.
To my mind a power for good can be exerted by letters
written to newspapers expressing views on public affairs,
provided the people who take advantage of it understand
what they write about. When such is not the case, the correspondents should lay their pens aside. One "R. E. Piatt,
New York." wrote a long letter to the Morning World a few
days ago and not only displayed gross ignorance of the subject written upon but also betrayed a high quality of prejudice. In the first place, the correspondent urged that the
announcement, "Passed by the National Board of Censorship," be barred from the curtains of the picture theaters,
declaring it is a "cruel deception" and conveys a false impression. "As you probably know," says the writer, "the
board leaves the duty of visiting film manufacturing plants
to a sub-committee, and of the sub-committee only one or
two members
may be present."
* * *
This statement of the correspondent is absolutely false.
Tn the first place, the board sits in session and passes upon
films that are sent to their meeting place and projected upon
a screen so that they may be amply inspected and commented upon before they are placed upon the market.
Neither the board nor any of its committees, or sub-committees, visit the manufacturing plants for that purpose.
Secondly, there has been but one session of the Board when
there were less than five members present, and the small
attendance was due to a severe storm prevailing that day.
The next smallest attendance was eight members. At the
last session there were thirteen present, and at times as
many as twenty have been in attendance and passed upon
the pictures.
* * *
This "R. E. Piatt" betrays his prejudice when he (or she)
expresses an inability to understand why objection should
be made to giving the Mayor power to pass on films through
his own committee, "unless the objection comes from the
motion
picture trust."
The
correspondent
evidently
does

know,
or is holding
the truth in the bad
that
Board oi I en son passes upon filmi manufactured by
Independents as well as those of the Licensed manufacturers, and that both groups
r,i manuiact
Opd to the method ..1 censorship favored by "k. E. Piatt,"
or by an alderinanic
or police
board
01
Why?
Well, no better justification for opposition to the prop
change
can
be cited than
the revelations
made
by Mary
e and others before the ablermanic
in
mittee wordand Graft!
the district attorney.
It i-. better •
d in
one

* *

*

When I read letters to the public press like that of "R. E.
Piatt" I am impelled
to quote what
Martin
dreen,
01
the Evening
World
writers, says: "The fanatics are all extremists, and extremists
in
morals
are
constitutional
* * *
hypocrites."
The ordinance introduced last January by Mr. Folks for the
regulation of picture houses increases the seating capacity
to 600. The ordinance has been a subject of considerable
discussion in the newspapers the past week and among the
questions asked regarding it is one seeking information as
to why the ordinance was shelved last Spring. Some people
answer that it was on account of bitter fighting over a censorship clause; others say the large vaudeville interests
side-tracked it because its passage threatened their business.
Both explanations are correct to an extent. One of the most
prominent truths in connection with the matter is that the
small exhibitors were hoodwinked and double-crossed by
the real opponents of the measure. A number of the small
exhibitors wanted the seating capacity increased to 600.
They had money to invest in enlarging their places and
put their places and put themselves on better footing to
compete with the constantly increasing big picture houses.
The latter did not want the competition, but did not want to
show their hand in opposition to the proposed ordinance.
A well-known lawyer, who enjoyed the goodwill of the small
exhibitors, was selected as a missionary by the big interests
to go among "the small fry" and point out the disaster that
would come to them if the ordinance became a law. "WJiy."
said he, "the moment that ordinance is passed, the big fellows will put up a 600-house next door to you and wipe you
off the map. Even if you have the money and space for a
larger house, you cannot compete with those fellows. They
want the ordinance passed so they can wipe you out." It
can be readily imagined that the small exhibitors lost no
time in exerting their influence to have the ordinance beaten
or shelved, much to the gratification of the big fellows who
did not want any of the proposed enlarged houses in their
midst.

* *

*

One of the most important interviews of the past week
as to the purification of the motion picture business was
one had with the president of the children's society. His
views were chiefly upon improvement in the character of
films. He says censoring is not the proper means. He
thinks it is unconstitutional and there can be no more legal
authority to do it than there would be to censor the newspapers. His idea is to regulate the character of films by
law. Mr. Lindsay is a very able man, but it is extremely
doubtful that he could frame a law that would come within
a mile of establishing a standard that would be equitable
to all concerned. To justify his views he says that after
the enactment of such a law a person who saw a picture
calculated to impair the morals of a child could cause an
arrest, and if shown that the law had been violated, the
exhibitor could be punished and his license revoked. Mr.
Lindsay's sincerity and honesty of purpose is above question, but his views on this score cannot be concurred in.
If, as he thinks, the censorship of films is unconstitutional,
it would be far more just to amend the constitution and
make censorship national and legal than to place a h
mate and law-abiding exhibitor at the mercy of every impostor, blackmailer and thief who might enter his place.
No better measure could be devised to drive the exhibit
out of the business; in fact, ruin the business as a whole.
They would be subjected to constant persecution by persons
no more competent to pass upon the character of a film
from a moral standpoint than the "gunmen." The placing
of the power of censorship upon each individual cannot
1 from any |
view when
upon
that power
he can base a prosecution.
The temptation for abuse of that
- too great.
The jeopardy in which
the exhibitor
would be placed as a citizen is sufficient to knock the pi
from under Mr. Linds ty's suggestion.
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Doings at Los Angeles
Monopol Film Company Gets Busy — Large M. P. Interests
in Southern California — Reel Club Active — Brevities.
V. TAYLOR, of the Monopol Feature Film Co.,
SE.
who came here last week for the purpose of obtain • ing a location for a Southern California company,
found it within two days, entered into a lease for a piece of
property which pleased him, signed up contracts for the
erection of necessary buildings and hired a bunch of extra
people and went to work all within a week. The new studio
is located at 1339 Gordon Street, in Hollywood, only a block
from one of the Universal studios on one side and a couple
of blocks from the Kinemacolor studio on the other.
With Mr. Taylor came his wife, the new star leading
woman of the Monopol forces, who is known professionally
as Marion Leonard, and a large company of actors from
New York. Mr. Taylor has announced that the southern
California company is to do nothing but big features and
nothing less than three reels. The first production is already under way. Writers of photoplays are warned not
to waste stamps sending scripts to the address noted above
for the reason that the company has obtained motion picture rights for a long list of famous dramas and stories and
will be kept busy with these for at least a year.
Southern California Claims the Palm.
It is now claimed for Southern California that it is the
largest motion picture producing center in the world. There
are 35 legitimate motion picture companies of recognized
standing in the industry actively at work today in or near
Los Angeles. Another will arrive within the next thirty
days and four more are due within sixty days. It was only
a little more than a year ago that there were but seven
companies at work in this section, not counting those which
since then have died painless deaths. The total amount of
money which the various companies have invested in
Southern California is estimated to exceed $1,500,000. The
list includes the Biograph with one company here and another overdue; the Kalem with one company at Glendale
and another at Santa Monica; the Essanay with one company at Hollywood and another at Niles; the Selig with
four companies at Edendale; the Western Pathe at Edendale; the Powers with two companies and the Rex with
two companies, all four at Hollywood; the Bison with two
companies and the Nestor with three, all at Oak Crest; the
big Universal outdoor studio in the San Fernando valley;
the Vitagraph at Santa Monica; the Kaybee and the Broncho
with one company each at Santa Monica; the Keystone
with two companies at Edendale; the American with two
companies at Santa Barbara; the Kinemacolor with three
companies at Hollywood; the Monopol with one company
at Hollywood; the Ammex at San Diego; and the Egan
with four companies in Los Angeles.
Reel Club May Change Name.
The newly organized Reel Club of Los Angeles, consisting of men engaged in the producing end of the motion picture industry in Southern California, has obtained a clubhouse. A lease has been signed whereby it takes possession
jointly
with Street.
the Gamut
Club ofClub
the islatter's
building of
in
South Hope
The Gamut
an organization
professional musicians.
The name chosen on the spur of the moment for the new
motion picture organization has not met with the approval
of the members and in all probability it will be changed before the articles of incorporation, which are now being prepared, are filed with the Secretary of State. One objection
to the name Reel Club is that it suggests an organization of
fishermen.
Negotiations are now in progress with the Screen Club in
New York looking toward an affiliation of the Los Angeles
organization
with the New
York organization.
He Invaded the Holy of Hqlies.
The Kinemacolor Company lost a promising young actor
from its company this week under circumstances which deserve to be chronicled in the annals of the industry. It
would be cruel to name the unfortunate absentee.
The story itself has a prologue which tells of how Director
LeSaint. with half a dozen hired automobiles and sixty extra performers, made a long trip away from the studio to
take a bier scene in the field.
It was to be the big scene in a three-reel production and
when
LeSaint returned at nitrht he was enthusiastic over
the 600 feet of film that h id been exposed during the day.
Everything had gone smoothly.
It had been one of those
- when luck hovered at his side.
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The promising young actor had been Hired as an extra
in a scene which was being rehearsed in the studio under
another director.
Idle for a few moments and being of an inquiring turn
of mind, lie set out to explore the premises. A closed door
excited his curiosity and he entered. Another door confronted him and he opened that. There was a wild shriek
from inside which so alarmed the young man that he turned
and fled. He was not able to understand later why they
made so much fuss about the incident, or why every person connected with the institution, from David Miles, the
producer, down to the property man, should have taken
the liberty of discharging him. He had only interrupted
the developing of LeSaint's 600 feet of film and couldn't
see how a trilling delay could make any difference.
Brevities.
The fair Lillian Russell, if not the queen, at least the
dowager empress of musical comedy, is scheduled to arrive in Los Angeles the last day of this year to begin a
series of motion picture productions in connection with the
Kinemacolor Company. There will be several releases in
which she will impart the secrets of her beauty regimen
for the benefit of her sisters, and David Miles, under whose
direction she will work, is also figuring on putting on silent
reproductions of several of the past successes which contributed to her fame.
* * *
Mrs. Anita Hendrie Miles, photoplay editor of the
Kinemacolor Company, is experimenting with a system in
her department. She has placed a daily limit on the number
of scripts she will read. Fifty a day is her regular stunt
and since the supply far exceeds that number she has engaged an assistant to open the mail and select the 50 most
promising.
* * *
Billy Clune's
two-year
wrestling
with of
the how
city tall
authorities and the local courts overmatch
the issue
an electric sign ought to be has just ended in a decision in
his favor. It was more than two years ago that the city
council passed an ordinance providing that no electric sign
extend more than 35 feet above the top of any first class
building in the fire limits of the city. Clune has ordered
a sign for his Broadway motion picture theater which was
several feet over size and he went ahead and put it up
despite the ordinance. He submitted to technical arrest
and took the case into court. At the same time he opened
negotiations with the city council looking toward the passage of a more liberal ordinance. Since then the matter
has been kicked around artiong various sub-committees and
special commissions
until finally
the limit
council's
legislation
committee
has recommended
that the
be raised
from
35 to 60 feet. The case against Clune which has been continued from time to time pending final action by the council
probably now will be dismissed.
* * *
James Young Deer, director of the Western Pathe company at Edendale, is now on his way home after a trip to
New York, where he went on business for the company.
During his absence George Gebhart has been in charge
of the studio.
* * *
Frank Green, a local photoplay writer, rises to ask a
question. "When I send scripts to a photoplay editor for
his inspection I am required to .enclose return postage in
case it is rejected," he says. "Whenever a script is accepted the studio keeps the postage and sends me back
a contract to sign, but I have never found a company yet
that asends
for the
the studios
return tell
of us
thethat
contract.
It's
only
small postage
matter, but
it is mainly
on account of the principle involved that they insist on
return stamps accompanying scripts. What is the
difference?"
P. M. POWELL.
HOW TO PUT ON THE PASSION PLAY.
The Passion Play remains one of the great moving picture
classics. It is always seasonable, but at this time of the year
it is in special demand. If you are about to show it in your
theater you will get the benefit of years of experience by
ordering the little book, "How To Put On the Passion Play,"
prepared by W. Stephen Bush and printed by the Chalmers
Publishing Company. It contains valuable musical suggestions for the proper presentation of "Dante's Inferno," and
"The
likewise
Price Crusaders"
of each bookmay
is one
dollar. be had from the same source.
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cAivertising" for Exhibitors
Conducted by EPES

WINTHROP

All Pennant Winners.
THE

Gardella Theater, Oroville, Cal., sends a sample of a pennant that
is to be given out as a souvenir of their second anniversary some
time this month. The letterhead suggests that a green pennant is
the general trademark, since this design is embossed at the top of the
paper. The pennant itself is of green felt thirty inches long, with the
name of the theater and town in white fabric; the sort of pennant that
sells for a quarter or more at street fairs. It costs the house about fifteen
cents each and Manager C. E. Howard writes that they have had more
than a thousand calls for the pennant already since they have been booming the distribution by poster, newspaper advertising, slides and dodgers.
Fifteen cents seems to be a lot to spend for a souvenir, but the pennant
craze is upon us and nine-tenths of these really handsome flags are going
up on the walls of homes where they will hang, a year-round advertisement
for the theater. Surely fifteen cents is not much to pay for a year's advertising right in the home of a patron. Smaller flags in a lower grade
could be had for much less than this price, but Mr. Howard has the right
idea in getting something that will look well on the wall of the handsomest
den in town, for these flags are really desirable and the mail clerk almost
wept when he turned our sample over to us. If you are going to do
something, do it well.
It pays in the long run.

From the Arcade.
The Arcade Theater, Tientsin, contributes only one sample this week,
a special folder for "The Glass Coffin" with a four-page insert of halftones.
The folder is chocolate paper done in black ink, and frames up very effectively. Did you ever get together with your printer over some special bit
of work? We think the manager of the Arcade must spend a lot of time
in the composing room of the Tientsin Press, but he gets results and it is
largely because he does get results that he is able to celebrate anniversaries
where all other ventures in North China have not lasted a year out.

Inspection by Invitation.
A. P. Dickinson, of the
sends a very tine invitation
It is printed from a copper
invites to an inspection and
and the latter from 7:00 to

Nutlcy Amusement Company, Nutley, N. J.,
card to an inspection of the Park Auditorium.
plate on heavy card with a fabric finish and
exhibition, the former between 2:30 and 4:00
10:00.
He explains:

I call it inspection night because some folks feel hurt If they do
not manage to be present at an opening night, and on the other
hand we are having an invitation affair because there are a great
many people who will attend our inspection who never have been
in a motion picture theater before. They have seen the pictures
at Proctor's and in other vaudeville theaters, but never in a picture
theater. They will come to an invitation night where they could
not be tempted to an opening. . From the start we are making our
appeal to the very best people in town; best both socially and
morally. The town has heretofore been antagonistic and it has
taken a great deal of educational work to bring them to a receptive
mood. We have the support of the Women's Club and educational
bodies and have arranged to follow the public lectures this winter
withthefilms
from Mrs. Dolese's department, using the same subjects
as
lectures.

Good Work.
Persons who mentally group the dives and the picture theaters under the
same head are likely to be surprised at the receipt of a copper plate card
of invitation, and they'll be won over, but even better is the idea of supplementing the public lectures with the films appropriate to the subjects
lectured upon. Here is a splendid opportunity to drive home the educational value of the pictures in a way that will be profitable to management
and the public alike. It is work such as 'this that banishes the old disrepute in which the pictures were held and places them in their proper
classification. The films will be talked about at the lecture and brought to
the attention of the audience in a way that will draw them to the house.
We wish Mr. Dickinson all the success he deserves — and he deserves a
lot for his plan of campaign. The house will be a ten-cent admission, with
music occasionally, but no vaudeville.
Mr. Dickinson wants to know about the New Handbook. It should be
from the press by the time this gets into print, and it will be found worth
waiting for. The delay has been occasioned by a double proofreading and
the unexpected bulk of the volume, but it is off the press now and will be
delivered in a few days.

Lots on It.
On a sheet eight by nine Lou Wittman, of the Star Theater, Hamilton, Ohio, not only gets a seven-day program that does not seem unduly
crowded, but has the space for a display advertisement of Monte Cristo.
The sheet is folded twice to make a six-page leaflet. On one side In
three columns appears the weekly program and on the other one-third of
the space forms the cover and a six by six advertisement of the feature
reel for the following week takes up the remaining
two-thirds.
A careful choice of type and the use of a brief line or full description
as may be most expedient gives the suggestion of amplitude rather than
economy of space.
Poor proofreading stands against the printer, but the

SARGENT

idea is distinctly good.
A little six-point type, some seven and eight point
me few lines in larger sizes produce
a sort of optical illusion
1. You 1. in do a lot of juggling
with type if you "git next" the foreman and get him interested. Printers,
as a rule, are a bunch of mighty nice chaps if you go at them right.
Off and on we've stood on the editorial make-up side of the stone for
twenty-one years and we never yet saw a grouch we couldn't break up
into smiles by not putting on airs or asking impossibilities.

How

Should We Know?

Harry Marsey sends in a small one-page slip from the Happy Hour Theater, Buffalo. It is on yellow paperMary
with a huge red question mark on the
front and in black the question:
What
to
Happened
at the
HappyNovember
Hour
Tuesday,
26.
We don't know what happened to Mary at the Idle Hour
on November 26, but we imagine that a lot of Buffalonians went to find out, for
the leaflet is striking and effective.
Red on yellow always
works up
effectively, particularly with some black to back it up, and the form of
the question will catch the eye more quickly than some arrangement
of
the phrase following
more
conventional
lines.
The only other wording
is the explanation
that this is the fifth of the series, "A Letter to the
Princess."
What Happened
to Mary may be worked up in many
ways.
Send in what you have done with it.

Winstock Again.
Melvin G. Winstock sends a clipping of the report of the meeting of
the State hederation of Women's Clubs for Oregon. The morning session was held in the People's Theater, and Mr. Winstock made an address
in which he pointed out the good that the pictures can do, aided by three
illustrative reels. There were delegates from every town in the state
and they all went home with a better idea of the pictures. Mr. Winstock
writes:
,
Enclosed
please find a clipping which does not in any way
do justice to the occasion.
Representatives
from every city and
town in this state were at this gathering, and the audience
was
very attentive, appreciative, and demonstrative.
I did not insist
upon
rigid censorship.
I agreed heartily with the plan which
I have fathered for the last two years, which is Voluntary Censorship, of a Board
composed
of representatives
of the various
Clubs and Societies, and they sit with us every morning
and
act in a suggestive and advisory capacity.
The Chairman of this
Committee
gave a very good talk and complimented
us on the
sincerity with which we had co-opcrsted, and spoke depreciatingly
of those who had not played fair. Then followed my talk, which
was rather extensive on the question of Motion Pictures in general.
We are not in favor of that local censorship
idea because one never
can tell when
the idea will "turn out to be a
along for months or years, but there is certain
censoring becomes
arbitrary and unreasonable.
is amply able to censor his own films and a
do the other sort no good.
It is a thing well

boomerang.
It may run
to come a time when the
The intelligent manager
voluntary
censorship
will
let alone.

Rather Neat.
Mr. E. L. Blanchard,
of the People's Theater, Sunbury,
Pa., sends a
of white
in which very effective v.
advertisement
newspaper
The
columns.
two
across
space. The advertisement drops six inches
name of the house appears at the top in white against a black background. The remainder of the advertisement is a series of four
set in a light six-point gothic and boxed in with one-point rule. There
is a thirty-point space between each box and the lines are thrown into
relief in a manner that for a change is vastly more effective than the
usual black face type. We cannot indicate the make-up of the advertisement, but reproduce these lines, which may suggest something to others.
DON'T

FAIL

NINETFEN
(THIS

OF

TO

THE

TAKE
IN
WEEK.

THE
BIGGEST
ATTRACTION
THIS
EVENING.

TWELVE
OLYMPIC
GAMES
AT
STOCKHOLM,
SWEDEN.
IN THREE REELS.
PICTURE
LASTS
ONE
HOUR
IN ITSELF).

VIT \GRAPH— "HIS
LORDSHIP
THE
VALET"
WINS
A
DOLTHOUSAND
ONE
AND
THE OCEAN
ACROSS
TRIT
L\RS
BESIDES;
HAS
A LOT
OF
FUN
DOING
IT AND
WINS A PRETTY GIRL IN THE BARGAIN.
WE

INVITE
YOU
TO TAKE
A TRIP
NA VN'D THE
FLOWERY
KINGDOM
WILL BE BACK
IN TWENTY

WITH
US TO CHIOF THE
MIKODO;
MINUTES.

THE
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Making It Known.
Frank Montgomery has been booming the Bernhardt pictures with full
page advertisements and offers about the best work he has done in this
line. We have before us a page from the Dayton Journal. We are indim-. 1 to tlimk that the text is a bit crowded where there is so much
white space at the top, but Montgomery advertisements are all solid reading and this adheres to the tradition.
At the top is a large portrait of Mr. Montgomery himself, for his
face and name are his trademark. There is a large cut of Mme. Bernhardt
and smaller cut*, of the local manager with a frame of repeated titles
and
player-.' names similar to that reproduced in this department not
long ago.
The top line is "So high as a tree aspires to grow, so high will it find
an atmosphere suited to it." Then follows a characteristic Montgomery
talk. It is earnest, honest and sincere and good for you to read whether
you can use it or not.
Here it is:
,
Read the above line over again and then just stop and think —
think — let it work down deep in your brain and after you have
fully re alized what it means, let me say to you
••THAT
LINE
IS MY
MOTIVE
POWER"
Without that thought I would be as a ship without a sail. A man,
if he pulls himself together, is able to steer the ship of life and
dominate the rudder, but it takes motive power to make the ship
advance,
and that little line is what helps me.
THAT THOUGHT IS WHAT MAKES MONTGOMERY WIN

MONTGOMERY.

YOUR

MATESTIC

THEATER

Novel

Box

Two

Styles.

Mr. Bleich seems to believe in printer's ink, and newspaper advertising
as the best way to use the ink. He has two styles of advertisement —
a cross-page, three or four inches deep, across the bottom of a page, and a
two-column panel without display.
One of the latter reads:

What you need is a little mental recreation. You want to
forget your business and bothers, and the best way to do so is to
pick yourself up and come to the "Empress." An hour spent here
will just fresh you up wonderfully.
Bother an old picture show, maybe you say. That's all right.
If moving pictures don't interest you, it's probably because you
have seen only "bum" ones put on improperly, or else you have
formed an idea that they are intended for people inferior. My,
but you've lots to learn if such thoughts as these are in your head.
The kind of moving pictures and the way they are put on at
the "Empress" are not like others. I will guarantee to make
you see this form of amusement in a different way if you will
come to my theater.
Consider just a moment. I offer you over an hour of recreation and entertainment for 10 cents. Perhaps you imagine yourself a spendthrift when you "loosen up" to the extent of a dime.
Do you give any thought to the many dimes you spend during
the day for little fleeting indulgences?
You don't.
Well, you are cheating yourself by missing the good shows I
am providing, and it's high time you changed up a little. Try
the panacea I offer for mental relief— come out tonight. No

IS SO

ENJOYABLY COZY"
The same thing applies to the box seats. I don't charge extra
for them to my regular patrons, and all you have to do to prove
that you are a regular patron is to buy a dollar's worth of admissions at once. This gives you a coupon, admitting you to
Montgomery's
Majestic ten times, with free use of the boxes.
THE WHOLE TRUTH OF THE MATTER IS THIS:
In every trade, business or profession you will find a representative person; that man excels; and it is the thought and worry
he applies to his business that makes him stand out pre-eminently
in his class. To be a leader in any line requires deep thought,
and thought causes worry, and worry causes gray hairs, and
therefore
I say to you:
"THE GRAY HAIR TELLS THE STORY"
Some men devote a few hours a day to studying your wants,
but the man who lies awake nights figuring out an advantage
for you is the man who wins out in the long run. I worry over
every detail of my performances, and one of my greatest thoughts
is to secure features which will be particularly suited to my
patronage. With this particular thought in mind I have booked
a production
which
I consider
THE
GREATEST
PICTORIAL
PRODUCTION
SINCE
THE
ADVENT
OF
THE
PHOTOPLAY.
There follows the descriptive matter and then an offer to refund
admission
of any person who is dissatisfied, and since Montgomery
trons know he means
it when
he says it, it clinches the matter.

any of my stuff is worthy of use by others I place it at their disposal cheerfully.
One line that catches the eye reads:
"Not a new feature, but new to those who have missed seeing it in
the past." It has reference to "A Tale of Two Cities," now more than
two years old, but as good now as when it was first produced. Don't miss
a good thing because someone else had it six months or a year ago. Evans
and Hoey played "A Parlor Match" fourteen years, and we saw it every
year. There are a lot of last year's films that we would be glad to see
again, and there are others who feel the same way about it. Why not dig
up some of the old hits and play them back?
Another advertisement reads: "Not new. This is the original production made a year or more ago. If you have seen it, you will enjoy it over
again.
If you have never seen it, don't miss this opportunity."

A SIMPLE REMEDY FOR THE "GRUMPS."
Have you got 'em? They afflict you mostly in the evenings
when
you
of the day. sit around the house, with your mind on your affairs

Some people say: "Montgomery, you're too much of an idealist,
and ideals are expensive." Are they right? I firmly contend
that they are not. Did you ever know a man who put all his
time and thoughts to doing things right to lose in the end?
There are many things which I do in the interests of my patrons,
which I need not do and, perhaps, if I never did them they
wouldn't be missed. For instance, take the "Ladies' Parlor" at
my Majestic Theater.
I never heard of any great amount of hue and cry being raised
before I conceived the idea of spending a little money to make
the patrons of a picture theater comfortable, because such theaters did not afford a parlor for the ladies, which commanded
a view of the screen. But, after I added it, how many, many
ladies said:
"MR.

WORLD

fixing up necessary
P. S. — Bring

toYours
go toforthe wholesome
"Empress."amusement,
GEO. A. BLEICH.
your wife along.
THE

EMPRESS.

Note that postscript.
It's a good thing to play up in your
It gets you solid with the women
and right-minded men.

advertising.

Here is a letter from Mr. F. E. Rutter, of the Odeon, Bellefontaine.

Says "Not So."

Ohio. We give Mr. Rutter's denial. We have not the publication at
hand, but we very distinctly recall some blank pages and are willing to
compromise on the advertising, though it is our recollection that there
was some house advertising.
Mr. Rutter says:

the
pa-

Scheme.

The scheme of offering the boxes free to those who take ten tickets
at a time is a novel one. If the offer is too liberally accepted it might
be well to qualify with an if to the effect that there must be room in
the boxes, but it is a good scheme for getting the people to come regularly and the possession of such a coupon is viewed with pride by a
lot of people who see in it an intimate connection with the house. If
you can erect a loyal clientele you will never have to worry about paying
your bills. And here is a point in passing. For the Bernhardt engagement the admission was advanced to twenty-five cents, but the holders
of box coupons did not surrender their rights. They were entitled to
the boxes without extra charge other than the admission. It's a small
point on paper, but it's a big one in the mind of the regular patron who
would not relish being thrust aside on a special night were that to be
done. Two reels in addition to the four parts of "Queen Elizabeth"
were shown each day in addition to the musical program, the other subjects being changed
daily the three days the special remained.
To show that it was a draw there was a news cut picturing the crowd
attracted to the Atlanta house when the picture was shown there.

More Bleichisms.
George A. Bleich, whose work has recently been extensively mentioned
in this column, semis in some more stuff now that his Empress Theater,
Owcnsboro, Kentucky, has been opened. He writes:
I should give your department in The Moving Picture World
credit for a good many ideas obtained. For instance you will notice "A Show You Would Tal ( Your Mother to See." That was
lifted from some
other exhibit
through
your department.
If

Many thanks for the kind words about the Odeon News, but
you made a slight mistake. You said that it was a 20-page paper
and that some pages were blank, while others were devoted to
advertising. There are no blank pages and not a word of advertising in it, although I could make it a very profitable investment
if I would take all the advertising matter that has been offered.
I cater only to the very best people, and get them, too. and
would not think of intruding a lot of paid advertisements upon
them. It is a rare occurrence with me to even use the screen
for advertising my own program, but I do lots of newspaper
and personal advertising, aiming to never over-estimate any picture. In this way I have that when I do advertise something
special the public has confidence in every word that I say about it.
We

do not see why Mr. Rutter should not carry a little paid advertising in his little book. In these days of the popular magazines it is
clearly understood that the advertisements pay for the material given the
reader, and only this last issue the American changed its form to get a
make-up that would give all advertisers the coveted "next to pure reading
matter" position. If we had a house we would make limited but effective
use of slides for our own attraction, though we should not use the material of outside advertisers. Mr. Rutter is sending a copy of the second
issue, which will be commented upon later.

A
The
poster.

Special American Poster.

American
is issuing a special three-sheet
The top sheet carries the wording:
"The American Film Mfg. Co.

frame

for

a

one-sheet

Flying
A
presents
a Feature
at this theater."
The bottom sheet carries the well-known winged A and between is space
for a one-sheet in an ornamental frame. Frames for general subjects
are to be had of the advertisers' supply companies, but this enables the
American to be specially played up.
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to t .ike a sheet of typewriter pap 1 Paste up on these sheets, number
the pages and bind them with Mcf.iil fasteners, Write the name of tome
company on each envelope and file the information maide. The cover might
also carry the address, the average lepitb of time' it lakes them to read
and the prices received.

*Be PHOTOPLAYWRIGHT

Conducted by Epeh Winthrop

Here's

Oversensitive.

Sargem.t

S. T. Again.

HERE'S Steve Talbot once more and as usual he has something to say
that is something, though, he wrongs us grieviously when he says
that we have only hinted at single spacing. We've told time and
again in this and the inquiry department that most directors like single
spacing and that the editors arc more or less evenly divided on the subject.
As the director is the man we want to please we do single spacing. Bannister Merwin double spaces and we do not know wuat Mr, Harris does.
Most regulars use the single space because it looks more business-like. We
use one page for the synopsis, scene plot and cast and from one to three
pages for the action, according to length.
Now comes Mr. Talbot:
Prompted by your statement that a script should not exceed five
pages, I wrote you some time ago that my scripts ran to from six
to fourteen pages. I neglected to state that I was in the habit of
double spacing everything. 'Ibis was some months ago. Now, my
longest pbotoplaj docs not exceed seven pages — I single space
everything. 1 tut this change has not come about through any advice or direct information from anyone. I am a steady reader of
this department. "The Photoplay Author," "The Photoplaywright,"
"The Dramatic Mirror," "Photoplay Magazine," "Motion Picture
Story Magazine," and "Telegraph," and in none of them have I
ever read a word which would give me a hint as to whether single
or double spacing is most desirable, except this department, and I
can only credit it with the vaguest of hints. But a succession of
vague, hints gave me the idea that single spacing is customary and
so I do it now — and get my stuff down to the five page limit. I
might mention, incidentally, that since I have done so, my scripts
have received better consideration and I have at hand three requesta for more scenarios — one from a company which is repeatedly
referred to, as "not buying from outsiders." To tell the truth. I
don't know yet, whether Bannister Merwin, Epes W., Hugh King
and ethers who sell, single or double space their "sellers," but
have arrived at the conclusion that the former is "it" by my sysUm of filing hints and information culled from the above mentioned publications.
I see frequent reference, in this department, to "my card index,"
"my files." etc. I must confess that I have not yet arrived at
that enviable stage, where I feel the necessity of having a card index, linen envelopes (printed or otherwise), catalogues of releases,
or the other elaborate arrangements I have seen described here;
but I have a system of keeping in touch with the market that may
commend
itself to others.
Here it is:
I have a book of about two hundred pages (it was "The Life of
McKinley" before I started to write photoplays, and had six hundred pages), I cut two pages out, to within an inch of the binding,
between every two pages left intact. Then I assigned a double
page (two facing each other), to each film manufacturing company, by cutting out their name, address, and trade mark from
some trade paper, and pasting at top of left hand page. I find
that I have now, ten pages devoted to the Licensed companies
(use one double page for the two Kleine companies and same for
the two Pathes), twelve for Film Supply and thirteen for Universal. Also a Kinemacolor and Arrow page. The rest of the book,
I fill with matter from this column, classified under twenty headings— "Submitting the Manuscript"; "The Synopsis"; "Plots," etc.
On each company page, I paste all matter I run across pertaining
to that company's activities, wants, etc. For instance, my "Majestic" page starts off with an article from The World, headed "Majestic Wants Split-reel Comedies." Next is an article from this
column — "Hoadley For Majestic." Then an advertisement from the
Photoplay Magazine, for scenarios. Then an article fron- Gordon
Trent's Gossip (Sunday Telegraph), mentioning the photoplays that
Herbert Prior has written, and an announcement of the engagement of Robert Goodman as author and producer. On the opposite
page I paste each week's list of the company's releases. If I get a
rejection from a company, I paste the slip to one of the inch tabs
(left after cutting out pages between), and write on it, the name
of story, date submitted and returned. So, with each rejection, 1
have a new page to use in case the matter gathered is so voluminous as to require more than two pages— paste it on the back of
the rejection slip. My Reliance department covers six pages now,
owing to the numerous rejections from that company. My Bison,
or Spencer department, covers six pages, owing to the abundance of
news published regarding the changes in the New York M. P. Co.
My Lubin takes up lots of room owing to the size of their slip,
but I have each slip pretty well plastered with "Sayings of McCloskey," lists of releases, etc.
This book is only about eight months old, but I think it would
surprise you to look through it and see the amount of information
it contains.
I consider it the best hook of instruction and up-todate information for a photoplaywright "in the ring," taking it as
such, and it only takes up a space on my desk, 9x6x4 inches.
The scrap book idea is a good one. but we think that the ideal arrangement for those who lack a six hundred page Life of McKinley would be
a loose leaf book and cover. One of a proper size would cost two or three
dollars but would be worth the money in the long run.
If you do not
want to make so heavy an investment get a pack of envelopes large enough

We've
been asked to express an opinion on this question.
A novice sold a script to a licensed company last spring. It has not
yet been produced. She thinks that honesty requires that she return the
money since it was evident that the script was of no value.
There are few writers who will refund money for work not used and
we see no reason why they should. If an editor accepts a script he knows
precisely what he is buying. If he has made an error of judgment he or
his company should sustain the loss, not the writer who sold the story in
good faith.
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It's the same way in photoplay studios. A story may be taken an.]
never used for any one of a d
us.
It may have been made by
some director who did not get the value out of the story. Perhaps it lies
on the shelf to be taken down s„me day and remade. Perhaps it is
being held for some favorable opportunity to get certain scenes. Perhaps
it was bought because its release would hurt some subject already made,
or it might have been purchased because it suggested some entirely different play to the editor. If you sell a story you have completed a transaction. It is up to the studio to get its money back from it. We know
one studio that has held half a dozen scripts for more than three years
through no fault of the author.

Saving Words.
We are not in favor of a parsimony of words, but on the other hand
we do not believe in using a line to tell what can be told in a fraction of
that space. To the director the script is little more than a memorandum of
the action and he cannot wade through half a page of single spaced typewriting for a single scene. He wan-s something that can be read almost at
a glance and will favor the short script, provided it is fully informative.
The other day a correspondent to whom we loaned a script wrote that
we had given in two words a stage direction for which she had used nine
and we had conveyed the idea more clearly, at that. Now she is studying
condensation. If you cannot fully explain yourself in less than nine words
do not use the two and leave the editor to guess the rest, but if you can
make two words tell as much as ten, do not write the extra eight. The
shorter the script, if the story is all told, the more favorable impression
it makes on editor and director because it argues the trained writer and
the trained writer argues good work.
Take some old script. Pick out the longest scene and sec how many
words you can cut out without destroying the complete sense. If you
work slowly and painstakingly you'll be surprised at the .vords you can
leave
out; you
probably
for directness
another play,
and you'll
find that ofat plot.
the
same time
have enough
gained in
of action
and clearness
You're likely to get the action so condensed that you can see the faults
yourself, for it is easier to pick out the flaws that stand out in all their
nakedness than when they are bundled up in a mass of useless words that
confuse you even more than they do the director. Condensing the script is
one way to expand the bank account.

Not the Right Spirit.
We got a letter the other day from a man who wanted someone to put
his plots into plays. He wrote: "The plot comes easy, but I find the writing hard work. Can you put me in touch with someone who can do this
for me on a sharing basis?"
Probably the writer thinks he is a photoplaywright, but he isn't and never
will be until he is willing to work and work hard and long. If you really
are a writer, the work is part of the fun. There is a real joy in writing,
and it's fine to sit back and feel that you have done something well.
Primarily we write photoplays because we can and because we like to see
Ira Lowery's signature at the bottom of a check, but we like the work.
We don't feel so much that it is work. If you go at a play in the right
spirit it is like putting a jigsaw puzzle together. They are out of fashion
now, but do you remember the time when you used to swear that a piece
had dropped on the floor and was lost because there was nothing in sight
that would fit that hole? And then all of a sudden some piece of a shape
wholly unlike that you were looking for bobbed up and made the snuggest
kind of a fit ?
Photoplay writing is a jigsaw puzzle of words and situations instead of
wooden shapes. You'll be ready to swear that there isn't a scene in your
imagination that will fit in this particular spot, and then, all of a sudden
you get the inspiration and you grin at the action and feci proud of your
creation. Every photoplay is a puzzle, a puzzle of how to make the best
possible use of your material. If you look at it in that light it is not
work at all — it's play.
It's the same with everything else that is worth while. You must work
and work hard to win and if you have not the heart for work you never
will be more than a miserable failure, but if you put your heart into your
work, the work becomes play, the burden rolls from your shoulders and
you take pride in creation. If you dig a ditch dig the best ditch possible;
dig a better ditch than anyone else ever dug, or if you cannot, do the best
you can and study constantly to improve your work. If you write a play,
put the best of you into every script. If it takes a week, give a week to it
willingly and cheerfully. If it takes three days, give three days. The time
will come when you can rattle them off if you keep at it long enough.
You cannot take the same pride in the work of another. An/one can
form a plot. We used to have an office boy who could give us a short story
plot as quickly as we cou'.d form one ourselves, but he couldn't write one
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to save his life, and he knew it II- writing stories now because he was
not content to merely supply someone else with plot! He worked to perfect himself and he's drawing royalties from half a dozen vaudeville
sketches because he wasn't afraid of hard work but was willing to buckle
down and labor until practice lightened his labor and then made it play.
He had no fluency of diction, no smoothness of phr.i
i a a grammar school education, but he had imagination and a willingness to go
home after a hard day's work and hustle along on a story.
Mi had the right spirit, ambition and a willingness to pay in labor for his
achievement. Don't be content to be a tipster. Be a worker. It's worth
while but you won't know how well worth the while it is until your hardly
earned success comes to you. That's one of the things that cannot be
put into words.

Sound Sense.
There is a lot of sound sense in this letter from B. Franklin Townsly.
It is rather long and it deals with a subject that has been hammered
out time and again, but if the free lances could know how close to the
edge many of tin- studios are, they would be as insistent as this writer.
The dog-in-the-manger incompetent is spoiling the market by unwarranted abuse of the men with whom he seeks to do business. More
and more the competent writer is being assured a certainty to the exclusion of the free lance and if this puppy barking of the school manufactured genius isn't stopped, the gates are going to be shut and stay
shut against the outsider who piles his bromidic effusions into the
studios and then raises a row when he gets them back. Editors are not
sending back good stories that fit that studio's style of production. They
want them; they welcome the good new writer like a letter from home
with a check in it, but they are tired of the yapping of the novice who
is certain that his scripts are good because some school professor who
knows no more of real photoplay needs than he does, told him so.
If you can't write, don't make the way hard for those who can. Now
listen to Mr. Townsly:
Why it is some fellows cannot use a little common everyday
horsesense and figure things out for their own benefit? All this
raving about the treatment received from the editors isn't going
to help matters for the "down-trodden, unfortunate and mistreated" script writers, who are endeavoring to better conditions
from a money standpoint. It could be bettered somewhat, I will
admit. But if all this continues much longer, it will become tiresome to the manufacturers. When they get to that point, it will
mean that the market will be closed permanently to outside scripts.
Then we can politely go torot, as far as they are concerned. I
do not mean this as a lecture, but I would despise myself, if I
sat with folded hands and watched some other cuss "spill the
beans" on a good thing, without a word. Yes, a good thing.
The photoplaywright profession is an art, also a Godsend, to lots
of poor devils who have more brains than pocketbook — and to
some who have neither. If you were an artist, would you write
to papers, articles containing knocks about your patrons, who
bought your best efforts, even at their own price; a price which
gave your bread and butter? Figure out how long you would
have that bread to butter. A slice from the loaf is better now
than none at all in the future. For future there will be for the
manufacturers. But with the market closed, how long will we
last? They know the screen and market value along with several
others unknown to us, better than we do. Give them credit for
knowing more than we do when we get our scripts back. That
is why they are the editors. Some editors do not know it all, but
the manufacturers give them the benefit of the doubt — why
shouldn't we? I hate to have a script turned down, but I would
rather have that to happen, than have it accepted, produced and
placed on the screen for me to see how really rotten it was,
knowing then, I had not given value received.
After a few more get on the blacklist, they will cut it out.
With the market closed against them, they'll naturally have to
write for their own fool pleasure. Something is bound to happen sooner or later. I have put two and two together, and the
answer isn't three, five or seven. It means finis to a good profession for the freelance. I have had as many scripts refused as
the next one. I have never inquired for one although it lay out
to one firm for three months or more. But when I did hear from
it, it wasn't what I had sent out by a long shot. And I received
as perfect an apology as a free lance could wish or dream for —
along with the check. They stated what they wanted, and I have
managed to get them two a month for the past four months,
and all were accepted. I studied my market. If I wrote out of
their style, the others got a chance at it, not the one. They
stated what they wished from me and I am not anxious to spoil
a good market.
We are the Keystone, you might say. The ones depended on
mostly by the market to furnish sensible ideas, which will bring
in the bacon to the exhibitors. Ever figure out how much Mr.
Exhibitor has to say about your ideas? If licensed pictures do
not fill his cash-drawer, he figures the independent pictures will.
The exhibitor, manufacturer and the free-lance form the market
triangle of picturedom. If one doesn't fit the other, there is
apt to be a change at either angle. If you can get the ideas
that will cause an audience to grip each other, or the arms of
the seats, you have caused them to talk about your idea and a
betterment of conditions will result for all in the triangle. If
you "have a well-founded grievance; something to make the kick
go home, I say make it. Hut these petty howls that are raised
each week are not going to better conditions any more than they
are at present — and they might become a great deal worse in the
future. A good many of these kickers who are looking for sympathy themselves need a kick .'ell placed.
Let us all work for better ideas for the screen and see how it
works for awhile.
The ideas of yesterday are gone, soon to be
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hackneyed.
Tomorrow is coming — perhaps — if '■' does it will bring
newer and better ideas with it. I say grab I
"tin or
Hitter" by and store them.
I do not want to be set up as a "kno
My ideas
have made the "bacon"
for me, so why not for someone else.

Getting

It Right.

The other, day, when the four informers in the Becker cs-leased
from jail, the technical charges on which they had been held were withdrawn before the committing magistrate. In photoplay they would have
been run'Out of jail by some turnkey with no formality whatever. In
spite of all that has been said on this subject, there are. scores of stories
in the studios each week in which the wrongfully convicted man is bounced
from the jail with scant ceremony, or the wrongfully accused person is
shot out of the station house with no more formality than a muttered
"Git!"
There are two ways of getting out of jail if you have been wrongfully
convicted. You may be pardoned by the Governor and have your rights
as a citizen restored, or an attorney may move to reopen the case before
the court. If a man has been charged with a crime and has not had a
hearing he cannot be discharged without a court appearance, when the
charge will be withdrawn.
These simple legal facts are so well known that it is astonishing that
writers do not follow these very simple rules. If you don't know, ask
someone who does, but get it right.

We

James Dayton

wrote Richard Willis for his photograph for the gallery of Photoplay editors and he sent back a portrait of James Dayton, who is doing
the reading for the Pacific Coast division of the Universal Company.
Unlike the eastern sections, the Los Angeles companies do not depend
upon tame authors, but are in the market for good outside material.
There
are sections from several of the eastern stjdios and the Nestor

MR. JAMES

DAYTON.

and Bison, which are essentially western, notwithstanding the fact that
some of the house organs credit Nestor with still being in Bayonne, N. J.
This is Mr. Dayton's picture. You can frame it or make faces at it
according to how your scripts fare in the west.
Mr. Dayton was formerly a member of the Selig staff and is not
only a writer but an actor of some note. He stands six feet two and Mr.
Willis adds that he has a very sunny temperament.
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"TOLL GATE RAIDERS" (Kalcm), December 12.— There's a good deal
of fresh historical interest in this picture of Kentucky at the time of the
toll contentions. When the country was first being opened up, highways
were constructed by private corporations which levied tolls every few miles.
This was but a form of special privilege, ah old world, undemocratic practice, that soon incensed the common people who had to pay the price. The
trouble was not confined to Kentucky; New York had its share with other
states. The incident pictured in this offering, is melodramatic. The raiders
have set the toll house on fire and by chance, not only the keeper's daughter
but the daughter of the road's chief owner is in danger and both are rescued from the flames by a young lawyer. Without doubt it was taken in the
very place of the story and the photography is clear enough. The players
are pleasing and their work fair. As an offering it is better than the
average.
"THE PROSPECTOR" (Essanay), December 12. — Crude western life as
a setting for a story seems becoming pretty barren ground. When fertilized
by a good scenario, a producer can still raise a good picture on it. This
offering lacks a fresh or very interesting idea and we fear to commend it
very highly as entertainment; its crude happenings have been pictured too
often.
It is very well acted.
"GLIMPSES OF THE BALKAN WAR TERRITORY" (Eclipse). December 11. — This offering is sure to be watched for and is well worth seeing. For the most part, it deals with Bosnia, a province that Austria helped
herself to a year or so ago, but it also gives some excellent views of Constantinople from along the water front. The photography is good and especially the jiosnian scenes give a very fair idea of the inhabitants. An
instructive and very valuable offering.
"A SUNDAY AFTERNOON IN RURAL ENGLAND" (Edison), Dec.
IX, — Unfortunately the photography in this picture is not up to the standard. Some of the views are clear and show the misty dream-like atmosphere
said to be peculiar to English country scenes; but some are too dark to
'give much idea of the land.
"BATE'S DECREE" (Pathe), Dec. 11.— A pleasing but not strongly
dramatic picture of hacienda life in Mexico. Its backgrounds are a patio
with ferns, palms and fountains, a flight of stone steps or a garden path
flooded with sunlight and one or two interiors, perfectly set and trimmed,
and it is played in rich brocaded costumes. The owner of the hacienda
has found his wife in the arms of a friend and has turned her out of the
house. She was not very guilty and is now living in a cottage not far
away. Their child, a very pleasing little girl, is lonely and falls sick.
This brings about a reconciliation. The producer has skillfully handled
his material and the offering will probably be liked.
"THE WONDERFUL ONE HORSE SHAY" (Lubin), Dec. 10.— Once
Oliver Wendell Holmes in a jocular mood wrote of a wonderful shay that
went for a hundred years and then suddenly crumbled up as though it had
been in the mill and ground. This Lubin comedy, which doesn't give us
the history of the contraption, introduces it and the catastrophy, which we
see has an important effect on the outcome of a love story. As for this
story, it is made fresh by little things, like the shay for instance; for in
outline it isn't new. Mrs. George B. Walters carries off nearly all the
honors as the widow. Her daughter has just eloped. She is following
the pair in the shay, which is owned by one of her own swains, who at
present is more favored than his rival, her daughter's new father-in-law.
The shay goes to pieces and this changes the complexion of the whole
situation.
It's a very fair offering, well photographed
and pleasing.
"THE RANGER AND HIS HORSE" (Selig), Dec. 10.— William Duncan,
author and producer of this picture, deserves much credit. He, himself plays
the ranger, the leading role, and has made an offering that keeps all eyes
glued to the screen. It is thoroughly romantic without being luridly melodramatic and its value as entertainment is much enhanced by the smooth
and natural way the scenes come out and by the skill with which natural
peculiarities of its backgrounds are used to create a feeling of mystery.
Myrtle Stedman plays the heroine, captive of a band of outlaws. Lester
Cunio is the chief desperado. The ranger, posing as a badman, gets in
with the band and with the help of his horse effects one of the most sensational of rescues. Rex de Rosselli plays the girl's father. It's a much
better picture than the synopsis would lead one to expect.
"THE CAPTURE OF MR. SOFTY BEATIT" (C. G. P. C), Dec. 13.—
One of those trick films full of absolutely incomprehensible doings and
brim full of laughter.
"THE APPLE INDUSTRY IN WASHINGTON" (C. G. P. C),
13- — And this on the same reel is a very instructive subject and one
will be more than welcome in many places. So many people, it is
have made fortunes from apples that we all are interested in how
done.
This shows a good deal.
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"THE ERROR OF OMISSION" (Essanay), Dec. 13— Many things are
possible in real life that are much too improbable for use in fiction. As
Mark Twain said, and we can afford to repeat it again, "Truth has the
advantage over fiction, for fiction has to seem true." The idea behind this
farce comedy doesn't convince us enough to be truly amusing.
In it, for

lack of a birth certificate, a boy
from one difficulty to another;
he is refused idmil
the truant oflielie lose-, lii^ lir-t vote; ia denied
> mai
It the sole
record his father left only on the back of a dog license.
Perhaps someone
disgusted with the red ta|
in modern city life made the farce;
but we didn't hear any laughs from the spectators.
"IRELAND THE OPPRESSED" (Kalem), Dec. 14— An Irishman is a
good lover and a good huliicr and the world loves him on both counts.
Pictures dealing with oppression in Ireland strike a ready chord and are
likely to be acceptable nearly everywhere. They stir indignation and this
would be their drawback were they not, as this one surely is, relieved by
loyalty and heroic self sacrifice. This picture is not a love story. It deals
with a priest who gets into trouble for daring to take the part of the penniless tenants, thrown out into the cold by their pitiless landlord. It shows
how the "White Boys" jumped into a squad of redcoats and rescued him,
how he was fed in the hills, sold for the reward by an informer, and
helped at the last moment to escape by a girl, who paid the penalty of
seven years in prison. All this is pictured as a tale told by an old man
at a modern Irish harvest party. We find in it lovely Irish scenes, and its
story is clearly developed and very effective. Jack Clark plays a lad who
takes the lead in the rescue; Alice Hollister, the girl, his sweetheart, who
sacrifices herself to save the priest; Sidney Olcott, the priest, and he is
also the picture's producer. J. P. McGowan plays the major, in the same
makeup that he used in "Kerry Gow."
Robert Vignola plays the informer.
"A CHRISTMAS ACCIDENT" (Edison), Dec. 14.— Annie Eliot Trumbull has written a picture with true Christmas atmosphere which is something worth while. The holiday spirit is feeling not cold fact; one can't
find it by sitting up for it and, in describing it, something more than
realism is demanded. It is like the thorn that blossoms in the snow.
It isn't believable except at Glastonbury.
Dickens' "Christmas Carol" is also not wholly believable, but it is most
convincing. And the same is true of this picture. It is a story of two
adjoining houses just alike and of two families, one with no children and
rich, the other, poor but blessed with five likely youngsters. It shows
how the rich man refused to allow his wife to "do something" for the children next door and then by accident presented them with a turkey and
so found Christmas without expecting it, like Sir Launfall. It is a
clean-cut, true and wholesome offering; just the thing for any occa
and all occasions. William Wadsworth and Mrs. William Bechtel play
the rich people. Augustus Phillips, Mrs. C. J. Williams and Edna Ilamel,
with four other children, play the poor family and all do very well at
nearly all times.
"BUSTER
AND
THE
CANNIBALS"
.Lubin),
Dec. 14.— A picture
played by children and as such very interesting.
It is the same delightful
crowd of youngsters that have acted in other pictures for us, and it will
be liked.
"HIS FIRST SKATE" (Lubin), Dec. 14— On the same reel is this farce
with speeded-up action that makes a few laughs.
"NATOOSA" (Vitagraph), December 11.— The chief interest in this
picture comes from its scenes as illustrations rather than as steps in the
progress of a story; for the story as pictured is not plausible. It has some
very pretty views. Natoosa is an Indian princess who falls in love with a
white man. Her father offers her to him as his wife and being rcfu-ed is
incensed. His revenge is, after capturing the man and his white sweetheart, to stake them down in the desert; but they are rescued by Natoosa.
If the red men had been the dominant race, which they never were so
near well-built houses, the story might have convinced. No one woui
pect that Robert Thornby, in the part of the chief, was not a real Indian.
Natoosa, Mary Charleson, is almost as perfect. Robert Burns plays the cowscenario.boy. It was produced by Rollin S. Sturgeon from A. S. Behrmann's
"THE GOD OF GOLD" (Selig), December 12.— A rather bitter picture
of a man who gives everything for gold until he has absolutely nothing else
and dies. The author, G. V. May, has written a sermon not a work of art.
He has vincednot
shown
true isimagination
his character
drawing,
hasn't hold
conus that
the man
human likein ourselves
and gets
no gripping
of our imaginations. Thomas Santschi plays the votary of the false god
and is ably assisted by Bessie Eyton and the two little Wades, Lillian and
Frankie. Camille Astor and Lillian Hayward have short roles as have
Messrs II. Rawlinson, E. James. W. Oakman and D. Simpson. Collin
Campbell produced it. Photographically the picture is fine; it makes a fair
offering.
"TI1F COMPACT" (Pathe), December 12. — A very popular novel of a
few years back, by Mrs. Katharine Thurston, dealing with two men who
looked exactly alike and who made a compact to exchange lives for a fewhours, furnished the idea for this picture. One was a rich drug fiend, the
other a struggling young lawyer. The compact enabled the drug fiend to
endulge his weakness and have his important work carried on efficiently.
In the picture, his work is that of an assistant district attorney with an important trial on his hands. Everything turns out as expected except that
the drug fiend dies on the poor man's bed. The suspense comes when the
rich man's wife fails to see through the imposition; thinks the new man is
really her husband.
We do know at this point what the end is going to be
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for it is only later that the real Ihi-.Ij.iik1 is found dead. The picture fails
to get hold of the situation very effectively; it doesn't show what the wife's
feeling is, nor what she wants; it wasn't the best kind of a situation for a
film offering. Yet it has much that is interesting; is well acted and the
camera work, a double exposure, has been perfectly accomplished.
"WHEN LOVE LEADS" (Lubin), December 14. — A picture somewhat
more romantic than usual and not very convincing as conducted. Ormi
Hawley and Edwin August play the leads, but their roles call for actions
sometimes not sensible. In one instance, the former is run over by an
automobile.
The which
producer's
for effect
pointsituation
resultedand
in aa
comical accident
made straininK
the audience
laugh.at this
A trite
few weak places like this have kept the offering from being effective.
"ALL FOR A GIUL" (Vitagraph), December 14. — A newspaper man's
love story which, without being very believable, is convincing enough to be
entertaining. The reporter, to win a raise that will permit him to marry
the girl of his choice, contrives to purloine from a woman seeking a divorce a package
letters. His
sweetheart tois the
this cook.
woman'sShefriend
and finds
him making
loveof(somewhat
disgustedly)
is holding
the
very package of letters, which in her astonishment, she drops on the kitchen
floor, and after she has flounced out, the reporter picks it up. Later we
have a pretty making-up scene. The author, Wallace Ried, has given
producer Frederick Thompson a good chance to make some pretty scenes.
Dorothy Kelly plays the girl; Leah liaird, the woman in the divorce case;
Kate Price, the cook; Mr. Fox, the reporter, and Harry T. Morey, the
editor.
"TURNING THE TABLES" (Vitagraph), December 14.— On the same
reel, is this comedy, a true laugh-maker, by N. Burnham. It was produced
by William Humphrey. Edward See draws a queer character who loves to
doll up before the glass, but who is no fool. The office force tries to
play a practical joke on him. A vain man is usually credulous and when
he gets the decoy letter from a" admirer (?) he believes it until he catches
the crowd laughing.
What comes of it made the house laugh heartily.
A LEAP-YEAR PROPOSAL" (Vitagraph), December 16.— Mrs. Dean
Willets has used a* freshly pleasing idea in writing this photoplay of a
newspaper woman who wins the love of a rich man's son. Leah Baird
plays the girl who is sent by her paper to verify a report that the young
man is to marry one of his father's employees. She gets a job in the store
as a fashion model and before she knows it, is making the story true herself. E. K. Lincoln plays the hero; Tefft J. Johnson, his father, and Hal
Wilson, the editor of the paper. As an offering, the picture entertains. It
is well-acted and well-put together; but it is only a story, not a picture
of life.
"PATHE'S WEEKLY, NO. 51" (December 16).— What could possibly
be a greater feature anywhere in the world today than an authentic picture
of the battle of Lulle Burgas? The topical this week has two or three views
of the battle taken on the fircing line and they're immense. It also has a
glimpse of the lake near Scutari and a good view of the King of Montenegro. The other items are good; they include a spectacular fire; but the
war scenes will certainly be a drawing card.
"THE BURGLAR'S DILEMMA" (Biograph), December 16.— If this
picture is a story about a burglar, it isn't built in the best way; for it brings
and keeps another character to the fore from the first. It labors under a
poor title which is ccrtainjy a defect, for a name at the beginning of a
picture directs the attention, it might almost be said, prepares the space in
the mind which the picture is to fill. And if the offering fails to fill that
space, there is almost sure to be a feeling of dissatisfaction. In this case,
where the situation is neither very likely nor significant, the shortcoming
is the more noticeable. It's a story of a man who was stunned and thought
to be dead. His brother who had knocked him down, discovers a burglar in
the house and contrives to have him caught and suspected of murder. This
was the burglar's bad fix; it wasn't a true dilemma which is a choice between two bad fixes. The unconscious man comes to. It isn't up to the
best Biograph pictures.
"STRANviE PLACES AND QUAINT PEOPLE IX NEW YORK"
( Kalem), December 13. — Views of the different quarters of New York,
among them Syrian, Italian, French, Chinese, Jewish, etc. It will of
course be far more interesting outside of New York than in it.
'THE MUMMY AND THE COWPUNCHERS" (Kalem), December 13.
—On the same reel as the foregoing is this weak comedy.
•'.wY HERO" (Biograph), December 12. — Henry Walthall has the role
of Indian Charlie, who, although strong in mind, has failed in the hero
test through a weak body. He incites a massacre in order to raise himself
in the estimation of his fellows. If one of the latter be not Frank Lanning then this writer has poor eyesight. There is a love story running
through the picture. As in most Biograph pictures there is a flash of comedy at unexpected moments, just enough to ease the tension. There are
.«ome fine outdoor settings. In one of the scenes, where the boy and girl
lovers are seated on a hollow log, the head of an Indian protruding from
the end of the decayed tree gives one a start. There are several situations
similar to this one.
The picture goes over all the way.
"FOG" (Edison), December 13. — Here is real drama — and why not, with
Marc MacDermott, Miriam Nesbitt, and, as the coster girl, Mary Fuller?
The opening scenes are laid in London. The story, which is by Bannister
Met win. 1- deeply interesting throughout. Miss I'uller, by her work, will
add to her admirers.
"THE CROOKED PATH" (Lubin), December 13.— In this two-reel story
of the underworld, most of the work falls to Jack Halliday, who has the
role of Dan Lyons, a crook who steals a watch and is sent to prison.
(lis escape from tin- institution is a feature of the story, and many feet of
film are devoted to it. Ormi Hawley has the part of Nell Harris, a girl of
the underworld, who under the guidance of a clergyman and his blind
mother changes her modi of life, later falling in love with the clergyman
and becoming engaged t.- him. Edwin August is the clergyman. What
little he is given to do is i> his usual finished style. Mr. Halliday, as Dan
1 yons, is excellent.
Hi i
- part.
Mary Stuart Smith as the clergyman's mother is also worthy of praise.
Miss Hawley's
portrayal in the
r.-irlicr scenes is along lines different from those in which she is usually
' , but she \\ .1^ I 11 . inc;ng.
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The best situation is where Lyons has broken into i.'je minister's home
at night; Nell has discovered him and gone to the burglar asking him to
take her jewels and leave the house. The clergyman also has come upon
the two. Misunderstanding the situation, he denounces the girl. "Forgive
me," says Nell, "for telling you he was my brother. I knew him before I
took the straight road." Frederick Wright is the author of the story. The
photography is excellent, the action smooth.
"THE CASTAWAY" (Melies), December 12. — A story enhanced by fine
views of a rocky shore. There is an interesting child in the picture, which
makes a good release.
"THE RED MAN'S HONOR" (Eclipse), Dec. 16— If for no other
reason than that this is the first Indian picture ever made in Europe, it
would excite interest. It must be admitted, however, that in spite of the
distance from the home of this class of pictures its producer has done
well. He has caught the Indian spirit. There is high dramatic quality
and a judicious selection of natural settings.
"THE VIRTUE OF RAGS" (Essanay), December 17— The writer
herewith makes a confession. After seeing this picture he determined to
look up the identity of the Old Grouch. When in future he sees the
statement that Francis Bushman is a master of makeup he will remove
his hat and acquiesce. He was able, however, to discover Howard
Missimer playing the butler and the club member; and one of the other
club members also playing the police sergeant.
This is a fine picture — a sort of Christmas Carol on the screen, although
there is no suggestion of Christmas in the play itself. It is notable for
the work of Mr. Bushman; it is convincing and it reaches the heart. The
cast gives splendid support. It may be of interest to know that the little
one in the film is Margaret Steppling; she looks it.
"TIME FLIES" (Essanay), December 11 — Augustus Carney in this
picture takes the part of a husband who plans to go out with the boys
and get rid of a promise he has made his wife to hang pictures. The
plans go awry, but there is considerable fun.
"THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS" (Vitagraph). December 17—
This is a pathetic story. The work falls to Maurice Costello and little
Helen Costello. There are some tense moments, one when the father
enters the operating room and learns that flis wife is dead, or when, the
night before Christmas, the child hands her stocking to her aunt; again,
when the convict, escaped from prison, comes to his home, dresses in his old
Santa Claus costume, and goes to the bedside of his little one.
"BAR K FOREMAN" (Lubin), December 16 — An interesting picture.
It is a western, in which Edgar Jones has the lead.
"A RIVAL OF CARUSO" (C. G. P. C), December 17— Comedy, which
makes considerable fun. A man in order to win a woman pretends a
talent for singing which is not his. He engages a substitute; all goes
well at first, but he gets caught in the end. It is not new, but it is
well done.
"METAMORPHOSES" (C. G. P. C), December 17— On the same
It is unique and very pretty.
reel as the foregoing is this bit in colors.
This portrayal of Tennyson's
17—
December
"LADY CLARE" (Edison),
Miriam Nesbitt.
poem was made in England bv Marc MacDermott and
is used for some of the backgrounds. The picture was
Castle
Arundel
reviewed on December 7.

Independent
"THE MOUNTAIN GIRL'S SELF-SACRIFICE" (Nestor), Dec. 13—
This drama at no time rises out of the ordinary. A mining expert goes
it. When the engineer disto examine a mine; swindlers have "salted"
covers and denounces the trickery he is assaulted. The criminals are
finally brought to justice.
"OWING MORE" (Victor), Dec. 13.— This is the suggestive title of a
comedy in which Owen Moore plays the lead. He plays it well. So also
It is all well done.
does the supporting cast.
"TO THE CITY" (Rex), Dec. 12. — The story is of an elder sister who
respect. She
goes to the city, and in the battle loses out, but retainsa her
strong desire on
rebuffs a man whose manner is sufficient to engender
the part of the spectator to kick him. He plays his part. A younger sister
who follows to the metropolis falls into the hands of the same man, but
is saved from him through timely discovery by the older sister.
"THE BUSY BEE" (Eclair). Dec. 15.— Very interesting pictures showing the raising of the bee and the making of honey.
"FUNNICUS' HUNTING EXPLOITS" (Eclair), Dec. 13.— On the same
reel as the foregoing is this amusing broad comedy of the man who is so
imbued with the hunting spirit that he shoots up the house and is sent to
bed by his wife. What he then dreams is shown on the screen. By
means of triple exposure he is shown in bed, also climbing a tree, and at
the foot of the tree is shown a lion.
"THE OTHER HALF" (Thanhouser), December 17.— A film produced
in conjunction with one of the charity societies. The picture shows a family on the downward path through misfortune. Injury to the breadwinner
has discouraged him; he becomes a panhandler. Througn the agency of a
charitable society the sick mother is taken to a rest, where she is taught the
proper care of children; the father secures a situation. Fortune again smiles
on the family. Mr. Cruze should not have been cast as the father of a
The picture is well done.
He is too youthful.
daughter of twelve years.
"SAVING THE INNOCENTS" (American), December 21.— Showing the
care of afflicted children in an institution. There is a fire drill, calisthenics
also scenes of the youngsters working at basketmaking, chair caning and
weaving.
It is an interesting release.
BROWN'S BABY" (American), December 21.— On the same
"MRS.
reel, a burlesque.
"BRAINS VS. BRAWN" (Thanhouser), December 15— Riley Chamberlain and Margaret Snow try to interest in this comedy, which seems to be in
s(\rral parts. In the first the two mentioned go to some athletic games,
purse, but a husky athlete
to get away with Margaret's
where a crook triesthe
professor dreams he is in Ancient Rome, and to the
restores it. Then
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il hc lick somebody he offers to fight lix, choosing his
*s a bomb.
Then by means of an electric current the
b a blackhander.
There arc laughs.

ON" (American), December sj.

Kene there is some
lm interesting.

The story does not

explanation of th<- story, but it is

"Tl
isnhouscr),
December
>o.
The
picture
seems
forced,
artitici.il
appears to have been hastily thrown together, just for
the purpose of showing a motorboat
in the water.
There
is an alleged
race, but no start is shown nor is the fin i-h clear.
"THE WONDERS
01 SURGERY" (Majestic), December 17.— The title
of tins film would indicate to some minds that the picture would portray a
gruesome subject. A hoy at play is hurt, and the doctors decide that skin
grafting is necessary. Hy the payment of money a little girl is secured who
will furnish the necessary cuticle. By a subterfuge the sister of the little
sufferer obtains entrance to the hospital and substitute! herself. The operation isshown with some detail. There is a moment of suspense when the
■ searching for the daughter and their departure for the hospital
is delayed.
"THE CLUE IN THE DUST" (Majestic), December 15.— This drama
contains novel situations. There will be some who will miss the significance
of one or two of the opening scenes, but to those who
goes over well.
"THE STIGMA" (Xestor),
very creditably the role of a
and wrong. Shunned by his
come an honest man. Hut he

"get" them the drama

December 18. — William Dowlan here enacts
young ex-convict wavering between the right
old friends he goes West, determined to befalls in with horse thieves and highwaymen.

Unknowingly he helps them rob his own father's house. The father, recognizing him. sends him away, but be gets the stolen money and returns it.
In so doing he is fatally shot.
A story of real life, well presented.
"COPS AND COWBOYS"
(Xestor), December 16.— This is something
different in the comedy line and works out in an entertaining way. Two
young chaps from the East decide that a certain Western town needs a
police force. They don uniforms and proceed to act in that capacity, with
results that are unsatisfactory to themselves, until they succeed in arresting
Peevish Pete, the terror of the countryside. Then, of course, they are real
heroes and have their pick of all the girls in the vicinity.
"MOTHER"
(Rex), December 19. — Mixed babies bring about the situah re depicted. It is naturally brought out that a young mother nurses
her own sick babe and thinks it is another's. The young father becomes
jealous of her because the child likes her so well. He. of course, does not
know that it is really her child and that his own child is dead. A letter
from the former nurse clears up the complications. The picture is well
taken throughout and the plot is a novel one, making it quite a desirable
offering.
"HIS DAY" (Gem), December 17. — This is a "woodsy" story, with a
tine out-of-doors appeal about it. The waterfalls and other scenes are attractive, though static light rays mar the general effect somewhat. The
manner in which the wandering hunter teaches the brutal, domineering husband how to treat his wife better, holds the attention. John Adolph, Fern
and Frank Powell are the characters who work out the story.
"THE LONG STRIKE" (Imp), December 16.— Here is a splendid film
in two reels. The factory strike and subsequent shooting of the superintendent are well pictured. The hero finds himself in prison, accused of the
crime, but his wife hires a tug boat to go in pursuit of an ocean liner and
bring back the only witness who can prove an alibi for him. The scenes are
dramatically good and the suspense well brought about. Wireless messages
and special trains are employed freely as the pursuit goes on. From a
legal standpoint, however, the arrival of the witness was ill-timed. The
impression is conveyed that the jury has already rendered its verdict of
guilty and that the witness was allowed to rush dramatically into court
and clear the man without a second trial. But the fault is a minor one to
the average observer. There is a good view of the famous " Bridge of
Sighs" in this film.
"RIGHT SHALL PREVAIL" (Champion), December 16.— In the first
scene George and Bob, brothers, watch the dancer, Irene, from a box in a
Broadway playhouse. They call upon her later and George insults her.
Bob interferes and falls in love with the girl. They are married over the
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but his part in the tragic consequences
so well as other role* hc has carried.

of the match doesn't fit Owen

M°ofe

"\ MAN" (Powers), December 20. — In Powers' pictures we find a big
improvement during the last six months. It obtains all along the line; but
is most noticeable in the acting. In this picture we have an entertaining
story; but we could wish a better and more worthy medium for its producer and his company. It is a little backwoods love story like many another we haw s, , 11 1 but has a charming heroine, Jean Macpherson, who
makes the best of company for people who want to be entertained. The
well setup hero (G. White) acts his part as convincingly and as naturally
as does the heroine and as do the two other players who furnish the struggle.
The girl's father is J. Mackensie and the rough man he wants her to marry
is Mr. Russell.
I
"JACK IX THE HON" (Majestic), December 22.— A Christmas phantasy
as good as a chapter from Alice in Wonderland. The rich child calls a
poor little girl in to spend the night with her. They dream that the
surrounding the Christmas tree in the room below comes to life, and the
dream is nicely worked out. Jack-in-the-Box and his merry companions
make a fine company for the holiday screen.
"HOFFMEYER'S
LEGACY" (Keystone), December 23— A legacy of
five hundred dollars lead Hoffmeyer and his wife into a series of eccentric situations. They arc pursued through the streets in night attire,
and are haled into court, where the judge fines them the exact amount of
the legacy.
"THE DRUMMER'S
VACATION" (Keystone), December 23— This is
on the same reel with the above. It tells of a drummer's experience on a
farm. He makes love to every woman in sight, including the farmer's wife.
The farmer of course resents this, and brings his shotgun into play. The
reel as a whole is fairly amusing.
"HIE

PROSPECTOR'S

DAUGHTER"

(Broncho),

December

25

A ro-

mantic story of a girl who masquerades as a young man after her father's
death. The Western setting is well depicted. The scenes wherein she and
her partner strike gold follow naturally. He rescues her from ruffians and
discovers she is a woman.
Their love comes later.
An entertaining film.
"THE LAW OF THE WEST" 1 Kay-Bee), December 27.— A three reel
film. The extended narrative begins with pioneers crossing the mountains
and plains in prairie schooners. The father resents the attentions shown
his daughter by two young men. lie is killed and a good case of circumstancial evidence is built up against the hero, who is next seen abandoned on the desert, with his hands tied behind him. The pictures in the
Indian camp are good, and the problem of the hero, who has become a
squawman during his life there, is interesting. But at the close of exciting
scenes, he rescues his former love from captivity, his squaw kills herself,
and he rides away, with his papoose behind him. The story is coherent and
the interest is sustained.
"CLEANLINESS IS XEXT TO GODLINESS, BUT—" (Lux). December 20. — A French comic of the exaggerated type, which appeals so strongly
to certain observers and less strongly to others. The shiftless maid and
her relatives in their efforts to "clean up," flood the whole interior of a
fine home. They put ducks in the bathtub and start miniature waterfalls all
over the house.
"A NEAR TRAGEDY"
(Punch). January -.—Little Herbert Rice and a
small girl indulge in much mischief in this photoplay. They cut up a fine
ball gown and spill red ink on the floor, which is mistaken
for blood.
"HER MISCHIEVOUS
BROTHER"
(Punch), January 2.— This comedy
on the same reel is more amusing. It reveals the diminutive Herbert Rice
in Buster Brown costume, reveling in pranks that create many a smile.
"FIRES OF CONSCIENCE"
(Reliance), December 18.— Depicting, in
this two-reel production, the way in which a jealous couple interrupt letters
between two lovers and bring about an estrangement. The ball room scenes,
the marriage of the girl to the scheming count, and the father's loss of
fortune in Wall Street, make an interesting first reel. The second is even
stronger, showing Bob's efforts to find happiness, and the way in which
this was accomplished after five years. His finding of the small boy. the
play in the gambling house, and the scenes in the church are all well executed. The photoplay, written by Marion Brooks, proves a very good
offering.

father's objections. George renews his advances and is again repelled. He
plans a revenge by having her accused of theft, but in the end makes a
confession. The story is interesting and the pictures varied and well
chosen.
It is a good offering.

"THE LOVE THAT NEVER FADES" (Comet), December 16.— An illustrated poem, in which an old man sits by his fireside dreaming over the
days when he loved and lost the girl of his heart. The pictures progress in
a leisurely manner and altogether make quite a pleasing offering of a

"THE NEW FIRE CHIEF" (Imp). December 19.— This is a carefully
prepared burlesque on the volunteer fire department of the average small
town, but it is only passably amusing. Still, there is an interesting lot of
characters, including a sailor, an Irishman, a Tew, etc. The pretty heroine
waits vainly at her window to be saved, and is finally obliged to rescue herself, as the department is so slow.

pathetic, human interest kind.
"THE POWER
OF THE CROSS" (Nestor), December 20.— This film
contains a curious study of a man with a lost identity. A young rector is
struck down by a thief. When he recovers his physical health he has become a different man. He steals whatever he can get hold of and is very
quarrelsome. As the story progresses, in its Western setting, he makes an
attack upon a girl. As he R.sses her, her necklace breaks, leaving the gold
cross in his hand. The sight of this affects him with such force that it restores his reason. He wires his mother and later goes back to his church.
The idea is very well developed and the reel is pictorially good.

"A PEACH FOR A PRISONER" (Gaumont). Dec. 24.— A beautiful,
hand-colored film, telling a very romantic story of French aristocrats, perhaps in Louis XVI days. The backgrounds are certainly appropriate. The
prisoner, a young count, has been most romantically trapped by his aunt
and kept in a tower until he shall be willing to marry the girl of her choice.
Hi- fare is bread and water. It is the girl who every day picks peaches
and climbing a ladder to his window, leaves them for the prisoner. He
has never seen her, but catching her one early morning, falls in love and
elopes with her, much to his aunt's amusement.
and makes a good offering.

It is full of lovely scenes

"THE CONSEQUENCES"
(Victor), December 20.— Based on a marriage for money, this picture with many possibilities and good situations
seems to have been written by some one quick to see openings that lead to
fresh dramatic situations, but somehow not sure in his development, not
able to make any one situation wholly effective to us. What is in the picture might furnish material for three: but the whole of it is not strongly
effective. Fritzi Brunette plays, with her usual grace, the girl who is persuaded by her mother to marry for his money a man she dislikes. Owen
Moore plays the sweetheart she leaves.
All three principals act very well;

"HIS WIPE'S STRATAGEM"
(Crystal), Dec. 22.— A sophisticated farce
with far less spontaneity in its humor than usual in Crystal pictures. It is
also a trifle vulgar in its idea; but it is acted by competent players.
"THE MIXED BOTTLES" (Crystal), Dec. 22. — On the same reel is
this neat little farce with a good deal of fun and laughter in it. The
scenario is cleverly put together, freshly conceived and even brilliant at
times. Competent players sustain the humor of the situation very well and
it makes an offering that will be acceptable
generally.

IS THE BOSS" (Powers), Dec. :8.— A well-acted office-life
•WHO
farce in good humor and good taste. There is no doubt about who is the
boss; it is not the man who employs the pretty stenographers, but his
wife.' She catches him making love once too often and takes the job
herself. This, as far as outline goes, is old: but it is acted to be fresh
and breezy. The wife takes the lead, a harsh, old-maidish kind of character.
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"CHRISTMAS TURKEY" (Powers). Dec. 18.— On the same reel is
this picture of a colored family. The old man steals a turkey for their
dinner.
It is ui the slightM BituatiOn
W FIRE by
( 'I Inew
IKK"players
(Imp), inDee.
19.— Afresh
new way.
presentation
of an
old"THE
farcical
a fairly
For instance,
the new village fire company buys its uniforms at "a fire sale." It is
also a "union company" and can't work after five o'clock; not a stroke
after the clock Btrikes, etc. There are laughs in it; but it is not a
masterpiece.
"WHEN AX OLD MAID GETS BUSY" (Eclair), Dec. 17.— A satirical
farce, with Mrs. Stewart in the leading role, and one that is very well
throughout The old maid gets rich, and in her more or less frantic
efforts to get married manages to complicate two love affairs. It gives
amusement, but the large number of characters and the fact that we don't
always know who is who, obscures the thread of the story and at times
keeps the spectator guessing.
"INDIAN

DANCES AND PASTIMES" (Bison), Dec. 21.— An extremely
mostly of ceremonial dances of Pueblo Indians. In our
own vaudevi
illful dancing is always acceptable.
Some of the
most interesting dancing we have ever seen is in this picture. It would
among the best of offerings on that count alone. That "Eagle
Pance," for instance, is something worth seeing and there are a half
dozen others almost as good. Besides, it is very instructive. We commend it most highly.
"SEA ANEMONES" (Eclair, Paris), Dec. 22. — An educational picture
of the best kind for the ordinary show. The sea anemones are half
plant, half animal. They are wonderful things glued to the rock, yet able
to send out delicate branches to capture and bring in their prey. These
glimpses of them at work seem like the beautiful dreams of some exotic
poet. The creatures grow in an underwater forest as marvelous as anything in the "Arabian Nights." The offering is scenic as well as scientific.
A very desirable picture.
"AN UNFORESEEN EVENT" (Eclair), Dec. 22.— On the same reel
a farcical love story in the costume of the time of Louis XIV. As a
photoplay, it doesn't amount to much; but is full of lovely illustrations.
It is somewhat sophisticated, not at all spontaneous in its humor.
"LOVE Sl'P.LIME" (Milano), December 21. — A two-reel feature picture giving a very dramatic romance, full of good scenes, that makes a
first-class offering. The backgrounds are mostly in and around a palacelike home of wealthy people; they are luxurious and full of the atmosphere
of high life. Some of its scenes make lovely pictures. We don't think the
title is the best that could have been chosen; it seems stilted, and we could
also find fault with some of the leaders on the same score. The story is of
a girl engaged to a count who, on her sister's return from college, finds
that he has made a mistake. The older sister gives him up to the younger.
After the wedding, the young people live very extravagantly and the older
sNter sacrifices herself in vain trying to save the man from ruining himself. It is a tragic picture without being a harrowing one. Audiences will
probably find it entertaining.
"A MILITANT SUFFRAGETTE" (Thanhauser). Dec. 27.— A farce
comedy, fresh, lively and funny enough to tickle real laughter out of any
normal audience. We don't think that real militant suffragetts will like it
wholly, its a bit too sharp for that: but it is good tempered, if it is witty,
and was made for the average spectator. If cranks see themselves in it as
others see them, so much the better. Marguerite Snow plays, with her
usual grace and charm, a society girl. She meets the Chugworths, man and
wife. They are English militant suffragetts, whom it would be fun to meet
anywhere. These two players are clever enough to keep from burlesquing
the cranks too much and they make them seem like real people. The outcome of this meeting is very laughable, perhaps most because it is humanly
probable, but it is acted naturally by all in the cast. James Cruze plays the
heroine's fiance. It's a real comedy, worked out with a good deal of brilliance and will make a first class offering.
"BRINGING A HUSBAND TO TIME" (Comet).— The young husband
is too fond of club-evenings and is neglecting his wife, so sister-in-law and
wifey, the former in man's cloths, frame up a flirtation to make him jealous.
One of grandma's love letters, presumably undated, helps. We cannot call
the story wholly fresh, but at least by the principals, it is fairly acted and
there is a smoothness in its development and there is in its scenes enough
artistic feeling to make it fair entertainment.
"IIEY RUBE!" (Comet). — A rural love story in comedy vein. Two
swains are in love with the pretty daughter of a farmer and the picture exists for the laughable vicissitudes of their courting. It has a good scenario
behind it; but it fails to convince laughter from the audience very often,
chiefly because it is not naturally acted.
"DANISH HUSSAR'S (Great Northern), Dec. 21.— A good picture of
fast riding over a rough country and of cavalry passing in review. It is
very fairly photographed.
"A CHRISTMAS GIFT" (Great Northern). Dec. 21.— The husband has
n his wife's Christmas surprise in one of his old coats which she has
sold to a second hand man. On Christmas eve, there's a very interesting
chase for it. It is amusing; and its scenes are very good. We could have
stood more of these glimpses of how people in Denmark celebrate Christmas. The two on this split reel make a good offering.
"GAUMONT WEEKLY NO. 41" (Dec. 18).— The gathering of the governors at ^
., gives to the topical this week some extremely inin the different states will be glad to see their
chief exeeir
million-dollar fire in the Standard Oil Company's plant
in Bayone is another item, and among other good things, there are the usual
fashion plate, the weekly cartoon, an exciting cross-country gallop in
France, and a hydro-aeroplane in action.

"THE REPORTER" (Thanhouser), Dec. 22.— A naturally presented picture of sentiment, with Christmas . 'mosphere. It will make a good offering in the In. Inlay Mason. The name describes it only in a roundabout way
and doesn't Beem fortunate. The story's hero, a reformer in politics, has
been accused ami convicted of "padding the registration lists," but on procured evidence and on a frame-up, made by the ring leader's heeler, Wil-
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liam Russell. He is sent to prison and 'the story works out to his coming
home, a chared and rehabiliated man, on Christmas eve. In a convincing
way, the be<
' ience has been touched and he shows up his form r
ring leader in order to set free the innocent man. Marguerite Snow and
the Thanhouser Kidlet play the family to whom the father comes home on
Christmas. There are many good scenes, some showing the politicians at
work, one or two in a big department store and, scattered through the picture, some very lovely ones, showing the reformer's home life. It is a picture that will be liked, for it is well acted throughout and beautifully photographed.
"BEDELIA HAS THE TOOTHACHE" (Reliance), Dec. 25.— Every one
will remember Bedelia, who nevertheless doesn't appear often enough to be
tiresome. In this offering, which will hardly fail to make laughter from first
to last, the big cook is troubled with an aching molar. The dentist gets it
out, but has trouble doing it.
•OLING THE SPECIALIST"
(Reliance), Dec. 25.— A farce that is
light. A comic keeper of a sanitorium
plays he is mad to fool a
list who has called him a quack.
It will be found amusing,* but it has
very little substance.
•ALL ON ACCOUNT OF A BANANA" (Majestic), Dec. 24.— A realistic
and seemingly truthful picture of police grafters. It is convincing anyway and may, probably will, make many a spectator get "hot under
the collar." The trouble starts when one of our cops helps himself
to a banana from Tonio's cart. Tonio objects, is arrested, fined, loses his
stock which is left unguarded and becomes the spoil of street boys. The
cop is in love with the judge's cook and it works all around in a ring to a
happy ending. It is a well made and naturally acted picture and is a good
offering.

Kinemacolor
"THE BALKAN WAR" (Kinemacolor). — There are many scenes of
events in the theater of war. Most of the views are not of marching
troops. They are of the side of war which is usually neglected by the layman and forgotten by him — the supplying of the troops. Many pictures are
shown of troop trains; also of artillery being hauled by oxen. Turkish
prisoners do not seem particularly downcast. Certainly they enjoyed having
their pictures taken.
All very interesting.
"A CHRISTMAS
told.

SPIRIT"

(Kinemacolor).— A Christmas drama prettily

THANHOUSER

ACTIVITIES.

The Thanhouser road companies are off — or going! The
California stock organization left New York for Los Angeles,
Sunday, December 15th. The principals were Flo La Badie.
Jean Darnell, Wm. Russell, Wm. Garwood, Fred Vroom and
Riley Chamberlain, under the direction of Lucius Henderson.
Thursday, January 2nd, the Middle Western company go,
directed by T. N. Heffron, and headed by Harry Benham.
Ethyle Cooke Benham, Mignon Anderson, Leland Benham
and Frank Urson. Their first stop is Chicago. William Zollinger is the cameraman, while Arthur Cadwell is the
operator for the California crowd.
This will leave as principals in the home (New Rochelle)
stock company, Marguerite Snow, James Cruze, David
Thompson, Eugene Moore, Justus D. Barnes. Victory Bateman. Lila Chester, The Thanhouser Kid and Kidlet, under
Lawrence Marston's direction. This organization is now
producing the historical story of Mrs. Charlotte M. Yonge,
"The Dove in the Eagle's Nest." They are making it in two
reels, for release on Tuesday, January 28th.
The New York Association for Improving the Condition
of the Poor announces that in co-operation with C. J. Hite
they have produced a Thanhouser film entitled "The Other
Half," which, it is thought, will help to reduce the number
of street beggars and point out the evil effects of indiscriminate almsgiving. The association feels that through motion
pictures it can emphasize the fact that helping the other half
to help themselves will bring happiness to many persons who
seem to be headed for the prison or the almshouse.
AMERICAN

COMPLETES
SECOND
ANNE PICTURES.

OF

CALAMITY

"Calamity Anne's Inheritance" is the title of the second
film on the subject, to be released January nth by the
American Film Mfg. Co., of that delightfully erratic woman
of the hills. "Calamity Anne's Ward" was the first of the
series, and the instant success that greeted this Western
comedy assures a series of really funny subjects, centering
around her.
"Calamity Anne" beautifully typifies that ancient woman
of the rough mining camps, rough, coarse, cussing, smoking
woman, more, man than woman, but hiding beneath the uninviting exterior a heart full of warmth and kindness. Calamity
Anne was a familiar figure in every camp during the '49 days
of California, and the picture given here is as careful a photograph as painstaking research would permit.
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Mortimer Film

Information Wanted.

Cleaner.

PURSUING the policy of this department in describing appliances pertaining to projection, where the article is furnished by the manufacturer
for inspection, we present to our readers the Mortimer Film Cleaner.
We must, in the first place, compliment the manufacturer of this little
device on the excellence of its mechanical construction. Everything about
it shows good workmanship, and that is something we do not always find
these days — in fact, it is something which is all too often lacking. In the
picture, i is the body of the cleaner, its base extending to and supporting
brush holder 6; 2 is the top of the cleaner, on the upper surface of which
is a square of glass, set into the wood, for convenience in patching film.
The top is hinged to the bottom, and whin in operation is closed down,
being held in that position by latch 3, which engages with catch 4 on the
top piece. 8-8 arc pieces of soft felt, stretched tightly and held in place
by swinging clamps 5 -5-5 ■%, one of which is open in the illustration, thus
releasing one end of the upper strip of felt. 6 is a metal standard, holding
two brashes, between which the film fir-t passes before entering the cleaner
proper.

These brushes are held in place by wing nuts 7-7. In operation the film
cleaner is placed between the two rewinding reels. The film is passed
between the brushes and laid on the top of lower felt 8. Top piece 2 is
then closed down and fastened by latch 3, thus clamping the film between
two pieces of felt with just enough pressure to cause the film to wind on
the reel tightly as it is rewound, but not with sufficient pressure to make
rewinding laborious. As the film passes between the felts it is cleansed of
all the dust and dirt which can be removed with that kind of process, and
the tight rewinding of the reel will make the process of "pulling down"
unnecessary, thus reducing the damage to the film. I can give to this little
device my hearty recommendation. Within the limits of such a machine
it is effective. I believe that by adding some carefully prepared cleansing
compound, such as was recently published in this department, films could be
very thoroughly cleaned with the Mortimer cleaner. The address of its
maker will be found in our advertising columns.

Various Ideas.
Mr.

B. W. Sanders, Winficld. Iowa, writes thusly:
In your answer to Winfield, Iowa, September 28th issue, you say
that 25 amperes is hardly sufficient to get good results.
I am
operator at this theater now, and am using 15 amperes at the arc,
projecting a 12-foot picture at 50 feet, and get good results.
On
some pictures I have too much light.
What is the matter?
In the first place, Winficld. if you are using an ordinary screen, such
as cloth, plaster or even aluminum, and are getting "too much light" on a
12-foot picture with 15 amperes of current, you certainly are a wonder.
I have never seen that particular trick done yet.
Assuming your shutter
to cut 50 per cent, of the light, you would only have yYi effective amperes
to illuminate 108 square feet of surface.
Your ideas of too much
light
and my ideas of too much
light are evidently at wide variance.
You
might get a very fair illumination if you are using a mirror screen with a
satin finish, and your picture is a small one — not otherwise, I think.

Information Wanted.
Marinna, Ark., inquires:
Would you kindly inform me as to where I can secure literature
dealing with the history of the moving picture as an invention?
There is no such work published that we know of. There would be
small demand for a book of that kind. There have been brief magazine
articles on the evolution of motion photography, notably in the Scientific
American during 1907. There are a number of court decisions which you
might get on track of by writing to Messrs. Kenyon & Kenyon, attorneys,
49 Wall Street, New York. Most moving picture men are more interested
in the present and future of the business than they are in the past. There
are so many claimants for the inventive honors that their song has become
monotonous.

Mr.

F. F. Greene, 1752 West 45th
01 Angeles, Cal., wr Upon opening a stcreopticon slide recently, found the coloring
was a sort of transparent enamel, applied to the cover glass, not
on the emulsion glass, as is ordinarily the case. Can get no
information as to what this coloring is, or where it may be had.
Can you advise me?
I cannot. If any brother knows, let bin please communicate with Friend
Greene; also send the information to the department.

Threading In Frame.
Chicago contributes the following:
On page 880, November
30th issue, is set forth a method of
threading in frame, which, while very good, does not induce me
to change from my own way.
Before starting the show I cut the
very first title of the film exactly along the dividing line and cement
in an inch or so of transparent
leader, unless, of course, it is
already in that condition.
When
I thread the machine
I push
the framing
lever clear down,
make
the upper loop, allowing
enough
title to reach well below the aperture from the upper
sprocket.
I then place the first title picture over the aperture,
with the transparent
strip as close to the lower edge of opening
as it will go, leaving the margin
above the lower edge.
I lock
the film on the intermittent sprocket and, placing my finger in the
upper loop, pull the film tight and frame the splice into position
with the framing lever.
It does not take nearly so long to frame
in this way as it does to tell about it. I occasionally
find it
unnecessary
to touch the framing lever at all during the whole
evening, after once placing it in the correct position with the first
reel.
This method is good on any make of machine.
Xo one could dispute the practicability of your scheme,
Chicago, but
why go to the bother of making two splices in every reel, when the other
method is fairly accurate and is available without any bother whatever.
Of course, by your method, once having set the lever, there being no misframes in the film, and using due care in setting your film in the intermittent each time, you might not have to touch it again that evening.
I
can readily understand that.
We thank you cordially for having submitted
the idea, which is passed on to our readers for their consideration.

Good Idea.
A lady is a certain town in a certain state, both of which for obvious
reasons are suppressed, writes as follows:
Find enclosed money order for $2.50, for which please send me
one of your new handbooks in time to be given as a Christmas
present to my husband.
He has one of your old books and values
it very highly.
We are doing a good business.
House seats 300;
snow-white screen and Power's "6-A" machine, with good, steady,
clear projection.
At the risk of being misunderstood.
I will say that theater managers
could please their operators, while at the same time benefiting themselves,
by making their operator a Christmas present of the new book.
It would
be a good investment, from any and every point of view.
The book will
positively be ready a week
only a matter of days now.

before

Christmas,

and

perhaps

sooner.

It's

Lamp Lubricant.
Mr.

X. S. Ward, Royal Theater, Abilene, Texas, writes:
Have noticed different things suggested, from time to time, as
lubricants for screws, rack and other parts of lamp.
Have tried
some of these, but found none entirely satisfactory.
I recently
blundered on something that is most excellent for this purpose,
and it only costs a nickel.
Those who have not tried it will do
well to invest 5 cents immediately in a stick of Dixon's Xo. 691
Cycle Chain graphite, made by Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey
City, X. J. It can be bought at any bicycle store.
We thank you, Xeighbor Ward,
for passing along the idea.
It is the
graphite
the indeed.
work, andI suppose,
I dare say
Dixon's
graphite
do
the
trick that
very docs
nicely,
of that
course,
you apply
the would
graphite
while the lamp is warm.

Lens Trouble.
Redondo

Beach, Cal., is puzzled by the following:
Power's "Six" on no-volt, 50-cycle a. c; 2-wing shutter;
projecting a 13-foot picture at 61 feet; convex screen, with every
point of same exactly the same distance, by accurate measurement,
from the lens. The trouble: We get an unusually clear, sharp and
distinct picture, except a perpendicular strip about two feet wide
on the extreme left, this strip extending from top to bottom of
screen. The out-of-foc;:s effect is slightly more noticeable at bottom. It cannot be gotten into good focus. It is not out bad —
just enough to be noticeable.
What is the reason?
Use two 7H
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condensing lenses; have tried others, with no appreciable change
in result; also have tried turning the glass in projection lens onehalf aroundi without result.
Projection lens is perfectly square
with condensers and in perfect line with the lamp.
No obstruction
in the path of the light, or any conditions differing from those
governing the opposite side of the picture.
Either you have inadvertently
misstated something,
Redondo,
or else I
think your trouble can only be due to the lens not being properly centered; that ia to say, too far to one side.
Loosen
the screws holding
you can move the Irns a trifle one way or the other sidewise^ — the whole lens, holding ring and all, I mean.
There is one very
ppuzzling point, however, and that is that the picture at that point cannot
be brought into focus.
If you mean by this that it is impossible to focus
that section on the screen, regardless of effect of the other part on the
. then I hand you my goat.
You have fairly captured it, and I do
not know what is wrong.
If, however, this part may be focused by throwing the other part out, then the condition might be due to the lens setting
to one side, thus being out of center with the condenser.
If it is possible
to focus this section of the screen by throwing the other part out, and
nothing else helps, then try loosening the aperture plate and blocking out
one side slightly with a narrow, heavy strip of paper.
If this makes it
worse, try blocking out the opposite side.
I can suggest nothing further,
except that you try another lens.

Claude

Warner,
Lowell, Mich., contributes the following:
id of the trouble a Michigan operator is having with his
.Motiograph lamphouse. The extra heavy deposit of white, powdery
ash is due to insufficient ventilation. I remedied this by cutting out
the top of the lamphouse, leaving a hole 2x6 inches, which I
covered
with a ventilating tube, which is shown
in the picture.

An Argument.
South

Berwick, Me., comes in with the following:
An argument with a friend, an operator, again brings me to the
irtmenl.
He claims if I change my 60-ampere
fuse plugs to
90 amperes, I will get a 20 per cent, better light, while I say it
will make no difference whatever.
I am using a transarc, and the
highest I can get is 60 amperes.
Can you tell me how a transarc
can be overhauled, if it can be done?
I think mine is not right,
and am afraid I will injure it if I attempt to do anything.
Your
friend is wrong.
South Berwick.
The substitution of 90-ampere
fuses would not make any difference in the light, even if the fuses were
on the secondary.
They are, or should be, however, on the primary, and
you are not pulling more than 30 amperes
from the primary — not that
much, in fact.
Better send that transarc back to the factory.
The manulacturer is the only one competent to repair it properly, I think — that is,
assuming there is something wrong with its windings.

Glass Ports.
New

York City writes:
Have been operating in one theater in New York City for more
than two years.
Am amused at some of the foolish questions asked
and the way you roast them for it. But there are, nevertheless,
some who use good judgment in asking questions and answering
others.
The one thing I am particularly interested in is glass
covered lookout ports.
There is no ordinary glass perfect enough
to see through and get a good clear cut focus, even though its
surface does not reflect.
The way I fixed my lookout, more than
a year and a half ago, was to cut a piece of glass two inches
wider than and just as high as the hole itself.
I then placed an
L-shaped screw, such as the small brass window rods are attached
to, one inch from the edge of the hole, three inches from the top
on each side, and one at the bottom in the center about one inch,
or a little more, below the hole, to suit your taste.
This leaves an
open space across the top part of your lookout, through
which
you can keep your eye on the picture with nothing between you
and the screen, but at the same time have the protection you are
after with a chance to keep your focus sharp.
I hope this idea
will start the glass port business in the right direction.
I am
sending you a sample of a new reel hub and spring for you to
test and give your candid opinion concerning the same, as I am
its inventor and patentee.
I have placed it with the Stern Manufacturing Company, Philadelphia,
on a royalty basis.
You
will
do me a great favor if you can recommend it as being a good
device.

I am not exactly prepared
to either affirm or dispute the brother's
contention that focus cannot be kept absolutely sharp when looking through
ordinary
glass.
I am, however,
rather inclined to believe he is correct.
His idea seems to be to cover all the port except an inch or two at the
top of the port with glass.
It seems a better scheme than this would be
to set a sheet of glass in grooves, with a counterweight so that it could
be instantly lowered to examine the focus — provided such a thing is necessary. The reel hub spring is similar to those in common
use, except
that it is made in the form of a maltese cross, two of the ends being

bent down at right angles and fastened into a curve cut into each end
of the hub. This is a great improvement over the old method of fastening. I can certainly recommend the spring as being very much better
than the ordinary r el
nild suggest that its ends be bent up
just a little bit more
to give
rator a better chance to raise it
when slipping the film under. The accompanying picture illustrates the
spring.

The

white powder then collects in the tube, instead of on the condensers. Have been experimenting with a new mica shutter, and
if I get it to work successfully will send pictures.
It is to make
an a. c. projection as flickerless as d. c.
As you all are aware, this department has long contended that lamphouses do not have sufficient ventilation.
I would certainly advise not
only the Motiograph
manufacturers, but the others as well, to make the
whole top of their lamphouse of perforated metal.
I know of but one
machine
on the market
with a lamphouse giving, according to my idea,
sufficient ventilation.
I do not know
that the Motiograph is any worse
in this respect than the others.
That film tank, Brother Wallace, certainly
looks like old times.
First one I have seen in three or four years. Thought
they had all gone out of existence.
We welcome you to the department,
and trust we shall hear from you again.
As to the shutter, will be glad
to examine it, but
?

Less Resistance.
Bowmanville, Ont., propounds the following:
Am using no-volt, 60-cycle a. c, and do not think I am getting
sufficient number of amperes.
What change must I make in my
resistance to increase the current?
In replying to your question I 'would refer you to pages 113 to 120,
inclusive, of the new handbook.
Meanwhile,
you must cut out one or
more of the coils of your rheostat, provided the remaining coils do not
heat too much.
If the remaining coils show red in a dark room, they are
overloaded, and you must cut the others in again, and connect in another
rheostat in multiple.
I think you had better wait for the new handbook,
in which all these things will be explained.
It will not be long reaching
you

now.

Low

Current

Cost.

Mr. John R. Wade, Star Theater, Trenton, Tenn., discourses as follows:
I have two Standard
machines
and a Brush electric lighting
outfit, the same
consisting
of a Fairbanks-Morse
gas engine,
belted to a d. c. generator.
I am not using this now, since I
figured up the total cost and struck a monthly average upkeep of
$26.70, whereas my city current only cost me $16 per month, and
the light nearly as good.
Have a d. c. generator, 125 volts, 5 k. w.,
ed 15,000 r. p. m.
Would it be possible to belt this to an a. c.
motor, current supply being 110 volts, 60 cycle, single phase a. c?
Would
want to produce
30 to 35 amperes
d. c. After making
this connection, would I be obliged to use my field rheostat to hold
the pressure down to the arc voltage, or would I need a resistance
in a series with the arc?
Would my consumption of current (a. c.)
at the motor be less than at present?
Would light on the screen
be as good as it would be with 110 volts through a resistance'
If practical to make this connection, what size motor (a. c.) would
you advise me to get?
For more than a year I ran my machines
with an old d. c. fan motor.
Am now using an a. c, 1/20 h. p.,
clutch type Emerson motor, connected to the flywheel with a cord
belt.
Have
always had perfect results from same.
Could you
advise me where I can get two reels of an educational
film for
use one night, in conjunction with service furnished by the Mutual
Film Corporation of New Orleans?
The principal of the public
Os here will boost pictures if they have some
educational
value.
My questions may seem elementary to you, but they are
vital ones to me.
I enclose check for $2.50 for the new handbook.
Your current bill certainly is remarkably
low, Brother Wade, particularly if you arc using any number of incandescent lamps.
Yes, you can
readily pull your d. c. generator with an a. c. motor, taking current from
the city lines, but will find there will be a considerable loss in conversion —
that is to say. in the motor itself.
The motor efficiency will probably not
! 66?3 per cent., which means
that only two-thirds of the actual

i in-

moving

current taken by tit.- motor will be reproduced i> d e. at the generator
terminals;
i the generator output is 5.000 walls, then the
input must lie li ;i1 1 as much again, or a total of 7,250 watts.
You tin retlly do not effect .in> suing in energy consumed,
but actually
have a loss, and a large one, too, always assuming
you would u
same number of amperes d. c. that you would use a. c. Hut right hi
where you do, in fact, effect a real saving, notwithstanding the app
l.'ss, jince it would not be
learly as much d. c. as you
would
c. in Order
to get the Mine curtain brilliancy.
As a
matter of fact, you would only need approximately S/lO ampere d. c.
per square foot of screen, whereas 3/10 ampere a. c. would be necessary to get anything like equal illumination. This would mean that with
a screen having 200 square feet you would need 60 amperes a. c. as
against jo amperes d. c. With your present generator another question
enters, viz.: Your dynamo is a i.'5-volt machine and, being wound for
that pressure, would not operate very satisfactorily at any other, though
you might hold it down to 110 with the field rheostat with fairly satisfactory results. I doubt if this would be economical, but in any event you
would necessarily have a heavy loss in the resistance which you would
have to use to reduce your generator pressure to the. arc voltage. This
could be not be done with the generator field rheostat. By this I mean
that your generator would not operate successfully at 55 volts, and even
if it did you could not handle your arc without resistance, except the
generator be of 3 type wound especially for that kind of service. I would
Suggest ooo of two things: cither exchange your present dynamo for a
ll generator, which might mean the rewiring of your house, since
the incandescent lamp wattage would remain practically the same per
lamp, thus calling for heavier amperage; or else get one of three machines,
viz.: Mr. llallherg's A. C. to 11. C. Economizer, the Fort Wayne Electric
Works' A. C. to D. C. Compcnsarc, or a Mercury Arc Rectifier. Willi
either one of these two latter machines you would do away with all resistance, thus effecting a considerable saving on your arc circuit, but you
would have to operate your incandescents from the city lines. Of course,
if you use less than 5 k. w. on the d. c. side you would not have to have
too large a motor to pull your present generator. Multiply the number
of amperes you purpose to use by 125, the voltage of your present
dynamo, and add one-half that product, which will give you the necessary motor size. If your exchange cannot furnish you with educational
subjects I would suggest you take the matter up with the nearest branch
of the General Film Co. As to flywheel connection, I cannot advise it.
A Demonstration.
Recently in Bilbao, Spain, about fifty children were killed in a panic
in a moving picture show. Only one adult was found among the dead. A
large circus had been converted into a continuous cinematograph show,
and the building was crowded to its utmost capacity, for the mosU part
with women and children. A film ignited, and the operator, who was
himself able to extinguish the fire with difficulty, lost his nerve and yelled
"Fire!" The blaze itself did no damage, but the resultant panic killed
about half a hundred children and one woman. They were trampled to
death. This department has for more than two years been pointing out
to authorities this one fact which this incident demonstrates, viz.: That
there is no danger whatever to an audience through a film fire viewed
as a fire. It is not the tire that does the damage, but the resultant panic.
We have been trying to get managers and the authorities to understand that it is quite possible — and, in fact, a very simple matter, indeed —
to so construct an operating room and so arrange the shutters covering
its openings that, in conjunction with an ample vent flue, the audience
would absolutely never know there was a fire in the building, should
a reel of film, or half a dozen reels, for that matter, be set ablaze inside
the operating room. We are glad to say that we have partially succeeded
in accomplishing our object. We have at least gotten the vent flue installed
in many houses, and the new handbook will tell how to arrange the shutters in such a way that they will drop within two or three seconds of the
time a fire starts. We again say that with proper construction, with a
vent flue of ample size, not less than 24 inches in diameter, and with
shutters properly suspended from a master cord and rightly arranged,
there need never be an alarm of fire in a moving picture theater, or
never any damage whatever done, outside of the operating room itself.
In this connection we desire to say that asbestos rooms, so popular just
now with law-making bodies, are by no means ideal operating rooms. They
are far inferior to either hollow tile, gypsum blocks, concrete or brick.
Light Trouble.
Michigan contributes the following wail of woe:
This is my first appeal, and perhaps, as you help so many, you
may also assist me.
The light through my stereopticon lens has
a yellowish ring all around
it. I have tried several lenses, but
with the same result.
Also through
the moving
picture lens it
shows on the screen where
the carbons
meet.
Current
is no
volts a. c. 133 cycle, using 30 amperes
through
a rheostat.
I
quite understand
that this is not just the thing, but would
it
cause this trouble?
As regards
making
announcement
slides,
I take a bottle of ordinary ink, any color, and mix it with a
bottle of mucilage.
In this way one can have varied colors
cheaply and make some very attractive slides.
You need not expect anything like good results in your moving picture,
using 30 amperes of a. c, unless it is a very small picture, indeed.
With
30 amperes a. c. the crater is so very small that it is difficult to handle
the light.
I am of the opinion that your condensing lenses are of the
wrong
focal length, but I cannot say definitely until you give me the
width of your moving picture and of your stereo picture and length of
throw.
I will then tell you what condensing lenses you ought to use.
Possibly you are projecting a relatively small stereo as compared to the
moving
picture, or vice versa.
Operators asking questions of this kind
should invariably give the length of the throw and the width of the
picture, both stereo and moving picture but the width of tUe stereo picture
should be measured when using an ordinary Standard slide with a mat three
inches wide. If the mat is not three inches wide, give it its exact width.
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Auxiliary No. 10, I. A. T. S. K.. is the patentee of the
drive attachment recently referred to in the department.
been* sick for perhaps seven weeks, but will soon be out
shape to fill orders. Have heard no complaints as to the
but, on the contrary, have heard many words of praise.

i^ih

motorHe has
and in
device,
I was

a crank
and we

turner long before the five cent show was thought of,
of the old days can more thoroughly appreciate the Projection Department than can the operator
of today.
The boys
here are all hungry for the World.
My helper is no good at all
until he has gone through the paper when it arrives each Monday.
I would
like to make
remarks
on a great many
of the letters
appearing, but am a better operator than writer.
We would be
glad to hear from union boys in all parts of the country.
We
welcome
you to the department
circle, Brother
Musgravc.
Those
desiring to write can address E. S. Musgrave.
Lyric Theater, 707 Main
Street,
Evansville, Ind.
We
trust the new auxiliary will meet with all
kinds of success.
It certainly has the hearty good wishes of this department. And now as to Brother
Chamblcss'
motor-drive
attachment.
I
would
not like to say too much
until I had personally
inspected this
device, but so far as I can see, from the excellent illustration submitted,
it seems
to be entirely practical and very excellent, indeed.
I think
Brother
Chamblcss
will do well to submit one of these devices for our
inspection at his earliest convenience.
The cut shows the device attached
to the Power's machine and to the Edison machine.
Never
min'i
lack of ability as a writer, Brother M.
Just make yourself clear and I'll
do the rest. Glad the Evansville boys like the World.
Shutter

Patent.

Alex.
Burnside,
Weyburn,
Snsk.,
Canada,
contributes
the following
interesting letter:
In a recent issue I note your request for reports on the threewing inside shutter pattern for the Edison machine. (Presume
you mean the one publiher 19th issue. — Ed.)
I made
an outside shutter for my new Edison from it, enlarging on the
pattern, of course, and find that after gating it to the proper size
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Water Cooled Condensers.

fiction than the two-wing shutter which caim;
with the machine. There is less flicker and more light. Brothei
M.iv is to be congratulated in contributing the three-wing shutter
patters to the department.
I now ask a little space to comment
ihiminum screens, as I have had considerable experience with
the same and find that the following method
is the proper way
a good one:
Aluminum for this purpose should not be
mixed with oil or put on with a brush.
The oil is, I believe,
Onsible for the glare, which, together with the flicker, injures
the eye and to a great extent spoils the effect. First paint the
screen white, to give it a good background. When this is dry put
on a coat of white shellac, and just before it is dry, using a
good sired sponge, daub the aluminum powder over the surface.
This is an easy way to get it spread uniformly, and when the
shellac is dry it will not rub or peel off. When finished, project
the clear li^ht (without any film in) and paint all the screen
ide the 1 ik h t with black. I might add that my throw is no
feet, with a i6}^-foot picture. I use 60 amperes through a Fort
Wayne compensarc. Our picture is very clear and distinct. Am
glad to say our film exchange puts the films through a cleaner
before sending them to us. Wc find it much easier to get a good
light through them after they are cleaned. Regret to say, however, that some of the reels are in pretty bad shape, and it is
tough for the operator to be bothered quite often with what is
known as a "bum reel." By this I mean reels with screws out,
or part way out, or the spring gone and a nail in its place, or,
worse yet. the hub chewed up so that the pawl on the take-up
spindle will not hold. Quite recently I had a reel which was
bent so badly it caused the film to run on the outside of the reel
until the take-up reel stopped. When I opened the magazine door
the whole works fell on the floor — a nice thing to happen with a
packed house and many waiting outside to get in. Of course,
(uch happenings are always charged up to the operator, but I
believe brother operators in this section will quite agree that it
is more often due to the above named cause. Such cities irr this
province as I have had the pleasure of visiting have both good
projection and good business. All were playing to packed houses;
admission 10 and 15 cents. Since the projection is good, it follows that they must have good operators, and I would like to see
the brothers in this part of the country wake up and come into
the Projection Department Circle of Good Projection Fans, thereby
helping to improve their own work, as well as the work of others,
and to elevate projection to a high standard, keeping pace with
our other brothers across the line.

Mr. R. E. Miller, Brooklyn,
N. Y., contributes the
tion concerning
water-cooled
condensers,
recently inqu: ed about
manufacturer, page 981, December 7th issue:
About fifteen years ago Lumiere, Paris, produced, for use with
his Cinematograph,
a condenser
consisting of a spherical flask
filled with water.
This device was described
in the annual
of

Threading in Frame — Something

It Didn't Work.

V. 1 111 - ■

J.
Am

T.

Beck,

Faribault,

Minn.,

encloses

$2.50

for

handbook,

aa

the British Journal of Photography, 1897, '98 or '99, I have forgotten which, thought I think it was '98.
Some time after this
appeared an English apparatus, called the "Electrical lumiscriptor,"
was shown at Keith's Boston theater.
This latter was a combination of pantograph
and magic lantern and had the above named
type of condenser.
The operator wrote, or drew, on a card, his
work being reproduced one-quarter size on a coated glass in the
lantern, and was projected in the form of white lines on the
screen.
The water condenser was to keep the glass from breaking, and served that purpose very well.
I have just rounded out
sixteen years in the moving
picture business, starting December
14th, 1896, and am still learning.
We are very much obliged to Brother Miller for his explanation of the
water-cooled
condenser.
The nearest approach
to anything
of this kind
I had knowledge of was known as the "Allen" or "Alum"
(I have forgotten which) cell, which consisted of a glass tank about five inches square
by one inch thick, filled with water impregnated
with alum.
This cell
removed
the heat from the light ray, but it absorbed
too much
of the
light; therefore its use was discontinued.
We do not think, however, that
that is what the manufacturer referred to, as it seems to be something in
present use, or at least supposed to be in present use.

I think. Brother Burnside, you are in error about the three-wing shutter
giving a greater percentage of light than the Edison two-wing; however,
it might give better results otherwise. As to the aluminum screen, I am
sorry to say that I cannot recommend your plan for general adoption.
You might get very good results, while the very next man who tried it
might not be at all satisfied. In fact, I have found so much trouble and
dissatisfaction with the home-made aluminum screen proposition that I
have ceased to recommend it all. In this connection I would call your
attention to the leading article in the December 7th issue of the department. As to the reels, I would recommend you to follow what used to
be my own procedure in this matter, viz.: Have a half dozen operating
room reels, which are owned . y the theater, and are kept in perfect condition When you get films from the exchange, either rewind them on
your own reel when inspecting, or else place your own reel in take-up
ane the first time you run the film, laying the exchange reel aside.
1st time you rewind
the film, rewind
it on to the exchange
reel
again.
The house reels should be painted a bright red, or some other
icuous color, so that there will be no danger of shipping them back
to the exchange by mistake. This procedure would obviate all your
and give you perfect reels to work with all the time.
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a constant reader of the World,
and find something helpful in every number,
though
I have never contributed
to the
irtment.
Have
been operating for three years.
I find that
Milwaukee
is a little off in regard to threading
in frame, page
November
30th issue;
at least it does not work
on the
Power's "Six" I now have.
The films we are getting are in first
- condition, and I handle them with the utmost
care.
If
there happens to be a little scratch or a drop of oil we are sure
hear all about it the next day.
Not long ago I visited the
exchange,
and one thing I noticed in particular was the way
thej cleaned the films.
I can always tell when I get films that
have been cleaned, as they are covered with lint, and the first
time I run them through, the machine is covered with lint and
then
is a regular border of shrubbery
all around
the picture.
Have I a kick coming or not?
Would like to hear from others
in this neck of the woods, who are using licensed service, in
regard to this.
Am now running my machine with a fan motor
belted to the flywheel.
Do you approve of this, or should I get
attachment for crank shaft?
If so, where can I get it?
We welcome
you to the department,
Faribault.
I wish all exchanges
were as particular about their films.
Much of the damage done to films
ink carelessness on the part of operators, and still
speed-maniac
managers
who demand
that a
in ten minutes.
I would like to see exchanges
shut
lutely on both propositions.
If the cleaning process used
.1 with lint, they should adopt
a different proce
1 legitimate kirk coming.
I most
to '
"Six" flywheel.
Her get the regular
motor-drive
attachment
from
the
-Mrcet, New
York City, or else
get the Oiambless attachment illu
si where in this issue.

New.

Cleveland, Ohio, writes thusly on the threading in frame proposition:
Enclosed
find sketch, which will possibly give you an idea of
what I am driving at in the following:
To thread film in frame,
any make of machine,
set the edge of the blank leader at the
lower edge of the aperture when locking the film on the intermittent sprocket; then close the gate and the picture will always
be in frame.
Also to focus picture while the other machine is
working,
thread the machine
with the top of the blank leader
at the top of the aperture, so that the blank leader covers the
aperture opening.
If the room is dark the picture from the curtain will reflect upon the blank film, and if this reflection be
focused sharply the picture, when projected upon the screen, will
be in focus.
I would like very much
if you would give this a
personal trial, as I have not given it out to anyone,
though it
has proven
very satisfactory every time I have tried it. I am
sure it will work in every case.
We hope you will pay us a visit
in the near future, as the members of 160, I. A. T. S. E., myself included, would be very much
pleased to have you with us.
I trust what I said will be of some assistance to those who make
operating their means of livelihood.
Your sketch is excellent, Cleveland, but it is hardly necessary to go to
the expense of making a cut for something which can be explained quite
clearly without it. Of course, where a blank leader is used, it would be
easy to set the top of the leader at the edge of the aperture, or nearly so,
lock the film on the intermittent sprocket and frame until the top of the
leader came exactly at the lower edge of the aperture, which would, of
course, provided the leader be spliced to the film in frame (which is by
no means always the case), bring the picture into exact frame.
As to
the focusing by reflection, you certainly have sprung a new one.
I could
not personally
test this without considerable
trouble, whereas
thousands
of our readers can do so without any bother at all, and can then report.
What puzzles me is, how do you see this reflection?
If you look in the
lens end your head would cut off the reflection.
Perhaps, however, you
can see it through the leader, though I would not suppose so, if you mean
the ordinary opaque white leader.
Anyway, the experiment will be quite
interesting, but the operating room would have to be pretty dark, or else
you would
have to shade the aperture when
looking at the reflection.
I spent a week once in your beautiful little city, and would certainly
like to meet with the Cleveland boys, though I do not know when I can
do so.
I took a week's vacation
last summer,
and when
I got back
there was work piled up knee high all around me.
It took two weeks
of hard work to catch up again.

Light Trouble.
F. M. Bloom, Box 281, Bolivar, Mo., writes as follows:
I have a Power's "Six" machine, 52-foot throw and a 12-foot
picture, using one 7 J4 and one 6l/i condenser, the former next
the arc. Current is no volts a. c, through a rheostat. Have
had good light, but have now run into something I cannot figure
out. For the last few nights the picture has flickered. Shutter
seems to be in time and everything O. K. Would be glad if you
would give me a little help on this, as it is too much for me.
The best thing I have found to prevent the condenser breakage
is to keep the draught off the lenses after the arc has been shut
write.
off. Would be glad to hear from any of the boys who care to
You will have to describe that flicker more accurately, Brother Bloom,
before I can offer you any help. Have not changed your screen lately,
have you? It is also possible that you have had very light films lately,
which has caused you to observe the flicker more than usual. Likewise,
it is possible that, for some reason or another, you have been running
the machine slower than usual, and this would produce a flicker. The
shutter being eut of time would cause flashes of white up or down from
white objects in the film, or from letters in the title. It would have no
effect on flicker. In asking questions of this kind the brothers should
describe the defect minutely, so that I can form an accurate idea of the
effect produced.
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Patents Company Files Answer
INDIVIDUAL

COMPANIES

AT

ALSO
REPLY
IN GOVERNMENT'S
PHILADELPHIA— DOCUMENTS

ISSUE

has I
ted in the cases brought by the Federal
eminent against the Motion Picture Patents Company,
and the allied defendants and the case is now on the Equity
Calendar of the Federal District Court in Philadelphia. Answers were filed in all the cases. While nine separate and distinct defendants were named and served by the government
the answers are much alike in all cases, because the matters
traversed therein are substantially the same.
The answers go very fully into all the points raised by the
contentions of the government. They set forth the conch
of the business as they existed before the formation of the
Motion Picture Patents Company. The claim is made that the
business at that time was in a chaotic condition and that the
Patents Company succeeded in bringing order out of chaos and
confusion. The Motion Picture. Patents Company, it is alleged,
developed the production of motion pictures into an interesting
and instructive art after the business seemed like to degenerate
into a nuisance and a menace to public morals, and that there
is $100,000,000 invested in the business.
With the denial that it committed the illegal acts as alleged
by the government, it is explained that prior to the organization
of the moving picture producers no lawful art or trade in moving
pictures existed, and that the respondent could not agree or
combine in restraint of trade.
On the other hand, it is asserted that it created whatever
lawful trade there is in such pictures, and that the organization
of the defendants is necessary, not solely for convenience and
profit, but to the very lawful existence of the moving picture
art.
A history of the litigation, beginning with the patent infringement suits brought by the Edison company, is given in the
answer. According to this explanation there was not a single
concern or individual in the United States that was able to do
a lawful business before the organization of the defendants.
One company owned a patent on film, another a patent on projecting machines and others on cameras, making it impossible for
any one to produce and exhibit pictures without infringing upon
some part of the numerous patents. The result was that every
one was suing every one else, until manufacturers were afraid
to make investments and exhibitors hesitated to erect theaters.
This condition caused the importation of foreign films, many
of which were indecent and which were used long after they had
become worn out. The use of the latter became so prevalent
that the medical authorities began to condemn the production of
moving pictures, contending that they were injuring the eyes
of the public. The patent owners, recognizing the unfavorable conditions, desired to terminate the expensive litigation
and get the business under a single and efficient management so that films could be produced successfully as an
in-tructive art.
With this end in view the organization was formed in 1908,
and it is averred since that time the defendants have used every
effort to regulate the business fairly, going so far as to form
a national board of censorship composed of well-known citizens,
who receive no salary, who pass upon the productions before
they are exhibited to the public.
It is contended that if the suit, which the defendant asserts
is an experimental one on the part of the government, is successful the business will again be cast into its former unlawful
and infringing condition, and that all lawful competition will
be rendered hazardous and that no further exercise of the art
can lawfully be had in any of the 10,000 or more theaters in
this country.
The answer, in conclusion, denied that the organization is illegal and asks that the bill be dismissed. It is expected that
an examiner will be appointed to take testimony in the case.
Xine separate answers have been filed. They are in two general groups, one headed by the Motion Picture Patents Company, the other by the General Film Exchange.
The answer of the Motion Picture Patents Company is the
largest and most complete of the series and comprises 175 printed
pages, making a bound volume with numerous charts and halftones explanatory of the patents which it controls. Tt was filed
by Attorneys David J. Myers, George R. Willis. Luther M. R.
Willis and Frederick R. Williams, solicitors for the respondent,
as well as for the Biograph Company, the Armat Moving Picture Company, Jeremiah J. Kennedy and Harry X. Marvin. Besides the answer for the Motion Picture Patents Company these
attorneys filed separate answers for each of four other defendants above named.
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In the second group of an
change and Thomas
A Edison
(Inc.) are the mure elab
I he.se answers were tiled by Caldwell, Messlich & Reed of New
York and John G. Johnson, J. 11. Caldwell and Charles H. Zug,
• if counsel.
Other
well-known
lawyers are associated in the
case, but their names do not appear on the answers.
Separate answers were tiled by this group of attorneys
Thomas A. Edison (Inc.), Frank L. Dyer and William I'elzer;
Pathe 1'reres, Kalcm Company. Gaston Melies, J. A. Ucrst and
Samuel Long; also for the Melies Manufacturing Company.
All of the answers in both groups are shorter than that of the
Motion Picture Patents Company because it was not necessary
to duplicate in each separate petition much that is contained in
the very elaborate and complete brief of the Motion Picture
Patents Company, the first six sections of which are adopted by
the other leading defendants as part of their answers.
In each petition, however, the defendant for which it has
filed responds with such admissions as were correct in the government's suit and then each defendant sets up for itself the
denials of matters in the government's petition which they will
challenge in the consideration of the case in the courts. Generally the answers deny the allegations of the government that
the defendants are acting, or have acted, in violation of the
Sherman Law, and challenge other contentions made by the
government's lawyers.
The answer contains the following exhibits:
1 — Photograph of a man operating a motion picture camera.
2 — A diagram of the interior of such a camera.
3 — Diagrams of exposed and unexposed motion picture films.
4 — A photograph of a motion picture projecting machine.
5 — A diagramatic picture of the working parts of a picture
projecting machine.
7 — A diagramatic picture of an early Edison camera.
8— A photograph of the Edison kinetoscope.
scope,
9 — A diagramatic picture of the interior of the Edison kineto10 — A diagramatic picture of the Latham projecting machine.
11 — A similar picture of the Jenkins-Armat projecting machine.
12 — A diagramatic picture .showing the Latham, Armat and
Pross shutters.
13 — A diagramatic picture of the Edison, Latham cameras, the
Armat projecting machine, the Pross shutter and the modern
projecting machine, shown comparatively, with the statement
that when the Motion Picture Patents Company was organized
"there were no other projecting machines on the market and
all infringed the patents of Latham, Armat, and Pross, and
used the Edison patented film."
14 — A statement of patents litigation arranged chronologically, the supplemental license agreement of January 26, 1909,
between the Motion Picture Patents Company and the American Mutoscope and Biograph Company ; also the text of the
license agreement of June 6, 1912, between the Motion Picture
Patents Company and the Biograph Company.
The Motion Picture Patents Company denies that the government correctly names in its suit the ten manufacturers and
importers of films, and avers that the Kleine Optical Company
"was an importer of films"; also claims that the Motion Picture Patents Company "has no knowledge of the existence of
such corporation as the George Melies Manufacturing Company
and that George Melies individually is a licensee" of the Motion
Picture Patents Company, but not made a party defendant to
the suit. The Motion Picture Patents Company admits, as
claimed by the government, that all these producers of positive
films (American Mutoscope and Biograph Company, Edison
Manufacturing Company. Essanay Film Manufacturing Company. Kalem Company, George Kleine, Lubin Manufacturing
Company, George Melies. Pathe Freres. Selig Polyscope Company and theandYitagraph
Company
of America')
"were
in shipping
distributing
their films
throughout
the engaged
United
States to rental exchanges," but the Motion Picture PatenCompany avers "that such shipment and distribution was of
films intended to be used in infringing projecting machines."
The Motion Picture Patents Company denies, as alleged, that
the rental exchanges in turn lawfully distributed the films to
the thousands of exhibitors, but avers that "such films were intended for use in infrineing projecting machines."
The Motion Picture Patents Company also denies that every
rental exchange did or could have many customers located in
other States than the State in which the rental exchange was
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situated, because "Mich customers arc limited by distance, whereby shipments of films or reels lroin a far otf exchange could
not supply the necessary demand in service of change of subject," and because "that demand between customers and exchange
was necessaril) limited and cut down, by the daily drop in the
value of the film, transportation charges, and loss of revenue
in transit.''
on 1 film
lie Motion
Picture Patents Company also denied that in 1908
and be lore keen, lawful competition existed in the motion
picture business, but avers on the contrary "that whatever pretended competition did at such time exist was a fraudulent cominfringers
and infringing
it is
averred petition
that between
before
the organization
of theusers,"
MotionandPicture
Patents Company in September, 1908, and the date of its license agreements, the defendant manufacturers and importers
carried on their business independently, each seemingly competing with all the others in manufacture and disposition of their
products and there seemed to be actual and active competition
throughout the United States among all these defendants, but
that they, in carrying on their business, unlawfully infringed or
contributed to infringe the Motion Picture Patents Company
patents; that the business and pretended competition carried on
by these infringers was unlawfully in violation of the rights
conferred by these patents, and that while it may be true that
before the licensing by the Edison Manufacturing Company
early in 1908 the defendant manufacturers and importers sold
their motion pictures or films outright, as did two of the defendants, a manufacturer and an importer, before the organization of the Motion Picture Patents Company and the date of
its license agreements, in 1908 and before, to concerns similar
to the rental agencies, and these concerns in turn to exhibitors,
still all such business and pretended competition, including that
of the Edison Manufacturing Company and its licensees, was
transferred in plain and distinct violation and infringement of
some or all the patents now owned by the Motion Picture Patents Company, and whatever competition there was among these
infringers was fraudulent.
"It is immaterial," says the answer of the Motion Picture
Patents Company, "whether there was in 1908 or prior any interstate and foreign commerce in films, moving picture cameras,
projectors and other appliances relating to the motion picture
art, or, as averred, that it was unrestrained ; but it is hereby
averred that by virtue of the true extent and dominion of the
lawful patent monopoly under the Constitution of the United
States and the acts of Congress pursuant thereto all manufacturers and users of articles within that dominion may be lawfully licensed and restricted for the particular and peculiar commerce within that sphere and dominion."
It
is
films to admitted
exhibitors.that rental exchanges leased but did" not sell
It is denied that the defendants determined to destroy competition, but on the contrary it is averred they have established
and now maintain competition among them; and a competition
fairly regulated for the purpose of producing by each manufacturer or importer improved quality of pictures, and the maximum return of income to each manufacturer or importer is
only limited by the ability of each to supply the demand from
exhibitors for the product of each, depending on the quality of
each.
It is averred that this respondent fixed and adopted lawfully
a minimum price for leasing by the defendants, its licensees,
which has never been materially changed, and lawfully had the
right to fix such a minimum price for the purpose of benefiting
the public, in this by preventing its licensees from putting on
the market cheap films or inferior quality or cheap and inferior
motion pictures, but in no agreements or transactions between
any of the defendants is there or can there be found any limitation or restriction destructive of just or proper competition either
in quality or quantity of films or machines or appliances or apparatus, and on the contrary the motive for lawfully licensing
said defendants was to end the long continued litigation between
patentees of devices so closely interrelated and materially necessary each to the other to produce a perfect camera film, motion
picture and projecting machine and so necessary that no one
patentee could manufacture either an ideally or commercially
perfect camera, film, motion picture, projecting machine without in some material degree infringing upon and hence conflicting with the lawful rights of other patentees, and no patentee could compete with any other since he needed a patented
device of the other to help him to construct the very article or
machine which he himself desired to use in competition with
the other.
It is averred that "infringement" cannot by rule of law be
twisted or transposed to spell "competition."
It may be months before the cases will be reached for trial,
as the calendar of the Court in which they were brought is
somewhat congested. Whatever the decision in the District
Court may be, it is morally certain that there will be an appeal
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to the Circuit Court of Appeals. In view of the very important
questions involved it is altogether probable that the Supreme
Court of the United States will be appealed to as the court of
last resort.
JENKINS'
LOOSE-PIN
FILM
RACK.
C. Francis Jenkins, widely known as an inventor of moving picture devices, is -offering a new film rack of ingenious
construction and considerable merit.
In handling film the drum, the rectangular^ frame and the
pin-rack have been in use for some time. Notwithstanding
the difficulty of putting the film on the pin-rack, that device
is widely used because less tank space is required. Mr.
Jenkins' device
overcomes
the objections
to the pin-rack.

The pins normally lie down along the length of tne crossarms, with the exception of the inner pin of each arm. which
stands up about half way. Upon one of these pins the
looped end of the film is slipped. Then with the roll of film
held in one hand, the rack is rapidly rotated by the other
hand. This causes the film to lie against the semi-reclining
pins, each of which thereupon instantly comes up into a
vertical position. The short extension at the bottom of the
pin sets up the next pin half-way, each in succession Throughout the entire series, the film catching thereon in turn, until
the whole of the film is wound on. The result is that the
rack can be turned just as fast as may be desired. One
hundred feet of film can be laid on these pins in ten to
twelve seconds, and two hundred feet in somewhat less than
twice as long.

In taking off the wet film, after development, the end of
the film is attached to the drying reel and the motor started.
By hand the film is guided onto the rotating drying reel,
and the film comes off without being marred in the least.
The use of the new pin-racks permits fresh solution with
every negative developed, which, obviously, insures the very
best photographic quality in the resultant negative.
The racks are also particularly desirable in the tinting of
film, for but a small quantity of each solution is required,
and therefore a great many colors can be assembled in a
limited space.
I. W. McMAHAN'S MOTHER
DIES.
Mrs. Mary J. McMahan, mother of I. W. McMahan, of
McMahan & Jackson, Cincinnati, died at her home in Aurora,
Ind., at 12:30 P.M., Tuesday, December 3rd, 1912, of apoplexy, aged 82. She leaves five children — two daughters and
three sons.
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By .ias. s. McQUADE

EVEN at this late day, after all that has been accomplished
in the uplift and progress of the moving picture, the Rev.
Frank S. Rowland, D. D., of the Cass Avenue Methodist
Church, Detroit, allies the moving picture theater with cheap
dance halls and low theaters, and their immoral surroundings.
During the delivery of a recent practical sermon on the topic,
"Are Our Boys and Girls Safe?" Dr. Rowland indulged in the
following statements :
"Huge dance halls are opened to which hundreds of young
people are attracted and admitted for a dime or a nickel. In
these pleasure houses lurks the procuress and the immoral leech,
who are waiting their opportunity to lead astray the innocent
youth. Scattered throughout our cities and villages are the
moving picture show and the low theater, which are undermining the characters of our boys and girls and preparing them,
if not to join the criminal classes, to make their lives by and
by a menace to the highest and best citizenship. On almost any
pleasant evening we can see multitudes of our youth walking
up and down our principal streets with no places open save
these brilliantly lighted and attractive places of amusement.
"Notforlong
ago apicture
boy ofshows.
14 was Anfound
to bealienist
spending
$3.75 a
week
moving
eminent
of Chicago
states that he has a number of patients among neurotic children
whose emotional natures have been so overwrought by the
crude appeal to which they have been so constantly subjected
in these picture shows that they have become victims of hallucinations and mental disorders. Jane Addams tells of three boys,
aged 9, 11 and 13, who had recently seen depicted the adventures
of frontier life in a moving picture show, including the holding
up of a stage coach and the lassoing of the driver, spending
weeks in planning to lasso, murder and rob a neighborhood
milkman, who started on his route at 4 o'clock in the morning.
"They made their headquarters in a barn, and saved enough
money to buy a revolver, adopting as their slogan, "Dead Men
Tell No Tales." One spring morning the conspirators, with
their faces covered with black cloth, lay 'in ambush' for the
milkman. Fortunately for him, as the lasso was thrown, the
horse shied, and, although the shot was appropriately fired, the
milkman's life was saved. Such a direct influence of the moving
picture show is by no means rare, even among older boys."
I wish that the reverend gentlman had given the name of the
"eminent Chicago alienist" referred to, so that I could have
secured his personal opinion on the effect of moving pictures
on normal children as well as on neurotic patients. We know
that some pictures are exciting, and are willing to confess that
"neurotic" children may be injured thereby. Is that the fault
of the pictures or of the parents of such children, who permit
them to attend? What one does strongly object to is the fact
that the reverend gentleman makes a wholesale condemnation of
moving pictures because they affect abnormal children injuriously ;
and that, either willfully or by oversight, he is silent as to
their effect on healthy, normal children. The latter class,
thank Heaven for the future of our common country, are in
the vast majority.
With regard to the attitude of Jane Addams towards moving
pictures, we don't need the aid of Dr. Rowland to enlighten us.
We know that this noble woman has taken a stand for moving
pictures, and that she has declared from her experience that
when there are plenty of play grounds and moving picture presentations, there is, as a sequence, a small percentage of moral
delinquency.
The reverend gentleman betrays an eagerness to arouse discrimination against moving pictures generally by citing the case
of the neurotic boys, aged 9, 11 and 13 years. It really inclines
one to laugh, and laugh honestly, at the seriousness with which
Dr. Rowland describes their attempt at a hold-up. Think of
any of those boys being able to throw a lasso and catch that
milkman ! We challenge Dr. Rowland to learn to throw a lasso
successfully in three weeks or in three months, if he relies
on his own efforts, and does not receive instruction from a professional. And that popgun, which the reverend gentleman magnifies into a death-dealing engine of destruction! He should
have given his hearers its real caliber to increase the sensation
caused by his remarks !
Now let us find out how other prominent Michiganders lookon moving pictures, men who are actively interested in civic
and social betterment.
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At Ypsilanti, the Stat
nstalled a pro
ing machine, and educational films are n
1 he
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•1 dire< tora oi
iunc,
and havi
lubitiiig educatiun.il iiluis for the past three
months,
1 he Board of Education, Grand Rapids, ha
two machines, and educational
films arc being pi
ic-gularly. Mr. Mills, superintendent of recreation in Grand Rapids,
is .1 great believer 111 the future possibilities oi moving pictures.
The Rev. Father Krakouski, one of the leading Polian Catholic
clergymen
Ol the west, has been shown;.
m his church,
in Grand
Rapids, for several months past.
John McDonald, superintendent of Detroit's famous House
of Correction, the only institution of its kind which is selfsupporting, installed a picture machine for the inmates about
six months ago, and pictures are presented at regular intervals.
Superintendent McDonald considers these exhbitions among the
best aids at his disposal for the uplift and betterment of the
inmates.
In the near future, the Board of Education of Detroit will install moving picture machines in the public schools, and only
the lack of necessary funds prevented this being done some
time ago. Many churches in Detroit and throughout Michigan
are at present using pictures for entertainment and educational
purposes* Several of the prominent churches on Woodward
Avenue, the fashionable section of Detroit, have considered the
installation of machines and have appointed committees to
nd to the matter,
Edwin S. Booth, owner and general manager of the Detroit
News, Grand Rapids Press, and newspapers in Muskegon and
Saginaw, has furnished the auditorium of the press hall at
Grand Rapids with complete equipment, and runs moving pictures every Sunday for the boys in his employ. Mr. Booth is
considered by all who know him as a leader in civic and social
betterment.
The City of Detroit can boast of having Roy A. Baker, a well
known playwright, connected with the Detroit police department, as police censor. Every film shown in Detroit must
pass the inspection of Mr. Baker, who has the reputation of being able, strict and fair.
Surely it will not be considered irreverent to use that famous
passage of Scripture, which refers to Elisha when he was encompassed byenemies, and apply it in this case to the moving
picture : "And the Lord opened the eyes of the young man ;
and lo! the mountain was filled with chariots and horses of
fire round about Elisha."
The Passing of Harry

Cashman.

Big, brave, physically rugged, talented Harry Cashman has
passed away. Go where you will among his acquaintances and
friends in Chicago, you will find but one common lament, that
he has passed all too soon. Not yet in his prime, and with a
promising future as a comedian and character actor in the production of moving pictures, aside from his genial and lovable
qualities as man and friend, his sudden taking-off comes with
a shock both sentimentally and artistically to those who knew
him intimately, as well as to the great public who knew him only
by his work before the camera, in Essanay productions.
For mys*elf, I shall always remember him best in his chosen
work of after days, by his dignified, reverent, finished work as
the clergyman in "Sunshine." In that fine character, it seems to
me, he revealed not only true art, but his own innate sympathy
with human frailty and the heavy burden often imposed on
the weak by the inscrutable dictates of fortune. His big heart
and gentle manners were always on the side of the oppressed.
As one looked on his peaceful face in the coffin, there was consolation, inthe thought that "life's fitful fever over, he sleeps
It was with the deepest retrrct that all connected with the
Essanay Film Manufacturing Company, from President George
K. Spoor, down to the humblest worker at the plant, learned
of Mr. Cashman's death at the Alexian 1
Hospital, this
city, on Saturday morning, December 12th. He had been
troubled
with a slight attack of pneumonia for seve'ral davs
well." to
previous
entering the hospital, and had treated it lightly. He
finally decided to take a rest at the French Lick Springs, but
the disease had gotten such firm hold on his constitution that
it was deemed best to take him to the institution mentioned. He
was an inmate less than three days when he expired.
Mr. Cashman's experiences on the stage, before joining the"
nay forces, were long and varied. His work had chiefly
1 with light opera. For several seasons he was associated
with the Tivoli Opera Company, of San Francisco, where he
established a fine reputation in comedy roles. Following this
he was a prominent member of companies managed bv T. Daniel
Frawley. James O'Neill and Edythe Chapman." For two years
he starred
in Charles
"Chimmy
Fadden." and afterward worked
in stock Hopper's
at Atlanta,
Ga.
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.Mr. Cashman was a member of Essanay's Eastern Stock
Company for about two year-,. During that time lie appeared
in many striking comedy and cb
parts, in which he will,
doubtless, be remembered by a wide circle of admirers for years
to come.
The funeral was held at the home of his sister, 4356 Kenmore
Avenue, this city, on Monday, December 16th, and his remaininterred at Graceland Cemetery. A large gathering of
friends and acquaintances was in attendance, among the number
being many members of the Essanay and Selig forces. The
beautiful floral emblems were conveyed to the cemetery in a
large automobile, used solely for that purpose.
Kaiser Wilhelm a Moving Picture Fan.
A recent cable despatch from Berlin to the Chicago 'iribune
states that Berlin's finest and newest cinematograph playhouse,
the Nollendorf Theater, will soon open its doors. It is the creation and property of two Americans, .Messrs. Goldsell and
Kinsella. The building, which is like a Greek temple, is architecturally one of the most striking structures in the Kaiser's
capital, and does much to beautify the big Nollendorf plaza on
which it stands.
The new theater contains a feature which is an absolute novelty in German
housesshown.
— it doesn't
requireroof
to be
darkened
while motion
the filmspicture
are being
Its domed
is
also an innovation, as it is built to be removed in summer and
during other propitious weather, so that at night time the spectators have nothing above them but starlit heavens. The theater
which it is hoped to make society's cinematographic Mecca, will
bold 700 people.
The Kaiser is the latest recruit to the growing ranks of film
show enthusiasts. He has a motion picture theater built in
Potsdam palace, and dedicated it Wednesday night, December
nth, with a performance for the benefit of a distinguished company of political guests. A number of the films exhibited
showed recent events wherein the Kaiser himself participated,
including the royal hunt given in honor of Archduke Franz Ferdinand, of Austria, near Hanover.
The cinematograph industry is so grateful to the Kaiser for
his imperial patronage that it has just issued a handsome volume
called "The Kaiser on Film," as a Christmas book, which is also
intended to commemorate his majesty's silver jubilee of 1913.
The book is handsomely gotten up with reproductions of motion
pictures, showing the Kaiser amid all his varied activities.
The text discloses the fact that the Kaiser first became interested
in motion pictures during one of his recent summer cruises
aboard the Hohenzollern to North Cape. He caught the court
photographer, who always travels with him, making motion
snapshots one day, and when they were reproduced on a screen
aboard the yacht, the same night, the Kaiser at once became a
confessed "fan," and ever since has posed cheerfully under all
sorts of circumstances for men working. moving photo cameras.
Better Ventilation for Chicago Theaters Obligatory.
The health department of Chicago has detailed inspectors to
investigate ventilation systems in all the theaters of the city.
It is known that several small playhouses have been refused licenses temporarily, and it is declared probable that others will be
ordered to install new systems for assuring the patrons clean air.
A recent bulletin from the department explains the attitude
of Major Young :
"The question of theater ventilation," it
acute with the onset of cold weather,
patronage theaters receive at this season
tendency to exclude the cool outdoor air
comfortable.

states, "becomes doubly
because of the larger
and by reason of the
so that patrons may be

"The department is determined there shall be better ventilation
of the city's playhouses, both large and small. At the present
time a number of licenses are being withheld pending the approval of systems of mechanical ventilation. Several new theaters thus affected, and others about to be constructed are
awaiting the results of the investigations being made."
Chicago Film Brevities.
F P. I'd, H. infield, traveling representative of the Mirror Screen
Company, called at The World office on Tuesday, December
17th. Mr. Bloomfield will spend two or three weeks in the city
in the interests of his company.
* * *
Miss Ruth Storehouse, leading lady of Essanay's Eastern Stock
Company, is quite popular in Memphis, Term., as a photoplay
actress. Last week the manager of the Majestic Theater, in that
city, offered a priz<
Ton giving the name of the lady
whose photo appeared on the cover of the week's program.
Everybody guessed right. 1 lure wasn't a single mistake. The
names of the
were then put in a box and one slip of
paper was drawn, deciding who the lucky person was. The picture was one of Miss StOnehouse,
f course.
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F. O. Nielsen has sent out 3,000 handsome announcement cards,
stating that his new theater, the Stevens, on Evanston Avenue,
near Irving Park Boulevard, will be opened Wednesday evening,
December 18th. The Stevens seats 300 people. Ten cents admission will be charged for all seats. Mr. Nielsen's big house, the
I'arkway, on North Clark, near Diversey, is playing to capacity
every evening.
The Parkway seats 850 people and the admission
is ten cents for any seat.
* * *
The Thanhouser California Stock Company passed through
Chicago, on the way from New York to the coast, on Monday
afternoon, December 16th.
* * *
Miss Eleanor Blanchard, of Essanay's Eastern Stock Company,
lias departed for her home in New York, where she will spend
the holidays.

* *

*

The General Poster Company, owned by M. A. Choyinski and
Nathan Wolf, will be opened to do business in the Wellington
Hotel Building, 241 South Wabash Avenue, on January 1st.
This company will handle posters for all licensed films, and is
under the auspices of Local No. 2, M. P. E. L., of America.
THE

UNIVERSAL

IN THE

HAWAIIAN

ISLANDS.

The Universal is sending a company of sixteen people to
the Hawaiian Islands. They will be gone for at least three
months and perhaps longer. The company will be in charge
of Charles E. Inslee, who was recently Director Otis
Turner's leading man. Mr. Inslee will direct all the pictures
taken and a better man could hardly be picked, for Mr.
Inslee has not only directed motion picture playrs before, but
has been for many years in the business and has seen all
sides of it. He played leads with the Biograph and several
other prominent companies.
The company's headquarters will be Honolulu. The pictures will cover an entirely new field, and what an interesting one! Its history abounds in quaint folk Jore and interesting legends. The series of pictures will be more appreciated in this country owing to the fact that the Hawaiian
or Sandwich Islands comprise a territory of the United
States of America.
There is a wealth of material from the industrial standpoint, running from the guano industry to shark fishing.
The whole country is tremendously picturesque. Its flora
and fauna comprise specimens and species not to be obtained elsewhere, and the fact that it is a volcanic country
means that its rugged and lava covered mountains are cut
out by picturesque canons and precipitous ravines. In fact,
the whole of the islands are built up by an eruptive process
from a base some 15,000 feet below sea level and the great
volcanic peak, Mauna Kea, the largest in the world, stands
13,823
Peak.
flows
liquid
One

feet
above the
a little
higher
It measures
75 sea
mileslevel,
in width
at its
base.than
LavaPike's
still
from some of the pit craters and there are several
lakes of lava in various parts of the islands.
can readily understand what a compelling and interesting series of moving pictures can be taken with such
settings provided by nature. The pictures will be leased
as a series.
DOBBS'

PICTURES

PULLING

AT

WEBER'S.

Beverly B. Dobbs' "Atop of the World in Motion," is attracting large and well pleased crowds at Weber's Theater.
Tomorrow afternoon the pictures start in on their fourth
week. Mr. Dobbs' films have registered a most emphatic
hit in New York, and, judging from the attendance the past
three weeks, they are scheduled for a long stay on Broadway. It is Mr. Dobbs' intentions to withdraw the films from
the market January 15. State right buyers should address
ph Conoly, Suite 702, 1482 Broadway, New York.
MANY

NEW

M. P. THEATERS

IN NEW

YORK

STATE.

The indications gathered from new machine sales by J. H.
Hallberg, "The Economizer Man," point to the opening of
many new theaters for motion pictures in Syracuse, Oswego,
and neighboring towns in that vicinity. Mr. Hallberg has
just shipped two Power's No. 6A and three Standard Hallberg
A. C. Economizers to James Kernan, Syracuse, N. Y. Two
Simplex machines, with two Hallberg Standard A. C Economizers to Chas. P. Gilmore, Oswego, N. Y. One 1013 Motiograph to Castle Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y., and one Power's
No. 6A with Hallberg Standard A. C. Economizer to Stanley
Southworth, Canton, N. Y.
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INDIANA

STATE

CONVENTION.

Picture Exhibitors' League held its anMotion
Indiana
THE
nual nieiting
in Indianapolis on December 10 and II.
There was a big attendance and the future of the organization promises a prosperous career. Every effort has been made
to build up the organization since it was established little
than a year ago. Meetings have been held every few weeks in
different parts of the State, with the result that a majorize motion picture men of the State are now affiliated with the
association. An even more vigorous campaign for members is to
be conducted during the ensuing year.
The officers elected were:
Dr. J. M. Rhodes, Indianapolis,
president; Sprague Green, Fort Wayne, first vice-president ; Philip

A. C. Zaring, Treasurer.

During the meeting .1 boom was started foi Mr K
nexl president of the national league
He wi
support of the members of the Indiana
ibout five
hundred motion picture theaters in thi S
^proximately three
hundred ;:;e identified with the Stale leag
j it is believed no other Indiana business organization can make.
A banquet at the Denison Hotel was one of the features of the
convention.
This was held at noon and .
1formal affair,
it one hundred and fifty members attending.
The attendance
at the convention
was
the largest in the his
the
organization,
Another meeting of the Indiana league \s to be held in Indianapolis on February 2.

Dr. J. M. Rhoades, President.
INDIANA STATE LEAGUE OFFICERS.

Skora, Evansville, second vice-president ; John Trulock, Indianapolis, third vice-president; II. L. St. Claire. Gary, fourth vicepresident ; Clifford Cole, Elkhart, fifth vice-president ; E. J. Addy>
Indianapolis, secretary, and A. C. Zaring, Indianapolis, treasurer.
F. J. Rembusch. of Shelbyville and Indianapolis, was elected Indiana vice-president of the national association. He was the first
secretary of the State association. Dr. Rhodes, the new president
of the State League, is treasurer of the Indianapolis local organcity._ ization and one of the pioneer motion picture theater men of the
A number of matters of importance were taken up during the
meeting. There was considerable discussion of the matter of
asking the State legislature, which convenes in bi-ennial session
next month, to pass a law defining the rights of and regulating
motion picture theaters. At the present time there is no law
covering the subject and various localities have passed ordinances,
many of which are believed to be unjust. One of these is the
Indianapolis ordinance regulating the attendance of children under fourteen years old at motion picture theaters.
A resolution was also adopted, opposing the use of tobacco
coupons for admission to moving picture theaters. A tobacco concern has proposed that ten coupons from a certain brand of
cigarette be accepted in lieu of the usual admission fee. The
league put itself on record as being opposed to any such scheme.
It was also concluded that a certain kind of wild west pictures
are crude and demoralizing and that members of the league shall
not exhibit them. It was also decided that no member of the
league shall exhibit the pictures of the wedding of Jack Johnson
and a white girl.
The association decided on an assessment of $5 a member for
the expense of the legislative committee during the coming session of the legislature. This is to be used in paying the legitimate
expenses of the members of the committee.

CONVENTION
The Kansas State
League of America
Kan., on Monday,
10. and 11, 1912.

Ed. J. Addy, Secretary.
OF

KANSAS

STATE

EXHIBITORS.

Branch of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
held their first convention it Kansas City,
Tuesday and Wednesday. December Q,
The convention was called to order at

10 o'clock A. M. at the Electric Theater on Monday. President M. A. Xeff addressed the exhibitors and the following
officers were elected:
Xational vice-president, E. Wayne Martin, Hutchinson;
president, X. H. Spitzer, Wichita; vice-president. Carl Mensing, Leavenworth; secretary
McCrum, Kansas City.
Kan.: treasurer, Jack Brainard, Mulberry; sargeant-at-arms,
Karl Bornschein, Ellsworth.
After completing the organization the exhibitors adjourned
for luncheon at the Grand Hotel and also adjourned the
meeting until 10 o'clock A. M. Tuesday at the Maze Theater.
Kansas City, Mo. Pre-ident Xeff again addressed the meeting and after general discussion of the welfare of the league
adjourned until 2:30 P. M.. when at that time the Missouri
and Kansas exhibitors held a joint meeting at the West 10th
Street Theater.
This meeting was addressed
-;dent
Xeff. President G. H. Wiley, of the Missouri State Branch.
Carl Mensing. of Leavenworth,
and many other exhib
The attendance at the joint meeting was 150 exhibitors from
both states and the fact that they remained in -e->ion from
2:30 until 5:00 o'clock shows how interested they were.
Through the courte-y of manager Bronson. of the Empress
Theater, Kansas City, Mo., the exhibitors of both states attended a special performance on Monday evening. On Tuesday evening an elaborate banquet took olace at the Sexton
Hotel, Kansas Citv, Mo., and 150 was the attendance.
Pre-i-
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dent G. H. Wiley, of Missouri, acted as toastmaster. No
stone was left unturned by G. 11. Wiley, president of the Missouri State Branch, to make the joint convention of Missouri
and Kansas a big success and Mr. Wiley was given a rising
vote of thanks for the successful way the convention was
handled.
Tiie Kansas State Branch will hold a special meeting at
Wichita, Kan., on January 13 and 14, 1913. At this meeting
they expect a very large attendance, as Wichita is located
in the central part of Kansas and will be of easy access.
Following are the names of the members of the Kansas
State League: E. Wayne Martin. Hutchinson; Carl Mensing,
Leavenworth; Geo. McCrum, Kansas City; E. J. Grubel, Kansas City; Geo. Grubel, Kansas City; Chris. Wagner, Newton;
W. B. Moore, Galina; Jack Brainard, Mulberry; Floyd
Schultz, Clay Center; William Meyn, Kansas City; Fred Savage, Great Bend; Karl I'.ornschein, Ellsworth; N. H. Spitzer,
Wichita; J. R. Burford, Wellington; W. H. Willey, Mulberry; Rogers Bros., Wamego; J. H. Blawitz, Kansas City;
B. C. Auton, Clyde; L. R. Shannon, Mound City; C. C.
McCollister, Wichita; Guy E. White, Beloit; W. W. Maze,
Kansas City; H. C. Allphin, Lawrence; T. H. Magruder,
Caney; J. C. Elliott, Topeka; C. E. Glamnann, Wellington;
E. V. Wagner, Newton; F. L. Wright, Wichita; Mrs. Maud
Goudy, Topeka; L. C. Whitebrain, Chapman; E. H. McMauns, Salina; C. C. A. Gringolf, Salina; William Berry,
lr., Wichita; John Plhy, Fort Scott; C. R. Blubaugh, Fort
Sett.
SPECIAL

MEETING

OF THE
MISSOURI
STATE
BRANCH.
The Missouri State Branch of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America held a special meeting at Kansas City, Mo., on Tuesday, Dec. 10, 1912. Many matters of
importance were discussed and disposed of. F. L. Welch,
of Kansas City, was elected secretary for an unfinished term
and J. S. Tillman, of St. Louis, was elected treasurer.
The Missouri State Branch were guests of the Kansas
State Branch at a joint meeting held Tuesday afternoon
and enjoyed the banquet given by the Kansas State Branch
in the evening. The second annual convention of Missouri
State Branch will be held at Springfield, Mo., on June 7 and 8.
THAT
OHIO
CONVENTION.
There will be big doings in Ohio on Tuesday, January 21st,
and Wednesday, January 22nd, 1913. The Ohio State Branch
No. i, of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of America,
will hold their annual convention at Columbus, Ohio. New officers will be elected, committees appointed, etc.
\t the same time the Ohio State Convention meets the National
Viee-Presidents from thirty-three states will meet in Columbus,
The Ohio State Convention will be very interesting. As the State
Legislature will be in session and the new governor, Hon. James
M. Cox, will then be at the helm, and there are several bills
which will affect the members of the State League of Ohio
which will be introduced at the coming session of the Legislature,
naturally there is a great deal of interest being taken in the
coming convention. The attorney general is also very active
and at that time will be working in conjunction with Senator
Foraker's
J. J.forLent's
office to
in decide.
developments of
legal
pointsoffice
whichandwillHon.
be left
the courts
The National Vice-Presidents will have a number of important
matters to discuss. M. A. Neff, president of the Ohio State
League, who has just returned from an extended and successful
trip through the West, was in Columbus in consultation with
Attorney General Hogan and also arranging for the State
convention.
The meetings will be held at the Southern Hotel. A banquet
will conclude the meeting.
MEETING
OF NEW
JERSEY
STATE
LEAGUE.
There will be a meeting of the Exhibitors' League of New
Jersey al Newark on Monday, January 6th. Members will
be notified of the meeting place and the exact time of day in
a later issue. This meeting has been called by President
\. Pobinson for the purpose of commencing a
systematized effort to secure a legal Sunday opening in New
Jersey. This is a matter which concerns every exhibitor in
the state, and the only way to accomplish anything big in
the way of resnli
every exhibitor who can possibly
be there, to consider it his duty to attend this meeting.
It is the opinion of
it Robinson that the exhibitor
should not remain content with negative victories, or victories which amount solelj • repulsing the advances of the
enemy. He declares that there should be more positive victories among the exhibitors. Men'.- being on the defensive
accomplishes
nothing, but leave- the motion
picture men
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exactly where they were, in case they are able to hold their
own. What is needed is advances on the part of exhibitors
themselves. They should not stand still, but should be
aggressive and invade the enemy's camp, and, if possible,
rout them. If the exhibitors only knew it, they are stronger
than any faction that is at present arrayed against them.
But their strength is impotent because of lack of concentration. Agitators against motion pictures are in the minority,
but their efforts are well concentrated on one particular object, which they usually gain.
Josh
to say, "Thethan
heattheof diffused
a candle,heat
directly
applied, Billings
is more used
uncomfortable
of a
blast furnace," and Josh was eminently right. The agitators
have had a candle under the exhibitor's chair for a long time,
and the exhibitor has certainly squirmed some. The moral
is: "Don't squirm." Do something. Let the exhibitors go
out and accomplish some positive results instead of being
forever satisfied with negative victories.
SUCCESSFUL

BALL

AT COLUMBUS.

Members of the Exhibitors' League of Columbus, Ohio,
recently held a very successful ball at Memorial Hall. The
attendance was estimated at 2,500, most of whom came to
make a personal acquaintance of a number of moving picture
favorites who were in attendance. Among these were Mr.
Francis X. Bushman, of the Essanay Company, in whom
still further interest centered from the fact that he was
at one time a member of the Colonial Theater Stock Company, of Columbus; Arthur Johnson, Miss Lottie Briscoe
and Miss Florence Hackett, of the Lubin studio, and George
Perilot, of the American Company.
The visiting photoplayers were, of course, the center of
attraction throughout the evening and held one continuous
and grand reception. Aside from this everybody had a big
time and the festivities continued until the small hours. It
is estimated that the receipts from the ball exceeded $1,000,
and it was generally conceded that the occasion was one of
the most enjoyable that had occurred in Columbus in years.

REGULATING

LENGTH

OF SHOW.

At a recent meeting of the exhibitors of Sandusky, Ohio, the
following members were present: John D. Kessler, of the Star
Theater ; H. E. Higgins, of the Royal ; Charles Reark, of the
Theatorium; Harry E. Mills, of the Gem. Realizing that they
all must work together to uplift the standard of the picture business, they have decided to run two reels for five cents, and all
three-reel features or more will be ten cents.
TO ORGANIZE MISSISSIPPI
EXHIBITORS.
A convention of the Mississippi Exhibitors will be held in
Gulfport during or about the first week in February. The purpose of this convention will be to organize the Mississippi Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League, and to transact such other business
as may properly come before it. President Neff will be present
to help organize the league. The exact date of the meeting will
be announced later by Mr. Fred Abbley, of Gulfport, Miss., national vice-president for Mississippi.
AN

INTERESTING

VITAGRAPH

BOOKLET.

"How and Where Moving Pictures Are Made by the Vitagraph Company of America," is the title of a booklet just issued
There are twenty-four pages of 9 by 12 inches. S. M. Spedon,
manager of the publicity department, is the editor. The booklet
contains not only a history of the company, but goes into the
details of the making of pictures. There are sketches of the
negative department, joining department, printing department,
and the studio or theatrical department. In this latter are described the taking of outdoor scenes. Following are articles
devoted to the departments of scenery, property, costumes, development, washing and tinting, still pictures, accounting, machinery, carpentering and upholstery, ornaments (statuary, etc.),
and ammunition. Sketches are also given of the Vitagraph
western studio at Santa Monica, Cal., and the Paris factory.
The publicity and scenario departments receive attention, as
do also the camera men's department. Descriptions are given
of the qualifications for and methods of employing players and
of the company's board of censors. The booklet is profusely illustrated, furnishes much interesting information and is a credit
to the enterprising company publishing it.
A detective story just filmed bv the Majestic, in one reel,
under the title "A Clue in the Dust," contains 124 scenes.
The action is clean cut and the story excellently told. James
Craig as a Sherlock Holmes detective does some very good
work.
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How
I Made "The Star of Bethlehem"
Lawrence Marston, Thanhouser Director, Discusses Points in
Dispute — Believes His Version Correct.
1AM

.iskc<l to give my views '>n the Biblical motion picture, since l directed the much-discussed "Star of
lilehem," released by Thanhouser. To begin, let
me say that the success of the Biblical motion picture, like
the picture of any other nature, depends on the players in it.
Then comes Mr. Director. He might be a Biblical student
and all that, but alter he has extended his gray matter in
preparing tor the picture, his players must be competent
enough to carry those preparations out. Especially trying
on the actor is the portrayal of a character that is sacred
and hallowed in the minds of all who will witness the film
on its exhibition the world over a short time afterward.
Biblical and religious subjects when made into moving
pictures must of necessity be treated with reverence. No
matter what the producer may think, he must bear in mind
that there are millions and millions of people who are sensitive on the subject of religion, and to whom the Bible is in
the positive sense of the term, Gospel truth.
In making the production of "The Star of Bethlehem" for
the Thanhouser Film Corporation, I had the advice of several theologians, to whom I am indebted for much information and wise counsel. For instance, portraying the
prophet Micah, the question arose, "What did Micah look
like?*' After much consultation, we resolved to adopt the
picture of Moses on the mountain as the best characterization in so far as make-up was concerned. Therefore, since
I can't take the credit for this picture of Micah to myself,
what I am going to say about it may not be construed as
egotism. It is the first picture presented to the spectator in
"The Star of Bethlehem," and to my thinking it is more
beautiful than any conception of the prophet I have ever
seen photographed or painted. The same in my opinion
holds good of the shepherds and the sheep. They were
posed from a famous painting of that incident. The marriage of Mary and Joseph, ending with Joseph putting the
right hand of Mary on the door-sill of his house and saying
to her: "Thou are mistress therein," is a reproduction of a
description of Jewish customs, from an encyclopedia on that
subject. The arrival of Mary and Joseph at the inn is a
reproduction of a famous painting. All the manger scenes
are exact reproductions of famous paintings. The view of
Mary at prayer is a reproduction of Raphael's "Madonna."
Moving pictures to me have such wonderful possibilities
that when the Thanhouser Film Corporation engaged me to
produce "The Star of Bethlehem" I was more than overjoyed, and made up my mind that I would handle this most
religious subject in a religious spirit. As a director for the
legitimate stage, I have made such productions as "Ben Hur,"
"Thais," "The Prince of India," and others of like character;
but never have I been so impressed with the performance
of any play as with these moving pictures of the lives of the
characters in "The Star of Bethlehem." There are many
admirable things to talk about in "The Star of Bethlehem."
The majesty of Micah, the prophet, on the mountain; his
despair when he sees his people within the walls of Jerusalem,
defeated by the Assyrians; his appeal to his God and the
answer to his prayer in the form of the Angel Gabriel appearing before him and informing him of the coming of the
Redeemer, are all so life-like that the heart strings are
wrung by his grief, and the mind made to rejoice at his
pleasure on hearing the good news. The carnage on the
battlefield is so unlike stage representations in its wondrous
realism, that, looking on, you really take sides with the combatants. The despair of the Jewish women in ministering to
their dead and wounded is another touching incident. From
this bustle and carnage, and this commotion, as if by magic
you are transported to the peace of the three wise men,
reading the prophecy of Micah of the coming of the Redeemer, seven hundred years after it was uttered. Their
wonder and amazement at what they are reading and their
final conviction when they see the star heralding the place
where the Redeemer is to be born is so convincing that it
is hard to believe you are looking at projected pictures on
the screen.
it goes on all through the play. The film is as nearly
perfect as fallible humans can make it. The court of Herod,
the pharisees, scribes, the Romans of the court, the cruelties
of Herod, all parade themselves before you. not as pictures
but as lite. Of course the lives of Mary and Joseph are the
center of interest. These two beings are treated with such
reverence that they really appear to be the characters they
are representing.
But in many instances the picture departs

WOULD

from ill'- gem ral concep
For instant ■ . the "vngi I I iabricl
aj
and to M u ah clad in ;ir
r.
thinking

,»;cts.

is one
of the finest touches ol the whole picture. The Jewish
people of the period knew nothing 01 the hut
it of
Christianity.
They
were
brought
up under
the Orthi
Hebrew
law and customs.
Their
God
wai
the almighty
God, the unforgiving
Biblical
ippearing
at tli>
den of Eden, brandish
ry iword.
The
Biblical angel appearing to Mary
filled her with
so that Bhe Bed to Judea to her cousin Elizabeth to . .nfide
the news to her.
The
Biblii
1 who
appeared
to
Zachariah filled him with fear. The three angels who appeared t<> Abraham and told him that Sarah would bear a
son — at which news Sarah laughed— really filled her with
tear, for she denied when questioned by the angels that, she
had laughed — and so it goes through Jewish Biblical ln-!ory.
Now it Stands to reason that either Mary or Joseph, imagining they saw a messenger from the almighty God, would
see him as the Messenger oi Might who we have accurately
depicted.
In assembling our "Star of Bethlehem" characters, the
problem of the aye of llcrod confronted lis. Historical fact
had it that he was an old man; and had it, too, that he was
dead four years before the birth of the Redeemer. Again,
in the matter of the wise men t he text of Matthew stated that
Herod likely
"spokethat
to a the
wise men
privily"strangers
— privately.
It is
hardly
monarch
who feared
as Herod
did, would have received three of them "privily." And so
it is that he who produce^ a picture on which he must go
back into the ages for his facts, rnust weigh all of them
with common sense. The task of the producer of a Biblical
story is not an easy one — but it is interesting and gripping
by reason of its very difficulties. The extra thought and
care one must give to so important an undertaking fills one
with a high sense of the magnitude of such a work.
NEW SLIDES.
The slide herewith reproduced is an exact likeness of the new
announcement slides for all the licensed film releases, which are
being manufactured and sold exclusively by the American Song
Slide and Poster Company:

"These new slides
ordered them, and
ioned company-, is
film announcement

are interesting the many exhibitors who have
Mr. Von Rookie, owner of the above-menpleased over the success which his original
has made.

BOOMING

A FEATURE.

Charley Abrams. the hustling manager of the Great Northern Special Feature Film Company, is as busy as the proverbial nailer these days in blazing the trail for his latest
feature production, entitled "The Great Ocean Catastrophe,
or Peril of Fire." Charley says the picture is a whopper and
he has exerted his artistic accomplishments in designing
some nifty pictorial matter.
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"THE NEW MAGDALEN" (Imp).
In these two reels Herbert Brenon continues the praiseworthy
work he is doing in Imp pictures. In this melodrama he is fortunate in his selection of those who take the principal feminine
roles — Vivian Prescott and Jane Fearnley. There is abundant
opportunity for strong acting for both of these young women —
especially for the latter in the closing scenes. William Shay as
Julian Gray, a clergyman, looks the part; also, he acts the part.
There is no overdoing of it. He shows the minister as a real
human being; his eyes are on the earth and not, as is too frequently the case with the interpreter of the role of the cleric,
continually rolling skyward with an expressionless stare. William Dunn plays Horace Holmcroft, war correspondent.
There are several battle scenes — some of them better than
others. The one showing the battery of artillery in action, for
instance, is excellent. Those showing cavalrymen riding in single
file and discharging their pistols in the air are not convincing —
especially as their target. is not in sight.
The story is easily followed. Mercy Merrick, released from
prison, goes to the Rev. Mr. Gray at the mission for assistance.
He sends her to the French consul. The latter aids the girl just
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"THE DOCTOR'S
BLIND
CHILD"
(Pathe).
The struggle to answer the call of duty has ever been an
engrossing conflict. It forms the basis of a Pathe film which
is an elaborate production and a drama of unusual worth.
It will be released January 4th.
Dr. William Tilford, a successful surgeon, has for his
paramount desire the happiness of his little girl, who is
blind. The demand upon his time is so great that he can
give her little of his company. To oflfset this laxity he
makes her many presents, the latest a valuable necklace.
Upon the scene of this presentation there enters a woman
of impoverished appearance with an ill infant in her arms.
Her husband, Tony, she explains, because of his drinking,
has forced her to seek the physician's aid without hope of
paying him. Dr. Tilford provides a remedy for the sickly
child and bids the woman pay him if ever she has the money
to spare. She leaves his office deeply grateful. Dr. Tilford
makes his customary visit to the hospital. During his absence his daughter accidentally overturns a lamp, setting
the house afire. She manages to escape and wanders aimlessly down the street.
Tony, a little the worse for liquor,

ft! r?
Scene from "The Doctor's Blind Child" (Pathe).
Scene from "The New Magdalen"

(Imp).

released from jail by sending her to France as an army nurse.
Horace Holmcroft goes to the continent as a war correspondent.
His mother in her loneliness writes to Grace Roseberry, an artist
struggling in France, to come and live with her. Grace accepts
the invitation. On her way she gets caught in the battle lines and
takes refuge in a hospital in which Mercy is acting as a nurse.
In a burst of confidence Mercy tells Grace of her prison record.
Grace is struck by a shell and apparently killed ; in fact, one surgeon says she is dead. Mercy takes from the bag of Grace her
passport and the letter from Mrs. Holmcroft inviting her to visit
her and sets out for the home of the latter. Young Holmcroft,
who has met her at the hospital, keeps her company.
Mrs. Holmcroft receives Mercy with open arms. The young
woman wins the affection of Horace, he proposes and is accepted. Grace, at first thought to be dead, recovers through an
operation and resumes her journey. When she arrives at Mrs.
Holmcroft's
she is
as an
GraceHe goes
to the
Rev. Mr. Gray,
whospurned
calls on
Mrs.impostor.
Holmcroft.
recognizes
Mercy. The girl, however, insists that she is the one she pretends to be. The clergyman is not insistent. Grace again appeals
to Mr. Gray. Mercy, suffering the tortures imposed by a guilty
conscience, also visits Mr. Gray. Later, in a strong scene, when
a policeman is taking from the Holmcroft home the victim of
Mercy's pretension?, the impostor breaks down and confesses.
Mercy returns to the mission, where the clergyman advises with
her and consoles her.

meets her. The necklace attracts his attention and he takes
it; the child screams; he silences her outcries and carries
her to his home to hold her for a ransom.
Dr. Tilford is summoned from the hospital with the information that his home is ablaze. He is frantic upon learning that his daughter is missing and he leads the firemen in
the wild search for her.
When Tony reaches home with the captive his wife recognizes the girl. She insists that Tony return the child to her
father, and when he refuses, she renders him helpless with
a blow, making a weapon of the first thing she finds handy.
This done, she proceeds from the house with her protecting
arm about the sightless child. T^ny makes his way from the
house to the street, where he is picked up and hurried to the
hospital. Dr. Tilford is notified of the arrival of an emergency patient. Now is the call of duty contrasted with the
call of love. Duty wins and he hurries to the hospital. In
the course of his operation he finds hidden in the man's shirt
his child's necklace. Again the call of duty awaits an answer
and again it wins. With hatred gleaming in his eyes the
physician watches the patient slowly regaining consciousness.
A policeman enters with Tony's wife and the doctor's blind
child. With his daughter again in his arms, Dr. Tilford is
willing to let the matter drop, and the charge of theft and kidnappingfamily
hanging over
Tony's
head forces him to better provide for his
in the
future.
Surely an original idea and sure to satisfy the most discriminating audience; you cannot go wrong if you book it
on January 4th.
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Behind the Man"
'The Woman
Review by \V. Stephen Bush.

.\K »\ [NG

I'll l I'K'l

(Solax)

THIS aptly-named picture measured by ordinary standards in
ordinary times would scarcely deserve more than passing
notice. No pre-eminent merit is claimed for it and it is
not described as a "feature." Nevertheless it is well worth a
special review and if I were an exhibitor I would run and adyer
tise this reel as a convincing argument against the denunciations
of the motion picture as a camera for imitated crimes. The
recent hostile wave was largely due to the unwarranted prominence given to portrayals of lurid and melodramatic wickedness.
"The Woman Behind the Man" is without a plot. It merelj
consists of a series of pictures, showing the contrast bet v.
two young wives — one addicted to the dangerous practice of living beyond her means, and the other fond of the domestic hearth
and anxious to save and build a promising future for her offspring. It is a sermon against extravagance and discontent, but
it is not at all prosy or dull. Indeed, the producer has not neglected the element of humor, and has cleverly shown that playfulness in the bosom of the family which rarely fails to accompany domestic happiness.
The contrast between the home of Mr. Spendthrift and Mr.
Frugal is finely and skillfully drawn. On the one hand we see
a restless, dissatisfied woman, keen and insatiable in the pursuit

Scene from "The Woman

Behind the Man"

\\i )RLL>

"THE redemption of white hawk- (Bison).

of 1 11 « - second
near the end
icen< picture.
a dramati<
THERE
reel inis tinMontgomery
Doloret, ■» young
woman from the fort, h
iptured by a party 01
Indians, and is restrained in a tent
Her compan
tured with her, is outside tied to a stake.
Young White
I lawk, a chief, J>ut of white blood, hai entered th<
look over the prisoner.
II
caught by a crucifix hanging at the girl's neck.
It i- exactl) t
-r the one he
wears. The two discover just what the audience has seen
before — that it is brother and si-ter. The young Indianizcd
white man orders the officer cut down,
The picture is a typical Bison. There are large fields, fine
photography and careful handling of masses. The Muiy
opensfather
with and
an mother
attack by
on aa small
"prairie
The
are Indians
killed, and
hoy schooner."
is carried
away by the savages. After the marauders have disappeared
a little girl crawls out of the wagon and is found by a body
of soldiers on the body of her mother. The boy is taken
to the Indian camp and adopted by the old chief. The girl,
Dolores, is taken to the fort and given into the care of the
commander's wife. The boy and the girl each wear a crucifix.
Years later the hoy. grown to manhood, leads a party of
Indians
in an attack on the settlement.
But one man es-

(Solax).

of pleasure and openly disloyal to her obligations as a helpmate
and companion of the man, whom she had sworn to honor and
obey. Her whole soul is dominated by a feverish, unwholesome
desire for gayety and enjoyment. The effect of such a wife
on the husband is shown with commendable directness. The
end of all this defiance of the laws of God and man is pictured
with vivid force. The descent down the steps of time from
health and youth to old age and misery is brought home to the
spectator with telling power.
The young wife with the homely views of her station in life
is very cleverly acted by Blanche Cornwall. As the uneasy and
pleasure-seeking wife leaves ruin in her wake, the young Mrs.
Frugal is an inspiration to her husband. He is encouraged to
do his best by the cheerful example and the loving companionship of his wife. The result is natural. His close attention to
business brings increase of salary, and as the years go on the
little home prospers and becomes larger, but loses none of its
old happiness. When the children have arrived there is comfort
without luxury. The last scene breathes the very atmosphere
of a happy American home, such as we like to think exists by
the thousands in every part of the country.
The story of the home will always be interesting. It is not to
be believed that the millions who come from their homes to the
motion picture theater are not interested in this sort of picture.
On the contrary I firmly believe that such pictures go straight to
the hearts of the average motion picture audience and are much
preferred over sheriffs, gamblers, stories of lynchings, etc. While
by no means a masterpiece of cinematography, this picture, by
reason of its subject, is heartily to be commended as an example
to a half-dozen or so of manufacturers who are increasing their
output of melodramatic thrillers and monotonous chases in the
Wild West.
It is estimated that more than ten million people patronize
the motion picture houses daily in the United States. Just
imagine twenty million eyes fixed upon the screens, with the
owner of each pair of eyes empowered to prosecute the
exhibitor if he "saw a picture calculated to impair the morals
of a child!"

Scene from "The Redemption

of White Hawk"

(Bison).

capes. He reaches the fort and gives the alarm. The Indians
later are captured. Flower Face, an Indian girl, watches the
approaching soldiers, and manages to give a signal to White
Hawk. The Indian dashes from the group and jumps to
the back of a waiting horse and rides away with the girl.
Lieutenant Lawrence and Dolores leave the fort for a
canter. They are waylaid by three Indians and taken into
camp. As before told, Dolores meets her brother. Just as
Lawrence is cut free the troops appear in sight, sent out to
find the officer and the girl. White Hawk rushes out in
front and raises his arms. The troops ride into camp. The
situation is explained to the commander and White Hawk
returns to the fort with the soldiers, after all have smoked
the pipe of peace. Here there is a reunion. The adopted
Indian refuses, however, to remain in the society of his
own kind and returns to Flower Face, who is awaiting him.
Lieutenent Lawrence wins Dolores.
"PARSIFAL"

(Ambrosio).

The Ambrosio Co., of Turin, has excelled itself in a grand
production of "Parsifal." which has been immortalized by
the music of Richard Wagner and is known throughout the
world as an operatic masterpiece.
The opening of the film shows us the passing of the procession of the Knights of Monsalvata, who go to venerate
the St. Graal, the cup in which is kept the holy blood of
Christ. They arrive at the temple, where the Bishop appoints Amfortas as guardian of the St. Graal, saying to him:
"This cup will make you invincible if you will keep pure."
The magicians Klingsoor and Kondrie suddenly appear
and together conspire to make Amfortas sin: The next
scene shows the trick of the two magicians and how successful they were in causing Amfortas to sin. which makes
him unworthy of the
trice as guardian
of the St. Graal.
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"Amfi
punished by God by a mysterious illness and
In- suffering cause- him to conn-- to the Bishop his fault.
They both kneel, praying God to pardon him and appoint
rtliy successor.
They are rewarded by seeing a vision
• ■I Parsifal.
At that moment
Parsifal is awakened
by an angel and
feels that he has been appointed
to a great mission, and
making way to Ins home he tells to his old mother of his
■i The next scenes show us Parsifal learning the laws
• •I Knighthood and the use of arms.
Then he obtains his
fathersword and arms handed to him by his mother.
We again see the two magicians plotting to find the
chosen Knight and they, using the magic looking-glass, see
a reflection of him in it and then conspire to ruin him as
they had Amfortas. After disguising themselves as a knight
and hi- lady, they ride out and meet Parsifal and accompany
him to King Arthur's court, where Parsifal meets the notorious Knights of the Round Table. He refuses to join in
their orgies.

PICTURE
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"In the Grip of the Vampire" (Gaumont)
A

PICTURE with a scene in which novel use is made
of the motion picture camera. The heroine of the
story has been left an idiot by the effects of a drug
administered
her dies.
by her
"vampire,"
who
will inherit iftoshe
Thisguardian,
man hadtheleft
her for dead
in a lonely spot on the seashore; but she was rescued by
her lover, whom the villain managed to w-ound by a shot
fired from the distance. No one knows who the culprit is.
The girl's lover suspects the guardian; but there is no way
of proving it, for the girl is still insane and can't speak.
At this point, the help of a specialist is sought and the
up-to-date scientist orders that the scene of the girl's rescue
be enacted before a cinematograph and the reel run off
in the mad girl's presence. She recovers her reason — a
finely acted and deeply stirring scene.
The producer of this three-reel feature really deserves
much praise, more than he will be likely to get from the
average spectator, who won't understand it clearly nor find
it very dramatic, except in parts. We have never seen a
picture so good as this, so burdened by inadequate and befogging sub-titles. Take this, which is from one "leader."

Scene from "In the

Scene from "Parsifal"

(Ambrosio).

The Bishop of St. Graal, who is in attendance at the court,
is mocked by the knights and safely rescued by Parsifal,
\yhom the Bishop sees for the first time and recognizes
him as the knight elected by his vision. Together they leave
the court and the Bishop relates to Parsifal the mystery of
the Holy Graal.
Parsifal is then left alone and the magician Klingsor tries
to kill him, but he is disarmed by Parsifal, who makes his
way to the Temple. Again the magicians try to cause his
ruin and taking the short path, they intercept him and direct
him wrongly. They then ambush him and entice him to
their castle, where they make fruitless attempts to cause him
to sin, but he escapes again and makes his way to the
Temple.
It is the solemn day of prayers and Amfortas, who is
stricken by God, tries to re-enact the miracle, but his
prayers are not answered. Parsifal's timely arrival to Monsalvato i- welcomed by the Bishop and by the knights, who
thought him lost. He takes his place as guardian of the
Graal and performs the miracle, conferring the
Heavenly
Blessing.

A

COMING

SOLAX

OF

UNUSUAL

INTEREST.

The
onipany are preparing a fine two-reel feature, to
be called "The
Hger,' in which wiid animals — a tiger, elephant
and lion pi
or less prominent parts.
There was quite a
good
nt in the Solax studio, when the pictures
with the
arsed.
The young girl, who plays a
prominent part in
>ry, showed great courage for one of
her sex and yei
the cage of the beast and making
friendly overtures to th
of the jungle. The overtures were
well received l*y the tig
was not long before the magnificent striped cat
■
little actress to do prettv well
what she pleased.
The pro
;s directed by Mr. Warren,
who is taking extraordinary ith the picture.

Grip of the Vampire"

(Gaumont).

"The vibrations of cinematographic images transmitted
by means of an optic nerve from the retina of the eye to
the cells of the brain cause a state of hypnotism which
lends itself admirably to suggestion." It is decided to try
the experiment on "the heroine." It is pseudo-scientific and
very stilted, and what is worse, it obscures the action which
would have been clear without it. If this were the only
shortcoming in the picture's leaders and in the general assembling, theItoffering
a photoplay
suffered much.
is much asmore
unfortunatewouldn't
that, at have
the very
climax, where the action becomes most truly dramatic, we
are left, for want of a simple clear leader, entirely in the
dark. The girl has recovered her faculties. The last link
in needed evidence against the guardian has been found.
The guardian is at a masquerade and it has been decided
to have the girl attend in mask and dance with him and
then to uncover. The lover and the police officer are also
to be present. We do not, however, know what is going
on until the girl unmasks, then we see it all; but before
that we didn't even know that the girl was to have anyroom. thing to do with the incident, didn't know she was in the
The picture just as it is, might easily and with no great
expense be made very powerful. Proper treatment, in the
way of sub-titles, seems to be the only thing needed. The
story is one that naturally lends itself to dramatic presentation and the acting and the scene-making have plainly been
directed by an artist. The heroine is pretty and excites
our sympathy from the first. She is a skillful player, and
the other players also act their roles naturally and effectively. The photography is in most of the scenes fine and
the backgrounds often lovely. It seems too bad that good
work by the producer should be so vitiated after the prints
had been successfully made, and by nothing else that lack
of proper care in assembling the scenes with good leaders.
S. S. Hutchinson, president of the American Film Company, paid a visit to The World office during the week. He
is enthusiastic over the new quarters of his company in
California. The American. Mr. Hutchinson says, will in the
future vary its program by all-around pictures — comedies
and society dramas, etc.
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"The ReturnBy ofGeorge
LadyBlaisdell.
Linda" (Eclair)
HSRE is an American production, in two parts, that may
well be Featured, It will attract attention by reason
its photography. This is unusual — sharp all the
way. Then again, the settings are fine; especially is this
true of the exteriors. The outdoor scenes are taken in and
aboul spacious grounds inclosing a mansion that may well
be described as lordly. The story? There is abundant heart
interest, especially in the Becond part. It is- in this reel that
a child enters; and this child has a pet — a fawn. Around
this combination the climax turns. Miss Barbara Tennant
carries the role of Lady Linda. The part tits her as smoothly
as a glove. Fred Truesdale plays the beggar l'.aron Enrico,
the real lover of the Lady Linda. His interpretation is
sympathetic — be arouses and sustains the interest of the be-

Scene from "The

Return of Lady

Linda"

(Eclair).

holder. Little Clara Horton is Pietro, the young son of
Lady Linda. J. W. Johnston is the successful lover, Claudio,
Duke of Rimini. Alonzo, Duke of Genoa, is played by Will
E. Sheerer, and Bianca, wife to Alonzo, by Miss Julia Stuart.
George Larkin has the role of Antonio, servant to Alonzo.
and James Davis of Caspar, servant to Enrico. Oscar Lund
produced the picture, and he may well take pride in his work.

Scene from "The Return of Lady Linda" (Eclair).
The story is of a pauperized baron who falls in love with
Lady Linda, already pledged to Claudio, Duke of Rimini.
Her fiance, in an attempt to show up the poverty of Enrico,
invites the down-and-out neighbor to a function. Enrico
pledges his last bit of jewelry and goes to the affair in style.
Lady Linda is much attracted by Enrico; in fact, she pays
to him so much attention that Claudio challenges the fortunate guest. There is a duel on the spot, but it comes to a
sudden termination
through
unfair tactics on the part of

PICTURE

WORLD

Claudio's friends.
Lady Linda is married in accordance with
previous plans. Enrico from his ground
fully wal
the ceremony.
Ten years later the Duchess of Rimini is a widow. She
has 1 Bon, Pietro, l he two arc close to each other. Pietro
has many pets, but tires of these when he discovers the fawn
on the estate of Enrico. Each day the little fellow steals
away and k(i<s to his new friend. When he 1- unable to
open the great gate he gets down in the dust in his fine
clothes and crawls under. Enrico is happy. He pays much
attention to the little fellow from the adjoining 1
I here
is real affection between the man and the child. Pietro is
stricken with lever and confined to his bed. Enrico beyond
the wall watches in vain for the sight of the little yellow
head. Pietro begs his mother to bring to him the fawn.
The Lady Linda hesitates. Mother love conquers, and she
sends to Enrico a note that she will pay him a visit that day.
Enrico is in distress. There is nothing in the larder. He
js determined that there shall be a spread; and the only
beast on his place that will furnish it is the fawn so loved by
Pietro. The fawn is slaughtered. The table is set with the
best the baron has. The Lady Linda attended by her women
appears at the home of Enrico. She tells him that Pietro is
ill and asks for his friend the fawn. Enrico plainly shows
his dismay. It is a situation to stir the heart. The baron
confesses that the little animal has been sacrificed in order
that due honor might be done the unusual guest. The baron
is asked to go to Pietro. There is a pathetic scene at the
side of the bed of the dying child.
Enrico later calls on the Lady Linda. The two old friends
meet on the grounds in front of the castle. Enrico kneels.
In the background are grouped all the friends of the mistress of the house. It is an animated scene, an interesting
one. The final picture is of the marriage of Enrico and the
Lady Linda.
"THE EMERGENCY WAITER"
(Great Northern).
This comedy deals with the blunders and tribulations of
Jack the cobbler, who has essayed to perform stunts not in
keeping with his trade. A wealthy banker and his wife are
to give a fashionable reception in their home and at the last
moment it is discovered that one of the regular professional
waiters has failed to report for duty. The guests have assembled and the hostess finds herself face to face with a
serious dilemma. She sends a maid to the shop of Jim the
tailor, who at times consents to display his agility as an
emergency waiter. Jim has a previous engagement, but
recommends his friend, Jack the cobbler. The latter, after
much persuasion, consents to act, but only after he had been
properly outfitted in suit of evening cut which has been furnished by the hostess. Jack is a tipsy mortal at best, but
on this occasion he exceeds his customary limit and arrives
at the house much the worse for liquor. His first achievement is to drop an armful of dishes in the dining room. This
episode is followed by his spilling of a plate of soup into the
lap of one of the guests. His crowning coup occurs when
he picks cubes of sugar from the cups of the diners. At
this juncture Jack conceives the fancy that he is being annoyed by flies; one of the maids, in a spirit of fun, gives him
several sheets of fly paper with which he proceeds to smear
his gloves. He is finally ejected from the house and his
wanderings lead him to a boat wharf. Espying an old tub,
he decides to escape the imaginary flies by taking a little
trip on the water. His pesky enemies follow him, however,
and in his efforts to swat them the tub upsets and Jack is
given an unwelcome bath. When his faithful wife with a
party of rescuers reach the scene of disaster, Jack is floating and doing his utmost to stave off his buzzing enemies.
On the same reel is presented "The Balkan War," which
must prove interesting.
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA INTERPRETS
PICTURES.
At Carnegie Hall, Friday evening, December 13. a goodsized audience witnessed the production of F. W. Hochstetter's "Life of John Bunyan" in five parts. What made
the evening memorable and perhaps unprecedented in the
history of motion pictures was the interpretation of the
pictures by the Russian Symphony Orchestra of fifty pieces.
Modest Altschuler, the conductor of the orchestra, had
specially composed, selected and adapted music for the occasion. There was generous applause throughout the evening,
especially following the last scenes of the production, when
the music in conjunction with the pictures was particularly
effective.
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It Is said that Rockford Is to have another new
picture show, but the plans have not been announced beyond tin- view that negotiations have
bean
for twoavenue.
of the stores in Belting's
block opened
on Fourteenth

IN THE

MISSISSIPPI

VALLEY.

C AFEGUARDINQ of moving picture bouses in
^ the middle treat with a view to reassuring the
public of practical immunity from fire danger Is
always a timely topic, but never more pertinent
than . at present. The Springfield, 111. authorities
have taken up the matter and sent Fire Chief
Bolte and Building Inspector Off lighter to St
Louhl to Investigate precautions there. Springfield houses arc very well equipped In the matter
of exits and there has never been any serious
trouble In that respect.
The action of the Springfield officials Is not
so much to prevent fires because the theaters conform to city regulations. They are aiming at the
inexperienced operator who is most likely to cause
a panic and the officials probably will pass an
ordinance making It necessary for operators to
secure licenses. The action was precipitated by
the Lincoln, a newly opened negro picture theater.
In placing a young Inexperienced man in tinoperating room. The place was closed for one
night
until a competent
operator
was
secured.
The Bijou theater at WauUogan, Illinois, evidently has not found the stock company proposition profitable as announcement
has 1 11 made
that
the old
policy
of moving
pictures
will be
resumed.
Announcement has been made of the marriage of
H. H. Fish, proprietor of the Crystal theater at
I : in met si m rg. Iowa, and Miss Rose Matthews of
that city.
The Cosmopolitan Amusement Company of Gary.
Indiana, has been incorporated with a capital
stock of $10,000, to operate theaters, etc. The incorporators are, M. T. Wohl. L. Friedman, and
I. J. Siegfried.
O. P. Frederlekson has sold the Kaiserhof theater
at Rockford, 111., to E. K. Golden who in turn
disposed of it to S. R. Boyer. Mr. Boyer is a
Rockford resident and Is an uncle of G. Cole of
Chicago, who operates three moving picture bouses
In that city. Cole is also said to be figuring on
obtaining a house
in Freeport,
111.

Herman Clublne has traded the opera house at
Mapletown, Iowa to Charles S. Trlckell of Independence, Kansas.
The films made by the St. Louis Motion Picture
Company of St. Louis, in Alton, 111., will be entitled "Know Alton." The company encountered
some bad weather In securing the films and was
necessarily delayed, but as Alton Is picturesque!]
located on the Mississippi River Bluffs, the company was rewarded
with
some
excellent
pictures.
Tic- firm of Handcock
& Rice,
which
op
a moving picture show in Zlon City, 111., has been
dissolved.
Mr. Rice
continuing
the business.
J. Walter Schwartz, the baritone singer who has
been at the Varsity theater In Champaign, 111., for
some time, has rejoined the Golden Gate Trio,
which played last year over the Orpheum circuit.
William I. Flagg, secretary, and Leslie Bradbury, treasurer of the N. Kent Company, Inc., of
New York. Chicago and Toronto closed a lease
at Qulncy, 111., for the ground floor of the new
Labor Temple in that city to be used as a picture
house. A new front will be put In and 230 seats
installed. It is hoped to have the place open by
the holidays.
Manager Tudor has decided to change the name
of the Family theater at Clinton, Iowa, to the
Missouri
theater.
William E. Whiteside of Moline, 111., filed an
attachment suit December 4th, against Thomas
B. Keyes, manager of the White House, a moving picture 'theater In Moline and E. B. Scott and
II. Lighten p. partners In the business, alleging
that $200 is due him for attorney's fees. H. S.
hansom of the H. S. Ransom Printing Company
also filed an attachment suit for the recovery of
$38 from
the same
men.
R. S. Woodburn has purchased from S. I. Josephson at Moline. 111., the site on Fifteenth street,
now occupied by the Grand theater and will replace it for an office building.
Grlggsville, 111., which is credited with a population of 1,262, now has two moving picture shows.
The one operated by Williamson, Hitch & Hunter
gave a free show recently.
The Star moving picture theater has been opened
at Moweakua,
111.
Thomas Scott of Jacksonville, 111., who has been
in the moving picture business for several years,
has purchased a site at 223 East Morgan street
in that city, upon which he will construct an airdrome next spring. The new place which will
lie known as Scott's Hippodrome will be given
largely to moving pictures but early plans in■ 1 in 11- vaudeville.
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NL-- Btbel K.etie and Miss II W. Harper, who
tly purchased the Empire moving picture show
at Morris, 111., had not gone very far with their
first Sunday's performance when they were arrested
upon a warrant sworn out by Rev. G. W. James
and A. G. Harrison, representing the churches of
the city. The ladies appeared in court and secured a continuance of the case and were released
upon their own recognizances and operated the
rest of the day. An ordinance was passed Oct.
27, 1907, prohibiting the opening of theaters or any
other place of amusement on Sunday. Section 3
of that ordinance permitted religious services to
be held in theaters and pictures to be nsed in
illustrating them. On Oct. 26, 1910, the council
passed another ordinance with the Intent of repealing the one of 1907 which gave moving picture
shows the right to operate on Sundays, provided
nothing but religious subjects were used. The
following month another ordinance was passed reSunday. pealing the one In October and prohibiting the exhibition of moving pictures of any nature on
Humanitarians of Illinois are In sympathy with
the plan of Warden E. J. Murphy of the Illinois
state penitentiary at Joliet to Include a moving
picture machine and a contract with a film renting agency, with the dungeon, straight Jacket and
other prison equipment. The first performance was
given Dec. 4th, when the entire group of convicts
were given a three-reel show consisting of colored
scenics and comedies. Instead of being marched
to their work the prisoners filed to the chapel
but did not know the occasion for the assembly.
Many a ofmoving
them, picture
especially
"lifers",
never
seen
and the
betrayed
muchhad
interest.
Warden Murphy may use the pictures as a reward
to convicts who have a record for good behavior.
Beyond condemning criminal stories there will be
no attempt
to restrict
the films.
Chief of Police Schramm of Davenport, Iowa
read to his blue-coats, lined up at roll-call, a
letter from Mayor Mueller Instructing them to
keep a close eye on the class of films shown in
the different houses in that city. One theater, according to the communication, had been showing
films which had led to disapproval which had
reached
the Mayor.
Few towns as small as Illinois. 111. have been
confronted with the Sunday picture show problem,
but Manager J. C. Tucker of the opera house, has
paved the way for the inevitable controversy. He
made arrangements to commence, Sunday, December 15th, a series of sacred films and other good
clean productions. Editor H. J. Knotts of the
State-Center Record is at his back with the opinion
that it will keep the young men in town on Sunday afternoons, and that with this class of atthey probably
great' deal better
off in the tractions
playhouse
thanwill
on be
thea streets.

OF ALL PROJECTING MACHINES

A prominent dealer in motion picture machines and supplies said recently that there isn't as much inducement for
a dealer to handle Simplex projectors as some other machines, for he sold practically no repairs even for the
machines which have been in service a year and a half ;
whereas he could count on selling $30.00 to $40.00 worth
of parts per year for some of the other machines.
There is food for thought in that statement, Mr. Exhibitor and Mr. Operator.
Think beyond the first cost and into the future. What is
the ultimate cost and sum total of satisfaction going to be?
Get wise and take a look at the Simplex before buying
some other machine.
We invite comparison.
Write us for the name and address of the nearest dealer
who has it on display, and Catalogue A.
MADE
BY

PRECISION

MACHINE

CO.,

317 EAST 34th STREET
NEW YORK
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vlllc, 111., lia- 11nr1-as.1I Its capital ItOCk I r. .in
$-.'.000 to .SL'O.OOO.
IT. A. llurton
I111-1 glv, 11 up the laaM
"" folk's
Opera
house
nt Pnnfiac,
Ml.
He Is IUI
.hd by
Albert
Witt
and Ernest
Booblei
of Mint city.
i'i- run. us' Association or the 1'nrragut

.■it st.

Louis,

Mo.,

is mil 1 11— fullji using

moving

pictures
with
Its inoiitlily meetings.
Examination of a single .lav's advertising by sit
in Springfield,
111., show
twelve
■ plctarei
booked
within
n raw dayi,
These
pictures
were
two, three ami four reels.
Most
of
them
were
shown
at live cents
but there
Is one
manager
who geti ten cants
for a good
feature
profits by it. securing a class of patronage that
has given
his house
a standing
In the
community.
The
Illinois si
1 nt Springfield,
which
had
long
1 n half-heartedly
oppoaed
to morlng
picture
Idlng to the demand
of the public
for Information concerning
photoplays and devotes
1111 entile page In Its Sunday edition to news of
the tilnis.
No original
matter
Is used, the notices
for the local advertisers being supplemented by
feature stories. Issued by the Newspaper Enter
prise Association of Chli igo Washington and Ban
Francisco. This syndicate has a good sen
far as it goes, it i< furnishing to Us fifty-nine
papers in the Cnlted States, a series of Illustrations
from the Kalem, "From the Manger to the Cross."
to be run daily. These illustrations are designed
to be col on r and saved by the children and will
prove valuable publicity for the religions picture.
r
1
produci on,
"Secret
contains
s Springfield
locomotive,
engineer and fireman,
the Casino theater gave the
picture

11 return

play.

city Building
Commissioner
Edgar
Offllghtt
Springfield, ill., denies thai the proposed ordinance
In thai city requiring
licensed
operators,
is an
attempt to aid the unions but that it Is solely for
the protection Of the public. Licenses will be
granted
to all competent operators
over twenty-one
years

,.f

The
Popular
Theater
Company
of Chicago,
has increase. 1 ■- capital stock from <- G
to
ger

\V.

W.

WattS

Of

the

Vandette

111.,

thealer

al Springfield, III., who was compelled to disappoint his patrons, November 29th because of the
non arrival of the three-reel Kalem "Kerry Cow,"
gave the production December 11th, to a large
house.
The growth of moving pictures for educational.
religious, and charitable work In the diddle rVesI
continues. The board of education at Elgin, 111.,
■ en making an experiment and 600 pupils of
the sixth, seventh and eighth grades of five schools.
recently viewed educational pictures through the
ation of II P. Rorlg of the Orpheum
theater. The pictures were: Scott's 'lady of the
Lake" which is being studied in one of the grades.
"Climbing Mt. Rainier," "The Pineapple Industry."
and part of the tilnis showing Sarah Bernhardt as
"Queen Elizabeth." The five principals who paid
the necessary expenses were pleased with the result. "The pupils received the instruction while they
were being entertained and the visual impressions
of what they saw were, I believe, stamped deeply
on their minds." said Miss Lilian Larson, principal
of the Garfield school. In the same city. Rev.
Walter Maepherson gave tickets to the pupils of
the Sunday school for a performance at' a local
theater here. Moving pictures of the life of Hoses
were shown. This is the first of the series of the
study of social and religious Institutions of the
Orient to be shown the church children. The pastor
declares that eventually a machine will be installed In the auditorium here. Adults as well as
children will be given instruction on religious subjects. A third place in Elgin where the dims were
used effectively was in the holiday celebration at
the Elgin State Flospltal for the Insane. They play
a large part In the festivities. Mr. A. R. Bowen.
executive secretary of the Illinois State Charities
Commission, believes that the right kind of pictures
are a big help in maintaining a community atmosphere In the institution and making it less like a
house of detention. Dr. W. B. Kern, superintendent
o fpthe Lincoln Hospital for the Insane at Hast
IngS, has installed a moving picture machine In
his amusement hall. The Illinois State Normal
school at Macomb Is also contemnlating the use of
moving pictures. At Ottawa. 111., arrangements
are being made to have educational pictures shown
on Saturday afternoon for the Juvenile department
of the public library. It Is said that each of the
four picture houses in the city will give a benefit
performance to aid the funds for the purchase of
a machine and rental of films.
The w
rk Company of Princeton. 111., has
been Incorporated with a capital stock of (15,000,
to conduct amusement parks. The incorporators
are. .Tames Nelson James M. Knnes and Winfred K.
Trimble.
It Is but a single step from the plan proposed
by President A. P. Grout of the Illinois Farmers'
Institute of the use of mere steropticons in institute work to the adoption of moving pictures.
In fact the executive committee of the institute Is
now considering the use of films to spread the
gospel of scientific farming. This would be done
by means of an Interest-holding story of the man
who won success or found happiness by rebuilding
his wornout land or changing his crop to one suited
for his locality. The week has brought a number
of plans and demonstrations in which the moving
pictures
play a very
important
pari in the agri

Mi )\ tNG

'cultural
movement
the
I lilvorsllv
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The
dully
program
will
Include
■ series
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different
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of agricultural
education
Live sto.-k and agriculture
exhibits
throughout
the
state

will

be
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and
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of

plants

In
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of growing
will
he taken I
ment is using ihe 11 1 in showing the ravage! of the
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tick which
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a loss of over
1100,000 000 >■• ii> c tttle growt ri ol ti
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and it will 1
ihlblted at the Fifth Nal
1 Corn
tenant

iron
at Columbia,
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.governor elect
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state.

Manager

K.illy

has

for exhibiting

a

ihe

new

Dims,

Power's

The
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Pro

gross
llotlon
Picture
1
panj
recently
took
a
series of pictures
iii Galesborg,
Ml., for M.
I
glierty of the Colonial
theater.
A series ,,f in
II and municipal views were taken at SI
for the Dawn theater.
This Includes a night picture
of a large bottle factory In Adion.
\ compromise "as reached in the case of Morris
Ml.,

against

Mrs.

II.

W.

Harper

and

Miss

Ethel

Keene,
arrested

managers of the Empire theater,
who, were
t".,r conducting
a show
on Sun. lav . The
mis paid the cost of the suit. Following
this the council passed an ordinance, providing that
no theater, show or other place of amusement should
he opened for a performance or entertainment of
any description on Sunday.
Ridicule resulted In the repeal of the clause in
an ordinance at Qulney, 111., which provided that
aldermen or other officials of the city with badges
had the right to enter moving picture shows or
places of amusement for the purpose of inspection..
The Illinois,
press, not
onl.v* that
of Qulney
but of was
other cities*
of
hinted
the measure
merely to give the officials the chance to see the
shows free. It Is said the law regarding exits
will work hardship for some of the theaters as
few are In a position to make side exits. The city
council at Dubuque, Iowa, ordered the Grand theater
to extend Its center aisle to the rear of the second
row of seats and to construct a landing and fire
escape opening from the upper balcony! An investigation was ordered on the report that the
Dreamland
theater
was building
a frame
addition.
.T. M. Page, editor of the Democrat at Jerseyville.
111., who is also Mayor of that city, has been agitating the fire danger Issue in theaters in his city.
Clarence Miller, manager of the Lyric theater
at'
Miss Lou Sloan of that city
were Danville.
married 111.,
at and
Chicago.
W. J. West of Theilen & West, proprietors of
the Majestic theater at Kewanee, 111., will open
up a theater In Clinton, Iowa, with a seating
capacity of 1400, it is reported. Mr. West will
manage
the house.
B. M. Rice, manager of the Lyceum theater at
ZIon City, 111., lias increased his show from a threereel to a four-reel
performance.
The Municipal Theater Company of Marion, Ind..
has heen incorporated with a capital stock of
$10,000. The directors are, Dolly Spurr, George
W. Spurr and Allen L Spurr.
The Rijou theater at Kewanee. 111., has announced
that for a while nt least, performances will be
given only on Saturdays
and Sundays.
C. A. Johnson and R. E. Gamble of Kirkwood,
111., have been granted a license to operate a moving picture show In Gamble's hall A license fee
of $2." a year has been fixed.
C. E. Kepner. owner of the Biiou theater at
Mattoon. 111., has branched out by taking over
more Rati the lease on the Grand theater.
He has put into efTeet a policy of moving pictures
and will install a new machine. The Bijou will
continue
as a moving
picture house
,T. L. Teterson who manages the skating rink In
Sycamore, 111., and who last year conducted the
Airdonie. has leased the Ryan building on the
-■Ie of California street .for ten years and
will remodel it into a modern vaudeville and
moving
he
S00. picture theater. The seating capacitv will
Valentine Schildwachter Is said to
plans drawn for a new moving picture
the intersection of Garden and Adams
Peoria.
111.
The Lyric theater at Maqnoketa. Iowa,
recently purchased by Brown & Be :> 1
si ailed a new- screen.
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Company
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their pro
1 at the land show
111 Chicago.
They
were
taken to Rockford, where they were exhibited
it Ihe Orpheum theater ami proved of much interest to the
thousands
of employes
of the
big
Iilnery factory.
I lie Board
of Trade
of Alton.
111., secured
full
measure of publicity
from its industrial films
When
tie reel was s|,own nt the Princess
theater
in that
ach performance
was
accompanied
by a lee
lure from Secretary Qeorge
II. Mosser of th.
I ie. a "booster song" which was selected by
the Board of Trade last year, has been Incorporated
in the film and will go with it on its tour of the
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The
Anderson
Watklna
Film
company
of Chicago has I, een Incorporated.
The Incorporate
1. ouis p.. Anderson,
William
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and
L. Hamilton.
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Hall,
Ma.viiard.
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which
was burned
V
lite extensive
Mr.
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for
Tuesday
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Messrs. Nathan and Bampel Goldstein, operating
as the Goldstein Brothers Amusement Company, report that their new Broadway Theater, at the
corner of Broadway and Bridge Streets, Springfield. Mass . Is now well under way. The theater
should be ready for its opening performance on
February
1. 1918.
The
DOUBI
D to i.e one
of the most modern and best equipped theaters In
New England. It will seat about 3.000 people,
and has two balconies. Nothing has been spared
In the erection of the house, and moving stairs will
very likely be a part of the Broadway. Goldstein
Brothers own a large string of very successful
theaters devoted to vaudeville and photoplays.
On Wednesday, January 1, 1913 a concert and
dance of the Orpheum theater employees will be
held for the benefit of Mr. Sam Messing, of Marcus
Louis's Orpheum, Boston. Paine Memorial Hall is
the place, and tickets are fifty cents. Concert from
8 to 0, and dancing until one A. M. Mr. Messing Is
a great favorite, and a record attendance is sure,
to judge from the advance sale of tickets.
There has been considerable discussion going on
of late regarding the lack of profit In theaters
operated In Portland, Me. Mr. James E. ktoore
Manager of the B. F. Keith theater, Portland,
states that. In his opinion, there Isn't a theater In
the City of Portland that shows a respectable profit
to Its owners. In spite of this fact, there are
several other theaters contemplated for Portland,
according to Mr. Moore. Mr. Hiram Abrams of
Portland, of the Greene & Abrams Amusement Company, remarked that "owing to the many theaters
now open in Portland, none of them can be considered money making propositions." Mr. Abrams
is part owner In the Big Nickel and New Portland
theaters, and Is also Interested In a score of other
theaters in New England, playing to vaudeville and
pictures. Whether such a direful state of affairs
now really exists In Portland, Is a matter of some
doubt In the minds of many qualified to speak on
the matter. It may be that the lack of profit In
Portland theaters has been enlarged upon, to keep
those "other theaters contemplated for this city"
from materializing.
Denault Brothers report that their scenic theater,
Rochester. N. II.. has been do "g a most satisfactory
business ever since Its opening in Septemh.
straight picture show, plus a good grade of singing, has caught on with Rochester folks. The
scenic Is of modern construction, being of brick
and cement and taken as a whole, presents a mighty
fine appearance.
It Is rumored that the Automatic Vaudeville Company of New York has a 40 per cent stock tot
In the South
End
theater,
controlled
by
H
I.oew.
Some changes have been made In the South
End.
and
Mr. Sam
LaVengle
Is now
engaged
as
manager
of
that
theater,
leaving
the
Comique
theater. Boston, where he had been at the helm for
oinatic people.
Mr. McCaffery moves up to
the position
as manager
of the Comique.
having
formerly
been
assistant
manager.
Mr.
La\
has been
with
the Automatic
Vaudeville
Companv
for about twelve years and knows his business very
thoroughly.
He has a large contract ahead of him
however, to make a winner of the South End. which
lias been
a most
consistent
loser from
the start.
Mr.
N
N.
Brooks,
a member
of the Automatic
Vaudeville Company
has general
suporvsion
of the
South
End.
Premier.
Comique aud Palace
th.
all ■■: Boston

I31Tills writer unintentionally created a wrong lmin ia~ t week's columns, bj writing,
"manager Applely of i in- Boston office of tiio Mutual
Corporation. " Mr. Applelj la what should have
as George gare up the i i1 1«* "manager"
been
io
takewritten,
np hla present position n mi the Mutual folks.
Manager Bslow has charge of the Mntnal's Roston
and ju.iir iu« bj the amount of business lie is
doing, will continue to be known as Manager Below
tor an Indefinite period.
There is a new theater scheduled for Washington
street, near Dudley, Boston. This Is In the vicinity
of the Eagle theater. It Is rumored that Mr.
William Bradstreet, operating a long string of
New England photoplay and vaudeville theaters, has
i this new location.
\ recent Incorporation Is the Columbia Amuseompanj of Boston anil Newport, B. I. This
Is a $2(1, ihX) concern; and the promoters are: Arthur
W. Hubbard, Thomas D. Soriere, and Laura B.
Hubbard. A general amusement business Is to be
carried on and theaters will be built, according to
present plans.
Fields Corner, Boxbury, Mass., will soon have
a One, new theater, to be devoted to vaudeville and
pictures. A bouse to seat 800, and one that will
be strictly fireproof Is scheduled by Mr. Wilbur
Adams, the president of the Dorchester Theater
Company. The location Is a good one, and a good
house should prosper.
The Star Amusement Company has Incorporated at
Augusta, Me. The promoters are as follows: Hugh
M. Warren, Edwin T. Mayherry, both of Portland,
and Llnwood F. Crockett of Westbrook.
Mr. Walter Davis has switched bis circuit of
four theaters over to the Mutual program, getting
the service
from the Boston
office.
Manager Charles Heath of the Puritan theater,
Boston
Is now
using
Mutual
service.
Manager Eslow of the Mutual's Boston office tells
us be is attacked "with a bad case of "enlargement
of the heart." Which accounts for the fact that
the above mentioned gentleman Is giving away to
bis customers a free Christmas slide.
Mr. S. Z. Poll announces that he has purchased
687-591 Main street, Hartford, Conn. This piece
of property is extremely valuable. Mr. Poll at
present' has a theater in the rear of this property,
and bad leased a store, which was converted into
a lobby.
The new Windsor theater, Windsor, Ontario, was
opened to the public December 2. This theater
Is one of the finest in Canada, exploiting vaudeville
and picture programs. The theater seats about
2,500 people, and will run three shows daily, with
a change of program on Mondays and Thursdays.
Mr. J. M. Ward, the chief stockholder In the corporation owning the Windsor theater, reports himself as very well pleased with the outlook. Mr.
Ward has installed Mr. McElwaue as resident manager; a man
who
understands
the game.
A new theater Is rumored for Boston. A representative of the concern desiring to build the
theater called at the office of Mayor Fitzgerald and
offered the Oity of Boston $200,000 for the site of
the old Franklin School, at the corner of Tremont
street and Dix place. The Mayor, the Sehoolhouse
Commission, the School Committee and a representative of a Boston banking house were present,
besides the people making the bid for the property.
This land has about 10.000 feet of space. The
city of Boston is now thinking over the offer and
it Is believed that the bid will finally be accepted,
as yie price Is a good one.
Mr. William Fox paid X'ew England a visit last
week; the first one in a very long while. Mr. Fox
Is at present offering his particular brand of
vaudeville and pictures to the people of New Haven,
Conn., Waterbury, Conn., and Springfield, Mass.
Mr. Fox was in Boston during his New England
trip and "they say" he soon will start to build
a theater In that city. As things look at present,
It will not be very long before Mr. Fox has theaters
In all tlie principal New
England cities.
The
Bowdoin
square
theater,
Boston
has again
reverted
to vaudeville
and
photoplays,
after
a
montli
or two
of stock
burlesque.
A ten cent
lion is now
In vogue
and business
is understood to be satisfactory.
The owners of the New Boylen theater, Taunton,
Mass., now state that this In. use will surely be
ready for its opening performance on January lGth.
The Boylen i< a large bouse, and no expense has
been spared
to make
it one of the finest.
A fin- that
had
Its inception
in the Fnirlee
Bouse,
Pairlee,
Vermont,
bad a most
direful effect mi thai town,
as the library and village
church
were destroyed,
In addition to the theater.
The
theater
will probably
be rebuilt.
The Railroad Commission held a hearing In Boston
this v
ler to give those a chance to expreSS I
who
favored
later train service
to the
Those favoring later trains proved
that
500,000
people
were
unable
to attend
the
evening
perl
al Boston
theaters,
on account of tin
r. James A. J. Brackett
was atton
local theater
managers
The Portland Lodge of Elks held their memorial
service at Ke
. Portland, Me., this week.
Mr.
Hiram
of the Greene
and
Abrams
Amusement
Company
called some
of the resident
managers of theatei
led by that corporation
to Portland,
He . this
week,
and
a conference
was
held on man
io the policies of
the different theaters.
While Mr. William Fox was In New Haven, Conn.,
this week, looking over Ills grand opera house,
he took occasion to tender a banquet to Mr. Benjamin Jackson, his resident
manager.
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The three reel feature "Kerry Gow," was believed by the Csjrino theater, Taunton, Ma
be worth ten cents admission, instead of the usual
live. And it proved to be worth the raise, as attendance was unusually good during the exhibition
of this feature.
Colonel Bill Stanton, formerly manager of the
Central square theater, Lynn, Mass., but now in
charge of the Auditorium theater at iltdiburg,
came over to Lynn last week to pay a short visit
io Ins old friends and also to vote for William
Connery
for Mayor of that
Mr. Walter Davis, manager of the Star theater,
Paw -tucket, B. I., says he is glad he switched over
to the service of the Boston office of the Mutual
Corporation,
I hi Nicholas Power Company "put It across"
when they got the order to Install a GA at the
State Hospital for the Insane, at Concord, N. II.
It seems that good pictures, properly projected are
good
the "nuts."
The forUnion
Hall, Somervllle, Mass., is a very
busy spot these days, now that Mr. Pearson has
opened his photoplay theater. The Union Hall has
been
carefully
renovated
and
generally
improved.
Santo Capasso of New Haven, Conn., has brought
suit against Pasquale Cofransesco. It seems that
the latter named gentleman sold to Mr. Capasso
his photoplay house. One of the stipulations was
to the effect that Mr. Cofransesco should not again
engage in the moving picture business in NewHaven. The latter disregarded this fact — hence the
suit.
The National Lancers, Troop A, First Squadron,
M. V. M., held one of their regular smoke talks this
week at the Armory on Bulfinch street, Boston.
About 300 members were present and were greatlypleased with an exhibition of moving pictures that
depicted the maneuvers of the Red and Blue Armies
in the offensive and defensive operations on Boston.
Mr. George T. Wilder has acquired the interest
In the Star theater, Dover, N. H., formerly owned
by M.
E. Clement
of
Lewlston,
Me.
N. J. Mahanna of Springfield, Mass., reports he
has leased Central Hall, Housatonic, Mass., and will
run a picture program as soon as the Hall is put
into proper shape.
The St. John's Catholic Church on Fourth street,
between Cambridge and Otis streets, Cambridge,
Mass., has been leased by F. A. McMeninen. who
will remodel the church, and run it as a vaudeville
and picture house.
Messrs. Powers and Woodhead report that their
new Globe theater, Clinton, Mass., is exceding their
expectations.
The Beneficent Congregational Church of Providence, R. I., has installed a moving picture machine.
This is the ildest church in Providence, but the Rev.
A. E. Kroru is of advanced and broad Ideas. Dr.
Krom tells us that it Is his ^positive belief that
motography is "one of the greatest agencies for
good." For the present the pictures will be shown
on Saturday nights, but before long, they are to
be included in the Sunday services. The pictures
are to be used to attract the interest of members
of Dr. Krom's church who have been lax in attendance. The pictures are also to be used to
Illustrate the lessons given the Sunday School
classes. Dr. Krom spoke at great length, a great
deal of which was simply a reiteration of what
the Moving Picture World has always claimed the
pictures were so well able to do along educational,
Instructive and religious lines. All honor to Dr.
Krom,
who has the courage of his convictions.

OREGON.

HENRY.

ARTICLES of Incorporation have been filed with
the Secretary of State for a concern to be
known as the Yamatograph Motion Picture Company, with a paid-up capital stock of $25,000. The
incorporators are A. E. Cooper, William F. Beckett
and Merwin Rankin.
December 3d marked the opening of the Circle
Amusement Company's new Portland theater, to be
known as the Circle Theater. The theater Is located at Fourth and Washington Streets and was
opened to the public, who expressed It as "the
queen of Portland's theaters." No expense has
been spared, no detail that hand or brain could
accomplish lias been overlooked to make this the
premier photoplay house. The theater in Itself Is
equipped with every modern convenience for safety
anil comfort. Abundant exits, wide aisles and, in
particular, a ventilating system that insures an
abundance of pure, sterilized air are features that
deserve special mention. The theater seats comfortably 800. Licensed film of the highest censorship will be run at this house.
At the meeting of the State Federation of Women's Clubs. Mr. Melvin G. Winstock, general manager of the People's Amusement Company, addressed the federation in a body, telling of the
work done by the local board of censors who serve
voluntarily. Mr. Winstock commended their work
and exhibited for their Information several films
that tend to show cause why the censorship board
does not allow films of an unproved nature to be
-exhibited, and also spoke on the value of the educational advantages that can be derived from pictures that had been censored. Oyer a thousand
women from all over the state were present, and
a vote of thanks was given the People's Amusement Company for assisting to make the meeting
a success.
All the People's Amusement Company theaters
arc preparing for their Christmas program. Santa
Clans appears at the People's Theater every Satur-

day afternon and takes the orders of the chlldreK
to deliver their wants for Christina- morning.
From two to three thousand children are present
each Saturday afternoon.
Costly Improvements at the Star Theater have
been made, making this bouse one of the finest on
the const. Twenty-Are thousand dollars has been
expended to refurnish the theater. One of the most
costly proscenlums ever put into a theater has been
made especially to order for the Star.
A follow-up system has been put into operation
by the People's Amusement Company, whereby
100,000 circulars are to be printed and distributed
at the rate of 20,000 per week for five weeks into
the homes of the people of Portland to educate them
In the value of films. The subjects are: 1, ' Mo-tlon Pictures In General"; 2, "The Motion Picture
Industry"; 3, "Stage Direction"; 4, "Distribution";
5, "The Modern Theater." Mr. Winst o. k state*
that he knows it will benefit all the theaters, but
that It is quite certain that tbe bulk of the '
will go to the theaters of the People's Amusement
Company. There are 76 theaters In the city at tbe
present time, and tbe majority are owned and operated by tbe People's Company.
Tbe Film Supply Company of Oregon has opened:
a branch In Seattle, Wash., and has placed Mr.
John Meldrcm in charge.
A charity matinee will be given before Christmas
at the People's Theater for the poor children of the
city. Preparation for this Is now being made by
the company and Mr. Winstock, who will be in
charge.
Teachers of the public schools of Portland who
certify to the pupil who has made tbe highest average during the month in each schoolroom will be
given a box seat at the Saturday performance of
the People's Amusement Company's theaters. This
will necessitate the arrangement of having several
schools attend in a body.
December 5th was Harrlman Day, when over a
thousand employes of tbe Southern Pacific and the
Oregon- Washington Railroad & Navigation Company
marched in a body to tbe People's Theater to witness the exhibition of tbe pictures taken at the
Portland Land Show. The land show film was
taken by the American Llfeograph of Portland.
This was not a complimentary exhibition. All employes paid for their entrance.
The Film Supply Company has leased large quarters in the People's Theater Building, where It
will furnish up handsome quarters to make It the
largest exchange In tbeEDWARD
country. N. WEINBAUH.
The Circle Theater is exhibiting to its patrons
pictures of the highest value. It has a seven-piece
orchestra that plays from the time of its opening
In the morning until the hour for closing.
Railroad Day at the People's Theater proved to
be a big success, when 1,000 employes of the Harriman lines paid their way into the theater to see
themselves In the line of march to the land show
which recently took place In Portland. President
J. D. Farrell of tbe Harrlman lines in Oregon, and
other officials were the guests of honor.
'"Religious nights" are being planned at the People's Theater for the showing of the great Thanhouser photoplay, "The Star of Bethlehem."
All the large department and industrial concerns
in this city are planning with the management of
the People's Amusement Company to have special
evenings
for once
their aemployees
at the People's Theater at least
month.
W. B. Armstrong, superintendent of construction
of the People's Amusement Company, is planning totake a vacation for about a month, beginning with
the first of the year.
ED. N. WEIXBai M

Among the Exhibitors.
Detroit, Mich. — The new Windsor theater on Pitt
street, east will open soon.
Albuquerque, N. M. — Plans are being prepar.il for
the erection of a new picture house on lots north of
Farr market on South
L'd street for Joe Birnett.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Milligan ft Pierson are planning a moving picture theater building at Seventh
and Dicklnsen stn
Des Moines, la. — The Danbury-Woodbury Co., Is
to build a new opera house. Articles of Incorporation were filed. Capital stock $10,000. C. F.
Selbold, J. II. Crilley and others are the IncorporPhiladelphia. Pa. — J. Richard Jacks, n Is estiators.
mating on plans for a theater building at the corner
Of 22d and Berks Streets for M. A. Maloney.
Moundsville, Tenn. — Geo. Shafer of Wheeling will
erect a picture theater building here.
Chattanooga, Tenn. — J. E. Fergusen of the Temple
State Bank contemplates the erection of a theater
building
here.
Philadelphia, Pa. — Allen Wilson is preparing
plans for a theater building at Richmond and
Clearfield
Streets
for Jno. G. Redmond.

A Dark Room Man Wishes Position
Twenty two years of age. Have had two years'
experience with concern in Germany and one
year In this
bestonoftrial.
reference Am country.
willing to Can
workfurnish
one day
Send all communications to the Xew York Film
Company.
146 W. 48th St., Room 1108.
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Calendar of Independent Releases.
Universal Film Mfg
Co.
Current Releases.
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 22nd, 1912.
REX— For His Sake (Drama)
CRYSTAL— His Wife's Strategem (Comedy)
CRYSTAL— Mixed Bottles (.Comedy)
ECLAIR — Sea Anemones
(Educational)
ECLAIR — An Unforeseen Event (Comedy)
MONDAY, DECEMBER 23rd, 1912.
IMP— The Old Folk's Christmas (Drama)
NESTOR — Poor Jones' Vacation (Drama)
NESTOR— Views of the U. S. Capitol (Scenic)
CHAMPION— The Chaperons (Comedy)
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 24th, 1912.
GEM — The Amulet
(Drama)
BISON— The Heroine of the Plains (2-Reel Drama)
ECLAIR — The Story of a Kiss (Comedy-Drama)
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 25th, 1912.
FRONTIER— Tracked to the Mountains (Drama)
NESTOR— The Big White Chief (Comedy)
POWERS— Who's the Boss (Comedy)
POWERS— Their Christmas Turkey (Drama)
UNIVERSAL— Animated
Weekly
No. 42 (Topical)...
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 26th, 1912.
IMP — The New Magdalen (2-reel Drama)
REX — A Business Man's Wife (Drama)
ECLAIR— A Dry Town
(Comedy)
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 27th, :91a.
VICTOR — The Professor's Dilemma (Comedy)
NESTOR— The Padre's Gift (Drama)
POWERS— Toys of Destiny (2-reel Drama)
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 28th, 1912.
IMP — As the Doctor Ordered
(Comedy)
IMP— A Widow's Wiles (Comedy)
BISON — El Capitan and the Land Grabbers (Drama)..
MILANO — Her Inspiration (Drama)

Advance Releases.
SUNDAY,
DECEMBER 29th, 1912.
REX— An 111 Wind (Drama)
CRYSTAL— Her Visitor (Comedy)
CRYSTAL— The Elopement
(Comedy)
ECLAIR— Insect Hunting
(Scientific)
ECLAIR — Gontran, a Kidnapper (Comedy)
MONDAY, DECEMBER 30th, 1912.
IMP — Tones' Wedding Day (Comedy)
NESTOR— Arabella's Ankle (Comedy)
CHAMPION— The City Boarder (Comedy)
CHAMPION— White Heron
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 31st, 1912.
GEM— Dorothy's Birthday (Dr.)
BISON— The Redemption of White Hawk (2-Reel Dr.)
ECLAIR — The Wager (Comedy-Drama)
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY
1st, 1913.
NESTOR— The Fight for Right (Western Drama)
....
FRONTIER— The Horse Race at Hawley's Ranch (Dr.).
POWERS— The Wise One (Comedy)
UNIVERSAL— The Animated Weekly No. 43 (Topical)
THURSDAY, JANUARY 2nd, 1913.
IMP — The Bearer of Burdens (Drama)
REX — The Ride of Jennie McNeil (Drama)
ECLAIR — A Tammany Boarder (Comedy)
FRIDAY, JANUARY 3rd, 1913.
NESTOR— The Blackmailers (Drama)
POWERS— Wheels of Fate (Drama)
VICTOR— The Grouch (Comedy)
SATURDAY, JANUARY 4th, 1913.
IMP— What Katy Did (Comedy)
IMP — Prize Winners at the Poultry Show
BISON— Regimental Pals (Drama)
MILANO— A Father's Stratagem (Drama)

P ilm Supply Co.
Current Releases.
SUNDAY,
DECEMBER 22nd, 1912.
MAJESTIC— Jack in the Box (Drama)
THANHOUSER— The Repeater (Drama)
MONDAY,
DECEMBER 23rd, 1912.
AMERICAN— The Recognition (Drama)
1000
ITALA — Easy to Return Home (Comedy)
ITALA — A Good Hunting Dog (Comedy)
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 24th, 1912.
GAUMONT— A Peach for a Prisoner (Drama)
MAJESTIC — All On Account of a Banana (Drama)
THANHOUSER— The Star of Bethlehem (3 reels— Biblical)
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 25th, 1912.
GAUMONT — Gaumont's Weekly No. 42 (Topical)
RELIANCE— Bedelia Has a Toothache (Comedy)
RELIANCE — Fooling the Specialist (Comedy)
SOLAX— The Finger Prints (Drama)
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 26th, 1912.
AMERICAN— Blackened Hills (Drama)
1000
GAUMONT — Zigoto Drives a Locomotive (Comedy) ....
GAUMONT— The Man With the Pull (Comedy)
PUNCH— Wanted— A Husband (Comedy)
PUNCH— The Devil of a Time (Comedy)
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 27th, 1912.
LUX— Pat and the Milliner (Comedy)
*4S
LUX— A New Use for the Bike (Comedy)
45*
SOLAX— The Woman Behind the Man (Drama)
THANHOUSER— No release this date.
SATURDAY,
DECEMBER
28th, 1912.
AMERICAN— The Girl of the Manor (Drama)
ioco
GAUMONT— Title not reported.
GREAT NORTHERN— An Emergency Waiter (Com. 1
RELIANCE— Trving to Keep Bedelia (Comedy)

Advance Releases
SUNDAY,
DECEMBER
29th, 1912.
MAJESTIC — Love and the Telephone (Comedy-Drama)
THANHOUSER— A Militant Suffragette (Com.-Dr.)..
MONDAY,
DECEMBER 30th, 1912.
AMERICAN— Loneliness
of Neglect
(Drama)
1000
ITALA — Knock Wood
(Comedy)
ITALA— Two Little Devils ( Comedy)
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 31st, 1912.
GAUMONT— Title not reported.
MAJESTIC— Jim's College Days
THANHOUSER— With the Mounted Police (Drama)..
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 1st. 1913.
GAUMONT— Gaumont's Weekly No. 43 (Topical) ....
RELIANCE— Duty and the Man ( Drama)
SOLAX — Cousins of Sherlock Holmes
(Comedy)
THURSDAY, JANUARY
2nd, 1913.
AMERICAN— Love and the Law (Drama)
iooo
GAUMO'NT— Fair Weather
Friend (Drama)
PUNCH— Her Mischievous Brother (Comedy)
PUNCH — A Near Tragedy (Comedy)
FRIDAY, JANUARY
3rd, 1913.
LUX — Pursued by a Lioness 1 Drama)
SOLAX— Canine Rivals (Comedy)
THANHOUSER— A Poor Relation (Drama)
SATURDAY,
JANUARY
4th. 1913.
AMERICAN— The Fraud That Failed (Drama)
1000
GAUMONT— <Title Not Reported)
GREAT NORTHERN-=-(Title Not Reported)
RELIANCE— A roily Good Fellow (Drama

Mutual Film Corporation.
FRIDAY,
DECEMBER
27th, 1912.
KAY-BEE— The Law of the West (3 Reels— DramaV
MONDAY,
DECEMBER 30th, 1912.
KEYSTONE— The Duel (Comedv)
KEYS 1 < >\E— Mabel's Strategem
(Comedv)
WEDNESDAY,
JANUARY
1st, 1913.
BRONCHO— The Burning Brand (2 Reels— Drama) .. .
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IN THI\SPIMT
OFTlffSMSOfl
we invite
you to join
the ranks of
progressive
hibitors withexthe
absolute knowledge that

KINEMACOLOR
FILM

SERVICE

can — will and does make a man
proud of his association
with the motion picture
industry — richer too!

KINEMACOLOR
1600 Broadway

COMPANY

New York City

Christmas
THE

CARBON

HUGO

REISINGER,

FOR PERFECT

11 Broadwav

PROJECTION

NEW

YORK

the Moving pi< ruRE w< >rld

Calendar of Licensed Releases.
Current Releases
MONDAY,

Advance Releases

DECEMBER

23rd, 1912.
BIOGRAPH— A Cry for Help (Drama)
EDISON— An Old Fashioned Elopement (Comedvj
1000
£^£»l—— 1Xile
Shau8nraun
(Special—
3
reels—
Drama)
3000
KALEM
he Two Runaways
(Drama)
1000
LUB1N— The Montebank's Daughter (Drama).
1000
PATHE— Pathc's Weekly No. 52 (Topical)..
SELIG — Harbor Island (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— While She Powdered Her Nose (Comedy) ! 1000
TUESDAY,
DECEMBER 24th, 1912.
ONES— A Ladies' Man (Comedy)
300
CINES — Picturesque Sorrento, Italy (Scenic)
325
CINES — His "Spring"
Overcoat
375
C. G. P. C. — The Christmas Miracle (Comedy)
(Drama)
EDISON— What Katie Did (Drama)
1000
ESSAXAY— The Sheriff's Inheritance (Comedy-Drama) .. .1000
LUBIN— The End of the Feud (Drama)
1000
SEL1C- — Roderick's Ride (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— It All Came Out in the Wash (Comedy).. 1000
VITAGRAPH— Ida's Christmas (Comedy)
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 25th, 1912.
ECLIPSE— Beauty Spots in the South Wales (Scenic)
250
ECLIPSE— Wood Industry in French Jura (Industrial)
300
ECLIPSE— The "Angel"
Child (Comedy)
450
EDISON — Love Among the Geysers (Comedy)
1000
ESSANAY— The Cat's Paw (Drama)
1000
KALEM— A Busy Day in the Jungle (Comedy)
KALEM— Brave Old Bill (Comedy)
PATHE— Dynamited Love (Comedy)
SELIG — A Counterfeit Santa Claus (Comedy)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Two Women and Two Men (Drama)
1000
THURSDAY, DECEMBER
26th, 1912.
BIOGRAPH— The Good Within
(Drama)
ESSANAY— Bill Mixes With Relations (Comedy)
1000
LUBIN — Two Boys (Comedy-Drama)
1000
MELIES — Jack's Burglar (Drama)
1000
PATHE— The Beach Combers ( Drama)
SELIG — The Little Organ Player of San Juan (Drama) .. .1000
VITAGRAPH— Freckles (Comedy)
1000
FRIDAY,
DECEMBER
27th, 1912.
C. G. P. C. — French Naval Maneuvers (Naval)
C. G. P. C. — The Chaffinch and Her Family (Educational)..
EDISON — A Clue to Her Parentage (Being the sixth story
of "What Happened to Mary")
(Drama)
1000
ESSANAY — Love Through a Lens (Comedy)
1000
KALEM — A Business Buccaneer (Drama)
1000
LUBIN— Palmetto Hat Industry
(Industrial)
LUBIN — Once Was Enough (Comedy)
SELIG — How the "Duke of Leisure" Reached his Winter
Home
(Comedy)
SELIG — A Pair of Boots (Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— The Better Man
(Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH — The
Reincarnation
of Karma
(Special— 2
reels — Drama)
2000
SATURDAY,

DECEMBER

28th,

1912.

CINES — Balkan War Scenes
(Topical)
EDISON — He Swore Off Smoking (Comedy)
EDISON — How a Horseshoe Upset a Happy Family (Com.)
ESSANAY— The Reward for Broncho Billy (Drama)
KALEM — A Mountain Tragedy ( Drama)
LUBIN— The Blind Cattle King (Drama)
PATHE— The Bear Trap (Drama)
VITAGRAPH — Sue Simpkins' Ambition (Comedy)
POST-CARDS
100
*"«

Association,
Mutual
and Universal
Stars
$4.00
P«
1000,
any
*
assortment
Finest Quality Made
PHOTOS

11 x 14

94
Licensed
$A, 00 Postage
**'
Favorites
^
Prepaid
PH0T0PLAYER POSTERS
1A
Licensed
$ f , 50 Postage
Favorites
Prepaid

525
475
1000
1000
1000
1000

MONDAY,

with

releases

of

Dec.

30th,

1912.

...

1000

,LH!!!£~" ATh*Mother's
Powcr of Silence (Special— 2 Reels— Dr.)20O0
LUBIN—
Strategy
(Drama)
1000
I'A THE— Pathe's Weekly No. 53 (Topical)
SELIG— Our Lady 01 the Pearls (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Planting the Spring Garden (Comedy) . 1000
TUESDAY, DECEMBER
31st, 1912.

CINES— Among the Abruzzi Mountains (Scenici
CINES— Amy's Choice
(Comedy-Drama)
C. G. P. C. — The Caprices of the King (Hist. Dram

350
750

EDISON— —ForRequited
Her
(Drama)
"1000
ESSANAY
Love
(Drama)
1000
LUBIN— The Bravery of Dora
(Drama)
]iooo
SELIG— A Rough Ride With Nitroglycerine
(Drama). 1000
VITAGRAPH— A Woman
(Drama)
. IOoo
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY
1st, 1913.
ECLIPSE— Laughing Billy (Comedy)
400
ECLIPSE— A Four-Footed
Cupid
(Comedy)
600
EDISON— Yosemite
National
Park and Big Trei California
(Scenic)
375

ESSANAY
Seeing
EDISON— —How
TheyIs Got
the Vote
(Comedy)
.'...'.'.'.'. 1000
625
Believing
(Comedy)
KALEM— The Mission of a Bullet (Drama)
1000
PATHE— The Cowboy and the Baby (Comedy)
SELIG — A Loyal Deserter (Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— Love Hath Wrought a Miracle (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— Casey at the Bat (Comedy)
THURSDAY, JANUARY 2nd, 1913.
BIOGRAPH— Three Friends (Drama)
ESSANAY— The Miner's Request (Drama)
1000
LUBIN— John Arthur's Trust (Drama)
1000
MELIES — Tempest Tossed
(Drama)
1000
PATHE— The Frame-Up
(Drama)
SELIG — Greater Wealth
(Drama)
1000
VITAGRAPH— The Adventure of the Counterfeit Bills
(Drama)
IOoo
FRIDAY,

JANUARY

3rd,

1913.

C. G. P. C. — Between Two Girls (Comedy)
C. G. P. C. — Sand Hoppers
(Scientific)
EDISON — The Running Away of Doris (Drama)
....1000
ESSANAY— When
Soul Meets Soul (Drama)
1000
KALEM — The
Treacherous
Shot
(Drama)
LUBIN — Guilty Conscience
(Comedy)
LUBIN— Just Out of College (Comedy-Drama)
PATHE— Romeo and Juliet (Special— 2 Reels — Drama)
SELIG — A Curious Family (Comedy)
SELIG — Steak and Onions
(Comedy)
VITAGRAPH— Mr. Bolter's Niece (Drama)
1000
SATURDAY,
JANUARY
4th, 1913.
CINES — A Sister's Heart (Drama)
EDISON— The Red Man's Burden (Drama)
ESSANAY — Broncho Billy and the Maid (Drama)
KALEM — The Flag of Freedom
(Drama)
LUBIN — The Love Token
(Drama)
PATHE— The Doctor's Blind Child (Drama)
VITAGRAPH— A Bit of Blue Ribbon (Drama)

ALL A.B.C. POSTERS
Beginning

DECEMBER

BIOGRAPH— Bill Boggs' Windfall KJomedy)
GRAPH— A Day's
Outing
(Comedy)
I-. Dl SON— The Crime of Carelessness (Drama)
KALEM— The Peace Offering (Comedy)
KALEM— Why Tightwad Tips (Comedy)

2nd;

3

sheets

10 Cents
35c:

6 sheets

65c.

Largest and Most Complete Stock in the United States

Mr. Exhibitor, why deface your lobby wi'h fake or second-hand posters when you can
buy outright brand new original A.B.C. posters at the above prices? GET WISE.
Write for Free Catalogue and Advertising Matter.
a)
"If It's Anything
to Advertise
a Picture
Theatre,
We Have It."

EXHIBITORS' ^^l\s;^.%Z^teTf^:

30 Union Square, N. Y.

1000
1000
....1000
1000
1000
1000

AGENTS
WAN TED
in all large cities in the
U. S. and Canada to
handle
our specialties.
Write for agency propositio n
»»

sine** h..* ir.nci». >t PMim..
B«iloo. iltiaor sod lodlsoapolt.
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The Wives of Jamestown

KALEM
2 Reels

Bryan O'Sullivan, an Irish lad of humble birth, rescues Lady Geraldine from drowning as her boat capsizes, thereby
meriting her lasting gratitude. Forgetful of his station, Bryan falls madly in love with Lady Geraldine, who momentarily
listens to his pleadings. Her acceptance of attentions from O'Rourke angers Bryan and he upbraids her for falseness.
The nobleman draws his sword, but Bryan wrenches it from his hand and breaks it to pieces. Knowing that he cannot now remain, Bryan bids farewell to Lady Geraldine and sails for America. Bryan O'Sullivan, Irishman, becomes
John Pierce, Colonist of Jamestown, Virginia. Years later Lady Geraldine suffers many vicissitudes; her castle is besieged by the Cromwellians and she with many others is sent to Jamestown to be sold to the colonists as wives. John
Pierce is startled to see Lady Geraldine, but she fails to recognize him because of a heavy beard. Seeing that he is
an honest man, she offers to become his wife. He takes her to his cottage and stepping into another room shaves off
his beard, and begins to play' the flute, which he so loved in days gone by. Lady Geraldine, who is about to end her
life,
love hears
claims the
its music
own. and stepping to the door recognizes John Pierce, her husband, as Bryan O'Sullivan, her lover, and
Jan. 6,
1913

It Is Never Too Late to Mend

EDISON
2 Reels

The Fielding Brothers, farmers, are served with notice of foreclosure of mortgage on their farm. George,
the elder brother, is engaged to Susan Morton, who is also beloved by John Meadows, the wealthiest man in town.
Meadows realizes the futility of his efforts to win Susan by fair means, and plans George's undoing and his own
aggrandizement. George goes to Australia to seek his fortune ; and Meadows, sure of success, selects the house
for his bride, and ousts the present tenant, Isaac Levy, thus gaining the enmity of the Old Jew. Levy has been
protected from Meadows' cane by George Fielding, and he now determines to protect George from the plotters.
He rents an office next to Meadows, and through a hole which he bores in the wall keeps informed of their plans.
Meadows' schemes are frustrated, and George returns with six thousand pounds to clear the home and claim his
bride.

Romeo and Juliet

Pathe
2 Reel*

SHAKESPEARE

A Wonderfully
Colored Film of the Immortal Playwright's Great Romantic Play
Romeo, of the House of Capulets, and Juliet, of the House of Montagues, scorn the family feud of years, and
love each other with all the fervor of Veronian youths. The ardent wooer sings his love beneath his lady's window
while the stars wink their approval of the lovers' happiness. Juliet's father urges her marriage to Tybalt, a man of his
choosing, but Romeo determines she shall not, so together they visit the venerable Friar Lawrence and are secretly
united in marriage. Romeo is challenged by his rival, Tybalt, and in the encounter wounds his antagonist, for which
he is exiled. Romeo's departure leaves Juliet open to the demands of her father, who insists upon her immediate marriage to Tybalt. In terror she flees to the old Friar, who gives her a powerful sleeping potion, and on the day she is to
marry Tybalt, her friends are horrified to see her fall into a deathlike swoon. She is interred in the vault of her ancestors, and Romeo, hearing of her death, returns home, enters the vault and after gazing upon the face of his beloved
plunges a dagger into his heart. Juliet awakens to see him expiring, and in her agony seizes the same dagger, inflicts
a death-wound, and expires beside her lover.

Power of Silence

Lubin
2 Reels

Thomas Lowry, a wealthy Western ranch-owner, realizing he is dying, leaves his adopted daughter, Jane,
to the care of his head shepherd, who because of his personality is called "Silent." The young people decide to
marry when Sinclair, a nephew of Lowry, comes west, and learning of the fortune Jane inherits, decides to
marry her. She listens to his descriptions of the wonderful East and promises to become his wife. Silent warns
Sinclair that he will pay for any mistreatment of Jane with his life. Sinclair brings Jane east, and after
squandering her fortune deserts her and she dies of a broken heart. Sinclair returns west to sell the balance of
Jane's property and meets "Silent," who reminds him of the warning; in the desperate struggle that follows they
plunge over the balcony of an old ruin to death below, thus ending the career of good and evil.
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Reincarnation of
December 27, 191 2.

Vitagraph.

Karma

Two Reels.

During the early Christian era. Karma, ■ v.-rv spiritual and virtuous
Mik'ii Prlesl Mi the Temple of India, resists with ait his religious fervor,
Qnlnatrea, 1 beautlfo] and fascinating enchantress.
Qulnetrea eventually
conquers and Karma rails a vottm to bet wiles,
she triumphantly taunts
Dim, and outraged at her . r ii.- 1 deception, Karina curses her. and Qulnetrea
is transformed int.. s hogs make, Fifteen hundred years later, Karma
appears, reincarnated In the personality of Leslie Adams and loves the
heautlful heiress, l.llllan White. Together they visit the ancient Temple
of Karma and are shown the reptile, which .wry hundred vears resumes
human form. While Leslie gazes fascinated, the snake uncoils and Qulnetrea stands before blm In all hex bewitching charm. She holds him with
her hypnotic power and forces him to accept an amulet for his betrothed,
upon receiving which l.llllan fulls dead. Karma beholds a vision of bis
former self as High Priest, again curses Quinetrca, and drops dead across
the prostrate body of hln betrothed.

THE

SHAUGHRAUN

THE

Kalem.

Three Reels.

By the death of thell father, ltobert and Claire Folllott are given into
the cure of Corry Kinchcla, an unscrupulous land agent, who schemes with
Harvey Duff, a dishonest police officer, to secure possession of the children's lands. Robert Is convicted on Duff's testimony and sentenced to
the penal settlement In Australia. Flis sister, Claire, and sweetheart, Arte,
are dependent upon Conn, the Shaughrauu, who supplies them with food by
bis poaching.
Several years later Kobert returns to Ireland, but Is captured as a fugitive nud thrown Into prison. The crafty Conn assists hlin to escape and
feigns death when tired upon by a sentinel. It Is commonly believed that
Conn has been killed, and a wake Is held, during which the Snaugbraun
learns of a plan to spirit the girls out of the country. Kinchela and his
accomplices are brought to Justice and the girls reunited to their sweethearts.

The LAST

PERFORMANCE

December 20, 1912.

Pathe. Two Reels.

Rose Ualland, the celebrated equestrienne of the famous Bsrnon Circus,
awakens the love of Count Hans von Harten, and they are Ideally happy
nntll the Count's father angrily forbids the marriage, which compels the
Count to adopt the circus for a livelihood. His spectacular thriller, "The
Platform of Death," wins blm the title of the "Greatest Horseman In the
World," and because of tbe public admiration bis wife becomes Jealous
and plans reveuge.
Sbe drugs bis borse, and as he mounts the Platform of Death the horse
becomes frightened at the first explosion of fireworks and plunges forward,
bringing with blm the Connt to desth In the ring below.

THE
DecemberRED
16, 1912. MAN'S
Eclipse Kleine. HONOR
Two Reels.
Jnue Dew, a pretty Indian maiden, Is betrothed to Red Hawk, the
bravest warrior of tbe tribe. Seated Bear, another brave, also loves tbe
dark beauty and his ssvsge heart Is Inflamed with Jealousy st the success
of his rival. One day be surprises ber alone and forcibly carries her off
to bis csnoe. Red Hawk appears Just In time to see tbe set, and springing Into tbe stream soon overtakes his rival. A desperste straggle follows In which Red Hawk's arm, strengthened by the "Great Spirit,"
mortally wounds his treacherous enemy. Red Hawk and the maiden return to tbe vlllsge snd tbe wounded Indian painfully makes his way to
shore, where he tells a greatly distorted story of Red Hawk's crime. The
sccused warrior Is ordered before tbe great chief "White Eagle," and the
death sentence Imposed: "He that kills a brother must die. Twelve
moons hence his spirit sbsll Join that of the dead warrior." Red
Hawk's heart Is filled with bitterness and he leaves his tribe to Join tbe
army of the pale faces. His bravery in surmounting Indescribable difficulties to destroy a mountain bridge, thus checking tbe advance of the
enemy, gains him tbe high regard of the army, but bis happiness Is short
lived ss be remembers the sentence and returnB to his tribe to psy the
debt of a red man's honor. With his beloved June Dew he Is taken to
tbe funeral pyre and their souls go forth to Join the Happy Hunting
Ground of the "Great Spirit."

THE

CROOKED

PATH

A Story o.f the Underworld

December

13,

1912.

Lubin.

Two

Reels.

A valuable watch snd money stolen from s banker by Dan Lyons results
In the arrest and conviction of the crook. His sweetheart, Nell Harris, Is
her
approached by a young clergyman, William Kimball, who questions
tells him of her
regarding her trouble. Nell admits her wrong deeds snd takes
his
to
her
Kimball
path.
narrow
and
strslght
the
follow
desire to
blind mother and soon grows to love her. They become engaged. Dan
means
by
pals
his
with
communicating
in
succeeds
cell
prison
his
In
Lyons
of s note tied to a rat's tall and receives s supply of ssws with which he
effects his escape. He arrives In the town In which Nell lives, ssks her
to return to the old life, but she refuses, snd in revenge Lyons plsns to
rob the home of William Kimball. He and his pal are discovered and
assisting In
handed over to the police, and the minister accuses Nell of crook
and la
the robbery. She confesses her former associations with the
forgiven by her fiance.

CAPTIVES

Tbe story Is concerned with tbe adventure of ratlins and Ourlds, two
Arabian sisters, although widely different In dispositions. Kstlma Is
beautiful and petulant, while Ourlda combines with s lovely face s charming, peaceful nature. Arthur Budlong, a westerner. Is in love with ourlda
and has won her hesrt, which kindles the spsrk of Jeslousy In ratlms s
bresst. Fatlma bribes s tribe of nomsds to kidnap ber and ber sister.
With his Hindoo servsnt, Arthur follows the trsll until It reaches the
City of Tunis, where It Is lost. The sisters srrive In the city, srs sold
to a wealthy merchant and accordingly enter bis harem. Budlong finally
learns of the abode of bis beloved snd ber sister snd despatches bis servsnt
with a note to them, giving his plsns to effect their relesse. Ourlds Is
overjoyed snd Fstims feigns to be, but Instead, turns informer, snd when
they come to the gste to await Budlong's srrlvsl they sre met by servsnts
and brought back to tbe harem. Arthur and his servant reach tbe gate
and after a desperste struggle with the guard they rescue the girls,
rinding tbst Kate Is against ber, Fstlms gives vent to her Jealous anger.
They hurriedly leave her, to act ss principals In a wedding ceremony.

THE

A Genuine Irish Drama Produced Amid Genuine Irish Surroundings

December 23, 1912.

HAREM

December 9, 1912. Pathe. Two Reels.

DAWNING

December 6, 1912.

Vitagraph.

Two

Reels.

Helen Mason prefers the love of Victor Gsrdler, a young artist, to tbe
attentions of Henry Pendleton. The latter asks her bsnd in marriage, but
sbe refuses. Tbe young artist visits Helen, but lnstesd of proposing, be
acquaints ber with tbe fact that bis uncle offers blm so opportunity to
complete his srt studies In Paris. She begs blm not to lesve ber, bet
be turns
deaf Pendleton.
ear to ber pleadings, snd sfter his departure, In retaliation, she sweds
They visit Paris snd Helen conceals the Joy to her of a visit to the
srtlst's studio, snd her vanity Is Battered by a request to bsve her portrait
pslnted. Sbe sppears for tbe first sitting, when Victor slone with ber,
vehemently expresses bis love, she repulses him snd flees to ber husband.
The
artist and husband meet on the field of honor and Victor Is seriously
wounded.

At NAPOLEON'S
COMMAND
December 2, 1912. Cines-Kleine.
Two Reels.
This Is a story laid In the time of Napoleon's great triumphs. A Lisatenant, on leave of absence, bids fsrewell to his sweetheart and rejolas
, bis army. Two years elspse snd the Lleutensnt has not retaraed to hie
sweetheart. She becomes Impoverished snd marries a Sergeant, who sends
her to his mother's home In Psris. Years sfterwsrds the Sergeant has
been promoted to Field-Marshal, and he, together with his wife, is now la
the court of Napoleon. During the court ceremonies the wife of the
former Sergeant meets her false sweethesrt, who hss also been promoted
from Lieutenant to Marshal. Her husband snd old sweethesrt meet on
the field of honor. Napoleon bears of the Intended duel and orders the
officers to their commands. During s battle that follows soon after both
tbe Marshals are wounded. The wife, In searching the battlefield for ber
husband, finds nesr blm ber old sweetheart.

THE GREAT STEEPLECHASE
November

29, 1912. Pathe. Two Reels.

A thrilling race that Is sure to send the blood tingling through the veins
of every human Is the principal feature of this extraordinary offering.
As tbe race nears completion startling falls become frequent. Coming Into
the stretch tbe first and second choices are but half s length apart. Tbe
favorite makes tbe last barrier with ease, but tbe next borse tope tbe
hurdle turns s complete somersault, crashing Its rider benssth It, and
leaving the Jockey-lover to win tbe race — and the girl.

THE

STOLEN

November 25, 1912.

SYMPHONY

Lubin.

Two Reels.

A beautiful story of a poor young musician who has composed an exquisite symphony.
A famous
musician obtains tbe score of tbe symphony snd sdds new
laurels to his already great triumphs. Upon denouncing tbe greet srtlst
as a thief, tbe young composer Is sent to an asylum: lster he obtslns
his release and appears In a concert where the famous srtlst Is plsylng
the now world's great symphony, demonstrates It Is tbe genius of bis
brsln snd Is proclaimed to tbe world.

BILLYS

November

22, 1913.

BURGLAR

Vitagraph.

Two

Reels.

A daring capture of a notorious burglar by a brave boy. This Is a
thrilling adventure in a fast speeding automobile and s funny predicament
of The
a negligent
Stars ofpoliceman.
tbe Vitagraph Company are cast very happily In this
•piendld production.

KERRY

November

18, 1913.

GOW
Kalem.

Three Reels.

This Is s play that tbe Kalem Company baa gone to Ireland for sod
brought back with tbe true atmosphere and every real characteristic of
the Irish soil and Irish heart. The plot of the play Is s regulstlon one,
wherein tbe villain's efforts sre frustrated st every turn, snd the story
ends with him on his wsy to Jail snd tbe lovers preparing for the wedding.
Tbe Irish landscspe Is produced and tbe remarkable attention to details
mskes the picture a really great one.
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ThcOrcatcst
Proposition
FROM
MANGER TO
The Adoration of the Shepherds.

Kalem's

Biblical

Masterpiece

Produced in authentic loca
This splendid film will
sive territory in the
Endorsed by the
ica and Europe.
We can furnish a large
pictorial paper (One to
iers, photographs, etc.
For terms communicate by

GENERAL
The Last Supper.

200 Fifth Avenue
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State Rights
Ever Offered
THE
THE CROSS
Mary Tea

In

Five

Parts — 4700

tions in Palestine and Egypt
be released for excluU. S. and Canada.

Clergy both in Amervariety of lithographed
twenty-four
sheets) courletter or wire with

NLM CO.
NEW

YORK

CITY

The Betrayal Kiss.
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LICENSED
FILM STORIES
SELIG.
OUK LADY OF THE PEAHLS (Dec. 30).— Anita,
tin' lu'lle of an Inland hacienda, visits Pearl Harbor
and 1b Impressed with the desirability of gratifying her passion for pearls. A suitor for her hand
learns of this and steals the votive offerings of
the pearl fisheries at the cathedral sbrlne. Eventually the eyes of the ambitious, but thoughtless,
young woman are opened to the Impious seriousness
of such an offence. She returns the Jewels; and
the young man Is brought to reckoning for his
reeklesness.
A ROUGH RIDE WITH NITROGLYCERINE (Dec.
31). — A reckless and revengeful group of men are
determined to ruin an oil-well and endeavor to
rapture a* wagon load of nitroglycerine to help their
plans. The wild ride of the driver to save his
freight forms a most exciting episode. The conspirators follow the freight-wagon and In turn are
panned by the sheriff's posse.
A LOYAL DESERTER (Jan. 1).— Paul WorthIngton, a Federal private, receives a letter from
their family physician apprising him of the dangerous illness of his mother. He takes the letter to
the commanding officer with a request for a "leave
of absence," but, Col Colfax refuses emphatically.
Paul determines to visit his mother at any cost,
however, realizing the gravity of his offence at the
time of war. He leaves the camp, does his filial
duty, and while ae home General Buchner and his
• aids from the Confederate side use the lower part
of the house for a consultation as it is in the war
zone. Paul manages to overhear an Important plan
to trap General Grant. He memorizes, gets through
the lines, warns the great Commander In time, and
is pardoned for his loyal desertion.
GREATER WEALTH (Jan, 2). — John Sharon, a
steel magnate Is Immensely successful from the
worldly point of view, while Ed Young, his humble
employee, views himself as a failure because his
Income shrinks as his family responsibilities inereaee. Sharon's only son Is a drunken disappointment, his wife becomes allienated from him, and his

BRADY
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daughter falls critically ill. Young, while Tislting
Sharon, learns to his dismay that his own beloved daughter Is very sick. Some professional
agitators Induce him to attend an anarchistic meeting, and be Is prevailed upon to "remove" Sharon
as an enemy of mankind. The night the millionaire's daughter dlee, his own recovers; and be
confronts Sharon Just as he returns shaken from
the death-bed scene. With wonderful coolness and
sympathy Sharon convinces the would-be assasln
that he has a right to happiness be has never enJoyed. The picture of his palatial home and empty
heart, stays the assasln's knife and leads to a
better deservanee of the opportunities of life.
THE CURIOUS FAMILY (Jan. 3).— The Curious
family are very much excited over the visit of a
rural swain to his sweetheart, the belle of the
family. They peek through windows, listen at
key-holes, and finally make a visual invasion of
the parlor through the furnace register.
STEAK AND ONIONS (Jan. 3).— A clever story
with wholesome fun and the healthy odor of onions
of two bachelor girls who attempt light housekeeping In their rooms violating the Instructions
of a grouchy landlady. They run the gauntlet of
inspection; but getting rid of the remnants of
their odoriferous repast becomes most embarrassing.
Every
time they
cast aside
this restores
"incubus"it
In
a paper
bag, hide
some orsolicitous
person
their unwilling bands.

VITAGRAPH.
PLANTING THE SPRING GARDEN (Dec, 30).—
Moving to a cottage in one of the suburbs, Mr.
and Mrs. Citiman decide to follow the example of
their neighbors and have a garden, making their
back yard blossom as the rose. Mrs. Citiman
makes out a list of seeds and her husband, loaded
down with all sorts of garden utensils and embryo
flowers, on his return from the city, is greeted
with much fervor by his better half, she scarcely
gives her bubby time to eat his supper before setting him to work digging and planting the seeds.
He works until late at night and she has him up
on the job early in the morning.
After the seeds are all in the ground, the neighbor's hens immediately get busy, scratch them out
and eat them all up, making a wreck of the flower
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beds. At night on bis return home from business,
Citiman Is again set to work by his wife replanting
the seeds and putting everything In shape. The
next morning the bens are up at daybreak and repeat tbelr havoc of the day before. Saturday being a balf holiday, Citiman Is Invited by some
friends to go fishing. Just as he Is leaving the
house, bis wife catches blm and sets him to work
In the garden, while she bosses blm around, making
him work like a slave. She goes to the store, be
sits down to rest and falls asleep, dreaming that he
is surrounded by a magnificent Persian garden,
which be saunters about smoking a clger and directing bis wife In the cultivation, trimming and
arrangement of the different plants. Just as be Is
in the midst of this delightful dream, Mrs. Citiman
returns and plays the garden hose on blm. This
arouses him to rebellion. He seizes the bose and
turns It on her, giving ber a good drenching. Some
of the neighbors, looking over their fence, are laughing at the fun, wben they are treated to a wetting
by the enraged Citiman. To more fully assert
himself, he gathers together the garden Implements and all the other appurtenances pertaining
thereto, sets them afire and gleefully dancing about,
watching them burn with much satisfaction, to the
dismay of his wife.
A WOMAN (Dec. 31). — Self-opinionated and conceited, Robert Hamilton makes a deep impression on
Ida Mlddleton. Wben he knows he has produced
this effect, be treats her with his nsual Indifference and flirts with others to test her. She becomes piqued at bis treatment and marries Frank
Martin for spite. On the day of their marriage
when they are wedded, he takes her in his arms
to kiss ber and she repulses him and tells him
that she does not love him. For the moment he Is
shocked, but accepts the situation and thereafter
treats her with cold politeness. They live In this
way for some months, during which time Ida grows
to love him and to appreciate the difference between
him and a man of Hamilton's stripe.
One evening, at a reception, she meets Robert
Hamilton. When she is alone for a moment in the
conservatory, he enters intoxicated and forces his
attentions upon her, folding her In his arms and
kissing her. She struggles to free herself from his
embrace and at this moment her husband enters the
room. Completely npset by this incident, she asks
ber husband to take ber borne. He escorts her to
the taxi and after she bas entered, he closes the
door and bids her good night.
Frank returns home and, reclining on a couch
in the library, meditates. Ida enters and sits beside bim, explaining to him that she has learned
to value his love and longs to enjoy It and give
him hers. He smiles his forgiveness and Bhe,
throwing
her arms around bis neck and be en-

SAYS=
That his new Slide Service, advertising all the Licensed Film
Releases, is the Biggest Advertising Feature for the Exhibitor
ever put over. They can advertise their Feature Reels a week
in advance showing an actual scene from the film, one every
day, for seventy-five cents per week.

BRADY

SAYS=
That he is selling Postal Cards of all Licensed Stars at Three
Dollars ($3.00) per thousand, and they all come back for more.
Must be good money getters, and they sure are some pretty
Postal Cards.

BRADY

SAYS=
That he wishes all the Exhibitors a Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year, and hopes their success next year will be a
hundred times as big as in the past.

A. BRADY,

124 East 14th $L, N. Y. City
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EXTENDS

ITS BEST WISHES

A MERRY
A HAPPY

FOR

CHRISTMAS
NEW YEAR

\\ e also wish to thank our many users and friends for the
consistent support they have given us in the past, which has
enabled us to maintain, in our [9] J \lodels,THESAME HIGH
STANDARD IN QUALITY of material and workmanship

The 1913 Model Motiograph Leads as Usual
The 1913 Model

££I The Motor-Driven Machine is so much a success
that our advanced ideas have rapidly been copied

Motiograph

THE 1913 CATALOG

READY

ON JANUARY

MANUFACTURED

THE ENTERPRISE

1st

BY

OPTICAL

MANUFACTURING

CO.

Main

Office and Factory, 564-572 WEST RANDOLPH STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.
EASTERN OFFICE
WESTERN OFFICE
30 East 23rd Street, New York City
833 Market Street, San Francisco
AND THE FOLLOWING
JOBBERS
WILLIAMS,
BROWN & EARLE, PHILADELPHIA
J. H. HALLBERG,
NEW YORK
MUTUAL
FILM CORPORATION,
DALLAS
FEATURE FILM & CAL. LIGHT CO., PITTSBURG
CALEHUFF SUPPLY AND
COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA
E. FULTON. FILM
& KLEINE
OPTICAL CO., CHI'GO
ALL BRANCHES
OF THEE. GENERAL
COMPANY

OPEN

MARKET
For

FEATURES

Sale

or For

"Rent

Two and three reel subjects.
Write for particulars,
list and prices. All good subjects and in good condition.
With plenty of lobby display.
We ship anywhere.
M & F FEATURE
FILM
SERVICE
167 W. Washington St.
Chicago
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The leading Journal
of the Moving Picture
business in Europe.
Largest circulation
and best Advertising
Medium,
bar none

Yearly subscription, S2.00.

85 Shaftesbury Avenue,
MANAGERS'
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LONDON,

LOOK!

STOP!

LISTEN!

BoohLookReal
Features, Money Getters
over this list.

OFJ

PICTURE

TELEPHONE,

THE

ANNOUNCEMENT
Prince Feature Film Co. are opened for business, and
can furnish you two or three reel feature photoplays
of the best American
and foreign makers.
Phone,
write or call for prices and open dates.
ABBOTT BUILDING
N. E. Cor. Broad & Race Sts., Suite 605 and 606.
Bell Phone, Walnut 4093.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Parsifal, 3 reels.
International Conspiracy, 3 reels.
Vengeance of Egypt, 3 reels.
Bridge of Sorrow, 2 reels.
Perils
the Atlantic.
-' r
Life ofofBuffalo
Bill. 3 reels.
St. reels.
George and
the Dragon,
3

Every one a top liner

The Traitress, 3 reels.
Red Falcon, 2 n
Convicted By Hypnotism, 2 reels.
Fall of Blackhawk, 2 reels.
Circus Girl, 2 reels.
Penalty, 2 reels.
Venus, 3 reels.
And many others.
His Holiness Pope Pius the X for

Sole rights for The Vatican and
Indiana, Illinois and Michigan.
Sole rights for Parsifal fur West Virginia, Western
Pennsylvania,
—Ohio. Indiana. Illinois and Michigan.
Exhibitors In above states are warned against "fake" copies of the
above.
We have the only originals for the above states.
Branches:
3 Franklin Bldg.. Indianapolis, Ind.
811 Schiller Bldg., Chicago, 111.

IMPERIAL FEATURE
121 Fourth Avenue
PHONE

W., ENGLAND

FUTURE MANAGERS TO BE!
Also those
contemplating
Exhibition business-GET A COPY of the latest. book
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IT AND

GET A NEW IDEA.
Do you have managerial troubles? Ideas and suggestions
of value on how
to properly
Read thts book and dispel them
motion
picture theatre
Price $1.00 by mail prepaid.
Every page worth the price of the book.
Sctd SI. Ot to
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twining
1 11 1 1

ill* about in r, the] give renl to their
ted love for each otbec In a lingering, soul-

LOVE HATH WROUGHT A MIRACLE (Jan.
I), — Paralyzed
from Injurlt
in n polo
1. ni liiiinisi
■, Qeorge Falrcbfld i«
jilted by ills limn ' e Tbla heartl
: nenl befortune, makei blm a woman-hater.
Set 1 dooi i" his inline is n chlldj
1 il, kepi
in two slater*.
\t i-^ Bote, the younger, devotee
much nf ber time 10 a little crippled pupil.
Her
devotion in the child tonchea the heart of 1
lie becomes
acquainted
with ber and the often
■pendi a pleaaant hour with blm.
One night, gassil of iii.s library window,
he discovers the
on Are. He tries to arouse his vale! and
Buds trim iii 11 drunken
stupor.
ills Orsl thought
getting his own heretofore helpless
condition,
be realises
It', he
is on his
her rescue. before
He rushes
Into the
building
and way
takingto
the crippled
Hose's Into
arms,the brings
to
safety.
Be ischild
aboutfrom
to return
buildingit for
Rose, hut is prevented by the Bremen,
who
her. Lore bath wrought
a miracle, Qeorge Pali
Child, Well ami struii;; again, asks Rose to become
mistress of the Falrchlld Betate.
CASEY AT THE BAT (Jan. 1).— The MudvUle
I!. IS. Club has one sure winner, Casey, Hie Idol of
the fans and the admiration of the Indies. Kitty, a
bOtlBemald, and Maty, u cook, can see nothing but
Casey. Grady, a mere policeman, is his rival for
Kitty's hue.
MudvUle and Hleksvillo f'lulis are to play their
final
for theMndvUie
championship.
Casey's
firstecho.
hit
is a game
home run.
cheers him
to the
In the last half of the ninth Inning, MudvUle Is at
the bat, two men on bases and two out. "Casey at
the bat," shouts the crowd. lie takes his place with
all the confidence of a hero. With a cheering salute
to the MudvUle rooters, "Watch me boys"! he
strikes out. The game is over, the score is, HicksVllle !>, and Muilvillc, 7. Casey Is a fallen Idol.
lie makes a lone sneak to Kitty's home. She has
already heard of his overthrow. lie pocks through
:i window as the rain descends In torrents and heholds Grady, his rival, being feted and petted by
Kitty and the cook.
THE ADVENTURE OF THE COUNTERFEIT
BILLS
(Jan. 2). — The banks have discovered that
there an
nnterfelt bills in circulation.
Lambert
Chase, the famous detective, Is brought into service
and he learns that the only hank whose notes or
hills have not been counterfeited, is the Reliance
Bank.
Upon further investigation, he finds that their
largest cash depositor Is one Rochester, who is
proprietor of a large department store. Detective
Chase starts with this clue and Instructs Walton,
Chief of the Secret Service, to secure a position in
the store as a manager of one of the departments.
With strong recommendations, Walton has no trouble
In becoming an employee of the store. He soon
finds out that Rochester is making larger daily deposits in the Reliance Bank than he is taking In
at his store. Chase visits Rochester'! place as a
building Inspector. Showing his badge, be is allowed to Inspect the building. In the cellar he
discovers a part of It partitioned off by brick walls,
with no evident' means of admission. He concludes
that the entrance must be from the top, through
Rochester's
private
office.
bores an
augur
hole
through
the floor
of the
office,He through
which
he runs
a combustible fuse. He ignites It' and hurries upstairs to the private office and calmly talks to Mr.
Rochester on the defects of his building. While
they are talking, smoke Is seen coming from the
floor. Walton, also present', feigns surprise, says
the place Is on Are. Rochester, greatly excited,
throws aside a rug from the floor, opens a trap
door and is about to descend, when Chase draws his
revolver and tells blm to halt. Walton arrests
Iter on the charge of counterfeiting. Lamhert Chase goes down through the trap door and
there discovers the counterfeiting plant. When
searched, several of the counterfeit hills are found
In the pockets of the accused man and his guilt is
undeniably fastened upon blm.
MR. BOLTER'S NIECE (Jan. 3).— Mr. Benjamin
Bolter ha9 for his neighbor, Lavinia Kacey, a
r of uncertain age. They are good friends,
and in their hearts admire encb other, but have
both come to an age when they are afraid of themselves. Mr. Bolter's young niece, Pet, comes to
spend a few ways with him and makes things lively
for her uncle, who is unused to children. He introduces her to Lavinia, who takes quite a notion
to the ohild. Talking to Lavinia through the
garden fence between
Bolter and Lavinia, Pet' be-
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unclnated with Lavinla'i false i oris and
ends bj palling one off. When Bolter scolds, she
bowls and he has to capitulate. The next morning
when Hi, Iter complains of the lack of a button on
I, she, seeing I.avinla Sewing In her
garden, catches up the trousers and rushes off and
Into the garden and requests her to sew the button
tor her poor uncle, who has no one to look after
him. Finally, she makes herself 111 with eating
green apples and In his distress he sends for I.avlnla t" help. Her kindness and tenderness to the
child break down the barrier of his reserve and be
- tu her to make his lonely life a heyday of
sunshine and happiness.
Lavinia agues by falling
BtO Bolter's arms.
Pet, whom
they suppose to be
sits up and says, "Oh, I saw you! Goody!

After the operation, which proves sueIn- request! the doctor to keep secret the
fact of his restored sight.
The following morning at the breakfast table, Gregg sees the butler
help himself to the wine.
He discharges him.
In
his room In- finds his valet going through his overrun t mid wearing one of his new suits.
He, also,
barged.
Gregg is then driven to his office,
the bookkeeper bands him a paper to sign.
Beading it over he realizes it is a check made out
to the bookkeeper
for $10,000.
He slgnB it and
notifies the police.
He then enters the outer office
■ | his negligent clerks taking advantage
of
his supposed
blindness.
The
Officers arrive
and
arrest the bookkeeper.
The faithful stenographer
is then called Into bis private office and rewarded
with a proposal of marriage.

goody!
goody!"
A BIT
OF BLUE RIBBON (Jan. 4).— Senor Is
only a horse, a thoroughbred, and winner of many
blue ribbons. On account of old age, Jim I Ian well,
the ranch owner, orders stive, an employee,
to
take the old horse into the foothills and shoot blm.
Kitty, Ilartwell's daughter, loves old Senor and
claims him for her personal property. Steve loves
Kitty and refuses to shoot the horse. In anger,
Hartwell discharges him. The ranch owner, mounting his horse, leads Senor to the foothills. He takes
the bit of blue ribbon which Kitty had tied in
Senor's foretop, and throws It aside. Just as he
raises his revolver to shoot, lie sees a Mexican
creeping towards his horse In the act of stealing it.
He turns his attention towards the thief, who shoots
Hartwell. Steve appears, and fires at the Mexican,
who in turn, shoots Steve and escapes. Steve, not
seriously wounded, turns his attention to Mr. Hartwell. The Mexican makes his way afoot across the
hills and comes across a party of range riders. He
notifies them that Hartwell is dead and that he
saw Steve shoot him.
Steve Is found bending over nnrtwell. Mr. nartwell is taken back to his ranch and Steve Is delivered to the sheriff. Hartwell regains consciousness, but has lost all recollection of what has happened. Kitty tries in vain to make him recall the
Incidents of the shooting. He suddenly catches
sight of Senor and immediately regains his memory
and declares the Innocence of Steve and the guilt
of the Mexican.
Kitty has learned that the sheriff and the ranchmen are about to bang Steve for the crime. She
rushes from the house, mounts old Senor and is soon
riding wildly to Steve's rescue. On her way, she is
intercepted by the Mexican and thrown from her
horse. He Jumps on Senor's back and tries to make
liis escape in the opposite direction. She hastens
on foot to stay Jim's execution and reaches there
Just in time to save him. Steve is released and the
men hastily go in pursuit of Iho Mexican, whom
they capture and condemn to death. Confronted
with the evidence of his guilt, the bit of blue ribbon, which he had picked up when he shot Hartwell and dropped when he stopped Kitty on her way
to Steve's rescue, he confesses and is sentenced
to death.

THE MINER'S REQUEST (Jan. 2).— I.eonle Davis,
ber sweetheart, Tom, and her father an- seated at
the breakfast table In a small cabin in the far
West, Davis departs for work at the mine, while
Tom strolls down the bank of the river in search
of gold. Davis Is met at the mine by a young
fellow who presents him with a note from a friend
of his In the East asking him to give the bearer
Davis takes the young fellow to his home
where he is introduced to Leonle. That same afternoon an accident happened at the mine and Davis
is seriously Injured. The Easterner makes a record
breaking ride for the doctor. During his absence
I.eonle's father writes a dying request that she
marry Tom one month after his death. The girl
tells Tom she does not love him and that she could
never marry him. The doctor arrives too late, for
Davis is dead. One month later Leonle marries the
man she does not love. The same day the young
Easterner
tellsrunher away
of thewith
greathim.
worldSheoutsid,and
asks
ber to
consents,
Leonle packs her belongings and leaves the bouse.
Walking through the lane near the river she spies
him robbing the gold sluice. She returns to the
house, secures a revolver and demands the stolen
gold. She then forces him to leave the country.
Realizing now that she bad nearly lost a good
husband for a thief, she returns to her borne and

ESSANAY.
REQUITED LOVE (Dec. 31).— Lord Darlington
is engaged to Ruth who Is a splendid dancer. She
is requested to dance at a social function and compiles willingly. During the dance Lord Darlington
rushes up «o her and stops her from continuing.
Ruth leaves the ball room with her parents and returns home. Lord Darlington reaches Ruth's home
at the same time the family arrive, tells Ruth that
he will break his engagement with her If she continues to dance for the amusement of everybody.
Ruth, a true American woman, tells him that "were
she to lose all the titles in the world, still she
would dance." She forsakes society for a professional career, and Is given an engagement almost
immediately. During one of the performances she
sprains her ankle, a doctor rushes to the stage
and has her taken to ber home where he treats
her. His continual calling and treating her finally
leads
She finally marries
him. to their falling in love.
SEEING IS BELIEVING (Jan. 1).— Mortimer
Gregg, a blind millionair, is seated at the table
partaking of his morning repast. His servants
make his affliction profitable by helping themselves
to the best in the house. At the office bis clerks
take undue advantage and talk and gossip among
themselvescalls
all at
day.
few where
days later.
Gregg's
physician
the Aoffice,
he Is ushered
in by a conscientious stenographer, who is the only
one of the office force who sympathises with her
employer. Later an examination is made and the
doctor gives assurance that Gregg's sight will be
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awaits, with open arms, Tom's return.
WHEN SOUL MEETS SOUL (Jan. 3).— A sarcophagus is sent to Professor Delaplace by his old
friend Andrews, traveling to Egypt. Andrews, in
a letter to the Professor, explains that the mummy
is in a perfect state of preservation, this being the
reason he has set it. Delaplace, with the aid of
his assistant, removes the solid stone cover. Feeling among the wrapping, entwining the body. Professor Delaplace finds an ancient parchment, which
tells of the fair Princess Charazel vowing to live
through the ages to find her lost lover. Enchanted
by the visions the ancient sarcophagus brings to
his mind. Delaplace sinks back in his chair and
gradually falls asleep. The sarcophagus slowly
dissolves and the Princess Charazel Is seen awakening. The scene then again dissolves and we find
ourselves in the beautiful land of Egypt, the home
of the lotus flower, and the flowing Nile. Professor Delaplace, transformed into Arames. the
handsome lover of the fair Princess Charazel. is
seated beside her couch. He tells of his infinite
love, and they pledge eternal vows. The call of
war takes Arames from her. On his return from
battle a feast is given in his honor. Escorting tie
Princess to the great banquet hall the honore 1
Arames seats himself beside ber. Becoming infatuated with a young slave girl, Arames show.
her with caresses and incites the Jealousy of th •
Princess, who swears by the God of Death, Ostr -.
to die. Realizing his mistake Arames dashes aft
the fleeing Princess only to find that she has ki" .
herself before the graven image. Delaplace, awakening, goes slowly to the sarcophagus and. kneeling
beside it, prays for the soul of the woman be loved
back
iu the dim ages.
BRONCHO BILLY AND THE MAID (Jan. *).—
.Tim Clay, a rough Western ranchman, kisses his
daughter goodbye, and departs for the town saloon.
Entering, he sees four of his comrades finishing
a game of cards. Broncho Billy, one of them, wins
all the money. Clay exits and seats himself on
a barrel in front of the place. Broncho, with bis
winnings, departs from the saloon, meets Clay and
together they proceed to the ranchman's home.
Broncho
Is Introduced
to Clay's
charming
daughter,
who at the
time of their
arrival
Is preparing
the
noon-day meal. The ranchman and Broncho engage in a game of cards. Broncho detects Davis
taking some cards from his boot. A fight ensues in
wlnili the ranchman is shot in the head and
Broncho in the leg. The daughter hearing the
tumult, rushes into the room to aid ber father.

Indisputable originators <* cowboy Films.
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THE
Broncbo bai
aped,
Crawling on bii bauds and
knees
be
dually
reaches
tbe
itable
where
ba
managea to climb Into an oal bin,
The girl thinkilj "I bar »
led father, secures a revolver,
and tracka Br
ho bj tbe drops of bl
I, Finding
linn In mi exhausted • • ■> n 1 1 1 l
-i,.- drags blm Into
tar mid ivasbea and bandages ids wound.
irben
Broncbo
imi almoal
recovered
from
in, wmiiiiI. iha gives bin a revolver and tells bin
to go.
i lay 1 wean
vengeance.
Baaing
Broncho
i,- cellar be mahea after bin,
Hla daughter,
fearful for her fathers safety, becauae of Broncbo'i
quick
iiru»,
Intercepta
and
prevents
bin
from
hot. Bbe then telli ber father thai aba lovea
Broncbo,
Seeing that it would be madneai to bear
grievance against
Broncbo, Caj shakes band* with
him and tbe feud la ended.

LUBIN.
THE
POWER
OF SILENCE
(Doc. 80).— 8y00ps!i
of this two-reel apeclal subject waa pnbllabed in
tin' advartlaemenl of Lhe Qeneral Film Company
on page* 180IJ and 1201 of the Issue dated December -i.
A
MOTHER'S STRATEGY
(Doc. BO).— Ony
Reeves, to recuperate from Ulneae, goea to a
farm, where he meeta Lola, the daughter and dlsthat abe has a «
lerful voice.
The young
people fall In love. Ony
persuades the par
i.ois to allow her to go to the city and im
teated.
The parents
Qnally
agree and Lois
takes op ber abode
In the city.
Guy returns to
ome
and tells his mother of hla lore.
Bbe
n angry and refuses to accept Lola,
Guy i omea
angry
and
leaves
the house.
1 1 • ■ takes
np his
abode
in the cheap
boarding-house
that
shelters
The pampered son finds the grind and hard
work almoal Intolerable.
In a discouraged mood he
r,
Ives a letter
From
hla nother worded
so us
to make
blm
more
discontented.
Qny decides to leave Lola and go back to his
own life, He writes ber a few lines asking her
to forgive blm and leaves. Lois, returning from
n singing lesson, tin, Is his note. She Is drstl
Bbe mahea to his room and finds the letter which
Guy had received from ids mother. She dens ber
wraps and gees to the Reeve's home. She pleads
with Mrs. Reeves to allow Guy to return to ber.
She pours out the agony of her soul to the older
woman who simply has a servant show her out.
Lois turns to her and tells ber some day she will
have her revenge.
Three years pass. Guy has married Millieent
Hartley, Is successful and respected. One evening Mrs. Reeves, Mllllcent and Guy go to the
opera. Guy Is fascinated and startled by the new
prima-donna and recognizes her as Lois. He finds
he Is still In love with I-ois. Months pass and
It 1 scommon talk that Guy is Infatuated with the
singer. He neglects his business. Is gruff to his
wife and rude to his mother. Mrs. Reeves then
decides to appeal to I.ois. She goes and is
laughed at by Lois, who tells ber this is her
revenge and that site intends to keep Guy her
victim. Then suddenly Mrs. Reeves brings In
Mllllcent's little baby and taking it from the
arms of the nurse places It In Lois's arms. She
places the baby back In the grandmother's arms
and tells her gently that she will send Guy back
to his family. Mrs. Reeves attempts to thank her,
but Lois silences her and bide iter go. Then I.ois
writes a few lines to Guy, telling him that lie
must never see her again and throws herself
sobbing
into a chair.
THE BRAVERY
OF DORA (Dec. 31).— Dora
Miller and her father together with Juan, a young
half breed, live peacefully at their ranch along the
Rio Grande. Juan Is in love with Dora and she
is not averse to him. One morning while the
little family is seated at breakfast, shots are
heard outside. A party of I'. S. soldiers has been
attacked by Mexican troops and retreating as they
fight, finally taking refuge in the Miller homestead. The doors and windows are barricaded and
a sharp fight ensues. Juan, the halfbreed, |
at first to fire against the people whose blood runs
In his veins, but at last lufuriated by the siirli t
of a wound received by Dora, he grabs the rifle
and begins firing furiously. Ho is thus engaged
as the Mexican troops break into tbe house and
is captured by them and locked in an upstairs room.
The commanding officer of the Mexican forces
promises to shoot Juan the next miming. That
niirlit. however, Dora manages to get Into tbe room
where Juan is confined and smuggles to him a
rope with which he escapes. The next morning,
I • Mevlcan officer sends for Juan to carry out ids
threat of shooting him and much to the surprise
of the guard when the room Is opened, out steps
Dora.
Furious
at the escape
of his victim,
the
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Mexican
promptlj
father and telli
ber that should ber halfbreed lover not return by
afternoon,
the
father
»m
take
hw
pla
in, nt or a Bring squad.
in tiie meantime,
Juan
is bastenlng
at breakipeed "ii a
d from
the Mexicans,
ure
ni'i.
Arriving
at
tbe
camp
"f an
hi patrol,
be
ompany bin and with tbe entire troop c,r
cavalry rushes back to tbe Miller boneatead, arriving just iii time to prevent the execution of tbe
<,hi man by the Mexl
JOHN
Arthur,

ARTHUR'S
lawyer,
lias

TRUST
(Jan.
8).— John
in
but care
the
ii
mac
Bristol
r<>r ids daughter
Lottie
Bo great
was old I
the young
lawyer,
that
he made
n ■ c
lltlon
■ John could nae ids own dl
in finally turning the money over to ids daughter.
The
i'
is to r
he.
but tbe principal
to remain
under
tbe watchful
eye of John
Arthur
until
Lottie
is uiai i led to a man
Who
in
John's
estimation
would
i»- capable
ol managing
the fortune.
John lias seen the girl on several occasions rela
tlve i" business and her beauty appealed
to him
although
thoughts
Of love
never
enter
ids mind.
\:\i; when
a foreigner
Count
Born!
co
■ and
courts
Lottie, John
becomes
conaclei
feelings
t understand. Jn-t as a matter of business, however, be writes
to ;i London
llrm inipilrIng about the Count's reputation. Be learns that
the Count hi a profligate and a bankrupt. John
tinds that Lottie has already foal inr heart to the
Count and all his warnings are Iii vain. The
Count, of course, expects Lottie's millions will be
turned over to him noon their marriage, but John
tee to relinquish bis control of tbe money.
Lottie's governess Is crafty, she proposes to the
Count thai she win get the money from John providing be (the count), win pay her *iu,(XM) after
his marriage to Lottie. The Count accepts the
proposition and signs an agremeut. The governess poisons Lottie's mind against John anil I-ottlc
accuses him of wishing to control her fortune for
his own personal reasons. Angered, John rcllnqulahes
the fortune
to Lottie.
The Count's
ire somewhat
disordered
by a sudden
notionplans
on
- part to be married abroad. John learns
of a passage to Europe suddenly booked by Lottie
and the Count. He realizes that be loves the girl.
He does not hope to win her. but determines to
prevent the Count's taking advantage of her Innocence. The news comes an hour before sailing time.
Too late to arrange for first class passage, but
driven by grim purpose, he buys a steerage ticket.
He meets tbe Count, Lottie and Governess while
they are on tour of the ship. Arriving at their
destination he follows the Count to a gambling
bonse in the hopes of finding an opportunity to
expose him. The Count loses money supplied by
Dverness but boasts to his friends about
his
conquest
He holds He
Lottie's
picture
up to of
the an
gazeheiress.
of the gamblers,
does
not see John until John snatches the picture
him and knocks him down. A duel Is fought in
which John is wounded. The next day Lottie overhears an argument between the Count and the
governess which opens her eyes. she finds John
In a hospital. On his recovery Lottie makes blm
her truardian for life.
JUST OUT OF COLLEGE (Jan. 3).— The story
starts showing a busy office of the city's law firm.
Strand and Clayton. A number of typewriters are
at work when the head of the firm walks through
and Into Ids private office. Seating himself be
opens the morning paper and the following paragraph catches his eye: "Win, Strand, Jr.. who
completed Ids law course at Yale last year lias
been admilted to the bar." A few moments later
the other member of the firm, Mr. Clayton enters
and thrusts a paper Into Mr. Strand's hand pointing out the
following
paragraph:
"Among
the
young men admitted to the bar yesterday was
James Clayton, Jr.. son of a well known lawyer
of this city." While both proud fathers are dis
cussing the two young men enter. After the
congratulations are over they seal theinselv.
fore the older men and suggest to them they be
taken into the firm as Junior members. Both
fathers at once reject tbe idea declaring that they
should shift for themselves a while and prove
their ability
to make
good.
After the boys argue tbe matter they finally
go out. As they close the door an Idea strikes
young Clayton — why not they, too, open an office
Strand tt Clayton on the same Moor.
The next morning we Bnd the boys installed in
their new
place
of business.
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have
THE
LOVE
TOKEN
(Jan. 4 . Id I
er U a
California
gold miner.
M
of

a

them

iniiier.

to

is

In

love

with

Ed

and

|

containing ber picture
On* flaj wbila IM
is irorklng in his mine, two bandits spy bin and
plan to rob him of the gold.
Ml
wants
to
rder bin but Baker has a belter plan
Ha
drugs some whiskey they have ami gtva bin a
drink. Having a weakness tor whlakej Turner
takes several drinks.
He suddenlj
ill and)
drops Insensible,
The robbers then
take
i,
i
ami t in- lockel which was given to bin by Mary,
ami depart
tor their id, ling place In tbe nout
On
their way,
however,
they
happen
man
Simpson
making
ids way
to ids cabin
and
follow
bin.
Looking
through
a window
In the
cabin, they see him look Ills gold in a
enter,
hind and gag tbe old man
ami escape
with
old.
When
his daughter
returns
sbe found
him
in a helpless condition.
She sun
tlie locket
she had given
[0 Bd Only
I feu
days
it bad
been
dropped
by
the
Suspicions Immediately fall on Bd and the sheriff
is notified and goes out with a posse
to
htm.
They
finally Bnd
him
asleep
after
having;
wandered
about
the
mountain
lor
hours
In is
crazed
condition.
Be recognizes
r
le, until th«y
bring bin back to Ids mine. There Ids reason returns and in- remembers ail. Telling the sheriff
of his experience with tbe bandits they realize
that be has been drugged and robbed by the same
men that stole Simpson's gold. He lead- the
posse In a search for the bandits and finally tu«y
come across tinir biding place, A stream of
smoke issues from a cave which they surround
and by firing a revolver into the air, tbe bandits
nt to ascertain the cause, one is killed, the
other surrenders. The gold Is recovered and Mary.
knowing Ed to lie Innocent, returns the love token.
A GUILTY CONSCIENCE (Jan »),— Crlt Tyle»
passing along tbe street tees ids wife In the company of another man. He follows them to a
moving picture theater and sees then enter. Mad
With jealousy he tells the ticket seller that lie
will shoot Ids Wife and the man when they come
out. The young lady in tin- ticket Offlce becomes
so frightened she tells the manager of the strange
actions of the man. The manager in turn rushes on
the stage and informs his patrons that a man la
waiting outside to shoot his wife and the man
witli her and advises the couple to leave by the
rear door. Immediately a couple ris.. to leave, then
another,
Is empty. silll another until half of the theater

ECLIPSE.
THE "ANGEL" CHILD (Dec. 25).— Little Miss
Margery is a mischievous child and is no
happy as wlun playing pranks upon her elders.
She makes a victim of her grandfather, tbl
man. the grocery boy, and even fastens a toy
horse to the policeman's coattaUs, to the amnio
ment of the passers by. Arriving home at teatime, and not being permitted to join her mother's
company
on the veranda,
Margery iM.nrs a tub of
■hi them
from
above.
The
curate
evidently
Imagines
a return
of the
Hood
and
strike
madly
In an endeavor
to swim
to safety.
What
then happens
to Margery
enu better
be imagined
than

des, riled.

BEAUTY SPOTS IN SOUTH WALES (Dec. 25 —
Commencing with views of Tenby and its picturesque harbor, we arc shown the quaint towns of
Manorbler and Cenarth, Pembro Castle, now a
noble ruin, and finally are taken U|con an It
Head
and the 8
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WOOD
INDU8THY IK FRENCH JURA (Dec.
25). — An extremal; Interesting Mm illustrating tbe
different phases of tbli Important industry. We
are ihown
the cnttlng
down
of tbe tlr trees;
a
mechanical
saw
at work;
marvelous
skill In wood
cutting and some remarkable products In the line
of fancy furniture.
A FOUR-FOOTED CUPID (Jan. 1).— Spot's master. Jack Fowler, anil pretty Alice llllss arc sweethearts. They arc very fond of each other and
also of Spot, Hut, alas, one day, they have a
falling OOt I Alice Blngi her engagement ring at
Jack and walks away, determined never to forgive
him.
The two lovers Rpend a very lonely afternoon.
and at length
eai
to write
the other an
apology,
making
an appointment
for the next day,
hut then, suddenly ret
iberlng their former wrath,
they change tinir minds.
Fortunately, Spot has an Inspiration. He sees
the letter sticking out of his master's pocket, and,
taking it in his mouth, runs to mall It. lie then
goes to see Alice, who has left her letter on the
table, and, absorbed In her sorrow, does not notice
Spot as he enters the room, jumps upon tbe table,
and, taking the letter, carries it off to the post
box also.
The next day Jack and Alice receive the apologies and eagerly make their way to the appointed
rendezvous. Willi a little further assistance from
Spot, they kiss and
head
never
to quarrel

make op, vowing
again.

on Spot's

LAUGHING BILLY (Jan. 1).— Billy meets a pal
who tells lilm a funny story. Billy cannot stop
laughing at the Joke and Insists upon sharing It
wrth everyone, including business men. washerwomen, howling haliies and even a diver at' bis
work. Although unappreciated, the fellow keeps
repeating the tale until, returning home, he meets
his wife, who, resenting his foolish mirth, belabors bim over the head with a broom, hut Billy
still laughs on.

CINES.
NEARLY LION TAMERS (Dec. 21).— Mr. Stout
and Mr. Tliyuue are at tbelr wits' end to obtain a
square meal. They watch with envy a street performer put a lion through his tricks before a large
and enthusiastic crowd, which responds generously.
This looks like easy money, so they decide to try
tbe same scheme.
They bunt around for wild beasts, but the best they
can And is a donkey, which they make to resemble
tbe "king of the jungle" by artificial means. With
a lion's mask and tail the donkey appears quite
ferocious, and the spectators gather in large numbers.
The performance proves a huge success until suddenly the donkey hears tbe roar of the real llou,
and, kicking up his heels, bolts in terror, leaving
his mask and other disguises behind, U> the mortification of bis masters and tbe anger of the crowd,
who execute terrible vengeance upon the two lm|i"-iora.
THE TRIVOLI HILLS AND THE FALLS OF
ANIO (CENTRAL ITALY) (Dec. 21).— A charming
travelogue subject, spreading before us the picturesque ruins along the banks of the river Anio, such
as the Lucano bridge, the ancient Tomb of the
Plautl, tbe Acque Albule and many other places of
Interest.
HIS "SFRING" OVERCOAT (Dec. 24).— Jenkins
sees an advertisement of an extraordinary overcoat
that Is guaranteed to protect the wearer not only
from the cold, but from all Injury. This strikes him
as just what be requires, and he therefore hastens
to make tbe purchase.
Vpou entering the store, be tries on tbe garment.
which suddenly, without warning, wreaks destruction among the clerks, as the overcoat proves to b?
aggressive, as well as a protection. Jenkins then
goes out upon the street, where he upsets a bicycle.
a motor car and finally a couple of fine ladies out for
a walk.
These many disasters lead nlm into grave difficulties with the authorities, how's /er, and we are
sorry to relate that the "spring" overcoat is now
"In bock."
A LADLES' MAN (Dec. 24).— When arrayed In his
best, Mr. Bloomer is almost irresistible to the fair
sex and soon gains tbe reputation of a regular ladykiller. But bis Indomitable nerve and utter disregard of consequences often get bim Into serious
difficulties, as only tbe film can describe.
PICTURESQUE SORRENTO
(ITALY)
(Dec. 24)
A series of interesting scenes In and about the town
of Sorrento,
showing
native dress and customs
and

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

some remarkable products of the various Industries.
The Dim draws to a close with several captivating
r the Bay Of Naples.
BALKAN WAR
SCENES (Dec. 28).— Authentic
war pictures taken upon tbe field of battle showing
tbe allied armies of the Balkan States In active
warfare against the Turkish forces. Vividly depleting the desperate struggle of a people long suffering
from massacre and atrocities at tbe bands of tbelr
Turkish masters, and eager to die in attempting to
drive the Mohammedan from tbelr country. In addition to many other stirring episodes of tbe great
conflict, we are shown tbe arrival of King Nicholas
of Montenegro with bis army at tbe front, the bombardment of Scutari and scenes of tbe battle of
Varanya.
AMY'S CHOICE (Dec. 31).— Amy Martin has two
suitors, Edward and George. Both are very aland each strives bis utmost to outdo his
rival in the contest for her favor.
One day Edward calls at Amy's house, and, finding her alone, decides to make tbe best of his
opportunity. After playing tennis together and
wandering through the beautiful grounds, Edward,
feeling sure thae he is the favored lover, takes Amy
in his arms. She becomes very indignant at this
and when George arrives upon the scene, gladly
goes off with him.
Later, when out with a jolly crowd of young
people, she decides to put her suitors to the test.
Purposely dropping her handkerchief over a steep
cliff, she pretends to be terribly distressed over tbe
loss. Edward hesitates, but George bravely makes
the perilous descent and soon afterward, amid tbe
cheers of tbe onlookers, restores her property, thus
proving his courage.
She now begins to realize that she prefers George,
and the next day when Edward comes to call, she
places B bundle of books under his arm, saying it Is
time for him to return to college.
AMONG THE ABRUZZI MOUNTAINS (CENTRAL
ITALY) (Dec. 31). — Showing the ancient city of
Sulmona, views of the surrounding country and
several beautiful winter landscapes in the reclaimed
basin of Lake Fuclno.

PATHE.
PATHE'S WEEKLY, NO. 52, 1912 (Dec. 23).—
Washington. D. C. The Congress of Governors In
session at Richmond, Va., go to Washington to call
on President Taft.
Tripoli, Tripoli. The Declaration of Peace is read
to tbe populace.
Philadelphia, Pa. The launching of the Hudson
River Day Line steamer, "Washington Irving," is
attended by fifty red-headed girls from the Washington Irving High School of New York.
The Balkan War. — Tahanovce, Turkey. The Commissary Departments of the Servian Army are having their own troubles in provisioning the army, on
account of the terrible condition of the roads.
Vranje, Servia. The hospital corps of the Servian
army is well equipped with auto ambulances.
Vas.jo, Turkey. Five thousand Albanian prisoners
of war pass through this town under military escort, bound for one of the fortresses on the Servian
frontier.
Skja, Turkey. Tbe king of Montenegro lands on
tlie captured territory and takes charge of a convoy of wounded from the field before Skutari.
Constantinople, Turkey. Tbe international fleet of
warships, representing the United States and many
of the European powers, lies at anchor In the port
ready to protect the foreigners in the city In tbe
event of a Moslem uprising.
ROMEO
AND
JULIET
(Jan. 3)
A synopsis
of
this special two-reel subject was published in the
advertisement of the General Film Company on
pages 120C and 1207 of our last week's Issue.
THE COWBOY AND THE BABY (Jan. 1).—
Big Paul Devlin, riding home, first class, after
accompanying a carload of cattle to tbe stockyards,
is requested by a young mother to hold an infant
While she goes for a bottle of milk to the railroad restaurant at which the train has stopped.
Paul is obliging and Is soon on very friendly terms
with tbe baby. However, the train resumes Its
journey before tbe baby's mother can get back
on board. Paul doesn't know- what to do with
the baby and the mother doesn't know what to
do without it. That night Paul has all sorts of
trouble in the sleeper where the baby refuses
to sleep. With the baby in his arms, he gets
off at his station and goes ro the ranch, where
es in for an unmerciful guying. Fortunately
for I'nii the baby's mother, in tears, reaches her
destination which happens to be the ranch on
which
Paul is working.

THE FRAME-UP (Jan. 2).— Long Snake, a halfbreed Indian who aspires to tbe hand of a ranch
owner's daughter, frames up evidence of theft
upon Joe Redding, tbe favored suitor. In a card
game he lifts a wallet from tbe ranchowner's
pocket covers
andhis loss
places
In party
Joe's submits
boot. The
disand Ittbe
to aboss
search.
The wallet, of course, Is discovered on Redding
and a lynching is In order. However, tbe halfbreed's squaw has witnessed the frame-up and
rewards Joe's numerous kindnesses to her by saving bis life with
ber evidence.
THE DOCTOR'S BLIND CHILD (Jan. 4). —
There are two families concerned In this film:
Dr. Til ford, Mrs. Tllford, and their little daughter,
who Is blind; Tony Rizzo, a worthless scow captain,
bis patient wife and tbelr delicate Infant. Dr.
Tllford cures the Infant's complaint without charge
and the mother Is deeply grateful. While Dr. Tilford Is away at the hospital bis blind daughter
accidentally sets tbe bouse afire. She makes her
escape unaided and wanders crying down tbe street
while tbe household and tbe firemen are searching
for ber. Rizzo sees her and notes tbe diamond
locket cidesshe
is tbe
wearing.
He 'setals
It and
deto bold
girl prisoner
on bis
scow,then
hoping
to get a ransom. Mrs. Rlzzo recognizes the girl
and takes ber back to the Doctor's residence bnt
not without first having to forcibly overcome
Tony's objections. Tony's Injury brings him to
Dr. Tllford at the hospital. Tbe doctor discovers
tbe necklace. His desire for vengeance and his
sworn duty struggle for preference. The call of
duty wins, however, and he learns that. In reward, his daughter has been returned to bim.

C. G. P. C.
THE CAPRICES OF THE KINO (Dec. 31).—
History leaves us no more vivid example of the
faithlessness of man than the love affair of Louise
de la Valllere and Louis XIV, King of France.
Louise loved tbe King, and he loved her for a
time. The episode Is enacted in this film by a
cast of star players In the country in which the
tragedy actually ■• occurred, and In a manner which
makes
It tbe last word
in realistic
photography.
BETWEEN
TWO
GIRLS (Jan. 8).— Whiffles,
the funny man with the funny name, loves Barbara
and Dulcie. but he knows not whom he loves the
better. Perhaps he would have been able to make
a choice had not the two girls called upon him
at the same time. Whiffles Is at bis best In a
story of this character and his Interpretation of
the awkward
lover is particularly amusing.
SAND HOPPERS (Jan. 3).— An Important addition to our growing Oceanographlc series. Microscopic views of an almost unknown inhabitant of
the seashores.

KALEM.
THE PEACE OFFERING (Dec. 30).— Arthur, who
has been out the night before, is late to breakfast,
much to the annoyance of his wife. When be finally
makes his appearance In the dining room he finds
that he has no appetite, and after a stormy scene
be leaves for the office.
Arthur's grouch hangs on until he encounters his
friend, John. Both are ardent baseball fans, and a
discussion
the game
the husband's
to such an ofextent
that revives
he decides
to send hisspirits
wife
a box of flowers as a peace offering. John recalls
the fact that he wishes to send a remembrance to
bis affinity, and both men visit the florist. Each
prepares a note. Arthur's reads: "Dear Little
Wife: — Please forgive me and accept this little
token of my love. Your loving husband, Arthur."
John's note reads: "Sweetheart: — Accept these flowers with my love. Will call this evening if I can
getJohn
awayandfrom
my wife.
Yourthehoneybunch."
Arthur
start for
ball park, where
they j^oin other rabid enthusiasts in reviling the
umpire and "rooting" for tbe home team. The unfortunate boy, in delivering the flowers, mixes the
notes, through peculiar circumstances, with disastrous results. The two fans, however, are ultimately able to establish their sincerity.
WHY
TIGHTWAD
TIPS (Dec. 30).— Tightwad
decides that tipping Is a nuisance and be proceeds
to inaugurate an anti-tipplng crusade by setting a
noble example. Tbe former recipients of tips spread
the news, and Tightwad has tbe time of his life.
Starved at cafes, Ignored In barber shops and made
generally miserable, he Is obliged to go back to the
old order of things.
THE MISSION OF A BULLET (Jan. 1).— Bill and
Tom
live on a ranch,
and
each,
unknown
to tbe
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Song Slides.

MAKE

A. L. Simpson, Inc.
"Lapland."
Pub. by Song Writers Music Co., N. Y.
"I Want a Patriotic
Girl."
Pub. by J. H. Aufderheide,
Indianapolis,
Ind.
"Come and Spend Christmas With Me."
Helf Co., Neu
}

Pub. by Jerome

"Oh,
Tiny, Play That
Traumerie."
Music Pub. Co., New
York.

Pub.

You

Little Rascal."

Pub. by Geo.

by

H.

Musicians'

W.

ers, New

Scott & Van Altena, Inc.
"Row
Row
Row."
H. Von Tilzer.
"Here Comes the Bride."
York.
"Back to the Farm."
Tell Taylor.
"Lass from the Count}' of Mayo."
Geo.
"And Johnny Goes Too."
Billy Busch.
"Dadd Has Sweetheart."
Stern.
"Killarney."
Smith & Brown.
"Nashville, Tennessee."
Weyman.

-■— ■ —SLIDES
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Advertiting
Omx SoBf Slide Catalogue
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1733 West 9th St.,

THAT

59 Pearl St., New
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York City
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Mad*

CO.

FEATURE

FILM EXCHANGE

Suite 405 Schiller Building:. Chicago

Clear as Crystal

PRESTO

SLIDE

Non-inflammable

FILMS

Draw, write or print your announcement on a blank film — over this oee
a border or color film, Insert In bolder and you have a most attractlTe
slide, that can be colored, same as photo slides. Complete package.
Price, $1.00. Contains 1 holder. 6 fancy border films, 3 color films and
24 blank films. Always ready for Instant use.

CHROMOTYPE

CO.,

804 Columbus

Bldg., ST. LOUIS

"Silver Your Curtain with Silverit

TOUR OWN

FEATURES

"WE ABE PTJBE AIB SPECIALISTS," Not
Hot Air Merchants. Mend oa seatlag capacity
of yoar Theatre, and we will aend yon fall particulars, regarding- the cleverest little device on
the market today. It will transform the 111amelllng, obnoxious air of your Theatre Into a
Healthy, Sweet-ecented Atmosphere. Write today for fall particulars
and Prices.
MIDLAND
TBANBPABENCY
CO.
314 Baxnge Bldg., Omaha, Neb.

2, Sand
4 KEEL

MAKE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

& OLESON, ^aXIi?.7,

.— § —

FOR

Title.
Dice of Life
Gypsy Blood
Saved
From
Sea
Deadman's
Child
Dangerous Play
Colm's Spades Gang
Rights
of Youth
Ruy
Bias
Sins of the Fathers
Romance
Circus
Girl
Colm's
Necklace

FEDERAL

FEATURE

SALE
Beels. Price.
4
$175.00
3
175.00
3
150.00
3
150.00
3
125.00
3
125.00
3
125.00
3
130.00
3
125.00
2
110.00
2
110.00

FILM SUPPLY

PLKSTY OP
POSTERS
WITH
ALL

Main Office:

Fourth
Floor.
Chicago
Hartford
Bldg.

DETROIT
HOT OS CAB
SUPPLY OO.,
Detroit,
Kiab.

The beat attractions for Bent or Bale. Get oar
Prices FIRST. Lower than all others. Bend
for Liat Today.

NORTHERN

*^"

BATTERSHALL

1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

FEATURES

E,*7 BLANK MICA SLIDE

than the Trust.
A portable or a stationary dlrect-coniiected plant
which seraa you money on roar current
bilU.
The rery out/it for a teot or road
■how. for fetea. tbeetr*
projection and
Illumination.
Plant, with capaaitiaa of 76
to 660 10-eandla power lamp, at price,
from #117 apward for eomplata outfit.
Engine oaa, karoaane and .uppliea current
at a coat of 2 oenu
par kilowatt.
Addraaa Electrical
Dept. 201.
for oataloe
No.
117

We
want highest class
contributions.
Comedies
specially desired.

NEW"

of Specially Prepared M lea That Can be Written en aa Easily aa Paper
PRICK 25 CENTS EACH

Moving Picture Electric
Produce
Flickerleu
Cheaper
Light Plants Current

SCENARIOS
KTNEMACOLOR

THE UNBREAKABLE
AND WASHABLE

CO.

Brooklyn, N. 1*.

SOMETHING

SLIDES

from Ufa and moat exqoljltely colored.
Slidtt at /twionaWi Ratet
of GOO dlfferaat songs
free to aayeae
the aakluf .

ALTENA,

SLICES

UTILITY TRANSPARENCY

of ear now line o( beaetlfol

ANNOUNCEMENT

lack

Meyer.

of All Kinds

Seed (or Catalogue "W"

'EMSELF SLIDES
YOUR-

Make them yourself Written with pen and ink
or typewriter. Three minutes to make a slide. Used
for advertising slides, to announce future or feature
programmes, for chorus slides when chorus slide is
missing. We send four colors of gelatin. The slides
look well and anyone can make them. They are
handy also for announcing vaudeville acts. In fact
they may be readily used for anything you may wish
to say to your audience.
For the sum of three dollars ($3) cash with order,
we will send by express, charges not prepaid, or
$3-50 by registered mail, prepaid (Canadian orders by
registered mail only), the following:
24 cover glass, 1 package binder strips, 1 dozen
mats, 1 instruction sheet, 1 form sheet and 50 strips
assorted colors gelatin — enough for from 300 to 400
slides.
Order now.
Address:

Pub. by J. Fred

"The Man Who Fights the Flames."
Remick
& Co., New
York.

"Oh
York.

WORLD

CO.

Branch Office:
Suite 1313
Majestic Bldg.,

FBA TLRB.S
ram «». cod.
Dtvotil $10.00

Milwaukee, Wia.
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BARGAINS !

SAL.E
BARGAINS
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FILM

COMPANY

27 EAST 7th STREET

ST

THE LCSfllTH REWINDING SET,

PAUL, MINN.

-

■
EMBRACES THE FIRST NOTEWORTHY
■ IMPROVEMENTS
TO
REWINDING
REWINDING
SINCE
MECHANISM
L
BECAME
NECESSARY.
PRICE SS.°°
- cer om rro» rout
a • ^^...., #.«..•
m»»i»c us ro* LCArter.
schenectadv.n.y.
»«.

Notice — Illinois
Exhibitors
— Notice
AN
EXCLUSIVE
SENSATION

SHIPWRECKED

IN ICEBERGS

Sllverlt la a silver paste. Can be applied over any surface. Will Increase the light of your picture 100% over aluminum, alabaatlne, or
silver applied with a brush. Makes your picture a pearl white. Seduces your light bill, and gives yon a perfect picture.
Over aluminum or white paint, 1 lb. coven a curtain S x 12.
Over a new plaster wall or alabastlne,
doable the amount.
1 lb. can, $3.00
2 lb. can, $5.00

THE MOST
SENSATIONAL PICTUBE
EVEB
PBODUCED.
WBITE,
WTBE
OB PHONE
FOB BOOKINGS.
BELEASED
MONDAY.

A. G. THOMAS,

167 West Washington

1705 Falracres Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa,

M.

©

F.

I

800 fall reels— 1800.000 feet).
Subjects
of all kinds— any
length.
Guaranteed in Seniceable Condition— $100 to 18.00
per reel— (1,000 feet).
Forward
partial remittance
with order.
Mention number of reels wanted, price
and nature of subjects desired. Examination allowed.
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other, Is In love with Alice. She refuses the proposals of both nun, and they decide to visit the
«old
II several weeks Ol unsuccessful prospecting
After
they become discouraged, lstll lakes out a photograph of Alice, and Tom examines a faded Sown
which he ims preserved.
Bach sees the keepsake
of the other, and for the first time they d
that they are rivals. A quarrel ensues, and the
men separate. 'loin's food supply becomes exhausted and when he attempts to steal from Bill
he is detected, and a running tight over the rocks
takes place. A bullet from Bill's revolver discloses
a vein of gold. Tom holds up n Hag of truce, makes
known the discovery, and the men renew their companionship to develop the new claim.
When they have acquired a goodly fortune the
men secretly write to Alice, telling her of their
good luek and renewing their proiwsnls. Receiving
no response, they abandon their cabin and set forth
for the village, each steadfastly keeping his secret.
As they enter the town a wedding procession passes,
and Tom and lilll discover the bride to be Alice.
Their eternal friendship Is sealed.
A TREACHEROUS SHOT (Jan, 3). — Dclphlne's
father, Major Krsklnc, wishes her to marry John
Chester, the owner of a neighboring plantation, but
the girl has been fascinated by a visiting Spanish
gentleman, Unman D'Arvllle, and will not listen to
her father. The major threatens to send Delphine
to a convent, and she therefore determines to elope
with Roman. In order to get out of the house she
disguises herself as a negress and Induces her old
mammy to accompany her.
Meanwhile two slaves from the plantation where
Roman is stopping have escaped, and the owner,
with a company of men and dogs, starts in pursuit.
The searchers capture Delphine and the old negress
Just as Rotuan appears. The latter, believing Delphine to be a mulatto girl, insults her, thus permitting the young woman to see his true character.
Chester appears on the scene in time to protect
Delphine, and the two men decide to fight a duel.
Delphine hastens home and sends her father to prevent the duel. When Human sees the approaching
major bethefires
while
Chester'sin back
is turned and
wounds
young
southerner
the arm.
Roman, finding that his presence is no longer
desired, leaves the country, and the major's hope
is realized when Delphine, appreciating the sterling
character of Chester, gives him her promise.
THE FLAG OF FREEDOM (Jan. 4). — Faith
Trumbull Is in love with a Continental officer, Captain Strong, but her father, a Tory, will not countenance the match. He wishes to make an alliance
between his daughter and Blent,, a British officer.
Strong, coming to the house, sees through the window that Trumbull and Blent are consulting papers.
Which be fears contain some plot against the Continental army. When be attempts to secure the
papers lie is captured, but escapes, with the aid of
Faith. Pursued by the British, Strong reaches the
borne ol Betsy Boss, a friend of Faith's. Betsy,
who is engaged with the making of the first American flag, conceals Strong In a chest.
Trumbull and Blent bury the papers, but Faith
watches them and secures the documents. She is
startled to find plans of the Continental camp and
particulars for the capture of General Washington.
Faith hastens to Washington's headquarters and
gives the general timely warning. Siien then proceeds tcv Betsy's house.
Meanwhile Betsy has gallantly driven away
Strong's Betsy
pursuers
with
musket, and
Faithis
arrives
secures
a minister,
The when
minister
ready to perform the ceremony when he calls attention to the fact that another witness is necessary.
At that moment Genera] Washington arrives to
learn of the progress Oi Bi t-y's work, and he gladly
consents to acl as a witness, together with Betsy,

EDISON.
THE CRIME OF CARELESNESS (Dec. 30).— Mr.
Waters, the owner of a large woolen mill, is careless about having the lire exits kept clear. The
factory
to Mr.
promise
to
right Inspector
matters andlistens
does not
reportWaters'
the case.
Tom
Watts, an employee in the mill, breaks the rule
Which prohibits smoking. Tims the three arc to
blame.
Tom Watts and Hilda I'ov. another employee of
the mill, arc lovers
With the wedding
only one
day otT Tom carelessly throws the lighted match,
with which ic hail lit bis cigarette, Into a pile of
rubbish in the basement of the mill.
The fire started gains headway so rapidly that
Tom is barely able to make his escape up the new
blazing Stairway. Meanwhile the smoke has penetrated to all parts of the mill; the hundreds
of
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employees are panic stricken and rush wildly for
. to lind tliem locked or cluttered
with heavy boxes and bales which make them Impractical forofuse.
upon a grabbing
crowd ofa
i hem at one
these 'loin
doors,comes
and hastily
tire axe, cuts a way for them through a
partition. Upon escaping to the street he finds that
Hilda is still in the mill which Is now blazing from
every
In a window.
series of thrilling episodes Tom finds the
Unconscious Hilda and carries her to the
where lie acknowledges his blame in setting the
mill afire. The employees nearly mob him and
le is driven out of the town. His name Is heralded
among other mill owners and he Is unable to secure
work. This, added to the fact that Hilda was
badly crippled In the fire, drives him to contemplating suicide from which he Is prevented by the
timely arrival of Hilda with a letter from Waters
in which he acknowledges his own blame as well
as Tom's and Invites Tom to return to the new
factory, both having learned a needed lesson.
FOR HER (Dec. 31). — John Hart, a counterfeiter.
Is arrested in a restaurant while dining with bis
fifteen year old daughter Mary. He succeeds in
concealing the fact from her by excusing himself
for a moment and leaves a note and money for her
wants, to be delivered to her by Jimmy, the old
waiter who had served them a long time.
Some years later when Hart Is released from
the Federal Prison, his first thought is of Mary
whom he seeks in the last place he saw her, the
restaurant where Jimmy works. Fate favors him
as Mary is there with her husband one Jack Hanley
who has defied his father's will by marrying .Mary
who had become the elder Hanley's stenographer.
Hart does not disclose his identity knowing the
disgrace It would east on his daughter.
Things had gone poorly with Mary and Jack and
they were reduced to sore straits — but Jimmy was
their friend and often made their simple orders
more
sumptuous
by strategy.
Old Hart at once returned to his counterfeiting —
and therefore Stoll, the secret service man was
sent out to find him as before. Meanwhile old
Hanley had relented having been so harsh and had
ain-law.
private detective looking for his son and daughterHart In disguise frequented the restaurant where
Jack and Mary took their meals and tried to find
a wayout success.
of relieving their financial distress but withStoll, knowing
for of
his dining,
daughtersought
and
remembering
theirHart's
formerloveplace
the Old counterfeiter there. The detective failed to
penetrate Hart's disguise but Jimmy, the old waiter,
had not, and gave Hart warning to go. The latter,
in trying to bluff the detective stopped to light a
cigar and in doing so used the peculiar mannerism
of the engraver unconsciously rubbing the steel
-.havings from between his fingers. The moment
he had gone Stoll remembered the mannerism and
followed but Hart escaped through a ruse.
Old Hanley, having located Jack and Mary, gives
them a splendid dinner and incidentally a fifty
dollar tip to old Jimmy of whose kindness Jack
and Mary had told him.
The spent
closing
mark
of nart's mislife and scenes
are full
of the
tragicend pathos.
YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK AND THE BIG
TREES OF CALIFORNIA (Jan. 1).— The four
horse coach wheels you out on Inspiration
Point and there lies Yosemlte before you. Look
down the. valley at the height of the massiveness of
El Capltan, the largest rock In the world. Yonder
is Bridal Veil Falls with rainbows wavering in
the wind-kissed mist that break and scatter with
each guest of air. The Half Dome looms up in
the distance. Let us descend Into the valley and
glance at Mirror Bake. North Dome, Vernal and
Nevada Kails and up the trail to Glacier Point
where from its dizzy height one looks down upon
B lawn of mountain tops, snow covered and gaunt.
How Weak and bare. let us again descend into
the valley where the sunshine lies and rest ourselves at the little village Of Yosemlte and watch
the clouds nestle down for the night on Cloud's
Rest, away Off yonder and then you have seen
Yosemlte and the Big Trees of Mariposa, California.
HOW THEY GOT THE VOTE (Jan. 1)'.— A
society leader, a suffragette, tries to win England's most prominent political figure to advocate
her cause: but at sight of ber badge. Inscribed
with "Votes for Women" he Incontinently beats
a retreat and the oilier political personages present
seem inclined to follow his example.
i oiing home the lady finds a young man much In
love w ith her (laughter and as he is a mere man
and not much In favor of the suffrage sh,
him
about
his business.
Contemplating
suicide

he runs In With I magician of the East who
takes hlin to his place and gives him two little
statuettes, one called "Progress" which sets things
iii
motion, He
another
"Sleep"
which
produces
inaction.
also called
indicates
to the
young
man
bow these may be used to his advantage. The
latter goes out and coming first to London Bridge
holds up the second of the statuettes. Instantly
putting the traffic at that Important point soundly
asleep. Everything comes to a standstill. He
repeats this process in Picadilly Circus where the
crowded thoroughfare becomes paralyzed and perfectly still. Then at the bank, thus tying up three
Important centres in London. Of course the whole
city Is In an uproar, the matter is reported to
the great political leader and then the young
man offers to start things going In the city on
one condition. The great man must adopt the
suffrage Idea and wear Its banner. Persuaded by
the other prominent figures he reluctantly consents and the young man eying him from the roof
of the House of Parliament, holds up the "Progress" statuette and immediately the city comes
to life again. Of course he gets the girl and of
course the suffragette gets the vote.
THE RUNNING AWAY OF DORIS (Jan. 3).—
Doris Is a little chorus girl who marries a young
clergyman in a suburban town and when she comes
to his house she finds that it Is run as It has
been before the wedding, by his two sisters who
order the meals and direct the household affairs
in general. She tries to take a hand in the matter
but is skillfully overruled and an appeal to her
to worry. produces only a laughing admonition not
husband
After the arrival of the baby matters still continued to be beyond her control, even the clothing
and welfare of the child being settled without her
consent. Running from the house after one of
these encounters with one of the sisters she meets
her old chorus girl friends, goes to the theater
with them behind the scenes and forgets all about
the time and returns to the house late and after
the baby had been put to sleep. Of course the
sisters refuse to allow her to see the child and
she strongly appeals to her husband. He is still
unaware of the true state of affairs and when she
finds that he will not help her, she takes the
baby secretly from the cradle and steals from
the house to rejoin her friends of the stage. Then
the clergyman docs wake up, sends his sisters to
another place of abode and brings back his little
wife to be mistress of licr own house.
REDMAN'S
BURDEN
(Jan. man
4).— Big
andTHESilver
Fawn have
been made
and Bear
wife
by the good priest of the mission and their dwelling place became a dilapidated old house that
modern civilization had neglected to tear down.
The land had been used by their forefathers from
time unknown so these two lived, loved and slept
their days away, contented to dip no further into
the mysteries of civilization than to abide in
a wooden bouse.
One day some men came in a big touring car
and said "get out of here. We do not want you
around." They handed Big Bear a typewritten
letter — "The law says this property is mine."
"The Law — Who is he? I no know him. My
forefathers say this land mine." But the law —
so Big Bear and Little Silver Fawn mount their
horses and turn their backs on civilization and
the old shack is burned down. Civilization had
taken their home and farm away from them but
they still had the wild game to kill as in days of
old. But the same man, John Randall, came along
with the authority of the law back of him and
said — "You cannot hunt here and took his gun
away
from him.
And hate was in the heart of Big Bear, while
Silver Fawn trembled at his black looks, but the
fire that' burns and destroys sometimes deals out
retribution as well for the blazing sparks from the
burning house set the pine needles aflame and
soon the forest Is ablaze. And 80 it happens that
John Randall catches his foot in a bear trap
chained to a huge tree and set by his own men.
Thus he is held a chained prisoner while the
Haines from the forest creep closer and closer to
him. His cries for help reach the cars of Silver
lawn who comes to him and sees her enemy
begging for help but her strength is too weak to
open the trap so back she goes through flame and
smoke, breathing in Hie death laden air and
suffocating smoke till she reaches the side of
Big Bear whose heart Is softened by her pleading.
He saves his prisoner and brings him safely
home but poor little Sliver Fawn has gone into
a happier hunting ground beyond the laws of a
cruel civilization. The redman keeps silent over
her dead body by the slowly dying camp fire.
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VERDICT— READ

You who buy and use films on the strength of a reputable manufacturer's
claims and public statements, see what prominent critics and newspapers
say about

To-day's Greatest Feature

THE PALACE
OF FLAME
With the eminent Italian Tragedian

READ
CALDER

LOUIS

Zacconi

WHAT

and the original "Fall of Troy" cast

THEY

SAY:

JOHNSTONE
Morning Telegraph:
Masterly Italian production — sure to sell widely — massive scenes — most remarkable reproduction
of a fire that motion pictures have yet realized.
REEVES HARRISON
M. P. World:

The most remarkable view of conflagration ever shown on the screen — a masterpiece of accurate
timing and ingenuity — the ending of the play is one of great power and unqualified moral beauty
— magnificent and well-chosen scenic effects — the acting is remarkable.
GORDON
TRENT
Telegraph:
Some picture — greatest fire scene I ever saw — acting wonderful — photography superb — story
ideal — Zacconi held me spellbound — I can see the public wildly clamoring to view this film —
they ought to — here's to you, Itala, my hat's off.
THE BIOSCOPE
London,
Eng.:

K.

&

L.

Itala's latest film the best of all — complete destruction of a palatial mansion by fire carried out
on a scale never equalled before — production lavishly mounted — a sensational success.
WEEKLY
London.
Eng.:
Without parallel for vivid realism — a triumph — undeniably a great film drama.
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You'll enthuse,
We have a full and

too.

CRITICAL

PRAISE

Get busy with the wires quick

complete line of printing masterpieces for you.
photos, heralds, etc., etc.

Lithos, from

one

sheets upwards;

WARNING— Pirates, buccaneers and vultures
stay off.
We're
on the lookout
for you
Address Telegrams quick to

HARRY
TALA-FILn
•TORINO-

R. RAVER,

Mgr.

Itala Film Co. of America
805 Columbia Theatre Building

NEW YORK

ITALA-FILH
•TORINO-

THE
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HER
GREAT
CHANCE
(Jan. 9).— A prospector
dies suddenly
before
the town
tavern ami leaves
his -mull dsugbfer,
Ann, to be brought
up bj
Btran^ir-i. Kleven years later finds her a western
beauty, the "darling of the eani|>." She can play
poker with the best of them and luck will usually
smile In her direction. One day while on her
accustomed ride, she meets Smith, the gambler,
who falls In love with her, and she, never having
known a better man, reciprocates. Smith teaches
ber how to help him to cheat at cards, and their
winning! are enormous until the game Is discovered
and they are obliged to fly. Smith Is wounded,
but Ann Is aided in ber escape by a kindly
stranger whom she had aided In Illness. He gives
her a letter to friends In New York, who receive
lur as one of their own and educate ber to refinement.
After three years she Is an accomplished and
attractive young lady. Maurice, son of her kindly
benefactors, at this time ends his long estrangement with the family and returns. It' takes but
one month for hlin to win Ann's love, and with
the old folks' approval, the wedding Is planned.
The night before the ceremony Ann bears a noise
downstairs, and Investigating, lliuls a burglar,
who Is none other than her old lover, Smith.
Recognition Is Instantaneous. He threatens to expose her past unless she "comes across." Maurice
conies to the rescue and ejects Smith, but the
latter gives him some of Ann's love letters. It Is
hard for Maurice to believe Smith's story, but
Ann confirms it and gives blm the privilege of
canceling the wedding. Never! Maurice loves her
for herself regardless of ber past, and nobly tears
up the letters unread.

BIOGRAPH.
BILL
BOGGS'S
WINDFALL
(Dec. 30)
Bill is
employed In the carbarn of the trolley railroad,
and his good nature makes him a favorite of the
gang of fellow-workmen. Hence, when word is
received that Bill has fallen heir to a large fortune, the boys are almost as happy as he Is at the
news. In his new station, does Bill forget the
gang? Not much. He manages that they enjoy
as much of his dream as he does himself.
A DAY'S OUTING (Dec. 30).— A party of friends
go to the seashore to enjoy a day's outing. The
men
folks,
rid ofIn the
Induce luncheon.
them to
go and
taketo a get'
plunge
the women,
ocean before
This Is done that the men may enjoy a quiet little
game of cards. The game, however, doesn't prove
very quiet, as It terminates In a duel, which the
women avert by strategy In the nick of time.
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SITUATIONS WANTED.
A YOUNG WOMAN WITH BEST OF REFERENCES desires position as cashier or similar capacity In motion picture theater. Address THEATRE, care of Moving Picture World, New York
City.
AT LIBERTY— A-l Pianist and trapdrnmmer.
One year in present house. Closed. Both male;
married. Sound effects. Drummer experienced manager. Can furnish violinist with repertoire of music.
Tickets (2) If far. Drummer will locate alone.
A. F. ville,
of Illinois.
M. "F. H.(" General Delivery. JacksonPOSITION WANTED — Moving picture licensed
operator, experienced on Powers, Edison, Motlograph machines. Married man. Chicago preferred.
0. M. KKUPP, 6845 North Clark Street, Chicago,
Illinois.
f
AT LIBERTY — Lady soprano, spotlight, illustrated songs, also play piano. State hours, salary,
etc., EDNA BOWLEY, 1018 Blondean Street,
Keokuk, Iowa.
THOROUGHLY COMPETENT and practical Technical man In the production end of the motion picture business, desires to get in touch with any firstclass concern who feel they could nse to advantage
a man of demonstrated ability In the above capacity
on or about January 1st. Address TECHNICAL, care
of Moving Picture World, New York Olty.
SITUATION WANTED— By moving picture operator, sober reliable, any make machine, permanent
or travel.
Address BOX 86, Oshkosh, Wisconsin.
OPERATOR — Desires position anywhere.
UnderIs all machines.
Write or wire C. M. NUNNF.LLEY, Greendale, Kentucky.
COMBINATION PIANIST AND SINGER— Musical
dramatlter of the picture play. Clear, high baritone
(also spot). Best In business. Prefer Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin or Michigan. Address W
P
CLEMEN, 6958 Prairie Ave., Chicago, Illinois.
MANAGER — Four years manager In one of Chicago's loop picture houses, Is open for a position in
References. Adany part of the United States.
dress MAURICE! JOHNSON, 1535 South 8rt Street
'
Pa
Philadelphia,
.

Des Moines, Iowa — Abe Bank opened a new moving picture theater on Locust street, this city and
the place Is known as the casino.
Hudson, Wis. — Henry Vlemaster and Ben. W.
'Odgers,
proprietors
of Inthethe theater
erect a new
house here
spring. Delight will
Stoughton, Wis.— Jacob Moelk will convert his
building Into a motion picture theater.
Seymour, Wis. — Albert Carter has bought the
Palace theater and has taken possession.
Brooklyn, N. Y. — Plans are being prepared for
the erection of a new theater building on Broadway,
near Havemeyer
street, for the Williamsburg
Amusement
Co.

Philadelphia, Pa. — A moving picture theater will
be built at Belgrade and Crease streets and Frankfort avenue for the Kerr, Pollock and McCrane
Co.
Cost $15,000.
Altoona, Pa. — "The Gamble" will be the name
of the city's new playhouse to be erected at the
corner of 11th avenue and 14th street, by Gamble
Bros.
Des Moines, la. — Chas. Namnr has leased property
owned by F. M. Hubbell, at the corner of 0th
Des Moines, La. — Two new theaters will be
and Locust streets, where he will erect a new
erected by Elbert & Getcbell on 8th near Locust
streets.
theater building.
Buffalo, N. Y. — Plans are being prepared for
Indianapolis, Ind. — J. F. Relnecke of this city
the erection of a new opera house. Andrew Langhas received a permit from the City Building Indon,
mittee.John F. McDonald and Dr. Chas. Cary, comspector's Department to erect a one-story motion
picture theater building at Virginia avenne and
Little Rock, Ark.— Abe Stlewel of the Little Rock
Stevens street, to cost $9,500.
Trust Company has awarded a contract for the
Aspen, Colo. — The Wheeler Opera House here will
erection of a moving picture theater building on
be rebuilt.
Capitol avenue, to cost about $65,000, to Theo.
Chicago, HI. — R. C. Wittenberg, 1739 Milwaukee
M. Sanders.
avenue Is going to erect a moving picture theater
Des Moines, la. — A. H. Blank will open a new
to cost $15,000.
picture theater at the corner of Locust street And
Philadelphia, Pa. — George & Borst have con6th avenue.
tracted for a moving picture theater to be bnilt
Owosso, Mich. — M. W. Morrer of Detroit, will
Maloney.
at
the corner of 22d and Berks streets for M. S.
lease a building on W. Main street where he will
put In a moving picture and vaudeville theater.
Newark, N. J. — Plans have been filed for the
Philadelphia, Pa. — Milligan & Pierson are preerection of a new theater building at the corner pf
paring plans for altering the old Hall building at
Halsen
street and Branford place for the Corse
7th and Dickson streets for a moving picture
Payton Stock Co.
theater.
Montfort, Wis. — W. G. Baxter and Goold & DlRockford, 111. — Harry Jilson Is contemplating the
Vall will open a moving picture theater, and the
erection of a moving picture theater on Fourteenth
opera house is now being remodeled for same.
avenue
this city.
Toledo, 0. — A contract has been let for the erecHammond, La. — The Lomo theater, one of the
tion of a new theater building to cost $15,000, for
two motion picture theaters here, was sold to Lynn
W. A. Bettls, at 239 Summit street, this city.
H. Dunn. Mr. Dunn has also leased the Alpha
theater here and both bouses will hereafter be
Homer, 111. — C. B. Burkhartt opened the new
Pastime theater here.
run under the same
management.
Juneau, Wash. — Two new theaters will be built,
Boston, Mass. — Plans are being considered for
one for Spickett & Mclvor which will be called the
the erection of a new theater building on the site
Orpheum and the other for W. D. Gross, Manager
of the old Winthrop School, Tremont street and
Dix place.
of the Grand
theater.
St. Paul, Minn.— H. J. Breilien, Faust theater,
Rockford,
HI. — The Kaiserhof
theater has been .
says he will build a new motion picture theater at
sold to C. R. Boyer of Rockford.
302 University avenue this city.
Winnipeg,
Man.,
Can. — The new
Elm
theater

/VDV
cents

here will soon open for business.
Mossis, N. Y.— I.. II. Smith has purchased a
moving
picture theater In Rochester and will open
same.
Sycamore, 111.— The Colonial motion picture house
will open for business in Maple Park.
Tooele, Utah. — A contract has been let for the
erection of aCo.new opera house for the Auditorium
Amusement

THREE FRIENDS (Jan. 2).— Each night, after
the day's work at the factory, the three bachelor
friends met and declared anew their attachment
l glass. They bound themselves to remain thus as long as life might last, — never to
marry. But one was a traitor, while the other
two were called away. I A widened breach, a quarrel,
d the resentment, but true friendship at last
claimed Its own.
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HELP WANTED.
WANTED AT ONCE FOR PICTURES AND VAUDEVILLE— First-class trap drummer with bells, first
violinist and pianist. Salary eighteen per week. No
Sunday work. Address with reference, THE COLONIAL, care of Moving Picture World, 17 Madison Avenue, New York City.
FOR SALE.
POSTER BUSINESS— Good location, splendid opportunity with small investment to make money.
Address SAMUEL FRIEDMAN, 30 Union Square,
New York City.
THEATRE FOR SALE.
LARGE
THEATRE
BUILDING,
WILMINGTON,
DELAWARE — To settle estate, the executor
will
offer at public sale at the Court House. Wilmington,
Delaware, on Saturday, January 11th, 1913, the large
brick and iron building, 220 and 222 Market' Street,,
now ocupied by the Lyric Moving Picture Theatre.
39 feet frontage on the wide main street, 99 feet
deep.
Rear
entrance
on 12-foot
alley.
City
of
90,000 people.
Great business site. For picture,
street' plan and full particulars, write JOHN
P.
NIELDS, Attorney, Wilmington,
Delaware.
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE.
FOR SALE — A first-class moving picture theatre
outfit complete. Dirt cheap if taken at once. Address 208 E. Wayne Street, Dowagiac, Mich.
CHEAP THEATRE CHAIRS, new and second-hand,
always on hand at cut prices, $8 a dozen up. Address J. P. REDINGTON, Redlngton Bldg., Scranton.
Pa.
FORT WAYNE C0MPENSARC8 — 60-Cycle 110Volt, $42; 60-Cycle 220-VoIt. $52. Write for booklet.
Address IRA B. ALDEN, 638 W. Lehigh Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
THEATRES WANTED.
WANTED — Leading motion picture show in town
of seven to ten thousand in Missouri, Iowa, Kansas,
Oklahoma or Colorado. No whipped outs need reply.
Want first-class. Address HILL, care of Moving
Picture World, New York City.
FILMS FOR SALE.
FOR SALE— Michigan State Rights and five reels
of Nat. Goodwin In "Oliver Twist," also three reels
of "Garden of Allah." Cheap. MILLER, 35 Center
Street', Detroit, Michigan.

minimum;

MEN
postage

stamps

aoooptod

DANTE'S INFERNO — Two sets of reels. In good
condition, for sale to State Right owners. Apply
to PHILIP H. LIEFERT, 215 Montague Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
FOR SALE, OR WILL RENT— "Night Riders of
Kentucky and Tennessee," two reels. Plenty advertising for both shows. "The James Boys in Missouri," three reels. The two biggest money getters
on
the
road. Write
or wire L.
D. BROWN', Brown's
Film Exchange,
Texarkana,
Texas.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
FOR
SALE
— Half
interestNew
in "Dante's
five reels Milano
feature.
York StateInferno."
Rights
ontslde of New York City and Long Island. B. McCLURE, 42 Brayton Park Place, Utica, N. Y.
FOR SALE— Fifty 1,000-feet reels of film, $100.
Film at $2.50 to $10. The following two-reel features: "Enoch Arden," $25; "Celebrated Case,"
$40: "Cell 13," $80;, "When Hearts Break," $75;
"Clio and Phyletes," $60; "Blue Diamond," $80;
"Before Yorktown," $75; "Athaliah. Gueen of Judea," $120; "War on the Plains," $60. The following three-reel features: "Uncle Tom's Cabin," $75;
"Grip of Alcohol," $25: "Ts,le of Two Cities," $75;
"Price of Beauty." $75; "Girl and the Harp," $60;
"Custer's Last Stand." $100: "White Slave," $75;
"Passion Play." $120: "Fools of Society," $75.
H. DAVIS, Watertown,
Wisconsin.
MISCELLANEOUS.
WANTED — Slides of Fire Scenes, black or colored,
either new or used.
Describe and state lowest price.
FRED, 236 Springfield Ave., Newark, N. J.
WANTED— CHRISTIAN MARTYRS— for cash
cheap. Write at once. R. N. Rogers, 458 St.
James Place, Chicago.
DISINFECTANT— "Venzola," the best deodorizer
and air purifier. Contains 5% Formaldetoyde. Gallon cans, $1,50: five-gallon cans, $6.25. G. H.
RICHARD
& CO., 37 Avon Ave., Newark, N. J.
SCENARIOS TYPEWRITTEN— Expert work, 50c
per thousand worts, Including carbon copy.
WRITERS'
SERVICE
Colorado Springs,
Colo. BUREAU, 54-65 Bank Bldg.,
FOR SALE — 2-passenger automobile, or will trade
for Powers No. 6 or 6A complete machine. For
further Information address JEWELER, Lock Box
74, Monmouth, 111.
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PRIESTS APPLAUD
When the Four Reel Historical Feature

"LIFE OF ST. PATRICK"
From the Cradle to the Grave
Was exhibited privately before the Right Reverend Monsigneur Lavelle, Vicar-General of the
Diocese of New York; Right Reverend Monsigneur Kean, Rector of the Church of the Holy
Name, together with a number of other prominent Catholic Clergy ; Anthony J. Brogan,
Editor of the " Irish-American," the leading Irish paper of America ; Counselor Dennis A.
Spellisy, of the Catholic Club, and a host of others, who were enthusiastic in their PRAISE,
APPLAUSE, and predictions for an overwhelming successful future for this Feature, not only
for Catholics and Irish, but for all Sects. A Picture that can be shown anywhere. A second
Passion Play. Has a beautiful line of Four Color Lithographs, consisting of Eight-Sheet,
Two Three-Sheets, and Two One-Sheets. State Rights are selling rapidly. A few State
Rights will be disposed of for 1 5 cents per foot. Write or Wire us at once

Made in Ireland by J. Theobald Walsh, for the

PHOTO-HISTORIC FILM CO., 145 West 45th Street
"Imitation Is Sine er est Flattery"

ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF MORMONISM
Exclusively endorsed by the Mormon Church, and now in
final stages off completion at a cost exceeding fifty thousand
dollars.
Will be released
in FIVE
REELS
January
next

Attempts will no doubt be made to imitate this great feature film and spuriously
exhibit it by unauthorized producers with a view to make some easy money.
Such attempts will flatter our enterprise, but in the interests of justice, and the
dignity of the moving picture business generally, we desire to warn all concerned
that we are the only authorized producers of this subject, under contract with
the Mormon Church, having access to Church archives, and backed by the assistance of Church officials. Any attempt to infringe will be vigorously prosecuted.

The UTAH MOVING PICTURE COMPANY
Incorporated Under California State Laws

Los Angeles

California
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LUX.

CLEANLINESS IS NEXT TO GODLINESS, BUT
the general servant Is expect(Dec. 20). — Arabella
ing a visit from her people. Tl.oy arrive, but bet
her go out until the houselet
not
will
Mil-.lr.-s
- done. Her relatives decide to give her a
band with her work. They use more water than
Ion, »nii thus cause much amusing trouble.
ONLY THE CHIROPODIST (Dec. 20).— An amuJlnir teres In which a Jealous husband mistakes the
When lie
Chiropodist for an unwelcome lover.
cea Ms mistake, be is so anxious to make
he misarrive,
docs
lover
the
when
thai
amends takes Mm for the chiropodist.
PAT AND THE MILLINER (Dec. 27).— rat Is
days In
a yonng-man-about-town, and passes his energetic
Idleness. Suddenly be is seized by an
spasm, and decides to go to work. The reason of
this BUdden burst of energy Is to be found In
a little milliner's shop. The charming young lady
captivated Patrick's heart, and be dewithincides has
to apply for the situation as page boy which
mt at the shop.
A NEW USE FOR A BIKE (Dec. 27).— Sporty,
the cyclist, has plenty of money, and is an extremely popular young chappie. He wins the great
international cycle race from Toklo to Paris, and
this noble feat of strength causes a great love for
him to blossom within the heart of Sophie Pancake, a suffragette, whose charms are doubtful and
who-.- beauty Is not even skin deep. This lady
her beloved hero wherever he goes, and
he docs not find her attentions to his liking.
Immediately after the race. Sporty looks out for
some comfortable digs, where he may rest with all
the bachelor's ease. When he obtains his flat, and
seeks to get his furniture moved In, he is horrorBtrlclcen to And that the carmen have gone on strike,
and that It Is out of the question to setle down
In his new home. Tearipg his luxuriant hair and
calling upon the heathen deities, Sporty hastens to
his friends, who are all crack cyclists, and they
agree to assist him.
Taking tbeir bikes, they each take charge of
a piece of furniture. One harnesses his bike to a
grandfather's clock, and another to a chest-ofdrawers, another to a table, and thus a lively procession Is seen careering wildly down the street
and vainly endeavoring to persuade the furniture
to go quietly Into its new home. The suffragette
has
In the
grandfather's
In the
that hidden
she will
be able
to reach clock.
the new
homehope
of
her adored Sporty. It is not to be wondered at
when we state that the grandfather's clock never
B Its destination. An unavoidable collision
with a lamppost reduces It to match-wood, whilst
most of the other furniture meets a similar fate.

OAUMONT.
GAUMONT WEEKLY NO. 41 (Dec. 18).— A
S^uVOMOBILE RACE. — Novel and exciting contest held In Chicago.
OLDEST U. S. WARSHIP. — "Independence." now
a California school boat, was launched in 1814.
A LIVELY FOX HUNT.— German princes take
part in a successful chase
THE GOVERNORS GATHER.— In this Richmond,
party arc the chief executives of 25 states.
DYEING FACTORY DESTROYED. — Boiler In
French plant at Vltry-on-Selne goes up, with disastrous results.
A HOTEL ON WHEELS.— The latest automobile
imod&tea 12 persons.
READY FOR THE BALL. — Some evening gowns
and wraps from Paris.
A MILLION DOLLAR FIRE.— Standard OH cooperage shops at Bayonne, N. J., burn.
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BOAT FOR THE KAISER.— German
the "Karlarnh," a fast cruiser, at
THE

ARMY

HORSE.—

Some big jumps

TWELVE HUNDRED MILES BY AEROPLANE.—
Down the Mississippi with an aviator.
A CROSS-COUNTRY
RUN.— Greyhound
Club of
l.e Tremblay, Prance, has an exciting day.
THE FATE OF THE FOXES.— A motion picture
cartoon.
A PEACH FOR A PRISONER (Dec. 24).— The
Marchioness de Bochforl has determined upon havIng ber nephew ami heir apparent, the Marquis
marry her god-child Dera. She
Roger de Beauford,
acquaints
bim with this fact by letter and he
answers, that "It Is awfully good of you, Old Top,
so sweet that it's sticky, but I do not fancy the
Idea of exiling myself from the gay court and all
Its pleasures." While at his country seat, Roger,
in the midst of hospitalities, Is mystified by a
mysterious masked stranger who hands him a note:
is dying

of

love

for

you.

If you

wish

note." Inof this
bearerfinds
the and
follow
to meet her,
terested Roger
follows
himself in the
house of his aunt. The Marchioness tells him that
Bbe will have her way regarding his marriage to
Dera and that he shall be confined on a diet of
bread and water until he shall have agreed. The
.Marquis Is not ready to thrust his shoulders into
double harness, but admits that the euforced diet
is
worse than
on ten
dayvery
and fresh,
one's
relatives.
He living
finds that
thecents
watera is
too fresh indeed. From the window, he sees a
blithesome miss, with the charm and bloom of the
rural maid. He Is interested. The maid sympathizes with him in his penal removal from the good
things of the table, and she plunders the peach
orchard, some of whose fruit she brings to the
prisoner. Her passion climbs to such a point that
she takes a ladder and puts It up to the window,
affording means of escape. His heart is affected
by these good Samaritan actions and he takes his
deliverer walking in the garden. She admits that
if be kisses her, he won't have to beg her pardon.
Stern Auntie happens along and the Marquis learns
that the girl who has assisted him was she whom
his aunt wanted him to marry. He remarks be
always did like peaches and that the episode is
just like a motion picture play. And they were
married, soon divorced and then lived happily ever
after.
ZIGOTO DRIVES A LOCOMOTIVE (Dec. 26).—
The employees of a railroad go on strike and the
distracted station master, unable to run bis train,
engages
Zigoto's
arts ahead
do notvaliantly.
contain
that of Zlgoto.
an engineer,
but many
he goes
Taking liberties with the lever, he starts at express speed and the locomotive leaves the straight
and narrow path of its rails and runs through the
village, getting over various impediments in Its
path, leaving a wake of destruction. After doing
a good day's damage, Zigoto is finally confronted
by
station
master
the repentant'
employees,
who thethen
resume
theirand
labors,
after having
vented
their anger upon Zigoto.
THE MAN WITH THE PULL (Dec. 26).— Callno
and his sweetheart coo in a lonely wood. Callno
walks through the forest looking for an advertisement for bank president's wanted. He Is caught
by horrid brigands, shut up in a tower and held
for ransom. He writes to his father, asking that
the latter send him $1.G9 and a union suit, otherwise he, Calino, will die In captivity. The father
replies, saying that he is just out of ransom money,
that "art is long and I am short" and advises
Callno to give an imitation of a man escaping
from Jail. Calino, much incarcerated, wishes that
he was a musician so that he could run through
the bars. He decides to hide In a mattress and
hits the hay most effectively, keeping tabs on
the time by the ticking of the mattress. Feigning
death by suicide, he almost catches cold In his
tongue when he Is doused with water. To relieve his loneliness, a snake pays him a visit.
Callno shows that he lias more pull than an Alderman, the snake finally arriving, by the stretching
process to the length of a rope. Calino descends
upon the improvised rope. He returns to where
he had left his sweetheart four years ago and finds
thai she is still waiting for him.

SOLAX.
COUSINS OF SHERLOCK HOLMES (Jan. 1).—
lie police are on the lookout for Jim Spike, alias
Jim Nail, a dangerous
highway
robber, who has

been working with more or less success without
being apprehended. The chief of the detective bureau puts two new detectives on the case and
enjoins them to be very careful in their investigations, and not to come back without landing the
r. The three detectives soon come upon Edgar Carrol], in whom they Immediately see a striking resemblance to Spike, the crook. Tbey shadow
Edgar from place to place, and soon his life becomes one long game of hide and seek with the
res. Finally Edgar consults his friend and
they both decide to give the detectives a merry
Edgar and his friend dress as women and
parade the Btreets In their ludicrous feminine attire.
They tlirt with the detectives and entice them away
from their duty. Tbey do not' discover the real
Identity of their charming feminine companions
until they accidentally come upon them one evening
and see them leisurely, and with enjoyment, smoking clear Havana cigars. This shocking and unfemlnlne spectacle arouses their suspicions, but the
boys are too clever for these cousins of Sherlock
Holmes and. with the aid of an automobile, give
them the slip, but the detectives eventually turn
up again and arrest the masqueraders. However,
they do not remain long in the police station, for
the real Jim Spike turns up soon as the crook who
tried to snatch Jane Ellery's purse on the ferryboat.
Jane is Edgar Carroll's sweetheart, and she recognizes him. A few more complications arise, however, until Edgar and the crook are seen side by
side and their likeness discovered, and the cousins
Of Sherlock Holmes see they have been misguided
in their Investigations.
CANINE RIVALS (Jan. 3).— Harry and his wife.
Mary, are young newly weds and live in unalloyed bliss
until Mary increases the family by adding to it a
little pomeranian pup — one similar to that of her
friend. Soon Mary transfers her affections from
Harry to the new addition to the family, much to
the chagrin and discomfort of Harry. He is denied
the companionship of his wife, and instead of engaging him in morning and evening conversations
she entertains her pup. When Harry sees that the
little pomeranian
has toentirely
alienated
his wife's
affections
he decides
get some
canine rivals
and
install them In the house. A war of jealousy ensues. There are scenes with Mary trying to feed
her pet, and Harry endeavoring to feed his. Life
in the house eventually becomes unendurable, and
a compromise is soon effected wherein It is agreed
that while Mary can keep her pet, she must not
neglect her husband — that is, she is to treat him
better than a dog.

MUTUAL
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FLRES OF CONSCIENCE (2 reels) (Dec. 18).—.
Mabel Winter, engaged to Howard Wallis, is admired very much by Count de Glronde. who also
admires her father's millions. Elizabeth Deacon
is in love with Howard, and she and the Count
get their • heads together to devise some way In
which they can separate the lovers. Their chance
comes when Howard is called away from a ball to
attend his mother who is quite ill. He leaves a
note for Mabel which is stolen and destroyed by the
Count. Elizabeth tells Mabel that Howard has
been paying her attention, and the girl, hurt by
her sweetheart's apparent neglect, believes her.
Howard writes repeatedly to Mabel, hut bis letters
are all secured by the Count who bribes the butler
to -attend to his end. Mabel, thinking Howard
has fallen in love with Elizabeth, accepts the
Count's proposal and tbey are married.
Meanwhile Howard, grieved over not hearing from
Mabel, reads of her marriage in the society columns
of the papers and is heartbroken. He turns for
consolation to the gambling tables. Sometime later.
Mabel's father loses his fortune In Wall street,
and the Count, tired of his wife now that her
money is gone, taunts her. In a quarrel between
the Count -and Elizabeth, Mabel learns the truth
about her estrangement from Howard and Is bitterly
grieved.
She parts from her husband.
Five years later Mabel lives with her little son
Bobby in a small tenement. The boy sells papers
on the streets sometimes to help his mother. On
a cold night, the little chap starts out. He is not
able to make a penny, and tired out and discouraged he sinks down on the steps of a large
church and falls asleep. A woman sees the little
lad and drops a ten dollar gold piece in his hand.

Indisputable originators of cowboy Films.
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WE CONTINUE TO OFFER EACH WEEK MR.G.M.AN PERSON .
^POPULARLY KNOWN JXliarufily
AS "BRONCHOill BILLY
")IN THRILLING STORIES
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UNLUCKY

THE

3 ACTS.

Will

HORSESHOE

be

released

MARCONI

3 ACTS.

WORLD

December

1912

OPERATOR

To be Released January

KINOGRAPH

24th,

10th.

1913

CO. OF AMERICA

Importers of Feature Films made by
KINOGRAPH
CO. OF COPENHAGEN, DENMARK

PRODUCERS

OF TWO AND THREE
REEL FEATURE
145 W. 45th St., New York City
Choice

Torr-i-tories

FILMS

Still

ONLY
Open

Do You Know that We Have
Real Features, Real Money
Getters, Real Masterpieces,
Real Advertising
Display

For Everyone of the Following ? ?
VEILED

PROPHET

(3 Reels)

SECRET

SOCIETY

(3 Reeh

FRENCH

REVOLUTION

(2 Reels)

GARIBALDI
THE HERO OF ITALY
Also the Biggest Feature Ever Made
THE MYSTERIES OF PARIS
in 5 Reels

Posters
KALEM

Guarantee the sharpest and most brilliant picture it is possible 1o produce
No matter how well satisfied you are with your
picture we invite you to order a Gundlach Projection
Lens for trial to see the difference. Nearly all our
lenses are sold to exhibitors who have ordinary
lenses but are looking for something better. In
many cases a customer orders one lens for trial and
then re-equips all his machines, sometimes the machines of several theatres.

108 E. 12th St.

for

for the Week of Dec. 30th:

The Peace Offering — i-sheets only.
Mission of a Bullet — i-sheets only.
A Treacherous Shot — i-sheets only.

the

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
808 Clinton Ave., So., Rochester, N. Y.

Following

Ones and Threes for All LUBIN
Week of Dec. 30th:
A Mother's Strategy.
The Bravery of Dora.

John Arthur's Trust.
Just Out of College.
The Love Token.

Gundlach Projection Lenses are used
by the Kinemacolor Company of
America because they must have the
best.

ITS ALL
IN THE

LENS

Ask for Open Dmtes

FEATURE FILM CO.

Gundlach Projection Lenses

for

Now

Ready

One-SheetsWeekOnlyof Dec.
for PATHE'S
30th:
Weekly No. 52.
The Christmas Miracle.
Dynamited
Love.
The Beach Combers.
French Naval Maneuvers.
The Bear Trap.

for

Flag of Freedom — 1, 3 and 6 sheets.
ALSO 1. 3 AND 6-SHEETS FOR THE FOLLOWING SPECIALS:
LUBIN'S Two-Reel Special— "The Power of Silence"— Released Dec. 30th by General Film.
fAintL 6 'Iwo-Keel opecial — "Komeo and Juliet' — Released Jan. 3rd by General Film.
N. B. — PRICES on A. B. C. TOSTERS are now as follows: i-Sheets at 10c Each. 3-Sheets at 35c Each. 6-Sheets at
65c Each. Postage or Express Additional.
Order from your exchange or direct from us.

A.

B.

C.

COMPANY.

CLEVELAND.

OHIO
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who lin ^ been pluylng roulette at a neargambling bouse,
In refused
further
credit
and
i lie place angrily.
As be passes
the church
child and Dotei t h ■■ money In his hand.
As he picks ii|> the k<>1'1 piece be hears the church
lining the hour -it Is ten o'clock — the tenth
iih
and
this oddly
bestowed
money is
:i tin dollar
piece.
He
win
borrow
It from
the
> a while and play It on number ten. He
takes tin- money to the gambling bouse and flings It
flown on ten. Tan wini mid wins again! But the
mini's conscience troubles him — he sees the little
lad Starring and dying on the street. Breaking the
bank he pockets a small fortune and rnahe
to the church. Bobby lies si ill and eolil. Howard
gathers bun into his arms and carries him Into the
church where he Is given over to the care of a
kindly priest, Before the beautiful Easter altar,
Howard
confesses his sin to the priest, and taking
out
his i
icy he scatters
It upon
the altar.
It
It tainted gold and he does not want It, It has
cost the little boy's life. But Bobby Is not dead,
he has merely fainted from hunger. Howard takes
the little fellow Into his arms. Bobby tells bis
address and a taxi Is called.
It stops before the
Dement and Howard carries the child In to
its anxious mother who has been nearly crazed
at Ills long absence. But when he sees that It
Is Mabel his Joy knows no bounds. Mabel shows
mm an old paper telling of the Count's death, by
duel, in I'aris, and Howard knows that he has
come Into ills own at last.
by

d

BRONCHO.
THE BUENING BRAND (2 reels) (Jan. 1).— Lieut
Cole Is a prime favorite at the fortress, and his
love Is reciprocated by Vera, the daughter of the
Colonel. He asks for her hand In marriage, and
the Colonel gives his consent, but when the
chaplain is called in he tells them the wedding
cannot take place, and, sending the girl from tin.
room he tells them of a secret he has regarding
Cole's ' birth.
The story as told is pictured in the film, showing
Cole's father wooing and winning an Indian maid,
secretly, being married by the chaplain who tells
the story. At the birth of their child — Lieut.
Cole — the chaplain acted as godfather and placed
about the neck of the Infant a gold chain.
Prior to the birth of the boy the Indians, resenting her marriage to a white man, had branded
the Indian girl's forehead with a cross, and the
child was born with a birthmark in the shape
of a cross on its forehead.
The father was killed, and to prevent Its being
harmed, the Indian girl left the baby at the gate
of the fort one night. The chaplain knew the
parents of the infant from the gold chain about its
neck. The baby was cared for by the chaplain,
and as It grew up became the mascot of the fort.
The chaplain had guarded the secret, and the
boy became a stalwart man, enlisted as a soldier
and won a lieutenancy.
The kindly old chaplain in telling his story had
endeavored to be as tender and gentle as possible.
Lieut. Cole, however, raged at the hand of fate
which had Intervened to darken his life at this
time. All the wild blood of bis Indian ancestors,
which had lain dormant all his life, surged riotously through his veins, and he ran to his room
cursing his birth and the white race. He tore
the buttons and epaulets frHom his uniform and
dashes them to the floor, and without a farewell to
any of the people who had raised him he went to
the
Indian
village.
His knowledge of war commanded the respect
of the redskins and they made him chief, and
with a fierce desire for vengeance burning In his
heart he drilled the Indians until they were as
perfect
as the soldiers
at the fort.
When the Indians went on the warpath a detachment of soldiers Is sent' out to check them,
and Instead of meeting a disorganized body of redskins they are amazed to find their opponents being
led by an able chief, who maneuvers them into
nn ambush anil slaughters them in a terrific fight.
The victorious Indians march on to the fort, and
the frightened set Hers hurry to the fort for protection. A messenger Is despatched to the next
fort for aid, as the Colonel realizes the seriousness
of the situation.
The battle rages with tremendous fury, and
the Colonel realizes that It Is but a matter of a
few hours before the fort will be taken. He sends
up a flag of truce and mounts the stockade. To
his astonishment, Cole comes up to speak with
him, dressed In war paint and feathers. Cole
agrees to withdraw the Indians If the Colonel will
give him bis daughter. The soldiers, lashed to
fury by this request, shout their determination to
fight to the death, and the Colonel draws bis revolver and holding It at the head of his daughter
tells Cole that he will kill her with his own hand
before he will permit her to fall Into Cole's hitnds.
The danger to the woman he really loves brings
Cole to his senses, and as the angry Indians renew
tbe attack he tries to stop them. Infuriated, the
Indians turn upon him and be goes down beneath
a rain of blows.

The soldiers from the ne\t fort have received
the message for help, and are coming to the
rescue as fast as their horses can carry them. The
Indiana are surprised by the cavalry which swoops
down
upon
them,
and are soon ri
- body
of the dying
Cole Is brought
Into the fort, and,
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AMERICAN.
LONELINESS OF NEGLECT (Dec. 30).— Ralph
Hlgglns and his wife had been married but a
short time when the young husband, ambitious
to better himself, moved with his bride to a
deserted grant of land In the lonely bills,
was DO human person near them, save an aged
hermit ot whom they quickly made a friend by
giving
him
a much
needed
blanket.
But crops failed and the love begun so blithely
faded i" t In- everlasting glare of hopeless sunshine, and, at the hopeless word of tbe hermit that
no crops could prosper In that alkali deadened soil,
the husband left to find a new home alone. He
promised
to send for her.
A home he found and a land of promise. Crops
grew and his stock multiplied, but he ever postponed sending for that lonesome wife back in the
hills. Loneliness enveloped ber and neglect ate
deeply Into her soul. One day a stranger came. He
was nice to her and she begged him to remain.
Temptation whispered and she came near answering. And then warned by tbe hermit', came the
husband, proud and happy in his victory and joyous
in thought of her Innocent surprise when she
could hear of It. He came — Just at the right time
to save
her and
his own
happiness.*
LOVE
AND
THE
LAW
(Jan. 2)
John
Allen
Is
in love with pretty Mabel Trude and the honor conferred upon Allen by the community, electing him
sheriff, aids him in pressing his suit. The engagement is announced. Tom Trade, the brother of
Mabel, is a sort of shiftless fellow and is exceedingly unlucky at cards. It requires but little
argument on the part of the acknowledged
best man of the community to win Tom over to
his gang, as he hopes to make good his losses at
cards in some manner other than actual labor. The
postoflice Is held up and the sheriff called upon to
bring the perpetrators to Justice. A lively encounter is followed by the escape and pursuit of
one of the men. The sheriff himself takes up the
chase and successfully runs down the man. To his
consternation. It proves to be Mabel's brother. He
passes their home with the prisoner In tow. Mabel
argues and pleads, but to no avail, and she finally
plays her largest card — her love, against her
brother's liberty. The mental struggle of the
sheriff Is intense, but he wins, and as he pockets
the engagement ring returned to him by Mabel, he
marches his prisoner off to jail.
THE FRAUD THAT FAILED (Jan. 4).— Mrs.
Wren and her pretty daughter, Mabel, lived alone
on a desolate ranch. Few neighbors they had and
the nearest were Rlcketts and his wife. Ricketts
had long coveted the fine ranch owned by Mrs.
Wren and went one day to see how he might defraud her out of If. In a spirit of fake friendship, he commented on tbe condition of the ranch.
He finally offered to buy and the lonesome woman
readily
agreed.
Home went Rlcketts and soon returned with a
fake deed, not calculating on the handsome young
man who had ridden in and chatted with the two
women. With that fine instinct which unconsciously suspects foul play, the ranger, after being
informed the reason for the deed, asked permission
to examine It. This he did with curious eyes and
soon discovered the joker In the . contract. Instantly animosity sprang up between
them.
Off they went on horseback, down tbe mountainside, firing shot after shot. The ranger's horse,
being the faster of the two, soon overhauled that
of Rlcketts. They engaged In a deadly embrace,
swinging treacherously to and fro over the backs
of their galloping horses. With a death grip on
Blckett's throat, the ranger bore him over the
side and they both fell into the dust of the road.
Returning to the desolate ranch, the eyes, of the
ranger swept the graceful form of Mabel. He
visited a few days and decided, with Mabel's permission, that he would stay forever and a day.

KEYSTONE.
THE

DUEL (Dec. 30).— This film shows the adventures of Mabel In Paris. Among her numerous
admirers are a count and a duke. The duke is
entrusted with the care of Fldo, Mabel's pet dog,
and the count steals the dog when he Isn't looking
and sets it adrift on a plank in the ocean. The
count then accuses the duke of the dastardly deed,
and the men fight a comical duel, In which the
duke Is the victor. Among other things he proudly
displays swimming medals. When the dog is sighted,
however, and Mabel distractedly calls for a volunteer to rescue the pup, it develops that the duke
cannot swim. He makes an effort, however, sustained by an Inflated life preserver. The contrivance collapses and he Is In danger of drowning,
when
the
count plunges Into the water and rescues
man and dog.

MABEL'S STRATEGEM (Dec. 30).— Mabel la a
stenographer, employed by Jones, who proves too
attentive. Mrs. Jones walks In unexpectedly one
day and interrupts her husband as he Is dictating
letters In a rather affectionate manner, and she
insists on Mabel's discharge. She then orders him
to advertise for a male stenographer. Mabel needs
the Job, so she dresses as a boy and gets the posl-

tlon. ' Mrs. Jones becomes very fond of the new
stenographer and takes him (?) out to lunch. Jones
becomes suspicious and follows her, and Is so angered at the flirtation that he has his lawyers bring
suit for divorce. Tbe papers are served on Mrs.
Jones, and Mabel lets her hair down, to the dismay
of the husband and wife, who have been making
fools of themselves, and who recognize her as the
demure stenographer who first held the Job.

PUNCH.
HER
MISCHIEVOUS
BROTHER
(Jan.
2)
Count "No Account" borrows enough money to
come to the land of heiresses and meets the
"Queen of tbe Human Race" who Is struggling
along on a few paltry million dollars a year. The
"Queen" falls for the Count's accent and her poor
sweehearf finds himself relegated to the side lines
with
restbrother
of the who
substitutes.
But the
has athekid
is a throw
back"Queen"
to the
ancestor wbo collected the change. The kid knows
a "bunk" Count by instinct and sides with the
rejected sweetheart. He helps him secrete himself In a suit of armor where he can watch the
Count and tbe Queen say sweet nothings to each
other, and Incldently make things unpleasant for
his foreign rival. With the Kid's active aid — made
more active by the promise of a ten dollar bill,
the "No Account" Count counts for very little,
especially In the police station where the last
act but one is enacted. The last act shows little
Herbert Rice trying to put ten pounds of candy into
a two pound capacity stomach.

MAJESTIC
WONDERS
OF SURGERY
(Dec. 17).— Little
Bobby Ashley, after meeting with a serious accident, lies in a critical condition at a big hospital. The doctors after further examining him decide that only skin grafted from another can help
him. His parents willingly offer theirs, but the
professor refuses tbe sacrifice, telling them that it
will be necessary to have the skin of a child
about the boy's own age. He suggests that they
place an "ad." In the papers. This Is done and
It calls forth an assortment of children of all
kinds and ages.
Little Alma Ashley bears tbe talk about skin
grafting and gets her nurse to explain all about
It. When she realizes what Is to be done she
begs permission to give her own skin to save her
little brother. Her parents will not permit this.
They finally select a healthy little girl of Alma's
age and for a consideration of $100, she promises
to be at the hospital int' the morning. Alma decides to outwit them, so before little Mary Murphy
arrives, Alma goes to the doctors and says that
she Is the little girl who is selling her skin. She
Is believed and placed In the boy's room. The
operation takes place and when the parents are
permitted to see the boy, their surprise at finding Alma there is great. They are worried at
first but the doctor soon convinces them that
bothe children are alright and that Bobby, owing
to Alma's
sacrifice
will soon
be well.
ALL ON ACCOUNT OF A BANANA (Dec. 24).—
A young Italian, Tony, lands In New York with
his young wife and purchases a new push cart and
a supply of bananas. He kisses his wife and
baby goodbye and starts out to do his first day's
buiness. Jim, the young policeman who patrols
the beat upon which Tony takes his stand, makes
love to Nora who is Judge Nolan's cook. He
then helps himself to one of Tony's bananas and
an argument is started which lands Tony In the
station house before Judge Nolan. Tony sends word
to his wife, who in order to pay his fine, goes
to a pawn shop to pawn her wedding ring. The
policeman, In bad temper, calls upon the Judge's
cook and when about to ask her to marry him
gets into a quarrel with her and goes to the same
pawn shop to pawn the engagement ring. He
sees the Italian's wife and begins to repent of his
ill temper. The cook, all upset over her quarrel
with the cop, spoils tbe Judge's1 dinner and he
quarrels with his wife who leaves him and goes
to a lawyer to arrange for a separation. Tony's
wife pays his fine and they are mourning the loss
of his stock of bananas when the automobile In
which the Judge's wife is riding to her lawyer's
strikes Tony and injjures him slightly. Mrs. Nolan
faints and Is carried into a drug store with the
Italian. The Jndge arrives on the scene with the
cook where they meet Jim the cop. Nora forgives him, the Judge and his wife are reconciled
and Tony is made the recipient of a large gum
of money
to celebrate the glad reunions.

THANHOUSER.
A MILITANT SUFFRAGETTE (Dec. 29).— The
course of true love was running very smoothly
until the girl became Interested In the cause of
votes for women. Her fiance did not approve of
It. There was a quarrel, and the engagement ring
was haughtily returned.
The young woman not only stubbornly refused
to make up, but decided to become a really truly
militant suffragette. One of the Amazon leaders
from England was In New York at the time, preparing for the kind of revolution that is so popular
In London. Under her banner the girl enrolled,
pledging herself to "annoy, harass and Intimidate
tyrant men, until we are permitted to vote." In
pursuance
of
this
purpose
the
militants
went
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Film Supply Co. of America
Adds Novelties and Enlarges Field
After months of conservative planning we are pleased to announce a change in
our policy affecting exchanges and the addition of new novelties and features.

"THE

EXCHANGES
That are able to furnish
bond guaranteeing a
certain protection to the
exhibitor may now buy
from our program.

Our

Program

EXHIBITORS
who have been unable to
secure our program from
certain of our former exchanges who bought insufficient films will now be
able to secure service.

EXHIBI

TOR

PLEASED"

our slogan

includes

among

others

The famous GAUMONT; GREAT NORTHERN, the old reliable original
independent brand; SOLAX, the people's favorite; COMET, everything new
but the name; ITALA, the popular split-reel "Comic Supplement;" LUX,
with its batteries of comedy artillery; PILOT, the big surprise film; PRAIRIE,
the wonderful western; the great GAUMONT WEEKLY, most popular film in
the world; GREAT EVENTS a topical sensation; also the following new brands,
ALL-STAR, MONARCH, MAGNET, ANCHOR, and the noted features of
GAUMONT, ITALA, GREAT NORTHERN
and others.

Exchanges

Needed

in Certain Sections

Applications will be considered. "PIKERS," save stamps. "BLUE SKY"
promoters with "SUCKER
MONEY,"
lay off; we're educated.
We want
experienced film exchange men who have money and
brains.
To such we can guarantee protection.

ilm

SUPPLY
CO.
or

S^y^
N

Address

Film Supply Co. of America
133-135-137 W. 44th Street, New York, U. S. A.
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'I told
tin'

peei lab n in'ii held op for
■p< -i-iiiiiir. attacked b policeman and was arn
in the police court tin' former loverj mel and
reconciled. Even banded Justice gave them
equal rights, ten days In jail eavfc. They <liii not
vmiiii their friend* to know the Facta, to in-fore
being leii in their respective cells, tbey were
hastily married,
and the girl's father received
word that they v. ■
r ln'iH ■>' 1no.u1 anil would
He bad planned a big
wedding ami was naturally upset, but, as hi
•it is hard t" understand young folks these days."
And the truth of this most peculiar bom
never came otit.
WITH THE MOUNTED POLICE (Dec. 81).— The
aqueduct
police had many duties to perform, ami
continual vlgllt
was the price of order, owing
to the facl thai many dangerous aliens were In
the territory they guarded.
on oni
the captain receives an anonymous
warning that th
en in a certain section of the
works were planning violence 1 anae certain cons they demanded bad been refused. The
captain called noon one of his brightest young
men to timl out If there was any truth In the
statement. The patrolman ilisguiseil himself, secured work as a laborer and soon became on
friendly ami confidential terms with his associates,
lie learned that the warning was true, communicated with his captain by phone, ami agreed to
1 |iarly of poliee that night at a certain
the road and lead them to the conspirators.
One of the criminals, however, was suspicions,
tin I had secretly trailed the patrolman, learning
that lie WSJ a spy. That evening a number of
th'; lien attacked the detective while lie was
walking along the road, overpowered, bound and
gagged him, and then threw him into a newly
completed reservoir which was empty. They then
turned on the water, Insuring a slow but certain
death.
Before tlie young man started out on his dework, lie bad taken bis pet dog and consigned liim to his sweetheart, a country girl who
lived near the aqnedOCt. On the night he was
overpowered, the dog ran away from his new mistress, being lonesome without his master. Along
the rough roads and through the woods he traced
bis owner, finally locating him in the slowly Ailing
aqueduct.
The girl was in the cottage when the dog returned, and the animal's excitement led her to
believe that something was wrong. She followed
the dog, and he led her to the aqueduct where
she arrived Just In time to save the policeman's life.
The bluecout, although unstrung by his terrible
experience, was In time to meet the detachment
of Ills comrades, and guide them to where the
conspirators were. The dangerous gang were placed
behind the bars, and the girl whose bravery
saver a life later became the bride of the

policeman.

A POOR RELATION (Jan. 3).— When the young
widow's period of Official mourning was over, she
Immediately began to take renewed interest in
society. Her husband had left her plenty of
money. So she carefully looked over her friends
to see which she would permit to lead her to
the altar, and her choice fell upon a popular
physician,
To be one of his patients was almost to have
social standing, so the widow found that ber
health was in a most deplorable state, and visited
the doctor's reception parlor- almost dally. He
told her tbere was nothing the matter with ber,
but sho insisted.
The doctor was a guest at' a dinner party given
by the young widow one night, and there he
met a girl to whom he was at once attracted.
She was a timid, shabby little creature ,a poor
relation of the widow. The widow had a little
girl, of whom she was gushingly fond In public,
and more or less mean to, in private. The child
had been banished to bed while the dinner party
was on, and finding a box of matches, proceeded
to amuse herself with tlieui. A few moments later,
ber di.
she rushed into the reception
room where the ladles were congregated. All of
them shrank from her In alarm, except the poor
relation, who pluck ily grabbed her, and saved
the child's life at the risk of ber own. The men
Hll In the dining roor, chatting over their
cigars, and when tbey ran into the other room
there was no need of their assistance, The
doctor, however, saw the picture, the mother shrinking back In terror, while the poor relation was
beating out the flames that enveloped
the other
woman's
child.
found injured.
that
tiling little glTlThe was physician
only slightly
As
he completed
his examination
he turned from the
child to the "poor relation" who had not ottered
a cry. His practiced eyes noted how white she
bad turned, and be Jumped forward just lu time
h her In his arms, as she toppled over in
a faint.
Guided by on
rvants be carried
her to her room, and noted with surprise and
Indignation how shabbily sin- wa housed In the
home of wealth.
Their acquaints on ripened
into love, and in a very
announcedi to the widow
thai
plucky
relation were to be married.

CRYSTAL.
HER VISITOR (Dec. 29).— Mr. liurnhain, going
out of town for a few (lays, haves his ds
Pearl in charge of the bouse. His friend, Claude
Belmont, who received ■ letter Inviting him to
call on the old gentleman, starts on bis visit. On
Ins way
he Is waylaid
by Out leuiati George*
a
very versatile highwayman,
George
In a lively
scuffle with Claud
ids letter and leaves
t'laniie a sorry-looking
person, having roiled him
around in the mud before overcoming blm,
1
1 the Bnrnham's
house and Is very cordially
.1 by Peart, who believes blm to be Bt
I ley chat a while and then Pear] leaving thi
for a moment,
George steals her pur-.
meanwhile
Claude
arrives
and enters
the parlor
where George and Pearl were.
Pearl returning, sees
Claude and in his sorrowful condition, mistakes him
for a tramp.
She
misses her purse and thinks
thai he stole it. She sends her maid out for a
policeman
and the policeman
Is just about to remove Claude to the lock-up, when
Pearl's father
returns and prevents this sad calamity.
Explanations are In order and all is serene, where a few
moments
before tumult reigned.
THE ELOPEMENT (Dec. 29).--P.essie is in love
with Jack, Bessie's father dislikes Jack,
and Jack plan to elope. Jack calls for Bessie With
a ladder, which he places against the side of the
house leading to her room. Father lias locked
Bessie In her room and taken her clothes from ber.
Father walks in the garden and sees Jack at the
foot of tbe ladder. He mistakes him for a burglar.
He gets his revolver and chases him away. They
run and Jack tries to climb a fence and father
shoots at him, bitting him in the arm. Father,
coming back, determines to disguise himself as
itessie and elope with .lack In her stead. Jack
semis his friend Tom to bring Bessie to the minister's and father goes with blm. They arrive at
the minister's ami have to wait for Jack who has
gone to a doctor to have bis arm treated. They
get ready to go through with the ceremony, when
father throws off bis outer raiment, and standing
In his true light, throws consternation into the
entire party.
HER KID SISTER (Jan. 5).— Chester always
thought that be was Jessie's steady, until Alphonse
de Belmont began paying her attentions and she
seemed to be taken up With blm. Chester was very
popularmontwith
Jessie's
little sister
Pearl, and
whileJessie
Belwas just
the opposite.
Alphonse
go for a ride in the park, and Pearl and her boy
friend go along, unknown to the loving twain. The
youngsters ploy all sorts of pranks on Jessie and
Alphonse and they return home in an unpleasant
frame of mind. Pearl continues ber teasing and
joshing of Alphonse, and be, losing bis patience,
slaps ber face. She pulls bis hair, and much to
her surprise, she is precipitated to the floor, bis
hair going with her. Jessie sees this also, and indignant at Alpbonse's deception In not telling ber
that his beautiful locks were but a toupee, orders
him from the house. Pearl then writes Chester that
Jessie is very much in love with him and anxious
to see him. He calls and they soon make up and
all misunderstandings are at an end.
JONES RESURRECTED (Jan. 5). — Jones is a
traveling salesman. He is sent on a trip by his
firm. Having a few minutes to spare before the
train leaves, be adjourned lo a nearby cafe for something to drink. He stays longer than he expected
and the train leaves, carrying bis grip with it. He
goes back to the cafe and stays quite a few hours.
His firm receives a telegram that the train carrying
Jones' grip has been wrecked and that the grip with
some of the firm's cards In it was found next to the
dead body of the man. The firm wires instructions
to send tbe body back to Jones' home and plans
are made to give him decent burial. Meanwhile,
Jones returns home and goes to sleep. His friends
arrive, bearing fuueral offerings and prepare for his
Interment. In the midst of these lameniings and
wallings Jones awakens, and, after some of bis
friends have regained consciousness, explains that
be missed the Ill-fated train. Congratulations are in
order and the funeral services being adjourned until
Jones is more in need of them, all is serene, with
Jones thinking of bis narrow escape.

BISON.
THE REDEMPTION OF WHITE HAWK (Dec.
31). — An extended review of this two reel subject Is
published elsewhere In this week's issue.
REGIMENTAL PALS (Jan. 4).— Jack and Ilan are
young soldier boys and inseparable friends, liotli
iove Elizabeth. She is fond Of both of them, but
her real love goes to Jack. Although Jack does not
know It, Dan Is soon aware of the fact and nurses
his L;rief. Troop A, of which they are members, is
deputed to ten days' scouting duty on the desert.
• nip splits into fours, .lark and Han leave
their companions, arranging to meet them later.
Tbey dismount to Investigate the remains of a campfire, and their horses, becoming restless, run off.
The b«,\ s believe that their companions will find
them, but the latter thinking that Jack and Dan
have preceded them, they return to camp.

Both boys suffer terribly from thirst; Jack the
worst He falls exhausted. Dan spies a water holethrough his Held glasses. He is too weak to carry
his pal and Jack cannot walk. Dan Is at bis wits'
end and
plan.
Taking
Elizabeth's
portrait andconceives
his wan h a and
chain
from Jack,
he taunts
him and tells him that be, Han. will claim and
marry Kllzal.et h. I.ove and Jealousy do tbe work
1 gradually leads his comrade near the water
hole by taunts
and staggers
showing to
htmthehiswaterhole
sweetheart's
picture.
Han finally
and
revives Jack and himself.
They are rescued by tbe anxious troopers and
eventually return home, where Dan is rewarded by
hearing Jack tell of the trick played upon him and
by receiving the caress from Elizabeth. He
bearing a sore heart, but comforted by the knowledge that his two best friends love him well.
THE HEROINE OF THE PLAINS (2 reels) (Dec.
24 1. — Joe, a young trapper, is nearly caught in the
oncoming swirl of dames from a prairie fire. He
further Imperils his chances by rescuing an Indian
squaw, Blue Bird. He carries her to safety, lu her
gratitude she gives him her most treasured p
sion, a long bead necklace, fastened by a barbaric
ornament. Joe hurries to tbe settlement. He gives
the necklace of beads to his sweetheart, Elizabeth.
The trappers leave to inspect the traps and
Elizabeth takes two children with her and goes
berry picking. They are captured by Indians and
taken to their camp. On the way Elizabeth starts
to break twigs, but the Indians threaten to club
her If she does not stop. She works ber brain a*
to how to blaze the trail, and finally thinks of tbe
bead necklace. She breaks it and drops a bead now
and again.
It so happens that Elizabeth and the children are
turned over to Blue Bird, who sees the barbaric
- lie gave to ber paleface rescuer.
Hhe learns
that Elizabeth loves Joe and promises to belp her
when the opportunity arrives.
Joe and the trappers return to the settlement and
Joe rides off to the fort to get assistance. In the
meantime, the Indians have ridden Dear the fort
to steal some steers. The sentry on guard sees a
bog rooting for nuts, and as be passes it the hog,
which is an Indian in a skin, springs up and kills
him.
The Indians run on and drive off the steers.
Colonel Graham rides out with his troopers to And
Elizabeth, to recapture the steers and punish the
Indians. Joe accompanies them. He finds a bead
and recognizes it. They follow the trail. An Indian scout sees them coming and the Indians take
the war trail. A battle ensues, during which several
braves enter tbe tepee where Elizabeth Is guarded
and drag her out, tie ber on the horns of a steer
and start it down the mountainside. Blue Bird
follows, secures a horse and rides out to rescue
Elizabeth. She shoots the steer and releases Elizabeth and tbey ride back to the fort just after the
cavalry has returned, and find Joe distracted. Blue
Bird is happy to have paid her debt of gratitude,
and tbey swear eternal friendship.
THE LAND GRABBER (Dec. 28).— The proud
Senora is approached by Lieutenant Farnsworth and
is given a blank record to sign and record in order
to make good her landed property. The Senora
tells him that the land was granted to her by her
king, and that she will recognize no other authority.
She throws the blank document into a drawer.
Farnsworth meets tbe Senora's daughter, Tonia, and
tells her that land grabbers are abroad, and impressing upon her the importance of immediate
action. The land grabbers arrive and fheir leader,
Dim Tlerney, stakes the property, and sending the
document to be recorded by an accomplice, Kane,
he installs bis band of ruffians in the hacienda.
Tonia gets away and tells one of her servants,
Felipe, to delay Kane, and this he does by means
of offering him a drink, then another one. Tonia
fills out tbe blank entry and rides to the fort,
where Farnsworth tells her they must beat Kane to
tbe recorder's. Kane, half drunk, suddenly realizes
the trick being played upon him, and after a struggle with Felipe, be gets away, mounts and rides
to the recorder's. He gets tbere just a little ahead
of Farnsworth and Tonia, but bis drunken condition
impedes him and Farnsworth beats blm in a fight
whilst Tonia gets her document of possession filed.
They proceed home and find that Tlerney and his
associates have terrorized the men and women and
have put them to indignities. Farnsworth has ordered troopers to meet him at the hacienda and
the ruffians, unable to produce any authority, are
soon disposed of. The Senora, humbled by the experiences she has gone through, is glad to install
Farnsworth as their protector, by granting him the
hand of Tonia.

POWERS.
WHO'S THE BOSS (Dec. 25).— nobbs is middle
aged and frivolous. Mrs. Hobbs receives a letter
at breakfast from a friend, inviting her to spend
two weeks in the country. She is delighted. So
is Hobbs.
Hobbs goes
to the office
"with
a box of
candy
for Margaret,
bis charming
little
stenographer.
He and Margaret proceed to enjoy themselves, but
are rudely interrupted by Mrs. Hobbs, who finds
she has not enough money and decides to commandeer her hubby for more. Margaret makes a
hasty exit, ostensibly for good, and Mrs. Hobbs
telephones to an exchange for another typewriting
Clerk. Two arrive, but are considered too pretty and
go. They
meet Margaret and the three of them
concoct
a plot.
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Margaret makes up as an extremely plain
and promptly gets the Job. Mrs. Hobbs departs to
catch bar iraln and Hobbs pulls himself together
to race the terrible apparition wished on him.
Margaret keeps up the decptlon for a time and
then reveals herslf and Joy once more reigns. Mrs.
Hobbs misses the trulu and again eatebs bubby and
"that minx" laughing over the imposition. Margaret
again makes a hurried exit and Mrs. Hobbs determines to take no more chances and announces
to Mr. nobbs that although Bhe Is badly out of
practice, she will act as his stenographer herself.
ibba bai ample time to regret bis undue rejoicing and the answering of bis letters takeB the
beat part of his business day.
THEIR CHRISTMAS TURKEY (Deo. 25). — Hannah la busy at the washtub. Rastus Is busy sleepHe is rudely brought from a pleasant dream
and sent otr to buy a turkey. He Is waylaid by
Slim and Hud who Inveigle him Into a game and
take lils money by such questionable means as
paaalng curds between the toes of Slim and the
bandi of Hud.
The climax arrives when Bud holds four Kings and
an ace and Rastus geta Ave aces. Rastus departs by
the foot and door route. His little boy, with a
precocious knowledge of his Pappy, meets him outside and rather than return empty handed the
rascals visit a turkey yard and borrow a fat
turkey.
Arriving home Rastus Is frightened to death by
a terrible ghost, and he kneels and confesses. The
ghost Is Mammy's sister and all Is explained and
forgiven at the sight of the "lent" and doomed
turkey.

ECLAIR.
THE STORY OF A KISS (Dec. 24).— A houseparty was taking place at the Shermans' country
home. Hector Richards Is In love with the daughter
of his hostess and has every reason to believe that
his affection Is returned until he attempts to steal
a kiss from the girl and Is rewarded by a slap In
the face — and she tells him that she will never,
never marry him until he Is able to secure a kiss
from her to be given to him of her own free will.
Hector tries In many ways to win a kiss from the
fair Alice — even going so far as to kidnap the young
man who is to play Romeo to Alice's Juliet In an
nmateur performance that they are to appear in.
Alice discovers the wily Hector and frustrates his
plana. Again, at a charity bazaar he Inveigles
her Into selling a kiss, and once more she escapes
the trap. Finally, as a reward for his perseverance,
she yields and kisses the young man of her own
free will— and from the manner In which the kiss
Is given, we should say it Is indeed a loving one —
and with that kiss our story ends.
A DRY TOWN
(Dec. 26).— Will B. Wilde, a
traveling salesman, arrives in a temperance town,
of course, when he learns that the sale of liquor
is prohibited, he immediately craves a drink. The
hotel clerk, the bell hoy and the porter all Inform
li I in that there is nothing doing In the liquor line,
but when he is comfortably settled in bis room,
they each, in turn, bring him a flask; yet, with
liquor all around him, he takes a drink of icewater and goes to bed for the night.
While he Is dreaming of lobster palaces and pretty
girls, two second-story workers quietly enter through
the window, relieve him of his Jewelry, his money,
his %tess suit esse, and take with them, also the
collection of flasks with their contents.
Wilde discovers his loss early in the morning
and Immediately reports the theft to the police.
While wandering disconsolately around the town,
he meets two rough and suspicious-looking
characters, who are- beautifully intoxicated. Where
did they get the liquor — Is the question that at
once comes to him. Surmising the truth, he follows the two to their destination and then promptly
notifies the police. The arrests are made, and the
local Justice, besides holding the men for theft,
charges Wldle with having llqnor In his possession
and paroles him for trial at three o'clock that
afternoon. Three o'clock arrives — and so does
Wilde — but at the Justice's office the evidence has
disappeared from the flasks and Wilde is discharged.
INSECT HUNTING (Dec. 29).— A synopsis of this
scientific subject was printed on page 812 of the
dated
November 23.
GONTRAN, A KIDNAPPER (Dec. 23).— On this
day It seems certain that our friend Gontran is
unlucky. At a street corner he amuses himself
by watching two women who are quarreling over
an enormous head of cabbage. One of them carries
a child. She abruptly puts if Into Gontran's arms,
who docs not know what to do and holds It. The
quarrel until the policeman takes them to
the police station and Gontran of course remains
with the child on his bands. He does not know
what to do with It. He tries to leave it in the
entrance of a bouse but the Janitor forces him
to take It back. He endeavors to leave it at the
foot of n wall but the shouts of a policeman warn
htm that It Is forbidden to deposit anything at that'
Perceiving a group of policemen he wishes
the child to them but they merely take his
name
and return
to him
Ills embarrassing
burden.
Gontran dlaconraged goes bome. He is debarred
from entering the bouse by the Janitor who tells
him "No children In this bouse." Finally, he
reaches his apartment and his wife becomes furious
becauai
dared to bring bome a strange child.
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the Infant's
mother
Is rcleused
bj Hie
lepartment and begins a search for the little
She reaches Gontran's home Just In time
to
add
ber beating
to that of ills wife.
Ami
poor
Gontran,
of course,
protests
In vain.
What
can
he do against two women?

NESTORJONES' VACATION (Dec. 23).— Poor Jones is
sick — too much ledger and cash book. When the
boss notices It, he gives blm a week's vacation.
Jones buys a costly outfit, the nether portion of
which consists of white duck. He hies himself to
the beach, and not having any Incumbrances, he
proceeds to see life, and finds several damsels
perfectly
willing to help blm have a good time.
The boss decides to take a day or two off hlmsel, and chance takes him to the same beach upon
which Jones is fast setting a premium. Jones
Is far too busy to see the boss, but the latter sees
Jones and bis appetite for peaches grows. He
determines to do a little In the adonis way himself, but no sooner does he get some lovely damsel
interested when Jones shows up and is immediately
surrounded by every
girl In sight.
No self respecting boss could possibly stand such
treat
nt, lie he instructs
his office to wire Jones,
in his name, to return immediately, and poor Jones
wondering what has hit blm, goes. The boss then
proceeds to enjoy life.
THE BIG WHITE CHIEF (Dec. 25). — Ranchman
Davles Is unable to find out' which of his cowboys
his daughter Eunice appears to be in love with.
Foreman Osborne suggested that the ranchman
disguise himself as an Indian, come to the ranch,
where the foreman would engage him, and then
being with the boys, he could quickly find out
who is in love with bis daughter and discharge
him. Acting upon the suggestion, Davies hurried to
the store, secured the best outfit he could, painted
his face and started for the ranch, but In the meanwhile, Tom, her favorite cowboy, closely followed
by Dick, bis rival, had watched the old man put on
his disguise, and hurried to the Indian encampment, where he bribed the Chief to capture the
ranchman and hold him there until he could elope
with Eunice. As soon as be had gone, Dick appeared, and, thinking to make himself a hero in
Davies' eyes, be bribed the Chief to let him rescue
the ranchman. On bis way home, the Chief captured
the old man and led him to the encampment. Tom
in the meantime hurried to the ranch to advise
Eunice to get ready to fly with him. .The Chief
then faithfully went through his part of the agreement to Dick, a mock war-dance around the ranchman frightened the ranchman nearly to death, then
at a given signal, the Chief drew his braves away,
and Dick crept up to release the old man. Away
they ran, but upon Dick's firing his blank cartridges,
not one brave as bad been agreed at camp dropped
dead, but every one including the Chief. Instantly
Davies seized the gun to learn it's magic, and Dick,
knowing that he would now be found out, ran for
bis life. The Chief and braves saw him run and,
thinking only of the money promised them, Jumped
up and hurried after him, soon catching him, securing the money and sending him on his way. In
the meanwhile, the ranchman, disgusted and angry
at his own fright, made his way to the ranch, arriving in time to send the waiting Tom running for
his life, and take his daughter over his knee.
THE PADRE'S GIFT (Dec. 27).— The Padre
Caleros. a Catholic Father, attends a dying woman
and takes her little four-year old boy home with
him. The boy, Romera, grows into a poetic and
handsome fellow and returns the old man's love
with reverence and deep affection. Chance brings
Romera and Dolores, the daughter of Garcia toGarcia has other ideas regarding his daughter,
gether.
and when the haughty and wealthy Don Carlos
asks for Dolores' hand, he is permitted to pay
his court.
Romera is not permitted to see Dolores.
The old Padre's heart is torn for the boy and
he knows not what to do. He remembers an old
parchment which he has treasured. He removes
a stone above the mantel and reads the document
and studies the chart. It sets forth that the
treasure entrusted to a Padre Juanlpero Is burled
at the place Indicated.
Romera's despair changes to hope as the Padre
tells of his plan, They set forth on mules and
eventually recover Jewels and old coins of great
value. The day arrives when Don Carlos decides
to make his proposal. He pleads with passion and
is surprised when the girl in -turn pleads with him
not to force her to marry him and tells him she
loves Romera. Her earnestness and beauty appeal to his finer nature and he leaves her.
The Padre and Romera call later and Garcla's
greedy nature Is satisfied at the sight of the wealth
owned
by Romera.
The
young
lovers
are united.
ARABELLA'S ANKLE (Dec. 30).— Anton Dauber
is in despair. He has finished his masterpiece,
all but the ankle, and alas! the ankle of the fair
Dolly, a professional model, Is not modeled to
suit Dauber. He says so and Dolly, enraged and
but half-clad, defends her ankle and assails
Dauber's ability to paint a barn, much less an
ankle. Mrs. Dauber and her two friends, Helen
and Margaret, bear the argument and the ladles
are shocked at what they see and hear through the
door crack.
Dauber is discouraged. He goes to the seashore
for a rest and
to seek
Inspiration
and
possibly

an ankle. He sees be latter. It belongs to
Arabella, who, together with her friends Margaret
anil Helen, are not aware that a gentleman is
sketching behind a boat. Anton sketches furiously,
but not quickly enough.
Another chance arrives when Arabella reads In
unconscious ease on the pier. Anton tries again
hut a silly idiot knocks the sketch Into the water
just as it Is completed. However, Anton gets
acquainted and while getting a photograph of
the perfect ankle, is discovered by Helen, Margaret
and their two young men.
Such proceedings must be reported to Mrs.
Dauber over the telephone and the outraged lady
takes the first car and meets ber friends and
sees ber erring bubby and Arabella departing
from a soda water emporium to the rocks, where
Arabella
sketched. has demurely submitted to have her ankle
All Is ready for the sketch when Anton is Interrupted, this time by a hat pin and a masculine
proportioned lady. Arabella shrieks. The ladies
face each other — "Arabella!" "Laura!" The two
old school chums fly to each other's arms. Explanations ensue, Margaret and Helen are ashamed
of themselvea after having been told that they
ought to be, and Arabella accepts an Invitation
to the Dauber's and the perfect ankle is immortalized.
THE FIGHT FOR RIGHT (Jan. 1).— Old Ben
Johnson bad taken to drink. Parson Jones rode
Into town to silence the jeering of his companions when Nina Johnson came to her father
and took him bome, much to the joy of his wife
and daughter. Slim Jim, however, thinking the
Parson entirely too meddlesome, promised the boys
that he would handle the Parson, and accordingly
they set out to meet him on his way back to
town. Jim had seen that the other could handle
a gun, so taking off bis coat, he told the Parson
that be would whip him with nature's weapons.
Again he was fooled, for bis friends were forced
to confess that lie was no match for the Parson.
The following Wednesday, while the Parson was
holding a revival meeting, Jim and his boon companion, Joe, decided upon a plan of revenge, which
was to write the following letter — "Dear Bill: —
Your suspect
dlsquise you
as are
the a Parson,
Is great.
never
horse thief,
so you They'll
should
make a good clean up where you are. Let us
hear from you. Bub." They slipped it Into the
Parson's pocket. Fortunately Nina saw them place
it there and warned the Minister, so that when
the boys brought the sheriff telling him that the
Parson had received such a letter, which they had
seen him reading, the letter was In Nina's bands
and she quickly explained its origin to the sheriff.
As a result both Jim and Joe were led away to
await punishment, while Ben, now thoroughly .
ashamed at having kept such company, straightened
up and once more became a credit to his family.
THE BLACKMAILER
(Jan. 3).— Ralph is an
underpaid clerk. He is kept In check by a sick
sister. The doctor says that she must' go to a
dry western climate if her life is to be spared.
Ralph tells his troubles to a fellow clerk. Jason,
who writes out a check and makes Ralph forge
the signature of bis employer, Mr. Howard. Ralph
cashes the check, gives Jason half and hurrying
home, he escapes with Grace to the West, where
be gets work
on a ranch.
Thetransaction
forgery Isisdiscovered
and him
Jason's
the
forced from
and part
he in
is
tried and sentenced. He comes from jail more
evlly than be was before. He traces Ralph and
Grace to the West, sees Ralph out riding with
Rose, the ranchman's daughter, to whom he is
bethrothed. Ralph has become the trusted employee of the ranchman and he is horrified when
confronted by Jason in the corral. He gives
Jason all the money be possesses and begs him to
leave
him
alone.
The old terror takes hold of Ralph and Rose
wonders what alls him, while Grace, now completely recovered, has a nameless dread she cannot de6ne. One evening the boss leaves Ralph In
the office making up the payroll. Jason enters
the window and demands the money, threatening
exposure. Ralph attacks Jason and there is a
fight, which is interrupted by the boas, Rose and
Grace, who rush in. Jason accuses Ralph and
Ralph has no answer. Grace guesses the truth
and Ralph
admits he Is
didstaunch
It to and
save tell
his him
sister's
life.
His sweetheart
to
go back and face the charge. Ralph does this,
accompanied by Grace, his sister.
He explains and confesses to the merchant and
as Mr. Howard goes to the phone to call the police,
Grace makes her appeal to Mrs. Howard, who
pleads for Ralph with her husband. She uses a
successful method, by showing him a portrait
of their dead son. Mr. Howard tells Ralph to
go and sin no more, and Ralph returns to find
Rose waiting to help his better self through life.
The ranch boss tells Grace he has found another
daughter,
and she is well content.

GEM.
DOROTHY'S BIRTHDAY (Dec. 31).— Little Dorothy Hlalsdell begs her father to let her :
birthday party. She writes the invitations herself and accompanied by her nurse goes to deliver
them. On the way they come across a poor iittle
girl selling her papers by the roadside. Dorothy
asks the nurse If she can give one of her invitations
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to the poor little Child, the nurse says, "No." The
father coming on the scene allows her to do so.
Just before toe puny Is to be given, little Dorothy
falls 111 and Is to he taken to the hospital. The
children come to the party hut the nurs,
tin mm away, saying that poor Dorothy Is sick. The
poor child also comes hut Is snubbed by tbe rich
little children and Is also sent home. In her delirium the nurse overhears Dorothy murmur In her
sleep about tbe party. The father Is consulted
and brings tbe children to the hospital, where tbe
feast Is prepared. Dorotby gets up but does not
see tbe poor little girl among the guests. One of
tbe nurses Is despatched for the little girl, who
is brought to the party, which makes Dorothy's
recovery and happiness complete.
THE AMULET (Dec. 24). — Three centuries ago
among tbe prehistoric Indians of Northern Canada,
a young chief and a brave fought In their primitive
fashion for the band of a young squaw, the brave
seeking to possess ber by force, but she Is rescued
In time by the chief, whom she really wants. The
old medicine man of tbe tribe nnltes them and
gives them each an amu'let which has the magic
properties of keeping them both from harm and
bringing them both together In some future life.
The same four souls are reincarnated In the
present day Inhabitants of the East side of New
York. The medicine man as a settlement worker,
the chief as a factory hand, tbe squaw as a factory
girl and the villainous brave as an east' side
gangster. Again tbe villain seeks to possess the
girl after the manner of his kind, but she Is saved
by the factory hand with the assistance of the
settlement worker. The two souls discover their
former Identity by the possession of the amulets
have been handed down to them as heirlooms, and
remember again their former Incarnation as they are
reunited. In this life the villain Is regenerated
by the efforts of the settlement worker.

IMP.
THE OLD FOLKS' CHRISTMAS (Dec. 23).— It
was the day before Christmas, and little Helen's
brother, Bobby, had broken the head of her old
bisque doll. Going to her daddy, she asked him If
he wouldn't get her a new doll for Christmas. But
daddy had just been laid off, and there was no
money.
That night the little girl could not sleep, for she
decided to write God a letter. Climbing out of bed,
she found a pencil and a dirty piece of paper and
commenced to write. The letter finished, and not
having a stamp, she, with the assistance of Bobby,
raised the window and with a prayer tossed the
letter out. The slamming of the window startled
the mother and father and they came rushing Into
the room. Daddy asked for an explanation, and
Bobby was about to tell, but the little girl warned
him to silence, so the children were kissed and
again put to bed.
The old folks were a very wealthy couple, who
had lost their first and only child. The old lady
had come across a baby's stocking; the old man had
picked up the baby's shoe. Both met In the library;
each saw what the other held. He took her In his
arms; the old lips met In a kiss. He took her out
In the bracing air, so they both could forget. It
was cold and windy and a piece of paper blew on
his chest. He was about to throw it away, but
writing on It caught his eye. It was the little girl's
note to God, and this was his delivery. He told
her the contents and was about to throw It away,
btlt she stayed his hand. They walked off, deciding
to make a child happy on Christmas.
That night the Bradleys were surprised by a knock
on the door, for no one ever called but the landlord.
Bradley answered the knock. The old folks came
In, followed by men carrying a Christmas tree and
all kinds of toys and food. The finding of the note
was explained. Preparations were made for the
dressing of the tree. A few hours later the little
girl was awakened by tbe beating of a drum. Hopping out of bed, she ran to the door and, peeping
through the keyhole, she jumped with a cry to her
brother. Pulling him out of bed, she dragged him
into the other room. She looked over the presents and
not seeing anything for daddy or mother she asked
the one she thought was God how about daddy and
mother. He lifted her and kisser, and as he put
her down handed her a roll of bills. She kneeled
to pray, looked up, found her brother standing.
Catching him by the coat, she pulled him to his
knees. Bradley attempted to thank the old folks
but the old man pulled off the Santa wig and beard
and with a tear-dimmed eye raised bis hand to
heaven. Then be took tbe old lady in his arms and
passed through the doorway.
•
THE NEW MAGDALEN (Dec. 26).— A review of
this
two-reel
subject
is
published
elsewhere in this
Issue.

JONES' WEDDING DAY (Deo.
Johnnie
Jones, arrayed in his beat clothes, 30).—
hurries
the
train that is going to bear him to his fiancee,to who
Is awaiting him In n suburban village. He Is happv,
for It Is his wedding day; bis thoughts are of his
blushing bride, and be forgets to bring his purse.
This means a flght with the
ad lie almost
misses his train, for he loses a lot or tltnc trying
to make the ticket seller take bla watch for a
ticket. Finally he gets aboard, and as soon as the
train has left a stout lady
,n hold her
baby. He obliges her and she goes to the baggage
car to see If her trunks are safe.
The train arrives
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at a station, and Jones, to his wild horror, thinks
- the baby's mother leave the train and walk
away. He rushes after tbe woman and puts the
baby In her arms and jumps on the moving train.
When they are well out In the country he almost
faints when the Infant's mother returns to the car
and asks for ber child. Johnnie almost faints, for
he understands that be bas given the baby to a lady
who Is now far behind them. He cannot explain
to the hysterical mother and he is placed under
arrest by a detective who is on the train, which
soon arrives at Its destination. The prospective
bride, wbo Is gladly waiting, with her parents and
some swell friends, Is dumbfounded when the groom
Is limply dragged from the Incoming train and
bundled upon one returning to the city, followed by
a furious lady wbo Is wildly screaming for ber child.
In the meantime the lady upon whom the baby
was foisted had turned It over to the baggage man,
wbo had placed It In an orphan asylum. The detective and Jones sadly hurry there, but the baby
Is mixed with another, so Jones takes tbem both.
The mother claims her child, and Jones, who bas
explained all to his puzzled sweetheart, does not
know what to do with tbe child, so he and his
fiancee decide to adopt It.

UNIVERSAL.
ANIMATED WEEKLY NO. 41 (Dec. 18).— SIR
TnOMAS LIPTON, the famous English sportsman, enjoys the deer hunting near St. Louis, Mo.
DISASTROUS HOTEL FIRE.— Ruins are all that
Is left of the one-time famous Gibson House, at
Cincinnati, Ohio.
SITE SELECTING CEREMONIES.— The New
York delegates select a site for the New York State
Building at San Francisco.
PARIS FASHIONS.— Latest importations from
tbe fashion centre of Paris.
LAUNCHING AT CAMDEN.— Fifty Titian-haired
maidens assist In the launching of the "Washington
Irving" at Camden, New Jersey. Mrs. E. E. 01cott, sponsor, and the Washington Irving High
School Girls.
GRAND CENTRAL PALACE CAT SHOW.— The
felines compete for honors at their Annual Show,
New
York City.
MOTOR CYCLE POLO GAME.— A new and exciting game of polo is played at Des Moines, Iowa.
SHOPPING CENTRES OF NEW YORK.— Scenes
In the New York shopping districts.
HEAD-ON COLLISION.— Five persons are killed
and many Injured when a passenger and a freight
train crash head-on at Pen-Mar, Maryland.
THE BATTLESHIP NEW HAMPSHIRE.— On the
way to Santo Domingo to protect Americans from
the Insurgents.
ATHLETES AT LONDON.— The London clubs
hold their annual games and walking match, despite the bad weather.
WHO'S WHO
IN STAGELAND.— DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS. This clever actor poses especially
for the Animated Weekly's famous Players' Series.

REX.

IT DESN'T PAY (Jan. 6).-^Tohn Langdon, a
prosperous young business man is seen in his happy
home with his wife and four-year old daughter. On
his way to business he meets an old college friend,
who shows him a telegram from a horse owner saying that a certain horse cannot lose and for him
to go the limit. John is not interested, and tells
his friend so. His friend, Dick Ralston, is next
seen in a gambling house, where he wins a twenty
to one chance. At John's house that night he produces a large roll of bills saying the tip was good
and the horse won. Next day Dick calls at John's
office and shows him another telegram similar to
the first one. This time John is persuaded to accompany Dick to the poolroom, where they both
win on a long shot.
John becomes a frequent visitor at the poolroom
and neglects his business. Soon he becomes bankrupt, and mortgages his home. He takes one last
chance and loses everything. Shortly after we find
the family living In a miserable attic, povertystricken, the wife very ill and John a drunken
wreck. The wife dies and John, filled with remorse, sinks on the table in the wretched room,
with his child beside blm.
AN ILL WIND (Dec. 29). — Tom Moore and Margaret Smith are fellow employees in a big department store. She Is being pursued by one of the
junior partners of the concern, who gains the
hatred of Tom and they engage in a fight, from
which the partner comes out second best, swearing
vengeance.
The boys and girls In the store arrange for a
Hallowe'en party, to be given at the home of one
of them. After the party, Tom sees Margaret
home, and on the way pops the question. She does
not give him his answer.
At the store the next day, the partner notices
the increased friendship between Tom and Margaret, and when Tom's back is turned, he takes
from a pile of documents on his desk a check, and
then circulates the report that Tom is short In
"lints. Poor Tom Is railroaded to jail and
although Margaret tries to write him, her letters
are intercepted, and he, not hearing from her,
thinks she has forgotten him.

A year passes, Margaret falls heir to wealth
and departs for the Metropolis. She engages in,
society pursuits. Five years have elapsed and
Hallowe'en night comes around again. She is asked
out that evening to a smart society function, where
she
she receives
declines. proposals from a few men, all of which
Tom's release bas been anticipated by his conduct, so that he Is out again in tbe world before
the five years are up. In vain he seeks work, but
always as be obtains It, tbe sleuth hounds of the
law inform his employers of his past Incarceration and he loses tbe work. He meets an old
comrade of his prison days, who Informs him that
it is no use for him to try and find work and that
a life of crime is tbe only way open for him.
He also shows him Margaret's apartment, which he
says Is empty of its owner. Tom enters the
place while Margaret 1b away, and In going round
the room with his flash-light, he encounters ber
photograph. He hears her carriage drive up and
hides behind the curtains. She enters tbe room,
and he, fascinated by her beauty, comes behind
her. She shrieks in dismay, but as she hears his
voice begging her to let bim go, as this was bis
first attempt, she lifts the mask off his face.

VICTOR.
THE PROFESSOR'S DILEMMA (Dec. 27).— Professor Philipps is overworked and unable to proceed further with a scientific work which he bas In
preparation. Roberts, the athletic trainer of the
college, visits him, and, realizing his condition,
kick his secretary out of the room and tells him
he needs a rest. Obtaining leave of absence, they
go up into tbe mountains on a shooting trip, the
professor going, however, unwillingly.
Arriving at tbeir destination, they meet Diana
Deane. The professor, who is very modest, is
shocked at seeing a woman going about with a
gun, and refuses to form her acquaintance.
Having received lessons in shooting from Roberts, the professor sallies forth one morning, filled
with high hopes. Seeing what he supposes to be
a wild animal, he alms and fires and shoots off
Diana's Tarn O'Shanter cap. The unfortunate professor lays all the blame upon his spectacles, and
taking them off, he throws them down and tramps
upon them, swearing never to wear them again.
This action appeals to the bnmoous side of
Diana's nature and she forgives him.
Once home again the professor mopes and mourns
and Is filled only with thoughts of her. Roberts
again noticing his condition, finally hits upon a
plan to cheer up his friend; be returns to the
mountain hotel and writes a love letter to the professor, signing Diana's name to it. The professor
receives it, is overwhelmed with joy and sits down
and answers It, writing a most sentimental and
effusive epistle, a thing which Roberts had not
counted upon. Visiting him, Roberts is told by
the professor of the letter he received and his
answer, and the worthy athletic trainer is so
overcome with laughter that he has great trouble
in explaining the joke be has played upon him.
Horror-stricken, the poor professor begs Roberts
to undo tbe damage he has done, by going after
and regaining the letter before she receives it.
Roberts refuses and tbe professor starts off on the
mission himself.
His many false moves and the various scrapes
he finds himself In before he regains bis letter
wear him almost to a frazzle, and when at last he
Is compelled, through force of circumstances to
surrender the awful missive to Diana, he Is ready
to faint away. But when he discovers, to his
amazement, that Diana likes the tone of his letter,
and that she really loves him, his joy cannot be
described, it being unlimited, and his method of
expressing It Inimitable.

MILANO.
HER INSPIRATION (Dec. 28).— Leila, a young
English girl, is studying music in Naples under
Prof. Perez. He has been commissioned by the
London Opera Company to furnish a new production for the opening bill of the season. Overworked
and forced for time, the young musician is at his
wits' end for the theme of a big vocal number
which will be the keynote to his whole work.
Leila Is secretly in love with the professor, and
mistaking his interest in her studies for a deeper
feeling, cherishes the thought that he returns her
affection. This Is not so, however, for the master
is too intent upon his life mission to give thought
to
the young
healthIn
fadessuch
withemotions,
her secret and
suffering.
Duringgirl's
a lesson
the conservatory Leila faints and a complete rest
is advised for her at the mountain villa. The professor WTltes his hopes for her speedy return to
health, and at the same time expresses his fears
of failure to finish his beloved opera in time.
Several nights later, Leila strikes upon an air
which she feels must be the one so long sought.
Sending for the professor, she presents him with
her composition, and be, after playing It, becomes very enthusiastic, claiming it will mean
certain success for his opera. He leaves for London, and there, wrapped up in rehearsals of the
singers, has little time or thought for those who
have worked for his success at home. A friend In
London writes to Leila telling that her professor
bas had his opera accepted and that a great success
hence.
is looked for upon its opening night, two weeks
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we
Motio«
Picture
Theatre that
month.
engineer
Theaters
Thii it 60
aa free
tree aenrice to Motion
Picture Theatre
Manager*.
National X-Ray Reflector Co,
337 W. Jackson BlvtL, Chicago.
Distance, Screen to Rear of Auditorium.
Ceiling Height
Width of Home
............
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Leila prevails upon ber mother to accompany her
back to London in time for the opera. The mother
|l .1 ,.i to Me bar daughter*! returning good spirits
anil arranges
for their return
trip.
The much anticipated moment arrives: Leila
irltnaaaea
and
Joins
In the ovation
accorded
the
donna on the rendition of her song, and
mother and daughter are oabered back on the stage
i the profeaaor and the great singer. Here
a Mow falls u|ion the unwarned girl. Her gaze
upon the professor and the prima donna In
an Impromptu love M-cne, and she falls back. They
fc'o the finger's dressing room, and Leila, gaining
courage, follows him, but with faltering heart as her
fade. Opening the door she finds the composer kissing he prima donna. He Is sarled a her
entrance) but coldly greets her and then leaves the
room In company with the singer. The weak little
maiden can stand no more; her delusion of happiness vanished, she Is crushed and stunned, and
seeking her mother, gives vent to her pent-up
agony of soul In a wild burst of tears on that
faithful breast.

KAY-BEE.
THE GREAT SACRIFICE (2 reels) (Jan. 3).—
Jim Ward, a southerner, is engaged to Edith Blake.
■ort's her to a dance on Christmas eve. His
brother. Tack, banga a sprig of mistletoe on the
veranda and entires the girls underneath It. when
he kisses them. Edith has just fallen a victim to
Jack's trap and he has clasped her In his arms,
when Jim, Ignorant of the true state of things,
looks out. Angry and hurt, he goes home without a
word and thereafter avoids Edith, who is puzzled
at his actions, but too proud to ask an explanation.
She accepts the attentions of Jack, who falls In
love with her.
The war breaks out and Jim Is among the first to
answer the call for men, being made a Hententnt.
Thrilling scenes of battle are shown in which Jim
takes part. Jack marries Edith and stays at home,
and, the family fortunes having dwindled on account of the war, he Is unable to meet a mortgage
held by Silas Green. Green makes a demand for
payment, and as be leaves Jack's home he Is captured by northern soldiers, who draft him into the
service. His cowardly heart revolts at the prospect
of risking his life, and he offers to purchase a
substitute. Accordingly, he persuades Jack to take
his place, agreeing to cancel the mortgage. It thus
happens that Jack is seen fighting under the stars
ami stripes, while Jim Is battling under the confederate emblem. In a sensational charge the
federals capture a number of prisoners, among them
Jack, who Is brought before his own brother.
Jack is placed in a hencoop, which has been improvised into a jail, and overpowers his guard. He
escapes hy changing uniforms with the confederate,
and making his exit in the midst of tremendous
excitement during a crushing attack by the federals.
A bomb drops onto the hencoop and In bursting
destroys It. killing the confederate guard whom
Tack bad locked in. and mangling his features Into
an unrecognizable mass, Jim sees the body and believing it to be his brother, is greatly affected by
tbe pitiful sight. The bruised and battered corpse
is sent home for burial, and Jim regrets his enmity,
forfeiting the great wrong he thought his brother
had (lone him. Clad in the confederate uniform.
Jack is captured by the federals and placed in
prison. The war ends and Jim goes home, where
be effects a reconciliation with Edith, who is the
mother of bis brother's child, and marries her.
The release of prisoners occupies considerable
time, and Jack, with long, unkempt hair and heard,
anxiously awaits the day of freedom. When he
is finally set at liberty, he makes his way home
and sees his little girl, accompanied by the old
Ciegro mammy, going to the graveyard. They do not
recognize him, and lie learns that they are laying
flowers on the grave they think Is his. Questioning
them he is horrified to learn of Edith's marriage to
his brother, and for tbe first time he understands
lils brother's animosity toward himself. As night
falls he peers into the window and notes with
sinking heart the love existing between tbe trio —
his wife and child and his brother. To reveal himself would cast desolation upon three lives: to remain silent would hurt but himself. He resolves
to make the sll( i
Going to tbe tavern he learns that Silas Green Is
lelug the mortgage on the home,
taking ade of Jack's
supposed
death.
He determines
. t hi- property, but Is In a quandary as to
how
to do it without divulging the fact that be is
alive.
He resolves to secure possession of the mortand effecting an entrance into Green's house
tinds the document.
Green,
awakening,
rushes
at
tbe
Intruder
with
a pistol
and
fires.
Jack
and
Green
engage
In a de
niggle.
A Stableiii.iii, bearing the shot, gratis a rifle and runs to the
house, Jual :i< jack throws his antagonist from him
and hurls him through the window. The startled
stalde -man Urea at the form, which he thinks Is that
of a burglar, and Silas Green receives the charge.
.Lick makes his escape, and the picture closes with
him standing in the road, loklng lonjrlrily back toward the little town sheltering the woman he loves.
and for whom
be has made such a great
sacrifice.
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the Exhibitors

Penbrook, Pa. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a new moving picture theater for Miss
Tlllle Zarker.
Zanesville, 0. — The Weller theater will be reopened for business
shortly.
Los Angeles, Cal. — Architects Train & Williams
have completed plans for a brick theater building
at the corner of 47th street and Moneta avenue for
Jno. Uerelli.
Brownsville, Tex. — P. K. Magruder, of San
Antonio has been awarded a contract to erect a
brick
picture
theater
here.
Elroy, Wis. — T. I). Breslln sold the Unique theater
to W.
E. Allen recently.
Chicago, D.I.— N. W. Busheleman, of 1012 E. 63d
street this city is contemplating tbe building of a
$40,000 moving
picture
theater.
Chadron, Neb. — The Rex theater changeld hands,
L.
T.
McCuteheon,
a
prominent
capitalist ef Bakersson & York.
Berlin, Neb. — Roy Stover and John Mlnnlck
formed partnership and opened a picture show at
Berlin.
Oroville, Cal. — E. M. Walters, principal owner
in the Gem theater in this city sold his share to
L. T. McCutchen, a prominent capitalist of Bakersfield.
Des Moines, la. — Elbert & Getchell. owners of
the Princess, Berchel, Majestic and Unique theaters
have plans for the erection of a new show house
in this city.
BeckJey, W. Va. — Mr. W. E. Deegans of Glen
Jean, Is erecting a new opera bouse here.
Salt Lake City, Utah. — A contract has been let
for the erection of a moving picture theater, west
of Walker Bros.' old bank.
J. R. Walker, Manager.
Paragould, Ark. — J. L. Martin, proprietor of the
Mian theater, this city, has sold his show to the
National Theater Company, which concern also
owns the Lyric theater. Both shows will be continued by tbe National Company.
Rochester, N. Y. — The New Lyndhurst theater at
tbe corner of North and Lyndhurst streets opened
for business.
Paris, 111. — Tbe Billlken theater of Paris has been
sold to J. C. Stevens of Crawfordsville,
Ind.

Neenah, Wis. — A deal was completed recently,
whereby the Idle Hour motion picture theater, this
city, passes from the bands of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Droske, to the ownership of Alex. C. Raatz of
Osbkosh. who has already taken active management. Tbe name of tbe theater will be changed to
"The
Rex."
Stromsburg, Neb. — Wm. Patterson has gone to
Chadron where be bas bought a moving picture
theater
and
will locate
In that city.
Wheeling, W. Va. — F. II. Lange, Lou Gutman,
Samuel Ungerieder and others are reported to
erect a theater at 14th and Market streets this city.
Louisville, Ky. — A contract has been let for the
erection of a new National Theater building, to
cost $300,000, on tbe corner of Sth and Walnut
streets.
Aberdeen, 8. D. — Tbe Cosy theater this city baa
changed Its name to the Princess, coincident with
tbe changes and remodeling of the front.
Ft. Wayne, Ind. — Colonial Theater Co., capital
$10,000. Directors, Herman C. Heisler, B. M.
Heisler, H. Heisler.
Mt. Moline, HI. — Henry Heeft of Genesee and F.
B. McClure of St. Louis are considering building
a $50,000
theater
in this city.
Apollo, Pa. — J. C. McCauley and B. F. McCauley
of Altoona will erect a $10,000 theater building In
Warren
avenue.
Baltimore, Md. — Tbe Fidelity Construction Co..
has been awarded the contract to erect a moving
picture theater for Pearse & Scbeck, 1116 W.
Baltimore
street, this city.
Palmyra, Wis. — A. J. Gilbertson sold his moving
picture theater to Otto Sherer.
Norwood, 0. — A new theater building will be
erected on Main avenue here.
West Duluth, Minn. — This city is to have a new
vaudeville theater building, costing $45,000. Site
323 Central
avenue.
San Francisco, Cal. — Funds are being raised for
the erection of an opera bouse, costing $750,000.
Andrea Sharbere,
Manager.
Battle Creek, Mich. — This city is to have a new
theater building.
Harry B. Knapp. Manager.
Chicago, m. — Investors Theater Co., 38 S. Dearborn street are to build a $20,000 theater building.
Brooklyn, N. Y. — A syndicate will erect a movburst, ing L.picture
I. theater building on Broadway, ElmClarinda, Iowa. — The Armory
be rebuilt by a stock company.

TICKET DISPENSERS

GRAND

theater building will
Cost $20,000.

RAPIDS.

What every theater owner wants.
Absolutely reliable — untamperable.
Full details upon request.

SINCE ness
the
has been
rebuilding,
busidown Superba
at the Apollo
bas been
exceptionally
heavy. Features well advertised are a policy which
Mr.
Fred
Nichols
finds pays
well.
Miss Hoteling, pianist for so long a time at the
Idle Hour bas been on the sick list for some three
weeks.

PERFUME and DISINFECT
Your Theatre with

Mr. Roy Teevin, musical director at the Columbia, had a very severe illness and has Just resumed duties. Mr. Banks took his place while
Roy
Was
away.

DISINFECTINE

Work on the new Superba Is being rapidly completed. The seating is being arranged and the
decorating is finished. Mr. Geo. Nichols states
the house will open about Christmas. It is certainly one of tbe handsomest small theaters in
this section and tbe front is going to be a big
ready.
surprise. The huge electric sign for the front is

Geranium

Odor

i gallon.. $ 2.50
3 gallons. $ 6.50
5 gallons. 10.00
10 gallons. 18.00
All sizes furnished with sprayer.

AMUSEMENT

SUPPLY

America' m Largest M. P. Supply

CO.
House

107A No. Dearborn Street, Chicago

Orchestra Music
FOR

MOVING PICTURES
Violin, Cornet and Drum parts have
been added to the popular "Orpheum
Collection" of piano music (dramatic
and descriptive) for Moving Pictures.
Practical for piano alone or any number of above instruments. Issued in
two parts: No. 1 and No. 2.
Piano, 58
Violin,
40
Cornet, 35
Drums, 30
Send

cents
each; both
both No. 's $1.15
cents each;
75c
cents each; both
65c
cents each; both
" . 55c
for free sample pages.

CLARENCE

E. SINN

1501 Sedgwick St., Chicago, III.

Roy Patchen, a local young man, has taken the
advertising agency for the Columbia. Mr. Patchen
was formerly with Barnum & Bailey and Forepaughs. He knows the business thoroughly and will
undoubtedly
make
good.
At the Idea, Mr. Vogelsang, formerly in the
motion picture business in Allegan and Benton
Harbor, has assumed charge as manager. Mr.
Baumbach, the former manager, has left to arrange the schedules for the Central Ball League
of which
he is secretary.
Tbe new policy of Mr. Breen in publishing the
full list of all licensed films for the week, In the
newspapers has scored strongly — it is very convenient and makes a splendid
publicity stunt.
HUGH KING HARRIS.

MEMPHIS.
A NTHONY Jannus, the avaitor. passed here In
" his Benoist Hydroaeroplane. He bad with him
as a passenger, Mr. William Trests. a St. Louis
newspaper man. who was taking motion pictures as
the flight progressed
down
the river.
Kleinschmidt and Lane's Alaska-Siberia motion
pictures are being exhibited here at the Lyceum
theater, the largest and most popular theater In
the city. They have been received with applause
and enthusiasm by large audieuces.
New Majestic No. 2. which was opened here about
two months ago. Is said to be the largest and most
elaborate exclusive photoplay house in the South.
It seats comfortably about 1200 people. Every
modern appliance known to the industry has been
installed, including a mirror screen, the indirect
lighting system and three projecting machines in
a modern fireproof booth. The show runs four
reels of pictures and two illustrated songs. It is
a worthy addition to tbe photoplay houses of this
city and with able management, excellent projection, music and effects, it cannot fail to Impress upon anyone the fact that the motion picture
is a serious contender for high honors in tbe
amusement world.
C. B. De La HUNT.
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BRASS
RAIL I NOP.
RASKL8

105 4th Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Western Penna.
West Virginia

It's a live wire Feature Exchange if
they have Union and Great Northern
Features
DEAD
MAN'S tiauner
CHILD,andlu photon,
3 reels.heralds
One sheets,
three sheets,
$1.50
prr M
Rentals $10.00 dully.
THE
DAREDEVIL
CRIMINAL,
sequel to the
8 reels,$1.50one persheets,
three
sheets, Man's
photos Child,
aud heralds
M.
Rental
$15.00 dally.
THE GREAT OCEAN DISASTER, 8 reels, one
sheets, thiee ■heels, banner, photos aud heralds
$l.:>o per M. Bental $12.00 dully.
THROUGH TRIALS TO VICTORY, 3 reels; one
sheets, three si let its, hunner and photos, heralds
$1.50 per M. Rental $15.00 dally.
THE SPECKLED BAND, by Sir A. Conan Doyle
(Sherlock Holmenets, one
sleets, photos, heralds $1.50 per M. $15.00 dally.
THE IRON HAND, 2 reels. 8 sheets, 3 sheets. 1
sheets,
photos aud
heralds $1.50 M.
Rental
$13.00 dally.
THE IRONMASTER,
2 reels, 8 sheets, 1 sheets.
Shotos
ally. aud heralds $1.50 per M. Rental $12.50
THE REYGATE SQUIRES (Sherlock Holmes), 2
reels, 8 sheets, o sheets. 1 sheets, photos and
heralds $1.50 per M. Rental $15.00 dally.
THE DEATH OF A DREAM, 2 reels. Spectacular subject. 6 sheets, 3 and 1 sheets, photos and
heralds $1.50 per M. $12.50 dally.

SARAH BERNHARDT
in "La Tosca"— 2 reels

Writs
Q»ni.s>
for

ORILLKS
CUSPIDOR!
KICK
PLATE!
«££>

POSTKR
'RAMUS

^^

McKenna Bros. Brass Co.
—

PITTSBURGH

ItalaQmepies
-TWO ON EVERY REEL-

EVERY M9NI7AY
NEW POSTERS THAT PULL
(ASK ANY EXCHANGE)

Itala
FTlmC;o.of7\merica
COLUMBIA THEATRE., N .Y.

The"Music"Fotoplayer"
for the Pictures"
130 Kearny St., San Francisco, Cal.

Will Sarah Bernhardt play your theatre?

EXHIBITORS

THE
SPHINX,
or "LOVE UNDER
THE
RED
TERROR.''
2 reels.
Rental $12.50 dally.
THE PHANTOM BANDIT, 4 reels. 6 sheets, 3
sheets and one sheets, photos and heralds $1 50
per M.
Rental $15,00 dally.
THE AUTO BANDITS OF PARIS, 3 reels, still
a record-hreaker at $15.00 per day.
TOM
BUTLER,
The Convict's
Last Stand
3
reels, a great subject at $15.00 per day.
We are also booking:
SHIPWRECKED IN ICEBERGS, 3 reels. The
greatest ocean disaster film ever produced.
$20.00 dally. A scleutlflc production: a masterperfection. Record breaking business.
Book ITpiece of NOW.
THE
JAMES
BOYS
EN MISSOURI,
Atlas,
3
reels New York and Pennsylvania. $15.00 dallv
For Ohio we ofTer:

Photo Records Co., 38 W. 40th St., New York Gfy

TOM BUTLER, the Convict's Last Stand, 3
reels.
$15.00 daily.
HUNTING THE GAME OF A LARGE CITY 3
reels.
$15.00 daily.

Greater J, D, OF
Williams
Amusement Co., Ltd.
AUSTRALASIA

UNRESTRICTED
The great sensationally-acted White Slavery
film. IN THE HANDS OF LMPOSTERS. A Great
Northern feature. Rental $15.00 dally. Not a
minute of stalling, a feature that is a feature
BATTLE OF MERGHEB, Turkish-Italian War. 2
reels. Rental $15.00. 2 days, $25.00.
BATTLE OF ZANZURI and one other, TurkishItalian War, 2 reels. Rental $15.00, 2 days,
BALKAN
WAR,
series 1, Union Features, one
reel: $5.00 dally.
BALKAN WAR, series 2 and 3, Union Features,
one reel, $7.50 daily.
THE
FATAL
WEDDING
DAY,
or Soul's Mvstery, 2 reels, good front, lobby display.
$10.00
dailv.
ACROBAT'S DAUGHTER, sequel to THE FOUR
DAREDEVILS;
4 reels, with good
front and
lobby display.
$15.00 dallv.
THE FOUR DAREDEVILS, Great Circus subject.
3 reels. $10.00 dally.
WHITE
SLAVERY,
3 reels, nothing to offend,
good front & lobby.
$15.00 dally.
ONLY AN ACTRESS, 3 reels, a good story, good
front & lobby.
$15.00 daily.
NURSING A VIPER, 3 reels, a story of today,
good front and lobby.
$15.00 daily.
Write us for our film agreement, and
send us your references; and wait for
our O. K. before advertising them.
Customer
pays
all express
charges.
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McKENNA

LIBERTY
FILM
RENTING CO.
THE GREATEST FEATURES
THE WORLD PRODUCES
Great Northern Features
Union Features

PICTURE

Write us for comic film leaders — hats off, no
smoking, etc. We contract for local pictures.
You need our Happy New Year Greeting trick
aim.
Price $6.00.

Cable Address: McWickfilm. N. Y

Ye Olde ^

Curiosity Shop
with up to date features added
Book at once,

genuine

curios

CHRISTMAS

Outlaw's Christmas
Letter to Jesus
Passion Play
Tramp's Christmas
Dinner
Prodigal Son
Sister Angelica
NEW

YEAR'S

SPECIALS

Lost New Year's Dinner
Turning Over a New Leaf
New Year's Resolutions
and Many Others
FILMS
Like wine improve with age

"STAR

2711

OF BETHLEHEM"
Heralds, $2.25 per
1,000.
Cash with order.
PROMPT PTG. CO.,
Church Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

L. M. NOlO,

Columbia Theatre Bldg., New York City
BRIANT

3982

Lobby Display
Attractive
There is nothing more
fascinating to the public
than a bright bras, frame
to display your photo, or
posters.
We make Lobby and
Theater Fixture* and
Brass Rails of every
description.
Writt for Catalog
Don't fail to visit our
complete New York showro m, oii 1 03 4th Ave.

THE NEWMAN
MFG. CO.
717-781
8ycamor* O. Be,
Cincinnati,
Established 1882

when properly stored. For 8
years we have been accumulating the World's Greatest
Photo-plays and blending the
Vintage with Late Features of
2 and 3 Reel Importations.
Over 1500 varieties served at
$1 to f5 per day, with 3 sheet
posters on the side. Sample
show sent free for trial.

EVERYBODY

EVERYWHERE

Write for list and

Ambrosios
Parsifal

open

dates on

Finest Productions
|New York & New Jersey

Siegfried New York only
Veiled Prophet Anywhere

MOTION V I NX

\ V Z3-EWSL

PICTUPES^lXs^7
toYorlc
BUYING
SELLING
RENTING

500 reels genuine old curios for sale
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GAUMONT.
lililllllllllllllllllllllllllli:

INDEPENDENT
RELEASE

DATES

^iiiniuiiiwiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiii 11

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

10 — The Mission of tbe Carols (Drama)..
10 — Travels of the Ural Mountains (Sc.)
11— Gaumont's
Weekly,
No. 40 (Topical)
12 — An Elephant Sleuth (Drama)
14 — Battlefields of the Bakans
(Topical)
17— A Hazard for a Heart (Drama)
10 — A Telephone Entanglement (Comedy)..
19 — Twlxt Devil and tbe Deep Sea (Com.)
24— A Peach
for a Prisoner
(Dr.)
20— Zlgoto Drives a Locomotive (Com.)..
20— The Man
with the Pull (Com.)....

Nov.
Dec.
I,,.,..
Dec.
Dec.

28 — The Toll of the Sea (Drama)
8 — Apartment
No. 18 (Comedy)
io — Tbe Awakening of John Brldd (Drama)
17— One Day
(Dr.)
24 — The Amulet
(Drama)
:l— Dorothy's Birthday
(Drama)

10 — Daughters of Senor Lopes (Drama)
jo — Tbe Power of Love (Drama)
21 — Saving tbe Innocents
(Educational)..
21— Mrs. Brown's
Baby (Comedy)
23— The Recognition
(Dr.)
20— Blackened
Hills (Dr.)
28— Tbe Girl of tbe Manor
(Dr.)
30 — Loneliness of Neglect (Drama)
2 — Love and tbe Law (Drama)
)
4— Tbe Fraud that Failed (Drama)

1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

7 — Grandfather's Clock (Comedy)
7— Jack the Window Cleaner (Comedy)..
14— His First Patient (Comedy)
21 — The Christmas Gift (Com.)
21— Danish
Hussars
(Mil.)
28 — An Emergency Waiter (Comedy)
28— From the Balkan War (Scenic)

AMBB0SI0.
Not. 27— Playing with lodged Tools (Drama)..
Dec. 4— Tbe Inseparable Friends (Comedy)...
Dec.
4 — Plenty of Good Lungs (Comedy)

GREAT

BISON.
Dec.
8— Big Rock's Last Stand (2 reels, Dr.)
Dec.
7 — Tbe Rlgbts of a Savage
(Drama)
Dec. 10— A Four-Footed Hero (2 reels) (Drama)
Dec. 14— A Ride for Life (Drama)
Dec. 17— Before tbe White
Man- Came
(2 reel
Dec. 21 — Indian Dances and Pastimes
Dec. 24 — The Heroine of the Plains (2
i Drama)
Dec. 28 — El t'apltan and the Land Grabbers
Dec. 31— The Redemption of White Hawk
Jan.
4 — Regimental Pals (Drama)

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

IMP.
12— Lass o' the Light (Drama)
14 — Aunt Dinah's Plot (Comedy)
14 — A Day at West Point (Military)
16— The Long Strike (2 reel Dr.)
19— The New Fire Cblef (Com.)
21— The
More
Haste
the
Less
Speed
(Com.)
23 — The Old Folks' Christmas (Drama)...
26 — The New Magdalen (2 reels) (Drama).
28 — As the Doctor Ordered (Comedy)
28— A Widow's Wiles (Comedy)

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dee.
Dee.
Dec.
Dee,

2 — A Spider on the Brain (Com. )
2 — Too Much Beauty
(Com. )
16 — Peeping
Tom
(Com.)
16. — Keeping
In Style
(Com. )
23 — Easy to Return Home
(Com.)
23— A Good Hunting
Dog (Com.)
30 — Knock
Wood
(Comedy)
80 — Two Little Devils (Comedy)

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.

22 — The Army Surgeon (2 reels) (Dr.)...
29 — The Invaders (3 reels) (Dr.)
6 — For the Cause (2 reels, Drama)
13— Blood Will Tell (2 reels, Drama)
20 — Tbe Dead Pays (2 reels (Drama)
27 — The Law of the West (3 reels Dr.)
3 — The Great Sacrifice (2 reels) (Drama)
10 — The Paymaster's Son (2 reels) (Drama)

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Deo.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

16 — Mable's
Adventures
(Comedy)
16 — Useful Sheep
23 — Hoffmeyer'8
Legacy
(Comedy)
23 — The Drummer's Vacation (Comedy) . . .
30 — The Due
(Com.)
80 — Mabel's
Strategem
(Com.)
6 — Saving Mabel's Dad (Comedy)
U — A Double Wedding (Comedy)
13— The Cure that Failed (Comedy)
13 — How Hiram Won Out (Comedy)
LUX.

Dr.)

Nor.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

M

(Ed.)
reels)
I Dr. )
(Dr.)

CHAMPION.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

4— A Tramp's Strategy (Drama)
11— A Protege of Uncle Sam (2 reels) (Dr.)
18— Blue Ridge Folks (Dr.)
25 — The Gateway to America (Drama)...
2— Billy Jones of New York (Com.-Dr.)
9 — The Honeymooners
(Comedy)
10— Right Shall Prevail (Dr.)
23— The Chaperones (Comedy)
CRYSTAL.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

15 — The Mind
Cure
(Comedy)
15 — Ob, that Lemonade!
(Comedy)
22— His
Wife's
Stratagem
(Com.)
22— Mixed Bottles (Com.)
28 — Her Visitor (Comedy)
Dec. 29 — The
Elopement
(Comedy)
Jan.
5— Her Kid Sister (Comedy)
Jan.
5— Jones Resurrected
(Comedy)

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec,

ECLAIR.
10 — The Black Sheep (Drama)
12 — The Poisoned
Pool (Drama)
15 — The
Busy
Bee
(Scientific)
10 — Funnlcua' Hunting Exploit (Comedy)..
17— When an Old Maid Gets Busy (Com.
Dr.)
19 — The Vengeance of the Fakir (2 reels)
(Drama)
22 — Sea Anemones
(Educational)
22 — An Unforseen
Event
(Com.)
Story of a Kiss (Com.-Dr.)
26 A Dry Town
(Comedy)

KAY-BEE.

Goat Girl of Bear Canyon
(Dr.)
Ranchman's
Wooing
(Dr.)
eked to the Mountains (Drama)...

SPECIAL
5,000
10,000

Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

29 — The Diary of a Bad Boy (Comedy)...
29 — Grateful Henry
(Comedy)
6 — Ching Chang's Little Fan (Comedy) ...
6 — The Pig that Wouldn't Stay at Home
(Comedy)
13 — Weary Gussle finds a Job (Comedy)..
13 — "All
Aboard"
(Comedy)
20 — Cleanliness
is
Next
to
Godliness
(Comedy)
Dec. 20 — Only tbe Chiropodist
(Comedy)
Dec. 27— Pat and the Milliner (Com.)
Dec. 27 — A New Use for the Bike (Com.)
Jan.
3 — Pursued by a Lioness (Drama)

Dec. 1 — The nypnotlc
Chair (Comedy)
Dec. 8 — In the Old Town
(Comedy)
Dec.
8 — The Winning of Helen (Drama)
Dec. 10 — His Day (Drama)

ROLL

- $1.25 20,000
- $2.50 25,000
FOR RESERVED SEAT THEATRE

NATIONAL

TICKET

80 — The Enchanted^ Umbrella
(Comedy)...
30 — Boniface
Is Bashful
(Comedy)
30 — Adda River Rapids (Scenic)
7 — Diamond Cnt Diamond (2 reels, Dr.)
13 — Tbe Apacbe Vow (2 reels) (Drama)...
21— Love Sublime
(2 reel Dr.)
28 — Her Inspiration (Drama)

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.

9 — Beauty Takes a Tramp
(Comedy)....
11 — Home
and Mother
(Drama)
13— The Mountain Girl's Self-Sacrifice (Dr.)
10 — Cops and Cowboys
(Com.)
18— The Stigma
(Dr.)
20 — The Power of the Cross (Dr.)
23 — Poor Jones' Vacation
(Drama)
23— Views of the U. S. Capital (Scenic)...
25 — Tbe Big White Chief (Comedy)
27— The Padre's Gift (Drama)
30 — Arabella's Ankle (Comedy)
1— The Fight for Right (Drama)
3 — The blackmailer (Drama)
POWERS.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

13
— The
(2 reels)' (Drama)
18—
(TitleNatural
Not Son
Reported)
20— A Man (Dr.)
23 — Who's the Boss (Comedy)
25 — Their Christmas Turkey (Drama)
27 — Toys of Destiny (2 reels) (Drama)
PUNCH.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.

19^-Rough On Rats (Comedy)
19 — Tbe Baby and the Cop (Comedy) ....
26— Wanted— A Husband (Com.)
26— Thf. Devil of a Time
(Com.)
2 — Her Mischievous Brother (Comedy)...
2 — A Near Tragedy (Comedy)
RELIANCE.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dee.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.

11 — Joe's
Reward
(Drama)
14 — A Fairyland
Bride (Com.-Dr.)
18 — The Fires of Conscience
(Drama)
21 — Rowdy Comes Home (Com. Dr.)
25 — Bedelia Has a Toothache
(Com.)....
25 — Foling the Specialist (Comedy)
28— Trying to Keep Bedelia (Com.)
1 — Duty and the Man (2 reels) (Drama.)
4 — A Jolly Good Fellow (Drama)
REX.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

5—
8—
12—
15 —
19—
22 —
29—
6<—

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.

SOLAX.
6— The Face At the Window
(Drama)..
11 — The Hater of Women
(Comedy)
13 — The Girl In the Armchair
(Drama)...
18 — Hearts Unknown (Drama)
20 — Five Evenings
(Comedy)
25 — The Finger Prints (Drama)
27 — The Woman Behind the Man (Dr.)..
1 — Cousins of Sherlock Holmes (Com.)..
3 — Canine Rivals (Comedy.)
THANHOUSER.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

15 —
17—
20 —
22—
24 —

KEYSTONE.

MAJESTIC.
FRONTIER.
Dec. 11 — The
Dec. 18 — The

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

ITALA.

BRONCHO.
27— The Ball Player and the Bandit (Dr.)
4 — nis Squaw (2 reels — Drama)
11 — A Double Reward
(Drama)
18 — His Sense of Duty (Drama)
25 — The Prospector's
Daughter
(Dr.)....
1 — Tbe Burning Brand (2 reels) (Drama)
8 — In the Ranks (2 reels) (Drama)
15 — A Blue Grass Romance (2 reels) (Dr.)

TICKETS

The Clue in the Bust (Drama)
The Honor of Surgery (Drama)
Jack In the Box (Dr.)
All On Account of a Banana
(Dr.)..

NESTOR.

NORTHERN.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

15 —
17 —
22 —
24 —

MILANO.

GEM.

AMERICAN.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

488
445
439
494
462
416
468
931

Paul and Virginia (2 reels, Drama) . . .
The Wheel of Destiny (Drama)
To the City (Drama)
Into the Darkness
(Drama)
Mother (Dr.)
For
His
Sake
(Dr. )
An 111 Wind
(Drama)
It Deosn't Pay (Drama)

Brains vs. Brawn
(Comedy-Drama)...
The Other Half (Drama)
The Race
(Drama)
The Repeater
(Dr.)
The Star cal)
of Bethlehem (3 reels (Bibli-

Dec. 27 — (No Release this date)
Dec. 29 — A Militant Suffragette (Com.-Dr.)
Dec. 31 — With the Mounted Police (Drama;
Jan.
3 — A Poor Relation (Drama)
VICTOR.
Nov.
Not.
Nor.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

The Redemption
of Riverton (Drama)
8 1—— Sisters
(Drama)
16 — The Lady Leone (2 reels) (Dr. )......
22— Was Mabel Cored T (Dr.)
29 — It Happened Thus (Comedy)
6 — Tbe Foolishness of Oliver (Comedy)..
13 — Owing More (Comedy)
20 — The Consequences
(Dr.)
27 — The Professor's Dilemma
(Comedy)...

THE BIG TICKET.
ANY
ANY COLORS

PRINTING

$4.50
50,000
- $6.50
GET THE SAMPLES
$5.50 100,000
- $8.00
STOCK TICKETS, 6 CENTS
COUPON TICKETS, SERIAL OR DATED, SEND DIAGRAM

COMPANY

....

Shamokin,

Pa.

THE

"THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

MIRACLE"

Now Playing to Crowded

We Have the Goods.

We Have the Rights.

State Right Buyers,

NEW

Houses Wherever Shown

YORK
145 WEST

Don't be Bluffed and Don't Delay

Get in Your Request for Territory

FILM COMPANY

45th STREET, NEW

YORK

CITY

ADVERTISE
YOUR

SHOW

IF YOU'RE

NOT

ASHAMED

OF

IT!

%^OU
know that without an attractive front you can't draw a crowd with a lead
jF pencil! And don't expect the maximum of benefit from even an attractive front
unless you use GOOD SIGNS and change them frequently.
If you're a live
wire you know that the front's the thing ! Do you use signs that attract?
Just shoot a glance over the prices of our BUSINESS BRINGERS:

LOBBY

DISPLAY

CARDS

SPECIAL

Such as Entrance, Exit, Change Days, Singers' Signs,
Admission Signs, Etc., Etc.
(Raised Effect)
CLASSY AIR-BRUSH WORK
Size 22x2s in., (full-sheet),
to order
40c
Size 14x22 in., (half-sheet),
to order
25c
15c
to order
(quarter-sheet),
Size 11x14 in.,Other
Sizes in Proportion.
3x12
Stock

BANNERS

For Announcements, Vaudeville Acts, Etc. To Order
,-.,
c * d
•i c
t~.
r\ j
t n
• i
Sent PrePa'd Same Day Order Is Received.
°nly'
3x12 ft., $1.25
3x18 ft., $1.75
ft
3X.4 fit., 2.20
i0o
3x1511.,
Other Sizes in Proportion.

[J ^ WkM Wki p Efc ^^
For either Licensed or Independent Gf\C.
More than "T CT C
DHIlllEiHw
releases.
Sent prepaid for only WW
Each
SIX
/ W£a"ch
Not cheap printed affairs, but hand-made, durable, attractive and suitably worded for all
subjects.
Made on non-cracking muslin that can be mailed or packed in the case with the film.

TERMS: Cash with Order
No C. 0. D.
Orders for Card Signs amounting
to $2.00 or over sent prepaid.
If
less, sent by express collect.

The Show Card Company
419 Heed Bldg., PHILADELPHIA

ELECTED
By the majority of Moving Picture Manufacturers as the most satisfactory tank ever built.
No loss of liquid. No damage to property
where Corcoran tanks are installed.
Send for Price Liat No. S
Far reference a* to Quality ooniult the following: The Vltagraph Co. of America, The
Independence Moving Pictures Co. of America, The Power* Picture
Co. Nestor Co.,
Thanhonier Co., Bex, Champion, Melies, Oaumont, Bt. Louis Motion Plays
Picture Co. Kinema•olor Co. of America, N. Y. Motion Picture Co., Bison, Crystal Film Co., Majestic
Solax, Eclair, Kalem, T. A. Edison Co., British- Am. Mfg. Co., Jungle Film Co.

A.

J.

1 1 JOHN

CORCORAN,
STREET,

NEW

Inc.
YORK

CITY

THE

1346

tf

LICENSED
RELEASE

mrui

DATES

BIOQRAPH.
28— After the Honeymoon (Com.)
28— Am Absent-Minded
Burglar
(Cora.)...
8— Brutality
(Drama)
B— The New
York Hat (Comedy-Drama) .
8-^Jlnx'» Birthday
Party (Comedy)
8— She Is a Pippin (Comedy)
12— My Hero
(Drama)
18— The Bnrglar'a
Dilemma
(Drama)
19 — The Divorcee
(Comedy)
19 — Papering the Den (Comedy)
28— A Cry For Help (Drama)
26 — The God Within
(Drama)
30 — Bill Bogg's Windfall (Comedy)
30 — A Day's Outing (Comedy)
2 — Three Friends
(Drama )
CINES.

Dee.
Dee.
Dee.
Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec,
Dec.
Jan.

(G. Klelne. )
T— Because of a Widow
(Comedy)
1000
10— Picturesque
Italian Scene* (Scenic).. 060
10— The "Lion Tonic"
(Comedy)
860
14 — Trapping the Conspirators
(Drama). ..1010
17— As Fate Wills (Drama)
1000
21— The TItoII Hill* and The Falls of Anlo
(Scenic)
430
21 — Nearly Lion Tamers (Comedy)
570
24 — a Ladles' Man (Comedy)
300
24 — Picturesque Sorrento, Italy (Scenic).. 825
24 — His "Spring" Overcoat (Comedy)
875
28— Balkan War Scenes (Topical)
1000
si — Among the Abruzzl Mountains
(Sc). 350
31 — Amy's Choice (Comedy-Drama)
750
4— A Sister's Heart (Drama)
1000
EDISON.

Dee. 11 — A
Dee.
Dee.
Dee.
Dee.
Dae.
Dae.
Dae.
Dee.
Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Sunday
Afternoon
la Bttral England (Scenic)
a00
11— No Place for a Minister's Bon (Com.) 700
18— Fog (Drama)
1000
14.— A Christmas Aeetdeat
(Drama)
1000
16— Peblle and Private Car* of Infanta
(Educational)
005
17— Lady Clare (Drama)
1000
18— An Old Appointment
(Drama)
500
18 — When Joey Waa On Time (Coinedy).. .">"<>
90 — The First Settler's Story (Drama)
lt>"0
21 — A Propoaal Under Difficulties (Com.) 080
28 — An Old -Fashioned Elopement (Com.).. 1000
24— What Katie Did (Drama)
1000
25 — Love Among the Geysers (Com.)
1000
27 — A Clue to Her Parentage
(Being the
sixth story of "What Happened to
Mary")
(Drama)
1000
28 — He Swore Off Smoking
(Comedy)
026
28 — How a Horseshoe Upset a Happy Family (Comedy)
478
80 — The Crime of Carelessness (Drama) . .1000
81 — For Her (Drama)
1000
1 — Yosemlte
National
Park
and
Big
Trees of California (Scenic)
375
1— How They Got the Vote (Comedy)... 625
8 — The Running Away of Doris (Dr.) .. . .1000
4 — The Red Man's Burden
(Drama)
1000
ESSANAY.

Dae.
Dee.
Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dee.
Dee.

10—
11—
12 —
18 —
14 —
17—
18—

The Shadow of toe Cross (Drama). .1000
Time
Fllea (Comedy)
1000
The Prospector (Drama)
1000
The Error of Omission
(Edu.)
1000
Alkali Ike's Motorcycle
(Comedy)
1000
The Virtue of Rags (Drama)
1000
His Birthday
Jacket
(Comedy)
1000

NOT

PICTURE

WORLD

19 — The Sheriff's Luck (Drama)
1000
20 — Gulseppe's
Good Fortune
(Comedy) .. .1000
21— Broncho Billy's Promise
(Drama)
1000
24 — The Sheriff's Inheritance
(Com. -Dr.). 1000
25— The Cat's Paw (Drama)
1000
26— Bill Mixes With Relations (Comedy) .1000
27— Love Through a Lens (Comedy)
1000
28— The Reward For Broncho Billy (Dr.). 1000
31 — Requltted
Lore (Drama)
1000
1— Seeing Is Believing (Comedy)
1000
2— The Miner's Request ilirami)
1000
3— When
Soul Meets Soul (Drama)
1000
4— Broncho
Billy and the Maid
(Dr.).. 1000

DAY*.

Monday — Illograph, Edison, Kalem, Dubin, Pathe,
Si-iiz, Vitagraph.
Tuesday — Edison, Essanay, C. G. P. C, Cines,
lubln', Sells, Vitagraph.
Wednesday — Edison, Eclipse, Essanay, Kalem,
Sellg, Petbe,
Vitagraph.
Thursday — Blograpb, Essanay, Lubln, Mclles,
Pa the, Selitf, Vitagraph.
Friday— Ellison. Essanay. Kalem, Sellg, C. G. P.
C, Lubln, Vitagraph.
Saturday— Edison, Essanay, Cine-, Kalem, Lubin,
I'athe,
Vitagraph.

Nor.
Not.
Dec
Dee.
Dee.
Dee.
Dee.
Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

Pec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

MOVING

KALEM.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

Ireland the Oppressed
(Drama)
1W0
The Finger of Suspicion (Drama)
1000
The Mayor's Crusade
(Drama)
1000
Pulque
Pete and the Opera Troupe
(Comedy)
•■••••••••
Dec. 20— Rush Hours in New York (Topical)..
Dec. 21— The
Indian
Uprising
at Santa
Fe
1(J0°
(Drama)
Dec. 23— The Shaughraun (Special 3 reel Dr.).. 3000
Dec. 23 — The
Two
Runaways
(Dr.)
1000
Dec. 25— A Busy Day In the Jungle (Com.)..
Dec. 25— Brave Old Bill (Com.)
Dec. 27 — A Business
Buccaneer
(Dr.)
1000
Dec. 28 — A Mountain Tragedy (Dr.)
1000
Dec. 30 — The Peace Offering (Comedy)
Dec. 30— Why Tightwad
Tips (Comedy)
Jan.
1— The Mission of a Bullet (Drama)
1000
Jan.
3 — A Treacherous
Shot
(Drama)
1000
Jan.
4 — The Flag of Freedom
(Drama)
1000

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

14—
16—
18 —
20—

LTJBIN.
14 — When Love Leads (Drama)
1000
16 — Bar "K"
Foreman
(Drama)
1000
17— Madeline's Christmas
(Drama)
1000
19 — His Western Way
(Drama)
1000
20— Hogan
vs. Schmidt
(Comedy)
20 — Nora the Cook (Comedy)
21 — Home
Sweet Home
(Drama)
1000
23 — The Montebank's Daughter (Drama). .1000
24 — The End of the Feud (Drama)
1000
26 — Two Boys (Comedy-Drama)
1000
27 — Palmetto
Hat Industry (Industrial)..
27 — Once Was Enough (Comedy)
28— The Blind Cattle King (Drama)
1000
30 — The Power of Silence (2 reels) (Special-Drama)
2000
30 — A Mother's Strategy (Drama)
1000
31 — The Bravery of Dora (Drama)
1000
2 — John Arthur's Trust (Drama)
1000
3 — Guilty Conscience
(Comedy)
3— Just Out of College (Com.-Dr.)
4 — The Love Token
(Drama)
1000
MELIES.

Not.
Not.
Not.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

7 — The Smuggler's Prisoner (Dr.)
1000
14— Value Received
(Drama)
1000
21 — The Governor's
Clemency
(Drama). .1000
28— Linked By Fate (Dr.)
1000
5— The Sheriff Pro Tern (Dr.)
1000
12— The Castaway
(Drama)
1000
19 — A Woodland
Christmas
In California
(Drama)
1000
Dec. 26 — Jack's Burglar (Drama)
1000
Jan.
2 — Tempest
Tossed (Drama)
1000
Jan.
9— Her Great Chance
(Drama)
1000

Dee.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
I)ec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

14—
16—
18—
19—
19—
20 —

Reindeer Hunting In Norway
(Beeale)
Pathe's Weekly,
No. 51 (Topical)
The Receiving Teller (Drama)
Glimpses of Montsns
(Scenic)
81dl Hadji Moursoulk
(Acrobatic)
The Last Performance (special release,
2 reels) (Drama)
21— A Simple Maid (Drama)
28— Pathe's Weekly* No. 52 (Topical)
25 — Dynamited Love (Comedy)
26 — The Beach Combers (Drama)
28 — TbP Bear Trap (Drama)
30— Pathe's Weekly,
No. 53 (Topical)
1 — The Cowboy and the Baby (Comedvj.
2 — The Frame-Up
(Drama)
3 — Borneo
(Special
Drama) and Juliet (2 reels)
4 — The

Doctor's
C.

Blind

Child

G.

C.

P.

(Drama) . . .

Dec.
6— The Escape of Gas (Comedy)
Dec.
6 — The Octopus
(Scenic)
Dec. 10— A Marked
(Comedy).Man (Drama)
Dec. IS— The
Capture
of Mr.
Softly

Bestlt

Dec. IS — The (Educational)
Apple
Industry
In Washlngt**
Dec. 13 — Lisbon and Oporto (Scenic)
Dec. 17— A Rival of Comas
(Comedy)
Dec. 17 — Metamorphoses
(Trick >
Dec. 20 — A Fsrin House Romance (Comedy)....
Dec. 20 — The (Acrobatic)
Dlonnea on the Horizontal
Bar
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.

24 —
27 —
27—
31 —
3—
3—

The Christmas
Miracle (Drama)
French Naval Manoeuvres (Naval)..
The Chaffinch and Her Family (Edu.)
The Caprices of the King (Hist. -Dr.)
Between
the Girls (Coinedy)
Sand Hoppers
(Scientific)

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

10— The Ranger and His Horse (Drama). .1000
11— The Girl of the Mountains
(Drama). .1000
12— The God of Gold (Drama)
MOO
18 — A Near-Sighted Cupid (Comedy)
13 — In a Japanese Garden
(Scenic)
16 — Opltsah (Apache for Sweetheart)
(Dr.)1000
17 — Buck's Romance (Drama)
1000
18— The Millionaire Vagabonds
(Comedy) .. 1000
19 — Sammy Orpheus
(Comedy)
1000
20— The Last of Her Tribe (Drama)
1000
23 — Harbor Island (Drama)
1000
24— Roderick's Ride (Drama)
1000
25 — A Counterfeit Santa Claus (Comedy). .1000
26 — The Little Organ Player of San Juan
(Drama)
1000
27 — HowHis theWinter
"DukeHome
of Leisure"
(Comedy) Reached
27 — A Pair of Boots (Comedy)
30 — Our Lady of the Pearls (Drama)
1000
31 — A Rough
Ride with
Nitroglycerine
(Drama)
1000
I;— A Loyal Deserter (Drama)
1000
2 — Greater Wealth
(Drama)
1000
3 — A Curious Family (Comedy)
3 — Steak and Onions (Comedy)

SELIG.

Dec.
Dec.
Dee.
Dee.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

VITAGRAPH.

Not.
Not.
Not.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dee.
Jan.
Jan.

ECLIPSE.
(G. Klein*. )
20 — The Hasqueradera
(Dr.)
1000
27 — Treblaond and Surroundings
(Beeale). 600
27— A Man for a Day (Com.)
600
4 — Wrongly
Accused
(Drama)
1000
11 — The Manchester Ship Canal, England
(Scenic)
400
11— Just Missed Him
(Comedy)
800
16— The Red Man'a Honor (Parts 1 ft 2)
(Drama)
(Special)
2000
18 — Picturesque
Dalmatla
(Scenic)
450
18 — Three Rogues Outwitted (Comedy)
550
25 — Beauty Spots In South Walea (Sc.)... 250
25— Wood Industry In French Jura (Dad.) 800
25— The "Angel"
Child (Comedy)
400
1— Laughing Billy (Comedy)
400
1— A Four-Footed Cupid (Comedy)
600

PATHE.
Not. 20 — The Great Steeplechase (2 reel Special)
(Dr.)
Not. 80— The Winning of White Dove (Dr.)...
Dec.
2 — Pathe's Weekly,
No. 40 (Topical)
Dec.
4— The Little Indian Model (Drama)....
Dec.
6— A Tenacious
Lover (Comedy)
Dec.
7 — The Spendthrift's Reform
(Drama)...
Dec. 11 — Fate's
Decree
(Drams >
Dec. 12 — The Compact
(Drama)
Dec. 14— The
Rise
snd
Fall of Mickey
Ma
bone (Comedy)

IM

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dee.
Dee.
Dee.
Dec.

8—
10 —
11—
12 —
IS—
14—
14 —

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

16— A Leap Year Proposal (Com.-Dr.)
1000
17— The Night Before Christmas (Drama).. 1000
18— Who Stole Bunny's Umbrella (Comedy)
18— At the Dog Show (Topical)
19— The Hat (Drama)
1000
20— Following the Star (Drama)
1000
21. — A Marriage of Convenience (Drama) . .1000
23.— While She Powdered Her Nose (Com.). 1000
24 — It All Came Out In the Wash (Com.)
24 — Ida's Christmas
(Comedy)
25 — Two Women and Two Men (Drama). 1000
26 — Frecklee
(Comedy)
WOO
27— The Better Man (Drama)
1000
27 — The
Reincarnation
of Karma
(Special—2 reels) (Drama)
2000
28 — Sue Slmpklns' Ambition
(Comedy)
1000
30— Planting the Spring Garden
(Com.).. 1000
31 — A Woman
(Drama)
1000
1 — Love Hath Wrought a Miracle (Dr.).
1 — Casey At the Bat (Comedy)
2 — The
Adventure
of the
Counterfeit
Bills (Drama)
1000
3— Mr. Bolter's Niece (Drama)
1000
4— A Bit of Blue Ribbon
(Drama)
1000

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

The Signal of Distress (Drama)
Doctor Bridget (Comedy)
Natoosa (Drama)
Adam and Ere (Drama)
The Song of the Shell (Drama)
All For a Girl (Comedy)
The Tables
Dandy, (Comedy)
or Mr. Dawaoa Tana

1008
1000
1000
1000
1000
taa

IMITATION

but the original official film announcement slides.
One of the best announcements for a coming show ever gotten out.
The price is 25c. and 5c for postage
AMERICAN SONG
SLIDE AND POSTER COMPANY, First National Bank
Building, Chicago.

THE

TURN

EM'

MOVING

AWAY

PICTURE

ON|

WORLD

jYOUR

OFF

NIGHTS

ami mitlntM u w. 11 bj prc.11 ntlng to your audience A HEAL GIFT. AS A 80UVENIB,
OUR PHOTOPLAYEBS PHOTOGRAPH POST CARDS are of such Due quality that the
public iirc nttaOMd Into making complete 11ml iiulform collections of all the PLAYERS,
We learn from many exhibitor* that their patrons look forward to aouvenlr nights. Tbe
public are collecting these curd* because they want a full aet of the players for their
alliums or for framing and bear In mind It's the QUALITY that has created the large
Interest and at an actual valuation you are giving away a 6 CENT ARTICLE. If the
were Inferior and a base Imitation they would not come back for another. The
strength of the drawing power lies In the genuineness of the curd.
that

Do not consider for a moment
will draw
the business.

that "any old thing la good enough," IT'S THE

GOODS

50 Association Players
Players
30 Universal Players

40 Mutual

so far comprise our collection of post cards and we arc adding to them almost dally.
Every film manufacturer has their popular players and we can give them all to you.

AMERICA'S

POPULAR

THOTOPLAYERS

SET NO. 1
Maurice
Costello,
Lillian
Walker.
John
Bunny,
Florence
Turner,
Crane
Wilbur, Alice Joyce, Marshall P. Wilder, Gene Gauntier, G. M. Anderson,
Arthur Johnson, Mary Fuller, Mary Pickford.
All the above players are included in the post
card collection
together
with
the following: —
Anna Lehr, Tony Sullivan, Mabel Trunnelle,
Augustus Carney, Guy Coombs, Robert Vignola,
Mae Hotely. Lottie Briscoe, Peter Lang, Mildred
Bracken, William Ehfe, Gwendoline Pates, Leah
Baird, Adele De Garde, Julia S. Gordon, Edith
Storey, Clara K. Young, Hughie Mack, Kenneth
Casey, Leo Delaney, Kate Price, Flora Finch,
Warren Kerrigan, Jack Richardson, Pauline Bush,
James Morrison, Jesselyn Van Trump, George
Periolat,
Jack Henderson,
Herbert Rice, Arthur

Handsome

Photos (II x 14) $2,00 for either set.
Postage Prepaid.
SET NO. 2
Hobart Bosworth,
Kathlyn Williams, Marc Macdermott, Ruth Roland, Edwin August, Blanche Sweet,
Carlyle Blackwell,
Martha Russell,
Francis
X. Bushman, Ormi Hawley, Henry Walthall and Anna Nielson.

Finn, Ford Sterling, Mack Bennett, Mable Normaud, Fred Mace, John Adolphi, Peggy Raid.
Francis A. Newberg, Frank E. Elliott, Margaret
Maeder, J. W. Johnston, Irving Cummings, Edgena de Lespine, Rosana Logan, Gertrude Robinson, James Kirkwood, Alex B. Francis, Barbara Tennant, Janet Salsbury, Chas. Pearly,
Herschel Mayall. King Baggot, Vivian Prescott,
Jane Fearnley, Billy Quirk, E. P. Sullivan, Geo.
Siegman, Lee Beggs, Blanche Cornwall, Darwin
Karr, Arthur O'Keefe. Florence La Badie, James
Cruze, Wm. Russell, Margaret Snow, Harry Ben-

ham, Thanhouser Kid. Riley Chamberlin, Justus
D. Barnes, Mignon Anderson, Jean Darnell, Clifford Saum, Harry Lillford, Virginia Westbrook,
Alice Inwood, Mona Darkfeather, Virginia Chester. Pearl White, Chester Barnett, Margaret
Fisher, Louise Glaum, Wm. Clifford, Dorothy
Davenport, Jack Conway, Edward Lyons, Ruasail
Bassett, Elsie Albert, Glen White, Florence
Barker, Brunette,
Chas. "Pop"
Manley,
Owen Marion
Moore,
Fritzi
Florence
Lawrenoe,
Leonard.

120— Stars of the Film Firmament— 120
EVERY
SAMPLE SET

PHOTO
Branch

POST

ONE AN ESTABLISHED FAVORIT
OF 25 OF EITHER LICENSED OR INDEPENDENT PLAYERS

PLAY
MAIN

ADVERTISING

OFFICES,

Offices: 1022 Superior Ave., Cleveland, O.

121-123

FOURTH

26 W. Naghten

The HOUSE
-WISHES

$4.00
WILL BE SENT

&

AVENUE,

CARDS

per 1,000 an) assortment,
at least 100 of each player.
POSTAGE

FOR

SPECIALTY

PITTSBURGH,

Street, Columbus,

PREPAID

25 CENTS

CO.

PA.

O.

Equity Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

of SELIG
YOU-

J. most merry Christmas and J\ Gappy and Prosperous new Vear
BE
Dec.

30th.

OUR

SURE

LADY

AND

OF THE

BOOK

THIS

PEARLS

A dramatic romance of the South Sea Island pearl fisheries. In order to
satisfy
his sweetheart's
for pearls,shrine.
a young
manheis isdriven
to to
steala
the votive
offerings frompassion
the cathedral
Later
brought
reckoning.
About 1,000 ft.
Dec. 31st.

A

ROUGH

RIDE

WITH

NITROGLYCERINE

An unusual western drama, telling the thrilling story of a daring ride
through oil fields with a load of high explosives. Beside this thrilling ride
the Story contains a good, wholesome love story with plenty of comedy
features. About 1,000 ft.
Jan. 1st, 1913.

A

LOYAL

DESERTER

SPECIAL NEW YEAR DAY WAR DRAMA
A visualized incident taken from the pages of civil war history. Full of
excitement and thrilling situations. Abounding in big, absorbing scenes of
battle and warfare.
A feature. About 1,000 ft.

THE

SELIG

20 East Randolph
CHICAGO,

ILL.

NEW
Jan.

YEAR
2nd.

WEEK

PROGRAM

GREATER

WEALTH

A human interest story of the prosperity that comes from happy and
human affection. A drama of everyday life. Hobart Bosworth, Thomas
Santschi, "Baby'' Lillian Wade, and Bessie Eyton. are among
Selig players appearing in this one. About 1,000 ft.
Jan.

3rd.

THE, CURIOUS

FAMILY

A comedy of our country relations. Plenty of wholesome fun and not a
little human nature is employed In the clever working out of this delightful
laugh

producer.

On the same reel with—

STEAK

AND

ONIONS

Another clever comedy of the sea-shore and city, describing the experiences
of two bachelor girls who attempt light housekeeping. Combined length
about 1.000 ft.

POLYSCOPE
Street

the popular

COMPANY
SEND

IN YOUR

NAME

MAILINC
Weakly

FOR

OUR

LIST

Bulletins Sent

Fr««

THE
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A slightly used PIPE ORGAN,
two Manuals and Pedal with Electric
Blower, for sale at a reasonable price.
For further information inquire at
The WM. SCHUELKE ORGAN Co.
Milwaukee, Wis.

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

BRADENBURGH
145 WEST

N. Y.

45th STREET

SPECIAL

FEATURE

"HIS ROGUES

FILM SERVICE

Manager JOHN

RELEASED

CHILD

DEC. 15

GALLERY
RECORD"
Fine Advertising and Lobby Display

D. Biograph in Three Big Reel*

America's Feature Film Co.

EXCHANGE

AND EXCLUSIVE

FEATURES

406-7-8 Schiller Building, Chicago, 111.

MOTION PICTURE SUPPLIES
WHOLESALE

PHOTOGRAPHIC

SUPPLIES

EDISON
MOTIOGRAPH
POWERS
SIMPLEX
STANDARD

MACHINES

Ticket Hangers
Reels

Carrying Cases
Rewinders

and RETAIL

THEATRE

SEATING

fe CARBONS
Machine Parts
Asbestos Booths
Disinfectants Exit Signs

Everything for the Motion Picture Theatre except the Film

PICTURE THEATRE

EQUIPMENT

Co., "

E. 14th St., N. Y. City
Phone Stuyvesant 2478

THE

MOVING

THAT'S

they allWHATsay

PICTURE

11/

J
£
Wondertul

1

WORLD

D
beyond

BEVERLY

1

1°

*
Comparison

THAT'S

they allWHAT
say

B. DOBBS

"ATOP OF THE WORLD IN MOTION"
(The

Original

Alaska-Siberia

Motion

Picture*)

Fourth Week at Weber's New York Theatre to Capacity Businesi
Prices, 25 Cents to One Dollar
STATE

RIGHT

BUYERS:

Write or wire any theatrical manager

the merit* of the only genuine

Polar Film*.

FILMS WILL BE WITHDRAWN

Some

or newspaper

in New

good territory left

FROM

York or Chicago

regarding

Get buuy now.

MARKET

JANUARY

15TH

w,rUTte JOSEPH CONOLY, Suite 702, 1482 Broadway, New York City

FILMO
I FOR

CEMENT

REPAIR1NC

ALL

MAKES

Start the New

OF

YOUR

OWN

LOCAL FILMS

Our AJasec Camera la designed especially for
exhibitors and those who desire to make films of
local Interest. It's a scientific Instrument, not
a toy. Will do as good work as an expensive
machine.
Price $75.
Send for circulars and full Information.
A. J. CLAPHAM
CO.
130 West
87th Street
New
York

EXHIBITORS,
NOTICE.
A service that serves. $15.00 per week.
Best commercial service in the world.
1, 3 and 8 sheets advertising matter.
Plenty of specials.
KEYSTONE FILM COMPANY,
404 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

NOTICE

■^"y»
tevVgH 1 31.000 roll tickets. $1.20; 50
1 |^**,j raeSSr- ' stereopticon
*» cored
carbons.
50c
objectives.$1.15;
WT3i
.»_
Mi ■■
11 .gam* TIT"! -aWi/ib
to $3.00; stereoptiopns, $15;
« «f* ■■*-' fSHir
rheostats,
$3 to $5; arc
*? W
r
Ifetf lamps. $1.75, $2 and $2.25;
JPr eiirV. . .U*']
condensers,
50c;
calcium
nff^Z
- e> . w li^T
jets. $2.80; acetylene
jets,
" J
$2.50; gas generators, $3.50;
moving picture objectives, $2.75; jackets, $2. List of
moving picture repair part* at 'air. prices. Sprocket
wheels, 85c; films lc a foot. Catalogue. All makes
of moving picture machines repaired at reasonable
prices.
L. HETZ, 312 East 23rd S» , New York City

MOVINGPICTUREMACHINES
8t«-r*o»tiooMi

Slide*,

$£.DU
<? t:n
THE
PLETE
COULD

you
WITH
WILL
START
MOST
COMBUSINESS
FORM
YOU
POSSIBLY
INSTALL.

▲eeeeaoriaa

CHAS. M.STEBBINS
1028 Mais St.
KANSAS
CITY. MO
Large Lint of tdiiea Goodi
Established 18M

Biuine** "SYSTEM"

The Theatre Record Ledger Co., '■ \£SZ?S- 400 Sykes Block, Minneapolis, Minn.

IMPROVE
Note
Note
For
For

YOUR

PICTURES!

the wide
the wide
Power's
Edison 1

LAVEZZI

star bearing.
Note the heavy webbed star.
cam bearing.
Note the light sprocket and shaft
No. 6 machine
$12.60
pin machine
9.76
Write for Catalogue.
Give yourself a real Christmas present.
MACHINE WORKS
2940 Herndon St., Chicago.

EXPRESS FILM SERVICE LTD.
Cable : INTERFILM,

We buy and sell Moving Picture
Machines, Opera Chairs and Films.
Theater Brokerage Exchange,
508 South Dearborn St.,
Chicago, I1L

Laing a

\\v: convince *i»* wide-awake Manager thai 'ted in
our m:\\ I.YKi:\ ISI.Ii THEA1 1:1: 1:1.1 OBD LEDUEK 1tbe besl monej ever Inveeted.
Tbink "f ;i system which
will check your bos office with every
tlckel
m
the
starting and closing numbers <.f each price ticket
tlic matinee and night
online additional "'indry receipt) (slide awl curtain advert Islng, candy machines, 1
Fit separating and recording expen
iteni i< «•>sorately perfect.
Dnder the
Ptrtictilsrs, Total, Advertising, Vaudeville, Salaries, Freight, Expi
roil.
Bent,
Miscellaneous,
Ligbt,
Supplies
and
Other
Bxi," etc., a careful and <.-ivini: m.-iiin - r r-iin < 1 1 1 1' •k 1 y_ locate
dollar
sjp.-nt. recording
each
tpeclal
day's
"1
Attractions," together with spacing for tbe weather.
So complete
and
accurate
Is tbe THBATBE
BECOBD
LEDGEB that yon ran quickly turn back trout u'-,-k t ■> weak
lay's transaction.
Prlnti'd on heavy bank ruled, three-colored i-rdnmn
'
, size 17 \ 21 Inches, of '•- complete pages f
pl.t.- year's
business,
neatly
bound.
The
Theatre
'■■
Ledger will be sent to any address upon r
Ipt "f f2.S0, folly
"Guaranteed"
as represented or money refunded,
start tbe
■ ar right by ordering today.
Address all orderi direct to

55-57-59 Chry.tie Street
New York

MAKE

Year Right by

The Theatre Record Ledger

Moving Picture Films. Contains No
Ether. Non-Evaporating. Does not
Buckle. Guaranteed to be superior
to any you have ever used. If you
cannot obtain it of your Dealer, send
25, cents in coin or stamps and the
name of your exchange,
and we will mail you an
ounce bottle with
brush.
FILMO CHEMICAL CO., Inf.

A. B. C, 5th.

Western

The Best and Cheapest Firm SELLING
WRITE

FOR

LISTS

AND

II, Denman
SL, Piccarffllv Ocas
LONDON. ENGLAND
Union

FEATURES

PRICES.

of All Makes

DEPT.

M

THE ENTERPRISE (Portable)
CALCIUM GAS OUTFIT
Price,

with

carrying

case,

$35.00.

It the only Suhrtitutt for Electricity
projecting
Metioa
Viewsferand
is the

ONLY

SATISFACTORY

Picture or Stereosticea

PORTABLE

OUTFIT

because It operates by WATER
PRESSURE, IS CONSTANT. REGULAR
AND
RELIABLE aad has no complicated spring valve to corrode, choke up and etherwise get out of order.
Is patented.
"OXONE"
la SQUARE
CAKES
it most ttirftctory
'or the production
of
oxygen gat.
For Sole by Deolort Bvtrywkere.
(MANUFACTURERS

Optical Mfg. Co.

564-572 W.

Randolph

Street,

CHICAGO,

ILL.
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THE

MOVING

Don't Be Penny Wise and Pound Foolish!
MIRROROIDE
Is the Only Rough or Matte Surfaced Metallic Screen
on the Market (Patents Pending).
Everj State Will
Shortly Pass Laws
Compelling
You to Show
Your
Pictures with Your Theatre Brightly Illuminated!

MIRROROIDE!
Will Keep You Within This or Any Other Possible
Law! Perfect Moral Conditions Mean the Endorsements of Clergy! Press! and Public!
Consequently a
Wonderful Increase in Your Patronage.
The Vital and Essential Merits of MIRROROIDE and
the Bona Fide Guarantee Under Which It Is Sold Is
the Bulwark of Your Investment! What More Exquisite Expression of the Christmas Spirit Could You Offer
Your Patrons? It Will Bring Them Joy Day After
Day! — Year After Year!
We Passed Our 3,000 Mark Monday of This Week.
Think of It!— 3,000 MIRROROIDE Screens and Curtains in Use! — 3,000 Enthusiastic Exhibitors!
Beware of So-Called Curtain Coats and Imitators of
MIRROROIDE. Many Exhibitors Found the- Truth
of the Above Proverb. A MIRROROIDE Curtain in
Your Theatre Means Enthusiastic Comments on Your
and Patrons' Part Alike.
The Real Advances' and Development Made in Perfect
Projection Surfaces Are Distinctly J. H. Genter Ideas.
That Is Why MIRROROIDE Is Acknowledged the
Peer of Them All.
Let Us Send You Our Large Free Samples, A, B and
C Grades. MIRROROIDE Is a Glass-Mercury-Foil
Amalgam Applied to Cloth. It's Silver White. Don't
Delay!
Write Nowl

THE

J.

«.

CENTER

Newburgh, New

York, U. S. A.

CO-

PICTURE

WORLD

Peace on Earth, Good
Will Toward Men :
At this season of the year when the above spirit
permeates the atmosphere, and makes the joys and
pleasures of life intensely svjeet, we urge you, MR.
EXHIBITOR, to treat your patrons with the greatest
consideration.
Now, when moving pictures are making such rapid
strides toward perfection, you must not ask them to
sit through a performance of indistinct inanimate pictures, which are robbed of all their beauty and interest by being shown on old and worn-out curtains
When we see some of the most realistic films destroyed by this means, we feel inclined to cry aloud
in rebellion at a policy where managers will curtail
this expense and spend most lavishly on all other
comforts.
Now, MR. EXHIBITOR, let your foresight and
thoughtfulness for your patrons permit xou to send in
your order for a RADIUM GOLD FIBRE SCREEN,
thereby giving the most acceptable Christmas gift to
those who assure your success.
Let us have your order — we not only guarantee
you the most perfect picture surface obtainable, but
the service which we so willingly give to our customers isalways at your command.
The screen that makes them look like

MOVING

PAINTINGS

We guarantee our
American
Theatre
105 N. Main
Sole

curtains absolutely.
Curtain & Supply
Company,
Street, St. Louis, Mo.,
Manufacturers.

Pitzer & Smith, 32 Union Square, New York City
George Breck, 70 Turk Street. San Francisco, Calif.
Distributors

If The

No]|Chance ^Taking — No Litigation
Absolute Protection

BLANCHE WALSH
In Tolstoy's

RESURRECTION
is past the experimental
is playing to capacity
thirty-seven states, and
right owners are reaping

stage. It
houses in
the statea harvest.

You can do it in some good territory
still open
Write if you like.

MASKO

"MIRROR"
SCREEN
Will Not Do What We
Claim, I Will Forfeit

$1000.00
!TO YOU!
MY BET IS
100 Per Cent More Light
More Perspective
More Clear and Natural
Than Any Other Curtain or Screen in the World
Furthermore, The Only Curtain That

Absolutely Prevents
Eye -Strain
Write for Catalogue of Improved
Snow-White Screen

Wire if you're wise

FILM CO.

145 West 45th Street

New York City

MIRROR

Better Than Ever at Lower Price*

SCREEN

F. J. Rembusch,
President
■utwi
S«pr*MnUtW

::

CO.

Shelbyville, Ind.

-Frmnk
923 «th Are., X.
Phone Kuwinf,
401 FUua.

T.

City.
,

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD
I35i

I Was First
As Usual!
I was the first exchange man who recognized the fact that the only way to
protect the independent exhibitor from
spending all his real profits on "state
rights" feature films was to give him

Ornamental
Theatres
PLASTER

RELIEF DECORATIONS

Theatres Designed Everywhere

All Universal
Feature Films
Without Extra Cost

Write for Illustrated Theatre Catalog.

Send u* Size* of

Theatre for Special Designs

THE DECORATORS
2549 Archer Avenue,

SUPPLY

11

CHICAGO,

CO.
ILL.

I have been fearfully criticised for
starting on
such criticism.
a thing,' butAnd
I seem
thrive
everyto
Laemmle Film Service customer is
thriving, too. Some of you are skeptical. That's why you don't make
more profit! Look back over my record and you'll find that I've more than
made good every promise. That's
what I'm still doing. If you want to
profit by it, hook up with the biggest
and best film renter in the world this
very instant. Roll over, wake up and
wire to-day !
CARL

The

LAEMMLE,

President

Laemmle
Service

Film

204 .West Lake Street, Chicago, III.
Sykes Block, Minneapolis, Minn.
1312 Farnum Street, Omaha, Neb.
421 Walnut Street, Des Moines, Iowa.
The Biggest

and

Best

Film

Renter in

the

World

Under no circum stances ever loan moneys to any of
our traveling men or make checks payable
to any employee of this firm

When Your Picture Machine Needs Repairing
Why don't you tend it to us ?

We have the best equipped Machine shop in the country and can repair any make of machine. Write us and get acquainted.
We buy second hand machine*.

GEO. M. HOKE

SUPPLY CO., 176 N. State St, -B»1*fr Chicago, Ifl.

THE
SIMPSON SOLAR SCREEN
The only Metallic Screen without
seams,
patented.
Buy
the real
thing.
Beware
of imitations
ALFRED L. SIMPSON, Inc.
No. U3 W. 132nd St., N. Y. City
Headquarters for

ASBESTOS
CURTAINS

and PICTURE

BOOTHS

%£D
C.W.
Mfg.Masi.
Co.
booklet
39 PearlTrainer
St., Boston,

MOVING

PICTURE

Theatre Pipe Organs.
All sizes of Pipe

Organs {or Theatre puraooea
built to order.

Write for catalogue and estuaatta.
THE WM.
SCUELKE
ORGAN
C«.
Milwaukee. Wis.

We buy and sell second-hand FILMS
and MOVING PICTURE
MACHINES.

WESTERN

FILM BROKERS

538 S. Dearborn St.,

THEATRE

Chicago, III.

LIST

for sale, containing 11,305 throughout United States; guaranteed 08% correct mailed under a two-cent
stamp.
Price $20.00 for the list or $3.00 per
thousand for certain States.
Trade Circular Addressing Company. 166 West Adams St. Cnearo. Eat 1880. Pbooes Franks* 1182, 1183

THE
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PICTURE

WORLD

American Moving Picture Machine Co.
MAKUTAOtUKEBM

EASTMAN

0T TEX

STANDARD

motion picture
film—the acknowledged standard the
world over.

Automatic Movin* Picture Machine
101-102 Beekman treet,

New York

Use the Real

Projector Carbon
Manufactured

"Biograph"

by

EASTMAN KODAK CO.,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Brand

L. E. Frorup & Co.
232 Greenwich St., New York City

EXHIBITORS'

HEADQUARTERS

CALEHUFF SUPPLY COMPANY
(Incorporated)
50 North

CELLULOID POSITIVE
AND

NON-FLAM

POSITIVE

Machine* repaired by Expert Mechanic*.
Genuine Pari* Only l'»ed.
SPECIALTIES. Mirror Screen*
Condenser*
Gas Making Outfits
Chair*
Edison Transformers
Limes
Film Cement
Ticket*
Ft.
Wayne
Compensarc*
Branch
DisinPianos
Asbestos State Booths
fectant General
Co.
Bio & Electra Carbon* Asbestos Wire
Scenery, Stage Effects
Special Gundlaca Switches
Theatre* Bought. Sold,
Lenses
Plugs
Spotlights
Rented
CHAS. A. f!AT.T.mil.,y
Pre*, and Sen. M*r

FILM SUPPLY CO.

i$ EAST a6th STREET
Tel. Mad. Sq. 7876

NEW
YORK
Cable Rawfilm New York

FILM LECTURES
By W. STEPHEN

CHRISTMAS POEM
With beautiful illustrations
illustrations, also
series of

SANTA CLAUS

BUSH

How World
to PutRenowned
On the Passion
Play (Pathe
Production)

Frcres' $i.oo

How

to Put On "The Crusaders, or Jerusalem
Delivered" (World's Best Film Co.)
i.oo
Key (Milano
and Complete
Lecture
for
"Dante's
Inferno"
Film Co.; Five Reels)
x.oo

"Life$S.oo
of per
Moses"
(Vitagraph
Five-Reel)
Hundred
to Exchanges
for This One.
Copyrighted and For Sale Only by
CHALMERS
BOX 226 MADISON

SQUARE

PUBLISHING
P.O.

Pa.

Jobbers in Edison, Powers and
Motiograph Machines and Parts

CELLULOID NEGATIVE

(Made Under License of the Patentee)

RAW

Eighth. Street, Philadelphia.

xo

CO.
N. V. CITY

NOW

LOUISE
IN HER

M. MARION

NEW ILLUSTRATED POEMS
and FEATURE I^CTURES
LOUISE M. MARION
459 West 23rd Street. NEW YORK
TERMS

BOOKING

REASONABLE

High-Class
Vaudeville
Sketch
entitled

"MOTHER and SON"
Strong With
S ecialtiet

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

I AM

THE
GUY WHO PUT
ECONOMY
IN THE
HALLBERG
ECONOMIZER
and saved you M. P. men from $300.00 to
$1000.00 per year each on electric current
bills — I have been at it for 5 years and am
selling more Hallberg's than ever before
— Insist upon getting the Hallberg from
your dealers — Take no substitute— If he can
not or will not sell you a Hallberg write
to me and I will send you my free booklets
telling you about it — State kind of current
and give all data you can.
wish you A Merry
Xmas and Happy
New Year

HALLBERGS
CATALOGUE

I EQUIP THEATRES COMPLETELY

Free Circulars on all makes of M. P. Machines, but Hallberg 's
Big Catalogue, 100 Pages, costs you 25c by mail.]

J. H. HALLBERG, 36 East 23rd Street. NEW YORK

f

Worid • Largest Mfn

■WurljTzer

Sr.f b'.i«bed !8M

Nothing so well bespeaks the growth
of an Exchange as
its ability to buy film,
We are exclusive
agents— New York
and its vicinity— for
the entire Universal
Wurlitier PianOrchestr* and Mandolin Sextet in Royal Tkeatre, Lima, O.

Write

for .32-page

booklet,

showing

Wurlitzer Automatic Musical Instruments
in the leading picture theatres of the country.

The Wurlitzer Instruments furnish better music than musicians
snd reduce expenses.
50 different styles ; time paymeu^ - ; big
catalog free. I* you can't call, vrrite to our nearest branch.

program

Universal Film Exchange
of New York

111 East 14th Street, New York
Telephone

1000

Stuyvesant
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PICTURE
It pay

WORLD
to discriminate

THEATRE

when

you

buy

SEATING

r°r Cat- V2 (Mov. Picture Chain)
TAItlV
UJB ITt
If K llU Send IFloor
UUASketch
I and
(Upholstered
Chairs)
for Cat.
Free V3Seating
Plan
Widest range of styles and prices.

Large stocks.

* MaAmerican
Seating IB E.Compan
y
a w.>>..>, A7«.. CHICAGO
82nd St.. NEW YOEK
«1« 8. Wabash Ave., CHICAGO
Gel Our Prices
Before You Buy

ELECTRIC
Generating

The

Set

■rill farnlsb direct current for your show
tud give 700 better quality of light thai
yoo can let from the best Central Statloa
service. Wltb a Foos Engine yon can aare
(0 to 75 per cent, of the money yon hare to
pay for electric current and bare all the
llfbt you w»nt when yon want It.

New London,

The Foos Gas Engine Co.
■09 Linden Ave.

OH!

MR.

CHEAP
STEEL FRAME

EXHIBITOR!!

THEATRE

Think

SCENARIO
WRITERS !
If your scenarios do not sell
find out why. Perhaps your
manuscript can be rewritten and
made saleable, and your mistakes
may be corrected in future manuscripts. The author of "Technique of the Photoplay," etc., will
£ive your manuscript personal
criticise for a fee of $2.

34-36 E. 3rd Street
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Wisconsin, U.S.*.

Springfield, O

of the motherless, the fatherless, and the
childless homes as the result of theater panics. Protect the lives of your
patrons
byTHEATER
installing CHAIR.
our
"ANTI26
PANIC"
Dead at Cannonsburg,
176 at Boyervn, 575 at Iroquois Theater, Chicago.
these ishorrors
impos-to
sible. Make
Our chair
a friend
the Public.
It advertises
your
theater
and
makes your business grow.
It is a space-saver, life-saver,
money-savor. Give 25% more seating.
It will make your theater all aisles. If is the
only
sanitary
It isto the
theater
chair, chair.
perfected
the world's
highest greatest
degree.
Write to-day for Circular A.
THE HARDESTY MFG. CO., Canal Dover, Ohio.
U. S. A.

CHAIRS

ABSOLUTELY
NON-BREAKABLE
Suitable for small
Theaters and Moving Picture Shows.
We
carry
these
chairs in stock and
diately.
can
ship
ImmeSecond Hand

Also Chainseating
•
for
Out-of-door
Address
use.
Dept.
W.
STEEL FURNITURE
Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
New York: 150 5th Ave. Pittsburgh: 318 Bissel
Blk,
Philadelphia:
610 Flanders
Bldg.

Your Own Film Camera
BUY THE JUNIOR PROFESSIONAL,
GUARANTEED FILM MAKING OUTFIT
YOU NEED IT. SOONER OR LATER. ALL
6UPPLY.
MACHINES,
LENSES.
Eberhard Schneider
219 Second Ace^ N. Y.

WE

Epes

Winthrop

Sargent

Box 70, Madiaon Square Station

New York City

A
I
R
S

CAN HURRY

YOUR ORDER OUT.
STAFFORD
excell
all others.Chairs

Heavy Five Ply

seat* and backs.
The last-forever kind,
Chat yon are using
long after you have
forgotten the price.

STEEL
CHAIRS TOO
We carry several kinds
of good chairs in stock,
all guaranteed.
ASK
FOR
CATALOG
SOS

E.' H. STAFFORD

MFQ:

CHICAGO,

ILL.

CO.

GOMPENSARC
That's the device that saves Moving Picture men two-thirds on their electric lignt
bills, and yet gives better light Did yon
see our ad last week? Well, don't look it
■p
Just write for our

Booklet 15018

For bookings Gypsy Blood, The
Traitress, The Course of True Love,
and all Asta Nielsen Features write
The United Feature Film Company
S59 SPITZER

BUILDING

TOLEDO,

OHIO

Fort Wavne Electric Works
or

FORT

Exhibitors !
Submit your difficulties to the
author of "The Photoplay Theater," and other articles on management, for advice and suggestion, the result of twenty years'
experience in amusement enterprises. Simple questions $1 each.

cM

Wisconsin
CompanyScatin?

Send for Bulletin F-98.

1

«»

FOR EVERY

COMFAKT

WAYNE

INDIANA

ESTABLISHED

WRITE

1,000 STYLES
116-117
cnica*o, So.m. Wabash Ave.. TU^
* he

ELCCntlC

1402 Broadway

733

(MS

PURPOSE

New York Offloe, 1165 Broadway.

GENIEAL

A
UH.
A.

A m. J»»-».«i
Andrews

FOR

f"Vk
Co.

CAT.

1865

NO. 31

Branch**
Leadin* in
cmesall

Seattle Ofice. 60S-10-18 First At*.,
Baa Franolsoe Offloe, 788 Mission St.

So.
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"Long Strike, The"
Looking Backward
Advertising and Criticising
750
Advertising for Exhibitors,
by Epcs Wlnthrop Sargent,
86, 188, 238, 446, 648, 6B4, 782, 872, 971, 1072, 1179,, 1287
All Suite Are Off
856
"Amateur Iceman, The"
(Lubln)
186
Among
the Picture Theaters
48, 248, 456, 670, 776, 1088
Are Sacred
Pictures
Irreverent?
057
Aspects of the Sunday Question I, by W. Stephen Bush
1165
Aspects of the Sunday Question II, by W. Stephen Bosh
1272
At Different Angle*, by Hugh King Harris
643
"At Napoleon's Command," by Jas. S. McQuade
753
"Aurora
Floyd"
(Thanhouser), by Louis Reeves Harrison
1063

(Imp)

1086
962

Meeting
of New
Jersey
State
League
Melles in the South Seas, by Dore Hoffman
"Miracle, The," by W. S. Bush
Missions and Moving Pictures, Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton
Motion
Picture Exhibitors League,
30, 125, 229, 439, 637,

2.'i0
640
151
1174
867

"Charge of the Light Brigade, The," by Louis Reeves Harrison
"Chiqulta the Dancer" (American), by James S. McQuade
College Course In Motion
Pictures
"Compact.
The"
(Pathe)
Cosmopolitan
Film
Magnate,
A
Convention
of Kansas
State
Exhibitors

134
337
1059
534
1198
1303

1060
647
958
967
237
1060
439

531
751
858
1274

of

Spades,

The"

"Red
Man's
Honor.
The"
(Eclipse),
by James
S. McQuade
"Reincarnation of Karma"
(Vitagfaph). bv Louis Reeves Harrison
"Revenge
of the Fakir
The"
(Eclair)

"Sammy Orpheus"
(Selig), Received by Jas. S. McQuade
"Saved,"
by Louis Reeves
Harrison
Screen Club Opens
It9 Door
"Shadow
of the Past,
A"
(Kay-Bee),
by Louis
Reeves
Harrisan
"Shaughraun,
The"
(Kalem), by W. Stephen Bush
"Ship With the Lions, The"
(Ambroslo)
"Siegfried"
(Ambrosio)
"Silent Jim"
(Eclair),
by G. F. Blaisdell
"Speckled
Band,
The"
(Union
Features)
"Star of Bethlehem"
(Thanhouser). by W. Stephen Bush
"Starbucks. The"
(American), by Jas. S. McQuade
'
"Stolen
Symphony,
The"
(Lnbin)
Strong
Pair of Edlsons,
A. by Louis
Reeves
Harrison
"Success,"
by Louis
Reeves
Harrison
"Sunshine"
(Essanay),
by James S. McQuade

233
1276
756
437
1058
649
658
966
372
130">
136
438

Loose-Film

Teddy
Roosevelt
in Pictures
"Tracked
By
Wireless"
(Warner's
Features)
"Tips On Titling,"
bv J. B. Clvmer
Tribal Law,
The
(Bison)
Two Strong Kay-Bee Subjects, by Louis Reeves Harrison
"Two
Portraits"
(Vitagraph),
by Louis
Reeves
Harrison

43
1303

Hack

860
542
1191
1166

Company
Company

1300

Now
Releasing
In Travel
Field

251
646
532
536
754
1171

U
Universal
"Unlucky
"Usurer's

K
Klnemucolor
Klncniacolor

1168
221
778
1277
1085
333
54S
433
779
1170
431
755
1278
857
322

T

J
-linklns

1064
963
1087

S

I

"International Conspiracy.
The"
(Gaumont)
"Invaders, The"
(Kay-Bee), by Louis Reeves Harrison
Iowa
State
Convention
It Is To Laugh, by Louis Reeves Harrison

332
27

(Eclipse)
R

H

by Clyde Martin
Convention

1085
1191
965
1057
862
325

Obrock
Has
Adventure
51
Observations By Our Man About Town, 150, 326, 546, 773, 970, 1068, 1176, 1285
"On
the Firing
Line"
(Cines)
137
On the Selig Firing Line
866
Originality,
by Louis
Reeves
Harrison
749

"Queen

861
324
639

Gardner's Feature
Idealization
of Cleopatra, Helen, by Louis Reeves Harrison.... 1149
859
Gauntler
Players
"Gar-El-Hama"
(Great Northern), by Louis Reeves Harrison
436
Growth of the Feature Film, by Ingvald C. Oee
759

"I'm the Guy,"
Indiana
State

,

Q

G

Handling the Kalem Release
Handwriting
On the Wall,
by Hugh
King Harris
"Hazel Kirke"
(Majestic)
"Head for a Head, A" (Cines)
Higher Prices Are Possible, by W. Stephen Bush
Historical Pageant in Pictures
Home Pictures
Hope-Jones Unit Orchestra, The
"How Bulllngton Ran the House" (Vitagraph), by Louis Reeves Harrison
How
I Made
"The Star of Bethelehem,"
by Lawrence
Marston
"How the Cause Was Won"
(Selig), by Jas. S. McQuade
"Hunting the Game of a Great City"
(KlnogTaph), by G. F. Blaisdell..

'

Sargent,
Sargent,
38,
140,
240,
3.40,
447, 550, 656, 764, 874, 976,
1181. 1289
429
Picture In tlie Pulpit, The, l>v Rev. E. Boudinot Stockton, 336, 546, 642, 1284
430
983, 429,
1070
Picture and the Voice, The, W. S. Bush
Pictured
Action,
or Acted
Pictures,
by Louis
Reeves
Harrison
Pioneer Picture Player, A. by Willard Holcomb
961
Porter,
Edwin
S., by Geo.
Blaisdell
778
Posters,
Pertinent and Impertinent,
by J. B. Clymer
Projection Department,
by F. H. Richardson. 44, 146, 245, 453, 656, 661, 226
770, 879, 979, 1076, 1187, 1295
Pursuing
the Pirates,
by Jas. S. McQuade
"Put Yourself In His Place"
(Thanhouser), by Louis Reeves Harrison..

P

■"Forest Rose"
(Thanhouser), by Louis Reeves
Harrison
"From the Manger to the Cross" (Kalem), by W. Stephen Bush
"From
the Submerged"
(Essanay)

"Nameless State
Picture
and a Prize, A"
Nebraska
Convention
"Nell of the Pampas"
(American)
New Fields, by Louis Reeves Harrison
New
York
Exhibitors'
Ball
"Non-Commissioned Officer, The"
(Edison)

Patents
Company
Files
Answer
Photoplaywright,
The.
by Epes
Wlnthrop
Photoplaywright,
The, by Epes Wlnthrop

E

"Fire Fighter's Love, The"
(Selig)
First M. P. Library, The, by W. Stephen Bush
"Flag
and
Baby
Picture.
The,"
by W. Stephen Bush
Folks
Ordinance
Passed

1306

1178', 1177
1293
1071,
1280

1299
1074,

335
435
442

Edison Film Patent Declared Void
Edison
Players
Return
Edison Poetry, Pathos and Humor, by Louis Reeves Harrison
Educational
Picture, The
Efficiency Plan of Salesmanship, by R. R. Nehls
Enter the Stock
Speculator
Enthusiastic Texas Convention

757, 862,
960
1191

N

Bernhardt in "La Tosca"
"Billy's Burglar"
(Vitagraph)
"Bridal
Koom,
The"
(Imp)
"Bridge of Sorrow,
The"
(Gaumont)
■"Broncho Billy's Mexican Wife" (Bssanay)

Frohmau
and the Photoplay
The" (Rex), by G. F. Blaisdell
Alaska Pictures

644,

Moving
Educator,by Clarence
The
330, 83,535,235, 648,384, 774,
Music forPicture
the Picture,
E. Sinn.
647, 1069,'
651,
Mutual
Withdraws
From
Film
Supply

B

Daniel
"Debt,
Dobbs'

1804
1081
443
543

wins a Point
Horseshoe.
The"
(Klnograph)
<!rip. The"
(Edison), by Louis

Reeves

Harrison

51
883
22

V

231
846
"Vengeance
Views
and

L

of Egypt,
Interviews,

The"
(Gaumont)
by Hugh
King
Harris

251
236

W

"Last
Performance.
The"
(Pathe)
H95
"Life of Christ, The"
(Knletn),
by Rev. W. H. Jackson
...;. 121
' 'Life of John
Bunyan "
.-,as
"Lion Tamer's Revenge, The"
(Cine*),
by Jas. S. McQuade
222
"Little Minister, The"
(Vitagraph).
by Louis Reeves Harrison...!..!!]] IS2

■When
Soul Meets
Soul"
(Essanay).
by Louis
Reeves
Harrison
Whom
and How Many,
by W. Stephen Bush
"Woman
In White.
The"
(Gem), by Louis Reeves Harrison

u

127"
321
225
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Index to the Stories of the Films.
For the benefit of the readers of the Moving Picture World, we have compiled a complete list of films with their d.ues
which have been released during the past three months. Some of the films listed, and which have DO page numbers, indicate
that synopses were not furnished by the manufacturers

Licensed Releases
Abbreviated li
rtnoon,
An
Oct. l'J (Clnei).. 180
Absent-Mimic. l Burglar, An
Noi
28 I Blograph) 808
Absent Minded Valet, The
Dec. 2 i Vltagraph). 900
Accldeniui Millionaire.
U)
Noi
B (Lubln)
476
Adam mi.. i Br*
Dec. 12 (Vltagraph)
lOoo
Adventure
at
the
Counterfeit
mils,
The —
Jan
2 — (Vltagraph)
1324
Adventure
of the Scarecrow,
The — Oct.
15
100
Affair at Baynord'8, The— Oct. 28 i Edison)
372
After tii.- Boneymoon
Noi
28 ilttograph)
808
Alkali tke's I
re— Nov. it! (Essanay)... 588
Alkali Ike's Motorcycle — Dec. 14 (Essanay)
1004
Alkali Ike Stung— Oct. 8 (Essanay)
66
All for a Girl— Dec. 14 (Vltagraph)
1000
All On ■ Summer's Day— Nov. 26 (fines)
004
Almost
a Man — Dec. 4 (Bssanay)
902
American
Ithine, The — Nor. l I Kalem)
376
Amongst
Manv Love* -Oct. 8 (C, G. P. C.)
74
Amen- the Abrnzil Mountains— Dec. 81— (Ones). 1828
Anionc.
the
Mountains
of
Calabria — Oct.
19
160
Amy's Choi
De< 81 -(Cues)
1320
Ancient Town of Narni.
The— Dec. 3 (Clnes)... 904
"Angel"
Child.
Thi
1' 28 -( Eclipse)
132.1
Anne
Boleyn— Nov. 5 (C. G
P. C.)
482
Annie Crawls
Opatairs— Dec. 10 (Edison)
1000
Apple Industrv in Washington. The — Dec. 13 (C.
G. P. C.)
1008
Aquatic Elephants— Nov. 12 (Vltagraph)
584
Arabian Sports— Nov. 9 (Vltagraph)
476
Arthur's
Trust.
John— Jan. 2 — (Lubin)
1323
Artistic Glass Work— Oct. S (Clnes)
68
Ascoll Plceno— Oct. 22 (Clnes)
270
As Fate Wills— Pec. 17 (Cines)
1106
At Fate Wonld Have It— Oct. 10 (Vltagraph)..
70
As You Like It— Oct. 7 (Vltagraph)
Atala— Nov. 20 (Sellg)
696
At Home in the Water— Oct. 23 (Edison)
368
At Napoleon's Command — Dec. 2 (Cines)
904
At the Basket Picnic— Oct. 28 (Blograph)
384
At the Dog Show— Dec. 18 (Vltagraph)
1108
At the Masquerade Ball— Qct. 22 (Edison)
368
At the Rainbow's End— Nov. 12 (Lubin)
586
Aubry's Love Affair. Miss— Nov. 25 (Sellg)
80
Awakening of Bianca. The — Dec. 7 (Vltagraph). 908
Awakening. The— Oct. 24 (Sellg)
372
B
Baby's Shoe. A— Nov. 1 (Edison)
478
Bachelor's Bride. The— Nov.
IB (Kalem)
588
Balkan
War
Scenes — Dec.
28— (Clnes)
1326
Bar-"K"
Foreman— Dec. 16 (Lubln)
1106
Battle in the Virginia Hills— Nov. 16 (Kalem).. 588
Battle of Wits. A— Nov. 25 (Kalem)
804
Beachcombers.
The — Dec.
26 — (Pathe)
1224
Bear Trap.
The— Dec. 28— (Pathe)
1224
Beauties of Portugal, The — Nov. 19 (C.G.P.C.) 696
Beautiful Valley of Tronto. The — Nov. 26 (Cines) 904
Beautv
Spots
in
South
Wales — Dec.
25 —
(Eclipse)
132.-1
Because of a Widow — Dec. 7 (Clne9)
904
Belle of the Beach. The — Oct. 9 (Kalem)
74
Bettina's Substitute— Not. 1 (Vltagraph)
380
Between Love and Law — Nov. 12 (Sellg)
586
Between
Two Girls— Jan. 3— (C. G. P. C.)
1326
Better Man. The — Dec. 27— (Vltagraph)
1222
Bill Mixes With His Relations— Dec. 26 — (Essanay)
1224
Billy MoGrath's
Art Career— Nov. 21 (Essanay) 694
Billy's Burglar— Nov. 22 (Vltagraph)
806
Billy's Pipe Dream— Nov. 14 (Vltagraph)
584
Bit of Blue Ribbon. A— Jan. 4— (Vltagraph) .. 1324
Blwa Canal and Shooting the Rapids at Katsnragwa.
Japan. The — Oct. 25 (Sellg)
Blind
Cattle
King.
The— Dec.
28— (Lubin)..
1220
Bobby's Dream — Nov. 2 (Edison)
47S
Boggs'
Windfall,
Bill— Dec.
30— (Blograph) .. .1330
Bolter's
Niece.
Mr— Jan. 3— (Vltagraph)
1324
Boss of the Katy Mine. The — Nov. 28 (Essanay) 806
Boy Rangers, The — Oct. 23 (Edison)
368
Branded Arm, The— Nov. 14 (Patbe)
590
Brave Old BUI— Nov. 8 (Kalem)
Brave Old Bill— Dec. 25— (Kalem)
1218
Bravery of Dora — Dec. 31 — (Lubin)
132."
Bringing Father Around — Oct. 23 (Essanay)
270
Bringing Home the Pup — Oct. 29 (Edison)
372
Broken
Hearts — Nov.
6 (Pathe)
482
Broncho
Billy
and
the Maid— Jan.
4— (Essanay)
1824
Broncho
Broncho
Broncho

Billy's Heart — Nov. 23 (Essanay)
696
Billy's Love Affair — Dec. 7 (Essanav).. 902
Billy's Mexican Wife — Nov.
30 (Essanay) ...
806
Broncho Billy's Promise — Dec. 21 (Essanav) ... .1108
Brutality— Dec. 2 (Blograph)
908
Buck's
Romance — Dec. 17 (Sellg)
1110
Bunny All at Sea— Oct. 19 (Vltagraph)
164

Iiunii> at tin- licit)}-— Oct. 29 (Vltagraph)
880
Burglar's Dlls
la, The
Dec
18 (Blograph)
iin>
Burma, Rangoon, India — Oct. 29 (Edison)
.'172
Business Buccaneer, a
i
27
(Kalem)
i-'in
Boater and the Cannibals
i
18 (Labia)
.1004
Boater to the Rescue — Nov. it (Pathe)
182
Boaj Dav In The Jungle, A— Dec. 20 — (Kalem)
1218
B] the Bi
'-' (Lubin)
900

California Snipe

Hunt,

A— Dec.

End ..f LoBU XI, The— Oct. 22 (C. O. P. C.)...
End ni
10 i Kxsanay)
Rnd
Of the
Feud,
The — Dec.
24 — (Lubln)
Error of Ornlnslon, The— Dec. l.'i (Esssnay)
Escape of Gas, An— Dec. 5 (C. G. P. C.)
Boehred— Oct n> (■allg)
Lwnlng
Parade
and Hlg (inn Practice
at Port
Vltagraph)
■very Inch
• n (Vltagraph)
Expensive Shine, An
Oct. in (Vltagraph)

272
88
1220
1004
1008
70
164
164
268

6 (Kalem).

Caprices
The— Dee.
31 — (('
P. c.) of the King,
Capt. Barnacle,
Reformer — Nov. 11 (Vltagraph)
Capture of Mr. Softly Beatlt, The — If
G. P. C.)
Carmen of the Isles— Nov. 7 (Sellg)
Casey at the Bat-^Jan.
1— ( Vltagraph)
Castawav. Tin — Dec. 12 (Melles)
Cat's I'aw. The — Dec. 25— (Essanay)
Caught
Bluffing— Oct. 19 (Lubin)
Caoght With the Goods— Nov. 19 (Clnes)
Central
I'ark. New
York — Oct. 16 (Kalem)
, ...
Chaffinch
and
Her
Family,
The— Dee.
27— (C.
G. P. C.)
Chains— Nov.
5 (Essanay)

1828
584
1008
482
1824
904
1224
160
692
170
1224
476

Chaperon
Gets
a Ducking,
The
'"ov. 29 (Ka- sol
lem)
Charge of the Light Brigade. The
Oct. 11 (Edison )
72
Chase Across the Continent
"ov. 23 (Edison)..
698
Chlef'9 Rlanket. The — Oct. 10 i Blograph)
68
Chief White Eagle— Nov. 16 (Lubin)
586
Christmas Accident, A — Dec. 14 (Edison)
1002
Christmas Miracle, The— Dec. 24— (C. G. P. C.).1224
Club
Man
and
the Crook,
The— Nov.
7 (Blograph)
480
Clue
to Her
Parentage— Dec.
27 — (Being
the
Sixth Story of "What Happened to Mary")
—Edison)
1222
Combination of the Safe, The — Oct. 14 (Kalem)
170
Comedy of Errors. A — Nov. 30 (Clnes)
904
Compact, The— Deo. 12 (Pathe)
1006
Convertible Auto, The— Oct. IS (C. G. P. C.)... 170
Conway, the Kerry Dancer — Dec. 9 (Kalem) ... .1002
Copper Mines at Bingham, Utah— Oct. 30 (Edison)
372
Cork and Vicinity— Dec. 6 (Vltagraph)
908
Corneto Tarquinia — Nov. 30 (Cines)
904
Counterfeit Santa Claus, A— Dec. 25 — (Sellg) . .1218
Country Boy, The — Nov. 20 (Pathe)
696
Country Schoolteacher, The — Nov. 14 (Lubin)...
586
Count v Fair. The — Oct. 21 (Kalem)
274
Cowboy and the Baby, The— Jan. 1— (Pathe) . .1326
Crime of Carelessness, The — Dee. 30 — (Edison) .1328
Cringer.
The — Oct. 12 (Lubln)
68
Crooked Path. The— Dec. 13 (Lubln)
1004
Cry for Help.
A— Dec. 23 — (Blograph)
1224
Curable Disease. A — Oct. 7 (Edison)
70
Curio Hunters, The — Dec. 4 (Vltagraph)
906
Curious
Family.
The — Jan. 3— (Sellg)
1322
Cutting California Redwoods— Nov. 14 (Essanay) 588

Dance at Silver Gulch, The — Nov. 19 (Essanay) 694
Dandy. The; or. Mr. Dawson Turns the Tables —
Dec. 14 (Vltagraph)
1000
Darktown Duel — Nov. 20 (Vltagraph)
692
Daughter's Sacrifice, A — Dec. 4 (Kalem)
906
Dawning. The— Dec. 6 (Vltagraph)
908
Days of '49 — Nov. 11 (Kalem)
588
Day's
Outing.
A — Dec.
30 — (Blograph)
1330
Death Valley Scotty's Mine— Oct. 26 (Kalem).. 274
Dlnan, France— Oct. 29 (C. G. P. C.)
482
Dinka
Chief's Reception,
The — Nov.
12 (C. G.
P. C.)
590
Dlonnes on the Horizontal Bar, The — Dec. 20 (C.
G. P. C.)
1112
Divorcee.
The — Dec. 19 (Blograph)
1110
Doctor Bridget — Dec. 10 (Vltagraph)
1000
Doctor for ao Hour, A — Nov. 9 (Edison)
4SO
Doctor's
Blind
Child.
The— (Pathe)
1326
Dollar
Saved
Is a Dollar
Earned.
A — Dec.
2
(Edison)
900
Down With the Men— Oct. 2." (Lubln)
274
Driver of the Deadwood Coach, The — Dec. 7 (Kalem^
906
Drummer.
The — Nov. 22 I Lubin)
692
Dynamited
Love — Dec. 25 — (Pathe)
1224
Dynamiters.
The — Nov. 5 (Sellg)
586

Eavesdropper,
The— Nov. 28 (Vltagraph^
- Election Day in California— Oct. 9 (Kalem)
74
Electric Laundry. The— Dec. 3 (C. G. P. C.)
1006
Elephant
On Their
Hands.
An— Oct. 16 (Vltagraph)
164
Enchanting Japan — Nov. 5 (Seiig)
482

Face or the Voice
5 (Vltagraph)
176
Faithful Onto Death— Oct. 28 (Vltagraph)
Family
Next D'*,r, The
Ni.v. 2 (LuMnj
Farm Bully, The— Dec. 2 (Kalem)
908
Farm House Romance, A — Dec. 20 (C. O. P. ('.).) 112
Fate's Decree— Dec. 11 (Pathe)
1008
Father's Hot Toddy— Oct. 17 (Vltagraph)
164
Felix at the Ball— Nov. 8 (Lubln)
474
Finger of Suspicion, The — Dec. 16 (Kalem)
1112
Fire Cop, The— Dec. 2 (Sellg)
lire Fighters Love, The— Nov. 21 (Sellg)
696
First Settlers Story, The— Dec. 20 (Edison)
1112
Flsberboy's
Faith, The — Oct. 28 (Sellg)
482
Fisherman's Luck, The — Oct. 31 (Essanav).
Fixit, Mr.— Oct. 11 (Lubln)
66
Hxlng
n Flirt— Nov. 1 (Lubln)
880
Flag ..r Freedom.
The -Jan.
4 — (Kalem)
1328
Flower Girl's Romance,
The — Nov. 22 (Kalem). 804
Fog — Dec. 13 (Edison)
Following the Star— Dec. 20 (Vltagraph)
1108
Football
Days at Cornell — Dec. B (Essanay)
902
Forest Fire, A— Dec. 6 (Edison)
900
Forest of Fontainebleau, The — Nov. 23 (Pathe). 806
Forest Ranger, The — Oct. 26 (Lubln)
274
For Her— Dec. 31— (Edison)
1828
For Professional Services — Nov. 2 (Edison)
478
Foundling, The — Oct. 18 (Edison)
368
Four Days a Widow— Oct. 21 (Vltagraph)
164
Fourfooted Cupid, A— Jan. 1 — (Bcllpse)
1328
Frame-Up-^Ian.
2— (Pathe)
1828
Fraud at the Mine, The— Nov. 9 (Kalem)
480
Freckles — Dec. 26 — (Vltagraph)
1222
Freight Train Drama, A — Dec. 5 (Sellg 1
904
French
Naval
Maneuvers — Dec.
27 — (C. G. P.
C.)
1224
Frenzied Finance — Oct. 28 (Patbe)
Fresh Air Romance, A — Oct. 12 (Edison)
72
Friends in San Rosario — Nov. 29 (Sellg)
902
From the Submerged — Nov. 12 (Essanay)
088
Fugitive From Justice. A— Nov. 19 (Lubln)
892

Geisha Girls of Japan. The— Oct. 18 (Sellg)
170
Gentleman
Joe — Oct. 15 (Lubln)
180
German Singers. The— Oct. 11 (Lubln)
88
Getting Atmosphere — Oct. 25 (Sellg)
Girl In the Caboose. The — Oct. 25 (Kalem)
274
Girl of the Mountain. The — Dec. 11 (Sellg)
1008
Giuseppe's Good
Fortune — Dec. 20 (Essanay) .. .1108
Glimpse of Sicily. A— Oct. 8 (Cines)
68
Glimpses
of Balkan
War Territorv — Dec.
11
(Eclipse)
Glimpses of Bermuda — Oct. IS (Edison I
170
Glimpses of Montana — Dec. 19 (Patbe)
1112
God
Within.
The — Dec. 26— (Vltagraph)
1224
Godmother. The — Oct. 8 (Vltagraph)
70
God of Gold, The— Dec. 12 (Sellg)
1008
Gold and Glitter— Nov. 11 (Blograph)
80S
Golden Shell of Palermo
(Slcllv), The — Nov.
5
(Clnes)
474
Good for Nothing, The — Nov. 18 (Lubln)
892
Governor's Clemency, The — Nov. 21 (Melles)
588
Grassvllle Girls. The — Oct. 16 (Essanay)
184
Great Steeplechase. The— Nov. 29 (Pathe)
810
Greater Wealth-^Tan.
2— (Sellg)
1822
Grotto of Torture. The — Nov. 15 (Patbe)
810
Guilty Conscience.
A — Jan. 3 — (Lubin)
1825

Half a Pint of Milk— Nov. 8 (C. G. P. C.)
482
Handbag.
The — Nov. 9 (Vltagraph)
476
Harbor Island — Dec. 23 — (Sellg)
1218
Harem Captives — Dec. 9 (Pathe)
...1110
Harnessing a Mountain Stream— Dec. 9 (Edison) 1000
Hat. The— Dec. 19 (Vltagraph)
1108
He Swore
Off Smoking— Dec. 28 — (Edison)
1222
Head for a Head. A— Nov. 2 (Clnes)
376
Heart In Rags, A— Oct. 30 (Sellg)
482
Heavenly Voice. The— Oct. 31 (Lubln)
380
Her Bitter Lesson — Oct. 31 (Sellg)..'
482
Her
Great
Chance-^Jan.
9— (Melles)
1390
Heredity— Nov. 4 (Blograph)
480
— Nov. Oct.6 (Sellg)
Her Education
Father's Hat—
11 (Vltagraph).!.!!!!!
High Nov.
Explosives
As t'sed in the D. S. Army
20 (Edison)

493
70

ggg

THE

IV
His
HI*
nix
Ills
Ills
His
II

Auto's Maiden Trip— Nov. 7 (Blograph)
Birthday Jacket— Dec. 18 (Essanay)
Conntrj Before ah— Oct. li <C. G. P. C.)..
lather's Choice — Dec. 6 (Lubln)
First Skate — Dec. 13 (Lubln)
little Indian Model— Dec. 4 (Pathe)
Mother's Hope— Dec. 7 (Edison)
tlier's Picture— Oct. 11 (Kalem)
His
Spring"
Overcoat— Dec. 24— (Clnes)
I -Nov. 1 (Sellg)
His Western
Way— Dee. 19 (Lubln)
Hi. lies Best Cure, The— Nov. 27 (Sellg)
BOgaa vs Schmidt— Dec. 20 (Lubln)
Hoist Ou Ills Own Petard— Nov. 18 (Blograph).
Home Sweet Home — Dec. 21 (Lubln)
Hope— Nov. 16 (Edison)
BSIM Ihlevea,
The— Oct. 10 (Pathe)
House of Pride, The— Nov. 13 (Essanay)
How
A Horse
Upset
A Happy
Family — Dec.
28
(Edison)
Uoh
the Cause
Was Won — Oct. 7 (Sellg)
llou the "Duke of Leisure," Reached His Winter II
Dec
27 -(Sellg)
ll..»
ih.v Got the Vote — Jan. 1— (Edison)
Hubby's Wile, Mr.— Nov. 26 (Essanay)

480
1108
74
900
1004
1006
902
74
1326
482
1106
902
1106
808
1106
698
72
588
1224
68
1218
1228
806

MOVING

PICTURE

Love
Among
the Geysers— Dec. 25— (Edison) . .1222
Love vs. Gratitude— Nov. 3 (Clnes)
474
Love Hath
Wrought
A Miracle — Jan. 1— (Vltagraph)
1324
Love Through
A Lens
Dei-7
(] - -.-may) .... 1224
Love Token, The— Jan. 4 — (Lubln)
1325
Loyal Deserter,
A— Jan. 1— (Sellg)
1322
Lucky Fall, A— Dec. 9 (Lubin)
1004
Lydla
Punkham's
Love
Story— Nov.
26 (C. G.
p. C.)
810
M
Madeline's Christmas— Dec. 17 (Lubln)
1106
Magic Elixir, The— Nov. 19 (Clnes)
692
Making Briar Pipes— Oct. 23 (Eclipse)
270
Mamma Wanted, A— Oct. 30 (Pathe)
480
Mammoth
Life-Savers — Oct. 11 (Vltagraph)
70
Man Among Men, A— Nov. 18 (Sellg)
696
Manchester Ship Canal (England), The — Dec. 11
I 1 :■ llpse)
1002
Man for a Day, A— Nov. 27 (Eclipse)
904
Manfredonla
(Southern Italy)— Nov. 23 (Clnes). 904
Mantle of Red Evans, The— Dee. 3 (Selig)
902
Marked Man, A— Dec. 10 (C. G. P. C.)
1008
Marriage
of Convenience,
A — Dec.
21 (Vita-

graph)

Ida's Christmas— Dec.
24 — (Vltagraph)
1220
Indian's Friendship, An— Nov. 9 (Essanay)
478
Indian
Uprising
at Santa
Fe, The — Dec.
14
Kalem)
1114
Informer,
The— Nov. 21 (Blograph)
808
International Romance,
An — Oct. 11 (Sellg)
70
In the Aisles of the World— Oct. 14 (Blograph). 166
In the Flat Above — Nov. 26 (Vltagraph)
808
In the Furnace Fire— Oct. 26 (Vltagraph)
266
In the Garden Fair— Nov. 2 (Vltagraph)
389
In the Ossau Valley— Oct. 23 (Eclipse)
270
In the Service of the State— Oct. 22 (Lubln)... 272
In Tyrol, the Arlberg Valley— Oct. 29 (C.G.P.C.)
Invited Guest, The— Oct. 22 (Clnes)
270
Ireland the Oppressed— Dec. 14 (Kalem)
1002
Irish Girl's Love, An— Oct. 28 (Lubln)
376
Iron Heel, The— Nov. 29 (Essanay)
806
I Saw Him First— Nov. 15 (Kalem)
588
Island of Ceylon, India, The — Nov. 29 (Edison). 806
It All Came Out in the Wash— Dec. 24 — (Vltagraph)
1220

Jack's Burglar— Dec. 26 (Melles)
Jim's Partner— Oct. 31 (Pathe)
Jim's Vindication— Oct. 29 (Sellg)
Jinx's Birthday Party— Dec. 9 (Blograph)
John Colter's Escape — Dec. 6 (Sellg)
Juan and Juanita — Nov. 4 (Lubln)
Judgment of the Sea— Oct. 17 (Melles)
Just Luck— Oct. 29 (Vltagraph)
Just Maine Folks— Oct. 21 (Lubin)
Just Missed Him— Dec. 11 (Eclipse)
Just Out of College — Jan. 3— (Lubin)

Kerry Gow, The— Nov. 18 (Kalem)
Kings of the Forest— Nov. 11 (Selig)
Kitty and the Bandits— Dec. 12 (Lubln)

.

1110
480
482
1006
904
474
68
380
272
1002
3

694
808
1004

Ladies'
Man.
A— Dec.
24— (Oines)
1326
Lady Clare— Dec. 17 (Edison)
1112
Land Beyond the Sunset, The — Oct. 28 (Edison) 372
Landlubber, The— Nov. 18 (Kalem)
694
Lass of Gloucester, The— Oct. 16 (Pathe)
170
Last of Her Tribe, The — Oec. 20 (Selig)
1110
Last Performance, The— Dec. 20 (Pathe)
1112
Last Rose of Summer, The — Oct. 7 (Lubin)
66
Latest Addition to the U. S. Navy— Dec. 4 (Edison)
900
Laughing
Billy^Jan.
1— (Eclipse)
1326
Leap- Year Proposal, A— Dec. 16 (Vltagraph)
1108
Legend of the Lost Arrow — Nov. 8 (Sellg)
482
Lesson In Courtship — Nov. 1 (Vltagraph)
380
Letter, The — Oct. 30 (Essanay)
384
Letter to the Princess, A— Nov. 22 (Edison)
698
Life and
Industries
in Aden
Campo — Nov.
16
(Cines)
584
Light That Failed. The— Nov. 16 (Pathe)
690
Like Knights of Old— Oct. 16 (Edison)
368
Like the Cat, They Came Back— Oct. 17 (Blograph)
166
Limited Divorce. A— Oct. 17 (Blograph)
166
Line at Hogan's, The — Oct. 7 (Blograph)
68
Linked By Fate — Nov. 28 (Melles)
696
Linked Together— Nov. 12 (Edison)
586
Lion Tamer's Revenge, The — Oct. 21 (Clnes) . . . 474
Lion Tonic,
The — Dee. 10 (Clnes)
1002
Llrrlper's I-egaey, Mrs. — Dec. 5 (Vltagraph)
906
Llrrlper's Lodgers, Mrs.— Oct. 15 (Vltagraph)...
164
Lisbon and Oporto — Dee. 18 (C. G. P. C.)
1008
Little Organ
Player of San Juan, The — Dec. 26
—(Sellg)
1218
Little Raven's "Sweetheart — Oct. 24 (Pathe)
272
Locked 0o(
Dec. 6 (Lubln)
900
Lord
Browning
and Cinderella — Nov.
13 (Vltagraph)
684
Lost Inheritance, The
Not. 18 (Sellg)
Love and Treachery — Nov
21 (Lubln)
692
I-ove of Algahert
and Elizabeth,
The
Nov
29
I
G. P
C.)
810

WORLD

mo

Masqueraders, The— Nov. 20 (Eclipse)
806
Max Fights a Duel— Oct. 15 (C. G. P. C.)
170
Max Gets the Reward— Nov. 15 (C. G. P. C.)... 590
Mayor's Crusade, The — Dec. 18 (Kalem)
1114
Mayor from Ireland, The — Nov. 30 (Kalem)
804
Meeting Mamie's Mother— Oct. 18 (Lubin)
160
Metamorphoses— Dec. 17 (C. G. P. C.)
1112
Michael
McShane,
Matchmaker — Nov.
6 (Vltagraph)
476
Mills of the Gods, The — Nov. 4 (Vitagraph) . . . .
Miner's
Request,
The— Jan. 2— (Essanay)
1324
Mike's
Brainstorm— Nov. 22 (Sellg)
696
Millionaire Vagabonds, The— Dec. 18 (Selig)
1110
Misleading Evidence— Oct. 19 (Pathe)
170
Missing Locket, The — Oct. 16 (Eclipse)
160
Mistake in Spelling, A— Oct. 18 (Vitagraph)
266
Mistaken Calling,
A — Oct. 15 (Essanay)
164
Mission of a Bullet, The— Jan. 1— (Kalem)
1326
Model for St. John. The— Nov. 16 (Vitagraph).. 692
Modern Atalanta, A— Nov. 8 (Vitagraph)
476
Money,
A — Nov. 6 (Essanay)
476
Monte Cristo— Oct. 14 (Sellg)
166
Moonshiner's Daughter, The — Oct. 8 (Lubin)
66
Mosques and Turkish Palace — Oct. 29 (Clnes) . . . 376
Mother Goose
in a 16th Century
Theater — Oct.
21 (Edison)
368
Mother of the Ranch, The— Nov. 2 (Essanay).. 384
Mother's
Strategy,
A — Dec.
30 — (Lubin)
1325
Motorcycle
Adventure,
A— Oct. 8 (Sellg)
68
Mountain Dew— Nov. 4 (Kalem)
480
Mountain Tragedy, A — Dec. 28 — (Kalem)
1220
Mountebank's
Daughter— Dec. 23— (Lubin)
1220
Moving Finger, The — -Nov. 1 (Essanay)
384
Mummy
and
the Cowpunchers,
The — Dec.
13
(Kalem)
1002
Musketeers
of Pig Alley,
The — Oct. 31 (Blograph)
384
My Baby— Nov. 14 (Blograph)
808
My Hero — Dec. 12 (Blograph)
1006
Mystery
of Grandfather's
Clock,
The — Nov.
6
(Kalem)
480
My Wife's Bonnet— Oct. 14 (Selig)
166
N
Natoosa— Dec. 11 (Vitagraph)
1000
Naughty
Marietta— Oct. 13 (Pathe)
72
Nearly Lion Tamers— Dec. 21 — (Cines)
1326
Near-Sighted Cupid,
A— Dec. 13 (Selig)
1006
New Member of the Life-Saving Crew, The — Nov.
4 (Edison)
478
New Squire, The — Dec. 2 (Edison)
900
New York Hat, The— Dec. 6 (Biograph)
908
New York Public School Drills and Dances — Oct.
25 (Kalem)
274
Night
Before
Christmas,
The — Dec.
17 (Vitagraph)
1108
Noble Profession, A — Nov. 19 (Edison)
698
No Fool Like an Old Fool— Nov. 9 (Cines)
474
Non-Commlssioned
Officer,
The — Nov.
11 (Edison)
584
None But the Brave
Deserve
the Fair — Oct. 28
(Vitagraph)
380
Noodle Industry.
The — Oct. 25 (Lubin)
274
No Place for a Minister's Son — Dec. 11 (Edison). 1002
Nora
the Cook — Dec. 20 (Lubin)
1106
Not on the Circus Program — Oct. 11 (Essanay).
66

Octopus. The— Dec. 6 (C. G. P. C.)
1008
Official Appointment. An— Nov. 4 (Vitagraph I . . . 476
O'Hara.
Squatter
and
Philosopher — Nov.
30
(Vltagraph)
808
Old Actor's Vision, The— Nov. 16 (Cines)
584
Old Appointment.
An— Dec. 18 (Edison)
1112
Old Chess Players,
The— Oct. 24 (Lubln)
272
Old Reporter, The — Nov. 18 ( Edison)
586
Old Songs and Memories — Nov. 14 (Sellg)
586
Old Toledo— Oct. 22 (C. G. P. C.)
272
Old Fashioned
Elopement.
An — Dec.
28— (Edison)
1222
Omens of the Mesa — Nov. 25 (Vitagraph).806
On Donovan's Division — Nov. 30 (Edison)
806
Once Was Enough — Dec. 27 — (Lubln)
1220
One She Loved, The— Oct. 21 (Blograph)
272
On the Firing Line — Nov. 12 (Clnes)
r,S4
On the line of Peril— Oct. 31 (Vltagraph)
3S0

Opltsah

(Apache for Sweetheart)— Dec. 16
llg)
Opium Smugglers, The — Oct. 15 (Selig)
Our Lady of the Pearls— Dec. 80— (Sellg)
outlaw's Sacrifice, The — Oct. 19 (Essanay)
Out of the Shadows — Nov. 7 (Vltagraph)
Outwitting the Professor — Oct. 14 (Edison)

(Se-

"i»
166
1322
164
476
170

P
Painted Lady, The — Oct. 24 (Biograph)
272
Papering the Den— Dec. 19 (Blograph)
1110
Paris and Its Monuments— Dec. 3 (C. G. P. C.).1008
Parson James— Oct. 29 (Lubln)
378
Passing Gypsies — Oct. 9 (Pathe)
72
Pair of Boots, A— Dec. 21— (Sellg)
1218
Palmetto
Hat
Industry— Dec.
27— (Lubln)
1220
Pathe's Weekly No. 39, 1912— Sept. 23 (Pathe). 72
Pathe's Weekly No. 40, 1912— Sept. 30 (Pathe). 72
Pathe's Weekly No. 41. 1912— Oct. 7 (Pathe). 170
Pathe's Weekly No. 42, 1912 — Oct. 14 (Pathe). 272
Pathe's Weekly No. 43. 1912— Oct. 21 (Pathe). 480
Pathe's Weekly No. 44. 1912— Oct. 28 (Pathe). 480
Pathe's Weekly No. 45, 1912— Nov. 4 (Pathe). 588
Pathe's Weekly No. 46, 1912— Nov. 11 (Pathe). 698
Pathe's Weekly No. 47, 1912 — Nov. 18 (Pathe). 810
Pathe's Weekly No. 48, 1912— Nov. 25 (Pathe). 906
Pathe's Weekly No. 49, 1912— Dec. 2 (Pathe). 1008
Pathe's Weekly No. 50, 1912— Dec.
9 (Pathe). 1110
Pathe's Weekly No. 51— Dec. 16— (Pathe)
1224
Pathe's Weekly No. 52— Dec. 23— (Pathe)
1826
Pat, the Soothsayer — Nov. 1 (Kalem)
376
Paying the Board Bill— Oct. 16 (Kalem)
170
Peace
Offering,
The— Dec. 30 — (Kalem)
1826
Penitent, The — Nov. 22 (Essanay)
694
Perils of the Cliffs, The — Oct. 23 (Kalem)
274
Persistent Fly-Swatter, A— Oct. 23 (Eclipse)
270
Picturesque Brittany— Nov. 26 (C. G. P. C.)
810
Picturesque Dalmatia — Dec. 18 (Eclipse)
1106
Picturesque Italian Scenes— Dec. 10 (Clnes)
1002
Picturesque
Sorrento — Dec. 24 — (Clnes)
1326
Pineapple, The— Nov. 13 (Patbe)
590
Planting
the Spring
Garden — Dec.
30 — (Vitagraph)
1322
Players, The— Oct. 10 (Lubin)
66
Plot That Failed, The— Oct. 18 (Kalem)
170
Poet and Peasant— Oct. 30 (Vitagraph)
380
Pony Express Girl, The — Nov. 8 (Kalem)
480
Power of a Hymn, The — Oct. 28 (Kalem)
376
Power of Silence,
The — Dec. 30 — (Lubln)
1326
Professor
and the Lady,
The — Nov.
12 (Vitagraph)
584
Proposal Under Difficulties, A — Dec. 21 (Edison). 1112
Prospector, The — Dec. 12 (Essanay)
1004
Public and Private Care of Infants, The — Dec.
16 (Edison)
1112
Pulque
Pete
and
the Opera
Troupe — Dec.
20
(Kalem)

1114"
Q

Queen for a Day, A — Nov.
Queen of Spades — Nov. 6
Question of Age, A — Nov.
Question of Hair, A— Dec.

6 (Edison)
(Eclipse)
21 (Pathe)
6 (Sellg)

478
474
696
904

Race for Honor, A — Oct. 30 (Eclipse)
376
Race With Time, A — Dec. 9 (Kalem)
1002
Raising Barley in Japan— Nov. 29 (Sellg)
902
Ranch Girl's Trial, The — Oct. 26 (Essanay)
270
Ranchman's
Anniversary,
The — Nov.
7 (Essanay)
478
Ranch-Mates— Nov. 30 (Lubin)
804
Ranger and His Horse, The — Dec. 10 (Selig)
1006
Rebellion of Mandy, The— Oct. 9 (Essanay)
66
Receiving Teller, The — Dec. 18 (Pathe)
1110
Red Eagle, the Lawyer — Nov. 24 (Patbe)
696
Red Man's Honor, The — Dec. 16 (Eclipse)
1106
Red Saunders' Sacrifice — Oct. 17 (Lubin)
160
Redskin Raiders, The — Oct. 12 (Kalem)
74
Red Wing and the Paleface — Nov. 23 (Kalem).. 694
Redman's
Burden,
The — Jan. 4 — (Edison)
1328
Reincarnation of Karma,
The — Dec. 27 — (Vitagraph)
1222
Reindeer Hunting in Norway — Dec. 14 (Pathe). 1006
Removing Sunken Vessels — Oct. 16 (Edison)
368
Requited
Love — Dec. 31— (Essanay)
1324
Reviewing
French Troops
By Airship — Nov.
13
(Eclipse)
584
Revolt
of the Peasants,
The— Nov.
22 (C. G.
P. C. )
696
Reward for Broncho Billy. The — Dec. 28 — lEssanay )
1224
Rise and Fall of Mlckev Mahone,
The — Dec. 14
( Pathe)
1006
Rival Engineers, The — Oct. 19 (Kalem)
170
Rival of Caruso, A— Dec
17 (C. G. P. C.)
1112
Roderick's
Ride— Dec.
24— (Selig)
1218
Romeo and Juliet — Jan. 3 — (Pathe)
1326
Romance of Wickshaw — Nov. 19 (Vitagraph)... 692
Romance of the Rails. A — Nov. 5 (Edison)
478
Roman's Conversion, A — Oct. 9 (Eclipse)
68
Roped In— Nov. 26 (Selig)
808
Rough
Ride
With
Nitroglycerine — Dec.
31 —
(Sellg)
1322
Rubber Industry in Malaysia,
The — Oct. 18 (C.
G. P. C.)
170
Rube's Mistake— Oct. 18 (Lubin)
160
Rush Hours in New York— Dec. 20 (Kalem)
1114
Running
Away
of Doris,
The — Jan.
3 — (Edison)
1328
Ruth Roland, the Kalem Girl— Nov. 29 (Kalem) 804

THE
s
Sad Devil, A— Oct. 21 (Sellg)
372
Sailor* Ueart, A— Not. 25 (Blograph)
808
Saint and the SIwbhIi, The
Nm
1!» (Sellg).... 896
Sallle Ann's Strategy— Nov. 90 (Edison)
808
Salt Lake
City, Utah,
and
Ms Surroundings —
Not. 12 (Edison)
586
Saniarltun of Coogan'a Tenement,
Tin' —Not.
26
(Lubln)
804
Sammy Orpheus— Dec. 10 (Sellg)
1110
Sand
Hoppers— Jan. 3— (C. G. P. C.)
1896
Satin and Gingham— Not. 28 (Lubln)
804
8aTed By Fire— Not. 1! (Sells )
686
Saving the Game — Deo. 0 (Bdlson)
1000
Scarab, The— Not. 8 (C. G. P. 0. )
482
Scenes of Irlah Life at Dublin -Oct. 23 (Vitagraph)
266
Scheme, The — Not. 20 (Essanay)
604
Scoop, The— Dec. 3 ( Vltagraph >
906
Seeing Is Believing — Jan. 1— (Essanay)
1324
Servant Problem, The — Not. 22 i Vltagraph)
692
Shadow of the Cross. The — Dee. 10 I INsanay) . . .1002
Sbaughraun,
The — Dec.
25— (Kalem)
1218
Shanghaied— Not. 15 (Sellg)
586
She Is a Pippin— Dec. 9 (Blograph)
1006
Sheriff Pro-Tem., The— Dec. 5 (Melies)
810
Sin-riff's Inheritance.
The— Doc. 24— (Essanay) .1224
Sheriff's Brother.
The— Nov. 27 i I'athe)
810
Sheriffs Luck, The— Deo. 19 (Essanay)
1108
Sheriff's Mistake, The — Not. 7 (I.ubin)
474,
Shotgun Kanchman,
The — Oct. 12 (Essanay)
66
Shuttle of Fate. The— Oct. 16 (Sellg)
166
Sldl Hadji
Moursouck— Dec.
19
(Pathe)
1112
Signal of Distress, The— Dec. 9 (Vltagraph)
1000
Silent Signal, The— Nov. 23 (Lubin)
694
Slmklns' Summer Boarder. Miss — Oct. 29 (Essanay)
380
Simple Life, The— Oct. 23 (Pathe)
272
Simple Maid. The— Dec. 21 (Pathe)
1112
Six O'clock
(Not. 21 (Vltagraph)
692
Skinflint, The— Not. 2 (Kalem)
376
Slate Industry, The — Not. 15 (Lubin)
586
Smugglers' Prisoner, The — Not. 7 (Melles)
376
Snare, The — Oct. 17 (Essanay)
164
So-Jun-Wah and the Tribal Law— Oct. 22 (Sellg) 372
Soldier's Duty, A— Oct. 19 (Edison)
368
Soldier's Furlough, A— Deo. 7 (Lubln)
900
"Some Rare Specimens and a Few Old Friends,"
New York Zoological Park— Nov. 26 (Edison)
806
Something Wrong With Bessie — Dec. 6 (Kalem). 906
Song of the Shell, The — Deo. 13 (Vltagraph)
1000
Son's Example, A — Oct. 24 (Melies)
166
Spahl's Fiancee, The— Nov. 12 (C. G. P. C.)... 690
Specimens
of
Lizards
and
Frogs — Nov.
13
(Eclipse)
584
Spendthrift's Reform, The— Dec. 7 (Pathe)
1006
Spirit of the Ranch, The — Oct. 22 (Vltagraph).. 266
Sporting Editor. The — Oct. 19 (Lubin)
164
Stain, The — Nov. 27 (Essanav)
806
State
Deal,
A— Oct. 18 (Blograph)
384
Stenographer Wanted — Nov. 8 (Kalem)
480
Steak and Onions — Jan. 3— (Selig)
1822
Stolen
Symphony,
The — Nov. 25 (Lubln)
804
Strange Places and Quaint People In New York
—Dec. 13 (Kalem)
1002
Strange
Story
of Elsie Mason,
The — Oct. 30
(Kalem)
376
Straw Hats— Oct. 29 (Cines)
376
Striped Bathing Suit, The— Oct. 17 (Pathe)
170
Stroke Oar, The— Nov. 29 (Lubln)
804
Strong-Arm Nellie— Nov. 18 (Kalem)
694
Struggle of Hearts — Deo. 3 (Lubin)
900
Sue Simpkins' Ambitions— Dec. 28— (Vltagraph)
1222
Submarine Fauna — Oct. 17 (Pathe)
170
Substitute Heiress. The — Not. 5 (Lubin)
474
Subterfuge— Oct. 18 (Sellg)
166
Suffragette
in Spite of Himself,
A — Oct. 30
tEdtaon)
372
Suitors and Suit Cases— Not. 15 (Lubin)
586
Sunday Afternoon in Rural England, A — Dec. 11
(Edison)
1002
Sunshine — Oot. 25 (Essanay)
270
Supreme T.esl, The— Deo. 6 (Essanay)
902
Surgeon, The — Not. 25 (Lubin)
804
Susie to Susanne— Nov. 29 (Vltagraph)
808

T
Taming Their Parents— Not. 22 (Lubln)
694
Tell-tale Message, The — Not. 20 (Kalem)
694
Tempted By Necessity— Oct. 23 (Selig)
372
Tempest
Tossed^Tan.
2— (Melies)
1224
Tenacious I.over. The — Deo. 5 (Pathe)
1006
Ten-Karat Hero, A— Oct. 7 (Blograph)
68
Their Idols— Not. 18 (Biograph)
808
Third Thanksgiving, The— Nov. 25 (Edison)
806
Three Bachelors' Turkey, The — Nov. 28 (Pathe). 810
Three Girls and a Man— Nov. 28 (Vltagraph)... 808
Three Rogues Outwitted— Deo. 18 (Eclipse)
1106
Three
Friends — Jan. 2 — (Blograph)
1330
Thrifty Parson, The — Oot. 24 (Essanav)
270
Thrilling Rescue By "Uncle Mun."
A— Nov. 13
(Edison)
586
Through Derbyshire Dales— Oct. 9 (Eclipse)
68
Time Flies — Dec. 11 (Essanav)
)
1004
Timid May— Not. 20 (Vltagraph)
692
Tim— Not. 18 (Edison)
) . 698
TiToli Hills and the Falls of Anio, The— Dec
21
(Clnes)
Toll Gate Raiders— Deo. 11 (Kalem)
1002
Tomboy of Bar Z, The — Oot. 22 (Essanay)
270
Tom Thumb— Oct. 25 (C. G. P. C.)
272
Too ManyEye.Caseys
...'.]
Totville
The —— Deo.
Nov. 6 27(Vltagraph)
(Edison)
..

906
S06
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Town
of Cognac.
Franco,
and
Its Brandy
Industry-Nov. U)
i
Toymakor,
The
Od
M i Vltagraph)
Tragedy
at the Court
of Milan— Nov.
1 d
P, C.)
Trailing the Counterfeiters
Oct
12 (Clnea)
Trapping the Consplrat' I (Clnea).
Treblaond and Borroundlnf-l
Mot, 27 (Eclipse)..
leroai Shot, A— Jan.
3— i Kalem)
Triangle, The— Not. 2n (BaUc)
Trlanons. The. Veraallli
-Oct. 8 (C. O.
r

I

482
68
DXM
1328
902

i

Trip to Mount Rainier, A— Nov. 13 (Pat he i
Trip Dp the BUM, A— Nov. 8 (C. O. P. C.)
Trlvoli Hills and Fulls of Anlo, The— Deo. 21
(Otoe)
Turn of Fortune,
A— Oct. 26 (Olrjes)
'Twlxt I.ove and Ambition— Dee. 5 (Lubln)
Two Afllieted Hearts— Nov. 23 (Cines)
Two Bora— Doc. 20— (Lubln)
Two Runaways. The — Dec. 23— (Kalem)
Two
Women
and
Two
Men— Dec.
25— (Vitagrnph)

74

482
1320
900
904
1220
1218
1822

U
Una of the Sierras— Not. 14 (Vltagraph)
Uncle Mun and the Minister— Oct. 9 (Edison)...
Under False Colors — Oct. 8 (Edison)
Unexpected
Honeymoon,
An — Not.
18 (Vltagraph)
Up Against It— Dec. 3 (Cines)
Up'e Trip Tripped Up, Mr.— Not. 15 (Essanay).
Uprising, The— Oct. 14 (Lubin)

584
72
72
584
904
588
160

Vale

of Chevreuse
and
the Vaux
De Cernay,
The— Oct. 15 (C. G. P. C.)
170
Value Received — Nov. 14 (Melies)
474
Venetian Lace Workers — Oct. 29 (Clnes)
376
Victims of Fate— Nov. 7 (Pathe)
482
Vintage of Fate, The— Dec. 9 (Sellg)
1006
Virtue of Rags, The — Dee. 17 (Essanay)
1108
Voice of Warning— Not. 4 (Selig)
482

W

aii
aii
All
All

for Jim
Majaatla)
176
oa
Bclalr)
79
'through a Bank Note — Oct. 25 (Luxi
4H.J
On Account
of a Banana -Die.
'.'4 — (MajesHe)
1884
I a Suicide— Dec. 6 (Nestor)
1012
Alpine
Tragedv,
An— Oct. 5 (Milan'.,
78
Almr Of Death
Nov. 15 (Kay-Ile.-.
.706
Ambition* Bntlar,
. 284
Angle ol tb« Studio, 'I hi- - Oct 2S (Victor)
888
Animal
Within,
H
i American)
914
Animated
Weekly
.N... 81
0 I
rual). . 884
Anlmaleil
Weekly
I niversal).. 386
Animated
Weekly
No,
I) , .4*8
Animated Weekly
.i-raal).. 504
Animated Weekly No. 35— Nov. (J I Culver-al) . . 702
Animated Weekly No. 36 — Nov 16 (UnlTeraal).. 812
Animated Weekly No. :;7— Not. 20 (UnlTeraal).. 810
Animated Weekly No. 88 — NOT. 27 i Universal) . .1010
Animated
Weekly
■ ■-. 4 | UnlTeraal) . .1118
Animated
Weekly No. 40— Dec. 11 i I 'hIvitmhI ) . .
Animated
Weakly
No.
«0— Dec
11— (Universal)
.1228
Arabella's
Ankle — Dec.
80— (Nestor)—
1888
Amulet, The— Dec 24— (Oam)
1840
Animated Weekly No. 41— Dec. 18— I Universal). 1840
An
III Wind— Dec. 29— (Hex)
1340
Vow, The — Dec. li (Milano)
1120
Apartment
No. 18 — Dec. 3 (Genu
1010
Army Surgeon, The — Nov. 22 i Kay-Bee)
At

Coney

Island— Oct.

28

IK.

392

At It Again — Nov. 4 (Keystone)
At Libert) — Good
Press
Agent — Dec. 8 (Thanbouser)
At the name,
the Butterfly Burnt
its Wings —
Dec.
1 (Eclair)
At the Phone— Nov. 1 (Solax)
Aunt
Bridget— Not. 8 (Eclair)
Aunt
Dinah's
Plot— Dec.
14
(Imp)
Aurora Floyd — Dec. 10 (Thanhouser)
Awakening
of John
Brldd — Dec.
10 (Gem)

492
1014
»10
890
490
1118
1014
1116

B
Baby and the Cop, The — Dec. 19 (Punch)
Bad Tangle,
A— Oct. 12 (Imp)
Ball (Broncho)
Player
and
the
Bandit,
The— Not.

27

Battle

Warning Hand, The — Oct. 18 (Essanay)
164
Water Rats, The — Not. 9 (Lubin)
476
Water Right Way, The — Not. 27 (Kalem)
804
Way of the Mountains, The — Nor. 11 (Lubln).. 586
Western Girls — Dec. 3 (Essanay)
902
What
Kate
Did— Dec.
24— (Edison)
1222
When
California
Was
Young — Oct. 12 (Vltagraph)
70
When
Soul Meets
Soul — Jan. 3 — (Essanay)
1324
When
Edith
Played
Judge
and Jury — Oct. 9
(Sellg)
70
When Helen Was Elected— Dec. 4 (Sellg)
902
When Joey Was on Time— Dec. 18 (Edison)
1112
When LoTe Leads — Dec. 14 (Lubln)
1004
When Persistency and Obstinacy Meet — Oct. 9
(Vltagraph)
70
When Wealth Torments— Not. 8 (Essanay)
478
When Youth Meets Youth— Oct. 7 (Kalem)
74
Where
LoTe
Is, There
God
Is Also — Oct. 17
(Sellg) Cubic Artist— Oct. 29 (C. G. P. C.)
-.166
Whiffles.
482
Whiffles'
Nightmare— Nov. 19 (C. G. P. C.)
696
While
She
Powdered
Her
Nose — Dec.
23 —
(Vltagraph)
1220
Who Stole Bunny's
Umbrella?— Dec. 18 (Vltagraph)
1108
Why Tightwad Tips— Dec. 30— (Kalem)
1326
Widow's
Second
Marriage,
The — Oct'. 15 (Edison)
170
Wlfey's Investment— Nov. 2 (Patbe)
482
Wild Pat— Not. 23 (Vltagraph)
692
Winking Parson. The— Dec. 4 (Edison)
900
Winning of White DoTe, The — Not. 30 (Pathe). 810
Wood
Industry
In
French
Jura — Deo.
25 —
(Eclipse)
1326
Woman,
A— Dec. 31— (Vltagraph)
1322
Wonderful
One-Horse
Shay, The — Deo. 10 (Lubln)
1004
Wonder Powders. The — Oct. 8 (Clues)
68
Woodland
Christmas in California,
A— Dec. 19
(Melies)
1006
Wood Violet. The— Not. 27 (Vltagraph)
808
Wrongly
Accused— Oct. 31 (Melies)
270
Wrongly
Accused— Dec. 4 (Eclipse)
904

Yellowstone
National
Park.
Wvomlne,
U. S. A.
—Nov.
B (Edison)
480
Yosemlte
National
Park
and the Big Trees of
California— Jan. 1— (Edison)
1328
Young Millionaire, The— Not. 13 (Kalem)
588
Young Mrs. Eaton— Oct. 26 (Edison)
372

Independent.
Adda River Rapids— Nov. 30 .Milano)
Adventures of a Handsome
Young
Man.
The —
Nov. 16 (Lux)
704
Adventurous Adoption, The — Nov. 12 (Gaumont) 596
All Aboard — Deo. 13 (Lux)
1124

Practice
on a Cruiser — Nov.
19 (Gaumont)
Blackened
Hills— Dec. 26 — (American)
Burning
Brand.
The — Jan. 1 — (Broncho)
Big White Chief, The — Dec. 25 — (Nestor)
Blackmailer.
The — Jan. 3 — (Nestor)
Before The White Man Came — Dec. 17— (Bison).
Bear Escape, A — Nov. 25 (Keystone)
Beating He Needed, The — Oct. 7 (Keystone)..
Beauty Takes a Tramp — Dec. 9 (Nestor)
Bedella and the Newlyweds — Nov. 9 (Reliance)
Beethoven— Oct.
15
(Gaumont i
Bella's Beaus — Oct. 20 (Crystal)
Best Man Wing, The — Oct. 21 (American)
Better Part, The — Not. 5 (Oem)
Betty's Bandit— Oct. 21 (Nestor)
Betty's Nightmare — Oot. 11 (Victor)
Bewitched
Bandbox,
The — Nov.
16 (Milano)..
Big Rock's Last Stand— Dec. 3 (Bison)
Billy Jones of New York — Dec. 2 (Champion)..
Black Chancellor, The^-Oct. 7 (Great Northern)
Blackfoot's Conspiracy — Nov. 12 (Bison)
Black Hand, The— Nov. 21 (Eclair)
Black Prince, The — Deo. 8 (Crystal)
Black
Sheep. The — Dec. 10 (Eclair)
Blind Man's
Dog, The— Oct. 19 (Milano)
Blonde Lady.
The — Oct. 27 (Crystal)
Blndsoe's
Dilemma — Dec. 7 (American)
Blue Ridge Folks — Nov. 18 (Champion)
Bobs
Reception— Oct. 3 (Rex)
Boniface as a Blackamoor — Nov. 23 (Milano)..
Boniface
Is Bashful — Nov.
30 (Milano)
Bonnie.
Banks O'Locb Lomond,
The —
Dec. Bonnie.
3 (Eclair)

1122
178

1232
1884
1888
1388
1226
1114
486
276
280
278
892
886
ISO
1012
1012
704
812
1010
1119
284
886
014
814
80

1010
Boomerang.
The — Oct. 2 (Nestor)
78
Border
Detective.
The — Oot. 16 (American)... 278
Border
Parson,
The — Oct. 23 (Nestor)
886
Bowstring.
The — Oot. 2 (Ambroslo)
80
Boxing Under Difficulties— Nov. 16 (Lux)
704
Brains
versus
Brawn — Dec.
15 (Thanhouser). .1120
Bridal
Room.
The— Oot. 10 (Imp)
178
Brides and Bridles — Dec. 6 (Nestor)
1012
Broken
Idol. The — Nov. 19 (Gaumont)
706
Broken
Ring. The— Nov. 24 (Rex)
Broken
Cocktail.
A— Oot. 12 (Imp)
Brother of the
'Bat." The— Nov. 30 (Reliance) 818
Brother's Requital.
A— Nov. 6 (Reliance)
486
Brown's Seance— Deo. 2 (Keystone)
016
Bruges,
the
Venice
of
the
North — Oct.
81
(Gaumont)
890
Brusia — Oct. 27 (Eclair)
280
Bug and the Count. The — Oct. 16 (Reliance).. 174
BnlletProof Coat, The— Nov. 30 (Imp)
Busy Bee. The — Deo. 15 (Eclair)
lllfl

Canine
Rivals — Jan. 3 — (Solax)
Calino
Marries
a Suffragette — Oct.
24
msnt)
Call of the Desert. The — Oct. 28 (Nestor)
Camping
Out— Nov.
14 (Rex)
Candy Girl. The— Nov. 21 (Imp)
Canned
Harmony — Oct. 9 (Solax)
Caprices of Fortune — Oot. 17 (Eclair)

1332
(Gau-

390
492
700
82
178

THE

VI

Captain Ben's Yarn— Oct. 20 (Majestic)
278
Careful
Nursing— Oct. 31 (Rex)
490
Castles and Landmarks
of Italy — Nov. 23 (Mllano)
Castles of Bavaria — Dec. 14 (Oaumont)
Chlng (liaug's Little Fan — Dec. 13 (Lux)
Chlquita,
the Dancer— Oct. 30 (American)
488
Choice bv Accident, A— Oct. 10 (Eclair)
76
Chorus Girl. The— Nov. 17 (Crystal)
702
Civilian,
The— Nov.
20 (Broncho)
706
Consequences,
The— Dec
20— (Victor)
1228
Cousins of Sherlock
Holmes— Jan. 1 — iSolax) . ..1832
Cops and Cowboys— Dec. 16— (Nestor)
1226
Cleanlluess
Is Next
to Godliness,
But — — Dec.
20— < Lux)
1332
Cross Roads,
The— Oct. 18 (Victor)
282
Cross
Your
Heart -Nov.
22 (Thanhouser)
704
Cruel
Stepmother.
The
Sept. ,'tu (Imp)
76
Cupid on the Job— NOT, •". (Majestic)
488
Cupid's Lottery
Nov. B i Gaumont)
486
Custer's
Last
Fight— Oct. 4 ("101"-Blson)
Crlmlnul
In Spite
of
Himself,
A— Nov.
17
(Eclair)
702
Collaborators.
The -Oct.
30 (Powers)
492
Colonel's
Ward.
The— (let. 26 I "101"-Blson) . . 284
Comedy of Errors, A— Nov. 20 (Solax)
704
Constantinople — Nov.
10 ( Eclair)
592
Convicted by Hypnotism— (Universal Features). 182
Convict's Return,
The — Oct. 1 (Gem)
80
Cotton Industry, The — Oct. 12 (Gaumont)
Country Girl, The — Oct. 3 (Imp)
76
Country Scandal,
A— Oct. 22 (Gaumont)
390
County's Prize Baby, The— Nov. 12 (Thanhouser) 488
Cowboy
Guardians,
The— Oct. 29 (Bison)
492
Cowboy's Leap
Year, A — Nov. 13 (Powers)
Cowgirl
Cinderella,
A— Nov.
15 (Nestor)
702
D
Dad's Mistake— Not. 13 i Nestor)
702
Daughter
of
the
Mounted.
The— Nov.
28
I Eclair)
910
Daughter of the Redskins,
A— Oct. 20 (Bison).
388
Daughters of Senor Lopaz, The — Dec. 16 (American)
1122
Day at West Point, A— Dec. 14 (Imp)
Deacon's
Shoes.
The — Nov.
10 I Majestic)
596
Deacon's
Troubles,
The — Nov.
11 (Keystone).. 598
Dead Pays,
Thi — 'Two Heels)— Dec. 20— (KayBee)
1232
Debt, The— Nov. 21 (Rex)
814
Desperate Lover,
A — Nov. '25 (Keystone)
Destructive
Duelists,
The— Nov.
26 (Gaumont) 818
Devil of a Time,
The— Dec. 26— (Punch)
1230
Diamond
Cut Diamond — Dec. 7 (Mllano)
1012
Diary of a Bad Boy, The— Nov. 29 (Lux)
916
Dick and Daisy— Nov. 12 (Majestic)
596
Dick's Wife— Dec. 5 (Eclair)
1010
Disturbed
Sentry,
The — Nov.
9 (Gt. Northern)
Does It Pay? — Oct. 16 (Powers)
Domestic Treasure, A — Oct. 29 (Gaumont)
390
Don Caesar De Bazan — Nov. 20 (Reliance)
704
Dorothy's Birthday — Dec. 31 — (Gem)
1338
Dotty,
the Dancer — Oct. 13 (Thanhouser)
174
Double Cross, The — Nov. 30 (Imp)
Double Reward,
A — Dec. 11 (Broncho)
1018
Dreamland
Tragedy, A — Nov. 1 (Powers)
492
Drummer's Vacation, The— Dec. 23— (Key stone). 1232
Dry
Town,
A— Dec. 26— (Eclair)
1338
Duel,
The — Dec. 30— (Keystone)
1334
E
Early Days in the West— Oct. 19 (Bison)
282
Early in the Morning — Oct. 26 (Imp)
Early's Awakening — Oct. 2 (Powers)
76
Election Bet, The— Dec. 7 (Imp)
1010
Elephant Sleuth, An— Dec. 12 (Gaumont)
1124
Elopement, The — Dec. 29— (Crystal)
1836
Emperor's Message, The — Nov. 7 (Gaumont)... 486
Employers' Liability — Oct. 7 (Nestor)
180
Enchanted Umbrella, The — Nov. 30 (Mllano)...
Energetic Member of the S. P. C. A., An — Dec.
4 (Powers)
Evading Justice — Oct. 11 (Lux)
Eventful Bargain Day, An — Oct. 19 (Imp)
282
F
Face at the Window, The — Dec. 6 (Solax)
Fairyland
Bride,
A— Dec.
14— (Reliance)
Fairyland Bride, A — Dec. 14 (Reliance)
Faith Healer, The— Nov. 13 (Reliance)
Family Mlxup.
A — Dec. 9 (Keystone)
Father— Nov.
23 (Reliance)
Fatty's Big MIx-Up— Oct. 30 (Nestor)
Ferdie, Be Brave — Nov. 2 (Imp)
Fight For Friendship, A— Nov. 18 (Nestor)
Fires of Conscience — Dec.
18 — (Reliance)
Finger
Prints,
The — Dec.
25 — (Solax)
Flxlt, Mr.— Nov.
18 (Keystone)
First Class, The — Nov. 8 (Powers)
Fight
for Right,
The-^Jan.
1— (Nestor)
Five Evenings— Dec. 20 (Solax)
Flesh and Blood— Nov.
15 (Solax)
Flirting Husband.
The — Oct. 21 (Keystone)
Fly, The— Dec. 8 (Eclair)
For His Sake— Dec. 22— (Rex)
Foiling a Fortune Hunter— Nov. 7 (Eclair)....
Fool and His Money,
A— Oct. 11 (Solax)
Foolishness of Oliver, The — Dec. 6 (Victor)
Forest Rose, The — Nov. 29 (Thanhouser)
For the Cause — Dec.
8 (Kay-Bee)
For the Honor of the Firm — Nov. 12 (Eclair)..
For the Honor of the Seventh — Oct. 2 (Champion)

916
1232
596
1018
704
814
1332
1230
594
1338
1122
598
284
1010
1228
400
82
1120
8M
1018

MOVING

PICTURE

WORLD

For the Love of Mike— Nov.
28 (Rex)
912
For the Mikado — Oct. 16 (Thanhouser)
174
Four-Footed
Hero,
A— Dec.
10 (Bison)
1118
Four Hearts that Beat As Two — Nov. 21 (Gaumont)
816
Fraud
That
Failed,
The — Jan. 4 — (American) .1384
Frankfurters
and Quail — Nov.
17 (Thanhouser) 704
Friend
Indeed, A— Nov. 27 (Nestor)
912
Fugitives.
The — Oct. 17 (Imp)
Funnicus'l
Hunting
Exploits — Dec. 15 (Eclair). .1116

Galley Slave's Romance, A— Nov. 10 (Rex).. 592
Gateway to America, The — Nov. 25 (Champion)
Gaumout's Weekly No. 29 — Sept. 25 (Gaumont) 176
Gaumont's Weekly No. 30 — Oct. 2 (Gaumont) 176
Gaumont's Weekly No. 31 — Oct. 9 (Gaumont) 278
Gaumont's Weekly No. 32— Oct. 16 (Gaumont) 390
Gaumont's Weekly No. 33 — Oct. 23 (Gaumont) 486
Gaumont's Weekly No. 34— Oct. 30 (Gaumont) 596
Gaumont's Weekly No. 35 — Nov. 6 (Gaumont) 704
Gaumont's Weekly No. 30— Nov. 13 (Gaumont) 816
Gaumont's Weekly No. 37 — Nov. 20 (Gaumont) 914
Gaumont's Weekly No. 38— Nov. 27 (Gaumont)1016
Gaumont's Weekly No. SO — Dec. 4 (Gaumont)1124
Gaumont Weekly No. 40— Dec. 11— (Gaumont) .1230
Gaumont
Weekly
No. 41— Dec. 18 — (Gaumont) .1332
Girl from the Gauntry, A— Nov. 26 (Eclair)
910
Girl In the Armchair, The— Dec. 13 (Solax) . .1014
Girl
In
the
Gingham
Gown,
The — Oct.
14
(Champion)
284
Girl of the Manor, The— Dec. 28— (American) .1232
Girl in the Next Room, The— Oct. 6 (Crystal).. 78
Giving the Blind the Light of Knowledge — Nov.
23 (Gaumont)
Goat
Girl
of
Bear
Canyon,
The — Dec.
11
(Frontier)
God's
Unfortunate — Nov.
7 (American)
596
Gold Brick, The — Oct. 16 (Solax)
174
Golden
Hair— Nov.
10 (Eclair)
592
Golden
Rule,
The — Oct. 16 (Powers)
Gontran, A Kidnapper— Dec. 23— (Eclair)
1338
Gont ran's Love
Stratagem— Oct. 27 (Eclair) . . 280
Good Snuff — Oct. 9 (Powers)
Gorges of Albuquerque, The — Oct. 29 (Gaumont) 390
Grandfather's
Forgiveness — Nov.
20 (Ambroslo) 812
Grateful Henry— Nov. 29 (Luv)
916
Great
SacriBce,
The — Jan.
3 — (Kay-Bee)
1342
Greater
Love,
The — Dec.
2 (Imp)
1010
Grocery Clerk's
Romance,
The — Oct. 28 (Keystone)
392
Guy
Mannering— Oct. 9 (Reliance)
82
Gypsy
Flirt, The— Nov.
10 (Crystal)
592
Gypsy
Spy, The— Oct. 12 (Milano)
182

Half-Breed
Scout,
The— Nov.
23 (Bison)
814
Half Shot — Nov. 9 (Imp)
Harbor of Oporto,
The— Nov.
17 (Eclair)
702
Hater of Woman.
The — Dec.
11 (Solax)
1014
"Hawkins
Moves" — Nov.
29
(Powers)
910
Hazard
for a Heart,
A — Dec.
17 — (Gaumont) .1230
Hazel Kirke — Nov. 17 (Majestic)
816
Heart of a Soldier, The — Dec. 14 (American). .1016
"Heart
Reclaimed",
A— Dec.
1 (Rex)
912
Hearts and Skirts — Oct. 4 (Nestor)
78
Hearts
Unknown— Dee.
18
(Solax)
1122
He Had
But
Fifty Cents— Oct. 5 (Imp)
76
Henpecked's Bid for Freedom — Nov. 1 (Lux)... 486
Her
Dressmaker's
Bills— Oct. 13 (Crystal)
178
Her
Friend,
the Doctor— Oct. 18 (Nestor)
282
Her
Masterpiece — Nov.
9 ( Milano)
594
Her Old Love — Nov. 17 (Crystal)
702
Her Own Country — Nov. 28 (American)
814
Her Whole Duty— Sept. 30 (Champion)
76
Her Inspiration— Dec. 28— (Mllano)
...1340
Her Y'esterday— Nov. 22 (Powers)
812
Her
Mischievous
Brother — Jan. 2 — (Punch)
1334
Her
Visitor— Dec.
29— (Crystal)
1336
Her Kid Sister— Jan. 5 — (Crystal)
1336
Heroine of the Plains,
The — Dec. 24 — (Bison). 1336
Hidden Treasure, The — Nov. 30 (American)
816
High Cost of Living, The— Oct. 23 (Solax)
278
His Career — Nov. 15 (Powers)
700
His Cook
Lady— Nov.
10 (Majestic)
596
His Day— Dec. 10 (Majestic)
1114
His Wife's
Stratagem— Dec.
22— (Crystal)
1228
His Determination
Rewarded — Nov.
19 (Eclair) 812
His Dress
Suit— Nov.
5 (Majestic)
488
His Dress Suit— Dec. 5 (Punch)
916
His First Law Suit— Sept. 29 (Itala)
His First Patient— Dec. 14 (Great Northern) . .1122
His Little Partner— Nov. 6 (Nestor)
594
His Nurse— Oct. 18 (Lux)
276
His Only
Son— Oct. 9 (Nestor)
180
His Squaw — Dec. 4 (Broncho)
916
Hoffmeyer's
Legacy — Dec.
23 — (Keystone) ... .1232
Home
and Mother — Dec. 11 (Nestor)
1116
Homecoming,
The — Oct. 22 (Eclair)
280
Honeymooners,
The — Dec. 9 (Champion)
1122
Honor of the Family,
The — Nov.
7 (Rex)
592
Honor of the Firm. The— Nov. 12 (Eclair)
700
Hoodoo
Letter,
The — Oct.
15
(Eclair)
178
Horror
of Sin, The — Nov.
25 (Itala)
How Jack Won Out — Oct. 23 (Reliance)
v... 276
Umv
Ned
Got The Raise — Nov. 9 (Imp)
594
How New Y'ork Travels — Nov. 30 (Gaumont) . .
How Shorty Kept His Word— Oct. 30 (Broncho) 392
Hunted
Down— Oct. 22 (Bison)
388
Ilvpnotlc Chair, The— Dec. 1 (Majestic)
1016

Idol Worshipper.
The— Oct. 25 (Solax)
Idyl of Hawaii, An— Nov. 23 (American)
If Dreams Oaine True — Oct. 10 (Rex)
In A Garden— Oct. 25 (Thanhouser)
Indian
Isbmael,
An — Nov.
9 (Bison)
Indian
Legend,
A — Oct. 9 (Broncho)
Indian
Outcast,
An— Nov. 26 (Bison)
Indian
Raiders,
The — Oct. 8 (Bison)
In Old Town— Dec. 3 (Majestic)
Insect
Hunting— Nov. 22 (Eclair)
Inseparable Friends,
The — Dec. 4 (Ambroslo) .
Insect
Hunting— Dec.
29— (Eclair)
International
Conspiracy,
The
(Gaumont) ...
In the Long
Run — Nov.
20 ( Nestor)
In the Old Town— Dec. 3- (Majestic)
In Time of Peril— Nov.
15 (Thanhouser)
Into the Darkness— Dec.
15 (Rex)
Intrusion at Loinpoc,
The — Nov.
14 (American;
Invaders,
The — Nov.
29 ( Kay-Bee)
Invisible,
The— Nov.
24 (Eclair)
I Owe
You $10.00— Oct. 14 (Nestor)
It Doesn't
Pay — Jan.
6— (Hex)
It Happened
Thus— Nov. 29 (Vlctor(

Jack
in the Box— Dec.
22— (Majestic)
Jack
of Diamonds — Oct. 7 (American)
Jack's
Word — Nov.
2.", (American)
Jenkins Perkins
War— Nov.
2'j (Solax)
Jim
Bentley's
Adventure — Nov.
16 (American)
Joe's
Reward — Dec.
11 (Reliance)
Joe, The
Pirate— Oct. 26 (Imp)
Johnny on the Spot— Oct. 23 (Reliance)
John
Sterling,
Alderman — Oct. 31 (Imp)
Jones,
Resurrected — Jan.
o — (Crystal)
Jones'
Vacation — Dec.
23 — (Nestor)
Jones'
Wedding
Day — Dec.
30 — ( Imp)
Just A Woman — Oct. 25
(Powers)
Just
Hats — Nov.
8 (Solax)
Just Like the West— Nov. 16 (Imp)

Kelly Goes to War— Oct. 26 (Milano)
Kelly on a Tightrope — Nov. 16 (Milano)
Kentucky
Feud,
A— Oct. 24 (Rex)
King the Detective, and ihe Opium Smugglers —
Oct. 24
(Imp)

280
708
178
276
C92
912
180
1016
812
.

1338
.1016
814
488
1118
596
910
1340
912

1232
82
814
816
596
1122
276
1336
1338
1340
386
486

388
386
386

Ladder
of Life. The — Nov. 3 (Thanhouser)....
Ladv
Barber
of Roaring
Gulch.
The— Oct. 26
(Nestor)
388
Lady
Leone,
The — Nov.
15 (Victor)
700
Land
Grabber,
The — Dec. 28 (Bison)
1336
Lass 0' The Light — Dec. 12 (Imp)
Last Quest, The — Dec. 11 (Powers)
La Tosca — "Universal Features"
284
Law of (God, The — Dec. 9 (American)
1014
Leah the Forsaken — Nov. 7 (Imp)
Leaves In the Storm— Oct. 20 (Rex)
280
Leg and Legacy, A — Nov. 20 (Powers)
812
Legend of CagTIostro,
The — Oct. 17 (Gaumont) 278
Lighting of Love's_ Way,
The — Nov. 12 (Gem) 704
Little
Girl
Next
Door,
The — Nov.
1 (Thanhouser)
890
Little Music Teacher,
The — Oct. 6 (Majestic).. 82
Locked
Out— Dec.
1 (Crystal )
910
M
Man,
A— Dec. 20 (Powers)
1228
Lock of Hair. A— Oct. 6 (Eclair)
Loneliness of Neglect — Dec. 30 (American) ... .1334
Long Strike. The— Dec. 16 (Imp)
1226
Lost Stud.
The — Nov.
9 (Great
Northern)
Lottery Prize, The— Nov. 2 (Great Northern)..
Love Sublime,
(Two Reels) — Dec. 21 (Milano) 1228
Love
and
A Lemon— Oct. 11 (Nestor)
180
Love and the Law — Jan. 2 (American)
1334
Love and War— Oct. 22 (Majestic)
278
Love — Oct.
24
(Gaumont)
390
Love's
Test — Oct. 8 (Gaumont)
176
Mabel's Lovers — Nov. 4 (Keystone)
492
Mabel's
Stratagem — Dec.
30 — (Keystone)
1334
Magnetic
Personality.
A — Nov. 8 (Lux)
596
Maiden and Men — Nov. 4 (American)
488
Making a Man
of Her— Nov.
1 (Nestor)
492
Making an American Citizen— Oct. 30 (Solax).. 390
Making
Uncle
Jealous— Oct. 24 (Eclair)
280
Mamma's
Boy— Nov.
25 (Imp)
Man
From
the
North
Pole,
The — Oct.
6
(Crystal)
78
Man With the Pull, The— Dec. 26 (Gaumont) . .1332
Man's
Calling — Nov.
11
(American)
596
Man Thev
Scorned,
The — Nov. 6 (Broncho)
492
Man
Wanted— Nov.
10 (Crystal)
592
Marriage A La Carte— Nov. 3 (Crystal)
488
Mary
of The
Mines— Nov.
13 (Broncho)
598
Mary's
Goat— Oct. 27 (Thanhouser)
390
Massacre
Of The
Fourth
Cavalry.
The — Nov.
30 (Bison)
912
Matrimonial
Agency
of Roaring
Gulcb,
The —
Nov. 29 (Nestor)
912
Matrimonial Express, The — Dec. 3 (Gaumont).. 916
Maverick,
The — Oct.
IS (Solax)
176
McGuirk,
the Sleuth— Oct.
13 (Crystal)
178
Mender,
the Pipe and
the Vase,
The — Dec. 8

THE
Eclair)
Men
Who Dare— Oct. 30 (Reliance)
Midnight
Elopement,
A— Dec.
9 (Keystone)
Militant Suffragette,
A— Dec. 29 (Thanh. luser)
Mrs. Brown's
Baby — Dec. 21 (American)
Mind Cure, The — Dec. 15 (Crystal)
Mission of the Carols, The — Dec. 10 (Gaumonti
Mixed
Bottles — Dec. 22— (Crystal)

Mors

Baste

lb*

Leu

B]

I,

Fni

D

1010
890
l"l->
1884
1119
lilt)
1016
1228

(Imp)
Mother— Dec.
19 — (Hex)
1220
Mother's Awakening, A — Nov. 17 iltex)
700
Mother's Bankroll— Nov. 21 (Eclair)
812
Mountain Clrl's Self-Saerlil. .
Dec, r; i Nestori.11 !•;

N
Nail In the Shoe, A— Sept. 29 (Itala)
Natural
Son, The -I
l.'l 1 Powers i
Nell of the Pampas -Doc.
12 (American)
lull
Htm
Oowpohcher, The — Oct. 17 (American)....
2T8
Men
lire Chief, The— Dec. 19 (Imp)
1226
Messina— Oct. 28 (Powers)
380
Now Magdalen, The— Dec. 26 (Impi
1840
Neighbor, The — Sept. 30 (Keystone)
Now
I'se for a Bike, A— Deo. 27 (Lax.)
,.1882
No Greater Love — Dec. 2 (Imp)
Like a Portnne, a
n.o. 10 (Thanhouser) 186

IT I -Nov.
14 (Imp)
7UO
Oh My Pipe— Not. 1 (Lux)
Oh Such
A Night— Nov. 8 (Crystall
488
Oh That
Lemonade — Doc
IB 'Crystal)
lllti
Oh You
Baby— Nov.
28 i Punch)
816
Old Doll Maker,
The— Oct. -'1 iGem)
490
Old Folks'
Christmas,
The— Dec. 23 (Imp)
1340
Old-Fashion
Mother,
An
Not.
:: (Bex)
490
Old Love and The
New
-Not,
<J (Solax)
486
Old Lore
Letter.
An— Nov.
24 i Majestic)
916
Old Mademoiselle's Secret— Dec. 4 (Reliance) . .1012
Old Professor,
The — Oct. 20 (Eclair)
178
Old Prospector, The — Sept. 30 (Nestor)
78
Old Sweetheart,
The — Oct. 14 (Imp)
280
Ole, the Hypnotist— Nov. 16 (Imp)
Olga, the Adventuress — Nov. 28 (Gaumont)
706
On Account
of A Handkerchief— Oct. 16 (Reliance)
174
On Board the "S.S. Dubuque,"
Naval Training
Ship — Nov. 30 (American)
816
One Day— Dec. 17 (Gem)
1226
One of the Bravest— Nov. 23 (Imp)
One On Jones— Oct. 15 (Eclair)
178
One,
Two.
Three — Oct. 28 (American)
488
Only
the Chiropodist— Dec. 20 (Lux)
1332
Only Woman
In Town,
The — Oct. 20 (Grystal) 280
On
Secret
Service — Nov.
1 (Kay-Bee)
'. . . 598
On the Danger Line — Oct. 11 (Powers)
Open
Road.
The — Nov.
18 I Imp)
812
Organ Grinder's Ward, The— Oct. 19 (Reliance) 174
Orphans— Oct. 8 (Gem)
180
Other Half. The— Dec. 17 (ThanHouser)
1120
Owing
More— Dec.
13 (Victor)
1120

Padres
Gift, The— Dec. 27 (Nestor)
133S
Pair of Fools, A— October 27 (Crystal)
386
Pals— Dec. 2 (American)
914
Panama Canal, The — Oct. 19 (Gaumont)
Paralytic, The— Nov. 27 (Solax)
816
Pat and the Milliner— Dec. 27 (Lux)
1332
Pat's Day Off— Dec. 2 (Keystone)
916
Patsy s Mistake — Oct. 16 (Nestor)
282
Paul and Virginia— Dec. 5 (Rex)
1012
Peach
for a Prisoner — Dec. 24 (Gaumont) ... .1332
.Peddlers
Find, The — Oct. 12 (Reliance)
62
Pedro's
Dilemma — Oct. 7 (Keystone)
Peeping
Tom — Dec.
9 (Itala)
Perils of the Atlantic— Dec. 10 (Gaumont)
1016
Petticoat
Camp — Nov.
3 (Thanhouser)
r>96
Petticoat Detective, The — Dec. 11 (Powers)
1116
Pickaninnies
and
the
Watermelon,
The — Oct.
21
(Imp)
Picnic In Dakota, A— Dec. 1 (Crystal)
912
Pig that Would Not Stay Home, The— Dec. 13
(Lux)
Flaying With Edged Tools — Nov. 27 i Ambroslo)
Plentv
of Good
Lungs — Dec. 4 (Ambroslo) ....
Poisoned Pool. The— Dec. 12 (Eclair)
1116
Poor
Finney — Nov.
28 (Punch)
816
Poor Relation,
A — Jan. 3 (Thanhouser)
1336
Postman.
The — Oct. 19 (Imp)
Power of Love, The — Dec. 19 (American)
1122
Power of Maney, The — Nov. 22 (Solax)
704
President
Taft
At The
County
Fair— Nov.
2
(Imp)
Prize Of Paradise, The — Nov. 14 (Gaumont)...
596
Prodigal
Wife,
The— Nov.
13 (Solax)
598
Professor's
Dilemma.
The — Dec. 27 — (Victor) . .1340
Promise,
The — Oct. 14 (American) a
278
Fromise.
The — Oct.
14 (American)
278
Put
Yonrself
In His
Place — Oct.
29
i Thanhouser)
390

MOVING

PICTURE

It
Quarrel,
The— Nor.
24 iCryatal)
y
» of the Season— Nov. 80 (Great

WOK Eh
812
Nortnem)1018

Race, The— Dec. 20 (Thanhouser)
1120
Raffle, The— Dec. 4 (Solax)
016
Railroad and the widow. IBs— Nor. 0 1 Powers) 594
Rapids
of the Inatra
Itlver.
Finland
-N01
' Imp)
Recognition,
The
i>c28 (American)
Redemption of Brrerton, The
N01
1 (Victor).,
Rod Ion's Love, Ar— N01
.". 1 Bison)
Redemption
"f w hlite Han k, The
Di
(Bison)
Information
„r sierra
Smith
Oct
1" lAm.n
can)
Regeneration of Worthier
nan. The -Nov. 2.".
tor)

Regimental

Pals

Jan,

1 (Bl on)

Ride For Life. A— Dec. 11 (Bison)
Right
Shall Prevail— Dec. 10 c Champion)
Rights of a Savage, The — Dec. T (Bison)....
Riley and Schultze
Sept. 80 (Keystone)
Blp Van
winkle
Oct 20, (Union
Features)..
Rivals,
lie
Noi
18 (Key si
-1
Robinson
Crnsoe,
Miss -Oct, 8 (Gaumont)....
Romance and Beallt] — Dee. 2 (Nestor)
Romance of The 1 . S. Navy, A
Not, C (Thanhooser)
Rosle
Oct. 29 (Eclair)

1232
488
5112

82
012

1886

Vll
I., ii,.- city— Dec
12 flt-x)
1118
Tragic
Wedding,
A— Nov.
2 (Milano)
490
Tramp's Strategy, A— Nov. 4 (Champion)
594
TranagrcHKioo
of Deacon
Jonea,
The — Oct. 81
' Kelalr)
888
Trapped b> Fire — Nov.
19 1 Bison j
814
Trapper Bill, King of Scouts— Not. 2 (Biaon).. 492
Travels in the Ural Mountains — Dec. 10 (Gaumont)
1018
Tree Imp, The — Oct. 27 (Majestic)
892
Trials of Faith,
The
N01
2 1 Reliance) .. .
Tribal Imw. Tb( — Nov. 16 (Bison)
704
Trip 1 Imp)
Through
The Cincinnati
Zoo,
A — lice. 7
Truant's Doom,
The
N01
-'I (Thanhouser)
'TwlXt
The
Devil
an. I the
DMP
Sen
1 ..
imont)
'Twlxl1 Gaumont
the 1 )1'\ 11 and
the Deep
ea — Dt«
Two
Two

Chefs,
TheIi
Punch)
•r A
Kln.l
Nov.
19
iMajesltc)
Wono-n— Oct. 4 (P

1118
1228
1012
600
1018
1010

816
1018
916
71.

D
Dnforseen
Brent
An— Nor.
IB (Eclair)
70-'
Inforseen
Brent
An— Dec.
22
(Eclair. 122s
United
We
Stand -Nov.
4 (NestOT)
594
Unsuccessful
Flirtation— Nov.
2 (Great
Northern )

914

s
s.i\inu the Innocents — Dec. 21 (American)
1122
See anemone*— Nor.
15 (Eclair).
702
Sea
Wieniones — Dec.
22
(Eclair)
12L'>Sealed
Envelope,
The — Oct. 16 (Powers)
ant's Boy, The— Oct. 11 (Bison— N. Y. M.
P, Co.)
Servian In The Balkan War — Nov. 30 (Gaumont)
Seville and Its Gardens— Nov. 24 (Eclair)
Shanghaied
Cowboys,
The — Nov.
22 (Nestor).. 814
Sharps
and
Chaps — Nov.
8 (Nestor)
594
Sheriff's Adopted Child, The — Oct. 16 (Broncho) 182
Ship of Lions,
The — Nov.
6 (Ambroslo)
592
Shocking
Her
Future
Mother-In-Law — Nov.
26
(Majestic)
916
Silent
Call, The — Dec.
4 (Nestor)
1010
Silent Jim — Nov. 5 (Kclair)
490
Simple Life, The— Oct. 13 (Majestic)
176
Sirens Call to Duty,
The — Nov. 13 (Ambroslo) 700
Sister's
Devotion,
A — Oct. 9 (American)
82
Sisters
Nov.
8 (Victor)
594
Six Cylinder Elopment, A — Oct. 6 (Thanhouser)
80
Skeleton,
The — Oct. 23 (Powers)
386
Solus In Torture — (Itala)
600
Spider on the Brain, A— Dec. 2 (Itala)
Splffkin's Eats Frogs — Nor.
8 (Lux)
596
Standing Room
Only — Dec. 1 (Thanhouser) .... 914
Starbucks,
The— Nov.
9 (American)
488
Star Eyes' Strategy— Oct. 15 (Bison)
282
Stick It John— Oct. 25 (Lux)
486
stigma,
The— Dec.
18
(Nestor)
1226
Stolen Glory — Oct. 14 (Keystone)
182
Storm
on The
French
Coast,
A — Dec. 7 (Gaumont)
Story of a Kiss, The— Dec. 24 (Eclair)
1338
story of the Savage Modoc Mine, The— Oct. 23
( Broncho)
392
Strange
Case. A — Nov. 4 ( Imp)
594
Study of the Fly, A— Nov. 1 1 Eclair)
388
Sue — Oct.
28
(American)
490
Sulphur
Industry
In
Slcilv,
The — Oct.
20
(Eclair)
178
Surprising
Eliza— Oct. 8 (Eclair)
76

T
Tangled
Marriage.
A — Dec. 8 (Crystal)
1010
Tangled
Relations— Oct. 4 (Victor)
78
Taku of Toklo.
Miss — Nov. 19 (Thanhouser).... 704
Tattoo,
The — Oct. 12 (Bison)
182
Telephone Entanglement, A — Dec. 5 (Gaumont) 1016
Telephone Entanglement, A — Dec. 19 (Gaumont) 1230
Temperamental Husband, A — Nov. 11 (Keystone) 596
Thanksgiving— Nov. 27 (Reliance)
818
Their Children's Approval — Nov. 14 (Eclair).. 702
Their
Christmas
Turkey — Dec.
25
(Powers) . .1338
Thief's
Wife.
The — Nov. J9 (American)
706
Three-Cornered
Wedding
Journey,
A — Oct.
26
(Milano)
Through
a Higher
Power — Oct. 27
(Rex)
386
Through
Shadowed
Vales— Dee.
5 (Imp)
1010
Through
the Flames— Nov. 8 (Thanhouser)
596
Thunderbolt,
The — Nov.
26 (Thanhouser)
816
Tin
Will Be Done — Oct. 31 (Champion)
388
Tie Eternal,
The — Oct. 10 (Gaumont)
276
Time Avenges — Oct. 5 (Reliance)
82
To Err Is Human — Oct. 7 (Champion)
180
Toll of The Sea, The— Nov. 26 (Gem!
910
Tongueless
Man,
The — Nov.
19 (Gem)
812
Too
Much
Beauty— Dec.
2 (Itala)
Topsy Turvy
Love
Affair — Dec. 7 (Reliance) . .1122

Valet and the Maid, The— Nov. 24 (Crystal)
812
Vengeance of Fate, The— Oct. 18 (Bison.
N. Y.
M.
P. Co.)
Vengeance — Nov.
28
(Imp)
910
Vengeance of the Fakir. The— Dec. 19 (Eclair) . .1228
Virgin of The Fire, The— Nov. 16 (Reliance).. 596

W
Wanderer,
The — Oct. 31 (American)
488
Wanted
a Husband— Dec. 26
(Punch)
1230
Was
Mabel
Cures]— Nov.
22 (Victor)
814
Waterfalls of California — Dec. 6 (Powers)....
Way of the Transgressor, The— Oct. 23 (American)
278
Way
of
the
Transgressor,
The — Nov.
27
( Powers)
919
Weary Gussie Finds a Job — Dec. 13 (Lux)
1124
Weary's Revenge — Nov. 3 (Majestic)
488
Wedding March. The— Oct. 17 (Rex)
280
Western Episode. A — Oct. 1 (Bison)
80
What Dad
Did— Nov. 7 (Eclair)
490
What
the Bell Tolled — Oct. 15 (Gem)
282
Wheel
of Destiny,
The — Dec.
8 (Rex)
1012
When an Old Maid Gets Busy— Dec. 17 (Eclalr)1228
When
Cupid
Runs
Wild— Nov.
11 (Imp)
700
When Lee Surrenders— Nov. 8 (Kay-Bee)
598
When
Mercy Tempers Justice — Oct. 15 (Thanhouser)
174
When
the Sphinx
Spoke — Dec. 6 (Powers)....
When Twenty Is In Love— ^Oct. 13 (Rex)
178
When Uncle Sam Wss Young — Oct. 5 (Bison).. 180
White Bonnet, The — Oct. 13 (Eclair)
76
White Lie, A— Nov.
11 (Nestor)
702
Who's the Boss — Dec. 25— (Powers)
1336
Will and a Way,
A — Dec. 8 (Thanhouser)
914
Willie's Ticket— Nov. 22 (Lox)
916
Winner and the Spoils, The — Oct. 8 (Majestic)..
82
Winning ofof Helen.
The — The
Dec.— Oct.
8 (Majestic)'....
Winnings
Silas Pegg,
6 (Rex),...
80
Wireless
Miracle,
A— Oct. 26 (Reliance)
276
With the Mounted Police — Dec. 31 (Thanhouser. 1336
Woman Alone. A— Oct. 29 (Majestic)
892
Woman
Behind
the Man— Dec. 27 (Solax)
1230
Woman
In White — Oct. 22 (Gem)
388
Woman
In White, The — Oct. 20 (Thanhouser).. 390
Wonders
of Surgery — Dec.
17 (Majestic)
1334
Wooers of Mountain Kate, The — Oct. 24 (American)
,...278
World- Weary
Man.
The— Dec. 9 (Imp)
1118
Would-Be
Heir.
The — Nov.
21 (American),... 708
Wreckers. The — Oct. 6 (Imp)
178
Wrong
Flat, The— Nov. 22 (Lux)

Yvonne,

the

Foreign

Spy — Oct.

28

(Imp).

Zigoto as a Station Master— Dec. 5— (Gsumont 1.1280
Zigoto Drives a Locomotive — Oct. 5 (Gaumont) 176
Zigoto Drives a Locomotive— Dec. 26 — (Gsumont 11332
Zigoto Has a Good Heart— Dec. 5 (Ganmont) .1230
Zigoto To The Rescue — Oct. 3 (Gaumont).... 176
Zoological Gardens at Cincinnati — Nov. 16 1 Gaumont)
Zoological
Specimens
of
the
Pond — Oct.
31
(Gaumont)
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READY

WEEK

NEXT

Bindery will make delivery during
Christmas week of the first copies of

®

RICHARDSON'S
Motion Picture Hand Book
FOR

MANAGERS

®

K

Second

Si
83
(9
SI
19

IS
SI
®
SI

m

OPERATORS

Edition

Book contains 450 pages and has been completely reOrders will be filled in rotation.
vised and rewritten.

ONLY
Kj

AND

NINE

THOUSAND

PRINTE

Every manager and every operator
in the country will want a copy.
An excellent photogravure of the
author to the purchasers of the first
"
:: :: ::
thousand copies.
PRICE, $2.50 POSTAGE PAID

e World
Moving PiectP.ur
O. :: New York City
Box 226, Madison Squar
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TEMPEST

TAKEN

AWAY

TOSSED

After the wreck, a young woman is washed unconscious ashore on a
little island, where she is picked up and cared for by Tom, a young
fisherman, and his mother. She regains health, but loses all memory
of the past. She marries Tom and their life is a happy one until a
stranger comes whom she recognizes and remembers. The shock brings
back her memory that she is already married to this man. The stranger
demands his wife, and Tom is forced to see borne
away from him that which he held dearest in life.
G. MELIES,

204 EAST

38th ST., NEW

YORK

CITY
1-2-13

Approx. 1000 feet

ft
_ •
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Hicbolas Power Company

^
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Jl merry Christmas

'M

1

extend Cordial Wishes for

To the established Showman
■i

^

f;

Our thanks for the tremendous volume of business which

a.

M.

your hearty recognition of our product has brought to our doors.

&

•^

To the Prospective Customer

^
'%

n pardonable pride in our output wbicb amply justifies that
we commend it to you.

'$£
^5

j|

To Ourselves

j|

Sg

1

H stern resolve to cberisb, uphold and strengthen tbe reputation of

rower's jbameragrapb

|

::

'±

Nicholas Power Company, 90 eoid street, new vorx
#J

M

lj£

Che leading makers of motion picture machines
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